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SPEECH—NO DEBATE

Claude Bissell, returning to his

post of University of Toronto

president after a year of teaching

at Harvard, will perform the

traditional term opening address

this afternoon at 2 p.m. at Convo-

cation Hall.

Claude Bissell is superb in

formal situations." says Steve

Langdon, president of the Stu-

dents Administrative Council.

Langdon last week challenged

Dr. Bissell to replace the tradi-

tional speech with a debate be-

ween the two of them. Bissell

agreed to a debate in principle

)ut has refused to give Langdon

THE

j
equal billing today.

'/ "An exchange," said Langdon,

,
"would show up what he really

|
thinks."

/ "He is a man who believes in

si the hierarchical structure off the

university have.

cally his belief is aristocratic and

elitist: that there are some few

people with a commitment to

seeking wisdom and they must

run the university.

suppose that makes him a

classic conservative," added

Langdon. "He is also quite self-

confident and almost arrogant in

some ways. He knows what he

thinks."

Dr. Bissell is the president of

a very great university and his

first priority is to settle down the

students who are increasingly

finding their university experi-

ence unsatisfactory."

What Langdon fears is that

dissent will be channelled into

committees, minor reforms will

be implemented, and the univer-

sity will remain the way it is —
authoritarian and undemocratic.

"It would be a mistake," he

adds, "to think Dr. Bissell alone

can change the whole university.

He is under tremendous pres-

sures and almost as caught up in

the system as students are."

TENT CITY TODAY
MONDAY

1 P.M.
Students and drugs -

cussion.

3 P. M. (approx.)

Debate after Bissell's

speech.

8 P. M.
SAC Education Committee

meeting and films.

TUESDAY
1 P.M.

Sex and the singe student
— discussion.

8 P. M.
Dance — admission free.

Tent City is a home with a aiffer-j

ence.

If you can't find a place to live.l

you can stay here. If you can't af-1

ford the places you could find, yoil
can stay here. If you don't like the*
rules and restrictions where you
live, you can try the tends for a

few nights.

A lot of landlords don't like stu-

dents and accepts us only grudging-

ly — for our money. At Tent City

there are no landlords. There is no
rent.

Tent Citv is more than a place to

stay. It is a place to go INSTEAD
of the accommodation you have.

Try it and see. You'll feel lost at

first. That's because no one will

tell you what to do and no one will

tell you how to do it. You'll have to

think for yourself.

At Tent City there are no teach-

ers, only learners. In short, Tent
City is a place to go INSTEAD of

the university you have.

Dear Mom and Dad:

How are you. I am fine. I am living in a 9' x 9' tent on the

lawn in front of Hart House at the University of Toronto. I am
having a wonderful time.

We are having loads of fun. Last night around 60 freshmen

from Victoria College came down to join us. At least that's what

we thought. We could hear them up in Queen's Park and somebody

was yelling, "Okay guys, organize, organize." Then they came
pouring down the hill, ripped the guy lines out of the ground and

pushed over the big marquee tent. Then they formed up in twos

(freshmen always seem to march in twos) and paraded off chant-

ing, "We're the new counter-revolutionary movement; we're the

F.A.A.!" (Freshmen Against Activists?) Some of them yelled at

us and called us "communist sympathizers" and "hippies". Mom
and Dad, how come you never told me about that?

The head counsellor is Andy Wernick. He is the one who or-

ganized the camp and he says all those students who have no place

to stay can come home to sleep. He says the housing situation is at

the crisis level and the Tent City will show everyone that this is

so. So far not many people have shown up; they're all out looking

for a place to live.

If you are coming to visit me, remember I am not on the front

campus in front of Simcoe Hall as originally planned. It turned out

that in order to do that, we would have to run electrical cable

from out of the manhole directly in front of Simcoe Hall, which is

where the president of the university and other notables park their

cars. So we are now in front of Hart House and we are drawing

power from University College to run the lights, outlets, record

players and such.

Ob, yeah — we had a great bull session at 5 o'clock in the

morning the other morning with about 10 freshmen who wandered
over from their orientation program. We talked about the purpose

of the university and student power and all kinds of things for

about an hour and then one of the frosh said, "Wait a minute" you

mean that this place is just the same as high school, only a lot

bigger and more impersonal!" You know I think he has a point

there.

Continued on page 7

Hundreds of University of To-

ronto students are now looking for

some form of adequate off-campus

housing. Some will be lucky, but

many will fall prey to overpricing,

deceptive salesmanship, and out-

right discrimination — obstacles

The Varsity encountered in an inci-

dent with Mrs. J. Braun, the lan-

dlady of a rooming house at 376
Spadina Rd.

By BRIAN JOHNSON

When I talked to Mrs. Braun

on the phone, she offered rne a

$17-a-week room, "very lovely,

private, and comfortable, with

wall to wall broadloom and furni-

ture." She said she had no objec-

tion to students.

When I visited the rooming

house, the first thing that struck

me was a sign on the door telling

all visitors to take off their

shoes.

"Everyone does that here,"

said Mrs. Braun. "I probably

have the cleanest house in the

city."

As she preached the multiple

evils of shoes, I was led down
some rickety stairs to the $17

basement room.

The room could not have mea-

sured more than 10 ft. by 10 ft.

The "wall to wall broadloom"

was an overlapping patchwork of

4 or 5 rugs that curled up the

baseboards and folded around the

corners.

All of the "furniture" — desk,

dressing table, and bed — con-

sisted of plywood fixtures at-

tached to the wall.

At first glance, however, the

room looked almost respectable,

although not for $17 a week.

Then I tested the bed — a thin,

springless mattress on a board.

The broadloom would have been

as comfortable.

I sat down at the desk — the

chair was lumpy, impossible for

studying. The desk was surfaced

with linoleum tile.

Continued on Page 10

FEES

TENT TREND

KINGSTON (CUP) - Twen,

students camped out this week

end on the lawn of Queen's

University principal John

Deutsch to protest the shortage

of student housing.

About 60 students met during

the weekend to discuss the

housing problem, rent control,

and their ideas of a new univer-

sity.

Deutsch. who was away for

the weekend, said the action of

the students was 'ridiculous''

and he "wouldn't be influenced

j by such stunts."



SCM BOOKROOM
We have moved to

MAES FLOOR

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

333 Bloor St. West

(near Su George)

WE CARRY A COMPREHENSIVE SELECTION OF
HARDCOVERS AND PAPERBACKS IN-

PHILOSOPHY

HISTORY

SOCIAL SCIENCES

ENGLISH

THEOLOGY

LANGUAGES

FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEXTS

IN TRA NSLA TION ONL Y 925 - 2285

SECRET DECISION

No open PAC meetings

SAT.

20-21

0 p.m.

RUE
FORD
TRIO,

CHICAGO
BLUES

SUNNY LAND SLIM TRIO
1 WEEK SEPT. 23 TO 28

By INGRID VABALIS

The following report Is based on

a bulletin of the minutes of the

Presidents Advisory Council meet-

ing o) September 10. 1968. not

scheduled for publication until

next Thursday.

The Students Administrative

Council may not accept the ad-

ministration's offer of seven

seats on the 22-member Presi-

dent's Advisory Council (PAC).

The most important of the

three conditions SAC set down
this summer for membership on

PAC was rejected by PAC mem-
bers at a closed meeting last

Tuesday.

Members were opposed to

SAC's demand that PAC meet-

ings be open to the entire univer-

sity community.
They did, however, fully ac-

cept equal student and faculty

membership on PAC. the second

of SAC's conditions.

"Opening PAC sessions is the

most important condition." said

SAC President Steve Langdon.

"I don't think any compromise
on this is possible." he said.

He thought PAC was happy to

grant equal representation be-

cause PAC is not an official deci-

sion-making body. PAC was es-

tablished in 1965 by President

Bissell to co-ordinate the differ-

ent branches of university gov-

ernment.

Dr. Bissell does not necessar-

ily have to abide by its decisions.

This summer he invited SAC to

accept seats on the council.

Dr. Bissell's offer of student

membership on PAC had been

made in full knowledge of SAC's

policy on openness.

Throwing PAC meetings open,

the members concluded in the

minutes of Tuesday's meeting,

would destroy PAC's usefulness

and impair the frankness with

which all sides of a problem are

discussed.

"This view was strongly held

by all the members present and

supported on the basis of their

experience in government and

business," was the rationale.

They "believe openness might

be appropriate for decision-mak-

ing bodies but would prove fatal

to an advisory body," the min-

utes go on to say.

PAC members expressed con-

cern that observers with speak-

ing privileges might bog down
the proceedings.

Prof. Donald Forster, execu-

tive assistant to the President.

If you wish to work for The Varsity, come up to the of-

fice at 91 St. George any time and you will be converged
upon. Or come to a meeting for all new people tomorrow at

1 p.m. Remember, you put your life in our hands. We are
needing photographers, cartoonists, and fellow travellers. We
would appreciate writers.

There is a Review meeting today at 1:15. You can go
there too. Downstairs. ~

"wondered if the active partici-

pation of non-members in PAC
decisions would make it impossi-

ble to get PAC's work done."

And PAC members wondered
"whether the degree of openness

under consideration has been suf-

ficiently defined."

Langdon was explicit in what

SAC meant by openness — that

anyone in the university be al-

lowed to attend PAC meetings.

"This is the orily thing that

would make a basic change in

the administration's policy," he

said.

"It is really the only way that

students can keep track of the

attitudes of the faculty, adminis-

tration and their own representa-

tives on the council," he pointed

out.

Dr. Bissell said the definition

of "openness" of meetings would

have to be defined further before

he made any decision.

"The official minutes of the

meeting will be published on

Thursday," Dr. Bissell said.

The third condition — that se-

lection of student representatives

be the concern of SAC — also

met with objections from PAC
members "because there was no

assurance of wide representa-

tion."

"It would be undesirable to

have all the student representa-

tive members from one faculty

or division," the minutes read.

However, the condition was ac-

cepted.

Particularly, PAC wanted to

ensure the 5.000 graduate stu-

dents were represented.

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

BRINGS TO YOU

FRESHMAN

WELCOME
AT THE VARSITY ARENA - 8 PM FRI. SEPT. 20

FREE TO ALL FRESHMEN WITH A.T.L. CARDS

ALL OTHERS

$|00

2 BANDS PROVIDE CONTINUOUS MUSIC
(" THE RIFFKIN' PLUS AN R & B GROUP)

Also information booths will provide information on campus clubs
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Fight the high cost of learning!

Live a little . . . save a lot . . .

with yijfa> your very own special

passport to student savings.

Save in Canada and in the U. S.

Vitfi offers you the opportunity
to seve from 10% to 50% on every-
thing from clothing and entertain-

ment, stationary and personal serv-

ices to travel on major railways
and airlines and accomodations in

the top hotels on the continent.

Take advantage of these power
packed specials offered only to

#jjfi members:

- Fly Vi fare on Air Canada,
TWA, Braniff, National, American,
Northwest, Western, Eastern,
United, Continental and Canadian
Pacific airlines;

Enjoy outstanding savings in

agazine purchases, including

)RT, SKIING, M c CALLS,
1UIRE, LOOK. SATURDAY

EVENING POST, and others;

- Join the Record Club of Can
ada and get an additional tfijsi

discount; UUfty
- Join in the action at the City's

best night clubs and save while

firt is the only TOTAL student
savings programme. Join the mil-
lions of card carrying (Tint mem-
bers on over 700 American cam-
puses and save while you swing.

Hundreds of stores, restaurants,

clubs and services in Canada and
the U. S. offer you tremendous

tfijja savings. Look for the identi-

fying ¥U« emblem in shop win-
dows.

Get your College Guide
and check the outstanding list of

sponsoring companies. It's your

PASSPORT TO YEAR ROUND
SENSATIONAL STUOENT SAV-
INGS!

< -5 a .2

> am c
2 " £ o °

i Ills
c 10 5 o
CD r- in h

START YOUR SAVINGS MAIL COUPON TODAY

!

CN YOUTH TRAVEL CLUB VISA TWA 50/50 CLUB
Membership Application

(please print)

NAME

HOME ADDRESS

SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION

SCHOOL OR BUSINESS

city

DATE OF BIRTH

MALE

HAIR COLOUR

day

FEMALE

province

year

EYE COLOUR

ss to which card(s) is (are) to be sent Q home school or Q business.

YOUR PASSPORT TO TRAVEL,

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP

mversity students are eligible.

s recorded on a sales

Sale and Fair trade items are excluded from the VISA rate offer.

Coupons must be presented with the VISA card for bonus savings.

Refer to each sponsor's listing to avoid misunderstanding.

Use discretion when presenting your VISA membership card for pur-
chases. Remember VISA sponsors are not offering VISA rates to all

customers.

Check one:

VISA/CN $2.00

Bill me later

SIGNATURE

VISA/TWA $3.00 VISA/CN, TWA $4.00

"Cheque in the amounf ot enclosed.

Travel Restricted on Certain Holiday Periods.

Make cheque payable to VISA.

ADVENTURE and SPECIAL SAVINGS.
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Foieseeing the possibility of a siudenl occu-

pation of one oi mo're buildings, the adminis-

tration of an eastern university has secretly

removed the more sensitive correspondence

from its files The plans call for the staff to

walk out if a sit-in occurs, leaving the stu

dents to try to run the universities them-

selves

—from Weekend Magazine. Sept 14.1968

CLAUDE BISSELL

TALKSABOUT

•The University

•Academocracy

•Revolution

Varsiiv editor Paul XtacRae talked to Claude

Btssell, president of the University of Toronto, last

week. Here's what came out of it:

MacRae: What, in your opinion, is the place of

a student in this university?

Bissell: He's the first person to come here and

the university's raison d'etre in the initial steps.

He determines the whole structure of the univer-

sity by his choice of subjects and by his particu-

lar interests. Most of us (administrators) are in

that respect simple servants of students. For

example, the university budget is made up of 70

per cent funds for academic salaries, precondi-

tioned by the students' choice of subjects.

Consequently, the student's chief obligation is

to get himself an education, which is usually a

self-education. People don't realize that the uni-

versity exists for the individual no matter what

the structure is. This is a choice anybody can

make and most of the criticism I hear is the crit-

icism of people who aren't capable of self-educa-

tion.

Many students come here feeling that the uni-

versity has a system to thrust upon them. The
university doesn't thrust its syytem on anybody.

The system is an opportunity that only you can
realize. It's a promise that only you can bring to

fruition,

MacRae: A constant criticism by Students

Administrative Council members is that students

invited to join committees are immediately co-

opted. What comes out is not what students real-

ly want, that students are used to validify a deci-

sion which has essentially already been made.
Bissell: I don't see much validity to that. Any

committee involves a conflict of opinions leading

to a resolution. It may well be that the student
point of view doesn't triumph. But I don't come
out saying the committee is a failure. I come out

and say the committee has reached an opinion

which I must accept if I'm going to accept the

democratic process.

DEMOCRATIC PROCESS
MacRae: But if you accept a democratic pro-

cess, then students should make up the majority
of committees just as they make up the majority
of the university population.

Bissell: I was referring to a democratic pro-

cess — let's get our assumptions very straight.

The university is not a political democracy. It's

not a head-counting democracy. We use demo-
cratic processes here, but we don't use the pro-

cesses of the state. We don't elect our professors
and we don't use democratic elections in many
areas.

Increasingly we try to make a representative
government. In most academic groups the move
toward the resolution of a problem is made with-
out any formal vote as such. We're talking about
highly reasonable people, not highly emotional
politicians. In most committees you reach a con-

sensus without any vote and sometimes there is a
vote. In that case the majority wins. It's a demo-
cratic process, but it doesn't have the full tech-

niques of a political democracy.
MacRae: Most of the people I've heard com-

plaining about the system are people who do
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want a self-education. They find the system
hampers them.

Bissell: YoiTve spoken to very few people I

think, on the whole. Mind you. you're not going to

make me a supporter of every conceivable part

of the university. I'm concerned with the reform
of the university. I'm concerned with a great

many changes. But I would still say that under

the present structure the onus is upon the individ-

ual.

MacRae: OK. if the university is designed es-

sentially for the individual, why couldn't I come
into this university, decide I'm interested in, say

sociology, decide I want to take courses X. Y and
Z which just happen to be in different years. And
I don't want to take the five courses I have to

take now. If I do that I'll be prevented by rules

and regulations from taking the courses I want to

take, and I'll be prevented by the necessity to

pass — to take five courses for three years to get

a degree. I'd say I'm prevented from getting a

self-education.

Bissell: These are just minimal requirements.
Any institution has to have a structure and the

individual works out his own personal emphases
in relationship to the structure. If you were left

in an unstructured situation, unless you are a
genius, you'll end up by having a very inferior

education. There has to be some element of
structure and discipline for any activity. Around
that you can deviate, you can emphasize as much
as you want. A good student is one who goes off

on his own. and examinations and structure are
just a minimal requirement. These courses
should be just a drop in the bucket for anyone
with a zest for learning.

MacRae: I don't think so. My zest for learning
is directed at the things I want to study.

AUTHORITY
Bissell: Don't you rely on the judgement of

others, instead of your own instincts? Don't you
rely on the judgement of a professor to a certain
extent? Do you accept any authority at all in

education?

MacRae: Frankly, no.

Bissell: What do you mean by authority then?
MacRae: Authority is someone telling me what

to do.

Bissell: You're talking about an order, a pro-
cess. I'm talking about a principle. Don't you
recognize a principle of authority'' In some areas
isn't there an institution or individual who speaks
with a wisdom which perhaps may be greater
than yours? Do you feel authority is something
which comes entirely from within yourself with

no help from the outside world at all?

MacRae: Of course not. But perhaps I could

tell you what I think the place of authority in a

university should be. I think I should be able to

come here, go to a professor and say I'm inter-

ested in a certain subject ....
Bissell: You do go to a professor, you do ac-

knowledge an authority? Why go to a professor?
MacRae: Because he knows more than I do on

certain topics. So let's say I'm interested in

Continued on page 5
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if that's medium chicken curry, what's hot like? Macrae
fumed as he lacked a Bissel pic, Sherry carried coffee
and Moo carried copy to the press. Frank had a sandwich
in his drawer and Koehler drank Acufine. OUS moved to
44 St. George, so we won't be indoctrinated anymore.
(The Varg as right-wing rag?) Harrison was on his knees
about housing while Henry threatened with under-26-
power and Bob Rae wrote to Len. Sue argued femininlni-
nmnsm while Haiven want through the windshield of the
Camaro. Volky dangled a cigarette from his mouth end
looked tuff and everybody cussed at tardy Bingley Rod
quarter -final led at tennis and Ingrid eavesdropped for the
tefy. Reisler cupped and Anne exec, ass'ted.



We 're not counting heads at university"
studying, say society, and the professor suggests

I read ....
'Bissell: And he says what have you studied

before? Suppose I come to a professor and say

I'm interested in studying math, and I've had no
math. He says perhaps I should begin with a bas-

ic course and I say. 'Oh, nonsense, I want to re-

spond to the spirit within me.' That's the trouble

with you people — you want to study the basic

metaphysical questions before you've gone
through the preliminaries.

MacRae: You didn't allow me to finish. If I

want to study math, I go to a professor. If he

says I have to take a basic course, I'll do what-

ever I must to learn whatever math I have to

learn. But there comes a certain point at which
I'll decide I'm interested in branching off into a

certain part of mathematics.

Bissell: You would then admit to the need for

a basic course, or would you prefer to study on

your own?
MacRae: I haven't found a course in which I'm

interested in the calender that I couldn't study

myself, or just simply by going to the class. But

I don't feel the professor has the right to evalu-

ate me — I evaluate myself.

Bissell: But you said a while ago a professor

could have authoritative views of certain thines.

THE BA
MacRae: I'm talking about formal evaluation,

accreditation. The BA is accreditation.

Bissell: You don't like the BA at all? Don't you

think it indicates something? It indicates you've

gone through a certain discipline which, in ac-

cordance with the categories gives an approxi-

mate indication of where you stand.

MacRae: Does it give an approximate indica-

tion of whether you're educated or not?

Bissell: The BA is one of the factors involved

in education. If someone comes in to talk to me

about a job, I want to know what he has studied

and I think the fact that he has a BA is a factor

in evaluating his situation. Otherwise you

wouldn't have universities.

MacRae: Why not?
u*„i„t0iv

Bissell: Because then you'd have an absolutely

unstructured situation.

MacRae: What's the matter with that?

BisseU- It s quite all right, but you wouldn t

ha™ a university then. A university does invoWe

structure and the exercise of authority. It does

nvolve evaluation, does involve judgement.

These vou dislike, and I understand why you do^

Buf these are part and parcel of a structured

university and you can t get away from them.

EVALUATION
MacRae: I don't see the necessity for someone

to evaluate me. Why can't I be evaluated ouside

^"think we should be evaluated - we

should all be evaluated. I would hope this evalua-

tion would take place with justice and mercy at

times, but there's no reason why this should not

go on.

MacRae: How much power do you think stu-

dents should have in the university? How much
control over their environment?

Bissell: That's a very dangerous phrase be-

cause nobody except God has control over his

environment and even that is doubtful. I'm much
in favor of increased student participation. I've

taken the initiative in making certain offers to

the SAC which they're having some trouble ac-

cepting which could make this university much
closer to the kind of university you have in mind.

But I wouldn't go as far as you. I'm for a greater

degree of freedom, but I'm not ready to give up

my structured pattern. I'm working toward that.

The point is this — we're not counting heads at

the university. Students don't determine simply

by vote what the whole course of the university

shall be. Otherwise I'd call in the thousands of

alumni, who probably have more right to vote

than most students have.

It's a question of working toward goals we all

want to achieve. What we're talking about is a

rate of acceleration, we're talking about revolu-

tionary change. I don't believe in revolutions,

except by process of rational discussion and ra-

tional movement.
MacRae: What if a student demostration

camps outside Simcoe Hall and says we've had

enough of rational discussion and getting chan-

neled off into non-productive areas?

Bissell: I don't think the student body as a

whole is capable of that irrational nonsense. I've

got faith in the integrity of the student leaders. A
good deal of this talk is simple tribal war dances

picked up from other areas.

"TRIBAL WAR DANCE"

MacRae: Then why are we here?

Bissell: To get an education.

MacRae: Why can't we get an education with-

out having conveniences for industry such as.

'What course have we taken and what marks did

we get and do we have a BA?' These are very

convenient things.

Bissell: Industry isn't necessarily looking for

people with a certain training. They look for a

wide education and the BA theoretically indicates

a wide liberal education.

MacRae: Not any more it doesn't.

Bissell: That depends on the individual. Educa-

tion is a personal process no matter what the

structure. A genius could avoid university and

study by himself. But otherwise, a structured

pattern gives me a chance to develop myself.

MacRae: Even if I'm not a genius, why

couldn't I map out my own program? And why

couldn't somebody who is — I'd say very apa-

thetic — go through the more formalized type of

course structure. If he needs to be prodded and

pushed to get an education, OK. But I don't think

that's education.

Bissell: There are very few geniuses. Most

people need the prop of an institution. You know.

I often wonder to what extent these pat phrases

about the university being a factory, the rigidity

here, the lack of freedom, being expected to say

what the professor says - I wonder if what those

who are dissatisfied with university say is true.

MacRae: Mavbe those who are satis ied have

simply learned to accept their condition without

question.

Bissell: They've conditioned themselves. They

haven't got the individual energy to respond. I'm

not the least bit impressed if a student in my

course gives back what I say. not at all im-

pressed. 1 want someone to take what I said, or

some other source, and analyze it personally to

show they've thought it through in a personal

way.
I think I'm. in my own age group, rather ad-

vanced. I'm not just trying to hold the fort - I'm

trying to prevent the fort from being blown up in

the meantime until we're sure there's something

better to take it s place.

untitled

(an anonymous message)

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
is definitely

1 . open this week

(and hereafter) from 9 to 9

then from 12 to 6 (when

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
isn't new anymore.)

2. cheaper (every book

is discounted 10%

off marked price

now and later, because

if it isn't yet in stock,

it will be).

3. competing with the other one

(variously known as

the University Textbook Store,

the amiable opposition.

Honest Head's Open-Air Market).

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
offers you

1. all the inconveniences

conscientiously cleared by

the other one (take your pick:

crowded conditions, missing titles,

sloppy service, unprofessionalism,

no charge accounts, no cop-out bargains,

further to walk, and

better prices).

2. a used book corner

starting next week please

(bring in any book, we'll try

to sell it for you).

3. a special order service

(order any book, we'll try

to get it), and the 10 discount

still goes).

4. itself

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
What more can I say? (bad poetry

is good advertising) today

buy . . . buy . . . buy

bye.

by

THE SAC BOOKSTORE

THE SAC BOOKSTORE FIRST YEAR TEXTS

ROCHDALE COLLEGE—333 BLOOR WEST
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Student's Administrative Council

STUDENT PARKING FOR 1968 - 1969

REQUIREMENTS: Must live at least 15 miles from effi-

cient public transport

APPLICATIONS: Accepted until 5 p.m. Thursday. Sept.

19 after which date no further applica-

tions will be accepted Permits given out

Friday. Sept. 27.

APPLY AT SAC OFFICE

SAC ends Bookstore monopoly

What's cheaper
than houses?

What's freer than

residences?

Tent City

That's what!

Bring Your Own Tent — Or Use Ours

(While They Last)

Protest the Housing Crisis

Common To The Community

And The University

Take Part In The Building

Of A Real Community

(do your thing, even)

South of Hart House —
Behind The SAC Office

Look For The Blue And White Tents

All This Week

Events At Tent City:

Today 1 p.m Students 8i Drugs Discussion

Today 8 p m. Films Including Nobody Waved Goodbye
Tues. 1pm Sex and The Single Student

Tues. 8 p.m. Party - Talk - Get Together

By INCRID VA BALIS

The bookstore monopoly on

campus ends today as the Stu-

dents' Administrative Council

opens U of T's first student co-

operative bookstore.

The SAC bookstore, open

from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Roch-

dale College's third floor is a

student-run service for stu-

dents.

It sells only first year re-

quired texts for all faculties,

including the professional ones,

but gives a 10 per cent discount

to everyone.

"Our ultimate aim is to gain

real student-faculty control

over bookstore policy," ex-

plained SAC president Steve

Langdon.

Past generations of students

could get required texts at ei-

ther the Bookroom on centre

campus or the Textbook store

on Bancroft St. Both institu-

tions are run by the administra-

tion and subsidized by the U
of T. Press.

Discounts offered to students

have been whittled down this

year until now there is only 5

per cent off on cash purchases

of cloth-bound books.

This eliminates last year's

discount on charge account

purchases. The Bookstore man-

agement considered a 10 per

cent across-the-board discount

this July but soon retracted the

offer.

"We have such a narrow

margin to work with." ex-

plained Charles Fanning, gen-

eral manager of the two U of T
bookstores. "Publishers only

give us a 20 per cent discount.

And when we took a closer look

at our finances we saw we
couldn't afford the discount to

the students."

Professors at the univer-

sity, however, get 10 per cent

off on everything.

"On grounds or fairness they

shouldn't," Fanning agreed,

"But historically the precedent

has been set."

"The staff discount is anoth-

er symptom of the inequality

which exists in almost every

facet of the university commu-
nity," said Norm Schacher,

SAC vice-president.

With its CO-OP Bookstore,

SAC wants to prove that books

can be sold at cheaper prices to

everyone.

"We've made studies and

reports on the U of T Book-

stores and we are convinced

they can be run more cheaply,"

Schacher said.

"The university bookstores

give a much wider range of

services," counters Harald

Bohne, business manager for

the U of T Press. "And you

can't expect these services —

charge accounts, filling of all

special orders — for nothing."

Bohne points out that stu-

dents do have a say in book-

HART HOUSE TUCK SHOP
Dress Shirts - Ties - Sweaters - Sox

Turtle Necks - Night Shirts - T-Shirts

Sweat Shirts and Suits - Crested

Wares Smokers Supplies

S3 99

HART HOUSE TUCK SHOP

store policies. There has always

been a student committee to

give opinions on policy, he says.

"As long as the basic aims of

the institution are not changed,

suggestions by students are

always considered," he said.

Really the basic problem of

the high cost of books lies with

the publishing companies. They

have a captive audience and

they exploit it.

Where other books are sold at

40 or 50 percent off the list

price, textbooks get only a 20

per cent discount.

"The publishers are operating

in a monopolistic market." said

Langdon. "What we have to do
now is try to blow that whole
thing."

Meanwhile for students on

this perennial book hunt, the

picture frames up like this.

For those rare books on the

sex life of the fruit fly, the tex-

book store is your best bet. The

SAC store has announced a spe-

cial order service also carrying

the 10 percent discount but re-

quiring pre-payment.

For all required and recom-
mended texts past first year,

it's the textbook store again.

A used book corner at the

Rochdale location will replace

the SAC Book Exchange of

former years. That's the place

you buy and sell used books

cheaply.

During August downpour.
$1200 worth of books in the

basement stock room were
water damaged so they will be
available at considerable dis-

count — cost or le^s.

The U of T Bookroom on cen-

tre campus sells peripheral

academia to courses — espe-

cially good for essays. They
also sell stationery and tradi-

tional school supplies — but the

best buy on these is at the En-
gineering Stores on south cam-
pus or the SAC Bookstore -
they are much cheaper.

The SCM Bookstore, also \p

'ochdale, has an excellent off-

course humanities selection,

specializing in philosophy.

MEDS HEPATITIS HOP
MONDAY SEPT. 16 VARSITY ARENA 8-12 P.M

WITH THE REFLECTION

NURSES FREE - MEDS 75( OTHERS $1.00 ENGINEERS $1.25

COME ONE it's infectious COME ALL
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Continued from Page 1

The campus cops come around every hour or

so during the night, always just before or just

after a raiding party has gone through. But

sometimes the cops stop and.talk with us and tell

us that if the cars that are parked around the

Tent City aren't moved in the morning, they will

be impounded. Sometimes, I give them my psy-

chological interpretation of the freshmen's raids,

which is that since the strict authoritarianism of

the university frustrates their healthy sexual de-

sire for panty raids, they have to turn on us

"communist sympathizers" and "hippies". The

cops often look bewildered at this.

Hey, it turns out that we may be illegal! The

city housing board has sent Robin Ross (the uni-

versity registrar) a letter saying that Tent City

may be contravening a housing bylaw that states

that dwellings must be supplied with electricity

and must have at least plaster covering the

walls. At the SAC meeting on Thursday night

Paul Fromm made a motion that in that case,

Tent City should be scraDDed. He didn't even get

a seconder for the motion. Anyway. I could have

assured him that he needn't worry. There's an

electrical outlet running into one of the sleeping

tents, so if need be, everybody can pile in there

to sleep (although that probably is against an

overcrowding bylaw or something). Also, if we

need plastering. I'm sure the Vic frosh will be

glad to plaster the tents for free.

Tent City will be going on for another week at

least and there are going to be many exciting and

unbearably dull things going on there. There will

be a mass SAC meeting on Wednesday afternoon

and Martin Loney. president elect of the Cana-

dian Union of Students will visit on Thursday.

Claude Bissel, the president of the university,

has dropped by a few times. He came by one

morning at around 9:15 after his swim at Hart

House and said he saw nobody there (we were all

still sleeping — I'd take a morning swim too. but

I can't get a Hart House locker until I get my
A.T.L. card). At a press conference later that

day, he said, "A deadly silence prevailed". One

of our people talks in his sleep, however. It also

seems Dr. Bissel was not informed about Tent

City until four hours before it opened. That's a

mistake on our part; we forgot to tell him about

it.

Oh well, I have to go now, some St. Mike's

frosh are starting to tear down the tents and we
have to confront them non-violently and ask them
politely not to tear them down. I'll be home as

soon as I can spare a day and a night to get out

to North York.
Your son, Bronislaw

P.S. Please send riot equipment and gas masks.

Would you like to work on the University of Toronto social committee?
Would you like to plan concerts with artists such as the Ars Nova, Gordon
Lightfoot, Iron Butterfly. Leonard Cohen, and Country Joe & The Fish?

Would you like to organize dances with groups such as The Blues Magoos,
Mission Revue. Stitch in Tyme, Counts, Shawn & Jay Jackson and the

Majesties, Witness Incorporated, Trevor Payne & The Triangle. The Carnival

Connection, and Sherman & Peabody Ltd? Then you want to join the

BLUE & WHITE
SOCIETY

Come to our first Open Meeting on Tues. Sept. 17th, at 7:30 p.m.. in the

South Sitting Room, Hart House, or leave your name, address, and phone

no. at the S.A.C. office.

BLUE and WHITE

BAND
NEEDS: • BRASS AND REED PLAYERS

• DRUMMERS
• FLAGBEARERS AND MAJOR-

ETTES

FOR: • ALL NEW MUSIC AND DRILL

• ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIPS TO
ALL U. OF T. FOOTBALL GAMES

FIRST PRACTICE: MONDAY. SEPT. 16.

6:15 P. M.

AT VARSITY STADIUM

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
STEVE BAILEY

ALL FROSH WELCOME 277 ST GEORGE ST
92 1 - 96 56

Hart House
HART HOUSE

In this column will be announced regular and special events occurring in

Hart House during the academic year All male students of the University are

members of the House Make a point of watching this column so thai you may
take advantage of the facilities which are yours to enioy

MUSIC

The first Sunday Evening Concert in the series presented by the Music

Committee will be held on September 29th at 8 30 p.m. in the Great Hall The

guest artist will be the distinguished Canadian soprano. Miss Lois Marshall

Tickets will be available, free of charge, at the Hall Porter's Desk. (2 per ATL
Card).

GLEE CLUB

New members are required each year for (his outstanding Glee Club Au-

ditions will be in the Music Room on Thursday. Sept 19 and Monday. Sept

23rd from 4 to 6 p.m. All members of Hart House, both graduate and under

graduate are welcome, freshmen especially are urged to audition The ability to

read music is helpful but not essential Rehearsals take place on Tuesdays

from 7 to 9 30 p.m. in the Great Hall and on Thursdays from 5.15 to 6 30

p.m. in the Music Room.

RECORD ROOMS

One record room contains an excellent classical library and the other a

collection of jan. folk song and spoken word records Instruction is necessary

in the use of the equipment Watch the Varsity and Hart House bulletin boards

for the times of instruction

STEINWAY PIANOS

Any member of Han House who has Grade 10 standing may use the

Steinway pianos after receiving a card from the Undergraduate Office There

are two upright pianos for the use of other members

SQUASH

The Squash Racquets Committee of Hart House controls the use of the

Squash courts in the Athletic Wing Periods to play may be reserved one day

in advance by calling the Hall Porter at 928-2452 Novices Interested in In-

stmclion should fill in a form on the Freshman Information Board in the rotun

da of Hart House

LIBRARY

The Library on the second floor ol the House contains about 7.000 books

for leisure reading The Library Committee welcomes suggestions for new put

chases There is a broad selection of penodicals in the Reading Room on the

main floor

HOUSE COMMITTEE • FALL DANCES

The first events to be organized by the House Committee will be the Hart

House Fall Dances on Saturday. September 21st and Saturday. September

28th. 9 to midnight Tickets at SI 00 per person or S2 00 per couple will be

available from the Hall Porter

The Debates Committee offers two kinds of program: Parliamentary style

debates on Thursday evenings and noon hour debates for the novice Watch

this column for details

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION EVENING
7-9 p.m. WED., SEPT. 18th

OPEN TO ALL NEW MEMBERS
FREE REFRESHMENTS - GREAT HALL

BELAFONTE
DIDN'T GET A CHANCE TO SING

WITH THE

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

but YOU can

AUDITIONS
- Music Room - Hart House

4 - 6 P.M.
Thursday, September 19th

Monday, September 23rd
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The purpose of this game is to simulate as realistically as

possible the first year at university. In the interest of realism,

personal choice and luck have been almost completely elimi-

nated from play. You are moved smoothly through the game

in the same way you are moved smoothly through the system.

However at two points you will be offered a CHOICE. Here

your understanding and knowledge of the educational system

"will be tested to the utmost. Admittedly this isn't a very good

game.
But then, that's the price you pay for stark realism.

1 Gee whiz I

University is gon-

na be really great!

Ahead one.

2. Go to Cody
Hall to pay fees

Discover you have
to bring a person-

al cheque. Also

find they didn't

know you were
coming Ahead
one.

3. Try again, this

time with a per

sonal cheque.
Head lor college.

Advance three

steps.

4 Look lor Innis

College Trip over

building Ahead

5 Gel commen-
dation from Steve
Langdon (or

knocking down
Innls College.
Ahead three.

6 Knock down an
old man while
crossing St
George at a dead
run to avoid
speeding cars.
Move ahead one
lane.

9 oEZ-Ht&IDtoj

8

21. Go to pa'

Yorkville

decide to trip c

on - h ^ .
,

available. G
high and th

have some o

tell you you'
taken Enovid

16A. When
ing essay, ignore

accepted sources

on the topic in

favor of first-hand

research. Include

many of your own
ideas on the sub-

ject. Ahead one.

17A. Professor

gives you a D.

Says he would
have given you a

failure if it wasn't
your first essay
and you didn't

know any better.

Tells you to use
accepted sou-ces

instead of own
ideas, with plenty

of footnotes.

Ahead one.

14. You are as-

signed your first

essay — on So-
cio-economic Pat-

terns Among
Lower Caste Tet-

rahedrons. Move
to CHOICE.

13. Discover girl

had a bet with
her boyfriend, an
engineer . Back
one.

12 Go to health

service. Ahead
two.

11. Go to fresh-

man dance and
get laid by gor-

geous second-
year co-ed. Ahead
two.

9. Get picture

taken for library

10
3Mi

16B. Include ev-

erything the pro-

fessor included in

his lectures, plus

everything in the

required reading.

Add lots of foot-

notes. Ahead one.

47. Come back
the next day
complaining of a

sore upper lip.

Find out you have
mono. Ahead one.

48. Decide to

pass your year.

After all. you
can't get a job

without a degree,

can you?

49. Read
books on required

17S. Professor
gives you a B
plus for an excel

lent piece of re

search,

you to dinner
Ahead two.

tes

"A
out Tf

18. Ask for a

pointment wi
professor to d

cuss why
didn't like yo
paper. Find hi

gone to dinm
Ahead one.

to ophthamolo

50. Ophthamol-
ogist recom
mends aspirin

Advance one.

man was chancel-

lor of the univer-

sity, Back three.

8 Find parking

space near cam-
pus on first day of

classes Ahead
two.

card. When it ar-

rives in the mail
your card shows 8
swarthy Albanian
midget with a

limp. Learn to

walk with a limp

while taking out

books Ahead
two.

10. Parking lot

for professors

only. Back one
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51. Find pre

of final eie£P

much nW''

Resign from

on principle

Ahead one.

51 I'VE

n
52. Take aspirin

during second
exam. Get thrown
out tor using
drugs. Will have
to write supple
mental in August
Ahead one. Is



22. Try pot the
first time. A head
two.

23. Magistrate
says you are ob-
viously psycholog-
ically ill and
sends you to
Clarke Institute.

Psychiatrist

shakes his head
and tells you to

24. Try pot the
second time. Get
busted. Back one.

25. Get invited to

sorority party.

Never get asked
again when they

find out you are

circumcised.

26. Try to join

fraternity. Get
blackballed when
they find out you
aren't circum-
cised.

TS rze
WCM THE UELL Do
I qo ABouj iLLu&TRAj-

Hq THESE ?

3

20. Go to regis-

trar and ask for a
student loan. Get
turned down be-
cause you are
obviously a needy
case and there-
fore a bad credit

risk.

19. Grow a beard

and learn to

smoke a pipe. Get
dismissed from
Phys-Ed classes

at Benson build-

go back to

classes. Says you
should do well in

university. Ahead
two.

46. Go to health

service for psy-

chiatric help Get

told to keep a

stiff upper lip-

Ahead one.

SAO

apt
E

45. Timetable
comes out a

week before

examinations. You
have to write four

in five days Your

best friend has
one exam the first

week advance
one.

27. Professor a:

signs term test i

sociology. Adv-
ance to CHOICE
immcHOiCEii

CHOICE'

SAC44. Go
office. Join a

working commit-
tee. Cease to be
representative.

Ahead one.

43. Timetable
isn't ready on
schedule. Ahead
one.

29A. Profess,

says you missed
the point of the

course. Recom-
mends more regu-

lar attendance at

lectures and a

thorough memori-
zation of the text.

Gives you an E.

Ahead one.

29B. Professor

gives you a "qual-

ified A", indicat-

ing that the mate-
rial presented was
profound and
thoughtful despite

several spelling

errors. Invites you

for an afternoon

on his yacht.

Ahead two.

42. Find students

are not allowed in

vice president's

office. You are

thrown out. Adv-

ance one.

38. Referred

Assistant Regis

trar. Ahead om

53. Write the rest

of your exams
and pass. Discov-

er you don't have

any more choices.

Advance to sec-

ond year and do it

all over again,

eliminating

40. Registrar re-

s you to Dean
Arts and Sci-

ence. Ahead one.

•^Jl^f C^^^ 41 Dean ra,er!

I Vl dent. Ahead one.

pointment with
professor to dis-

cuss test result.

Secretary tells

you professor "is

at a conference
this afternoon."
Ahead one,

31. Strike up
conversation with

slacked co-ed.

Forget to ask her

if she believes in

tree love Go back

to freshman
dance. take a

look, then come
back and advance

32 Read a whole
issue of The Var-

sity without shak-

ing list or calling

over a friend to

discuss the latest

outrage Advance
two.

33. Forget to

touch forelock

when asking
teaching fellow

for assistance

Tells you he's too

busy, go talk to

the professor

Ahead two

34 Read Toike

Oike. Back one.

37. Registrar

busy drawing up

timetable. Go to

Simcoe Hall

Ahead one.

36 Notice in

mail says yo-j are

in danger of fail-

ing Pass Option

Make appoint-

ment with college

registrar

36. Claude Bis

sell announces
final exam timeta-

ble will be ap-

pearing forthwith.

28A Read Verti-

cal Mosaic. One-
Dimensional Man
and The Lonely
Crowd Attempt a

synthesis of these
three books, with
your own com-
ments on each, in

answering the
test. Ahead one.

28B. Study the
assigned chapters

in the text, plus

the class notes.

Borrow notes for

classes you fell

asleep m Ahead
one.
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Continued from Page 1

I tried the drawers of the

chest — they were almost

immovable.

Although this was "the cle-

anest house in the city," there

was dust on everything.

The only ventilation was by

two very small windows; there

was a musty smell. Later for-

mer occupant Jim Ford

(IAPSC) told me that in a

month he had $45 worth of

clothes ruined by mold.

The only apparent source of

heat was an electric fire with

two unconnected wires dangling

. . . Although Mrs. Braun told

me she had another heater,

Ford said she often refused to

lend it.

Of the ten residents of the

rooming house, two are stu-

dents — "nice boys," said Mrs.

Braun. There are three bath-

rooms and no kitchen facilities,

although she provides board for

an additional $10 a week.

As I examined the room,

Mrs. Braun described the condi-

tions of her "happy communi-

ty."

No liquor, no girls, no shoes,

no long hair, no beards, no typ-

ing late at night. "Our morals

are very high," she said. "We

are like a big family."

My haircut, which would be

acceptable even on a Board of

Governors member, was too

long for Mrs. Braun. Before

moving in, I would have to get

it cut, she said. I asked her

what was wrong with people

with long hair.

"All people with long hair are

awful." she said. "Nice people

don't have long hair.

"I'm very selective. I only

take one out of five who come

here. / don't take any laborers

here either," she added proudly.

I asked why.

"They're awful people. They

work in the dirt all day. Any-

way, they're not intelligent and

wouldn't fit in with the rest."

"That's called discrimina-

tion," I said.

"Oh, no! That's a horrible

word. Don't say that. That's

only used for colored people."

How ' the Progressive

Conservative Club? We have the Student

Research Assistant Program where YOU
help MP's. There's SPRI where YOU find

solutions to social problems. There are sem-
inars where YOU discuss issues with ex-

perts from Government. Universities and the

News Media.

ARE YOU

MAN
ENOUGH?

Looking for something a little less serious?

We've got a lot to offer. There's the Caledon

Conference, a week-end at the Hart House
Farm. There are conventions in Toronto,

Guelph and Ottawa, We've got film nights,

fashion shows, parties and the Sir John A,

Macdonald Birthday Bash. Sound Interest-

ing? To find out more, see our booth in Sid

Smith Hall.

REMEMBER:

THERE'S AN OPENING FOR YOU IN THE PROGRESSIVE

CONSERVATIVE CLUB

FILL IT — IF YOU'RE MAN ENOUGH!

DANCE at the HART HOUSE FALL DANCES

DANTF on SATURDAYS, SEPTEMBER
I/ARVL 21st and 28th

DANCE to FOUR GREAT BANDS

DANCE from 9:00 p.m. to Midnight

DANCE for only $2.00 a couple

Tickets available at Hall Porter's Desk

(Sponsored by the House Committee)

Hart House

Mrs. Braun is not breaking a

law by her policies and prices.

There is no such law to break:

this city has neither a tenants'

bill of rights nor rent controls.

Twelve U of T students last

week picketed an apartment

building where they claim the

landlord is forcing out families

to bring in students at exorbi-

tant rents.

Last month the landlord,

Arnold Blundell, raised the

rates at his 120 Dowling Ave.

apartment building from $140 to

$240 a month per apartment.

The 15 families who could not

afford the rent hike moved out.

The building was "redecorated"

and is now occupied by students

from Ryerson Polytechnical

Institute.

The students are paying $65 a

month each to live four and five

to an apartment. They say

they'd be happy to move out,

but can't find other accomoda-

tion.

The protesting group — which

calls itself Students Organiza-

tion for Fair Accomodation

(SOFA) — has sent letters to

Toronto Mayor William Denni-

son and Ontario Attorney Gen-

eral Arthur Wishart urging

some form of rent controls.

U oj T president Claude Bis-

sell has said he considers the

ousting of families to make way

for students willing to pay higher

rents "a deplorable business.'

He said he would ask the U of

T Housing Service to report to

him on whether this was a gen-

eral trend in the surrounding

community.
Housing Service , director

Mary Jaffary said last week

that although housing is a sell-

ers' market, there are both

good and bad landlords.

She said student protests such

as Tent City and the Blundell

demonstration antagonize land-

lords.

"The best advice to stu-

dents," she said, "is to learn

what is expected of them in the

contract."

When asked about the

immediate housing shortage,

Mrs. Jaffary said, "The people

all descend en masse at one

moment. There just aren't

enough places at one time."

The housing shortage is a

problem faced by 3,000 students

who have so far applied to the

Housing Service for accomoda-

tion.

There are quite a few old

houses near the campus owned

by the university and managed

by Crown Trust Co., which has

a specific directive from the

university not to evict old ten-

ants to make way for students.

A pamphlet titled "Housing

the Community", put out last

week by the Students' Adminis-

trative Council examines the

housing crisis and delivers

suggestions to the federal, pro-

vincial and municipal govern-

ments, and to the U of T.

It advocates such reforms as

greater government investment'

in housing, a tenants' bill of

rights, fairer leases, an end to

land speculation, rent-control,

and the university's approval

and support of the SAC College

Street project.

SAC claims the university

does not recognize that here is

a housing problem, but Presi-

dent Bissell denies this.

"Housing has been the uni-

versity's number one priority

for the last two years in terms

of time and resources," Dr.

Bissell said in an interview last

week.
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WHAT HAS

SAC DONE

ALL SUMMER?

Hear about the executive's summer vacation at

the Sac office, featuring:

• What happened at the CUS Congress?
t Will there be an October revolution?

• Should students withhold their Sac fees?

• Should graduate students vote to withdraw
from SAC?
• All this and more this Wednesday, September
1 8, at 1 p.m. at Tent City

COME AND HECKLE.

IF NOTHING ELSE

(Mr Langdon regrets to announce that no classes will be cancelled for this
event Attend at your own risk.)



WASHINGTON (CUP-CPS) — Dave Harris, a West
'

coast draft resister, has finally come up with a program for

girls who have no draft cards to burn during anti-war pro-

tests.

When Harris was asked what women could do to effec-

tively protest the draft, he replied: "Well, you can refuse to

sleep with anyone who carries a draft card."

GSU considers SAC withdrawal

HERE IT IS

IN BLACK AND WHITE

VOLUME ONE ...

THE BOOKSTORE FOR PEOPLE

WHO LOVE BOOKS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE
THE CLASSIFIEDS

VOLUME ONE...

633^SPADINA AVENUE AT HARBORD
TORONTO 4 924-3844

NEW & USED BOOKS OF QUALITY

for quality

and
service

shop at

n .ColJ

If""

Cloth*

HEADQUARTERS FOR U OF T JACKETS AND SWEATSHIRTS

AT SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES

University of Toronto

OPENING ADDRESS
To Students and Staff

by

PRESIDENT
CLAUDE BISSELL

Monday, September 16

at 2pm.

CONVOCATION HALL

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

CONCERT BAND
Open to ALL University students and staff

Professor Robert A Rosevear. conductor

Professor Herbert C Mueller assistant conductor

Rehearsals

Mondays. Wednesdays 4 00 - 6 00 p m

Commencing September 23

Audition Appointments and Application Forms at

Information Office

Edward Johnson Building

Concert repertoire exclusively

By MARTY MOSKOVITS

The Graduate Students Union
is asking the university"s 5.000

graduate students for a mandate
to allow it to withdraw from the

Students Administrative Council.

Because of the difficulties in

contacting graduate students

once they have enrolled and dis-

persed all over the university,

the graduates are being asked to

vote on the issue when they reg-

ister.

GSU executive claims SAC is

primarily an undergraduate body

interested in undergraduate prob-

lems.

SAC President Steve Langdon
claims the GSU's actions are in

complete bad faith. He says a

compromise was reached by the

two groups this summer in a deal

that included financial assistance

to the GSU as well as joint SAC-

GSU programs.

Langdon, in a recent letter to

GSU President John Winter, said

SAC agreed to give the GSU $3,-

800 worth of aid to finance the

organization of a teaching assist-

ants' association .the publishing

of a graduate student opinion

survey conducted last year by

the GSU. which shows the ' de-

pressing state of the students in

SGS." and a joint conference

designed to make teaching assist-

ants aware of changing teaching

methods and techniques.

The GSU feels that as a subor-

dinate to SAC. it is unable to deal

directly with the university hier-

archy, a right which it sees as an

absolute necessity.

"We would like, for instance,

to see a graduate as one of the

student representatives on the

presidents council." says Mike
Vaughan. GSU executive vice

president.

Vaughan says he would "hate

to see the GSU withdraw from

SAC to move into oblivion,'" but

he does not see the division as a

weakening of the students' posi-

tion in their stand against the

administration.

Vaughan would like to see an

active GSU. co-operating with

SAC's programs.

Langdon says he sees no logi-

cal or intellectual reason for the

graduates to pull out of the uni-

versity-wide union. He fears

fragmentation might undermine
the quest for a "university com-
munity."

The present executive, headed

by Winter, was elected last

spring on a ticket that included

withdrawal from SAC. refurnish-

ing of the GSU house, and obtain-

ing a liquor licence for same.

Though the present executive

has elicited enthusiastic response

to their social programs,
Vaughan says "most grads just

don't give a damn as far as stu-

dent politics are concerned."

He could not say whether they

are in deed apathetic or busy or

in open disagreement with

present SAC policy.

The truth is that most gradu-

ates view with apprehension the

militant activism exemplified by

ex-CUS-president Pete Warrian's

burn-statement of last August,

and they see in SAC the embodi-

ment of that opinion.

SAC ANNOUNCES THE FORMATION OF

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SINF0NIA

ALEX PAUK - CONDUCTOR
OPEN TO ALL INSTRUMENTALISTS

ON CAMPUS
AUDITIONS

SEPT. 17,18,24,25 - 7:00 P.M.

ROOM 108, EDWARD JOHNSON
BUILDING

[FOOD

63 ST. GEORGE ST.
-opposite Lash IVliBier-

ilNNIS COLLEGE SNACK BAR!

coffee,
tea,

milk,

pop,
donuts,

cigarettes,
sandwiches,

etc.

8:45-3:15
; Monday - Friday

j
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Liber-action generates Glendon

WELCOME
FRESHMEN

>*s

DISCOUNTS

President Bissell speaks today

at 2 p.m. at Convocation Hall

Let s Discuss His Address Afterwards

(location of aftermath to be announced)

Sponsored in

The Interest of Intellectual Exchange

and Dialogue by The Sac

All Welcome.

DISCOUNT STUDENT BOOKS
WHY PAY MORE!
Save one dollar or more on each new text book that you buy These

texts are brand new from the publisher but at a lower price than at a

regular book store You order your books by mail and pick up at below

address 5 or 6 days later

To order books state the book's Title, Publisher and the quantity of

each text Also include one dollar for ever/ book that you order When

the book arrives this dollar will be counted against the price of the

book Prices of the books are at least 10% less than the standard retail

price Also include your name and phone number so that you can be

contacted when your books arrive

TO: Student Discount Texts, 91 Overbrook Place,

Downsview, Ontario-

We specialize in the writings of:

MARX ENGELS
LENIN TROTSKY

their opponents and interpreters

VANGUARD BOOKSTORE
824 YONGE ST. 1ST BLOCK NORTH OF BLOOR

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends st

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
AH the Latest Mod Stylet

and Cuts by my of our 5 Stylists

Wo specialize in long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadina - Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823
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By MARY KATE ROWAN

The Platonic Facts of Plato,

Mick Jagger, Major Daley, the

Board of Governors.

Potpourri? Not in a "people-

generated" course offered at

York University's Glendon Col-

lege

Mick Jagger of the Rolling

Stones received a heavy drug

sentence. The magistrate later

admitted the sentence was harsh

because Jagger was well known.

Was the judge honest? Was the

sentence just?

Is Mavor Daley of Chicago an

honest man? Does might make

right? Does honesty pay?

About the Board of Governors

— if a man donates a million dol-

lars to a university, does he have

a moral right to dictate what

should be taught and how? Would

you?
What does all this have to do

with Plato? These examples

question the concepts of justice

and honestv. So did Plato.

Marc Dwor, the student discus-

sion leader, let the group of eight

students chew the fat themselves

to see if they could determine

what constituted justice.

He interjected infrequently,

usually with "You'll find refer-

eces to that in Plato. Find out

what he things about it.

"Plato was only a man. Don't

accept what he says - evaluate

it."

It's all part of Liber-aclion '68,

a movement designed by the Glen-

don student council to start the

liberal arts college's 900 students

thinking about lhe type of educa-

tion they want.

A student handbook entitled

Liber-action encourages students

to register in the college and pay

their fees but not register in any

specific courses. (The deadline

for course registration is October

15.)

It invites students to partici-

pate in an "educational experi-

ment" during the first month of

university to enable them to

make a better choice of courses

in October.

Part of the "educational exper-

iment" is the "people-generated"

course.

Topics range from Readings of

Latin Poetry to Psychic Phe-

nomena: Spiritualism and

E. S. P.

Liber-action '68 was conceived

during last February's boycott at

the Ontario College of Art, dur-

ing which OCA students opposed

the firing of two instructors.

To further explore the idea of

educational reform, the Glendon
College Student Union held three

meetings this summer and con-

sulted with people such as Peter
Warrian. president of the Cana-

dian Union of Students and Brian

Switzman, president of the On-

tario Union of Students.

The result of this soul searching

was the Glendon Student Union

Manifesto: A University Is For

People.

The Manifesto charges the uni-

versity has "a utilitarian approach

to education, an approach which

places usefulness to the society

above criticism of that society."

According to Jim Park, stu-

dent union president, the aim of

the university should not be in

producing people who fit in. but

in producing people who question

society and will try to alleviate

the wrongs.

"The university is a micro-

plasm of society and should try

to alleviate social change." he

says. "Right now it's behind the

times because it is too concerned

with getting funds and producing

people who are going to fit in."

One of the aims of Liber-action

'68 is to do away with rigid fac-

ulty-student relationships.

Ideally, in a "people-gener-

ated" course, the faculty mem-

ber is removed from his position

of authority and becomes instead

a resource person with more

knowledge than the student.

This type of arrangement is

supported by the Manifesto be-

cause it enables faculty and stu-

dents to come together on a per-

son to person basis from which

both can benefit.

The Manifesto calls for aboli-

tion of the formal course struc-

ture and no formal exams or

marks.

It asks for one college govern-

ment democratically chosen by

the college community to replace

the faculty council, student coun-

cil and residence council.

To enable each student to pur-

sue his education in the manner

he considers best, the Manifesto

calls for a bill of rights.

It wants to abolish social stra-

tification in the college commu-

nity by having all common
rooms, washrooms, cafeteria ta-

bles, etc. open to all members of

the college.

H. S. Harris. Dean of Glendon

College, called the people-gener-

ated course a good idea but

termed them "essentially extra-

curricular activities".

He warned that "the very stu-

dents who are most concerned

about careful and deliberate

choice of their program are like-

ly to find themselves squeezed

out of the course they want."

He assured that the adminis-

tration would do its best to ac-

comodate all requests for a

change of program within the

official period.

To date, most students have

registered in their courses but

the people-generated classes

have been popular.

"There is nothing spectacularly

revolutionary about Liber-action

'68". says Park.

"We're still operating within the

system. If we're successful, we

won't have to go beyond the liber-

al phase."

What happens now? "We can't

pre-plan" says Park. "It depends

on the response."

Park admitted that a system

of personal evaluation, with a

faculty member being used

strictly as a resource person,

takes more initiative on the part

of the individual student.

"Some students need a formal

course structure like a crutch.

The student in a people-gener-

ated class isn't being fed. He's

not being told what to learn,

when to learn it and how to

present it."

The fall term officially opens

today. Escott Reid. Principal of

Glendon College will make the

traditional opening address. Stu-

dent leaders are waiting for his

response to the Manifesto, while

the students themselves actively

discuss the merits of Liber-ac-

tion. "The ordinary student

doesn't have the discipline"

commented freshman Ian Mc-

Askile.

Donna Larson, also in first

year, said: "Maybe next year I

could study without a prof stand-

ing over me. but this year I need

discipline."

Comments Karen White, first

year: "Take away all but self-

evaluation and people won't

work. It's difficult if you don't

have goals."

Jim Park calls Liber-action '68

a success because' it was allowed

to happen."

"Perhaps for the first time in

their educational career, people

are trying to answer the question

of what education means to them

personally."

Karen White agrees. "Its made
everyone think about what

they're getting into and about

why they are here."



CUS congress

formulates

student critique
By ANNE BOODY

THE Canadian Union of Stu-

dents shrugged off a minor flurry

of withdrawals during its recent

1968 annual congress to mount an
attack on society at large as it

analysed the problems of the

.modern university.

"The overriding fact of Cana-
dian society is that it is a colony,

economically dominated by a
neo-capitalist metropolis centred

in the United States. Our educa-

tional system serves to further

the development of this metropo-

lis," Peter Warrian, president of

CUS, told the delegates.

For a long week of hassling,

these thoughts formed the basis

of an argument around which the

congress revolved.

And the University of Toronto

delegation, lead by Students

Administrative Council Pres-

ident Steve Langdon, had its

share of influence in the congress

policy making.

But by the end of the week it

was evident that Toronto had

ceded its lead position to the en-

thusiastic Simon Fraser Univer-

sity delegation, which now calls

itself Louis Riel University.

Between disavowals and com-
mitments to the Canada-wide
union, delegates worked out an

anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist

critique of society — although

they balked at a four-square

stand for socialism — labelled

corporate capitalism as the

cause of repressive instincts in

Canadian universities, and de-

manded that student unions have

control over "learning process

and university decision making."

EDUCATION

The education resolution, mas-
ter-minded by Toronto, presented

a scathing attack on military

research in universities, demand-
ed that campuses refuse money
intended for military research

and urged members to oppose

financial gifts to their universi-

ties if these contradicted CUS
policy.

"The research and counterin-

surgent studies on Canadian
campuses is a blatant example of

ties with an imperialistic form of

society centered south of the

border," the resolution charged.
Other resolutions adopted by

the congress included a re-in-

terpretation of universal accessi-

bility which called for opening

universities to non-students. An-
other called for curriculum con-

trol by students and faculties.

STUDENT UNIONS

In a resolution emerging from

three days of commissions, argu-

ments and study, CUS demanded
control by student unions "over

the learning process and univer-

sity decision making."

One of the four position papers

read: "The operating principles

of our approach to bargaining

must be those of parity, mass
participation (instead of repre-

sentative models of democratiza-

tion) in open structures and par-

allel decision making with a veto

vested in autonomous student

unions."

The resolution was based on

this analysis.

"These are wishy-washy reso-

lutions. They will be meaningless

without confrontations and hard

work," warned John Cleveland, a

Simon Fraser-Louis Reil dele-

gate.

The same resolution called for

the establishment of student de-

partmental union locals with veto

power and student committees

parallel to all departmental fac-

ulty committees.

It called for the abolition of

boards of governors and for

equal student representation on

senates. CUS also clamored for

an end to accreditation in univer-

sities — the abolition of exams

and grades

Course unions, student news-

papers, open forums were sug-

gested as means to critically

evaluate the course curriculum.

The goal in mind was to do away
with the authoritarian repression
of the present educational sys-

tem.

QUEBEC

After much debate in caucus,

the Toronto delegation threw its

support behind a motion calling

for recognition of Quebec as a

"sovereign nation". It was final-

ly passed despite vigorous oppo-

sition.

The motion, which was critical

of English Canada's exploitation

of the French national communi-
ty, passed by a vote of 51-35.

It calls on the citizens of Que-

bec to decide whether or not to

establish a "bi-national" govern-

ment with English Canada.

The congress came out 3-1

behind a statement condemning

U.S. war efforts in'Viet Nam and

endorsing the Vietnamese Na-

tional Liberation Front in its

struggle for "national libera-

tion."

As the congress drew to an

end, solidarity within the union

was growing. Uncommitted
members drew themselves into

the stream of reform.

Martin Loney, 24, of Simon

Fraser, a firm supporter of de-

mocratization of the university,

was acclaimed president-elect.

"Out of confrontation comes
conciousness and out of con-

sciousness comes action," said

Loney in his acceptance speech.

He urged all members to go

back to their respective cam-

puses and "turn people on to so-

cial reform."

TWQ
STORES

Go to
THE TEXTBOOK

STORE ^
BANCROFT & HURON

STS

STATIONERY &
SUPPLIES

at the |U
B kr m
facing the
main campus

THINGS YOU NEVER LEARN IN

SCHOOL

CENTRAL YMCA offers

IN TOUCH:
9 cf

A T-group experience for single

young adults to explore the dynamics
of non-permanent man-woman rela-

tionships

John Rich, M.D., Ph.D., Resource Leader

This 10-week series costs $45.00 and begins Thursday

evening, September 19th

Call Central "Y ", 40 College Street at 921-5171 for de-

tails.

One hour

mmimm ft

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

ON 6LOOR opposite VaRSI tY
OPEN TIL 1 1 P.M. MON. FRI.

FRESHMEN
NEW MEMBERS EVENING AT

HART HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18th -

7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

COME! SEE! JOIN!

Amateur Radio Club • Archery Club • Chess Club

Bridge Club • Camera Club • Glee Club • Revolver

Club

Underwater Club • Table Tennis Club

COME! SEE! ENJOY!
Art Music o Debates o Dances o Squash

Hart House Farm o Library Evenings

COME! SEE! LEARN ABOUT!
ATHLETICS: Gymnastics • Track • Swimming

Boxing

Karate • Fencing • Judo • Wrestling • Skiing

Circuit Training

FREE REFRESHMENTS IN GREAT HALL
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HERE AND NOWCLASSIFIED
1967 ANGLIA SIJPER. radio, white-

wal^s. still under warranty. Economical

40 miles per gal 9 A M - 5 P M Call

248-6639 Evenings call 244-2751

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY
will type thesis, technical papers etc at

home Electric typewriter 233-6801

THESIS. ESSAYS, MANUSCRIPTS
also in other languages, typed by expert

Tel 922-7930 evenings.

VOLUME ONE — your new bookstore

Fine selection of paperbacks, hardcovers

and used books Used books bought for

best prices Come and browse 663 ^
Spadina Ave

NEED STEREO OR PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT? True discounts are avail

able fiom a student-run company Phone

Stan Gore 783-7941

DQDDQDDODQDOQQOODQQOOQQDDDDDDQOOOOQQDOOC
D

VERSATILE!

Glenayr
^^

MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WDOL
SvlfeOTERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirl, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washable
1 00% English Botany,

wrt-h full-fashioned

rajfran shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with

zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good

shops everywhere

O PtlRl VIRGIN WOOl
D
O
g Without thbiilicl

O
o
OQQQQOClOQQOOOOQOGQGGOGOaOQOOOOQOOOQOQQOQ

HILLEL

Freshman Week
Tuesday, September 17, 8:30
House

Welcoming Freshman Dance

p.m., Hillel

Wednesday, September 18 — Free Freshman
Feast at Hillel House

7:00 p.m. - Buffet Supper. Call the Office

(923-7837) for your reservation.

8:30 p.m. - Hebrew Classes, Folk Dance

Class and Student-led Seminars.

Call the Office (923-7837) to reg-

ister for classes.

9:30 p.m. - Take-It-Easy Hour. Learn to play

bridge. Records, schmoozing, re-

freshments.

Thursday, September 19, 8:30 p.m., Hillel

House
Movie Night. Exciting film to be presented

In Pacem Requieseat^

It's dangerous to be a campus

activist these days Following is

a list of the fallen, all ol whom
got married some time this past

summer
Tom Faulkner, last years SAC

president. John Trealeaven, last

year's SAC vice-president: Jane

Brewin, ex-service.s commission-

er Hugh Armstrong, recently-

retired CCS president, to Pal

Hembruff, former SAC executive

assistant and this year's SAC
Information Officer iPal can be

found al 91 Si. George — as soon

as she gels back from her honey-

moon!

TODAY 7:30 P.M.

Graduate Student's Union Badmin-

ton Night Drill Hall. 1 19a St

George St

8 P.M.

Special Library Evening with poetry

readers Jan Carew, Joe Rosenblatt

and Milton Acorn reading their own
works. Library, Hart House. Ladies

— invited by members.

Meds Hepatitis Hop with The Re-

flection. Nurses Free. Engineers

$125. Meds 75c Others $100
Everyone invited, its infectious.

TUESDAY 8:00 P.M.

Ernest Mandel — ideologue behind

the French student revolt — speak-

ing on Marxist Economics and Con-

temporary Capitalism.
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ONTARIO STUDENT
AWARDS

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS

OCTOBER 31, 1968

Any application submitted between November 1. 1968 and Janu-
ary 31, 1969 will be assessed during the winter term and the
award based upon one-half the assessed need for the full aca-
demic year.



CONFRONTATION
AT

HILLEL

By LARRY HAIVEN

Richard Reoch, one of four

students who attempted to organ-

ize a boycott of the $12 SAC fee,

told a packed Hi lie] audience last

night that student power advo-

cates are

:

"People taking the easy way
out, trying to put students in a

pigeon-hole, trying to create a

cheap, martyr image."
The audience gasped as Andy

Wernick, in worn denim jacket,

face covered with hair, put down
his cigarette and told Reoch:

"That's- the monumental pa-

tronizing idiocy of bourgeois

thinking." Reoch was unper-

turbed in unwrinkled tweed suit,

hair thin and in place.

Wernick, SAC Education
Commissioner, and Reoch, a

third-year English major at Trin-

ity, were debating the subject of

student power.
-' the

student body, Reoch replied:
"One of the main features of

behind-the-times thinking is

democracy. That's mob rule."
Reoch said independent

thought and individual action
were the bases of survival in an
increasingly threatening futue.

Wernick's comments became
more impatient and pithy as
Reoch quoted everyone from Jul-
ian Huxley to Pope Pius III to
reinforce his image as an inde-
pendent liberal intellectual.

Reoch tore into a recent SAC
meeting he had attended. "One
quarter of those members were
sitting there saying, 'Please Mr.
Langdon and Mr. Wernick, tell us
where we're at.' This is not a
vangauard, this is some kind of

prayer meeting!"

Wernick pursed his lips, rolled

his eyes. "Does a prayer meeting
set up a bookstore that offers

lower prices? Does a prayer
meeting set up a housing project

for students? Does a prayer
i meeting look into the purpose
land the structure of the univer-

sity?"

INTERFACULTY ROUNDUP
by GELLIUS

Fall is here; can Interfaculty
sport be far behind?

Address all answers to "Con-
test". Varsity Sports.

Miss Boyd says ("The Col-
lected Speeches of Miss Boyd."
3rd edition, p.231), "This looks
like a very exciting year for
Interfaculty Sports. Remem-
ber: you read it first in this

column.

Anyway, Soccer starts on
Oct. 2 and football on Oct. 3.

Watch out for a darkhorse Scar-

borough football (polo) squad
coached by ex-Blue Ranny Par-

ker. Lacrosse begins on the 9th

Further information is avail-

able at the Intermural Office,

Trac to r Towe rs. ( Miss Boyd

.

prop.)

ERWIN'S

BARBER SHOP
640 YONGE ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Welcomes back all students

Courteous service and neat

grooming in all styles assured

by 3 Lie. Barbers

MEN - CURLING - MEN
THE LISTS FOR THOSE WISHING TO CURL THIS FALL
AND WINTER ARE NOW OPEN AT THE INTERCOLLEGI-
ATE OFFICE. ROOM 101. HART HOUSE. THERE ARE 2
LEAGUES. INTERCOLLEGIATE. (TOP COMPETITION) AND
RECREATIONAL AN ENTRANCE FEE OF S22 50 MUST
8E PAID AT TIME OF SIGNING. IF POSSIBLE. SIGN UP
AS A FULL RINK. LISTS WILL CLOSE OCT 11. LEAGUES
WILL START OCT 20 AT THE TERRACE CLUB AND ALL
COMPETITION WILL BE HELD ON SUNDAYS BETWEEN
5.00 & 7.00 P.M.

OMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

NTERFACULTY TENNIS - WHEN: Friday.

September 20 - Finals Sat. Sept. 28 SIGN UP
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 19th

TENNIS REPS MEETING - Monday. Septem-
ber 16th - 1:00 p.m. Board Room, Benson
Building.

Yonge & Davenport

OPENS

!

Fri., Sept 20th

BLOOD, SWEAT

& TEARS

Coming:

• COUNTRY JOE t THE FISH

• FEVER TREE

• PROCUL HARUM

• KENSINGTON MARKET

• ARS NOVA

UofT
AND

FRAT. JACKETS

* «¥»»»•*

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

Lowest prices e immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
366 Adelaide St. W.

364-5332

FOR MEN

WHO KNOW THINGS

YOU DON'T

LEARN IN SCHOOL

Men who know good grooming
begin with British Sterling's

exclusive masculine scent. A
smashing after shave. A co-

logne that lasts from dusk to

dawn. Both in unique flasks of

silvery metalover glass. Take
these top-line toiletries back
to school with you, and who
knows, you may become a

legend in your own time!

After shave: from $3.75.

Cologne: from $5.00.

BRITISH .

STERLING
EXCLUSIVE TOILETRIES FOR MEN

Essential Oils Imported
from Great Britain,

Compounded In Canada.

fymbcraft bailors Utt).

One hundred and nine bloor

1 0% diicouol *v«il*tXe upon p.«en[»lion ol ATI

INTERCOLLEGIATE

ATHLETICS
PRACTICE SCHEDULE
NEWCOMERS ARE WELCOME!

SOCCER - 5 00 p m daily - Front Campus
Report to Coach Ernie Glass

RUGGER - 5 00 pm daily 8ack Campus

Report to Coach Jim Hamilton

TRACK - 5.00 p m daily - Varsity Stadium

Enter by Gate 9 Devonshire Place

SWIMMING 4 45 • 6 30 p.m. Mon.. Wed & Fri

starting Sept 23

WATER POLO 4 45 - 7 30 p.m. Tues.. Thur & Fri.

starting Sept 24

VOLLEYBALL 5 00 6 30 p m Tues starting

Sept. 24 - Report to Coach Taimo Pallandi

(other times to be announced)

SQUASH - 4 20 6 20 Mon & Thur starting Oct 3

Report to Coach Ralph Rimmer

SIXTY AVENUE ROAD WA. 4-6297

2 Blocks North of Bloor — Parking Facilities

SAILORS

Yonge & Davenport

l_
phone 920-1727

There will be a short, registration meeting of

the Sailing Club on Wed. 18 Sept. at 1 p.m.

in the Committee Room of Hart House. (Rm
211). All interested students are invited to

attend.

CAMPUS QUICK CLEAN
COIN LAUNDRY

The most modern equipment
Air conditioned • just opened

98 HARBORD STREET Qust west of Spadina)

Open daily 7 a.m. till 11 p.nt.
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CHAMPION BLUES BACK TO BUSINESS
to trim his squad to

Halfback Mike Ranam ,22, ,h,ougH openin 9 in defensive lin..„,00^.defending Jjjjjrjj^- ^PSmSSTS^ with Western Mus,angs in Lon-

?^X.t!l~^^^^ rn
V
THe encounter Wi„ be Blues' on,V preseason mate.

College football goes big time
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

As treacly tradition gradually

fades off into the sunset. Cana-

dian college football is expanding

enormously in excitement, pres-

tige and interest across the na-

tion.

And this year seems to mark a

high water mark. When the oldti-

mers of 2001 get to talking

around the old pot belly radiation

stove just before U of A

(University of Aklavik) and U of

T (University of Toronto, of

course) play off for the Grey

Cup. thev'll probably finger (?)

1968 as the year the collegiate

gridiron started to eclipse the

professionals.

To begin with, this year, for

the first time, there will be a

•true-blue, genuine national inter-

collegiate championship with

every serious football school in

the country eligible. On the hope-

AUXARMES
An affront to medical science

has taken over the Varsity

sports department this year. In

a dramatic move, organized in

an "underhanded and surrepti-

tious manner", Phil Bingley

has taken over as sports editor.

Not only that. Bingley is actual-

ly hoping to attract new blood

to his aging metabolism.

So. he's holding a meeting

this afternoon at 1:15 in a her-

culean effort to attract staff.

Bingley says the confrontation

will take place in the unlikely

place of the Varsity sports of-

fice at 91 St. George on the

second floor. There are lots of

new writers needed, for obvious

reasons, and PHOTOGRA-
PHERS. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS. too.

Women are also invited, for

obvious reasons.

m Bingley would like to warn

'those coming to the meeting

that uncouth editor. Paul

MacRae is to be ignored at all

times, and trod upon often.

Walk right through to the sports

office, trampling as many gross

newsies as possible. You may
even win a Bingley Award of

Merit.

fully warm, sultry evening of

November 22 before a packed

Varsitv Stadium and a cross-

Canada TV audience, the Vanier

Cup will be at stake in the fourth

annual College Bowl.

The two teams involved will be

the survivors of the Atlantic Col-

lege Bowl between the Central

Canada and the Maritime Confer-

ence champions, and the Western

College Bowl between the win-

ners of the five-team western

conference and our own Senior

Intercollegiate Football League.

Is that clear?

For the past two years, the

College Bowl has existed in a

rather hollow fashion with the

S1FL prominently absent from

the core of activities. (That

makes it hollow, get it?) How-

ever, the petty squabbles and

acrimonious kinks that brought

this about have all been ironed

out, and a tremendous finale

shapes up.

Speaking of the S1FL. that's

the other big change of 1968.

Persistent knocking has finally

opened the prestigious chambers

of the league to some new anat-

omy, in the form of Waterloo

Warriors and McMaster Maraud-

ers. These two teams previously

played in the cumbersome,

twelve-team Central Ontario

Conference.

To facilitate schedules and

such like that, the SIFL has been

anesthetized and amputated into

two divisions. Queen's. McGill

and University of Toronto make

up the eastern division, while

Western. Waterloo and Mac form

the division of the west.

Each team plays a home and

home series against the mem-

bers of its own division, and one

game against the teams from the

other division. Home games are

alternated from year to year (as

opposed to ear to ear).

According to the Varsity

Sports Department HAL-com-

puter. that makes a seven game

schedule.

The season opens for Varsity

Blues on September 28 against

McGill Redmen. They have an

exhibition game this Saturday at

Western.

Tendon claims Passi
Ward Passi. all-star left-

winger of Varsity hockey Blues,

may well be out of this year's

competition before the opening of

training camp. Passi suffered a

torn achilles tendon during a

squash workout at Hart House

last Wednesday.

He underwent surgery the fol-

lowing morning and. although the

operation was considered a suc-

cess, he will wear a cast for at

least the next eight weeks.

The freak mishap follows two

years of tendon trouble caused by

a faulty pair of skates Passi was

wearing. It is also the second

serious leg injury for the Sudbury

native in seven years at the Uni-

versity of Toronto. He broke his

4ti
' "

1

Monday mo

«<«««<i»l««« »»»>>!

Notes:

... In week-end intercollegiate

exhibition football, University of

Alberta Golden Bears ripped

McMaster 34-3 in a rematch of

last years Canadian College Bowl

. . . Mac appears woefully weak

for their return to the SIFL this

season ... In other games.

Queen's Golden Gaels whipped

Queen's grads 27-8 and Univer-

sity of Manitoba Bisons edged

Waterloo Lutheran Golden

Hawks 15-13.

WARD PASSI

leg in an intercollegiate match in

Montreal, six years ago.

Passi. who announced his re-

tirement at the end of last sea-

son, changed his decision during

the summer vacation, and

planned to return to Blues as a

defenceman.

When 1 was a freshmai.

a freshman, dressed like a

And when someone said to n

(One was supposed to answer

Uncle Tom frosh.) Every sec

it and came to the conclusior

WaS
So

B
now

C
I should be a BMOC (that's big man on campus tor

uninitiated). Right? Wrong! Being a^ *thWt
*:/J«Z\h

°

£

hiooies an average student and an unlikely candidate for the Mr

U of T title I am reduced to punching out reams of hackneyed

comments and quotations on the local sports scene.

The truth of the matter is that I (i.e. me and by bagful of d.li-

pidated sportsies) will provide something for you to read when lec-

tures become boring, or at least something for you to look like you

are reading when you want to appear industrious.

ATHLETICS

Getting to sports, University of Toronto provides one of the

finest interfaculty athletic programmes available anywhere in the

world Competition is held in soccer, rugger, track and harrier,

volleyball hockey, swimming, water polo, basketball, gymnastics,,

squash boxing, wrestling and fencing. The current setup lends an

excellent supplement to (and. in a few cases, a replacement for)

university academic excitement.

On the intercollegiate level, our Blues always rate among the

best in the country in football, hockey and swimming. Sporting

world "experts" have already ranked the gndders, skaters and

swimmers number one in the nation in pre-season polls.

Not to be forgotten are the soccer, rugger, track and harrier,

water polo and fencing teams, all of whom are defending Ontario

Quebec Athletic Association defending champions.

FAT CHAT . . Former Varsity hockev coach Joe Kane

was recently chosen president of the Central Pro Hockey League

in the United States. Kane, a Toronto lawyer, coached Varsity

Grads and Senior Marlboros during the past three seasons after

several years at Varsitv. He now moves to league headquarters in

Kansas City. Mo. to replace the late Jack Adams .... B"a" st -

has returned to Victoria College following workouts with Bos-

ton Bruins of the NHL. Picked first by Boston in the overage jun-

ior draft St John will be starting his second season with the hock-

ev Blues . . Varsitv Basketball Blues will play all their home

games at York Universitv this season. Seems the hallowed halls of

Hart House aren't big enough for major intercollegiate events (nor

have they been for the past fifteen or twenty yearsl . . The uni-

versity has spent a cool $90,000 this past summer on renovations to

Varsity Arena. Improvements include a new floor and pipe system

and new boards with unbreakable glass shields ... For those who

don't follow the sports world during the summer months, former

Varsitv and SIFL all-star gridder Mike Eben is now with Toronto

Argonauts of the CFL. . . So is Paul Markle brother of Blues

Glen Markle . . The Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union has

signed a ten-vear contract with the CBC calling for $100,000 dol-

lars. The network in exchange will have the exclusive television

rights to all major C1AU events during that period.



Bissell Says No To

Democratic University

To 2,000 students who filled

Convocation Hall Monday,
President Claude Bissell had
little new to offer.

In his traditional opening
address Monday afternoon
Dr. Bissell told a capacity
student audience, he believed

in strong student govern-
ment".

But he added it would be
difficult to honour his com-
mitment if that government
"has become disorganized
and confused through your
neglect."

He stressed his definition

of democracy which carried

with it a commitment to

openness, "a willingness to

carry on discussions so that

everybody can be aware of

the issues."

But Dr. Bissell saw the

weight of the non-democratic
element greater in the uni-

versity than the state.

"It arises from the falpt,"

he said' "that the university 1

is not concerned with general

welfare . . . but with a partic-

ular area, where there can be

only one principal goal — the

preservation, dissemination,

and expansion of knowledge.

"The devotion to knowl-

edge, to scholarship, to the

intellectual life," he said, "is
the reason that a university is

not the arm of a political par-
ty, an exercise in group ther-
apy, or an institutionalized

love-in; and those who pro-
claim the alternatives are
taiking about another kind of

institution."

Bissell warned students
that although they had seats

on the administration's coun-

cils, "We work by discussion

towards the resolution of

differences."

Bissell summed up his posi-

tion by placing himself on a

middle course, "Opposed to

all orthodixies, whether of

the right or the left."

Earlier in his speech, the

president repeated his rea-

sons for refusing a debate
with SAC president Steve

Langdon.

"We've already had a de-

bate for Maclean's
Magazine," he said. "This is

the only formal opportunity I

have to talk with the univer-

sity students. I didn't want to

give it up."

Bissell added he would like

to increase these meetings

and hold more informal stu-

dent-staff gatherings.

Photo bv DON H0BS8AWN

The hand that cuts the watermelon rules the university.

Paul the editor, says he doesn't give a damn the way this lit-

tle blurb is written." just so long as it gets people to come and

write for the Varsity. So if vou have any compassion lor your

fellow man. come up to 91 St. George. Whereupon you will be

surrounded bv a cast of thousands and ushered into the

editor's office so we can say. "See. see: we got somebody

Whereupon the editor will growl, spit and say "So What. It

vou want to know where it s really at. come up and have a

chat with us. We're here at every hour of the night and day.

We also sell used cars and life insurance

Convocation Hail was SRO to greet returning Claude Bissell. Photo bv tim koehler
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Melon highlights family reunion

"Free watermelon. Get
your free watermelon here.

It's in honour of Claude Bis-

sell's return."

They came, they ate. They

came to welcome back their

president after his year of

teaching at Harvard Univer-

sity.

As the crowd filed past the

front door of Convocation

Hall, the watermelon was
pushed into their hands. "It's

in honour of Claude Bissell s

return." they were told.

One suspicious looking

man, in grey flannels, and a

fat cigar in his mouth, circled

about the food area.

"Ah. what's that you are

handing out. maybe I should

have a look," he commented.
Someone shoved a copy of

Jerry Farber's article. The

Student As Nigger, into his

fist.

"Get your free watermelon

here". The sharp knife flick-

ered in the sun as an expert

hand sliced one piece after

another. Students clamored
anxiously around the table. U
of T police circled about,

eyes focused on the food.

"Watermelon, Claude Bis-

sell? Is it supposed to be

symbolic?" asked one con-

fused freshman.

"Watermelon, Claude Bis-

sell! Oh! Student as Nigger!

Now I get it," exclaimed an-

other, a grin of comprehen-
sion beaming on his face.

It was soon time to join the

performance inside. Almost

2.000 eager freshmen and old-

er students filled every seat

in the hall, while others

spilled out of the doorways.

They were all expecting

something, but just what,

nobody was really sure.

The organ groaned through

its hallowed hymns. The
noise in the hall rose to a

crescendo. Someone began to

clap enthusiastically and ev-

eryone followed suit.

Then, in came Claude Bis-

sell. In patriotic style all l,-

800 in the hall rose to their

feet to give him a standing

ovation.

A broad banner across the

top of the balcony rustled in

the breeze. "Welcome back

Mr. Charlie
"

Bissell, in a neat olive

green suit, approached the

podium All ears strained as

Bissell explained his concept

of the nature of the univer-

sity, of the necessity to have

secret caucuses and the- ne-

cessity to deal with knowl-

edge rather than human wel-

fare.

Most students liked it. and

signified approval with their

applause, but there were a

few who didn't Halfway

through the speech, three

students fuddenly appeared at

the front of the hall. Bissell

came to a halt. In a short

pantomime skit they mim-
icked the motions of the pres-

ident and his intent audience.

People applauded.

Dr. Bissell quietly wrapped

up his speech and again

scored a round of applause.

Following the president's

address about 200 students

assembled on the steps of

Convocation Hall to voice

their reactions to the speech.

"Knowledge is important."

agreed SAC President Steve

Langdon. commenting on the

speech, "but it is important

only when it is applied, not as

an abstract commitment to

search for truth."

Phil Resnick iSGS). one of

the students who walked out

during the president's speech,

explained his protest was an
act of "guerilla theatre."

He urged students to follow

his example by walking out of

lecture halls and classrooms.

Bissell. said Langdon. "has

(irmly positioned himsell as a

radical of the centre, passion-

ately committed to compro-

mise."

Ko accused the university

president of "picking up the

rhetoric of the left" by using

words such as "people-gen-

erated' and "resource per-

son" in his speech.

Prof. Donald Evans of the

philosophy department disa-

greed with the comparison of

the student's lot to that of an

American Negro.

"It shows a lack of moral
sensitivity," he said "The
comparison shows a lack of

true compassion or humili-

ty''



GRADUATE STUDENTS UNION
FACULTY CHARTER FLIGHTS

TORONTO - LONDON

Off-season (May - September) $177.00

On-season (July - August) $200.00) }
approximately

For information call G.S.U. 928-2391 or write

16 Bancroft Ave.

CONTINUING DEBATE
GRADUATE STUDENT WITHDRAWAL

FROM S.A.C. CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES
DISCUSSANTS: johh o. wmur, e.s.u president

STtti IAHGD0N, S.A.C. PRISMNT

HKHAll UUGHAN, G.S.U. VICt-PRtSIDtHT

s.Gj. s.ax. fttmsmATim

1 PM THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 19

TENT CITY (weather permitting)

Or
HART HOUSE, DEBATES ROOM

(will be covered by U of T Radio)

SAC to debate on
BisselPs Committee

The Students Administra-

tive Council executive will

recommend today that the

controversial President's

committee to examine the

structure of university gov-

ernment be made up entirely

of students and faculty. Ad-
ministration would be in a

non-voting position.

The proposal will be put
before SAC at its meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Loretto Col-

lege. Dr. Bissell has called

his commission, designed to

examine "the structure of the

government of the

university," the most impor-
tant body formed at the uni-

versity in more than 60 years.

SAC president Steve Lang-

don said last night there was
"some possibility the faculty

would go along with this pro-

posal."

"It's just a follow-up of Dr.

Bissell s suggestion that the

people inside the community
decide how it will be gov-

erned," he said.

"The president and Board
of Governors can hardly be
on the commission as voting

members — it's their posi-

tions that are being evalu-

ated," he said.

Dr. Bissell has proposed

the commission comprise
himself, two members of the

Board of Governors, two fac-

ulty members and two stu-

dents.

The invitation was dis-

cussed briefly at last week's
SAC meeting, where the gen-

eral consensus was against

unconditional acceptance.

SAC President Steve Lang-
don said the commission
would "just replace the sep-

arate entities of government
by a single authoritarian

body."

Cultural Affairs Commis-
sioner Mark Freiman (IV
UC) also hedged:

"Potentially, they can and
will gang up on us and ram
through a structure not too

different from what we have
now."

Said education commission-
er Andy Wernick: "I don't

think we should be even talk-

ing to these guys. We should

be talking to ourselves and to

students."

Wernick apd other SAC
leaders will talk to students

at 1 p.m. today at a mass
meeting of SAC at Tent City,

where anyone is invited to

speak or join discussion on
problems of the university.

RADIO VARSITY
JOIN THE U. of T. EXPANDING RADIO SERVICE

GENERAL STAFF MEETING TO-DAY
ALL AFTERNOON

JUST ABOVE HOSKIN, ON THE THIRD FLOOR

91 ST. GEORGE ST
WE NEED

NEWSMEN, ANNOUNCERS, TECHNICIANS, ENGINEERS,
SALES PEOPLE and JUST ABOUT ANYBODY ELSE:

DROP UP TO OUR STUDIOS ANYTIME AFTER ONE

RADIO VARSITY
Page THEVA^



Engineers support Tent City
BY HARRIET KIDECKEL

The engineering society
last night voted overwhelm-
ingly to support Tent City.

The motion said Tent City
was "an effective dramatiza-
tion of the student housing
shortage at the University of

Toronto."

"This shows the willingness
of engineers to support the
rest of the campus in a pro-
test of such importance,"
said Jim Ford (I APSC), the
Students Administrative
Council representative who
sponsored the motion.

Ford would like to improve
the image of. engineers on
campus and felt passage of

the motion would help to do
so.

Mike Sefton (II APSC). the

society's secretary, objected
saying he saw the protest "as
a protest against the univer-

sity as a whole, against Bis-

sell."

Ford explained to the

members it was a protest

against only the housing
shortage, "not only student

housing, but the problem in

society. This does not reflect

on the administration or

SAC."
Bob MacCallum (IV APSC)

vice-president of the society

was next to disagree, on fi-

nancial grounds.

"How much does Tent City

cost? How much will it cost

me?" he asked.

SAC education commission-
er Andy Wernick, who was
invited to the Hart House
meeting, estimated the total

cost of Tent City at $2,500.

MacCallum also charged
Tent City was illegal and con-
travened a city housing by-
law.

"How will it look," Mac-
Callum asked, "for the engi-

neering society to support
something illegal?"

"Under age drinking is ille-

gal," called out one of the

engineers.

Ford explained he wanted
his motion to show this was
the type of protest the engi-

neers would suppport even if

it is illegal — "a valid stu-

dent protest."

Later in the meeting Ford

also won a second battle by
beating back a move to take
away his seat on both the so-

ciety executive and SAC.
According to the society's

constitution, SAC representa-

tives must be from "second,
or third or fourth year de-

pending on plurality of

votes."

Speaner Les Segal, an engi-

neering graduate, ruled that

Ford could not maintain his

seat on council.

But the council unani-
mously voted against the
speaker to accept Ford as a
full member.

Photo by TIM KOEHLFfi

SAC rep Jim Ford at last night's meeting.

BLUE and WHITE

BAND
NEEDS: • BRASS AND REED PLAYERS

• DRUMMERS
• FLAGBEARERS AND MAJOR-

ETTES

FOR: • ALL NEW MUSIC AND DRILL

• ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIPS TO
ALL U. OF T. FOOTBALL GAMES

FIRST PRACTICE: MONDAY. SEPT. 16,

6:15 P. M.

AT VARSITY STADIUM
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

STEVE BAILEY
ALL FROSH WELCOME 277 ST GEORGE ST

921- 9656

Hart House ^
iqrJe.

f
!

rsl »<hit" ,lon °Pmi"9 September ttth. combines works by Ihe1967-68 Art Class and the Pnnt Rentals Members ol the House wishing torent pnnts tor the academic year may view them from September 1 1th andarrange rental October 2. 3. and 4

ART CLASSES

Mr Aba Bayefsky, the well known Canadian artist, conducts classes formembers of the House on Tuesday and Thu.sday evenings. ,n the Hart House
Art Gallery Registration for these classes will take place on Thursday, October

"'l 7 3° »,
m in 11,8 Art G»»"V Materials will be provided The lee ,s

Ob °Vh "S b"9'" °n Tuesdav
'

Oc,ob<" 15,h »' Thursday

CAMERA

The Camera Club offers dark room facilities, matenals (excluding paper!instrucnon and interesting meetings Club moms are open all year

CHESS

The Chess Clob has facilities on the second floor Regular matches and
ournaments are held throughout Ihe year Masters of the game of Chess are
frequently invited to demonstrate Membership at a cost of 50 per year is
available from the Secretary of the club or from Ihe Undergraduate Office

REVOLVER CLUB

There is a well equipped range in the basement of Hart House in the
North Wing. Those wishing to participate in the club should appear at the
range on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7 30 p m Guns and instruction are
supplied Members, however, may brtng their own equipment Membership is

TABLE TENNIS

Club members meet every Wednesday evening in Ihe Fencing Room for
instruction and tournaments Running shoes are requned Memberships are
available from the Secretary of the club at a fee of SI 00 for the year

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB VE3VOT

Jn addition to Code and Theory Classes to prepare men for their Radio
Licence, the Amateur Radio Club holds many Open Meetings throughout the
yeat on topics ol interest to all hams' Then shack is in the entreme north east
comer of the House and new equipment has been recently installed Member
ship fee is $1 00

BRIDGE CLUB

Duplicate bridge is played every Tuesday evening in the East Common
Room of Hart House and instruction is supplied Intercollegiate matches are
arranged throughout the year The membership lee is 50 NOTE Caid play-
ing is not allowed in any other room or at any other time in ihe House

HART HOUSE FARM

Hart House owns about 160 acres ol land on the crest ol the Niagara
Escarpment, lorty miles tiom Toionto Sleeping accommodation, dining-room
facilities and an equipped kitchen are available Any member of the House is

welcome to use the Farm for a day overhigh! or for an extended weekend
Since the Farm is usually booked by undergraduate organiiations for each
weekend during the term, it is necessan/ to make a leservation in advance
through the Graduate Office, (928 24471

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION EVENING
7-9 p.m. WED.. SEPT. 18th

OPEN TO ALL NEW MEMBERS
FREE REFRESHMENTS - GREAT HALL

Student's Administrative Council

STUDENT PARKING FOR 1968 1969

REQUIREMENTS: Must live at least 15 miles from effi-

cient public transport
APPLICATIONS: Accepted until 5 p.m Thursday. Sept

19 after which date no further applica-

tions will be accepted Permits given out
Friday, Sept. 27.

APPLY AT SAC OFFICE

25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES

Including all branded Wa(ch«s, A-l Quality Diamonds, Silverware,

Lighters, Wallets, Pens and Pencils, Radios, Clocks, Costume
Jewellery, etc., etc. You must have your A.T.L. cards when making

a purchase.

SHEFFIELD JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANT

323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundai) - EM. 6-3324, EM. 6-4122
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what a speech!

How many of you really listened

to Dr. Bissell's opening address
Monday? If you did, three aspects
stand out: his stress on participation

by students in the governing of the

university; his stress on strong stu-

dent government; and his insistence

that the university "is not concerned
with general welfare".

Underneath the velvet, reason-
able rhetoric was both a strong plea
for moderate support, and a slap at

student power advocates intended to

either make them hang their heads
in shame for being such naughty
boys, or at least crawl off into a se-

cluded corner and leave the nice
people alone.

Dr. Bissell told us the university
was democratic. Not completely
democratic, of course, but that just
makes it more democratic. Sure
that sounds inane, but that's what he
said.

"You might say then that even
where the procedures of democracy
are not observed in the university,
the outcome is democratic, provided
the student choses to make it so."

You can't choose to make it so
through democracy because, accord-
ing to Dr. Bissell, your student gov-
ernment isn't representative. Seems
we didn't get enough people to the
polls. The fact that the majority
voted for Langdon and his platform
doesn't seem to matter beside the
fact that the greater majority didn't
vote at all.

How's that for a franchise!

We did, however, get a call for
strong student government. If that
government is more amenable to
what the administration wants, they
might even get somewhere.

UNIVERSITY AND SOCIETY

But Dr. Bissell's views on the
place of the university in society
was the real shocker. The radicals
practically came out of convocation
hall whistling the tune. They
couldn't believe it.

There isn't any other place in
our society where a real critique of
this society can develop, and where
any sort of movement to correct
abuses can begin.

But we're not even going to be
able to correct the fundamental
abuses we have at university. It's
the same philosophy - talk about it

and eventually something will seep
through to those in control. Confron-
tation is too embarassing.

In a way, it's what everybody
wanted. To the moderates it's the
definitive defense of their position-
to the right wing the speech was an
indication that at least those nasty
student radicals wouldn't get into
power; and to the radicals it was
almost a clarion call to action.
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Wonder what'll happen when he hits the windmill?

we're all here

If you've borne with us this far,
through Monday and again today,
you've perhaps noticed some of the
things we talk about in these pages.

They're not all satisfactory.
Some aren't even passable.
Some, when you look at it, real-

ly do make you want to blow it all
up.

How you react — well that's up
to you.

You can grin and bear it. Be at
every class. Cross-reference for
every assignment. Plug on to your
graduate slot.

Or you can talk about what's
wrong. And be at almost every
class. And cross-reference almost
every assignment. And plug on . . .

Or you can maybe, even, get a
little involved in what's wrong.

dropping in at Tent City and •

finding out what the problems are
and then adding your own ideas to it
all.

Keep tuned in to your friendly
student government — they've got
problems, but Lord knows they try
harder.

Read us — we can make you
laugh one way or another.

And through it all, try and stay
mixed up, as involved as possible, in
what's going on around here You
may have to miss classes here,
there and everywhere, or even crib
an essay or 10, and when it's all
over that graduate slot will sudden-
ly, maybe, not be important either

Because these problems are
real.

People really do get stuck be-
cause of housing crises.

And in Chicago a lot of people
get pushed around - and not just
during Democratic conventions we
might add.

And the university you're in
does manipulate you according to
whatever requirements the society

at large lays down.
And what those requirements

reflect is an economic and social
system that needs to be countered
fast.

It's really one big problem, of
course. But you can connect with
some of the smaller problems that
get reflected all the time around
here.

You can, really.

So do it, now.

varsity
TORONTOI^F

"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal.''
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BISSELL and SOLANDT
Smash team hit in theatre of absurd production

By LARRY HAIVEN
Varsity Theatre Editor

Rampant rumor has it that
New York producers are interest-
ed in bringing The President's
Opening Address to Broadway.
David Merrick attended Mon-
day's performance at Convoca-
tion Hall and was ecstatic.

"It was one of the best pieces
of theatre of the absurd I've ever
seen — I don't know much about
drama, but I know what sells and
New York will love it," Merrick
said in a telephone interview.

"I want the whole thing: The
president's address, the panto-
mime, the cameramen, the kids
outside, the watermelon. It was
great."

This is the first time that the

age-old ceremony has been no-

ticed by showbiz entrepeneurs,
and deservedly so. With a few
brilliantly masterful strokes,
C.laude Bissell this year directed
a chilling modern-dress produc-
tion of the spectacle.

VERTICAL MOSAIC
He dispensed with the cast of a

thousand gilt-robed members of

the administration and staff sit-

ting behind him and sat students

in their place. This produced a

brilliant "theatre-in-round"

impression. The retaining of ves-

tiges of former glory such as

Purcell and Handel on the organ
reinforced the existentialist aura
of meaninglessness left in the

abandoning of the religious pas-

sion-play.

In a stroke of genius, the organ

played a processional as Bissell

and Chancellor Solandt forlornly

marched onto the stage to the

two seats marked for them.
There was a striking picture, a

sort of sad cross between Don
Quixote and Sancho Panza and

Happy and Pozzo in Waiting For

Godot. Perhaps a more effective

ploy would have been to have

Solandt leading Bissell by a rope

tied around the latter 's neck as in

Godot. This would have made
even more cogent Solandt 's line,

"My predecessor told me the

chancellor is the head of the uni-

versity. He said he wouldn't ad-

vise me to assert it too strong-

ly"
Perhaps most of the credit for

the effectiveness of the produc-

tion should go to Solandt, a char-

acter actor from way back, who

did the prologue and postlogue to

the actual address.

"I am the man who confers

degrees and since students like to

get degrees, I'm not short of

business." Merrick has suggested

that this little bit be done in a

song and dance fashion so popu-

lar on Broadway.

He also suggested that a 100-

, voice choir of Canada's leading

businessmen chant or hum as

Solandt says. "But the university

has little in common, in organiza-
tion anyway, with business and
industry." This would be particu-

larly effective in the postlogue as

the Chancellor bids the audience
goodbye with, "The ferment now
prevalent in the university is one

of the most reassuring things I've

seen. Work hard, play hard, get

involved and you'll get a good
education here. Edward Albee
would like that.

HIGH POINT
But the high point, and most

brilliantly realized part of this

theatre of the absurd, was the

president's address itself. One of

the problems that the Broadway
production will have to solve is

duplicating the breathless antici-

pation of the audience and the

press for any hint of what the

president will say about student

power. In the superb perform-

ance Monday, this nervousness

could be found everywhere. Such

creative strokes as having "Wel-

come Back Mr. Charlie" draped

across a wall, free watermelon,

rumblings in the press and on the

student's council, contributed to

the general tension.

All this was necessary so that

the actual president's address

could be the great and empty let-

down that it was.

Claude Bissell was superb. He
took a speech that was utterly

devoid of intellectual substance

and totally lacking in challenge.

By sheer force of personality, he

transformed it into an eloquent

oration that was utterly devoid of

intellectual substance and totally

lacking in challenge.

Particularly ingenious was the

way in which he evaded the ues-

tion of student power. The audi-

ence was sitting there, thinking.

"C'mon sock it to us, Claude,

baby. Give it to us in the teeth.

Tell us in your own intelligent

and keen way exactly what you
think of student power. If a uni-

versity is for thinking, then give

us something to think about."

But Bissell cleverly denied

them the satisfaction of a provok-

ing speech, one that would stay

with them. In a truly meaningless

manner, he came on first as the

humble father, apologizing for his

absence, and then as the humble
teacher, explaining, in Mother
Goose fashion, the way the uni-

versity runs..

He said that questions could be

asked when he finished his

speech, but none were asked,

presumably because he said noth-

ing that anyone could question. In

an unusually memorable mo-
ment, which occurred just after

Solandt had finished the post-

logue. Bissell hesitated for a few
seconds in his seat, amid a heavy

silence, and looked up to the bal-

cony where Steve Langdon was
sitting. Langdon looked back in

bewilderment Then Bissell

shrugged his shoulders and
walked off the stage. The shrug

was a masterpiece of timing. It

occurred just as some people

were rising for a standing ovation

and others were simply rising to

leave the hall. No Beckett or Io-

nesco could top that scene for

emphasizing the inherent anguish

at meaninglessness.

Another high point occurred

when Bissell took his glass of
water from the podium back with
him to his chair after his speech.
Whatever it meant, the effect
was excellent,

SCRIPT "MASTERPIECE"
The script itself was a master-

piece of incongruity, empty flat-

tery and hollow didacticism. It

spoke of the obvious, the ideals

that everybody in the university

would like to see, and contained
not one original insight into the
state of the university today. Why
student power? Why the unrest?
Why Mister Charlie and the wat-
ermelon? Reporters must have
been up to all hours of the night

looking for things they could

quote, there being so little avail-

able.

The fact there were two oppos-
ing ideologies present in the hall

and the fact neither one acknowl-
edged the validity of the other
emphasized the absurdity of the
situation. Bissell alluded to the

fact that he had competition in

writing the script.

"And there will be plenty of

journeymen, both within and
without the university, who will

want to write the script for us."

A small pantomime in which stu-

dents mimicked the president's

speech was very effective in

making the breach between the

two camps obvious.

Perhaps most typical and re-

vealing was the poem by Yeats
that the president quoted. "There
is a poetry of tradition as well as

a poetry of revolution. William
Butler Yeats wrote both kinds of

poetry and his apocalvDtic visions

are often quoted by the New Left.

But he was at his best when he
sang the strength and beauty of

custom and tradition."

MOMENT OF TRUTH
Bissell couldn't have planned

more beautifully this moment of

truth that showed that he and the

activists outside were speaking
two different languages. "How
but in custom and in ceremony
are innocence and beauty born?"
he quoted, while pantomimes
were being acted out, waterme-
lons were being carved and stu-

dents were playing house at Tent
City to make their demands for a

better university.

The stark disappointment of

the production made it a perfect

piece of existentialist theatre,

theatre that says more by its

being absurd than by the content
of the play itself.

The New York producers are
justifiably worried that the costs

involved in transporting such a

large university to Broadway will

lessen its chances for a success
there. However some have sug-

gested making it a year-round
exhibition right here in Canada.
That would make it even more
famous yjan Expo.
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elliot's place

THE FRESHMEN ENTHUSE

ALL LATEST YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS AT DISCOUNT PRICES

READY TO WEAR SUITS, MADE TO MEASURE PANTS, SHIRTS,

SWEATERS, HOSIERY ETC.

SPECIAL THIS MONTH - CORDUROY PANTS LATEST SHADES

$5.00 PAIR - LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER

359 YONGE t UPSTAIRS • 364-5657

"The university is a place to meet people and find values.

I hope people won't be apathetic." — Janice Stein (I VIC)

"I'm wary." — Peter Lesniak II VICI

"I'm expecting a tough but interesting year." — Keijo

Laine (I VIC)

.... AND THE VETERANS ARE CAUTIOUS

"There is little personal involvement. Most of the course

consists of mere regurgitation of fact. There is not enough chal-

lenge for the mind." — Thomas Little. B. Comm.
"You're caught up in a momentum of social expectation.

You find yourself able to go from high school and so you do,

able to do post-grad work, and so you do." — Angie Eggert

(IV VIC)
"There is little freedom of study at university." — Ulana

Petyk III SMC)

FRESHMAN WELCOME

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY presents

FRESHMAN WELCOME
AT THE VARSITY ARENA 8 PM FRI. SEPT. 20

FREE TO ALL FRESHMEN WITH A.T.L. CARDS

ALL OTHERS |00

2 BANDS PROVIDE CONTINUOUS MUSIC

(" THE RIFFKIN PLUS "THE INVASION")

Also information booths will provide information on campus clubs

This year the frosh will be looked after, it was announced

last night.

Highly reliable sources said preparations for the annual

freshman welcome were going ahead at full speed.

But Blue and White Chairman Abe Mudrik, who is organ-

izing the festivities, would merely say it would be "a good

show."

In an exclusive interview in his cluttered office in the

tumbledown SAC building the bright-eyed blue-shirted entrepe-

neur revealed there would be two bands at the dance.

"The Rifkin and the Invasion," he said.

Mudrik also said information booths from all campus
clubs would be available for freshmen to inspect.

. . . McGILL WEEKEND LIVES

The good old CN choo-choo train has been replaced for

the annual McGill Weekend hi-jinks by a caravan of good old

luxury coaches this year.

That means buses.

They're leaving front campus at 5:15 p.m. Friday Sept.

27, and won't be leaving Montreal until 2:30 Sunday afternoon,

the day AFTER the Blues play McGill.

Tickets go on sale today at the engineering stores. They
cost $16.

The coaches have card tables, reversible seats, wash-
rooms. They are also air-conditioned.

AUDITIONS
FOR

ROYAL CONSERVATORY REPERTORY ORCHESTRA
Principal Conductor: WILSON SWIFT

WEDNESDAY Sept. 18 4 p.m. FRIDAY Sept.20 4 p.m.

Room 116 EDWARD JOHNSON BUILDING

The chief purpose of this orchestra is the

reading and concert preparation of

Symphonic Orchestral Literature

FOR ALL ADVANCED INSTRUMENTALISTS

Rehearsals: SATURDAY MORNINGS 9.30—12.00
Commencing SEPT. 21 Room 078
EDWARD JOHNSON BULDING
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Reid rejects revolution CLASSIFIED
Escott Reid, principal of

York University's Glendon
College launched a broadside
attack on "unstructured"
education Monday in his tra-

ditional opening address.

Abolish formal courses and
Glendon College could not

survive. Reid warned.
"The essential feature of

this college is its determina-

tion to become bilingual and
bicultural by 1976." he said.

"There is no hope of obtain-
ing that goal unless we con-
tinue to require students to

study French for two years.

The Glendon College Stu-

dent Union has advised stu-
dents to delay registering in

their individual classes and
participate in an "educational

University recruitment

will be reviewed
The placement service advisory committee decided yes*

terday to re-assess its policy on campus recruitment by com-
panies involved in Vietnam war production.

At its first meeting of the academic year, the committee
accepted the recommendation of faculty member Prof. Mel-
ville Watkins (dept. of political economy ), that the new mem'
bership on the committee — four new students and two new
alumni members on the body of 14 — justifies a new policy

debate.

The committee decided last December 20 not to ban
"war-complicit" companies. Two student members voted
against that SAC-supported resolution.

The time and place of the open meeting to be held on the

issue has not been set. Non-committee members will not be
allowed to speak, it was decided.

Prof. Watkins said the new policy should be worked out

before a crisis evolves. Last year's decision came in the wake
of a sit-in protesting Dow Chemical Co. recruiting.

On-campus recruiting this year begins Nov. 4.

Toni McNamara, a SAC member from St. Michael's Col-

lege, was unanimously elected chairman of the committee,

replacing university Registrar Robin Ross, who resigned as

ex-officio member. Miss McNamara is the only female mem-
ber of the committee.

experiment" to enable them
to make a better choice of

courses by October 15.

In a manifesto issued this

summer the student union

asked for abolition of the

rigid course structure and no

formal exams or marks.
Part of the educational

experiment is the people-

generated class where the

professor becomes not a fig-

ure of authority but a re-

source person with more
knowledge than the student.

Reid admitted that Glendon

has a structured curriculum
but said the structure "is

adapted to the needs of young

Canadians who want a liberal

education."

He encouraged students to

make the revolution "with

fire in your bellies, excite-

ment in your eyes and a

smile on your lips," but

added:

"How is a revolutionary

most likely to be able to ap-

ply a cool, calculating head to

the problems of how to mount

and sustain a revolution?

"I suggest that his chances

of being able to do this will

be greater if at university he

has become accustomed to

turning the full force of his

mind on tough disciplined

sustained studies of the soci-

ety which he wants to revolu-

tionize."

STUDENTS Toronto University Students
Action Commitment — recruiting volun-
teers to work with children, teenagers,
'adults and older people TUSAC caravan
coming next week Watch for it

ATTRACTIVE room with kitchenette tor

co I'll SI 6 week Liberal reduction in

rent lor babysitting

Two male senior students want room

mate to share centrally located apart-
ment Phone 481-4959

1964 for sale Good condition,

acing green, rollbar. overdrive
Toronto Call Dave Surry

TR 4
bntish
Owner leavi

at 635 2812 or 225 8037

GARAGE FOR RENT Near College and
St George Ideal for commuting student
$2 pel week Phone 861-1761

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

CONCERT BAND
Open to ALL University students and staff

Professor Robert A Rosevear, conductor
Professor Herbert C Mueller, assistant conductor

Rehearsals
Mondays. Wednesdays 4 00 — 6 00 p m

Commencing September 23
Audition Appointments and Application Forms at

Information Office

Edward Johnson Building

Concert repertoire exclusively

FRESHMEN
NEW MEMBERS EVENING

AT

HART HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18th

7 to 9 pm

(See page II (or details)

PERPLEXED ABOUT POSAP
GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS FOR POSAP ELIGI-

BILITY HAVE BEEN RESTRICTED:
• IF YOU LIVE IN METRO. NO GOVERNMENT
MONEY IS AVAILABLE FOR YOU TO LIVE AWAY
FROM HOME.

• IF YOU COULDN'T GET A SUMMER JOB.

YOU'LL NEED WRITTEN PROOF OF YOUR AT-

TEMPT TO FIND ONE BEFORE YOU CAN EVEN

APPEAL, LET ALONE QUALIFY ON YOUR FIRST

ATTEMPT.

• YOU MUST HAVE COMPLETED FOUR FULL

YEARS OF UNIVERSITY BEFORE PARENTAL
SUPPORT BECOMES UNNECESSARY FOR YOUR
ELIGIBILITY.

• AND MANY MORE HANG-UPS!
IF YOU'RE AFFECTED. PLEASE KEEP WEDNES
DAY. SEPTEMBER 25. 1 P.M., OPEN FOR A MEET-
ING TO PLAN ACTION. LOCATION TO BE AN-
NOUNCED.

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THE FOLLOW-
ING TO THE SAC OFFICE.

NAME .'

ADDRESS

(include postal zone)

PHONE NO
PARTICULAR PROBLEMS WITH POSAP

TO GET YOU OVER LECTURE - INDUCED BOREDOM, SAC HAS PLANNED THE FOLLOWING:

1 - 2 p.m. . Discuss:

7 p.m.

Mass meeting at Tent City

• Is SAC violent?

• Will Berkeley happen here?

• Was the Handbook good or bad?

• Will CUS burn buildings?

• Is Toronto Columbia?

• And anything else on your mind.

SAC Meeting. Loretto College. 70 St. Mary St.

• Should SAC participate in President Bissau's Commission

on University Government Reform?

• Will Paul Fromm shoo Norm Schachar or vice versa?

. What about the graduate students' union and sac?

• and much much more

THURSDAY:
NOO" :

discussion on the housing problem, featunng the SAC EstabMsh-

ment. plus its housing experts.

TODAY!
(is Wednesday all day)

1 p.m.: TENT CITY. LIVE RADIO VARSITY DEBATE.

"SHOULD GRADUATE STUDENTS WITHDRAW FROM SAC?'

For SAC:

For GSU
Steve Langdon. President

Wayne Hankey. School of

Graduate Studies. SAC rep.

John Winter. President

Michael Vaughan.

Vice-President.

live hecklers for either side welcome

otherwise, listen to radio varsity.

4 p.m.: SAC Communications Commission Meeting.

SAC Cultural Affairs Commission Meeting.

Both at SAC Office. All welcome.
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A Bloody Route

Roosevelt University inhabits a squat, grey and
grimy building on Chicago's Michigan Avenue. It

doesn't look like a university, and except for a
small name-plaque could easily be mistaken for

any of a thousand office buildings in downtown
Chicago.

Roosevelt has no residence. Its 6,000 students
are all commuters. There is a midnight curfew
and anyone found in the building later can be
charged with trespassing.

In the spring of 1968. the hundred-storey John
Hancock Insurance Tower was slowly rising in

the shadow of the Playboy building seemingly
undisturbed by the life of the city.

Beneath on the streets there was a lot to be
disturbed about.

First, there was Negro rioting following the
assassination of Martin Luther King. Then a
group of students at Northwestern University in

suburban Evanston took over the administration
offices, Columbia-style, to protest the
university's treatment of Negroes.
The seige was short and effective. The fright-

ened administration capitulated, promising more
active recruitment of Negroes, courses in Negro
history, and separate Negro dormitories.
March 29: The president of Roosevelt, Rolf A.

Weil, started in motion a chain of events which
would draw that university into the pattern of
revolt that was woven in so manv places in the
spring of 1968.

On that day Weil rejected the unanimous rec-
ommendation of the history department that Dr.
Staughton Lynd. who had been a part-time lectur-
er in the department, be given a full-time ap-
pointment.

Weil said the grounds for his decision were "ad
hominem", that in effect Lynd had certain per-
sonality defects which would for some reason
prevent him from performing his job well. He
refused to specify his objections.
There were more cogent reasons for the refus-

al. Lynd is a pacifist and a virulent protester
against the Vietnam war. In 1966, while a profes-
sor at Yale, he had allegedly visited Hanoi.

Roosevelt is in the midst of a fund-raising
campaign for an expansion program, and the
presence of the controversial Lynd on the faculty
might have scared away potential donors. A fuli-
time three year contract would give Lynd tenure,
and make him almost impossible to fire.

Friday, Apr. 19: Sixty-four of 370 Roosevelt
staff members signed a petition asking Weil to
reverse his decision for the sake of "academic

c/3
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Earn a college degree

freedom'* and "departmental autonomy." The

battle lines were quite clearly drawn.

The issue was basically whether a professional

idministration led by Weil {at 38 an up-and-com-

.ng young bureaucrat) was justified in over-rul-

ing the academics in matters of hiring.

Monday, Apr. 29: Roosevelt's student govern-

ment held a mass meeting on the Lynd situation.

Weil told a student delegation he had nothing to

add to his previous remarks, i.e., that he would

not disclose his "ad hominem" grounds.

Tuesday, Apr. 30: At Columbia University in

New York, the police stormed the administration

buildings, driving out the students and faculty

who had occupied them in protest of the univer-

sity's policy with respect tp the surrounding

slum. Over 100 students were injured and 230

were arrested.

Wednesday, May 1: A student group at Roosev-

elt calling itself Students for Quality Education

held another mass meeting on the Lynd affair,

and afterwards presented a petition of protest

with 600 signatures to Weil.

Thursday, May 2: The "Poor People's March"
on Washington began in Memphis, Tennessee.

Friday, May 3: As the American government
agreed to meet the North Vietnamese in Paris to

talk about peace in Vietnam, student rioting

flared in the French capital.

Students protesting archaic university struc-

tures and curricula, barricaded themselves on
the Boulevard St. Michel and hurled paving
stones at the gendarmes sent in to disperse them.
More than 600 students were arrested.

Monday, May 6: At Roosevelt, a newly-formed
group, the Faculty for Academic Freedom, began
picketing the school. Students for Quality Educa-
tion simultaneously held a teach-in and called for

a boycott of classes. The administration' re-

mained silent.

Faculty Pe

Moderates, Militants

In Paris, on the nights of the 6th and 7th, there
was a pitched battle between police and close to
15.000 students. The fighting raged brutally for 14

hours. At Columbia the university was open for
business for the first time in ten days. Bobby
Kennedy won the Democratic Primary in Indi-

ana.

Wednesday, May 8: The protest at Roosevelt
became more strident. After another mass meet-
ing, a number of students occupied the presi-
dent's office. Several faculty members signed a
statement assuming complete financial responsi-
bility for possible damage to property, so that
students might hold a peaceful all-night sit-in. In
addition, a joint faculty-student guard was
formed to protect property.

But President Weil is not a man to look kindlv
on student sit-ins. Two years before, he had
brought in the Chicago Police Department to
arrest anti-war protesters. On May 8, he called in
the police again. The 24 students occupying his
office were arrested.

At this point a growing reaction in Chicago to
student militancy of any kind was becoming ap-
parent.

The Chicago Tribune ran a cartoon captioned
Higher Education. It depicted History bearded
and robed holding in one hand Northwestern Sur-
render and Columbia Disgrace. The other hand
pointed out to a mortar-boarded "university offi-
cial" that "Appeasement and Blackmail Never
Pay Off." Beneath the cartoon was an article
containing the denunciation by state representa-
tive Robert Michel of the "Shameful Surrender

0)

0)

A Riot by the Cops
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to the N.U. Minority." The co-i

Northwestern Alumni Weekend
test against the school's capitul
demands.
On the editorial page of the

bills itself as an American paper
writers to the "Voice of the

congratulated the Tribune on its

Day for Northwestern, suggjtir
be sent out to work at the age o

nating "crime, race rioting, and c

Richard Nixon, campaigning
I

can Presidential nomination in

gested that "dissent has its limi

deploring the "pampering of lawli

Thursday, May 9: Sixteen sti

the Roosevelt office of developn
dents left when asked to. Police ;

er 13. All 16 were expelled by th

the same day, the Roosevelt blac

ciation presented the administrati

demands similar to those made
western protesters, including an
on all teaching appointments.

The same day the United State

resentatives voted to refuse fedei

port "any student who takes pa

demonstration that disrupts a i

tions."

At the Chicago City Hall, a gi

high school students became "cit

day" as part of Chicago's Youth
treated to a banquet, speeches, an

Friday, May 10: Violent street

up again in the city of Paris as i

student ranks to 45,000. Four hu

rested.

0

HIGHER EDUCA

At Roosevelt, after being told tl

tration would not consider a c

more students peacefully occu

Weil's outer office. They were arr

the afternoon.

Sixteen members of the Ro
formed a "Free University" to c

the 16 students who had been expe

The weekend was relatively qu

(Mother's Day) the Poor People's

Washington. In Chicago, Negro b

of "Martin Luther King: Story ol

south side subways.

At Roosevelt, the mood of the

ters was strangely optimistic. Th

ing that the arrest of the demoi

unite the students behind their

protest had made three inches 1

New York Times, and Columbia
them a wire of support. —

In Roosevelt's famous /W>itc

Sammy Davis Jr. was appearing

and from time to time a Negro

wander up among the plotters i

washroon> apparently unaware be

ence of the institution and the n

the protesters.

Monday, May 13: It was a warm
in Chicago. On Michigan Avenue
dred demonstrators, mostly sn

well-dressed, marched around w
front of the entrance to Roosevell

by three or four sober plain-clothe;

"We leave it up to the individuf

er he boycott classes or not," tr

sionally, some of the demonstrate

their placards and go inside to lect

Many of the demonstrators hat

anti-war protests and demonstrai

only action thev were familiar wil
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The conflict between ages

ted their chances of winning any concessions
from the administration were slim.

Since Weil was not likely to admit that his
stand was incorrect, their only hope would be a
reversal of his decision by the Board of Trustees.
Because Roosevelt is a private university, this

was unlikely in the face of a hostile press, a hos-
tile public, and a student body largely unmoved
by the issue.

One demonstrator, a small fellow with a shock
of wild and curly black hair, complained that he
had to go home and study, as exams were ap-
proaching. "I haven't studied all week." he said.

"Don't worry," was the hopeful reply from a
sweet young miss, "There may not be any uni-

versity at the end of term." She said it innocent-
ly almost as if she believed it.

But he went home anyway, after stopping to

shout "stop the War" at a passing soldier. At 3

p.m. 10 students walked into the President's out-

er office and were arrested. The demonstration
broke up by 4:30.

Tuesday, May 14: Ronald Reagan, a man well-

beloved by student activists everywhere, re-

ceived 22 per cent of the vote in the Republican
primary in Nebrasks.

It was a hot and muggy day in Chicago. Anoth-

er 11 students sat in the president's office all day
before being arrested at 11 p.m. A group of stu-

dents calling themselves Students Who Car About
.Roosevelt (SCAR) presented Weil with a petition

supporting his stand. It had 110 signatures. At

about 3 p.m. a delegation of students led by Paul

Shain, a graduate student in political science,

began negotiations with President Weil.

The Chicago Daily News reported on its front

page that the suicide rate of students was at an
all-time high. They attributed the increase to

parental pressure to make good grades. On the

editorial page was a SyTicitsAsd article by Carl

Rowan lamenting the fact that "today's l-c,^-

puses are being convulsed by a motley assort-

ment of student "activists' who express an arro-

gant certainty that they need to educate their

presidents, deans, faculties and most of the rest

of mankind." He demanded that "anarchists and

nihilists" be promptly expelled.

Wednesday, May 15: The board of trustees of

Northwestern University reluctantly ratified the

..agreement of the university administration with

the black militants, vowing that such a "surren-

der" would never happen again.

The Chicago American featured an article ex-

plaining what "anti-American sit-in beatniks

could expect in their beloved Russia." The

suggestion was that they would end up either

starving or in Siberia, or both.

But a little public support for the Roosevelt

protest was beginning to appear. Studs Terkel. a

Chicago "personality ". wrote a letter to the

newspapers condemning Weil's "mockery not

only of academic freedom but of simple human
decency."

Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal resigned

from the university's advisory committee Chica-

go community organizer Sol Alinsky. a great be-

liever in the value of confrontations, described

the student protests in an interview as "a basic

part of student education."

Thursday, May 16: 35 black students at the

University of Chicago sat-in in universitv admin-

istrative offices to press their demands for more

active recruitment (there were only 71 Negroes

at the university) and an end to the expansion

into the neighboring Negro district. After four

hours the President delivered an ultimatum. If

they were not out of the building within a hall

hour, they would all be suspended. They left.

CO

©

CO

At Roosevelt. Jeff Siegel, an alumnus and a
national board member of SDS told the students
to use force, if it becomes necessary. At 5:45
p.m., Weil made the negotiating students a tenta-
tive offer to take back to the protesters at large
for ratification. If demonstrations were halted, a
complete amnesty would be given for all students
arrested and suspended, and students would be
given a token say in hiring. The Lynd decision
remained, as did the President's veto power over
appointments The agreement would leave things
substantially the same as they were before the
protest.

In response the demands of the Black Students
Association, the administration offered half an
office and $200. Calvin Stewart, President of the
BSA, called this offer "acceptable."
Wednesday, the oppressive heat broke in. tor-

rential rainstorms, and tornados swirled through
the suburbs of Chicago. The next day was clear
and cool and 200 Roosevelt students rejected
Weil's offer.

Thursday, May 16: The Chicago Daily News
reported that graduate students would stand a 50-

50 chance of being drafted.

Friday, May 17: French Premier George Pom-
pidou called up 10,000 reservists as workers took
control of several large factories.

The same day. the Chicago Tribune ran an ar-

ticle saying South American students had fallen

victim to "clever scheming purveyors of foreign
ideologies."

is a struggle lor power

That night Columh"
nieht sit-in at

Lynd Controversy sympa|
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Library Stacks up
No first year undergraduates will receive stack privi-

leges at the Sigmund Samuel Library this year.

This decision was taken at a meeting of the Library

Council last May 23.

In a compromise decision it was decided all students in

second year arts and science courses will be allowed stack

privileges.

These are the only changes made from last year. All

third and fourth year students are permitted to use the

closed book stacks.

The new policy is set up on a one-year trial basis to

determine its effectiveness. It will be reviewed at the end

of the academic year.

The exclusion of first year students was deemed neces-

sary to prevent overcrowding of the stacks.

A library spokesman said any universal extension of

stack privileges was out of the question.

U.C. GIVES $ TO TADP
The University College Literary and Athletic Society

Monday voted to give $250 to the Toronto Anti Draft

Program.

To raise the money, the Lit decided to purchase

Christmas stamps at cost and sell them at a mark-up.

The stamps will carry messages and peace symbols.

They will be on sale in the near future.

This marks the second year in a row the Lit has

awarded money to the TADP.

All talk, no action
"You sound like bitches,

you are worse than prosti-

tutes," said the angered mid-

dle-aged woman to three girls

at Tent City yesterday after-

noon.

This outburst, at the end of

a discussion on Sex and the

Single Student in which the

girls were taking part, made
it seem like a confrontation

between the old and the new

Don't Miss

Women's Fraternities

INFORMATION
MEETING

Today 7:30 pm

Food Sciences Building

S.E. corner of

Avenue Rd.

& Bloor St.

Two girls sat in the Arbor Room in

Hart House quietly eating lunch. It was 1:

40 p.m.

"We just want to eat here, that's all,"

said Jennifer Penny (III UC). Women are

not allowed in the cafeteria before 2 p.m.,

but the only objection came from the cash-

iers at the lunch counter, who were women.

They phoned the authorities upstairs, who
decided to let them through.

"Girls with lunch bags are O.K.," Miss

Penny said. "They're not noticed." Yester-

day however she and her friend Jeanne

PENNY POWER-

"Is it socially acceptable to

have sex on the first date?"

he asked.

For a short while after

this, the talk became franker

and more personal, involving

more of the girls in the dis-

cussion.

But after 15 minutes of

this, the middle aged woman
who in a mixture of shyness

and curiosity had been linger-

ing at the edge of the crowd
stepped in and levelled her
inoiicatirm at the girls.

McGuire managed to buy their lunches at ^
the counter.

"Two years ago it was different," Miss-

Penny said. "Then the boys threw things at

us, hooted and jeered. Today nobody gave

us a second glance."

There are still restrictions about con-

certs, meetings and art gallery hours to be
overcome by women.

i

' "They say we're restricted because

we're not members," said Miss McGuire.
"But they never check for memberships so

it's not that."

TENT CITY WHERE IT'S AT

TODAY 1 P.M. * S.A.C. mass meeting. Boo, cheer,

and question your friendly neigh-

bourhood student government.

TONIGHT: Talk-in, party-in, sleep-in, everybody

welcome.

THURSDAY: 12 noon: Housing and Students

1 p.m.: Would you believe the fabulous

Lady GODIVA Memorial Band?

THURSDAY NIGHT: Free films and talk.

SATURDAY: mass human be-in

' [FQOD]

63 ST. GEORGE ST.
-opposite Lash Miller-

INNIS COLLEGE SNACK BAR
coffee,
tea,

milk,

pop,
donuts,

cigarettes,
sandwiches,

etc.

8:45 - 3:15
Monday - Friday

day. September 18. 1968



Bank loan rates stagger students i

ou are one of those fool- WHERE TO GO: h, the must charge a minimum |

I

I

You are one of those fool-
ish persons who did not put in

for a POSAP grant until late,
and now the bureaucracy is

checked with applications and
you don't have any bread to
live on, eh? Is that your prob-
lem?
The Varsity pities you. Try

and get a short term loan
from a local bank. jus! to tide

you over.

The Varsity tried.

The control situation we set

up was one of someone with
an account — empty — at the
bank in question.

He wanted to get $50. For
one month.

first place, don't go to a ma
jor branch, especially the
ones in the area of the Colon-
nade.

Understand, on $50 the in-

terest is not the prime
charge. We were assuming it

would take one month for the
POSAP to arrive, so you
would be after a $50 one-
month note.

Interest varies with the
branch and the nature of your
circumstances, from about
7.5 to U.8 percent. On $50
this would be around 50 cents
but because of the paperwork
involved, the banks say they

rate.

The Bank of Nova Scotia at

130 Bloor St. W.. (CIL build-

ing I and the Canadian Impe-
rial Bank of Commerce at 151

Bloor both charge $5. The
Nova Scotia branch at Bloor
and Spadina charges $2.50,

and the Commerce at the
same intersection charges
only $2.

The branch nearest the
campus, the Royal Bank at

Harbord and Spadina, has a
minimum charge of $2.50, up
from $1. The Bank of Mont-
real at Bloor and Bay
charges $2.

COME AND SING

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

CHORUS

REHEARSALS EVERY TUESDAY 7-9 PM

EDWARD JOHNSON BUILDING

EVERYONE

WELCOME

FRESHMEN
NEW MEMBERS EVENING AT

HART HOUSE
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 18th -

7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

COME! SEE! JOIN!

Amateur Radio Club • Archery Club • Chess Club

Bridge Club • Camera Club • Glee Club • Revolver Club

Underwater Club • Table Tennis Club

COME! SEE! ENJOY!
ART MUSIC • DEBATES • DANCES • SQUASH

HART HOUSE FARM • LIBRARY EVENINGS

COME! SEE! LEARN ABOUT!

ATHLETICS: Gymnastics • Track • Swimming • Boxing

Karate • Fencing • Judo • Wrestling • Skiing

Circuit Training

FREE REFRESHMENTS IN GREAT HALL

An Emergency Control.
Centre has been set up byl
the University of Torontol
to provide help in case ofl
injury, fire, poison or|
other emergencies.

Dial 2222 from any 928|
Centrex telephone on the!
St. George campus or 928-

[

2222 from any other To-
ronto telephone.

The caller is requested]

to state the precise na-|

.ture of the emergency
|

land its exact location. If
]Ithe circumstances per-|

Imit. he should remain on i

Ithe line in case additional

'

[information is required.
|

To date the Emergency i

I Control Centre has re-

1

jceived 13 wrong numbers.
|

Itwo calls to check on the .

I right number, two people I

leaught in elevators and
J

lone caller trying to find

|

Ian electrician's shop.

R0SEDALE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
129 Mount Pleasant Rd.

( Bloor subway to Sherbourne,

two blocks north and one block west

MINISTER:
The Rev. Eoin S. Mackay

11 a.m. Public Worship
Sermon: "A Friendly but Firm Farewell"

- a sermon with the thesis that the time has come to
take the good of the God-is-dead theology, discard
the rest, and press on to better things.

A Special Welcome to Varsity Students

"A FLAWLESS GEM.

FRESH AND HAUNTING
A RARE MOVIE!"

"EXCEPTIONAL!

ONE OF THE

BEST FILMS I'VE SEEN!
— Doi'y Column

'A VERY

DELICATE PICTURE!"

CANADA'S EXCITING NEW STAR

Joanna Shimkus

Directed by Robert Enrico
TECHNICOLOR*

Starts

FRIDAY! BIOOR 6ATHURST SUBWAV 531-4700

CONT
DAILY
2 P.M.

MEN TO GREATNESS!

LEND ME YOUR VOICES

I COME TO AUDITION THEE
EN YONDER

- Music Room - Hart House

Thursday. September 19th

Monday, September 23rd

4 - 6 P.M.

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

THINGS YOU NEVER LEARN IN

SCHOOL

CENTRAL YMCA offers

IN TOUCH:
9<*

A T-group experience for single
young adults to explore the dynamics
of non-permanent man-woman rela-

tionships

John Rich. M D . Ph D . Resource Leader
This 10-week series costs $45.00 and begins Thursday
evening. September 19th.

Call Central "Y", 40 College Street at 921-5171 for de-
tails.

THE VARSITY. Wednesday. September 18. 1968 — Page 1 1



Land taxes threaten universities

WELCOME
FRESHMEN

DISCOUNTS

By ART MOSES
University administration

reaction to an Ontario Legis-

lature study recommending
taxation of university prop-

erty ranges from qualified

acceptance to great concern.

One of the main recom-

mendations of the Legisla-

ture's Select Committee
studying the Smith Report on

Provincial Taxation support-

ed Smith's call for an end to

the exemption from property

taxes now enjoyed by univer-

sities throughout Ontario.

But the report also suggest-

ed "that provincial grants be

used to reimburse approved

insitutions for payment of

these taxes."

Alex G. Rankin, executive

vice-president (non aca-

demic I of the university, said

SAC ANNOUNCES THE FORMATION OF

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SINFONIA

ALEX PAUK - CONDUCTOR
OPEN TO ALL INSTRUMENTALISTS

ON CAMPUS
AUDITIONS

SEPT. 17,18.24,25 - 7:00 P.M.
ROOM 108, EDWARD JOHNSON

BUILDING

DANCE at the HART HOUSE FALL DANCES

DANCE on SATURDAYS, SEPTEMBER 21st ond 28th

DANCE to FOUR GREAT BANDS

DANCE from 9:00 pm to Midnight

DANCE for only $2.00 a couple

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT HALL PORTER'S DESK

(Sponsored by the House Committee)

HART HOUSE

U. of T. STUDENT SPECIAL

50' OFF
! !fflK JHllLUKr RESTAURANTS

• YONGE AND BLOOR
• YONGE AND OUNDAS

»• 240 1LOOK—op^H. V.rtlty StWi...
j

• *CLUI EMBASSY—
• 77 KING E.—ncii N TV. linrf Hmi
For Banquet Facllitta Call 921-9432

TVS. coup., j. Jo, so KM H <U I
•* party en rtie:

SPUD BURGER SPECIAL $2.09
j

Good only of Steak 'n Butter
240 Bloor (at Bedford)

( Prices subject to change without notice)
j

he would be "quite agree-

able" to the taxation of uni-

versity property provided the

provincial government in-

creased its grant to the uni-

versity to make up for the

loss of revenue.

"If such a grant was inade-

quate, cut-backs in expendi-

ture would be necessary, such

as a cutback in enrolment."

Mr. Rankin pointed out that

taxation on U of T property

would be "fantastic". But he

saw the matter as essentially

a matter of redistributing

taxation between the munici-

palities and the province, not

as a matter of conern to the

university.

Mr. Rankin said the recom-
mendation has merits espe-

cially in cities such as Kings-

ton where a large proportion

of real estate is university

property.

But F. C. Stokes, bursar of

Victoria College said the rec-

ommendation could be "a

serious financial blow" as the

inherent increased expend^
tures could not be borne by

the students, but must be

covered by increased provin-

cial grants.

Rev. J. M. Owen, provost

and vice chancellor of Trinity

College saw the problem as a

question of the province hav-

ing to reimburse the univer-

sity adequately with in-

creased grants. He said

church colleges receive

grants through the university

on a base which considers

1966-7 gosts and then adds to

that base only slightly each

year to account for increased

costs.

"It is a fairly rigid cost-of-

living bonus", Rev. Owen
added, "A removal of the tax

exemption would only in-

crease the difficulty."

Father J. M. Kelly, presi-

dent of St. Michael's College,

also saw difficulties for the

church colleges. He had mis-
givings about the Smith
Committee's recommendation
that "Provincial grant sup-

port ... be confined to those

institutions recognized for the

purpose by either the Depart-

ment of University Affairs or

the Department of Educa-
tion."

"I would be extremely
miffed if this regulation ex-

cluded the church colleges

which are not provincially

chartered institutions," he
said.

"Contrary to some ideas

these colleges are not finding

it easy financially.

for quality

and
service

shop at

..-Cold
flothc$

HEADQUARTERS FOR U OF T JACKETS AND SWEATSHIRTS
AT SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES

FREE
CHARGE

ACCOUNT

PRIVILEGES
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Langdon hopes for non-violent revolution
has I

h
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UdentS
.

Administrative Councilhas a total comitment to non-violence It

chan°gXnV

f
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artiCUlati^ the n"^ocnange. Tent City, for instance
In a rare angry mood last week SAC

g nizers ofrf
La "gd°n

'
aShed * "S \

f66S protest Vitiated duringregistration weeks, saying in effect the Zrstudents didn't know what they we« ufi
"Any suggestion the SAC favours vio

ibTe

e

to

s rrnsible and -
saidUngdon. * ""'^ We W^

Now, as the year begins, Langdon finds

t̂

P»s largely worried and confusedabout where its leaders stand

ur«J
h

ln°
Ur
IT'7 C°"ege stude"ts whourged fellow students to withold their $12bAC fees when registering are typical

anil™ M
3

,

necessary t0 take some extrme
action to clear up a very very damaging-mage and strengthen the commitment if
non-violence, explained Richard Reoch (IIITnnK one ol the leaders of the protest

He added he did not oppose the SAC's
general aims, but merely wanted to provoke
debate on what the council is doing

rhiJt?!i >J
oresees Langdon, will be his

chief task this year as president.

Sanitary Facilities at Tent City? Ph"">~bv salex

Response to a questionnaire mailed to
all students indicates about 60 per cent
agree with SAC's aims, 15 to 20 per cent are
very hostile (largely because they believeSAC advocates violence) and another 20 per
cent have disagreements with specific SAC
policies.

Langdon contends most students are
not apathetic. The university system as it
is however, promotes in them an attitude
ot cynical non-involvement.

"It s not that they're happy that way "
he says, "They play the game and try to
beat the system."

The trouble is the system can easily be
beaten. The real challenge is to change it

Freshmen, says Langdon, arrive here
with a 'sense of excitement," expecting the
university to be a "vital and creative com-
munity where they can learn broadly how to
be people.

That's where Tent City comes in It's
not just a place to sleep over if you can't
find accommodation. It's also a place funda-
mentally different from the surrounding
university.

"Basically," says Langdon, "I believe
people are good enough and trustworthy
enough to have a role in shaping their envi-
ronment."

That makes Tent City a symbol of what
the university could be.

"This is the year SAC will change from
a student government to a union that has to
work along with the students and build up
mass support."

The first stage is asking questions. Tent
City belongs to that basic stage.

The answers - or lack of them - will
hopefully motivate organization and action
at the classroom level, which is where re-
form must first occur.

Above all Langdon wants students this
year to break out of the "accept it or reject
it," the "drop out if you don't like it" syn-
drome.

He believes prospects lor implementa-
tion of the Macpherson Report this year are
very good.

At the same time SAC will be providing
counter-courses to demonstrate the possibil-
ities for real learning once students discov-
er how routine and boring their lecture
courses are.

"There will be a major non-violent
confrontation on campus this year," pred-
icts Langdon. "But it will come not because
I want it, but because that option appears
best to a great number of people uptight
about a given situation.

TWEJ
STORES

for

Go to
THE TEXTBOOK

STORE 1
BANCROFT& HURON

STS

THE BAWDY

Now!
VAUGHAN CINEMA'
Bathurst & St. Clair

STATIONERY &
SUPPLIES

at the

B kr m
facing the
main campus

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
TRYOUTS

ALL ENTHUSIASTIC GUYS
& GIRLS ARE QUALIFIED
MON. SEPT. 23 - 5 PM

PRACTICE VARSITY STADIUM
... WED..SEPT. 25 - 6 PM -
JUDGING VIC. COLLEGE GYM

THE INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT CENTER
in co-operation with

THE ONTARIO HUMAN
RIGHTS COMMISSION

invites

ALL STUDENTS

PARTICULARLY
OVERSEAS to a

FILM & DISCUSSION

EVENING
on

THURS. SEPT. 19,

1968 ot 8:00 pm

at

ICS 33 St. George St.

PURPOSE OF THE GATHERING
TO INFORM STUDENTS OF ONTARIO
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION'S ROLE
IN PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
IN ONTARIO.

LIGHT
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
MR. VERNON EDWARDS, PRES. OF INTERN—
ATIONAL STUDENTS CENTER. AT 928-5152
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The Engineering Society

invites the world to attend

The 69th Annual Freshman Dance

Featuring .The Deltas •Free Engi neers

• Free Girls »Free Refreshments

Engineering Frosh - Free Girls - Free

THURS. SEPT. 19

8:30 P.M.

Others

$6.99

FreeArtsies (Female

Artsies (Male) - Forget it

FREE
to Nurses and Commerce Club Members

ANNUAL COMMERCE - NURSING

PSYCHEDELIC EXPLOSION

featuring

THE MORNING AFTER

Location: Cody Hall, School of Nursing, Russell & George St.

THURSDAY SEPT. 19

Time: 8:00 pm
b
9fes

Sf
All Faculties and Colleges Welcome! ^

SCARBOROUGH
COLLEGE

PRESENTS

'THE STITCH IN TYME'

SAT. SEPT. 21

9-12 pm

in the MEETING PLACE

$
2.00 STAG $2.50 DRAG
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Handbook Hassle Rocks U.C.
An article in the University

College freshman handbook
charging SAC education
commissioner Andy Wernick
1SGS1 with being a • Commu-
nist" has created a small
furore among handbook edi-

tors.

Irv Weisdorf i IV UC).
freshman coordinator, tore
the article by L :C graduage
Paul Socken out of the 2.500

copies of the handbook and
replaced it with a less contro-

versial article.

The editors are up in arms
about Weisdorf's actions.
They deny his right as fresh-

man coordinator to control
the content of the handbook.

"He's destroyed the bal-

ance in the handbook." said
editor Manny Gordon (II L'Ci

'".Now we have three left-

wing pieces and only one
right-wing piece.

"

Gordon had commissioned
Socken to comment on arti-

cles by Wernick and Ken
Stone, vice president of the
Ontario L nion of Students.

Both compared the university

to a factory.

Weisdorf says Socken's ar-

ticle contained personal in-

vective by calling Wernick a
Communist and ridiculing

Stone's action of tearing up
his diploma during graduation
ceremonies last spring.

"The more I read the arti-

cle, the worse I thought it

was." said Weisdorf. "It's a
libelous, ad hominem argu-
ment and it's anti-intellec-

tual. I would have done the

same had the article slan-

dered Paul Fromm."
(Fromm. president of the

campus Edmund Burke soci-

ety, also contributed to the
handbook, i

Socken's article accused
Stone and Wernick of trying
to "shove their opinions loh.

I'm sorry. I mean their
truths i down everybody's
throat anytime they please —
because it's good for every-
body whether everybody
knows it or not."

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

1 p.m.
Executive meeting o! [he I ol T
Progressive Conservative Club Hm
2117 Sidney Smith Hall,

7—9 p.m.

Freshman orientation. Kind out what
ion can join and enjov al Hart
House.

7:30 p.m.

Graduale Students Union Badminton
Night. Drill Hall. ll'Ja St. George St.

8:15 p.m.

Should Canada Have a Foreign Poli-
cy? Panel discussion with Stephen
Clarkson

1
1' of T. political economy

prof, i. Marvin Gelber (Canadian In-
stitute ot International Allairsi and
lan Lumsden (York University] Holv
Rosary Church. St. Clair and Spadnil,
Kd. on Tweedsmuire.

8:30 p.m.

Hillel House Yavneh classes com-
mence: Jewish philosophv. Talmund— beginning jnd advanced.

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

General meeting of the U. of T. New-
Democratic Partv Club Rm. 2j23
Sidney Smith Hall, Everyone wel-
come-

Hart House debate. Resolution: Tent
city is a nice place to be revolting jin

but I wouldn't be caught dead thete
Terrace of Hart House.

4—6 p.m.

Auditions for Hart House Glee Club
Freshmen especially welcome All
men wanted. Music Rm. Hart House.

5 p.m.

international Student Centre Meet-
ing of the Hellenic University Soci-
ety.

8:30 p.m.

Annual Engineering Freshman
Dance. Free Engineers, free fresh-
menls. Featuring the Global Village
LGMB. and the SKCLE cannon En-
gineering trosh tree, girls free and
others $6.!)!). Drill Hall 119 St
George St.

"A BEAUTIFUL AND EXCITING FILM!"
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

'""S.SSS: BENEVIEVEBUJOLD

Wsabel
.^L^LC incam a immoumKim

Starts

FRIDAY BLOO. . TOHGE 1UMAC til - UQQ

CONT
DAILY
1 P.M.



BOOK REVIEW BYJIM COWAN

Scott Young a sportsie at heart
Good sports fiction is a pretty rare com-

modity these days, and when high calibre
sports literature does appear, it is generally
ignored by the reviewers of "serious"
prose. In an attempt to reverse this la-
mentable trend, The Varsity Sports Depart-
ment today presents the first-ever Varsity
Sports Book Review.

Scott Young, presently an editorial col-
umnist with The Globe and Mail, is one of
the most prolific writers of sports fiction.
Before he escaped to the first section of the
Globe, he wrote a sports column for three
years, and previously spent time writing
sports for the Canadian Press and the Win-
nipeg Free Press.

His latest contribution is a collection of
short stories, all of which have appeared
before in magazines. We Won't Be Needing

^You, Al (Ryerson Press, $4.95) includes
nine stories from baseball, hockey and the
outdoors. The stories uniformly show Mr.
Young's familiarity with his subject.

If there is a weakness in the book, it is

the utter predictability of the plots. All the
good buys win and all the bad guys lose. As
suggested by the book's title, some of the
stories involve men who are failures, or
whose days of stardom are over. But in

every case, the hero gets one last chance to

be the big man on the team, and he invaria-

bly makes good.

Most of the stories in We Won't Be Need-
ing You, Al were suggested by real inci-

dents, derived from the author's days on the

sports beat. The title story, about a catcher
who isn't quite good enough to make a class
"D" baseball team, came from his days on
The Winnipeg Free Press.

Some of the characters seem strangely

familiar. In "Player Deal", an aging de-

fenseman is traded from the team with
which he has spent his whole career to a
team in last place. He must decide whether
to retire or to report to the new team.

Perhaps there will be a sequel about his

election to Parliament and his career as a

coach of an expansion team.

It is disappointing that there are no foot-

ball stories included, disappointing and puz-

zling. Football in Canada is far more popu-

lar than baseball, and yet there are four

baseball stories and none on football. And of

the nine, only two are about hockey.

On the whole the book is a success, with
Mr. Young's style covering up the occasion-
al flaws in structure and plot. It will be a
sad day for sports fans if he ever decides to

foresake the sports field entirely.

McGILL with the BLUES
COLONIAL CHARTER COACH
• VISTA CRUISER

• REVERSIBLE SEATS, CARD TABLES

• AIR CONDITIONED

• WASHROOM EQUIPPED

LEAVE FRONT CAMPUS: FRI. SEPT. 27th 5:15 PM
RETURN FROM MONTREAL: SUN. SEPT. 29th 2:30 PM

TICKETS $16.00 RETURN ENGINEERING STORES
A GOOD OLD FASHIONED McGILL WEEKEND

ONTARIO STUDENT
AWARDS

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS

OCTOBER 31, 1968

Any application submitted between November 1. 1968 and Janu-

ary 31, 1969 will be assessed during the winter term and the

award based upon one-half the assessed need for the full aca-

demic year.

MEN CURLING MEN
THE LISTS FOR THOSE WISHING TO CURL THIS FALL
AND WINTER ARE NOW OPEN AT THE INTERCOLLEGI-
ATE OFFICE, ROOM 101. HART HOUSE THERE ARE 2
LEAGUES. INTERCOLLEGIATE. (TOP COMPETITION) AND
RECREATIONAL AN ENTRANCE FEE OF $22 50 MUST
BE PAID AT TIME OF SIGNING IF POSSIBLE SIGN UP
AS A FULL RINK LISTS WILL CLOSE OCT 11 LEAGUES
WILL START OCT 20 AT THE TERRACE CLUB AND ALL
COMPETITION WILL BE HELD ON SUNDAYS BETWEEN
5 00 & 7 00 P M

t

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
PRACTICE SCHEDULE

NEWCOMERS ARE WELCOME!
SOCCER • 5 00 p m daily From Campus

report to Coach Ernie Glass

RUGGER • 5 00 p m daily Back Campos
Report to Coach Jim Hamilton

TRACK - 5 00 p m daily - Varsity Stadium
Enter by Gate 9 Devonshire Place

SWIMMING • 4 45 6 30 p.m. Mon , Wed & Fr,

starting Sept 23

WATER POLO - 4 45 - 7 30 pm Tues . Thur & Fn
starting Sept 24

VOLLEYBALL - 5 00 - 6 30 p m Tues starting
Sept 24 - Report to Coach Taimo Pallandi
(other tines to be announced)

SQUASH -420 620 Mon & Thur starting Oct 3
Report to Coach Ralph Rimmer

SAILORS
There will be a short, registration meeting of
the Sailing Club on Wed. 18 Sept. at 1 p.m.
in the Committee Room of Hart House. (Rm.
211). All interested students are invited to

attend.

WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

j:j
Archery - Intercollegiate Outdoor practices commence :•:

X Monday. September 23rd All interested please meet in the
:J:

X Archery Range, Benson Building at 1:00 p.m or see Mrs ::

£ Letheren Room 301 Benson Building :

j-j
Field Hockey - Intercollegiate practices are now under way ::

:j: every Tuesday and Friday at 8 00 a m in the Varsity Sta- £;

X dium All interested welcome

Ladies Track and Field - 1st practice for Intercollegiate

*:* Track and Field will be held Tuesday September 24th at 8
•> oo a m
X Track and Field Club 1st practice will be held Thursday ;£

•:• September 26th at 1 00 - 2 00 p.m. >:

Place - Varsity Stadium #
X No experience required wear whites *

|:|
Place - Varsity Stadium X

:•: Interfaculty Tennis Sept 20-28 incl Sign up by Sept 19th j£

on your athletic boards £

ROWING
Practices - Mon. thru Fri.

6:00 am - Argonaut Rowing Club

1225 Lakeshore W. (W. of C.N.E.)

Questions phone 239-2053
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Varsity Blues already number one
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

SIFL coaches probably

rank near the bottom of the

list as fanatics of today's

electric music.

Still, there's one group over

in England that might com-

mand quite a bit of their at-

tention if it could only give

some guarantee of living up

to its name. That's John

Mayall and the Bluesbreak-

ers.

For. if there's one cry re-

sounding among live of the

six teams in the SIFL this

year, it's "Break up the

Blues!"

The consensus of tout le

monde is that Varsity Blues'

head coach, Ron Murphy, has

got himself another winner. A
pre-season poll already has

Blues, defending champions

in the SIFL. picked as the

number one collegiate team
in the nation. Rare is the

coach who doesn't preface his

remarks about the coming
season with "Well, Varsity is

the team to beat . .

."

Back at the home front,

Murphy is completely non-

plussed about the added pres-

sures that go hand in hand

with the unpopular role of

favourite. Last year, if you

remember. Blues were dis-

tinct underdogs all season,

and Murphy used this to tre-

mendous psychological advan-

tage. Queen's Golden Gaels,

on the other hand, considered

shoo-ins (is a sock a shoe in? i

by just about everybody,

including the Varsity I blush

to admit, suffered from over-

confidence all year, and

Blues knocked them off

twice. 19-14 and 16-13.

"I like to have a little vres-

sure on; it makes me work
harder." says Murphy. "The

team will have to work a lit-

tle harder too. of course, and

I'll have to keep the fellows

up for every game. When
you're the favourite, every-

one takes a real shot at vou."

Despite their pre-season

pinnacle, Bines didn't exactly

escape unscathed from the

annual plauge of non-retur-

nees.

Gone from last year's of-

fensive squad are perennial

all-star pass catcher, Mike

Eben. quarterback Bob
Amer, ends Jim Ware and

Brent Morris, huge tackle

Jim Kellam. and centres

Steve Brown and veteran Don

Rodgers. As Murphy adds.

"That's quite a big chunk of

the offense gone."

Defensively, replacements

are needed for linebackers

Dave Church. Larry Lukas.

Mike Wright (last year's de-

fensive captain) and depend-

able halfback Riivo lives.

As always though, Mur-
phy's done a good job of re-

cruiting, and the only real

hole still left to fill is an of-

fensive tackle spot. Some of

Murphy's prize catches are

halfback Eric Walter, former

McGill all-star, quarterback

John Ritchie from Princeton,

rookie end Stewart McSween
from Jarvis Collegiate, ex-

McMaster centre Rich Agro

and guard Derek Turner.

Blues' genial mentor was

more than pleased with his

training camp this year. "We
had a good training camp all

right. There are a lot of little

hurts but nothing serious. Only

Roman Bukata (a new end) is

on the limp: he's got a gimpy
knee."

Right now. Blues are pre-

paring for Saturday's exhibi-

tion game in London against

Western Mustangs. Mustang
coach, John Metras, has is-

sued his annual warning to

the rest of the league:

"We're going to pass more
this year, "quoth Metras. Ho
hum.

Thin pocketbook? Cheap
near-campus restaurants,

where you can buy a meal
for $2 or less: Maison
Suisse, L'Europe
(Hungarian) the Candle-
light (Indian) all on Bloor

west of Spadina.

Photo By TIM KOEHLER

"I like a little pressure on; it makes me work a little harder The team will have to
work a little harder too ..."

Rugger regulars rough and ready
The 1968 season looks like

another big one for the Rug-
ger Blues. Only five of last

year's championship squad
have moved on. leaving good
strength in all positions ex-
cept the front row forward.
Among the returning veter-

ans are hard running backs
Doug Phibbs and Peter Suth-

erland with outstanding
scrum half George Wraw
playing inside them on the

three quarter line.

Blues also have considera-

ble strength in the scrum this

year. Returning from last

year's fifteen are Peter
Hand. David Ledson. Andrew
Bethel. Maris Apse and Paul
Henry Newcomers John
Rook from Queens and
Graeme Wynn. a graduate
student from the University
of Sheffield are expected to
add considerable experience
to the team at their positions

Rugby is a fastmoving ex-
citing game to watch and one
which is growing very rapidlv
in North America. The Uni-
versity of Toronto team un-

defeated in last year's sea-
son, has had several success-
ful trips through the United
States and visited the British
Isles in 1965.

The Blues' first game this

year is against the University

of Michigan on the back
campus at 2:00 p.m. this Sat-

urday In last year's contest
at Ann Arbor, Blues edged
Michigan 9-3 in a tough game.

At 12:30 the B team takes
on Trent University, coached
by ex-Blue great Paul Wilson.

A NEW LOOK . .

.

... A NEW BUILDING

By Phil Bingley

A long time ago, forty-two years to be exact, Univer-

sity of Toronto officials tapped their private reserves as

well as a few government treasure chests and came up

with enough credit to build what was and is now Varsity

Arena.

At that time, 1926, there were only 2,200 students en-

rolled at Toronto and the existing sports' buildings — Var-

sity Stadium, Hart House and the arena — were considered

modern, sufficient, and even ahead of their time.

To-day, there are over 12.000 male students attending

this institution of higher programming, yet little has been

done to improve or expand these same athletic facilities.

Meanwhile, academic buildings have sprung up all over our

supposedly fenced in campus.

Despite this lack of growth of recreational opportuni-

ties, things are finally looking brighter for the near future.

Varsity Stadium, as a result of new sod, fresh paint and

tender loving care, is still one of the finest football outlays

in the country. With a seating capacity of over 27,000 per-

sons, there is not a single pew in the house which does not

allow its occupant a clear, unobstructed view of the field.

(This of course depends upon said occupant's state of sobri-

ety and optical capabilities).

STEADY TED

Under the very able direction of manager Ted Stead-
man, the Varsity arena freezing system recently underwent
a summer reconstruction scheme (at a cost of $80,000)
which should result in near perfect ice conditions. The old
pipe system has been replaced, insulated and covered with
a nifty trap-rock floor (For interested Skule personalities,
new headers have also been installed).

Following last year's confrontation between the end
edge of the metal screening and the brow of Terry Cooke (a
Waterloo Warriors hockey player). Steadman approached
the higher ups of the bureaucracy with a request for safety
glass.shields. Today the ice cushion is completely surround-
ed by plexiglass screens which are in turn supported by in-

side posts. These changes along with iresh paint, new wash-
rooms and several other minor improvements have trans-
formed the Bloor St. rink into what we sportsies refer to as
an "ice palace".

WHAT! A NEW HART HOUSE

Probably the most over-discussed and under developed
project in the history of the university has been the building
of a men's athletic complex, that is. a new one. The sites

and possibilities have been kicked abound more than a used
Volkswagen, but something concrete is at last appearing on
the horizon.

One person who is very interested and involved in the
new setup is assistant athletic director J. E. McCutcheon.
A member of two committees which were specially created
to study specific plans, McCutcheon was able to provide a
few new facts.

"The new complex will be located on a site just west
of the Benson Building on Harbord Street." Most people
were under the impression that the area now occupied by
Wycliffe College, to the north of Hart House, would be the
final site.

How far past the talking stage have the current plans
proceeded? "A feasibility study," Mr. McCutcheon contin-
ued, "is being conducted to determine what facilities will
be required and where they will fit into the overall struc-
ture. The results of this study will then be turned over to
Dr. R. R. McLaughlin and the University Planning Divi-
sion. Following this, the purpose of the univt.sitv will be to
rush the scheme through the various stages — The Board of
Governors and student and financial approval — as rapidly as
possible."

Mr. McCutcheon also has a satisfactory answer to the
biggest question of all— when? "In my opinion, everything
should be ready for operation within two to three years.
This, of course, takes into consideration only mechanical
and administrative problems, and not red tape.

Thought for the day: If red tape is combustible, let it

burn, let it burn, let it burn.



SAC COUNTER PROPOSAL

•No vote for administration

on presidents council
The Students Administra-

tive Council will sit on Presi-

dent Bissell's committee on

the structure of university

government — but only on its

own terms.

By

The Varsity SAC Bureau

At Wednesday's meeting
SAC adopted a proposal that
the presidential committee on
the structure of the Univer-
sity of Toronto should consist
of four students and four fac-

) ulty members, with non-vot-
ing memberships for Presi-
dent Claude Bissell and two
administrative appointees.

The committee was author-
ized by the Board of Gover-
nors last August. As origi-

nally proposed, it would have
been composed of two Board
members, two faculty, two
students and two administra-
tive officers. All would have
been voting members.
About 100 students jammed

the overheated library at
Loretto College to hear SAC
members discuss student par-
ticipation in what Dr. Bissell

has called "one of the most
important committees in the
history of the University."

In a statement yesterday,
Dr. Bissell said any change in

the structure of the commit-
tee would have to be ap-

proved by the Board of Gov-

k ernors.
* "Any counter proposal
must go through the same
process: it will be considered
by the President's Council

and I will take the President
Council's recommendations to

the Board," he said.

While a Trinity-Victoria
College watertight raged out-

side, Bob Rae (IV UC) intro-

duced the motion. He said it

was "an evolution of democ-
racy."

"The students and faculty

must have the right to decide
on the future of the university

or else our hopes for democ-
racy are nothing at all," he

said.

"This is idiocy," responded
F. Paul Fromm (HI SMC).
"I find it rather uppity and
juvenile to suggest there are

only two sides involved, the

students and the faculty."

To exclude the representa-

tives of the Board of Gover-
nors was to exclude the tax-

payers' representative, he

said.

History professor Kenneth
McNaught, secretary of the

Association of Teaching Staff

but speaking in an unofficial

capacity, said he believed the

faculty would support SAC.

But he cautioned against

"smashing the committee
before it gets started" by

refusing any participation.

SAC later approved a mo-
tion urging the ATS to consid-

er the SAC proposal at a gen-

eral meeting today.

The original motion called

for three students and three

faculty members, but this

was later amended to four

each. The motion passed with

only two dissenting votes.
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CUS blames mediator false image
The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents yesterday blasted the
nation's news media for
creating a false image of the
student movement as a "con-
spiratorial elite, dedicated to

chaos and violence."

In a statement issued from
its national office in Ottawa.
CUS condemned the image as
"patently false," and blamed
the press and TV for "de-
liberate. cynical propaganda."

The stand comes in the

wake of extensive press, ra-

dio and TV publicity follow-

ing CUS President Peter
Warrian's controversial and
often-mis-represented state-

ment at August's CUS con-
gress in Guelph.

In Toronto last week, War-
rian gave the full text of the

often-misquoted passage:
"Some people say this is

the year to sock it to the

administration and sock it to

their buildings, but we must
also take it to the students,

Liberal envoy flies to tent city

The Trudeau government
is sending an expert on
housing to visit Tent City

today.

Barney Danson (Liberal

—York North), a member
of the Hellyer task force

on housing, will speak and
answer questions at 3 p.m.
this afternoon at Tent City.

The Students Adminis-
trative Council Wednesday
night sent a copy of its

white paper on housing —
Housing the Community —
to the Hellyer task force,

inviting the minister to

reply in person.

Mr. Danson will repre-

sent the transport minis-

ter.

"I think there needs to

be improvement in hous-

ing," said Mr. Danson in

an interview from Ottawa
last night. "More money
should be provided for low-

income housing." he

added

"But I'm afraid of rent

controls. They are unnec-

essary and not the answer.

"I don't really know
what the problem is in stu-

dent housing." he said.

"That's what I want to

find out tomorrow."
Mr. Danson was elected

to Parliament in the June

25 federal election.

knowing that democratization
and liberation are achieved
not by manipulations of a few
but by the struggle of all."

The news media took War-
rian's statement to mean this

is the year students will burn
university buildings.

The CUS statement said

the student movement "has
its roots deep in the struggle
for peace."

The statement warns that

radical tactics are not to be
confused with violence. "The
movement still depends on
pacifist (sit-in)) and union
(strike) techniques."

"Violence in the student

movement has been initiated

by the state and the police,"

the statement charged. "Bru-
tal repression of student pro-

test by the police or army
has been matched only by the

skill with which the media
has blamed the violence on
the students themselves,"
says the docement.

In the coming year, the

statement predicts, "We may
see students demanding
changes in their university

and using their power to see
them occur. But we need see

no violence, unless adminis-

trators decide to use police

against student action and
student demands."

U of T stifles its students: Langdon
Our university is boring — that's the

problem!

That's how Steve Langdon, president of

the Students Administrative Council, kicked
off a three-hour mass meeting at Tent City
on Wednesday before about 400 students.

"The real failure of the university is that

students have not been turned on" said

Langdon.

"Education has become a mere transfer-

ral of knowledge. Creativity and imagina-
tion are stifled in a morass of programmed
learning".

Langdon strongly criticized the housing
shortage on campus and the restrictive

\ rules and regulations of existing residences.

But primarily, he discussed the quality of

university education and how it could be

improved. He wanted more responsibility

given to students in the determination of

their education.

"We must have enough trust in students

to decide their own educational destiny," he

explained.

The meeting was interrupted for half an

hour by the engineers' Lady Godiva Memo-
rial Band. Led by band-leader Mel Solomon
(III APSC), the engineers heckled and

shouted questions at Langdon.

"Today the engineers heckled, but they

listened. We disagree on condemning the

administration," explained Jim Ford (I

APSC).

"We realize we can't have all the say on

books, professors, course content, and so
on.

"We make a plea to the rest of the cam-
pus to recognize that students can have only

so much power. Yes, we have a social con-

science. But let us not overstep our bounds
and destroy our position".

Comic relief was provided by the LGMB's
"SAC critic", George Zukovs dl APSC).
In an impassioned but facetious harangue,

he analysed SAC's merits, concluding with

timely words of advice.

"Thrust forward, SAC!" he cried. "Hard
on! Hard on!"

Langdon said he hoped SAC could hold

these kinds of "freewheeling discussions"

more frequently, and university Vice Presi-

dent and Registrar Robin Ross, who also

spoke, termed the open forum "an impor-

tant event."

"This kind of self-cricitism is the only

way an institution stays alive," explained

Mr. Ross.

"It is not really significant that we are

having this meeting today," said Paul

Fromm (III SMO. 'for the SAC is hearing

but not listening
"

"SAC has been brazenly political against,

I am sure, the opinions of the students of

this university".

Fromm wants to hire a public-opinion

testing firm for the campus so that SAC
would be in constant communication with

the student body. Steve Langdon addresses nuts SAC meeting at Tent City.



CAMPUS QUICK CLEAN
COINUUNDRY

The most modern equipment
Air conditioned • just opened

98 HARBORD STREET (just west of Spadina)

Open daily 7 a.m. till 11 p.m.

BLOOR STREET
UNITED CHURCH
300 Bloor St. West

Ministers:
The Very Rev. Dr. E.M. Howse

Rev. Donald A. Gillies

11:00 am GOD IS WHERE THE ACTION IS'

7:30 pm 'CHRIST'S CHALLENGE TO
CIVILIZATION'

ANNUAL STUDENT SERVICE

President Claude T. Bissell will assist.

DR. ALAN WALKER of Sydney, Australia
will be the Guest Preacher at both Services.

CAMPUS CLUB following Evening Service

0+ UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHURCH
AND STUDENT CENTRE

Chapl in

Lawrence E . Marti

Campus Worker
Rosie Janson,

610 SPADINA AVE.
TORONTO 4, 0NT.
Office 922- 1884

Home: 741-8227

With Martin Lulhet doing his thing in the Reformation years

ago, University Luiheran Chapel can applaud campus efforts to do

away with the mickey mouse courses, techniques, and outlook Such

reform takes power, political power all said and done But such power

must be used precisely to ensure and enhance the learning experience,

and not just for power's sake Certainly not fot the sake of violence

and destruction

We recognize that democracy implies leadership and structure, plus

the prerogatives of leadership As practical idealists we have learned

The hard way that all corporate groups demand structure and leader-

ship. Even the apostolic community, despite her punt,' of faith, needed

strong leaders and structure Certainly the student leaders have dis-

covered this. Students, faculty, and administration must beware of the

person(s) who seek power just for the sake of power Niebuhr put it

succinctly a bit ago "Powei corrupts, absolute power corrupts abso-

lutely" Beware of the neurotic and psychotic anywhere whose self-

loalhmg must be projected upon the community, who must destroy

Campus power should seek the true growth of the spirit through dia-

log with persons in truth, meditation, and social action

University Lutheran Chapel will share power, although it might be

more than anyone bargained for We will share full involvement, in-

stant voice We don't claim to have all the answers In fact we might

raise questions more disturbing than the most idealistic power-devo-

tee. But we have a confidence knowing that our faith is rooted in

4000 years of empirical, existential, and behaviorist action and faith -

reflection We unashamedly share the good news of Christ as it is

known to us through our heritage of Luther's bartel -chested scholar-

ship, earth-loving involvement, and catholic outlook

Sermon this Sunday "Where the Power Is " 11 AM, Discussion 9:45

Open House for students Sunday 29. 7PM
The Chapel is open for meditation, study, conveisation, and recreation

The Chaplain is available most mornings, other times by appointment

R0SEDALE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
129 Mount Pleasant Rd.

( Bloor subway to Sherbourne,
two blocks north and one block west

MINISTER:
The Rev. Eoin S. Mackay

11 a.m. Public Worship
Sermon: "A Friendly but Firm Farewell"

- a sermon with the thesis that the time has come to
take the good of the God-is-dead theology, discard
the rest, and press on to better things.

A Special Welcome to Varsity Students
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WINIER CLAIMS

Grads favor withdrawal 4-1 >
Graduate students are vot-

ing by a four to one margin

in favour of withdrawal from

the Students Administrative

Council, says John Winter,

president of the Graduate

Students Union.

Winter made the announce-

ment at a Tent City debate

yesterday afternoon.

But last night he refused to

reveal any precise figures.

"I wanted to know how the

vote was going," he ex-

plained. "I directed someone

to count it up.

"The record I had I threw

away," he added.

He said final results would

not be available until voting

ends at the end of the gradu-

ates' registration period and

all ballots are counted.

Winter has been conducting

a campaign to receive a

mandate to take the 5,000 gradu-

ate students out of SAC. To
do this he must receive 2,500

yes votes.

"SAC needs us more than

we need SAC," said Winter at

the Tent City debate.

Winter maintained gradu-

ate student needs were differ-

ent from those of undergradu-

ates.

"Undergraduates are here

for enjoyment, while gradu-

ates are here for . .
."

"For sherry parties,"

countered Wayne Hankey
(SGS), as the 50 onlookers

BR0WER-WALKER
LTD.

PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

DONOVAN
THURS. OCT. 24
VARSITY INDOOR

ARENA

TICKETS AT
A & A RECORDS
351 Y0NGE ST.

TRINITY

UNITED CHURCH
427 Bloor St. W.
atWalmer Rd.

MINISTER Rev.J. Robert

Watt, B.A.BD.

ORGANIST John W.Linn

11 a.m. "Churches

should not be TAXED!"

A warm welcome to

students at all services

in Trinity.

laughed and clapped their

approval.

Winter charged the best

reason for withdrawal was
that "graduates want out of

SAC.
"They have not been asked,

but forced to join SAC."
It was then that Winter

said results showed graduate

students were voting "four to

one in favour of withdrawal."

SAC President Steve Lang-

don said he could see no "log-

ical reason" to withdraw.

"It is possible to involve as

many students as wish to be

involved in SAC," he said.

He added that if it seemed
funds were allocated primari-

ly to undergraduate needs it

was because graduates were
not as active in their de-

mands.

Langdon advocated "strong

local societies " to work hand

in hand with a campus-wide

union for general improve-

ment.

GSU Vice-President Mi-

chael Vaughan said graduate

student interests were neither

"reflected nor realized

through SAC to any great

extent."

He recommended separa-

tion from SAC and direct

negotiations with the admin- 1

istration instead.

EVERYBODY'S RUSHING

susv
WHCS
v

VERy
'r

HONOURABLE PRICE LIST
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ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

FREE SPARERIBS
AND DELIVERY WITH EVERY
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TAKE OUT 923-3503

FREE PARKING AT REAR

10% DISCOUNT COUPON
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Fees protest generates little action

A campaign urging stu-

dents to withhold their $12

Students Administrative
Council fees has met with

limited response.

"I have no idea what will

be done with them," said Mr.
Anderson. He said any deci-

sion was up to the board of

governors.

About 10,000 leaflets were
distributed on campus during

registration week accusing
SAC and the Canadian Union
of Students of "incitements to

mob rule and violent insur-

rection."

The purpose of the cam-
paign, the leaflet read, was to
"demonstrate that the stu-
dent body refuses to be rail-

roaded into support of irre-
sponsible agitation."

It urged students to request
the $12 portion of their fees
be withheld by the university.

In a survey conducted by
The Varsity all students in-
terviewed were definitetly
opposed to violence
Most said they thought they

should be allowed to withold

Fewer exams to be held
Students in 275 courses in the faculty of arts and sciences

will not be writing final exams this year.

"If a department feels it can do without final examina-
tions, it can apply to the faculty committee on examinations,
which then weighs the request," said A. C. H. Hallett, associ-
ate dean of the faculty of arts and science.

In cases where final exams have been abolished, the final

mark will be made up of a combination of the results of mid-
term exams, essays and seminar work.

"These are confined largely to subjects in third and
fourth year honor courses," said Assistant Dean W. D. F.

Foulds, secretary of the examination committee.

"For the first year, students will be sitting on the com-
mittee," he said. The students will have full voting privileges.

The two student representatives are David MacKidd (III
New) and Joseph Blonde (III SMC).

When the committee meets for the first time this term,
there will likely be other exams dispensed with.

For Academic Year 196849

Needed: A Speaker for the

New College Student Council

Qualifications:

Must bo a graduate of a Canadian University
Knowledge of Roberts Rules of Order

All Applications to be addressed to :

KEN ANTHONY
211 Woodmount Ave., Toronto 13

This Position carries with it a $100.00 Honourarium

HART HOUSE TUCK SHOP
* UMBRELLA SPECIAL - $3.99

* WHITE OXFORD CLOTH
DRESS SHIRTS - $3.99

* TURTLE NECKS - $2.99
* U of T TIES - $4.50
* CRESTED WARES
* ATHLETIC SUPPLIES &
GYM EQUIPMENT

HOURS: 9 am- 5:30 pm Monday - Friday

HART HOUSE TICK SHOP

fees if they wanted to, but
support for the leaflet itself

was scant.

"The leaflet was hasty and
superficial in its analysis,"
said J. Hibowych (IV SMC).
"Too many people tend to

take a single statement and
define it in terms of a whole
radical movement."
But opinion was divided on

the part SAC itself was play-
ing on campus.
Some felt the council was

getting "power hungry" and
"not tying in" with the entire
university.

"I think the leaflet is a
splendid idea," said J.

Coombs (II Meds), "It might
help us get rid of the shit-

disturbers and let SAC start
on something constructive
like Rochdale College."
He thought projects like

Tent City were a waste of
time.

,
"Students should have

more say in the university,"
observed another student,
"but the radicals seem to
want all or nothing.

"They have lost control of
what they're doing and be-
come just like the workers,
who are striking for the sake
of striking."

Richard Reoch (III Trin),

one of the organizers of the
fees protest, said last night
he thought the campaign had
been successful.

"It provoked a great deal
of discussion which wouldn't
have occured without it," he
said.

Come out to BE-IN

Even the Students Ad-
ministrative Council execu-
tive doesn't know what's
going to happen at its BE-
IN at 2 p.m. tomorrow in

the remnants of Tent City.

What's a BE-IN? A gath-

ering of people who do
their own thing, beautiful

or not.

Radio Varsity has prom-
ised to broadcast acid rock
interspersed with things

musical.

Bring your own guitar,

friends, philosophy.

Be a people, with other

people. Take a rest from
being a cog — in someone
else's machine.

BE-IN. Tomorrow. Tent
City. 2 p.m.

Come and blow your
mind.

U of T
AND

FRAT. JACKETS

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

Lowest puces • immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
366 Adelaide Si. W.

364-5332

HART HOUSE
FALL DANCES

September 21st & 28th

FOUR BANDS - 9 - MIDNIGHT
$2/COUPLE $1 /PERSON

TICKETS: Hall Porter

"AUDITION*
for the

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Monday, September 23rd

Music Room 4-6 pm
ALL Men Invited

7ffGALLERY
ART CLASS SHOW and

PRINT RENTALS
Until Friday, October 4th

Rental of Prints can be arranged

October 2, 3 & 4 in the Art Gallery

sunmy^eVewngToncert
Great Hall - 8:30 pm September 29fh with

LOIS MARSHALL

ANY U of T CLUB
which wishes to be chartered

and get financial aid from s.a.c.

submit a copy of the constitution

TO: S.A.C. BLDG.
ATTN: CHAIRMAN OF THE JUDICIAL

COMMITTEE ALBERTO Dl GIOVANNI

MACOYS & STACCATOS
FRI. SEPT. 20

YORK UNIVERSITY ARENA
KEELE & STEELES

$2.50
— i

i

•' TICKETS AT DOOR
j

ATL CARDS
MUST BE SHOWN

HAVING A PARTY?

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING

STROBE LIGHTS • BLACK LIGHT
LIGHTS • ORGANS

147 RANEE AVE. 781-2995
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a university is not the arm of a po-

litical party, an exercise in group therapy, or

an institutionalized love-in: and those who

proclaim these alternatives are talking about

another kind of institution

—Claude Bissau's opening address

educational love-in

Nobody was forced to sit through

the three-hour Students Administra-

tive Council mass meeting Wednes-

day. Nobody got any marks for good

ideas, nobody failed.

And yet, even without these

props, the meeting was the closest

to real education this campus has

seen in a long time. It was a real

attempt to communicate, to discuss,

to debate. And it was, on the whole,

rather interesting.

Claude Bissell would have called

it scornfully an "exercise in group

therapy" or an "institutionalized

love-in". He'd say these things are

nice, of course, but they've got noth-

ing to do with education.

Education is the "preservation,

dissemination and expansion of

knowledge", get it?

If you are on the administration

of this university, this means stu-

dents are little gourds to be filled

with the precious fluid of 19th centu-

ry wisdom. (Books, apparently,

aren't storehouse enough).

For the Board of Governors,

knowledge means facts, facts people

apparently need to get dull, boring,

irrelevent jobs in our dull, boring,

irrelevent society. Knowledge also

means socializing people so they

respect money more than they re-

spect their own humanity. Otherwise
they wouldn't take those boring jobs.

At the meeting, maybe, some
people got a glimpse of what educa-
tion is really about. It's excitement,

it's dealing with ideas. Job-training

comes out eventually, sure, but

maybe educated people won't accept

CLAUDB-B'A&y BABX SJBVB

the kind of job they would other-

wise.

It's a big jump from the subject

of the mass meeting to the make-up
of the committee to restructure uni-

versity government, but not that big.

Technically at least, the committee
could bring about a structure condu-

cive to real education.

SAC has recommended that the

committee be made up of students

and faculty only. Administration
would be non-voting members.
There is a possibility the Association

of Teaching Staff will approve of

SAC's plan.

If the committee is set up as

SAC wants, one further major hur-

dle remains — the realization that

staff and students face a common
problem in the irrelevancy of educa-
tion as it is presented today.

Most of the professors are just

as eager to educate as students are
to be educated. They just have to be
let loose from the present authori-

tarian educational structure.

p<5K -THOUGH

J

The question is, will the adminis-
tration let them?- Not likely. What
would happen if students and faculty

got together on the committee and
designed a structure where people
did their own thing?

Heavens! A few drops of knowl-

edge might get spilled! How could

we be sure students are learning the

right things? And how are we going

to keep tabs on them all?

These are the questions worrying
administrators, not education.

varsity
TORONTO

"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal.

"

COMMENT
Stories can be written by anyone but the choice of

which stories to be published (what particular slant

and what headlines) are obviously in the hands of the

editor. 1 should hope, however, that the editor in

charge has enough respect for divergent points of view
that stories and articles not necessarily amenable to

his point of view will be published. Last year such a
respect was deficient, and it is readily apparent that
the same tendency is manifesting itself this year. Last

Editor

News Editor

Review Editors

City Editor

Features Editor

Sports Editor

Makeup
SAC Editor

Cable Editor

Photo Editor

Executive Assistant
Advertising Manager
Editorial Offices

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

By JOHN AYRE

(II ANTHROPOLOGY)

President Steve Langdon seems genuinely com-
mitted to his much publicized slogans of "politics of

confrontation" and "community of scholars" . On
Wednesday at Tent City, students of all political per-

suasions, from the rightist Fromm to the leftist Wer-
nick, were given ample opportunity to present their year, for example, the only outlet for conservative
own viewpoints in public. Such public airing of politi- Pomt of view was the letter page. Such letters were
cal point of view is to be welcomed as an eminently more often used for comic effect than from a more
healthy sign of democracy among the student body. responsible respect for opposing point of view.

It is with great concern, therefore, that I find the If this tendency continues without alteration this

Varsity to be lacking in such democratic spirit. It year, then I despair for democratic press at the U. of

doesn't take penetrating intelligence to notice from T
- As 1 suggested in public on Wednesday and now

the first two issues of this year's Varsity that choice reiterate in writing, it would do a greater justice to

presentation, and editorializing of stories are heavily the students of the U. of T. and the Varsity if an edito-

weighted in favour of the leftists. Admitted that, at r'al '"commentary" column open to all students, of all

this time, the majority of students are tolerating the faculties, and of all political persuasions, were insti-
wjJJJ

u
£Ve ""W "brown £7—°and"«v« *od'
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"
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leftist point of view. It does not follow, however, that tuted to balance the current one-sidedness of the paper. iius who^veX>ard°Vo"ks

n
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Paul MacRae
Sherry Brydson
Rod Mickleburgh
Henry Tarvainen
Dave Frank
Sue Helwig
Phil Bingley 923-4053
Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
Sue Reisler

Tim Koehler
Anne Boody
Carol Cooper 923-8171
91 St. George. 2nd floor

923-8741. 923-8742
91 St George. 1st floor

The Varsity was founded in

1880 and is published by the

Students Administrative Council

of the University of Toronto

Printed by Web Offset Publica-

tions Ltd. Opinions expressed in

this newspaper are not neces-

sarily those of the Students

Administrative Council or the

administration of the university.

Authorized as Second Class

Mail by the Post Office Depart-

ment, Ottawa, and for payment

of Postage in cash.

other points of view, conservative or moderate, should It is ' n the name of free press that we do so.

be freezed out. Since the deficit of The Varsity, which
is fairly high, must be underwritten by the representa-
tive student council, and since The Varsity is intended
to be an instrument of divergent student point of view,
then I believe that I and most other students deserve
more than the current barrage of heavily weighted
news now emanating from the news rooms of the Var-
sity.
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All letters and comment articles must be typed and
double-spaced, and may be edited for length.
Please include your name, year, and college or fac-
ulty.

the statistics . . hariet didn't have soup, but washed her
hair In the integrated tap . . . john, liz, lynn, paul. helen
and samiD sacced out with father image cowan . . . joe
was disciplined, sue and judy listened to panelled
speeches . . . hossin bobbed in to do a rochdale apache
dance, while gilday and barcza spread out the review pol-

itics . . . brian gave his views on the left and right of it.

. the back window team deserted the cause and remain
ing were but a mere mary and a terribly kapable kirk

who was continuing his coup plot. . . peter had no trou
ble attending tonight, and peter two changed to the re

write camp. . . on larry. I forgot you bached out tonight.
. and as the copy flies away with random selections by
martin, remember e zippery below the fold is skyline by
any other name, just like the summer edit, rod. trenta.
extra— joy was brought by mike to our matchless office

and lit the fire.
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§
50% of the population of Canada will soon be under the age of twenty-five

Days ofMay - Philip Resnick

November's Choice - Jeffrey Szanto

And they said it couldn't happen here • .

.

Michael Ignatieff

Plus: Books, Movies, Theatre, Jazz,

Pop-Rock and Review of the Press



THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY presents

FRESHMAN WELCOME
AT THE VARSITY ARENA - 8 PM FRI. SEPT. 20

FREE TO ALL FRESHMEN WITH A.T.L. CARDS

ALL OTHERS JOO

2 BANDS PROVIDE CONTINUOUS MUSIC

(" THE RIFFKIN" PLUS "THE INVASION")

Also information booths will provide information on campus clubs

CHRISTMAS FLIGHT
TO LONDON

For Students and Immediate Members
of their Family

TORONTO - LONDON
$175.00 Round Trip

LEAVE: December 19, 1968
RETURN: January 4, 1969
For information and application forms:

Canadian Union of Students,
Travel Department, 44 St. George,
Toronto 5, Ontario Tel.: 921-2611

JOIN US

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
TRAVEL: Performed at Expo '67

Projected trip to 'Blighty'

Spring Tour

RECORDS: Three recent recordings

CONCERTS: Locally and Out of Town

SOCIAL: Parties and fvn rehearsals

COME TO INFORMAL AUDITIONS
MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE

4-6 PM MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23rd

SEE OUR BOOTHS AT ORIENTATION
IN HART HOUSE AND VARSITY ARENA

2 REVIEW

Review of the Press
BY ROD MICKLEBURGH
One of the most widely-held views on campus these days is

a feeling that the Varsity has lost all relevance as a campus
newspaper because of its subjectivity. A newspaper should be

completely objective, the argument goes, and not try to ram
anything down anyone's throats as the whole truth and nothing

but the truth. Only the facts should be reported with interpre-

tation left to the reader.

Many of the people holding this view, it seems, are specifi-

cally upset at the Varsity's handling of President Bissell's

freshmen address last Monday.
Admittedly, the tone of Wednesday's Varsity was heavily

anti-Bissell. The front page news story ran under an unfa-

vourable headline, "Bissell Says No To Democratic Univer-

sity". And pages four and five were devoted almost entirely

to opinions critical of Dr. Bissell's address.

Drama critic Larry Haiven's clever review of the event as

theatre of the absurd contained paragraphs like the following:

"Claude Bissell was superb. He took a speech that was utterly

devoid of intellectual substance and totally lacking in chal-

lenge. By sheer force of personality, he transformed it into an

eloquent oration that was utterly devoid of intellectual sub-

stance and totally lacking in challenge."

Well all right. Where's a guy who wasn't there supposed to

get some "objective" information? Of course. He turns to the

daily newspapers where sober, hard-boiled reporters are sent

out in pursuit of "the facts, ma'am, nothin' but the facts".

These papers are put out and run by professionals; they don't

stoop to innuendo and inaccuracies like those punk, college

kids with so many bones to pick.

If you were fortunate enough to read the Globe and Mail or

Telegram, you got what you were looking for: a straight-for-

ward report of events before, during and after President Bis-

sell's address. If, on the other hand, you chose the Toronto

Daily Star as your reading matter, supposedly the most liberal

daily in Canada, you read one of the most distorted articles I

have ever seen in an 'establishment' newspaper (there have
been lots worse, naturally, but not of events where I was
present; therefore, it was only hearsay that prompted one to

feel an article was distorted.)

The story ran under a banner red headline on the front page
which said, "1800 cheer as Bissell says; 'College not a love-in' ".

". What Dr. Bissell actually said was: "a university is not . .

. an institutional love-in." But of course that doesn't make a

sensational headline.

The first paragraph of the story read: "University of Toron-
to freshmen — 1800 of them — broke into prolonged cheers
yesterday as university president Claude Bissell declared that
students must pursue knowledge and scholarship, not political

power." The impression given is an outburst of applause
which interrupted Dr. Bissell. as he made that specific point.

This did not happen. The audience applauded as the president
began his speech and applauded at its conclusion — as they
have for the past hundreds of years. At no time were there
"prolonged cheers." .

The article goes on to say the, in another subtle put-down of
student radicals, that, following the address "fewer than 100
students turned out to a meeting where student radicals —
who demand control over university courses — attacked Bis-
sell's speech." This is also inaccurate. The Tely mentioned
400 students, the Globe and Varsity said 200, with the latter
figure probably nearest the truth. At any rate, there were cer-
tainly more than "fewer than 100".

The article's description of Philip Resnick's guerilla thea-
tre' incident, which momentarily interrupted the speech,
read: "When student power demonstrators tried to mimic
Bissell during his speech, they were laughed down and retired
in confusion." Again, this did not happen. The three students
retired in dignified order, as they had planned, and were not
"laughed down". There was even some applause for their ac-
tion (this is mentioned in the Varsity). Laughter did occur
ajier they had left the stage, however, when Bissell's next
sentence emerged as a pointed reference to what had just
occurred.

A further minor inaccuracy contained in a later reference
to the incident was the mention of "two girls" accompanying
Resnick. In fact, there was a boy and a girl (the male didn't
even have long hair.)

Finally, in another paragraph written to sustain the impres-
sion that students applauded specific points of Dr. Bissell's
address, the reporter quotes Bissell as saying; "From the
ferment today will come a finer sense of community. There
can be no commmunity in a university unless it is based on
community of ideas." Then, he says, "The audience reacted
with sustained applause." What the reporter didn't say was
that this was the conclusion of his address. It would have been
most unusual and rude if the audience hadn't reacted with
applause.

Is it only a coincidence that the Star's editorial policy re-
cently has come out so strongly pro-Bissell and anti-student
power?



The Days of May-
By PHILIP RESNICK

Now that the CUS Congress is

over, and radicals on universities

across the country are donning
helmets for the days of October
that lie ahead, it is well to go
back to that high point of this

revolutionary year, the Days of
May. To return not for purpose
of reminiscence, but the better to

prepare ourselves. To analyse,
because any program of libera-

tion we set for the colonial uni-

versities of Canada and the
larger Canadian colony must in

part at least follow in its steps.

"Take your desires to be reali-

ty" read one of the inscriptions

on the walls of the liberated Sor-
bonne, summoning the peons of
the university system to that

mass outpouring of creative ima-
gination that brought Gaullist
France to its knees. "The duty of

the student is to make the revo-

lution" read one of the proposed
resolutions at the CUS Congress,
calling in its own way for the
liberation of desire from repres-

sion, of the student from the pro-

cess of alienation called educa-
tion.

That the events of May caught
the whole of French society by
surprise, that the student revolt

developed with a spontaneity and
fervour that swept even the most
timid along in its wake, is some-
thing that radicals must ponder.
For the French student body as a
whole was no more rebellious in

January of last year than its

Canadian counterpart in recent
months. It is a parallel which the

Canadian university establish-

ment and its friends in the corpo-

rate press have not forgotten, in

their efforts to head off the re-

volt of the damned.

It was only through revolt that

the French student became con-

scious, for the first time, of the

walls within which he had been
confined. Between the university

and the asylum, between the in-

tellectual tyranny of the aca-

demic cop and the physical tyr-

anny of the armed cop, the

thread of repression ran unbro-

ken. Bourgeois society moulded
its new working class, more
subtly but no less inexorably,

than it had moulded and crushed

the first proletariat. Nanterre,

the French Simon Fraser, was
truly a graveyard for the young.

At its height, the French stu-

dent revolt with its open forums

and numerous struggle sessions,

its imaginative posters and graf-

fiti, its festivals in the street and

living theatre in the corridors,

represented nothing short of lib-

erty unchained. Gone the mind-

fuck of the formal lecture, the

grimace of master lording it over

slave, the crumbs of culture that

substituted for a vision of the

whole. "Professors, you make us

grow old" they shouted. "We
have made a revolution greater

than ourselves."

The movement broadened,

embracing first young workers,

then the whole mass of the

French working class. For a

moment, all institutions were in

question, from the centralized
state and the paternalistic fac-
tory to the distributive mecha-
nisms of a consumption society.
The moment passed, order re-
entered, the promised land yield-
ed its place to Reality.

But during those weeks, the
elites of all advanced industrial

societies were in terror. There
was no pretending the French
revolt was merely one of back-
wardness, of a society still trying
to achieve the chrome-plated
opulence of America. The most
sophisticated branches of the
French economy were siezed, the
future technicians and adminis-
trators were rejecting their role.

Manipulation had failed to banish
the snake from the Garden of

Paradise. Revolt was still possi-

ble in liberal "classless" society.

Since May, the watchword of

the new Metternichs has been
reform. From de Gaulle's sudden
fancy for participation to Bill

Davis's recent fancy for student

representation on Boards of Gov-
ernors, the process of repression
through co-option has gotten un-

derway. The Trudeau's offer pa-

pier-mache models of a just soci-

ety, and the Bissell's wheel out

new versions of Arcadia, a liber-

al community of scholars.

The fear of student revolts that

has suddenly overtaken the uni-

versity establishment of Canada
borders on panic. For they have
recognized the profound lesson of

the Days of May, that revolt cre-

ates consciousness, and becomes
thereby subversive of all existing

social structures. "The revolu-

tion is intelligence" read still

another slogan on the Sorbonne

walls. It is this intelligence that

the Canadian establishment has

good reason to fear.

The vision of a Toronto com-
mune, in which students and
sympathetic faculty might give

full rein to their imaginations,

evokes fear of the last judge-

ment. If one took one's desires

for reality, would one not see

Canadian society, much as

French students saw theirs, as a

carnivorous flower? Might one

not question the ties between
universities and the corporate

elite, the tyranny of diplomas,

the roles bourgeois society

moulds us to assume? Might one

not postulate freedom and self-

realization as incompatible with

the educational system as it now

is, as incompatible, in fact, with

a social order whose final mea-

suring rod remains the market-

place? The danger to Canadian

society, i.e. to the corporate elite

that directs it, would be extreme.

Intelligence when pushed to its

logical conclusions, i.e. when

liberated, can become subversive

both of the liberal university and

of liberal capitalist society itself.

"Every view of things that is

not strange is false" declared a
participant in the Days of May.
"Every view of the university

that seeks to legitimize it is

false", might be the slogan of a
Toronto commune. For it is the

mark of the university in ad-
vanced industrial society that it

has become reified, that it di-

vorces its members from their

true intelligence, even as the
capitalist society that Marx de-
scribed alienated the worker

from his product. The skills

taught in the university are by
and large techniques of social

engineering; the manipulation of

minds that takes place within it

is a microcosm of the manipula-
tion going on in the society at

large.

It is only natural that under
certain conditions, the process
leads to rebellion. The presence
of an exposed new university in

Nanterre, plunk in the middle of

the worst slums in France, a

concentration of particularly tal-

ented students in sociology, capa-
ble of applying critical concepts

to society, an archaic university

structure, were among the pre-
conditions of the student revolt in

France. A tradition of student

syndicalism also played its part,
defining the student's role in so-

ciety as that of a committed

young intellectual worker. Still

the Days of May were the result

of chance, even if in retrospect

they appear to have been inevita-

ble.

In Canada, and at U of T in

particular, there is nothing inevi-

table about student revolt, indeed
there is much militating against

it. There exists no ideology akin

to student syndicalism, though

before and since the recent CUS
Congress, the concept of common
student-worker interests has
gained ground. Liberalism pre-

serves its legitimacy for much of

the university population, and the

view of the university as a
stomping ground for the corpo-

rate elite is far from majorita-
rian. The deference which char-

acterizes power relationships in

Canada as a whole, is reproduced
here.

On the other hand discontent

with the structures of education

is spreading through the universi-

ties and high schools. The re-

formers are trying to keep up,

but the generational turn-over is

even faster. Within the universi-

ties one is beginning to find an
expertise among activists which
was lacking two or three years
ago. Simon Fraser was a good
example of this, and something
similar may be taking place else-

where. The issue of American
imperialism, and Canada's junior

partnership to the United States,

is beginning to exercise a larger

number of Canadian radicals,

and provides a basis for a cri-

tique of the branch plant univer-

sity.

Finally, for a growing number
of Canadian students, much like

for their French counterparts,
the statement of Paul Nizan is

beginning to ring true: "I was
once twenty years old. Don't let

any one tell you this is the golden
age of your life " The contradic-
tions are too great between the

would-be and the is, between the
liberal university and the possi-

bility of a liberated intellect. The
Days of May may cease to be
simply a dream, to become a
reality. "Let us not change mas-
ters, let us become masters over
our own lives."
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And they said it couldn't happen here
By

MICHAEL IGNATIEFF

At 8:45 a.m. on October 27, 1968,

Robin Ross, Registrar of the Uni-

versity, walked into the marble so-

lemnity of Simcoe Hall to find 50

students sitting on the stairs leard-

ing to the President's Office, stand-

ing under the portraits of Presidents

and Chancellors and squatting on

the Commissionaire's inquiry desk

in the front hall. They drowned out

his efforts to speak to them with a

chant taken from a Rolling Stones'

song: "Surprise! Surprise! You
never thought it git so bad . .

Mr. Ross had been taken by sur-

prise. There had been no contro-

versy to trigger what he saw before

his eyes. Despite the confrontation'

talk at SAC, it had been a curiously

peaceful autumn. Of course the

newspapers were still full of inter-

views with Warrian, Loney, Wernick

and the other radicals, but Mr. Ross

had discounted the talk of revolution

as wishful thinking on the part of

city editors, and students.

What was even more surprising

was that Langdon, Schachar and

Wernick weren't among the demon-

strators, though they arrived at

about 9:30 a.m. just before Mr.

Ross was able to get Lawson and

the University Police to close the

Simcoe Hall doors. Obviously SAC
wasn't leading this 'incident'. Mr.

Ross was to learn later that a small

group of veterans of the Dow chem-

ical demonstration in 1967 had

planned and mobilized the demon-

stration in secret. SAC had been left

behind.

By the time the President, Mr.
Bissell, arrived there were 100 stu-

dents inside the building chanting

"We aint gonna be Charlie no

more". Mr. Bissell decided not to

try to enter the building or ask the

Metro police riot squad to dislodge

the demonstrators. He refused,

however, to speak to the leaders of

the demonstration Joe Young, and

Chandler Davis. Mr, Bissell and Mr.

Ross then walked to the spare, func-

tional office of Dean Allen in the

Sydney Smith Building to decide

how to deal with the situation.

President Bissell was as surprised

as Mr. Ross. The President was a

moderate, intelligent and sensitive

administrator who took justifiable

pride in his knowledge and under-

standing of the currents of discon-

tent on Canadian campuses His

speech to the freshman in Septem-

ber, 1968, had been firm but concili-

atory. Though many radicals had

regarded it as a classic example of

what Marcuse called "repressive

tolerance".

The President, like the Registrar,

expected that if trouble came it

would be led by the radicals who
got their name in the press and that

it would come after increasing con-

troversy or after the radicals had

seized upon some small incident or

accident as a pretext. The President

was sure his articulate reformism
had averted a Sorbonne or a Colum-
bia on his campus.
He was to learn that the silent

radicals had decided to challenge

the administration without using any
pretext or controversy as a warn-
ing. The Radicals decided that the

President's gradualism was the real

danger at the university: that it

would prevent effective politiciza-

tion of the student mass, that it

would anaesthetize the student

community and render impossible

the conversion of the university

from a liberal haven of dissent into

a dynamic, democratic model for

society. The radicals knew that the

only way to politicize the student

mass was to create an incident

themselves and force the adminis-

tration into repressive tactics which

would strip the mask of smiling lib-

eral gradualism worn by the univer-

sity administration.

By mid-day hundreds of students

were milling around Simcoe Hall.

Some were silent and pensive, ap-

parently deciding what they should

think of the 'incident'. Others., engi-

neers and science students, shouted

and beat on the doors of the building

screaming support for the President

and the Registrar.

Graham Fraser of the Star. Sue

Swann of the Tely, John Kelsey and

Warren Gerrard of the Globe as

well as Moses Znaimer of the CBC
circulated through the crowd col-

lecting reactions. Personally, they

were almost glad the incident' had

happened. They had been wrting for

months that the campus was due for

an explosion, and had become in-

creasingly uneasy as the autumnal

calm of President Bissell's return

spread across the campus. Now
they had a hindsight raison d'etre

for all that revolutionary copy after

the Guelph meeting of CUS.
The reporters discovered a major

truth of the incident as they gath-

ered reactions from the crowd
watching and shouting outside the

building. The real division revealed

by the reaction to the incident was
not between student and administra-

tor but between student and student.

And this division was far more bit-

ter than the one that had occurred

after the Dow demonstration in

1967.

The demonstrators spent the night

in the building, the hot lights of TV
splashing across them through the

windows of the building. Next morn-
ing the President announced with

obvious unhappiness and regret that

he was about to ask the Metro riot

squad to clear the building ....

After the incident, the recommen-
dations of the President's Commis-
sion on University Government
called for more extensive adminis-

trative re-structuring of the univer-

sity than had been expected. Some
radicals claimed this as a result

of the incident'. Other radicals

claimed that thousands of students

had been politicized' because they

had been forced to take a personal

position as a result of the Simcoe
Hall battle. There was some truth

in this. Many liberal students were
horrified at the way the Metro po-

lice dragged and clubbed the dem-
onstrators as they cleared the build-

ing. Many of these-students vowed
to be part of the demonstrations

which at this writing are planned

for the fall of 1969.

Other liberal students and faculty,

however, were frightened by the

divisions the incident had caused on

campus. They said the campus was
bitter, unhappy, tense. Like an
American city. But the radicals

claimed this as a victory too. We
have shaken the liberals from their

slothful ease they said. As for my-
self I cannot judge.

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

BRINGS TO YOU

FRESHMAN

WELCOME
AT THE VARSITY ARENA - 8 PM FRI. SEPT. 20

FREE TO ALL FRESHMEN WITH A.T.L. CARDS

2 BANDS PROVIDE CONTINUOUS MUSIC
(" THE RIFFKIN" PLUS AN R & B GROUP)

Also information booths will provide information on campus clubs

ALL OTHERS

$]00
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BOOKS
Southern Comfort

By BOB RAE
The New Romans A.W. Purdy (ed), M.G.

Hurtig, $2.95

"Canada could have enjoyed:
English government,
French culture,

and American know-how.

Instead it ended up with:
English know-how,
French government,
and American culture."

This is John Robert Colombo's contribution
to this odd collection of tirades, apologies,
confessions, and exhortatory perorations. The
subject is the United States, the American way
of life, and what they have done to Canada and
Canadians. We discover in the process a great
deal about the contributors.

The opinions of this multi-coloured group of

intellectuals, critics, and poets range from the

conventional irrelevancies of a Peter Newman or

an Arnold Edinborough to the gut reactions of

Farley Mowat and Dennis Lee. All are intensely

personal: nearly all the writers discuss the be-

ginnings of their disillusionment with the Ameri-
can dream (George Grant's began with the be-

ginnings, Robert Fulford's with Lyndon Baines
Johnson), and how some of their best friends are
Americans but things ain't wot they used to be

south of the border.

Unfortunately, none of the pieces are long

enough or really substantial enough to make this

collection particularly profound. If there is a

common mood, it is emotion; the work essential-

ly is an anthology of harangues. If ye seek a

scholarly interpretation of American corporate

liberalism, keep seeking.

Margaret Laurence's "Open Letter to the

Mother of Joe Bass" tells more about the trag-

edy of violence in the United States than any
longer work could possibly do. Robin Mathews'
"Centennial Song" must surely replace Frank
Scott's too-oft quoted poem on Mackenzie King
as the outstanding satire on the Country of Com-
promise. Indeed the poetic contributions - by
Dennis Lee. Bill Bissett, Earle Birney, et al. -

perhaps represent the outstanding feature of the

book.

The other common theme is Vietnam. That
war (and internal events of the past years con-
nected with it) has done more to give Canadians
a sense of both their separateness and their
complicity, we feel superior (or at least differ-
ent), but at the same time know that we are a
part of the machine.

The plaintive cries from EdinboTough and
others that "some of my best friends are Ameri-
cans so therefore it must still be a civilized
place" just don't make sense. It is no longer a
question of whether individual Americans are
amicable and charming ithey most clearly are),
but what sort of society has grown up in the
United States. It is not the men who drive the
machine but the machine itself we must exam-
ine.

That is not to say that Canada is lily-white,

or that one is personally anti-American, or to
deny the genuine worth of Eugene McCarthy, the
New York Times, and Mark Twain. It is simply
to say that Canada is different, that we should be
more determined to go our own way, and that if

we are to be "inextricably linked" with America,
let it be with those elements in the U. S. that - as
George Grant Says - "have seen with clarity the
nature of that which chokes them and seek for
ways to live beyond it."

The American dream has been shattered;
for a nation that has been kept going on myths
for two centuries it is a traumatic experience.
America has given Canada some good things - as
William Kilbourn writes "it was not Governor
Simcoe or Doctor Strachan who taught me free-

dom from the paralysis of the European class
system" - but surely we should not have to apolo-
gize for wanting to cut loose from an official

America that has produced Richard Nixon. Hu-
bert Humphrey, and George Wallace as its politi-

cal spokesmen.
This is by no means a great book, but it is a

lively book, and an important one. The question
of America is without doubt the outstanding di-

lemma facing Canadians. Its presence, its influ-

ence, its size, its expansionism, all affect us

more permanently than they do any other coun-
try in the world. Canadian fear of America is not

new; but perhaps we are only just beginning to

understand and interpret the collossus of the

twentieth centurv.
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FOR

ROYAL CONSERVATORY REPERTORY ORCHESTRA
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Symphonic Orchestral Literature

FOR ALL ADVANCED INSTRUMENTALISTS

Rehearsals: SATURDAY MORNINGS 9.30-12.00
Commencing SEPT. 21 Room 078

EDWARD JOHNSON BULDING
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changeSI A DISENFRANCHISED QUASI-POLITICAL AMERICAN

OBSERVER REVIEWS THE LAST FEW MONTHS OF THE AMERICAN

POLITICAL SCENE AND SOME POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE.

I

It could have been an interest-

ing election - it certainly started

out that way. There was con-

siderable dissension in the Demo-

cratic Party, mostly over Presi-

dent Lyndon Johnson's handling

of the Viet Nam war, but the

shrewdest, most experienced po-

litical observors would not have

predicted that the president was

to be challenged by a senator

within his own party.

Thus, when Eugene McCarthy

officially announced his candida-

cy for the Democratic nomina-

tion of president in November of

1967, very few Democratic regu-

lars were anxious to join his

ranks. (Among established politi-

cal power groups pledging sup-

port, the California Democratic

Council, the New York Reform

Democrats, and the ADA were

the most notable). And until the

New Hampshire primary in Feb-

ruary, 1968, most of the noise of

McCarthy's campaign was being

made by college students under

the voting age.

The results of the New Hamp-
shire primary surprised every-

body. New Hampshire turned

McCarthy's pin-prick threat into

a festering wound in the side of

the Democratic Party.

Although he ultimately lost his

bid for the Democratic nomina-

tion, McCarthy nevertheless be-

came the biggest single influence

on the campaign and the cam-
paigners: Richard Nixon found it

politically expedient to infuse the

word "peace" every now and

then into his otherwise empty

rhetoric; Hubert Humphrey be-

gan to make equivocal state-

ments about how Hubert Hum-
phrey would be his own man if

elected president ; President

Johnson himself decided it would

be less embarrassing not to run;

and some of Johnson's earlier

hawk supporters quickly sheared

their talons and searched about

for olive branches, thereby ena-

bling the American public to wit-

ness some of the most marvel-

ously hypocritical displays of

ideological quick-change artistry

ever seen on the American politi-

cal stage.

The choice of Republican and

Democratic candidates who,

from day to day, were jumping

in and out of contention, was a

very sad choice indeed. Lyndon

Johnson. Hubert Humphrey.
Robert Kennedy, George Mc-
Covern, Eugene McCarthy, Nel-

son Rockefeller, Richard Nixon,

George Romney, Ronald Reagan,

Lester Maddox and, of course,

Harold Stassen, all, at one time

or another during the past year,

threatened to be president.

Some might have proved worse

than others but on the whole, all

have one thing in common: all of

them are inextricably woven into

the fabric of the present Ameri-

can political establishment -

hence, their inability to appeal to

the ever-increasing radical left

wing of the American public.

(Although George Wallace is a

renegade from the political es-

tablishment, he and the radical

left are something of a square

peg and a round hole.)

II

But there are those in the GOP
who, in the interest of broaden-

ing their popular support, refer

to a "Left Wing" of the Republi-

can Party. God only knows who
it could be. Perhaps it is that

flaming radical, Mark Hatfield

from Oregon (who supported
Nixon even before the latter was
nominated) ; or John Lindsay
(who, before he became mayor
of New York City, had been a

congressman from the 17th dis-

trict on New York's East Side,

the fashionable "silk-stocking"

district); or Nelson Rockefeller

(Ha).

But Rockefeller is worth our
attention. Since he was elected

governor of New York State in

1958, he has been considered a

bulwark of Republican liberal-

ism, and has made three unsuc-

cessful bids for the Republican

nomination for president. Even
some of Rockefeller's most ar-

dent supporters (not the least of

whom was that Republican nota-

ble, Spiro Agnew) grew tired of

his prima donna tactics of "I will

- I won't" run for the nomination
in 1968.

But what is most intriguing

about this Republican "left-

winger" was that by the end of

his campaign, he had succeeded
in attracting large numbers of

dissatisfied voters to the extent
that by the time of the conven-
tion, two major pollsters con-

curred that Rockefeller was
more popular than his opponent.

Richard Nixon. His success,

though it was too late to sway

the convention, is interesting

because it was not based on the

usual Rockefeller style, but rath-

er on a Kennedy style of cam-

paigning that Rockefeller as-

sumed after Robert Kennedy's

assassination.

Rockefeller began wading into

crowds, smiling and shaking

hands; he began to take a

stronger dove position on Viet

Nam; and most significant, he

began to style himself as the

friend of the poor, particularly

the black, urban poor. All of this

is highly ironic considering, first

of all, what his name stands for

in American society, and second-

ly, his record as governor of New
York and his earlier Viet Nam
statements. Two years ago.

Rockefeller was more hawk than

Johnson, believing that American
intervention was necessary wher-

ever "freedom is endangered".

There was never a defense budg-

et satisfactorily high enough for

Rockefeller. Furthermore, under

Nelson Rockefeller, New York

State enacted the stop-and-frisk

law, the shoot-to-kill law, and a

law justifying civil commitment
of narcotics addicts. With these

laws. Nelson Rockefeller no

doubt thought he would endear

himself to the black, urban poor.

Instead we have that grand

champion of truth, justice, and
the American way, Richard M.
Nixon. But if there is nothing

else to say of Dick Nixon (a dis-

tinct possibility), it cannot be

denied that he is one of the most
resilient, one of the most durable

politicans in American history.

Considering, he is still around
in spite of not winning an elec-

tion in eighteen years, his asso-

ciation with Whittaker Chambers
against Alger Hiss in 1948, the

censorship he received for using

smear tactics against Helen
Gahagan Douglas in his cam-
paign for the senate in 1950, the

Nixon Fund scandal in 1952, his

loss to Kennedy in 1960, and his

loss to Pat Brown for the govern-

ship of California in 1962. How
very obliging of him, then, to re-

enter the political scene.

Furthermore, he has a loser's

image, he has never appeared
well on television, and he has a

reputation for being untrustwor-

thy ("Tricky Dick"). One would
think that Nixon's success in

receiving the Republican Party
nomination was a miracle.

It wasn't.

He did it by gradually accumu-
lating enough political debts
within his party over the past six

years and by selling his soul to

South Carolina racist Strom
Thurmond and his mob of South-

ern convention delegates: he
promised not to choose a vice

president that would displease

the South. Hence, that well-

known statesman, Spiro Agnew.
(Agnew gained "prominence" by
being a member of a Maryland
zoning board, his local Kiwanis
club, and as president of a junior

high school PTA.i
Can we consider Richard Nix-

on as a serious choice in 1968?

the bombing halt. And, altho^»h

it is one of the unwritten lawPjf
American presidential politics

that a president in power may, if

he chooses, run for a second

term with the full support of his

party, this did not stop McCarthy
from challenging Johnson. It did

stop Kennedy until after the New
Hampshire primary, when he

suddenly realized he was about to

be left behind. Again, as with the

peace issue, it seemed as though

Kennedy was waiting for an as-

surance that he would be well

received before he committed
himself to an action.

It was this kind of moral crite-

rion, based on whatever was
most politically expedient, that

turned me off Bobby Kennedy.

IV

What is most annoying a$.ut

Hubert Humphrey is that he is

his own vociferous and most en-

thusiastic proponent. Liberal

record? Why, there hasn't been a

major piece of civil rights legis-

lation without Hubie's plump lit-

tle hand in it. Anti-Communist
stand? Who, more than "Pinky"
Humphrey (as he was affection-

Americans no

longer live in a

safe, predictable

national

political system

Can we consider Donald Duck as

a serious choice in 1968? Nixon's

PR men have been pushing "the

new Nixon" for '68. And indeed,

Nixon seems more confident and
does have a smoother delivery

than he had in 1960. But this

merely indicates that sometime
before the recent campaigning
began, he took a Dale Carnegie
course in charm.
To me he is still a ghoul.

This year the Republicans are
inviting me to "take another look

at Dick Nixon." Do I have to?

Ill

Robert Kennedy was always an
enigma to me. Far be it from me
to say he had no charisma. And
although he could not approach
his older brother Jack in grace
and manner, he still had more
style than most politicians. (An
editor of Ramparts Magazine
quoted Kennedy as having said

"I'm going to chase Hubert's ass
all over the country. Wherever
he goes. I'll go.") My bone of

contention with Robert Kennedy
is that he was always a Johnny-
come-lately to the reform scene.

As late as 1966, by which time
many respectable Americans had
thrown their weight behind the

anti-war movement, Robert Ken-
nedy had not made any anti-war
statements. His name was not

among the sixteen senators who
addressed a letter to President
Johnson asking him to continue



fely called back in his Minnea-

, lis days) was responsible for

hunting out Commies in the
Farmer-Labor Party during the

forties? Loyalty to the Demo-
cratic Party? Isn't four years
serving under Lyndon Johnson
proof enough? All too true.

So Humphrey busies himself

skipping back and forth between
scared "moderates" and "con-
cerned liberals", trying to per-

suade the first that he is for

"law and order" and an "honora-

ble settlement" to the war in

Viet Nam, and reminding the

second of his brilliant career as a

fighter for human rights.

But we are beginning to have
second thoughts about Hubert
Humphrey's brilliant career.

How concerned about "human
»f»hts" can a man be if for the

"it four years he has supported

and furthered the most disas-

trous and most immoral political

and military venture ever em-
barked upon by the United
States. "What kind of a world do

you think it would be," said Hu-

bert Humphrey in October, 1967,

"if the United States didn't stand

guard around the world?" And it

was none other than Hubert
Humphrey who was most respon-

sible for preventing the seating

of the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party at the 1964

Democratic convention.

At this point, instead of taking

him as a serious candidate for

president, one searches around in

frustration for nasty names.
Humpty-Dumpty is somehow sat-

isfying, and The Hump, as in

"Dump The Hump" is also quite

good. I am partial to Humbert-
Humbert myself.

George Wallace says some
eood things for the wrong rea-

(ftis. For example, his argument
that a strong centralized govern-

ment should give way to a

greater amount of state's rights

has broader possibilities than

merely non-governmental in-

terference in a state's racist poli-

cies. What, for instance, would

happen if New York and Califor-

nia decided they were no longer

interested in participating in the

Viet Nam war? And Wallace's

attacks on the limitations of a

two-party system are particu-

larly valid. By creating a third

party, he has done a fine job of

filling a political vacuum on the

far right: bigots, racists, and

hate-mongers no longer have to

bend their own political (or per-

haps a-political) principles to fit

the watered-down bigotry, rac-

ism and hate-mongery of the

Democratic and Republican par-

ties. They now have George Wal-

lace to vote for.
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Mr. Humphrey was in

Sea Girt, N.J., for a fund-

raising gala, and said he

has been told some Demo-

crats are thinking of sitting

out the election this year.

If they do, he said, the

Democrats will be splin-

tered into "many parties"

by defeat.

- Toronto Globe and Mail.

Sept. IS. 1968

The last Gallup Poll showed
that 42% of the American people

identify themselves as Demo-
crats, 31% as Independants. and

27? as Republicans. The unlikely

history of the Democratic Par-

Story by Jeffrey Szanto

ty's seizure of power during the

last thirty-six years is worth a

moment's discussion, for it may
serve as a hint to why it is pres-

ently in the process of splitting

apart.

Between 1860 and 1932, a pe-

riod of seventy two years, there

were only two Democrats elected

president, Grover Cleveland and

Woodrow Wilson. It was Franklin

Roosevelt's ushering in of the

New Deal, which, over the years,

had a little something for every-

body, that established a very

confusing coalition of power
groups.

Workers were brought in by

the Wagner Act of 1935 assuring

them of a strong, legal founda-

tion for their unions. Social Secu-

rity brought in retired persons.

Price support programs for ma-

jor crops brought in the mid-west

farmers. Negroes, for the first

.time received political patronage

and to some extent, access to

federal programs. Whatever the

case, they received better treat-

ment under FDR than they did

under the WASPish and big busi-

ness-conscious Republican Party.

Intellectuals, young profession-

als, and ex-radicals were attract-

ed by the general mood of social

reform that the Democrats were

beginning to introduce. Ethnic

minorities were told that FDR
and the Democrats were for "the

little man".
And, of course, Southern

whites had been Democrats since

Reconstruction. Men like Lyndon

Johnson and Hubert Humphrey

formed the political power base

for this incredible conglomera-

tion. vn

The obvious question is, of

course, why try to hold together

a political party made up of peo-

ple and ideas so completely out

of joint with one another. But the

question is merely swept under

the rug with the answer that it is

necessary to protect the sanctity

of the two-party system.

While George Wallace makes

megalomaniacal noises from the

right, intellectuals and, to some

extent, militant blacks have es-

tablished a coalition party in

New York and California, the

Peace and Freedom Party.

Peace and Freedom will be on

the ballot in these two states in

November with Eldridge Cleav-

er, an ex-convict, a senior editor

of Ramparts Magazine, and the

Minister of Information for the

Black Panthers, their nominee
for president.

Furthermore, what with the

seating of the Mississippi Free-

dom Party and the removal of

half the Georgia delegation in

favor of Julian Bond & Co. at the

Democratic convention this

summer, Democrats have al-

ready written off most of the

South as either Wallace or Nixon

country. (Southern Democrats
are more apt to go to Wallace

than Nixon, however. Wallace is,

after all another disillusioned

Southern Democrat.)
And although the Democrats

can once again boast of the sup-

port of the union leaders in 1968,

it is questionable whether they

can attract rank and file union

voters. Even the farmers are

dissatisfied with low prices on

crops and are beginning to move
to the Republican Party again.

But Hubert Humphrey cannot

understand why his so-called lib-

eral appeal is being shunned by

the left wing of the party, why
his nomination has left hundreds

of thousands of Americans with-

out a vote this November. It is

exactly this splintering of the

Democratic Party, an absurd and

paradoxical coalition of contrary

elements that has been held to-

gether over the years more out

of habit and convenience than for

ideological reasons, that propo-

nents of the Radical Left wish to

achieve.

They are dissillusioned with

the ideological bankruptcy of the

self-styled "hard-headed and
pragmatic" liberal establishment

which, in Viet Nam, is responsi-

ble for one of the most organized

and most terrible programs of

destruction and murder ever

perpetrated on a people. The

Black Panthers see the United

States as a racist-imperialist po-

lice-state trying to suppress the

world-wide revolution of colored

people.

For the militant blacks, the

armed resistance against police

is not just a matter of revenge or

an outlet for pent-up frustrations,

but a matter of self-defense, a

matter of survival. The recent

beating of twelve Black Panthers

by two hundred off-duty police-

men in Brooklyn. New York is

merely one isolated instance of

police-instigated violence and

hatred.

The United States cannot cope

with or understand the spirit of

revolution abroad — the Ameri-

can history of foreign policy in

Latin America is a history of

America's support of fascist dic-

tatorships — it is unlikely to do

much better at home.
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But dissatisfaction with the

present state of affairs extends

beyond the radical left and the

blacks. Even the ordinary, mid-

dle class whites find it impossi-

ble to achieve participation in

huge bureaucracies, both corpo-

rate and governmental, which
inevitably control their lives.

The Democratic Convention

this summer was just such a dis-

play of the monolithic character

of American government. It is

not surprising that practically all

the opposition to Hubert Hum-
phrey came from states (New
York, New Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, Wisconsin, South Da-
kota, Oregon and California ) that

had Democratic primaries, that

is. that actually sounded-out the

will of the people. We wonder if

Humphrey would still have re-

ceived the nomination if the will

of the people had been solicited

in other states.

How can a socially and politi-

cally conscious American voter,

in all honesty to himself, vote for

a man who. to a large extent,

owes his nomination to an anach-

ronism from Chicago, that latter-

day Al Capone. Richard Daley?

This is why the Democratic Par-

ty must not win the election in

November and why, as a conse-

quence, the party must splinter.

For extreme leftism and ex-

treme rightism come about, not

as a reaction to one another, but

as a result of the disintegration of

the political center. The Johnson-

Humphrey, welfare-warfare state

is collapsing around itself and

from amid the ruins must arise a

whole new political order, a po-

larization around rightist de-

mands for "law and order" and

leftist demands for justice and a

conscious striving toward a radi-

cally revolutionized society.

The happenings in Chicago are

proof that the McCarthy cam-
paign was doomed from the be-

ginning. The effect it had on

American politics was profound,

for he managed to move a large

segment of the population away
from the Johnson-Humphrey syn-

drome.
These radical liberals, for until

now they were not authentic

members of the radical left, are

among the disenfranchised of

America, and they must express

their disenfranchisement in Nov-

ember by not voting for presi-

dent

It is only one's duty to vote

when there is a reasonable field

of alternatives from which to

choose, as is not the case in 1968.

when the American electorate is

forced to choose between a

Tweedledee, a Tweedledum, and

a Tweedledumber.

In New York and California,

where Peace and Freedom are

on the ballot, clearly there is a

choice. But in other states,

where the only choice will be

Richard Nixon, Hubert Hum-
phrey, and George Wallace, what

use is there to vote at all?

Thus, the best way to express

disenchantment is to vote for

state and local offices and to

vote "no" for president. The

difference between the total state

and local vote and the total presi-

dential vote will express the dis-

satisfaction of the American

people. (Clearly, this will not

happen on a large scale. What is

most important is that, come the

January inauguration, the winner

will not be able to boast of the

support of anywhere near the

majority of the electorate.)
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There are those who say that if

the Radical Left wishes to be-

come a "realistic force" in

American politics, it will have to

compromise its idealism. -Moral-

ity and natural human rights,

they say, are mere abstractions,

too intangible. But how can any-
one who seriously believes that

the United States is profoundly
wrong in Viet Nam align himself
with a policy, such as that held

by Senators Young and Syming-
ton, that takes exception to the

war in Viet Nam only because it

is costing us too much money, or

because the South Vietnamese
Army isn't contributing its share
of the fighting, or because Ky is

corrupt.

Not a word about a nation's

right to self-determination or

about the utter havoc the United

States has wreaked'in Viet Nam
over the past four years. One
gets the idea from such pragmat-
ic criticisms of the war that ev-

erything would be justified,

money and men's lives included,

if only we were winning.

It is exactly this sort of com-
promise that the radical left

wishes to avoid. There may be a

compromise; there may even be

a gradual despairing of ideals.

But in order to remain a viable

political force in America, the

radical left must retain its solid

identity as a radical left and

nothing else.

The awakening came for many
this year when it was discovered

by way of Eugene McCarthy that

one can no longer work within

the framework of the given polit-

ical structure. The compromise
will come, but it will be a com-
promise with strategics and
hard-core, grass-roots organizing

As Carl Oglesby said in Ram-
parts, "The business of the left is

the liquidation of social inhuman-

ity when it deviates from that

goal, it has already failed to sur-

vive."

REVIEW



FILMS
Poitier as Uncle Tom

By STEPHEN KATZ
Why write a review of For Love of Ivy, a

very ordinary, not particularly good product of

the Hollywood machine'' Why not let this mind-
less romantic comedy fade away unnoticed. Why
write anything about it at all?

Why? Because this picture is the Hollywood
product with a Difference! This is the Negro
Romance: a Sidney Poitier Wonder-Nigger Pro-
duction. The Blacks invade Doris Dayland!

To Mr. Poitier must go a Dubious Achieve-
ment Award; in the interests of emancipation he
is proving that the Negroes can be just as stupid

on the silver screen as the Whites.

If this were a normal Hollywood romance,
there would be nothing much to say, and the re-

view would end right here. On the surface. Ivy is

simply one more light comedy of the sort which
has been churned out by Dreamland since the
thirties. Once you have seen one, you have seen
them all, and if they are worthless, at least they
are harmless.

We are shown a family with some money
and social standing. The father constantly loses

self-control like a five year old brat.

His wife is a neurotic fool who flaps her
arms and babbles compulsively; his children: a
girl who is a pea-brained simp, and a son a plas-

tic hippy.

This whole lovely family, we are told, de-
pends on Ivy, the maid, for their meals, their
laundry, and just about everything else. When
the movie opens, Ivy has just handed in her res-
ignation. This results in panic. The son suggests
that what Ivy really wants is some sex life, and
he and his sister set about blackmailing one of
dad's business associates who runs a shady
trucking business cum gambling ring into dating
the maid. What happens then? Do they fall in
love or not? Does she find out or not? Does she
leave or not? It all gets worked out eventually in
the silliest manner possible.

Well alright, what did you expect? But here

is the catch: Ivy, the maid, is a Black, and the

man found to act as her stud is Sidney Poitier.

And when you strip away all the fancy trimming,

you find that the premise on which the entire

picture is based, is that if you put any two

Negroes of opposite sexes together, they will

without failure, mate.

And the upsetting thing is not that the blacks

in the cast went along with this ridiculous and
degrading notion, but that it originated ....
actually originated with Mr. Poitier who wrote
the story in the first place.

Poitier has said that he is tired of playing

the good Negro. He insists that race has nothing

to do with this film at all. Ivy's colour is purely

coincidental.

Some people believe that a Black today must
constantly speak for his race, and is honour
bound to proclaim the differences between black

and white in every public statement. One hardly

expects Mr. Poitier to do this (Rap Brown he is

not). But his is more than merely a sin of omis-
sion, for surely in this movie he is perpetuating
the myth that all is ginger peachy between the

whites and blacks. And although the neurotic

mother keeps telling Ivy that she is looked upon
"just like one of the family", one finds it hard to

accept this without some scepticism.

It seems to me that the role of apologist for
the whites ill befits Mr. Poitier. It would be nice
to believe that we were all one big happy family.
It would be nice to believe that the blacks were
willing to forgive and forget all; to join the clubs
and marry the daughters, and live happily ever
after in Doris Dayland. But although this would
indeed be nice to believe, the fact remains that
nothing could be further from the truth. And un-
til we stop getting hypocritical little sweetness-
and-light pictures like this, which attempt to
gloss over everything and paint it technicolor,
things are not going to get any better.

For the truth is that For Love of Ivy is, way
down deep, completely dishonest. It is one more
in a series of sops which have been thrown out
lately to a public which does not like to see any-
thing unpleasant. Like Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner, Ivy is the sort of picture which an audi-
ence can leave patting itself on the black and say-
ing; "Look how liberal we are!"

At the end of the movie all is forgiven, and

the blacks seem to be happy, and there is no
guilt. What a warm nice feeling!

This is exactly the sort of reaction that the

Hollywood machine is after. The movie business

is, after all. a business, and the center of it is

the dollar. In making a race movie one does not

think in terms of black and white, but green. So
obviously one does not want to upset the audi-

ence .... they might not come back again. Pic-

tures such as Ivy are clearly designed not to of-

fend anyone; to preserve the status quo; to as-

sure the audience that they are doing just fine

.... don't change a thing.

SEE THE WORLD ALL EXPENSES PAID!
National travel organization is looking for a capable and
enthusiastic Representative on Campus to promote and
sell Group Holidays. Excellent opportunity for travel in
summer months as Tour Leader with generous allowance
Send brief resume to Sox 100, The Varsity,

91 ST. GEORGE ST.
TOR. 5
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THEATRE
Expensive Soup-

We were walking up Broadway, my friend
and I, and I had just about had enough of all
the stark grey. The streets were absolutely
empty. Newspapers eddied high into the air
and drifted down throgh the canyons of
steel to the street. It started to snow in
New York on a Christmas day.

I wanted to run but we eventually came
to Greenwich Village and at least there
were a few people there. Times Square was
ahead and we were anticipating the excite-
ment of "The Great White Way". Well, we
could smell it a mile away.
The odour of hamburgers, onions and

french fries and thousands of people and
carnie barkers and girlie movies hits you
like a sock in the head. You spill out onto a
teeming, jostling, flashing confuluence of
streets and for a minute you can't think
straight.

But we decided we were going to see a
Broadway show, come what may. So we
plunged into the flow of bodies gazing up at
the lights like a pair of hicks in from the
farm.
There weren't any tickets for "Rosen-

crantz and Guildenstern Are Dead", for
"You Know I Can't Hear You When The
Water's Running", or for "Hello Dolly" or
anything. And we weren't going to go home
to Toronto without having seen at least one
broadway show. So we found one.
We paid four and one half dollars for tick-

ets in the back of the balcony of the Music
Box theatre to see "that smash success in

London", "the funniest, sexiest show in

town". It was a play called "There's A Girl
In My Soup".
Now, I don't know whether it was the

experiences of the day or whether I was
tired or what, but "There's A Girl In My
Soup", was a trivial, coy, snarky, pseudo-
sophisticated bedroom farce that I just

could not stand.

This is the kind of theatre that people go
to "get away from it all", the kind of thea-

tre that suggests social problems and then

skips shy of tackling them. People laugh
simply at the lines and not at the features

of human nature that they represent.

I'm not saying that the play is bad. It

isn't. The production that is playing at the

Royal Alexandra now is entertaining, witty

and quite funny. It provides a good
evening's entertainment if you dig that sort

of thing.

Maybe I would have dug it at the time
had I not felt so uptight about the big, mad

By LARRY HAIVEN
city called New York. But I found the play
presenting a glossy, neo-aristocratic view of
life that just simply doesn't exist nor carry
any relevance today.

Let me tell you a bit about this play. A
wealthy food connoisseur and ladies' man
picks up a leggy and saucy young hippy type
and through a genuinely witty hour of cross-
fire dialogue, gets her to go to bed with
him. They fall in love (sigh), but her hippy
boyfriend claims her back. Alas she must
leave gramps for the younger man (whom
we all know is inferior in all respects ex-
cept physical fitness, to the hero).

I don't exactly understand what the play
is driving at, if, indeed, it is driving at any-
thing. As an attempt to portray the genera-
tion gap, it never shows the reasons behind
the gap. The sweet young thing turns out to
be just as unhip and bourgeois as the elder-
ly Cassanova. One wonders how her hippy
boyfriend would react to her new ideas.
(How you gonna keep her down on the
farm, after she's seen Parree?)

If it is an attempt to show the battle of
the sexes, then we must believe that men
and women have to be coy and false to each
other before either succumbs to the other's
sexual prowess.

"There's A Girl In My Soup", I'd say, is

typical of the state of popular theatre today.
Impressarios, in order to please their mid-
dle class, suburban audience, think that
they have to mount huge productions. The
price of producing these shows drives the
prices up. Nobody goes to the theatre unless
it's for a big night out on the town, dinner,
drinks, theatre, the works. It's a "getting
away from it all" thing, an escape. After
all, if you're going to pay twenty dollars for
a night out, why do you have to think?

So as long as this kind of situation per-
sists, plays like "There's a Girl In My
Soup" will persist in being the fare offered
on Broadway and in the legitimate theatres.

They are plays that present hollow-plots for

hollow laughter, meaningless lines that are
funny only in their phrasing and innuendo,
characters that are one-dimensional and
drama that has no relevance to the world as
it exists today.

Perhaps it takes a mind-blowing experi-

ence of modern turmoil or a bit of hard-

edged anger before we enter the theatre to

make us realize this. Because this kind of

theatre thrives on the soporific, passive
beings that modern living has made us.

Dell Knocks the Establishment
"You Blow Yours, I'll Blow Mine" is nei-

ther good comedy nor bad social criticism.

But as satire it is excellent — by inducing its

audience to laugh at itself.

The Dell is a tavern with a stage or a

stage with a tavern, and the cosy atmosphere
of scotch and soda, business suits, and cock-

tail titillations make the audience as integral

a part of the decor as the stage itself.

The revue consists of a rapid fire series of

light musical skits that are connected by a

disturbing undercurrent of black humour.

Superficially the comedy of the revue is

often corny and trite. In the set piece of the

drunken-airline-pilot-on-a-computerized-plane,

the play descends to a Wayne and Shuster

level of slapstick.

From the first scene, we are led along

through a core of steriotypes — the film di-

rector with a foot fetish, the senior vice pres-

ident who must never use a ballpoint pen;

and "the stripping nun's going to show you

her bum." It shocks. It entertains. It carries

the audience.

But the revue achieves maximum force in

the first Act when it suddenly breaks the

frollicking mood to interject, a song of in-

tense sobriety - a moving interlude sung by

Christine Scott, "I Can Only Die Her life is

a smile of conformity, and her death is her

By BRIAN JOHNSON
resignation to it; she becomes a female Pruf-
rock.

Isee DELL page R-12)

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
AND SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

PRESENT

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
AT

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE CAMPUS
( Ellesmere S Military Trail )

SAT. SEPT 28th, 1p.m. -- 5 p.m.

Ul f DANCING ( Marc Tymes) ) TO
)C I FOLK SINGERS I U. of T. STUDENTS
i- I TOURS. FOOD. / WITH TICKET

( Others 754 a Person )

A shuttle service will provide transportation from
the Warden Ave. subway station to the Scarboro-
ugh Campus.

Free tickets available at S.A.C. office

(2 per A.T.L. CARD) TRANSPORTATION

COURTESY OF VOLKSWAGON CANADA LTD.

& SAT
SEPT 20 21

CHICAGO
BLUES

SUNNY LAND SLIM TRIO
1 WEEK SEPT. 23 TO 28 '^k

THE CENTENNIAL

FILM BOARD
PRESENTS

ANDY WARHOL'S
THE CHELSEA GIRLS'

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21

to

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 27

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM
THEATRE

TWO SHOWS AT

5:00 PM

STUDENTS $1.50

8:00 PM

STUDENTS $2.00
OTHERS $2.00 OTHERS $2.50

TICKETS SOLD AT DOOR
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OPENING
TONIGHT!

yonge & davenport
920-1727

^humr presents in% io45rfTI dance ana concert.

BLOOD
SWEAT
&TEARS

and 'TRANSFUSION'

Sept. 20 & 21 at 8:30

admission $2.50

Light Show by Technamation

Coming Attractions:

sept.27&28 silver apples

(electronic music)

adm'n 2.50, 8:30

sun.sept.29

country joe& the fish

3:00&8:00

tickets: a&a records
picasso key club rock pile

oct.4 8:30 fever tree

oct.5 8:30 fever tree
&procol harum

Yonge & Davenport

phone 920-1727
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MUSIC
Riel scores royally

By HILARY MCLAUGHLIN

Louis Riel, as an opera, is a complex ma-
chinery. Originally a play—by John Coulter-
it has switched media; it is a modern Cana-

dian opera, a genre which has yet to prove

itself in general terms; it presents with a

bold slant one of the most touchy racial prob-

lems of the Canadian nation's history in the

two languages of the opposing factions. And,
as with any other stage spectacle, it involves

the rigours and disciplines of The Theatre
and its demands.
On Monday's opening at the O'Keefe Cen-

tre, the most apparent aspect was the transi-

tion from stage play to 'music drama' as the

program labels it. Coulter's original play

could make an electrifying evening's enter-

tainment. The addition of Harry Somers'
music tends to curb that possibility although,
handled skilfully as the production was, it is

still good theatre.

Somers' music is at its best when it is of

the folk nature, especially the aria sung by
Riel's wife at the beginning of the third act.

Most of the arias are strong, by dint of their

juxtaposition with the jangly, discordant
score and the abundant use of recitative.

Whether in English or, as more often, in

French, the arias provide high points in a
mixed bag of musical methodology. The
pieces for solo voice are the best evidences
of Somers' operatic abilities. The peak of the
entire score comes immediately after the
wife's aria in a quintet, brilliantly arranged,
involving Riel and his wife in protest against
the appeals of Dumont, Isbister and Pound-
maker that Riel return to Saskatchewan.
Garnet Brooks. Lloyd Dean and Oskar Raulfs
in those respective roles are glowing in their
cameo appearances. Roxolana Roslack, as
Marguerite Riel. has perhaps the most mov-
ing moment on stage in the Indian lullaby
aria.

The writing of the characters, largely
Mavor Moore's playing with Coulter's play,
is at times strange. Sir John A. is almost a
buffoon, and delivering so much in recitative
(remember The Music Man?) adds to the
effect. William Pickett's portrayal is faithful
to libretto; he would probably do a good job
in the play. Riel is shown in a madness per-
haps above and beyond the call of duty, but it

is convincing in preparation for his ultimate
breakdown. His David-fixation seems to be
placed earlier in his career than history re-
cords it, but it is well-sustained. Bernard
Turgeon plays Riel in the Grand Old Style-
he rarely moves too far from eye-to-eye-with-
the-conductor position—and he is, less than
the other members of the cast, an actor.
Despite that, he characterizes Riel well and.
in Coulter's interpretation, very sympatheti-
cally Bishop Tache, played with verve and
sung with clarity by Joseph Rouleau, is the
most ambivalent character on stage: more
than anyone else he bridges the wide division
of operatic demands—singing and acting.

Let there be no doubt as to the bias of the
play. Written more than half in French, its

political slant definitely favours the Cause
and its Heroes, less by glorifying them than
by pointing out the inadequacy of Macdon-

aid's action. The Riel case, if a closed book,

is not a closed issue, and while many English

can aesthetically lionize Riel along with their

French compatriots, the ball does not bounce
both ways. Tactically it is more valuable to

present any artistic feature about Riel with

sympathy towards him—i.e. William Hawkins'
long poem—and the writing of this production

has been handled in the best of taste.

The production which parallels last year's

world premiere, has many fascinations.
Opening with a total environment effect, with
a throaty voice calling Riel' and some elec-

tronic music coming separately from four
speakers in various parts of the theatre, then
a stage-wide screen featuring a montage of

photographs from the archives of the Riel
case history, it is reminiscent of Expo '67

film technology. Murray Laufer's sets, which
float in and out, up and down, consist of var-
iously sized and placed screens and a few

*
pieces of office, fort fronts and other motley.
The lighting is simple, a pleasant theatrical
relief in this age of psychedelia.

Leon Major's direction, while even and
smooth, is somewhat unexciting. It tends to
be Brechtian in a number of ways: the titles

(neatly two English, two French, two Eng-
lish) flashed on the screen at the outset of
some scenes; the groupings are Brechtian in
their precision—any single instant captured
in a still photograph would show a perfectly
balanced arrangement (cf. Brecht's notes to
The Life of Galileo, wherein he wished that
any single instant would look like a Renais-
sance painting in its overall arrangement).
The whole mixed-media effect of the screens
and set pieces, the differences in tone be-
tween one scene or another—the seriousness
of the rebellion compared to the almost bur-
lesque tempo of the rabble-rousing scene in a
Toronto railroad station, or the stylized
Meredith Wilson effect of the trial scene
when people rise in unison chanting, "Hang
him!'' —are also pure Brecht. Opera itself is,

of course, in Brecht's etymology, alienated; ,»
thus the whole composition is reminiscent of '>

the methods set down by Brecht in establish-
ing a modern dramaturgy.

There is a unity and polish to Louis Riel
which its book would not suggest. The music,
although discordant in nature, is skilfully
handled by Victor Feldbrill. Major is a com-
petent and confident director who makes
every element of a production count: the
words, the actions, the gestures and the tone.
The performances were almost unanimously
good, Riel and Tache were outstanding in the
heavier roles; Patricia Rideout, as Riel's
mother, Roxolana Roslack as his wife and
Gwennlynn Little, his sister, had some of the
finest moments on stage. The whole produc-
tion moved at a swift, well-maintained pace
and showed none of the operatic hazard of
lagging.

Louis Riel at this viewing managed to %
avoid anything glaringly brilliant or appall-
ingly bad, without being mediocre.



JAZZ
The Jazz Giants

It was only a few months
ago that a New York booking
agent asked Claude Hopkins
to put a band together for one
gig only at the Colonial tav-

ern. And once again, Hopkins,
one of the more successful
bandleaders during the so-

called Swing Era, showed
how well founded is his repu-
tation as an organizer.
When he showed up in To-

ronto, Hopkins had a very

g fine band consisting of one
"name" - Wild Bill Davison -

and five other musicians
whose talents equal or excel
that of Davison, but ,whose
fame was unjustly more lim-

ited.

Davison's hot and driving

cornet dominates the ensem-
ble work, which is in the Chi-

cago Jazz idiom; but around
his blazing melodic state-

ments, Herb Hall and Benny
Morton weave equally inter-

, esting lines. This richly tex-

tured ensemble work, which
always opens and closes each
tune, is the most exciting

part of the music.
Although his older brother

Edmond has always been
more famous, clarinetist

Herb Hall consistently proves

that he is just as great a

musician. Hall always takes
the first solo, providing a

tough challenge for those who
have to follow him. Besides
the hot, raspy tone for which

0- Edmond became so well-

By jack McCaffrey

known, Herb also employs a
soft, breathy sound and some-
times a sweet middle-register
tone, providing an unusual
variety of timbres in each
solo. Moreover, Hall is a su-
perb improviser, never fall-

ing back on pet phrases and
cliches, but always creating
new solos every time he
plays.

Benny Moron is one of the

great trombone players in

jazz. A veteran of the Count
Basie band in the '30's, Mor-
ton seems to have picked up
some of Dickie Wells' mas-
tery of interesting and some-
times tricky rhythms (not

that there is anything deriva-

tive about Morton's ap-
proach.) Unlike Wells, how-
ever, Morton isn't much in-

terested in smears, growls,
and other odd tonal effects;

rather, he prefers finesse and
careful control. Not that he is

timid: his work is authorita-

tive and his solos are always
well constructed.

Claude Hopkins is one of

the few pianists left with an
orchestral approach to his

instrument. Rather than re-

lying on brilliant monophonic
right hand flights, as most
pianists since Bud Powell
have done, Hopkins explores

every possibility for expres-

sion that the piano offers. But
his work is always well con-

trolled and thoughtful; he

doesn't get messy, as Earl

THE JAZZ GIANTS: I. to r.. Claude Hopkins. Herb Hall. Wild Bill Davison. Buzzy Droolin.
Benny Morton and Arvell Shaw.

Hines sometimes does.

Although he spent 14 years
with Louis Armstrong's all

stars, bassist Arvel Shaw has
not stagnated. His physical
presence dominates the band,
and his powerful lines cut
through the ensemble, which
is uncommon for a bass.

Apparently a player in the

Oscar Pettiford idiom, Shaw
is probably the most interest-

ing bassist to be heard in a
band of this kind. His solos

are excellent, sometimes
really amazing.

Propelling all this along is

Buzzy Drooting, who drums
with vigour and just the right

touch for the Jazz Giants. His

emulations of Zutty Singleton

are good fun and musical as

well.

It is hard to categorize this

music There is Chicago style
ensemble. But some of the
men are Swing Era veterans.
And Arvell Shaw is distinctly

"modern". But the main
thing is that this music
swings and it is jazz. No one
would argue about that.

This tremendously fine

band can be heard at the Co-
lonial Tavern until the end of

the month. Even if you heard
them the last time they were
in Toronto, you will find an-

other visit rewarding, for the

band is constantly expanding
its repertoire, which now in-

cludes material from almost
every jazz idiom.

As a result of the unusual
excitement that the group
generated in its first appear-
ance, a new recording com-
pany was formed to get this

music on tape. Two early

morning sessions (after the

last set at the Colonial I pro-

duced a representative selec-

tion of the band at its best.

Now available on Sackville

3002, this is a superbly pro-

duced record. The music is

memorable and wears very
well indeed: after listening to

the record every day all

summer long at Sam the

Record Mai,. I still find THE
JAZZ GIANTS a very enjoy-

able record. That is pretty

unusual.

Those of you who were
breast-fed at the Jazz At The
Philharmonic concerts will no
doubt remember the gasps
and shrieks and wild applause
that greeted the frantic

flights of Illinois Jacquet. At
the Town Tavern this week
and next, the former Count
Basie sideman reveals that

he has not lost any of his in-

tense drive. With a huge tone
that ranges from breathy
sensuality to a buzzing rasp-
ing intensity like a saw rip-

ping through a plank, Jacquet
swoops passionately all over
his tenor saxophone. His con-
trol on the high notes way
beyond the normal range of

his instrument is still awe-
some.

Surrounding Jacquet are a
couple of men who can play
well, but prefer to be clowns
and "entertain the people".

Jo Jones occasionally demon-
strates the subtle swing that

made his drumming with
Count Basie so great; but

most of the time he just twirls

his sticks and grins a lot and
plays in a rather plodding,

heavy fashion.

Milt Buckner can create

skilful background sounds,
but his solos are bombastic
and only rarely swing. He
likes to sit at the organ and
make lewd noises when
women pass by the stage. He
believes in "showmanship".

DIALOGUE
HARVARD

EXCHANGE 68-69

An interchange of ideas and viewpoints

with students from Harvard University.

Applications available S.A.C. office

Deadline for Applications: Fri. Sept. 27

Freshman applications

cannot be considered.
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WELCOME
FRESHMEN

DISCOUNTS

Dell knocks
(continued from R-9]

a society of

'All our
The target of the satire is the establishment

a Spendex credit card and Permadebt accounts

preferred customers bounce cheques."

But the target is also the establishment's attempt to be

anti-establishment. French Fries in motorcycle grease and

chocolate ants with beer become the latest kicks of the bored

jet set.

As a social criticism, the revue is often as commonplace

as the conventional form of freaking out that it satirizes. But

by mocking its own frivolity, it perfects the object of satire —
depth - depth mirrored through the self-realizations of the

characters and the audience.

In the final few scenes (Games — Part 1," "Games —
Part II"). the tone of deliberate frivolity is broken once and

for all by shock-satire. The establishment is caught in its own

immaturitv as two middle-aged couples try to play the disco-

teque games of their teenage kids. The establishment at the

Dell laugh. They see themselves.

Then in brillian juxtaposition, the same two couples are

portrayed as children playing "house." They play the parts of

then parents through "happiness," "sadness" and so on to

"divorce". The audience is no longer laughing: they sec the

horror of their own responsibility. The game has escalated

into a war that betrays a stark, Lord-of-the-Flies brutality.

We begin with a "Lost Generation" and end with a

"throwaway world".

REVIEW
Editor Rod Mickleburgh

In absentia Henry Tarvainen

Assistant Len Gilday

Films Stephen Katz

Kaspars Dzeguze
Theatre Larry Haiven
Music Paul Ennis

Books Bob Rae
Art Art Fine

Graphics David McNiven
Layout Len Giiday

Inspiration Graham Fraser

Well, so much for the first review, macray panicked when
;

:•: mickleburgh was maritimmg, getting gilday going great gus as
\

;•: guru, the great henry t. struck fear and confusion into the

y4
hearts of us all with his absence but mickleburgh calmly

;•: soothed the turbulent masses by putting honey in their hands

•|: the following a/so went on: rod relaxed, henry huffed, len lac-

•:• erated, resnick revolted us. ignatieff waxed wierdly ignatieff.

:•: rae trucked off. jeff szanto told humpphrey dumphrey tales.

mccaffrey was mangled incessantly alt with good humour of

•:• coarse, haiven was lost for a while i'm over here he screamed,

bj dated the dell and denied he was farmer in the dell, ennis

;•; was on the rockpile. katz kastigated kinema. hilary brought her

own typist as nigger, mcniven and mary meddled appreciative-
*.•". ly and this is dedicated to graham and barbara.

Movie Guide
By STEPHEN KATZ

Well here we are once

again: back at the Intellec-

tual Community after a

summer of highway con-

struction at Banff, serving

tables at a lodge near Perth,

or fresh off the chartered

flights. Anyway we have to

be clued in on the movie

scene: what to see; what

to avoid: and what to say

about the movies to make us

sound intelligent.

Here is a brief guide to

begin the year with. It in-

cludes movies which have

come during the summer
and are now playing.

Rosemary's Baby: This one

is not an art film

although Roman Polanski

directed it. In point of fact,

Polanski never has made art

films, so do not be caught

saying that he has sold out

in this one. If you have not

seen this movie already, be

sure not to miss it, for it is

one of the best movies in

town right now. Mia Farrow

turns in a surprisingly fine

performance as a young

wife who believes that she

has been chosen by a coven

of witches to bear Satan's

child. In this brilliant mod
:

ern horror picture, Polanski

keeps the audience guessing

right to the end, throwing in

mysterious deaths, suspi-

cious potions and hints of

madness for good measure.

2001: A Space Odessey The

most expensive, most elabo-

rate science fiction movie

ever made is really enjoy-

able if you believe that the

medium is the message.
Getting there is all the fun,

with countless gimmicks,
gadgets, machines, models

and special effects which

come into play on a long,

long voyage to Jupiter. Once
you get there, you find only

a pretentious ending in

which Kubrick, (the direc-

tor) tries to convince the

audience that all of his tech-

nical virtuosity has really

been used to deliver a pro-

found message. It hasn't.

The ending will probably

fully satisfy speed freaks

and half-baked transcenden-

talists, but most others will

leave thinking that Kubrick
has copped out. Perhaps it

doesn't really matter, espe-

cially since there is plenty

in the movie worth going

for. The special effects are

by far the best, most fantas-

tic ever seen. Visually the

entire movie is superb. The
June edition of American
Cinematographer is given
over to explaining how the

special effects were
achieved, and is easily

worth the price (75c).

Ulysses: A movie made
with the best of intentions,

but not complete success,

since no camera can be as

eloquent as James Joyce.
The best moments occur

: when the images are used

: only to back Joyce's narra-

| tion, but this happens all too

: rarely. If you have read the

; book the movie will dou-

; bltess be of interest, and
'; probably provoke a great

deal of discussion. If you
have not, the movie is no

|: substitute. In the case that

you saw the film and had no

idea what it was about, but

wish to talk about it any-

way, you will be on safe

ground saying that much of

the poetry was lost, and that

it had been better left un-

filmed. Do not talk about

Molly Bloom's Soliloquy: it

is passe" this year.

The Producers: This outra-

geous farce about a pair of

crooks who try to get rich

by producing the perfect

flop and end up instead with

a Broadway hit on their

hands derives most of its

laughs through transgres-

sions of good taste. Most

people are not inclined to

find amusing the idea of a

musical entitled Springtime

for Hitler, which features

chorus girls goose-stepping

in swastika formation, yet

somehow in this movie it

becomes cripplingly funny.

Zero Mostel and Gene Wil-

der, two extraordinary co-

medians carry most of the

load, and usually manage to

hide the fact that their

script is weak and rather

like an extended television

sit-com.

Belle de Jour: A genuine art

film! See luscious Catherine

Deneuve undergo all sorts of

unspeakable sexual degrada-

tion, all in the interests of

art. Luis Bunuel does his

usual thing about erotic fan-

tasy, repression, guilt, vio-

lence, and perversion, skip-

ping back between reality

and wish fulfillment. The
images are striking and the

themes disturbing. The pic-

ture is often obscure, and

obviously rich with possibili-

ties for Deep Talks which
you may wish to have in the

next few weeks.

Prudence and the Pill: An
exceptionally stupid movie
which is advertised as a

comedy. Be sure to miss it.

Interlude: If you enjoy read-

ing Brenda Starr and True

Romances, you will love

this maudlin exercise ;in

self-indulgence. It is weepy,

misty, sentimental, and
awful.

The Thomas Crown Affair:

Because this picture stars

Fay Dunaway, fresh from
Bonnie and Clyde, the social

message picture of '67, it is

generally assumed that this

movie too is a meaningful

statement about our society.
,

This is really not the case.

It is an empty slick picture

about a pair of decadent

rich people, trying to relieve

their boredom by playing

cops and robbers. It takes

place in the Fantasyland of

television commercials and

expensive advertisements

from Esquire' and the New
Yorker. The movie does not

really say much at all, but

it is a glossy entertainment,

and -you can read social sig-

nificance into it if you really

try.

The New Yorker Fall Festi-

val: Running through until

the middle of October, the

New Yorker is featuring a

selection of the best films of

the last few years, as well

as a few vintage pieces. The
movies change every

evening. Film Festivals

have a lot of prestige, and

you can impress many peo-

ple by telling them that you

are going, even if you do not

know which picture is play-

ing. As it turns out, it does

not much matter, because

almost everything in this

series is worth seeing.

Film on Campus

The Centennial Film Board
is showing Andy Warhol's

"Chelsea Girls" at the Roy-

al Ontario Museum from
Sept. 21-27. Special rates for

students $1.50 and $2.00 for

the two shows: at 5.00 p.m.

and 8:00 p.m. Anyone inter-

ested in working on the

C.F.B. film showings can

contact John Marshall at

489-7165. _ —
(

This year the C.F.B. will be

sponsoring a film contest.

The script chosen will be

made with C.F.B. funds

(care of SAC) at the com-
plete discretion of the film

maker. Anyone interested in

making a film or submitting

a script should contact Mary
Omatsu at 925-0741.

The U. of T. film society

will be starting their pro-

gramme with Morgan .

Anyone interested in helping

the society should contact

Ken Dobb at 233-2271.

CHARGE

ACCOUNT

PRIVILEGES

l
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COMMENT

SAC consolidates to the left

BY BRIAN JOHNSON
— Varsity SAC Editor —
"You're watching the disin-

tegration of SAC," said Andy
Wernick (SGS) at Wednes-
day's meeting of the Students

Administrative Council.

Wernick, SAC education
commissioner and avowed
Marxist may be a cause of

that disintegration or may be

the remedy to it — if there is

a split at all.

Ostensibly SAC is split

among left-wingers such as

Wernick, left-wing moderates
such as SAC President Steve

Langdon (IV Trin), a few

right-wing extremists such as

Paul Fromm (III SMC). The
conservatives are in a small

minority, but the radicals are

a persuasive influence on the

large group of moderates and

political fence-sitters.

ANDY WERNICK

The question is what will

happen to the moderates.

If last night's meeting is

any indication, SAC is not dis-

integrating but being radical-

ized into one group that is

developing its own political

and social conscience.

An example of SAC's in-

creasing radical unanimity is

the refusal of an uncondition-

al acceptance of President

Bissell's invitation to SAC to

elect two students to his

Commission on University

Government. A proposal that

the commission consist of

four students, four faculty

and some ex officio adminis-

tration members was passed

with only two or three no's.

"I was very surprised,"

said Bob Rae (IV UC), the

proposer of the motion.

With brilliant diplomacy,

Rae presented the motion in

such a way as to offend only

the most reactionary conserv-

atives.

"It is not a conspiracy," he

said, "it is not an open re-

volt; it is not violence; it is

not revolution. It is an evolu-

tion of democracy."

Rae made what was essen-

tially a radical motion ac-

ceptable to the moderates.

The course that SAC is tak-

ing is towards total change

rather than compromise.
Even last year SAC would
have grabbed up lesser re-

form opportunities than what
Dr. Bissell has called "the
most important commission
of the university since 1906."

Now SAC is becoming more
and more intent on pursuing

change outside the structured

system of the university.

"It isn't the rhetoric of the

administration that's going to

change this university," said

Rae. "It's the faculty and

students."

This term's SAC is not the

same SAC that was elected

last spring. The swing to the

left can be compared to the

radicalization of the Canadian

Union of Students over the

summer conference.

Although the conference

started with what appeared

to be a group of moderates,

Wernick and CUS President

Peter Warrian had effected a

dramatic radicalization be-

fore it was over.

If the same process is tak-

ing place in SAC, although it

is leading to a major consoli-

dation to the left, paradoxi-

cally it eould mean the splin-

tering of the professional

faculties. This is the disinte-

gration that Wernick is talk-

ing about — bad for SAC but

good for the revolution.

There is also a major split

between Wernick and Lang-

don. Langdon is working to-

wards reform through

immediate and tenable politi-

cal manoeuvering. Wernick is

advocating a total revolution,

not just of the university, but

of the complete capitalist and

consumptive nature of the

society.

The split was visible at

Wednsday's SAC meeting

when the two leaders con-

flicted in their conceptualiza-

tion of SAC's role in this Sat-

urday's demonstration by

Workers Union Local 183 at

City Hall.

Wernick referred to such

participation as a "mobiliza

Hon" of students in the inter-

ests of the workers. But
Langdon tried to relate the

outside political factors to the

university, and successfully

reworded the motion to:

"That SAC participate

the Saturday demonstration

recognizing the common
struggle in which student

unions are involved with la-

bor unions on such issues as

housing, democratization of

institutions, and accessibility

to university."

Langdon is trying to keep a

tenuous control over SAC and

the university; Wernick is

challenging this control and

still argues that SAC is not a

very effective means of

change; Fromm and the con-

servatives are using a refer-

endum for every issue as an

excuse to undermine the au-

thority of the left.

The outcome will be nei-

ther revolution nor a mainte-

nance of the status quo, but

perhaps the splintering of

SAC.

BOB RAE
Phams bv JOHN WATSON

TWQ
STORES

THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

BANCROFT & HURON
STS

STATIONERY &
SUPPLIES

at the

B kr m
facing the
main campus

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75/.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

Have You Seen Expo '67?

Get an education in the cultures of the

world

Visit Man and His World.

The CANADIAN CANADIEN COMMITTEE

of the

U off T is arranging a special student-rate

Thanksgiving Weekend, Oct. 12-14, tour

of MAN AND HIS WORLD.

The special rate will include

transportation, accommodation,

entrance to the site,

and a guided tour of the exhibition.

TIME: OCT. 12-14

PLACE: MONTREAL

PRICE: $20.00

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE FRONT SAC OFFICE

THE VARSITY, Friday. September 20. 1968 — Page 17
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CLASSIFIED
TR 4. 1964 lor sale Good condition,

bnlish racing green, rollbar. overdrive

Owner leaving Toronro Call Dave Surry

at 635-2812 or 225-8037

THESIS, ESSAYS, MANUSCRIPTSal
so in other languages, typed by expert

Tel 922-7930 eveninos

1967 ANGLIA SUPER, radio, white-

walls, still under warranty Economical
40 miles per gal 9 A M - 5 P.M Call

248-6639 -Evenings call 244-2751

NEED STEREO OR PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT, True discounts are avail-

able from a student run company Phone
Stan Gore. 782-7941

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. In

prestige building. Unfurnished. Five min-

utes to campus by subway $144 00 a

month Sublet Call 461 1271 after 4

30 Available immediately

SENIOR OR GRADUATE STUDENT,
Wanted to share one bedroom apart -

ment Apply at 27 Walmet Rd.. Apt

I
304 Share rent and food costs

PUT A LITTLE MEANING, in your life

Volunteer Children, teenagers, adults

and older people need you TUSAC re-

cruitment caravan on front campus Mon-
day.

WANTED: Volunteers to help people in

hospitals, community centres and resi

dences. Why don't you help? Watch for

TUSAC recruitment caravan, on campus

Monday

FOR SALE- 62 Royal-Enfield 500cc.

excellent running condition, saddle bags,

helmet, included: 65 Honda 90cc, good
running order, must sell: Call Bob 231-

4637
PRIME MINISTER TRUDEAU wont
attend the first meeting of the U of T
Liberals But you should come anyhow.
Tues. Sept 24. 1 00 p.m . Sidney Smith
1073
HEY GANG B & W Band blows again

If you forgot, give Steve a ring at 921-
9656 Remember McGill next week
Looks like another great year

EXCELLENT double and triple room and
board student housing near U of T Con-
tact Campus Co-operative Residence
Incorporated at 921-3168 9 5

RETURNING OFFICER required to run
Students Administrative Council elections
occurring during the year Honorarium of

$125 will be paid Call Peter Hammond
928-2473
WANTED: One girl to share an apart-
ment «n Walmer Road with 3 U of T
students Rent $52 50 per mo each
Phone Barb Peeling at 922-4231

GOV'T SPENDING CUT BY HALF^

Campus centre still a dream

FREE TRIP!
Starting Sept. 21, you're

invited to attend a bright

new CBC-TV show.

BARRIS AND COMPANY
with host

ALEX BARRIS

A topical satire and comedy
show featuring quests from the

entertainment world — music

1>V the Guide Basso Orchestra.

A FREE return bus trip leaves

the U. of T. S.A.C. office

at 9:30 P.M.

FREE tickets may be obtained

at the S.A.C. OFFICE

Export A"

REGULAR AND KINGS

U of T OUTING CLUB

GENERAL MEETING
TUES. SEPT. 24 8 P.M.

CODY HALL
FILMS SLIDES REFRESHMENTS

The proposed $4,000,000 Campus Centre

is still in the talking stage four months af-

ter construction was slated to begin, and

vice-president Norm Schachar says SAC
"may have to jump up and down on a few

desks" to get it underway.

Meanwhile, the site for the centre, the

corner of St. George and Russell Sts., is

likely to remain untouched until someone

decides to take the initiative in relieving the

volume of pedestrian and vehicular traffic

on St. George St., says Schacher.

The city of Toronto has said it may
waive several zoning bylaws the proposed

centre breaks if the St. George traffic prob-

lem is solved.

But no one seems to want to take the

responsibility.

The city maintains it is the responsibil-

ity of Metro Toronto to relieve the conges-

tion. Metro has argued that the Ontario

government should provide >hn

Suggested solutions to the traffic prob-

lem range from closing down St. George St.

entirely to building a series of pedestrian

walkways and underground tunnels.

Another factor in the hold-up is the fi-

nancing of the centre. The Bank of Montreal
has agreed to provide half the cost of the

building provided it is given an exclusive

franchise on campus for 50 years.

The Board of Governors has not made a

final decision on permitting the bank exclu-

sive campus rights.

To further complicate matters, the

Ontario government has revoked its initial

commitment to pay 50 per cent of the capi-

tal cost.

After the university's request for capi-

tal building finances this year was cut to

$6,000,000 from $14,000,000, the government
announced there was no money for the cen-

Hnoro Dy IIM KOEHLER
The New Left chisels away at Simcoe Hall.

WE SELL CLOTHES & KEEP THEM
CLEAN

• SUITS, TROUSERS, JACKETS, TURTLENECKS

• DRY CLEANING & LAUNDRY SERVICE

• ALTERATIONS & INVISIBLE MENDING
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS

DARBY CLEANERS & TAILORS
807 Y0NGE ST. 925-1212
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108 Avenue Road

DELICIOUS PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLI_-J.ASAGNA

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
25* OFF EACH ORDER WITH THIS AD

FOR FAST DELIVERY
PHONE 920-2202

SAC
• The Students Admin-

istrative Council last

night appointed George
Murray (II Law) as per-

manent speaker.

Murray, last year's

SAC secretary, has a B.A.

from Queen's University

and has had much experi-

ence in chairing commit-
tees, both for SAC and

the Undergraduate Law
Society.

• SAC President Steve

Langdon was the sole

supporter of a motion
presented last night to

back a memorial cere-

mony commemorating
the death of South Ameri-
can revolutionary Che
Guevera. The motion was
suggested by a represent-

ative of the Latin Ameri-
can Justice Association.

The motion was parti-

cularily humiliating for

Langdon in the eyes of

the council, since Paul

Fromm (III SMC) called

for a stand-up vote.

HERE AND NOW
Today
1 p.m.

Hear Paul Fromm, SAC rep

from St. Michael's tell it like

it's at about SAC. New Stu-

dent Centre, St. Michael's

College.
8 p.m.

Committee to defend the

French Students presents

Gisela Mandez, European
student leader and friend of

Rudi Dutschke. Speaks on the

European Student Movement.
East and West. Ontario Col-

lege of Education Audito-

rium
Saturday

4:30 p.m.

The Keyboard World of Bach.

Exploration and Performance
by Reginald Godden pianist.

First of 13 concerts to be held

each Saturday. Royal Con-

servatory of Music Concert

Hall. .
9 p.m.

Hart House Fall Dance. Four
great bands. $2.00 per couple.



Rugger champs host Michigan
After a week and a half of

rugged practices, Varsity
rugger Blues will receive
their first trial by fire in ex-
hibition games with the first

and second teams of the Uni-
versity of Michigan. Satur-
day's afternoon's game (at 3:

00 p.m.) promises to be an
re-enactment of last year's
exciting contest at Ann Arbor
which Blues won 9-3.

University of Michigan,
who have been playing rugger
for over a decade, have prov-
en in the past to be a formi-
dable mixture of British

graduate students and Ameri-
can college football players.

Blues' starting lineup con-
tains several new faces —
Anthony Pierre from Trini-

dad at centre, John Rock
from Queens at Prop, and Al
Hamilton and Richard Van
Banning up from the junior
Varsity side. Blues' back line

will also be strengthened by
Andrew Gibson who has re-

covered sufficiently from
knee injuries to start in his

usual position on Saturday.

Rugger is an international-

ly played gane and Blues'

lineup on Saturday will con-

tain players from five com
monwealth countries. Al

though the sport is not yet too

widespread in Canada, it is

becoming very popular, espe-
cially in Ontario and British

Columbia. Canadian rugby
received definite encourage-
ment in 1967 when the nation-

al team was able to defeat

British Lions in Vancouver.

Coaching Blues this year
are Jim Hamilton, a past
president of the Ontario Rug-
by Union, and Al Giachino, a
member of the 1965 team
which toured Britain.

FROM THE HINTERLANDS
U.S. agitators may not get loans

WASHINGTON (CUPI) - University
students in the United States will have to

think twice about joining a sit-in if they are
attending school through federal loans.

A bill passed recently by the U.S. Senate
will cut off federal loans for education should
a student be convicted of "any crime involv-

ing use of force, disruption of campus activi-

ties or seizure of college property."

The bill also extended the cut-off to any-
one who "willfully refuses to obey lawful
regulations or orders of college officials."

More than 1,400,000 students — 25 per
cent of all American college students — now
receive about $1 billion a year in federal
loans, scholarships, fellowships and work
study grants.

Three senates

open meeting

VANCOUVER-MONTREAL
After a year-long fight

University of British Co-

lumbia opened its senate

doors, but space restric-

tions will limit the audi

ence to 30.

At McGill University,

after a year and a half of

bitter debate, the senate

approved opening its ses

sions "to observation by

any member of the univer

sity community and the

accredited press subject to

limitation of space, good
conduct, and special con-

siderations of confidential!

ty."

It is also expected that

eight students will be

added to the McGill senate

and the number of elected

faculty members (now
eight) will be almost tri-

pled.

Elected faculty and stu-

dents would then have a

numerical majority on the

senate over administrators

and governors.

Meanwhile, at Leth-

bridge University, the gen-

eral faculty council voted

to open its meetings to "all

members of the university

community ', with the pro-

vision that majority vote

of the council would be

sufficient to send it back

into secrecy.

UNDERSTANDING
and appreciating French Canadian culture

is our aim at the

Canadian - Canadien Committee.

Come to our first meeting.

The program will consist

of: Elections, discussing

the agenda for this year

and some current problems.

TIME: 4:00 PM TUE. SEPT. 24

PLACE: TRINITY COLLEGE -

RHODES ROOM

WE DO HAVE FUN

TOUT le MONDE BEINYENU

untitled

(an anonymous message)

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
is definitely

1 . open this week

(and hereafter) from 9 to 9

then from 12 to 6 (when

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
isn't new anymore.)

2. cheaper (every book

is discounted 10%

off marked price

now and later, because

if it isn't yet in stock,

it will be).

3. competing with the other one

(variously known as

the University Textbook Store,

the amiahle opposition.

Honest Head's Open-Air Market).

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
offers you

1. all the inconveniences

conscientiously cleared by

the other one (take your pick:

crowded conditions, missing titles,

sloppy service, unprofessionalism.

no charge accounts, no cop-out bargains,

further to walk, and

better prices).

2. a used book corner

starting next week please

(bring in any book, we'll try

to sell it for you).

3. a special order service

(order any book, we'll try

to get it), and the 10 discount

still goes .

4. itself

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
What more can I say? (bad poetry

is good advertising) today

buy . . . buy . . . buy

bye.

by

THE SAC BOOKSTORE

THE SAC BOOKSTORE - FIRST YEAR TEXTS
ROCHDALE COLLEGE—333 BL00R WEST
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RAHAM HURT

Blues face first test at Western

By ROD MICKLEBURGH
The football genius of Varsity Blues'

coach, Ron Murphy, is a matter of fact. In

two years as head coach and one as assist-

ant, Blues have won two SIFL champion-
ships, losing out in a sudden-death playoff for

a third.

Now Murphy is setting out to prove his

mathematical genius as well. For this Satur-

day's exhibition game against Western Mus-
tangs in London, not only does he plan to

dress the unwieldy total of 45 players, and
not only does he plan to take a look at every
one of them, but he also hopes to see each
one in action both offensively and defensive-

ly, in effect giving him 90 different players to

work with. You've heard of E=mc2,

Observance of the above formula will en-

sure a total of twelve players on the field at

all times. It's easy. Why didn't Einstein think

of it?

However, the formula does contain one
major ommission. That's all-star halfback

Mike Raham who will be missing from Mur-
phy's mathematics on Saturday. In the first

serious injury to hit the Varsity camp, Ra-

MIKE RAHAM

ham. last year's scoring champion, suffered

a chipped bone in Wednesday's practice

which will keep him on the sidelines for the

next three weeks. That means he'll miss the

opening home against Queen's.

Replacing Raham in the offensive back-

field is hard-hitting, Curt McQuire. At six

feet, two inches and 210 pounds, McQuire,

says Murphy, will "put a few bruises on peo-

ple". And that's what Murphy likes from his

ballplayers.

Also injured in Wednesday's practice was
Mike's brother, Peter Raham •. He suffered a

broken nose, but Murphy expects him to play

Saturday, with an extra vertical bar added to

his helmet. From his defensive halfback posi-

tion, Raham plays some of the hardest foot-

ball on the team.
Although, as mentioned, Murphy intends

using all 45 players, he already has an-

nounced his starting line-ups. They contain

quite a few newcomers.
OFFENSE: Centre, Rich Agro (from

McMaster); Tackles, Arnie Carefoote and

Alex Squires (moved over from defensive

end); Guards, Gord Whittaker and Derek
Turner; Ends, Stew McSween (from Jarvis

Collegiate I and Mark Slater; Quarterback,

Vic Alboini; Halfbacks, Eric Walter (from
McGilll and Glen Markle; Fullback, Curt

McGuire; Wingback, Nick DiGuiseppe.
DEFENSE: Ends, Jim Bennett and Alex

Topps: Tackles, Doug Dempster (from West-
ern) and Ylo Korgemagi; Linebackers, Gord
Squires, Mike Bukovac (from Western), Ian

Kirkpatrick and Don Fraser (from Northern
Secondary); Halfbacks, Walt Sehr (from
North Toronto), Ron Kishimoto, Peter Ra-
ham and Paul McKay.

For an exhibition game, Saturday's contest

shapes up as a pretty interesting one.

There will be some heavy head-knocking
among old teammates. Blues' Doug Demps-
ter and Mike Bukovac played for Western
last year, while Mustangs boast. ex-Varsity

guard Ron Wakelin on its forward wall.

Then, there's the traditional rivalry be-

tween Western and U of T. 'Stangs always
seem to save their best shot for Toronto.

Last year Blues left London clutching a pre-

carious 26-20 victory and with five regulars

sidelined for the season due to injuries. At
home. Blues had to wait until the final play
before eking out an 18-18 deadlock.

BLUENOTES . . . Western's Bill Hendershot,
the elusive flanker who gave Blues so much
trouble last year, missed his year . . . Blues'

sensation rookie of last year' Wolfnang Gut,
is at Laval this year . . . Mustang coach John
Metras also plans to use a whole horde of

ballplayers . . . ex-Queen's player, Larry
Plancke, has been a good catch for Edmon-
ton Eskimos with three touchdowns already .

. . John Ritchie and Don Karn are still bat-

tling for the job of back-up quarterback be-

hind Vic Alboini, apparently fully recovered
from his torn ligaments of last year.

Soccer Blues face stiff test
By JIM COWAN

Varsity Blues soccer team
this week find themselves in

the unusual position of being

the underdogs in an exhibition

match, to be played this Sat-

urday. The reason: their op-

position will be the Toronto
contingent of the Canada
World Cup team.

Such a prospect would give

an experienced team food for

thought, and the Blues are

not an experienced team this

year. They lost half of their

fourteen regulars from last

year, and despite a good crop

of rookies, they lack intercol-

liegate experience.

But the team is looking
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forward to the game, hoping

it will provide them with stif-

fer competition than they
have found in the intercollegi-

ate league of late. They are
undefeated in the past four

years.

Ernie Glass, coach of Blues

for the last six years, refuses

to take credit for the team's
success. "I don't take much
credit, because these guys
are good to start with," he
said last night. Most univer-

sity teams, he pointed out,

have only one or two really

good players, while Blues are
uniformly strong.

Glass rejected the idea that

Blues were avoiding a game
September 20. 1968

with a team from Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute, as
charged in the Daily Ryerso-
nian last week. "We've
played Ryerson every year."
he said, "and it's turned into

a real kicking match. One of

our players was hurt on the

very first play of the game
last year."

"We play in a league and
that's what we have to win,"

the coach continued. "We use

all preseason games to devel-

op teams. We're not interest-

ed in a feud."

Saturday's game against
the Canadian World Cup team
starts at noon on the back
campus.

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF ...

BY PHIL BINGLEY

Only one week of production gone, and already I am out

bf ideas for column material. Therefore, to give us all a

break, to-day's copy is a quiz, compiled by former sportsie

Paul Carson and dedicated to the faculty of Physical and

Health education, the faculty of Engineering and all other

football oriented experts.

The first athlete to arrive at our offices (91 St. George,

second floor) with the correct answers to each of the hypo-

thetical situations, will be awarded two free tickets to Var-

sity Blues first home football game of the season. The deci-

sion of whoever happens to be here is final.

PROBLEMS
How would you sort out the

confusion of these plays?

First, on second down and

ten yards to go at the Varsity

35, quarterback Vic Alboini

fakes a plunge to Mike Ra-

ham and drops back to throw

the bomb to end Mark Slater.

Unfortunately, so effective is

the fake to Raham that when
he is tackled on the 40, the

umpire blows the "ball"

dead. At that moment, the

pass is in the air at about

midfield and seconds later

Slater makes a fine grab at

the enemy twenty. Where is

the next play?

Second, on a crucial third

down gamble, Eric Walter

gets the call but is stopped

about six inches short. The
referee blows his whisle but

because of a pea malfunction,

there is no sound. By the

time another official has
blown the ball dead, Walter

has picked up another three

yards. First down or loss of

ball?

In our next situation, Blues

decide to go for a two-point

convert following a successful

touchdown drive against

Western. On instructions

from the bench, they ask the

referee to place the ball on

the Mustang 20 instead of the

10 as usual.

Suspecting a trick play, the

Western captain claims Blues
must first obtain his permis-

sion to move the ball from
the ten and he refuses to give

the permission. The referee

makes his decision.

Blues indeed have a trick

play in mind — an onside

punt by Paul McKay with

halfback Peter Raham as the

onside player. 'Stangs are

completely confused and

Raham legally recovers the

ball deep in the end zone.

Now, where was the ball

placed for the convert and
how many points do Blues

get?

In another possible situa-

tion, Blues lead Queens 18-10,

with only two minutes re-

maining to play. Gaels are

working against a very strong

wind but somehow they man-
ufacture a sustained drive

and with five seconds left, a

touchdown plus a two-point

convert ties the game. One
play later, Blues win the

game 19-18. How did they do

it?

Finally, Blues lead McGill
18-16 as Paul McKay punts

from his own 15 on the last

play of the game. Redmen
block the punt on the three,

but before they can recover,

the ball bounces across the

goal-line and then rolls out of

bounds. McGill players claim
they are allowed one more
play from Blues three yard

line, or a safety touch to tie

the game. How would you

rule it?

FAT CHAT . . . Athletic Di-

rector Warren S. Stevens has

disclosed the reason for his

decision to move all home
basketball games to the York
University athletic wing.

"The switch was made in an

effort to help player recruit-

ment. Who can blame a new
boy entering the university if

he becomes disillusioned with

the idea of playing in the

Hart House box. Hopefully,

as the season progress, Coach
(John) McManus and the

players will be able to have a

few practices at York. Until

then, all workouts will be

held here at Hart House. . .

"

Interfac. tennis on tap
The 1968-69 Interfaculty

Tennis Tournament begins
this Tuesday at the Toronto

Lawn Tennis Club with many
of last year's top players al-

ready entered. Paul Kent
(Meds III), a 2-3 loser to

Mike Zimmerman in last

year's final appears to be the

top player among the early

entrants.

However, Kent, one of the

university's best all-round

athletes, is certain to get

plenty of competition from
the likes of Gord Gibbons

(Trinity II), Frank Blyth
(Vic, Special Student) and

Peter Chow (Meds II). New-
comer Brad Robinson (Vic I)

could be a dark horse here.

Robinson finished fourth in

the Ontario Junior Open this

past summer.
Last year's champ, Mike

Zimmerman, has taken a

year off school to travel in

Europe. leaving 64

(hopefully) entrants to com-
pete for the title as well as a

spot on the Varsity tennis

team.



AT TENT CITY

Doing our best on housing says MP
The federal government is

doing everything it can to al-

leviate the shortage of stu-

dent housing, a Liberal

spokesman said Friday.

Speaking to about 150 stu-

dents at Tent City, Barney
Danson, Liberal MP for York
North, said federal aid to the

University of Toronto for

housing has reached $20,-

000,000.

"This is enough for close to

2,000 students," he said.

He urged students to sub-

mit a brief to the Toronto

public hearing of the Hellyer

task force on housing.

He also advised students to

send a delegation to the Sept.

30 public hearing.

"The government has no

direct plans for the solution

to this crisis," said Mr. Dan-

son. "We are talking about a

long range program when we
talk about solving the prob-

lem."
But the MP went on to say

he did not believe rent con-

trols would be imposed.

"It can be self-defeating,"

he said, "Where rent controls

are applied, building usually

stops and soon the govern-

ment begins to build.

"And government building

— well — it can be deplora-

ble."

Mr. Danson also said he did

not support government land

ownership to prevent specula-
tion, but preferred subsidies.

"Private companies can
build much more desirable

housing units than the govern-
ment. We would provide a
subsidy to the best bidder."

The MP asked students to

give him specific suggestions

he could take home to the

task force.

"The problem with student

housing is that students are

suckers," argued one student.

"We are too willing to take

too little for too much.
"Sure people are willing to

take us in. They give us a

place and then go ahead and

double the rent."

"I suggest the government
stop making deductions from
our summer pay cheques,"

stormed a second student.

"This would at least give

students money to pay for

these atrociously expensive

places."

Mary Jaffary, director of

the U of T housing service

said later she didn't know
what the solution to the hous-

ing problem was. But unlike

Mr. Danson, she favors rent

control.

"What I'd like to see is a

number of high rise private

residential dwellings where
students could stay temporar-
ily while they look for a per-

manent residence," she

added.

"This would be especially

beneficial to foreign students

who reach Toronto after most
of the housing near the cam-
pus is gone."

Although Danson made no

specific promises on his fact-

finding tour of Tent City, he

repeated he was "deeply con-

cerned" about the problem.

"We're going to do our

very best," he said, "But we
can't satisfy everyone."

Danson's rather uneventful

visit to Tent City marked the

end of the two-week-long life

of the canvas encampment on

front campus.
The cost of Tent City was

estimated by SAC education

commissioner Andy Wernick

at $2,500.
BARNEY DANSON photo by TIM KOEHLER

\ * TO SPECIAL

By Mary Kate Rowan
Hey! It's here. Visa is

here.

Save. Save. Save.

Last week Visa placed two

full-page advertisements in

The Varsity urging students

to "fight the high cost of

learning".

"Live a little, save a lot

with Visa, your very own
special passport to student

savings."

Students were invited to

take advantage of power-

packed specials offered only

to Visa members.
"Specials" include half-

fare flights on 10 airlines, a

25 per cent discount on the

CNR on Red or White days,

savings from 10 to 50 per cent

on clothing, entertainment,

hotel accommodations, etc.

"Join the millions of card

carrying Visa members on

over 700 American campuses

and save while you swing,"

the ad continues. All college

and university students are

eligible.

"Use discretion when pre-

senting your Visa member-

ship card for purchases.

Remember Visa sponsors are

not offering Visa rates to all

customers."

Very interesting.

Canadian Pacific, Air Can-

ada, Trans World Airlines

and United Airlines were all

very interested when I

phoned to inquire about their

connection with Visa—mainly

because they had never heard

of it.

There is nothing new or

exclusive about the half-fare

flights. They're known as

youth fares and available to

anyone between the ages of

18 and 22, on a standby basis,

subject to space.

United Airlines assured me
th^it only air lines issue youth

fare cards.

"Buy your card from the

airline," they advised. "I

doubt if we would accept this

Visa card." (They asked me
for Visa's address so they

could make their own inquir-

ies.)

"Go the CN Escape Route

on Red or White days and

save 25 per cent" the adver-

tisement reads.

Again, this is the regular

youth fare plan, open to any-

one 18-22 years of age. Al-

though not on a standby ba-

sis, you may make reserva-

tions only 24 hours or less in

advance.

After checking through

their files and finding no

mention of Visa, CN asked

for the phone number. Unfor-

tunately, it wasn't mentioned

in the advertisement. CN
took the address.

According to the directory

in the Bloor St. Britannica

Building where Visa is lo-

cated, the full name is Visa

Marketing of Canada Limit-

ed.

Visa's secretary was very

enthusiastic about the student

plan.

"For only $4 you get an

airline card, a CN card and

of course, our Visa card. The

savings are fantastic," she

gushed.

"Anything you've got to

spend money on, we can offer

you a discount on."

Along with the cards, a

Visa member is supposed to

get a college guidebook cata-

loguing all the sponsors.

I asked to see the guide-

book. It hadn't been printed

yet but the secretary assured

me it would be ready by next

week.

"These travel deals sound

great," I said wide-eyed and

very innocently. "Do you

work in conjunction with the

railway and airlines?"

"Oh, yes, we handle their

accounts for them."

Bright smile. "Really, it is

a tremendous deal, Miss. The

discounts are fantastic—up to

50 per cent sometimes."

How much can you save

with a Visa card? To find out,

I visited several stores sport-

ing a Visa crest in their win-

dow.
George's Kibitzaria on

Huron St. signed up with Visa

last July and hasn't heard

from them since. The pro-

prietor admitted he wouldn't

offer any discounts he doesn't

now but "Visa lets people

know about it."

Another pizza house on

Yonge St. doesn't offer any

discount with the Visa card

that it wouldn't offer without.

"Why do I need the Visa

card?" The answer—a smile

— See VISA p. 3



McGILL with the BLUES
COLONIAL CHARTER COACH
• VISTA CRUISER
• REVERSIBLE SEATS, CARD TABLES

• AIR CONDITIONED
• WASHROOM EQUIPPED

|
LEAVE FRONT CAMPUS: FRI. SEPT. 27th 5:15 PM

j
RETURN FROM MONTREAL: SUN. SEPT. 29th 2:30 PM

\ A GOOD OLD FASHIONED McGILL WEEKEND

TAKE-OUT

ROAST BEEF

SANDWICHES
HOT

THICK
JUICV

DELICIOUS ROAST BEEF PILED
HIGH ON A SESAME BUN
ANOTHER GREATBEEF PRODUCT
FROM GENTLEMAN JIM.
USE THE COUPON BELOW AND
PICK ONE UP FREE WHEN YOU
BUY ONE AT THE REGULAR LOW
PRICE OF ,69c.
QUICK, DELICIOUS AND INEX-
PENSIVE FOR INFORMAL
ENTERTAINING I

3

bv Gentleman
METRO LOCATIONS MK^Sffii

W433 EGUNTOH AVE. EAST At KENNEDY RD. !

BUV OHE
GET 1 FREE!!

BRING A FRIEND. USE THIS
COUPON AND INTRODUCE

YOURSELVES TO A
NEW TASTE TREAT!

J
m Offergood 'tilJan.15 .

V- - - _V-23-9_68
J
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Fees protest peters out
A campaign urging students to withhold their $12 Students

Administrative Council fees has met with limited response.

H. C. Anderson, comptroller of the university, says he has
received "about 100" forms requesting the SAC fees be with-
held.

"I have no idea what will be done with them. Any decision
will be up to the Board of Governors," he said.

78at.gfeojg-e's scaiarabranch,
h.w.h .websler, manager

open 9.30-5 Monday to thjusday. 9.30-6 ftifay

^S^/MRTS TONITE

o^4^S?^x xn - a 10 M
* 0Ni WEEK 0Nt¥

9 PM - 2 AM

CHICAGO
BLUES

SUNNY LAND SLIM TRIO



Innis-soon to be a reality
By BRIAN JOHNSON

Innis College's new building is once more
alive and kicking — at least on the drawing
boards.

A revised $8.5 million plan for the build-

ing, to be situated on the north side of Sus-
sex St. between Huron and St. George, was
approved last week by the university admin-
istration.

It should be ready for use by September
1971.

The original project was shelved during
the summer after the Ontario government
announced a cut-back in grants for capital

construction costs at the University of To-
ronto.

The cost of the new plan has been cut by
$1 million, principally by eliminating suites

for dons and deans of residence, by reduc-

ing common room and recreational space,

and the number of classrooms and faculty

offices.

But the modified project still includes

such facilities as a theatre, squash courts,

cafeteria-style dining hall and two common
rooms with snack bars.

The common rooms are on opposite sides

of the building and each is to serve a differ-

ent purpose. One will be an "action" room
with activity such as billiards, cards, and
ping pong; the other will be a quiet room, a

place to relax.

The building is a quadrangular complex
with an inner court flanked by two nine-sto-

rey residential towers on east and west, and
three-storey academic and administrative

blocks on the north and south sides.

The residence will house 576 students in

communal groups of 16 single rooms and
one double. Each group will surround a

lounge and kitchen area.

The residence will be an "anti-institu-

tional" community where an arcade on the

ground floor replaces corridors, where
there are no dons or deans of residence,

where there are integrated staff-student

common rooms.

"We don't want just another monument
to the university " said Sue Stoess (III Inn)

Innis Student Society president.

Innis Principal Peter Russell wants "an
ethos of independence" at his college.

A combined staff-student Academic Af-
fairs Committee is devising new course

structures at Innis.

"There are many questions that must be

discussed," said Mr. Russell. "Alienation in

modern society, the film, the political novel
— these shouldjbe courses for credit."

Although the administration has called

the project the "highest priority" in its

submissions to the provincial government,
"the road ahead is by no means clear," he
said. The provincial government must ap-

prove it.

Of the total cost, the province will pay
$5,100,000, the Canadian Mortgage and Hous-
ing Corporation or the Ontario Student

Housing Corporation $2,400,000, and the uni-

versity $1,000,000.

The construction costs are considerably

lower than those of existing residences on

campus, said Mr. Russell.

But he could not say whether that saving

would be reflected in lower residence fees.

It no go via Visa cont'd from P. 1

and a shake of the head.

"It's just advertising-

nothing special. All our prices

are reduced anyway,"

shrugged the clerk in a sports

shop.

At a sewing machine cen-

tre the clerk had only been on

the job for two davs and had

never heard of Visa until I

showed him the crest in the

window.

"I guess that means with

the card you get a discount

but since you're a student^we

could probably arrange one

anyway."
My quest for sensational

savings looked futile. "Some-
where, someone must offer a

legitimate discount and I in-

tend to find it." I vowed.

I found it—in an art gallery

on Yonge St. only Visa card

carriers are offered a 15 per

cent discount on paintings

and other works of art.

Career Miss, a dress shop

on Bay Street offers Visa

members only a 10 per cent

discount on full price items.

"There is no financial

agreement between Visa and

us," the clerk explained.

"It's up to the individual

store to give the discount."

"It's a matter of good will,

all in the interest of stu-

dents."

Last week, in the interests

of University of Toronto stu-

dents, The Varsity cancelled

the Visa advertisement.

at the HART HOUSE FALL DANCESDANCE

DANCE
on saturdayS/ september

and 28th

DANCE

DANCE

to FOUR GREAT BANDS

from 9:00 pm
to Midnight

DANCE
for only
$2.00 a couple
or $1.00 a person

Tickets available at Hall Porters Desk
(STAG OR DRAG)

(Sponsored by the House Committee)

Hart House

Hart House JJ
RECORD ROOMS

THIS WEEK - Instruction Given to

NEW MEMBERS DAILY AT
1 p.m. and 6 p.m.

NEXT WEEK and for remainder of term:

MONDAYS 6 p.m.

THURSDAYS 1 p.m.

ONLY
Members holding cards from

last year may renew
these in the Undergraduate

Office anytime

GLEE CLUB AUDITIONS
To DAY 4-6 p.m. in

the Music Room ALL
MEN WANTED!!

HOUSE COMMITTEE
Sponsors another

FALL DANCE
Saturday, September 28th

9 Midnight

S2 00 Couple $100 Person

Tickets Hall Porter

(Stag or Drag)

ART GALLERY
ART CLASS SHOW and

PRINT RENTALS
Until Friday. October 4

Rental of Prints

can be arranged

October 2, 3 & 4
in the Art Gallery

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

We regret to announce that Miss Lois

Marsha// has had to cancel her concert on
September 29th

U of T FLYING CLUB

OPEN MEETING

THURS. SEPT. 26th 7:30 pm

DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE

GUEST SPEAKER : MR. WONG

OF CENTRAL AIRWAYS

Mr. Pizza Restaurant
and Discotheque L 'Image

182-184 Dupontfat the top of St. George St.)

ENJOY THE BEST PIZZA OR SPAGHETTI OR
BREADED CHICKEN IN TOWN DANCE FOR FREE

(MONDAY TO THURSDAY) ON A GLASS MIRROR
FLOOR IN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL DISCOTHEQUE
YOU HAVE EVER SEEN For FAST Delivery 927-5001

EVENING HELP WANTED
AMATEUR: 10 amateur actors and actresses.

2 amateur singers

Audition particulars call Ruth Bastendoxf 920 3141
SALARIED: theatre House Manager prev. exp. not necy:

6 evenings e week. Wed. afternoons:

call Mr O'Reilly: 366-7651.
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The purpose of Newspeak was no! only to

provide a medium of expression for the wortd-

view and mental habits proper to the devotees of

Ingsoc. but to make all other modes of thought

impossible For example, the word "free" still ex-

isted in Newspeak. but it could only be used in

such statements as 'This dog is free from lice' or

This field is free from weeds' It could not be

used in its old sense of politically free or intellec-

tually free, since political and intellectual freedom

no longer existed as concepts, and were therefore

of necessity nameless

George Orwell. 1984

student power, anyone?
The student power movement is

coming in for a lot of criticism from
students who do not want to be respon-

sible for their own actions.

These people have been subject to

the authority and decision-making pro-

cesses of others from toilet-training

on. They have* always done as they

were told. It is not surprising they

reached university.

They are used to situations where no

alternatives are seen, where responsi-

bility for action does not rest with

them. So, it is understandable that

they should view student control of

education with misgivings.

Obtaining a degree is not all that

difficult, let's face it. It's all neatly

laid out: a few essays, a few lectures,

lots of books and exams. You're told

what to read, what to write, where to

go to the washroom, (revere the doors

marked 'Staff'). The sweat involved in

filling authority's prescription is no-

where as great as that needed to make
up and follow your own mind.

Northrop Frye defined education in

the Star in a manner which applies to

Pavlov's dogs as well as Toronto's

students

:

"Education is incessant repetition

and practice and drill, and going over

the same things over and over again

until they become automatic re-

sponses."

Those who respond best to this Pav-
lovian training are also those who ac-

cept modern society's rhetoric of free-

dom.
George Orwell writes, in '1984', that

the 'Newspeak' definition of 'free' can

only mean 'free from lice', or 'tree

from weeds'. There is no meaning of

the word 'free' that applies to intellec-

tual or political freedom.

Students are falling into the same
trap. To them, 'free' means doing

what society expects, not what they

want. The disparity is known as the

"price of being free."

Student power has a different defini-

tion of 'free'. Free means desiring and
being able to follow one's own inter-

ests, without coercion, while respect-

ing your fellow man and society.

In practical terms, student power
means refusing to accept strictures

lodged against you, finding alterna-

tives, and fighting to make them stick.

The violent reaction to these ideas

shows how scared students are by the

idea of personal freedom.
What can you do. Act. Organize.

That history class with 400 students

can be broken down into groups of

human size if everyone will pressure
the department.

Form groups on your own, if you
must, and invite your professor along.

Those interested in history will partici-

pate in this free atmosphere. Those
who are not interested were wasting

yours and the professor's time any-

way.
When you are under way, ask your

professor, nicely, to give everyone a

'B', whether they participate or not.

For, if education is anything more
than an exam mark, only those who
don't take the course will be the los-

ers.

LETTERS
revealing

Sir:

As reported in Wednesday's
Varsity, Irv Weisdorf, a SAC
rep., and UC's freshman coordi-

nator, tore an article by Paul

Socken out of 2,500 copies of the

UC student handbook because he

found it objectionable, and re-

placed it with an article more to

his liking.

How revealing this little inci-

dent is! According to Weisdorf's

professed political views, this

sort of arbitrary action is pre-

cisely what makes him so antago-

nistic towards the University

Establishment. Would it be unfair

to suggest that he has failed to

direct to his own actions the

same piercing analysis to which

he subjects the other side? Or is

it simply another indication that

behind ideological arguments lies

the simple desire for power?
From this optique. the conflict

between Student Power leaders

and the University Establishment
is less one of "Reaction" vs

"Progress", and more one of the

"Ins" vs. the "Outs"!

ALAN RUBIN
(IVUC)

clarify

Sir:

I would like to clarify a remark
made by me that was reported in

Wednesday's Varsity. It is con-

cerning the Engineers' support of

Tent City to which I apparently

objected to because I saw the

protest "as a protest against the

whole University, against Bis-

sell". Despite the poor grammar
this remark has been taken out of
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context and as such does not ex-

press my true feelings. I objected

to the working of the original

motion which did not explain why
the Eng. Soc. supported Tent
City. As such I felt that some
people might incorrectly think

that we supported a protest

which as an example of "student

power" was directed against the

University as a whole.

I. personally, support Tent City

as a dramatization of the housing

shortage at U. of T. Therefore

instead of the original motion. I

seconded the amendment which

changed the wording of the mo-
tion to "... endorse Tent City as

an effective dramatization of in-

adequate student housing at the

University of Toronto."

I hope that this helps to explain

mv views on Tent City.

MIKE SEFTON
(II APSC)

varsity
TORONTO^

"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."
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please believe me. the work was finished early in tonite

as mary kate had her zipper up by 2 p.m. and others fol-

lowed suit, van fromm was her himself whilst ruth des-

patched thru sleet and snow, an, \\z. then sue, then sue
and kirk spread out the centre page while george toned
ken and john an agi explained why the ftosh dance was
different from hi school (birth control info', that's how),
geoff dropped in with more lowdown on father hubbard.
we re-ran fees, ate our soup, and kerrected ken mcnot.
the rain came down and we danced around the banana
tree while ampersand barked and the cab driver stood
and watched in the hot hot wind, discipline was imposed
finally by joe, but disorg triumphed once again when
samm turned on and out. brien, whose voice is lading
fast in service of the varg told tales of innis in the sky,

then tackled sgs-sgs the walking man. o god o god we're
flying on while the flags are sadly drooping, did you ever

stand and shiver just because you were looking at a riv-

er?



. ONE HOUR

nwRTinmnG
7Me MOST IN DRY CLEANING

Column and a half?

Popsicles and Things
By BOB BOSSIN

This is ultimately going to

be a comment on the state of

SAC and on the press, the

Varsity in particular — al-

though this may not be appar-
ent for several paragraphs. If

this interests you, bear with
me; if not, you should spend
your time more profitably. I

include this preamble be-

cause I began with a mislead-

ing analogy and also because
it is 2 a.m. and I'm drunk.

I heard today that another

long-haired kid got thrown
out of high-school and that his

parents were appealing to

whatever schoolboard it is

that Ying Hope is chairman
of. The board has to decide

whether to reconsider its 1966

pronouncement that the local

principal has ultimate author-

ity over discipline in his

school and therefore can or-

der hair to be any length he

damn well wants it to be.

Now, if the board was
smart, which I doubt, it

would re-instate the kid, not

because it is nice but because

its the most conservative

thing to do. (This presupposes

a conservative school board;

if on the other hand they

were "radical", they should

throw him out.) The reason

being that the hair-cutting bit

is by now so flagrantly ludi-

crous that it is begging to be

revolted against.

And as President Bissell

and history have pointed out,

once the students rebel

against the particular, they

invariably test the general,

or, more parochially, when

the shit hits the fan it flies in

every direction. Hence the

board should take the oppor-

tunity to shield the system by

chinking the dam, or — sorry

for two metaphors in a row
— shaving the crown off the

ice-berg.

WRIST BURN
The same thing — and this

is where I think I begin to

say something worth reading

— applies, though less ob-

viously, to the press. It is not

the flagrant misquote that is

ultimately dangerous, al-

though this is extremely irri-

tating (every time I hear

someone say that Peter War-

rian advocates "burning down

universities", an inanity per-

petrated by the Star's Donna

Mason — may she develop a

migraine — I feel like some-

one is applying a Chinese

burn to my wrist). However

no-one ever died of Chinese

wrist-burn but people have

died of syphilis, the symp-

toms of which are sufficiently

less, obvious so that they can

be ignored.

I realized this reading Fri-

day's Varsity. Not that the

Varsity isn't admirably fla-

grant about its biases which

it keeps about as well con-

cealed as an Egyptian air-

base. The danger comes with

well-written and even
thoughtful pieces like Brian

Johnson's SAC Consolidates

to the Left; even a well-re-

searched analysis can be-

come totally misleading
through the use of stereotyp-

ing. Or else maybe its just an

example of how his analysis

differs from my own. It is

well past two and I'm still

drunk.

Johnson has SAC "consoli-

dated to the left", having

been and being radicalized.

Because of all this lefticity,

the professional facultities

will perhaps split away.

"CRAP"
Crap. If the professional

schools split away (and this

would be a great loss both in

real and tactical terms not

"bad for SAC but good for the

revolution" as Johnson sug-

gests. Brian, why do you

think the radicals at the CUS

DAVID DEPOE

conference tried so desper-

ately to keep the union to-

gether?) then it will be be-

cause of this sort of inaccu-

rate picture.

1) I have counted up the

number of SAC reps who
could be expected to take a

consistently left line: Lang-

don, Schacher, Rae, Wernick,

Freiman, D'Giovanni, the guy

from New who's name I can't

spell, Hankey, Swaigen,

maybe Barkwell. There are

probably five or six more I

haven't thought of. My apolo-

gies to anyone I forgot, or to

anyone I remembered who

will now be impeached. That

totals 16. Out of 52. And the

16 don't consistently bamboo-

zle the rest. With only a cou-

ple possible exceptions the

SAC REPS ARE NOT STU-

PID. People like the girl with

the short hair from Trinity

listen, weigh and vote accord-

ingly. Thank God.

2) Johnson says' "Now SAC
is becoming more and more
intent on pursuing change

outside the structured system

of the university".

The example given is the

motion to sit four students,

four faculty and two non-vot-

ing administrators on the

Presidents Committee on
University Government. If

that's supposed to be "outside

the structured system of the

university" we are in for a

long quiet revolution. The
truth is more likely exactly

as Bob Rae said, quoted in

Johnson's article: "It is not a

conspiracy ... not revolu-

tion. It is an evolution of

democracy." One can debate
that the community outside

should be represented rather

than the those-who-are-gov-

erned- by- the- rules- make-
the- rules line, but that still

doesn't make the course that

SAC is taking one "toward
total change rather than to-

wards compromise."

POPSICLES
This one especially bothers

me: STOP PUTTING PEO-
PLE IN CANS! Last year the

Toronto papers, Varsity in-

cluded, invented Paul Fromm
and the Edmund Burke Soci-

ety. If there is any doubt

about the EBS's significance

ask how many members it

has. I believe last year there

were eight. What is worse, is

when a person of some signif-

icance is turned into a snow
sculpture, like David DePoe.

This year it seems to be Andy
Wernick. I saw him at the

office yesterday and I

touched him on the cheek to

make sure he wasn't made of

paper.

If Andy was the mad Trot-

skyite he was depicted

(sorry, Andy) he wouldn't be

on the SAC he is supposed to

think is all but useless and

wouldn't be voting for resolu-

tions like Rae's. Don't turn

men into popsicles. Ditto re

Langdon: "Trying to keep a

tenuous control over SAC and

the university". If he con-

trolled the VS., he wouldn't be

bitching so much. AND
NOBODY CONTROLS SAC,

as I said before, thank God.

That's what the bloody "revo-

lution" is about. If you don't

know that you don't know L.

or W., and you don't read the

Varsity. We don't want Lang-

don, me or anybody else for

pope. One is already too

many.
Johnson's piece, in spite of

the above, shows he might

well write the best stuff on

SAC in years. But the situa-

tion is serious. There are too

many common problems to

be labelling parts of the stu-

dent community with value-

laden terms. The union

makes us relatively strong.

People not popsicles. I'm

sober now. I do none harm, I

say none harm, I think non

harm. And if this be not

enough to keep a man alive,

in good faith I long not to

live.

ANNOUNCING....
~ ONE HOUR _

DRY CLEANING
ever/ DAY Till a- p.m.

TWO HOUR _%/
Shirt wumorY
EVERY PHY 'TILL 3 R M.

EXPERT CLEANING
"SUEDES*-LEATHERS

DYEING
AND AMAZING

REi WHITENING
p> OF ^jAPMENTS.

FULL TA II AD ON THE
TIMETAILOR PREMISES

^ET SERVICE

ONE HOURWHI
me most in pry cieANiNe,

ON BLOOR ST

VARSITY
STADIUM

J i/W^ WE'RE ON
u

VARSITY RADIO
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The freshmen didn't know what to believe when they
|

arrived at U of T this year.

For weeks they had been hearing rumours of student
|

unrest and predictions of violence to come.
This is how they were greeted and how they reacted to

J

orientations at U.C., Scar., Innis, VIC, New. Eng., and|
Meds.

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

rated with student political^

talk and literature. This

University College's orienjSK created a lot of dissatisfac-j

tation was centered around tion among students who had

I
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the political aspect of student!

life at U. of T.

During the week of initiaj

tion, the freshmen were ofteti

lectured at and the conclul

sions of many of these

speeches offered a suprising-J

ly one-sided view in favor off

some of the most radical po-,

litical elements on campuss

i
and in SAC.

For instance, the focal!

! point of a day spent at Albion

Hills was a "confrontation";/.

. between SAC President Ste-flfe

phen Langdon and Ernest Sir-jr

luck, Dean of Graduate Stud-

ies. Langdon used the occa
sion to outline many of SAC's]

planned programs for the

year.

Many of the freshmen
seemed to feel threatened by

this, but there were others

who accepted it all very
naively.

A Calgary boy in MPC said

it was really great all this

"activism" is out in the open
"It shows what a really dem
ocratic place the University

of Toronto must be," was his

comment.
But, he added seriously, he

has not accepted the SAC line

word for word. He is "weigh-
ing it out."

Freshmen found they had
opportunity to evaluate

some of the comments pre
sented to them in the discus

sion. But they often felt the

confrontation went on solely

between the assigned speak-

ers and the senior students

who were in charge of the

weekend.

You see," said one UC
freshman, "I don't mind lis-

tening to all this activist talk

I'll wait until classes start

before I decide whether or

not I want to criticize profes-

sors or the system."
This was the general tenor

of the freshman comments at

UC.
But the program was satu-

come to the university with

high academic and social

expectations.

These freshmen were par-]

ticularly upset by the nega-

tive bent that many of the

talks had taken and by the^

negative picture painted of:

the university in this year's]

handbook.

An Honors science student?

proclaimed the activists "i-l

diots" and felt that too many]
complaints about the univer-j

sity had ruined her weekend. I

A Soc. and Phil, student!

I from Ottawa said, "I wishS

they would say something!

|

nice about this place.

Another summed up his|

|
reactions as follows:

'These monstrous groupsj

! serve to point out how apa- .

thetic the university really is.'

[
That's why they want us to|

•' become involved. This is real-

ly a great opportunity fori

I freshmen to do so if we canj

Photo bf 8ALEX

i do it intelligently. And I loved!

\
the discussions — it was!

j
much better than just having]

fun all the time."

SCARBOROUGH
COLLEGE

But the confrontation and!

student activism didn't radi-l

ate from all college orienta-j

tion programs.

"We had a great orienta-j

tion," commented a fresh-j

man from Scarborough col-l

lege. "We had big brothers'

_ and kissing cousins and yelled!

g3 "Down with SAC the wholej

time. But my feet are killing]

me!"

INNIS COLLEGE
At Innis College, the pro-jf

I gram had been planned for

' weeks. The goal was to turnl

i people on, to make them!
1 aware of just what kind of anj^

J

institution they were enter-^

|ing.

In August, a mailing lisuj

! was sent out to all freshmen.;?

Included were articles by In-i

! nis graduate Bob Bossin onj



•How Highschools Wrec]

You", by Varsity Editor Pau
Macrae on "Varsity as Edu
catian" and the President':

Reptrt for 1966-67.

First day of registration

new students were confront©

with a display model illus

trating the production-line

the type of registration pro

cess they were to plo

through.

Monday night was discus

sion night and once again the)

popular topics were studen

power and the democratiza

tion of the university.

Ken Stone, vice-presideni

of the Ontario Union of Stu

dents and a recent graduati

of the college spoke to fresh-

men, pleading with them noi

to accept everything in uni

ver^y life blindly.

Craire Booker, chairman ofi

! the orientation committee,
' was happy with the results ofj

the program.

"At least we got them talk-,

. ing and thinking about educa-j

tion," she commented. But
i other members of the Innis;

executive were critical of the

. program, she said.

i
Apparently, some of thei

ii students had been "turned!

; on." Later in the week theyH
£ set out themselves to con-H
struct a university game
modelled after snakes and|;5-

ladders on the front campus.

I But it was torn down by a|
group of Pharmacy freshmen^*;

before they were finished.

"Innis frosh were reallyM
disappointed about that,"

Claire said.

Thursday night of orienta-*fc

1 tion week an education semi--

"

nar had been planned. But the*C.

i comjjlttee found themselves

with a very small group.

Freshmen had gone either to;

attend the first SAC general

meeting or to watch films the
'

committee had provided.

|
At the end of the week, itB

seemed that some students

had been disappointed. Butffl

ij there was a hard core whoH
thought the week of events

.

had left them more aware ofH
I the environment they were
entering.

ld

"Now I won't be surprised
if I find that lectures are unl
inspiring," said one new stul
dent. "Now I'm prepared foil

some disappointment and
guess it's our job to try td

improve things around here."

VICTORIA COLLEGE
"Perhaps if we'd had soma"

advice from SAC we coulq
have had a more politically

oriented program," said SuJ
san Black, president of thef

Victoria College Union Counl
oil.

"We knew from the starlj

that our program would have
to be structured because
the large number of freshmen
— 800. But we arranged it sq

that there were a number
activities going on simulta-

neously so that students could

choose what they wanted
do."

The Vic program was so-?

cially geared with picnics!

dances, and a trip to Bolton

Camp for underprivileged

children as well as the tradi-,

tional library and eampu
tours.

"I would have liked to have

president Norm SchacharM
resulted in mixed and often—
hostile reactions from fresh

men, she said

"What a lot of bullshit.'

one freshman commented i

disgust.

The student felt that eac!

of the debators was trying i

!

win the students to his side

He suggested that being a

i the debate was like bein:

presented with a critical re

view without having read th

I
book.

It's like a three-ring cir-l

I cus. You don't know just whol
you're supposed to listen toJ
Can't we decide for our-l

[selves, after we've tasted the!

|
system?" he commented.
"We didn't want to puslJ

I any one idea down theiri

• throats," Barb added. "Wei
! want to give them time to*

judge for themselves."

ENGINEERING
Even the engineers cut out

the traditional hazing they've

been famous for. Interest)

turned more forwards course;

content and controversial is-i

sues such as the relevance of

We arc
OPEN TILL

9:30
weekdays.

if the _
TfextbpokStore
come alter supper

seen more chances for conf-WK
their Englisn course and tne i

rontation about aspects of thei,

university," commented one

Vic freshman interviewed]

last week.

"For a program to be real-

ly effective it takes a good;

year of planning," Sue Black;

said.

"Next year I hope to have

a more politically geared ini-*

tiation," she added. "But the)

important thing is to present

alternatives to the freslH

men."

NEW COLLEGE
Like Vic, New College

;
freshman were wrapped up in

I the swing of social activites

"I was surprised at th<

ft
freshman class this year

I New College," said Barb

I Reisman, chairman of th

I orientation committee
"They were more outspo

I ken and they really express©

I an interest in student poli

I tics.

One night an unofficia

debate between New Collegi

1 Dean Stager and SAC vice

high cost of their books and*

equipment, EngSoc President^

Bob MacCallum reported.

Freshmen who gained early

I
admission were invited to

series of five evenings of in-]

neering handbook for the new
students.

"Its purpose was to explain
1

the engineer's place in tha

university," MacCallum saidl

"and to go over important
areas that the SAC handbook
failed to discuss."

Many of the frosh thought
the SAC book was merely

i
formal discussions throughout,-

(,;[ profile of the view of a selec

the summer where they dis-T^

! cussed their courses and met
i professors.

! There were basic objec-jf

|
tives for these meetings — to^

1 raise Skule spirit, to answer,

;
questions, and to acquaint

| freshmen with the university.

There was even an engi-;

"new left" cadre. "It gavel

I

them the wrong impression on
' what the university is all?

about," MacCallum said. "It|

j relied on the freshman's inno-|

I cence.'

In our program, we didn't)

"attempt to smother anyone

j
with any kind of political)

stand. Discussion about the

handbook came up among the

freshmen themselves. We
want to give them time to

evaluate themselves and
make their own decisions

regarding the whole spectrum

of student politics."

"Most engineers don't un-

derstand SAC and it's up to

the individual to find out

where it's at," he comment-
ed. "We told freshmen to

accept the handbook at its

face value."

But the engineers didn't

give up all their ideas about

fun. They spent an afternoon

at Hart House Farm where

they labored under eagle-eyed

seniors.

"But they don't have re-

spect for age unless its bot-

tled," said MacCallum with

exasperation. "They attacked

us — all 300 of them — and I

mean attacked!"

MEDICINE
The medical faculty has no

initiation as such since its

pre-med students are regis-

tered in either Innis or New
College.

But Stan Kushnir, president

of the Medical Society had

some comments to make
regarding the medical fac-

ulty's role in relation to SAC.

"There are students on the

Faculty Council who are in a

position to influence signifi-

cant curriculum changes. We
prefer to work within the sys-

tem although many of my
personal goals in the Faculty

are in general agreement
with SAC'S.

This does not however

necessarily reflect the gen-

eral view of students in the

faculty. Many were upset by

the content of the SAC hand-

book," commented Kushnir.

story by Anne Boody
and Liz Ennis
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HELP
SAC NEEDS PEOPLE FOR

SACWORK
The questionnaire distributed with the Handbook indicates that
many of you in conjunction would like to work for SAC The fol

lowing groups will work with SAC and are free to make proposals— action, financial, or policy — to SAC at any time.

CRUG
The CRUGgroup will draw up a brief to the commission co-spon-
sored by the national unions of students, faculty, and administra-
tions to look into relations between Canadian universities and
governments. What is university autonomy? What about academic
freedom? Can the university be free from the society which pavs
so much of the bill?

Community Action

There are many groups on campus working on projects in differ-

ent lower income areas of Toronto. Community Action people
would keep track of them all. study developments in Community
Action programs in other urban areas, and perhaps arrange a
conference later this year to bring all concerned groups to gether.

Faculty Liaison

Students on this campus have little contact with the faculty about
mutual problems, e.g. the housing shortage, parking, overcrowded
lectures, etc. We need to meet with concerned faculty members
and study the possibility of common action.

High Schools

High School students are beginning to challenge the lack of con-
trol they have over their affairs: such as student newspapers, stu-
dent government, etc. They have many questions about university

life. The High Schools group will meet with High School students
to discuss common projects and to plan visits to the High
Schools which can be relevant to the stduents

Political Action

A group to keep track of the stands of various political parties
and politicians on matters of concern to us. such as housing,
government financing of universities, student aid, etc. The group
might choose to publicize stands taken by various people or par-
ties, or to meet with politicians to discuss our concerns. Student
action taken during the last provincial election is an example of
what could result from the group.

University Research

A group to investigate where university research grants come
from, and the implications, if any. of funding by particular agen-
cies. Is our university becoming a servant of industry?

Campus Centra

A Campus Centre with recreational, eating, and meeting facilities,
is still on the drawing boards. It faces many hurdles including
conflicts with city zoning by-laws, inadequate government financ-
ing, etc. The group willyconsider ways and means of getting our
Centre off the drawing boards and into the ground (at Russell and
St. George).

Trade Union Liaison

We have many common concerns with the unions. Housing and
accessibility to higher education are the most obvious and there
are others. This group would establish contact with various
unions in the Toronto area and discuss problems that concern us
both.

Please leave your name, address, phone number, and the group
you are interested in at the SAC office, south of Hart House, or
phone 923-6221 The group chairman will then contact you
Most groups should be functioning by early October.

If there is sufficient interest, we will establish groups on the fol-
lowing:

Nigeria and Biafra

The Watkins Report and Foreign Ownership in Canada
The Czechoslovakian situation

Rhodesia and South Africa

DIRECT SAC WORK
SAC Commissions will also be looking for volunteers to work on:

Communications
Cultural Affairs

Education

External Affairs

Finance

Services

Still Nothing Interesting?
If you would like to set up a group on something entirely different
from any of these topics, call Martha Tracey at 923-5664
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SAC is an unjust elite Fromm
IT .-IV OA f-ww '.^nl A J l-l-w-* ..11 . t , 1 f < r, •Over 80 per cent of the

Students Administrative
Council is "rebellious and lef-

tist", says, Paul Fromm SAC
member," (III SMC I.

Fromm levelled the charge

at a St. Michael's College

meeting, where about 20 of

his constituents gathered to

hear his appeal for a public

opinion poll on campus.

'Most SAC members feel

democracy means more pow-
er for SAC and not for the

general mass of students."

Fromm said.

"SAC is an unjust elite

unresponsive to the students'

views."

He called for an independ-
ent opinion testing poll on

Registrars rarely razzed
One of the few university departments not to come under

heavy student criticism this year is the office of the college
registrar.

Despite large enrolments at Victoria, University and Trinity
Colleges, appointments are NOT needed for a student to dis-
cuss course or subject changes with a competent advisor.
New and Trinity College registrars take one hour for lunch.

Innis and Victoria close two hours, while UC closes one and a
half hours. No colleges report complaints about their hours.

SAC and on membership in

the Canadian and Ontario
unions of students.

He said a referendum on
CUS membership is "essen-
tial".

He also charged a "radical

majority" in power had
rigged SAC election laws
making it almost impossible
to impeach SAC members
since one quarter of all stu-

dents in the college have to

sign the impeachment pro-
ceedings.

Fromm also attacked the
image of students projected
by some student leaders.

He elaborated on this point

by reading extracts from a
speech by OUS vice president
Ken Stone in which the words
fuck and shit appeared re-

peatedly.

YES,
YOU CAN..
save time and work

With ££Jcampus
products!

UNIVERSITY
NOTE FILE

Spiral wirebound; 11%" x 9%".
Six pouches to hold 8>£" x 11"
Refill Sheets ond notes. Ideal for
collecting research material.

This is just one of a wide range
of University products designed to
assist the student in every part of
his work— from the planning and
organization of time and projects,
the taking and filing of notes, to
the presentation of thesis and
projects — ond including station-

ery for students' personal cor-

respondence. All were produced
with modern design and special
value in mind.

Look for time saving, work saving
Gage Campus products at your
University book store and better
stationers. They're mode by W. J.

Gage Limited, the some company
that makes the well known text-
books.

w.j. imited.

The Company that likes

the business it'< in.

StAtlONESY . ENVELOPES • TEXIBOOKS

Foil colour (10" x 15") MoT"]
posters are available for 1 Of* I

postage ond handling. Write
|

to: Gage, P.O. Box 3000, .

Willowdale, Ont.

DIVISION OF
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

Requires part-time student

projectionists

for evening showings

call

Mrs. M.G. Rowe at 84 Queen's Park

928-2398

CHEERLEADING PRACTICE

TODAY 5 PM
VARSIT < STADIUM

VARSITY NEEDS STRONG MEN

& PEPPY GALS
JUDGING: WED. SEPT. 25

VIC. COLLEGE GYM

UKRAINIAN STUDENTS CLUB

at U. of T.

FIRST OPEN MEETING

J. KOLASKY author of

EDUCATION IN THE SOVIET UKRAINE

speaks on

*THE NATIONAL PROBLEM IN U.S.S.R.*

introduced by

prof. F.J.C. GRIFFITHS
dept of political science

WED. SEPT. 25th 8 p.m.

MECHANICAL BLDG. R.102



LGMB StormsYork
University of Toronto

forces Friday engaged in lim-
ited skirmishing with York
University units Friday, ac-
cording to a usually reliable
source.

The action took place after
dusk on the Keele and Steeles
campus. The Toronto attack
was led by LGMB guerillas.

Earlier in the evening, the
LGMB had brought a breath
of culture to the otherwise
animalistic Freshman Wel-
come.

Following this, the batal-
lion proceeded in convoy
north to York. LGMB propa-
ganda chief Balex explained,
"We wanted to bring some
couth to the culturally de-
prived peoples of the north."

Arriving at the York ice-
rink, the U of T forces de-
ployed in marching forma-
tion. Supported by comman-
dos of BFC division, they
stormed the building and
quickly captured the stage.

The LGMB Cong, known
also as the "Symphony Or-
chestra Band" (SOB), gave a
stirring performance. Tech-
nique was faultless, and into-

nation superb. The highlight

was "Mickey Mouse" in D
Major. The Staccatos, an

Ottawa rock group, joined
forces with the LGMB for the
number.

At this point the skirmish
occurred. There was scuffling
as York units attempted to
capture the SOB banner. The
enemy was repulsed and both
the banner and the causes of
Liberty and Culture saved.

Further limited action oc-
curred as the LGMB Cong
and BFC Cong attempted to
retire. An LGMB helmet was
lost.

The thief was pursued for
three miles but managed to
elude the People's forces by a
subversive trick.

Our Boys returned to har-
rass York students.

The LGMB expects Fri-
day's brief encounter will
result in escalation of the U
of T-York conflict which has
been simmering for several
years. Apparently on Satur-
day the LGMB purchased
several trench mortars, two
incendiary bombs and a Sher-
man tank, in anticipation of
further incidents.

As a public service to the
York student who stole the
helmet, the LGMB wishes to
announce that headgear self-

destructs when placed on a
non-LGMB head.

A group of about 50 students joined more than 400 trade unionists at City Hail Square Satur-
day morning m a mass two-hour protest against cancellation of the Winter Works Program
Students council President Steve Langdon told the crowd many problems, including housing
and unemployment, were common to both worker and student.

Frosh Comment On Varsity Welcome
BY AGI LUKACS

For an unexpected moment
the manswarm in Varsity
Arena froze. Then the writh-

ing to the rock n' roll group's
blasting sound began again.

Then it was all repeated.

Abe Mudrik, Chairman of the

Blue and White Society says
two inebriated guys kept pull-

ing out the amplifiers' plugs.

But what about those tales

of freshie virgins unable to

escape the clutches of Older

Men on Campus? This observ-

er saw a lot of men and girls

milling about on the floor and
just not mixing at all.

But maybe the other diver-

sions offered were too dis-

tracting. The LGMB turned
up, for instance, with a fren-
zied go-go girl in tow.

There were politicos there

too. The Communists were
there. The Edmund Burke
Society was there. So were
conservatives, Liberals,

Teach-in people, Toronto Stu-

dent Movement-ers, and a

Canadian-Canadien.

And if the freshie chicks

came away with nothing else,

they could grab a copy of a

pamphlet put out by the U of

T committtee on Birth Con-

trol.

First dance I've been to

where there were such oppor-

tunities.

By JOHN HELLIWELL
Friday . . . maybe I'll meet

some Toronto women. (Hey.

I've only been here a week
and already they're women,
not girls!)

Freshmen Welcome, eh? So

bring on the women!

Well, no luck yet.

Oh, hi there, friend! Hav-
ing any success? Have you
figured out how to break up
these little gaggles of girls?

Do you interrupt them in the

middle of their obviously fas-

cinating conversations? Do
you have to get a bunch of

guys to ask the whole group
to dance? Sure is different

from a high school dance
back home in the stix.

Enter the LGMB. They've
won competitions? You must
be kidding! Well, they've got
spirit, anyway.

"Clear back, outa the way"
. . . Man. that little cannon
makes a helluva noise. But
why did the guys run out like

that? What's the cop doing?
Oh, it's illegal, is it? The
principal sure wouldn't have
stood for that last year. To-
ronto girls aren't half bad,
once you meet a few. But
you've got to be careful you
don't say too much until you
make sure she's a frosh too

— you never know how an

upperclasswomen (bow,
scrape) might react to one of

us pariahs.

Overheard: "... took off

everything and was standing

there naked! . .
." What's

this I missed? Damn! A little

excitement and 1 didn't find

out about it until too late. Oh,
well, the dance wasn't that

bad. I met some okay girls —
sorry, women — and there's

that dance tomorrow at Hart
House, and there'll be more
next week, and the week af-

ter. I can afford to take my
time.

I guess.

PERPLEXED ABOUT POSAP
GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS FOR POSAP ELIGI-

BILITY HAVE BEEN RESTRICTED:
• IF YOU LIVE IN METRO. NO GOVERNMENT
MONEY IS AVAILABLE FOR YOU TO LIVE AWAY
FROM HOME.

• IF YOU COULDN'T GET A SUMMER JOB.

YOU'LL NEED WRITTEN PROOF OF YOUR AT
TEMPT TO FIND ONE BEFORE YOU CAN EVEN

APPEAL, LET ALONE QUALIFY ON YOUR FIRST

ATTEMPT.

• YOU MUST HAVE COMPLETED FOUR FULL

YEARS OF UNIVERSITY BEFORE PARENTAL
SUPPORT BECOMES UNNECESSARY FOR YOUR
ELIGIBILITY.

• AND MANY MORE HANG-UPS!
IF YOU'RE AFFECTED. PLEASE KEEP WEDNES-
DAY. SEPTEMBER 25. 1 P.M.. OPEN FOR A MEET
ING TO PLAN ACTION. LOCATION TO BE AN-
NOUNCED.

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THE FOLLOW-
ING TO THE SAC OFFICE

NAME
ADDRESS

(include postal zone)

PHONE NO
PARTICULAR PROBLEMS WITH POSAP
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MINIMUM FOUR STUDENT SEATS

Graduate Council accepts GSU brief

CLASSIFIED

The Graduate Council of

the School of Graduate Stud-

ies last week approved in

principle a resolution to seat

at least four elected students

on the council as full voting

members.
The motion was presented

in a brief submitted by the

Graduate Students Union.

The council, which now
consists of 24 professors and

nine university officials, sets

academic and financial policy

for all four divisions of SGS.

If the resolution is ap-

proved by the Senate and the

Board of Governors, the stu-

dent members will be elected

next spring in each of the

four divisions.

The resolution also stated

that a committee be set up to

recommend to Council ap-

propriate amendments to the

HERE AND NOW
Monday, Sept. 23.

1 p.m.

First meeting of Liturgy and Ritual

Seminar. SCM Office, Hart House.

4 p.m.

Communications Commission Meet-
ing in the SAC Office.

Student Christian Movement Cabinet

meeting, South Sitting Room, Hart
House.

Auditions for tne Hart House Glee
Club. Men Wanted! Music Room,
Hart House.

4.30 p.m.

Organizational meeting of the U. of

T. Morality Squad, in the U.C. Quad-
rangle. A discussion of moral values

in the University society.

5 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Centennial Film Board presents

Andy Warhol's "The Chelsea Girls"

in the ROM. Theatre. Tickets: 5

p.m. students $1.50, others $2.00; 8

p.m. students $2.00, others $2.50.

Tuesday Sept. 24.

1 p.m.

Meeting for all Geography students

to discuss proposed Course Union.

Rm. 622, Sid. Smith.

First meeting of U. of T. Liberals.

Sid. Smith, Rm, 1071.

1.15 p.m.

First meeting of Christian Science

Organization.

7 p.m.

Hart House Glee Club Rehearsal.

Great Hall, Hart House.

8 p.m.

First General Meeting of the U. of T.

Outing Club. Nurse's Building. Cody
Hall.

Senate statute governing the

SGS.

The number of student rep-

resentatives on the council

will be determined by the

committee, but the minimum
will be four.

"This was a very important

decision," said GSU Presi-

dent! John Winter. "It's the

first time it has happened in

Canada. The council has ac-

cepted everything we asked

for in our brief."

Winter said he did not con-

sider the four seats in a 37

member council as tokenism.

"Although they will be in a

minority, four people could

swing a decision on an impor-

tant issue." he said.

VACANCY FOR SOPRANO in the

Devenshire Singers Small A
4
Cappella

Group performing 1 6th Century and
modern music, Rehearsals Wednesday 8

pm Phone Loc. 2971 office hours or

923-5955, 921-6197 evenings.

VIRGINIA -
I need you Meet me today

at TUSAC volunteer recruitment caravan

in front of UC Please. Love — Bob.

ATTRACTIVE ROOM with Kitchenette

for co-ed $16 week Liberal reduction in

rent for babysitting,

1965 VW DELUX. gas heater, snow
tires, vinyl seats, economical (37 mi gal.),

transistor radio, in good condition, $875
call after 6 p.m. 923-7473

FANTASTICALLY Good Rock band, fan-

tastically cheap, now available for cam-
pus bookings, call Jerome Rufus at 267-

7328.

PRIME MINISTER TRUDEAU still

won't come to the U of T Liberals first

meeting But lots of other people will

Tues. Sept 24, 1.00 p.m Sid Smith
1071.

II w T
AND

FRAT. JACKETS

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

lowest prices • immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
366 Adelaide St. W.

364,5332

STUDENTS

Share your spare time with children, teenagers, adults
and older people in hospitals, community centres, resi-

dences and other agencies.

Only two to three hours a week necessary. And it's a

great way to meet new friends.

Come to THE TUSAC caravan for interview this week.
Monday to Wednesday—by UC (front campus)
Thursday—by VIC and SMC (St. Mary's St.)

Friday—by New (textbook store parking lot)

Put a little meaning in your life Volunteer

TORONTO UNIVERSITY

STUDENTS

ACTION COMMITMENT
- a project of your Student's Administrative Council.

BROADVIEW - DANFORTH 2 bed-
room apt with garage to sublease Avail-

able immediately. 70 Cambridge Avenue
No. 1523, Unfurnished $189.00 includ-

ing utilities. Close to Bloor subway Call

363-2401 Ext 31

BABY SITTER wanted, in your home for

an 18 mos old. 3 or 4 days per week
Near campus preferred Call 366-4544

FOR SALE: 1965 Triumph Spitfire Con-

vert. Original owner, new tires, tonneau
cover $180000 Call 929-9855 or 923-
0943

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type es-

says and other material for students in

own home Telephone 221 -4213. Mrs
Hannaford.

STUDENTS Share your spare time To- ^
ronto University students Action Com- vfj
mitment recruiting volunteers for hospi-

tals, community centres, residences. In

front of UC today and tomorrow

USHERETTES. attractive, pleasant

manner for legitimate theatre, two to six

evenings a week. 7 30 to 10 p.m. 488-
3303

108 Avenue Road

DELICIOUS PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLIj-JLASAGNA

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

25C OFF EACH ORDERJWITH THIS AD

FOR FAST DELIVERY
PHONE 920-2202

EFFICIENT

READING

PROGRAMME

REGISTER NOW TODAY 9 - 5 p.m.

AT S.R.C. OFFICE, MAIN CAMPUS

(LIMITED TO 150 PEOPLE)

10 WEEK COURSE SEPT. 25 DEC 9th

7:30 - 9: p.m. $20-o°

SPONSORED BY S.A.C.

SERVICES COMMISSION
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Swimmers swarm with superb strokemen
By DAVE POWELL

No one will ever accuse the
Varsity swimming team of
being complacent. Blues,
perennial OQAA and three-
time Canadian Intercollegiate
champions, might be expect-
ed to rest on their laurels and
take it easy until meets begin
later in the term. Instead,
they open their earliest train-

ing camp ever — this after-
noon.

Toronto, who lost three of
their top freestylers — Robin
Campbell, Alan Pyle and
Steve Gerring — to gradua-
tion last spring, do not intend
to let any of their improving
competition throughout the
country catch up with them.

Campbell, who has moved
up to share coaching duties
with Juri Daniel, is eager to
see new faces out at practice
this week. There should be
several places open on the
team for new men.

Blues, of course, still have
a wealth of talent back from
last year. Team captain Gaye
Stratton and veteran Theo
van Ryn are the two top in-

tercollegiate swimmers in the

WANT A

CHALLENGE?
Mion with Ihis and the ne«t decade's ft

research work in enQineerino, s proles

compuier-grephics. who established his <

language profectran. Is seeking on esslsi

being able to read and improve his lent on technical

projective geometry and adjust the individual chapter

in conjunction with computer graphics end engineering

graphic problems- This is e chellenge lor a man who
wants to present s thesis on engineehng graphics or

proceed wilh a disatetion on this subject Please con-
tact V P eoiecky »t 767-9393 (home! or 298-3139
(university)

country. Sophomore Terry
Bryon should make that a
threesome by the end of this
season.

The tremendous improve-

ment of Doug Macintosh and
Bob Heatley places them

best in the free-

butterfly respec-

among the

style and
tively.

Veteran freestylers Chris
Fisher and Bob Watt, Morris
Vaillancourt, Barry Bower-
man a*d George Goldsmith,
butterfliers Cliff Gentle and

Curve ball a myth
University physics courses are being used by major

league baseball to perpetuate the curve ball myth says Er-
nest Lowry of Ball-Flight Research.

Lowry, in an open letter to Prime Minister Trudeau
warns that "Canada's World prestige as a leader of science
could suffer as a result of the introduction of major league
baseball in Montreal." 6

He claims "professional baseball in America expanded as
a result of an optical illusion of curve being exploited as an
actual spectacular feat by pitchers."

Correction—Professor Kenneth McNaught's remarks at last
week's Students Administrative Council meeting, as reported
in The Varsity Friday, require clarification.

The professor said he felt the Association of the Teaching
Staff would support SAC's request for three rather than two
seats on the University Government Commission, but doubted
the ATS would support a demand to deprive the two Board of
Governors members of voting rights.

Need Furniture?

RENT IT!

flV THE MONTH
6Y THE YEAR
ECONOMY SUITES
OE LUXE SUITES
FROM SI 0.00 MO

FURNITURE LEMING

510 KING ST. W.*

366-7679
(/Memfa&mMtluje JfrnMJtMocotfCanada

SCHOOL RINGS
STERLING SILVER

HUSKY WEIGHT MENS UNIVE-
RSITY OF TORONTO SCHOOL
RINGS. OXIDIZED FINISH SET
WITH SAPPHIRE STONE.

$12.50
H. PROCTOR & CO.

'iamond and Gem Dealers 921-7702

131 Bloor St. W. Suite 461

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS

EXPANSION YEAR
QUEEN'S - McGILL - WESTERN - TORONTO

WATERLOO - M (MASTER

FOR HOME GAMES - $2.50 -

OCT. S - QUEEN'S
OCT. 19 - McMASTER
OCT. 26 - WESTERN
NOV. 2 - McGILL

(TORONTO PLAYS ONE GAME AT

WATERLOO in 1968)

COUPON BOOKS admitting to the Student Section will be sold at Varsity Stadium, Entr-

ance 8. Devonshire Place, on Thursday & Friday. September 26 & 27. from 10:00 A M to

6:00 P.M. The coupons admit owner to the student section at the Stadium on a "first

come best seat" basis.

GUEST BOOKS. Each student may purchase one additional book which will admit a guest

to the student section, not necessarily a member of the University Guest books are sold at

the same price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Membership Card. Bring your Athlet-

ic Membership Card. Tickets cannot be purchased without one

FIRST HOME GAME - QUEEN'S 0CT.5th

HOCKEY TICKETS WILL BE SOLD SEPARATELY

ON A DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED.

Klaus Koch and backstroker
Don Carr round out an
impressive lineup of swim-
ming talent.

One of the open spaces
available on the team will be
amply filled by freestyler

Mike Guiness. Guiness, a
TSSAA champion in high
school, should reach intercol-

legiate stardom in short or-

der.

POOL PATTER . . . Practices
are held at Hart House on
Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day, beginning at 4:45 p.m.
. . .Anyone interested in

trying out for the team is

welcomed by the coaching
staff.

UOFT OUTING CLUB

GENERAL MEETING

TOMORROW 8PM

CODY HALL
FILMS SLIDES

FREE REFRESHMENTS

PREGNANCY TEST
ING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information

Phone 481-0529
9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or wrjte:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399. "STN

K"
TORONTO 12

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
AND SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

PRESENT

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
AT

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE CAMPUS
( Ellesmere & Military Trail

)

SAT. SEPT 28th, 1p.m. -- 5 p.m.

*-« f DANCING ( Marc Tymes) ) TOH I FOLK SINGERS f U. of T. STUDENTS
£ TOURS FOOD. J WITH TICKET

( Others 75<t a Person )
A shuttle service will provide transportation from
the Warden Ave. subway station to the Scarboro-
ugh Campus.

Free tickets available at S.A.C. office

and also Scarborough College Student Council

(2 per A.T.L. CARD) TRANSPORTATION

COURTESY OF VOLKSWAGON CANADA LTD.

REFEREES WANTED FOR
MEN'S INTRAMURAL SPORTS

STARTING SOON!

FOOTBALL * SOCCER * LACROSSE

VOLLEYBALL

APPLY NOW AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE,

ROOM 106, HART HOUSE, WHERE DETAILED

INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE.

GOOD RENUMERATION

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

INTERCOLLEGIATE SYNCHRONIZED TRY-OUTS
Tuesday Sept 24th 7 p.m. and Thursday Sept 26th 5p.m.

REPORT IN POOL

INTERCOLLEGIATE ARCHERY - Intercollegiate Outdoor

practices commence Monday ,
September 23. All interested

please meet in the Archery Range Benson Building, at 1:00

p.m. or see Mrs Letheren Room 301 Benson Building.

INTERCOLLEGIATE FIELD HOCKEY- practices are now

under way every Tuesday and Friday at 8:00 a.m. in the

Varsity Stadium. All interested welcome.

LADIES INTERCOLLEGIATE TRACK AND FIELD - 1st

practice will be held Tuesday September 24th at 8:00 a.m.

Varsity Stadium.
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VARSITY LEADS 21-0 IN FOURTH.

.

WESTERN WINS 29-21

MUSTANGS USE LATE SURGE TO UPSET GRID BLUES
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

The recipe for an SIFL
exhibition game is relatively

simple to follow. Just mix
warm sunshine, shirt-sleeved

spectators, multitudinous

mistakes, and, above all,

enormous yawns as two
coaches experiment endlessly

with huge, unwieldy rosters.

For three quarters Satur-

day afternoon in London,

Varsity Blues and Western

Mustangs followed these di-

rections perfectly.

Unfortunately, just before

the game was done, Mustangs

threw in an unlooked-for,

added ingredient — excite-

ment. The result was a 29-21

victory over Blues as West-

ern thrilled more than 6,000

jubilant spectators by ram-
paging for all 29 points in the

final quarter.

Young, second-string quar-

ter back, Kevin St. Michael,

was the main culprit, coming
off the bench to fire two

touchdown passes, including

the winner to Bruce Hough
with little more than two
minutes to play. Moments
later, 'Stangs' Gairey Ri-

chardson iced the game (that

wasn't in the recipe, either)

by romping 34 yards over the

»oal line with an interception.

Though only an exhibition

game, victory was sweet for

coach John Metras who has

become almost a Newfie joke

over the vears with his two-

yards- and- a- cloud- of- dust

football. True to ol' Jawn's

warning, Mustangs unleashed

a pretty potent pass attack on

Saturday, which tore holes in

Blues' usually competent
secondary.

Joe Cipparone and St. Mi-

chael combined to complete
14 passes for 224 yards and

hree touchdowns.

Blues' aerial work, on the

other hand, was woefully

weak. Vic Alboini had a

miserable afternoon with only

four completions in 16 at-

tempts.

This was the tiny quarter-

back's first real taste of ac-

tion since he suffered severe-

ly torn knee ligaments last

year. Asked if, perhaps, he

was a bit self-conscious about

re-injuring his leg, Alboini

shrugged, "No, it didn't both-

er me at all. I was self-con-

scious about the ten man
rush!" Western had a good,

strong pass rush all game.
However, the game was

pretty much a Toronto suc-

cess story for the first three

quarters.

Varsity opened the scoring

at the seven minute mark of

the second quarter when Paul

McKay broke free through

the middle from 23 yards out.

He converted his own touch-

down.

Rookie Don Karn, who
quarter-backed Victoria Col-

lege last year, replaced Al-

boini for the remainder of the

half. Karn showed well,

smoothly directing an 80 yard

march for Blues' second

touchdown. Keith Johnson

bulled over from the three.

McKay converted.

The half ended with Blues

ahead 14-0 and snores filling

the air.

Rugged Peter Raham gave

Toronto their seemingly in-

surmountable 21-0 margin by

carrying an interception of a

Cipparone pass 20 yards into

the end zone. Bill Stankovic

converted.

Then the deluge began as

the fourth quarter opened.

Cipparone lofted a short pass

to Stu Behie for the first

Western touchdown, Dennis

Walt Sehr (30) breaks loose for big gain on

play which led to Blues' second touchdown in

29-21 loss to Western. Mark Slater (dark 70)

and Alex Squires (61) look on after providing

Walker kicked a 44 yd single,

St. Michael passed 48 yards

to Bruce Macrae for the sec-

ond, and Hough and Richard-

son completed the job.

As the result would indi-

cate, Toronto was a tired,

listless, disorganized team at

the end. And surprisingly,

Western's late surge came
against the first string de-

fense.

But for all those ready to

push the panic button at a

relatively poor showing by a

team generally considered
the best college unit in the

country, a few observations

should be made.
First of all it was an exhi-

bition game, and coach Ron
Murphy treated it as such.

Disdaining ordinary punt and

field goal situations, Blues

gave up the football five

times on third down.

And it's true, the team was
a trifle over-confident, espe-

cially with a 21-0 lead going

into the final quarter. The
loss may even be a blessing

in disguise as Blues were
made painfully aware that

reputation alone isn't enough
to win ball games. Remem-
ber what happened to Queen's

last year.

Also, Western has been
vastly under-rated. They
came on strong at the conclu-

sion of last year, and have a

lot of men back. When Coach
Metras claims he has the

best secondary in the league,

one is forced to agree with

him.

Photo by ART MclLWAIN

key blocks while Ottavio Colisimo (55) and
D'Alton Coleman (light 70) give chase. Bob
Larose (73) checks to make sure Sehr's boots

are securely tied.

Finally, double-threat half-

back Mike Raham was on the

shelf. He was sorely missed.

One bright light for Blues,

who did take up some of

Raham's slack, was speedy

back Walt Sehr. He rushed

for 49 yards in five carries.

Anyway, hopefully, one Mus-
tang player will prove pro-

phetic. In the happy Western

dressing room after the

game, he confided, "Sure
we're real glad to win this

one, but Blues are still num-
ber one."

Fust Downs
Yards Rustling

Ya-ds P3sses

Passl

Fuml

STATISTICS

iplCll

Even gang tackling had little effect 01 r :gger

Slues as they whipped University of Michigan
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Photo By RICHARD WEAVER

teams twice. Here, Tony Pierre stretches over

Michigan goal line for an early try.

1968

Rugger teams sweep
Varsity rugger Blues began their season over the week-

end with two convincing wins over their opponents from Uni-
versity of Michigan.

In the "First" game, Blues won 18-3 on tries by Tony
Pierre, Harding and kicking by Andy Gibson. Blues, who
seemed to have an edge in speed and experience over their
American opponents, scored three quick tries in the first half
to dominate the game.

In the scrum, Peter Hand, Al Hamilton and Richard Van
Banning all played aggressively giving Blues possession of the
ball for the greater part of the contest.

Michigan's lone try came from a short run after a penalty
had been called late in the second half.

In the junior match, Blues' backs performed beautifully
in winning 18-0. Putting in outstanding performances were
halfbacks Doug Woods and Bob Noble, and forwards John
Milkeraitis and Gord Richardson.

Because of the large number of experienced players
trying out for the first team this season, Junior Blues are
fielding one of their strongest teams in year. Their next game
is against Osgoode Law School next Saturday.

IN THE SCRUM . . . Peter Hand, injured early in the second
half, is expected to return to the lineup for next weeks' con-
test with U of T Old Boys'. This team of Varsity Graduates
includes such stars of past seasons as Paul Wilson and Rich-
ard Hayman and should be one of the toughest Blues face all

season.
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"We will become interested in the crimes

of those who seek to stop us. If you oppose

us, Scientology promptly looks you up. If

you leave us alone, we will leave you alone.

It's very simple. Even a fool can grasp

that."

—H. Ronald Hubbard,

founder of the Church of Scientology f
Would you buy an org

from this man?

Inside .

Scie/fiology-#ages 6 and 7

SUmentAivade
presidents' meeting-Page 3

New OSAP regulations-Page 8

Discipline committee-Page 11



CLASSIFIED
ATTRACTIVE ROOM & BOARD for

men and women on the edge of campus
Approx $600 for the academic year

Campus Cooperative Residents Inc . 395
Huron St., Tot 5 921-3168

BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT. $219 includes Air Canada jet

fare. 10 days, hotel accommodation, air-

port hotel transfer, ground transportation

Fur further information call John 759-

7453

ST. ANDREW - ST. PATRICK New
Democratic Party STEPHEN LEWIS
M P P "N D P Left Turn or Left Out"

(The need for Radicalism, militancy. So-

cialism and support of new left) Huron

Street Public School. Thurs Sept 26. 7

45 p m

PEOPLE need you People in hospitals,

community centres and residences
Share your time. TUSAC caravan near

UC today, near Vic and SMC tomorrow
C'mon Volunteer.

BOS — If you can't come to TUSAC
volunteer recruitment caravan at UC to-

day, meet me. TUSAC caravan. St

Mary's St tomorrow I love you — Vir-

ginia

EXPERIENCED TYPIST — Electric

typewriter Neater notes make better

grades Typing of theses, essays, notes,

etc done accurately, neatly and quickly

Reasonable Phone 42 1 -8290

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today for free booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND'' — H Proctor and

Co 131 Bloor St W ,
Suite 416. 921-

7702

WANTED reliable babysitter for some
weekend evenings for two small children

{age 2 & 4) Please phone 36B-9749

EARN EXTRA MONEY. Distributing

Random and Issue to the campus Once
a month Car necessary Apply SAC of-

fice Interviews Sept 27

RIDE AVAILABLE. Steeles and Isling-

ton area to St George Phone 928-

5067

NEEDED — one girl to share apt with

2 other on Walmej Rd Unfurnished. 2

bedrooms, rent $60 per month Call Lin-

da 922 7682

CATALYST MAGAZINE is looking for

editors and staff in the following fields

Advertising, art, literary, publicity, sales

Please call 924-0073 for details

go&fiqoe

Mm
9241974

Film mocks bottling
A student produced film

about the inadequacies of our

educational system should be

ready for distribution by mid-

October.

Hie 10-minute film, pre-

pared by the Ontario Union of

Students, was filmed mainly

on the University of Toronto

campus. It follows a student

through registration and
classes and ends with his vis-

it to a bottling factory where
B.A. stamped bottles are

being mass produced.

WANTED: Student to tutor child, kin-

dergarten, girl preferred, also tutor for

Math 13 and English 13 Call 421-9545

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

FILMS
Films of geographical, biological and general interest will

shown every Friday commencing Sept 27th,

Locality: Mining Building. Room 128

Time: 1 to 2 p.m.

Bring your lunch.

Watch the 'Here and Now' column for titles.

GETTING
ENGAGED?
YOU CAN BUY

YOUR DIAMOND

ON A

"DIRECT BASIS"

We are "Direct" Diamond
dealers handling both loose

and mounted diamonds. We
can save you a great deal of

money when you invest in a

diamond or a diamond ring.

For ditaiU and further Information
writ* or call in for our free booklet
"The Right Ring For The Left
Hand."

H. PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond and Gem Dealers H1-TT02

131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 41*

5

McGILL with the BLUES
COLONIAL CHARTER COACH
• VISTA CRUISER

• REVERSIBLE SEATS, CARD TABLES

• AIR CONDITIONED
• WASHROOM EQUIPPED

LEAVE FRONT CAMPUS: FRI. SEPT. 27th 5:15 PM

RETURN FROM MONTREAL: SUN. SEPT. 29th 2:30 PM

A GOOD OLD FASHIONED McGILL WEEKEND

COUNTRY JOE

&

THE FISH

SUN. SEPT. 29 3 PM - 8 PM

Tickets $3.00

SOLD AT SAC BOOK STORE

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

333 BLOOR ST. W.

(Above S.C.M.)

CONCERT AT

yonge & davenport
920-1727

ID

0*

Many POSAP Cheques Have Been

Drastically Reduced

SAC Wants To Plan Action But Only

If Lots Of People Are Concerned Show
Your Concern. Help Plan Action To

Improve POSAP

PERPLEXED ABOUT POSAP?
STUDENT LOAN REDUCED?
GRANT WIPED OUT?

TODAY 1 PM SYDNEY SMITH 1083

IF YOU CAN'T BE THERE

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THE FOLLOW-
ING TO THE SAC OFFICE.
I WANT TO HELP WORK FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN

POSAP.
NAME
ADDRESS

(include postal zone)

PHONE NO
PARTICULAR PROBLEMS WITH POSAP
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FIVESTUDENTS TAKE PART

Presidents' Meeting Invadedl
By ANNE BOODY

Two members of the Ontar-
io Union of Students and
three students Monday
crashed a top-secret meeting
of the Committee of Univer-
sity Affairs, to protest "un-
fair representation" of uni-

versities on the committee.
The CUA is officially "an

advisory body to the minister
of University Affairs and the

government on matters of

higher education." In fact it

acts as a buffer, mainly on
financial matters, between
the minister and Ontario's 14

universities.

The five were protesting

the CUA's recognition of the

Committee of Presidents of

Universities of Ontario

(CPUOl as the official voice

of the academic community.
To speak to the secret

committee, the intruders

slipped into an elevator and
headed for the 10th floor
board room of a University
Ave. building.

The stop light went on and
the doors opened on the sev-
enth floor. They stood face to

face with the CUA members.
There was a blank stare from
both sides and an embar-
rassed silence.

Finally: "We're going up.

what about you?" asked Ken
Stone, vice-president of OUS.
The visitors received a big

surprise at the top. Not only

was it a meeting of the CUA
— it was a joint meeting of

the CUA and CPUO.
"We'll kill two birds with

one stone." one visitor joked.

The presidents and their

academic colleagues sipped

coffee and caught up on the

latest news, casting curious

glances at the five students

photo bv TIM KOEHLER

Fire last night forced total evacuation of the Clarke Insti-

tute for Psychiatry. The blaze apparently started in a pa-

tient's room on the 9th floor about 9:40 p.m. The fire last

night was the fourth in a period of several weeks. At press

time no one was reported injured.

seated at the back of the

room.

"Mr. Ken Stone from the

OUS wants to make a few
remarks before the meeting

gets underway." CUA chair-

man Dr Douglas Wright said.

Stone said: "We don't think

the Committee of Presidents

should be the official voice of

the academic community on

this body."

Dr. Wright replied that

matters such as salaries were
to be discussed, and felt that

this wasn't really a matter ol

public concern.

"As members of the aca-

demic community I don't

think this information should

be private." said Stone. "I

make $75.00 a week minus
deductions."

"I'd say you're overpaid."

Claude Bissell laughed.

"The university belongs to

the students and the faculty

as well as the administrators,

and we should have fair

representation on these

committees." Stone called

out.

"Each president here has

an academic colleague with

him elected by the Senate.
"

Dr. Wright replied. "I'd say

that is fairly representative."

"If you consider the senate

a true representative body of

the University." Stone shot

back.

There was another embar-
rassing silence.

In exasperation Dr. Wright

finally asked the group if

they'd like to be excused.

"No." replied Stone.

"Pardon'''' answered Dr.

Wright.

"No. thank you." said

Stone.

Dr. Wright told the group if

they didn't leave, the meeting

would be adjourned. At this,

the five students stood up and

left without a fuss.

And the joint meeting be-

gan.

SAC Bookstore- -no profit

By JOHN THOMAS
"Us? $7000?'' asked David

Shute (IV UC), the boss of

SAC Books.

We were sitting on some

books in his temporary stock-

room on the third floor at

Rochdale College. The Cream

was on tape. And a lovely

blonde lass was pleasantly

wound around Shute.

No. $7000 would be the

gross. The point is ihat we

make absolutely no profit.

That is the purpose of the

store." he explained.

If the purpose is to make

no profit SAC Books is doing

very well. In fact, il will

probably even lose money

this year.

But this is normal for a

bookstore and the response

has been "very encouraging
"

although the store handles

only first-year texts at

present. Features include a,

10 per cent discount on all

books and a book-order serv-

ice with the discount.

The idea is to give the

margin to the students." said

Shute. "It all began last win-'

ter when the Textbook Store

refused to give the students a

real hand in operating tilings

"SAC's idea was that the

most important thing is dis-

counts. The Textbook Store's

is not big enough We wanted

to reduce superfluous serv-

ices like charge accounts and

excessive staff, economize

the operation, and give as big

a discount as possible."

By Monday, the store will

have moved to the second

floor of Rochdale directly

above the SCM Bookstore.

A used-book counter will

also open Monday You bring

in your old books and set

your own price. SAC Books
then takes 10 per cent of the

profit if the book is sold.

"Am I planning any retali-

ation did you say?" asked

Textbook Store manager
Charles Fanning over the

phone last night.

Fanning said he didn't

think SAC's competition was
hurting the university store's

sales.

"I mean it's probably easy

to give a 10 per cent discount

if you've only got 50 titles-'

HART HOUSE
RECORD ROOMS

This Week INSTRUCTION given to

New members DAILY at

1 p m and 6pm
Next Week and for remainder of term

MONDAYS 6 pm
THURSDAYS 1 pm

ONLY
Members holding cards from
last year may renew these

in the Undergrad Office

FALL DANCE
Saturday. September 28th

9 Midnight

S2 00 Couple Si 00 Person

Stag of Drag
Tickets Hall Porter

ART GALLERY
ART CLASS SHOW &

Print Rentals

Until Friday October 4
Rental of Print; can be

arranged October 2 3. & 4

in the An Gallery

SUNDAY EVENING

CONCERT
We regret to announce that

Miss Lots Marshall has had
to cancel her concert on

September 29ih at Han House

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75j!.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

HILLEL

I TONIGHT. Wednesday. September 25. 8:30 p.m . Hillel

House
! DR. BEN SCHLESINGER
I on
, "Who Am I. What Am I. Where Am I Going?"

Major Lecture Series

Sunday. September 29. 8:30 pm Park Plaza Hotel

MR. MEYER LEVIN
on

"The Jewish Scene in Literature"

Hillel Registration at 7 30 pm. at the Park Plaza

Monday, September 30. 1 00 p.m.. UC . Room 214
Seminar with Mr. Levin

25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES

Including all branded Watches, A-l Quality Diamonds, Silverware,

Lighten, Wallels, Pens and Pencils, Radios, Clocks, Costume

Jewellery, etc., etc. You must have your A.T.L cards when making

a purchase.

SHEFFIELD JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANT

323 YONGE ST. (5 door* above Dunda*) - EM. 6-33'24, EM. 6-4122
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The victory of freedom is possible only if

the individual is not subordinated to or manipu-

lated by any power outside himself, be it the

State or the economic machine
Erich Fromm

golden moments
Just in case any of you still think

this is a community of scholars dedi-

cated to developing the individual, a

few golden moments.

Moment one: Three Political Sci-

ence courses are offered in the general

program at this university — Pol Sci

300, 301, 302. Two of them — 300 and

302 — are scheduled at the same time.

One co-ed, who PWH'd her second

year honors course, decided to take

third year general. She was particu-

larly annoyed at the timetable conflict

because she had already taken the 301

course in second year honors. So she

raced to her college registrar to get an

explanation.

"Why, when only three courses are

offered, are two at the same time?"
she asked the registrar's assistant

(who is a very nice person).

The assistant muttered something
about a computer, and the fact you are

only allowed two courses anyway.

"But I don't want to take a course

I've already had," the co-ed explained.

"Why can't I take an honors course

instead?"

"You had a PWH last year," the
assistant said. "This is a chance to do
a better job on the course."

The co-ed explained that while she

got a PWH overall, she had gotten an
"A" in the course in question.

"Well, all you want is a degree,
don't you?" the assistant asked.

"I'm more interested in an educa-

tion," replied the co-ed.

Instead of being transferred to an
honors course, she had to take the

general course again.

Moment two: A young Cambridge
graduate was applying for a fellowship

at U of T, but he had one problem.
Cambridge doesn't, for some obscure
reason, give out transcripts of marks.
U of T, for some equally obscure rea-

son, demands transcripts.

The graduate pondered this a while.

Then he wrote a long letter of applica-
tion, including every mark he had ever
gotten, plus the names of several tu-

tors the university could contact to

check him out. He even included the

name of his MA advisor at a univer-

sity in the Maritimes.

In due time he received in the mail
a mimeographed letter with four lines

stating, in essence, "We need a tran-

script".

Now, fortunately, the fellow in ques-
tion knew somebody who knew the
head of his department and was in-

terceded for. He got in, as he deserved
to.

A small bureaucratic point, tran-
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scripts, which could have affected his

whole career.
The point of these golden moments,

in case you haven't guessed, is to indi-

cate the place of the individual at this

university. The moral is as follows:

"In a toss-up between individuals
and rules, the rules win (almost) ev-
ery time."
Maybe we can do something by

mini- profits ?
Well, the Bookstore is at it again, us-
ing mini-skirted guides, piped-in mu-
sic, and nifty sales gimmicks. This
year the gimmick is wooden matches,
dispensed by a co-ed with the longest
legs on campus. The music is pure
Cohen and Co., which we suppose
might put you in the mood to buy your
Philosophy 101 texts but doesn't do
much for the Engineers.
The Bookstore seems to operate on

the theory that if it adds enough frills,

the students will forget they still only
get a five per cent discount when the
professors get ten, forget that they
usually have to buy the most expensive
editions, and forget that the chances
are good that the books they are look-
ing for probably aren't even there.
Actually, the Bookstore might be

outsmarting itself. We went in last

week, and after getting past the entr-
ance wicket, the mini-skirt handing out
shopping bags at the bottom of the
stairs, the shorter mini-skirt handing
out shopping bags half way up the
stairs, and the various micro-skirts
wandering around the second floor, we
found ourselves in front of the Eco-
nomics section, without the slightest

idea ot what we came in for.

But we got our matches on the way
out.

printing these stories and maybe we
can't. If you want to try we're at 91

St. George, second floor.
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will our from page face be replaced by a mad flame?
.

.
.lime will tell, won't he (certainly on our side with

eight down), as pete rushes to the scene on the handle
bare of koehlers camera . . . hands in literary pies we
gave marv a slice of the dummy and kirk came out of
the rain 100 . bingley gave away eleven, len sipped
through a maeluhan glass darkly and we let paul out of
his cell for a run at the spumoni. . .heten lent her
matches to the cause.

. .pr wrote on tsm, paul collver
worked-then fled at the tenth hour, doug was around
j. tflomai was a rhombus, and liz just was. geoff didn'l
find the total road to freedom, but wants to try again
(and thinks he can bring ami john back to the fold)
...carmen could be creative and rod lept forsue to
hear that she was bak to ramblin' mind streams yes
marly twas I who did this band tap dance after you
were out presspartying with sir edmund. otra vez.
trente. this masthead is dedicated to larry hannanl in
calgary. who destroyed his home fown before our
summer varg eyes, hi, larry-sp.

0>



HELP
SAC NEEDS PEOPLE FOR

SACWORK
The questionnaire distributed with the Handbook indicates that
many of you in conjunction would like to work for SAC. The fol-

lowing groups will work with SAC and are free to make proposals— action, financial, or policy — to SAC at any time.

CHUG
The CRUGgroup will draw up a brief to the commission co-spon-
sored by the national unions of students, faculty, and administra-
tions to look into relations between Canadian universities and
governments. What is university autonomy? What about academic
freedom? Can the university be free from the society which pavs
so much of the bill?

Community Action

There are many groups on campus working on projects in differ-

ent lower income areas of Toronto. Community Action people
.would keep track of them all. study developments in Community
Action programs in other urban areas, and perhaps arrange a

conference later, tbi? year to bring all concerned groups to gether.

Faculty Liaison

Students on this campus have little contact with the faculty about

mutual problems, e.g. the housing shortage, parking, overcrowded

lectures, etc. We need to meet with concerned faculty members
and study the possibility of common action.

High Schools

High School students are beginning to challenge the lack of con-

trol they have over their affairs, such as student newspapers, stu-

dent government, etc. They have many questions about university

life. The High Schools group will meet with High School students

to discuss common projects and to plan visits to the High

Schools which can be relevant to the stduents.

Political Action

A group to keep track of the stands of various political parties

and politicians on matters of concern to us. such as housing,

government financing of universities, student aid. etc. The group

might choose to publicize stands taken by various people or par-

ties, or to meet with politicians to discuss our concerns Student

action taken during the last provincial election is an example of

what could result from the group.

University Research

A group to investigate where university research grants come

from, and the implications, if any. of funding by particular agen-

cies. Is our university becoming a servant of industry?

Campus Centre

A Campus Centre with recreational, eating, and meeting facilities,

is still on the drawing boards. It faces many hurdles including

conflicts with city zoning by-laws, inadequate government financ-

ing, etc. The group wilt-consider ways and means of getting our

Centre off the drawing boards and into the ground (at Russell and

St. George).

Trad* Union Liaison

We have many common concerns with the unions. Housing and

accessibility to higher education are the most obvious and there

are others. This group would establish contact with various

unions in the Toronto area and discuss problems that concern us

both.

Please leave your name, address, phone number, and the group

you are interested in at the SAC office, south of Hart House, or

phone 923-6221 The group chairman wHI then contact you

Most groups should be functioning by early October

If there is sufficient interest, we will establish groups on the fol-,

lowing:

Nigeria and Biafra . . j
The Watkins Report and Foreign Ownership in Canada

The Czechoslovakian situation

Rhodesia and South Africa

DIRECT SAC WORK

SAC Commissibns will also be looking for volunteers to work on:

Communications
Cultural Affairs

Education

External Affairs

Finance

Services

Still Nothing Interesting?

If you would like to set up e group on »™>,ninc(entirely different

from any of these topic., call Martha Trecey at 923 5664

Column and a half?

If you have to go...

This is going to be an angry Column and a Hal], so ij

you're looking /or someihing light and frothy, please go
elsewhere. You might start with the editorials on Page
Four.

Scene one: A grade 12 Latin class. The teacher, a little

woman with orange hair, is writing on the blackboard.
Behind her back, the students throw paper darts at the
ceiling, roll soft drink cans down the aisle, pass assign-

ments back and forth and discuss what they will do after

school. When the uproar becomes too great to be ig-

nored, the teacher turns and glares at the class. She re-

turns to her writing, and the noise resumes.

Scene two: A second year honours university class.
The lecturer is writing on the blackboard, while the stu-
dents behind him divide their time between copying
down his notes and talking about last Saturday's football
game. He turns and asks for quiet; the noise drops
momentarily, then picks up again.

For all intents and purposes the two scenes are inter-

changeable. And for me they point up the greatest single
stumbling block in the path of educational reform. That
stumbling block is the attitude of the individual student.

REACTIONS cut lectures to one hou
week, and instituted a syste:.

Now let's get one thing of workshops which will re
straight. I'm not talking here
about the reaction of students

quire more individual work
than the old tutorial system

to the spectre of campus vio- Students chose the subject
lence, or even their supposed that interests them, and the
apathy to on-campus politics, professor they want to work
Nor am I concerned with the with during the year
so-called democratization of To ice the cake, lectures
university government. will not be designed to pro
What I'm talking about is duce a course text, and the

the student's reluctance to professors have applied to the
accept even the most mini- Faculty of Arts and Sciences
mal reforms, including those to abandon the final exam.
generated from within the

system. You can't change the

system without changing the

STUDENT STATIC
You know where the static

student's attitudes, and that is coming from? Not from

attitude right now seems to the administration. Not from
be, ' O.K., here I am. now
educate me."

CHALLENGE
The first manifestation of

the Faculty. Definitely no
from the lecturers, who are
accepting a much greater

work load

The threat to these rathei

this attitude may be seen in moderate reforms is coming
every class on the campus, from students who see the

Each contains students who course as one with no easy
are there for no apparent way out. Typical of the com
reason. They are unprepared, ments was "I'm not taking
ignore the lecturer, and gen- this course, it's too heavy
erally are a disruptive influ- Or the girl at the end of the

ence within the class. Their class who asked if we were
contribution to a lecture is still taking the course, be
nil, their negative value infi- cause to her it "looked too

nate. hard."
Perhaps this condition has Faced with this type of

become so prevalent we no reaction, the professors could

longer notice it. But; la) why be excused for going back to

go to class if you don't get the old system of two lec

anything out of it, and (b) if, tures and one tutorial. The
given (a), you're there, why majority of the students
not try and make the best use would be happy, because they

of your time? Anything else can beat that system, without

is not only inconsiderate, it's even thinking

completely illogical! So the ultimate question

The challenge the current seems to be, "Can the system
attitude poses to reforming be changed without first

the educational system is, I changing the attitudes of the

think, obvious. Until students students?" To which you can

are interested in their add the corollary "Will the

courses, they won't be inter- students ever change under

ested in changes. They can the system as it now exists?"

beat the system as it stands. Before you try to answer
so why change it? those questions, look around

This type of reaction is al- your own classes. And then

ready at work. This year, ask one more question,

three third year economics "What happens if we don't

professors decided to imple- change?"
ment some aspects of the _ nM rnwAN
MacPherson Report. They

Dy Jl"1 ^""A™
have combined their classes,
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PREGNANCY TEST
ING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information

Phone 481-0529
9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399, "STN.

K"
TORONTO 12

She's off. With the crowd.

An all-day excursion.

Doesn't matter what day it is.

It could be any day of the

month. Because the modern

internal sanitary protection—

Tampax tampons—are part

of this active girl's life.

She's free, unhampered,

comfortable and secure.

That's the great part about

Tampax tampons. She can carry

"spares" in her pocket or

purse. The container-applicator

and the Tampax tampon

can be disposed of

easily-they just flush

away. Be as active as you like.

Get Tampax tampons now.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANAOIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO
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UKRAINIAN STUDENTS CLUB

at U. of T.

FIRST OPEN MEETING

J. KOLASKY author of

EDUCATION IN THE SOVIET UKRAINE

speaks on

*THE NATIONAL PROBLEM IN U.S.S.R.*

introduced by

prof. F.J.C. GRIFFITHS

dept of political science

WED. SEPT. 25th 8 p.m.

MECHANICAL BLDG. R.102

COUNTRY JOE

&

THE FISH

SUN. SEPT. 29 3 PM - 8 PM

Tickets $3.00

SOLD AT SAC BOOK STORE

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

333 BLOOR ST. W.

(Above S.C.M.)

CONCERT AT

yonge & davenport
920-1727

BY GEOFFREY MEGGS

Someday you may be walk-

ing down the street, minding

your own business, when a

smiling young man presses

into your hand a small leaflet

which offers a free personali-

ty test. Tie sheet goes on to

describe the new confidence

you will have, and promises
that "You will know what you
know."

Along the bottom is the

underlined cry SCIENTOLO-
GY IS THE ROAD TO TO-
TAL FREEDOM.
The Hubbard Scientology

Organization of Toronto is

housed on the bottom floor of

an old Avenue Road mansion.

The casual visitor climbs a

flight of stairs to enter the

walk-up office, staffed by a

group of determinedly friend-

ly and decidedly firm people,

who clutter the room enough
to give the appearance of an

efficient, business-like opera-

tion.

All hold court over small

oak desks, each with a title

taped across the front read-

ing variously 'Test Evalua-

tion', 'Registrar', or 'Ac-

counts'. To their backs;

stretching the entire length of

the white wall, is a chart

detailing the make-up of the

world-wide Scientology Or-

ganization, headed by L. Ron

Hubbard, founder, who
cracks the whip over the

backs of such diverse work-

ers as the Particle Speed

Flow Clerk and the Bank

Reconciliation Clerk. In the

middle is a dormant Telex.

The prospective test-writer

is warmly welcomed, and is

guided to the test area, past

peering photographs of the

omnipresent Hubbard. The

rear of the office is taken up

with extensive files which are

carefully tended by a small

group of the faithful. The in-

structions are read aloud, a

question booklet and answer

sheet provided, and you are

left to your own devices in an

unusual and often amusing

contest with 200 questions.

Be prepared to answer yes.

no or maybe to these probes

into the hidden you.

"Do you suffer from mus-
cle jerks or spasms? Do you

think modern prisons coddle

prisoners too much, and thus

interfere with much-needed
punishment? Do you often

feel quite exilerated (sic)?"

Your completed sheet is

held overnight for evaluation,

and an appointment made for

explanation.

The evaluation is quite

simple. A graph is drawn on

a scale, and the darker the

shade, the more desperate

your plight. The line may
soar to an 80 per cent for In

Motion and plunge to a 30 for

Being Effect Subjective.

Once the findings are under-

stood the subject is sent to

the Registrar for advice on

which Scientology course
would be most beneficial, if

in fact he desires help.

It is at this point in his

travels through world of

Scientology that the subject

realizes that perhaps all is

not so clear-cut as they would
have you believe. Prices

range from the one weekend
fifteen dollars Communica-
tions Course to the 30-Hour-

Intensive Processing which

markets at $780.00. If you ask

where the money goes you

are told with a cheery smile

that it's none of your business

and the Registrar never
thought to ask. No one knows
what Hubbard is up to — for

the same. If you wish to

know more about course ac-

tivities it is suggested that

you take the course and see

for yourself.

None of the literature is

free, because no one would
give Scientology away any
more than one would give

gold away. In fact all further

information must be bought.

The cheapest pamphlet costs

50 cents and think about the

implications of that.

THE RO,
In an era when mankind^; le<

problems have become unpre- so

cedently numerous, the man ne

who claims to hold the key to fr;

a better world can depend on

considerable attention. ^ ha

If he plays his cards right, hi

he may even start a religion. is

Lafayette Ronald Hubbard in

is such a man, and his visions vi

of heaven have given him in

command over the loyalties

of thousands of near-fanatic kn

adherents to his Church of Hi

Scientology. tw

The aims of Scientology Rl

are simple: "A civilization ta

without insanity, without

criminals and without war, ca

where the able can prosper tn

and honest beings can hav» th'

rights, and where Man is free c<

to rise to greater heights .
."

la

Scientology was resurrect- Al

ed in 1950 from the ashes of b£

Dianetics, a mind-science se

promulgated by Hubbard in en

his best-seller, Dianetics: lu

The Modern Science of Men- at

tal Health. te

Dianetics, heralded as the

ultimate cure for mental ill- fr

ness, collapsed under the ei

pressures of bad publicity, (I

internal dissension, and the ru

mental breakdowns of several gi

patients. S;

Hubbard went into seclu- sb

sion, regrouped his forces, m
and returned with Scientolo- CI

gy, a sort of hybrid Dianetic

cult which promised men er

self-confidence, control over in

their environment, and even oi

a higher I.Q. , If

The 57-year-old Hubbard is m
a shadowy personality. Tr j> fo

Field Staff Member Magazine cl

(a sort of Hubbard Mani-

festo), describes Hubbard's rc

life as one of scholastic al

triumphs and glorious mili-

tary feats, culminating in a pi

crippling injury and blind- ti<

ness. Hubbard somehow ti'

cured himself and now spends ol

his time researching the soul th

of man. F
Hubbard's many degrees, rr

including a Ph.D. from an tr

American university called J<

Sequoia, have been chal- c;

THE EIGHT
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)AD TO CLEAR
LeQed by many reputable
sources. Recently a London
newspaper called the degrees
fraudulent.

In any case, his claims of
having personally handled the
human spirit (which he says
is one quarter to two inches
in diameter) and of having
visited heaven twice seem
incredible to say the least.

Although no one seems to
know his exact whereabouts
Hubbard reportedly flits be-
tween his yachts and his
Rhodesian and Spanish es-
tates.

Scientology is nothing if not
carefully organized. Running
the- whole machine, with
th&e ships and branches in

Canada, Australia, New Zea-
land, Japan, Britain, South
Africa and the U.S. is Hub-
bard himself. Under him are
several completely independ-
ent divisions who rely for
luidance on a few top people
at the Saint Hill Headquar-
ters in England.

As far as one can gather
from available information,
each local "org"
iHubbardese for group) is

run by an advanced Scientolo-
gist, usually a veteran of
Saint Hill courses. He (or
she) is a Scientology Clergy-
man, and is called either
Chaplain or Ethics Officer.

Would-be converts are giv-
en a free personality test,

invariably demonstrating one
or more personality defects.
If the initiate is concerned he
may elect to sign a contract
foffx Scientology course, the
cheapest of which costs $15.

This is the first step on the
road to "Clear," the object of
all Scientology courses.

"Clear" is a state of com-
plete freedom from all emo-
tional problems and inhibi-

tions.. It is the "highest state
)f existence yet attained in

he universe." This "Total
freedom" costs about "as
nuch as a car", according to
he world's first "Clear,"
'ohn McMaster. Actually it

•an cost a virtually unlimited

Price both financially and
mentally.

Scientology courses are
confused mixture of the
confessional and technical
hocus-pocus. Each student is
paired with an "auditor"
whose task is to fire a contin
uqus barrage of questions
designed to reveal hidden in
hibitions.

A few of the queries ran
like this: Have you ever been
blackmailed? Have you ever
had sex relations with any
other student or staff mem-
ber? Have you ever assaulted
anyone? Have you ever raped
anyone? Have you ever prac-
tised sex with a member of a
race of a different color?
What are your views on
Communism?

Carefully filed answers to
these questions were discov-
ered by Australian officials

investigating Scientology in

that country. They formed
only part of the evidence
which led to the banning of
the cult in the state of Victo-

How to have an Org

without really trying

DYNAMICS

Lending a professional air
to the examination is Hub-
bard's own "E-Meter", "per-
fected after many years of
painstaking research." An E-
meter ($140) measures the
"mental state and change of
state of individuals."

Unfortunately, Scientology
ensures that no one can get
even as far as an E-Meter
without contracting to com-
plete each course to the
movement's satisfaction. For
instance, a Saint Hill inten-

sive processing course lasting

50 hours carries a $1,000 price
tag, but may be extended
indefinitely under the con-
tract at the auditor's discre-

tion. Each additional hour
costs $20.

In August of this year, an
anguished Englishman ap-
pealed to the House of Com-
mons to expose the group
which he claimed had mental-
ly tortured his 23-year-old

daughter and alienated her

from her family. As a result,

several hundred Scientolo-

gists from Sweden and the

United States, attempting to

attend a conference at Saint

Hill were denied entry to

Britain.

The people of East Grin-

stead, a small town near
Saint Hill, are also appealing
for help in the face of a
Scientology land-buying binge

that has left the organization

with ownership of one hotel,

20 houses and several shops.

It is a well-known fact that

Scientology does not take
kindly to criticism. A young
American who left a course

and refused to pay his out-

standing fees was written:

"To use the argot of the

streets. I'll just start my
people to work on you, and
then, before long, you will be

broke and out of a job and

broken in health. You won't

take long to finish off."

BY PAUL COLEMAN

No sooner had I stepped
inside the door of 116 Avenue
Road than I was pounced
upon by a smiling young man
who assured me that Sciento-
logy was the only road to to-

tal freedom, the test was
completely free, I would
leave after the test "knowing
what I know." and would I

mind waiting?

"Well, I suppose not," I

admitted and he ushered me
to a flea-bitten couch which
was totally surrounded by
pictures of the Grand Exalted
Poobah of Scientology, L.
Ron Hubbard.

Close at hand were pam-
phlets and books which would
help me, I presumed, in my
great long trek from the gen-
eral public to what Scientolo-

gy is really all about, total

freedom as manifested in the
state of org.

It was at this point that I

began to wonder what the
running price for an org was.
After waiting for some 15

or 20 minutes, I was
led into a back room and
seated at a long table.

Nothing very fancy here—
dust, an old broken clock, and
a frightening sign that read,

"Personal Disputes and
Complaints Handled in the

Chaplain's Court". Over my
right shoulder I noticed an-

other confused young man
who obviously was taking all

of this in his stride. "More
than likely another one of

those plants from The Varsity,"
I thought.

But something else struck
me about this floundering lost

soul—he had a blue pencil:

mine was green! Naturally, I

asked my guide if there was
any significance in that.

"Well," he replied, "if you
think there is—then there
really is a big significance!"

It was at this point that I

knew I was being put on. I

wanted my mother.
The test itself, devised by

Julia M. Lewis, H. D.A..
B. A., B.Scn.. D.Scn., D. D.,

consisted of 200 questions-

some of which were plausi-

ble, others of which were un-

believable! Now, no one is

allowed to carry this test

booklet outside of the testing

area, but by the use of that

old sleight-of-the-hand trick

common to all up and coming
cub reporters. I managed to

steal one. If we look at this

booklet objectively we find a

tremendous emphasis on
physical abnormalities:

"Do some of your muscles
occasionally jerk, with there

being no reason for it? When
unexpected things happen do

some of your muscles have

jerking motions? Do you have

a habit of blinking your eyes,

pulling at your hair, nose,

ears, or some other such

mannerism? Do you some-
times become so frightened
or apprehensive that you
have physical reactions?"

Another area of question-
ing, although interpretative,

could be taken quite offen-
sively:

"Do you think modern pris-

ons coddle the prisoners too
much, and so interfere with
needed punishment? Are you
opposed to criminals being
paroled? Are you in favour of
restricted residential areas to
keep "inferior" races in their
own places?"

Yet another set of ques-
tions was so straightforward
that a wrong answer, or per-
haps an honest answer-
would likely set you up for an
eight-week correction course
which would, in turn, set you
off on the right foot to the
attainment of org.

"Does life seem worth-
while? Do you make tactless

blunders often? Do others
push you around? (shades of
Charles Atlas here). Does life

seem rather vague and unreal
to you? Are you so pleased by
life that you never considered
committing suicide? Do you
have any phobias?"

Finally, there is the ele-

ment of confusion. Scientolo-

gy has quite adeptly repeated
similar questions differing
perhaps only in personal in-

terpretation, and has neatly
dispersed these throughout
the booklet—presuming, I

suppose, that the candidate
will forget question 25 when
dealing with question 200 and
perhaps contradict himself.

But, such a contradiction
may be perfectly logical and
not contradictory at all, if

taken within the context of

personal interpretation.

Contrast. "Do you have
only a few close friends rath-

er than a large circle of

friends and acquaintances?
with: "Are you really fond of

only a few people?" with:

"Are you cordial only to

close friends if at all?" with:

"Do you greet people cordial-

ly?" in turn with the book-

let's final question, "Do you
think you have many warm
friends?"

So you titter around for

half an hour with these non-
sensical questions, then trun-

dle out to the front room
where you think you're about
to be torn apart for what you
really are.

But things just weren't
meant to go that way, so you
make an appointment for the

next day—very business-like—
—and then head out the front

door muttering to yourself

and intentionally twitching
your torso.

Well, that next day for me
brought an unexpected turn.
Having heard various little

tidbits about Scientology be-
fore taking the test, I was
firmly prepared for the worst
of character revelations and
an all-out, hard-sell campaign
to get me to sign my life and
soul away to L. Ron Hubbard.
This was just not the case.

The results presented me
as a person who is more self-

controlled than dispersed,
acceptably composed, respon-
sible, and warm-hearted, a
person who scores as high as
a "clear" (a clear is some
kind of apostle of the Grand
Exalted, who has attained a
state of mind which has not
as yet been even thought of

by the common man) in

areas of energy, aggressive-
ness, and feeling for others.

Ah, what the hell-I ll go
along with that. However. (I

began to shudder and grit my
teeth at that "however ") I do
tend to be unhappy too much
of the time, I'm slightly sub-
jective, and a wee bit criti-

cal. Now, with a "one week-
end course" which would run
me $15 they could correct
these slight faults of mine
and mould the perfect man.

Suddenly, as I asked the
young lady if L. Ron Hubbard
was in any way related to

Jahweh, a barrage of book-
lets descended from the sky
and began to sell themselves
to me. "The Fundamentals of

Thought", "Scientology is

Here to Rescue You", "The
Language of Scientology"—
$1, $2, $3 - this thing was
getting out of hand!

Better I should save my
money for Harvey's
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SAC to discuss OSAP rules
By PAUL COLLIER
New restrictions this year

in the Ontario Student

Awards Plan have led to such

severe difficulties for U of T
students that the Students

Administrative Council will

hold an open meeting today

to discuss the problem.

Hie meeting will be in

Room 1083, Sidney Smith Hall

at 1 p.m.

A major student complaint

is the altered requirements

for eligibility for independent

status.

Under the new rules, one

fourth year Engineering stu-

dent and his wife, also a stu-

dent, received a total of $4,-

000 while a single classmate,

self-supporting for two years

and working full time for the

last year, is still classed as a

dependent.

Education Minister William

Davis made it clear in a re-

cent statement he considers

the prime responsibility for

providing funds for education

to rest with the student and
his family.

In keeping with this policy,

several OSAP regulations

have been tightened, partly

because the Student Awards
Branch overspent its 1967

budget by nearly $6,000,000.

Although the anticipated

number of aid applications

this year is 55,000 (12,000

more than last year) the

amount of money estimated
to be available in Federal
Guaranteed Loans — $23,-

000,000 — is only $500,000

more than last year.

Despite repeated charges
by the press, cheating on aid

applications does not appear
to be an important factor in

the present restrictions.

Lin Peebles, a department
of university affairs spokes-

man, said that in 1967 about
six per cent of applications

were rejected, most because
the students' parents earned

too much. "In fact." he
added. "I don't know of any
single case where cheating

has been proved."

Some students whose appli-

iations were delayed by the

recent mail strike or which
are under appeal have been
forced to negotiate short-

term loans with the banks to

cover initial instalments of

fees.

Hie student with no establ-

ished credit often has difficul-

ty obtaining such a loan and
no provision has been made
for deferment of fees under
these circumstances.

A SAC source sheet on

OSAP also draws attention to

the failure of the plan to alter

the essentially middle and
upper class composition of

the universities. It calls on
those trying to change the

program to seek improve-
ments which would assist

groups presently excluded
from universities.

Nurses protest lack of choice
By MARY BASTEDO
About 70 third and fourth

year nursing students met
yesterday afternoon at Cody
Hall to prepare two petitions

protesting restrictions on the

arts options offered them.

Fourth year students are

protesting a recent cut-down
in their choice of sociology

options. Last year's four so-

ciology courses have been cut

down to one — industrial so-

ciology, which most nurses
don't want anyway. The other

three courses conflict with a

compulsory clinical course.

"What we want is the op-

tion of deciding for our-
selves," said Maureen Monte-
muro (IV Nurs.). "We're old

enough to take the responsi-

bility of missing classes if we
decide we want to."

The second petition, initiat-

ed by third year students,

protests the narrow choice of

arts options available to first

year students in the new cur-

riculum introduced this year.

The petitions will be pre-

sented to the nursing faculty

tomorrow.

Students council president

Steve Langdon was present at

the meeting for "advice" and

"organizational guidance" at

the request of Miss Mowat.
"This raises some impor-

tant questions about the need

for greater choice of arts op-

tions in all the professional

faculties and better treat-

ment of the professions by

the arts departments," he

said.

"I'm excited to see that the

students are actually doing

something and not just ac-

cepting what they don't like."

D
A
N
C
E

AT THE HART HOUSE FALL DANCE

ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th

TO FOUR EXCITING BANDS

FROM 9:00 to MIDNIGHT

ONLY $2.00 /COUPLE OR $1.00/PERS0N

(STAG OR DRAG)
Tickets - Hall Porter's Desk

(Sponsored by House Committee, Hart House)

el Ilot's place
ALL LATEST YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
READY TO WEAR SUITS, MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, PANTS,
SHIRTS, SWEATERS, HOSIERY ETC. FOR THE IN CROWD'
YOUNG MEN'S AND YOUNG LADIES' ELEPHANT PANTS'

SPECIAL THIS MONTH • CORDUROY PANTS LATEST SHADES
FOR YOUNG MEN & LADIES

$5.00 PAIR - LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER

359 YONGE ST. • UPSTAIRS e 364-5657
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DIALOGUE
HARVARD

EXCHANGE 68-69

An interchange of ideas and viewpoints

with students from Harvard University.

Applications available S.A.C. office

Deadline for Applications: Fri. Seat. 27

Freshman applications

cannot be considered.

S.A.C. FINANCE

COMMISSION

wishes to announce that all organizations whose budgets are

part of the S.A C, budget must submit a proposed budget for

the year 7 968-69 by Oct. 4. Budgets not submitted by that

time will not be considered

signed

Robert Barkwell

Finance Commissioner

WHY GET INVOLVED?
STUDENTS HEALTH

ORGANIZATION

UofT
OPENING MEETING

THURS. SEPT. 26 - 7.30 PM
ISC 33 ST. GEORGE ST.

CHARLES HANLY
THE PHILOSOPHY OF INVOLVEMENT

& DISCUSSION

HAVING A PARTY?

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING

STROBE LIGHTS - BLACK LIGHT
LIGHTS • ORGANS

147 RANEE AYE. 781-2995

EVENING HELP WANTED
AMATEUR: 10 amateur actors and actresses.

2 amateur singers

Audition particulars call Ruth Bastendorf 920-3141
SALARIED: theatre House Manager; prev. exp. not necy;

6 evenings e week. Wed afternoons:
call Mr. O'ReJIry: 366-7651.



HERE AND NOW

o

TODAY
1 p.m.

Films from Viet Nam. Sponsored
by Students from the National Liber-
ation Front. Sidney Smith Hall.
Room 2102.

First meeting of Seminar on Politi-

cal Theology. No theological training
is presupposed. SCM Office. Hart
House.
Find out what happened to the Red

Cross Indian Teams last summer.
Also plans for this year. Music
Room, International Student Centre.

4:10 p.m.

First meeting of French Depart-
ment Cinema Course. U.C. Room
104.

5 p.m.

Karate Club organizational meet-
ing. Coloted belts only. Hart House
U.T.A.A. Room 211.

6 p.m.

Freshmen Christian Fellowship
meet Mary and Bill at Lutheran Cen-
tre. Spadina and Harbord. All wel-
come.

7 p.m.

Open meeting of Presidential Advi-
sory Committee on Disciplinary
Procedures. Everyone Welcome. Sid-

ney Smith Hail. Room 3050.

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

NDP meeting to elect officers for

1968-69 academic year. Guest speaker
— Stephen Langdon. Sidney Smith.

Room 1085.

First meeting of Toronto Student

Movement. All students interested in

working for a liberated university

are cordially invited. Hart House.
First meeting of Graduate Semi-

nar. Open to all members of the

Graduate School. Topic is to be de-

cided by participants. SCM Office.

Hart House.
Important organizational meeting

of the Progressive Conservative
Club. All interested are welcome.

Sidney Smith, Room 2108.

Meeting of New College Theatre

Guild. New College, Room 75.

4-6 p.m.

U.C. Players Guild is holding audi-

tions for its first production Aria de

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

Does the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently.

The Reference Department of

the University Library offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library. Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students

throughout October. Apply in

the Reference Department for

seminars relating to either

Hamanittes materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials. Special

seminars may be arranged

upon request.

Capo. Students interested in perform-
ing or acting as crew are invited to

attend. South Sitting Room. Harl
House.

7:30 p.m.

Opening Meeting of Students'
Health Organization of U. of T.
Charles Hanly, "The Philosophy of

Involvement." All interested are
welcome. International Students Cen-
tre, 33 St. George.

Need Furniture?

RENT IT!

BY THE MONTH
BY THE YEAR
ECONOMY SUITES
OE LUXE SUITES
FROM SI 0.00 MO

yOu FURNITURE LEMINIj

£*~510 KING ST. W.

366 -7679
JfemJj&idumdtwi 1faMAdtoi<4Canada.

U. of T. Flying Club open meeting.
Robert Wong will discuss and present
a film strip on flight instruction and
the Flying Club arrangements with
Central Airways. Debates Room.
Hart House.

8 p.m.

Opening meeting of the Committee
to end the War in Vietnam. Everyone
Welcome. South Sitting Room. Hart
House.

COLES

3 HANDY
LOCATIONS
• 726 YONGE ST.
BELOW BLOOR

• 299 YONGE ST.

BELOW DUNDAS
• 370 BLOOR ST.W.
AT WALMER RO.

I

FABULOUS SAVINGS ON . . .

TECHNICAL & REFERENCE BOOKS

Prices so low that only COLES could have priced them
Here are djust a few of the many, many values you'll find

throughout your COLES store!

• THE WORLD OF ODYSSEUS
M.I FINLEY Pub at 125 COLES PRICE 95

• WAYWARD YOUTH
August Aichhorn. Pub. at 1.45 COLES PRICE 95

« NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
Mark Van Doren Pub at 1.45 COLES PRICE 115

• EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Donald Ross Green COLES PRICE 99

• EXILES RETURN
Malcolm Cowley Pub at 1.65 COLES PRICE 1 15

• THE OPPOSING SELF
Lionel Trilling Pub. at 1.45 COLES PRICE 1 10

• THE PORTABLE VEBLEN
Ed. by Max.Lerner. Pub. at 1 85 COLES PRICE 1 25

• THE PORTABLE VOLJAIRE
Ben Ray Redman, Pub at 1.85 COLES PRICE 1.25

• THE ANATOMY OF PEACE
Emery Reeves. Pub. at 1 65 COLES PRICE 1 15

• ARISTOTLE S POLITICS AND POETICS
B Jowett & T. Twining. Pub at 145 COLES PRICE 110

• THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA
Harold Nicholson Pub at 1 65 COLES PRICE 1 10

• THE LITERARY SITUATION
Malcolm Cowley. Pub at 1.65 COLES PRICE 1 15

• EUROPE 1450-1815 VOL I

Ernest John Knapton COLES PRICE 79

• EUROPE 1450-1 81 5 VOL 2

Ernest John Knapton COLES PRICE 79

• A Readers Guide to LITERARY TERMS
Karl Beckson and Arthur Ganz, pub. at 1.95 COLES PRICE 79

a THE STORY OF UTOPIAS
Lewis Mumford. Pub. at 1.45 COLES PRICE 1 10

• HERMAN MELVILLE
Newton Arvin Pub at 1.85 COLES PRICE I 25

• THE UNITED STATES & CHINA
John King Fairbank Pub. at 1 85 COLES PRICE 1 25

• THE APPRENTICESHIP OF ERNEST HEMINWAY
Charles A Fenton Pub at 1 .69 COLES PRICE 1.1

5

• The Portable MILTON
Douglas Bush Pub at 1.85 COLES PRICE 1 25

• The Portable GREEK HISTORIANS
M. I. Finley Pub. at 1 85 COLES PRICE 1 25

• The Portable CHAUCER
Theodore Morrison Pub. at 1.85 COLES PRICE 1 25

• AGE OF REASON READER
Crane Brinton Pub. at 1.85 COLES PRICE 1 25 I

COLES VISIT OUR PAPERBACK BOOKSHOP

ITALIAN CLUB DANCE

FEATURING

THE SOUND GENERATION

FRI. SEPT. 27

ST. MICHAELS

STUDENT CENTRE

Have You Seen Expo '67?

Get an education in the cultures of the

world

Visit Man and His World.

The CANADIAN-CANADIEN COMMITTEE

of the

U of T is arranging a special student-rate

Thanksgiving Weekend, Oct. 12-14, tour

of MAN AND HIS WORLD.

The special rate will include

transportation, accommodation,

entrance to the site,

and a guided tour of the exhibition.

TIME: OCT. 12-14

PLACE: MONTREAL

PRICE: $20.00

FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

AT THE FRONT SAC OFFICE

EFFICIENT

READING

PROGRAMME

| REGISTER NOW - TODAY 9 - 5 p.m.

AT S.A.C. OFFICE, MAIN CAMPUS

(LIMITED TO 150 PEOPLE)
v

I
£ 10 WEEK COURSE SEPT. 30th DEC 9th

1

I 7:30- 9: p.m. $20-°°

SPONSORED BY S.A.C.

SERVICES COMMISSION

S:v:.K><v:*Ki<v:



U of T. STUDENT SPECIAL

50' OFF
RESTAURANTS

CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS

SIDNEY SMITH HALL
ROOM 1073, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.

EVERY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURS-
DAY

IN OCTOBER
These talks are OPEN TO ANY STUDENTS who might be interested in ca-
reers in these fields; they are NOT part of the recruiting programme for the
graduating class.

The speakers on each occasion will allow ample time for questions. If time
does not permit the answering of all of them, the sessions will be adjourned
to the Placement Service.

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

October 1st

October 2nd
October 3rd

Chartered Accountancy
Petroleum Industry

Data Processing

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

October 8th

October 9th

October 10th

Sales

Personnel and Industrial Relations

Federal Government -

Administrative Trainees and
Foreign Service Officers

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

October 15th

October 16th

October 17th

Pulp and Paper Industry

Marketing

Printing Publishing Journalism

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

October 22nd
October 23rd
October 24th

Banking

Life Insurance

Teaching

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

October 29th
October 30th
October 31st

Social Work
Investment Dealing

Advertising

• VONGE AND BLOOR
• YONGE AND DUNDAS

* ••240 BLOOR—oppo.itc Vanity SMium

• 'CLUB EMBASSY-
• 77 KING C—M<l ft> Tk. Ktof Eanro HeNI

For Banquet Facilities Call 921 9432

ThU coupon if good for 50 cent, to all
PKOMkon at your party on tn«:

SPUD BURGER SPECIAL $2.09
Goad only at Steak 'n turgor

240 floor (at Bedford)

( Prices subject to change without notice)

Hansard records freedom of speech
OTTAWA (CUP) — Student As Nigger has been introduced

into the Senate Hansard as "Indoctrination papers" of the

Canadian Union of Students.

Liberal Senator Donald Cameron introduced the article to

expose the student activists as "the suppurating sore of intel-

lectual subversion."

Mr. Cameron based his criticism on CUS President Peter
Warrian's misquoted statement about student power burning

the universities down.

According to Cameron, "hippie professors" and academic
"also-rans" are aiding the activists.

the motion to append the article to Hansard was passed

without debate, though several members, including the Senate

speaker, had not read it.

An effort is being made by Postmaster Eric Kierans to pre-

vent "such filthy and immoral literature" from being distribu-

ted in the universities.

Incidentally, you can find Student As Nigger in Senate Han-
sard, Vol.117, No.5.

..and Memorial puts it into practice
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CUP) - The 16-member student council

of Memorial University was threatened with expulsion Friday
after the council advised freshmen to boycott the formal
freshmen admission ceremony.

Administration President Lord Stephen Taylor said the
council could suffer the "gravest personal consequences" as a
result of the boycott.

The council was protesting the placement of students who
are weak in some subjects into a "foundation" year.

Only 250 out of 1500 students showed up at the ceremony
Saturday.
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COUNTRY JOE

&

THE FISH

SUN. SEPT. 29 3 PM - 8 PM

Tickets $3.00

SOLD AT SAC BOOK STORE

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

333 BLOOR ST. W.

(Above S.C.M.)

CONCERT AT

yonge & davenport
920-1727



FREE
SALAMI

SANDWICH
TO ALL STUDENTS

(RINGING THIS

• ADVERT •

TO

Discipline takes priority over change
The Presidential Advisory Committee on Disciplinary

Procedures (Campbell committee) will hold a public meeting
today at 7 p.m. in Sidney Smith Hall, Room 3050.

Students have been invited to speak and address questions
to the committee members.

Wayne Hankey (SGS), one of the three SAC appointees to
the 10-man committee, discussed the Campbell committee
recently with Varsity reporter Joe Laufer.

By JOE LAUFER

The university is more in-

terested in minor adjust-
ments to the rules in order to

appease students than in a

commitment to basic reform,
says Hankey.

"For the university, disci-

pline is first, change comes
second.

"The real question is who
controls the university, and
decides what the rules are?"

Hankey feels the university

used the wrong priorities in

setting up a committee on
university government seven
months after the Campbell
committee.

"The structure of the uni-

versity must be reformed
before disciplinary proce-

dures are," Hankey argues.

"Discipline is now based on
power. Whoever has control

decides the rules.

Thus the power is now en-

tirely in the hands of the fac-

ulty and the administration.

"The university agrees that

present disciplinary proce-

dures are archaic", says

Hankey, "but the fact that

the disciplinary committee
was set up after the Univer-

sity of Columbia riots indi-

Women's interfac

sports' scene

By LINDA CHRISTOFFER

Women of the University,

take note! Once a week, this

column will appear- in the

Varsity for you. It is designed
to keep you informed about
coming events in the field of

Women's Athletics, as well as

up-to-date results of competi-

tions on the interfaculty and
intercollegiate levels.

Tonight, at 7:30 p.m., a

mammoth Athletic Night is

being held at the Benson
Building for Victoria. Trinity,

Scarborough, Nursing, Phar-
macy and Rehabilitation

Medicine. Admission is free.

Spectators are welcome.
Intercollegiate tryouts have

started in Syncronized and
Speed Swimming. Diving,

Outdoor Archery, Field Hock-
ey, and Track and Field. It is

not too late to try out, so

anyone interested is urged to

attend practices this week.

Check your college bulletin

boards for times and loca-

tions.

All you golfers keep Octo-

ber 10th open for the Interfa-

culty Golf Tournament.
Watch here for further infor-

mation regarding time and
location.

cates that they are scared,

and set up the committee not

because they feel there was
any real problem now. but

because they want to control

future change."

At present the top discipli-

nary body on campus is Ca-
put, composed of all the
heads of colleges, faculties
and schools, as well as the
president and a few others.

The councils of the col-

leges, faculties, schools, and
institutes have disciplinary

jurisdiction over all students
in their divisions on matters
of local or internal concern
subject to Caput.

"To uphold and protect the

reputation of the university"

Caput may, at its discretion

"suspend or expel a student

from the academic privileges

of the University." Final

appeal is to the Board of

Governors.

This means a student can
be punished twice for the

same offense — once by civil

law and once by Caput.

The discipline committee is

now accepting briefs from
campus organizations.

After November 30 the

committee will begin formal

discussion. It hopes to

present a final report to

President Bissell before the

end of the school year.

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS

EXPANSION YEAR
QUEEN'S - McGILL WESTERN TORONTO

WATERLOO - McMASTER

FOR HOME GAMES - $2.50

OCT. 5 - QUEEN'S
OCT. 19 - McMASTER
OCT. 26 - WESTERN
NOV. 2 - McGILL

(TORONTO PLAYS ONE GAME AT

WATERLOO in 1968)

COUPON BOOKS admitting to the Student Section will be sold at Varsity Stadium. Entr-

ance 8 Devonshire Place, on Thursday & Friday. September 26 & 27. from 10 00 A M to

6 00 P.M. The coupons admit owner to the student section at the Stadium on a first

come best seat" basis.

GUEST BOOKS Each student may purchase one additional book which will admit a guest

to the student section, not necessarily a member of the University Guest books are sold at

the same price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Membership Card Bring your Athlet-

ic Membership Card. Tickets cannot be purchased without one.

FIRST HOME GAME - QUEEN'S 0CT.5th

HOCKEY TICKETS WILL BE SOLD SEPARATELY

ON A DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED.

REFEREES WANTED FOR
MEN'S INTRAMURAL SPORTS

STARTING SOON!

FOOTBALL * SOCCER * LACROSSE

VOLLEYBALL

APPLY NOW AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE,

ROOM 106, HART HOUSE, WHERE DETAILED

INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE.

GOOD RENUMERATION

WOMEN'S

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

CO EDUCATIONAL INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE CLUB
Dance Studio Benson Buildings Thursdays 7 - 9 pm Come
and bring a friend.

Mr. Pizza Restaurant
and Discotheque L Image

182-184 Dupont(at the top of St. George St.)

ENJOY THE BEST PIZZA OR SPAGHETTI OR
BREADED CHICKEN IN TOWN DANCE FOR FREE

(MONDAY TO THURSDAY) ON A GLASS MIRROR
FLOOR IN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL DISCOTHEQUE
YOU HAVE EVER SEEN For FAST Delivery 927-5001

U of T FLYING CLUB

OPEN MEETING

THURS. SEPT. 26th 7:30 pm

DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE

GUEST SPEAKER : MR. WONG

OF CENTRAL AIRWAYS
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Western loss wears off as Blues prep for Redmen
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

Varsity Blues' head coach, Ron Murphy, quaffed the last of

his coffee, looked up and started to talk about last Saturday's

exhibition loss to Western.

He wasn't happy about the result, of course, but this didn't

hamper his objective analysis of what happened.

"They just kept getting stronger and stronger and we kept

dying." said Murphy. "Our offense, which had sat out for

more than a quarter, showed no zip at all in those final fifteen

minutes."

Blues' normally genial but reticent mentor continued: "And

our defense wasn't all that bad. Don't forget. Western got only

50-odd yards along the ground. It was mainly shoddy tackling

that hurt us at the end of the game.

"Before that, though, we were really hitting. Almost every

time I looked up, one of their guys was being helped off the

sield. You might say we won all the battles but they won the

war."
However, it's all water under the bridge by now, and

Murph's working the team extra hard in practice this week in

preparation for Saturday's season opener in Montreal against

McGill Redmen.
Blues did appear a trifle out of shape against Western, a

fact which ex-Blue and present Mustang. Ron Wakelin, com-

mented on after the game. Quarterback Vic Alboini also men-

tioned it. "Near the end of the game I could hardly hear my-

self call the plays with all the huffing and puffing going on."

smiled Alboini.

The team got some good news this week when it was

learned that all-star halfback. Mike Raham, will be back in

(he line-up for the McGill game. His chipped bone injury was

originally expected to keep him out for three weeks.

So Blues' backfield is set for Saturday. Glen Markle and

speedy rookie. Walt Sehr, will work out of the halfback posi-

tions, with Raham at fullback. Former McGill Redmen star,

Eric Walter, moves over to split end, while Nick DiGuiseppe

stays at wing back. Alboini and end Mark Slater are the other

potential touchdown nabbers.

As far as injuries are concerned Blues remain relatively

healthy. Huge Doug Dempster has a bruised sternum and

newcomer, Pete Lamantia, from Notre Dame, is hobbling

with a bruised knee. Lamantia, who was one of Blues' more
impressive players on Saturday with a sound display of run-

ning back punts, may miss the season opener.

Tracksters stacked
By PAUL VESA

The Varsity track and field team appears a good bet this

year to retain possession of the Tait McKenzie OQAA team
championship Trophy they won last year at Western. The ov-

erall strength of the contingent will probably show in firsts in

as many as half of the events while depth will be evident in

one-two placings in four or five events.

The field events promise to provide the greatest strength of

the team especially in the pole vault and weight competitions.

Jukka Heikurinen and Ron Nastiuk finished one-two in the

pole vault in 1967 and the duo should repeat this season. Heik-

urinen seems likely to break the OQAA record of 13', having

done 13'6" this year.

Gord Homer and Bill Watts also finished one-two in their

event, the javelin, and Matijo Genanovic, with a best distance

of 215', appears a threat to the record of 193'.

In the discus there is Dave Arnold, first last year, as well

as a promising freshman in Grant Tadman. Arnold was also

second in the shot put last season, followed by Bruce Tucker,

who this year in practice has come within a whisker of the

intercollegiate record. John Hilliard is a high, long, and triple

jumper who was second in the latter event last year.

Turning to runners, we find a one-man team in the sprints

in Dave Quibell.

Quibell has posted times of 9.6 in the 100 (.2 seconds off the

record), 22.0 seconds in the 220, and 49.4 seconds in the 440.

Another excellent sprinter is Bill Franklin who has done the

400 metres in 49.7 and the 880 indoors in 1.55.0. These two
should have a hand in breaking the mile relay record set last

year by Blues.

In the hurdles. Blues have Steve Wetmore who placed sec-

ond in the 120-yard high hurdles last year and in the distance

events are Dave Tong, (4.20 in the mile I and Brian Richards

who ran a 14.02 in the three-mile while with the Canadian
team in Europe last summer.

Even though the team looks like a sure winner, there is

always room for more talent. Practices are from 4:00 p.m. to

6:30 p.m. weekdays in Varsity Stadium. The next meet is at

McMaster on Friday afternoon.
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Mac,W'loo-league doormats

PIGSKIN PREVIEW McMASTER MARAUDERS

WATERLOO WARRIORS

By PHIL 6INGLEY
VARSITY SPORTS EDITOR

Two teams who have felt in the past

that they were as good as if not better

than the existing members of the Senior

Intercollegiate Football League, get their

first opportunity this season to prove

once and for all they can compete on a

par with Toronto. Queens, McGill and

Western

.

McMaster Marauders and Waterloo

Warriors are the two squads involved and

it will be their very difficult task to try

to unseat the traditional football powers

of the SIFL
McMASTER MARAUDERS

For Mac head mentor Jack Kennedy

and his players, entry into the league

may have come just a year too late.

Marauders had a very successful season

in 1967-68 as they rolled through Central

Canada Intercollegiate Competitions un-

defeated with five shutouts in seven

games, pocketed the Atlantic Bowl by

downing St. Francis Xavier 7-0 and just

lost out to Alberta Gol-Bears in the third

annual College Bowl.

With the one-year Phys-Ed. course

scratched from the McMaster Academic
Curriculum, Kennedy has lost an excellent

source of player recruitment as well as

twenty-four players from last season's

national finalists. Gone are the likes of

quarterback Dick Waring, halfbacks John

Watson and Cass Quinn, fullback Henry
Wysocki and the entire starting defensive

unit.

However, before everyone saturates

their hankies with tears, it should be

pointed out that Mac is not totally void of

gridiron talent. Centre Byron Fordcye,

tackle Tom Krawczyk, guard John
Smees, end Ned Kozowyk, halfbacks

Greg White, Johnny Krawczyk and Larry

Fedosoff and quarterbacks Pete Qumlan
and Pete Rosser have all had intercol-

legiate experience.

Kennedy also has several promising
newcomers in his camp. Gerry Mays, an

end, and Terry Otto, a tackle, have both

been impressive to date and may see ac-

tion on offense and defense.

Pholo I v PETER WILKINSON
WALLY DELAHEY

Pholo by TIM KOEHLER

JACK KENNEDY

Kennedy and his staff are the first to

admit that 1968 will be a rebuilding year
and while any coach has high hopes at

the beginning of the schedule, any meas-
ure of success will probably be accept-

able. McMaster's only other entry in the

SIFL ended disastrously in 1953-54 when
they failed to win a game. Unless unfore-

seen miracles come to pass, Marauders
should be losers in a nip and tuck fight

with Waterloo for fifth place.

WATERLOO WARRIORS

While McMaster personnel remain
understandably humble in their expecta-

tions, Waterloo's brain trust under the

direction of head man Wally Delahey,

have high hopes of breaking into the ex-

isting fearsome foursome of the SIFL.

And, while Warriors are never known for

their lack of optimism and fighting spirit,

Delahey's confidence may not be un-

founded.

Waterloo also did away with their one-

year physical education programme but

the results were certainly not as devas-

tating as at McMaster. Returnees Ed
Scorgie at defensive end, tackle Brent

Gilbert, linebacker Billy Poole and guard

John Moser should form a solid core

around which Delahey can build his

lineup.

Among the rookie units, John Reimer,

a thirty-year old playing coach should

prove to be a steadying, influence from
his halfback position. Other first year

men, tackle Shaune Lawton, fullback

Gord McClellan, and quarterback Dave
Groves, along with returning ends Don
Manahan and Al Haehn, and veteran half-

backs Rich Anderson and Ron Howse will

undoubtedly give opposing teams some-

thing to think about.

Coach Delahey has his largest problem

with depth. Convinced that his starting

lines are adequate, his offensive back-

field quick and balanced and the overall

outlook good, he feels third place is not

beyond Warrior's reach.

So solly Wally, your prediction is but

folly, your Warrior squad may finish

fourth but we can see you coming fifth.



Key proposals go to faculty council Monday

MACPHERSON REPORT IN '69?
By DAVE FRANK

A plan to implement many of the key recommendations
of the Maepherson Report by next year will go before the
council of the faculty of arts and science Monday afternoon.

The proposals, if adopted, would give students an almost
unrestricted choice of subjects.

There would be no required courses. Students would be

free to devise their own course of studies.

A report prepared this kinds: those

and 16 alternates

take their seats

summer by a seven-man
working committee chaired

by faculty Dean A. D. Allen

proposes:

t the distinction between

general and honour courses

be abolished,

• all students in the faculty

have a free choice of any five

courses in their year. First

year students could not take

more than two courses in any

one subject.

• students who wish could

follow a specialist program

after first year, with a maxi-

mum of four specified

courses, and one free option

in any other course,

• no pass courses or one-

hour options will be required,

• not less than one-third of

the final mark in each course

will be based on termwork,

• the individual depart-

ments may decide whether to

hold final examinations. First

year exams would remain

compulsory,

• standing will be granted

if an average of 60 per cent is

maintained in the five

courses and no more than one

course has been failed with

less than 40 per cent,

• at the end of third year

every student may elect to

receive a degree,

• students with standing of

70 per cent or better may
enroll in a fourth year pro-

gram leading to an Honours

degree.

Courses would be of three

requiring a pre-

requisite, those with one co-

requisite in the same subject,

and those open to all stu-

dents. They would be num-
bered in the calendar accord-

ingly.

This set of proposals was
presented Tuesday to the fac-

ulty sub-committee on under-

graduate studies.

The committee has for-

warded the plan to the full

faculty council which will

meet in closed session at

Simcoe Hall Monday after-

noon.

It is expected two public

meetings of the faculty coun-

cil will be held in Convoca-

tion Hall next week to pro-

mote widespread discussion

of the proposals.

No decision on implementa-

tion is expected for several

months. If the faculty council

approves, the plan will then

go to the senate and board of

governors.

But the major stage in

implementation will be the

faculty council. This body

consists of about 1,000 teach-

ing staff — those with rank of

assistant professor and up —
and, for the first time this

year, 16 students.

Participation of students in

the faculty council was one of

Macpherson's recommenda-

tions. A complicated electoral

system based on the joint

staff-student committee in

the faculty's departments has

yielded a group of 16 student

members
who will

Monday.
At that meeting one of the

student members will an-

nounce he will present a mo-

tion for debate at the coun-

cil's regular November meet-

ing calling for opening the

closed meetings to all mem-
bers of the university com-

munity.

Conspicuously absent from

the proposals to be submitted

to the faculty council are

several of Macpherson's most

controversial recommenda-
tions.

His report said lectures

should be limited to one a

week in each course and

equal time devoted to semi-

nars and tutorials.

The present plan calls for

no more than three hours a

week in each course. Distri-

zution of time is left to the

individual departments.

Maepherson said termwork

should count for 50 per cent

of the final mark in all years.

The proposal only sets a limit

of at least one-third of the

final mark.
Maepherson wanted exami-

nations abolished in second

year in favour of a compre-

hensive exam at the end of

the third year. The proposal

now asks for the decision to

be put in the hands of the in-

dividual departments.

Before the proposals were
drawn up, the working com-
mittee conducted extensive

consultations with faculty

departments.

Almost all felt it would not

be desirable to adopt a rigid

rule limiting the number of

lectures to one a week in

each subject.

Many felt students would

be unwilling to undertake the

additional burden which

would result from such a

move.
But in general the depart-

ments indicated they would,

depending on the nature of

the subject, move in the di-

rection of substantial reduc-

tions in classroom hours.

The same philosophy was
applied to the reduction of

emphasis on examinations.

Individual departments would

be free to abolish final exams

their courses except in

first year.

In first year final exams
will remain compulsory. At

least one-third, but no more
than two-thirds of the final

mark would be based on term

work.
Professor C. B. Maepher-

son said last night he thought

the proposals followed the

basic philosophy set forth in

the 96 recommendations of

his report last fall.

He added he had "no idea

why" his proposals on reduc-

ing lectures had not been fol-

lowed.

"I suppose they were not

as widely supported as ex-

pected," he said.

"Now that my report is in I

have adopted the stand that

my commission is finished
"

He expected the proposals

could be decided on this fall.

^Warrian to speak here today
^

$ The controversial Canadian Union of Students presi- :

dent Peter Warrian will speak at 1 p.m. today at a mass :

8 meeting on the former site of Tent City.

M Warrian gained his notoriety by a much publicized
;

•:• and often-misquoted statement:

$ "Some people say this is the year to sock it to the

¥ administration and sock it to their buildings, but we

5 must also take it to the students, knowing that democrat-

?
:

ization and liberation are achieved not by manipulations

| of a few but by the struggle of all
''
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crasher
A second year student narrowly escaped serious injury

yesterday when he was the victim of a vicious attack at the

iron gates now being erected at the northwest corner of

University College.

"I bent down to pick up a fallen book and two guys

shoved my head through the bars," said Norman Rogers (II

UC). , .

A copy of Toike Oike was found near the scene of the

incident.

Rogers suffered lacerated ears and was last reported

in fair condition in the UC Refectory.

The gates, which cost about $7,500, are a gift from the

Varsity Fund and, says Principal Douglas Lepan "are an

attempt to draw together architecturally" the north and

west wings of the college.
PMOS by GREG TAYLOR



Special Student Rates

DANNY BARBER

STYLIST
SUTTON PLACE HOTEL

"Enjoy the best in hair

trimming and styling."

Student Rates between 8 and 4.

922-8944
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Anti-riot clause compromise
leads to confusion in House

BLOOR STREET
UNITED CHURCH
300 BLOOR ST. WEST

MINISTERS:

The Very Rev. D. E. M. HewM
Rer. DomM A. Gillie.

11:00 A.M.

THE FAMILY OF GOD
DR. E M. HOWSE

>:J0 PM.

INFORMAL WORSHIP
THE AGONY OF BIAFRA"

(A FIRST HAND REPORT WITH MR
RONALD McGRAWI

CAMPUS CLUB FOLLOWING

GRADUATE
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

OPENING
MEETING

Mon. Sept. 30

8 pm

118 Walmer Rd.

(3 Blocks North

of Bloor,

1 West of Spadina)

WASHINGTON (CPS-CUP I

— Attempts by the U.S.

House of Representatives to

limit demonstrations on uni-

versity campuses have been

thrown into confusion.

The confusion comes about

from inability to interpret the

intent of a compromise anti-

riot clause to the 1968 Higher

Education Bill, still under
consideration by the House.

The compromise would
deny federal financial assist-

ance to students or employ-
ees who are "convicted of a

crime involving force, disrup-

tion, or seizure of school

property, or who violate a

university rule if the institu-

tion judged the offense to be

serious and substantially dis-

ruptive.''

Such penalties are especial-

ly severe since persons de-

nied federal funds are not

eligible to re-apply for three

years.

The provision had been
widely critized on the

grounds that it poses a strong

threat to academic freedom,
and that it will place those

students subject to discipline

under its provisions in a state

of "triple jeopardy".

Punishment to demonstra-
tors can already be inflicted

by university administrations

and normal court action.

Jerry Farber, the Univer-

sity of California English

teacher who last year

wrote the controversial

essay called Student As
Nigger, will visit the

campus Sunday.

He speaks in the Great

Hall at Hart House at 8

p.m.

FOUND: a pair of contact lenses, between Emmanuel and Vic around

5 p.m. Wednesday. In a white plastic case, unbroken. Contact AI

Bowker at 922-2633.

WALMER ROAD
BAPTIST CHURCH

(1 block North and West of Spadina and Bloor)

WELCOMES STUDENTS
SUNDAY 11 a m Morning Worship Young People's Groups:
7:30 pm. Sunday Forum

"SHOULD THE CHURCHES
BE TAXED?"

Ministers:

Dr. R. S Dunn

MONDAY, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY. 9 p.m.

Rev. W. R Wood

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTRE
(across from New College)

6I0 SPADINA AVENUE
Lawrence E. Martin. Chaplain TORONTO 4, ONTARIO"
Rosie Janson, Campus Worker OFFICE- 922-I884

HOME; 74I-8227
Sermon: Blessed Are the Poor In Spirit

Academic institutions have their own form of pride that limits

truth, interpersonal exchange and growth, and certainly the

blessedness that is at the heart of the Christian faith. Moreover, it

limits freedom.

OPEN HOUSE THIS SUNDAY EVE, 7 PM
The Campus Population welcome!

Chapel Open for meditation and study daily. Chaplain avail-

able for convention and counseling daily.

UofT
AND

FRAT. JACKETS

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

Lowest prices • immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
366 Adelaide St. W.

364.5332

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

FOOTBALL DANCE
(QUEENS AT TORONTO)

featuring the

BLUES MAGOOS
With: Eddy Spencer, Ian Anderson & The Mission Revue

Jimmy MacDonald Orchestra

Ken Jones & Folk Singing In The Music Room

Sat. Oct. 5, 1968 - 9 pm - Hart House

Tickets: $3.50 Couple

Available now at the S.A.C. Office

Also: DRILL HALL DANCE Right After The Game
Admission: 50( a person - featuring

THE CHOSEN FEW

The City's Oldest Surviving Church

LITTLE

TRINITY
ANGLICAN •

EVANGELICAL
MINISTER:
Rev. Harry
Robinson

ASSOCIATE!
Prof. Thorn

Harpur
Services 11 a.m.

* 1 p.m.

OS King St. . near Parliament
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BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

AND SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
PRESENT

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
AT

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE CAMPUS
( Ellesmere & Military Trail )

SAT. SEPT 28th, 1p.m. -- 5 p.m.

DANCING (Marc Tymes)

FOLK SINGERS

TOURS, FOOD

TO
U of T STUDENTS

WITH TICKET

(Others 75* a Person)

A shuttle service will provide

transportation from the Warden Ave.

subway station to the Scarborough Campus

Free tickets available at S.A.C. office

and also Scarborough College Student Council

(2 per A.T.L. CARD) TRANSPORTATION

COURTESY OF VOLKSWAGON CANADA LTD.
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Anti-war bombings

Police investigate U of T students
By MARY BASTEDO

Prominent anti-war leaders on campus
are having their homes searched by police
suspicious of their involvement in the Tues-
day morning bombings of the homes of 13
Hawker-Siddeley executives.

Wednesday police raided eight houses
with warrants to search for "chemicals,
explosives and plumbing." (The bombs
were made from threaded conduit pipe con-
taining ammonium nitrate. ) The majority of
those investigated were U of T students.

The bombings, which occurred in

homes in Etobicoke, North York and Scar-
borough, were preceded in each case by let-

_ ters which read, "You have been judged" guilty of active complicity in America's war
against the Vietnamese people. Until you
desist it is our avowed program to carry the

war back to you."

Inspector Soplet of the Metro Police

Intelligence said. "The letters of course
seem to be from someone connected with

anti-war demonstrators but we are not ig-

noring the possibility that they could be
from the John Birch Society or something."

The aircraft company has been accused
by anti-war groups of supplying aircraft

parts to support the American war effort in

Vietnam.

"The news suggests Hawker-Siddeley
executives' homes were attacked in reprisal

for their supplying war goods to the U.S.."

said U of T Prof Chandler Davis, spokes-

man for the End the War in Vietnam Com-
mittee in a statement issued last night.

"These acts of individual terrorism

obscure the peaceful ends of our movement,
and achieve nothing.

Only political action by large numbers
of determined Canadians can end this grave
atrocity on this country's conscience."

Prof. Davis also denounced the police

for using a "shot-gun approach" in question-

ing and searching the homes of just any-

body they could think of.

Campus activist Eleanor Kirzner (III

UC) commented police were using the issue

as an excuse to crack down on the anti-war

movement.
"The primary aim of a group such as

the anti-war movement is to mobilize

masses of people for political effect," she

said.

"As soon as you resort to individual

tactics such as this you have no hope of

becoming an important political force."

A $10,000 reward is being offered for

any information leading to the arrest and

conviction of the bombers.

RCMP recruits U of T student
By A..S. BARKER

Two nights ago I lay awake attempting

to fathom the implications of my new status
— me, an informer for the RCMP! I mean,
here's my chance to make a significant con-

tribution to my new native land of the free

£ (as distinguished from my former land of

the brave).

The first step I took (unknowingly) was
to accept an invitation to the party — not

The Party, of course, although I can't think

of a better place to meet RCMP officers. In

due time, I found myself in conversation

with the man to whom I owe so much.

Uncle Albert (a fictitious name): a

gentle soul at heart was quite sincerely

(and rightly) angered over the Hawker-Sid-

dley bombings. We concurred, and drank;

moved on to a discussion of censorship and

homosexuality, each scoring points the oth-

er had to agree with.

We got back to Hawker-Siddley. This

time, campus radicals came into the con-

versation. I began to connect:

"Well, there's the Edmund Burke Soci-

ety on campus," I nodded sagely.

"We know about them. Anybody else?"

"I think there's Trotskyites too. But I

don't move in those circles, really."

"Yeah, well, we think the Hawker-Sid-

— dley thing was done by some campus group,
™ maybe perhaps.

"

Uncle Albert produced a slip of paper

torn from an empty pack of cigarettes. I

meanwhile kept smearing the fingerprints

tn my beer glass. I felt somewhat paranoid,

not realizing I wasn't the one he was hoping

to bust.

"Write it down," Uncle Albert said in

hushed tones. Write down everything you

know about subversives."

It took about 30 seconds to write down
all I knew about subversives on campus. It

would have taken less time if the cigarette

packet wasn't wet with beer from the bar-

top.

I scribbled: "Edmund Burke Society."

and "Trotskyites". He looked away while I

was writing, humming "O Canada."

"Yes, we know about them," he nodded

in grim agreement. "But is there anything

else?"

I said no and Uncle Albert shook my
hand solemnly, telling me I could find out

all sorts of things if I really tried.

Uncle Albert wanted the note back, but

I refused. Somehow I felt this was valuable

information. Somehow I felt I might have

set in motion the wheels of a mighty purge.

Finally, I told him he could remember what

I told him. and he relaxed.

Once again I denied that I had access

to the inner councils of campus radicalism,

but he merely countered with "just between

you and me. You don't like violence, do

you? This is just between you and me."
And that's how I became an informer

for the RCMP.
I had a sacred trust, despite the fact

that my promise was given under duress, so

to speak, and despite the fact that I had no

intentions of keeping it at the time I less

willing to fink, as opposed to condoning vio-

lence).

Be on your guard, all you campus rad-

icals, you people operating behind the cam-

pus commie fronts (the Board of Gover-

nors, for example I. I'm watching and wait-

ing to do my bit for constructive social ac-

tion.

Wernick advocates radical body outside SAC

An effective student movement on the

University of Toronto campus requires a

radical body outside of the Students Admin-

istrative Council, Andy Wernick (SGS), said

yesterday.

Wernick. SAC's education commission-

• er, was addressing the first open meeting of

the Toronto Student Movement at Hart

House yesterday. About 60 attended.

In defining the goals of TSM. Wernick

said "TSM is distinguishing itself by not

fighting just for itself. . . It does not want

an ivory tower or to get out of involvement

with the world." Its goal, he said, is to cre-

ate a university which will not serve as a

tool of capitalism.

Hart House %;
FALL DANCE

Saturday. September 28th

9-Midnight

$2 00 Couple $1 00 Person

Stag or Drag

Tickets - Hall Porter

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
MONDAYS. - 6 p.m.

THURSDAYS -
I p.m.

Members holding cards from

last year may renew these in

the Undergraduate Office

CHAPEL
Holy Communion in Chapel
TUESDAYS . 12.30 p.m.

All Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 6th 8 30 p.m.

Great Hall

ROBERT AITKEN. Flautist

MARION ROSS. Pianist

CAMERA CLUB
OPEN MEETING — Wed October 2

7 45 pm Music Room
Guest Speaker DR. E. E. AMSDEN

Past President. Guild of Colour

Photography

DIALOGUE

HARVARD
EXCHANGE 68-69

ONE W/E T0R0NT0;0NE W/E AT HARVARD

An interchange of ideas and viewpoints

with students from Harvard University.

Applications available S.A.C. office

Deadline for Applications: Today 5 pm

Freshman applications

cannot be considered.

DISCOTHEQUE L IMAGE
182 184 Dupont (at the top of St George St

)

An entirely NEW environment .*

:•: Dance on a GLASS MIRROR FLOOR as your image reflects on |:j

our mirrored walls and ceiling

Special student prices with A TL card :•:

Operated by MR PIZZA Restaurant
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President (Bissell) recognizes ihe legitimacy of

dissent but would like it articulated in a non-po-

litical way By using the word politics' as a kind

of swear-word and by appealing to the rhetoric of

individual rights, students are being persuaded to

dissent, if they must, but on no account to reflect

that discontent in organized activity intended to

change the nature of the social reality which

makes them discontented

—Andy Wemick, founder of the

TSM, in SAC's reply to the Presi-

dent's Report.

a step in the left direction

The newly-formed Toronto Student

Movement can expect a lot of opposi-

tion in the next few months, particu-

larly because the TSM members have

a number of unpopular ideas.

For one thing, they think students

should run the university and control

their own education. They base this

ideal roughly on the classical defini-

tion of democracy which means gov-

ernment elected by the governed.

That definition is bound to be cri-

ticised, especially by those who run

the university. The administrators

don't quite have the classical defini-

tion in mind when they talk about

democracy in the university.

The TSM and the administration

have an honest difference of opinion on

this point. The adminstration sincerely

believes they have to keep a certain

amount of control on the content of

education, and that they have a func-

tion of providing trained people to

keep this society functioning smoothly.

The TSM belief is that students

should be free to choose their own
education, and that the society should

change to match.
So far the movement doesn't play

the "violence" so feared by moderates

and conservatives. They see the next

two years in terms of consolidating

their position, gaining mass support

and gathering information about the

university.

They are setting up committees to

examine the university's relationship

with war research, and land deals run

by the university. And they will proba-

bly attempt to gain influence in the

GOtMA
COKTEMPLATE

ULIVfcATE-

channels set up by the university

(course unions for example).
The movement is, in another way,

a sign of health. So far the Students
Administrative Council has taken the

major steps toward making this a
more democratic university, and the

brunt of the criticism. SAC could not

by its nature go as far as it should in

confronting the administration or stu-

dents with SAC's concept of freedom.
The TSM can be expected to make

certain demands of the administration
because the TSM view is that partial

democracy isn't democracy. Partial
democracy sanctions power groups
who do not rule with consent of the
governed. It is just possible the TSM
will demand consent of the governed
at this university.

Since you can't vote out a non-
democratic administration, this may
lead to confrontations, "violence" if

-gkl&L-VAesir/-

you like.

And then we can expect the forces

of law and order and good to sweep

down upon them with cries of "free-

dom of the individual" and suppress

them, brutually if necessary, for trying

to impose democracy on the majority.

LETTERS
privacy

Sir;

Invasion of privacy — Is that

the concern of the University

Bookstore?

Interested in obtaining a

charge account, I filled out an

application form. A female senior

student asks. "Is your home ad-

dress the same as your present

address?" Answer — yes.

"Parents' name?"
Disturbed by this question, I

thought myself to be a responsi-

ble adult with my financial um-
bilical cord severed several years

ago.

Finally I mumbled. "Why?"
Surprised, female senior stu-

dent turns to fellow employee.

"Why?" Jolted.

Male Senior Student chokes

out, "Because ... we call your

parents ... if you move without

paying
"

Thinking to myself that my
parents would tell them he is a

big boy now; he is over 21.

The University already has the

pertinent facts including my ge-

neology in being registered.

Capable only of checking these

forms, Senior Student reiterates

what he has said.

The issue raises two points; the

lack of coordination within the

bureaucratic structure and the

need to be dependent.

Having my registration num-
ber, these people have access to

such information; although I have
some trust in the Administra-

tion's discretion to trust such

details. Personally I resent any-

one sitting behind a table asking

this information.

When can students grow up? To
exaggerate a ludicrous situation,

imagine a student in his 50's

being asked, "Parents' address?"

Turning to leave I said, "Tear
il up

' J. D. Fecht (Social Work II)

revolt "passe"
Sir:

In returning to the University

of Toronto this year, I could not

help but notice a feeling of revolt
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anticipated by the Varsity. It

came to be not so much a ques-

tion of whether to revolt or not

but whether the revolt should be

a wild Parisian one, or something

a little more on the conservative

side.

With revolt on the brain, it was
refreshing to walk into a class

(Religious Studies No. 300) where
nothing had been preplanned and
no endless booklists distributed.

Instead the professor equated

himself with the students and
attempted to involve them com-
pletely in the course by declaring

that they would make up the

course themselves through their

own suggestions. By this unique

method evolved such topics for

study as. Black Magic, post Vati-

can conflict, contemporary films,

the ethics of transplanting, and

the Playboy Philosophy to name
a few.

With the outlook of the profes-

sor (Dr. Freeman) and such con-

temporary questions on the agen-

da revolt is now "passe".

Bruce Roberts (III Vic)
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Wall, you asked for it. Not the usual opus, but variations

on thereof theme in caps and stops, dedicated to the city

cowboy. Rod left the bottom button of his glasses un-

done, and flipped through the back pages with brian, who
is back this year in a return engagement of 'Two Loves"

(though they be in the same edifice this time). Kirk com-
pleted his subversity and left me to rule, even if it twas a

mere screen. Pete will be in The Laurantian next week,

and Our Mary made it to page three. Nepotiuk socced it

to fiery late, Tom Curran is getting ready for Sunday and

donna did. Mary Kate came in to join ma's soup kitchen

— thank god for ma Brydson. despite Harvey. Rosemary

did a nondramatic exit and tynn got a new job and lots of

Helens and Susans aboundededaded. Marty and Hilary

sort of hung around, hung up. hung loose and finished

with a flourish John Cameron's racket was tennis and

John Camera Swalgen was back with promises (his new
girl?) Paul sat close by waiting tor an assignment. HI

Anna, it does really look darker. And I take no credit

whatsoever for writing this idiotic challenge. Prochain

fois, peutetre.
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film
Tepid Canadiana
By KASPARS DZEGUZE

The influence of the machine on modern
art was never more apparent than last Fri-

day night, when a psychosomatic disorder

in my twelve year old automobile caused

me to be late for the screening of Canada's

newest film. Isabel.

Never has art been more truly served. I

regret not one minute that was missed on

account of this mechanical imbroglio. Gene-

vieve Bujold's latest is not a bad film, just

very dull. Boring,

I have on previous occasions subjected

myself to various cinematic outrages in the

interest of you. the reader. On this occa-

sion, I did not feel that it was necessary to

stay and see the beginning. A really bad

film is sometimes interesting to watch, just

to see how bad it gets; in a film which is

competent and dull, you presume any rea-

sonably lengthy segment stands for the

whole.

Not that Miss Bujold, wife of the film's

writer, producer and director. Paul Almond,
is a bad actress. It's just that she cannot

sustain a sedentary role; she is much too

voluble for introspection. In a situation

where she can act on other people, provoke

them, she is excellent. I was hoping she

might break loose with the mischievousness

she displayed in a few excellent comic
scenes, but the director kept her in tight

check, plodding through to the end.

Humour, after all, is not what the film is

about. Isabel is the young adult coming out

from the shell of a severe upbringing by a

strict mother on a Gaspe farm. She has

Continued on review 3
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Season Tickets: $3.75

presents

A Season of Twelve Films

Tickets On Sale at SAC Office

October 2 Karl Reisz.' s MORGAN!
with Vanessa Redgrave and David Warner

October 16 Ingmar Bergman's PERSONA
with Bibi Andersonn and Liv Ullman

October 30 W.C. Fields ITS A GIFT*

January 8 Josef Von Sternberg's THE RLUE ANGEL*
with Marlene Dietrich and Emil Jannings

January 22 Agnes Varda's LE BONHEUR
with Jean-Claude Drout and Marie-France Boyer

March 5 Jean-Luc Godard's RANDE A PART
with Anna Karina and Sami Frey

ft

November 6 Arthur Penn's THE LEFT HANDED GUN Febuary 19 Gilles Groulx's LE THAT DANS LE SAC

November 20 Buster Keaton' s THE GENERAL Febuary 5
Aw EVENING OF THE GROTESQUE
AND SURREALISTIC

December 4 Satoajit Ray's THE MUSIC ROOM
(JALSAGHAR)*

March 19 Orson Welles' THE TRIAL*
with Anthony Perkins, J eanne Moreau and Welles
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come back to the farm for her mother's
funeral, and in the process, begins to dis-
cover the Gothic recesses in the family's
Puritan facade, recesses that include mad-
ness and incest, materials which should be
productive of the most stark and sombre
moods.
However, even the addition to these sub-

jects of a supernatural aura, the spiritual
manifestations in a girl serving out her vir-

ginity, fails to create any mood of suspense,
dread, or disquiet. Instead, Almond has
created a flat surface clothed only in

events. The appearance of a ghostlike figure
on the hill, the stopping and starting of

clocks, and the beheading of a chicken
serve no purpose beyond suggesting, in the

moment of their appearance, something of

Isabel's mental state. But they are only
events, and not the fecund and frightening

symbols which a master like Bergman
would have made them.
The most annoying feature of Isabel is

the apparent irrelevance of many scenes.

"What's he included this for", you ask your-

self, only to discover that there is no rea-

son. The Gothic features of the family ac-

quire no topography, but lie flat on the

screen as they might in the pages of history

of their lives. Action does not quicken, it

simply continues. The attempted rape of

Isabel provides the sole emotional focus

before the overblown climax, which occurs
in a violent tangle of dimly exposed fiUn.

Probably the most outstanding feature of

the film is its technical competence, which
is the product of more than just the $250,000

which Paramount provided. The photogra-

phy is good, especially in some closeups of

Miss Bujold. In places, though, it seems the

photography exists for its own sake, rather

than the sake of the film. The shots descrip-

tive of the landscape and nature, the early

spring, seem like grafts from an NFB docu-

mentary (ie., good documentary) of Can-

ada. They stand out, as if seeking the com-
ment "What good photography '. The device

of telegraphing the upcoming scene by
splicing its soundtrack to the end of the

preceding scene, in an effort to raise ten-

sion, simply did not work.

Miss Bujold's coming of age in the con-

text of her adolescent surroundings could

have made a much more interesting film.

The present form would have been quite

successful in a program of an hour's length

on television. Paul Almond still seems to be

creating for TV, the medium from which he

derives his experience.

Zita Confuses Critics
A film like Zita makes it difficult not to

feel a little cynical about much of the new
wave of sentimental cinema ... It is diffi-

cult to imagine Joanna Shimkus, playing

Anna, Zita's niece, as a truly sincere charac-

ter. She is a sophisticated, well-educated

middle-class Parisienne playing at her own
civilized version of the Spanish Civil War.

She is simply too spoiled, too affected to be a

convincing sentimental character. Yet, the

times when all this affectation piles up are

the best moments of the film because the

director, Robert Enrico, lets it run into a

sort of comedy of the absurd.

— Ian Ritchie

Joanna Shimkus is skinny and she has a

big nose. But she possesses that transcendent

and totally egocentric sense of herself which

commands attention. When she is on the

screen, you watch her — and she never looks

quite the same from one scene to the next.

Like Julie Christie, Catherine Deneuve. and

Monica Vitti, she is the cinematic embodi-

ment of the feminine inexplicable.

— Howard Cronis

Throughout Zita, a message struggles to

show itself, and out of a confusing and un-

realistic plot, it finally emerges, naive and

insignificant. Joanna Shimkus' acting is su-

perb, and the photography, production and

direction are surpassed by few current mov-

ies. But where there is nothing of great quali-

ty to produce, direct, or act, the result re-

mains the same: nothing.

— Michael Fuhrman

If 'art' movies have begun to intimidate

you then go and see Zita, at the Capri. It's

the ideal movie to restore confidence in one s

ability to 'interpret' films. Zita can be an

ego-trip. As soon as you catch on to the 'loss

of innocence' theme, you start asking . .
.

which one . . . the doctor, the truck-driver,

the bass-player . .
who? Director Enrico

uses artsy touches picked up from here and

there opening credits against old photos,

as in Bonnie and Clyde, a slow-motion, bal-

let-like love scene that's been overdone

the film is derivative in many aspects.

—Peter Kaldas

Annie meets a bass player who drives a

semi-sDortscar, and races a toy Lotus. She

^eT to

P
h m then trundles into bed with him.

after a mating dance designed to set the

coldest palms perspiring. Throwing her^bos-

om and caution to the wind, she shacks up

while Zita passes into the hereafter. Z.ta is a

DEEP movie. I don't profess to 'get it', but I

thoroughly enjoyed it as smoothly elegant

entertainment.

— David McNiven

Director Enrico deserves raves in bring-

ing off the tender and dance-like love scene.

Seen through a yellow filter, and accompa-

nied by a gentle guitar, the lovers float in

lyrical and graceful motions. As the bubbles

of love linger, Annie finally accepts the

whole circle of life in all its varied colours.

She has cast aside the hesitations and fears

that occupy a child's mind . . . but the final

scene still shows an empty corridor: young

Annie calling out for Zita.

— Amy Wise

There's nothing wrong until Enrico

wades in with the now-prerequisite grainy,

amber-tinted newsreel clips, the soft-fo-

cussed-through-sun-dappled-foliage shots, and

the slow-motion love scene, and generally

succeeds in creating another Elvira Madigan.

— Ian Ritchie

Joanna Shimkus fades from one disposi-

tion into another, from a celebration of life

to a powerful awareness of death, then back

again, with subtlety and credibility the

two fuse and then are resolved.

— Jim Purdy.

NOW ON THE SCREEN .

An unsurpassed cast in one

of the great plays of the ages!

CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
ORSON WELLES • LILLI PALMER

RICHARD jOHNSON

OEDIPUS THE KING
TECHNICOLOR*

CYRIL CUSACK' ROGER LIVESEY' DONALD SUTHERLAND
S^c-npljy by MICHAEL LUKE and PHILIP SAVILLE • Dne< red Ln PHIUP SAVIILE

Produced by MICHAEL LUKE A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

STARTS TO- DAY

SAT. Coot. 2 p.m.

SUN. Cont. 1.30 p.m.

S51 Ml PL F ASANt - BEL SIZE 4B8 8000
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music
Sunnyland Slim
By PETER HATCH

Blues singers drift into this town from time to time and

then drift out again without anyone paying very much atten-

tion. This week the Sunnyland Slim Trio is playing at George's

Kibitzeria and it deserves a great deal of attention. It is the

best blues group that I have heard in Toronto in the three

years that I've been here, and it will probably be a long time

before we have as good a group again. These are three sea-

soned Chicago musicians who turn out a driving, solid blues of

the sort which is now being picked up by such pop-rock groups

as The Electric Flag and Canned Heat (Sunnyland has record-

ed with Canned Heat and next week he is flying to California

to turn out a new record with their,) Anyone who has listened

to The Electric Flag's "Killing Floor" owes it to himself to

hear it done by drummer W. C. Williams. He has a deep, emo-

tional voice which compels one's attention, and he plays the

drums with a feeling which matches his singing. Drummers
tend all too often to be simply metronomes for the rest of the

band and virtuosity in drumming is usually a much colder af-

fair than it ought to be. Williams doesn't play with the sort of

brilliance which removes him from the rest of the band, but

rather his drumming contains a feeling of the song which is

being played, and even in solo passages this feeling comes

through. The result is often intensely moving.

In contrast to Williams. Eddie Taylor, who fpr many
years has been Jimmy Reed's guitarist, plays with an easy

professionalism, and sings a smoother, and at times a humor-

ous blues. Traces of Jimmy Reed can be heard in his singing,

which is natural enough after many years of close association,

but he isn't in any way imitating Reed. His voice doesn't have

the same sort of whine in it which I find limits Reed's expres-

siveness.

I need hardly say that he plays excellent guitar, although

Continued on review 5
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there were times on Monday night when
they opened that I felt that he concentrated
too much on rhythm guitar. The addition of

a bass to the group would undoubtedly help
free him, and it's too bad they weren't able
to bring one with them.

Sunnyland Slim, the leader of the

group, has run with some of the greatest
singers in the history of the blues. He's
played piano with Blind Boy Fuller, Big Bill

Broonzy, Memphis Minnie, Sonny Boy Wil-

liamson, Robert Johnson, and Ma Rainey,
to name just a few.

Violence has all too often been an unfor-

tunate part of a blues player's history.

Scrapper Blackwell was shot to death, Son-

ny Boy Williamson II was stuck with an ice

pick, Robert Johnson was poisoned accord-

ing to Sunnyland, and not too long ago Little

Walter Jacobs was beaten to death. When
Sunnyland was in Toronto with Willie Dixon
last spring, he was just beginning to re-

cuperate from his share of violence, which
happened at three o'clock one morning as

he was walking down a street to get a pack
of cigarettes. "You know I was dressed

kind of nice that night. They figured I'd

have some money. They got me for eight

dollars and a nice watch." They also cut

him up somewhat. Sunnyland is a big man,
over six and a half feet tall, and he didn't

let them get it easily. "I was fighting. I

wouldn't give up, I was going to die first. I

put three of them in the hospital." He ended

up with forty-two stitches in his arms, and

he was playing with the stitches fresh in his

arms when I first heard him. I wouldn't say

that he played or sang badly then, but the

fact that he couldn't stretch out the fingers

of his left hand severely limited what he

could do. He had to play with his hand like

that for a couple of months, and he took it

easy, sticking mostly to the organ. Fortu-

nately, his left hand is now about as good as

new, although he still has some pain in his

lower arm. His singing last April had also

been affected and his voice was weaker and

more subdued than I had expected, but now

that he is back in form, he shouts out some

of the old blues like "Dust My Broom" and

"Harlem Can't be Heaven" with tremen-

dous strength while his barrelhouse piano

swings beautifully under the forceful drive

set up by Williams and Taylor.

Sunnyland started out playing the organ

when he was a kid in Mississippi. "I would

go, when I started to playing, I would just

sit up and listen to somebody playing the

organ, and if I had had a hundred dollars, I

expect I would have just shanked off and

done everything I could to hear it, I liked

the music so well. So I learned a little old

key in F from Jeff Morris, and he learned

me and he showed me how to hold my

hands up there and all. Well I took me a

shoe box and made me a keyboard of that. I

draw it at the piano. You see, I was pretty

apt at school, when I was going. I made the

keyboard of this organ. And you know at

that time, this woman, she'd get tired of

hearing me. I had good mother wit and

common sense. I said, 'Mrs. Panker,' I

said, she was a mother of my father's

church, I said, 'Mrs. Panker, would you

mind, I can cut you some wood — all the

boys was trying to run around courting the

girls and I was sticking by the organ — and

I cut up wood, cut up the stove wood and

brang it in. And I was trying to play "If I

Could Hear My Mother Pray Again," that's

the title of the song, "And When the Trum-
pets Sound." That's the first two things that

I played. And the boys would be saying

'Let's go to the ballgame, play some ball.'

I'd say 'No.' I was just trying to go down to

Mrs. Panker's where the organ was. And I

learned how to play a little march, "Tramp
Tramp the Boys are Marching." So one day

they all come in there, and she said, "Be
nice and we're going to let Mr. Luandrew

play the organ." My daddy got up and

looked — he was pastor of the church. And

then I started up and I made kind of a little

introduction and played "Tramp Tramp the

boys are Marching," and my stepmother

looked at me, man and they looked at me
like this, and my stepmother said 'where

did he learn that?' And Mrs. Panker told

them, 'You know that kid has been practic-

ing for a year at my organ. And he's the

best kid. When all them kids are playing

with the girls and fighting, that kid is sit-

ting up at the organ, and he's going to learn

how to play.' " He did learn how to play the

organ and then a few years later he discov-

ered a piano near a railroad where he was

working and after getting over the differ-

ences between an organ and a piano, he was

able to play that too.

He ran away from home when he was

about fifteen because his stepmother made

it unpleasant for him around the house.

From then on he travelled to wherever he

could find someone willing to pay him a

couple of dollars to play and he finally end-

ed up in Chicago, and he has been knocking

out the blues with the best in Chicago ever

since.

The trio is only going to be in Toronto

for a week, which means that tonight and

tomorrow night are the last chances to hear

the tight sound that they are laying down.

As a bonus on Friday and Saturday nights

Salome Bey will be singing with a Jazz

group. I really need another column to

write about her. Let me just say that she

has a beautiful and powerful voice and

leave it at that. One final note. Keep the

week of October 14th in mind. Lightnin'

Hopkins is coming to the Kibitzaria.

Only Blood, Sweat and Tears
By JOE MEDJUCK
Some groups sell sex, some

sell mass hysteria. Blood.

Sweat and Tears sell music.

History: Blood Sweat and

Tears was born when Al

Kooper and Steve Katz. or-

ganist-vocalist and guitarist

respectively of the late la-

mented Blues Project decided

to form a new group.

They wanted it to have

more scope than the Blues

Project and added horns (2

trumpets, 1 trombone. 1 alto

sax) to the basic rock rhythm

section of organ, guitar, bass

and drums. Kooper wrote

most of the group's material

and was also their lead

singer.

The group met with reason-

able success and recorded an

album Child Is Father To The

Man. Then dissension set in.

Kooper left the group as did a

couple of the horn men. It

was rumoured that Katz and

drummer Bobby Colomby

were also planning to leave.

They didn't. Instead the horn

men were replaced, a new

organist found and David

Clayton Thomas wafted from

the wilds of Willowdale to

become the new lead singer

The group became a co-op.

The spirit of Al Kooper still

hovers over the group. Not

surprisingly so, since Kooper

was the "star" of Blood

Sweat and Tears, and the

group still uses most of the

numbers which he wrote for

it. Kooper's importance to

the group's original popular-

ity is reflected by a piece of

graffitti making the rounds in

New York which reads. "Al

Kooper is God " In spite of

losing their one big name BS

&T is now the group on the

East Coast, and their first set

at the Rock Pile Saturday

showed why.

To begin with the original

conception of adding horns to

a typical rock band was a

great idea. Imagine The

Stones with Count Basie and

you have some idea of the

power generated by BS&T.

(Actually you don't need

much imagination — a lot of

Continued on review 8
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What you have here is a deliberately

pessimistic, deliberately dogmatic, deliber-

ately general piece about our chances for

salvaging the twentieth century. Maybe

someone will reply with some angry op-

timism.

A P 0 C A

The 20th century will not salvage itself. This is what

makes it different from other centuries. Our value systems

have led us to toss, carelessly or unconsciously, too many

ticking bombs into our environment for us to assume that

somehow we will muddle through the explosions, as we have

in the past.

Why 9

Because this is the first century in which man's impo-

tence cannot save him. In previous centuries man did not

have total control over Nature. He could not precipitate his

total destruction. He could not generate change at a rate suffi-

cient to baffle himself.

Man is now omnipotent. He can control and manipulate

Nature and himself. I am pessimistic about our chances for a

really human life in this century because the very manifesta-

tions of man's omnipotence which could save us are being

misused for our degradation.

We have the technological capability to recreate human

society. The Food and Agricultural Organization of the United

Nations knows that we have sufficient technology to develop

incredible amounts of unused or under-used food production

sources. FAO looks at the gorged and sated grain elevators of

this continent and says the world food problem should be in-

creasingly seen as one of distribution. Distribution! The indus-

trial grid of the North Atlantic has developed distribution-

communication systems to near perfection. But we are par-

lysed because we cannot take the global political decision to

use our technology for a decent human end

We can save the urban environments of the globe. Philip

Johnson estimated in Esquire that it would cost the United

States $4,000,000,000 a year for 15 years to re-make New York.

A lot of money. But the point Johnson was making was that

we have sufficient knowledge of urban design, sufficient tech-

nological capacity to undertake the project. The problem con-

fronted is not overwhelming; it is more or less soluble. The

horror is that we have simply not decided that it is a question

of life and death to make the place where civilization is

forged, the city, human and liveable.

The paralysis lies not in our failure to formulate techno-

logical solutions to our problems; it lies in the failure of our

institutions to revolutionize themselves and be able to apply

our knowledge globally to the job of making human life pri-

vate, dignified and occasionally joyful, in the 21st century. We
know what the problems are. we are even quite good at fore-

casting what they will become in the 21st century, (see Kahn

and Weiner's The Year Two Thousand). We have thought of

limited, but basically sound responses to these problems. But

we cannot decide in the whirlwind of changes which changes

we should control. We cannot coalesce by policical decisions

the vague, platitudinous, almost pathetic rhetoric of concern

about our future (to which this piece is a strident contribu-

tion), into any series of actions sustained long enough to do

anything more than perpetuate bad institutions by symbolic

reformist gradualism.

Why?

Perhaps because we are still not used to the fact that this

is a century unlike the others. Perhaps we don't have a suffi-

ciently frightened perception that in this century certain prob-

lems permanent to our existence through the centuries will

need an answer or we will perish. For instance, we have al-

ways had the poor with us. We have always polluted our envi-

ronment, but because they are permanent problems we have
no sense that at a certain point they suddenly become massive

and therefore insoluble. With such a strong sense of history,

and of our past, we have no real perception of time running

out. And we have no sense that the problems we have gener-

ated in our own era take far less time to become insoluble

than problems generated in previous centuries. It took a stag-

geringly short time to develop the atom bomb, then the hydro-

gen bomb, compared to the generations and generations in

which the problem of racism in the United States developed.

And because it takes less and less time for monumental prob-

lems to develop in this generation we have less time to formu-

late solutions and combat their menace effectively.

Perhaps the problems so bludgeon us with their menace
that we become numb and unable to act. We become so fright-

ened by the paucity of our political decision-making grid when
faced with these problems that we are numbed and silenced.

Perhaps we are incapable of responding to our self-gen-

erated crisis because our institutions of decision-making are

so entirely administrative in their operations and in their

goals. Developed nations are highly integrated systems: cir-

cuits made of four components-government, labour, industry

and educational institutions. Each is dependent on the other.

A change in one component affects the other components. In-

creasingly the managers of the system understand its interre-

lated operation. But so complex does management become
when one has a full understanding of the system that the day

to day operation of the circuit prevents its managers from

evaluating where the system as a whole should be oriented.

The goal of the system is administration, efficiency. The input

of any goal more extensive than mere maintenance of the cir-

cuit is discouraged because the managers have a clear idea of

the drastic, disfunctional effects of unprogrammed inputs in a

highly interrelated circuit. Government becomes administra-

tion, and a method of administration, the income tax form,

comes to define government far more clearly to ordinary peo-

ple than any tired rhetoric about its supposed functions, or

goals.

The thinkers in the circuit, the learning industry of uni-

versities, research institutes, cot

administration of the system an

and the time to formulate long-'e

they are marginated because of

not induce action in the system. I

of the managers who have lim»

revolution. The result is thall&e

bly clear picture of the perils be

essary to avoid the perils. The

mounts and nothing is done.

Our existing institutions not

also no galvanizing goal to trans

into continuous, directed, re-mak

are increasingly disfunctional.
e

tions. They are unable to hand'

alone those of tomorrow. The tn

ment blunder in a night of thj»

other with a rather cynical fer

quietly charge towards a fu'ur

Los Angeles and New York are ni

If the present administrate

capable of salvaging the centum

and social revolution, a revol"
'

but shaped by the problems w
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consultants etc. are freed from
and thus have the detachment
;-term goals for the system. But

of their detachment. They can-

1. because action is the business

nited goals of maintenance not

ie si<fcd in 1968 with a remarka-
before us and the solutions nec-

W wretched litany of concern

ot only have no value-sense, but

insform single action reformism
taking of our environment. They
even as administrative opera-

idle the problems of today, let

tbree tiers of Canadian govern-
i eir own making, battling each
eroeity while our urban centres
jre apocalypse in 2000 of what
i
now.

ive system of our society is in-

iry then we must have political

u"°n shaped not by an ideology
?e must face. A re-organization

of society to snuff out the population bomb, to rebuild the cit-

ies, to halt our ecological rape.

Yet revolution may be impossible within the system.

Revolution occurs (here I am more than usually derivative I

when elements of the administrative system become demons-

trably disfunctional to the people at large. Thus, the question

of whether a revolution in Canada is possible is not answered

by saying that radicals across the country are busy outlining

an ideology and a strategy for that revolution. Revolution will

become possible when ordinary people decide that the system

is not realizing the goals that it has set for itself. When it is

not actualizing its mythology.

For example, in post-August Chicago millions of Ameri-

cans, radical or otherwise, decided that the American politi-

cal system was no longer functional in terms of the goals set

for it by the mythologies of Jefferson, Lincoln, Hamilton etc.

The system was no longer effectively representing the policy

and personality alternatives called for by the people (or a sig-

nificant minority of the people). That realization coupled with

the awareness of the system's administrative disfunctionalism

(ie the schlerotic, myopic Congress) makes young men

mount the barricades. Similarly millions of Americans are

deciding that universities are disfunctional in that they do not

realize the goals which these institutions have set for them-

"The enormity of the change required

seemed, then, to lie altogether beyond

our means of change, and numbed us into

quietude, or nightmares of apocalypse."

— Jacob Brackman in [squire's Salvaging the

Twentieth Century issue, October 1968.

selves: the awakening to full intellectual and moral conscious-

ness of its members.
But even if you grant that two components of the circuit,

the university and government, are disfunctional in the eyes
of millions, a total revolution of the order required to face the

year 2000AD is still not possible. Because very few Americans
have any sense that their total system is disfunctional. Until

masses of the population have a sense, as their French and
Russian ancestors did, that their total system is disfunctional,

a total revolution of the magnitude of the Russian and the

French revolutions will be impossible.

Why do we have no sense of total disfunction? Because
one component of the system is stunningly efficient at meet-
ing its self-set goals: Industry.

Industry is the one institution which is in a continual state

of revolution. Because it has set non-human, limited goals

(the provision of goods and services to people), and becausse

it is staggeringly successful at ingesting technological change,

it can appear functional to the citizens. Because it is so perva-

sive, and because it has blasted its goals into the minds of us

all, it alone conveys to ordinary people the sense that the

whole society is functional. People feel the system is opera-

tive because they can still get what they want: consumer

goods, rapid transportation and communication. Disfunction in

government and universities does not visibly impinge upon

industries' efficiency. Even when black men burn the block,

the liquor store soon opens up again.

Obviously there are staggeringly disfunctional elements in

the industrial system: needless unemployment, needless pov-

erty. But these disfunctional elements are not sufficient to

cause a sense of total disfunction. Unlike conditions in France

or Russia prior to their revolutions, most ordinary people in

the North Atlantic triangle can still get bread, clothing, and

consumer equipment. And many of them feel that the system

is just, is good, not because of government commitment to

justice, but because the industrial system seems able to sup-

ply goods and services more efficiently than ever before.

The Industrial system has, of course, a major social and

human disfunction in that it is increasingly inhuman. The

modern Inferno is the sterilized, quietly humming bottling

plant in which men and women spend eight hours a day

dressed in white linen pressing buttons which somehow, some-

where produce COKE after COKE after COKE after COKE
after COKE. . .

Yet the ordinary people's sense of becoming a dehuman-

ized electron in a human administrative circuit encompassing

the North Atlantic triangle is not likely to make ordinary peo-

ple revolutionary. Dehumanization robs the will of the anger

and the sense of private, personal deprivation which makes

men revolt. Dehumanization is numbing; it is not a revolution-

causing disfunction.

Thus, revolution will only occur in the developed world

when the industrial system ceases to produce sufficient goods

and services to convince people that their society is just and

functioning. That might occur if we had a more serious finan-

cial dislocation than the one in February and March of this

year. It might occur in the acutely difficult period of indus-

trial adjustment after the end of the Vietnam War. This latter

possibility is especially unlikely since a disfunctional, troubled

government will not want to increase disfunction by reducing

defence contracts or encouraging the re-tooling of the defence

industry to civil uses.

Though total revolution is impossible (I mean the kind of

revolution which could set up a completely new order to ad-

minister global schemes for salvaging the century) sporadic

but increasing violence and chaos is extremely likely. As we

stand today post-Columbia, post-Paris, post-Columbia, post-

Watts we see a different apocalypse than that seen by George

Orwell in 1945. We see not 1984 and a rigidly organized, totali-

tarian, world authority. Instead a world of steadily disinte-

grating administrative systems flailed by chaotic but massive

acts of revolt and violence, and flailing back at the dissidents

with steadily more repressive but less effective tactics. The

vision is heartening to the true believer. But while the system

collapses the population bomb will still tick, the hunger and

death will continue, the ecological rape will remain. The big

problems will become still more desperate.
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groups are starting to bring

in studio men to play horns

on their record dates, but in

person it's something else.)

All of the musicians can real-

ly get around their instru-

ments and David Clayton

Thomas is one hell of a

singer. When, Blood, Sweat

and Tears are together they

come on stronger than just

about any rock group around.

And for the first set Saturday

night they were really togeth-

er.

The first set began with a

couple of Kooper's tunes, in-

cluding I Can't Quit Her
which Thomas sang with a

vitality that makes Kooper's

recorded version sound pallid

by comparison. The horns

were constantly booting him
along — usually with as much
volume as possible and often

with the trumpets blasting

away at the upper registers.

As a result their intonation

was often far from perfect

and their attack sometimes a

bit sloppy. So what.

The Duke Ellington and Gil

Evans bands are sloppy too.

Precision is for military

bands. That's not what jazz

or rock bands are about.

The best number in the

first set was a great version

of Billie Holiday's God Bless

the Child. It began with a

lovely mournful introduction

by the horns (some of their

introductions are pretty wild

— along the lines of Archie

Shepp or Albert Ayler) and

then Thomas dug in. It had

nothing to do with Lady
Day's version, but rather like

most of BS&T's interpreta-

tions of other people's tunes

it retained the spirit of the

original and at the same time

came out as something quite

new.

The second set was a let-

down. It started well with

Spinning Wheel, a new num-

ber by Thomas. However, in

the second number, a ballad,

the band fell apart a bit and

it never really got together

again. During the long Some-
thin's Goin On everyone but

the trombone player and one

of the trumpets took solos.

The solos varied in quality

but the chief trouble was that

they had nothing to do with

one another. (For example
when the bass player took an

encore to his solo he simply

started a new tune: Miles

Davis's So What.) As soloists

none of them seemed ready

to challenge any of the more
inventive jazz musicians
around, but at the same time

the mere fact that they tried

extended solos makes them
more adventurous than most
rock groups. I like that word
"adventurous" when talking

about Blood, Sweat and
Tears. Their repertory ranges

from Stevie Winwood to Billie

Holiday to Erik Satie. The

organist doubles on trom-

bone, the alto saxaphonist

(Fred Lipsius, who also ar-

ranged) doubles on electric

piano and three of the group

double on flute. BS&T 'take

chances. Because they take

chances some of their sets

don't come off so well. And
because they take chances

they can produce music as

exciting as that in their first

set.

Bobby Colomby is one of

the better rock drummers
around He doesn't have the

power of some other rock

drummers and power seems

to be what impresses the

teeny boppers. But most rock

drummers are still in the

Gene Krupa league as far as

technique goes. Colomby
plays like he's studied Max
Roach, Roy Haynes and Elvin

Jones. As a result BS&T have

rhythmic subtlety and flexi-

bility, as well as drive.

Steve Katz sings on some

numbers. His mellow voice

contrasts nicely with

Thomas's.

If David Clayton Thomas
sang as well when he was
gigging around Toronto with

David Clayton Thomas and
The Sheas then perhaps en-

tertainers are right when
they complain that Canadians

ignore their artists. Between
Thomas and the Big Pink

boys, the strip on lower
Yonge Street may soon have
a reputation as one of the

important breeding grounds

for the new rock. Thomas
can't do all the things Kooper
could. (The band has stopped

doing some of the "cool jazz"

type numbers since Thomas
joined. ) But Thomas sings

with power and emotion
while eschewing histrionics.

He can do a lot of things bet-

ter than Kooper — or for that

matter better than almost
any singer on the scene to-

day.

books
on Books and Making up one's Mind
By BOB RAE

Last week I wrote a review

about a tiny and pretty insig-

nificant tome, The New
Romans. I felt so badly about

the rather maudlin comments
I wrote that this week I want-

ed to try something else.

No one reads book reviews

in The Varsity, or at least

very few people. As a loyal

bibliophile and aspiring liter-

atus, I have written a good

many. I have, in my time,

reviewed Paul Marl in Speaks

for Canada, Polish Writing

Today, and The Penguin Dic-

tionary of Surnames, and

countless other works of sim-

ilar interest.

Graham Fraser, the guid-

ing spirit and guardian angel

of the weekly publication,

once wrote a long article on
what the magazine should be
all about. It was a self-con-

scious and vaguely preten-

AS DEAN OF THIS NEW
UNIVERSITYJT IS MY
PLEASURE TO WELCOME
YOU STUDENTS, AND TO
EXPLAIN TO YOU THAT
BECAUSE OF LABOUR
PROBLEMS, STRIKES AND
THE LIKE, THE PROPOSED
SUMMER BUILDING PROGRAM
FAILED TO

There's no smarter way to begin this semester than
to match up those tough textbooks with clear, concise
COLES 'NOTES'! There are over 450 titles available
to help you too! You'll find them all at
COLES — Yonge & Bloor, Yonge & Dundas and 370
Bloor St. W!

tious piece, as all such odes

are bound to be, but it was
also very honest, which is far

more important. 'Writing it

all down' was what it was
about; from the violence in

Detroit (remember 1967?) to

General de Gaulle, from the

War Game to Rene Le-

vesque, one had to talk about

it all, lucidly and toughly.

with "perception and con-

sciousness".

The Review's traditional

book policy has been to give

out the rejects from Mc-
Clelland and Stewart that
they send us to keep. Daho-
mey and the Slave Trade, and
Restrictive Trade Practices
in Canada have been among
our more exciting titles.

Rather than do that again, I

would prefer people to review
books that mean something to

them.
No serious literary criti-

cism of Norman Mailer, Tom
Wolfe, Marshall McLuhan. or

any other remotely signifi-

cant writer has blessed the

book review page for some
time. Perhaps we should give

it a try.

Maybe not all the books
will be given out free; maybe
somebody will have to borrdw
a new book. But isn't there

something more real about
that than the irrelevant drop-
pings that have previously

besmirched these pages?
Whenever man has had

something important to say,

the saying goes, he has put it

down in a book. That's only

part of the truth: in fact,

whenever man has had any-
thing totally unimportant to

say, he is just as likely to

have made a book out of it.

And there are far more unim-
portant books around than

important ones.

The point about criticism,

literary, political, or social,

is to make up one's mind.

The point about writing is to

say something of permanent
value. Short of that, to say

something. George Orwell,

who is far and away my fa-

vorite critic, wrote several

essays on the importance of

being trenchant, and on
avoiding "purple passages,

sentences without meaning,

decorative adjectives and
humbug generally."

Book reviews have never
rivalled hockey night in Can-

ada in their popular interest.

But there is no reason why
that should be so. The point

of criticism is not to keep
your on the one hand aware
of what your on the other

hand is doing, but to explode

myths, to demystify, to make
sense.

Reading the Saturday book

review sections of our Toron-

to papers is like being slowly

beaten to death with a warm
wet sponge. It is a sponge
that this writer has at times
wielded with a soft vengence.

We are living not only in a

bland society, but in a 'value-

free society'; a society that

is not so much anti-intellec-

tual as anti-critical. It is the

ideology of anti-ideology; a

distinguished liberal says that

he "rejects all orthodoxies, of

the right and of the left".

Presumably this means a

commitment to the orthodoxy
of the middle.

Reviews should be about

things that matter to students

in the university. We can
write about America, about

the student revolution, about

the latest Canadian novel,

about Ginsberg's poetry;

about the democratic left,

about the non-democratic
left, about violence, about

anything under the sun. But
for God's sake, let's make up
our minds.
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WAR AND PEACE in the Global Village. By Marshall

McLuhan, Quentin Fiore, authors of the electrifying bestseller

"The Medium is the Massage". Bantam Books. 1968 $1.45. 192

pages.

"when our identity is in danger, we feel certain that we have

a mandate for war stop the old image must be recovered at

any cost stop" thus marshall mcluhan describes the war in

Vietnam in terms of the generation gap and spends the rest of

"war and peace in the global village" talking about the global

village stop mcluhan explains that a literate stream of con-

sciousness is really a beam of consciousness in an electric

culture stop vibrations are displacing the frustrated machina-

tions that are dying and in being rendered visible, make war,

and problems, and stuff like that stop and so he goes through

lowenstein and eliot and fanon and siddharta and the i ching

and all the time right inside joyce in the clothing of finnegan's

wake stop the widest grooviest media reading list is presented

and does most of the work, proving that mcluhan is communi-

cator, medium and electric ether for simultaneous energy

centres happening all at once in "war and peace stop but he

can't write, so quentin fiore does it for him, making this book

more exciting then "understanding media" and an extension

of "the medium is the massage" stop fishes can t see water

and we are fish swimming in the new integrated electric tech-

nologies and it takes an artist like mcluhan to let us see the

unity of and in our extensions (self-amputations) transforma-

tion like electricity (where does it start positive or negative/

war and peace amplifies, edits refracts explodes and polishes

the medium is the massage in agile literacy stop it integates

the circuitry of understanding media stop it transforms en-

ergy particles to the power station stop a central theme is

war as education stop when the new technologies threaten

changes, the private person "lashes back jn a fury of self-de-

fense'' stop then education as war, thus pain and fashion as

the bore war stop clothing as a weapon against a hostile envi-

ronment stop the campus is armed, not for better education

but because of education in sharpening stenci s stop put down

your arms and buzz with more than one shot at a time stop

the nineteenth century mechanical world was spastic dash the

"em century wants to dream dash now stop the energy"
vortex becomes a perception centre, sensorial y alive

moving while being motion going and coming transforming

ZsoWing radiating and reaping all at once continuously stop

J-*"^ ""aTonc TlTf,
oTcra

g^VarwT fis

a

noTwattr

C

at

rr

once stop but breaks in

Sder^ ic^^is^ZZ^^'2
violence and war stop ana tnis is ™"/ "

to make some of the bad vibrations visible.
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MOCK TURTLE!
5
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8 MACHINE-WASHABLE

8 BOTANY WOOL
§ SWEATERS

This unusual pullover has

special appeal to girls

who are fashion-con-
scious, yet like the
"individual" touch. It is

machine-washable
English Botany wool,
with long sleeves, neck

zipper, Continental band
and cuffs. The fashion-

able mock-turtle neck-

line has an added bonus
—an attractive ribbed V-

inserl. For complete co-

ordination, choose a

dyed-to-perfectly-match

pure wool worsted skirt

—sheath, A-line or mini,

or pure wool worsted
slims in the same beauti-

ful new colours. At good
shops everywhere I
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Contemporary University
Revolution or Reform

Sunday, September 29.8:00 pm

Hart House Hall

Panel Discussion

Audience Welcome
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Bright Black

Comedy
By HILARY MCLAUGHLIN

That Peter Shaffer is one
of the most versatile writers

of the decade has been con-

clusively proved in Black
Comedy. He has come from
the almost Faulknerian devia-

tions of Five Finger Exer-

cise, to the splendid panoply

of The Royal Hunt of the Sun

and, not content with this dis-

play of unqualified agility, he

has produced a comedy which
could be most accurately

described as sophisticated

farce.

Black Comedy runs like a

Coward drawing-room scene

and much of Shaffer's writing

reads like an up-dated Cow-
ard at the latter's best. The
repartee is more than remin-
iscent of Present Laughter
and some of the situations

look like reincarnations from
Blithe Spirit. But Shaffer

goes a lot further; as the

comedy blackens, quickens,

maddens, he comes very
close to the machinations of

Peter Weiss.

The plot is fairly formula:
we have impoverished sculp-

tor Brin and his nit-witted

fiancee waiting in his apart-
ment to (1) meet Carol's mil-

itary daddy for the first time
and (2) show Brin's sculpture
to the wealthiest man in the

world, a stone-deaf German.
The only quirk in the opening
moments, as we learn all

this, lies in the fact that Brin
and Carol are moving about
the flat with complete dexter-

ity — in total blackness.

There are, of course, stock
complications: an old flame
in the background-about-to-
be-foreground; a collection of

antiques which has been sur-

reptitiously- and- temporarily-
looted from a neighbour's
place, with Brin's junk substi-

tuted. The neighbour is away;
predictably, he will show up
(Oh. Gawd, not with her) to

throw a spanner in the works
as the inept Brin skirmishes
with Daddy-pegs.

The action is kicked off

with the failure of a main
fuse which perversely floods
the yet-black stage with light

and leaves the young
(laughingly known as) lovers
totally helpless in the 'dark'.

Introduce an equally helpless
maiden lady who arrives to

take shelter from the storm',
as it were; plus the arrivals
of neighbour Harold, who
turns out to be a Gay Blade if

ever a blade was gay, gamin
girlfriend Clea, and" a Ger-
man electrician who is brief-

ly mistaken for the awaited
millionaire, and you have the
main ingredients in a pre-
scription for one of the most
uproarious entertainments in

town

The Toronto premiere of

Black Comedy at the Toronto

Workshop Theatre is a lively

and dynamic introduction to

the play, thanks to the bold

presentation by Trio Produc-

tions, Ltd. The cast is viva-

cious, alert, expert, and func-

tions intricately as a team,
each cooperating with the

other, yet managing to stand

out individually with well-de-

fined strength. Eric House's

direction is the basis of the

production's assurance: he
has injected an antic pace
into the doings which never
lags for a second. The audi-

ence is whirled along with
frenzied involvement, aided

by the circus-ring mood of

the theatre's construction.
The play is so eclectic and
still so oblique in its tone of

absolute, determined comedy
that the effect is cathartic, to

say nothing of catalytic: the

alcoholic percentage of the

audience's spirits is well past
the danger point.

Top honours in acting must
go to Moya Fenwick, as the

maidenly Miss Furnival. The
part has little keystone power
in the progression of the plot,

although the character is ex-
tremely amusing. Miss Fen-
wick never puts a foot wrong
in her lamentations of the
state of the world today. Her

sense of comic pause is fault-

less. Brian Petchey's flip por-

trayal of Harold is likewise

masterful—he combines the

idiom of a certain type of

Englishman — straight or

otherwise—with an easy but

occasionally monotonous
string of appropriate gesticu-

lations. Paul Craig's Brin is

done largely by shows of in-

credible physical stamina, as
he bangs forcibly into walls,

falls down a long flight of

stairs backwards and gets

knocked by pieces of furni-

ture in the most painful look-

ing places. Angela Roland
pulls off Carol successfully as
the nauseating bitch that she
is. The smaller roles are
handled with comparative
aplomb, with Davena Turv-
ey's tongue-in cheek Clea
adding the most fun to the
proceedings as she prances
around the room like Noel
Coward's Elvira.

The play moves evenly
from start to finish; there is

a high-gloss polish to the
whole affair that can be joint-

ly credited to the script, the
direction, the performances
and the skill of the produc-
tion. All things considered,
Trio Productions has made a
substantial contribution to the
Toronto theatre scene by
bringing us Black Comedy.



art
Notes on

Canadian
Paintings
By BRANISLAW CHRTIEU

All those hours of walking
past the Tom Thomsons and
A. Y. Jacksons on the dismal
walls of my public school

couldn't have helped but
make me immune to the

beauty of Canadian painting.

The J. S. McLean Collec-

tion of Canadian Painting
now on display at the Art
Gallery of Ontario was like a

reunion with childhood
friends plus all the grown-up
insights into their character

mingled with the childlike

awe.

There are things that I had
never noticed before, that

came to life walking through

the hundred or so paintings

on display.

I discovered the paintings

of Paraskeva Clark, a Rus-

sian lady now living in Can-

ada. They are a strange and

beautiful mixture of vivid and

realistic colour and distorted

symmetry of rocks and trees.

One, called "Sun, Wind and

Root" looks like dancers in a

ballet. Up close it turns out

to be driftwood in a pool of

water. (I've got to start

wearing my glasses).

There are the water col-

ours of Carl Schaeffer that

have a blend of lightness and

darkness that is both realistic

and fanciful. Especially one

called "Storm Over the

Fields" which is a painting of

great, black storm clouds

moving over a golden field.

David Milne is an enigma.

Where all the artists in the

Group of Seven and friends

look at the Canadian winter

with a sort of romantic pan-

ache, Milne, in his oils espe-
cially, takes a very sombre
look. The paintings are dirty

(artistic dirty not dirty dirty)

and sometimes the actual

canvas shows through the
paint. His water colours,
however, are very colourful

and sparse.

Those three artists aside
(their work is somehow dif-

ferent), there comes the

"sweep and dash" school,

including the Group of Seven,

Emily Carr and Tom Thom-
son. These are the majestic,

sweeping, rugged works that

have become famous around
the world because they are
distinctively Canadian.

There is only one A. H.

Casson on display but this is

"Old Store at Salem", a pic-

ture in which the hills and the

ground in front of the store

look like rivers that flow and

merge while the store stands

solid and immoveable amid
them.

A. Y. Jackson is the most
human and perhaps the most
versatile. His paintings are

always flowing and rugged,

yet there is a kind of sophisti-

cation and human touch,

especially in his sombre
blend of curve and rigid line

in "Mining Town".
My personal favourite is

Lawren Harris. While you
can see that the other works
were drawn by men with

human temperament and
passions, Harris' monolithic,

simple and overwhelmingly
imposing rocks and water
seem coldly inhuman, even

more beautiful than the strik-

ing works of the others. He
has captured the stark and

awesome beauty of the Cana-
dian Shield in almost surreal-

istic colours and forms.

The minute you enter the

gallery, you can't help being

impressed by the boldness

and colour of these works.

It's a boldness and sense of

exhilaration that you feel

when you behold the beautiful

north of Canada.

CAMPUS QUICK CLEAN
COIN LAUNDRY

The most modern equipment
Air conditioned • just opened

98 HARBORD STREET Oust west of Spadina}

Open daily 7 a.m. till 11 p.m.

Faculty of Architecture, Urban and Reqional

Planning and Landscape Architecture

A public lecture by

DR.R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER
Monday. September 30

at 8 p m

CONVOCATION HALL

at the HART HOUSE FALL DANCES

on SATURDAYS, SEPTEMBER
21st and 28th

DANCE

DANCE

DANCE to FOUR GREAT BANDS

DANCE from 9:00 p.m. to Midnight

DANCE for only $2.00 a couple
or $1.00 a person

Tickets available at Hall Porter r
$ Desk

(STAG or DRAG)

THE LUV-LITES IN THE GYM, EVEN!

Hart House
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Editor Rod Mickleburgh, In absentia Henry Tarvainen, >

About thirty critics

descended on the Capri

theatre this week, eager

to prove my theory that,

given the chance, they

would eat each others'

words. The composite

review of Zita is the re-

sult. A fair number of

those who set out to the

show did not reappear,

causing me to wonder if

they might have choked

on something other than

the words . . . Perhaps

they found it hard to take

the ridiculous $2 admis-

sion charge that has be-

come standard in Toron-

to. What has happened to

Students' rates; when did

we stop being special?

Why not use the Eng-

lish method of pricing,

which is standard in thea-

tre anyway, though in

reverse : the closer you

are to the screen (there

are about 3 or 4 ranges),

(he less you pay. Legit

threatre is now often

cheaper . . . The Trinity

Square players are un-

leashing the live

Marat Sade, for those of

you who missed it the

third time in film . . .

K.D.

had to accept a loss be-

cause it costs money to

have the best folk-blues

people in the business.

Why are they doing this

— Harold running in the

red and Sunnyland groov-

ing with the band?

Harold loves this mu-
sic; the real stuff is as

incredibly beautiful as

you can hear, (read Pe-

ter's article to find out

about it) and he is hoping

that the campus will get

as turned on by it as he

does. Sunnyland will play

because this is his life

and he too wishes to

share in his experience.

Sunnyland will be leav-

ing very soon and you can

still catch him, but there

will be others following

him and for $1.75 on

weekdays and $2.50 on

weekends with no neces-

sity to buy coffee or food

and the best music going

it is a superb bargain.

L.G.

Peter Hatch's article

on page four of the Re-

view is an excellent piece

of journalism crafted

with the care and inti-

mate knowledge possible

when a person is truly in

love with an art form.

The amazing thing about

this story is that it could

be written in Toronto at

all. What is a man such
as Sunnyland Slim doing

in Toronto at all — a city

which is less renowned
for its knowledgeability

and dedication to folk-

blues than for its patron-

age of baseball?

Harold runs George's

Kibitzeria on the corner

of Huron and Harbord —
not twenty yards from
campus. All week Sunny-

land has been playing

there to dismally small
audiences and has had to

groove with himself rath-

er than be able to share

with a crowd the joy he

gets from playing. Except
for weekends Harold has

Even eternal pessim-

ists will be hard pressed

to say that the theatre

scene is bleak in Toronto

this winter. Starting with

a fine production of

Strindberg's "Ghost Sona-

ta" by Montor Production

last Tuesday night, there

will be over twenty plays

presented by small

professional groups in the

next three months. And if

they're all half as good as

the production of "Black
Comedy", now playing at

Toronto Workshop Prod-

uctions Theatre, then

we're in for a season of

excellent theatre.

That's not counting the

extravaganzas at the
O'Keefe Barn and the

Royal Alexandra Canyon.
And besides two almost
professional productions
at Hart House next
month, that doesn't in-

clude all the fine plays to

be offered by the various

theatre guilds around the

campus, And that doesn't

include guerilla theatre

appearances by hit and
run subversives in engi-

neering classrooms and
Convocation Hall. It

seems as if Toronto the

' 'well, we should have

things for the working

man (if there is such a

creature to be found)" is

attaining a bit of culchur,

by gar!

Rochdale College has a

very interesting drama
programme, in which

permanent professional

actors will be hired to

teach classes in tech-

nique, form a group and

produce plays. There will

also be splinter groups in

improvisation and the

aforementioned guerilla

theatre. More about that

in a later issue.

Interesting notes:

there will be three differ-

ent plays by the German
playwright, Gunter

Grass, this winter. There

will be a handful of origi-

nal Canadian plays. There

will be milk and cookies

served in the Review of-

fice at ten o'clock.

L.H.

Sir,

Three cheers to Rod Mick-

leburgh for pointing out to us

tbat the Toronto Star may
not be the bastion and pillar

of unbiased reporting that

we masses believed it to be
— and that in fact it is al-

most as inaccurate as is the

Varsity.

Marvin Sigler

(C&F IV)

Sir,

Michael Ignatieff wrote a

prophetic article in the Re-

view (September 20). "And
tbey said it couldn't happen

here ..." traced the story

of a projected campus re-

volt. The protesters were a

small group of "silent radi-

cals" who "had decided that

the President's gradualism

was the real danger at the

university: that it would
prevent effective politiciza-

tion of the student mass".
The major participants

feared that the steady liber-

alization of President Bissel

might eradicate justification

for radical protest.

The revolt had some bene-

ficial effects. Suddenly a

socially aware student body
was created. Immediately
there was drastic university

reform which surpassed pre-

vious hopes of liberal student

leaders.

1 suggest that the ultimate

results would be quite differ-

ent.

Student radicals are ob-

sessed with their own power.

Rut there are at least five

Other power blocks interact-

ing on the University of To-

ronto campus. These are:

the Public (operating

through their Government)

,

the Faculty, the Alumni
(operating through their

membership of the univer-

sity), the Administrators,

and the Federated Colleges.

Any one of these power
blocks has a de facto veto on

the smooth functioning of the

university. For example, the

Administration of Faculty

could withdraw their labour.

Some Federated Colleges

could opt out of the U of T
system. Or, as Mr. Ignatieff

describes, the students could

protest and capture the

Administration buildings.

But the most devastating

power lies with the Govern-

ment. Universities become
less and less able to main-

tain their autonomy as they

grow in size and dependence

on public money. Clark Kerr,

ex-president of the Univer-

sity of California, in his book

The Uses of the University

maintains that "the univer-

sity has become a prime in-

strument of national pur-

pose". This is new, and also

dangerous (for the only op-

tion of those students who
cannot accept society is to

destroy the universities

which are its mouthpieces).

Education has become a

major growth industry, and

shock absorber of surplus

manpower. A slight diver-

sion of government re-

sources from education to

public works (i.e., road con-

struction) or investment

(i.e., industrial expansion)

can profoundly affect the

economy. And it can pro-

foundly affect the universi-

ties, if they increase their

enrollment without increas-

ing their budgets. And a vi-

olent student revolt could be

taken as a pretext for a reo-

rientation of government
priorities.

"And they said it couldn't

happen here . . .". Oh, but it

can! Governor Ronald Reagan
cut Berkeley's financial sup-

port after the famous conf-

rontations. Now Berkeley
has severe financial prob-

lems. Whatever Reagan can
do — so can Davis.

A few years ago William
Davis, Minister of Education
in the Provincial Govern-
ment of Ontario, was heir-

apparent to the Premiership.

He controlled, and still does,

the lion's share of the budg-

et. But he is no longer

golden boy of the cabinet.

Davis could regain cabinet

and public popularity by de-

creasing the amount spent

on education. Lower taxes

are always popular.

Alternatively Davis could

divert money to the Commu-
nity Colleges. Public opinion

would support transferring

money from an unruly stu- I

dent elite to an underprivi-

leged group. The universities

could plead their case based

on academic excellence. But

this is essentially an inegali-

tarian argument, and the

intellectual cafeterias of the

Community Colleges are the

visible signs of an educated

citizenry.

So suppose a small group

of fanatics manufactured a

successful revolt. They could

easily halt the university for

a day or a week. Suppose

this occurred on a number of

Ontario campuses. The
newsmedia would undoubted-

ly overexploit the situation.

There would be public de-

mand for government action

against the pampered stu-

dents. William Davis could

seize the opportunity to in-

crease his personal popular-

ity by diverting university

grants. And the quality of

university education suffers.

It is a frightening pros-

pect!

What can save us?

We need education re-

form, but it must be led by
responsible people who are

committed to the idea and

ideals of a university. There

are some of us not ashamed
to come to terms with our

society and to use, if neces-

sary, the channels of Tio

Pepe diplomatism to achieve

our aims. We need greater

student involvement, both

materially and intellectually.

We need to reject deceptive-

ly simple cliches. We need

people who can think for

themselves, and not be mis-

led by "silent radicals" of

the left or right. We need
people, not political fodder

for the realization of ab-

stract sociological ideals.

John O. Winter

(S.G.S.)
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Russians suppress minorities CLASSIFIED
By CHRYS TOMKIW

The Soviet Union is con-

ducting a campaign to des-
troy the rights of all minori-
ties in the US.S.R., says a

man who has belonged to the

Canadian Communist Party
for 30 years.

Speaking to over 400 stu-

dents on campus Wednesday
night John Kolasky said the

Soviet Union is "ruthlessly

eroding the rights of all but

the Russians."

"Capable students with

non-reliable political views
are not aided in their

studies," he said, "and often

they are not even allowed to

attend university, particu-

larly if they prefer to study

in their native languages."

He told members of the

Ukrainian Students Club that

during a two-year visit to the

U.S.S.R. where he studied at

a special Communist Party
school, he discovered "the
Russians were lying about
freedom."

"Russians are placed in

key positions to control gov-

ernment on the national as

well as the local level," he

said. At a Party Congress to

Dents frosh wash!
Dentistry freshmen worked

for the United Appeal as part

of their initiation ceremonies

Wednesday.

After being outfitted with

pyjamas and lab coats, they

headed for the downtown
area where they shined shoes,

washed car windows and sold

gum, cigarettes and candy.

The jollities earned the

GETTING
ENGAGED?

YOU CAN BUY

YOUR DIAMOND |f

ON A
"DIRECT BASIS"^|

**

We are "Direct" Diamond
dealers handling both loose

and mounted diamonds. We
can save you a great deal of

money when you invest in a

diamond or a diamond ring.

For dltalU and further Information
writ* or call in for our fro* booklaf

H. PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond and Oam Dealers 031-7702

13! BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 4U

PREGNANCY TEST
ING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information

Phone 481-0529
9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399. "STN.

K"
TORONTO 12

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

RED LION PUB
467 Jorvis St.

(just below wellesley)

MOST POPULAR CAMPUS
RENDEZVOUS

MEET YOUR FRIENDS

NITELY ENTERTAINMENT
NO COVER NO MINIMUM

NO CHANGE
IN PRICES

Watch tor the opening of

our upstairs rooms

PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

United Appeal $600 in the

space of an hour.

In addition, each freshman
contributed a small toy to the

Hospital for Sick Children,

while second year men pooled

resources to buy the hospi-

tals playroom a hi-fi.

elect the Central Committee
to direct work in the

U.S.S.R., 63 per cent of the

delegates were Russian and
only 3.6 per cent Ukrainian,,"

Mr. Kolasky said.

"Screws of Russification

were tightened to force the

minorities to teach Russian

instead of their national lan-

guage; publication of Russian

texts for elementary and sec-

ondary schools in the republ-

ics increased and control

over education was vested in

Moscow." "The results of

Russian policies of discrimi-

nation in education," he con-

tinued, "is reflected in the

lack of non-Russian scien-

tists."

"Popular reaction to these

policies has been widespread

opposition. In answer to this

opposition, mass arrests of

young nationalists and stu-

dents took place. The trials

were held behind closed

doors, and sentences ranged

from imprisonment to death

penalties."

25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES

Including all branded Watches, Quality Diamonds, Silverware,

Lighters, Wallets, Pens and Pencils, Radios, Clocks, Costume

Jewellery, etc., etc. You must have your A.T.L. cards when making

a purchase.

SHEFFIELD JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANT

323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundat) - EM. 6-3324, EM. 6-4122

THESIS. ESSAYS. MANUSCRIPTS
also in other languages, typed by expert

Tel 922-7930 evenings

BROADVIEW—DANFORTH 2 bed
room apt with garage to sublease Avail-

able immediately. 70 Cambridge Avenue
No 1523 Unfurnished $18900 includ-

ing utilities Close to Bloor subway Call

363-2401 Ext 31

BABY SITTER wanted, in your home for

an 18 mos old. 3 or 4 days per week
Near campus preferred Call 366-4544

USHERETTES, attractive. pleasant

manner for legitimate theatre, two to six

evenings a week. 7 30 to 10 pm 488-

3303

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H Proctor and
Co . 131 Bloor St W. Suite 416. 921-

7702

EARN EXTRA MONEY. Distributing,

Random and Issue to the campus Once
a month Car necessary Apply SAC of

fice. interviews Sept 27

BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT. $219 includes Air Canada jet

fare. 10 days, hotel accommodation, air

port hotel transfer, ground transportation

For further information call John 759
7453.

WANTED: Student to tutor child, kin-

dergarten, girl preferred, also tutor for

Math 13 and English 13 Call 421-9545

CATALYST MAGAZINE is looking for

editors and staff in the following fields

Advertising, art. literary, publicity, sales

Please call 924-0073 for details

ATTRACTIVE ROOM ft BOARD for

men and women on the edge of campus
Appro x $600 for the academic year

Campus Cooperative Residents Inc . 395
Huron St.. Tor. 5 921-3168

ESSAYS. THESIS. Beautifully typed on
electric machine Lowest pnees Discount
on bulk 22 Roxborough West. Yonge at

Rosedale L Lee 920-2969 Home all

day usually

Graduate

Students'

Union

Ha IBORO

T
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RUSSELL

U AMCHOfT AVtMUI
HaJM-MaVlStl

TODAY
Graduate Wine Welcome. The largest wine and cheese

party yet! All graduate students, girls over 21. faculty and

administrators are welcome. 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm. al 16

Bancroft Avenue. Admission: $1 00

TUESDAY
(October 1st) - General Meeting 4 00 p.m. at Graduate

Students' Union

Agenda. (1) President's Report (April Sept.

I

(21 Provisional budget

(3) Constitution amendments (minor changes in

wording and not context) Free beer and cheese

available

WEDNESDAY
(October 2nd) - Movie Night 8 00 p m "ALFIE" Michael

Caine. Millicent Martin to be held at Sidney Smith Bldg

.

Room 2118

Note GSU Badminton Night at Drill Hall. 119a St

George St 7:30 pm 10:30 pm every Monday

and Wednesday Rackets and birds available

LOST— An umbrella covered in black
silk with a gold handle inscribed as fol-

lows "1861-1911 John Harvie" Sub-
stantial reward for its recovery " Please
get in touch with Prof D G Creighton
Depi of History — Sid Smith Hall

FOR SALE — The U of T Bachelor's
graduation hood, French texts (1-3 yrs I

Contact Mr McGarry at 928-2534

WANTED: 1 or 2 males to share 2 bed-
room apartment with 2 others Pape
Area Phone 466 6289 after 5 30

ARE YOU LIVING IN A TENT7 One
girl wanted to share modern one bed-
room apartment — pool, sauna, laundry
facilities — furnished — $72 00 includ-
ing hydro Call 461-1271

WANTED: Girl to share large room with
female student Central location Kitchen
included Rent $12 56 per week Phone
925-1626 after 6 pm
RIDE From highway 27 and Rathburn
along Dundas Phone 621 2648

LAST CHANCE to visit TUSAC volun-
teer recruitment caravan Today in textb-

ook store parking lot near New or Phone
Central Volunteer Bureau. 363 4971

VIRGINIA I'm desperate without you
You must come to the TUSAC volunteer
recruitment caravan today near New If

you don't I'll raid your refngerator —
Bob

CASTING! 3 productions 68-69 season
of the Odessey Players Interested actors
must be available Fn afternoons and or

weekends Auditions Sat Sept 28. 1

30-4 00 pm 56 Bond St (Bond & Shu
ter) For info contact 368-6392 eve-
nings

IMPROVE RISHED, STRONG men Grad
student needs 2 to pull out bushes,

fence Sunday $2.50 hr 924 3966

EMPLOYMENT needed Responsible
baby sitter wanted for pre school gid. 5
afternoons weekly Mt Pleasant Si Clair

area Phone 488 3101

ESTONIAN FROSH — kus oled huvita-

tud East) korporanti. eln run 1

Sits

tule korpl Sakalase kullal Oct 4 kell 8 on
olle land ja Eesti sleidido naitomine 28
Eari St 924 8005

FOH SALE: 1966 Austin 1100. Good
condition $950 or offer Call Bernie at

925-2082 or see car at 393 Summerhill

Ave after 6pm

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

AND SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
PRESENT

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
AT

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE CAMPUS
( Ellesmere & Military Trail )

SAT. SEPT .9th, 1p.m. -5 p.m.

( DANCING (Marc Tymes)! TO

{ FOLK SINGERS f U of T. STUDENTS
S" V TOURS FOOD J WITH TICKET

( Others 754 a Person )

A shuttle service will provide transportation from

the Warden Ave. subway station to the Scarboro-

ugh Campus.

Free tickets available at S.A.C. office

and also Scarborough College Student Couricl

(2 per A.T.L. CARD) TRANSPORTATION

COURTESY OF VOLKSWAGON CANADA LTD.

Massey Hall

Next Wednesday

LETTERMEN
Tickets: Sam the Record Man

347 Yonge St.

or

Massey Hall Box Office

Prices: $4 50. $3 50, $2 50

SEE THE GAMES!

TV RENTALS
762-7484

PANASONIC • SANYO, dealer

3062 DUNDAS ST. W.

(At High Park Ave.)
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Students Plan to Fight OSAP
Students must generate

their own proposals for

changes to the Ontario Stu-

dent Awards Plan and seek

ways to dramatize the need

for their implementation.

This was the consensus of

40 students who met Wednes-

day to assess student dissatis-

faction with changes in

OSAP. The students have

formed a committee to", plan

action before the October 31

application deadline.

The committee will hold its

first open meeting at noon

today at 91 St. George St. and

urges all concerned students

to attend.

Among defects criticized

Wednesday were inadequate

grants, too heavy assessment

of parents, the $600 dollar

ceiling on loans, and the de-

lay in processing applications

and appeals.

Several faulted the new
definitions of independent

status and cited examples of

students who are now obliged

to return to their parents for

aid after several years of

self-support.

M. L. Reimer, of the U of

T Student Awards Office, said

the ". . .first whimperings

have been heard. .

." from

the Department of University

Affairs that appeals may be

delayed again this year in

spite of the new application

deadline.

One bearded student pro-

posed a boycott of second

term fees. Miss Reimer re-

plied that fees are deducted

before the OSAP grants are

distributed.

Another student drew sev-

eral angry retorts when he

suggested that no one present

had ever gone hungry for lack

of student aid.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

Noon

The SAC work group on Ontario Stu-

dent Awards Plan open meeting at 91

St. George St. Every interested stu-

dent should attend.

1 p.m.

Department of Geology films in

Room 128, Mining Building. Titles:

"Why do we still have mountains?"

and "Introduction to crystals." Bring

your own lunch.

SA8 p.m.

Centennial Film Board presents

Andy Warhol's "The Chelsea Girls"

at the Royal Ontario Museum Thea-

tre. Tickets on sale at the door.

SATURDAY

I p.m.

Scarborough Fair on Scarborough

Every Friday and Saturday Night .

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
"Comings & Goings"

by Megen Terry

OPENING WEEKEND
Fri. Sept 27. Sat .

Sept 28
at

THE STUDIO
41 Collier St. REAR (2 blocks

north of Bloor. 1 block east of

Yonge)

TICKETS: $1.50 TIME: 9 p.m.

UNDERGROUND THEATRE
[SAME NIGHT. SAME PLACE
WITH'THE GINGER GROUP'
TICKETS: $1.50 DOORS
OPEN: 11.30 p.m.

Reservations: 366-6451

At Castle Frank

Students still striking

College campus from 1 to 5 p.m.

Free entertainment and refresh-

ments — Tours — Transportation to

and from Warden Subway Station —
Free Tickets at SAC office.

4:30 p.m.

The Keyboard World of Bach: Explo-

ration and performance by Reginald

Godden. pianist, in the Royal Con-

servatory of Music Concert Hall.

9 p.m.

Hart House Fall Dance. Four great

bands! $2.00 per couple.

SUNDAY

11 a.m.

Richard Reoch will speak on Student

Activism at the Unitarian Fellowship

of North York in the YMCA audito-

rium. 130 Eglinton Avenue East.

8:30 p.m.

Canadian soprano Miss Lois Marshall

is guest artist at the Sunday Evening

Concert in the Great Hall. Hart

House. Two tickets per ATL card

available at the Hall Porter's desk.

Meyer Levin will speak on the topic

"The Jewish Theme in Literature"

at Park Plaza.

By ANNE BOODY

The Great Castle Frank Hair controversy enters

its fourth day this morning as more than 75 strik-

ing students plan a sit-in at the high school audi-

torium.

Yesterday, two of the protesting students were

suspended by principal Wilburt Bush after they

returned to classes.

One was later reinstated when his father com-

plained to the principal.

The students began their walkout Tuesday in

support of fellow student Doug Hamburgh who

was told last week to leave school until his hair

was cut. He is now back in classes with a new

haircut.

Students are now demanding both the abolition

of hair and dress regulations and a pledge from

principal Bush of no reprisals for their boycott of

classes.

Yesterday they marched from Castle Frank to

the Education Centre at College and McCaul Sts.

Six representatives of the Castle Frank Union

of Students delivered an open letter to board

chairman Ying Hope.

Mr. Hope spoke to the students outside and

urged them to return to school with notes from

their parents as Bush had demanded. He told

them their grievances would be discussed at a

board meeting next week.

"In the meantime wait for the results of our

meeting before you take further action," he told

students.

"He's given us no hope," a student spokesman

told the group. "If we go back with notes we'll

be giving in. We have legitimate complaints

and we're not going to give in until our demands

are met," he said.

Students are afraid if they return to school in-

dividually they will be dealt with individually by

principal Bush. They are afraid they may be

expelled because of their actions.

They have decided to return en masse and stay

in a group until their demands are met.

EVENING HELP WANTED
AMATEUR: 10 amateur actors and actresses;

2 amateur singers.

Audition particulars call Ruth Bastendorf 920-3141
4RIED: theatre House Manager; prev. exp. not necv

:

6 evenings a week. Wed. afternoons;

call Mr. O'Reilly: 366-7651.

NeW Furniture?.

RENT IT!

BV THE MONTH
GV THE YEAR
ECONOMY SUIIES
OE LUXE SUITE5
FROM SIOOO MO

5\V FURNITURE LEMING

•**510 KING ST. W.

366-7679
(AkmOen. dtuvutUflg Jfanffljd&xatfCanada

TORONTO - NORTH CAROLINA

EXCHANGE
TRAVEL TO CHAPEL HILL
CHEAP FOR AN EXPERIENCE IN

HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS

A TOTAL IMMERSION IN
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY LIFE.

IAPPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
S A C. OFFICE UNTIL 5 P.M.

WEDNESDAY OCT. 2 |

FRESHMEN

APPLICATIONS NOT CONSIDERED I
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S. A. C. FINANCE

COMMISSION

wishes to announce that all organizations whose budgets are

part of the S A C. budget must submit a proposed budget for

the year 1968-69 by Oct 4 Budgets not submitted by that

time will not be considered

signed

Robert Barkwell

Finance Commissioner



PIGSKIN PREVIEW WESTERN MUSTANGS

Western - at least a show
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

1967 REVIEW

It was a rebuilding year for Western coach
John Metras. And his teanVs record in 1967
indicated just that. Faced with replacing 21

lettermen, including almost the entire offen-

sive backfield, ol' Jawn was forced to recon-

struct slowly and carefully. To a large extent
he succeeded and by the end of the year. Mus-
tangs were close to the best team in the

league.

After two exhibition losses, the regular sea-

son opener saw 'Stangs storm into Queen's
and stumble out again with a 42-14 shellack-

ing.

JOHN METRAS'

Next week, before the home folks, Western

gave Varsity Blues bumps, bruises, injuries

and heart failure, before going down in excit-

ing fashion, 26-20.

Then it was on to Montreal and Expo "67.

Unfortunately, Metras' boys left their football,

as well as their funds, at the fall Fair, giving

McGill Redmen their first victory in two.

years, 15-13.

After this debacle, the team had nowhere to

go but up. They did, mangling McGill, 47-1,

and tieing Toronto 18-18, before suffering an

unlucky, mud-filled loss to Queen's, 10-5.

1968 PREVIEW

Last year Western lost 21 lettermen. This year

they have 21 lettermen returning. Their only

big losses are all-stars, quarterback Bob Is-

rael, flanker Bill Hendershot. centre Peter

Tasker, and defensive tackle Brian Murray.
Western also lost two players to Toronto —
tackle Doug Dempster and linebacker Mike
Bukovac. As compensation, all-star guard.

Ron Wakelin, has moved over from Blues.

Back for further action are such stalwarts

as offensive end Carl Lindros, punter-end

Dennis Walker, fullback Jeff Hilton, defensive

linemen Bill Martin and Ottavio Colosimo
(both all-stars), plus secondary men Jim Hen-

shall and Bob LaRose.

The big questionmark, of course, is at quar-

terback, where the big, bold boots of Bob Is-

rael must be filled. Metras insists that Joe

Cipparone is his number one helmsman, but

young Kevin St. Michael looked a lot more
impressive in last Saturday's victory over

Varsity Blues.

Metras has to have a passer and St. Michael

was much more agile and accurate than Cip-

parone. There's no way for Stangs along the

ground. As the veteran coach says, "We'll win

or make damn good pass defenders out of the

other teams when we get through with 'em."

PREDICTION

The latest cross-Canada poll had Western

moved up from no. 8 in the country to no. 4,

based on their upset over Varsity. That's pret-

ty accurate.

Playing in the SIFL division with Waterloo

and McMaster ensures at least a 5-2 record

for the Purple-White horsemen. However, it's

no great advantage being in the inferior divi-

sion, as Metras points out, since it means

meeting both Toronto and Queen's on the

road.

Lack of a strong running game and the un-

certainty at quarterback dooms Western to a

probable third place finish. But a good pass

defense and some excellent receivers offen-

sively, will make them a solid third, and they

only need a fluke victory over Queen's or To-

ronto to put them on top.

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS

EXPANSION YEAR
QUEEN'S - McGILL - WESTERN TORONTO

WATERLOO - McMASTER

FOUR HOME GAMES - $2.50,

OCT. 5 - QUEEN'S
OCT. 19 - McMASTER
OCT. 26 - WESTERN
NOV. 2 - McGILL

(TORONTO PLAYS ONE GAME AT

WATERLOO in 1968)

COUPON BOOKS admitting to the Student Section will be sold at Varsity Stadium. Entr

ance 8. Devonshire Place, on Thursday 81 Friday. September 26 & 27. 'from 10:00 A M to

6 00 P M The coupons admit owner to the student section at the Stadium on a "first

come best seat" basis.

GUEST BOOKS Each student may purchase one additional book which will admit a guest

to the student section, not necessarily a member of the University Guest books are sold at

the same price one only to each holder of an Athletic Membership Card Bring your Athlet-

ic Membership Card Tickets cannot be purchased without one.

FIRST HOME GAME - QUEEN'S OCT. 5th

HOCKEY TICKETS WILL BE SOLD SEPARATELY

ON A DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED.

SEE THE WORLD ALL EXPENSES PAID!

National travel organization is looking for a capable and
enthusiastic Representative on Campus to promote and
sell Group Holidays. Excellent opportunity for travel in

summer months as Tour Leader with generous allowance
Send brief resume to3oxl00, The Varsity,

91 ST. GEORGE ST.
TOR. 5

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

FILMS
Films of geological, biological and general interest will be
shown every Friday commencing Sept 27th

Locality Mining Building. Room 128
Time: 1 to 2 p.m.

Bring your lunch

Watch the 'Here and Now' column for titles

EVERYBODY'S RUSHING

susv
WHGS
W

yERY
"

HONOURABLE PRICE LIST

s0VlWANr/0
6 COURSE
LUNCH M.49

12 COURSE
DINNERS *2.89

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

FREE SPARERIBS
AND DELIVERY WITH EVERY

TAKE OUT ORDER OVER $3.50

220 BLOOR ST. W.

TAKE OUT 923-3503
FREE PARKING AT REAR

I 1

10% DISCOUNT COUPON

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
FACULTY, STAFF & STUDENTS ONLY

LUNCH OR DINNER

GOOD ANY MONDAY OR TUESDAY

(EXPIRES DEC. 15, 1968)

MUST BE PRESENTED WHEN PAYING

THE VARSITY. Friday. September 27. 1968 - Page 19



BEGIN YATES CUP DEFENSE

BANDWAGON LIGHTENS AS BLUES OPEN AT McGILL
By

ROD MICKLEBURG
Already people are starting

to jump off the Varisty Blues'

bandwagon.

The cross-Canada poll has

relegated them to the third

ranked team in the country

behind Alberta and Queen's.

And a writer for the Globe

and Mail, while grudgingly

conceding first place in the

SIFL to Blues, blasts the

team for over-confidence and

lack of conditiong. He calls

them the worst-conditioned

club in the league.

It all breeds ominous as

Blues hop the Rapido this

afternoon for tomorrow's
SIFL opener in Montreal
against McGill Redmen, tra-

ditionally a team short on

ability but long on wind.

Redmen head coach, Tim
Mooney, believes that the

road to victory is paved with

hard work and strong disci-

pline. He doesn't allow smok-
ing or drinking, and as for

dating, "I don't encourage
it."

Although Mooney's driving

has produced only two victo-

ries in the past three years,

his club is always in shape,

ready to ambush an unsus-

pecting opponent on an off-

day. Last year. Western ob-

VIC ALBOINI
TME BIG PROBLEM FACING
ALBOINI IS TO DIRECT A
BLUES ATJACIC JHAT

1

HAS
FAILED 70 SHOW THE
CONSISTENCY EXPECTED
OF THE' PERENNIAL

1

FAVOPjIJE

MUdJ>H

Blues' last preseason match
Varsity soccer Blues, undefeated in more

than four years of intercollegiate competi-
tion, are currently engaged in a rugged pre-
season schedule which should prepare them
for the 1968 campaign. The next game is

Saturday at noon on the back campus and
the opponents will be Emeralds, presently
in third place in the premier division of the
Toronto and District League. The game will
give coach Ernie Glass one last look at this
year's crop of newcomers before cutting the
squad to the fourteen man limit.

Although seven of last season's champion-
ship team are missing this year, the rookies
are holding their own quite well.

Last Saturday, Blues lost a close game
with the Canadian National team 1-0 on a
goal scored during the last five minutes of
play. Considering the fact that the Canadian
team is made up of professional soccer
players including six members of Toronto

Falcons, it seems Blues are capable of play-
ing a very good brand of soccer.

Returning to the team this year are
Frank Soppelsa, Jim Lefkos, Eric Sereda,
Bill Nepotiuk, Ron Muir, Dwight Taylor,
John Gero, and Jim Kalman. These veter-
ans will be complimented by the likes of
Miles Sosa, Ken Cancellera, Aduan Ver-
hulst, Roman Zakaluzny, Bernie Dabreau
and George Nomaticlis.
On paper, the club looks capable of run-

ning away with the Ontario-Quebec Athletic
Association championship and the accompa-
nying Blackwood Trophy quite easily but as
football coach Ron Murphy and his players
found out last week in Western, things don't
always work out the way they should.

Right now, Blues are looking forward to
their big match with Emeralds in hopes
that they can polish up their attack for their
home opener with Guelph on October 5th

liged a la Custer, losing 15-13.

Second-place Queen's also

had trouble with McGill,

squeezing out only a 15-10 vic-

tory at home.
So, with all this rhubarb

going around about condition-

ing, as even Lubor J. Zink

might expect. Varsity Blues
have been slogging it pretty

hard and heavy at practice

this week. "They've worked
their butts off," says coach
Ron Murphy with a big satis-

fied smile.

Murphy's not too worried
by the lightened bandwagon
resulting from last week's
loss to Western. "Good!
Good! That'll take the pres-

sure off us," he replied, when
informed of Blues' lower
ranking in the cross-Canada
poll.

Looking toward the McGill
game tomorrow, Blues can
expect a tougher time than
last year's 38-7 waltz in the

Molson Stadium slop. Red-
men, for the first time since

Mooney took over four years
ago, have a sound nucleus
from the previous annum to

work with.

McGill's only two all-stars

are back, halfback Pete
Bender and middle guard Jeff

Ashpitz. Also returning are

GORD WHITAKER
Starring offensive guard

their top rusher, Dave Doher-
ty, top receiver, Sal Lovec-
chio, quarterback George
Wall, offensive end-field goal
kicker-cop, 32 year old
George Springate, backs Don
Destonis and David Flieszer,
lineman Bob Berke, and pun-
ter Mike Kearns.

Bender, in particular, is a
real standout. One of the best
players in the league, he fin-

ished fifth in scoring in 1967
with four touchdowns, fifth in

pass receiving, and second in

punt returns.

Murphy is hardly unaware
of the improved club he'll be
facing. "They're bigger and
stronger and better than last

year. They've got two excel-

lent running backs and, very
important, there's a lot more
depth on the team."

Despite all this, however,
Blues should win with rela-

ALEX SQUIRES
Starting offensive tackle

tive ease. Although their
starting line-up includes nine
men who were not members
of last year's Yates Cup win-
ners, only two are intercol-

legiate rookies, halfback Walt
Sehr and linebacker Bon Fra-
ser.

Other new men are end
Eric Walter, who- starred
with Redmen a few years
ago, tackle Norm Trainor,
who played briefly with Blues
two years ago, centre Rich
Agro from McMaster, guard
Derek Turner from Univer-
sity of Ottawa, defensive
tackle Doug Dempster from
Western, Ian Kirkpatrick, an
all-star with Blues in 1966,

and cornerman Mike Bukovac
from Western.

Starting at quarterback is

Vic Alboini with Don Karn as
his back-up man. Alboini's
problem will be to get Blues'
attack generating again after
its dismal fizzle against West-
ern, The backfield wields a
much more worrisome whal-
lop this week, however with
the addition of Sehr and Mike
Raham. Murphy's been wax-
ing enthusiastically about the
two all week.,

Defensively, Blues promise
to be their usual emasculat-
ing, maligning and maiming
self.

Action in Socc.r BW ,-0 loss «o C.n.di.n Nationals Photo By RICHARD WEAVER

Kent vs Steele in tennis final
Paul Kent (Meds) looms as a heavy favorite to defeat Don

Steele (Vic) in the men's singles final today. Kent had a fairly
easy time in his division defeating Van Dusen (SPS) 6-2 and 6-
2. Third seeded Steele defeated Meds' Peter Chow 8-6 6-3 in
his flight final..

In flight No. 3, Frank Blyth (Vic) had to struggle to get byOsamu Iwao (SGS) 7-5 and 6-3. In the other flight frosh Brad
Robinson (Vic) surprised Mike Wilson (Innis) 7-5. 2-6, and 6-3
after Wilson had upset 4th seeded Gord Gibbins (Trin) 6-1 and
D-0.

In the semis, top-seeded Kent downed Robinson 6-2 and 6-0
while Steele upset 2nd seeded Blyth 6-4 and 6-1
The Kent-Steele final (best of five sets) goes today at 1

p.m. at the Toronto Lawn Tennis Club.



Rebel-use naked power! Farber
Rebel — organize and rebel if you don't

like the way you're being taught," Jerry
Farber. author of the controversial article

student as Nigger, told students last night.
At a panel discussion in Hart House stu-

dents in the audience also forwarded blister-

ing attacks on the educational system.
"We must transform the schools which

society uses to transform us — this can be
done only by naked power," Farber claimed.

The whole pjoblem of the system is that

there is a forced dependency upon the stu-

dents, Peter Warrian, president of the Cana-
dian Union of Students charged.

"Our educational system is the heart of

the nature of our society," said Farber. "But
our education is a stumbling block to the kind

of society we really want.

"People don't learn democracy unless

they practice it."

How can they practice it in the power
structured educational institutions? students

asked the panel.

"We are products for the corporate

elite," a student participant said.

"You've got minds of your own," David-

son Dunton, vice-chancellor of Carleton Uni-

versity commented.
"But they belong to someone else,"

Warrian retaliated.

"For heaven's sake take them back!"

Barry Callaghan, moderator of the debate

exclaimed.

"You can't really know what freedom is

unless you try to use it." Farber said quietly.

One student blamed "they system" for

making students afraid to take group action.

"After 12 years they've lost their will to fight

it." he said.

"They've been put down on so many lit-

tle points they don't want to get involved,"
he said.

Farber said he favored the type of school
that allows students to pursue their own
course of study.

"I look to Summerhill la prominent Brit-

ish free school I as the type of schooling I'd

like to see now and in the future.

"What alternative to the present struc-

ture can we have," students pondered.

"Students and faculty must have the

ability to govern as an autonomous institu-

tion." Warrian replied.

"We recognize that there are some
differences between students and professors
— therefore there should be parallel commit-
tees of students and faculty which would
each have veto power."

"I have this Utopian idea that students

are in school to learn — they look at their

professors as useful people," said Warrian.

"Well if that's what's happening we can
all go home." Farber said with exasperation.

"The trouble is kids worry more about pass-

ing those final exams then developing them-

selves."

photo by PETER BULIONIS

Jerry Farber as Panelist

UNB PROF SUSPENDED

Students sit in for Strax
FREDERICTON (CUPl-

Students at the University of

New Brunswick are heading

into their fifth day of a sit-in

protesting the administra-

tion's suspension of an activ-

ist professor.

Dr. Norman Strax, a nu-

clear physicist, was suspend-

ed last Tuesday by adminis-

tration President Colin

MacKay and told to vacate

his office by Thursday morn-

ing.

Strax Jias been active in the

formation of a group calling

itself Struggle for a Demo-

cratic Society (SDS). The

organization led demonstra-

tions Friday, Sept. 20 against

the use of identification cards

at the universitv lihrarv

The library was forced to

close early that day because

of the demonstrators, who
called the ID card "an inva-

sion of privacy and a breach

of civil liberties."

MacKay refused to explain

the suspension but said it was

lor "obvious reasons."

Thirty students and Strax

began a sit-in in Strax's of-

fice Thursday to forestall his

eviction. By Sunday evening,

there was still no reaction by

the administration other than

a Board of Governors resolu-

tion approving MacKay s ac-

tions.

Over 30 students have par-

ticipated in the four-day sit-
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Nobody will reveal what
happened at last Thurs-

day's monthly meeting of

the Board of Governors.

The meetings are closed

and only major decisions

are announced, university

President Claude Bissell

told The Varsity last night.

"No crucial decisions

are made in the Board of

Governors," he said.

GSU may leave SAC

Castle Frank High School Vice Principal casts a worried glance at Varsity photogra

pher Ron Clark, while presiding over a sit in in the school auditorium. Friday morning.

By LIZ

The university's 5.500 grad-

uate students have voted to

withdraw from the Students

Administrative Council, ac-

cording to John Winter, presi-

dent of the Graduate Students

Union.

The decision is a result of a

mandate conducted during

the three weeks of graduate

registration.

"Seventy-five per cent of

the graduate students who

voted wished to withdraw

from SAC." says Winter.

"But at the present time I

am unable to release specific

figures either about the elec-

tion results or about the per-

centage of graduate students

who voted." Winter said last

night.

••The QSU executive, with

this substantial mandate, will

formally request withdrawal

from SAC and reimbursement

of the $12 fee at next week's

SAC meeting." Winter said

SAC President Steve Lang-

don considers the mandate

invalid

'I personally encouraged

graduate students not to vote

because it was not a valid

election." Langdon said last

night.

I know of a substantial

number of graduate students

ENNIS

who took this position and

have not been recognized by

John Winter." he said.

"During the first half week

of registration the ballots

were attached to a piece of

literature stating GSU griev-

ances against SAC," said

Langdon. "This is invalid

election procedure, and many
of these votes may have been

counted.

"SAC tried to circulate lit-

erature saying that this was
not a valid time to have an

election. No discussion or

debate has taken place.

"We were forbidden from

voicing our opinion during

this first half week." Lang-

don added

Langdon also took issue

with the method of voting.

"Not all graduate students

are members of SAC—only
3.500 out 5.500". he said.

"The qualification has some-

thing to do with residence

requirements

"But," Langdon charged,

"all 5.500 of these students

register and were probably

allowed to vote.

"Until these points are

cleared up we do not seem to

have a true picture of this

mandate.
"And we will fight it."



CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
HART HOUSE THEATRE

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS 1968-69 SEASON
This year, for the first time, the Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama will present

two productions in repertory with a professional company, augmented with students,

from October 21 to November 16

Both productions will be directed by Leon Mapr, Director of Productions for the Cen-

tre and the company will include. Donald Allison. Barbara Bryne. Colin Fox. Ron Has-

tings, Meg Hogarth, Frances Hyland, Deborah Kipp. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Robert Silverman and Rex Southgate

THE CHANGELING by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley. A forceful study of

the link between sex and power as we follow the life of a

woman who is at first repelled and then seduced by a servant.

THE FAN by Carlo Goldom. translated by Henry B Fuller A delightful comedy of

wooing and winning in 1 8th century Italy.

The following is a Performance Schedule and Subscriptions will be sold by Series

Number

Series THE CHANGELING THE FAN
Number

Monday 1 October 21 November 1

1

2 November 4 October 28

Tuesday 3 October 22 November 12

4 November 5 October 29

Wednesday 5 October 23 November 13

6 November 6 October 30

Thursday 7 October 24 November 7

8 October 31 November 14

Friday 9 October 25 November 8

10 November 1 November 1 5

Saturday 11 October 26 November 9

12 November 2 November 1 6

Student Subscription prices will be

Series 1 -8. $2 50

Series 9-12. $3 50
Box Office now open 10:00 a m. to 5:00 p.m- 928-8668

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE- 62 Royal-Enfield 500cc,

excellent running condition, saddle bags,

helmet, included; 65 Honda 90cc. good

running order, must sell: Call Bob 231-

4637

CATALYST MAGAZINE is looking for

editors and staff in the following fields:

Advertising, art, literary, publicity, sales.

Please call 924-0073 for details

ATTRACTIVE ROOM & BOARD FOR
MEN AND WOMEN ON THE EDGE OF
CAMPUS Approx $600 for the aca-

demic year Campus Cooperative Resi-

dents Inc . 395 Huron St., Tor. 5. 921-

3168.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY
will type thesis, technical papers etc. at

home. Electric typewriter 233-6801.

LOST — An umbrella covered in black

silk with a gold handle inscribed as fol-

lows: "1861-1911 John Harvie". Sub-

stantial reward for its recovery Please

get in touch with Prof D G. Creighton

Dept of .History — Sid Smith Hall.

FOR SALE — The U of T. Bachelor s

graduation hood. French texts (1-3 yrs).

Contact Mr McGarry at 928-2534

BRAND NEW condition. Tuner-amplifier

FM MPX. Free fantastic demonstration

Only $165 Call Peter, 922-9626 or visit

me in No 825 Rochdale. After 6 p.m.

USED GOALIE EQUIPMENT. Com
plete set Top quality in good condition.

Good bargain on part or whole Phone

Ed Kamin, 928-3468

1966 VW DELUXE gas heater, vinyl

seats, snow tires, transistor radio, 37 mi

gal (recently taken), in good condition

$875 Call after 6 p.m 923-7473

WANTED, ride from Toronto to Mont-
real & or return any weekend. Share gas

and driving Days 366-3071 Nights after

10:30 — 487-8014 Mary (Burrows).

WANTED 1 or 2 males to share 2 bed-

room apt. with 2 others Pape area.

Phone 466-2012 after 5:30 p.m.

ONE BEDROOM in a two bedroom
apartment for a ihird guy. Bernard Ave.

and St. George Call 925-8090

LADY STUDENT will receive board, pri-

vate room and bath for baby-sitting and

light household duties For information

telephone Ivlrs. Harquail. 481-8303.

SOLID OAK DESK. 4 ft long by 2 ft.

5" wide for sale Call after 6 p.m 923-
7473.

FANTASTICALLY good Rock Band. Still

fantastically cheap. Still available for

campus bookings Call Jerome Rufus.

267-7328

AQUA SEX — hear how inhabitants of

an arctic lake get their meat. Advanced
Divers' Seminar. Tonight, 7:30 p.m., East

Common Room. Hart House.

PARKING SPACE for rent Indoor heat-

ed garage near Bloor & St. George
Available Oct. 1. only $12.00 per month.

Call 925-1654 after 1:00 p.m.. for more
information.

INTERESTED in Catalyst? Come to a

meeting tomorrow, Tuesday Oct. 1. at 4:

30 in House 3. Room 2, Massey College.

WRITERS, publishers, editors — come
meet Jack Ludwig, Writer-in-Residence

and each other, tomorrow. Tuesday. Oct.

1 at 4:30. House 3, Room 2. Massey
College.

ATTRACTIVE ROOM and Board. Want-
ed — an understanding female student

to live for school year with widow & 25
year old daughter in a comofrtable du-

plex. Daughter recovering from nervous

breakdown and is working part time

Would need some companionship to

make social adjustment when student

has free time Please phone 489-8552
(9-11 a.m. or 6-10 p.m.). Minimum
charge.

FOR SALE: Chesterfield & bookcase.

Phone after 8: at 769-9991.

1966 LAMBRETTA scooter 1 50cc.

$150 95 mi gal 60 m.p.h. Not used
this year — 5.000 mi — very good
shape. Need $ for school Call Rich pt.

922-9375.

U.C. CHEERLEADING Tryouts today.

Monday Sept. 30 in Whitney Hall Quad-
rangle from 3 o'clock onward. Both boys
and girls welcome Any questions call

483-9934

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

HOMECOMING '68

CONCERT
featuring

SUN. OCT. 20, 1968 - 8:30 PM
CONVOCATION HALL

RESERVED SEATS ONLY

M.50 A Person In Advance

$ 2.00 A Person At The Door

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE

S.A.C. OFFICE

There are only 1700 seats available,

so get your tickets now.
* TAX INCLUDED
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Warrian sees danger of violence
By GEOFFREY MEGGS

Peter Warrian looks com-
pletely unlike the stereotype
of a campus rebel.

Dressed in white slacks and
turtleneck, the crew-cut bul-
let-headed Canadian Union of
Students president delivered
a low-key address to about 250
students in Convocation Hall
Friday afternoon.

"When war research is

done on campus," he said,

"the institution itself is act-
ing in a violent way. We do
live in a violent society."

Warrian has acquired what
he considers an undeserved
reputation as an advocate of

student violence.

"There is a real danger of

violence- among the stu-
dents," he said. "It is not dif-

ficult to imagine, without def-

inition of common problems,
a confrontation between SAC
and the engineers."

After questioning he agreed
he meant "conservative ele-

ments in general" and not

engineers specifically.

Excitement reached a peak
before Warrian took the po-

dium, when the audience of

about 250 applauded loudly in

support of 40 Castle Frank
High School students at the

meeting.

The applause was repeated

for a burly CFTO cameraman
who took a light meter read-
ing about three inches from
Steven Langdon's left ear.

When asked to desist he
whiled away the next two
hours by checking his equip-
ment with a monocle, and
munching peanuts.

Discussion centred largely
around determining an ac-
ceptable level of democrati-
zation in the lecture hall.

"If democracy was applied
to academic questions," pro-
tested a physics lecturer, "It's

conceivable my engineering
class could vote not to study
Newton's Laws"

photo bv ERROL YOUNG
Peter Warrian

Graduate Students' Union

1 6 Bancroft Avenue,

Toronto 5.

TUESDAY — OCTOBER 1, 1968

4:00 p.m.

GENERAL MEETING

Agenda:(1) President's Report (April - September)

(2) Provisional budget

(3) Constitutional amendments

(minor changes in wording and not context)

Free beer and cheese available

TEACHING ASSISTANTS ASSOC.
PRESENTS A

CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR
ON

THE PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES
OF ACADEMIC TEACHING

SAT. OCT. 19TH 10 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

SIDNEY SMITH HALL

FOLLOWED BY A RECEPTION AT

THE GRADUATE STUDENTS UNION

MAIN SPEAKER

DR. W. C. WINEGARD
PRESIDENT. UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH

Hart House
UNDERWATER CLUB
TO-NIGHT. 7:30 p.m.

East Common Room

DR H. WELSH speaks on the

Topic FOOD CHAIN STUDIES
IN AN ARCTIC LAKE This is

the 3rd ANNUAL ADVANCED
DIVERS SEMINAR.

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday. October 2nd

Music Room. 7 45 pm
With DR E E AMSDEN.

Past-President. Guild

of Colour Photography

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 6 - 8 30 p m

Great Hall

ROBERT AITKEN. Flautist

MARION ROSS. Pianist

CHAPEL
Holy Communion in Chapel

TUESDAYS, 12 30 p m
Everyone Welcome

NOON HOUR PROGRAM
Monday. October 7

Music Room. 1-2 pm
DR HENRY REIGER on the

Topic POPULATION EX

PLOSION Lunches Allowed

Ladies Welcome

Members may invite La

dies to din b in Gallery Din

ing Room {12-1 30 and 6

7:30 p.m.)

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75fJ.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

This conference is designed to help Teaching Assistants cope with the cur-

rent educational system Seminar topics include: the problem of assessment

and grading: the lecture as a teaching method: and how to conduct a tutorial

Registration fee of $1 (covers conference, reception, films, and all printed

matter) should be paid immediately to the Executive Assistant in the Graduate

Students' Union. 16 Bancroft Avenue. Conference limited to 200 Teaching

Assistants A few places have been reserved for academic staff

For further information, phone John Winter 927 8915 or 928-2391



At the university of Toronto the liveliest activity

takes place in the departments, particularly in the

Faculty of Afts and Science where joint student-

faculty committees have been established, and

have already contributed much lo (he reshaping

of curriculum From these committees will come

16 representatives on the Faculty Council —
which is certainly a far cry from tokenism

— President Claude Bissell

in his opening address

''You'll take what

you're given, boy"

At a time when students are

pressing for a democratic university,

the seating of 16 students on the 1.000

member Faculty Council can only be

described as an expression of con-

tempt.

The Council meets today to be-

gin discussion on recommendations

based on the Macpherson Report — a

report affecting staff and students. As

it turns out, 1,000 faculty members
will decide the system under which

they want to teach, while 16 students

will represent 27,000 in deciding the

system under which they want to be-

taught.

This parody of democracy was
concocted under the nose of the stu-

dents council, which has a policy

against tokenism and against closed

meetings. Instead the faculty "elect-

ed" its 16 token students through a

series of staff-student committees —
some set up just for the occasion.

Today's meeting takes place at

4 p.m. in the Senate chambers of

Simcoe Hall. The meeting is secret.

The 16 students have indicated

they will ask for an open meeting at

the first session, but if they get out-

voted, well . . . what can you do? They
seem firmly welded to the liberal de-

ceit of dialogue leading to action.

Too bad it doesn't work that

way. The power structure of the uni-

versity doesn't move unless threatened
by a power as great as itself. Sixteen
students isn't mi^ "f o nnwpr

too many, the Council can be restruc-

tured to fit. The principle is simple:

students have at least an equal right

with faculty to make decisions on edu-

cational policy.

Until this happen s the Council's

decision, however popular with stu-

dents (and they will include a few stu-

dent-generated reforms to show their

"good faith"), should not be accepted

as legitimate. If the 16 do not get equal

representation and open meetings,
they should resign and submit no

longer to this incredible caricature of

democracy.

Let us hope that students will

let this farce go unchallenged, that

l will recognize their right to par-

pate as equals in decisions affect-

7? a democracy
ures it now has. One essential
lge is the dissolution of ascribed
us differences between students
faculty as they recognize a corn-
commitment to real learning in a
atmosphere.
Many graduates who voted to

draw from SAC because of "dif-
nt interests" will find themselves
he faculty as students and faculty
to resolve their differences.

Graduates, undergraduates and
ilty do have similar interests, or
lid have. The most important is

ling this university a place where
cation means more than training
a job. means more than learning to

k like a Board of Governors mem-

ing the university. And if that involves

taking over Simcoe Hall until the situ-

ation is rectified, so be it.

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal-

"
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the place was etose to deserted, although they flowed in
jumps and spurts , . brian sat down at a typewriter to do
what he didn't know, so I couldn't put him down. . a
moving van was in long before i. out fishing for the aft i

was. and mrsasd jay and helen and mary. . . jack will be
watching for us at the TGH. anne came in from the plan
tabon and two sues, maybe three. Liss ennis graduated
and the layout crew, kirk, rosemary and lynne. went to
steal notes, to discover Canada and to leave us with an
eyesore swaif—i sent mickleburgh a nasty from mont-
real. where rboy lockered it up. Geoff wrote all day long,
had roast beef and went to mark it Morrison Ooor al-

most broke even on the one-armed bandit Did haiven
ever do that book review, branisslaw? (brother of cole) I

saw you Pete jotting those furious notes on the telly
ho hum as another flyer hits the webdust. siempre
mardi trente and onward



COMMENT

"Beware the extreme left"

By JOHN AYRE
(II VIC)

This article could be taken

as McCarlhyite witch-hunting,

but . ... what I say is true— ie.

that it takes only 150 students

to fuck up the rights of 25.000

students. As a conservative

moderate Ionce a liberal

moderate until Columbia) I

don't want the paranoic psyc-

hoses of that ISO to erupt into

substantial violence — and 1

want to warn the students oj

that possibility.

Says Philip Resnick, "Gone
the mind-fuck of the formal

lecture, the grimace of mas-
ter lording it oyer slave, the

crumbs of culture that substi-

tuted for a vision of the

whole." Thus, apparently, the

Marxist millennium, "the vi-

sion of a Toronto commune,
in which students and sympa-
thetic faculty might give full

rein to their imaginations.

Yet when we think of Czecho-

slovakia, we are quickly re-

minded exactly where Marx-
ists stand on the matter of

"liberated imagination".

Having been a spectator of

the Columbia riots in New
York in May, I am well

aware of what a small band

of ideological fanatics are

capable of doing when there

is apathy or tolerance on the

part of the vast majority of

students. I am aware of what

a small band of fanatics are

capable of doing at this uni-

versity this year if given, free

rein by the moderate student

majority, who out of igno-

rance at the present moment
are oblivious to the conse-

quences of tolerating the

growing power of the ex-

treme leftists.

We hear a great deal of a

power elite, an imperialist,

bourgeois pack of thieving,

repressive capitalists bent on

the destruction of all of the

creative powers of a poor,

repressed, and whip-scourged

student body. Yet it is the

carriers of this "vicious"

capitalistic system, our par-
ents, the administration, the
society at large, that repress
so brutally that they pay for

almost all of the expenses
involved in educating us: that

repress so brutally that they
have offered our leaders sub-

stantial student representa-

tion on an advisory council;

that repress so brutally that

in many of the honour
courses exams have been
abolished and lectures cut

down in favour of more effec-

tive seminarial discussions;

that repress so brutally that

they have taken the brunt of

obscenity and insult with rea-

sonably good humour; that

repress so brutally that they

(unbelievably) have continued

to tolerate a small minority
of exceedingly dangerous stu-

dents now harboured in our
campus.

Most of what the leftists

have been saying about the

so-called repressive system is

today bogus, an agglomerate

pack of Marxist fairy tales

designed to eat on the ordi-

nary frustrations of the aver-

age student in order to gain

the ascendency over one so-

called elite, to put their own
elite into a position of power.

PREGNANCY TEST
ING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information

Phone 481-0529
9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399. "STN.

K"
TORONTO 12
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A brutal fact of elementary
sociology is that if a society
— in this case, the university

— wishes to survive, it must
set limits on membership. If

elements are admitted not in

basic agreement with an ex-

pansive consensus, then there

is the potential danger that

the society will be destroyed

from within. The society

must adjust constantly to

shifts of consensus among its

members, but at no time
must it allow members that

are in complete opposition to

the basic principles under

which the society was insti-

tuted.

In this context I would

warn the student body that

there are such elements in

this university that are com-

pletely at odds to those basic

principles of scholarly study

and endeavor. If they, as they

have in the past, continue to

be allowed to openly flaunt

that which is so basic to the

majority, then I can only

predict a year of violence,

and black anarchy, where the

goal of those that play such

dangerous games is raw pow-

er, and not as they would

have it, the freedom and

creativity of the so-called

"repressed" individual.

THE SAC BOOKSTORE is

1) open from 12:00 noon until 6:00 in

the evening during the week (closed on

Saturday)

2) planning to move into the real store

next week on the second floor, above

S.C.M. (meanwhile, we're still stuck with

the third floor stockroom)

3) now accepting used books (first year

texts, paperbacks and supplementary read-

ing) to be sold on consignment at your

chosen price (10%rebate to SAC when

sold)

4) soon to be selling these same used

books (as soon as the store is ready)

5) inviting you to place special orders for

any book you want (you still receive the

1 0% discount)

6) selling tickets for the Rockpile concerts

(good idea)

7) no longer competing with the Textbook

Store (they're too much)

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
FIRST YEAR TEXTS
ROCHDALE COLLEGE
333 BLOOR WEST

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two Hart

House Theatre Productions

CALL AT THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

»1

" U of T 68 - 69

QUO VADIS ?

S.C.M FALL CAMP

HART HOUSE FARM

OCT 4 - 6

with Paul MacRae - editor. The Varsity

Peter Warrian - President. C U S

Don Wilson - Gen Sect'y S.C.M of Canada

Cost S10 - includes food, bed. transportation, registration

Register at SC M. Office. Hart House. 923-9727

HILLEL

Thursday. October 3. 7:30 pm. Hillel House

Elementary Hebrew; Intermediate Hebrew

Israeli Folk Dance Class; Drama Workshop

9:30 p.m - Jewish Philosophy Seminar

Hillel Dance
Saturday. October 5. 9 00 p m . Park Plaza Hotel

Live Band The Chosen Few"

Presidential Advisory Committee

on

DISCIPLINARY
PROCEDURES
Written Briefs are invited from

Students

Alumni

Teaching staff

Non-teaching staff

Individuals and Organizations

To be submitted as soon as convenient,

but not later than NOVEMBER 30. 1968. to:

Professor Arthur M Kruger

Secretary

Presidential Advisory Committee

on Disciplinary Procedures

Room 3025. Sidney Smith Hall

Dates of public hearings to be announced later

For further information, get in touch with the

Secretary of the Committee
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TORONTO - NORTH CAROLINA
\

EXCHANGE

TRAVEL TO CHAPEL HILL 1

CHEAP FOR AN EXPERIENCE IN §

HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS |

1

A TOTAL IMMERSION IN %

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY LIFE.
v

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT |

S.A.C. OFFICE UNTIL 5 P.M. |

WEDNESDAY OCT. 2
|

FRESHMEN

APPLICATIONS NOT CONSIDEREDJ

Need Furniture?

RENT IT!

BY THE MONTH
BY THE YEAR
ECONOMY SUITES

OE LUXE SUITES
FROM SIOOO MO

FURNITURE L.EMING

-510 KING ST. W.

366 -7679

Buclcy to speak tonight
Buckmmster Fuller, the American architect who designed the U S. pavilion's

geodesic dome at Expo and Project Toronto, the downtown renewal scheme,

speaks tonight at Convocation Hall, at 8 pm
A photographic exhibition of Dr. Fuller's work opens today at 2 30 p m at

rhe International Building Show. Exhibition Park.

Mr. Pizza Restaurant
and Discotheque L'lmage

182-184 Dupont(at the top of St. George St.)

ENJOY THE BEST PIZZA OR SPAGHETTI OR
BREADED CHICKEN IN TOWN DANCE FOR FREE

(MONDAY TO THURSDAY) ON A GLASS MIRROR

FLOOR IN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL DISCOTHEQUE

YOU HAVE EVER SEEN For FAST Delivery 927-5001

CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS

THIS WEEK
SIDNEY SMITH HALL, ROOM 1073, 1 to 2 pm

TUESDAY
OCT. 1

Chartered

Accountancy

WEDNESDAY
OCT. 2

Petroleum

Industry

THURSDAY
OCT.

3

Data

Processing

25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES

Including ell branded Watches, A-V Quality Diamonds, Silverware,

Lighten, Wallati, Pent and Pencils, Radios, Clocks, Costume

Jewellery, etc.. etc. You must have your A.T.L. cards' when making

a purchase.

SHEFFIELD JEWELLERS
PIAMOND MERCHANT

Ml YONGE ST. (5 lfcor» .boy. Dgnd.i) . EM. 6-3324. EM. Mill

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

ELECTION
Representatives to be elected:

3 from 2nd year General. History Concentrators

3 from 2nd year Modern History

3 from 3rd year General. History Concentrators

3 from 3rd year Modern History

3 from 4th year Modern History

2 from Special Students in History

Any student taking at least two History courses

is eligible to vote and stand for office.

Nomination papers require the signatures of ten

persons from the candidate's course, pro-

gramme, and year, and must be placed in the

History Students' Union mailbox in the Dept. of

History office before 4:00 p.m., Wed Oct 2.

1968

Election: Oct. 9, 9 a.m. • 4 p.m.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

Does the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently.

The Reference Department of

the University Library offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library. Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students

throughout October. Apply in

the Reference Department for

seminars relating to either

Humanities materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials. Special

seminars may be arranged

upon request.

Ve-r-r y Interesting

Especially il VOu aie in (ha market lor an en-

gagement ring A Free booklet entitled "The

Right Ring tor the Left Hand'' outlines what

you should o*p«ct and gel when you invest in

a diamond, and how we can save you a great

deal of money on this purchase You can buy

niccolini
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 p.m.

U of T N.D.P. executive meeting
Sidney Smith, Room 2123.
Psychology Student *%nion elec-

tions, Sidney Smith. Room 2102.
Varsity Christian Fellowship in-

vites you to a series of panel discus-
sions on "The Christian in the Uni-
versity", Copper Room, Wymiiwood
Victoria College.

Seminar with Meyer Levin U C
Room 214.

3 p.m.

U.C. Cheerleading tryouts, Whitney
Hall Quadrangle.

5 p.m.

SAC Work Group on Ontario Stu-
dent Awards plan. All students are
invited to contribute. North Sitting
Room, Hart House.

7:30 p.m.

First night of 3rd Annual Advanced
Divers' Seminar featuring Dr. H
Welsh, U of T Dept. of Zoology,
speaking on Food Chain Studies in an
Arctic Lake.

8 p.m.

Informal, meeting for Political Sci-
ence, Economics, and Commerce and
Finance staff and fourth year stu-
dents. New College Dining Room.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

1:15 p.m.

Christian Science organization
- 'ncludes testimonies of

healing through the use of Christian
Scjenc^ All are welcome. Sidney
Smith, Room 2112.

4:30 p.m.

Meeting of interested writers,
publishers, editors on campus with
Jack Ludwig, Writer in Residence.
Massey College, House 3, Room 2.

5 p.m.

Tout le monde bienvenu au pro-
chain reunion du Comite Canadian -

Canadien. Parlez Francais. soyez

informe des problemes Canadiennes.
Rhodes Room, Trinity.

8 p.m.

The Christian Perspectives Club
will hold the first meetuig for the
year. We hope to discuss the central
issues of Dr Runner's lecture. "The
Relation of the Bible to Learning."
Ante-debates Room. Hart House.

ANYTIME

Pick up applications for auditions
for Stop the World I Want to Get off
all this week at the Engineering
Stores behind the Mechanical Build-
ing.

session —
Bring your

Career information
Chartered Accountacy.
lunch. Sidney Smith, Room 1073
Yavneh Lecture: Rabbi Dr. Jacob

Rabinowitz speaking on Reward and
Punishment, Sidney Smith. Room
2129.

Meeting of the U of T Liberal Club
to discuss Municipal Party Politics,

Sidney Smith, Room 1071.

BAHAMAS
CHARTER FLIGHT
DEC 27 - JAN. 5

$2 1 9 includes

Non-stop Jet via Air Canada Super DC-9
10 days hotel accommodations

Round-trip Airport-Hotel transfers

Ground transportation in Freeport

Free Sun, Sand & Surf

RESERVATIONS LIMITED
Call JOHN - 759-7453 Todayl

hart house glee club

rehearses: - great hall
TUESDAYS: 7:00 PM

Those successful in the Spring

Auditions are cordially invited.

Room for 4 FIRST TENORS

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

FOOTBALL DANCE
(QUEENS AT TORONTO)

featuring the

BLUES MAG00S
With: Eddy Spencer, Ian Anderson & The Mission Revue

Jimmy MacDonald Orchestra

Ken Jones & Folk Singing In The Music Room

Sat. Oct. 5, 1968 - 9 pm - Hart House

Tickets: $3.50 Couple

Available now at the S.A.C. Office

Also: DRILL HALL DANCE Right After The Game

Admission: 50( a person - featuring

THE CHOSEN FEW
last

I

MEN - CURLING - MEN
THE LISTS FOR THOSE WISHING TO CURL THIS FALL
AND WINTER ARE NOW OPEN AT THE INTERCOLLEGI
ATE OFFICE. ROOM 101. HART HOUSE THERE ARE 2
LEAGUES INTERCOLLEGIATE [TOP COMPETITION! ANO
RECREATIONAL AN ENTRANCE FEE OF S22 50 MUST
BE PAID AT TIME OF SIGNING IF POSSIBLE. SIGN UP
AS A FULL RINK LISTS WILL CLOSE OCT 11 LEAGUES
WILL START OCT 20 AT THE TERRACE CLUB AND ALL
COMPETITION WILL BE HELD ON SUNDAYS BETWEEN
5 00 & 7 00 P M

WOMEN'S

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

MEN WANTED - Ballroom Dance — Thursdays 4 00
5 00 p m Please enquire and register in the Front Of-

fice Room 102 Benson Building. 320 Huron Street.

- MEN -

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN IMPROVING

YOUR SWIMMING SKILLS?

WOULD YOU LIKE TO QUALIFY AS A

R.L.S. RED CROSS INSTRUCTOR?
THERE IS STILL TIME TO ENROL IN THESE AND OTH-

ER INTERESTING AQUATIC ACTIVITIES - Learn-to-

Swim. Basic and Advanced Life Saving, Skin and Scuba

Diving. National Life Guard Service Registration for

classes Monday to Friday between 1 00 and 2 00 pm
OR for further information see the Supervisor at the Pool
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SEHR SPARKLES
2 T.D.'$ FOR WAITER

RUGGED DEFENCE, STRONG RUNNING GRIND McGILL 22-3
By Rod Mickleburgh

MONTREAL—One doesn't normally as-

sociate bump 'n' grind with the gridiron,

but Varsity Blues made a notable exception

Saturday afternoon. Before a wildly lacka-

daisacal crowd at Molson Stadium, Blues

put on a lascivious production extraordi-

naire as they bumped and ground their way

to a 22-3 victory over McGill Redmen to

open the SIFL season for both clubs.

Spectacular rookie halfback, Walt Sehr.

led the team down the runway with a bril-

liant, will-o'-the-wisp display of running

agility. Included in his repertoire were 157

yards rushing and one touchdown on a daz-

zling 95 yard punt return. It was hardly an

inauspicious debut for the six foot, 172

pound speedster.

Disheartened McGill coach, Tom Mooney,

called Sehr's touchdown the turning point of

the game. It came late in the third quarter

with Blues ahead of the pesky Redmen only

10-3.

"I thought we were coming 'till then,"

said Mooney. "We had six guys down there

.waiting for Sehr to make his move. No one

went after him; they all just waited. Then

when he did make his move, he flashed

right by."

As expected, McGill proved a fairly tough

nut to crack, but Blues proved methodically

equal to the task. Their method certainly

wasn't spectacular, nor was it particularly

exciting, but it won them a solid two points

in the standings.

Almost disdaining the forward pass. Var-

sity quarterback Vic Alboini directed a

slashing ground attack which yielded 339

yards. Alboini completed only four passes

all afternoon, although two were short

touchdown tosses to split-end, Eric Walter

Fullback Mike Raham proved a worthy

complement to Sehr with 118 yards rushing.

More than a hundred of these came in the

first half before the freezing started to

wear off in his dislocated toe.

Defensively. McGill's puny three points

and ten first downs attest rather signifi-

cantly to the customary, superb job done by

Flue's rugged defensive unit. Once again,

this year, it appears defense is Toronto's

ace in the hole.

Varsity drew first blood following recov-

ery of a McGill fumble on the sixteen yard

line. After two incomplete passes, Paul

McKay booted a field goal at the 13:35

mark of the first quarter.

McGill evened the score with a deter-

mined march precipitated by 30 yards in

Varsity penalties. When Blues kept clean,

the drive bogged down and ex-cop, George

Springate. flat-footed a 32 yard field goal.

With little more than two minutes re-

maining in the first half Blues went ahead

to stay when Alboini threw a perfect strike

to Walter deep in the end zone from ten

yards out. The play was set up by Sehr's 23

yard ramble.

The opening of the-second half saw Toron-

to pile up lots of first downs, but fail to dent

the scoreboard as McGill continued to hang

tough. A blocked field goal, an intercepted

pass, and an unsuccessful third down gam-
ble helped keep the Murphymen at bay until

Sehr finally broke the game open with his

long punt return. A key block by Keith

Johnson at centre field removed the final

McGill defender as Sehr sped his 95 yards

through the middle. The convert attempt

was blocked.

A twelve yard touchdown strike from
Alboini to Walter midway through the

fourth quarter completed the scoring.

Emeralds' late goal wins 2-1

By AUSTRIS LIEPA

A goal by John Johnston in

the 87th minute of play gave
Toronto Emeralds a hard-

fought 2-1 victory over Var-

sity soccer Blues on Satur-

day.

From the beginning of the

game, Emeralds seemed to

assert themselves in midfield

where Leaim Cahill and com-
pany beat Blues to the ball on

many occasions. At the twen-

ty minute mark, a high cross

from Alan Cairns was headed
in beautifully by Tom "Twig-
gy" Walters to the bewilder-

ment of Blues supporters and
the three defenders who sur-

rounded him on the play.

Rugger Blues whip Old Boys
A UTRFC SYNDICATED SERVICE

On Sunday Varsity Blues A rugger squad invaded the bas-
tion of gridiron frolics. Varsity Stadium, to defeat Varsity Old
Boys, 15-6. thus continuing their undefeated streak

Although the rugid ruggers seemed on top, it was well into

the last half before their efforts began to show on the score
board. Two penalties a piece kept the score tied up until

George Wraw crossed the line after a fine piece of running.
This was followed shortly by a try from Tony Pierre, whose
running up till then had often left him yards short of the line.

Blues were in better shape than their elders: despite this,

they were well contained for most of the game. Paul Wison's
Commandos were bolstered by some of the "not so old ":

Ranny Parker, Andy Szandtner, and recent exports Bill Kyle
and Dave Imrie, all of whom made sure that there was no
gentleness in the game.

Blues looked like the right squad that should have little

trouble cleaning up the intercollegiate championship for an-
other year. Some new faces showing promise: Geoff Ellwand
and Victor Harding combined with fine play by veterans Peter
Hand, Doug Phibbs and George Wraw to make the game as
good as any we have seen.

And yet, you reticent sports fans there is plenty more to
come, so lets flock to support your own jock strap ensemble.
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Within a minute, however,

a perfect pass from Cancel-

lara put Frank Soppelsa in

good position for one of his

booming shots. The ball was
in the back of the net before

you could say "Goal", and
Blues had tied the score.

Another minute later, Jim
Lefkos set up Soppelsa but

the latter's shot just grazed
the post. Thereafter, the

game settled into an even

midfield battle with little ac-

tion around the goals.

In the second half, although

slightly outplayed at midfield.

Blues managed to set up sev-

eral excellent chances but

poor finishing by the for-

wards combined with excel-

lent goaltending by Malcolm
Warton thwarted them.

At the other end of the
field. Walters just missed
with a header and Bernie
D'Abreau, Blues' rookie
goalie, stopped a hard drive
from Cairns. Three minutes
from the end, Johnston got

the winner on an excellent

shot from thirty yards out.

Blues desperately attempted
to mount a scoring drive be-

fore the final whistle, but
were unsuccessful.

Blues' next game is

Wednesday when they meet
the Canadian Nationals at

Varsity Stadium.

Photo by JOHN "LONG-LOST ' SWAIGEN

Blues' hard hitting defense in action as Ian Kirkpatrick (38)

combs McGill halfback Sal Levecchio (23) after shoestring tackle

by Peter Raham. That's Ron Kishimoto (32) in the background.

Kent wins racquet final
By JOHN CAMERON

Paul Kent (Meds) overpowered Don Steele (Vic) 6-3, 9-11, 6-

3 and 6-4 on Friday at the Toronto Lawn Tennis Club to cap-

ture the McEachern Cup, awarded annually to the winner of

the interfaculty tennis championship.

Kent's combination of power and accuracy proved too much
for his bigger but slower opponent. On more than one occa-

sion, Kent's remarkable serves caught Steele off balance and

forced him into costly errors. Although by no means out-

classed, the loser tended to get down on himself when he

made an error and he appeared much less at ease than the

champion.

In the first set, Kent captured the first three games while

Steele was unable to get untracked, losing his serve in games
one and three. Thereafter, Kent split the remaining six games
to win 6-3.

Set number two was hotly contested and saw Steele come
back from a 5-3 deficit to triumph 11-9. Finally, Kent regained
his edge in sets three and four to win out after some three

hours of competition.

For Kent and Steele, it was just a friendly match — a prep

for the western division final of the intercollegiate tennis

championship to be held at McMaster this weekend.
The two players along with Vic's Frank Blyth and Meds'

Peter Chow, make up the Varsity tennis team which last year
was defeated by University of Montreal after winning the

western section of the OQAA playoffs. Brad Robinson (Vic I)

will act as a substitute for the intercollegiate squad.

i Bv BRIAN SWEET

Paul Kent displays winning form



UNB SITS ON
FREDERICTON (CUP) -

A demonstration that started

6ut as a protest against the
use of identification cards at

the University of New Bruns-
wick library is into its sev-

enth day as a full-scale sit-in.

Dr. Norman Strax. a phys-

ics professor who was instru-

mental in organizing a dem-
onstration which closed the

library briefly, was suspend-
ed by university President

Colin Mackay last Tuesday
and ordered to vacate his of-

fice.

Last Wednesday. Strax and
more than 30 students occu-

pied the professor's second-

floor office in the physics

building. They say they will

not leave the office until the

university administration

meets three demands

:

• reinstatement of Strax:

t recomposition of UNB's
board of governors to make it

more representative;

• an end to the ID card sys-

tem at the university.

Dr. Strax was served with

a contempt of court charge

Tuesday after refusing to

obey an injunction ordering

him off university property.

An affidavit signed by Allen

Boone, head of the physics

department, told the court he

believed "irreparable mis-

chief" may result if Strax is

permitted to trespass on the

UNB campus.
Strax expects to be arrest-

ed today when he does not

appear in court as ordered.

Vincent Kelly, a Toronto

civil rights lawyer, and Barry

McPeake, a Canadian Union

of Students field worker, ar-

rived in Fredericton this

morning.

The executive secretary of

the Canadian Association of

University Teachers, J. Per-

cy Smith, is also reported to

be on his way.

CUS has not issued an offi-

cial statement, but President
Peter Warrian is "very much
afraid" violence will erupt

some time today. iLast night

more than 70 students invad-

ed the physics building, at-

tempting to throw the demon-
strators out. They were dis-

persed by two administration

officials and the demonstra-
tors bedded down for the

night.

)

At U of T, 30 professors

have sent telegrams to Presi-

dent MacKay and New Bruns-

wick Premier Louis Robi-

chaud registering support for

Strax.

The Toronto branch of the

Canadians for the NLF (of

which Strax is an active

member) will collect signa-

tures in Sidney Smith Hall

today for a petition in support

of "academic freedom and
the right of free speech."

And the Canadian Rights

Defense Committee (c/o

Prof. Peter Rosenthal, dept.

of mathematics) is collecting

funds to help cover Strax's

legal costs.

Telephone service to

Strax's office has been cut

off, and demonstrators must
enter and leave by a rope

ladder through the window
because the building is locked

between 7 p.m. and 8 a.m.

Faculty council open meeting
phoio hy JIM NELSON

By JIM COWAN
An open meeting of the

council of the faculty of arts

and science will be held today

at 2 p.m. in Convocation Hail

to discuss implementation of

key Macpherson Report pro-

posals.

The precedent-setting move
came at Monday's closed

council meeting, which also

saw students take seats on

the Council for the first time.

The council will consider

four resolutions proposed by

faculty Dean A. D. Allen and

seconded bv Associate Dean
A. C. H." Hallett. Council

members will be given first

chance to speak, but after the

first half hour of discussion

on each item, the debate will

be thrown open to the floor

Those of the 1.000 faculty

members who attend will be

seated on the ground floor

The galleries will be open to

the public. President Claude
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Bissell is chairman of the

council.

If adopted by the Council.

Dean Allen's proposals would

result in implementing four

major recommendations of

the Macpherson Report. The
resolutions state:

t That Council approves the

principle of freedom of

choice for students in the se-

lection of courses (from those

for which they are qualified)

with the restriction that in

first year not more than two

courses may be taken in any

tne subject;

• That Council accepts the

proposal — the present Honor
and General Course programs
be discontinued:

That departments (or

groups of departments) be

encouraged to offer special-

ized programs for the second,

third and fourth years that

See COUNCIL page 3

GSU referendum questioned

Photo bv TIM KOEHLER

Winter: perhaps it was that last minute resolution.

Although graduate students have voted

to withdraw from SAC. the move will not be

made for at least three weeks.

In an election conducted during the

three weeks of graduate registration, (he

vote was 1,949 to 642 in favor of withdrawal.

1,298 students did not vote.

A general meeting of the Graduate Stu-

dents Union called last night to discuss

President John Winter's report and the

budget erupted into a noisy debate which

ended in a decision to adjourn and meet

again in three weeks.

The subject of the debate — the legality

of the mandate conducted during the three

weeks of graduate registration.

Chalmers Harderbergh (SGSi claimed

the election was invalid "because the vote

was forced."

"GSU propaganda was on the top hall

of the ballot." charged Andy Wernick (SGS)

Not all graduate students pay SAC fees.

According to John Winter, it was impossible

to check who belonged to SAC.

"If such a referendum had to be run

again, we would not be able to separate

those who paid SAC fees from those who
didn't," said Winter.

"It was only a public opinion poll, not a

legal vote." added Philip Resnick. "Until

we have a formal referendum, graduate

students on SAC have as much right to

speak for graduate students as GSU mem
bers."

Resnick made a motion to have GSU
remain in SAC. Voices started to rise and it

looked as if the debate would go on for

hours.

But. one graduate student called for an

adjournment on the basis that 70 graduate

students could not vote for the whole GSU

The motion of adjournment passed

quickly

"Nobody was forced to vote." said

Charlie Zabrowski. GSU treasurer. "Nobody

twisted anyone's arm to fill out the ballot."

Winter called the referendum valid.

" Its ridiculous to suggest we deluded

2000 graduates to vote for our opinion."

"If people feel they were pressured into

voting." he added, "they can come in and

ask that their vote be subtracted from the

total."

In a last minute motion the GSU also

issued a public statement of support for

Mexican students in their "struggle"

against the army and police. A telegram of

solidarity was sent to Mexican students and

another to the Mexican President urging

"all political prisoners be immediately re-

leased."



HERE AND NOWCENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
HART HOUSE THEATRE

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS 1968-69 SEASON
This year, for the first time, the Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama will present

two productions in repertory with a professional company, augmented with students,

from October 21 to November 16.

Both productions will be directed by Leon Major. Director of Productions for the Cen-

tre and the company will include. Donald Allison. Barbara Bryne. Colin Fox. Ron Has-

tings. Meg Hogarth. Frances Hyland. Deborah Kipp. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Robert Silverman and Rex Southgate.

THE CHANGELING by Thomas Mtddleton and William Rowley A forceful study of

the link between sex and power as we follow the life of a

woman who is at first repelled and then seduced by a servant.

THE FAN by Carlo Goldom. translated by Henry B Fuller A delightful comedy of-

wooing and winning in 18th century Italy

The following is a Performance Schedule and Subscriptions will be sold by Series

Number

Series THE CHANGELING THE FAN
Number

Monday 1 October 21 November 1

1

2 November 4 October 28

Tuesday 3 October 22 November 12

4 November 5 October 29

Wednesday 5 October 23 November 13

6 November 6 October 30
Thursday 7 October 24 November 7

8 October 31 November 14

Friday 9 October 25 November 8

10 November 1 November 1 5

Saturday 11 October 26 November 9

12 November 2 November 1 6

Student Subscription prices will be:

Series 1 -8, $2 50

Series 9-12. $3.50
Box Office now open 10:00 a m to 5:00 p.m. 928-8668
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1 p.m.

General membership meeting of

U. of T. Young Socialists Club at

University College Room 108.

A Career Information Session on

the Petroleum Industry at Room
1073, Sidney Smith Hall. Bring your

own Lunch.

1 p.m.

Martin Loney, President-elect of

the Canadian Union of Students will

speak at the former site of Tent City

or, in case of rain, SS 2118.

Folk singer, Mike Behnan will be

presented at the East Common Room
of Hart House. Members only.

4 p.m.

The closing of nominations for the

History Students' Union Election, at

the Department of History Office.

6 p.m.

The Freshman Fellowship pre-

sents the movie "Road Signs on a

Merry-Go-Round" at the Lutheran

Centre.

7:30 p.m.

The Conference of Inter-American
Student Projects (CIASP) will have
their first meeting at the Internation-

al Student Centre.

GSU Badminton Night at Drill

Hall. 119A St. George Street.

8 p.m.

The Toronto Chamber Society pre-

sents a chamber concert at Victoria

College Chapel.

GAU Movie Night presents
"Alfie" with Michael Caine at Sidney

Smith Hall Room 2118.

1 p.m.

Fine Art Club Meeting re: execu-

tive nominations and fine art trip (to

Boston?) will meet on the 6th floor

Sidney Smith. All students welcome.
All Candidates in the History Stu-

dents' Union Election will meet at

Sidney Smith, Room 2054.

Career Information Session on
Data Processing. Bring your lunch.

Sidney Smith Hall Room 2073.

The U of T Red Cross is meeting
to plan this year's activities in the

Music Room of the International

Student Centre.

5 p.m.

The Hellenic University Society

will hold its regular monthly meet-
ing. Elections for a new Executive

will also be held. All members urged

to attend — Non-members welcome.
33 St. George St. The International

Students Centre.

OSAP study committee — open
meeting at 91 St. George Street.

7:30 p.m.

General Meeting of SHOUT - in-

formation and ideas for projects,

nominations for executive, elections,

at the International Student Centre.

8 p.m.

U of T Ukrainian Students' Club

Social. — Registration and dance.

Frosh and out-of-towners especially

welcome, Debates Room Hart House.

8:30

Psychology student Union presents

the film "La Chinoise" followed by a

panel discussion, Cinecity. Admission
free.

Special General Meeting of the

Association of Teaching Staff in Cody
Hall School of Nursing. Please use

the Russell Street entrance.

Random magazine will be distrib-

uted on campus all day today
(Thursday).
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Wishy washy-or just content?
By ANNE

Student "apathy" might just be student
content with the university, Don Ross, Trin-
ity representative on the Students Adminis-
trative Council, said last night.

"I guess I speak for the liberal wishy
washies on the campus," he told 75 students
at a Trinity College debate.

The solution for student discontent with
the course structure is to change the struc-

ture for them. But those who want a piece
of paper to show they worked four years in

the university should also be allowed to

have it, he commented. Reform is the
method for change, not confrontation, he
said.

Steve Langdon. President of SAC, disa-

greed. Gradual reform that Ross wants
doesn't work, he insisted.

"Real qualitative change means a real

shaking of attitudes." claimed Langdon.

"Look at POSAP. There was no re-

sponse until students marched to Queen's

park two years ago."

Through reform, he said, we are only

playing into the hands of the status quo.

Progress becomes defined in the terms of

the status quo.

"I'm committed to non-violent confron-

tation, but violence which will destroy the

university will come if basic changes do

not."

BOODY

"If we want democracy in the univer-

sity, we can't ask for it until we prove we
have it in our own ranks," said F. Paul
Fromm. SAC member for St. Mike's.

"And we don't." he stormed.
"I'm always disturbed to hear extreme

rightists use the rhetoric of the new left —
their talk about pacifism and motherhood,"
Andy Wernick, SAC education commissioner,
said bitterly.

"In fact, the Hall-Dennis Report claims
that education is Ontario's, fastest growing
industry," Wernick stormed.

He said the only way to change the
"exploitative" nature of the university was
through mass confrontation.

"And the people who want to smash
SAC for its actions are reactionaries.

They're not attacking SAC because of its

illegitimacy, as the honorable Mr. Fromm
states, they're attacking it because they're

afraid of their image."
Bob Rae. University College represent-

ative charged that the nature of SAC was
the responsibility of all students.

"It's your own fault. You're stuck with

us because you elected us. And if you don't

like us." he blasted, "it's your business to

do something concrete about it."

"And I'm not scared of democracy. I'd

take on Fromm any day.

COUNCIL (cont'd, from page I

will permit students who
want to do so to follow spe-

cialized programs of study

comparable in academic mer-
it to the present Honor
Courses;

• That Council accepts the

proposed distinction between

a three-year bachelor's de-

gree and a four-year degree

with Honors open to both

specialists and non-speci-

alists;

That only students who
obtain at least second Class

standing in third year are eli-

gible to enrol in a fourth year

programme;
• That Council endorses the

general proposals of the

Macpherson Report with re-

spect to the reduction of for-

mal teaching hours and ac-

cepts the maxima recom-
mended in the sub-committee

report.

Much of the discussion

Monday centred around the

question of openness. It was
proposed the special meetings

this week be open only in the

sense that students could at-

tend but not participate.

An amendment proposed by

Sandra Black (IV Vic), one of

the student members, and

seconded by a faculty mem-
ber, changed the terms of

openness so that students

could participate.

Yesterday it was decided to

let students speak after each

item was introduced, instead

of just at the end of the meet-

ing.

There will be a second ses-

sion on Friday.

"It is definitely essential

students go on and press for

openness." said Tom Kuttner

(IV SMC).
Bruce Roberts, (III Vic)

believes students should ask

for open meetings but doesn't

think students should "move

Loney speaks here Thursday
Martin Loney, President-elect of the Canadian Union of

Students and the new author of the politics of confrontation,

will be on campus tomorrow afternoon.

He will speak at 1 p.m. on the former site of Tent City, or

in room 2118 of Sidney Smith in case of rain.

Loney was elected by acclamation at the CUS conference

in early September after an active career in the student pow-

er movement at Simon University, where he is a graduate

student. He takes office next fall.

As president of the Simon Fraser student council Loney

led Canada's only successful student revolt this summer.

Students and faculty forced the resignation of university

president Patrick McTaggart-Cowan. The present president.

Kenneth Strand, is the third man to head the university since

early this summer. A permanent replacement has yet to be

found.

"Out of confrontation comes consciousness," is Loney's

theme.

His philosophy is that education demands participation,

choice, and democratic control.

FOUND a pair of contact lenses, between Emmanuel and Vic around

5 p.m. Wednesday. In a white plastic case, unbroken. Contact Al

Bowker at 922-2633.

in and try to take over.

That's not the way to do it."

he said.

Asked if she felt some
members might hesitate to

take part in open discussion.

Miss Black said, "People who
refuse to participate will be

left behind, because things

are definitely moving. These
are no longer hearings. We're
at the legislative level now."

It seems unlikely any final

decision will be made before

early next year, which would

be the latest date for imple-

mentation of the new pro-

gram lor next year.

Students from Castle Frank

and Parkway High Schools

will demonstrate in front of

the Education Centre at 4:30

p.m. on Thursday in protest

against school restrictions.

The students are demand-

ing an end to restrictions on

hair and clothing styles, and

abolishment of the use of

slips and forms which they

must have to go to wash-

rooms and lockers.

The demonstration pre-

cedes a meeting of the Board

of Education scheduled for 8

p.m. Thursday. About 200

students are expected to show

up.

In a front page story

Monday The Varsity quot-

ed U of T president Claude

Bissell as saying "No cru-

cial decisions are made in

the Board of Governors."

In a letter to The Var-

sity Dr. Bissell explains

that "no important deci-

sions were made at the

meeting on Thursday Sept.

26."

"The Board, of course,

makes many decisions that

are crucial to the Univer-

sity." he writes.

Hart House ^
CAMERA CLUB
TO-NIGHT - 7:45
Music Room

DR. E.E. RAMSDEN
Past-President. Guild
of Colour Photography

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 6 - 8:30 - Great Hall
ROBERT AITKEN. Flautist
MARION ROSS, Pianist

GUSTAV CIAMAGA, Electronic Tape
Tickets: Hal I Porter

NOON HOUR PROGRAM
Monday, October 7

DR. HENRY REIGER on the
Topic: POPULATION EXPLOSION
Lunches Allowed. Ladies Welcome

RECORD ROOM INS TRUCTION
THURSDAYS -

1 P.M.

ART GALLERY
Arrange for

PRINT RENTALS
TO-DAY

Thursday & Friday
in the An Gallery

f TORONTO - NORTH CAROLINA

EXCHANGE

1 TRAVEL TO CHAPEL HILL

| CHEAP FOR AN EXPERIENCE IN

I HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS

A TOTAL IMMERSION
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY LIFE.

N

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
SAC. OFFICE UNTIL 5 P.M.

WEDNESDAY OCT. 2

FRESHMEN

APPLICATIONS NOT CONSIDERED

CI ASP
is the Conference of InterAmerican student projects,

a movement involving students from all over

North America. In the past we have been working

in rural Mexico concentrating on community

development, during the summer. This year we are

planning new projects in urban Mexico, with the

Mexican students. CIASP is a changing organization;

we need new ideas and new people.

OUR FIRST MEETING WILL BE TONIGHT -

OCTOBER 2, 7:30 P.M. AT THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTER.
PLEASE COME.
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I hope thai your generation will undertake

the task of making this revolution with determina-

tion, with warm, compassionate hearts, and wiih

cool, calculating heads, that you will make the

revolution with fire in your belly, excitement in

your eyes, and with a smile on your lips.

Gtendon Principal Escott Raid

at Ridley College June 8

"revolution yes - -

but notNOW"
It hasn't been formally announced

yet, but the SAC counter-courses start

next week.

In these extra-curricular courses,

students and resource people (some of

them faculty) will get together to de-

cide what they want to learn and how
they want to learn it.

We can get a rough idea of how
these courses will fare by examining a

parallel attempt at Glendon College

this fall — Liberaction.

Liberaction began to take shape in

Winnipeg, last spring, at a Canadian

Union of Students seminar. There the

emphasis was not only on ideas, but

putting these ideas into action.

The Glendon student leaders at

the seminar organized meetings of the

student council over the summer. They
decided to focus their action on orien-

tation week at Glendon, and called it

Liberaction Week.
Glendon is an eminently liberal

college, headed by an eminently liber-

al principal, Escott Reid.

In conversation the word "revolu-

tion" is often on his lips and he en-

courages his students to work for

change in society.

It was natural that the Glendon
council would organize their attempt
at change in a liberal way. They asked
students not to enroll in classes until

the last day of registration (Oct. 15)

and try "people-generated" courses
instead. In these courses students and
faculty designed their own educational

environment.

The council wrote up a Manifesto
on the aims of education which con-
tains enough liberal rhetoric to choke
even an Escott Reid. It said education
should:

"Enable the individual to think
independently and critically, to ap-
preciate and understand compassio-
nately, act courageously and knowled-
geably. Education may be defined as a
process of enlightenment by which one
shuns the constraints of tradition, pre-
judice and ignorance, in the search for

a truly human existence, both for

one's self and one's fellow members of

society."

Why couldn't Glendon students get
that kind of education in the regular
courses? One council member put it

this way:
"People should be allowed to de-

fine for themselves what they feel is a
truly human existence."

The Glendon council didn't want
to disrupt the university — they only
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wanted to change it. That was where

Escott Reid decided he had to draw
the line.

Let's be fair: he had a lot of pres-

sure acting on him. The Board of Gov-
ernors had threatened to close out the

college because it costs $500 more per

students there than at the main York
campus. With this extra expenditure,

how could the students help but be

happy?
Escott Reid set out to make sure

they were happy — in the old system.

He told the college at a mass
meeting that Glendon was just begin-

ning to develop a "constituency" after

two years. If the college changed, it

would take another three years to de-

velop a new "constituency" and the

college would fold. That $500, remem-
ber?

Then he applied more subtle pres-

sure.

If students didn't make their

course choices soon, he said, the col-

lege wouldn't know how many profes-

sors to keep in each department: some
might be fired unnecessarily. Further-
more, students had better hurry up
and make their choices or they might
not get the courses they wanted. Some
(since the college was a bit over-
crowded) might be asked to leave.

Liberaction collapsed as a viable
force for change at Glendon. A few
counter-courses are still going, and
about 25 students haven't registered
yet. Students and faculty are a little

closer than they were, and hundreds of

students at least had to examine their

educational goals.

But like most liberals, Reid didn't

want real change — at least not now.
He didn't have to call in the police —
counter-courses can't survive along-
side credit courses because credit
courses lead to that degree. So stu-

dents who might have taken the
counter courses, didn't.

How does this tie in to U of T?
Simple: counter courses won't work
without confrontation, Glendon proved
that. Even "liberal" reforms are unac-
ceptable if they produce too much
change too soon.

in eneci, mis weans uiai il the

counter courses are to work, the uni-

versity will have to be shut down, stu-

dents will have to quit their present

courses and set up their own.
Doesn't this mean engineers and

lawyers and English majors and psy-

chologists will be denied the right to

take the courses they want? Not at all.

They could set up courses on a

parallel committee basis. This means
students and faculty design a course
together, each having a veto over the
other. This system is already working
at Simon Fraser University. The two
elements come together in reason, not
because of structures imposed from
above.

That's what free education is all

about. Free education doesn't deprive
any student of his rights to an educa-
tion because he will, at last, control
that right himself.

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."
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|~~ The (New) Macpherson Report
~J

The following is an abridged version oj
the Report oj the Sub-Committee oj Un-
dergraduate Studies on the Implementa-
tion oj the Macpherson Report. Portions
oj the Report will be debated at an open
session oj the Faculty Council today at 2
p.m. in Convocation Hall.

First Year Programme

(1) There will be rio named or pres-

cribed programmes of study in first

year, but within the limitations "imposed
by (3) below a student may, if he
wishes, specialize in and identify himself
with any subject area.

(2) A first year programme will con-
sist of five courses, each to be given
equal weight in the determination of fi-

nal standing.

(3) Each student will be free to select

any five courses, restricted only as fol-

lows:

(a) not more than two courses may
be taken in any one subject;

(b) any prerequisite or co-requisite

stated must be complied with.

(4) Students will be admitted to the

Faculty under the same general regula-

tions as presently hold, viz., Ontario

Grade XIII, or equivalent, standing in

two of English, another language, Math-
ematics A; and at least two optional
subjects comprising three credits.

(a) Wherever possible, the main or
"Basic" course given by a Department
should not require any specific Grade
XIII subject as a prerequisite. Where it

is desirable for a Department to offer a
course that builds on Grade XIII and
requires Grade XIII standing in its sub-
ject as a prerequisite, the Department
should be encouraged to offer another
course without prerequisite for students

lacking that subject in Grade XIII.

(c) The number of lecture hours in

each course should not exceed three per
week, of which at least one should be a

tutorial or small group hour. In those

courses where laboratory work
(including language laboratory or equiv-

alent language practice) is required, the

time equivalent of the laboratory shall

be counted as one-half of the actual lab-

oratory time. In such cases the total

number of lecture, tutorial and "half-

laboratory" hours must not exceed four

per week for any course.

(d) No "pass" courses, or courses

equivalent to the present one-hour op-

tions may be required as part of a pro-

gramme. However some of the present

one-hour options might be converted into

half-courses. Voluntary general-interest

lecture series will also be encouraged.

LETTERS

ToAyre is human?
Sir:

John Ayre, in his rather uncareful-

ly written comment "Beware the

extreme left " ( Sept . 30 ) ,
exposes

himself to verbal destruction in al-

most every sentence.

Here, for example, is one un-

thought-over tidbit: "The society

must adjust constantly to shifts of

consensus among its members, but at

no time must it allow members that

are in complete opposition to the bas-

ic principles under which the society

was instituted."

Would Mr. Ayre not have allowed

the presence of the future revolution-

aries in colonial America? One fan-

cies him a la Louis XVI trying to get

rid of those — only a few at first -
calling for liberty, equality and fra-

ternity in the years before 1789.

Wait. On second thought, I see Mr.

Ayre will be able to crush my opposi-

tion mercilessly and with ease. For

obviously his principle could not be

applied in those undemocratic bygone

feudal-colonial days.

But now, of course, that we are

basking in liberty, equality and other

good stuff . . .

Still, Mr. Ayre could have avoided

the slightest possibility of criticism

by cleverer wording. May I offer him

a quickie course in composing and

proofchecking arguments? Or per-

haps campus conservatives could pe-

tition for the creation of a one-hour

option in polemics .

Brian Mossop (IV New)

Sir:

My admiration for and gratitude to

John Ayre for his reasoned and im-

passioned article in Monday's Var-

sity.

Having been encouraged by "the

mind-fuck of the formal lecture" to

write an essay comparing "The Won-
derer" (a tenth century Old English

poem) to the doctrines of Sartre and

Merleau - Ponty, and having incorpo-

rated an unbounded enthusiasm for

Earl Fatha' Hines into an essay on

Walt Whitman, and having been suffi-

ciently inspired by the music of Eric

Dolphy to write my French 120 paper

on the poetry of Apollinaire, I'm be-

coming more than a little pissed off

at those frustrated artsies whose

creative faculties are being harnessed

by an oppressive administration.

One of my personal revelations last

year was that not all cliches are

meaningless, and that you get out of

university more or less what you put

into it. It's more than ironic that the

self-styled Leroi Jones' at the head of

the student power movement are fo-

cusing their attention at the adminis-

tration rather than themselves.

As for the currently fashionable

analogies comparing the movement
to the really significant social and
political events iviz the Vietnamese
struggle for national self-determina-

'tion, the rise of black nationalism,

etc.) put Stokely and Phil Resnick

together and see how much they have
in common.

Brent Orensiein (II VIC)

Second Year Programme

Beginning with the second year a

number of named Specialist Pro-
grammes may be defined and stated in

the Calendar. By his choice of courses a

student may identify himself with a Spe-

cialist Programme, but if he chooses not

to do so, then he would be considered a

Generalist student who will be free to

choose, as he did in the first year, any
five courses for which he has the stated

prerequisites ) or is taking the stated

co-requisite(s).

Prerequisites and co-requisites (if

any) must be stated for individual

courses, not for programmes. Depart-

ments should attempt to make each
course available to the maximum num-
ber of students by keeping pre- and co-

requisites to a minimum consistent with
maintenance of the quality and intensity

of each course.

The time-table will be arranged so

that as many specialist programmes as

possible will be provided for, plus maxi-
mum flexibility for students who do not

follow any such programme. If it is nec-

essary to achieve greater flexibility the

formal University day will be extended
by one hour.

Where necessary because of course

requirements or other circumstances

one, or at the most two, first year
courses may be included in a second
year programme, but only with the

permission of the Department offering

the first year course(s) chosen.

Specialist Programmes

Each Department or group of Depart-

ments may propose named Specialist

Programmes for the second, third and

fourth years. The maximum number of

courses that can be specified each year
will normally be four, leaving one free

option for the student who wishes to fol-

low that programme Any or all of the

four courses specified in a specialist

programme or the prerequisites stated

for these courses may allow alternatives

selected from a number of courses

where this is acdemically acceptable.

Third and Fourth Years

These will be similar to second year.

It is recognised that the number of prer-

equisites is bound to increase in later

years, but it is clearly in the interest of

students and the disciplines concerned

that the maximum possible provision be

made for students to begin specialising

late in their undergraduate career if

they have the interest and ability to do

Standing in a Course

For a course to count as a prerequis-

ite a mark of 50 percent (Pass) or bel-

ter will be required. In some few cases

there might be justification for demand-
ing better than the passing grade in a

prerequisite for a given course. Aca-

demic justification for such a require-

ment must be made to a committee of

Council.

In the first-year programme a final

examination will be held in each course.

These examinations will be conducted by
the Faculty, as at present, in a pres-

cribed final examination period. Final
standing is to be based on an average of

term and examination marks, with the

proviso that not less than one-third nor
more than two-thirds of the final mark
shall be based on the term mark There
is to be no requirement of a separate

passing grade in either the term or the
final examination.

In the second and later years a final

examination in a course may or may not

be held at the discretion of Depart-

ments. The decision whether or not a
final examination is to be held must be
made before the beginning of each ses-

sion. Where no final examination is held

in a course the teaching year will contin-

ue until the end of April, with appropri-

ate arrangements being made for stu-

dents to take examinations in other

courses. The students and the Faculty
Office must be informed of the examina-
tion arrangements for each course not

later than the beginning of the session,

Since in all years term work shall count

for not less than one-third of the final

mark in all courses or half courses, stu-

dents must be told at the beginning of

each course the term - examination

weighting to be used.

Standing in a Year

Standing in a year will be granted if

an average of 60 per cent is obtained in

the student's programme, and not more
than one course has been failed +below
40 percent i. No restriction is placed on

the number of BL (below the line)

standings, except that the individual

courses cannot be used as prerequisites

(see above). The student must assume a

condition in the one failed course to be

carried (and cleared) in the next higher

year.

Except for some students who fail

very badly in first year, any student who
fails to obtain standing in first, second
or third year may repeat the year but

will not retain credit for individual

courses passed. Two failed years will

automatically disqualify a student from
further enrolment in the Faculty.

Qualification for Fourth Year

At the end of the third year any stu-

dent who obtains standing may elect (by

a date to be decided) to receive a B.A.

or B.Sc. degree. The name of the degree

to be awarded will be based on the stu-

dent's programme.

Any student who obtains II Class

standing (70 percent or better) in his

third year programme may enrol in a

fourth year programme. If he is success-

ful in his fourth year he will be awarded

an Honours degree B.A. ( Hons ) or

B.Sc. (Hons) (or B.Comm.?) with an

appropriate class of honours. If he fails

fourth year he will be entitled to receive

the degree he could have taken at the

end of third year, and will be ineligible

to repeat a fourth year.
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On the status of women
BY SUE HELWIC

In the first week of June the ladies came to the

Roof Garden of the Royal York Hotel.

This time they didn't come to raise money for

a building fund or to select their summer wardrobe

from a designer's collection. They had far more
important business at hand. . . they were there to

examine their status.

For the Government of Canada, anxious to

avoid at all possible cost the embarrassment of a

sex war, had established a commission, a Royal

|

Commission. Its purpose?... to determine the

status of women and to make such recommenda-
' tions necessary for the elimination of injustice, the

alleviation of distress, and the future happiness of

the women of Canada.

The ladies in the Royal York had been invited

to speak.

Much to the disappointment of the yawning
press, they didn't arrive in militant hords. One
week's hearings in Toronto failed to discover even a

single re-incarnated Lysistrata.

No-one, it seemed, yearned to fan the flames of

feminism into a twentieth-century sex war. But at

the end of the week a strange thing happened. .

.

A housewife's voice out of the wilderness of

East York cried, "FEMALES ARE NIGGERS!"
And the ladies in the audience applauded for five

minutes in standing ovation.

The proceedings had been genuinely dull. Day
after day a parade of well-intentioned women ex-

pressed their concern in cool, correct, and reason-

able terms.

Their submissions dealt with the same worn-
out topics — the need for day-care centres for the

working mother, the need for tax-relief for those
who are now able to afford child care, the necessity

for equal-pay-for-equal-work legislation that cannot
be mocked in practice by slight variation in job
classification.

And finally the oft-stated complaint that a soci-

ety in which it is illegal to distribute birth-control

information and where the termination of an un-
wanted pregnancy is criminal, belongs to another
age.

All week the audiences, which rarely numbered
more than twenty-five were subdued and almost
embarrassed in their restraint.

The fact that in Prince Edward Island a moth-
er has no legal right to direct the education and
rearing of her children or to seek their custody in

the event of separation was not particularly shock-
ing. And if there is no equal-pay-for-equal-work leg-
islation in Newfoundland or if only the province of
Quebec mentions the word "sex" specifically in

anti-discriminatory legislation, this was hardly
enough to awaken righteous anger.

Someone from the Ontario Federation of La-
bour compared Canada unfavorably to the U.S. S R.

"In 1960. the New York Times reported there
were 300,000 women engineers, 110,000 scientists
and 300,000 physicians in the Soviet Union ... Our
women are more reluctant to enter the professions.

"The fault with our society is that it has done
little if anything to encourage women to enter these
fields," she explained.

And one evening a pretty young woman took
the microphone. She had shoulder-length wavy
brown hair and wore a navy spring suit. She said
that she was a student at Osgoode Hall and that she
hoped the commission would encourage young girls
not to be afraid of studying law.

But it wasn't until Friday that the audience
broke into a spontaneous burst of approval at a
speaker's words. Her name was Bonnie Kreps. And
she had come to the hearings with a feminist tract
that swings into its analysis with Jean-Paul Sartre
and finishes off with the Black Power Movement.

She began by criticizing the work of a similar
commission dedicated to Eleanor Roosevelt and
released in 1963 when John Kennedy was President
of the United States.

"It is my opinion that the American commis-
sion was largely useless insofar as assisting women
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to achieve full equality is concerned," she told the
panel of commissioners.

"The reason is that it never analyzed the roots
of the problem and therefore failed to work out a
theory or frame of reference, which could provide a
starting point for effective action. .

."

"Let us take it as axiomatic that one is not
born, but rather becomes, a woman or a man
Man has consistently defined woman not in terms
of herself but in relationship to him. She is not re-
garded as an autonomous being; rather he is the
Subject, he is the Absolute - she is the Other. .

"And in accepting the traditional view of her-
self as inferior, woman has provided justification
lor the charge of inferiority. . .

Bonnie Kreps strikes one immediately as a
very forthright person. She is of medium height
with short dark-brown hair and a taste for the clas-
sically simple and utilitarian which, perhaps be-
trays her Scandinavian origin

"In terms of how emancipated women are,
Scandinavian women are easily twenty-five years
ahead of America." she told me one evening early
in September.

"And America is easily twenty-five years
ahead of Canada. That's in general. Canada seems
to me to be quite reactionary in this kind of thing
They are not hostile, which is nice. So it s more
ignorance than anything. But why it should be
so that's a very hard thing to say."

But it is fairly obvious that Bonnie is at heart a
true child of the New Left, bred if not born, on the
North American continent. . . A familiar photograph

ot Bertrana Kussell hangs on the wan of her study.
And her stairway is lined with personality pos-
ters. .

.
a buxom Mae West and the perenially crafty

W. C. Fields, in particular.

Perhaps her most profound criticism of the
North American female lies in her attack on the
accepted and glorified image of the housewife. This
is the " gilded cage" image which is painted in the
myths of our own time, myths which are created by
the demands of advertising and perpetuated by all
forms of popular fiction.

This comes as no surprise. But placed within
the pattern of her analysis, the acceptance of the
image becomes synonymous with a retreat into a
kind of living death. Such a person will have no tru«y
identity because she has abdicated all real responsi-
bility in favor of the proffered comforts of the gild-
ed cage:

"There is a deeper reason for such a trade,"
Bonnie Kreps writes in her brief: "For it seems to
be a fundamental truth about mankind that it will
tend to opt for contentment over happiness, because
the journey towards the ultimate self-realization is

arduous and uncertain."

This is the core of the problem as Bonnie sees
it. And she feels very strongly that it can be met
and conquered by legislation, by education, and by
a great deal of publicity and discussion.

In order to effect the revolution, she turns to
the theories of political analysis: "Women are not
aware of themselves as a group in terms of how
they experience the same kinds of oppression if you
like."



"Some of my feminist friends think that that's

too extreme" she explained. "But we do have

common problems as women and we don't seem to

get together on this. There's no real awareness at a

general level though a lot of women are feeling

very frustrated. They are not talking about it be-

yond complaining to their husbands. But not in a

constructive manner."
"This is why I would like to see first of all a

whole lot of publicity on the problem. In terms of

speakers in schools, and university campuses."

"You can* forget about the older women. I

mean women over. .

."

At this point Bonnie stopped speaking to laugh.

£ "Well I hesitate to say over thirty since I am
over thirty," she explained. "Over forty, then they

are really hopeless. They are not likely to change

and it's just not worth it in terms of the return you

would get."

A great deal of such publicity would be an at-

tempt to demonstrate that women are conditioned

into accepting self-demeaning roles right from the

time they are born.

"Parents already have certain ideas about girls

as opposed to boys by the time their child is born.

They want boys for certain reasons and girls for

other reasons. Consequently they start right in. You

can begin in the nursery for instance... Girls are

given dolls and role-playing toys, mother's helper

toys; whereas boys get aggressive, assertive, ex-

ploratory toys."

With her own daughter, Bonnie has tried to

over-compensate for the traditional influences by

^'ing her the things that boys normally get. .

.

hammers, saws, and microscopes.

"If I didn't have to over-compensate I would

provide a wide variety of things so that she could

choose for herself. I myself prefer to see her

choose toys which are creative in the sense that you

don't just have to push a button."

As far as formal education is concerned, Bon-

nie does not feel that the system itself can be

blamed for contributing greatly to the problem.

"The faults in the school system as I see them

are different kinds of faults. They have to do with

authoritarianism, bad learning and not stimulating

the children's minds. No, it's within the attitudes of

the whole society. Especially television. Aside from

the obviously stupid shows like Greenacres. and

The Beverly Hillbillies and Petticoat Junction

which are perpetrating this kind of myth, the com-

mercials are just incredible."

In view of this one thing one can do is legislate

against types of advertising, she maintains.

"In the same way that you can legislate

against the type of ads which discriminate against

black people. It's the same kind of thing."

But even in schools girls will experience a kind

of gentle persuasion directing them towards only

the accepted roles

"It's a very subtle kind of pressure I remem-

ber it myself from American schools, not so much

from Denmark. But then Denmark is a little ahead.

One can tell. I think, from the way in which a

teacher approves or disapproves of choices. .

.

' The tendency is to say to a little girl what do

you want to be when you grow up? And if she says

a teacher or a nurse then you say that's nice. But if

she says that she wants to be an astronaut, then you
ignore her."

"This kind of attitude is there right from the

beginning. But it doesn't become really vicious until

later on when women have more of a stake in the

way they're living. I mean primarily after they are
married when they have made a choice between
one kind of a life over another, at least temporar-
ily.

"They often feel somewhat defensive about

their choice, especially if they are so-called house-

wives. And they can become quite vicious in the

way they treat people who do not go along with

their way of thinking."

In any theory of the status of women, the na-

ture of marriage immediately comes under strict

analysis At the extreme end of the feminist move-
ment are those who want to throw out marriage
altogether. Bonnie supports a modified form of this

view.

"It's my own private feeling that marriage as

an institution is on the way out and should be

helped along. I think that marriage means in the

large majority of cases end of freedom. Especially

for women but also for men.
"Marriage is detrimental in all kinds of ways.

That's not to say that I want to do away with the

conjugal family or that I think that most people

would not like to live together in couples But not

this idea that at nineteen you commit yourself to be

everything to someone else for the rest of your life.

Thai's just nonsense and the longer we go on fool-

ing ourselves, the worse off we'll be."

The institution of marriage, as Bonnie Kreps

sees it is based on two false assumptions. The

young husband is led to believe that he will have

adoration forever more" and the wife to expect

"material support, material well-being for the rest

of her life."

"And the kind of thinking that leads a woman
to expect to live through her husband is. I think,

terrible for both parties. No-one should live through

anyone else At least not as a major approach to

life. With this kind of basis, most marriages be-

come, as Strindberg says, a fight to the death."

In listening to Bonnie, one recognizes in her the

spirit of the crusader. . . her cause is a human one

based on personal feeling and her arguments are

simple, direct, and often persuasive. But in the fi-

nal analysis, she is trapped by the rules of the cru-

sade. . . for one can only campaign for a universal

cause in shades of black and white For instance,

when she condemns the double-standard marriage,

she feels bound to maintain that there are neces-

sary undesirable consequences to this kind of rela-

tionship, i.e. "dull wives" who can never be "life

companions in any sense of the word
"

Yet Bonnie is obviously aware of the trap —
that in order to crusade she must be prepared to

make herself vulnerable. When she speaks out she

is a prey to, criticism and she describes with a

touch of humor the kinds of reactions that her ideas

call forth. .

.

"Most often when I speak up on the question of

sexual discrimination, people begin to laugh. I have

a button that says "Freedom for women" and when

I wear it people say "What's all this about freedom

for women?" It's just a question they consider ab-

surd.

I find that it's a rare person who will accept a

feminist on ideological grounds and not immedi-

ately look under the carpet for some little thing

that he can describe as being dirty. You come to

expect that if you speak up on these matters people

are going to treat you like a mannish woman, like a

woman with sex problems. They do not seem to

understand that you can be involved in this, or in

something like the Black Power movement, as an

intellectual position without making it into an overt-

ly emotional thing
"

But early in June the ladies at the Royal York

Hotel found nothing to criticize. And the spirit of

feminism may yet conquer the Royal Commission.
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CLASSIFIED
ATTRACTIVE ROOM and Board Want
ed — an understanding female student

to live for school year with widow 81 25
year old daughter in comfortable duplex

Daughter recovering from nervous break

down and is working pan time Would
need some companionship to make so

cial adjustment when student has free

time Please phone 489-8652 (9 1 1 a m
0(6 10 pm) Minimum charge

WANTED, ride from Toronto to Mont
teal & ot return any weekend Shate gas

and driving Days 366 3071 Nights after

10 30 — 487-8014 Mary IBurrowst

GETTING ENGAGED? Send oi phone
today for free booklet THE OAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" - H Proclor and

Co 131 Bloor St W , Suite 416. 921
7702

ATTRACTIVE ROOM & BOARD for

men and women on the edge ot campus
Approx $600 for the academic year

Campus Cooperative Residents Inc., 395
Huron St . Tor 5 921 3168

LADY STUDENT will receive board pn

vate room and bath for baby-sitting and

light household duties For information

telephone Mrs Harquail. 481 8303

WANTED 1 or 2 males to shate 2 bed-

room apt with 2 others Pape area

Phone 466-2012 after 5 30 pm

HOCKEY GOALIE Equipment Top qual

ity, in good condition full set including

mask and skates

928 3468
pan Phone Ed,

ESSAYS. THESIS, Beautifully typed on
electtic machine Lowest prices Discount

on bulk 22 Roxborough West, Yonge at

Rosedale L Lee 920 2969 Home all

day usually

EXPERIENCED TYPIST — Electric

typewriter Neater notes make better

grades Typing of thesis, essays, notes

etc done accurately, neatly and quickly

Reasonable Phone 421 8290

BRAND NEW condition Tuner amplifier

FM MPX Free fantastic demonstration

Only S165 Call Peter, 922 9626 or visit

me m No 825 Rochdale After 6 p.m

CATALYST MAGAZINE is looking lor

editors and staff in the following fields

Advertising, an. literary publicity sales

Please call 924 0073 lor details

DAILY CHILDCARE undertaken in huge

new flat in Rochdale College along with

twenty month boy phone 923 9364 or

come to Apt 626

BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT. S219 includes Air Canada jet

fare, 10 days, hotel accomodation, air-

port hotel transfers, ground transporta-

tion For further information call John

759 7453
'

1966 ALLSTATE — Vespa Scooter —
125 cc low mileage, top shape, extras

Call Leo 536-5271. after 6pm

FUZZ got you down? Outside parking

space for rent Corner Maior & Sussex

west of Spadma 924 3966

1966 METEOR Montcalm Convertible

Fully equipped, radio, seat belts. Sieber

ling tires, perlect condition 927 1209
after 5 pm

FOR SALE: 1967 Honda 160 with Car-

rier 3400 miles Perfect condition

S490 00 For further information call

Chris ME 3-2820

NORTH CAROLINA - TORONTO
EXCHANGE. Deadline to obtain applica-

tions from SAC Office 5 p.m today Re
turn applications by Friday All applicants

will be interviewed next week

Interested In:

COSTUMING

MAKE UP

SET DESIGN

STAGE CREW
MUSIC

SET CONSTRUCTION

ETC.

U.C. FOLLIES NEEDS YOU

Come To The U.C. Lit Office

Or Phone H. Siegel 231-5510

GRADUATE COUNCIL

The Graduate Students' Union invites applications from

full-time graduate students to serve as assessors to the

Graduate Council, the governing body of the graduate
school.

Written applications (stating name, department, years in

graduate school and qualifications) should be lodged at

the Graduate Students' Union, 16 Bancroft Avenue,
Toronto 5, before 5:00 p.m. Monday, October 7, 1968.

Barbara Smith,

Executive Assistant,

928-2391

Mr. Pizza Restaurant
and Discotheque L'lmage

182-184 Dupont(at the top of St. George St.)

ENJOY THE BEST PIZZA OR SPAGHETTI OR
BREADED CHICKEN IN TOWN DANCE FOR FREE
(MONDAY TO THURSDAY) ON A GLASS MIRROR
FLOOR IN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL DISCOTHEQUE
YOU HAVE EVER SEEN For FAST Delivery 927-5001

By JAY JERVIS

"We don't realize that

we are on board a space-

ship." said the intense white-

haired man on the stage at

Convocation Hal..

"We are all astronauts."

U.S. architect Buckminster'

Fuller was telling an over-

flow audience of about 2.000

Monday night. "We are mak-

ing 60,000 miles an hour

around the sun."

All the universe is in

constant transformation giv-

ing off energy, he said.

Fuller compared our

knowledge of the universe to

the thin band of colours that

can be seen by the naked eye

out of the whole range of the

electro-magnetic spectrum.

"We are all on a space-

ship but we know very little

about what's going on," he

said.

But he added the individ-

ual in the universe was like a

trim tab on the rudder of a

great ship. And although

1V£ U0U

"I,
^

- ^^(NtL'crvjoyiry

small, this tab could influ-

ence the whole motion and

direction of the ship.

Fuller went on to deal

with the question of whether

man has a function in the

universe. We always seem to

be storing specific informa-

tion in our brain.

Man's function must be a

metaphysical one — that of

integrating all the informa-

tion we are receiving to dis-

cover generalized principles.

Fuller pointedly asked

his audience if any of them
believed that with all our

wealth we could alter one

iota of yesterday.

"We can only alter to-

morrow," he said.

He predicted an auto-

mated future where everyone

would be paid to go back to

school. We will need thinkers,

he said, and wondered how
many are in University today

only to gain the means to

earn a living.

"In future people will go

to University to learn how to

think," he said.

Fuller expressed great

hope in the youth of the

world. He felt that young

H. PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond and Oam Dtatart M)-7705

1)1 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 4IS

Need Furniture?

RENT IT!

BY THE MONTH
BY THE YEAfl

ECONOMY SUITES.

DE LUXE SUITES
FHOM S1000 MO

JVV FURNITURE LEM1NG

<£ KING ST. W.

366 -7679
Jftemlm.downtime J>enta2Jktoc.o$ Canada

NOON HOUR CONCERT

TO-DAY 1-2 PM
EAST COMMON ROOM Hart House

MIKEBEHNAN
(Folk Singer)

(Members Only)
Sponsored by the

Music Committee, Hart House
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UKRAINIAN STUDENTS' CLUB

University of Toronto

REGISTRATION

and

DANCE

HART HOUSE

DEBATES ROOM

THURS. OCT. 3rd

8:00 PM

photo by TIM KOEHLER

BUCKMINSTER FULLER

people would use the techno-

logical resources available to

eliminate the conditions of

poverty that lead to wars.

In conversations with

students at Berkeley, Califor-

nia, Fuller said he found the

younger generation "extraor-

dinarily well-informed."

"These young people are

the first generation of man
brought up with television as

a third parent", he said.

"They are the only genera-

tion brought up to think of all

of humanity."

SToPTHEWoItfP
I WANT To GET off

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards?

8ootiqoe
I fftdfottfW.

mm



U of T enrolment reaches new high
Total enrolment at the

University of Toronto is ex-
pected to reach 31,000 this
year, an increase of almost
3,000 over last year.
The figure, released yester-

day by chief statistician Dr.
W. Szenci, includes graduate
and undergraduate students
both full and part time at all

three campuses.

The increase is accounted
for largely by the Scarbor-
ough and Erindale campuses
which registered 1,993 and 810
students respectively. The St.

George campus received 21 -

206.

Of the total 17,750 are full-

time undergraduates, 5,300
are full-time graduates, 4,650
are part-time undergraduates

Sick of the soup flavors'' Tired of right wing - left wing- commiefascist - marxistliberal editorials' Got a eood
story idea? 6

Got a beef, a bitch, or maybe just a body? Bring it to the
Varsity office, 91 St. George at 1 p.m. Friday for The Var-
sity staff's 93rd monthly bitch - in - cum -'brainstorming
session. B

Story ideas will be appreciated. Photo essay ideas will be
appreciated. And you can find.out where the party is.

Kea. euro.
PARTY: Varsity staff first party
of the year (non-political). All

staffers and hangers-on invited.

Find out where by dropping in to

the office sometime before Fri-
day night. BYOB, BYOP, BYOF
BYOC Friday. Come.

and 525 are part-time gradu-
ate students. About 2.600
graduate and extension stu-
dents have yet to register.

Victoria College is still the
largest, with an enrolment of
2,469, followed by UC (2.077),
St. Mike's (1,881), New
(1.110). Trinity (725) and In-

nis (383).

A total of 5.860 freshmen
registered this year. Of those.
2.987 chose an arts and sci-
ence course. 791 chose engi-
neering. 144 music. 138 phar-
macy, 134 pre-meds, 107 phys-
ical and occupational thera-

py. 105 physical education.
103 nursing. 64 architecture.

63 forestry and 42 food sci-

ences.

Eighty-eight per cent of U
of T students live in Ontario
and of those 63 per cent are
from Metro Toronto. Foreign
students make up 7.56 per
cent of the student popula-
tion.

U. of T. STUDENT SPECIAL

50< OFF
lunger RESTAURANTS

• -rONGE AND BLOOR
• YONGS AND DUNDAS

**-240 »LOOt—opp^t. Vanity Stadlai.
j

• 'CLUi """" flu.M tmr
• 77 KING !.—Mlt t» Tfct Kfc*M K*.l

For •aa4«Mt Facilitta Call 921-9432

TKh coups* la eood for 50 ceMt I. all
xaaakan <A rem party an Hie:

SPUD BURGER SPECIAL $2.09
Good only at Steak 'n Burjar

240 floor (at Bedford)

( Prices subject to change without notice)

Music Committee of Hart House
Presents the First

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 6 - 8:30 - Great Hall

ROBERT AITKEN - FLAUTIST
MARION ROSS, PIANIST
GUSTAV CIAMAGA

Electronic Tape

Tickets: Hall Porter

POTS - ENGINEERING - NURSING
Nth ANNUAL

HUSTLING DANCE
FEATURING THE CHANCELLORS

FRI. OCT. 4

GIRLS 75*

DRILL HALL

119 ST. GEORGE ST.

9 PM

GUYS $1.00

YOUR

STUDENT HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLAN
12 MONTHS COVERAGE

A STUDENT WITHOUT INSURANCE
IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHELL

TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
PLAN 1 — ACCIDENT ONLY

This covers all special services and

(|) Ambulance
(k) Registered Nurse
(I) Semi -Private or Private

Hospital (not covered
under the Hospital Serv-

ice Act)

(m) Loss of Limb or Sight

(n) Accidental Death

la) Medical

(b) Surgical

(c) Anaesthetic

(d) Chiropractic

(e) Osteopathic

(f) Physiotherapist

(g) Radiologist

(h) Dental

(i) X-ray

PLAN 2 • COMBINED ACCIDENT AND SICK
NESS

This covers all the services offered by Plan 1 for accident
PLUS THE FOLLOWING SICKNESS COVERAGE

o Suigical and Anaesthetist benefits up to the maximum amouni shown in the
Provincial Medical Association's schedule of tees for sickness

o Medical Call Benefits — Pavs your doctor from the very first visit

o Specialist o Psychiatnsl o Chiropractor o Osteopath
o Chiropodist (referred)

o Diagnostic X-ray and Laboratory Senefns o Ambulance Benefits
o Maternity Benefits o Infirmary Benefit

o Specific Hospital Benefits for non resident and Overseas students
" P'us $5,000.00 Major Medlcol Benefits

PLAN 1 PLAN 2
COMBINED

ACCIDENT ONLY ACCIDENT & SICKNESS
Student & Family Student Student & FamilyStudent

$6.00 $12.00 $29 00 $69.00

Admin. - John Ingle, 700 Bay St. EM. 4-

4114
BAY AT GERRARO

NOTE If you have not received your brochure, additional forms may be
obtained at ihe Registrar s office. Student Council Office. Graduate
Studies Office FROS. Int House, the Health Service, or Faculty Offices
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J TORONTO SYMPHONY
SEIJI OZAWA, Music Director & Conductor

6 SATURDAY EVENING
SUBSCRIPTION

CONCERTSA 130 00 tU.OO 118.00 110.04

Z
OCT. 26 — Ramsey Lewis

Trio

NOV. 23- Henry Cuesta

Quintet & Olive Brown
I

JAN.25-"Cannonbair
Adderley Quintet

FEB. 22 — Herbie Mann Quintet

MAR. 15 — Dave Brubeck Quartet

MAY 10— Duke Ellington Orchestra

Mall orden now .or Toronto Sympnonj, 215 Vlotorlt St.

Toronto 2, inf.

z
Applications Are Invited

For The Following

Positions For U.C. Follies

DIRECTOR

MUSIC DIRECTOR

CHOREOGRAPHER

Apply at Lit Office or Contact

H. Siegel 231-5510

THE SAC BOOKSTORE is

11 open from 12:00 noon until 6:00 in

the evening during the week (closed on

Saturday)

21 planning to move into the real store

next week on the second floor, above

S.C.M (meanwhile, we're still stuck with

the third floor stockroom)

3) now accepting used books (first year

texts, paperbacks and supplementary read-

ing) to be sold on consignment at your

chosen price (10%rebate to SAC when

sold)

4) soon to be selling these same used

books (as soon as the store is ready)

5) inviting you to place special orders for

any book you want (you still receive the

10% discount)

6) selling tickets for the Rockpile concerts

(good idea)

7) no longer competing with the Textbook

Store (they're too much)

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
FIRST YEAR TEXTS
ROCHDALE COLLEGE
333 BLOOR WEST

[TRACK AND FIELD
By PAUL VESA

Over the past week-end. the Varsity track team gave

fourteen athletes, most of them rookies and second-stringers,

an opportunity to prove themselves at the McMaster Invita-

tional Track Meet.

Many personal bests were acheived by these students and

an excellent prospect has emerged in the person of freshman

Hung Lee. Lee. who previously betterd 23' in the long jump,

leaped 20'9" at this meet after only three days of practice.

Among the regulars who were there. Jukka Heikurinen

eclipsed the pole vault record at 13'1" and Steve Wetmore
posted a fine first in the 120 yard hurdles.

Above all, however, the meet provides a convenient

means of gauging the opposition. Here is the way Varsity's

opponents stack up for 1968-69:

McMaster Marauders: Along with Toronto and Waterloo,

Mac will be one of the powers this year. They show excellent

strength and depth in the sprints coming 1-2 in the 100 and 220

and 2-3 in the 440.

In the longer races. Marauders do not have the same de-

gree of strength, but should still place men in the top five in

each event.

Brian Hayman could well break two records for Mac at

the OQAA championships this season. He won both the discus

and the shot put and was well above the record in each.

In the relays, Mac is a real threat as they won both and

were a full second under the record in the 4 X 110.

Waterloo Warriors: Waterloo sent the largest contingent

to this meet and came out with the most points. They took

only three firsts but were consistently in the place and show
columns. Their depth is probably best shown by the fact that

they were shut out of the first five places in only three events.

Waterloo's strongest event was the 880 in which they

placed 1-2-4. Outstanding performances were turned in by

their javelin throwers. Arbreau and Wilson, both of whom
were close to 20' above the record in coming 1-2 in that event.

Queens' Golden Gaels: Gaels have two of the top compet-

itors in the OQAA in hurdler Brian Donnelly and miler David
Ellis. However, Queens lacks the depth to be a real power this

season.

Guelph Gryphons: Leigh Hammond is the star here with a

first in the high jump and a third in the 120 yard high hurdles.

Grant McClaren won the three-mile run for Guelph. Again a

lack of depth.

York: York's team consists of Bob Brooks who won the

440 in 49.3 seconds and tied for second in the 220.

F.O.C.US. CONFERENCE
DR.C. SEERVELD

(Prof, at Trinity Christian College, Chicago)

HOW TO READ THE BIBLE'

SIDNEY SMITH HALL SAT. OCT. 5

RM. 2021 10:30 AM

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two Hart

House Theatre Productions

CALL AT THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

FILMS
Films of geological

,
biological and general interest will be

shown every Friday commencing Sept 27th.
Locality Mining Building, Room 128
Time: 1 to 2 p.m

Bring your lunch
Watch the 'Here and Now' column for titles

Someday
I'll be an actress

or an
international spy

Before you take Broadway
by storm, you'll have to

learn to be an actress. That's

common sense. It also stands

to reason that becoming
a mature and graceful woman

will be easier if you learn

certain things now, like proper
posture, speech and manners. -

There are some other things,

too, that'll make femininity

easier. Like Tarnpax tampons.
The sanitary protection that

was developed by a doctor
to be worn internally. Tarnpax
tampons are made of pure
surgical cotton. The silken-

smooth container-applicator

assures hygienic insertion

and easy disposal. Your
hands need never touch the

,
tampon. And there'll be no
more pins, pads and belts to

limit what you can wear. Try
Tarnpax tampons. They're
one of the little things that

just might make it easier

to become a famous woman.

TAMPAX
SANITARY PROTECTION WORN INTERNALLY

MADE ONLY BY CANADIAN

PREGNANCY TEST
ING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information

Phone 481-0529
9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399, "STN.

K"
TORONTO 12



Rugger, soccer begin Saturday
Despite two recent exhibi-

tion losses, Varsity soccer
coach Ernie Glass is quite
optimistic about his team's
chances of retaining the
Blackwood Trophy.

Both losses were to top
notch teams and in both in-

stances the winning goal was
scored in the last five min-
utes of play.

The two games Blues have
played so far have shown that

the defence is there and capa-
ble of playing solidly. How-
ever, the name of the game
is goals and Varsity should
score quite a few. Judging
from a 7-1 walkover against

Toronto City Junior B', a
side which toured England
this past summer, Blues
again are going to be a scor-

ing machine.

The forward line will in-

clude Frank Soppelsa (SGS)
and Jim Lefkos (PHE IV)

both of whom have won inter-

collegiate scoring crowns.
(Lefkos did it, last year and
Soppelsa the year before).

Ron Muir (Food Sci. Ill)

and John Gero (U.C. Ill) now
have one year of intercollegi-

ate experience under their

belts and should be ready to

start popping them in.

Rookies Ken Cancellara
(U.C. Ill) Adrian Verhulst

(Arch I) and Bernie D-
Abreau (SGS) have stepped

into starting roles and per-

formed very well. D'Abreau
originally started as a for-

ward and ended up as the

team's goaltender.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

Does the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently.

The Reference Department of

the University Library offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library. Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students

throughout October. Apply in

the Reference Department for

seminars relating to either

Humanities materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials. Special

seminars may be arranged

upon request.

RUGGER
Doctors always seem to be

bearers of bad news. For
Andy Bethel, rugger Blues'
six foot, seven inch second
row forward and captain, the
doctor's diagnosis of a minor
ankle injury as torn liga-

ments spells the end of the
season

.

Bethel's size and leadership
qualities will not be easy to

replace. His successor will

have to be culled from the

strong Varsity second squad.

Last Saturday Blues
showed their muscle with a
17-0 win over Osgoode Hall

Owls. Five tries were shared
among Zepp, McKenna, Noble

and Dickie. Only one try was

converted.

Playing a very combative
game were second row for-

ward Joe Donohue and wing
forward Gord Richardson.

The second team pack
played well, providing coach-
es Jimmy Hamilton and Al

Giachino with a difficult deci-

sion as to Bethel's replace-

ment.

His successor as team cap-

tain was chosen last night at

a team meeting. The new
captain is George Wraw who
plays scrum half.

Saturday morning at ten

a.m. on the back campus,
Wraw will lead Blues' first

team against University of

Guelph.

- MEN -

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN IMPROVING

YOUR SWIMMING SKILLS?

WOULD YOU LIKE TO QUALIFY AS A

R.L.S. - RED CROSS INSTRUCTOR?

THERE IS STILL TIME TO ENROL IN THESE AND OTH-
ER INTERESTING AQUATIC ACTIVITIES Learn-to-

Swim. Basic and Advanced Life Saving. Skin and Scuba

Diving, National Life Guard Service Registration for

classes Monday to Friday between 1 00 and 2 00 p m
OR for further information see the Supervisor at the Pool.

SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF OCT. 7

FOOTBALL

4.00 West
4.00 East

Thur. Oct. 10

4.00 West
4.00 East

4.00 West
4.00 Scor

Eng
Mod

vs St.M.
vs Dent

vs PHE
vs UC

OFFICIATING ASSIGNMENTS WILL

BE MADE AT RULES CLINICS

SOCCER

Mon. Oct. 7 12.30 North Vic II Eng.MI Bogucki
4.15 North UC Med A Gero

Tues. Oct. 8 12.30 North Jr. Eng. Knox Concelloro
4.15 North PHE A vs Low Bogucki
4.15 South For New Osborne
4.15 Scor Innls

'

Scor Lefkos

Wed. Oct. 9 12.30 North Grod.Stud. Sr.Eng. Hobbs
12.30 South PHE B VI Photm.
4.15 North St. M. TrinA Nepotiuk

Thur. Oct. 10 12.30 North Emmon vs Jr. Eng. Simmonds
4.15 North PHE A Med A Homotidis
4.15 South Dent Knox Pikulyk

Frl. Oct. 11 12.30 North Arch vs Eng.MI Simmonds
12.30 South Wye Vic II Pikulyk

HOCKEY — REFEREE-IN-CHIEF WANTED

THIS POSITION IS OPEN! Good remuneration is given.

Interested and capable persons apply to the Intramural

office. Room 106, Hart House.

STUDENT FOOTBALL BOOKS
QUEEN'S • McMASTER - WESTERN • McGILL

$2.50 FOR 4 GAMES

ON SALE ATHLETIC OFFICE, HART HOUSE

8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

QUEEN'S ON SATURDAY

DATSUN DATSUN SALES AND SERVICE

SPORTS CAR SERVICE

ACCESSORY DEPARTMENT 421-5883

K0V«C MOTORS - L10-

186 LAIRD DRIVE TORONTO 17 421-5730

WOMEN'S

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
DISTINCTION & DIPLOMA CLASSES - begin

Wednesday October 2nd - 7 p.m. in the pool.

Revised Dip Times: - Mon. - Thurs. - 1-2 p.m. 8-9,

Fri. 1-2

FIELD HOCKEY Schedule -

Wed. Oct. 2 PHE lllvsPHE IV at Trinity 8:00 a.m.

Vic II vs UC at.Varsity 8:00 a.m.

Thurs. Oct.3 PHE I vs Vic I at Varsity 8:00 a.m.

St. Hilda's vs Nursing at Trinity 8:00 a.m.

PHE V vs Vic II at Varsity 1:00 p.m.

Fri. Oct. 4 St. Mike's vs Pots

& Pharm.at Trinity 8:00 a.m.

INTER FACULTY TRACK MEET

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 10, 1968

1:30 P.M. STADIUM

Entries are now being accepted at the Intramural Office,

Room 106. Hart House.

EVENTS AND TIME SCHEDULE:

1.30 p.m. 440 yd. Hurdles • Final; Discus: Pole

Vault; Broad Jump
1 .50 p.m. 100 yds. - Heats

2.00 p.m. 120 yd. Hurdles - Heats

2.15 p.m. 100 yds. • Finals; Shot put; High Jump
2.25 p.m. 880 yds. - Final

2.30 p.m. 220 yds. - Heats

2.40 p.m. I Mile

2.50 p.m. 220 yds. - Final;

3.05 p.m. 440 yds. - Final

3.15 p.m. 3 Miles

3.40 p.m. 120 yd. Hurdles

4.00 p.m. Sprint Relay (4x110 yds.)

4.15 p.m. Mile Relay (4 x 440)

I

I

Javelin: Hop-Step Jump

Final

|IS::*;::*::::::::::::
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STORY AND PHOTO
By JIM COWAN

Lake Ontario looked cold

and black in the early morn-

ing darkness, as the two thin

shells of mahogany slipped

out from the Argonaut Row-

ing Club at the foot of Jami-

son Avenue. It was 6:40 A.M..

the temperature was 53 de-

grees, but it felt colder The

University of Toronto Rowing

Team was hall-way through

its morning practice.

The eight oarsmen in each

boat hunched over their oars

and on a word from the

coxswain began pulling rhy-

thimically. 22 strokes per

minute, west along water-

front just inside the breakwa-

ter.

Rowing used to be a major

sport at U of T. In 1924. the

University sent a crew to the

Olympic Games in Paris.

France, and they brought

back a silver medal, coming

second to the United States

and beating crews from Italy

and Great Britain.

The team had its own club

house at the foot of York

Street, but when the building

was destroyed by fire in the

30's, the team folded.

The modern era of rowing

at U of T started ten years

ago when the Argonaut Row-

ing Club offered to let the

University use their facilities

and boats.

Today, about twenty-five U
of T men are involved with

the rowing team. The only

word to describe them is ded-

icated.

When this bleary-eyed

sportsie arrived at the Argo

Club at six. most of the team
had already arrived and was
out on a one mile run, which

precedes the real work. After

calisthenics, they were ready

to take to the water.

The two boats the team
would use that morning were
walked out of the shed. These
boats, or shells, are beautiful

things. They are sixty feet

long, but no more than two
feet wide at their widest

point. When moving at their

top speed of 13 to 15 miles

EARLY MORNING BLUES
per hour, they draw less than

live inches of water.

The hull of the boat is

made of quarter-inch mahog-

any sheets formed around a

frame. Inside are sliding

seats and foot rests for the

oarsman. Oar supports ex-

tend about three feet out on

each side.

All intercollegiate rowing

is done by "eights". These

are the largest boats, pow-

ered by four men pulling on

each side and captained by a

coxswain.

It was still dark when the

two boats took to the water,

dark and cold. Geoff Wright,

one of three coaches, provid-

ed a heavy trench coat, and

introduced
.

Ingo Schulte-

Hostedde, coach of the light-

weight crew. The head coach

is Jim Lyttle, a commercial

artist who rows for the Ar-

gos.

We piled into an aluminum
boat and set out after the.

shell. As we passed Sunny-

side, Ingo shouted across the

water and the pace was
raised to 34 strokes per min-

ute. The shell lifted out of the

water and sped forward, cat-

apulted by eight ten-foot oars.

From the pace boat Ingo

timed them, and then, satis-

fied, yelled, "Take er

down", and the pace dropped

off to the original 22 strokes.

We turned opposite the

Seaway Hotel and headed

back east, repeating the pat-

tern of sprints and rests.

Ducks and gulls were fright-

ened off the water ahead of

the shell, and the sun ap-

peared as a red streak below

the clouds on the horizon.

Paul Lysy (III UC) said

later that the cold doesn't

bother the oarsmen too much,
because they're working
hard. "But they tell me it

gets worse later in the Fall,"

he added.

Jack Gibbins, a fourth year

Physical Education student is

the team captain. "Probably

the main reason I'm in row-

ing is because it's a condi-

tioning sport,'' he said.

"Studies have been done on

the other side of the Iron

Curtain, and they've found

rowing is the most strenuous

sport there is, in terms of

calorie consumption and oxy-

gen burning. And it's the type

of sport you can continue

with after university."

The rowing season is a rel-

atively short one. There are

four regattas, the first one

here in Toronto at the Argo

Rowing Club this Saturday at

10 A.M. Teams from York,

Brock, McMaster and West-

ern . Universities will com-

pete.

Meanwhile, back on the

water, the shells skimmed
past the Argo Club and on to

the western end of the CNE.
Traffic was building on the

Lakeshore and the Gardner,

and a traffic helicopter cir-

cled overhead. The Shell

Tower in the CNE read 7:12,

53 degrees.

Brian Delorme, coxswain

for the lightweights, straight-

ened out the shell ready for

the run back to the Club.

"Let 'er run. . half

up. . .ready. . .ROW!" and
they headed back east for the

last time. As they approached

the finish, Ingo shouted "Hit

it, hit it" and the practice

finished in a burst of speed.

And as the sun finally fought

free of the horizon, twenty

oarsmen and one tired sport-

sie headed north to start a

day of classes.

Polo poolsters prepare
Varsity Blues' waterpolo squad began tuning their aquatic

skills Tuesday as veterans and rookies prepared for the first

home game, just lour weeks away.

Returning to the reigning OQAA champions are three
year vet. Chris McNaught. swimming ace and rover. Gay
Stratten. experienced defenseman. Skip Bergman, and mana-
ger-tut ward. Dave Breech.

They are joined by reservists and rookies vying for vacan-
cies which have opened at all positions. Most important is

finding a replacement for retired four-time OQAA champion
netnian. HarUey Garfield.

All swimmers, regardless of waterpolo experience, are
urged to come to the 4:30 practices Tuesday and Thursday.

National coach Eddie Szakacs. who lor five successive
years has coached Blues to the coveted Herschorn Cup. is

leaving Thursday for the Olympics and a year's coaching in

California.

His successor is Otto Demjen. former Hungarian player
of world class and now a widely known coach and author of

several books and technical articles on coaching of swimming
and waterpolo.
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The three pictures above
and to the right are an illus-

trated sequence of rookie

Blues' halfback, Walt Sehr

(30), as be returns a punt
for 85 yards and a touch-

down in Saturday's 22-3 vic-

tory over McGill. Photo one
shows Sehr beginning his

long run by bursting past
Redmen George Springate
(79) and Dave Fleiszer (34).

Photo two has Sehr at mid-
field with only Fleiszer to

beat. Rookie lineman Don
Fraser (53) is about to eli-

minate him with a gorgeous
block that sealed the touch-
down lor Sehr. (it was erro-

neously reported Monday
that Keith Johnson (33)

threw the block). And final-

ly Sehr crosses the goalline

with Redman Mike Auer-
bacb (72) in futile pursuit.

Photos By JOHN SWAIlifcN

Number 30 in your programme



Students demand equal vo
\12:30 Today: Student rally

outside Sid Smith (see letter) §

12:00 Today: Faculty Council second%

| meeting at Convocation Hall f

% Report on Wednesday's meeting |

I below I

Clusters of students

watched from the galleries of

Convocation Hall Wednesday
afternoon while about 300

faculty members below floun-

dered about in an attempt to

define their stand on propos-

als to implement proposals

for reform of teaching in the

faculty.

When the council adjourned

after two and a half hours of

freewheeling debate, no vote

had been taken on any of the

four preliminary resolutions

drawn up for the unprece-

dented open meeting of the

council.

The first resolution, calling

for "freedom of choice for

students in the selection of

courses from those offered

for which they are qualified,

with the restriction that no

more than two first year

courses may be required in

any one subject," will again

be discussed this afternoon.

"This proposal provides

freedom for the students and

for the disciplines." said fac-

ulty dean A. D. Allen intro-

ducing his proposal.

"The departments will of-

fer a variety of courses to

suit the needs of students and

provide for the proper study

of that discipline," he added.

The doors to the floor of

Convocation Hall were guard-

ed by police who had instruc-

tions to admit only members

of the council.

Among the most vocal in

the course of the discussion

were teaching assistants and

lecturers, who are not mem-

bers of _the 1,000-man council.

Microphones on long cords

were rushed to the hands of

any member wanting to

speak. Students who were

recognized by chairman

Claude Bissell were permit-

ted onto the floor to use the

microphones.

About ten students took

advantage of the opportunity.

The 14 student members of

the council, attending their

second meeting, sat in a si-

lent row throughout the two

and a half hour debate.

Several faculty members,

who dismissed lectures to

enable students to attend the

meeting, were disappointed

at the scant student turnout

of about 300 students.

Prof G B. Payzant of the

department of philosophy at-

tempted to allow students

complete freedom of choice

in their first year subjects.

•I do not think that it is

our duty as faculty to prevent

the disaster that students

bring about by their own
choice," he said.

His speech was greeted

with loud applause from the

students in the galleries.

"Students should be given

the right to make their own
mistakes." agreed Bob Rae.

(IV UC) the first student to

address the council.

"One of the principles of

education is the process of

self-evaluation which func-

tions best when the individual

is responsible for the conse-

quences of his own deci-

sions."

A second wave of applause

from the galleries greeted

remarks make by SAC presi-

dent Steve Langdon, who
stressed he was speaking only

as a fourth year Trinity Col-

lege student.

He branded the seating

arrangements as symbolic of

the "reprehensible" and "ob-

scene" allocation of member-
ship on the council.

"This body, unrepresenta-

tive and undemocratic as it

is, should not be deciding the

future of undergraduate edu-

cation while the students who
will be affected by the

changes sit in the galleries."

Langdon went on to say the

proposals represented no

more than the addition of a

four year general program to

the present system.

"The specialist course will

still be determined by the

departments and there has

been no suggestion that stu-

dents will have some say in

determining programs or

course content."

He added the proposals

were "probably valuable but

not an earth-shaking change."

Today's meeting will be the

second of the two special ses-

sions. Unless it decides other-

wise, the council will then

retreat behind closed doors to

continue discussion and reach

their decisions.

TO THE STUDENTS OF THE FACULTY OF ARTS ANT

In a chaotic meeting on Wednesday aftern
and Science Council demonstrated the complet
such a large body to come to grips with such
reforms as the Macpherson Report. Clearly si

body must be called upon to consider implemei

matters, if any effective action is to be tal

What kind of body should this be? The C

dergraduate Studies — as indeed the Faculty
self — is not a legitimate body to deal wit
it is not effectively representative of the
est in the community. We believe that the i

of the Macpherson Report must be examined ir

of students and faculty, consisting of not n

members, half of which shall be democratica]
the student body. Using the proposals prese

Council as a starting point, the committee \

open discussion at all its meetings.

We urge all students in Arts and Science
mass meeting today at 12:30 in front of Sidney bmitn ncm.
to dicuss the student position.

Now is the time to act if we are going to have the im-

portant educational reforms of the Macpherson Report
considered and implemented by an open body truly represent-
ative of students and staff in this faculty.

Faculty Council Member ^Pres. U.C. Lit. History .students' Union

a J s> <-> , <r I i
HjBriSS*? aiSmsEnty council

'acul

i"

Chairman, B & M Club

^ v
St. Mike's SAC Sep.

St/ Hi

Hew College jfAC Rep

U.C. SAC Rep./

Political Economy Club

- Pres. Trinity

Trinity SAC Rep.

O.C. SAC Re;,.

3S. -CXT.l

President of the SAC
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Strax goes to court

Ptiolo bv Cai

Dean Allen

FREDERICTON (CUP-Staffl - Nor-

man Strax. the University of New Bruns-

wick physics professor whose attempt to

abolish library identification cards sparked

a sit-in now entering its eight day. was

remanded to Oct. 18 for sentencing on a

contempt of court charge yesterday.

Strax was held in contempt after failing

to obey a Sept. 25 injunction ordering him

off university property.

He refused to attend a hearing Tues-

day but his four lawyers advised him to

leave his office in the physics building (the

scene of the 30-student sit-in I to appear in

court.

The Wednesday hearing was adjourned

to a closed session yesterday.

Barry McPeake. a Canadian Union of

Students field worker, said last night it ap-

pears unlikely police will be called in to

remove the demonstrators. They are still

insisting they will remain in Strax's office

until the professor is reinstated and the

administration gives a "meaningful guaran-

tee that such incidents will not occur in the

future".

UNB President Colin MacKay said

Strax's dismissal last week was for "ob-

vious reasons" but the demonstrators,

backed by all eight graduate students in

physics, view his suspension as "punish-

ment for non-academic activities ".

McPeake says Strax is planning to fight

the injunction, which is keeping him oft the

UNB campus. He has held several confer-

ences at the gates to the university.

It was rumored that the administration

had planned to fire Strax at the end of the

academic year.

At U of T. a student-faculty group has

collected 300 signatures on a petition of

support for Strax and over $50 to help de-

fray his legal fees.



Ptanr ^trof
'BLOOR AT HUKON

MINISTERS.
The Very fW Dr. [. M Howie

Ftov. Donald A. Gillie*

11.00 a.m.

DR. E M HOWSE

HAVE YOU BEEN BORN AGAIN?'

Rev D A Gillies

Holy Communion al both Services

Campus Club following evening

service

QUAKERISM
Quakers subscribe to no creed and have no priests. Each
tries to rind his belief by experience in the silent Meeting
for Worship; all try to implement their common faith in so-

cial concern and in action for peace. It is a demanding
way in which we fall short, but if you are interested in

the concept, come to 60 LOWTHER AVE. ( north of Bloor,

east of St. George), any Sunday at 11 a.m. Phone 921-
0638 for more information. Coffee is usually served after

the Meeting and there is time for informal discussion.

ST. THOMAS' CHURCH
(Huron St. Just Below Bloor)

PREACHER AT 11 AM OCTOBER 6

FATHER FREELAND
PREACHER AT 7 PM OCTOBER 6

FATHER WHITLA
(York University)

WALMER ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH
(1 block North and West of Spadina and Bloor)

WELCOMES STUDENTS
Sunday. 11am Morning worship

7 30 p.m. Sunday Forum

"WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH?"
Father Ed Bader

Young People's Groups:

Monday 8 p.m. Friday 9 p.m.

Ministers: Dr R. S. Dunn

Rev. W. R. Wood

670 SPADINA AVE
TORONTO 4 ONTARIO

OFFICE 922 1884
HOME 741 8227

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHURCH
AND STUDENT CENTRE

Lawrence Martin, Chaplain

Rosie Janson, Campus Worker

Sermon: Blessed Are the Mourners
The campus activism that expresses itself in altruistic human-
ism gives cause for rejoicing. There is a blessedness, however,
that is beyond mere activism, altruism, humanism, idealism.

There is the mystery of loving service in and through which,

one suddenly discovers the gift of bliss.

Holy Communion Weekly
Hart House: 1:30 Thursdays

The Chapel, library and lounge, are open daily for meditation

and study. The Chaplain available for conversation and coun-
selling daily.

WORSHIP SERVICE
FOR

U. OF T. STUDENTS

SERMON: "THE ULTIMATE UNDER
FORM OF CRIMINALITY"

THE

Principal J. Stanley Glen.

Knox College

Sun. Oct. 6 1 1 a.m.

KNOX COLLEGE CHAPEL
59 St George St.

(coffee period following service)

ALL WELCOME

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
HOMECOMING CONCERT

Featuring

SUN. OCT. 20. 1968 8:30 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

RESERVED
SEATS ONLY >

$1.50 PER PERSON ADVANCE
$2.00 PER PERSON A T DOOR

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOWAT THE S.A.C. OFFICE

(Tax IncId.)
For Jon Prerson. Wyatt Day. Joe Hum, Jimmy Owens. An Koen.g and Sam Brown. ARS NOVA was a long time com-
ing Each had lived wilh music most of his life and had perfected his own style and reputation.

Jon son ol Lutheran minister, studied for the ministry before making the decision to study music He excelled on the
bass trombone and played with several symphony orchestras before forming the "New York Baroque Bass Ensemble"
with Wyatt

Wyatt studied classical composition and guitar At one point Wyatt lhalf Spanish himself) lived with a Spanish gypsy
colony near Seville sludyrng flamenco guitar After returning to the States he concentrated on writing classical works
induding among them 12 preludes for guitar, a string quartet, several choral works and two short suites for viola and
cello.

Sam Brown began playing banjo when he was four and guitar when he was twelve Sam went to Detroit and played
with local jazz groups while studying classical guitar He has played guitar and travelled extensively as accompanyist
lor Miriam Makeba Sam has performed and recorded with artists such as Dianne Carroll. Harry Belafonte, Chubby
Checker, Judy Collins, Astrud Gilberto, Gary MacFarland and Dionne Warwick.

Jimmy Ownes and his trumpet are well known in the U S as well as Europe and Asia He studied trumpet withCarmine Caruso He played with the bands of Lionel Hampton. Charlie Mingus. Herbie Mann, and Clark Terry as well
as the Symphony ol the New World" before forming the "New York Jazz Sextet" He has been featured on overwenty jazz albums and his own album. "You Had Better Listen" (with Kenny Barronl has recently been released onthe Atlantic label

Art KoMlg moved 10 New York in 1966 and began establishing a reputation as a bassist, working with such perform-

I'L".,™!'. ." " B'°™" J ' Noncv Wlls°n
- Mavnard Ferguson and Astrud Gilberto Before becoming a part ol

Arts NUVA, he toured Europe. Afnca and South Amenca with Miriam Makeba
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lnd 'an" Wn'Mnorae". In 1960 he came to New York to work with the "Stan
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Came8' e Ha " Concert" 1964 he left Gel, and became, pan of the "Bill Evens Too" wherehe could be found until the summer of 1966 when he decided to lake hrs drums and join ARS NOVA
5
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m
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0 .?* ,h " not" name At least it's a culmination of the an and talent of six out-
rsts only alter the passage of distance and time ARS NOVA, (A new
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sound? Could beU
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Faculty opposes Bissell
By BRIAN JOHNSON

The Association of Teaching Staff last
night approved equal voting representation
for students and faculty on the President's
Commission on university government.

The ATS motion resembles closely the
Students Administrative Council's Sept. 19
proposal that the Commission be composed
of four students, four faculty members and
non-voting members of the administration.

The ATS proposal, formulated at a
Sept. 20 meeting of the ATS executive and
faculty members of the President's Council,

recommends the Commission be composed
of:

• four faculty members, to be chosen by
the entire faculty in an election;

t four students, one of whom shall be a

graduate student;

• the President of the University;

• two non-voting members of the Board of

Governors

;

• one non-voting member of the senate to

represent alumni

;

• a non-voting chairman chosen outside the

academic community.
President Claude Bissell's original

Commission was to consist of two faculty

members, two student members and two
representatives of the Board of Governors.

Although they were not allowed to par-

ticipate in the discussion. President Bissell

and a 3-student delegation were allowed to

speak for 20 minutes each to present their

proposals to the ATS.

President Bissell said the Commission

would be the most important of its kind

since 1907.

He called it "the means by which the

university makes a transition from a 19th

century model to a form that can carry the

weight of contemporary ideas."

Dr. Bissell divided the university into

five estates: the students, faculty, alumni,

Senate, and Board of Governors.

"There are not five estates," said Bob

Rae. "There are two estates, students and

faculty. Here I venture to disagree with the

President."

NO NEED TO DESPAIR AND
LAMENT, valiant staffers with bitch-in

type problems. The session has been

postponed till Monday 1 p.m. YOU ARE
STILL LOVED, however. There is a par-

ty tonite. Come to the homestead and

find out where.

Bob Rae

Dr. Bissell said the Board of Governors

members must be on the Commission since

they represent the public.

"To maintain that the Board represents

the public is an affront to common sense."

Rae replied in his presentation of the SAC
counter-proposal.

"Bay Street and the public interest are

not synonomous," he added.

Prof. Kenneth McNaught of the history

department introduced the amendment that

the two Board of Governors representatives

have no voting privileges.

When both this amendment and the

amendment that the Senate member be non-

voting were passed. President Bissell was
sitting in the corner of the room with his

head in his hands. He looked very haggard.

He left before the motion was carried

overwhelmingly.

The meeting was carried on with a

general confusion of amended amendments
being moved with other amendments still

before the floor.

One frustrated professor moved to ad-

journ the meeting before the motion would

finally come to a vote.

A young lady tried unsuccessfully to

increase the number of faculty members to

five. It was getting late. The members
groaned and were quickly railroaded into

defeating the motion by the Chairman M. F.

Grapko.

The meeting agreed that the report ol

the Commission be sent directly to the pro-

vincial government for approval withou

any changes by the Board of Governors.

Charcoal-Broiled

Staling STEAKS

Served In Burgundy Wins

and succulent ROAST BEEF

Entertainment nlruty In the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN IOUNOE & BAR

Appearing Nltely ALLAN McRAE

Steele's
TAVERN—RESTAURANT

EM. MUD M» YONOE ST.

(Fully llcenudl

fsic^d Furniture?

RENT IT!

6Y THE MONTH
BY THE YEAR
ECONOMY SUITES

DE LUXE SUITES
FROM SIO 00 MO

JotT FURNITURE LcAlNt*

<Z***>\0 KING $T. W.

366 -7679
dtemti0ia*mO** I^UAax-^Canada

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

16 Bancroft Ave.

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY

Today
4 pm - 7 pm

all graduate students, faculty members,

administrators, and girls over 21

are welcome. Admission $1

LEVI'S
LEVI'S

LEVI'S

featuring Handcrafts
exclusive

Spanish Fly
Hondcroft designs for the happen-

ing set. Action Levis. Come in all

colours and sizes.

$anbcraft tHailor*

on* hundred and nine bloor welt

Hart House
ART GALLERY

Last Day for

PRINT RENTALS
in the Art Gallery

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 6 • 8:30 - Greal Hall

ROBERT AITKEN. Flautist

MARION ROSS. Pianist

GUSTAV CIAMAG A Electronic Tape
Tickets Hall Porter

NOON HOUR PROGRAM
Monday. October 7

Music Room. 1 -2 p.m.

DR. HENRY REIGER on the Topic

POPULATION EXPLOSION
Lunches Allowed. Women Welcome

DEBATE
Thursday. October 10th

8 p m Debates Room

Honorary Visitor

PRESIDENT C. T. BISSELL

Topic

STUDENT POWER WORKS AGAINST
THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

Interested In:

COSTUMING
MAKE UP

SET DESIGN

STAGE CREW
MUSIC

SET CONSTRUCTION

ETC.

U.C. FOLLIES NEEDS YOU

Come To The U.C. Lit Office

Or Phone H. Siegel 231-5510
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Notes on the open meeting
COLORED SECTION

— Sign in a Savannah, Georgia, bus

A few jottings on the open meet-
ing of the Faculty Council Wednesday:

• The Council seemed to be debat-

ing the question of choice of subjects-
free or not; what they were doing was
trying desperately to keep as much of

the old system intact as possible. That

they managed to fool most of the audi-

ence, or seemed to, is a credit to their

verbal skill.

For example, one professor won-
dered if perhaps students shouldn't be

"encouraged" to take a wide range of

courses in their first year to give them
a good grounding before specialization.

Of course, "encouraged" is just anoth-

er word for "force" in this context,

yet the professor probably thought he

was being very liberal.

• The general feeling among stu-

dents that they were invited to a fac-

ulty meeting, that students were sit-

ting in on "their" meeting and should

be grateful, is incorrect.

"Faculty" in Faculty Council re-

fers to the department (or Faculty)

of Arts and Science, not faculty as

teachers. Students are either members
of the Faculty of Arts and Science
(and therefore have a right to sit on
the Council) or no decision

the Council can be binding

students.

• At least one faculty

thought it was "their" meeting,
complained about students who ap-
plauded at statements they liked—it

disturbed the "decorum" of the meet-
ing.

Far from it. Applause was the
only vote students had at that meeting.
Even this was to be taken from them.

made by
on those

member
He

• Not one of the 14 token students

appointed to the Council spoke during

the 2'/2-hour meeting.

• Dean A. D. Allen noted at one

point that the students-in-the-

gallery /faculty-on-the-floor (with

guards to make sure students knew
their place) was suggested by students

during staff-student negotiations at

Simon Fraser University.

In fact, as ex-SFU president Mar-
tin Loney points out in a letter to Al-

len:

"The students of Simon Fraser did

not, do not, and will not, support such
authoritarian arrangements. This does
not mean that at Simon Fraser we
have not been subjected to the same
arrangements, but the arrangements
were not suggested by the students but

were enforced on the students by the

Faculty who did not, at Simon Fraser,

find it necessary to say that these ar-

rangements had been suggested by the

students at the University of Toronto.

"Perhaps in future, you will allow
the students at Simon Fraser to make
their own suggestions and not try to

legitimize your own authoritarian rela-

tionships by using our name."
• A political science professor

told the meeting that "general course
students can't be expected to meet the

same standards as those in the honors
courses."

This was a surprise to one student
who got an "A" in that professor's
honor course but failed another and
had to go into general. Presumably
her IQ dipped several points as a re-

sult.

• In the debate on choice, Dean

Allen said that those taking honors po-

litical science have so much choice
they could not possibly complain.

Evidently he has not yet read this

year's calendar. In second-year politi-

cal science, four of six courses are
compulsory. In third year two of six

are compulsory. Only in fourth year is

the choice relatively free.

• Without eliminating the year-
system, the question of "choice" will

be settled long before students arrive
next September. No doubt much of this

"free choice" will be carefully buried
in well-thought-out timetable "con-
flicts" — conflicts designed to "en-
courage" students to take certain

groups of courses.

• A bit of hearsay. After the

meeting a mathematics student ob-

served that his department was going
along on the assumption that the Allen
Report would be passed. This depart-
ment is busily designing a system of

co- and pre-requisites such that stu-

dents will have to take virtually the
same courses to "qualify" as they do
now.

t Setting up a democratic staff-

student committee to study the report,

even with elections, shouldn't take
more than two weeks. The open meet-
ing proved a body as large as the Fac-
ulty Council cannot deal with the Re-
port adequately, and it will probably
be referred to a smaller committee.
That should take about two weeks.

LETTERS
open letter to

editor of U of T

Staff Bulletin

Sir:

I wish to protest most vigo-

rously the totally misleading re-

port of my comments at the
meeting of the Arts and Science
Council which graced the front

page of your issue of October 3

1968.

The seating arrangement itself

was not the subject of my adjec-
tives, be those adjectives "repre-
hensible", the term I stressed, or

"obscene", my one lapse into

emotionalism. A seating arrange-
ment is an irrelevancy except
insofar as it physically illustrates

a particular fact.

That fact is that the Arts and
Science Council is a completely
unacceptable body to be making
decision- that will affect the fu-

ture academic course of the stu-

dent body. Not only is it unmana-
geably large, totally undemo-
cratic in its own composition
(lecturers, for example, are not

Council members), and subject to
manipulation from the top, but it
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rejects the principle of open
meetings in its regular proce-

dure, this special meeting is only

committee-of-the-whole and can-
not make binding decisions.

The division of membership is

incredible, as well; 1,000 faculty

staff members and, presently, 14

students. Moreover, these stu-

dents were selected in a double-

indirect system that effectively

prevents any accountability of

representatives to constituents,

.
and eliminates any real role for

students in their choosing.

It is the fact that this body,
undemocratic and unrepresenta-
tive as it is, should be deciding
the future of undergraduate edu-
cation while the students who will

be affected by the changes sit in

the galleries of Convocation Hall,

that is the subject to which my
adjectives were referred. "Ob-
scene" may sound too strong, but
it expresses the strong emotional
rejection of this situation which
many students on this campus
feel.

We call for a democratic and
legitimate body to consider the

Macpherson recommendations.
To suggest that our emotions are
affected by a mere seating ar-

rangement is ridiculous. It is the

fact that arrangement represents
that we attack.

Yours sincerely,

Steven Langdon
SAC President

good faith

Sir:

The Wednesday open meeting
of the Faculty Council given its

circumstances (with which there
is just cause for fundamental dis-

satisfaction) was nevertheless
conducted in good faith. It was a
preliminary meeting not intended
to be decision-making.

It illustrated, however, the dif-

ficulty and complexity of imple-
menting the Macpherson Report.

The council would seem to be
too large to arrive at the point of
effective action and students
must have equal say in the deci-
sions of such far-reaching and
direct concern to them.

I urge all students to attend the
mass meeting Friday at 12:30 to
agree upon a workable alterna-
tive to the present situation.

Sandra E. Black
Faculty Council

President, Victoria College
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REVIEW MEETING FOR EDITORS.. PLUS IGNATIEFF
SALSBERG. 1 p.m. today
not that old line-running out of gas on the parkway, .as
kirk had his debut on the front page and henry smiled
like a pater cum taia. ma saved the day with ox-tails,
pamela scalped the radio, agi blurbed all over page 3.
george ryersoned. geoff. mary. helen and mary again
(again?) ron sat around on duty, dave spilled licorice into
his soup, jim smiled, collecting kudos, while the ontar
ions invaded bearing red flag, ampersand bared red fangs
and growled at uncle che. whom john covers tonite. rod
reminisced '65 as a frosh and hired volky as his new sec-
retary, binglay denied the sports pages and gellius is fi-

nally retumed-gaudeamus igitur. there weren't enough
cups to go around the wire, as the wee hours grow
longer and the food machines have ulcers, we bid a fond
farewell to poor ten whose still trying to make it with a
cigarette case we played russian roulette.





U of T students managed to be on the

spot in summer '68. Some of them are
bringing you their experiences in this

Review. Derek Allen (R-2) visited Resur-
rection City. Jennifer Penney (R-3) head-

ed the Canadian delegation to the World

Youth Festival in Sofia. Bulgaria. Bob
Bossin (R-4) toured the world via a sing-

ing job on an ocean liner. And Susan Per-

ly (R-8 and R-9) was in Mexico where
people shouting for student rights were
being killed.

the mud of resurrection city by derek alien

"The Great Society rests on

abundance and liberty for all.

It demands an end to poverty

and racial injustice, to which

we are totally committed in

our time." (L.B.J. Ann Ar-

bor. 1964.)

On June 24th the permit of

the poor to protest their mis-

ery in the shadow of the Capi-

tol expired. The angry ten-

sions exacerbated by the six

weeks of demonstrations sub-

sided slowly in a final flurry

of rock and bottle throwing.

A slow return to Denver hov-

els and Appalachian huts

began while the protest lead-

ers argued what effect the

mud of Resurrection City

would have on the reactive

consensusocracy that ruled

the American Senate.

I spent twenty-four hours in

Resurrection City near the

end of May. While I was
there a constant drizzle fell,

swelling the puddles of mud
which separated shanties
sodden by a week's down-
pour. A loudspeaker appealed

review

endlessly, "Citizens of Resur-

rection City, may I have your

attention." Above its voice

could be heard the wails of

bored and hungry children. At

night the floodlit Washington

and Lincoln memorials to the

inalienable rights of liberty

and equality bracketed the

irony and misery of Resur-

rection City.

I stayed in a mud-clogged
shanty with three young
Negroes from Philadelphia.

Like two-thirds of the City's

occupants, they were high on

pot. According to Stephanie,

age twenty-one, only the

drug's Utopian fantasies prev-

ented the multi-racial en-

campment from exploding.

Across from me sat Tyrone.

He had come to Resurrection

City to organize recreation

programs for the children. He
was reading Kant:

"Through compassion for

the plight of one individual,

government fulfills its pur-

pose as the servant of all the

people." (L.B.J. My Hope for

•America, p. 59.

)

Beside me sat Mel, a twen-
ty-one old Vietnam veteran.

His thin frame shook from an
incessant cough as he told me
why he had come from his

near death-bed in Vietnam,
his lung tissue burned by
phosphorus, to demonstrate
with his "brothers" in Resur-
rection City. "Black is beau-
tiful, baby, you dig me?" Mel
describes himself as a moder-
ate. He was enraged by the
Uncle Toms who frowned on
protest other than by petition

as by the "white liberals"

who had conned and exploited
his unsuspecting father.

About nine o'clock we
joined a stream of people
wading through ankle-deep
mud- to the entertainment
tent. Some two hundred Mexi-
can, Spanish-American. In-

dian, hippy. Negro aad white
men, women and youngsters
were singing "Silent Night";

"I want my freedom and I

want it now;" "You better
listen to me white man be-

fore I get mad." The songs
were punctuated by cries of

"soul power". In one corner
two elderly Negro women
read aloud to each other from
frayed bibles.
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Sweaters proclaimed slo-
gans like "The Brotherhood
of God" and "It s so painful
but I will change it". A ten
year old' boy stared vacantly
ahead, his lips unsmiling, his
face joyless. Many sat alone
silent and weary, losing
themselves in the raucous
chant of the singers.

At the door a woman was
handing out leaflets which
defined "Your Rights under
Federal Welfare Regula-
tions" and explained in sim-
ple terms the equal protec-
tion and due process clauses
of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. I asked her how long

her group was planning to

stay. She turned on me
fiercely and cried, "We ain't

leavin'. We'se stayin' heah
'til we have wot we come
foh".

"Our concern is with the

quality of the life of our peo-

ple." (L.B.J. . Detroit, June
26. 1964)

Despite the large scale

evacuation of citizens to

Washington churches, many
women and children wan-
dered barefoot through the

mud. Flu was rampant. Pros-

titution and homosexuality

were practised blatantly. The
children suffered.

"We are going to wipe out
poverty in America" (ibid.)

Most of the Negroes I

talked to had jobs. In the
main, the citizens of Resur-
rection City were not the
poor but the sympathizers of

those who feared reprisals

from their welfare boards if

they demonstrated.

But it was the poor who
testified the next day in the
Senate. A hundred citizens of

Resurrection City shuffled
silently past the shibboleths
of liberty on the Senate walls.

A Spanish-American wo-
man cited her litany of de-

spair. She told Senator Jav-
itts (R., N.Y. I she had $40 a
month to pay the rent, feed,

clothe and care, for eleven
children. Her nineteen-year-
old son could not afford to

complete high school. He had
been unable to get a job but
he was in Vietnam now and
writing his mother that he
would settle for only the best

when he got home.

"No one will stop America
from wiping out racial injus-

tice" (ibid.

)

world youth festival
We crossed the Yugoslav-

Bulgarian border in the mug-

gy late evening. The train

stopped so that all the pom-
pous little border officials

could do their thing, and we
leaned out the opened pas-

sageway windows to get a

glimpse of the dreary station

that was Bulgaria. A group of

eight hippy-looking kids who
had been draped -over the

platform across the tracks

ran to the train and shouted

for someone who spoke Eng-

lish. They were Americans

and British who had been

refused entry to Bulgaria and

access to anyone who could

speak English or who had

authority to change the or-

ders, left abandoned on the

platform with no way of

going anywhere. They didn't

have official delegation cards

(neither did we — they wer-

en't sent) but, unlike us, had

been stopped because they

had beards and were carrying

packs — potential trouble-

makers I guess. A Dutch fel-

low in a similar situation

went off. shaved his beard

and got in with no trouble. So

began my first open and pro-

longed confrontation with

entrenched and authoritarian

bureaucracy.

"Solidarity, Peace, and

Friendship," the theme of the

festival, quickly degenerated

into superficial ceremonies.

One of the favorite games

became the collection of na-

tional pins which delegates

brought and proudly dis-

played on their chests. A chil-

dren's black market quickly

sprang up downtown where

delegates could trade theirs

in for more colorful or rare

or nationally desirable ones.

Other contests encouraged
were "See Who can give the

loudest, least-factual ha-

rangue on U.S. or Israeli

imperialism," or "Who can
make the longest speech
about socialism and its mer-
its without ever touching
upon concrete situations, or

differences in the interpreta-

tion of its development and
application." Everybody nod-

ded in agreement about most
of the words, but the delicate

nature of international rela-

tions so inhibited the dele-

gates that they feared to

examine the meanings.

And thus we took part in

the opening parade, and
shouted "Peace" with the

rest and marched alongside

the Quebec delegation of sev-

en with their own flag and

watched the uneasy silence

that fell over the stadium

when the Czechs entered

chanting "Dubcek. Dubcek."

And we fought for tickets

to concerts (the few that

weren't already filled up with

the bureaucratic potentates

from the World Federation of

Democratic Youth, the Bul-

garian Communist Party and

the army.).

And we attended forums,

with audiences of hundreds,

dominated by invited speak-

ers pouring out irrelevant,

rhetoric-ridden, long, boring

speeches.

And on the fourth day,

when the unreality was leav-

ing Ihe more political mem-
bers of the group numb, the

West German SDS called a

meeting to protest a couple of

relatively obscure incidents

that had occurred and pointed

What boy would fight for

his country and not expect a

job in return? What employer
would hire a Spanish-Ameri-
can high school dropout?

She told the men who gov-
erned her of the practical dif-

ficulties which crippled the

food stamp program in her
community The stamps came
on a Friday but couldn't be

exchanged until Monday be-

cause the stores had closed by

the time her twelve hour work
day ended. That meant a week-
end without food. These were
the details the administrators

of the program, isolated in

Washington, wanted to hear.

Behind the statistics of

poverty was its grim reality

heard in the woman's tear-

choked voice, etched in her
face. The senators listened

with embarrassed concern.
One spoke of a "vast reser-

voir of sympathy" which the

poor people's march had
tapped. The poor listened in

dignified silence.

Outside in the now bright

Washington day a taxi driver

wondered "why the hell those

damn niggers came down
here to cause trouble."

up the dissatisfaction that

many of us had felt. All of a

sudden we had something to

relate to. In the release of

the moment the questions

poured out. If we are seri-

ously discussing world peace,

why wasn't China invited?

Why did Cuba refuse to

come? Why were some pass-

ports held for as many as

three days by officials? Why
were the Czechs so carefully

guarded by police and army?
Garbled answers, translated

by amateurs and confused in

the excitement of minor re-

bellion, brought about simi-

larly confused plans for shit-

disturbing action, including a

march of solidarity to the

Chinese Embassy which fell

through the next day.

We weren't the only ones

confused. Rattled army men
were saluting middle-aged,

grey-suited and scowling se-

cret police and the CIA went

crazy taking pictures. Some
of us were accused of being

CIA (and probably were I

planted to cause disruption

and disunity.

The Finns. Italians. West

Germans and many South

Americans, with the support

of a motley crew of a few

Canadians, disaffected Amer-
icans, and other groups, were
the main force in a series of

unofficial teach-ins and
speak-ins held in the next few

days. We talked about author-

itarianism in both capitalist

and socialist bureaucracies,

about the tactics that revolu-

tionaries in South America

were taking and what that

meant in terms of socialist

progress. We even tried to

fcont on R 41
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CLASSIFIED
WANTED, nde from Toronto lo Mont-

real & or return any weekend Share gas

and driving Days 366-3071 Nights after

10 30 — 487-8014 Mary (Burrows).

GETTING ENGAGED7 Send or phone

today tor tree booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H Proctor and

Co 131 Bloor St W., Suite 416. 921-

7702

CATALYST MAGAZINE is looking for

editors and staff in the following fields

Advertising, art. literary, publicity, sales
Please call 924 0073 for details

FOR SALE: 1967 Honda 160 with Car-

rier — 3400 miles Perfect condition

$490 00 For further information call

Chris ME 3 2820

ATTRACTIVE ROOM ft BOARD for

men and women on the edge of campus
Approx. $600 for the academic year

Campus Cooperative Residents Inc . 395
Huron St., Tor 5. 921-3168.

LADY STUDENT will receive board, pri-

vate room and bath for baby-sitting and
light household duties For information

telephone Mrs Harquail. 4B1 8303

DAILY CHILDCARE undertaken in huge
new flat in Rochdale College along with

twenty month boy. phone 923-9364 or

come to Apt 626

ESSAYS. THESIS. Beautifully typed on
electric machine Lowest prices Discount

on bulk 22 Roxborough West Yonge at

Rosedale L. Lee 920 2969 Home all

day usually

BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT $219 includes Air Canada jet

fare 10 days, hotel accommodation, air-

port hotel transfers, ground tiansporta

tion. For further information call John
759-7453.

1966 METEOR Montcalm Convertible

Fully equipped, radio, seat belts, Sieber

ing tires, perfect condition 927 1209
after 5 p.m.

IS GOD CRIMINAL/ "The Ultimate
Under the Form of Criminality ." Knox
College Chapel 11am Sunday

STUDENTS: Put a little meaning in your
life Volunteer Help people in hospitals,

community centres, residences TUSAC
jobs for everyone Phone Central Volun-
teer Bureau, 363-4971

THE CARPETBAGGERS' — this film

will be shown Fnday. October 11 at 8:

00 pm at the Victona College New
Academic Buidling Admission is 50c per

person All welcome including Engineers

GIRL TO SHARE APT. with 2 others

on east side of campus Own room Rea-

sonable Grad student preferred 929-
0684

RIDE WANTED dairy to campus from

Bathurst and Wilson Please call Barbra
— 633-1721

MALES NEEDED for acting auditions

for Sneezles' School of Nursing show
Oct 7 & 8 Cody Hall 7 p m

WANTED: One male actor for Drama
centre production of I onesco's THE
NEW TENANT opening on campus Octo-
ber 31. preferably able to do Cockney
accent Phone 921 4079

SKI QUEBEC. See Quebec winter carni-

val Tickets on sale now Call Grant 924
9013. 4 days only $59. meals, accom-
modation and transportation included

Reserve now

GENERAL SCIENCE Third Year Books
for sale Botany 311. Microbiology 310
200 310, Biology 310 Includes notes,

texts, exams, labs, encouragement

MICROSCOPE FOR SALE: Leitz Bmoc.
mechanical substage. transformer etc

with carrying case, dust jacket, perfect

shape 635-5103 after 9 a m.

SAVE DOLLARS! Room and board for

1 or 2 girls Very reasonable in return for

looking after children a few evenings a

week Phone 425-0930

MATURE GIRL over 20 to share large

modem two bedroom furnished apart-

ment with two girls Five minute walk
Irom university Rent $63 a month Call

Jean Golden 929-9109

ITALIAN lor private tuionng Contact
Corrado Lena. M A, M S c-o Prof Diego
Mann. 54 Elm Ave 921 -4400

FREAKOUT weirdo pseudo-groupies
here's your chance to make it big on
campus with the funky Gibson Les Paul

Jr Also Heath Amp Jim 233 7093

AVOID T.T.C FARE INCREASE! Buy
this clean 1963 Volvo — a Swedish
precision instrument — with an honest
odometer 927-0706 (Be persistent,)

THE SAC BOOKSTORE is

1) open from 12:00 noon until 6:00 in

the evening during the week (closed on

Saturday)

2) planning to move nto the real store

next week on the seconu 'loor, above

S.C.M (meanwhile, we're still stuck with

the third floor stockroom)

3) now accepting used books (first year

texts, paperbacks and supplementary read-

ing) to be sold on consignment at your

chosen price (10%rebate to SAC when

sold)

4) soon to be selling these same used

books (as soon as the store is ready)

5) inviting you to place special orders for

any book you want (you still receive the

10% discount)

6) selling tickets for the Rockpile concerts

(good idea)

7) no longer competing with the Textbook

Store (they're too much)

THE SAC BOOKSTORE
FIRST YEAR TEXTS
ROCHDALE COLLEGE
333 BLOOR WEST

(cont. from R-3)

talk about Czechoslovakia

without the Czechs — who,

after the first reaction they

received, seemed to ac-

quiesce in their isolation. We
questioned the subservient

role of women in all countries

and. the relations of the sexes

in future technological socie-

ties.

Unfortunately,, little politi-

cal or intellectual excitement

was transferred to the main-

stream of the Festival. (Only

about a thousand of the

twenty-six thousand delegates

were involved.) While eight

members of the Canadian

delegation met with the NLF
of South Vietnam, the other

twenty-five or so went on a

sight-seeing tour, in the rain,

of a mountain close to Sofia.

And our reaction was late in

taking form and confused

throughout, so that what we
learned was fragmented and

uncritical.

Still, people had stopped to

listen and argue when a cou-

ple of us held forth on the

steps of the National Assem-
bly. And when we sat around

drinking Polish beer .on the

beds in the dorms with sur-

prised, invited Yugoslavs and

Russians whose own meetings

had been considerably stiffer,

we maybe accomplished
something.

— jennifer penny

pretty pictures

review

I travelled 18,000 miles and

lost the ability to write sen-

tences in the China Sea. I

worked from Florida to the

Orient singing Tipperary for

the little old ladies and the

young drinkers who stayed up

past ten on an ocean liner.

Some learnings

:

*****
The poor have the suffering

to which they are fairly ac-

customed. They have it in

Hong Kong, in Christobal, in

Vancouver.

The Americans own the

Panama Canal and two
blocks on either side of it. At

2 a.m. the streets are empty,

wide. The buildings are white

and there is a mango tree.

The slum begins after the

second block. Many blacks

eating on the curb. Loud mu-
sic from the bars. Green
peeling walls. Smell.

The ship warned us to stay

in the two blocks. On the

third they hit Tiny on the

head and grabbed his pocket.

They disappeared into one of

the green alleys, though they

only got a key and a handker-

chief. (We had left our wal-

lets and watches on board
and tied our money — that

we might need for an exhib-

ish — to our underwear with

shoelaces.) Then a police wag-
on pulled up and a cop
jumped out and threw his

nightstick at a black head on
the other side of the street. It

cracked against the wall. The
cop turned to us and shouted

"You no go here. They thief

you." We went back to the

main street (between the
second and third block) and
drank weak beer while the

girl stripped to Lara's

Theme.

In Haight-Ashbury people
live by begging or by rolling

drunks (heads) or selling
drugs. Michael had spent the
night in the can which wasn't
bad except that he could have
robbed somebody if he was
out. He was trying to sell the

tranquilizers the police
shrink had given him for 50*
a hit. Dove would beg a quar-
ter and then spend it on Mrs.
Martha pies which we would
all eat. She gave me her
army shirt because I looked
too straight. I was sitting

there in it, playing guitar on
the sidewalk, when a bus tour
from the ship came by.

The other girl I met in the
Haight was Hellcat, thin.

gentle, dingy blonde. She got

the name from two years

with the Hell's Angels. She

left them because of the vio-

lence: like killing cops, she

said. *****
The second time in Haight

I went with two niceHawaiian

girls I met at Fisherman's

Wharf. We bought a French
loaf and some 50<t shrimps
which we ate on the trolley.

When we got to Haight St.

this guy came up and said,

"Hey man, how about some
bread?" We gave him some
bread and he went off to tell

his friends about these unbe-

lievably straight people.

*****
Betty is a beautiful, beauti-

ful person in Vancouver. She

was doing social work. The
kids stole her pills. She forgot

and got pregnant. The abor- 1

tion doctor she trusted got

arrested. I'm happy about

that: her child will be beauti-

ful. He won't be afraid of the

dark and he will even choose
his own first name ("what
would you like to be called

this week").
Because she was pregnant

she got fired (unwed social

workers don't get pregnant)

and lives on seventy dollars a

month which is what we call

welfare. She wasn't even
mad.

I couldn't find her the sec-

ond time in Vancouver. She
had been kicked out of her

flat, because she kept taking

in dirty hippies.

*****
Wan Chi is the Suzy Wong

area of Hong Kong. Except
the streets are full of fami-

lies. They smile and tumble
over one another. Vegetables
rot on the stairs. I kept pi-

tying Torontonians who hide

in their houses and only touch
in bed, and then only close
friends

*****
The castle of the shogun is

preserved by the state. The
huts of the poor preserve
themselves.

*****
Jack Stamm, expatriot

Greenwich villager writing ad
copy in Tokyo ("Turn on with

Sony and grow yourself some
flute flowers ") said after

much saki, "You know what
to say to them when they say
to you Sure, drop out, but

don't expect our society to

support you ? Well then you
say, "Fine, I'll just raid your
garbage can ."

A poem by my thirteen-

year-old friend Peter:

Christmas comes but once a

year,

The rich have wine and the

poor have beer.

All have a turkey tender and
light

Merry Christmas to all and to

all a goodnight.

*****
I ate dinner the first night

in Hong Kong with a retired

professor from the University

of Louisiana. He was a Chris-

tian and wasn't ashamed to

admit that, but sometimes he

really had to stop and wonder
why God allowed this poverty

and suffering to go on. Smil-

ing Bill, the Entertainment

Officer, agreed, as he always
did, but said it was after all

the government's problem
and we changed topics.

*****
During the summer I read:

"At twenty before he lost his

teeth and took on that inde-

terminate age the common
people have, that man may
have been handsome. He may
have had one night of love,

one minute when he was a

king, and shed his fear. After-

wards, his pauper's life went
on eternally the same. And he
and his wife no doubt forgot

it all."
*****

During the summer I heard
the one about the little Har-
lem kid who spoke his first

half-word: mother.

There is a power in the

land. Not a power to push,

not a force: metal, machines
have that. I stood in the guts

of the ship with the engines

driving all around me like a

mad Expo, mad because it

was not on display but mov-
ing 29,000 tons through the

sea. Force. But the land en-

dures, even submits. Eventu-

ally the armour, as Cohen
says, turns lace, and the

vines grow around it soft and
breakable. Shibui is a Japa-
nese word meaning taste,

beauty and patience. The
cracks in a teacup and the
stains are part of the shibui.

I learned this in New Zea-

land.
*****

Eighteen per cent of the

children in the Maritimes are

undernourished. The average
Canadian Indian girl dies at

twenty-five.

— bob bossin
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the last year * has Pu-shed Ginsbergs Airplane Dreams, Dennis
Lee s Civil Elegies, the two books reviewed
here, and several others.

From "The young Toronto poets" to AlPurdy is quite a distance. T. O. Now is a- collection of apprentice poetry. It is what• might or might not be significant in five or
ten years time, and it's interesting to specu-
late on how many of -the contributors will
eventually make it as poets (who decides
anyway?), how many are poets already and
how many will sink to the depths of being
included on a Canadian Literature Course
(hopefully none).

Al Purdy, on the other hand, is finally
getting some of the recognition he deserves.
He published his first volume of poetry in
1944, but went almost unrecognized until he
won the Governor-General's Award in 1966
for The Cariboo Horses. Even now, he could
hardly be called a household word like Lay-
ton or Cohen, which is ratner unfortunate,
since he is more vital and more Canadian
than either of them.

Poems for all the Annettes is a collec-
tion from his earlier books, and a republica-
tion (extensively revised) of a private print-
ing in 1963. So most of the poetry is not
new. It dates from the early 1950's to a few
new poems that Purdy has slipped in here
and there.

_ Purdy's poetry is alive. It moves. It is• about people and places and things, and
feelings, all at once. It is as if they were all
composed extemporaneously by a man pos-
sessed and living all tfie minutes of his ex-
istence in one. Purdy can be funny and
touching in the same breath. At the Quinte
Hotel seems for a while to be nothing more
than a barroom brawl:

and I notice that the bartender is a sensi-
tive man too

so I tell him about his beer
I tell him the beer he draws
is half fart and half horse piss

and all the wonderful yellow flowers

But the bartender is not quite

so sensitive as I supposed he was
the way he looks at me now
and does not appreciate my equisite anal-

ogy.

At the end, however, the tone has

subtly changed:
and it was brought home to me in the tav-

| ern

that poems will not really buy beer or

flowers

or a goddam thing

and I was sad
for I am a sensitive man

Purdy is full of sex, and love, and the

cold Canadian winter, and mythology and

Indians. He can also be damned funny. And

serious. And sometimes you don't know

which. He is aware in his poetry of his

being a poet, but there is no mask to tear

off. You can get into Purdy like you can't

get into Cohen. Read Archaeology of Snow

or Meaningless Poem and it all comes

through. Al Purdy should make a lot of
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poets take a long look at their own poetry
and wonder how long they've been dead.

T. O. Now is subtitled "The New To-
ronto Poets". Dennis Lee, the editor, calls
the contributors "apprentice poets" in his
apologia. On the other hand, he remarks on
the extraordinary range and verve" of the

poets included in this anthology, apparently
meaning us to reach the conclusion that the
young Toronto poets are suddenly more sig-
nificant than they used to be, when com-
pared, say. with the Vancouver poets or
more often with (Oh God!) the poets of' the
United- until- death- do- us- part- States of
America.

A friend of mine is constantly remind-
ing me of the necessitv for the radicaliza-
tion of Canadian Poetry (needless to say he
is American). The poetry in the T.O. anthol-
ogy sometimes approaches radicalism in
form if not in content. There is, for exam-
ple, the elaborate shape poetry of Charles
Douglas, one of the five Victoria College
poets in the book (They all seem to be ex-
editors or associate editors of Acta Victo-
nana, which may or may not be a coinci-
dence.

) The only one, to my mind, to suc-
cessfully make use of eccentric typography
and the concept of the page as space to be
utilized, is Peter Skilling, and even he is
rarely profound. In Skilling's poetry we are
forced often to read between the lines and
provide our own significance. When we can,
the poem works. When we cannot it

doesn't. For example:

There are places
The dead man.
Two umbrellas part sadly in the rain.
There are places I can never return to.

In such a case, our reaction depends
more on our own imaginative reconstruction
of what it means than what the poet origi-
nally meant to say.

One of the severest limitations of T.O.
Now is its limited range. The majority of
the poets included can be grouped into two
categories: the Victoria College circle, and
the New Writer's Workship circle. These
two groups, although obviously among the
most prolific and imaginative, are by no
means representative of all the "New poe-
try" currently being written in Toronto.
Still, the anthology does represent some of
the better poetry now being written by
young (and primarily unpublished) poets.
As can be expected in such a collection,
there is the occasional startlingly good
poem and quite a large amount that is me-
diocre. There is very little poetry, however,
that does not manage to say something,
even if only with one striking image among
a plethora of words.

And there are poems like Visiting Rose-
lynn Crystalle by Ted Plantos:

how are you roselynn Crystalle
can i hold you in my fingers

just for while the lamplighter goes by
holding a dark city in his arms
and
you look well roselynn crystalle

and his superbly funny In Memory of
Hank Williams:

three carnival boys

gamble for the chick

who's freezing her ass off

outside their fiftyeighthalftonfordpickup

Plantos' poetry, some by Ian Young
Peter Skilling. Greg Hollingshead. and
Wayne Clifford stood out for me. But that's
a very personal reaction. Despite the incon-
sistency of the poetry, you'll find something
that hits home if you take the trouble to
search. It's worth it.
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music
pepper adams at george's
by jack mccaffrey
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much like your average ster-

Pepper Adams looks just a eotype of a jazzman: mus-

bit out of place on the band- taches, beards, hair a little

stand at George's Spaghetti on the longish side (jazz long.

House. Surrounding him are not rock long) and more or
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PROCUL HARUM
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Yonge & Davenport

920-1727

less hip threads.

Just a bit taller than aver-

age, quite thin, whiskerless,

his short shock of hair begin-

ning to recede, and dressed in

an ordinary suit, Adams looks

more like an ascetic dentist

than a jazz musician. To look

at his slight frame, you would

never guess that he could

manage a baritone saxo-

phone.

But when he played the

other night, Adams once

again showed that he is a

first-rate jazzman. There is

probably no one else around

who can equal his facility on

baritone sax, which is a brute

of a horn. When it comes to

tone, of course, no one can

SALOME BEY
QUARTET

M CROMWELL
9:30 pm - 2:30 am

Coming Attractions • „ „,
Oct. 14-26 LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS

Nov. 4th.9th BIG JOE WILLIAMS

match Harry Carney; nev-

ertheless, Adams gets a big

robust sound.

With no strain at all, Pep-

per Adams can pour out

streams of notes that carry

the listener along with great

force. The man has a superb

drive which never lets up,

and it is this extraordinary

energy, this exuberance of

his, that creates a sense of

breathless excitement when
he plays.

Although his style is very

effusive, it is not mindless

pyrotechnics. Adams' long,

complex lines are composed
of patterns which careful lis-

tening will reveal, although

there are no "melodies" in

the simple-minded sense.

The rest of the group is not

quite up to playing at Adams'
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379 Adelaide St. W.
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high level of musicianship.

Although guitarist Ed Bickert

and drummer Jerry Fuller

give authoritative, sympa-
thetic support, the bassist is

not always capable of sustain-

ing the fast pace and intense

drive that Adams demands.

Pianist Art Ayre, who looks

like a dissipated elfin, often

seems to be puzzled about

what he ought to do. His

comping is weak and his so-

los are generally negligible.

One wonders (and perhaps

Ayre wonders too) what he is

doing on the same stand with

Pepper Adams.
Unfortunately, I do have

one small beef with Mr.
Adams himself. When I ar-

rived, the group was just fin-

ishing a set. It was an hour

before Adams picked up his

horn again — and then he

played only two numbers
(although they were long.)

This may have been because

it was opening night.

Adams, well known for his

work with the Thad Jones-

Mel Lewis big band and var-

ious New York small groups,

is the second act in the fall

music festival at George's.

The series began this sum-
mer with Blue Mitchell, Zoot

Sims, and Bob Brookmeyer.
Encouraged by the response,

the management resumed the

policy last week with George
Coleman, former tenor saxo-

phonist with Miles Davis. For
a reason which is obscure at

best, they have booked Kai
Winding (of the trombone
wasteland) for next week. It

is rumoured that Pee Wee
Russell will appear soon.

(What will they do for a
rhythm section when he
comes?)*******
Keep your eye on the news-

papers. Rumour has it that

Roland Kirk will appear next

week at the Town Tavern.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS ASSOC.
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PRESENTS A

CONFERENCE AND SEMINAR
ON

THE PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES
OF ACADEMIC TEACHING

SAT. OCT. 19TH 10 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
SIDNEY SMITH HALL

FOLLOWED BY A RECEPTION AT THE GRADUATE STUDENTS UNION

MAIN SPEAKER

DR. W. C. WINEGARD UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
This conference is designed to help Teaching Assistants cope with the cur-

rent educational system. Seminar topics include: the problem of assessment
and grading, the lecture as a teaching method; and how to conduct a tutorial.

Registration fee of $1 (covers conference, reception, films, and all printed
matter) should be paid immediately to the Executive Assistant in the Graduate
Students' Union, 16 Bancroft Avenue. Conference limited to 200 Teaching
Assistants A fow olaces have been reserved for academic staff

For further information, phone John Winter 927-8915 or 928-2391



fish and chips by ennis

McLuhan rites: "One tiling

about which fish know exact-

ly nothing is water, since

they have no anti-environ-

ment which would enable
them to perceive the element
they live in. It appears that

they can hear pretty well but

have scarcely any power of

directional location for the

origin of the sounds they

hear. In some species they

discharge electric shocks as a

means of spatial orienta-

tion. .

."

We have been waiting near-

ly two hours for this man
who now stands before us

with nouveau frontiersman's

stetson and greatserape

made in ground brown and

shade green. We have been

told that he is tired and we
know why he is late. We have

endured Magical Mystery
Tour and suffered Transfu-

sion. There are no seats only

places to sit and for some of

us there is only the floor to

watch the light show play

while we light our cigarets.

Toru Takemitsu 6: "It has

been demonstrated that dol-

phins communicate not with

their gibbering voices but

with the varied intervals of

silence between the sounds

they emit — a provocative

discovery."

We have been waiting near-

ly eighteen months to hear

this man speak who says

"This is called .
." and it is

lost in expectation and guitar

chords that tell us what we
already know that the man is

tired that the man is to be

excused. "Alright you creeps

come on out," he calls but it

is his soft voice tired or cold.

Nathan Phillips, Q.C: "As

a matter of fact, I won only

two scholastic prizes in my
life, both in my last year in

Public School in 1904. One

was given by the Women's

Christian Temperance Union

for an essay on the effects of

alcohol on the human body.
The WCTU gave me a book
entitled Wild Animals I Have
Known . .

."

Country Joe is joined by
the Fish. They all break into

the Masked Marauder which
is what Joe has been playing.

When it comes time for Joe
to serenade us la la la lala

lalala it is no lullaby. When it

comes time for Barry to tuck

us in with his harp it is no

way to treat a friend.

Fred Lipsius, Blood Sweat
& Tears: "I think if music's

good, it's good, you know . .

.

freedom doesn't mean the

music is better."

Joe, Barry, David, Bruce,

Chicken, getting together:

"Love, get myself together

(David is clapping). I'm gon-

na tell you about my baby,

she makes me feel like a nat-

ural man, she makes me feel

so good." Fast bridge into

Flying High which Barry says

left as Joe sings right under-

stated and quick we'd like to

help you make your trip' then

another bridge with a lot of

guitar and organ. Chicken has

a coke.

Che Guevara, M.D: "Mar-

zo 1967 (25): Nothing new
happened today."

There was more to the first

set. Bill Symons scored two

touchdowns and Green Bay
was upset by Detroit. Some
time after Don't Wait Around

for Jesus and the Fish Cheer

wherein the gathering was

exhorted to yell fuck in time

to whatsatspel? the boys in

the band turned confusion

into non-sense with an uptem-

po vocal version of I-Feel-

Like I'm-Fixin -To-Die-Rag so

fast that the absurdity of

their vision of the United

States with its head in the

sand was obvious to no one as

if reality as anarchy as if

Country Joe as madman were

just not true.

What everyone there knew
was clear. That the one thing

about which some people

know exactly nothing is vio-

lence, since they have no

anti-environment which would
enable them to perceive the

element they live in. So Coun-

try Joe is mad because he

takes a lullaby and turns it

into a cook-up. So the Fish

are mad because the FCC
says they do not play togeth-

er. So the Rock Pile reaches

out at you with its similes

like the music falling into

your head out of sight.

Buckminster Fuller, call

him Bucky: "When people

talk about up and down what,

they really mean is in and

out."

In the second set Joe no

longer wears his greatserape

and he is bareheaded so that

his haircut is no longer invisi-

ble but I am too curious to

ask why. Barry is chanting

Superbird's refrain: "Super-

bird, he's a jerk, he don't

work" simultaneous Joe is

singing the lyrics simulta-,

neous Cross rhythms arei

pounding now. New refrain:

"Tricky Dick, he's a prick

He won't work, he's a jerk
"

Simultaneous Joe moans
'yaall, ahhh, he's just another

LBJ. Go back to Orange

County and take off your

pants."

Gossip, Take One: Leonard

Cohen is in Nashville cutting

a record.

We were waiting for the

lyrical Country Joe we
thought we knew whose voice

doesn't break out of fragility

whose voice hardly breaks at

all while David Cohen's organ

cleanses the Arabians' win-

dowless nights and guitar

chords .rise and fall with the

ins and outs of everyone's

anti-environment

You can talk about purity

you can talk about the un-
washed

Gossip. Take Two: Faye
Dunaway and Michael J. Pol-

lard attended the festivities

following Country Joe and the
Fish's opening night .at Fill-

more East last Friday night.

This band knows about si-

lence and they know about
electric shocks. They have a
sense of spatiality a specialty
of theirs. I don't care if they
are anarchists, they have
their rights. What I'm inter-

ested in is this: Stockhausen
says that when he writes
music he goes physically out

into space. I'm not going to

ask George Wallace about
that. If he and Hubie have
something all worked out so
much the difference.

Law and Order, AP: "Two
policemen looking for a bur-

glar met in a darkened build-

ing early yesterday. One po-

liceman attacked the other
with his nightstick, and was
shot and seriously wounded,
before the mistake was dis-

covered."

Meanwhile there are just

two many things not happen-
ing in Rock these days to get

uptight about how to end this

picture: (1) the traditional or
back to our roots movement
which broke through with
John Wesley Harding and
continues with the new Byrds
and Music From Big Pink;
(2) the discovery of new
sounds or if you haven't
heard this before it's got to
be good movement which
broke through with Revolver
only to be corrupted by most
every record company in
search of the new messiaen.

Throatal Environments,
Sunday Dept: At the same
time as Country Joe and the
Fish were giving their second
concert CHUM-FM was de-
voting an hour to the vision of

Lenny Bruce and CTV was
presenting the Smothers
Brothers version of the good
life. CBS stuck its tongue in

briefly before reverting to its

old reliable position: cuts
were made "on a question of

taste" basis.

White Elephants only, re-

member?
paul ennis
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Rubbing sleep-crusted lids

I awakened

from a sweat-covered seat

to explore the filth and fire of Mexico,

on a smokey August morn.

Dismounted the all-night bus:

He: carting 8 turtles, 2 iguanas

face of freckles

Me: dragging 1 sleeping bag, 1 buckskin jacket,

face of parchment.

Flannel clouds welcomed us

to the vibrancy

to the university

autonoma de la ciudad de Mexico.

La universidad green

endless vastness streaked

with red blue mosaics: muraJs

wrap rainbowed libraries.

La universidad edifice

upon edifice: life

becomes art becomes life

unlike Toronto

Life

where sterility is the name

of architecture's game.

Quiet grass suddenly

burned

with the wail of a monster:

"Manana, la manifestacion"

la manifestacion, what?,

I ask, where

why

who

are you, like a child

thrown into a world not for my making.

I ask

as bodies scamper

scatter sheets of grief:

printed with the blueblood of their fellows.

And we

who read the Globe

and Mail

and think we know of this world,

who hear revolution

and think

of back rooms

of black groups

of tainted plots

from the underground:

we had much to learn

Tues afternoon mellow,

tequila and lime

pouring sunshine wreaths on our hair,

we drifted to fountains

through the stillness

of Chapultapec

:

the buses began to roll one to

two to ten to twenties overflowing

screaming bodies holding

placards

all along Passe de la Reforma crowds

blocking traffic

flow Meds students in white coats rush cars

"Donate - Viva la Revolution":

doctors patching a country.

Desperately.

Pleading with Diaz Ordaz,

the Cheshire pig

the president

grinning from his wombwalled palace.

Explaining the revolt,

demanding autonomy,

explaining again

that they were demanding autonomy.

Again.

The American Embassy

wouldn't go to lunch,

dreading the triple-bill horror show

on the Mexican streets,

telling us

stay clear

they will throw you in the can

as outsideagitatorgringoinfiltratorpinkofacists.

Hindy had tasted justice' in Mazatlan

jailed

on a policeman's whim

bribed for 20 dollores americanos

por favor (or else)

senorita (tourista)

double-chinned stomach

spitting: like Rod Steiger

on a bad rerun.

Yet the magnetic strings of now

drew us to the zocalo

(full with Arabian food over the umbrella shop)

the old centre city.

I

Birds flapped through chiming

cathedrals thousands

of signs bobbed

blaring history

a truck driver shouts

"la reforma universitaria"

masses roar quarter million thick,

crouching on concrete

to hear the shadows speak.

Students with the faces of a country

by their side.

with their mothers

and fathers

and teachers

sporting banners

by their side.

Peasants

who hated from scarred guts,

tots who absorbed night



Diaz spoke Sunday

platitudes for the masses

and the army now occupies the university

and snipers shoot from the Politechnico

and I cry softly

to hear my amigos hearts

and bodies

break

four thousand miles

afar.

soldiers in rings 'round the palace

students forge on

'round the palace
""*>»

una pueblo there's a place C/D
'round the palace /

for us

somewhere.
GO

m

return

to Tent City token

of Toronto radicals children

playing with plastic soldiers

in their minds.

I do not like

the sight of

bodies scraping up the sidewalk

or the logic

of madness

or tanks parked

outside the supermarket

so I smile to know

that no revolution will come

to pass in my homeland

where university is another box

on kitchen cupboard

minds

where

you leave school to live

where

happiness is a part-time thing

and soul is a word for

aretha franklin.



theatre
marat/sade at trinity square

The concept of total theatre, a term thrown

about very loosely in modern dramatic criticism,

implies a great deal of involvement. Too often,

as in Trio Productions' Marat/Sade, it is left

hanging, a clever use of lights, from all angles of

the theatre, or a lot of noise, preferably elec-

tronic, and, of course, people running through the

audience. Trio came this far but failed to achieve

the ultimate involvement, that of moving the

spectator out of himself and into the milieu, to

take a place somewhere inside it all. Marat/Sade

was not a bad production, indeed in some in-

stances it was quite admirable, but it was never

what it ought to have been, to quote a European

critic: "a night on the lunatic fringe." It was

always a play and we, the audience, watched.

Watched a series of interesting, sometimes

striking tableaux arrange themselves on the T-

shaped stage. Or watched Vivian Reis struggle

manfully with the demanding role of Charlotte

Corday. almost coming to grips with it a few

times. Watched Robert Christie look good and

sound good but not be good as de Sade. Watched

Kenneth Wickes' expressive face in the portrayal

of Marat; unfortunately Wickes ceased to be

anything related to expressive when he opened

his mouth or stood up. Watched the inmates

writhe, foam, twitch, scratch, spit, moan, never

too obtrusive but always in disconcerting evi-

dence. And watched as the singers climbed up on

to scaffolds that resembled the go-go cages of

1966, and listened.

Listened as they sang, (still looking like re-

gulars on Hullaballoo); listened to the progres-
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sion of the script with all due respect for the

skilful arrangement of the great quantity of

things which had to be said by the cast of thou-

sands; listened in horror which continued to

grow as the vandalism of Paul Hoffert's new

score unfolded. It consisted of a series of point-

less, boring and wasteful so-called tunes which

completely nullified the effect of every song in

the book. Particularly frustrating in the Homage

to Marat' and in the 'Fifteen Glorious Years'

songs, the score, played by electric guitar, organ

and drums, formed the most grievous default in

the entire production.

The set, by Les Lawrence, was distinctly

impressive: a huge fishnet formed a kind of trav-

eller for the Charenton production. Behind it was
a shower-curtainy set-up and innumerable coke-

cases; on each side of the stage were scaffolds-

one side for the musicians, the other for the sing-

ers. Gord Edmunds and Piers Gilson designed

some very effective lighting schemes from a

well-equipped booth; in almost all instances they

paid off aesthetically. A possible exception was

the revolving stripes of red, white, blue and

green (?) in the scene of Marat's memories.

Vivian Reis was beautiful as Corday: her

facial movements and her tiny, dignified ges-

tures were often very touching. In the final anal-

ysis she turned in the best performance for at

times she, at least, was credible. Tony Moffat-

Lynch was a rather piratical herald, resembling

an escapee from Penzance and frequently sound-

ing like one, but his playing showed sparkling

personality. Jeremy Ransome was a leonine and

lecherous Duperret; he stomped the stage with

great vigour and demonstrated the most stage

presence of all in his brief appearances.

The initial confrontation between Duperret
and Corday was the high point of the play. A pale

blue strobe played on them as they wrangled at

the tip of the T; they executed a- slow-motion

dance, exquisitely choreographed, and the garish

flickering made for a magnificent, memorable
sequence. It was the first evidence of the audi-

ence at Trinity Square being affected by the

play; the eerie aura of unreality was not to be

resisted. The impact of the effect was, however,

utterly ruined by its repetition in the second

confrontation.

Other supposed interior climaxes were not

as successful. The whipping of de Sade by Cor-

day, all bathed in an amber glow, lacked impetus

somehow. The indescribable, embryonically

graphic copulation scene, an attempt at theatri-

cal bravura, was merely gross and not worthy of

being accoladed 'shocking'.

Technically the production is quite satisfac-

tory. The difficult blocking is always tidy, the

lighting smooth, the choreography occasionally

brilliant and the dialogue at least consistently

audible. But director William Marshall has failed

to work excellence out of a cast that was capable

of it, or to generate the necessary excitement out

of the elements at his disposal. His use of de-

vices is heavy-handed and too often trite, to wit

the inevitable slide projections featuring the in-

evitable soldier in Vietnam battledress. These

are not by any means coups de theatre, although

they are set up that way—they are banalities in

the all too transparent guise of imagination.

What is lacking, it would seem, is seasoning. For
all its dash and panache, this production of

MaratlSade is pretty plain fare.

— hilary mclaughlin
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a rather flimsy staircase
Put two actors on a tiny

stage, with no supporting
cast, no noticeable action of
any kind, and give them noth-
ing to do but talk to each oth-
er and sip tea for two hours
and you have all the makings
for a disastrous theatrical hap-
pening. Lest you may think
from the start that Charles
Dyer s Staircase which opened
last week at the Colonnade
Theatre was one such disas-
trous experience, I may as
well tell you that for several
reasons I enjoyed it very
much. And yet, I left the thea-
tre feeling that somehow I had
missed the whole impact of
the play, if indeed Staircase
has any impact at all.

The play deals with two
Brixton barbers who lead a
very modest, ordinary life.

Ordinary except for one thing
— they are both queer. Aha!
you say, rubbing your hands
with glee. Charles Dyer is

going to tell it like it is — a
frank and simple story of
homosexuality in suburban
London. And perhaps that's
what Dyer had in mind ini-

tially. But he so carefully
avoids what we might call

shocking or sensational de-
tails that the whole play falls

flat and becomes as insipid

as a cup of British tea. What
we end up with is a day in

the life of two barbers who
are supposed to have lived

together intimately for twen-
ty years, but who show none
of the emotions which such a
relationship implies.

The first thing you have to

- ask yourself, even before you
get settled in your seat, is

what are these two guys
doing together in the first

place. Harry who is the elder
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is a corpulent, effeminate
type who hides the fact that
he is totally bald by wearing
a towel turban. His life con-
sists of cleaning house, serv-
ing up tea and hot chocolate
and recalling his happier days
as a Scoutmaster. Charlie
who keeps every hair on his
head meticulously in place,
fancies himself to be an actor
although his only role in the
past twenty years has been
an advertisement for duffel
coats.

There are of course certain
complications which make up
the "plot". Charlie is not only
a fag he is a transvestite as
well, and he receives a police
summons for impersonating a
woman in a public bar. This
would be as serious to Char-
lie (and to us I as a speeding
ticket were it not for the fact
that he is expecting the ar-
rival of his daughter whom
he has not seen for more than
20 years. There is some doubt
as to whether Cassie is ac-
tually his daughter, but she is

the only proof of his hetero-
sexuality and he cannot bear
to be disgraced before her in

court. Charlie's wild fears
and his verbal barrages at

Harry, who only craves a bit

of love and a show of fidelity,

fill most of the two acts. The
only other aspect of the story
is a Freudian obsession which
both men have for their se-

nile mothers. At the close of

the play Charlie and Harry
are back together again hav-
ing survived some stark
confessions and bitter name
calling, and I suppose if

you're one of those who has
to look for a message, it

must be "true love will find a

way."
Charles Dyer's script pro-

vides a great challenge for

two actors willing to try to do
something with very little.

Director Paxton Whitehead
chose for the task two of

Canada's finest, Jack Creley
and Sandy Webster. Their
performances, while lacking
in sensitivity, and perhaps
even a true understanding of
what homosexuality is all

about are nonetheless power-
ful and extremely energetic.

Creley's amazing bravado
and activity combined with
his sardonic wit cannot fail to
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Special student prices with A TL card
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impress. We are impelled to

laugh at his barbs at first

until we too feel the pain and
pathos generated by the situ-

ation. Webster, as Harry is a
fine complement to this per-
formance. With just the right

touch of meek motherliness
he is no match for the brag-
ging, bullying Charlie and he
presents a vivid picture of
the need to feel wanted and
loved by someone, even an
arrogant creep like Charlie.
Working in the rather inti-

mate confines of the Colon-
nade Theatre's stage they
seem in perfect touch with
each other at all times.
Charles Dyer's play leaves

many questions unanswered,
(for instance, why is it called
Staircase anyway) and quite
a bit to be desired. But the
production at the Colonnade
Theatre, though somewhat
unfulfilling emotionally and
intellectually is most certain-
ly energetic

.

—lorne fienberg
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I was waiting in line outside the Old Vic Thea-

tre at ten o'clock on a Saturday morning inno-

cently reading my London Times, when I was

accosted by an American tourist complete with

Bermuda shorts and camera.

"Ya know if Olivier is gunna be on tunight?"

he asked in a voice that made the whole queue

turn from behind their newspapers.

"I'm afraid 1 really don't know," I said.

"Well 1 dunno," he said. "I hear he wus sick

or sumthin'. And I don't see much point in lining

up here all day just for one play . . . 'specially if

he isn't in it. The wife an' I have already seen

two theatres here, and we've still gotta do the

Tower "of London."

And before I knew it, he was across Waterloo

Bridge.

Sir Laurence Olivier was playing in Strindberg's

Dance of Death that night. I watched his brilliant

performance for forty cents — standing only ten

rows from the front.

The National Theatre at the Old Vic is merely

one part of a phenomenon known as the West
End, a controlled cultural explosion in the centre

of London, a small area where forty plays are

going on every night of the week except Sunday.

London theatre is probably one of the most
enduring rituals in the city, with the possible

exception of the English pub. The days of the

Globe and the Fortune are being relived with a

renewed magnificence, a renaissance of pomp
and creativity. The stage is a focus for the tradi-

tional and the underground, the rich and the

poor, the commercial and the artistic. It is al-

ways the theatre of the absurd as the audience is

always the most diverse selection of minks, dille-

tantes, intellectuals, queers, tourists, and starv-

ing students that have ever been assembled un-

der one roof.

Like the theatre, the London pub also presents

a diverse cross section of society. There you can
see a dock worker wearing a business suit and
the local Welsh poet-in-residence wearing a tur-

tleneck and jeans. Usually, though, every pub
serves a particular breed of clientele, and when
the pub and the theatre are juxtaposed, there is a

new breed of environment — the theatre pub.

Inevitably I found one.
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I had just seen Oedipus at the Old Vic, and, in

desperate need of a post-catharsis drink, I stum-

bled upon a small pub tucked away behind the

stage door. When I walked in, I had the feeling

I'd been there before. I knew I'd seen those faces

somewhere. And then I recognized Creon order-

ing a pint of Guiness and Jocasta sipping a half

of bitter beside him. There was the whole cast of

the play except for Gielgud, who was probably

too old and rotten to go to a pub anyway. I felt I

was at a private party without an invitation.

Even the 'guvnor behind the bar had a faint

theatrical look about him. I drank down a quick

pint and left for home: it's very disillusioning to

find that actors are real people — seeing Tiresias

playing darts.

The audience at the Old Vic never seemed
worthy of the performance, they were less real

than the play itself. Whenever I would buy a rush

seat in the stalls, I would have the dubious honor

of mingling with the front row society during the

intermission in the bar. This was the smoked-
salmon-sandwich crowd who would pay more for

half time hors d'oeuvre than I would pay for my
ticket.

Their invaluable commentary would be: "Oh,
isn't Laurence just marvellous tonight," or "The
decor is simply divine," or "I just can't imagine
the Vic without Sir John."

On the other hand, if I sat in the gallery, I

would mix with the modern pit' of the London
theatre. There wasn't a bar in the gallery, and so
the mob would bring along their pork pie and
their salami sandwiches. They were mostly stu-

dents or intellectuals or just the person who
wanted to see the play and couldn't get seats

because he wasn't a friend of a friend of Kenneth
Tynan.

It's ironic that the twentieth century pit is

more literate than the royal circle.

London theatre is still a social phenomenon as
well as an artistic medium: a place to be seen
for the aristocracy, the evening's entertainment
for the bourgeois, and the regal show for the
common man. It is a cross section that is reflect-

ed in the prices. You can pay sometimes as little

as thirty cents for a standing room ticket and no
more than six dollars for the best seat in the

house.

You can see no matter where you sit, for most
of the theatres are small, Victorian structures.

There is a sense of nostalgia in the trappings of a

former age: the caste system of stalls, royal

court, upper circle, and gallery; the fading red

velvet and polished brass, the sixpenny opera

glasses, the huge chandelier that dims in antici-

pation of the curtain rising.

Before I came to London, my conception of

live' theatre was paying $2.50 to sit in the back
row of the O'Keefe Centre to see a play that

wasn't worth it anyway. But in the West End, I

became an addict. In three months, I saw twen-

ty-four plays. Most were first rate theatre, and
most cost me half the price of a movie in Toron-

to.

In Toronto theatre is still in the embryonic
stages. But the West End, through an evolved
tradition, is now becoming an end in itself, an

art form breaking out of its social ritual and
examining its own form as much as its social

environment. It's not just entertainment, al-

though there is admittedly a great deal of com-
mercial creativity on the London stage that goes

no further than pure entertainment. The result is

often a prostituting of the medium in such hard-
sell "successes" as the sixteen-year run of The
Mousetrap, now little more than a tourist trap.

Even with the emphasis on pure entertainment,
however, the product is often palatable. Few
critics question the brilliant burlesque of Canter-
bury Tales or the comic romanticism of There's
a Girl in my Soup.

Outside the commercialism, however, there is

an involvement with the audience that is taking

one of two directions. First it is moving out-

wards, away from the self consciousness of the

stage.

In Man of La Mancha, we feel the "suspension
of our disbelief," as the characters — even the
incredible Don Quixote — become convincingly
real. The "Impossible Dream," the ideal of the
quest, becomes indivisible from the physical
presence of the song itself. The audience is

moved nearly to tears by the pathos of the hu-
man fight against the unbeatable foe. and by the
virtue of righting the unrightable wrong. And
when they come out at the end of the play, we do
not applaud the performance, but the spirit of
Don Quixote. And the applause is thunderous.

Icont on R-13)



Even the most objective critic would be moved,
for the play cannot be criticised just as struc-
tured drama, well-timed comedy or good music.
It was a play that transcended the fact that it

was a play at all.

The other creative direction that London thea-
tre is taking is perhaps far more what's happen-
ing for producer Peter Brook and the other au-
thors of the West End's dramatic evolution. It's

the look inward to the audience and the theatre
itself to such an extent that the mode sometimes
becomes the subject matter.

The Old Vic's production of Seneca's version of

Oedipus makes this emphasis by stressing the
social ritual that lies at the foundation of thea-

tre. The chorus of the tragedy is scattered
throughout the audience in raised positions in

front of the pillars. There is a return to the birth

of Greek tragedy where the audience actually

was the chorus. At the beginning of the play and
at certain crises during the play, the chorus
builds up a rhythm of strange clicking and rush-

ing sounds as each member slowly takes up his

role one at a time. From one sound, a frighten-

ing crescendo is reached through rhythmic com-
binations. The choral forms are paralleled by the

almost orgastic chants of some of the speeches.

Seneca's barbaric descriptions form a horrifying

vision. The words and sounds become the action

of the play.

This is the theatre of recurrance and repeti-

tion. By sheer vocal tension it is the most 'live'

theatre I have experienced. The audience identi-

fies with the primitive rhythms of fertility that

remove the play from chaos into the first world

of regeneration. Left on the stage at the end of

the play is a gigantic, erect, golden phallus. The
audience is shocked, but not half so much as

when the cast, formerly dressed in black, returns

dancing to the stage in white togas and playing

"When the Saints go Marching in." It was like

the Bacchanal comedies at the end of every trag-

edy of the Greek period.

Oedipus at the Old Vic is experimental theatre.

Ironically, it upsets the classical decorum by

returning to the basic classical ritual. It was a

standard play presented in a revolutionary form.

The National Theatre took a similar attitude

when it presented Shakespear's As You Like It

with an all-male cast, modern dress, electronic

music, and an obsession with homosexuality. The
directors claimed that they were just trying to

return to Shakespeare's format — having no
female actresses and being contemporary with
their own time as Shakespeare was with his. The
result was less successful. It was again a revolu-

tionary production, but the form detracted from
the substance of the play. There is a fine fine

between invention and gimmickery.
But the whole vitality of London theatre is in-

novation itself. There is a growing feeling that a
change in theatre environment can produce a

new concept of theatre. In an attempt to get
away from the commercialism of the West End,
Peter Brook and the intellectual elite of the stage
founded last year an underground project called
the Open Space Theatre. And it really is under-
ground. It's contained in a very unlikely looking
basement which holds about 150 people in folding

chairs around a space which is the stage. It is a
private club so that the productions can pass
uncensored before the scrutiny of the Lord
Chamberlain.

I saw Fortune and Men's Eyes at the Open
Space, a play written by Canadian John Herbert
and performed last year in Toronto at the Cen-
tral Library Theatre. The subject is homosexuali-
ty in a prison camp. I am still trying to decide
whether the vast array of environmental gim-
mickery effectively enhanced the play. You en-

tered the theatre through an iron gate where a

prison guard demanded your ticket. Before you
could enter the actual auditorium, you had to

have your fingerprints stamped on your pro-

gramme. The audience seemed more amused
than impressed by the proceedings, and the

shock value of the play itself left an unadulterat-

ed impact.

There was no pit' at that play. The audience
was a hybrid of fun-seekers who had been told

that it was 'dirty' and socialites who had been

told that it was 'kinky'. I imagine some people

were there because they heard it was a good
play. Don't ask me what category I belong to.

Amidst the confused London theatre scene, the

steady production by John Osborne — no matter

what it is — is always a safe bet. He is perma-
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nently in vogue with high society and intellec-

tuals alike, and it doesn't matter whether one
understands an Osborne play, as long as one goes
to it and says it was good. The obscurity of one
of his plays often confounds the audience, espe-

cially when it ends without finishing. At the con-
clusion of Time Present, the whole audience was
left waiting for the rest of the audience to ap-
plaud.

In regard to his latest play, however, I cannot
be cynical — Hotel in Amsterdam. It was the
last play I saw in London, and it left me with a
more simplified conception of what theatre
should be. The play consisted of a brilliant

script, and the lead role was delivered in the

best acting that I have ever seen on stage or
screen. Critics called Paul Scofield's role the

performance of his life.

When you pay less than a dollar to see an
immortal performance, it's a very artistic form
of commercialism.
Someone might argue that standing to see Sco-

field or Olivier is worth more than two pints of

beer in a pub — they cost the same — but it's a

question of taste. Of course, you can't take Eng-
lish draught beer out of England, but Olivier was
in Toronto last year.

Neverheless, just as the pub is an institution

native to England, the West End is a theatrical

tradition native to London. It's a culture that is

inseparable from the way of life, a reflection of

the society and an attempt to speak to it. Wheth-
er or not the audience sees itself on stage may
be the problem of the players, the play, or the

audience itself. In London perhaps there are too

many watchers, not enough participants.

There is now the conflict between the social

and artistic rituals. Art is fighting within the

traditional social structures of the theatre. And
so we see the underground worrying about the

audience — their involvement and perception.

Perhaps the thinkers of the new mode are so

absorbed in technique that they forget the play.

Perhaps they are like the tourist who went to

London to see the view from Waterloo Bridge

and was so intent on getting to the other side

that he forgot to look.

— brian johnson



film
goldstein -- "dreamy, amusing, pathetic, and tragic

If the theme of Goldstein

seems familiar, it's because

the story of man's search for

meaning amidst chaos has

pre-occupied writers for

years. Yet in this film, co-

directors Benjamin Manaster

and Philip Kaufman articu-

late this theme from a new

point of view. And though

their film is contemporary

with contemporary relevance,

it contains an element almost

biblical in origin — the ap-

pearance of a prophet who

induces man to seek a new

order.

As the film opens, we are

given a few hazy starting

points — a pregnant girl, a

worried young man. Every-

thing else is remote and un-

defined. This dream - like

quality is further amplified

with the appearance of a

bearded old man standing

knee-deep in the sea. Who is

he — a harmless eccentric, a

mad rabbi? There is no time

to decide because suddenly

we are slammed into the

reality of the grimy city of

Chicago.

At first, the old man re-

mains apart from the chaos

around him, but inevitably he

is abused and persecuted by

everyone, until a young sculp-

tor, played by Tom Erhart,

allows him to escape the con-

fusion by saving him from a

piggish nightwatchman in a

sausage factory. The old man
begins to take on the appear-

ance of a prophet, and the

messianic sculptor sets out

on a search through the bow-

els of the decayed city to find

him.

There is no definite prom-
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ise in this search and nothing

to guide him. For when the

sculptor undertakes his quest,

he inherits the irrationality of

an entire civilization. Yet,

unlike his friend, a house

wrecker, who embodies all

the useless, destructive im-

pulses of disorder, the sculp-

tor must bring some kind of

meaning out of the rubble.

His scrap metal sculptures

are an attempt to transform

"technical chaos into primi-

tive order", as a flighty art

dealer says in the film.

It is this technical chaos

that the prophet alludes to

when he warns, "If ya don't

watch out, they're goin' t'

dance ya down the street." If

the artist's quest is to lead

steadily toward self-identity,

the sculptor must resist being

caught up and hurled about

by the men who live in our

confused society.

It is not really important to

this sort of theme that the

character of the prophet him-

self be realized as human,

but rather, that his presence

be realized. It's that quick,

accidental intrusion of the

prophet's words into the

sculptor's life that sets him
off on his search for con-

science. The prophet's ap-

pearance is only a catalyst.

He can return to the sea to

re-appear in some future

generation. The act of reali-

zation has been put into mo-
tion, and if the man achieves

his goal at the end of the film

he has done so himself.

All this abstract plotting

produces a beautifully bal-

anced film; directors Manas-
ter and Kaufman carefully

calculate the effect that each

scene will produce on us. It

may be the depression of a

desolate garbage dump, the

whimsical fascination of a

mechanized sausage factory,

or the profound peacefulness

of a forest, but there is a

feeling throughout Goldstein

that the mood of each scene
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has been precisely gauged
and smoothly achieved.

Goldstein is not essentially

a psychological film in the

way in which Bergman's
films are psychological. It is

closer to a picaresque sort of

story — an account, incident

by incident, of the hero's

journey, to a set goal. What is,

different about Goldstein is

that its goal^ is not set. The
sculptor does not know what
he is searching for until sud-

denly he stops, and discovers

that he has found it, at the

very end of the film.

Since the plot structure is

loose, the film can be
dreamy, amusing, pathetic

and tragic, all at the same
time, .without compromising
any one element. Goldstein

does not operate on any one

level but rather on a series of

levels, often operating simul-

taneously.- It must be the

world's first film to inject

comedy into an abortion

scene, but it does, and does

so successfully.

The result of Goldstein is

an unusual view into a Waste-

land world with an indication

of hope and escape. It is a

subtly written film, imagina-

tively made and with a very

real, very relevant point of

view.

Goldstein starts today at

Cinecity.

— ian ritchie
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repertory at rochdale?
Just as the Student Hand-

book was plugging the Elec-
tra Theatre on College Street

as the place for consistently

good films, it dropped dead.
It is no more.
Bob Huber's two-year ex-

periment with repertory cine-

ma in Toronto has died a
death natural enough as busi-

nesses go. After a financially

profitable first year, the
Electra just scraped through
to August 1968, often not cov-
ering its expenses. Even with
a peak mailing list of 2000

people, who received a color-

ful and informative brochure
each month, attendance
dropped off. Toronto film-

goers, many as there may be,

just lost interest.

The original idea, borrowed
from Montreal and New
York, was to have a theatre

where film-goers could see
movies they missed the first

time around, or even films

that never made- it commer-
cially. A good film cannot be
shown or seen only once. To
Bob Huber "films, like any
other art form, should be
seen again." The idea was to

create a rotating library of

films. The audience was ex-

pected to know what it want-
ed to see and not just "go to

the movies".

The double bills were ar-

ranged to attract the real

film nuts as well as merely
interested film goers; often,

they succeeded in putting off

both. "I didn't really give the

repertory idea a chance here.

After all, we were only open

from Monday to Thursday,

and regular commercial thea-

tres get 50-60% of their busi-

ness on the weekends". Only

1/3 of the audience turned out

to be students — "an unreli-

able clientele".

CFB NEWS
The Centennial Film
Board is sponsoring a con-

test. The winner will be

commissioned by the

C.F.B. to make the film

script he has submitted.

Contest ends Oct. 9. Drop
scripts in at S.A.C. office.

For further details call

Maryka Omatsu 925-0714.

The C.F.B. is looking for a

good used sound sine cam-
era or a 16 mm. bolex.

Anyone in the know,

please phone John Mar-
shall 924-2247.

The C.F.B. has a small
library of film books —
history and technique.

Anyone wishing to step

onto the royal route to

knowledge should leave

their name and phone

number in the C.F.B. of-

fice, 91 St. George (at

Harbord) room 104.— mary omatsu

As early as two months
ago, Bob Huber, director of

the cinema, was all set to

pack it in and head to Mont-
real, where the repertory
group is anxious to set up a
second theatre. Then, things

started to rumble at Roch-
dale. Word got around that

there might be space on
Rochdale's ground floor for a
theatre. Maybe the area oc-

cupied by the proposed
coffee-house would do? Roch-
dale-types wanted Bob Huber

to know about it ("he really
knows his stuff"), and he
suggested a large (28' x 61')

space in the back of the
building. It looked ideal for

an intimate theatre accomo-
dating maybe 200 people.

All sorts of ideas popped
up, and, as' with most Roch-
dale projects, the excitement
exceeded the plausibility. Bob
Huber's plan is to set up a
small art cinema for the
whole city. It could end up as
a combination commerical
first-run theatre by night, and
by day, a service to anyone
interested in film. "It could

Bob Huber at Rochdale
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Locality: Mining Building. Room 128
Time: 1 to 2 p.m.

Bring your lunch.

Watch the 'Here and Now' column for titles

Export'A

REGULAR AND KINGS
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be what Cinecity isn't. They
don't know films, or how to

manage superb theatre.

They're like dilettantes play-
ing with a movie theatre",
says Huber. The Rochdale
idea hopes to use the theatre

during the day as an outlet

for student productions, al-

most a cinematheque.

It could act as an on-cam-
pus showcase for films made
on campus, with perhaps a

regular bi-weekly screening
for students, all free, of

course. At night, why not re-

vivals of good oldies as well
as first-run efforts on a
commercial basis, and maybe
late night midnight shows for

student-types? After all,

there's going to be a 24 hour
restaurant there. The theatre

would also be available for

screenings by Rochdale's own
film groups (filmmakers co-

op). NFB films, Canadian
underground (sic) films, high

school showings, and even
screenings for films used in

U. of T. courses.

The idea is good. With the

Electra dead, the film audi-

ence has lost an outlet. It's

happened before. But for

Canadian filmmakers, the

whole concept is new. The

whole film thing in Toronto

just may get a shot of . . .

adrenalin. Rochdale's all for

it. Bob Huber's all for it, the
filmmakers are all for it, in

fact everyone's all for it ex-

cept the guys who own the
property.

You see, the Rubin Corpo-
ration, which owns all of

Rochdale's commercial
space, is not convinced that

the whole idea will make it

financially, and no wonder.
But all is not quite lost. The
Rubin group are reasonable
businessmen with some
appreciation of the signifi-

cance of such a venture —
the old Ed Mirvish complex.
As things stand now, Bob

Huber et al must raise
enough money to convince the

owners that they can make it.

They may even float some
shares. The governments
won't or can't (same thing)

help, now that the freeze on
Canada Council money has

been announced. If all that

fails, the film people can only

hope that Rubin itself may
want to get involved, which is

not completely implausible.

In fact, by next week the

whole thing may take off, or

miscarry.

amy wise

YOUR

STUDENT HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLAN
12 MONTHS COVERAGE

A STUDENT WITHOUT INSURANCE
IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHELL

TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
PLAN 1 — ACCIDENT ONLY

This covers all special services and

(j) Ambulance
Ik) Registered Nurse
(I) Semi-Private or Private

Hospital (not covered
under the Hospital Serv

ice Act).

(m) Loss of Limb or Sight

(n) Accidental Death

(a) Medical

(b) Surgical

(c) Anaesthetic

(d) Chiropractic

(e) Osteopathic

(f) Physiotherapist

(g) Radiologist

(h) Dental

(i) X-ray

PLAN 2 • COMBINED ACCIDENT AND SICK-
NESS

This covers all the services offered by Plan 1 for accident

PLUS THE FOLLOWING SICKNESS COVERAGE
o Surgical and Anaesthetist benefits up to the maximum amount shown in the

Provincial Medical Association's schedule of fees for sickness

o Medical Call Benefits — Pays your doctor from the very first visit

o Specialist o Psychiatrist o Chiropractor o Osteopath

o Chiropodist (referred)

o Diagnostic X-ray and Laboratory Benefits o Ambulance Benefits

o Maternity Benefits o Infirmary Benefit

o Specific Hospital Benefits for non-resident and Overseas students,

o Plus $5,000.00 Mojor Medical Benefits

PLAN 1 PLAN 2
COMBINED

ACCIDENT ONLY ACCIDENT & SICKNESS
Student Student & family Student Student & Family

$6.00 $1200 $2900 S69.00

Admin. - John Ingle, 700 Bay St. EM. 4-

4114
BAY AT GERRARD

NOTE If you have not received your brochure, additions! forms may be
obtained at the Registrars office. Student Council Office. Graduate
Studies Office. PROS, Int House, the Health Service, or Faculty Offices



Editor Rod Mickleburgh, In absentia Henry Tarvainen, >

alternatives to apocalypse
'Do I dare disturb the universe?"

Eliot, Prufrock.

To use a "trivial" example to signify a momentous event: 'Alterna-

tive' and 'choice' are used interchangeably in English. Of course, there

are those among us who know better, but how do we forestall this decay-

ing process: 'Pedant!'? Will the next generation have had the opportu-

nity to realize that these two words had different dynamic meanings?

Will the parentheses in Webster's be the only recourse to unveiling the

dynamism that existed in our language?

Unfortunately I am not a linguist. I cannot point to the decadence

involved in the other Western languages. Out of ignorance I shall say

I that decadence exists in our other Western languages. That is to say that

I our words have come to stand for less than the reality they originally

I denoted.And, if words are the subilanee of our thought, where does that

I leave Western Thinking? In a state of decay! Need I make further corol-

I laries? About societies? institutions? I want to set myself straight on the

I influence Toynbee might come to have on my writing here. Historically

I the 'root-rally-root-rally' of passing civilizations exists. But, contrary to

I what Toynbee believes, I know there to be no significance to this pattern.

I The Universe convulses—and the story of man, his-story, convulses with

I it. There is no cyclical order to the rise and fall of civilizations—not

I even in retrospect. Only convulsions. Men in their various societies col-

I lide, and in so doing give us the convulsive pattern which is in tune with

|
the golden music of the cosmos. The outcome of this collision is depend-

ent on the dynamism of one or both groups. The outcome of this collision

opens a vast realm of possibilities for the resulting culture(sl. The Bar-

I barian' invasions at the beginning of the Christian era represented the

I collision of a dynamic culture with one in decay: "The finer qualities of

I the new language were not so easily perceived, especially by the educat-

led, as the mummified elegance of the Latin of the vanished past." Un-
fortunately or otherwise there seems to have been too much taking in

this give-take relationship. The dynamism of the barbaric languages was
superimposed over Roman institutions to yield that phantasmagoria we
have come to call Western Thought. God (Ger.: Gott) and the Devil

(A.S. : deofol) became the alternatives (L.: alter). The dynamism disap-

peared; gone was the realm of possibilities: Thor, Oden, et al. And the

story goes on from this point until today our choices have become alter-

natives: still God or the Devil, Democracy or Communism, The Admin-
|
istration or the Students. Them or Us, and so forth.

We are indeed heading for another collision (and parenthesizing our

|

vocabulary probably will not "save" us.) I don't know whether the East-
ern half of the world has a more dynamic language(s), religion(s), et

cetera. But it seems to be from Them that We can expect a collision.

And does it matter whether or not Eastern Thought is more or less dy-

namic—since Universal convulsions (of which our global ones are rather
insignificant) probably follow none of our anthropomorphic laws or hy-

|

potheses anyhow? The fact is that dynamism will ensue not because it is

Universal "necessity", but because it is a Universal fact.But the
I Bomb!? And the Apocalypse!? To speak of the Apocalypse is to speak
the language of a decadent—to realize the outcome of another insignifi-

cant cosmic convulsion as having this alternative. But the outcome of

these convulsions is open to a realm of indeterminant possibilities.

Should the bomb be The weapon used in this convulsion, the dynamism
of the Universe will not be impeded. The omnipresent elan vitale will

|
realize itself with or without man.

Don Garner
(IV Mod. Hist.)

The 20th century can salvage itself. Apocalypse, in last week's Re-

view, presupposed the inevitability of global genocide. But its obscurities I

and unargued-for assumptions can be challenged (however sketchily in|

the space permitted) to offer an alternative.

"We are paralyzed. . we have simply not decided. .
." Who is "we"?

Is it our society, government or all of us as individuals?

Our paralysis is not institutional but individual. Controlled by a sci-

ence he doesn't understand and by administrators he doesn't know, thel

individual finds the collective omnipotence of his species has been won I

at the expense of his integrity as a human being. Hence, his fears, his 1

emasculating frustration.

He is depersonalized. Human relations are not conceived in human I

terms in our media-bound environment. The questions of inter-personal I

relations most pertinent in avoiding the "unexamined life" challenge thel

quality of deodorants and laxatives.

How can an individual who is preparing a face to meet the faces I

that he meets tune in to the suffering of the poor?
|

In a sense it is not true that "we know what the problems are". I

They are not stated in terms meaningful to the individual. As Michael I

Harrington observes in The Other America the poor "are not simply

neglected, .they are not seen" (p.14). The suburbanite bypasses the

ghetto on his way to work. The poor exist in Government Reports. They I

are not part of the political experience. It is not true that we, as individ-

1

uals, stand "in 1968 with a remarkably clear picture of the perils before

us".

Nor is it true that our institutions are "unable to handle the prob-

lems of today". The fact is that they won't . As Robert Kennedy fre-

quently observed, LBJ responded to the summer riots of 1967 by saying

a prayer and appointing a commission. He responded to Kennedy's death

similarly.
j

The possibility of an alternative to apocalypse lies, I believe, not in

"total revolution" (which Apoc. leaves tantalizingly undescribed) but in

the mobilization of the individual human will. The solution to our prob-

1

lems lies not in the hands of administrators and politicians (Apoc. to the I

contrary) but with the individual who must come to feel a partner rath-

1

er than an alienated victim in the struggle to survive. A crisis must be |

meaningful to him, not an abstraction like "ecological rape". The "prob-
lem" of "violence" isn't defined for him in Government Statistics nor in |

the pretty glamour of Bonnie and Clyde but in a stinking kitchen alley-

way.

The fate of the urban ghetto dweller must not be decided in Wash-
ington's stony anonymity. As Robert Kennedy realized, he must not bel
the passive beneficiary of Federal Welfare but must be involved through

|

his ideas and labour In redeveloping his environment.
"Though total revolution is impossible" (Apoc.) I believe a salvag:

ing of our social order is not. But we need help. We need a redirecting of I

our knowledge, philosophic and scientific, from esoteric abstractions to I

human concerns. Our "marginated thinkers" must answer the questions!
of the individual at all his levels of development and sophistication by

|

questioning the answers of the elite and the complacent.
We need this and we need more. We need the redirecting of scientif-

1

ic resources from military to envir -nmental problems. We need inspired I

leadership. And, strange as it may sou :d, we need faith. And courage.
If this is to happen — and it can — the individual must be madel

aware of his opportunity to help and his responsibility to save his fellow I

man. He must understand that you don't need the power of a Kennedy or I

the influence of Martin Luther King to make a difference to the welfarel
of humanity. It won't be easy to save the human race. The question is

|
not "Can we?" but "Do we dare?".

Derek Allen I

(IV Phil.)
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MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"
with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washab
1 00% English Botany,
with f u II - f ashi o n ed
raglan shoulder, mock-
turtle neckline with
zipper closing, long
sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good
shops everywhere

PURE VIRGIN WOOL

Without this I.. I, I

Special Student Rotes

DANNY BARBER

STYLIST
SUTTON PLACE HOTEL

"Enjoy the best in hair
trimming and styling."

Student Rates between 8 and 4.

922-8944

PREGNANCY TEST
ING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information
PHONE 223-5261

9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399. "STN

K"
TORONTO 12

OQQQQQQQQQQQQOQQQGQQOQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

SToPTriEWo^
I WANT To GET OFF

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
HART HOUSE THEATRE

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS 1968-69 SEASON
This year, for the first time, the Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama will present

two productions in repertory with a professional company, augmented with students,

from October 21 to November 16.

Both productions will be directed by Leon Major. Director of Productions for the Cen-

tre and the company will include. Donald Allison, Barbara Bryne, Colin Fox, Ron Has-

tings. Meg Hogarth. Frances Hyland. Deborah Kipp. Jack Medley. William Needles,

Robert Silverman and Rex Southgate.

THE CHANGELING by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley A forceful study of

the link between sex and power as we follow the life of a

woman who is at first repelled and then seduced by a servant.

THE FAN by Carlo Goldoni, translated by Henry B Fuller A delightful comedy of

wooing and winning in 18th century Italy.

The following is a Performance Schedule and Subscriptions will be sold by Series

Number,

Series THE CHANGELING THE FAN
Number

Monday 1 October 21 November 1 1

2 November 4 October 28

Tuesday 3 October 22 November 12

4 November 5 October 29

Wednesday 5 October 23 November 13

6 November 6 October 30

Thursday 7 October 24 November 7

8 October 31 November 14

Friday 9 October 25 November 8

10 November 1 November 1

5

Saturday 1

1

October 26 November 9

12 November 2 November 1 6

Student Subscription prices will be:

Series 1-8. $2 50

Series 9-12. $3 50

Box Office now open 10:00 a m to 5:00 p m

Ryerson rejects free school
Dave Maxwell, president of Ryerson students' council,

went down to defeat Wednesday on a platform advocating stu-

dent control of courses and a "free school" concept for Ryer-
son. He is expected to announce his resignation shortly.

The vote was 427 for and 955 against the referendum cir-

culated by the council, and represented 23 per cent of eligible

voters.

"I think the council will flounder now," Maxwell told The
Varsity last night. "It has no sense of direction. It will turn
conservative and revert to dealing with the petty types of is-

sues which we had been trying to avoid."

SMC proposes to impeach Fromm
A petition to impeach F. Paul Fromm is being gath-

ered this week at St. Michael's College.

A group called SFEAR. Students for Effective and
Acceptable Representation, feel Fromm's stands in the
Students Administrative Council misrepresent the students
of St. Mike's.

"His influence is out of proportion to his views," say
Joe Blonde (II SMC), the leaders of SFEAR

"We want the issued involved brought out into the
open, not necessarily to remove Fromm permanently from
office."

About one-third of the required 470 names have been
collected by the petition.

HERE AND NOW

928-8668

TODAY

4-7 p.m.

Graduate Students Union Wine and
Cheese Party at 16 Bancroft Avenue.

7:30 p.m.

The University College Depart-
ment of English presents Othello,

and a Russian film with English sub-

titles, at Room 104-105. Admission
free.

8 p.m.

Meeting to commemorate the
death of Che Guevara at the Ontario
College of Education on Bloor Street

at Spadin.i Antonio Breton. Oihan

Ambassador to Canada, featured
speaker Also speaking: Dr Gerald
Caplan, Al Purdy. Rev Daniel Heap.

9 p.m.

Engineering Hustling Dance, Drill

Hall, 119 St. George St. free Potsies,

free Nurses and the Chancellors.

Girls — 75c, guys — $1.00; all others

free.

SATURDAY

9 a.m.

U of T Liberals meet at Registra-

tion desk. Westbury Hotel for Munic-
ipal Polities Seminar.

GRADUATE COUNCIL

The Graduate Students' Union invites applications from
full-time graduate students to serve as assessors to the
Graduate Council, the governing body of the graduate
school.

Written applications (stating name, department, years in

graduate school and qualifications) should be lodged at

the Graduate Students' Union, 16 Bancroft Avenue,
Toronto 5, before 5:00 p.m. Monday, October 7, 1968.

Barbara Smith,

Executive Assistant,

928-2391

Did you get a

CANADA STUDENT LOAN

before July 1, 1968?

Are you again enrolled as a

full-time student?

II the answer is Yes to both questions, you should contact

your Bank Manager before November 30, 1968.

REMEMBER it is your responsibility to confirm your interest-

free status at your bank, to ensure that you are not charged

interest on your continuing loans.

GUARANTEED LOANS ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA

THE VARSITY. Friday. October 4. 1968 - Page 21



By BRIAN JOHNSON

Martin Loney is an Eng-
lish socialist from Durham
University who came to

Canada because he wanted
to see the country and take

political science at Simon
Fraser University.

Now he is President-e-

lect of the Canadian Union
of Students, and one of the

most effective student rad-

icals in Canada.

He is a pragmatist who
produces results, not an
idealist who is used to pro-

jecting ideas on deaf ears.

In public meetings his

delivery is haranguing but

rational rhetoric. In pri-

vate conversation it is

almost casual banter.

At the campus of the

University of Regina he

spoke for two hours to a

crowd of 1,200 students,

and when he came to the U
of T, the largest university

in Canada, he spoke in

front of 75, most of them
on his side to begin with.

I asked him if he thought

CUS was losing contact

with the students.

"We're not losing con-

tact," he said. "We never

had the contact. Up until

now, CUS has been little

more than a social gather-

ing."

He said the alienation

against CUS in the East is

due to the propaganda of

the mass media.

"I don't see the utility of

Martin Loney: a pragmatic radical

violence. CUS has never

advocated violence. What
is logical for the militant

student in Columbia is not

what is logical for the mili-

tant student in Canada."

"We don't need violence

when we can shut down the

university with a national

student strike."

He says the only way
CUS can achieve reforms
such as democratization is

to organize a mass student

movement through the lo-

cal student councils.

At U of T he will meet
apathy. Seventy-five stu-

dents out of 31,000 is not a

workable basis for a stu-

dent movement.
The apathy of students

against the movement is

the same apathy towards
the educational process.

The radicals direct their

attack against the adminis-

tration rather than the

faculty because it epito-

mizes for them a central

problem of the university-

its link with society.

For people like Loney,

Peter Warrian (CUS Presi-

dent), and Andy Wernick
(SGS), the university is a

bad society because it is

influenced by a bad soci-

ety, a consumptive, exploi-

tive, industrial society by
which students are being

used.

Making the students

realize their servility es-

sentially means converting

them from capitalism to

socialism.

The obstacle to strong

support for their move-
ment is the very upper-

middle class attitudes

among students against

which they are organizing

the movement.

photo by ERIK STURISKA

What do you like or dislike about
We Uof'T cBookstores.^Send

praise or censure to General
Manager, University Bookstores
St Qeorge Campus
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By ROB LEE

Students at the Univer-
sity of Toronto must break
through the "culture apa-
thy" and confront the fac-

ulty the way unions con-

front management, says
Martin Loney, president-

elect of the Canadian Un-
ion of Students.

"If students want a part

in the decision-making
process they must organ-

ize," he told about 70 stu-

dents at Sidney Smith Hall

yesterday.

"If students don't like

exams or other means of

grading people like eggs,

they should go on strike,"

he said.

But, admitted Loney,
students are. not yet organ-

ized enough to achieve
these goals.

"The task for 1968-69,"

he said, "is to build a base
on the campuses around
these issues and to get

people involved in them."
Standing on a ledge and

speaking rapidly into a

protable microphone, Lo-
ney sharply criticized the

way the government and
universities are run.

"The housing problem is

one which the Liberal gov-
ernment has done nothing
to solve, and Transport
Minister Paul Hellyer is

expressing only a pious

interest in the housing
shortage," Loney charged.

The housing problem in

Toronto, he said, is a good
issue with which to link the

campus to the community.
Later Loney struck out

against the media.
"The newspapers have

said that CUS is a Commu-
nist-dominated organiza-
tion that wants to burn
down the universities," he
said.

"No wonder some uni-

versities wanted to with-

draw. I'd want to withdraw
from an organization like

that myself."

CUS would rather take
over the universities and
democratize them than
burn them down, Loney
added.

EBZB
0'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONGE

Canadian Opera
Company

PRESENTS A SPECIAL PERFORMANCE OF

SALOME
BY RICHARD STRAUSS

FOR STUDENTS

October 10 at 3:30 pm $2.00 Admission

Headquarters
for UofT
WINDBREAKERS

BLAZERS AND CRESTS

SWEATSHIRTS
AND LEVI'S

Lynn-Gold
Clothes

401 YONGE STREET
at GERRARD
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GRADUATE STUDENTS'!
UNION - FACULTY
CHARTER FLIGHT

Off-season (May - September)
On-season (July - August)

$177.00 return

$200.00 return

The above are approximate costs. We will contact you as.
soon as sufficient number of people have signed up. For
further information call the Executive Assistant 928
2391.



Soccer Blues host Gryphons
Blues soccer team extend-

ed their pre-season losing
streak to three games last

Wednesday. They were ham-
mered 8-1 by the Canadian
World Cup team, a side that
possibly represents the best
that Canada can offer in

terms of soccer

.

Despite the lopsided score,

it was the Varsity team that

scored first on Dwight Tay-
lor's twenty-five yard boom-
er. The score remained 1-0 in

Blues' favor until about the

thirty-five minute mark when
the roof started caving in.

However, inevitably the

defence had to crack, simply

because the Canadian side

had too many guns. Tibor
Vigh (seventh leading scorer
in the North American
Professional Soccer League),
scored three goals in five

minutes near the end of the

first half. The second half

belonged strictly to the Cana-
dian team as their condition-

ing began to tell. They
pumped in five unanswered
goals in the last forty-five

minutes.

The game served as a final

tune-up for Blues who open
their regular season this Sat-

urday against Guelph at 11:00

on the back campus. In the

past the Guelph Gryphons
have proved the toughest in-

Interfaculty Roundup
By GELLIUS

Now that the various faculties have started intering spor-

tively vis-a-vis one another Gellius can resign the more oner-

ous duties of his secret identify as Superman and return to his

first love, viz., sports reporting.

SOCCER

SMC and PHE battled to a scoreless draw as three hun-

dred and twelve spectators died of heart attacks brought on

by excessive excitement.

Trin unleashed Torrent and Morgan and blanked Vic, 2-0.

SGS (styroxeneglutomatesulphide) shut out Law, 3-0.

Bowman, Oshinowo (better known as a cheer for the Hamilton

Tiger-Cats), and Sodek scored for SGS.

Wycliffe beat Architrave by default.

Emmanuel and Dents tied, 2-2. MacLeod scored twice for

Em (or Pica); Rice and Skelton hit for Dents.

McAuley and Schiarone were Skule scorers (allit.) as Eng

tied UC, the spawning-ground of Western civilization, 2-2. Bob

Dillon (real name Bob Zimmerman) and Weinburg replied for

UC (tsgoWc.)

tercollegiate team that Var-

sity ever met on its home
field. Last year, only two
goals in the last ten minutes

salvaged a 3-2 win for Toron-

to. The game in Guelph was a

different story as Blues out-

classed Gryphons 11-0.

Rugger
On Saturday Varsity rugger

Blues open their season
against Guelph at 11:00 on
the back campus.

In preparation for their

opener. Blues thrashed To-

ronto Canuks 35-3 on Wednes-
day night. Varsity was led by

their new captain George
Wraw who contributed 14

points to the cause.

The halfbacks constantly

cut through the Canuk de-

fense and single tries went to

Tony Pierre and Peter Suth-

erland. Two tries were scored

by winger Doug Phibbs.-Also

sharing in the scoring were
prop forward Larry Barron,

fly half Andy Gibson and

Dave Ledson, the ex-hooker

for Rub City.

In the first half, play was
scrambly and penalty-ridden.

But when Blues wanted they

had little trouble mounting a

cohesive attack. Most respon-

sible for the fine work of the

forwards was Graeme Wynn.
Appearing at practices this

week were two prominent ex-

Blues' ruggerites of yester-

year. Both Bill Charlton

(wing) and John Murray
(prop) hope to be in condition

in several weeks

WOMEN'S SPORTS
The Women's inter-

faculty singles tennis

tournament was held
last Saturday at Vic-

toria and Trinity
Courts. Linda Chev-
rier (St. Mikes I)

emerged as cham-
pion over 35 other

competitors.
Linda is a new-

comer to Varsity
Tennis and is trying

out for the Intercol-

legiate Tennis Team
along' with Anne
Thompson Vic IV,

Dale Butterill Vic
III, Sue Long Phe III

and Marnie Seifred

Phe III.

DATING DROPOUT ?

GETTING XMAKE
meet \ compatibie / (ilvfV"
vnnr \ PEOP1E TOGETHER f TIMb
,Z?r l, I thru our vast I

IDEAL I computer lists 1 SAVE
DATE / 15 ° U

,

R BUSINEf VTIME
1 * send for improved

free test questionaire

ACT
TODAY — CAU OR WRITE

MEETAMATCH PROGRAM edition II

142-7th st., NEW TORONTO, ONT. Phone 265 -2691

NAME AGE

ADDRESS

CITY PROV.

POTS - ENGINEERING - NURSING

Nth ANNUAL

HUSTLING DANCE
FEATURING THE CHANCELLORS

FRI. OCT. 4 9 PM

GIRLS 75$

DRILL HALL

119 ST. GEORGE ST.

GUYS $1.00

As you know, Discorporate is a

Martian word that means "to end
one's physical state of being,

through self disintegration". It's

a drastic solution Martians turn

to when they can't find what

they're looking for. Fortunately,

the Yellow Pages can help you

avoid this traumatic experience.

It's the one sure place to find

everything you're looking for —
quickly and easily. Don't go to

pieces. Go to the Yellow Pages.

Wear out your fingers instead of

yourself.

let your fingers do the walking

HOCKEY — REFEREE-IN-CHIEF WANTED.

THIS POSITION IS OPEN! Good remuneration is given.

Interested and capable persons apply to the Intramural

office, Room 106. Hart House.

WOMEN'S

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

FIELD HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Mon. Oct. 7

PHE V

St. Mike's

PHE III

Tues. Oct. 8

PHE I

PHE II

Wed. Oct. 9

PHE II

vs UC
vs Nursing

vs Vic I

vs PHE (V

vs UC

at Trinity

at Varsity

at Varsity

at Trinity

at Varsity

8:00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.

1 :00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.

1 :00 p.m.

vs VIC II at Trinity 8:00 a.m.
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TOE BIG ONE - BLUES VS. GAELS

By PHIL BINGLEY
VARSITY SPORTS EDITOR

Thursday night — the last

full-dress practice before the

big one. Just watching Blues

go through their exercises,

drills, and scrimmages, one

didn't nee'd a schedule to

know that Queen's Golden

Gaels will be in town for this

Saturday's football home
opener.

Cries of "Way to fire that

pea. Beany" and "Atta baby,

atta grab that ball' and "C-
mon gang, hustle hustle, got-

ta be there on Saturday" and

"Let's go, let's do it right

ALEX TOPPS
Starling defensive end

this time" rang through the

chilly evening air.

Coach Ron Murphy has
become almost a sorcerer

when it involved preparing

his squad for key games —
especially those with the

Kingston tricolor. Bystanders
in the dressing room during

the week before such a con-

test swear they can see a
cushion of air between the

players' soles and the floor as
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they get psyched up for a

week-end matinee.

More than forty players

work out at daily practices

but only thirty can dress for

each SIFL contest. Many of

the team members are as-

sured of starting assignments

on the basis of past perform-

ance yet even the coaching

staff would have been pressed

to pick out their big guns dur-

ing the past few days.

Everyone involved has

simply been putting out and
out and out. Minor injuries

and even major hurts have
constantly been played down'
by suffering individuals, all of

whom are determined to

make it to the post or at least

prove they are physically

capable of doing so.

With only seven games in

the schedule, every game is

certainly a critical one. How-
ever, since Varsity and
Queens' are again the titans

of the league this season, to

the victor of to-morrow's
match may well belong all

the spoils — Yates Cup,
Western Bowl and Canadian
College Bowl. The two teams
do not meet after Saturday
until the final week-end of the
season. By then, any Cinderel-

la comebacks could prove to

be too late.

For Blues, the ground
game is their biggest plus —
both offensively and defen-

sively. Walt Sehr, Mike Ra-
ham and Glen Markle were
dynamite against McGill and
unless Gaels have come up
with a field-wide brick wall,

this yard-eating threesome
should digest a few long
gains

The Varsity passing attack,

if practices are any indica-

tion, is on the brink of matur-

ity. Starting pivot Vic Alboini

has been throwing the ball

cleanly and accurately to

receivers Eric Walter, Nick

DiGuiseppe and Mark Slater.

Gaels as usual are all but

an unknown quantity coming
into their first meeting with

Blues. Coach Frank Tindall

likes to throw a few surprises

into his attack but his tricolor

is expected to come out run-

ning. Backfielders Jamie
Johnston, Heino Lilies and

Ron Clark along with quarter-

back Don Bayne have all

FOOTBALL AND THE FRESHMAN
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

TLU KORGEM AG1
Starling dejensive tackle

been successful up until now
on the ground.

One big question that
should be answered early is

whether Gaels' offensive line

can handle the Varsity front

four of Alex Topps, Jim Ben-
nett, Doug Dempster and Ylo
Korgemagi. If not, Bayne
must look to flankers Tom
Chown and Syl Apps and ends
Don Mclntyre and Rich Van
Buskirk to establish an aerial

attack.

Back in '65 I huddled with my luv in the frozen November
stands of the J. 0. Little Stadium as Varsity Blues and West-

ern Mustangs clashed 'neath a murky sky for the Yates Cup.

We'd risen and taken off in the early morning chill from
Newmarket, after celebrating something or other late into the

previous night. The road to London seemed filled with Toronto

students grinning and shouting and thumbing their way
through the cold to the big game.

1965 was a good year to be a freshman and a football fan,

and I was both. After five or six years of woefully inept

teams, Varsity Blues clicked in 1965. They've been sharp ever

since.

It felt good to sit in the stands that year among those

strange engineers with the coarse cheers, among the weird

and wonderful LGMB, among the fraternity men with their

roll of paper in one hand a half-empty mickey in the other.

Overawed freshman that I was, I laughed heartily at all

.

these crazy, drunken, lovable people around me — people pull-

ing just as hard as I was for Blues, but determined to have

their fun too. I helped pass people down, I joined in the jolly

refrains, and learned to sit down during the engineers' song.

As you 'mature' of course, you find, yourself losing the old

"Fight, fight, Blue and White" bit. Issues like academic free-

dom and students' rights become more and more important.

But in 1965, when student power meant something like tearing

down the opposition's goalposts, nothing meant quite as much
to me as a freshman than the warm solidarity of excitement

and pride that filled the stands during the singing of the uni-

versity song after a Varsity touchdown.

I felt, then, that I belonged here and that as I sang along

with the other students they were glad to have me. In the

classroom I felt lost and alienated.

Those Saturday afternoons are my fondest memories of

first year, U of T.

That particular Saturday in London was the culmination.

Before our disbelieving, wind-wracked eyes. Varsity came
from behind with three spectacular touchdowns to win the

Cup, 20-14.

As the final seconds ticked off, pathetic fallacy became
rampant. Ominous, grey clouds hung lower and lower, the

wind picked up, and there was a trace of snow in the air.

Finally, the gun went off and I rushed out onto the field

and wildly embraced the first thing I saw — a gigantic, Var-

sity lineman. And he didn't mind that I was small and pimply
and young. He embraced me, and we laughed. That was being

a freshman in 1965.



Assistant Dean W. D. Foulds, Dean A. D. Allen and President Claude Bissell ponder var-

ious points as the underground chuckles away. The four students (Don Crowe, Eric Jor

dan, Bernie Frohmann and David Shute) occupied the vital floor space minutes before

the Friday council meeting began. Said Bissell: "In case the meeting becomes too sluf

fy _ my resource people Irom Harvard
"

Prof. Loren Smith: "Even if it is

tokenism — no reason to re-

ject it."

P. D. Seary (English lecturer):

"Students do not need to vote

to get their wishes recog-

nized."

Prof. R. M. Bschler:

ulty member I

rights."

"As a fac-

have no

Faculty council goes for 100 more
One hundred more students will be

seated on the 1,000-member council of the

faculty of arts and science until a decision

is reached on implementation of Maepher-

son Report proposals.

The council decided Friday afternoon to

allow the extra seats after rejecting a stu-

dent proposal to refer the matter to a

smaller committee with equal student - fac-

ulty membership.

"I believe this matter should be decid-

ed by both students and faculty," explained

Tony Pargeter (III UC) in presenting his

proposal.

"I don't believe that faculty are intrin-

sically stupid or evil," he said, "but these

reports affect students more than the fac-

ulty."

He suggested the committee include 15

students, 15 teaching staff and faculty Dean

A D. Allen as chairman.

"A committee of this size would effec-

tively disenfranchise half the departments

of the faculty," said English Prof D J.

Knight.

Dean Allen admitted that setting up

such a committee would delay implementa-

tion of the Macperson proposals at least a

y
"I have found that I as a member of

the faculty have no rights," said mathemat-

ics Prof. M. Fischler in support of the mo-

tion.

"These meetings have generated a cer-

tain amount of good will and that indeed is

an accomplishment," said English lecturer

P. D. Seary.

We are amenable, reasonable people

and will accept or reject the students' pro-

posals on the strength of their ideas."

SAC president Steve Langdon de-

scended from the balcony to urge the for-

mation of parallel committees — one of

students and one of faculty (including lec-

turers) — each to hold open sessions and to

have veto power.

When the vote came only a handful or

professors supported the student motion.

A second proposal, made by philosophy

professor R. B. de Sousa, to seat 100 more

students as full voting members of the

council for the rest of the current meetings

was accepted by a scant majority.

Sandra Black (IV Vic), a student mem-
ber, called the motion "an attempt at to-

kenism" and moved it be tabled until its

full implications could be studied.

Faculty response was angry.

'I think this young man need not black-

mail us." one member burst out.

Prof. A. F. Johnston of the Vic English

department said. "We rejected the first

proposal because of practical considera-

tions. It was not an anti-student vote." She

received loud applause from the floor.

The motion to seat 100 more students

was carried, with all of the student mem-
bers either voting against it or abstaining.

Langdon commented last night he

thought the gesture irrelevant and was

doubtful about it getting through a regular

meeting of the council.

"It was merely an attempt by those

who had guilty consciences about the defeat

of the first motion to prove that they really

liked students." he said.

The council meets again Wednesday

afternoon.

Steve Langdon (SAC president)

: "I have seldom been as an-

gry as today."

Prof. R. B. de Sousa: suggested

an extra 100 students to dis-

cuss the proposals.

story by MARY BASTEDO photos by HON CLARK and JIM NELSON
Tony Porgeter: "We're not rep-

resentative of anyone."



CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
HART HOUSE THEATRE

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS 1968-69 SEASON
This year, for the first time, the Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama will present

two productions in repertory with a professional company, augmented with students,

from October 21 to November 16

Both productions will be directed by Leon Major. Director of Productions for the Cen-

tre and the company will include, Donald Allison, Barbara Bryne. Colin Fox, Ron Has-

tings. Meg Hogarth, Frances Hyland. Deborah Kipp, Jack Medley, William Needles.

Robert Silverman and Rex Southgate

THE CHANGELING by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley. A forceful study of

the link between sex and power as we follow the life of a

woman who is at first repelled and then seduced by a servant.

THE FAN by Carlo Goldoni, translated by Henry B. Fuller. A delightful comedy of

wooing and winning in 1 8th century Italy.

The following is a Performance Schedule and Subscriptions will be sold by Series

Number.

Series THE CHANGELING THE FAN
Number

Monday 1 October 21 November 1

1

2 November 4 October 28

Tuesday 3 October 22 November 12

4 November 5 October 29

Wednesday 5 October 23 November 13

6 November 6 October 30
Thursday 7 October 24 November 7

8 October 31 November 14

Friday 9 October 25 November 8

10 November 1 November 1

5

Saturday 1

1

October 26 November 9

12 November 2 November 1 6

Student Subscription prices will be:

Series 1 -8. $2 50

Series 9-12, $3.50
Box Office now open 10:00 a m to 5:00 p.m. 928-8668

McLuhan centre gets staff

Marshall McLuhan's Centre of Culture and Technology
got its first full-time staff members last week.

Dr. Wilfred Watson and his wife, Sheila Watson have been
appointed research associates in the School of Graduate Stud-

ies.

The couple will join Prof. McLuhan in "team-teaching" —
solely by means of conversation, not lectures — three gradu-
ate courses and one undergraduate course in English.

We DO love you — finally. The Varsity staff bitch-in-

cum-brainstorming session is here. Bring all those ideas

you saved up over the weekend to 91 St. George at 1 p.m.
today.

You can even suggest a commiepinko - marxistliberal -

fasctstbuildingburner editorial. Don't miss it.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 p.m.

Psychology Student Union elec-
tions, Sidney Smith — 1083.

Panel discussion of The Christian
in the University, sponsored by the
Varsity Christian Fellowship, Copper
Room, Wymilwood.

4 p.m.

Auditions for Jesus: A Parable in

13 Lessons, Seeley Hall, Trinity Col-
lege. A play about revolutions.

5 p.m.

Auditions for U.C. Players Guild
production of An Afternoon with the

Marquis de Sade.'Hart House, South
Sitting Room. All welcome.

7 p.m.

Hear F. Paul Fromm tell it like it

is about SAC, Committee Room A,

Students Centre, SMC.

7:30 p.m.

Dr. A. Trimble, cardiovascular
surgeon at Toronto General Hospital,

takes "Another Look at the Bends",
in the East Common Room, Hart
House.

.
Toronto Student Movement action

group on research in the university,
Bickersteth Room, Hart House.

9 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement action

group on action in the classroom and
course unions, Bickersteth Room,
Hart House.

MOST OF THE TIME
Discover how all your friends get

from the Meds Building to Lash Mill-
er in one minute. Help with a pedes-
trian survey, check with Mrs. Bayly,
U of T Placement Service.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

U of T Liberal meeting to form
and activate committees — Re-
search, OSAP, Policy, Student Af-

fairs. Sid Smith, Room 1071.

Christian Science organization
meeting includes experiences of stu-

dents in applying Christian Science to

their lives. Sid. Smith, Room 2112.

Career Information Session - Sales.

Sid. Smith, Room 1073. Bring your

lunch.

5 p.m.

V.C.F. Lecture Series by Dr. Peter
Richardson. Sid. Smith, Room 2102.

7 p.m.

Try-outs for men and women for U
of T Debating Union. N. Sitting

Room, Hart House.

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
HOMECOMING CONCERT SUN. OCT. 20, 1968 8:30 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

RESERVED
SEATS ONLY

$1.50 PER PERSON ADVANCE
$2.00 PER PERSON A T DOOR

TICKETS A VAILABLE NOWAT THE S.A.C. OFFICE

(Tax IncId.)
For Jon Pierson, Wyatt Day. Joe Hunt. Jimmy Owens. Art Koenig and Sam Brown. ARS NOVA was a long time com-
ing. Each had lived with music most of his life and had perfected his own style and reputation.

Jon son of Lutheran minister, studied for the ministry before making the decision to study music He excelled on the

bass trombone and played with several symphony orchestras before forming the "New York Baroque Bass Ensemble"
with Wyatt.

Wyatt studied classical composition and guitar At one point Wyatt (half Spanish himself) lived with a Spanish gypsy
colony near Seville studying flamenco guitar. After returning to the States he concentrated on writing classical works
including among them 12 preludes for guitar, a string quartet, several choral works and two short suites for viola and
cello

Sam Brown began playing banjo when he was four and guitar when he was twelve. Sam went to Detroit and played
with local jaz2 groups while studying classical guitar He has played guitar and travelled extensively as accompanyist
for Miriam Makeba. Sam has performed and recorded with artists such as Dianne Carroll. Harry Belafonte. Chubby
Checker. Judy Collins. Astrud Gilberto. Gary MacFarland and Dionne Warwick.

Jimmy Ownes and his trumpet are well known in the U.S. as well as Europe and Asia He studied trumpet with
Carmine Caruso He played with the bands of Lionel Hampton, Charlie Mingus. Herbie Mann, and Clark Terry as well
as the "Symphony of the New World" before forming the "New York Jazz Sextet" He has been featured on over
twenty jazz albums and his own album. "You Had Better Listen" (with Kenny Barron) has recently been released on
the Atlantic label

Art Koenig moved to New York in 1965 and began establishing a reputation as a bassist, working with such perform-
ers as Luiz Bonfa. Oscar Brown. Jr., Nancy Wilson. Maynard Ferguson and Astrud Gilberto Before becoming a part of
ARS NOVA, he toured Europe. Africa and South America with Miriam Makeba
Joe Hunt played tympani with the "Indiana Philharmonic", In 1960 he came to New York to work with the "Stan
Getz Quartet" and during the next year and a half he travelled with Getz and appeared on the Verve recordings of
"Getz Au Go Go" and Carnegie Hall Concert" In 1964 he left Getz and became part of the "Bill Evens Tno" where
he could be found until the summer of 1968 when he decided to take his drums and join ARS NOVA,

ARS NOVA — "new art" — seems to be the right name At least it's a culmination of the art and talent of six out-
standing musicians In fact. ARS NOVA exists only after the passage of distance and time ARS NOVA. (A new
sound? Could bet).

If you dig the sound of the "Doors', then you won't want to miss the fantastic "Ars Nova They have the closest
sound to the "Doors" of all the modem groups without actually copying their material, for the "Ars Nova" write their
own songs Tickets are going fast, so you'd belter get yours today, at the SAC Office After all. where could you get
a better deal than Si 50 a ticket
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SIT-IN CONTINUES

By SUE REISLER
The Canadian Association

of University Teachers has

decided to support Dr. Nor-

man Strax in his battle

against University of New
Brunswick authorities.

The Strax case was on the

agenda of the Academic
Freedom Committee when
CAUT met in Montreal this

weekend.
The kind of support they

will lend Dr. Strax will not be

made public, but they will be

behind him.

Dr. Strax was suspended by

UNB President Colin MacKay
two weeks ago.

CAUT supports Strax
Thursday he said Strax was

suspended for "disrupting the

normal work and activity of

the university, specifically

the operation of the library.

He was also accused of

counselling students to break

university regulations.

Thus far the handling of the

Strax case has resembled a

"kangaroo court" according

to one of his lawyers, Vince

Kelly.

The committee in charge of

the administration's hearing

consisted of three faculty

members appointed by the

Board of Governors. These

men were not made aware of

the nature of the charges at

the time of the hearing, and

they
:
had no decision-making

power, Kelly said.

"It was no real trial," he

said. "They just sat and lis-

tened."

Strax walked out in the

middle of the hearing saying

he had not been allowed to

call witnesses, nor informed

of the charges laid against

him.

. The sit-in by 30 UNB stu-

dents still continues inside

Strax's office. They plan to

stay until Strax is reinstated.

Che Guevara's spirit is alive and well
By JOHN THOMAS

Che Guevara died in the Bolivian jun-

gles one year ago tomorrow, but the fierce

spirit of the Cuban guerilla fighter was

alive in Toronto Friday night as 300 people

gathered in the auditorium of the Ontario

College of Education to commemorate his

death.

There was Che with his heavy black

beard and ubiquitous cigar, alternately

making speeches and joining the workers in

the cane fields,

The film flickered and broke. The

sound came on only near the end, but this

merely underscored the theme of the

evening: Che lives.

After faltering in English, Antonio

Breton of the Cuban Embassy switched

briefly but passionately into Spanish. The

sympathetic crowd loved it.

"Evidently I was quite good, eh?" Mr.

Breton concluded happily. "I feel that I am
among campaneros and campaneras to-

night."

Poet and editor Al Purdy read a poem

from his anthology The New Romans. He

told of a meeting with Che in Cuba in 1964

when they had shaken hands, and Purdy

remembered the strong hand and the fin-

gers which were later cut off by the Boliv-

ian authorities for fingerprint date.

Andy Wernick (SGS) of the Toronto

Student Movement delivered a terse eulogy

of the man who is "serving in death the role

of martyr, saint, revolutionary hero, a

model for the young around the world."

And while the appreciative crowd ap-

plauded there was Che on the wall bemused-

ly taking it in. Someone had irreverently

taped a poster of him over a portrait of Dr.

William Parkenham, dean of the OCE from

1920 to 1934.

ECSTATIC
ERUPTION

FRI. OCT. 11

8:30 p.m.

The
Spectrums
and
The
Climax

2 Bands

NEW COLLEGE
DINING HALL

Couples $3 00 Males $2.00 Females $1.50

TICKETS AT DOOR

Hart House

NOON HOUR PROGRAM
Monday. October 7th

Music Room. 1 -2 p.m.

DR. HENRY REIGER
(International Teach-in)

Topic

POPULATION EXPLOSION
Lunches Allowed. Ladies Welcome.

DEBATE
Thursday. October 10th

8 p.m Oebates Room
Honorary Visitor

PRESIDENT C. T. BISSELL
Topic

STUDENT POWER WORKS AGAINST THE
BEST INTERESTS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
For the Ayes: For the Noes.

John Winter. SGS Stephen Langdon. IV Trin.

Bill Charlton. Ill Law Ted Rotenberg. I Law

Speaker of the House: E M Bridge, M A.

CHAPEL
TUESDAYS. 12.30 p.m.

HOLY COMMUNION IN THE CHAPEL
All Welcome

CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS

THIS WEEK
SIDNEY SMITH HAIL, ROOM 1073,1 pm to 2 pm

TUESDAY
Oct 8

WEDNESDAY
Oct 9

Personnel

& Industrial

Relations

THURSDAY
Oct 10

Federal

Government-

Administrative

Trainees &
Foreign Service

Officers

APPLICATIONS FOR :

•PRESS OFFICER
— knowledge of S A C Important

— Salary $8 00 Per Week

VARSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

— 3 Year S A C. Position

Now Being Received.

All Those Interested Please

Write to Communications Commission

Vo S AC Office

DEADLINE FRI. Oct. 11, 1968.

Handcraft Tailors Ltd.
AUTHENTIC 10DEN DUFFLE COATS

BY BYFOHO OF ENGLAND
10*. itdjction priviloga

CFtEATORS OF THE UNUSUAL. THE FINEST APPAREL OBTAINABLE

KENSINGTON MARKET
YORK UNIVERSITY PRESENTS
VANIER COLLEGE DINING HALL

SUN OCT. 13
1 75 A PERSON
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WHITE: Here's to all colored people.

NEGRO OK

Will It Awright Now, I wanya to comover to

the house, but I gotta tell ya somtin cause I know

you people get touchy once in a while I gotta

sister, ya see?

NEGRO Yeah?

WHITE' Look, nobody wants a Sheeney plowin'

their sister, an I don't want no coon doin' it to my
sister What the hell, that makes sense You can

come over to my house if you promise you don't

do it to my sister Promise?

NEGRO OK

Lenny Bruce, the white liberal meets a

Negro at a party, in The Essential Lenny
Bruce.

now we know
Well, it's official. Students are inferior

politically as well as intellectually to faculty.

The Faculty of Arts and Science Council

voted by a huge majority not to allow students

an equal voice in examining the Macpherson-

Allen Report on educational policy.

Instead they gave students another 100,

seats on their 1,000-man body. The grand total

now stands at 100. That means students are

roughly one-tenth as worthy of political power
as faculty.

The students had a much better rating

Thursday night when the Association of Teach-
ing Staff adopted almost in toto a SAC propos-

al limiting the Board of Governors to non-vot-

ing status on the commission for restructuring

university government. Students got equality

with staff in that proposal.

How do you explain the disparity? Possi-

bly, after its taste of power Thursday, the fac-

ulty decided they didn't want to give any of it

up, and certainly not to students. Not unless

it's convenient.

Oh, the faculty are willing to listen to stu-

dents all right — no doubt about their sincerity

in that. But what else?

The 250 students at Friday's open meeting
of the Faculty Council were almost unani-

mously behind equal staff-student considera-

tion of the Macpherson recommendations;
they indicated this by their applause.

But the student voice was heard, and ig-

nored.

What can students do to get equality? The
majority don't care, or satisfy themselves
with their "democratic" staff-student commit-
tees in course unions. In the process, they
conveniently forget that democratic decisions

aren't much good when they're overruled by
dictators.

The minority who support a democratic
position don't have enough mass support to be
effective or credible.

The faculty have won this round, but
maybe students — moderates and radicals —
can learn something from it.

Working through the established channels
doesn't work unless you've got power. As long

as students are split, they don't have enough
power. The radicals have known this for a long

time; perhaps the moderates will now learn it.

LETTERS

mired idols

Sir:

There was a time once, in the
Middle Ages to be more exact,

when the institutions of higher

learning were universally res-

pected, not because those attend-

ing were necessarily worthy of

such reverence, but because as a
group, these scholars stood for a

far loftier goal than the mere
attaining of economic and social

advantage over other men. With-

in the confines of their mighty
Gothic walls, universities in those

days came to represent those
things which all men everywhere
have at one time tried to

achieve: the right to search for,

and to know the truth. This did

not mean the narrow, bigoted

causes of rabid political move-
ments, but rather, the truths of

science, history, the ultimate
truth — that of God, and a thou-
sand different philosophies: these
were the motivations — the quest
for knowledge.

Today, and in our very midst,
these idols are cast down before
us into the dust, and that which
men once held as the illumination

of the world, is trampled under
the soiled and unwashed feet of

jeering mobs, and is shouted
down by voices animated through
sterile minds. Where are the
truths now? Where is our faith?

We are led by the nose into de-

filing that which is clean, and
blindly, through faulty leadership,

we retard, rather than aid, the

great evolutionary process that

our universities are going through
today.

We are now in a period where
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few truly support the men who
were chosen to head the student
administration, both left and
right. Nor is it too difficult to see
that those presently in control
flagrantly abuse their power for

they believe that once elected,
they are then free to do as they
please without ever giving a
thought to the wishes of the stu-

dent body whom they supposedly
represent. Were these not elected
to speak for us all, and not just a>

handfull of radicals and anar-
chists?

Strangely enough, one of the
most often-heard comments
about any student body, is its

apathy and disinterest in its own
affairs — do not let your appar-
ent silence be interpreted by oth-

ers as a sanction for the activi-

ties of a few
Students of U of T, unite!

You've nothing to lose but the

shame. ,.Dan Marz (I UC)

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal."
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ho-hum. it was a night to soothe the savagest of editors,
nothing crawled out of the woodwork later than 6, and
the copy was all good, mary deserted the layout, the
newsies hope for good, sue had two new helpers, sheila
and becky. tome came in to volunteer, mike to oce us all.

even fearless dave i came to say hi. brian was here early
and late and cowan ran with copy as gary commented
and anne assigned and bob fielded and agi anglo-sax-
oned. mary, jack and jim listened to myriad complaints,
reg was burned out but changed his shirt in time to pay a
friendly visit, we even had time to say hello to ken, who
took his copy to the innis herald, susan telexed but ig-

nored the copy in truest varg tradition, we still love you,
kevin and allan and elly and linda, to whom the mast-
head add is herewith dedicated.



Graduates criticize OCE
Students at the College of Education don't feel that they

are being properly trained to become teachers, according to a
recently-published course critique.

Two graduates of the elementary school option. Mrs. Su-
san Gibson and Mrs. Judi Lederman undertook this summer
to canvass their 88 classmates in the 1967-68 year. Despite the
mail strike, 53 per cent of the students answered. Among the
findings:

• 30 per cent of students felt that the two major courses,
Elementary Home Room and Elementary English were
"valueless."

• many felt that too much time was spent learning the
administrative duties of teaching, and too little time learning
about the psychology and development of the child.

• students were critical of the fact that some of their lec-
ture hours were spent copying definitions from booklets of
definitions compiled by the lecturer.

• lecturers sometimes used out-of-date curricula and
methods.

Among the many suggestions were requests for seminars
and changes in course emphasis. Many of the students felt

they were not being treated like university graduates.
The report has been submitted to the Department of Edu-

cation.

Hankey proposes student veto
By LEIGHTON REID

Teachers must have the

consent of their students in

deciding how a course should

be taught, says Wayne Han-
key (SGS).

Speaking at a three-hour

open meeting of the Presiden-

tial Advisory Committee on

Disciplinary Procedures
Thursday night, he admitted

students were willing to ac-

cept the "scholastic authority

of a teacher."

"But the teacher has a

duty to recognize the stu-

dents' direction of interest in

the course."

"In more concrete terms,

the students should have a

veto over teaching methods
proposed by the professors,"

he said.

Hankey's proposal met
with stiff opposition from
several faculty members of

the committee.

"If a student does not like

the way I teach, he can corn-

Recruiting agents looking

for 25 hosts and hostesses for

the Ontario Pavilion at Expo

70 in Japan will be at U of T
this month beginning tomor-

row at Scarborough College.

The jobs will involve crowd

control, information services

and VIP tours at the Ontario

Pa vilion.

Successful applicants will

receive return transportation,

uniforms and accommoda-
tion, in addition to a good

salary.

Preference will be given to

those who can speak Japa-

nese but it is not essential.

plain to me, to the depart-

ment chairman, nr he can
drop the subject or course."

argued psychology Professor

M. W. Laurence.

"If he stays, I take that as

consent that I may teach in

my own style", she said.

Prof. S. P. Rosenbaum of

Erindale College wanted a

formal structure set up
where student complaints

about incompetent teaching

could be heard.

"We should no longer have

to depend on arbitrary deci-

sions of departmental chair-

men," he said.

"Student protests should be

dealt with as close to the ori-

gin as possible, but there

should be ultimate recourse"

agreed engineering Dean
J. M. Ham.
The meeting was the sec-

ond open session of the com-

mittee. Eight members of the

10-man committee were
present.

The committee will meet

again Wed. Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. in

Room 3050, Sidney Smith

Hall.

CARIBBEAN CONGRESS

OF BLACK WRITERS
AT

McGILL. MONTREAL

Oct. 11-14
(THANKSGIVING)

CHARTERED BUSES
LEAVE I S C (33 ST GEORGE)

1 1 PM FRI.

RETURN F*RE(U.OO
Phone C. Hope 261 -6420

For Reservations

ALL WELCOME

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two Hart

House Theatre Productions

CALL AT THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH - IN

EXPLODING HUMANITY

THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS

VARSITY ARENA OCTOBER 25 - 27
FRI., OCT. 25. 8:00 PM — THE RACE TO EXTINCTION

George M. Carstairs. Scottish psychiatrist, and others
SAT., OCT. 26, 9:30 AM — SEEING INTO THE PRESENT

Louis Dupre. Catholic philosopher,

Aziza Hussein. Egyptian women's leader, and others
SUN.. OCT. 27, 2:00 PM — PROGRAMMING FOR SURVIVAL

Sripati Chandrasekhar. Indian cabinet minister, and others
SUN.. OCT. 27, 8:00 PM — A DILEMMA FOR AFFLUENTS

Hugh Keenleyside, Canadian business leader.

Thorsten Sjovall. Swedish family planning expert, and others

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 44 ST. GEORGE ST.

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN COMMITTEE

$5.00 REGULAR 924-1429 $2.00 STUDENT

ALSO:

MANY SPECIAL PRE TEACH-IN EVENTS

THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 21 - 26

!
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Win a dinner for 2

Address to:Gen. Manager
UofT Bookstores, Main
Campus, Tor 5
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CLASSIFIED
MALES NEEDED for acting auditions

for 'Sneezles' School of Nursing show
Oct 7 & 8 Cody Hall 7 p.m

WANTED: One male actor for Drama
centre production of lonesco's THE NEW
TENANT opening on campus October
31. preferably able to do Cockney ac-

cent Phone 92 1 -4079

MICROSCOPE FOR SALE: Leitz Binoc.

mechanical substage. transformer etc

with carrying case, dust jacket, perfect

shapB 635-5103 after 9 a m

MATURE GIRL over 20 to share large

modern two bedroom furnished apart *

ment with two girls Five minute walk
from university Rent S63 a month Call

Jean Golden 929-9109

AVOID T.T.C FARE INCREASEI Buy
this clean 1963 Volvo — a Swedish
precision instrument — with an honest
odometer 927-0706 (8e persistent)

CATALYST MAGAZINE is looking for

editors and staff in the following fields

Advertising, art. literary, publicity, sales

Please call 924-0073 for details

WANTED, ride from Toronto to Mont-
real & or return any weekend Share gas
and driving. Days 366-3071- Nights after

10 30 — 487 8014 Mary (Burrows).

LADY STUDENT will receive board, pri-

vate room and bath for baby-sitting and
light household duties For information
telephone Mrs Harquail. 481 8303

FREAKOUT weirdo pseudo -groupies
here's your chance to make it big on
campus with the funky Gibson Les Paul
Jr Also Heath Amp Jim 233-7093

DAILY CHILDCARE undertaken in huge
new flat in Rochdale College along with

twenty month boy. phone 923-9364 or

come to Apt 626

SAVE DOLLARS! Room and board for

1 or 2 girls. Very reasonable in return for

looking after children a few evenings a

week. Phone 425-0930

ATTRACTIVE ROOM & BOARD for

men and women on the edge of campus
Approx $600 for (he academic year
Campus Cooperative Residents Inc . 395
Huron St . Tor 5. 921-3168

WRITER'S WORKSHOP. Thurs. Oct
10. North Sitting Room, Hart House 8:

p.m. Bring wnting or interest for discus-

sion All welcome

GENERAL Science Third Year Books for

sale Botany 31 I, Microbiology 310.
ZOO 310, Biology 310 Includes notes,

texts, exams, labs, encouragement Call

635-5103 after 9 a.m.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST — Thesis, es-

says, notes typed on electric typewriter

Convenient location 2 5 <£ per page Call

922-0162 anytime.

LOST: 1 pr of male's eyeclasses in the
vicinity of Huron St. Contact Ron at

244-1959

RIDERS WANTED TO MONTREAL
and or return Thanksgiving week-end
$10 return Will also be going other
week-ends. Mornings 924-6811 Ext

406. nights after 10 30 — 699-4769
Bob

UNDERGRAD OR GRAD to baby-sit 1.

2, or 3 afternoons a week. 1 child St
Clair area Call 929 0478 ANYTIME.

YEAR BOOK EDITOR wanted Must be
Vic student Experience & ideas for new
yearbook preferred. Honorarium offered

Apply immediately in wnting to VC U
Office. Wymilwood.

RIDE AVAILABLE from Lawrence
Scarbotough Golf Club Road Area, phone
282-2437

O.S.P 7 — Operation student problems

is prepanng a brief on P 0 SAP and
student housing to present to the minis-

ter of university affairs Your written

complaints & ideas are urgently neededl

Look for 0 S P booths soon to be set up
on the campus

AQUA SEX — 3rd Annual Advanced
Divers' Seminar Dr A Trimble takes
"Another Look At The Sends" Today. 7:

30 p.m.. East Common Room, Hart
House

WANTED: A reliable girl Housekeeping,
cooking 1 adult. 1 bedroom apt. Call af-

ter 10 30 a.m. 921-7982. 131 Bloor St

W.

SERVICES RENDERED! Essays and
theses to be typed? Call Sharon 783-
9545, after 5. Fast service, error free.

Equations present no problems. Can give
references Cheap rates.

Need Furniture?

RENT IT

!

BY THE MONTH
BY THE YEAH
ECONOMY SUITES
OE LUXE SUITES
FROM S1000 MO

X\" FURNITURE LEASING

«:**5io king St. w.

366-7679
JfteMlj&iduMJXbw J?&nia£^ddoco^Canada

SAC to hear referendum proposal

The Students Administrative Council will be asked Wed.
Oct. 9 to allow SAC members to call for a cross-campus refer-

endum on any SAC decision.

Steve Langdon will ask that with the backing of 2000 sig-

natures only a SAC member can force a cross-campus vote on

an issue.

As a constitutional amendment this "initiative referen-

dum" proposal requires a two-thirds vote of the council.

This proposal is a response to some of the criticisms of

Jast year's SAC which forced the December re-election con-

frontation between President Tom Faulkner and challenger

Bill Charlton. Neutral factions claimed SAC did not have the

right to take stands on political issues. Others, particularly

the Edmund Burke Society claimed SAC's decisions were not

representative of the students.

Initiative referendum was part of Langdon's campaign
platform last spring.

HART HOUSE

AMATEUR RADIO

OPEN MEETING

8:00 pm Tues. Oct. 8 North Dining Room

FACT OR FICTION?

IS GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT FULL OF RED TAPE?

IS GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT NOT CHALLENGING?

IS GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT UNINTERESTING?

IS GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT FOR PEOPLE WHO

CANT GET A JOB ELSEWHERE?

To find out the answers to the above questions, why don't you attend the PANEL

SEMINAR on OCTOBER 10 at 1:00 P.M. - Room 1073. SYDNEY SMITH HALL

For those graduating students interested in Public Administration or Foreign Service

Officer positions with the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT here is an opportunity to find out

about the NEW concepts of administration in Government.

dance
new college dining hall

sat. oct. 12 8.30 pm

one dollar

'witness incorporated'
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THF PfKTCR DAI APE

33/ MAKKHAM ST

TORONTO 537-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ART
POSTERS

Rugger teams sweep
Ohoto By TOW AUhiL.h

Men and Women Debaters

Try out for the

University Debating Union

Tues. Oct. 8 Hart House N. Sitting Rm. 7:p.m.
Wedn. Oct. 9 Hart House Debates Room 1:p m.

and 5:p.m.

The first Varsity rugger
team continued its winning
ways with a decisive 37-3

triumph over Guelph Gry-
phons.

The forwards won the ma-
jority of scrums and Iineouts

and fed the ball back to the

halfbacks who carried the

ball often and well in Guelph
territory.

An excellent feature of the

game was the interpassing

between the forwards them-

selves. It was truly a for-

wards' contest.

Another high point for

Blues was the kicking of

backs George Wraw, Scott

McClure and Tony Pierre.

Wraw led the scoring with

four tries while wing Doug
Phibbs added two more.
Pierre, Harding and McClure,

who filled in ably for injured

GETTING
ENCACEIJt

YOU CAN BUY

YOUR DIAMOND

ON A

"DIRECT BASIS'

W»l art "Olra^P* Diamond
dealers handling both loose

and mounted diamonds. We
can save you a great deal of

money when you invest In a

diamond or a diamond ring.

For dtfalls and further Information

writ* or call In for our InM bookltt

JTjja a)l«M Maj Par Ttia Law

H. PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond and 0).m Daaton «l-770!

tit BLOOB ST. w. SUITS 4»

Andy Gibson, each scored
three-pointers.

Pierre counted five conver-

sions for Varsity while Serge
Silver had Guelph's single

try.

The Varsity Seconds in a

much tougher contest were
able to subdue Queens' irreg-

ulars 8-5.

Wing Rick Rowland scored

one try for Varsity and Andy
Cairns added a convert and a

penalty goal. Cairns' play,

highlighted by his conversion

at the sidelines from forty

yards out, was superb.

NOW SHOWING
I

GOLDSTEIN

A WILDLY SATIRIC FABLE

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
WINNER

SAT. 11:30 PM
(UNDERGROUND AND EX-

PERIMENTAL FILMS)

NEW POLICY ADMISSION:
SAT. & SUN. BEFORE 5:

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 6

$1.50 (Students $1 00)

S.A.C. USED BOOK EXCHANGE
91 ST. GEORGE STREET (BASEMENT)

Closing Down Operations

Will Be Open Between

12 NOON 2 PM AND 4 PM-6 PM ONLY

FROM MON. OCT. 7th TO FRIDAY OCT. 11th

FOR RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS AND MONEY

ON BOOKS SOLD FOR YEARS

1965 - 1966 - 1967

(UPON PRESENTATION OF BOOK EXCHANGE

CLAIM STUBS)

U.C. FOLLIES

AUDITIONS
FOR ACTING AND SINGING

THURS. OCT. 10 5 PM

FRI. OCT. 11 5 PM

IN THE J.C.R.

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

Does the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently

The Reference Department of

the University Library offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library. Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students

throughout October. Apply in

the Reference Department for

seminars relating to either

Humanities materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials. Special

seminars may be arranged
upon request

THE WELLESLEY BARBER SHOP
6 WELLESLEY ST. W.

YON GE AT WELLESLEY
8 A M 6PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY
4 BARBERS WORKING ALL THE TIME

Attn: Students who want to start Karate

Students who wish to join the University of

Toronto Karate Club this year, but have had no

previous training in Karate , are asked to report

to the Karate Room, in Hart House, at twelve

noon on Wednesday. October 16th. Please

wear a T-shirt and shorts (no shoes). The

Wednesday class will go from twelve to two
p.m.: other class times to be announced at the

first meeting
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GALLOPING GOLDEN GAELS BLOW DOWN BLUES 35-0

ninn sVnVV'?'.
°' Varsi,

» Blues ' sh°ddV "ckling efforts in Saturday's stun-

Strader ?2?f danr
0
. T"\G*™ Gae '5 Here Gae,S ' alusi" e >»l«>~k AllanStrader (21| dances through the Toronto defense while Jim Bennett (41)

By ROD MICKLEBURGH
As hordes of Queen's termites devoured the north goal

posts. Varsity punter Ron Kishimoto booted the ball off the
side of his foot ten yards into the stands, the gun went and
the curtain mercifully descended on an abominable afternoon
of lootball futility for Varsity Blues.

The final tally shone brightly from the scoreboard
through the 4:30 gloom: Queen's 35, Varsity 0 - one of the
worst home defeats ever suffered by a University of Toronto
lootball team.

Before 18,000 disbelieving spectators, the favoured Blues
found themselves completely mauled, pushed around and
stomped on by a fired-up band of Midasmen from Queen's
Ihe Golden Gaels, it seemed, could do nothing wrong while
Blues saw everything thev touched turn to dust

The dust involved five fumbles, two interceptions a stag-
gering 117 yards in penalties, a puny 13 yards through the airand a number of missed tackles. Gaels' gilded treasure chest'
on the other hand, coffed up five touchdowns, 450 yards total
offense and a defense which truly "ate 'em raw"

Queen's quarterback, Don Bayne, probed and penetrated
Blues injury-riddled defensive backfield for four touchdown
passes and 213 yards through the air. Along the ground Gaels'

ZrHfh ,r,MqUally 38 devastati "g. effectively demolishing
the myth that Blues were impossible to run against

Twin halfbacks Allan Strader and Keith Eamon led theway with two touchdowns each. Strader. supposedly a second-
stringer filling in for the injured Jamie Johnson, was dyna-mne in the first half when Queen's tucked the game awavrunning up a 27-0 margin. He rushed for 71 yards in 7 carries
including a six yard touchdown romp, and collected three
Passes for 53 yards one a 35 yard scoring strike from Bayneon the last play ot the first half.

Eamon got his touchdowns on short two and nine yard
passes, while end Don Mclntyre notched the game's opening
score with a 30 yard pass and run machination

Varsity helmsman Vic Alboini wilted disparagingly in the
lace ol a ferocious pass rush from the Gaels' front four com-
pleting but two of 16 passes. A number of times he rarely had
time to look downfield before unleashing the ball It's a trib-
ute to the tiny quarterback's manoeuvreability that he was
caught only once, but his accuracy suffered irretrievably

In fairness to the Blue and White cause, however it
should be pointed out that five first stringers were on the side-
lines by the end of the game. All-star guard Arnie Carefooteand imebacker Bill Bennett were ineligible for the contest
All-star defensive halfback, punter and field goal kicker PaulMcKay suffered a leg injury in practice last week. And sec-
ond-string punter and touch defensive backfielder Peter Ra-ham along with all-star defensive end Alex Topps were in-
jured during the game. Both may be lost for the season The
absence of Raham and McKay was sorely felt as Blues pass
defense became one gaping hole.

But even with all five in the lineup Blues would have been
snowed. As someone once said, "they shoulda stood in bed."
Page 8 — THE VARSITY. Monday, October 7. 1968
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Even soccer team collapses
nallv haDDened. VarsitvIt finally happened. Varsity

Blues soccer team lost a
game. The loss - a 4-3 deci-
sion to Guelph University
Gryphons — means the end of
an undefeated streak (in reg-
ular season play) that had
extended over four and a half
years. The game also extend-
ed Blues' current losing
string, including three pre-
season setbacks, to four.

The game itself had two
distinguishing factors. One
was Varsity's seemingly lack-
adaisical play and the other
was the spirit and hustle ex-
hibited by Guelph.
Gryphon's first goal was

scored by Don Blackburn, a
member of Victoria College's
interfaculty team last season

Guelph continued to come
on strong and from there on
Blues, expecially the defence,
started to falter. Gryphon's
second tally, scored by ex-
Blue Norm Bracht, was a
gift, courtesy of three defend-
ers who stood and watched as
Bracht tucked the ball away.

Varsity came back to score
one goal by John Gero before
the end of the first half.

Two minutes into the sec-
ond half, Jim Lefkos rifled a
ten-yarder to even the count
at 2-2. It looked as if Blues
were finally going to pull
away as they started to domi-
nate play.

Then Norm Bracht struck
again and coincidentally
enough, the three defenders

who had appreciated his first

effort, repeated their act and
watched as Bracht shoved in
another gift goal.

Blues then came back
again and Ron Muir dead-
locked the score on a penalty
kick. However, Bracht was
not to be outdone as he fired
the winner with just ten min-
utes remaining in the game.
The loss, while distasteful,

should serve to wake up sev-
eral of the players who had
figured on an easy romp to
the OQAA championship.

Coach Ernie Glass, ob-
viously disappointed with his
team's performance, plans to
make some changes in an
effort to get his club rolling.

Sole bright light in Blues' oannral Hi.~„i l
Kn°10 6v J0HN SWAIGEN

who managed to wrack uo ^re thi In T" 9
,

W"S r<"iabl8 Mike Raha™ <22)
fine kicko«%e,ums Gaels J,rTumb:.| ,367;t

al07 'h6 9 'OUnd "nd ~
effort to halt the Varsity running ace ' '

P '* " fi 'm 9 'aSP °" Rahams swea«°' •» an



Engmeers want council seats
By HARRIET KiDECKEL

Engineers last night joined
arts and science students in
the struggle for membership
on their faculty council.
The engineering society

voted unanimously to choose
20 students to take seats on
the faculty council of the
school of applied science and
engineering.

The council, which now has
160 members — all engineer-
ing professors — will consid-
er the engineers' request at
their regular Nov. 1 meeting.
Engineering dean J. M.

Ham told an engineering ex-
ecutive meeting last night he
thought the proposal "an
eminently sensible idea."
"Any method that can re-

flect intelligent interest of
students cannot do us any-
thing but' good," he said.

"But the real work is done
in the committees,*' he
added.

He said the committees

would be considering reforms
such as changing from a vear
to a term basis and the possi-
bility of a credit system.

If the proposal is accepted
students would also be seated
on the seven committees of
the council.

During the two and a half
hours of debate the engineers
rejected the original proposal
asking for only five seats on
the 160-member council.

"Five articulate represent-
atives are enough," said Art
Mcllwain (IV APSC), "We
are not experienced enough to
run the university."

Engineering society presi-
dent Brian Dunk (IV APSC)
also agreed five was "a bit

more reasonable" a demand
than 20.

"We have to start some-
where," he said, "We can go
on from there if we need to."

"We can't study what we
want to study — it's what we
need for our profession," said
Ron Factor (IV APSC I.

Most of the 50 students at
the meeting favored only a
representative voice on the
council rather than full equal-
ity with faculty.

"We should not have con-
trol." said Jim Ford il

APSC I. "But we should have
good representation on all the
committees."
He said five students would

be unable to represent adequ-
ately the 2100 engineers, but
that about 25 would be more
realistic.

"We want to show that we
will not accept tokenism."

At the end of the meeting
the engineers accepted
Wayne Richardson's (III

APSC I proposal the 20 mem-
bers be elected through the
engineering club.

Photo by TIM KOEHLER
Engineering Dean J. M. Ham: "an eminently sensible idea"

Scarborough sleeps in
By DOUG MURRAY

"It's not so cold, but the mornings are terrible," said Marv
Ann Kelly (II Scar).

She and two companions spent Monday night in a tent
pitched beside the main building of Scarborough College.
They were joined yesterday by 37 students and nine more

tents in a protest against government delay in approving resi-
dences for the college. They call the location "Davisville."
The government's decision to build residences at Scarbor-

ough has been delayed a year. This has also delayed the build-
ing of athletic and academic facilities which are part of the
same addition — Phase lib.

E. E. Stewart, deputy minister of education, says the princi-
ple of developing residences is still under review, although
residences were included in the original plans for expansion.
"We need residences if the college is to achieve full devel-

opment," Jim Debarbieri, student council president, said last
night.

"We have invited William Davis, minister of education, to
come on Friday. If he doesn't come we will march on the
Department of University Affairs.

"The administration is fully behind us." he said. (Registrar
James Jackson has promised to join the sleep-in.)

"The one-year delay must, not be extended." said one stu-
dent.

One obstacle is the high fees of John Andrews, the original

architect. The Ontario Student Housing Corporation prefers its

own architect.

At UNB it's Board over bodies
FREDERICTON (CUP) - Members of

the Board of Governors at the University of
New Brunswick had to be carried over the
outstretched bodies of twelve protestors sit-

ting in at yesterday's Board meeting.
The demonstrators, who were picketing

the session, were invited in to give their

views on the suspension of Professor Nor-
man Strax. Strax was suspended two weeks
ago for organizing a protest against the use
of identification cards in the university li-

brary.

After about 15 minutes, the students were
asked to leave. Instead, they linked arms
and sat down in the chamber doorway.
When the meeting broke up two hours

later, it took seven campus security officers

to convey the Board members over the pro-

testors.

As the sit-in at Strax' office continues,

several UNB Professors have organized a
fund to provide him with legal aid.

Any money left over will be used to es-
tablish a Canadian Union of Students —
Canadian Association of University Teach-
ers fund for all faculty members and stu-

dents whose academic rights are violated.

A petition on U of T support containing
410 student and liti faculty signatures was
sent to UNB President Colin MacKay last

night. At the University of Toronto, the fund
has raised $100. It is being administered by
Prof. Peter Rosenthal of the mathematics
department
On Monday, mathematics lecturei Gerald

Pacholke of UNB followed Professor Strax'

lead and tried to sign books out of the li-

brary without showing an ID card. He
failed, but no action has been taken against
him.

He said there was no disruption of library

service, and concluded it was the adminis-
tration that was responsible for the disrup-

tion, not Strax.

This Castle is Bush League

Photo by TIM KOEHLEH

Castle Frank students show concern for their rights in one

of three demonstrations at Board of Education buildings.

By ANNE BOODY

"There is democracy in education if and
only if a child — any child — cannot receive

a better education anywhere other than the

one that his society makes freely available

to him." — Alexander Wittenburg, Priori-

ties in Education.

Castle Frank High School, a modern
structure surrounded by heavy black fences,
has been considered a model school — a
school demonstrating the qualities of a se-

lective education process for a selected
group of individuals

The school was called unique — a show-
case lor the industrial market. When opened
in l'Hi.'t it was considered a school of oppor-
tunity for prospective dropouts — offering 22

different trade shops, from hairdressing to

horticulture, related to all aspects of indus-

try.

Castle Frank has a goal — to squeeze
"prospective dropouts" into slots in the

industrial complex. There is a drawback
however. Students graduating from the
school are put into low income jobs where
many are not protected by unions because
they have served no apprenticeship.

Students choose to come themselves oi

are referred to the school by the Child Ad
justment Services Department of the Board
of Education. The referrals are usually

made by psychologists who believe that

slow learning is not simply a matter of I.Q,

They consider many factors — [Q. envi-

ronment, economic status and emotional
tendencies — as determinates of the stu-

dent's academic ability

Most kids at the school have never had a
break in life. Many come from low income
backgrounds and many others trom broken
families. Their parents would normally IiiilI

it financially impossible to send their chil-

dren on in school even if they did have the
capability to handle a higher education.

— see Castle page 6



CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
HART HOUSE THEATRE

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS 1968-69 SEASON
This year, for the first time, the Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama will present

two productions in repertory with a professional company, augmented with students,

from October 21 to November 16

Both productions will be directed by Leon Major. Director of Productions for the Cen-
tre and the company will include, Donald Allison. Barbara Bryne. Colin Fox, Ron Has-

tings, Meg Hogarth, Frances Hyland. Deborah Kipp, Jack Medley, William Needles.

Robert Silverman and Rex Southgate

THE CHANGELING by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley A forceful study of

the link between sex and power as we follow the life of a

woman who is at first repelled and then seduced by a servant.

THE FAN by Carlo Goldoni. translated by Henry B Fuller A delightful comedy of

wooing and winning in 18th century Italy

The following is a Performance Schedule and Subscriptions will be sold by Series

Number

Series THE CHANGELING THE FAN
Number

Monday 1 October 2 1 November 1 1

2 November 4 October 28
Tuesday 3 October 22 November 12

4 November 5 October 29
Wednesday 5 October 23 November 13

6 November 6 October 30
Thursday 7 October 24 November 7

8 October 3 1 November 14
Friday 9 October 2 5 November 8

10 November 1 November 1 5
Saturday 1 1 October 26 November 9

12 November 2 November 1 6

Student Subscription prices will be:

Series 1 -8, $2 50

Series 9-12, $3.50
Box Office now open 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. - 928-8668

i

S.A.C. USED BOOK EXCHANGE
91 ST. GEORGE STREET (BASEMENT)

Closing Down Operations

Will Be Open Between

12 NOON 2 PM AND 4 PM-6 PM ONLY

FROM MON. OCT. 7th TO FRIDAY OCT. 11th

FOR RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS AND MONEY

ON BOOKS SOLD FOR YEARS

1965 - 1966 - 1967

(UPON PRESENTATION OF BOOK EXCHANGE

CLAIM STUBS)

V«-r-r-v Interesting
EtMcially if you II! m |h, milb„ f0, tn ,„
QJu«mtrH A FlM booklet «n|,HM tti*
R.ghl Rmg for |ht L«rt Hand oull.ne» whil

dMl or moony on thn puich»le y0u ^ Duy
YOur nng on a diiecl bavi
Wnn Ptong 01 drop in lor J copy

H. PROCTOR 131 Bloor St. W
Suite 416 921 • 7702

THE POSTER PALACE
597 MARKHAM ST

TORONTO 537-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ART
POSTERS

Loiter at your own risk!
LONDON, ONT. (VNS) - Students at the University of

Western Ontario will be required to carry identification cards
if they wish to remain on campus after classes. The move is

part of a 'new program designed by the UWO police to prevent
"illegal entry to and loitering in University buildings.''

The cards will be distributed by department heads and will

have to be shown on demand after class hours. Social events
and late-running activities will receive special consideration if

the police are notified beforehand
"Each year this university loses thousands of dollars

through theft,'' said security head C. W. Brown, "and it has
been proven in some instances that these thefts were commit-
ted by persons not connected with the university.

"This is the individual we are trying to keep out of our
buildings."

But student council President John Yokom sees it different-
ly.

"The restrictive measures stated in this letter cannot be
condoned. They would deny students free access to the univer-
sity and its facilities."
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ST. VLADIMIR UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE

RESIDENCE
Accommodation For University Students

ROOMS AND MEALS
Applications available at Office-

651 Spadina Avenue, Toronto

Telephone 923 - 3318

POLITICAL ECONOMY COURSE UNION

IMPORTANT ORGANIZATION MEETING FOR ALL
STUDENTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE, ECONOMICS,
COMMERCE AND FINANCE AND GENERAL ARTS,'

Thursday 1:00 Room 2135 Sidney Smith

Presidential Advisory Committee

DISCIPLINARY
PROCEDURES
Written Briefs are invited from

Students

Alumni

Teaching staff

Non-teaching staff

Individuals and Organizations

To be submitted as soon as convenient,

but not later than NOVEMBER 30. 1968. to:

Professor Arthur M. Kruger

Secretary

Presidential Advisory Committee

on Disciplinary Procedures

Room 3025, Sidney Smith Hall

Dates of public hearings to be announced later

For further information, get in touch with the

Secretary of the Committee



Integration for Hart House?
BY INGRID VABALIS

A committee which may make sweeping
recommendations on the role of Hart House
in the University of Toronto will be appoint-
ed shortly by president Claude Bissell.

It could be the body that finally recom-
mends integration of the house — something
the late Governor-General Vincent Massey
opposed all his life.

For almost 49 years now Hart House has
been the student centre for males on cam-
pus. The new campus Centre may usurp this

traditional role and leave the House to ful-

fill other functions.

When the men's athletic department
moves to the new athletic centre already
approved by the university, it will leave the
entire north wing of Hart House empty.
The advisory committee was requested

last spring by Arnold Wilkinson, warden of

Hart House, "to examine the future role

that Hart House should play in the Univer-
sity of Toronto."

In a letter to Warden Wilkinson dated
Sept. 25. Dr. Bissell agreed to the formation
of this committee and suggested it be com-
posed of a member of the board of gover-

nors: Dr. Donald Forster as the presidential

appointee; four students nominated by the

Hart House board of stewards — a student

dominated organization; three faculty

members and one graduate lalumnusi
member of Hart House.

At tonight's SAC meeting, Gary Segal il

Law), a student appointee to the Board of

Stewards, will propose that both the board

of governors member and the presidential

appointee be ex-officia (non-voting) mem-
bers, and to have two of the four students

appointed by the SAC.
The latter term may mean that there will

be women on the committee — women in-

volved in defining the future role of the

House.
Dr. Bissell agreed the committee could

contain women, but did not know if the

rules of the house would be changed to ad-
mit women as full members.

"This would have to be discussed with the

executors of the Massey estate." he said

"The Massey trust and deed of gift still

stand, but I hope a change would not have
to go through the courts — that this could

be done by common consent. I'm just specu-

lating on this, however."

Busy day on campus
o SAC President Steve

Langdon will meet U of T
President Claude Bissell in

open debate at 1 p.m. today

on or near the East Terrace

of Hart House.

Langdon challenged Dr.

Bissell to the debate to re-

place the President's opening

address last month, but Dr.

Bissell instead agreed to hold

it later.

o The Faculty Council of

Arts and Sciences will again

consider the Macpherson
Report in a third open meet-

ing at Convocation Hall today

at 2 p.m.

Dean A. D. Allen will ask

the council to instruct him to

present a revised set of pro-

posals Oct. 28 after wider

discussion has taken place.

He will also ask the council

to establish " a committee
made up of one elected stu-

dent and one staff member
from each department in the

faculty which would also dis-

cuss the proposals.

Submissions and briefs

from the departments and

students in the faculty would

be accepted until Oct. 15.

SAC president Steve Lang-

don said last night he felt

Allen's new proposal pres-

erved most of what was con-

tained in the student motion

rejected by the council Fri-

day.

o Scarborough College will

be the site of tonight s SAC
meeting at 7:30 p.m. SAC's
current policy of "roving

meetings" in large halls is an

attempt to meet more stu-

dents from all areas of the

university.

Cops negligent: Radio
A Radio Varsity technician

says the campus police were

neglecting their duties at the

Queens—Toronto football

game last Saturday at Var-

sity Stadium.

Ronald Kroll (IV APSC)
charges two campus police

and one metro officer refused

to stop three drunks who

twice broke a wire, cutting

off the game broadcast.

"The damage was so

slight," said Chief Constable

B. West, "that we did not

feel it was a serious matter."

West added that at the

time all the available police

were preparing for more seri-

ous damage from an ex-

tremely rowdy Queen's sec-

tion.

Radio Varsity is preparing

to sell game broadcast to a

local AM station, and any

interruptions in coverage

could ruin this deal.

TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS

RESEARCH A PROBLF.U ?

LET US HELP YOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO Ml D - NOVEMBER. LEARN TO

USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY AND EASILY. SIGN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL

NEAR THE CATALOGUE INF OR

MATION DESK.

ATTENTION THE FOLLOWING: Henry Tarvainen.

Michael [gnatiefl. Kaspars Dzeguze. Bob Rae. Larry Haiv-

en Paul Ennis and Branislaw Chrtiev There will be a Re-

view meeting this afternoon at 1:15 p.m. in the Review ol-

fice. You will attend or be shot (except for Henry who will

continue to be awed and venerated i.

MASSEY HALL

TICKER SS.OO. $4.00. S300 *

Sam The Record Mjn. 347

Yonge St

Mlil Order Only: Mi«e»
Hall, 178 Victoria St., To-

ronto. Enclose cheque or

money order and sell-

addressed stamped envelope

I Indicate which show you

prefer!

.

ItXCLUSIVtLY ON ? Warner Brothers Records

IN PERSONM

and dfiary

NOW SHOWING

GOLDSTEIN

A WILDLY SATIRIC FABLE

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
WINNER

SAT 1 1 30 P M
(UNDERGROUND AND EX

PERIMENTAL FILMS)

NEW POLICY ADMISSION
SAT & SUN BEFORE 5.

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 6

$1 50 (Students $1 00)

Hart House

TABLE TENNIS
To-Night 7pm

WORKOUT in FENCING ROOM
Membership open to all

OE8ATE
Thursday. October 10th
8pm, Debates Room

Honorary Visitor

PRESIDENT C T BISSELL
Topic

STUOENT POWER WORKS AGAINST THE
BEST INTERESTS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

For the Ayes
John Winter SGS
Bill Charlton III Law

For the Noes
Stephen Langdon IV Trin

Ted Rotenberg. I Law

Speaker of the House E M Bridge M A
Lad.es invited to participate from Floor

HART HOUSE FARM FROLIC
12 o clock Sal October 12 Includes Making Apple Cider Dinner, Swim
mmg. Sauna ALL lor ONLY SI 25 person Maps and Tickets — Graduate
Office

BRUNO'S DISTINCTIVE GROOMING FOR MEN
CANADIAN HAIR STYLING CHAMPION 1966

509 YONGE STREET, PHONE 924 - 5831

HOURS 8: 00 a.m. to 6 00 p.m.

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN

EXPLODING fif*\
HUMANITY Vjlfy

THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS

AT VARSITY ARENA -

oFRI., OCT. 25, 8:00 PM

. THE RACE TO EXTINCTION

oSAT., OCT. 26, 9:30 AM

SEEING INTO THE PRESENT

o SUN., OCT. 27, 2:00 PM

-PROGRAMMING FOR SURVIVAL

oSUN., OCT. 27, 8:00 PM

-A DILEMMA FOR AFFLUENTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 44 ST. GEORGE ST,

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TEACH - IN COMMITEE

$5.00 REGULAR $2.00 STUDENT
924 - 1429

ALSO SPECIAL PRE TEACH-IN EVENTS

THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 21-26
j
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Maybe ihis is the yeai lo sock ir to the adminis-

tration and sock it to their buildings

—Peter Warrian, president of

Canadian Union of Students.

violent year
This was to be the year of campus violence, of

"socking it to their buildings", and we haven't been

disappointed

Queens University students last weekend tried to

dismantle a Toronto hotel for the second year in a

row. and got blacklisted for the second year in a

row; U of T students threw and broke bottles on

the playing field at the Queens— Blues game
Victoria College frosh contributed more than

S1.000 in damage to their residence during fresh-

man weekend,

New College residents said goodbye to their

alma mater last spring by burning carpets, tearing

down doors and smashing windows.

And then there's the McGill train we didn't have

this year Last year students did so much damage
the train was cancelled.

There's been lots of student violence all right,

most of it by drunken jocks and mob -conscious

engineers and repressed artsies "blowing off a little

steam".

Curiously enough, there hasn't been any of the

feared "student radical violence " (also called anar-

chy) on any Canadian campus Not just this year,

but ever

The fact is that all the moderates and conserva-

tives who are so uptight about violence by SAC or

the CUS don't know what they are talking about

Most of the "violence" comes from their own
ranks — kids so repressed by our society they'll

use any excuse to strike back. But of course, these

"nice" kids don't get clubbed and jailed

RCOBB"

a loss?
Morality cop William Pilkington is leaving the

Toronto force to become Whitby's police chief

Now. is that a loss or not?

Pilkington headed the Dorothy Cameron Art Gal-

lery bust in 1965. remember? But how much can

we fault him personally for that? He was just doing

a job

Another example then This summer a group of

nice liberals — social work and church types —
met in the dining room of the Anglican diocese of

fices downtown to chat about Yorkville and what
can be done for (about! the kids who called them
selves hippies

During the meeting someone mentioned that

Mrs. Whitehead, wife of the governor of the Don
Jail, was trying to start another hippie hostel —
one that would take kids in and suck them back

into society.

Pilkington stood up and said he was pleased to

hear that and added; "I am sure some of our boys

would be pleased to staff it in their spare time.

After all, we already work with cadets and gymnas-
tic clubs."

Can you imagine? Come on fellahs, on the floor

for pushups.

Pilkington may have been a good cop when it

was more definite as to who were the criminals,

and what was disorderly behaviour But things have
changed Just because the hippie subculture has

disintegrated doesn't mean the disciplined as -ever

cops won the confrontation

Cops like Pilkington and Chief Mackey may be

wondering why the police aren't getting along with

the public as they used to They usually chalk it up

to an alarming rise in crime and disorder and
usually propose stricter police action as the rem-
edy. Except that it doesn't work like it used to.

The police have missed the importance of the

changes in personal life style. What exactly is the

role of the police in the society that is evolving?

So, while Toronto wonders why such a good cop
got away, don't grieve. Pilkington may be moving
on to a happier scene, where a cop can still be a

cop without all these doubts.

LETTERS
not consistent

Sir:

May I take exception to the views
expressed in your October 7 editorial,

"Now We Know"? I fail to find the
lack of consistency you attribute to

the teaching staff's attitude toward
student-faculty equality.

Let's clarify terms: the Association
of the Teaching Staff represents some
90 per cent of the full-time faculty of

this University. The Council of the
Faculty of Arts, which does not even
include all the undergraduate divi-

sions, represents about 50 per cent of

the staff. Isn't it a bit misleading to

term both organizations the
faculty"?
As a member of the Executive

Committee of the A.T.S. I can say
that we invited S.A.C. representatives
at Mr. Langdon's request and prima-
rily for educational reasons

: we
wanted to hear from them and to

learn from them. Most of us attend-
ing Thursday evening's gathering
seem to have done so. considering the
way we voted.

As a member of the Council of the

Faculty of Arts and Sciences. 1 voted
against Mr. Pargeter's motion be-

cause the last thing this university

needs is yet another committee to
rehash matters that have been amply
discussed both in and out of commit-
tee. You don't offer cheesecake to an
overweight man with heart trouble.
While I favour greater student partic-
ipation in the settling of curricular
matters las well as in the planning of
the university structure), I am not
sure that a quickie motion altering
the already unwieldy balance of the
Council of the Faculty of Arts is the
way to get it

Doubtless I resemble many of my
colleagues in feeling confused about
the manner in which this community
is to become more human, and am
therefore reluctant to make hasty
decisions. If students or their repre-
sentatives feel compelled to book
passage on the Titanic. I cannot stop
them. But I'll wait for another to
come along, thank you.
As for Mr. Langdon's theory of

guilty consciences: no one can con-
vince me I'm laying love on the line
in voting according to my brains and
conscience on highly complex mat-
ters.

Dennis Duffy,
English Dept.,

Trinity College.
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no woodpile?

Sir:

With regard to your issue of Mon-
day. 7 October, and its reporting and
editorials concerning the Friday
meeting of the Faculty of Arts and
Science Committee of the Whole, it is

apparent that your paper is attempt-
ing (if I may adjust the usual im-
agery) to make the staff the niggers
in the students' woodpile. But what is

really disheartening is that there was
no reference to the speech made by
Professor Robson. The sanity, wit.
and reasonableness of his perform-
ance, one would have hoped, could
not go unappreciated. Neither should
his proper concern about the require-
ments of a good Honours program.
Your failure to report or consider

Professor Robson's contributions to
the afternoon is beginning to lead
some of us to question the sincerity
of your motives with respect to the
issue of course reform.

Peter Searv,
English Dept.,

University College.

Actions speak louder than words,
Mr. Searv.

varsity
TORONTO
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sue purlicued and dove frankness and sher brvideson
and macrage made if to press at time while miclcle rod
slaved at home to look after the lights, henry and ten
and mccoffery'ne free hung out in review and beefed
about 16. threats even were passed. Harriet late nighted
bur went home to 69, geoff spells his name inchorectly
but was hear, carol is new from silhouette, reisler's files

were fiddled and kirk didn't come, mary kate was fit to
a T, and that's all I con recall al one a.m. the others will

receive their reword of the ORCUP conference which is

listed on the board and is almost free, public announce-
ments are over for another night.
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Student as Mr. Charlie

By Prof. CHANDLER DAVIS
Big day. New scene at orientation. Among
the usual welcomers (professors, deans
straight upper-classmen) welcoming the
freshmen in the usual way, here is the
strange new fire-breathing SAC leader
accosting a first-year-nik and thrusting into
his hand — "The Student as Nigger" by
Jerry Farber., First-year-nik gulps hard.

Gee, are you really SAC Plenipoten-
tiary Steve Werndorf?

That's right.

—come to welcome me to this wonder-
ful university?

Well, not exactly.

What do you mean?

Read the article. Tells it like it is Go
ahead.

But but but but — he seems to be sav-
ing college students are as badly treat-
ed as coloured jteld hands! Is he talk-
ing about ME? Give me a choice
whether to spend the year as a U of T
student or a southern field hand, if Jer-
ry Farber doesn't know which I'd
choose, I'll be glad to tell him.

No, it's figurative — you know — the sys-
tem robs you of your dignity, puts you in
second-class status. .

.

Actually a southern field hand proba-
bly envies me. Why do you want Far-
ber to spoil my day just when I'm
thinking how great my year's going to

be? Almost anybody in the world
would envy me. My father and his

friends envy me because I'm young and
carefree, my brother envies me because
I've made my escape from Donside
Collegiate.

But aren't you concerned about your auton-
omy? You know, having some part in the
decisions which affect you. Here it's the
system that tells you what to study. .

.

More than at Donside Collegiate?
More stupid assignments every week
than in high school?

No, I guess not quite as bad as in high
schook, but—

Here I was just thinking how free I

was going to be. not having to worry

about stupid assignments every week
like my brother, not having to worry

about the business all the time like my
father.

MIND-CAGE
—but the system keeps conditioning you to

conform, puts your mind in a cage doesn't
leave your mind free to challenge.

Well I'm planning to have two nights
and a weekend free every single week,
altogether free, and a couple of weeks
I'll take off to go skiing. If I want to
study something that isn't assigned,
instead of going to shows and going
skiing. I'll be able to do it. I can do it

a hell of a lot easier than if I was
working in a grocery store or in my
father's office. Bui I think I II go to
Mont Tremblanl. frankly.

Most pitiful is the prisoner who loves his
chains.

Chains? Are you kidding? Who's chain-
ing me?

Oh, the professors, the. .

.

Huh, the PROFESSORS are supposed
to be the privileged class around here?
They probably envy us too. I sure as
hell don't envy THEM. Anyway, how
can I be a prisoner when I can leave
any time I want? If I find out it's as
bad as Jerry Farber says. I could al-

ways leave the University.

Maybe you will drop out, when you find out
what it's like

/ don't think so. My father thinks I'll

be more use to the firm when I've got
a degree, and I'm glad to have the free-
dom of not deciding just yet whether to
go into his firm.

BEAUTIFUL PERSON
Well you, young man, you are without
doubt one of the beautiful people. Born into
a peaceful, contented realm — an assured
future in plastics — with luck you might
get to be seduced by your girl friend's
mother. Tell me, what does your lather's
firm sell?

Oh, I don't know. . .Instrument hous-
ings, for one thing.

Made of plastics?

Plastic and aluminum.

And of all the people who handle the ingre-
dients and parts that go into those instru-

ment housings, and all the people who no-
tice their progress through the stages of

production, how many of them get halt as
well rewarded from it as your father does?

Well, a couple of executives of the

aluminum company must make more
than he does. I guess.

Just so.

Look, what are you suggesting, that we
should fight the labour union's battle

for them? If they think they can gel
more for their workers than they're

gelling, let them try.

Not only organized workers. I'm suggesting
that even the unemployed, the Indians —
the disinherited, who haven't got any place
at all in modern industry, have just as
much right to the goods we produce.

FREE COUNTRY
Well, it's a free country. If you want to

go help the unions or the Indians when
you graduate, that's your privilege

Right.

And you can try to talk me into doing
something like that too. But you've got
to take account of good old human in-

stincts. See I LIKE all this money my
father has. and if I just want to go
ahead and eniov it. that's my privilege

That's not self-evident. Maybe the worker
who is making those instrument housings,
or even the Indian who isn't, has just as
much right to all that money as you do.

What do you mean'' Don't you gel It:

my father OWNS that company. That
money belongs to HIM Don't they
leach you at University to understand a
simple thing like that?

I've got to agree that some students study
here for years and still understand thing's

like that. That's sort of what I was saying
a minute ago Tell me, who does your fa-

ther's firm sell instrument housings to?

The US Air Force.

What does the US Air Force do with them?

Look, you aren't suggesting that that's
any responsibility of mine, are vou?
Why should I worry about that any
more than your union man or your
Indian does?

Well yeah, let them worry too, but you
seemed to be willing to take responsibility
for the money. Also it was probably your
father who made the decision to sell to the
US Air Force, so he or somebody in his of-
fice must have thought about it.

Sure, he had to figure out the terms of
the contract and stuff And when he
saw how much he stood to make on
that product, he COULDN'T turn it

down. Thai's just business. You can
understand that can't you?

Some students study very hard here and
still understand things like that.

Well that's a relief. I was beginning to

wonder about this University for a
minute, but I guess it'll be okay. *

Students risk losing reforms: Macpherson
By Prof. C. B. Macpherson

I have been reluctant, since my return to the university

last month after a year's absence, to make any statement or

take part in any debates about the implementation of the

Macpherson Report. But now we are in danger of losing the

lot, not from opposition within the faculty but from the posi-

tion being taken by the more advanced students, who are

apparently willing to risk losing the substantive reforms in

order to assert a principle of equality of student and faculty

power.

I want to point out (1) that the risk is greater than they

may think, and (2) that it is unnecessary.

(1) The substantive reforms now proposed in the structure

of degree programs are a response to a demand that has

been building up, from students and faculty, over several

years. Only now, after a year's work by the original Com-

mittee and another year of widespread discussion and of

work by many other committees, has the pressure for these

reforms acquired the momentum that could put the reforms

into effect.

My point is simply that in a body as large as the Faculty

of Arts and Science of this University — students and teach-

ers together — that momentum is now easily or quickly built

up. But it can be quickly lost, and will be lost if the force

behind is deflected into quite another channel. The risk is not

that the implementation of the Report will be put off for an

extra year; it is that it will be put off altogether.

And 12) the risk is unnecessary. A choice does not have to

be made between the achievement of these substantive re-

forms and the attempt to establish a principle of university

government — the principle of equality of student and fac-

ulty power. If that were the choice that had to be made by

the student leaders, their present inclination to choose the

latter would be understandable. But that is not the choice

that has to be made.

They can support the implementation of the Report
through the existing channels, however inadequate they may
find them, and at the same time make their case on the is-

sue of university government in the only forum where it can
be finally effective, namely in and around the new Commis-
sion on the governing structure of the University.

I do not suppose the student leaders are under any illusion

that the issue of university government can be settled

straight away It is going to take a year or two at least, even
with all the forces now committed to drastic change.

But the students' position there will not be strengthened if

they now, in the inappropriate forum, ally themselves in ef-

fect with those members of the faculty who would like to see
no change at all.

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specially —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cord*

GRADUATE

STUDENTS

Does the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently

The Reference Department of

the University Library offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students
throughout October Apply in

the Reference Depanment for

seminars relating to either

Humanities materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials Special

seminars may be arranged
upon request

H. PROCTOR & CO.
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"These kids look tough and talk tough but they're very timid".

U.C. FOLLIES

AUDITIONS
FOR ACTING AND SINGING

THURS. OCT. 10 5 PM

FRI. OCT. 11 5 PM

IN THE J.C.R.

Men and Women Debaters

Try out for the

University Debating Union

Tues. Oct 8 Hart House IM. Sitting Rm 7:p m
Wedn. Oct. 9 Hart House Debates Room 1:p m

and 5:p.m.

FACULTY OF ARTS
AND SCIENCE

The Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science has invited

those students who stood first in First Class Honors in

the examinations of the First, Second and Third Years in

May, 1968 and the entrance scholars with a Scholarship
Index Figure of 90 or better

, to dine with him in the Great
Hall of Hart House on Thursday, October 17th 1968 at

7:15 p.m.

If any of those students have not received their invitations

through the mail, will they please call at the Office of the

Dean, Room 2020 Sidney Smith Hall.
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CASTLE
{ continued from page 1

)

"Education is Ontario's

fastest growing industry" —
Hall-Dennis Report.

The Board of Education

apparently has the solution to

the problem facing kids from
low income brackets. Place

the kids in the two, three and

four year courses offered at

Castle Frank — a model
school and try to find them
jobs when they have complet-

ed their program.

But Frederick Sneyd, Head
of the school's guidance pro-

gram, says it is impossible to

find all students jobs. No
more than 50 per cent of Cas-

tle Frank's graduates find

work in their field of study,

Sneyd claims.

"Your choice will be im-

portant to your future educa-

tion and occupational plans.

Because of the importance to

your future and the next

years of education, it is ex-

tremely important to consid-

er your own abilities, inter-

ests and achievements." — a

Toronto Board of Education

booklet given to all grade

eight students.

Many students going into

Castle Frank haven't been
placed into the courses they

requested. One student now
in a dry cleaning course
asked for hairdressing as

first choice and food prepara-

tion as second.

They are not the only ones.

In interviewing, many kids

showed the same dissatisfac-

tion with the manner in

which their programs were
decided for them.

"In the first year you
spend time sampling the

work in many different shops.

As you work in each area you

can observe your feelings

toward the work and toward
the people you work with.

This helps you choose one or

two shops which you will con-

tinue in your second year.

When you begin working you

will spend many hours every

day at your job, thus it is

important that you choose

work that is satisfying and

enjoyable to you" — Board
booklet.

At the end of six weeks in a

particular shop the students

are t'ested. If they fail their

test they move to another

shop. They have no choice as

to where they will be placed

to train for their life occupa-

tion.

There is dissatisfaction not

only with the choice of

courses but also with the con-

tent.

Horticulture students rake

the school lawns for the first

six weeks of school and shov-

el snow for another six weeks
in the winter.

Kids in food preparation

courses wash pots in the

school cafeteria for their first

six weeks.
When noisy protests and a

strike by the ranks occurred

two weeks ago no one was
more surprised than the ad-

ministrators of the school.

The first day of the strike.

383 of 777 students were re-

ported out of their classes.

Principal Wilbert Bush claims

only a sprinkling of the strik-

ers were Castle Frank stu-

dents. He blamed outside agi-

tators for the unrest.

The protests stemmed from
the expulsion of a Grade 11

student Doug Hamburgh. His

hair was too long for the lik-

ing of Principal Bush. Com-
plaints also arose over the

lack of freedom at Castle

Frank. Many personal com-
plaints were launched against

Bush himself.

Bush has a particular ideol-

ogy to get as many of his

students as possible into the

industrial market.

"But as soon as employers

see long hair they say 'Don't

send any of that kind to me.'

"You and I may not like

that but it's the man who
pays the piper who calls the

tune. I want employers at the

school to see our product. So

dress and manners are just

as important as skills" —
Principal Wilbert Bush, To-

ronto Star Oct. 3, 1968.

"These kids look tough and
talk tough, but they're very

timid. We mustn't wreck the

confidence of these kids or

they go down," said Bush,

They were so timid they

came out in large numbers to

protest their position in the

school. They were timid

enough to risk expulsion by

Bush for their part in the

campaign to gain some stu-

dent rights.

What were they up against?

Hair and dress regulations

which the principal claims

are there to enhance a better

working environment. Kids

working in shops are not al-

lowed to wear jeans.

Boys must have shirt tails

tucked in at all times and
long hair is strictly forbidden.

Those who don't like the rules

are threatened with expul-

sion.

Bush, a graying staid Vic-

torian of 58, carries his ideol-

ogy into the halls. Single file

down the aisle, and no gum
chewing are two hard and
fast rules. And students are
not allowed to carry ciga-

rettes or tobacco in their

pockets, let alone smoke in

the school.

If you're sitting in the

class, just hope you won't

need to get to a washroom.
Mr. Bush wants his students

to get admit slips to get back
into the class before they are

even excused. Same goes for

all thirsty students.

Rules written in the stu-

dent handbook come under

the heading Conduct Outside

the School and include "Do
not eat lunches in cars or on

the streets", be good ambas-
sadors to your school, "the

main entrance is reserved for

staff and guests. Students will

NOT enter and leave the

building by this entrance."

A former English teacher

at Lawrence Park Collegiate,

Mr. Bush has a reputation for

Victorian authority. "If you
can't answer me in six words
or less don't bother answer-

ing," he used to tell his for-

mer English students. He in-

sists students stand at atten-

tion when speaking to him.

They must address him Sir.

It isn't just students who
are dissatisfied with Bush
and the authoritarian nature

of the school. Some of the

teachers are dissatisfied as

well. When Bush became
principal, 16 teachers — in-

cluding the heads of the sci-

ence, mathematics, physical

education and English depart-

ments — left the school.

Only 30 of the 58 teachers

of the staff in 1966, when
Bush became principal, are

still teaching at the school.

Most student complaints

are not with their teachers,

but the administration. "All

my teachers are pretty

good," said Edith Pollard, a

grade 10 student. But they too

are under the thumb of Mr.

Bush.

When striking students

went to a Board of Education

meeting to present their

grievances they were forbid-

den to speak, because, ac-

cording to the trustees, they

had not gone through the

proper channels.

Who do the students take

their complaints to? Mr.
Bush doesn't listen. And to

further the problem, they

haven't got a student council.

They do have class repre-

sentatives elected by each

class. But meetings are

called by the teachers per-

haps once a month. The pur-

pose is solely to discuss

dances and year books.

When students protested.

Bush retaliated. He suspend-

ed all striking students until

they returned with their par-

ents and a note explaining

their absence.

"Now people will know
what you really are, when
they see this all blown up in

the paper," Bush told his stu-

dents. "They'll think you're

trash," he said.



Ludwig

in

residence

By LARRY HAIVEN

Jack Ludwig works in a

cozy room with a fireplace in

Massey College and he

doesn't give straight answers.

"Lean to the left. Lean to

the right. Stand up. Sit down.

Figh

t

. jigh t . figh i!"

The sound of cheerleaders

from the back campus drifted

over the walls of Massey Col-

lege. Ludwig turned and guf-

fawed. "I told the president

of this here university when I

came here that I think the

best university is where edu-

cation goes on outside the

classroom."

Behind him. in the court-

yard, where goldfish swim in

a heated pool all year round,

two fellows of the college

were parading in their scarlet

academic gowns. Ludwig
grimaced.

He was wearing a bulky

turtle neck sweater and flan-

nel pants. His face is a harsh

one that bears a look of con-

centration always, perhaps

because the hair is greying.

He's worried about old age,

but not his own. "Some of the

oldest people I know are high

school and university students

... the ones that have let

their minds get slack."

Ludwig, the new writer-in-

residence, has been here only

three weeks. He hasn't seen

much of the university but

he's been to Kensington mar-

ket nearly every day.

So he didn't talk much

about writing. He talked

about bags. Not shopping

bags, but bags you put people

into, and bags that you put

yourself into by putting other

people into bags. The univer-

sity puts people into bags.

"When you come to univer-

sity, you should be made to

drop all preconceived ideas of

the world. It should be a

completely new experience,

but it's not."

"Yeah, so what do we do

to, this may sound trite Mr.

Ludwig. sir, to 'blow people's

minds?" asked the eager

reporter. But Ludwig wasn't

answering — not directly at

He stopped walking around

the room, sat down on the

sofa and filled his fountain

pen with zest. Then he turned

to the reporter and smiled. It

was a warm smile.

He talked about the tend-

ency for people to classify

issues as to right and wrong,

good and bad. either or.

"Doing the either or thing is

a sign of old age.
"

"Yeah, I see what you

mean." blurted the reporter.

"Then the antithesis or the

either or way of looking at

things is . .
."

No either ors for Jack Ludwig

"The either-or way of look-

ing at things." Ludwig broke

into a grin, then into a laugh.

The reporter laughed too.

"Hahahahaha . . . hmmmn".
Then they were both quiet.

"I read your latest book.

Above Ground, and I thought

it was just great," said the

reporter. "I especially liked

the fact that your hero had an

optimistic outlook on life. Not

like all the rest of those exis-

tential' Kafkaesque heroes."

"Didn't you think that the

her in Above Ground was an

existential hero?" asked

Ludwig, looking out the win-

dow.

"Uh, yeah, sort of a Sar-

trean existentialist hero, one

who has come to terms and

has committed himself." The

reporter searched Ludwig's

face for approval. Approval

came.
"No. seriously." said Lud-

wig, "I think it's too late for

Kafka's kind of below-ground

man People can't afford to

do that any more, the way

things are going, in the

United States, around the

world."

Then he talked about poli-

tics. The reporter ventured to

suggest there was no basic

difference between Johnson

and John Kennedy.

"Well. I knew Kennedy. I

knew the man and he was

miles apart from Johnson,"

said Ludwig. "He didn't stand

for any of the chauvinistic,

patriotic crap.

"Once he was in Texas and

they offered him one of those

ten gallon hats. He didn't

even put it on: he just re-

fused."

"Oh".
"Kennedy didn't let Rusk

or McNamara touch his for-

eign policy."

"So where are all those

people now?"
"They're still around"

But Ludwig looked a little

sad when he talked about the

political situation in the U.S.

"I mean, these SDS guys,

saying there's no difference

between Wallace and Nixon

and Humphrey. That's ridicu-

lous. That's your either-or

situation."

"So where do you stand

politically''

"I believe in medicare,

social welfare, and now that

automation is coming, a guar-

anteed minimum wage. I

don't see how you can argue

about those things."

"But Marcuse — he's not

going to work in a country

like the United States, or

even in France. It might

work in Mexico: I don't

know."
And this year, he's writer-

in-residence at U of T, where

he's open to any student (or

non-student, if he has any-

thing to do with it) to discuss

writing or anything else. Be-

sides that, he's working on a

novel, on a book about auto-

mation and doing a film

about Einstein's theory of

relativity.

On Sunday, he was working

on a poem about the Winter

Palace in St Petersburg

where the Czar's Cossacks

massacred a group of peas-

ants and workers protesting

outside in 1905. He stared in-

tently out the window for

long moments, methodically

coming back to his type-

writer, clicking off a flurry of

lines.

Ludwig wouldn't give a

straight answer when asked

how he would treat the work

of a fledgling writer.

"Sometimes you might

hate the work but you may
have to admit it's very

good." said Ludwig.

"Oh. come on." said the

reporter. If you don't like it.

then you should say so and

leave it at that!"

"Can you do that?" asked

Ludwig. smiling.

Jack Ludwig is not the eas-

iest person to talk to because

he trails off at the end of a

thought then brings it up

again just as you think you

ought to say something.

If you go to see him you

won't get straight answers,

but you'll meet a very, very

complex person who worries

about people getting old.

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two Hart

House Theatre Productions

CALL AT THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

EVER WANTED TO BE A CHRISTIAN ?

JUST ACT THE PART.

AUDITIONS JESUS A PARABLE IN

13 LESSONS

( A play about revolutions stuff)

WED. OCT. 9th

SEELEY HALL

4 - 6 pm
TRINITY COLLEGE

m O KEEFE CENTRE
tffittfl FRONT & YONGE EM. 3-6633

Canadian Opera

Company

PRESENTS A SPECIAL PERFORMANCE OF

SALOME
BY RICHARD STRAUSS

FOR STUDENTS

October 10 at 3:30 pm $2 .00 Ad mission

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE BOX OFFICE
II A.M. TO t P.M. MONDAY TO SATURDAY
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HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Presents

1 (}th Season of

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERTS - 8:00 - GREAT HALL

October 20, 1968
Sinfonia in G
Concerto for piccolo

Nicholas Fiore. soloist

Concerto Grosso in G minor

Concerto for 2 Mandolins,

William Kuinka and
Stephanie Chomyk. Mandolins
Concerto for 4 Violins

Concerto Grosso in D minor

Conducted by Boyd Neel

Under the Direction of

BOYD NEEL
A SERIES OF FOUR CONCERTS

VIVALDI
An interesting and varied Vivaldi program Vivaldi helped to establish

the concerto form by giving it clarity of design and solidity of structure

He wrote over 400 concertos and numerous compositions for small

combinations of instruments

November 10, 1968
L'Histoire du Soldat

with Yves Cousineau and

Jillian Hannart Narrated

by Jonathan White

Choreographer Jane Mogg
Director & Designer. James Colbeck

Octet

Guest Conductor. Wilson Swift

STRAVINSKY
Russia was torn by war and the composer was living in Geneva, Switz

erland when L'Histoire de Soldat was written in 1918 The theme was
drawn from a collection of Russian fairy tales: the bitter sweet atmos
phere is common to many Slavic stories The story is told by a Narrator

with a cast comprised of the Soldier, the Devil and the Princess The
instrumentation has a distant resemblance to a Dixieland lazz band

January 26, 1969
Choral Preludes

Cantata No. 82
Ricercare from Musical Offering

Cantata No. 32
Conducted by Boyd Neel

J. S. BACH
"Bach's music is the summit of the polyphonic era " No other compos
er can lay claim to achievements equalling those of Bach.A tireless

worker, he advanced into every area of musical endeavour and gave us

a rich heritage of both choral and instrumental writing

March 9, 1969
Fugal Concerto
Guitar Concerto,

Martin Polten. Guitar

Sinfonietta, Op.1

Conducted by Boyd Neel

Hoist

Boccherini

HOLST - BOCCHERINI - BRITTEN
The Orchestra presents an unusual concert combining the old and the

new. Gustav Hoist evolved through many phases as a composer, one of

which gave us the Fugal Concerto. A gifted teacher as well, he made
several visits to the United States as a lecturer and guest conductor

Boccherini was a facile and prolific composer who possessed a gift to

ingratiating melody and harmony and an aristocratic sense of style

"Britten is an eclectic composer . . . he is a remarkable craftsman
"

ORDER FORMS AVAILABLE AT ALL MAJOR BUILDINGS ON CAMPUS
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT HART HOUSE AND STUDENT S

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL OFFICE

STUDENTS: $5.00 OTHERS: $10.00

Mrw
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3 HANDY
LOCATIONS
• 726 YONGE ST.
BELOW BLOOR

• 299 YONGE ST.
BELOW DUNDAS

•370 BLOOR ST.W.
AT WALMER RD.

NEW WAY
A new 20-foot wide entry up with the front campus

road will cut from Queen's The site was formerly oc-
Park Crescent, between the cupied bv the 55-year-old
new Medical Sciences Build- medical building, which was
ing and the Library, linking torn down last month

I

Varsity staffers

planning to attend

I the ORCUP confer-

I enee at London this

[weekend please
I meet in The Varsity

[office at 1 p m
I
Thursday.

ORCUP is work-
shop-learning or-

liented New staffers

I take note. Come in

lany time and find

lout what it's all

I'

about. Don't forget

to sign up or you

m won't be included.

Conference is

I (almost I free of

Icharge, but we need
lone more car.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
9 a.m.

Election Representatives to Histo-

ry Students of Union Council until 4

p.m.

NOON
Rev. Ted Johnson, recent visitor to

Nigeria and Biafra, speaks at Nige-
ria-Biafra Week program. The Meet-
ing Place, Scarborough College.

12:30 p.m.

A Liturgical Celebration, SCM,
Hart House.

1 p.m.

Debate between Presidents Steve
Langdon and Claude Bissell. East
Terrace. Hart House.
Progressive Conservative Club

meets in Sid Smith, Room 1071. All

interested in Guelph OPSCA conven-
tion please attend.

"This Seminar is About Schools"
Hall - Dennis Report. University Col-

lege, Room 138.

SCM seminar on Political Theol-

ogy. SCM Office. Hart House.

SCM seminar. Christianity 101.

SCM Office. Hart House.
Action Organization meeting on

Ontario Students Awards Program.
Sid Smith, Room 210.

The Moody Science Film "City of

the Bees" will be shown by Engi-

neering VCF. Wallberg Building,

Room 1033.

Try-outs for U of T Debating Un-
ion, for all interested. Hart House
Debates Room.
Planning meeting for Fine Art

Club. Sid Smith, 6th floor.

Career Information-Sales. Sid

Smith, Rm. 1073.

4 p.m.

Discussion-Faith of Unbelievers
International Students Center. 33 St.
George.

6 p.m.

Lome Hall speaking on communi-
cation at Lutheran Centre. Meet ear-

ly at George's Kibitzeria at 5:15.

7:30 p.m.

SAC Meeting at Scarborough Col-

lege. Buses leave Convocation Hail

at 7 p.m.

THURSDAY
Noon

Meeting of new History Students'
Union Council Room 2124, Sid Smith.
Members of Toronto press discuss

their views on Nigeria-Biafra crisis.

The Meeting Place. Scarborough Col-

lege.

Candidates meeting for 1st and 3rd
year reps, of the UC Lit. In the JCR.

1 p.m.

Leonard Cohen film show. Interna-

tional Student Centre. 33 St. George.
Information meeting in the CUSO

Office. 33 St. George.

1:10 p.m.

Organizational meeting of Course
Union for Political Science. Econom-
ics and Commerce and Finance
Room 2135. Sid Smith.

1: 15 p.m.

"Windows of the Soul'' an enlight-

ening film from Expo's Sermons
from Science. Vic's New Academic
Building.

2 p.m.

Committee to End the War in Viet-
nam presents "Inside North Viet-

nam' by Felix Greene Music Room,
Hart House,

4 p.m.

UC Players Guild auditions for

"The Respectable Prostitute" by
Sartre South Sitting Room. Hart
House.

5 p.m.

Organizational Meeting for con-
struction of Vic Homecoming Float
Vic Student Council Room.

7 p.m.

Vic Bridge Club Meeting, duplicate
bridge, masters points coming soon.

Wymilwood. St Charles St.

Committee to End the War in Viet-

nam meeting to discuss Oct. 26

Room 11, UC

8 p.m.

Writers Workshop. Sitting Room.
Hart House.
Cercle Francais — Grande reunion

Venez danser. chanter, etc. JCR. UC.
First meeting of Independent So-

cialist Club Andy Wernick and
Sheine Goldstein speak on "Revolu-
tion and the Campus". Hart House.
South Sitting Room.
"Instant Turn-on and the Law",

symposium on pot and acid Seelev

Hall. Tnnitv

FRIDAY
Noon

Representatives ot federal political

parties, including MPs Andrew
Brewin and David McDonald, just

back from Biafra. discuss the Nige-

rian-Biafran War The Meeting
Place, Scarborough College

WHY PAY

COLES PRICE 2 49

SHOULD YOU
HIGH PRICES

FOR TOP-QUALITY

REFERENCE BOOKS?

COLES huge Technical and reference book depart
meni has the finest selection of ntles you'll find inywhere. at

low low prices students appreciate' Here ate just a few'

• ELEMENTS OF PHYSICS. Shortley and Williams
A comprehensive reference work on the whole
Includes detailed development of theory and fo

mechanics, heat, wave, motion and sound, light

netism 928 pages
Pub at 7 95

• ANALYTIC GEOMETRY ANO CALCULUS. Lymor M Kells

Begins with review of analytic geometry and progresses to under
standing of principles of integration and differentiation, calculation of

area and volume surfaces, series and ordinary differential equations
Pub at 8 95 COLES PRICE 2 95

• INTRODUCTORY COLLEGE MATHEMATICS Patrick Shanahan
Examines concept of set and (unction Number systems are dis-

cussed extensively in five chapters Three chapters are devoted to a

thorough explanation of groups, rings and fields A contemporary
useful approach to traditional topics COLES PRICE t 98

• ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM Ralph P Winch
A thorough discussion of the topic from basic theory lo more ad
vanced Includes development and use of Gauss' theorem. Maxwell s

displacement current, and Maxwells theory Pub at 10 95
COLES PRICE 2 95

• BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
Covers biology in the context of an experimental point of view, in-

cluding design of expenments and evaluation of data Illustrates

these principles with 38 laboratory investigations of biological sub

leclsPub at 7 95 COLES PRICE 2 49
• FRONTAL LOBOTOMY AND AFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR John f Fulton

MO Yale University

Analyzes our present knowledge of structure and function of central

nervious system, and application of the knowledge to developments
in surgical methods for relief of mental disease

THE BIOTIC WORLD AND MAN
Milne and Milne. Pub at 8 50 COLES PRICE 1 89
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
M Richardson. Pub at 8 25 COLES PRICE 1 49

COLES VISIT OUR PAPERBACK BOOKSHOP

dance
new college dining hall

sat. oct. 12 8.30 pm

one dollar

'witness incorporated'
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CLASSIFIED
MATURE GIRL over 20 to share large
modern two bedroom furnished apart-
ment with two girls Five minute walk
from university Rent S63 a month Call

Jean Golden 929 9109

YEAR BOOK EDITOR wanted Must be
Vic student Experience & ideas for new
yearbook preferred Honorarium offered
Apply immediately in writing to V C U
Office. Wymilwood

ATTRACTIVE ROOM & BOARD for

men and women on the edge of campus
Approx S600 lor Ihe academic year
Campus Cooperative Residents Inc . 395
Huron St Tor 5. 921 3168

DAILY CHILDCARE undertaken in huge
new flat in Rochdale College along with
twenty month boy, phone 923-9364 or

come to Apt 626

UNDERG RAD OR GRAD to baby sit 1

2, or 3 afternoons a week 1 child St

Clair area Call 929-0478 ANYTIME

SERVICES RENDERED! Essays and
thesis to be typed? Call Sharon 783
9545. after 5 Fast service, error free

Equations present no problems Can give
references Cheap rates

WANTED, ride from Toronto to Mont-
real & or return any weekend. Share gas
and driving Days 366 3071 Nights after

10 30 — 487 8014 Mary (Burrows)

STUDENT WANTED to solve some
healing problems, experienced in a prac-
tical nature, no labour Phone evenings
421-9545

MICROSCOPE FOR SALE: Leitz Binoc
mechanical substage transformer etc
with carrying case dust jacket, perfect
shape 635-5103 after 9am

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" - H Proctor and
Co, 131 Bloor St W, Suite 416. 921
7 702

TYPIST AVAILABLE full time for stu-
dents Electric typewriter, 25c page,
paper supplied See Ruth anytime Roch-
dale College. 341 Bloor St W Rm
1215

GENERAL Science Third Year Books for

sale Botany 311 Microbiology 3 1 0.

ZOO 310, Biology 310 Includes notes,

texts, exams, labs, encouragement Call

635 5103 after 9 a m

GOT TIME To write a letter' Bring your
written complaints about POSAP and
student housing operations to student

problems booths on campus

DATING DROPOUT ?

GETTING
meet \ compatible f mamvc
yOUr \ PEOPLE TOGETHER

UtAL I computer lists

HATE J ls OUR BUSINESS
send for improved

free test questionaire

ACT
^*

=5=::===
==r____;;=

^==^
TODAY CALL OR WRITE

MEET A MATCH PROGRAM edition II

142-7thst., NEW TORONTO, ONT. Phone 265-2691

NAME AGE...

ADDRESS

CITY PROV

ARE YOU DOING RESEARCH IN

INTERGROUP RELATIONS

PROBLEMS?

Library facilities of the Council of Christmas and Jews,

Room 505, 229 Yonge Street, are available. Contents

books and pamphlets on social sciences, anti - semitisn

religion, Indians, Negroes, Minorities. Phone Jeane

Kotick, 368 - 8026, for an appointment.

Headquarters
for U of T
WINDBREAKERS

BLAZERS AND CRESTS

SWEATSHIRTS
AND LEVI'S

Lynn-Gold
Clothes

401 YONGE STREET
at GERRARD

SAVE
THIS
tk WHEN PRESENTED

g\ I IT ENTITLES YOU

WOMEN interested in non-credit
(contemporary social problems) discus-

sion course organized by upper year Tnn
ity men Come to Rm 240 Larkin Bldg
Thursday 5 15 or call 928 2918

WANTED, girl student tor tutoring gr

13 mathematics Phone 7 p m evenings
421 9545 10

DISCOUNT
on purcho sej

SI 00 ond ov

8 20
DISCOUNT
on purchases over S3 00

THIS OFFER
APPLIES TO NEW BOOKS
AT LIST PRICE ONLY

OCTOBER lllh & 12th

KENSINGTON MARKET

ADMISSION S2.50

Yonge & Davenport

_920;1227
)
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Need Furniture?

RENT IT

!

BY THE MONTH
BY THE YEAR
ECONOMY SUITES
DE LUXE SUITES
FflOM SlOOO MO

SPECIAL STUDENT

FURNITURE LErUING

^510 KING ST. W.

366 -7679
iAfemb&iduAniJlvi£ J>&nlh£jfotoc

ctf
Canada.

APPLICATIONS FOR :

• PRESS OFFICER
— knowledge of S A C. Important
— Salary $8.00 Per Week.

•VARSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

— 3 Year S A C. Position

Now Being Received.

All Those Interested Please

Write to Communications Commission
Vo S A C. Office

DEADLINE FRI. Oct. 11, 1968.

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720



Shiels returns to soccer lineup
In an effort to bring team

play alive, Varsity soccer
Blues have coaxed ex-star
Graham Shiels out of retire-

ment. Coach Ernie Glass was
rather pleased to see that the

speedy winger is in fairly

good shape and should be
available for some action this

Saturday.

Shiels, a member of Blues
for the past four years,
should prove a steadying in-

fluence to a forward line

which has scored only six

goals in the four games
played so far this season.

The team, gradually recov-

ering from the shock of

seeing their- winning streak

snapped by Guelph, are work-
ing hard and should be well

prepared to. meet Waterloo
Warriors at Varsity Stadium
this Saturday at noon.

This game will show if

Blues are capable of coming
back after being on the ropes.

If they hope to repeat as

OQAA champs, victory is a

necessity in each of their

seven remaining games.
Even a tie could prove disas-

trous to the Varsity cause.

Coach Glass is thinking of

several lineup changes for

Saturday's game.

KORNER KICKS ... The
defence which played poorly

last week have worked espe-

cially hard during practices.
So far their efforts have been
successful . . . Austris Liepa,
a super-star with Blues for

the past four years, was so

shocked at the 4-3 loss to

Guelph. he almost enrolled in

graduate school.

INTERFACULTY ROUNDUP
INTERFACULTY SPORTS

By GELLIUS

Now it can be told. All that excitement and hoopla (—"that
hoop"; cf. Fr. hoopci — "this hoop" i around centre campus
yesterday was due to the openiing of Interfaculty Football's

Diamond Jubilee season. (I thought diamonds were baseball.

I

Vic, by the way, has won the Mulock Cup 27 times in the last

75 years, including the last ten years. UC. by contrast, has
won seven times, the last time in 1944 and the last time be-

fore that in 1911. So UC and Sir Robert Borden are even from
1911 on. Scarborough joints the league this year.

SOCCER
Wong and Davey scored as Jr. Eng. edged Knox, 2-1. Ka-

bush (no relation to the Burning Kabush who addressed
Moses) scored for Knox.
Werneburg's goal gave UC a 1-0 victory over Meds.
SMC B beat Meds B, 2-1. Agueci and Vivona hit for the win-

ners (elegant variation for SMC B). Omole la character in the
Irish version of "The Wind in the Willows") scored for Meds
B.

Galati, Newhol, Sardone and the Seery yellow leaf led Scar
past For, 4-0.

Innis got goals from Murik (2). D'Ornellas (2) and Glick-

sohn to defeat New Gnus 5-0. (The gnu is a small South Afri-

can antelope related to the Iliupersis. I

POLITICS

Al. Parrish of Trin defeated Andy Wernick to win election

as the Intramural Sports Committee's representative to the

Athletic Directorate.

Once more Dave Breech (Varsity water poloist) was elect-

ed as chairman of the ISC. Bob Kram of Law is Vice-Chair-

man.

CONFRONTATION OF THE PRESIDENTS

STUDENT POWER
WORKS AGAINST

THE BEST INTERESTS
OF THE UNIVERSITY

COMMUNITY

Honorary Visitor

PRESIDENT C. T. BISSELL

F or the Noes:

STEPHEN LANGDON

President S.A.C.

TED ROTENBERG

I Law

For the Ayes:

JOHN WINTER

President G.S.U.

BILL CHARLTON

111 Law

Speaker of the House: E.M. Bridge, M.A.

TOMORROW NIGHT - 8 P.M.

DEBATES ROOM - HART HOUSE

Women are invited to participate

( Sponsored by Debates Committee, Hart House

ORGANIZING MEETING

For

ACTION ON

Student Awards Program Room 2110,

Sidney Smith 1 p.m., Wed. Oct. 9

Come and Get Involved

THE CHOSEN FEW
YORK UNIVERSITY PRESENTS

VANIER COLLEGE DINNING HALL
FRI. OCT. 11th 8:30 p.m.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF OCT. 14

FOOTBALL (Officiating assignments will be made it Rule Cllnicsl

Tues Oc 15 West 4 00 UC vs New
Wed 16 West 4 00 Oent vs Tnn
Thur 17 West 4 00 PHE VS Vic

East 4 00 For vs Pharin
Fn 18 West 4 00 Scar vs Med

East 4 00 St M VS Enq

SOCCER
Tues 0c < 15 Noith 12 30 Vic 1 vs St MA Lefkos

Noith 4 15 Tnn A vs Law Kalman

Wed 16 North 12 30 Sr Eng vs PHE A Cdncellatj)

North 4 1 5 Knox vs Emman Boqucki
South 4 15 Tnn 8 vs Merl B Kalman

at Scat 4 1 5 New vs Scar Gero

Thur 17 North 12 30 Arch vs Vic II Snnmonds
North 4 15 Med A vs Grjd St. (I Homatid.fi
South 4 15 Eng III vs Wye Osborne

Fn 18 North 12 30 Dent VS Jr Eng Neponuk
South 12 30 St M 8 Tnn 8 Plkulyk

North 4 15 For (tjnis Hobbs
LACROSSE
Tues Oct 15 1 00 PHE

D

VS Innis II Mavnes Townlev

6 30 For A VS PHE 8 Maynes Tanaka

7 30 Scar VS Innis 1 Hennessey Murphy
8 30 Knox vs Oent Hennessey Murphy

Wed 16 1 00 For B vs Eng II M.i.phy. Tanaka

Thur 17 1 00 Vic 1 vs Law Mason Hnriuessev

6 30 Vic II vs Merl A Storey Okihiro

7 30 Merl 8 VS Engl Storey. Okihiro

Fn 18 1 00 PHE

A

vs St M Mason. Maynes
5 00 PHEC vs Erin Storey Ohih.-o

WOMEN'S

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
MEN WANTED CO . EDUCATIONAL INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE

7 to 9 p. m. Donee Studio, Room 219 Benson Building

Basic instructions plus REQUESTS. Come and bring

a friend.

HOCKEY REFEREES WANTED
RULE CLINICS ARE SCHEDULED FOR EARLY NOVEMBER
GOOD REMUNERATION' APPLY NOW - INTRAMURAL OFF -

ICE, HART HOUSE .

DATSUN DATSUN SALES AND SERVICE

SPORTS CAR SERVICE

ACCESSORY DEPARTMENT 421-5883

^»

.

*-""r
<!LT..r."^v

".'-

186 LAIRD DRIVE TORONTO 17 421-5730
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VARSITY AND HHH IN '68?
By ROD MICKIEBURGH

For a lot of people, the SIFL season ef-

fectively came to a close last Saturday

when Queen's whupped our Blues 35-0.

Due to the College Bowl, there is no play-

off in the league this year, so that Blues, to

stay alive, must beat Gaels by 36 points in

their Kingston confrontation come Novem-
ber 9. The only other possibility is a shock-

ing upset over Queen's by such powerhouses

as McMaster. Waterloo or McGill.

Objectively. Blues would appear to have

as much chance of repeating as Yates Cup
winners as Hubert "Drugstore Liberal"

Humphrey has against tricky Dicky Nixon.

But didn't Harry "down on the farm"
Truman win in '48' Maybe Blues and Hum-
phrey will romp home together in the cool

November climes and stun the world. Don't

bet against it. (Well, you can bet against

Humphrey. ]

Varsity head coach Ron Murphy and his

players are quite notable absentees from

the swelling ranks of campus pedlars of

pessimism.

"We'll be ready for them, said one play-

er, "and they'd better be ready for us."

"Anything can happen in a football

game." adds quarterback Vic Alboini

"Who'd have thought Queen's would win 35-

0 on Saturday 0 "

However, in the meantime. Blues have

four games on their schedule before meet-

ing the Golden Gaels. The first of these is

Saturday's game in Waterloo against one of

the league newcomers. Waterloo Warriors.

I act wpek. Warriors gave Western Mus-

tangs a ruff, tuff battle before succumbing
31-27.

As might be expected. Blues are working

diligently in practice this week to overcome

the painful inadequacies that showed
against Queen's.

The big handicap under which Blues' of-

fensive attack has been labouring, of

course, is the complete lack of threat

through the air. Alboini. who showed re-

markable passing ability last year before

being injured, has been consistently off the

mark this year, completing only six passes

in two games.
"I don't know what the trouble is," re-

flected the genial quarterback yesterday.

"Sure, Queen's put on a big rush, but even

when I had time I was missing badly.

Murph's added some new plays which are

going to help a lot by varying the functions

of the backfielders. There'll be more receiv-

ers to throw to. We've got lots of potential:

it's just a matter of putting it together."

Alboini's right. Blues do have the poten-

tial. With Arnie Carefoote, Bill Bennett and

Paul McKay back in the line-up for this

week's game, it could be ready to pop.

Watch out Waterloo.

BLUENOTES . . . Stories that all-star de-

fensive end. Alex Topps, broke his leg

against Queen's proved a bit premature. X-

rays showed no break, 'merely' a bad leg

bruise, but he'll still miss at least one game
. . . Rookie lineman Bart D'Onofrio has

impressed both teammates and coach with

his hard-hitting, aggressive play.

Vic fullback John Sharpe (22) is converged on by four St. Mike's defenders in yesterday's

opened of the interfere football season. Brian MacConnell (33) and Pat Kielty (25) have
their numbers showing. Phom Bt BRIAN BAfiUEY

Vic opens with 5-0 victory
In this day and age of con- almost reduced intramural

stant flux, lew things remain
unchanged in the world.

However, University of To-

ronto interfaculty football

seems to have resisted the

evolution process with the

gridiron squad from Victoria

College the party most re-

sponsible for the stalemate.

Winners of the Mulock Cup
for the past ten years in,

succession. The Scarlet and
Gold opened their 1968-69 sea-

son with a 5-0 win over the

fighting Irish of St. Mike's.

Always ahead of their oppo-

nents in organization, condi-

tioning and poise, Vic has

pigskin activities to an annual
battle between the other fac-

ulties and colleges for the

right to lose to them in the

cup final

In the St. Mike's game, the

two teams see-sawed back
and forth without being able

to move the ball with any
consistency Vic counted all

then points in the first hall

when Peter Marshall kicked

line field goal and added a

single on anuther missed at-

tempt John Glennie also

kicked a single to round out

the scoring.

In other football action.
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Dentistry scored an impres-
sive 27-6 victory over Phar-

macy. The dentists who
where popping leather for the

first time this season, showed
no signs of lack of condition-

ing.

Greg Mason. Gary Jackson.

Nels Ravka and Mel Pearson
were the big offensive guns
for the winners as they each
counted single majors.

Ex-Vic player Gary Kush-
ner rounded out the tooth-

pullers scoring with three

converts in four attempts.

Larry Ura was the whole
scoring show for the medi-
cine mixers when he scored

his team's only touchdown

BLUES ALIVE AND WELL

By PHIL BINGLEY

For those faithful Varsity Sports' readers who have been

either in a coma or temporarily blind and deaf, for the past

four days. Saturday was one of the blackest days in University

of Toronto sporting history.

Not only did our beloved football team fall 35-0 to Queens'

Golden Gaels but Varsity soccer Blues saw a four-year un-

beaten streak go down the drain when they dropped a 4-3 deci-

sion to Guelph Gryphons.

Since then. Toronto fans around campus have offered post

mortems. criticism and excuses as they shake their heads and

tell each other that the football season is over and the soccer

team is crumbling.

Well sports' fans everywhere. I for one beg to differ. At the

risk of sounding a little more insane than usual. I tell you that

the football situation is far from decided and the soccer team
will rise again to glorious heights.

Intercollegiate sports is second in unpredictability only to a

halt in the United States bombing of Vietnam. Already the

Senior Intercollegiate Football League forecasts of almost

every member of the fourth estate have disintegrated into hi-

larious errors. And, all the "I told you so" pseudo pigskin

experts around the league have disappeared.

The point here is that Blues are not dead. In fact, they are

alive and kicking, running, passing, blocking, tackling etc.,

every night inside the stadium. And. if you find that hard to

believe, just watch what happens on Saturday afternoons for

the next five weeks.

Blues still have two distinct chances to retain the Yates Cup
and a possible berth in the Canadian College Bowl. If another

team in the league can beat or tie Queens', or if our boys can

rally to crush the tricolor by more than five converted touch-

downs, the coveted silverware will remain in the trophy cases

of Hart House.

Head coach Ron Murphy, an individual never known for his

pessimism, is far from calling it a season at this point. " Sure, it

will be tough to beat them (Gaels) by thirty-six points." said

Murph. but we still have the potential to do it. We plan to

make several changes and certainly we will have to work on

all aspects of our passing attack. Don't count this team out

yet. We'll come back."

As for the soccer team, one setback does not equal a losing

season. Coach Ernie Glass has far too much talent available

to push the panic button now.

And so. friends and sportsies, don't be surprised if these

two teams win the rest of their games this year. Just remem-
ber who you heard it from first.

BAD ACTORS EVERYWHERE

First it was student apathy, then student power and now
student immaturity.

A number of Queens' types who attended the game here on

Saturday became standing members of the third category as a

result of their idiotic post-game behaviour.

Not content with disturbing the peace late Saturday and

early Sunday, these apes ripped phones off the wall, smashed
television sets, ripped carpets and generally demolished the

hotel at which they were staying.

In return, the manager of the hotel has promised to keep

his doors permanently barred to all Kingston U. students in

the future.

To be fair and honest to these individuals, it should be

pointed out that quite a few Varsity inmates were also guilty

of babylike behaviour. Hundreds of liquor bottles, most of

them from the Toronto student section, were hurled toward

the playing surface throughout the game. Toilet paper and

confetti are all part of college football but bottle throwing is

part only of ignorance and irresponsibility. Fortunately, only

one person is known to have been hit (not seriously) by the

falling debris.

Hopefully, the next clown to heave a liquor dispenser at a

Varsity lootball contest will be thrown out of the stands along

with the rest of the garbage.

NOTES: Varsity basketball Blues under the direction of coach

John McManus began workouts Monday at Hart House . . .

Tfie l.ockey team with Tom Watt at the reins starts practices

October 21 at Maple Leaf Gardens.



Bossin starts F.U.
By HARRIET KIDECKEL

The project is half-jokingly
called the Thomas Hobbes
Memorial Free University.
"Because Hobbes is the

most unfree person I know,"
says Bob Bossin, the univer-
sity's registrar.

Hobbes, a 17th century
English philosopher, believed
people were basically evil
and therefore needed disci-

pline to control them.
The philosophy of the free

university is just the oppos-
ite.

"University of Toronto is

q supposed to be a place of
learning. Some believe it is

on the right track but I don't
think so," says Bossin, an
Innis College graduate who is

now educational consultant to

the Students Administrative
Council.

So he has started a totally

free university — free both
financially and structurally.

"It's the poor man's Roch-
dale," he says.

Students will decide where,
when and how often their

course groups meet. They
will also choose the content
of the courses.

"The Free University
(often abbreviated to F.U.) is

for people who are interested
in learning and especially
people who are bored by
where it's at in the univer-

sity." Bossin explains.

Stanley Ryerson, historian

and author of the new book

Unequal Union, will lead a
course called Canadian Histo-
ry — Nationality and Social
Structure.

This course is particularly
useful, Bossin pointed out,
since many students were
turned away from the general
course in Canadian history at
U of T this year i'ue to over-
crowding.

A course called Peace and
War — Problems of Aggres-
sion, Stability and Hostility
will be led by Carmen Guild,
assistant warden of Hart
House.

Ron Duksta, an Ontario
Hospital psychiatrist with
some very different ideas
about authoritarianism in the
medical profession, will lead
a "free medical course."

Prof. H. N. Milne, Univer-
sity College archivist, will

lead a group on the history of

the University of Toronto.

Jack Ludwig, writer-in-

residence at U of T, wants to

lead a group on the problems
of education.

There will also be a course
on the study of films as an
art form.

Other resource people in-

clude Don McCulloch, psy-
chiatrist, Rosemary Harrop,
of the U of T advisory bu-

reau, and Steven Chisine, a
young Canadian poet.

Bossin is eager tolnstitute

or aid any other courses in

which students show an inter-

est.

Quebec students strike

Phoro by DAVE ISAAC

Registrar?

The courses offered fall

into three basic categories:

• courses for which people
have already expressed inter-

est.

• courses people want to
start themselves.

• what Bossin calls "T-
groups" meaning people just
getting together to see how
they relate, what their com-
mon interests are.

The first meetings will be
held next week.

STE. THERESE DE
BLAINVILLE, Que. (CUP) -
Quebec students have occu-
pied nine junior colleges in a
protest over that province's
education system.

More than 700 of 11.000

striking students at Lionel
Groulx College slept in the
building Tuesday night to
draw attention to the need for
changes in Quebec's educa-
tional system.

The junior college students
charge they cannot get into

universities and they are not
being properly trained for the

job market.

Last night, students occu-
pied junior colleges in Ste.

Foy, Chicoutimi and St. Je-

rome.

In an emergency session in

Montreal last night, the Un-
ion Generale des Etudiants
de Quebec decided not to call

a general strike of all Quebec
students.

It will be up to individual

colleges and universities in

the province to decide what
support they will give to the

junior college strike.

UGEQ plans a session next
Thursday to "evaluate" the
situation and plan further ac-
tion.

At press time, McGill and
Sir George Williams Univer-
sity students were holding
IptO-nirtht etr^tnni. r.~<*~:

» i c-iiiaidieiiieui ui mc
$5,000,000 removed from the
money available for student

scholarships this year.

• abolition of the two per
cent increase in the annual
interest rate on student loans.

• a complete study of the

whole educational system in

Quebec

Bissell and Langdon debate role of university
By ANNE BOODY

The university should be a

place concerned primarily

with the pursuit and expan-

sion of knowledge. President

Claude Bissell told students

Wednesday.

Bissell and students council

president Steve Langdon con-

fronted each other before

some 50 students Wednesday

on the former site of Tent

City.

'Mr. Langdon has called

me a classical conservative."

Bissell laughed. "I haven't

called him anything yet — at

least not in public."

He argued that the univer-

sity, out of necessity, is a

servant to society. And re-

search is one way we serve

this society, he claimed. Bui

he denied any war research

was being done for the U.S.

defence department.

The training of profession-

als at the university is anoth-

er way we serve society, he

said.

Dr. Bissell told students

the university tries to main-

tain a neutral position in soci-

ety "Once we identify our-

selves with a political party

position, there's no turning

back. Political ideology would
determine every action — the

hiring of staff, the selection

of students and the choosing

of course programs.

Before the role of the uni-

versity in society can be dis-

cussed the context of that

society must be looked at,

Langdon argued.

He urged students to look

at the existence of class divi-

sions in society and the ac-

cessibility of education.

"Look at the concentration

of capital, the extent of U.S.

control in our society, the 10

per cent rate of unemploy-
ment in the Maritimes. Look

langdon shivers while Bissell smiles

at the statistics of our econ- freedom and tolerance
omy. place of . academic freedom

'In Canada, over 20 per for faculty and students
cent of the population is un- Langdon said. "There should
der the poverty line. This is be a free interplay of ideas
(he kind of society we're "The kind of university Dr
creating," Langdon claimed. Bissell talks about is not
"What role can the univer- neutral university. He is rep

sity play?" he asked. resenting the position of
It should be a place for liberal.

"Right now the knowledge
of the university is being used
to keep society active.'
Langdon stated.

But it must integrate the
needs and desires of the
community around il, he
emphasized.

"Instead of changing ihe

university why not cop-out
and form our own institutions

like Rochdale?" one student
in the audience asked.

"I sympathize with you,"
Dr. Bissell answered. "But it

would have been difficult

even to have Rochdale if it

hadn't been for a' letter from
me saying Rochdale was a
good idea," he said.

"Don't leave the univer-

sity," Langdon urged stu-

dents. "Make use of the good
facilities here. People will

continue to enrol in the uni-

versities despite Rochdale.
We must change from with-

Pholo by WARP-EN JACOBS in."



HERE AND NOW
ST. VLADIMIR UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE

RESIDENCE
Accommodation For University Students

ROOMS AND MEALS
Applications available at Office-

651 Spadina Avenue, Toronto

Telephone 923 - 3318

YORK UNIVERSITY PRESENTS

THE CHOSEN FEW
VANIER COLLEGE DINNING HALL

FRI. OCT. 11th : 30 p.m.

TODAY
All Day

Sign a petition to send aid to Biaf-
ra. St. Michael's College

9 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Marquetry work by Bob Goebel in

Gerald Larkin Building, Devonshire
Place. Until Oct. 18. Sat. 9 a.m. - 1

p.m.

Noon
Andrew Brewin and David Mc-

Donald, just back from Biafra, will

speak at the Meeting Place, Scarbor-
ough College.

1 p.m.

Dept. of Geology films; Universe,
Searching Men. Mining Building,
Room 128.

ISC weekly folk singing. 33 St.

George.

4 p.m.

Organizational meeting of SAC
Committee on the Nigeria-Biafra
Crisis. Discussion by returned CUSO

volunteers. Hart House Music Room.
Auditions for UC Follies, JCR.

SATURDAY
9 a.m.

VCF hike down the Bruce Trail.

Meet in front of Hart House.

8 p.m.

P.C. Club victory party to cele-

brate the 192nd aniversary of Bene-
dict Arnold's naval defeat on Lake
Champlain. Chez David.

8:30 p.m.

Rally of concern for Soviet Jewry
with entertainment and Rabbi Plaut.
Nathan Phillips Square.

SUNDAY
11 a.m.

Student Worship Service with ser-

mon by Principal Glen of Knox Col-

lege; Knox College Chapel, 59 St.

George St.

Political Economy Course Commit-
tee Meeting. South Sitting Room,
Hart House.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

Career Information Session - Pulp
and Paper Industry. Room 1073, Sid
Smith.
New College SAC reps will meet to

discuss upcoming SAC resolutions to
give $500 Toronto Anti-draft Program
and to organize activities during the
International Week of Protest. New
College Student Council Office.

5 p.m.

Psychology Student Union Meeting.
Room 1070, Sid. Smith.

8 p.m.

Meeting of those interested with
Jack Ludwig, Writer-in-Residence.
Upper Library, Massey College.
Meeting of Christian Perspectives

Club to discuss Dr. Runners lectures
Ante-Debates Room, Hart House.

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN
CHURCH

AND STUDENT CENTRE
6)0 SPAOINA AVENUE. TORONTO 4 (

TARIO
OFFICE 922 1 884 HOME 741B227

Rosio Je

Sermon The Surprise in Meokness"

Ordinarily when wo think ot a meek person, s
Caiper MilMaast come* lo mind The root

meaning in several languages, however, inch

coins ujm Iho opposite, and thus Ihe surprise

Discuuion el Rosies. Rochdale, Tuo* eves.
Hon House Holy Communion 1 30 Thur*,
weekly

The Chaplain's own field of siody it Ihe Psy
etiology ot Religion and Counseling Dialogue
welcome

tilunr ptmt

MINISTERS:
The Very Rev. Ol. E. M. HowM

Rev Donald A. Gillies

11 A.M.

DR. O. M. HOWSE

•THE TRANSLATION
OF GRATITUDE"

TRINITY
427 Blooi Si Wttl « Wilaiii Rd.

MWtIM:
Rev J. Robert Wnt

B ft . B.D.

Onjmt: Joan W. Urn

11 A.M.

•TWELVE INCHES

FROM GOD"

A THANKSGIVING SERVICE

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

CORDIALLY INVITED

World's shortest
CA aptitude
test.

Problems stimulate me.

Problems upset me.

If you want to earn a living in a field that con-

stantly offers new and exciting perspectives-

new problems to solve—consider the work of

the Chartered Accountant.

The CA has to grasp the essentials of many
different fields, and have the independence to

form objective opinions about them.

He's more in demand than ever before, by

corporations, non-profit agencies, government
bodies at all levels.

Why? Because the increasing complexity

of business requires new concepts of fact-

gathering, problem-solving, and communica-
tion of economic information.

The CA, for example, is one of the leaders

inplanningnew ways tousecomputer systems

.

He might also be called upon to weigh the

relative merits of social programs in terms of

available resources, helping to shape an urban

renewal program.

So if problems intrigue you, and if you have

aptitude for concentrated, meticulous, creative

thinking, you might make a good CA— in a pub-

lic accounting firm, in industry, education or

government. At some point, you might even

decide to form a firm of your own.

Experience has proven that graduates of

all faculties become successful Chartered
Accountants. For more information see your

placement office, a local CA, or contact—

The Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
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Students revise Allen Report
Students Wednesday won

equal representation with
faculty on a committee that
will be instrumental in revis-

ing Dean A. D. Allen's pro-

posals on the Macpherson
Report before they are
brought before the arts and
science faculty council Oct.

28.

The 25 student representa-

tives will be elected at gen-

eral meetings next week.
Members will be chosen on a

departmental basis, but de-

partments with small enrol-

ments have been combined to

provide more proportionate

representation.

To represent General Arts

and Science students two
"members at large" will be

elected on the St. George
Campus, and one each from
Erindale and Scarborough.

At its third open meeting in

Convocation Hall, the Council

unanimously agreed Dean
Allen revise his proposals in

the light of:

• submissions from the

departments that he is to

receive by Oct. 15;

• discussions that have

taken place in the council;

• written submissions from
staff and students received by
October 15;

• recommendations of the

staff-student committee.
Student members of the

council supported the resolu-

tion as an "acceptable first

step" and a "reasonable
compromise."
The council at the same

time rescinded its decision of

last Friday to seat one hun-

dred more students on the

Council.

Bob Rae (III UC) spoke in

favour of the withdrawal,

urging concerned students

"only become involved in a

way in which equality is rec-

ognized."

The principle of equal

representation on the Dean's

committee had the full sup-

port of Prof. C. B. Macpher-

son.

"Rather than confront one

another, students and staff

have a great deal to learn

from each other," he said.

"Since it cannot be demon-

strated that one has more to

learn from the other, it

seems to me the only reason-

able basis of representation is

equal representation."

SAC, students

support Strax

Students Administrative

Council Wednesday decided to

contribute $300 to paying the

immediate bills of University

of New Brunswick Professor

Norman Strax.

Strax. suspended three

weeks ago for his part in

organizing a protest against

UNB library identification

cards, is obeying a court in-

junction to stay off campus
while about 40 supporters

continue to sit-in at his office.

Prof. C. B. Macpherson told

The Varsity last night that

the Canadian Association of

Teaching staff has issued a

statement "regretting that

the University of New Bruns-

wick authorities have not so

far employed the proper

procedures in dealing with

this case."

Bissell votes for student power?!

By AGI LUKACS and JOHN
O'GRADY

President Claude Bissell

supported student power last

night—but it may have been

tokenism.

He sat and voted with the

"nos" at a Hart House debate

which, by a vote of 116 to 111,

defeated a motion saying

"student power works against

the best interests of the uni-

versity community".

"I am a well-known under-

cover man for student pow-

er," he explained.

Dr. Bissell said he favored

student participation in deci-

sion-making that was based

Ars Nova on for Homecoming

The Ars Nova rock group

will definitely appear at the

October 20 Homecoming con-

cert, Abe Mudrik, Blue and

White president, announced

yesterday.

The group had cancelled

their U of T engagement last

Monday when threatened with

cancellation by John Brower,

owner of the Rock Pile.

Ars Nova was to appear on

Friday and Saturday night at

the Rock Pile at prices con-

siderably higher than those

the Blue & White was charg-

ing for Sunday night.

Yesterday, Mudrik and the

Ars Nova agents agreed to let

the Rock Pile have the group

for both nights for $1500. and

the Rock Pile agreed to lower

Hart House

HART HOUSE FARM FROLIC
12 o'clock. Sal October 12 Includes Making Apple Cider. Dinner.

Swimming, Sauna ALL for ONLY SI 25 person Maps and Tickets -

Graduate Office

CHAPEL
Tuesdays, 1 2: 30 p m
HOLV COMMUNION
Everyone Welcome

TABLE TENNIS
Wednesday - 7 p.m

WORKOUT Fencing Room
Membership Open To All

ART GALLERY
OCTOBER 15 NOVEMBER 4

ONE MAN SHOW
by

JOHN ANDERSON

on "both interest and compe-
tence."

In academic matters only

student interest was equal, he

added.

He said he saw student

power as "a struggle for

identity", but condemned
tendencies to become "pres-

sure groups" making "irre-

sponsible demands."

SAC president Steve Lang-

don, one of the four debaters,

described student power as

"the drive to decentralize and

change the structure of this

university." He added the

movement was "anti-power"

and "attacks concentrations

of authority".

its prices to $2.00 per ticket.

Tickets at the U of T con-

cert are $1.50 advance sale.

"Mudrik and I are both

annoyed at the Ars Nova

agency for having put us in

this position," said Brower

last night. "We will get to-

gether on other engagements

after this."

But Mudrik says his private

agency told him that "it was

Brower who created this situ-

ation in the first place
"

• This is the first time a

college has made a profes-

sional withdraw this type of

threat." he added. "Most
people would have been

forced to accept the cancella-

tion, refund all the tickets,

and find another group to fill

the time slot.

HOMECOMING
'68

FRI. OCT. 18

ALL NIGHT MONSTER MOVIE MARATHON - 9 p.m. Fn. until 9 am.

Sat. (approx.)

- Curse of the Werewolf (115 min i

- The Monolith Monsters (102 min.)

- Games (100 min )

- Kiss of the Vampire (87 min.)

- The Night Walker (116 min )

- Paranoic (117 min.)

- The Deadly Mantis (103 mm )

(Plus a cartoon between each feature)

Admission. $1.00 per person (this allows patron to enter and exit at

will) Tickets will be available at the door. A snack bar will be provided

SAT. OCT. 20 - Morning

10 a.m. - Float Parade (North on St. George, east along Bloor, south

on Yonge, west along Elm, north on University, west along College,

north on Kings' College Rd. to University College)

SAT. OCT. 20 - Afternoon
2 p.m. Football Game (McMaster at Toronto)

4:30 p m - Drill Hall Dance - 50c per person

8:30 p.m. - Overflow Dance - stag or drag - 2 Bands

Howard Ferguson Hall (U C.) - $1.50 per person

Tickets Available now at the S.A.C. Office

9 p.m. - Homecoming Football Dance - Hart House - featuring

- The Stitch in Tyme
- The Master Hand
- The Benny Louis Orchestra

- The Harvey Tishcoff Quartet

- Owen McBride (folk singer)

- Tickets are available now at the S A C. Office $3.50 a

couple.

SUN. OCT. 20 - 8:30 p.m.
— Homecoming Concert — Convocation Hall — featuring the ARS
NOVA" - reserved seats only— $1.50 in advance —$2.00 at the door

(tax incl'd)
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Macpherson

Report:

the problem

It's time to get rid of year divisions in a course,

and it's time to get rid of a compulsory number of

courses in each year

This reform isn't brought out in the Macpherson

Report, and yet it is necessary if we're going to

take the Macpherson Report seriously

Students are discovering that Macpherson -type

courses are tough. A lot are trying to get out of

these courses because there's "too much work ".

And they are right.

Macpherson courses require interest in the subject,

and they go a long way to freeing the student from

course structures to follow his interest

But what happens if you aren't interested in the

course? Or your other four courses when you like

the fifth?

Why be prevented from taking a course you think

you'd like because it's in another year? Yeah. yeah,

we know You need the background to understand

the course

So we put the cart before the horse, requiring a

dullening apprenticeship in hopes that eventually

you'll get to something interesting Sometimes it's

too late when you get there

the solution
Unless the year-course system is destroyed, the

Macpherson Report won't work We'd be better off

under the present system. In fact, students are

happy under the present system.

Trinity SAC rep Don Ross got a big hand a while

ago when he said the average student isn't apa-

thetic, just contented with his education.

Why destroy a good thing? In fact, why not make

it even better? Therefore, instead of the Macpher-

son Report, why not institute the Average Stu-

dents' Report? It would provide that.

1) A professor would give only lectures, not time-

wasting tutorials or discussion groups;

2) Assigned reading in any course would not ex-

ceed 1.500 pages in any course except in special

cases. Then the reading must not exceed 2,000

pages:

3) Essays and term work would be eliminated in

favor of a comprehensive final examination;

"MacRae, why are you always cutting up the average student? You just

make him feel uncomfortable."
— Rod Mickleburgh (shown above)

criticizing today's editorial

4) The final examination would be based entirely

on the lectures and reading, with not less than 50

percent given to lectures.

The advantages of this Report are obvious.

The average student could get his degree with a

minimum of fuss and bother, even easier and more

efficiently than he does now.

The student who is interested in learning would not

have to spend much time on courses he didn't

want to take, and could spend the vast majority of

his time following his own interests.

A class could get one student to take the notes for

all. and another to precis the required books. A few

days of memorization before the exams, three

hours of regurgitation to make sure you know what

the professor wanted you to know, and that's your

year

This would be a boon for professors. No more time

spent in fruitless discussion with disinterested stu-'

dents. Just one or three crisp, short lectures a

week, and marking the final

That would leave a lot of his time free for teaching

students (also with more free time) who are really

interested in his subject.

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

LETTERS
clarification

We are anxious to clarify our rea-

sons for rescinding our own motion
that 100 students be co-opted into the

Council of the Faculty of Art and Sci-

ences, since we have encountered
some misunderstanding on this point.

First, we do not see the Dean's
Advisory Committee as superseding
our motion. It was on the contrary on
the understanding that it would be

formed that our proposal was prem-
ised.

Second, we did not suggest that we
were offering a definitively accept-

able form of student participation:

only that for the present purposes it

would be an important and effective

step in the right direction. We have
not changed our mind. But in some
quarters it was received as a mani-
festation of "Tokenism". We reject

this interpretation. So do those
among the faculty who are opposed to

the spirit of the Dean's report, and
who were as unconcerned by the

presence of 16 students on Council as

they were incensed by our proposal.

However, we were unable to per-

suade members of the SAC Executive
of its desirability. Others have since

complained that this opposition may
not have been representative. But as

far as anyone could judge
(particularly one looking for a pre-

text to oppose the motion) the official

voice of the students had declared
itself against it. This would have
made the defeat of the motion cer-

tain, while strong and vocal student

support might have had the opposite

effect.

Under these circumstances it

seemed inappropriate to press for

effective student power on this issue.

The opportunity to do so will arise

anyway, and the present urgent con-

cern of all is the implementation of

curriculum reform. Hence we are
willing to accept the compromise,
even though the experiment might

have provided a useful and instruc-

tive precedent. (Indeed. The Varsity,

which opposed it. has now hailed the

Engineers for "joining" them in the

"struggle for members on the Fac-

ulty Council").

In a wider perspective, one more
point needs to be made. There is no
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general opposition between staff and
student interests. We hope that as
this becomes increasingly clear, the
propaganda media may reflect some
more realistic alignments within the

University.

Ronald de Sousa
Lorenne Smith.
Dept. of Philosophy

visual impact
Sir:

Although, I'm not sure how effec-

tive the Faculty Council can be with
such an unwieldy size, it is impera-
tive now for students to express their

desire for fair representation on and
to this body. Our initial goal should
be to present a visual impact,
through sheer numbers (hopefully

spilling of necessity onto the lower
floor). By not carrying this through
effectively, we are giving a mandate
for maintenance of the present power
structure.

I would point out the spirit of Prof.
Tony Doob (Psych), who cancels lec-

tures coinciding with Faculty Council
meetings, urging his students to show
their numbers in full force.

Michael Pearl
(II Innis)
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the night was taken off. but others ware on tap—or on
top of situations at hand and there were many, ingrid

built up the architecture scene, agi joined john for a de-
bacle, and torn was on pot and acid until late torottto

night, pocileman's nephew pilked his pic, while anna took
her vacuum cleaner to langdon (and her cauliflower was
souperb). mary counclled with no difaculty, harriet

macced and countered, of course, brian rapped with war
rushing to press the situation re Mark, late but historical-

ly humble, a vested inter facest poor tumtum. rod let me
cut up his flipped out page, sherry organized the corral,

end dBve saved the day by turning the front on its side
and doubling it. Bingo this is dedicated to kirk, who is

also—and without whom I would be wearing a varg out-
fit in efigy. gratias. ORCUP and beyond, hold the news
haiven made it in 15 and volky was seen lurking with his

guardian and Marty peeled his fee*.



review

Leon Major, returns to his Alma Mater to direct the debut of

professional theatre at Hart House, choosing Middleton and Rowley's

"The Changeling" and Goldoni's "The Fan". Larry Haiven's profile of

Major on R-2 begins a new Review department which will focus on

persons of interest.



fOCUS= leon major
"All right, ready for the

next scene! Here it comes!
Crash, aaaaargh! Kachoong
kachoong ding dong ding dong

. . . Mmmmmmmmmnnnnn

. . . BOOM! "

When Leon Major directs a

play. he's Gerald Mc-
BoingBoing, a one-man or-

chestra of sounds. He's also

Rubberman, Captain Marvel
and Tom Terrific.

He'll bound up to the stage

and start mimicking one of

the actors, playing the part

himself and flitting around
the action like a ghost. Then
he'll jump off and run up into

the orchestra, pile himself

into a seat and chuckle with
mirth at something an actor

has done well.

You can't help thinking of a

kid directing a school pag-

eant, such is the vigour and
unbounded joy he exhibits.

But he's thoroughly profes-

sional and he smokes a cigar

and has an ulcer.

"He directs as if he were
conducting an orchestra,"

says Jack Medley, a profes-

sional actor, in the two Hart
House productions.

"He's especially good at

inding the rhytlim in the

ext," comments Ron Has-

ings, another professional.

And he'll never ask an actor

to do something physically

that he couldn't do himself.

Once he tried to jump over a

chair and strained himself

pretty badly. So he decided

that maybe it wasn't such a

good idea to do that."

For the opening scene of

"The Fan", by Goldoni, one

of the two plays in repertory,

Major stood at the edge of

the stage, his feet together as

if he were going to do a back

flip. He waved his hands in

great flourishes, pointing to

the entrances.

"Shmm.bang! Go! Carna-

to. with the wine. Timmoteo-
sweep, sweep, sweep. Now
Cavetzo moves away. Cornato

goes hahahahahaha. Right,"

Major claps his hands. "En-

ter Giannina!" Major rolls

the r's off his tongue, sound-

ing like Toscanini.

Sculptor, conductor, danc-

er, actor, director and human
whirlwind, Leon Major is

probably the best person in

Canada to take over the artis-

tic direction of the U of T
Drama Centre.

The Centre is committed to

presenting plays that would
otherwise not be shown off-

campus, plays like Middleton

and Rowley's "The Change-

ling" and Goldoni's "The
Fan", which they are doing

this year with a professional

company including Francis

Hyland. William Needles, and

Rex Southgate.

When Major talks to you,

alone, he looks right into your

eyes. Sometimes, he jumps
up, comes over to you and
faces you to make a point.

He's always smoking his ci-

gar and sometimes he says

"sgwlmmmmphgh ". before

he takes it out of his mouth
when he gets excited about

something.

"Putting on student produc-

tions at terrific costs like

they've done in past years

was a big mistake," says

Major. "It took student ac-

tors and ruined them. There
was too much pressure on the

amateurs to do professional

work which they just couldn't

do. So the audience was
cheated and the actors were
cheated.

"What I'm trying to do now
is set up a professional com-
pany that would become,
hopefully, something like the

APA. It would play for three

months at the university and
then go on tour, if the produc-

tions were successful.

"At the same lime, we'll

be doing ten shows in the

church on Glen Morris St.

with students only. I'm going

to direct one myself. It's

going to be an experiment.

You know. I believe that stu-

dents can teach me a lot. We
may even come up with a

'whole new concept' of thea-

tre. Or maybe not but it

doesn't matter. Because
working there will be just as

exciting as working with the

professionals perhaps more
so."

Major leaned back in his

chair in the office backstage
at Hart ' House. "This may
sound corny, but the theatre

is my whole life." In his

case, it's probably true. At

one point, six years ago, as

the curtain went down on two
of his productions at Vancou-
ver and Stratford, he was in

Toronto beginning work on

two operas and going to a

C.B.C. studio the next day to

adapt an opera for television.

"If they can afford to hire

me, I want to be able to di-

rect a play that I can present

to an audience professionally

and not waste talent and
money. And when I work with

students. I want to be able to

try out completely new things

without having to kill myself
only to have it fail. In the

studio, if it fails, we learn

something."

But Major doesn't believe

that the university is the

place to train actors. "I think

that an actor should go to

university to learn about his

society, to become a better

person, but not to learn to

act. That you learn by act-

ing."

Major believes that the

theatre of social comment
comes second to theatre as

entertainment. "Part of the

pleasure of coming to the

theatre is watching actors

perform. Watching somebody
die beautifully is a valid rea-

son for coming to the theatre.

photos by Paul Campbell

Just seeing the breath control

of a guy like Bill Needles is a

pleasure in itself."

Discipline is very impor-
tant to Major. Without it,

you're cheating the audience,

not giving them the best ef-

fort all of the time. "I sat up
in the last row in the balcony

for Olivier's "The Enter-

tainer," and I cried."

But when you see him work
on the stage, he seems to

wield no discipline at all.

Actors work around him and
with him, not because of him.

He lets the actors do their

own thing and will not tell an
actor he couldn't hear him
until the scene is over. Then
the actors will have to do the

scene all over again. But the

repetition isn't souring.

Major does everything but

direct the play. When he's on
the stage, he's acting out the

part with the actor, hum-
ming, groaning and giggling

with him. And when he's in

the orchestra, he's a member
of the audience, laughing at

the funny scenes. After the

scene, he goes off with the

actor and says things like,

"We can't hear you," or "We
can't follow this line of ac-

tion," using the word 'we' to

connote the audience.

Ron Hastings says that

Major works so intimately

with the actor that by the

time he's finished, he can't

tell how much of the action is

his and how much is the di-

rector's. But the actor feels

completely free in his role.

— larry haiven
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star;

.

weekly
I wanted to write something because the Star

Weekly died this week and I was afraid no-one
would notice. The blue boxes are still there on
the street corners and still full. The cover design
and type-face of the magazines in the boxes are
still the same, star weekly is still printed in lower
case. Only where the date used to be it now says
in small letters "The Canadian Magazine" and
where it used to read "Magazine Twenty Cents"
you now find the date. And the yellow strip cut-

ting across the lower right hand corner that said

"Important news about a NEW MAGAZINE see

page 21" is gone and the new magazine is here.

There is a neat symbolism in comparing cov-

ers. This week Bobby Hull, smiling, tanned, sur-

rounded by the helping hands that are making
him a million dollars merchandising Bobby Hull

products. ("Farmers like Bobby Hull use the

best — Monova Barbed Wire")

Last week it was another blond, tanned kid,

wearing an army fatigue shirt common among
the New Left. His nose is bleeding from half way
up the bridge, the blood has gone down his face

making his lips and teeth all red and leaving

purple stains on his shirt. An anonymous help-

ing hand is daubing the wound with a handker-

chief.

The people in the background are all looking in

the other direction, where evidently the real ac-

tion is taking place — as Auden said in one of his

poems:

About suffering they were never wrong,

The Old Masters: how well they understood

Its human position . . .

In Brueghel's Icarus, for instance: how

everything turns away

Quite leisurely from the disaster; the

ploughman may
Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry,

But for him it was not an important failure.

The star weekly's was not an important failure

which is why this model comparison of covers is

too neat. Certainly the new star weekly is crap. It

is the same crap that I remember seeing thumb-

ing through Weekend Magazine on the living

room floor ten years ago, looking for pictures of

the Rocket. How Canada Smashed the Germans,

How Two Kids Survived in the Wilderness, Can-

ada's Answer to the Grand Ole Opry, Volcanoes:

today or ten years ago?

But' the star weekly that died October 12 was no

roaring hell either. It had its fair share of the

timeless hobby, fashion, interesting pastime arti-

cles as well as the omnipresent fourteen pages

of a thoroughly forgettable mystery novel

(condensed). It labelled Phil Givens as one of the

bright young men of the new government. In an-

other issue it congratulated the new parliament.

including Robert Stanfield, "the ideal man to

provide the sort of sober appraisals some of the

new government's more daring legislation will

need." Daring legislation? And I remember an

editorial ending, "It's a marvellous land we live

in. And you're not really a Canadian until you've

seen it." Not bad sentiments, perhaps, but will

they sell magazines?

The answer of course was yes. It sold the star

weekly from 1910 until a year ago when Peter

Gzowski took over as editor. After that it still

sold a few, but more and more nice Parry Sound

housewives were cancelling.

They didn't like blood on their covers, or head-

lines like The churches spurned her plea to let the

kids sleep in their basements. One minister feared

his congregation might catch VD. Or having their

comfortable world view challenged: (from one

issue) // is a menial convenience to . . . the mid-

dle-aged back-lash lo lump all the dumb, warning,

bewildered and ill young strangers who head for

certain pans of town under ihe vaguely derogatory

label of "hippie" . . . Call them "hippies" and you

do not have ,10 wonder why they lack your guts.

You can avoid thinking about the staggeringly

high rale of mental illness, what it's like to be a fif-

teen-year-old dope addict in a friendless city . . .

Call them "hippies" and you know that they aren't

really suffering: they are fust rich kids who reject

their Parents' materialistic values-. They do need "a

stern talking to" but it is not necessary to enquire

what's bugging them because . . you know at a

glance what they are.

So they changed the name to SW, the Magazine

for Young Adults, but the young adults didn't buy

it, in fact they don't buy magazines at all except

Time, Playboy, a few Esquires. Ramparts and

Mad. So they changed the name back to the uar

weekly and this week they changed back the for-

mat.

All things considered it was never really a very

good magazine. So why lament?

Because, dammit, it did some random, scat-

tered unforseen beautiful things. It had style:

With just 31 'A years left to run. the twentieth cen-

tury has pretty clearly fooled Sir Wilfred Laurier:

It isn't going to belong to Canada after all. Well as

someone probably said before the twentieth century

even began, you can't win them all. And at the end

of the same editorial I praising Trudeau): The

twentieth century still won't belong to Canada But.

now. hopefully. Canada will belong to the twentieth

century.

Style. Margaret Daly, the regular writer who

rejuvenated Phil Givens also wrote about getting

busted with June Callwood: "This girl has a tiny

baby and she has to see that-his formula is made

before tomorrow morning." June said frantically

after having once more been refused the phone

"She should have thought of that beforehand"

.

the officer said . . .

June was crying softly in ihe next cell and the

matron coldly informed her that she was hysterical.

Sometimes the star weekly told it like it was. It

found Ralph Cowan's "Golden Moment of Conso-

lation: He said he had built up a pheasantry of
4.000 birds on the Christian Islands near Penetan-

guishene where he has a winter home. "I intend to

go there and hunt them. I have only killed three in

all these years but I am now going to enjoy my-

self."

And it gave us Harry Bruce.

We bought the collage a couple of summers ago.

and there was the hoi day when the old man and

the old woman came out here for ihe last lime .

The old man. who was correct in everything I saw

him do. warned lo make sare I knew about all the

tools, and the storm shutters, and the fact thai oc-

casionally it was a good idea to spread a bit of lar-

paper on ihe roof. The old woman sat outside,

where it was not so hot and you could hear the

lake flopping on the shore, and she drank some lea

from a cup she had used how many limes before''

Perhaps a thousand. The flies bothered her and she

looked as though she might cry. He walked for a

while near the water, then they hoped we would he

as happy there as they had been, and they left, and

we all went swimming.

How many writers can roll the stuff out like

that? Bruce also wrote about the garbage strike:

// piled up at the rale of several thousand tons a

day. garbage-bag sales boomed, and the strike had

been under way only four days when the local CBC
news came up with the charming calculation thai

there was already enough garbage tying around to

fill both towers of ihe city hall lo a height of six

floors. Good plan. thai. And he wrote about Chi-

cago last week: Already, even the people who still

believe thai the bulk of ihe police clubbing was

unjustified by the demonstrator's taunts, even these

are using a comfortable new euphemism to describe

what the police did. They call it "overreaction". It

hurls to he the victim of police overreaction. It

splits open your head and makes you cry.

That was the last issue, the one with the

bloody-nosed kid on the cover. It was one of the

four or five I bought. I read a few more. No, it

wasn't an important failure: a Canadian main-

stream magazine that tried on occasion to tell it

like it was.

Boo! to whatever facts of life ended it. Hooray

for Peter Gzowski who tried harder, may angels

help him find a new job. and Hurray for Harry

Bruce. May angels help him as he tries to pro-

tect his long marvellous sentences from the edi-

torial desk at the Daily Star.

— bob bossin

"Canadian Panorama" will be an entertaining, thought-

provoking, sometimes controversial supplement about

Canada and Canadians. In it there'll be somethingfor^

everyone. You won't always agree with some of the opifi^

ated articles-but, then again, maybe you will. One thing'*

for sure though, once you've read "Canadian Panorama"

you'll want to read it every week.

And, once a month, your newCajB

will have the popul

H ******

inadian

Aving.

''you every

^tar Weekly

i it—you'll
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film
strange things done in the Swedish sun

'491
' is a Swedish freight-

train that bears down on you
with an inevitable load of vio-

lence, menace and perver-

sion, delivered by juvenile

delinquents, social workers,

and a charitable tart.

A group of juvenile delin-

quents are ensconsced with a

social worker, Krister, in a

ramshackle building, as a pil-

ot (rehabilitation) project.

The idea is for Krister to

work with the boys by being

one of them, but he finds he

can't begin to approach them.

His desire is sincere enough;

performance alone is lacking.

He wants to be involved,

but he also wants to keep

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

part of himself back, re-

served and private, somewhat
in the manner of a lifeline

which would sustain him,
should the work fail. And,

since he will not give of him-

self fully, the work must fail.

Living a schizophrenic life —
the public one full of hollow

wishes and formless plati-

tudes, and the private ex-

pressing what he denies publ-

icly — he cannot take a

stand, cannot forbid the boys

anything.

One of the boys, the dark,

taciturn Nisse, is angered by

the artificiality, the duplicity

of Krister and his superin-

tendent; he seeks vengeance.

One day, Nisse discovers

Krister's locked room, and

understands the meaning of

what he finds there: fine vol-

umes, furniture, a grand
piano — all locked away from
the boys, Krister's buddies!

Krister needs to be taught

about himself, Nisse decides,

and prepares to administer a

savage lesson.

Nisse gradually pilfers the

books, selling them secon-

dhand, while the hopeless

Krister watches, unable to

stop him. But petty thefts

constitute small atonement,

insufficient to satisfy Nisse.

He finds his vehicle for de-

struction in the plump tart

which the boys bring home
after a night's foraging.

When vengeance descends

on Krister, all are ranged

against him but one, the

youngest boy. It is through

the blood of this lamb that

atonement is bought —
Nisse's goal achieved, Krister

faced with himself.

Lief Nymark, as Nisse with

jutting jaw ana
1

bulging eyes,

delivers a -fine cool-guy per-

formance, without relying on

U.C. PLAYERS GUILD

Presents

ARIA DA CAPO
BY EDNA ST. VINCENT MILLAY

OCT. 15-18 1:15 PM

west hall, ^i/r university college

Hilary Mclaughlin, director

barbara betcherman, producer

HART HOUSE THEATRE

From Oct. 21 to Nov. 16 The Graduate Centre for the Study of Drama
presents in repertory;

THE CHANGELING
by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley

and

THE FAN
by Carlo Goldoni, translated by Henry B. Fuller

Directed by LEON MAJOR

Settings and Costumes by MARTHA MANN
The company includes; Donald Allison*. James Bradforo*. Peter Brigg. Bar-

bara Bryne*. Colin Fox*, Ron Hastings*. Meg Hogarth*. Michael Hughes,
Frances Hyland*. Deborah Kipp*. Jack Medley*. Arlene Mlodzik, Ron Mlod-
zik. Richard Murphet. William Needles*. Geoffrey Read*. Leon-Gary Roy.

Robert Silverman*. Rex Southgate*. Patricia Steenberg*, Henry Tarvainen.

Douglas Watter. Graham Whitehead.

Student Prices: Mon. to Thut. $1.50 - Fr. 81 Sat. $2.00
Curtain 8:30 Box Office 928-8668

* Members of Actors' Equity Association

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS STILL AVAILABLE

the stock exhalation-of-smoke
or tight, clipped speech rou-
tine. He is a thick-lipped,

menacing presence, yet one
for which we carr find sympa-
thy because he is, in his own
demented way, seeking to

right an imbalance, and in

grotesque fashion, administer
justice. He is honest — for

what that may count — in the
ethic he lays down for him-
self, inexorable and unforgiv-
ing in the manner of the Old
Testament.

'491' was directed by Vilgot

Sjoman, whose later work, 'I

am Curious', has been widely

review

banned. The version of '491'

playing in Toronto has been
cut, though enough has been
left that we may pose such
questions as, if a blonde and
a German shepherd are mu-
tually attracted, can they
achieve anything but a pass-
ing physical relationship? The
film also contributes to my
stock of one-liners, the little

tart remarking after a long

day's night in the throes of

ecstasy "... it feels like' it's

made of glass".

See '491' unless you have a

delicate, perishable mind. It's

at the International Cinema.

— kaspars dzeguze

CLASSIFIED
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H. Proctor and
Co., 131 Bloor St. W., Suite 416, 921-
7702.

YEAR BOOK EDITOR wanted Must be
Vic student. Experience & ideas for new
yearbook preferred. Honorarium offered.
Apply immediately in writing to' V.C.U.
Office. Wymilwood,

WANTED, girl student for tutoring gr.

13 mathematics. Phone 7 p.m. evenings
421-9545.

ATTRACTIVE ROOM & BOARD for

men and women on the edge of campus.
Approx. $600 for the academic year.
Campus Cooperative Residents Inc., 395
Huron St . Tor. 5, 921-3168.

STUDENT WANTED to solve some
heating problems, experienced in a prac-
tical nature, no labour. Phone evenings
421 9545.

ACCOMMODATION male III. IV. or
grad student Private room in shared flat.

Inexpensive and central Call 922-2908
5-7 p.m. Friday or next week evenings,

\ BEDROOM apartment, sublet till
-

June $120 monthly Church & Isabella.

923-8353

REQUEST RIDE to New York City

Share gas etc Leave anytime — must
be there by Sunday night, preferably ear-
lier. Phone 922-6916

QUEBEC SKI WEEKEND — 4 day's. 3
nights, iransportation, room, meals. 3
evenings at Quebec winter carnival for

$59 Tickets at new college Friday 2 00.

LITERARY TYPES of all types Come
have coffee with Jack Ludwig. Wnter-in-
Residence. Tuesday. October 15. Upper
Library, Massey College. 8 p.m.

A SEMI-CO OP HOUSE has two rooms
for rent as of Nov. 1 on McCaul St, Call
920 5490

THESIS. ESSAYS. MANUSCRIPTS
typed fast and accurate electric type
writer College-St George, call 924
1379 evenings and weekends

NEEDED. Strong volunteers with car"to~

deliver work for The March of Dimes.
10c per mile paid. Call Mrs. J. Vellend
425-0501.

MUST SELL due to malnutrition —
175cc Kawasaki, electric starter. 2.500
miles. New last summer — one of a
kind. Call 537-9671 after 5.30.

ALL GIRLS, here's your big chance. Vic-

toria College is having a Sadie Hawkins
hard-times Dance on Fit Nov. 8th. You
only have 28 shopping days left.

BAREFOOT IN THE PARK' this film
will be shown Fri. Oct. 11 at 8:00 at the
Victoria College New Academic Building.
Price is 50c per person.

CREATIVE CHILDCARE — in company
of two year old. 9-5 at Rochdale College.
$20 a week. Two years or older. Call

929-0601.

BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT. $219 includes Air Canada jet

fare 10 days hotel accommodation, air-

port-hotel transfers, ground transporta-
tion. For further information call John
759-7453.

I AM COMMUTING TO OTTAWAevery
weekend (Fri. -Sun.) Willing to share gas
and driving Call 928-2895 & leave mes-
sage for Marcel Desjardins

CATALYST. The Fall issue of the Uni-
versity literary magazine will be on sale-

in the Colleges on Tuesday continuing
throughout the week while stocks last.

1960 HEALEY 3000 completely re-

stored. New paint, upholstery, tires,

springs, exhaust $950 1965 Austin
1 100 Reliable, spotless, economical.
$750 Phone Max, 248-2262

LOST; filing folder containing MS tran-

scription Second Maiden's Tragedy Re-
turn U.C F310 Reward.

ROOMS FOR RENT: Accommodation
for two university students. Share house
with other students. Close to university
Call 921-7136 (evgs

)



theatre^
a boilerhouse is not a home

After a year's absence
from the Toronto theatre
scene, Belmont Theatre Prod-
uctions has opened a new
season at the Central Library
Theatre with Henry Living's

Eh?, a bizarre fantasy about
one man's confrontation with
the age of automation. First

produced in London in 1964, it

enjoyed a very successful

Broadway run as a showcase
for Dustin Hoffman in his

undergraduate days.

The plot is simple enough.

For twenty-three hours and
9 fifty-five minutes every day,

the huge, benevolent boiler

beneath an anonymous Brit-

ish dyeworks runs all by it-

self, providing heat, and
chugging innocently in a cor-

ner of the stage. But every

night at five minutes to

twelve, Valentine Brose, a

pale, pathetic young man, has

the onerous task of activating

the boiler — by pushing one

button. That's all: check and

oil the gauges, and push one

button.

The chaos created in

Brose's five minutes of

"work" is enough to set in

action all the major charac-

ters for the rest of the play.

The plot receives its major
complication when Valentine

decides to make a home for

his bride Betty, a slightly less

than intelligent red-head — in

the boilerhouse.

Man's inability to master
the machine provides most of

the laughs in the play. But it

is man's inability to under-

stand himself and those

around him which provides

the true stuff for the drama.

There is the bald, mous-

tached foreman Price whose
only job is to see that the

machines work, not the peo-

ple. There is the rather inef-

fectual Reverend Mort who is

able to establish no relation-

ship with his congregation,

and so he seeks recognition

as the head of the local anti-

smoke committee. The plight

of the frustrated, middle-aged

Mrs. Murray is even sadder.

She is the personnel director,

capable of spouting psycho-

logical jargon, but incapable

of understanding real people.

Played, in theatrical terms,

for all its worth Eh? would

review 5

LIMITED

ENGAGEMENT
ORSON WELLES IN

CITIZEN KANE
"A CLASSIC OF OUR TIMES"

SAT 11:30 P.M.

(UNDERGROUND AND EX-

PERIMENTAL FILMS)

NEW POLICY ADMISSION.
SAT. & SUN. BEFORE 5:

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 6

$1.50 (Students $1 00)

wan cuius mwa >^F^J

CONT. FROM 6 P.M.,

SAT. 4 SUN. 1.30 P.M.

Me.

Makes I, A WOMAN
Look Like

MARY POPPINS.
J JJ

nr.
Daily News

HAIIM'M.'I-II.'N.'.H Q..„£
ISO ST. CLAIR W. AT VAUCHAN SO. 651-5111

'MAHARISHI

AT

HARVARD'—8.00 PM-
WED. OCT. 16

SEELEY HALL
TRINITY COLLEGE
Admission FREE

make a quite hilarious farce.

All the makings are there.

We have the buxomy-seatter-
brain. and an impotent rever-
end who does little ballets for

himself when no one is

watching. And then there is

the set, perhaps the most
amusing of all. with big-

brother type voices calling

from the ceiling, musical
doors, and a near human boil-

er which seems almost to

smile at the audience at
times, and then chug, burp,
fart and explode all over the

stage.

Unfortunately, I missed the

laughs. I wanted to laugh
very much, but instead the

production left me feeling

quite foolish as I tried to fig-

ure out what it was all about.

Director Brian Meeson's
interpretation places stress

on the intricacies of Valen-

tine's fantastic mind, on a
wild, extended dream se-

quence near the end, Valen-

tine's giant mushrooms and a
mad ritualistic ending in

which Valentine gains his fi-

nal triumph, by "shattering"

both machine and men. Mee-
son has transformed what is

billed as "a wild comedy"
into a bizzare. powerful and
perhaps ultimately more
rewarding experience.

David Hemblen of PLS
fame, in the role of Valentine

is not Dustin Hoffman. And it

is much to his credit that

never at any time does he try

to be. He gives a polished,

intense performance. But he
comes across as too energetic
and too confident to inspire

the pathos of Valentine
Brose. He thus sacrifices

many of the funniest lines in

the entire play and is at

times hard to believe. But
with a demonic twinkle in his

eye he shows moments of

brilliance when the fierce,

imaginative side of his char-

acter comes to the fore.

Lyn Wright as Valentine's

Betty is not only very human
and funny but pleasantly dec-

orous even when she says

nothing. Kenneth Dight gives

a strong performance as the

Reverend Mort, and provides

the play with moments of

real hilarity both as ballet

dancer and as pugilist.

Henry Living's Eh? is a

satire on man and automation

which is sure to entertain.

When you go to see Belmont
Theatre's production plan to

be amused, but also plan to

be challenged and perplexed.

— lorne fienberg

CANADIAN PREMIERE TUES. OCT. 22nd

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION SOCIETY

TREVOR HOWARD VANESSA REDGRAVE JOHN GIELGUD HARRY ANDREWS
JILL BENNETT DAVID HEMMINGS Strttaplu CHARLES WOOD Muw JOHN ADDISON

hnlw.. KEJ1 KAlIin DimiM TOM RICHARDSON PANAVISION" COLOR by DtLuie

ALL SEATS RESERVED

EVENINGS
at 8:30 p.m.

MATINEES
at 2:00 p.m.

MUMCiru * Cllir AD'

United Artists

PHONE ORDERS
483-2172 or

487*4548
1492 IONGE -CASHE FIELD 487 4548 BOX OFFICE '

•I Sun&Holt I 9 pm SUN I

IICKETS AVAILABLE AI MOOOEV'S IN THE COLONNADE. SALS8ERG
AGENCY 2 73 COLLEGE 51 & MEYER S AGENCY 320 BLOOR ST W



ROLAND KIRK
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books
WHO RULES COLUMBIA?
(Published by the North
American Congress on Latin

America)

The epiphenomena of stu-

dent revolt have recently

been getting a great deal of

attention from the press,

media, and publishing houses.

The tactics invoked by stu-

dents from Berlin to Mexico
have been reported to death,

and much has been made of

the generational gap, or the

alienating character of the

university, in explaining and

rationalizing student discon-

tent.

Serious documentation on

the causes of revolt has been

another story. Part of the

problem has been that radi-

cals themselves have been

too preoccupied with organiz-

ing and actions, to sit down
and do the type of serious

analysis required. More im-

portantly, the manipulative

character of Western capital-

ist society, and the anti-theo-

retical character of its domi-

nant ideology, liberalism,

ensures that structured analy-

sis takes a distinct second

place to "hard news", where
reports in the bourgeois press

are concerned.

For these reasons, a publi-

cation such as Who Rules

Columbia? is to be especially

welcomed, insofar as it rep-

resents the kind of hard anal-

ysis which journalistic ac-

counts of the Columbia upris-

ing of last April ignore. Ev-

ery one knows that one of the

main charges of Columbia

SDS against the university,

regarded the corporate links

between the university board

of governors and the major
financial and industrial power
brokers in New York. Most
people have heard of the In-

stitute for Defense Analysis,

involving classified research

for the US Defense Depart-

ment, relating to Vietnam.

But so far, little attempt

had been made to show these

P JOE
10 p.m.

to 2 30 a m
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Coming Attractions -

Starting Monday UGHTNIN' HOPKINS

Nov. 4th-9th BI6 JOE WILLIAMS

VIC DRAMA CLUB
Presents

N.F. SIMPSON'S

A RESOUNDING TINKLE'

in their new theatre

Room 3 New Academic Building

Fri. and Tues. Oct. 11 and 15

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm

ADMISSION FREE

activities as part of an inter-

acting whole, or map out the

full extent of the corporate

university's cooption into the

military-industrial complex.
As Who Rules Columbia?
shows, the elite ruling a ma-
jor university such as Colum-
bia is coterminous with the

elite that presides over the

destinies of the United States

and of the American Empire.
The revolt against the Colum-
bia Administration was in a

real sense a revolt against

the entire American power
structure.

There were five basic con-

glomerations of interests

represented on the Columbia
Board of Governors, namely,

1) mass media corporations,

2) international corporations

administering the empire, 3)

national corporations admin-

istering the home country, 4)

the defense-research nexus,

5) real-estate and finance.

The ties among the twenty-

two principals involved were
multitudinous and intense,

with most governors perform-

ing two or three roles in the

five major interest areas.

Thus, Grayson Kirk, Presi-

dent of the University, was
also a trustee of Socony Mob-
il Oil, a large international

trust, sat on the boards of

IBM and Consolidated Edi-

son, was a trustee of the In-

stitute of Defense Analyses

and was a director of one

bank and two insurance com-
panies. William A. M. Bur-

den, a Director of CBS, was a

founder of the Farfield Foun-

dation, used as a front by the

CIA to pass over $1 million to

the Congress for Cultural

Freedom, sat on the Boards

ot Allied Chemical and Lock-

heed Aircraft, key elements

in the American military
machine, and was the direc-

tor of Manufacturer's Hano-
ver Trust. And so on down
the line.

Three representatives of

CBS and the Chairman of the

New York Times ensured
Columbia a favourable public

image (witness the Times
biased coverage of the Co-

lumbia events), and at the

same time ensured them-
selves, through Columbia's
School of Journalism of

skilled labour for the media
industry.

Seven Columbia trustees

had ties to international cor-

porations, and were con-

cerned with providing the

American Empire with the

skilled managers capable of

defending US economic inter-

ests. Through Columbia's
School of International Af-

fairs, and the numerous re-

search institutes attached to

it, the US State Department
and intelligence community
were provided with large

numbers of their recruits. At

least twenty foundations, on

which Columbia trustees

were represented, were ov-

ertly or covertly supported

through CIA funds.

Five representatives of the

military-industrial complex
sat on Columbia's Board. The
Institute of Defense Analyses,

specializing in evaluations of

advanced weaponry and
counter-insurgency, had a

Columbia trustee as its Chair-

man.
No less than fifteen trus-

tees had primary interlocking

relationships with New
York's real estate and finan-

cial companies. Four were
associated with Uris Building

Corporation, which in turn.
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conveniently enough, fre-

quently served as contractor
for the university. The Rock-
efeller Brothers were repre-

sented through two of their

financial concerns. It was
David Rockefeller's Morning-
side Heights Inc., which en-

sured the entrenchment of

the university in the Morning-
side Heights area after 1947,

redevelopment of property
involving the eviction of low
income groups, and the insti- ^
tutional expansion of Colum-
bia, exemplified by the pro-

posed gym in Morningside
Park.

Thus the student revolt at

Columbia represented the log-

ical and inexorable working
out of the contradictions flow-

ing from the corporate func-

tion of the university. For the

propertyless and powerless of

Harlem and Morningside
Heights, the university was
the personification of their

repression in America. For
those fighting against Ameri-

can imperialism abroad, and
the domination of the corpo-

rate-military elite at home,
Columbia's Board of trustees

was the epitome of the prop-

erty-holders of America.
Their legitimacy had to be

challenged as surely as that

of the institutional decision-

makers in government and

business. To deny the univer-
'*>

sity to the military-corporate

elite appeared as the first

step in the liberation of the

United States from its Frank-
ensteins.

Who Rules Columbia? is

therefore a seminal docu-

ment, underlying the social

character of the Columbia

revolt, and the forces in

American society against

whom the students were re-

belling. If the alliance of

forces in Canadian society is

not identical, the Canadian

corporate elite enjoys a domi-

nant position in this country,

analogous to that of its Amer-
ican counterpart. Canadian
universities are also involved

in providing the skilled labour

to service Canadian industry.

Canadian foreign policy, the

Canadian media, even if the

latter are not the imperialist

institutions of the United

States. Instead, we in Canada
are faced with a colonial

reality, and our elites must
be viewed as junior partici-

pants in the American Em-
pire. For Canadian radicals

the task becomes to demysti-

fy the Canadian university,

even as their confreres have

done for Columbia. Who rules

Toronto?

— philip resniclc
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— continued from 8 review

Young Radicals, Notes on
Committed Youth. Kenneth
Keniston. $2.50. A Harvest
Book.

— "Most of the active student
radicals today come from
middle to upper middle-class
professional homes. They
were born with status and
affluence as facts of life, not
goals to be striven for. In
their upbringing, their par-
ents stressed the right of chil-

dren to question and make
judgements, producing per-
haps the first generation of
young people both affluent
and independent of mind."

—Tom Hayden.
Former SDS president

"Theirs is the egoism, the
personal chauvinism of the

isolationist self." That's how
Daniel J. Boorstin described
young radicals in a recent
article in "Esquire", called

"The New Barbarians".

Boorstin's article is provok-
ing because it reminds one of

the drunk man at the party,

who appears sane and ration-

al when sober, but who, when
plied with a few drinks,

makes remarks like, "You
know, there are too many
niggers in this neighbour-
hood!" or "You Jews are all

alike." There's one good
thing about that: you find out

what he's really thinking.

He contends that the new
raison d'etre of the New Left

is "sensation" and "thrill" as

opposed to "experience",

claiming that "now the 'New
Left' is the LSD of the intel-

lectuals". The revolutionaries

today, unlike those in his

time, are not interested in

"ideology" or looking into the

basic problems of life. They

are interested in mouthing
four-letter words, in inciting

crowds to violence and in-

dulging in self-gratification.

Kenneth Keniston, in a se-
rious and incisive study of the
New Left, called "Young
Radicals—Notes on Commit-
ted Youth", sums up the crit-

icisms against radicals in one
paragraph:

"It is very easy to find good
grounds to criticize the young
radicals. Their outlooks are
incomplete, changeable, hard
to pin down. They seem 'un-

realistic' in their firm adher-
ence to principle in the face
of social and historical actu-
alities that appear to demand
compromise. They are anti-

institutional, even anarchis-
tic, in their fondness for the

small scale, the participato-

ry, and the face to face. They
lack any detailed program of

specific reforms. They are
romantic in their identifica-

tion with those who are su-

perficially unlike them, as in

their assumption that every
man has a real self waiting to

be actualized beneath his so-

cial role. They consider
themselves involved in poli-

tics, yet shy away from the

exercise of power."
However, Keniston spends

the rest of the chapter, ex-

plaining why these criticisms

miss the point completely.

Dogmatism, coherent and
rigid political philosophy,

passivity are largely irrele-

vant to the problems of politi-

cal action and thought in an

affluent, changing, middle-

class society.

What Boorstin and so many
others fail to realize ulti-

mately is that so-called

"power groups" do not sur-

vive by dint of their ideologi-

cal structure. "Black Power"
and "Student Power" are not

so much political as they are

"anti-authoritarian". They
are against the kind of pater-

nalistic authoritarianism that

Boorstin and his liberal intel-

lectuals reinforce their egos
with (cf. Northrop Frye's
"authority of academic supe-

riority"). Power radicalism

deals with facts and human
situations as they exist and
not as they are studied in the

musty volumes of some long-

gone philosophers.

Keniston's study could have
been invalid to start with for

a hundred different reasons.

It is a credit to his personal

academic brilliance and intel-

ligence that he realized these

problems and dealt with

them.

First of all, had he studied

the New Left on a political

level, it would have been
convincing only to those who
held the same political views

that he holds himself. It

would have broken down in a

useless political dialectic.

Instead, Keniston, a psycholo-

gist, with an impressive rec-

ord of research in alienated

and uncommitted youth, at-

tacks his subject on the per-

sonal, psychological level. He
treats them as individuals,

trying to find common
themes running through their

lives.

Secondly, he could very

easily be guilty of extrapola-

tion as he makes his observa-

tions on the basis of inter-

views with merely a dozen

young men and women of the

New Left. This is always a

weakness in the study, but it

is strengthened by many fac-

tors. The young men and

women were highly individ-

ual, with greatly varying
backgrounds and personali-

ties. They were unusually
open and frank.

The people he talked to had
been with the "Vietnam
Summer" movement for at

least two years and were
fairly committed to the
cause. Keniston picked the

elite (if such a term is prop-

er), thereby limiting himself

but concentrating on the type

of people who do most of the

rabble rousing and organiza-

tion. Nevertheless, the credi-

bility gap persists throughout

the book.

But ultimately, what raises

the book from a scientific

survey, to a relevant hand-

book on dissent, is Keniston's

underlying theme: this gener-

ation is unique.

The things that make this

generation unique are the

things mentioned by Tom
Hayden above Also the

Global Village, mass starva-

tion, the sham made of de-

mocracy, the adolescent sub-

culture, the threat of the nu-

clear holocaust, things that

never existed before and do

now.

Well, fine It's an excellent

book and all that, but who's

going to read it? If you're a

young radical yourself or

have fantasies of becoming
one you might read it to find

out how groovy you are. Or if

you are a professor locked in

your ivory tower who studies

people like specimens, you
can put it in your library. But

if you're the ordinary kind of

person who makes quick crit-

ical judgements about radi-

cals, then you probably can't

be bothered. You probably

say that it's just another rag

supporting the commie front.

If you're doing that, you're

negating Keniston's' worth as

a scholar, an expert in psy-

choanalysis and alienation in

American society. Because
this book, while not support-

ing any political movement,
states that people involved in

radical groups are generally

great, un hung-up. unalienated

and self-confident people.

They do not want to destroy

American society In fact,

they are reaffirming the bas-

ic American ideals by cutting

through the myth to get at

the reality. So don't read it

unless you're prepared to

hear the truth.

— lorry haiven
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music
robert aitken at hart house

At its best. Robert Aitken's

flute assumes a mellow, reed-

like resonance very reminis-

cent of an oboe or an English

horn. At Hart House last

Sunday night it admirably

filled every cubic inch of the

Great Hall. Aitken's fluid per-

formance coupled with his

technical virtuosity left us

with the impression that he

was a musician who had mas-

tered his instrument well.

And yet there was nothing

memorable about the recital

as a whole. The programme,

clearly selected with a view

to displaying Aitken's versa-

tility, illustrated nothing so

much as his disappointing

lack of it. The performance

•was flawless, but there al-

ways seemed to be something

missing; Aitken played with

polished bravura but there

was nothing of the sponta-

neous, electric communica-

tion that turns a good solo

recital into a work of art.

He attacked his first num-

ber, the Sonata in G by

C.P.E. Bach, with considera-

ble brilliance, but with a ton-

al breadth that one would

have thought more suitable to

Brahms or Tchaikovsky, and

that only in a symphonic

piece. Indeed, it occurred to

me more than once that Aitk-

en's talents lie not so much in

solo performance as in or-

chestral work. Aitken ap-

pears to lack the internal

motivation and depth of un-

derstanding that a soloist

must possess.

This became only more
evident in the Beethoven

piece, a flute sonata in B flat.

At first we had some difficul-

ty in distinguishing it from

the previous number; it was-

played with exactly the same

expression (or lack of it) and

with the same sort of on-the-

surface. flabby interpreta-

tion. His lackadaisical entr-

ance at the start of the largo

movement spoiled what

would otherwise have been a

very dramatic effect, created

by his accompanist's expert
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sense of pause between this

and the preceding movement.

The only point that I felt con-

vinced that what I was hear-

ing was actually Beethoven

was in the slow variation of

the fourth movement which

was, for once, handled with

due sensitivity. Unfortunate-

ly, by the time Aitken got

into the proper frame of

mind, the piece was over.

Having thus fallen behind

the hectic pace of his pro-

gramme, he proceeded to

play, without an intermission,

two very contemporary

works: a short atonal exer-

cise by Japanese composer

Kazuo Fukushima and an

electronic "Synchronism" for

flute and tape recorder by

Mario Davidovsky. The re-

sults were almost predicta-

ble: his heavy-handed, ro-

mantic use of vibrato in an

intense, sombre piece like

Fukushima's Ekegra was not

a little irritating. The per-

formance was rescued by the

very competent accompani-

ment of Marion Ross: al-

though her playing tended at

times to be just a little too

violent, it was she, not Aitk-

en, who seemed to have a

clear conception of what the

piece was actually about.

In the electronic piece the

vibrato finally disappeared

and the flute assumed the dry

terseness it should have had

all along. The result was
quite pleasing. Aitken's play-

ing, filled with frail leaps and

some brilliant tongueing,

blended delicately and almost

indistinguishably with the

electronic sounds on the tape.

The use of stereo speakers
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here gave the performance a

three-dimensional effect

which I found quite involving,

despite the brevity of the

piece.

The Prokofieff Sonata in D
constituted by far the finest

moment of the evening. Aitk-

en, at least at the beginning,

was quite prepared to do it

justice: the first and second

movements had the gentle,

melancholy playfulness that

Prokofieff almost always

requires; and he rendered the

quiet, flowing andante move-

ment with a sensitivity that

was almost moving. In the

final movement. Miss Ross

stepped out of her role as

accompanist in a powerful

display of virtuosity that was
brief, but which just about

stole the show; she fought

Aitken, overpowered him,

and carried the piece to a

brilliant conclusion. It was, of

course, unethical for her to

do so, but I felt almost grate-

ful to her, just the same.

— martin reyto
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Canada has a heritage of borrowing culture, or
having it thrust upon her. First, she adopted
British traditionalism, and then succumbed to
successive waves of American philistinism and
pop culture.

This type of overpowering cultural domination
has bred a timidity and lack of confidence in
Canadian artistic ventures, particularly in the
cinema-one of the most expensive art forms in

which to work.

The effect of this has been to place Canadian
Cinema in an unfortunate dilemma. One sector of

the public demands a Canadian feature film in-

dustry, while another wails about the cost when-
ever the government attempts to subsidize one.

Witness the minor furore over the expense of

"The Ernie Game" and "Waiting for Caroline",

two features produced jointly by the C.B.C. and
the National Film Board last year.

In the past, of course, Canadian cinema was
hampered by a lack of financial support, com-
mercial outlets, and an interested public. Be-

cause of this there were few opportunities for

film work available for many talented Cana-
dians; they were forced to go elsewhere, result-

ing in the much publicized "exodus to Holly-

wood".

This set up a vicious circle. Talented people

left the country looking for work, and Canadian

film makers couldn't get the support they needed

because there weren't enough talented people.

The circle was broken, at least temporarily, by
a resurgence of confidence in Canadian cinema
generated by Expo 67. Films like the N.F.B.'s
"Labyrinth" and Chris Chapman's "A Place to

Stand", showed Canadians that we had the abili-

ty to make excellent features.

In addition to this, many people were making
films in spite of the obstacles. Allen King's
"Warrendale" was able to find commercial out-

lets, and a public.

There was also a new interest in private film

ventures. "Winter Kept us Warm" by David Sec-

ter was shown all over the country, Larry Kent's
"High" had the distinction of being banned in

both Ontario and Quebec. "Palace of Pleasure"
by John Hofsess was showing in Art Movie
Houses in the United States, and Jean Pierre

Lefebrve's feature "II Faut Pas Mourir pour Ca"
shared the Grand Prix at the Montreal Film Fes-

tival.

Canada now has at least a nebulous feature

film industry. What it needs to keep developing

is continued financial, critical and public sup-

port. This was made clear by the results of the

20th Annual Canadian Film Awards last Friday,

and the screening of several award winners at

Cinecity on Sunday.

The best film shown last Sunday however was
a beautiful black and white short by Norman
McClaren, "Pas de Deux", which won the prize

for the festival's outstanding artistic achievment.

Using the technique of over-printing McClaren
transformed his film of a ballet dance into a

mesmeric kaleidescope of blending bodies.

Other good shorts were also screened, but

most important was the quality of the feature

films shown. "The Ernie Game" which won for

Don Owen the best direction award, and "The
Paper People ", are both entertaining and very
Canadian. Particularly "The Ernie Game" which
has a soundtrack composed and played by the

Kensington Market.

Isabel, directed by Paul Almond won four

awards including best actress, Genevieve Bujold,

and best actor, Gerard Parkes. "A Place to

Stand", Ontario's film at Expo, won three

awards including film of the year.

The most crucial factor in the film production
process is the public. Fortunately there are some
signs that the Canadian public are finally begin-
ning to support their native cinema.
However this still leaves the problem of distri-

bution. "Isabel" is currently playing at the

Towne Cinema, but this is an exception and there
are usually no theatres willing to run Canadian
features with the exception of Cinecity, which
showed some of the award winners last Sunday.
Canadian cinema deserves much better than

this. It is the art of a country that ultimately

bestows the identity on the culture which it mir-
rors. — peter kaldas

review 11
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Rod Mickleburgh, In absentia Henry Tarvainen,

i want to slide away
into midnight,

lose my mind
in an inexpensive drug

i want to discover

a lost track,

ever leading and ever

crookedly
into a tall forest

i want you
to have only a footstep,

shallow in the

depressed grass,

gone in a thought

for you
i want loneliness,

hiding your face

like ivy,

and the moon's arc
on an empty lake

i want to think my way
out of eden
into nirvana,

and i want my way
hidden down
a crooked path,

into a forest

of no foot tread

for you i

want loneliness,

dark and ever
and long

into a princely acceptance

of an insignificant

flower dream fate

bob alien
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Located in the main lobby of the Sig-
mund Samuel Library is an audio-visual
teaching machine designed to aid in li-

brary orientation.

The machine consists of 10 minutes of
slides of library facilities, shown through
a picture screen.

Narration is provided by several
phones and is accompanied by music
from the Sugar Shoppe.

Photo by JIM NELSON

reaction to the device wasStudent

mixed.

One said it was "impressive", another
thought it would be "very useful for first-

year students." One girl thought the mu-
sic "was great". "I listened to it twice."
she said, "just for the music."
However, many got up and left in dis-

interest before the end of the slide se-

quence.

MDBQQKS
they're mind

expanding

;

they're also

antlestablislw

Sig Sam sends students elsewhere
In the four years I've been

at U of T, I've never taken a
book out of Sigmund Samuel
library. I got a library card
my first year and used it for

ID a couple of times in thea-

tres and campus events, but

finally destroyed it without

using it.

I'm not trying to suggest

that this is very smart; it's

more in sadness than in an-

ger that I remember a gigan-

tic library rule book, profes-

sors who wouldn't sign stack

passes and rumours of rude

librarians and book-hungry
graduate students who pre-

empted everything in sight.

When I came here, I imag-
ined the campus would be one

gigantic library where stu-

dents could spend hours

browsing through hundreds of

shelves of books. Paradise, I

fancied, was a huge book-

room with helpful librarians.

Its nearest approximation on

earth was the U of T Post-

secondary education, I

thought, was synonymous
with reading.

Ha.

The thing that saves this

place from being a dead loss

is the two excellent book-
stores we have. I have made
a habit of regular browsing
and have parted with $150 for

books, magazines and pam-
phlets every school year. But
it's a bit expensive.

Tiie public i;sr>ry system
operates under the assump-
tion that it is better to have a

couple of hundred books sto-

len each year than make it

virtually impossible for the

public to borrow materials.

The drawback with the public

system, however, is that it is

sadly behind the times.

A recent report on the To-

ronto Library criticized every
section heavily; unless you're
doing superficial, general
reading, you won't be able to

find the material you need
I guess Chairman Bissell

has got his heart set on turn-

ing the U of T into a gigantic

graduate school, and so he

probably doesn't want to

waste money on undergradu-

ate facilities, but it would be

nice if we could build a "nig-

ger library" on campus
where us undergraduate nig-

gers could get a wide selec-

tion of books and not have to

be fingerprinted every time
we borrow something.

By MIKE KESTERTON

HILLEL
Wednesday evening, October 16th, 8:30 p.m., Hi I lei House

MILTON HIMMELFARB

Contributing Editor, Commentary

on

"PAGANISM REVISITED"

STUDENT INFORMATION CENTRE

91 ST. GEORGE STREET

923-1006

(S.A.C. SPONSORED)
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iTi theme: Crisis of Numbers

MEETING: Tuesday, Oct. 15, 5 pm

1073 Sid Smith

HIGH SCHOOL VISITS

COMMITTEE

Everybody - whatever age, sex,

faculty, or year needed

and welcome.

Meeting: Tuesday, Oct. 15, 5 pm

1073 Sid Smith

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH - IN

HUMANITY

3ERS

ICTOBER 25 - 27

ACTION
t. and others

PRESENT

. and others

OR SURVIVAL
nister, and others

AFFLUENTS
ider,

3 expert, and others

GEORGE ST.

I-IN COMMITTEE

$2.00 STUDENT

N EVENTS

-26!

By LINDA YARMOUTH
Male sterilization is the

best method of birth control,

says zoology professor Dr.

Henry Regier.

Even the pill is an ineffec-

tive method of contraception,

he told an audience of 40, cit-

ing his and his wife's "third

mistake" as proof of this

fact.

Labelling the Pope's con-

demnation of birth control as

"injurious" Dr. Regier
named specific biological

consequences of such an ex-

plosion — including an in-

crease in carbon dioxide cfr-

culation and disease from the

rise in air pollution.

The rhythm method of con-

traception presently condoned

by the Pope is fallible, he

noted, and thus does not help

to curtail overpopulation.

The rising birth rate also

places an immense strain on

food availability, and Dr.

Regier questioned the theo-

logical rationale of sacrific-

ing the earth's other species

to keep "God's children"

alive.

Dr. Regier is program
chairman of the Fourth Inter-

national Teach-in, Exploding

Humanity: The Crisis of

Numbers, to be held Oct. 25

to 27.

His talk was one of several

pre-teach-in sessions antici-

pating the major addresses to

be given on topics which in-

clude: the inevitability of

man's extinction, the present

stage of the problem, plans

for survival considering mas-
sive starvation, family plan-

ning and external aid and "A
Dilemma for Affluents".

SAC Briefs
• Andy Wernick (SGS) has

resigned as SAC Education

Commissioner to devote his

time to leading the Toronto

Student Movement.
• About $200 is to be given

to fly a Mexican student here

to explain the present situa-

tion in that country.

• Two open meetings will

be held in Convocation Hall

to consider the conclusions of

the student-staff joint com-

mittee on the Allan Report.

Faculty members may attend

and sit in the gallery.

t $300 will go to Biafra via

the Red Cross. $250 has al-

ready been allocated to pay
the expenses of Stephen Lew-
is (MPP Scarborough West)

in his "clandestine" trip to

Biafra. Lewis, who has lived

in Biafra, is there to drama-
tize and report first-hand the

plight of the Ibos.

r

SAVE 50%
...and be 100% informed

Canada's mining industry continues to grow
at a hectic rate and outpaces all other indus-

trial groups. The future calls for accelerated

expansion.

By knowing the facts, and they appear each
Thursday in The Northern Miner, you can
keep abreast of the mining industry and what
it means to Canada. Read all the news of

all the mines — all the metals.

A special $5.00 per year subscription rate

(regular price $10.00 per year) is offered to

University students.

Take advantage of this special student offer.

Complete the coupon below and mail it today

or write for a specimen copy.

ftbelRortbem Miner*
Canada's National Mining Newspaper

77 RIVER STREET — TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

Please send me one year's subscription to The

Northern Miner at the special student subscription

rate of $5.00. Remittance enclosed.

Add re 11 .

City Zone Province

Univenity —

faculty Year of Graduation



INTUfAC KOUNDUP

Gates Godin & Ike Eizenas score
By GELUUS
SOCCER

Godin and Eizenas led
PHE to a 2-1 victory over
Meds. Owalabi (a pressure
point trying to force the gov-
ernment to buy owas) scored
for Meds.
There were two scoreless

games: Innis against Scarbor-
ough and SMC B vs. PHE B
(pr. "phoebe", an Athenian
youth between 15 and 20).

New beat Forestry 2-0.

Rocca and Rosa ("Rocca and
Rosa Music" — The Beatles)

scored for Gnus. (The gnu is

a small South African ante-

lope related to the Ixitlcoatl.)

Slean and Vale scored as

PHE A and Law tied, 1-1.

LACROSSE (Fr., "the stick")

Surprise. Arthurs and
Grierson have gone on to big-
ger and better things and
Law is no good Phe beat
them 10-0. Trafford scored 5
goals. Connely 3 and Barnaby
Rudge 2.

Innis cotopaxied PHE C,
12-0, on goals from Okihiro
(4), Besley (3), Kiril (3),

Balan and Scott.

In the suburban league,
Erindale edged Scar., 7-6.

Robinson (4), Chervaty (2),

and McLeod hit for Erin;
McCubain ("son of Cubain")
scored 3 and Healy two for

Scar. ("For Scar and seven
years ago. .

.")

Unger (2), Hall (2) and
Murray (2) led Trin over
Maggie's Pharm, 6-4. Cuth--

bert had three and Casselman
the other for Pharm. (My
grandfather used the alias

"Unger" when he was a revo-

lutionary in Russia.

)

Vic beat SMC, 9-5. James
(3), Blyth (2). Hiseler (2),

Murphy and Rudy Valillee

were the Vic scorers; Bat-
tling Bulger (3), and M. and
P. Travers replied for SMC.
Forestry anastrophed

Meds, 15-3 on goals by Cor-
mack (2), Instant Caffery (2)

, O'Reilly, Griffin (5), Cooper
(2). Lambert, and Gilbert (2)

too. Howes (2) and Gott im
Himel scored for Meds.

MACHINE POLITICS
My good friend Laurie Solo-

way is running for Freshman
Rep. over at UC.

FLASH
The Directorate of Athletics announces Hart House, where it goes into a pool. He

that anyone belonging to a college or fac- will then be assigned to a league team ac-
uity without an intramural team may hand cording to his calibre. This applies for anv
in his name at the Intramural Office in sport.

Paul Beswick as rassling coach
by PAUL VESA

After finishing behind such
upstarts as Guelph, Western,
and McGill for some years,

the Varsity wrestling team
should make a stronger show-
ing this year under the coach-
ing of Paul Beswick. Be-
swick, a graduate student in

chemical engineering, comes
to us after two years as co-

coach at R.M.C. In 1967 he

coached R.M.C.'s first ever
wrestling team, composed
almost entirely of rookies,

and led them to the Ontario-

St. Lawrence championship.

As a competitor he was sec-

ond in the Canadian Intercol-

legiate championships in the

160 lb. class that year.

Among the nucleus of Var-

sity returnees, are two of the

finest wrestlers in the confer-

ence, Larry Barron and Bill

Allison. Barron is a recruit

from McGill who has won the

OQAA 177 lb. class several

times and was second last

year. Allison was 2nd in

OQAA in the 160 lb. class.

Among others returning will

be John Clarke. Rob Cald-

well, and Ted Sauer. Foot-

ballers Ylo Korgemagi and

Alex Squires should join the

team after the football sea-

son.

Some of the more auspi-

cious rookies are Dave
Simms, Peep Korgemagi
(Ylo's brother), and Joe
Hodgson, weighing in at 230

and carrying a Black Belt in

judo. As of press time, bodies

were badly needed in the 115,

123, and 137 lb. weight

classes.

Anyone who wishes to work

at an excellent conditioning

sport, with the chance of

wrestling for a team headed

for the top, should turn out in

the Wrestling Room, Hart

House at 5.00 PM Tuesday.

Free University of Toronto:
SAC counter courses:

1. Anarchism: the Political Philosophy (Donald

Crowe)
2. Art and the University (Warden A.E. Wilkin-

son)

3. Canadian History: Nationality and Social

Structure (Stanley Ryerson)

4. Contemporary Political Thought: including

Marcuse (Prof. J.S. Barker)

5. Film (Ken Dobb)

6. Non-authoritarian Medicine (Jan Dukszta)

7. Modern and Contemporary Poetry (Bob Al-

len)

8. Peace and War: Problems of Aggression,

Stability andHostility (Carman Guild)

9. Urban Problems (Eilert Frerichs)

10. University of Toronto History (Prof. H.N

Milnes)

11. Woman's Liberation (Sheri Campbell)

Leave name, phone, address and course(s)

you are interested in at the SAC office

(South of Hart House) or phone 923-6221.

923-3490. Groups will meet at times con-

venient to the members. Tuition free

Other F.U of T. courses will be announced

next week. Any suggestions will be wel-

comed. Call Bob Bossin (registrar) 923-

3490

'GOOD STUDENT'
Auto Insurance Program

Have you been driving for two years?
Have you had no more than one accident and one
conviction?

Are you a Grade B Student?
If so. we may be able to save you up to 30% cost on your car
insurance

To see if you qualify

Phone KEN TIMNEY — 363 8485
for personal interview

HUNTER, ROWELL & COMPANY LTD.
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MILANO STRIPES! 1

Glenayr

0fc
DOUBLE-KNIT

§

SWEATERS,
|

SKIRTS, I

SLIMS §
o

Fashion loves the Italian look, and you will too,

with this chic double-knit long-sleeved pull-

over in 100% pure wool. It comes in rich,

exciting new colours, and the clever touch is

the accentuating Milano stripes in a contrasting

shade. A neckline zipper prevents spoiled hair-

dos. Team it with a Kitten pure wool Wevenit
skirt or tapered slims, dyed-to-perfectly-match

the new Fall colours. At good shops every-

where !

PURE VIRGIN WOOL

1\ ,il I .II lota genuineKITTEN, Q
O

o o
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Architecture goes free school • centre

STUDENTSCABSTUDENTSCABSTUDENTSCABSTU
By LOUIS ERLICHMAN

It was a warm, clear day
in May. At the Thermotex
plant in Rexdale. students

were driving out to deliver

shipments of glass to differ-

ent parts of the city.

A normal enough scene,

students working for their

tuition in the summer. But

there were other people too.

men in work clothes and oth-

er students, milling about in

front of the plant, carrying

placards. Two of these read

'Student Scabs Get Out'' and

"Per Quanto avete venduto

vostra dignita?" $1.85 per

hour?

The pickets bunched up in

front of the delivery trucks as

they, left the plant, hurling

abuse in English and Italian

at the student drivers.

They were on strike and

the students. "scabs'' to

them, were taking away their

only weapon in their fight for

better conditions.

It was only one incident,

but it is an indication of a

trend which is causing con-

cern to the labor movement

all across Canada.

As summer jobs "become

more and more dillicult to

find, desperate students and

strike-bound companies are

tempted into marriages of

convenience. In addition to

weakening the union cause

and providing a disruptive

factor in industrial disputes,

scabbing students could be

creating a labor backlash so

that the good summer jobs

available previously only

through the unions' good

graces will disappear.

But labor disputes tend to

be complicated and emotional

and the decisions of a job-

hungry and only partly-in-

formed student are perhaps

not entirely rational.

At the Thermotex plant,

the Steelworkers Union had

obtained certification as the

bargaining agent of the work-

ers, but it had been unable to

reach anv agreement with the

company. Since the union

faced de-certification if an

agreement was not negotiated

within a vear. a wildcat
"

strike was organized to put

pressure on the company.

The compam responded b\

hiring students at higher

rates than they were paying

their regular employees.

Joe. one of the U of T stu-

dents who worked at Thermo-
tex. admitted he was told

that the workers were trying

to form a union before he

applied for the job.

"We were told it was an

illegal strike." he said, "but

no one told us about the certi-

fication problem."

"I felt badly but 1 didn't

think 1 was harming the situ-

ation. Most of us quit after a

lew weeks anyway. It's just

so hard to get jobs."

Joe said he wouldn't have

applied if it had been a "le-

gal" strike.

"As it was. there were a

couple of fights. Somebody

threw a brick through a truck

window and I was followed on

some of my deliveries, he

said. "If the union had been

bigger and more organized,

there would have been more

fights and squabbles, and it

would have been a lot more

dangerous."

The company received lim-

ited benefits by hiring the

students since they were in-

experienced and not particu-

larly competent. It fell far-

ther and farther behind in

filling orders until an agree-

ment with the union was li-

nally reached.

The Thermotex incident

had immediate repercussions

In the University, the Advi-

sory Committee for the

Placement Service, which

had advertised the Thermotex

jobs, passed a motion that

the service would not list po-

sitions which are the subject

of a labor-management dis-

pute.

Keeping abreast of labor

developments is not an easy

job. "We keep a close eye on

the newspapers." said_ Allan

Headrick. director of the

Placement Service, "and

hope we don't get caught.

Most large disputes get into

the papers quickly

"Actually." he continued,

"attempts to hire students

through us to replace strikers

is pretty rare, perhaps once

or twice a year. Most compa-

nies feel that the short-term

benefit is outweighed by the

hostilities aroused."

There have, however, been

other, more subtle instances

of student scabbing' duung

the past summer In Valley-

field. Que students were re-

portedly working as long-

shoremen at below union

rates." During the postal

strike, students in several cit-

ies ran postal delivery serv-

ices.

The Graduate Students

Union at U of T ran one of

these postal "services", de-

livering letters for foreign

destinations to the post ofiice

in Buffalo, Mew York.

It was not oui intention to

be strike-breaking." said

Michael Vaughan vice-presi-

LOCAL 183

PROTESTS
+he ConcellDUon

dent "The executive saw a

need for an emergency serv-

ice to help overseas stu-

dents."

The service was not. how-

ever, restricted to overseas

students, but in fact received

wide local advertising seek-

ing mail trom all sum i
<

-

"SAC took a negative posi-

tion on the issue, but we
didn't get one complaint dur-

ing the period of service."

Vaughan said. "We didn't

discuss the implications, we
just tried to follow our good

intentions."

Student actions draw var-

ying amounts of anger from

union men. Henry Wiseback,

executive secretary of the

Ontario Federation ol Labor,

says he is "not really worried

about it."

it doesn't happen often,

but I would be worried if

employers and students made

it a habit. " he said. "I don't

think workers are. in general,

hostile to students
'

But in an article titled Stu-

dent Scabs in the

August September issue of

"Confrontations.' the New
Democratic Youth news-

paper. Alan Gottheil accuses

students ol being "trained to

believe they are superior to

the ill percent of 18-24 popula-

tion not in school". "I being

"contemptuous" ol unions

and unwilling to "dirt} then

hands Yet even this article

ends with a reasoned sugges-

tion lor a solution to student

employment problems: free

university education and vol-

untary student service in the

summer
In its first meeting this

year. SAC passed a resolution

supporting a union demon-

stration at City Hall, recog-

nizing the common struggle

in which student unions are

involved with labor unions on

such issues as housing, demo-

cratization of institutions and

accessibility to university."

The question remaias as to

whether other students have

made the same recognition.

The problem has not yet

fully materialized, but it

would be both ironic and sad

if the university, fount of the

New Left, and unions, the

core of the Old Left, were to

be dragged into bitter conf-

rontations over the "scab"

issue.



FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH - IN

EXPLODING HUMANITY

THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS

VARSITY ARENA OCTOBER 25 - 27

F Rl .. OCT. 25, 8:00 PM — THE RACE TO EXTINCTION
George M. Carstairs, Scottish psychiatrist, and others

SAT., OCT. 26. 9:30 AM — SEEING INTO THE PRESENT
Louis Dupre, Catholic philosopher,

Aziza Hussein, Egyptian women's leader, and others

SUN., OCT. 27. 2:00 PM — PROGRAMMING FOR SURVIVAL
Sripati Chandrasekhar, Indian cabinet minister, and others

SUN,. OCT. 27. 8:00 PM — A DILEMMA FOR AFFLUENTS
Hugh Keenleyside, Canadian business leader.

Thorsten Sjovall. Swedish family planning expert, and others

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 44 ST. GEORGE ST.

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN COMMITTEE

$5.00 REGULAR 924-1429 $2.00 STUDENT

MANY SPECIAL PRE TEACH-IN EVENTS

ALSO:

THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 21 - 26

!

ST. MICHAELIS COLLEDGE
Christmas Card Design Contest

Prize $25.00
Begins Oct. 10. Ends 5:00 p.m. Oct. 21

Meeting 1:00 Wed, Oct. 15 General Information

held in Student Centre Committee Room
Eligibility: St. Mike's students, Faculty and staff

Arranged by the M.R.C.

The Blue & White Society

Homecoming Concert

featuring

Sun. Oct. 20, 1968 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

Reserved Seats Only - $1.50 per person advance
- $2.00 per person at the door

tax incl'd

Tickets available now at the SAC. Office

ELECTIONS
Elect your student representatives to the Committee to Implement the tAacpherson Report

Nominations and elections in departmental meetings this week

Voting or nomination qualification: one course in the subject.

At-large seats for General Arts and General Science

WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER 16 - 1. 00

Anthropology Sid Smith I07I

History Sid Smith 21 18

Italian & Hispanic Sid Smith 2 1 1

8

Mathematics . Lash Miller I59

Zoology Ramsay Wright I |7

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 17 -
1 .00

Chemistry Chem. Bldg. 1 59

Classics )

East Asian )

Sid Smith I083
Islamic

)

Near Eastern
)

English Cody Hall 1 07

Geography Sid Smith 622

German Sid Smith
1 088

Group D Science Ramsay Wright
I I 7

Political Economy Sid S mith 2 1 35

Psychology Sid Smith I07I

Slavic Sid Smith 1022

FRIDAY - OCTOBER 18 - 1.00

Botany Botany Bldg. 97

Fine Art Sid Smith 1010

French Cody Hall 107

Geology Mining Bldg. 1 01

Philosophy
)

Ethics, RK )
New Physics 203

Physics
)

Astronomy
)

Sociology Sid Smith 2035

MONDAY - OCTOBER 21 - 1.00

General Arts Convocation Hal I

General Science Mechanical 102
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Teach-in explores
exploding population

To many, the theme ot thi;

Year's Teach-in is about a:

relevant as the ban the bomb
movement — How I Stopped
Worrying and Learned to

Love, the Crisis of Numbers.
But on closer inspection,

this analogy is gutless, be-

cause the numerical explo-

sion is not sealed away be-

hind barbed wire fences and
controlled by electronic sig-

nals.

Its evidence stares us in

the face from the square mile
of green algae on Lake Erie
to the 2.000.000 I.U.D.'s dis-

pensed by the government of

India to a fraction of its fe-

male population.

Yet some pragmatic solu-

tions do exist — this is the

feeling behind the Teach-in.

And significantly enough the

forum is being organized for

the first time with the lead-

ing role played by a section

of this university that is not

strictly arts — the depart-

ment of zoology.

The idea has been taking

form for about two years,

explains Dr. J, B. Falls.

Chairman of this year's

committee and an ecologist

by profession.

"About two years ago, four

of us. all but one ecologists,

were sitting around discuss-

ing the things which are of

greatest concern to us —
mainly conservation of one

kind or another, and we dis-

covered that we were all very

disturbed about population

increase.

"We realize we have a dif-

ferent point of view because

of our biological interest. But

we see it as the most impor-

tant general problem in the

world. We thought of ways of

bringing it to the attention of

the campus — by giving

courses or inviting speakers.

But the Teach-in offers us a

ready-made format for the

dramatic presentation of the

issue."

On the weekend of Oct. 25.

psychiatrists, agronomists,

economists, sociologists, phi-

losophers, and ecologists —
all with direct experience

dealing with the human prob-

lems created by over-popula-

tion will pool their expertise

in four sessions in Varsity

Arena.

In the abstract, the focus of

their attention will be Man in

the Technological Society —
creator and destroyer in a

new dimension.

And in concrete terms
there are two direct political

issues behind the probing at-

tempts at defining human
status:

Population control — as

much a controversy in Can-

ada as it is in Latin America
or in India.

Foreign aid — how tu share

wealth and knowledge be-

tween rich and poor nations.

But there has been no at-

tempt by the Teach-in organi-

zers to emphasize ideology,

since all of the questions

dealt with will be in some
sense political.

What the program does try

to is shake the assumptions
of the audience about the

virtues of the Canadian ex-

perience.

"In our own internal and
external policies on the qes-

tion of birth control, for

example." Dr. Falls com-
mented. "Canada is extraor-

dinarily apathetic. At interna-

tional conferences we either

abstain or vote against reso-

lutions dealing with the im-
plementation of birth control

programs."

In the final session, a

Swedish psychiatrist with a

great deal of international

level experience in sex educa-

tion and birth control has

been invited to speak "pre-

cisely because Sweden has a

policy and we don't." in the

words of one organizer.

Right now the hub of activ-

ity is on the fifth floor of the

Ramsay Wright Building.

A white-coated

young man in an elevator

sees you with Teach-in broc-

hures and comments. "So
you've been roped in too!"

Radiating from the fifth floor

office of Dr. Falls, the forum
organizers have grabbed all

available bodies — until

they now have a force

totalling 300.

A lot of their energy will

be spent of the Pre Teach-In

which for the first time will

reach the Scarborough and

Erindale campuses. The
scope of this program re-

flects the policy of Dr. Falls:

"Instead of trying to run
everything on our own, we
went around to the rest of the

campus asking people to set

up programs in related fields.

In other words, do your own
thing . . . and we even have a

contribution from the engi-

neers."

Perhaps the highlight of

next week's events will be a
display of contraceptive de-

vices to be set up in the foyer
of Sid Smith accompanied by
two doctors.

But only the events on the

weekend will prove the valid-

ity of the forum as a sound-

ing board of expert interna-

tional opinion on crucial is-

sues. This year the focus of

protest will be Canada itself

where, in Dr. Falls' words.
"It is not unreasonable to

think that our ideas may have
a direct effect."

"In the structure of the

program, we are trying to do
two things." he explains:

"present as many of the as-

pects of the problem as possi-

ble and suggest opposing
points of view."

"But in this we are faced

with a huge task. For the

main opposition is apathy and

you can't give equal time to

apathy."
By su£ HELW|G

The International Teach-

in on Exploding Humanity

|

is in need of volunteers for

! its October 25-27 program

in Varsity Arena.

Staff is needed in all

departments, including

lighting, carpentry, ticket

sales and promotion.

Volun'eers should call at

44 St. George St. or -phone

924-1429.

Hart House

M

TO-DAY
WORKOUT

Fencing Room 7 p,m
ibership Open to All

POETRY READING
Thuisday. October 17
Art Gallery 1 15 pm

WILFRED WATSON reading his

own poetry JOHN HOLLAND
selections from The United

States of Heaven by Doug
Featherling Ladies Welcome

ART GALLERY
One Man Show

by
John Anderson

Until November 4
(Ladies welcome 2 5pm)
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"Certainly the old dispensation that began with

The University of Toronto Act of 1906 is at an
end That act tried to preserve the academic
community by establishing a protective corpora-

tion of lay representatives The academic commu-
nity is no longer prepared to accept this kind of

industrial feudalism and is determined to work out

its own solutions to the problems of identity and
autonomy."

Claude Bissell. 1968

resign? nonsense!
A perennial joke in any campus newsroom is

starting a rumor that the university president is

going to resign, and then ask him to deny it. To

actually do this would be journalism of the worst

kind

That's why we ignored a rumor that Dr Bissell

was intending to resign — a rumor current two
days before it was revealed in a Saturday article in

the Globe and Mail

Does Dr Bissell actually intend to resign? We
doubt it

Bissell is the strongman juggling the different

elements of the university into an uneasy harmony
Without him, the university would slip Into chaos

as students and faculty escalate their demands for

power on a new. and therefore weak, president.

Bissell knows this, his aides know this- No mat-

ter how tired he is of bickering with the Board of

Governors, and of dickering with students and fac-

ulty. Bissell isn't going to leave the university in

that state.

It is more likely the rumor is a planned leak from

the president's office intended to show Bissell as a

man torn between two forces a healthy desire for

reform, and a recognition that the Board of Gover-

nors holds the power and won't let it slip away
easily.

Dr. Bissell's actions seem to contradict his refor-

mist side, but he is obviously under pressure to get

the Board onto the important Commission to Res-

tructure University Government (CRUG). The threat

of resignation is thus aimed particularly at the As-
sociation of Teaching Staff, which accepted a stu-

dents council proposal to deny the Board voting

membership on CRUG
If the ATS falls for this ploy, the Board and Bis-

sell can reap an additional dividend by driving a

wedge into the slowly developing solidarity be-

tween students and faculty arising out of their

agreement on composition of CRUG.
This agreement is well -founded, and students

and faculty will have many more grounds for agree-

ment in the future as each recognizes its power-
lessness without the other

If the ploy fails. Dr. Bissell will finally have to

declare himself He must say he stands with the

academic community of this university, or with the

Board

In his speeches he has left no doubt where he
stands, now he will have to prove it

'Are you asking if I WILL resign? Or if I'd LIKE to?"

blue and white,

fight, fight, fight
The Blue and White Society struck a major blow

for student power on the rock music front last

week, but campus response has been less than

enthusiastic.

The Blue and White successfully beat back a

move on the part of a local promoter to muscle
them out of their competing Sunday night engage-

ment this weekend.

They forced the promoter to lower his prices and
back down on his threat to have the campus show
cancelled.

Consequently Ars Nova fly into Toronto Friday

for three engagements — Friday and Saturday at

the Rock Pile and Sunday at Convocation Hall.

The only hang-ups are:

o in the course of the hassle the pros wound up
with a cheaper price for the group, while the Blue

and White — with a smaller auditorium — is pay-

ing a higher fee per nite.

o so far only 109 seats have been sold for the

campus concert.

Blue and White decided last night to halt nego-
tiations on several big-name concerts for the rest

of the season.

There's no reason they should run the risk of los-

ing their shirts on a risky venture.

But then there's also no reason a promoter

should be free to ride the market for what he can

get.

That's a perennial problem of student power —
it's hard to mobilize the masses

LETTERS

bogus referendum
GSU President Winter admits the

irrelevance of his "referendum" on
SAC membership when he offers to

subtract the votes of those now criti-

cizing it. He might as weir add in the
number of graduate students with
umbrellas and subtract the number
without wives. The vote was and still

is meaningless because 60 per cent of

the graduate school comes from out-

side Toronto, and perhaps 30 per cent
were on campus for the first time
when they were asked to vote. They
could not have known the issues;

there is some evidence that they
were discouraged from knowing them

(Varsity, 30 Sept.).

When we learned these facts I and
others felt conned. Mr. Winters and
his executive can add votes, subtract
them, or light their pipes with them,
but they will be less than honest with
SGS and the university if they contin-

ue to quote the results of their mock
plebiscite. The SAC's responsibility

and openness in dealing with this and
more important issues stands in

sharp contrast.

Doug Hay, (SGS>

the real liberal
"

The presidents' debate got down to

fundamentals last Wednesday when
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the two speakers started tossing
around the word "liberal". Mr. Bis-

sell said that the university must
remain a "liberal" institution and not
become the servant of any faction.

Mr. Langdon replied that the "liber-

al" position is just as doctrinaire as
the marxist.

Mr. Bissell's liberal seems to be a
nineteenth-century philosopher ; Mr.
Langdon's is a Bay Street capitalist.

The real issue (perhaps one that we
ought to refer to the author of the
Macpherson Report) is. Are these
two liberals one and the same? If so,

Mr. Langdwi wins the day; if not,

Mr. Bissell.

G. Speirs, (SGS)

varsity
TORONTO|^
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"No" said Harriet Kideckel to Mike Kesterton yester-

day, and was immediately showered with gift coupons.

She was the one-thousandth Varsity female to have
done so this year.

"I was pretty sure that the number would be reached

today," said a smiling Kesterton. "Before ten o'clock it

stood at 927. I knew that with a little effort on my part

we could go over the top
"

Mr. Kesterton added that he was particularly happy
that Miss Kideckel had been the one to win, since it was
the first time in s long time that she had said "no."



The radicalization of Medsmen
By BOB BARKWELL

(II MEDS)
I. Medical School:

Where It's At
Probably the first thing to stress is that medical "education" is

really a technical training. Even the Faculty of Medicine acknowl-
edges this; the pre-medical course is supposed to educate the student
in the broader fields of the humanities before he starts his "profes-
sional (i.e. technical) training. The fact that such education in a
broad sense does not occur (even in the terms of education defined bv
the university) cannot be blamed on the Faculty of Medicine. Rather
this a product of the general malaise affecting the university.

In the rhetoric of the Faculty, medical students are being trained
to be professionals, providing an essential service to the community.
The student is taught, both directly and by example, to gather all the
evidence available before making decisions, to treat the patient as a
person who interacts with a complex environment (social, economic,
familial) and not as a disease or syndrome, to exercise the greatest
care, caution and restraint in the management of patients because of
.the immense responsibility which is attendent on handling matters of

life and death. He is taught that medicine is an art requiring tact and
sensitivity as well as a science requiring precision and knowledge.

This is the rhetoric, and even to a large extent, the reality of medi-
cal education. Yet this education also has some unfortunate side ef-

fects. Students come to feel that because they have a considerable

amount of specialized knowledge, carry a grave responsibility and
supply an essential service that they are somehow superior to other

people (even other professionals). This feeling of superiority leads to

the conclusion that no other person or group has either the ability or

the right to question or interfere with medical practice. Moreover,

they feel that they are entitled to high material rewards for shoulder-

ing this responsibility and providing this service. (This is not unex-

pected given the materialistic basis of our society.)

These attitudes help explain the dichotomy between the rhetoric of

the selfless doctor, tirelessly performing a needed service, regulating

his own profession so that quacks and incompetents will not be inflict-

Can this man be radicalized?

ed on society, and otherwise nobly serving the community, and the

reality of a situation where. many doctors refuse to make housecalls,

others do not work on Wednesday afternoons or weekends, and the

professional ethic is often used to protect and hide quacks and incom-

petents.

The medical school scene is admirably suited to inculcating these

sorts of values since the student tends to learn attitudes and outlooks

from his clinician unconsciously at the same time as he picks up tech-

nical knowledge consciously. Moreover, the situation at medical

school is very much a master-apprentice one. Students are presumed

to be inferior members of the "guild " and hence to have no particu-

lar contribution to make to medical education until they have proved

themselves in practice. The whole system is beautifully designed to

produce people who believe that age confers authority and that worth

is based on senioritv. (However, it is worth noting that as early as II

Medicine students 'are taught be example that they are superior to

other members of the medical team - nuses, pharmacists, physio-

therapists, etc.

)

A complicating factor is that many medical students come from

the upper echelons of society. Their fathers are corporation execu-

tives lawyers, doctors, or successful businessmen. Hence, before

thev ever get to medical school, they are imbued with Hie values at

that stratum of societv. Many medsmen are aware of the inequitable

organization of society and the economic- disparities involved and

thfv consciously accept this organization and their place ,n ,t. Medl-

caf training merelv reinforces attitudes' already present

Thus we see that the medical school is carefully (though probably

no™onsdoustyi designed to produce people who will M well into the

social and professional niche which has been created for .hem

II Medical Students:

Attitudes and Outlooks
Students who decide to enter medicine as a profession are qualita-

tively different from their peers who enter other courses. Not only

have they gone through the same socialization at public and high

schools, but since they tend to come from a higher socio-economic
Iroup in society (as previously noted), this socialization "takes" bet-

ter. They enjoy their comfortable niche in society, with its status and
material rewards, and often a contributing factor in their choice of

courses is to maintain or even raise their position in society. (To be
fair, this is seldom a major conscious factor). In general, this leads

to political conservatism, or at best, moderate liberalism, since from
their point of view, society has little wrong with it.

Political conservatism might also be tied to the fact that, as a rule,

good medicine is conservative medicine — that is, the doctor does the

least damage and follows the most moderate regimen consistent with
producing a cure in his patient.

It is also concern for the welfare of the patient and the quality of

medicine which he gives which determine the medical student's atti-

tudes towards medicare and specialization

Medical people oppose medicare because they fear that it will de-

stroy their freedom as people and compromise the quality of medi-
cine available to the community. Generally speaking, if the scheme is

carefully outlined, these objections can be overcome, but the initial

emotional reaction tends to give the unfortunate impression that doc-

tors don't care about the community .

.Similarly. specialization follows from a sense that the sheer volume
of medical material precludes any one person adequately knowing it

all. Therefore, the student decides to give good care in one field rath-

er than mediocre care in all fields. The hierarchical caste system of

medicine is a by product of what is an essentially valid outlook.

III What We Must Do Now:
(or how I learned to stop worrying and accept a
radical analysis)

It should be fairly obvious from the rest of this paper that the radi-

calization of medical students is going to be a long difficult process,

There are, I suppose, two problems: how to reach medsmen with a

radical analysis; and how to get them to do something about it There
are some general approaches to the problem which I feel would prob-

ably be more fruitful than others.

First of all, the radicalization must occur from within the Faculty,

since medical students by and large, simply will not listen to non-

medical people. Thus, it is essential to build up a group (or groups) of

medical students who can be turned on by ideas and turn them on to

a radical perspective. This is quite difficult since most meds students

feel that student politics in general, and radical student politics in

particular are simply irrelevant. In fact, in their terms, this is per-

fectly true, it is always easier to radicalize someone who perceives

himself as exploited and oppressed than someone who does not. Semi-

nar groups, individual discussions on a private basis and involvement

of these people in functions of the wider university community are

some of the ways this might be accomplished.

But this sort of approach is not going to reach large numbers of

medical students. Here is_ where the interaction between thought and
action comes in. Students at the University of Toronto Faculty of

Medicine have given a number of nice, liberal reforms — students on

curriculum committees and an Undergraduate Student Affairs Com-
mittee with equal membership of staff and students. If the students

push for the widest possible definition of these committees and insist

on bringing up really central things, rather than the peripheral details

(like dress regulations) which they have been allowed to deal with,

the point will come when the difference in interests (if one exists)

between the faculty and the students will become manifest. At this

point, radicalization can begin to occur.

At the same time, one should be prepared to take advantage of si-

tuations which come up. For example, an edict from the Dean ban-

ning beards, sideburns and long hair could cause a ladicalization of

students, not because that is a particularly meaningful issue (it isn't)

but because it would call into question all the nice liberal reforms

(see above), since the Undergraduate Student Affairs Committee has

already decided that no such edict should go out. However, while

pressure is building on the Dean from staff men at the hospitals to

make such a ruling, he is unlikely to fall into that particular error.

IV Ultimate Goals:

A highly personal view of where Medicine should

end up.
The changes I would like to see in medical altitudes are (in terms

of where medicine is at now) fairly substantial. I would like to see

doctors regard themselves as part of the community, as people who

are doing their own thing (a thing which is not more and not less val-

id than anyone else's thing i. This would imply that doctors felt that

other members of the medical team were equal in importance and

ability to themselves, and that the good of the community comes be-

fore the good of the profession. I guess what this adds up to is that

doctors should live up to their own rhetoric.

This change in attitude would have to be accomplished by a change

in the values of society from materialism to humanism, so that a

doctor would not feel the need to measure his value in terms of mate-

rial benefits or status in a hierarchy.

THE

Would you rather sit back and

count days on the calendar

or go swimming and dancing

any day of the month?

Would you rather wear dark,

full skirts 5 days in a row or

your sleekest clothes in the

palest colors-even white?

Would you rather try to

conceal a bulky package or

tuck spares ri^ht in your purse?

Would you rather worry

about "What do I do now?"

or simply dispose by

flushing away?

You probably know what

we're talking about by now.

The complicated versus the

modern way-internally worn

sanitary protection—Tampax

tampons.

It's pretty clear that Tampax

tampons f.iveyou more

freedom and comfort

Give you more confidence,

peace of mind and flexibility.

That's because they're so

dainty and feminine Belts,

pins and pads are a thing

of the past! But don I just take

our word lor it-decide for

yourself. All by yourself.

Try the better way—Tampax
tampons. This month. Or next.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONir BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTO-.

BARRIE. ONTARIO
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A notorious group of actors is coming
to Canada for the first time — the last

time they tried they were kicked out.

The company is the San Francisco

Mime Troupe, and it is coming to Var-

sity Arena October 23 at the request of

the SAC Cultural Affairs Committee.

The troupe will perform the comme-
dia dell'arie presentation of The Farce

of Patelin, an adaptation of a 15th cen-

tury French farce.

Reviewers find it difficult to define

exactly what the Mime Troupe actually

is.

"The Mime Troupe is rowdy, vulgar

— I'm sure they would insist on this

epithet — bunch of actors who spend

much of their time on the road, some of

it in court, and a little of it in prison,"

said the London Times.
A special citation for "uniting theatre

and revolution and grooving in the

park" was the dubious honor given the

Troupe in the Village Voice Off-Broad-

way Awards.
The Farce of Pantelin depicts the

world of man as ruled by jungle law,

where the characters resemble various

animals.

"We have kept the antiquated de-

tails." says Troupe director R. G. Da-

vis, "to point up the ironic fact that this

play is as true now as it was in the 15th

century — in terms of peoples' motives

and the way they operate, humanity

hasn't made a lot of progress."

Action is the basis of theatre, and this

is emphasized in pantomime where the

only speaking is narration.

Patelin is based on the original play,

but, although it starts out with a full

script, everything is open to improvisa-

tion.

"A good Mime Troupe actor can

make a dog barking offstage part of the

show," says Davis.

Tickets for the Troupe will go on sale

today at the SAC office.

The Engini ring
Presents

Homecoming Hustling
Dance

Friday Oct. 18 9 pm Drill Hall
119 St. George St.

Featuring The Chancellors

GIRLS 75< GUYS $1.4

In troupes groovy theatre

and park satire

from San Francisco

The Thomas Hobbe; lemorial

FREE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Honourable President: Spiro Agnew
Honourable Principal: A.S. Neill

Purpose: The Free University is a counter-institution to

provide for meaningful learning opportunities una-

vailable in the University of Toronto The F.U. of T.

will provide inter-disciplinary courses that our com-
partmentalized departments do not cover; there will

be problem -centred courses that the slow-moving
calendar apparatus cannot keep up to; and there

will be parallel courses where the U. of T ones offer

little opportunity for education.

Most important is the atmosphere of learning in

the F.U. of T. — people gathered together because
they want to learn, people controlling how they go

about it.

It is our hope that the F.U of T will provide a

more intellectually rigorous and more enjoyable pro-

gram.

Courses: 1. Anarchism: the Political Philosophy (Donald

Crowe)

2. Art and the University (Warden A.E. Wilkin-

son)

3 Canadian History: Nationality and Social

Structure (Stanley Ryerson)

4 Contemporary Political Thought: Including

Marcuse (Prof J.S. Barker)

5. Film (Ken Dobb)

6 Non-authoritarian Medicine (Jan Dukszta)

Modern and Contemporary Poetry

len)

(Bob Al

8. Peace and War: Problems of Aggression,

Stability and Hostility (Carman Guild)

9. Urban Problems (Eilert Frerichs)

10. University of Toronto History (Prof. H.N.

Milnes)

11. Woman's Liberation (Sheri Campbell)

Leave name, phone, address and course(s)

you are interested in at the SAC office

(South of Hart House) or phone 923-6221.
923-3490. Groups will meet at times con-

venient to the members. Tuition free.

Other F.U of T. courses will be announced
next week. Any suggestions will be wel-

comed Call Bob Bossin (registrar) 923-

3490

Other Courses: The F.U of T. will set up courses under any
topic groups or individuals express interest in. Give

any suggestions to Bob Bossin, registrar 923-3490.
SAC office

Another course: A number of resource people from different

backgrounds (psychiatry to poetry) would just like to

get together with people and then work out what to

talk about

OPEN MEETING OF ALL INTERESTED. FRIDAY AT

THREE AND FOUR IN THE BICKERSTETH ROOM.
HART HOUSE
"A splendid time is guaranteed for all", the registrar
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Hall-Dennis ignores human factor
By ANGELA SHENG

"The Hall-Dennis Report
did some liberal thinking but

it did not come to grips with
the aims of education," says
an Ontario College of Educa-
tion professor.

Prof. T. W. Goodenough
was participating in a Student

Christian Movement Seminar
at Hart House.

True, the Report advocated

a progressivist child-centred

reform program. But it was
more concerned with rather

practical and technical as-

pects of education such as the

sources of finances and the

design of a school.

"These are not the aims of

education," said Eilert Frer-

ichs, the Hart House United

Church Chaplain at U of T.

Of the 12 students and fac-

ulty at the seminar, the ma-
jority agreed that in making

the Report effective, it was

CENTRE
FOR THE STUDY OF

DRAMA
first

Studio

Production

THE JUST ASSASSINS

by Albert Camus

as directed

by Martin Hunter

Wednesday to Saturday

October 16.17.18.19

at 8:30

at "The Church"

4 Glenmorrls Street

one block north

of Harbord St

at Huron St

ADMISSION FREE

'/> CARAT DIAMONDS

$200.00
$300.00
$400.00
$500.00

Depending on

COLOUR, CUT, CLARITY

Wa are "DIRECT' Asmond dsolera

olfennrj wide innae i>' «« Bn<*

qualilia* You can bin/ you. enQ3U«

ASK FOR OUR FREE BOOKLET THE

RING FOR THE LEFT HAND UU
WHAT TO LOOK FOR AND EXPECT

YOU INVEST IN A OIAMOND

H. PROCTOR tlCO.

necessary to have "deep inte-

gration of the community and
the school."

Often. Mr. Frerichs pointed

out, it is the .parental block
that destroys any hope of free

learning in cases where the

school boards have given the

teachers enough liberty, to

experiment with the courses.

But one woman who insist-

ed children could not articu-

late why they liked or dis-

liked certain teachers or

courses, agreed on this.

One student threw the

question: "How far did the

research committee of the

Hal Dennis Report reach the

children?"

He said the children had

little to say at all. although

they were represented in the

beautifully printed pictures,

and diagrams and photo-

graphs of the Report.

The aims of education

should be centred on "What

people are and what people

should be," said Prof. Good-

enough.

After all, the human factor

is. by far, the most important

and the most essential one in

the question of education.

theatre journal
by Michael Smith Thursday, November 9, 1967 New York, N. Y.

I'd heard about the San Francisco Mime Troupe for

years but saw them first last Friday night, when they per-

formed "L'Amant Militaire" at Columbia University. I was
astonished by their excellence. They are committed to

"making the theatre, in content

and in style, a living radical

force." The style of the present

production is commedia dell'arte,

the content leftist revolutionary

protest. This is brilliantly enter-

taining theatre with a purpose

:

to stimulate, -if not create,

revolutionary enthusiasm. Its

(PD. ADVERTISEMENT)

surras was unmistakable. Al the

end of the first act the players

had the whole .audience, In

Columbia's main theatre,

chunting In unison: "Hell, no, we
won't go!" At the end of the

evening the director, R. G Dnvis

left us with the Troupe's mot-

M: "This is our society. If we
don't llk« it, it's our Job to

change it; if we can't change it,

it's our job to destroy it."

TheCA,
a quiet

revolutionary.

In the last few years business has

changed as much as skirt lengths. So

has the work of the Chartered
Accountant.

Today the CA helps solve a host

of problems rising from new tech-

nology (including the computer) and

the changing social scene.

He must be able to develop and

interpret a wide range of economic

data as a basis for decision-making

and corporate planning.

If you are a creative thinker, with

a strong analytical ability, accoun-

tancy may be the profession for you.

You might join an independent

accounting firm, serving a varied list

of clients, perhaps becoming a part-

ner eventually. Or you might start

your own practice.

Or you might become a key man
on the management team of busi-

ness, or join a non-profit enterprise,

or work in education or government.

What other profession offers so

many choices?

Experience has proven that grad-

uatesof all faculties becomesuccess-

f ul Chartered Accountants. For more

information see your placement

office, a local CA, or contact-

Trie Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
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FRUSTRATED BY S.A.C.?

CONFUSED BY THE SYSTEM?
PROBLEMS WITH COMMUNICATION?

VISIT THE STUDENT INFORMATION CENTRE
91 ST. GEORGE ST. 923-1006

IS A C SPONSORED)

JOURNALISTS TAKE NOTE

Christian Science

helps meet deadlines

Graduate

Students'

Union

haI»okc>

» ?O
wii i cocas

>

s4 1

'5

m—

»

RUSSELL

H BANCROFT AVtMUI

THIS WEEK
MOVIE

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16 at 8.00 p.m. Sidney Smith Bldg. Rm. 2118 •

"What Did You Do in The War Daddy?" ALL WELCOME - 75$

WINE & CHEESE PARTY
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18 at G.S.U. (16 Bancroft)

-from 4:00 - 7:00 - Only $1.00

TEACHING ASSISTANTS CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19 - Principal Speaker - Prof. Winegard (Pres. Univ.

of Guelph). Registration $1.00. For further information call

Barbara at 928-2391.

By AGI LUKACS

"Christian Science can pro-

tect you. Christian Science

can explain God. Christian

Science can help you meet
deadlines", read the poster

on the door.

As this agnostic always
planned to investigate a

Christian Science Reading
Room and never did, I at-

tended a 35-minute service, at

Sidney Smith Hall. "All are
lovingly invited to attend any
Tuesday", explained Fred
Buckland (SGS). who read
several Bible passages.

The turn-out this time to-

talled 16. The predominance
of men resulted in a slow,

resonant recitation of The
Lord's Prayer.

A principal feature of the

Quaker-like meeting was the

giving of testimonials by var-

ious participants of what
Christian Science meant to

them.

There was also a reading of

Mary Baker Eddy*s guide to

the Scriptures.

• According to the readings,

the basic tenets of the reli-

gion are that the "life-giving

power of truth...makes man
free" of both physical and
moral bondage.

This liberation is desirable

because "slavery is not the

legitimate way of man."

This creed, explained sev-

eral students at the meeting,
has been of practical conse-

quence to many Christian
Scientists.

Kim Brady (SGSl found the

sense of order his religion

gave him helped him in man-
aging his father's contracting
firm for the summer.
Paul Plaittner. a graduate

student from Chicago, found

his religion gave him "a
sense of guidance and con-

trol" over the panic of not

being able to find lodging for

this fall.

C. Butler, a regional assist-

ant for the Boston-based
Christian Science Church and
a former serviceman, felt his

religion brought him through

a forced march despite a

sprained ankle.

Such faith can't help but

awe an observer. I had
planned to write an article

talking about how Christian

Scientists are O.K., but I

wouldn't want my daughter to

marry one. because then my
grandchild may one day go
without a vital blood transfu-

sion.

I couldn't write satirically

about this small sincere

group on campus
But I still have reserva-

tions about the evangelistic

group's attempt to "cast out

error", as they put it.

niccolim
AMNIONS l**"

1 S%

SOLD IN LEADING FASHION STORES ACROSS CANADA
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Biafran blames British-
The idea of a united Nige-

ria was originally a British

idea which has gone sour,

claims a Biafran graduate
student.

Bearded Rex Ugorji, car-

rying a heavy wooden cane
and dressed in tan clothes

and forage cap, was address-

ing about 50 Scarborough Col-

lege students as part of the

Nigeria-Biafra Week pro-

gram.
Nigeria is split not only by

the diverse demands of the

250 tribes which comprise the

country, but also by a reli-

gious difference which di-

vides the country from north

to south, he said.

The Moslems inhabit the

north with tribal religions

dominating the southern area.

Ugorji blamed the govern-

ment of Great Britain for

many of the Nigeria-Biafra

problems.

"Britain tried to superim-
pose British democracy on

250 different tribes.' he said.

The Ibos felt the only

chance for the survival of

their culture and their people

was in Secession from the

Nigerian Federation, he said.

Ugorji is impatient with

those who challenge the legal-

ity of the secession.

"Since when were states

defined in terms of legality?"

he demanded. "States exist

for the people, not the people

Engineers count virgins again
Are you a virgin? Do you want to buy a beautiful woman

(virginity not guaranteed)?

Again this year the Engineering Society is running its Com-
puter Dating Service to raise money for the United Appeal.

This service is guaranteed to match you with your ideal mate

(a 103-year-old spinster doing advanced graduate work in bas-

ket weaving).

You can pick up your computer form at the Engineering

Stores for only one dollar. This form, as well as getting you a

date, will give you free admission to a Computer Dating

Dance on November 8.

There are 69 questions on the form (Balex says that there is

some significance to that), and question 23 (one third of the

way to 69) is very important and must be answered.

If you don't want to fill out a computer form to get a date

you can buy a woman at the charity auction Thursday October

24. 1 p.m. in Mechanical 102.

All proceeds will go to the United Appeal, and Eng Soc is

expecting 4,000 participants.

Missing Person-
Would David Adamson

(IV TRINi. or anyone know-

ing his whereabouts, please

contact the city editor of

The Varsity. Mr. Adamson

is wanted on an irrelevant

non-acuilemic matter.

for the state

"If a nation claims to exist

separately, then it has a right

to exist separately."

In the Biafrans' conviction

of the validity of their cause

lies the source of their will to

survive.

"If your enemy invades

your mother's kitchen you do

not surrender."

According to Ugorji . Feder-

al forces will never defeat

the Biafran people While

there is a single Ibo alive the

Biafran nation is still a fact.

The Biafran is understanda-

bly bitter about the British

arms supplies which keep the

federal army going.

"The real interest in Nige-

rian affairs stems from the

Arab-Israeli War which cut

off Britain from Arabian oil

coming through the Suez

Canal." he charged.

At that time Britain signed

contracts with Nigeria for

exploitation ol the large oil

deposits lying under what is

now Biafra.

"It's a case of let the Nige-

rians kill the Biafrans and let

the oil flow." says Ugorji.

Ugorji will not accuse

Nigeria of genocide outright.

"We will not know finally

until the war is over."

"However, if you define

genocide as the indiscrimi-

nate killing of noncomba-

tants, there is definitely geno-

cide going on in Biafra."

CLASSIFIED

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Trials of Galileo" by Stillman Drake. Professor in the

Institute.

16th October 1:10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory

(new Physics Building) Sponsore^yJ^Varsity Fund

SKOAL
DIKOUMTl

to
STUDENTS '

l FACUtr-

_~All KINDS Of BEAUTIFUL
' F.XTHAOBDINARY . UNUSUAL 1

LUXURIOUS • PLAIN > FANCY 1

^^PT.CAL
CONTACT LENSES

. 151 ST, MORM ST, WMtJ

The Blue & White Society

offers

Boost the Blues Buttons -

25fi34« Si 1
c tax)

S5.00
Official U of T, Blue & White, 7 ft. scarves

($4.76 4- 24« tax - pure virgin wool)

$2.50
Official U of T, Blue & White, long toques

($2 38+12* tax)

Official U of T. Blue & White tarns (berets) - $2.50

($2.38 4- 12* tax)

These are available now at the S.A.C. Office.

Get yours for the next football game

TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS

RESEARCH A PROBLEM ?

LET US HELP YOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO MID - NOVEMBER. LEARNTO

USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY AND EASILY. SIGN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL

NEAR THE CATALOGUE INFOR

MATION DESK.

Headquarters
FOR U Of T
WINDBREAKERS

BLAZERS AND CRESTS

SWEATSHIRTS

AND LEVI'S

Lynn-Gold
Clothes

401 Y0NGE STREET

at GERHARD

LOST: Tiling folder coniaining MS tran-

scription Second Maiden's Tragedy Re-
turn UC F310 Reward

BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT. S219 includes Air Canada |ei

fare 10 days hotel accommodation, air

port-hotel transfers, ground transports

Hon For further information call John
759 7453

SERVICES RENDERED! Essays and
theses to be typed? Call Sharon 783
9545 after 5 Fast service, error free

Equations present no problems Can give

references Cheap rates

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H Proctor and
Co , 131 Bloor St W Suite 416. 921
7702

E>PERIENCED TYPIST — Thesis, es

says, notes typed on electnc typewriter

Convenient location 25t per page Call

922 0)62 anytime

I BEDROOM apartment, sublet till

June S120 monthly Church & Isabella

923 8353

RUMMAGE SALE Sat Oct 19 Si

Paul s Anglican Church. Parish Hall. 227
Bloor Si East (near Church) 10 00 to

II 30 a m Canadian Centennial Chapter

I OD E

SINGLE ROOM AND BOARD ideal for

student 3 meals a day S23 Close to

campus 197 Major St Mrs Laschiti

925 9255

KEEP WARM this winter Raccoon (ur

coat for sale, sue 10, nothing wrong
with it t just want a leather suit m
stead' Si OO 00 Call 921-1275

FAST. ACCURATE HOME TYPING.
884-6526

EXPERIENCED TYPIST Thesis es

says, notes typed on electric typewnter

Convenient location 251 per page Calf

922 0162 anytime

TYPING : (electric machine distinctive

type) Theses, essays, etc — fast, accu

rate, personalized service reasonable

Miss Irene Kenyon, 224 St George St

Apt 404 Telephone 9234011 day or

evening

FOUND. A NEW WAY TO TURN ONI
Seeley Hall. Tnnity College 8 pm Thurs-
day Oct 17 Admission FREE

RIDE WANTED to London any week-
end Will share expenses- Phone Sheila

Gee 923 0966

LOOKING for a gpod, cheap ROCK
BAND? Book now-Call Jerome Rufus at

267 7328

BEER DRINKER. To share parlially fur

nished house with three others Fine

Room, lhave you vision 8r sense of hu-
mour?) Mt Pleasant & Bayview 487
7782

ANYONE WISHING (wanting) (willing)

to |oin group interested in teaching,

learning, playing chess Beginners espe-
cially welcome Call 925 5742 or drop m
No 422 Rochdale College

RESPONSIBLE GIRL needed to babysit

weekday afternoons Mt Pleasant, St

Clair area Phone 488 3101

LOST A ladies wrist watch in vicinity

of old Physics Building Room 135.

Please call 223 5551

EXPERIENCED TYPIST electnc type-

writer Neater notes make belter grades

Typing ol theses, essays, notes, etc done
accurately neatly, and quickly Reason-
able Phone 421-8290

FREEDOM'S Bursting out all over Free

dom is making right decisions Make (he

first one tomorrow mqhi Come to See-

ley Hall 8 p m

DON'T BE LEERY Tnp out with Jane
Robbins former bush pilot A one night

stand at Seeley Hall Thursday Oct 17, 8

WANTED 2 girls to share 3 -bedroom
house with 3 others in Rosedale area

Rent S62 month Phone 923 5311

I AM COMMUTING TO OTTAWA
every weekend (Fn -Sun) Willing to

share gas and driving Call 928 2895 &
leave message lor Marcel Desjaidins

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Sunday. October 20 Great Hall 8 30 p m

Under the Direction of

BOYD NEEL

SINFONIA IN G VIVAI

CONCERTO FOR PICCOLO
CONCERT GROSSO IN G MINOR
CONCERTO FOR 2 MANDOLINS
CONCERTO FOR 4 VIOLINS
CONCERTO GROSS IN D MINOR

Studenls S5 00 Others $10 00

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75pf.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

M VARSITY. Wednesday. October 16. 1968 — Page 11



HERE AND NOW

Liturgical Celebration at Hart
House Chapel.

1 p.m.

General Meeting of the Progres-
sive Conservative Club Room 1087.

Sidney Smith. All welcome.
Career Information Session —

Marketing Room 1073, Sidnev
Smith
U of T Liberal Club Meeting at

Room 1085, Sidney Smith.

Important course meeting for all

students in Political Economy to

discuss aims and constitution.

Room 2135. Sidney Smith
"This Seminar is about Schools'"
- Student Power, Room 138. U C.

Vic "Sandwich Seminar". Prof
J Hume will lead discussion on
relationship of the sciences to the

arts. Copper Room, Wymilwood.
Free coffee.

Discussion on Quebec. Inter na-

nonal Student Centre. 33 St.

Cen:ge.
\urg Sangumba. European repre-

sentative of UNITA (National Un-
ion for Total Independence for

Angola), speaking on armed strug-

gle in Angola. Sid Smith, Room
2102,

1:10 p.m.

The Trails of Galileo - lecture
by Prof. Stillman Drake of the in-

stitute for the history and philoso-
phy of science and technology —
Room 102 New Physics Building.
Hart House Camera Club — six

short films.

5 p.m.

Planning meeting for SAC com-
mittee on Nigeria-Biafra crisis. All

welcome — Hart House music
room.

5:15 p.m.

Freshman Fellowship meet the
lang for supper, then on to the
Lutheran Centre at 6 p.m. —
George's Kibitzeria.

7 p.m.

SAC general meeting. East Hall
University College — motions on
Vietnam war and anti-draft to be
debated.

U.C. Players" Guild production of

Aria da Capo West Hall U.C. —
admission free

7:30 p.m.

Anyone interested in writing for

a small newspaper invited to come
and join the writing staff of the

I.S.C. paper. I.S.C.

Folksinging get-together in Bald-

win Lounge I.S.C.

8 p.m.

Nigeria: panel discussion by the

Association of Nigerian Students in

Canada. Open to all students and
faculty — Cumberland Hall, I.S.C.

8:30 p.m.

Hillel House — Milton Himmel-
farb contributing editor of "Com-
mentary" speaking on Paganism
Revisited.

Union of American Exiles —
three speakers recently returned
from Cuba will lead a discussion —
Newman Hall 89 St. George.

THURSDAY

1 p.m.

Yavneh — Rabbi Dr. Davids.
Dept. of Sociology speaking on
"The Orthodox Jew vis a vis the
Jewish Community."
Free movie — Sports Canada at

I.S.C.

N.D.P. John Harney, Provincial
Secretary of the N.D.P. speaking
on Convention 1968 — S.S. 2123 all

welcome.

Tired of socialism, welfarism,
student revolutionaries? Meet artic-

ulate conservatives. Edmund Burke
Society — Committee room "A" —
new student centre St. Mike's.

Political Theology Seminar —
S.C.M. office Hart House — note
change of day.

University Red Cross Youth

:

Outline of new-Canadian project. If

you are interested in helping New
Canadians in Toronto come and
find out what it's all about. Music
Room I.S.C.

Who cares for the City Part 2;

The City-Cars or People with Prof.

John Daken, dept. of town and re-

gional planning. — Room 2118 Sid.

Smith.

4 p.m.

First general meeting of the
Slavic Circle to elect executive
Room 2125 Sid Smith.

First meeting of the Canada-U.S.
Seminar S.C M - Bickersteth
Room. Hart House.

4:10 p.m.

Prof. Gordon Baym. University
of Illinois speaking —

. Room 102

McLennan building.

New College members — free

coffee and donuts at Gnu Society

Meeting — New College dining hall.

5 p.m.

The Psychology Students Union
presents Dr. Doob who will discuss
work in Social Psychology Room
1038. Sid Smith.

I.S.C. the Hellenic University
Society general meeting to discuss
plans for Greek Night '68.

6:30 p.m.

Wymilwood— Victoria
Bridge Club Meeting.

College

7:30 p.m.

Judy Lawrence, Vice-President
of the Voice of Women, speaking
about the V.O.W. in an attempt at
dispelling any misconceptions about
dogmatic feminists.

S.H.O.U.T. (Student Health Or-
ganization at U of T) — open meet-
ing with an informal panel of York-
ville Hippies. I.S.C.

8 p.m.

Independent Socialist Club —
meeting to discuss the student re-

volt in Germany — South Sitting

room Hart House.
Hear Jane O. Robbins. former

bush pilot discuss decision making
and the student's right to freedom
- Seeley Hall, Trinity College.

A HOMECOMING

<S> -68

FRI. OCT. 18

ALL NIGHT MONSTER MOVIE MARATHON - 9 p.m. Fri. until 9 a.m.

Sat. (approx.) RM. 135 OLD PHYSICS BLDG
- Curse of the Werewolf (115 min.)

- The Monolith Monsters (102 min.)

- Games ( 1 00 min.)

- Kiss of the Vampire (87 min.)

- The Night Walker (1 1 6 min.)

- Paranoic (1 17 min.)

- The Deadly Mantis (103 min.)

(Plus a cartoon between each feature)

Admission: $1 OO per person (this allows patron to enter and exit at

will) Tickets will be available at the door. A snack bar will be provided.

SAT. OCT. 20 - Morning
10 a m - Float Parade (North on St. George, east along Bloor, south
on Yonge. west along Elm, north on University, west along College,
north on Kings' College Rd. to University College)

SAT. OCT. 20 - Afternoon
2 p.m. - Football Game (McMaster at Toronto)
4:30 p.m. Drill Hall Dance - 50c per person
8:30 p m - Overflow Dance • stag or drag - 2 Bands

Howard Ferguson Hall (U.C.) - $1.50 pet person
Tickets Available now at the SAC. Office

9 p m - Homecoming Football Dance - Hart House - featuring
- The Stitch in Tyme
- The Master Hand
- The Benny Louis Orchestra
- The Harvey Tishcoff Quartet
- Owen McBridt (folk singer)

- Tickets are available now at the S A C Office $3 50 a

couple.

SUN. OCT. 20 - 8:30 p.m.
Homecoming Concert - Convocation Hall — featuring the "ARS
NOVA" - reserved seats only $1.50 in advance $2 00 at the door
(tax incl'd)
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by Jwifon..

-fche Actvertisiag ibunxab.

one d-&y out-
l&pi&/ary friend was
busy making a "Short-
hop across campus
TVKe» She espied, a
truck/ transporting
Copious ctuantities of
carrot cupcakes.

l>ut such, culinary
consummations call
for capital.

and capital, kiddies,
means like ./kinks.

futuny we should
mention, that.

turn lappy w^s short-
er? casn. tins isn't-
Surprising, because
•we would lehard .

jut to advertise this
way If She weren't?

So She romped over
liwte tapFy.eJywi"^ the Campus Bank.,
$£SS28&'*S . Which was nearly,
vtiaaty d£ui»a«otu<iy. natch, and garnered

a few pfennigs
tlierefrom.

and She still had time
to catch, toe cupcake
vendor and hlow the
lob .before, ae was
out or Siglvtr.

so wetiave. a
Iwappy lappy.

but on© problem,.

at this rate we'll soon
have th& fattest
raMAt ia, town.

78 St. george's square

branch
h w h webster. manager
open 9.30-5 Monday to

thursday. 9.30-6 triday

Vfh/nd: hopvftiyno
cvh-7
tank ot mcn&veskl

a capital place.



3 HANDY
LOCATIONS
• 726 YONGE ST.
BELOW BLOOR

•299 YONGE ST.
BELOW DUNDAS

• 370 BLOOR ST.W.
AT WALMER RD.

Just walk on by
By ART MOSES

Why was a graduate Eng-
lish student sitting on a tree
stump at the northeast corner
of St. George and Hoskin for
six hours last week, counting
the number of people who
crossed the street?

Why was a third year St
Mike's student doing the
same in front of Sir Dan's,
and a brown haired co-ed
next to Sid Smith?

Every time you crossed St.
George St. Monday, one of 11
U of T students hired by
Damas and Smith Engineer-
ing Consultants, counted you
off on his tally sheet.

The exact purpose of this
exercise in higher mathemat-
ics was unknown to most of
the amateur surveyors. Some
couldn't have cared less.

"I'm just doing the job for
the money,'' remarked Fred
Owens (III SMC) . Others
speculated that the count had
some connection with the
long-awaited closing of St.
George St. to vehicular traf-
fic.

The whole business has
been shrouded in the utmost
secrecy to prevent any hasty
conclusions from being
drawn.

One" employee of Damas
and Smith, interviewed in

front of the Forestry Build-
ing, refused to answer any
questions whatsoever, includ-
ing the name of the firm he
worked for. But another engi-
neer reluctantly volunteered
it was Damas and Smith that
had been lured bv the univer-
sity.

"The whole thing is really
not very exciting at the
moment.'' said A. T. Dakin of
the university planning de-
partment, ' We are merely
updating a 1964-65 survey of
pedestrian and vehicular traf-
fic, seeking facts and figures
on the relationship between
vehicles and pedestrians,
facts which we could lay on
the table in any discussion of
the university traffic prob-
lem.''

"I wouldn't want any con-
clusions drawn that we are
seeking the closing of St.

George." he added.

"All we are seeking now
are facts on which to build a
policy and it would be unfair
to draw any hasty conclu-
sions."

The survey continues off

and on for the next few daw
and will also include Hoskin
St. and Queen, s Park Avenue.

So if you're crossing a
main thoroughfare on cam-
pus, hold your head high. You
may be contributing to the
noble cause of university poli-

cy making.

Hints to the activist: If you
really want to convince the

authorities that there is an
acute traffic problem here,

look for people making nota-

tions on a clip board on the

roadside and either

(Ai Walk back and forth

across the street in front of

him for an hour or so

or (Bi Bring a mass of

people to one point at one
time and march them across
the street.

When you stroll past surveyor, hold your head up high.

GIRLS!!

PART-TIME JOBS

AS WAITRESSES
IN NEW RESTAURANTS

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
CHOOSE YOUR OWN HOURS

GOOD SALARY

CONTACT
BEATRICE AFTER 8 P.M.

922-7065

Moral
neers.

God bless engi-

POCULI
LUOIQUE
SOCIETAS

presents

LIKE
WILL TO
LIKE

Seeley Hall. Trinity College

Oct 23. 24 25 & 26 al 8 00 p n

Oct 26 31 2 00 pm
ADMISSION FREE

THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE!

The only world you know is the world of personal experi

ence You are what you have done, are doing, and will do
Frequently the individual does not seem to be in control

of his experience If you have felt the frustration of not being

able to direct your experience in more fulfilling channels, the

opportunity is coming to regain control over your life

Your experience is determined by your thinking Tomorrow
at 8 00 pm The Christian Scientists at the University of To-

ronto invite you to participate in an introduction to .the Science

of controlling your experience through making right decisions

A free lecture entitled "What Choice 00 YOU Have'" will

be delivered Thursday at 8 00 p m in Seeley Hall. Trinity Col

lege by Miss Jane Robbms of the Christian Science Board of

Lectureship

Everyone is invited A question and answer session fol-

lows

'MORE BARGAINS!
from our huge TECHNICAL and REFER-

ENCE BOOK Department!
and these are iust a few of the hundreds

of money-saving values you'll find there'
Drop in and browse there's titles to in-
terest everyone!

ECONOMICS
George Leland Bach Thoroughly covers the subject of macro -economics lh.oi.gh

InT 0
"

n ?'
'nCOme <"""""">" a"° employment, money and bank,.,,,

and the mfluence ol liscal pol.cy upon the state ol the economy Chapters onma.Rets, the role ol ihe pnce system and allocation ol ,eso.„r-« »u -jo„
pages

Pub at 8 95

price system and allocation of .esou.ces.

COLES PRICE 2 50
PORTABLE GREEK REAOER
Ed by W H Auden The fountain head of our Western culture approached
ih.ough its greatest wnle.s Includes wnt.ngs ol Sophocles Eu.ip.des. Home. Eu
cl.d H.ppoc.ates. Thucidides. Plato. Anstotle and many othe.s 726 pages

I
5 C0LES P R ICE I 25

PORTABLE OSCAR WILOE
Ed by Richard Ald.nglon A collection ol that .ema.kable humonsl wh.ch .ncludes
Ihe complete Pictu.es ol Donan Gray Oe P.ofundis Salome and The Im
portance ol being Ernest plus selections of his poems, essays loite.s. and anec
dotes 688 pages
Pub al

'
85 COLES PRICE 1 25

INTUITION AND SCIENCE
Mario Bunge Each field of knowledge has come to demand a different .ole ol in
tuition This book makes clea. e.actly what these .oles a.e. and can be today —
,n the ven/ d.He.ent fields of ph.losophy mathemat.es. and science It onables the
leader to put intuition in pe.spect.ve — to understand its natu.e and uses, and .ts
limitations

Pub a
' ' 95 COLES PRICE 1 00

THE NEED TO BE LOVED
Theodor Reik Discusses a problem often neglected by psychoanalysts and psy
chologisls the separation ol the desire to love from the need to be loved Dr Retk
considers the latter as a universal need ol mankind manifested in various forms
Pub at 4 95 COles PRICE 2 49
A READER'S GUIDE TO JAMES JOYCE
William York Tindall The fust detailed analysis of all Joyce's works in prose, dis
cussed separately yet with full consideiation ol then relationship to one another,
and to the development ol Joyce's art as a whole
Pub at I 95

THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN
Edwin 0 Reischauer.

Pub at 185
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION
Thurston Pub at 6 75
ELEMENTS OF ENGINEERING STATICS
H Oe.es.ew.cz Pub at 3 50

ADAPTATION
Foundations ol Modem Biology

STUDIES IN CLASSIC AMERICAN LITERATURE
D.H. Lawrence, Pub at 146

COLES PRICE 79

COLES PRICE 1 25

COLES PRICE t 98

COLES PRICE 99

COLES PRICE 1 00

COLES PRICE 1.10 >

COLES VISIT OUR PAPERBACK BOOKSHOP

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

for students of all years

Mathematics & Physics

Mathematics
Commerce & Finance

fef

ACTUARIAL POSITIONS

Application forms at

University Placement Office

Mail to

CROWN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
120 Bloor Street E

. Toronto 4.

THE WELLESLEY BARBER SHOP
6 WELLESLEY ST. W.

YONGE AT WELLESLEY
8AM -6 PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY
4 BARBERS WORKING ALL THE TIME
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ATTENTION ALL VAR,
SITY EDITORS AND
STAFF: There will be a

very important meeting
today at 1 p.m. in the Var-

sity office to discuss res-

tructuring of The Varsity.

All departments, including

Review and sports, will be

affected. If you want a say

in this, come.

SAC to debate Vietnam

Over the Coffee*

BeiMoinss Register'
Than., Oct. 26, 1967

Mimes Grace

U. of I.

IOWA CITY. IA, - The
-lage of Macbride Auditorium
was the scene of a great deal

of vulgarity over the weekend.

The occasion was a perform-

ance by the San Francisco

Mime Troupe. The aitors used

words of vulgar language,

made obscene gestures and

urged the audience to commit

acts of an anti-social nature.

It was shocking. It was unpa-

triotic. U was blasphemous.

I don't know when I've en-

joyed an evening of theater

more.

'

(PD. ADVERTISEMENT)

GRADUATE
STUDENTS

Does the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently.

The Reference Department of

the University Library offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students
throughout October Apply in

the Reference Department for

seminars relating to either

Humanities materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials. Special

seminars may be arranged
upon request

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

W A. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards'

gootiqoe
I SedhrtflV.

a tint

9241974'

Vietnam will be the focus

of attention at tonight's meet-

ing of the Students Adminis-

trative Council at 7 p.m. in

the East Hall of University

College.

SAC Cultural Affairs Com-
missioner Mark Freiman (IV

UC) will present a motion

that SAC support in principle

financial aid for draft-dodg-

ers in Toronto.

A motion to the same ef-

fect was defeated last year in

SAC by two votes.

Freiman said yesterday the

motion would probably pass

since SAC is considerably

more left-wing this year.

Another motion advocating

a unilateral condemnation of

the war in Vietnam will be

presented by SAC Finance
Commissioner Bob Barkwell.

The motion reads that

SAC:
• demand the withdrawal

of all U,S. and allied troops,

• condemn the Canadian
government's political and
material support for U.S.

agression,

• sponsor a program of

debates, forums and films

during the International Pro-

test Week Oct. 21 - 27.

• sponsor a protest forum
Oct. 25 to focus on issues of

Canadian and university

complicity in the war.

The Edmund Burkite SAC
rep Paul Fromm (III SMC)
will introduce a different kind

of motion of principles — that

SAC "unequivocally renounce

and repudiate the use of vio-

lence as a tactic of student

government on this campus
... by violence we include

sit-ins or any other form of

obstruction which denies free

passage or use of university

facilities to any student, fac-

ulty, or administrative mem-
ber of this university."

Booze for sure
A lot of things are uncertain about the Teaching Assistants

Association conference and seminar to be held this Saturday.

They don't know exactly where it will be held (somewhere
in Sidney Smith it's rumoured), and they don't know who the

closing speaker will be.

There is one thing that is definitely known; when the

conference is over there will be all the booze you can drink at

the Graduate Students Union.

The organizer, GSU president John Winter, said there are

still places left before the 200 limit is reached. The main
speaker will be Dr. W. C. Winegard. President of the Univer-

sity of Guelph.

HILLEL

TODAY, Wednesday. October 16. 8 30 p.m..

Hillel House

MILTON HIMMELFARB
Contributing Editor. Commentary

on

"PAGANISM REVISITED"

FILM

'MAHARISHI

AT

HARVARD
1

—8.00 PM-
WED. OCT. 16

SEELEY HALL
TRINITY COLLEGE
Admission FREE

STUOENTS INTERNATIONAL MEOITSTION SOCIETY

DATSUN DATSUN SALES AND SERVICE

SPORTS CAR SERVICE

ACCESSORY DEPARTMENT 421-5883

186 LAIRD DRIVE TORONTO 17 421-5730

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720 J

DATING DROPOUT ?

GETTING
COMPATIBLE

PEOPLE TOGETHER
thru our vast
computer lists

IS OUR BUSINESS
send for improved

free test questionaire

CALL OR WRITE

MEETAMATCH PROGRAM edition II

1 42 - 7 th st., NEW TORONTO, ONT. Phone 265 -2691

NAME AGE

ADDRESS

CITY PROV

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE
PRESENTS

FORUM ON
WEST AFRICA

- environment and development

Participating will be three Canadian students

who took part in

the 1968 W U S seminar in West Africa

Friday Oct 18 1 p.m

International Student Centre
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INTERFAC ROUNDUP

Quibell finds victory and Shakespeare's love
By GELUUS

TRACK Fieldque

"Shakespeare cares for
nothing so much as a quib-

ble" — Dr. Johnson, "Lite of

Shakespeare". And New Col-

lege's Dave Quibell certainly

repaid the Bard (cf. "As You
Like It": "the soldier beard-

ed like the Bard and full of

strange oaths") for his inter-

est by winning the Cody Tro-
phy (located at the corner of

Russell and St. George)
awarded to the competitor at

the Interfaculty Track Meet
scoring the most points. Full

stop. Quibell was 1st in the

100; 1st in the 220 and 1st in

the hearts of his countrymen;

2nd in the 440; 3rd in the Tri-

ple Jump: and ran on the

winning sprint relay team.

PHE repeated as meet
winners, taking the Rowell

Memorial Cup (named after

former Hart House Warden
Edgar War Memorial) with

51 points. New was second

with 33.

RESULTS
100 yds.

1. Dave Quibell. New, 10.0

2. Larry Theed, PHE
3. C. Rutherford, VIC

220 yds.

1. Dave Quibell, New. 23.1

2. Larry Theed, PHE
3. Don Stevens, PHE

440 yds.

1. Bill Franklin, PHE, 51.6

2. Dave Quibell, New
3. C. Rutherford, VIC

880 yds.

1. Bill Franklin. PHE. 1:58.9

2. Mark Minden, Meds
3. David Lismore. VIC

mile

1. Rich Pyne. LAW, 4:28.4

2. Bruce Thompson of Ottawa, VIC
3. Ron Field, APSC

sprint relay

1. NEW (Quibell, Wetmore. Lee.
Rasminsky - 45.5 Ities recordi
2. PHE A
3. DENTS

mile relay

1. PHE A (Bobbett, Franklin. Bogus-
ki, Eiven.), 3:49 1

2. SMC
3. DENTS

3 miles

1. Brian Richards, VIC 14:44.0

2. Brian Armstrong, VIC
3. B. Knuckley, PHE

440 hurdles

1. Steve Wetmore, NEW 60.5

2. Aris Birze (II, VIC
3. Mario Da Rosa. APSC

broad (or "long" jump)
1. Hung Lee. NEW. 20'

2. Rick Farndon. PHE
3. Larry Theed, PHE

triple jump
' 1. John Milliard. Scar 39' 111

2. J. Snively, Dents

3. Dave Quibell, NEW

high jump
1 J Dodd. PHE 511
2. E. Orpana, Dents
3. Brian Penny, PHE

pole vault

1 T. Heikurinen,

(record.

)

2. Ron Nastiuk. PHE

shot put

1. B. Tucker. Dents 45'6 (record.

2. W. Fedunchuk. Erin
3. Scott Aikman, Erin

discus

1. Scott Aikman. Erin-Ill' 2

2. W. Fedunchuk, Erin

3. B. Ewen. PHE

javelin

1. Gord Homer. APSC 200'8 irecord i

2. W. Fedunchuk. Erin

3. Scott Aikman, Erin

SOCCER
SMC took two recent games,
beating Trin 2-0 on goals by
Facchini and Dufocault (a

heavy winter garment i and
blanking Vic 1-0 on a goal by

Chiarcosi. (You will recall

that the painter Rembrandt
was noted for his use of black

and white, or "chiarcosi."

— Archimedes and Eng. Ill

played to a scorless tie

Glen and Copling scored as

Knox took Dents. 2-1 Rue
hit for Dents

LACROSSE
Appleton (two goalsi.

Willoughby (2), Rowell and

Rocks led PHE D over Innis

11. 6-2. Hynick and

McLaughlin replied ("Hi,

Nick" i for Innis.

Meds B beat Dents. 6-1.

Fralick (2), Low i2i and
Ward (2) scored for Meds,
Southward (located just

below Ward on the mapi had

the Dents goal.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

Basketball — Interfaculty Practices Thursday October 17th

5:00 Vic Sports Gym
PHE Upper Gym

6:00 PHE Lower Gym and South Gym
Scar. North Gym
Law - Upper Gym

7:00 UC Lower Gym
POTS Sports Gym
PHE Upper Gym

8:00 St, Hildas Lower Gym
Pharm North Gym
Pots South Gym
PHE Upper Gym

Field Hockey Wed. Oct. 16

League 1

Vic 1 vs PHEI at Vars. 8:00

PHE III vs PHE IV at Trin 8:00

(Winners play Mon. Oct. 21 at 8.00 Varsity)

Losers play IV on. Oct. 21 at 8:00 Trin.)

Thurs. Oct. 17 League III

St Mikes vs Pharm 8i Pot — at Vafcity 8 OO
St Hildas vs Nu rsrng at Trin 8 00
(Winners play T jes Oct 22 8 00 Trin

Losers play Thu s Oct 24 8 00 Varsity 1

r^w.^^««a

San Francisco anti-war

play beats Yale one hollow

©

'We're not out to destroy you,

we're out to disturb you.'

SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE

OCT. 23 VARSITY ARENA

TICKETS $2.00

AVAILABLE AT S.A.C. OFFICE

0»

Co* '

—«»»»«»•»«»»»••»•——*'

IMPORTANT
The Intramural Sports

Committee and the Athletic

Directorate have ruled that

students registered in a fac

ulty or college not represent-

ed in any interfaculty sport

may register for a pool of

players who will be allocated

to the various teams.

For FOOTBALL and LA-
CROSSE, students may regis-

ter up until 1:00 p.m. on Fri-

day ni this week.

The Standing Committee
lor each sport will meet at

that time to allocate players.

George's Kibitzeria,

llarboid and Huron
Streets, regretfully wishes

to announce that Lightnin

Hopkins' proposed engage-

ment for this week has

been cancelled.

SPORTS SCHEDULES-WEEK OE OCT. 21

FOOTBALL (Officiating assignments will be made at Rule Clinics)

Mon Oct 21 4 00 West Pharm VS Tnn
Tues 22 4 00 East St M VS PHE
Wed 23 4 00 West Vic vs Eng

400 Scar U C vs Scar
Thur 24 400 West New Med
Fn 25 4 00 West Dent vs For

RUGGER
Mon Oct 21 1230 West Eng 1 Med A Hand

115 East Arch vs UC Rous
Tues 22 1 15 East Wye VS Med B McAlistei

Wed 23 1 15 West Emman vs Tnn B Apse
1 15 East Eng II vs Vrc Henry

Thur 24 1 15 West PHE . VB Law Ledson

4 15 Scar Trin A VG Sow Ellwand

Fn 25 1 15 West Wvc Trin 6 MacDonell

1 15 East Eng II • VS UC Woods

SOCCER
Mon Oct 21 12 30 North Trin B VS PHE B (Re sched IGero

4 15 North Law vs Vic LefkoG

4 15 South Med B vs Eng III Simmonds
Tues 22 12 30 North Sr Eng Tnn A Cancellara

4 15 North Grad St dvs U C Kalman
4 15 Scar Emman vs Scar Hobbs

Wed 23 12 30 North Dent vs New Osborne

4 15 North St M A vs Law Boguchi

Thur 24 12 30 North Innis vs J' Eng Nepotiuk

4 15 North Knox vs For Kalman

Fn 25 12 30 North Vic Sr Enq Cancellara

12 30 South U C vs PHE A Pikulyk

4 15 North Tnn A Med A Lefkos

LACROSSE
Vie IIMon Oct 21 1 00 PHE B Tanaka. Coles

Tues. 22 1 00 Engl vs PHEC Tanaka. Townley
6 30 Innis 1 vs Erin Hennessey Murphy
7 30 Dent vs Scar Hennessey. Murphy

Wed 23 1 00 Law vs St M Mason, Maynes
5 00 Eng II vs Innis II Storey. Townley

6 00 For A vs Vic II Storey. Okihiro

7 00 Med A vs PHE B Storey. Okihiro

Thur 24 1,00 PHE D vs Tnn Maynes. Coles

630 Eng I vs Scar Hennessey, Okihiro

7 30 For B vs Pharm Hennessey, Okihiro

Fn 25 1 00 PHE A vs Vic.l Mason, Maynes

HOCKEY REFEREES WANTED
RULE CLINICS ARE SCHEDULED FOR EARLY NOVEMBER
GOOD REMUNERATION! APPLY NOW INTRAMURAL OFF .

ICE, HART HOUSE.

BASKETBALL OFFICIALS WANTED

The Intramural office is looking for qualified T & D

Basketball officials THERE ARE OPENINGS FOR NEW
RECRUITS FOR WHOM RULE CLINICS WILL BE OFFERED

APPLY NOW — Intramural office. Hart House
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DAY OF INDIANS AS WARRIORS TIE, REDMEN WIN
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

It was a great day for foot-

ball, October 12. I wish we
could have another one like

it.

The sun shone, the breeze

waxed gently through the

autumn leaves, and Varsity

Blues staggered to a 19-19

stalemate with Waterloo
Warriors.

As the final gun echoed and

Blues trudged dejectedly

from the field, your roving

reporter resigned himself to

a long, slow night with the

bottle in an effort to drink

away the sorrows of watching

his favourite football team
come up with a big zero in

effort against an inferior

opponent. Gone now, it

seemed, was the team's last

chance of winning the Yates

Cup.

Riding sadly off into the

sunset, he switched on the

radio to catch the Argo score.

'Queen's 21, McGill 28" the

announced said and your rov-

ing reporter swerved exuber-

antly into a ditch.

For, with no thanks at all

to themselves, there were
Blues right back in the thick

of things (so to speak). They
don't even have to beat

Queen's by 36 points any

more; one point victories will

suffice.

However, judging from
Saturday's disaster against

Warriors, even these may be

SIFL STANDINGS

W L T F A Pis

Queens' 2 1 0 78 45 4

McGill 2 1 0 69 69 4
Western 2 1 0 78 63 4

Toronto 1 1 1 41 57 3

McMaste 1 2 0 74 74 2

Waterloo 0 2 1 52 84 1

hard to come by. Before 5,000

hometown fans at Seagram
Stadium, Blues celebrated

Thanksgiving a bit early as

they served up a big, fat tur-

key. They were lucky to tie.

Only some fine individual

performances salvaged the

team's overall dismal dis-

play. Rookies Walt Sehr and

Stewart McSween showed
well, along with ever-reliable

Mike Raham. but after these

stalwarts there weren't many
hosannas to bestow. Warriors

tore gaping holes in Varsity's

defense which operated at

negligible effectiveness

throughout most of the game.
Quarterback Dave Groves

and fullback Gord McClellan

were the chief culprits. Mc-

Clellan scored all three Wa-
terloo touchdowns while

Groves passed and ball-han-

dled the handles of the ball

well all afternoon.

Urged on by the vocierous

rantings of the multitudes,

Waterloo nudged their way to

a 7-0 lead in the first quarter

on Paul Knill's 50-yd. single

and a 50 yard touchdown run

by McClelland. Luckily the

convert was wide.

Toronto narrowed the score

early in the second quarter

when Sehr swept 13 yards for

a touchdown. Unfortunately

the convert was blocked.

Near the end of the quarter

Blues looked like a football

team for one of the few times

this season, moving the ball

93 yards in three brilliant

opuses for a touchdown.

Quarterback Vic Alboini

passed to Eric Walter for 32

yards, then to Sehr for 19

yards, and finally Mike Ra-

ham straightarmed and tack-

Ruggers impress twice
Over the long weekend both Varsity rugger teams were

successful against teams from Waterloo.

The seconds from both universities squared off and played
scoreless ball lor the first half. There was a great deal of

good up and under play by both teams. In the second half,

Varsity scored nineteeen unanswered points to win going away
19-0.

Peter Zepp scored two tries on blazing dashes while little

Andy Cairns converted both tries, kicked two drop goals and
added a penalty kick for a thirteen-point afternoon.

Following the seconds' match, Varsity's first unit took on

their Waterloo counterparts. Blues triumphed 35-0 but they

should have been charged at times with loitering. Blues' backs
only occasionally showed the hard slashing running game they

possess and will need if they hope to repeat as OQAA cham-
pions.

A bright light for the firsts was Peter Sutherland whose
power bursts up the centre netted two tries. Also playing a

strong game was centre Tony Pierre who scored iwo tries and

kicked two converts.

Top scorer again this game was captain George Wraw who
had 16 points on an assortment of ties, converts and penalty

kicks. Maris Apse, the pack leader also crashed for a try.

Perhaps the most serious test Blues will face all season will

be tonight at 8.00 p.m. at Varsity Stadium. Varsity will meet
Toronto Irish.

Irish represent Ontario next week in Montreal in the East-

ern Canada championships and have six all-Ontario selections

on their team.
While Irish are the best club team in Ontario. Varsity rates

itself the best inter-collegiate squad in the province. Who will

be number one'' Come and see. the admission is free.
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lebroke his way 42 yards over

the goalline. Unfortunately

the convert was ruined by a

bad snap.

But Waterloo came on in

the final thirty minutes to

take 19-12 lead. McClelland

got the first touchdown of the

half with a five yard run.

Luckily the convert was
blocked. Seven minutes later.

McClelland caught a third

down, nine yard pass from
Groves for his and W's third

touchdown. Luckily the con-

vert was missed.

Varsity seemed on the

ropes to the underdog War-

riors who blew other scoring

opportunities when McClellan

nabbed yet another pass in

the end zone but with his

baby toe out of bounds, and

when coach Wally Delahey

gambled and lost on third

down from the Toronto 22

when he could have kicked

for a cushioney 8 point lead.

Blues took over at that

point and slowly surged down
the field for the tying touch-

down. Alboini crashed over

from the one yard line. Luck-

ily Bill Stankovic kicked the

convert. It came at the 6:02

mark of the fourth quarter.

Varsity had one chance to

win but a fumbled snap on

the second last play of the

game ruined on attempt to

kick a single from the 33.

ROWING
The second O.Q.A.A. row-

ing regatta was kield last

Saturday at Hamilton's
Leander Boat Club, and
under ideal conditions, the

Varsity crew virtually dupli-

cated its finishes of the pre-

vious week at Toronto to

defeat crews from Western,
McMaster, Brock and Buf-

falo.

In the freshman race,

Toronto was third behind
McMaster and Brock hut the

same eight rowing in the

junior varsity division fin-

ished second behind West-
ern. This strong crew has
been rowing well in practice

and is expected to show an
improvement next weekend
at St. Catherines on the

longer Henley course.

In the second race, the
experienced Toronto light-

weight crew passed Brock
in the final 500 metres to

leave open water between
the two shells at the finish.

Rowing again in the senior

varsity race, they finished

second to a fresher Western
crew.

Toronto accumulated 75 to

Western's 62 'a points, fol-

lowed at some distance by
Brock, McMaster and Buf-

falo, and presently leads the

point totals.

Next weekend at St. Cath-

erines, however, with Brock
lowing on its Familiar Hen-

ley regatta course and sev-

eral American crews ex-

pected to attend. Toronto
will meet its stillest compe-
tition of the season.

While how sweet it was to own breaks. So far. the team
have McGill shock Queen's, once thought "number one",
pretty soon Blues are going numbers one only in victo-

to have to start making their ries.

WALT SEHR

Trackers finish tuneup
By PAUL VESA

On Saturday last, the Varsity track team sent 13 men to-a-

meet at R.M.C. For most of the athletes sent, it was their

final chance to make the team, although some of Varsity's

top-notch men went along to round out the team. At this meet
the team was not out to win any points and they succeeded
well in that.

Among creditable performances by Toronto athletes in this

meet was the sixth-place finish of Alan Tucker in the 100.

Tucker accomplished this despite having run three races in

the previous hour.

Our top sprinter, Dave Quibell, was kept from the final in

this by a muscle pull in his thigh suffered in the heats. Quibell

will be fine for the OQAA. however.

Bill Franklin turned in the second-fastest time in the 440

heats yet did not run in the final. A fine showing was put in by
freshman Mark Minden, with a sixth in the 880. Mike Miller

pulled off a fourth for us in the mile in a slow time. Aris

Birze placed a respectable 4th in the grueling 440-yard hurdles

and by his effort gained a place on the team.

Our pole vaulter at the meet. Ron Nastiuk, passed until 11',

then missed three times and settled for last place, although

his best jump would have won by more than a foot. John Hil-

liard asked me not to print his name so I won't.

Our relay teams, both make-up squads, managed creditable

showings in spite of this fact. All in all, the brightest note of

the afternoon was Bruce Tucker's 2nd in the shot put. al-

though he could have won it according to his past record.

The quality of this meet was not the best as shown by such

winning performances as 5'9" in the high jump and 85'9" in

the hammer throw. However, along with the MacMaster meet

it shows Toronto will not retain the championship this year.

We will probably finish third overall with Mac winning and

Waterloo close behind. In spite of a fine crop of rookies, it

appears that this year it must be "next year".
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An His torical Guide to Contraception

By MIKE KESTERTON

Did you know that Casanova had

golden balls? Well of course you

did, but I mean it literally. He had

three of them. They were inserted

into his seductees for contraceptive

purposes. They didn't work too well

because they often became dis-

lodged during flight and the poor

girl felt like a pinball machine.

(Tilt.)

This is just one interesting detail

that can be derived from display

called The History of Contracep-

tives, coming to the St. George

campus Monday as a part of the

pre-Teach-ln program. It will be set

up in the foyer of Sidney Smith

Hall.

Contraceptive methods are sur-

prisingly ancient. Cave paintings in

France illustrate the use of con-

doms by stone-age man, and their

original inspiration seems to have

come from a protective sheath

widely used to protect against in-

sect bites (the penalty of wearing a

breech clout).

The Egyptians had recipes for

spermicides used in the uterus —
crocodile dung was one. Some have

stood the test of time surprisingly

well. One formula recommended

today as 96 percent safe:

Lactic acid 1 part

Boric acid 10 parts

Ung. glycerini ad 100 parts

was mentioned in essentially the

same form in old papyri.

Greek women used to leap up and

down on their heels after copulation

to expel sperm. (Jeez, was I that

good?' )

The Bible's onlv reference to con-

traception is the story of Onan, who

"spilled his seed on the ground -

used coitus interruptus. He was crit-

icized for this, and in later years his

practice erroneously became to be

Protective sheath against

insect bites

associated with masturbation

(Onanism).

Interesting beliefs sprang up

about conception. In the eighteenth

century it was believed that com-

plete female passiveness could pre-

vent pregnancy. In the 1860 s a U.S.

medical doctor, Thomas Ewell, be-

lieved coition would result in con-

ommended as it tended to cause

sleeplessness).

The condom developed Irom a

primitive sheath made from the

dried gut of a sheep (the Japanese

had a form of condom known as the

"kabutogata" made from tortoise

shell or horn) to the latest in latex.

The vulcanization of rubber in 1844

was a red-letter date in the develop-

ment of the product Previous to

this a linen big tied on with a scar-

let ribbon (for decoration I was

used.

.

(Some connoisseurs of the con-

dom have returned to gut and skin

products: they heat better than rub-

ber, thus interfering less with sensi-

tivity).

Each new advance in medical

knowledge brought with it new

methods of contraceDtion. Radiolo-

Casanova blows up a condom to the

amusement of drawing room society

Rubber condom being sub

lected to a torture test lor

quality control

ception only in the presence of oxy-

gen. He thought that Negroes were

particularly fertile because ol then-

habit of copulating in the open air

and believed that conception was

less likely to occur in the morning

in bed as the air inside the bed

became foul during the night and

held less oxvgen. He therefore an-

nounced that people could prevent

conception only by making out in

vessels filled with corbonic acid or

nitrogen, so that the penis would be

unable to introduce oxygen to the

uterus, a major function of that

organ, according to Ewell

The methods of contraception of

the past left much to be desired,

and extensive experimentation was

carried out. Among the spermicides

introduced into the female after

copulation were iodine, vinegar, hot

soapy water and quinine (not rec-

gists discovered that x-rays brought

about sterility (discovered acciden-

tally by the way), and so many

women took x-ray treatments, a

process discontinued when the word

"mutation" came into use. Heat, it

was discovered, destroyed sperm in

the testicles. Experiments were

then conducted wrapping the scro-

tum in asbestos to raise the body

temperature, a process known as

"thermo-sterilization".

iThermosterilization can also mean

direct application of external heat,

as with a poker, but this method is

considered unfeasible. I

(Interesting sociological note: in

the USSR, they use "American

condoms"; in the U.S. they use

"French letters"; in France they

use "English riding coats"; and so

on.)

Operations of one sort or another

have been tried, principally on the

male because of the convenience.

Australian aborigines slit the base

of the phallus. Tying off the vas

deferens was recommended by a

woman doctor during a hearing of

the Royal Commission on the Status

of Women; she did everything but

recommend the wife do it herself

with pliers.

Seriously, birth control is the only

humane method of limiting popula-

tion. There have been other sugges-

tions. In 1838, a gentleman who

called himself Marcus, writing un

der the influence of Mathusian doc-

trines, suggested that all children

after the third born to a family be

killed. They should be gassed during

their first sleep Furthermore, three

out of four "third" children, to be

chosen by lot, should receive the

same treatment. The resulting

corpses should be buried in orna-

mental gardens called "Infant's

Paradises." (Although this sound 1,

suspiciously like Swift's A Modest

Proposal", it was apparently of-

fered seriously.)

The lives, of many birth-control

propagandists was interesting. Mary

Stopes in England, after several

years of an unhappy marriage, went

to the British Museum and discov-

ered, after doing some reading, that

she was a virgin. She embarked on

a program of information dispersal

so save other women iier fate.

Anthony Comstock, well-known

hluenose and founder of the New
York Society for the Suppression of

Vice, noted that birth-control advo-

cates were often believers in free

love and anarchism as well. This

aided him in his efforts to suppress

these people whom he literally be-

lieved were doing "the devil 's

work."

The exhibition concludes by ex-

amining some of the current re-

search projects and problems the

"morning'alter " pill, the male pill,

and so on.

We have come a long way. and

often, since men and women first

decided that they wanted control

over their destiny and the destiny of

their children But the humane lim-

iting of population is still the cen-

tral problem of life on this planet.

Anthony Comstock. found

er of the New York Society

lor the Suppression of Vice



KNOX CHURCH (Spadina at Harbord)
SATURDAY— Young People's Programme at 7:

30 p.m. The second in a new se-

ries, combining recreation and so-

cial activities with discussion, the

topic is "Communication"

SUNDAY- Services at 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Young People's Programme with a

new approach, follows the evening

service.

STUDENTS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

Biafran plight 'inhuman'.. MPP

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Sunday. October 20 Great Hall - 8 30 p m

Under the Direction of

BOYD NEEL

SINFONIA IN G
CONCERTO FOR PICCOLO
CONCERT GROSSO IN G MINOR
CONCERTO FOR 2 MANDOLINS
CONCERTO FOR 4 VIOLINS
CONCERTO GROSS IN D MINOR

VIVALDI

SERIES:

SINGLE:

STUDENTS S5.00

STUDENTS S 1.50

OTHERS $10.00

OTHERS S3.00

MOCK TURTLE!
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MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY WOOL
SWEATERS

This unusual pullover has

special appeal to girls

who are fashion-con-

scious, yet like the
"individual" touch. It is

machine-washable
English Botany wool,
with long sleeves, neck

zipper, Continental band
and cuffs. The fashion-

able mock-turtle neck-

line has an added bonus

—an attractive ribbed V-

insert. For complete co-

ordination, choose a

dyed-to-perfectly-match

pure wool worsted skirt

—sheath, A-line or mini,

or pure wool worsted

slims in the same beauti-

ful new colours. At good
shops everywhere I

PVHI VIRGIN WHX

Without this klujl

By ANGELA SHENG
Only cease-fire can prevent

the coming of total starvation

in Biafni. Stephen Lewis said

on campus Wednesday after-

noon.

Lewis, the Ontario MPP
who has just returned from a

visit to Biafra, reviewed the

"inhuman situation" there

for a meeting of the SAC
Committee on Biafra-Nigeria

Crisis discussing the action

the Canadian government
should take.

The 25 students, faculty,

and church representatives

present agreed humanitarian
relief alone was not enough.

"The demand of at least

3,000 tons of supplementary
food per day is only met by a

meagre supply of 50 to 60

tons per day." said Lewis.

"And what happens when
the basic subsistence of car-

bohydrates such as garri and
yams and rice runs out by

December or January if the

warfare is not made to halt?"

"A demonstration* of all

concerned will be organized

to urge a Canadian proposal

of cease-fire at the U.N. As-

til our Mmt

MINISTERS:
Tit Vlry Ray. Dr. E. M. Howja

Rev DwiBld A. Gillies

"THE EVOLUTION OF
HUMANITY"

DR. D M. SOLANDT

7 30 P.M.

YOUTH AND ART AND
UPPSALA AN ILLUSTRATED

TALK BY DR E M HOWSE

CAMPUS CLUB
FOLLOWING

TRINITY
Blooi St. Wat at Wilmei Rd.

Milliner:

Rev. J. Robert Watt.

BA. B.D.

Organist: Joan W. Uno

DANGEROUS RISE

IN DOPE TRAFFIC

THE DAY NOTHING TURNS
YOU ON. YOU'RE DEAD

8:30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

STUDENTS WELCOME
AT ALL SERVICES

sembly," said Gary Webster
(Law) leader of the commit-
tee.

He said, "Such a proposal

would, with enough support,

generate definite action on

the basis of the Declaration

of Human Rights."

"Canada is believed to

have the ability to draw such

support in the U.N.," he

added.

The Biafra Crisis is not "a

problem the black people

have with themselves," said

Moses Makindie, a Nigerian

student. This concerns the

immediate life and death of

the starving ten million.

The International ffeach-

iri on Exploding Humanity
is in need of volunteijfs for

its Octob* '25-27
J
pr»S«gram

in Varsit^tVrena. **

Staff is needed & all

departmahts, includrBrg

lighting, i carpentry, 4icket

sales and'tpromotion. ?f

VoluntSers should call at

44 St. George St. or*phone

924-1429. f WBSKm
Did you know that you can

design a concrete structure in

practically any size, style or

shape. Durable modern con-

crete lasts almost indefinitely

without maintenance, it's

fire-safe and does not decay.

Concrete can be in the form
of precast shapes or it can be
case in place. Think first of

concrete!
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Thomas Hobbes Memorial

FREE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

TODAY: PEOPLE MEETING

to talk about whatever interests people have. Don McCulloch (psychiatrist),

Jack Ludwig (author), Farrel Toombs (everything) are some of the people.

3 p.m. Bickersteth Room Hart House All welcome

NEW COURSES:

1) China Today (Gary Segal)

2) The Engineer and Society (Peter Cook)

3) Ideas of Primitive Religions (Mark Golden)

4) Jung: Mythology and Religion (Prof P L. Thomson)
5) Urban Architecture: the City as Form (Gerry McMaster)

Last Chance: *

Courses:
1. Anarchism: the Political Philosophy (Donald Crowe)
2 Art and the University (Warden A E Wilkinson)

3 Canadian History: Nationality and Social Structure (Stanley Ryerson)

4 Contemporary Political Thought: including Marcuse (Prof. J S Barker)

5 Film (Ken Dobb)

6 Non-authoritarian Medicine (Jan Dukszta)

7 Modern and Contemporary Poetry (Bob Allen)

8 Peace and War: Problems of Aggression. Stability and Hostility (Carman Guild)

9 Urban Problems (Eilert Frerichs)

10 University of Toronto History (Prof H N Milnes)

1 1 Woman's Liberation ISheri Campbell)

Leave name, phone, address and course(s) you are interested in at the SAC office (South of

Han House) or phone 923-6221. 923-3490. Groups will meet at times convenient to the

members Tuition free.

Other F U of T courses will be announced next week Any suggestions will be welcomed
Call Bob Bossm (registrar) 923-3490

To "register" call 923-6221 or 923-3490 or drop by SAC office Any suggestions call Bob
Bossin at the above, numbers and place be friendly



what did you learn
in sehool today?

One of the primary aims of this univer-
sity is learning, and teaching more than
likely has some bearing on what we learn
while we're here.

In fact, some of the lectures available to

students at U of T are more interesting

than some of the speeches The Varsity has
been reporting.

To give you an idea of what's going on in

the lecture hall these days, what did you
learn in school today explores classrooms at

random — what the profs are saying and
how the students are reacting.

By NOEL STECKLEY
"Othello and Coriolanus should be re-

quired reading for anyone in the Pentagon."
said Professor M. Mueller yesterday.

This remark was generated in English 301

during a discussion of Sir Philip Sidney's

"The Defens of Poesie."

Sidney wrote that poetry was a better

teacher than history or philosophy. In a fur-

ther discussion of this Prof. Mueller pointed

out that poems like Paradise Lost and Don
Quixote generated the desire to act heroi-

cally. And were therefore, better in getting

people to act correctly in society.

•In a roundabout discussion of other au-

thors who had commented on the same
theme, or who had .disagreed with Sidney, it

was pointed out that Shakespeare had taken

an opposite position. Nobly motivated acts

did not necessarily result in heroic actions.

It was pointed out that the heroic figures

of Othello and Coriolanus did not finish as

courageous and heroic men, but as incompe-

tent soldiers. This, then, is one of the rea-

sons why Pentagonians should read Shake-

speare.

Professor Mueller apologized at the be-

ginning of the class for being a little cloud-

ed in his thinking — he had an upset stom-

ach.

One question was asked during the class.

Hart House

ART GALLERY
ONE MAN SHOW

by

JOHN ANDERSON
(Ladies Welcome. 2 -5 p n

POETRY READING
Thursday. October 24

Art Gallery — 115pm
JOHN HEARN — reading his own poetry

DAVIO KNIGHT — Margaret

Avison and or James Reaney

Ladies Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 27 — Great Hall — 8 30

ANTON KUERTI, pianist

PETER SCHENKMAN. cellist

Tickets — Hall Porter

PoliSci course countered
Ten students have establ-

ished a counter-course to run

parallel to a scheduled politi-

cal science class, and they

are getting credit for it, says

Andy Wernick (SGS).

The 25-student group is a

graduate fourth-year seminar

called, "Ideology".

. Prof. Stephen Clarkson

says he is playing the role of

"resource person" in his

seminars.

But Wernick charges he

"rejected demands for a

change in his projected

course outline," and also

plans to go on marking pa-

pers in his "people-gener-

ated" class. Prof. Clarkson

said last night he would act

as a "resource person" when
students lead the seminars

themselves by presenting in-

dividual research.

"The credit hasn't really

been worked out", he said,

"but those who want credit

will have to present some
sort of work for me."
The course outline is "too

eclectic ", claims Wernick.
He and the others now in the

counter-seminar feel the

"comparative politics"

course is too broad in scope,

"too liberal".

"Social science is not

value-free and shouldn't be

taught without a conceptual

framework", says Wernick.

The students involved in

the counter-seminar include

Gary Webster (SGS). Phil

Resnick (SGS), and Toni

McNamara (IUSMC). They

plan to attend the "official"

course, also says Wernick.

"to urge intellectual war on

poor or contradictory ideas".

Jacques Larue-Lalonde, journalist and separatist, will

speak today in front of Sid Smith hall at 1 p.m. in support

of the two-week old student revolt in Quebec.

Some 40.000 students from the junior colleges are now out

of class to protest the lack of university space for them, as

well as the inadequate distribution of loans and bursaries

and the lack of employment services for graduating stu-

dents.

ISC

eight-thirty

33 st. george

fn oct. 18th

steel band
one dollar

Riding Boot

Kid Glove Leather

Black - Dork Bro

Jan.

stfioe tffjoppetf inc.

C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

- Open Thurs. & Fri. Evenings

Credit Cards Honoured



pay up

Students should support faculty demands For higher

wage scales for three reasons:

• A university lecturer (the bottom of the rung)

with eight year's experience makes a minimum of

S7.800 A higher school teacher with five years

training makes a minimum eg $8,000;

• If faculty are to work hard and become in-

creasingly competent — thus improving the quality

of education — it is hard economic fact that they

must be paid a wage comparable with those in the

. rest of society:

• Students and faculty, usually with the full

support of the university administration, are both

fighting the provincial government for more money.

In the students' case, enough money for more than

a dingy room and hamburger four times a week.

sick, sick, sick

Sometimes students really make you sick. Take the

SAC debate on Vietnam and diaft dodgers last

night.

Sure they voted $500 and condemned the Viet-

nam war But not until about four SAC members

indicated, yes, they thought the war was bad, but

they didn't want SAC coming out with a statement

on it.

And then there were people like Jim Ford and

Don Ross. Ford is probably a big hero with engi-

neers now because he opposed giving money to

draft dodgers Doesn't he realize that these people

come to Canada as political refugees under the

same conditions as Czechs now. Hungarians 12

years ago and Jews in the 1930 s?

Ross is even more interesting. He wanted a

cross-campus referral whereby students would sign

away 50 cents of their SAC fee voluntarily. Ross

didn't want SAC to make a moral decision on an

DISGUISE YOUR. CAE, AS A Mo&SE
AND ACT

WINDSHIELD WIPERS TO
ELIMINATE THE V
QR.EEN HOENET PdorlEAV^

OB-, DRIVE YOUR. CA£ JO LECTURES-
MCOT PRjDFS WOULD NEVER. NOlVCE
THE: DIFFERENCE ANY Y-fAt

OR., FAKE A LITTLE WHITE STAFF

STICKER QN ^OUR, WINDOW
AMD DWVE FAST,

Ekstein solves the campus parking problem

issue as vital as helping someone leave his country

forever

Afterward Ross gave the Toronto Anti-Draft Pro-

gram $5 from his own pocket.

If that's how he felt, why not just say so? If you

oppose the war in Vietnam, why be afraid to say

so?

It's a typical example of the kind of gutlessness

most students show today Don't make moral deci-

sions, somebody might not like it.

And those people getting killed in Vietnam and

jailed in the U.S. are, after all, far away.

LETTERS

disgusting mime

I am writing io protest ihc fact

that Mich a notorious!) fill In group
as l he San Francisco Mime Troupe
has been allowed lo appear on l h is

campus. The) are infamous for

t heir crude, barbaric displass of

disrespect for society. One of their

performances was cancelled in

ihcir home town, and ihej caused

rio.s elsewhere.

In one of >our Wednesday ad-

vertisements for ihe Troupe, \ ou

quoted them as saying, "We're not
<^ HesiroN \ou, we're out to

like it, it's our job lo change it; if

we can't change it, il"s our job lo

destros it," Thc\ are dedicated lo

stimulating "leftist revolutionary

protest". We don't need violent

radicals like thai on U. of T. In a

third ad, some unti-soeial l\ pe

wrote that he acluall) "enjoyed"

the "shocking . . . unpatriotic . .

.

blasphemous" "vulgarity" of these

so-called actors.

I think it is a disgrace thai such

a dangeroustj controversial troupe

will be appearing at U. of T.

Let ihis letter serve as a warning

thai this group will do a lot more
than nut on an act. Rather, as

me
rk-

Good luck lo these professional

agitators.

Gary Hayes (Special Student)

our money

Disgusied as I was after reading

The Varsity's article on the Che
Guevara rally al OCE, I was not

provoked enough to write the edi-

tor. To see how much support the

left wing has in our university sick-

ens me. However, [earning it was
m\ money through CUS and OUS
fees which sponsored this conven-
tion promoted i his leiier. Remem-
ber when \our support or fees are

requested b> these unions thai this

is the type of activity \ou are fi-

nancing;

varsity
TORONTO&

"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal.

"
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fir interesting note on the history of dog food: pre-revo-

lutionary Russian aristocrats kept peasant women as

wet-nurses for their pet wolfhounds (makes its own
gravy).

A recent development in chemistry is the study of pho-

tochronicity. the change in a chemical over time due to

the effects of lighting. Actually, this science has its roots

in classical times. Alexander the Great of Macedonia

kept a strip of linen impregnated with chemicals wrapped

around his arm. Sunlight caused these chemicals to

change color during the day, and so Alexander had a sort

of primitive watch. The textile became known as "Alex-

ander's rag timeband."
Ron Graner is a counter-tenor.

Barbara Akit (II PHE)



Escott Reid replies
The editorial on Glendon

College in your issue of Octo-
ber 2, "Revolution Yes — But
Not Now", indicates that you
have failed to distinguish
clearly enough between three
separate though related pro-
posals of the Glendon College
Student Council and that you
may also have failed to ap-
preciate fully the peculiar
problems — and peculiar
opportunities — of a liberal

arts college which has no
graduate students and can
take only 1,250 undergradu-
ates; which was established

only two years ago; which is

determined to become bilin-

gual and bicultural within 10

years of its establishment
and to draw its students from
all across Canada; which is

dedicated to the fostering* in

its students of an informed
and active interest in public

affairs.

The first proposal of the

Glendon College Student

. Council was that the students

of Glendon College should

during registration week reg-

ister in the college but not in

courses.

The second was that stu-

dents and faculty should join

in creating courses which in-

terest them rather than

courses chosen from the col-

lege calendar. These courses

or seminars were called stu-

dent-generated or people-

generated.

The third proposal consist-

ed of three parts: there

should be a bill of rights for

members of the college

granting to any individual the

right to pursue his education

in any manner deemed best

by him; the abolition of the

formal course structure,

compulsory and non-compul-

sory, created by anyone but

the members of the college;

and the abolition of all eval-

uative processes which are

other than self-induced.

First proposal

First year students coming

to Glendon College are as-

signed faculty advisers. Stu-

dents in other years have

their advisers in the depart-

ment in which they are spe-

cializing or majoring. Faculty

advisers normally see the

students before registration.

Since the faculty advisers,

many of whom are new to the

College, would need guidance

on the advice which they

should give to students, the

Academic Dean of the Col-

IF
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lege, Professor Harris, who
was a member of the Mac-
pherson Committee, informed
his fellow members of the

Glendon College faculty:

"The main reason why it is

not a good idea for any stu-

dent to delay his course re-

gistration past the regular
time is that it is impossible
for us to meet the legitimate
wishes and desires of most of

our students, if we do not

have adequate notice of what
their desires are. Any student
who delays to register for

courses runs the risk of not

being able to get into the

courses that he eventually

decides he wishes to take . . .

"We will do our best, as we
always do, to accommodate
all legitimate requests for a

change of programme within

the official period. All stu-

dents should by all means be

encouraged to "shop around"

within the limits set by the

available seats in the classes

that they wish to audit".

Second proposal

In his memorandum to the

members of the Glendon Col-

lege faculty. Dean Harris

went on to say: "I think the

"people-generated courses"

are a very good idea; and

Escott Reid, principal of Glen-

don College

certainly no one should be

discouraged from taking part

in them.

"But they are essentially

"extra-curricular" activities,

and, speaking purely as an
individual faculty member. 1

myself would not wish to

serve as a "resouce person"

or even to take part as an

ordinary group member in

any group which included

Glendon College students who
were not in good standing;

and the first prerequisite for

being in good standing in my

view is to be properly regis-

tered as a full-time student in

the regular academic pro-

gramme of the College."

Third proposal

In my address to the stu-

dents at the opening of the

College on September 16, I

said of the proposal that

Glendon College should be-

come a college in which ev-

ery student could pursue his

education in any manner
deemed best by him:

"Glendon College, situated

on its own campus thirteen

miles from the main campus
of its university, could not

become such a college. In an

unstructured college the de-

sires of students for assist-

ance from their resource per-

sonnel would be unpredicta-

ble. One year half the first

year students might want
help in trying to learn to

speak French. Next year only

one-third might or perhaps

two-thirds.

"Such a college could oper-

ate only if it were on or

immediately adjacent to the

campus of a great university

where the college could call

on the teaching resources of

the whole university. If Glen-

don College becomes unstruc-

tured its teaching staff will

be cut by at least a half and

it will be moved to the main
campus of the university".

I also said, "Only one out

of 20 high school students

who this year included Glen-

don College in their list of the

four colleges or universities

they would like to attend also

included the main campus of

this university. This means . .

that we have to mount our

own recruiting campaign (in

the high schools) independent

of that of the main campus.

"The fact that over the

past three years we have

gradually been building up

our own constituency in the

high schools has a bearing on

proposals that we should now
make radical changes in our

curriculum.

"I submit to you that if we
should now change radically

the kind of thing we are

trying to do at Glendon Col-

lege we will have to start

once again from scratch to

build up our constituency in

the high schools. We would

have to build up a new con-

stituency. We would be

thrown back three years. At

this stage in its history Glen-

don College cannot afford to

be thrown back three years.

To be thrown back three

years would probably finish

us".'

The cartoon which accom-
panied your editorial asserted

that I was opposed to people-

oriented courses at Glendon

College. My views on these

courses are identical with

those of Dean Harris. 1 think

it is a very good idea for stu-

dents in good standing to take

part in thorn

If you're hung up on your holiday break, without enough cash

^XJKHKA lo get away in style, listen to this: Anyone under 22 can tly

OffitmEA lor half (are — on a standby basis — lo any Air Canada
WlMBuP destination in North America. All you do is get an I D. card

($3) that says you're a member of Air Canada's Swing-Air Club.

(Your I.O. card will also be honoured (or (are discounts by

other airlines in North America, and for co-operative rates with many hotels.)

Get the details Irom your Swing-Air campus representative. For (light arrange-

ments, see your Travel Agent. Or

I your local Air Canada office. AIR CANADA@
THE VARSITY. Friday. October 18. 1968 — Page 5
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review

subdued by force they do not submit in their minds, but only because their strength is inadequate. When

subdued by power of personality, they are pleased to their very heart's core and do really submit.

--Mencius (circa 300 B.C.)

•



fOCUS: tmdeau
My trouble is that I'm tired

of talking about Trudeau, but

somehow can't seem to stop.

Anyone who went to the

convention or who worked in

the election has discussed
The Wit, The Charm, The
Elegance, The Arrogance,
The Just Society, The
Women-In-His-Life themes
for about 8 months. We have
been eating the same meal
over and over since last win-

ter. Yet we keep at it with an
unrelenting and prurient fas-

cination.

I know why I can't stop

playing Trudeau-scan. He
always wins.

He remains inscrutable

after eight months under the

hot klieg lights of innumera-

ble 'Insight-

ProbeAnalysisTheWayltlsHere
'sTheRealMan' interviews.

But we have probably been

going about it the wrong way.

Instead of attempting to rip

off the inscrutable mask in

search of the 'real' man be-

neath, we should accept the

mask as part of the real. We
should accept his inscrutabili-

ty as the one solid piece of

personal data upon which to

base further analysis. We
should regard the fact that

we know nothing about him
as significant.

He tells us nothing about

himself because he doesn't

need to. He appears to be a

remarkably self-contained,

self-sustaining man.

When tired or under strain,

he seems to retreat within

himself to a never discussed

store of victories won over

himself and over experiences

in the past.

He is an emotional man.
Some say he wept on that

Thursday night at the conven-

tion when Mike Pearson said

goodbye under the hot lights

and the delegates cheered

and cheered. Because he is

both emotional and highly

disciplined he has fought

within himself and the battles

may have been hard. But he

feels he has won. At least the

battles are behind him. They
were perhaps fought alone

when he travelled in the East
after the war.

"WHO ARE WE TODAY SIR
JAMES BOND?"

NICCOLO MACHI AVELLI OR

Long ago he established

what he needed of people and
what he could give to them.

He seems in a curious way an
old man, in the sense that he

has charted his limits and his

needs and is no longer discon-

certed as we are by the dis-

covery of some hidden font

within our personality.

These personal qualities of

discipline and self-knowledge

(they are inseparable) may
explain much of his success.

When you know yourself you
can manage other men. You
cannot be as easily intimidat-

ed. When you know who you
are you know what you want
to present to the world. The
presentation of image in fact

becomes unconscious, or

more correctly, unself-con-

scious. Hellyer, by contrast,

fumbled his image, alterna-

tively authoritarian alterna-

tively jocularly paternalistic.

Perhaps because he entered

politics at 25 and never had
time to find out who he really

was. Trudeau had the time

k out of politics Martin-
SharpHellyer never had: to

establish that sense of self so

essential to political success

and to emotional survival. I

say 'emotional survival' be-

cause for many contenders

for the leadership at the

convention defeat was a pro-

foundly shocking emotional

experience. Paul Martin's

being was politics. Though
Trudeau is easily the shrew-

dest and most effective politi-

cian in Canada, he does not

regard politics as his life.

Perhaps he is the only man at

review

the Cabinet table who does
not believe that thought can
only be considered as a prel-

ude to action, or that action

is the essence of being hu-

man. He values his thought,

his solitude more than he

values his politics. That will

protect him.
Having said all this one

must immediately be careful.

What I have said is veriest

intuition. All men remain
mysteries. That is what
makes life worth living. What
makes Trudeau's mystery
perplexing and mythic is that

it is deliberate. He knows
what he wants to tell us, he

knows how much to give, he

knows what he wants from

those around him. He appears

conscious of his own distance.

So we have a politician of

myth and mystery in Ottawa.

Perhaps what this country

has always needed is a priest,

oracle, sage, devil, whipping

boy wrapped into one larger

than life political figure. The
Americans have always had '

such a figure at their heart of

their mythology and at the

centre of their institutions.

Now we've got one, and our

frustrations and our aspira-

tions about our country are

thrust upon him in anger and

in hope.

Whether he does anything

or not does not alter the fact

that his presence as an ex-

traordinary object of myster-

y, interest, hatred and awe
will irrevocably change the

nature of the Prime Minister-

ship and our political charac-

ter as a country. And I'm

damned if I know what this

means for us. '

-michael ignatieff



Trudeaumania

dissolves

in

Winnipeg
Trudeau invited Peter War-

rian, David DePoe and sever-
al others to dinner last week.
He wanted to bridge the large
"communication gap" that
had revealed itself in Winni-
peg.

That was last May. the
first week of the campaign.
Both Trudeau's and Stan-
field's advisors had them
open in the West. Stanfield's

opening rally was in the Win-
nipeg arena- Trudeau flew in

two days later to do the shop-
ping plaza circuit. The Cana-
dian Union of Students
conference was taking place
all that week at the Univer-
sity of Manitoba.

About 70 delegates to the

conference decided to demon-
strate at the Stanfield rally,

mainly for a laugh. We car-

ried posters with slogans like

50 to 1 He Says Nothing or

Dirty Unwashed Hippies for

Bob. Someone had a sign say-

ing The Black Flag Flies

Over the Sor-

bonne. Surprisingly, we were
allowed into the arena. How-
ever, when we tried to carry

our placards to the front as

the kids with the Sock It to

'Em Bob Stanfield signs had

done, the police shoved us

back — not sadistically as the

Chicago police would have

done it, but roughly, roughly

enough that a lot of delegates

came back to the campus

with their views of Canadian

electoral politics shaken up.

But then no-one was going to

vote for Stanfield anyway.

They were going to vote for

Trudeau. which is why the

Trudeau rallies had the im-

pact they did.

The post-mortem for the

Stanfield appearance became

a planning meeting for the

Trudeau rallies. No Black

Flag and no anarchy allowed.

All slogans went through a

poster committee, where a

small movement for Fuck

Liberalism was headed off.

When the committee reported

to the general meeting, sev-

eral more titles — Tweedle-

Dun, Tweedle-Dee ,
Trudle-

Dum Bobble-dee ana" Trudeau

Has Mono — were weeded

out. Most of the final slogans

demanded the Prime Minister

speak on the issues. This sat-

isfied the radicals who knew

that he wouldn't and the Tru-

deau supporters who knew

that he would. 50 to 1 He Says

Nothing and Kiss Me some-

how snuck through.

If he did give a Mickey

Mouse speech, then it was

decided we would sing Mick-

ey Mouse and a choirmaster

was elected to begin to sing
where he felt Trudeau was
irrelevant. The position went
to a moderate. The meeting
finished at 2 a.m. and there
was a certain air of unreality
about it.

Sadly, the next day was
very real.

The crowd at Polo Park,
"the largest shopping plaza in

the West," was smaller than
the Liberal Part organizers
had hoped, though it did
number in the thousands. Our
bus arrived early. People
looked perplexed: these were
not the posters that were
expected.

"But I thought all the
young people liked Trudeau,"
someone said. We passed out

a leaflet headlined Issues Not
Images. It said we supported
no party but merely wanted
to hear policy: would the

Prime Minister speak about
federal aid to education,

about the new government's
Indian policy, about selling

weapons to the States, about

the Carter report? Some read

the leaflet: some refused to

look at it; some ripped it up.

Don Mitchell and Hugh Arm-
strong spoke over the bull

horns we had brought, and

passed them around to people

in the crowd.

Jim Harding had painted

his face with war paint and

was passing out leaflets and

chanting "Tweedle-dum.
Tweedle-dee What's the

Difference, You Tell Me."
Trudeau arrived in noise.

You heard it for about thirty

seconds before you saw him

lifted up onto the Rothman's

truck that served as a plat-

form. I was surprised that he

looked so tanned and so

small.

With him was a phalanx of

local candidates and party

officials, grey flannel young

men with red carnations.

Someone threw Trudeau an

orange and black Trudeau

pinwheel. He blew at it play-

fully then passed it on to one

of the nearby candidates who

also blew at it.

He bent and kissed some of

the front row and accepted a

rose which he constantly

turned around and around by

the stem. The local candi-

dates were introduced and

then a woman from the

Women's Hospital Associa-

tion of Winnipeg gave him a

copy of Marie Chapdelaine,

that great book of French

Canada. Trudeau smiled.

When the cheering died

down he thanked the

Woman's Hospital Associa-

tion and said it was a pleas-

ure to be here opening the

campaign in the West and to

meet all these people.

"Issues! Issues!" "GIVE
HIM A CHANCE TO
SPEAK."
Trudeau ignored the first

shouting from the crowd. He
said that the Liberal Party

spoke with one voice right

across Canada.
What does it say?

Some laughter. Trudeau
picked it up: "There's a

young man over there with a

sign that says '50 to 1 He
Says Nothing'. Well 1 advise

you to bet with that man."
General cheers.

Then say something! What
are the Issues!

The heckling was growing

but Trudeau was still in con-

trol: "I'll tell you what the

issue is: who will make the

best government for a strong

prosperous Canada". Shouts

of "the Liberals", booing and
cheering mixed.

What about regional dispar-

ity?

".
. . one unified Canada ".

What about the Indians?

What about Dosco?
"One question at a time."

said Trudeau. Cheering.

What about the Indians?

Trudeau didn't answer but

hurried through some state-

ment about the bright young
men who were running.

Issues. Issues. Issues. Is-

sues.

He looked peevish, certain-

ly not as poised as he had

been at the start. "You are

impolite. This is a chance for

me to meet the people of

Winnipeg, not to debate poli-

cy. If you want a detailed pol-

icy statement, here is a nick-

el — buy a newspaper."

I was stunned The week
before Trudeau was on The
Way It Is disowning Trudeau-

mania and calling for the

public to make a rational de-

cision. A few began "Who's
the leader of the club". But

Trudeau finished before we
realized.

The whole speech was
maybe five minutes All the

delegates were now singing

Mickey Mouse. There was
much cheering and a good
deal of yelling and non-scata-

logical swearing at us, espe-

cially by middle-aged women
One of the Trudeau support-

ers from the conference was
crying.

The crowd was moving
with Trudeau, pushing up

against his car. Peter Allnut

from McGiU held one of the

black and white pictures of

Trudeau against the wind-

shield. He had scribbled on it

in felt pen Roi Negre, the old

anti-Dupplessis slogan. Tru-

deau stared at it without

expression.

Four Trudeau youth pushed
up beside me and ripped up

my sign. They laughed. Why
do you support Trudeau? Be-

cause we like him. Why do
you like him? Because he's

the best man. Why do you

think that? He'll keep Canada
together. They pushed away
and ripped up Martha Tra-

cey's sign.

When Trudeau was gone we
passed the bull horn around
again. A crowd of about three

hundred gathered. Steve

Langdon was at his most
demagogic: "We asked him
about education. Did he answ-
er?" A chorus of noes.

"We asked him about In-

dians. Did he answer?" No.

A man in a three piece suit

took the megaphone and told

Langdon he was wet behind
the ears; if he wanted to

change things to wait 20

years. A woman beside me
said to her friend "I think

they're a bunch of drop-

outs."

The other rally was at the

end of the alternoon in a field

near the airport. The human
setting was the same: Or-

ange-sweatered Trudeau
cheerleaders, an orange-

jacketed rock band (who nev-

er got to play because an en-

gineer from Queen's stole the

evaporator cup trom the
power generator], the same
grey platoon of bright young
men. and us with our signs

now held together with scotch

tape and band-aids.

Only this time Trudeau won
the bet.

This was the youth rally —
only the CUS people were old

enough to vote. It was past

the newsmen's copy deadline,

so they had gone to their ho-

tels. Contrary to the whisper-

ings of his advisors, Trudeau
agreed to answer five ques-

tions Yes. Quebec should be

a province comme les autres,

yes we will continue to sell

arms to the States, no, a cap-

ital gains tax will not he im-

plemented.

Federal aid to education

was unconstitutional, as edu-

cation is a provincial matter.

He hedged on the voting age:

any age was arbitrary: why
18? Even the Trudeau kids

shouted "why 21?" This

answer they understood and

it hurt them just a litt.e

This was the one time in

fifty that something was said,

but it was the cautious con-

servative who spoke, not the

dashing young reformer of

the newspapers. A few still

hurrayed the P.M., but if

CUS can be said to have

"turned radical" at any one

time, this was it. It was as if

McCarthy had won the nomi-

nation and then adopted John-

son's policy in Vietnam.

After the rally, one Tru-

deau-bopper asked Harding

for his address and wrote it

on the back of a "poem for

Pierre." He promised to

write if she would. Langdon

got a letter from another

Trudeau girl, last week.

Most of the teen-agers

didn't stay to talk, but piled

onto the buses chanting "Go
Go Trudeau." We rode back

to the campus on ours singing

"Solidarity Forever," every

loving middle-class one of us.

—bob bossin

review
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There they were,

two pretty little

birds by the movie

marquee a ti d I

slipped up behind

them, ready to

pounce, when one

said to the other, 1

know Julie An-

drews is the star of

"Star!" but who's

Gertrude Lawrence? W hy would Robert Wise make a musical biog-

raphy about her? This bird unnerved me so that I broke from cover

and bowed. Gertie. I informed them, or Gee as she was known to

me, her theatrical intimate, was only fabulous. The first bird

gasped. Oh. she asked, was Gertie an actress? 1 shuddered. An

actress? She was one of the most glamorous and fantastic and fas-

cinating English personalities American audiences ever stood up

to cheer. But there is no one in show business today who could

bring her back to life like Julie Andrews. When 1 told them how

Julie belted out Gee's ever-popular bits like "Limehouse Blues,"

"Someday I'll Find You," "My Ship" and "Jenny" in sizzling

new arrangements that will zoom them to the top of the charts,

they shivered in anticipation. The old

songs are the great songs, they sang,

joining me in a chorus of "Piccadilly.

Wait until you hear the soundtrack al-

bum, 1 added. Rock and roll will reel!

And my dears. I leered, just wait until you

see how Gee sent the stuffed shirts of the

twenties and 'thirties into shock! She

drove to her bankruptcy proceedings in a

chauffeur-driven Rolls Royce. When she

went into a show, even fellow actors were

unnerved. She delighted in stuffing dress-

ing room keyholes w ith soap and sewing

up the cuffs of coalsleeves so that her vic-

tim found it impossible to make quick

changes of costume. I fixed both little

birds with a hypnotic eye and exposed my
canines. Hippies, take heed! Donald

Brooks designed the wardrobe for Julie

and. be says, girls should prepare to adopt

the over-jeweled look Gee made famous.

She made it a badge of courage and a

mark of status for all females! She was

the highest paid entertainer of her time

and she used to toss away fortunes on jew-

elry. What about the men in Gee's life, the

second bird asked me, fiddling around a

little behind my ears. I swore my downy

beauties to secrecy. I'm not given to gos-

sip. 1 whispered, but there's Richard

Crenna, Michael Craig and Daniel

Massey wJio plays Noel Coward . . . I'll

tell you more,! went on, slipping a paw

arbund each of them, but why don't we
make ourselves comfortable in the three

seats I've got reserved in the balcony?

'till later,

Y
Richard Crvnna

If you'd like a groovy, full color, pop poster of some of the smashing

scenes from "Star," absolutely free, just .hop me a note. Write

T. C. Fox. Radio City Post Office IS27W, New York, N. Y. 10019,

( PD. ADVERTISEMENT )
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film
rachel sops it to you

Why did Rachel, Rachel ever get pro-

duced in 1968? Why couldn't someone have

directed this soapy sob story back in the

'50's where it belongs? At least then we
could watch it on a Wednesday night late

show.

The script for Margaret Laurence's novel

A Jest of God had been lying about Holly-

wood shelves for some time without any

takers. And no wonder; her story deals with

one summer in the life of a small-town 35

year old virgin schoolteacher, desperately

trying to work out her problems. With that

contemporary theme as a base, no director

would touch it.

The film unfolds the slow development of

an undertaker's daughter who leads a very

uneventful life in New England (Manitoba

in the novel). She is a lonely woman living

with her mother, afraid to face up to her

problems. During her "last ascending

summer" at 35. she gives religion a go at a

frantic, orgastic revival meeting. She then

falls into an empty love affair with a slick

childhood friend. By the end of the summer
she reaches some conclusions.

Evidently Paul Newman saw the book

and was mildly impressed. He not only pro-

duced and directed the film, but he used it

as a vehicle to display his talented wife.

Joanne Woodward, in the lead role. Bravo

to Newman in his directing debut for not

blowing it completely. But, for my part, he

doesn't exactly deserve raves either. I can

think of very few directors, Newman not

among them who could have rescued this

born-loser of a script by injecting the inge-

nuity of their style. The sympathy the

theme evokes demands subtle and very deli-

cate handling. Otherwise, it comes out as

pure sentimental slop.

Rachel, Rachel has many tender, even

brilliant moments. Director Newman is

clearly fascinated by his wife's face, as the

camera envelopes Miss Woodward's fea-

tures entirely. There are not pretty, but

exciting close-ups of her nostrils, twitches,

toes, her walk, and her baleful eyes. The
woman suffers with her face, as bags form

under her eyes, and she manages little else

than a self-conscious grin. "It's just a new
experience having contact with anyone".
Her face is at the same time an old

woman's and a little girl's.

Newman often flashes back to Rachel's

childhood, in usually effective attempts to

parallel her feelings in the past with the

present. Her mild fantasies in new situa-

tions and self-conscious moments flash on

the screen: we can see her mind even as

she acts. The lesbian advances made by her

friend Cara (Estelle Parsons, Blanche in

Bonnie and Clyde are also treated with a

non-dramatic natural quality, so that it

barely shakes us. Scenes like these, that

betray the director's emotional sincerity for

the subject, are too inconsistent, unfortu-

nately. Their random inclusion raises this

film only a few cuts higher than drivel. For

the remainder of the film Newman plays it

straight, and that's bad news. At home, for

example, Rachel listens over and over again

to her protective mother's trite conversa-

tions and advice. It's damn frustrating. She

asks Rachel to bring home a chocolate bar

three times, or tells her the latest town

gossip. And so it goes.

Newman doesn't know where to stop.

Scenes are simply constructed and
stretched to emotional limits, to impress on

us something that is obvious; they leave lit-

tle to be filled in by the viewer. The pitiful-

ness of Rachel's situation is hammered at

until it obscures the tenderness of other

scenes. By trying too hard, Newman has

missed the total effect.

The story has for me, the scope for a

treatment that could have avoided many of

those corn-filled straight scenes. The work-

ings of Rachel's mind are far more interest-

ing than the inanity of her circumstances.

She can't get out of herself. She is so up-

tight she can't see who she is; she performs

without being aware. We feel her conflicts

throughout the movie, but we never see her

searching for herself. In this way, the

theme is not only contemporary, but age-

less. amy wise
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I have yet to meet a single person who dislikes laughing:
this is why Hot Millions is such a success.

The film isn't hung up in trying to put across a complex
theme, or in establishing a suspenseful and intriguing plot.

Neither does it contain satirical or critical elements, nor
those other complexities that writers and directors have a
habit of snarling up viewers with.

The simple fact of Hot Millions is that it's funny. Sure, it

may be nice to investigate the great flaws in society, as some
directors are always doing, or get wound up in the plot of a
mystery. However some people just don't care for social criti-

cism or murder plots. Everyone has their own taste, but love
of laughter is universal.

Of course, humour comes in many forms, ranging from
slapstick to subtle, sophisticated digs. Whatever your taste in

humour may be. you'll find it in Hot Millions. The movie tries

to please everyone and does just that.

Peter Ustinov plays an ordinary man with an extraordi-
nary lust for money. He decides to satisfy his need by de-
frauding a corporation which is controlled by a supposedl;
flawless computer His wistful sense of humour impels him to

use the machine to do his work for him.

Ustinov's employer is an exaggerated character, made to

look foolish right from the start. He lures Pendleton (Ustinov)
with the notion that he will be greatly beneficial to the firm.

Mr. Gnatpole. Pendleton's equal in the company, suspects that

something is amiss. He tries to foul up the swindle while at

the same time attempting to make Pendleton's wife.

The characters and plot are patently fake, but the unreali-

ty actually enhances the movie. It wouid be phony to try and
draw a moral or lesson from this beautiful and very light-

hearted film.

Good entertainment for all fun-lovers at the Hyland.

—michael fuhrman
Marcus' (Peter Ustinov) secretary, Patty (Maggie Smith), is sur-

prised by Klemper (Karl Maiden) after removing her dress to

change a typewriter ribbon, (huh?)
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theatre
a masterful production of a difficult play
A home-made bomb exp-

lodes and a Russian Grand
Duke is blown to bits. Politi-

cal sabotage by a small group
of socialist terrorists.

What came before and
what comes after 9 In Albert

Camus' long and often tedious

play. Les Justes, he looks

into the lives of five of the

terrorists and confronts the

audience with many of the

basic questions inherent in

any revolutionary movement.
Can one who kills for revo-

lutionary cause live with
himself?

Can life still hold beautv

and innocence while the

struggle goes on against the

tyranny that prevents beauty
and innocence for all?

What is more important,

justice or love?

The fact that any director

chooses to work with this

wordy and potentially static

play, implies that he didn't

back into it. The Just Assas-

sins (as it is known in Eng-
lish) isn't the type of play
that you back into.

Martin Hunter, the director

of the production now playing

at the church on Glen Morris
St.. has successfully coped

resounding tinkle tinkles
Victoria College and its Drama Club have resolved the prob-

lem facing most small theatre groups on campus this year —
the lack of stage facilities — in a more than satisfactory way.
They have infiltrated a new lecture hall — Room 3 — and

turned the lecture platform into a large stage. "It's going to

be enlarged — soon —
" said Julian Field, director of the

opening production, and he added something about a perma-
nent balcony on one side.

He had a more confident air than U.C. students do when
alluding vaguely to the Women's Union Theatre, so perhaps

there will be results. Meanwhile, as a vehicle for the neces-

sarily restrictive lunch-hour format. Room 3 is quite adequ-

ate.

Designer Anne Kewley put up two painted flats and added
some living room furniture (Canadian Arborite and early

classroom combined cunningly) to suggest the home of Bro
and Middie Paradock in Julian Field's production of A Re-
sounding Tinkle by N. F. Simpson.

The only non-theatrical aspect of the vision was in the light-

ing. Unfortunately, in places like Room 3 there are only two
varieties, on and off. However, even this was made the best of

by the Vic Thespians.

The production showed, on the whole, too much concern
with technicalities and not enough with the spirit of the play.

Blocking was evenly arranged and properly motivated, but

unimaginative. The pace was smooth, whereas it might have
benefitted from some variety in rhythm now and again.

The dialogue was almost a monotone, an occupational haz-

ard in small productions. Don Rempell and Anne Kewley, as

Bro and Uncle Ted, managed to be convincing, occasionally

delightful. Diane Hoar played Middie as a Vic undergrad, nei-

ther sitting nor moving with any stage sense to speak of.

The small-talk of Tinkle was transposed deftly from British

local to Canadian yokel jargon, a most banal effect indeed.

The play, which is extremely funny, raised hardly a chuckle
— neither the actors nor the director seemed to have captured

the essence of the comic sense.

Technically, A Resounding Tinkle is a simple piece, but it

can not be done in a simplistic manner. Despite intelligent

and interesting, program notes, recognising the play as an 'ab-

surdist social satire'. Field has almost treated the production

as serious social commentary. To do so destroys the whole
impact of the biting satirical approach.

This entire reading lacked vivacity; rather than resound,

the Tinkle tinkled. „hj|ary mc |augh |in

Once there was a madman
who fell in love with a young
girl's ear. It looked so pink

and beautiful that one
evening he followed her home
from work, cornered her in a

dark alley, and slashed it off

with a straight razor. He then

wrapped it in a handkerchief

and ran home.

With trembling lingers he

unwrapped it and held it un-

der the light. But when he did

6 review

with the difficulties this play

presents and come up with a

masterful production.

The play is in two parts

which hang together very

loosely. Camus takes the rap

for that. In the first half, the

plot to bomb the Grand Duke
flops once because there are

children in the carriage on its

way to the theatre. The sec-

ond try succeeds and the

duke is killed. Considering

the tension built up, the play

could end here, after the

bomb has been thrown. Trou-

ble is, there's no resolution.

We have to wait through an

intermission to find that the

assassin has been captured

and
.
condemned to the gal-

lows.

In the second half, we see

the plight of the assassin,

Janek, (played by Bob Thom-
son), who has to come to

terms with himself and the

killing he has committed.
(We can't use the word mur-
der). The Grand Duchess
comes to see him and con-

fronts him with the fact that

by killing a man, he has only

killed another living being,

not the whole cause. He must
bear the full burden of the

killing on his shoulders.

Sometimes it seemed a bit

silly and naive, this trying to

vindicate the killing by the

fact that you're going to get

•killed yourself. And by heav-

ily emphasizing this frivolous

notion, Thomson playing the

young, poetic and idealistic

assassin, comes off a little

short of believable. We did

not see enough personal

struggle within himself. In

order to put action into a play

that has too little action,

Thomson did too much jump-

ing on tables and flailing of

arms.

Somehow it was never real-

ly believable that death would
redeem the souls of those

who threw the bombs. And it

detracted from the subtlety

and art of the rest of the

play.

The rest of the action,"

however, brought home the

dilemmas that plague any
group of people that put
themselves against all of ex-

isting society.

Paul Mulholland, looking

like Captain Ahab, his cheek-

bones protruding and his eyes

glaring out of deep sockets,

gave a chilling portrayal of

an anarchist leeched of any
human concern.

It was he that this reviewer

was most able to identify

with. Because in any question

of humanity, the question

arises, "Can you really love

humanity?" It's very easy to

hate humanity. When you
hate humanity, you hate life.

But when you start talking

about universal love of hu-

manity, then you're standing

on pretty shaky ground.

The others in the group,

who agree that killing chil-

dren would be intolerable,

show up the glaring inadequa-

cies in the philosophy of ter-

rorism. If you won't kill chil-

dren, why should you kill

their father?

Then there arises the ques-

tion, "Is there any place for

love between a man and a

woman in a group dedicated

to terror in the name of love

of Mother Russia?"
Mary Hulholland plays

Dora, the maker of the

bombs and the only woman in

the group. In a half desperate

attempt to get Janek to say

so he was surprised to see
that it looked like a piece of

cheddar cheese, just a yel-

low, misshapen piece of waxy
gristle. He suddenly realized

that the whole was greater

than the sum of the parts,

that he had fallen in love with
the ear because it was at-

tached to a head.

"Sonuvabitch! " he mut-
tered, "I guess I'll be a good
buy and return it to her by
mail."

"Scuby-Duhy-Doo
and 24 Sca-Doo"

Everyone is having fun at the
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& flappers come to
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Every Friday from 4 pm til 7 pm. You will find thot it will cost you
only one-half of what you thought it would.

SATURDAY ONLY
Who soys that Dixieland Music doesn't sound good at 2:30 in the

afternoon — you con even sing along — every Sat, from 2 30 til 5.

STANLEY STEAMERS
NO PASSWORD IS NEEDED-

Just climb the dingy steps
•t 529 Bloor St. W. (upstairs]

AND ENTER THE
SPEAK-EASY

(LICENSED)

that he loves her, she uncov-

ers the painful plight that

Janek cannot afford to allow

himself this escape.

Somehow, Dora seemed too

full of life. Mary Mulholland

spoke the lines as a wan, old-

before-her-time, hardened
woman,- which clashed with

her pretty, blonde appear-

ance.

At one point she said, "I

was young and pretty once

too." It just didn't look con- til

gruous. Dora, I think, should

be tired and oldish because

that's what Camus meant her

to be. But her being young

and pretty livened up the

play. What can you do?

It's a play full of questions,

none of which is really re-

solved. In order to retain the

audience's attention, the

questions must arise, the di-

lemma be dramatized and

then be cut off at the moment
of highest tension. Martin

Hunter manages to do this

well. Like Marat-Sade, one of

the other great dramatic
works about the nature of

revolution, this production

keeps the audience on a

string, pulling them up just

as they feel they have
reached the end of the rope.

Hunter and his actors have

maintained an intesity

throughout that is fully en- p
grossing and that at times

breathtaking, especially when
the bombs are thrown, when
Janek confronts Stepan on the

question of innocence and
terror. And the scene in

which the group sits through

the hanging of Janek is skil-

fully built up to a dramatic

finale.

Camus is never easy to

produce. There's too much
problem and ideology and too

little dramatic style. But it's

a credit to the company and a

good start for the studio prod-

uctions of the Drama Centre

that the play comes off as

convincing and moving.

—lorry haiven
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anne s antics amuse all

Chartool-BrolUd

Stilling STEAKS

So.vod In Burgundy Win.

and tucculant ROAST BEEF

Entertainment nitoly in the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE 4 BAR

Appearing Nitcly THOMAS KELLY

Steele's
TAVERN—RESTAURANT

EM. 8-5180 349 YONGE ST.
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CENTRE
FOR THE STUDY OF

DRAMA
first

Studio
Production

THE JUST ASSASSINS

by Albert Camus

as directed

by Martin Hunter

Wednesday to Saturday

October*l6.17.:8..9

at 8 30

at "The Church"

4 Glenmorns Street

One block north

of Harbord St

at Huron St

ADMISSION FREE

"Anne of Green Gables never
change

I like yon just this way
"Anne of Green Gables in my
heart

You are jorever young."

Anne (spelled with an "e")
hasn't changed at all from L.

M. Montgomery's book ver-

sion you read when you were
eight, and nine, and ten . . .

well, I read it six times!
For those underprivileged

types who haven't read this

children's classic, the story

goes that a skinny, freckled

orphan with red hair is adopt-

ed by an old bachelor and his

spinster sister in rural P.E.I.

In spite of her chattering

tongue and rampant imagina-

tion (or perhaps because of

them) she wins the hearts of

all Avonlea.

Great Shades of Pollyanna?

NO! Anne is a very real per-

son who works herself into

very real scrapes (drunken

tea parties and green hair are

real?) As well, throughout

the production, there are all

kinds of snide little cuts

about sooiptv's val"<"s and

prejudices, which may en-

SPECIAL STUDENT
PRICES

Trio Productions

BLACK COMEDY
TWP Theatre, 12 Alexander St

Mon-Fn 8 30 pm. Wed Mat
2 pm : Sat 6 pm & 9 pm
(Final three weeks in Toronto)

courage cynics to go and see
for themselves.

The production itself is

excellent. Alan Lund's direc-

tion and choreography do
more than justice to rionald

Harron's and Norman Camp-
bell's musical comedy.
Gracie Finley as Anne, is

much better than the original

Jamie Ray. At 17 she fits the

child's part better, and she
probably has that P.E. Is-

lander "feel" for the local

heroine.

Anne's romantic interest is

Jeff Hyslop. a 17-year-old

Vancouverite, who plays a

young, very natural Gilbert.

Barbara Hamilton and Pe-

ter Mews. I remember Tim-
ber Tom' on the Howdy
Doody show? ) in their fourth

season as Marilla and
Mathew Cuthbert. continue to

send the audience from the

theatre groping for Kleenex.

—pamela berton

STAIRCASE
The Colonnade Theatre 1318loorW

Mon Fn 8 30 p m . Sat 6 & 9 pm

iew 7review

MARAT SAD

E

Number Eleven Theatre

Tnnitv Square

M >n Fli « Wpm . Sal 6 & 9 pm

riecjulai S4 1>0 Can be purchased

at HALF PRICE )S2 251 in the 15

minutes before curtain lime (8 30

p.m. I at the theatre on night of

performance, on presentation of

vow ATL card

Advance assured sturt***-' tickets at

same price fro"! Gin* Hausman

Arts I (phone " 5 6U80I and Bar

ry Stone. Artit I 'phone 925

9641)

1

HOMECOMING
'68

FRI. OCT. 18

ALL NIGHT MONSTER MOVIE MARATHON - 9 pm Fri. until 9 a m.

Sat (approx.) RM. 135 OLD PHYSICS BLDG
- Curse of the Werewolf (115 min.)

- The Monolith Monsters (102 mm I

- Games (100 mm )

- Kiss of the Vampire (87 min.)

- The Night Walker (116 mm )

- Paranoic (117 min )

- The Deadly Mantis (103 mm )

(Plus a cartoon between each feature)

Admission $1 00 per person (this allows patron to enter and exit at

will) Tickets will be available at the door. A snack bar will be provided.

SAT. OCT. 20 - Morning
10 am - Float Parade (North on St George, east along Bloor. south

on Yonge. west along Elm. north on University, west along College,

north on Kings' College Rd to University College)

SAT. OCT. 20 - Afternoon
2 pm - Football Game (McMaster at Toronto)

4 30 pm - Drill Hall Dance 50c per person

8 30 p.m. - Overflow Dance stag or drag - 2 Bands
Howard Ferguson Hall (U.C )

- $1 50 per person

Tickets Available now at the SAC Office

9 p m - Homecoming Football Dance Hart House - featuring

- The Stitch in Tyme
- The Master Hand
The Benny Louis Orchestra

The Harvey Tishcoff Quartet

Owen McBncIc (folk singer)

- Tickets are available now at the S A C Office $3 50 a

couple

SUN. OCT. 20 - 8:30 p.m.
Homecoming Concert Convocation Hall — featuring the "ARS-
NOVA'' - reserved seats only $1 50 in advance -$2 00 at the door
(tax incl'd)



Pierre

Elliot

Trudeau:

Purveyor of the just as it is society

Pierre Elliott Trudeau cap-

tured the imagination of

swinging young Canada in a

way no one thought possible.

There is no need to recount

Trudeau's rise to the Liberal

leadership. It was all very

exciting and has been duly

recorded for posterity in the

pulp literature on the Man.
The two new books on Tru-

deau, This is Trudeau by
John Harbron, and Trudeau:
The Man for Tomorrow, by
three reporters for 'The Tele-

gram', would have been bare-

ly tolerable had they ap-

peared during the leadership

race or during the election,

when Trudeau's style and
personality were the subject

of such incredible public in-

terest. But in the post-or-

gasmic atmosphere of Octo-

ber they appear as slightly

quaint and outdated views of

the Patron Saint of the Pepsi

Generation.

I worked in the general

election for Charles Caccia,

the Liberal candidate in Dav-
enport, and the effect that

the name, Trudeau, and the

smiling visage of the man
had on the voters was almost
unnerving. The bloodshot,

tired, unfriendly eyes of the

voter peering through the

screen door would be trans-

formed by the apparition cf

the smiling technicolor Mr.
Trudeau.

Yet one cannot help feeling

that in four years time the

vision of a slightly more
lined, slightly balder, slightly

greyer Mr. Trudeau will not

have the same effect on your
average Canadian voter. He

who rises by the law of the

pop idol will presumably de-

cline with the same rapidity.

The 1968 Liberal campaign,
as all the Conservatives and
New Democrats claimed, was
a campaign without issues.

The Liberal party had found
what they knew to be an un-

beatable vote-getter; they
saw no reason to worry too

much about a platform. Their
position on the constitution

and federalism, thanks to Mr.
Trudeau himself, was loud

and clear. And it was a posi-

tion which was the principal

intellectual justification one
could use for voting Liberal.

As in 1968 so in every election

since 1896. The Liberal Party
is the National Party; Mr.
Trudeau was the only candi-

date with strong roots in both
parts of the country.

But on vital questions of

the economy, attitudes to so-

cial change, and foreign poli-

cy, the Liberal party was si-

lent. "What about the Carter

Report'' should have replaced

"Wot abaht the workers" as

the piping chant of the unhap-

py and the unheard. And, in

fact, it did. But against the

din of "I touched him, I

touched him " and "There are

not two Canadas but one"
those who would have acted
as the conscience of the cam-
paign had no chance.

The campaign revealed a

good deal about the Liberal

Party, as well as about Mr.
Trudeau himself. The Party
never had an ideology, which
has, of course, been the per-

petual lament of the Cana-

dian left. But in 1968 it also
ran out of ideas.

The Trudeau campaign
bore (except superficially) no

resemblance to the crusades

of the New Deal, or of the

New Frontier, or even of

Harold Wilson or (seriously)

Lester Pearson later on in

the 1960 s. There was no re-

deeming social content in Mr.
Trudeau's speeches (there

was really no content at all);

instead of talking about
mountains to climb, wars to

win, and diseases to conquer,,

Mr. Trudeau talked about
limitations of .government,
about people helping them-
selves, about pragmatism,
pragmatism, pragmatism.
The approach could have

been refreshing, and indeed

at first it was, but it eventu-

ally became apparent ~ that

the pragmatism had no sub-

stance behind it. There have
been no public statements

about Watkins or Carter,

about poverty (except that

it's bad), about housing
(except that it's goodl, about
education (it's none of our
business) and unemployment
(that's no good either).

And so the Liberal Party,
which in its own wishy washy
Pearsonian way had sfarted a

War (of sorts) on Poverty,
initiated Medicare (wherever
they could get away with it),

and worried about foreign

investment and unequal taxa-

tion enough to set up Com-
missions to study them, has

even given up trying to main-
tain a progressive Image.

1968 was the Year of the

Crusade in Canada, not for an
ideal, or for a set of ideals

(as it was for McCarthy in

the U.S.), but simply for a

Man and a Style. Daniel
Bell's pragmatic world with-

out ideology has become the

consensus nightmare of

"these are complex prob-

lems, we must examine them
carefully, expect no mira-

cles." And, from what one
can gather, expect no coher-

ent attempts at solutions ei-

ther.

Mr. Trudeau, for all the

fire of his youth, the anger of

La greve de I'aimante and
Cite Libre, and the vigour

with which he attacked Mr.

Duplessis, is an intellectual
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conservative. His is a legal

mind, his intellect austere.

He sees things legally and
institutionally. When asked by
Patrick Watson in an inter-

view about there being two
laws, one for the rich and one
for the poor, Mr. Trudeau
argued that this was false:

"there is one law, for all

Canadians". The economic
and social realities appeared
to have little meaning.
And so it is with a tremen-

dous sense of limitations and
austerity that he attacks
these problems. To those who
criticize the Canadian govern-

ment for its complicity in the

Vietnam war, Mr. Trudeau
talks about economic realities

by resurrecling that old tech-

nique, leducio ad absurdum:
"Then we could stop selling

to these bums. You'd have
pure hands. You'd have clean

hands. But you'd have empty
bellies and you'd be lying on

your fac«s." This remark is.

of course, patent nonsense.

Canada would not be reduced

to a state of complete eco-

nomic and physical degrada-

tion if it started asserting its

economic and political inde-

pendence.

It is a favorite debating

tactic of Mr. Trudeau's. Al-

most out of guilt for his own
conservatism, picketers and

hecklers in Quebec are called

"peddlers of hate", and
punks", and (this is the ulti-

mate insult) "students". And
again on the question of for-

eign investment, "You could

get rid of it. Cuba did it very

quickly. But either you fall



flat on your face or you have

to replace it with your own
investment. There's no sense

getting rid of American capi-

tal and then replacing it with

Russian capital."

One could almost make a

party game out of this tech-

nique. Quickly reduce an ar-

gument to its most absurd

common denominator. Then

stand it on its head. Insult

those who put forward the

argument. Stress your own

refutation by ad hominem
guilt of association, (i.e. you

are an idiot, ergo your argu-

ment is idiotic).

The only drawback to this

weapon is that it does nothing

to solve the problems, like

foreign investment and the

Canadian position on Viet-

nam. Mr. Trudeau is no

longer the gadfly of Quebec

politics; he is the defender of

status quo Canadian Liberal-

ism. He attacks his political

enemies with guts and pizazz,

but the action is all verbal.

Doubtless the two "prob-

lems'' I cited above are in-

cluded in the "extremely

complex" category "for

which there are no easy solu-

tions". What we have now is

government by rhetoric, and

even then it's a conservative

rhetoric.

Such important legal struc-

tures as federalism and pro-

vincial rights become self-

imposed limitations. Housing

is a provincial responsibility,

as is education. So. presum-

ably, is social conscience.

Mr. Trudeau's great em-

phasis on economic stability

article

by

bob

rae

photos

by

mike pasic

and economic responsibility-

are other features of his con-
servatism, as is his total

adoption of the myth of indi-

vidualism. Lord Acton and
Cardinal Newman were, he
said recently, two of his

greatest mentors. Where
Harold Laski fits in here is

hard to see.

The triumph in June was
the victory of medium over
message, of style over sub-

stance Trudeau has great

personal qualities, charm,
wit, intelligence. His rise to

power is not 'inexplicable' or

'astounding' at all: he is far

and away the most attractive

and vital politician on the

federal scene. And style, in

its own way, is important.

The almost unbearable self-

righteousness of the NDP
was revealed in all its glory-

when David Lewis claimed

that what had really hap-

pened in the election was a

great Mistake, that the Cana-

dian maiden had been mo-
mentarily seduced — much
against her better judgment
— by that flower-waving, bil-

ingual Hedonist down the

street, but that she would

soon realize her Error, and

like the Fallen Woman of old.

return to the True Path a

sadder but oh! how much
wiser soul.

There is no reason, apart

from sheer blind stubborness,

why the Canadian left should

be stuck with leaders sound-

ing land looking! vaguely like

Beatrice Webb and Annie

Besant addressing the London

Workingman's Association

Convention in 1922. The grey

old spinster with wire glasses

and sneakers lias become the

national image of the NDP.

There is no reason that

those who seek fundamental

social change should be satis-

fied with that image, or.

worse, say that image poli-

tics are inherently evil and
should certainly not be adopt-

ed by God's chosen people.

Images and stereotypes have

been around since politics

was invented; they are. in

their most grotesque forms, a
symptom of political idiocy,

but there is no reason whv
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they should be shunned as the
recent invention of some
swinging Beelzebub in a cra-

vat. U
But the victory of style has

been an empty, if not totally

disillusioning one. The con-
servatism and legalism of

this swinging new govern-

ment have become an almost
unbearable reality.

Witness the Speech from
the Throne, witness Biafra
The first reiterated the Rhe-
toric of Limitations, the sec-

ond revealed an obsession
with legalities and political

niceties. The response to the

Report of the Economic
Council of Canada has, thus

far, been an aggrieved si-

lence. On Vietnam the gov-
ernment lias been more con-

servative than most elements
within the American Demo-
cratic Party. And the unem-
ployment evident last sum-
mer and clearly in store for

this winter has been met by
cutbacks in government
spending and determined at-

tempts to balance the budget
Whatever happened to that

great Liberal. John Maynard
Keynes?

On June 25th, 1968, the

Canadian people opted for

John Stuart Mill in a mini-

skirt Individualistic conserva-

tism has been Christmas
wrapped, and tied in a bright

red bow. Beatle music now
plays where Frank Sinatra

was once the vogue. Sussex
Drive may swing, but the lyr-

ics are still the same, if not

even more hesitant than
those of the past five years.

Hence we have Trudeau as

the conservative. One cannot
but admire the discipline of

his mind, the simplicity of his

prose, the rigour of his con-

siderable intellect. It is a sad

reflection on the intellectual

sterility of Canadian politics

that so many sympathizers of

the NDP came around for

Mr. Trudeau in 1968: the only
explanation — apart from his

position on Quebec — is that

the man was so much more
intelligent and tough-minded
than anything Canadians liad

been exposed to in living

memory that the social and
economic philosophy he was
enunciating went convenient-

ly unheard.

But. surely I he inclination

with intelligence liniiln emno
to an abrupt halt. Those in-

terested in radical social

change and reform should no

more look to Mr Trudeau as
an idol than the Progressives

and CCFers looked to Mr.
King.

For Willy King is alive and
well, jazzed up and wearing
sandals. The language is new
— indeed Mr. Trudeau can
speak the language of com-
promise in both French and
English — but the message is

the same. Go slow, don't take

chances and. whatever the

cost, stay away from basic

principles. Keep the country

together and happy, even if it

means perpetual stagnation.

Trudeau Liberalism has be-

come the new opiate of the

people: we shall continue to

swing and sing our way down
the path to nowhere in partic-

ular, at no particular speed,

for no particular reason.



books
in which the poet and his lover bemoan and bemoan
Catalyst: A poetic Review

i sat down to review catalyst

this morning,

from the galley proofs, which

was rather difficult;

now however i have a pre-distribution

copy which makes me feel incredibly

superior & in the position

of arbiter of all that is good & fine

in the poetic cosmos;
this time out the format

is much better, you know, more
professional & on the cover is

a green universal egg & a lot

of c's which makes it look rather

as if it were put out by collier

which it is not;

i talked to john holland

for an hour & he smiling "told me
ruthless it was what i should be

so here is what i don't like:

(being a highly opinionated &
thoroughly subjective view of

the negative aspect)

first off. the play by r.

barreto-rivera takes up twelve

pages & while it is not a bad play

i really couldn't sympathise,

especially when i considered

how many short beautiful poems
could have been included in its

place—a biased view i suppose

but really, all that poetry . . .

and while on the subject of things

which take up a lot of space

where poetry should be—well
elizabeth greene's short story

a matter of directions is beautiful &
elizabeth greene who & wherever you

are, thanks; i wouldn't even replace

you with dylan thomas or al purdy

or even doug fetherling whose
poem ferry to levis is very good;

doug fetherling's poetry used

to leave me cold but it

grows on one:

2 policemen are standing there w / smiles on

their faces

im going to Halifax to pray

and double dactyls'' why cannot all of

my subjects write double dactyls? they

CLASSIFIED

are one of the few modern poetic forms
which require any kind of metrical discipline:

patty-cake, patty-cake

Bacon, Lord Chancellor,

Negligent, fell for the

Paltrier vice.

Bribery toppled him,

Bronchopneumonia
Finished him, testing some
Poultry on ice. (ian lancashire)

a lovely elegy; why not a special

edition of double dactyls?

as far as the rest of the poetry

is concerned, it is generally of

very good quality & i single out

helena kaminski whose poem vibrations

has a rare underlying rhythm &
an exquisite sense of colour, (critical

jargon is rather limiting isnt it? read

it for yourself) & pat ryan's

peter prick, lsd which has the president

of those united states benignly smiling

& saying they're all my helicopters, son.

& among all of the poets taking

themselves pretty well seriously there

is david loaring:

On the merry seventh

All the mushrooms ran away
And never did come back

Never did come back

& his religious imagery is very controlled

& not too forced which is umisualy his grass

and flowers walking into the sea remind
me of lemmings which i always had a

thing about

One by one
Into the sea

And drowned
And never did come back
Never did come back.

among all the poetry in catalyst i

tend to be rather uncritical when
it hits me as effective & much
of it does, although margaret atwood
rather disappointed me; i had

expected more.
unfortunately catalyst has

ads which i guess is unavoidable,

money again; why won't someone give

catalyst some money so they wouldn't
have to go commercial?

p.s. i just read jack ludwig's

short story which i thought i wouldn't
like, but did. a wonderful uninhibited

sense of language.

dare i say i don't like the name
catalyst? a small point, it is a very

good magazine & only costs fifty cents,

buy it; it is better than the beloit

poetry journal.

N.B. Mickleburgh & Rae:
Herewith a poetic review of Catalyst. Maybe
i did it because my critical faculty deserted me
for the moment. (Presuming I had one to start with).

Anyway, I wasn't moved to prose, which proba-

bly says more for Catalyst than I could say. Let

me know how you like it, preferably by mail. And
why don't you buy a copy. Rod, and get your
nose out of the sports page?

Prosaically yours

Bob Allen
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BAHAMAS XMAS CHARTER
FLIGHT, $219 includes Air Canada jet

fare 10 days hotel accommodation, air

port hotel transfers, ground transports
lion For further information call John
7T,9 7453

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H Proctor and
Co, 131 Etloor St W. Suite 416, 921
7702

PUT A LITTLE MEANING, in your life

Volunteer Children, teenagers, adults
and older people need you TUSAC re

cruitment caravan on front campus Mon
day

THESIS. ESSAYS. MANUSCRIPTS
typed fast and accurate electric type-
writer College St George, call 924
1379 evenings and weekends

WANTED" Volunteers to help people in

hospitals, community centres and resi-

dences Why don't you help? Watch for

TUSAC recruitment caravan, on campus
Monday

WANTED, typist for typing manuscript
of African grammar using author's elec

trie machine Call 488-9428 during day
only.

MUST SELL 67 Kawasaki 175cc. elec-

tric starter 2500 miles $450 00 satisfac-

tion ensured save on fall prices Phone
537 9671 after 6 00

WANTED: Ride to University in morn-
ings for 9 am classes — From Finch-

Dufferin area Call Brian 636-0187 after

5 p.m.

WANTED DESPERATELY — Goodman
Axiam 300 speaker Phone G S U at

928-2391

BED-SITTING ROOM: cozy, cleaning
and linen weekly Quiet male student
preferred $1 5 per week YongeSum
merhill subway Also mens ski boots
(lace) 10^ M S20 Phone 922 9375

TRAVELLING companion sought for

Christmas holiday hitch to New Orleans

If seriously interested, please phone C
Henderson 928 3890

LOOKING FOR 2 MALE STUDENTS
— around 20 to share 2 bedroom suite

Phone Phil 534 1327

STUDENT TO LIVE IN: Free room and
board in return for baby sitting and light

household duties Phone 789 5973

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL. REAR OF 1 19 ST.

GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE. JUST SOUTH OF BLOOR). AND
WILL CONTINUE THROUGH WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 30TH.

ARTS & SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND FINAL YEAR
ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY FOR THEIR REQUIRED
CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEKDAY DURING THIS PERIOD. THE
SURVEY OPERATES BETWEEN 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon AND
BETWEEN 1 :00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM
ASSOCIATION (GAGE INSTITUTE).

The Engineering Society
Pr< nti

FRENCH TUTORING — A
level French literature — 923 01 1

between 8 10 am 5 9 pm

Homecoming Hustle ig
Dance

Friday Oct. 18 9 pm Drill Hall
119 St. George St.

Featuring The Chancellors

GIRLS 75< GUYS $1.00



?j9?kalprairie politics
Politics in Saskatchewan
edited by Norman Ward and
Duff Spafford

When one considers that
interest in Saskatchewan poli-
tics spills far beyond its bor-
ders, it is surprising to note
the paucity of publications
about the subject since Upset
wrote Agrarian Socialism.
For that reason, the new

book. Politics in Saskatche-
wan is welcome indeed. Its
editors. Duff Spafford and
Norman Ward, are probably
in the best position to fill the
gaps which exist in the sub-
ject. Both have stayed aloof
from partisan political bat-
tles. As professors in the
Department of Political Sci-
ence at the University of

Saskatchewan, they have
always encouraged their
graduate students to explore
the complexities of Saskat-
chewan politics.

The editors suggest they
have refrained from duplicat-
ing material already in print.
Two essays, however, by

.
Evelyn Eager and Duff Spaf-
ford refine and re-interpret
material which has been ac-
cepted as gospel in Upset's
Agrarian Socialism. Spaf-
ford's article contributes a
wealth of insight into "The
Left Wing, 1921 - 1931". Al-
though he does not criticize
Upset, there is an implicit
rejection of Upset's applica-
tion of the theories of Mi-
chels, Marx and Weber to
Saskatchewan politics. Spaf-

ford's article should survive
the test of time.

It is perhaps surprising to
find two articles about "The
Legislature and Responsible
Government" and "The Ref-
erendum and the Plebiscite '.

To this observer, they are the
most important articles in
the book. It is a disappoint-
ment, however, that there
was little attempt to relate
the two articles to contempo-
rary Saskatchewan politics —
particularly because Norman
Ward has elsewhere provided
astute comments on the Lib-
eral Party's revival of the
plebiscitarian view of democ-
racy.

The 1961 conflict over the
proposed county system of
local government and the 1962

medicare conflict involved
more than a dispute between
those advocating and those
opposing the programs. The
conflicts were intensified by
disavowals of the legitimacy
of the principles of responsi-
ble government, and demands
for plebiscites.

The Liberal Party took a
position after the 1960 elec-
tion that the CCF did not
have a mandate to proceed
with a medical care plan
without a referendum be-
cause the CCF received less
than 50' of the popular vote.

The 1962 federal election was
freely interpreted as a plebi-

scite on medicare, and the
NDP setback, as a victory for

those demanding a referen-
dum. When, in 1964. the Lib-

The CA,
a quiet

revolutionary.

In the last few years business has

changed as much asskirt lengths. So
has the work of the Chartered
Accountant.

Today the CA helps solve a host

of problems rising from new tech-

nology (including the computer) and
the changing social scene.

He must be able to develop and
interpret a wide range of economic
data as a basis for decision-making

and corporate planning.

If you are a creative thinker, with

a strong analytical ability, accoun-

tancy may be the profession for you.

You might join an independent

accounting firm, serving a varied list

of clients, perhaps becoming a part-

ner eventually. Or you might start

your own practice.

Or you might become a key man
on the management team of busi-

ness, or join a non-profit enterprise,

or work in education or government.
What other profession offers so

many choices?

Experience has proven thatgrad-

uatesofall faculties become success-

ful Chartered Accountants. For more
information see your placement
office, a local CA, or contact—

The Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,
69 Bloor Street East. Toronto, Ont.

eral Party observed the popu-
larity of medicare, it strongly
supported the program, but
said the CCF government was
"arrogant" because of its

method of implementation.
The Liberal Party's revival

of a plebiscitarian view of

democracy enabled it to con-
solidate the- support of those
opposed to medicare and the
proposed county system with-
out taking a strong position.

A demand for a plebiscite

takes debate out of the legis-

lature and gives it to the

electorate. If the government
does not hold a plebiscite, the

electorate is told the govern-
ment is arrogant

If it does, and a plebiscite

kills a program, the govern-

ment has, in effect, lost its

ability to govern. That was
the dilemma the CCF govern-
ment faced between 1960 and
1964.

The article by Escott Reid,

"The Saskatchewan Liberal

Machine Before 1929" was
written in 19.16. It has become
an outstanding classic, proba-

bly cited more frequently

than anything printed in The
Canadian Journal of Econom-
ics and Political Science. As
such, it has a definite place

in the book. However, per-

haps it is time for someone to

compare the post-war organi-

zations of the CCF and Libei

al Parties.

Both Parties have large

membership lists. On July 2:).

1968. the membership of the

Saskatchewan NDP was 30,-

763. that of the Liberal Par-

ty, 23,761. Vigorous Party
organizations provide civil

servants and politicians with

opportunities to rapidly eval-

uate their programs. They
also provide a source of con-

flict between the professional

standards of the civil service

and the particular frustra-

tions of those being adminis-

tered This conflict can be

mediated by Party Execu-

tives and ' MLA's. C.E.S.

Franks contributed an insight

into a possible consequence of

this conflict when he wrote.
".

. . the exodus of senior

public servants since 1964

was not because they were
patronage appointments, but

because the Liberal Govern-

ment had a quite different

attitude towards professional-

ism in the public service and
planning in government." (p.

37)

The book. Politics in Sas-

katchewan, does not fill all

the gaps in the subject Its

editors make no pretensions

that it does The articles of-

fer a reasoned balance to

many aspects of the subject

which becomes more com-
plex with each new publica-

tion. Perhaps in ten or fifteen

years, the editors will pro-

vide another book: More Poli-

tics in Saskatchewan.

—peter hawley
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music
toronto symphony opens

Something has happened to the TSO this year. It is, and

will continue to be a highly polished piece of musical machin-

ery: this much at least has been taken for granted since the

arrival of conductor Seiji Ozawa three years ago. But much of

the infectious vitality that Ozawa injected into the orchestra

in the past now seems to have drained away, and although the

sparkle is still there, it too often appears to be artificial. Per-

haps the symphony has become too "professional", too

wrapped up in its fast rise to prestige; or it may be that Oza-

wa, drawing toward the end of his stay in Toronto, is no

longer as enthusiastic about his w i . here as he once was. It

is hard to say.

These observations, based on the opening concert of the

season, are possibly somewhat premature; first performances
are not usually the best. The overall air of nonchalance that

pervaded the evening was a little disappointing, but there

were enough high points interspersed throughout to leave

ample room for optimism.

Most of these occurred in the performance of the Con-

certo for Orchestra by Bartok. As the title implies, this work
displays various sections of the orchestra at various points

throughout until, by the end. almost every section has had its

turn in the limelight. Several of these "solo" sections were
extremely well handled: the dialogue between the woodwinds
juxtaposed over the quiet tremolo of the strings at the begin-

ning of the third movement set a delicate but sombre mood
for the Elegy, so much so that it effectively formed the cen-

tral point of the entire work. The introduction of the main
theme of the fourth movement by the viola section was pre-

cise, elegant and expressive: i' ''ontra.ted well with the en-

suing development. The rondo <truci -e here was very clearly

accentuated, although there was always a little too much
stress placed on the intermediate sections. The performance
gained life as it went along: from a rather uninspired first

movement (accompanied by an annoying discrepancy between
the two violin sections) it proceeded by gradual degrees to an
exciting conclusion.

The Concerto in F minor by Chopin was certainly the
most enjoyable part of the evening. Maurizio Pollini is a re-
fined, sensitive pianist: he took command of the piece from
the very outset in a manner that was subtle and highly skilful.

One simply forgot that the orchestra was there. Pollini's per-
formance indicates no small resource of artistic control; at
the same time, one cannot help but question his interpretation
of Chopin.

The one other number on the programme was Stokowski's

transcription of the Toccata and Fugue in D minor by J. S.

Bach. The exact value of these transcriptions in doubtful: it

seems extravagantly useless to mutate a piece such as this

when it w,as so perfectly suited to its original medium. The
point would not be worth making, were it not for the fact that,

in playing the piece, both orchestra and conductor lost track

of Back altogether. What emerged instead was a neo-romantic
monstrosity, beset by several weak passages in the first violin

section. It was rather disconcerting to see Ozawa grasping the

baton in two fists, pounding out the final section of the fugue
with the energy of a locomotive; in any case, he was flogging

a dead horse. The Stokowski transcriptions of 3ach do not

seem to merit performance by any major sym nony orches-

tra. _ rnartin reyto

'it's like working
with tomorrow'

Ron Murray, a senior programmer analyst with London Life

"When I was in university, I

often heard students say the

insurance business is dull.

You can toss that idea out the

window. At London Life, I

tackle a wide variety of busi-

ness situations. My task— to

help London Life serve nearly

2 million policyowners faster

and more efficiently through

electronics. To do this I often

work with forecasted future

situations. And I have to keep

up with the lightning-quick

developments in the com-
puter field. It's like working
with tomorrow."

Ron is a 1 963 Queens Univer-

sity graduate in honors math.

As a senior programmer an-

alyst, he analyzes new de-

velopments in information

systems to keep London Life

in the forefront of the insur-

ance industry. To learn more
1

about the opportunities for a

varied and rewarding future

that can be yours to choose

at London Life, see your

placement officer. Or write to

the Personnel Department,

London Life Insurance Co.,

London, Ontario.

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office: London, Canada



chum-fm: agnew groove

Would this man chide George Imlach for trading Pappin?

Ars Nova, a vastly underrated group coming to Convocation Hall on Sunday

"It has been a long day.

Some of us are torn between
the idea of waiting for sounds

to be produced out of a sense

of social need and some of us

have no patience. Another

(read in the newspaper that

Hugh Curry has interviewed

the Beatles), remembering
an experience some time ago,

remarked that personal taste

cannot go far enough with

regard to what one would

rather hear than do on the

radio even if and if you are

not reading this it is of no

importance there is but one

station in town. That one does

not listen to the FM prefer-

ring instead to walk the

streets and ride the subways

where it falls to the enter-

prising observer the reward-

ing practice of aural iso-me-

trics that is the enjoyment of

random found vibrations.

This one prefers to satisfy his

ego in other ways so has

avoided all manner of radios

for weeks until the inevitable

Beatles last night."

. . . translated from the text

with additional notes . .

.

1. "The new musical style

which was introduced at the

beginning of the fourteenth

century in France, and slight-

ly later in Italy, is known as

the Ars nova (new art) from

the title of a treatise by one

of its first practitioners, the

French composer and theo-

rist, Phillipe de Vitry."

la. Blue and While and

Convocation Hall.

2. Varsity Arena seats 7.-

000 Donovan tells of the ree-

dy river: "I abhor bad pop

music and feel that the aver-

review 13

age 14-year old girl listening

to pop shares my feeling,"

3. Julian Bream have you

ever bent over a 12-string

guitar and shoved your voice

into your pocket?

4. Tim Hardin may finally

be coming to Toronto Tues-

day. If he does you will sure-

ly read more about him but

nothing you will read will be

a viable substitute for hear-

ing him in person. Nothing

you will hear or have heard

of him on records will be a

viable substitute for hearing

him in person. Extremism in

the defence of liberty is no
vice.

5. There are loose names
and thoughts loose some-
where in the back yard with

the llamas but there are too

many pictures lying around
just waiting to plug and Blue
and White Sunday gig so time
will have to wait for space to

get together.

—name witheld by request

Presidential Advisory Committee

DISCIPLINARY
PROCEDURES
Written Briefs are invited from

Students

Alumni

Teaching staff

Non -teaching staff

Individuals and Organizations

To be submitted as soon as convenient,

but not later than NOVEMBER 30. 1968. to

Professor Arthur M Kruger

Secretary

Presidential Advisory Committee

on Disciplinary Procedures

Room 3025. Sidney Smith Hall

Dates of public hearings to be announced later

For further information, get in touch with the

Secretary of the Committee

MASSEY HALL

SUN. OCT. 27,8:00 p.m.

M0N. OCT. 28, 8:30p.m."
TICKETS 55.00

,
54.00 , 53.00 & 52.50

SAM THE RECORD MAN

347 YONGE ST.

MASSEY HALL

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN
*
EXCLUSIVELY ON C-Warnef Blotters Records

IN PERSONJ*

defer, caul
and dfiary

SAVE 50%
.and be 100% informed

Canada's mining industry continues to grow

at a hectic rate and outpaces all other indus-

trial groups. The future calls for accelerated

expansion.

By knowing the facts, and they appear each

Thursday in The Northern Miner, you can

keep abreast of the mining industry and what

it means to Canada. Read all the news of

all the mines — all the metals.

A special $5.00 per year subscription rate

(regular price $10.00 per year) is offered to

University students.

Take advantage of this special student offer.

Complete the coupon below and mail it today

or write for a specimen copy.

Canada's National Mining Newspaper

77 RIVER STREET — TORONTO 2, ONTARIO

Please send me one year's subscription to The

Northern Miner at the special student subscription

rate of $5.00. Remittance enclosed.

Name

Address

City

University

Faculty Year of Gradui



A Moulin Rouge by Lautrec

The S.A.C. Committee for the reform

of the

Students Awards Programme

urgently requests case histories of unsuccessful applications

These will be used in a brief to be presented to the Minister of

Education Names of applicants will be held in strict confi-

dence Notify us at the

STUDENTS INFORMATION CENTRE
91 St. George St.

The Blue & White Society

Homecoming Concert

featuring

Sun. Oct. 20. 1968 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

Reserved Seats Only $1.50 per person advance
- $2.00 per person at the door
tax incl'd

Tickets available now at the S.A C Office

art
no chagrin at chagalls

I went to the Kar gallery

this week to see its litho-

graph collection, but mainly

to see the Salvadore Dali lith-

os. However, once there, I

became mesmerized by some
Chagall prints.

After standing and staring

at the brilliantly colourful

work for a while, I fell to

considering the violence that

photography does to paint-

ings. You see, in the past, I

had only seen Chagall in re-

productions and wasn't par-

ticularly impressed. The
drawings seemed so childish

and the colours so crude.

What do people see in him, I

used to think.

It's well known that many
works of art suffer when pre-

sented in facsimile. A huge

ceiling painting, covering

many square yards, often

becomes a rectangle of hen

scratchings when reduced to

page-size in a handbook of

art. A plaster-of-paris copy of

a Henry Moore work wouldn't

be the same as the full-scale

work itself; the size is impor-
tant. (And well Moore knows
it; he surveyed Nathan Phil-

lips square personally before

allowing the Archer to be
positioned there. He didn't

want its size oversfiadowed

by the building). A stained-

glass church window viewed
in the pupil-dilating darkness
has a brilliance and lumi-

nence that is lost when a pho-

to is made and displayed in

broad daylight.

Colour prints of a particu-

lar painting can run from
garish to muddy even in ex-

pensive productions, and who
knows how many artists have
turned you off simply because
you've never actually seen

their work?
With Chagall's paintings,

the texture of the coloured

areas seems to have an im-

The Blue & White Society

offers

Boost the Blues Buttons -

25*l.?4« & 1« tax)

Official U of T, Blue & White, 7 ft. scarves - $5.00

($4 76 -^-24t tax - pure virgin wool!

Official U of T, Blue 8i White, long toques - $2.50

($2.38+ 12* tax)

Official U of T, Blue & White tarns (berets) - $2.50

($2.38 + 12* tax)

These are available now at the S.A.C. Office.

Get yours for the next football game.

REFRIGERATOR RENTALS
(or the School Term

Small sizes available

APPLIANCE RENTALS HO 3-2328

University of Toronto
A series of three

ORGAN RECITALS

Oct 21 Dr Charles Peaker

University Organist

Oct 28 Miss Gail Thompson

Nov. 4 Dr Charles Peaker

MONDAY AFTERNOONS
Convocation Hall at 5.05 p m.

LITTLE CAESAR'S
108 AVENUE R D .

PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, RAVIOLI & LASAGNA

SPECIAL HOMECOMING OFFER

25< OFF EACH ORDER WITH THIS AD

FAST DELIVERY

920-2202

portant effect on their bril-

liance and "freshness". The
screening process must ruin

this in colour prints.

To me, the effect of seeing

a real Chagall up close is one

of controlled freshness and
brightness. His drawing, far

from being childish as I had

previously imagined, adds to

the total effect.

Go and see Kar's Chagalls

if you haven't seen any real

ones before.

While the colourists often

suffer from being reproduced,

people who use lines and
masses to achieve their pri-

mary effects don't. There are

a couple of Toulouse-Lautrec

posters that illustrate this.

Lautrec didn't "stoop" to

commercial art when he pro-

duced his posters for the

Moulin Rouge and so on, he

experimented and extended

the capabilities of lithogra-

phy. Seeing some of the areas

in these posters spattered

with ink, f was reminded of

Jose Ferrer's fooling around
with a tooth-brush in the

film biography of Lautrec.

Salvadore Dali's single

litho shows the meticulous

craftsmanship that separates

this nutty Spaniard from
most of the other Surrealists.

The curse of Surrealism is

half-assedness ; Dali has nev-

er been that. If he has re-

peatedly called himself a

genius, he has certainly tried

to live up to Edison's formula

of 99 per cent perspiration, 1

per cent inspiration.

Speaking of Spaniards, old

Picasso has a few "efforts"

in the showing. All show the

lack of imagination and effort

that characterize his work
and make him so dear to art

students. But don't let that

keep you away from the

show. For goodness sake, go
and see the Chagalls.

—mike kesterton

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

9 *
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The offices of Allan King
Associates consist of one
room in an inauspicious look-

ing building on Bedford Ave-
nue. The room is cluttered

with 16 mm. film cans, a

movieola. a sound synchroni-

zation unit and editing equip-

ment. A projector rattles

away behind a heavy curtain.

The soundtrack sounds muf-
fled but occasionally a phrase

can be heard above the roar

of a pneumatic hammer
breaking up the sidewalk

down the street — "John
Brown now opens up the

group to a discussion of . .

."

A secretary apologizes that

Allan will be about a half

hour late but would you like

some coffee'' An hour later

Allan King arrives, picks up

the telephone and asks some
mysterious individual across

the street for some more
coffee. He sits down and be-

gins answering questions. He
speaks assuredly in a low

voice but somehow appears

faintly apart from that office.

Yet. somehow everything

that happens there always

seems to happen at King's

touch. He is a one man film

industry and probably the

most talented feature-docu-

mentary director in Canada.

His jarring view into the dai-

ly life of a group of emotion-

ally disturbed children has

brought him so much recogni-

tion that writers now keep

referring to him as Allan

Warrcndale King.

King's background as a

director producer, like his

manner, is not flamboyant. In

1952 he left university satu-

rated in film society presen-

tations and started his film

career as a director of hack-

neyed musical programs with

CBC-Vancouver. He arose

through the ranks of what

was then a relatively non-

bureaucratic corporation to

become producer of his own

alien
'warrendale"

king
CBC documentaries

.

King refers to the period as
a "marvellous weaning pro-
cess" and surprisingly still

regards himself as having an
affinity to the CBC. Even
more surprising, considering
the absurd manner in which
the CBC handled the release
of Warrendale, is that he
feels no bitterness

In a sense Allan King did to

the CBC with Warrendale
what Don Owen did to the

National Film Board with
Nobody Waved Goodbye — he
forced it to re-examine its

attitudes towards Canadian
feature productions. But
King's film did not only chal-

lenge just the CBC. By con-

veying an unflinching, eye-
level, blow by blow account
of psychiatrist John Brown's

seemingly unorthodox meth-
ods, Warrendale succeeded in

challenging all of us.

Antony Lorraine in a re-

view which appeared in Take
One after the release of the

film wrote of King's docu-

mentary, "For its so-called

frankness (In allowing the

use of the word fuck'i we
have denied the film the right

to be shown over the national

television service, we have
replaced John Brown and his

staff with government accept-

ed psychiatric workers and
we have heralded as a film of

integrity and power a piece

still shackled by the inhuman-
ity and limpidity of the cul-

ture from which it comes."
The Cannes Film Festival

acclaimed King'* venture but

the CBC in its infinite wis-

dom refused to air the film.

If King's attitude today to-

wards the network still car-

ries a degree of respect, his

tolerance runs deep indeed.

King's approach to the
documentary film is in his

words, "extremely empiri-
cal". Like Jean Luc Godard.
who he admires in conversa-

tion, King works for the
moment. He brings a concept
to his documentaries but
stretches and moulds it until

the finished product bears lit-

tle resemblance to the initial

idea. The classic example of

this is Warrendale (which is

the classic example of all

King's work). Originally the

film was to be an examina-
tion of a child's world jut

somehow the idea exploded

into a documentary
.

The films of Allan King
have a tight cohesiveness
about them — an almost fea-

ture film quality with verac- .

ity replacing fiction. The ac-

tuality of his films is immedi-
ate and striking •

Like all Canadian produc-
ers Allan King worries about
money, but he never seems to

worry about it to the exclu-

sion of all else. He has devel-

oped the great Canadian tra-

dition of producing films
from the proverbial shoe-
string budget to an art. Can-
ada he feels is about the only

place in which a novice film-

maker can operate independ-
ently on a reasonably large

scale. But the optimism
about a future national film

industry stops there. "The
country is in no way serious

about being a country," he

says. "It'll take more money,
a lot more money" before we<
ever achieve that Utopian

goal.

If Canada ever does establ-

ish a distinguishable identity

in its cinema it will probably

be in large part due to Allan

King. The same touch that

rules that one room office on

Bedford is also ruling a great

many English-Canadian docu-

mentary makers.
-ian rite hi e
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Editor Rod Mickleburgh, In absentia Henry Tarvainen,
Announcing the ALICE'S

RESTAURANT MEMORIAL
WALL MAGAZINE

Dedicated to the proposi-

tion that literary or for that

matter any kind of magazine
need not be printed on paper.

Why not a wall? A few

distribution problems. I sup-

pose. This hare-brained

scheme, rumoured to have

been started deep in the

murky confines of Massey
College by a group of com-
mie-pinko deviates, is already

rolling. It will officially

commence on Saturday, Octo-

ber 19, when our first issue

will appear on the hoarding

around the New Medical

Building. All contributions

welcome, nay, demanded. We
turn down nothing: poetry,

prose, epigrams, paintings,

posters, shrunken heads, and
all manner of artistic expres-

sions. Bring your own paints,

paper, stapleguns, lawyers,

etc. And all those wanting
subscriptions to the ALICE'S
RESTAURANT MEMORIAL
WALL MAGAZINE, come
and look at it, or take pic-

tures of it, or something.

11 A.M. Saturday, Octo-

ber 19. At the blue hoarding.

You can't miss it, or, at

least, you won't when we're

through with it. Look for the

wall marked "WALL"

audiences of the world unite

by larry haiven, review theatre editor

There was a time when somebody asked me, "What do

you look for when you review a play," I felt like punching

him in the mouth. But now I have matured and I realize the

validity of the question. Now I have no qualms about punching

him in the mouth.

Or else I can give stupid answers like, "Well first of all I

try and find the theatre. That's essential." or "Well, I always

look for Nathan Cohen. Then I watch his reaction to see

whether the play is bad or worse."

Anybody who has seen enough plays to make himself

broke realizes that once you've seen that many, you no longer

worry about what you look for. You start worrying about what

you've been looking for. (Think about that a while.)

Because when you've seen the different tricks of the

trade, you begin to realize which are authentic and which are

only seductive. At this point, you can decide what you like and

what you don't like.

For example, in a production of Barefoot in the Park,

that recently embarassed me, the audience laughed them-

selves silly at the flutterings and ravings of the characters.

But no matter how hysterical the audience became, I could

not make myself laugh. I prodded myself. "Come on, you bas-

tard, laugh." But to no avail.

Yet I could see exactly which lines were funny and which
deserved laughs. I'd say to myself, 'Oh yes, that was a very

funny line, it was. But not once did I laugh. And as the play

wore on, I became more and more dismal.

Then it occurred to me that the audience was only laugh-

ing at what they were supposed to laugh at. The actors were
thoroughly removing any humour that the lines could ever

have had. The audience had been seduced by the glamour of

the stage and were probably equally as embarassed as I was.

The fact that I wasn't laughing doesn't imply snobbery on

my part. Anybody who takes it upon himself to criticize a play

cannot afford snobbery. But when he doesn't like something,

then he just plain doesn't like it.

The next step is the worst part. Because if you don't like

something, and you hope to criticize it, you have to know why.
Why, why, why. That question must ring through your head all

the time. You have no right criticizing if you can't back up

your feelings. Again, this comes through practice. Soon it

becomes almost second nature, this self-critical evaluation.

Another thing that a critic ha£ to put up with is the audi-

ence, especially the opening night audience. The level of thea-

tre and the experience of playgoing is so depraved in North
America, that the audience has suffered enormously. They
become neo-sophisticates for one night, whom nothing can
shock, dismay nor move. They are unbearably polite, to the

point where they are impolite. — laughing at the wrong times,

doing anything not to become involved. (Not physically, as

this is not the audience's role, but mentally).

Opening night audiences are the most fun to watch. You
see. they don't know what the critics have said yet and so

they are wary.

Take, for example, the opening night audience at the pro-

duction of Staircase, now playing at the Colonnade Theatre.

It was almost more entertaining to watch them than the play

itself. First of all, if you have a play about homosexuals (the

vogue now), you've got the audience in the palm of your hand.

Especially if you can laugh at the characters.

That's what the audience was doing all right. They
laughed at every allusion, every limp wrist, every hint of a

lisp they could find. Some of them were overcome with mirth.

Which is okay, if the play had been funny. But after the first

act, two ladies in the row in front of me restrained their jolli-

ty long enough to turn to each other and ask, "Do you under-

stand what it's about."

Then there was the man who turned ' to me after the

complete and utter chaos that reigned at a performance of

The Glass Menagerie at the Kawartha Festival this sum-
mer and remarked, "Wasn't that great?" I was going to

answer back, when it struck me, "Who am I to say it's bad?"
It's just that so marty people have come to me and said,

"Wasn't it great", and I say, "Do you really think so?", and
they say, "No, it really wasn't that good, was it?"

What I think is essential to the survival of the theatre

today is a critical audience, one which will come to see many
plays, even if they are terrible, and not be afraid to say that

what they saw was awful, or good. But in order to receive the

benefits of the theatre, you have to be critical and then you
have to be self-critical.

There are two major things that "make" most plays.

These are timing and rhythm. These are not things to "look

for" because they don't make themselves evident by the look-

ing. They come through the feeling.

Leon Major says that seeing an actor die beautifully is a

pleasure in itself, and I agree. But unless these moments of

genius can be supported by a production that moves and has

proper timing, their whole effect will be lost.

Timing and rhythm are most important because they are

the hardest for the critic to write about. You can't just say
that the timing in a certain production was bad and you cer-

tainly can't say that the rhythm was off. Because your reader

won't understand you. Yet unless they're there, the play

usually is totally ineffective.

This, essentially, is what separates amateur from profes-

sional theatre. The amateur is fascinated by the action and
word as they exist alone. He has no concept of how they can
work together by correct orchestration and timing. The
professional, while perfecting his own mastery of action and
word, is capable of surrendering himself to the total scheme
and to'being used as an intelligent tool of the director.

The amateur audience is captivated by the one-line gag,

the striking pose and the unrelated action. The professional

audience appreciates these things but demands a more total

experience, seeing how the actor's portrayal strengthens the

whole production not how the actor was one-man show.
The professional audience moves with the flow and

rhythm of the well-done play. They feel pleasure and satisfac-

tion when the timing is right on. The professional audience

speaks very little alter an effective piece of theatre, because
there is really very little to speak about.

How can we get this audience? Go, see plays, make them
tear the prices down. If you don't like what you see, don't

withhold your presence; go and make it known. If theatre is

for the audience, then the audience deserves the best. Critics

are a ruling class. That's because the audience has to be ca-

tered to. They aren't what theatre is all about now.
Take the theatre away from the critics and give it to

yourself. Audiences of the world unite, you have nothing to

lose but your complacency.
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Eleven members elected so far

to student-faculty committee
bOOklOn PROTECTS

Eleven students representing various

departments were elected to Dean Allen's

student-faculty committee considering revi-

sions to the Macpherson Report.

The elections took place at open meetings

on Wednesday and Thursday.

Elections continue today and Monday for

the 25 student members, chosen on a de-

partmental basis. The committee is to

present its recommendations to Dean Allen

before Oct. 28.

His revised proposals on the Macpherson

Report will then be presented to the arts

and science faculty council.

Among the newly-elected representatives

are: German — Carol Nicoll (IV Vic); Slav-

ic Studies — Maylanne Maybee (II Trin);

English - Susan Kee (III UC); Chemistry
- Michael Sinkelman (IV NEW); Math —
John Scherk (IV Maths % Physics); Group
D Honours Science — Pat Remy (IV UC);
Anthropology — Eero Pyykkonen (II Gen.
Arts)- Italian and Hispanic — Alberto Di-

Giovanni (II SMC).

Zoology rep Morty Fine (II UC) ran for

the committee because "things need to get

done NOW". He would like to see an elimi-

nation of the distinctions between general

and honors subjects, establishment of a

credit system instead of the present year

system, and a general strengthening of the

power of the course unions.

Fine would like to see the faculty council,

which he describes as "unrepresentative,

unwieldy, undemocratic and obsolete", de-

crease its power with the newer advisory

committee assuming the central role.

Representing Classics, East Asian Stud-

ies, Islamic, and Near Eastern Studies is

Tom Kuttner (IV SMC). He hopes the

present committee will continue to study

other aspects of the University after the

Oct. 28 report.

Art Leader (IV UC) representing political

economy is "basically critical of the Mac-
pherson Report". He finds the University

"too place oriented instead of problem or-

iented".

Problems do not belong uniquely to one

discipline but are multi-faceted, and should

be united to achieve a systems approach to

arts and science education, he says.

The election meetings were characterized

by light attendance. Poor publicity, students

voting only in their major subject, and last

minute changes in meeting rooms all helped

to keep the turnout light.

2,000 may call SAC referendum
A major constitutional

amendment was passed in

Wednesday's meeting of the

Students Administrative

Council.

The amendment provides

that a campus-wide initiative

referendum may be taken on

any SAC motion defeated or

passed in council, if 2,000

voters (no more than 500

from one constituency) call

for one.

Several of the more radical

members of council opposed
the motion.

"We want participitory

democracy, but this motion is

just a system of checks and
balances," said Mark Frei-

man (IV UC).
Andy Wernick (SGS) sug-

HILLEL
Week of Concern for Soviet Jewry

Sunday. October 20. 8:30 p.m.. Park Plaza

DR. ALLEN POLLACK
on

"The Plight of Soviet Jewry"

Monday. October 21. 1:00 p.m., U C, Room 214
SEMINAR

With Dr Pollack

Tuesday. October 22. 1:00-2:00 p.m.

MARCH OF SILENCE
Meeting in back of Sidney Smith Building

GOOD STUDENT'
Auto Insurance Program

Have you been driving for two years?

Have you had no more than one accident and one
conviction? —
Are you a Grade B Student?
If so. we may he able to save you up to 30% cost on your car

insurance

To see if you qualify

Phone KEN TIMNEY — 363-8485
for personal interview

HUNTER, POWELL & COMPANY LTD.
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gested instead that a provi-

sion be made for a mass
meeting on any issue and that

the quorum be 1,000$

• Bob Rae (IV UC) said it

would be a useful way to

conduct political discussion

on political issues, to have
SAC make decisions, and to

judge campus reaction.

"I'm not afraid of public

opinion," he said, "because
SAC is not that alienated

from campus opinion."

SAC President Steve Lang-
don said the motion would
enhance the leadership role

of the council.

He said it puts the onus on
the right-wing on campus to

prove the non-representative

nature of SAC.

Right-winger Paul Fromm
(II SMCi had been continual-

ly asking SAC to put many of

its decisions to referendum.
The Varsity asked Fromm

last night if there would be a
referendum on SAC's decision

Wednesday to give $500 to

draft-dodgers.

"I know there is a move-
ment afoot to start a referen-

dum," said Fromm. "I told

the person who is organizing
it that he would have my full

cooperation."

Fromm would not reveal

who was starting the referen-

dum.

There will be an EX-
TREMELY IMPORTANT
meeting of the Review staff

this afternoon at 1:15. It is

imperative that all section

editors and other staffers

attend. Much relevant infor-

mation will be gained, in-

cluding the name of the

Review's new editor. Mi-
chael Ignatieff. So be there

All hail the king!

YOUR BOOKS* FROM
ANYTHING!...

Easy to apply

No glue or

sticky fingers

Just use scissors

Washable

never yellows

Repairs and

strengthens

From only $1.00

Variety of widths WPTSjS1

'^''

and lengths. lEw**^

AT DEPARTMENT, STATIONERY AND BOOK STORES OR WRITE:

Ben Sanders Company Limited, 375 Midwest Road, Scarborough, Ont.

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE
PRESENTS

FORUM ON
WEST AFRICA

- environment and development

Participating will be three Canadian students

who took part in

the 1968 W U S seminar in West Africa.

Friday Oct. 18-1 p.m.

International Student Centre

CHINESE OVERSEAS STUDENTS

ASSN., U of T

HOMECOMING & WELCOME MCMASTER
SATURDAY, 19TH OCT.

SOCCER WITH McMASTER:

11 am Trinity Grounds

HOMECOMING PARTY:

8 pm Newman Centre (89 St. George

at Hoskin) dancing, card games,

refreshment, etc. 50. .each (member);

75c each (non-member)



Placement Service Counsi Is too
The placement service has

expanded this year to include
career counselling as well as
job-finding.

Its efforts so far have met
with varied response from
arts students. Group counsel-
ling sessions have been going
on for a week now in Sid
Smith 1073. and feature
professionals and specialists

who lecture and invite ques-
tions.

"We"ve had as many as 135
and as few as eight attend-
ing." said Alan Headrick.
director of the placement
service.

"We're just got to try
harder to publicize this
thing."

The Placement Service

The first meeting of the Free University of Toronto is
today (Fn.) at 3 p.m. in the Bickersteth Room Hart
House. It s called People Meeting 'cause people is where its
at. Dr. Don McCulloch. beautiful Farrell Toombs, author-
Jack Ludwig, Rose-Mary Harrop (!) are some of the peo-
ple. To develop whatever topics or groups people want
Free. Free. Free.

does have a career counsel-
lor. Rosemary Gaymer. and
will be hiring another shortly.

"But these (career) ses-
sions can do more in group
counselling than the Place-
ment Service could probably
ever do." Mr. Headrick
added.

Upcoming sessions are
banking (Tues.). life insur-

ance (Wed.), and teaching
(Thurs.) at 1 p.m. in Sidney
Smith 1073, and are open for

all students who still don't

know what they want to be
when they grow up.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

11 a.m.

Kosciusko Society. Meet Joe Cole-
man, President. Trinity Buttery.

1 p.m.

U.C. Player's Guild Production of
Aria da Capo. Admission free. West
Hall, UC.
WUS Forum on West Africa, its

environment and development. With
three Canadian students who took
part in the 1968 WUS seminar in

West Africa. International Student
Centre, 33 St. George.
Department of Geology Films —

The Restless Sea. Bring your lunch.

Mining Building, Room 128.

Jacques Larue-Langlois speaks on
student revolt in Quebec. Sponsored
by U of T Young Socialists. In front
of Sid Smith. In case of rain, Sid

Smith Room 1087.

3 p.m.

Meeting of the Free University of

Toronto. Topic: everything. Bicker-
steth Room. Hart House.

4:30 p.m.

Auditions for Samuel Becket's
"Play". Directed by Polly Wilson.
Cartwright Hall, St. Hilda's College.

8 p.m.

Autumn Dance. International Stu-

dent Centre.
Folk singing with George Tillman

SCM - Rochdale. Call 923-9727 for
Apt. number-
Films of the Revolution: The Mexi-

can Student Riots, The Columbia
Revolt, March on the Pentagon, Riot-
Control Weapons. Sponsored by the
Toronto Student Movement. Mechani-
cal Building. $1.00. Everyone wel-
come. Also at 10 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

U of T Liberals Birthday Party for

You Know Who! Age doesn't matter.
GSU Building.

Homecoming Steel Band Fiesta

.

International Student Centre.

9 p.m.

Engineering Homecoming Hustling

Dance featuring the Chancellors and
the LGMB. Drill Hall, 119 St. George
St. Girls: 75 cents Guys: $1.00.

Monster Movie Marathon. From 9

p.m. Fri. to 9 a.m. Sat. Snack Bar
provided. Old Physics Building.

Room 135. $1.00.

SATURDAY
10 a.m.

Homecoming Float Parade. 25

floats, bands, and people (masses).

Front Campus-city tour.

4:30 p.m.

After Game Dance. Drill Hall. 50
cents a person.

8 p.m.

Yoga Demonstration by Yogi Bha-
jan and some of his pupils Discus-
sion and questions on principles of

Yoga. International Student Centre.

8:30 p.m.

Overflow Dance, stag or drag. 2

Bands, Howard Ferguson Hall $1 50

a person.

9 p.m.

Homecoming Football Dance. 4

bands and folksinger. Tickets at SAC
Office $3.50 a couple. Hart House.

SUNDAY
8:30 p.m.

Week of Concern for Soviet Jewry.
Keynote address by Dr. Allen Pol-

lack on The Plight of Soviet Jewrv.
Hillel, Park Plaza.

A R S Nova Concert Convocation
Hall. Tickets at SAC Office $1.50 in

advance. $2.00 at the door.

AS PART OF THE

CULTURAL AFFAIRS REVOLUTION

S.A.C. PRESENTS

THE CELEBRATED & CONTROVERSIAL

SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE

OCTOBER 23 4.00 PM
VARSITYARENA

"HIGHLY POLISHED COMEDIANS. VICIOUS SATIRISTS & THE

ADVANCE GUARD OF FLOWER POWER & THE ANTIWAR

LEFT"

"PERHAPS THE MOST GROSS, LEWD. SUGGESTIVE, VULGAR &

ENJOYABLE, . .

"A GROUP" DESIGNED TO CAUSE AN AUDIENCE TO GO OUT

& TAKE SOCIAL ACTION

TICKETS $2.00 S.A.C. OFF.CE

SPECIAL FREE

PRE TEACH-IN EVENTS

Sidney. Smith Hall. Main

ON THE ST GEORGE CAMPUS —
OCT 21-25 — Display on CONTRACEPTION
Lobby

OCT. 21-25 — Watch for Travelling Players o( Victoria College Drama
Club, "AND IT CAME TO PASS THAT MEN BEGAN TO MULTIPLY ON THE
FACE O^ THE EARTH by Ian Malcolm, directed by Ron We.hs.
OCT. 21 — Discussion on "ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE POPULATION EX
PLOSION" by (acuity and students of the Dept of Anthropology — 1-3 p.m
Sidney Smith Hall. Room 560
OCT. 21 — Discussion on "SOCIAL WORK AND THE POPULATION EXPLO-
SION" A kit containing a reading list and selected reprints from the literature

will be provided — 2-4 pm School of Social Work, 273 Bloor St West
Rooms 304 310, 311, 329. and 404
OCT. 22-26 — Films and slides on "PLANNING YOUR FAMILY" — 12pm.
Ramsay Wright Zoological Labs Room 1 1 7

OCT. 22 — Lecture on FAMILY PLANNING METHODS AND THEIR SOCIO
LOGICAL IMPLICATIONS by Dr W M Cornett — 1-2 pm. Sidney Smith
Hall, Room 2135

OCT. 22 — Oiscussion on "JAPAN AND THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS Prof
J L Cranmer-Bvng. Dept of History. U of T chairman. Prof P J Thompson
Dept of History, U of T Prof P M Mitchell Dept of History. York Univ and
Prof M Kurokawa, Dept of Sociology York Univ speakers — 8 pm Inter
national Student Centre

OCT. 23 — Panel or- "CAN TECHNOLOGY MANAGE?", Prof. G. W. R.
Heinke. Dept of Civil Engineering. Prof. J. H. Dales, Dept of Political
Economy. Prof I Burton. Dept of Geography. Prof R O Brinkhurst. Dept.
of Zoology, and Prof. J, R.Brown, School of Hygiene — 1-2 p.m., (New!
McLennan Labs. Room 202.
OCT. 23 — Panel discussion on CHRISTIAN MORALITY AND THE CRISIS
OF NUMBERS ' Prof D D Evans, Dept of Philosophy. U of T . chairman.
Prof D J Dooley Dept of English. St Michael s College. Prof J A Raftis.

Pontifical Inst of Mediaeval Studies. Prof B Alton. Dept of Religion, Trinity

College and Rev D V Wade Dept of Religious Studies. Victoria College,
speakers —8pm. St Michael's College, Carr Hall A
OCT. 24 — Films "Overture ', made in celebration of the 10th anniversary of
the declaration of the Bill of Human Rights, and "SECRET HUNGER", descnb
ing hunger in underdeveloped countries — 1-2 pm . International Student
Centre

OCT. 24 — Lecture on FAMILY PLANNING METHODS AND THEIR SOCIO-
LOGICAL IMPLICATIONS" by Dr W M Cornett — 12 p.m. (New) McLennan
Labs. Room 202
OCT. 25 — Lecture on "THE HUMAN POPULATION PROBLEM — A PER
SONAL VIEW by Prof N Angel, School of Hygiene — 12pm. International

Student Centre

A SURVEY of the religious, sociological, and sexual background of university

students and their attitudes towards birth control and population problems will

be mailed during Pre Teach-in week, and the results published shortly aftei

ON THE SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS —
OCT. 14-19 — Display on THE HISTORY OF ( ON 1 RACEPTlON
OCT 21 — Debate on HUMAN POPULAllON 'XND CHRISTIAN ETHICS ,

Rev Canon H L Puxley Oirector of the Ecumenical Inst o( Canada, modera
tor. Prof I M Campbell Dept ol Zoology, and Pro( R L James Dept ol So
ciology — 12 noon Meeting Place

OCT 22 — Lecture on "THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF BIRTH CONTROL" by Pro!
F A Urquhart Dept of Zoology — 12 noon. Room H 216
OCT 23 — Lecture on HUMAN POPULATION AND WORLD RESOURCES '

by Mr AT McKenna Public Relations Officer Oxfam o( Canada — 12 noon,

place to be announced
OCT. 24 — Panel discussion on THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS A SUMMARY
Prof F A Urquhart Dept of Zoology, Prof C E Hopen, Dept of Anthropoloqy.

Prof M Meltz, Dept of Economics. Prof I P Wakfer, Depi ol Mathematics,
and four students from Scarborough College - t pm Room S 319

ON THE ERINDALE CAMPUS —
OCT, 21 — Films on THE POPULATION CRISIS with an introduction by Prof

C Plowright, Dept of Zoology — 5pm Room 257
OCT. 22 — Discussion on "STRIFE. STARVATION OR SUFFOCATION . Prof

J Tuio Wilson chairman. Prof J H Dales. Dept o' Political Economy Prof

J T Lemon, Dept of Geography Prof C Plowright, Dtot of Zoology, and Pro(

I M Spigel, Dept of Psychology, speakers —5pm. Room 257
OCT 23 — Discussion on PLANNING A STABLE POPULATION". Prof

W C Berman. Dept of History. Father A Gibson. St Michael s College, Prof

J R Harle. Dept of Botany and Dr M G Powell. Asst Medical Officer of

Health Borough of Scarborough — 5pm, Room 257
OCT. 24 — Discussion on THE POPULATION PROBLEM - CAN IT BE
SOLVED?", Prof C Plowright, Dept of Zoology, chairman. Prof A M Bennett.

Dept of Sociology. Prof I Burton, Oept of Geography. Prof G K Morns.

Dept of Zoology. Prof C W Schwenger. School of Hygiene, and Prof

I M Spigel. Dept of Psychology speakers — 5 pm , Room 257

These varied events have been arranged by many different departments,

schools, and organizations in co-operation with the Pre Teach In Committee to

provide a background to the numerous issues to be discussed at the four main

Teach In sessions

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN

EXPLODING
HUMANITY

THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS

AT VARSITY ARENA
• FRI , OCT 25. 8 Of PM
THE RACE TO EXTINCTION

o SAT . OCT 26. 9 30 AM
SEEING INTO THE PRESENT

• SUN . OCT 27. 2 OO PM
PROGRAMMING FOR SURVIVAL

o SUN . OCT 27. 8 00 PM
A DILEMMA FOR AFFLUENTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 44 ST GEORGE ST

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TEACH IN COMMITTEE
S5 00 REGULAR S2 00 STUDENT

924 1429
PLUS FILMS IN CONVOCATION HALL, SAT OCT 26 2 00 PM FOR
A LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKET HOLDERS
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Face Mac at Homecoming

Soccer Blues prepared after first victory

Last Saturday, the Varsity

soccer team proved it can

come back after being

knocked down. After four

straight losses, including a

demoralizing defeat at the

hands of Guelph. Blues came
through with an impressive 5-

0 win over Waterloo War-

riors.

The game itself was an in-

dication of things to come for

there were quite a few occa-

sions when Blues showed

their sparkle.

The defensive trio of Jim
Kalman, Eric Sereda and Bill

Nepotiuk, after their terrible

display against Guelph, had a

point to prove. During the

first half. Varsity dominated

the game so thoroughly that

their goaltender Bernie D-
Abreau didn't even touch the

ball.

In fact, D'Abreau handled

the ball only twice during the

game and on one of these

occasions, it was one of his

own defencemen who passed

to him.

The forward line, although

accounting for five goals, did

not play effectively and wast-

ed a number of fine chances.

However, the talent is there

and it is only a matter of

time and work before the

forwards will start to gell.

Rookie Miles Sasa proved

to be the spearhead of the

attack as he notched his first

tally as a Blue and set up two
other goals.

Frank Soppelsa, playing

centre forward for the first

time this year, responded
with a fine two goal effort.

Jim Lefkos and Ken Cancel-

lara rounded out the scoring,

each assisting the other on

his goal.

Coach Ernie Glass, who
made a number of major
lineup changes before the

game, was pleased with the

result.

Adrian Verhulsf fit in very

well along side Dwight Taylor

and the pair controlled play

at mid-field. Taylor, however,

suffered a head injury in the

second half and it is hoped

that he will ready for Satur-

day's game.

Tomorrow, Blues host
McMaster Marauders who
defeated Guelph 1-0 during
the week.

Read it in

4 hrs.30 mins.

WAR

The average reader takes about two weeks (35 hours read-

ing) to read Tolstoy's 'War and Peace'. It's long, a 'heavy'

classic. By learning to read much faster though, you can

change any novel, any of the 'musts', into an evening's

entertainment rather than a week's

labour.

After taking the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics course, you'll

have time for reading pleasure.

It teaches you to concentrate

1104 Bav Street, Toronto 5.

EvelynWood

Reading Dynamics

Institute

more easily and to retain more of what you read. And, if

you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Invest a little time now. Just eight weeks, for a lifetime of

advantages. Call us at 923-4681. Or

better still, come to a free demon-

stration. See how you can become

a dynamic reader. Find out

what dynamic reading can mean

to you.

Classes begin October 24th. Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free demonstration.
Oct. 15, 16 and 17. Inn on the Park, Edwards Room. At 7:00 and 8:30 PM.

Oct. 16, 17 and 18. Royal York, Room C. At 12:30 PM.
Oct. 21, 22 and 23. Old Mill, Habitat Room. At 7:00 and 8:30 PM.

Royal Yolk, Saskatchew an Room. At 12.30 PM. Sponsored by CRD Training Associates Ltd.
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L Blyth spirits 9-4 Vic boxla win
by GELLIUS

BACH'S IACROSSE
The spirited Blyth had four

goals to pace Vic's 9-4 con-

quest of Law. Vallilee

("Vallilee, Vallila"— Italian
folk song) helped with three

goals and James had two.

Law's Parkinson (2), Mayhew
and Hill also scored.

Innis tonnawandad Scar. 12-

INTERFAC FOOTBALL

Dents became the first

interfaculty team to win
two games this season
when they defeated hapless

Trinity (0-2) 14 to 1 on

Wednesday. Dents majors
went to Mel Pearlman and

Gerry Sikolski. Parish got

Trinity's single point which
gave his team a slim half-

time margin. Second place

Forestry (1-0) had pre-

viously beaten Trinity 19-0.

Meds and St 'borough

are tied for first place in

Group B with identical 1-0

records. Meds defeated UC
27-0 while - Scar blanked

New 13-0. Third place UC
(1-1) defeated winless New
18-13.

In Group A. PHE
downed Eng 21-10 to tie

Vic (1-0) for first place.

The Skuleboys (0-1) and St.

Mike's (0-1) must knock

off one of the top two in

order to gain a playoff

berth.

2. Besley (4), Okihira (2).

Balan. Scott (2), Kril and
Norman Tanaga scored for

Innis. McCubbin and Harvey
hit for the losers.

Cooper (3), Elliot, Griffin

(no relation to the well-known
mythical animal of that
name) and O'Reilly (an Irish

exclamation used to summon
Reilly) led For past Phe B. 6-

2. Christie and Biocki
("Blocki that Kicki'-Fin-
nish cheer) replied for Phe B.

SOCCER
Galati scored twice

(actually, each Galatus
scored once) and (note para-

tactic construction) Scar beat

Gnu Gnus, 2-0. (The Gnu is a

small South African antelope

related to the Ignatieff.)

School of Hard Knox, 3:

Emm O. scorers: Kabush (2),

Glen.

PHE blanked Eng, 2-0.

Eizanas and Gaetan Godin

(Gaetan Godin!—one of the

strange oaths the Bard is full

of; cf. "Varsity", Oct. 16,

p. 15.) had the goals.

PHE B's Hanna's goal sank

Arcuillain, 1-0.

Trin B took Meds B, 1-0.

Gryndoch (you remember the

famous team of Hansel and

Gryndoch) scored.

RUGGER

Vic beat UC by default

("who's fault" asked Moo
Sperly, uncowed.)

Eng beat Law, 9-3. Hunt,

Kocur and Seppala (my cot-

tage has a Seppala tank. Does
yours?) had tries for Eng,

Arthur for Law.

CRIS DE COEUR

Will someone PLEASE buy

my electric organ. It is very

for sale. Phone Dave Holt.

928-8688 or come up to the

office and leave a note.

WOMEN'S INTERFAC

West Hill Golf Course
was the scene of the His-

torical (hysterical?)

Women's Interfaculty Golf

Tournament, held last

Thursday. Tension mount-
ed as 68 girls playing a 2

ball foursome teed off.

Record breaking scores

ranging from 28 (on one

hole!) to 3 were recorded.

Cathy Naismith and Mar-
garet Kelly defeated all

opposition with a nine hole

score of 47.

The league semi-finals of

the Women's Interfaculty

Field Hockey schedule

were played this week. A
hard fought game between

two well matched teams

resulted in PHE I defeat-

ing VIC I by a score of 2-1.

Marilyn Richardson and

Carol Snell scored for

PHE. VIC'S lone goal

came from a blistering

shot by Ann Thompson di-

rectly from a penalty cor-

ner.

(iraduate

Students*

Union

wii icorts

RUSSELL

U lANCROfT AVDWI
PHONE 928-2391

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY

Today: 4-7 p.m

Admission $1

All graduate students, administrators, faculty and girls (including under-

graduates) over 21 are welcome.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS' CONFERENCE
Saturday 10-4 30

Sidney Smith Hall

GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday 22 October

Convocation Hall

4pm
To discuss the need for GSU withdrawal

from SAC

Free beer and cheese afterwards

GRADUATE COUNCIL
The GSU is reopening applications for positions of assessors to the Grad-

uate Council foTfuli 'me graduate students in Socal Science (Division I)

and Life Science (Division IV)

.... . \a he inrlned with the Executive Assistant. 16
Written applications should be loageu wu

Bancroft Avenue, before October 25 at b p.m.

CLOSE OUT
MANUFACTURER S SAMPLES

FAMOUS MAKERS CURRENT FALL SAMPLES — SPORT-
SWEAR. KNITWEAR COATS A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO
SAVE $ ON THE SEASON S MOST "IN" FASHIONS

50 SKIRTS
Checks. Plaids. Plains, all size 9 10 only

Reg Retail to 1 6 00 8.88

25 PANT SKIRTS
Camel. Navy. & Novelty Plaids

Sizes 5 15

Reg Retail 16 00 10.88

100 PR NEW FASHION PANTS Reg Retail 11.88
Wide Leg City Pants" included to 2000

I Sizes 5 to 1 5
Camel. Navy Brown. Grey also Hernngtones. Tweeds. Checks
Sizes

75 PANT JUMPERS Reg Retail 25 00 15.
Attractive plaids and tweeds sizes 5 -15

j

NEW "TUNIC LENGTH" SWEATERS 9.88
[
Belted St Tuck in Styles -- Camel. Grey. Natural White Black

& Rust S—M—

L

Reg Retail 15 013

ON SALE FRIDAY AFTERNOON SAT 9

TILL 3 THE PLACE 379 ADELAIDE ST. W.
JUST WEST OF SPADINA

BASKETBALL OFFICIALS WANTED

The Intramural office is looking for gualified T & D

Basketball officials THERE ARE OPENINGS FOR NEW

RECRUITS FOR WHOM RULE CLINICS WILL BE OFFERED

APPLY NOW — Intramural o'ffice. Han House

Rabbi Feinberg's

HANOI DIARY

The intimate, on-the

spot diary of his 1 967
mission to North Viet

nam that made world

headlines Why he

went. why Hanoi

fights, why peace talks

fail A moving human
document and signifi

cant contribution to

world peace

CLOTH 5.25

PAPER 1.25

at your bookseller

from LONGMANS

LUES FOR
E R HOURS

Mon - Fri ;

JOHNSON

SALOME BEY
E SENENSKY TRIO

CROMWELL
IE EXCITING FOLK BLUES ARTIST, DIG-HIN'

9:30 pm - 2:30 am

Coming Attractions -

Nov. 4th-9th BIG JOE WILLIAMS
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MAC HERE FOR HOMECOMING DUEL VERSUS VARSITY ,
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

Ed Norton, ace Varsity

manhole reporter, has been

listening in on campus this

week, and reports that the

natives are restless.

•'They keep asking, 'What's

wrong with Blues' 1 ' ", says

Norton, "and then usually

degenerate into low mumble^
and dark mutters that what

those bunch of prima donnas

need is a boot in the ass."

RON MURPHY
twelve years ago at McGill

However, a well-placed

kick to the posterior raises

the intriguing question: does

the end justify the means
Ipun unfortunately intended).

Probably not in Blues' case.

With the team stumbling

around in fourth place head-

ing into Saturday's Home-
coming duel against Mc-
Master Marauders, what's
really needed is a lot more

drive and effort from the big

boys in blue.

A real sockittoem victory

over McMaster would go a

long way to restoring some
confidence to the team, which

has managed but one victory

in four starts this year.

For, surprinsingly and luck-

ily. Blues are still very much
alive in the annual search and

destroy quest for the Yates

Cup. Successive victories

over Mac. Western, McGill

and Queen's are the sole re-

quirements demanded by the

SIFL before returning the

silverware to Toronto.

A win over McMaster Sat-

urday shouldn't prove overly

difficult but then the same
held true for the Waterloo

game.
To add to coach Ron Mur-

phy's misery, sparkling rook-

ie Walt Sehr has gone home
for Homecoming and will be

unavailable for gridiron duty.

Sehr's laid up by an uncom-
promising influenza virus

which has also claimed wing-

back Nick DiGuiseppe as a

doubtful starter.

Sehr's spot in the offensive

backfield will be taken by

first year man, John Chap-

man, one of the few Blues

who has managed to turn in

steady performances in the

past two games. He's swift as

a gazelle, and strong as a

bull, to Murphy's delight.

COACH "AHAB" MURPHY CUTS LOOSE GOOD SHIP VARSITY FOR HOME-
COMING BATTLE WITH McMASTER

Also to the genian guru's

pleasure is the return of gen-

eral Mr. Clean and Batman,
Paul McKay after a two
game absence. Not only will

McKay shore up the leaky

defensive backfield, but his

talented toe restores distance

and accuracy to Blues' punt-

ing game.
McMaster promises to be a

small but determined outfit.

Marauders' coach, Jack Ken-
nedy, has done a good job of

rebuilding with the team, and
they gave Western a strong

game last week, before two
late touchdowns iced the

game for 'Stangs, 30-14.

BLUENOTES: . . .Varsity

curling starts Sunday.

If you heard shouts of joy

coming from Varsity Sta-

dium on Wednesday night, it

was the rugger Blues cele-

brating an 11-0 triumph over

the best club side in Ontar-

io. Toronto Irish.

If you were there, you
saw an exciting, hard hitting

and rough match Irish are
noted for theii

_
attempts at

stretching the rules in this

game of discretion but Var-
sity beat them at their own
game. Although Irish con-

trolled the scrums. Blues

dominated the line-outs.

The game was won how-
ever by the superb team
play of the forwards led by
Graeme Wynn. For follow-

ers of rugger, Wynn is a

player's player and no su-

perlatives could aptly de-

scribe his play against Irish.

Prop Larry Barron was also

singularly outstanding both

in the scrum and in covering

the ball.

Blues scored on two pen-

alty kicks and a converted
try. -Andy Cairns who had
been playing scrum half for

the seconds was inserted at

fullback for the Irish game.
His magic toe found the

mark on two 40 yard penalty

kicks and the conversion
was made from a difficult

angle

The lone try was scored
by winger Doug Phibbs who
stormed across the Irish

goal line in the second half

and touched the ball down
seconds before being ava-

lanched by Irish knees and
elbows. Phibbs set the key-

note for the first half with a

PHOTO By GREG TAYLOR

vicious tackle of his Irish

counterpart.

Apart from the scoring it

was a forwards' game and
they were responsible for

the victory.

Varsity hopes to continue

its winning ways this Home-
coming Weekend when they

host McMaster.
The Second Varsity will

play Mac seconds at 10:30

and the firsts will play their

Mac opposites at 12:00 on

the back campus. McMaster
should provide the first seri-

ous opposition in the inter-

collegiate league for Var-

sity.

The Irish game showed
how well Varsity can play

but it is hoped that the firsts

remember how badly they

played a week ago against

the seconds.

f'oye
,
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Trackmen at Windsor
By PAUl VESA

Tomorrow afternoon, at University of Windsor stadium,
twenty-one of Varsity's finest track and field athletes will step
forward to defend the OQAA championship they won last

year. Their chances of retaining the trophy are minimal, how-
ever this will not be their fault, but rather the fault of some
other track men who chose not to come out. Nevertheless,
those who have been working, will put on a good show — third

behind McMaster and Waterloo. Here is how the team looks:

100 Yards: Alan Tucker, a recruit from New Zealand, is our
competitor here. Tucker has run 10.4 in intercollegiate compe-
tition this year, and stands a good chance to take a 4th in this

event.

220 Yards: Our runners here are Dave Quibell and Alan Tuck-
er. Quibell has a 22.5 in competition and should take at least

3rd. Tucker has a clocking of 24.1 which may gain him the
final.

440 Yards: Our quarter-milers are Bill Franklin and Chris
Rutherford. Franklin has a clocking of 51.6 which should guar-
antee him at least 2nd. Rutherford has no times this year in

intercollegiate competition and thus is an unknown quantity.

880 Yards: Mark Minden and Dave Lismore will both make
the top six with Minden perhaps taking a 3rd.

Mile: Rich Pyne and Ron Field are both definite contenders
for the top four.

3 Miles: Three of Brian Richards. Brian Armstrong, Bob
Cairns, and Dave Tong will be running. Richards and Cairns
could make the top three.

120 Yard High Hurdles: Steve Wetmore is way ahead of the
rest of the field, except for Donnelly of Queen's who is ahead
of the rest of Canada.
440 Yard Hurdles: Wetmore also runs this as does Aris Birze.

Look for Wetmore 2nd and Birze in the top six.

Long Jump: Hung Lee has the potential to win this, but this

year's record gives him only a place in the top six.

Discus: Scott Aikman will require one of his better throws to

crack the top six.

Pole Vault: Jukka Heikurinen has a record first in the vault
locked up.

High Jump: Jim Dodd and John Hilliard each have a crack at

third place in this event.

Triple Jump: John Hilliard should be in the top six.

Javelin: Gord Homer is now over 200' and may take 2nd.

Shot Put: Bruce Tucker will take 2nd in this event, not bad
considering he's 5'9" and 170 lbs , .

•
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BIAFRA'S STRUGGLE FOR SURVIVAL
by Gary Webster

Mr. Webster is a student at the U of
T School of Graduate Studies. His story

is based on personal experiences in

Nigeria Oct. 1965 July 1967.

Have you ever wondered just how true-to-

life George Orwell's 1984 was? Have you
doubted the existence of the memory-hole
at the Ministry of Truth in which all unpa-
latable versions of the past were inciner-

ated in order to facilitate the brainwashing
of a manipulated public?

Two years of living and teaching at the

University of Nigeria, Nsukka, and a contin-

uing study of Nigerian politics in the year
since my return have convinced me that the

memory-hole is alive and well in Lagos and
boasts flourishing offspring in London,
Washington and Ottawa.
The history of Nigeria, as presented by

these four governments, is bunk.

In the Lagos version of Nigeria's history,

all the trouble was started by the Ibos of

present-day Biafra.

The Ibos, it seems, were never good

Nigerian nationalists. They alternately

spent their time hatching schemes to run

the Federation in their own interest or plot-

ting the secession of the Eastern Region

when prospects for the domination of all

Nigeria looked gloomy.

In January, 1966, by this account, the Ibos

staged a tribalist coup d'etat against the

legitimate government of Nigeria and

against the wishes of all the other Nigerian

tribes.

On July 29, 1966, the other tribes struck

back in just revenge, murdering the Ibo

Chief of State and numerous other Eastern

army officers. In September, 1966. we are

told, the Ibos began to massacre the Hausas

of Northern Nigeria resident in the East

and, of course, the Northerners retaliated in

kind.

From that time on, Colonel Ojukwu,

Eastern Region Military Governor, and a

small clique of tribalists are supposed to

have begun to manipulate their people into

an undesired secession from Nigeria. Ever

since the success of that secession on May

30 1967, the valiant Nigerian Army has

fought to liberate the oppressed Biafrans

from their tyrannical and unwanted rulers.

The truth, however, somehow does not

correspond to these allegations.

The people of Eastern Nigeria (of whom

about 3 5 are Ibos) were in the vanguard of

the struggle for independence from the Brit-

ish. Their political leader, Dr. Nmrndi

Azikiwe, strove mightily to make his NCNC

party a nationally-based pol.t.ca grouping.

He was partially successful by 1959. despite

the growth of two rival parties the Action

Group of Western Nigeria and he NFC of

Northern Nigeria, which based
I

their powe,

on avowed tribalist and regional.*! appeals.

While Azikiwe and the Action Gioup

worked for and nearly attained independ-

ence in 1958. the NPC leaders o the Nor h

were reluctant to break with Britain at all

feared entering a federation with the more

advanced southern peoples, and managed to

postpone independence until 1960.

The Federation was never a viable one.

Following the accession of portions of the

Cameroons Trust Territory into Northern
Nigeria in 1961, the North controlled an
absolute majority of the seats in the Feder-

al Parliament and had a veto over all the

wishes of the southern parties. In the 1964

elections, the NPC won 172 out of 174

Northern seats (61 without opposition i.

To say that the Ibos dominated the Feder-

ation is laughable. In the first Federal Cabi-

net they were ever the junior partner in an
uneasy coalition with the NPC. Every Fed-

eral investment but two (in oil and cement I

was poured into the Western and Northern

Regions. But for the discovery of oil in the

early 1960's, Eastern Nigeria would have

remained an extremely poor weak sister in

the Federation.

A tremendous drive for education enabled

the Ibos to fill large numbers of posts in the

Federal civil service and in the universities,

alongside their advanced southern brethren,

the Ibibios, Yorubas and Binis. But the

Northern Region forbade any southerner to

enter its civil service, preferring British ex-

colonialists to fellow Nigerians.

The result for the area was a miasma of

corruption and inefficiency presided over by

the reactionary emirs, their relatives, and

their servants in the Moslem alkali courts.

Southerners in Northern Nigeria were

forced to live in ghettos — the strangers'

quarters or sabon gari. The difference in

cultural levels between North and South (in

which Northern resentment was based) is

shown by the figures for regional origin of

university graduates in Nigeria, 1965-66:

North 369; West, over 1700; East, over 2000;

Mid-West over 350. The population of the

North exceeded that of all the other Re-

gions combined.)

Nigerian parliamentary politics was cor-

rupt and undemocratic in every section of

the country When, after a fraudulent Fed-

eral election and an even more blatantly

rigged Western Region election, the Army

struck down the politicians in January. 1966.

coup all sections of the country greeted the

coup with jov.

The rebels, led by three Ibos and two

Yorubas and employing numerous Hausa

and Tiv troops in their Northern Region

takeover, took power in the name of nation-

alism, seeking an end to tribalism, nepo-

tism, bribery and election-rigging.

Their goal was to install jailed Yoruba

leader Obafemi Awolowo at the head of a

neutralist and mildly socialist government.

They were frustrated, however, by the

Ibo Supreme Commander of the Army,

General J.T.U. Aguiyi-Ironsi. who took

power at the behest of the rump of the Fed-

eral Cabinet (the Prime Minister and Fi-

nance Minister having been killed I and de-

clared a government of national reconstruc-

tion.

Every newspaper and every political par-

ty greeted his accession with joy. BBC at-

continued page 3



GRADUATE STUDENTS

THE CASE FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM S.A.C.
The need for withdrawal is not just based on dissatisfaction

with the previous performance of the Students' Administrative

Council, but it is a step to create greater involvement and

prestige for graduate students in all spheres of university life.

Graduate students were made members of the Students'
.

Administrative Council, without their consent, by S.A.C. unilaterally

petitioning the Board of Governors in 1955. S.A.C. requested this

action due to a lack of funds and not because of a desire for

greater student unity. In the past 13 years, S.A.C. has obtained

few solid advantages for graduate students. S.A.C. has neither

adequately represented the interests of graduates nor provided

services suitable for this mature group of students. For instance,

when S.A.C. talks of educational reform they mean undergraduate

educational reform.

All applications for reimbursement of funds from S.A.C. to

compensate for S.A.C.'s lack of interest in graduate students and

to support graduate programmes have been refused. A recent

grant of money from S.A.C. to the G.S.U. had stringent conditions

attached (that, for instance, would have transferred the control of

the Teaching Assistants' Association from the hands of the Teach-

ing Assistants to the S.A.C. executive.)

S.A.C. has actively fought direct graduate student representa-

tion on University Committees. It has held up the operation of the

Presidential Advisory Committee to the Advisory Bureau because
graduate students were directly asked by President Bissell to par-

ticipate on the committee.

The G.S.U. Executive believes that withdrawal of the majority

of graduate students from the Students' Administrative Council

will improve the status of graduate students on this campus. The
Administration will be forced to ask the Graduate Students' Union
for its opinion on University matters, and these decisions will

usually be taken by all interested graduates in a general meeting.

Justifications for graduate students leaving S.A.C. as a group
are: evidence of S.A.C.'s past record, the opinion of the Laskin

Committee, the opinion of all past G.S.U. Executives (except one
— which was removed by the graduate students), a recent G.S.U.

survey, the last G.S.U. elections which were held on this subject

(2:1 majority for the platform in favour of withdrawal), and the

overwhelming response in favour in a test of opinion at registra-

tion.

Vote to withdraw from the Students' Administrative Coun-
cil at a G.S.U. General Meeting TOMORROW at Convocation
Hall at 4 p.m.

Free refreshments after the meeting

(copies or this advertisement with detailed arguments can be obtained from the Graduate Students Union 16 Bancroft Avenue Toionto 5)
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continued from page 1 Biafra's struggle
tempts to portray the coup as an Ibo take-

over were vociferously denounced in private
and public statements by non-Ibo tribesmen
at my university. A tremendous wave of

nationalism swept the country. Meanwhile,
Ironsi arrested the radical leaders of the

original coup and, at the time of his own
death, was preparing their trial for treason.

Unfortunately, the wave of nationalism in

Nigeria soon passed.

A decree on unitary government sparked

a series of riots in Northern Nigeria in

May. 196b' — grounded in fears of a unified

civil service open to talents. Crowds of

Northerners paraded signs saying "We don't

want one Nigeria" and murdered hundreds

of Easterners living in the North.

In September, during a constitutional

conference in Lagos, mobs of Northern ci-

vilians, troops and police attacked the East-

ern populations of the sabon gari in their

homes and churches.

Thirty thousand Easterners were thus mur-

dered by their neighbors and the security

forces in the North and West. Nearly two

million refugees, most of them having lost

nearly everything, flooded back to the East.

It is arrant nonsense to say, as Nigerians

do today, that these massacres were begun

by the Ibos. No Northerner or Westerner

was touched in the East, despite the May,

July and September events, until early Oc-

tober, when trainloads of mangled refugees

from the North sparked angry riots at Enu-

gu, Owerri and Port Harcourt.

I remember thinking at the time that the

patience of the Ibos exceeded that of Job.

Around thirty Northerners were killed in

the retaliatory attacks and a few Western-

ers were threatened. Eastern Region police-

men quashed every outbreak as rapidly as

they could./

Colonel Ojukwu quickly and sadly ordered

all Westerners and Northerners and some

Mid-Westerners to be transported (at Re-

gional government expense) out of the Re-

>ion so as to avoid a counter-pogrom which

he feared he could not prevent and which

would have ended all hope for Nigerian na-

tionalism.

The September and October massacres

effectively destroyed the Easterners' role

within the Federation. Thousands of skilled

individuals returned to unemployment in the

East rather than risk death or beatings in

Lagos, the West and the North. The Federal

Government expressed no regrets.

Most Easterners hoped to return to their

jobs elsewhere in Nigeria as soon as their

safety could be assured. At Aburi, Ghana, in

January. 1967, a conference of all Nigeria's

leaders arrived at a formula of government

which would have provided the basis for a

gradual return to unity. Yet. on returning to

Lagos, the Federal Military Governor, Colo-

nel Gowon, announced that, having gone

unprepared to the meeting, he could not

abide by the agreements he had signed.

This outrageous breach of faith stimu-

lated Colonel Ojukwu to press harder for

implementation of the Aburi agreements.

The response was nil. When in May an ille-

gal repartition of the country's internal

borders by Colonel Gowon threatened to

divide Eastern Nigeria into three parts,

with no consultation of the Eastern Govern-

ment, Colonel Ojukwu requested that his

Consultative Assembly grant him permis-

sion to secede from a Federation which

would neither protect the lives and property

nor listen to the wishes of the Region's peo-

ples.

Secession and declaration of the sover-

eign state of Biafra was greeted by massive

spontaneous demonstrations, amid fears of

a Federal invasion.

On July 6, six weeks later, the Federals

attacked from the north and the process of

systematic destruction of Biafra and her

people, who had dared to ask for the right

to live unmolested, began. The slaughter,

fueled by intensive hatred and jealousy of

the Ibos in all parts of Federal Nigeria,

continues to this day. It will go on — as

every trained visitor to Biafra has observed

— until Biafra wins or is utterly destroyed.

It was 6 million a quarter century ago.

Will it be 14 million this time''

SEEING'S BELIEVING

A Vi CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

S200 or $500

DEPENDING ON CUT COL

OUR AND CLARITY

WE ARE DIRECT

DIAMOND DEALERS

PROCTOR t. CO

„„d G.m D..I". 921 "«
Bloof jf W. Su-t<- 416

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

Scheduling begins

MONDAY OCT. 21

Employer interviews for graduating arts,|

C.& F. and M.B.A. students and

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

for a VARIETY of courses will begin

NOVEMBER 4th

STUDENTS WISHING TO

PARTICIPATE SHOULD CONTACT

U of T PLACEMENT SERVICE

581 SPADINA AVE

(corner wilcocks)

Hart House

CHAPEL
HOLY COMMUNION
Tuesdays 12 30 pm
Everyone Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT SERIES
October 23 - Music Room - 1 p m

PATRICK LI

Pianist

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
Thursday. October 24th

Art Gallery 1 15pm
JOHN HEARN - his own poetry

OAVID KNIGHT - Margaret Avison

and/or James Reaney

Ladies Welcome

SQUASH INSTRUCTION
FOR NOVICES

Thursday. October 24th

Music Room 7 30 pm

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 27th 8 30 Great Hall

ANTON KUERTI, Pianist

PETER SCHENKMAN. Cellist

Tickets Hall Porter

WEEKEND WORK AVAILABLE!

INVENTORY COUNTERS NffDfD

mmoiAiia. ricistir now.

INDUSTRIAL OVtRlOAD

86 ADHAIDl ST. I.

COME FLY WITH US TO EUROPE

IN 1969
AIRCRAFT: Oeli.ne VC 10 Jut '6 hours .ion slop!

DEPARTURES, r. i. onlo lo London England and lelucn

JULY 1 lo AUGUST 28 $270 00
JULY 7 lo AUGUSI IB $25000

CHILDREN Fuiih lu I nndoi 12 voars ol age upon

.iiu.li. .iliiin

B.iln.s Ini 2 v'-.n-l $1000 iNo Seall

TOURS lnl

.iv.nl.ilii-

PROCEDURE Hi!. lis

low i list BiiIi-.Ii

l..rsl

Hi Conlinenial lours

, i .in In; sei imid from the

C,nudum Olflitu ol rhu Experiment al 478

Glon descent London Ontario Telephone

15191 471 9530

Take advamage of these BIG FARE SAVINGS

Reserve your seat NOW Avoid disappointment later

THE EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING OF
CANADA

Consultative Member of UNESCO

£tttt)uuj Itoitij imttt

Maker 27* 8-jojm.

JLntott Itknnti

ftkx Srlienkittatt
ticket/ arUSllaElf ^utt fottirr
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PAGE FOUR

Whether or not the Sorbonne stayed

closed another day or several days was

no longer of any importance The situa-

tion was grave, and the only way to

avoid deaths was to make the police

forces go away, The students would

remain behind their barricades and
would continue to occupy the streets

where they were. And was that bother-

ing anybody? Nol

— Daniel Cohn-Bendit, leader of the

Paris student uprisings

fighting unrest
We've been seeing a lot of Dr. Bissell this year.

From a newspaper's point of view, we've never

been able to get so many photographs of the man

who runs the university, and we've never been able

to get so many pictures of his lieutenants.

The administration is getting out to meet the

people, and that's good Dr. Bissell has debated

with Steve Langdon twice, and is more available

for speaking engagements than he ever was before.

At first we thought this sudden metamorphosis

was due to rumblings of student discontent, dis-

content which was to be focussed at U of T.

To meet this threat, Dr. Bissell first used Divide

and Conquer in defining two kinds of troublesome

students—activists (good) and saboteurs (bad) A

lot of students bought this one

Then Dr Bissell took some good advice. That

advice is simply: treat the radicals seriously Don't

pass them off as an unimportant and unrepresenta-

tive minority; don't ridicule them and don't get

angry at them

So Dr Bissell has listened to radicals' demands

with more attention than you'd expect, thus open-

ing up the possibility of change In doing so, his

political acumen has earned the radicals' grudging

respect

But there's more to it at U of T than just forstall-

ing student unrest There's CRUG—the president's

commission to restructure university government.

Dr Bissell and most students agree on abolish-

ing the Board of Governors, for different reasons

perhaps. The question is. will the Board play along?

The Board still sees itself as a buffer between

university and state, as a representative of the

public good The Board also has a hefty stake in

keeping the university pretty much like it is.

As long as the natives aren't restless. Bissell

knows the Board might go along with its own sui-

cide If the natives are restless, and if it looks like

the university might be taken over by left-wing

elements unalterably opposed to the business

interests represented by the Board , the

Board is going to stay

So Bissell is dealing with two elements: the fact

of student unrest, per se and what that unrest will

do to his chances for restructuring the university

Restructuring the university isn't going to do that

much for students Restructuring at the course and fac -

ulty level is more important.

With so little to lose, students might as well be-

gin pressing hard for the kinds of change they want

—hopefully radical change For starters, we should

demand a university less geared to the demands of

industry and more to the demands of learning That

in itself would constitute radical change.

Given the unique U of T situation, such unrest is

likely to have greater impact than at any other

Canadian university, and the greatest chance for

success in producing change.

Or at least, enough change to keep the natives

quiet for a while.

self-fulfilling

prophecies
The Telegram informs us that the police

are training a riot squad to handle campus disor-

ders, and are infiltrating campus organizations that

might cause trouble.

With a few reservations about the Telegram's

rather gung-ho kind of reporting, we submit that

the campuses are going to learn the same sad les-

sons Democrats learned in Chicago.

Lesson one is this: if you expect trouble and arm

for it. you will find your dreams coming true.

And lesson two: any and all violence that has

happened in U.S. and foreign campuses has been

initiated and carried through by the police them-

selves. They have been the ones with weapons, not

the students.

The cops have been the ones busting heads.

So watch for them at your local campus. Coming

LETTERS

ross replies

In your Fridfij editorial \ ou
staled thai I was opposed to allow-

ing SAC lo make moral decisions,

lhai I refused lo oppose the war in

Vietnam, that I was insensitive lo

the killing going on there and thai

I was generally "gutless". The firs!

three statements are not true as mj
support for Bob Barkwell's motion
on Vietnam makes clear. The
fourth is an inaccurate, personal

value judgement which has no
place in any thoughtful or respon-

sible piece of writing.

When I outlined m\ position on
aid lo the Toronto Anti-Draft Pro-

gram during the SAC debate, 1

explicitly stated that. "1 am nol

sa\ing the Students Council cannot
make moral decisions. II we wish

to vole this mone\ we have a per-

fect right lo do so." However. I

felt we should nol exercise our
right on this occasion by making
the contribution compulsory.

Instead I proposed that a peti-

tion be circulated throughout ihe

Universil\ by the SAC representa-
tives to enable students lo sign 50
cents of their SAC fees to TADP.
(Let us remember lhal financial

aid was the issue; we had alread\

condemned the war.) The petition

would^ probably have meant more
mone\ lor the TADP than lhal

group received, bui the money
would have been volunteered. To
have done so would have evoked a

conscious response from the stu-

dent bod> on this issue. This action

would have been a more effeclive

demonstration of studenl concern
for the problems facing their

American counterparts than was
ihe grant made by SAC on
Wednesday night.

Mam students believe lhal to

dodge the draft is to break or

evade the law and ihe\ do nol wish
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lo be forced lo support ihis action

with their money. Others think

lhal il is nol fair for any govern-

ment lo force an individual to kill

and to give his life for a cause
which he believes is unjust. Many
of these latter students wish lo help

draft-dodgers.

SAC was under no obligation lo

respect both views. Il had a perfect

right lo force those who did not

wish lo contribute lo do so for

SAC represents and can impose
majority rule. I only asked that we
nol do so on this issue.

1 do not object to being outvoted

on SAC for lhat is fair enough. I

do object to your fallacious re-

marks, personal attacks and inade-

quate coverage of other than per-

sonalK acceptable points of view. I

suggest that you give more space
to reporting events and less to

complaining aboul them. In turn I

will then be able to slop cluttering

up your editorial page with my let-

ters.

Don Ross
(IV Trin>

varsity
TORONTO|^

"The successfuf revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal.

"
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to start things off an engineer foned from founders say-

ing the fire alarm went off in the middle of the nite, and
then strax struck out, logos was banned, frost was smit-

ten and quit, carolyn cashed in, suzanne vowed, noel did

a guelping speech, sfran mimed his way in again and
harriet sat beside a silent telex while cup flowed over in

the garbage, louis' face is blooming with a beard while

tim's barbarian countenance wilted in the homecoming
stretch, it was interfering with business, he explained,

brian etrogged all weekend, torn was matchless most of

the time, kirk turned back the tide while biafra over-

flowed, both moses brought us tablets for our colds,

while liz was stranded at the airport in concern, p.s. was
in kingston calling for refrigerated soup to heat up jim,

who had his labour pains, sue suffered from psychology

but still, qui ratione sua disturbent moenia mun-
di. . .we're worse than mike ignat, we mystify the simple

things, but a hearty hail to both our marys, who, stead-

fast through the raging storm, held course and brought

the copy home, that's all, that matters,



Biafra: 'belief in a basis for unity'
By OIUSOLA AVOSEH

Olusola Avoseh is a Nige-
rian student taking a PhD in

educational theory at Univer-

sity of Toronto. He was in

Nigeria until last year.

There is, in recent weeks, a
resurgence of interest in the

Nigerian civil war. Much of

the information which gets to

the public is either incom-
plete or biased. It is true that

in this war innocent citizens

are starving and a great

number of them are dying.

We see photographs of these

things every day. We are all

very sorry about this aspect

of the war.

But we cannot say that

there is any evidence of geno-

cide simply because people

are dying. Is there any war in

which innocent people do not

starve or die? A war brings a

disruption of normal life

Even in less severe disturb-

ances hundreds of innocent

people die.

The Nigerian Government
started a police action

against the Ibo rebel leaders

because of the genuine belief

that there was still some ba-

sis for unity. The police ac-

tion was directed against the

rebels and not against the Ibo

as a group. This police action

has since been escalated into

a civil war.

It was the atrocities perpe-

trated on the Ibo in the north

that made the Ibo become
disenchanted with the former

federal structure. But these

atrocities were a spontaneous

reaction against the army
revolt of January 1966.

MILITARY REVOLT
This military revolt was en-

acted by young Ibo officers

who killed non-Ibo top politi-

cians and senior army per-

sonnel. No single Ibo politi-

cian or army officer was
killed. The rank and file of

the Nigerian army then,

mainly northerners, and the

northern civilians found it

difficult to become reconciled

to their loss. It must be men-
tioned, however, that in the

riots which occurred in the

wake of the army revolt

atrocities were perpetrated

on members of many Nige-

rian ethnic groups, not only

on the Ibo, though the latter

suffered the greatest loss.

To show the genuineness of

the Federal Military Govern-

ment that the war is waged
"to keep Nigeria one", it

should be pointed out that

there are still in Lagos, the

Federal capital, more than

40,000 Ibo who are pursuing

their lawful business unmo-

'The O.U.S. blew it'
By GARY SEGAL

This summer the Ontario

Union of Students blew it for

Canadian students, 40.000 of

them across Canada. Brian

Switzman, O.U.S. President,

decided unilaterally that he

would not inform unemployed

students of over one million

dollars in benefits available

to them.

In the first week of June, I

came across a little publi-

cized regulation of the Unem-

ployment Insurance Commis-

sion in its application to stu-

dents. In brief, under U.I.C.

rules any person who has

made 30 contributions (30

weeks work) in the two years

prior to their date of applica-

tion, eight of which must

have been made within the

past year, is eligible to apply

for benefits.

This is not to say that bene-

fits are automatically re-

ceived by people who have

complied with this minimum

requirement. As an informa-

tion officer for U.I.C. said so

demurely, "Of course all ap-

plications are handled on an

individual basis".

100,000 UNEMPLOYED
Given the unemployment of

a large number of university

students this past summer

variously estimated as high

as 100,000 in the early sum-

mer months, I called Switz-

man and outlined the above

facts. ,

.

I asked Brian if he wou d

utilize the facilities of bo h

O.U.S. and C.U.S. in order o

get this information to stu-

dents on campuses across

Canada. . ,„

Yes I know that 35 oi 40

dollars per week isn't going

to pay anyone's way through

school, nor is it any answer

to the problem of universal

accessibility.
However, this

was a concrete probto wtth

a partial answer. Three oi

fou° hundred bucks is bettei

than nothing — not much bet-

ter — but it could have been,

and probably was, the differ-

ence for a lot of unemployed

students.

OUS president

Brian Switzman

Well, in my naivete I

thought Brian would circulate

this information. He didn't.

Six weeks later I ran into

O.U.S. Vice-President Ken

( down with all paper tigers' i

Stone who said he knew noth-

ing of the situation.

The outcome was that Ken,

over the later objections of

Brian, tried to get the info

out during the mail strike. He

failed to do anything effective

and by the end of the strike

GROUP
HOME
STAFF

Davenport House for boys

seeks staff It is planned lo

,ehabiluate Juvenile Court re

terrals Applicants should be

expenrmcecl in working with

delinquent boys Residence

staff group leaders and cook

ing cleaning staff needed Con

tact R Hoimes 1515 Bathurst

St Toronto 10 giving resume

in August it was too late for

most students to apply.

In early September Brian

told me that he had decided

that since he disagreed in

principle with the form of

welfare state we have in

Canada, he would not inform

Canadian students of the ex-

isting possibilities within the

system.

This is not meant to be a

polemic against O.U.S. My
disagreement with Brian in

certain ideological areas does

not prevent my support in

principle, if not in practice,

of some O.U.S. policies. The

exploitative nature of West-

ern society is as undeniable

as the exploitative nature of

the Communist bloc. But I

will not hesitate to attack

Brian for a unilateral stand

which denied students the

opportunity to decide for

themselves.

Unilateral decisions made
in the name of socialism are

no better than similar ones

made in Rhodesia, Vietnam.

Czechoslovakia, or South Af-

rica.

GRADUATE

STUDENTS
Ooes the Library

frustrate you?

Learn how to use library re-

sources quickly and efficiently.

The Reference Department of

the University Library .offers

seminars on the use of refer-

ence aids which provide

greater access to material in

the library Instruction is avail-

able for graduate students

throughout October Apply in

the Reference Department for

seminars relating to either

Humanities materials or to So-

cial Sciences materials Special

seminars may be arranged

upon request

lested. In Western Nigeria

there are about 500 Ibo still

in the civil service and a

much greater number are in

other business as well.

Even in Northern Nigeria,

where the killing of the Ibo

took place, there are still a

few of them. The Govern-

ments of the Northern states

have taken adequate meas-

ures to protect the property

left behind by the Ibo.

SINCERITY

Another evidence of the

sincerity of the Nigerian

Government concerning the

unity issue is the treatment

of the captives of war. There

have been reports of the

humane treatment of the ref-

ugees and the prisoners of

war by the Federal army.

The Federal soldiers are

under strict orders to be kind

to these war victims. A few

deviant cases occur and it is

unfortunate that these are the

ones which are maliciously

publicised.

The supposedly neutral vis-

itors who go to Ibo area not

yet in Federal hands either

inadvertently ignore what

goes on in the Federally-held

areas, or are overcome by

the Ibo propaganda that they

fail to be objective in their

reporting. The foreign visi-

tors are shown round camps

where the refugees are pre-

ponderantly members of

minority ethnic groups de-

tained by Ibo leaders. Be-

cause they opposed secession,

the detainees are made vic-

tims of inhuman treatment.

The unwary visitor is not

aware that the Ibo keep two

kinds of camps — refugee

camps where conditions are

not so bad as we are made to

believe, the other kind which

are really detention camps for

minority groups from where

most of the pathetic photo-

graphs come.

HETEROGENEITY
Most of those who argue in

this country with all the vehe-

mence of their passionate

nature that the best solution

was for the independence of

the Ibo area have failed to

grasp an important factor in

the Nigerian social structure

— the heterogeneity of the

Nigerian society.

The former Eastern Nige-

ria which the Ibo now call

'Biafra' is a heterogeneous

area. It consists of seven mil-

lion Ibo as well as over five

million others — minority

elements. These include the

Ibibio, the Kalahari, the the

Ijaw. During the time of ci-

vilian administration, these

minorities always voted in

opposition to the Ibo dominat-

ed i N.C.N. C.l party. Then

they had agitated for their

own separate states which

would remove them from Ibo

domination. It is unlikely that

these people will want to

have anything to do with any

independent state created by

the Ibo.

Besides this factor, the

concept of Biafra as it was

known at the beginning of the

civil war now has no more
foundation than a shifting

sand bank.

Of the three states carved

out of the former Eastern

Nigeria Iwo of them, namely,

the Rivers and the South-

Eastern states are now in

Federal hands. Roughly

three-quarters of the area

inhabited by the Ibo in the

Central Eastern State of

Nigeria is in Federal hands

In this area, life is returning

to normal and relief mate-

rials get to civilians.

World University Service

FORUM ON

WEST AFRICA

TUESDAY OCT. 22 1 PM

International Student Centre

Part of a series.

THE WELLESLEY BARBER SHOP
6 WELLESLEY ST. W.

YONGE AT WELLESLEY
8AM -6PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY

4 BARBERS WORKING ALL THE TIME
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^^^^^ Companies may be barred

We are pleased to announce our first

Mike Kesterton

" The thing that saves this

place from being a dead loss

is the two excellent book-

stores we have. I have made
a habit of regular browsing
and have parted with $150 for

books, magazines and pam-
phlets every school .year. But
it's a bit expensive "

University of Toronto Bookstores

By LOUIS ERLICHMAN

A plan which would exclude

companies involved in Viet-

nam war production from
campus recruitment will be

debated tonight at an open

meeting of the placement
service advisory committee.

Prof. Melville Watkins of

the department of political

economy said Friday he

would propose a plan which

was instituted at Harvard
last May.
"There are two stages in

the procedure," Prof. Wat-
kins explained. "First if a

petition with a given number
of signatures (500 at Har-

vard) is collected, the com-
pany in question will be re-

quired to participate in a

public discussion of its poli-

cies. If it were to refuse, it

would not be allowed to re-

cruit on-campus.

"After the discussion," he

continued, "the company
could still be barred if anoth-

er petition with a greater

number of signatures (2000,

the SAC referendum figure,

might be reasonable) were
obtained."

"It's a compromise propos-

al," Watkins said. "If- no ac-

tion is taken, we will surely

have a repetition of last

year's Dow sit-in and demon-
stration."

Last fall on-campus re-

cruitment by Dow Chemical
led to a sit-in by anti-war

demonstrators and bitter

confrontations with the ad-

ministration and engineering

students.

Following the demonstra-
tions, a motion to deny place-

ment service facilities to

"war-complicit" companies
was defeated when two stu-

dent members of the advisory

committee voted against the

proposal.

The committee's decision

tonight is difficult to fore-

cast. Four of the committee's

14 members are students.

They can be expected to sup-

port it, though SAC might
object to being bypassed by
the petition system as the

voice of the student body.

There is some support for

the anti-war position (notably

Watkins) from the four fac-

ulty members.
The position of the adminis-

tration appears ambivalent
since Registrar Robin Ross
was the one who brought the

Harvard scheme to the atten-

tion of Prof. Watkins.

There might be difficulties

in implementing the plan this

year, since placement service

recruiting is scheduled to

start November 4, while gath-

ering signatures is a time-

consuming process.

Tonight's meeting will be

at 7:30 in the International

Student Centre. It will be

open to the public, but only

committee members will be

allowed to speak.

MIMES SELLS OUT

IN WESTERN

SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE - The Independent! Spirit Of The New Radical Theatre Movement,

Presents

THE FARCE OF PATELIN' A Condemnation Of Society

THIS WEDNESDAY IN VARSITY STADIUM AT 4:00 PM

DEDICATED TO SOCIAL ACTION

WE TRY IN OUR OWN HUMBLE WAY TO DESTROY THE UNITED STATES'

Our Unequivocal Advice Is To Go See Them . .

.

They Are Flamboyant, Not To Say Magnificently Vulgar . Nancy Scott People's World.

TICKETS ON SALE IN S.A.C. OFFICE

$2.00 $2.00 $2.00
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Free University of Toronto
Timetable for opening

meetings.
Note: All previous state-

ments of time and place were
wrong.

1. Meeting of people to talk

together: Mon. 4 p m — U of

T Advisory Bureau (Spadina

and Harbord. above bank)

Clendon College fees jump
Glendon College voted last week by a narrow margin to in-

crease student activity fees to $27 from $17.
This increase matches one approved by York's Board of

Governors last spring for the whole university, at the request
of the students council at York campus, on which Glendon is

not represented.

Glendon successfully demanded that its own students be
permitted to decide on any increase in activity fees at their
own campus, which has few ties at the social level with the
main campus.
Most of the increase will be used to set up a $6300 bursary

fund for any Glendon students who are unable to meet ex-
penses because of last summer's scarcity of summer jobs and
the more stringent regulations regarding student loans.

Z. Contemporary political

thought: Tues. 8 p m — 170

Howland Ave

3. Modern and Contempo-
rary Poetry: — see Wednes-
day's Varsity: For schedule
of other opening meetings,
— see Wednesday's Var-

sity.

The Registrar wants a raise

The Varsity Friday incor-

rectly reported that in Prof.

M. Mueller's English 301

class Thursday "only one
question was asked." In fact

about half of the 24 students

present participated in dis-

cussion.

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL MEETING

To distuss graduate student withdrawal

from S.A.C.

Tuesday

Convocation Hall

4 pm

Read it in

4 hrs. 30 mins.

war ivrtf*

The average reader takes about two weeks (35 hours read-

ing) to read Tolstoy's 'War and Peace'. It's long, a 'heavy'

classic. By learning to read much faster though, you can

change any novel, any of the 'musts', into an evening's

entertainment rather than a week's

labour.

After taking the Evelyn Wood

Reading Dynamics course, you'll

have time for reading pleasure.

It teaches you to concentrate

/ 104 Bay Street, Toronto 5

Evelyn Wood

Reading Dynamics

Institute

more easily and to retain more of what you read. And, if

you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Invest a little time now. Just eight weeks, for a lifetime of

advantages. Call us at 923-4681. Or

better still, come to a free demon-

stration. See how you can become

a dynamic reader. Find out

what dynamic reading can mean

to you.

Classes begin October 24th. Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free demonstration.
Oct. IS, 16 and 17. Inn on the Park, Edwards Room. At 7:00 and 8:30 PM.

Oct. 16, 17 and 18. Royal York, Room C. At 12:30 PM.
Oct. 21, 22 and 23. Old Mill, Habitat Room. At 7:00 and 8:30 PM.

Roval York, Saskatchewan Room. At 12.30 PM. Sponsored by CRD Training Associates Ltd.
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HERE AND NOW
UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE

Protect Yourself TO - DAY Protect Others

FREE CHEST RAYS FOR

STAFF AND STUDENT VOLUNTEERS

University Staff members and students in the non -compulsory groups are invited to attend

the Annual Survey being held in the C.OTC Drill Hall, rear of 1 1 9 St George Street least

side, just south of Bloor) between 9:00 am and 12:00 noon or between 1 00 p m and 5:00

p.m. to-day. Monday. October 21st

If it is not possible for you to attend the Survey to-day. please telephone the Health Service at

928 2455 and we will be pleased to suggest an alternative time.

This Survey is conducted by the University Health Service in co-operation with the National

Sanitarium Association.

QUALIFYING EXAM
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS - FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE SCHOOL

74 WELLESLEY STREET

(BAY & WELLESLEY)

OCTOBER 22 - 7 PM

MONDAY
1 p.m.

Meeting of committee to End the

War in Vietnam; everyone welcome.

Room 2050, Sidney Smith.

Education and the Christian

Scholar: a panel discussion, Copper

Room. Wymilwood.
Psychology student union meeting.

Room 1070. Sidney Smith.

Important meeting of Political

Economy course union, for all stu-

dents in C & F, economics, political

science, general science. Room 2102,

Sidney Smith.

Anthropology and the Population

Explosion: Pre Teach-in discussion.

Room 560, Sidney Smith.

Social Work and the Population

Problem: Pre Teach-in. Rooms 304.

310, 311. 329, 404. School of Social

Work.

2 p.m.

Trends in design of larger-scale

computer systems: talk by Dr. E.

Sussenguth, sponsored by computer

science club. Room 134, New Physics

bldg.

2-4 p.m.

Family planning and public health:

Pre Teach-In. Room 103, School of

Hygiene.

7 p.m.

Open meeting to express solidarity

with Jamaican lecturer Walter Rod-

ney who has been banned from his

country and his job for participating

in the Montreal black writers confer-

ence last weekend. Come see and

hear Rodney. International Student

Centre.

Canonization of Michael Kesterton,

Esq. In the bookstore parking lot.

Wear black.

7:30 p.m.

The commercial diver and his

equipment: seminar on divers topics.

All interested welcome. East com-

mon room. Hart House.

TUESDAY
Noon

Contraception display. Main Lob-

by, Sidney Smith.

1 p.m.

Planning your family: films and

slides. Room 117, Ramsay Wright.

Family planning methods and their

sociological implications: Dr. W.

Cornett, Room 2135, Sidney Smith.

Film and discussion on drugs with

a visitor from the Addiction Re-

search Centre. Room 2118. Sidney

Smith.

U of T Liberal club meeting. Room
1071, Sidney Smith.

The How of Christian Science

Healing. All welcome. Room 2112,

Sidney Smith.

NDP meeting: Mobilization, 26

October. Room 1083, Sidney Smith.

WUS forum on West Africa — one

of a series. ISC, 33 St. George St.

Fine art club meeting: trip to Bos-

ton. Proposed postponement of one

week. Sidney Smith.

Toronto Student Movement discus-

sion of course unions. 44 St. George

St.

A forum on draft dodgers and Viet-

nam: Room 102, School of Nursing.

Career Information session — Pulp

and Paper industry. Bring your

lunch. Room 1073, Sidney Smith.

4 p.m.

G.S.U. meeting to consider legality

of Sept. referendum on the question

of continued SAC membership. Con-

vocation Hall.

5 p.m.

Psychology student union meeting
with representative to Dean Allen's

sub-committee to discuss course
changes. Come and find out what's
happening!

8 p.m.

Japan and the crisis of numbers:
Pre Teach-in discussion. Internation-
al Student Centre, 33 St. George.

SACWORK
IS FINALLY SET TO GO I

:•: Over one hundred work starved people have volunteered to help with SAC work. Delay in exploiting £:

all these work -starved people is due to an over-worked SAC staff Apologies to both groups, that is. -:|:

:• the work-starved and the over worked. First meetings are as follows; :s

•: (Check Wednesday's Varsity ad and Here & Now for locations) SI

:•: CRUG (Commission on Relations between Universities and Governments) Friday, October 25. 1 pm
| Chairman is Don Kendal. 789-2423. $

COMMUNITY ACTION Wednesday. October 23. 1 p.m. Chairman is John Oldham. 928-3879 ij: )

| FACULTY LIAISON Thursday. October 24. 1 2 noon Chairman is Bob Rae. 531 -4543. 'j

CAMPUS CENTRE Friday. October 25. 2 pm SAC Office Chairman is Wayne Richardson. 223- S

I 1269 |
% TRADE UNION LIAISON Friday. October 2 5. 1 2 noon Chairman Laurel Sefton. 489 -562 1 jjl

| HIGH SCHOOLS. Monday. October 28. 1 p m Chairman Dorothy Mcintosh, 923 -682 1 :|:

POLITICAL ACTION Thursday. October 24. 1 p m Chairman Lee Rainy. 534-5327 £

| UNIVERSITY RESEARCH Wednesday. October 24. 1 2 noon. Chairman Charles Boylan. 924-47 1 2 *:

NIGERIA AND BIAFRA A group is already meeting Call Gary Webster. 767-9409 if you're inter- g
ested $:

ij: CZECHOSLOVAKIA Chairman unavailable at press time to call first meeting Check Wednesday :£

jij: Varsity, or call Cathy Calcott. 488-8395 if you're interested S
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HH Stewards revise SAC motion
The Board of Stewards of

Hart House Thursday reject-
ed a student council proposal
for the composition of the
advisory committee on the
future of Hart House, but
substituted one which is es-
sentially the same.
The SAC proposal asked the

committee consist of four
students, two each nominated
by the Board of Stewards and
SAC, three faculty and one
alumnus members, and non-
voting representatives of the
Board of Governors and the
President.

This arrangement changed
that suggested by President
Claude Bissell, which gave
votes to his representative
and a board member and
required the Board of Stew-
ards nominate all four stu-
dents.

Under the revised motion
of the Board of Stewards,
there would be three faculty
and alumnus members to-

gether, one voting member
representing each of the
Board of Governors and the
President, and five students:
two chosen by SAC, two by

Davis promises legislation
The idea of a single government body with student, faculty

and community representation, as recommended last week for
the Ontario College of Art in the Wright Report, has received
the endorsement of Education Minister William Davis.

"Legislation dealing with the Ontario College of Art will be
introduced at the next session of the Legislature," Davis an-
nounced Friday.

The report, commissioned in response to the rebellion at

OCA last spring, offers an alternative to the two-tiered struc-

ture of most university governments which involve a senate
dominated by faculty and a board of governors dominated by
community representatives.

Davis told The Varsity last week he thought the paper a

"very good report."

"Although only a specific situation is involved, the report is

of interest to other post-secondary institutions," he added.

the Board of Stewards, and
the SAC representative to

Hart House, Gary Segal (I

Law).

Segal explains he was "rel-

atively pleased with, their

decision" and that, since stu-

dents still control half the

votes on the committee, the

composition remained rela-

tively unchanged.

The committee may de-

cide, among other things,

whether women will be made
full members of Hart House.
SAC indicated its support

of this integration when it

voted last week to make at

least one of its appointees to

the council a female student

This change in the composi-
tion of the committee must
still be approved by President

Bissell.

In a news story Friday
The Varsity conveyed the

incorrect impression that

Moses Makinde (SGSI a

Nigerian student at U of T,

was a supporter of the Biaf-

ran cause.

"I went to the meeting as

a Nigerian observer with

the intention of arguing that

Mr. Stephen Lewis' argu-

ments were purely emotion-

al," he explains.

POCULI LUDIQUE
SOCIETAS

.presents

LIKE

WILL TO
LIKE

Seeley Hall. Trinity College

Oct 23. 24. 25 & 26 at 8:00 pm
Oct. 26 at 2 00 p m
ADMISSION FREE

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Mary Dale Stott, B.A.

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

NIGERIAN CRISIS

OPEN FORUM

OCT. 31 8 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

c

S.A.C. USED BOOK EXCHANGE

91 ST. GEORGE STREET (BASEMENT)

Closing Down Operations

Will Be Open Between

12 NOON - 2 PM AND 4 PM-6 PM ONLY

WED. OCT. 23, THURS. OCT. 24, FRI. OCT. 25

FOR RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS AND MONEY

ON BOOKS SOLD FOR YEARS

1965 1966 - 1967

(UPON PRESENTATION OF BOOK EXCHANGE

CLAIM STUBS)

SPECIAL FREE

PRE TEACH-IN EVENTS
ON THE ST GEORGE CAMPUS —
OCT 21-25 — D.splav on CONTRACEPTION - Sidney Smith Hall, Main
Lobby
OCT. 21-26 — Watch (or Travelling Players o( Victoria College Drama
Club. "AND IT CAME TO PASS THAT MEN BEGAN TO MULTIPLY ON THE
FACE OF THE EARTH by Ian Malcolm, directed by Ron Weihs
OCT, 21 — Discussion on "ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE POPULATION EX
PLOSION' by faculty and students of the Dept of Anthropology — 1-3 pm,,
Sidney Smith Hall, Room 560
OCT. 21 — Discussion on SOCIAL WORK AND THE POPULATION EXPLO
SION" A kit containing a reading list and selected repnnts from the literature

will be provided — 2-4 pm. School of Social Work. 2 73 Bloor St West
Rooms 304 310 311. 329. and 404
OCT. 22-25 — films and slides on PLANNING YOUR FAMILY" — 1-2 p.m..
Ramsay Wright Zoological Labs, Room 1 1 7

OCT. 22 — Lecture on "FAMILY PLANNING METHODS AND THEIR SOCIO
LOGICAL IMPLICATIONS' by Or W M Cornett — 1-2 pm , Sidney Smith
Hall, Room 2135

OCT. 22 — Oiscussion on "JAPAN AND THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS' Prof
J L Cranmer-Byng. Oept of History, U of T . chairman. Prof P J Thompson
Dept of History. U of T Prof P M Mitchell. Dept of H.story York Un.v and
Prof M Kurokawa. Dept of Sociology. York Univ. speakers -8 pm Inter
national Student Centre

OCT. 23 — Panel or "CAN TECHNOLOGY MANAGE?", Prof G. W. R.
Heinke. Dept of Civil Engineering, Prof J. H Dales. Dept. ol Political
Economy, Prof. I. Burton. Dept, of Geography. Prof. R. O Brinkhurst. Dept
of Zoology, and Prof. J R Brown. School of Hygiene — 12 p,nv. (New)
McLennan Labs. Room 202.
OCT 23 — Panel discussion on CHRISTIAN MORALITY AND THE CRISIS
OF NUMBERS'

.
Prof D D Evans, Dept of Philosophy U ol T

,
chairman,

Prof D J Dooley, Dept of English, St Michael's College. Prof J A Rahis.
Pontifical Inst of Mediaeval Studies. Prof B Alton. Dept of Religion. Trinity

College, and Rev 0 V Wade, Dept ol Religious Studies. Victoria College,
speakers — 8 p m St Michael s College. Carr Hall A.
OCT 24 — Films Overture made in celebration of the 10th anniversary of
the declaration of the Bill of Human Rights, and "SECRET HUNGER", desenh
mg hunger in underdeveloped countries — 1-2 p.m.. International Student
Centre

OCT. 24 — Lecture on FAMILY PLANNING METHODS AND THEIR SOCIO
LOGICAL IMPLICATIONS by Dr W M Cornett — 12 pm, (New) McLennan
Labs Room 202
OCT. 26 — Lecture on THE HUMAN POPULATION PROBLEM — A PER-
SONAL VIEW by Prof N Angel. School of Hygiene — 1 -2 pm

. International

Student Centre

A SURVEY ol the religious sociological, and sexual background of university

students and their attitudes towards birth control and population problems will

be mailed during Pre Teach In week, and the results published shortly after

ON THE SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS —
OCT 14-18 — Display on THE HISTORY OF C ONTRACEPTION
OCT 21 — Debate on HUMAN POPULATION 'VNO CHRISTIAN ETHICS".
Rev Canon H L Puxley. Director ol the Ecumenical Inst ol Canada, modera
tor. Prof I M Campbell Dept of Zoology, and Prof R L James Dept of So
oology — 12 noon Meeting Place

OCT 22 — Lecture on THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF BIRTH CONTROL" by Prof

F A Urquhart Dept of Zoology — 12 noon. Room H 216
OCT 23 — Lecture on HUMAN POPULATION AND WORLD RESOURCES''
by Mr AT McKenna Public Relations Officer. Oxfam of Canada — 12 noon,
place to be announced
OCT 24 — Panel discussion on THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS A SUMMARY".
Prol F A Urquhart. Dept of Zoology. Prof C E Hopen Oept of Anthropo'ogy.

Prof M Meltz. Dept of Economics. Prol 0 P Wakfer, Dept of Mathematics,
and four students from Scarborough College — 1 p m Room S 319

ON THE ERINDALE CAMPUS —
OCT 21 — Films on THE POPULATION CRISIS with an introduction by Prof

C Plownght Dept of Zoology —5 pm Room 257
OCT 22 — Discussion on STRIFE STARVATION. OR SUFFOCATION . Prol

J Tuio Wilson chairman Prof J H Dales, Oept of Political Economy, Prol

J T Lemon Dept of Geography. Prof C Plownght. Dept ol Zoology, and Prol

I M Spigel Dept of Psychology speakers — 5 p m . Room 257.
OCT 23 — Discussion on PLANNING A STABLE POPULATION", Prof

W C Berman. Dept of History Father A Gibson. St Michael's College. Prof

J R Harle. Dept of Botany, and Or M G Powell. Asst Medical Officer of

Health. Borough of Scarborough — 5pm, Room 257
OCT. 24 — Discussion on THE POPULATION PROBLEM CAN IT BE
SOLVED? ". Prof C Plownght. Dept of Zoology, chairman. Prol A M Bennett.

Oept ol Sociology. Prof I Burton Dept of Geography. Prof G K Morris.

Dept of Zoology. Prof C W Schwenger. School of Hygiene, and Prof

I M Spigel Dept of Psychology speakers -- 5 pm, Room 257

These varied events have been arranged by many different departments,

schools, and organizations in co-operation with the Pre Teach In Committee to

provide a background to the numerous issues to be discussed at tho lour mam
Teach-in sessions

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH IN

EXPLODING
HUMANITY

THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS

AT VARSITY ARENA
• FRI . OCT 25, 8 00 PM
THE RACE TO EXTINCTION

o SAT OCT 26. 9 30 AM
SEEING INTO THE PRESENT

• SUN . OCT 27. 2 00 PM
PROGRAMMING FOR SURVIVAL

o SUN . OCT 27. 8 00 PM
A DILEMMA FOR AFFLUENTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 44 ST GEORGE ST
FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN COMMITTEE

S5 00 REGULAR S2 00 STUDENT
924- 1429

PLUS FILMS IN CONVOCATION HALL SAT OCT 26, 2 00 PM FOR
A LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKET HOLDERS
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MimeTroupe message is rebellion
By ART MOSES

"We try in our own humble
way to destroy the United

States", says Ronnie Davis in

this week's edition of Time
Magazine. Davis is the direc-

tor of the San Francisco

Mime Troupe who will ap-

pear at Varsity Arena on

Wednesday afternoon.

These dramatic revolution-

aries have but one purpose:

to radicalize their audience

into action and rebellion.

"They believe that theatre

without a political and social

message is sterile junk," the

Time story claims.

"Art which does not speak

to vital concerns is soulless;

it's not worth seeing if it has

nothing to say."

"They're far different from
the usual pain-in-the-ass

drama and musical groups on

radio and television." says

Dale Wilson of SAC's Cultural

Affairs Committee. "This is

theatre with a purpose."

With such confirmed ideas

on how theatre should be and

how the stage should be used

to arouse people to radical

social action, it is small won-

der that the Troupe has e-

voked violent reaction wher-

ever they perform. The re-

sponse is either enthusiastic

determination to carry out

the work which was calledi

for on stage or bitterly hos-

tile condemnation of the an-

tics of the Troupe as "ob-

scene, lewd, disgusting."

By using pantomime, words

and song the Troupe works

for. and demands audience

participation. One doesn't

come into contact with it and

go away unaffected. He is

either disgusted or aroused

by the political confrontation

of the performance and the

subtle, skilful way it is con-

veyed. He is forced to ques-

tion his own previously un-

challenged assumptions about

Western society.

Ordinarily, each actor re-

ceives 5 dollars per show,

the balance going to pay ex-

penses. Some live on this 25

dollars a week, others have

part time jobs. They don't

mind their unbelievably fru-

gal existence, contending that

"it's better to have work you

enjoy than to have two bar-

becues and a colour T.V."

The Troupe still labours

under a large debt accumu-
lated from expensive legal

hassles with an affronted

Establishment. Once it had a

$1000 grant from San Francis-

co's Cultural fund, but lost it

when a commissioner object-

ed to the "vulgar" content of

a play.

Charges of obscenity have

frequently been levelled by

public officials and college

administrators against the

UNITED APPEAL COMPUTER DATING FORMS
are on sale at your local

Engineering Stores NOW.
PRICE $1.00

Bogus Gazette sold fast
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

editor of Logos, an under-

ground newspaper, was ar-

rested Wednesday following

distribution of a Logos-pro-

duced take-off on the Mont-

real Gazette.

The substitute paper, fol-

lowing almost exactly regular

Gazette format, was distribu-

ted to drop boxes and vendors

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT SERIES

Music Room 1 00 p m

OCTOBER 23

PATRICK LI. Pianist

OCTOBER 30

MARTIN POLTEN. Guitarist

(Ladies Welcome)

NIGERIAN CRISIS

OPEN FORUM

OCT. 31 8 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

Troupe who reply that "reali-

ty is obscene."

To the self-styled campus
"moderate", the Troupe's

rebellion against society's

institutions, and the assump-

tions on which they are

based, may be anathema.

But those who are not

afraid to question many of

our Sacred Cows, should find

the performance stimulating.

U. of T. FRENCH THEATRE COMMITTEE
& Les Jeunes Comediens

§ du

£ Theatre du Nouveau Monde

present

LE MAJOR CRAVACHON
by

Eugene Labiche

less than an hour before the

real edition hit the stands.

It carried a banner head-

line reading Jean Drapeau
Shot by Dope-Crazed Hippy—
a reference to Montreal's
summer vendetta against

Logos and the hippies.

Editor John Kelder said

people bought about 600 cop-

ies of the bogus Gazette be-

fore police seized the remain-
ing copies. The bogus papers

sold fast because Montrealers

thought it was an extra.

"I did it to add some life to

the Montreal night scene and
to show how dead the Gazette
is," said Kelder, who was
arraigned on a charge of

public mischief.

The Gazette printed a dis-

claimer on page 3 of its final

edition.

Monday October 21st, at 8 30 Wesl Hall University College

Space Limited Admission free

INTERNATIONAL WEEK OF PROTEST AGAINST

THE WAR IN VIETNAM

SAC EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Monday. October 21 :

1 p.m. Debate Resolved that the United States should immediately

withdraw its troops from Vietnam,

For Prof Peter Hughes, Dept of English. Victoria College

Against Prof T L Thorson. Dept of Political Economy
Jack Person, (IV Political Science and Economics. SMC)

A SAC sponsor of the motion

Sidney Smith Hall, Rm 2117

7:30 p.m. Placement Service Advisory Committee to meet in open

session to discuss campus recruiting by companies al

-

legedly contributing to the American war -effort in Viet-

nam All welcome Meeting at the International Student

Centre

Tuesday. October 22

1 p.m. SAC motions on Vietnam war and Toronto Anti -Draft Pro

gram the facts Bob Barkwell (II Meds), who moved Viet-

nam motion, and John Levy (UC). a TADP worker, will be

present to discuss both issues

Rm 102. School of Nursing. Corner of Russell & St George

Wednesday, October 23

1 p.m. Forum on Toronto Anti-Draft Program

Participants to be announced in Wednesday Varsity

Room A, Brennan Hall. St. Michael's

4 p.m. San Francisco Mime Troupe, Varsity Arena

Tickets $2 Available at SAC

Other Wednesday events may be arranged

Thursday, October 24
1 p.m. Forum on Toronto Anti -Draft Program and SAC Vietnam

motion John Levy (UCI, also a TADP worker, and Mark Frei

man. SAC Cultural Affairs Commissioner will be among
those present

Chairman Dean Ham of Faculty of Applied Science and En-

gineering, or his designate

Location to be announced

Friday, October 25
1 p.m. Protest Forum on Canadian and university involvement in the

Vietnam war Participants to include

Prof Melville Watkins, Dept of Political Economy, author of

the Watkins Report on Foreign Ownership in Canada.

Philip Resnick, ISGS). who has done much academic work
on the subject

Other well-known participants and location to be announced

FILM FESTIVAL ON VIETNAM TO BE SPONSORED ON WEDNESDAY. THRUSDAY, AND FRIDAY.

WATCH WEDNESDAY FOR DETAILS
SAC SUPPLEMENT ON VIETNAM ALSO TO BE PRINTED IN WEDNESDAY VARSITY
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COMMENT:

Why not Hart House as centre?
By Harriet Kideckel

Why is it that almost every
other university in this coun-
try has a government fi-

nanced student centre except
University of Toronto?
For. over three years, the

Students Administrative
Council has been working
hard to make a reality out of
that promising sign at the
corner of Russel and St.

George. But there are always
new hang-ups.

First it was money — the
government copped out on the
cash it had originally prom-
ised. So SAC arranged anoth-

C er means of raising the
dough. So SAC arranged an-
other means of raising the
dough. They planned an adv-
ance contract with the Bank
of Montreal whereby the bank
pays in advance for a lease to

one of the stores in the cen-
tre. The advance rent they
promised was more than
enough to at least get started
on the building.

But then the city put its

two cents worth in. Some by-

law insisting that all build-

ings be set back from the
roadway twenty-five feet
screwed the architect's plan
to obtain maximum space by
building right to the curb.

But if we've got the money
why do we have to build on
that site?

The university is tearing
down buildings for residences
only the rich can afford and
libraries only staff and gradu-
ate students can use.

A campus centre is impor-
tant, too. There must be oth-

er sites that will facilitate
the building. Surely the uni-

versity owns enough land that

it can find some little corner
somewhere.
And if it can't, we already

have a student centre.

Hart house is perfect.

It has the necessary com-
mittee rooms and relaxation

areas. The men are getting a

new athletic building so the

gyms in Hart House could be

used for co-ed activities. Why
not co-ed pool parties?

There are offices for SAC,

The Varsity, and Canadian
Union of Students. (Now
spread all over the campus.

)

There are lounges for relax-
ing, chess rooms, card
rooms, a cafeteria, a snack
bar. What more could you
want?

Plus, Hart House is one of

the most beautiful architec-
tural structures in North
America.

During the summer. Hart
House demonstrated how
appropriate it was for this

type of use when it opened its

doors every Wednesday night

to male and female summer
students. There was ping-
pong in the gym. splashing in

the pool, bridge and monop-
oly in the card rooms. Hart
House never had such a

warm atmosphere as then.

Why not every night and
every day, all year round?
We don't have a place to

go. Let's keep students off

the streets. If we can't build

a campus centre, let's take
advantage of the facilities we
have.

MONTREAL (CUP) - A
major confrontation in the

Quebec CEGEP crisis is ex-

pected today, as an education

ministry ultimatum expires

and a student march moves
on Quebec City.

The education ministry

sent letters Thursday setting

today as the final date for

resumption of normal classes

at Quebec's junior colleges.

Any school not running

smoothly will lose its semes-

ter.

Meanwhile, L'Union Gen-

eral des Etudiants de Quebec

have asked all secondary

school students to join in a

march on the provincial capi-

tal. It is the first such march
in the history of Quebec stu-

dent-government relations.

The central co-ordinating

committee of UGEQ has also

appealed for the support of

the 225,000 members of the

Six schools are still occu-

pied by students, who have

vowed to stay until there is

some definite government
action. They are protesting

against the current educa-

tional system, which they say

makes an individual a deper-

sonalized and anonymous
number in a labyrinth of

committees and layers of

superstructures.

Confederation of National

Trade Unions. The CNTU has

worked closely with UGEQ in

the past.

The committee has also

approved the establishment

of committees throughout the

province to deal with the

education crisis, inform the

public and endorse the princi-

ple of school occupation to

stimulate free discussion and

thought.

... cancels convocation
MONTREAL (CUP) — L'Universite de Montreal has can-

celled its fall convocation in the face of "the climate of unrest

among the students in Quebec."

Instead. 914 degrees and diplomas will be distributed by

registered mail. A university spokesman said it would be "un-

wise to hold special ceremonies," citing the province-wide

OEGEP unrest as one reason for cancellation.

Students in the social science faculty at L'U de M are occu-

pying their building in sympathy with the CEGEP strikes.

Thomas Hobbes Memorial

FREE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
NEW COURSES:

1) China Today (Gary Segal)

2) The Engineer and Society (Peter Cook)

3) Ideas of Primitive Religions (Mark Golden)

4) Jung- Mythology and Religion (Prof P L Thomson)

5) Urban Architecture: the City as Form (Gerry McMaster)

.„„. address and coursels) you are interested in at the SAC office (South of

Leave name, pnoiic.
923-3490 Groups will meet at times convenient to the

Hart House) or phone

members Tuition free

ii an or 923 3490 or diop by SAC office Any suggestions call Bob

^Mne aolfnulers and p.ease be friendly

CLASSIFIED
SF RVICES RENDERED! F - .. . I

iiiuses to be typed' Call Sharon /83
3fi4t after 5 fast sen .1 ltioi dee
Ermatiom present no problem- Can giv
fj(erpnc*« Cheap rates

WANTED Ride to University in morn
in.js lor 9 a m classes - From finch
OuKenn area Call Brian 636 0187 after

5 pm

JAPANESE STUDENT wishes room
and board in an English speaking family

where he can improve his English Apply
evenings Mr E Fujn at 535 0569

ATTENTION STUDENTS interested in

the writings of Ayn Rand and their philo

sophical implications Announcing the
formation of an Ayn Rand Study Group
to meet weekly Phone 92 1 -4079

WANTED DESPERATELY — Goodman
A mam 300 speaker Phone GSU at

928 2391

FANTASTICALLY GOOD ROCK
BAND — Still fantastically cheap — still

available for campus bookings Call Je
ioniP Rufus at ? 67 7928

AQUA-SEY — The Commercial Diver
and His Equipment is the subject of to
night s Divers Seminar 7 30 P M East
Common Room Hart House All interest

MUST SELL 67 Kawasaki 175cc elec
'

trie starter 2500 miles S45000 Satis-
faction insured Save on fall prices
Phone 537 9671 after 6 p.m.

WANTED: Draftm
Mike 694-9383

lamp Call

Quebec crisis confrontation today

CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS

THIS WEEK
SIDNEY SMITH HALL, ROOM 1073, 1 to 2 p.m.

TUESDAY
Oct. 22

Banking

WEDNESDAY
Oct. 23

Life

Insurance

THURSDAY
Oct. 24

Teaching

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75^.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley |ust east of Bay

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL

DR CHARLES PEAKER
University Organist

MONDAY, Octobet 21

Convocation Hall at 5 05 pm

SUPPER ENTERTAINMENT

OPEN FOR

LUNCHEON

AND
SUPPER

LONNIE JOHNSON

Si
NIGHTLY ENT
WON. . THUDS
6:30 - 4:30

F HI ft SAT.

)0 pm to J o m

«. ICO 91 4. E'S Kill 1 1 /.I'll IA

TWO DAYS ONLY! Wednesday

at 2:00 - 5:15 - 8:30 P m and THURSDAY

AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
OF THE

NATIONAL THEATRE
OF GREAT BRITAIN

LAURENCE

OLIVIER
OTHELLO

The greatest Othello ever by
the greatest actor of our time.

TECHNICOLOR* PANAVISION*FROM WARNER BROS.

WILLOW 5269 Yonge St.
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IS IT POSSIBLE ?

We wouldn't have thought so,

but just in case,

this is a reminder about

STUDENT AWARDS

Is it possible you haven't sent in your completed application form yet?

If not, do so now. Applications.submitted between November 1st. 1968
and January 31, 1969 will be assessed during the winter term and the

award based on one-half the assessed need for the full academic year.

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL. REAR OF 1 19 ST.

GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE. JUST SOUTH OF BLOOR). AND
WILL CONTINUE THROUGH WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 30TH

ARTS & SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND FINAL YEAR
ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY FOR THEIR REQUIRED
CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEKDAY DURING THIS PERIOD. THE
SURVEY OPERATES BETWEEN 9.00 am. and 12 00 noon AND
BETWEEN 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM
ASSOCIATION (GAGE INSTITUTE).

Cox Commission reports

in Columbia aftermath
The Cox Commission, es-

tablished last May to analyse

the reasons for revolt at Co-

lumbia, has strongly criti-

cized the University adminis-

tration and New York police.

The administration, the

report said, "conveyed an

attitude of authoritarianism

arid invited mistrust."

Police were described as

"excessively violent".

Students' actions were "in

no way commensurate with

the brutality of the police,"

the report said.

Students were criticized for

their "disruptive tactics."

The "free university" re-

quires the "entire communi-
ty's active rejection of dis-

ruptive demonstrations," it

was stressed.

Andrew Cordier, acting

president of Columbia,

thanked the commission for

its "extensive work and can-

did analysis". Student leaders

have yet to comment on the

report.

Thirty students, including

Mark Rudd, leader of Stu-

dents for a Democratic Soci-

ety, remain suspended from

the university. After attempts

to get them registered result-

ed in a disturbance registra-

tion day, the SDS was forbid-

den to use campus facilities.

Criminal courts have
dropped charges against 443

of those charged only with

criminal trespass, following a

plea for leniency made by

Columbia Law School Dean
William Warren.

The university has its own
discipline procedures for

"members of our family who
have breached the rules," he

said.

Over 400 cases await trial,

including 154 multiple-offence

cases.

SDS leaders say the period

of "mass revolutionary ac-

tion" is over at Columbia and

are now intent on recruiting,

organizing and educating stu-

dents.

Regents allow Cleaver

to lecture at Berkley
Black Panther leader Eld-

ridge Cleaver is being per-

mitted to lecture on a new
course at the University of

California at Berkley.

The new controversial

course will be called "Social

Analysis 139X".

Cleaver is currently free on

parole from the state prison.

He had been charged with

assault with intent to commit
murder after an alleged gun

battle with Oakland police in

1958.

California Governor Ronald

Reagan demanded the black

militant be fired before he

ever reached the lecture po-

dium.

In a conciliatory move the

Board of Regents agreed to

allow Cleaver one lecture.

But 2,000 Berkeley students

demanded in a mass meeting

that the Regents rescind the

limitation.

Cleaver lashed back at

Reagan, calling him a "punk,

a sissy, and a coward"-.

He described the United

States as "the successor to

Nazi Germany, the number
one obstacle to human pro-

gress — not Russia, nor

China, but Babylon right here

in America."

The next step for the stu-

dents and faculty is to get the

course recognized as a credit.

They put their case to a

meeting of the Regents this

weekend.

As yet there is no news of

the Regents' decision.

Recruiters resent rivalry
SAN FRANCISCO — (CUP-CPS) — Military recruiters ob-

jected to sharing space with anti- war groups at a "military

information day" at San Francisco State College this week.

The idea of having both the military and the war opponents

together at the same time came as a result of last year's

demonstrations against recruiters.

"We're not out to get into a debating society," said one mil-

itary spokesman, "We're out to recruit students."

500 students marched to the office of college President

Robert Smith after the recruiters failed to show. Amid jeers

and boos, Smith stated his decision that ROTC would remain

on campus as long as a majority of students wanted it.

Ars Nova

By Joan Shirlow,

Pro Tem reporter.

Oh, lucky ticket holders

for the Ars Nova concert!

They get first-choice seats

for the good-good Gordon
Lightfoot concert on Novem-
ber 10.
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The Faculty of Arts and

Science doesn't exist, decid-

ed the. Blue and White Soci-

ety Saturday. A float en-

tered on behalf of the fac-

ulty in the Homecoming
Parade was disqualified,

even though constructed by

twenty students represent-

ing five disciplines in the

faculty.



RUGGER, SOCCER BLUES WIN; TRACK TEAM FOURTH
By PAUL VESA

Jukka Heikurinen was the
story of the Varsity team
which finished fourth at the
OQAA championships at
Windsor on Saturday. The
third-year Forestry student
won the pole vault, taking
Varsity's only first with a
vault of 13'8", breaking the
old record by a full 8 inches
and leaving his closest
competition 7" behind. Heiku-
rinen narrowly lost out to

Glen Arbeau of Waterloo in

the coaches' balloting for the

Hec Phillips Memorial Tro-
phy, awarded to the outstand-

ing athlete at the meet.
Arbeau won the award on a

javelin throw of 2157", twen-
ty-two feet over the previous
record (set in 1938). Terry
Wilson gave Waterloo a one-

two finish in this event, com-
ing within 6' of Arbeau as

Waterloo went on to win the

meet championship and take

the Tait McKenzie trophy

from Varsity.

Another outstanding per-

formance was turned in for

Waterloo by Kip Sumner,
coming within a half-second

of Bill Crothers' intercollegi-

ate record in the half-mile

while running against a

strong wind.

Ralston Johnson and Bill

Lord finished one-two in both

sprints lor McMaster. as

well as running on their rec-

ord-breaking sprint relay

team.

The javelin record took the

most abuse as the first four

finishers eclipsed the old rec-

ord, among them Gord Ho-

mer of Varsity, who took

third behind the aforemen-

tioned Arbeau and Wilson.

Brian Donnelly of Queen's

lived, up to expectations, tak-

ing both the 120 and 440 yard

hurdles and tying his own
record of 14.5 in the 120 high

hurdles.

Mac took both the sprint

and the mile relay, changing

the record book in each case.

The sprint went in 42.8 sec-

onds and the mile in 3.20.4.

breaking last year's record of

3.21.0 set by Dave Bailey,

who has travelled two coun-

tries south for another meet

this year.

Outside of Heikurinen. the

only medal taken by Toronto

was the second-place silver

by Bruce Tucker in the shot
put. Thirds were garnered by
Steve Wetmore in the 440
yard hurdles, by Gord Homer
in the javelin, by Brian Ri-
chards in the 3-mile run, and
by the 440 yard relay team,
composed of Wetmore, Hung
Lee, Alan Tucker, and Dave
Quibell as anchor.

SOCCER
University of Toronto soc-

cer Blues made their best
showing so far this year in

defeating McMaster Maraud-
ers 4-1. It was a solid team
effort and Blues, without
exception, played a clean,

hard-hitting game on a mud-
dy, slippery field.

Early in the game. Blues
went ahead on a well-taken
penalty shot by Jim Lefkos.

Shortly after, following a de-

fensive lapse, the McMaster
right winger lofted a shot

high into the net from an
almost impossible angle for

the equalizer. Although keep-

ing the play in the Mac half

of the field for the most part,

the slippery field spoiled

some Blues' chances which
would ordinarily have been

goals. Finally, Miles Sosa
slipped an almost unbeliev-

able pass from 70 feet out

into the net past the startled

McMaster defence.

Early in the second half,

the forward line put the pres-

sure on and some ten minutes

into the half, after a good

effort by John Gero in a

scramble around the Mc-
Master net, Ronnie Muir
neatly tucked the rebound

into the goal for Blues' third

counter.

From here on. Blues' po-

tent offence showed their

might as the ball whizzed

back and forth in front of the

Mac net with a seemingly

stunned McMaster defense

trying their best to clear the

ball. Particularly close tries

came from Frank Soppelsa

and Graham Shiels but the

old timers just failed to

score.

Jim Lefkos reciprocated

John Gero's good effort ear-

lier in the half by setting him

up for Blues' final goal. Mac
had several good chances late

in the game but Blues' goal-

keeper Bernie D'Abreau was

up to the task.

Under difficult field condi-

tions. Dwight Taylor and
Adrean Verhulst controlled

midfield ably and Bill Nepo-
tuik almost looked like a
winger on several plays in

moving the ball up the field

Eric Sereda. Blues' burly
centre half, showed the way
for the defence as he com-
pletely manhandled Mac's
centre forward. Blues substi-

tutes looked determined and
able in the second half.

Corner kicks — Blues' next

encounter will be an exhibi-

tion game at York University

on Wednesday.

RUGGER
The first Varsity rugger

team continued its winning

ways Saturday with a 9-0 vic-

tory over McMaster Maraud-
ers. Varsity seconds trounced

Marauders' backup squad 24-

0.

The first were singularly

impressive in their effort.

Winger Rick Rowland and fly

half Andy Gibson scored tries

and George Wraw booted a

forty-yard penalty kick. Mac
played well considering this

was their fourth game in ten

days.

Blues played well in flashes

but seemed uninterested in

playing the hard hitting

aggressive ball which charac-

terized their play three days

earlier against Toronto Irish.

The game was marred by

muddy field conditions, an

excess of kicking for touch

and a referee who had just

been issued a new whistle

and wanted to see if it would

work.

Varsity seconds moved into

a 10-0 half time lead over

Mac when Andy Cairns and

Paul Henry each counted

tries. Cairns converted one of

the tries.

In the second half, Varsity

backs overwhelmed their

opposition. Peter Zepp scored

twice, once on an excellent

defensive play when he

snagged an errant Mac kick

and sped down the sidelines

unopposed for an easy three-

pointer.

Strong performances by

Vic Harding and Larry Mc-

Kenna yielded a try each

while Andy Cairns thrilled

spectators as he has in the

past with two conversions

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

OPENING TONIGHT AND ALL THIS WEEK AT 8:30

THE CHANGELING
by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley

directed by LEON MAJOR
designed by MARTHA MANN

Student Prices • Mon to Thurs $1.50 - Fri & Sat $2 OO
Box Office 928 8668

from impossible angles and some
some amazing flakes on his

downfield scampers.
Fullback Bob Noble

scorned his positional play

because of the nonexistence

of a Mac attack and moved
into the half line to make

long dashes before

passing off to the other

backs.

In the pack, Brian Hamil!

won praise for his ability to

get to the loose ball quickly

and advance it through the

straggling Mac defence.

WOMEN'S athletic association

EXTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE — this is your
opportunity to have an active part in the administration of

the Women's Athletic Association, organizing Intercollegiate

functions when they are held at Toronto If interested come
out to the first meeting on Tuesday October 22nd at 5 00
p m in Board Room, Benson Building

INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL AMD VOLLEYBALL
PRACTICE and Try-Outs Monday and Wednesday Oct
21 and 23 from 5 - 7 pm in the Benson Building All play-

ers welcome to try out for senior and intermediate teams
We travel' sS^SSSiN

INTERCOLLEGIATE BADMINTON begins Tuesday, Octo
ber 22nd 5 - 7 pm Anyone interested please come out

and start practicing for team

REPRESENT

ONTARIO at EXPO 70,

JAPAN

AS A HOST OR HOSTESS

in the Ontario Pavilion

Applicants should be available to work from January

15. 1970 to September 15. 1970. Preference will

be given to those who can speak Japanese and/or

other languages Other necessary qualities are ma-

turity, an attractive personality and the ability to

communicate

IF INTERESTED

PLEASE ATTEND A BRIEFING

ON ONE

OF THE FOLLOWING DATES:

Oclober 24th. 25th. 28th or 29th

Room 2135. Sidney Smith Hall

1 00 p m

INTERVIEWS WILL BE ARRANGED

AT THAT TIME
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WALTER SCORES 3 TP's

BLUES DO EVERYTHING WELL IN SLASHING 42-8 WIN

Mike Raham (22) bursts through middle of the line to count Blues fourth

touchdown in 42-8 homecoming win over McMaster Marauders. The score,

Varsity's only one along the ground, came on first play following Stew

Photo by JOHN SWAIGEN

McSween's runback of an interception to the Mac five yard line. Norm Trai-

nor (60) threw key block to spring Raham loose.

By Rod Mickleburgh

Varsity Blues' choo-choo

train got back on the winning

track Saturday afternoon as

they superbly engineered a

42-1! derailment of McMaster
Marauders.

Before a Homecoming
crowd of 13,713 fans at Var-

sity Stadium, quarterback Vic

Alboini caseyjonesed su-

preme, throwing four touch-

down passes and completing

19 of 25 passes for more than

200 yards.

Three of Alboini's touch-

down tosses went to split-end

Eric Walter (5, 14, and 27

yards), while the fourth was
snared by rookie John Chap-

man (5 yds.). Mike Raham.
on a five yard run. and giant

deiensive end Alex Squires,

on a five yard fumble rum-
ble, got the other majors. Bill

Stankovic gogolaked four

converts, with Paul McKay
adding a convert and a single

to complete Toronto's scor-

ing.

Bob Baytor etched his

name faintly in the archives

by scoring the McMaster
touchdown on a 75 yard pass

and run play which caused

the Mac spotter to nearly fall

out of the pressbox with ex-

citement. "Love it! Love it!"

he screamed as Marauders
narrowed the score to 28-8

early in the fourth quarter.

Quarterback Peter Quinlan

hoofed a single and Pete Full-

er added a convert for Mc-

Master's other two points.

It was a solid team effort

by Blues who were being

slowly buried by brickbats

following a 35-0 loss to

Queen's and a fortunate 19-19

draw with Waterloo over the

past two weeks.

Defensively. Varsity kept

shuffling Mac quarterbacks to

the bottom of the deck all

afternoon and dealing aces

off the top to the offense.

Blues' mangle-and-maim men
not only set up three touch-

downs with two interceptions

and a blocked kick, but they

scored one as well.

Rookie defensive halfback

Stew MacSween was particu-

larly outstanding, making
both Toronto interceptions

and chiming in with numer-
ous deadly tackles. Mac got

their only touchdown when
MacSween slipped and fell

leaving Baytor momentarily
open. Even so, the gap was
lessening appreciatively as

Baytor crossed the goal line.

Also deserving special

mention were defensive ends
Jim Bennett and Alex Squires

(happiest man in the dressing

after the game, with his

touchdown I, linebacker Bill

Bennett, who blocked one
kick and partially blocked

another, and corner lineback-

er Bob Bloxham. making his

intercollegiate football debut.

Bloxham was called in by

coach Ron Murphy following

the injury to regular Don
Fraser at practice Friday

night. He did a helluva job.

Offensively, of course,

there were many sweet
moments, especially for Al-

boini who has so stoically

weathered the volley of criti-

cism levelled his way since

the beginning of the season.

Varsity fans, whose last

glimpse of the plucky quar-

terback was his two for fif-

teen completion record
against Queen's, can be for-

given for wondering if per-

haps Eddie LeBaron hadn't

snuck into a Blues' uniform

and started winging the ball

all over the lot.

Ever since the Queen's
game (will I never shut up
about it!). Murphy and offen-

sive coach Dave Copp have

been working hard to get the

once accurate Alboini back on

the beam. He showed marked
improvement against Water-

loo and then flowered gor-

geously Saturday.

Walter's three touchdowns
give him 24 career touch-

downs in the SIFL, within

reach of Ronnie Stewart's

record of 29.

John Chapman, filling in

for injured will-o-the-wisp

Walt Sehr, was a more than

adequate replacement, catch-

ing seven passes for 104

yards.
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Jim Chalkley (37) and other Mac runners found trouble making yards against Blues

Saturday. Here, Peter Van Bodegom (63) makes the grab and Gord Squires (42) and

Alex Squires (61) move in for the kill.
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THIS WEEKEND-
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN

EXPLODING (jjj) HUMANITY
THE CRISIS OF NUMBERS

AT VARSITY ARENA
# FRI, OCT 25, 8:00 PM - THE RACE TO EXTINCTION

Lamont C. Cole, President, American Institute of Biological Sci-

ences:

Our Man-Made Environmental Crisis

Errol Barrow, Prime Minister, Barbados: Population Problems In

A Developing Nation

George M. Carstairs, psychiatrist, University of Edinburgh:

Over-population and Mental Health

Chairman: Gregory Baum

# SAT, OCT 26, 930 AM - SEEING INTO THE PRESENT

Aziza Hussein, Egyptian delegate, U.N. Commission on the

Status of Women:
Family Planning and Women's Rights

Louis Dupre, Catholic philosopher: Catholics and Birth Control

After "Humanae Vitae"

June Callwood, Toronto journalist and author: Birth Control and
the Quality of Life

Brewster Kneen, Toronto broadcaster and speaker: The Impe-
rialism of Population Control

Chairman: Frank P. Fidler

# SUN, OCT 27, 2:00 PM - PROGRAMMING FOR SURVIVAL
J. Mayone Stycos, demographer, Cornell Univ.: Public Opinion

and the Control of Fertility in Latin America
Colin Clark, agricultural economist, Oxford Univ.: Economics

and Population Growth
George Borgstrom, food scientist: The Hungry Gap
Chairman: George Cadbury

# SUN, OCT 27, 8:00 PM - A DILEMMA FOR AFFLUENTS

I. McTaggart Cowan, ecologist and Dean, U.B.C.: Ecology and
Discretion

Hugh A Keenleyside, Chairman, British Columbia Hydro and
Power Authority: Canada's Role in World Population Prob-
lems

Thorsten Sjovall, Swedish psychoanalyst: Planned Parenthood:
Background and Development in Sweden

Chairman: Donald C. MacDonald

TICKETS AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM 44 ST GEORGE ST

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL TEACH-IN COMMITTEE
5.00 REGULAR 924 - 1429 2.00 STUDENT
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No ban on war complicit companies
By LOUIS ERLICHMAN

The placement service advisory commit-
tee has again refused to ban companies
engaged in Vietnam war production from
on-campus recruitment.

The committee Monday night defeated by
a vote of 8-4 a motion proposed by econom-
ics professor Melville Watkins which would
have compelled companies to publicly dis-

cuss their "policies in relation to the war in

Vietnam" if 500 students and faculty de-
manded it. Companies refusing would have
been denied use of placement service facili-

ties.

Peter Cooke (IV APSC) and John Duffy
(IV SMC), joined the alumni administration
and two of the four faculty members of the

committee to defeat the motion.

Prof. Watkins said he wanted not only to

protest the war, but also to "strike at the

present structure of the university in soci-

ety, to free it from the social structure of

corporate capitalism, to help the structure

to change in more humane directions.

"To deny access to certain companies is

a political act, but to permit all companies
is also a political stand," he said. "The uni-

versity must take a stand as a collectivity,

or leave itself prey to outside lorces."

Economics professor John Crispo protest-

ed that "no one has a monopoly of morality.

"There are no absolute rights and
wrongs," he said. "It's all gray.

"How are we going to draw the line? Why
don't we condemn Russia, Nigeria, pollu-

ters, or tobacco companies?"

"I'm frightened we will set a precedent,"

Prof. Crispo continued. "Now it's the place-

ment service, next it will be hiring, admis-

sion standards, research."

Placement Service Director Allan Head-

rick estimated that two-thirds of the compa-
nies now coming to the Placement Service

would not come if the motion were passed.

"The vast majority of students are here

to learn how to serve their community.'

said W.F. Graydon, associate engineering

dean, "and must therefore seek connection

with the industrial complex If we force

companies to undergo a star-chamber treat-

ment it will hurt students who have career

objectives."

Perhaps the night's most prophetic voice

was that of Prof. Crispo who said there

were "other means of protest" available.

On-campus recruitment begins November 4.

Two Queen's execs resign
KINGSTON (CUP) - Two

Queen's University student

executives resigned their po-

sitions Monday in order to

seek a radical mandate from

the campus.

Student president Chuck

Edwards and his vice-presi-

dent Jan Lichty are members
of Students for a New Univer-

sity, an activist campus
group.

Edwards outlined the type

of campaign they will wage.

No population explosion
There is no population explosion, a sludenL told Prol.

George Phillpol Monday.
Prof. Phillpot was chairing a discussion on the population

explosion and archeology.

Western ethnocenlricism, the belief that western culture is

best, created the population explosion, the student charged. A

large population is appropriate lor the Indian culture, he said.

He said India's population has been stable since the begin-

ning of British colonialism. Censuses have increased because

ol greater accuracy, not greater population.

Indians have not suffered the cultural destruction that ar-

cheologisls associate with overcrowding, he added.

There was no rebuttal to these statements.

The Thomist Hobbes Memorial

FREE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

» Timetable of first meetings:

TODAY: 4 p.m. URBAN PROBLEMS S.C.M. office Hart House

7 p.m. FILM Debates Room, Hart House

THURSDAY: 5 p.m. PEACE AND WAR Committees Room,

Hart House

7:30 p.m. MODERN AND CONTEMPORAY
POETRY. South Sitting Room.

Hart House

FRIDAY: 2 p.m. ANARCHISM Bickersteth Room, Hart House

MONDAY OCT. 28: 7:30 p.m. CANADIAN HISTORY (Ryerson)

Bickersteth Room, Hart House

TUESDAY OCT. 29: 8 p.m. NON-AUTHORITARIAN MEDICINE
Bickersteth Room, Hart House

•WOMEN'S LIBERATION: First floor Men's Room (staff)

Sydney Smith Hall

'

ThTe meetings I»fdecide when regular meetings will take place.

"We want a positive cam-

paign of politics against poli-

tics, ideas versus ideas, strat-

egies versus strategies."

The move came after a

series of intense personality

clashes on the council execu-

tive. Medical representative

Al Maloney said, "I don't

agree with the way Chuck is

going about things.

'He sees things as princi-

ples that are unsacrificeable.

There are some things which

you have to sacrifice. Com-

promises are sometimes nec-

essary to achieve one's

aims."
Edwards was elected SNU

treasurer recently Lichty

says SNU is "the only hope

for meaningful change in the

university.'

TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS

RESEARCH A PROBLF.M ?

LET US HELP YOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO MID - NOVEMBER. LEARNTO

USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY AND EASILY. SICN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL

NEAR THE CATALOGUE INFOR •

MATION DESK.

GETTING ENGAGED?

DIAMONDS MAY 8E A GIRL'S

BEST FRIEND BUT YOU PAY THE
BILL

We are "Direct' Diamond dealers

Send today foi our Iree booklet "The

Right Ring For the Left Hand" Tells

you what to e«pect and get when you

a diamond
YOU CAN BUY

ON A "DIRECT" BASIS

HUGH PROCTOR «r CO
131 Bloor St W

Suite 416. Toronto

921-7702

Hart House
WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT SE

October 23 — Music Room — 1-2 p.m

PATRICK LI
Pianist

Ladies Welcome
POETRY READING

Thursday, October 24th

An Gallery -1:15 p.m.

JOHN HEARN - His own poetry

DAVID KNIGHT - Margaret Aylson

and/or James Reaney

Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR CONCERT
East Common Room — 1-2 p.m.

Thursday, October 24th

CLIVE VANDER BURGI
Composer and Folk Singer

SQUASH INSTRUCTION

FOR NOVICES
Thursday , October 24th

Music Room - 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 27th _ 8:30 - Great Hall

ANTON KUERTI. Pianist

PETER SCHENKMAN. 'Cellist

Tickets: Hall Porter

COLES

3 HANDY
LOCATIONS
• 726 YONGE ST.

BELOW BLOOR
•299 YONGE ST.

BELOW DUNDAS
•370 BLOOR ST.W,
AT WALMER RD.

r UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!

Look' Exceptional reference works that will provide absorb

ing. entertaining, and enlightening reading. Each at a frac-

tion of original cost

o A READER'S GUIDE TO DYLAN THOMAS
William York Tindall. Pub at 1 95 COLES PRICE 99*

o WRITERS AT WORK
Ed by Malcolm Cowley Interviews with sixteuri audio's on their meth-

ods of writing Explains how Ihey weie inspired and how they urtually

went about creating then books Includes interviews with Forstor Man
nae. Cary Wilder. Moravia, and Faulkner Pub at 1 65

COLES PRICE 1 15

o THE PORTABLE COLERIDGE
Ed by I A Richards Pub at 1 85

THE NEW WORLD OF NEGRO AMERICANS
Harold R Isaacs. Pub at I 65

COLES PRICE T 25

COLES PRICE 1 15

o CROWDS AND POWER
Canetti Canetti. using examples from all periods of history, illuminates

the mysterious and increasing interplay between crowds and the power

ful men who empt from them Pub at t 95 COLES PRICE 1 30

o THE CROWD
Gustave Le Bon. Organised crowds have always played an important

part in the life of peoples, but this part has never been of such moment
as it is at present The substitution of the unconscious action ol crowds

for the conscious activity of individuals is one of the principle character

istics of the present age' Pub at 1 45 COLES PRICE 1 10

o THE SHAKING OF THE FOUNDATIONS
Paul nilich. Pub at 1 25 COLES PRICE 79<

o PHILOSPHY. RELIGION AND SCIENCE
An introduction to philosophy Ed by Charles H Monson, Jr

COLES PRICE 1 29

o THE WAY THINGS ARE
P W Bndgman "Two convictions have been growing upon me — a

conviction of the importance of a better understanding of the nature and

the limitations of our intellectual tools and a conviction that there is

some fundamental .neptness in the way that all of us handle our

minds " Pub at 1 95

o THORSTEIN VE8LEN A critical Interpretation

David Riesman Pub at 1 25

o SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
William W Lambert

COLES PRICE 1 30

COLES PRICES 79*

O CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM
W R Inge Pub at I 95

COLES PRICE 99*

COLES PRICE 79*

COLES VISIT OUR PAPERBACK BOOKSHOP
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Dick and Jane

go to

University

by

MICHAEL KESTERTON

Chapter one: SAC members
Look, look. See the SAC member.
He is earnest and idealistic.

See his bulging briefcase. What's in it?

A salami sandwich and the Yellow Pages.
He knows "Robert's Rules of Order" backwards.
And that's the way he usually applies them.
He is always looking for a New Student Direction.

He couldn't find his ass with both hands and a road-

map.
He presents all sorts of briefs.

But never gives a brief presentation.

He confounds his enemies: "If Mr. so-and-so would be
willing to retract his remarks concerning the minutes
of the last meeting, Mr. Speaker, I would be willing

to entertain an apology."
Prolonged, stormy applause.

Several Honourable members: Hear hear.

He thinks Jenny Penney is a case foe. withdrawal.
He ask Janus Proos what the letter "J" stands for.

How long will he be in office?

Until February. Then he will discover that he's behind
in his work and resign from SAC on a matter of prin-

ciple.

What's his future?

,, Robarts can't live

a< - /* forever.

Chapter two: Professors
Look, look. See the young professor.
He is a secret radical.

He secretly sympathizes with student power.
He secretly sympathizes with Vietnamese villagers.

He signs petitions.

But he forges his name.
After all, it would jeopardize his career.
He likes undergraduates.
He wishes he were an undergraduate again.
He takes his coat off when he lectures.

To show he's a regular guy.
He smokes under the No Smoking sign.

To show he's a regular guy.
He uses risque words like "broad".
Which is pretty hard in a computer science course.
He leaks the exam questions to his class.

Mainly so they don't all fail.

He is openly critical of the system. The solar system.
One day he will grow up. Then he will be a secret

conservative.

varsity
TORONTO

"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal.''

Editor

News Editor

Review Editor

Associate Review Editor

City Editor

Features Editor

Sports Editor

Makeup
SAC Editor

Cable Editor

Photo Editor

Executive Assistant
Advertising Manager
Editorial Offices

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

Paul MacRae
Sherry Brydson
Michael Ignatieff

Rod Mickleburgh

Dave Frank
Sue Helwig
Phil Bmgley 923-4053
Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
Sue Reisler

Tim Koehler
Anne Boody
Carol Cooper 923 8171
91 St George. 2nd floor

923-8741. 923-8742
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Students Administrative Council

of the University of Toronto •
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tions Ltd Opinions expressed in
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sanly those of the Students
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Mail by the Post Office Depart-

ment. Ottawa, and for payment
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carolyn caroled noel dick and jane fornicated in big print,

leighlen nof etaled about being up late gsu is tight-up

on j.w. frank wanted no ostriches, but sue p. says she's

a bod head, and who laid out the broad on the sheet?
sherry insurrected. henry monk somebody or other so-

methinged. rosemary arose to marry but she didn't have
the baby, larry broke it up while we looked at pictures

of nude mimes and even the guys giggled, how long

will our doug las(t). poor jim nelson didn't do his own
etrog so he's credited all over the masthead — jimjimj-

imjimjim(imjimjim. macrae hung around with all his

clothes on cept fer the bottom button of his elbow un-
done, kirk came back, duncan new wot he wus dolking
about, wow wot a weird wevening — desks were cros-

seyed and shave was derry and some of us conceptual-
iied all over the floor at ig's. and i'm a virg when it

comes {to masthead ads), truck! this is unbecoming filthy

fast, vie rubbed, liz lined, mary wus wary and keith

thiefed. the plun plickans <n the plordled plasture. khrist

held his arms up cause his deodorent from



Chapter three:

The Average Student

Look, look. See the average student.

He hates university.

He hates work.

He hates "homework", "teachers" and "school."

He doesn't like the course he is in.

But most of all he hates student activists.

Because he doesn't think they are interested in getting

an education.

This story is very short.

After all, what can you say about the average student?

Chapter four: Graduate students

Look. look. See the Graduate Student.

He is mature.

He has a mature philosophy of life.

It is: "Look out for number one."

He doesn't want SAC to spend his money on draft dodgers and
student power.

He wants a liquor bar, social events and a smoking lounge.

Just like your little brother in high school.

He is part of the teaching staff.

Professors hire him to assist their undergraduate courses.

He talks rudely to freshmen, publishes a fictional tele

phone number and

learns to say "Why
don't you look it up in

your text?" when he

doesn't know the answei

If he is good at this they

make him a full professor.

If he is not good at

this, he compensates

by writing letters to

newspapers, solving all

the problems of ihe

world.

Poor graduate student.

He was high-school vale-

dictorian.

He won a scholarship

by writing an essay on

The Necessity of the

British Commonwealth

of Nations
(competition restricted

to boys of good charac-

ter).

He brushes his teeth

three times a day.

After all these years, he

studies hard as ever.

When will he get his just

reward?

Chapter five: Student newspapers
Look, look. See the student newspaper.
If you've got the guts.

A guaranteed surprise on every page.

Vulgar, vulgar, vulgar.

It pays to increase your word power.

It is re-sold in Montreal as "Confidential Flash."

See the editor. He is interested in commitment.
Having been committed three times.

He writes editorials about Life in General.

People are so specialized these days.

The paper has a special supplement for U.C. students

Called After Fourskin.

Once a month it runs another special supplement.

Called News.
The editor is always talking about democracy and

equality.

Not only that, he really believes in these things.

We're trying to have him declared mentally incompe-

tent.

The paper is different from the dailies your parents

read.

For one thing, everyone on staff can spell.

Not only that, the belief in democracy and equality

results in "bias."

The daily pa-

pers believe in

democracy and
equality too,

but they're not

biased.

Maybe that's

because they

don't believe

hard enough.

/ 3
°>

Chapter six: Janitors

Look, look. See the school janitor.

How do you know he is a janitor?

Because when you talk to him he answers you in

fluent Bulgarian.

He is surly, bad-tempered and thick.

He hates his work.
Why does he do it?

He is financing his son's education.

His son isn't going to be a bum.
He's going to be a university graduate.

He won't have a bad back when he's forty-three.

He'll be able to say more to the world than "No
Smoking" or "Don't Walk on the Grass."

Although not much more.

He won't have to attend meetings of the Board of

Governors with a wet broom.
He'll become
an aristocrat,

oppose Medi-
care and tell

stories about
the notorious
laziness of the

working
classes.

Only in Amer
ica.
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Graduate says

'Russian Jews not oppressed'
By LEIGHTON REID

Jews are not being discriminated

against in Russia says Yuri Aneric, a

post-graduate fellow in chemistry.

Aneric was speaking at a Symposium
on Concern for Soviet Jewry at Hillel

House last night before about 20 students.

"I cannot believe the stories about

Soviet oppression of the Jews," he said.

Many Jews were saved from the

Germans by Russians during the Second

World War.

"We have many Jewish heroes in Rus-

sia, as well as many high-ranking Jewish

doctors, lawyers and scientists."

He was sharply challenged by several

people, most of whom pointed out the

notable lack of support for Jewish educa-

tion in the Soviet Union.

"The Jews number about 3,000.000 in

the Soviet Union. They are guaranteed

equal rights under the Soviet Constitu-

tion," said Peter Ruzohorsky (I Meds).
"Yet there are no schools in the major

cities that teach students about Jewish
history and culture."

Several students attacked two anti-Is-

raeli cartoons, allegedly from the Soviet

press, as being anti-Semitic as well.

Aneric emphatically denied any anti-

Semitism in the cartoons, although he did

admit the cartoons to be anti-Israeli.

One student said experts, recently re-

turned from the Soviet Union claimed a

disproportionately high number of Jews
were being tried for "economic crimes".

Aneric questioned the truth of these

observers. He termed articles by the

Western press on the subject as "inter-

esting propaganda".

Born in the Republic of Georgia in the

Soviet Union, Aneric has been in Canada
for about a year.

One hundred U of T students yesterday afternoon marched in silence from Sidney
Smith Hall to the Soldier's Tower at Hart House. The students were protesting "the
plight of Soviet Jewry."

Meds, Dents get 'new image'
How important is his image to a struggling young doctor-lo-

be?

There have been rumors that if a student in a professional

faculty like Medicine or Dentistry does not reflect the "clean-**

cut" image required of him by society, he may be expelled

from his faculty here.

'There's nothing of that nature that I have ever heard,"

said A.G. Read, secretary of Dentistry. "We expect students

to be reasonably groomed when dealing with patients", he
added. . .

Asked if beards were permissible, he said a student who
wore one for religious reasons was not restrained from this

last year. There have been no incidents of someone refusing

to shave his beard for other reasons, he noted.

The Medical Faculty was "rather stringent" in the past,

says SAC rep Bob Barkwell (II Meds)n but dress affairs are

being left to individual clinicians, following a staff-student

decision of the Undergrad Student Committee.
Assistant Dean L.F. Loach said three weeks ago that stu-

dents are to meet the professional image in clothes, adds
Barker, but ho mention was made of beards. Secretary Read
said no political or cultural restrictions are placed on dental

students. "I don't think the meical faculty would be medeival

enough to oust people because of their political convictions",

said Barkwell.

Strax gets $135
Norman Strax, the University of New Brunswick physics

professoj- who lost his job after leading a student demonstra-
tion lasl month, received support from an unexpected quarter
yesterday.

The Ontario Institute lor Students in Education teaching
stall executive sent a telegram of support to Strax expressing
shock and dismay at the procedures" UNB President Colin
MacKay followed in dismissing Strax plus a $135 donation to

help defray Strax' legal costs.

He still laces an administration suit charging him with dis-

rupting the university.

The university still maintains its injunction against Strax,
keeping him off UNB property.

A small group of supporters still has control of Strax' ex-

office. They have turned it into a co-op residence, and the
administration has as yet made no effort to evict them.

SACWORK
IS FINALLY SET TO GO !

Over one hundred work-starved people have volunteered to help with SAC work. Delay in exploiting
all these work -starved people is due to an over-worked SAC staff. Apologies to both groups, that is,

the work-starved and the over -worked. First meetings are as follows:
CRUG (Commission on Relations between Universities and Governments) Friday, October 25. 1 p.m.
Chairman is Doug Kendal. 789-2423. North Sitting Room, Hart House
COMMUNITY ACTION: Wednesday, October 23. 1 p.m. Chairman is John Oldham. 928-3879.
North Sitting Room. Hart House

FACULTY LIAISON: Thursday, October 24. 12 noon Chairman is Bob Rae. 531-4543. South Sit-

ting Room. Hart House

CAMPUS CENTRE. Friday. October 25. 2 p.m. SAC Office. Chairman is Wayne Richardson. 223-
1269

TRADE UNION LIAISON: Friday, October 25. 12 noon Chairman: Laurel Sefton. 489-5621, Bicker-
steth Room, Hart House.

HIGH SCHOOLS: Monday, October 28. 1 pm Chairman: Dorothy Mcintosh. 923-6821. South Sit-

ting Room. Hart House

POLITICAL ACTION: Thursday. October 24. 1 p m Chairman: Lee Rainey, 534-5327. North Sitting
Room, Hart House.

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH: Wednesday. October 24. 12 noon Chairman: Charles Boylan, 924-4712
South Sitting Room. Hart House.

NIGERIA AND BIAFRA A group is already meeting Call Gary Webster. 767-9409 if you're inter-

ested

CZECHOSLOVAKIA Chairman unavailable at press time to call first meeting. Check Wednesday
Varsity, or call Cathy Calcott. 488-8395 or Martha Tracey 923-5664. if you're interested
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What did you learn in school today?
By TOM CURRAN

Insurrection in Sydney Smith
Halt. Grave government crisis

threatens to topple the Filth

Republic. Daniel Cohn-Bendil
presents position paper written

in Frankiurt jail.

Political Science 324 de-

mands complete student par-

ticipation.

Associate Professor Ste-

phen Clarkson has set up the

first half of the course as a'

simulation of the political

system of the Fifth Republic

of France.

Prof. Clarkson was in Paris

during the May revolt and it

is with this crisis in mind
that he plans to structure the

simulation.

Each member ot the class

has been given a role in the

French system. Students play

out the parts of the prime
minister, the minister of edu-

cation, the police, the press,

the student revolutionaries,

the Church and so on.

Each student writes a

background and position pa-

per, which gives a general

picture of the organization or

person he plays. These papers

have been distributed to the

class as a whole.

Soon a crisis situation will

be created and the students

will have to react according

to the role they are playing.

Prof. Clarkson thinks his

course will be much like a

war game, demanding a

great deal of knowledge and

POCULI LUDIQUE
SOCIETAS

LIKE
WILL TO

LIKE

Seeley Hall. Trinity College

Oct 23. 24, 25 & 26 at 8 00 p m
Oct 26 at 2:00 p.m

ADMISSION FREE

SFKIM
DISCOUNT!

10
STUDENTS

OPTICAL
( CONTACT LENSES )

151 ST. WOUOt ST. M7 Kr>» I)

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

8oo1iqoe
1 Bedford f«

at Hear

9241974

complete involvement.

The crisis time will start al

the beginning of November
and will probably involve fan-

tastic numbers of bulletins to

be released by interest

groups, the government the

radicals and the other mem-
bers of the society.

Students will receive marks
on the basis of the papers

they submit, confidential sell-

appraisals on their perform-

ance during the crisis, and

confidential evaluations made
by the other members of

each student's group. There

are no exams in this course.

All the students in the

course seem very satisfied

with the simulation approach

and excitement mounts as the

crisis grows nearer.

FRESHMAN SQUASH INSTRUCTION

Films & Discussion of the Game

Guest Speaker

MR. R. RIMMER

Varsity Squash Coach

Music Room 7:30 p.m.

HART HOUSE

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Application of Mathematics in Late Medieval Mechanics"by
John Murdoch, Professor, Harvard University.

25th October 1.10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory (new Physics
Building).

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

We won't takejust anybody

Only qualified technical and professional

people willing to work for a low salary

under demanding conditions in any of 45

developing countries around the world

To pick up this professional challenge, spend two years of your life working

you have to be highly motivated Eager on the world's number one problem—

to put your own talent to work Aware development

of the need of developing countries for If we're getting to you, you aren't

mature, 'competent people, ready to just anybody.

lend a hand You have to decide to You're somebody we need at CUSO

Tell us what you can do. We'll tell you where you are needed.

1 would like to know more about CUSO and the opportunity to work overseas for

two years My qualifications are as follows:

I (will) hold
,

(degree, diploma, certificate or other verification of skill)

in from

(course) (university, college, trade or technical institute, etc.)

Name

Address

Prov

Send to-

CUSO (University of Toronto Committee)

Attention: Mrs Suzanne Johnson.

(.T St) Office. International Student Centre.

33 St George Street. Toronto 5. Ontario.

CUSO
Development

is our business
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THE WAR IN VIETNAM

m

At its October 16 meeting, the SAC passed the following motion:
Be it resolved that the SAC:
1. condemn the war currently being waged against Vietnam by the

United States of America and its allies;

2. demand the immediate withdrawal of all U.S. and allied troops,
and further demand the immediate cessation of all acts of war
against Vietnam in order to permit the Vietnamese to settle their own
internal affairs;

3. condemn the Canadian government's political and material sup-
port for U.S. aggression in Vietnam and elsewhere;

4. sponsor a program of education (including debates, production of

background materials, forums, films, etc.) during the International
Week of Protest, October 21-27, and sponsor a protest forum on Octo-
ber 25 to focus on issues of Canadian and university involvement in

the war. CARRIED (24-13-4).

This edited version of a working paper from the Canadian Union of

Students' National Congress provides an outline of the reasons for

which this resolution was passed. We urge you to read this paper. A
bibliography of readings on Vietnam is available in limited supply

from the SAC Office, or from the Canadian Union of Students, 246

Queen Street, Ottawa 4, Ontario.

a special supplement published
by the Students Administrative

Council

article by Barry McPeake,
associate secretary, Canadian

Union of Students

There is need to analyze official

U.S. policy in an historical perspec-
tive. The reason for this analysis can
be stated simply: the rationale for

U.S. intervention in Vietnam is based
in large measure upon two question-

able assumptions; 1) that South Viet-

nam is a sovereign state and 2) acts

of aggression are being committed
against its legal authority by external

forces.

So we must determine whether

Vietnam is divided into two separate

sovereign states, North and South

and if so, whether South Vietnam is

being attacked by the North in order

to defeat the legal government. We
can do this only by looking at the

development of Vietnam from its

origins to the present time and the

nature of the body politic in Vietnam.

HISTORY
OF VIETIMAM

Before the Second World War the

area that is now called Vietnam con-

sisted of the Colony of Cochin-China

and the two protectorates of Annam
and Tonkin. These territories were

part of French Indochina and as such

were ruled by French Governors.

During World War II French authori-

ties in Indochina collaborated with

the Japanese invaders but were re-

sisted by the people of Indochina led

by Ho Chi Minh. The resistance

group was called the Viet Minh

(League for the Independence of

Vietnam) and consisted of a coalition

of several parties of varying political

views.

When Japan collapsed in August

1945, Ho Chi Minh immediately pro-

claimed a provisional government.

The emperor Bao Dai abdicated his

throne and called upon the people of

Annam to support the revolutionary

government of Ho Chi Minh. On

March 6, 1946, a convention signed

between the French Commissioner

and President Ho Chi Minh recog-

nized the Vietnam Republic of Ho Chi

Minh as a free state.

There was considerable disagree-

ment as to the extent of -freedom"

to be allowed to the Vietnam Republ-

ic and mutual accusations between

the French and the Viet Minh devel-

oped into armed hostilities and event-

ually into the bitter and protracted

French Indochina War (1946-1954).

This "war of independency" as the

Vietnamese termed it. was in fact

just that, a war between the French

Colonialist army and the people of

Vietnam. During that war the French
established a rival regime, the "State

of Vietnam", with former Emperor
Bao Dal as its President. Yet in es-

tablishing this regime, France main-

tained the same degree of control

over the government of the "State of

Vietnam" as it had always had. Deci-

sions of consequence regarding the

new state had to be approved by the

High Council of the French Union

which itself was merely an advisory

body subordinate to the President of

the French Republic

Hence when France officially rec-

ognized the "State of Vietnam" on

September 30, 1949, both parties real-

ized fully the extent of the French

Government's control over the new

state and that it was legally commit-

ted to carrying out the will of

France. But by recognition of the

"State of Vietnam" France did not

intend to create two separate states

in Vietnam, for the primary issue at

stake throughout the eight year War
was whether the French-Bao Dai re-

gime or Ho Chi Minh's regime was to

rule over the whole of Vietnam. In

other words, it was the intention of

the French to defeat the Viet Minh
Government, set up the Bao Dai gov-

ernment as the provisional authority

of all Vietnam, and then and only

then would it consider giving Viet-

nam its independence.

U.S. ENTERS
STRUGGLE

However the War went badly for

the French, and in 1950 the United

States formally announced that it

would furnish "economic aid and mil-

itary equipment" to meet "the threat

to security of Vietnam" American
aid during the remaining four years

of the war (1950-1954) was approxi-

mately two billion dollars. To most
Vietnamese such massive, if indirect,

participation made the United States

an ally of France, a role that further

prolonged the "colonial" civil war
and made it even more bloody and

costly.

By Spring 1954 the French military

situation had grown even more criti-

cal and on March 29, 1954 the U.S.

publicly proposed "United action".

The proposal was rejected by the

British for fear of confrontation with

the Soviet Union and or mainland
China and because of Britain's deter-

mination to end the war through an
international conference then in prep-

aration. It is noteworthy here to point

out U.S. opposition to the negotia-

tions (at Geneva I and that in fact

their only concern was to win the

war.

"On April 4, 1954, President Eisen-

hower sent Winston Churchill a per-

sonal note in which he emphasized
that there was no negotiated solution

of the Indo-China problem and that

what was required was concerted

action against communist aggression

. . . According to the London Times
of April 9. 1954. "Dulles with the

President's support . . . has suggest-

ed that communist victory, even if

achieved with Vietnam forces alone,

it not to be tolerated." (America's

Vietnam policy, by Edward Herman
and Richard DuBof'f.l

GENEVA
CONFERENCE

The Geneva Conference opened on

April 26. 1954. The Geneva Accords

and Declaration were signed on be-

half of the French Union Forces, that

is, on behalf of France and also on

behalf of the Democratic Republic of

Vietnam (the North). As pointed out

earlier, the "State of Vietnam" was

legally committed by the 1949 agree-

The ruins of Hue in South Vietnam Continued next page



Vietnam (cont.)

ments to carry out policies, treaties,

agreements etc. made on behalf of

France.

Furthermore Article 27 of the Ge-

neva Accords states that "The signa-

tories of the present Agreement and

their successors in their functions

shall be responsible for ensuring the

observance and enforcement of the

terms and provisions thereof." Final-

ly, by Article 2 of "Heads of Agree-

ment on Vietnamese Independence",

the State of Vietnam agreed to "take

over from France all the rights and

obligations resulting from interna-

tional treaties or conventions con-

tracted by France on behalf or in the

name of the State of Vietnam or all

other treaties and conventions con-

cluded by France in the name of

French Indochina, insofar as these

affect Vietnam." This latter docu-

ment gave the State of Vietnam (the

South) its freedom within the stated

limitations and only the Geneva Ac-

cords were signed. That South Viet-

nam was bound by the Geneva Ac-

cords, is an undebatable legal fact.

To what was the South Vietnamese
Government committed? In Article 6

of the Final Declaration of the Gene-

va Conference it was stated that

"The Conference recognized that the

essential purpose of the agreement

relating to Vietnam is to settle mili-

tary questions with a view to ending

hostilities and that the military de-

marcation line is provisional and

should not in any way be interpreted

as constituting a political or territo-

rial boundary. The Conference ex-

presses its conviction that the execu-

tion of the provision set out in the

present declaration and in the agree-

ment on cessation of hositlities cre-

ates the necessary basis for the

achievement in the near future of a

political settlement in Vietnam".

The nature of the "political settle-

ment in Vietnam" is outlined in Arti-

cle 7 of the Declaration. It states:

"The Conference declares that, so far

as Vietnam is concerned, the settle-

ment of political problems . . . shall

permit Vietnamese people to enjoy

the fundamental freedoms, guaran-

teed by democratic institutions es-

tablished as a result of free general

elections by secret ballot. In order to

ensure that sufficient progress in the

restoration of peace has been made
. . . general elections shall be held in

July 1956".

It is quite clear from the Geneva
Agreements that the South Viet-

namese Government of Ngo Diem
having been set up by France after

the Conference was committed to

regrouping her forces to the South
(as were the Viet Minh forces to the

North) of a "provisional military

demarcation line" during the first

year after the Cease-Fire and during

the second year" from July 20, 1955.

onwards . .
." to consultations re-

garding agreement of the methods of

general nation-wide elections by se-

cret ballot for the unification of the

two temporary zones. These elections

were to be held unconditionally "in

July 1956". Yet these elections were
never held.

It should be clear that the Geneva
Conference maintained that Vietnam
was an independent and sovereign
country divided only temporarily into

two zones (North and South) for the

purpose of providing the peace and
freedom considered requisite for uni-

fication. That the Southern Zone still

refuses to recognize the legitimacy of

the Geneva Conference in no way
alters the Conference's definition of

one Vietnam and the Southern Zone's

legal commitment to that concept.

It should also be pointed out that

the Government of South Vietnam

has yet to prove that their position is

derived from the will of the people.

The Diem regime remained in power
from 1954 until its overthrow in 1963

without recourse to elections as did

the regime of General Ky from 1963

to the questionable "elections" in the

fall of 1966.

In that election and the subsequent

one in 1967 the following is undisputa-

ble: that the assembly elected in 1966

was to have no legislative or execu-

tive powers. Its function was merely

to write a constitution to which

collective self-defense. They are,

however, adamant and, in fact, con-

sistently reaffirm their right to col-

lective self-defence on the basis of

aggression from the North. We
should examine then the nature of the

conflict in Vietnam historically dat-

ing from the Geneva accords.

According to Jean Lacouture: "a
careful study of the history of South
Vietnam over the last ten years will

show that from 1956 onward, strong

resistance groups, the surviving

member's of political-religious sects

crushed by Diem, were in active

opposition to the regime in the South;

they were in fact already called Viet-

cong by the Diem regime at that

time. Furthermore, this essentially

North Vietnam were initiated before
1957 under the direction of U.S. Gen-
eral Lansdale, Diem's military advis-

or in 1954-56 and that 3,000 Viet-

namese were trained in Special
Forces for raids of this kind.

Finally, when analysed, the State

Department's February White Paper
shows that over 90 per cent of the

'

fighters for the NLF have been south-

erners and that only two per cent of

their supplies came from the North.
Even more concrete is the fact that

this evidence is only available for the
period since 1964: in other words
there is no evidence of material sup-

port by the North before 1964 — well
after indication of hostilities created
by the U.S. and the Saigon regime.

North Vietnamese anti-aircraft fight American bombers

amendments proposed by the Junta

could only be rejected by a two-thirds

majority of the Assembly. In both

elections neither Communists nor

neutralists were allowed to run for

office, with the decision as to legiti-

macy resting solely with the Junta.

(The general definition of Neutralist

in South Vietnam is one who recog-

nizes and states the need for negotia-

tions with NLF or the North.

)

AGGRESSION
OR CIVIL WAR

If in fact then there is only one
Vietnam, does aggression from the
North constitute an armed attack on
the South by the crossing of an inter-

national boundary and thereby allow-

ing the invocation of the right of col-

lective self-defense or does it consti-

tute a civil war? There are two com-
ponents to be examined in this ques-

tion before it can be answered in

whole: 1) the nature of Vietnam as a
sovereign state and 2) whether in

fact there has been aggression from
the North. I think that 1) has been
adequately discussed and it has been
shown that this is at least question-

able.

Now we have arrived at the Ameri-
cans' basic assumption (in official

terms) for their involvement in Viet-

nam: that there is aggression from
the North and possibly China
(although of late even the U.S. Ad-
ministration discredits this latter

possibility). The U.S. Government is

vague about the sovereignty of Viet-

nam or South Vietnam and the possi-

bility of the conflict being of a civil

nature, thereby lacking the right of

nationalist dissident movement
gained additional support as a result

of the rural discontent which led

Diem to suppress the elected munici-

pal councils in 1957; it spread further

after the promulgation of the terrible

law of 1959 which prescribed the

death penalty for all accomplices of

Communists — and Communism
comes cheap in South Vietnam.

At this time the resistance was
composed of nothing more than

Southern groups organized in self-

defense against Diem. Hanoi had
made no connection with them. The
North Vietnamese did not begin to

exploit this situation and infiltrate

agents until 1959; and it was only af-

ter pressure from a Southern con-

gress of former Vietminh resistants

in March of 1960 that they prepared

to intervene.

Bernard Fall supports the views of

Lacouture on the origins of the con-

flict: "It is Diem who created the

movement of discontent in South

Vietnam. North Vietnam and the

Vietcong fed on it ... .

As pointed out earlier, North Viet-

nam and the Vietminh took great

caution not to provoke the South Viet-

namese lest they be accused of vio-

lating the Geneva Accords. In fact,

the Vietminh's emphasis on a politi-

cal solution was acknowledged in the

State Department's White Paper, A
Threat To Peace: "The primary fo-

cus of the Communists' activity dur-

ing the post-Geneva period was on
political action — promoting discon-

tent with the Government in Saigon
and seeking to win supporters for

Hanoi." It is also not generally

known that commando raids into

The U.S. cannot prove the legality of

collective self-defense. But not only

is the U.S. intervention in Vietnam a

criminal act: the evidence begins to

suggest other motivations.

UNOFFICIAL
U.S. POLICY

The refutation of the American
position in Vietnam is not only com-
plete but it also appears to be too

easy. It begs for an analysis of possi-

ble alternative rationales. A new ex-

planation becomes exceedingly clear

when one historically reviews the

basis of American Foreign Policy,

the needs of the contemporary Amer-
ican political economy, how that ba-

sis necessitated Cold War strategy,

and, finally, its implications for Viet-

nam. Obviously the constraints of a

paper of this nature will only allow

the barest sketch of these forces but

without such a sketch a solution for

the Vietnam conflict can only be, at

best, stop gap. In other words, the

Vietnam war is only symptomatic of

a greater disease, that is American

imperialism.

HISTORY OF U.S.

IMPERIALISM

Almost since its birth, the United

States has had an expansionist policy

grounded in the needs of its economy.
In 1823. Monroe's famous doctrine

laid the groundwork for North Ameri-
can hegemony in Latin America. In

1854, the Ostend Manifesto, noting

that "self-preservation is the first



law of nature," declared that "Cuba
is as necessary to the North Ameri-
can republic as any of its present
members." Nearing the end of the
19th century America had become a
major world power as evidenced by
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, who said
in 1895 that "We have a record of
conquest, colonization, and expansion
unequalled by any people in the Nine-
teenth Century. We are not to be
curbed now ..."

This policy continued into the
Twentieth Century when in 1907
Woodrow Wilson stated: "Since trade
ignores national boundaries and the
manufacturer insists on having the
world as a market, the flag of his
nation must follow him, and the
doors of the nations which are closed
must be battered down." The most
explicit conception of American poli-

cy: however, was formulated by Sec-
retary of State William Jennings
Bryan, who in May 1914, told the Na-
tional Council of Foreign Trade that
it was America's official policy to

"open the doors of all the weaker
countries to an invasion of American
capital and enterprise." "My Depart-
ment is your department; the ambas-
sadors, the ministers, and the consuls
are all yours. It is their business to

look after your interests and to guard
your rights."

Although cloaked in less explicit

and more bureaucratic tones the poli-

cy remains to this day, as expressed

by Secretary of State Dean Rusk's

1962 speech to the National Business

Advisory Council: "(American) busi-

ness must expand its present role in

the world economy. The dynamism
that has been central in the develop-

ment of the United States must now
be employed on a global scale . . .

Future profits will go to the firms
which are enterprising and fore-

sighted today. An American firm
whose managerial skill, political so-

phistication, and contribution to de-

velopment win the confidence of a

developing nation should be in an
enviable position."

Finally, the uses of American Gov-
ernment come into question when one

reads in the U.S. Department of

Commerce publication 'Commerce
Business Daily' an announcement for

bids from private enterprise on the

following government contract "serv-

ices and materials as required to

perform (for the army) a research

study entitled "Pax Americana" con-

sisting of a phased study of the fol-

lowing: (a) elements of National

Power; (b) ability of selected nations

to apply the elements of National

Power; (c) a variety of world power

configurations to be used as a basis

for the U.S. to maintain world hege-

mony in the future."

While this history is selective, it is

also quite representative, and it is

clear that the history of American

government is a history of U.S. at-

tempts at expansionism. That the

nature of American imperialism can-

not and will not be discontinued is

evidenced through an examination of

the thrust of capitalism and hence of

the needs of the contemporary U.S.

political economy.

NEEDS OF U.S.

ECONOMY
"Democratic capitalism" assumes

that personal freedom and economic

freedom are interdependent. Our per-

sonal freedom can be obtained only if

we are guaranteed our rights of prop-
erty, if we are free in the quest of
material goods and hence if we are
free to exploit property for commer-
cial ends. Our economic system be-
comes a determinant of our mode of
living for man cannot rise above the
quest for material goods if his life

expectations are precluded by the
necessity for the quest of material
goods and shaped by social goals
which are in essence the acquisition
and consumption of material goods.

While the central theme for our
society still insists that we have per-
sonal freedom because we have eco-
nomic freedom, it rings even less
true in the face of monopoly capital-
ism and the multinational corpora-
tion. Economic freedom in essence
means the freedom for the corporate
elite to expand even further their
commercial operations.

While the existence of these corpo-
rate conglomerates and their singular
identification with government is

evident, it is the former's internal

structure as more machinery is intro-

duced (to increase productivity and

produce technologically advanced
products ) cost per unit may be low-

ered, but the level of basic fixed

costs to be covered is raised. There-

fore, the volume of sales necessary

to reach the "break-even" point con-

stantly rises.

The potential of higher profits

through greater productivity leads

corporations into a situation of higher

fixed costs which requires a higher

volume of sales in order to realize

the potential higher rate of profit.

This self-perpetuating expansion

could be solved domestically if it

were not for the inherent structural

impediments of capitalism. No mat-

ter what the absolute economic level

of various strata of the population,

the relative maldistribution of wealth

occurs as a structural feature of cap-

italism. This comes about for several

reasons: accumulation of capital (for

investment! is done privately; pri-

vate control over the means of pro-

SAC Vietnam week of concern

Wednesdoy, October 23
1 p.m.

Forum on Toronto Anti-Draft Programme
and the SAC motion on Vietnam. John Levy

(UC), a TADP worker, and George Biggar

(Law III) SAC Services Commissioner to ex-

plain their position to all irate or otherwise
concerned students. Chairman: Toni Mac-
Namara, SMC SAC rep and Chairman,
Placement Service Advisory Committee.
Room A, Brennan Hall, St. Michael's Col-

lege.

4 p.m.

San Francisco Mime Troupe, Varsity Are-

na. Tickets $2. Available at SAC Office.

Thursday, October 24
1 p.m.

Forum on Toronto Anti-Draft Programme
and SAC Vietnam motion. John Levy (UC),

a TADP worker; Wayne Richardson. APSC
SAC rep, and Mark Freiman, SAC Cultural
Affairs Commissioner to discuss the issues.

Chairman: Dean Ham of Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering. Location: gather
at Meeh. 102 to learn location.

Fridoy, October 25
1 p.m.

Protest Forum on Canadian and univer-

sity involvement in the Vietnam war. Parti-

cipants: Prof. Melville Watkins, Dept. of Po-

litical Economy, author of the Watkins Re-

port on Foreign Ownership in Canada
Philip Resnick, (SGS), author of many arti-

cles on Canadian-American defence agree-

ments; Prof. Donald Evans. Dept. of Philoso-

phy, author of books on world affairs; a
spokesman for the Canadian Union of Stu-

dents. Hart House Debates Room.

VIETNAM FILM FESTIVAL CANCELLED

dynamics unresolvable by a domestic

solution which requires the latter s

policy of expansionism and imperial

ism.

The need for expanding markets is

the central dynamic of modern
American corporate capitalism — a

dynamic growing out of continual

technical innovation in the means of

production. Individual corporations

recognize price competition as out-

moded yet they still accrue incen-

tives for technological innovation for

the following reasons: to minimize

costs within a given price structure'

to develop new market areas through

a new product or process; to be able

to enter foreign markets — especially

given lower wages abroad — through

advanced productivity and or techno-

logically advanced products. All

these considerations give an intrinsic

value to technological advance within

the capitalist corporation.

Yet these same incentives act as

countervailing forces within the eco-

nomic structure The more technolog-

ically advanced a corporation, the

higher the fixed costs, for once it is

paid for, the cost of machinery is

fixed whether it is used or not. Also,

machinery depreciates in value read-

ily since more productive machines

are constantly being developed.

Therefore, corporations have an in-

centive to utilize machines as much
as possible within a given fixed cost

duction is partially based on relative

wealth: the various status privileges

related to such control are partially

realized through relative wealth.

The difficulty is that the further

people get from basic human needs,

the smaller the percentage of income

they devote to consumption (as op-

posed to various forms of savingsi.

Since capitalism denies social control

over either production or consump-
tion according to human needs, pri-

vate corporations seeking a profit

ferret out money irrespective of the

social consequences. Therefore while

modern America is plagued by adver-

tising to create demand, compelling
consumption, waste production and
military expenditure have provided
only partial solutions to the growing
"over-production" necessitating an
increasing commitment by U.S. busi-

ness to foreign markets.

Also while U.S. industry solves the

problem of technologically induced

"over-production" by expanding

abroad, the greater the pressure for

technological development — which

is key to maintaining a world market

position. Thus the vicious circle feeds

on and nourishes itself.

It should be noted that this is only

one aspect of U.S. economic penetra-

tion into foreign countries. The at-

tempt here is to show the necessity

for U.S. capitalism to expand una-

ware of national and social interests.

COLD WAR
STRATEGY

In the transformation of economic
needs into political stragegy, it

should be remembered that while
economic priorities strictly affect

many government decisions, they are
not the sole and direct determinant.
That is, government decisions are
often made for primarily political

and ideological reasons, many of

which are incongruent with immedi-
ate or long range economic needs of

individual corporations. It therefore

becomes a question of the context in

which the politics and the ideology

develop.

Loud and Gilbert attempt to sug-

gest this frame of reference, as fol-

lows: Corporations with foreign inter-

ests become sources of "experi-

ence", "responsible" personnel for

the State and Defence Departments;
large corporations and business asso-

ciations have direct political access
through lobbying and campaign con-

tributions; mass media are owned by

the wealthy and corporate elite who
are also dependent on these sources
for advertising revenues; given the

dominant ideological assumptions,
certain political problems such as

maintaining prosperity have solu-

tions; given the structure of capital-

ism, the country is dependent on the

well-being of the large corporations.

So while government policies

(foreign and domestic) are not al-

ways oriented toward maximizing the

profits for any given firm, they are

in large measure reflective of the

interests of American monopoly capi-

talism.

Such is the context in which Cold

War strategy was and still is devel-

oped. After World War II it became
evident to the West through George
F. Keenan's famous "X" article of

1947 that Communism was not fas-

cism; it did not assert the inevitabili-

ty of self-caused capitalist decay:

hence it did not consider itself to be

committed a timetable lor conquest,

so the capitalists could wait without

war, confident of a victory in the

decay of communism; and it was in

heir interests to do so.

But there had to be an iron curtain

so that on the one hand the Russians

would have a buffer zone in order to

internally consolidate their economy
and on the other hand, so that the

U.S. could be assured of an open

market place. There also had to be a

tacit agreement that these territorial

lines would not be violated, for at

least in the case of the Americans,

access to markets meant that there

could be no revolution which would
prevent "stable markets".

So while during the fifties, invec-

tives were hurled across the curtain

and countries were tempted to bolt

from their respective sides, the early

sixties saw an East-West strategic •

balance of power which was con-

firmed by the Chinese ideological

attack on Soviet Revisionism. The
explicit Soviet-American animosity
became a facade for a more funda-

mental implicit alliance. This alli-

ance, as Olgesby points out "pro-

ceeds from the broadly held assump-
tion that the mutually qualifying

aims of American' policy are the

continued next page
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avoidance of war and the creation ot

a stable global society in which liber-

al values will predominate" and can

be generalized in four very basic

propositions:

1) Each side must commit itself tc

the view that global war is an

unsatisfactory means of securing

global objectives. This commit-
ment must be established. Hence

the power build-up and the credi-

bility of its use created deterrence

especially among the other na-

tions.

2) A global truce line must be unam-
biguously drawn. The establishing

and maintenance of this line are

top-priority matters. Under most
conditions, in fact, no objective is

more important than its protec-

tion. One must be prepared to go

to war to keep it intact. The other

side must understand that.

3) It is through the process of defin-

ing and securing the truce line

that the rival powers build up a

store of information about each

other, develop and habituate them-
selves to a modus Vivendi and be-

gin to create a communication
system.

4) The dividend of this patience is

that the common interests so nec-

essary to a more productive rela-

tionship will have had time to in-

cubate.

We have evolved thus far two not

mutually exclusive perspectives on
the development of American For-

eign Policy: that is the needs of the

U.S. political economy and the Cold
War Strategy. That these two per-

spectives are greatly integrated is

not to be denied, yet it is a useful

distinction to make.

COMMERCIAL
BENEFITS
We shall begin with the economic

imperailist's view of Vietnam and the

War. While it is not generally recog-

nized, a direct American commercial
interest in Vietnam exists. For the

most part it is potential but that

makes it no less real.

In its issue of January I, 1966,

Newsweek ran an essay called "Sai-
gon: A Boom Town for US. Business-
men." A similar piece by Edmund K.

Faltermayer appeared in the March
1966 issue of Fortune under the title

"The Surprising Assets of South Viet-

nam's Economy". Faltermayer
wrote that "A Vietnam preserved
from Communism has the potential

to become one of the richest nations

in Southeast Asia." While the list of

potential markets is too long to be
documented here, there is sufficient

evidence to suggest that the expendi-
ture in the War could be offset by
revenues derived drom the exploita-

tion of resources in Vietnam.

Yet there are other considerations:

for example when one looks at the

extent to which the economy is ad-

dicted to federal government subsidy

and in particular to military subsidy

one begins to wonder whether or not

the war is good for the economy. It is

well known that since 1946 the feder-

al government h£ls laid out about 60

per cent of its budget for support of

the military industrial complex, a 20

year total of better than $850 billion.

It is also known that over one-sixth of

the American labour force is em-
ployed by the Defence Department,
either directly or through defence

production contracts. What a high

employment economy produces has

to be vended, whether it be at home
or abroad.

However, the most important eco-

nomic aspect of the war lies in the

trade relations the Americans have

with Japan. Behind only Canada

among U.S. trade partners, Japan is

of major commercial importance

(1965 volume of trade was close to

$17 billion). But China is also an

important Japanese trade partner

and cannot fail to become increasing-

ly attractive. If Japan has no long-

term alternative to a massive China

trade and thereby develops economic

interdependency with China, they will

be left without an alternative to a

nore progressively pro-Chinese or-

ientation.

Japan's only chance for a long-

term alternative to the developing

market of China lies with the more
slowly developing and less organiz-

able markets of the South Pacific,

South Asia and southeast Asia. In the

latter, South Vietnam's position is

central owing to her coasts, har-

bours, resource wealth, and the fact

that the war has made it central.

South Vietnam's markets, once devel-

oped, will exert a great pull on Japan

regardless of who develops them.

This is not a new or an abstract

theory for in April 1954 President

Eisenhower made the statement that

"In its economic aspects . . . (loss of

Indochina) would take away that re-

gion that Japan must have as a trad-

ing area, or it would force Japan to

turn towards China and Manchuria,

or toward the Communist areas in

order to live. The possible conse-

quences of the loss (of Japan) to the

free world are just incalculable."

What the West faces in the Pacific
then, is the formation of a regional

economic system whose potential and
power are inherent in the Pacific sit-

uation itself, which must include

Japan, and which would quite natur-

ally be dominated by China. This is

the "threat" and America feels it the
most because of her dominant eco-
nomic position in the Pacific.

POLITICAL
ASPECT
Viewing this essentially economic

situation in terms of the Cold War
strategy propositions, we find a neat
but unsurprising fit. First there shall

be no war with China, the primary
reason being that her army is too big

and her land too vast. Secondly a

truce line has to be fixed and no vio-

lence must be done to this line. As
long as the U.S. does not attempt to

conquer North Vietnam, the Chinese
will not retaliate. This situation does
not occur through a conscious alli-

ance with China. It exists because of

the essence of Chinese revolutionary
theory. Once Red China accepts, as
the Cold War strategy goes, this tacit

alliance, the other propositions follow

with the resultant "peaceful co-ex-
istence".

Aside from China's unwillingness

to comply with this strategy, "peace-
ful co-existence" is nothing more
than an attempt at the containment
of China and consequent access to

free markets. On January 30, 1966, in

what was described as a "major"

foreign policy speech, George Ball,

then Under Secretary of State, said

"a main focus of the (East-West)

struggle has shifted recently from

Europe to Asia because the Soviet

Union, having grown powerful, has

begun to have a stake in the status

quo. The purpose of the forcible con-

tainment of Communist China is to

include a similar change in its out-

look . . . This is the issue in Viet-

nam. This is what we are fighting

for. This is why we are there.

In other words, the U.S. interven-

tion in Vietnam, the prevention of

self-determination for the Viet-

namese people, is an outgrowth of

the necessity to sustain the American
economic elite. It becomes quite

clear that the American policy in

Vietnam is nothing less than imperi-

alist in nature.

CANADIAN
COMPLICITY

Canada's complicity in support of

American intervention in Vietnam is

of a dual nature: through our foreign

policy and through our arms ship-

ments to the U.S. destined for Viet-

nam. What is even more damning is

that this complicity occurs while

Canada sits as a supposed neutral

member of the International Com-
mission on Supervision and Control.

But is it really? When one looks at

the make-up of the Commission in an
ideological perspective the picture

becomes clear.

Ideologically Poland represents the

Communist interests, India the neu-

tral interest and Canada represents

the capitalist ethic. That Canada
plays this role is evidenced both by

her action on the Commission and
through her Foreign Policy.

In the Fourth Interim Report of

the Commission, Canada submitted a

minority report in which she asserted

that South Vietnam was not formally

committed to the Geneva Accords
and thereby not committed to holding

the general elections which the

Commission was to supervise. Can-

ada was in fact laying the ground-

work for a legal basis for the Ameri-
can intervention. This became pain-

fully clear in an historical sketch of

South Vietnam made by Paul Martin

before the House of Commons Stand-

ing Committee for External Affairs:

"Realizing only too well what the

objectives of Viet Minh leaders would

be, the South Vietnamese leaders

rejected the terms of the Geneva set-

tlement, before these documents
were signed, on the grounds that the

division of Vietnam was inimical to

the interests of the Vietnamese peo-

ple because under these terms half of

Vietnam was turned over to Commu-
nist control". With these fallacious

and historical notions of Vietnam, the

Canadian government adopted the

posture molded by the U.S. State

Department.

On November 13, 1967 the Honoura-

ble Paul Martin stated in Toronto

that "Canada does not supply war
materials to war areas either di-

rectly or by trans-shipment". Yet a

week earlier, a Pentagon spokesman

in Washington stated that "the bulk

of military equipment Canada has

sold to the U.S. will be used in the

Vietnam War."

Further, to quote the Financial

Post of Sept 9. 1967, "Peace in Viet-

nam, if and when it comes, would hit

Canadian aerospace factories hard.

Right now the demand for some
items by the U.S. military is so acute

that competitive pricing takes second

place to fast production capabilities."

Our Defence Production sharing

agreements do not require Canadian

arms sales, they merely define an
arrangement allowing companies to

bid for American arms contracts.

Yet an additional feature of the

defence sharing agreement is that

Canada buys from the U.S. roughly

the same dollar amount of military

hardware as the U.S. buys here. In

1967, for example, the American mili-

tary purchased $370M in equipment
made in Canada. In terms of the U.S.

military procurement, this is hardly

a drop in the bucket, about 1 per cent

of their total dollars spent for hard- ^
ware. But when Canada spends a

comparable amount in the U.S., it is

a sizeable amount of our budget.

Canada becomes a member of the •

American team and in effect U.S.

enemies become Canadian enemies
— we become enmeshed in making
war on them. We are oppressing the

people of Vietnam.

TOWARDS AN END
TO THE WAR
IN VIETNAM
Unless the U.S. based imperialist

system, which generates a war econ-

omy to protect its external source of

natural resources and markets, is

defeated, there can be no American
withdrawal from Vietnam except by

internal and international moral pres-

sure. Almost everywhere outside the

U.S. the American myths about

aggression from the North, the threat

of Chinese expansion and NLF terror- -

ism in areas they hold are being ex-

ploded, and U.S. aggression is being

revealed for what it is: colonialism

in disguise.

In Canada this reality is often over-

shadowed by the still prevalent

myths of the Cold War. Because the

Canadian government has seen fit to

accept the continentalist's contention

that Canadian and American inter-

ests basically coincide with one an-

other, Canadian policy and actions in

areas concerning Vietnam have aided

the U.S. war effort. At the diplomatic

level Canada has towed a milder var-

iation of the American position on the

war; in the ICC Canada consistently

represents the U.S. viewpoint; and,

by encouraging war-related industries

to continue and intensify their trade

with the U.S., Canada has acted as

the silent partner in the rape of Viet-

nam. The rhetoric has been that of

neutrality but the reality has been -a
that of complicity.

The American position in Vietnam
is completely indefensible however
one cares to approach it: whether

legalistically, morally or otherwise.

Even militarily the Americans are

losing, and liberated areas extend to

the outskirts of Saigon. The U.S.

economy, which has required over-

seas expansion and which has de-

manded increased military spending

(even in times of peace ), has come
face to face with the bare reality of

its own brutality, just as French colo-

nialism was forced to look at itself at

Dien Bien Phu. We must learn the

lessons of Vietnam, but not just to

keep the records of history straight.

We must learn them and apply them. ^
Our first task is to actively join those

who are struggling against U.S. impe-

rialism for their own liberation. ^^^^^
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Flight II

sorel

etrog

STORY BY
BRIAN JOHNSON

PHOTOS BY
TIM KOEHLER

"You work in the round.

You start with only powder
and water . . . it's fantastic.

The beautiful moment is

when the liquid turns solid . .

1 use quick-dry plaster,

plaster is a more masculine

material than clay. You have

the experience of both mo-
delling and carving."

Sorel Etrog was telling me
about his sculpture. We were
sitting in his Toronto studio

over a cluttered, newspaper-
covered desk and trying to

communicate about some-
thing I didn't understand.

Spectre shapes of white plas-

ter vertically filled the room
— both abandoned ideas and
unborn works.

From this loom has come

the art of one of Canada's

most prolific and creative

sculptors. Thirty-six of his

works are on display at Scar-

borough College.

And Sorel Etrog has been a

sculptor for only ten years.

He started as a painter in

Roumania, his birthplace, in

1945, went to Israel in 1950. to

New York in 1958, and to

Canada in 1959. As he experi-

mented with construction-

paintings mounted on wood,
he felt that colors were giv-

ing way to shape, painting to

sculpture.

"It seemed more natural

that I give in to sculpture,"

he told me. "Today we have

a lot of painters who are

trying to take sculpture and

make a painting — there's no

longer a definite border
where one starts and the oth-

er takes over."

"Picasso molded on the

canvas; he almost carved on

the canvas," he said in his

slightly broken English. A
tone of enthusiasm, an almost
religious awe radiated from
this man. He talked about

Picasso for 10 minutes before

I could change the subject

back to Etrog.

The actual physical process

of Etrog's sculpture is inex-

tricable from his idea of

creation. He starts with pow-
der and dust and finishes with

bronze. But first, he makes
many sketches — "it's like

automatic lighting, these no-
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tations" — and then develops
the ideas in three dimensions
with small models in wax and
plaster. Then he molds and
carves the full-sized piece in

plaster. From there it is the

precise craftsmanship of the

lost-wax process in a foundry

in Florence, that converts the

ideas to bronze — a living but

permanent form.

The process of creating

sculpture from nothing is the

theme of the works them-
selves. Blossom is a plant

that grows from nothing into

organic fulfillment. This mo-
tion of organic, vertical

growth is usually structured

on a physical object — a

flower, a man, a woman, a

couple embraced.
"I don't think in terms of

abstractions," he says. I start

completely with the unknown.
Titles are unknown at the

point of starting the sculp-

ture. It is not a preconceived

idea."

He defines the basis of his

sculpture as "the connection

between the organic and the

geometric." It is the relation

between growth and struc-

ture, ideal and reality, man
and the order of nature. They
come together like an explo-

sion in his art.

There is a vibrant tension

in all his sculpture; it travels

along lines and is connected

by links.

"I slowly began to get in-

volved with the link," he told

me as he traced the motif

through pictures of earlier

works.

"The link appeared to me
some time ago as a culminat-

ing point, particularly at the

top. I have always been con-

cerned with duality in my
work — two lines coming
together — or the life of two
forms interacting, like human
beings — a duality of life. I

needed to prevent lines and
forms from running away
from one another. The links

seemed a potential solution."

He pointed to the "caligra-

phv" in Flight — "a lyrical

line that suggests a new kind

of rhythm." It's an organic

movement that is shown ki-

netically by the use of the

link, a device that makes the

eye stop and start and cre-

ates the visual experience.

"The stiff Egyptian figures

have a very static kind of

impact. The tighter the hand

is closed, the more you can

feel the bloodstream going

back in the body. You want to

have an inner experience
with this movement. You can

only make the point of kinet-

ics by implication."

He was trying desperately

to make me visualize his own
experience. Speaking on my
level. Never condescending.

Always alive — like his sculp-

ture.

I looked for the tension,

and I thought I saw it. But he

was always one step ahead of

me in his observations. It

was like trying to ...ink

through somebody else's

mind.

Saturday afternoon I went
to see his work in front of

Hart House, Survivors are

not Heroes. And for the first

time I really saw it: the keni-

tic power in the wheel, the

dynamic, forward-thrusting
motion, the explosion from
the central organic tension to

verticality, the shaft that

transcends the geometrical

strictness of the rectangle.

The sculpture is an unfinished

explosion — that ray of

bronze could surge upwards
through infinity. But it

doesn't — there is always a

greater tension in structured,

kinetic motion.

Sunday morning we went to

Scarborough College.

"This building is like a

piece of sculpture," he said.

"It is a masterpiece that is

still clumsy, still growing.

The sky between the two
buildings breaks in on them,

but they are. organically con-

nected."

He pointed out the "breath-

ing spaces" of the organic

elements of the building, and

the geometric strctures con-

trasted with the organic

roundness.

"Some buildings are strong

enough to take a great piece

of sculpture," he said. "Scar-

borough has such power. It is

one of the best buildings in

Toront."

Behind us was always the

backdrop of grey sky and
autumn color. The building

and the sculpture were dy-

namically alone against this

"curtain", as he called it.

But whether or not you like

Etrog's sculpture, go out to

Scarborough College and look

at the building. You might

begin to understand the man.



Innis could be delivered
by Socratic midwives

By LIZ WIUICK

Big ideas from the littlest

college?

That's what's happening at
Innis College, where an ex-
perimental program is pres-
ently in the works. If adopt-
ed, the experiment could
mean radical changes in both
the content and method of

teaching.

A basic rethinking of the

structure of University edu-
cation has been conducted by
the academic affairs commit-
tee of the Innis College Coun-
cil for the past year. Their

results are to be presented to

students tomorrow in an open
meeting at the College.

The final version will be
presented at the November
meeting of the Faculty of

Arts and Science. Approval is

necessary for initiation of the

programme in September
1969.

If you're interested in big

ideas, come, comment, re-

vise. Thursday at 12 noon In-

nis II Common Room.

In a paper on The Ration-

ale of Experimental Pro-

grams, philosophy Prof. C.

W. Webb says "under present

conditions there is a shocking

lack of communication be-

tween departments concern-

ing what if offered to stu-

dents.

"It would seem desirable in

at least one of a student's

courses, for professors to

come down off their high

horses and engage in genuine-
ly cooperative projects with
undergraduates."

According to Prof. Webb,
an experimental program
tries out a new method of
learning in a new area or
focus of study. It entertains a
new conception of knowledge
while maintaining flexibility,

adaptability and a continued
appraisal of the course by its

participants.

The proposed program out-

lined by the committee of

five students, 16 faculty and
five administration, meets all

these specifications.

Innis College Registrar
David King emphasizes this

is a separate issue from the

current Macpherson Report
debate. It is not a restructur-

ing but an addition to the.

present curriculum.

The Webb paper suggests

four kinds of courses:

» examination of a contem-
porary problem (possibly

involving psychology, sociolo-

gy, religion, and English).

o an area of human activi-

ty not presently included in

the curriculum (eg. cinema
or folk poetry).

o exploration in depth of

the work and contribution of

a prominent individual.

o and one in which the

needs of a particular group of

students are served (such as

Canadian society and culture

for overseas students).

The courses would be fluid

and vary from year to year.

They would be structured, but
by the people involved. These
people would work out their

own evaluation system and
format in each course.

Credit would be offered on
the same basis as religious

studies or as a free option.

The experimental option
would be open to Innis stu-

dents in all years and to oth-

ers with the permission of

their college. It is seen as
composing one-fifth of the

student's entire program.

Mr. King says the courses
are designed for the "more
aggressive and intellectually

curious student" and would
possibly be more "demand-
ing" than the standard
courses.

According to Prof. Webb,
"the inauguration of such a

program at Innis College
would do much to meet the

criticisms of those who
charge the kind of education

now offered at the University

of Toronto is boring, irrele-

vant, authoritarian, inflexible

and inhuman."

He suggests professors

would not cease to be critical

judges of excellence. Perhaps

in this sort of program they

should be seen as "Socratic

mid-wives of something of

educational value."

Innis is already trying out

"non-credit, unstructured,

people-oriented" courses,

given by Jack Newman
(Drama), and Bob Bossin

("tutor-at-large"l.

TAA to improve teaching standards
Rather than treat teaching

assistants as a "necessary

evil" in undergraduate educa-

tion, the Macpherson Report

urged their contributions be

considered positive ones.

The Graduate Student Un-

ion has helped to establish a

Teaching Assistants' Associa-

tion to bring about improve-

ments from within.

The purposes of the TAA,

according to GSU president

John Winter are:

Jamaican government

fears mass unrest
C. J. R. James, a leading socialist and political philosopher

from Trinidad, Monday called on University of Toronto West

Indian students to "effect social, economic and political re-

form by whatever means necessary" in Jamaica.

James was introducing Dr. Walter Rodney, a professor ol

history at the University of West Indies. Rodney was refused

re-entry to Jamaica by special parliamentary bill, after at-

tending the Black Writers conference in Montreal last week.

Rodney accused Jamaican Prime Minister Shearer of

"reacting like a giant computer, programmed to lash out in

defense of a worn and outmoded capitalistic structure

Rodney felt the government action was based on his pre-

vious association with the black activist movement and his

travels through Communist Russia and Cuba.

"My expulsion was merely an indication of the Jamaican

administration's fear of mass unrest resulting from economi-

cally and socially backward conditions among 95 per cent of

the island's populace," he said.

o "Foster a responsible

professional attitude among
T.A.'s and promote their po-

sition as academic teachers:

o "-urge minimum stand-

ards of qualification as a T.A.

and arrange some type of

training;

o "-protect the T.A.'s in-

terests (protection against

arbitrary dismissal, urge sat-

isfactory pay and working

conditions, work for standard-

ization of pay scales between

departments, acquire job sta-

bility, lay down conditions of

hiring
'

After the Teaching Assist-

ants' Conference held Satur-

day. Winter pointed out some
of the problems the associa-

tion may confront.

He said some departments

have cut back on the number
of T.A.'s they employ rather

than do anything about de-

mands

The TAA hopes to establish

locals in each department to

gather information on dis-

crepancies in pay rates.

TO-DAY

AT

VARSITY STADIUM

4:00 PM

SAN FRANCISCO

MIME TROUPE

INTERNATIONALLY FAMED

"GUERRILLA THEATRE"

RECOMMENDED BY PROFESSORS FOR

THEIR SUPERB SATERIZATION OF SOCIETY

& BY ENGINEERS BECAUSE OF A

SACRILEGIOUS, LEWD, SUGGESTIVE

YET HIGHLY POLISHED STYLE.

DESIGNED & WRITTEN AS PART OF THE

GENERAL REVOLT AGAINST DETACHMENT

TAKING PLACE IN THE UNIVERSITIES TO-DAY.

COME PREPARED
TKKUS -S.A.C. OffKl -$2.00

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHURCH
AND STUDENT CENTRE

REFORMATION FESTIVAL SERVICE 11:00 AM
Luther's German Mass to be celebrated.

Coffee and discussion following each service.

University Lutheran Chapel, 610 Spadina recently installed the

Rev Lawrence E Martin as Chaplain to the University The
chaplain has been associated with campus ministeries at Ore-

gon State. San Fernando State in Los Angeles. Oberlin Col-

lege. Oberlin -Ohio Long committed to ecumenical and liturgi

cal movements in the Church, he has studied at McCormick
Presbyterian Seminary. Chicago, and Yale University. New
Haven. Conn His work has been published in church journals

of theology such as DIALOG. AMERICAN LUTHERAN PULPIT
DIGEST. CHRISTIAN CENTURY CHRISTIANITY AND CRISIS

Mr Martin's field is the Psychology of Religion, researching the

concept of wholeness in Religion and Medicine The Chaplain

lectured at the Oberlin Graduate School of Theology

Prior lo entering the pastorate he worked in the entertainment

field, radio broadcasting, and served as vice president of a col-

lege As a student, and as a college administrator. Mr Martin

has for years been commuted to reform and change of college

education With the university more and more becoming the

hand-maiden of industry and the military, the faculty and stu-

dent (especially the student) has increasingly become a mere

tool to be manipulated Most universities need to change to

the classic concept of education, which was (incidentally) not

merely learning, but to help make the person truly human The

Lutheran Chaplain is committed to this goal

He has worked extensively in civil rights movement in the

United States, and is a member of Clergy and Laymen Con-

cerned About Viet Nam

The Rev and Mrs Martin have 3 adopted children, represent-

ing an international racial lineage
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CEGEPS lose Quebec battle
MONTREAL-QUEBEC (VNS)

More than 5,000 Quebec students marched through the

streets of Montreal and Quebec City Monday in a demonstra-

tion of solidarity.

But despite the march, students at all 23 of Quebec's junior

colleges voted to return to classes. The vote came as a result

of an ultimatum delivered by Education Minister Jean-Guy
Cardinal.

Cardinal said that if all students did not return to class by

Monday, Oct. 21, they would face cancellation of their first

term's work.

Two of the junior colleges were declared closed Monday by

administrators when no agreement with students could be

reached.

Buildings at four colleges are still occupied. The Eeole de

Beaux Arts — a fine arts school in Montreal — and buildings

at the University of Montreal and Laval University in Quebec
are being held.

The junior college students started their protest because,

they say, French language university facilities in Quebec are

inadequate. They are also protesting a student-aid plan that

includes a cut in scholarship funds and higher interest rates

on loans.

By THE McGILL DAILY

MONTREAL (CUP) - "I

have all the requirements and

all the marks ". said Jean-

Louis Poirier. a student at

CEGEP Maisonneuve, "but I

bet 1 won't be able to go to

I'LIniversite next fall."

Poirier is in his second

year at the school, in the

coins general or pre-univer-

sity. But there are 5,000 few-

er new places in the French
universities (Montreal and
Laval) for the upcoming
year, than there are students

like Jean-Louis Poirier.

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"
There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you
I p.m

call: 929-9611 io

OCTOBER 25th & 26th

TRANSFUSION
| ADMISSION $1.50

(SUNDAY OCT. 27th

JEFF BECK •

(ADMISSION $2.50

3 O'CLOCK . u O'CLOCK

) Yonge & Davenport

I JL2JL12?Z I

Jean-Louis' dilemma is one

of the keys to why most of

the province's CEGEP's have

been occupied by their stu-

dents this past week.

The immediate problems

are due mainly to administra-

tive bungling and indifference

on the part of the govern-

ment. Promises for increased

loans and a second French
university in the city both lie

unfulfilled.

COMMISSION
In 1960. the new Liberal gov-

ernment commissioned an
inquiry into the state of edu-

cation in the province.

The Parent Report was
firm in its reply: Quebec
must initiate and complete a

unified public school system,

making educational institu-

tions of both language paral-

lel and offering to both sec-

tors secondary and post-sec-

ondary educational opportuni-

ties. One of the Report's pro-

posals was the creation of

"Institutes" to incorporate

the twelfth and thirteenth

years and offer both a pre-

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

.".(try Dale Stott, B.A.

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

university course and a trade

and technical curriculum.
Hence the name CEGEP —
College d'Enseignment Gen-
eral et Professional.

This was in 1964. The first

CEGEP's were opened in

1967. And along with them,
the Union Nationale govern-

ment made two pledges — a

second French university in

Montreal and a move toward
universal accessibility.

But by themselves, the

CEGEP's mean nothing.

What's the use of giving stu-

dents pre-university training

while making no provisions

for expanded universities?

"They fake only the bud-

ding geniuses, one CEGEPois
complained. "I have 65

per cent but I'm not inferior

to anyone else and I want to

— I deserve to — go to uni-

versity. I don't want to be a

street cleaner with a fancy

diploma.'

SECOND REPORT TABLED
The old Liberal govern-

ment, recognizing the prob-

lem, commissioned the Roch-
er Report in 1965. It recom-
mended the immediate con-

struction of a second French-
language university in Mont-
real. But when the Union
Nationale came into office,

the Report was tabled. It has

been at the bottom of a big

pile of papers ever since.

Last year, though, under
increased pressure from
UGEC, the government
promised the school would be

in operation this fall. Intelli-

gence sources in student cir-

cles say its creation was
drafted as part of a bill on

education presented to the

legislature this summer But
the section of I'Universite de

Quebec" never got before
the House in any form.

The Student Christian Movement

CANADA - U.S. SEMINAR

x Research, study and evaluation in the areas of economic,:

Apolitical, cultural, historic and defense relationships.

Meeti ng

Thursday, October 24th

Bickersteth Room . Hart House

for information call 923-9727

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Thursday, October 24th

East Common Room, 1—2 p.m.

CLIVE VANDER BURGH
Composer and Folk Singer

LOANS AND BURSARIES

Another more immediate
sticking point is the scandal

over loans and bursaries.

Back in 1966 the government
set up a Comite du Plan to

project the amount that

would be needed for loans

and bursaries each year. Be-

fore UGEQ would send repre-

sentatives to sit on it, it ex-

tracted from the government
the promise that a police of

universal accessibility would

be pursued, and that the gov-

ernment would increase bur-

saries over loans.

This year the government
ignored the Comite's recom-
mendation and not only de-

creased the total allotment

but made the greater propor-

tion in loans. In practical

terms, this means the student

will have to take a $800 loan

(as opposed to $700 last year)

to become eligible for a bur-

sary.

There is no tuition at the

CEGEP's — they are part of

the public education system
— but for the students who
are taking the pre-university

course the prospect of not

being able to attend univer-

sity next year is worse than

bleak.

Regional disparities

(ironically one of the things

the CEGEP's were created to

overcome) within the net-

work of colleges is another

complaint. Courses cancelled

The Metropolitan Central

Library al College and Si

George Streets is at last

being opened on Sunday after-

noon — as of Oct. 20.

This year Fine Art, Thea-

at the last minute, poor facil-

ities (most are old schools
and other buildings bought by
the government and hastily

transformed into CEGEP's)
add to the students' ill feel-

ing.

TEST-TUBES
"We are just test-tubes in

an experiment," one said.

"We spend two years here

but if it doesn't work, it's our

tough luck."

But these are the superfi-

cial problems, nothing that

can't be overcome by better

organization and a more con-

cerned government. There is

nothing remotely radical in

these complaints: you can't

radicalize an education sys-

tem which doesn't exist.

However, some more basic

problems are involved.

For instance, early esti-

mates were that the relation

of vocational to pre-univer-

sity students would be 70%-

30%. In fact, it is almost ex-

actly the reverse.

And worse, more than 60

per cent of the professional

(vocational) graduates have
not been able to find jobs in

their line of work.

Neither of these is the fault

of a bungling government.

Both are parts of the basic

Quebec fabric — a new desire

for higher education and an

economy as yet unable to

absorb well-trained techni-

cians.

tre, Baldwin and Toronto
Rooms will be opened for

reference and circulating use.

Everyone is invited on Sun-
day afternoon - and through-

out the week.

PHILOSOPHY & R.K. STUDENTS

Your elected teptesentalive to the Allen Committee is

Mr. Julion Field, who will be available every day except

Wednesday from- 2 :00 -
4
"00 p.m. in the Philosophy Common

Room, 213 Huron St. for discussion with interested students.

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT SERIES

Music Room 1 00 p m

OCTOBER 23

PATRICK LI, Pianist

OCTOBER 30

MARTIN POLTEN. Guitarist

(Ladies Welcome!
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Sorry!
The Varsity incorrectly reported on Monday
that the International Students Association

float placed first in the Float Competition in

Saturday's Homecoming parade.

The winner was the Faculty of Dentistry, with

its multi-themed float, called "up the Establ

ishment." {seen above).

The International Students Association was
not eligible since the association is not a Col

lege or Faculty.

Erindale was second, and Architecture third

By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

"The Toronto Anti-Draft

Program provides help to

those Americans who do not

believe their only course is

either to fight or to go to

jail", said John Levy (UC) at

a meeting with the nurses

yesterday.

"A conflict arose." ex-

plained Marian Mowat (III

Nurs.). the nursing represent-

ative to SAC. "When I voted

in favor of the Vietnam mo-
tion and the grant of $500 to

the TADP."

"Some nurses disagreed,

and even wanted a referen-

Ad pushes
principal power

The Toronto District Council of the Ontario Secondary School

Teachers' Federation will meet Thursday to discuss an advertise-

ment promoting "principal power".

The ad was placed in Toronto newspapers last week by the

federation's executive, calling for public support for principals to

maintain "proper order and discipline" in schools. It said the

current unrest was part of a general revolt against society.

Robert Brooks, district president, said "We felt it was 'holier

than thou' and full of implications and innuendoes."

D. S. Felker, Federation general secretary said that out of about

fifty letters, only about ten were critical. Twenty per cent of

teachers replying suggested "we should have tried it another

way."

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
ALL THIS WEEK AT 8:30

THE CHANGELING
by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley

directed by LEON MAJOR
designed by MARTHA MANN

"THE SAN" by Goldoni - Opening Monday October 28th

Student Prices - Mon to Thurs SI 50 - Fri. & Sat $2 00

Box Office 928-8668

Headquarters
for U of T
WINDBREAKERS

BLAZERS AND CRESTS

SWEATSHIRTS
AND LEVI'S

Lynn-Gold
Clothes

401 Y0I.GE STREET
at GERHARD

elliot's place

"HOME OF GROOVY FASHIONS"

Toronto's on/y discount boutique

liMade to Measure Ready to Wear)

Special this month:

Cordoroy pants S5.00

Pure wool sailor pants 9.00

359 Yonge St.

"Upstairs"

364-5657

/For the latest in imported fashions at Discount Prices.
(

Toronto Anti-Draft Program
dum. This meeting was called

to talk to those who disagreed

with the decision."

Levy, a financial manager
for the TADP. said they need-

ed $2000 for the third printing

of the Manual for Draft-Age

Immigrants to Canada. The

original 25.000 copies were
bought so quickly that anoth-

er printing was requested.

"You must realize, how-

ever", said Levy, "that the

manual is not being published

to encourage draft-dodging.

Through it we offer a third

choice."

"This is why SAC has sup-

ported the TADP and given

money for the booklet",

added Bob Barkwell ill

Medsi Finance Commissioner

for SAC. "Even if you sup-

port the war. you must still

respect the right of soi.'e to

object because of their be-

liefs."

£iw!uu| ftoittj imttt

Sntl haii

ftitt SrMktnati
Tickets aDAilaSTf- Trjall fottcr

%c\ting seleetjH

C/5

we mail anywhere postage free

Uni. of Toronto Bookroom
St. Geore Campus

Toronto 5
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LONDON (CPl—A young Canadian dancer appears to be

heading tor stardom in the demanding world of ballet.

Jennifer Penney of Vancouver, member of the Royal Bal-

let, was brought in on short notice to play the lead in Nut-

cracker at Covent Garden.

CLASSIFIED

HERE AND NOW

ATTENTION STUDENTS interested in

the writings of Ayn RonJ end their

philosophic! implications. Announcing

the formation of on Ayn Rond Study

Group to meet weekly . Phone 921-4079-

Rooms for rent at Sigma Chi. Good

food, good time ond congenial room

motes. Also quite reasonable. Phone

John Groves - 922-25H - 350 Huron St.

Will San Francisco Mimo Troupe turn

this Campus on? Dedicoted to Social

change. They could do it. Varsity

Sodium, Today at 1:00. BE TH ER_EI_

TYPING: (electric machine distinctive

type) Theses, essays etc. -fast, accu-

rate, personalized service, reosonoble.

Miss Irene Kenyon, 224 St. George St.

Apt. 404. Telephone 923-4011 day

or evening.

FAST ACCURATE TYPING - Keep

this name ond number for future use.

Mrs . Linda Flood - 844-6526

EXPERIENCED TYPIST electric type-

writer . Neater notesmoke better grades.

Typing of theses, essoys, notes, etc.

done accurately, neotly, and quickly.

Reasonable. Phon. 42^-8290._

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today for free booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" _ H. Praetor and

Co., 131 Bloor St. W., Suite 416,

921-7702.

Are you interested in being on the Dis

cipline Committee as a Student Repre-

sentative? If so. please come to the SAC
Office on Thursday. October 24 from 2

30 to 3 30 p m for an interview

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

Graduate

Students'

Union H MMCMTT AVMUI
PHONE 928-2391

Tonight: Movie

Friday: GSU Dance

TODAY
Noon - 2 p.m.

Pre-Teach-tn display on contracep-

tion. Sid Smith lobby.

1 p.m.

Planning your family. Films and

slides. Ramsey Wright 117. Also

Thursday.

Can Technology Manage? Panel

discussion. New McLennan Labs, 202.

And it Came To Pass That Men

Began To Multiply On the Face of

the Earth. A play. At ISC. Also at

Ramsev Wright 432 (3 p.m. I
and

Cody Hall (8 p.m.). Victoria College

Drama Society.

Career Info — Life Insurance. SS

1073.

This Seminar is About Schools. Ian

Mackenzie from Rochdale is guest.

UC 138.

Outing Club information. See Tom
Tabor for lunch at the ISC.

Showing and discussion of some

color slides. Hart House Camera

Club Room.

Elections of Botany rep to the Al-

len Cmtee. In Room 7 of the Botany

Bldg (subground lecture hall.)

Political Economy course union

meeting for all students in C and F,

poli sci. economics and general arts.

Meeting of all Zoology students.

Lash Miller 162.

Patrik Li, pianist. Music Room
Hart House.

Overture and Secret Hunger. Free

Movie at the ISC. Also Thursday.

C.L.R. James, leading Latin Amer-

ican socialist philosopher, speaks on

the Jamaican Student Revolt. SS

2118.

"Gone with the Wind"

in Sidney Smith Bldg - Room 2118

8:00 p.m. - $1.00 - all welcome

1

Live Band and Bar

at GSU - 9:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Admission $1.25 gents . $1.00 ladies

A/7 over 21 We/come

2 p.m.

Wives' group meeting. ISC.

Aslo: remember the Mime Troupe

at 4 p.m.

5 p.m.

Reunion du Comite Canadien.

Rhodes Room, Trinity College.

6 p.m.

Robin Guiness leads the Search

For Answers. Freshmen Fellowship.

At the Lutheran Centre (after supper

at George's at 5:15)

7 p.m.

Le Bonheur: 50 cents. Carr Hall,

SMC.
7:30 p.m.

Auditions for dancing parts in the

UC Follies, UC JCR.
8 p.m.

Judy Polcott, who spent the sum-

mer in Cuba, will talk and answer

questions. 44 Jarvis St.

Radio Varsity open line debate on

the Edmund Burke Society. Dial 924-

3311.

THURSDAY
Noon

Innis II, 63 St. George. Open Meet-

ing of Academic Affairs Cmtee of

College Council for credited experi-

mental courses.

1 p.m.

Red Cross Youth meets to discuss

New Canadian project. ISC Music

Room.
Noon Hour Concert: Clive Vander

Burgh, folksinger. East Common
Room, Hart House.

CUSO info meeting. ISC.

United Appeal Auction of girls for

F.U.of T.
His Eminence, the regis-

trar of the Thomas Hobbes

Memorial University, Robert

Bossin, is pleased to make
the following announcement:

Today: first meetings:

4 p.m.

Urban Problems. SCM of-

fice. Hart House.

5 p.m.

Peace and War. Commit-
tees Room, Hart House.

7 p.m.

Modern and Contemporary

Poetry. South Sitting Room,
Hart House.

Films. Debates Room,
Hart House.

the engineering society. Mechanical

Bldg 102.

Meeting of all English students to

form campus wide union. Cody Hall.

Who Cares For the City? Gerry

Hodge, dept. of town and regional

planning. SS 2118.

Political Theology seminar, SCM
office, Hart House.

And it came to pass that men be-

gan to multiply- on the face of the

earth. VCDS play. Vic's New Bldg,

Room 3. also: Cody Hall (3 p.m.)

and Alumni Hall at Vic (8 p.m.)

Does Canada Exploit the Develop-

ing Countries? Panel Debate. SS

1083.

Poetry Reading — John Hearn,

David Knight, Margaret Avison

and or James Reaney. Hart House

art gallery.

Career Info session — Teaching.

SS 1073.

2:30 p.m.

Interviewing for student reps to

discipline cmtee. SAC office.

Victoria Womens' Assoc. reception

for parents. 150 Charles St. W. Also

at 7:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

La Francophonie en Afrique Noire

— Prof. P. Guillaume of 1'universite

de Bordeaux. Ramsey Wright 432.

Poli Sci grad students meet, gen-

eral meeting. SS2110.

Canada-US seminar (SCM). Bis-

kersteth Room at Hart House.

Free cake and donuts at the Gnu

Soc. (New College members meet

for second time in Dining Room.)
7 p.m.

Open meeting of the presidential

advisory committee on disciplinary

procedures. SS 3050.

7:30 p.m.

Squash Instruction for novices.

Hart House music room.

8 p.m.

Robert Wise, film producer, will

talk and answer questions. On a

panel with Don Owen, Allan King,

etc. Ryerson Theatre.

Writers' workshop. North Sitting

Room, Hart House.

The Reform of Youth as a Class.

John and Margaret Rowntree lead

the discussion. Hart House's Bicker-

steth Room.
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S.A.C. USED BOOK EXCHANGE I

91 ST. GEORGE STREET (BASEMENT)

Closing Down Operations

Will Be Open Between

12 NOON - 2 PM AND 4 PM-6 PM ONLY

WED. OCT. 23, THURS. OCT. 24, FRI. OCT. 25

FOR RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS AND MONEY

ON BOOKS SOLD FOR YEARS

1965 - 1966 - 1967

(UPON PRESENTATION OF BOOK EXCHANGE
J

CLAIM STUBS) mmmmJ



I

, Kaikkanen gets kicks with sicks
By GELLIUS

RUGGER

Kaikkonen (6), Reid (3),

Kocur (3). and Seppala (3)

scored the points for Eng. 15-

0 winners over Meds A.

Trin slaughtered Innis, 18-0.

Mclntyre had seven points.

Parish (51, Smalley (3) and
Compton (3) completed the

scoring.

Archilochus defaulted to

Eng II.

UC burnt Wycliffe at the

stake 3-0. Arnott (are so !

)

had the UC try.

BOTCHED LACROSSE
Wolfe (2), Hamilton (21.

' Coldwell (3), Munr-oe and D.

Trying for their ump-
teenth defence of the Mu-
lock Cup, Victoria College

tripped up PHE 7-5 last

Thursday to remain the only

undefeated team in Group
A. Peter Fairgrieve gave

Vic (2-0 1 a 7-0 halftime lead.

PHE (1-1) got a third quar-

ter field goal from Gene
Vincez and a fourth quarter

safety from John Gordon. In

other Group A action. St.

Mike's methodically crushed

Engineers (0-2) 30-13. The
victory evened SMC's rec-

ord at 1-1.

Meds (2-01 remained the

only undefeated team in

Group B with a 39-1 victory

over Scarborough (1-1).

University College is also 1-

1 while New is winless in

two starts.

In Group C Pharmacy (1-

2) split two games beating

Forestry (1-1) 20-13 and then

losing to Trinity (1-2) 15-6.

Dents holds the first and

only playoff spot with a 2-0

record.

"Old" Yellow led Eng over
Meds B, 10-1. Minaker replied

for Meds. Skule then edged
PHE C, 3-2. Brave Wolfe
McNiven (no relation to actor

McDavid McNiven) and Yel-

low owsleyed for Eng- Vil-

liam Blake and Vinter hit for

PHE C.

PHE B beat Vic 11. 9-4, on
goals by Karandjas (Russ.,

"pencil") (2), Christie (3),

Blocki (2), Moore and Coutts.

Vic scorers were Semple and
Birze with three. (Thomas
Hardy novels are full of birze

and birze-cutters.

)

PHE beat SMC 6-2 as Va-

nilla Rudge (2). Connelly,

Trafford. Harris and the

swiftly-running Fawcett
scored. SMC scorers were
Baker and Schields.

Howes had eight goals to

pace Meds' over Vic 11, 12-6.

Murnaghan had three and

Baycroft the other. Williams

(31. Bull (2) and McLellan
led Vic '.i's. (no relation to

Janus Proos II Vic. I

SOCCER

Homatidis lan infectious

disease not as common in

Toronto as the newspapers

think) scored twice and

Schiarone once to give Eng a

3-0 triumph over Trin

Law and Vic tied. 1-1. Glov-

er (that's what you call it

when Vinter frowns) scored

for Law, Clark for Vic.

Kovacs and Hanna's goals

produced a 1-1 tie between

Trin B (a street near the Vil-

lege ) and PHE B.

Skelton's key goal enabled

Dents to tie Jr Eng, 1-1.

Wong hit for Skule.

SMC B and Trin B drew
scorelessly.

SulphuricGlvcerineStyroxide

blanked Meds A. 3-0. Sodek

had all three goals.

Bluettes in triple sweep
The first quarter of the Women's Intercollegiate Field

Hockey Tournament was held at McGill last weekend. Toronto

defeated the host team by a score of 2-0 on goals by Ann
Thompson VIC III and Marilyn Richardson PHE II.

Meanwhile, the Women's Intercollegiate Archery Team was

also making quick work of its opposition. A new Intercollegi-

ate record for total team points was set by Toronto who
scored 4105. Close behind were McMaster with 3962 and West-

ern with 3953. Toronto's high scorers were Kit Koehler PHE
II with 1063 and Lynn Haddad with 1027. Kit's effort in this

tournament has earned her the Archery Plaque donated last

year by Marion Ferguson.

Determined to make this a successful weekend all round,

the Intercollegiate Tennis Team defeated all opposition at

McMaster last weekend. Queens' Western and McGill all test-

ed the skill of the Toronto team unsuccessfully. Congratula-

tions to Marnie Seifred PHE III, who won the 1st Singles

Tournament, to Dale Butterill, VIC III, winner of the 2nd Sin-

gles TourViament and to the winning doubles team of Sue Long

PHE III and Linda Chevrier St. Mikes I.

FOOTBALL DANCE

Featuring:- Shawn & Jay Jackson and the Majesties

- The Chosen Few

- Ken Dean

- Don Ferguson

- Folk Singer

Sat. Oct. 26, 1968 - 9 pm Hart House - $3.50 per couple

4 BANDS
& FOLK SINGER

L
Tickets are available nlow at the S.A.C. Office

ROWING
The Varsity rowing crew barely maintained a slight

lead in the E.C.I.R.A. point totals after a disappointing

performance in Brock's invitational regatta which was
held last Saturday on the St. Catherines Henley course.

Only one meet remains at London next weekend before

the championship is decided on the same Henley course

on November 2nd.

Toronto now has 206 points and a narrow 5 points mar-

gin over Western with Brock. McMaster and York far

behind, after being able to finish no better than second in

the senior varsity and lightweight races.

Western's strong senior crew with a nucleus from a

heavy eight that placed second to St. Catherines in the

Olympic trials, won the senior heat and the final, fol-

lowed in both cases by Toronto.

The freshman crew lias still not found its style and

after a disastrous freshman race, managed an improved

thud in junior varsity.

For the first time in intercollegiate competition, a 500

metre sprint was included in the program and because of

the length of the race, the starting docks at the end of

the course were not used. Officials' attempts to align the

crews were hampered by wind and current, and while

the Toronto lightweight crew won their heat by .i size-

able margin, they received an unfavourable position at

the start in the six boat final from which they were un-

able to recover. The race, won by Western, did not count

in the final totals.

• To take the points trophy now, Toronto must win the

lightweight race and defeat Western in the junior varsity

and freshman divisions. Next week's regatta will be held

on London's exceptional Lake Fanshawe course.

SPORTS SCHEDULES WEEK OF OCT.28
FOOTBALL (Officiating assignments wil

Games must start on time

Mon Oct 28 East 4 00 PHE
Tues 29 West 4 00 Scar

Wed 30 East 4 00 For

Thur 31 East 4 00 UC
West 4 00 Dent

Fti Nov 1 West 4 00 St M
RUGGER
Mon Oct 26 West 115 St M

East 1 15 Innis

Tues 29 West 1 15 MedA
East 1 15 Eng II

Wed 30 West 12 30 Vic

East 115 UC
Thur 31 West 1230 TrinA

East 1 15 Atch

Scar 4 15 PHE

M ii Nov 1 East 115 Tnn B

SOCCER
Mon Oct 28 North 12 30 U C

South 12 30 PHE A
North 4 15 MedA

Tues 29 North 12 30 Sr Eng

South 12 30 Knox

North 4 15 Emman
South 4 15 Arch

Wed 30 North 12 30 Jr Eng

South 12 30 Wye
North 4 1 5 Law
South 4 15 Oent

Thur 31 North 12 30 Vic

South 12 30 Eng III

North 4 15 Trin A
South 4 15 St MA

LACROSSE
Tues Oct 29 t 00 PHE A

6 30 Pharm

7 30 Innis I

Wed 30 1 00 Vic I

5 00 Vic II

6 00 For A
7 00 Oent

8 00 Trin

, Thur 31 1 00 Innis I

6 30 PHE 0

| 7 30 Scar

VOLLEYBALL (Intermediate schedule will

I Mon Oct 28 4.30 Innis 1

5 30 New
|

Tues 29 1 00 PHE A
7 30 Med A

I 8 30 Eng H

Wed 30 700 Erin

8 00 For A

be made at

Eng
New

/s Med
vs Pharr

vs Vic

vs Vic

vs Engl

vs Law
vs Wye
vs Arch

vs Emman
vs Med A
vs St M
vs Scar

vs U C

vs Tun A
vs Grad Stud

vs Vic

vs St M A
vs Innis

vs For

vs Med B
vs New
vs PHE 8
vs Sr Eng
vs Scar

vs UC
vs St M B
vs Grad Stud

vs Mud A

Hamill

Hand
Apse
Rous
MacDonull

Ledson

McAlister

Ellwand

Henry

Bogucki

Kalman
Simmonds
Clin fll.ir.i

Homatidis

Pikulyk

Kalman
Homatidis

Simmonds
Bogucki

Osborne
Gero

Osborne
Lefkos

Nepotiuk

vs Law
vs Eng II

vs Med B
vs St M
vs PHE B

vs Med A
vs Erin

vs Innis II

vs Eng I

vs For B
vs Med B
be mailed to

vs StM
vs Tnn
VS vie. I

vs Eng I

vs Dent A
vs Law

Hennessey Townley
Maynes Tanaka

Maynes Tanaka
Mason. Maynes
Murphy. Townley
Murphy, Townley
Hennessey. Okihiro

Hennessey. Okihiru

Mason Murphy
Storey Tanaka
Storey. Tanaka

teams concerned)

Rogers

Rogers

McNiven
McNiven
McNiven
Howes
Howes

SWIMMERS
Men interested in turning out for the Intercollegiate Swim

Team, reporl lo Coach Robin Campbell at the Pool, Mondays

or Wednesdays, at 4:45 p.m.

DIVING
Anyone interested in Diving classes for men,sign up in the

Intercollegiate Office, Room 101, Hart House. Praclices will

be held Mondays and Wednesdays 8:00 a.m. -8:45 a.m. in the

Benson Building Pool.
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INJURIES EVERYWHERE

Football First Aid
By JIM COWAN

Football is a violent game. Just ask the spectators at last

Saturday's Varsity-McMaster game.
While Blues were busy demolishing Mauraders on the field,

the "fans" were equally busy demolishing each other in the

stands. Amid the barrage of eggs, tomatoes and the occasion-

al bottle, cries of "Go. Blues, Go" were only slightly more
frequent than "Duck!"

But it was all just good clean college fun. It's a real good

joke to break a girl's elbow and it's even better to drop some-
one on his head while passing him up and down the rows. And
just to show what good sports you are, try pelting a camera-

man with tomatoes, and whinging a few bottles at the cheer-

leaders.

Of course, some of the fans did come to watch the game.
They were the spoil-sports who cheered the Metro constable

when he chased a loud and very drunk fan out of the stadium.

And they were the ones who saw Blues come up with their

best effort of the season.

And there were a few unwilling spectators there, too. They
were the Blues forced to sit the game out through sickness or

injury. Coach Ron Murphy had eight of his starting line-up out

of action.

As rookie half-back Walt Sehr put it, "We could have had a

game of our own right there in the stands."

Sehr, sidelined by a bout with influenza, saw it as a much
better hitting game than others this season. "The guys really

came through," he commented. Agreed, Mr. Sehr, agreed.

Another rookie, Don Fraser, aggravated a knee injury in

Friday's practise and will probably be out for the balance of

the season. Fluid was drained off the knee on Monday, and no

final diagnosis will be made until next Monday. If it turns out

to be just a bad sprain, he could be back.

Fraser saw Saturday's game as a "solid effort from every-

one. It will really do the team a lot of good." he added.

Ron Kishimoto will probably be back for next Saturday's

game against Western, but last week he was helping assistant

coach Tom Watt spot from the press box. "We found out they

had one guy who was very weak," he said, "and Vic (Alboini)

told us after the game it really helped." Ron predicted that

Blues would have no trouble from now on.

Half-back Keith Johnson, out with a bad ankle, said "It's

pretty tough to sit and watch, especially a game like that. I

hope to be back in next week.' Johnson was out and running at

last night's practise.

Mike Bukovac, Bart D'Onofrio. Peter Raham and Alex

Topps also sat out the game. Raham and D'Onofrio are out

for the season, while Topps is a doubtful starter in next Satur-

day's contest.

BLUENOTES . . . Cheerleader Dave Wiggin injured his neck

when a back flip didn't quite come off . . . if there was a re-

turn on liquor bottles, the cops at the top of the stands could

retire . . . Watch for a shakeup in Blues' backfield next Satur-

day against Mustangs. With Sehr back in action, Murph has to

find a spot for John Chapman who filled in so admirably
against McMaster ... a big help in Blues' win against Mac
was the return of Paul McKay to do the punting. His 40.6 av-

erage kept Marauders consistently bottled up in their own end
. . . Attendance at home has averaged 16,000 so far. Satur-

day's game should surpass that figure . . .

STEW MACSWEEN
Freshman Stewart Mae-

Sween (71) has been a real

find this year for Varsity

Blues. Playing regularly for

only the past two games,
MacSween has considerably

shored up Blues' leaky pass

defense.

Against Waterloo two
weeks ago he knocked down
numerous passes and barely

missed two or three intercep-

tions. And last Saturday of

course, he set up two Varsity

touchdowns with timely
picked off passes. The picture

at the top of the page shows
him in the process of return-

ing one of them 23 yards to

the five yard line.

MacSween has proven to be

a deadly tackier as well. The
bottom shot shows Mac full-

back Jim Handson (31) being

tripped up by the prostrate

MacSween, merely one of 14

tackles he made on Saturday.

The 6'2", 190 pound rookie

impressed right from the

opening push-up sessions at

training camp. Coach Murphy
originally used him at end,

where he was an Ail-Star dur-

ing his Jarvis high school

days. However, following

Blues' exhibition loss to

Western, Murphy shifted him
to the defensive backfield.

"He'll be a great end but

right now he's too inexperi-

enced," said Murphy at the

time.

Soccer Blues at York
Varsity soccer Blues will play a guessing game to-day at

York University. Meeting York in an exhibition game, . Blues

have as yet no clue either to their own lineup or their opposi-

tion's strength.

Last year when this exhibition game was scheduled to be

played here in Toronto, the team from York decided they

really couldn't afford the time to play. However, they forgot

to mention this fact to Blues who had dressed and were on the

field warming up.

This year, scouting reports have it that the situation at

York is much more organized and it seems safe to assume
that the game will go on.

York lost an exhibition game to Guelph Gryphons 12-0 a

couple of weeks ago but since then have improved considera-

bly and should provide Blues with a stiff challenge.

Meanwhile, Blues' own ranks are riddled with injuries and

absentees. Captain Eric Sereda and three year veteran Gra-

ham Shiels, both from O.C.E., have teaching commitments
and may not be able to make the game. Ron Muir (swollen

ankle) and Frank Soppelsa (flue) are both doubtful starters.

Coach Ernie Glass will have to count heavily on his rookies

for the game on the wide-open York pitch. Roman Zakaluzny,

who has seen some action in games so far, will probably get

more field time to-day. His play this season has been most
encouraging and he should develop into a top performer.

Another player having a fine season with Blues this year is

Jim Kalman who was converted to a defenceman only two
games ago. His play against McMaster last Saturday was very

effective.

Korner Kicks . . . Blues are still one point behind Western in

the standings.
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At the International Collegiate Regatta Finals held in

Detroit on the weekend the University of Toronto sailing

team handily defeated top crews from both Michigan State

and Ohio State Universities.

Toronto's sailing team has in the past few years been the

dark horse in intercollegiate sailing competitions; however
for the finals in Detroit a finely honed team was sent down
to represent Toronto. Despite overstaggering odds. Toronto's
crews consisting of Ron Factor (III APSCi. Madeleine
McLaughlin (I SMC), Wendy Thompson (II THIN), and Jim
Cringan (I NEW) proved themselves capable of competing
with American competition.
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INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE ANDTECHNOLOGY

"The Application of Mathematics in Late Medieval Mechanics "by
Johh Murdoch, Professor, Harvard University.

25th October |:|0 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory (new Physics
Building).

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

BETH TZEDEC COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES

1700 BATHURST STREET TORONTO 10, ONT
Announces the following course offerings for the

academic year 1968/69:

Monday Evenings (Beginning October 28)

6:30 to 7:30 p.m.: Jewish Nationalism: History and Philosophy.

(taught in Hebrew)
7:30 to 8:30 p.m.: Bible: Classical Comentaries (taught in Hebrew)

7:30 to 8:30 p„m.: Minorities in Israel, (taught in Hebrew)

8:30 to 9:30 p.m.: Modern Hebrew Literature:Prose.

(taught in Hebrew)

Wednesday Evenings (Beginning October 30)

6:00 to 7:00 p.m.: Talmud: Bstba Metzia. (taught in English)

7:00 to 8:15 p.m.: Talmudic Theology, (taught in English)

8:30 to 9:30 p.m.:Major Themes of Biblical Thought.

(taught in English)-

8:30 to 9:30 p.m.: Modern Hebrew Literature: Poetry.

(taught in Hebrew)

The registration fee of 520.00 entitles the student to take any

or all courses.

FOR FORMS OF REGISTRATION PLEASE PHONE 787-0381

SPECIAL SALE

Manufacturers current Fal I

Sportswear samples:

SKIRTS PANTS SWEATERS

KNITWEAR sizes 5 to 1 5

FASHION FEATURE
Pant Jumpers -

reg. retail S25.00

SALE SI5.00

on sale Friday afternoon

Saturday till noon

379 ADELAIDE ST. W

(just west of Spadina)

HF.RE AND NOW
FRIDAY OCT. 25

Noon—2 p.m.

Pre Teach-in Display of Contra-
ceptives. Sidney Smith, Main Lobby.

1 p.m.

Pre Teach-in Play. And It Came
To Pass That Men Began To Multiply

On The Face Of The Earth by Vic

Drama Society. UC 104.

Planning Your Family. Ramsey
Wright Bldg. 117.

The Population Problem. . .A Per-

sonal View. International Student

Centre.

Meeting of graduating students to

discuss problems in obtaining infor-

mation on available graduate pro-

grams, bursaries etc. Student Infor-

mation Centre, St. George St.

The Application of Mathematics in

Late Medieval Mechanics. Prof. John
Murdoch of Harvard University. Rm.
102 New Physics.

Department of Geology Films Rm
128. Mining Building.

2 p.m.

Free University first meeting in

Anarchism. Bickersteth Rm., Hart

House.
Founding meeting of the U of T

League for Sexual Freedom. Marion
Sherwood speaks. Trinity Buttery.

H Varsity Christian Fellowship"A
Presents

HALLOWE'EN HOOT
A Costume Hallowe'en Party

DATE: October 26

PLACE: Hilltop Chapel, 243 Larose, west off Royal York, one block
north of Richview.

Meet in front of Hart House 7:00 p.m. or at Chapel 7:30 p.m.

COME AND HAVE FUN! WEAR COSTUMES!

45 to or

MINISTERS:
Ik* Vtry Ftav. Dr. E. M. Home

Rev. Donald A. G*«

11 A.M.

"WHAT'S GOING ON HERE"?

Rev. Donald A. Gillies

7:30 p.m.

"YOUR OWN THING"
INFORMAL WORSHIP IN

THE CHAPEL LED BY THE
CAMPUS CLUB

CAMPUS CLUB
FOLLOWING

« p.m.
Fourth International Teach-in.

First session: "The Race against
Extinction". Varsity Arena. Tickets

at the door.

10:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Every Friday and Saturday night,

in Wymilwood, Vic, a coffee house
will be open. Admission 50 cents.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26

9:30 a.m.
Teach-in: Seeing into the Present.

Varsity Arena. Tickets at the Door.
11 a.m.

The Union of American Exiles

demonstration in support of the In-

ternational Days of Protest. South-

west corner of Queens Park.
2 p.m. and 4 p.m.

Teach-In: Film Show. Convocation

HalL
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27

Noon
Parade and rally by Nigerian Stu-

dents Association to explain the
Nigerian crisis. Beginning Queen's
Park at noon, to Nathan Phillip's

square 2 p.m.
2 p.m.

Teach-In, third session. Program-
ming for survival. Varsity Arena.

Tickets at the door.

8 p.m.
Teach-in, fourth session. A Dilem-

ma for Affluents. Varsity Arena.

Tickets at the door.

Open House—The International

Student's Center 33 St. George. Sitar

music, free refreshment.
8:30 p.m.

Persona at Hillel House, 186 St.

George.
Anton Kuerti, pianist, and Peter

Schenkman, 'cellist, at Hart House
Great Hall. Tickets from porter.

The City's Oldest Surviving Church

LITTLE

TRINITY
ANGLICAN -

EVANGELICAL
MINISTER;
Rev. Harry
Robinson

ASSOCIATE)
Prof. Thomas

Harpur
Services 11 a.m.

7 p.m.

425 King it. M. near Parliament

"YOU MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO BECOME GREAT
MORALISTS ON THE VIETNAM ISSUE ... BECAUSE
YOU ARE BENEFITING FROM IT. PART OF YOUR
EDUCATION IS BEING PAID FOR BY IT". Paul Hellyer to

a meeting of the U of T Liberal Club, Nov. 3, 1967.

SAC
VIETNAM PROTEST

FORUM
Today, 1 p.m. Hart House Debates Room

Participants:

Professor Melville Watkins, Department of Political Economy, author of the Watkins Report

on Foreign Ownership in Canada.

Philip Resnick, (SGS) author of many articles on Canadian-American relations.

Professor Donald Evans, Department of Philosophy, Editor of a book on world peace.

A spokesman from the Canadian Union of Students.

There is growing dissent around the world from the American intervention in Vietnam. Show
where you stand. Attend this protest forum to indicate your rejection of the American policy,

and to discuss the issues of Canadian and university involvement in the war.
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ilk to explode or

not to explode
By LEAH ADAM

"We are exporting death
control to underdeveloped
nations, but we are not will-

ing to give them life con-
trol", Dr. Bruce Falls said

Wednesday.
In a pre Teach-in discus-

sion at St. Michael's College,

Rev. D. V. Wade
(Department of Religious

Studies, Victoria College)
added that the population rise

in underdeveloped countries

must be checked, or "the

possible benefits of industri-

alization will be choked off".

Professor D. J. Dooley
(English Department, St.

Michael's College), said the

organizers of the Teach-In

"have prejudged the issue",

in regarding the population

explosion as an "acknowl-

edged fact".

He said latest figures show
that the population is not ris-

ing as fast as previously pre-

dicted, and technological pro-

gress can ensure that there

will soon be no need for fam-'

ines to occur. He saw no ne-

cessity for curtailing' "natu-

ral human processes".

Rev. D. V. Wade

TRINITY
427 Bloat St. WW at Walael M.

. J. Man Watt.

IA BO
W. Una

11 A.M.

"WHAT IS YOUR LIFE?"
Rev. D.C. Amos, B.A., B.D.

Brampton, Ontario

7. JO P.M.
"EXPECTATION OF
SOMETHING NEW"

Rev. S. Robert Watt, B.A., B.D

8.30 P.M.
TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

This Weeks Subject

"BIAFRA"
Featuring panel of U. of T.

Students from Biafra and

Nigeria.

'h CARAT DIAMONDS

$200.00
530000
$400.00
$500.00

Depending on

COLOUR, CUT, CLARITY

Wo are "DIRECT" diamond deile"

ollanng a wide 'ansa of sue* »no

qualities You can buy Y°«'

m<mt nog on a DIRECT ba».s *..h

the confidence (hei all s»les a™ K

"*A cfW >"<* concrsa guarantee

8 A dota.led •veluil-O" loi Iniu'ince

C Full refund pnv'aoes

ASK FOB OUH FBEE BOOKLET THE«
ii fj, toB THE LEFT HAND TELIS *OU

"Sat to look FOB and expect when

YOU INVEST IN A QIAMONP

H. PROCTOR & CO.

OI.ra.nd and Cm Dealer. Ml;™
131 Bl..r St. W. Soil. 41.

A torchlight parade of 60 students marked the end of Hi I lei s

Week of Concern for Soviet Jewry. The silent march expressed

sympathy for Jews suffering cultural persecution in the

U.S.S.R.

(Department of Religious

Studies. Victoria College)

said we cannot look at it

"merely as a food problem",

and if so many experts say

there is a population explo-

sion, "we ought to listen to

them".
He disagreed with Prof.

Dooley's opposition to artifi-

cial birth control. He noted

that in the 19th century, the

Church did not allow the use

of chloroform for women in

labor because it was "remov-

ing the primal curse on

woman and not allowing her

to pay the price for original

sin."

Philosophy Prof. D. D
Evans later said artificial

birth control is no more
immoral than the use of an-

aesthetics.

y,
'J

rp
o,

Students have found the Yellow

Pages one of the most useful

reference books around. They

know it's the one sure place to

find everything they need —
quickly and easily. On campus,

off campus — make it a habit to

look first in the Yellow Pages.

Wear out your fingers instead of

yourself. You'll luv it.

let your fingers do the walking

Hart House

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 27lh - 8.30 - Great Holl

ANTON KUERTI, Pionist

PETER SCHENKMAN, 'Cellist

Tickets: - H.ll Porter

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Tuesdoy, October 29th

Eost Common Room — 1 p.m.

ROSSCULLINER
Folk Singer

NOON HOUR TALK
Tuesdoy, October 29th

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

ALAN LAMPORT
"Whol Should Be Expected Of

Public Mon And Their Image"

NOON HOUR TALK
Wednesday, October 30lh

Thealr. - 1:15 p.m.

LEON MAJOR
discusses

THE FAN and

THE CHANGELING
(L.dies Welcome)

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
October 30lh - Music Room - 1 p.m.

MARTIN POLTEN
guitarist

(Ladies Welcome)

DEBATE
Wednesday, October 30th

Debates Room, 8 p.m.

H.nor.ry Visitor

ATTORNEY GENERAL ARTHUR WISHART
Topic

LAW AND ORDER III

OOOOOODDDDOOOOOOOOOOODOODOOOOOOOCIODODOOO

§ VERSATILE!

O Glenayr

0J^
MACHINE-WASHABLE

| BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

Fectly -matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washable
100% English Botany,

with full-fashioned

raglan shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with

zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good

shops everywhere!

PURE VIRGIN WOOl

LUiUlalttl ij

OOOOOCXIOOQGQOOQOOOOQOOOQQOOOOQQOGQQOQQQQ
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/ shall pass through

this world hut once.

If therefore,

there he any kindness

I can show,

or any good thing

I can do,

let me do it now;

let nte not defer it

or neglect it,

for I shall not pass

this way again.

pretty pictures
Those cow s guts in front of Sidney Smith Hall

yesterday weten I very pretty We don't often see

the leality behind the attractively packaged chunks

of meal in supermarkets The cellophane wrapping

shields us from the images of cattle being fattened,

only to be slaughtered by a power they don't un-

derstand

The same thing is happening to thousands of

humans every day. but we don't have to see the

reality of that either

Occasionally, of course, when ft suits the com-

mercial media's purpose, we see a glimpse But

generally we are shielded from the slinking guts

and rotting corpses by the protective wrapping of

the newspaper and the TV tube.

It's just as well. If we saw everything that hap-

pens in, say. Vietnam or Biafra. we'd be sick.

But while human bemys are treated like slaugh-

ter animals, the university has no right, and stu-

dents have no right, to remain neutral To quote (of

all people) Edmund Burke. "The only thing neces-

sary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do

nothing
"

Do you think there's nothing you can do? You

could help have companies making a profit on the

Vietnam slaughter banned from recruiting on cam-

Cow entrails thrown on Sidney Smith steps. The sign reads "Stop the American Butch-

ers, March Oct. 26"

pus. Or you could join the students fasting at

Queen's Park to draw attention to the plight of the

Ibo in Biafra Or you could march on Saturday,

urging an end to the Vietnam conflict.

Demonstrations, you say, don't do any good But

why not try an experiment?

Skip lunch and dinner today, just to see what

hunger, even a little, is like. And go to tonight's

session of the teach-in. and find out how many
people won't have bacon and eggs for breakfast

tomorrow

On Saturday, if you think the Vietnam war is

unjust, join the march on City Hall Not because it

will do you any good, but just to find out what it

feels like to do something

But for God's sake don't fast or march just to

ease your conscience. Do it to get some under-

standing of the human reality that lies behind the

protective wrapping of your evening news report.

That's not much, but it's a start

LETTERS

VISA replies

He your article on VISA by Mary
Kate Rowan September 23, 1

90*8

:

Shield International Limited han-

dles all national advertising and mar-
keting for VISA in Canada. It is in

relation to our TWA and CNR ac-

counts that I wish to set forth in

proper perspective what VISA is;

what it is trying to do; and what
value it has for the student,

Shield International Limited mar-

kets three (3) cards:

1) VISA membership card, which

is for special student savings.

2) CNR card: Shield International

Limited is a marketing agent for

Canadian National 25 percent off

card.

3) TWA 50-50 club, once again VISA
is marketing agent for TWA cards.

The rates that VISA charges for

membership automatically have rec-

ognized values. VISA offers 3 price

lines:

VISA-CN - $2.00 (No. 1)

VISA-TWA - $3.00 (No. 2)

VISA-CN-TWA - $4.00 (No. 3)

Should you go to Canadian National

Railway counter and purchase a CN
reduced fare .card you would pay
$2.00 for it.As a result the VISA card
in the VISA-CN deal is free. Should

you go to any airline and purchase a

W fare card you would pay $3.00, as a

result the VISA card is free.

Should you go to purchase both a

CN card, value $2.00; a TWA card,

value $3.00; you would be paying a

total of $5.00 which we offer for $4.00

with a free VISA card.

The TWA card is the card recog-

nized by all airlines for youth fare,

not the VISA card. VISA is simply

the marketing company in this case
for TWA, and as a result it is no

wonder that the other airlines, includ-

ing TWA in Montreal and Toronto

have not heard of VISA.

The VISA card which gives you
various discount and savings of one

type or another is only a method of

inducement to get the student to shop

there. However, as you can see, by
the VISA sponsor's contract, the rate

of discount is supposed to be exclu-

sive to VISA. We confess we did

make an error in advertising; by not

including the 12-22 age limit, how-

ever, we are presently refunding all
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monies paid to VISA at our expense

to those who cannot participate in the

program.

Enclosed you will also find a copy

of an American VISA College Guide

to show you that VISA does publish

guides and does have National Ac-

counts.

In no way do I ask you to retract

all that you have said before, how-

ever, I would appreciate it if you

would print the facts as they really

are.

Stuart M. Pollack

General Manager
Shield International Limited

he talks funny
SAC's oleaginous treatment of the

draft dodgers has left me with a mu-
riatic taste in my mouth. Those re-

creantic mollycoddles who reveal a

revolting otiosity towards their re-

sponsibilities appear to have obfus-

cated SAC's perspicacious thinking.

Whe SAC is only capable of repre-

hending America's participation in

the war, it is time that SAC's actions

be condemned as non liquet.

Rein Sild

(III VIC) !

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

Editor

News Editor

Review Editor

Associate Review Editor

Ciry Editor

Features Editor

Sports Editor

Makeup
SAC Editor

Cable Editor

Photo Editor

Executive Assistant
Advertising Manager
Editorial Offices

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

Paul MacRae
Sherry Brydson
Michael Ignatieff

Rod Mickleburgh

Dave Frank

Sue Helwig
Phil Bingley 923-4053
Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
Sue Reisler

Tim Koehler

Anne Boody
Carol Cooper 923-8171
91 St George. 2nd floor

923-8741, 923-8742
91 St Georye. 1st floor

The Varsity was founded in

1880 and is published by the

Students Administrative Council

of the University of Toronto

Printed by Web Offset Pubhca

tions Ltd Opinions expressed in

this newspaper are not neces-

sarily those of the Students

Administrative Council or the

administration of the university

Authorized as Second Class

Mail by the Post Office Depart-

ment, Ottawa, and for payment

of Postage in cash.

PARTY PARTY PARTY party port parr fee friday lonight

see office for details off all the fun and frau-lick, and

teach-iners, drop by for fun and learning experiences re

assignations, jonnson wants the world to know that Ir-

win is a kampus fuiz for some obscure, while agi, helen,

jim and larry and I screamed at Mac's and hornet's ego

(not mention other things) was bruised by varsity-hating

enginnnners but $550 anyway, mary B. was up late and
geotf was filed and perly whiled at random with her sis-

ter and torn was cut, neil, and liz got the garbage

again, on layout (taaaadaaadaadaaaadaaada!) the

great kirk with his lovely asst't rosemary who posed and
lynn who refused to pose, have we forgotten anyone?

yes by, God! so here's to god and birth control this

weekend, and Vietnam and biafra demonstrations and
when wjII the revolution ever come??????????? thirty at

midnte. P.S. — bingley was de-paged and deposed.



review

emigration
^^H^^^ by jon c iu field

Only recently have Ameri-
cans come in any number to

Canada as political refugees,

and these, mostly draft resis-

ters, are a small minority.

The overwhelming number of

Americans at the University

of Toronto have come for

academic and financial rea-

sons: the education Is good
and inexpensive.

Most American .students,

when they complete their

degrees, return south. A few.

who had every intention of

returning when they first ar-

rived here, remain behind.

Something in them reacts to

the experience of living in

Canada, and they do not go

back to the States.

ii

How well do I remember?
I encountered that snowy,

cold day's first grey light on

Buffalo's Main Street during

a quiet walk after coffee. The
bus trip had begun early the

previous evening, and my
legs badly needed exercise.

Dawn was muted in the wake
of a blizzard which had para-

lysed all the territory behind

me.
On this bleak December

30th almost three years ago I

first felt that emotion which I

have since come to recognize

as relief whenever I am reap-

proaching the Canadian bor-

der from the South. It oc-

curred then only for a mo-
ment in the hindmost part of

my consciousness, and I did

not formulate it in words

much less realize that I

might someday expatriate,

iii

It seems to have been dif-

ferent for my friend Barney.

It came on him all at once

and wasn't a small seed of

awareness a few years back

which matured in a process

of conscious thought.

Barney graduated with me
from St. Michael's in 1967

and decided to go to New
York. He had a couple of

friends and a girl there and

thought he might look into

social work. The job and the

girl fell through for reasons

beyond his control, and, with-

out them to occupy him, he

found New York lonely and

oppressive. He went home to

see his parents in Chicago, to

live there for a short while

and think things over. A cou-

ple of weeks later, for some-

thing to do, he made what

was to have been a brief trip

to Toronto; he hasn't left yet.

"As I came out of the

Wellesley subway station and

walked up the alley, the sun

was shining and the people

were smiling and everything

was beautiful. And I realized

I had a huge grin on my face,

I was happy to be back. And I

knew then I would stay

here."

iv

When I was seven, my
friends and I used to wait

around outside the president's

residence at Columbia Uni-

versity (we lived around the

corner) hoping to se<; Ike.

The General had jus. been

continued r view 6



'It's the final touch that

makes the difference' — so

the saying goes.

And with Toronto's New
City Hall, the ultimate fi-

nal touch must be the man
who polishes the leaves of

the plastic potted plants

that stand beside the

wooden doors as you enter

the building.

In at least this corner

we are a city indulging in

luxury. Nowhere is this

more evident than in the

council chamber. Here, in

a circling room with

golden carpets, a double

horse-shoe of men and

women meet to haggle

over the fate of the city.

One of the mottos above

their heads reads: 'Indus-

try Intelligence Integrity.'

But if you care to

scratch beneath the sur-

face the golden picture will

quickly fade . . . there's at

least one man in the city

who has established a rep-

utation for doing just this.

He is Ron Haggart.

Haggart is a man who
commands respect by the

very nature of his writing,

a definitive style that is

powerful and persuasive

not by sensationalism but

by humor, sarcasm, and a

wealth of detail.

"I feel . . . and this

is something that Frank
Tumpane used to say even

if he didn't always follow

it . . . that in writing a

column one should always

leave the reader with a

new piece of information.

"I'm not the kind of hit-

them-over-the-head with it

polemicist. Although I do

regard myself as a polemi-

cist . . . with a leaning to

the left. In writing a col-

umn I consider that I have

a kind of jurisdiction over

the public interest.

"This is of particular

relevance in civic politics

where so much of the argu-

mentation tends to defend

either of two positions.

There is always what one

might call consumer inter-

est'; and the residents'

interest usually has at

least one defender on the

council. But neither of

these necessarily speaks

for what I would call the

public interest."

"Power is a thing (Bassett) likes to be able to play around
with. It was just as important to him to be able to make
Larry Grossman as it was to have someone on the paper

who would do his best to destroy the attempt."

— ran haggart

It's a liberal creed . . .

not be to despised because

of the current unpopularity

of the label. And it reveals

a careful kind of thought

that is . . . characteristic

of the man. For instance

his reference to Tumpane
suggests an ingrained

professional habit of al-

ways attributing state-

ments to their correct

sources.

Ron Haggart's defense

of public interest is illus-

trated perhaps by a stand

he took on the construction

of the Toronto-Dominion
Centre about five years

ago.

The bank came to City

Hall with an offer on the

purchase of last sections of

land required for the tower

site. This land, consisting

of a number of laneways

owned by the city, should

be sold for one dollar, the

bank claimed, because the

planned centre would be in

all respects an asset to the

city of Toronto.

Councillors seemed to be

persuaded by this argu-

ment. But Haggart took a

stand in his column against

such a decision.

First of all he noted that

in terms of the price paid

to the other private own-

ers, the land was worth

$250,000. This high value

was related in part to the

number of services in the

vicinity — highways and

subway — items which are

financed by public money.
Why should the taxpayer

not receive return payment
for facilities he has paid

for Haggart suggested?

Secondly, he questioned

the integrity of the bank in

choosing as their repre-

sentative before council

none other than Frederick

G. Gardiner. Not only had

he been a member of this

council, but his tenure had

been recent enough so that

many of the present coun-

cillors had worked with

and under him.

Finally, Haggart re-

searched the board of gov-

ernors of the bank itself in

the minutes of annual

meetings and in speeches

of the bank president. He
was able to quote the bank

president to the effect that

the citizens of Toronto

were well enough off 'not

to be rattling a tin cup for

handouts.'

So much for the bank's

altruism! It paid the

$250,000.

On the first impression,

one would not associate

power of this kind with

Ron Haggart. He is of

medium build with reddish

waving hair and a quiet

hesitant voice ... not an
immediately overwhelming
personality but one that

inspires trust. Whatever
this particular image con-

ceals or reveals, it's a

very good mask for a

newspaperman.
He grew up in Vancou-

ver where his first journal-

istic experience was as the

editor of the Ubyssey, the

University of British Co-

lumbia paper. Most of his

time in Toronto was spent

working for the Toronto

Star ... as city hall re-

porter, as a columnist and

finally as the muscle be-

hind 'Help Wanted.'

(When this public serv-

ice gem was started by the

Star, the passing of Hag-

gart's regular column was
mourned in Saturday Night

in an article entitled 'Req-

uiem for Ron Haggart.' It

was at this time that he

gave York University the

leather-bound volumes
which are his Bible — city

council minutes.)

There's a great deal

more than detail and rheto-

ric in Haggart's column.

He is a man respected

above all for his opinion.

The Telegram hired him as

a 'reporter with an opin-

ion' a position apparently

sacred even to owner and

publisher John Bassett.

"Only two weeks ago

Basset wrote a column in

the paper stating that only

the actual editorial writers

were bound to represent

Telegram policy," Haggart
pointed out to me. And his

experiences with the paper

seem to bear this out.

When he was hired, Bas-

sett told him he was free

to say anything he wished

"about the Maple Leafs,

the Toronto Argonauts, or

Maple Leaf Gardens, or

anything else I own."

The only requested limi-

tation was on criticism

of Eatons. "John David

Eaton is a long-standing

personal friend of mine.

He gave me the five mil-

lion needed to buy this

paper fourteen years ago

and I don't want to see

him criticised in the Tele-

gram," Bassett told him.

And when a short time

later the paper's editors

started to push for Larry

Grossman (son of Alan

Grossman who is a good

friend of Bassett's) as a

replacement for Alderman
Caccia on the city council,

the next day Haggart re-

plied in full strength in his

column.

"It gave me the opportu-

nity to use phrases like

Larry who?" Haggart
remarked.

"And Bassett wasn't

upset. Power is a thing he

likes to be able to play

around with. It was just as

important to him to be

able to make Larry Gross-

man as it was to have

someone on the paper who
would do his best to de-

stroy the attempt."

With comments like this

one can only suspect that

Haggart's truest identity is

that of Puck.

I mean, anyone who says

that the Toronto Star sees

itself as "a kind of monol-

ithic bloc marching like a

Chinese people's army
spreading culture and en-

lightenment" just can't be

all that innocent.

— Susan helwig

review



art
reinis zusters at sobot

The Australian flag is

flying over the Sobot Gallery

this week as Australian artist

Reinis Zusters exhibits his

works there.

His paintings are very good

stuff, mostly. Regardless of

the colour scheme of your liv-

ing room, you are bound to

find a Zusters painting that

matches the drapes.

All the oils are done with
palette knives, and it's nice

to see someone who can use

them. Knives are actually an
advanced technique; to a be-

ginning artist, the use of the

insensitive blades is like

trying to play a piano with

mittens on. I went to a lot of

amateur exhibits around the

city this summer, and at

least a third of every show

consisted of crappy knife

paintings. I've never liked

Freud's theory that oil paint-

ing is playing with your bow-

el movements, but in this

ease I'd be willing to concede

the point. I think that many
art teachers are encouraging

beginners to use knives be-

cause they are easier to clean

than brushes.

Rembrandt, suffering from
rheumatism in his old age,

strapped brushes to his wrists

and painted by the movement
of his arms. That's analagous

to the limitations a beginner

places on himself when he

picks up a knife. To conclude

my sermon: whatever talent

you have for painting is as

pitilessly revealed by the

knife as the brush, and is

perhaps even under-played

and shown in a bad light.

Even in the hands of a good

artist like Reinis Zusters, the

knife has its limitations. It is

best used to render man-
made structures and geomet-

ric figures; and in his exhibit

near-sighted water colours

Watercolour is a difficult

medium. If you don't get a

passage down right the first

time, you've had it. Unlike

oils, you can't scrub around.

This results in two drawbacks

of most watercolour works:

happenstance. ("That sky of

yours looks just a leetle acci-

dental, Lady Beeder — as if

the cat spilled its breakfast."

"I think I see what you

mean. Mr. Jimson.") and

hackneyed "bits". The best
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Zusters has some breath-tak-

ing aerial views of a city

done on large surfaces.

But where the knife fails is

landscape, and there are

some works in this collection

that look like hell. Unless

Zusters has been there and is

trying to represent it, I think

he has failed to do a good

rendering of whatever it was
he was looking at.

The thing to notice about

his city pictures is that, al-

though done with a sense of

dash, they have been careful-

ly laid out with proper, conv-

entional perspective. This is

what distinguishes a good

knife work. You can render

the surface of a painting

practically any way you want

as long as it has a good skele-

ton underneath.

Zusters work, I should

mention, is being shown at

the Church of The Redeemer,
Bloor and Avenue Roads, as

well as the Sobot Gallery.

The paintings in the Church
are the better ones on the

whole, and so, if you are in-

terested and passing by York-

ville, you'll find this location

more convenient.

In the Galleries: Hart

House is showing the paint-

ings of John Anderson, the

Walter Engel Gallery has a

collection of sixteen Latin

American artists, some of

Giacometti's lithos are at the

Albert White Gallery and
Durer engravings are being

exhibited at the Maielow Gal-

lery.

—michael kesferton

watercolourists in the world

are the English and the Japa-

nese, because they have the

patience to develop the con-

trol and technical facility

that enables them to be origi-

nal while being technically

sound.

Marjorie Pigott. who's

works are being exhibited at

the Roberts Gallery. Ml
Yonge St.. is a British woman
who was born in Japan and

studied art there for twelve

years, so she has enjoyed the

best of both worlds.

Her paintings are very

pretty. She gets excellent

atmospheric effects by work-

ing on wet paper and letting

the paint ooze where it may.

The trouble is, she uses

the same technique for her

close-ups of flowers, fungus

and such. One gets the

impression that she is an owl-

ish, near-sighted woman who
paints these fuzzy pictures to

be romantic.

There are about forty

works in the show, and they

all have the same foggy qual-

ity While walking around I

kept cleaning my glasses be-

fore I realized that it was the

paintings.

If you're the sort of person

who likes cotton prints or

kimono backsides, you'll like

the ethereal, innocuous, very

female waters by Pigott

—michael kesferton

review
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theatre
dinner with the mime troupe

I had tagged along with the

San Francisco Mime Troupe

all day Wednesday because I

was supposed to get this su-

per-cool news story. I had all

the techniques of high-pres-

sure journalism at my finger-

tips and it was going to be an

in-depth story, the kind of

thing that looks good on the

entertainment sections of the

dailies or Time magazine.

But after their show at

Varsity Arena, I was very

tired, and as they were put-

ting the last of their equip-

ment in their truck, I stood

around, alone. I harrumphed
and got their attention, "Uh,
would you guys mind very

much if I, uh, sorta came
with you for supper?"

Michael London, who
seemed to be a bit uptight all

day, turned and said. "No,

you can't." I couldn't tell

whether he meant it or not.

They were all kind of uptight

about the fact that the Var-

sity photographer had fol-

lowed them around from the

moment they arrived in To-

ronto. That was my fault. I

had told him to keep hot on

their trail.

But they all said. "No,

Mike. He's a pleasant enough

guy, we don't care." So, self-

consciously, 1 climbed into

the VW microbus and we left.

After having driven all the

way out to Keele St., it oc-

curred to me that they didn't

know where they were going.

But we stopped and we got

out and shouted, "Where the

hell are we going?" The peo-

ple in the other VW and in

the truck said they didn't

know but they saw an Italian

restaurant. So we went in.

The people in the restaur-

ant couldn't speak a word of

English, so we ordered in

Italian. Stuff like "bringa us

mucho bread cum la veal

parmegiana." After an hour

everybody was eating some-
thing he hadn't ordered.

1 was sitting beside Mi-

chael London so I wasn't say-

ing much, feeling that he'd

jump down my throat. But

finally, after looking through

the Village Voice, he said,

"Dammit, makes me mad!"

"Ahem, what makes you
mad?" I asked through a

mouthful . of spaghetti. He
didn't answer. So I continued

eating. Two minutes later he

said. "The way these guys

keep on telling you, 'now you
have to be careful and not

upset the apple cart, don't

rock the boat. I mean, that's

shit.'"

Then it hit me. It hit me
like a ton of bricks in the

head. "Who the hell are you
anyway, Haiven? Some kind

of hard line straight square
journalist? This is where

you're at man. There's abso-

lutely no difference between
you and these guys except for

a few trivial facts like they

live 4000 miles away and they

have funny accents."

Daniel Chumley, another

group member was saying

earlier in the day how he had

grown up in a slum and that

he had nurtured a slow-burn-

ing hate of all rich people.

But he had channeled all that

hate into activity. "Like, dig

it, man," he had said. "Pro-

test marches aren't any good,

because our brothers and sis-

ters are being hit on the head

and thrown in the can so's

they can never get out. And
hippy nihilism just doesn't

work any more. People gotta

organize."

I told him. "Yeah, okay,

stop telling me what I al-

ready know. I'm where
you're at. Let's talk about

turning people on. Let's talk

about socialism and contin-

uous cultural revolution." So

we talked about that for a

while until he had to leave

for London, Ont.

I thought about that con-

versation while eating supper

and I wasn't worried any

more about getting my all

important story.

The girls in the troupe col-

lected some plates and took

them back into the kitchen.

S.A.C. USED BOOK EXCHANGE
91 ST. GEORGE STREET (BASEMENT)

Closing Down Operations

Will Be Open Between

12 NOON • 2 PM AND 4 PM-6 PM ONLY

FINAL DAY
FOR RETURN OF UNSOLD BOOKS AND MONEY

ON BOOKS SOLD FOR YEARS

1965 - 1966 - 1967

(UPON PRESENTATION OF BOOK EXCHANGE

CLAIM STUBS)

WILL NOT BE OPEN AGAIN UNTIL THE FALL OF 1969

We had been in the restaur-

ant about two hours and were
talking about the election. "I

mean, if ice hockey were rel-

evant to my life," Charley

Degelman was saying, "then

I'd be playing ice hockey.

That's what the election is all

about. It's not relevant to my
life. There's no democratic
process left to speak of."

After supper, some decided

that they wanted to see a

horror movie, others that

they wanted to sightsee

around Toronto. It isn't very

important that they wanted to

see a horror movie but it

brought home a striking fact

to me.
In the youth of North

America today (the radical

youth that is), there is a

strange kind of kinship, a

kind of solidarity that I don't

think ever existed before. We
are all the children of horror

movies, the atomic bomb and

Vietnam. We all grew up into

an affluent society in which

exists squalor and poverty.

And though we want
desperately to change the

society in which we live, we
still cherish horror movies
and hamburgers and french

fries.

And when young people

from Toronto and San Fran-

cisco and New York and Chi-

cago get together, they know
where all the others are at. It

doesn't matter where people

were from when they con-

fronted the cops in Chicago.

They all knew what they

were there for.

The San Francisco Mime
Troupe travels about the

country in two VW micro-
buses and a truck. And their

little bit is called guerilla

theatre. They perform fif-

teenth and sixteenth century
mime plays, that are relevant

nowadays, because of their

simplicity and universality.

They also do puppet plays

and "Gorilla Marching Band"

that originated during an
anti-Dow demonstration in

Madison, Wisconsin in 1967.

During their show, one girl

in front of me turned around
and said: "Well, they're

okay, but after all the public-

ity they got, I thought we'd
see some professional theatre

group. This is really disap-

pointing." And all through the

play, she squirmed as the .
Mime Troupe gleefully flaunt-

ed mock sexual organs that

were part of their costumes
and made fun of Yankee
imperialism and the Canadian
acceptance of it.

The audience . booed and
hissed and groaned at the bad

puns and laughed when they

mentioned the morality squad

or Willowdale or Chancellor

Solandt. For one, I don't

think I've seen very many
audiences as responsive as

that. And it wasn't because

the troupe was presenting

especially good theatre, al-

though they are accom-
plished. The people were
laughing because there was a

genuine rapport between
them and the people on the

stage. They understood what

was going on and the jokes

were strictly between per-

formers and audience. Thea-

tre is finally returning to the

streets and to the people.

When a group like that gets

together, they don't want to

spend all their time justifying

themselves to two-bit news-

men. So Ronnie Davis, their

leader says, "We're out to

destroy the United States or

some such bull-baiting and

shit-disturbing thing" that

Time magazine prints for the

sake of sensationalism.

But you can't put a dynam-
ic and relevant group under

glass, not if they can help it.

— larry haiven

review
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the world of madness and the madness of the world

Perhaps the only thing that

makes Middleton and Row-

ley's "The Changeling" of

any interest to a modern

audience is its psycho-sexual

realism. But when moments
of lust and sensuousness

seem strangely ludicrous and

out of place in a play that is

all about supressed sexuality

and madness, then the pro-

duction can have little im-

pact.

This Elizabethan play, now
being performed at Hart

House theatre under the di-

rection of Leon Major, tries

to link the madness of the

world and the world of mad-

ness. In the house of a noble-

man, a man is murdered so

that the nobleman's daughter

can marry another man. The
murderer is madly in love

with the daughter, and to-

gether they are damned. In a

madhouse nearby, noblemen
dress as fools to woo the wife

of the keeper.

Partly because of the in-

compatibility of the mad-
house subplot with the main
plot and partly because of the

shallowness of the characteri-

zation, the production fails to

plumb the depths of psycho-

logical drama inherent in the

play, which though not partic-

ularly good, holds promise
for a gripping story.

Frances Hyland, playing

Beatrice, the willful instiga-

tor of the murder, is uneven

in her portrayal and comes
up empty-handed when the

question of her motivation for

the murder arises. She de-

tests de Flores, her hired

murderer, and yet at the end,

says 'I'm forced to love thee

now.' and then dies with him.

It seems that this detestation

would be more believable if it

were at least a morbid fasci-

nation for de Flores. Any-

thing would have been better

than the one-dimensional por-

trayal that only achieved a

depth too near the end of the

play.

William Needles, lurking

and evil in the background,

gave a de Flores that was too

blatantly "mean" to be any-

thing but ludicrous except in

certain long scenes with Bea-

trice in which there had to be

some variation of his charac-

ter. In these scenes, one gets

a taste of what a good in-

terpretation might have done

for the play.

Perhaps because of this

lack of depth, the gap be-

tween the plot and subplot

was far wider than it should

have been. The madhouse
scenes were performed ably,

although they could have had

even more excitement. But

there was absolutely no rela-

tion to be seen between the

pA.s./ike will will likely please
Somewhere in the caverns

of University College unham-

pered by the affairs of the

world, is a door to the past.

Behind it is the office of the

Poculi Ludique Societas, a

group dedicated to the stud-

ied and artfully executed per-

formance of Medieval and

Tudor-Elizabethan drama.

Their first production this

season is a semi-comic semi-

seriously intended good bit of

acting, called 'Like Will To

Like' available gratis at Seely

Hall.

According fully to the tra-

dition of the time (mid-six-

teenth century) the play is

one in which the virtuous life

is ultimately rewarded while

those who choose instead the

course of licentious living are

brought eventually to repen-

tence, and must accept the

punishment that is their due.

The central figure and trou-

ble-maker, instigator, wit and

Vice-above-all, is Nichol

Newfangle, tauntingly and

mockingly played by David

Klausner. His gestures

and facial expressions, coyly

tempting monologues and

hearty enthusiasm pulled the

play together and forward,

and, sometimes, even into the

audience. The audiences

sympathy is initially with

Nichol, and although the

advocates of the Virtuous life

chastise us for this weakness,

gravely warning all of the

perils that must necessarily

befall the vice figures, it is to

little effect. Perhaps the ac-

tors felt the same way for

they acted far more convinc-

ingly — and fluently — in the

saucier roles. Especially well

done was Paul Mulholland's

feathered and feminine

knave, Tom Tosspot. Other

attractive interpretations

were Lucifer, Tom Collier,

and Cuthbert Cutpurse. John

Reppar provided a mellow

and beautiful aria to virtue as

clear and as disarming as a

soloist choir-boy at High

Mass.

It appears that the play

was written before the famil-

iar adage that opposites at-

tract had been discovered.

The theory here, loosely and

humorously emphasised, is

that people seek company

with those who are similar to

themselves. In this way. the

lowly, corrupt, wicked and

vicious band together, and

are brought to their inevita-

ble shame and "pain eter-

nal".

What's hard to believe is

that Fulwell really meant all

events that took place in the

madhouse and the events at

the castle. Middleton and

Rowley probably intended to

draw an analogy between the

two and if they failed, the

production shows it well.

The production far from

exhibited the talents of its

professional cast and in some
instances was even embarass-

ing. as in the case of the

voice of Robert Silverman,

swallowing and chewing his

words as Vermandero, the

father of Beatrice.

Major's usual mastery of

stage orchestration was sadly

irrelevant in a production

that lacked a soul to stir the

action to music.

— larry haiven
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clear

plastic

film

this virtue-always-wins-in-the-

end stuff, whereas the pathet-

ic repentence (of a previously

quite successful purse-

snatcher who seemed to en-

joy his work) could only

bring laughs today.

The play itself may be triv-

ial, but it's fun, and worth

seeing. It's a piece of a differ-

ent era and adherance to the

convention of the time is its

most successful and consis-

tent feature. PLS hasn't let

us down although "If Virtue

beats Vice be the point of the

play—Poculi performs better

bad guys, I say."
— Arlene Perly

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tonight and Tomorrow

THE CHANGELING
by Middleton and Rowley

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

THE FAN
by Goldoni, translated by Fuller

with Frances Hyland and Wi I liam Needles

directed by Leon Major

Student Prices - Monday to Thursday $1.50 - Friday & Saturday $2.00

Curtain 8:30 Box Office 928-8668



continued from review 1

nominated Republican candidate for president, and, while we
had no interest in that sort of business, a local celebrity of

such importance deserved some exploratory kid attention.

We no doubt would have been more enthusiastic about the

Cisco Kid or another of the idols of the time. For the entire

autumn, in the afternoons after school, we sat on the curb in

front of Ike's house and amused each other reciting new dirty

words we'd learned.

Winter came, and Ike had been elected, and we returned

to more ordinary little kid neighbourhood activities like

watching the big kids toss burning garbage and flaming
Christmas trees over Morningside Heights at the people be-

low. It was okay to do this because they were negro.

Morningside Heights is the west boundary of central Har-
lem and is something like the Berlin Wall. From the wide
sunny avenue above, where white people live in a buffer zone
between Columbia and the Heights, to the park below, which
is a similar zone between Harlem and the Heights, drops an
almost vertical stone wall of about seventy-five feet. The first

time I can recall anyone calling attention to the fantastic

symbolism of this wall and being paid attention was during

the Columbia business last spring.

A state of warfare existed between the big white kids

above and the big black kids below. The little kids on both

sides just watched. On their infrequent sorties down into the

park the white kids used the steep stone steps located every
second block. Usually, when they came up, the black kids

used the stairs too, but sometimes they would try to scale the

wall in which the spaces between stones served as foot and
handholds. Few made it to the top. Most gave up in exhaus-

tion and frustration, and some fell, occasionally hurting them-
selves badly. We little kids, as usual, just watched these ef-

forts uncommittedly, but the older white kids participated by
jeering at the climbers and throwing stones and old tin cans

at them.

The last time I visited the Columbia neighborhood I didn't

get to Morningside Heights. I arrived in the city at about two
in the morning one Tuesday last May after helping a friend

navigate an overloaded station wagon home from Toronto. I

intended to visit someone who had dropped out of the U. of T.

at Christmas (she has since returned) and was living in New
York.

The day began beautifully. Since Toronto's winters are so
inglorious, spring is that much more pleasant. The sun was
bright, the air warm, and I packed a bag and a lunch, locked
my catacomb quarters in Kensington Market and walked
along Spadina munching a piece of fresh fruit.

Insofar as I did visit my friend, that we had a long talk

and renewed our friendship, the journey was a success. But
New York was a workshop of fear, a living playhouse of ugli-

ness. My friend had a triple lock on her door— not because
she excites easily but because, if you live in central New
York, you must take such precautions to keep yourself and
belongings safe. She remarked about robberies, beatings, rac-

ism and rapes in an off-hand way, and I abandoned then and
there any thoughts I had about doing graduate work in New
York. The idea of having to tolerate living in a nightmare, of

having the worst atrocities of a generally insensitive and vi-

olent culture became commonplace, repelled me thoroughly.
The following morning I escaped, fled from New York as
quickly as I could.

Because I was going from there to visit my parents, I

thought to shower, shave and dress up a bit before leaving her
apartment. A new Mothers of Invention record had just been
released, and I listened to it for the first time while I was ti-

dying. Frank Zappa sang.

"All your children are poor unfortunate
Victims of systems beyond their control.

A plague upon your ignorance
And the grey despair of your ugly life."

Another friend, Mac, will probably return to the States

when he has finished his degree. He says he believes in patri-

otism and that his family will be disappointed if he stays
here.

Patriotism. I think I used to feel it. I used to believe the

United States was basically a good idea and that, if there

were ills in its system, they were the fault of men who didn't

measure up to the idea. I have since begun to judge institu-

tions not by their claims or ideals or failed efforts but by
what they are. When Mike called me "idealistic" (an all-pur-

pose bullshit term for anyone who mentions politics and mo-
rality in the same paragraph) because I approve of Mc-

".
. . living in a neighbourhood with families

and enlightening contrast with the round of li

mostly by old and young single people in wh

was constantly exposed to Toronto as a city <*

to be where the university was located."
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Carthy's not supporting Humphrey, I replied that he was the
idealist: by assenting to the tradition of two-party states that
"lesser" differences should be compromised for the sake of

the party, he was asserting that American political parties
and the American political system work effectively. McCarthy
is not being deceived by the ideals of the system but is being
brazenly realistic.

Patriotism is something I can't feel for the United States;

I feel no positive emotion toward the place and no sense of

identity beyond family roots. If I ever return there for a polit-

ical reason, and I may someday, it will be to change things, to

help alleviate some of the troubles of the poor people of whom
there are thirty million.

This is not to say that the actual governmental system of

the United States is, on paper, a bad idea. No, the trouble

with the States runs much deeper, is much more serious than
simple government structure. The totalitarianism in the

States is accomplished by non-governmental institutions—the

newspapers which, with few exceptions, have rewritten the

history of the Democratic Convention; the Democratic Party
which effectively ignored what occurred in the streets of Chi-

cago while it paid little attention on the convention floor to

the hopes and wishes of a large segment of its own grass
roots faithful, the Republican Party whose bland convention
in this turbulent year rivaled a Mickey Mouse cartoon for

drama and political dialogue. (McCarthy is failing to support

Humphrey not because he has no sense of fair play and de-

mocracy but precisely because he does.) Zappa again:

"All your children are poor r

Victims of lies you believe

A plague upon your ignorant i

That keeps the young from I

M
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populated mostly by old and young single people in which I

had been the three previous years. 1 was constantly exposed
to Toronto as a city rather than as just a place which hap-
pened to be where the university was located. It wasn't the
Anglo-Saxon old Toronto though, it was new Toronto —
Portuguese, Hungarians, Italians, Chinese.

My hope is that, while these groups become more favora-
bly situated economically and become more tolerant of one
another, the lack of a strong Canadian assimilation process
will enable them to maintain some cultural singularity. The
growing diversity of Toronto is encouraging to a newcomer.
Some of us would rather be here than in Montreal because
Toronto has no stereotype.

My barber when I lived in the Market was a Hungarian
who came to Canada in 1957 He explained to me one day that
he had gone to the United States after his escape from Hun-
gary in 1956. But. he explained, after a visit to Canada, he
decided to come here instead because everyone took life eas-
ier here, more people minded their own business and there
was much less emphasis on having to make it economically.
"It's quiet here; everything there is loud," he said.

ix

"Canada is the only place in America where the dream
of the new world is still possible." said Barney the other
night. The key word is possible. The biggest decisions in this

country have yet to be made.
During the next fifty years the development of Canada,

both of settled urban areas and of wilderness, will increase
rapidly. This development could be dominated by the same
sort of people who dominated American growth in the last

century, those whose only real motive is profit and self-ag-

grandizement. II this happens, places which are now beautiful
could be ripped apart by miners or torn down by lumbermen.
Fly across Pennsylvania sometime and look at what massive
strip-mining can do to a landscape; read about the struggle to

preserve the California redwoods.

It is possible, on the other hand that sound planning at
neighborhoods, city, metropolitan, provincial and federal lev-

els will be the basis of Canadian development. Ideally these
levels will be in constant conflict with one another, will gener-
ate enough intergroup squabbling and tension that some of the

population at large will be interested in participating. It is

encouraging to see in Canada today the beginnings of popular
awareness that planning is necessary—that what you do over
here affects what happens over there and that, if you want to

live in a nice place, you've got to be aware of all the implica-
tions of the various ways of developing the place. I Planning

involves much more than where schools and houses and stores

are put; much broader ecological variables have to be consid-

ered.) The premise of this approach is that development and
ugliness aren't synonymous.
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national identity. It is precisely this lack and the absence of

strong, popular nationalistic feeling which appeals to many

Americans who migrate here. It appears to us as though there

is much less emphasis here on certain proper and correct

ways in which people should act and feel. Constantly one sees

ways in which Canada seems to have significantly more cul-

tural and political freedom than has the neighbor to the south.

There are other differences perceived by expatriate

Americans. For example, a friend of mine, Mort, once re-

marked that, while in the states personal hang-ups often were

given vent in some violent striking-out. similar hang ups

among Canadians are as often as not simply inverted in

depression and unhappiness: rather than trying to blame other

people for their problems, Canadians frequently seem to take

too much personal responsibility for their anxieties.

I can recall some misgivings when I first moved to Ken-

sington Market. I had always lived before in the familiar envi-

rons of the Bloor-Yonge neighborhood, and Spadina-College

was strange to me. The landlord whose cellar I rented spoke

little English, very few other students or people with my

background lived on the street.

But the place began to feel at least somewhat like home

as the year progressed, and living in a neighborhood with fam-

ilies and children and local groups was a sharp and enlighten-

ing contrast with the round of life of the mobile neighborhood

The purpose of recounting these impressions, stories and
beliefs is not to make Canada a hero and the States a villain.

It has not been my intention to encourage the often irrational

anti-Americanism of many Canadians but rather to discourage

their anti-Canadianism. Some of us from the south who live

here for a while perceive differences between the two places,

and in some important ways Canada seems a better place.

Joe, who is of our parents' generation, and is American,
told me once he thought some of the younger people today

find political boundaries uninteresting. He said they often only

seem able to think in terms of people they know and beliefs

they hold. They are citizens of neighborhoods and citizens of

the world, and intermediate groupings, like countries, are

unimportant.

If this is true, it's a good thing, but it may only be true in

a small sense. Because, for every young person in the States

who thinks this way, there are a dozen who do not. For that

reason my attitude toward those Americans who want to re-

turn there from Toronto and "work within the system" is not

hopeful. If they do really pour themselves into the system in

an attempt to reform it, the struggle will consume their whole

lives. There are very few people who are ever able to make
that commitment; and I wonder if the whole notion isn't miss-

ing the point completely But whether or not it misses the

point. I question if one can return to the States for any other

reason. And the commitment implied by that reason is one

that some of us cannot make quickly or easily.

Whether one remains here or returns, the effort is to

make one's own life worth living according to what is per-

ceived as being good and desirable. From Zappa once again,

"Do you love it?

Do you hate it?

There it is,

The way you made it."

review
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voice with no tricks to play and a full house to please

tim hardin
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Balls of sweat are rolling

down Tim Hardin's face like

mercury held up by the wind.

He stands in the center of the

small platform that does for

a stage in the Riverboat, a

piano behind him and an

acoustic guitar in his hands.

There is a glass of warm
coke nearby but it is seldom

touched. It is there because

the Riverboat is hot and nar-

row, so compact that when
there is a large crowd inside

the air becomes thick with

human heat and clogged with

smoke. Tonight there are no

empty seats and a few people

are standing near the rear

door which is open. Nobody

listens to the rain.

Two years ago when Har-

INTERNATIONAL LTD.

KNOX CHURCH
SPADINA ATHARBORD

SCRUTINY '68 is the new
name given to the Saturday

Night Young People's Pro-

gramme. This Saturday, at

7:30 p.m., after a social and
recreational period, the film

"The Game" will be shown;
SCRUTINY '68 will focus on

the problem of sexual

relationships.

On Sunday, following the

evening church service, at

8:15, the Young People will

meet and combine soup with

Ecclesiastes.

STUDENTS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED

din's first record appeared

everybody was listening to

Revolver and Blonde on

Blonde. Pop music was about

to crest. Tim Hardin went

into retreat. He'd turn up on

a coast somewhere for a few

weeks or a few days and the

people who heard him came
back with stories that no one

could believe without believ-

ing. I went to Montreal in the

spring to hear him when he

finally made it to Canada
because I had every reason

and not much time.

He had a beard then and a

sextet that wasn't very to-

gether unless they were play-

ing up tempo. They used to

drown him out a lot and some
of the time he'd forgotten the

words anyway but each night

he'd start with the same two

songs, Danville Dame and

Reason to Believe.

Sometimes those two tunes

would fill out an hour of lone-

ly joy with Hardin singing the

pain in his heart and his fans

clapping their hands, Hardin

an unlikely looking existential

hero in his pointed orange

near boots bouncing up and

down turning his back on the

crowd announcing dedications

with the desire to please.

Forgetting the words to If I

Were A Carpenter.

White blues. Golden curls

of envied soul.

So Tuesday night they ap-

plauded him before he had

even begun Danville Dame

trouble with her

she gonna try gonna try

to make me tame
and that's why I ride

this old gravy train

and

if I listen long enough to you

I'll find a way to believe that

it's all true

knowing that you lied

straight-faced while I cried

still I'd look to find a reason

to believe

He stands there working it

all out on his guitar while his

lips kiss the microphone he

sends his words into. He is

short and it seems like it will

be a strain for him to get

that close to the mike that

seems too high but his voice

has no tricks to play, only a

full house to please.

How it can really be the

way it seems. Always on the

brink. His voice is soft and

sweet, sweeter when it

breaks and too lovely not to

try. His songs end when he

steps from the mike or when

he cannot get around another

verse another time. Some-

times he begins a verse after

his guitar has said there will

be no more. Each time a var-

iation large or small and you

know Tim Hardin is well

show me we can learn

the truth about ourselves

while each page you turn

makes you someone else

Well enough reaching for

the sky to surrender. Little

Timmy the child. To dream
alone and never wake up.

Will we see one another

again, oh my and he lets the

silence go down for a mo-
ment before he repeats oh

my. His voice breaks and he

steps from the mike. I hope

so.

— paul ennis

8 review
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robin kenyatta's black jazz

7®

Anyone who wants to un-

derstand the present revolu-

tion in black America ought
to pay attention to Robin
Kenyatta.

For the past two years.

Kenyatta has been presenting

a series of concerts in the

black community of New
York. At first he met with
apathy, but gradually people
began to be turned on to what
he was doing.

Kenyatta's main aim is to

make black people aware of

their heritage and proud of

their culture. Like most of

the young men involved in the

black revolution. Kenyatta
understands that black politi-

cal structures cannot become
a reality until black people —
and white people — have

some awareness of what it is

to be a black American.

Perhaps to his disadvan-

tage. Kenyatta has been
lumped in with the musicians
of the so-called "new music".
To old reactionaries like your

grumpy reporter, the incredi-

ble, horrifying sounds of Al-

bert Ayler and Archie Shepp
et al have not encouraged hope

in the "new music".

But Kenyatta is a much
more "legitimate" musician

than Ayler and friends. Al-

though these radical musi-

cians may be able to play

their horns in a way that

could be described as musical

by a conventional musician,

doubt remains. Unlike the

others. Kenyatta does not

scorn to play his horn in a

conventional manner when it

suits his purposes. In fact, he

is able to play any kind of

music.

Kenyatta's roots lie in jazz,

which is the only native

American art form, and

which was invented and de-

veloped by black people. His

favorite musicians are Fats

Waller, Art Tatum, Eric Dol-

phy. and, of course. Miles

Centre for fhe Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
ALL THIS WEEK AT 8:30

THE CHANGELING
by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley

directed by LEON MAJOR
designed by MARTHA MANN

"THE FAN" by Goldoni - Opening Monday October 28th

Student Prices - Mon to Thurs $1 50 - Fri. & Sat $2 00

Box Office 928-8668

Davis and John Coltrane. He
has recorded with Sonny
Stitt. Andrew Hill and Ros-

well Rudd. among others.

Next week, Kenyatta will

be presenting a concert in

Toronto which he calls Bold
New Black Worlds: revolu-

tionary voices, ethnic sounds,

and black visions of the Afri-

can cultural evolution from
the negro ghettoes of the U.S.

The title ought to give you
an indication that this will be
no ordinary presentation of

straight music Indeed, it

could well be the first time in

Canada that anyone has tried

to achieve a total theatre ef-

fect in support of the black

American point of view.

In addition to the music
there will be a showing of the

film. "Malcolm X." Larry
Neil, who has been published

in "Black Revolt", will read

his poetry inot all of it), and
Mekeda Mayorba will present

African dances.

Appearing with Kenyatta
(who plays alto saxophone
and flute i will be pianist Don
Pullen. percussionist Rashied
Ali. who played with Col-
trane's last band, and bassist

Walter Booker. I've seen
Booker with Art Farmer and
Donald Byrd. and he is an
exceptionally fine musician.

The event takes place on
Saturday. Nov. 2, at 8 p.m.
It's at the Centennial College
on 651 Warden Ave., just a
block below the Warden sub-

way station.

1 urge you to go and see
Kenyatta's concert, not be-

cause I have money tied up in

it. but because what he has to

say is important in under-

standing just what is happen-
ing in the United States to-

day.

— jack mccaffrey
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UNEQUAL UNION

Stanley Ryerson, $3.75, A
Progress Book

This is my first book re-

view since I did Restrictive

Trade Practices in Canada.

I phoned up Stanley Ryer-

son the other night to talk to

him about publishing, Cana-

dian history, universities, and

his latest book, Unequal Un-

ion. Ryerson is a persistent

marxist historian of, Canada

who has been publishing since

1937. He discovered socialism

while attending Upper Can-

ada College, the famed To-

ronto Establishment school,

and he's been bucking the

liberal-capitalist bias of Ca-

nadian historians ever since.
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1 asked him why he always

published through small left-

wing publishing houses rather

than working through larger

organizations. He replied that

the situation arose naturally

from his work with socialist

groups; roughly translated,

this means he knew perfectly

well that Copp Clark wouldn't

touch a marxist history with

a barge pole. However, he

says marxism is becoming

"more fashionable", and as a

result excerpts from his work

have recently been published

in recognized anthologies of

Canadian history published by

major firms.

The same automatic anti-

WORSHIP FOR NOW

ST. ANDREW'S UNITED CHURCH
117 BLOOR STREET WEST

marxist bias, he says, ac-

counts for the fact that his

name and views are rarely if

ever mentioned in university

courses on Canadian history.

Canadian academics will not

even consider the possibility

that the class struggle had

something to do with Cana-

dian history. Presumably he

plans to redress the balance

slightly in the counter-course

he is offering at the Free'

University of Toronto.

Unequal Union studies the

period 1815-1873, centering

around the "people's risings"

of 1837, the rise of the indus-

trial proletariat and class

conflict, and Confederation. It

is well out of the mainstream

of Canadian historical writ-

ing, and is probably worth

reading for that reason alone.

His argument, if kept in per-

spective, can be very thought-

provoking.

Ryerson gives an interest-

ing study of labour unrest in
1

the decades before Confeder-

ation, a field relatively un-

ploughed by most writers. He
reveals an extent of disorder

and agitation which to him
marked the real beginnings of

the Canadian industrial prole-

tariat as a significant force.

Other historians probably

ignore this industrial strife

because little of wide conse-

quence arose out of it; Ryer-

son probably disagrees, but

his examination of the field

does open the question of why
the unrest did not develop

into a continuing force. Ryer-

son sees the strife as the be-

ginning of a great proletariat

movement, ignoring the fact

that labour never has counted

for too much in Canadian pol-

itics.

The author's description of

the capitalist pigs who
opened up this country just

goes to reinforce what we
have suspected all along.

Corruption and interest-ped-

dling were the meat of poli-

tics in those days, and the

gory details Ryerson supplies

give valuable insights into the

actual operation of the busi-

ness.

This leads into the Great

Confederation Plot. The drive

for Confederation came from

the industrial capitalists, of

course, who wanted an ex-

panded home market. Chief

among these were the Evil

Railroad Promoters: Alexan-

der Gait, Georges-Etienne

Cartier, and other fascists.

Together with bank interests

(George Brown, Cartier

again, William McMaster,

etc. etc.) the railroad men
"engineered" the union

(Ryerson's pun, not mine).

No wonder the new country

was undemocratic; universal

suffrage was anathema to

Macdonald and most of the

other Fathers of Confedera-

tion.

The story ends with anoth-

er people's rising (Red River,

this time). The French get

screwed as usual, but in the

end "the peoples of the Cana-

das, facing the need to rectify

the 'unequal union' of a colo-

nialist Confederation, begin

to sense the need to call in

question something else as

well: the social system of'

corporate-business rule, the

unequal society of 'masters

and men'."

The book includes a por-

trait of Karl Marx (reprinted

from the Canadian Illustrated

News, Dec. 16, 1871), along

with various other extranea.

Ryerson does tend to look

for certain things in Canadian

history to support a marxist

interpretation, but liberal his-

torians exhibit the same tend-

ency in a different direction.

The difference is that Canada

is and has been, for better or

for worse, a liberal-capitalist

society, so perhaps the liberal

bias is the more relevant one.

— tony pargeter

GIRLS
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dating club
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looking just for you
I p.m

call: 929-9611

VARSITY BLAZERS
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made to order
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1

'BO Carlton St. (at Sherbourne)
CHARCOAL BARBEQUE CHICKEN

'/i with toasted bun and sauce $ .90

V) with toasted bun and sauce $1.65

ROYAL FRIED CHICKEN

Vt with toasted bun. plain sauce and cole slaw

Vi with toasted bun, plain sauce and cole slaw

Chicken wings (4) with french fries, toasted bun,

plain sauce, and cole slaw $1.45

15 Piece Bucket - $3.95 1 Whole Borbeque Chicken - 53.00 French FrlesS .25

Minimum Order — $3.00

Delivery witfi/n 3 miles of compos.

10% off* on pickup orders with this ad.

$ .90

$1.65
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What happens when you go

through the hassle of making
a 16mm. film and then find

you can't distribute it?

You've got three alterna-
tives: commit hari kari, con-
template hari kari, or set up
a distribution centre.

Peter Rowe and John Hof-
sess, faced with this problem,
opted for the latter, and
formed the CFDC — Cana-
dian Film-makers Distribu-

tion Centre.

The CFDC - known by
more settled members of the
film industry, as "those deli-

quent kids down the street",

is the place where budding
film-makers bud.

In Toronto, at about the

time CFDC was born. Film
Canada was having a hell of a
time persuading Jonas Mek-
as, undisputed big daddie of

N.Y. underground, to send
them his films. It seems that

Mekas, editor of Film Cul-

ture, director of American
Film-makers Co-Op, and head
of the N.Y. Cinematheque,
distrusts commercial busi-

nesses, and consequently
deals only with non-profit

types.

In April, when Film Can-

ada got wind of the CFDC,
they lured its founders Rowe
(Buffalo Airport Visions) and

Hofsess (Redpath 25, Black

Zero) to Toronto with prom-

ises of love and support,

which would be in return for Tne tnjrri jjm piaxton, de- more elevated accommoda-
fected to work for Film Can- tions of Rochdale, where "the

ada, leaving the fourth, Bob scenery, at least, will look

Fothergill (Solipses, Picture different."

John Hofsess, Clara Mayer, and lain Ewing of Canadian Film-makers Distribution Centre.
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prints of Jonas Mekas' films.
such honourable aims.

Through a series of letters

phone calls and visits, Hof- -

f cjnd , to look af .

sess assured Mekas that the L__ ,..._.__„_

CFDC was a young film co

op, full of hope and empty of

ter business.

Many of these films are
first efforts, a fact reflected

in the uneven exposures.
The principles of the co-op shaky camera work, and bor-

remain the same, however: rowed techniques. But what-

By now, word about the fifty-fifty split between the ever these directors lack in

pocket. Convinced that they cprjc was drifting through film-maker and distributor, technical know how they

were "o.k." people, Mekas
fjim circles, attracting such but the ranks within the make up for in their penchant

sent up his films and those of var jed people as Dick Ballen- CFDC keep changing and for new ideas, and their de-

several other N.Y. film-mak-
t j ne (The Most, Mr. Pearson), growing. In June '68. CFDCs sire to push film to its limits,

ers. Don Shebib (Summer of third catalogue listed over They want to start a "Nou-

Love for CBC) David Secter, one hundred films from sev- velle Vague" here in Toronto

Armed now with a cata-
( Win ter Kept lis Warm), and enty-five film-makers,

logue of 16 films, the CFDC Inhn straiton (Portrait of , , „ Most of these young film-

opened its doors and waited
i°vdL o he fold So fn Sep' J" lhe c

f"
S °' f"m ^ makerS ,ab°Ut te" hardC°rC

'

•

—

- «... ... ™t
Lydia». wJ"e

I
0
'? ™ „„£ Clara's office are the first ef>. Iain Ewing. Michaelfor business. But all was not "^j:'; r "

when the secor;d ""j™ oince are the first eg. Iain Ewing.

Rte °a

n

nd

th

Hofser: S3 -X/was printed, i, list- "H HifSrh
' ™ Cr°nenbere)

,nZ, it

„

a . heine oues
ed °Ver f'fty f 'lmS

- his McLuhan and had decided are now working on featureSI the censors- Hof- With September came the to forgo the honour of writing films. These are all shoe-

sess eot into the papers for fifth director, Iain Ewing the Canadian novel for the string efforts: hopefully the

stealing a camera, and Rowe (Picaro), who, after a scant hassle of making the Cana-
° _ . . i ..,«nbr> laft Inr aroonpr rli:tn film

was dismissed as President two weeks, left for greener dian film

of the MacMaster Film fields with The Way It Is
.

Lj ( knowing tnat his ef

Board for going over budget leaving his fnend. Clara

and producing an 'obscene' Mayer, at the helm.

(Black Zero) film.
Clara has remained true

forts would be copied by

Godard and Warhol, he hand-

held his Bolex a la Pennebak-

Now entering her second year er. and swore that he was
tired of Hollywood, and want-

ed to make a completely un-into'o^^/C'^w as"mar^ss. she has seen tired of Ho.,ywood._.nd wan.

hal-
a °' cyon-^ys.^en^in"

5

white- structured film. One that

"told them where it's at" and
turned them on to what's

school" and yoga forum, to the going on", etc. etc. and other

whom subsequently disap- —
whjt cubbynole on Yonge

pearedjnto the faceless mob. ^"""^ / modern ^nee

bills will get paid, and their

films will say something
meaningful to us.

This ties in with the ulti-

mate aim of the CFDC — to

distribute as many films of

new film-makers to as many
film societies and groups as

will show them, and to chan-

nel this money back to the

film-makers so they may go
on to make more and better

films

With this in mind, Clara
Mayer sends out catalogues

to all prospective viewers,
holds midnight showings at

the Electra, and rents films
to Cinecity and university

groups across Canada Last

year, Clara showed films on
campus through the Centen-
nial Film Board — a venture
that just threatened to break
even.

In this month's new cata-

logue, about twenty films

have been added, and there

will be more opportunities to

show Canadian film, possibly

at Rochdale For until a film

is seen, there can be no feed-

back of money, audience re-

sponse, or recognition for the

film-maker, and without

these, there's no way Cana-

dian film culture can exist.

CFDC would like to run an
equipment rental, ideas ex-

change, and talent pool, into

which film-makers could dip

their hands and come out

with a feature length film.

Joined together in mutual
self-interest, CFDC'ers form
a film mafia. Sharing their

knowledge of conmanship -
the many and creative ways
of tearing up monthly bills

that threaten court action —
and their gripes against the

"them" — Film House and
Kodak — has united them in

a non-joiner kind of way.

Through the film network,

they have fingerholds with

CBC and NFB types, and ten-

uous though the connections

might be, Cote de Liesse

I NFB). Jarvis St. (CBC). and
Front St. iFilm House) are

all part of CFDC vernacular.

Working in film in Canada
may not prepare you for

much, besides extortion

blackmail, arm twisting, and
trips to Montreal. Neverthe
less film seems to be every

body's bag today. This revi

val of interest in film is in-

dicative, if anything of the

preparedness of Canadian
audiences to support a film

industry When the likes of

John Lennon and Norman
Mailer start subjecting us to

their "home movies", some-
thing's got to give.

But no one in film hopes

for, nor expects miracles,

least of all the CFDC. They
realize that the years ahead
will be blight-ridden and have

plans for weathering them, to

emerge, to everyone's sur-

prise, the archival home of

Canadian cinema.

— maryko omotsu



Editor Michael Ignatieff Assistant...^.. Rod Mickleburgh

Dear Mike.

I read your piece on

Trudeau and an excel-

lent one it was too. I

feel you really did con-

vey a feeling to me of

what its like to be

Pierre, but Michael, so

what? Trudeau is not

Trudeau but the Prime
Minister of Canada.
When are people going

to stop playing Confiden-

tial and realize that; I

mean that's ok for the

new Mrs. Onassis (ex-

cept in as much as it

hurts her I but Trudeau
has, more than any one

person in the country,

the power to make life

happier for a large

number of unhappy peo-

ple. Will he do it? That

is the question.

You, Rae and I all

started out supporting

Trudeau. I read his book

early in the campaign
and dropped off the

wagon. Rae now seems
convinced of the mas-
ter's conservatism. You,

to the best of my knowl-

edge, still support Tru-

deau and I hoped to find

out in your article why.
I know you too well (I

mean we sat-in over

Dow together) to accept

your statement "per-

haps what this country

always needed is a

priest, oracle, sage, de-

vil, whipping boy wrap-

ped into one larger than

life political figure."

Tell that to an Indian

whose wife just died

at twenty-five, whose
plumbing is outdoor, tell

it to someone sentenced

to the whip (Trudeau's

projected reforms left

that one in), tell it to

the kid imprisoned for

pot no matter what sec-

tion of the drug act it

comes under, tell it to a

pregnant woman living

on $70 a month welfare,

or the family paying

sales taxes so the insur-

ance companies and oil

refineries can have spe-

cial exemptions. Even
the U.S. has a capital

gains and stock transfer

tax. "No new social leg-

islation after Medicare"
— Trudeau said it, I

didn't. No capital gains

tax, no Carter, no more

federal aid to education

(and there is nothing

unconstitutional about

aid). Cut the winter

works program, the vote

will stay at twenty-one,

and we'll go on stalling

over Biafras and making

our hundreds of millions

selling arms to Uncle

Sam. Isn't that what we
sat-in about?

You told me during

the leadership campaign
that Trudeau had to hold

back in order to win;

it's not nice but it's poli-

tics. Do YOU still think

he's holding back? Do

YOU follow the Liberal

party right, left or

wrong so that the young
Turks can someday take

over and then set about

change? Dammit, Igna-

tieff, you are one of the

most sensitive, intelli-

gent, etc. people I

know: point out to me
where I am wrong or

forgetful or whatever.

Because I am afraid

that while Trudeau is

busy being likeable (I

find him likeable) and

enigmatic, the woods
may very well be burn-

ing, they just might be

burning.

-bob bossin

Bob:

You cannot separate the

personal style of political

men from their actions. It

was Johnson's vulgarity, his

drawling, flabby, maudlin
speech which made it impos-

sible for him to fulfil a vital

Presidential role: that of

oracle for the goals and hopes

of his people. Prime Minis-

ters, Presidents and revolu-

tionary leaders ARE priests.

Bob. To be successful as

leaders they must use their

personalities to inspire and

overwhelm enemies,
to I wrote about Trudeau's

personality, Bob, in terms of

the use he makes of it as a

poliiical weapon. Because he

is a formed' personality, he

cannot be intimidated by the

personality pressures of 26

highly ambitious Cabinet Min-

isters. He can subdue them
by what the Chinese philoso-

pher called power in person-

ality'.

And because he knows him-

self so well the presentation

of image to the Canadian

people can seem artless. Only

when you are unsure are you

self-conscious. Trudeau looks

'natural' to the Canadian

people because he can react

artlessly to spontaneous si-

tuations. Only clowns or

Thomas More's can do that.

The real man and the image
he emits are one.

Why did I shy away from
talking about his politics and
his philosophy? Because my
reading of his personality

leads me to believe that any
forecasting of what he will do

politically is bound to be in-

accurate. I honestly don't

know what he is going to do.

There's another reason. To
me the real issue raised by

Trudeau is whether one re-

mains within the Liberal Par-

ty or not. If you decide the

political system is irrevoca-

bly condemned by human
weakness and by its own
procedures to irrelevant flut-

terings at reform then Tru-

deau doesn't matter much.
He becomes only the most
brilliant of a series of prag-

matist-conservative politi-

cians. If one accepts the sys-

tem then one can decide

whether to work with him or

to seek others. I haven't

made up my mind. But don't

worry. Until I do. you won't

let me sleep.

—mike ignatieff

Graphics David McNiven Editor Michael Ignatieff



ON THE STEPS^F_Sim^ErSMIIH

Blood, guts and peace
By BRIAN JOHNSON

Blood, guts, and skulls
from cows were dumped on
the front steps of Sidney
Smith yesterday afternoon by
a group of anti-war protes-
ters.

The demonstration was
designed as a humanitarian
protest against killing in Viet-
nam.
Nearby first-year engineer-

ing student Andy Rippin was
handing out leaflets for Satur-
day's march by the Commit-
tee to End the War in Viet-
nam.
A campus police officer

stood by watching.

Two youths broke from the
crowd to attack Rippin and
try to push him into the cow
guts.

Two other students, Rob
Ewart (Spec) and David
Buhler, a second year psy-
chology student, broke up the

struggle.

Ewart said the officer al-

lowed the incident to occur
by walking away from the

scene.

Ewart issued the following

statement to The Varsity (he

said he would swear to it in

court): "I heard one of two
attackers ask the officer if he

would mind if they threw
Andy into the carcasses and
blood. He said he wouldn't

mind.

"I told this to Andy who
went away for a moment.
When he came back, the two
men walked towards him.

Each one grabbed one of his

wrists and they started to

drag him towards the mess.
"David and I each grabbed

one of them ... the officer

reappeared from the building
and told the crowd that had
gathered to break up. When I

later questioned him, he de-
nied he had allowed the fight to
take place by leaving, even
after I had told him what I

overheard. The two men who
attacked Andy refused to give
their names."
When the policeman finally

came back, Ewart shouted at
him, "You're wearing a uni-
form because you're being
paid to do a job and you're
not doing it."

"You fucking communist,"
shouted one of the Rttackers.

"Don't call me a fucking
communist," Ewart retorted.

"Oh no, communists don't
fuck at all," replied the first.

Ewart denies he is a com-
munist. He is considering
contacting a lawyer to see
what could be done about the

policeman's action.

"But there's not much I

can do about it, because it's

his word against mine," he
said.

The officer involved denied
Ewart's allegation saying,
"We didn't have to take any
action.

"I just have a job down
there," he said. "I try and
keep the peace. That's all."

He said a plainclothes

campus officer was with him
at the time.

Rippin, the student at-

tacked, said he was not too

angry about.the incident.

"But it makes me wonder
about certain people on cam-
pus," he said.

He said he thought the

blood and guts were a good

idea but said the idea was not

sponsored by CEWV.

CLASSIFIED

rbara Reid (IV Vic) was +
chosen Miss U of T during

f homecoming ceremonies
Ilast weekend. She is to be 7
ground around campus at ^
modern history classes. +

BLEED
For the next two weeks the

Red Cross will be out to milk
the campus—of hemoglobin.
At least 80 per cen ( of U of

T students are able to give,

but last year only one sixth of

that potential supported the

drive.

Donors will receive a but-

ton reading Be nice to me, I

gave blood, and each pint will

be credited to the donor's col-

lege or faculty.

A trophy—the Calling Cup
—is awarded to the college or

faculty giving the most blood

on a per capita basis. Last
year Dents barely nosed out

the Engineers.

First clinics are at St.

Michael's College Monday
and Trinity on Tuesday.

UofT placement service
581 SPADINA A.VE. (CORNER OF WILLCOCKS)

SERVICES & FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CAREER COUNSELLING
Phone or drop in to book individual appointment. 928-8590

- CAREER INFORMATION LIBRARY
Includes general career information and graduate school calendars, as well as

employer information. Drop in and browse.

GENERAL CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS
Scheduled for Sidney Smith Hall during October.

Watch for future ads. outlining programmes.

- GRADUATE STUDENTS APPOINTMENTS REGISTRY

A special service for Masters and PhD. candidates seeking teaching posts. Includes

reproduction of credentials and listing of academic vacancies.

Further information 928-2543

PART-TIME & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Summer interviews for some students start November 4.

Further information 928-2539

- PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

All graduating students should visit the Placement Service immediately to obtain
\

detailed information. Interview scheduling begins October 21. Phone 928-2538
j

ST^mANNING NOW
1

ATTENTION STUOENTS interested rn
the writings of Ayn Rand and (heir philo
sophtcal implicationsi Announcing the
formation of an Ayn Rand Study Group
to meet weekly Phone 921 4079

THESIS. ESSAYS. MANUSCRIPTS
typed fast and accurate electnc type
wilier College St George, call 924
1379 evenings and weekends

ROOMS FOR RENT at S.gma Chi
Good fopd, good time and congenial
room mates Also quite reasonable
Phone John Groves — 922-2514 —
350 Huron St

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND — H Proctor and
Co. 131 Bloor St W, Suite 416 921
7702

LOST' CAT, Siamese Admiral Dupont
area Reward Call 363 6121 or 920
5373 evenings

LOST — TWO LIBRARY BOOKS in
chemistry in rm 102 Mech Bldg on
Oct 22 at 2 00 Please phone Paul at
489^467 after 7 30

ROOM AND BOARD in quiet pleasant
home close to bus and subway Phone
489 6766 after si*

LOVE FOOD, hate kitchens? Female
liberal -minded? Share one bedroom
apartment with same I love cooking 1

Church Isabella rent S60 month Joanna
after 6 621 4586

TRAVELLING companion sought for
Chnstmas holiday hitch to New Orleans
If seriously interested, please phone C
Henderson 928 3890

1966 CHEV. BEL-AIR 4 door sedan
E»cellent condition 24 mpg 62 000
miles — onginal tires A OK SI5000

FOR SALEPhilhps tape recorder & all

attachments Very good condition - plus
4800' ol tape Call Jack 92 1 2595

LOST — Brown suede coat at the Drill
Hall Fn Oct 18 Someone got my coat
& I have theirs Call Brian, after 6 822
1343

MUST SELL 1965 Lambreita scooter.
150 cc

. 5000 mi . very good condition
Phone 928 3282 Room 334 after 7
p m

AT DUNDAS-PAPE Room fii board,
packed lunch 55 Boston Avenue Call
463 1484

ROSEMARY'S
shown. Frid

Call Ron 463 0745

dew Academic Buildnuj.

per person All

FOR SALE — Baby 6 yr old Moiart
Grand Piano Reconditioned 5 mos ago
Cost S1200 Olfere Call Or Orpin 231
304B evenings

TYPIST NEEDED 6 hours per week for

papers in political science 489 7178

FOR SALE: A top quality, handcrafted
Indian Sitar Brand new. with picks and
eitra strings Price $350 00 Contatt
T R Glecoff. 137 University Ave Apt
710. Waterloo Phone 51 9-578 2427

LOST - pair of gold wire frame glasses
m black plastic clip case last week in

Bloor or Si George area Call 028-5281
bnforo 5 Urgent

102 BORDEN. Room for rent $13.
share kitchen with 2 Phone 925 0623
Give Doucet

GIRL TO HELP mother with four chil

dron between 4 30 7 30 p m Mon thru
Thurs S 1 0 00 and dinners, Inglewood
Orive 487 5863

FOR SALE. Two brand new pairs buckle
ski boots size hi and 11 rieker Must
sell — sacrifice Fred. 22 1 -5605

"Scuby-Duby-Doo
and 24 Sca-Doo"

Everyone is having fun at the

SPEAK-EASY
FRIDAY ONLY Attention all you guys

& flappers come to

our "SO CALLED" Tea Party
Evory Friday from 4 pm til 7 pm, You will find thof it will coif you
only onf-holf of what you thought it would.

SATURDAY ONLY
Who tayi that Dixltland Muiic dotift't *ound good at 2.30 In tht
afternoon — you can <tvan ling along — ov«ry Sat. from 2:30 til 5.

STANLEY STEAMERS
-NO PASSWORD IS NEEDED

Ju» 1 climb th« dingy »Um
•t 52S Bloor fL W.'upitaln)

AND ENTER THE
SPEAK-EASY

(LICENSED)

SANOWICH BAR
OPEN FROM

12 NOON

unl:ui (Fuetrau) (foal

(Ercat ||ul(

fin Schcnkfiuu i
UfkiH — frail paxtcr
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A funny thing

happened in the

Peruvian

jungle

Some years ago,

an adventurous

individual from

The Coca-Cola

Company pushed

his way a hundred and fifty miles into

the jungle outside Lima, Peru. His

mission, for promotional purposes,

was to introduce Coca-Cola to

the primitive Indians.

Deep in the bush, he flushed

a likely-looking woman, and,

through his interpreter,

explained his errand, where-

upon the woman reached

into a sack she was carry-

ing and neatly plucked

forth a bottle of Coke,

and offered him a swig

Strange to think that,

even in the depths of

the Peruvian jungle,

things go better with

the taste of Coke.

Bolh Coca-Cola and Coke are feglsleied trade

which idc-ntily only Ihe produci ot Coca-Cola Lid

Get with it

iii-oriin!

with ill books

What did you learn in religious studies 300 today?

By GEOFFREY MEGGS

About 100 students enrolled

in Religious Studies 300 at

Victoria College marched to

Queen's Park Wednesday to

protest Nigeria-Biafra and

demand an immediate United

Nations ceasefire.

They wanted the Canadian

government to press for a

ceasefire and to begin an

investigation into the delay of

relief flights.

At Queen's Park the

marchers were welcomed by

about 30 members of the

Nigeria-Biafra committee sit-

ting-in in support of the take-

over of Mitchell Sharp's of-

fice.

Monday afternoon MPP
Stephen Lewis, recently re-

turned from Biafra, spoke in

Prof. R.M. Freeman's Reli-

gious Studies 300 class

(entitled contemporary prob-

lems in religion and ethics).

Prof. Freeman said he in-

vited Mr. Lewis because stu-

dents were concerned about

the problem and wanted to'

discuss it.

"Mr. Lewis made a strong

case for action and between

Monday and Wednesday a

spontaneous student commit-

tee thought of the petition

and introduced the idea in

class." he went on.

"Our action is humanitar-

ian in the true sense of the

word," said Ron Archer (III

Vic) who proposed the

march. "We must work

through the march and hope

to get a response."

A majority of the class

agreed on the march Wednes-

day morning, and the group

gathered on the steps of Old

RK 300 students leave Vic for Queen's Park

Vic at 4 p.m. to vote on the

placards.

The students turned down a

sign reading "Relief is not

Enough" on the grounds that

a desire for military aid was

implied. "We want Canada to

propose a ceasefire in the

United Nations," said John

Cameron (III SMC). "This

has nothing to do with arms."

Students participating in

the march did so out of a de-

sire to take a more active

stand.

"This is more of a moral

problem than a political one

for most of us," said Gwen
Sweet (III Vic). "I didn't be-

lieve what was happening

until I heard Lewis."

The demonstration was
over by 5 p.m., and the class

has nothing additional

planned.

More than 1300 tickets have

been sold for the Population

Explosion, which will begin

tonight at Varsity Arena.

Students can get into the

three-day teach-in by buying

a $2.00 ticket. Available at

the door.

PARTY PARTY PARTY.

Think of it. A bring your own
booze party given by Varsity

for Varsity staff and friends

of Varsity and all for the

price of coming up to the of-

fice and finding out where it

is. Think of it, and then —
come. Friday night (tonight!)

A party! Oboyoboyoboyo-

boyoboy.

Varsity Waterpolo Blues

begin Saturday the intercol-

legiate season with an exhi-

bition game against RMC.
Although probable starters

will be Alen Leroy, Andy
Hackett, and Hunter Mil-

borne, who will join veter-

ans Chris McNaught, Dave

Breech, and Skip Bergman,

Coach Otto Demjen plans to

let all the rookies show

themselves in competition.

Brian Barras and Bill Mc-

Eachern will alternate in

the net.

Game time is high noon.

Ladies will be admitted to

the Hart House pool gallery.

Do You Have Your I.D. Card?

AT L Cards will no longer be accepted in the

Central Library as of 8:30 October 28, 1968.

I^Joom Centja^Ubrayr

Monday - Friday - 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

UNTIL NOVEMBER 1, 1968
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FOOTBALL DANCE

Featuring:- Shawn & Jay Jackson and the Majesties

- The Chosen Few

- Ken Dean

- Don Ferguson

- Folk Singer

Sat. Oct. 26, 1968 - 9 pm - Hart House - $3.50 per couple

4 BANDS
& FOLK SINGER

Tickets are available now at the S.A.C. Office

I

wsssssss



HOST WESTERN

Rugger team ready
First place is up for grabs come noon tomorrow when Var-

sity rugger Blues play host to Western Mustangs in an East-
ern Division showdown. The two teams met last year in their
section of the OQAA championship with Blues the eventual
winners.

Both teams have already met the other three teams —
McMaster, Waterloo and Guelph — in the east and their scor-
ing records are amazingly similar.

Blues are 81-3 in their three games including last week's
close 9-0 decision over McMaster. Western rolled over Guelph
20-3 in their last outing and have a 71-6 for-and-against total to
date.

Tomorrow's contest shapes up as a grudge match following
last year's exciting 11-6 Blues' win. In that game, Varsity
scored five points in the dying moments of play to take the
title and consummate an unbeaten season. However, this

year's returnees have not forgotten the fact that no less than
three of their teammates were knocked out of the game with
injuries.

Blues' big offensive guns so far have been Anthony Pierre,

Dave Phibbs, Scott McClure Andy Gibson and captain George
Wraw. All five are ready willing and healthy for whatever
Mustangs hurl their way.

Varsity seconds will also be placing an unblemished record
on the line when they meet the Western backup unit in the

second match. The play of Blues' Andy Cairns this season has

been as exciting as that of any individual on any of the Toron-

to teams and is well worth seeing.

The first game commences at 12 noon on the back campus
with the game of the "bridesmaids" following at 1:30 p.m.

Blues soccer York 8-0
Varsity soccer Blues over-

whelmed York University

with a decisive 8-0 victory on

Wednesday but the score is

very misleading. It could eas-

ily have been as high as 12 or

13.

The crew from York, al-

though eager, lacked many of

the finer points of the game
of soccer. Conditioning, fun-

damental skills and positional

play were all but lacking

from the York side. Only one

man knew what he was doing

and the poor chap, the goal-

tender of all people, was bur-

ied under a 40 shot barrage

from Blues' forward line.

Jim Lefkos had four goals

to lead Blues attack while

Graham Shiels (his first).

Ken Cancellara, John Gero

and regular goalkeeper Ber-

nie D'Abreau added single-

tons.

If football is violence, rugger is war. Not only do competitors in the latter sport play

sans pads, but the ball is alive even when it hits the ground. The result is depicted

above.

Your washing is ready Gellius

Coach Ernie Glass, with

the score 6-0 at the half,

shifted the team around so

that the forward line played

defence and vice versa.

Blues' next game is Satur-

day when they host Western

Mustangs at noon on the back

campus. The game is a big

one since 'Stangs are un-

beaten while Blues have lost

one.

Korner Kicks . . . Blues will

be without Frank Soppelsa

who has a previous engage-

ment. Eric Sereda is still

sidelined with the flu but it is

hoped that he will be able to

play.

BY GEUIUS
LACROSSE

Travers scored three and

Schields, Ulan Bator. Battling

Bulger and O'Reilly added
singles as SMC beat Law. 7-4.

Law scorers were Pashby (2)

,
Mayhew, and Hill.

PHE B anacoluthoned

Meds, 6-1. Karandjas, Blocki,

Christie (2), Mackay and

Muracky ("The Road to

Muracky". starring Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby) scored for

PHE B, Baycroft for Meds.

Dents and Scar tied, 2-2.

Goals came from Leitch and

Mason (Dents) and McCubbin

and Guthrie.

For 18, Vic II 3. Really.

For For: Griffin (4), (no re-

lation to the Young Rascals'

song by that name); Coffey

6; Cormack 3; Cooper 3;

O'Reilly; and Mannisto (In

1847 Karl Marx wrote the

Communist Mannisto I. For

Vic II: Birze 3 (my father

once told me about the Birze

and the bees, i

Besley scored five times to

lead Innis past Erin, 11-2.

Okihiro (3), Scott, Tanakam.
and Kril had the other mark-

ers. Pelech and Robinson

were Erin scorers.

Maynes. Martin, and Kay
were scorers in Eng U s 3-0

blanking of Innis II.

RUGGER

Vic shut out Eng II. 9-1.

Moore. Gasle. and Gornall

had tries.

Bobbett scored the points

in PHE's 3-0 victory over

Law.
Bell (6) and Whalley (5) -

I am the Whalley! — scored

for Trin B in their 11-3

triumph over Emmanuel.
McKane scored for Emm.

VOLLEYBALL

New over Innis.

Dents over Meds.

Erin over For A.

Eng over Vic.

Eng II over PHE A.

SOCCER

Palmer's goal gave SMC a

1-0 victory over Law.

Innis and Jr Eng. drew

scorelessly (I don't even

know what a scorelessly looks

like.)

Emmanuel defaulted to

Scar.

New beat Dents 4-0. Harris

(2). Mennard and Maibaum
scored for Gnus. (The gnu is

a small South African ante-

lope related to the Ilyushin.i

SPECIAL

Count Michael Ignatieff

expresses his deep sorrow at

being unable to appear in the

next Trinity soccer game.

Pursuant to the article in

Wednesday's Varsity enti-

tled 'Football First Aid.

Injuries Everywhere," The

Athletic Directorate wishes

to express its concern over

the increasing incidents of

bottle-throwing at Saturday

football games. This is a

dangerous practice which

hopefully can best be curbed

by mature "university" stu-

dents themselves.

Si

RADIATE

TUDENTS'

Union

G. 5. U. Friday Dance

9:00 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Wll I COCKS

?

2

RUSSELL

16 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 928-2391

October 25th

Admission: Ladies: $1 .00

Gents: $1.25

LIVE BAND
& BAR

mutual
cunos...
a great investment idea

BRIAN DAVIDSON - 1604 ba/view aye., tor 17

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

Crmrtoal-Brollad

Sidling STEAKS

Saivad In Burgundy Win*

and WCUTjftOt ROAST BEEF

EnUrtofnmant nitely in lha

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE I BA*

Appearing Nitely RICKY FIELDING

Steele's
TAVERN — RESTAURANT

IM B-31BO M» YONOE ST.

(Fully li<an**d)

BAHAMAS
Dec. 27 Jon. 2

7 days

$195.00

Includes: round trip by Jet,

Hotel accommodation

and transfers.

APPLY NOW:

Canadian Union of Students

Travel Department

44 S aint George Street

Toronto 5, Ont. Tel. 921-261 1

TYPING
PART-TIME PROGRAMMER

WANTED

Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

Must bo familiar with Fortran 4,

Univ.-r.it, of Toronto system and

MIMEOGRAPHING magnetic tapes. Basic salary $4 par

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS hour, with possible Increase com-

mensurate with greater experience.
Mary Dale Stott, B.A.

526 HURON ST. Phone Mrs. Glidden,

922-7624 925-3972
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Police arrest 34 • centre

Teach-in report • page 3

Police break up Vietnam protest

A

Photo by Len Gilday

If we should seriously attempt to industrialize all

of the nations of the earth after our own Pattern

I think we would all perish for lack of oxygen

before the transition was nearly complete.

Dr. Lamont C. Cole,

Professor of Ecology,

Cornell University

• Page 13

Aren't millions of people around the

world, in fact, led by the church to

believe that they have no consc'ence^

-Question asked of Louis Dupre,

American Catholic philosopher.
America
who said the action

soonse to the Pope's encyclical

wTld have to be a quest.on

conscience.

• Page 11

taken in re-

nt

Suicide itself arises from
loneliness but attempted sui-

cide is caused by overcrowd-

ing-
. .

—Dr. George M. Carstairs

Department of Psychiatry

Royal Edinburgh Hospital

Edinburgh

In this country, the definition of mother-

hood is a functioning uterus.

June Callwood,

freelance writer

• Page 12

One-third of all the blood

transfusions given in Santia-

go, Chile, were administered

to women who were hemmor-
haging from self-performed

abortions.

—Mayone Stycos,

Director,

International Population

Program,
Cornell University

• Page 11



SAVE!

AT THE FOLLOWING

TORONTO MERCHANTS
UNIVERSAL BOOKS AND MAGA
ZiNES
579 Voiib* Sl

OAUID W V

1 1 97 Bay S
10 A(,plrwi

!ERIA RESTAURANT

FLOWERS

AND FASHIONWE LLESLEY
SHOP
572 longe Si

ft ANTIK GALLERY
864 tonga Si

NEAL S FLOWER SHOP LTD
3178 Yon&a Si

DAVID S PICTURE FRAMING
IB10 Yonga Si

CLAUDEntS BOUTIOUE
S74 I ,r .,. .,. A,, w
U JEUNESSE BOUTIOUE.
ill An. Rtf

GARB.
SO Avanua RO at Yorkvilla

ROYS JEWELLERS

S MACHINES LID

LOHEED SHOES

GEORGE HAOFOHO S Ifion,

THE HAWKS NEST LTD

96 Bloor SI

BOOKAZINE ENTERPRISES LTO
369 Yonga

HAROLD WINSTON LTD
597 Yung* Sl

REGENCY CLEANERS
lllOYooo.

LORD BYRON STEAK HOUSE

i HAIR DESIGNS.

RESTAURANT

POMPADOUR LTD

t SMITH BOUTIOUE

Why pay the full price for anything — when you can pay the VISA price?

Ten percent off. Twenty-five percent off. Even fifty percent off. On every-

thing you buy: clothes, travel, entertainment, you name it.

Join the VISA inflation fighters — and fly half fare on TWA, Air Canada,
and other major North American airlines. Join the VISA inflation fighters —
and travel CN on the Youth Travel Plan. Join the fight now. You may never

pay full price again.

ABERDEEN S FLORISTS I ID
103* I i,i,i W
LINA LASCELLES
41 A.aflua Rd

INTERESTING JEWELLERY SHOP LTO
aes i . n>>- Sl

RUGANTIKO RESTAURANT ft P1ZZE RLA

51 Avanua Rd-

HARVEY S FOODS LTD

LEONA S L1NGEF

»THER FASHIONS

MITALI INDIAN SILKS

COLONNAOt WOOL 5HOP

COLONNADE BARBER SHOP

lOry C
3*7 B

Thers are three ways to sign up.

VISA/CN: Two dollars bring you the special VISA card rate for CN travel

— plus the special VISA discounts at the more than 120 participating

local merchants.

VISA/AIR: Three dollars buys you the special VISA card rate — for Air

travel — giving Members 50% off on TWA and Air Canada, plus the

special VISA discounts at the more than 120 participating local mer-
chants.

VISA^CN^AIR: Full participation for four dollars. You get VISA'S special card

rates on both CN and TWA Youth Travel Plans — you save $3.00 on

cards alone, which purchased individually would cost $7.00 — plus the

VISA discounts at the more than 120 participating local merchants.

THINK BIG! SAVE BIG! CLIP AND MAIL THE COUPON TODAY!

I WOODS REAOING DYNAMICS

DBS Ba» 110

ABC SPOHT STORES
SB? Yang* Sl

AERO MEN S SHOP Ll[
114 King Sl W
SARRET S BOUTIQUE

FLAMBE ONE - TEAK HOUSE

BOB PARRY 5P0RIING GOODS.
3z Co»*a* si

THE MAGIC MIRROR
Lothian Mawi

THEATRE TORONTO FOUNDATION.

RITCHE BOU1IOUE

1 BEAUTY SALON.

Richmooj'w

PUSSIES GALORE
110 Ariala>da Sl W
REEDS GIFTS LIMITED
468 Enli"lnn W
RUPERTS B A SERVICE STATI

PHOTOGRAPHER

LAUHENTIAN LEATHER GOODS BY
LESLIE
Toronio U,,iT Cam,a

NAME

HOME ADDRESS

.

city

UNIVERSITY

UN. ADDRESS

DATE OF BIRTH

MALEG

HAIR COLOUR EYE COLOUR

month day year

FEMALE

Address to which caid(s) is (are) to be home school or

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP
All college and university students are

eligible.

VISA card must be presented before

the purchase is recorded on a sales slip

or cash resgister.

Sale and Fair trade items are excluded

from the VISA rate offer.

Coupons must be presented with the

VISA card for bonus savings.

AGE
TRAVEL PLANS RESTRICTED 16-22.

Refer to each sponsor's listing to avoid

misunderstanding.

Use discretion when presenting your

VISA membership card for puchases.

Remember VISA sponsors are not offer-

ing VISA rates to all customers.

Check one:

VISA-CN $2.00 HVISA AIR $3.00

[J VISA CN AIR $4.00

Cheque in the amount enclosed.

SIGNATURE
Make cheque payable to VISA.

.14. a.'* 'a. a.-*. *. • 4 * . *.*.»»



ITI: great anger and sorrow
By LARRY HAIVEN

At the last session of the
Teach-in, after all the
speeches had been made and
host of the people had left,

somebody asked an unobtru-
sive question of Donald C.

MacDonald, the chairman of

the session and a federal cab-
inet minister.

resource person at Rochdale
college, who spoke on "The
Imperialism of Population

Control".

He defined imperialism as

"any intentional or uninten-

tional imposition of one

group's values on another

group."

And he also reminded us of

"As Canadians, we have something that we often for-

always been known as apa- 8et in °"r fervent and often

thetic, and we have always gutless willingness to help

felt the inability to influence people of other countries

our government in matters of

great importance. What can
we do, Mr. MacDonald, to

influence you and your col-

leagues in Ottawa about the

population problem?"
MacDonald muttered some-

thing about trying as hard as

possible to do something and enough people in India who

then he said that our"respon- know more than well exactly

sibility lay in convincing the how to solve India s Prob

people who didn't believe to lems The answer is.

come over to our side.

"Sometimes," he said, "Isn't

it charity just to leave some-

one alone?"

Which brings to mind the

fact that missionary zeal and

rushing over to India to solve

her problems isn't the answ-

er. There are more than

By the time he was fin-

ished, nobody was listening.

It was the most significant

moment of the Teach-in.

Somebody had asked La-

mont Cole the same sort of

well

what is the answer? Nobody

seemed to know. Share the

wealth, said George Borgs-

trom, a food technologist, in

the angriest speech of the

Teach-in on Saturday. Okay,

but as individuals we can

question earlier. They asked only 8ive wh
f
l we own

-
As

what could be done to effee

tively we get the wealthy in-

dustrialists to alleviate the

pollution problem that they

themselves had produced.

Cole, who had given per-

haps one of the most passion-

ate invectives against the lay-

ing to waste of our natural

countries, only our govern

ment can give on behalf of

the whole country.

But our government can't

even give food to Biafra with-

out worrying about involving

itself in a war "like the

United States in Vietnam."

Perhaps one of the most

habitat, spoke out and said relevant aspects of the

that many things could be Teach-in was demonstrated

done, but that it would cost time and time again Saturday

an enormous investment of morning, a session which

capital at first. dwelt not on limiting the

Then, in the only time he hungry Asians and Africans

became outright angry, he who will soon, when and if

said, "But I don't think they get the power, be knock-

they're going to do it unless jng at our doors. June Call-

someone tells them to." wood and Brewster Kneen

I had the edifying experi- spoke about getting rid of our

ence of working for the On- negative attitude towards

tario Water Resources Com- creation and finding

mission two summers ago

and I learned about the main

frustration in a government

agency whose prime job it is

to stop the pollution of our

water resources. For most of

the big companies, it is eco-

nomically much more feasi-

ble to pay the fines, no mat-

ter how large they be, than to

foot the expense of building a

plant to refine the wastes.

And so they pollute and pay

the fines. And the Commis-

sion manages only to close

down those small firms who

cannot afford it.

On the problem of popula-

tion perhaps the most

thought-provoking speech was

made by Brewster Kneen, a

the

bringing of life to the world,

an occasion for rejoicing and

love, not squalor and hate.

George Carstairs, a psy-

chiatrist made his most sig-

nificant point about us af-

fluents right here. He told

that throughout history, there

arose "millenial cults",

preaching love and brother-

hood. These groups grew and

often acquired unbalanced

leaders. As their strength

grew, the establishment of

the time reacted and tried to

stop them. The groups then

became disillusioned with the

love and brotherhood idea

and began to react.

Bloodshed and death inevita-

bly followed. Carstairs ended

his speech with no conclusion

except to note that the cry of

the young protestors today is

no longer, "Flower Power",
but "Kill The Pig!"

The events of the weekend,

the Teach-in and the anti-war

demonstrations, for those

who went to both, perhaps

was one of the most signifi-

cant of their lives. It brought

up perhaps more questions

than one could ask in a life-

time. It brought a feeling of

great humility and a feeling

of hopelessness. It brought a

feeling of great anger and of

unbearable sadness. Many
people broke down and cried

as the police horses crashed

their way through the mobs
of people. Many people grit-

ted their teeth as Lamont
Cole spoke of the pollution

that industrial firms dump
into our atmosphere unheed-

ing of a government that they

appear, to all intents and

purposes, to control.

Alice Cowan, Secretary of

the Family Planning Federa-

tion of Canada, came to the

microphone Sunday afternoon

and read a poem she had

composed and scribbled on a

piece of paper:

Please? Yes, Not done.

Please? Yes, Not done.

Too many other things to

do.

The suffering can wait for

marches of protest

Matches of refined agres-

sion

Coffee with the girls. The

Man
— From Uncle, the late, late

show.

The World Grows
Its Spaces Shrink

Babies get born

Mothers laugh and weep

Not enough food for every

mouth
Not enough love for every

heart

Not enough affection for

every soul

Please? Yes. Not done

Please? Yes. Not done

FU of T meetings: Today

(7:30 p.m. I CANADIAN
HISTORY (RYERSON)
Bickersteth Room, Hart

House Tuesday (7:00 p.m.i

urban architecture north

Sitting Room. Hart House

(8:00 p.m. I NON-AUTHOR-
ITARIAN MEDICINE Bick-

ersteth Room. Hart House.

THIS WEEK AT S.A.C.

Mon. Oct. 28-5 P.M. - S.A.C. Executive - S.A.C. Office

Tues. Oct. 29-5 P.M. - Communications - S.A.C. Office

5 P.M. - Finance Comm. - S.A.C. Office

7 P.M. - Cultural Affairs - S.A.C. Office

7:30 P.M. Blue & White Society - South

Sitting Room, Hart House

Hart House

UNDERWATER CLUB
Tonight, 7:30, Eosl Common Room

OR. K. ACKLES - Dolonce Roseorch Boord

"PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS OF
NITROGEN NARCOSSIS"

All interested persons welcome.

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Tuesday, October 29th

Eost Common Room - 1 p.m.

ROSS CULLINER
Folk Singer

NOON HOUR TALK
Tuesday, Octobor 29th

Music Room - 1-2 p.m.

ALAN LAMPORT
"What Should Be Expected Ol

Public Mon .... And Theirlmago"

NOON HOUR TALK
Theatre - 1:15 p.m.

Wednesday, October 30

LEON MAJOR
discusses

THE FAN and

THE CHANGELING
(Ladles Welcome)

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
October 30th - Music Room - I p.m.

MARTIN POLTEN
Guitarist

(Lodies Welcome)

DEBATE
Wednesday, October 30th

Debates Room, 8 p.m.

Honorary Visitor

ATTORNEY GENERAL ARTHUR WISHART
Topic

LAW AND ORDER III

POETRY READING
Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

Thursday, October 31 st

LOUELLA BOOTH - "Statement

& Circus" - her own poetry

ROGER MOORE - "Parly Cheese"

Ladles Welcome

SIMULTANEOUS EXHIBITION
Waller Oobrich, Chess Master

Thurs., Oct. 31, 7:30 p.m., Oebotes Room

To Play: Club Members Free, Non-members 50«

CRISIS IN

I
nigeria-biafra!

CONVOCATION HALL
THURSDAY OCTOBER 31

8:00 P.M.

AN OPEN FORUM
SPEAKERS:

STEPHEN LEWIS - M.P.P. recently

returned from Biafra

LLOYD GARRISON - NEW YORK TIMES,

West African Correspondant

W. OFONAGORO - COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Sponsored by: STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE

COUNCIL. WORLD UNIVERSITY
SERVICE

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL

MISS GAIL THOMPSON

TODAY

Convocation Hall 5:05 p.m.

THE VARSITY. Monday. October 28. 1968 — Page 3

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

DIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking iust for you

929 -96 1
I



PAGE FOUR 'The streets belong to the peopli

pigs

Toronto cops earned the badge of "pigs" this

weekend.

They weren't the Chicago kind of pigs with clubs,

not yet, but rest assured the police state has come
to Toronto.

It is hard to believe that Toronto cops would de-
liberately provoke demonstrators at the ami -Viet-

nam rally outside the United States consulate Sat-

urday afternoon, provoke them enough that the

cops could Bust It Up

But how else do you explain arresting people
just for trying to speak?

How else do you explain that only anti-war

protesters were arrested when right and left-wing

elements skirmished? Why were the Edmund Burke
Society people let go?

How else do you explain police on horses charg-
ing into the demonstrators "to clear a path for

pedestrians", when such a path already existed
The path only ceased to exist when the marchers
gathered to protest the arrests.

The cops broke up a peaceful demonstration,

without provocation. Why? Orders from higher up?
Obviously, since the American consulate has appar-
ently become sacred territory.

But there was more to it than that. The cops
were too well-organized, too slick (see Bob Bos-
sin's article on page five). They were going to break
that demonstration up no matter what, and they
did. As practice

Practice for the anti-riot training the Toronto

cops are going through now. And that is why To-
ronto cops are pigs.

The club-swinging wasn't there, but the intention

was. And in the meantime, the Toronto cops used
a peaceful demonstration as a dry run for the other
kind.

We can expect more of the other kind from now
on Because the Toronto cops are pigs.

And the only language a pig understands is vio-

lence.

pigs

The teach-in on the population explosion was
worth it. if only for one piece of information. In 20
years, if industrialization continues at its present
pace, we'll all die of oxygen starvation,

It seems we're dumping too much of our human
and industrial waste into our lakes and rivers, de-

stroying too many forests, ploughing up too many
grasslands for subdivisions. And since plants (even

microscopic ocean plants) produce oxygen, we're

slowly killing off our oxygen supply.

But I guess that's the price you pay for making a

buck. Let's hope the industrialists enjoy themselves

in the next 20 years, with the money they made
killing our atmosphere.

Page 4 — THE VARSITY. Monday. October 28. 1968

It'll come photo from Editor and Publisher

pigs

On Friday Waterloo students did something U of

T students should have done long ago. They con-,

ferred a degree on a pig as their university con-

ferred an honorary doctor of law on our Chancellor

0. M. Solandt.

Not that Solandt is a pig. He is a human being,
a human being who wants Canada to make money
manufacturing war material.

Solandt. if you recall, is the one who urged last

year that Canada become a world leader in produc-
ing equipment for triphibious warfare. He has also

been director-general of defense research and
chairman of the Defense Research Board.

As such, he shouldn't be getting a degree, or be
Chancellor of a University. He should be in jail

along with all those who support war to make a

profit — MacRae

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

letters- "We deplore leadership"

We deplore the actions of the police at Saturday's dem-
onstrations. But we also deplore the manner in which the
demonstrations were led.

The major organizers of the marches advertised them
as part of an international protest against U.S. presence in
Vietnam. Instead of focusing on this, the marches became
attempts to challenge police at Yonge St.. and right-win-
gers with police at the Consulate, to physical battle.
We object to this diversion for two reasons: It turns the

major attention away from the burning and central issue
— the U.S. murder in Vietnam; second, by deliberately
forcing a mainly artificial confrontation with the police, it

helped give the police commission the excuse it will need
to justify the real brutality which we believe they are
preparing against students, workers, and peace demon-
strators.

All of us who are fighting for peace must prevent Cana-
dian police from following their American counterparts in

violence. There will be ample opportunity for direct conf-
rontation. Fabricated confrontations now can only confuse
the issue. Future plans for the peace movement must be
closely scrutinized by all concerned.

— U of T Communist Club

Editor

News Editor

Review Editor

Associate Review Edit.

City Editor

Features Editor

Sports Editor

Makeup
SAC Editor

Cable Editor

Photo Editor

Executive Assistant
Advertising Manager
Editorial Offices

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

Paul MacRae
Sherry Brydson
Michael ignatieff

Rod Mickleburgh
Oave Frank
Sue Helwig
Phil Bingley 923 4053
Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
Sue Reisler
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oy what a night, late late late, lucky if we get this be-

fore nightfall today, angela was coaxed in to help, and
jean too, macrae was fresh from an encounter with pigs

and even a fight EBS style couldn't put lorry down from
his teachin'. mary kate back from hacking in Ottawa
and noel wrote demonstration-style twice, sue was up-
tight for late but revived, harriet had to be carried out

screaming and laughing, sherry had the dull job tonight,

Issue, plus parkins and his anne, volkie is up proofing

with rodney who was a fag tonight, in orange flaming
yet, kicked out by the masculinized bingley (fresh from
his operation), where was gellius of yesteryear? doug
was a teachiner and torn dealt with exploited nations

and everybody talked about Latin America and birth con-

trol and why isn't more practiced around her for gods
sake? or the Popes? staffers, read this far? don't forget

journalism 99 '« next Saturday!!!!! we may even catch

the demonstration just for fun. all in all, a disastrous
weekend for fishing, hope you people gel to read this

tomorrow, love from us all, and goodnight thirty.



Police stage dress rehearsal for . . . ?
By BOB BOSSIN

The first draft of these comments
began as a neutral assessment of the
actions of police and demonstrators
outside of the American Consulate on
Saturday. It did not remain neutral
however.

I find the actions of the Toronto
police deplorable, and it would be
unfair to the reader to try and mask
this feeling with a biased choice of
incidents and examples. There was
no reason for 34 arrests, a number
that would indicate a sizeable riot, or
would have in the days before the
mass knowledge of the American use
of riot control techniques to quell
non-violent demonstrations.
What happened on Saturday de-

mands serious analysis for it showed
"it can happen here" — not that it

did. or that it must, but that it can,

and appears almost likely to.

There can be no mistake made that

Saturday's demonstration was a

dress rehearsal for the "new" police

problem. The escalation was too

smooth, the operation of stopping the

protest too successful for it to have

been a simple response to a situation.

First the police acted as a barrier
— not even an unfriendly barrier —
between the "Win with. Wallace"
counter - demonstrators and the

marchers. This is the normal and
expected practice Police quickly
stopped a minor scuffle between one
of the protesters and one of the

Edmund Burke Society

The first sign of an unusual re-

sponse was when the protestor was
summarily frisked and arrested. This

elicited the first cop booing, a reac-

tion that was not unjust. (It was per-

haps intensified by the fact that the

Edmund Burke man was not arrest-

ed.)

Then, as was announced, one of the

speakers began to talk through the

megaphone from one of the square

planters on the sidewalk. A senior

policeman told him formally to stop,

as the speaker was causing a disturb-

ance by gathering a crowd which was
blocking the sidewalk. The gathered

protestors then shifted so as to leave

a lane of sidewalk free, as is done by

queues outside movie-houses. The

Metro cops keep watchful eye on demonstrators

speaker was then arrested, as was
the next and the next.

POLICE ESCALATION

The escalation by police continued;

the protestors were told to keep mov-

ing, although police blocked several

directions. Then some officers de-

manded the sidewalks be cleared

while others pushed those on the road

back on to the side-walk, and still

others told those on the grass to keep

off. It was a frustrating Scylla and

Charybdis situation.

It is difficult to describe what fol-

lowed unemotively. There were a

constant stream of protestors being

carried and dragged along the street

and thrown bodily in to the police

wagons. Then mounted police road

out from behind a building, formed

up and on the sidewalk and rode into

the crowd. The policemen were car-

rying long riding crops. While I did

not see them used lin a non-reporto-

rial way I was running in the other

direction) the CFTO news showed

one mounted policeman swinging

about furiously.

Next I observed, from the relative

safety of a planter, some liO to a 100

police marching towards us from

about two blocks south This seemed

to be a good time to leave

The horses were now being used to

keep the marchers split: those near-

est the Consulate were blocked from

moving north, and those of us in the

north, where the attempt to speak

had been made, were not allowed to

go south. One girl was not allowed to

return to the march site to pick up

her umbrella

It is commendable that little —
though a little — blood was shed, al

though this is certainly a sad sort of

commendation to have to fish for

Nonetheless, it is apparent that the

police here approach public dissent in

the same way as the police in New
York. California or that other city,

and that freedom to speak or have

access to the streets — indeed the

law — doesn't mean a horse's ass. Or

rather I supposed it does mean a

horse's ass.

DRESS REHEARSALS
For the demonstrators as well.

Saturday became a dress rehearsal

You learn quickly how to hide be-

tween cars when the horses come,

how to squirm through a crowd; and

you also learn that playing fair may
not be enough.

I think you have to feel the chill of

hearing someone yell "horses" and

then turn to see them pulling at the

reins on the sidewalk of our own
University Avenue to comprehend

this. At first I was embarrassed to

chant too loudly as we marched
down, but shouting "THE STREETS
BELONG TO THE PEOPLE " came
naturally at the end. The name-call-

ing follows provocation not vice-ver-

sa, despite what vou may hear on the

CBC.

As I have said there was little

blood: the frightening question is, if

there had been, would / be yelling

"pig", would non-violent / pick up a

rock to try and stop someone like me
from getting whupped with a riding

crop. The real fear I have now is that

within the year 1 will know the answ-

er.

This is important to note, because

of the tendency to congratulate our-

selves because, "it didn't happen like

Chicago". In fact it did. it is just that

the rest of the black week is left to

come.

At the first meeting, indeed on the

first two days of the Chicago conven-

tion, the blood did not flow. The po-

lice formed up las they did here) and

removed their badges (as they did

here). They made arrests (fewer

than 34) and they denied protestors

the right to use the streets. As was

done on Saturday. In Chicago, on the

third day. the next step in the escala-

tion was tear gas.

It is worth noting that I am refer-

ring only to the University Avenue

march. The only knowledge I have of

the other group who tried to march

onto Yongt St. is from the CFTO
news film-clip. It looked uncomforta-

bly like the scene in Dr. Zhivago in

which the Workers' Peaceful Demon-

stration found themselves faced down

by a wall of mounted Cossaks. It

reminded my friend, on whose set I

watched the Metro final, of Selma.

LETTERS

varsity goofed again?

I would be grateful if you

would let me reply to two criti-

cisms made against me in

Wednesday's Varsity. Part of the

misunderstanding derives Horn

the standard of reporting by Var-

sity staff.

1. Mr. Hay and the G.S.U.

•Referendum". The G.S.U. Ex-

ecutive called for a mandate at

registration to support their poli-

cy of S A C. withdrawal. How-

ever the Varsity called it a "ref-

erendum ". There is a distinction.

- A referendum implicitly cames

an official sanction, so that the

result is automatically officially

poiicv. The G.S.U. constitution

has no provision for legal refcr-

endums. A mandate is a call for

support for certain policies to

test whether the executive has

the confidence of the majority of

graduate students on a certain

P
°There have been accusations

thai wc. to use Mr. Hay s term.
'

conned" the graduate students

at registration. That we duped

1.949 students to vote for a cer-

tain party line. There is a simple

way to ridicule this assertion: to

offer to deduct the votes in (lie

mandate of people who later fell

misled bv the G.S.U actions.

Nobodv has replied to my offer

of October 2nd and I repeal il

now in case anybody did not read

that front-page story.

Mr. Hav ends by commenting

that S A C stands in sharp con-

trast to the G.S.U in the way it

deals with imporlant issues. He

is indeed quite correct The

G S.U. put out a survey last

Spring requesting graduate stu-

dents viewpoints on the Graduate

School, the Universily. and the

role (hat was expected of a grad-

uate organization I wonder how

often S A C has asked Mr Hay's

opinion, before taking any ac-

tion?

t. "Booze for Sure . was your

caption over a story about the

Teaching Assistants' Association

Conference and Seminar Your

interviewer phoned me on Tues-

day night to obtain a place at the

conference, and said nothing

about writing a story. Indeed I

was unable to tell lum the exact

rooms in Sidney Smith Hall that

were to be used (as there are

twelve, and they have four digil

numbers) However. I did de-

scribe the location of the rt»om in

Which the conference will begin

i2102i If requested I could have

easily obtained the complete in-

formation and phoned back. So

the statement 'They don't know

exactly where it will be held

isomewhere in Sidney Smith it is

rumoured'" is plain bad journal-

ism.

I think you should institute a

code of ethics for your reporters

Each interviewer should ask ex-

plicit permission to publish any

comments that have been made.

This would restrict the number
of times you can be facetious but

it would aid objective reporting

At least, when Radio Varsity

phones one can hear the record-

ing device attached to Ihe phone

and can direct one's remarks
accordingly.

John Orville Winter,

President,

Graduate Students' Union.

post-mortem
No doubt there will be varied

verbal post mortems on the re-

sults ol last Saturday's anti-Viet-

nam War demonstrations Many
people are drawing parallels with

oilier student demonstrations,

notably Paris and Chicago: vio-

lence as a voice is finally catch-

ing up with Canada. Others claim

thai Ihere has been a greater

polarization of view that will

force confrontation and sub-

merge dialogue in comparison
Willi the October demonstration

last year.

The march this year differed

greatly from last year's. Aims
were ill-defined. Although many
people knew why they as individ-

uals were demonstrating, few

were aware of what the demon-
stration was to accomplish.

Organization was lacking. Last

year the demonstrators con-

trolled their own ranks. This

year we allowed Ihe police to do

it for us. Hence closer contact

with the police and an increased

possibility for violent confronta-

tion were a result which we. the

demonstrators, permitted.

What is the next step? If we
continue without consideration

of and agreement of our ends and

means, then mass violence will

be inevitable Will this help or

hurt the influence which we are

trying to achieve? What will be

the effects upon public opinion,

especially among members of

the working class with whom
students share common prob-

lems? Perhaps the possibility for

peaceful change is now dying, or

perhaps it never existed.

George Davies
(IV TRIN)
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HART HOUSE DEBATE
Debates Room - 8 p.m. Wendesday, October 30

Honorary Visitor

ATTORNEY GENERAL ATHUR WISHART

Topic

LAW AND ORDER !!

START PLANNING NOW

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Mary Dale Stott, B.A.

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

UofT placement service
581 SPADINA AVE. (CORNER OF WILLCOCKS)

SERVICES & FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CAREER COUNSELLING
Phone or drop in to book individual appointment. 928-8590

I

- CAREER INFORMATION LIBRARY
Includes general career information and graduate school calendars, as well as

employer information. Drop in and browse.

- GENERAL CAREER INFORMATION SESSIONS
Scheduled for Sidney Smith Hall during October.

Watch for future ads. outlining programmes.

- GRADUATE STUDENTS APPOINTMENTS REGISTRY
A special service for Masters and PhD. candidates seeking teaching posts. Includes

reproduction of credentials and listing of academic vacancies.

Further information 928-2543

• PART-TIME & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer interviews for some students start November 4.

Further information 928-2539

- PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

All graduating students should visit the Placement Service immediately to obtain

detailed information. Interview scheduling begins October 21. Phone 928-2538

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Tuesday, October 29th

East Common Room — I p.m.

ROSS
CULLINER

Folk Singer

Gals gyrate for bids

at Skule slave auction

By HARRIET KIDECKEL

The engineers stood erect

with excitement.

They were cheering for the

girl in the snug black jersey

who was dancing on the lab

desk in front of 800 engineers

packed into a room which

legally holds (according to

fire regulations) about 250.

She was writhing to the

sounds generated by the Lady

Godiva Memorial Band at the

Engineers' annual slave auc-

tion to raise money for the

United Appeal.

Her name is Sylvia Peters.

She is a second year artsie,

general. And she had every

engineer in the room panting.

She gyrated and rotated and

when 'the raucous crowd

yelled "We want skin," she

slowly inched her black jer-

sey out of purple hip-hugger

slacke.

The engineers howled for

more. But that was all she

was prepared to do — even

for charity.

She managed to raise over

$100 herself, though, by being

auctioned twice to the raving

mob.

Her fate now lies in the

hands of those Skulemen who
pooled their money to buy her

name, and phone number.

She was only one of the

twenty-five nubile young
maidens who put their bodies

up for auction for the sake of

charity.

To the shouts of "Pull up

the skirt" and "jump up and

down" these girls were auc-

tioned off to raise close to

$550.

Some of the girls danced

while others just stood, petri-

fied by the hundreds of eyes

gawking at them from the

lusty audience.

For those boys who were
unable to buy their dream
girl, the engineers are also

selling computer dating

forms at the Engineering
stores, behind the Mechanical
Building, and at the SAC of-

fice, front campus.

The forms cost one dollar

and all proceeds go to the

United Appeal.

Computer Dating, an an-

nual event, is climaxed by a

dance on Nov. 14. Those who
buy forms get to go free,

with their ideal computer
date. (Others have to pay,

and miss all the fun.)
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Stycos advocates birth control

for Latin America's economy
By PAUL MACRAE

International agencies should be set up to
assist nations wanting population control,
the director of the International Population
Program at Cornell University said yester-
day.

J. Mayone Stycos said that while interna-
tional agencies cannot set goals for nations,

"they can assist nations in reaching these
goals."

He stressed that population control was
the most effective way of improving Latin
America's economic picture.

"Given a social structure which gener-
ates economic growth with painful slow-
ness," he said, "the extremely rapid con-

temporary rates of population growth (in

Latin America) can only be viewed as an
expensive luxury."

Stycos strongly condemned Pope Paul's

encyclical banning birth control, especially

as it applies to Latin America. He added
that while Catholic authorities in South

America seemed to offer cautious support

for the encyclical, middle class women ig-

nored it and many lower class women had

never even heard of it.

"When professional women are willing, in

small countries with even smaller profes-

sional classes, to speak out publicly and
-emi-publiely, with intensity and frankness,
it means that something real and important
has happened to professional Latin Ameri-
can women in this decade, and that their

freedom -from certain ancient religious and
sexual tabus is becoming a reality."

Stycos described three obstacles to birth

control programs in Latin America:
• i The cult of machismo, which ostensi-

bly drives the South American man to have
a child a year to prove his virility. Stycos
•vaid this was mainly a myth, that most
Latin American couples want no more than

three or four children.

• i Ideology: the South American conserv-

atives oppose birth control for religious and
economic reasons Imore people equals

more profits I ; the revolutionary Marxists

fear birth control will moderate evils which
might lead to revolution. Stycos said the

middle-road social reformers are coming to

recognize that birth control will not jeop-

ardize reform.

ti The Catholic Church.

Stycos concluded that changing the

Church's attitudes toward sex and birth

control could be "perhaps the last chance

the Christian Churches will have for a

meaningful unity."

By SUSAN REISLER

"Catholics ought to co-

operate actively in making
birth control available to

their neighbors in need," Dr.

Louis Dupre told the Teach-in

audience Saturday morning.

In trying to reconcile the

Catholic's position in regard

to the Pope's Humanae Vitae

encyclical, the American
Catholic philosopher empha-

sized "that the believer

should give his assent only

when he can do so without

violating his intellectual in-

tegrity."

— "It is intellectually not jus-

tified to give an absolute as-

sent where one knows the

possibility of error exists."

— Dr. Dupre said the ultimate

norm of morality for all men
ought to be their conscience.

"All intrinsic moral norms

ought to be considered care-

fully, but they do not replace

individual moral judgment.

Dr. Dupre said Catholics

should not oppose legislation

dealing with the population

explosion problem.

"Religious freedom de-

mands more than non-in

terference with a non-existent

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tonight, Tomorrow and Wednesday

THE FAN
by Goldoni, translated by Fuller

Thursday, Friday & Saturday

THE CHANGELING
by Middleton & Rowley

with Frances Hyland and William Needles

directed by Leon Major

Student Prices - Monday to Thursday $1.50 - Friday & Saturday $2.00

Curtain 8:30
Box Office 928-8668

ROOMS FOR RENT at Sigma Chi

Good food good and congenial
room males Also quite reasonable
Phone John Gfoves - 9222514 -
350 Huron St

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet THE OAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND - H Proctor and
Co 131 Bloor St W Suite 416 921
7702

102 BORDEN. Room (or rent S13
share kitchen with 2 Phone 925 0623
Clive Ooucet

LOVE FOOD, hate kitchens? Female,
liberal minded? Share one bedroom
apartment with same I love cookimi 1

Church -Isabella, rent S60 month Joanna
after 6 621 4586

FOR SALE — Baby 6 yr old Moiart
Grand Piano Reconditioned 5 mos ago
Cost S1200 Offers Call Dr Orpin 231
3043 evenings

AT DUNDAS PAPE Room & Board
packed lunch 55 Boston Avenue Call
463 1484

PETER. PAUL & MARY concert tonight

at Massey Hall — 8 30 p m Good tick

ets still available at Wymilwood IV'cl

today 12 2 pm Music Club members
S2 25 Others S3 00

DIVERSI Hear Dr K Ackles. Defence
Research Board on Physiological Meas
uremenl of Nitrogen Narcossis" 7 30
pm tonight East Common Room Hart
House

FAST ACCURATE TYPING DONE —
very reasonable Call 461 8060 after 5

LOST — believe it or not! a removable
two piece denture Reward Call John
Rogers 922 8017

Let conscience decide morality..Dupre
freedom," he said.

'

' It in-

cludes giving a choice to

those who had no choice and

even making accessible infor-

mation of which they might

not even have suspected the

existence."

— The Catholic Church agrees

with birth control; it is the

means which must still be

considered.

Why should this personal

dissent of a relatively small

minority be a reason for de-

priving the poor and under-

privileged from the right of

practising their own free-

dom?"

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suits coats, sport
swear tuxedos, tails etc FHANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church Si

366 4221

ESSAYS. Tables and thesis to be typed

Quick service, no errors Can get refer

ences. cheap rates Call Barbara at PL 9
6018 after 5pm

WANTED — Male o. female to share 3

bedroom apartment with two males
Harbord and Bathurst area - Phone
53 1 -4392 after sm p m for info

BAHAMAS — Dec 27 Jan 2 7

days SI 95 00 Include iet return trans
ponation hotel, accommodation, irans
fere Contact CUS 44 St George St
Toronto 5 Oni Tel 921-2611

MEXICO — Summer 69 A.i educa
HOnal experience for 3 months in a rural

Mexican Rancho CIASP introductory

meeting Thursday 7 00 pm sharp Inter

national Students' Centre

LIFE DRAWING Tuesday au is 7 10
10 567 Queen St W for info 861

1961 Fee SI 00

ROOM Studio Kitchen Parking Grad yrari

couple Large private Haiellan St resi-

dence S70 mo 921 9358 eves

TYPING — done with groat Speed.
Accuracy, and Efficiency. 25c a page
see rulh rochdale college. 341 bloor si

w room 1503 (available full lime I

ORIOLE CRESCENT, neai Uppei Can
ado College, close to Avenue Rd hus
Bedroom in quiet nicely furnished duplex
Breakfast available SI 8 00 a week
Phone 485 581 1

A inside
<) 3 soviet

republics:
estonia, latvia, lithuania

9.30 am
Saturday nov. 2 & sunday nov. 3

hart house
university of toronto

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 2nd, DEBATES ROOM

9:30 am professor i. ivask, university of Oklahoma

a case for fenno-baltic area studies

10:00 am professor g. ginsburgs, new school for social

research, n.y.

the political situation in the baltic states

I 1 :30 am professor s. vardys, university of Oklahoma

political and cultural loyalties in the baltic republics

2:30 pm panel discussion by recent visitors

to the baltic states

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 3rd, MUSIC ROOM

9:30 am professor i. ivask

baltic cultural contacts; past, present and future

1:00 am father francis geisciunas ,

religion in the baltic states

2:00 pm panel discussion:

three views of the political future of the baltic states

BOSTON FINE ART
TRIP POSTPONED
sign new list before Oct. 30th

6th floor . Sidney Smith
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Are proponents imperialists?

By ACI LUKACS

The Imperialism of Popula-

tion Control is the title of

Brewster Kneen's contribu-

tion to the Teaeh-In — a

mind-teasing speech which

questioned the basic assump-

tions of population limitation.

Kneen, a resource person

at Rochdale, used New Left

lingo — and delivered an un-

structured speech which the

audience found difficult to

distill into a meaningful mes-

sage.

— "Vastly improved birth

control information and

equipment ought to be avail-

able to everyone, without cost

or restriction, in the same
way as chest X-rays are now,

and paid for out of public

funds."

But population size is not a

value-free technical matter.

The counsel of experts

should not be taken at face

value, Kneen continued. We
must ask if the authorities

who talk about the necessity

of birth control speak for the

June Caldwell and Brewster Kneen

rich or for the poor, what

color they are and what their

class background is.

Are the proponents of birth

control "nations or political

groups who have reasons to

fear large numbers of people

. . . those concerned with the

survival of special interests?
"

Are they, in other words,

imperialists? Kneen defines

imperialism as the intention-

al or unintentional imposition

of one group's values, or so-

cial intent, on another.

"The Alliance for Progress

set the desirable growth rate

of the Gross National Product

for developing South Ameri-

can countries at 2.5 per cent

while citing four per cent for

industrial economies," he

pointed out.

"If we're not concerned

with redistribution of

wealth," says Kneen, "we're

insincere".

The problem may not be

population size at all but the

structure of the world econ-

omy and national economies
and the distribution of

wealth, he feels.

"Population control must
be examined within the con-

text of political or natural

resource control."

Birth control aim - mental health
By HARRIET KIDECKEL

Toronto journalist and author, June Call-

wood added a touch of feminine emotionali-

ty to the Teach-in Saturday morning.

Rather than discuss actual physical fam-
'

ily planning. Miss Callwood spoke of mental
and emotional family planning.

"Civilization's most sophisticated adv-

ance, it appears, is this — that wretched,
wrecked adults are free to wreck babies,

she said.

Miss Callwood pointed out that the only

criterion for parenthood is fertility regard-

less of "desire, preparation, competence or

sanity."

in this country, the definition of mother
is a functioning uterus," she said.

And even then, many babies are unwant
ed.

"Evidence of this is found in those coun-
tries which permit unlimited abortion on
demand, where abortions promptly exceed-
ed the birthrate," Miss Callwood stated.

Miss Callwood did not see abortion as a
total solution but she did suggest either a

"d and c" or "distribution of birth control

devices" to those women who want them,
without society's interference.

"Many say unlimited distribution of birth

control devices and permitting legal abor
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tions on demand would tear the fabric of

our society, destroy decency and goodness.

"I submit that the fabric of our society is

in rags, and decency and goodness are hav-

ing a steep time of it," she said.

The audience immediately burst into ap-

plause.

Canada bears "the burdens of the devel-

oped countries," Miss Callwood stated.

"We have adults so hassled that their life-

loving instincts are pounded flat, prisons

and mental hospitals bursting with the lone-

ly, sick and angry, a generation of teen-

agers who commit the partial suicide cf

alcohol, drugs, promiscuous sex and vio-

lence as a technique for enduring their ex-

istence."

Miss Callwood's "simple start to unravel
this mess" is to "guarantee that every baby
born will receive loving care."

"It could not prevent the big disasters of

death, illness, deformity," she said . . . but
the baby could go forth into whatever fate

decides armed against total collapse with
the one weapon that matters, the hallelujah

of feeling safe in the human race."

From this. Miss Callwood envisioned

"that people who feel good about them-
selves feel good about strangers, and hostil-

ity and loneliness would lift."

968

^/t&ttffafflH, Archer Wmslen. N V Post

'"THE SUBJECT WAS ROSES' CAN STAND AS ONE OF
THE SOLID PICTURES OF THE YEAR !"

£ >Wf fr&t*' '™e Magazine

/ "PATRICIA NEAL'S PERFORMANCE IN THE SUBJECT
WAS ROSES' WOULD BE WORTH WAITING A DECADE
FOR!

"

^/VrX^^VJlH, leo Mishkm. Morning Telegraph

I "ONE OF THE MAJOR MOTION PICTURES OF THE YEAR."

Metro Goldwyn Mayer presents

in Frank D. Gilroy's Pulitzer Prize winning

-

The story of three strangers

A mother...

A father...

and
A son

Jack Albertson • Martin Sheen
screenplay by produced by directed by

Frank D.Gilroy Edgar Lansbury Ulu Grosbard

Metrocolor ©mgm

ot: 2,00
3.50 5.45
7.40 &
9.35 P.M.

CINEMA
8LOOH YONGE SUBAAY 924-2600

CANADIAN
PREMIERE

SUPPER ENTERTAINMENT

OPEN FOP

LUNCHEON
AND

SUPPER

AL CROMWELL The Young Fantastic

NIGHTLY ENT
MON. - THURS.

6p.m. - 8p.m.

FRI. - STkT.

NO COVER NO MINIMUM
l0p 'm

'
to 3a 'm -

GEORGE S KIBITZERIA
Huron & Harboard - 992 - 1517

Students Home For Fine Cuisine

UNITED APPEAL

COMPUTER DATING FORMS

are on sale at your

local Engineering Stores

NOW
PRICE $1.00



Swedes control births
By AGI LUKACS

An evaluation of Sweden's
population policy is worth-

while because Sweden can be
viewed as a model both for

Canada and the world in this

field.

As Dr. Thorsten Sjovall

ifUold the Teach-in, Sweden has

had a definite population poli-

cy since the 1930 s.

There have been financial

subsidies aiming at family

support and also programs to

limit the birthrate.

"Growing opinion", said

Dr. Sjovall, "holds that

Or. Thorsten Sjovall

eventual under - population

problems (which Canada also

has) should be solved by

immigration rather than by

stepping up national birth

rates."

The other side of the popu-

lation policy was begun in

1933 by the Swedish voluntary

planned parenthood move-

ment.

Results include: the repeal

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL SERIES

Music Room, Hart House, 1:00 p.m.

October 30 MARTIN POLTEH, Guitarist

November 6 FACULTY OF MUSIC ENSEMBLE

November 13 JUDI KENN EDI, Pianist

November 20 AOELE ARMIN, Violinist

November 27 FACULTY OF MUSIC STUDENT
' PIANO TRIO

December 4 BARBARA ALLEN, Violinist

(Ladies Welcome)

Progress? or extinction?

of legal restrictions on adver-
tising and selling of contra-

ceptives (1938); Sweden's
becoming the first and only

country to have legally com-
pulsory sex education in publ-

ic schools (1956); and liberali-

zation of abortion laws.

"It is rightly assumed
Sweden would hesitate to

advocate policies or methods
for any other country that she
would not be prepared to

adopt at home ... the Swed-
ish approach to these matters
is comparatively soundly

founded on ideological and
humanitarian considera-

tions."

"Planned parenthood is an

integrated part of any devel-

opment programme", and
presently makes up 12 per

cent of our total foreign aid

budget.

"It would be rather unreal-

stic and indeed illogical to

ittempt to promote economic

levelopment without an ac-

companying effort to reduce

)irths.", he concluded.

"The importance of

jlanned parenthood . . . has

>een grossly and propagandis-

.ically exaggerated as an out-

standing remedy against the

so-called population explo-

sion."

The Swedish National

Board of Health and Welfare

last year approved more than

90 per cent of the 10,000 appli-

cations it received, request-

ing abortions, noted Dr. Sjov-

all. However, he cautioned,

foreigners who came to Swe-

den for abortions, generally

found themselves part of the

ten per cent who were re-

fused.

By DOUG MURRAY

"What is now popularly known as progress begins to look

very much like the path to extinction," Dr. Lamont C. Cole,

professor of Zoology and Ecology at Cornell University, told

the International Teach-In Friday night.

"Industrialization creates pollution like engine exhaust, ra-

dio-active waste, junk yards and garbage, he said.

Dr. Cole has calculated that for the year 1966 the United

States replaced less than 60 per cent of the oxygen it con-

sumed. For the rest, it was dependent on oxygen produced
outside its borders — a characteristic of highly industrialized

nations.

Erroll Barrow, the Prime Minister of Barbados explained

his country's position on this problem. "Small countries such

as Barbados can only gain prosperity by intensive industriali-

zation, and it is necessary to cultivate forest land." he said

"Technology could deal with these problems but the reme-
dies are considered too expensive." said Dr. Cole. Diverting

$5 billion from the United States' space program would not

adequately finance a crash program against pollution." Dr. Lamont C, Cole

Women biological tools in Egypt

Mrs. Aziia Hussein

8y WANETTA IAMWATT

Family planning would allow a woman to maintain her

status as a person instead of being a biological tool, an Egypt-

ian birth control expert said at the Teach In s Saturday ses-

sion.

But, added Mrs. Aziza Hussein, delegate to the United Na-

tions Commission on the status of women, present concern

over family planning results not from concern over women's

personal well-being, but "from the fact that the pressure of

growing population has begun to hamper their national devel-

opment."
The status of the Egyptian woman, she said, derives to a

great extent only from her childbearing potential

It is the woman's lack of education and ambition that is

found in most developing countries which makes acceptance

of family planning unlikely, she said.

Traditions of early marriage, of segregation from men in

the harem and of Moslem family law. have all led to the

Egyptian woman's status being to a great extent dependent on

her childbearing potential only.

Education would bring "a new concept of self" making pos-

sible the acceptance of new values such as family planning.

MEXICO
SUMMER 69

C1ASP is a student group which sends its members to

rural Mexico for the summer months to live with, work

with and understand their Mexican hosts. Some know-

lege of Spanish, a spirit of adventure, and a sincere

interest in people, their lives, and their personal and

community problems are the requisites of a valid

cultural exchange.

INTRODUCTORY MEETING

Thursday, October 31, 7:00 P.M. SHARP

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' CENTRE
33 St. George Street

CONFERENCE ON INTER-AMERICAN STUDENT PROJECTS

PHALLJPHUM II
* *

pHAliLPHUM? \a!ha\ is. it?

PhavJLphom

SEEING'S BELIEVING

A Vi CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

$200 or $500

DEPENDING ON CUT. COL-

OUR AND CLARITY

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

H. PROCTOR & CO.

moid and Gem Dealers 921 7702

131 Bloor ir. W. Suite 416
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HERE AND NOWCanadian policy..The Great Abstainer'
By HARRIET KIDECKEL

A combination of humour
ane seriousness characterized

Hugh Keenleyside's address
on "Canada's Foreign Policy

in Relation to Human Num
bers" at the Teach-in Sunday
night.

Keenleyside said Canada
has "no policy except a sort

of dumb but obstinate resist-

ance to doing anything or

even of encouraging others to

do what was and is obviously

necessary" in the problem of

world population.

"This is one of the reasons
Canada became known in

United Nations circles as 'the

great abstainer^," said Keen-

leyside, chairman of the B.C.

Hydro and Power Authority.

"The title had no relation-

ship to the social habits of

our delegates," he added.

"In 1966, 12 heads of state

presented ... a declaration

urging immediate and effec-

tive action be taken to deal

with world population" and

Canada's Prime Minister did

not sign.

"In 1967, U Thant establ-

ished a Trust Fund for Popu-

lation Activities and invited

governments, organizations

and individuals to contribute.

Within a year eleven govern-

ments had responded, provid-

ing just under a million dol-

lars.

U of T bleeders needed
For the next two weeks the

Red Cross is out to (,et your

blood.

— With 80 per cent of its stu-

dents able to give blood, U of

T has the highest concentra-

tion of potential donors in

Toronto. Thus, expectations

are high.

Colleges and faculties are

again in competition for the

Carling Cup, awarded on the

basis of donations compared
to potential and previous to-

tals. Last year the faculty of

Dentistry barely nosed out

the engineers.

Metro Toronto needs 500

pints of blood a day. If you

are among the four-fifths

with plenty of red corpuscles,

please come and contribute.

The clinic opens at St.

Mike's today. It will be lo-

cated in the Loretto College

Lounge from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

On Tuesday the clinic

moves to the Trinity Buttery

and will be open from 9 a.m.

to 11 a.m. and 12:30 to 4 p.m.

On Monday and Tuesday
another clinic will operate at

67 St. George from noon to 3:

30 p.m. and 5:30 to 8 p.m.

It doesn't matter which
clinic you go to — your dona-

tion will be credited to your
own college or faculty.

"But nothing came from
Canada," Keenleyside pointed

tut.

Keenleyside foresaw as

"horrible" solutions such as

sterilization or "deciding to

let the babies be born and get

rid of them afterwards," pos-

sibly being necessary in the

future.

"Nuclear weapons could

wipe out all humanity and
population growth if un-

checked will make life un-

bearable," he said.

"The bomb and the womb
must both be controlled."

The more practical solu-

tions Keenleyside offered to

Canada numbered five:

• "we should insist Parlia-

ment wipe out the imbecile

prohibition of birth-control

that has stained our crimi-

nal code. It is violated a mil-

lion times a day.

• "we should assist those

who are trying to change ec-

clesiastical attitudes.

I "we should radically in-

crease our aid to the underde-

veloped countries.

• "we should urge World

Health Organization and
UNICEF and the United Na-

tions itself, to increase enor-

mously their concern with

this aspect of their duties.

• "Canada should devote a

significant amount of money
to research in the field of

population control.

MONDAY
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

First U of T blood clinic of the fall

season. Come and give a pint. We
provide the bottle. It only takes fif-

teen minutes to save a life. Loretto

College, Hart House.

12:15 p.n.

Dr. C. Shepherd, recently returned

Irom Biafra, will speak and answer

questions. Bring your lunch. Coffee

will be provided. Ecumenical Insti-

tute. 97 St. George.

1 p.m.

Hear a Wallace campaign worker

let down his hair and tell: Why I'm

for Wallace. Presented in the public

interest by The Edmund Burke Soci-

ety. Please check your armbands at

the door. Room 2117, Sidney Smith.

Liturgy and ritual: seminar. SCM
office, Hart House.

The North American student in

Israel: talk by Dr. Ben Lappin, U of

T school of social work. Room 214.

University college.

History students' union council

meeting. Room 2124, Sidney Smith.

The Christian in the university:

talk by Dr. Paul Gooch, Philosophy

Dept. Sponsored by VCF. Music

Room, Wymilwood.
5 p.m.

CRUG meeting to decide (finally

I

what CRUG is going to do and how

to do it. North sitting room, Hart

House.

Community Action Working Group.

Bickersteth room. Hart House.

7 p.m.

The university and student power
movements: talk by Dr. Zylstra.

Christian Perspectives club meeting.

South sitting room. Hart House.

7:30 p.m.

Physiological measurement of ni-

trogen narcosis: talk by Dr. K. Ack-
les. Third annual divers' seminar.
East common room. Hart House.

TUESDAY
6:30 a.m.

Sunrise. Bring your own breakfast.

Over Scarborough.

1 p.m.

Meeting for history students, inter-

ested in working lor the History Stu-

dents' Union program. Room 2124,

Sidney Smith.

YAVNEH student paper — Parshat

Hashavvah. Room 2129, Sidney

Smith.

Career inlormation session — so-

cial work. Bring your lunch. Room
1073, Sidney Smith.

Commerce and Finance — all

years. Important meeting to elect

representatives to curriculum com-
mittee. Room 2102, Sidney Smith.

The Things I Cannot Change: SCM
lecture series. Movie and discussion

with John Medsen Christian Re-

source Centre. Room 2118, Sidney

Smith.

5 p.m.

University Research Working

Group: Debates Ante room, Hart

House.

The Psychology Student Union pre-

sents Dr. Kroger, who will be giving

a hypnotic lecture. South sitting

room. Hart House.

7 p.m.

Nothing But the Best: Clive Don-

ner's film. St. Michael's film club.

Limited admission. 75 cents at door.

Carr Hall, SMC. No one under 18 will

be admitted.

7:30 p.m.

Blue and White Society: important

meeting. All members must attend.

Salaries will be discussed. South sit-

ting room, Hart House.

F U. OF T.

We're banking on your ideas
The world is changing.
Banking too. To keep
ahead we need ideas.

New ideas, youthful
ideas. After all, money
itself was just an idea.

So was banking. But
now, the old ideas just

aren't enough. We need
more all the time. We
need yours. In exchange
we're offering a bright

fast-rising future we
admit wouldn't have
been thought possible a

few years ago.

Look into the future
with Bank of Montreal.
Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday, November
4 to 6.

Your placement office
can tell you where.

fifi

Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank
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MONDAY
7:30 p.m.

Bick-Canadian history (Ryerson)

ersteth Room, Hart House.

8 p.m.

Contemporary political thought,

group A. 170 Howland Ave.

12 a.m.

Midnight. Bring your own lunch.

Sitting room, Parklawn.

TUESDAY
7 p.m.

Urban Architecture. North sitting

room, Hart House.

8 p.m.

Non-authOritarian medicine. Find

out how to tend to the medical needs

of non-authoritarians. Bickersteth

Room. Hart House.

CENTRE
FOR THE STUDY OF

DRAMA
Second

Studio

Production

THE NEW TENANT

by Eugene /onesco

os directed

by Marshall Bruce Evoy

Wednesday to Saturday
Oct. 30, 31. - Nov. I, 2

at 8 30

at "The Church"

4 Glenmorris Street

one block north

of Harbord St

ai Huron St

ADMISSION FREE
! )



Wraw's rugged ramblings reap Varsity harvest
' 0nce a8ain Varsity's rugger teams executed a double victo-

ry over Western.

The firsts outmuscled Western in a hard-fought game 16-0
Varsity led 6-0 at the half on two penalty kicks by scrum half
George Wraw. Western's coach was very upset by the penal-
ties called on his team in their own zone which resulted in the
Varsity scores. And at the other end of the field, the Western
kicker added to the frustration by missing two easy penalty
kicks.

The second half was a different story as the Varsity for-
wards crashed for two tries in the centre of the field. Peter
Hand scored the first of these after a long run by Andy Gibson
who drew the tacklers to him before passing off to Hand.
Maris Apse powered his way over for the second try after
excellent forward play set him up. Wraw and centre Tony
Pierre each kicked a convert to complete the scoring.

Early in the first half a Western player was put out of ac-

tion for the remainder of the game. From that point Western
seemed bent not on scoring but on maiming Varsity players.

> Captain George Wraw was the main target of the opposition
^ who took aim at his injured right leg.

The Varsity seconds also fought a hard-hitting Western
team but still triumphed 18-3. Leading the Varsity scorers was
forward Harley Griffiths who notched three tries. Winger
Mahar shoed across for another try. Three of the four tries

were converted by golden toe Andy Cairns.

The smaller Varsity team won because of excellent running

and tackling in their half line and the scrum's dominance of

the loose scrums.

Soccer toes topple Western 5 -2

Photo by TOM AI'KKTI

University of Toronto soc-

cer Blues moved one step clos-

er to the top of the Western

conference as a result of

their well-earned 5-2 victory

over Western Mustangs Sat-

urday.

The game was played un-

der trying conditions as the

back campus, poor in itself,

was made very slippery and

muddy by the intermittent

'rain On top of tbi"= Blues

found themselves three men
short when -Frank Soppelsa

(academic commitment) Bill

Neoptiuk (flu i and Rom Muir
I quit school) did not even suit

up for the game. A fourth

player, Dwight Taylor, also

had the. flu but was able to

play the second half.

' The Western team, unde-

feated until this game,
opened the scoring when their

winger slipped through the

HARRIER
The Varsity harrier team seems certain to repeat as

OQAA champs and probably as Canadian champs as well

after finishing a strong second to the University of Pitts-

burgh in a meet at Canisius University (in Buffalol in

Saturday. About 20 U.S. member schools of the NCAA
competed in this exhibition meet, along with MacMaster,

Guelph, York, and, of course. Varsity.

The individual winner at the meet was Terry Ritchie

of Pittsburgh, who succeeded in navigating the 4.7 mile

course in 22 minutes and 15 seconds. Ritchie is a sub-

four-minute miler and was a finalist in the U.S. Olympic

trials.

Close behind Ritchie was Grant McLaren of Guelph,

followed by another Pittsburgh runner, Dave Smith of

York, and Varsity runner, Brian Richards, fifth and only

40 seconds off the pace.

Nine seconds after Richards came Brian Armstrong of

Varsity, finishing eighth. Jim Smith of Mac was Nth,

hotly pursued by Dave Tong of this university, who was

fifteenth and 72 seconds behind the leader. The other

Toronto runners finished well, with Bruce Thompson

18th, Rich Pyne 42nd and Bob Cairns 48th.

Varsity finished well ahead of their closest Canadian

competitor, McMaster.

defence and rapped one in.

Blues came back to equal

ize the score when Jim Lef-

kos let go one of his bombs
after taking a pass from

Miles Sosa.

Three minutes from half-

time, Western took advantage

of a temporary defensive

lapse and went ahead 2-1.

However, when the second

half began, it was quite ob-

vious that Blues had too

much power to be held in

check. Lefkos, last year's

scoring champ, went to work

and counted three more
goals.

Miles Sosa, who set up

Lefkos on two occasions,

scored Blues' fifth and final

tally.

Coach Ernie Glass was

quite pleased with his team's

performance, especially in

the second half when they

began to display the form

which made them the number

one intercollegiate soccer

power in Eastern Canada last

season.

(Corner Kicks Graham
Shiels played his best game
of the season. He was bril-

liant in the second hall when

his play on left wing allowed

Lefkos and Sosa to work

themselves free for good

shots on goal.

WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

HELP!!!

Anyone interested in helping with the organization

of the Intercollegiate Field Hockey Tournament being

held at Toronto, come to an important meeting today

October 28th at 1:00 p.m. Board Room, Benson Bu.ld.ng.

Field Hockey Reps are to attend.

The Benson Building is now open on Saturdays 9 a.m. -

12:00 noon Dip time Saturday 10:30 - 11:30.

U OF T

FRAT. JACKETS

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

Lowest prices • immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
'oa IdVetdt SI. W.

364-5332

Students have found the Yellow

Pages one of the most useful

reference books around. They

know it's the one sure place to

find everything they need —
quickly and easily. As Conlucious

once said. "Orient thyself". Look

first in the Yellow Pages. Wear
out your fingers instead of

yourself.

let your fingers do the walking
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GRAPE VICTORY FOR VARSITY OVER WESTERN, 32-17
By Rod Mickleburgh

Distinguished British etym-

ologist. Concise Oxford, lists

two meanings for the word
mustang: "wild horse of

Mexico and California" and

"small red Texas grape".

Judging by the perform-

ance of some Mustangs from

Western on Saturday, Mr.

Oxford knows whereof he

speaks. After horsing wild to

a 17-7 lead over Varsity Blues

early in the second quarter,

Mustangs suddenly turned

into those meek little Texas

grapes as they were squished

and devoured all over the

field by a ravenous U of T
football team.

Before 13,407 fans at Var-

sity Stadium, the final score

was 32-17 for Blues, one of

the most thorough victories

ever recorded by a Blue and

White team.

For the final thirty-nine

minutes of the game, it was
like watching a re-run of the

Democrat Convention in Chi-

cago where the big bad Daley

machine ran roughshod over

the helpless McCarthyites,

only this time it was the

Murphy machine and the

good guys won.

Somewhere, sometime, af-

ter falling behind 17-7, Blues

discovered the key to the

Western strong-box, finding a

vast treasure of weaknesses
inside. They discovered a

porous defensive line lit be-

came very porous during the

rain, ho ho) and a pair of

quarterbacks who couldn't

work under pressure. So, of-

fensively, Varsity kept the

ball on the ground, and, de-

fensively, rushed everything

but the kitchen fink whenever

Western went back to pass.

The results were stagger-

ing.

Led by fullback Mike Ra-

ham, who scorns second ef-

fort as or.dinary, giving out

fourth and fifth effort in-

stead, and halfback Glen

Markle. Varsity bulldozed

their way to 304 yards rush-

ing, two centuries of it com-
ing in the second half. And
Western's much-vaunted ae-

rial attack went completely

phfft, yielding three intercep-

tions and only five comple-

tions for 32 yards after half-

time.

Raham. who has probably

never had a bad game, had a

superb one Saturday, batter-

ing through the Western line

26 times for 178 yards, a

scant two yards short of

matching Mustangs' entire

offensive output. Markle
bulled for 91 yards, a person-

al best.

Quarterback Vic Alboini

complemented another excel-

lent field marshall perform-
ance with two touchdowns,
both on one yard sneaks. John
Chapman also had a pair of

touchdowns, with Markle get-

ROWING
By STEVE THOMAS

The U, of T. rowing crew won last weekend's final in-

vitational regatta at London, and as a result took the
E.C.I.R.A. (Eastern Canadian Intercollegiate Rowing
Assc.) points championship trophy.

The trophy, won last year by Western, is awarded to
the total points winner of four regattas preceding the
OQAA championship.

After their performance last Saturday, Toronto will be
the favoured crew although stiff competition can be ex-

pected from Western, McMaster, Brock and also York.
Western and McMaster tied with 60 points apiece, a
scant 2':i points behind Toronto for second place.

Races were rowed on a rough Lake Fanshawe course
with a headwind that at times exceeded 20 knots. Toron-
to's best showing again was a first in the lightweight

race.

In the senior race, won for the fourth week by West-
ern, the same 155 lb. crew was forced from second place
for the first time by McMaster.
The freshman crew, who also were rowing two races,

finished a strong second in the freshman race, although
farther back in junior varsity.

The lightweight crew celebrated Saturday's success
with a long Sunday morning row up the Humber to the
Bloor Street viaduct and a dip in the chilly waters of
Lake Ontario.

Rowing out from under the Lakeshore bridge they
were caught in a three foot chop that had built up as
they were practicing on the calm surface of the Humber.
Two waves filled the shell and a third put the bow under.
With waves swirling about their waist and stroke oars-

man Jack Gibbons humming a medly of old rowing songs
to himself, the crew abandoned ship for the shoulder
deep water. A two-hundred yard wade brought the shell
safely to calmer if not warmer waters.
A somewhat numbed eight oarsmen set an unofficial

time from the western end of the breakwall to the show-
ers of the Argonaut Rowing Club, leaving a scattering of
morning walkers rubbing their eyes.

Blues' Mike Raham (22) is spectacular even when tackled. George Hill (26) of West-
ern sends Raham flying with a beautiful tackle and bulls over Eric Walter (27) in the
process.

ting the fifth. Bill Stankovic

kicked two converts.

Western's points came on

touchdowns by Carl Lindros

and Bruce Hough, plus con-

verts and a field goal by Ot-

tavio Colosimo.

The afternoon dimmed
damp and dreary, and Toron-

to took the lead in the first

quarter on an 11 yard touch-

down run by Chapman, made
possible by a gorgeous block

from guard Gord Whitaker.
The convert was tried and it

was good.

Then Western had their

five minutes of sunshine at

the outset of the second quar-.

ter. Colosimo kicked a 21

yard field goal, Hugh stum-

bled for a four. yard touch-

down two plays after West-

ern recovered a Varsity fum-

ble, and Lindros caught a

short pass from quarterback

Joe Cipparone for the second

and last 'Stang major. The
converts were tried and they

were good.

In arrears 17-7, Varsity
started to fight back and with
a mere 11 seconds left in the

half, Alboini lofted a perfect

pass to Chapman for a 33

yard touchdown play. The
convert was tried and it was
good but it was wiped out by
a penalty.

The touchdown was ex-
tremely important psycholog-

ically. Blues went to their

dressing room all fired up,

while Mustangs moped and
almost forgot they still had a

four point lead.

Freezing rain descended en
masse at intermission —
drenching the spectators, and
as it turned out, any spark in

the Western attack.

Blues' defense was magnif-
icent, holding Mustangs to

two first downs and 15 yards
total offense.

The offense chimed in with
third quarter touchdowns by
Alboini and Markle, and a

fourth quarter effort by Al-

boini.

And the victory was won
and it was bloody good.
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Great blocking by the offensive line was a major factor in Blues' 32-17 win over

Western. Here, pulling guards Gord Whittaker (50) and Derek Turner (51) clear way
for John Chapman's (26) TD sweep.
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UNIONISM HITS U OF T
BY LAUREL SEFTON
IV MOD. HISTORY

ST. MIKES
As the Macpherson Report

progressed, the problem of

how to implement the idea of

greater student representa-

tion at all levels of the uni-

versity has become very cru-

cial.

Who is to give the students

views and how? Could course

unions like the History Stu-

dents Union be the answer?
The question of whether

students were capable of

achieving their goals within

organized structures was
pointed out two years ago by

Frank Buck (then a graduate

student and member of the

Macpherson Committee) in

an article published in The

Varsity.

He advocated a three-tiered

system of student representa-

tion: at the university level,

i.e. the Senate and Board of

Governors, at the faculty lev-

el, i.e. the Council of the

Faculty of Arts and Science,

and at the departmental lev-

el, i.e. the history depart-

ment.

It would have been difficult

to democratically elect stu-

dents to the Council of the

Faculty of Arts and Science.

And at the departmental lev-

el, there was no localized

ANTHROPOLOGY

A staff-student committee is con-

sidering the Allen sub-committee's

report. An anthropology club exists

which can submit suggestions to the

department faculty. A student-fac-

ulty co-ordinating committee and a

graduate student association are in

the process of developing constitu-

tions.

PSYCHOLOGY

A course union was formed in March and has

submitted a list of recommendations to Dr. Macdon-

ald, head of the department. The PCU and Mac-

Donald have held several meetings during which

changes in the leaching of psychology were dis-

cussed. The PCU also presents programs oj general

interest dealing with psychological problems.

A staff-student committee, formed in the spring oj

1967 was eventually abandoned as unworkable.

MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH

Attempts to form un English-students union are being made. Last year,

an executive representing students from I C, Innis, and New was elected.

But this group was unable to win active support from a significant number

of students.

Last year, a Combined Departments Staff-student Liaison Committee

with student and faculty representatives from all colleges met several

times. This \;roup had no authority to make curriculum changes and was

used only as a means of providing dialogue with students.

student organization whose'
representatives would be re-

sponsible to the students who
elected them.

ORGANIZATION OF THE

UNION
During the summer of 1967,

SAC set up a committee to

discuss what are now known
as course unions, and to con-

tact students who would take

on the responsibility of organ-

izing them.

Many students came for-

ward and it was at this. time

that the History Students'

Union, was founded.

This group defines itself

as: "an inclusive body of stu-

dents registered within a

department, who have organ-

ized themselves into a cohe-

sive unit in order to provide a

forum with the faculty to dis-

cuss problems . . . arising out

of courses or departmental

policy, and generally, in or-

der to bring about significant

educational reform in the

university."

FACULTY COUNCIL

The H.S.U. first had to

consider the Committee on

Undergraduate Studies' pro-

posal to seat 16 students on

the Council of the Faculty of

Arts and Science.

Totallv dissatisfied with the

ZZn^^Jtat^'cZen originally from the existing Maths and

Physt Club have been sitting on the Curriculum committee of,he depart-

me
triL'This7me the department has re-organized its honors program

JE?££Z sasV-r
atives,

—' "
"

PHILOSOPHY

A staff-student committee has been in ex-

istence for about two years.

This year an ad-hoch committee (Mo ««

dents and four faculty) was farm* » *
CUSS the Allen report '«<""««»*

Their report was submitted to

parlment council for discussw" and«He-

There are seven elected

and one general) sealed on this council
_

Recently, the Philosophy department has

re-organized its own governing structure. An

Executive Committee for the Undergraduate

Department, composed of seven faculty and

three student representatives, has been

formed. This committee will be responsible

for curriculum changes and will set the agen-

da for full department meetings.

The old staff-student committee will be

replaced by a permanent sub-committee

composed of the three students and three of

the stafffrom the executive committee.

GEOGRAPHY

The department has put forward a list of recom-

mended changes and is calling for four undergradu-

ates with voting rights to sit in on a series of closed

committee meetings.

The 75-member Geography society is trying to

expand to form a representative student union for

the course. However, at a mass meeting held a cou-

ple of weeks ago, only 12 people out of an estimated

StHI taking geography attended.

SOCIOLOGY

A staff meeting a few weeks ago
set up a committee under Prof. P.

A. Griffin to discuss the Macpher-
son report. There is no student un-

ion or staff-student committee op-

erating at the undergraduate level.

basis of representation. ivi;i^

of a prefabricated electoral

college system — no doubt

invented by the mind of Dean

W. D. Foulds . . .) the HSU
spearheaded the drive for

reform.

This drive proved unsuc-

cessful partly because of

SAC'S reluctance to pick up

their plea and carry it

through. To effectively

counter the administration's

proposal there would have

had to have been a concerted

effort by well-organized

course unions in EVERY
DEPARTMENT of the fac-

ulty of Arts and Science.

These course unions were

unformed at that time, and in

fact are just being organized.

As the present 16 student

reps on the Faculty Council

are not happy in their posi-

tion, and as new proposals for

fairer student representation

will undoubtedly be negotiat-

ed this year, these unions will

necessarily play an important

role. They should be the basic

form through which responsi-

ble representatives can be

elected.

HISTORY DEPARTMENT

Undeterred by the hope-

lessness of the Faculty Coun-

cil situation, the HSU Council

decided to turn to reform in

their own department. They

presented a brief to the poli-

cy committee of the history

department asking for stu-

dent representation on a

number of the department's

standing committees, includ-

ing the curriculum and li-

brary committees.

They were turned down on

the grounds that "too much
of the committee's business

was of no interest to stu-

dents." . ,,,
I continued on page 1 1
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Tom S. Hobb's

FREE UNIVERSITY
* new courses:

CUBA: POLITICS of the REVOLUTION (Frank Park, just

returned from six years in Cuba)

EVOLUTION to REVOLUTION: a discussion of the Canadian Student

Movement COMPUTERS for ARTSMEN CANADIAN

GOVERNMENT COLD WAR: AMERICAN IMPERIALISM and REVOL

UTION F.U. CENTRE of DRAMA the BLUES ARAB CULTURE and

LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY: THEORIES of CONSCIOUSNESS HEGEL to

MARX * first meetings this week:

Wed.

Thurs,

Fri.

5:00 p.m. LATIN AMERICA: THE CULTURE OF "UNDER-DEVELOPMENT"
2131 Syd Smith

5:00 p.m. IDEAS of PRIMITIVE RELIGIONS, 613 Rochdale

7:00 p.m. FILMS - to break up into groups todiscuss Bergman, Hollywood
today etc. Innis I (South of Hart House)

7:30 p.m. CHINA TODAY, 506 Rochdale

7:30 p.m. BEAVER: a group to discuss whatever its members would like

Innis II (St. George St.)

7:00 p.m. WAR & PEACE, Hart House

8:00 p.m. BLACK MAGIC AND WITCHCRAFT, North Sitting Room, Hart House
8:00 p.m. JUNG: MYTHOLOGY AND RELIGION, 2131 Syd Smith

12:00 p.m. AARDVARK: a regular group to discuss whatever, baby
Advisory Bureau (Spadina and Hoskin-Harbourd)

4:00 p.m. UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO HISTORY, DI02 University College
West wing

Keep those cards and letters coming, folks 923-3490,921-622 I S.A.C Office,

and we'd especially like to thank, the registrar, at the piano.

A.T.S. - G.S.U.
, _ _ presents a

JOB on FORUM
Employment Conditions for Prospective University Teachers

Seminar topics include:

Main Speakers:

* Salaries

* Academic Freedom and Tenure

* University Government and Faculty
Power

* Professor B. Etkin

* Professor J.B. Milner

* Professor R.A. Greene

Saturday November 9 10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Sidney Smith Hall

Registration fee of $1. (covers forum, light lunch and all
printed matter) should be paid immediately to the Executive
Assistant in the Graduate Students' Union, 16 Bancroft
Ave. Deadline for registration is Wednesday, November 6.
For further information phone 928-2391.

HART HOUSE DEBATE
TO-NIGHT - 8 PM - DEBATES ROOM3
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What did you
learn in

school today?
BY AG I LUKACS

"The capitalists will have

to be suppressed . . . there

may be bloodshed", said J. T.

McCloud to his Canadian Po-

litical Science freshman
class. He was arguing from
the Marxist point of view, in

one of three lectures on this

alternative political theory.

Students are not exposed to

this in their first year, but

several have asked for it,

says Prof. McCloud. "Many
are interested in theory, and
aren't exposed to it in high

school", he says.

Perspective is gained
through contact with a "rela-

tively undemocratic system,"

he continues. Though there is

a danger in his boiling down
Marxism for students without

thorough background, he

can't justify teaching Poli Sci

120 without provision of alter-

natives.

"It is not my purpose to

suggest that this is the theo-

ry, but that it's an important

one in the world today," he

adds. "Marx was a genius not

only because of his wide-

spread influence, but because
of his critique of capitalism."
— Marx admitted that capital-

ism, as the most recent eco-

nomic system developed in

his time, had made improve-
ments, producing individual

and political liberty, but only

for one class, McCloud said.

Perhaps another Marxist
theory is even more applica-

ble today than it was last

century, said McCloud: that

in affluent society, less and
less incentive is needed to

produce material goods, and
more to distribute them.
"You don't need competition

anymore."

Marx's concept of human
nature was not necessarily

incorrect, the class was told.

Competition isn't intrinsic to

man; it may appear so, but

only because "man's social

consciousness is shaped by
his economic system."

"It can be argued," Mc-
Cloud continued, "that Marx-
ism has never been tried."

Just because his theory was
misapplied doesn't mean it is

invalid.

Marx's ideas pioneered

such fields as alienation,

when he argued that man is

often cut off from the fruits

of his own labor, said Mc-
Cloud.

Just before two students

walked up to ask him about
The Exam and The Essay,
McCloud asked, "Are you not

being alienated from the en-

joyment of curricula . . .

from the system?"

"It's a point of view", he
concluded. "You pays your
money; you gits your
choice."

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. Vife

will however do everything possible to guarantee that
your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued
wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720



Mac students to boycott cafeteria
HAMILTON - (UNS) - im ^„„ r * „HAMILTON - (UNS)

McMaster students to starve
this week?
Not likely, although a boy-

cott of Beaver Food facilities

on campus is to take place.
Students will continue using
the Arts II Cafeteria tables
but will bring their own
lunches or eat sandwiches
provided by the boycott
committee.
Beaver Food Services have

taken over on the Mac cam-
pus from Versafood, and the
students want them out.

Why? Mainly because the
new company dismissed sen-

ior employees and union
stewards without notice.

The issue centers around
Annie Davidson, veteran
coffee-server of seven years
and a student favorite. The
new caterers promised to

rehire old employees on a
seniority basis, but Annie
returned from vacation to

find a new management and
no job.

At an open meeting last

Tuesday, the McMaster SDU
initiated the boycott proposal

despite a letter from Beaver
Food Services and the Build-

Grants
Canada Council grants to-

talling nearly $500,000 have
been alloted to 17 University

of Toronto faculty members
for research projects in the

social sciences and humani-
ties.

The largest grant went to

nistc / Prof. Edward L. Shor-

ter and sociology Prof.

Charles Tilly. They receive

$16,650 for a study of indus-

trial conflict in France from
1830 to 1960. Most of the

grants are under $5,000.

ing Service Employees Union
recommending the student
body "keep hands off the
Annie Davidson case'..

Employee interviews re-

vealed that workers had been
warned they were on proba-
tion, they were being closely

observed, were forced to
work extra hours without
pay, and some were placed
on permanent night shift.

Said one angry student:

"Beaver's got to go. If it's

trying these things now, just

wait till it gets established

around here!

"

A joint statement by com-
pany and union says the union

will assume responsibility for

the employees involved. It

also suggests the students

leave "negotiations between
the two principle parties, to

settle these matters."
Students feel they are being

given a public relations runa-
round with no action in sight.

So the boycott gets the green
light. All food will be pre-

pared by students under
Board of Health regulations

in graduate and faculty kitch-

ens.

Nigeria-Biafra debate

could be one-sided
The Nigerian-Biafran crisis

will be debated at Convoca-
tion Hall tomorrow night, but

already one of the major par-

ticipants has withdrawn.

The Association of Nige-

rians in Canada (Toronto)

announced yesterday it will

not participate in the debate,

sponsored by the students

council and World University

Services. This could mean
only the Biafran viewpoint

will be represented.

E. O. Fagbamiye (SGS),

president of the ANC(T),
says the decisions of a com-
mittee which decided the

membership of the forum
panel were arbitrarily over-

ruled. The original panel was
to have consisted of two rep-

resentatives from Nigeria,

two from Biafra and External

Affairs Minister Mitchell

Sharp.

The association is specifi-

cally objecting to the inclu-

sion of MP Stephen Lewis,

who recently returned from
Nigeria-Biafra. They feel he

would not represent anyone,

and say his name was includ-

ed even after the suggestion

was defeated by the commit-
tee.

An ANC(T) statement says
"we are prepared to abide by
the decisions made by this

committee, but we refuse to

be toyed with by those who
feel they have to impose per-

sonal opinions on a commit-
tee of grown-ups."

SAC president Steve Lang-

don said last night the Nige-

rian students were "still

quite welcome to send two or

three people to participate in

the panel."

One of the panelists, he

said, was to be picked by

WUS, and they chose Stephen

Lewis.

The Blue & White Society

presents

GORDON LIGHTF00T
IN CONCERT - SUN. NOV. 10, 1968 - 8 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

Reserved Seats Only - $3.00 per person

Tickets Will Be Sold At The S.A.C. Office

Starting At 9:00 am on Fri. Nov. 1, 1968

(Those Who Have Their "ARS NOVA" Tickets Can

Purchase Their "Gordon Lighffoot" Tickets Anytime

On Thurs. Oct. 31, 1968)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hart House

NOON HOUR TALK
Theatre - l:IS p.m.

LEON MAJOR
discusses

THE FAN end
THE CHANGELING
(lodies Welcome)

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room — 1 p.m.

MARTIN POLTEN
Guitarist

(Ladies Welcome)

DEBATE
Debates Roam, 9 p.m.
Honorary Visitor

ATTORNEY GENERAL ARTHUR WISHART

•

topic
LAW AND ORDER

POETRY READING
Music Room - 1:15 p.m.
Thursday. October 31st

LOUELLA BOOTH - "Statement
& Circus" — her own poetry

ROGER MOORE - "Party Cheese"
Ladies Welcome

SIMULTANEOUS EXHIBITION
WALTER DOBRICH, Chess Master

Thurs., Oct. 31 - 7:30 p.m.
D abates Room

To Play: Chess Club Members Free

Non-members: 50« - Refreshments

S.A.C. GENERAL MEETING

TONIGHT 7 PM
TRINITY MEN'S RESIDENCE, SEELEY HALL

COME TO THE MEETINGAND FIND

OUT WHAT'S GOING ON

;mexico
SUMMER '69

GASP is a student group which sends its members to

rural Mexico for the summer months to live with, work

with and understand their Mexican hosts. Some know-

lege of Spanish, a spirit of adventure, and a sincere

interest in people, their lives, and their personal and

community problems are the requisites of a valid

cultural exchange.

INTRODUCTORY MEETING
Thursday, October 31, 7:00 P.M. SHARP
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' CENTRE

33 St. George Street

CONFERENCE ON INTER-AMERICAN STUDENT PROJECTS
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Were Toronto cops "pigs" at Saturday's demonstrations?
By PAUL MACRAE

Varsity Editor

As indicated by the volume of let-

ters about the editorial entitled

"pigs" in Oct. 28 Varsity, a number
of students (not to mention broad-

caster Gordon Sinclair) are furious

because, among other things, I called

the Metropolitan Toronto police

"pigs".

The reference was, as some writ-

ers pointed out, borrowed from
United States jargon and refers to

police—like those in Chicago and oth-

er U.S. cities — who have given up

all pretense at decent law enforce-

ment and concentrate instead on

venting their hatred, from a position

of power, on those without power.

It is my opinion that the Toronto

police deserved the badge of "pigs"

for their actions in breaking up the

Canadians for the National Liberation

Front demonstration against the war
in Vietnam outside the U.S. Consu-

late Saturday. I am NOT referring to

police action regarding the other

demonstration which attempted to

use Yonge St. for their parade.

While I sympathize with their de-

sire to use Yonge St. because I be-

lieve the cause of ending the war in

Vietnam to be more important than

the annual Shrine Convention, I also

recognize that the leaders of that

demonstration attempted to use their

followers to create a violent, physical

confrontation with police. I am op-

posed to such a confrontation started

by students.

My belief that the Metro police

acted like "pigs" at the CNLF dem-
onstration centres around three as-

sumptions:

1 ) that there was no acceptable

reason for breaking up that demon-
stration;

2) that the police created a situa-

tion which they could Break Up in

order to try out their new anti-riot

techniques ( as reported in The To-

ronto Telegram of Oct. 19).

3) That police were politically mo-
tivated in breaking up the demonstra-
tion.

If anyone can prove to me that

these were not the overriding factors

in the police actions, I will apologize
— and apologize sincerely — for call-

ing them pigs. I do, however, think

the facts bear out my hypothesis.

First, I am not a cop-hater. At no,
time during the demonstration out-*

side the consulate or anywhere else

did I call the police "pigs" or "fas-

cists" Witnesses such as David De
Poe can testify that I was, in fact,

angry and upset at the name-calling
and felt, at the time, that it was un-

deserved.

Only afterward, when the melee
was over, did I realize what had ac-

tually happened. True, the police did

not behave with overt cruelty or bru-

tality—for good reason. If they had,

their actions would have been univer-

sally condemned. As it was, their

lack of individual physical brutality

serves as a mask for what they real-

ly tried to do—break up a rally for

practice.

The police and demonstrators did

not clash until the police decided they

would not allow CNLF members to

speak to the marchers. Ostensibly the

cops' reason was. at first, that by
standing on a concrete tree planter,

the CNLF people were breaking a

city bylaw.
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(Here we have a situation analo-

gous to Chicago where police forced

demonstrators onto the streets by

unearthing a bylaw forbidding people

to sleep in the park overnight. In

Washington, a month earlier, the

authorities allowed Resurrection City

to remain in a park. The decision to

enforce or waive the law—here and

in the U.S.—depends almost entirely

on whether the cops and their super-

iors feel public support will be on

their side or not.

)

Yet, although the cops used the

bylaw as an initial reason for asking

speakers to stop speaking, the speak-

ers were in fact arrested on charges

of obstructing police and creating a

disturbance.

Then, when Prof. Peter Rosenthal

began to speak. Police Inspector Wal-

ter Magahey told him to stop speak-

ing because the crowd listening to

him was "blocking the sidewalk."

Rosenthal asked the crowd if anyone
wanted to pass. There was no reply.

Insp. Magahey then decided that a

disturbance was being created by

speaking. The crowd was asked if

anyone was being disturbed by the

speaking. There was no reply.

Insp. Magahey then announced he

objected to the use of a megaphone
by the speakers. He was asked if

people could speak without a mega-
phone. He replied no. Rosenthal was
arrested.

Each one of the speakers taking his

place asked the crowd if anyone
wanted to pass and couldn't and each
one asked if anyone was being dis-

turbed. No one replied.

In the midst of this "potential

riot", the CNLF megaphone was
handed back and forth between
speakers and Insp. Magahey.
Four people were arrested because

it was "dangerous" to allow them to

speak in front of the U.S. Consulate.

Many others were arrested for listen-

ing to them. (This is called creating

a disturbance by impeding).

It is curious that in the midst of all

the impeding, a woman with a baby
carriage was able to get through the

crowd without difficulty. It is also

fact that the demonstrators were at-

tempting to clear a path for pedes-
trians before the arrests began to

occur. *w

(Insp. Magahey, incidentally, is

'Commander of the police emergency
task force" (Toronto Telegram, Oct.
28). ThW "task force" was hitherto

unknown and comprises hundreds of'

specially selected cops whom the
Telegram revealed have been train-

ing with tear gas and machine-guns.
(A Telegram reporter also noted

that "scores of policemen with tear
gas, wooden clubs, hard hats, plastic

body shields and other riot control
equipment were poised around cor-

ners in case violence erupted be-
tween the rival factions". Oct. 28)

It was while the last speaker was
talking that the police brought in

their reinforcements to break up the

demonstration. At ihis time the dem-
onstrators were angry and shouting
at police, but at no time was there
any question of a riot. A small num-
ber of demonstrators who urged the
rest to "surround the police vans"
were ignored, and the police were
virtually unimpeded in making their

arrests, even though these arrests
were probably unwarranted.
There were about 50 policemen at
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the Consulate, including three on

horseback, before the reinforcements

arrived. The immediate reinforce-

ments included about 75 men who
marched up on foot in formation

north on University Ave., about 20

men on horseback; plus two busloads

of police who came from the east

along Centre St. This army was soon

joined by about two dozen men who
roared up on motorcycles, as well as

many more from squad cars that

were constantly arriving.

Did the cops need all this fire-

power? And did the demonstration

have to be broken up? The Toronto

dailies all emphasized the "excel-

lent" job done by the cops, but read-

ing through the lines, the picture is

somewhat different.

The Toronto Telegram notes:

"Then Insp. Magahey, sensing that

the situation was degenerating into a

potential riot, ordered in six high-

stepping police horses to clear the

sidewalk." (Oct. 28)

"Sensing"? Wasn't he sure? "De-
generating into a potential riot"? If it

was degenerating, then at the time
he made his decision it wasn't any-

where near a dangerous situation.

And what is a "potential riot" any-

way?
Finally, if he just wanted to "clear

the sidewalk", why six horses? Why
not just one? And why were demon-
strators chased away from the Con-

sulate and held at bay by men on

horses and by foot troops?

When the cops had finished, the

entire block was cleared of demon-
strators.

The media, particularly the CBC,
have been claiming that the police

were lenient in the charges against

demonstrators and that demonstra-
tors were charged with only minor
offenses.

In fact. 15 were charged with ind-

ictable offenses, for which they could

be sentenced to two years in a feder-

al penetentiary. One of these is a 14-

year-old boy. Thirty-four were arrest-

ed in all, out of 1,000 demonstrators.
In London, with 30,000 demonstrators,
the figure was also 34.

Thousands of demonstrators tried

to storm the U.S. embassy in London,
and the JFK Memorial was bombed.
After the terrible Toronto riot, no
one could discover the slightest

scratch on the U.S. Consulate.

Did the police have a political mo-
tive in breaking up the demonstra-
tion, the same kind of political mo-
tive we find in the "pigs" to the

south? And did the cops break up the

demonstration for "practice" in riot

training?

Chief James Mackey was informed
by letter that the CNLF planned a
peaceful demonstration. The letter

also outlined plans for the demonstra-
tion which were followed scrupulous-

ly. The letter read in part:

"It should be noted that we have
nothing whatsoever to do with the

demonstration organized for the
same day by the Vietnam Mobiliza-

.;„n Committee. We are not interest-

ed in their provocative chest thump-
ing about marching on Yonge St.

"We are marching to the U.S. Con-
sulate, not City Hall. We are not

coming out to oppose Mayor Denni-
son or the Toronto Police. We are
marching against the U.S. war of

aggression in Vietnam."
Mackey's reply to the letter was to

mobilize 300 cops complete with

horses, riding crops, motorcycles,

buses, tear gas, wooden clubs, hard
hats, plastic body shields and other

riot equipment. This was the first big

public action by the "riot task

force", which in other cities (in the

U.S.) are used to smash demonstra-
tions and picket lines.

It has been decades since there

have been anywhere near 300 police

(including reinforcements) out to

break up a demonstration in this city.

Why, all of a sudden, this time? And
why for a peaceful demonstration?
Although it was the Yonge St.

march that announced it would "con-

front" the police, 22 of the 34 people

arrested were arrested at the U.S.

Consulate. The police knew the

difference between the two marches.

Why was the CNLF march picked for

arrests?

After the Hawker-Siddley bomb-
ings, police visited members of the

CNLF and threatened their organiza-

tion with police destruction. The po-

lice have admitted the CNLF were
not responsible for the bombings and
no CNLF members have been arrest-

ed for the bombings.

CNLF leader Gary Perly reports

that two detectives — Det. Carr and
Det. Sgt. Quinnell of the Toronto

force — visited him and told him that

although they knew the CNLF was
not responsible for the bombings:

"We're cracking down on you people

in general — we'll make your lives

miserable — we'll get you up in the

morning and at night — we'll smash
you like a pack of beetles."

Were the police politically motivat-

ed? In April the cops broke up 1,500-

strong CNLF demonstration at the

consulate. The cops claimed they

were preventing potential trouble

between the marchers and a band of

50 Nazis and Edmund Burke Society

members already in front of the con-

sulate.

The right-wing groups had said

then and now that they would "at-

tempt to prevent members of the

Vietnam protest group from getting

near the U.S. consulate". (Toronto

Star, Oct. 23)

Were the police politically motivat-

ed? In April, no Birehers were ar-

rested. This time police arrested

anti-U.S. demonstrators for fighting

(continued page 14)
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Irresponsible and emotive editorial"

As a demonstrator on the Saturday
march at the American Embassy, I

feel impelled to denounce Monday's
irresponsible and emotive editorial,

"Pigs Pigs Pigs". Surely it is the
responsibility of a university editor to

use his editorials not to create hyste-

ria, but to offer intelligent criticism.

The issue at stake was not the po-

lice, whose quiet reserve deserved
and commanded respect from many
of the demonstrators. The issue, rath-

er, was — were the police politically

motivated?

Why didn't the organizers of the

CNLF demonstration have the right

to speak? If the Police Commission
or city council refused such permis-

sion to one group and not to another.

then it is only such groups which can
be blamed for political bias.

If the CNLF organizers did not

exhaust the avenues to secure per-

mission to speak, then those arrested

for insisting upon that right were
martyrs for no cause. (A request was
made to city council.) If they did

and were refused — then the police

were put in a position of not enforc-

ing the law, but of enforcing a law

which was given a political bias. In

that instance, it is not the police on

the street to blame, but the higher

authorities. Particularly in this case,

because given their orders, the To-

ronto police acted with restraint.

Surely those questions are the ones

which have to be answered. They are

no mean questions, because only

when the police become a political

arm will the call to the barricades be

heard.

The Chicago police were political

police because Mayor Daley and his

lieutenants transformed them into

political police — indeed, into storm-

troopers — due to the orders which

were given to them.

Peter Hawley
SGS

P.S. Gordon Sinclair is wrong too.

VMC "ATTEMPTED CONFRONTATION'

"CROCK OF BULLSHIT"

Monday's lead editorial was maybe
the most irresponsible crock of

bullshit that has appeared in a cam-
pus publication during my several

years at Toronto.

Do you want a Chicago here,

MacRae? Do you want the people of

this city to hate one another? Do you

want blood to flow through the gut-

ters and young kids falling to the

streets screaming in pain?

My impression of your editorial

was this: that you, MacRae, were

almost disappointed that tragedy did

not happen last weekend; that you

somehow think a full-scale violent

confrontation with the authorities is

necessary for any revolutionary ac-

tivity in Toronto to be legitimate.

I did not find many of the cops last

Saturday to be pigs. I talked with

several of them; they were not hos-

tile. I saw some marchers joking

with cops — not many, mind you, but

enough to assure me that several of

the cops didn't have their heart in

what they were doing.

Why pick on the cops, MacRae?

They played their game in a busi-

nesslike, unemotional and, for the

most part, reasonable manner. They

tried to do the job they were ordered

to do. They are not the pigs.

The pigs are the people with power

who refused the march a parade

permit. (The precedent of last year's

orderly, peaceful march eliminates,

as far as I am concerned, any rea-

sonable grounds for refusing a permit

this year.) The pigs are the people

with power who forced civil rights in

this city, rather than the Vietnam

war to be the crucial issue which,

emerged from the weekend. The pigs

are the people with power who, as

Bob Bossin rightly observes, made

last Saturday's march a "rehearsal

for further repression of political

ideas which threaten their power.

The police can be confronted,

talked with and revolutionized^ There

is no reason to assume that they will

necessarily fall in behind (or, more

accurately, in front of) the pigs when

the chips are down There is no rea-

son at all to assume that except for

neonle like you, MacRae. who as-

SethatUolutionhastobeblo^

y, that the authorities in society are

like yourself as it will be the fault of

the pigs.

"You tell me it's the institution . .

you better free your mind instead,"

MacRae. Come off your soapbox and

turn on your love vector.

Grovers Cobble

(SGS)

In your editorial of 28 October

("Pigs, Pigs. Pigs"), while blaming

the Toronto police for provoking

demonstrators and breaking up the

rally at the U.S. Consulate, you neat-

ly passed over the attempt on the

part of the VMC leadership to con-

front the police over a question of

civil liberties. Regardless of the fact

that the police were wrong in not

granting a permit to march down
Yonge Street (while allowing the "so-

cially significant" Shriners to block

traffic a few weeks agol, the point of

the march was to demonstrate

against American intervention in Viet

Nam and Canada's complicity with

that intervention By attempting a

confrontation with the police, the

VMC leadership weakened the impact

of the demonstration. You could have

mentioned that.

COPS ARE HUMAN TOO"

At the risk of finally showing my
"liberal" colours, I must protest.

I must protest the editorial "Pigs"

on the Toronto Police in to-day's

paper. I am afraid that your analysis

of the police action and their motives

is quite correct. I also believe that

further confrontations with the police

must be sought and brought about,

but name-calling won't solve the

problem, unfortunately. Surprisingly,

not only are Paul MacRae, Dr. SQ;
j

landt, and numerous other people,'

human, but the Toronto cops atg^J

human too.

I do not think we can talk about

humanizing the University and soap**

ety while we call some people

"pigs". It seems to me that ^tt
would be much better off organizing ;

a counter-course in anti-riot training'

(non-violence, and all that liberal

stuff), and inviting the Toronto Po-

lice Commission to send its men to

this course. I, for one, would be will-

ing to explore this with some other

people.

Rev. Eilert Frerichs

United Church Chaplain

More serious than this oversight is

your suggestion that people like

Chancellor Solandt of U. of T. should

be in jail for their beliefs. Reprehen-

sible as Dr. Solandt's position is. you

seem to want to circumscribe his

freedom of speech in the name of

freedom. It seems, Mr. MacRae. we
have come full circle.

R. A. Jarrell

(SGS)

"SICK VIEW"
The art of demonstrating seems to

have evaded the issue which it so

decidedly states it represents. The

Varsity editorial represents the rath-

er sick view of a small minority on

this campus. The policemen are far

from the "pigs" you so emphatically

label them Excessiveness reacts to

excessiveness. Policemen are as

human as demonstrators. II demon-

strators wish to provoke reaction it is

they who suffer Demonstrations are

as peaceful as the demonstrators who

lead them. Either the techniques of

protest must change or violence will

continue to be precipitated. As for

the editorial so gamely printed in the

Varsity, I have only one word to say

and that is probably unprintable.

Varsity, grow up.

Leonard H. Rosen
(1UC)

W hen the million dollars' worth of

research that the United States

armed services pays this university

4* do is used as evidence of campus

complicity in the war, the argument

^ing*. "ba^Hc
S
uShsstftfd r«*««rrn

;

U of T WAR-RESEARCH
is iiot really war

UofT CHORUS OUT $700

I wish to express publicly my con-

cern over SAC's proposed cut of the

University of Toronto chorus' budget.

I understand from the executive that

the budget that they submitted had

been sizeably reduced at the SAC's

request due to last year's residue

fund (the existance of such a fund

was the result of the group's tour

being cancelled).

In the light of the activities and

programs already laid out and com-

mitted to, a cut in the budget is un-

thinkable.

The money the chorus is asking for

is well spent. The conductor's honor-

arium is what is to be expected if the

university is to be represented by a

professional chorus. It takes a Mr.

Bradshaw to demand and get such a

repertoire as the chorus boasts. It

was through his good offices that the

chorus has been able to sing, with the

Toronto Symphony, thereby dir«

the university's talents toward

community and across Canada. I
The matter of money for music

an obvious one. How sing witf"

music?
As concerns a tour, this is stawtyH

fare for any high school choruS.Dflt
the commonwealth's largest univer-

sity deserve less?

Such matters as advertising, pub-"

licity and programs are equaC^^H
rigeur.

In summary, sir, I urge the people

who are on the SAC to reject this»(fli

in light of the committments already

undertaken by the U of T choru«tt|J
in light of their record of good .ac-

complishments.

Richard W. Moore
(SMC Grad Theologv

I
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many people who hold this view quite

sincerely, including professors who

do such research while publicly criti-

xking the Vietnam war.

CThe Pentagon seems to feel differ-

effty about it, however. They have

rtent letters to many American

ngfthematicans who protest the war.

Msfeatening to discontinue their con-

tacts. a nd have actually decided to

^euninate upon expiry the contract of

*\wo Berkeley professors. Professors

Lucien Le Cam and J. Neyman
* Their reasoning seems to be that

sjjIBasic research is supported because

Of its ultimate value for military

operations" _ in fact, as they point-

.-eSout in their letters, "the results of

the research done under these con-

' tracts have been used in various ac-

'.flvities related to the Vietnam war"

t*. and that "if researchers protest

' current operations, the Department

• of Defense is justified in raising the

*qi5stion of conscience".*

JsJpfc in my opinion, is the anti-war

movement
Tim Walsh

(SGS)

« Defense Research: Questions for

Vietnam Dissenters, Notes of the

American Mathematical Society, Oct.

October 30. 1968 — Page 5



Student centre
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game
By BRIAN JOHNSON

The plans for the Students

Administrative Council Cam-
pus Centre have been lying

around for about two and a

half years now. Each month
the centre is delayed, the

cost is hiked by $20,000.

The cost has been in-

creased by $80,000 since the

first sod should have been

turned last June.

These alarming facts were
presented in a meeting Mon-

day in President Claude Bis-

sell's office. Also on hand at

the meeting were SAC Presi-

dent Steve Langdon, Wayne
Richardson (III APSC), ar-

chitect John Andrews, and
high level administration offi-

cials.

All agreed the campus cen-

tre must be started soon, but

no one had an easy solution.

There are two major obsta-

cles hindering the construc-

tion:

1. The City Council will not

give the University a building

permit because the design

violates a bylaw—the building

would encroach upon pedes-

trian traffic, since it is flush

against the sidewalk.

2. Priorities—there is not

enough money to cover the

_ ..ntathrlMGnm. UcrtJ an !*• emu •! %4tm\\ mi S». Gawft,

„. {4.W0.0OO bulWni It K*tA.I«f ta k. i«M> for imdm »>• Irr S«»t«iA«r. IW.

entire building and operating

costs. Over $1,000,000 more is

needed of the total cost which

has risen from $4,000,000 to

$4.6,000,000.

Three ways have been sug-

gested to skirt the problem of

the by-law:

• St. George could be

closed to traffic, but all at-

tempts to do this in the past

few years have failed, since

the road is considered a vital

traffic artery. Again the City

Council is in the way. It has

nothing to gain by closing St.

George.

• The road could be de-

pressed—the idea is attrac-

tive but financially impossi-

ble.

• A raised sidewalk could

be constructed to facilitate

pedestrian traffic—this plan

is financially feasible. It

would cost from one to two
million dollars over an ex-

tended period of time.

Mr. Andrews said he could

easily modify the plans of the

building to include a walk-

way, "but I'm not going to

build any bridges," he added.

Dr. Bissell feared that such

a construction might be a

blight on St. George. But

under pressure from Lang-

don, he decided it was the

only workable solution, and

that the time had come for a

"high-level push" to Metro
and City Council to let the

construction begin if the

walkway was promised.

A.G. Rankin (Executive

vice president, non aca-

demic) mused over the possi-

bilities of taking aldermen
out to lunch, while Dr. Bissell

joked that he could promise
to vote for one in the next

election.

So Dr. Bissell himself is

finally condescending to step

in after remaining aloof from
the matter for two and a half

years.

But after all, he is little

more than the hired servant

of the Board of Governors,

and that body has not reacted

favorably to the campus cen-

tre. One can hardly expect it

to, for a focus point for stu-

dent activity (and possibly

student power) is not in the

best interests of the adminis-

tration.

And the Board of Gover-

nors represents that second

obstacle—finances.

Since the cost of the pro-

aect has been escalating at an

exhorbitant rate to approxi-

mately 4.6,000,000, the budget

is still over $1 million short.

Operating costs are part of

this sum.
The Bank of Montreal of-

fered to contribute $1,837,500

for a 50 year lease for a

branch on the site and exclu-

sive rights to all on-campus
banking for the 50-year pe-

riod. The Board overwhelm-
ingly turned down the offer,

and suggested no other alter-

native to provide the money.

Although Board meetings

-umor has it that

the Board voted overwhelm-
ingly beyond that margin
anyway. What other motive,

then could the Board have

except for a fear of exclusivi-

ty—which would be unusual

for men who base their lives

on monopoly—or disregard

for student interests?

So if you've always accept-

ed the line that the Board is a

body that makes financial

decisions that have nothing to

do with the students, you'd

better think twice.

Apart from lack of funds

and lack of direction on the

matter, the administration

has been guilty of incredible

incompetency.

For instance, there are still

oil tanks under the site of the

campus centre. There is no

reason why they could not

have been removed more
than two and a half years

ago. The project cannot go

ahead until something is done

about them. People knew
they were there. Why was
nothing done?

What can students do about

the problem?— demonstrate?

strike? march on city hall?

occupy Simcoe Hall? perhaps.

But effectively and directly

the students are powerless to

do anything. This is unfortu-

nate when one considers that

the project was initiated by

students, partially financed

by students, and designed for

students.

You do not have to be a

radical to oppose hierarchi-

cal, bureaucratic, and just

plain inefficient administra-

tive practices and structures.

If you are a self-proclaimed

apathetic and "average" stu-

dent, you will not need Marx-
ist ideology to protest.
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Gaze round eyeoau
a star bound

By GEOFFREY MEGGS

. tour of the McLaughlin

Planetarium is like a mind excur-

sion into a robot brain. Each

convoluted corridor is a section

of this brain, crowded with innate

Bpelligfnco p"H millions of tiny

pieces of information. The space

finside this brain is never quiet.

Dull lights flicker on an off and

the perpetual pings and moans of

electronic music pursue the vis-

itor through the halls.

There is an air of excitement

- in the Planetarium as it nears the

'day when it will finally shoo

-T-\ 'away the last rich donors and

j» '
JSoEialifes to open its doors to the

'.Toronto public Nov. 2.

pA^Set back in the middle of its

s?o%rr cobbled square, the planeta-

'>WSm rolls its immense eyeball at

1} trie, 'heavens with which it is vital-

jBSsfccerned. From deep inside

HJS&echanical sphere in the

space of 90 minutes the planeta-

IjraKffsitor is lifted from his

feet and thrown into the stars.

The first note is struck in the

BJgffjggtHeavens are calling

you and wheel around you'' says

a quote from Dante on the wall.

Roundness, is a theme of the

planetarium loV^SwiWere is

there a square angle or a straight

wall. A curved staircase leads to

the display area on the second

level.

The partitions twisting and

turning through the room are illu-

minated from within to show

hundreds of portraits of the early

greats of astronomy. Copernicus,

Galileo, Newton and others stare

down on space capsules, meteo-

rites and aurorae Slowly but

surely, the mind is drawn from

Earth as the centre of a universe

pasted to the edges of the hori-

zon, to Earth, as a speck in the

galaxy.

In a very short time the earth-

bound viewpoint disappears and

the visitor enters the final area

of the displays, a huge circular

chamber with another staircase

in the centre. Scattered about

like expensive beachballs are

scores of plexiglass spheres each

containing a photograph

infinitely distant nenu

The staircase leads to

Theatre, the centre of this brain's

intelligenc^y^yHJ
The Star Theatie is located

under the dome itself Mounted

on a pedestal in the conn

room is the Zeiss projector, look-

ing u rampaging

frorft IVsciiieVfiction nightmare

This gre%&lgtl3H5^tt move5

soundlessly around three differ-

ent axes In a lew momi I

panorama of Southern Ontario

rs into dusk an<l

dot the sky a

43
Here is the .iwJ

planetarium Wit!

the controllei ol thi

can make huge leaps through

space and tiiwS
First you are taken outside the

hI !< loin to watch

spin around the sun then a

ond jump amon^ the s

Eventually the curators ol

planetarium will be able to

their audici 1 anywhere

in space that man has enough

i nfurination about 1

From I

of your reclinin

the cohtroliei mutter, Think ol

all of mankind

speck." The mental trip from

earth looking out on the univei »e,

rrth as an insignifii

cle in a single |
been

tempt
The McLaughlin Planetarium is

a beautiful thing. The idea was

beautifully conceived and beauti-

fully carried out II hums with

the enoimity of its purpose and

the splendor ot II i ton t

miss it.

U opens Nov 2. with daily

sheen except Mondays. Take one

dollar or 50 cents and a student

9^BK

Would you rather si t back and

count days on the calendar

or go swimming and dancing

any day of the month?

Would you rather wear dark,

full skirts 5 days in a row or

your sleekest clothes in the

palest colors-even white?

Would you rather try to

conceal a bulky package or

tuck spares right in your purse?

Would you rather worry

about "What do I do now?"

or simply dispose by

flushing away?

You probably know what

we're talking about by now.

The complicated versus the

modern way—internally worn

sanitary protection Tarnpax

tampons.

It's pretty clear that Tampax

tampons give you more

freedom and comfort

Give you more confidence,

peace of mind and flexibility.

That's because they're so

dainty and feminine Belts,

pins and pads are a thing

of the past! But don't ]ust take

our word for it dec ide for

yourself. All by yourself.

Try the better way-Tampax

tampons This month Or next.

: TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
AN rAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cord»

photo by ERKOL YOUNG
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Hang anarchists says Lamport

The answer 8s maybe

By TOM WAIKOM

Saturday's anti-Vietnam

war protestors are "trouble-

makers" "bums" and "anar-

chists", charged city control-

ler Allan Lamport.

"Bringing about anarchy

should be punished by hang-

ing," Lamport added later

in a speech yesterday at Hart

House. The Saturday march,

he claimed, had cost Metro

taxpayers $150,000 for police

crowd control.

The controller's noon-hour

Controller Allan Lamport
pholo by JIM NELSON

APSC grad backsWallace
IT DOUG MURRAY

Campaign worker Louis de

Boer explained "why I'm for

Wallace" to an unruly S.R.O.

crowd of more than 200 at Sid

Smith Monday.
F. Paul Fromm (III SMC)

of the Edmund Burke Society

introduced the mustached
speaker, who wore sunglasses

for the occasion. A Wallace

campaign poster and a

Confederate flab backed him

up.

Some friends said later,

"Louis acquired his southern

accent when he campaigned
in the U.S. this summer dur-

ing his holidays. If you men-
tion it to him he speaks nor-

mally."

De Boer, a U of T engi-

neering graduate (6T7), was
continually interrupted by

shouts, comments, applause

and hissing as he outlined the

Wallace platform.

"The U.S. should shit or

get off the pot in Vietnam."

he said.

"Strengthening states'

rights would cause govern-

ment to be more responsive

to what the people want, such

as segregated schools, segre-

gated housing and more po-

lice."

When questioned about

Alabama's high sales taxes

he answered, "people should

pay taxes and businesses

should make profits."

He paused while Fromm
singlehandedly tried to out-

shout members of the audi-

ence.

"Is this democracy when
people cannot speak?" shout-

ed Fromm.
Various rhetorical ques-

tions followed. Was Wallace a

racist, a demogogue, an au-

thoritarian and against the

United States Constitution?

"What does Wallace mean
when he tells hecklers that

his day will come on Novem-
ber 5?" asked Andy Wernick
(SGS).

"Mr. Wallace means to

appoint an Attorney General

who will charge Vietnam war
protestors with treason," de

Boer answered.

A crowd of supporters of

arrested Vietnam war protes-

tors led by a student with a

bull horn concluded the event

by chanting "We want Cleav-

er," and "Yankee fascist go

home" until de Boer and
Fromm left.

A U. of T. policeman was
present, but there were no

mishaps.

speech dealt with law and

order, injustice and demon-

strators.

Injustice, according to

Lamport, occurred when judi-

cial punishments were ap-

plied inconsistently. His

answer to this was "more
laws with penalties in them."

"Lack of law and order,"

he said, "is the fault of weak
politicians."

After attacking the Satur-

day march for wasting the

money of Toronto property

owners, Lamport was asked

why the city didn't cut costs

by sending fewer officers out.

"When you go out to fight a

war, you go out to win," he

replied.

"These revolutionary

marchers," the politician

stated, "are merely attention

grabbers, operating under the

guise of free speech." Lam-
port had nothing but praise

for the "decent young kids

fighting their way through

life."

Asked to differentiate be-

tween these "decent kids"

and the Vietnamese demon-
strators the controller casti-

gated the latter for disrupting

the social order and labelled

their efforts as "useless' and

"laughable."

Marches in this^j^ity^suchL.

as those protesting Soviet

occupation of Czechoslovakia,

though. Controller Lamport

called more useful, in spite of

the fact that they too cost the

taxpayer money.

These show "a concern for

the world," he said.

WAR RESEf
BY GEOFFREY MEGGS

Is there secret war research at

the University of Toronto?

The Varsity tried to find out.

The answer is maybe.
Research grants from military

organizations totalled $699,839.86 in

- 1967.

The Office of Research Adminis-

tration has refused to reveal what

these grants are being used for.

Until tomorrow, that is.

"All questions you have concern-

ing any of these matters will be

answered at that time," Dr. G.

deB. Robinson, vice-president of

Research Administration, told The

Varsity.

Tomorrow night a special open

meeting of the president's council

will be held. War research is on

the agenda. Seven SAC members
have been invited to attend with

full voting rights.

"I can't tell you anything at this

time," Dr. Robinson continued,

"for fear of undercutting the

board's position at this meeting."

The Varsity asked specifically

about a United States Air Force

grant of $24,049 made to the fac-

ulty of arts and science in 1967.

"We have nothing classified,"

Dr. Robinson insisted, "We have

Seven students will aitend

a special meeting of the

President's Council tomor-

row night in a trial run of

what could be a major leap

forward on the student pow-

er front.

SAC has refused to accept

permanent- seats on the 22-

mem.ber advisory body until

it is agreed that its meet-

ings will be open to all

members of the university

community.

The council will consider

three questions: war re-

search on campus, the poli-

cy of openness, and hier-

archies in the university.

Faculty council opens up
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All future meetings of the

arts and science faculty coun-

cil will be open to the public,

it was decided Monday after-

noon at a council meeting in

Cody Hall.

Tom Kuttner (IV UC), one

of the 16 student members on

the council proposed the mo-
tion "to facilitate meaningful

and effective communication
between faculty and stu-

dents." He met with con-

siderable opposition.

Classic Prof. G. M. Grube
termed the motion "irrespon-

sible" and "foolish". He said

the efficiency of open meet-
ings would suffer from "play-

ing up to the balcony" and
that members would be

moved by the fear of being

thought illiberal "however
unfounded the charge may
be" when speaking before

students.

"Those students who have

the time and the inclination

to attend these meetings

can't be representative of the

student body," said one

member.
"We can't give too much

influence to the views, ap-

plause and hisses of a certain

group."

Mathematics Prof. Chan-

dler Davis compared in-

creased student interest in

the business of the council to

"a window being opened and

a breath of life entering."

"What has prevented us

from moving forward has not

been lack of efficiency but

lack of imagination, lack of

communication and tradition-

bound rigidity approaching
rigor mortis."

After an hour and a half of

debate the motion was car-

ried 180-89.

nothing to hide." He said to y,

until Oct. 31.

"Everything will be made cle

and the terms of all the contrai

made public," he said.

One of the functions of the (

fice of Research Administration

New Co
By HARRIET KIDECKEl

The New College Student C

cil, in a firm act of indecision,

resolved to take a referendun

the question of donating $100 tc

Toronto Anti-Draft Program.

Debate on the question drai

the meeting on for two he

Originally NCSC treasurer

Maibaum had moved the coi

vote immediately on the motior

Human:
By PAUL COLLIER

Humans are missing from tl

of T Psychology Department.

The newly formed Psyche

Student Union will establish a

counter-course to remedy
lack.

P S U spokesman Ber

Green, a third year psych(

student, says an estimated

students taking psychology coi

at the university are de

courses in applied and ell

psychology because of a de

mental bias toward the experi

tal aspects of the field. The P

course is to take the form of -

nars in which students "• 0



iRCH ON CAMPUS?
to advise "interested parties of the

terms of each individual grant or

contract."

All grants, solicited or not, must
pass through the Office of Re-
search Administration. Before
acceptance can be considered the

precise nature of the proposed pro-

ject must be outlined.

Individual projects are approved
if, in the opinion of the research

board, they fall "within the frame-
work of the policies and objectives

of the university."

Secret experiment?

Other considerations are "that it

will not be detrimental to under-

graduate or graduate education"

and "that adequate facilities are

available."

All discoveries must be reported

to the university if an indention

has been made during a stufly sup-

ported by an outside grant, f
The university may refuse per-

mission to copyright or palfcnt any
invention made on campus with

university facilities.

In 1967 $11,922,799.14 was re-

ceived in research funds by the

university of Toronto.

Among them were the following

grants:

Applied Arts and Science, $2,-

848.75, United States Air Force;

.198,251.00. Defence Research

Board. Gov't, of Canada.

Institute of Aerospace Studies,

$132,367.22 United States Govt-

Depts. of the Air Force and the

Navy.

Arts and Science $67,859.47 U.S.

Govt; Dept. q( the Air Force; $5,-

396.89 Govt, of Canada* Dept. of

Defence Production. »$24.049.90

U.S.A.F.; $17J20.49 U.S.'Navy.

Banting amrBest Department of

Medical Research. $17,728.00 De-

fence Research Board. Govt, of

Canada.

Institute of Computer Science.

$16,948.13 U.S. Army.
Institute of Earth Sciences.

$861.00 Defence Research Board.

Govt, of Canada

School of Hygiene. 93.40 Defence

Research Board. Govt. of

Canada. Faculty of Medicine.

$105,286.00 Defence Research

Board. Govt, of Canada; $27,702.33

U.S.A.F.

Faculty of Pharmacy. $7,163$00

Defence Research Board again.

lege will hold draft-dodger referendum

But executive member Jon Fi-

un- dler (II NEW) opposed the motion

has saying it was necessary that coun-

on cil representatives "feel out" the

the sentiments of college members

toward such a donation.

»ed "The council has two functions,"

irs President Brian Schnurr (III

om NEW) pointed out. "A service

icil function, for dances and activities

and a responsibility to deal with

items involving students at the col-

lege or university level."

Maibaum insisted that "it is our

duty to discuss issues of the day

without merely turning the council

into a debating union."

"The student council has to con-

sider the role of the student and

how he plugs into both the univer-

sity and society," Chris Szalwinski

(II APSC). a New College SAC

i.'jsyched out of courses
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applications of the subject with

psychologists working in such

fields as psychiatry, sociology, and

prison reform.

Psychology department acting

chairman. Dr. G. E. MacDonald.

will address an organization meet-

ing of the counter-course to be

held on Thurs. Oct. 31 at 7:30 p.m.

in the East Common Room of Hart

House. His topic will be "Clinical

Psychology Today". The P S U has

urged all psychology students to

attend.

"The word HUMAN ,
says

Green, "is the drawing card for

many psycology students. But

they are disappointed when

courses bearing lines like "Human

learning and memory" fail to re-

late to real human situations and

problems. The free course will

give students the chance to persue

thi» aspect of the subject this year

and will pressure the department

to institute changes in the formal

courses.

Enough resource people have

been approached to initiate semi-

nars during the next month after

which groups will direct their own

studies and seek out authorities in

areas of interest. The course,

which has the support of Dr. Mac-

donald, will carry no academic-

credit

representative, said in support of

Maibaum.
"These relationships are inse-

parable and cannot be isolated if

any true perspective is to be

found A student cannot totally

ignore what is going on." he said.

But opposing council members,

including Fidler, felt the council

members should vote as represent-

atives of their constituents and not

as they wanted.

"There are two kinds of moral

decisions." Fidler said, "one of

support and one involving a dona-

tion of money It should be left up

to the students whether or not they

give money to organizations not

directly related to the university."

John Levy, a TADP representa-

tive, said money will go for the

publication of a manual explaining

Canada's immigration laws — not

to support draft-dodgers.

The referendum will be voled on

Thurs. Nov. 7. The wording will

be: "I approve-disapprove of do-

nating $100 to the Toronto Anti-

Draft Program for the printing of

immigration information."

o
By MIKE KESTERTON

m ,
ana, 1J?a half
We'll have slave labor in Canada if Ger-

ard Pelletier, new Secretary of State, has

his way.

In a speech yesterday, he suggested that

young people be forced into "a year of civil

service, similar to military service in other

countries but devoted to peaceful ends."

Pelletier says drafting youth would be in

the interests of the Just Society. In other

words, he figures on ending the exploitation

of the Indians and the poor by starting to

exploit the country's youth.

The way he sees it. youth is discontent

because it is not being allowed to "partici-

pate in society" — the system And his pro-

posed participation would mean something

like shouldering shovels, living in barracks

and working for conscription wages — per-

haps no wages at all.

Pelletier says the idea of a non-military

draft was suggested to him by "some youth

groups." At a guess, I would say these

"youth" groups were the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association, the Edmund Burke

Society and the Greta Garbo Home for

Wayward Boys and Girls.

In justifying the suggestion people will

undoubtedly speak of the "duty" and "self-

sacrifice" that young people owe to society.

It's a con job — the only duty of young

people to society is to learn to stand on

their own two feet and get jobs. And by jobs

I mean work that is voluntarily undertaken

for decent wages.

This argument, of course, won't be

enough to deter most people. Business and

government officials have long been accus-

tomed to regarding youth as a "natural re-

source" to be "developed." They will paint

pictures of "people helping people ", social

work and "working to reform society."

There won't be any social improvement

or reform in the proposed "civil service."

It'll be pick and shovel work, and a hell of a

lot of that

The infuriating thing is that the projects

undertaken will undoubtedly bt projects like

public works up north, urban renewal, and

attempts to raise the living standards of

Indians and Poor to middle-class levels of

consumption — things that will benefit the

business establishment.

With a cheap source of labour like con-

scripted youth to develop the country, I'm

sure many Canadian companies will be able

to increase their profits in years to come

and be able to move into regions hitherto

inaccessible because of poor roads, lack of

electric power, etc. — all of which will be

provided cheaply by the government by us-

ing young people.

If the government really wants to create

a Just Society, really wants to give jobs to

vouths and improve living standards, it can

start by offering young people jobs at de-

cent rates of pay.

Where will it get the money'.' Corporation

taxes — if big business is going to benefit

from this scheme, let it pay for it.

Down with hypocritical, grandiose

schemes of civil service that are actually

plans to conscript cheap labor and increase

profits for business. If the government

wants to use youth's energy, let it pay for

it.

Don't let the cheapskates get away with

slavery.
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TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts

English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Mary Dale Slott, B.A.

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

N*W YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH TORONTO

925 1736 Free deliveiy wilhin 1 block ol P'em.ses

We specialize in New York ond New England style pina and

bom. mode spogh.Hi WE MAKE THE BEST PI ZZ A IN TOWN

A FREE PIZZA WITH EVERY FIVE TO TAKE OU.

BLEED
[NST1TUT E FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

••The Relationship of Science and Medicine in the Middle Ages" by

Dr. J.C. Talbot, F.R. Hist.S.. F.S.A.. Research Fellow. The

Wellcome Foundacion.

<t„ November I, It p.m. 102 McLennan^ Laborator^^wPh^cs

Building). m

JUL]
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ookroom
Compliments of

The Great Pumpki

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

NOV. 6, 7, 8
grads-to-be-in:
Arts and Commerce

(Honours Courses Preferred)

Ask at your Placement Office

for informative booklets and

arrange for an interview now I

St. Mike's students man-

aged to top the goal for Mon-

day as they dripped 438 units

of blood into the little plastic

bags. This is still 37 units

below the projected quota but

the slackers are perhaps to

be forgiven as most blood

tends to have more coffee

than haemoglobin in it on

Monday morning.

Trinity College, and others

who donated at The Buttery

squeezed out 246 units (A unit

is 380 c.c. or about 15 shot

glasses). That's even up from

last year!

The place to be today is the

Galbraith Building in the 3rd

floor common room. Anybody

Bell Canada

in Architecture, Engineering,

Forestry, Nursing, and me is

expected there. Thursday is a

repeat performance at the

same times — 10 a.m. to 5

p.m.
Besides a badge, donuts

and coffee, they tell you what

kind of blood you've got. Did

you know that Sherry Bryd-

son has blood type "0" posi-

tive, which is the most com-

mon type, and Noel Steckley

has "AB" positive which is

the second most rare, and

Tim Koehler has "O" posi-

tive too, but they told him not

to come back because he

always loses consciousness

before they take half a pint?

MaSymposium:

Students in class struggle

The Canadian Student

Movement will hold a sympo-

sium on Students in Class

Struggle starting Friday

night.

"Youth and students suffer

from cultural oppresssion"

says the CSM. "Students have

a choice: to remain passive

consumers or to become ac-

tive anti-imperialists."

The symposium will dis-

cuss the problem and what

can be done.

Speakers will be H. S.

Bains, chairman of the Mont-

real Necessity for Change

Institute of Ideological Stud-

ies; Steve Queller, a graduate

student from McGill Univer-

sity; Kenny Charles, a Sir

George Williams student. One

of the topics under discussion

will be the recent Quebec

junior college revolt
^

Half-mast protest
Bluefield, Va. (CUP Dr. Charles L. Harman.

CPS) — The students and president of the Baptist jun-

administration at Bluefield
ior conegei said he approved

College have decided to keep

the school's American flag at

half-mast until the end of the

Viet Nam war.

the. idea after the 250-mem-

zer student body voted unani-

mously for it.

Future issue in USSR
will be nationalities
"The problems of nationali-

ties in the Soviet Union may,

in the next several decades,

become more politically im-

portant than the racial issue

in the United States," says

Zbigniew Brzezinski, director

of the Research Institute on

Communist Affairs, Columbia

University.

This is the basis of .
the

symposium "Inside Three

Soviet Republics", sponsored

by the Baltic Students Feder-

ation. The three republics —
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithua-

nia — belong to the 14 con-

trolled by the Russian Re-

public.

Discussion of the effects of

this domination on social, po-

litical, and educational mat-

ters will be led by three pro-

fessors. Two are from the

University of Oklahoma, the

third from the New School of

Social Research, New York.

The program begins Sa-

turdday morning in Hart

House. The discussion is fol-

lowed by a panel of recent

visitors to the Baltic republ-

ics. Sunday morning, Father

F. Geisciunas will discuss

religion in the Baltic States.

Happiness is.. The

Hustler's Handbook
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There are ORGANS in the

Hustler's Handbook.

Yes! Yes! It's finally here.

Forget all that running

you've been doing. Sit back

before the fire and pick your

mate at your leisure. (Note:

out of the 27,000-odd people

many will be of the opposite

sex — or half will be of the

same sex if you're so in-

clined).

For a mere 50 cents you

too can compete with the

engineers for all the artsie

women.
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At the policy meeting,
Craig Heron says, "We were
petrified ... it was like psy-

chological coercion." The
students were at a disadvan-

tage since this was the first

time most of them had been
in a negotiating position with
the faculty.

In discussing this request
with his class a few weeks
ago, Prof. W. H. Nelson
argued that technically the

department was right; the

policy committee discusses

salaries, the curriculum
committee discusses appoint-

ments, and God knows what
the library committee dis-

cusses!

Prof. Nelson did admit
however, that had the atti-

tude of the department been

favorable to the students, the

present nebulous policy-mak-

ing procedure could have
been reformed. The structure

in the department could have

been formalized and students
allowed to sit on a new policy
committee that did actually
make policy.

He said that he had in fact
made such a suggestion to
the department at that time.
At the same time, the HSU

also suggested the formation
of a staff-student committee
within the department.

This suggestion met with
no objection probably because
it is convenient to be able to

have the student opinion ex-

pressed when it has some
bearing on departmental busi-

ness (which is often). But it

is inconvenient WHEN that

student opinion represents
considerable voting power
which could affect depart-

mental decisions.

It is obvious, then, why
with regard to the important

request for student positions

on decision-making commit-
tees, the students were
turned down.

SERVICE TO MEMBERS
In providing services to

their members, last year the

HSU was more successful

than it had been in its politi-

cal endeavors.

First of all, it organ

and published quite a pre,:

sentable course evaluation of

18 history courses represent-

ing a good cross-section in

both subject and years.

A student union open to ull stu-

dents who are taking at least two
subjects in the department is being

Jormed this month. There will be

five basic interest groups in the

union: political science, political

science and economics, commerce
andfinance, and general arts.

There have been some limited

changes in the department in line

with Macpherson report recommen-
dations. Final exams in some sub-

jects have been abolished.

elliot's place

"HOME OF GROOVY FASHIONS"

Toronto's only discount boutique

.Made to Measure Read> t0 Wee

Special this month:

Cordoroy pants $5.00

Pure wool sailor pants

359 Yonge St.

"Upstairs"

364-5657

9.00

For the latest in imported fashions at Discount Prices.l

HUNGARIAN
ESTONIAN
LATVIAN
LITHUANIAN
UKRAINIAN
POLISH

he Ifcy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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FRIDAY NOVEMBER 1-8:30

UNF HALL 297 COLLEGE ST.
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While the aim of any

course evaluation is admit-

tedly limited, it is one way a

course union can accomplish

some of its goals by advising

professors of students' recep-

tion of courses and by provid-

ing students with information

to aid them in their choice.

Secondly, at the beginning

of this year the HSU set up a

voluntary advisory system.
This replaced the system of

the two previous yeara,

whereby every history stiSti

dent had been assigned to

faculty advisor whom he had

to see at least once beforv

choosing his courses.

While the HSU agreed that

some sort of advisory system
should be made availabli

the student, it felt this should

be voluntary. It also fehWit

was better to receive advice

from a student who had taken

the courses involved, than

from a faculty member
might only know about

few courses in his area o(

concentration, but who was
expected to give advice about

all the courses in the hi

department.

Tt'iWi MWilfl WKm
was-f-well received by stv-

tienta.

. TjB0c~Syaney,; oqj^ot the

udents most instrumental in'

getting up the HSU last year,

has very definite ideas about

the value of course unions:

J'They act as a catalyst for

academic reform." he sug-

gests, "and they involve stu-

dents where they're most af-

fected, at the level of their

own courses.
"

However he feels that the

number of changes in the his-

y department have not

Uy been made BECAUSE
of the HSU Three years ago.

CHEMISTRY

The present staff-student liaison

committee is composed of the exec-
utive of the Chemistry Club, elect-

ed student representatives from the
general science staff members.

This body is being used as both
an advisory body and as a curricu-
lum committee. It was responsible

for the formulation of the list of
proposed changes that was submit-
ted to Dean Allen. This list was
unanimously accepted by the whole
chemistry faculty.

££ ; i_

I some changes-were initiated,

when a group of enterprising

(fourth year "A" students

<nnmilted an informal brief

la the department. However,
this method of making
eWnges points up the need

Ifor a formal body to express

student opinion.

Iney does feel the HSU
has been "a successful meth-

od for learning about the

department " But he empha-
sftes that students still have
ho ^ay in the actual running

of a course ... in its struc-

ture, methodology, and con-

tent.

""Starting January next year,

counter courses sponsored by

'the HSU will begin. They will
1 dmfer material the formal

courses do not offer For in-

' stance, a course in the philos-

TBp'hy of history, given by a

lecturer from the department

of philosophy, will be offered

to any student in hirstory who
is interested. At present, this

invaluable course is open to

20 students only.

As for the future, I asked

Craig if he envisaged a coun-

cil of course unions as has

been proposed by SAC: "Def-

initely, it's got to come. And
this year we would like to

start to talk to people from

tle> other course' unions since

0^

right now we have no com-

munications with anyone."

There are problems to be

worked out. The question of

whether the HSU will levy a

fee on all members independ-

ently or whether it will con-

tinue to be financed by SAC
has not been settled.

This decision has implica-

tions as to whether this or-

ganization will exist on a

short term basis with limited

goals, or whether it will de-

velop any long term plans

However, the important

point is that the History Stu-

dents' Union is alive and

well. It is ready for a year of

hard programming and hard

bargaining and it stands as an

example of what students can

do in an effort to improve the

quality of ihelr education

Student Prices

Curtain 8:30

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
TONIGHT
THE FAN

by Goldoni, translated byFuller

Thursday, Friday & Saturday

THE CHANGELING
by Middleton & Rowley

with Frances Hyland and William Needles

directed by Leon Major

- Monday to Thursday $1.50 - Friday & Saturday $2.00

Box Office 928-8668

Phall Phun Is:

A Harvest Dinner. Turkey. Pumpkin Pie. the whole Bit!

A Discotheque, Swinging Records and M.C.

A Hoedown. Real Country Music, Honest Injun

Three Movies - All Silent, Slapstick and Phunny

A Coffee House - Folk Singing V Poets Poeting

A Paint-in-Paint. A Work of Art . . . or your date!

Coming next week - November 8th to be exact

Cheap - Would you believe $1.50 a head with dinner

.50 without (dinner, not head)
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
6 a.m.

Sunrise. Moment of silence spon-

sored by the Campus Committee

Against Bad Debts to mark the out-

standing career of Rod Mickleburgh.

1 p.m.

Scab grapes in California, a talk

and film. Jessica Goyea from the,

iauD workers Sponsored by the'lToJ*

T Student-Ubour committee Hart

House debates room.
The Hon Robert Nixon M P.P. is

guest speaker at the Liberal Club

meeting. Topic: student power, a pol-

itician's view Room 1085, Sidney

Smith.
University Red Cross Meeting for

election of officers. Discussion of

downtown tutorial program. Music
Room, International Student Centre.

"Communism is Inevitable talk

by Charlie Boylan, chairman U of T
Communist Club.

Martin Palten, guitarist in the

Music room. Hart House. Ladies

welcome.
Political Economy Club meeting to

complete constitution. Room 2102,

Sidney Smith.

1:10 p.m.

Hart House camera club meeting.

Color slides submitted by members
will be shown and discussed.

4 p.m.

A formal third integral in a nearly

spherical stellar system: talk by Dr.

Allan Saaf. David Dunlop Observato-

ry-

French students course union

meeting. Report on Allen committee
by student representative. Room loti.

University college.

6 p.m.

Freshman fellowship Robin Guih

ness continues tbe seawfl' Lutheraip

Centre.
; „

'

7:30 p.m. ^j;^ 1

Talk by Mr. H. Cunningham, presi

dent of the local chapter of the Ex-

perimental Aircraft Association

Music room. Hart House.

Folksinging. International Student

Centre: Baldwin Lounge.

The Art of the Shell Game: a talfc

by Prof. Rod Mickleburgh. VirsiW
office, 91 St. George.

*v
8 p.m.

Commerce Club. Robert Winters,

MP the guest speaker at fall recep-

tion. East common room, H^rt

House.

La Revolution de Mai a Pajis

"Nous etions la!'" Discussion pat lies

temoins des evenements de mai en

France. French an asset. Buttery.

Trintiy college.

Union of American Exiles meeting.

To discuss Oct. 26 and future UAC
activities. UAE office, 44 St. George.

F.U. OF T.

WEDNESDAY
5 p.m.

' Latin America: the culture of

underdevelopment. Room 2131, Sid-

ney Smith.

Ideas of Primitive Religions:

Room 613. Rochdale.

7:30 p.m.

China Today. Room 506. Roch-

dale.
THURSDAY
7:30 p.m.

!Beaver: a discussion group. All

welcome. Innis II, St. George.

8 p.m.

Black magic and witchcraft.

North sitting room, Hart House.

/.Jung: mythology and religion.

Room 2131. Sidney Smith.

FRIDAY
4 p.m.

First meeting U of T History

Group with Prof. Milnes, Room D-
-102 U.C , West Wing.

SAC WORK GROUP ON

THE CZECMOSLOYAKIAN REFUGEES
-If*

We need U. of T. students who are interested in meeting and helping Czech and

Slovak student refugees here in Toronto. We are working with them on problems

such as housing, jobs, English classes, and making new friends. But - they are I

many and we are few. Please come to our meeting on Thursday, October 31, 5 p.m.,

Hart House. Bikersteth Room, or phone Cathy Calcott at 488-8395
,

The Blue & White Society

FINAL FOOTBALL GAME

HUSTLING DANCE
Sot. Nov. 2, 1968 - 9 pm - Hart House

Come Stag or Drag - $1.75 per person

4 BANDS
& FOLK SINGERS

Tickets Available New At The S.A.C. Office

THURSDAY

1 p.m.

Auditions and production organiza-

tion for "Billy Liar". Room 56, New
college.

Who cares for the city: S.C.M.

film and discussion with Larry

Bourne and Allan Baker, geogra-

phers.

Negro anti-semitism: a discussion

by Rabbi Forman. Yavneh. (Students

welcome). Room 2129, Sidney Smith.

CUSO information meeting. Inter-

national Student Centre.

Meeting Liberal policy committee.

Mr. Silcox will speak on party poli-

tics in Metro. Visitors welcome.

»oom 1085, Sidney Smith.
— High School Action Group. North

a d south sitting rooms, Hart House.

Imperative meeting of fine art

club regarding Boston trip. 6th floor,

Sidney Smith.

Weekly free movie — award win-

nine arts. ISC 33 St. George.

1:15 p.m.

NDP meeting. Guest speaker: Jim
Renwick. Student delegates to next

month's convention are urged to at-

tend. Room 2121, Sidney Smith.

4 p.m.

Communications workshop. ISC, 33

St. George.

4:10 p.m.

Why it is almost impossible to do a

sterri-gerlach experiment on charged

par
1

tides. Prof. Myer Bloom. Room
102, McLennan Physical Laborator-

7 p.m.

CIASP sponsors its student mem-
bers for 3 summer months in Span-
ish-speaking rural Mexico. Introduc-

tory meeting. ISC, 33 St. George.
Exciting classes in folkdancing,

Hebrew, Jewish philosophy Everyone
welcome. Hillel, 186 St. George.
Open meeting of the Presidential

Advisory Committee on Disciplinary

procedures. Room 3050, Sidney
Smith.
War and Peace: SAC Education.

Hart House. Ask the porter.

7:30 p.m.

SHOUT meeting. Discussion of

SHOUT projects new and old. ISC, 33

St. George.
Psychology Union: talk by Dr.

MacDonald on Clinical Psychology.

Followed by a counter-course in clin-

ical psych. East common room. Hart

House.

8 p.m.

SCM Canada-US seminar. New
members welcome. Apt. 1423, Roch-
dale.

Nigerian crisis — open forum.
Convocation hall.

Writers' workshop. North sitting

room. Hart House.
Independent Socialist Club. Andy

Wernick: The state of the student
movement in Canada — dangers and
opportunities. Room 231, University

college.

8:30 p.m.

I Madrigalisti Di Venezia: concert.

Edward Johnson Building. Tickets at

the box office.

CLASSIFIED
STUDENT BABYSITTER for occasional GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
evenings Professor's home, Mt Pleas- today lor free booklet "THE DAY YOU
.Eglinton area Call 487-3535 after 4 BUY A DIAMOND" — H Proctor and
'

Co.. 131 Bloor St W. Suite 416, 921
SALE PRICES, year-round, on ampli- 7702.
iers. tuners, tape recorders, turntables,

speakers Shop around, then give Stan 102 BORDEN. Room for rent S13.
Gore a call at 782. 7941 Special: Tand- share kitchen with 2. Phone 925-0623.
berg 12 Recorders $462.50. Clive Doucet

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER for sale:

excellent condition: distinctive SCM italic

type $50 489-2367

LIFE DRAWING Tuesday evenings 7 30
10 567 Queen St W for info. 861-

1961 Fee $1.00

TIRED of being crushing on the subway MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
each day? 1962 Mercury Meteor 8 Cyl new better quality suits, coats. sport-

Standard Very clean, $35000 or best swear, tuxedos, tails etc FRANKEL
. offer. Call Steve Griffiths at 928-3880. CLOTHING [since 1914) 123 Church St.,

365-4221
SENSUAL, SUAVE. SOPHISTICAT-
ED? Then be at the Forestry Animal FOR SALE — Baby - 6 yr old Mozart
Dance, this Friday. 9 o'clock, in the Drill Grand Piano Reconditioned 5 mos. ago.
Hall 75c Featuring "The Hudson Bay Cost $1200 Offers Call Dr Orpin 231-
Co." 3043 evenings

TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS
RESEARCH A PROBLEM

?

LET US HELP YOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO MID . NOVEMBER. LEARNTO
USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY AND EASILY. SIGN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL
NEAR THE CATALOGUE INFOR

MATION DESK.
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HART FIELD

BLUES BAND
Available for dances
and frat parties.

Phone Sheldon

at

635-1006

NOT ON SALE

$300.00

V: Carat Diamond

Good Colour, Clarity and Cut

18 KT. Gold Setting

This diamond ring is not on
sole", "specially reduced' or a

"one-of-a-kind closeout". It I*

typicalof our regular price struc-

ture. We ore "DIRECT" diamond
dealers offering loose and mount-
ed diamonds for sole well below
the established market price.

About 200 styles available.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET. -
"The Right Ring for the LEFT
HAND". Outlines what you
should expect and got when you
Invest In a diamond. YOU CAN
BUY ON A DIRECT BASIS.

H. PROCTOR & CO.
mond and Gem Dealer* 921 7702
131 Bloor st. W. Suite 416

4%



STAFFERS, AND ESPE-
CIALLY NEW STAFFERS,
PLEASE NOTE: Journal-
ism 99% takes place this

Saturday beginning at (sob)

9 a.m. at York University's

Keele Campus. J-99 is a

crash course in basic jour-

nalism, layout, photography,
features, columns and news-
writing. It is highly recom-
mended, and especially for

those poor souls who signed

up as staffers and have nev-

er actually made it into the
newsroom for a story. So,
make it if you can, and at a
cost of only $1.50. We'll
have a meeting Friday noon
to discuss it. So come into
the office and sign in.

Community college federation

Confidence vote on
Waterloo student council

By PETE HUCK

WATERLOO - University

of Waterloo students will get

the chance tomorrow to turf

out their students council.

Council voted Monday night

to hold a general meeting of

all students at 3 p.m. Thurs-

day in the campus centre.

The meeting is to give the

student body the chance to

vote confidence — or lack of

it — in their council.

Monday's decision came
after a petition bearing 690

signatures was presented to

Students help
educate adults!
Student power has a very

special meaning for 10 Uni-

versity of Toronto students,

members of the highly suc-

cessful Frontier College.

The College is a private

organization trying to fill a

need left by the adult educa-
tion programs of the provin-

cial and federal governments.

It seems that with all the

money these agencies spend

they have been unable to help

the labourers — loggers,

miners, and so on — who
work the remote regions of

this country.

Students participating in

the scheme work in outpost

communities during the

summer, slugging it out

alongside the men who are

their students. Any spare

time is devoted to teaching

such subjects as basic Eng-

lish and mathematics, and

discussing the meaning of

Canadian citizenship. Some
Frontier College teachers

also take an active part in

organizing a social program
for their students.

\tt»M

I Bedford W.

at llaar

9241974'

FORESTRY DANCE

This Friday

at the Drill Hall

"The Hudson Bay Co."

cheap

The College's biggest prob-

lem is money. Only a small
percentage comes from gov-

ernment grants. The rest

must be raised from contribu-

tions of unions, business and
individuals.

Another source of support

has been the student councils

of various universities, nota-

bly in New Brunswick, Mani-

toba and Alberta. Tonight

delegates from Frontier Col-

lege will go before U of T's

student council. They are

hoping for a substantial con-

tribution, since there are

more U of T students in the

field each summer than from

any of the other 25 participat-

ing universities.

CENTRE
FOR THE STUDY OF

DRAMA
Second

Studio

Production

THE NEW TENANT

by Eugene /onesco

as directed

by Marshall Bruce Evoy

Wednesday to Saturday

Oct. 30, 31, — Nov. 1 .
2

at 8 30

at "The Church"

4 Glenmorris Street

one block north

ot Harbord St

at Huron St

ADMISSION FREE

DANCE!

Ukranion Hall

297 College <by Spadina)

with Al Warren & the Saphires

Friday. Nov. I 8:30pm -2: am

$2.50 couple il. 50 single

BAR
Sponsored by: The African

Students Union of Toronto.

council by rep Jim Belfry.

The petition, signed to date
by about eight per cent of the,

students, called for council to

resign en masse and force a

general election.

If elections were required
after the referendum, they

could not be held until the

first week in December. This

was considered to be too

close to the end of term.

The vote at the general

meeting will not be legally

binding on councillors, but

many have indicated they

will abide by the decision of

the meeting.

Dissatisfaction with council

centres around its alleged

left-wing policies and radical

actions.

KINGSTON (CUPi - More
than 100 delegates represent-

ing 25.000 community college

students in Ontario met here
this weekend to form the Col-

leges of Applied Arts and
Technology students associa-

tion of Ontario (CAAT).
The result — a loose feder-

ation, with no central agency
or staff, to "improve the

public image" of the colleges

and their students and to

improve communications
between them.

The group rejected mem-
bership in the Ontario Union
of Students and the Canadian
Union of Students primarily

on ideological grounds. Mike

Smith, a delegate from Mo-
hawk College in Hamilton,

stressed co-operation with

administration and said.

"Burning is not something

the CAAT'S want to bother

with - the image that CUS
has created is not what we
want."

Gord Goldsworthy of Cen-

tennial in Toronto, the

present head co-ordinator.

was pleased with the confer-

ence: "It has instilled a new
awareness that results can be

achieved by co-operative ef-

forts."

A strong federation will

come when it is desired, said

Goldsworthy.

II

Spiro ms "scroungy students
SAN FRANCICSO I CUPI I - Spiro Agnew. American vice-

presidential candidate Saturday called for a crackdown on

"scroungy student dissenters".

Student protestors, he said, "should be treated like the

naughty children they are."

Agnew said the time had come "to protect young minds"
from the "militant criminals" on American campuses.
"Trying to learn from such criminals," said the pithy politi-

cian, "is like trying to take a bath in a sewer."

He drew wild applause for the remark from some 3.000 par-

tisan republican adults, who wore buttons, waved balloons and

yelled slogans.

CRISIS IN

NIGERIA-BIAFRA

CONVOCATION HALL

THURSDAY OCTOBER 31

8100 P.M. AN OPEN FORUM

SPEAKERS:
STEPHEN LEWIS - M.P.P. recently

returned from Biafra

LLOYD GARRISON - NEW YORK TIMES.

West African Correspondant

W. OFONAGORO - COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Sponsored by: STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL.

WORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE

"DAZZLING! Once you see it, you'll never again picture

'Romeo& Juliet' quite the way you did before!" -life

MgAMOl XT PICIIMS

FIfuncoZeffirelu

Romeo
^JULIET

\o ordinary love story

.TST'ui, DuvUHussir liormwhiiiw worsHiA mmm mmm rmim mmm «msihwk3_ : -

ST ARTS FRIDAY NNBS»^NNPI« (Mfl/BflflBllri'SSSimi

NOV. 1st. J2»1 'ONOt MILE S Of 401

NITELY o! 7:00 & 9 P.M.

CONTINUOUS SAT. & SUN.
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(police, cont.)

with the Birchers (the charge is

"creating a disturbance by fighting")

although it takes two to fight. No

Birchers were arrested although doz-

ens of witnesses saw them attack the

left-wing demonstrators.

Scores of witnesses saw one Birch-

er picked up by the police, taken over

to the paddywagon, and then re-

leased.

Were the police politically motivat-

ed? While the demonstrators were

picketing the Consulate, the Birchers

were chanting "We want Wallace!"

A number of witnesses will swear

they observed several policemen nod

in agreement and say, "We want

Wallace too."

Police have never had so many

men out for a demonstration. Is it

only a coincidence that Metro Police

are in the midst of riot training

as well? The evidence shows there

was no need to break up the demon-

stration, yet it was broken up. Is it a

coincidence that, again, all these riot-

trained troops were present?

Was it necessary to arrest those

speaking, even though nobody who

wanted to use the sidewalk was being

blocked and nobody was being "dis-

turbed"? Were the police politically

motivated in making their arrests in

the first place? Det. Carr, for exam-

ple, was seen at the demonstration

site.

Finally, did the police have enough

grounds to break up the demonstra-

tion? Or was the slightest pretext

used by police Insp. Magahey so he

could give his freshly-trained troups

a tryout?

The praise the cops received for

their "restraint" sounds vaguely like

praising little Johnny for putting out

the fire he started, because we are so

relieved it didn't get any bigger.

In fact, if there had been a not, it

would have been directed only at the

cops. The CNLF demonstration was

peaceful, and only a handful of cops

were needed to keep the right and

left wing groups apart. The fight

which did flare up was broken up by

no more than three policemen. No

more were necessary at any time.

(There is a human dynamic in-

volved when police appear on the

scene. The cops expect trouble, brace

for it, and nearly always get it. Yet,

when the demonstration was in its

early stages, there was no trouble

with the handful of cops then watch-

ing the proceedings.)

Some people believe that I advocat-

ed violence against the police in my

editorial. I said "violence is the only

language pigs understand". I only

point out that if the cops continue to

break up peaceful protests as they

did this one, we will have to fight for

the right to protest. It is further

worth noting that virtually all vio-

lence in student demonstrations

around the world has come from the

POLICE. They are the ones with

arms, not the students.

I have been criticized for drawing

from the U.S. terminology in calling

the police "pigs". I have been told

that Canadians exist in a unique situ-

ation which does not require such

terms.

I reply that if the Canadian situa-

tion is so unique, why have the To-

ronto cops borrowed from U.S. tech-

niques of riot control?

I have been criticized for saying

that Toronto has entered the police

state era. When a group of police are

permitted, and even encouraged by

the daily media, to break up peaceful

demonstrations, deny people the right

of assembly and freedom of speech,

then I reply that if the police state is

not here, it is coming.

The police state exists in many

American cities, and it is folly to

claim that Canada will be immune

from the same situation. We share

American culture and values, we
share the American economic and

political systems.

Canada lacks only the Vietnam

war, the racial problem, and the

huge urban slums.

But above all, we saw in the Toron-

to cops' reaction to the demonstra-

tion, another, manifestation of the

U.S. "law and order" syndrome, a

syndrome which only exists when

peace, equality and freedom are lack-

ing.

We won't takejust anybody
Only qualified technical and professional

people willing to work for a low salary

under demanding conditions in any of 45

developing countries around the world

To pick up this professional challenge,

you have to be highly motivated. Eager

to put your own talent to work Aware
of the need of developing countries for

mature, competent people, ready to

lend a hand. You have to decide to

spend two years of your life working

on the world's number one problem

—

development.

If we're getting to you, you aren't

just anybody.

You're somebody we need at CUSO.

Tell us what you can do. We'll tell you where you are needed.

1 would like to know more about CUSO and the opportunity to work overseas for

two years. My qualifications are as follows:

1 (will) hold
(degree, diploma, certificate or other verification of skill)

in from

s

H

0

U

T,

• TUDENTS'

EALTH

RGANIZATION

LlVERSITY OF

0R0NT0

MEETING -

ALL WELCOME

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER 31

7:30 PM

ISC 33 ST. GEORGE ST

(course) (university, college, trade or technical institute, etc)

Name

Address

Prov

Send to:

CUSO (University of Toronto Committee)
Attention: Mrs Suzanne Johnson,
CUSO Office, International Student Centre.

33 St George Street, Toronto 5, Ontario.

CUSO
Development

is our business
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Weekend water warriors win

Varsity water poloists won the season's
opening game Saturday by the narrowest mar-
gin in five years when they outlasted RMC 12-

9.

The much improved cadets, riding the crest
of the previous week's upset 11-9 victory over
McMaster, fought tenaciously but futilely

against a better-balanced Varsity attack.
Blues generally showed good if uninspired con-

trol of the play at both ends of the pool, but
evidenced weakness at mid pool.

Coach Otto Demjen will be trying new com-
binations to strengthen the middle. He was,
however, pleased with the performance of

several of the new men on the team.
Forward Hunter Milbourne opened the scor-

ing with a tally at the three minute mark and
showed a good sense of team work in setting

up veteran Chris McNaught for six goals.

Another rookie in his first Varsity game.
Alex Leroy, earned a starting berth because of

his team play and the addition of two goals.

Varsity's scoring was completed by Mc-
Naught's penalty shot, a single by forward

Dave Breech and a breakaway shot by Skip

Bergman on a pass from Breech.

Rookies Brian Barras and Alden McEachern
played well in goal but lacked the crisp com-
mand of the net that can come only with ex-

perience.

The RMC shooting barrage (25 shots) were
less than optimally potent because of the

small size of the Hart House pool. Their offen-

sive line tended to bunch in front of the foal

allowing Blues' defencemen Bergman and
Hackett chances to break up their scoring at-

tempts.

Consequently, only one goal was scored by a

RMC forward. The most effective cadet was
the rover, Beaman, who contributed eight of

his team's nine goals, most of them on well-

placed shots from Varsity's achilles heel near

mid pool.

Both rookie goaltenders gained valuable

experience with their real test to come against

McMaster next week. McMaster is expected to

be dangerous in their Olympic-sized pool.

Rudge shoots four for PHE

SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF NOV. 4
FOOTBALL (Ga mes now start at 3 00 p n
Mon Nov 4 3 00 West Vic vs PHE
Tues 5 3 00 East Pharm vs For
Wed 6 3 00 West Eng
Thur 7 3 00 West New vs u c
Ft. 8 3 on West Trin vs Oent
Thur 3 30 Scar Med vs Scar

RUGGER
Mon Nov 4 1 15 West Wye vs Arch Rous

1.15 East St M vs Trin B Hamill

Wed
Scar Innis vs Scar Ellwand

6 1 2 30 West Vic vs
A1 1 5 West Emman vs Woods .

Thui
1 15 East Engl vs PHE Henry

7 12 30 West Trin A VS PHE McAlister
1 15 West Vic vs Trin B Ledson
4 15 East Scar vs Law Hand

Fn 8 1 15 West Engll vs Emman Wraw
1 1 5 East U C vs St M Apse

SOCCER
Mon Nov 4 1 2 30 North For VS

-

Simmonds
4 00 North Trin B VS Arch Gero

Tues 5 12 30 North Emman vs Jr Eng Hobbs
North New VS Knox Bogucki

Wed
4 00 South Wye vs Trin 8 Pikulyk

6 1 2 30 North UC vs St M A Homatidis
4 00 North Grad St vs Vic Nepotiuk

Thin
4 00 South Jr Eng vs Scar Lefkos

7 4 00 North Med A vs Law Kalman
4 00 South Emman vs Innis Hobbs

Fri 8 1 2 30 North Eng III vs PHE 8 Osborne
4 00 North Wye vs Med 8 Simmonds

LACROSSE
Tues Nov 5 1 00 St M vs PHE A Mason Townley

6 30 PHE B vs For A Murphy Okihiro

7 30 Dent vs Eng 1 Murphy, Okihiro
Wed 6 1 00 Law VS Vic 1 Mason Tanaka

6 30 Med A vs Vic ii Hennessey Maynes
7 30 Innis II vs Pharm Hennessey Maynes

Thur
8 30 For B vs Trin Hennessey Maynes

7 1 00 Engll vs PHE D Maynes Murphy
6 30 Erin vs Med 8 Tanaka, Storey
7 30 Scar vs PHE C Tanaka, Storey

VOLLEYBALL
Mon Nov 4 4 30 New VS St M McNiven

5 30 VjteJ VS Engll McNiuen
Tues 5 1 00 Trin vs Innis Rogers

7 30 For B VS Pharrr Breech
8 30 Dent C vs Emma n Breech

Wed 6 5 00 For A vs Law Rogers
6 00 Med A vs PHE A Rogers
7 00 Engl vs Dent A Howes
8 00 Scar vs Erin Howes

Thut 7 7 00 Med C vs V1C II Cosmar
8 00 Med B vs Oent E Cosman

By GELLIUS
Vimy Rudge scored four

goals. Trafford and Connelly

had three each as PHE A
beat Law. 10-0. Trafford had

three more in the next PHE
A game but Vic was the win-

ner, 8-6. James (2), Blyth (2),

Murphy and Red River Valli-

lee (3) led Vic. Feaver,

Bridge, and Connery rounded

out PHE A scoring.

Yellow ("Owl") had four

to pace Scar's 7-4 win over

Eng; Hamilton and Wolfe

also scored. Healey and

Smith each had two for Eng.

For B out-Klassened (one

goal) Pharm, 5-3. Valento,

Glover (2) and Morden had

the other goals. Holland and

Casselman (2) replied for

Pharm.
Phe D 3, Trin 3. For Pete,

Houston, Willoughby, and

Cheesman; for Trin (you

remember "For Trin and

Men's Eyes"), Hall. Storey,

and linger.

VOILEYBAU
New over Trin

SMC over Innis

SMC over Trin

Moon over Naples

Scar over Law
Vic over PHE A

RUGGER

MacArthur scored 11 to

lead Law over Meds; 16-6; he

had help from Murray (3)

and Charlton (2). Bates (3)

and Cameron (3) — no rela-

tion to a former French col-

ony in West Africa — hit for

Meds.

Gacle (91, Howarth (3) and

Lipsett (4- the Varsity is

printed by Lipset; that's why
the pictures are better this

year) scored in Vic's 16-0 win

over SMC. SMC also got

wiped by Eng 11; Skule scor-

ers were Newell (6), Zinale

(6), Hick (4-take a few deep

breaths and you'll be all

right) and Rosenberg (3).

Innis Pasternak (3) and
Eng (Reid 31 tied.

Trin had points from Bar-

cley (31, Mclntyre (6) and
Parish to blank Scar. 13-0.

Segeworth (5) scored for

Wye and Bell (3) and Whallev

(2) for Trin B as those teams
drew, 5-5. (Addition courtesy

of Varsity Sports computer.)

Eng 11, 8; Wye 8. Zingle

(3) . Hick 12). Rosenberg (3)

for Eng 11; Peart (5) and
Smith (3) for Wye.

SOCCER

Bogucki's goal assured
SMC of a r-0 blanking of Sr.

Eng.

Clark and Lute scored as

Vic defeated Meds. 2-0,

UC and PHE A drew. 1-1

Lutterotti i-a little Lute:

v.supra I scored for tIC, Slean

for PHE A.

Kabush and Cim scored for

Knox as they tied with Innis.

2-2. Mark and Dormelles (a

strait between Asia and Eu-

rope) replied for Innis.

UC got goals from Lutter-

otti and Ahlsten to beat Trin.

2-0.

Peddie. Hughes, and the

Last of the Mohanty paced

SGS' 3-1 triumph over PHE
A. Farndon hit for PHE A.

Homatidis' two ( goals i

resulted in a 2-0 victory for

Sr. Eng. over Vic.

RJ Smith had two and
Hutchinson one as Trin took

Meds, 3-1. Carll scored for

Meds.

For 1, Knox 0. Officials are

still wondering who that

masked man who scored the

For goal was.

MEN
HOCKEY PLAYER POOL

The Intramural Sports Committee and the Ath Ictic Oirecotrate

have ruled that students registered in a college or faculty not

represented in any interfaculty team sport may register for .1

pool of players who wi II be al located to the various teams.

For Hockey players it wou Id be advisable to register at the

intramural office. Hart House, before the schedule gets underway

on November 1 3.

HOCKEY
Anyone interested in trying out for Varsity Blues Hockey team

report to Coach Tom Watt at Varsity Arena at 12:30 noon

THURSDAY. Oct. 31; FRIDAY, Nov. 1st and MONDAY. Nov. 4th.

Bring all equipment — skates, sticks etc.

SIMULTANEOUS EXHIBITION

WALTER DOBRICH, Chess Master

THURSDAY, October 31, 7:30 p.m.

Debates Room

To Play: Chess Club Members Free

Non-members: 504 - Refreshments
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CAREFOOTE WHITAKER AGRO TURNER TRAINOR

MOST UNSUNG HEROES OF THE GRIDIRON.. OFFENSIVE LINEMEN
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

The crowd hushes in antici-

pation as the quarterback

yells his signals. At just the

right moment he gets the ball

slapped into his hands and

wham! biff! pow! crunch!

schmozzle! (schmozzle?) the

offensive line delicately

gropes its way into the oppo-

sition. Sometimes you can

hear the thud for miles.

Along the line of scrim-

mage — that's where the real

blood-and-guts of football

takes place, where football

becomes a true contact sport,

and where the giants of the

game congregate and hit,

unnoticed by the crowd.

While the spectators roar

their appreciation as a swiv-

el-hipped halfback bobs and

weaves through a maze of

frustrated defenders, the four

or five linemen who got him

there munch the turf in anon-

ymity. For an offensive line-

man, the only satisfaction is

a personal one, or perhaps a

friendly pat on the butt from

the coach, one of the few

people who notices when a

job's well done.

Last Saturday afternoon

against Western, when Var-

sity Blues put on such a tre-

mendous offensive perform-

ance, plaudits were appropri-

ately showered on quarter-

back Vic Alboini, running

backs Mike Raham and Glen

Markle, etc. And, of course,

the plaudits were well de-

served.

But, as Alboini and the

boys would be the first to

point out, they all came about

because of an incredibly top-

notch job turned in by Var-

sity's offensive line. No team

piles up over 300 yard on the

strength of their running

backs alone.

Varsity blockers ripped

gaping holes in the Mustang

defense which, by the end of

the game, resembled torn

mosquito netting with Blues

flitting through at will.

Anchoring the left and right

tackle positions are two of

the biggest men on the team.

Arnie Carefoote (6'4", 245

lb. I and Norm Trainor (also

B'4". 245 lb.).

Carefoote, Blues' veteran

co-captain has been an all-

star tackle for the past two

years. His return to the

lineup after sitting out the

first two games has been a

'big' factor in the line's rapid

improvement.

Trainor played briefly with

Blues in 1966 and has waited

until this year to return. He's

filled in admirably for de-

parted all-star tackle, Jim
Kellam. Both Trainor and

Carefoote are used defensive-

ly by coach Murphy on third

down situations and goalline

stands. Just seeing them
lumber onto the field is usual-

ly enough to halt the enemy
drive by petrifaction alone.

Tucked beside the centre at

left and right guard are the

agile duo, Gord Whitaker

»>

Lefkos is ace in hole
Varsity Blues invade Ham-

ilton this afternoon for a soc-

cer match that can only be

called crucial. For the past

four years, McMaster has fin-

ished second to Blues — a

situation they would love to

remedy
A win for Marauders would

vault them into second place

while a victory for Blues

would leave them in first

place, one point ahead of

Western Mustangs,
Blues defeated McMaster

4-1 here at home two weeks
ago and in the process were
forced to come up with their

best effort of the season. Any
output short of the best in

Hamilton would mean trouble

as far as the championship is

concerned. Varsity cannot
afford to lose a single point.

Blues do, however, have an
aee up their sleeve in the

person of Jim Lefkos. Lefkos.

last year's scoring champ,
has been hot the last couple
of games with four-goal per-

formances against York and
Western. If he continues to

come on strong. Blues' task

will be made a little easier.

Coach Glass is looking for

a big effort from link-men

Adrian Verhulst and Dwighl

Taylor. The twosome must
control midfield if Blues are
to build up any sort of a con-

sistent attack. Korner Kicks

. . . Blues will not be missing
any players for today's game.
This is the first time since

they played Guelph that all

fourteen regulars are ready
to go.

(61", 205 lb.) and Derek

Turner (6', 200 lb.).

Whitaker, one of the team's

supposed wits, is in his third

season with the team. After

missing the latter part of 1967

with a concussion, Whitaker

has bounced back with re-

newed vigor and his best foot-

ball yet for Varsity.

Turner comes to Toronto

from University of Ottawa.

He's fitted in well with the

team, and me and Whitaker

may well be the top pulling

guards in the league. Turner

plans to be a pulling dentist

upon graduation.

Centering these 890 pounds
of beef is smiling Rick Agro
(6', 210 lb.). An all-star guard
with McMaster last year,

Agro was moved to centre by

Murphy when both of his cen-

tres from the previous year
graduated. If Blues happen to

make it to the College Bowl,
it will be no new experience
for Agro, who's been in the

last two, • with McMaster in

1967 and Waterloo Lutheran
the vear before that.

photo by GREG TA YLOR

WHAM! BIFF! POW! CRUNCH! SCHOMZZLE!
Note pulling guards Whitaker (51) and Turner (SO)

Zepp and Henry start
Having met each team in the Western rugger division once.

Varsity travels to McMaster today for the first of their re-

matches.

The first team will have several new faces in their lineup

against Mac. Peter Zepp will replace the injured Doug Phibbs

at wing and Paul Henry takes over the second row forward

position belonging to Jeff Elwand.

Usually, replacements are looked upon with some concern,

especially when a team is winning and any change might

break up the streak. However, with such an outstanding back-

up team, perhaps the best second team in intercollegiate

ranks. Blues have a wealth of talent from which to draw with-

out sacrificing the quality of the product.

A case in point is Paul Henry who has had experience play-

ing in British Columbia and several years in Toronto.

Only two problems rear their heads as Varsity begins its

second round of matches. Blues will be playing four games
during the next two weeks and, with the weather getting cold-

er, the possibility of injuries increases.

Overconfidence also presents a problem because of the

comparative ease with which Blues have steamrolled their

opposition. In four games, Varsity has racked up 99 points

while the opposition has replied with only three.

When Blues play on foreign fields in the next two weeks,
they may find that their opposition is quite different from the

teams they met on the back campus.

ARCHERY-GOLF
Neither — but a combination! University of Toronto stu-

dents plus three staff from the School of Physical and
Health Education and the Department of Women's Athlet-
ics took their bows and arrows and off thev went on Thurs.
October 24th, to West Hill Golf Club for a round of Archery
Golf.

Nothing was altered on the golf course for their arrival.
They "teed off" with what they call a "flight" shot and
after many approach shots along the fairway as do the golf-
ers, they arrived at a 4 inch rubber ball perched on a stand
12 inches above the ground.

With accurate aiming on the part of each of these girls,

the ball was knocked to the ground, bringing several girls
in attendance, scores at or just above par for the seven
holes played.

The top shooters of the dav were Kit Koehler, PHE II

and Pat Murray. PHE III.

Perhaps someday golf courses will be used by as many
archers as golfers seeking a recreational outing???

Meanwhile, back at the tennis courts. Marguerite Moore.
VIC I and Olga Predkoe. PHE IV, defeated all their opposi-
tion and are this year's winners of the Interfaculty Doubles
Tennis Tournament.
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Va
Ghoul escapes UC tower

photo by CARMEN PALUMBO
THE GREAT ESCAPE ROUTE

Late last night a ghoul es-

caped from the University

College Tower.
The creature is presumed

to have broken the glass of a

narrow casement window and
lowered itself by means of a

length of sheets knotted to-

gether

It then stole through the

pale blue shadows of moon-
light, across the UC court-

yard, and into the world be

yond.

The hideous ashen faced
fiend carried a goody-bag at

its side, obviously bent on
shelling out.

First stop was the home of

president Claude Bissell. A
white-uniformed woman bat

ted not an eyelid as she

dished out his reward: 2 pep-

permint chiclets, two licorice

sticks. 2 suckers and a roll of

penny candy.

Next on the list was Chan
celloi O.M. Solandt Outside

his door was a large paper

bag and a sign saying "Help
Yourself". Our friend did so.

but unhappily, the chancel

lor's numerous previous visi

tors had left only 3 peanuts

and a handful of popcoi n

crumbs.

Finally, in search of re

venge for his long years ol

imprisonment, the ghoul

headed for the home of I

C

principal Dougla> LePan The
principal was just departing

when he arrived, but a

charming woman met oui

Hey, did you hear the one about

the war research grants?
By DAVE FRANK

"Have you heard the story

about the girl who was of-

fered a million dollars."

Chancellor Solandt was say-

ing to Steve Langdon, who
said he hadn't.

"Well, this guy offered hei

a million dollars if she'd hop

into bed with him." the chan

celloi went on. "and when
she agreed the guy said:

"O.K. Now that we've es

tablished the principle, how
about 10 dollars?

"You see.'' said the chan

cellor. "If you'ie going to

oppose war research then it

doesn't matter for whom or

how much, does it'.'"

"No," answered Langdon.

"I think I would oppose it on

principle."

Solandt went on to try to

convince the SAC president

that there was no reason to

oppose U.S. military grants

to the university while ac-

cepting funds from the Cana-

dian defence establishment.

"The amount we receive

from the U.S. is trivial." said

Solandt. "Most is from the

Canadian government. Do you

oppose that?"

That conversation came at

the end of a three and a half

hour meeting of the presi-

dent's council in the Simcoe

Hall senate chambers yester-

day afternoon.

It was cool in the huge

chamber. Sunlight streamed

in through the high windows,

and smoke floated in layers

through the air.

Wallace McCutcheon, puff

ing on a cigar and leaning

forward on one hand, sat

opposite Andy Wernick. who

also leaned forward on his

elbows on the long boardroom

table.

Bob Rae sat beside Claude

Bissell. while Steve Langdon

rubbed elbows with Dean

Ernest Sirluck. John Ashe, a

corpulent pink-faced "retired

industrialist", sat beside

McCutcheon and watched
Wernick too.

John Sword, sat at the head

of the table as chairman, to

his left was chancellor So-

landt, to whose left was an

empty chair. Solandt sat side-

ways on his seat, leaning on

and toying with the empty
chair.

Altogether there were 28

people there, seven of them
students.

"We have no classified re-

search at the University of

Toronto." vice-president for

research administration G. B.

Robinson told the special

meeting after distributing

listings of military grants to

the university.

"Research support for the

year 19B7-K8 was derived

from the following sources."

he explained:

• Canadian government.

$12.5 million.

• Canadian private

sources. $2.5 million.

• Ontario government. $1.0

million,

• U.S. government, $.5 mil-

lion.

• U.S. private sources. $.9

million.

"The concern of this Uni-

versity is to turn out good

scientists." he said. "We
must rely on them to decide,

later on, what they wish to do
with the knowledge and scien-

tific training they acquire
here."

"The professor initiates his

own project," argued chemis
try Prof. W. H. Kapson.
"Over the past several years

I have received several sub
stantial grants, but it is my
research. It is carried out in

the way I want and published
when and where I wish."

Langdon described how an
SAC researcher placed a
long distance phone call to
the U.S. Defence Department
to ask what criteria they used
in awarding grants.

"If it is not going to be

beneficial to the department

of defence, they can't give

it." said Langdon. "That was
the answer."

"A laissez-faire attitude

towards research grants is

not sufficient." said D'arcy

Martin. "Some extremely dif-

ficult moral decisions have to

be made. They are not being

made now.
"

He and the other SAC
members present urged the

university adopt a coherent

policy with regard to re-

search grants.

President Bissell. to whom
the council may in the future

make recommendations, sat

in on the session, interposing

several questions in the man
ner of an astute seminar

leader

:

"Is military research ipso

facto bad?" he asked.
" In and by itself, yes."

replied. Langdon. "But it is of

less immediate concern than

research which could be con

tributing to the American

war effort."

"To what extent." asked

Bissell "does research in

general undermine or weaken

the quality of teaching"'"

"Often it is a case of an ill

wind that blows some good."

explained medicine dean Dr.

A. L. Chute. "Discoveries

wtuch could be of benefit to

the whole of humanity are

made on funds from defence

sources in the U.S."

The SAC members said

they were most worried

about the general drift of all

university research, that

there were aspects of society

The Chemical Engineers

are planning a Varsity

burn-in for those whose

hatred of The Varsity has

reached those proportions

outside Convocation Hall

today at 1 p.m. For the

story of the last Varsity

burning, see page 2.

friend with open arms, and
bounteous gifts: candy kisses,

foilwiapped jube-jubes. sa-

ran wrapped licorice and lots

of good humour
Highly pleased with his

evening foray, the ghoul le

turned home, swearing etei

nal fealty to the Hallowed
Evening when the gods

pleased to release him from
his long years of torment and
suffering.
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besides the industry and the

military which should be

served by research facilities.

Aerospace studies institute

director (J.N. Patteison invit

ed students to visit his insti

tute to find out for them

selves what was happening.

"It there's any war re-

search," he said, "Find it

and I II get it out."

Chemistry Dept chairman

D.J Leroy also invited stu-

dents, and said he'd be glad

to "explain exactly how we
operate and our philosophy."

SAC vs GSU - a draw
any other group can do like

wise and Iragmentation of the

university would result." he

added

"There is no kind of com
mumty here", said Andy

Wernick (SGSi. "It's a politi-

cal fact that the majority of

grad students consider them-
selves a part of the university

in a very different structural

sense than the undergrads."

SAC eventually decided to

refer the question to a com-
mission of student leaders

from across campus
t SAC will challenge CFRB

radio'* Gordon Sinclair to a

debate on campus.
Sinclair described Mon

day's Varsity as full of lies in

news, editorial and art, on his

daily commentary Monday.
SAC voted to "blacklist"

CFRB until Sinclair with-

draws his statements and
CFRB allows The Varsity,
editor and members of his

staff to reply on CFRB to the

charges.

Wednesday's Students

Administrative Council meet

ing was the scene of a two

and a half hour debate as

members questioned the right

of the Graduate Students

Union to withdraw

Last week the GSU voted

at an open meeting to with

draw. The decision threw

SAC into a quandary since

the constitution provides no

legitimate means for such a

move
Allowing the GSU to with

draw would be "an invitation

to anarchy and the end of the

student movement at U of

T." said Bob Rae (IV UCi.

SAC rejected GSU Presi-

dent John Winter's suggestion

that a joint commission (5

SAC and 5 GSU membersi be

formed "to see that the with-

drawal is carried out as

smoothly as possible
"

The GSU's unilateral deci-

sion cannot be accepted be

cause SAC is designed to rep-

resent all students. SAC Pres

ident Steve Langdon argued

"The withdrawal is financial

ly unfeasible since it would

be impossible to keep grads

out of SAC sponsored

events." he said.

"If the GSU withdraws

because of political reasons

Journalism 99 meeting

for today, al noon in the

office. For all staffers,

new and old, interested in

meeting other papers'

staffs and learning stuff.



KNOX CHURCH

SPADINA AT HARBORD

On Saturday, the Young
People will have a Mas-

querade Party at 7:30 p.m.

The regular price will be 25*

with a^ 24 discount if in cos-

tume. Come prepared for

action.

On Sunday, following the

evening church service, at

8:15 p.m., the Young People

will meet and combine
soup with Ecclesiastes.

STUDENTS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED

TRINITY
427 BImi Si WW .1 Wikm t

ntv. J. MM Witt

B.A-. B O

Orltaa: Ma W. la>

11 A.M.

"CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE"

7.30 P.M.

TEENAGE REVOLT

8:30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

Open meeting ousts Waterloo student's council

HILLEL
Sunday, November 3, 8:30 p.m., Hillel House

Student Panel

on

"THE U.S. ELECTIONS"

Monday, November 4, 1:00 p.m., U.C., Room 214

Dr. William Berman

Depart, of History, U. of T.

on

"THE U.S. ELECTIONS"

Saturday, November 9. 8:30 p.m., Park Plaza Hotel

HILLEL DANCE

Major Lecture Series

November 10 and I I

DR. STEVEN SCHWARZSCHILD
Prof, of Philosophy, Washington University,

St. Louis, Missouri and Editor of JUDAISM

WATERLOO (Special)—

University of Waterloo stu-

dents yesterday forced the

resignation of their student

council.

A general meeting of stu-

dents defeated by a 550-to-450

vote a motion of confidence

in the council. Following this,

council decided to resign.

Elections for president and
councillors will be held Nov.

27. Almost all reps are ex-

pected to seek re-election.

Yesterday's general meet-

ing came after a 690-signa-

ture petition called for coun-

cil to resign and face a gen-

eral election. Reps voted in-

stead to put the question to a

general meeting.

MINISTERS:
Tbi Vny Rn. Di. E. M. Hnm

Rn. DauM A. QOo

I I A.M.

Dr. E.M. Howse

7:30 P.M.

"NEIGHBOURS"

A Film by Norman McLaren

CAMPUS CLUB

Thomas Smothers
F.U.

Meetings today:

noon (on): AARDVARK - a group of people to get together to talk about

whatever, bring lunch, but you don't have to

because it's non-pre-directional

1:00 p.m.: EVOLUTION TO REVOLTION: the student movement in Canada,
91 St. George, Room 101 (Pat and Hugh Armstrong)

2:00 p.m.: IDEOLOGY:theoriesof consciousness from Hegel to Marcuse,

3rd floor textbook store

2:15 p.m.: ANARCHISM - South Sitting Room, Hart House
4:00 p.m.: UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO HISTORY, DI02 West Wing

University College

Still registering: CUBA: POLITICS OF THE REVOLUTION (Frank Park)

COMPUTERS FOR ARTSMEN (John Morris)

MARXIST ECONOMICS (John Rowntree)

THE BLUES: BLACK MUSIC, CULTURE AND HISTORY
COLD WAR: and World Revolution (Danny Draiche)

F. U. CENTRE FOR DRAMA
BLACK MAGIC AND WITCHCRAFT
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
ARAB CULTURE AND LANGUAGE
LATIN AMERICA: the culture of "underdevelopment''

(D'arcy Martin)

Register at SAC office or call 923-6221
, 923-3490. Times will be announced in

Monday's Varsity. The registrar can't think of any jokes today.

About 1,000 of the 8,000

Waterloo students jammed
the campus center for yester-

day's vote.

President Brian Her out-

lined council's views and ac-

tions over the last months.

"We seek democratization of

the university and the demo-
cratization of our society, for

only by elimination of author-

itarian institutions in our so-

ciety can we solve the serious

problems which beset it, and

make the world a more hu-

man one
."

Iler contended that all

major decisions this year,

such as the residence protest

and campus center takeover,

had been taken in general

meetings. He admitted some
of council's mistakes, partic-

ularly a premature flyer

which proclaimed, "Adminis-

tration Yields to Activists."

The student president went

on to attack reps who had

attended only a few council

meetings and then led the

petition against it.

"Perhaps they should re-

sign, not because council is

unrepresentative, but because

they have not been doing

their job."

Jim Pike, Engineering So-

ciety president, said council

should seek a new mandate
as~ students were unhappy
with its "confrontation tac-

tics."
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Nostalgic Note
ji In 1929, Varsity editor Leonard Ryan wrote an edito- |j

>:• rial: To Pet or Not To Pet in which he defended the •:•

ijij right of undergraduates to trade smooches against the
|:|

l;|: claim of a Toronto clergyman who said it "debased the
|:|

g: coinage of the soul."
|:|

8 The Board of Governors, coming to the conclusion that >:

>•: The Varsity "no longer represented undergraduate opin- f;

!:•: ion," suspended the editor. Engineers burned copies of :•:

8 the paper in front of University college after hanging :•:

S Ryan in effigy from the rafters of Hart House.
:•: Until the end of term two papers appeared: The Var- l|:

} sity, under a tame editor, and the "Adversity", published £
:•:; in the Toronto Telegram and distributed on campus. :j

¥: Campus cops tried to chase away newsboys trying to sell •:•

>i: the paper, but the demand was so great they were help- •:•

less.

OODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOClOOOOODOOOOODOOOOOOOOl

Fashion loves the Italian look, and you will too,

with this chic double-knit long-sleeved pull-

over in 100% pure wool. It comes in rich,

exciting new colours, and the clever touch is

the accentuating Milano stripes in a contrasting

shade. A neckline zipper prevents spoiled hair-

dos. Team it with a Kitten pure wool Wevenit
skirt or tapered slims, dyed-to-perfectly-match
the new Fall colours. At good shops every-
where !

RJR£ VIRQIN WOOl

Widinultlii.liil.el
[<fc jiiifj] 'tla"atanna"»HTTKN.

.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY

9 a.m. -11 p.m.
Exhibition of photography by Paul

Carter in the Trinity Buttery.

1 p.m.
Film "Mining tor Nickel" spon-

sored by Dept. of Geology Room 128
Mining Building.
History Students Union - seminar

with Prof. A. Rotstein on The For-
eign Corporation and the Nation
State. Sid Smith 2124.

2-5 p.m.
U.C. Players Guild auditions for

The Bespoake Overcoat (male cast
only) — Bickersteth Room. Hart
House.

3:16 p.m.
Lecture on Nuclear Spin Relaxa-

tion and Molecular Reorientation
Room 137, McLennan Building.

4 p.m.
Free University course — history

of U of T. Room D-102 West Wing
UC.

4-6 p.m.
Auditions and production organiza-

tion for Billy Liar, New College
Room 56.

5 p.m.
Yesterday Ottawa, tomorrow who

knows? — meeting of the Biafran
Action Committee — South Sitting
Room, Hart House.

5:30 p.m.
S.C.M. supper and cabinet meeting

— Apt. 1423 Rochdale College.

In its story on course

unions Wednesday, The
Varsity incorrectly re-

ported that the sociology

department has no staff-

student committee.
In fact, sociology does

have one, formed three

years ago to discuss all

aspects of the Macpher-
son report. The staff-stu-

dent committee was in-

strumental in preparing a

brief for Dean A. D. Al-

len last week.

Special apologies to

Prof. James Giffen,

whose name appeared
Wednesday as P. A. Grif-

fen.

8 p.m.
Movies: King Kong plus two under-

ground shorts — Craven Sluck. and
Colourfilm ???? Room 3, New Aca-
demic Building — Vic.
Opening session of Canadian Stu-

dents Movement's symposium on
Students in Class Struggle — Influ-

ence of Corporate Sensate Culture on
Anti-Imperialist Struggles, Sid Smith
1073.

8:30 p.m.
HELLUP — Bar and Dance —

U.N.F. Hall 297 College St.

SATURDAY
Canadian Student Movement sym

posium: The student in class strug-
gles, (see advertisementi.

9:30 a.m.
Inside Soviet Repulbics: a case for

Fenno-Baltic studies. Debates room.
Hart House.

10 a.m.
"Why Build the C.S.M.?" Bob

Cruise, chairman, Canadian Student
Movement. Room 1073, Sidney Smith.

Inside Soviet Repulbics: the politi-

cal situation in the Baltic states.

Debates room, Hart House.

11 a.m.
Class struggle at McGill: CSM

symposium. Room 1073, Sidney
Smith.

11:30 a.m.
Inside Soviet Republics: political

and cultural loyalties in the Baltic
republics. Debates room, Hart
House,

F U. OF T.

FRIDAY
noon

Aardvark: to discuss whatever,
baby. (Aardvark means "earth pig'

in Dutch: Kesterton. Advisory bu-

reau, Spadina and Hoskin above
bank.

2:15 p.m.
Anarchism. South sitting room.

Hart House.

4 p.m.

U of T History. D102, West wing.

U.C.
SATURDAY

1 p.m.
Evolution in the Revolution: the stu-

dent movement in Canada; Pat and
Hugh Armstrong. Room 101. 91 St.

George.

2 p.m.
Ideology: theories of consciousness

from Hegel to Marcuse. 3rd floor,

textbook store.

2 p.m.
The CEGEP struggle and L'-

Universite de Montreal: CSM sympo-
sium Room 1073, Sidney Smith,

2:30 p.m.
Inside Soviet Republics: Panel dis-

cussion by recent visitors to the Bal-

tic republics. Debates room. Hart
House.

3:30 p.m.
Indoctrination of foreign students

in imperialist universities: CSM
symposium. Room 1073. Sidney
Smith

4 p.m.
Last Alter-the-game dance. 50c per

person. Drill hall.

4:30 p.m.
Inside Soviet Republics: coffee at

International Student Centre. 33 St.

George.

8 p.m.
The role of the petit bourgeoisie in

the anti-imperialist struggle: CSM
symposium. Room 1073. Sidney
Smith.

8:30 p.m.
Yavneh — El Carnal: an Israeli

happening. Hillel House.

9 p.m.
Final football game hustling

dance: stag or drag Four bands and
folk singers, $1.75 per person. Tickets
at SAC. Hart House.

SUNDAY
9:30 a.m.

Inside Soviet Republics: Baltic cul-

tural contacts: past, present and fu-

ture. Music room. Hart House

11 a.m.
Inside Soviet Repulbics: Religion

in the Baltic states. Music room.
Hart House.

2 p.m.
Inside Soviet Republics: three

views of the political future of the

Baltic states. Music room. Hart
House.

8 p.m.
Crisis of the Church: talk by Fr.

Gregory Baum. SCM open house,

ISC. 33 St. George,

8:30 p.m.
Hillel — great debate. American

election preview. Debates room.
Hart House.

The Blue & White Society

FINAL FOOTBALL GAME
(McGill at Toronto)

HUSTLING DANCE
SAT. NOV. 2, 1968 - 9 PM - HART HOUSE

featuring - THE RIFFKIN

CARNIVAL CONNECTION (From Montreal)

DAVID BLACK

- KEN KNOWLES

BOB and SUSAN (Folk Singers)

4 Bands & Folk Singers

STAG or DRAG
Admission $1.75 per person

Tickets Now Available At The S.A.C. Office

Hart House

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 6, 1 p.m'. - Music Room
FACULTY OF MUSIC ENSEMBLE

(ladies WHcome)

POETRY READING
An Gollor, - 1:15 p.m.

Thursday, November 7th

ROBERT O'DRISCOLL - his own poelry

JAN SCHREIBER - Recenl American Forma
list Poetry. Ladies Welcome.

PHALLPHUN
Friday, November 8th

6:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

HARVEST DINNER - Great Hall
• PAINT-IN * SILENT FLICKS
• DISCOTHEQUE 1 HOEDOWN

ALL for SI. SO

50; without dinner! > ' !

Stag or Drag!

PHALLPHUN

inside
<> 3 soviet

republics:
estonia, latvia, lithuania

9.30 am
Saturday nov. 2 & Sunday nov. 3

hart house
university of toronto

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 2nd. DEBATES ROOM

9:30 am professor i. ivask, university of Oklahoma
a case for fenno-baltic area studies

10:00 am professor g. ginsburgs, new school for social

research, n.y.

the political situation in the baltic states

I 1 :30 am professor s. vardys, university of Oklahoma
political and cultural loyalties in the baltic republics

2:30 pm panef discussion by recent visitors

to the baltic states

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 3rd, MUSIC ROOM

9:30 am professor i. ivask

baltic cultural contacts: past, present and future

I 1 :00 am father francis geisciunas

religion in the baltic states

2:00 pm panel discussion:

three views of the political future of the baltic states

BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE

AT McMASTER

SUN.N0V.10 8:30 PM

IN THE McMASTER

PHYS.-ED COMPLEX

Tickets: $2.00 at the door

ORIENT TEA HOUSE
CHINESE FOOO

for take out call 920-1510

FREE DELIVERY
404 College St. (Near Bathurst St.)
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PAGE FOUR

Clearly, young people are

the most discriminated group
in our society; moreover ... it

is the discrimination that

produces the category in the

first place; it is absurd that

people should continue to be
treated as if they were inca-

pable of self-direction or of

judging their best interests for

a decade or more after puber-

ty, and even more absurd that

adults and in large measure
youth themselves should ac-

cept this as natural . .

.

Edgar Friedenberg

your choice

SAC may finally do something

about the "new" OSAP in the neai

future, or it may not. The decision

depends on whether the SAC execu-

tive thinks it can get enough student

support for an effective protest.

Yesterday was the deadline for

OSAP grants this term, the "new"
OSAP which makes it even harder

for students to get enough money to

complete their education (such as it

is). Not only that, at least half of it

has to be paid back, with interest.

We wonder how many hundreds lor

thousands! of students were counting

on a substantial OSAP grant to get

through this year, and couldn't even

afford to enroll. We wonder how
many others will find their financial

situation pretty tight around March.

It doesn't have to be that way. Stu

dent passivity and an almost whole

hearted acceptance of the myth of

student as second-class citizen have

allowed this to happen.

The myth holds that a student

should have to live on $2,000 a year,

paying about $H00 for tuition and

books from that The myth holds that

students should live in cramped, ov-

erpriced residences or rooming
houses if they aren't "lucky" enough

to live at home. Nobody else is ex-

pected to live that way. of course,

but students are "different".

The myth that students accept
holds that students are just learning

and contribute nothing to the society

Therefore they deseive only minimal
support from that society.

Let's forget for a moment that

contribution to GNP is anything but a

humane way of measuring a person's

worth. Instead, let's consider some

other people who are also "just

learning".

Apprentice plumbers are learners,

and they draw a salary. First year of

training they get 40 per cent of a

journeyman's wage of about $5 an

hour. Second year. 50 per cent, and

so on up to 80 per cent in the filth

and final year of training.

Apprentice steelworkers make
roughly the same percentage per

year toward a journeyman's wage of

about $4.25. So do woodworkers, elec

tricians. carpenters, most occupa

tions with unions.

That's the crucial difference—the

strength and cohesion that comes
from a union. And it's not good

enough to say that students are being

"educated" not "trained" and the

union analogy doesn't apply. That's

nothing but snobbery.

Most students are just apprentice

workers. Of last year's enrollment of

regular, full-time undergraduate stu-

dents, 30 per cent were in the profes

sional faculties and schools—direct
job-training. That's ii,4i.8 out of 15,994

students.

What about Arts and Science.' Is

that "education"'' Well, of 9,52li in

that faculty, about 50 per cent were
in honors courses aimed largely at

graduate school, which in turn

produces teachers, sociologists, biolo-

gists, and so on. Job training.

Overall, about 70 per cent of stu

dents at this university are engaged
in direct job-training, and it would be
puerile to think the other 30 per cent

are here just for their minds.
It isn't right that the university

should produce only a pool of trained

las opposed to educated i people, but

that's reality at the moment. And,

like other workers in training, stu-

dents should get adequate financial

support.

We're not going to get it handed to

us. The myth is too convenient, it's

cheap. But it's also exploitative, if

you just realize it.

Professors used to be in the same
position, but professors are getting

wise. They may strike for more
money.

Students might take a leaf from
that book. Why shouldn't students

strike for better "wages"? If the

answer is "they can't", blame the

myth.

Anyway, SAC will be feeling you
out in the next few days, testing your
support for some kirjd>-of action to get

a better deal for students. This time,

it's up to you.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
Page 4 — THE VARSITY, Friday. November 1 1968

'The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."
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STAFFERS: DON'T FORGET JOURNALISM 99,
SEE OFFICE the great pumkin, havin' writ'

gooves on-minus ayes and travisty mouth, jim

nelson being curve man, right to the letter and
pual collyer watching the operation in camera,
mary was in and picked up noel on her way
out-noel had been to mac* for cigs and to the

lib for nothing, pet Waterloo can back (did

you?), len was a card per two and kath was
looking for a punch-Oh. A door lounged with
the sportsies, mickleburgh ebened it all out
and bingley insisted HE was not the great
philkin. lii was a trick and rick wevered hisself

along for the treat, sue came to the big city,

deposing dove, who was almost beheaded in

the kitchen by the reckless rotor cow. brian
johnson sacced out but would hove none of

the shorn crew, agt really is the one, said

brion, who rote It. cowan was blue on the
back, before ht ran up up up and away.
Campbell. , .cam. . .ahll! cut oHllll



review
As members of a client

state beside an imperial
power we are a blinded
people. And never more so
than four days before their

election. We observe with
prurient fascination their

miseries in the cities, in

the Asian battlefields of

their empire and in the

heart of their political sys-

tem. Often we hate them,
but we still watch, ab-

sorbed by their night-

mares, blinded to our own.
This Canadian blindness

to our own reality is the

most worrying effect of

their imperialism: not

their economic, social and
cultural domination over

us but the psychically diso-

rienting effects of such
control. Their influence

upon us is so pervasive

that many of us can only

identify with their prob-

lems and can only be

roused by their hatreds or

affections. Many of us

know more about the Chi-

cago cops than we know
about our own, more about

Lindsay's New York, than

about Dennison's Toronto,

more about their political

conflicts than about our

own. And more worryingly

still, we perceive their so-

ciety in exactly the same
way they do. It is I. F.

Stone, The New York Re-

view, Senator McCarthy
etcetcetc which shape the

Canadian view of America.

We lave never produced a

Canadian Tocqueville or

Bryce, though we have

lived with the Americans

longer than any other peo-

ple.

And if we cannot pro-

duce a Canadian critique of

American society, we are

even less able to produce a

critique of our own. We

editorial

seem unable even to turn

our criticisms of American
society upon ourselves. We
make the usual derivative

statements' about violence

being innate to American
life. Yet when Wilfred

Sheed said that violence is

generated when people feel

lost, he was saying that

most urban environments,

in whatever the country,

have a potential to dehu-

manize, frighten and iso-

late people. Our urban en-

vironments contain in po-

tentia the same inhuman

elements which in America
tend to disorient and furth-

er isolate the unhappy,
lonely and the insane.

While we watch the

collapse of the Amer-
ican democratic system
shouldn't we cast anxious

glances at our own sys-

tem? Our present housing

crisis suggests that the

constitutional and function-

al division of powers
among the three tiers of

our government system
make effective ameliora-

tion of our urban environ-

ment increasingly difficult

The vortex of American
collapse prevents us from
looking at ourselves. 1

don't mean that we haven't

written enough earnest,

cosmic manifestos about

what it means to be Cana-

dian'. That we have done
to excess. All one can do is

decide that Canadian cit-

ies, Canadian poverty,

Canadian government, Ca-

nadian history, Canadian
poets and Canadian sculp-

tors are valid subjects for

reflection, and then write

Saturday's children - kathy barcza

the second coming - Jeffrey szanto

a time of torment - hob rae

about them. We tend to

ignore these subjects be-

cause we judge them infe

rior to American or Euro-
pean models. But that's

not the point. They are val

id subjects for reflection

simply because they exist

and shape our thoughts
about ourselves as a peo-

ple. To judge them by oth-

er people's standards of

excellence is not really

productive because we just

become insecure, unsure
Let's take them as they

are and think about them
as they are, right now.

Once we have produced a

description of our past, of

our culture, and of our
environment then we can
start to talk about what it

means to be Canadian'.

Right now, we don't really

understand our present.

We have a vague feeling

that we are ruled by an
elite, but who has followed

up John Porter's study of

our ruling class? We have

a feeling that we have no

past. But how many of us

know a goddam about Ca-

nadian history? The intel-

lectual history of our per-

ceptions of ourselves as a

people is still to be writ-

ten.

Which brings me to the

Review. We have spent so

much time in these pages

demythologizing and un-

masking American myths.

A valid and important ex-

ercise, to be sure. But

surely the mere descrip-

tion of our experiences in

this city, in this country is

incredibly important if we
are to know who we are as

Canadians. Let's discuss

Canada this year. It is a

vast uncharted field.

1 hope you will write for



From 1964 to 1967 Mike

Eben of Toronto Argonauts

was a football hero for Var-

sity Blues. An all-star end for

each of those four seasons, he

helped his teammates to two

league championships and

one Canadian crown. Last

year he capped a superb col-

legiate career by winning the

Hec Crichton Trophy as the

outstanding college football

player in the nation.

His pass-catching exploits

caused paragraphs like the

following to appear in the

Varsity: "Seldom is the grid-

iron graced by a sight as

aesthetically satisfying as

Mike Eben diving full-length

after a wayward football. He
seems to unfold in slow-mo-

tion, terminating with an ele-

gant lunge at the vital mo-
ment when the ball arrives."

He was perhaps one of the

greatest players ever to per-

form for Varsity.

So what does Mike Eben

himself have to say about

those four years?—"I was
hindered to quite an extent

for my first two years. Pro-

fessors type-cast me as the

'football hero'. As a result

my marks weren't that good.

But in third and fourth year

things improved. They finally

accepted the fact that I could

write a literate essay."

For, you see, Mike Eben is

not quite your average, every

day, rock-em-sock-em sort of

football player, the sort who
lives only for the big game on

Saturday afternoon. For Mike
Eben, football has always
played, and always will play,

secondary role in his life

compared to academic pur-

suits.

Even now, while holding

down a spot as a rookie on

the Argos, Eben continues to

work full-time at U of T on
his Masters degree in Ger-
man Literature. In fact, he
has already set one record on

the team as the first player

to go directly from a medi-
eval lyric class to the football

practice-field.

"I don't need football." he

says. "The money's very
handy, but no one's doing me
a favour by letting me play.

For me football is a matter
of pride. I play because I

want to."

While most players wallow
in words like "tough" and
"aggressive" and "guts",
Eben prefers to think of foot-

ball in much gentler terms
with words like "intelli-

gence" and "grace".

Listen as he talks about his

position.

"Contact doesn't particu-

larly thrill me. I enjoy flank-

er or split-end. There's a cer-

tain amount of grace to it.

It's not as brutal as the other

positions. I like to call it the

class' position. You're all

review

fOGUS:

SCHOLAR

Like hundreds of other

University of Toronto
students, he wears a
faded university jacket,

spends a lot of time in

the library, and
munches on salami
sandwiches for lunch at

Wymilwood. Like no
other University of To-

ronto student, he also

plays professional foot-

ball for Toronto Argo-
nauts.

mike eben
SCULLER

alone, on your own against

one, maybe two, men. No dirt

and elbows flying like along

the line.

"I like my position for the

intelligence involved. Take
Bobby Taylor (Argos all-star

flanker) for instance. Al-

though he's perhaps one of

the crudest people I've ever
met, he's also an incredibly

smart-minded person, a real

professional athlete. He
knows exactly what to do in a
given situation."

Eben made the professional

football world painfully

aware of where his heart

really lay when he steadfastly

refused to report to British

Columbia Lions who had
claimed him in the college

draft. As he said at the time,

"Why should I go from the

best to the second-best gradu-
ate school in the country

"

For five long months, his

future football status was in

jeopardy until finally Argo-
nauts made a deal for him on
July 20. long after training

camp opened. Eben is still

bitter about the whole affair.

"I was really put off with

football and just about ready

to pack it in. The five months
of bickering bugged me a lot

and bothered me right

through my exams. Finally,

in all sincerity, I told Argos
and B.C. I was quitting foot-

ball. I was signed within the

week."
Now Calgary has expressed

interest in drafting Eben in

payment of an earlier deal.

Eben finds these professional

wheeling-and-dealings hard to

take. "I can't believe Cal-

gary. They must know what I

went through with B C. Cal-

gary is a bigger hogtown than
anywhere else. When we
were out there for a game I

sort of scouted around the

university library, and the

books reminded me more of

Dick and Jane books. If Cal-

gary takes me I'll just quit

football."

Eben has enjoyed his sea-

son with Argos despite spend-
ing most of his time on the

bench. ( "I've thought of tak-

ing a book to read during the

game. Once I asked the

trainer to order me a cheese-

burger and some french fries.

He almost fell off the
bench.")

Surprisingly, considering
his passion for academia,
Eben gets along well with his

coach, Leo Cahill, whom one
might expect to express dis-

taste for a "brain". "We get
along okay. He doesn't seem
to mind the sort of smart-ass
little remarks I occasionally
throw at him. Actually I have
a lot of respect for Cahill.

He's an excellent handler of

people and he has a very ar-

ticulate manner, which rather
surprised me."

But with the players, al-

though relations are cordial,

it's a slightly different story.

"They're not my type partic-

ularly, but we're friends, you
know. The fact that I'm still

at school is my great separa-
tion on the team. I get a lot

of hazing and they call me
"Doctor' or 'professor'. Every
time I use a big word they
get all excited."

"I did go pubbing with a
few of the players in Calgary.

I had my Cokes. They
couldn't believe it. And I

have mv verbal banters with

the players. Once, on the

road, I was in a room along

with (Bill) Frank, (Bill)

Symons and some other

American ballplayers and we
started talking about Viet-

nam. Well, I was the only one

there arguing against the

American position and I took

a real lambasting. I was real-

ly quite surprised. They made
a pretty intelligent case for

what their country is doing

there."

Despite spending four such

satisfying years with Varsity,

Eben has no regrets at leav-

ing the team even if it would
mean playing every game as

a regular and as a star.

"I missed it at first," he

says, "but, to be honest with-

out being" haughty, I couldn't

play with Blues anymore.
Just take the practices for

instance. With Argos there's

a seven minute warm-up, and

an hour and ten minutes run-

ning through plays. And
that's it. With Blues there

were always two hour ses-

sions, and the coach really

used to drive the guys. Some-
times it seemed they went on

only for the sake of making
them two hours long."

"Without meaning to ma-
lign Blues, it would be like

coming back to Grade 13 to

play ball after I had made
the Blues."

One thing you notice very

much when talking to Mike
Eben is how remarkably sure

he is of himself. He doesn't

mince his comments nor does

he hide behind a facade of

meaningless rhetoric. He
knows what he thinks and

says it, clearly and to the

point. No political smokesc-
reens.

"I'm very tired of sitting

on the bench during games. I

feel I've learned quite a lot

and I'd like to be in there.

But realistically, Argos are

awfully strong and there's no

one to replace. It's getting

kind of frustrating. I don't

doubt my ability at all; it's

simply that there's no oppor-

tunity."

As the conversation drew
to a close, Eben became a bit

more introspective. "I'm a

sensitive guy and I don't like

the hard-nosed attitudes some
coaches have toward the

game. To me football isn't

that way, or at least I haven't

adapted to it that way.
"Sometimes I just like to

be left alone, run my patterns

and then go back to the li-

brary." He grinned self-con-

sciously. "And work on an
essay."

It was a convenient point to

leave Eben alone and off he

went to the library, to work
on an essay no doubt.

I went out whistling into
the cold, thinking just how
nice it was to have someone
like Mike Eben playing
professional football.

— rod mickleburgh



art
constructions-both sides of the coin
Maybe the art of making

constructions is particularly
suited to females — I don't
know. At any rate, two inter-

esting shows by constructiv-
ists, both women, are in town
now and are worth seeing.

Louise Nevelson's show at

the Dunkelman Gallery just

may turn out to be the most
important and exciting exhi-

bition that will be offered this

year. Miss Nevelson is the

acknowledged master of con-

structivism and her influence

on the working ideas of

younger sculptors has been
considerable. The show she
has sent to the Dunkelman is

made up entirely of new
pieces, pieces created espe-

cially for this Canadian show-
ing. Twelve of the seventeen

works in the gallery are fur-

ther developments of her

wooden sculptural walls. The
rest are new concepts in plexi-

glass. It is interesting to see

how Miss Nevelson has trans-

posed her ideas into the new
medium while maintaining

the essence of her earlier

work.

The black wooden pieces

are surprisingly colourful. By
the manipulation of shadows,

highlights and all the nuances

of light in between Miss Nev-

elson is able to produce a
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range of subtle colours from
deep velvet black through
shadowy blues to startling

whites. The ability to control

light is equally evident in the

plexiglass sculptures which
despite hard edges and indus-

trial precision can appear
almost organic.

The materials used are
transformed entirely by the

context in which they are
placed. If you look closely at

the Black Night Rhythm se-

ries, you will see pieces of

clothes-pins, rubber stamps
and old, worn pieces of wood
among highly polished and
carefully cut forms. The fa-

miliar objects no longer have

any associations with our so-

ciety. They are included only

because of the textures they

can produce. In the plexi-

glass walls, screws are used to

hold the components togeth-

er. It is unimportant that

they are not structurally nec-

essary. They are there only

as textural punctuation. Miss
Nevelson. thank God, does
not think only in terms of

structural necessity. Louise

Nevelson's vision is a roman-
tic one. Her sculptures have
the quality of totems, cult

images but the exact mean-
ing of the symbols always
escapes you The Uninitiated

Spectator. By the same to-

ken, you are sure that the

complex elements in each
work follow a logical pattern,

but when you strain to discov-

er the key to the arrange-

ment it escapes you. Each
piece is a mystery, but one

that haunts, not one that frus-

trates.

. Go and see the show. It's

at 15 Bedford Kd. until Nov.

9. The Gallery is open from
11 till 5:30 every day except

Sunday and Monday.

If the Nevelson show has

interested you in construc-

tion, go up to the Pollock

Gallery on Markham St.

where the works of Sheila

Hirtle are on display until

Nov. 2. The gallery is open in

the evenings so you will have
time to see it before it comes
down. Like Miss Nevelson's

work, Sheila Hirtle's is mys-
terious and totem-like.

However, it is the flip side

of the coin as far as construc-

tions go. Unlike Miss Nevel-

son's sculptural walls, her

works are essentially paint-

ings with additions. They are

brightly coloured and a good

deal of fun.

A Canadian trained in New
York and living in South Afri-

ca, Sheila Hirtle takes her

images from both worlds

The old wood that forms the

base for her constructions is

painted in brightly primitive

colours and often has a sim-

ple geometric pattern carved

into it. When this is all that

happens in a piece it falls flat

as only a hard-edged geomet-
ric painting can. However, to

most pieces familiar bits of

modern hardware have been
added. "New Africa 5-Door"
exhibits a Yale lock.- another)

has large nails sticking out of

it. A beautifully ornate faucet

attached to a coloured board
drips water into a blue pail

on the floor By rights these

constructions should not

work. They ought to have

turned out to be old-hat. ef-

fecty. coy. But they didn't

They're cheerful and amus-
ing. The artist believes that

the meaning of art lies in the

purely individual enjoyment

of it. That is all the meaning
her constructions need. And if

you are collecting, the prices

are surprisingly low.

morlha black
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'the freedom
and responsibility

mean a lot to me'
Dave Shelly, a London Life representative in Montreal

"In my last year of university

I talked to recruiters from

several different types of

companies. All of them
offered jobs with training pro-

grams which would even-

tually lead to a position v
of

responsibility. But I wanted

something more. I wanted

something that would let me
get out and meet people. I

wanted a position that would

give me responsibility right

away and at the same time a

degree of independence and

freedom. In other words, I

wanted something more than

just a job. That's why I joined

London Life."

Dave Shelly graduated from

Loyola College in economics

in 1966. After a three-month

training course, he chose the

agency he wanted to work in

from among the 1 00 operated

by London Life across Can-

ada. In the following months,

he established himself as

a successful life insurance

underwriter. If you are inter-

ested in a career that offers

you something more, ask your

placement officer about Lon-

don Life sales positions. Or

write to the Personnel Depart-

ment, London Life Insurance

Co., London, Ontario.

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office: London, Canada
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a time of torment
James Eayrs, Minutes of the

Sixties. Macmillan, $5.95

I. F. Stone, In a Time of Tor-

ment, Random House
(Vintage) $2.25

The Sixties have been, for

the most part, the worst of

times. The winter of our dis-

content has been a long and

grim trial. And in that trial

perhaps the only solace in a

morass of political chaos is

the occasional voice of sanity

which gives cause for faith in

the future of homo the sap.

Neither James Eayrs, who
is a professor of Political

Science at the University of

Toronto, nor I. F. Stone, the

more renowned gadfly and

critic of American politics,

has written scathing ideolog-

ical attacks on fhe American
and World Scene, nor more
personal soul-barings on the

perennial theme 'The World

and Me.' The value of their

books is in their honesty,

their lucidity, and the tough-

ness of their judgment.

Earyrs' book is written "in

the agitation of the moment,
within days, often hours, of

shattering events." The title.

Minutes of the Sixties, reveals

its nature: Eayrs is acting as

recording secretary to the

world. It is a collection of

reactions to immediate e-

vents, from the inaugural of

1960 to the Commonwealth
conferences over Rhodesia.

Many of his judgments in

light of what we know now,

make amusing reading in-

deed. To cite the most out-

standing misprediction, writ-

ten in 1965:

"The Johnson adminis-

tration, though its per-

sonnel remains largely

unchanged, has already

demonstrated a differ-

ent style in its approach

to international affairs.

It is more detached,

more philosophical,

slightly less frenetic,

than its predecessor

. . . the new priority

now attached to domes-
tic problems is the re-

sult of the passing of the

illusion of American
omnipotence ..."

But the strength of the

book is the strength of a good

diary. Eayrs' detachment and
discipline lead him to record

events with perception and
cohesion. He captures some
of the hopes of the early

Kennedy era, the total folly

of the Bay of Pigs, the quiet

beginnings of the Johnson
administration and its disas-

trous pursuit of the commu-
nist menace in Vietnam,

There is an essential hon-

esty about the book that has

characterized much of Eayrs'

writing. It is a diary of the

60's, in addition to being an
analysis of such diverse sub-

jects as NATO, the UN, the

APPLIED BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH
DIRECTOR $14,000 - $18,000

THE PliRSON

We are looking for a person between 25 and 35 years of age with expertise in

statistics and research design who has had experience in administering research

projects. This person must have a masters degree (Ph. D preferred), be able to

deal effectively with clients, write research reports and be prepared to assume
partnership responsibilities in two years.

THE FIRM

We are a young group of Canadians applying analytic techniques & systems

analysis sciences for government, industry, and health and welfare agencies. Our
research is divided into 1) Organizational Studies 2) Training and Test Design

3) Surveys and Market Research. Our objectives are to conduct high quality, re-

search and to adjust to people rather than people to systems.

Apply in Writing

David Jackson and Associates Ltd.
358 Davenport Road
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Commonwealth, and Cana-

dian foreign policy.

That it records his personal

reactions to events as they

happen is its great quality. It

reminds us that hindsight is

perhaps the greatest distort-

ing element of all: in the in-

terest of truth, rather than

mere self-analysis, it would

be a good idea if more By-

standers' would simply rec-

ord their impressions and,

more, what really happened.

If Eayrs is a distinguished

and analytical observer of

international politics, I. F.

Stone has the bite and brash-

ness that Eayrs lacks. Eayrs

is an academic; the tone of

his collection is one of de-

tached reason.

Stone's book, a collection of

his writings over the past

seven or eight years, is a

brilliant addition to the litera-

ture of criticism. Stone's one-

man-band publication, 'I. F.

Stone's Weekly' has been a

lonely battler for common
sense and reason against

American administrations

since 1953.

The best series of pieces is,

of course, that on Vietnam.
From the very beginning,

right from the first 15,000

observers in 1963 and even
before to the days when the

then Vice President Johnson
referred to Ngo Dinh Diem
as the 'Winston Churchill of

Southeast Asia' (I would hate

to think what that makes
Johnson I, Stone has been
hammering away at the ad-

ministration — and American
liberalism in general — for

its embarcation on its Strug-

gle against Evil.

His technique is masterful.

He reads everything; he ap-

pears to forget nothing. He
takes great pleasure in pro-

ducing masses of evidence
given by Dean Rusk and Rob-
ert McNamara about 'limited

commitments' and West-
moreland's remarks about
'Victory around the next cor-

ner', and then gleefully points

to similar statements from
French generals and politi-

cians in 1950.

Stone's criticism of Viet-

nam from the start, and his

refutation of the administra-

tions' variegated justifica-

tions of the war, must be one

of the great journalistic tours

de force of our age. His is

one of the few voices of pure

reason and common sense

coming out of Washington. It

is also a voice of considerable

courage. Murray Kempton, in

his introduction to Stone's

book, calls him a Whig, a

radical Whig, "not afraid of

the King. It is the tone of a

long - distance runner."

He writes with pungency
and humour; his criticisms

are directed ruthlessly at

nonsense and political hypoc-

risy wherever he can find it.

But his indignation is never

maudlin or self-righteous. He
can be kind to those who he

thinks speak with a true

voice, as reflected in his obi-

tuaries of Estes Kefauver and

A. J. Muste. But his condem-
nation of the liberal establish-

ment, from Johnson to

Schlesinger to Richard Good-
win, is as brutal and ruthless

as any I have read.

Good critics cannot save

the souls of nations gone

awry or salvage lost genera-

tions. That is not what they

are about. Their task, prima-

rily, is to point out that the

Emperor — or the King — is,

despite his angry reassur-

ances to the contrary, in fact

wearing no clothes at all and
that it's time we all awoke to

the fact.

Eayrs is everyman's Bos-
well, recording for posterity

the grandeur and folly of

human politics as they occur.

Stone is more trenchant,

more angry, more deter-

mined to convert and to in-

dict than to merely record his

reactions for an interested

public. Eayrs' Minutes is a

considerable achievement, a

revealing and valuable record

of a turbulent eight years.

Stone's essays are a triumph.
Read them.

— bob rae

We Bombed in New Haven,
Joseph Heller, Knopf, 196 pp.,
$5.95.

"It was love at first sight.

"The first time Yossarian
saw the chaplain he fell mad-
ly in love with him."
And so Catch-22 was off on

its mad, sprawling, frustrat-
ing, hilarious, convoluted,
tragic course. It will probably
be judged (by whatever shad-
owy Hellerian generals do
such judging I as the best
American novel since A Fare-
well to Arms.

4 review

Remember Major Major
Major Major named by a fa-

ther with a sadistic sense of

humour and promoted by a

computer with the same
sense of humour as the fa-

ther? And how the colonel

looked at everything as a
black eye or a feather in his

cap, just like your high school

principal? And the great clas-

sical plagiarisms ( "Men we
must remain right on the

bombing schedule. Ripeness
is all")? And how they would
let you go home if you were
insane, but only if you asked

Continued R-5
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— but of course, if you asked,
that meant you wanted to go
home and therefore you
couldn't be insane so you
would have to stay? And
remember when "Yossarian
ripped open the snaps of

Snowden's flak suit and heard
himself scream wildly as
Snowden's insides slithered
down to the floor in a soggy
pile and just kept dripping

out". And Snowden kept
whimpering "I'm cold, I'm
cold." Catch-22.

Of course what made
Catch-22 great was the reali-

zation that began about page
one hundred and grew into a

surety by the end, that all

this madness was real and
happening today in the U.S.
And here too.

Heller says the same thing

in We Bombed in New Haven.
his first play. Except here,

perhaps by realizing the
difference between the drama
and the novel form, he irons

out all the marvellous tangled
folds. The result, unfortunate-

ly, is flat, and because it is

flat, abstract, and unembel-
ished, the message (that we

are all guilty, that we are all

putting our sons on the suf-

fering block and then driving

the knife home) does not

penetrate our intellectual

guard. We know all that, it

can't be helped. Henderson-
actor (the character is half

the time himself and the oth-

er half the actor who plays
him I does not kick the bull-

shit out of us the way that

Yossarian would have.

Perhaps this is because I

read the book but did not see
the play. In the theatre
MarailSade seems to speed

past at something near the

intellectual speed of light.

When read, it seems almost
shallow.

Yet I suspect the sight of

soldier-actors playing with
rattles is too straight-forward

to give an audience much in-

tellectual or emotional exer-

cise. "Do you think that I,

— (the actor's real name)
would actually let my son go
off to war and be killed, and
stand here talking to you and
do nothing?" We know he

would—does—and we would
too, but We Bombed in Vew

Haven, doesn't

lieve it. Pity.

make us be-

bob bossin

The Algiers Motel Incident,

John Hersey
Alfred A. Knopf, 397 pages

"At this point in the narra-

tive, enter myself. Reluctant-

ly. I have always, before this,

stayed out of my journalism,
even as a manipulative pro:

noun, having believed that it

sufficed for a writer to

"come through" to the reader
— by the nature of his selec-

tions from the whole, his fil-

tering of all that had gone

through his eyes and ears and

mind . . . But this account is

too urgent, too complex, too

dangerous to too many people

to be told in a way that might

leave doubts strewn along its

path; I cannot afford, this

time, the luxury of invisibili-

ty." (P.30)

With this statement John

Hersey begins unravelling a

Gordian knot which twists the

Detroit riots, racism in

America, the criminal psy-

chology and a series of per-

sonal tragedies around a cen-

tral cord—the killing of three

negroes at Algiers Motel. The

"nice people" in Detroit and

American society as a whole

are ipso facto racists—and it

is perhaps too late to redeem

them. This latter point is

probably not one that Hersey

would admit to, but then he is

from a different generation

than myself and much more

optimistic.

The vilest aspects of rac-

ism appear in the interviews

with Detroit police authori-

ties, but it is soon evident

that the sickness has spread

throughout the society. The

reader probes social hypocri-

sies while he probes the

events leading to the system-

atic execution of three un-

armed negroes in a Detroit

motel by "decent, God-fear-

ing" police.

Hersey's own prejudices in

the case are obvious, and he

himself points out many of

them. But by making himself

a part of the story, he clari-

fies his own role in the action

much more than, for exam-

ple, Truman Capote in In

Cold Blood. Perhaps Hersey

is in his own way indicating

that the author of Hiroshima

(1946) is not altogether re-

moved from the realm of the

"non-fiction novel." Not since

Hiroshima has John Hersey
produced a non-fiction work
to equal it, but I think The
Algiers Motel Incident not

only equals but surpasses it.

Hersey's personal involve-

ment is extremely refreshing.

Early in the narrative he con-

fesses that his mind was
"ventilated" on the racial

problems of the States "by
that surpassingly remarkable

document of our time The
Autobiography of Malcolm X,

which every white American
with any pretensions to racial

understandings simply must

read. (If you have not read it,

close this book now and read
that other and come back to

these premises, if you will,

later . .
.)'.' An honest

suggestion, albeit mixed with

a slightly idealistic hope for

solutions in following lines.

I began with a metaphor of

the Gordian knot: the ingen-

ious invention of eastern
sages which Alexander was
asked to untie as proof of his

right to enter their lands.

This book is like a complex
puzzle. The murder of the

three young men by white

police becomes a small ver-

sion of the rioting of that

summer, and finally of the

IRRATIONALITY IN POLITICS; THE NAZI MIND

A lecture by: Prof. Patrick Carbett, Univ. of Sussex

Sponsored by the U. of T. Philosophy Club

4:00 p.m. Friday, November 1

Room 3, New Academic Bldg.

VICTORIA COLLEGE

WANTED
ORGANIZATIONAL 1st VICE PRES.

CONGRESS OF ENGINEERING STUDENTS

. This is a congress of Canadian

Engineering Students, to be held

in Montreal Feb. 7,8,9, 1969.

. Complete information is available

at the Engineering Stores

. A competant dedicated administrator

is required to supervise research and

communicate with the participating

universities

. The successful applicant will be an

undergraduate member of the Faculty

of Applied Soience and Engineering.

He will be able to demonstrate his

ability to perform the required job.

. Applications will be accepted at the

Engineering Stores until 5:00 P.M.

Tuesday November 5.
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larger "knot" of racism in

North American society. Mr.
Hersey does not seem to be-

lieve that the problem is "too
far gone" to be solved. But

as I recall Alexander dis-

dained further talk. He sim-

ply hacked the knot apart

with his sword.
—duncan chisholm
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VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

CLASSIFIED
WANTED — an opportunist who wants
(o share apartment with Arch student
Must be able to stand beer and women
S10 per week Phone Marc 481 0793

FOUND: Ladys watch, gold band, in

front of Simcoe Hall Phone Lesley 225-

4122

FOUND: Bright green "flainmaster"

Coat - Exchanged with mine about a

month ago Leave message for Mmam at

636-3745

TWO FEMALE STUDENTS looking for

two of the same to share two bedroom
apartment Phone 481 -3070

FOR SALE — Baby 6 yr old Mozart
Grand Piano Reconditioned 5 mos ago
Cost S12O0 Offers Call Or Orptn 231
3043 evenings

LOST — a beige overcoat at the St

Michaels College Dance. October 26.
1968 I have yours and you have mine
Call Bemie after 6 633 4546

QUEENS FOR A DAY: follow th«. Foot
ball Blues to Kingston November 9 Tick-

ets at SAC office and Engineering stores
Price $9 00 return (includes ticket to

game) UPS

GIRL wants same to share apartment at

Yonya and Davisville $75 month — in-

cludes sauna, pool, etc Phone Pam 488-
3889

BARGAINSI — Singer Portable Stereo
Record Playnr — like new. Polaroid J66
camera for sale Also Gen Sci books
223 9765

PERMANENT part time office work
available on campus Good typing skills

required Telephone 923 -4790

TIRED of being crushed on the subway
each day? 1962 Mercury Meteor 8 Cyl

Standard Very clean, $35000 or best

offer Call Steve Gnffiths at 928 3880

BAHAMAS — Dec 27 Jan 2 — 7

days - $19500 Include jet return trans

po nation hotel accommodation, trans

fers Contact CUS. 44 St George St,

Toronto 5, Ont TeJ 921-261

1

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suits, coats, sport

swear, tuxedoes, tails etc FRANK EL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church St.

3664221

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND — H Proctor and
Co 131 Bloor St W. Suite 416. 921
7 702

CROMWELL

SALOME BEY
SENENSKY TRIO

JEAN EDWARDS
JOHNSON

THE EXCITING FOLK BLUES ARTIST, DIG-HIM

9:30 pm - 2:30 am

Nov. 4,h-9th BIG JOE WILLIAMS



THE SECOND COMING: THE AMERICAN ELECTION AND BEYOND THE INFINITE

. . . Things fall apart; the

centre cannot hold;

Mere anarchy is loosed

upon the world,

The blood-dimmed tide is

loosed, and everywhere

The ceremony of innocence

is drowned;

The best lack all convic-

tion, while the worst

Are full of passionate in-

tensity.

Surely some revelation is

at hand;

Surely the Second Coming

is at hand.

. . . And what rough beast,

its hour come round at

last,

Slouches toward Bethle-

hem to be born.

And it came to pass that

a great despair fell upon

the people, for it had been

told them in days past that

they would become a great

nation; that all the nations

of the world would look to

them with wonder; that

they would inherit a land

flowing with milk and
honey. But they looked

about them, and about

their cities and about their

people and behold! they

did not see the greatness

They said "Where is our

king? Where are our lead-

ers? Who will bring salva-

tion?"

And a great spirit of

uneasiness crept over the

leaders of the nation and
they said to each other

"What will we do? For the

restlessness of the people

hangs heavy over our
necks." And one from
among them said "We will

give them a messiah."
And another from among

them said "We will give

them three messiahs."

And it came to pass that

the three messiahs went'

out among the people,

promising rich and com-
fortable days in the land of

milk and honey.

Now in those days there

were many children among
the people of that nation,

and these children were
unskilled in the mysterious

arts of political truth. And
yet they said unto their

elders "Wherefore say you
that there are three mes-
siahs? For we see only one

messiah, and he is one in

the same, there being no

difference between him."
And lo, the people were
ashamed for they saw that

the children spoke truly,

that there really was only

one messiah cleverly dis-

guised as three messiahs;
and from that day forth,

they called the one mes-
siah Boredom, meaning
this is what happens when
you have one messiah claim-

ing to be three messiahs.

And seeing the masses
of people. Boredom went

up onto the mountain of

television and said:

"My friends,

Blessed are the middle-

class urban whites, for

they shall have order.

Blessed are the cops, for

they shall have law.

Blessed are the rich, for

they shall get richer.

Blessed are the establ-

ished leaders for they shall

continue to rule.

Blessed are the Mayor
Daleys, for their kind shall

inherit the earth.

Blessed are the people of

Vietnam, for they shall

have no population prob-

lems.

And a great confusion

went out over the people,

for they did not understand

such matters of great

weight. And so they asked

again saying "What about

peace? Is Bordeom the

swords and their pruning

hooks into spears . .
."

But the spirit of uneasi-

ness once again crept upon

the three messiahs called

Boredom, and thus he said

"I will give them honora-

ble settlement."

And once more Boredom
went out among the peo-

ple. And said "Verily I say

unto you; it has been writ-

ten that the government

shall be upon my shoulder;

and my name shall be

called Wonderful, Counsel-

lor, The Mighty God, The
everlasting Father, lite

Prince oj Honorable Settle-

ment."
But it came to pass that

there was no honorable

settlement and the people

asked "What about honora-

ble settlement?"

Thus once again did

Boredom crawl back to the

three-messiahs-in-one who
was called Boredom, and

they said

"We have heard its over

now
And war must surely come
The cities they are broke

in half

The middle men are gone

For we cannot walk in the

parks by day
Nor the streets by night

But there is great stealing

of purses

And beating of men and

ravishing of women
And beating of women and

ravishing of men
And drinking of wine in the

back alleys

And rioting through the

streets

And great looting and burn-

ing of department stores

And also there is great

sniping."

Prince of Peace?" And
they remembered what
had been told them in for-

mer days, that the govern-
ment shall be upon His
shoulder; and His name
shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, The Mighty
God. The Everlasting Fa-
ther, The Prince oj Peace.

And it came to pass that

Boredom experienced con-
siderable uneasiness, and
he turned to the mighty
generals of war and said

"The people call Peace,
peace, but there is no
peace' ". And the generals
said "It is not for the peo-

ple to call for peace. It is

not even for the nations of

the world to call for peace.
We shall judge between the

nations and shall decide
for many peoples; and we
have judged that they shall

beat their plowshares into

mighty generals and say "I

am uneasy, for the people
cry honorable settlement,

honorable settlement, but
there is no honorable set-

tlement.' "But the hearts
of the mighty generals had
been hardened against the

people and they said to

three-messiahs-in-one who
was called Boredom "We
will give them war."
And Boredom again went

out among the people and
he said "Veiily I say unto
you; it has been written
that the government shall

be upon my shoulders, and
my name shall be called

Wonderful, Counsellor, The
mighty God, The everlast-

ing Father, The Prince of
War"
And behold! there was

war. Hosanna.

Yet some there were
who murmured against the

And Boredom *ent out
among the ppjple and he
said

"My friends,

Woe to him who steals

purses, for he shall be
jailed.

Woe to him who beats
men and ravishes women;
and beats women and rav-

ishes men, for he shall be
beaten and ravished.

Woe to him who burns
and loots and smashes pri-

vate property, for he shall

be burned and looted and
smashed.
Woe to him who snipes,

for he shall himself be
sniped.

And greatest woe to him
who is innocent of ail of

the above but has earned
our displeasure, for we
shall suspend habeas cor-

pus."

Yet some of the people

did not understand and
they asked "But will this

bring peace to the cities?"

And Boredom said "It

will bring law and order."

A great confusion fell

upon the people for they

did not know what this

meant, and they asked
"What is this law and or-

der that it could be a sub-

stitute for peace?"
And Boredom answered

saying "America for the

Americans."
And the people knew

what it meant. Hosanna.

Yet there was still a

great murmering from
some others from the cit-

ies, for behold, there were
many plagues among them
and some of these were
rats, lice, cockroaches,

high rents and absentee

landlords, coldness in win-

ter and great heat in

summer, abundance of

children and scarcity of

jobs, and they could not

see the sun by day nor the

moon by night, for there

was a great poisonous va-

por visited upon the city.

And these people said to

the three-messiahs-in-one

called Boredom, who was
by this time diminishing in

stature in the eyes of

many, "How much longer

will these plagues be visit-

ed upon us?"
But Boredom's heart had

been hardened against
them and he said "law and
order" and "America for

Americans".
And a great anger fell

upon these inhabitants of

the cities and they said

"We will unleash a great
fury upon the cities

Of Fire and brimstone will

it consist

And we will wage war
upon the cities

Until the cities lie wasted
Without inhabitants and
without men
And until the city is utterly

desolate."

And there was great
confusion among the peo-

ple, for they did not know
what this meant; and they

asked "What meaneth this

fire and brimstone for us?"

And it was answered "It

means, mo'fu', that you bet-
ter be black or we gonna
beat you ass! Hosanna!
And the people knew

what it meant.
And in those days there

was a great wall within the
city to divide up the inhab-

itants; into two parts were
they divided, and the two
parts were different like

night and day; and one
part was called black and
the other was called white.

One day a great miracle

continued R-7
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continued from R-$

occurred, for behold, there
was discovered handwrit-
ing on the wall.

And this is the writing

that was inscribed on the
wall: MALCOLM X CITY.
And this is the interpreta-
tion of the matter: the
days of the nation have
been numbered and
brought to an end; Bore-
dom has been weighed in

the balance and been found

wanting; the nation is di-

vided and given to the
Blackman and the Indian.

And it came to pass that

a great fear fell upon the

mighty generals and the

three-messiahs-in-one who
was called Boredom; for

they were afraid lest they
be utterly laid waste and
despoiled and one of the
generals was heard to say
"Let us eat, drink and be
merry, for tomorrow we

will surely die." But Bore-
dom said "I will go out

among the people and win
their support with my
charm." And the three-

messiahs-in-one who was
called Boredom went out

among the people and said

to them:
"All you like sheep have

gone astray."

But the people did not

listen and they threw fire.

And again Boredom

cried out frantically saying
"Have ye not known? Have
ye not heard? Has it not

been told you from the be-

ginning? Have you not un-

derstood from the founda-
tions of the earth?

"

But the people did not lis-

ten and they threw brim-
stone.

And a third time Bore-
dom cried out saying "The
Dove will dwell with the
Hawk, and the Elephant

shall lie down with the
Donkey and with the Pan-
ther together, and / shall

lead them."

But the people said "Get
thee behind me Satan."
And they turned away, for

behold, they had discov-
ered many other new mes-
siahs among them. Hosan-
na.

-jeffrey szanto

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN

story— kathy barcza

photos-len gilday
continued on r-8
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It was drizzling and the

cold soaked up into our feet

as we made our way across

the park. We were speculat-

ing on the numbers which

would be drawn on such a

wretched day and on such an

apparently cold issue as Viet-

nam. But as we rounded the

Parliament Buildings the sun

came out on 4000 protestors

and for a moment Queen's

Park was a carnival scene.

To our right, people were

selecting placards from a

pick-up truck with "Vietnam

Mobilization Committee"

painted on its side. Two hun-

dred yards to the south, the

other protest group, the one

sponsored by "Canadians for

the National Liberation

Front" was lined-up and ready

to start. People milled wildly

between these two, while the

media men stood around look-

ing helpless and confused. We
were going with the

C.N.L.F.; and as we followed

their banner up to the parlia-

ment steps, through the ranks

of the V.M.C., I was thinking

very hard. Through the kalei-

doscope of my impressions,

only one thing stood out

clearly: something drastic

had happened to the Left over

the summer. Last year at

this time, a radical group like

the C.N.L.F. would have

drawn 200 at the outside,

probably no more than 150 in

weather like this. Today, the

line stretched on and on be-

hind me. Yet, despite the

turnout, I couldn't abandon

my feeling that Vietnam just

wasn't the issue it used to be

for these people. So why were

they there? And why as a

separate demonstration?

And then we were in the

midst of the V.M.C. and they

were accusing us of splitting

the peace movement, asking

us to join with them . . .

"Withdraw U.S. troops"

"Withdraw U.S. troops" . . .

while the C.N.L.F. placards

waved defiantly in the sun

and the answering chants

came rolling back — "Sup-

port the National Liberation

Front" "You're obscuring the

issue" "Ho Chi Minn" "Hi

Chi Minn". Gary Perly shout-

ed steadily into the loud-

speaker "Down with Ameri-

can Imperialism" and a girl

went skipping along, calling

excitedly to the crowd "Come
and fight the Edmund Burk-

ers" — and gave it all away.

I understood then, despite

C.N.L.F. claims, that if any

one group was really march-

ing to the topic it was the

vast, amorphous, essentially

non-political mass of people

sponsored by the V.M.C. — a

crowd whose members' dis-

satisfaction with the status

quo ran from the particular

situation in Vietnam, to the

whole capitalist-imperialist-

bureaucratic - technological

complex. A crowd which was

united solely on the grounds

of necessarily vague moral,

humanitarian concerns about

the war. The people I was

marching with were a much
more homogeneous group,

almost exclusively in their

early 20's or younger, and

committed to each other by

the strength of their radical

alienation from most existing

Canadian institutions, includ-

ing the university. I realized

that for them, the Vietnam
struggle was simply a touch-

stone, the most powerful

symbol they had for their

own felt situation. (Support

the N.L.F.!) And because

Canada is a land of blurred

outlines and fuzzy, low-keyed

issues, because the enemy
here has not yet seen fit to

show itself and be defined,

"Down with American Impe-

rialism", the main chant of

the marchers was carrying

almost more meaning than it

could literally bear. And so

they were marching today to

let out a summer-and-au-
tumn-full of frustration and

general uptightness. . But

more than . that .they were
marching with the secret,

fearful hope that this march
might just yield a definitive

raison d'etre for the Canadian

radical movement — a con-

frontation with the Edmund
Burke Society and the Toron-

to police.

We turned our backs then

on the V.M.C. and headed

down University to the excit-

ing rhythm of our hidden

expectations. Along the way,

we were joined by five police-

men who marched in a

straight line at the head of

the demonstration. Somehow,
they didn't seem very formi-

dable. At one point, people

halted behind them and they

kept walking erectly, comi-

cally on and on by themselves

until one of them, without

slowing his pace or moving

his head noted to his neigh-



bour out of the side of his

mouth, in a tense, panicky
whisper—"They've stopped."

Then we were approaching
the consulate and there were
cops and plainclothesmen
everywhere and the roomy
traffic island which runs
down the centre of University
was jammed with spectators
and the newsmen were clus-

tered in small groups on the
road and in the consulate's
flower beds, and a hundred
assorted E.B.S.'ers, Nazis
and European refugees were
waiting for us on the outer

edge of the sidewalk in front

of the building. We became a

long double line marching
slowly back and forth in front

of the American consulate,

brushing the inner wing of

the counter-demonstration to

permit pedestrians unob-
structed passage on the side-

walk. We walked up and
down, preparing ourselves for

the few intense yards where
the two demonstrations min-

gled and were almost indis-

tinguishable. The rival chants

rose and fell — "Victory for

the Viet Cong" "We want
war" "Down with American
Imperialism" "Kill the

Cong" "Kill the Cong" "Wal-

lace for President". A young

girl pushed her baby in a

stroller — he had a pacifier

in his mouth and a Viva Che
button on his sweater. A
Burker marched with us for

half a block before he real-

ized he was with the wrong

demonstration and photogra-

phers were falling over them-
selves taking pictures and the

girl behind me swore she'd
kick one of those Fascists in

the groin the next time she
passed them and traffic piled

up as drivers stopped to gawk
and isolated scuffles broke
out briefly here and there and
some protestors argued with
a fat old man with glasses
who stood contentedly on the

curb, placidly announcing to

the world that we were all

"Red Nazis" and the plain-

clothesmen made jokes and
cleaned their nails. And we
were all so hyper with wait-

ing for something to happen
only. nothing happened and we
were just marching .up. and
down. And then Rosenthal got

up on one of those concrete
flower-pots that edge Univer-

sity Ave. and began to talk to

us through a megaphone
about American aggression.

The orderly double line fell

apart as we all massed for-

ward to hear him and several

police officers pushed their

way hurriedly through the

crowd to the base of the plan-

ter. One of them, a tall, grey-

haired distinguished-looking

cop told the speaker very pol-

itely, very firmly to get down
before he was arrested for

obstructing the widewalk.

Rosenthal ignored him and

kept speaking. The policeman

repeated his request in the

same controlled even tone but

Rosenthal was asking us if

we wanted him to step down
and the crowd was roaring

m
s

"No", drowning everything

out. The officer's mouth went
into a taut, straight line and
he tried over and over to

make himself heard but it

was no good. He shrugged his

shoulders and four cops
dragged Rosenthal to the

sidewalk and hustled him into

the police van Danny Drache
was already up on the planter

with the loudspeaker, waving
his arms and yelling about

the U.S. war machine and its

colleagues, the Metro police.

He quickly joined Rosenthal

in the van. Laurel Limpus
was the next to go and we
were getting rather frustrat-

ed and tense as the march's
main organizers were farci-

cally carted off, one by one.

And the cops were every-

where in the crowd, pushing

us away from the speakers'

concrete platform — "Move
along" "Move along, please".

Then another protestor was
up there shouting into the

loudspeaker and as the police

moved towards him, the peo-

ple at the base of the planter

linked arms and shoved them
back. And then everything

exploded and the quivering

young cops were smashing

people against the concrete

and the sidewalk and men
and women were pushing and

kicking and clawing hysteri-

cally and the crowd seethed

and moaned and whirled

around a spindly little tree.

And suddenly there were four

mounted police riding their

horses into us on the sidewalk

and we were running blindly

for safety in every direction

— and we'd done it — we
were over the edge into the

big time and this was Colum-

bia, and Paris, this was Chi-

cago and we were the N.L.F.,

we were the Yippies, the

powerless, the dispossessed.

We walked back to Queen's

Park in a driving shower of

sleet, accompanied by an effi-

cient squadron of motorcycle

cops. There were close to two

thousand of us by the time

everybody got there and the

cops were turned out like

they were on a May Day pa-

rade. A guv with a mega-

phone asked us if we wanted

to go to the prison — the

v~ A

answer was a deafening
"Yes" — "Do you want to go
back to the consulate?" —
"Yes" — "Do you want to go

to the prison and the consu-

late? — "Yeeees!" So we
turned and marched again,

this time through the cam-
pus, our own territory, with

the black-caped horsemen fol-

lowing us. and we, so strong

and exhilirated in our righ-

teousness, we were going to

show them, all of them exact-

ly where things were at. We
passed the library and Bob

Rae remembered that he had

to get a book and disappeared

inside. And then we were on

College St. and passing the

prison, only there were too

many of us to demonstrate

there so we kept on going.

Then the consulate was just

ahead of us. The mounted

police were right beside us as

we approached the long line

of blue uniforms edging both

sides of the sidewalk. We
marched through them, left

them behind and we were

still moving in the same di-

rection down the street, get-

ting further and further from

the consulate. People kept

trying to get back the other

way but the cops were gently

herding the mass of us south.

splintering and confusing the

whole demonstration. One
officer had his arm, in a fa-

therly manner, around the

shoulders of a young protes-

tor who was screaming in-

sults and yelling about his

right to go where he pleased
— "It's all right, son," the

cop was saying, "just walk
down a little farther and then

you can come back." Then
they let us all go back again,

up through the line of bored

policemen and one of them
was telling a demonstrator

how he was supposed to be

home with his wife and kids

this afternoon and the guy

asked him if he was getting

double time and the cop

laughed and said are you kid-

ding and the demonstrator

asked him why he didn't join

us and the cop laughed again

— and the whole thing just

fizzled out like that. Someone
was announcing over the

loudspeaker where the party

was going to be that night

and over on the edge of the

traffic island, a demonstrator

was leaning far out into the

wind, defiantly waving a Che

banner high above his head.

But we were cold and tired

and everyone was going home
for dinner.



film
primates progress. . Crimea to viet nam

Man's courageous assault

on reason, crushing the skulls

of his fellow man, is on dis-

play in a new Tony Richard-

son film, Charge of the Light

Brigade, and in the anti-war

play by Megan Terry, Viet

Rock.

Each age has its ideal of

what a soldier should be.

Lord Raglan, Secretary of

War and leader of the Cri-

mean expedition insisted that

soldiers be gentlemen ama-

teurs, who do not study their

craft and who go into battle

with not too clear an idea of

what they are doing. "Men
must be driven into battle

with whips at their backs; it

is the Christian way. God
help us if they need not be

driven."

Raglan's ideological oppo-

nent, Captain Nolan, is the

exponent of professionalism.

Pay the soldier, he says,

treat him like a human being.

But does it really matter

which prevails — the one idea

produced Crimea and the

Charge, the other, Viet Nam.
War is an art form: each age

chooses the spectacle most

entertaining to its paying

public.

The only difference there is

between the amateur and

professional soldier is the

style of his death: Light Bri-

gade and Viet Rock offer us a

choice. Do you prefer a futile

charge or a purposeful ideo-

logical death?

But we have no choice, no

freedom in death. We cannot

any longer have one brilliant

moment in our lives, when,

for a whim, we throw away
what is most precious; we
have only serial-number

deaths. Why not a futile, ut-

terly stupid death, that poet

laureates may cram dead

entrails down throats of those

unborn. Is the imagination so

dull that- we need utility as

reason for dying? Where is

the exaltation of death —
wrap my body not in shrouds

but symbolism.

Man can die on Turkish

hillsides and in Asian

swamps, but who shall raise

his body; where is the holy

terror that right and might

strike into enemy hearts. Can

I desire death when there is

no sacred fire to consume my
body, just the cold glow of

the television tube highlight-

ing the day's fighting? What
has become of blood and sav-

agery: are we no longer to

behave like human beings

even on the battlefield?

American soldiers die

much tawdry deaths; see

them die in Viet Rock, the

play at the Coach House.

Five boys and five girls play

all the cnaracters in a birth-

to-death cycle of the Ameri-
can male. Born, drafted.

trained, airdropped into Viet-

nam, shot, and — home in a

box. But all parts of this cy-

cle have been overexposed, so

that the entire play or rather,

series of skits, now seems

redundant.

The amateur cast gives a

very spirited performance of

indifferent material, but the

point of the whole Viet Rock

exercise escapes me. It had

an effect for a reason quite

apart from the play or the

actors: it was the first live

theatre I had seen in a long

time, and, after a steady diet

of film, even the closeness of

the actors (there are four

rows of seats in the Coach

House) threw me off balance.

I felt jarred from the first

moment the ten came on

stage; these people had real,

craggy faces; they walked

and made noise. At times, I

could hear them breathing.

Often, I could see them
straining to act. They looked

and talked at me, and I didn't

know whether to be offended

that they acknowledged my
presence. Film, after all, can

unwind in an empty cinema,

but actors play to people.

These actors, though, had

not convinced themselves of

the roles they were playing,

and they were as acutely

aware of their context as I

was of mine. Only, I could

suffer in the dark, while they

were in the light, not knowing
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where to put themselves, how
to move their bodies.

Charge of the Light Bri-

gade, directed by Tony Ri-

chardson, shows the spirited

death, for Richardson uses

film for what it is most suit-

ed: massive, visual portrayal,

in this case, of the decima-

tion of the Light Brigade. The

destruction could only be

suggested in a play, though it

might produce greater feeling

than the film does. Film

tends to lose effectiveness

because of its omniscience,

while theatre intensifies be-

cause of the very narrowness

of its portrayal.

Light Brigade follows the

life, in Lord Cardigan's fa-

mous unit, of Captain Nolan,

David Hemmings. Thus, the

film has taken over one of

the most basic functions of

theatre, the telling of story,

and creation of a complete,

closed-end little world. Film

is well adapted to this; the

links in the story — the ac-

tual film splices — are seam-

less, while theatre intermis-

sions are not. Intermissions

intrude on fantasy's flight.

The film depicts the stupid-

ity of the entire English war

effort, from the heights of

Lord Raglan (John Gielgud),

who keeps forgetting that the

French are now his allies, not

the enemy, to the common
soldier, who cannot tell his

right foot from his left. It rid-

icules the officers, those fa-

vour-currying, idle and privi-

leged peacocks who lived for

the name gentleman, for the

cut of the sword. Few were

gentlemen; all were magnifi-

cent, disciplined soldiers.

Captain Nolan is the true

gentleman, the counterpoise

to the feeble-minded but

strong-willed arbiters of Eng-

land's future. When the news

of Russia's attack of Turkey

reaches London, Raglan gath-

ers his staff about him and

queries "That, um, threatens

our communications with In-

dia, doesn't it gentlemen?"

No one is sure, but it does

seem right; something must

be done.

For those, who do not know
the history of the period,

there is an excellent sum-

mary of its essentials in the

animated cartoon, done in the

style of Punch, which begins

the film. A bear is shown
plucking the feathers off Tur-

key, while the great British

lion, summoned by the anx-

ious cries of two birds,

France and Germany, slow-

ly raises his majestic head.

Usually, intrusions such as

these cartoons do nothing for

a film, but I found the sever-

al instances in which they

were used to be excellent.

One sequence shows how the

world "war" grows, ema-
nates from the mouth of the

mass, in fine anti-war fash-

ion.

But, after all the carnage,

and fine carnage it is, what

has been achieved, what does

the audience remember? The
mutilated horses, of course.

It is easy to feel sorry for

horses; after all, to a city

dweller, what are horses?

—kaspars dzeguze
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hollywood's great white woman

".
. . it is about all the

Hollywoods as they coa-

lesce in the amalgam of

memory ... for Holly-

wood . . . has shaped

their characters and
given them the precise

details of their personal

style."

— Norman Mailer,

9 The Deer Park

From the M.G.M. press re-

leases on Cristina Ferrare:

"The lithe, willowy, honey-

blond beauty is that rare

combination of child-woman'.

Fore or aft, with Cristina Fer-

rare aboard, you are bound to

have an eventful trip!" (with

photograph of young starlet in

bikini posed on the bow of

cabin cruiser.

)

photo by paul Campbell

"The vibrant 17-yeai-old

Cristina now goes to high

school at 20th Century Fox.

She prefers Beethoven and

Brahms to Bach. Her favour-

ite films are "The Sound of

Music" and "Mary Poppins"
— 'because I saw the latter

on my very first date.'

(with photograph of young

starlet in high school year-

book. I

Cristina Ferrare debuts in

her first film. The Impossible

Years, in Toronto on Decem-
ber 25 and. needless to say,

will be a big hit with young

and old alike, or so her ever-

present manager would say.

She is so very much a fig-

ment of M.G.M. 's imagina-

tion that she projects like the

American dream-girl of the

sixties — fresh, vibrant and
sexle*- Ciiticizint: her is like

criticizing grandmother's
home-made borscht. like

being cynical about mother-

hood. She is the archetypal

young starlet and the embodi
ment of the Hollywood view

of the American dream
"How do you feel about the

portrayal of Negroes in Hol-

lywood films?"

"Oh, I think it's marvellous

that people can see both sides

of the way Negroes live. I'm

not prejudiced myself. They
will find out that they have

feelings and are sensitive just

as much as white people are.

I think it's marvellous that

they finally do television and

movies. 1 think it's wonder-

ful." Like Phil Ochs says, she

believes in God and Senator

Dodd.

Still, no matter how clue-

less the Hollywood mentality

may be, you can't really fault

the assemblage of the movie
industry. Cristina Ferrare.
like all movie stars, is only a

composite image designed to

satisfy the "public". She is

simply a face and a body

which the Hollywood machine
has ground to a certain finish

and packaged to realize our

fantasies. The dream of the

girl-next-door is alive and

hiding in Cristina Ferrare

"What kind of character do

you enjoy playing'.'''

"The character sympa
thetic to her audience ... a
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very sensitive, a very real

type of individual who the

audience would take to. Sex
is so short-lived. I would
rather be someone the audi-

ence would be struck by than
appalled " The little old lady

with the Honest Ed's shop-

ping bag who goes to the af-

ternoon matinee will love
her.

Platitudes like that are
always proceeded by a

searching glance at her man
ager who does the translating

whenever the old image be-

gins to get a little cloudy.

"The first thing she said

when asked to play a sexy
role, if you don't mind Cristi-

na darling, was. But 1

wouldn't feel comfortable
walking down the street be-

cause everybody would look

and realize what kind of bodv
1 had.'

"

What do you say about the

myth (Cristina Ferrarei and
the reality (Marilyn Monroe >

of Hollywood after you have

heard it speak 1 M.G.M's
stock answer is that the Cris-

tina Ferrares are products of

their own characters but bow
can you respond seriously to

all the Doris Days and John

Waynes without accepting the

hypocrisy which produced
them'' What's the link be-

tween The Green Berets and
Bonnie and Clyde?

Norman Mailer, the con-

temporary American novel

ist. wrote. "I would have told

America some people got

souls, and some people are

spirits. People with souls are

the ones who make the world

move . . . and if they fail

. . . they lose their soul.

That's a sad thing to be be-

cause you can't live with oth-

er spirits — too sad."

In one of those rare mo-
ments that her manager
didn't censor, Cristina Fer-

rare. 17-year-old M.G.M.
starlet, said, "This business

could really destroy a per-

son." Coming from a seven-

teen-year-old girl that's pret-

ty sad. . ...— ian ritchie

review 1
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"A FANTASTIC FILM IN
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BECOMES A WEEKEND-
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THE FILM MUST BE
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music
don't talk, just listen to the music

I hate talking to jazz musi-

cians.

Suppose you are a jazz

pianist, 45 years old. That

means you began your profes-

sional career when Charlie

Parker was making the bop

revolution, with a little help

from his friends, in the mid-

dle of the second world war.

If you have been "success-

ful", you have been working fi

nights a week during most of

the weeks in the last 25

years.

Most of those weeks found

you playing in bars. Between

every set, you had half an

hour to kill, and usually some

guy wanted to buy you a

drink, and because there was
no dressing room or any-

where else to go, you couldn't

escape. Half the time, these

people were drunk. Even if

they were sober and nice,

they probably patronized you

because you were black. Of-
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ten, they wanted to impress

you with how hip they were.

Or they wanted to talk about

your past, and when you've

been playing for a quarter of

a century, you might not

want to think about it.

Or maybe you got roped in

by an intense young man who
wants to talk about "music"

and expects you to be a great

man and tell him lots of sig-

nificant things that he can

write down.

In spite of the fact that I

sympathize with the musi-

cians, I have occasionally

forced myself to bug them.

When I was 15, I just had to

talk to Coleman Hawkins,

because he was the greatest

and I admired him more than

anyone else for his music. A
year later, I went to Duke
Ellington's birthday party

and talked to Harry Carney

and John Lamb; this was
easy because everyone was

relaxed and no one was
trying to prove anything.

But after a while, it got

more difficult to talk to jazz-

men. More often than not

(especially if they are old)

there just doesn't seem to be

anything to talk about: they

don't want to be interrogated

about the last 30 or 40 years,

and they don't want to ex-

pound on music, and quite

often they aren't interested in

what is happening in the

world. (Hawkins just sat in

his hotel room all day and

drank, and watched televi-

sion. )

But if you are going to

write about jazzmen, some-

times you think it is neces-

sary to ask them questions.

This week I tried to talk to

Sir Charles (the knighthood

was conferred in the same
manner as Ellington's duke-

dom) Thompson, who is play-

ing piano at the Colonial Tav-

ern. Thompson made some
great records with Coleman
Hawkins and Howard Mc-

Ghee in the middle '40's, and

lately has been heard with

Buck Clayton.

Reporter (that's me, folks):

"Well, Mr. Thompson, I hear

that you're going to be open-

ing a lengthy gig at the King

Edward Hotel." (I don't really

talk this way).
Thompson: "Oh yeah? I

haven't heard anything about

it."

Reporter: "Uh, let's see;

you played for a long time at

the on Bloor St. a few

years ago, didn't you?"
Thompson: "Don't mention

that in your column. I don't

want my name associated

with that place."

Reporter: "Uh, I see. Well,

could I just get a few bi-

ographical facts, like where

and when you were born and

so on."
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Thompson: "Well if you

have to ask me questions like

that, you shouldn't be writ-

ing. You've got a lot of re-

search and reading to do.

Anyway, I don't want to talk

about that. I'm only interest-

ed in the music that I'm play-

ing up on the stand."

Reporter: "Uh, O.K., well

what do you think about jazz

today?" (Pay close attention

to the probing, incisive inter-

viewing technique used here.)

Thompson: "Jazz is in a

state of transition."

Reporter: "Oh."

Well, patient readers, to

end this long boring aside, I

will confide that, after a long,

searching examination of the

pianist, I still did not under-

stand what he meant by his

cryptic comment. I did, how-

ever, learn that Thompson
had never listened to Sonny

Rollins or John Coltrane. but

that he was willing to say

that, to him, they were just

trying to carry on the tradi-

tion of Charlie Parker, and

had failed. Thompson also

said that he had not heard

Jelly Roll Morton until he lis-

tened to a record of him last

year.

The music is the thing.

Thompson is a very accom-
plished pianist who is quite

unpredictable. Sometimes he

reminds one of John Lewis,

with his beautifully simple,

yet elegant and highly origi-

nal little melodic phrases. At

other times, Thompson uses

the insipid "modern" chordal

sound popularized by George
Shearing. On one ballad the

other night, he was as pro-

fuse and bombastic as Earl

Hines at his worst; on anoth-
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er, as concise and lyrical as

Hines at his best.

But the best moments of

the evening occurred when
Flip Phillips played. I didn't

even try to talk to him.

("Like Mr. Phillips, where

have you been for the last 20

years?") The tenor saxophon-

ist made his name playing

with Woody Herman just af-

ter the war. For many years,

he toured with Jazz At The
Philharmonic; people jumped

up and down and screamed
when he did his frantic thing

(Norman Granz, the garbage-

man of jazz, liked his musi-

cians to get the crowd
worked up.)

Now, after many years of

relative obscurity, here was
Phillips, rapidly going bald on

top, but with his hair curling

defiantly over his collar. His

playing suggests an unusual

blend of Ben Webster and

Lester Young. When he is

going to play a particularly

Pres-like phrase, he even tilts_

his horn just the way Young
used to do. On faster pieces,

the Pres elerhent dominates,

resulting in relaxed, spare

melodic lines. Sometimes the

Webster element creeps in

with a rasping sound and

more tense phrasing.

Yet he is not simply deriv-

ative, for his empathy with

the two great jazz tenor men
has resulted in a very distinc-

tive style: easygoing yet not

facile, with the emphasis on a

very pleasing tone and on

swinging effortlessly. Phillips

has excellent control and

good ideas, and no longer

strains for false "excite-

ment".

The music is the thing, and
Phillips' music is definitely

worth hearing.

—jack mccaffrey
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colour these blues records fair-to-middling
You're Tuff Enough — Junior Wells
Coming at You — Junior Wells
Taj Mahal

Junior Wells has had two
records out in the past
few months. One of these,

on a new Mercury label,

Blue Rock, is "You're Tuff

Enough" (SRB 64002), and it

is the first bad LP he has

made. It is Wells' attempt to

cash in on some of the soul

f market, and it doesn't work.

He isn't a singer with a mel-

odic voice, but he is capable

of communicating a wide
range of feelings. But a big

band putting out a blanket of

sound with a loud brass sec-

tion is not the sort of backing

that he should have. Instead

of using his voice as the lead

instrument in a small, tight

group, he is placed in the po-

sition of having to shout too

much, a la James Brown,

just to be heard. On a couple

of the cuts, he's even given

one of those smooth vocal

groups to sing along with him

here and there. In fairness, I

should mention that there are

two cuts in which he sings

with a small group, and on

these he is infinitely better;

but what is the point of trying

to make Junior Wells into

just another soul singer, and

of putting out a record on
which he hardly plays the

harmonica?
His other record, "Coming

at You," Vanguard 79262, is

good rather than bad, but I do
have one criticism of it in

common with "You're Tuff

Enough." There are too many
added instruments. On his

first record (Delmark 9612)

the band has four pieces and
it is his best record. His sec-

ond record (Vanguard 79231)

has him playing with groups

of four or five and it is just

about as good as the first one

and has the added attraction

that some of the cuts are

live. On both of these re-

cords, he plays with Buddy
Guy on guitar (the guitarist

"Friendly Chap" in the Del-

mark release has to be Buddy

Guy), a bassist and a drum-

mer, and both of these re-

cords really swing. A lot of

the exitement of a good Chi-

cago group is in the amount

of sound they can manage to

get while still keeping the

clarity of a small group.

Three trumpets and a trom-

bone are added on this Van-

guard record, and they don't

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75^.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

seem to add anything to the

total effect. In some cases

they detract. For one thing, a

certain amount of spontaneity

is lost because the brass

parts have had a separate

arranger. However, none of

this is as bad as it might be

because of the way the rec-

ord has been balanced. The
sound is focussed on Junior

Well's singing, his harmonica

playing, and on the guitar

playing of Buddy Guy. Al-

most anytime these two play

together the sound is great

and this record is no excep-

tion. Not all the cuts are

good, but there is some great

material, including two Sonny

Boy Williamson tunes and one

by John Lee Hooker. His

singing of Willie Dixon's

"Hoochie Coochie Man" isn't

quite up to Muddy Water's

version, but Muddy Waters

was the one who made the

song a classic and it will

probably never be done that

well again. In general, the

album isn't quite up to the

high standards of his Del-

mark and earlier Vanguard

albums, but it is far better

than "You're Tuff Enough".

Another recent record is

from a newcomer on the

blues scene, a back country

harmonica player from New
York via Amherst. Mass.

called Taj Mahal (Columbia

CS 9579, CL2779). Most re-

cords don't try to make a
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Ger ouf and do your thing lot over population/

point, but to some extent, this

one is an exception. The point

of this record seems to be

that a modern, electric blues

band can make exciting mu-
sic from the very old songs.

Of course the Chicago bands

have been doing this for

years, and not only with a

few of the old classics.

Otis Spann's song "Nobody
Knows Chicago the Way I

Do", was originally "Nobody
Knows Poole County the Way
I Do", and that was a long

time ago. But the Chicago

musicians, most of whom
came from the deep south,

never really lost contact with

the old blues and the old

ways of singing them. The
instruments changed some-

what and new styles evolved,

but it was no long jump for

them to recall one of the old

songs and redo it. But for Taj

Mahal, this is probably not

the case. He has had to listen

to the old records, learn to

know them, and then try to

find some way that he can

change them to make them
more contemporary, while at

the same time keeping some
of the quality of the old

songs. He isn't trying to use

the songs as the basis for a

pop-rock tune as some groups

have done Rather he seems

to be trying to do for himself

what happened naturally to

the Chicago music. The rec-

ord is full of the old great

names. Three of the tunes

are by Sleepy John Estes, one

is by Sonny Boy Williamson,

one by Robert Johnson, one

by Willie MeTell. Some of the

songs are done pretty much
as others have done them.

"Dust My Broom" is quite

close to the version done by

James Cotton and Otis Spann

a few years ago, and Taj

Mahal's version suffers by

comparison although he does

quite a good job of it. On the

other hand, I think he should

have stuck closer to the origi-

nal on "Diving Duck Blues",

which is a good tune, and not

turned it into something that

sounds a little too much like

Jimi Hendrix. However, on

several of the rest he has

struck a good middle, partic-

ularly on "Leaving Trunk"

and "Statesboro Blues."

This record is an ambitious

beginning. The band isn't

good enough yet, and in some
places the tempo lags discon-

certingly; Taj Mahal seems

to be forcing effects with his

voice where they should

sound natural, especially on

the long "Celebrated Walkin'

Blues"; but by and large this

is a very enjoyable album

and with more work this

group should turn out some
very good stuff.

-peter hatch
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theatre
only 50-50 for the hart house fan
One of the best ways to

judge for yourself whether a

comedy is successful is this:

if the comic situation makes

you think how funny the au-

thor is or how much you

should be laughing, then it's

failed. If the situation is so

funny that you forget about

the lines and laugh at a pure-

ly hilarious turn of events,

then it's a success. Most

plays, unfortunately, consist

mainly of the former. The

best, while never reaching

100" of the latter, sometimes

seem to do so.

The Hart House theatre

production of The Fan rates a

square 50-50. With the help of

a few brilliant and zestful

performances and well-paced

action, Goldoni's eighteenth

century farce turns out to be

more than just amusing in

the hands of director Leon

Major. But there remains a

lot of fat to be cut, excess

verbiage and moments of

pure dullness, that at times,

threaten to throw the produc-

tion into boredom.

The Fan is a comedy of

personalities. The old count,

a blustering, broke, power-

wielder; the young and ridi-

culously impetuous Signor

Evaristo, who seeks the hand

of the twittery Signora Gel-

trude; they all are revealed

as funny little people in a

sequence of events that is set

off by Candida dropping her

fan. The fan passes through

nearly everybody's hands,

arousing suspicion, anger
and slapstick comedy.
Had everybody played opt

the absurdities in their per-

sonalities as well as Colin

Fox, the comedy might have
been unforgettable. Fox per-

formed the part of Timoteo,

the apothecary, with a superb

sense of timing and rapport

with the audience. Thin, har-

ried, stumbling, he literally

stole the show.

To emphasize the bustling

life of the city streets on
which the action takes place,

Martha Mann's set of gay
awnings, overhanging win-
dows and balconies was very

effective.

Francis Hyland, as the

short-tempered and spirited,

Giannina. the peasant girl

was delightfully spunky, espe-

cially in her fights with Su-

sanna, the prim and haughty
shopkeeper across the road,

played ably by Meg Hogarth.
Their exchanges, consisting

of flailing chairs and other

weapons of destruction at

each other are well executed.

Other moments of pure slap-

stick like the Keystone Cops
sequence where everybody
runs through everybody else's

store and a man emerges
draped in woman's clothes

are close to hilarious. Even

the clumsiness of a fight

between the two suitors for

Giannina added to the general

delight.

So much for the good

points. It was plain to see

that the professional com-
pany at Hart House is not up

to the very best professional

standard — when the show
clicks, everybody clicks. At

times, perhaps mainly due to

the inadequacies presented in

the translation from the Ital-

ian, there were long, uncom-

fortable lapses which sagged

in the middle.

These lapses were especial-

ly noticeably in the scenes

where Rex Southgate, playing

the old count, had a major

part. Both in the Changeling

and the Fan, Southgate exhib-

its too much superfluous flail-

ing of the arms, too much
unneeded gusto and not

enough concentration on the

part he is playing. Besides

Francis Hyland, he is the one

person who is absolutely re-

cognizeable from play to

play. (Miss Hyland. however,

is not guilty of unimaginative

acting; it's just her physical

appearance that betrays her).

Southgate varies little in his

physical movement and crea-

tivity; his count could actual-

ly liven up those moments of

the play.

William Needles and Debo-

rah Kipp were overwhelming-

ly adequate, there's not much
else to say about them. But
Needles could have helped

Southgate by adding a little

more humour to their scenes

together, plotting how the old

count would arrange his mar-
riage to The Signora Candida.

The very small parts of the

servants, played by Ronald
Mlodzik and Robert Silver-

man were inadequately

played. Silverman spoke his

few lines woodenly and Mlod-

zik seemed to be happy about

everything, a constant smile

playing on his lips. The small

parts, are very important,

because if they aren't done
well, they tend to drag the

whole play under. And it's

easy to make the most of a

small part in a Goldoni farce,

as Colin Fox displayed admi-
rably.

But, despite these failings,

the Fan shows promise for

professional theatre at Hart
House. The audiences have
been poor for the Changeling
and not much better for the

Fan. Leon Major says he
doesn't know what the reason
is.

Perhaps it is that the

professional company is dis-

playing too many faults, due
mainly to the inexperience of

many members of the cast,

(this doesn't mean the stu-

dent members). People ex-

pected something miraculous

and don't realize that Major
is building from scratch.

Perhaps it's the fact that

the type of play presented

doesn't appeal to the univer-

sity audience. There's a gen-

uine dilemma there, as the

drama centre feels it has a

duty (and justifiably) to show
little produced and known
works. Many people, how-

ever, just don't dig. This re-

viewer sees the policy of the

drama centre as valid and

feels that they should contin-

ue in presenting little-known

plays in the hope that by giv-

ing them excellent produc-

tions, these authors will be

shown up in their best possi-

ble light.

The Drama Centre will

have to be given at least two

more seasons in order that

we may judge at all whether
the present policy is success-

ful lorry haiven
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"Take One" is a simple, unassuming little
journal on film that comes out every two
months. During its two year existence it has
developed a reputation which has attracted
many favourable comments from the press and
radio, and has tripled its circulation. Yet, de-
spite its growing distinction, it remains a non-
descript, modest sort of pamphlet, one which is

not easily noticeable in a bookstore.
Its beginnings were very humble. Editor

Peter Lebensold gathered friends and acquain-
tances interested in film and invited them to
submit articles. With a part-time staff, he
approached well-known personalities such as
Patrick Watson and Judy La Marsh to contrib-
ute to the journal. Soon, many readers, known
as well as unknown, began mailing in sugges-
tions and articles for publication. "Take One"
cultivated a correspondence with each of these
writers and film-makers, until a multitude of

people throughout the world were donating
artcles.

One of Lebensold's earliest correspondents
was Joe Medjuck of Toronto. Medjuck has
been with the magazine since the beginning
and presently holds the position of Associate
Editor-Publisher. He is a free, easy-talking

fellow who gave an hour monologue on his

impressions of what the magazine is and what
it should be. Having waded my way through
all eleven issues, I had already drawn my own
conclusions before hearing Medjuck's disserta-

tion. His analysis provided interesting parallel

commentary to my own review.

"Take One" contains many knowledgeable
articles on all facets of film, but its main
characteristic is its inconsistency. Many arti-

cles treat interesting topics with intelligence

and insight, while just as many are superfi-

cial, and too curt to be informative.

"I think our last three issues have been the

most consistent. That is, until the last three,

we would have one good issue and one rotten

issue."

The highlights of my own reading were a

couple of essays by Patrick Watson, an article

by Godard on two films he was shooting simul-

taneously, a devastating portrait of Stanley

Kramer, a brief piece by Arthur Penn on

"Bonnie and Clyde" and an even briefer word

from Alfred Hitchcock describing his compli-

cated use of the travelling mat in "The

Birds". Low points were articles on Norman
McLaren, the Expo films, and Andy Warhol, in

which the authors hardly delved into their sub-

ject matter at all, but skimmed over it so

quickly that there was nothing new to be

gained by the reader.

"One of the big faults of the magazine is

space. We're so worried about getting every-

thing in we end up cutting stories by ridiculous

amounts, and sometimes cutting them very
badly.

"A magazine has a feel to it which you get
by picking it up and leafing through it and
seeing what the stories are. Now, the trouble
is, magazines do not always back up that feel.

The issue before the last had a great feel to it,

probably the best feel ever. It had Godard,
Hitchcock, Warhol on the cover. The trouble
was, and we never realized it until the whole
magazine was out, that there was only one ar-
ticle in the whole stinking magazine that was
more than two pages long. Now, you've got to

be fairly superficial in two pages."
There are many interviews with those con-

nected with film in one way or another, such
as Godard, Hitchcock, Kenneth Anger, and
Marshall McLuhan. Like the articles, these
conversations vary in quality. Often, the read-

er can feel the character of the person inter-

viewed and gain some personal appreciation of

that individual's philosophy and work. Such is

the case in a panel discussion with Godard:
this is not the case with a perfunctory, shallow

confrontation with underground star Donna
Kerness.

A main weakness is the failure to supply

any background of the person being inter-

viewed, especially when the person is obscure.

Kenneth Anger may not be well known to a

novice, so an otherwise excellent interview

does not become relevant because the reader

cannot link Anger's passion for occultist Ed-

ward Crowley with Anger's recurrent film

themes.

"When you do an interview with Kenneth
Anger, you just sort of do it for people who
know who he is to some extent. We forget

these things. We make a lot of mistakes that

way. What we have discovered is that if we
print stuff that interests us, then it is going to

be pretty good. The minute you start saying.

"Well, I'm not really interested in this, but

our readers are dumb and they will be inter-

ested", you get a rotten magazine The minute

you start printing stuff that bores you, then,

most likely, it is going to bore your readers.

The danger there, of course, is that you pre-

sume your readers all have the same back-

ground, which they don't I find the magazine

very inconsistent that way. Some of the arti-

cles explain who Alfred Hitchcock is whereas

others do not explain who Kenneth Anger is."

Take One is printed on cheap, flimsy paper,

with few photographs and an often sloppy,

amateurish layout. But although it lacks the

polished slickness of other film magazines.

"Take One" is more sensitive to film as art

and as mass media.

"Like a lot of things, you can do something
for the wrong reason. We started using this

paper, this type of design, just to save money,
and having done it a couple of times, we dis-

covered people really like it The only people
that want us to go glossy are advertising agen-
cies which are interested in advertising glossy

magazines. I do not think the people buying it

care that much. Some covers are more suc-

cessful than others; sometimes it looks partic-

ularly cheap
"

"Take One" describes every aspect of film

its sociological effect as mass media and as
an art form expressed through the film-mak-
ers and trends from Hollywood. Europe, tele-

vision and the underground The latest issue is

among the best yet published and serves as a
good example of typical content. It includes

three views on film violence, the wit of
Groucho Marx, a study of the American Negro
in film and a look at the special effects in

"2001 A Space Odyssey."
In surveying the entire history of "Take

One", the magazine does not seem to have an
evolutionary development or unified identity.

A magazine need not have a unique editorial

philosophy, but in the case of "Take One",
this lack of unity seems to contribute to its

fluctuating quality.

"The magazine has no editorial viewpoint;

its writers do The magazine shapes itself. Our
writers take stands, we don't Very often we'll

print articles because we like the way they

are written, then arranged in different view-

points In the latest issue, for example, Wally

Gentleman, who did the special effects for

2001 is crapping all over 2001. Then at the

back, there is a very intelligent review of the

movie by John Hofsess who really, really likes

it. As I said, we do not have viewpoints, but

we like having conflicting views."

Although the next issue of "Take One" may
not approach the quality of the latest effort,

anyone interested in films as art must be al-

ways aware of the journal and on the watch
for its worthwhile moments. Despite its var-

ying excellence, the reputation and circulation

(from 5,000 to 15,000 1 continue to grow. Med-
juck hopes the magazine will flourish in the

United States and feels it could do so with the

proper publicity.

"We have yet to get a bad press, which

makes us worry a bit. Anytime we have been

written up by anyone, they liked us. Anytime
we have been mentioned on the radio, they

liked us. Maybe you can be the first to crap on

us for something. "
,—jim purdy
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Go see the Mc-
Laughlin Planetarium, if

you can get in. Bring a

pair of binoculars and
take a look at the dome
during the show. Work-
men have scratched
words and pictures on

the ceiling, but they are

too small and faint to be

seen without optical aid.

A prize of five dollars

will be given to the per-

son who turns in the

most complete descrip-

tion of them to the Var-
sity office, 91 St. George
Street. Deadline: Nov-
ember llth. All submis-
sions considered.

Next week, if you
have a chance, pop over
to the Buttery (Trinity's

refectory, coop, wymill-

wood, or whatever on
Devonshire Place) and
see the photography
exhibit of Paul Carter.

There is no explanation

there of who Paul
Carter is (Trinity grad,

or student, or faculty?? )

but his photos are fun
to look at. Concerned
almost exclusively with
people, I felt that though
the pictures were tech-
nically very competent
there seemed to be a
lack of perception of the

full range of human
emotions. They dwelled
upon happiness and joy,

and the unhappiness was
that of old age or a
passing situation. There
was very little attempt
to convey the misery of

futility.

T

• Robin Kenyatta at

Centennial College, 651

Warden Ave., Sat., Nov.

2, 8 p.m. Black Power
total theatre.

• Next week at

George's Spaghetti

House: Booker Ervin,

intense, passionate tenor

saxophone from Texas,

formerly with Charles

Mingus.

Tonight: House of the

Sleeping Virgins, at the

New Yorker. An elderly

Japanese revisits his

youth through the me-
dium of a beautiful,

sleeping virgin. He
passes on original sin to

his virgin dauther's

suitor to exonerate his

own transgressions. Sat-

urday matinee: Charge of

the Light Brigade, or

Barbarella, a fairy tale

with breasts. See Jane

Fonda's little black box,

adore the angel who is

love, (k.d.) Saturday
Night: The Two of Us, a

phenomenon, beautiful;

just people, imperfect,

laughable, weak, strong,

' poignant people (b.b.) or

I Love You Alice B.

Toklas, featuring a real

Jewish-American wed-
ding with twin cantors

and a groom who is

stoned. A very funny
Peter Sellers eats mari-
juana brownies; what
does the other one do?
(a.w.) Sunday, if you
have a family, and only

after church, Finian's

Rainbow, which finds a

racist senator changed
from white to black and
back again. "I tend to

be suspicious of people
who smile as much as

Tommy Steele", (l.f.)

Flash News . . .

Thursday 11:30 p.m. . .

ignore all above. God-
ard's Weekend starts

today at Cinecity. The
earth is a charnel-house

populated by cannibals.

Radical, blatant, force-

ful. See Godard bring

back Roman Polanski's

rabbit in marvelous col-

our.

Brownie McGhee and
Sonny Terry are going
to be back in town for a
three week engagement
beginning at the River-

boat on November 5th.

It is said by some that

Junior Wells and Buddy
Guy may join up for an
appearance neve soon,

and it is said by others

that B.B. King and Wil-

son Pickett are going to

do a show. However,
both of these are still in

the talking stages. The
most exciting thing

coming up is that Big
Joe Williams, the nine-

string guitar player and
great Mississippi blues
singer is opening at the

Kibizeria on November
4th or 5th, depending on
when he gets back from
his European tour. No
one should miss him
while he is here.

THEATRE

I'm going to tell every-

one where to go this

weekend. Go see, for

God's sake, "Comings
and Goings" at the Stu-

dio Lab Theatre. We
didn't have room for the

review of it and it de-

serves to be seen. It's

improvisational theatre

with audience participa-

tion at 41 Collier St.,

rear. Gunter Grass'
"Flood" opens Tuesday
at TWP theatre. Ione-

sco's "The New Tenant"
is the second drama
centre studio production
at the church on Glen
Morris St. If it's as good
as "Les Justes", it's

very good. Hilary says

"Passion, Poison & Pe-

trifaction" at Vic is not

bad. Oh year, if you're a
campus theatre group
and you're putting on a
play, please leave me a
note or see me in the

Review office. My spies

are inefficient.

For the best analysis

of SAC, read Andy Wer-
nick's article in this

month's Harbinger.
Clear away his rhetoric

and you've got an acute
observation of the cam-
pus scene politically.

Bob Rae says it isn't so,

but then he's got a vest-

ed interest. It's plaid

with the bottom button

left undone.



SAVE!

AT THE FOLLOWING

TORONTO MERCHANTS
UNIVERSAL BOOKS AND

DAVID W WHITE FLOWERS
1197 Bly St

20 *W(«M v.llioe Shopcna Cent™
055 Yonga Si

BIRRELL'S MEN'S SHOP.

LEDEB ELECIRIC LIO

WCLLESLEY GIFT ANO FASHION

672 Vongo Si

B ANTIK GAILEBY
604 Yonos 5*

NEALS (LOWER SHOP LTD
3T78 Yonga Si

OAVID 5 PICTURE FRAMING
1516 Yooo* Si

ClAUDETTFS BOUTIOUE
924 Egtnton A,« W
A JEUNES5E BOUTIQUE.
30 A Rd

* Rd i

) CRIPPEN PHOTOGRAPHERS

DAN KING PHOTOGRAPHY.

LOHEEO SHOES

studio MEDIA

UNA LASCEILES

SI A>|

JACK
437 Yonge SI

HARVEY"S FOODS LTO

CLASSY FORMAL WEAR INC

LEONA 5 LINGERIE LTO

CLARA S LEATHER
137 Yonge Si

CLIMAX.
689 Sly 110 YorWI*

ABC SPORT STORES
S52 Yonga Si

AERO MEN S SHOP LTD

SABRErs BOUTIOUE.
114 Bkm Si W
raffaeliO beauty salon
77S Yongi Si

LIOO HAIRSTYLISTS
684 Eghnlon W
FLAMBE ONE STEAM HOUSE.

COOPER FLOWERS i ro
13S i Si W
ONTARIO WIC CENIRE

I 189 Oty Si

GYPSY DRIVE IMS ITO

TORONTO lOUNOA'lOM

FLORSHEIM SHOES
Toronto Donvnmo Csiki

GEORGE RAOFORD'S. llkwer

TOSMA GIFT STORE

REGENCY CLEANERS
1 110 Yong.

LORO BYRON STEAK HOUSE
384 Yonga Si

>E ORIGINALS.
138 C

IR DESIGNS.

THE RE ESTABLISHMENT
96 Blooi 262 Yonga

MAISON ELYSEE COIFFURE.
14B3 Yonge Si & Si Clan

MADAME POMPADOUR
ll»4«- ihoei)
Uppn Colonnade 13 Blooi S

COLONNADE CAMERA CENT
131 B(oo' Si W

THE CHESTERFIELD SI
473 Yonge 51 1484 I

CAMEO JEWELLERS

BARONESS SALON FOR JUNIORS
I OS Blooi Si W
SARI'
101 (

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 Yonge Si

COLONNADE LEATHER FASHIONS
131 Blow Si W
HOUSE OF STEIN LTD

324 Y
ITE ELNA S J 1110

W54

MITALI INDIAN SILKS

SAHETI BOUTIOUE

WILKY-S SERVICE STATION
2835 Dulle.m Si

COLONNADE WOOL SHOP
131 Bloor Si W
C0L0NNA0E BARBER SHOP.
131 Bloc. Si W

THE GAMBIT
130 Cumbailana

A WINICK & SONS
I Dry Cleaneral

242 Bloof

JUDY WELCH SCHOOLS OF MODELLING
IB Cumbert.nd Si

FUELYN WOODS READING DYNAMICS

RUCHE BOUTIOUE

Why pay the full price for anything — when you can pay the VISA price?
Ten percent off. Twenty-five percent off Even fifty percent off On every-
thing you buy: clothes, travel, entertainment, you name it

Join the VISA inflation fighters — and fly half fare on TWA, Air Canada,
and other major North American airlines. Join the VISA inflation fighters —
and travel CN on the Youth Travel Plan Join the fight now You may never
pay full price again

Thers are three ways to sign up.

VISA/CN: Two dollars brings you the special VISA card rate for CN travel

— plus the special VISA discounts at the more than 120 participating

local merchants
VISA/AIR Three dollars buys you the special VISA card rate — for Air

travel — giving Members 50% off on TWA and Air Canada, plus the

special VISA discounts at the more than 120 participating local mer-
chants

visa/cn/ai R Full participation for four dollars You get VISA'S special card

rates on both CN and TWA Youth Travel Plans — you save S3 00 on
cards alone, which purchased individually would cost $7 00 — plus the

VISA discounts at the more than 120 participating local merchants

THINK BIG! SAVE BIG! CLIP AND MAIL THE COUPON TODAY!

MAIL TO VISA: 151 BLOOR ST. W. TORONTO 5. OIMT

TONY 5 BILLIARDS

REEDS GIFTS tIMIUO
458 (gknlon W
RU'IRTSBA SERVICE SIA1I0N
J62 Act*, da Si W
DAV10 SIMONS

DOUGLAS HuMPMRllS PHOTOGRAPHER

NAME

HOME ADDRESS

city

UNIVERSITY

UN ADDRESS

DATE OF BIRTH

MALE fl

HAIR COLOUR EYE COLOUR

onth day 1

FEMALEU

Address to which card(s) is (are) to b* sent Jhome
j j

s

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP
All college and university students are

eligible

VI SA card must be presented before

the purchase is recorded on a sales slip

or cash resgister

Sale and Fair trade items are excluded

from the VISA rate offer.

Coupons must be presented with the

VISA card for bonus savings.

* TRAVEL PLANS RESTRICTED
AGES 16-22
Refer to each sponsor's listiny to avoid

misunderstanding.

Use discretion when presenting your

VISA membership card for puchases

Remember VISA sponsors are not offer-

ing VISA rates to all customers.

Check one
LJVISA-CN $2.00 (JVISA-AIR $3.00

[ j VISA-CN-AIR $4.00

Cheque in the amount enclosed.

SIGNATURE
Make cheque payable to VISA.a



ATS rejects strike tactic, but salary push is still

1

Association of increase teaching staff sala- bark on an examination of the the meeting, althoueh his Pr

on
The U of T Association of

Teaching Staff voted Wednes-

day for higher salaries but

suspended any will to take

direct strike action.

Assistant English professor

Peter Seary originally pre-

sented a motion calling for a

faculty-wide refusal to mark
examinations if the salary

floors for assistant professors

were not raised to $13,000

from the present level of $9,

500.

He also called for in-

creased student enrolment to

raise the university's operat-

ing budget, and that the re-

suiting revenues be used to

Varsity editor's

blood questioned

TORONTO (Special I
—

Varsity Editor Paul MacRae
gave his last pint of blood to

The Cause Wednesday.
After the ordeal was over,

the nurses advised him he

shouldn't give blood again.

"This unit," said one, hold-

ing up a plastic bag, "is Type
O positive.

"However, what is left in

your veins." she informed
MacRae. "looks more like

printers' ink than blood."

At last report, Varsity Spii

itual Advisor Mike Kesterton
was trying to get MacRae
certified as a Baltimore Ori-

ole.

He urged all U of T stu-

dents to attend the clinic to-

day.

"Go to the University Col-
lege Junior Common Room
between 9 and 4," he said,

adjusting his halo.

"Or try the school of den-
tistry 11 to 2 and 3:30to4:30"

Election opposes

student+Cardinal

MONTREAL (CUPl -
Quebec students have been
out to shake up Education
Minister Jean-Guy Cardinal
ever since he refused to take
any action in the CEGEP dis

turbances two weeks ago.
Michel Mill, a 24-year-old

student at L'Universite
Montreal, has found a way.
Wednesday he announced

plans to run against Cardinal
in a by-election December 4

in the provincial riding of

Bagot, formerly held by the
late premier Daniel Johnson.
He is the only cabinet minis
ter who does not hold a seat
in the legislature.

Mill, who will run under a
socialist banner, said he did
not want the minister to run
without opposition: "This
would be anti-demoeratic,
especially at a time when
Cardinal has been the object
of student opposition because
of his guilt in the post-sec-
ondary education fiasco."

de

increase teaching staff sala

ries.

The ATS, however, passed

what some professors called

a "watered-down" version of

Prof. Seary's motion. It

agreed to:

• endorse the concern,

spirit and resolve of Prof.

Seary's brief:

• urge the executive of the

ATS to act upon these propos-

als in negotiations with the

university;

• call upon the executive of

the Ontario Confederation of

University Faculty Associa-

tions to "immediately em-

bark on an examination of the

most appropriate strategy

and tactics to adopt" in pur-

suing salary demands.

The counter proposal was
moved by Prof. John Crispo

of the School of Business.

Although the ATS general

meeting was one of the larg-

est in its history, the 300-

member attendance would

not have been a strong

enough element to carry out

effective strike action, since

the entire ATS comprises 95

per cent of all V of T teach-

ing staff.

Prof. Seary said he was
happy with the outcome of

the meeting, although his

motion was replaced.

"It was quite right and

proper that a substitute mo-
tion be introduced," he said.

(Prof. Seary comes from
Oxford I. "We have a basic

loyalty to the university."

He still insisted, however,

that salary demands must be

met.

"There's only on institution

in Canada with an interna-

tional intellectual reputation

— the University of Toron:

to," he said. "And that repu-

tation is not because of the

buildings, nor the students,

but the faculty.'

Prof. Seary's point is that

U of T faculty are paid less

than many other academic
institutions in Canada that

don't have the same reputa-

tion.

The U of T salary scale is

18 per cent below that of

OCUFA, and 28 per cent be-

low the scales of the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Edu-
cation and Ryerson.

After 10 years, an average
high school teacher with an
M.A. is earning more than his

U of T counterpart, the ATS
reveals in a memorandum to

the Board of Governors.

Have you
considered this

Leadership Profession?
The qualities of leadership show up in men
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as

their profession, since those who are resource-

ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet-

ing and working with people and can stand

strong on their convictions, are the business

leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant
you may apply your talents in a public ac-

counting practice, in industry, education, or

government. Each avenue provides rich re-

Arthur Andersen & Co.
P.O. Box 29, Toronto-Dominion Centre

Toronto 1

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
15 Wellington Street West

Toronto 1

Ernst & Ernst

7 King Street East

Toronto

McDonald, Currie & Co.
Toronto

Perlmutter, Orenstein, Giddens, Newman & Co.
Toronto

Riddell. Stead, Graham & Hutchison
Toronto and other offices

Touche. Ross, Bailey & Smart
Various locations

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO- Arts and Science
Nov. 4 - Nov. 29

Check with placement office for specific
requirements of each firm

wards for the diligent, for the Chartered

Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business

and financial world.

Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-
tants who employ CA students are those

participating in this advertisement. These firms

and others are interviewing on your campus.
The names of most local CA firms are listed

in your yellow pages under the heading,

Accountants— Public.

Campbell, Lawless & Punchard
8 King Street East

Toronto

Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & Sells
All Canadian Offices

Gray, Butcher, Frost & Company
1 85 Bay Street

Toronto

Peat, Marwick. Mitchell & Co.
4 King Street West

Toronto 1

Price Waterhouse & Co.
All Canadian Offices

Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson
All Canadian Offices

G. H. Ward & Partners

Toronto

Whether you have decided on your future or not, this
is an excellent opportunity to find out more about
Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-
campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your
placement officer, or write directly to:

The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
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INTERFAC ROUNDUP

Schiavone levels Law
By GELLIUS

SOCCER

Schiavone's goal was the
margin of Sr. Eng.'s 1-0 win
against Law.

Scar blanked Dents 2-0;

Galati (a correspondent of
the late Saint Paul's; remem-
ber the Epistle To The Gala-
ti?) scored both goals.

Ugorji and McKay had the
goals when Wye and PHE B
tied, 1-1.

Dosso (2) and Piscitelli

scored to give SMC B a 3-0

victory over Eng III.

Vic-UC and Jr Eng-New
ended in scoreless ties.

For blanked Emm, 3-0.

Bisschop, Knight and Hei-

kurenin scored.

Goals by Seypka (2), Ru-

denko, and Henze paced
Archetype over Meds B, 4-1.

Pivnick hit for Meds.

VOLLEYBALL
FOR A over SCAR
Eng over Meds A
Roll over Beethoven
Erin over Law
Pharm over Dents B
Emm over For C
Eng II over Dents

RUGGER
Wilson (3), Simpson (3) and
de Fiertar (4) scored the

points as UC beat Emm, 10-0.

Vic beat The Archer by de-

fault.

LACROSSE
Trin slaughtered Innis II, 8-2.

Hall (4), Murray (2), Unger
(no relation to the million-

selling record by Paul Revere
and the Raiders) and Neid-
hardt hit for Trin, Moorhouse
and Andreychuk (How much
wood could Andreychuk chuck
if Andreychuk could chuck
wood? Send answers to "Con-
test", Varsity Sports) for In-

nis II.

For beat Meds by default;

Vic II defaulted to PHE B.

McKeown (2), Robinson (3),

Michie (2), and Tenzing
Norquay (3) gave Erin a 10-0

win over Dents.

Vic 8, SMC 4. For Vic: Val-
illee (2), Hiseler, Blyth (2),

James (3), For SMC: the

well known vaudeville team
of Pat and Mike Travers,

Schields, and O'Reilly.

Innis beat Meds B, 11-3.

Scott (3), Norman Tanaka (2),

Okihiro and Gunfight At The
OK Kril (5) led Innis. R.

Fraliek, P. Fralick and
Wared replied for Meds B.

DANCE!
Ukranian Hall
16 BANCROFT ST.

(2 Blocks from College St.

on Huron)

with Al Warren & the Saphires

Friday. Nov. I 8:30pm -2: am
S2.S0 couple $ 1 .50 single

BAR
Sponsored by: The African

Students Union of Toronto.

Diamonds Direct
ara "Direct" Diamond daalefi handling

both loose and mountad diamonds Wo can

uva you a graat deal of rnonay whan you

inveal In a diamond ring.

For detail* and further information writ* o(

call in fat our Ira* booklet "Tha'ftignt Ring

lor the Ufl M»nd"

H. PROCTOR tt CO.
Diamond andGem Dealers 921-7702

131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 4U

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

PRESENTS

SUNDAY AFTERNOON FALL CONCERT SERIES

NOVEMBER 3 3:45 P.M.

SCARBOROUGH ORFF ENSEMBLE

Conductor - Keith Bissell

1265 MILITARY TRAIL,

South from Interchange 61,

On Hwy. 401.

Concerts Aporox.

One Hour

A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON - 1604 bayview ave., tor. 17.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

HOCKEY
Anyone interesled in trying out 'or Varsity Blues Hockey team

report to Coach Tom Watt at Varaltv Arena at 12:30 noon

FRIDAY, Nov. 1st and MONDAY, Nov. 4th.

Bring all equipment - skates, sticks etc.

Lightweights key to rowing title
The O.Q.A.A. rowing cham-

pionships will be decided at

St. Catharines tomorrow af-

ternoon, and after last week's
success at London, Toronto is

in its strongest position in a
number of years. Toronto has
traditionally rowed well dur-

ing the season only to be
edged out in the finals: last

year by Western and the

preceding two years by
MacMaster. Their last

O.Q.A.A. victory was in 1964.

Without a senior heavy-
weight crew this year, the

lightweights, among whom
can be counted a number of

oarsmen with Henley and
American championship ex-

perience, have had a success-

ful season rowing in both cat-

egories. They have won three
of their four races as ligh-

tweights, and have regularly

finished second to Western in

senior varsity.

O.Q.A.A. rules require a

weigh-in at 155 pounds before

the race, and for some of

head coach Ingo Schulte-

Hostedde's crew, this has
meant working down from a

pre-season weight of 170.

The freshman crew,
coached by Jim Lyttle and
Geoff Wright (who rowed on

Toronto's last successful

O.Q.A.A. team) while winless

thus far, have on different

occasions taken second in

both junior varsity and fresh-

man.

The 2000 metre races will

again be held on the Henley
regatta course. The meet will

begin at 1:00 P.M.

phoio by PAUL HERON
SENIOR LIGHTWEIGHTS

The Varsity 155 pound senior crew practicing on the Hum-
ber. Cox Fern Delorme has back to camera. Oarsmen are

(front) Jack Gibbins, Paul Raney, Garry Graham, Terry

Skrein, Jim Dobbin, Steve Thorn, Pete Cook and Brian Me-
Farlane

Representatives of

LAVENTHOL KREKSTEIN HORWATH&HORWATH

|

;
Chartered Accountants ;

;
will be interviewing :

'j

I 1969 Graduates interested in a career in

; Chartered Accountancy
|

!
on

1

monday, Homm n, ms

\ Please make arrangements for interview time with the University Placement Service, -j

i If this date is not convenient, please telephone our office at 920-3200 for an
;!

i alternative appointment.

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS
10 Home Games $1.50 - The best buy on the campus

VARSITY ARENA WITH THE NEW LOOK:

1. Wire netting removed from end zones.

2. Clear plexiglass protection ail around cushion.

3. Players' benches and penalty box remodelled.

4. Timers' bench modernized.

5. New women's washroom at north-west corner.

S. New floor and refrigeration pipes for perfect ice.

1968-69 SCHEDULE

Nov. 29

Dec. 6

Dec. 13

Jan. 10

Jan. 15

Loyola

Windsor

Western

McMaster

Waterloo

Jan. 31

Feb. 14

Feb. IS

Feb. 19

Feb. 21

Guelph

McMaster

Montreal

Waterloo

Laurentian

Tickets will be sold at VARSITY STADIUM, Devonshire Place:

WED. NOV. 6- ALLOTMENT SALE AT GATES 3,5 & 8 FROM 10:00 AM-6:00 PM

Tickets have been allotted to all colleges and faculties according to registration.

One guest book may be purchased per A.T.L. card and not more than three cards

may be presented by one student. Students must ascertain at which of the three

wickets the tickets for their own faculty are being sold. Signs are posted at

each wicket.

THURS. NOV. 7 - GATE 8. 10:00 AM
Any tickets left over from the allotment sale will be sold on a first come first

served basis.

THE VARSITY. Friday. November t. 1968 — Page 23



FOUR YEAR VET WALT SEHR BACK

McGILL GAME LAST REGULAR HOME CONTEST FOR MIKE RAHAM
By JIM COWAN

Class. It's a hard quality to

define, but it's one that's in-

stantly recognizable in some
people. It's like that with

Mike Raham.
Tomorrow's game against

the invading Redmen from
McGill will be the last chance
Varsity fans will have to see

this classy half back in regu-

lar season action at home.
Next spring he graduates
from the school of dentistry.

Raham has been with the

Blue and White squad for

four years now. Standing in

the early fall chill last night,

he talked about the team and
the last home game.

GLEN MARK IE

"The fact is that the four
years have been the most
enjoyable I've had. I've real-

ly enjoyed my course, and
football has been just as re-

warding. There's never been
a team I've been as enthu-
siastic about as this one."
Uaham's tenure with Blues

has corresponded with a
great revival of interest in

football on the V of T cam-
pus, brought about in no
small part by the winning
nature of Varsity teams un-
der coach Ron Murphy. And
although he'd be the last to
admit it. Raham has played a
big role in the Varsity suc-
cess story.

Last year, as Blues rolled

to their twenty-second Yates

Cup, Raham led the team in

scoring (seven touchdowns i,

rushing (322 yards in K7 car-

ries), and punt returns (21 for

317 yards i. Not surprisingly,

he also leads the league in

those same categories this

year.

"I'm not that big for a

running back." he said yes-

terday. "I always say I rely

more on my guile and my
head than on brute strength."

"The coaching staff here is

just terrific, you couldn't ask

for anything better." he

added "We're in really good
hands."

Raham has been drafted by
Calgary Ntampeders of the

Canadian Football League,
but says he has no serious

plans for playing pro ball.

"But I'm keeping the door

open." he says.

One man who hopes Raham
won't be playing for Stamps
next year is Ron Murphy, he
hopes Raham will come back
and do graduate work. But
neither really entertains the

idea seriously; it's just nice

to dream.

Meanwhile. Murph has
more immediate problems to

attend to. He knows tomor-
row's game is crucial and
although Blues have contin-

ued to improve since their

drubbing by Queen's, they
aren't out of the woods yet.

"They'll be rough," he said

yesterday, and in response to

a foolish question about the

outcome of the game, added
laconically "We'll defeat
them."

Blues will receive a big

boost with the return of rook-

ie halfback Walt Sehr, out for

the past two games because
of sickness and a bad knee.
Sehr, you will remember,
made an 85 yard punt return
to break up the game in the

McGuire touches down the hard way
Varsity rugger Blues exe

cuted a double sweep over
inept McMaster sides in

games played Wednesday in

Hamilton.

The first Varsity started
slowly with only ten points in
the first half before breaking
loose for an impressive 30-0

final count. Blues played per
haps their best rugger of the
year as the forwards over-
powered Mac in the loose
rucks and scrums while ex-
cellent passes from the fly

half initiated some fine runs
and plays among the backs.

Maris Apse, playing back
forward, bulled over for one
try and Andy Gibson, (two
tries and a drop goali Vic
Harding, (two triesi Peter
Sutherland (1 try i and
George Wraw (nine points
kicking rounded out the scor-
ing.
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The game was marred only
by the attitude of several
McMaster players. They soon
realized they couldn't make a
contest of the game and their
solution to the problem was
to rough Blues up at every
opportunity. They, however,
proved inept at even this
task.

The seconds whipped their

Marauder opponents 8-0 as
hooker Brian Hamill and prop
Curt McQuire counted tries

and scrum half Andy Cairns
contributed a convert.

McGuire, an ex-football
Blue, was so thrilled with his
first rugger "touchdown"
that he forgot to touch the
ball down until he was helped
by five Mac tacklers.

The two Varsity teams will
be regrouping their bones and
muscles for games with Wa-
terloo (in Waterlooi. It is

November 1 . 1968 i

Blues hope that they can ruin
Warrior's Saturday home-
coming

Authorities in the Soviet
Inion have developed the
first athletic supporter for

women.
A lady shot -putter is as

apt to get ruptured as the
next Ivan, but in the past

they've had to make do with
make-believe hem-hem.
Many hockey-players are

refusing to use them, how
ever, because they don't
come yet with auxiliary fi-

bre funnels. Also. Russian
athletes have a tendency to

fail theii sex tests, anyway
Another disadvantage of

living under the Communist
system.

The Varsity Women's Ath-
letic Association has refused
to slock them because of the
Russian invasion of Czecho-
slovakia

they were stomped by the

Mustang's two weeks ago in

London, but as Blues know,
any team can have a bad day.

It should be a good one.

BLUENOTES
. . . Watch

for another big game from
halfback Glen Markle, one of

most consistently under-rated
players on the team.

MIKE RAHAM
league opener in Montreal

against the same McGill
team.

. Visitors to the Blu'es' dress-

ing room last night could be

excused for thinking that the

game had already been won,
as Hallowe'en came to the

Stadium. The Bennett boys

(Bill and Jimi blacked their

faces with lamp black,

prompting comments like

"Now you have to sit at the

back of the bus" and Mur-
phy's "Have you figured out

how to get that stuff off with-

out coldcream under it?"

Thursday morning, per-
sons unknown put Murphy's
car up on blocks, wrapped a
snowfence around coach-tor-
all-seasons

' Tom Watt's car,

and tied the bumper of assist-

ant coach Dave Copp's to a
fence. In retaliation, the
coaching staff threatened to

keep the team out practicing
until 10 p.m. last night, and
then serve bologna at the
team dinner.

All in all, Saturday should
produce a classic to close the
season at Varsity. McGill has
been the surprise team of the
season, putting up a stubborn
battle against Blues and
going on to defeat Queens in

their first meeting. True,

THERE HE GOES, FOLKS
photo by JOHN SWAIGEN

Jim Lefkos still big chief hotfoot

as soccer Blues continue to blaze
Jim Lefkos continued to come on with his hot toe and, as a

result,. Varsity soccer Blues posted a tense 3-2 win over Mc-
Master on Wednesday. It was the third game in a row that
Lefkos has potted three or more goals and he now has regis-
tered 12 of the 20 markers Blues have had in their last four
games.

Blues opened the scoring after only ten minutes of play
when Miles Sosa crossed a long left-footer that Lefkos tapped
into the corner of the net.

However, Blues could not sustain their momentum and Mac
continued to press before equalizing the score on a hard twen-
ty-five yarder which goalie Bernie B'Abreau couldn't reach
With 15 minutes left in the first half, John Gero went to

work. He stole the ball from the Marauder fullback, beat the
goalie and slipped a pass to Lefkos for a layup.

Minutes later Gero pounced on another loose ball, passed to
Lefkos and Varsity's "deadeye Dick" made no mistake for a
3-1 lead

The second half opened with Blues pressing but not being
able to score. In one span of five minutes. Lefkos had the mis-
fortune of hitting the goalpost twice and the crossbar once

Blues' bad luck seemed to give McMaster a lift as they
came back to score their second goal on brilliant drive bv the
centre-forward. However, the Varsity defence tightened quick-
ly and the score remained in tact to the end

Victory enabled Blues to retain sole possession of first place
in the Western division, one point ahead of Western Mustangs

Saturday, Blues travel to Waterloo to meet the winless
Warriors. Judging by Warriors last two performances (a close
J-2 loss to McMaster and a 1-1 tie with Guelphi. Blues will
probably encounter a tougher team than the one they beat 5-0
Korner Kicks Only Bill Nepotiuk (usher at a wedding,
will be missing Irom the lineup Saturday. His place will prob-
ably be taken by Mario Palermo who plays lor St Mike's in
the mtei faculty league

•ft
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WHY THEY SOLD
By Mark Starowicz

|:j

The McGill Daily 3

MONTREAL (CUPi - The latest

move in newspaper monopoly build-

ing occurred Oct. 22. in Montreal
when Charles Peters, president and
published of The Gazette, announced
he had just sold his paper to the

Southam chain.

As rationale for the sale. Peters

said it was difficult these days to

sustain a newspaper as a one-family

business.

Peters, ironically, was telling the

truth. But only part of it.

The sale of the Gazette brings to

light other facts:

• Two powerful newspaper chains

are close to sewing up Canadian

monopolies.

• These two chains are locking

into a newspaper war over advertis-

ing.

• Canadian newspapers are light

ing for then lives because American
publications are sweeping the advei

tising market.

Fundamentally the sale of The

Gazette is a victory of powerful

monopolistic interests over inde-

pendent outlets.

Southam is one of three very

powerful newspaper chains that

account for about 35 per cent of all

newspaper circulation in Canada.

The other two are Sifton-Bell and

the Thomson chain.

fighting for control of the metro

politan newspaper market are

Southam and Sifton-Bell. Thomson's

empire rests on smaller papers not

in major urban concentrations.

The Southam complex is still bas

ically family-owned, although it is

listed as a public company. Three

Southams sit on the Board of Direc-

tors. Southam directors hold, or at

some time held, three bank direc-

torships, three directorships in in

surance companies, and four other

directorships in large corporations.

It is a somewhat schizophrenic

empire. John Southam. the most

powerful man in the operation, does

his business out of Ottawa, while

keeping an eye on The Ottawa Citi

zen, which Southam owns, and

which is commonly known as a Lib-

eral government mouthpiece.

The Tory side operates through

the Hamilton Spectator and The

Edmonton Journal is the Social

Credit side - virtually a paity 01

gan lor Alberta Premier E C Man

ning. -

The Southam Company, including

Pacific Press Ltd.. of which

Southam owns 50 per cent controls

the following newspapers:

hollv owned: Ottawa Citizen.

Hamilton Spectator. North Bay
Nugget. Winnipeg Tribune. Medicine
Hat News. Calgary Herald. Edmon
ton Journal. Montreal Gazette: with

total circulation between 800.001) and
1.000.000.

Partially owned: Vancouver Prov
ince 1 50 per cent*. Vancouver Sun

150 per cent i. London Free Press

1 25 per centi. Kitchener-Waterloo

Record (47 percent

i

Beyond this. Southam controls 21

business and professional maga
zines. and has large interests in at

least seven television and radio sta-

tions.

Southam has strong links with

Great West Life, as does the second

chain. Sifton-Bell iF.P Publications

Ltd. and Sifton Group i.

Victor Sifton operates out of To-

ronto and is in partnership with

Max Bell, best known as a race

horse owner. Bell has a myriad ol

interlocking corporate interests in

the West, and negotiates many of

the major oil sales to the Inited

States.

The Sifton-Bell empire outnghtly

owns the Winnipeg Free Press. Ot-

tawa Journal. Calgary Albertan.

Lethbridge Herald, Victoria Daily

Colonist. Victoria Daily Times, Ke-

gina Leader Post and Saskatoon

Star Phoenix

It also owns Canada's most "re

spectable" paper, the Toronto Globe

and Mail.

The Southam and Sifton chains

had been unable to get a foothold in

the major cities until Sifton got The

Globe and Mail southam has now
grabbed The Gazette, and thus the

two empires have broken through on

a countrywide scale

Why this desire to get a Montreal

paper and to break into the large

eastern urban market?

One of the most desperate battles

in Canada is being waged against

Time and Header's Digest, who
threaten the very lives of these

newspapers

There are two levels of advertis-

ing: regional and national Products

Which span the country iCoke for

example' constitute national ad

vertising" and are the most lucra

tive. Regional advertising

i Steinberg's > is less lucrative.

Time and Header's Digest are

nationally circulated and have a

combined circulation ol three mil

lion. This means they reach more
people taster, which in turn means
they attract national advertising

Independent newspapers, conse

quently. must try to survive on re

gional advertising.

X

stai Weekly magazine lolded this

year because it could not get the

national advertising.

Both Southam and Sifton are
pouring vast sums into their respec-

tive magazines iThe Canadian and

Weekend' to try to outstrip the two
American giants.

Another corollary of this infringe

ment by Time and Header's Digest

and the need to attract national

advertising, is the expansion of

newspaper chains That is why
Southam ogled The Gazette for

years That's why Sifton went for

The Globe and Mail

A newspaper chain has an infi

nitely better chance of attracting

national advertising loitering the

advertiser a nation-wide package il

it can become national itsell Hence

the development of a Hearst

Scripps Howard style dual monopoly

that will spawn a stiff advertising

war.

The way magazines like Time and

Header's Digest are allowed to

choke Canadian journalism provided

cause for comment in the following

excerpt from John Porter's The

Vertical Mosaic:

"Anyone familiar with the read

ing habits of Canadians knows that

the handful of magazines and per

irxlicals published in Canada does

not represent the ideological expo-

sure of the general population. Pub

lications from the U.S. circulate far

more widely than do those of Cana-

dian origin The consumption of

American periodicals in Canada is

an ideological counterpart of the

external control of the economic

system."
Yet the Canadian government,

which has frequently debated taxing

Time and Header's Digest as it does

other foreign publications, has al

lowed this cultural imperialism to

flourish by accepting the absurd

proposition that Time and Header's

Digest can be considered Canadian

because of then throwaway "Cana-

dian content."

As for The Gazette itself, it is in-

significant what happens to it

Whether Charles Peters owns it. or

whether Southam owns it, the public

is only a consideration on the bal-

ance sheet.

Anywhere in Canada, to produce

an independent and outspoken press

is an uneconomical proposition,

based on poor business logic.

It requires courage, and a dedica

tion to the ideals of journalism that

few Canadian publishers possess.

tj, ideals that certainly do not encum-
^ ber Charles Peters

-J.



CLASSIFIED
BAHAMAS — Dec 27 Jan 2 — 7

days S19500 Include jel leturn trans-

portation, hotel accommodation, trans-

fers Contact CUS. 44 St George St .

Toronto 5. Ont Tel 921-2611

TIRED of being crushed on the subway
each day? 1962 Mercury Meteor 8 Cyl

Standard Very clean $35000 or best

offer Call Steve Griffiths at 928-3BB0

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suits, coats, sport-

swear, tuxedos, tails, etc FRANK EL
CLOTHING Isince 1914) 123 Church St,,

366-4221

APARTMENT WANTED. Space and
sunlight necessary Bloor. Bathurst. Spa
dina area Over shop? Must know imme-
diately, lor Dec 1st occupancy MRS
C00M8ES. 928 3148/6

FOOTBALL TICKETS: (limited quantity)

Queen's vs Toronto November 9th at

Kingston Tickets available at SAC Office

and Engineering Stores Buses also going

to Queen's

CONFRONTATION — maybe or lust a

coming together The U of T Liberal Club
will hear Steve Langdon on Tues Oct 5.

1 pm. Rm 1071. Sidney Smith

WANTED — Typing done in my home
Reasonable rates — electric typewriter

Please contact Mrs Arlene White, 6
Chrifitina Cresc , Scarborough, Ont 447
1039

FANTASTICALLY GOOD Rock Band
Still fantastically cheap Still available for

campus bookings Call Jerome Rufus.
267 7328

GRAD STUDENT FROM U.B.C.
(Music/Creative Writing) wonders il any
U B.C students are in Toronto Warren
Bell. 923-0701 (Mornings)

ROOM AND BOARD in quiet pleasant

home close to bus and subway Phone
489-6766 after six

TAPE RECORDER for sale Sony 900S,
two-speed, automatic volume control,

battery or AC See ads in Time Cost

$95. like new $65 929-0477 after six

62 PEUGEOT — mechanically sound.

403 model, good lor 60,000 miles Eco
nomical. new generator, regulator, fan

belt, quick sale $26500 Daytime 429-
2536, Evenings-Weekends 922-9152

ROOM TO LET: For 1 or 2 students.

137 Brunswick Ave 922-6069 Call 12
- 9 Reasonable Rates

ARTISTS-PHOTOGRAPHERS See how
Mr David Doubilet combines both arts

as he speaks on The Artists' approach to

U W Photography Tonight 7 30 pm.
East Common Room. Hart House

PASS ORGANIC CHEMISTRY with "A

Student's Aid To Organic Chemistry'

$2 2iL at A & A Bookstore

GIRL TO SHARE large furnished apart-

ment, own room, until June or longer

St. Clair-Spadina $88 00 month Contact
789-5131. ext 338 or 922-2795 eve-

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, thesis, class
work, etc Reasonable rates. Mrs Wil-
liamson. 691 -8548

LODGING near campus (Madison Ave.)

maid service, good meals available,

parking, reasonable Phone Gord or Paul

923 0808

REGULAR. PART TIME BABYSIT
TING for 2 month old baby at Rochdale
College Call 924-3521

U or T
a.ND

FRAT. JACKETS

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

Lowest prices e immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
*3A Adelaide St. W.

364-5332

CONTEMPORARY

MUSIC GROUP

Nov. 5 1pm Room 078

Edward Johnson Bldg.

John Beckwith - Great Lokes Suite

Bomey Ch i Ids - Vor iati ons forHorn

John Fodi - 3 Preludes for Piano

-Four for Four

BRITISH SCIENTISTS

TALK STRAIGHT WITH

Thinking of reluming to the U.K. ? Get in touch with
the team of ICI scientists visiting your campus
shortly. They will tell you about jobs available now,
where these ate, how much they pay and what the
housing situation is. If you've only just arrived, drop
in just the same for a chat about your future
prospects.

ICI's recruiting team nov. I Ith. - 12 A.M.
will visit your campus on

MR. A. HEADRICK
Placement Service

581 Spadina Ave.

Contact them through

HILLEL
Tuesday, November 5. 4:15 p.m., U.C., Room 214

Mr. Avraham Harman

President, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Former Iseaeli Ambassador to the U.S. A,

Major Lecture Series

DR.STEVEN S.SCHWARZSCHILD
on

'RADICAL ACTIVISM
AND GRACE'

Sunday, November 10. 8:30 p.m.. Park Plaza Hotel

Monday, November II, 1 :00 p.m., U.C., Room 214

SEMINAR

With Dr. Schwarischild
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York opens senate meetings
TORONTO (VNS) - York

University has joined three

other Canadian universities in

opening Senate meetings to

students.

The University of British

Columbia, Simon Fraser and

McGill all have open meet-
ings.

At York only four senators

opposed opening the meet-
ings.

Senator David King, one of

the five student members
welcomed the opening of the

Senate's meetings.

"The answer to the ques-

tion of whether the Senate
should be open is self-evident.

The business which the sen-

ate considers is important to

the university as a whole, but

especially to the students."

York Student Council en-

dorsed the Senate's decision

to open its meetings.

Sorry!
The Varsity misquoted Louis de Boer, a pro-Wallace speak-

er last week, according to F. Paul Fromm.
De Boer did not say "Mr. Wallace means to appoint an At-

torney General who will charge Vietnam protestors with trea-

. son", Fromm said.

"De Boer quoted Wallace as saying 'People who advocate
the murder of American soldiers or a Viet Cong victory and
the defeat of the U.S. should be indicted for treason.'

"

Fromm said de Boer did not say Wallace favored "segrega-
ted schools, segregated housing and more police".

"De Boer said Wallace said that the government should

respond to what the people want," Fromm said. "De Boer
said 'States have the right to have separate schools (as in

Alabama) or forced integration (as in New York or Massachu-
setts!.'

"

yourself?
What kind of person are you'

Are you a doer, a thinker, a prober, an innovator, a leader, a fol-

lower, a doubter, a starter, a go-getter, a work-horse, a hot shot . . .

What are you?

How do you see yourself?

Stelco is not only interested in your scholastic discipline, but also in
your ability to learn, to think, to apply. We'd like to hear from you.
We think we have something to offer.

Why not contact us directly or through your Placement Officer.

THE STEEL COMPANY OF CANADA. LIMITED
Management Development Department

Wileo* Street, Hamilton. Ontario

I »9
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CSM links students, imperialism
By TREVOR SPURR

"The rise in sexuality and
the use of drugs is proof of
degeneration among stu-
dents," says Harold Bains,
"It has weakened the strug-
gle against imperialism."

But Harold S. Bains, chair-
man and director of the Ne-
cessity for Change Institute
of Ideological Studies in
Montreal, failed to win many
converts for the Canadian
Student Movement Friday
night when he was keynote
speaker at a weekend sympo-
sium in Sidney Smith Hall.

"Student unions such as the
Canadian Union of Students
have played the role of lack-
eys to the bourgois society,"
he said.

Bains went on to say stu-

dents have been misled in

their current struggle for'

student power by such bour-
geois ideologies as anarch-
ism, pacifism, and existen-

tialism, instead of following.

Marxist-Leninist thought.

Many in the audience of 30
had come to find out what the

CSM was about and specifi-

cally to discover the meaning
•of Friday night's topic, The.
Influence of Corporate Sen-

sate Culture on Anti-imperi-
i list Struggles.

In spite of repeated ques-

tioning, the speaker refused

to define "corporate sensate

culture" and many left.

The Canadian Student
Movement hopes to link the

student power struggle with

the labor movement so as to

establish the "dictatorship of

the proleteriat," said Bains.

I
"A genuine anti-imperialist

struggle will not only be con-

solidated but it shall be one
in which the students partici-

pate."

A member of the audience
who simply identified himself

as a "laborer" said he had
never heard such "jargonistic

crap" in his life. Although he
was an example of the type
of person that the CSM hopes
to work with he was unim-
pressed.

Police prevent

student support

to pickets
PORT ARTHUR (CUP I

-
Police Thursday tried to pre-

vent students from Lakehead.
University from joining a
picket line set up by retail

clerks striking against Lake-
head Department Stores.

One Port Arthur cop told

the students to "pack it in."

"Any demonstrations," he
said, "and you're all arrest-

ed. Put that damn camera
down and don't use it."

In Fort William, a police

sergeant stormed down the

picket line and broke up a
television interview between
students and CKPR - TV.

"If you're going to do it,

keep moving, no talking. If

my picture is in there cut it

out. If I see it on TV you'll

hear about it," he told the

camera man.
The students were invited

to join the picket lines by the

Retail Clerks Union. The un-

ion has been on strike since

Blood story

Blood results to dote. If your

college isn't on the graph —
don't panic. There hasn't been
a clinic there yet. Watch for

more results in Wednesday's
paper.

Clinics for Emmanuel, Music,

Food Science and Victoria at

Margaret Addison Hall, 9 to 4

Monday.
New College bleeds Tuesday

and Wednesday 9 to 4 in the

New College Reading Room.

October 3. Its principal de-

mand is union security in the
various shops.

The students issued a state-

ment saying: "We believe

that students should actively

support groups of people in

the non-university community
who are consciously strug-

gling to improve their work-
ing and-or living conditions.

Alliances should be formed
on the basis of mutual re-

spect, a sharing of decision-

making power and a pooling

of resources."

om
Hobbes Free University

f
This Week's Stuff:

Mon. 4.30 p.m.

5 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

Tues. 12 noon

CHARLEY (people to talk together I Advisory Bureau (Spadina at t
Huron I . ?

F.U. CENTRE FOR DRAMA. Bickersteth Room, Hart House 4
WOMAN'S LIBERATION, OUS office, 44 St. George 4>

ORIGINS of the COLD WAR and WORLD REVOLUTION, Com-
J

mittees Room, HH
J

5 p.m. COMPUTERS for ARTSMEN (a course for people who don't care
very much about computers!, Old Physics Bldg. Rm. 231

7 p.m. URBAN ARCHITECTURE, Innis I (South of SAC office i I

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT B. Debates Anti-Room *8 p.m.

Wed. 1 p.m.

4 p.m.

8 p.m.

ENGINEER'S ROLE IN SOCIETY. Galbraith Bldg Rm llti I

URBAN PROBLEMS B GROUP. SCM office. Hart House 4>

the BLUES (Black Music, culture and History) Bickersteth Rm,
HH

8 p.m. MARXIST ECONOMICS (John Rowntreei 151 Spadina Rd
, Apt. 2

Thurs. 7.30 p.m. CUBA (the politics of the Revolution). Music Rm. HH
8 p.m. BEAVER (like Aardvark and Charley) Innis II. H3 St George St X

Fri. 2 p.m. IDEOLOGY (theories of consciousness Hegel to Marcusei third f
floor, text book store

*

Register by showing up or by calling 923-6221. 923-3490, SAC office

Should we form an F.U. two-handed-touch football team and chal-

lenge Rochdale?

Hart House *
UNDERWATER CLUB

pressors
MR. DAVID DOUBILET

Topic
"THE ARTIST'S APPROACH TO U.W. PHOTOGRAPHY

Tonight - 7:30 p.m.
Eost Common Room
All or. Welcome'

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Twos., Nov. 5, Music Room, 1:00 p.m.

JIM SLAVIN
presents

A s.l.clion ol FOLK SONGS
Well-known 8, Orlginol
(Lodi.s W.lcom.)

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 6, 1 p.m.. Music Room
FACULTY OF MUSIC ENSEMBLE

(Ladies Welcome)

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday November 6th

Libra,,, 8 p.m.

DR. VICTOR MEEN
Topic

"THE CROWN JEWELS OF IRAN"
(Ladies may be Invited by members)

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, November 6ih

Club Rooms - ) :10 p.m.
Committee's Choice Discussion

SLACK s. WHITE

POETRY READING
Art Gallery - 1:75 p.m.
Thursday, November 7lh

ROBERT O'DRISCOLL - his own poetry
JAN SCHREIBER - Recent Amerlcon
Formalist Poetry. Ladles Welcome.

PHALLPHUN
Friday, November 8th

6:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

HARVEST DINNER - in the Great Hall

AFTER DINNER COFFEE - Lower Goller,

SILENT FLICKS - East Common Room,
Map Room and South Dining Room

DISCOTHEQUE DANCING - Debates Room
HOEDOWN - in the Music Room

COFFEE HOUSE with POETRY READING
and FOLK SINGING - ARBOR ROOM

ONLY J|. SO/Person
50< Without Dinner

Slog or Drag

pUEErW
Woxjl war

come fo KiQtfston with

th£ FOOTBALL BUUE5
tickets available:

SAC OFFICE

ENGINEERING STORES

BUSES LEAVE FRONTCAMPOS - 10ajl

BUSESRZTtmFMAWSTtM - 6 bm>

fibular pries *13§$)
$0k\ INCINCLUDES

TICKET TO
GAME
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Varsity burn-in

1. demonstrations
About 1,000 students demonstrated

against America's policy in Vietnam

last Saturday.

On Friday about 200 engineers

demonstrated against a Varsity edito-

rial, and Varsity editorial policy in

general.

The anti-war protesters were ar-

rested, initially, for breaking a city

bylaw by standing on a concrete plan-

ter.

The engineers were not arrested

for breaking a city bylaw against

burning material on public property.

The anti-war demonstration was

broken up by police after the protes-

ters hurled angry words at police for

making the arrests.

The anti-Varsity demonstration

continued without interruption.

But what if it hadn't? What if your

demonstration had been broken up?

What if you felt your legitimate right

to protest had been trampled by po-

lice?

2. a challenge
One of the unfortunate features of

the burn-in was that we never got to

hear why its leader. Andrew Jani-

kowski, was so incensed at the paper.

He told reporters for the daily

press that Varsity coverage is "one-

sided, biased and sensationalistic",

obviously referring to more than the

editorial he disliked so much

Unfortunately, we never found out

what stories he was referring to spe-

cifically.

Perhaps Mr. Janikowski would

consent to a public debate with The

Varsity editor in the near future to

outline his charges in detail, since he

didn't have a chance at the burn-in.

3. the question ofpower
Mr. Janikowski told the daily press

that the Varsity should represent the

"view of all of us" and that students

whose fees pay for its operation

should have a say in the paper's poll

cy".

Let's be consistent then. II the

average student should control Var-

sity policy, he should control univer-

sity policy as well. Varsity costs each

student about $1.50 a year, compared

to $500 or more tuition a year.

Sure, students are subsidized by

the state, but newspapers are subsi-

dized by advertisers We don't let

advertisers run our editorial policy,

students shouldn't let society set poli-

cy for their university.

But the same arguments for stu-

dent control of the university don't

really apply to The Varsity.

The fact is that students do have a

say in Varsity policy — the students

who work for the newspaper.

Varsity staffers — students — elect

the next-year's editor in March, and

do have a say in day-to-day editorial

policy. No editor of a college news-

paper can continue long without staff

co-operation and support.

The only criterion for voting on the

editor is that you contribute to a min-

imum of eight issues of the news-

paper a year. That means anyone can

join the Varsity staff and vote, re-

gardless of ideology.

Engineers always say they can't

work for the paper because they hav-

en't got time, their courses are too

heavy. That is a symptom of power-

lessness in the university sphere.

qood morning.
University of Toronto
DEPARTMENT OF
ARCHITECTURAL

PLANNING

Engineers have established a cer-

tain amount of student power, more

than most of the other faculties. If

they want a say in newspaper policy,

why not use that power to get more

tirrie'
1

If they don't have that power,

why not get it?

It seems fair that editorial control

should be left to those who spend

hours a week working for the news-

paper. Further, a newspaper con-

trolled from outside is rarely an ef-

fective paper, because it cannot criti-

cize or examine what the powers-

that-be don't want examined.

It's called censorship and it's the

worst possible principle on which to

run a newspaper.

Mr. Janikowski obviously thinks

otherwise. Perhaps this is another

matter that could be examined in the

(we hope) upcoming debate.

varsity
The su&essfuf revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

LETTERS ]
i

vcuc
This Idler is a reply lo the lead Varsity

I editorial of October y. i%K The editorial

i referred to ihe erroneous fact thai "Victoria

I College freshmen contributed over one
i thousand dollars damage to their residences

during orientation weekend." Furthermore,

this faet was used to support a rather shaky
* editorial argument thai moderate students

t are more militant and destructive than the

i
student left-wing radicals.

This letter ma> seem a little long in corn-

ing, but a reply, which was drafted and

passed unanimous!) b\ the Vieloria College
1" Union Council the next night, was not

V printed by the Varsity. The reasons given

\ for this action by the editor were that we

did not give the actual figure for the dam-
age and the names of those responsible

( Only today (October 31, 1968) was the

C bill received and the total amount of dam-

<j age was exactly $155.21, a far cry from the

0
figure originally quoted.

The editor of the Varsity displayed irre-

ui sponsibility and non-objectivity in not veri-

fying Ins sources before printing such a

highly -exaggerated figure. All it would have-

taken was a quick telephone call to any
VCUC representative to cheek the validity

of his information
The Varsity gives shoddy enough treat-

ment to Victoria College as it is, but there
is absolutely no excuse for printing un-
proved facts that are very close to being
blatant lies. We respectfully submit that the

truth has never done any "damage" to a
newspaper's reputation.

Bill Collier (Treasurer)
John Borovilos (VCUC Representative)

John Elton (VCUC Representative

VISA

Why has The Varsity printed a full page

advertisement for VISA STUDfcNT SAV-
INGS? Why after printing an article warn-

ing students not lo be taken in by this fraud

and after announcing that The Varsity

would be cancelling their future advertise-

ment, do ) ou do ihlS?

If you are priming the ad because you

have found lhal your expose was unfounded
or no longer valid, you owe both the com-
pany and your readers a retraction or at

least an amendment LO thai article. Perhaps
you should even apologise for sensational-

ism.

If you are printing the ad for advertising

revenue while the facts remain ihe same,
you are an immoral capitalistic bourgouis

newspaper.
I would love to know whether you will

admit to being sensationalist or bourgouis
capitalistic etc. or whether you can find a

way out of this trap.

Thomas Schofield

(PHE II)

Easy. We primed a tetter from Visa a while
ago admitting that their earlier advertise-
ment was misleading Their new advertise-
ment seems more factual so wi decided to

run it. Whether you join VISA is still up to
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this may be the last time you get to read a

masthead ad in peace . , . pray tues nile

for jerry rubin's pig or drop your tears in

the office as we mourn for big brother to

the south, noel knows about that, we had

jim laughing all the way to the press as

we finished early for the first (read only)

time this year, ogi and pam deserted the

cause for the theatah and mary went li-

brary all the way. jack spent the evening

as hhh (or was he in the darkroom; we
can't be sure) angelo pondered the csm

and so did trev, perly bless him. rod, we
don't believe it was your sister but we do

know it was balex's boxer (watch the

news pages for develops on the tiddly-

winks tourney), lyn and rosemary found it

hard going and we only found space tor

one brian story, bob fielded in and out and
even the chevron loves us. suecup and sue-

feat got together for a front-pager and

mike worried about the flat earth society,

eric rump and t.a.m.f. tim went home early

and so did phil, who resorted to phoning,

confidential ottawo flash- kevin-take 99 'ft

of this, drop in a glass of beer- and you

have a mooburger.



Police unfair to VMC
By JOE YOUNG

On Saturday October 26 be-
tween 2,500 and 3,000 demonstra-
tors marched under the leader-
ship of the Vietnam Mobilization
Committee. The protest was one
of many held around the world as
part of the International Week of
Protest against the War in Viet-
nam. The marchers attempted to
walk down Yonge St., but were
prevented from doing so by a
marshalling of police power such
as this city has never seen be-
fore. Despite the vicious police
attack against peaceful demon-
strators the march maintained
its unity and concluded in a suc-
cessful rally at city hall where
Stephen Lewis, NDP MPP Kay
MacPherson of the Voice of
Women and Gerry Gallagher of
the Labourer's Union spoke.

LEGAL PROCEDURE

The leaders of the Vietnam
Mobilization Committee went
through a long arduous legal
procedure in an attempt to get
the same right as other demon-
strations have had, the right to
walk on Yonge St. We went be-
fore Board of Control, we spoke
to the mayor, we received the
support of the Civil Liberties
Association and we attempted to
speak before the Police Commis-
sion, where we were physically
thrown out. All this did not ac-
complish the aim of the Commit-
tee which was to get a permit to

walk down Yonge St. The Com-
mittee decided unanimously to
walk down Yonge St. anyway,
within the limit that a violent
confrontation with the police
would be avoided. The feeling
was that one does not have any
rights unless one fights for them.

Paul MacRae of The Varsity,
the U. of T. Communist club, the

Canadians for the National Liber-
ation Front, the Globe and Mail,
the Star, the Board of Control
and of course the police have all
attacked us for attempting to
exercise our rights. These
strange bedfellows charge that
we wanted to provoke police vio-
lence and that we acted in an
underhanded conspiratorial fash-
ion. Let us look at the facts gen-
tlemen.

UNANIMOUS VOTE

The Vietnam Mobilization
Committee decided at a meeting
Thursday night by a unanimous
vote to proceed with the Yonge
St. march despite the fact that
the police had denied us a per-
mit. This decision was conveyed
to the press at a press confer-
ence Friday morning and was
carried by them the same day.
At the rally itself hundreds of
sheets were handed out explain-
ing that the march had no permit
but that we were going to go
ahead anyway to test the deter-
mination of the police. This was
also announced many times over
our sound system before the
march. So much for the conspir-
acy theory of this odd collection
of falsifiers.

Did the leaders of the Vietnam
Mobilization Committee con-
sciously attempt to provoke the
police. Who's side are you on
gentlemen! Do you or do you not
agree that we have the right to

march on Yonge St. as many
other groups can? Do you not
believe that it is crucial for the
anti-war movement to have the
basic rights of free speech and
free assembly before it can ef-

fectively reach the people of this

country? Do you really believe
that peaceful marchers trying to

exercise their rights as explained

to them by the Civil Liberties

Association are provocateurs?
Just who's side are you on?

It was the police who mobil-
ized hundreds to attack a peace-
ful protest. It was the police who
had scores of horses, tons of
motor cycles, tear gas. hundreds
of men on foot, clubs, plastic

body shields and paddy wagons
It was the police who terrorized
stores all down Yonge St. to

close. The Vietnam Mobilization
Committee march merely at-

tempted to exercise its civil

rights. When this proved impossi-
ble in the face of massive police
violence the VMC leaders drew
back and continued on to the City
Hall.

HAGGART SUPPORT

Ron Haggart in the Telegram
puts the case very well: "This
entirely undemocratic commis-
sion (the Police Commission!,
answerable to no one but itself,

has written a so-called law which
dictates who may march on
Yonge St. and who may not."

"Its effect is that silly old men
in purple pants may peddle up
Yonge St. on tricycles when the

Shriners are in town, but peace-
ful citizens anxious to advertise
their views on the greatest moral
issue of our age may not."

The Varsitv. the Communist
Club and the CNLF should recon-
sider what they are saying. By
attacking the Vietnam Mobiliza-
tion Committee they are helping
to attack the rights of all the
people of Toronto. They are play-
ing into the hands of the Toronto
police, the city government and
the reactionary press. An injury

to one is an injury to all.

"Police used provocative tactics"

I commend you for your stand
on the demonstration at the U.S.

Consulate. Your editorials were
emotional, yes, but very respon-

sible. It seems that the "level

headed" people have been too

easily outraged by the word
"pig", yet have failed to respond

to the violent and provocative

acts of the police. Yes, cops are

human too (and potentially on

our side) but it was more than

obvious to us that these cops are

being trained to be something

else. I am an American and I

have been participating in conf-

rontations with the infamous
Chicago cops since 1963. Even
they at one time did not deserve

the title "pig".

Last Saturday at the consulate,

several uniformed police were
anxiously enjoying their new
role. I also observed teams of

plain clothes men staging ar-

rests. In contrast many rookies

were truly embarrassed and con-

fused. One who arrested me later

let me go when his superior was

nowhere in view. As for provoc-

ative tactics, those used were

very similar to the methods used

by the Chicago Police at the civ-

ic centre last April 27. At that

event the large demonstration

was strung out in a thin line,

making communication impossi-

ble. Upon arriving at the civic

centre, the demonstrators were

closed off from the road by a

row of motorcycle cops and were

kept off the public plaza by a

thin rope.

At an appointed time police

from the Ironl. middle and rear

began to "clear the sidewalk"
pushing people one direction and
then another, arresting them for

being in the road, on the plaza,

or in fountains where they were
pushed.

The only differences with To-

ronto are the use of horses in-

stead of motorcycles and plan-

ters instead of fountains. The
Toronto police were just as effec-

tive in destroying our solidarity.

As brothers were being arrested

right and left for nothing, a few

people yelled "pig", "fascist ". If

there had been real resistance,

the cops were prepared to do

much more. A show of great

force at the civic centre was
used to strike terror into the

heart of the anti-war movement
as a warning not to show up for

the Democratic Convention. Why
the show of such force here?

What is so special to Canadians

about the U.S. Consulate:1 What

was so dangerous about this

small half-inspired group of

demonstrators? Do we merit the

development of an anti-riot

force?

It has been suggested to me
that this escalation of stages on

the part of the police is the aber-

ration of Police Chief Mackev

and Inspector Magahey who want

to create some kind of private

army. The established powers

maintain control of their own
police force They must have

decided that what applies in the

U.S. today applies in Toronto

They came down hard on last

spring's demonstration. They

were harder Saturday and they

will be much harder next time.

They have decided that Toronto
needs and wants pigs, which says

a lot for Canadian independence
and sovereignty.

Mrs. Molly Moore
III Newl

GETTING ENGAGED?
U V aly ii, ir.

i
in, abo

y find defTr
'

. Our free tvalues dl
" The DayYou Buy a Diamond"
offers factual Information on what
you should expect and set when
you invest in a diamond You CAN
buy on a Direct Basis.

H. PROCTOR & CO.
DIAMOND AND GEM DEALERS.
131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 416,

TORONTO

The vile slanders, falsifica-
tions and attacks will not harm
the Vietnam Mobilization Com-
mittee The VMC has begun a
fight for the rights of the people
of Toronto and against the dicta-
torial Police Commission. This
struggle will gain the support of
the majority of Torontonians who
value the freedom to express
their views. No. friends, you will
only hurt and discredit your-
selves by allying yourselves'with
the malicious attack of the status
quo.

SToPTriEWo^
i WNTToGEToFF

The anti-war movement in this

country will continue to grow
larger. It will grow because it

fights for its right to express its

views. It will grow to encompass
the vast majority of students and
workers. It will grow because it

presents its views clearly and
because it is not afraid to defend
its rights against the status quo.
Do you want to be part -of this

great process'' With attacks such
:is i hose made on the Vietnam
Mobilization Committee you only
discredit and destroy yourselves.

COMMERCE & FINANCE

Graduating students for

EDP SYSTEMS or ACTUARIAL
careers

interviews on Campus

NOVEMBER 18 to 21

CROWN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
120 Bloor Street East, Toronto 4

ss r r r r r- f rrfffffa.

szo £f?
Committee For Social Justice

In The Middle East

is pleased to present

Mrs. Adah Lappin, Author

on Credibility And Myth

In Information Media
Mon. Nov. EVERYONE
4 Hart House WELCOME
Debates Room ADMISSION
7:45 pm FREE

Wednesday Classical Concert

Music Room, Hart House,

1:00 p.m. November 6th

STRING QUARTET

(ladies welcome)

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Tues., Nov. 5, Music Room, 1:00 p.m.

JIM SLAVIN

Presents

A selection of fOIK SONGS

Well-known s Original

LaOies Welcome

University ol Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL

DR CHARLES PEAKER
TODAY

Convocation Hall 5:05 p.m.
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LIGHT UP WITH A BOOK

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

g BOOKSTORES

the mind sweepers

iQQOrjQOODOdODOOOOODOODODDODODODDOOdOddOOrjdOl

O FLOWER CHILDREN!
HAY PICKERS!

\± IT'S HAPPENING AT HART HOUSE Friday, November 8th

PHALLPHUN
TURKEY DINNER, MAN

DISCOTHEQUE, BABY

HOEDOWN, HONEY CHILE

SILENT FLICKS, TRIXIE

COFFEE HOUSE - If you dig

\ $1.50

^ With Dinner

POETRY & FOLK SINGING

Stag It or Drag your Brodie!

50*
Without Dinner

The Blue & White Society

presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS
FRI. NOV. 8, 1968 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION $1.00

Tickets Available At The Door

Redpath25 S.O.B.

Soul Freeze Portrait of Lydia

Buffalo Airport Visions Below the Fruited Plain

What did you
learn in

school today?
By LIZ WILLICK

The fact of the matter is I

didn't learn much. I didn't

belong there.

But the engineers (all male

as far as I could seel seemed

quite absorbed.

I stumbled in 10 minutes

late, greeted by cheers, whis-

tles, and offers of seats. Hav-

ing grabbed the first one in

sight, I realized that this in-

deed was not Sociology 202.

After such an enthusiastic

entrance I felt I couldn't

admit my error. I posed as

an artsie Varsity spy for the

rest of the period.

Prof. A. J. Abrams
("Who's your prof?" "I don't

know"), resplendent in dark

green shirt and red bow tie,

tinkered with his assistant at

a projection machine for

some time.

Eventually the lights

dimmed to further whistles

and moans. Two beasts look-

ing like overfed unicorns

drawing a piece of driftwood

appeared on the screen.

Technical troubles ensued.

No picture — boo, hiss. "And
now a word from our spon-

sor." Picture resumed —
cheers. And the saga of the

ancient plow continued.

Pictures and interruptions

continued for the next hour

with able commentary from

Prof. Abrams. "Babylonian

plow — looks like Egyptian to

me", consulting his notes

"No, says here Babylonian."

A student stumbled in 20

minutes late. Groped through

the dark toward the steps.

Stubbed his toe. "Shit." Sank

into a front row seat.

Did you know that a mer-

khet is a sort of ancient com-
pass? (Apparently used by

naked men seated cross-

legged under the stars.

)

In 1510 the relation of trian-

gles to stresses and bridge-

building was established.

And the ancient symbol for

"regenerative" metals was a

snake devouring its own tail.

At one point what sounded
suspiciously like a bottle

tumbled to the floor.

Hmmmmm?
I may not have learned

much but at least it was
more interesting than Soc.

202.

U.S. elections prompt protests
NEW YORK (CUPi — The Students for a Democratic Soci-

ety and the National Mobilization Committee have revealed

their plans for protest action on Election Day, Nov. 5.

They include a strike Monday and Tuesday by high school

and college students across the country, demonstrations in the

streets of a dozen major university cities, an "Anti-election

People ? Festival" at Chicago's Lincoln Park.

\

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, November 6th

Hart House Library - 8 p.m.

DR. VICTOR MEEN
topic

THE CROWN JEWELS
OF IRAN'

(ladies may be invited by members)
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Meeting

Working Committee on

STUDENT EDUCATIONAL
REFORM

(former OSAP Group)

discussion of universal accessibility O.S.A.P.,

etc.

Monday 5 p.m. - 9 1 St. George St., Room 103



HERE AND NOW Applicants are now being accepted for the

TODAY
9 - 11 p.m.

A photography exhibit by Paul
Carter

; come look ! The buttery
Trinity.

1 p.m.

Jesus Christ — the ultimate answ-
er to brainwashing! VCF welcomes
Dave Ward to its lunchtime discus-

sion group. Music room, Wymil-
wood. Cleanliness is next to Godli-

ness: talk by Frances Coughlin,
Room 66t>, The Grauniad.

Baha'i club: general meeting. All

interested students and faculty wel-

come. Sidney Smith. Guess the room.
Every year the New York Fire

Department receives five or six calls

from people who say: 'Help, help!

My house is burning down!" and then
hang up.

American political scene before
election 68: talk by Prof. W. Ber-
man. dept. of history. Sponsored by
Hillel. Room 214, University college.

Meeting of sociology undergraduate
committee. Bring your lunch. Bicker-
steth room, Hart House.

1:10 p.m.
The relationship of science and

medicine in the Middle Ages: talk by
Dr. J. C. Talbot. Room 102, Mc-
Lennan Lab.

1:30 p.m.

Meeting of the flat earth society

I Toronto chapter i
. Everyone wel-

come. McLaughlin Planetarium.

2 p.m.

Auditions: U.C. player's guild, lo-

nesco's "Jack, or the Submission."

South sitting room. Hart House.

Auditions for Drama Centre pro-

duction: Woyzeck. Music room. Vic-

toria college.

7:30 p.m.

The artist's approach to underwa-

ter photography : talk by Mr. D.

Doubilet. professional underwater
photographer. East common room,

Hart House
7:45 p.m.

Myth and credibility: talk by Mrs.

Adah Lappin sponsored by Commit-

tee for Social Justice in the Middle

East, an SZO (Student Zionist Organ-

ization!. Debates room, Hart House.

Kosher cooking for Arabs: by

Frances Coughlin. Sponsored by the

Student Zionist Organization. Room
titto. The Grauniad.

8 p.m.

Sociology faculty meeting. All so-

SEEING'S BELIEVING

A V2 CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

S200 or $500

DEPENDING ON CUT COL

OUR AND CLARITY

The only way w be *u<e i» to »o* '<

For youtwlf m a gam micoicope II

VOu'ie in Iha ma.kot fo< an < W I'

Well t>«r *o *how ihiouon

WE ARE DIRECT

DIAMOND DEALERS

SEND FOB FflEE BOOKLET In*

Righi Fiiiio lor Ihe left Hand 0ul1'"«

what yO<> thould o.peci and net Whan

you invMI in a diamond Yon CAN

M . PROCTOR & CO
-end and Cm Dealer. 921 7702

!3 1 Bloor it W. Su*t« 416

ciology students are welcome to air

grievances or give suggestions. Coun-
cil chambers. Galbraith bldg.

Computer science club meeting.
Mr. R. W. Hay will talk about ICS
computing facilities and conduct a
tour of the computing centre. Room
132, Old physics building.

8:30 p.m.
U of T Ukrainian students club,

special meeting. Room 135. Old
Physics bldg.

TUESDAY
9 - U a.m.

A photography exhibit by Paul
Carter. Come look! The "buttery.

Trinity.

Tables will be set up to collect

names on petition calling for release

of Mexican prisoners arrested during

riots. All day. Sidney Smith lobby.

1 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement; gen-

eral meeting — constitution — im-
portant that all interested in TSM
attend. South sitting room, Hart

House.

FU. OF T.
4:30 p.m.

Aardvark (people talk together i.

SAC Advisory bureau, Spadina and
Harbord.

5 p.m.

FU Centre for Drama. Bickersteth

room. Hart House.

7 p.m.

Women's Liberation. OUS office, 44

St. George. Stag or drag

TUESDAY
noon

Origins of the Cold War and World

Revolution. Committees room, Hart

House.

5 p.m.

Computers for Artsmen (a course

for people who don't care very much
for computers). Room 231, Old Phys-

ics bldg.

7 p.m.

Urban Architecture Innis I (South

of SAC office).

8 p.m.

Contemporary Political Thought B,

Debates Ante-Room, Hart House.

The FU two-handed touch football

team wants more players. Last week

it won its season-opener, an impres-

sive victory over the Bloordale bas-

ket-cases.

Meeting for all those on the history

students union program committee
working with Sheine Goldstein Room
2124. Sidney Smith.

First meeting of the contemporary
music group Bring your lunch

Readings of 20th century music
Room 78. Edward Johnson Bldg
Noon hour concert with Jim Siavin

singing well-known and original folk

songs. Ladies welcome. Music room.
Hart House.

U of T Liberal club meeting Guest
speaker: Steve Langdon. Room 1071.

Sidney Smith.

1:15 p.m.

An activist prays: Christian Sci-

ence Organization Discussion on
semon topic follows. Everyone invit

ed to participate Room 2ii2. Sidney

Smith.

5 p.m.

Reunion general du comite cana-

dien. Conferencier Prof. Rathe
Graduate common room. Trinity col-

lege.

A meeting of the Community Ac-

tion Working Group to discuss poten-

tial projects Debates Ante-room.
Hart House.

Auditions for drama centre produc-

tion: Woyzeck JCR. University col-

lege.

An exposition on II Timothy Rev
Gerald Griffiths. Room 2135. Sidney

Smith.

ft ATTENTION VAKMTY $
$ STAFFERS, especially

j:j

: reporters. A very impoi - :j:

<: tant meeting will occur ::

Iji
TUESDAY. pioduction £
night, at 5 p.m. to discuss y.

:: Things of Earth-Shatter- :j:

£ ing Importance.

Please be there. You ij:

:j: know wheie. Reporters £
:•: can pick up assignments

:•: at the same time. Espe •:•

y. cially wanted: Xievoj
:: Spun. Henrv Mietkiew §
x icz, Paul Coleman. Art £

Moses, Agi Lukacs — on $
•: a separate but no( entire ::

•:• Iv unrelated matter. £

THIS WEEK AT S.A.C.
MON. NOV. 4 - 7:00 p.m. S.A.C. Executive A S.A.C.

Office

TUES. NOV. 5 - 5 00 p.m. Canadian-Cadadien Comm.
- Grad. Common Rm.,
Trinity

- 7:30 p.m. Services Comm. - Rm. 290

Sir Daniel Wilson

- 5'00 p.m. Judicial Committee -S.A.C.
Office

- 5 00 p.m. Communications Comm.
- S.A.C. Ofice

WED NOV. 6 - 7 30 p.m. Education Comm.
- S.A.C. Office

THURS NOV. 7 - 8 00 p.m. University Comm.
- 6I8A Bloor St. W.

AUDITIONS
DRAMA CENTRE STUDIO PRODUCTION

WOYZECK
MONDAY

:

Victoria - Music Room 2:00-4:00 p.m.

TUESDAY: UC -JCR 5:00-6:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY Trinity - Seeley Hall 5:00-6:30 p.m.

THURSDAY NEW 5:00-6:30 p.m.

FRIDAY Trinity - Seeley Hall 4:00-6:00 p.m.

APPLICATIONS INVITED FOR PRODUCER

Further information: 925-7169.

NEW COLLEGE WOMEN'S:
RESIDENCE :

I

(WILSON HALL RESIDENCE) :

! Who is eligible ? Any woman student of tlie Urti-
*

rersit) of Toronto, regardless of •

J

College or Faculty. •

J

Fees? For students in Arts and Science, and mosi {
other Faculties, the Residence fee will be J
$525.

When? A large section of the Residence will hi

available for occupancy on January 5.

i Application Forms? Pick them up al Room 130, New a

J CoJJege, 9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
|

J and 1 10 p.m. - 5 p.m., Mon J
S day to Friday. J

• Priority will be given to early applicants- »

«.«««...«..*«......*.«««>.««««.«.......*.«.....•.•

DO YOU WANT TO

REPRESENT STUDENTS ON

THE DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE?
CONTACT: CHAIRMAN OF THE JUDICIAL

COMMITTEE
ALBERTO DIGIOVANNI,

S.A.C. OFFICE

TUES. NOV. S 4 PM

TIRE 8. RUBBER COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

on campus NOV. 13 lo interview

COMMERCE, FINANCE
and

GENERAL ARTS
STUDENTS

We invite prospective graduates to

read our literature in the Placement

Office and attend interviews for

regular and summer employment.

HOW HOT IS A DEGREE?

A PANEL DISCUSSION ON THE VALUE OF

A UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

TIME SUNDAY NOV. 10 1:00 PM

PLACE DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE

PANELISTS:

DR. J. SAWATSKY
Industrial Psychologist

PROF. D.F. FORSTER
Vice-Provost and Executive

Assistant to the President

of the University of Toronto

MR. R. BOSSIN
Student Leader

MRS. E. KILBORN
Former Associate of

ADMISSION $1.50
'"" isC°"^
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PROCTER S GAMRLE
CAREERS in Business Management

To College graduates eager to assume substantial management

responsibility early in their business lives, we offer a unique climate

for rapid personal growth, with unsurpassed advancement opportunities.

To understand the kind of opportunity that exists for you
at Procter & Gamble, you must first know a little about
us, and our philosophy of management.

It is our practice to develop and promote from
within. Virtually everyone in higher management at

P&G today joined the Company shortly after completing
his formal education, and progressed upward from a begin-
ning level equivalent to that at which you would start.

We need more good people with management
ability because our business is steadily growing.
During the last 22 years, our business volume has increased
by more than 700",,. This expanding business generates a
continual need for more and more graduates with manage-
ment potential. We welcome candidates who thrive on
hard work, relish responsibility, and like to compete.

We want you to develop rapidly, and we give you
every opportunity. You'll be given substantial respon-
sibility as soon as you join us. and, in most cases, you'll
learn by doing, rather than enter a formal training period.
You'll be given additional responsibility as soon as you
demonstrate you can handle it. Your managers will take
a personal interest in your development, because your
growth is an important part of Iheir responsibilities!

This emphasis on early development means you
can move ahead fast. We promote only on the basis of
merit, and you progress as fast as you demonstrate that
you are ready to move up. Because of this willingness by
P&G to match ability with responsibility, regardless of
age, it is not unusual to find graduates still in their 20's
transacting substantial portions of the Company's busi-
ness: In fact, we do not know of any other organization
where there is greater awareness of ability, or greater
opportunity for unlimited advancement on the basis of
merit alone.

We have openings in many fields of interest for

graduates at all degree levels, and with all kinds of
educational backgrounds. Basically, we ask that all can-
didates have a good academic record, and be able to show
evidence of leadership on or off the campus, with goals
set and achieved.

In joining P&G, you would be joining a company
widely recognized for management excellence.
In a survey conducted by Dun's Review, a panel of nearly
300 top business executives named P&G as one of the ten
best-managed companies in industry. The business prac-
tices that resulted in such recognition will be an important
part of your career training.

Procter & Gamble is a growth company with remark-
able freedom from cyclic trends. Although we are large in

terms of sales, we are small in terms of people (approxi-
mately 1800 employees in Canada). The Company's
continued growth is one reflection of its deep interest in

research. About one P&G employee out of every ten is

engaged in research of some kind, and more than one-
third of our business volume is in new products developed
in the last ten years.

Our work is creative and challenging. Management
at P&G involves a genuinely creative approach to varied
and often complex problems that will challenge your re-

sourcefulness to the utmost. It requires a competitive
interchange of ideas with other good people. It demands
fresh, dynamic thinking and wholehearted participation.
If you prefer this method of working instead of "cut and
dried" routine, you will find a degree of personal satis-

faction in your early assignments that will become even
greater as your career responsibilities increase.

"One or more P& G products ore used in 95 out of
every 100 homes, a penetration unequaled by

any other manufacturer of anything."

Procter & Gamble representatives will be on campus for interviews with interested
students on : NOV. 27, 28, & 29.

Ask your Placement Office for a copy of the P&G Careers brochure and an
interview appointment.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
for Management Careers in Marketing / Advertising,

Sales, Finance, Purchasing and Traffic, Data Systems
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WEEK-END BLUENOTES
ROWING

Varsity's senior lightweight
crew had a successful day on
Saturday at the O.Q.A.A.
championship regatta in St.

Catherines. However, this was
not enough to take the overall
trophy from a more consis-
tent Western crew.
Toronto with 67Vz points

finished eight points behind in

second place.

The junior crew coxed by
Charlie Anderson while row-
ing well, were unable to
come up to previous stand-

(

ards and finished behind
Western in both their races.
The freshman and junior var-

sity races were taken by
McMaster crews.
The senior 155 pound crew,

however, capped a successful

season with a definitive victo-

ry in the lightweight race and
a second in the six boat sen-

ior heavy race.

RUGGER
A near gale force wind was

the toughest opposition Var-

sity rugger Blues faced this

week-end when they twice

whipped Waterloo Warriors in

their home park.

The firsts triumphed 17-0

and played good rugger only
when forced to do so. Speedy
Tony Pierre scored two tries

from his centre position, one
when he outraced the Water-
loo team and an orbiting

Andy Gibson kick, caught the

ball, and touched it down.

Another try was made by
wing Doug Phibbs while

George Wraw booted one
convert and two penalty

goals.

Despite playing one man
short because of an injury to
Graeme Wynn, Varsity suc-
cessfully thwarted several
Warrior scoring threats.
Wynn's injury may keep him
out of action for the rest of
the season and this is a seri-
ous blow to Blues' title hopes.
Wynn is the leader of the
pack forwards and his rugger
savvy has been a paramount
factor in Blues' success.

Continuing their excellent
play, the rugger seconds
thumped Waterloo's backup
squad 37-0. Andy Cairns and
his magic toe led the scoring
with 16 points on five con-
verts and two field goals.

Vic Harding, who ran at
will through the Waterloo
side, scored two tries while
single 'touchdowns' went to

Bob Noble, Chris Rous, Peter
Zepp, Brian Hamill and Rich-
ard Van Banning.

Especially important was
the excellent play of Van
Banning who likely will be
the replacement for Wynn in

Tuesday's big match with
Western. A win over Mus-
tangs in that game would
lock up the Western Division

title for Blues and move
them into the final against
Queen's.

HARRIER
The University of Toronto

harrier team failed to qualify

for the CIAU meet, finishing

second to Waterloo by two
points in the OQAA meet on
Saturday at Guelph.

Grant McLaren took first

place in the field of 50, run-

ning the gruelling six-mile

course to win for the home
university. McLaren was fol-

lowed by Dave Bailey, Brian
Armstrong, and Brian Ri-

chards, all of Toronto These
three ran fine races, but no
other Varsity runner was in

the top twelve

Waterloo, by contrast,

showed no spectacular per-

formances, but five of the six

runners following Richards
were theirs.

The other Toronto runners
finished respectably, but well

off their previous perform-
ances. Bruce Thompson was
13th, Dave Tong 17th, Bob
Cairns 22nd, and Rich Pyne
25th.

WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

ICE HOCKEY INTERCOL - Practices begi n Tuesday,

Nov. 5 at 7:45 a.m. Varsity Arena.

Bring Your skates ! ! !

INTERFACULTY SWIM MEET-Support your College

or Faculty! Nov. 4 & 5, 5 p.m.

Spectators are welcome in balcony.

CURLING - Intercollegiate Try-Outs and practices

begin Wednesday Nov. 6,5:30-7:30 p.m. at Terrace
Curling Club Mutual & Dundas Sts.

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS
10 Home Games $1.50 • The best buy on the campus

VARSITY ARENA WITH THE NEW LOOK:

1. Wire netting removed from end zones.

2. Clear plexiglass protection all around cushion.

3. Players' benches and penalty box remodelled.

4. Timers' bench modernized,

5. New women's washroom at north-west corner.

6. New tloor and relrigeration pipes tor perfect ice.

1968-69 SCHEDULE

Nov. 29

Dec. 6

Dec. 13

Jan. 10

Jan, 15

Loyola

Windsor

Western

McMaster

Waterloo

Jan. 31

Feb, 14

Feb. 15

Feb. 19

Feb. 21

Guelpn

McMaster

Montreal

Waterloo

Laurentian

Tickets will be sold at VARSITY STADIUM, Devonshire Place:

WED. NOV. 6- ALLOTMENT SALE AT GATES 3,5 & 8 FROM 10:00 AM-6:00 PM
Tickets have been allotted to all colleges and faculties according to registration.

One guest book may be purchased per A.T.L. card and not more than three cards

may be presented by one student. Students must ascertain at which of the three

wickets the tickets for their own faculty are being sold. Signs are posted at

each wicket.

THURS. NOV. 7 - GATE 8, 10:00 AM
Any tickets left over from the allotment sale will be sold on a first come first

served basis.

1969 GRADUATES
There are opportunities in:

* Accounting * Finance * Business

ARE YOU AWARE OF THE CHALLENGING AND STIMULATING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

IN A CAREER AS A CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT?

ARRANGE THROUGH YOUR STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR A

CAMPUS INTERVIEW ON

NOVEMBER 14

IF THIS DATE IS NOT SUITABLE, PLEASE CALL US DIRECTLY,

D. ERSTEIN OR H. GOLDBACH, 363-3044

PtRLMUTUR, OMNSTUH, GIDDM
MY/MAN and CO.
Chartered Accountantants
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RAMPAGING RAHAM RAVAGES RAGGEDY-ANN REDMEN
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

Varsity Blues and Queen's

Golden Gaels cleared away
the cobwebs Saturday after-

noon in preparation for the

real housecleaning next week-

end in Kingston.

Blues zonked McGill Red-

men 36-13 here at Varsity

Stadium while Queen's were
mullimangling McMaster
Marauders in Hamilton 54-7.

These results leave Gaels

one point ahead ol Varsity

after six games with the

Yates Cup on the line when
Blues journey to John A.'s

old drinking home approxi-

mately November 9, to be

exact

If Blues hope to repeat as

SU' L titlists, they'll no doubt

have to come up with a bet-

ter performance ttian then

efficient but relatively unin-

spired victory over McGill

Aside from a brilliant dis-

play by Mike Raham. who
had an incredible Jimmy
Brown-sort-of-day. and two
long touchdown passes to

Eric Walter, the offense

coughed and sputtered

I In (High much of the after-

noon. It failed to mount one

sustained drive against Mc-
Gill, putting together as little

as three successive first

downs only once.

The defence was lough

when it had to be, but l-ied-

men still managed to pick up

20 first downs compared to 13

lor Blues.

However it's all I'eau au-

dessous du pont by now and
the win: e'est la chose. Past
performances will count zip

against Queen's

Raham, playing his last

regular season game for

Blues before the local yokels,

was simply superb He scored

three touchdowns on a 41

yard run, a 50 yard punt re-

turn and an eight yard pass,

and rushed for 99 yards to

regain the league rambling

lead from McGill's Dave
Fleiszer.

Happiest man to see Ha-

ham go will undoubtedly be

McGill's embattled coach

Tom Mooney. Raham seems

to make a nasty habit of pick-

ing on the Mooneymen for

individual heroics. In his last

four games against Redmen,

Varsity's answer to the Land

Rover, has eight touchdowns

and more than 430 yards

rushing.

Waiter's two touchdowns

(64 and 70 yds.) give him a

career total of 25 according

to veteran statistician Rick

Kollins, four short of Ronnie

Stewart's record of 29.

Raham opened the scoring

in the first quarter for Var-

sity with his 41 cubit run

which saw him break through

the middle, pick up a block

from Rich Agro on the 20,

and outharrvjerome four de-

fenders to the goalline. Paul

McKay's sharp toe split the

uprights for the convert.

Redmen responded two and
a half minutes later with a 44

yard field goal by their fabu-

lous flatfoot, George Sprin-

gate, and it was 7-3 the score.

There was no bombing halt

on the Reds from McGill as

Alboini unleashed his first of

two to Walter from the Var-
sity 44. Walter made a great

catch (see picturei and raced

over for the score. McKay
converted at 1:34 of the sec-

ond quarter.

Blues upped their lead to

21-3 in the next two minutes
when the redoubtable Raham
watered la Raham wafer'1

1

50 yards for a touchdown on a

punt return. He bobbed and

photo by JOHN SWAIGEN
Blue's Mike Raham (22) looks for his blocking on one of the seventeen carries which
netted him 99 yards Saturday. That's McGill's Howard Mednick trying to net the elu-

sive, ramblin' Raham.

weaved his way to the end

zone like a good politician at

press conference.

Another field goal by Sprin-

gate 126 yds.i narrowed the

margin somewhat but the
Varsity aerial attack struck
again with a 70 yard barrage
from Alboini to Walter. John
Ritchie hit Mark Slater
(ouch! i in the end zone for a
nifty two point conversion
play and the half ended 29-6

for Blues.

During the second quarter
Varsity scrimmaged only
seven times to McGill's 25
but outscored them 22-3.

The second half produced
nothing but snores and a pair

of touchdowns as Redmen
kept control of the ball but

went inexorably nowhere.
Dave Doherty got McGill's

major on a six yard pass

from quarterback George
Wall. Raham duplicated his

effort for Blues from eight

yards out following an inter-

ception by Bill Stankovic.

BLUENOTES . . . Waterloo
Warriors shocked Western
Mustangs with a 30-6 win in

Waterloo . . . Paul McKay
had only one punt less than 40

yards . . . second-string quar-

terback John Ritchie looked

good after replacing Alboini

for the tail-end of the game .

. . the engineers are running

busses to Kingston on Satur-

day.

STATISTICS

M T
First downs 20 13
Yards rushing 115 144
Yards passing 113 174

Passes tried 23 14

Passes made 12

1

7

Interceptions
I

Punts—average 40 43
Fumbles lost 2 0
Penalty yards 105 84

Eric Walter (27) cranes mightily and snares this pass from quarterback Vic
prerequisite to crossing the goalline for a spectacular 64 yard touchdown Futile Redmen are Ken Ross (36), Chris Rumball (38) and Dave Mclninch (19)
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Alboini

No pain for Glass
WATERLOO — Varsity Soccer Blues scored their most pro-

found victory so far this season when they crushed Waterloo
University 8-0 Saturday.

For Blues, who were due for a good game, the win was a
hefty dividend on the time coach Ernie Glass has spent all

season trying to get the players to improve their touch around
their opponents' net.

Varsity easily rolled over an eager but greatly overmatched
Warrior squad. Blues gave us a good display of accurate pass-
ing and excellent shooting.

John Gero, who started slow at the start of the season but
has been picking up in recent games, scored five goals.

Ken Cancellera scored a pair in the second half, the first

time this rookie has landed more than one in a game Jim
Lefkos, who is still leading the league in goals, completed the

scoring in the last ten minutes. He has scored in every regu-

lar game this season.

Both teams pushed and grabbed too much throughout the

game. As a result, four players, including Blues' Dwigltt Tay-
lor and Frank Soppelsa, were sent out of the game.

Glass, the coach, was pleased with the tightness of his for-

ward line. The line played so well that on five of eight goals.

Blues had two-on-one breakaways.
The defence remained solid throughout, permitting few

dangerous situations to develop around Blues' own net.

All this allows some confidence when Blues meet Western
Mustangs at London Tuesday. Blues have been sloppy in re-

cent outings, but a win over the Mustangs could clinch them
the league title, and its emblem, the Blackwood Trophy. After

that they would meet the winner of the eastern conference
down east.
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Parking on the wrong side of the law . .

.

Fifteen years ago, when
the university was half its

present size, when the local

<oda-jerk wore a white cap
and girls wore woolen skirts,

bobby socks and saddle shoes.

Bill Lawson would have been
known affectionately as

Pops'.

Now, although he greets

every patron of his vending

truck with a big smile and an

enthusiastic, "How are you

today?" chances are nobody

knows his name.
Chances are too, that he

will lose his vending licence

and the job that earns him

his living.

For three years, Lawson,

58 has been standing on the

-ame block with his Andrews

van consistently drawing

more customers than all the

rest of the trucks anywhere

on campus. People bypass

uncrowded trucks stocked full

of sandwiches and cakes just

to line up where Bill sells his

wares.

"It's a pleasure working

here." he says. "These are

my kind of people; they're

honest and outspoken." His

eyes appear twice their size

through thick glasses.

"There are lots of people

who really need the trucks

because the restaurants are

so far away."
Since last January, the

cops have been enforcing a

slew of bylaws, and Bill and

the other caterers have been

ticketed and summonsed un-n
til. this summer. Bill was

told at a Metro licensing

commission meeting that if

he had one more conviction,

his license would be revoked.

Two weeks ago, he received

two summonses.
"I would be willing to take

all of my trucks off the block

and let Bill stay," says Mrs.

Hilton, the office manager

for Andrews Food Commis-

sary. "He serves the custom-

ers like a real gentleman and

they all love him. What could

he do if he lost his job? He's

not a young man, you know."

Trying to find out about the

bylaw and its penalties took a

morning of phonecalls. The

metro licensing commission

switched this reporter to "ca-

tering upstairs." Then "ca-

tering" phoned into the

switchboard and asked the

call to be switched to 'enforc-

ing." "Enforcing" said no-

body was around so they

asked the switchboard to ring

Mr. Smith. "But 1 just trans-

ferred the call from Mr.

Smith to you!" the switch-

board girl complained. The

line went dead. Then some-

body picked it up. "This is

Inspector Folley." He said to

call back after 1 o'clock and

ask for Inspector Wheatley.

At 1 o'clock, Wheatley said

that it wasn't their concern,

to call the police Constable

Evans at the traffic division,

when called, exclaimed. "Oh

my God. they make up the

laws; call the Commission!"

I soon realized this trail

would lead nowhere. Finally,

Constable Dooley. from No.

52 Station, the man who
hands out the fines and sum-

monses, provided the most

consistent interpretation

Without divulging the

source of the complaints

against the trucks. Constable

Dooley said there were two

bylaws, city and metropoli-

tan, forbidding the trucks

from staying in one place for

more than 10 minutes in any

one place It also forbids

them from parking for more

than a half hour on any block

The police can issue up to a

$300 fine but the licensing

commission can revoke the

individual driver's license for

10 days, 20 days and then for

life. Bill's license is being

renewed now but he hasn't

received it yet.

"I'm behind Bill 100 per

cent." says Elmer Nichelson

of Lawrence Caterers. He
operates his. truck at Wil-

cocks and St. George Sts. and

he's had almost ts much
trouble as Lawson. "The by-

law dates back to )31 and

was put out for fruit and

vegetable trucks that restrict-

ed the flow of traffic. But

now we don't block the traf-

fic. We park and we pay the

meter."

How do the students react

to the threat to take away the

vendors'1 "Well the students

don't care," says Nichelson,

"They say, as long as you're

here, we're happy.' But if

they make us go away, the

students won't react until

we're gone. Then it'll be too

late."

"There's one loophole

though If we could park on

university property, then the

bylaw wouldn't be in effect.

My wife called Simcoe Hall

last year and they refused,

saying that if they allowed

one company, they'd have to

let us all on. I can't say I

blame them
"

Paul Beagle. Nichelson's

lawyer, says the most likely

method of dealing with the

problem is to go to Metro

Council and get the bylaw

amended or revoked. This

would involve hordes of

money and would call lor the

organization of the various

catering companies in the

city, companies that gross

more than $25 million a year

in the Metro area alone. They

pay, besides taxes for their

plants, up to $125 for their

trucks, while restaurants pay

only $40-$45 for a licence be-

sides building taxes. At one

meeting of the licensing

commission, at which Bill

Lawson was charged. Alder-

man Joseph Picinninni is

reported to have put the ven-

dors down as "fly-by-nights".

Beagle was very wary of

divulging his information on

the fear that the enemy
would get wind of his tactics.

The enemy seems to be the

restaurants on the outer

fringe of the university and

the various machine opera-

tors in the university build-

ings, (who, incidentally, deny

ever lodging a complaint to

the police).

"The students can help if

they really care," says Bea-

gle. "But they've got to

watch out because when peo-

ple hear the name students',

they immediately think of

riots and protests The best

way of showing you're behind

the vendors, is to write let-

ters to Metro council. Also

you can form a delegation to

go to the council."

Mrs. Nichelson has tried to

organize the caterers but has

had little success, mainly

because most of the caterers

don't have the problem Some
just weren't interested. The

lawyer for Andrews, says

Mrs. Hilton, didn't care much
for the case and let it lizzie

out.

Meanwhile, with the sword

of Damocles hanging over his

head. Bill Lawson continues

to vend his food outside Sid

Smith, with a chuckle and

repartees like this one:

Bill: "How's married life

treating you?

Student: "Fine. Hey. how'd

you know I was married?"

"Don't you remember, you

told me last March. I remem-

ber."

"Jesus Christ. Well, I'll see

you."

Even if Bill doesn't lose his

licence and the bylaw

(despite overwhelming oddsl.

is amended, there's another

bylaw that says that if a

vending truck is in a certain

place more than a certain

length of time, it is classified

as a restaurant. And restuar-

ants, by law, must have bath-

rooms.

Story and

Photos

by Larry Haiven



The Blue & White Society

UNDERGROUND FILMS
FRI. NOV. 8, 1968 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION $1.00

Tickets Available At The Door

Redpath25 S.O.B.

-oul Freeze Below th e Fruited Pla in

Buffalo Airport Visions Portrait of Lydia

We like to

look after

D. Winton, Manager,

131 Bloor St. West Branch

rf.M. Wilson, Manager,

Harbord & Spadina Branch

;Jill,I" atthe

ROYAL BANK

T.H.M.F.U. of T.

Meetings this week:

What did you
learn in

school today?
By MARY KATE ROWAN

Some profs just don't know
where it's at. That's what.

Room 135, Old Physics

Building, holds a class so

large that a prof could literal-

ly walk in, start lecturing and

not know that NONE of those

smiling faces belonged to his

class.

Yesterday it happened.

Expecting a lecture on child

psychology and Dr. Joan
Grusec, the class exploded

with laughter when a man
entered with "Now, yester-

day we were talking about

the metronome."
The din refused to subside.

One student walked in and
with a look of utter bewilder-

ment, and stared at the dead-

pan-faced prof for a full min-

ute.

The lecture continued amid
the roar of chortles and hand-

claps.

"He's putting us on,"

commented one student.

"This has got to be a sneak
psych experiment."

It wasn't. Dr. Grusec en-

tered. After a brief consulta-

tion, our would-be prof took a

last short look at the class

that wasn't his and took off.

Bet he never wants to see

any of those smiling faces

again.

j
Sinclair: the students' friend
Gordon Sinclair has refused to appear on campus to debate

I his charge that The Varsity "lied" in its coverage of the anti-

| war demonstrations Oct. 26.

SAC education consultant Bob Bossin invited Sinclair to air

| his views on a panel which would include Varsity editor Paul

| MacRae before a student audience.

"What's in it for me?" Sinclair demanded, says Bossin.

| "I've a much bigger audience right here," the broadcaster

j told Bossin.

"I asked him if he would debate with someone from The

\ Varsity before his listeners in that case. He said no he

j
wouldn't," said Bossin.

' Sinclair added: "You think the taxpayers owe people like

| you an education. Well, they don't."

Sirluck named Vice-president
Professor Ernest Sirluck has been appointed to the newly

created post of Vice-President and Graduate Dean, effective

January 1. Prof. Sirluck will be one of seven vice-presidents.

He is presently dean of Graduate Studies and will continue

with his present duties upon assumption of the new post.

In his new capacity Dean Sirluck will act as an assistant to

President Bissell in certain areas of university government,
such as the library, for which the president previously had
retained direct responsibility.

Wed. 1:00 p.m. ENGINEER'S ROLE IN SOCIETY, Galbraith Bldg., Rm. I 16

4:00 p.m. URBAN PROBLEMS B GROUP, SCM office. Hart House

7:00 p.m. FILM COURSE (discuss two films) Music Room, Hart House

8:00 p.m. the BLUES (Black Music, culture and History) Bickersteth Rm. Hart House

8:00 p.m. MARXIST ECONOMICS (John Rowntree) 151 Spadina Rd„ Apt. 2

Thurs. 7:30 p.m. CUBA (the politics of the Revolution). Music Room, Hart House

8:00 p.m. BEAVER (like Aardvark and Charley) Innis II, 63 St. George St.

Fri. 2:00 p.m. IDEOLOGY (theories of consciousness Hegel to Marcuse) third floor,

text book store

Register by showing up or by calling 923-6221, 923-3490, SAC office.

We would also like to announce two new counrer-insrifufions in the F.U.: The Institute for

Insurgency Studies, and the Institute for Counfer-Counter-lnsurgency Studies. Funds ore
presently being solicited from the CIA, RCMP, NLF, GSU ond other charitable institutions.

Law looks at society's problems
The Faculty of Law conference on Nov. 14-15 will examine

Law and Freedom in a Changing Society.

Panels will consider The Electronic Challenge to Privacy,
Drugs: Law and the Moral Dilemma, Labor: The Right to

Strike, and Civil Disobedience.
Participants include metro police Chief James Mackey,

several members of Parliament and a number of U of T pro-
fessors. A complete list of participants is available in the law
building.

Applications are available at the general office of the Fac-
ulty of Law. They must be completed and returned with the $5
fee by Nov. 10.

Don't miss it.
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WANT TO MEET SOME

CZECHOSLOVAK STUDENTS ?
The S.A.C. Work Group on CZECH & SLOVAK

STUDENT REFUGEES is having a Meeting/Party on

Thurs. Nov. 7 8:00 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CENTRE
33 ST. GEORGE ST.

Canadian and Czech and Slovak Students Welcome



BLOOD
Third year Dentistry's Fairy Godmother believes in an eye

for an eye, and a pint for a pint. Of the class of 130, 102 gave
blood Friday and received a pint of beer in return. The Dents,
who have topped their projected quota by a wide margin,
seem to have the Carling Cup in their jaws for the second
year in a row.

But the present U of T total of 2,288 units still falls short of
the goal, 4224 units.

So rush — you have only 3 days to give. Give for the college
or faculty of your choice — but give! New College continues
to bleed in the Reading Room from 9 to 4 today. Tomorrow is

the big day for Innis Knox, S.G.S., Pharmacy; and P.H E. at
the Sigmund Samuel Library from 9 to 4.

!*«»>:•»:•:•:•>:•:

Relief for marrieds ?
On January 1, 1969, a bit of much-needed

relief will be brought onto the tight housing
scene at U of T.

The Ontario Student Housing Corporation
is constructing two apartment buildings on

the north and south sides of Charles St.,

west of Yonge. The apartments will be

available for married students, undergradu-

ates as well as graduates. Children will be
accepted in both buildings.

The south building, to open Jan. 1, will

contain 76 one-bedroom and 224 two-bed-

room apartments. Prices range from $135

per month for a one-bedroom on the second
floor to $153 for a one bedroom on the 20th.

Two-bedroom apartments range from $158

on the second to $176 on the 20th.

The suites can be seen Saturday mornings
until 1 p.m. at the site office of the south

building.

- TURKEY DINNER

- DISCOTHEQUE

-HOEDOWN - COFFEEHOUSE

POETRY* FOLK SINGING

50C without Dinner

Hart House

TODAY

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room — I p.m.

FACULTY OF MUSIC STRING QUARTET
(Ladies Welcome)

LIBRARY EVENING
Llbrory, 8 p.m.

OR. VICTOR MEE N

"THE CROWN JEWELS OF IRAN"
(Lodies may bo invited by members)

CAMERA CLUB
Club Rooms - 1:10 p.m.

Committee's Choice Discussion
BLACK & WHITE

POETRY READING
AM Gallery - 1:15 p.m.
Thursday, November 7th

ROBERT O'DRISCOLL - his own poetry

JAN SCHREIBER - Recent American
Formalist Poetry. Ladies Welcome

PHALLPHUN
Friday, November 8th

HARVEST DINNER - in the Great Hall

AFTER DINNER COFFEE - Lower Gallery

SILENT FLICKS - Eost Common Roam,
Map Room and South Dining Room

DISCOTHEQUE DANCING - Debates Room
HOEDOWN - in the Music Room

COFFEE HOUSE with POETRY READING
and FOLK SINGING - ARBOR ROOM

ONLY SI.SO/Person
50: Without Dinner

Stag or Drag

DECCA RECORDS PRESENT W.C. FIELDS 1

SONG &
SCRIPT

98 BLOOR ST. W

923-3044

(CLIP AND PRESENT AD FOR DISCOUNT)

A WEEK-END IN

THE CITY

Nov. 8-10

Discover and Experience

Its Sights and Sounds

44 St. George St.

for details: SCM Office - Hart House

923-9727

Watch The Varsity

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL

SERIES CONCERT
November 6th - Music Room

1:00 p.m.

FACULTY OF MUSIC STRING QUARTET
Hydn's Quartet in G, Op. 7, No. 1

Performed with 3 Violins and 'Cello

November 13th

JUDI KENNEDI, PIANIST
Formally of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music, Budapest;

presently a Protege of Anton Kuerti,

Performs works by Liszt, Beethoven & Ravel.

Ladies Welcome
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PAGE FOUR

WHY WE BURNED THE VARSITY
We, the third year class of Chemi-

cal Engineering, would like to indi-

cate some of the motives behind last

Friday's Varsity Burn-In:

1 1 Dubious integrity in your report-

ing, and, epitomized by Monday's

now infamous editorial "Cops are

Pigs", indefensible adventurism and

total lack of social perspective on

your editorial page.

2 1 The Varsity has taken every

opportunity to bring disrepute on the

Engineering student: while inborn

prejudices motivate some of our fel-

low University students, we feel that

people in positions of power and pres-

uge, in lius institution, if nowhere

else, should be above acting on such

puerile promptings.

3 1 The Varsity has always given

-olace and support — implicitly or

otheiwise — for such leftist and reac-

tionary activities as are staged by

the Ad Hoc Committee on Vietnam.

As an example, we note that no con-

demnation of a serious nature was
voiced by the Varsity of the cow-gut

exhibition on Sid Smith's front steps

two weeks ago.

4 1 We are not averse to change —
as some journalists suffering from

creative impulses would have the

' est of the campus believe — provid-

ed it is constructive, meaningful, and

within the spirit of the law: however,

we are convinced that the labelling of

the Toronto Police as pigs is not

creating a healthy atmosphere for

the amelioration of anybody's soci-

ety, and therefore we want to dissoci-

ate ourselves from it.

In reply to your challenge of our

Mr. Janikowski to debate with your

editor: if the debate is carried out in

the pages f the Varsity, we will glad-

ly accept.

We sincerely hope you will not be

disappointed in this, but it is felt that

when superlative rhetoric is pitted

neainst good logic and intelligent dis-

sertation, the original problems, and
true perspective are drowned in a
deluge of words.

In conclusion, dear sir, we recom-
mend you research your innuendos

more thoroughly before printing them
. . . The University of Toronto is not

incorporated in the charter of the

corporation of the city of Toronto,

and thus is not subject to its by-

laws. . . perhaps you are still trying

too hard to evade respect for the law
and its executor, the man on the

beat.

S.E. Kail os

(III Chem Eng.)

REPLY: PUT UP OR . .

.

Dear Mr. Kallos:

In reply:

1 1 You accuse us of dubious integ-

lity in our reporting, yet have offered

no specific examples of such report-

ing. If you are referring to our news
-tory on the Oct. 26 demonstration,

we suggest you look again. If you are

efening to other news stories,

please name them so we can reply to

-tated charges.

Oranted Monday's editorial was
emotional and angry, but on Wednes-
day I d ied to give my reasons behind

Monday's piece. Monday's editorial

was tactically stupid because it made
people react to a word instead of an
argument, but it wasn't illogical. I

-aid the same thing Wednesday using

facts.

As for lack of social perspective,

the facts, as I see them, indicate that

police should not have broken up the

antiwar demonstration. Whether I

-hould have called police pigs or not

i< a matter of individual opinion. 1 do
question the "social perspective" of

those who refuse to consider the pos-

-ibility that police might have broken
up a legal demonstration without
cause.

2' You state that The Varsity has

taken every opportunity to bring dis-

lepute on Engineering students. With-

oul living to appear obtuse, I can't

leply to vague generalizations like

that, Could we have some specific

incidents, please?

To say engineers and The Varsity

<ee things differently is one thing,

but to say we are prejudiced for that

i eason is another. If we were preju-

diced, we'd say engineers shouldn't

be part of the university community.
I don't believe that.

Out of two points of view should

come dialogue, confrontation, and
inci easing awareness. I have asked
you for just such a public dialogue,

and you have refused. You state that

a face-to-face debate will "drown in

a deluge of words" the "original

pioblems and true perspective". I

find this argument incredible.

Does this mean Langdon and Bis-

- ell should have written notes to each
othel instead of debating? Should the

I of T Debating Union dissolve it-

elf Maybe SAC members could
write memos. Perhaps Parliament
could be carried on by mail.

I've always thought debate the best
way to bring out the facts, (although
not the best way to get action), and
I'm sure most students feel the same
way.

Are you afraid you will be defeat-

ed"' Well, that's the nature of a de-
bate. It's not enough to say that de-
bate is invalid because "superlative

hetoric" will be pitted against "good
logic and intelligent dissertation". I

hope those listening to a debate
would make their decision on the ba-
sis of "logic and intelligent disserta-
tion", which may or may not be rhe-

torical in nature.

3
1 Which is worse, the cow's guts

"I the butchery they were meant to

-ymbolize? The answer depends on
your point of view and because we
differ on that point of view is not
grounds for condemnation.

4 1 Very few people admit to being

"adverse to change". But societys

are set up to resist change and usual-

ly change within the "structures of

the law" isn't much change at all.

Minor changes can be brought about

through legal process, but rarely

major change. That we consider the

lifting of the prohibitions against

abortion or drinking at 18 as "major
change" bears witness to that.

You are right that calling cops

"pigs" doesn't do anything for

"creating a healthy atmosphere for

-ocial amelioration". But what kind

of "healthy atmosphere" are you
dealing with when police can break

up a peaceful, legal demonstration at

will. Maybe that's not true, but the

facts apparently can support both

views. I chose the view of one who
was there.

There isn't any bylaw against burn-

ing newspapers on university prop-

erty — I was wrong there. I did

phone 52 Division of Metro police on
Friday and was told such burning

was illegal. I phoned yesterday and
was told that notification must be
given to city authorities before hold-

ing a bonfire to ensure proper super-

vision. But there's no bylaw, you're
i ight.

But I wasn't using the "bylaw" to

prove you were wrong to hold the

demonstration— I tried to show that a

minor bylaw should not be used to

snuff out free speech as was done
Oct. 2H.

Mr. Kallos has indicated he does
not want a public debate on these
points. I reply that his charges

(continued from page 5}

They would also lose the authority
of an influential body in appeals to

the administration. If their with-
drawal leads to further splintering,

they could destroy any community at
the university. They could set the

student power movement back two
years, for SAC is at least making ef-

fective changes in the students' role
in education.
SAC might appear too radical for

the average student, but extremism
confronted with the tremendous iner-

tia of the administration has so far
turned into effective reform.
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It seems SAC is worth $12 a year,
even to graduate students.
SAC must appeal to graduate stu-

dents as a whole, not just the GSU, a
selfish political body. Only a minority
of students voted in the referendum
on SAC.

SAC must persuade the mass of

graduate students to rise from apathy
to consider a very crucial issue.

against this newspaper are unfounded

and untrue and that in view of the

serious nature of these charges, he

owes me a chance to reply in public.

If he does not want a debate, then

let us hold a discussion. If he does

not want a discussion, I will be happy
to answer questions at an open meet-
ing. If he is unwilling to take one of

these steps then I suggest he keep his

criticisms to himself since he won't

back them up in public.

—Paul MacRae

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

Editor

News Editor

Review Editor

Associate Review Editi

City Editor

Features Editor
Sports Editor

Makeup
SAC Editor

Cable Editor

Photo Editor

Executive Assistant
Advertising Manager
Editorial Offices

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

Paul MacRae
Sherry Brydson
Michael .Ignatieff

' Rod MickJeburgh
Oave Frank
Sue H elwig
Phil Bingley 923 40S3
Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
Sue Reisler

Tim Koehler
Anne Boody
Carol Cooper 923 8171
91 St George. 2nd floor
923 8741 923 8742
91 St George. 1st floor

The Varsily was founded in

1880 and is published by the

Students Adminisirative Council

of the University of Toronto

Printed by Web Offset Publica

tions Ltd Opinions enpressed ir

this newspaper are not neces

sanly those of the Students

Administrative Council or the

administration of the university

Authonied as Second Oass
Mail by the Post Office Depart

merit. Ottawa, and for payment
of Postage in cash

like this is the first time and nod is hard-

tried cupping and we just cant decide what
kind of bier to gal golden shouts the edit,

and lager shouts harrieft who had boon re-

fused not for the firsttime. angetas whitney
doetnt want to go but if she doesnt theres

no show, aggi are you always surrounded by
boys and soup pinking engineers -? larry is a
star and lit loo cbc we luv u and helen too
saved yours truly some work while rosemary
and tynn are laying around to see but ask
not bingtey and cowan whom no one con
see not even the review where r u? bye
chaster anne travelling brian and ampersand
loo. if all is not as it aught it is cause i forgot

sighed v c d.



COMMENT

SAC'S GSU Problem
By BRIAN JOHNSON
Varsity SAC Editor

".
. . one man on the chessboard

gets up and tells you where to go
. .

when logic and proportion
have fallen stony dead . . . and the
white knight is talking backwards,
and the red queen's lost her
head..."

White Rabbit— Surrealistic Pillow

The vision of a destroyed Stu-

dents' Administrative Council . .

.

ideals and ethics smashed, a stu-

dent movement without a govern-
ment or an electorate ... I have
never seen a more frightening

SAC meeting than last Wednes-
day's.

The scene was suitably austere
in Seely Hall, Trinity College,

where SAC was doing a little

soul-searching over the Graduate
Student Union request to with-

draw.

By referendum, mass meeting,

and just about every other con-

ceivable form of decision-mak-

ing, the GSU has chosen to leave

SAC. But many members of SAC
are not prepared to accept that

decision.

SAC President Steve Langdon

declared it would be impossible

for GSU to withdraw. How could

SAC deny them its services?

How could it stop them from

reading The Varsity? How could

it stop them from looking at

cheerleaders at football games?

So Langdon suggested a sweep-

it-under-the-rug committee com-

posed of a lot of reasonable peo-

ple. And the idea of the commit-

tee was passed, but not without

some ugly debate.

Langdon and Bob Rae (IV UC)

are aligned as the dual protagon-

ists of the cause for SAC unity.-

. . . Langdon listing SAC serv-

ices and searching in vain for

reasons that aren't there . .

.

. . . Then GSU President John

Winter flattening it all with the

reminder that the majority of

graduate students want to with-

draw and will withdraw. .

.

. . . Rae, usually the rational

tactful diplomat, giving a pom-

pous, unreasoned argument. (It

would not be right, proper, or

possible for GSU to withdraw.)

Laughter from- Winter

huddled with his machiavellian

reactionaries.

BLACK COMEDY

The scene was amusing at

first, but it was black comedy. I

felt as if SAC were losing con-

trol. It was mad. Winter was sit-

ting there with a smirk that

warns of the inevitable. He al-

ways has the last card.

Where's the master of logic

and analysis. Surely he can find a

reason to prevent the with-

drawal? Where is Andy Werrack?

"This is all metaphysical

bullshit,"-he said, "-all this talk

about community.''

And he was dead serious.

DESTROY SAC

In a brilliant but frightening

speech he painted black the idea

of community at this university.

Onlv three decent eating places

for "a university of 30,000. No

place for the engineers to eat. No

campus centre. Students who

hate other students. The unity is

metaphysical; the reality ugly.

The only community, he said, is

created by SAC and by the Var-

sity, a SAC publication.

But the GSU withdrawal could

destroy SAC. It would set a
precedent that would allow Engi-

neering, Medicine, Law. Trinity,

Victoria to leave—as SAC weak-
ens, fragmentation increases.

SAC could snowball itself out of

existence. And where would the

student movement be? SAC was
faced with a dilemma and wait-

ing for the answer.

I thought Wernick might then

say GSU couldn't withdraw, be-

cause it would destroy what little

community there is, and. more
important, damage the student

movement.
But then he told us SAC had to

accept the withdrawal — by the

very ideal of democracy by
which it was elected.

Langdon, usually cool and re-

served, lashed out at Wernick.

He tried to reply to Wernick's

negativism with words like "can-

not" and "impossible". Langdon

was furious: he thought Wernick

was trying to smash SAC.

Then it all began to fit into

place. The Langdon-Wernick con-

flict was out in the open for the

first time, and it was over the

different approaches to the stu-

dent movement, as I pointed out

a few weeks ago.

No matter what kind of stu-

dent movement Langdon would

like, as SAC President, he is

bound by an electorate, a factor

that can limit the radicalization

process by election, impeach-

ment, or withdrawal. SAC is a

student government, or, at best,

a student union. Langdon's con-

ception of a student movement is

directed by political necessity:

compromise and delay are his

only tactics in dealing with the

GSU.

STUDENT MOVEMENT

Andy Wernick a more fluid

student movement. It's a sponta-

neous feeling among students

that is fostered by the ideology

and tactics of an organization

like the Toronto Student Move-
ment For Wernick. the destruc-

tion of SAC would not be the end

of the student movement.
The reality began to make

sense, but as it did. the irony

doubled: Paul Fromm (III SCM)
sided with Wernick

Even that made sense. Al-

though the two men are on op-

posite ends of the political spec-

trum, they might agree on a

common cause—the destruction

of SAC. Fromm would want to

crush it to hamper radicalism:

Wernick might want to crush it

lo redirect the student movement
into the TSM. (Wernick left the

SAC executive three weeks ago

to devote more time to the

TSM. I

When I later asked Wernick

why he favoured accepting the

GSU withdrawal for democratic

idealism, he said. "It's not ideal-

ism; it's politics."

He's right. If SAC forces the

GSU to stay in, it will be com-
mitting political suicide.

Unfortunately Langdon and

Rae haven't got a leg to

stand on. GSU has the demo-

cratic right to be wrong.

SAC's only argument is the

constitutional one. By char-

ter, SAC includes GSU.
There is no provision for

withdrawal. But one can be

made: constitutions can be

amended.

SAC's only tactic so far has

been delay — thus the com-

mittee.

SAC's only hope is persuad-

ing GSU that it would be fool-

ish to withdraw. And it

would. Graduates would lose

SAC services — the Varsity,

Varsity Radio, low-priced

tickets for SAC sponsored

events, SAC chartered flights,

inclusion in the student direc-

tory. Not bad for $12.

(continued on page 4)

J CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
^ 1
«l^^pf Calgary, Alberta

J ^Hj^ offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews on

November 12

for

\
POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES

*

Honours Geological

Geological Engineering

Physics and Geology

- Summer employment only

Summer employment only

• Summer employment in

geology and geophysics

Geophysics (AllOptions) - Summer employment in

• nonnliue i /— cgeophysics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

MAY BE MADE THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S

PLACEMENT OFFICE

581 Spadina Avenue. (Corner Willcocks)

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST JOSEPH TORONTO

925-1736 Free del,.ery within I block of premises
We specialize in New York and New England style pizza and
home-made spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN

A FREE PIZZA WITH EVERY FIVE TO TAKE OUT

COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY

GOVERNMENT - CUG?
"I believe that the report of this committee will have

a profound influence on the academic structure of the

entire university community in Canada."

Claude Bissell.

ELECTION OF STUDENT MEMBERS
Four students to be elected, one of whom shall be a

graduate student.

NOMINATIONS OPEN NOW!

CLOSE FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15 at 5 p.m.

Nomination forms available from SAC Office.

CAMPUS-WIDE ELECTIONS TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26.

QUEEHS
come foKiijtfston with

th£ FOOTBALL BLUES
tickets available:

SAC OFFICE

ENGINEERING STORES

BUSES LEAVE FRONT CAMPUS - 10ail

BUSES RETURNFRWMCSTW-6pa

Saturday;m. 9°

(regular price %5a)

SPECIAL §S-^
AUDITIONS

DRAMA CENTRE STUDIO PRODUCTION

WOYZECK
MONDAY:

TUESDAY:

WEDNESDAY:

THURSDAY:

FRIDAY:

Victoria - Music Room 2:00-4:00 p.m.

UC - J C R

Trinity - Seeley Hall

NEW College, Rm 75

Trinity - Seeley Hall

5:00-6:30 p.m.

5:00-6:30 p.m.

5:00-6:30 p.m.

4:00-6:00 p.m.

APPLICATIONS INVITED FOR PRODUCER

Further information: 925-7169.

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts

English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Miry Da,e s,°". B A

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. card»
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ARTS and SCIENCE
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS

Students interested in obtaining professional training in

public accounting leading to qualification as a Chartered

Accountant, are invited to discuss career opportunities

with our representatives who will be on campus on the

following dates:

MONDAY, TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 11, 12 & 13
Engineering students will also be interviewed on the

morning of:

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
Positions are available in offices

of our Firm throughout Canada.

Further information and arrange-

ments for interviews are available

through the Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient,

please contact us at 366-2551.

Mcdonald, currie & co.
Chartered Accountants

COMMERCE
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS

Students interested in obtaining professional training

in public accounting leading to qualification as a

Chartered Accountant, are invited to discuss career

opportunities with our representatives who will be on

campus on the following dates:

MONDAY, TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 11, 12 & 13
Positions are available in offices

of our Firm throughout Canada.

Further information and arrangements

for interviews are available through

the Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient, please

contact us at 366 — 2551.

Mcdonald, currie & co.

Chartered Accountants

HOW HOT IS A DEGREE?
A PANEL DISCUSSION ON THE VALUE OF

A UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
TIME SUNDAY NOV. 10 1:00 PM

PLACE DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE
PANELISTS:

DR. J. SAWATSKY
Industrial Psychologist

PROF. D.F. FORSTER
Vice-Provost and Executive
Assistant to the President
of the University of Toronto

MR. R. BOSSIN
Student Leader

MRS. E. KILBORN
inuirrinu Former Associate of

ADMISSION Innis College

FREE (NOT $1.50 AS ADVERTISED)

F.U.OFT.

TODAY

1 p.m.

Engineer's role in society, Room
116, Galbraith bide.

7 p.m.

Films. Music room, Hart House.

8 p.m.

Ideas of primitive religions. Room
205, Rochdale.
The Blues (black music, culture

and history). Bickersteth room, Hart

House.
Marxist economics (John Rown-

treei. 151 Spadina Road, Apt. 2.

THURSDAY

5:15 p.m.

Latin America, the culture of un-

derdevelopment. D'Arcy Martin.

Room 2127. Sidney Smith.

7 p.m.

Jung: religion and mythology.

North sitting room, Hart House.

Beaver (like Aardvark), Innis II,

n3 St. Georee.

8 p.m.

Cuba (the politics of the revolu-

tions Music room, Hart House.
Black magic and witchcraft. Room

iOl. Nursing bldg.. Russell and St.

George.

CHINESE
MUSJCSCUUTUWL
ENTERTNKMEUT

miW HI) E»B)!M«ltM»j,

HSSfi.EMB SHE SU

DATE NOV IB,E8.83D>«

TICKET $I-7S EACH BNLV
itltewiKiO/IAI student ctntrt

(33,StOBM«Jt, Til ftt-ltUi
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'/: CARAT DIAMONDS

$200.00
$300.00
$400.00
$500.00

Depending on

COLOUR. CUT. CLARITY

w. ai. oifiecr a.mond <)..>«<

ttlHima wife "rig. of him *nd
qu.hti*. You c.n boy you, aooag.
mini una oo . OIRECT b.u. with
n.- connd.nc. th.t .11 mIm at. .c-

-1 with

A A clMt *nd conci.. , ..wi.tr.

G A i..i...ir.t w.lu.tnn lot Iniu.srvc*

C Full i.lund p»vil.g*l

ASK FOR OUfi FflEE BOOKLET THE RIGHT*
FUNG FOP. THE LEFT HAND TELLS VOU
WHAT TO LOOK FOR AND EXPECT WHEN
VOU INVEST IN A DIAMOND

H. PROCTOR tV CO.
Diamond and Gem D-alora 921-7702

131 Bloor St. W. Suito 416

Fromm impeachment fails

A move to impeach F. Paul Fromm, SAC member for St.

Michael's College, has fallen flat.

According to Joe Blonde, (II SMC) leader of SFEAR,
students For Effective and Acceptable Representation, the

move "engendered considerable bad feeling ".

"People feel he is a constructive force on campus," said

Blonde.

Fromm is also president of the campus Edmund Burke
society.

"We got about half the number of signatures we needed,"
commented Blonde, "but many people felt they didn't want
to rock the boat."

What now? "We've given up," says Blonde. "If Fromm
does something that excessively angers people, it will be up
to them to act."

VARSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
The Public Relations committee of the Varsity Board of

Directors is available to deal with serious complaints relat-

ing to The Varsity. Complaints should be submitted in writ-

ing to:

Varsity Board of Directors

Public Relations Committee
c-o The Varsity

91 St. George St.

Toronto 5.

CLASSIFIED
BAHAMAS — Dec 27 - Jan. 2 - 7

days - $195.00. Includes: Jet return,

transportation, hotel acc , transfers. Con-

tact C.U.S,. 44 St, George. Toronto 5.

Ont Tel 921-261 1

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H. Proctor and

Co. 131 Bloor St. W, Suite 416. 921-

7702

EXPERIENCED legal secretary will type
theses, tech. papers, etc. at home. Elec-

tric typewriters. Phone 233-6801,

EXP*D TYPIST in student essays and
theses, electric typewriter, 25c a page.
See Ruth. 341 Bloor St. W Apt. 1503
or call 920,-1078.

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM, quiet student

or teacher. Share bathroom, kitchen,

laundry room. Phone, linen, cleaning pro-

vided. $15 weekly. Walking distance to

University. 925-1384 evening.

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suits, coats, sport-

swear, tuxedos, tails, etc. FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church St..

366-4221,

PLUG INI TURN ONI Come to the
Electrical Hustling Dance. Drill Hall.

Nov. 8,

ROOM AND BOARD in quiet pleasant

home close to bus and subway. Phone
489-6766 after six,

STUDENT'S DREAM owned by stew
ardess. Low mileage, new transmission,

new brakes. Private 223-4311.

TYPING: (electric machine distinctive

type) Theses, essays, etc. — fast, accu-
rate, personalized service, reasonable

Miss Irene Kenyon. 224 St George St..

Apt. 404. Telephone 923-4011 day or

evening.

CAREERS AT CGE
for

Graduates in Arts,

Business Administration

and Commerce

Canadian General Electric's FINANCIAL MAN-
AGEMENT PROGRAM provides an opportunity to

pursue a challenging and rewarding career. The broad

diversification of the Company and its decentralized

organization provide a dynamic environment for self-

development and an opportunity throughout your

career to move -not only across functions but also

amongst product businesses.

Graduates have the opportunity to advance rapidly

through an "on the job" rotation training program

while participating in the Company's formalized

Business Training Course.

A Company, recruiting officer will visit

your campus to conduct interviews on

:

NOVEMBER 12

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC



HERE AND NOW
TODAY AND THURSDAY

All Day
Audition applications for drama

centre production of The Visit by
Durrenmatl. Henry Tarvainen. direc-
tor. Lighting, costumes, set-building
people may also sign up. Notice
board. Hart House theatre.

TODAY
9- 11 a.m.

An exhibition of photographs by
Paul Carter. The butter)

. Trinity.

12:10 p.m.
Film: Physics of Underwater

sound. Cartoon: The Violinist.
I.E.E.E. Mtg. Room G 248.

1 p.m.
Fine art club trip. Lecture and in-

formation on Boston by Prof. Brooks.
>>th floor, Sidney Smith.

Young socialists membership
meeting. Very important executive
elections. Discussion of a big new
project. Room 2131 Sidney Smith.
Yavneh — Rabbi S. Gold will be

-peaking about Utopia in the Bible.

Room 2129, Sid Smith.

Classical concert with Faculty of

Music ensemble. Ladies welcome.
Music room. Hart House.

Graduates of Bathurst Heights
Secondary School meet to discuss
protest at today's commencement.
Room 1071, Sid Smith.

3:30 p.m.

Daniel Massey, co-star of "Star",

son of Raymond, nephew of Vincent,

related to Hart, pretender to the

throne of Bohemia, will hold an in-

formal discussion with all those in-

terested in film, theatre, and hier-

archy. Music room. Hart House. La-

dies invited.

fi p.m.
Freshmen Fellowship: singing and

-earchmg. Doug Long folk sings and
H obi n Gui ness searches . Luthera

n

centre.

7:30 p.m.
The psychology student union pre-

eents a counter-course seminar with
Dr. Wideman on "Fsychotherapy".
seminai for all who signed up for

Group I. Room 75, New College.

Hebrew Conversation for begin-
ners Run by the student Zionist or-

ganization. Room 208, Rochdale Col-

lege.

8 p.m.
The crown jewels of Iran: talk by

Dr. Victor Mien. Ladies welcome if

accompanied by members. Library,
Hart House.

8:15 p.m.
Descartes' ontological argument:

paper by Prof. Robert Imlay. Alumni
hall, Victoria college.

THURSDAY
10 a.m.

Gary Perly, chairman, Canadians
for the N.L.F. will be on trial for

obstructing police' during the April

27 demonstration. He could get two
years. Come. Court 31, Old City Hall.

1 p.m.

Yavneh — Rabbi N, Rabinowitz:
The Jewish concept of heart trans-

plants. Room 2129, Sidney Smith.

What is at stake: Bram Stoker
describes the internal situation in the

Balkans. Room 6156, The Grauniad.

The Isotope Shifts and isomer
-hiH> in muomc atoms Room 103.

McLennan physical labs

NDP meeting: guest speaker:
Donald McDonald. Ontario leader.
Uoom 1083. Sidney Smith.
CL'SO information meeting. Open

to all those interested in serving
overseas for two years. CL'SO office

33 St. George.

Progressive Conservative club
meeting to discuss ways and means
of Caiedon conference All members
should be present. Room 1078. Sidney
Smith.

1:10 p.m.
Sermons from science film: Sign

posts aloft. Shown at Expo. All wel-
come. No charge. Room 3. New Aca-
demic bldg . Victoria.

4:10 p.m.
Double Beta Decay: talk by Prof.

C. S. Wu. Room 102, McLennan Phys-
ical labs.

5 p.m.
Hellenic university society regular

monthly meeting to complete plans

for Greek night 68. ISC. 33 St.

George.

6:45 p.m.
Victoria college bridge club meet-

ing: duplicate bridge. Wymilwood.

7:30 p.m.
The symmetry in physics: talk by

Prof. W. T Sharp. Room 203, New
Physics.

8 p.m.

Student power debate: Andy Wer-
mck vs. Paul Fromm. Dining hall,

New College.

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
NOV. 7-16th

THE FAN
by Goldoni, translated by Fuller

FINAL PERFORMANCE TONIGHT

THE CHANGELING
by Middleton & Rowley

with Frances Hyland and William Needles

directed by Leon Major

Student Prices - Monday to Thursday SI, 50 - Friday & Saturday $2.00

Curtain 8:30 Box Office 928-8668

A.T.S. - G.S.U.
presents a

JOB FORUM
ON

Employment Conditions for Prospective University Teachers

Seminar topics include:

Main Speakers:

Saturday November 9

* Salaries

• Academic Freedom and Tenure

* University Government and Faculty

Power

* Professor B. Etkin

• Professor J.B. Milner

• Professor R.A. Greene

10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Sidney Smith Hall

Registration fee of St. (covers forum, light lunch and all

printed matter) should be paid immediately to the Executive

Assistant in the Graduate Students' Union. 16 Bancroft

Ave. Deadline for registration is TODAY. November 6.

For further information phone 928-2391.

BRITISH SCIENTISTS

TALK STRAIGHT WITH

Thinking of returning to the U.K. ? Get in touch with
the team of ICI scientists visiting your campus
shortly. They will tell you about jobs available now,
where these are, how much they pay and what the
housing situation is. If you've only just arrived, drop
in just the same for a chat about your future
prospects.

ICI's recruiting team nov. I ith. - 12 a.m.
will visit your campus on

MR. A. HEAORICK
Contact them through Placement Service

58
1 Spadina Ave.

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••f
Applicants are now beinq accepted for the

?NEW COLLEGE WOMEN'S
RESIDENCE

(WILSON HALL RESIDENCE)
Who is eligible ? Any woman student of the Uni-

versity of Toronto, regardless of

College or Faculty.

Fees? For students in Arts and Science, and most

other Faculties, the Residence fee will be

$525.

When? A large section of the Residence will be

available for occupancy on January 5.

Application Forms? Pick them up at Room 130, New
College, 9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

and 1:30 p.m. — 5 p.m., Mon-

day to Friday. J

Priority will be given to early applicants.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A****
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TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS
RESEARCH A PROBLEM ?

LET US HELP VOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO MID NOVEMBER. LEARNTO

USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY AND EASILY. SIGN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL

NEAR THE CATALOGUE INF OR •

MATION DESK.

elliot's place

"HOME OF GROOVY FASHIONS"

Toronto's only discount boutique

fcMade to Measure Ready to Wear)

Special this month:

Cordoroy pants S5.00

Pure wool sailor pants 9.00

359 Yonge St.

"Upstairs"

364-5657

/For the latest in imported fashions at Discount Prices.l

SAC PLANS ACTION

More OSAP hangups
As the academic year pro-

gresses and wallets get thin-

ner, more students are feel-

ing the pinch from the stiffer

Ontario Student Awards Pro-

gram rules.

A typical case is that of the

co-ed whose parents refused

to fill out their part of the

OSAP form.

OSAP wasn't very sympa-
thetic.

the flower growers

BOOKS

FERTILIZE

YOUR

HEAD

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
BOOKSTORES

Dear Miss X,
October 7, 1968

I am returning your application for a student

award.

As you know, we submitted your application to

the Department of University Affairs for special

consideration as an independent student but regret-

tably this was denied. In the words of the Depart-

ment of University Affairs ".
. .it is the parents'

decision as to whether they wish their daughter to

be educated or not. It is not the role of the Depart-

ment of University Affairs as representatives of the

Government of Ontario to step in where the parent

does not wish us to. Therefore, this application

must be rejected unless the parent is willing to fill

out the appropriate sections."

I am sorry to have to convey disappointing news,

and hope that it might be possible for you to find

other means of financing your final year.

Yours sincerely,

(Miss) Lois Reimer
Director, U of T Office of Student Awards.

For students like Miss X—
or anyone who couldn't get

enough money to live on this

year—and for students who
don't need OSAP but who

support universal accessibili-

ty, SAC will hold a mass
meeting Remembrance Day,

Nov. U, to plan further ac-

tion.

SToP THE Wofy?
1 WANT ToGET OFF

no.

CAN YOU STOP THE WORLD ?

the world has been turning
too long and too fast

we're stopping the woild
for four days and four nights

can you ?

join us

Hart House Theatre nov. 20-23

submit your suggestions

tickets $200 $2.50 on sale around campus
Page 10 — THE VARSITY. Wednesday. November 6. 1968



INTERFAC RQUNDAP

• Eagerbeaver Feaver PHE cleaver
scored the

By GELLIUS and
JOHN CAMERON

IACROSSE (Fr., "Rosse Lake)

Feaver (no relation to the

McCoy's song of that name),
Reid, Connely, Trafford and
Adams scored as PHE A beat
SMC, 5-2. Battling Bulger had
both SMC goals.

Scar beat Meds B, 7-5. Bar-
tholomew McCubbin, Hervey,
Healy (2), and Flaming
Fleming (3) hit for the win-
ners. (Scar; v. supra). Lowe,
Minaker (3) and Ward replied
for Meds B.

SOCCER!

I Davey's goal gave Jr. Eng.
a 1-0 victory over Emm.

Heikurinen led For past
Dents 1-0.

Arch Nova (Dave Frank
wins a bound copy of Paul
MacRae for the best sugges-
tion in to-day's column)
blanked Trin B, 3-0. Sepyka
(2; did I tell you about the
Sepyka tank at my cottage?)

and Rudenko
goals.

Astaphan (a kind of Rus-
sian hat) scored as SMC and
Meds drew. l-l. Our reporter
(Jwertyuiopus, was unable to
ascertain the name of the
SMC scorer.

VOLLEYBALL

Innis over Trin
Innis 11 over PHE B
UC over Meds B
Move over Rover let Jim-

my take over
Dents C over Meds D
SMC over New

RUGGER

Scar beat Innis by default.

Trin took SMC (dope
fiends), 8-3. Bryan (3) and
Whalley (5) scored for Trin,

Johnson for SMC.
Simpson's points were the

margin (was the marginlcf.
"the wages of sin is the mar-
gin") in UC's 3-0 shut-out of

Trin.

Filly Blues field shinny champs
Bully! Bully! — A familiar sight last Friday and Saturday

as centre campus was converted to a Field Hockey pitch to
host the final round of the Intercollegiate Field Hockey Tour-
nament.

Going into this round, Toronto and MacMaster were tied for
first place by virtue of their five previous victories. The big
game between these two teams was on Friday morning.
A sluggish, scoreless first half seemed to indicate that the

game could go to either team. However, early in the second
half, Toronto broke through with 2 goals from Sue Long and
Sue Allingham which remained unanswered by McMaster dur-
ing the rest of the game.

9 With McMaster defeated, Toronto needed two more victo-
ries to win the tournament. On Friday afternoon, the Bluettes
managed to defeat MacDonald College 1-0. On Saturday, To-
ronto was assured of a tournament-win by defeating Western
3-0. .

Special mention goes to two of the team members. In a nine
game season, Sharon Wilson, the goalie, allowed only two
goals, and Joan Stevenson, the centre forward, managed to

drive home 19 goals of the total 40 scored by Toronto this

year.

University Co liege

Public Lectures Series 1968 - 69

FIRST LECTURE

Johann Joachim Winckelmann, 1717 — 1718

Wolfgang Leppman

Department of German

Thursday, Nov. 7, at 4:10 p.m.

West Hall, University College

FITNESS
Improve your physical fitness through Swimming (Hart House)

. Stroke Improvement

. Individual Programme

. Professional Supervision

For further information see pool supervisors or phone

Dove Moore 231 -9321

PHE and Scar drew with-

out scoring.

FOOTBALL

The Victoria College ma-
chine rolled to its 4th consec-
utive victory without a defeat
last Friday as they crushed
St. Mike's 31-7. St. Mike's,

due for an upset after whip-
ping Phys. Ed. and Engineer-
ing, couldn't get untracked
while Vic could do nothing
wrong. Touchdowns by
Myers, Kartna, Fairgrieve,
and Kristenson and a field

goal and 4 converts by P.

Marshall made up the Vic
scoring. St. Mike's major was
scored by Jim Doyle after a
missed field goal was fum-
bled by a Vic player.

The Faculty of Dentistry
clinched first spot in Group C
as they rolled over Trinity 25-

0. Meds lead Group B with a
4-0 record after trouncing UC
32-6. Should they meet St.

Mike's in the semi-final, the
Doctors will have their hands
full. St. Mike's is capable of

playing much better football

than they showed against Vic.

If Brian MacConnell keeps up
his power running and quar-
terback Jim Poland can find

his excellent receivers the

Micks will give the Doctors
some aches and pains of their

own.

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75$.
Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

SPORTS SCHEDULES • WEEK OF NOV. 11

1
FOOTBALL (80 lonce ol leogue schedule)

• Moo. Nov. 1

1

3.00 West For v» D«nt
* Tues 12 3.00 West vs Vic
J 3.00 Eost f,"in" vs

Wed 13 3.00 West u.c. vs Scar
fm

3.00 Eost PHE vs St. M
Thur 14 3.00 West Med New
RUGGER (Solon co of leogue sch edule)

Mon Nov. 11 12.30 Wo st Med. A vs Innis
1.15 Eost U.C. vs Eng. II

• Tues Nov. 12 1.15 Eost Emmon vs St. M.
Wad 13 1.15 Wosi Trin. A

1.15 Eost Innis
Thur 14 1.15 Eosf St. M.
Fri 15- 12.30 West PHE vs Med. A

1.15 West Scor vs Eng. 1

1.15 Eost Vic
Mon 18 1.15 Wosl lnn?s°" PHE

1.15 Eost Vic vs W,c
Tots 19 1.15 Wast Eng. II Trin. B

1.15 Eost Trlr>. A

SOCCER (Bolonc 0 of leog uo scha dole)

Mon Nov. 1

1

12.30 North Vie vs PHE . A
12.30 South Emmon New
4.00 North PHE. B Med. B
4.00 South Arch St. M. B

Tues 12 12.30 North Dent Innis
4.00 North St. M. Grod. Stud
4.00 South Lav, U.C.
3.30 Sco, Knos vs Scor

Wed 13 12.30 North Jr. Eng vs For
4.00 North Sr. Eng vs Med. A

Thur Id 12.30 North Eng. IN vs Trin. B
4.00 North PHE. A Trin. A

Fri IS 12.30 North Si. M. B vs Wye

Woods
Woods
MocDonnell
Henry
Apse
Woods
McAliiter
Led son
Hond
Hand
Apso
MacDonnell

,

Wraw

icellora

Hobbs
Com
Sin

Gero
Homatidis
Kolmon
Nepoliuk
Lefkos
L.fkoi
Gero
Simmondi
Kalmon
Cancellara

• LACROSSE - In orde

3 one week brook
rose

GETTING ElitiAGED?
Tho sine or weight of o Diomond
is One factor that occounfs for
its value. There ore of least three
others of equal importance. Our
free booklet "The Day You Buv
a Diamond- gives information on
what you should expect and get
when you invest in a Diamond.
You CAN buy on o Direct Basis.

H. PROCTOR & CO.
DIAMOND AND GEM DEALERS,
131 BLOOR ST. W.. SUITE 416.

TORONTO

Tues
W.d
Thur

ed f

Nov

for basketball teams to gel organlied,
' break in schedule. The following tin

practices & exhibition gomes.

11 1.00, 3.00, 4.00 & 8.00 am
12 8.00 am
13 1.00

14 8.00 om, 6.30

15 4.00

VOLLEYBALL
Mon Nov 11 5.30 PHE. B vs Med. D. Glassman
Tues 12 1.00 For B Med. C Classman

7.30 Innis II For. C Howes
3.30 Eng. II

PHE. '

Med. A Howes
Wed 13 6.00 Eng. 1 McN.ven

7.00 Dent. A Vic. 1 McNi.en
Thur 14 7.00 Phorm VI Vic. II Cosman

9.00 Dent. B vs U.C. Cosmon
HOCKEY - Schedu e for first we ek has bet n distributed.

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS
10 Home Games $1.50 - The best buy on the campus

VARSITY ARENA WITH THE NEW LOOK:

1. Wire netting removed from end zones.

2. Clear plexiglass protection all around cushion.

3. Players' benches and penalty box remodelled.

4. Timers' bench modernized.

5. New women's washroom at north-west corner.

6. New floor and refrigeration pipes for perfect ice.

1968-69 SCHEDULE

Nov. 29

Dec. 6

Dec. 13

Jan. 10

Jan. 15

Loyola

Windsor

Western

McMaster

Waterloo

Jan. 31

Feb. 14

Feb. 15

Feb. 19

Feb. 21

Guelph

McMaster

Montreal

Waterloo

Laurentian

Tickets will be sold at VARSITY STADIUM, Devonshire Place:

TODAY- ALLOTMENT SALE AT GATES 3,5 & 8 FROM 10:00 AM-6:00 PM
Tickets have been allotted to all colleges and faculties according to registration.

One guest book may be purchased per A.T.L. card and not more than three cards

may be presented by one student. Students must ascertain at which of the three

wickets the tickets for their own faculty are being sold. Signs are posted at

each wicket.

THURS. NOV. 7 - GATE 8, 10:00 AM
Any tickets left over from the allotment sale wil

served basis.

be sold on a first come first
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Alboini and pride boost Blues

M

1

By JIM COWAN

Chalked on the blackboard

in Blues' dressing room this

week is the stark legend.

Queens 35, Blues 0. Below it

is printed, Blues 36, Queens 0.

Underneath both is written

one word, in capital letters

and underlined, PRIDE.
The first score refers, of

course, to the October 5 drub-

bing Blues took from Golden
Gaels, while the second is a

prediction of Saturday's game
in Kingston. And Pride, well,

that's what it's all about.

"There's no way they're 35

points better than us," Blues
diminuitive quarterback Vic

Alboini said yesterday.

"They're not better than us

at all!"

Alboini is probably the
most improved player in the

league this year. After get-

ting off to a slow start, he
settled down to work long and
hard hours under the direc-

tion of the coaching- staff,

particularly assistant coach
Dave Copp.

The results are obvious.

After last Saturday's game
against McGill, Alboini's

passing record for the season
stands at 51 completions in

101 attempts, pushing him
over the 50 per cent mark for

the first time this year. He
has passed for 11 touchdowns.
"You can sum it up in con-

fidence," said assistant coach
Dave Copp last night. "We've
spent a lot of time on the

pass offence. We run a fairly

complex offence and Vic has
a tremendous command of it.

He's a very intelligent ball-

player."

Alboini himself feels the
whole Blues offence has im-
proved. His unfamiliarity
with his receivers at the be-
ginning of the season was a
major cause of the team's
dismal pass offence, a facet
of the game where, as Alboini

said yesterday, "one little

mistake can make everyone
look bad."

Rookie John Chapman, who
will miss Saturday's contest
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because of a knee injury, said

of Alboini, "He's like a re-

ceiver himself. He tells you
what you should be doing . .

.

in no uncertain terms."

Split-end Eric Walter, one

of Alboini's favourite targets

this season, said of the quar-

terback, "There's no one who
works harder. He's always
out there throwing the ball.

And now he's getting to know
our personnel and the other

teams' defenses."

Blues, like Queens, allow

the quarterback to call most
of the plays during a game.
"He gets advice when he
comes to the bench, but he
calls most of the plays him-
self," said Copp. "We proba-

bly haven't sent in half a
dozen plays all season."

The system suits Alboini to

a 'T'. "I like calling my own
plays," he said, "because I'm
in the game situation and can
tell what's happening. Sure
the spotters help, but I can
usually see who's blitzing,

blocking, and so on."

Which brings up the point

that Alboini, at 5' 10" and 160

lbs., is pretty small as quar-
terbacks go. Usually this

would be compensated for

Photos by DON HOBSBAWN

with roll-out patterns, but

Alboini is basically a drop-

back type of passer. "I don't

find I have that much trouble

seeing my receivers," he ex-

plains.

This is Alboini's third year

with the Varsity Blues. His

first season was spent as

understudy to Bryce Taylor

and last season he was side-

lined early with a leg injury.

Even so, in the two league

games he did play, he com-
pleted 22 or 40 passes for five

touchdowns.

Saturday could be the big-

gest test the little QB has

faced. "We've got to be up
for the game, and our defense
has to be strong," said Alboi-

ni as he dressed for Tues-

day's practice. "We have to

run the ball, with enough
passing to keep their defense
honest."

All of which sounds like a
pretty winning type of formu-
la.

ATLANTIS

RISES

Phil

Bingley
V.. !

. . . Quarterback Vic Alboini
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Varsity Hockey 1968

One cold winter day last year, I sat in the office of one of

my professors and listened intently as he analyzed the short-

comings of this newspaper's coverage of intercollegiate hock-

ey. "Every year," said he, "I read in The Varsity that al-

though Blues have a stacked team, the coach thinks that they

will have a tough time beating their next opponents. Then, I

go to the hockey game on Friday night and watch as Toronto
wins by ten goals.

I am inclined to agree with this man that pessimism on the

part of coaches and cub reporters can be a lot of phoney bolo-

gna. However, can you imagine what a bunch of over-confi-

dent prima donnas a coach would be faced with if he started

to pop off about how great his team was?
And, as far as crystal ball writers go, calling a team to win

by large margins is just a lot of unnecessary crap. Therefore,

reports on the progress of Blue and White puck-chasers this

season will consist of conservative, middle-of-the-road stories

printed on asbestos lined paper. (No one is going to burn up

our sporty chef d'oeuvres).

THE TEAM
Back at the rink, coach Tom Watt has collected as fine a

group of shinny talent as is likely to be found on any campus
in Canada. Despite the fact that two first team SIHL all-stars

— defenceman Peter Speyer and goaltender John Wrigley —
Dr. Dafoe Trophy winner Murray Stroud, defencemen Doug
Jones and Bob Hamilton, and rightwinger Brian Jones have
moved on, Watt has more than enough potential in camp to

regain the CIAU national title lost to Alberta Golden Bears
last year.

Paul Laurent, a dream team member in each of his three

seasons at U of T is back, as are wingers Gord Cunningham
and Steve Monteith. Monteith, you'll remember, played for

the 1967-68 Canadian Olympic Team.
Other returnees include winger Bob McClelland, who tied

Laurent for team scoring honours last season, John Gordon,
Brian Tompson and Paul McCann, centres Brian St. John
(first choice of Boston Bruins in last summer's NHL amateur
draft), and Fred Pollard, defencemen Jim Miles and Terry
Parsons, and goaltenders Tom Little and Peter Adamson.
Promising newcomers are centre John Wright, who played

with Toronto Junior Marlboros, winger Mike Boland (St. Mi-
chael's Buzzers), defenceman Brent Swannick (Markham Jun-
iors), winger Len Burman, defencemen Dave Field and Bill

L'Heureux, (both from Western) forwards John Ritchie and
Mike Pederman (from Princeton) and goaltenders Adrian
Watson and Brian Chapman. Marty Zuchotski, a forward
turned defenceman, has also had a good training camp.

THE SEASON
Blues get their first taste of a long rugged schedule when

they travel to Montreal this week-end for games with Univer-
sity of Montreal Carabins (Friday) and Loyola University
Warriors (Saturday).

Montreal was the only SIHL team to blemish Varsity's rec-
ord last season while Loyola edged Blues 1-0 in the first round
of the CIAU national finals held last year in Montreal.
Expansion has hit the SIHL this season and as a result,

Varsity will be facing considerably weaker competition than
they have in the past. Windsor, Carlton and University of Ot-
tawa are the new schools and the rebuilt league will operate
in two six-team divisions.

Toronto will play a fifteen-game schedule (three matches
with each opponent) in the Western section — Windsor, West-
ern, Waterloo, McMaster, Guelph and Blues. The Eastern Di-
vision will include U. of Montreal, Laval, McGill, Queen's
Ottawa and Carlton.

Toronto officials have arranged several exhibition contests
in an attempt to insure player and fan interest throughout the
many one-sided league matches that are likely to take place.

Blues will visit Cornell after Christmas for a one-night
stand with the defending U.S. intercollegiate national cham-
pions. A Minnesota tournament in which the U.S. national
team will be playing is another stop Varsity will make, this
time before the two-week winter vacation.

NOTES
. Ward Passi. a five-time all-star has just had the

cast removed from his leg. Passi tore an achilles tendon in
September but hopes to start skating next week. If all goes
well, Ward may rejoin Blues before the end of the month . .

.

John Wrigley and Peter Speyer are both playing for Orillia of
the Senior OHA league . . . Murray Stroud plays for Colling-
wood in the same loop.



What
POU SCI 328

By TREVOR SPURR

Third year political science

students have successfully
petitioned the political econ-

omy department to have one
of their courses made option-

. al. \
The course. Political Sci-

ence 328, is entitled Quantita-

tive Methods in Social Sci-

ence. Until this week, it was
one of two courses compulso-
ry for the students.

"The people in the course
felt it was irrelevant and the

standard of statistics involved

too low. It could be learned in

^ two months," said a third

year Trinity College student.

"For many students, they

couldn't take enough to be
useful yet it still had to be
studied for," said another
student.

Over 90 per cent of the 39

students in the course signed

the petition. The department
at first offered to make the

course optional if the stu-

dents would submit an essay

instead. After Tuesday's class

even this requirement was
dropped.

The students did not feel

the professor was at fault.

"The professor knew his

stuff all right," said one stu-

dent.

The department had
planned to make the course

optional next year in line

with recommendations of the

Macpherson Report.

* ARCHITECTURE
By LIZ WILLICK

Architects don't think

they're getting their money's

worth. They want to find out

why.

About 80 architecture stu-

dents met yesterday to con-

solidate their grievances into

a list to be presented to the

Architectural Society today.

With approval, it would go on

to the president's advisory

council on academic facili-

ties.

Architecture students pay

the same fees as engineers —
the second highest on campus
— but claim they have re-

ceived nothing comparable to

the elaborate equipment the

engineers are blessed with.

Don McKay (II Arch) said

he understood "that we are

on the bottom of the priori-

ties list on campus."

Dean T. Howarth, said last

night "when we moved into

the present building, we were

taken off the priority list."

Lectures and laboratories

will not be cancelled for

Monday's Remembrance Day

services. In previous years

classes were suspended dur-

ing the service at Soldiers'

Tower, Hart House. This year

the Alumni Association will

lay a wreath at the Tower

and observe two minutes SI-

'S lence at 11 a.m.

did you team in school today?
He can see why students
"can't understand why they
have to put up with the things

they have."

With only three set courses
this year and few formal lec-

tures, students want to spend

more time in their studios,

which they find inadequate

and overcrowded.

The new course structure

puts an increased emphasis

on individual work and audio-

visual teaching methods. The

students want equipped dark-

rooms.

They want to make more
use of empty classrooms and

redecorate their building to

suit themselves.

McKay emphasized that

they do not want "makeshift

things as an excuse for put-

ting off real needs."

After today, the students

will wait one week. If de-

mands are not met, they are

prepared to start talking

about a walkout. Or, if Peter

Boag (III Arch) has his way,

an occupation of the building.

They hope it won't be neces-

sary.

HISTORY 120

Regis Trudel (I SMC) is

one of the many students who
have found that washing out

his ears made no improve-

ments in hearing History 120

lectures in Room 102 of

the Mechanical Building.

"The University should in-

stall an adequate sound sys-

tem in any hall holding over

250 people," says Prof. T.A.

Sandquist, academic secre-

tary of the history depart-

ment. It has done so in Cody

Hall and the Museum, but not

in Room 102.

At present, a small porta-

Using a 300 mm lens Varsity photo editor 91 St. George.

Tim Koehler yesterday afternoon solved the

mystery of the five paper airplanes lodged

in the ceiling of Room 135 in the Old Phys-

ics Building. Acute and perceptive readers

may enter the Paper Plane Contest by

examining the evidence and submitting

their solution c/o Liz Willick. The Varsity,

One clue: there are three reasons.

While Miss Willick was investigating the

mystery beforehand, she was told by Mrs.

Burnett, eight years on the cleaning staff at

OP, "there are no pins or anything, I can't

figure out how they stay there."
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ble mike is installed for ev-

ery lecture in the Mechanical
Building. People sitting to-

wards the back of the hall

can often barely hear the lec-

turer.

Student complaints during

the past two years have led

to history department re-

quests for improvements.

says Prof. Sandquist. which

were passed on to a Presiden-

tial Advisory Committee on

Accommodations and Facili-

ties. Further student letters

were given to Dean A C. Hal-

lett this week, who told The
Varsity that he believes a

new amplifying system is on

order.

Another request is for the

mike to be mobile. Natalie

Davis, who followed Prof.

Zacour as lecturer, says she

feels chained to the floor with

a stationary mike, and will

not use it.

Luckily for History 120 stu-

dents, her voice carries well.

She feels no voice strain yet.

Problems for Bissell's commission
by BRIAN JOHNSON

President Claude Bissell's

Commission on University

Government still has another

roadblock in its way. al-

though the board of governors

has agreed to co-operate with

the commission and send two

non-voting representatives.

This time the interference

is coming from the Graduate

Students Union which de-

mands "its own election for

the graduate student repre-

sentative on CUG. based upon

universal graduate student

franchise."

GSU President John Winter

makes the demand in a letter

yesterday to U of T President

Claude Bissell.

He cited as reasons:

• SAC's failure to consult

the GSU regarding election

procedure.

• low graduate turnout in

any SAC sponsored election,

• election irregularities of

recent SAC elections.

• a confidential memo
from SAC executive assistant

Martha Tracey to SAC Presi-

dent Steve Langdon and Vice-

president Norm Schachar

which Winter described as "a
detailed plan for concealed

interference in graduate stu-

dent affairs.

"I would be negligent in

my duty as GSU President,"

said Winter, "if I allowed

SAC to be involved in the

election of the graduate stu-

dent representative to CUG."
Langdon will meet with Dr.

Bissell Tuesday to try to

reach an agreement.

Meanwhile board of gover-

nors Acting President O.D.

Vaughan assured President's

Council Chairman John H.

Sword in a letter that the

Board would participate in

CUG.
But he expressed dismay at

the blocking of the Board's

proposal for the commission.

"The original proposal of

the President's council had

been frustrated," he said.

"The board accordingly res-

cinded any action that it had

taken in connection with this

committee."
"Now the board is calling

CUG a committee instead of

a commission," said Bob Rae
(IV UC), SAC universities

commissioner. "They are

trying to make it sound less

important because they do

not have voting members on

it."

Mr. Vaughan said, the

board would send two mem-
bers of the board and provide

accommodation and secretar-

ial assistance for the commit-

tee "if and when such a

committee is constituted by

the President's Council."

Meds consider SAC withdrawal

By HARRIET KIDECKEL

Students in the faculty of

medicine are considering

withdrawal from the Stu-

dents' Administrative Coun-

cil.

The Medical Assembly, a

body of 40 medical students,

discussed the value of SAC to

the medical faculty Tuesday.

The assembly has decided to

set up a committee to investi-

gate the problem.

"We are sick and tired of

SAC's pronouncements on
contentious off-campus is-

sues," said John Cowell (III

Meds) a member of the as-

sembly's executive.

The major issue in the

withdrawal is the "matter of

moral decisions SAC is mak-
ing", said meds SAC repre-

sentative, Bryan Tanney (III

Meds). chairman of the

committee to investigate SAC
for the 800 medsmen.
Since the pre-medical

course is being phased out in

favor of a science degree,

Tanney sees Medicine more
as a graduate course.

"We are both geographical-

ly and culturally removed
from the rest of the under-

graduate campus," said Tan-
ney.

He believes SAC does not

provide an adequate link.

The eight-man investigating

committee will report to the

assembly in January.



GETTING ENGAGED?
DIAMONDS MAY BE A
GIRL'S BEST FRIEND....

BUT YOU PAY THE BILL
Wo are "DIRECT" Diamond
dealers, handling loose and
mounted diamonds. Send today
for our FREE BOOKLET. ''The
Right Ring for the Left Hand •

Tells

Ba»is.

what
i lnv<

ct and

HUGH PROCTOR AND CO.
DIAMOND & GEM DEALERS

13) Bloor St. W.
Sulfa 416 Toronto - 921-7702

'Tht Crtfi efct«it SurVrvlftf Chare*

LITTLE

TRINITY
ANGLICAN •

EVANGELICAL
MINISTER)
R*v. HirrT

. RafelOMR
ASSOCIATE!
rof. Thtmn

Mirpwr
SerVlc« II .lit,

ft 1 p.m.

GETTING ENGAGED
Most people shopping for »

diamond find themselves on
unfamiliar ground. Very often
they don't know what to look for

to c ompare values. Our free

booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond" provides factual in-

formation on what you should
xpect and get when you invest

In a dia

H. pr6ctor & CO.
DIAMOND AND GEM DEALERS
13i BLOOR 8T. *., SUITE 4 16,

. TORONTO.

TRINITY
417 W™ a WM at Wataw M

MUmn
Hn. J, tafctrt Witt.

• A. 10
Oraaln: Ma W. Ub

II A.M.

PEACE-Nol Choop.r than Woi"

7.30 P.M.

"ColculrjtarJ Risk"

6:30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

STUDENTS INVITED

MINISTERS:
TW V«y ranr Pi. E. M Hrau

11 AM.
DR. E.M. HOWSE

7:30 PM.
BLOOR STREET

UNITED CHURCH CHOIR

VIVALDI'S GLORIA

Soloist.: Motgorat Zeldman

Doris Brown

Mlmi Gilllos

nd JESU.JOY and TREASURE
by BUXPEHUDE

Soloists: Larry Marshall

Clonn Gardiner

with CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

CLASSIFIED U of T blood drive falling short

BAHAMAS — Dec 27 - Jan 2 - 7

days - $19500 Includes: Jet return,

transportation, hotel acc , transfers

Contact C U S„ 44 St George. Toronto

5. Ont Tel: 921-2611

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H Proctor and
Co 131 Bloor St W . Suite 416. 921-
7702.

MEN'S CLOTHING Taken in trade on
new better, quality suits, coats, sports-

wear tuxedos, tails, etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church St..

366-4221

LARGE PRIVATE ROOM, quiet student

or teacher Share bathroom, kitchen,

laundry room Phone, linen, cleaning pro-

vided $15 weekly Walking distance to

University 925-1384 evening.

EXP'D TYPIST in student essays and
theses, electric typewnter. 25c a page
See Ruth. 341 Bloor St W . Apt 1503
or call 920-1078

ROOM AND BOARD in quiet pleasant

home close to bus and subway Phone
469-6766 after six.

PARKING SPACE for rent Two blocks

north of stadium on Bedford Road. Rea-
sonable monthly rates. Inquire evenings
after six 921-0281

MOSTLY BEAGLE, female puppy (7

wks old) FREE to right family 284-
3119 days. 699-0791 evenings

EXCELLENT opportunity to work in a

creative Hebrew atmosphere this sum -

mer Specialists needed in all areas Sen-

ior and junior counsellors also needed.

Top pay Applicant must speak Hebrew.
Contact Camp Massed 787-0197

ESSAYS, theses — expertly typed on
electric machine Rates most reasonable.
920-2969. 22 Roxborough St. W.. at

Rosedale Subway Stn,

STUDENT TOURS & JOBS IN EU-
ROPE. For a complete description and
application form in a 42 page booklet,

send $2 00 to Gord Allan. 25 Taylor-
wood Dr.. Islington.

APARTMENT TO SHARE, fully fur-

nished 2 bedroom, with one male stu-

dent. $75.00 (free parking), near cam-
pus Graduate student preferred. Call

421 7166

HEARTBREAK, lost one gold watch —
Gruen — twenty-one jewels, on Tuesday
9 o'clock Call Sandee 781-4957 eve

With one day left, only 2697

pints of blood toward a goal of

4224 have been collected. Last
year, 3399 people were "on tap."

Today's clinics are in Sigmund
Samuel (9 am to 4 pm) and the

Duncan Room of the Meds build-

ing (9 am to 5 pm).
The Faculty of Dentistry is

leading in the Blood Cup race; in

one Dents class a fabulous 102

out of 130 people have given.

Other results:

Arch 15

Dents 317

Emm 22

Engineers 361

Food Sci 11

Forestry 71

. 50

.. 9
28

. 77

SGS
Innis

Knox
Law .

Meds
Music 40
New 223
Nursing 80
Pharm 48
PHE 28
POT 35
SMC 434
Trinity 167
UC 281
Vic 246
Wycliffe 4
Staff 15
Misc 37
TOTAL 2697

Export'X

T
REGULAR AND KINGS

1 4

UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHURCH
AND STUDENT CEWTftt

Chaplain

Roste Janeon,

This Sunday "The Meaning of Peace." I 1:00

Is peace a matter of beads, cessation of war, quite-

ness? Are the draft registers chasing an impossible

dream? Is the peace-of-mind cult valid? The Christian

concept of peace is tar different than many of us imagine.

Sunday morning 9:45 Erich Fromm's "Art of Loving"

Sunday evening at 7:00 Psychology of Religion and Heal-

ing of Persons.

QUAKERISM
Quakers subscribe to no creed and have no priests. Each tries to

find his belie* by experience in the silent Meeting for Worship;
all try to implement their common foith in sociol concern ond in

action for peace. It is a demanding woy in which we fall far short,

but if you ore interested in the concept, come to 60 LOWTHER
AVENUE (north of Bloor, east of St. George) any Sunday at J f

a.m. Coffee is usually served after the meeting and there is

time for informal discussion. There is also an active young peoples
group. Phone 921-0368 for more information.

II you're hung up on your holiday break, without enough cash
to get away in style, listen to this: Anyone under 22 can fly

for half fare— on a standby basis— to any Air Canada
destination in North America. All you do is get an I.D. card
($3) that says you're a member of Air Canada's Swing-Air Club.

(Your I.D. card will also be honoured for fare discounts by
other airlines in North America, and for co-operative rates with many hotels.)
Get the details from your Swing-Air campus representative. For flight arrange-
ments, see your Travel Agent. Or
call your local Air Canada office. AIR CANADA®
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
Noon

FU of T — Aardvark (to talk about
whatever baby, everyone welcome)
Advisory Bureau at Spadina and
Huron above the bank.
General meeting of the psychology

student union at Inhis College.
1 p.m.

Meeting of the Innis College Debat-
ing Society in the Innis College II
Council Room.
Apportez les sandwich et causez en

francais avec des amis University
College Room 313.

Department of Geology Films
"Helicopter Canada." Mining Build-
ing, room 128.

'From Tsar to Lenin" Famous
Film. A Powerful portrayal of the
great - October Revolution in 1917
sponsored by Young Socialists.
Women welcome. Music Room, Hart
House.

2 p.m.
Irish Theatre Society: Casting and

Production arrangements by Leon
Major for the Director of the Abbey
Theatre's production of Yeats's
Dreaming of the Bones and Death of
Cuchulti n. St. Michael's College.
Brennan Hall, Room B.

6:30 p.m.
Phallphun — stag or drag Harvest

dinner, coffee house, silent flick, dis-
cotheque and hoedown. $1.50 with
dinner, 50<f without dinner. Hart
House

8 p.m.
FU of T — Anarchism—Hart House

south sitting room.
SCM—'-Weekend in the City'' 44 St

George St.

SCM—Brewster Kneen. 'Who
Needs a Revolution? " Apt. 1423
Rochdale.
Two public lectures bv Prof. R M

Hare: Parents v. Children: Can Both
Win? Admission free. Concert Hall.
Edward Johnson Building (behind
Royal Ontario Museum. Bloor and
University).

8:30 p.m.
Blue and White Society under-

ground films: Redpath 25. SOB.
Soul Freeze. Below the Fruited
Plain, Buffalo Airport Visions, Por-
trait of Lydia. Tickets (§1.00) at the
door. Room 135 Old Physics.

SATURDAY
Noon

Progressive Conservative Club's
Caledon Conference. Fraser Kelly of
the Telegram and Tim Ralfe of CBC
News Ottawa discuss "Politics and
the Press." Hart House Farm.

8:30 p.m.
Come and move to the beat of the

"SwinghV Band" at Hillel's second
dance. Park Plaza Hotel.

SUNDAY
Church Fellowship — The Meaning of
Peace (11 a.m.) Psychology of Reli-

gion and the Healing of persons —
discussion (7 p.m.i. University Lu-
theran Chape). 610 Spadina Ave.

8:30 p.m.
Film "Alfie". Admission 25 Ever-

yone welcome Refreshments. Loret-

to Lower Lounge, 70 St. Mary St.

9 p.m.
Wvmilwood Sunday Evening Con-

cert with the Oxford String Quartet
Admission free. Wymilwood Music
Room. Victoria

ALSO
Nov. 8-12 all day Applications for

auditions for Drama Centre produc-
tion of The Visit directed by Henry
Tarvainen may be made on Hart
House Theatre notice board.
A producer is needed for Vic Dra-

ma Club's major production in Janu-
ary—Brendan Behan's The Hostage
directed by David Blostein. Call Ron
Weihs 368-3596.

Nov. 8-Nov, 15. Weekdays 9 a.m. -

11 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Exhibi-
tion of Photographs by Paul Carter.
The Buttery. Trinity College.

Nov. 8-10 8 p.m. Fri. and Sun.. 8

and 12 p.m. Sat. Fat Daddy Discon-
tinuous Narcotic Cinema presents
" The Ten Commandments". Admis-
sion $1 00. Rochdale College.

Fri. - Sat. 10.30 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Coffee House. Everyone welcome.
50 admission. Wymilwood (Victoria

i

sljoe tfjoppea inc.

Block Leolrter

Antique Brown
Leother

Antique Ton
leolhef

Antique Green
Leothef

Only $35.00

Black Suede
ntique Brown
Leother

Antique Novy
Blue Leather
Anhqul British

Tan Leather
Only SI 8 99

COO OROIRS ACCIPTIO—OPIN THURS 6> FRI IVININGS—CRIDIT CARDS HONORED

126 BLOOR STREET Tel: 921-1779

Hart House
PHALLPHUN

Fr.doy, November 8th

6:30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

CIDER - in the Lower Gallery
HARVEST DINNER .n the Greet Hell
SILENT FLICKS - East Common Room .

Map Room and South Dining Room
DISCOTHEQUE DANCING - Debates Room

HOEDOWN - in the Musre Room
COFFEE HOUSE with POETRY READING

ond FOLK SINGING - ARBOR ROOM
ONLY S1.50 Person

50« W.thoot Dinner
Stag it or

Drag your Brodiel

NOON HOUR TALK
Monday, November 1 1 th

Eost Common Room, 1 p.m.

MR. ROBERT TOHER
Topic

UNDERWATER VEHICLES
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

Ladles Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, November I 3th

CHARLES TEMPLETON
"BROADCASTING MEDIA "

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 13 - Mustc Room - 1 p.m.

JUDI KENNEDI, PIANIST
Formally of the From Lisit Academy

of Music, Budapest; presently a

protege of Anton Kuertl. She performs

Harks by Lisit, Beethoven & Ravel.

Ladles Wnlcome

HILLEL
Saturday. November 9, 8:30 p.m.. Park Plaza Hotel

Hi I Id Dance

Dance to: The Spectrum

Sunday. November 10. 8:30 p.m., Park Plaza Hotel

DR. STEVEN S. SCHWARZSCHILD

"Radical Activism and Grace

Monday. November I I. 1:00 p.m.. U.C.. Room 214

SEMINAR

With Dr. Schwarzschild

Tuesday, November 12, 8:00 p.m.. Hillel House

RABBI KAMERLING'S SEMINAR
First Session on "Some Contemporary Issues and

Jewish Ethics"

Wednesday, November 13, 8:30 p.m., Hillel House

DR. DENNIS DUFFY
on

'WHAT IS POP CULTURE?"

we keep
showing short subject films

with trench sound-tracks every Tuesday

and Wednesday from 1.15 till 2 in Room 104,

university college

we let anybody in so where are you?
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However active the leading group

may be, its activity will amount to

fruitless effort by a handful of peo-

ple unless combined with the activi-

ty of the masses. On the other hand,

if the masses alone are active with-

out a strong leading group to organ-

ize their activity properly, such activ-

ity cannot be sustained for long. Of

carried forward in the right direction,

or raised to a high level.

—Thoughts of Chairman Mao,
pag« 132

We need an OSAP march
Three years ago, then-SAC presi-

dent Tom Faulkner organized one of

the biggest marches this campus has

ever seen. Twenty-four hundred stu-

dents gathered at Queen's Park to

say they thought the Ontario student

loan program was lousy.

The march got results — there was

more money and it was easier to get.

Maybe it's time for another one.

The Ontario Student Awards Pro-

gram this year is totally inadequate.

The Alumni Association, which gives

out about $100,000 in loans, reports a

much higher number of requests for

funds.

The new, tighter regulations have

produced situations where students

classified independent last year, have

to get money from their parents this

year. Sometimes, as a result a loan

application is refused because a par-

ent won't fill out his part of the loan

form.

In Wednesday's case, the govern-

ment sent a letter claiming, "It is

Some 2,400 University of Toronto students and faculty members

marched on the legislature building Wednesday to protest the Ontario

government's student awards program.

They marched three to five abreast in a line about half a mile long.

The protest was led by Tom Faulkner, president of the Students

Administrative Council, who said the government's aid program was

a "regressive step which is more of a deterrent than help to univer-

sity students."
—The Varsity, Sept. 30, 1966

the parents' decision as to whether
they wish their son/daughter to be

educated or not."

We know of at least four students

— and there must be more — who
can't get OSAP because they are es-

tranged from their parents. Now. the

government claims that if they let

these applications go through, stu-

dents will cheat so their parents

won't have to pay anything.

Yet we have it from E.E. Stewart,

deputy minister of university affairs,

that there is very little cheating on

OSAP forms.

Information officer Pat Armstrong

has organized a group concerned

about OSAP, but they're not sure

whether a march on Queen's Park is

a viable form of protest. At a meet-

ing this week they decided they'd go

ahead with a March if 200 students

show up at a meeting Monday, Nov.

11.

Nonsense. Many students who
didn't come to the meeting would

still be concerned enough to march —
and a march seems the only viable

way of showing our concern. Govern-

ments like nothing better than to

form a committee and then sweep

the results under the rug. But they

can't sweep 5,000 students under a

rug.

A march seems to be the only way
great numbers of people can register

an immediate protest against govern-

ment policy. We'll also be protesting

for people who are out working be-

cause they couldn't get OSAP financ-

ing. And we'll be protesting for stu-

dents at universities all over Ontario

working under the same financing

system.

Pat Armstrong and her OSAP
committee say they won't plan a

March unless 200 people show up at

the Monday meeting. We say march
regardless.

A thousand stories
Wednesday's story about the trou-

bles of Bill Lawson, the friendly guy

who runs a vending truck outside

Sidney Smith, could have been told a

thousand times with a thousand dif-

ferent people. They all have one thing

in common — they're powerless

against an increasingly inhuman and

uncaring bureaucracy.

In Lawson's case, it's a series of

obsolete bylaws that shouldn't be on

the statute books. The members of

Metro Council get paid to make laws,

but it would cost Lawson a fortune to

get the laws revoked or changed.

Lawson can't afford it, so he gets it

in the neck.

Many people say that's man's lot

and forget it. That's easy to do when
you aren't trying to make a living,

when all you have to do today is get

through a 500-page history of Luxem-
bourg during the Reformation.

But students do have a stake in

what happens to Bill Lawson because
students are part of the community.
Privilege involves responsibility and
students have been woefully lacking

in responding to this responsibility.

Bill Lawson loses his job if he gets

another parking ticket, because of a

stupid law that shouldn't be on the

books at all. It doesn't do any good to

look for villains. Aid. Joe Piccinnini

calls the vendors like Lawson "fly-

by-nights", but he's trapped in the

same system as everybody else.

This time mass protest won't work.

The restaurant owners are more
powerful than the truck vendors in

city council, and the wishes of the

people with money come before the

wishes of the people to a politician.

We forget that a favor deserves a

favor, after all.

So we have to work within the sys-

tem, at least until Lawson does lose

his job. Maybe a petition would do
something. Above all, we need organ-

ization, because only that way can
the mass of people move against the

silent and arrogant monoliths of pow-
er that our governments have be-

come.

McPeake has weak angle on Vietnam'
While I sympathize with the emotion

that underlies Barry McPeake's state-

ment on the war in Vietnam, (Varsity

Oct. 23). I felt that he had tackled the

problem from a weak angle. Stronger
objections could have been made to the

way in which American forces are waging
the war, notably the tactic of bombard
and occupy instead of open combat, The
profligate use of firepower seems to be
responsible for the worst aspect of that

war, the high number of innocent civilians

killed

Mr. McPeake tries to attack U.S. poli-

cy on a multiplicity of levels; morality,
constitutional law, economics, and more.
What I question is the framework that he
uses to combine all these levels of attack.
This comes out in his emphatic statement
that "almost since its birth, the United
States has had an expansionist policy

grounded in the needs of its economy'"
and, later, "while it is not generally rec-

ognized, a direct American commercial
interest in Vietnam exists. For the most
part it is potential but that makes it no
less real."

His framework seems to be a simpli-

fied Marxist economic determinism. Hav-
ing rejected the Cold War myth of "the

Free World" which counted Spain among
its bastions. I think that it is a pity that

Mr. McPeake has embraced an equally

rigid dogma. If the university has any
purpose, it is to free us from dogma and
total thought systems so that we can ap-

preciate the subtleties and complexities of

the world and then act to reform society

with a liberated understanding of prob-

lems. Unless you share Mr. McPeake's
dogma, his argument has no logic or ra-

tionality to it; it becomes a mechanical
and subjective exercise.

The "imperialism" that seems to infect

the foreign policies of the U.S., the

COMMENT

U.S.S.R., and possibly, China might be
explained as the arrogance that great
power gives to its possessor. It is evident
in events in Czechoslovakia and in the

Dominican Republic that these great

powers do not give a fig for the national

sovereignty of a neighbouring state if they

think that their self-interest is endan-
gered. In a way, De Gaulle's idea of a

union of small powers to counterbalance
the major powers makes sense. This
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"imperialism" is more than a simple
case of economic self-interest.

The argument that "U.S. intervention

in Vietnam (is) a criminal act" because
the Saigon regime is illegal and the argu-
ment that the North Vietnamese are not
invaders because the division of Vietnam
is illegal are extremely weak. The Saigon
regime is about as legitimate as most
governments in this world and the latter

argument ignores the precedents of Ger-
many and Korea. I think that Mr. Mc-
Peake's dogma has led him out onto thin

ice.

I strongly object to the division of

wars, which he appears to accept, into

"imperialist wars of aggression" and
"popular wars of liberation." This divi-

sion is so subjective as to be absolutely

uselss; it is tantamount to saying "my
wars are good and their wars are bad." I

prefer straight out and out pacificism to

this sort of doublethink. There is much
that is just in McPeake's case but he dis-

credits it with his mechanical world-view;
it offends the intelligence. I can only wish
that Mr. McPeake were radical enough to

break free of thought systems and give us
a telling and compassionate argument
that appealed to our common humanity.

—Peler Moogk

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."
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"Winston Smith gazed up at the

enormous face. But it was all

right, the struggle was finished.

He had won the victory over

himself. He loved Big Brother."

Orwell, 1984

( See Bob Rae, Review 8.

)



He leans on a carie oT pol-

ished Irish Thorn, designed,

he asserts, "to crack at a

single blow the thickest of

my colleagues' skulls".

He is not a violent man,

mind you — a pacifist in the

best of times, with a hearty

enthusiasm for old ladies and

hildren; he is especially

fond of young girls between

he ages of ten to thirteen who

re quick to respond to his

friendly chuckle and the

twinkle in his eye as he

quickens the stroke on his

taff of Irish Thorn.

He is a peaceful man but

the street is a jungle and

my colleagues would as soon

ut my throat as deal with

me".
He emphasizes the point

flashing a wad of bills which

ncludes a number of fifties

nd hundreds — some three

thousand dollars.

It's been a good week; my
colleagues (some call me
friend) are prone to theft,

violence and other acts of a

ridiculous and unreasonable

nature when they behold my
success. As I said before I'm

not a violent man, but when
you deal with the creeps on

the Strip (Yorkville) — Jesus

Jesus Jesus God!

"

So saying he returned his

eyes from heaven to his fin-

gernails which he is assidu-

ously cleaning with a Swedish

Commando knife, his Irish

Thorn momentarily at rest

against the wall of a York-

ville alley.

And thus he waits for busi-

ness in the shadows of the

Strip, an erstwhile merchant,

honest, hard-working and
above all thrifty — so thrifty

that his clients are given to

occasional sharp remarks
upon discovering that their

bag of goods is somewhat
short or overly flavoured with

oregano and alfalfa.

While the city sleeps, he

and his ubiquitous col-

leagues' are waiting on cor-

ners in Vancouver, Winnipeg,

Toronto, Montreal and Hali-

fax, waiting to score, waiting

to deal, waiting to serve the

market, filling an ever-

present need as they ply the

ways and byways of the dope

trade — spices from the
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The momentary saga of nickel and dime bag Pete

East! Marco Polos of the

Here and Now!

They are not alone; they

fill but one niche in a vast

political, social and monetary
hierarchy which ranges from
the nickel-and-dime-bag deal-

ers to the ounce, quarter-

pound, pound, kilo, truckload

and shipload suppliers.

From the time the canna-
bis is harvested from the

fields of African, Mexcian,
Brazilian and Panamanian
farmers to the time when it

finds its way to the week-end
parties of lawyers, teachers,

students, artists, preachers,

suburban housewives and go-

go politicians in Ottawa, the

weed passes through an elab-

orate yet tenuous financial

network involving the gain

(often the loss) of many thou-

sands of dollars.

It is a sensitive world,

where torlunes rise anu lan

daily, often a dangerous one

subject to the destructive

forces of paranoia and suspi-

cion. So you approach him
with due caution — not from
fear of the Irish Thorn nor of

the Swedish commando knife

but from respect of his situa-

tion. You hesitate to disturb

the implacable front — his

'cool' if you will.

You respect the fact that

his nerves are tuned acutely

to his immediate surround-

ings, while his mind ponders

the next thousand or evalu-

ates the ever present possibil-

ity of a bust. He indicates

with a slight nod and a grunt

two men seated at the side-

walk tables of the Upper
Crust Cafe at Hazelton and
Yorkville; they are wearing

the casual clothes of the sub-

urban tourist on the town,

undercover agents posing as

undercover agents, easily

spotted

"The Man — sure he knows
me, sure — that one over

there followed me here from
Regina and Winnipeg; he
apparently thinks I'm into

something big. I sometimes
buy him a coffee and we talk

about Trudeau and Black
Power — he thinks we're sort

of friendly enemies ..."

He begins to laugh and
strokes his Irish Thorn with

verve, giving it a few quick

strokes against a bush, the

air whistling behind it.

He relaxes and his counte-

nance becomes again immo-
bile, his eyes following the

action along the Strip, his

static stance belied by their

darting glances. Fat Simon,

Mexican Louis, Greasy Jack,

Hepatitis Huey — the world
passes by; a few stop briefly

and look at him questioning-

ly; he shakes his head and
they continue shuffling down
Yorkville — his colleagues.

comrades in arms, waiting to

score with nothing to score.

"Nothing happening on the

Strip, nothing happening.

Van, Montreal and New York

are dry — I hear even Cali-

fornia is dry; too many busts

at the border, not enough

dope, not enough money. I

have to catch the noon jet to

Montreal and I don't relish

the thought of returning with-

out copping.

"No dope; no dope in Can-

ada all summer — and prices

are high when it's here; just

hash — lots of hash from

Africa and the Near East

most of that I cop from the

diplomatic corps in Ottawa

and it's not always easy."

His nails were done; he

adjusted his cap and stepped

into the milling crowd and

mindless hungry faces of the

Strip; he is resplendent in a

dark blue serge suit, dark

glasses, full beard, his Irish

Thorn neatly clearing a path

through the crowd.

"There used to be trust" he

comments, "in fact the whole

operating ethic of dope-deal-

ing was based on trust — now
it's a jungle. Everybody's out

to burn somebody else; as I

said before I'm not a violent

man but when you see the

lawlessness of the streets

. .
." he shrugs and hails a

cab poking along Yorkville

mentioning that he will some
day run for mayor on the is

sue of law and order so that

innocent men can again walk

the streets in safety.

As he steps into the cab he

nods towards a plainclothes

detective with dandruff on his

shoulders, a rear-end grown
broad with sitting and a gut

grown broad with beer, who
is talking to an equally typi

cal uniformed constable.

"They're the real erimi

nals; I don't know how they

got loose but whoever gave

them guns is completely nuts

When I'm mayor I'll appoint

myself police commissioner
— until then you'll never

catch me talking to a cop in

uniform, never."

He slams the door and is

gone — off to the suburbs.



* art
middle-class buys dirty jokes at the isaacs

John MacGregor is exhibit-

ing a bunch of dirty jokes at

the Isaacs Gallery. They're

pretty funny, but I wish he

had learned to draw and paint

before he put on the show.

A stairway with a piece of

phallic broompole on each

step is entitled "Dick De-

scending a Staircase", a pret-

ty good take-off on Du-
champ's famous nude. A little

birdcage with windup spring

motor pokes a phallus

through a loop. "Watch the

dickie bird jump through the

hoop" says the legend. When
you wind, it up it does just

that, with much chirping and

twittering.

A rocking chair pokes a

phallus through the back of

another chair; this' is a
"homosexual union".

Another motif of the show
is the old Dutch Cleanser

lady, endlessly multiplied.

So far, so good. The stuff is

funny. But the quality of

workmanship is something

else. The paintings are spot-

ty, the "sculpture" is roughly

machined, and the drawings

look like preliminary

sketches foi preliminary

sketches. I thought that one
aspect of pop art was its imi-

tation of the machined, mass-
produced slickness of arti-

facts. MacGregor's a young
fellow, and obviously he has

fallen over his dick trying to

put a collection of work on

display and earn some cash.

There's nothing wrong with

his wanting to earn money
(he could use some to pay for

an art education), but I can't

see people buying too much
of him. It's one thing to have

a vulgar joke sitting in your
living room, it's another to

have it so crudely made that

no one knows it's supposed to

be art.

The principle motivation of

middle-class art collectors

seems to be conspicuous con-

sumption — spending your

money on something as outra-

geous as possible. But at the

same time the outrageous

that you pay for must have a

good pedigree. "Dick de-

scending a staircase" is like

a society flapper cursing like

a trooper at a party; when
you get her into one of the

adjoining bedrooms to test

her mettle she freezes up.

Art collectors say "fuck" to

twit bourgeois conventions

;

they never say "fuck" be-

cause they have stubbed their

toes. That would be non-u.

At the Carmen Lamanna
gallery virtually next door to

the Isaacs, Barbeau was
showing some minimal sculp-
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COMMERCE
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS

Students interested in obtaining professional training

in public accounting leading to qualification as a

Chartered Accountant, are invited to discuss career

opportunities with our representatives who will be on

campus on the following dates:

MONDAY, TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 11, 12 & 13

Positions are available in otlices

ol our Firm throughout Canada.

Further information and arrangements

lor interviews are available through

the Placement Ollice.

II this time is inconvenient, please

contact us at 366-2551.

Mcdonald, currie& co.

Chartered Accountants
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Saturday. November 9

THE IRON BUTTERFLY
2 Shows: 8 p.m. — I I p.m.

ADMISSION - S3.00

Tickets - RECORD VILLA

Yonge & Davenport

|
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GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"'OIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you

can: 929-0611'

ture: ell-shaped pieces of

Canvas grouped in triads on

the wall. The average price

tag was three-hundred and

fifty piastres, in other words
seventy fins (or thirty-fives

sawbucks).

I think that many of our

artists today are in the wrong
business. Have you ever no-

ticed how many exhibitions of

junk are prefaced with elabo-

rately written introductions?

Without these introductions

they are nothing. Whatever
happened to the old-fashioned

painters who thqught visually,

created visually, dreamt vis-

ually? People like this Bar-

beau gink should have been

philosophers or newspaper
reporters. They dream an

idea like "minimal sculp-

ture" and then design the

work to fit it. Creativity isn't

a uniform quality — there are

different kinds. There's ver-|

bal, pictorial, musical, etc.

Possession of . one creative

ability doesnf imply posses-

sion of any of the others. Why
aren't artists today creating

visually? Why are they stuff-

ing coke bottles up the Tec-

tums of bald eagles (The War
in Viet Nam), painting black

canvases (Abstract Art) and

erasing their drawings before

selling them (An Erased De
Kooning)?

To come back to Barbeau

for a minute, I don't think he

knows what the ell painting

or sculpture is about.

mik« kesterton

,0'

HARD-TIMES

DANCE

WITH

THE SPECTRUMS

Burwash Hall

(VIC)

(across from Wymilwood)

$1.50 Stag (at the door)

$2.75 Couple (rickets

available at VCUC)

COMMERCE

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, are

invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

November 13, 14 1 15

Interview appointments may be

made through the office of the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient,

please contact us directly.

Phone 368-2751.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria



music
square roots
Three of the best music

albums released recently in

the popsy-blues-rock-folksy

field share at least two char-

acteristics:

1) They have clear roots.

Music From Big Pink (Levon

and the Hawks, Capitol] is by

a band which has been doing

rock and roll together for

several years. The group de-

rives directly from Bob Dy-

lan's latest work and makes

the excellent use of "country

and western" style. In My
Own Dream (Paui Butterfield

Blues Band. Elektral. the

best effort to date by one of

the first "white-urban-blues"

bands, uses a big brass sound

effectively, not just for flour-

ishes and decoration, and

without the slightest hint of

put-on The Time Has Come
(Chambers Brothers, Colum-

bia i includes a variety of

styles of urban negro bands,

all definable.

2) They are group efforts.

Each band is very tight, and

all the people involved are

integrated into a group sound.

Nobody, including Butter-

field, tries to be the star.

Originality and imagination

are the springs of these al-

bums Music From Big Pink

is so far out in front of the

mainstream of popsy-blah

that it will probably be the

object of imitators for the

next year or more. In My
Own Dream is the music of a

successful band who didn't

necessarily have to try hard-

er to make money; but unlike

the majority of successful

groups who, once they have

accomplished some small

coup, sit on their imaginative

arses and sell records to tee-

ny-bops while the dough rolls

in, Butterfield and his people

have done something new and

good. The Chambers Broth-

ers, probably unwittingly, put

Motown arid its repetitive,

schematized drone in place —
a few years behind anything

that's happening.

Music From Big Pink in-

volves the music with the

motif of the lyrics better than

Dylan did on John Wesley

COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY

GOVERNMENT - CUG?
"I believe that the report of this committee will have
a profound influence on the academic structure of the

entire university community in Canada."

Claude Bisselt.

ELECTION OF STUDENT MEMBERS
Four students to be elected, one of whom shall be a

graduate student.

NOMINATIONS OPEN NOW!

CLOSE FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15 at 5 p.m.

Nomination forms available from SAC Office.

CAMPUS-WIDE ELECTIONS TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26.

"Scuby-Duby-Doo
and 24 Sca-Doo"

Everyone is having fun at the

SPEAK-EASY
FRIDAY ONLY Attention all you guys

& flappers come to

our "SO CALLED" Tea Party
Every Friday Irom 4 pm lil 7 pm. You will find Ihot it will colt y
only on»-holf of whot you thought it would.

SATURDAY ONLY
Who toyi that Dixieland Muiie doem't sound good at 2:30 in

offrnoon — you con even ling along — tvtry Sot. from 2:30 til

STANLEY STEAMERS
NO PASSWORD IS NEEDED

Jutt climb th« dingy steps
at 529 B loo r St. W. (upstairs)

AND ENTER THE
SPEAK-EASY '

(LICENSED)
,

ANDWICH BAR
OPEN FROM

12 NOON

Harding, and this may be the

biggest accomplishment of

the group. People have been

deriving from Dylan for

years, but no-one has drawn
from him with such discrimi-

nation or developed beyond
his original conceptions so

well. The use of keyboards —
from baroque and churchy to

hard-rock organ, from circus

to honky-tonk piano — by the

Big Pink band paces their

music, and the music is wo-
ven tightly with the melan-
choly ballads and moral
preaching of country and
western tradition.

How much did Dylan have
to do with Big Pink? He
•wrote two of the songs, drew
the cover and, according to

reports, advised on editing.

Beyond this he has had a

professional association with
Levon and the Hawks which
extends back before Blonde
on Blonde. Together they
have now opened up the most
interesting new area for pop-

ular music.

The Paul Butterfield Blues

Band which has also had a

professional association with

Dylan, looked originally like

it had only one trick in its

bag, and that sound — hard,

loud, white blues — has al-

ways been wanting in control,

variety and tightness. (This is

not to say Butterfield hasn't

made more good music in the

past few years than most
people in the business.)

Only two of the group's

original members remain,

Elvin Bishop and Mark Naf-

talin (listed as Naffy Mar-
ham in the liner notes). But
the departure of Mike Bloom-
field and Sam Lay from the

band may well have helped

the Butterfield sound as

much as some used to think it

would hurt him. Bloomfield's

playing, as good as it often is,

and Lay's personality, as en-

tertaining as it is, are both

musically obtrusive. Would it

have been possible for the

! mutual i

funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON - 1604 bayview ave., tor. 17,

distributor of leading north american mutual funds
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group to achieve the soft,

controlled, non-jamming style

which characterizes In My
Own Dream as long as

Bloomfield was with them?
There's good reason to doubt

it. (One might observe at this

juncture that Butterfield's

band seems to capture on this

record what Bloomfield tried

hard to grasp on his group's

Electric Flag — a coherent

statement of good old tradi-

tional U.S.A. pop music
styles.)

The Chambers Brothers
recent success in person at

the Rock Pile relieved the

doubts of some of their crit-

ics that the title song of The
Time Has Come is planned
freak-out; The group was
casual and professional and
did not try to impose them-
selves or their musical power
on the audience. The Afro-

psychedelia of The Time Has
Come written by Joe and Wil-

lie Chambers, contrasts

enough with the rest of the

album, none of which is by
Joe or Willie, to suggest that

there are at least two musi-

cal schools of thought in the

group. Any tension created by
the Brothers' diversity of

tastes seems to be productive

though, since everything they

do is done well. (This writer

has not heard their album
just released and is talking

only about The Time Has
Come.)

jon caurield
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• theatre
requiem for an evening

Only the competitive spirit

of festivals justifies the pres-

entation of one-act plays in

lumps, usually of three, as
is going on presently at the

Central Library. Supposedly
the premise is that nobody
would come out to see one or

two. After Wednesday night I

will not even come out to see
three.

Comparative merits aside

three is at least one play too

many. Even for connoisseurs

of 'the concise art form',

there is little consolation,

short of the Sandwich Show, a

pretty poor one at that. Am I

working for the demise of the

short play? Not per se, but

surely there must be a better

way. The problem, is to put

forth a good evening's enter-

tainment in which there are

as many as three equally-

weighted spheres of action.

This problem acknowl-

edged, we come to Three

Acts for an Evening. To begin

with they were, by admission,

commissioned and first pro-

Choreoal-BtolW

Sailing STEAKS

S»rv*d In Burgundy Win*

and tuctul.nl ROAST BEEF

ENftrtalnmant nltaly In tho
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duced' for the CBC. My bias

against TV drama is personal

but the least one can expect,

surely, is that it be restricted

to presentation on television.

To stage it, as George Jonas
has attempted in "Happy
Birthday, Death," cinemati-

cally', or in Pinteresque
terms, laconically, is an as-

sault on the theatre-goer's

sensibilities. The play, an ill-

chosen start for an ill-fated

evening, consists of a series

of memoranda, alternately

from a General in charge of

Bombing Hiroshima, and the

Director of the Programme,
to their respective secretar-

ies. The General is an Anti-

American Canadian's concep-

tion of an American General

with a bomb.
The Director is an idealist'

who cites the Bhaghavad Gita

and Donne's Holy Sonnets at

will and feels that one moral-

ly has to drop a bomb to jus-

tify the $2 billion spent on its

research. All this, mounted
on Les Lawrence's beige

blocks, is a play? If even the

actors were good . . . but I

defy any actor to do anything

worthwhile with Jack Win-

ter's deadly, cliche-ridden

script. They are adequate, to

to be sure. They are probably

good in the right circum-

stances, or in any connected

set of situations comprising a

circumstance. They are a bit

of a concentration strain in

Happy Birthday, Death.

Onward, valiant critic.

(The chiefest occupational

hazard of reviewing one-act

plays, en masse, is that

there's no walking out half-

way through). Act Two is a

pseudo-profound comment'
upon old age, done in the

improbable guise of a mur-

der-by-omission on the part of

an old man's daughter and

son-in-law. A modern fable?

The set, the aforementioned

blocks covered by white tar-

paulins, supposedly evokes —

ONWEERSTAANBARE DRANG

In den Bosch hield de polltle een 20-jarlge jongeman

aan omdat hi] des nachts in de Ruusbroeckstraat de

heer Dlekstra ult zijn slaap had gewekt door een klap

met een fles. ' Door een nlet te weerstane drang werd

lk gedwongen lemand met een fles op net hoofd te slaan',

zei de rare snulter.

Meneer Dlekstra was erg geschrokken en 'pijnlijk' ge-

troffen en moest de scherven ull zijn likens schudden.

HI] maakt net al weer goed.

Hst bericht meldt nlet, of de jongeman de fles eerst

zelf had geledlgd.
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that word again — universal

country field in winter The
symbols are as in sledge-

hammer—winter, space, time-

lessness in an unbounded sea-

son. It is accentuated by a

soliloquy — the old man mak-
ing sure the point is made —
by subtleties as original as

,

let me die, then' and I'm no

use any more.' Three small

boys enter to save him — ah,

youth! — and they function to

liven up the tedium ad

nauseum although not dra-

matically. George Jonas is

the lesser villain this time by

a substantial margin. Ian

Malcolm's play would not get

through screening at a col-

lege playwriting contest.

Isn't it great?' said the

man behind me after the last

play. Best one yet'. Well,

whoopee and hooray for Ha-

zel, or Grace, rather Grace
Richardson, that is. author of

an in-depth, penetrating so-

ciological piece de resistance,

the watershed of a soggy

night. It has the compelling

title of You Are the Only
Wasp I Know. This one — let

none accuse the producers of

an unvaried selection of

themes — deals with loneli-

ness, frustration, impotence,

in the relationships of people

slipping tragically into adult-

hood There are funny mo-
ments, which without qualifi-

cation exist as good reason
lor this play appearing here.

The scene is the bachelor-

llat set-up. drink after drink

serving as an excuse for pro-

longing the agony and a

succession of painful confes-

sions and revelations serving

as the plot. The lights dim
with the usual lack of resolu-

tion and premonitions that

there will be eternally more
of the same The only reac-

tion I mustered was that the

lights had gone down ....

— hilary mclaughlin
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grass's flood by twp a bit soggy
'Rain, Rain Go Away.

"And the Lord said, I will

destroy man whom I have

created from the face of the

earth. .

."

Genesis 6:7

Gunter Grass is an author

of catastrophe. An unwilling

witness to the atrocities

committed by his native land

Germany in the Second World

War, he reflects in his works

the disastrous effects of ca-

tastrophe on the human mind.

His play Flood which opens

up a new season for Toronto

Workshop Productions pre-

sents man's reaction to yet

another disaster.

What kind of disaster is

this? This would appear to be

a pretty foolish question judg-

ing from the title. The play

begins with a reading of the

Biblical account of the Flood.

The principal character is

called (almost too obviously),

Noah, and all the players

wear mouldy, soggy-looking

apparel and cast longing

glances up to the sky. Osten-

sibly man's foe is the rain:

but surely there is more in-

tended.

Noah does not build himself

an ark. He is as much con-

cerned with saving his prized

collection of inkwells as he is

with saving himself. Like-

wise, his sister Betty (Mrs.

Noah is dead,) spends all her

time worrying about the vol-

umes and volumes of family

photographs which may be

ruined by the water.

God does not appear in the

play, he is not even men-

tioned. The disaster here is

human: it is not natural. It

might have been a flood, it

might have been an earth-

quake, it might have been a

war. Grass's Flood actually

presents the archetypal disas-

ter — one more catastrophe

which man must try to face

in his struggle for survival.

The characters are repre-

sentative of all mankind. Be-

sides old Noah and his sister,

there is Noah's daughter Yet-

ta. shapely, angry and de-

fiant, with her fiance Henry,

an idealistic, effeminate

youth who can see the sun

even when it's still raining.

Noah's wandering son Leo

pops out of a crate of ink-

wells with his Negro buddy,

Congo (why not?). That's just

about it. except for two rats,

Pearl and Point, who have

the misfortune to be stuck on

the "sinking ship," with these

weird people. Keep your eye

on the rats, because they are

generally more human than

the humans and act as a kind

of traditional Greek chorus

with Brooklyn accents.

In this play the barometer

falls and then rises but not

too much else happens. All

the characters tell stories

recalling the past; several

talk about what they are

going to do if it ever stops

raining. For a while the

daughter and Congo have

something going together.

But only the rats seem to

know what is happening. At

the end of the play, the rain-

bow comes. The humans are

too lost in nostalgia and

themselves to notice the sign,

while the rats prepare to

make a pilgrimage — to

Hamlin of course. It is said

that rats always desert a

sinking ship first, and as they

leave the soggy, muddy house

we feel certain that rain or

shine, life will be something

of a disaster for these people.

The production which
opened Tuesday night, while

not a disaster itself, is at best

uninspired. George Lus-

combe's direction, here as

always, is often unusual but

seldom really effective. He
makes no effort to clarify the

symbolism which runs ram-

pant through the play, and

devices such as the deliberate

muffling and echoing of dia-

logue do very little to explain

the play's message. In addi-

tion the players have some
trouble moving around on a

three level stage made of

planks and crates.

What we are offered is an

agitated bombardment of

sight and sound but little

clarity. In the absence of

actual, wet rain we have

SINK YOUR TEETH

INTO A

GOOD

BOOK
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

BOOKSTORES

Standing: Ray Whelan, seated:

Keith Dalton.

music by Brian Yukich,

played by a trio backstage.

The music is undeniably nov-

el and artistically lively —
and I didn't like it one bit. It

was loud, often drowning out

(no pun intended) the actors.

There was far too much of it

for my taste.

The acting was, for the

most part, dull. Lines were
polished and precise, but at

the same time, each actor

appeared to be on his own
rain-cloud carefully avoiding

any emotional involvement

with the others. Henry, the

fiance played by P.M. How-
ard and Keith Dalton as the

brother come closest of the

humans to doing something
meaningful.

Goy Rowan, P. M. Howard, and

But thank goodness for the

rats! Played by Charlene

Roycht and Ray Whelan. of

all the pairs in this Noah's

ark they come closest to a

team. They were polished,

humorous and they were able

to conquer the various obsta-

cles of the stage. Whelan in

particular shows the supple-

ness of body and spirit which
have become a trademark of

the Toronto Workshop Prod-

uctions.

While I was hardly inspired

by TWP's production of

Flood, as I left the theatre I

was thankful for one thing at

least — it wasn't raining.

—lorne feinberg

SToPTrfEWoRlP-
I WANT lbGETOFF

CONTEST no.1
CAN YOU STOP THE WORLD ?

the world has been turning
too long and too fast

we're skipping the woild
lor lour Jays and lout nights

ran you ?

join us

Hart House Theatre nov. 20 - 23

submit ytxjr suggestions

tickets u ' .it on sale around campus



poor richard at the poor alex

Watching Richard Reoch's

play, "Phaeton's Birthday",

that immortal phrase from

Macbeth came to mind, no

matter how hard I tried to

forget it: " "Tis a tale told by

an idiot, full of sound and

fury, signifying nothing."

Now Reoch is not an idiot;

he may even be brilliant. But

the play is definitely full of

sound and fury, and is so piti-

fully performed as to end up

signifying nothing.

But the reviewer can't get

away that easily. It is, grant-

ed, an amateur production,

written by an author who is

the first to admit that his

play may not please every-

body.

Nonetheless it was present-

ed at the Poor Alex Theatre,

open to the public and people

are paying money to see it.

Also, the actors and the play-

wright seemed darned serious

about it, so they might as

well know where they went

wrong.

It is a modern free adapta-

tion of the Apollo and Phae-

ton legend (Phaeton was
Apollo's son and drove his

father's sun chariot across

the sky, losing control). Apol-

lo is a jobless young idealist

in a Depression era, nagged

by his wife Daphne, who

earns- the bread. Their mar-

riage breaks up. Ajax and

Nemesis live in an apartment

downstairs and Nemesis tried

to find in Apollo a substitute

for Ajax, who is devoted to

Achilles.

The first question that

arises is: Is the play basi-

cally good enough to merit

production? I read it three

nights ago, after talking to

Reoch for a while about his

ideas The play looked good. I

was caught up in the verse of

the thing, the language wav-
ering between modern day

colloquialisms and Reoch's
sometimes lyrical and beauti-

ful, sometimes embarrassing-

ly awful poetry.

I was also impressed with

his grasp of the subtleties of

human interactions and his

soberness in dealing with

their problems, especially in

the scenes between Apollo

and Daphne, where they dis-

cuss how their marriage has

gone sour.

Somehow, I overlooked the

great flaws in theatrical unity

and utter lack of drama sense

that would make the produc-

tion the disaster it was.

Reoch has many good
ideas, some fresh, others ter-

rifying, most provoking. If

only the production had not

insisted in ramming these

views down our throats, some
semblance of order would

have prevailed.

It is amazing that Reoch as

director and actor (the cho-

rus), did not see the worth in

his own play. He came on

throughout, giving an ex-

tremely hard sell on the

themes of death, human frail-

ty, misery and transience of

life. He was only ludicrous.

Perhaps the lion's share of

the credit for ruining the play

goes to the cast, which, be-

cause of the perfection of

their useless stylized manner-

isms and morbidity, made the

production one big nightmare.

George Young as Apollo

GRADUATE CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA

A Seminar with members of the

Professional Acting Company

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tuesday, November 12th at a:00 p.m.

An opportunity to discuss the problems

of the professional theatre

No Admission Charge

was so stiff and rigid in both

his acting and characteriza-

tion that some of the other

actors actually looked good.

His voice, and that of others,

hardly ever wavered in tone

except for occasional bouts of

screaming. The tone of the

play did not vary one iota

from beginning to end. No-

body did anything right.

It is useless and wasteful to

describe the poorness of the

production, so the reviewer

will try something new and
revolutionary, (horror of hor-

rors)! He will try and make
some suggestions in the way
of positive criticism

(something seldom done by

critics) if. indeed, the play

can be salvaged.

The action and words must
go a lot faster if anything is

to go right. Also many, many
words must be cut The cho-

rus, is too sinister and too

wordy to be serious. Get rid

of George Young as Apollo or

teach him how to act. There
is absolutely no communica-
tion between the actors and

this wasn't done on purpose.

If each actor acts in a void,

then you see nothing but a

series of poetry readings,

which is just what happened.

In addition, if the actors

weren't so damned intense,

the subtleties that Reoch
tries to project might be evi-

dent. As it is, the actors

seem only to be mouthing

words that they don't under-

stand just for the sake of

ranting

Maybe if the actors under-

stood what common end they

are all working for. the play

might have some direction It

is virtually impossible to do a

play on the pretext, "What-

ever you are looking for, you

will find/Discover what you

seek." This is a line from the

opening chorus, and it may
be alright for the audience

but it wasn't meant for the

actors. They and the director

must know what they seek.

Reoch is full of glimpses,

hints, intimations and in-

sights, some of them excel-

lent; but nowhere is any one

carried through to any con-

clusion.

Perhaps if someone besides

Reoch were to direct the

play, and somebody else were
to take the part of the chorus,

a fresh approach would make
for a more effective produc-

tion.

Maybe it would have been

easier to dismiss the play

outright. Despite the richness

of ideas and the potential

drama, it is not at all well-

written. The characters are

never deeply investigated.

The action is static Nothing

really ever happens.

The real theme, if there is

one, appears as Apollo real-

izes that he must face up to

the breakdown with his wife,

the spectre of death, the

wretchedness of Nemesis that

engulfs him, the moral defeat

that Ajax "suffers when Ac-

hilles dies, and the pre-con-

scious ties of the legend and

heritage on all his actions.

Apollo then provides a mir-

ror for all men to see their

dilemmas. Reoch shows this

much But the mirror is

cracked in many places and

clouded over beyond recogni-

tion. It needs much work.

— larry haiven
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production of The Visit by Durreninatt

directed by Henry Tarvainen
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books
everybody's favourite topic

THE MAGNOLIA JAZZ BAND
every SATURDAY night

9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

LAMAISON DORE
818 CHURCH STREET

Toronto's Home of New Orleans Jazz

Licensed Dancing fro

Hanoi Diary, by Rabbi Fein-

berg. A Longmans Book.

The Secret Search for Peace

in Vietnam, by David Kras-

low and Stuart H. Loory.

Vintage Books.

The Military Half, by Johna-

than Schell. Vintage Books.

It did not take the war in

Vietnam very long to become
an obnoxious bore to most of

us watching it on the TV set

at home, or glancing over

front page accounts in the

newspaper of various for-

gettable scuffles in the rice

paddies. Of course, all wars

are mostly boredom, at least

for the participants, but they

usually had their compensa-

tions for the stay-at-homes.

There was, for one thing, the

clear joy of tension released

at the start of a war when
the troops marched off: the

hope for victories was like

the hope that an impossibly

good natured and polite Joe

Louis would get into the ring

and pound the shit out of

Sonny Liston. And when the

realization set in that in any

big war both sides got their

lumps, inevitably, there was
still a scientific curiosity for

the people back home in the

visible campaigns and battles

of the front, there was an

| CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED

J
Calgary, Alberta

I ^^^^ offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews on

November 12

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES

Honours Geological

Geological Engineering

Physics and Geology

Summer employment only

Summer employment only

Summer employment in

geology and geophysics

Geophysics (AllOptions) - Summer employment in

geophysics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

MAY BE MADE THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S

PLACEMENT OFFICE

581 Spadina Avenue, (Corner Willcocks)

available supply in the nation-

al psyche of not too disagree-

able mental images defining

these campaigns and battles

for them.

In Vietnam, our side never

marched off to fight the

enemy; they were shipped off

gradually according to calcu-

lations of our generals, ac-

cording to their estimates of

how many Americans in uni-

form were needed at any giv-

en moment to keep the action

hot while our Air Force and

Navy tried to win a victory

over the enemy (assumed or

real, they could never be

sure) with bombs and artil-

lery. And our collective im-

ages of this conflict were as

stimulating as recreation

time in a terminal ward for

cancer patients. Our antago-

nists depended, in this con-

flict, on their knowledge of

the land, on their endurance,

their ability to sight the ene-

my and move in or out ac-

cording to advantage; we
depended on jets with na-

palm, helicopters with hot

breakfasts, B-52's from Thai-

land and Guam.

In this atmosphere of con-

scious boredom and revul-

sion, books on Vietnam are

not, and never have been,

very appetizing. Some have

been useful to buttress argu-

ments pro and con for U.S.

involvement — as far as any-

body is still anxious to pursue

such arguments, based on the

'GOOD STUDENT'
Auto Insurance Program

Have you been driving for two years?

Have you had no more than one accident and one
conviction?

Are you a Grade B Student?
If so. we may be able to save you up to 30% cost on your car

insurance.

To see if you qualify

Phone KEN TIMNEY — 363-8485
for personal interview

HUNTER, ROWELL & COMPANY LTD.

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE

FOLLOWING ESTABLISHMENTS FOR THEIR DONATIONS

WHICH HELPED TO MAKE HOMECOMING '68 AND THE MISS

U of T CONTEST THE SUCCESSES THEY WERE.

Walter Thornton of Canada Ltd. Model Agency

Ports of Call

George's Kibitzaria

WoodLarkin Ford Sales Ltd.

Gateway Mercury Sales Ltd.

Henry Birks & Sons (Ont.) Ltd.

Rata Shoe Stores

threads of history, diplomacy,

geopolitics, etc. Others had

less to tell than a five minute

report from Saigon on Hunt-

ley-Brinkley. The essential

problem is that describing

the war adequately is like

trying to describe adequately

a huge traffic jam on the

freeways of Los Angeles. The

effect of a composite descrip-

tion, of an "over-all look", no

matter how perceptive, would

be mere chaos and nausea: to <p>,

bring order to the descrip-

tion, however, and under-

standing to the reader it

would be necessary to sort

out from the vast collage

separate images, and to trace

them to their separate roots

millions of miles away, in

small garages offering res-

pite from universal schi-

zophrenia.

This requirement is pre-

cisely why a book like Mail-

er's Why We Are in Vietnam,

which ostensibly has nothing

to do with the American war
effort, will bring us the balm
of understanding, healing

order to our perceptions, far

more than any on-the-spot

reportage. Nonetheless, the

requirements of literary hero-

ism do not necessarily invali-

date other, more journalistic,

efforts at bringing under-

standing to the problem. In a ^
world of official lies, we are

lucky to get what morsels of

understanding we can — even

though the boredom by this

time may have become much
too pervasive for most of us

to bother.

Rabbi Feinberg's Hanoi

Diary is almost painfully

conscious of its task of pene-

trating the official lie barrier

on North Vietnam. Unfortu-

nately, this hard-driving con-

sciousness is not the only

painful effect produced in this

mass of rabbinical prose.

For, even if one makes allow-

ances (after all, I suppose,

the book is called a "Diary")

and does not expect the prose

of a Mary McCarthy, still the

style is puzzling enough, at

least until it strikes the read-

er that he has actually seen it <l*t

many times before: it is the

style of messages jotted down
on post cards. The book con-

sists entirely of these mes-
sages, a tiresome series of

wide-eyed observations, the

significance and triviality of

each one almost always
blurred by a spray coat of

over-worked irony, or of

pious indignation, or wistful-

ness. Sometimes the coat

becomes embarrassingly wet,

as in the sentence where

REVIEW 10



Rabbi Feinberg raps Wash-
ington for callousness to-
wards its bombing of civil-

ians: "It does not allocate
much importance to the pos-
sibility that a school, and the
soft torsos of a half-dozen
lovely little dark-haired pup-
ils can be gutted by bombs
that fall from a plane whiz-
zing through the sky over a

church-centered hamlet on
the fringe of Hanoi — much
less acknowledge the "acci-

dent" with humility, or apolo-

gize for the "incident" with
courtesy." After reading sev-

eral pages of this stickiness

you have to admit that the

Rabbi's heart is in the right

place, but that the book is not

very useful either.

Messrs. Kraslow and Loory,

on the other hand. make it

clear from the start that they

are proper journalists (no

small favor after reading Mr.

Feinberg). In living up to this

role — that is, in avoiding

both masses of irrelevant

detail and flights of over-

statement in their narrative
— they have succeeded in

making something readable

which otherwise would have

been insufferable: the story

of the many and varied peace

initiative failures in the Viet-

namese War. up to the time

of the Paris talks. The in-

sufferable potential is unmis-

takeable, it looms large;, this

is nothing more or less, after

all. than an account of diplo-

matic molehills that could

have been mountains. Even

the pattern for keeping the

molehills down to size is un-

varying: for the U.S. it con-

sists in making promising

contacts with Hanoi, begin-

ning to clear up points of

negotiation with these con-

tacts, and then sending the

bombers North in new waves

of intensity, stepping up mili-

tary action in the South, and

finally castigating Hanoi for

its lack of response in follow-

ing up the initiative.

Of course the pattern may
not be a pattern at all, or at

least not a deliberate one. One

State Department adviser is

quoted in the book as warning

us: "Never underestimate

stupidity, lack of judgement

and lack of coordination as

factors in foreign policy.
' What appears to be a pattern

may not be a pattern at all.

Things sometimes simply

happen that are not supposed

to happen."

Apart from this basic reas-

surance, two points in the

book, which are not really

explicitly drawn by the re-

porters, struck the reviewer

as particularly interesting

REVIEW 11

The first is the suggestion
that if Lyndon Johnson and
his decision-making coterie,

with their sensitivity to

"peace feelers"', had been in

power at the time of the Cu-
ban missile crisis, none of us
would be alive now. The sec-

ond is a hint of the rouge on
the face of Dean Rusk's emi-
nent and public reasonable-

ness, suggested to be a light

but durable cosmetic of lies.

Jonathan Schell's book is

distinguished by his willing-

ness to look lunacy in the

face without whimpering, to

give us the chaos and nausea

as if we were actually pre-

pared to acknowledge it and
possibly handle it in some
way. The word "lunacy" is a

generic term for what is

probably the most schizo-

phrenic war in history. Not
only is the soul of the individ-

ual participant fragmented
here, but the most elemen-

tary identity of the enemy
himself is lost and virtually

undiscoverable. The "pacifi-

cation" of the land becomes
an exercise in nihilistic cau-

tion; every native, every hut,

every hamlet in the territory

to be pacified has a highly

ambiguous identity so that

the only truly safe response

for the pacifiers is one of

pure destruction. And the re-

shaping of the land which has

been destroyed will be on the

gigantic scale of American

wizardry: we will not stop

until every peasant in South

Vietnam abandons his char-

red village and moves to

the city to work as a shoe-

shine boy in. front of tht

neighborhood brothel.

The process is recorded in

Mr. Schell's book. What oc-

curs in the minds of the sol-

diers and airmen who actual-

ly carry out the orders of the

"military half" (working in

conjunction with the paci-

fiers, the "civilian half") is

also obliquely recorded.

There is a song which an Air

Force major sings, after in-

sisting. "You can't let it get

to you, or your couldn't go

on. . .After you've done it for

a while you forget that there

are people down there.":

Strafe the town and kill the

people

Drop napalm in the square

Get out early every Sunday

And catch them at their

morning prayer

It is a hoarse song of ridi-

cule, of course, one that

could easily echo down the

corridors of an asylum, past

(he rooms where we sit in (he

silence of our boredom. It is

not such a very long distance,

after ail. from these rooms to

the rear of the building where

the patients are being mur-

dered, slowly.

—phil marchand
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film
big J meets the impeccable lover

The curtains part and

what? We see another set of

curtains fill the screen — and

there's an orchestra tuning

up on film. O smashing! Just

like the theatre! And now a

five minute overture before

the curtains part. But what's

this? Newsreels of Saigon?

Wartime whores and bustling

streets? And what's that big

bag of saccharine being pushed

along the counter? And why

is everyone laughing? Wait!

That's no bag of saccharine —
that's Julie Andrews! And

that's not Saigon — that's a

London pub circa 1900! Oh!

it's the life of Gertrude Law-

rence, glamour girl of the

Middle Ages. Banana oil!

Yes, the Jul opened Wed-
nesday night at the Uni-

versity Theatre in STAR! her

greatest success since Thor-

oughly Modern Millie. This

time Big J has forsaken the

jejeune and cultivates the

sophisticated (Hello dahling).

Nor is she reluctant to taste

of sex (pulling rifles through

her girlfriend's crotch).

Yes, if you doubt that Jules

is the Sarah B. of the Ramjet

set you have yet to see her

capers as she unleashes sev-

enteen, count em, new hits

and beguiles the audience

with such trenchant epigrams

as "cripes." And if you still

doubt such talent, why you

have three and a quarter

hours to change your mind

To be fair, though STAR
runs on into the most tedious

crap you're likely to see.

It begins well enough with

some skillfully meshed news-

reel/filmreel scenes of the

old days and a few good

vaudeville numbers. Gertie

meets Noel Coward (Daniel

Masseyl and off they go

through the next thirty years

with "ta" and a "bob" to

become the toast of London

and New York.

Enter Romance. Gertie

knocks off the lovers like

first-night audiences, and col-

lects a daughter on the way
from first hubbie. Jack Roper

(John Collin).

"Oh Jack, I shouldn't have

done it," says Gertie as they

exit from the church. Not to

be outdone, the Rope divorces

her.

Enter Sir Antony Spencer

(Michael Craig), the Impec-

OOODODOODOOOOOOOOOODOOOODOOOOOOOODOOODOD

MOCK TURTLE!

SI
MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY WOOL
SWEATERS

This unusual pullover has

special appeal to girls

who are fashion-con-

scious, yet like the
"individual" touch. It is

machine-washable
English Botany wool,
with long sleeves, neck

zipper, Continental band
and cuffs. The fashion-

able mock-turtle neck-

line has an added bonus
—an attractive ribbed V-

insert. For complete co-

ordination, choose a

dyed-to-perfeclly-malch

pure wool worsted skirt

—sheath, A-line or mini,

or pure wool worsted

slims in the same beauti-

ful new colours. At good
shops everywhere I

Funi HmNvroa

Without thisUW
|
4
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cable Lover from H.M.'s

Royal Guard. But, alas! she

must soon from Sir Ant the

Impec away, for Gertie is

bound for America and more
success.

There she meets that

Brash Young Charles ("I

could return and seduce you

in the morning") Fraser

(Robert Reed). But will our

Gert forget Sir Ton for this

creep? Will success spoil the

caw blimey girl? Not bloody

likely!

Well, Gertie runs through

the '20's and '30's and finally

finds herself a stranger to

her daughter Pamela (Jenny

Agutter) and 24,000 pounds in

debt. Her spirits sag and so

does the show. Thenceforth

we are treated to scene after

scene of St. Julia with her

bum to the wall, heroically

fighting her way back to hap-

piness. Which turns out to be

Strong Lover Richard Aldrich

I Richard Crenna) wherewith

the picture ends.

11 it had only been sooner,

you may find yourself saying,

but a pity, because the pre-

vious portion was such a gig-

gle like, unto Mod Milly.

However, even we most ar-

dent admirers must face

facts: Big Julie has now caw
blimeyed us to tears. In fact,

she must terminate such silli-

ness. . . The Ramjet set

won't find much wrong with

this flic, but please Big J.,

next time keep the hits down
to an even dozen or so.— john thomas
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daniel massey renounces throne and hollywood?

The Massey tribe is Can-

ada's answer to the royal

family, yet Daniel, son-of-

Raymond (spiritual father to

Doctor Kildare) has no aspi-

rations to the throne. There
he sat in Hart House before a

blazing hearth and beneath

illustrious Uncle Vincent's

court portrait surrounded by

the eager vassals of campus

theatre, and held forth with

amazing honesty, frankness

and even perception on his

latest film Star, his theatrical

career and Daniel Massey.

Massey, 35, who dislikes

Uncle Vincent and whose fu-

ture "is sprinkled with stars"

has no misconceptions about

the enduring artistic merit of

his role in the mammoth

musical extravaganza, Star —
"I did it because the money
was good and I needed it

because I had alimony to pay-

But it's about as meaningful

as . . . (pause) . . . well, you

know. One talks artistically,

but there is always money
unfortunately."

Does he worry about com-

promising himself as an actor

as a result of this film? "I'm

ARTS and SCIENCE
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS
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public accounting leading to qualification as a Chartered

Accountant, are invited to discuss career opportunities
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Chartered Accountants

SPECIAL

ORDER

ANY

BOOK

AT THE
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in the business to act not to

worry about compromising
myself. When I left university

I was full of ideals and I

roared and screamed as they

were dragged from me But
eventually you end up with a

compromise that works . . .

You see. I'm still being truth-

ful to myself in the situation

in which I'm forced to work."
What happens to an actor

in the legitimate theatre who
can. at best, hope for only

three months of steady em-
ployment'' Plummer and Bur-

ton launched themselves, or

is it sunk, into their careers

as Hollywood stars. Daniel

Massey is lollowing in the

best tradition of the Ameri-
can theatre with his role in

Star, yet unlike Plummer and
Burton. Massey sees his mov-
ie career as one of expedien-

cy. Appear in yet another of

Hollywood's colossally point

less efforts, have your every

gesture captured in vibrant

technicolor and Todd-AO.
receive five million dollars

worth of publicity, and then

. . . then return with fame
and a coincidental fortune to

the humble stage still uncom-
promised. That's Massey's
plan But not to be unreason-

ably cynical. Daniel Massey
might just be able to do it. II

passion counts for anything

he's already succeeded
I was trained in the thea-

tre and I will always go back
to the theatre no matter how
much filming I do. There is

nothing in the movies which

can touch the theatre . . .

because theatre is a flesh and

blood experience."

The whole insidious plot

that Twentieth Century-Fox
has sprung on the unsuspect-

ing public is to create a se-

quel to West Side Story and
The Sound of Music which
combined grossed $140.-

000.000. When Daniel Massey
exclaimed. "People are at-

tuned to advertising", he
spoke with sage words.

Perhaps, the question of

Massey's motives for appear-
ing in this particular "smash-
eroo" are academic. Holly-

wood works in strange and
wondrous ways, but if as he
maintains "Hollywood is be-

coming much less of Holly-

wood than it used to be", it

certainly isn't evident from
his movie. Star is simply the

Ziegfeld Follies revisited. Us
best moments are its most
mindless moments. Its

worst, il s dramatic scenes.

The image of Daniel Mas-
sey, the Hollywood movie-
star, captured by the studio

photographer, apart from
being wildly presumptuous, is

simply illusory. It's difficult

to imagine Massey with his

faintly Machiavellian outlook

towards cinema fretting over

his personality cult. Sincerity

isn't exactly a characteris-

tic feature of Hollywood, yet

Daniel Massey is sincere The
scion of a family which has

built tractors and Hart

House, and who admits a dis-

like for Uncle Vincent, must
be honest. . .. . .

ion ritcnie
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jean-luc godard's politics of joy

After Weekend, what's left

to say? Godard has set some

of the limits for film expres-

sion and perhaps, as he

claims, created 'the end of

cinema ".

At any rate Weekend, now

at Cinecity, will certainly

increase the despair current-

ly spreading through film cir-

cles—that all film-makers

should retire to the sidelines

and let Bergman and Godard

have the floor.

For each in his own way,

Bergman with his introspec-

tion and Godard with his su-

perb showmanship, is the

forerunner for a whole slew

of imitators.

In this, his latest film.

Godard covers the screen

2 - Russian Features

Rimsky Korsakov's

OPERA

The TSARS
BRIDE'

First Canadian Showing

2nd Feature:

'DON

QUIXOTE'
known Classic in color

English titles in both

BRIGHTON Theatre,

532-2710

127 Roncesvalles Ave,

NOV. 7th to NOV. 12th

Daily ONE Showing 7:30 pm.

SAT. SUN. at 5:00 & 8:00 pm

with gobs and gobs of blood,

greed, and Marx, deluges us

with colourful images, and

pounds us on the head with

propaganda, leaving us with

no alternative but to follow

blindly through whatever

nightmares he's dreamed up.

At thirty-seven, with fifteen

films in cans, no one can

predict with any kind of cer-

tainty what Godard will do

next. After "Blonde on

Blonde". "John Wesley Har-

ding" came as a surprise,

and yet one could still trace

the cyclical progression of

Dylan's music returning him

to his roots. But with Godard.

who can say?

And yet Weekend isn't en-

tirely new. It combines some

of the sense of the absurd of

Pierrot le Fou, and the

idea of the young revolution-

aires from La Chinoise —
this time, he doesn't show us

a news clip of a burning

monk, but a sequence where

Roland senselessly burns

Emily Bronte. And of course

there are the usual Godard

trademarks, his "mis en

suits", his sense of colour,

and his penchant for shock

imagery. But what is new is

a better sense of timing-

some of his gag scenes really

do work—and his use of vio-

lence, blood, and gore-

enough to make you gag the

next time you eat breaded

pork.

Weekend is a film that

most perfectly fuses Godard's

head with his camera. The

one is now more easily palat-

able, the other more of a

craft.

Godard has centred his

film on two non heroes, Ro-

land and Corrine, two of the

most bitchy, selfish, money-.

hungry people you'd care not

to meet, and though we fol-

low them through a Mad Hat-

ter's tea party on top of a

funeral pyre, witness them

killing her mother for her

money and then watch them

in turn captured by a band of

young guerrilla fighters, we
do not feel any more sympa-

thy for Roland's oozing

bloody head than we do for

the stunned pig whose throat

is slit.

For Godard is weaning us

completely away from the

Pollyanna days of our Holly-

wood youth. Away from our

optimistic naivity that the

good guys always win to a

point where there are no like-

able good guys and where

there is no victory.

Godard portrays history as

a cyclical one, in which man
like Sisyphus is getting no

where fast. Weekend is a

pessimistic statement about

man's condition, for it says

that violence is our nature.

According to Godard there is

little difference between the

shitty bourgeois and the shit-

ty revolutionaries.

In this film, he doesn't al-

low us to get close to the

guerrilla fighters as he did in

La Chinoise. And so, the

senselessness, the killings,

and the callousness, roll ab-

surdedly on, dulling our own
sensibilities to the point

where we anticipate the blood

and wait for it. Godard un-

covers our own minds and we
find that perhaps the whole

movie isn't that absurd after

all. He says that Weekend is

a film "taken from a scrap

heap" but what he's really

done is a Bergman striptease

and made a film about us.

— maryka omatsu
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NOON HOUR TALK
Monday, November II th

EAST COMMON ROOM, I p.m.

MR. ROBERT TOHER
TOPIC

UNDERWATER VEHICLES

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
Ladies Welcome

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

1969 GRADUATES
There are opportunities in:

* Accounting * Finance * Business

ARE YOU AWARE OF THE CHALLENGING AND STIMULATING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

IN A CAREER AS A CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT?

- ARRANGE THROUGH YOUR STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR A
CAMPUS INTERVIEW ON

NOVEMBER 14

IF THIS DATE IS NOT SUITABLE, PLEASE CALL US DIRECTLY,

D. ERSTEIN OR H. GOLDBACH, 363-3044

PERLMUTTER, ORENSTEIN, GIDDENS

NEWMAN and CO.
Charfered Accountants



It is easy to talk about the cinema as an
art form, the cinema as a shaper of culture
or the cinema as a reflection of our times.
It is so easy, in fact, that we often forget
that it is also a business.

It sells a product which requires an appa-
ratus for distribution and advertising. And
it employs people who in turn require
unions.

Though often ignored in discussions of the
cinema, these unions have enough power to

affect the business of making films in Can-
ada substantially, both beneficially and
harmfully. In order to examine these ef-

fects it is necessary to look at the nature of

these organizations.

The two unions most involved in film

making in this country are the Director's

Guild of Canada, and the International Alli-

ance of Theatre and Stage Employees
(IATSE), which takes in everyone from
camera men to script girls.

The Canadian film industry
. is no more

immune to the economic influence of the

U.S. than any other business. It comes as no

surprise, therefore, that the Director's

Guild has a working agreement with its

American counterpart, whereby a Canadian
working in the states for an American com-
pany has to join the American Director's

Guild and vice versa. However it is autono-

mous in all other respects.

The IATSE has its head offices in the

States and is thus in a different position al-

though it does have local autonomy. But one

of its locals, 644 (cameramen), is a direct

subsidiary of a New York local.

The Director's Guild and the IATSE also

differ in their objectives. In its constitution

the Director's Guild establishes much more

than policies about working conditions,

wages etc. It has adopted measures relating

to the industry as a whole. One goal is list-

ed as the following: "The Guild shall func-

tion as a clearing house for dissemination

and advancement of new ideas and develop-

ments . .
." George Gorman, the Executive

Secretary states another aim to "fire away

at the Government, lobbying against what is

wrong." He felt that the government would

be better off supporting private business,

instead of channeling money for feature

films to agencies like the National Film

Board which makes good movies without

seeming able to capitalize on them. In par-

ticular he referred to the Ernie Game,

probably the best Canadian feature ever

made. They let it sit for a year, unable to

sell or distribute it to get a return on their

investment. They refused to spend money

on promotion. He summed up his feelings

on the NFB's ineptitude: "They are not cer-

tain whether or not they're in show busi-

ness. Either they should go in whole hog or

get out."

Periodically the press demands to know

why we don't have a strong feature film

industry in Canada. It proceeds to answer

its own question with a mournful litany

about, lack of money, lack of interest, lack

of talent . . . etc'. . .

However, while these are all very real

problems with which a film maker must

deal, there can also be more technical prob-

lems behind them. A director must get

many organizations functioning
°f

e^er

smoothly to produce a successful film. Any

one of them can upset the process.

An example of this is the strange case of

Datid Seclr and the IATSE. The problem

arose from Seder's feature him Th 0Her

iog ,
which ^«;a^;;st

budget. According to Haul

worked with him on the mm.

photo by paul Campbell

reach an understanding with the camera-
men's union in order to finish the film.

Because this union (644 IATSE) is con-

trolled from the US, its rates were the

same as those charged by Hollywood cam-
eramen. Secter couldn't afford to pay these

rates. He also felt that the local camera-
men would be unaccustomed to feature

work, since the bulk of the film work done
in Toronto goes toward the making of

commercials The union allowed him to

proceed with non union cameramen.
Hoffert went on: "The union decided to

throw the book at him, after Secter leaked

some information to the press. When the

film was run it was beset by accidents. For
example, the union projectionist would for-

get to turn the house lights off when he ran

the film."

In addition. Columbia, a distributor which

handles many Canadian films, was pres-

sured into discontinuing distribution of The
Offering. In the vulnerable position of being

a film maker as well as a distributor, Co-

lumbia gave in.

This was an important event in Canadian

film. It demonstrated that an American

based union is quite able to prevent the

showing of a Canadian film in Canada.

Hoffert felt this was done as a test case

by the union, and it scared away other peo-

ple from working in 35mm
The last charge has particular signifi-

cance. The big theatre chains and distribu-

tors, like Columbia, will not accept films in

less than 35mm Yet most of the films

made by independent movie makers have

been shot in 16mm, using non union camera-

men and so on. Because of this size limit

these films are restricted to small inde-

pendent theatres like Cinecity and the Elec-

tra.

Film unions have also been criticized for

impeding progress by making it so difficult

for a prospective member to join.

The Director's Guild seems the more

open of the two An applicant applies to the

Executive Board of the Guild and the main

criterion of membership is a required num-

ber of film screen minutes which he has

directed. In motion pictures the required

minimum ranges from 50 minutes of com-

mercials to 180 minutes of features.

The IATSE has often been attacked for

its restrictive membership practises. This

seems to be more true of the union in the

United States. Robert Wise, director of

Star, gave an example of the situation in

the U.S. at a recent symposium on film at

Ryerson.

"Many graduates of accredited courses in

film technique have been unable to work

simply because they could not get into the

unions."

The difficulty in getting into the IATSE

stems from the fact that a candidate must

be voted in by the entire membership.

But the position of the IATSE in a situa-

tion like the one with David Secter is under-

standable. The people I talked to in the un-

ion commonly replied, "We have to protect

our membership", and they are quite right

in feeling responsibility for their union.

However, because they are working in the

film industry in Canada, they also have a

responsibility to Canadian Cinema.

The unions by their very existence

strengthen the film industry, but they can

also hamper it if they choose to. The busi-

ness of these unions is necessary. It should

not take precedence over the art of making

films.

—peter koldas
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Big Joe Williams

got an engagement in

Paris and decided to

stay in Europe rather

than show
. up in To-

ronto. He can't be

blamed too much for

this; Europeans sup-

port blues musicians

very well, and Big

Joe often has a hard

time finding work in

the States, but it does

make it very tough

for the Kibitzeria,

especially since

Lightning Hopkins
also didn't show not

too long ago.

There is some blues

in town, however.
Brownie McGhee and

Sonny Terry are back

again at the River-

boat where they'll be

making their type of

coffee-house blues

until Nov. 24th.

PH.

On the jazz side,

Salome Bey will be
singing at the Kibitze-

ria this weekend
along with Gene Ed-
ward, for many years
the guitarist with
Richard "Groove"
Holmes. The fine ten-

or sax player Booker
Ervin will be at

George's Spaghetti
House Friday and
Saturday playing with

the house trio, and
next week guitarist

Lenny Breau comes
in. Bobby Hackett
and Vic Dickenson

are teamed up at the

Town for the next

couple of weeks, and

Flip Philips is at the

Colonial over the

weekend. He'll be fol-

lowed next week by a

dixieland group, the

Jersey Ramblers. If

you want more dixie-

land. La Maison Dore
has a different band

almost every night.

Friday it should be

the Black Eagles and

Saturday, Kid Chap-

man's Olympia Band.

P.H.

The McLaughlin
Planetarium contest

has attracted three

entries. For five dol-

lars, it's still worth

your while to go and
scrutinize the dome
of the building and
describe what you
see.

Paul Carter's pho-

tography is getting a

showing every morn-
ing from 9 to 11 in the

Buttery, Trinity.

Siamese art is being

shown at the Albert

White gallery. When I

went to see it I was
stoned, and it looked

great, so before you
go, be sure to Thai

one on. Tony Smith's

sculpture can still be

seen at the Art Gal-

lery of Ontario.

M K.

BOOKS

Worth reading is

Norman Mailer's lit-

tle paperback on

Miami and Chicago;

so is Robert Fulford's

Crisis at the Victory

Burlesk. I. F. Stone

and Elizabeth Hard-

wick have written bit-

ing articles on George
Wallace and Robert

McNamara in this

week's 'New York
Review:

Stay away from the

glitz of the U of T
bookstore, because
their prices are high-

er. Go to S.C.M.,

which is not as warm
and friendly as it

used to be but still

the best in Toronto.

There is a new little

shop on Spadina
called 'Volume One'

that is worth brows-

ing through.

B.R.

THEATRE

Charlie Dennis' trio

of one-actors, "Ever-

yone Except Mr. Fon-

tana", opens Tuesday
at the Central Library

Theatre.

Sunshine Sketches

opens at the Royal

Alex next Tuesday
too.

Plays casting

around campus or in

rehearsal: Billy Liar

at New College; The
Bespoke Overcoat at

UC; Tomas MacAnna
of the Abbey Theatre,

Dublin casting for

two Yeats plays at

the Studio on Glen

Morris; Henry Tar-

vainen for The Visit

by Duerenmatt; The
Respectable Prosti-

tute, directed by Mar-
ty Stoller at UC; Jack

or The Submission
directed by Stephen

Katz at UC; The Les-

son by Ionesco at St.

Michael's; Jesus by

Hanz Tolle, at Trini-

ty; "Play" by Samuel
Beckett directed by

Polly Wilson at Trini-

ty; Woyzeck by Georg
Buchner directed by

Doug Water at the

Theatre Centre; Kis-

met at Victoria Col-

lege; The Bob Re-

view, this year is

Moira an original

play directed by Gay
Stinson at Vic; Stop

the World, I Wanna
Get off by the Engi-

neers and the UC Fol-

lies by the artsies at

UC.
L.H.

WHY NOT: Star is

the Hollywood version

of the life of Gertrude

Lawrence, with Julie

("If I had a bust I'd

rule the world.")

Andrews as Gertie,

and the droll Daniel

Massey as Noel Cow-
ard. Star is better

than most extrava-

ganzas that are mea-
sured in dollars, tons

and cubic feet; both

singing and acting are

often good. Director

Robert Wise uses the

format of a narrow-

screen black and
white Thirties news-

reel to advance the

story, filling in detail

with full-screen col-

our explanations. This

is one of the most
useless ideas to come
along in years.

k.d.

WHY INDEED:
The Subject was
Roses is a repeat of

the scene we already

made in Virginia

Woolf. Death of a.

Salesman, etc., with

actors cast in ob-

vious, overused situa-

tions, screaming and

crying in their hope-

less alienation. The
film lacks cinematic

imagery and interpre-

tation, being instead a

celluloid shadow of

the original theatre

version. Therapy it is,

but film?

j.p.

JUST WHY: The
Bliss of Mrs. Blossom
is money thrown
away. It's billed as

comedy, but the

scenes are stale, bor-

ing and gross. See it

after a few beers, or

if jokes about dogs'

faces (dogs' faces?)

and brassieres are
your speed. Bliss is

the creation of some
over-thirty types

trying desperately to I

be hip.

s.p.

P.S. "Cripes, you

was just great, Dan'l
|

Massey" — Helen.

.

< Graphics David McNiven Editor Michael Ignatieff



Daniel Massey on theatre
By LIZ WIUICK

"Theatre is in a dangerous
state. It's almost an anach-
ronism. If the theatre is dead
in a culture, then there's

something emasculated in

that culture. . . A really pop-
ular vital theatre fights the
American Dream terribly."

Danial Massey wound him-
self easily around a well-pad-

ded Hart House armchair.
Comfortably settled, he
launched an informal discus-

sion with about twenty stu-

dents Wednesday afternoon in

the Music Room,
Mr. Massey is tall, and

slender with an interesting

face, expressive hands, and
an English accent. He is also

very easy to listen to.

Massey is the son of Cana-
dian-born actor Raymond
Massey and nephew of Vin-

cent Massey. Dan Massey co-

stars in the new Julie An-

drews movie Star.

"The theatre is marvellous.

There is nothing the movies
can do to touch the flesh and
blood event."

On acting, he said, "I'm in
this to act and to work and to
explore it. I trained for ten
years, and like an athlete I

have to keep those reflexes
going."

He spoke of young people
who have "much more
awareness and sensitivity —
theycreated Bonnie and Clyde
and The Graduate. If theatre
doesn't talk to the 18 to 25

year old, we're nowhere."
On New York: "It affected

me physically in the most
terrifying way — I can't

stand it. It's like Devil's Is-

land."

On Harold Pinter: "He's
done something to language
in the way Renoir did some-
thing to the human complex-
ion."

and said, "I needed it be-

cause there's money in the

On Uncle Vincent: "I didn't part and I have alimony to

like him very much." pay." He sees success as the

As for Star, he grinned ability "to control rather

Hmo by ERROL YOUNG
than be controlled," and film-

ing as essential to theatre

What does he plan to do
next?"I want to do the next

good part."

Times change
The Hart House bell re-

fuses to recognize the change

to Eastern Standard Time —
Oct. 27. If it continues to

chime an hour fast for anoth-

er two days, it will equal last

year's record of two weeks
resistance to reality.

Asked for comment, the

hall porter commented that

"this is nothing unusual".

Fromm and Wernick meet at New College
By MARY BASTEDO

Andy Wernick and Paul

Fromm confronted each oth-

er last night before an audi-

ence of about 80 people in the

New College dining room but

failed to meet head on.

Fromm, bounded onto the

stage and cracked a Barry

Goldwater joke. Then he

said: "Student power is eli-

tist, anti-democratic and at

least verbally complicit in

violence."

Sauntering in half-an-hour

late with a package of Du
Maurier in his mouth, Wer-

nick said, "I didn't hear

Fromm's talk this time. But

if it was typical it never got

to the guts of anything.

"The most disappointing

thing about U of T," said

Wernick, "is the low level of

argument I find. It's like

when I used to make general-

izations when arguing with

my mother, and she would

say, 'but the lady down the

street. .

.'
"

He challenged Fromm to

say three sentences on the

general subject of "technolo-

gy and unemployment."

Fromm said he couldn't do it

in three sentences.

Trinity men's gowns still on
By GEOFF MEGGS

The idea of making aca-

demic gowns optional at

breakfast and lunch was de-

feated by a resounding 50 to

25 margin by Trinity College

men Wednesday night.

Peter Kelk (IV Trin) de-

scribed the motion as a com-

promise between two ex-

tremes in the college, one

demanding total abolition —
the other against any change

in present regulations.

The rule which apllies to

all of the approximately 300

men enrolled at Trinity says

"All students will provide

themselves with an academic

gown as prescribed to be

worn as directed." This has

usually been interpreted to

mean the gown will be worn

to meals, classes, chapel, and

meetings with the faculty.

Kelk said he was opposed

to the gowns because they

were indicative of an elitist

sentiment at Trinity. Gowns

also emphasized the master-

slave relationship between

students and their professors

by their different styles, he

added.
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Alec Dufresne in seconding

the motion mentioned his

experience in Oxford this

summer, where he was "im-

pressed that no one wore

gowns to breakfast."

Opposition to the bill was

strong. Most speakers were

in favour of retaining the

gown as a focus for college

spirit.

"If we make gowns option-

al it's just like abolishing

them," said Al Parish (II

Trin) "because no one will

wear them."
Another opponent of the

motion defended the gown on

practical grounds. "My gown

has saved a lot of dry-clean-

ing bills" he said.

In an interview yesterday

Head of College John Whit-

tall, a graduate divinity stu-

dent commented that "gowns

are good until they are com-

pletely irrelevant to the peo-

ple who are wearing them.

Obviously this is not the case

at Trinity."

The meeting was adjourned

after a recalcitrant anti-gown

man took off his gown and

was ejected.
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"I believe we need a distri-

bution mechanism that

doesn't just distribute wages
for work," said Wernick.

"I want to work and I want
to earn my wages," Fromm
replied. "I don't want anyone

to give me hand-outs."

NDP support
By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

The leader of the Ontario

New Democratic Party, Don-

ald MacDonald, has ex-

pressed support of the demo-
cratization of education at

the university level.

MacDonald outlined his

views to 30 students at Sidney

Smith noon hour meeting yes-

terday.

"From the very begin-

ning", he added, "I have

always suggested guidelines

for the abolition of the au-

thoritarian nature of the sys-

tem, but the Tories and Lib-

erals have continuallyknocked

them down."
MacDonald explained he

hoped to bring new strength

to the N D P. "Right now",

he stated, "we all work under

the assumption that by 1971

we can gain power in the

province. Our job is to create

a policy that is reasonable

and acceptable"

MacDonald said the NDP
"is not exlusively a labour

party and can never be so.
"

CORRECTION
The Varsity Wednesday

incorrectly reported that stu-

dents returning to Whitney

Hall after 11 p.m. are re-

quired to sign only their

names. The girls must also

record their room numbers.

Through a typographical

error, the story said male
visitors were permitted in the

rooms Sunday from 9 to 5

p.m. It should have said 2

p.m. to 5 p.m.

ARTS and SCIENCE

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, are

invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

November 13, 14 1 15

Interview appointments may be

made through the office of the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient,

please contact us directly.

Phone 368-2751.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Reglna Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

ARTS AND SCIENCE

STUDENTS
in day classes

must confirm their programme of studies

BEFORE NOVEMBER 20th

at the Office of their College Registrar

(Regular Students)

or

at the Faculty Office

(Special Students)

This procedure is essential in order to ensure

accurate records and so that EXAMINATION

arrangements may be made.



I Queen's executive defeated
:•: Kingston (CUP) — Two activist student leaders failed

'4 in their bid to gain a campus mandate Wednesday, Nov.

I 6.

g Chuck Edwards and Jan Lichty resigned as president

1:5 and vice-president respecitvely Oct. 22 in order to run

:•? again, specifically on an activist platform.

$ Conservative candidate Dave Parkrul and his vice-

| presidential candidate Andy Pipe beat the activist pair

by a three to one margin.

3 The vote went 2150 - 746 — a turnout of over 50 per

$ cent, far higher than any other election in the past few

•jj years.

'A Four members of the Queen's Journal resigned after

| the election to do some grass roots organizing. They felt

jij they couldn't reach the students through the Journal,

iij Though the students voted for Parkrul instead of the

:•: activists, they rejected his position on decision-making

:•: and voted overwhelmingly in favour of student-faculty

i|: decision on academic policy.

New College

says no to TADP
New College students are

58 per cent against donating

money to the Toronto Anti-

Draft Program—or at least

58 per cent of 334 are.

Of the 1524 students regis-

tered in New College, fewer

than 23 per cent voted in the

referendum yesterday.

"It was an above average

turnout," commented David

Hoffman (III New), New Col-

lege Students Council vice-

president.

"The narrow margin
against the referendum shows
that there is some justifica-

tion for voting in favour of

the donation," he added.

The council decided last

week that a referendum
ought to be held to obtain an

idea of the general sentiment

of the student body before the

council decided on a donation

of $100.

The final decision will be

made on Tuesday, at the next

NCSC meeting.

The council is supposed to

use the referendum as a

guide to their voting but does
not have to abide by it.

Gary Perly

remanded

The trial of Gary Perly,

president of Canadians for

the National Liberation

Front, was remanded to Nov.

14 in magistrates court yes-

terday.

Perly is charged with ob-

structing police during a

CNLF demonstration outside

the U.S. Consulate April 26.

Acting as his own lawyer,

Perly cross-examined arrest-

ing officer Charles Woodhead

for an hour before Magistrate

Tupper Bigelow remanded
the case.

ES FOR
SUPER HOURS

6p.m.- 8p.m.

Mon - Frl ;

AL CROMWELL

SALOME BEY
BERNIE SENENSKY TRIO

guZTs? GENE EDWARDS

f'»

Ran Harris spent lastsummer
fishing forwater.

Mad? Not really, Ron is a marine biologist with the,Department of energy, Mines and
Resources. The water he fished lor and the sediments in il contained vital information
about depths, tides, navigational hazards and the nature of the seabed. After three

months at sea, Ron produced a report that will make our coastal waters safer tor

navigation and help in the development ol harbour facilities.

Ron Harris is one of the new breed of people in public service . . . young, college

educated, ambitious and dedicated. In Government service he has found a rewarding
and responsible future in the mainstream of Canadian development. The Public

Service of Canada has career opportunities tor young men and women like Ron. If

you'd like to know about them, write to:

Career Info.,

Public Service

Commission of Canada,

Tower "A",

Place de Ville,

Ottawa, Ontario.
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Sfrych no Guacic Silicate dissolves Vic
by GELLIUS

SOCCER

StrychnoGuacicSilicate
blanked Vic, 3-0. SGS scorers
were Oshinowo (2), and
Hodgson.

Richardson and Bristowe
stomped Law for Meds, 2-1.

UC shut-out SMC, 2-0.

New beat School of Hard
Knox, 2-0. Hurd and Beyer hit

for the Gnus. (A Gnu is a
small South African antelope
related to the Ypsilanti.)

Wye and Trin B tied, 1-1.

Ugongi scored for Wye, Hum
Burt Q. Hum Burt for Trin B.

VOLLEYBALL

Scar over Erin

Eng over Dents A
Meds A over PHE A
Emm over Dents C
Peaches over ripe

For A over Law
Pharm over For B

LACROSSE
Storey's five goals led Trin

past For B, 8-3. Hall (2) and
Unger rounded out Trin scor-
ing. Morden (adj., "he has a
morden wit"), Klassen and
Licjalehto replied for For.
Matsuba (a Jewish delicacy

put in soup) had two goals, as
did Bishop and Balman in

Innis' 8-5 win over Pharm;
other Innis scorers were Wal-
ler and McLauchlin. Cassel-
man scored all five Pharm
goals.

Meds A took Vic II, 9-5, on
markers by Tuchisa (3),

Howes (4), Baycrest (he's got
to be named after a housing

development) and Murnagh-
an. Birze (2), Simon Semple
(2) and Southward scored for

Vic II

UC exceeded Law's output

by 100% 6-3. Blyth scored two
goals (Hail to thee. Blyth,

Where else can a man who weighs 75 pounds compete in

a Varsity sport against components of combined equal

weight? Justifying a sport where men of all shapes and
sizes compete against others of equal dimensions is one of

the chief selling pernts of rassling.

Rassling blends well with other sports, particularly foot-

ball. One improves the other.

The development of co-ordination, mussel strenth, confin-

nence and a sense of hoomility, an ability to perfect one-

self, and a realization of the impordance of self-sacrifice

are but a few of the benefits we may harvest from this

ever-groing sport.

The rassling team practises at 5:00 pm Monday to Thurs-

day, in the Hart House Rassling Gym.

bird thou never wert!). Mur-
phy one and James the re-

maining three for UC. Hill

(2) and Pashby hit for Law.
Wolfe (5), Hamilton. Mel-

low Yellow (2t, Munro (2),

Sciully (2) and Guy scored as

Eng jerubbabelled Dents, 13-

2. Drury and Southward were
Dents marksmen.

Christie and Mackey scored
for PHE B, Griffin for For as

PHE B won. 2-1.

RUGGER

Bobbet had three points

and Slean ("Jack Sprat could
eat no fat, his wife could eat

no Slean" - a taboo on oral

intercourse is common in

primitive societies) two as
PHE whitewashed Eng. 5-0.

Steiswictz (UC) and How-
arth (Vic) scored in a three-3

tie.

INTERFAC FOOTBALL

With only one game left

in the regular schedule.

Victoria College lead

Group A with a perfect 5-0

record. Kartna scored
Vic's only touchdown as

they whitewashed PHE 6-0.

In yesterday's action, St.

Mike's blanked Engineer-

ing 8-0 on Jack Thomann's
major, while New recorded
its 1st victory of the sea-

son — a 7-6 triumph at the

expense of UC. Fat Albert

scored for New.
St. Mike's victory

clinched a playoff spot for

them and it looks as if

they'll be playing Medi-
cine. In the other semi-fi-

nal, it should be Dentistry

against Vic. Vic has Group
A's leading scorer, Peter

Fairgrieve. who has run

over, around, or through

any defence which the rest

of the Group has had to

offer.

John Cameron

WOMEN'S ATHETIC ASSOCIATION

Organizational Ski Meeting

November II, 1:00

Lecture Room. Benson B I d g.

Ski representatives & girls interested in trying out

for intercollegiate skiing.

INTERCOL ICE HOCKEY Practice -

- Tuesday Nov. 12 - Varsity Arena - 7:45 a.m.

exhilarating

elegance

for MEN

Discerning men find luxurious

pleasure In the subtle mascu-

line scent of Jade East. ..worlds

apart from the ordinary.

"IT IS THE PARENTS' DECISION AS TO WHETHER THEY WISH THEIR DAUGHTER TO BE EDUCA-

TED OR NOT. IT IS NOT THE ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS AS

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO TO STEP IN WHERE PARENTS 00 NOT

WISH US TO." POSAP regulations, 1968.

ARE YOU UP-TIGHT ABOUT STUDENT AWARDS?
The turn-out, i.e. heavy or light, will determine the possibility of action this year.

HELP DECIDE AT A MASS MEETING

(your last chance to press for change in OSAP)

1:00 p.m. 102 Mechanical Monday, Nov. 11

(time) (place) (day)

sponsored by sac committee on student awards
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UNDERDOG BLUES PIT HEART, DESIRE VS. SMUG GAELS

Quarterback

VIC ALBOINI
Offensive guard

DEREK TURNER
Defensive halfback

CHRIS HICKS
Inside linebacker

GORD SQUIRES

SCORES TO SETTLE
A pile of timber and mud called George Ri-

chardson Memorial Stadium houses the last and
most important game of the SIFL season on Sat-

urday.

It's the home of Queen's Golden Gaels and
Varsity Blues come calling tomorrow afternoon

for a pleasant encounter which will decide this

year's winner of the Yates Cup. Blues trail

Queen's by a point in the league standings.

There doesn't seem to be much doubt on the

outcome in Kingston. Queen's are already look-

ing forward to next week's College Bowl semi-

final in Edmonton. The victor in Saturday's

game advances against the winner of the West-
ern Intercollegiate League, and Gaels have taken

special pains to send a man out there to shoot

movies of that league's sudden death final be-

tween Alberta and Manitoba.

But Queen's confidence seems pretty justified.

They've already beaten Varsity 35-0 right in To-
ronto, haven't they? And didn't Blues have to

fight like mad for a 19-19 tie against lowly Wa-
terloo (snicker)? Sure. Game should be a breeze
for the big boys in gold. Sure.

Varsity coach Ron Murphy: "You want to

know the key to beating Queen's? Score one
more point than they do."

Centre Rick Agro: "I can't get any sleep. I

keep thinking about all our different plays, and I

keep seeing a big number 77 coming at me."
Defensive halfback Chris Hicks: "I'm not get-

ting much sleep. This game just sticks in my

mind. I keep seeing gold jersies all over the

place."

Trainer Eddie Armstrong: "I'd rather go to

Edmonton next week than Halifax with the hock-

ey team."

Balex: "There aFe still 45 tickets left, avail-

able at the SAC office or the engineering stores."

Coach Murphy: "This week has really dragged.

I'm 'way over my crackers quota."

Offensive halfback Mike Raham: "If the

weather stays like this, it'll help us a lot because
of our strong running game."
Coach Murphy: "The weather? It's cold and

wet."

Varsity reporter Rod Mickleburgh: "Eat 'em,

Blues!"

AGAIN

MURPH
EYES

jm^ YA TES...
i?. .w.-.-.-.-............... ...^

Rugger broom sweeps Western clean

Varsity rugger teams travelled to London on Tuesday after-
noon for two games against Western. The first Varsity needed
a victory over Western to capture the western division and
advance into the final against Queen's. A loss would have
meant a sudden death playoff with Western.
However, it was learned shortly before the game that West-

ern had forfeited several games because of an ineligible play-
er. The pressure was off, and the team responded with unin-
spired rugger.

Varsity clung to a 9-6 lead at half time on three penalty
kicks by captain George Wraw. Western tied the score on
their third penalty goal midway through the second half.

But in the last five minutes of the game Varsity scored two
converted tries. Centre Tony Pierre picked up a loose ball in
the Western end and rambled for the first try. Moments later
centre Pete Sutherland gathered in an on-side downfield kick
by Andy Gibson and burst into the end zone past a group of
dejected Western players for a 19-9 victory.

Varsity seconds were having their problems with Western
too as they had to come from behind twice for the win. The
seconds led 9-8 at the half as fly half Roger Moore scored two
unconverted tries and Andy Cairns booted a penalty goal.
Western went ahead in the second half on a converted try

but Blues back Carl Trinier scampered for a try converted by
Cairns to give Toronto the lead again. Wing forward Brian
Hamill ran 25 yards for the final try. Cairns converted to
make the final score 19-13 for Toronto. The pride of the sec-
ond team was 69 year old Blues coach James Hamilton who
played prop with great gusto despite chiding from his players
that he was "too slow getting into the loose scrums."

WATERPOLO
Varsity Waterpoloists

will try to stretch their

string of victories to six-

teen consecutive games
Saturday as the Aqua-
Blues host the Macmen of

Hamilton.

Although McMaster has
played waterpolo as a
club sport for years, this

is her first year in regu-
lar intercollegiate compe-
tition. In their only pre-
vious encounter last Janu-
ary, a very strong swim-
ming Varsity team domi-
nated the Mac pool and
won by several goals. In
the miniscule Hart
House natatorium. how-
ever, ball handling is

expected to be the criti-

cal factor. If Coach Otto
Demjen's rearrangements
at center pool have elimi-
nated Blues' weakness
there, it should be Var-
sity by four goals.

Game time tomorrow
is 2.00 pm.

...SO

DOES
TINDALL

Soccerites suffocate stubborn 'Stangs

Varsity Soccer Blues retained the Toronto and District Soc-
cer Association trophy, symbolic of the western division
championship, Tuesday, when they defeated a stubborn Uni-
versity of Western Ontario side 3-2 at London. The victory
pushed Blues three points ahead of the 'Stangs' with each
team having one game remaining.
The score was surprisingly close, especially in the light of

the first meeting between the two teams when Blues romped
to a 5-2 win.

Charles Kiewiet, Western's left-inside forward, opened the
scoring in a fifteen yard free kick at the seventeen minute
mark of the first half. Then ten minutes later Blues agressive
defence gave away another free kick almost from the .identi-

cal spot of the first goal. Kiewiet, again made no mistake as
he sliced the ball over the defensive wall and into the top cor-
ner.

With a 2-0 lead bolstering their morale, the Western side
came to life and started playing soccer on the same level as
the Blues.

But with five minutes left in the opening half Miles Sosa
lofted a high floater towards the net which incredibly slipped
through the goalkeepers hands and landed in the net. That was
the spark that Blues needed. From that point on the Varsity
Eleven dominated the pitch.

Ken Cancellera finally evened the game up 2-2 at the sixty-

nine minute mark when he took a pass from full-back Jim
Kolman and drilled a short into the corner. Sixty seconds
later Roman Zakaluzny threw the ball to Jim Lefkos who
doesn't miss goals from five yards out.
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CHINESE
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DATE NOV IB, E8. 830,-

TICKET $1-75 EACH DMLV
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'GOOD STUDENT'
Auto Insurance Program

Have you been driving for two years?

Have you had no more than one accident and one
conviction?

Are you a Grade B Student?

If so. we may be able to save you up to 30% cost on your car

insurance

To see if you qualify

Phone KEN TIMNEY — 363-8485
for personal interview

HUNTER, ROWELL & COMPANY LTD.

Pornographical"?

U.C. GUILDDRAMA
presents

"THE RESPECTABLE PROSTITUTE"
by SARTRE

NOV. 13,14,15 1:15 p.m.

ADM: FREE WEST HALL

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

TONIGHT AND ALL THIS WEEK

THE FAN
by Goldoni. translated byFuller

Student Prices - Monday to Thursday SI. 50 - Friday & Saturday $2.00
Curtain 8:30 Box office 928 .86o8

CALGARY (CUP) - North

Hill News, publisher of the

Mount Royal Junior College

student newspaper, recently

charged The Reflector with

using ' pornographical" copy.

The article in question out-

lined types and uses of birth

control methods. The data

was adpted from a Ladies'

Home Journal article and
presents the birth control in-

formation in chart form.

The terms used in the chart

are medical ones. Originally

printed in The Brunswickan
(University of New Bruns-

wick) last December, the

chart has appeared in at least

10 Canadian university news-

papers since then, with no

repercussions.

Roy Farran, owner of the

News, maintained the article

served no purpose and re-

fused to print it.

The Reflector was forced

to run a blank page where the

chart should have been.

Winter claims SAC interference!
Graduate. Students Union

president John Winter says

there was a "detailed plan

for concealed interference in

graduate student affairs" by

the SAC executive.

This involves a memo dat-

ed August 22, from SAC exec-

utive assistant Martha Tra-

cey to SAC president Steve

Langdon.

Winter says this was a

"confidential memo" in

which SAC leaders contem-

plated running "apparently
'neutral' candidates as gradu-

ate representatives in the

SAC elections; infiltrating the

St. George Dragon, a maga-
zine published by the GSU;"
and "finding an 'acceptable'

candidate" to organize gradu-

ate students into course

Miss Tracey points out the

memo was not "confidential

as Winter stated."

"The memo was in a public

file for anyone to look at. It

was a personal memo, but

not confidential."

As for running "neutral"

candidates, Miss Tracey said

that "SAC should not be the

main issue. The candidates

should talk about what's hap-

pening in graduate schools

throughout Canada. The high

degree of professionalism for

example."

Miss Tracey said she "felt

that all of the applicants (for

editor of the GSU paper)

should not be anti-SAC. It

should be noted that we were
talking about applicants not

appointees."

"THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT AT ALL

JEAN-LUC GODARD'S

WEEKEND
STARRING MIREILLE DARC AND JEAN YANNE.

© ADMITTANCE _

WEEKDAYS AT: 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

SATURDAY AT: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

SUNDAY AT: 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

"'Weekend' is a great

original work. 'Weekend'
is Godard's vision of hell

and it ranks with the
visions of the greatest.

The vision that rises in

the course of the film is

so surreally powerful that

one accepts it as one
accepts a lunar land-

scape. 'Weekend' has
more depth than anything
he's done before."

—Pauline Kae/,

New Yorker

"A fantastic film in which
all of life becomes a week-
end—a cataclysmic,

seismic traffic jam. The
film must be seen for its

power, ambition, humor,
and scenes of really

astonishing beauty. One
of the most important
films Godard has ever
made. There's nothing
like it at all."

—Renafa Adler,

New York Times

"A stunning experience.
A savage imaginative
comment on our times,
the film breathes
virtuosity at every turn.
Humor, too, abounds but
it's a humor of tragedy
and quickly turns to acid.

I can't think of another
modern filmmaker who
has so tellingly and
originally summarized
greed, callousness and
the seeds of adventurism
as Godard does."

-William Wolf,

Cue Magazine

SPECIALSTUDENT
RATES

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 6:00 PM
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
BEFORE 5:00 PM

$1 .00

$1 .00

L TONGE »T CHWIUS 922 9055 ^^Fj
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Mexico after 50 years of revolution
The glitter of the Olympic Games in Mexico City crowded the plight of the Mexi-

can students out of the mass media. Yet thousands of these students are being har-
rassed and jailed. Prior to the "Games" many were shot down in the streets by
the Mexican Army.

Although there is little in the news the problems that precipitated the bloodshed
still exist.

Richard de la Luz M, a leading member of the National Strike Committee, will

speak today at 1 p.m. Room 2117, Sydney Smith.

By PHIL RUSSELL

College Press Service

I am a communist
Because I see humanity in pain.

Under the boot of imperialism.

Because I see the peasants suffering.

And because the braceros are leaving.

I am a communist
Because the people don't even have the right

To ask that they be treated justly.

And because the salaries are meagre,
And because there is no equality.

MEXICO CITY (CUP -

CPS) — Although these

words, taken from the wall of

a strike-bound Mexican uni-

versity, reflect the politics of

only a few students, they do

reflect the surroundings of

every Mexican student. In a

country which makes the

American press with its an-

nual report of a 7 percent

gain in gross national product

and its elections every six

years, this may seem a con-

tradiction.

This seeming contradiction

is, however, a reflection of

the great inequalities which

have long existed in Mexico.

Even as far back as the be-

ginning of the 19th century, a

visitor to Mexico called it

"the land of inequality".

A century later the Mexi-

can Revolution was fought to

eliminate these inequalities.

In this struggle most of the

fighting was between rival

factions, not between revolu-

tionaries and the old guard.

Early in the war the landed

aristocracy which had been

governed by Porforio Diaz

was defeated. What followed

was a struggle between the

militant agrarian reformers.

Pancho Villa and Zapata, and

the emerging entrepreneurial

class led by Carranza and

Obregon. The eventual

triumph of the entrepreneurs

set the stage for both the

successes and failures of

Mexico in the last 50 years.

MONOLITHIC PARTY

In 1927, ten years after the

end of the revolution, the

dominant faction founded a

political party which has

grown into a monolithic

structure known as the PRI.

Partido Revolucionario Insti-

tucional. The PRI. which has

never lost an election for

president, governor, or sena-

tor, is the dominant factor in

the Mexican political scene.

The PRI's domination has

had its rewards, but the price

has been high. The PRI has

given Mexico stability and

economic growth which can

be equalled by few other

Latin American countries

One obvious price of this

domination has been the ina-

bility to effect change from

outside the PRI. Since the

results of the elections are a

foregone conclusion, the PRI
holds the power to choose of-

ficials through nominations

which take place behind

closed doors. Simarily the

labor movement offers little

opportunity for change, as it

is made up of government-

controlled unions.

In the few instances in

which the labor movement
has become a force of

change, it has been brutally

crushed by the government,

as was the 1959 railroad

strike. In the past the student

movement has also been

impotent, due to both govern-

ment control and brutal

repression.

The PRI has also been

unable, or unwilling, to cope

with rural poverty.

(Ironically, this was the main

issue of the Mexican revolu-

tion). The government's pro-

gram of land reform has con-

sisted of giving landless peas-

ants small plots of land in

agricultural communities

called ejidos. In these com-

munities the peasant has use

of the land and its crops, but

may not sell the land.

LITTLE LAND

But there is little land left

to distribute to the increasing

population, and what is dis-

tributed is often of poor qual-

ity. The recent growth of

large farming operations has

taken up much of the produc-

tive land. As a result there

are still two million Mexican

peasants without land.

This situation, has resulted

in the country dwellers hav-

ing an income only V* as high

as the city dweller. However,

inequalities do not end here.

The working class is divided

between those who are mem-
bers of the government-con-

trolled unions and some ten

million who have no union

representation at all Con-

fronting the workers are the

wealthy and the powerful who

have the backing of the PRI.

As a resull. the benefits of a

rapidly expanding economy

have remained mainly in the

hands of politicians, the

professionals, and property

owners.
Another price paid for sta-

bility and rapid industrial

development is the increased

control of the Mexican econ-

omy by American interests.

The result of this is that

more than half of the top 400

corporations have strong for-

eign interests — many cases

controlling. Combined with

this foreign control, mainly

from the United States, is

increasing American cultural

influence in Mexico, ranging

from the Reader's Digest to

the ever-present Coca-Cola.

U.S. DOMINATION
Although American domi-

nation has long been a sore

point in Mexico, during the

term of the PRI's incumbent

president Diaz ordaz, Ameri-

can investment has been

Mowing in at an increased

rate. Criticism of American
financial control and Diaz

Ordaz's furthering of it are

two of the topics drawing the

loudest cheers at student ral-

lies.

Despite these various

shortcomings, the PRI still

seems to be firmly en-

trenched in power. Political

opposition is token and main-

ly serves to give the PRI a

facade of democracy. The

labor movement has sold oul

to the government and work-

ers are either trying to make
ends meet or to achieve mid-

dle-class status. The campesi-

nos are unorganized and their

takeovers of large land hold-

ings have been repelled by

the army Jaramillo, the

peasant leader who managed
to organize peasants around

militant demands in recent

years, was killed by the gov-

ernment.

The current student move-

ment is the first nationwide

organized opposition to the

establishment. At present,

the students' liberal demands

do not threaten PRI control

However, many students have

gained a radical political per-

spective and may come back

to haunt the government, jusl

as a young lawyer named
Fidel Castro did in Batista's

Cuba
In the meantime. Diaz

Ordaz will stay in power and

his successor will almost cer-

tainly be the PRI candidate

for the 1970 elections.

Hart House

NOON HOUR TALK
Eost Common Room, 1 p.m.

MR. ROBERT TOHER
Topic

UNDERWATER VEHICLES
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

Ladies Welcome

UNDERWATER CLUB
Presents

MR. ROBERT TOHER
Project Manager of Submersible

General Dynamic s Corporoilor

Topic
SUBMERSIBL ES 1969

East Common Room. 7:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

WEDNESOAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 1 3lh - Mus.c Room - 1 p.m.

JUDI KENN EDI, PIANIST
Formally of (he From Listt Academy

of Music, Budapest; presenllyo

protege of Anton Kuerti. She performs

works by Lrsit, Beethoven and Ravel.

Ladies Welcome,

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, November 13th

Library. 8 p.m.

CHARLES TEMPLETON
"BROADCASTING MEDIA"

POETRY READING
Thursday, November 14th

Art Gallery. 1:15 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

ARTS and SCIENCE

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, are

invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

November 13, 14 & 15

Interview appointments may be

made through the office of the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient,

please contact us directly.

Phone 368 -2751.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnlpr-J Rt-^ina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver V>ct"na

ERNST & ERNST

Chartered Accountants

Invites you to meet with a representative

of the firm on Thursday, November 14th,

with respect to employment upon graduation

Contact the Placement

Service at 581 Spadina Ave.
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PAGE FOUR

This jealousy of the fathers toward
their male children, unconscious in

part or wholly so, is one of the

causes of war, seems not to have
escaped the notice of the youth of

this age — at least of some of the

more sensitive among them, poets

and novelists. War, with its special

death toll among the young fulfils

the desire of the old men for the

removal of their lusty rivals; the war
memorials, the cenotaphs are not

only monuments raised in expiation

of the old people's sins, but are sur-

vivals of days when it was feared
that the ghosts of the killed, taking
shape, would revenge themselves on
the living; these monumental erec-
tions will prevent the dead arising.

M.D. Eder "Psycho Analysis

in Politics" (London, 1924)

Buggery

is

Remembrance
If the two men in the cartoon were

killing each other, you would pay no

attention. Killing is so natural and

universal, and its prevention so fu-

tile, that the conglomerate Hebrew

deity. God. included killing with nine

other "human" actions that are most

commonplace, that should not be

committed.

Killing is natural; buggery is a

"crime against nature". What is nat-

ural is forgotten, what is perverse,

remembered. The problem with

Remembrance Day' is that it com-
memorates men being natural on a

mass scale. So natural that we forget

them.

"God" made a personal stricture

against killing, because such re-

straint did not exist, does not yet ex-

ist, in many himse.f He sought to

make killing anathema. He sought to

make killing an unforgettable, unfor-

giveable crime, one linked in the

Last week a group of Americans —
33 students from St. Mikes — decided
to celebrate the American election at

the Consulate. Their party didn't last

very lung. Fourteen cops broke it up
for impeding sidewalks or causing a

disturbance or some such excuse.

The Toronto police are racking up
quite a record for demonstration-
busting, almost all of it in front of

the Consulate. And that raises some
questions that had better be answ-
ered.

What is so sacred about the prop-

minds of believers with His personal

displeasure. He failed.

Buggery is not one of the 10 acts

outlawed by the Commandments.
But, in many societies, especially

killei -carrrvore societies, buggery

brings its own automatic guilt and

punishment — the guilt stemming

from some long-forgotten past, the

punishment continuing into a me-
morable future.

Buggery is remembrance. Buggery

is one man with another, not through

the surrogate sexuality of a rifle, but

through his own body.

Let us do something that will make
our soldiers truly memorable on "Re-
membrance Day"; let us change the

rules of war. Let us turn out soldiers

loose upon these other men, the ene-

my; let them fuck the enemy to

death. Immortality is the reward of a

ruptured ass.

erty in front of the Consulate?
Tourist revenue? All that American

investment monev we might scare
off?

A Mr. Patterson says in a letter on
page 5 that it is "inconceivable" that
the police are politically motivated.
Maybe the cop on the beat isn't but
his superiors are.

And until we do something about it.

those superiors are going to continue
to place the rights of American
money over the rights of free assem-
bly and free speech.

effectiveness and unity of the student

body. We're not ostriches.

Mr. Winter implies that SAC was at-

tempting to manipulate graduate students

by interfering where it did not belong. I

would point out that my main argument
was that the defence of continued gradu-

ate membership in SAC had to come from
graduate students themselves. SAC's role

as to act as a facilitator, bring various

SAC supporters (and there are some)

from all areas of the widespread Gradu-

ate School together to plan a unit pro-

gram, rather than operate in isolation

from each other.

Mr. Winter and his Executive make
much of the fact that 1 speak of "good"
candidates, a "reliable" Returning Offi-

cer, etc. Because Langdon and I work
closely together, I knew he (at least)

would realize that a "good" candidate in

my view would be one who did not believe

in splintering what student unity exists on
this campus, but would work to make it

more of a reality; one who would consid-

er the unfortunate economic and working
situation of Teaching Assistants and enlist

SAC aid in working for solutions to this

problem; one who believed that the con-

tent and quality of education, whether
graduate or undergraduate, required dras-

tic improvement; and one who did not

advocate segregation of graduates and
undergraduates.

I am accused of duplicity for suggest-

ing that candidates should support SAC
only implicitly. I advocated this approach
not in an attempt to dupe the voters, but

simply because I believe an election run

merely on the issue of pro or anti-SAC

becomes so involved in charges and
counter-charges that the larger issues,

such as involvement of graduate students

in long-range planning for the School of

Graduate Studies, the problems of teach-

ing assistants, etc. etc. are almost com-
pletely overlooked.

i resent the actions of the GSU in publ-

ishing this personal correspondence. I

resent their unfair distortions of my-
views, and the unjustifiable conclusions

they have drawn from the memo. I also

regret that my informal correspondence
with the SAC President has become the

focus of a general attack on more than

myself, and can only wish that our files

weren't quite so open to anyone regard-

less of their intent. I hope that the GSU
will not continue to indulge in such ad

hominem (feminem in this case) attacks.

I will be happy to answer any questions

from persons still confused by the content

of, and unfair conclusions drawn from,

my now public memorandum.

— Martha Tracey

SAC executive assistai

LETTERS

Martha denies duplicity
I understand from the Varsity and from was a personal one from me to Langdon,

some of my friends in the professional

societies on campus that one of my per-

sonal memos to Steven Langdon is being

circulated to student and administrative

leaders by Graduate Students Union Pres-

ident John Winter, along with distorting

interpretations of the memo by Philip

Wults of the GSU.
I feel no need to apologize for having

opinions on the situation with the GSU,
nor do I believe that any of the ideas in

my memory are unjustifiable. I find it

necessary, however, to clarify some of

my ideas which Messrs. Winter and Wults

have chosen to grossly distort, since some
may be misled by the accusations of these

gentlemen.

I would first emphasize that the memo

outlining my ideas on SAC fall elections

at the School of Graduate Studies. The
tone is informal and at times il think)

humorous. The memo does not represent
SAC policy, nor was it ever implemented,
since the GSU has yet to have held elec-

tions for the five additional SAC reps
could elect.

Mr. Winter describes the memo as "a
detailed plan tor concealed interference in

graduate student affairs", thereby im-
plying that SAC has no business thinking

about how to respond to attempts of any
groups of its members to withdraw from
SAC. 1 find it incredible that Mr. Winter
would expect SAC to sit idly by while a
group of members attempt to destroy the
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at last lis — Sunday will nevah be the same
— an almost empty office filled with lots of

transient souls — like geoff running out and
in back with regina kasthatcheran sue run-

ning to tell that nothing was to come and
noel got two broad a haircut, feet things:

agi's got a heavy one an anne threw away
her limp. limp, limpus laurel was into, by bi

l.a, atlantis is on the way. ATLANTIS? helen

and brian had a massive rewrite attack, not

to mention Saturday nite, but we won't
b.j.t.j. cum puella sua and reyto harmoniz-
ing, where the hell and when marty? ever?

jack is a one hour flash zap develop, liz is a

new addison to our crew, only by degree,

sportsy days, and more ulcers are added to

the justifying web. Atlantis! Tell me, jon, are

you in the basement mixm' up the medecine.

Piglets?
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MACHIAVELLI on the GSU
By PETER HAWLEY

Peler Hawlex is a graduate
student in sociology.

Niccolo Machiavelli — a
philosopher of great wisdom
— resides in the cubicles of U
of T's oldest libraries. No-
body listens to him any more.
Younger men have taken his

place — men like Edmund
Burke. Karl Marx and Her-
bert Marcuse. Some say
Machiavelli knew too much.
Others say he was mean. Yet
I believe he understands this

university like no other man.
It was decided! therefore,

to consult with Niccolo Ma-
chiavelli about the recent
conflict between the Gradu-
ate Student's Union and the

Students' Administrative
Council.

"The Graduate Student's

Union is an ecclesiastical

principality." said Machiavel-

li. "It is sustained by ancient

religious customs which are

so powerful that they keep its

popes and princes in power in

whatever manner they pro-

ceed. Those religious customs

provide graduate nobles with

respectability and status and

wine, which is deemed of

importance above all else by

all but an insignificant num-

ber of graduate nobles who,

by opposing religious custom,

have lost their respectability.

"Now, in every city, two

opposite parties are to be

found, arising from the desire
of the populace to avoid the

oppression of the great, and
the desire of the great to

command and oppress the

people. The aim of the under-

graduate populace is more

n
LORD WINTER

honest than that of the gradu-

ate nobility, the latter desir-

ing to oppress, and the for-

mer merely to avoid oppres-

sion.

"Lord Langdon of S.A.C. is

honest, and to that I attribute

his failures. For I say that it

would be well for a Prince to

be considered liberal Lord
Langdon has no such image I

would say that to possess the

quality of liberalism and al-

ways observe it is dangerous,

but to appear to possess it is

useful. . . For the reformer
has enemies in all those who
profit by the old order, and
only lukewarm defenders in

all those who would profit by

the new order. Thus it arises

that on every opportunity for

attacking the reformer, his

opponents (the G.S.U. nobili-

ty) do so with the zeal of par-

tisans. The others who see

the need for reform defend

him only half-heartedly.

"Lord Langdon has made a

second mistake, for a wise

Prince will seek means by
which his subjects will al-.

ways have need of his govern-

ment. It is not enough for the

feudal government of S.A.C.

to subsidize virtually every

activity in the feudal city of

Toronto Varsity. The nobles

of Graduate Student's Union

will not see that. S.A.C.

should also have paid for the

new bar at the G.S.U. castle,

and inscribed the name of

Lord Langdon upon it so the

graduate nobles could see

that inscription every day.

For the vulgar is always ta-

ken by appearances and the

issues of the event, and the

world of the G.S.U. nobles

consists only of the vulgar

"The first two mistakes

which Lord Langdon and his

predecessor made are serious

indeed. For men commit in-

juries either through fear or

through hate. And so it is that

Lord Winter and his nobles at

LORD fANGDON

the castle of G.S.U. have de-

cided to withdraw from the

city state of S.A C. and es-

cape to a hermitage in their

own castle.

"Fortune is a woman, and

if you wish to master her,

you must strike and conquer

her. But alas, the nobles of

G.S.U are trying to escape

from fortune rather than

conquer her.

"The feudal city of Toronto

Varsity is threatened with

being divided into its princi-

palities. I fear that a city di-

vided will only augment the

power of Pope Bissell I and

his professorial cardinals.

The influence of both the

graduate nobles and the un-

dergraduate populace can
only decline in a divided city.

"Popes before Bissell used

to say it was necessary to

hold Toronto by means of

factions. I do not believe that

divisions ever do any good;

on the contrary, the cities

thus divided will be at once

lost, for the weaker faction

will always side with the

enemy and the other will not

be able to stand.

"I suggest a solution. Lord

Langdon. other than to recti-

fy the two serious mistakes

which have already been

made. Invite Lord Winter and

the graduate nobles to a sher-

ry party at S.A.C; offer

(hem some money; and invite

them to send more graduate

nobles to sit in the courts of

S.A.C. But alas, it is too late.

The good that you do does not

profit as it is judged to be

forced upon you. and you will

derive no benefit whatever

from it."

Campus complicity
By ELL1E KIRZNER

Ellie Kirzner is chairman oj

the Committee to End the War

in Vietnam.

The problem of campus

complicity which first sprang

into prominence last year is

again with us. Already this

year there have been sit-ins

at the University of Saska-

.toon and at the University of

Manitoba. Most students will

recall the impact that cam-

pus complicity had at U of T.

last year — the demonstra-

tions, the mass meetings and

the election which was forced

because of the war recruit-

ment issue. Many questions

were raised by last year's

protest but few answered.

There is a general unease

around this question on cam-

pus. Many people are unsure

of what campus complicity is

and what its implications are

for the role of the university

in society. Everyone agrees

that it is an important ques-

tion which cannol be ignored

but there is no consensus on

what is to be done.

DISCUSSION

This unease and doubt can

only be resolved by an open

campus discussion around the

problem of war recruitment

SAC as the representative

body of the students should

initiate such a discussion. We
don't need back room discus-

sions and plotting sessions,

we want open and free debate

where all the students can

express their views. SAC
should organize several mass
meetings around the question

of recruitment. The pages of

Varsity should be opened up

to a free-wheeling discussion

and every view should be cir-

culated in the form of leaf-

lets. SAC has an opportunity

to involve all the students in

a searching and critical dis-

cussion which can delve into

the fundamental nature of the

university in our society. SAC
should accept this challenge.

This discussion should de-

fine the nature of complicity.

It should be pointed out thai

in 1967 research grants from

military organizations to-

talled $699,839.86. There are

many questions surrounding

this research. What is its

nature? What influence do

these funds have on moulding

the whole university" On our

Board of Governors are many

men intimately tied up with

the military establishment''

Men such as Neil J. Mc-

Kinnon of Honeywell Controls

Ltd.. O.M Solandl. whom we
all know so well and others.

What effect do these men
have on our education

through their positions and

money'.' There is the recruit-

ment which includes many
companies which are compli-

ed in the Vietnam war. com-

panies such as Dow. CIL.

Levy Industries etc.

EFFECT OF COMPLICITY

The discussion among us

should go on to investigate

the effect that this has on our

university. We realize very

well that our university exists

in a society geared to war but

does that mean it has to

serve the war society. We
may have to work for compa-

nies like those mentioned, but

do we have to like it too?

We don't have to allow

these companies to permeate

and control our university in

a 100 different ways Why can

we not begin to break the ties

of the university with the

elite which dominates our

society? We can have a uni-

versity that produces critical,

creative individuals who are

not tools of the existing order

but who actively work for

social change but not while

these men control our cam-
pus Our university must not

be a market where skills in

human form are bought and

sold. Let's discuss the idea

that it is necessary to get all

the recruiters off campus and

back into their downtown of-

fices where they belong.

SAC must meet the chal-

lenge SAC has an obligation

to the students to give them a

forum where they can ex-

press their ideas freely SAC
should instruct the adminis-

tration to keep the recruiters

off campus until the discus

sion is complete The culmi-

nation id the lull discussion

should be a vote by the stu-

dents and faculty on a one

man one vote basis to decide

for or against campus re-

cruitment The problem is

before us, let us now air our

views openly and then, having

made our views clear, let us

ACT!

!

"political motive inconceivable

I believe that the charges lev-

ied bv Paul MacRae in The Var-

sity 'October 30. 1968 can and
should be refuted. II is inconceiv-

able that the Toronto Police are
politically motivated. They are
forbidden to have any political

affiliation; nor are they allowed

to place campaign signs on their

property or support any political

candidate.

Several police reportedly said

they wanted Wallace Assuming
'hat this wasn't sarcastic, what
makes these individuals spokes-

men for "the 125 men on foot. 23

on horseback, plus two busloads

plus two dozen men on motorcy-
cle, as well as many more from
squad cars." Following Mr.
MacRae's logic, one is forced to

the conclusion that the police

who protect John Beatlie in

Edwards Gardens are all Nazis.

Mr. MacRae also says that the

THE VARSITY. Monday. November t

demonstration was broken up in

order to try their new anti-riot

techniques (as reported in the

Toronto Telegram). The article

in question said [hat the Metro
Police were training with ma-
chine guns The Varsity's sharp-

eyed reporters have not men-
tioned the presence, let alone the

use of these weapons. Secondly,

the training referred to by the

Telegram is restricted to the

Ontario Provincial Police at

Downsview
So much for MacRae's second

and third assumptions; now for

the tirsl I will merely state that

the people I have spoken to said

there were attempts made by

demonstrators to deliberately

provoke the police to violence. I

think that is sufficient reason for

dispersing the demonstrators.
Brian Patterson

(Special Student)
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backlog-
support for Lawson

I was delighted to read your front

page cover story about Bill Lawson

and his fight to be allowed to earn his

living as a mobile caterer. I am all in

favour of any action which will help

Bill to continue to provide the service

which he so ably and cheerfully does

outside Sidney Smith Hall.

I wrote to Mr. F. R. Stone, Office

of the Vice President, Administration

here at U of T. about last May when

Bill Lawson and several other mobile

caterers were being constantly

"moved on" from the Sidney Smith

Hall area. I suggested that considera-

tion be given to the University pro-

viding certain sites on campus where

these trucks could ply their trade

without causing nuisance and without

constantly being hounded by the po-

lice. I did not even receive the cour-

tesy of an acknowledgement, and

several phone calls did not produce

any kind of result.

I can understand the U of T. ad-

ministration not wanting to make an

exception in the case of Bill Lawson.

but I cannot see why they cannot

consider finding university sites for

only those trucks which presently

serve around the university area.

(Maybe qualification for this privi-

lege could be even further narrowed

to permit only those vendors who had

served the area for say, more than

one year. ) Maybe if Bill and any oth-

er vendors interested in staying in

this area were to have petitions

which could be signed by people us-

ing their facilities, these petitions

could be presented to the appropriate

administrator at Simcoe Hall.

Mrs. Ruth Leak, Secretary

Dept. of Political Economy

more support

I was disturbed to read in this

morning's Varsity that Mr. Bill Law-

son is being threatened with loss of

license which permits him to operate

his vending van.

He performs a very important

service to the University community

since alternative sources of food at

the University are consistently terri-

ble. The quality of lunch food, which

Mr. Lawson sells, is very good.

I therefore strongly object to By-

Laws which would not permit him to

continue to operate on St. George

Street.

Should Mr. Lawson not be permit-

ted to continue offering his services,

it would mean walking many long

blocks to find decent food for lunch.

Therefore, I urge you to act so as to

allow Mr. Lawson to continue to

operate.

T. Grusec, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Psychology.

0. K.

You have a letter from me con-

cerning the problems in Sigmund

Samuel Library. I would appreciate it

if it were not published.

Lloyd Abbey
(SGS)

the Granite Club as campus centre?

The Varsity reports that financial

and zoning difficulties make it unlike-

ly that the new student centre will be

completed for three or four years at

the least.

In spite of assurances given at the

1967 Athletic Banquet, no apparent

progress has been made to increase

the overburdened athletic facilities

needed for recreational purposes by

the male student body. The present

Faculty Club is too small, and mem-
bership is thus restricted to Asst.

Professors and higher ranks. No ex-

pansion of these facilities is planned

for the immediate future.

What is needed is a temporary in-

crease in the University's facilities

until the previously mentioned build-

ings are ready.

Last week the Toronto newspapers

reported the Board of Directors of

the Toronto Granite Club in consider-

ing selling their St. Clair Ave, site

and moving to a new location.

The Granite Club has a swimming

pool, squash courts, steam baths,

curling ice, skating ice, bowling al-

leys and locker-rooms for these activ-

ities. It has an indoor parking build-

ing attached. It has rooms suitable

for meeting rooms and offices. It has

dining rooms suitable for a faculty

club. It has ballrooms suitable for

social events. It has a limited num-

ber of rooms now used for residential

space for members. It has bars. In

short, it has almost everything that

the University Community now lacks,

only 15 minutes from the campus.

I suggest the university buy this

building and operate it as a club for

the whole U of T community until the

needed facilities are available on

campus. Faculty members could buy

family memberships enabling them

to use the various facilities. Under-

graduate and graduate students

would have equal access to the club,

with a financial contribution coming

from their student fee.

Overcrowding of the totally inade-

quate Faculty Club would be solved.

Overcrowding of recreational facili-

ties at Hart House would be solved.

Lack of space for SAC activities

would be solved.

And when the new buildings are

finally built on campus, it seems

probable the club could be sold at a

profit (given the upward rise of prop-

erty values in Toronto) which would

cover the mortgage and carrying

charges for the period the university

owned the club.

G. R. Thaler,

Dept. of Botany

"IT IS THE PARENTS' DECISION AS TO WHETHER THEY WISH THEIR DAUGHTER TO BE EDUCA-

TED OR NOT. IT IS NOT THE ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS AS

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO TO STEP IN WHERE PARENTS DO NOT

",'ISH US TO." POSAP regulations, 1968.

ARE YOU UP-TIGHT ABOUT STUDENT AWARDS?
The turn-out, i.e. heavy or light, will determine the possibility of action this year.

HELP DECIDE AT A MASS MEETING

(your last chance to press for change in OSAP)

1:00 p.m. 102 Mechanical Monday, Nov. 11

(lime) (place) (day)

sponsored by sac committee on student awards

Page 6 — THE VARSITY. Monday. November 11. 1968



Now nine new SAC members
Nine new Students Admin-

istrative Council representa-
tives have been elected re-

cently to replace representa-
tives who have resigned or to

fill new positions.

New representatives from
Scarborough College are Pe-
ter Crippen (II SCAR), Janet

Scott (II SCAR), and Mike
Simon (II SCAR).

The College of Education
has elected Sylvia Jurmalie-
tis. Ken Dent, and Rob
Welsh.

Duncan Chisholm (IV UC)
has been elected to replace

Jane Brewin. now Mrs. Terry
Morley studying at Queen's

David E. Grant has been

elected from the School of

Library Science.

Peter Aust (IV APSCl re-

places Peter Hammond who
transferred to Law.

first meeting of the new

Cultural Revolution Committee

to make things happen HERE

all welcome

today, 1 p.m. South Sitting Room Hart House

Dig it.

SORRY CHARLIE!
The Varsity made another mistake (the Review, that is).

Charlie Dennis' new play. Everyone Except Mr. Fontana,
opens tomorrow night (Tuesday) at 8:30 at the Colonnade
Theatre, NOT at the Central Library Theatre, as reported in

Friday's Review.

THIS WEEK AT SAC
Mon. Nov. I I -5:00 p.m. S.A.C. Executive Meeting -S.A.C. Office

-1:00 p.m. POSAP Meeting - Mechanical 102

Tues. Nov. 12-7:30 p.r Blue and White Society - South Sitting

Room. Hart House

Wed. 13-7:00 p.m. S.A.C. General Meeting -Debates
Room, H art House

Why pay full price for anything - when you can pay VISA price instead?

Ten percent off! Twenty-five percent off! Even fifty percent off

On everything you buy: Clothes, travel, entertainment . . . You name it.

Join the VISA Inlation Fighters - and fly half fare on TWA and Air Canada -

Travel CNR at the special Youth Fare. Join the fight now. You may

never pay full price again!

For full details on how to join, clip the application from your previous school paper

or contact VISA, Britanica Building, 151 Bloor St. West, Suite 410, Toronto 5, Ontario

or Tel 929-9274. 0 0 IT NOW!

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

WITH PRUDENTIAL

FOR 1969 GRADUATES WHO

WISH TO WORK TOWARD
MANAGEMENT IN THE OFFICE

0 R

WANT TO BECOME ACTUARIES

(ALSO SUMMER WORK IN THIS

FIELD FOR '70 GRADS)

Details Available in Your Placement Office

NOVEMBER 27, 28

THF PRUDENTIAL Insurance Company of Amend

CANADIAN HEAD OFFICE. Toronto.

1969 GRADUATES
There are opportunities in:

* Accounting * Finance * Business

ARE YOU AWARE OF THE CHALLENGING AND STIMULATING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

IN A CAREER AS A CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT?

ARRANGE THROUGH YOUR STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR A

CAMPUS INTERVIEW ON

NOVEMBER 14

IF THIS DATE IS NOT SUITABLE, PLEASE CALL US DIRECTLY,

D ERSTEIN OR H. G0LDBACH, 363-3044

PERIMUTTER, 0RENSWM, GIDDENS

HEWMAN and CO.

Chartered Accountants
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Strax
They threw rocks, hitting a

girl on the head.

The couple on the roof

made the peace symbol and

begged them to stop the at-

tack. All this succeeded in

doing was to bring more
rocks from the lynch mob
below

Several minor attacks took

place, afterwards, but there

were no more injuries on ei-

ther side. The Strax support-

ers once again settled into

continued from centre

their quiet, family-like exist-

ance. Food was still brought

into the room by rope or de-

livered by sympathetic shop-

keepers.

Students continued to enter

the room at night by the rope

ladder suspended from the

window, and the students

were still attending lectures

at the University.

When the officers entered

the room this morning they

were received bv seven tired

but nevertheless spirited stu-

dents. The students passively

resisted the officers and were
taken to the station, charged

with "public mischief".

It is worthwhile noting

that, as of now, no charges

are reported to have been

laid against any of the stu-

dents who had been involved

in the attacks on the room
and caused serious damage to

university property. Where
was the law then?

Target 200 at OSAP meeting today
If 200 students show up for

today's OSAP meeting (in

Room 108, Mechanical Build-

ing at 1 p.m.), a grievance

march on Queen's Park will

occur within three weeks,

says Pat Armstrong, organi-

zer of the SAC committee on

student awards.

A report listing grievances

with the Ontario Student

Awards Program has been

presented to Deputy Minister

of University Affairs E. E.

Stewart.

The report, written by Jack

Heath (II New) has three

major demands:

Gnu girls get New II news
On Jan. 5 the Spadina side of Wilson Hall, the New College

Women's Residence, will be opened for occupancy.

The fee is $525 from Jan. 5 to May 3. There will be space

for 150 girls. About 57 of these rooms will be- singles. 11 regu-

lar doubles, and 41 rooms with bunk beds. When completed
the building will hold 386 girls.

Preference will be given to out of town freshmen students,

but New College Dean David Stager feels Toronto students

will have a good chance of being accepted for the coming
term.

Miss A. Huntinglord is to be the Dean of Women. There will

also be a system of "don-tutors" who would ideally be full-

time faculty members. These "don-tutors" will be paid for by

the college academic rather than residence budget.

Residence rules will initially be the same as those of Whit-

ney Hall, University College. Dean Stager hopes to be able to

get the new residents together before term opens to discuss

residence government.
There will be tours before Christmas so that applicants will

Jiave a chance to see the rooms.

• a long range plan by the

government to institute free

education and universal ac-

cessibility,

• revision of the "independ-

ent status" clause. At present

students are not considered

independent unless they have

been working for a year, are

married, or are in their

fourth year.

• a more open appeal sys-

tem where the student

awards officer could no

longer be the go-between the

student and the government
but would make concrete de-

cisions himself in ascertain-

ing an individual's needs.

Stewart has taken no action

on the report, Heath said.

LONDON (CUP) - The
Canadian Union of Students

lost another cog in its

wheel when the students at

the University of Western
Ontario voted 2,155 to 1.381

in favor of dropping their

CUS membership.

GETTING ENGAGED!
For the scrlou. Dlumond aliop-
pi-r. wc offer n free booklet,
"The Day You Boy n Di.imoml '

'

.

It offers fnctuol Information on
What you ahoutd expect nnd net
when you Invent in a Dlunionil.

You con Boy on o ' Direct" Bosls

H. PROCTOR 1 CO.
DIAMOND AND GtM DEALERS.

UofT

FRAT. JACKETS

is?
OWAl

DIRECT FROM
FACTORY

Lowest prices • immediate delivery

Outdoor Outfits Ltd.

5th Floor
Hi Adelaide St. W.

364-5332

GRADUATE CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA

A Seminar with members of the

Professional Acting Company

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tuesday, November 12th at 4:00 p.m.

An opportunity to discuss the problems

of the professional theatre

No Admission Charge

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75$.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay ,

COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY

GOVERNMENT - CUG?
"I believe that the report of this committee will have
a profound influence on the academic structure of the

entire university community in Canada."

Claude Bissell.

ELECTION OF STUDENT MEMBERS
Four students to be elected, one of whom shall be a

graduate student.

NOMINATIONS OPEN NOW!

CLOSE FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15 at 5 p.m.

Nomination forms available from SAC Office.

CAMPUS-WIDE ELECTIONS TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26.

ATOMIC ENERGY
\
# OF CANADA LTD.
/ WILL ACCEPT
APPLICATIONS FOR

CHEMISTS

ENGINEERS

BIOLOGISTS

PHYSICISTS

MATHEMATICIANS

METALLURGISTS

PROGRAMMERS

ADMINISTRATORS

continuing staff appointments available at

* Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario

* Power Projects

Sheridan Park, Ontario

* Whiteshel I Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba

Application forms and literature are available

at your placement office.

COMMERCE AND FINANCE
FINAL YEAR STUDENTS

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Students interested in combining practical experience

with further study to enhance their general business

knowledge by entering the Chartered Accountancy

profession are invited to discuss career opportunities

with our representative who will be on campus on

NOVEMBER 18, 19 AND DECEMBER 14
Interview appointments may be made through the

University Placement Office where information about
our firm is available.

If the above dates are not convenient, please contact

R.G. McNEILL, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR, AT 368-7671

DEL0ITTE, PLENDER, HASKINS & SELLS

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Offices throughout Canada and associated firms throughout the world.

GIRLS
OVER (8

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you
I p.m.

call: 929 - 0611 ">

I 0 P.™.
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RED BARON WINS

Great paper plane mystery solved
CLASSIFIED

The meaning of the aircraft lodged in the
ceiling of Room 135. Old Physics Building
has finally come to light. In a letter to The
Varsity, the Red Baron of IV APSC identi-
fied himself as the designer and launcher of
the aircraft which, he explained are not
paper airplanes but "anti-paper plane mis-
siles."

"These craft have been hangered in the
said ceiling since Nov. 1966 - its about
time someone noticed them," the Baron
said.

"The APPM's can penetrate at least four
Varsitys," he boasted, "or 1.039x10-6 inches
of steel plate."

The Baron refused to disclose the design
of the aircraft. "Revelation of military se-
crets will leave me no choice but to produce
an AAAPPMMM lanti-APPM-missilel or at
least a better APPM and can only lead to a
gigantic new arms race and the further pro-
liferation of conventional paper weapons."
he said.

Investigations last week unearthed the
three reasons. The planes were durable
because they were made from IBM com-
puter cards. The nicks in the nose indicate
they were shot from elastic bands. Further-
more, the ceiling is made of soft acoustic
tile.

FURNISHED BOOM and kitchen $60
2nd floor 15 minutes by FTC to Univer-
sity Call 537 5933

BAHAMAS — Dec 27 Jan 2 7

days S19500 Includes Jet return
transportation hotel acc . transfers Con
tact CUS. 44 St George Toronto 5
Ont Tel 921 261 1

WANTED — Student to share large 4
bedroom apartment with 3 others Bloor
Chnstre area S3 7 50 month 532 7259
alter 8 30 p m

LIFE DRAWING without instruction
Tuesday evenings 7 30 to 10 — 567
Oueen St West Fee SI 00 — 861-
1961 Classes with instruction for rnfor

matron call

ROM mineralogist studies crown jewels
By SUSAN GOULD

Would a Topkapi-style
scheme to steal the Crown
Jewels of Iran succeed? Take
a trip to the National Bank of

Iran and try it out. But be-

ware of a guard with a ma-
chine gun sitting behind a one
way mirror.

Even if you did manage to

steal the jewels, it would do

you no good. Their value is

incalculable and they couldn't

be sold. But it is a romantic
idea

So who cares about the
Crown Jewels anyway? The
citizens of Iran do, beca. se
the Jewels back their currt >-

cy. And Dr. Victor Meen,
Chief minerologist of the

Royal Ontario Museum does.

He wrote a book about them.
Twenty people showed up

for a Hart House talk by Dr.

Meen Wednesday night. They
came to hear about the days

when royalty used jewelled

swords, enormous diamond
tiaras and bushels of emer-
alds, to wage wars and pay
ransoms.

Today, a handful of ruby
rings is worth about $1.-

000,000. Dr. Meen's book is

worth $20. For those who
have everything, there is spe-

cial leather-bound edition for

$250. Published in honor of

the coronation of the present

Shah of Iran.

HERE AND NOW
MON-TUES

Applications for auditions for

Drama Centre production of The Vis-

it may be made on the notice board

of Hart House theatre. Lighting, cos-

tume, set-building people may also

enlist.

TODAY

9-11 a.m.

Exhibition of photography by Paul

Carter. Trinity, The Buttery. Also

Tuesday,

1 p.m.

Sociology course union. Bickersteth

room. Hart House. Bring your lunch.

Psychology student union meeting

with profs to discuss changes for

next year in 3rd and 4th year Psych.

Room 1073, Sid Smith. All psych,

students should attend.

Mexican student leader will launch

defense campaign. Come and support

the Mexican students. Room 2117, Sid

Smith.

Victoria Christian Fellowship.

Drop in and meet people, exchange

ideas. Music room. Wymilwood,

Noon hour talk—Robert Toher,

Underwater Vehicles: History and

Development. Ladies welcome. East

common room. Hart House.

Seminar with Dr. Steven Schwarz-

child, UC. room 214.

1-6 p.m.

Audition for actresses for produc-

tion of Billy Liar. Also production

organization. New College, room 56.

5 p.m.

Another CRUG meeting to hammer
out a brief on some aspect of rela-

tions between universities and gov-

ernments. North sitting room. Hart

House.

7 p.m.

Christian Perspectives Club. Dis-

cussion of Vanderlaan's lectures.

Christian Perspectives in Natural

Science

7:30 p.m.

Very important Varsity Radio

news staff meeting. Everyone MUSr

come 4 St. Thomas (west of Bay oil

Bloor

I

Submersibles 1969, talk by Robert

Toher, project manager of Submersi-

bles. General Dynamics Corp. East

common room, Hart House.

TUESDAY

11 a.m.

Public seminar by Prof, J. H, M,

Salmon of U of Waikato. New Zea-

land, on Social Interpretations of 161 h

Century French History. Room 3050,

Sid Smith.

1 p.m.

Yavneh-student paper on Parshat

Hashavuah given by Solomon Perl-

man. Room 2129. Sid Smith.

Fed up with SAC. bureaucrats, lib-

eralism, permissiveness, a no-win

war in Vietnam? Meet the executive

of the U of T Edmund Burke Society.

Room 1086, Sid Smith,

Fed up with a do-nothing student

body? Meet PDQ group leaders for

rifle drill, grenade practice. Bring

gas masks. Room 666, the Grauniad.

3 p.m.

Meet director of Centre for Jewish

Studies in the Diaspora for the He-

brew University. Dr. Charoch Rirott.

Hart House debates room.

4 p.m.

Public lecture by Prof. J H M
Salmon of New Zealand on Popular

Disturbances in 17th Century France,

Room 2108. Sid Smith.

English Students Assoc Profs

George Falle and John Carroll will

discuss particulars of Allen report

and effects on English courses Vic-

toria College, new academic bldg.,

room 3.

5 p.m.

Community action group. Debates

ante-room. Hart House.

F U of T Centre for study of Dra-

ma will meet Dennis Sweeting Bick-

ersteth room. Hart House

6 p.m.

Hot kosher meal served every

Tues night 1135 Members only

Call 923-7837 for reservation Hillel

House. 186 St George

8 p.m.

Ferment debate on religion on

campus. Gregory Baum, Brewster

Kneen, Don Freeman. Charlie Boy-

Ian. Being taped for TV's Man Alive

Carr Hall, SMC.
F U of T Non-authorian medicine,

De Baines' pad, 40 Elgin Ave. 3

blocks north of Bloor

Seminar Some Contemporary Is-

sues and Jewish Ethics The Nature

of Jewish Ethics. Hillel House. 186

St. George.

WEDNESDAY
II a.m.

Discussions in ethics: Mike Larkin

will defend the pragmatist position

on morality and self-interest. Every-

one welcome. UC room 13

CANADIAN PREMIER
Barbara came home
With Barry

But woke up
With Derek

Apparently

She had been with

This Seasons "IN" Comedy
Nov 12 30

COLONADE

92MS71
Tues Wed . Thurs

8 30 pm -S2 50
Fn 8 30 pm -S3 50
Set Sun

600pm 900pm S3 SO

FAST ACCURATE home typing - keep
this name and number lor future use —
Mrs Linda Flood — 884 6526

WANTED: 2 4 girls 10 sublet 2 br lu*u
ry apt Bloor Avenue Rd One months'
tree rent 929 5570 or ME64S07

DANCE at the Face O IT 2 bands, free

refreshments — SI 00 single SI 50 per

couple Sat Nov 16 8 30 12 00 at the

Edward Johnson Bldg

ROOM Si BOARD Males $115 month
ly includes linen maid service olde Eng
lish cooking 85 Bedford Road 924
0501 367-4443

FANTASTICALLY GOOD rock bend,

soil fantastically cheap Still available tor

campus bookings Call Jerome Rufus at

267 7328

FOR SALE — Sansu1707A solid state

AM FM stereo receiver 100 watts peak
power — S350 — 8 months old Call

Bill 929 5471 latter 6 30 pm)

FEMALE STUDENT required to assist

with housework, small family generous
study time, room and salary Oon Mills

Call 444 2123 to arrange interviews

WANTED — URGENTLY — a tutor for

Grade XIII Physics Please call Cithy
Lewis — 422 0509 after 4 pm

POSTER SALESMEN wanted Make
money selling posters in your spare time'
Contact Peter Broomfiuld. North Amtui
can News Ltd . phone number 386
2921

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suits, coats, sport

swear, tuxedos, tails etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 19141 123 Church St ,

366-4221

happy lappY contemplates

Ulfl fun at tte ftrttjfannd

unhappy lappy cenlrmjJates

tte cruelly of ocmlemporary

See the happy
little vahViY.

happy happy happy.

to a freshman hash.

lwys! wu*ic\ fun*.

everybody kvic iti4,

ohr oh.

see -the unhappy
little vahUt.

Sop,sob.

iw one ha* askeiher.

but once pain< wM,
the tveeA oi light f
comes Supermanager*

the Campup.Ba**-
vm'tgten&i&yty.
and tolerate tears]

ia&a»ti4hlM*4
Supermanaaer dries

lapfy'e teare and
produces aTr«e
Cbet{uin£ dM^ueboM

Ufpysl

0ne,pUaie
i.4he hsl(&

in a Iin&dar nwuiett

gee the ears v^^-

pVace.tpe trash will

«ee tfie> iulpfut

fakcfmoKtrcal ten* tnana&r^

lapinette debate her

dllcrnma with ner
SuperttviKJjfr who
dySs We dew and
Kbffimva rab's
vwmanly worth

.

the name of toe &ie*dly Sujermanner.
78 iti gsorge'* squore branch

h.w.h. wabstar, manager

open 9:30-5 Monday to thursda?. 9:30-6 fridoy
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University of Toronto

A series of eight public lectures on

SOME FOUNDERS OF

Oct. 30 ADianam uottmcd nerner (1750- 1817)

Nov. 6 James Hutton (1726- 1797)

Nov. 13 Baron von Humboldt (1769- 1859)

Nov. 20 Christian L. von Buch (1774- 1853)

Nov. 27 Sir Charles Lye

H

(1797- 1875)

Dec. 4 Jean L.R. Agassiz (1807- 1873)

Dec. II Sir Andrew Ramsay (1814- 1891)

Dec. 18 Sir William Logan (1798- 1875)

DR. W.E. SWINTON
Centennial Professor

Room 2117, Sidney Smith Hall

WEDNESDAYS at 4 p.m.

Rebuild the universities

Pelletier tells AUCC

COMMERCE

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, are

invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

November 13, 14 & 15

Interview appointments may be

made through the office of the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient,

please contact us directly.

Phone 368-2751.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

Over 600 administrators of

Canadian universities met for

four days in Ottawa last week
and discussed the nature of

the contemporary university

in the light of student unrest,

public backlash, federal funds

and accessibility.

It was the annual general

meeting of the Association of

Universities and Colleges of

Canada, where most univer-

sity presidents concluded

there was no final answer to

general problems of Canadian

universities.

Secretary of State Gerard

Pelletier had a few answers.

He told the AUCC delegates

they must "break down the

barrier of the aristocratic

university and rebuild it as a

university of the people."

He said university adminis-

trators should pay more at-

tention to student radicals

rather than to the preserva-

tion of their buildings and the

status quo.

Administrators must decide

between a "university of re-

flection", to fulfill the coun-

try's manpower demands,
and a "university of con-

science", having an autono-

mous decision over educa-

tion," he added.

It is rumored that a former

member of the Canadian Un-

ion of Students wrote Mr.

Pelletier's speech.

RESIST PRODUCTION-LINE

U of T
Macpherson,

Professor C.B.

president of the

the comforter

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
BOOKSTORES

Canadian Association of Uni-

versity Teachers, agreed uni-

versities should resist outside

production-line pressures to

provide a capitalist market
with skilled manpower.

But he said universities

must not take political stands

on such issues as war recruit-

ing on campus. Most college

administrators agreed that

universities must remain neu-

tral and at the same time
provide a free forum of dis-

sent. •

' CUS President Peter War-
rian insisted universities

were not neutral but repre-

sented the establishment.
Warrian was one of 25 stu-

dent delegates and observers
invited to the conference.

Dr. D. Carleton Williams,

president of the University of

Western Ontario, saw two
major threats to the univer-

sity: student extremists
"whose diagnosis of the uni-

versity's ills is dire and
whose prescription is fatal",

and government intervention

which will end the

university's autonomy.

Dr. Williams expressed

anxiety over the public back-

lash against student unrest, a

swing to the right which

could "force the activists to

progressively more extreme
positions."

"The mass media have
developed an unique capacity

to 'tell it as it isn't' in their

single minded absorption with

violence," he added.

Administrators expressed

considerable anxiety in the

face of another public institu-

tion which could threaten

their autonomy: federal and
provincial government.

CUT-BACKS HURT

AUCC Executive Director

Dr. Geoffrey Andrew said a

cut-back in government
grants would mean a reduc-

tion of the number of profes-

sors and thus a worse staff-

student ratio.

The AUCC also demanded
funds for loans to part-time

students. In one of the few
significant and concrete mo-
tions of the conference, they

asked the federal government
to amend the Canada Student

Loan Act to enable part-time

students to be eligible for

loans.

The AUCC will make a

study on accessibility to high-

er education to be published

next June. Dr. Andrew said

the study will be "an impor-

tant social document" rivall-

ing John Porter's Vertical

Mosaic in public influence.

About 10 delegates from
the U of T administration

attended the conference.

They included President

Claude Bissell, Registrar

Robin Ross, and Dean of

Graduate Studies Ernest Sir-

luck.

Students' Administrative

Council President Steve

Langdon and Vice-President

Norm Schachar went as ob-

servers.

"Meetings like that never

do or say anything," said

Langdon, "but it did point out

how really basically different

are the assumptions of the

student left and the adminis-

tration."

U of T pays $1.75 a student

to belong to AUCC.

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED

Calgary, Alberta

^^^^ offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews on

November 12

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES
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Honours Geological

Geological Engineering

Physics and Geology

Geophysics (AllOptions)

Summer employment only

Summer employment only

Summer employment in

geology and geophysics

Summer employment in

geophysics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

MAY BE MADE THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S

PLACEMENT OFFICE

58I Spadina Avenue, (Corner Willcocks)
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By ANGELA SHENG

The theme of alienation is

all in the blows of the wind.
Like the falling leaves, you
find it on the door of the bus
that takes you to school, on
the shoulder of the girl walk-
ing in front of you. all over
the lawn and the steps lead-

ing to your lecture hall.

Then, it descends into your
eyelid, quite accidentally as
if it were a falling leaf.

As you try to wipe it off, in

defence, it has already
touched you and is falling off

now, maybe onto your jacket,

maybe onto the ground,
maybe back into space ready
for its second eyelid-descent.

As you try to wipe it off, in

vain, you realize that you
have no power to get rid of it.

Just like you have no power
to get rid of the sense of

alienation you feel.

But you are not alone: you
are just one of all the falling

leaves. And there is an over-

whelming abundance of them.

You are no different from
everybody else who thinks he

is getting the injustice of it

all.

And it is injustice of all

kinds at home, on the bus, on

the streets, in the lecture

halls that he acknowledges
and resents.

Occasionally, he thinks

maybe there are a few others

who are being treated unjust-

ly as well.

Only a few others, mind

'A CARAT DIAMONDS

$200.00
S300.00
$400.00
$500.00

Depending on

COLOUR, CUT. CLARITY

A tlatr jod conciw <w

A 1.T...1. .i ev«lml«"
Full rotund FMiwInnc

*!iA FOR OUR FREE BOUHH IHI

RING FOR THF. LEFI HAND IEILS

WHAT TO 100A FOR AND EXPECT I

'Oil INVEST IN A DIAMOND

H. PROCTOR & CO.

„<,„d oRd Cm D.ol... 921-7702

131 Bloo. Si. W. Suite 416

you. but those few get togeth-
er by human nature or by
conditioned instinct or what-
ever else that is in the bag.
Like small heaps of leaves
that get swept together by
the inherent whirling of the
wind. Anyway, they get to-

gether and they become a
new way of life.

By new, f mean, they all

have their own thing. Be it

Maoism or Anti-Imperialism

or Realism or Democratic
Capitalism or Materialism.

Economics and politics and
philosophy all mixed up.

They wear or not wear a

particular button, they eat

croissant or toast for break-

fast, they live or not live in a

particular district of a city;

but they meet themselves.

they talk to themselves, and
they make love to them-
selves.

They remain within their

respective cliques, consuming
their transient comforts. For
the moment, thqy are no

longer lost, no longer wander-
ing. For the moment, they

may even be happy.

In their transience of "hap-
piness", all forgiven and all

forgotten.

And life continues on.

So the leaves still fall.

Sometimes they are still

aware of the injustices in our

society. Sometimes they still

care enough to want changes,

particularly those changes
that would benefit others di-

rectly and benefit themselves
in the most altruistic sense.

More often, we hear our-

selves bargaining for our-

selves.

We bargain on the individ-

ual basis within our cliques.

We all belong to some clique

or another.

We bargain as a clique

against other cliques

We, the hot-house weeds
and flowers being university

students, bargain as a clique

against the big and the out-

side clique, that of our soci-

i iv which contains even more
numerous little, petty cliques.

Oh, the numerous decadent
heaps of brown and yellow.

Enough of all these cliques.

Underneath it all. have we
really ever given a thought to

the well-being of all that sur-

round us, people and nature

and all''

The cinematic vision of

leaves falling backward into

the embraces of the trees.

We are alienated from our
society.

Have we not alienated our-

selves from the beginning''

^Students meet to plan anti-CUS union
Four Carleton students met with repre-

sentatives from five other universities in

Toronto last Thursday to discuss the possi-

bility of forming an alternative association

to CUS.
"What we want to consider is an associa-

tion not a union; an individual not a corpo-

rate membership." said George Hunter, 1st

vice-president of Carleton University Stu-

dents' Council who organized the meeting

The other universities represented were

St. Patrick's College. Waterloo, Waterloo

Lutheran, Queen's and Windsor.

They hope to interest the University of

New Brunswick and the University of Alber-

ta, who have dropped out of ('U.S. in the al- •

ternative association and to attract some •

independent students from Quebec.
George Hunter claimed Carleton Stu-

j

dents' Council President Jerry Ijmpert had :

nothing to do with the meeting but last

;

week eight Carleton students angrily

:

charged Lampert with secretly planning an

:

"attempt to organize a counter-union to

:

CUS." ;

"CUS is a joke" and "Their credibility I

gap is incredible" were some of the re -

marks made by those at the meeting, but •

nothing definite emerged from their discus- •

sions

It's the teamwork
that impresses you

'

Bill Cuthbert of London Life's Actuarial Department

"When I discovered that my
maths courses were geared

for actuarial work, I began to

look around at various in-

surance companies . I was

impressed by the people I

talked to from London Life.

And today, by the people I'm

working with. I get to move
around in various jobs here —
it helps give me the back-

ground I need for my actuaria

I

exams."

Like Bill Cuthbert, you can

earn as you learn at London
Life. Bill graduated from the

University of British Colum
bia in 1966 and has since

completed three examina-
tions leading to Fellowship

in the Society of Actuaries.

To learn more about career

opportunities as an actuary at

London Life, consult your

placement officer. Or write

to the Personnel Department,

London Life Insurance Com-
pany, London, Ontario.

London Life Insurance Company
1 lead Office : London, Canada
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ONTARIO STUDENT HOUSING CORPORATION

MARRIED STUDENTS APARTMENTS

CHARLES ST. W.

APPLY TO:

UNIVERSITY HOUSING SERVICE 49 ST. GEORGE ST.

- ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR JANUARY I. 1969.

- ADDITIONAL UNITS, INCLUDING BACHELOR APARTMENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE

WHEN THE NORTH BUILDING IS COMPLETED FOR OCCUPANCY SEPTEMBER 1969

or EARLIER

- BROCHURES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST AT THE HOUSING SERVICE

FOOTBALL ROUNDUP
University of Manitoba

defeated the "unbeatable"
University of Alberta Golden

Bears 10-7 Saturday to win
the Western Canada Intercol-

legiate Athletic Association

football championship. U of

M will meet Queens next

Sunday at Edmonton in the

Western College Bowl.

In the SIFL, McGill Red-
men buried Waterloo War-
riors 48-8 Saturday, led by

Dave Fleiszer who carved out

298 yards in 30 carries.

Fleiszer finished the season

with a total of 925 yards to

beat out Blues' Mike Raham

who led the league going into

the Queens game. Raham had

698 yards total.

University of Western On-

tario scored 24 points and

McMaster Marauders only 14

to give UWO third place in

the SIFL standings.

University of Western On-

tario Mustangs scored 17

points in the third quarter to

lambast McMaster University

Marauders 24-14.

Finally, Waterloo Lutheran

University piledrove Loyola

U. 40-0 to move on to the

Maritime Bowl against St.

Mary's University.

Read it in

4hrs.30mins.

WAR Al*<*

The average reader takes about two weeks (35 hours read-

ing) to read Tolstoy's 'War and Peace'. It's long, a 'heavy'

classic. By learning to read much faster though, you can

change any novel, any of the 'musts', into an evening's

entertainment rather than a week's

labour.

After taking the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics course, you'll

have time for reading pleasure.

It teaches you to concentrate

1104 Bay Street, Toronto 5

EvelynWood

Reading Dynamics

Institute

more easily and to retain more of what you read. And, if

you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Invest a little time now. Just eight weeks, for a lifetime of

advantages. Call us at 923-4681. Or

better still, come to a free demon-

stration. See how you can become

a dynamic reader. Find out

what dynamic reading can mean

to you.

Classes begin November 19th. Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free demonstration.
November 12, 13, 14, 15. Royal York— Room C. at 12:30 PM.
November 12 and 14. Old Mill—Habitant Room, at 7:00 ami 8:30
PM.
November 13. Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

—

Yorkdalt Branch, at 7:00 ami 8:30 PM.

November 18. Four Seasons—North Room, at 12:30 PM.

November 19, 20, 21. Four Seasons—Board Room, at 12:30 PM.

November 18, 19, 20, 21. Inn on the Park— Talbot Room, at 7:00

ami 8 :30 PM.
Sponsored by CRD Training Associates Ltd.

Open House at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institutes. 1104 Bay Street and the Yorkdale Shopping Plaza. From 12:00 to 3:00 PM.
November 16 and November 23.
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Hockey Blues face bullies and boors in Loyola loss
By PHIL BINGLEY

MONTREAL — An impressive win over Montreal Carabins
a disappointing loss to Loyola Warriors and subjection to a
boorish, hostile crowd were the highlights of Varsity Blues'
pre-season junket to Montreal this week-end.

Friday night, Paul Laurent whipped in three goals when
Blues tromped Carabins 12-3 in a clean wide-open contest.
Montreal, who are expected to be Toronto's toughest opponent
in the battle for Senior Intercollegiate Hockey League hon-
ours, proved weak in moving the puck out of their own zone
and inconsistent on offence.

In contrast. Blues exploded from behind their own blueline
with defencemen Jim Miles. Bill L'Heureux, Brent Swannich
and Terry Parsons alternately lugging the puck out cleanly
and hitting quick-breaking forwards with sharp passes. Miles,
incidentally had one of his best games in three years at Var-
sity.

Gord Cunningham and John Wright each with a pair and
Bob McClelland. Brian St. John. Mike Peterman. Brian Tomp-
son and L'Heureux had the other Varsity scores.

Tom Little, starting his first game in two seasons, played
solidly and had no chance on the three shots that beat him.
On Saturday evening. Loyola tried to intimidate Blues with

an all-out body-checking attack. Their game plan was success-

ful in that they kept Varsity forwards off-balance and pulled

off a 6-4 upset but the thumping often turned into high-stick-

ing, slashing and general hacking,

Laurent received a nasty gash over his left eye when a

Warrior defenceman connected on a two-hand slash as the

slick-centre was breaking into the clear. McClelland (eye lac-

eration) St. John (mouth cut) were similarly given the battle-

axe treatment.

Thirty-one penalties were assessed during the chippy match
and when the players did try to concentrate on hockey, the

fans halted action with continual barrages of garbage. And,

despite the fact that arena attendants spent the better part of

their evening removing debris from the ice surface, the public

announcer never warned spectators to stop heaving paper, lef-

tover food, etc.

Despite the loss and the honky tonk atmosphere, Blues'

coach Tom Watt still managed to see the brighter side of the

situation. "They (Loyola) beat us," quoth Tom, "But I don't

think they outplayed us."

Warriors didn't outplay Blues, they just scored more often.

Gord Cunningham turned in a fine effort with his two goals

while Laurent and Peterman added singletons.

Blues Rookie rearguard Brent Swannich showed great poise

in carrying the puck out of his own end and the overall defen-

sive work was encouraging.

NOTES: . . Goaltenders Tom Little and Brian Chapman each

played in the two game set. Blues other two puckstoppers

Adrian Watson and Peter Adamson will split duties in the two

exhibition matches with Halifax Junior Canadians next week-

end. . . .Newcomers Mike Boland, John Wright and Terry Pe-

terman all showed well in their first starts . . .
Loyola offi-

cials spent a month before Saturday's game building up the

contest as a showdown for first place in the national pre-sea-

son rankings. Naturally then when Warriors looked to have

the game won, the fans started to chant "We're Number

One". If they meant number one hamburgers. I'd have to

agree. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

pholo (m mike kilior i \

Bill L'Heureux {3) moves up quickly from his defense position to take John Wright's

goalmouth pass and score Varsity's seventh goal in 12-3 win over Montreal Carabins.

.The game was L'Heureux's first as a Blue.

Bracht bops ex-mates again
University men'' They looked and played

like school kids on Saturday.

I'm talking about the soccer Blues, de-

fending western conference champions in

Guelph against Gryphons.

Now Gryphons, see. are the lowest.

They've lost five and tied one. And Saturday

they managed to win their second of the

season—both against Blues, defending west-

ern conference champions

The score was 2-1.

Guelph opened the scoring at -18 minutes

when ex-Blue Norm Bracht placed a well-

taken free kick just inside the post. That

seemed to give Gryphons a lift and they

pressed Blues hard.

But at the 39-minute mark. Blues came
back to make things equal at 1-1. Jim Lef-

kos slammed a pass from John Gero past a

helpless goalkeeper.

Knowledgeable observers felt this would

mean a Blues' comeback. It has in past

games. But not this time Sloppy before the

score. Blues at that point fell apart.

Team play all but disappeared. In soccer,

this is disastrous.

Then came the crushing blow — a fine

floating header off Bracht's noggin into the

corner to give the Gryphons a 2-1 lead with

22 minutes left in the match.

Some cool, careful play by Blues might at

this point been sufficient to turn the fates

aside. But. no Blues completely lost their

cool.

Within five minutes two of our men Ken

Cancellera and Jim Lefkos, were ordered to

leave the game by the referee with whom
they had argued. Their childish displays ol

temper meant Blues had to oppose the 11

Gryphons with only nine men In soccer,

this too is disastrous.

Team manager. Brian Houston summed it

up succinctly when he commented: " too

many stars and not enough workhorses.

Blues now have one full week to prepare

themselves for the OQAA championship

game.

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY

OF CANADA. LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss summer employment

with 3rd and 4th year students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical chemica

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

on November 27th and 28th

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS students in 3rd, 4th

and post-graduate years

on November 27th and 28th

We invite you to arrange an interview through the Office

ol Student Personnel Services

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED
Copper Clifl. Ontario. Thompson. Manitoba
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GAELS GILD BLUES 14-6 TO SNATCH YATES CUP

Queen's tough halfback, Heino Lilies (34), crashes over for Gaels' second touch-

down. Grabbing Lilies too late is Jim Bennett (41) while Gord Squires (42)

photo by TOM A VRICH

makes a futile lunge. Blocking out huge Norm Trainor (60) is Bob Climie (57).

Ron Clark (26) adds insurance.

By ROD MICK fEBURGH

KINGSTON. Ram. bam.
slam. wham. Or perhaps

scrunch, punch. munch,
crunch.

Either way it sounded vic-

tory for Queen's Golden

Gaels on Saturday as they

recaptured the Yates Cup
from Toronto by rigorously

pounding out a sound 14-6 win

over Varsity Blues to con-

clude the SIFL season.

The victors now travel out

west lor a game against Man-
itoba Bisons to decide one of

the two berths in the College

Bowl. Waterloo Lutheran and

St. Mary's collide religiously

and otherwise in the other

semi-final.

Saturday's contest in

Kingston found itself churned

back to hammer and tong

fundamentals on a gridiron

that would have made a good

World War I battlefield,

complete with craters, pock-

marks and mud, oodles of

mud. The truck of muck
which littered the field totally

ruled out spectacular dancy-

fan offense by either team.
Two bucks and a kick were
the order of the day.

It proved a rugged recipe

particularly amenable to

Queen's as coached by vet-

eran Frank Tindall a team
always well-schooled in the

basics of the game. Amid the

great gobs of goo, simple

chores like blocking and tack-

ling became paramount. And
the fundamentally better

squad won.

Defensively especially.

Queen's were magnificent.

For the second straight

game, the gilded goliaths held

Blues without a touchdown,
yielding only a pair of field

goals by Paul McKay, and
these resulted from offensive

lapses.

The front wall of Jim Sher-

photo by TOM AURICH

Mike Rahom (22) wears a look of amazement as he bobbles

and eventually drops a short toss from Vic Alboini. George Mc-

kenzie (60) rushes in for Queen's.
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itt. Doug Walker, George
McKenzie and John Stirling

kept building muddy pyram-

ids of Varsity lineman to blot

out Blues' running attack, so

essential an ingredient with

the field as sloppy as it was.

Their task was made easier

by the absence of hard-

charging back, Glen Markle
who suffered strained liga-

ments in last Saturday's

game against McGill. Markle
was sorely missed since

Queen's were able to key
consistently on fullback Mike
Raham, who managed only 58

yards in 16 carries. Varsity's

total rushing output was a

meagre 96 yards.

Quarterback Vic Alboini

had another rough afternoon

against Queen's, completing

five of 19 passes for 72 yards,

with three interceptions, all

by Gaels' Jim Turnbull.

However, in fairness, aerial

conditions were atrocious;

Alboini's opposite number,
experienced Don Bayne was
hardly better—three out of 13

for only 19 yards.

Offensively. Queen's stuck

to the ground, grinding out

yard after yard after yard,

with dull, methodical,
straight-ahead power football.

Behind the brilliant blocking

of veteran guards Brian
Parnega and Bob Climie.

Gaels oozed 219 yards rush-

ing, the majority by halfback

Heino Lilies.

Lilies was a standout all

day before the home folks, as

he kept running through the

lefl side of Blues' defense for

short, staccato bursts of five

and six yards a shot. He to-

talled 123 yards and one
touchdown.

Although they came out on

the short end of the score.

Blues had little to be
ashamed of. In fact, there

were a number of if factors

during the game which might

well have reversed the out-

come.

The defensive unit was
hellishly tough. Unsung regu-

lars like Gord Squires and
Chris Hicks had superb
games, as did rookies Walt
Sehr and Dave Richardson
who filled in for halfback

Stew MacSween and lineback-

er Bill Bennett, both injured

during the game. (Sehr went
both ways admirably.)

Defensively, Blues' effort

could hardly have been im-

proved upon. They were just

given too much to do.

Varsity's six points were
set up by the defense in the

first quarter. Ian Kirkpatrick

intercepted a Don Bayne pass
on the 21 which resulted in a
24 yard field goal by McKay.
Two minutes later Gord
Squires recovered a fumble

on the 29. However the of-

fense faltered again and
McKay connected for another

placement from 21 yards out.

Queen's took the lead at

the 7:14 mark of the second

quarter on a drive kept alive

by a foolish third down penal-

ty to Varsity for holding.

Fullback Ron Clark went
over from the one yard line.

Doug Cozac converted.

The second Gaels' touch-

down in the third quarter was
a complete farce thanks to 50

yards in four penalties called

on Varsity by the officials,

two of which described by

Ivor Wynne recently on tele-

vision as "two of Queen's

most distinguished alumni."

Gaels contributed the other

18 yards as Lilies got the

touchdown from the two.

Cozac converted.

RUGGER
In rugger action on Saturday, Varsity defeated a vastly

improved Guelph team 19-3. The Guelph squad, though bigger
in the forwards than Varsity, lacked the experience of Blues
who capitalized on their opportunities. Once again scrum half

George Wraw led the scoring with two tries and two converts,

while Compton, Moris Apse, and Tony Pierre added majors.
For Blues, Saturday's game was a dress rehearsal for the

championship on the fifteenth against undefeated Queen's
University. If Blues are to retain their hold on the Turner
Trophy, there will have to be considerable improvement in

their tackling and ball control which allowed Guelph to cross

the Varsity line for the first time this season.

Blues line-up for the championship will be strengthened by
the return of Larry Barron and hopefully Graham Wym, both

of whom on the injured list at present.

Blues B team got burned for the first time this season as

Trent University swept to a 26-3 victory. Trent was led by

Paul Wilson, an outstanding former Blue, who provided 12 of

their points.

IN THE SCRUM: Moris Apse and Chris Compton playing

his first game for the firsts, both had outstanding games on

Saturday. Apse who had played for Ontario and Eastern Can-

ada is responsible for much of Blues' success in the scrums
and lineouts.
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W ff*>#*> thus your M12 SAC fee go ?

Course! nions MJ.S.W

Handbook — S3, 126

* SAC gets most of its money from the $12 student fees,
|

2 which add up to $256,716 The rest comes from small profits S

'•i on various programs such as renting caps and gown :
:
:

S The dismembered twelve-dollar bill scattered all over the g

§ front page does not show all of SAC'S proposed $388,786 :|:

£ worth of spending proposed for this year All that plus a *

S $20 000 cushion, will be discussed at tonight's meeting at 7 :|:

| p m in the Hart House Debates Room. ::
The Varsity - $28,000



The Engineering Society

Presents

CANNON BALL 6T9
Hart House Friday Nov. 29

Featuring: The Stitch in Tyme
Ellis McClintock's Orchestra

The Altar Ego
The Jack Love Trio

The Edward Bear

Folksinger's Bob and Sue

and

The LGMB

Tickets $4.00/couple

SAC Office and Engineering Stores

U of T calm,

Dow besieged elsewhere

STUDENT ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
Presents

DAVE BRANDIS of the CBC
TOPIC: Death of the Canadian Jew?

188 AAARLEE 8:3p pm

Thursday, November 14

All members and prospective members welcome.

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

MANDALA
SOUL CRUSADE
PLUS THESTACCATOS

FRI. NOV. 15 — 9-12 PM
ADMISSION $2.00 (AT DOOR)

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
1265 MILITARY TRAIL

(M0RN1NGSIDE & ELLESMERE)
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Dow is coming back to

campus Dec. 12 — recruiting

again.

To forestall a recurrence of

last year's conflicts the Stu-

dents' Administrative Council

wants to ask the Engineering

Society to co-sponsor a teach-

in on the question of recruit-

ment on campus.
The various companies

would be invited to discuss

their production.

Several other proposals

have been put forward to

cope with the possibility of

violence and confrontation.

One recommends an ad hoc

group, rather tharT SAC, be

established to organize a se-

ries of educational activities.

This group might deal di-

rectly with the issue of cam-
pus recruiting, and could per-

haps circulate a petition ask-

ing companies to debate their

production if more than 500

signatures are obtained.

SAC Cultural Affairs Com-
missioner Mark Freiman (IV

UC) said the idea of a forum
on the topic of war produc-

tion would, be unlikely to

serve as an adequate vehicle

for protest.

He suggested a demonstra-

tion be organized at the

placement service to center

against the companies rather

than the students.

Members of the anti-war

groups, Canadians for the

National Liberation Front,

and the Committee to End
the War in Vietnam are

meeting today to discuss

their positions.

WINNIPEG (CUP) — Vio-

lence erupted at the Univer-

sity of Manitoba last Thurs-

day in the wake of a protest

against the presence of a

Dow recruiter at the univer-

sity placement office.

The protest began when 15

sign carrying students gath-

ered outside the Canada
Manpower Center. Within an
hour 200 had gathered with 30

people actively protesting.

When the group padlocked

a door to keep out the recrui-

ter who had completed only

two of 13 scheduled inter-

views, fisticuffs broke out

between demonstrators and
engineering students. Clothes

were torn, people knocked
down, and one demonstrator
had his face cut.

Dean of Arts Lloyd Dulm-
age had earlier notified the

manpower office of possible

violence and recommended
the recruiter leave.

The Manitoba demonstra-
tion followed a similar but

peaceful one at Saskatoon
last Tuesday.

END

povJ

STORRS, CONN. - (CUP)
— Over 100 students occupied

the administration center of

the University of Connecticut

Monday to demand amnesty
for four faculty members and
eight students charged by the

administration with obstruct-

ing Dow Chemical Company
recruitment on the campus
Oct. 30.

The 12 are threatened with

disciplinary action and sus-

pension for their role in a

Dow protest which forced

cancellation of the company's
recruitment procedures.

Administrative work con-

tinued throughout the occupa-

tion and no attempts were
made to evict the demonstra-

tors.

Students say the 12 were
singled out of the original

protest group of 100 because

of their history of anti-war

action. Edward V. Gant, the

school's provost, said the

charge against them resulted

from their refusal to leave a

room where a recruitment

interview was being conduct-

ed despite their "full knowl-

edge" that the action violated

university regulations.

Since the Dow protest,

administration officials have

cancelled scheduled place-

ment interviews on campus
by the Grumman Aircraft

Company and the Central In-

telligence Agency.



New College noes Anti- Draft
By HARRIET KIDECKEL

New College Students Council last night
voted 15-5 not to give $100 to the Toronto
Anti-Draft Program.
The motion was originally tabled at the

last NCSC meeting two weeks ago while a
referendum was held to gauge the senti-

ment of the student body of New College
members toward the donation.

The referendum, held last Thursday, re-

sulted in a 58 percent vote against the mo-
tion — but only 23 percent of the members
voted.

Council members were asked to vote last

night on the motion "using the referendum
as a guideline."

Rick Lehan, (I New) felt the referendum
was merely a "public opinion poll" which
members should consider but should not

have to abide by.

When Chris Szalwinski (II APSC) moved

to have the council accept the referendum
as binding, he was ruled out of order by

speaker, Ron Thompson (SGSi, whose posi-

tion was supported by the council.

"I reserve the right to represent the mi-

nority point of view." Tom Ma'baum (III

New). NCSC treasurer, said. "And other

members should, too."

Jake Zelinger (I New) protested that the

money should be given to a "worthier

cause".

But Szalwinski, a New SAC representa-

tive, pointed out that New members be-

lieved their "voting was making the deci-

sion."

"We cannot take it away from them." he

said. We have no other choice than to vote

against this motion
"

Whatever their reasons, 15 members vot-

ed successfully to defeat the motion. New
College will not make the donation.

OCA Confrontation

I
Dr. Douglas Wright

John Fairburn

Dr. Douglas Wright, chairman of

the Committee of University Affairs

buffeted questions and criticisms

fired by students and faculty at the

Ontario College of Art yesterday.

Dr. Wright is author of the contro-

versial Wright Report, commissioned

by the government to study and pro-

pose changes in the administrative

structure of the college following the

unrest at the college last spring.

The report proposes that a council

of 9 laymen chosen by the provincial

cabinet. 6 full time staff members,
and 3 students embody the formal

structure for academic and adminis-

trative decision making.

Students, criticized the invitation

for student representation as being

merely student tokenism.

photos by JOHN WA TSON Vincent Kelly — lawyer

Violence in Mexice City
By AGI LUKACS

The film showed a wide street filled with

matchers, and then some tanks. A voice

told of two students crushed by the tanks.

There were shots of young people in jail,

one holding a guitar above his head. And a

traffic sign held above a crowd read "No

Turn to the Right."

Students in a half-filled Sidney Smith lec-

ture hall were listening Monday to a young

Mexican student leader speak of the last

four months' violence in his country.

Ricardo de la Luz, a member of the Na-

tional Strike Committee which nearly

olunged Mexico into a revolution this sum-

mer was brought to the U of T by the Latin

American Justice Committee.

•The climate of violence which now

reigns in Mexico City was initiated by the

military invasion of the U of Mexico cam-

pus!" says a leaflet distributed Monday af-

te

Discontent surfaced so quickly in Mexico

said Ricardo, that two marches 15 days

apart had 250,000 and 600,000 turnouts
i

re-

spectively. In one march in Mexico City. 5

demonstrators were killed by po.ce »
chine-gun fire The town of ropillero was

occupied bv 25.000 peasants and governmenl

oSs were driven out when buslines

wouldn't compensate for 10 deaths

The movement petered out somewhat fol-

lowing a" Oct. 2-3 massacre ,n which, re-

ported a New York Times correspondent,

there were 49 dead and 500 wounded.

"There was virtual martial law" explained

the Mexican student, because the Olympics

were only 10 days away.

"But the movement will continue unlil

our demands are met." insisted de la Luz

University students, who were due back to

classes Nov. 4, will not return until then, he

said.

The demands of the National Strike

Committee are:

• freedom for the 4.500 political prisoners

now in jail, one third since August.

i repeal of an anti-sedition law that is used

to imprison opponents of the virtual one-

party state;

• dismissal of three police chiefs, and disso-

lution of the granaderos. the repressive mil-

itary security police.

• compensation to the victims of the

repression.

"These democratic demands must be dis-

cussed democratically." said de la Luz.

"We have wanted to have a public dialogue

with Ihe government so the people would

become a bit more politicized we had

already radicalized most of the student

body, unmasking the governmenl for what it

is."

The 75 students and stafl in Sid Smith

agreed to send a telegram to Mexican Pres-

ident Diaz Ordaz. protesting the repression

of the last few months.

Hart House
TODAY

WEDNESDAY CLASSIC, - CON
November 13th - Music Room,

'

JUOI KE NN EDI, PIANIST
Formoll, ol the From Liszt Aci

udopest, p'c

6
Protege

works by Lit

ol An irfom

•the

LIBR1RY EVENING
To-ntohl - L.brory, 8 p.m.

CHARLES T EMPLE TON
Topic

"BROADCASTING MEDIA"
(Ladies may be invited by members)

CAMERA CLUB - Wed. Nov. 13

Comoro Club Rooms - 1:10 p.m.

lembeis Choice Discussion BLACK AND WHITE

POETRY REAOING
Thursday, Novembor 14th

Art Gollery, 1:15 p.m.

LOUELLA BOOTH
ROGER MOORE "CIRCUS"
MARTIN REYTO A Ploy b,

PAUL NASH Louella Sooth

JEREMY KANSOME - Wall Whilm
Lodies Welcome

4 O'CLOCK CONCERT
Monday, November 18th

MUSIC ROOM
LORNE BROWN

Folk Music
Ladies Welcome

SAC GENERAL MEETING - BUDGET

TONIGHT
7 PM DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE

ALL ARE WELCOME

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST JOSEPH TORONTO

925-1736 Free delivery within I block ol premises

We specialize in New York and New England style pizza ond

home-made spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
A FREE PIZZA WITH EVERY FIVE TO TAKE OUT
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NO SLUR INTENDED
There has been a storm of protest

over the Monday editorial "Buggery

is Remembrance". Some people have

said it was "obscene" and desecrated

Remembrance Day, some have

called it pointless, and others have

objected that the editorial was un-

clear and poorly written.

The point of the piece was this —
people become more incensed about

morality and obscenity than they do

about the killing of human beings.

Maybe that's true and maybe it's

not. But one thing is sure — some
people have become more incensed

about an editorial than they ever

have about civil rights, Vietnam or

Biafra.

We apologize to those who thought

the editorial was a slur against those

who fought and died in World Wars I

and II. Such a slur would be inexcus-

able. If just wars exist, those were
just wars against naked aggression.

We are sure, for that reason, that

most students would have fought vol-

untarily in those wars. We hope, for

the same reason, that most students

would object to the naked American
aggression in Vietnam.

The war in Vietnam, to which the

editorial cartoon and, indirectly, the

editorial referred, is patently not a

just war. The Americans are clearly

the aggressors there, and Canadians

are clearly complicit in this war.

This country sells war material to

the United States, and the University

of Toronto does research for the U.S.

armed forces, harmless research

perhaps, but enough to free American
scientists for the perplexing problems

of developing effective defoliants,

nerve gases, etc. The University of

Toronto also permits companies
which contribute to the war to re-

cruit on campus.

There will be (we hope) no Dow
demonstrations this year — the cost

in friction and ill-will is too great.

But that does not stop us from recog-

nizing that allowing these companies

to recruit here is morally wrong.

The editorial was not intended to

desecrate Remembrance Day. We
hoped it might indirectly point out

the hypocrisy of holding such a serv-

ice on the one hand, and contributing

to an unjust war on the other.

We've heard this argument before,

many times. In this form it is trite

and would have passed without com-
ment. So we tried another way, at-

tempting to get through people's de-

tached attitude toward the war in

Vietnam in particular, human suffer-

ing in general, by asking:

"What shocks you more, obscenity

or death?"

We therefore apologize to all those

offended by the editorial and will try

to avoid offending them in the future.

CUG
Nominations for the Commission

on University Government (CUG)
close Friday with only one completed
nomination for the four important
student seats.

Dr. Bissell has said the commis-
sion will have "a profound effect on

the academic structure of the entire

university community in Canada."

One of those effects could be the

establishment of a principle of equal

staff-student representation on vir-

tually all university bodies. With four

student and four faculty seats on the

CUG, it seems logical that they

would specify the same proportions

for the final structure they recom-
mend.

(Of course, how Dr. Bissell, the

ninth member, will vote is a matter

of conjecture.

)

The CUG has also established the

principle of non-interference by out-

side bodies in university affairs. The
Board of Governors has been exclud-

ed as voting members, hopefully the

final structure will also avoid such a

body

The interests of the community can

probably be better expressed through

the provinccial government than big

business. Perhaps a fourth body
made up of the public could act as a

counterveiling power against outright

provincial interference.

Above all the new structure recom-
mended by CUG should include:

o greater decentralization of the

various academic departments, espe-

cially in the areas of examinations,

evaluations, course content, etc;

o an emphasis on a university that

is critical of society, one that does

more than provide trained manpow-
er.

o recognition of the university as

an academic community made up of

students and faculty, with adminis-

trators the civil servants whose pri-

mary responsibilities are carrying

out policy, not creating it.

With four seats out of nine students

have as much power as they could

hope for, and deserve the best possi-

ble representation.

Let's hope this isn't one of those

elections with a handful of candidates

and a turnout of only 25 per cent.
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left something to be desired

1 have some difficulty reacting to

your editorial regarding Remembr-
ance Day. I hold no great grief for

the heroes of World War I, for whom
November 11th was designated, but I

do think the Monday editorial left

more than a little to be desired.

The point made in the editorial was
very vague and tended more to alien-

ate than educate people concerning

the real issues Remembrance Day
raises.

An editorial page should be a place

for cogent argument and concise
analysis. The Monday editorial did

not display these characteristics. I

hope that future editorials will do so.

It's particularly unfortunate that

such editorials should become alien-

ating factors when the general stand-

ard of the paper in such areas as
news coverage, special features and
set-up has improved so much this

year.

Steven Langdon
SAC President.

reaction — any reaction

The editorial policy of this paper

as it has appeared this year can only

be described as a blind attempt at

provoking reaction from its readers.

Reaction on any terms and by any
means. Any kind of reaction so long

as the reader is shocked out of his

supposed lethargy.

With this in mind, the Remembr-
ance Day editorials are undoubtedly

the best pieces of writing the paper

has offered the university audience in

a long time.

Considering that The Varsity has

had almost unqualified success in

alienating its readers in only two and

a half months, what could do more
for the cause than two editorials enti-

tled "Buggery is Remembrance" and
"Piglets"?

Perhaps a reading of the first of

these would add the finishing touch.

This piece of writing was offered not

as the cynical comment of one man
on the basest elements of human na-

ture, but as 8h'e representative opin-

ion of a newspaper. This is its most
reprehensible quality.

censorship

Last night, while I was attending a

showing of Serge Eisenstein's film

October at The Public Enemy Cine-

ma, a representative of the Ontario

Board of Censors, Mr. W. R. Watt,

arrived and ruled that the film could

not continue its run because it has

never been approved by the Board of

Censors.

This film, which documents the

overthrow by the bolshevists of Ke-
rensky's provisional Russian govern-

ment, is one of the greatest silent

film classics in existence. Although
no public objection was made against

this showing, the Board has apparent-

ly decided to ignore the film's artis-

tic and historical importance. There
can be no possible objection to this

film aside from its political content,

and it can hardly be called propa-

ganda.

I wish to urge all conscientious

readers of the Varsity to rectify this

outrage by complaining to the author-

ities involved, and to ensure that

such a serious breach of freedom of

thought is never repeated.

J. A. Jessup

(II TRIN)

If the aim of the paper is to toss

the shreds of its reputation into the

incinerator and to drive itself into

complete isolation, then this policy of

provocation will undoubtedly achieve
its ends.

But it is not a policy that I as a

member of the staff can subscribe to.

Sue Helwig

Features Editor
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act one: At end of long narrow stage sits

Sheryysue Chor us repeating inmonotone at

two minute intervals: "There's an s.s. on the

b.s," Enter Angela with a petercookie in her

mouth. Sheng: "That makes me so frustrated

you know. The fundamental complexities

and inherent non-communication in this

computeriiedtechnologicoriented - multidi-

mensionalworld." Enter Frank, cap in hand.

'Dave: "So what's that got to do with the

handky?" Both try to phone trin after eleven-

thirty only to discover that its against the

rules of the tribe. At this point macroo pops

out of his cage, situated stage with obsceni-

ties all over it, to call time. Macroo abandons

this tactic and begins to chant, "nognusis

gudnoos." actoo+ three hours earlier, huck

to stage left, geoff enters stage right, noel

takes centre stoge, helen enters stage right,

noel takes centre stage, helen to bishops

pawn, agi to knights rook, mickelburgh to

montreol and lix not back from queens king,

johnson noted his displeos* with an oathily,

and kesterton remarked thai he was "sow-

ing some wild oaths", that's the end of our

ploy, now for love-play followed by enter

stage centre, attorney general anyone?



How to start a Course Union
By DON ROSS

Don Ross is SAC Education Commis-
sioner and a fourth-year student at
Trinity College.

Staff-student committees are be-
coming generally accepted as a
means of increasing student partici-
pation in departmental decisions.
Course unions are a logical means of

extending this participation.

Course unions involve challenge
and potential. They are an opportu-
nity for students to become more
directly involved in the educational
process; to better conditions both for

themselves and for others. But unions

will only succeed if a number of stu-

dents put forth some effort. They
require general interest, not just the

support of a few.

STRUCTURE

Membership in the course union of

a particular department is composed
of those students taking at least one

course offered by that department.

The elected executive of a union

should be responsible for implement-

ing policy decisions made at general

meetings and for realizing other ob-

jectives of the union as defined by
the membership.

WHY A COURSE UNION

Course unions can form the consti-

tuencies from which students are
elected to the staff-student commit-
tees of their departments. Student

members, democratically chosen,

become authorized representatives
with an obligation to discover and
speak for the wishes of all students.

Meetings of the union can provide

excellent forums for student repre-

sentatives to report on committee
proceedings and to receive sugges-

tions and reactions from other stu-

dents. A few course unions are al-

ready getting educational reform to

the satisfaction of both students and

faculty.

Course union programs may in-

clude informal meetings with mem-
bers of the staff where discussions

can be of a wider scope than those

held in current, formal learning si-

tuations. Other programs might in-

clude seminars, dinners, films, se-

ances, etc.

The day of the centralized SAC
course evaluation has passed. Too

much work was required of too few

people and some questions were too

general to provide information of

value. The cost was high and the re-

sults inadequate. But evaluations

should not die for they offer a cri-

tique of courses valuable to staff and

students alike. If course unions take

up the task of evaluation the ques-

tions will be more relevant, the inter-

est and response better, and the ad-

ministrative load more manageable

FORMATION

You can start a course union by

getting a group together, drawing up

a constitution, and submitting it to a

general meeting for amendment and
adoption. You then elect an executive

and develop a program Other bodies,

such as course clubs, could alter

their structure and become course

unions.

There is much leeway both in the

method of formation and the struc-

ture adopted. Only the general princi-

ples of unrestricted admittance and
democratic elections are basic re-

quirements. Different courses may
call for quite different constitutions

depending upon the size, the nature

(college or university subjects), and
the objectives set by the students

involved. The union should be the

servant of the students, meeting their

specific needs

SAC AND COURSE UNIONS

•The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil is anxious to see course unions

develop. The Education Commission
will gladly provide both information

and financial support. Financial aid

will be given to cover the costs of

forming the union, such as advertis-

ing general meetings in the Varsity,

and sponsoring specific programs in-

cluding course evaluations

Do students want to elect their

representatives to staff-student

committees? Do they wish to sponsor

programs connected with their disci-

pline? Do they feel the need to pro-

duce course evaluations? Do they

want to discuss their education with

the departments directly and let SAC
devote itself to other more general

matters? The answers will come
from student response and, as al-

ways, actions speak louder than

words.

letters who pulls the strings?

editorial argument "completely irrational"

I wish to object to Mon-

day's editorial "Buggery is

Remembrance" on several

counts

:

1. The editorial was a

completely irrational argu-

ment, if it can be considered

an argument at all. There is

no logical connection between

buggery and war. Buggery is

an individual immorality,

while war is a social immo-

rality. When individuals were

killing each other they were

responding to a social coer-

cion of justice and patriot-

ism.

Whether or not these social

values were immoral is irre-

levent to the comparison with

buggery.

Although I can see some

distorted connection between

buggery and war, I fail to see

any connection whatsoever

between buggery and re-

membrance. I doubt whether

the author of the editorial

could explain his generaliza-

tion either: he didn't in the

editorial. Or perhaps this was

his explanation:

"Killing is natural; bug-

gery is a "crime against na-

ture". What is natural is for-

gotten, what is perverse,

remembered. The problem

with Remembrance Day' is

that it commemorates men

being natural on a mass

scale. So natural that we for-

get them."

1 cannot criticize the logic

of this series of generaliza-

tions: there is none.

2 Since the editorail ap-

peared on Remembrance Day

and since it compared fight-

ing to the individual crime of

buggery, the implication is

that it is an indictment

against the men who fought

and died in the two world

wars.

Tell a student whose father

died in the war that his sacri-

fice was tantamount to bug-

gery. Would you have the

guts to tell him that face to

face?

3. Despite the illogicity of

the piece, it was generally

badly written. The use of

obscenities was not justified.

They created an even greater

confusion than the irrationali-

ty of argument allowed alone.

Their effect was only shock

or disgust — in the author

rather than in war. Obscenity

has been used much more

cleverly by Paul Krassner.

4. Even if the editorial was

not an indictment of individu-

als but of war in general, an

anti-war argument is a cliche

unless it offers something

original and relevent. That

editorial did neither.

My final objection is that

the editorial was not signed.

Nor would the writer let his

name be known to anyone

who might inquire at the

Varsity.

Paul MacRae tells me he

did not write it. At least

MacRae has the guts to sign

dubious editorials such as

"Pigs".

If the author of Monday s

editorial had the supposed

•guts' to write it. he could

have had the guts to sign his

name to it.

An unsigned editorial gen-

erally means it represents

the policy of the Varsity.

If I were convinced that

"Buggery is Remembrance"
was the Varsity policy, I

would resign from the staff.

Brian Johnson

Varsity SAC editor

I believe that Robin Rigby

misses the point in Monday's

article ("Who pulls the

strings at U of T "1.

The days of revolution at

the University of Toronto are

not far off. For an increasing

number of students, there

appears to be no alternative

to a disruption of the present

system and to an open con-

flict with the rulers of the

university.

While the red or the black

'tasteless and idiotic'

The Varsity editorial page

has been the source of more

confused hysteria this year

than most. But your editorial

on Monday was without doubt

the most perverse, tasteless,

and idiotic pieces ever to

grace your pages.

We first had to suffer

through the nonsense of po-

lice pigs: in an attempt to

relive the passions and

causes of our American
friends the editor indulged in

a self-righteous diatribe

against the fascist tendencies

of the Toronto police state.

There was an element —
an iota, a miniscule iota — of

truth in that editorial, so in

the cause of student unionism

and radical solidarity one suf-

fered in silence.

But your Monday piece

"Buggery is Remembrance"
was so grotesque and so

completely irresponsible that

1 feel obliged to comment
I write as a radical, and as

one committed to the basic

premises of the student

movement. And not only was

the editorial an affront to the

English language; it was also

a disservice to the effort we
are making toward radical

reform in the university.

You have made our task in

uniting the campus, and our

dialogue with the university

administration and people

outside the university infi-

nitely more difficult

Remembrance Day. in my
opinion, is not worth getting

excited about. It is obviously

very important to some peo-

ple, and I am magnanimous
enough to let them remember
their past with some dignity.

It scarcely infringes upon the

university's daily schedule If

it is to be attacked, there are

better ways of doing it

The piece was as blatant a

case of poor editorial judg-

ment as ever I .have seen in

my years on the campus. It

betrays a puerile mind and a

very poor sense of priorities.

The editor seems determined

to destroy the credibility of

the student movement I hope

to God he doesn't succeed
Bob Rae
(IV UC)
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flag may not be flown over

Convocation Hall, the occupa-

tion of university buildings or

their abandonment is a real

possibility

The administrators are

aware of this and are looking

in fear and anger for the ni-

neteenth-century causes of

unrest. They think that the

causes lie in the pronounce-

ments ol the democratic soci-

alists on the SAC or in the

Utopian liberalism of the

ATS What the administration

fails to realize is that both

the SAC and the ATS are but

bureaucratic by-products of

the liberalism so firmly en-

trenched in this university.

As such, both the SAC and

the ATS can pose no mean-

ingful challenges.

Student unwillingness to

participate in student govern-

ment reflects their recogni-

tion that hierarchies are no

longer meaningful and does

not imply apathy or compla-

cency. We, as students, are

involved in our environment,

i( is just that the SAC and the

university structure are no

longer central to that envi-

ronment
When revolution comes, it

will not be the product of any

causal sequence of events,

but will be in response to the

total inadequacy of liberal-

ism's answer to our present

dillemma. Such an upheaval

cannot "fail" since its pur-

pose is to disrupt the present

order and to pose a more
meaningful counter-environ-

ment to the existing one in

the university and society.

Arthur Leader
(IV UC)
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Halfway House to

Square John society *]

By JUDY LANE

HOW WAS THAT POT
YOU SMOKED LAST
NIGHT?
Remember the book you

"borrowed" last week from
the library AND FORGOT
TO SIGN OUT?
Weren't you ashamed of

yourself the other day in

Eaton's, when you considered

dropping that lipstick into

your purse WITHOUT PAY-
ING?
Be honest with yourself —

Have you never in your life-

time committed or contem-

plated committing an indicta-

ble offense? Is it so far out

for you to imagine yourself in

prison, behind bars?

How would you feel when
you got out?

How could you face people?

Who would employ you?
Where would you live, if

you had no family or close

friends?

In short, how would you

cope financially, emotionally,

and socially with the cold,

cut-throat, Square John soci-

ety beyond the security of the

prison gates?

Harold Kind is one man
who could help you out. The
Harold King Farm in Kes-

wick, Ontario, is not a farm.

It is a halfway house, an in-

termediate facility bridging

the enormous prison commu-
nity gap, for the rehabilita-

tion of the released prisoner.

The 44-acre project, opened
in January of 1963, is operat-

ed almost exclusively by
Harold King and his wife,

Katie. The farm house, to

which a large new wing was
recently added, provides
modern facilities and accom-
modations for a maximum of

12 men at one time.

Upon arriving at the Farm,
you will most likely see a few
boys working on the grounds,

cutting grass, painting, or fix-

ing, and others just having

fun — swimming and fishing

in the man-made lake, or

tossing a football around.

As you enter the house, you
are warmly greeted by Har-

old King, overloaded with

work and responsibilities, yet

always finding time to talk

and "kibbitz". His welcome
will be echoed by his lovely

and charming wife, Katie,

and by their boisterous and

precocious son, Aubrey.

You will usually find one or

two boys preparing dinner in

the kitchen, some reading or

playing cards in the hobby

room, a couple downstairs in

the rec room, around the

piano or pool table, and oth-

(continued on page 7)

COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT

(CUG)
What's H for? CUG will examine the role of University of Toronto in society, and the structure of goverment at U

of T. It is expected to make recommendations to the Ontario legislature for amendment of the U of

T Act.

Major questions to be dealt with include:

• Should there be a separate Board of Governors and Senate?

• Should the public have any voice in university decisions and planning? Who should speak for the

public?

What is a meaningful degree of student participation?

How long will it work?
CUG wilf get down to business in late December or early January. Sub-
missions will be received from interested groups throughout second term
An interim report will be released at some point in March, A final report
will be written during the summer of 1969, for completion by September
'69.

Who's eligible to run as a student member?
Any student, part - or full-time, at University of Toronto is eligible for elec-
tion to CUG, Nomination forms are now available at the SAC Office, Thirty
signatures of students with ATL numbers must be obtained.

How much of my time will it take?
The election campaign will be from November 15-26 To encourage a

large turn-out in voting, many forums will be held across campus during
the campaign period, so you can expect to be busy if you run

Students elected to the Commission can expect to be rather tied up dur-

ing second term. Simcoe Hall is considering making as many concessions

as possible, though, to students elected. These may include extensions of

deadlines on all papers and reports; and the possibility of writing exams
during the summer. Details are to be worked out with individual deans or

department chairmen.

What would the campaign cost?
A limit of $50. has been set on campaign expenditures by the election

committee, SAC is considering payment of part of these expenses for all

candidates, and will also approach Simcoe Hall for assistance in this mat-
ter Other election rules will be available at the SAC Office on Friday.

November 1 5

NOMINATIONS CLOSE THIS FRIDAY AT 5PM
CAMPUS-WIDE ELECTIONS TUESDA Y NOVEMBER 26
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(continued from page 6)

ers in the living room en-
gaged in conversation with
each other or visitors.

But Harold King offers his

"boys" more than food, ac-
commodations and facilities.

He gives them affection and
attention — home and a fam-
ily. He is one of those individ-

uals who has the rare ability

to communicate with anyone
from criminals to university

students to animals.

Every halfway house seems
to have its own unique quality

or philosophy. The Harold
King Farm revolves primari-

ly around the "family con-

cept" with a warm, friendly,

non-institutional atmosphere.
King is referred to as "Dad,"
a name that maximizes au-

thority, respect and affection,

and Katie is "Mom". Their

"boys" are taught to share

and work together as one

large family.

The boys range in age from
16 to 60, and are generally

guilty of committing minor

offenses. Applications are

carefully considered. The
men are screened and select-

ed by a special Board, which

chooses only those that seem
hopeful and show a genuine

desire to help themselves. No
drug addicts, homosexuals, or

psychiatric cases are accept-

ed. Those selected stay for an

average of six weeks.

The men participate in in-

dividual counselling with

Harold King, frequent group

meetings and the numerous

house responsibilities. King
attempts to find suitable
employment, and often some
type of educational training
for each man he takes in.

In talking to these men,
you realize that many are

lonely individuals, in desper-

ate need of friendship and
attention. Others, especially

the older men. have greater
obstacles to overcome, and
their prospects of changing
seem less hopeful.

Though it is difficult to de-

fine and measure the success

of a halfway house, the Farm
may be said to have a rela-

tively high success rate Only
about one third of the boys
who "leave the Farm are

known to return to prison.

The national recidivist rate in

comparison, is as high as 66-

80 per cent. But success in

the case of some offenders

may merely mean keeping a

man out of jail six months

this time instead of six

weeks.

King hates to calculate

rates. "This isn't a ball

game," he says. "We're deal-

ing with human beings, not

scores and statistical fig-

ures."

The Farm faces several

perenniel problems. To begin

with there are constant finan-

cial burdens. Given only a

small provincial grant, the

Farm is almost entirely sup-

ported by private donations

from companies and individu-

als. This means that only a

limited number of men can

be accommodated at once

But perhaps the greatest

concern is public ignorance

not only of the existence and

operation of the farm, but

also of the halfway house

movement in general. Indi-

viduals and governments are

just beginning to realize the

significance of and vital need

(or halfway houses, to sup-

port them, and incorporate

this type of facility into their

correctional systems.

In King's words, "The re-

sponsibility of society begihs

every time a prison door

swings open to release a

man."
This is the founding philos-

ophy of the farm.

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE IT AT ALL"

JEAN-LUC GODARD'S

WEEKEND
STARRING MIREILLE DARC AND JEAN YANNE.

G— —

WEEKDAYS AT: 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

SATURDAY AT: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

SUNDAY AT: 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

" 'Weekend' is a great

original work. 'Weekend'

is Godard's vision of hell

and it ranks with the

visions of the greatest.

The vision that rises in

the course of the film is

so surreally powerful that

one accepts it as one

accepts a lunar land-

scape. 'Weekend' has

moredepththananything

he's done before."
—Pauline Kael,

New Yorker

"A fantastic film in which

all of life becomes a week-

end—a cataclysmic,

seismic traffic jam. The

film must be seen for its

power, ambition, humor

,

and scenes of really

astonishing beauty. One

of the most important

films Godard has ever

made. There's nothing

like it at all."

—Renafa Adler,

New York Times

"A stunning experience.

A savage imaginative

comment on our times,

the film breathes

virtuosity at every turn.

Humor, too, abounds but

it's a humor of tragedy

and quickly turns to acid.

I can't think of another

modern filmmaker who
has so tellingly and
originally summarized
greed, callousness and
the seeds of adventurism
asGodard does."

-William Wolf.

Cue Magazine

SPECIALSTUDENT
RATES

WEEKDAYS BEFORE 6:00 PM . . . . $1 .00

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
BEFORE 5:00 PM $1 .00

TONGE »! CHARLES 922 9055 ^^FJ
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PROCTER & GAMRLE
CAREERS in Business Management

To College graduates eager to assume substantial management

responsibility early in their business lives, we offer a unique climate

for rapid personal growth, with unsurpassed advancement opportunities.

To understand the kind of opportunity that exists for you
at Procter & Gamble, you must first know a little about
us, and our philosophy of management.

It is our practice to develop and promote from
within. Virtually everyone in higher management at

P&G today joined the Company shortly after completing
his formal education, and progressed upward from a begin-

ning level equivalent to that at which you would start.

We need more good people with management
ability because our business is steadily growing.
During the last 22 years, our business volume has increased

by more than 700"/„. This expanding business generates a
continual need for more and more graduates with manage-
ment potential. We welcome candidates who thrive on
hard work, relish responsibility, and like to compete.

We want you to develop rapidly, and we give you
every opportunity. You'll be given substantial respon-
sibility as soon as you join us, and, in most cases, you'll
learn by doing, rather than enter a formal training period.
.You'll be given additional responsibility as soon as you
demonstrate you can handle it. Your managers will take
a personal interest in your development, because your
growth is an important part of their responsibilities!

This emphasis on early development means you
can move ahead fast. We promote only on the basis of
merit, and you progress as fast as you demonstrate that
you are ready to move up. Because of this willingness by
P&G to match ability with responsibility, regardless of
age, it is not unusual to find graduates still in their 20's
transacting substantial portions of the Company's busi-
ness. In Fact, we do not know of any other organization
where there is greater awareness of ability, or greater
opportunity for unlimited advancement on the basis of
merit alone.

We have openings in many fields of interest for
graduates at all degree levels, and with all kinds of
educational backgrounds. Basically, we ask that all can-
didates have a good academic record, and be able to show
evidence of leadership on or off the campus, with goals

set and achieved.

In joining P&G, you would be joining a company
widely recognized for management excellence.
In a survey conducted by Dun's Review, a panel of nearly
300 top business executives named P&G as one of the ten

best-managed companies in industry. The business prac-
tices that resulted in such recognition will be an important
part of your career training.

Procter & Gamble is a growth company with remark-
able freedom from cyclic trends. Although we are large in

terms of sales, we are small in terms of people (approxi-
mately 1800 employees in Canada). The Company's
continued growth is one reflection of its deep interest in

research. About one P&G employee out of every ten is

engaged in research of some kind, and more than one-
third of our business volume is in new products developed
in the last ten years.

Our work is creative and challenging. Ivianagement
at P&G involves a genuinely creative approach to varied

and often complex problems that will challenge your re-

sourcefulness to the utmost. It requires a competitive
interchange of ideas with other good people. It demands
fresh, dynamic thinking and wholehearted participation.

If you prefer this method of working instead of "cut and
dried" routine, you will find a degree of personal satis-

faction in your early assignments that will become even
greater as your career responsibilities increase.

"One or more P& G products are used in 95 out of
every 100 homes, a penetration uneiptaled by

any other manufacturer of anything."

Procter & Gamble representatives will be on campus for interviews with interested
students on: NOV. 27, 28, & 29.

Ask your Placement Ounce for a copy of the P&G Careers brochure and an
interview appointment.

. „ for Management Careers in Marketing / Advertising,
PROCTER & GAMBLE B , * „ . ^ ^ ' B

Sales, hinance, Purchasing and Traffic, Data Systems
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Dents capture Carling Cup
The Carling Cup for the

college or faculty with the
highest percentage of stu-

dents giving blood will go to

Dentistry for the second year
in a row.

The cup will be presented
by Carling Brewery. 317
Dents, representing 50.2 per
cent of the faculty, donated
blood.

Returns from the rest of
the campus are:

Architecture 6.6 %
Emmanuel 32.8 %
Engineering 16.7 %
Food Science 13.3 %
Forestry

. 41. %
Graduates 3.7 %
Innis 17. %
Knox 47.6 %
Law 7.9 %

Medicine
i

Music
[ 2

New 21 2
Nursing '

194
Pharmacy 12.6
PHE 12.6
POTS 27
SMC 24.2
Trinity 93 8
uc

;:; 14
"6

Victoria 11.2

Wycliffe 16.1

The total number of do-
nors, 3.089. is 14.6 per cent of
the St. George campus. This
includes 22 staff and 50 mis-
cellaneous. This is a drop of

312 from last year's total of

3.399. but it is up from the

year before.

Bill Cowan, co-chairman of

the drive, commenting on this

year s drive, said, Personal-
ly I feel that as high as 60 per-

cent of the campus could
give.' He said, however, that

this was idealistic and that

the projected quota of about
20 per cent was perhaps more
realistic.

Good grooming is the

most important attribute

for a job applicant, a job

employment intervie wer
said yesterday.

J. L. Ornwey told an
audience of 500 that It s

not what's in your head.

but what's on it that rnat-

rers."

EBS plans future policy
By DENIS SQUIRES

"We believe that the best government is

that which governs least", said Paul
Fromm (IV SMC) yesterday at a small
open meeting in Sid Smith. The EBS execu-

tive met to discuss its future plans and out-

line its principles to prospective members.
EBS President Fromm defined conserva-

tism to include:

• the historical and traditional approach

in assessing the desirability of a given

change.

• individual freedom as its principal goal.

• the existence of government primarily

for the protection of individual rights.

Fromm revealed that membership in the

EBS has expanded to 1.000. half in Toronto.
The ensuing discussion, saw only one

challenge issued concerning government
anti-poverty programs, which the executive
condoned with the provision that such
spending meet with good results. There was
no discussion of SAC.
The activist organization is distributing

pamphlets called What is the EBS? to intro-

duce itself as an alternative to the liberal-

leftist position.

The showing of films concerning the ma-
nipulation of mass media and revolution, as

well as the appearance of guest speaker Dr.

Norman Gunn of the Canadian Taxpayer's
Union is being planned.

take
a book

to bed
tonight

Xy^C UNIVERSITY of

fW BOOKSTC
TORONTO

BOOKSTORES

the enlighteners

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly (itted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued
wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST GEORGE ST. 925-8720

elliot's place

"HOME OF GROOVY FASHIONS"

Toronto's only discount boutique

^Made to Measure Ready to Wear)

Special this month:

Cordoroy pants $5.00

Pure wool sailor pants 9.00

359 Yonge St.

"Upstairs"

364 - 5657

)For the latest in imported fashions at Discount Prices.

Q

St. Mike's Coop Dance
featuring

"THE KIDDS"
(from St. Catharines)

Plus social added entertainment

Upper

Brennan Hall

SAT. NOV. 16

8:30-9:30 - $1.00

9:30 ON - $1.25

APPLICATIONS
FOR SAC APPOINTEE

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OF THE ST. ANDREWS BAY NURSERY

will be accepted op to 5 pm Fri. Nov. 15

should include name, address,
experience, qualifications
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GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you

929 - 0611'
10 P-"«.

Ryerson architecture students threaten walkout

GETTING ENGAGED!

we offer » frc

Day You Buy a
fers facluol infoi

You con Buy on o "Direct" Bosls

H. PROCTOR & CO.
DfAMOND AND GEM DEALERS,

Architecture students at

Ryerson Polytechnical Insti-

tute have been skipping

classes since Thursday, using

the time to carry out a thor-

ough study of their course.

They threaten a complete

walk-out if demands for

change are not met next

Wednesday.

The student action was
prompted by the news that

the University of British Co-

lumbia and Waterloo Univer-

sity will in future treat appli-

cations from Ryerson archi-

tectural graduates on the ba-

sis of their Grade 13 marks.

They were previously given

advanced standing in either

second or third year of uni-

versity courses.

Dean Thomas Howarth,

director of architecture at U
of T, said: "We have a clear-

cut policy. We have accepted

Ryerson graduates who have

graduated with first class

honours and given them ad-

vanced standing in our second

year course. We have recent-

ly liberalized the require-

ments and will now consider

other applications on an indi-

vidual basis."

Wayne Judges, president of

the Association of Architec-

tural Technology students

said: "We are not trying to

set up Ryerson as a pre-uni-

versity course. But we want
to find out what our courses
should contain for those who
wish to go on after gradua-

tion."

AAT has set up student

committees to look into all

aspects of the Ryerson
course. The reports from
these committees will be in-

corporated into a brief to be

presented to Ryerson Presi-

dent S. C. Jorgenson and rep-

resentatives of the Faculty

Council. If the Council re-

fuses to call an emergency
meeting to discuss the com-
plaints and recommendations,
Judges says the students will

walk out.

Head of Rye's architecture

department, J. P. Paivio has
said the student actions are

"very responsible", and adds
that the problems came al-

most without warning. "Most
of the students' demands are
valid," he said. "I think we
can do something construc-

tive together."

As well as course changes,

the students are protesting

the high cost of equipment,
which can run as high as $260

a year exclusive of tuition,

and a heavy work load, which
includes 12 hours a week in

the studio and four hours a

night homework.

Read it in

4hrs.30mins.

WAR AND

The average reader takes about two weeks (35 hours read-

ing) to read Tolstoy's 'War and Peace'. It's long, a 'heavy'

classic. By learning to read much faster though, you can

change any novel, any of the 'musts', into an evening's

entertainment rather than a week's

labour.

After taking the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics course, you'll

have time for reading pleasure.

It teaches you to concentrate

1104 Bay Street, Toronto 5

EvelynWood

Reading Dynamics

Institute

more easily and to retain more of what you read. And, if

you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Invest a little time now. Just eight weeks, for a lifetime of

advantages. Call us at 923-4681. Or

better still, come to a free demon-

stration. See how you can become

a dynamic reader. Find out

what dynamic reading can mean

to you.

Classes begin November 19th. Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free demonstration.
November 12, 13, 14, 15. Royal York—Room C, at 12:30 PM.
November 12 and 14. Old Mill—Habitant Room, at 7:00 and 8:30
PM.
November 13. Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

—

Yorkdale Branch, at 7:00 and S:30 PM.

November 18. Four Seasons—North Room, at 12:30 PM.

November 19, 20, 21. Four Seasons—Board Room, at 12:30 PM.

November 18, 19, 20, 21. Inn on the Park— Talbot Room, at 7:00

and 8:30 PM.
Sponsored by CRD Training Associates Ltd.

Open House at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institutes. 1104 Bay Street and the Yorkdale Shopping Plaza. From 12:00 to 3:00 PM.
November 16 and November 23.
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Money problems spark unrest in saskTHATCHERan
By GEOFF MEGGS

The University of Saskat-
chewan may be more radical
at this time than any other
campus in the country. Of its

two centres at Regina and
Saskatoon, only Saskatoon
has an avowed conservative
force attempting to avoid
direct fonfrontations.

A peculiar set of circum-
stances has set the situation

in Saskatchewan in relief,

accentuating problems that

remain grey areas at other

universities.

Money is at the root of

Saskatchewan's university

unrest. For in Saskatchewan,
third richest of Canada's
provinces, owner of endless

wheat fields, cattle ranches,

and at present exploiting one
of the world's richest depos-

its of potash, there is not

enough money to send more
than five Indian and Metis

students to university, to

expand university facilities,

or to give any student a loan

exceeding $1,000 when most
students agree that $1,650 is a

minimum figure.

In fact it was Saskatche-

wan Premier Ross Thatcher's

concern about fiscal integrity

that started the province and
its Liberal government into

one of the hottest public is-

sues Saskatchewan had seen

for several bumper crops.

GOV'T MOVES IN
On October 27 of last year,

Thatcher announced the gov-

ernment would take direct

financial control of the uni-

versity to end spending ex-

cesses.

This was in spite of the

fact that although $40 million

was spent last year on expan-

sion and renovation, buildings

were barely adequate for the

enrolment.

Thatcher envisaged de-

tailed budget submissions

from the university to the

Legislature. After four sub-

votes the university depart-

ment in each case would re-

ceive a sum of money to cov-

er the year's expenses.

In addition, all further con-

struction would require ap-

proval of the Public Works

minister before building could

start.

The faculties and the ad-

ministration were under-

standably concerned about

government control of the

academic affairs of the cam-
pus. With each department's
finances under the legisla-

ture's scrutiny, it was not
inconceivable that money
could be used as a lever to

influence the university.

FACULTY JOINS IN
The same month 300 U of S

faculty members approved a
resolution calling for internal

management of the university

by the Board of Governors.
By December the faculty

association had mailed 10,000

letters to alumni pointing out

the following facts:

• that the provincial cabi-

net was already in a position

to authorize budget require-

ments.

• that there were govern-

ment controls at three stages

in the financing process.

• that Saskatchewan, the

province with the third high-

est per capita income in Can-

ada between 1962 and 1966,

ranked seventh in university

spending.

t that four parliamentary

sub-votes opened possibilities

for political pressure on the

university.

On December 4, Thatcher

announced the removal of the

University of Saskatchewan

from the jurisdiction of the

department of Education. The

press speculated on the es-

tablishment of a department

of University Affairs.

The students of both cam-

puses were silent throughout

the fall of 1967. Indeed the

first blow for educational

freedom in Saskatchewan was

struck by Mr. Charlie.

The students weren't long

learning the lesson. On Feb-

ruary 16, they marched in

protest against the proposed

legislation and in the spring

elected a student council that

spent the summer crossing

swords with Thatcher and

Peter Warrian, president of

the Canadian Union of Stu-

dents.

Leafing through The Sheaf,

the Saskatoon student paper,

one gets an impression of

people unwilling to stand still

any longer.

STUDENT IOANS

At first the big question is

the student loan program.

Angered by new clauses,

especially new requirements

for classification as an inde-

pendent student, seemingly

designed to cut down the

number of people eligible for

loans, the Student Represent-
ative Council prepared a brief

for the education minister.

On September 24 the gov-
ernment and the administra-
tion received a joint slap in

the face from Alwyn Berland.

the Dean of Arts at Regina
Campus. Berland's letter of

resignation is a somewhat
bitter testimony to the illness

on the Saskatchewan cam-
puses.

In his letter to U. of S.

President J. R. Spinks he
cites the following problems
as reasons for his belief that

the university has no future:

• too much administration

is carried out by overworked
academics;

• the administration re-

fused to confirm the Univer-

sity's autonomy during the

preceeding year's crisis:

• the autonomy of the Re-
gina campus had been denied.

All administrative duties and
curriculum decisions are car-

ried out in Saskatoon;

• the Regina campus is

plagued by "drastically insuf-

ficient" facilities.

This defection was a hard
knock for the administration.

The students bypassed Presi-

TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS

RESEARCH A PR08LF.M i

LET US HELP YOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO MID - NOVEMBER. LEARNTO

USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY ANO EASILY. SIGN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL

NEAR THE CATALOGUE INFOR

MATION DESK.

PREGNANCY TESTING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information
PHONE 323-5261

9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAFJ
P.O. BOX 399, "STN.

K"
TORONTO 12

dent Spinks and on October 4

a joint Regina-Saskatoon
group marched on the legisla-

ture to protest inadequate

student loans. Chanting and
shouting, the students did a

thorough job of embarrassing
the government before the

Prime Minister and the coun-

try.

A list of 200 case histories

of unfair treatment was pre-

sented to Education Minister

Cliff Mclsaac. who promised
to investigate post haste.

'STUDENTS WILL NOT
RUN UNIVERSITY"

Chagrined and humiliated.

Thatcher denounced the dem-
onstration the same night as

sparked by agitators who
were "professional students"

taking only a few courses. He
told a Liberal gathering in

Moose Jaw he would not

tolerate students running the

university

The students were now
demanding a voice in the

choice of Dean Berland's re-

placement, and pressing

for rapid and far-reaching

reform of the structure of

their university.

In Saskatchewan they have
the tacit support of the fac-

ulty, which is finding its own
situation intolerable.

Seemingly dedicated to the

repression of these forces is

Ross Thatcher, fresh from re-

election of his majority gov-

ernment. He is the one who
'will ultimately decide when
the change has gone too far

All German Students

GERMAN COURSE UNION
Turn On! Come Out!

MAKE YOUR UNION

Thursday, S.S. 1088
1:00 pm

THIRTY-FIRST YEAR - 1968

THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY
TRINITY SQUARE - TORONTO I, ONTARIO

55

The CHRISTMAS Story
November 29th to December 8th inclusive

at 7:30 p.m.

ALSO SPECIAL CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCES
SUNDAYS AT 4:30 p.m.

Tickets may be obtained by Mail Order

until November 18th, by writing:

THE STORIES", 52 DOUGLAS CRESC, TOR. 5

(PLEASE ENCLOSE A STAMPED, ADDRESSED ENVELOPE,
TOGETHER WITH YOUR 'PHONE NUMBER)

r^in^T^eti
8
^- TRINITY SQUARE

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT SERIES
November 1 3th - Muilc Room, 1 p.m.

Hart House

JUDI KENNEDI, PIANIST
Formerly of (he Front Lint A cod em

y

of Muifej Budapest; presently a

Ptotege of Anton Koerti,' performing

works by Lisit, Beethoven & Ravel.

November 20th

ADELE ARMIN, VIOLINIST
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t, FACuir

ON,

rAU KINDS OF BEAUTIFUL
' EXTRAORDINARY • UNUSUAL 1

LUXURIOUS • PLAIN > FANCY"!

OPTICAL
CONTACT LENSES

131 ST. OfOROC ST. «7-20» ft

Are you a

FEMALE STUDENT
Still seeking comfortable, inexpensive

- nay, congenial!

ACCOMODATION?
VYe still have a limited number of vacancies-

FULL Room & Board approx. $20/week.

Apply in person to:

CAMPUS CO-OP Q"'« ' s ' H°°' Rochdale.

Phone: 921-3168. 929-597), 923-8691. 923-4775

SEEING'S BELIEVING

A V4 CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

S200 or $500

DEPENDING ON CUT COL
OUR AND CLARITY

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

H. PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond and Gem Oeolcs 921 7702

13 1 Bloor sr. W. Su'lc Hi

Student Health Organization

5

0

r

MEETING
To be held in Yorkville

Drop-In Centre

Avenue Rd. & Webster Ave.

Thurs. Nov. 14th

at 7:30 pm

S
H
0
U
1

MEET & LEARN ABOUT COUNSELLORS
AND RESIDENTS OF YORKVILLE

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, November 13th

Library 8 pm
Hart House

CHARLES
TEMPLETON

Topic

"BROADCASTING MEDIA'
(Ladies may be invited by members)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

UKRAINIAN STUDENT'S CLUB

FALL DANCE
BAR FRI. NOV. 15

8:30 PM
UNF HALL,

College & Spadina

France gives ISS 100 volumes

Statues of Liberty have gone out of style, so now France
give.s away books instead.

Yesterday the university received 100 volumes in the field

of economic and social policy. The books are a gift of the
French Government (you loved him in Montreal), and will

rest at the Institute of Social Studies.

Many of the volumes deal with Latin American develop-
ment, because that's where a lot of the Institute's students
come from. A wide range of thought is represented, including
Marxist.

Professor Bregha of the Institute — who was instrumental
in obtaining the gift — described the works as "fundamental".
The books are on display today in the lobby of the Sigmund
Samuel Library.

HERE AND NOW
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TODAY

9 a.m.

Exhibition of photography by Paul

Carter. Come look till 11 a.m. To-

morrow also. The Buttery, Trinity.

10 a.m.

Discussions in ethics. UC 13. Not at

11 a.m.

12.50 p.m.

Join the outing club or just get in-

formed. See Tom Tabor at Interna-

tional Student Center.

1 p.m.

Committee to End the War in Viet-

nam. Everyone welcome. S.S, 2101.

Yavneh — Rabbi S. Gold speaks on

Utopia in the Torah. S.S. 2129.

Hillel: important executive meet-

ing. Attend. U.C. 214.

Vic. Sandwich Seminar : Abbie

Hoffman, Dave Bailey on Politics &
International Sport. Free coffee.

Copper Room, Wymilwood.

U of T Liberal Club meeting. Poli-

cy and election of delegates for OSL
convention at Sudbury. S S 1085.

Camera Club showing and discus-

sion of members' prints. Hart House.

1:15 p.m.

U.C- Drama Guild presents The
Respectable Prostitute by Sartre.

West Hall, UC
2:10 p.m.

Prof. R.F. Dashen lectures on

SU(3)XSU(3) as a Symmetry of

Strong Interaction. Rm. 134 Mc-

Lennan Physical Laboratories.

4 p.m.

Democracy in the Factories with

Jim Bridgewood, U.A.W. member
from Oakville, candidate in June

federal elections. SS 1083.

5 p.m.

German conversation. Internation-

al Student Center.

Basic French conversation. Inter-

national Student Center.

Union of American Exiles gather-

ing U.S. draft cards for tomorrow s

"Smash the Draff action of the Buf-

falo Resistance. Till 11 p.m. U.A.E.

office, 44 St. George.

6 p.m.

Feel inclined to plan a POSAP
march. For all the fun and excite-

ment come to 91 St. George. 1st

floor.

7.30 p.m.

Weekly folk singing. Refreshments.

International Student Center.

F.U. OF T.

THURSDAY
5 p.m.

Latin America : The Culture of

Underdevelopment. 165 Robert St.

7 p.m.

Jung Religion and Mythology. 153

St. George. Apt 203.

7:30 p.m.

Cuba seminar. S.S. 2112.

Beaver: a coming together of any-

one to talk Innis I). 66 St George.

Modern and Contemporary Poetry.

S.S. 2114.

Hebrew conversation for beginners.

Student Zionist Organization invites

everyone. Room 208 Rochdale.

Psychology Student Union presents

counter course program with Mr.

Quirk — Behavior Therapy, Group II.

South Sitting Room, Hart House.

S M Cinema Presentations shows

Akiro Kurosawa's masterpiece

"Hara Kiri'". Kurosawa directed

"The Seven Samurai" as a serious

western — Hara Kiri is a mock of

the traditional western pattern of

good guy — bad guy. Carr Hall, St.

Mike's.

8.30 p.m.

What is Pop Culture? Dr. Dennis

Duffy of Trinitv, Hillel House.

SEX
Computer Dating results are out!

Find your computer-matched date

results at SAC office or Engineering

stores.

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

Weekly free movie, International

Student Center.

CUSO information meeting. 3rd

floor. ISC.

SCM film and discussion series —
"The City and the Future", David

Rotenberg & Dr. Wilson Head, Music
Room. Hart House.

4:10 p.m.

Symmetries in Strong Interaction

Physics. Prof. Roger F. Dashen,

Princeton. Room 102. McLennan
Physical Laboratories.

5 p.m.

Communications workshop. Inter-

national Student Center.

5:30 p.m.

"From Russia with Love" present-

ed by U of T Slavic Circle. Food,

music, dancing, all welcome. Free.

ISC.

6:45 p.m.

Vic Bridge Club — Duplicate

Bridge — A.C.B.L. sanction. Frac-

tional master points soon. Wymil-

wood. St. Charles St.

7 p.m.

Classes in Hebrew, folk-dancing,

drama and Jewish philosophy. Hillel

House.

7:30 p.m.

S.H.O.U.T. meeting upstairs in

Yorkville Drop-in Center. Chance to

talk to residents and counsellors.

Avenue Rd. & Webster.

Psychology Student Union counter

course with Dr. Gilmore, Insight vs.

Behavior Therapy. Group III. De-

bates Ante-room, Hart House.

8 p.m.

SNEEZLES — school of nursing

show. Tickets % 1.50 at door Codv

Hall.

Writer's workshop. North sitting

room, Hart House.

8:30 p.m.

Dave Bardis of CBC on "Death of

the Canadian Jew'* Presented by

Zionist Student Organization. All

those interested in cheap summer
flights to Israel also welcome. Jeru-

salem Hall. 188 Marlee Ave,



MICKLEBURHOH'S HAT ROUNDUP

Innis binnis dinnis finnis hinnis zinnis

CLASSIFIED
by GELLIUS

SOCCER
Innis blanked Dents 1-0 on

a goal by Fatizis ("a disease

characterized by overweight;

also called obesity, q.v"-

Webster's).

Knox defaulted to Scar.

Gopin (slang for "goptng".
participle of "to gope") and
Smart (a friend of John
King's) scored for PHE A
and Vic respectively as their

respective teams tied, 1-1,

Shoichet and Meds B butch-

ered PHE B, 1-0.

Fatizis scored twice, Dor-
mellas ("Remember what
the Dormellas said '-Jeffer-

son Airplane, "White Rab-
bit") and Pikulyc added sin-

gles to lead Innis over Emm,
4-0.

Archimago edged SMC B,

2-1. Henze and Ortved scored

for Arch, Esso Posso for SMC
B.

Ugonji's three goals led

Wye past Meds B, 4-2. Kob-

blewhite rounded out Wye
scoring. Shoichet and Pascoe

(no relation to Doscoi hit for

Meds.

Eng III, l; PHE B, I. For
Eng. Mark; for PHE B.
Houston.

Galati scored two and So-

renson one to give Scar a 3-0

shut-out of Jr. Eng.

VOLLEYBALL
Vic over Eng II PHE B over
Meds D MEDS B over
DENTS B

LACROSSE
Mcintosh (3), Bullock (2),

Placido (2), Cheeseman, Pat-
terson, and Vinter scored and
lo! PHE C skronched Scar,

10-2. Healey and Guthrie
were Scar scorers.

Erin took Meds B, 5-2.

McKeown, Goodchild (his

mother didn't take acid),

Lehman, and Mickie (2)

scored for the winners. Min-

aker ("This aker is mine,

God gave this aker to me")
and Ward for Meds.

RUGGER
Eng and UC drew without

scoring.

Meds A and Innis drew

without playing i the referee

didn't show up).

Eng II (Rosenberg. 3

Newell. 3; Zingel, 3; Moreto,
3; Hick 4) heffalumped
Emm. 16-0.

MacDonnell's points gave
UC a 3-0 win over SMC.

PUBLIC SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENT

(an excerpt from "The Col-

lected Speeches of Miss
Boyd")

All Basketball coaches,

managers, and players, oyez-

You are invited to attend a

floor demonstration tonight at

7:30 p.m. in the Main Gym,
Hart House. A Senior official

of the T&D board wijl be on

hand.

excipit oralio

Swim swam swum (swimmed?)
Timers and judges ready? Swimmers, take your mark—GO!
The Women's Interfaculty Swim Meet, held last Monday and

Tuesday, turned out to be a splashing success, with over 100

girls participating.

The winning college was PHE which managed to accumu-
late a total of 81 points. Food Science placed second with 15

points and UC, P&OT, and Trinity all tied for third position

with U points.

Several new records were set in the speed events. Ann Pet-

tai, PHE I, managed to chop .8 seconds off the 25 yard free

style record of 14.1 sec. with a time of 13.3 sec. Judy Kent.

PHE III, broke her own record of 46.0 sec. in the rescue race

with a new time of 45.6 sec. Randy Groome, Food Science, set

the record time of 15.7 sec. for the 25 yard backstroke — a

new event.

Lynn Haddad, PHE IV, placed first in the Synchronized

competition for her execution of the various compulsory fig-

ures and strokes, and Barb Holland, also of PHE, defeated

seven other competitors to win the Diving tournament.

The Ishbel Robertson Cup, awarded to the swimmer accu-

mulating the most number of points in the tournament, is

shared this year by Randy Groome, Food Science, and Judy

Kent, PHE.

INTERFAC FOOTBALL

Meds scored only 18

points last Friday but that

was still enough to beat

Scarborough 18-13. Pre-

viously, their lowest offen-

sive output had been 27

points. Scarborough's

points equalled the total

which Meds had allowed in

4 previous games. Meds
majors were scored by

Ruddock, Malakis, and

Symons while Scarborough

got touchdowns from Ham-
lin and Nihill.

In Group A, Vic com-
pleted a perfect schedule

by blanking Engineering

23-0. Preston and Fair-

graves scored touchdowns

for Vic while Peter Mar-

shall kicked 2 field goals

and 2 singles.

Pharmacy defeated Trin-

ity 13-12 in Group C action.

John Cameron

IS

ELLY ALBOIM
PHIL BINGLEY?

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

U of T School of Nursing
presents

"SNEEZLES"
School Show

On Thursday and Friday November 14th & 15th

at 8:30 p.m. in Cody Hall - School of Nursing

Tickets-$l .50 per person available at School of Nursing

50 St. George Sf. or of the door

-urtain 8:30

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE

TONIGHT AND ALL THIS WEEK

THE FAN
by Goldoni. translated byFuller

Student Prices - Monda, to Thursdav SI.S0 - Friday & ^turday^.OO^

BAHAMAS Dec 27 Jan 2 7
days S195 00 Includes Jet return
transportation hold ecc . transfers Con
iam. C U S 44 Si George. Toronto 5
Oni Tel 921 261

1

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lot (tee booklet THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND ' H Proctor and
Co , 131 Bloor Si W Suite 416 921
7702

MEN S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suns coats, sport-
swear tuxedos, tails etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 19141 123 Church St
366 4221

POSTER SALESMEN WANTED. Make
money selling posters m your spare time'
Coniact Peter Broomfield North Amen
can News Ltd phone number 366
2921

WANTED URGENTLY — a tutor lor

Grade XIII Physics Please call Cathy
Lewis 462 0509 after 4pm

ROOM ft BOARD Males SI IS month
ly includes linen maid service olde Eng
hsh cooking 85 Bedford Road 924 0501
367-4443

LIFE ORAWING WITHOUT INSTRUC
TION Tuesday evenings 7 30 to 10
567 Queen St West Fee SI OO 861
1961 CLASSES WITH INSTRUCTION
for information call

FEMALE STUDENT required to assist

with housework small family generous
study time Room and salary Don Mills

Call 444 2123 to arrange interview

FREE — Canada Careers Directory
for class of 1969 only Packed with ca
reer opportunities in Industry and Gov
ernment Also information on School
Boards and Graduate Schools Call at the
Placement office for your copy now

PROFESSOR ERIC COCHRANE of the
University of Chicago, will give a public
lecture. Thursday 21 November at 4 00
pm entitled Laity Episcopacy and Cu-
ria in the Italian Counter Reformation

"

The lecture will be m Carr Hall A, St
Michael s College

Professor Cochrane will lead an open
seminar the following morning Friday
November 22 at lOOO am in the Up
per Library Massey College on the
theme From Corporate to Individual
Chnstianny the Post Tndentme Churrh
in Florence"

WINE AND CHEESE PARTY for Grad
uate students and girls over 21 Friday
Nov 15 4 7 pm at G S U SI 00 per
person Phone 928 2391 for information

Who's Alraid ol Virginia Wooll to

night at 8 pm in room 2118 ol Sidney
Smith Building 75c person Admittance
restneted to persons 18 or over Phone
928 2391 for information

TRAILER OR CAMPER — marned
couple would truly appreciate use for tnp
dunng Chnstmas holidays for small
rental Telephone 922 9290

MUST. MUST! SELL. Vespa Scooter
6 000 mi Windshield Mech A 1

Phone Bernie after 5pm Best olfer
ovor SI 00 00 92 5 0641

2 GREAT BANDS — Come to the
Face Off Free refreshments Si OO

single Si 50 per couple Sat Nov 16
8 30 12 00 at The Edward Johnson
Bldg

FRENCH TRANSLATIONS Essays
note. French literature Tel 923 0112

SPORTS SCHEDULES - - WEEK n r u n 1/ i aOF NOV. 18

alonce of taogue i chodi lo)

Man. Nov. 18 1.00 Vic. 1 vs PHE. A Maton, Hannati 'V
4.00 Innis II Fot. B Murphy, Storoy

Tubs Nov. 19 1.00 Si. m. Low Maynei, Tonaho
4.00 Pnorm PHE. D Storey, Tanaka
6.30 Eng. 1 Erin Murphy. Ok.hi.o

7.30 Don! Innis 1 Mvipt.y, Okihiro

8.30 Med. B PHE. C Murphy, Okih.ro

Wed Nov. 20 1.00 Vic. II Fot. A Maion, Mayn«»
Thu. Nov. 21 6.30 PHE. B Med. A Moynei. H«nn«>

7.30 T.ln Eng. II Mayne *, Henno*
8.30 PHE.C Dent Maynti, Henne* «y

HOCKEY (Off Cioting j . en i will he given Ic t«f)

Man. Nov. 18 12.30 Eng. 1 vt V,c. Ill

1.30 St. M.C. T,,n. B
7.00 Emmon WyC
8.00 Eng. 3 Low III

9.00 Phorm. B Dent. C
Tu«! Nov. 19 1.30 U.C. Ill Vic. VI

7.00 V,c. II Dev. Hse
8.00 8„> Foi. A
9.00 Inn.; 1 Knos

Wed Nov. 20 12.30 Vic. IV Eng. 2

1.30 U.i.c PHE. C
7.00 Vic. 1 Ttin. A
8.00 Sr. Eng. PHE. A
9.00 ciin II Fot. 8

Thvr Nov. 21 12.30 Eng. 4 Ne. II

4.00 U.C. II Arch
7.00 Si. M.A Low A
8.00 Sea, J.. Eng
9.00 PHE.B Photm. A

Fr. Nov. 22 12.30 St. M.B. U.C. 1

1.30 Low II New 1

S.30 Dent. B Vt Med. B
6.30 Mr 1. A Dent. A

VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Nov. 18 S.30 Med. A VI Vic. 1 McNiven
Tu»» Nov. 19 1.00 Eng. 1 Eng. II How..

7.30 Scot vt New Howe*
8.30 Photm vt U.C. How.)

Wed Nov. 20 4.00 St. M. Low McNiven
S.OO Emmon Med. D. Breach
6.00 Cent. C Innis II Breech
7.00 Dent. A PHE. A Rogort
8.00 Ttin Fot. A Roger.

Thui Nov. 21 1.00 Fot. C PHE. « Gloismon
7.00 Et.n Innis 1 McNivan

SQUASH
Tu«a Nov. 19 6.20 Eng vs PHE. A

7.00 New Scot
7.40 U.C. Innis

8.20 Si.M.B Lo- B
W«d Nov. 30 7.00 Si. M.B. T,,n. A

7.40 V,c. II vs Tiln. B
8.20 Dent Grod. Stud

Thui Nov. 21 6.20 Vic. 1 Low A
7.00 Gtod. Chem Med
7.40 Fo, PHE. B
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26 SKIDOO BIG PROBLEM FOR HOCKEY COACH TOM WATT

puck by ROD M1CKLEBVRGH P"Oto by MIKE KILLORAN

Blues' rookie defenseman, Brent Swanick (17) cuts in for rare rearguard scoring op-

portunity in last Friday's game against U de M.

Roccer & suggermen prep for finals

SOCCER
By 5TECKLEY SOCCER

The Varsity soccer team
travels to Montreal Saturday

to meet the eastern confer-

ence champions. University

of Montreal, in a sudden

death match that will decide

the OQAA champion.

Blues go into the game
sporting six wins and two

losses while U. of M. enters

the game as slight favorites

on the strength of their seven

wins and one loss during the

regular season.

Montreal beat Queens 3-2

last Saturday for the right to

represent the east while

Blues, who had already
' clinched the western confer-

ence, played badly in a 2-1

loss to Guelph.

Perhaps the loss will prove

to be a blessing in disguise.

Blues' last two practices

have been quite a change

from the previous week. All

of a sudden the Blues are

coming out of the doldrums

and are starting to exhibit

some of the hustle that en-

abled them to compile a rec-

ord of 30 wins, two losses and

one tie in the last four inter-

collegiate seasons. Coach
Ernie Glass is quite pleased

with this change of attitude

and, despite the loss of Miles

Sosa due to academic com-
mitments, is very hopeful of

the result in Montreal.

Frank Seppelsa, who had

missed the last three games,

returned to the fold last night

and appeared to be in good

shape. Graham Shiels is the

only doubtful starter. He suf-

fered a pulled muscle in the

Waterloo game.

RUGGER
The Varsity rugger team

has a chance to avenge the.

loss by its football confreres

when Varsity meets Queens
in the rugger final here this

Saturday.

Rugger lacks the science of

football in game preparation.

There are no scouting reports

or game films to analyze and
exploit the other team's
weaknesses.

Queen's has had only six

points scored on them in six

league games. They are

small but extremely fit.

These are impressive creden-

tials but hardly the stuff from

which strategy is planned.

Varsity will miss two of

their first team guns. Early

in the season 6'8" Andy Beth-

el was lost with torn ankle

ligaments. Also missing and

missed will be Graeme Wynn
who has played outstanding

rugger at wing forward.

But Varsity will have no

excuse this Saturday. If an

additional inducement is nec-

essary to spur Varsity on to a

superb performance, it have

been announced that Channel

11 will be telecasting this

rugger final since there is no

local college football game
this weekend.

As it is with all Varsity-
Queen's matches this game
promises to be an exciting

and hard hitting game. Those
who saw the Varsity — West-
ern final last year were treat-

ed to a game containing ev-

ery aspect of a thrilling

sports contest. Certainly this

year's final promises equal

excitement. Rugger patrons

and interested spectators are
urged to attend at 2 PM Sat-

urday in Varsity Stadium.

By JIM COWAN
Varsity Blues' hockey practices these days resemble rush

hour at Yonge and Bloor as coach Tom Watt directs the traf-

fic of 26 aspiring young players making a bid for what one
wag termed a "berth on the Blues."

"Last night was the worst practice since I've been here."

Watt said yesterday. "It was my fault, there were just too

many guys."

Watt can dress only 16 players for any game, but will prob-

ably keep about 21 on the roster. The only position where
there isn't an excess of bodies is defense.

Blues lost three starting defensemen from last year's

squad; Doug Jones, Peter Speyer and Bob Hamilton. The only

returning starter is Jim Miles. Terry Parsons who played ir-

regularly last year, is also back.

Blues have been fortunate in obtaining replacements for the

lost players. Dave Field and Bill L'Heureux played as a defen-

sive pair at Western last year. This year both are taking grad-

uate courses at U of T, and Watt has been using them togeth-

er in practice.

Another promising defenseman is Brent Swanick, a 17 year

old freshman at Trinity. Swanick played Junior B with Mark-
ham last year.

"Hockey's fun for a change," Swanick said last night, "but
I'm not used to practicing every day. The guys here are faster

and don't use the body as much as in Junior B."

The defensive duo from Western, Field and L'Heureux,

should add experience to the blueline corps. They are also the

biggest defensemen Blues have, at 204 and 180 pounds respec-

tively.

"They (Blues) expect to win, it's just a matter of by how
much," L'Heureux said before last night's practice. Added
Field: "Everyone's on their own here. You can work as hard

as you want to, and everyone works hard."

Veteran Blue Jim Miles has been paired with Swanick, and

has nothing but praise for the rookie. Miles biggest worry is

his own weight. "After all, 165 pounds is pretty light for a

defenseman in the SIFL." he says.

"But we've got really good guys," he continues, "I'm not

pessimistic."

Blues fly to Halifax this weekend for two games with the

Halifax Junior Canadians. Watt expects to make his final cuts

after these games.

"They're as good as any team up here." Watt said yester-

day, "but they're rougher. After you pass the puck, they still

ride you. That's why I want to go back there. In practice you

get a little lackadaisical."

Varsity played two games against Canadians last year, win-

ning the first one 5-4. "Then we came back and bombed them
in the second game." recounts Watt. The score in that one

was 10-4.

The weekend games will also give Watt a chance to look at

his other two goalies, Pete Adamson and rookie Adrian Wat-

son. Watson was the all-star goalie in the Toronto highschool

league last year, and could easily steal a spot from one of the

more experienced puck stoppers.

BLUENOTES: Ward Passi "refereed" lasf night's practice

and looked like his old self during several rushes . . .Ward is

recovering from a torn achilles tendon, suffered playing

squash in the pre-practice warm-up. . .Dave Field is doing his

M.Sc. in physiology, and his partner Bill L'Heureux is in

Law. . .the safety glass which has replaced the screening

around the ice has improved visibility, it's true, but the noise

in the empty arena is almost deafening. .

.

Aqua Blues waterdown Mac moistmen
Waterpolo Blues defeated McMaster

Marauders Saturday in the Hart House pool

12 to 8.

Although a number of flaws marred the

performance of Blues' young team, they

showed continued improvement of play and
the potential to successfully defend their

OQAA title against McGill in two weeks.

It was anyone's game for most of the

first quarter as both teams played aggres-

sively. Only spectacular saves by the res-

pective goalies stopped early scoring. Dave
Breech opened the scoring late in the first

quarter and set the tempo for Blues' event-

ual victory. McMaster exerted continuous

pressure for most of the game, but after

Alex LeRoy's tally early in the second quar-

ter, they never really poised a serious

threat to the Blues' lead. Breech added an-
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other lour goals and McNaught repeated as

high scorer with six.

Netminder Brian Barras (picture) earned

votes as "most improved player". He made
23 saves and showed markedly increased

poise within his four yard line.

The deciding factor in the game was ball

control in center pool. Don Carr and John
Archibald played well as rovers, setting up
plays and maintaining Blues' constant edge
in ball control

Marauders host the Blues in the sump-
tuous Mac pool Saturday. As both teams
showed signs of tiring in the fourth period

on Saturday, and yet Toronto maintained

better ball control, the predicted outcome
for this week should not differ radically

from last week's. May the hosts be gener-

ous; the victors gracious.

13. 1968
shading by ROD MICKLEBVROH



SAC on line with OSAP march: Schachar
By MARY BASTEDO

The Students Administra-
tive Council Wednesday night

threw its weight behind a
move to try to repeat the

successful march on Queens
Park held two years ago to

protest the Ontario Student
Awards Program.

They hope more than 2,000

students will turn out next

Wednesday, the opening day

of the Legislature, to demand
sweeping changes in OSAP,
which this year placed impor-
tant new restrictions on eligi-

bility for student loans.

"It is not just specific
changes in OSAP this year
we want," said SAC president
Steven Langdon, "If we are
going to be socially responsi-

ble we must aim to ensure
that every kid in the province
is able to get an education."

But there was opposition to

the march from two sides.

"Why march on Queens
Park," said Jaanus Proos (II

Vic) "Why don't you tell the

laborers you deserve a

greater share of their pay
cheque?"

Ontario Union of Students

president Brian Switzman
agreed with Proos, saying

"the working class will get

uptight — they're the ones
getting gouged.

"You'll either have to settle

for a small elite school or

attack the very basis of the

economy in this country.

"Unless we present our
whole demands in terms of

the bigger picture, we'll look

selfish to the workers."

Langdon, however, urged
plans go ahead for the
Wednesday march.

"Let's not get hung up on
the sophistry that because we
can't do everything we can't

do anything," he said.
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VARSIY SAC EDITOR

The U of T Chorus turned
up in the Hart House debates
room 40 strong with maracas
and bongos to raise the most
vocal protest the Students'

Administrative Council has
ever heard.

Wednesday was budget
night and SAC finance com-
missioner Bob Barkwell (I

Meds) looked on with the

proverbial bottom button of

his vest undone, as SAC
granted the chorus the $500

that had been cut from its

budget.

There was still an hour of

heated debate on whether the

chorus should receive the

$500 or try to raise the money
from outside.

It was low-lighted by long

sympathy speeches from
Marion Mowat (III Nurs),

who said, "We have to re-

member our promise of the

spring.
'

'

5. 1968

U of T chorus sings its way to $5,015

SAC BUDGET MEETING
We buy our music, plan our lour, based on April budget plun.

And promise many pee-e-ple thai we come sing for them.
But now must we say "No can come, our budget has been chopped.

'

You'll be the ones to answer this, will our chorus he stopped?

Some people say, go knock on doors, get money from outside.

But we are students' chorus so, SAC funds should pay ride.

Long time ago last A-pi-ril, so de SAC man say.

De SA C grant full budget, then up until this day.

Mr, my, my, money come back, budget back . . .

SAC promised the chorus

$5,765 last spring, but cut this

to $4,515 in the new budget.

Without at least $500 more
their planned tour would have

been impossible.

"We have a long song and

dance to present about the

chorus," said Miss Mowat.

"There are 170 students in

the chorus. It's the one musi-

cal thing on campus with any

value.

"I may get shot for not

asking for $1,000, but I will

ask for only $500," she added.

Miss Mowat was not shot.

SAC cultural affairs com-

missioner Mark Freiman (IV

UC) objected strongly to any

further money for the chorus.

"This isn't culture. It's a

ladies' home and tea-garden

society," he said. When the

sum total of culture is a cho-

rus, an orchestra, a debating

society, and a drama com-

mittee that gives no plays —

that isn't my idea of cul-

ture."

SAC President Steve Lang-

don was worried the sing-in

might distort the issue.

"We were fairly effectively

lobbied by the chorus," he

said with his classic hand

gesture which makes him
look like he's clasping the
waist of a very thin girl.

"I'm disturbed by the kind of

procedure used to influence

the decision. I've never seen
anything like this before."

i ™li„o oil (well olmo»r oil) the woy for SAC Finance Commi»fioner Bob

Andy Wernick (SGS)

agreed with Langdon and said

a "hysterical atmosphere"
was developing. "Steve and
Mark had the guts to attack

motherhood." he said.

Langdon was wearing the

radical's version of the old

school tie — a set of blue

beads presented to him at the

beginning of the budget de-

bate by the Committee of

Sartorial Concern. He blushed

when he first put them on.

When the chorus finally got

the $500, it was with the stip-

ulation that it write and sing

protest songs for the SAC-
sponsored OSAP march next

Wednesday.
The cultural commission

still can receive funds for

Freiman's planned "Cultural

Revolution" festival, for the

$1,200 from the cancelled

education commission's festi-

val was placed in the contin-

gency fund which is now
$10,970.

Another disputed item on

the budget was The Varsity.

John Karl (III SMCI intro-

duced a motion to cut $5,000

from the $28,000 grant.

"The people at my college

just do not read The
Varsity." said Paul Fromm
(III SMC) "Piles of The
Varsity are left around every

day."

The motion was defeated

overwhelmingly.

Jim Plumpton (III Vic)

introduced a motion to cut

everything that remains of

Random Magazine's entire

$3,842 budget.

"The people at my college

do not read Random." said

Fromm. "Piles of it are left

lying around."

This motion also failed.

The budget debate, one of

the shorest in living memory,
lasted a mere three hours.

Most items were passed in

the form proposed by Bark-

well.

Altogether, SAC disposed of

$388,786.



G.S.U.

FIGHTS PRESS CENSORSHIP
On Tuesday Nov. 5. the G.S.U. submitted to the Varsity editor.

Paul McRae. a copy of a personal memo written by SAC executive

assistant Martha Tracey to SAC president, Steven Langdon. The

G.S.U. Executive recognized the importance of giving the memo as

wide a distribution as possible. Mr. McRae said that it would

appear on Mon. Nov. 11. Miss Tracey's reply to the unpublished

memo occupied the lower I/3 of the editorial page.

This memo should not have been suppressed by the Varsity. Since

it seems that the only way to achieve freedom of the press at this

university is to buy that freedom, the Martha memorandum ap-

pears below in its entirety:

MEMO
TO: Steve Langdon, c.c. Norm Schachar

FROM; Martha Tracey

SUBJECT: SGS Fall Election

DATE: August 22. 1968

The problem of winning the SGS SAC fall elections is primarily

that of finding popular well-known candidates in faculties where

a large turn-out is possible. The School of Graduate Studies is

made up of four divisions: the Humanities, the Social Sciences,

the Physical Sciences, and the Life Sciences. To win an election

we need several contacts in each of these areas to help us

choose good candidates, and to make sure that the vote gets

out on election day.

A working group should thus be established in early September.

It should decide on strategy for the election, choose candidates,

and be our contacts in the various areas.

ELECTION PROCEDURES: The first problem we may have is

the Returning Officer and his reliability. Intend to write our Elec-

tions Committee soon (are any of them hard workers — I'm not

sure) to make sure they keep an eye on SGS this time. All we.

need is another invalidated election. Hankey is presently finding

out who the Returning Officer is.

A subordinate problem is that of location of polls. SGS depart-

ments are so scattered that several must be set up Eg a good

candidate lost at OISE last year because they had no ballot box.

Not sure how to play this one.

TACTICS: The group must decide whether to run a slate of

four candidates, or to run more than four good people in several

populous courses. In either case, the candidates must support

SAC only implicitly. A pro-SAC ticket would only serve to get

out the anti-SAC vote.

If SAC is attacked and misrepresented by the GSU's candidates.

Steve and Norm should reply through the Varsity, or should

confront Winter (nor his candidates) in a debate. We should not

endorse candidates

THE CANDIDATES: The ideal candidate would be a moderate

left liberal with a long list of impressive titles and former affili-

ations after his or her name. Dream examples: Mary Lewis or

Doug Hay One problem might be that of dealing with "sincere'

radicals who have a different set of tactics. We can't afford to

screen working group people as to how far left they are. but it

sure could cause trouble later!

We must not avoid the Physical Sciences as we did last time

This only increases the possibility of a large block vote, whereas

a second candidate could help split things.

THE ISSUE: Maybe a few of the facts concerning how uncon-

sulted Grad Students have been re buildings, etc when there

juniors have had the administration quaking! This could be

played really well, and no advocacy of SAC tactics or radicalism

would be necessary, eg. if those punk radicals get consulted —
why not us mature responsible types?

Candidates (some at least) should identify themselves with what

I have come to call Hankey's 'Get Tough with SAC policy. This

would also serve the advantage of pointing out that their reps

elected last spring have done something.

TA's thing should also be raised again.

OTHER SINECURES: The position of Editor of the GSU paper

is. as far as I know, still open, also we have not yet figured out

how to find the W. Hankey Memorial Organizer, (ecch! - another

post congress headache). In both cases, we must find accept-

able applicants. Election working group can help with this.

TIMING: I'm- told (but I'm not definitely sure) that Grad courses

start late, so that the election may even be held in October.

Which would be nice.

CONTACTS FOR RECRUITMENT: (we need lots more)

Alan Bowker (but how do we keep him out? — he's not reli-

able — I can elaborate)

Wayne Hankey
Frank Cunningham (will not run or work hard — desperate

about his thesis — but will strategize)

Andy Warnick

Rose Marie Harris

David Hunter

Bruce Lewis) hard to get, I think you would be a good contact

Mary Lewis) to convince them
Doug Hay
Norm McLeod - has contacts in Social Work and OISE

Ted Rotenberg

Randy White recommended as liberals' by Ken Stone

Abby Hoffman
Kathy Home
Rick Waern - may know people

Joe Merber - may know of some good grad Engineers

Bob Parkins - is thinking of ex-Varsity types to apply for news-

paper job

John Morris (I'd like to contact him to learn of good Engineers.

but I'm afraid of blowing it since it's hard to know

where he's at)

Other candidates on last year's Bowker slate:

Howard Adelman
Rick Waern
Hugh Barr

Check with Treleaven and Faulkner for possibles. VDEP grads

(only a few — but I'm afraid of alienating them since most are

apolitical)

.

MISCELLANEOUS: The grapevine sez the Grad Sociology Club

supported getting Dow off campus Whoopee!
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We're not free claims Burwash
In response to your article

entitled, "Lots of Freedom
for Vic Men" (Wednesdays
Varsity), we, as residents of

Burwash Hall would like to

enquire into the nature of

"the maximum amount of

freedom" supposedly granted
to us by Victoria College.

Rev. Clarke fails to clarify

this statement although he
admits indirectly that alcoh-

ol, women's hour, dining hall

behavior, etc., are under his

direct jurisdiction.

We suggest, on the contrar-

y, that the administration and
rule system of Vic are aimed
at the production of plastic

model students rather than

real people. In particular, the

use of alcohol and the pres-

ence of women are regarded

as privileges granted to us by

a benevolent administration,

rather than as basic rights

FACEOFF'
The dance that was

planned for th is

SATURDAY
at the

Edward Johnson

Bid. has been

CANCELLED

exhilarating

elegance

for MEN

AFTER

SHAVE

4oz.

$3.75

Discerning men find luxurious

pleasure In the subtle mascu-

line scent of Jade East. ..worlds

apart from the ordinary.

we possess as human beings.

Despite the fact that many of

us are over 21 and none of us

are under 18, the head tutor

and his dons persist in consid-

ering themselves "in loco

parentis."

We disagree with the basic

concept of residence as a

controlled extension of our

pre-adult home life rather

than simply a boarding-house.

We feel that neither alcohol

nor hours when women may
be entertained are the con-

cern of the administration.

We stipulate that annoy-

ances to other house mem-
bers due to the use of alcohol

should be subject to discipline

by the rest of the house. Sim-

ilarly, that women's hours

are the concern of all house

members and should be de-

termined on the premise not

that it is sinful to have a

woman in one's room, but

that women should not be

present in the halls during

hours specified by a majority

of the house members. We
feel that the basis for this

decision should be the con-

venience of the majority of

the house members.
In conclusion, we point out

that those who argue the pos-

sibility of leaving residence,

rather than opposing a sys-

tem of rules that they disa-

gree with, are simply side-

stepping responsibility and

allowing the perpetuation of

an anachronism.

D. B. McChesney III PSE
B. H. Meredith III SOC
J. R. Becks II DENTS

B. Hunter II PHIL
M. Hummel IV PHIL

I. Badgeley I N.E. STUDIES

Hart House €L
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT \ fj

November 17 - 8 30 p.m. - Great Hall

ARTHUR OZOLINS
Pldniil

Tickets - Holl Porter

4 O'CLOCK CONCERT

Monday. Novembei 18ih

Mysic Room

LORNE BROWN
Eolw. Music

Ladies Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 20lh

Music Room - 1:00 p.m.

ADELE ARMIN
Violinist

(Ladies Welcome)

mutual
funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

LITTLE CAESAR'S
108 AVENUE RD.

PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, RAVIOLI & I ASAGN

A

SPECIAL OFFER

25( OFF EACH ORDER WITH THIS AD

FAST DELIVERY

920-2202
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
"Davy. Faraday and Natur philosophic" by Trevor Lever e.

Lecturer in History and a member of the insutute.

18th November I 10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory (rw
Physics Building.*

Sponsoted by the Varsity Fund.

Wake up!

to the coquetry of'§

the 40 's
sfjoe *fjoppe$ inc.

by Brayco
ONLY 14.99

Kid Leathers - Black - Brown - Grey - Fuchsia - Navy Blue

These Will Also Be Available in Many Coloured

Evening Silks • Gold and Silver

Open Thurs. & Fri. Evenings - C.O.D. Orders Accepted

Credit Cards Honoured

126 BLOOR STREET Tel: 921-1779

S&v^\,S^^^w™^^w.^wiWAW.-
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PAGE FOUR
The subject who is truly loyal to the Chief Mag-
istrate will neither advise nor submit to arbitrary

measures.

JUNIUS, per The Globe and Moil

police court
Magistrates court used to be known

as "police court", but the name was
changed to remove the impression

that trial by magistrate means trial

by police — not altogether successful-

ly.

The Criminal Law Quarterly, a

lawyer's journal, pointed out in June,

1962, that the magistrate "does, in

effect, work with his local police offi-

cers very closely day after day."

Obstructing or assaulting police is

one of the few indictable (serious)

crimes for which the defendant is

tried by magistrate alone and cannot

get trial by jury.

The question is particularly rele-

vant because nearly two dozen work-

ers, students and professors were

arrested on these charges during the

April and October anti-United States

protests at the U.S. Consulate.

In these special magistrate-only

cases, the defendant is also denied

his customary right to a preliminary

hearing. At such a hearing, the prose-

cutor must present his evidence and

submit it to cross-examination by the

defense. It is difficult to prepare a

defense when you don't know what

the evidence against you will be, and

preparation is made even more diffi-

cult by the fact that sometimes po-

lice evidence bears little resem-

blance to what you thought happened.

In most cases, the police prepare

the evidence against the defendant

and the crown attorney simply reads

it at the trial. These special arrange-

ments are very convenient for all

concerned—except the defendant.

(This isn't the case in the United

States where you have the right to be

tried by a jury for police offenses.)

Trial by jury was first won in Eng-

land more than 700 years ago to pro-

tect against abuses of the law by

those who enforce the law. Surely

Canada in the 20th century could bet-

ter protect itself against such abuses

by instituting the same system.

the piper pays
The U of T Chorus Wednesday

night had a sing-in at SAC to defend

their right to a $5,015 grant, a grant

which puts the chorus among the top

eight items on the SAC budget.

The issue reduces in the end to a

question of whether the grant to the

U of T Chorus is merely a subsidy for

semi-professional musical training or

not. If it is, then the faculty of music
provides opportunities for that.

The faculty of music, we under-

stand, restricts its vocal ensemble
almost entirely to the faculty's own
students. That of course is wrong,

anyone who is good enough should be

allowed in. But that's one thing stu-

dents in the chorus and SAC should

be getting together on.

Two things happened, as the chorus

members waited in suspense for the

outcome of their plea. The chorus

discovered that "non-violent direct

action," as Steve Langdon put it, can

be effective.

The second thing to happen — the

reinstatement of a $500 section of the

grant — carried with it a half-hu-

morous but also very serious stipula-

tion. The chorus will be required to

write and sing a protest song at

Wednesday's OSAP march on Queens

Park. That will be one of the perhaps

three occasions this year when U of

T students will be able to witness the

work the Chorus is doing. It will be

the first time the members of the

Chorus have looked upon themselves

as more than just semi-professional

musicians, but also as members of a

community in which individuals get

together on common issues — such

as OSAP — helping out with their

own unique talents.

Perhaps they could even take on

some of the functions of a "clean

LGMB" as one student suggested, or

at least make more frequent campus
performances.

By the way, if their intensive lob-

bying had not succeeded in melting

the cold hearts of a majority of SAC
members, they would have learned

an important lesson, one that SAC
and students themselves keep learn-

ing as they try to get more power in

running the university — "going

through proper channels'' doesn't

guarantee that your demands will be

met.

for adults only
Two recent surveys on the sex hab-

its of University of Toronto students

reveal some disturbing figures.

An Engineering survey shows that

20 per cent of U of T co-eds aren't

virgins compared to 50 per cent of

the guys, while a Globe and Mail

report notes that 1 girl in 12 and 1

guy in 9 have sex "often".

Now, U of T had 7,300 co-eds and

about 14,000 guys last year. Averag-

ing out the results of the two sur-

veys, we discover that about 850 co-

eds are sleeping with approximately

3,500 guys.

Putting that another way, each gir

is sleeping with at least four guys
Which means that although more
guys sleep around, they are less

promiscuous than girls in their selec

tion of partners. Or else males are
naturally polyandrous. Or somebody's
lying. Or something.

But one thing is for sure — to bring

down this horrendous rate of promis
cuity and even the odds, more girls

are going to have to lose their virgin

ity.

Otherwise, civilization as we know
it is doomed.
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LETTERS
had news for radicals

1) G.S.U. withdraws

2) Engineers burn The Varsity

3) Med. school threatens withdrawal; other

professional schools to follow.

4) Student leftist administrations being de-

feated all over Canada (Simon Fraser,

Ryerson, Waterloo, Queen's).

Right wing conspiracy? The Machina-
tions of the Edmund Burke Society? Hard-

ly. Rather, the understandable reaction of

the vast majority of students against the

monolithic intransigence of the leftist ad-

ministrations that have abused their right of

power to propagate in the name of the ma-
jority the most flagrant and abusive attacks

on our society and traditions while at the

same time hypocritically benefitting from it.

Note, for example, the advertising revenues

of The Varsity and the annual compulsory

tithe of the S.A.C. bureaucracy that could

not exist without it.

We are told by Mr. Langdon that S.A.C.

has a messianic duty to consider the evils of

society and forwith to point the way to a

new, better, brighter Utopia of socialism

and loving comradery of the future profes-

sionals (the students) and the poor suffering

proletariat. I exaggerate only to point out

an essential premise: that the S.A.C. ad-

ministration considers itself to have extra

campus responsibilities over and above the

fact that it has no constitutional powers to

effect such reform in the society outside,

and such unreasonable demands for reform

both within the university and without often

bring on the opposite effect of reaction.

The association of the leftists on campus
with the problems and interests of the

unions and negroes strikes the average stu-

dent as little short of ludicrous. Who
among you does not know that you are

heading for an upper income job? Who
among you does not know that you are

supported here under unprecedented gener-

osity of society? Or do you need to be re-

minded that 50 cents of every tax dollar in

Ontario is being spent on education?

reply from

While the fringes consume themselves in

petty bickering over partisan politics, the

professional schools and faculties seriously

question exactly what they are getting

from S.A.C. that they could not get other-

wise by themselves. The fact is that the

S.A.C. administration under Langdon has

been somewhat short of disastrous, that

he has taken stands (threats of strikes

etc.) that few who voted for him last

spring would have supported then or now.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that

S.A.C. is hell-bent on its own destruction,

a dangerous tendency that will -end in the

weakening of the student body as a whole

and its common legitimate aims.

John Ayre
(II Trin)

Thank you for publishing my letter of

November 6. I would like to point out,

however, an omission on your part; namely
that you did not indicate lhal the letter was
addressed to Metro Council. The letter does

not make sense as a "letter to the Editor".

I simply sent you a xeroxed copy of my
letter to the Council. If there is any point in

your publishing my letter it is to encourage

public support for the cause of Mr. Bill

Lawson. As I interpret your article, the best -

way of expressing support in hopes of ob-

taining concrete action is to write to Metro
Council.

The xeroxed copy sent to you was simply

to indicate that you have very effectively

pointed out an injustice.

T. Grusec, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Psychology.

. . . metro

May we advise that your letter of Nov-

ember 6, 1968, respecting the operation of a

vending van on St. George Street by Mr.

W. Lawson has been forwarded to Mr. J.

H. Neville. Administrator. Metropolitan

Licensing Commission, 171 Eglinton Ave-

nue East, Toronto, for his attention and any

necessary action.

A. Hall

for Metropolitan Clerk
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fins is got to bo quick cuz there are some
very nasty people who luv to be pests and
even bug gers like that macrae type person

who interupts long distance calls by roaring

and boody who waits (or them when she

isn't causing trouble and brian who acted

like a facist and well, yes there was noel

asking no one to lean closer only the mean-
ing was clear and past volkie new it. jim

had problems with sneexles and sherry and

sue took up a new form of meditation

known as yogurt, frank is still typing and

angela has just returned from the thea tre

well here you are jim and ill walk home
wothout you anyway, mike has gone. no.

means yes he's gone, harriett did stay lo

make coffee eased, liz griped about grapes

and mickleburgh hummed, great things are

coming and kevln is one, elly my lux won't

you ever make it? this has got to be the end

and all left out pis don't complain to the

management because we have nod enough,

adress all love letters lo the v c d. goodnite.



Perly gets 30 minutes a week for defense
The trial of Gary Perly

(SGSI went into its second
week yesterday, with the
prospect of lasting all winter.

Perly, chairman of the
Canadians for the National
Liberation Front, is charged
with obstructing police at an
anti-war demonstration out-
side the United States Consu-
late April 27. The charge car-
ries a maximum sentence of
two years.

Magistrate Tupper Bigelow
told Perly yesterday he could
have a half-hour of the
court's time every Thursday
at 10 a.m. until the case is

finished.

Perly protested that he had
notified witnesses to testify

and that the arrangement
was not satisfactory.

"It is not satisfactory,"

Bigelow replied, "but other-
wise we'll be here all day.
We've got 35 other cases."

At last Thursday's session,

arresting officer Raymond
Woodhead testified that on
April 27 Perly jumped on his

back while he and other po-

lice were arresting a demon-
strator. Woodhead spoke
slowly and carefully, with the

flat intonation of a HAL
computer.

He testified without notes,

saying the incident was
"vivid" in his mind.
Perly, acting as his own

defence, noted that Woodhead
must have a remarkable
memory.
"You could say that,"

Woodhead said. "I recall inci-

dents."

Under questioning, Wood-
head said he didn't remember
what had happened to him
May 19 or June 4, two days

chosen at random.
"That's six weeks closer to

now," Perly said. "All you

can remember is me? You
have an astonishing memory.

You normally come into

SELL

YOUR

USED

BOOKS

AT THE

S.A.C.

BOOK

STORE

court and you don't have to
even look up notes. You can
testify but somehow you can't
even tell us what happened to
you on this date or that date
or another date. How is this.

Constable?"

"If you could give me a
specific instant and what
happened on those days, or
the name of a person that I

arrested, I could tell you the
circumstances surrounding
the incident."

Later Perly asked:
"Isn't it true. Constable,

that there might be some-
thing in your notes that you
might not wish to be pro-

duced in Court?"
"No there is not."

"Why don't you have them
with you?"

"I have my notes with
me."

Perly asked if he could see
the notes, and Woodhead said
no.

Later Perly asked, "Did
you know, Constable, that if

you did not refer to your
notes during your testimony
that I would not be allowed to

see your notes?"

"I do."

Woodhead denied the notes

might show Perly did not

obstruct police, and said the

incident was quite vivid in his

memory.
Perly said: "You mean to

tell me that you walked into

this court, and you sit down
in the witness stand and you
had notes referring to this

incident sitting right in your
pocket and you wouldn't even

take them out and glance at

them you are so confident in

your memory?"
"I am," Woodhead replied.

• • •

Yesterday Woodhead said

he had not gone over his

notes to refresh his memory

of the incident in the past
week.

"When was the last time
you consulted your notes?"
Perly asked.

"I don't recall I went over
my notes before the last ses-

sion. I can't say for sure."

Woodhead testified that he
was on duty at Nathan Phil-

lips Square outside City Hall

on April 27. watching "sever-
al groups" of protesters. He
said another group was pick-

eting at the Consulate. He
said the city hall group had

tried to join the consulate
group in violation of their

parade permit and the dem-
onstrators were "brought
under control and dispersed."

He said he would describe
the situation as a near-riot,

started when "the city hall

parade tried to attack demon-
strators at the U.S. Consu-
late."

Perly said Woodhead had
testified at a previous trial

Aug. 28, also arising out of

the demonstration, that there

were not "several groups",

but two.

"I don't recall my exact

words," Woodhead replied.

Perly asked: "Didn't you
say there were two groups in

the larger group — one
against the war (in Vietnam)
and another favoring the

American enemy?"
"I don't recall saying that

at the trial."

"That was in August wasn't

it?" Perly asked.

"I've no idea of the date. I

believe it was the end of

August."

"That's closer than April,

Constable."

"But that is finished with."

Woodhead said he conclud-

ed that one of the anti-war

groups was in favor of the

Viet Cong because of signs

and slogans,' but. couldn't fin-

ger any one slogan or word.
Perly said: "Your memory

for detail seems to have
failed you."

"I remember your inci-

dent." Woodhead replied

"That's part of my work, I've

got a job to do. I'm not there

to memorize slogans."

After a half-hour of exami-
nation the case was again
remanded one week, to Nov
21.

"But this could go on forev-

er," Perly objected.

"That is up to you," Bige-

low replied.

"But I have all my witness-

es here. It's impossible to

present a defence this way —
this is completely unfair."

Bigelow leaned forward
over the bench.

"To say that this court is

unfair. Mr. Perly, is con-
tempt of court."

• MONTREAL (CUP) -
Quebec voters will have a

chance to vote for Student

Power in a byelection to be
held for the seat left vacant

by the death of Premier Dan-
iel Johnson.

Micheline Chartrand is

running on the Pouvoir Etu-

diant ticket in the Dec. 4 by-

election in the riding of Bag-

ot. One of her rivals will be

education minister Jean-Guy
Cardinal.

Miss Chartrand says there

is a need for "broader politi

cal and social involvement on

the part of Quebec students
'

All parts of society, she

says, must discover their "in

herent power and apply it

militantly against authority

Six thousand
dollars for a

bottle of Coke!

The absence of Coca-Cola in Italy in rhe Second
World War is marked by an interesting story: in

1944. a field-artillery sergeant managed somehow to

procure a couple of bottles of Coke. He drank one and
raffled the other off to the men in his battalion, the
proceeds going to increase a fund for children of member:
of his unit who died in action. The astonishing sum of four thou-
sand dollars was soon collected from the soldiers, and the man wh<
won the bottle was too overcome with emotion to drink it.

When The Coca-Cola Company heard of this, they immediately
sent two thousand dollars to be added to the fund—which means
that a single bottle of Coca-Cola fetched *ix thousand dollars.

A refreshing thought!

Both Coca-Cola and Coke are regnteied trad* markt which identity only the product ol Coca-Cols Lid

Beauty tattoos on your hand
and knee. What a with-it

way to have fun!

There's another with-it way,

too. For those so-called

"difficult" days of the month.

They won't be difficult any

longer with Tampax tampons.

They're the modern sanitary

protection. Worn internally they

leave no tell-tale signs. You put

on what you want to wear
with no wrinkles or bulges.

Nothing can show,

no one can know.

Tampax tampons are made of

pure surgical cotton, lightly

compressed. They give you
all the comfort and protection

you want and need. Without

any give-away odor or irritation.

Your hands need never touch

the tampon, and there are no
disposal problems. The Tampax
tampon and its silken-smooth

container-applicator can both

be flushed away.

There's another great thing

about Tampax tampons.

They're small enough to tuck

away in your purse-
along with your extra tattoo.

TAMPAX
SANITARY PflOTtCTION WORN INTERNALLY

MW)l OILY Br
fkUni CORKIIAIION irO, BAMU ONT

GETTING ENGAGED?
DIAMONDS MAY BE A
GIRL'S BEST FRIEND....

BUT YJ1U PAY THE BILL
W* are "DIRECT" Diamond
dealera, handling looae and
mounted diamonds. Send today
for our FREE BOOKLET. " The
Right Ring for the Left Hand -

Telia yoi what
en yoi

expeel •nd

HUGH PROCTOR AND CO.
DIAMOND * GEM DEALERS

131 Bloor Si. W.
Suite 4)6 Toronto - 921-7702
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38luor Street

MINISTERS:
TIM V.ry Rtv Di. E. M. HwH

"VALUES IN NEW
BIBLE VERSIONS"

DR. E.M. HOWSE

7:30 P.M.

"THE STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT"

A speciol presentation

featuring colored

Uriel.

IN THE CHAPEL

FROM THE HINTERLANDS

TRINITY
427 Bint St. Weil •! W.tai.. M

Mtftinti:

Rev. J. Man Wen.

B « . B D.

O.eirot Ma W. Una

11 A.M.

'LOUDER THAN WORDS"
7:30 p.m.

Mrs. Patricio Clarke,

Acting Editor, United

Church Observer.

D ialoguc Sermon w ith Minister

"FOURTH ASSEMBLY -

WORLD COUNCIL OF
CHURCHES, SWEDEN"-

8:30 p.m.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

S TUDENTS INVITED

BURNABY (CUP) - Five

hundred dissatisfied students

occupied the entire adminis-

tration complex at Simon

Fraser University yesterday.

Students from Simon Fra-

ser, British Columbia and

Victoria Universities, and

Selkirk and Vancouver City

Colleges sent four demands to

the SFU administration and

B.C. provincial government

against an unclear admissions

policy at SFU:
• Freedom of transfer and

automatic acceptance of cre-

dits within the B.C. public

educational system;

• An elected admissions

board, half students, half fac-

ulty;

• The opening of all admin-

istration files,

• More money for educa-

tion as a whole and equitable

financing within post-second-

ary education — including an

immediate end to the current

school construction files.

SFU administration Presi-

dent Ken Strand thinks the

students have a "good issue",

though he rejects the four

demands on account of their

inadequacy.

The students will meet with

the Senate admissions policy

committee to press their

demands.

MEXICO CITY (CUP) -
The Mexican government at-

tempted to appease its de-

fiant students Wednesday
when it released 35 students

who were arrested in violent

clashes with police during the

four-month-old student strike.

The National Student Strike

committee announced last

week it will not call off the

strike until all students jailed

in the four month period are

released.

Hundreds of their col-

leagues are still imprisoned.

The release order came
just after a city-wide strike

of primary and secondary

school teachers was called in

support of the university stu-

dents. The four month strike

has been extremely effective;

no classes have been held at

the national university since

July.

S VARSITY STAFF !

H MEETING today at 1 :

Kp.m. to discuss (what;

xelse?) Varsity policy.;

j: Meeting is fairly impor-
•:• tant and attendance is

'

•:• urged. •

KNOX CHURCH
SPADINA AT HARBORD

Saturday at 7:30 p.m.:

Scrutiny '68. the name given

to the Young Peoples' Satur-

day evening programme, will

continue the discussion on

Sexual Relationships.

Sunday, following the eve-

ning church service at 8:15;

the Young People will meet

and combine soup with

Ecclesiastes.

STUDENTS ARE CORDIALLY

INVITED

U.T.I.C. MID-TERM DANCE

Featuring The R & B' Sound Of

THE MISSION REVUE
PLACE - CODY HALL (NURSING BUILDING)

TIME - 8:30 TO MIDNIGHT SAT. NOV. 16, 1968

ADMISSION - $1.50

SToPTriEWoflP
1 WANT ToGET OFF

CONTEST no.

2

CAN YOU BEAT THE PROS?
write an opening night

review and have it

judged by those

who know

join us

november
1 Tickets : wed thurs $2.00 fri sat $2.50

HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE
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Our Great Leader

Our Great Helmsman

The Red, Red Sun in our Hearts

Shines Brightly on Review 8.



Patrick T. Johnson is the

principal of one of the oldest,

most expensive, and most

reputable independent schools

in Canada.

He's an Oxford man, 39

years old, a big 'L' and small

L' liberal (if both are possi-

ble), and is the principal of

Upper Canada College, a

school that has been Toron-

to's breeding ground of the

Canadian aristocracy ever

since John Colborne of the

Family Compact founded it in

1829.

I had spent 10 years at

U.C.C., and I thought it gave

me the best education money

could buy. It did and I en-

joyed every minute of it.

But when I went back to

talk to Mr. Johnson, I felt

torn between nostalgia and

contempt. Socialist argu-

ments about elitism and uni-

versal access to education

reacted against the returning

vision of the 40 acre grounds

of the school, the kids playing

hockey on one of the two arti-

ficial rinks, the sight of the

lock tower that meant
unquestioned happiness. It

was good to see all the old

masters, the school blazers,

the school spirit emblazoned

on every notice board, but

what did it have to do with

modern ideals of education

and equality?

I thought of protesting Cas-

tle Frank students rallying

for student power with picket

signs; 1 remembered seeing

200 anti-war protesters being

chased off the sidewalk in

front of the U.S. Consulate by

cops on horseback; Dow;
Bissell; Board of Governors.

'Student power is a mean-

ingless slogan," Mr. Johnson

said. "But if you're talking

about student responsibility

and student leadership, Upper
Canada gives a greater op-

portunity for that than most

schools."

The administration is aided

by a system of stewards and

prefects and occasionally sub-

prefects. Most are taken

from Grade XIII and are

appointed by the principal

and masters in consultation

with the students. Mr. John-'

son has introduced an elected

student council, although it is

virtually powerless.

"I couldn't call it democ-
racy, but most of the boys in

the younger grades shouldn't

have power."
Quite a few students who

have been cultivated by the

establishment become activ-

ists when they leave U.C.C. It

seems ironic.

"I would expect them to be

activists. Rebellion is heal-

fOCUS:

Wanna pay a thousan' bucks

to send your son to school?

Better see Patrick Johnson

to the university period.

"Students should be actively

concerned about Vietnam."

I thought of a few students

sitting on the steps of Simcoe
Hall and getting' kickefl by

engineers looking for jobs.

And what would he think

about war research and cam-
pus complicity.

"My view of campus com-
plicity is on the whole pretty

moderate. Research should

be geared more to peace
keeping than war making.
But such research may be

necessary to increase Can-

ada's security."

I thought of Mr. Johnson

talking to Dr. Bissell, two
rational, moderate people.

"It would be most unfortu-

nate if the U of T lost Presi-

dent Bissell. He's a moderate
man sympathetic to construc-

tive student protest. He's lib-

eral, progressive, sympa-
thetic."

I was beginning to under-

stand Mr. Johnson's position

thy. It's particularly suitable more-and more. He has been

called everything from a nice

guy to a technocrat, but I

saw him as he saw Bissell —
a pragmatic liberal who is

progressive and sympathetic,

but whose ideals are limited

by the system. Both find the

system such a necessary

structure. Reform but never

revolution.

U.C.C. is finally using its

independence to its advantage
through Mr. Johnson's

progressive reform. He is

introducing experimental
courses.

"We used to have a respon-

sibility in making sure our

boys do well in Grade XIII,

but now we have muen less

emphasis on exams. We are

introducing a computer sci-

ence course through Grades
IX to XIII. In Grades XII and
XIII we are planning courses

in anthropology, economics,

civics, and logic. We have a

daily French course from
Grade III."

So Mr. Johnson is a

progressive who likes the

Hall-Dennis Report, who be-

lieves in lowering the drink-

ing age to 18, who has confi-

dence in Richard Nixon but

would have liked to have seen

Robert Kennedy as President,

who agrees with the Mac-
pherson Report, who would

like to see parents get tax

deductions for sending chil-

dren to U.C.C, who believes

in a modern independent

school and free enterprise.

But I remember we would

march in the battalion pa-

rades every Thursday . after-

noon. Student officers would

shout invective and give out

Saturday morning detentions.

Some enjoyed the power;

some shirked it. I could never

see the rational behind this

student pseudo-army.

"I don't try to justify the

battalion. To do a radical

change now would be useless.

I would like to make it into a

service opportunity, more
meaningful. I hope there will

still be an occasion when the

whole school does something

together. It is a factor of uni-

ty."

Discipline is a fact of life

at U.C.C. Boys must wear a

jacket and school tie at

school functions and classes.

But Mr. Johnson says it's not

meant to be a restriction on

freedom.

"We get the boys to wear
ties so they have some recog-

nition that they belong to

some community."

Community is very strong

at U.C.C. — a school spirit

that almost becomes snob-

bery at times.

The system at U.C.C. is

competition. The incentives

are such things as the desire

to enter the steward-prefect

elite, to become an officer in

the battalion, to make first

team in everything, to get an
award at Prize Day presented

by Mrs. L, B. Pearson. Suc-

cess is the byword.

Stephen Leacock (author);

Walter Gordon (former Lib

eral finance minister); Tom
Daly (award-winning film

maker); Dick Ballantine

(producer of the film Mr
Pearson); Stanley Ryerson
(radical); Kenneth McNaught
(historian); Graham Fraser

(journalist); Sydney Hermant
(U of T governor); Michael

Snow (sculptor); Arnold

Smith (Commonwealth Secre-

tary); Bill Crean
(Ambassador to Italy); and

hundreds of prominent busi

nessmen.

They are a broad cross

section, but there is a com-
mon element of success. Two
aspects at U.C.C. inspire sue

cess: competition in an ac

tive community and the mak
ing of useful contacts.

There is nothing wrong
with success. We live in a

capitalist system and the

school is a microcosm of that

system by intensifying

competition.

It's unfortunate that one

can pay to get a better educa

tion—it costs over" $1.000—but

it's an unfortunate necessity.

It's difficult, however, to

reconcile the right of univer

sal accessibility to the basic

right of education to the inde-

pendent school.

That U.C.C. has been mak
ing the best use of its inde

pendence is debatable. There

has not been enough experi

mentation, not enough free

dom.
Only if Mr. Johnson lets his

progressive tendencies over

come the school's adherence

to tradition and system, will

U.C.C. be relevant in the fu

—brian johnson

REVIEW 2



. art
best of the '68 - '69 sculpture seasonGreat slabs of crystal rv„;H .n „u„._ __J . ...rt slabs of crystal, Druid
building blocks, ebony pillars
— Tony Smith's sculpture is all
this and more. Strung out in
sequence through the court-
yard rooms of the Art Gallery
of Ontario, they progress from
relatively simple structures to
modular works so complex
that their structure is not ap-
parent at first glance.

The pieces fall into the
"minimal" bag because their
geometric surfaces have all

been painted dead-black, so
that the surface appearance
doesn't matter and the over-

all shape and size of the
works - the fi .Omental or
minimal qualities of a sculp-
ture — are of sole impor-
tance.

The works are gigantic.
One can crawl around and
through them. The tallest is

over twenty feet tall. It gave
me a distinct chill to watch
it. I felt like an ant crawling
across a table-top on which
sugar cubes had been spilled,

a syphillus virus darting
around on a microscope slide
of blood.

It may well be the most
significant work of the 1968-69

sculpture season.

Psychologically, they de-
serve the adjective "minimal"
because they are so self-pos-

sessed, so uncommunicative,
like silent stones (although
they are in fact wooden mock-
ups of solid works).

To understand Smith's
sculpture, one has to remem-
ber that he was for a long time
a practising architect, and
therefore constantly faced
with one of the basic problems
of architecture: the interrela-

tionships between a building

and its environment. His ideas
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are very specific on the way a
building — or a structure —
ought to be affected by. and in

turn affect, the landscape
around it. He sees his struc-

tures as anchored in the envi-

ronment, at the same time
creating the environment, by
their presence.

The six-full-size mock-ups
presented in this exhibition

will allow the audience,
which would otherwise have
to rely on photographs, to

experience their presence —
and it is the intensity of their

presence that accounts for

the widespread public atten-

tion Smith has received since

1966, (although his under-

ground reputation, and recog-

nition by artists, antedate it

by at least a decade).

John Masciuch's fluores-

cent lighting is also being

displayed at the AGO. in a

darkened room off the Smith

rooms. There are two works
— a "raft" consisting of

about fifty parallel fluores-

cent tubes on the floor and a

"bank" of about four times

that number. They come in

all colours.

The tubes are actually

burned-out bulbs being reacti-

vated with ultra-high frequen-

cy current. They flicker and

send waves of discharge

down their lengths. When you

fondle the vertical "bank"

you change the glowing and

colouring.

It may well be the most

important fluorescent tubing

sculpture of the 1968 - 69 sea-

son.

—mike kesferton

REVIEW 3
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theatre
an amusing evening from everyone except mr. fontana

Charlie Dennis' gift as a

playwright is seeing life

through a series of one liners.

One liners that mean some-
thing and show what people

are like. "I had a job in To-

ronto but it fell through,"

says shy young Heather from
Winnipeg, "But they threw a

good-bye party for me, so 1

couldn't. ."

In his trio of one-acters,

"Everyone Except Mr. Fon-

tana", now playing at the

Colonnade, Dennis seems to

have realized just how far he
could go and no further. The
plays are amusing and excit-

ing; they hardly ever lag.

Only the middle play, about

the trials of two homosexuals

(one's a switchhitter) who
part ways when an innocent

young thing enters their life,

carries on with little sub-

stance with only the one li-

ners buoying it up.

The first playlet, entitled,

"Aztecs and Orange Juice",

has a "dumb broad" waking
up in the morning in a

strange apartment and find-

ing the roommate of the fel-

low she spent the night with.

The dialogue that ensues
between Cathy Chilco and
David Foster is charming and
funny. The shy young man
who writes poetry reads his

verse to the overwhelmed
girl, finds that holding her

ears to make her stop breath-

P L A Y
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ing is a good way to get into

a kiss. Enter the swinging

roommate to find the two
stretched out on the couch.

"What are you doing with my
broad?"

"Your broad?" And so on.

The plays, when examined
closely are quite shallow. If

they had not been performed
as nimbly as they were, it

would have been very easy to

leave unsatisfied. (Ed. note:

really?) This is the case with

most current comedy. A Neil

Simon or Arthur Kopit play is

hilarious when performed by
a first class group. There's a

lot to work with. Alone, they

fall apart miserably.

Most of the credit, then,

goes to Joel Kenyon, who di-

rected this light look into

apartment dwelling and its

neuroses. He keeps the action

moving and the actors in a
constant high pitch of interac-

tion. The various lines are

delivered impeccably by Miss
Chilco, David Foster and
Dennis himself. Foster is the

weakest of the three but only

because Miss Chilco and
Dennis delivered their lines

with an amazing flair for the

wry and the absurd.

The most interesting is the

last episode, called, "Ever
The Vanishing Virgin". Rob-

ert Copeland, a poet who does

the first draft of his poems
on bathroom walls, takes

over the apartment of Stanley

Bernstein, his lawyer friend

"We were on the debating

team together", says Stanley,

"Now our values are differ-

ent." There's a Bible broad

out cold in the bedroom and

Stanley and Robert have a

great argument about Rob-

ert's lack of morals, "shtup-

ping" girls every night since

he became estranged from
his wife Madeline Anne. Rob-

ert fires back with accusa-

tions that Stanley and his new
wife (schoolteacher, from a

small town) are prudes. Then

Madeline Anne comes in (all

the way from Philadelphia?).

The mood changes and

Dennis gets serious. Robert

and Madeline Anne talk about

the way their marriage broke

up. Robert, the poet, meets

his perfect girl, the one he's

been writing all the poems to.

"She even speaks like me!"

Centre for the Study of Drama

HART HOUSE THEATRE
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW

THE FAN
by Goldoni. translated by Fuller

Student Prices - Monday to Thursday $1.50 - Friday & Saturday $2.00

Curtain 8:30 Box Office 928-8668

She talks about how Robert
built himself up to be a sex-

ual superman and then failed

on the wedding night. Some-
how, these lines came just to

the brink of sounding corny.

One could not help get the

impression that one had
heard the same stuff before.

But once again, the smooth
direction whisked away the

action before it got too corny.

Dennis hits upon some real-

ly serious stuff here—the
poets fascination with self,

the breakdown of a -relation-

ship between two people be-

cause there never really was
any relationship. Because of

lightness of the play, these

things came in unobtrusively

and left quickly, yet made
their mark.
Nobody can say whether "a

budding young playwright"

will succeed or not. It's pret-

ty stupid. In any play, you

can always find the seeds for

failure, if you look hard
enough. That's not the

point. Charlie Dennis' plays

are smoothly performed and

have enough humour in them
to be constantly entertaining

past two overlong intermis-

sions. When you think back,

they don't really say all that

much, but they succeeded,

which is all that matters.

—larry haiven
REVIEW 4

respectable prostitute
It took me twenty minutes

of the production to begin to

accept "Prostitute" as a

comic farce, and another fif-

teen to realize that Sartre, at

least, probably hadn't

planned it that way.
More's the pity. The play

itself is a dated bad melodra-

matic lament on racial ine-

quality in the United States.

The characters lend them-

selves to easy caricature, and

this is what director Marty
Stollar has for the most part

done. Only the whore herself,

played unevenly but amusing-

ly by Adrienne Haas, has

more than one dimension,

and that flawed an otherwise

unified production of a flat

play.

The production began as

melodrama with comic ele-

ments and progressed into

comic farce in a hilarious

conversation between the
Senator (Marty Paul) and the

whore in which the senator
appears to be a Billy Graham
in a sport jacket. It then
passed on to new depths of

bathos with the return of the
hunted Negro Lyn Pollard
(university student in black-

face), and finally resurrected
in the third part as farce
once again with the senator's

son's (Michael Stewart) bray-

ings about family fortitude

and connections.

Stollar might have done
better in sending up the
whole play. It would not have
been Sartre, but at least it

would have been consistently

farcical and thus more amus-
ing. As it is, it's still worth
seeing for some twenty out of

forty-five minutes' production
time.

—bill rockett
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- film
yes Virginia, iceland has a cinema

One of the features of being

connected with the film in-

dustry, however loosely, is

that all the 'personalities'

that are passing through the

city are foisted upon you. in

the manner of the legendary

visiting fireman.

You meet those who are in

front of the camera and those

who create the film, all purv-

eyors, "To whom it may con-

cern", of tragedy, violence,

sex, melodrama or whatever.

It is often difficult to go

9 through the ritual of interest,

concern, and zeal, to which

the personality' is expected

to respond with colour, ani-

mation, and quotability

(quotiveness?).

I was not too excited, then,

to receive a call from a

friend in a film distributor's

office, who promised me a

meeting with a director who

has a considerable reputation

in Europe, but whose films

have yet to be distributed

here. Name: Gideon Thorvik-

sen; country: Iceland. With

my extensive knowledge of

Icelandic culture and film (Is

Iceland still where it used to

be?), he said, I could no

doubt make a great inter-

view.

.He need not have worried.

There was no interview: it

A was a monologue by Thorvik-

sen, a man at once cold and
'

aloof in his manner, yet very

intent on communicating

ideas. (I had the impression

throughout the interview that

he was directing his com-
ments at someone sitting di-

rectly behind me — he was
speaking to me, but through

me.)

I arrived with photographer

Paul Campbell at one of

those crummy apartment

houses, about forty or fifty

years old, which, with a few

others, serves the heart of

Toronto much in the manner
of New York's Hotel Chelsea:

as a breeding ground and

working area for the exotic,

artsy segment of the popula-

tion.

Thorviksen was in a small

study, revising a scenario; he

works even as he travels

around the continent. He
stood up, stooping, so that

despite his thin frame, he did

not look the six feet he no

doubt is.

When I remarked that his

appearance did not fit my
conception of an Icelander,

he replied that his mother

was from England, the indus-

trial midlands, and his dark

hair and eyes came from her.

His nervous, fidgety manner

was inherited from his fa-

ther, Thorviksen said, who

used to be Minister of Fi-

nance in the Icelandic gov-

ernment.

This said, he sat down,

without inviting Campbell or

myself to do the same; in-

deed, he really did not appear

to welcome our visit. My film

friend claimed afterward,

that Thorviksen rarely gives

interviews, and that it was
only through a twist of that

strange humour of his that he

gave an interview to student

press in Toronto while he had
turned down the Times in

New York. So far as I could

see. Thorviksen was not pos-

sessed of much humour at

all, though he often made
very ironic or cutting re-

marks.

As I was on the verge of

asking Thorviksen the first

question, that set off the

monologue, he told Campbell
not to take pictures while he

spoke. They would be taken

afterwards, he said, under his

direction. And so they were:

he specified lighting and

camera angle for each shot.

"I am in Toronto on my
way to visit some friends in

the United States, people I

have met in Europe, at film

festivals and such. Who 0

Well. Dwight MacDonald -

he used to be the film review-

er for Esquire, and Henry

Miller, whom I knew in Par-

is. Then, a few that I know
less well, like Nat Hentoff

and Giselle Damar, and of

course, my good friend in

Hollywood, Gene Autrey.

"I became involved with

film much later than you

might expect. My father sent

me to a private school on the

north coast of Iceland which

was very strict. No smoking,

lights out at ten. And no mov-

ies. I was nineteen when I

saw my first film, Lost Hori-

zon, at the American Strate-

gic Air Command base. Of

course, I didn't want immedi-

ately to make films, but I had

always wanted to reach peo-

ple, talk to them, teach them.

"Religion was important

for me then. I had gone a lit-

tle overboard. I guess, going

to church several times on

Sundays, quoting scripture to

my friends. At one point I

wanted to be a minister, but I

came to realize that you
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could reach many more peo-

ple, much more directly,

through film than through the

church.

"I helped a friend of mine
make a small film on the

architecture of Rejkyavik and

discovered that I had more of

an intuitive grasp of film,

even with my isolation from

the medium, than he did My
lather bought me a 16 mm
Arnflex 79. and I have been

making films ever since.

"I made my first feature in

1956. and now I'm at work on

the fourth film in my life's

major work, a triple trilogy,

nine films The first trilogy is

complete, and its title is Ele-

ments' The one I have start-

ed now is called Passions',

and the third will he Revela-

tions'. In the first one. I used

the legend of dvald for its

base; the two others are in-

fluenced mainly by my read-

ings of the Bible.

'"Elements uses three

principle characters through-

out. Two men and a woman:
they live in a stone cabin

built on the bottom of an an-

cient lake I use the closed

environment to throw the

people at each other and in

upon themselves There is no

escape

"The viewer too. must look

at himself through these

characters, and the extreme

focus and attention on each of

I hem will not let him look

past The screen is more than

a mirror, because you don't

just look at. but through your-

self, your fears, your guilts

There is so much guilt

"Black and while film only,

of course. My films must

have the purity of steel, of

the icy whiteness of my
homeland. Of course my
cameraman. Gary Watters,

was well trained by Holly-

wood. He is now developing a

new technique for Passions',

the second trilogy, where the

whites have the quality of

silver, and the blacks can be

made absolute, flat black

"Don't misunderstand I

am not carried away by new
inventions. After all. it was

the simplicity of "The Voice-

less Flowers" that won me
the Golden Bear award at the

Berlin Festival in 1964. Now I

am looking over North Amer-
ica. My distributor, Atvar-

Film. wanted to release them
in Canada and the United

States a long time ago. I

think you are now ready for

my earlier works.

"I am not especially de-

pendent on box-office money
because I am subsidised by

the government I don't have

to do things like everyone

else, or appeal to the same
public For example. I am
not in favour of the exploita-

tion of natural sex. and there

is none in my films.

"I resent the implication

that I am building up a mys-

tique in my works. The super-

natural is manifest in many
ways, and if I show it in the

sexuality of a woman, that is

my right. The press is simply

too inquisitive; they want to

know everything When I

gave my last review, the re-

porter wanted to know about

my family and children. Ab-

surd! It's through my works

that I am known, and not

through my wives."

Asked what he thought of

Toronto, Mr Thorviksen re-

plied that he had so far only

seen the City Hall, China-

town, and a brewery. The lat-

ter is accounted for by the

fact that Thorviksen first

knew of Canada through a

beer - O'Keefe's - that he

sampled in Iceland He was
disappointed in his tour that

the tall bottles had been re-

placed by short brown ones,

so I assume his acquaintance

with the brew was more spir-

itual than spirituous.

"The people arc very nice

in Toronto, not like in Rejka-

vik where you just aren't

accepted for what you are.

The honesty is very refresh-

ing; I had heard so much that

was bad about North Amer-
ica. I wanted to investigate

the life rhythms for myself. I

am quite pleased."

Kaspars Dzeguze

REVIEW 5



music
olive brown, a blueswoman at heart

Olive Brown, now at the Cav-a-bob, isn't

a blues singer in a narrow sense. Her songs

are jazz and popular standards as well as

blues tunes, but she was brought up hearing

the songs of such classic blues singers as

Bessie Smith and Lizzie Miles and Ma Rai-

ney, and the classic blues still form the ba-

sis for her work. When she talks about mu-

sic, she is enthusiastic about almost every-

thing, with the blues always at the begin-

ning.

"I love those old low down muddy blues,''

she said. "Some singers just do one now

and again, but I've got to do them every

time I get up there." Just then, Henry

Cuesta began to play As Time Goes By. and

she said, "That's a beautiful song. Just lis-

ten to that. Sometimes you have to come
upstairs." It doesn't matter to her what

catagory a tune is in, as long as it's good.

The only music she won't have any part

of is soul because soul has developed out of

the sanctified singing of the churches, and it

was too much a part of her early life. "I

came up singing that music. I was singing

that and playing a tamborine when I was
five. You know I've seen those old ladies —
it was their life — singing out their hearts.

Sometimes they had fifteen kids and no

money coming in. and I wouldn't feel right

taking that music and messing around with

it." She doesn't say anything against those

who want to sing soul music; but for her-

self, she can't separate the sound from the

sacredness of the music.

On the bandstand, she likes to sing at

least one long blues number. It doesn't mat-

ter what it is called because the verses are

traditional, and she can put them together

for as long as she wants and in ways that

suit her mood. For the rest of the set, she

sings a couple of standards, and most likely

a Bessie Smith song. (Her favorite material

comes from Bessie Smith, and when she

appears with the Toronto Symphony soon

she will sing "Send Me to the 'Lectric

Chair.") Usually the set also includes a Bil-

lie Holiday tune sung in imitation of Billie

Holiday. The imitation is excellent, and the

audience enjoys it. Olive Brown isn't inter-

ested in sounding like anyone except her-

self, but she does a song in imitation of Bil-

lie Holiday because it is fun, and one thing

that is clear when she is on the stage is that

she likes to have a good time.

She is a fine entertainer and Henry Cues-

ta's swinging clarinet backs her beautifully.

On some of the blues numbers I would like

to hear her with a good blues band, but on

the whole the band, especially Cuesta's

clarinet and Bruce Harvey's piano, do just

what they are there for. They make her

sound good.

—peter hatch

REVIEW 6 photo by john watson

COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT

(CUG)
What's it for? CUG will examine the role of University of Toronto in society, and the structure of goverment at U

of T, It is expected to make recommendations to the Ontario legislature for amendment of the U of

T Act.

Major questions to be dealt with include:

• Should there be a separate Board of Governors and Senate?

• Should the public have any voice in university decisions and planning? Who should speak for the

public?

What is a meaningful degree of student participation?

How long will it work?
CUG will get down to business in late December or early January. Sub-
missions will be received from interested groups throughout second term.

An interim report will be released at some point in March, A final report

will be written during the summer of 1969. for completion by September
69,

Who's eligible to run as a student member?
Any student, part • or full-time, at University of Toronto is eligible for elec-
tion to CUG Nomination forms are now available at the SAC Office, Thirty
signatures of students with. ATL numbers must be obtained.

How much of my time will it take?
The election campaign will be from November 15-26. To encourage a

large turn-out in voting, many forums will be held across campus during
the campaign period, so you can expect to be busy if you run.

Students elected to the Commission can expect to be rather tied up dur-

ing second term. Simcoe Hall is considering making as many concessions

as possible, though, to students elected. These may include extensions of

deadlines on all papers and reports; and the possibility of writing exams
during the summer Details are to be worked out with individual deans or

department chairmen

What would the campaign cost?
A limit of $50 has been set on campaign expenditures by the election

committee SAC is considering payment of part of these expenses for all

candidates, and will also approach Simcoe Hall for assistance in this mat-

ter Other election rules will be available at the SAC Office on Friday.

November 1 5

NOMINATIONS CLOSE TODAY AT 5 PM
CAMPUS-WIDE ELECTIONS TUESDA Y NOVEMBER 26



lightnin' flashes for arhoolie
Lightnin Hopkins:

Texas Bluesman. Arhoolie
F1034

Early Recordings. Arhoolie
R2007
Lightnin' Sam Hopkins. Ar-
hoolie F1011

It was my plan to review the

records of Lightnin' Hopkins
and Big Joe Williams when
those two country blues
greats appeared in town.
However, despite quite a lot

of interest in Toronto, neither

W of them showed up for their

engagements. This left me
. with quite a few records to

review, and here are some of

Lightnin 's.

Lightnin" Hopkins has a
restrained, smooth voice
which tends to trail off at the

ends of words. He is a Texas
blues singer, claimed by

many to be the best blues
singer in the world. He is

certainly the most famous.
Lightnin' improvises exten-

sively, even when he begins
with a standard blues theme,
and this can be either good or
bad. It is bad when he uses
his standard improvisatory
techniques for song after
song with little variation, as
he seems to do when he is

tense or tired. But it is very
good when his mind is work-
ing well, when he is playing
his most exciting guitar, and
when the songs are sufficient-

ly varied.

I have heard few Lightnin'

Hopkins records which were
entirely bad except for some
poorly made cheap discs. In

general his least inspired
work is found on his many

Prestige albums.
The Arhoolie albums listed

above are all extremely fine

with a few reservations. As
on almost all his records,
there are two basic kinds of
songs on Texas Bluesman, a
rapid boogie which is essen-
tially an instrumental, and a
slower long blues ballad. On
this record, "Watch My Fin-
gers" is one of the finest

boogie numbers I have heard
him do. It is full of humor
and virtuoso guitar work. Of
the other numbers on this

album, the only other out-

standing one is "Slavery", a

very personal, moving treat-

ment of the subject. Lightn-

in 's often moody voice is

beautifully suited to the song.

The only real reservation I

have of this album is that the

recording, which was made
on portable equipment, makes
the guitar sound hollow and
distant. Also in attempting to

gel a stereo effect for this rec-

ord, the engineers have done
some peculiar dividing of gui-

tar and voice. It sounds better

as a mono record.

"Early Recordings" is a

reissue of material Lightnin'

recorded for a Texas label in

the late '40s. It has some of

his great songs on it. but they

were all recorded within the

confines of single sides. The
sound is not up to 1960 stand-

ards, but it doesn't really

matter This is a record that

everyone interested in Lightn-

in's music should have.

Of these three. I think that

Arhoolie 1011, the first record

that Lightning made for Ar-

hoolie. is the most interest-

ing. It is one of the best re-

cords he has ever made It

was recorded in two different

places at three different

times and catches him in dif-

ferent moods, but the most
interesting thing about this

record is that it has him play-

ing an electric guitar as well

as his usual amplified guitar.

Many blues players will play

an electric guitar in very

much the same way that they

play an acoustical guitar.

Two very similar improvised

numbers, "Ice Storm Blues"

(about the weather in Hous-

ton) and "California Show-

ers", show the difference in

the way he plays an electric

guitar, and there are some
excellent electric guitar

breaks in a beautiful song.

"Once was a Gambler." Not

all the cuts on this album are

equally good, but this is one

of the best albums for anyone

who wants to hear what
Lightnin' can do. —p. h.

sonny terry and brownie mcghee
At the Riverboat until the

24th, Brownie McGhee and
Sonny Terry play a different

sort of blues. Brownie Mc-
Ghee is a guitar player from
the Carolinas and Sonny Ter-

ry is a Mississippi harmonica
player, and together they

have been playing the coffee-

houses and folk music clubs

for many years. They first

became popular with the rise

of folk music in the '50s, and
they present a smoothed out

and easy-going music which
appeals to a folk audience.
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To my mind Sonny Terry is

the really great entertainer

of the two. Brownie is too

much of a ham and he works
too hard for a response from
the audience, but Sonny just

does the right thing without

effort. There are some musi-

cians who won't accept Sonny

Terry as a blues harmonica
player, and it is certainly

true that he doesn't sound

much like the great city harp

blowers. It may be, though,

that one can distinguish two

main schools of blues har-

monica.

There is the Sonny Boy Wil-

liamson school, with all the

many great players who fol-

lowed his lead, and there is

Sonny Terry. The former
may have an earthier sound,

but Sonny Terry is a remark-
able musician, and if he owes
something to country dance
tunes and light songs, one can
hardly say that the influence

was a bad one

Sonny Terry and Brownie
McGhee sing a great many of

the great tunes by the great-

est of the country blues sing-

ers. They put on an extreme-
ly good show which can be
enjoyed by anyone except
perhaps the country blues

purists. No, even they should

listen to Sonny Terry at least

once.

—peter hatch

u.c.

FOLLIES
NOVEMBER 28, 29, 30

WATCH FOR

TICKET SALES
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THE MUSIC GUILD OF ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

presents

THE KATTALIN CHOIR OF MONTREAL
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

JEAN FRANCOIS SENART

WINNERS. QUEBEC FESTIVAL OF MUSIC. 1968

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE STUDENT CENTRE

NOVEMBER 23

TICKETS $1.00

8:30 p.,

Avai lable at SAC Orrice

and the Student Council Ofrice,
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THE DISSENTING ACADE-
MY — edited by Theodore

Roszak, Vintage, Random
House, $2.25

There is something a little

frightening about this book,

the questions it opens up, and

the intensity with which it is

presented. Even in rereading

it, it struck me as a desper-

ate cry from an academic
morass.

It's a necessary book.

There's been no book I've

read this year or last that's

as important for every stu-

dent at the University of To-

ronto to read.

There's been a lot of work,

fairly successful so far, to-

ward getting effective and
democratic student power on

the structures of this and
other universities in Canada.

That's been a significant

fight, and it's not won yet;

but we can see which way the

trends are going, and it's

time we started thinking very

seriously about the uses of

that power; we have to begin

thinking about the role of the

university as a social institu-

tion, and about the education

we are getting here. This

book is a crucial background
to an answering of the ques-

tion: "power for what?".
The role of the present uni-

versity is critically analysed,

and its shift to an integrated

factor of the industrial-mili-

tary complex is noted. In-

stead of existing as an insti-

tution of critical evaluation,

the university has integrated

itself into the status quo of

our society. We see a refusal

to take collective stands. The
first piece in the book puts it

bluntly: "The multiversity

progressively comes to re-

semble nothing so much as

the highly, refined, all purpose
brothel Jean Genet describes

in his play The Balcony."

The greatest responsibility

for this rests with the Fac-
ulty, especially those in sen-

ior positions. A uniting thread
throughout the articles in the

book is the intolerable institu-

tionalization of academic dis-

ciplines these days. There's
an attack in each case on the

professional body governing
the discipline, from the

American Political Science
Association to that for Mod-
ern Languages. Professors
come to relate to these as the

centre of attention rather
than to their universities or

their student. The institution-

alization breeds conserva-
tism, smugness, and a womb-
like sense of security. The
early fight for tenure within

university politics breeds in-

security which has the same

impact, usually a prediliction

for convention.

One of the best articles, by

Kathleen Cough, points out

the possible dangers of un-

conventional activity. She
was personally forced to

leave an Eastern p.its univer-

sity for having demanded an

end to the American blockade

of Cuba, and her ability since

that time to get research

grants, particularly for the

projects that she has been

most interested in, the growth

of Communism in underdevel-

oped areas has been very lim-

ited. The picture given of

upper-level academic life is

about as bleak as T.S. Eliot's

The Wasteland, and about as

meaningful.

In a kind of vicious circle

syndrome, Graduate Schools

come to reflect this malaise.

The fragmentation and over-

specialization of graduate
schools, the tremendous drive

for job and status, and the

rigid methodological disci-

pline imposed produce gradu-

ate schools that are anything

but centres of critical

thought. One of the best ar-

ticles puts this point frankly:

"Good undergraduates, when
not completely turned off, are
generally intellectually open-

minded and alive than all but

the best of graduate students,

a commentary not on gradu-

ate genes but on graduate
systems."

The graduate student

"must play the game by the

profession's rules — or he
must abandon the board. His

graduate studies, his disserta-

tion, his ability to find a posi-

tion at 'name' school: all of

these are tokens in the game
on which his teachers have
gambled a certain amount of

their professional prestige. If

he is to find a job (indeed, in

many cases, if he is ever to

be made aware that a pros-

pective job exists), if he is to

achieve tenure and promo-
tions, if he is to survive and
prosper.and especially if he is

to acquire any amount of glo-

ry, then he must be obedient

to the expectations of the

professional powers that con-

trol these rewards." The
Graduate School becomes no
different that the rest of our
professional facilities in its

concentration on technique,

such graduate schools keeps
the vicious academic circle

going.

The integration of the
American university and mil-

itary is shown by the position

of research in those institu-

tions. Throughout this book,

professors again and again
stress the involvement of

their institutions in secret

and semi secret research

work of direct value to the

American Defence Depart-
ment. They talk about pro-

jects financed by the CIA,

and about counter-insurgency

studies and about foreign af-

fairs studies in the social sci-

ence departments. We've not

yet got this kind of a situa-

tion here, but the co-option of

American universities should

make us vigilant in Canada.
The U.S. experience has
proved that institutions giving

research grants can shape th,e

curricula of universities and
can have a tremendous im-

pact on the progress of par-

ticular scholars and particu-

lar points of view in the

scholarship of any discipline.

But the heart of The Dis-

senting Academy is its cri-

tique of content on our
courses. This is one thing

that students have largely

ignored. To actually suggest

that there may be some alter-

native to the content that we
study, that our courses may
be biased, slated, or less rele-

vant that they should be, is

something that just isn't

done. We have to do it.

The perceptions and infor-

mation transferred in the

classroom are the guts of the

university. It's there that real

change will have to take

place.

There have been glimerings
of discontent with content
here; the History Course
Union ran a counter-course in

the philosophy of history last

year; the Psychology Course
Union is running a counter-

course in clinical psychology;
the Free University is offer-

ing counter-courses; but this

has not been a major con-

cern. Anyone reading this

book is going to realize that it

has to be, and that the stu-

dent movement on this cam-
pus has to start very seri-

ously and rigorously analys-
ing the content that's being

trsnsferred here.

The best sections of the

book are those on the social

sciences. And its major cri-

tique is directed at the in-

creasing emphasis on a quan-
titative approach to human
interaction. This quantitative

approach leads to a position

that says what we have in

any situation is simply a spe-

cific problem that must be
dealt with in specific terms^
We do not, in other words,
have an example of a general
problem, of a general situa-

tion in a society that must be
analysed as a whole and
changed. From this you get
the kind of political view that

says there's been "an end to

ideology", and that what we

Little Stevie Wonderf

Liberal, Value-

have from now on are simply
adjustments in particular
parts of the status quo to

make those specific areas
conform to the generally sat-

isfactory condition of the
whole.

Related to this is the moral
detachment of both the social

sciences and humanities. The
problem with this moral de-

tachment is that it doesn't

recognize that there are al-

ready values inherent in the

material taught in these

courses and in the approach
taken. An 'end of ideology'

view is in itself a political

position. A belief that quanti-

tative analysis can under-

stand any problem is itself a

philosophic position. A belief

in amoral consideration of

problems is in fact a form of

conformity to the current

status quo. And anyone who
accepts that the current

status quo is value free has

REVIEW 8



versus the Weepy,

ee Dinosaur.
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not been reading many news-
papers recently.

To say that an economics
based on assumptions drawn
from Thomas Hobbes is

value-free, simply makes a

mockery of words. To say
that international relations

courses which do not consider
the question of right or wrong
in particular events, are
value-free, is simply ridicu-

lous. It has been the refusal

REVIEW 9

to analyse things in terms of

right or wrong, that has per-

mitted, the Americans to stay

in Vietnam, and the Russians

to invade Czechoslovakia.

It's a belief, in vulgar

terms, that might is right',

or at least the only thing

worth analysing. The total

lack of critical evaluation by

this discipline of the war in

Vietnam has probably been

the most depressing copout of

any part of the academic

community

This kind of orientation has
simply been lost. As Bay puts
it. "a concern with human
needs according to priorities

dictated by justice is virtual-

eve ^ better evT .k
" haVe been foreotten and the genuine not sham, based on a

mora, cODOU t ?n7h . S"!
,ecnniaues ° f the Present correct knowledge of what

Sates IZ r , 1
VTd Stalus qu0 have become the nature and reason requiredMates and Canada there has centre of attention

been a great integration of
economists into government Tne article on Anthropolo-
activities and special pro- &< lhe best in this book, of-

jects. The result has been a
fers an°ther example of hid-

general acceptance by the
den value assumptions, i,

decision-making centres of Kather.ne Gough. suggests Li •* Pr°b "

our society of the convention 'hat anthropology has always
"m f0f emPlncal ln1ulr -v

al wisdom of economics. The Deen connected with colonial-

economist has understandably ism tha t it began with the
been fairly smug about this advance of western societies

success. And his smugness int0 undeveloped parts of the
has prevented him from world in the 18th and 19th

clearly seeing and communi- century. At the moment the

eating the basic value as-
involvement of many anthro

sumptions of. his discipline
The whole science of econom-
ics as represented by Gal-
braith, is the epitome of lib-

eral capitalist values.

The assumptions in the
study of economics at the
level of the firm and at the movements in underdevel

Related to this question of
underlying values is another
overriding theme, the social
irrelevancy of much that is

communicated within the
university today. Throughout
The Dissenting Academy

pologlsts with the American „, ere s a cm*™l
leads her to think that anthro- belween social lssm,s .,„,, „„.
pology probably represents courses that are being (aught
neocolonialism as well

6

Anthropologv does not deal
0n0 01 lne bes ' points Marx

with the growth of guerilla
ever

.

made stressed the ne
cessity of unity of theory and
practice To make education
simply a theoretical exercise
is to miss the reality which

level of the national econ- oped parts of the world, ex-
omy, are fairly clearly the cept insofar as understanding
belief in profit maximization them would help to discour-
on the part of any individual, age them, and it does not

< '"u,d ™me '"'m social ac

Those assumptions rarely get deal with the factor of neo-
tlon ticd t0 'earning. We

discussed and an elaborate imperialism, the more subtle
™uld

-
for example, have our

framework is built from control that western econo-
social science courses involve

them. Perhaps even worse, mies often exert in newly
the alternatives to this liberal developed areas. Instead an-

capitalist view of economics thropology concentrates on could have inn political wmh
tists organizing seminars on
issues of particular concern

are seldom presented. We do cut-oft and stagnant commu
not have rigorous courses in nities. and does not deal with

socialist economics; we do questions like Vietnam and ™ lne Bubl ' 1' and tne univer

not study the development of the anthropological affects of
v

workers' control in some American actions on the var-

Eastern European countries; ious tribes and peoples there

in short we do not really deal "It must be acknowledged

with alternatives to the kind that anthropology has not 07 excessive concernThrough
of economic system which been and cannot be ethically ou , bu , pernaps tne [ast scc .

exists in our own society. To neutral Rather, what seems

suggest -that this is not a to have happened is that in

value oriented approach to circumstances of increasing

the problem of production is specialization, bureaucratiza

Over the book, as a whole
hangs the grim reality

Vielnam Some will think it

tion on (he social responsibil-

ity of intellectuals will help

us see why it is so pervasive
an issue. The need to critical

simply amusing, amusing and tion. and management and
| v eva | ua te im-ejgn policy in

a little sad. research by governmenls.

The point is not thai we an(hropologists have virtually

should teach socialist eco- ceased to ask explicitly what

nomics rather than the eco- the human goals of their sci-

nomics taught now, but (hat enceare."

both allernatives should be

the States is crucial for the

U.S. intellectual since his

country is strong enough to

do so much, whether good or

bad. to affect the world.

presented, and that we should

recognize and evaluate the

value-laden assumptions of

the economics taught us now.

A professor at a Canadian
university. Christian Bay. the

head of the Political Science
department at the University

of Alberta, makes the same
The article on economics in points abou( any claim tha(

The Dissenting Academy current political science is

stresses a good deal of this, value-free. When political

also noting thai American scientists talk, as they often
economics has not dealt in do. about the state as an au-
any kind of intellectual way tomobile, to which new parts may"b7the crucial issue';' we
with the questions of wealth can be added and old ones
and income distribution, or taken away, they're accepting
arms and the economy. Rele- a value orientation, (hat in

vant issues such as poverty fact commits them very
have been raised by popular closely to the status quo. Cer-
writers like Michael Harring- lainly i('s a far less critical

ton, rather than by profes- orientation than that with power that we students are
sional economists. Labour which political science began beginning to gain through
relations has been considered The first department of polit- course unions, college coun-
in the context of eliminating ical science was founded at cils, and the S A C. be of
conflict rather than of at- Columbia in 1880 by John Wil- importance in fundamentally
tempting to create a fair divi- liam Burgess, a Union soldier shaping and changing our
sion of power and wealth. In in the civil war. His intention environment,
short, the norms that moti- "was to establish an institu-

vate the way we live together tion of pacifist propaganda. —Steve langdon

Speaking about social rele-

vance, I stress again the sig-

nificance of this book for all

students. If we are really

going to qualitatively affect

this university and the world
around it, we have to begin

the kind of critical evaluation

presented in The Dissenting

Academy. Course content

have to be able to influence

content towards a more hu-

mane, critical and socially

responsible curriculum.

Only in this way will the
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richler shot by fulford at victory!

• • • •

Crisis at the Victory Burlesk,

by Robert Fulford, Oxford

$5.95

Hunting Tigers Under Glass,

by Mordecai Richler, Mc-
Clelland & Stewart

The great American jour-

nalist reports: (draft onel:

"It's a (cold, hot, so-sol

day in Chicago. A butt of a

(Winston, Camel, Lucky) is

lying in the ditch and some-
how it reminds me of the

state our country is in. The
(hippies, dippies, yippies,

McCarthy supporters) are

(grooving, smoking, balling)

in Grant Park. (Come on

kids, be earthy; sock it to-

wards me I need a story.)"

"The cops are attacking

now (tee hee). A big (gorilla,

orang-utang, ixitlcoatal is lift-

ing his (orange, red. polka-dot,

spumoni, bodoni) truncheon
and is beating the kids over the

head with extreme (brutality,

dzeguze, righteousness)."

"I have just been hit on the

(head, shoulders, &? + + ?!)

by a cop. Hey, watch where
you're Flowing forth

from my temples is (blood,

blood! blood!!!). I am uncon-

scious. Argh."

Back in Hemingway's day,

every Tom, Dick and Br?T>is-

law journalist was writing

novels in order to become
famous. Now its the other

way around.

Perhaps, it's because with

mass communications, like

television, there's no lying to

people about the way things

are. Mayor Daley, through

his insight, brought violence

back into the home where it

belongs. Truth now becomes
more fascinating than fiction.

For once, citizens and police-

men were involved with each

other. "Im doing this fer yer

own good, kid," one can hear
a cop saying, as the club
comes down, "So's ya can
learn first hand 'bout where

the government is at, so's ya
won't feel alienated."

That's why most of the best

writing today is being done

by the journalists: Breslin.

Mailer, Fulford, Harry Bruce.

And because of their in-

volvement, each writer can't

possibly stick to the facts,

ma'am. His journalism be-

comes his interpretation of

history as it happens. His

personality becomes one with

the story, making for a melt-

ing of fictional warmth with

journalistic immediacy, and

making the reportage of

world-shattering events like a

fireside chat at home in the

global village.

Robert Fulford is a gifted

writer. The picture on the

dust jacket, perhaps even

better than his writing, shows

up his character. He's hiding

shyly behind a pillar, his face

deadpan, a huge polka dot tie,

and a copy of the Beatle s

Rubber Soul up front of the

pillar.

Fulford is the sort of per-

son who can review Norman
Mailer's Armies oj the Night

and make the review almost

as good as the book. Anyone
who can do this has got to be

the best Canadian journalist

around.

Crisis at the Victory Bur-

lesque is a book of his collect-

ed writings during the 60's,

for the Toronto Star, Ma-
cleans, Canadian Forum and

other journals. If anything at

all, it brings back into print

that hilarious anti-review of

"They Gave Royal Assent:

Governor Generals of British

Columbia". In it, Fulford

lambasts the publishers of

such insignificant tomes (cf.

Bob Rae: tomus (Lat.)) as

"Vigor for Men Over 30", or

"19th Century Pottery and

Porcelain in Canada", for

sending him advance copies

of books that nobody will

ever read.

Perhaps the only writer

COMMERCE AND FINANCE
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who matches up to Fulford's

wit, eloquence and overall

knowledge, is that vastly

underrated movie reviewer

for 'Saturday Night', Mar-

shall Delaney.

In his book of essays, Mor-
decai Richler says of Norman
Mailer: "It's still too early to

write off Norman Mailer.

One still hopes he will stop

clowning and settle down to

the book he has talked about

for so many years. But if he

does have a perception that

will settle for nothing less

than making a revolution in £
the consciousness of our

time, then the sour truth is

he is still imprisoned with it.

Funny that Richler should

write this comment in a book

of his own journalistic-type

essays entitled Hunting Tigers

Under Glass. It's obvious that

Richler wrote this before

reading Mailer's The Armies

oj the Night, in which Mailer

did attempt to make a revolu-

tion in the consciousness of

our time and probably suc-

ceeded. The novel won't be

the same after that.

Now if the hypothesis that

these journalistic forays into

the atmosphere of our times

must reflect the individual

author's style, then Hunting

Tigers Under Glass, falls

short of success. After read-

ing, Cocksure, the pieces in

this book seem remarkably

bland. With the opening of the

book came the anticipation 9
that, "Oboy, here we go;

Richler's gonna make me roll

on the floor." But he doesn't.

Hunting Tigers Under Glass,

is extraordinarily, over-

whelmingly adequate. Only

some of the essays, like the

one on "The Encyclopaedia

of Jews in Sport", come up to

Richler's usual caustic wit.

Perhaps Richler would

have had fun reviewing the

dust jacket of his book which

describes itself as, "a long,

cool look at our mod mod
world from one of the most
with-it writers of our genera-

tion". The only word they left

out is "groovy". (You've got

to hand it to the McLelland &
Stewart admen; they're al-

ways one jump ahead of the

people in Smooth Rock Falls)

Even though all of the es- ^
says are interesting, they

tend to drag, one of Richler's

problems from way back. He
goes on past the point where
interest lags in his essay -on

the resorts in the Catskills.

It's admirable that he has no

axe to grind, that he just de-

scribes everthing as it is, but

it seems as if Richler's best

when he's digging the knife

into somebody. Maybe some-
thing happened to him before

Cocksure. I'd sure like to

know what it was.

— larry haiven
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politics of paranoia
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The Mackenzie King Rec-
ord, Vol II, J. W. Pickersgill
and D. F. Forster (ed.); Uni-
versity of Toronto Press; 471
pages, $12.50.

"I should not forget that at
this time much is owning in

my thought to Robert Burns
and his noble independence
and humanitarian teachings,
but more than all else are the
beautiful teachings of Christ,

and none more beautiful than
the one which begins 'Suffer
the little children to come
unto Me.'

"

William Lyon Mackenzie
King wrote that in his diary
after he gave Canada the
Family Allowance Bill, or
baby bonus. It's one of the
examples that come up time
and time again in which he
personally identifies with
such grand characters; and
therefore his opponents as
covert agents of the devil

plotting against him. In this

second volume his fears of
being "crucified" seem to

build, his delusions become
deeper, as the conscription
crisis builds and threatens to

split both his government and
the country. As- the crisis

builds even his two defense
ministers, Ralston and Mac-
Donald seem to be - plotting

against him, not as agents of
the devil, but as unwitting
tools of those agents—the
Tories.

Paranoia, I suppose, is in-

eyitable for anyone who sees
himself in such a messianic
role. That paranoia made him
the most cautious of politi-

cians. But when he knew
what had to be done, and
there was no other way, he
became ruthless. I can well
imagine that in his cabinet
meetings—described in these
diaries according to the de-

MVIBW 1 1
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gree to which members did

or did not agree with his

ideas—he was a tyrant. The
most obvious case of his use
of personal power, is at the
climax of the conscription

crisis when he demanded his

defence minister Ralston's

resignation, by suddenly pull-

ing out of his pocket a writ-

ten resignation Ralston sub-

mitted two years previously.

He was always terrified of

the prospects of a "palace

revolution."

It was absolutely impera-

tive for King to keep his Cab-
inet squarely behind him. The
Tories were demanding a

Union government of all par-

ties, as in World War I. Any
crack in the solidarity of his

men would have given the

George Drews, the Henry
Bordens, the George Mc-
Cullaghs, and the rest of the

Tory crowd fuel enough to

demand representation in the

government. How cautious
would they have been?
These were the men using

every opportunity to agitate
for conscription. King called
them the Tory Imperialists.

They called for ample sup-
port for Britain and the Cana-
dian boys dying over in Eu-
rope, but King had the
French-Canadians, the C.C.F.
and even Tim Buck's Com-
munists on the other side,

denouncing small i imperial-
ism.

This second volume, takes
the story forward from
King's return from the 1944

Commonwealth conference,
to the founding of the United
Nations and the election of

1945. The bulk of it is the

conscription crisis. It under-
lies everything just as it was
the main domestic issue of

the war. The two volumes
together are the best history

of the war period yet publ-

ished. King made politics his

obsession and every thought

is framed by political consid-

erations. How such and such
would look to the people and
help in the next election

When the next bit of social

welfare legislation should be
passed to be of the most
value in an election but not

look like a bribe. This is case
material for a political scien-

tist studying the workings of

Canada's government—the
cabinet and parliament, the
army, relations with unco-
operative provincial pre-
miers. I Early in this volume
Duplessis gains power in

Quebec and Tommy Douglas
wins Saskatchewan. Ontario
was led by George Drew,
whom King and members of

his cabinet considered the
greatest threat to his country
because of his agitation on
the conscription question).

This volume is also like a
novel, as King tries to keep
order among the various fac-

tions and personalities and
still slowly bring in a meas-
ure he was sure could split

the nation. He was the shrew-
dest of politicians in his use
of power, but constantly
fighting a battle against his

enemies, among which his

own feelings of inadequacy
are just as important as the
Tories. That's why it's hard
to condemn King. We often
think of him as the typical

politician mouthing fence-sit-

ters like "Conscription if

necessary but not necessarily
conscription." But he was
fighting a public mobilized by
the Tories. (Granatstein's
Politics of Survival shows the
desperate situation the Con-
servatives found themselves
in during the war, and why
certain of its members used
every political trick possible
to fight King. George Drew's
agitation over the Hong Kong
Expeditionary Force (Vol I)
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was dirty politics, but did

threaten the government for

a while and was one of the

many little incidents that

helped to polarize the nation

—the English to say more
men are needed overseas; the

French and the socialists say-

ing don't send our men into

action just because Churchill

says the empire is at stake).

He noticed those who op-

posed his no-conscription poli-

cy were the same men who
objected to his social welfare
policies. Typically he con-

nected the two, claiming the

Tories were using the con-

scription issue to defeat him
and in that way defeat his

welfare legislation.

I believe he really did see
himself as the saviour of the

common man. His welfare
legislation wasn't passed only

because of the amazing elec-

toral gains of the C.C.F. He
was talking about some of

them back in the 1920s. And
much as it sounds sour
grapes, I believe this state-

ment from his diary: "I
shrink so inwardly from any-

thing that savours of a dema-
gogic appeal that I find it dif-

ficult to say much about the

poor and the masses of the

people lest it be thought that

this is being done for political

reasons." King thought that

way, and he put it all down in

the most candid way in this

diary. That's what makes it

so fascinating to read.

King must have gained
strength from this diary. It

seems to have been the only
communication he had with
anyone. Chats with his moth-
er through a medium also
seem to have been measures
for constantly reassuring
himself. His diary, though,
was himself, and at the same
time a tool for self-analysis,

self-justification, self-decep-

tion, and a chronicle of his

fcdnt. on R-14)
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books
An Independent Foreign Policy

for Canada? University

League for Social Reform,
Stephen Clarkson, editor.

McLelland and Stewart: $4.95

Democratic political sys-

tems tend to be run less by

the people for the people and

more by pressure groups for

their own self-interest. The
frustration experienced by

those interest groups which

lack power to influence gov-

ernment decision-making is

distressing. During the past

few weeks, mass demonstra-

tions, sit-ins and fasting have

been tried in an attempt to

influence government policy,

specifically in the field of

Canadian foreign policy.

The University League for

Social Reform, an elite group

of university professors main-

ly from Toronto, has idealisti-

cally challenged the govern-

ment by a more intellectual

medium. An Independent

Foreign Policy for Canada? is

the third book that has been

produced by the ULSR. As a

compilation of 19 articles by

25 authors, edited by Stephen

Clarkson, Professor of Politi-

cal Science at U. of T., the

book claims to be a debate,

but of course cannot avoid

concealing the bias of its edi-

tor.

The book is represented as

"an attempt to provoke dis-

cussion", to stimulate public

involvement in the debate

over Canadian foreign policy.

Whether it has been any

more successful in involving

people than the October 25

anti-Vietnam Wsr demonstra-

tion is questionable. Five

thousand copies have been

printed and presumably sold,

but only 1000 people aspired

to send in a questionnaire

enclosed with the book as an

attempt to measure public

opinion and widen the base of

decision-making.

However, the book does

succeed as an attempt by

academics to provide an eval-

uation of and an alternative

to present Canadian foreign

policy, to fill a role irrespon-

sibly ignored by Parliament

and by the bureacracy behind

our politicians.

The dominant theme
throughout many of the 19

articles centres on attack on

what has been referred to as

the Canadian foreign policy of

Quiet Diplomacy, which the

book essentially regards as

the antithesis of an independ-

ent foreign policy. The Feder-

There is
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al. Government has used

Quiet Diplomacy as an ex-

cuse for failure to analyze

causes and call for effective

action. 'What "Middle Power"
really means is "Defender of

the Status Quo".

Indeed, the emphasis on

negotiation for its own sake,

rather than for settlement, is

a manifestation of the Cana-

dian political character

moulded by a federal system.

Federal-provincial relations

have maintained a tenuous

balance for the past 100

years, with problem-solving

on an ad-hoc basis and no

lasting solution ever having

been achieved. The success-

ive procedure of Royal
Commission followed by inac-

tion has been transplanted to

the international scene in the

form of Canada's role of

peace-keeping. As one article

points out, a peace-keeping

force merely suppresses the

conflict which necessitated

intervention, but does nothing

to solve that conflict by fur-

ther action.

Frequent reference is made
in several articles in the book

to the restrictions involved in

the implementation of an in-

dependent Canadian foreign

policy. The present method of

governmental decision-mak-

ing is attacked, and various

proposals are put forward to

make decision-making more
visible, more open to the

Canadian people.

Quiet diplomacy, to Profes-

sor Frank Griffiths, is pri-

vate diplomacy propagated by

our own English-style civil

service, an elite few who
appear to be consistently

conservative and pro-Ameri-

can. He proposes several

changes in the existing politi-

cal system — "intermediate

groups" (more elites), more
research staff for M.P.'s, a

restructuring of the network

of decision-making to permit

more involvement and better

communication with the publ-

ic. Thus, typical of the small

"c" liberals who have con-

tributed to this book, he pro-

poses changes to make the

system work better,without

considering that what is need-

ed are fundamental changes

in the system itself.

In their pristine liberalism,

some of the contributors even

advocate a foreign policy

which reflects a utilitarian

view — putting the greatest

happiness for the greatest

numbers ahead of the nation-

al interest. To judge by the

fear of American economic
retaliation expressed by some
of the authors, Canada's na-

tional interest would soon

replace universal welfare. As
long as people's attitudes are

products of our authoritarian

educational system and vic-

tims of biased news media,

they will tend to think solely

in terms of the status quo,

namely our present materi-

alistic value system. The
degree of objectivity in Cana-

dian foreign policy is deter-

mined by our wallet. No au-

thor reflects upon the essen-

tial prerequisite of an inde-
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pendent foreign policy, a dif-

ferent value system that

would transcend self-interest.

Reference is made to the

influence that Quebec could

have in determining an inde-

pendent foreign policy for

Canada as a whole. A differ-

ent culture does help to keep

the American dogs at bay,

but how much willingness has

the federal government
shown in allowing Quebec a

meaningful voice in the for-

eign affairs which are specifi-

cally in Quebec's own inter- k

est?

The familiar topics of cur-

rent debate regarding Can-

ada's role vis-a-vis the world

are extensively covered in An
Independent Foreign Policy

for Canada? — Vietnam.
NATO, Cuba, the O.A.S.,

American economic domina-
tion, Rhodesia, nuclear weap-
ons, peace-keeping. An in-

formed article by Professor

Pratt reminds Canada of the

role it should be playing re-

garding the question of

Rhodesian independence. Two
other articles analyze foreign

aid and recommend that

Canadian aid should concen-

trate on countries where aid

Would have maximum per

capita impact. However, the

authors fail to reveal that

much of Canada's external

aid is tied aid, forcing under-

developed nations to buy
Canadian manufactures at >

*

inflated prices, and therefore

primarily enriching our
American "branch-plant"
economy.

Ian Lumsden offers an en-

lightened analysis of the po-

litical situation in South

America, warns Canada to

avoid American mistakes in

perpetuating unjust social

systems, and recommends
that Canada maintain its liai-

son with Cuba.

—george dovies
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The Distemper of Our
Times. Peter C. Newman.
McClelland and Stewart. 479
pages. $8.95.

I have never felt myself
obsessively fascinated by the
carrying out of the nation's
business in Ottawa. Barring
complete revolution, there
has always seemed to me
very little chance of a gov-
ernment decision having any
sort of profound impact on
my life. I may prefer one
decision over another, but I

don't really care.

The reason for this, I hope,
isn't apathy or abnegation of
responsibility, but rather the
fact that our two governing
parties work resolutely within
a system with which I basi-
cally disagree — 'grasping'
capitalism — and they strive
to perpetuate that system. It

matters only slightly whether
the Liberals or Progressive
Conservatives hold the reigns
of power.

While people point stren-
uously to the amount of
'progressive' legislation
passed by the Pearson gov-
ernment, the same govern-
ment also paid incredible lip-

service to 'big business', ig-

noring the Carter Report re-

commendations, bringing
Robert Winters into the cabi-
net, yielding to American
economic guideline, etc.,

DRIFTING BURNWOOD
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By David Walden - Comedian
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& Lewis Capson - Lyricist
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culminating in the total victo-

ry won by Mitchell Sharp
over Walter Gordon and his

brand of economic national-

ism.

The Diefenbaker Cabinet
housed such Bay Street boys
as George Hees, Wallace
McCutcheon and Donald
Fleming. And the ruin of
Diefenbaker came about
when he tried to buck the
pro-American, economic es-
tablishment, so well repre-
sented in his cabinet.

But despite my unfortunate
boredom with Canadian polit-

ical policies, I remain in-

tensely interested in its politi-

cal personalities. The fact
that Lester Pearson once
represented Switzerland in

international ice hockey is

more interesting to me than

the fact that he didn't make a
very good Prime Minister.
And the whimsical sense of
humour that often came out
of a nice little guy with a bow
tie interests me more than
his ability or inability to con-
trol an unruly cabinet.

The same with John Dief-
enbaker, surely one of the
most absolutely fascinating
persons ever to careen about .

on the Canadian political
stage. We all know Diefenba-
ker's hang-ups as a politician
— his abominable misunder-
standing of French-Canada,
his ridiculous devotion to
everything British, his utter
failure to cope with a chang-
ing Canada.

But still, what a personali-
ty. What a fighter. What an

(Cont. on R-14)
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REVELATIONS
OFA
FILM FOX
Sly reportsfrom afriend in thefield

I sauntered onto the set of "The Prime of

Miss Jean BrodieM in Edinburgh just in time

to dig Maggie Smith at work. She's some-

thing else! As a romantic, eccentric Scottish

schoolteacher whose very presence inflames

any man around, she declares, "Give me a

girl who is at an impressionable age and she

is mine for life!
11—ready to pass on her

know-how to nubile students. I loped into Magg ie Smith and

Maggie's dressing-room to offer her a few Pamela Franklin

pointers but she recoiled in distress, 'i can't bear personal pub-

licity," she said, a plea in her beautiful green eyes. "It's against

my nature. I'd much rather have my work speak for itself." Jean

Brodie, Maggie explained, is determined to teach her favorite high-

school lassies that they must be on the alert to recognize their

'prime
1 moments in life and love and then live them to the full.

Showing me a candid snapshot of Pamela Franklin, cast as one of

the student lovelies, Maggie asked me if I'd like to be her Dutch

uncle. Oh, to have had a teacher like that when I was a cub!

Sighing, I flew to Austria, where a fellow dropout, Assaf Dayan,

was playing a medieval college man in "A
Walk with Love and Death." Trying to

avoid fighting on anyone's side except his

own during the Hundred Year's War, he ro-

mances his costar Anjelica Huston, under

the watchful eye of her director-father, John

Huston. "Bit of a bind, what?" I asked. Assaf

shrugged philosophically. "It would be a

pleasure to pursue her under anyone's eye,"

he said. "Look at that ravishing brow! That

4njetlca Huston ttnfr Assdj Dayan Michael York

elegant figure! That enigmatic smile!" I quivered. "Even though

the story is set in olden times," he went on, "it's for the young of

today. I play a student who quits the university because he doesn't

feel related to what he is doing. The year is 1358 A.D. but you

think times have changed all that much?" I was too busy eyeing

Anjelica to answer. Then her old man kicked me off the set and I

repaired to "The Guru" for wisdom in ways of controlling the

physical appetites, trailing Michael York and Rita Tushingham to

India. Michael appears as an English pop singer studying the sitar

with a famed guru, played by (Jtpal Dult, while Rita is an enchant-

ing hippy searching for life's meaning. "What have you discov-

ered:'" i asked them in Benares, They were too busy gazing into

each other's eyes to answer. "Guru" Dull was meditating at the

Ganges under a Do Not Disturb sign so I buttonholed the first

swami I fell over. "What is the future?"

I inquired. "I think there is hope for you," •^T^/^r^yT^^
he replied, "(n your next life you will most /, ^*

V

likely be a wolf." 'till next month

l*o r a great fn-e photo of Anjelica Huston and Assaf Dayan, the

brilliant new stars of A Walk with Love and Death, just drop

a card to T. C. Fox, Kadio City Post Office 'S27W, New York. New
York 10019.

(Paid Advertisement)
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orator. "The Chief" was
straight out of Shakespear —
King Lear, Julius Caesar,

Macbeth, rolled into one for-

boding presence that domi-

nated Parliament Hill for ten

years. Forget political short-

comings (anyway, has Can-

ada ever had a 'great' prime

minister?). Cloaked in trag-

edy and greatness, often at

the same time, Diefenbaker

was bloody good just to have

around and to experience.

That's what I have against

Peter C. Newman and his

latest book. The Distemper of

our Times, a highly critical

survey of the Pearson admin-

istration. Newman has no

interest in people, no concern

with their roles as human
beings. Wholly caught up in

the phobia of Canada's poten-

tial as a great country, he

cannot bring himself to ex-

cuse either Pearson or Dief-

enbaker for failing to live up

to his high expectations. But

Dief ... but Mike ... I

thought you were going to

make us great, he wails.

Newman seems to exist in

a perpetual state of disillu-

sion as one Kennedy after

another becomes only Mike
Pearson or John Diefenbaker

or . . . Pierre Trudeau.

"The office of prime minis-

ter," he writes, "demands of

its occupant some special

quality, a dimension of un-

realized potential, to main-

tain a distance between him-

self and the people. Pearson's

personality was fatal to any

sense of awe." Newman's
complaint, therefore, is that

Pearson was merely a good

man, and not a great one.

There's no room for decency

in the Peter C. Newman
world of power politics, no

room for people to be people.

Newman goes to say, "At

the core of Lester Pearson's

disappointing performance

was the fact that during his

time in power he behaved as

if he would rather be himself

than a memorable prime
minister."

For that same reason I

admire Lester Pearson. This

may sound hopelessly naive,

but, given the pretexts of our

society and our political sys-

tem, I don't feel it matters a

great deal who the prime

minister is, the same basic

injustices and exploitation go

on irregardless. So if the

prime minister is a refresh-

ing individual or an interest-

ing personality, I'm satisfied

(blush).

Newman also has criticism

for Gordon's style (an essen-

tial Newman ingredient of

greatness): "Even his books,

with their revolutionary im-

plication for Canadian soci-

ety, read like dry texts on

bee-keeping." It's not what
you say, Walter, but how you

say it. Pearson's style, too,

comes in for heavy criticism.

What this has to do with gov-

erning the country Newman
never quite makes clear.

Picking up where he left

off in Renegade in Power,

Newman renews his attack

on Diefenbaker with savage

intensity. In fact, perhaps one

of the reasons for his harsh-

ness towards Pearson was his

persistent failure to out cam-
paign "the Chief". The press

could never quite forgive

Pearson for not giving Dief-

enbaker the type of electoral

thumping they felt he de-

served.

Diefenbaker's one great

asset, the asset which en-

abled him to hang on for such

an interminable length of

time, was his overwhelmingly

superior contact with that

mystical group, "the people".

Pearson, cut off for so many
years in the cocoon of the

civil service, could never

hope to come across as the

champion of the "little man".
He felt shy and uncomforta-

ble among strangers, while

Dief relished in the worm
bask of swarming voters. "I

never campaign. I just visit

with the people," he once

said. It was a quality of Dief-

enbaker twhich has never

been admired adequately.

As a political analysis of

the years when Lester Pear-

son was Prime Minister of

Canada, Distemper of our

Times is excellent.

But Newman's chief error

lies in castigating people for

falling short of greatness.

Worthwhile contributions

become minimal side-effects

to the great show of failure.

He almost passes over Pear-

son's crucial grasp of how to

deal with Quebec when Con-

federation seemed on the

ropes.

)

Lester Pearson's greatest

attribute as a very ordinary

prime minister was his stead-

fastness in refusing to be

changed by the job. He re-

mained decent, likeable, wit-

ty, intelligent and refined

throughout his years in office.

I'm sorry but that's quite

enough for me.

— rod mickleburgh

(com. from R-l I

)

thoughts to be preserved for

history.

King was sort of a Charlie

Brown character. His diary is

the comic strip by which he

speaks to us; the medium is

Lucy at the psychiatric-help

stand; and absolute assur-

ance of greatness in the eyes

of others, is the little red-

haired girl. The most uncom-
fortable parts of this diary

are his accounts of meetings
with world leaders, deGaulle,

Churchill and especially

Roosevelt. He pretended
greatness but never got in

their way. He relished their

compliments and kowtowed
to their requests. At the Que-

bec conferences (the second

is in this volume) he only

supplied the whiskey but had

his picture taken with the

powerful men, to show the

public he was right in there

with the biggest.

His own personality is at

the basis of Canada's nation-

alism during the war—and in

many ways since then. He
didn't want any other country

to make his decisions for

him, even though the end

result was the same. He felt

uncomfortable in the pres-

ence of a British governor

general and planned a Cana-

dian flag and anthem. He was
pulling away from Britain,

only to be forced into the

U.S. sphere by the war and
by his own subservience to

Roosevelt.

To him subservience to

Britain was the greater evil.

His greatest failure then was
probably in missing the point

altogether; he saw that the

lower classes needed better

welfare provisions and that

the financial interests and the

industrialists didn't want to

share their wealth; but he
didn't see that this analysis

of society applies best to the

United States. And on the in-

ternational level, his analysis

of imperialism was horribly

shallow. He cut ties with the

formal British Empire only

to wrap himself in informal

economic and military ties

with the United States. Of

course, then, King was al-

ways an under-achiever. At
the University of Toronto,

where he led the North
American world's first stu-

dent strike and then^finked on

it, he worked terribly hard

and never got top recognition.

An incomplete man person-

ally, he purveyed an incom-

plete brand of nationalism.

While in London he was told

a Normandy invasion would
take place, but not the exact

date. This he found out: 'On

June 6 ... awakened about

half past four in the morning
by the constable on duty

knocking on his bedroom door

and "coming in saying: Mr.
King, the invasion has be-

gun." Pickersgill released a

statement to the press calling

Normandy "the climax pf the

war."

—volkmar richter



Expo '70 will be held in

Osaka, Japan. The theme of
the exposition will be "Pro-
gress and Harmony for Man-
kind." Since Canada was the
first country to sign for a site

at the world's fair and since
there will be four pavilions
representing Canada (which
is more than any other coun-
try), it should be safe to as-
sume that Canada has some-
thing very important to say
on this theme.

Total Canadian participation
for the Canada, Ontario, Que-
bec and British Columbia pa-
vilions will cost twenty million
dollars. The exposition com-
mittee estimates that a maxi-
mum number of sixteen thou-
sand Canadians will attend the
fair. Thus Canadians are pay-
ing $1,250 for each Canadian
attending the fair. What is

there to show for this?

Quebec has not announced
the design of its pavilion and
it has stated that it plans only
to make conventional uses of

film. (Total cost: three mil-
lion dollars.)

British Columbia's pavilion

will be a 160-foot tower
carved from spruce trees. A
movie on B.C.'s resources
will be shown on a squat 45-

by-9 foot screen. Ironically

the whole pavilion will be

surrounded by water.

Ontario will construct a
relatively conservative pavil-

ion for less than two million

dollars and will feature a new
Chris Chapman film which
should cost $650,000, only

$150,000 more than A Place to

Stand. Whereas Chapman's
Montreal film was shown on
a flat 60-by-30 foot screen, the

new film will be shown on a

90-by-35 foot screen which
will curve at 120 degrees.
Chapman, who was the direc-

tor, designer, cameraman
and editor of his award-win-
ning A Place to Stand intends
to concentrate more on peo-
ple this time around. He is

not interested in introducing
any new techniques and he
does not think a picture about
industry will particularly
impress the Japanese.

In his words: "We can't
say, 'Look we build ships
'oo,' when ours are canoes
compared with theirs. Or,
Look, we build cars as well,'

when they build original
cars."

This film will last about
e'ghteen minutes, the same
length as the Montreal film,
and will again be shot on 70
mm.
Mr. Randall, our Minister

°f Trade and Development,
thinks of the film as depicting
Progress and Harmony

among Ontario's Mankind."
We can assume from this
that there will be lots of
shots of The Six Nations Re-

serve in Brantford and other
progressive parts of the prov-
ince.

Canada has budgeted $11,-
200,000 for its pavilion. It wiil
have a fairly interesting de-
sign. (After the flop in Mont-
real, how can they go wrong?)
The theme of the pavilion will
be Discovery, so at least they
do not have any pretensions.
Movies will ae shown on a

triangular 47 - by - 25 foot
screen and also on a 18 - by - 30
foot parabolic glass unit which
will seem to offer the image
from behind the screen. The
further the viewer stands from
the screen the larger the movie
appears. All film productions
will be in the charge of the Na-
tional Film Board of Canada.

Aside from these pavilions,

Canadians will be doing some
very significant film-making
for Expo '70. As the Osaka
Exposition was already being
planned in May, 1966, the
Japanese were able to go
over Expo '67 with a fine

tooth comb. Some of the bes

talent at our World's Fai
was hired by an organizatio

known as the Fuji Grou-
This is a group of thirty-si

companies headed by the Fu
Bank.

The group is going to buil

a six million dollar pavilio

made out of "air beams.
These are air-filled tubes si>

teen feet in diameter mad
from vinyl-coated canvas
These tubes will be arrange
side by side to create a struc

ture twenty stories in height.

Once inside the pavilion th

visitor will be carried aroun>

first on an outer ring then o

an inner ring of eonveyo

belts. This trip takes twent
minutes. During twelve o

those minutes a film will b>

showing on a screen with 65

by-90 foot dimensions. (Thi:

is about seven stories ii

height.) By merely turnin-

his head the visitor can sei

the film from anywhere ii

the pavilion. During the re

maining eight minutes then

will be a highly complex au

dio-visual treatment.

The film and the audij-vis

ual display will eomple,neni

each other and will both b<

closely related to the pavil

ion's theme. Roughly, tht

theme which the Fuji Bank

has chosen is that the future

of mankind will depend on

man's compassion. Further

that compassionate man not

technological man will lead

the way to the twenty-first

century. The subject of the

pavilion will be man through-

out the world.

First the Fuji Group hired

a new Canadian Company

called Multiscreen Corpora-

tion. Among the company's

members are: Roman Kroi-

tor, who originated and pro-

duced Labyrinth for the Na-
tional Film Board; and
Graeme Ferguson and Robert
Kerr, who produced another
E:;pc '67 film called Polar
Life. Multiscreen Corporation
will produce the film.

Roman Kroitor will be co-

producer with Kiichi Ichika-

wa, who is known to North
Americans through his film

Woman in the Dunes. It is

hard to imagine two people
with more divergent film
styles working together. How
is it possible to combine big-

screen technical* achieve-
ments with the moving, stark

simplicity of a film like

Woman in the Dunes?
Three other Canadians hold

important positions in this

production. Donald Brittain is

the Director and Colin Low is

the Art Director. Low will

look after the audio-visual

treatment. The chief camera-
man is Georges Dufaux, who
recently won an Etrog for his

camerawork in Isabel.

The first thing that should

be noted about this pavilion is

that it will have no sequence.

The visitor enters at any
time. He may come in during

the audio-visual display or he

may come in during the mid-
dle of the film. In most cases
the visitor will see the end of

the film before he sees the

beginning.

This will be the "biggest"
film ever seen and so new
equipment has been invented.

Multivision. the name of their

invention, will have a frame
size three times that of 70

mm film. Not only that, but

the film will run laterally

through the projector. This
new equipment is deemed
necessary so that they can
get a high quality image. The
huge screen is being used to

give people a higher degree
of involvement.

Filming will start in Can-
ada, but the final film version

will probably have scenes
from everv continent.

The total budget for the

twenty minute message is

one million dollars. How will

the results compare to Tke
Ernie Game, which cost only

$500,000 or to Nobody Waved
Goodbye, which had a budget
of fifty thousand dollars.

There are a number of de-

pressing things about Expo
'70. First despite its theme,
there can be no doubt that

this fair is Big Business. Se-

condly, although compassion
and not technology should
lead the way to the twenty-
first century, it is obvious
that in these films at least,

technology has surpassed
compassion. Involvement is

placed much higher than
emotion. Thirdly, the Fuji

Group is being given an ex-

cellent chance to show its

real deep-down humanity.
See you at the trade fair in

Osaka.

—tom curran
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bargain book basements
Hugh Anson - Cart-

I wright's, in the Odd-
fellows' Hall on College

St., is the best book shop in

the city. There are no pa-

per bags, no bills, and

sometimes no small

change; but these are tri-

fles.

Hugh runs the place in

his spare time (12:30 to 5:

30 Monday to Friday), but

it's worth taking an after-

noon off from the glue fac-

I tory to have a look around.

This is the only book

I store in Toronto to consist-

I ently have copies of hard-

I er-to-find or less usual

I
works (Carl Van Vechten's

I novels, Aleister Crowley,

early Paul Bowles, Emma
Goldman's book on Russia).

plus old books and first

I editions. Besides literature

(almost entirely English-

language authors) there is

a good historical and mili-

tary section, and generally

a lot of intriguing stuff at

very reasonable prices.

Of the good used book-

stores. Jack's Books is the

largest. Right in the heart

of Skid Row, usually

I flanked by various be-

I whiskered and shuffling

I men of leisure one discov-

I ers Jack's Books. Inside,

1 there are lurid paperbacks
and pulp science-fiction

magazines, but further

back in the store, there are

good fiction and lit. crit.

sections and a useful rack

of better paper backs at

half price (including occa-

sionally, out-of-print pen=

guins and such). The only

uninteresting section is the

poetry. Jack's is a used

book store and no-one, it

seems, sells poetry. Not
many people buy it, and

those who do usually hang

onto it.

Also available at Jack's

are back issues of literary

magazines, Life, New
Yorker, Sports Illustrated,

Nugget. The Big Babes,

etc. The staff is sullen,

except for the elderly man
in the trilby who is delight-

ful. I think he sleeps in

that hat.

Batta Books is cramped,
civilized and friendly, and

the prices are reasonable.

There are good selections

of fiction (especially for-

eign authors) and travel.

Sometimes obscure and
out-of-the-way items turn

up (I picked up Rudolf

Steiner's 'Atlantis and
Lemuria' for $1.00 and
Merejkowski's 'Jesus the

Unknown' and Jesus Mani-

fest' for $2.50 each.) Batta

is at 656 Yonge Street, and

will buy your old paper-

backs.

The Book Cellar, on Bay
St. just south of Bloor

deals mostly in magazine;

and paperbacks, including

stuff from some of the lit-

tle presses in Canada and
the States. The poetry sec-

tion is particularly good,

and there is a wide range
of magazines, including

Anarchy', 'Stamp Collect-

ing', 'Psychedelic Quarter-

ly' and various doggie jour-

nals. The staff are swell

and the place— is always
horribly crowded.

The Village Bookstore at

29 Gerrard St. W. carries

interesting things from
small presses. Martin
Avenhaus who runs it

sometimes gives the

impression of being rather

sinister:

Lady Customer: Do you
have anything new in . . .

today . . . Martin?
Martin: Oh yes . . . yes .

. . I have a lot of new
things in ... I don't think

anything that would inter-

est you though . . .

L.C.: NO? . . . No? . . .

Oh, well . . . You know I

haven't read the books I

have yet you know.
M: No?
L.C.: No . . . I have a. lot

of books you know.
M: Yes ... I imagine

you have, (they both stare

into space for a while, as if

remembering lost visions).

M.: We're having a sale

next week you know . . .

L.C.: Yes . . . Will it be

a great sale?

N. : I think it will be a

really . . . great . . . sale,

(a slight frown develops on

the brow; beads of sweat.)

Book World at 72 Ger-
rard W. and the Vanguard
Bookstore opposite Brit-

nells are run by different

factions of the communist
movement — Vanguard by
the Trotskyists, Book
World by the (generally

pro-Moscow) Party. Both
have an interesting array
of leftist books and maga-
zines. Book World offers

Russian classics in inex-

pensive Soviet editions.

While Book World has an
art gallery upstairs, Van-
guard has a back room,
supposedly for revolution-

ary political meetings, but
it's long been my opinion
that this is a front for ille-

gal bingo.

The Old Favorites used
book store is the place to

go if you want a 1927 road
map of Pennsylvania, a
parts manual for your old

Austin or back issues of

Playboy. Otherwise, the
books are Old all right, but
there aren't many of your
Favorites. (Poems of Elsie

Windham Birch, 1827; Eng-
lish For Modern Schools;

Christ's Message To YOU;
etc.) A cavernous ware-
house basement at King
and University, this one is

advised only for the most
persistent, optimistic and

hardened bookhunters. The
prices are high, many of

the books are in poor con-

dition and the 'search serv-

ice' is a joke. Not for any-

one allergic to dust.

The Volume One at Spa-

dina and Harbord has both
new and used books and
for a small shop, the selec-

tion and organization are

excellent.

There are of course the

Yonge St. paperback stores

that have pornography in

the back. Olympia Books

at 587 Yonge is the biggest.

High-Heeled Yvonne' is

available here; also Mau-
rice Girodias' Olympia
Press books (Alex Tro-

chhi's 'Helen and Desire'

for example). There's a

fair selection of science

fiction and wall posters.

Finally, for American
'underground' newspapers

such as The Oracle, the

place to jo is the Head
Shop at 98 Scollard St. in

Yorkville.

All these stores are

within healthy walking dis-

tance of the St. George
campus. They're a good

way to spend a Saturday in

the city, and who knows,

maybe you'll stumble on

that first edition of Las-

celles Abercrombie you've I

been looking for for so

long. '

— ion young I

< Graphics David McNiven Editor Michael Ignatieff
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By LEIGHTON REID

wireiapping Noon please not come. Innis I . little grey

The police chief is the man
best able to control the mis-

use of wiretapping, says
Metro Police Chief James
Mackey.

He was speaking at a

conference on electronic

snooping Thursday afternoon

in the Edward Johnson Build-

ing.

"Organized crime is now a

major threat," he said. "We
need all the help we can
get."

Mackey said criminals are

now using electronic "bug-

ging" devices in house break-

ins, frauds, and blackmail.

He wants the law to prohibit

the use of these de'vices by
everyone but law-enforce-

ment agencies.

Alan Westin, author of a

book, Privacy and Freedom,
wants a series of wiretapping

regulations that evolve along

the lines of search warranT"
legislation and custom.
He described surveillance

equipment that makes it pos-
sible to hear conversations up
to a mile away.

"Sound within a building
makes the windows vibrate.
The windows in turn emit
"ultra-sound" which can be
picked up by sensitive equip-
ment," he explained.

The most important poten-
tial danger to the individual's
privacy is the growth of
immense computer networks,
compiling large amounts of

personal information, said
Westin,

"Large statistical data-
banks will require that infor-

mation be kept up to date.

Identifiers will be hired to do
just that job," he warned.
The conference is part of a

two-day larger program, Law
and Freedom in a Changing
Society, sponsored by the
faculty of law.

building beside SAC office

^ardvark anyone welcome to talk
4 p m

about anything whatsoever. Advisory

bureau. Spadina and Huron.

fig*

Students have found the Yellow

Pages one of the most useful

reference books around. They

know it's the one sure place to

find everything they need —
quickly and easily. Whether
you're in Arts & Sciences, Engi-

neering, Education — make a

course in Yellow Pages part of

your curriculum. Graduate from

looking to finding. Wear out your

fingers instead of yourself.

let your fingers do the walking

4 p.m.

History of U of T. Room^D105.
University College

6 p.m.
2 P-m. There are no meetings scheduled

Anarchism. Will the RCMP fink at this hour.

GETTING ENGAGED?
The size or weight of a Diamond
is One factor that accounts for

its value. There are of least three

others of equal importance. Our
free booklet "The Day You Buy
a Diamond" gives information on
what you should expect and get

when you invest in o Diamond.
You CAN buy on o Direct Basis.

H. PROCTOR & CO.
DIAMOND AND GEM DEALERS.
1 3 I BLOOR ST. W.. SUITE 416,

TORONTO

I

»

L

If you're an - *

NG 4000
or an

NG5000...
there's room at the top in

ONTARIO'S PUBLIC SERVICE
j

an NG 4000 will graduate in Science *

Business and Commerce * Economics * Geography |

* Sociology or Engineering. jij

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER FOR DETAILS |

AND RESUME FORMS.
|

Forward a completed resume marked Code NG 4000 i|i

by December 16, 1968, to the address below.

an NG 5000 will be a candidate for

the special Administrative Training Program, and

will be a post graduate or a 1969 honours graduate

in Business or Public Administration * Economics *

Sociology * Politics * Mathematics * Geography, |

or will graduate in Engineering. |

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER FOR DETAILS

AND RESUME FORMS. 1

Forward a completed resume marked Coc/e NG 5000

by December 16, 1968, to— 1

The University Liaison Officer,

Ontario Department of Civil Service, ? |
Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ontario.

Note: Interviews will he arranged j! the earliest possible date.

6?) ONTARIO
PROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY
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the ice breakers

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
9 a.m.

Tickets for Stop The World I Want

to get Off are on sale at Hart House

Theatre Box Office. Until 5 p.m.

from now until Nov. 20.

NOON

General meeting of the Psychology

Student's Union. Innis College,

fefb

1 p.m.

OSAP working group. Come and

plan the march. 91 St. George.

The Fossil Story, Above The Hori-

zon — Department of Geology Films.

Room 128 in the Mining Building.

1:15 p.m.

First of a series of noon hour folk

concerts — contemporary folk songs.

Free! New College, Room 52A.

8 p.m.

SNEEZLES — School of nursing

Show. Tickets $1.50 — available at

door. Cody Hall.

Dance at Forest Hill Collegiate,

with two bands. 75c at the door.

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis film

"You're Never Too Young" Friday,

Saturday and Sunday. Also Saturday

at midnight and Kiddie matinee at 1:

30 and 3;30 p.m. 50c. Rochdale Col-

lege, 341 Bloor W, 2pd floor.

Computer Dating Dance — Drill

Hail, 119 St. George. Admission Free

with numbered questionnaire. Oth-

ers: Girls 50c, guys 75c. Computer

dating results now available at SAC
jffice and the Engineering Stores.

9 p.m.

Not only a dance, a veritable sur-

jrise party — Music by the Shambuls
- $1 .00 per person. International

Student Centre.

10:30 p.m.

Coffee House — Wymilwood, Victo-

ria College 'til 2 a.m. — Group —
50c.

SATURDAY
Saturday's BFC Crash In will not

be held due to legal technicalities.

The Teddy Bear assault will be held

as planned. Signed GCP.

SUNDAY
2:30 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement. Gen-

eral discussion, planning of Solandt

demonstration, preparation of wall-

poster. 44 St. George.

8 p.m.

1) film -"Threatening Sky" North

Vietnamese. 2) panel: moderator,

Rev. John Morgan (Unitarian

Church), George Strong (Fellowship

of Reconciliation). Kay MacPerson,

Claire Culhane. Free admission, ci-

der and donuts. 35 Hazelton Ave.,

Heleconian Club.

ISC's 2nd Birthday party, with

Canadian folksingers Merla and Merv
Watson. Open House — 33 St.

George.

8:30 p.m.

Stephen Lewis will present a dis-

cussion on the topic Biafra, where do

we stand.

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

MAN DALA
SOUL CRUSADE

PLUS THESTACCATOS

FRI.NOV.15 — 9-12 PM
ADMISSION $2.00 (AT DOOR)

CLASSIFIED
WANTED — an older man for part in

Campus Film. No experience necessary

Please call Maryka 924-5245.

SNEEZLES — School of Nursing Show
Cody Hall. School of Nursing at 8:00
p.m. Ticket $1 50 at the door

EXPERIENCED STUDENT — Essay
typist; 25c a page, call Ruth at 920-
1078. or Rochdale College. Room 1503,
after 6; and on weekends.

VANCOUVER-BOUND? couple is seek-

ing ride west (leaving Dec. 20th or

shortly thereafter) and would like to

share expenses with interested drivers

Please call 922-0288 after 5 p.m.

WANTED — 3rd girl to share 6 room
apartment. Own room Call 531 -6803
after 6: or Miss Kirk at 363-7081

PROFESSOR ERIC COCHRANE of the

University of Chicago, will give a public

lecture. Thursday 21 November at 4:00
p.m. entitled "Laity, Episcopacy and Cu-
ria in the Italian Counter Reformation

"

The lecture will be in Carr Hall A. St

Michael's College.

Professor Cochrane will lead an open
seminar the following morning Friday,

November 22, at 10 00 a.m. in the Up-
per Library. Massey College on the

theme, "From Corporate to Individual

Christianity: the Post-Tridentine Church
in Florence."

WANTED URGENTLY — a tutor for

Grade XHI Physics. Please call Cathy
Lewis 462 -0509 after 4 p.m.

BAHAMAS — Dec 27 - Jan. 2 - 7

days - $195.00 Includes: Jet return,

transportation, hotel ace transfers. Con-
tact C U.S . 44 St George, Toronto 5.

Ont Tel: 921-2611

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
1265 MILITARY TRAIL

(MORNINGSIDE & ELLESMERE)

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

UKRAINIAN STUDENT'S CLUB

FALL DANCE
BAR FRI. NOV. 15

8:30 PM
UNF HALL,

College & Spadina

I HAVE A 2 BEDROOM flat in High
Park and need a girl to share it. Very
inexpensive. Call Fiona 535-5631.

FOR SALE Fender Delux Reverberation

Amplifier Contact Mark RU 2 -8634.

ATTENTION STUDENTS — Expert

typing done — East Toronto — Husband
Electrical Engineer — can be helpful in

typing for Engineering students Call Mrs
German — 698-2055

1963 TRIUMPH TR4 metallic grey,

Michelin X tires, radio, heater, new
brakes on front Best offer Phone Keith
759-6381 dunng day

SKI QUEBEC — 4 days and 3 nights
— Transportation, room and meals.

$59 00 — evenings at Quebec Carnival
— tickets on sale Fridays — 2 00 p.m
at New College

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND" — H, Proctor and
Co , 131 Bloor St W . Suite 416, 921-
7702

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on >

new better, quality suits, coats, sport -

swear, tuxedos, tails, etc FRANK EL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church St.,

366-4221

ESSAYS, theses — expertly typed on
electric machine Rates most reasonable

920 2969 22 Roxborough St W.. at

Rosedale Subway Stn.

EXCELLENT opportunity to work in a

creative Hebrew atmosphere this sum-
mer Specialists needed in all areas. Sen-
ior and junior counsellors also needed
Top pay Applicant must speak Hebrew
Contact Camp Massad 787-0197
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CURTIS LEMAY will not be coming to

the New College Dance, featuring the

Chosen Few. 8:30 p.m. Sat. Nov 16.

GIRL WANTED to share furnished flat

with grad student in English (girl) For

one month Nov 17 — Xmas Spadina
Subway $70 Call Penny 929 9406 af

ter 6

POSTER SALESMEN WANTED. Make
money selling posters in your spare timel

Contact Peter Broomfield. North Ameri-
can News Ltd . phone number 366-

2921

HAVE NEATER NOTES to study from )

Wanted typing to do in my home. If in-

terested call 651 -4656



Virgin count up 9%
-planner Pullam skeptical

"Lies! Lies! Lies!" ex-
claimed John Pullam (SGS),
planner of the Engineering
Computer Dating Program,
when asked about the results

of this year's computer dat-

ing.

The virgin count has gone
up to 80 per cent of all girls

who filled in computer dating

forms. Last year 71 per cent
and two years ago 60 per cent
of all girls to submit com-
puter dating applications
were virgins.

"I don't believe the number

has actually gone up," pro-
tested Pullam.
"My roommate and I plan

to conduct a personal survey
to verify these results, he
added with a chuckle.

The virginity rate among
males has remained fairly

constant over the years with
48 per cent of the males vir-

gins, this year. Of the 18 peo-
ple who requested dates with
their own sex, thirteen were
male and most were named
Peter.

The questionnaire seemed

Bogus burning draws 2,500
WATERLOO (CUP) - Waterloo students followed the lead

of American students protesting against Dow Chemical Co.
and pulled off a gigantic hoax-teaching session Wednesday.
Some clever advertising brought 2,500 students, 30 police,

SPCA officials and the commercial media to the campus to
witness the napalming of a dog. Toronto area media picked up
the story and played it strongly.

Humane society officials threatened criminal action.

Of course, there was no dog burning. There wasn't even a
dog. The protestors in a brief speech told the assembled
crowd the purpose of the stunt had been achieved. They said
they had succeeded in proving people cared more about dogs
than they do about Vietnamese civilians.

Engineers in the crowd were incensed. They burned the pro-
test group's literature and one engineer scorched a hot dog.
Another engineer was mistaken for a radical and could not
prevent his colleagues from igniting his lab report. They
thought it was a pile of leaflets.

A similar hoax was pulled off in Cincinnati last week with
even more people in attendance.

Dow is recruiting on the Waterloo campus this week.

Fromm axed from Tarheel
Paul Fromin till SMC) was told yesterday his name had

been removed from the Tarheel Exchange. The exchange, an
annual event, leaves Wednesday for the University of North
Carolina.

David Adamson (IV Trin), who is in charge of the ex-
change, told Fromm yesterday afternoon he had "not shown
the proper social spirit" and had been removed from the list.

"I gather Adamson was upset that I had to leave a Sunday
meeting early to go to church," Fromm said last night.

"But if he'd been so uptight and upset about me, he might
have informed me Monday, instead of waiting until now."
Fromm said Adamson's main beef seemed to be his leaving

the Sunday meeting early.

Since being accepted as a member of the Tarheel Ex-
change, Fromm has been in charge of sending information on
the U of T to North Carolina. He has mailed posters, pam-
phlets, government brochures and copies of campus publica-
tions to UNC.
Adamson was not available for comment. It is not known

whether a replacement will fill Fromm's position.

more serious than last year,

dealing with questions on the

war in Vietnam and nuclear

disarmament.
Pjllam explained that such

questions define character
traits not always obvious in

the Implications of the ques-

tion. I
. Vl

When people are matched
by computer, it is not simply
on the basis of the same
answers to the questions but

according to a personality

profile drawn from these
answers, Pullam explained.

Thus, someone who doesJot
believe the United Slates
should withdraw from Viet

nam may be matched with
someone who does, because
their personalities are com-
patible.

Altogether, 715 males and
647 females applied to be
matched through the com-
puter. There were also 154

rejects who filled out their

applications incorrectly.

"I tried every person
against everyone of the op-

posite sex 43 times," Pullam
explained, "So if they didn't

get a date. .

."

Most people were matched
with four others.

Pullam said the question-

naire is revised each year on
the basis of the answers ob-
tained the year before.

"If we get the same answ-
er to a question from practi-

cally everybody, the question

is changed or discarded," he
said.

Key punching for the com-
puter program was done free

by IBM. The Engineers do-

nated just under $1700 to the

United Appeal from their

profits.

Those who managed to sal-

vage their dating question-

naire will be able to search

out their perfect match (if

the computer hasn't already

done so) at the computer dat-

ing dance tonight at the Drill

Hall. For those who were
foolish enough not to be
matched mechanically but

prefer the old hand-picked

method, you too may attend

the dance for a nominal fee.

COMPUTER DATING
DANCE

FRIDAY NOV. 15 9:00-12:30

AT THE DRILL HALL

TO

THE ALTAR EGO

• FREE ADMISSION TO THOSE SHOWING BOTTOM OF COMPUTER
DATING FORM WITH CODE NUMBER M1U, m9mam

• otherwise GUYS 75c GIRLS 50*

We'll pay

for your exciting summers
in the famous

48
th Highlanders.

Interested' Well you can nowj
as an- officer cadet It's a new
versity Training Plan (ROUTP

infantry regiment

You actually get paid w
the summers And you'i

But if you do. you can

For further details or an

4 o'clock Monday to

earning and learning

1

fa's most renowned regiment

id the Reserve Officers Uni-

(, And it guarantees you an

i 48th Highlanders—winner

q trophies as Canada's best

Oueen's Commission during

rtion to stay after graduation,

ifficer's rank in the reserve.

II 363-9722 between 1 0 and
n to spend your summers

18
1 HIGHLANDERS

fflWJCANADA

Export'A
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Catch Sneezles

- cure blues
Be sure to catch the school

of nursing's production Snee-

zles.

Last night's show proved to

be an evening of light fun

featuring- the Sneezlettes,

pantomime go-go dancers in

Harper Valley PTA, Bonnie

and Clyde and many others.

While some of the jokes

will mean little to a non-

nurse, they are soon forgotten

thanks to a few good ones.

The skits were light. Anne
Larson gave Sleeping Beauty'

a new twist as she played the

bad fairy who gets it in the

end.

And oh, those skirts! Too

short to be believed.

We only wish we had space

to tell you about it. You'll

just have to go instead. Cody
Hall, 8 p.m.

U of T team

develops

enzymes
Two University of Toronto

medical researchers have
been awarded the Honors
Achievement Award of the

Angiology Research Founda-

tion of New York for their

work in developing a cheap

and readily-reproducable en-

zyme to dissolve blood clots.

Walter H. E. Roschlau,
M.D., and Albert M. Fisher,

MA. Ph.D., of Connaught
Medical Research Laborator-

ies received the award yes-

terday from Alfred Halpern,

president of the ARF. Angiol-

ogy is a branch of anatomy
dealing with blood vessels.

The enzyme called CA-7 for

Connaught Astra, is not yet

commercially available, but a

team of researchers at the

Connaught Laboratories have
been testing it.

First isolated 10 years ago,

CA-7 has been extensively

tested in Canada, the United

States and Europe.

It can be stored like coffee

in a freeze-dried brown
powder for several years.

When needed, the doctors just

add water to the powder. The
enzyme is cheaper than other

agents for dissolving blood

clots, more effective and less

dangerous. * .
' fc.

unsuccessful Communist can- nificant support for a campus

diflbte in the June 25 federal movement. Iri his final re-

election, was speaking to an marks, Bridgewood cut into

audience of 9 at Sidnev^aFord for hiring "scum from
r^foreign countries.'' Among

these the communist charged

were at least 10 "SS" types

and "one real Nazi, all, of

whom were employed by the

management to bust unions. "

Baron blasted
In a letter dated Nov. 11,

Eleanor Parmenter (II New)

refutes the Red Baron, win-

ner of the Great Paper Plane

Mystery Contest.

She said he did not reveal

fte whole truth about the ori-

gins of the five paper air-

planes in the ceiling of room

Smith. |stoJ

His remarks slashed out at

Ford for using automation

and time experts to increase

the work load intensity.

Bridgewood claimed two
men had committed suicide

recently because the "p^fc-
sures were so great.

The auto worker said the

university was "not impor-

tant" in the reform of soci-

-ty.

As- to whether workers
would actually "go out on the

picket lines for students,'^

speaker acknowledged
"couldn't promise-" any sig-

135, Old Physics Building.

"According to Miss Parmen-

ter, one at least was of ordi-

nary paper and hand thrown.

"Calling the material on

the ceiling 'soft acoustic tile'

is a typical example of radi-

cal left-wing mealy-mouthed

Varsity reporting. It would be

far more accurate to call it a

degenerate species of rotting

sawdust," she said.

SAC briefs

At iis Wednesday night

meeting the Students' Admin-

istrative Council voted:

• to boycott California

grapes in support of the

workers in California;

• to condemn the presence

of Soviet and allied troops in

Czechoslovakia and to sup-

port Czech students for

immediate withdrawal of

Soviet troops;

• to nominate Alberto de

Giovanni to a committee to

be set up at SMC to study the

problem of traffic on Univer-

sity Ave., in light of the fact

that a girl from St. Mike's

was recently hit by a car

while crossing Queen's Park

Crescent;

• to use the preferential

balloting method in the elec-

tion of four student represent-

atives to the Commission on

University Government;

• to grant $75 to all student

candidates for CUG for elec-

tion expenses.

6 Ford accused I Alcan research sweetens the common cup
<,of mistreatment

By TOM WALKOM
Ford Motor Company "en-

courages alcoholism" among
its workers to keep them
"captive," charged Commu-
nist Jim Bridgewood Wednes-

day.

Bridgewood, a laborer at

Ford's Oakville plant and
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It's a sweeter-looking cup — strong and long-

wearing loo — thanks to a sugary-looking

ingredient called C-70 alumina, developed by the

men of Alcan's Chemicals Division.

Good idea — better product.

Alcan's chemists and engineers are men with

savvy, initiative and imagination — working in a

dynamic, youthful environment where original

thinking is encouraged .... Where good ideas arc

nurtured carefully through research, and developed

in anticipation of the needs of industry and the

consumer.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD AALCANA III,



Puck Blues to fly the friendly skies
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o

VERSATILE!
By PHIL BINGLEY

HOCKEY ROUNDUP . . .

Blues fly to Halifax this af-

ternoon at four o'clock for

games with Halifax Junior

Canadians Saturday evening

and Sunday afternoon. Var-

sity won both games 5-4 and
10-4 in the two meetings last

season . . . John Ritchie, a

back-up quarterback with the

football varsity, has been
working out all week with the

pucksters. Ritchie, along with

Len Burman and Dave Field,

all of whom did not make the

trip to Montreal last week-

end will play against Halifax

. . . Return travel arrange-

ments from road trips are

causing all kinds of trouble

for the team this year. Last

Saturday night, at Loyola, the

time wasted cleaning litter

off the ice forced CNR offi-

cials to hold the midnight

train out of Montreal for 15

minutes so Blues could make
it. This week-end. Canadians
insist on playing the second
match of the two-game exhi-
bition series at 3 p.m. Sun-
day. This means the players
will not arrive back in Toron-
to until 2:45 a.m. Monday
morning. A 2 p.m. starting
time would land the team at
iToronto International Airport
by 8:45 Sunday evening .

Ward Passi has regained
most of his all-star form if

skating drills are any indica-

tion. Ward is optimistic about
his return to the lineup after
suffering a torn achilles ten-

don. "I want to play and the
leg feels good. However, the
doctor still has the final

say." . . . Paul Laurent is

sporting two shiny black eyes
— the aftermath of a cut re-

ceived in the Loyola fiasco . .

. . . Peter
Adamson and Adrian Watson
will split the two games this

week-end in the nets. Coach

Tom Watt intends to make
his final cutdown on Monday
and only two goaltenders

from the quartet of Watson,

Adamson, Tom Little and

Brian Chapman will make it .

. . The Peterman playing for

Blues this year is not Mike

but Terry.

Defenceman Terry Parsons

suffered a bruised instep

when he stopped a hard shot,

at Thursday evening's prac-

tice . . Dave Field has lost

his briefcase (a dark brown
one) with all his notes and

books. The loss occurred in

the parking lot of Delta Kap-
pa Epsilon fraternity house at

157 St. George Street on Sun-

day night. If anyone' knows
the whereabouts of said brief-

case, call Dave at 694-4021. . .

Congratulations are in order

to head football coach Ron
Murphy whose wife Betty
gave birth to a baby girl on

Tuesday. Thanks for the cigar

Murph . . .

Do you believe Dflajic scored?
By GEUIUS

Majic (Do you believe in Majic? Address
all replies to Varsity Sports, c/o "Contest".

The decision of the judges is final.) scored

both goals in Law's 2-0 whitewashing of UC.
The dogged' Chien's persistence paid off

in the winning tally as Sr. Eng. took Meds
A, 1-0.

Eng III tied Trin B, 1-1. Leroux (Fr..

"the roux") scored for Eng III, Storey for

Trin B.

Zwart and Bisschop (a piece in the game
of sschess) led For over Jr. Eng., 2-0.

VOLLEYBALL

Eng over PHE A
Vic over Dents A

White Cliffs of D'Over
Meds A over Eng II

Innis II over For c

RUGGER

Wycliffe slaughtered SMC, 18-3. Our re-

porter, Qwertyuiopus, was burned by an
irate Engineer, so we are unable to report

the names of the scorers.

Innis 11. Law 8. For Innis: D'Ornellas (3)

Wojcichowski (8 and 7 consonants); for

Law: Battling Lemarne (6) and Douglas (2)

Trin A had points from Barclay (3),

Whalley (3), Compton (3) and Mclntyre (5)

as they beat Eng, 14-3. Eng points came
from Hutchinson.

CUG ELECTION FORUMS
HEAR THE CANDIDATES YOU WILL ELECT ON NOVEMBER 26. (HUBERT, DICK, AND GEORGE THEY AREN'T)

WHERE DO THE PEOPLE YOU WILL CHOOSE STAND ON:

* INCREASING FACULTY AND STUDENT CONTROL OF THE UNIVERSITY

* OUTSIDE INVOLVEMENT (GOVERNMENT OR OTHERWISE) IN U OF T
PLANNING

* EVERYTHING ABOUT THE WHOLE STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENT AT
U OF T AND ITS ROLE

FORUMS
MONDAY NOVEMBER 18,1p.m. - HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM.

OPENING RALLY: WHO ARE THE CANDIDATES' WHERE DO THEY STAND?

women welcome

WEDNESDAY NOV 20, 7:30 PAH ASSEMBLY HALL, BRENNAN STUDENT

CENTRE, ST. MICHAEL S COLLEGE

MANY MORE RALLIES PLANNED FOR CAMPAIGN PERIOD. NOVEMBER 18-25.

WATCH VARSITY ADS AND HERE ANO NOW FOR OTHERS

BE AN INFORMED VOTER ON NOVEMBER 26

Glenayr

MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washable
1 00% English Botany,

with full-fashioned
raglan shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with
zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good
shops everywhere!

PURE VIRGIN WOOL

\\ Uh. .1.1 tliMuM
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Management
and Specialist

Careers
for Graduates

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

The life insurance industry today offers an

interesting and rewarding future to individuals

with management and technical potential.

Make your appointment now
at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

DEC. 5
Our booklet 'Careers with Sun Life'

is available at the placement office.

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY
OF CANADA
The Insurance People with Ideas

HEAD OFFICE : MONTREAL
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VARSITY STADIUM, 2 P.M. FOR TURNER TROPHY

BOTH UNDEFEATED, QUEEN'S AND RUGGER BLUES CLASH

Hi
V

• 1

By MIKE KESTERTON

It's sudden death for

Queen's this Saturday if the

rugger blues show as much
energy at Varsity Stadium as
they did on the back campus
last night.

Thundering around in the

darkness last night, there
didn't seem to be a Charley
horse or broken leg in the
bunch.

The pressure of playing a
team with an unbroken string

of wins this season when you
are in the same position your-
self showed on the faces of

the lads as they pushed for

that extra burst of speed in

passing formations and extra

bit of force in scrums.

"What are the strengths of

the Queen's team. Doug?" I

asked a player.

"Winning," he replied.

"And what do you think

their weaknesses will be Sat-

urday at Varsity?"

"Playing us," he said and
laughed.

Blues' lineup on Saturday:

Prop—John Rook, came to

Varsity after four years of

rugger at Queen's.

Prop—Larry Barron, played
prop for McGill last year,
OQAA wrestling champion in

1967.

INTERFAC FOOTBALL
Scarborough College topped off a fairly successful season on

Wednesday as they blanked UC 20-0. Quarterback George
Goldsmith directed the Scarborough team to its 4th win in 6
starts as he got majors out of Nihill, Cloutier, and Hillyard.

In Group A, St. Mike's finished with a 4-2 record as they
whitewashed PHE 27-0. Flanker Pat Kieltv scored 2 touch-
downs for the Irish with singles going to Tim Wolfe and Mike
Sefton. Quarterback Jim Poland added a field goal to round
out the scoring.

Semifinal games are scheduled for next Monday at Varsity
Stadium. St. Mike's plays Meds (6-0) at 12 p.m. and Vic (6-0)
is matched against Dents (6-0) immediately following the 1st
game. The 2 winners play in a final game next Friday.

This office has been swamped with hate letters which ac-
cuse me of being pro-SMC and anti-Vic. For the record, the
Vic defense allows an average of 3 points per game and on the
basis of this and other valuable information placed at my dis-
posal I shall predict a Vic triumph of not less than 29 points
and not more than 31. In the other battle, this writer is not at
liberty to make any prediction as it is not in keeping with his
philosophy of school spiritmanship.

John Cameron
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Hooker — Dave Ledson,
played rugger for Varsity for

the past six years.

Second row—Paul Henry,
received his rugger training

in B.C. and playing in Toron-
to for the Wanderers and
Varsity.

Second row—Joe Donohue,
playing his third year of Var-
sity rugger, OQAA heavy-
weight boxing champion in

1967.

Lock—Maris Apse, playing
his second year for Varsity, a

member of the 1967 all-On-

tario team.
Wing forward—Peter Hand,
played four years for Varsity.

Wing forward—Richard Van
Banning, learned his rugger
in Rhodesia, with Varsity for

past two years, replacing the
injured Graeme Wynn.
Scrum half—George Wraw,
played for the Middlesex trial

and Toronto Wanderers be-

fore joining Blues two years
ago, team captain.

Fly half—Andy Gibson, sec-

ond year with Varsity, played
previously with Salisbury City

and Toronto Irish.

Centre—Tony Pierre, first

year at centre for Toronto,
previous experience at the

Royalian Rugger Club in Port
O' Spain, Trinidad.

Centre—Peter Sutherland,
retired after three successful

years with the football Blues,

in his second year on the

rugger squad.

Wing—Vic Harding, in his

first year of rugger, he has
blended into Blues' running
attack with great success.

Wing—Doug Phibbs, also an
ex-gridiron guru, second year
with the rugger Blues.

Fullback—John Holmes,

played wing last year but his

sure hands and running abili-

ty prompted the switch to

fullback.

Reserves—Andy Cairns, Curt

McQuire.

Coach—Jim Hamilton

Blues are defending cham-
pions of the Gilbert Turner

Trophy, emblematic of OQAA
rugger supremacy. They
wrested the title from West-

ern last year in a thrilling

struggle.

Saturday afternoon at Var-
sity Stadium, Blues and
Queen's clash for the Turner
with both teams sporting a

perfect 6-0 record over the

season.

The game will be televised

by Channel 11 at 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday in place of the usual

SIFL contest.

As shown by the picture

rugger is one of the most
punishing, gruelling sports
there is. It can also be one of

the most exciting. Saturday's
game promises to be all of

these. Game time is 2 p.m. at

Varsity Stadium. Admission
free.

A;

)}

Soccer final on again
The on again, off again OQAA intercollegiate soccer cham-

pionship is on again and will be played Saturday afternoon on
the home pitch of University of Montreal Carabins.

( j
Montreal officials called yesterday afternoon to inform offi-

*
cials here in Toronto that the site of the game in outer Dra-
peauville was covered with three feet of snow. And, since soc-
cer is a game best played on dry land, especially when there
is a championship involved, both sides agreed that the game
should be cancelled or at least moved to another site. Last
night, U of M bureaucrats again called Toronto, this time to

let our boys know that they had decided to host the game af-

ter all.

And so, as the situation stands now, Blues will board the 4:

45 p.m. Rapido for Montreal this afternoon and meet U of M
in the final for the Blackwood Trophy tomorrow afternoon.

Blues have either won or shared the Blackwood for the past
four seasons. In a bid to become the first team to win five in

a row since Toronto turned the trick in 1945-51, head coach
Ernie Glass will be looking for big efforts from sharpshooters
Jim Lefkos, John Gero, and Frank Soppelsa.

Defensively, Bill Nepotiuk, Jim Kalman and goaltender
Bernie D'Abreau will carry a big load against Eastern cham- >
pion Carabins.
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By SUE HELWIG
Starting in September of

1969, the new breed of student
will be a 'generalist', a 'spe-

cialist', or a hybrid 'general-

ist - specialist' in the eyes of
1

the faculty of arts and sci-

ence.

The distinction will be
made on the basis of kinds of

courses he takes. He will fol-

low a 'program' of five

courses' for the first two
years and will elect either to

have his degree granted after

three years or to be admitted
to a final fourth year on the

basis of standing.

The author of this plan,

which requires only a vote of

acceptance from the faculty

council before it swings into

operation, is Prof. A. D. Al-

len. Dean of the Faculty of

Arts and Seience. For the last

three months, the dean has"

been working full-time on a

series of proposals designed

to implement those Macpher-
son recommendations that

have to do with the structure

of degree programs.
In a faculty with a student

enrolement of 10,000 this is no

easy task.

In the more progressive of

the 32 departments in the

faculty, the reforms have
met with enthusiasm. But in

conservative areas the steam
has escaped in such exasper-

ated comments as: "My wife

and I have had to attend so

many meetings over the last

few weeks that I couldn't

even tell you what courses

she's teaching this year."

Perhaps the most common
phrase among faculty has

been, "But The Dean Says! .

.
." expressed in louder-than-

usual tones with fingers run

through the hair for empha-
sis. At the beginning of Sep-

tember the Dean said a list of

prospective courses describ-

ing what each department

would offer first and second

year students under the new
program was to be submitted

to him by October 15. This

was the source of the sim-

merings of discontent.

The man who has managed
to cause all the excitement

and who obviously inspires

some feelings of awe in the

timid is a very distinguished

chemist with a very distin-

guished beard.

Three vears ago. working
with' Dr.' C. V. Senoff. he

achieved one of the major
breakthroughs in organic-

chemistry in the last twenty
years. (Their discovery of a
nitrogen - compound pro-

duced in an experiment
marked the beginning of a
now world-wide search to

find practical means of 'fix-

ing nitrogen.')

"ADA'S been all over the
shop with this business —
Austria, Israel, Japan — "

but the others make their

decision with an insufficient

basis of information. What
seems to happen at the mo-
ment is that the student tends

to get locked into one type of

a course or another. And the

tendency then is for the honor

Dean
Allen

explains Dr. Frank Bottom-
ley, one of his present collab-

orators, in a characteristi-

cally English way of express-

ing things. "But he hasn't had
very much time to spend on

chemistry lately. In fact he

was caught up in this dean's

business just when things

really started to fly."

At the beginning of Octo-

ber, the Allen sub-committee
formally presented its "re-

commendations for urgent

action" to the faculty council.

"The pressure comes first

of all from the Macpherson
Report and from all the rea-

sons behind it," Dean Allan

explains. "The fact that it

was created here with a

great number of contributions

f take as an indication of

widespread support. And this

1 think is sufficient cause for

someone in my position to

begin to plan for reform."

The Macpherson Report
was most critical of the rela-

tion between honor and gen-

eral courses. The honor

courses are equated in prac-

tice with higher demands on

the student and the exclusion

of general students from
these courses makes them
into second-class citizens, it

argued.

Dean Allen echoes the feel-

ings of the report in criticiz-

ing what he calls "the artifi-

cial limitations of the present

system."

It seems to me that the

vast majority of students who
arrive on this campus have

an inadequate idea of the

nature of the disciplines. A
few of them are strongly

motivated in one direction.

student to receive preferen-

tial treatment."

The crucial problem in the

new system, whidr abandons
the distinction between hon-

ors and general students, will

be determining which stu-

dents should be admitted to a

particular course. This will

be critical where the number
of applicants exceeds the

number of places.

As Dean Allen envisages it.

"The single and only valid

criterion for entrance to a

course should be the pre-

paredness of the student or

that the particular course

suits his particular program
better than other students."

In practice, he feels, those

admitted will not necessarily

be specialists. "They may be

students who are specializing

in an area that is particularly

relevant. Or it may be that

the student is a generalist

who selected his courses so

that this one fits right in with

what he wants to design for

himself."

The student will be free to

design his own program by

choice of courses under the

new system. But the depart-

ments will also offer pro-

grams. These, Dean Allen

stresses, will be "for the ad-

vice of students." and he

hopes that a number of "ge-

neralist : specialist pro-

grams", designed to cover

interdisciplinary areas will

be worked out through inter-

department co-operation. (At

the graduate level there are a

number of formal inter-disci-

plinary units. I

In addition, departments
should be able to offer

courses at different levels of

interest for students.

"There's definitely going to

be a place for the less inten-

sive and more extensive
course for the student who
wants to gather the outlines

of a subject. And this kind of

course shouldn't be and
needn't be any less arduous
for the student," he explains.

As students move into the

higher years, the pre-requis-

ites and co-requisites at-

tached to courses will be-

come more clearly defined.

This means that some depart-

ments will have more diffi-

culty in designing courses
than others, according to the

nature of the discipline.

"It's difficult to know
where the greatest difficulty

will be in practice," Dean
Allen says. "In terms of plan-

ning, it would appear that the

people who have what are
called 'sequential

disciplines'have much tighter

limits placed on the freedom
they imagine for students.

"For those disciplines that

are less sequential, it would
appear then that the program
would be wide open.

One Macpherson recom-
mendation that has not been
lollowed is the suggestion
that there should be one lec-

ture and one tutorial (or labo-

ratory where appropriate) in

each course. This has proved
to be financially unfeasible

and is not universally regard-

ed as ideal. Instead, it is

hoped that a wide variety in

the type of instruction will

develop.

The Macpherson report

suggested that a more funda-

mental inquiry into the con-

cepts of general and special-

ist education be instituted to

support any reform. This did

not mean, however, that cer-

tain recommendations which

were "immediately feasible"

could not be put through right

away.

And the report also pointed

out that at this university

there has never been a funda-

mental inquiry into the con-

cept of general education.

Dean Allen's own ideas do

not follow the Macpherson
report completely on these

questions He agrees with the

report that the requirements
of undergraduate education

have changed over the years.

But he is not certain that

there has to be an inquiry

into the matter.

"Not many years ago." he

says, "it was quite rare for a

graduate program to contain

lormal courses. This is now a

common procedure and I pre-

sume that it is a recognition

— Continued on page 1



NOVEMBER
28, 29, 30
TICKETS:
THURSDAY $1.50

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY $2.00

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

Continued from page 1 —
that no matter how high the

degree of specialization, the

graduate not ready to begin

independent work immedi-
ately.

"Whether it follows that

one should attempt total

reappraisal of the undergrad-

uate program. I'm not sure.

Such an inquiry would seem
totally antiquated a few years

hence. It might clarify a few

ideas and this would be good

if it helped the evolution to-

wards a better program. But
I think that it is very unlikely

that any commission that I

can imagine could come up

with a definition of under-

graduate education that

would have any permanent
significance."

With major decisions still

to be made and with a host of

details still to be worked out.

the evolution seems to be

picking up speed.

Plans are already being

made to send out a 'mini-cal-

endar' to the highschools in

Ontario early in the new
year. A series of explanatory

sessions for principals and
guidance teachers is under
consideration as is a ques-

tionnaire to be sent to the

present first year students

asking them what they would
have chosen under the new
system.

With a tentative choice of

courses submitted by pros-

pective students in May or

June. Dean Allen feels things

will be well under control.

Since half of the first year
students at present are en-

rolled either in general arts

and science or in soc. and
phil. almost half of the fac-

ulty will not be very different

under the new system.

He reports that reactions

at a meeting last week of all

the deans of arts and science

from Ontario universities

ranged from enthusiasm to

coolness to the amount of

change that is taking place.

"It's a matter of going

from something that is well

tried and respected to some-
thing that has yet to prove its

worth. And in such a situation

it is impossible to evaluate

until you've been in it for a

few years."

9

All students in the

DEPARTMENT of POLITICAL ECONOMY

Elections of REPRESENTATIVES

to the CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Thursday Nov. 21 1:00 p.m. Sid Smith

GENERAL COURSE
Political Science

- al I -years - 3 reps. Rm. 1069

Economics

- 2nd year —
I rep.

— 3rd year —
I rep.

— 2nd year —
I rep.

— 3rd year — I rep.

Pol, Science & Economics — 2nd yaar — I rep.

— 3rd yia- — I rep.
— 4th year — 3 reps.

Rm. 1070

Rm. 1088

Rm. 2131

Rm. 2134
Rm. 2133
Rm. 2121

Rm. 1083

photo by CARMEN PAIUMBO
President C. Bissell and Dean A. D. Allen at Faculty Council Meeting.

SToP THE Woty?
I WANT ToGETOFF

CONTEST »o.2
CAN YOU BEAT THE PROS?

write an opening night
review and have it

judged by those
who know

join us

ovember
Tickets: wed thurs $2.00 fri sat $2.50

HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE
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The East is graceful, rich and humble
By ANGELA SHENG

With The Awakening Lion,

a Chinese instrumental en-

semble, a cultural evening

organized by the Chinese
Overseas Students Associa-

tion, began its subtle function

of integrating the mind of the

Western man and that of the

Orient Saturday night.

The sumptuous music and
the graceful dances' at once

brought the audience of 700 to

the country-side, the Yang-tse
River, the land and the heart
of China.

The difference in the con-
cept of entertainment be-

tween the East and the West
was apparent. From the

emperor to the commoner,
the Chinese views entertain-

ment as another form of art.

The songs, instrumental
solos and ensembles reflected

the simplicity and the humble

nature of the Chinese who is

content with the basic neces-

sities of life, if given rich

spiritual satisfaction.

The student choir sang the

forceful "Song of a Patriot"

whose lyrices were the out-

cries of General Yo Fei

I around 1100 A.D. ) expressing

courage, loyalty and strong

determination to relieve the

people from the yoke of for-

eign occupation.

CAUT condemns UNB administration
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

Canadian Association of Uni-

versity teachers yesterday
condemned the University of

New Brunswick for its han-

dling of the "Strax Affair".

The teachers' association

slammed the UNB adminis-

tration for suspending the

Nuclear physics professor

"without stated charges or

provisions for an adjudicative

hearing."

The move came at the

semi-annual conference of the

CAUT council held here this

weekend. The meeting was
closed.

The association asserted

"matters of academic free-

dom and tenure are best han-

dled by arbitration within the

academic community." It

then offered to "assist the

UNB to establish proper

procedures to deal with and

settle this case.
"

The association did not

censure the UNB administra-

tion, as it did Simon Fraser

last year.

The Association lifted Si-

mon Fraser's censure Satur-

day following the recommen-
dation of an investigation

commission.

CAUT officials disclosed

after the conference that an

agreement had been reached

with the Canadian Union of

Students to sponsor a joint

commission on academic
freedom for students.

The commission, to consist

of two members each of

CAUT and CUS, will report

on disciplinary procedures
and student civil rights.

CAUT President C. Brough
Macpherson said the commis-

sion was called because "If

there is a real problem the

lack of satisfactory policy for

dealing with it obviously re-

duces the effectiveness of the

University as a place for

teaching and learning."

Dr. Macpherson, of Mac-
pherson Report fame, is a

professor of political science

at U of T.

Skule discriminates against Trudeau
Premier Alexei Kosygin

and President Lyndon John-

son are expected to attend

the opening night of Stop the

World I Want To Get Off,

produced by the U of T engi-

neering society.

Lt. General Moshe Dayan

and General Abdul Nasser

are also expected.

Letters of regret were re-

ceived from both Prince

Philip and UN Secretary

General U Thant, who say

they have previous commit-

ments.

"I'm kind of disappointed

that two of them couldn't

make it," the show's pro-

ducer Jordan Goodman (II

APSC) told The Varsity last

night, "But at least we'll

have four dignitaries

present."

The show, which opens at

Hart House on Nov. 20, fea-

tures only one engineer, al-

though others are involved in

such areas as music and pro-

duction, Goodman revealed.

"Except for one guy, the

entire cast is female." he

added.

Goodman sent personal

telegrams to his guests last

week. The two refusals were

received almost immediately.

"We have arranged for

hotel accomodation and
transportation for the oth-

ers," said Goodman.
Prime Minister Pierre El-

liot Trudeau was not invited.

Goodman revealed.

Varsity drama critic Larry

Haiven announced last night

he was planning to attend the

production personally.

THIS WEEK AT S.A.C.

Mon. Nov. 18 - S.A.C. Executive - 7:30 p.m. S.A.C. Office

— Communications — 5 p.m. S.A.C. Office

Tues. Nov. 19 - Services - 7:30 Rm 290 Sir Daniel Wilson Res

- Canadian—Canadien Com. — Rhodes Rm.
Trinity 5 p.m.

Thurs. Nov. 21 - University Committee — 8 p.m. 504 Huron St.

Hart House
4 O'CLOCK CONCERT
To-Day - Music Room

LORNE BROWN
Folk Music

Lodi.s Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 20th

Music Room - I :00 p.m.

ADELE ARMIN
Violinist

(Lodies Welcome!

POETRY READING
Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

Thursday, November 21

MON A GOULD - her own woi

Lodies Welcome

FLAMENCO DANCERS
Sundoy, November 24th

Greot Hall - 8 30 p.m.

PAULA MORENO
& Supporting Compony

ond
DAVID PHILLIPS
Spanish Guitarist

(No Trckets Required)

CLASSIFIED

Engineers invade Sick kids

Saturday, Nov. 16 will go down in U of T history as the day
our engineers pulled off their most daring raid yet.

Under the cover of daylight, in an Eeonovan disguised as a

Christmas present, a battalion of skulemen including the

Brute Force Committee, and seven assorted members of the

Lady Godiva Memorial Band, invaded the Toronto Hospital

for Sick Children.
,

Camouflaged as people in suits, ties and hard hats this as-

sault force found little opposition in scaling the elevators. But

upon reaching the 11th floor they were ambushed by a strong

defence action on the part of one artsman. After some heavy

hand to hand combat all opposition was suppressed and the

invaders marched victorious to the recreation room on that

floor.

While the L.G.M.B. carolled, gifts were
,
distributed as

planned.

"We are proud of ourselves," said one of the organizers,

who identified himself as The Ghost of Christmas Present.

Last week we raised $269. Out of this $150 went to buy toys

and the rest went to the hospital."

"We considered infiltrating the Santa Claus Parade but that

would have involved the police and since we engineers are the

non-violent faction on campus — we decided against that."

ROOM FOR RENT Shaie kitchen slu

dio Hszelton St , near Yorkville"

S70 00 Call 921 9358

TIRED OF SITTING HOME
EVENINGS? You re needed as a volun-

teer to assist high -schoolers Please call

924 3223

BIKE WANTED — used - 90 125cc
appro* SlOO — call fran 293 3541

ALL TYPES OF BANDS — Available
(or dances parties, orgies weddings For

information call 922 4104

BIOLOGISTS — come hear about Var
labilitv in Fishes' as Dr A Grossman
Assistant Curator. Dept ol Iclhyology.
Royal Ontario Museum lectures tonight.

7 30 pm East Common Room. Han
House

STUDENT DESIRES HARPSICHORD
— will rent or buy Phone 925 5005
evgs

ROCK BAND for hire Cheap but good
Call Jerome Rufus 267 7328

PROFESSOR ERIC COCHRANE of the

University of Chicago, will give a public
locture. Thursday 21 November at 4 00
pm entitled "Laity Episcopacy and Cu-
ria in the Italian Counter Reformation."
The lecture will be in Carr Hall A St
Michael's College
Professor Cochrane will lead an open
seminar the following morning Fnday.
November 22. at 10 00 am in the Up
per Library. Massey College on the
theme. "From Corporate to Individual

Chnstianity the Post Tndentirie Church
in Florence"

U C F.O.IIIM — Han House Theatre —
Dont miss it Nov 28. 29. 30 Tickets

on sale starting Monday, m the Refectory

and Sid Smith

MEN'S CLOTHING taker, in trade on
new better, quality suits, coats, sport
swear tuxedos, toils, etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING Isince 1914) 123 Church St.
366 4221

FAST ACCURATE home typing keep
this name and number for future use —
Mrs Linda Flood - 884 65?6

POSTER SALESMEN WANTED Make
money selling posters in your sparn timel
Contact Peter Broomfield North Ameri-
can News Ltd phone number 366
2921

WANTED — an older man for part in

Campus Film No expenence necessary

Please call Maryka 924 5245

VANCOUVER-BOUND? couple is seek

ing nde west (leaving Oec 20lh or

shortly thereafter) and would like to

share expenses with interested dnvers
Please call 922-0288 after 5 pm

ARTS AND SCIENCE

STUDENTS
in day classes

must confirm their programme of studies

BEFORE NOVEMBER 20th

at the Office of their College Registrar

(Regular Students)

or

at the Faculty Office

(Special Students)

This procedure is essential in order to ensure

accurate records and so that EXAMINATION

arrangements may be made.
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PAGE FOUR

The average price of wage labor is appropriates by means of his labor
the minimum wage, i e„ that quan- merely suffices to prolong and repro-
tum of the means of subsistence which duce a bare existence
is absolutely requisite to keep the la-

borer in bare existence as a laborer. — Karl Marx, The Communist Mani-
What, therefore, the wage laborer festo

students aren 't drones
This morning's Globe and Mail in

forms us that students shouldn't

march for more OSAP on Wednes-
day. We're supposed to be satisfied

with what we've got and leave the

rest of the money to the hard-pressed

"proletariat", as the Globe so cutely

puts it.

Newspapers have a way of doing
that to make a point — use your
terms to cut the ground from under
you. Of course it's completely hypo-
critical — it was the Globe that last

year sneeringly told us how simple
things looked from a Marxist-Leninist

viewpoint.

The Globe's talk about "proletar-
iat" is sheer cant, linguistically

pleasing but logically worthless.

As students, we are just as much a

part of that proletariat as any other

TOBONTO^
""' successful revolutionary ,s a slates
man. the unsuccessful a criminal "

Edltoi

News Ediioi

Review Ediioi

Associele Review Edi

City Editor

Fooiuies Ediioi
Spoils Editoi

SAC Editor
Cable Ednoi
Pholo Ediioi

Executive Assistant
Advertising MnhogOl
Editorial Offices
Editorial Phones
Advertising Oltice

Paul MecRae
Sheiry In, ,i

Michael Igneileff

Rod Micklobuinh
Dave Fiank
Sue Helwig
Phil Bingley 923 4053
Sue Peilv
Brian Johnson
Sue Roislei
Tim Koehlei
Anne Boody
Caiol Coopoi 923 8)7 1

9! Si Gooino 2nd (looi
923 87H i 923 8742
91 Si George Isi floor

c Vaisity was founded 111

180 and , 5 published by the

udenis Admimstiative Council

the Umveisny of Toronto

mled by Web Olfsei Publica

<ns Eld Opinions expressed ,n

t Post Ollico Dopad
riu and loi paymcni

ioel is definitely number one and is also
adept at tubbing the tight way. . .angelc
procrastinated, taking a stance

(m0 ,e ,hi.„.
ery) ,„ he, striped bet.t. kitk and jack no-
ticed that the fotmet bote no tesemblance tosoupy who not quoted, said "you're really
good-, phillip should ha., been a, home!watching .v., |,k, g„d intended him to and

sheet,, helped by rosemary, baby, mike
trade penn.y chili (cheep ptic., in mo .,
k Chen), mo and paul had friday night tea
III all sol. hours, peter, a livin' doyle can no
longer t.stst the liletoty life. ,„d wanl! m
thing, wtrt ,. tod . tod thinks phil is unfoi,
rod wears a funny orange sweatshirt, tod
has half his uppet spec gone, rod is not, ,e.peal not John Sullivan in drag, tod ao.tal-
gi7.es at fluff, sky falls, he live, with volky

of the usual buck) dotothy o u ass and sue
cup tumour.d to have been seen, agi read
the snow and henty and att tapped away
|im tan, an anne had a good missive lastweek, li, add done, no doubt Ih.te at.
more, who wish to ,om the many, but I'm
sotty Ihete are two view,, dave put ft.d neil
in a basket (wa, it a iteteo or merely a task
it was. buy, buy lousy capitalist) and in de-
porting, the candies came from the young
errot family, so Ihete.

lower-income group and have just as

much right to get our due from the

"bourgeoisie" as anyone.

The fact that we join the "bourgeo-
isie" on graduation is a fault of the

system. There is no intrinsic reason
why a greater degree of education
should result in higher economic
rewards. If education is worthwhile,
it is its own reward.

The fact is, students are conven-
iently regarded as drones — this is

the implicit or explicit justification

for keeping us at a bare subsistance
level. Yet if every student quit

school, couldn't get a job and went on
welfare, the government would prob-
ably have to pay twice as much as it

does now.

Thus we contribute in two ways —
by staying out of the labor force, and
by learning.

The faults in demanding OSAP
while other groups are also needy are
faults in the overall social and eco-
nomic system, and these faults will

not be corrected by waiting for the
"bourgeoisie" or the "bourgeois
press" to do something about the
other "prolatariat" groups.
One of the ways of understanding

the system is confronting it and hear-
ing its excuses for ignoring you.

"Thank you for coming in. Professor. I wanted to discuss your method of
handling student unrest.

"

SAC should hold a CUG run-off
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residences
We've heard a lot of rumbling from

the residences lately. Sir Dan, Whit-
ney Hall, Burwash and New College
residents have all told us they're dis-
satisfied.

They don't like the rules, the food,
the lack of privacy, the dons, the in
loco parentis philosophy of the resi-
dence deans.

Current dissatisfaction with the
quality of living in university resi-
dences seems to indicate some dras-
tic change is necessary in the way
we're allowing ourselves to be treat-
ed.

Living on campus is not a privi-
lege, according to university adminis-
trators. It is a right-often touted by
Di Bissell in various academic ad-
dresses.

"Living in residence is an essential
part of the University Experience,"
is the administrator's common cry.

But apparently for many, residence
living is somewhat less than com-
t in table

We know there's something wrong
with residence living. We know be-
cause we hear it. every day. off the
mil. But why is it that hardly anyone
wants to say anything bad about resi-
dences lor publication?

Is it fear of being expelled, of los-
ing grants and bursaries, of the
wrath of the deans? Whatever it is,
there will be no changes in residence
conditions until all the dissatisfied
people come out of their shells and
-tarl Idling us. the Campbell Com-
mittee, and anyone else who'll listen
him what 11 is that's bugging them.
And it looks like that's starting to

happeji

18. 1968

After a large build-up and an equal-
ly large amount of bickering over
how to set up the composition of the
commission- on university govern-
ment, we've finally reached the stage
of the ballot boxes. The voting takes
place a week tomorrow, but it looks
like the whole election has already
been blown.

Seventeen people" were nominated
to run for the commission. One with-
drew yesterday, saying that the large
-late would make rational considera-
tion of the election impossible. It is

reported that several others decided
not to run for the commission when
they saw the number of people run-
ning.

Obviously SAC didn't count on 17
candidates. It allotted $75 for each
candidate's campaign, and that cer-
tainly adds up. And what's going to
happen at 1 p.m. today when they all
-how up at Hart House for the first
campaign meeting? They'll each get
cither two or three minutes to outline
their positions.

i ue election will turn into a popu-
larity contest, in which a handful of
well-known people get elected on the
basis of their names or the place
they come from. Who will know what
their ideas and philosophies are?
And who will respect a commission

which decides the fate of the univer-
sity, but gets its mandate in such a
superficial, hastily planned and exe-
cuted election?

Our hope is that SAC will decide to
hold a preliminary run-off next Tues-
day and then begin a real campaign
with a slate of perhaps eight candi-
dates for the four positions. The run-
off could be along faculty, college or
course lines.

In theory at least, this commission
will have a massive impact on the
university and the student movement.
We hope the commission will be able
lo come up with the kind of irrefuta-
ble logic that will make it uncom-
fortable lor the Board of Governors
or Ontario government to refuse to
make the aims of the university those
of its students and faculty.

why, Mr. Adamson?
Wlu..-: the Tarheel Exchange leaves

Wednesday for Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. Paul Fromm will not be on
the bus.

Why? We don't know.

David Adamson, co-chairman of
the exchange and one of the people
responsible for choosing the mem-
bers, says it's because Fromm did
not have the time to devote to the
exchange.

He is anxious not to make a fuss
about the fact that (in his words)

tne Noi Lii (Jai ofinians were some-
what upset" by an EBS pamphlet
which Fromm mailed to Chapel Hill

along with pamphlets from the Viet-
nam Mobilization Committee, the
Committee to End the War In Viet-
nam, some copies of The Varsity and
a number of posters.

Tell us Mr. Adamson — was this
because you felt Mr. Fromm did not
have enough time? Or was it a politi-
cal move?
The one would be acceptable, the

other would not.



Tio gets served

J student aid?
Sv BRIAN SWITZMAN

" 'l:man is president of the
'lion of Students.

'..at '^tario Committee on Stu-
'•.Ai. <OCSA) was established

lav 1967. It was formed in
.

fjoiv-e to the general outcry
'-'in the government's unilat-

1 Production of the Province
Ontario Student Awards Pro-

Kii.m iPOSAP).
• The committee was composed of
students (less than 1-3) faculty
student awards officers, represent-
atives of University Presidents and
Government officials. It was to
advise the Minister of University
Affairs on improvements in PO-
SAP and to recommend a long
range strategy for ensuring univer-
sal accessibility to higher educa-
tion. The Committee has been a
total failure from a student view-
point.

At the outset, the student repre-
sentatives (appointed by the Ontar-
io Union of Students) put forward
the arguments that the long term
solutions must be tackled immedi-

io establish the criteria with
which we could judge the effec-
tiveness of the existing Student Aid
programs in creating universal
accessibility or even "equal oppor-
tunity to education'' Accordingly
<we pushed debate on the validity

ot loans, compulsory parental sup-
Port, dependance status and the
use of a stipend system. The de-
bate proved to be sterile and the
other members directed the work
ot the Committee towards debating
limited changes for POSAP.
The work of a special subcom-

mittee on POSAP proved to be
most frustrating. After nearly
three months of work the subcom-
mittee was presented with the new
POSAP program whereupon the
committee as a whole ignored the
subcommittees' recommendations
and adopted the program as the
government officials had drawn it

up. This was the most blatant
example of the manipulation of the
Committee by the government

Yet even if the Committee's co-
option by the government could
partly be blamed on the inadequa-
cies of the student representatives
the structural relationship of OCSA
to the overall decision-making pro-
cess regarding student aid in On-
tario has reduced the Committee
to the status of legitimizing gov-
ernmental decisions.

The provincial student awards
officers meet with federal
representatives to work out a
number of decisions such as paren-
tal contributions, the division of
lederal loan revenues among the
provinces, independence status etc

The provincial committee of cam-
pus student awards officers deter-
mines administrative' decisions
^uch as final dates for submis-
sions, legitimate' expenses etc.

Most important, the Provincial
Treasury Department determines
how much money it is willing to
spend on student aid without ques-
tioning whether that money wil.

relate to the needs of the present
in- potential student body.

With all these factors as 'givens'

it has become pretty obvious that
(X'SA was not going to be the vehi-
cle lor creating change in our
present student aid program. In
lad. the committee is becoming a
research body which is the way of
all bodies established to pacify,
i when in trouble, appoint a com
mittee and when that bogs down
let it do research i Therefore, af
ter lli months of futility the Ontar-
io Union ot Students withdrew its

representatives.

Our alternate program of action
is twofold.

• Students should be made
aware of the nature ol the student
aid program and pilose interests it

serves. If students are going to be
able to create meamnglul change
they've got to know how they're
being screwed

• The public at : large n ust be
informed of the truth about student
aid U'e must i . ,. ^m
ernment's rhetoric bf equal oppor
tunity' is a lie. When we have
reached enough piople we must
lormalize just deniands that will
prove beneficial tij creating an
egalitarian educati item and
take direct actn*. (tBTtisure thai
they are implemented.'*! U of T
this wrirk is now beinlg initiated

CUG won't bring radical change
By JOHN DOYLE

John Doyle is a graduate student in

English.

What the hell is wrong with the

Toronto Student Movement? Un-
grateful bastards. We fought for

equal faculty-student representa-

tion on the Commission on Univer-

sity Government, and we got it.

Now the TSM is making a mock-
ery of the Commission by running

a tape-recorder as their candidate.

Don't they know what they want?

As a matter of fact they do. They

want a new university, a place
where people can think and learn
what they want, not what any
power structure thinks they
should. And the TSM knows that

CUG is not the way to get that

kind of radical change.

What will really happen to the

Commission? Some nice liberal

students, and maybe a couple of

liberal profs, will be elected.

They'll recommend the abolition of

the Board of Governors. The
Board will prepare its own report.

letter - SAC's
I read with some concern in last

, Friday's Varsity that the U of T
chorus received a $500 boost in

their budget only on the humiliat-

ing condition that they write and

sing songs for the upcoming OSAP
protest march.

Just where the hell is this at,

sir, and why? We are not in Red

China. Only a few days ago I was

leafing through a book published

by the Peking Opera Company, full

of revolutionary arias, which occa-

sioned me a most enjoyable parox-

ysm of laughter. Yes, yes, I can

see it now:

Down with the filthy OSAP bri-

gands and swine

Down with the stinking capitalist

self-interest of the bourgeoisie

My old man lives in a bungalow

in Weston

'cultural revolution"

While f live downtown in abject

poverty

In a furnished room without a

kitchen.

Down with my oppressors!

Down with the tyranny of the

rich!

Make them live in a furnished

room too

And see how it feels.

I don't care what SAC is protest-

ing against. The use of a cultural

medium to transmit a political

message of any kind is to debase
it. humiliate it, and destroy its ul-

timate purpose. This low act of

coercion on the part of SAC illus-

trates the total ignorance and sub-

sequent contempt of that body for

any genuinely cultural endeavour
on campus.

Martin Reyto
(II UC)

God, through the Ontario Govern-
ment, will dictate a compromise,
and a new University of Toronto
Act will be passed. The new uni-
versity will be more efficient. End
game.

The Commission won't do anything
important because it can't. CUG
means playing by the establish-

ment's rules. When you play the
game their way you lose, because
they can't afford to let you win. A
free university doesn't serve their

aims.

The worst of it is that people may
be duped into expecting big things

from CUG. That's what the TSM
wants to prevent by mocking the
election. The revolution — the new
university — will only come when
there is mass student awareness of
the need for radical change. It will

only come when students realize
they are being screwed and decide
to do something about it

Students don't have to put up with
courses they don't want. They
shouldn't be forced into competing
for a place in the B.A. line. They
shouldn't be dehumanized by
thought-controlling profs. Some
day the mass of students will real-
ize this. They will demand change,
and they will get it. CUG is an at-
tempt to delay this student aware-
ness It won t work if we don't
take it seriously.

As Norman Mailer might have put
it. Fug CUG.

c
o
1u By MIKE KESTERTON

and _
a half

You're on the palazza balcony with this
jet-set Italian countess. (Oscar Wilde said
that the trouble with the aristocracy is that
they are all a bunch of silly counts.) Her
lluled nostrils breathe the night air The
moon hangs like a red lantern in the south-
ern sky. A flurry of wings passes overhead.

Hey. she says. "Lookut them dum pi-
geons, eh?"

Those aren't pigeons." you reply, "those
are erns. or sea eagles (variant: ernes i.

passeriform aquatic avians."
"Huh! How 'bout them sonsabitches!

"

You've done it again. Your general educa-
tion, acquired from crossword puzzles, has
made you the master of another situation.
When the cocktail party conversation

I urns to lava you know that smooth lava is

'led "aa". the rough lava "perhoehoe."
II you find a three-toed sloth ifi your tree,

you call him an "ai". among other things.

The hail ball in a reindeer's stomach,
'd lor a wash rag. is called a dzeguze.

W mi hard-up students with a facility for
inguages don't realize that they can get ten

dollars a shot from syndicates like Dell for
making up these crossword brain teasers.
Librarians, watch-makers, and other people
with time on their hands are able to supple-
ment their incomes this way.
Crosswords come in standard sizes: 13 by

13 is the smallest. Working up by odd num-
bers. 17 by 17. 19 by 19 and 23 by 23 are
popular sizes.

There are double-crostics. and other su-
per-hard versions, but the basic form is still

the most popular.

Tucks to remember in designing them
are that the crossword shape should be
symmetrical as possible and that it is wise
in alternate vowels and consonants like the
cd and black squares on a checkerboard.
English has very few words ending in "a',
i or ' o ". and lor this reason many for-

inn words, archaic dialects and latin pre-
fixes are called into play This is sometimes
infuriating, as when you have to know the
Chinese word lor temple' (Mandarin di-
alect i crossed with a three-letter word for
"bitter vetch" in order to complete your
puzzle Purists insist that you shouldn't use

i dictionary, but until you become familiar
with the special words that occur frequently
in puzzles, you may be excused'.

Apart from playing chess in a restaurant,
there is no clearer way to demonstrate your
erudition in public than by filling in a cross-
word on a bus or streetcar In New York
•late many commuters get up early in the
morning with their Times and research the
hauler words in a dictionary so that they
can till in their puzzles quickly and correct-
Ij on the train

Actually, it doesn't take much intelli-

gence to do crosswords. Once you have be-
ome familiar with the odd words used, you
an fill in a puzzle within a matter of min-

utes To paraphrase Wilde, people puzzling
iver crosswords is usually a case of the
neducable in pursuit ol the unspeakable.
Sonic housewives claim that the release

I tension associated with successfully
impleting a puzzle is equivalent to sexual
gasm Although puzzles haven't yet been

nentioned in a divorce suit, the cross and
worried husbands you see on I' eir way to
work in the mornings probably lave wives
who know four-letter words for everything
but sex.
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backlog
(or

Letters to The Varsity should be typed and double-

spaced if possible-such letters will get priority. Ut-

ters should have your name, college and year For

legal reasons unsigned letters cannot be published. A

pseudonym will be printed for good reason.

wiretapping

In the law faculty's recent

conference, "Law and Freedom
in a Changing Society", Metro

Police Chief James Mackey
claimed that as police chief he

was best able to control wiretap-

ping.

Such a unilateral, arbitrary,

and undelegated assumption of

power smacks of Big Brother and
"police state". It is wrong, and

terrifying to contemplate.

Now, James Mackey is no "fa-

cist ogre". He is seriously con-

cerned about the rise of Mafia-

like organized crime in Toronto;

and he wants the power to com-
bat it.

Mackey has merely seized the

initiative when no-one else could,

or would, take it.

10.8% more
In the November I3th edition

of The Varsity, the Blood Drive
figure for the Faculty of Music
was reported as 1.2 per cent the

second lowest on campus. This

would mean that 3 people gave
blood. However, over 40 people
actually donated thus making our
figure 12 per cent, ten times
higher than that reported.

,Could you possibly be more
accurate in future??

Marilyn Anthony
Student Services Rep.

Faculty of Music

What Mackey and others like

him don't see is that totalitarian-

ism thrives when the authorities

have abundant knowledge of all

the citizens of the state.

Conversely, when the police

have the power to listen to any
telephone conversation by any
persons, and to record informa-

tion from it under the pretext of

fighting crime, then we are one
step closer to that totalitarian-

ism.

Mackey himself admitted that

the main purpose of his wiretap-

ping was to gain information on

"criminal elements", not to use

the tape for a specific court

case.

We have a fine police force in

this city. We trust our cops, per-

haps too much.

Can we let them retain this

potential destroyer of our priva-

cy (and ultimately of our free-

dom) by presuming that "Chief

Mackey is a wise man;, he will

use it correctly"?

What if Mackey's successor
happens to be a power-hungry
eavesdropping maniac?

Let's not be naive. Is thururf

government of men or of laws?

Can you imagine a society

where the police have the power
to enter your house arbitrarily

and at will, without your consent
or even your knowledge? Where
you may get a knock on the door
at midnight to "inspect then
premises for criminal ele-

;

X 1

I always thought a man's

] lome was his castle!
1

And so it is. We do have a

'ong-evolved system of judicial

authority in the handling of

'search warrants.

The theory behind it is that a

.judge has the broadness of pur-

pose and the understanding of the

individual's right to privacy to

deal with any limitation on that

right. , .

Surely this theory must be

applied to wiretapping and other

forms of privacy invasion.

"Knowledge is power—power

is temptation" says Alan Westm

of Columbia University.

For my part, I don't want to

give any man that temptation.

Leighton Reid
(II Trin)

ments"

Is

)r

it

ir

)b

nt

'a

ibiased report
*" The U of T Communist Club

I ibjects to the biased reporting in

IncFriday's Varsity of the talk we

.toiponsbred given by Jim Bridge-

wood Many students have voiced

l

cl
th* opinion that industrial work-

are indifferent to the struggle

"kitlW democracy on the campuses,

> and others have expressed con-

hp cern about student ignorance of

6
the industrial working class. The

lps Communist Club invited Mr
un Bridgewood. an auto worker and

lg Communist labor leader, to the

Mm campus to help remedy this situ-

ation and feel that the Varsity

has done a disservice to the stu-

dent body by its biased reporting.

First, The Varsity says "The

auto worker said the university

was not important in the reform

of society." What was really

said, at some length and with

supporting arguments, was that

the student struggles are impor-

tant both in themselves and as

part of the broader Canadian

struggle against oppression and

want, but that the industrial

workers would have to be the

dominant force in a transition to

socialism, since they have poten-

tial control of the means of pro-

duction.

Second, The Varsity says As

to whether workers would actual-

ly go out on the picket lines for

students,' the speaker acknowl-

edged he 'couldn't promise' any

significant support for a campus

movement." What was said,

emphatically and clearly, was

that Mr. Bridgewood could not

himself promise labor support

for any student action that may

occur.' but that many such sup-

porting actions have already ta-

ken place (and he listed them)

and that labor leaders, especially

in the local unions, would wel-

come requests from students in

the future (and he outlined how

to go about making contacts with

them).
Third, the article includes sev-

eral words and phrases, taken

out of context, which make Mr.

Bridgewood's talk appear an

emotional harangue, when in fact

it was carefully argued with

much documented supporting',

material., none of which was ji): f

eluded or even mentioned in The

Varsity article.
_ ^

U of T Communist Club

Varsity "unjust"

The Varsity editorial of Nov.

13 1968 states that "the war in

Vietnam is patently not a just

war " Please allow me to disa-

gree as follows. Ho Chi Minli hails

the Soviet invasion of Czechoslo-

vakia as a "noble deed." Prince

Sihanouk says that if the U.S.

pulled out of South Vietnam his

country would be taken over by

Communist armies. Is there any

reason to doubt that the U.S. is

forestalling all sorts of such "no-

ble deeds" all over Southeast

Asia 7 Your writer was never in

chains so he takes his freedom

for granted and is quite willing to

consign all of Southeast Asia to

Communism. For all kinds of

honorable and dishonorable rea-

sons the U.S. government is un-

willing to let the Communists put

the people of Southeast Asia into

their prison. Similarly, for all

kinds of honorable and dishonora-

ble reasons, the Nazi takeover of

Europe was resisted. If your

writer had been present he no

doubt would have seen Churchill

as the reactionary that he was.

and therefore condemned his war

against Hitler as "unjust".

I say it was Varsity that was

unjust,' in this editorial.
'

Malcolm Bersohn
,;
Associate Professor of Chemistry

»JwIl;c>p-Tnn'
'

,1 handtui

WHO'S RUNNING FOR CUG?

CUG FORUM I

where do the candidates stand on the issues?

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM
TODAY 1 PHI

women welcome

OTHER CUG FORUMS COMING SOON
TUESDAY NOON Scarborough College Meeting Place.

(Bus leaves from Convocation Hall at 11 am)

WEDNESDAY 7:30 pm Brennan Hall, St. Michael's College

many many more to be planned

watch the varsity for details
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TODAY
I p.m.

OSAP group meeting. Final discus-

sion of Brief. 91 St. George, Rm. 103.

YAVNEH - Student paper given

bv Mr. Nathan Brodsky on Parshat
Hashsvuah. SS 2129.

"Report on Biafra" by Mr. Jack
Leitcher-Kimel who participated in

WUS International Seminar on West
Africa in summer of '68 and was in

Biafra for two weeks. UC Rm. 214.

History Students Union presents an

analysis of the American election

with Professors Lakoff. Dupre. Thor-

son and McNaught. SS 1085.

Psychology staff - student commit-
tee will meet to discuss 3rd and 4th

year changes for next year. AH psy-

chology students invited to attend.

South Sitting Room, Hart House.

The Contemporary Music Club pre-

sents Readings of Twentieth Century

Compositions. Rm. 078, Edward
Johnson Bldg.

Institute For The History of Sci-

ence and Philosophy of Science and

Technology Lecturer Trevor Levere
on 'Davy, Faraday and Naturphiloso-

phie' Rm. 102 McLennan Laboratory.

VCF presents the satirical film

"Charlie Churchman and the

Clowns." Come and see it. discuss it.

Audio-Visual Room, sub-basement

Victoria College library.

2:00 p.m.

Computer Science Club presents a

(alk bv W. D. McDonald; "An Intro-

duction to the algebraic manipulation

language FORMAC " Room 134. New
Physics.

4:00 p.m.

U of T Liberal Club, Campus Af-

fairs Committee - will discuss policy

lor the Sudbury convention. SSS Rm.
1067.

7:30 p.m.

U of T Liberals Riding Research
Committee meeting to discuss Ward
3 coming by-election. Hart House

Debates Room.
Another Hart House Under Water

Club Seminar, Dr. H. Crossman,

Dept. of Icthyology, ROM on "Varia-

bility of Fishes'' Hart House. East

Common Room
9:00 p.m.

Committee for Steve Grant for

University Government Commission.

Stevenson House, 80 St. Mary's St.

Victoria College.

F U of T Stanlev Ryerson "What is

a Canadian?" or "The Nature of

Community". Hart House Sitting

Room.
TUESDAY
All Morning

People required to distribute spe-

cial Varsitv issue on OSAP March.

SAC office.

1:00 p.m.

U of T Liberals consider candidate

for CUG All candidates are invited

SS 1071

IHe Commit lee tor Cerebral Deac-

hvalion presents the noted Exoramu-
lousitor, Branislaw Chrlieu speaking

on Electron shift and its Imptica-

GRADUATING?
UNDECIDED?
We understand.

Come and discuss with us your career
opportunities in Chartered Accountancy

al the placement service

NOVEMBER 25

or call our office directly.

STARKMAN. KRAKT. ROTHMAN. BKRGER & GRILL
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
3101 BATHURST ST., SUITE 601

TORONTO 19. ONTARIO
TELEPHONE 7X2-1 155

THE MUSIC GUILD OF ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
presents

THE KATTALIN CHOIR OF MONTREAL
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

JEAN FRANCOIS SENART
WINNERS. QUEBEC FESTIVAL OF MUSIC, 1968

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE STUDENT CENTRE

NOVEMBER 23

TICKETS $1.00

8:30 p.m.

Aval lable at SAC Office

and the Student Council Office.

St. Mike s Student Centre.

y DRIFTING BURNWOOD
- A SATIRICAL REVUE

By David Walden - Comedian
Musician

& Lewis Capson - Lyricist

Nut

tions on the Mihnary-Industnal Elite

Spectra.' Refreshments will be
served. Bring your, own Chlorine tab-

lets. Rm. 666 The Grauniad.
Hillel general membership meeting

to discuss a motion of concern for

the Birafra-Nigena crisis UC 214

1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale for the film " God

Created Woman" - 75c in UC refecto-

ry.

5:00 p.m.
Meeting of SAC Community Action

Group. Hart House. Ask the Hall

Porter.

Reunion general du Comite Cana-
dien Trinity Rhodes Room
Aiesee meeting. SS 1084

Hungarian Club meeting ISC Morn-
ing Room.

6:00 p.m.
Hillel s delicious dinners for all

members - $1.35 Call 923-7837 for

reservations Hillel House.
7:00 p.m.

F U of T Urban Architecture group
Tuesdav 19th. 21 Hazleton. If any
hang ups call Gerry 920-1200.

FU of T - China Today - 5th Floor
Lounge - Rochdale College

8:00 p.m.

Seminar lead by Rabbi Kamerling
on 'Some Contemporary Issues and
Jewish Ethics? Hillel House.

9:00 p.m.
Poster making party for the OSAP

march. People urgently needed 91

St George Rm. 103.

DATES NOV. 21, 27, 23

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION THEATRE
CURTAIN 8 30 p.m.

Tickets SI.00

ADVANCE Tickets ovoiloble in Foyor of Sid Smith

12:00-2:00 Mon. Nov. 18 - Fri. Nov. 22

AND AT THE DOOR

THE HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

PRESENTS
TODAY !:00p.m.

in Sydney Smith Rm. 1085:

AN ANALYSIS OF THE AMERICAN ELECTION WITH

PROF. J.S. DUPRE
PROF. T.L. THORSON
PROF. S.A. LAKOFF
PROF. K. McNAUGHT
tBRINt; YOUR LUNCH)

The Soul and Country Show of the Year
Starring Wilson Pickett.

Jeannie C. Ri ley. (Harper Valley P.T.A.)
Fantastic Johnny C.
The Masqueraders.
Derek. (Cinnamon.)
Troy Shondell.

The Midnight Movers.
O KEEFE CENTRE - TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26.

at 7 00 and 9:30

ONE NIGHT ONLY.
Tickets atA and A and O KEEFE.

STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
ATLAS PROMOTIONS FOR $3.00 for

I st Show at 7 p.m.
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Larry Burke

AT WATERLOO

From ac
WATERLOO (VNS) -

University of Waterloo stu-

dents have five candidates U
choose from in their Nov. 2'

presidential election, incluc

ing one who says he's ded

cated to giving apathetii

non-political student a voice.

Among the hopefuls fo

Federation of Students pres'

dency is Brian Her, whv

handed in his resignation fo'

lowing a general meetini

Oct. 31 at which students vot

ed non-confidence in thei

council.

The 20 council member
resigned with Her, and at

currently running for re-elec

tion. A total of 47 candidat

The average reader takes about two weeks (35 hours read- more easily and to retain more of what you read. And, if

ing) to read Tolstoy's 'War and Peace'. It's long, a 'heavy' you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

classic. By learning to read much faster though, you can fee will be refunded.

change any novel, any of the 'musts', into an evening's Invest a little time now. Just eight weeks, for a lifetime of

entertainment rather than a week's _ . IHI | advantages. Call us at 923-4681. Or

labour. H IfOll/H lAfOOfl better still, come to a free demon-

Alter ta k i ng t he Evelyn Wood vl 111 W 1UUU stration. See how you can become

Reading Dynamics course, you'll M Bfe adynamic reader. Find out

have- time foi pleasurt Kf'^||||i|M |IU|l^l|11|OQ what dynamic reading can mean

It teaches you to concentrate Q I#JIIUIIIIVW
to you.

1104 Bay Street, Toronto 5. IIIOUIUIW Classes begin November 19th. Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free demonstration.

November 18. Four Seasons—North Room, at 12:30 P\l. November 18, 19. 20, 21. Inn on ihe Park— Talbot Room, at 7'MO
November 19, 20. 21. Four Seasons—Board Room, at 12:30 PM. and 8:30 PM.

Sponsored by CRD Training Associates Ltd.

Open House tit the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institutes. 1104 Bay Street anil the Yorkdale Shopping Plaza. From 12:00 to 3:00 PM.
November 16 tuut November 23.
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TV has a future: Templeton Canadian College Bowl
IV MARY PnWFII •• .1.. u-..u n ..j ..........By MARY POWELL

"What sort of a future does
television have?", mused
Charles Templeton, familiar

to all CTV-viewers, in a talk

on Broadcasting Media
Wednesday night in the red-
carpeted Hart House library.

He sat back comfortably as
he spoke. A glowing fire

crackled behind him. The
warmth of his mellow voice
drew in the informal gather-
ing of 25 attentive listeners.

"The impression of T.V. on
our society is profound be-

yond our knowledge. The
educational factor of T.V. is

a fantastic and yet unmea-
sured property," he said.

When someone claimed
T.V. could have a harmful
effect on children, Templeton
replied he agreed the net-

works seriously neglected
childrens' programmes.
"However, children seem

to have a sieve in their heads

that has an amazing capacity

to sort the important from
the junk. We have not yet

begun to see what the T. V.

generation is, for we have
only had T.V. for the last ten

years."

Templeton stressed he was
not going to pose as the

"blanket defender" of T.V.

"Much on the network is very

bad. The amount of crud on

T.V. reflects the society that

demands it in such large

numbers."

This Friday. Nov. 22. the

Canadian College Bowl tries

again to win friends and in-

fluence people

Plagued since its inception

in lflfi5 with high admission

prices and choices of unpopu-

lar teams the College Bowl
reversed this trend last year

with low ticket prices and

two well-matched teams.

This year the good trend

continues and the game starts

at 8:30 p.m.

With Queens and Waterloo
playing, the turnout is expect-

ed to be just under fabulous.

Tickets are $1.50 at the

SAC office.

The council of the fac-

ulty of arts and science

meets today at 4:15 p.m. in

Convocation Hall for Fur-

ther discussion on the

Macpherson Report. The
meeting is open to all stu-

dents

Mexican govt, meets demand

photo by SHERR Y BR YDSOS

Charles Templeton

News and public affairs are
Templeton's forte. With some
pride he stated "Canada
leads the U.S. in the field of

public affairs. They are just

beginning some things we did

seven or eight years ago."

"If i were told that I could

not go ahead with something

because it would be treading

on the toes of someone higher

up, I would quit my job to-

morrow. I insist on the right

to be wrong for myself.

"And you can quote me on

that." he added.

POSAP MARCH
November 20 1 pm

Tent City

OSAP Group needs case histories.

Phone Philip Tharat at 630-9800

FLAMENCO DANCERS 1

PAULA MORENO
and

Supporting Company

to the music of

DAVID PHILLIPS

Spanish Guitarist

GREAT HALL
Hart House

8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

(No Tickets Requiredl

Templeton revealed that he

believed .he would air the

controversial film 'Warren-

dale' if given the choice.

Before concluding Temple-
ton predicted that "within ten

years there will be a world-

wide T.V. network and we
will also have playback T.V.

at our finger-tips."

MEXICO CITY ICUPII -

The Mexican Government
moved still closer to a rap-

prochement with striking stu-

dents when the Mayor of

Mexico City. Allonso Corona

Del Rosa, promised students

representation on a police

review commission.

He said the commission
would study proposals for

restructuring the police force

and limiting its authority

The commission would be

composed of teachers, gov-

ernment officials, students

and businessmen.

This was one of the de-

mands made bv students in

ihcir tour-month old strike.

On Wednesday, the govern-

ment released 35 students

jailed during the various

clashes between police and

strikers. The students have

demanded the release of hun-

dreds of their colleagues ar-

rested since July

GETTING ENGAGED
Mo.t people .hopping ror •
diamond find themselves on
unfamiliar ground. Very often
they don't know whut to look for
to compare values. Our free
booklet "The Day Vou Buy a
Diamond" provides factual tu-

fa ould
ect and set when

In a diamond.
You CAN Buy on n Direct Basis.

H. PROCTOR I CO.
D1AM.OND AND GEM DEALERS
131 BLOOR ST. *., SUITE 416,

TORONTO.

TERM PAPERS

- ESSAYS
RESEARCH A PROBLEM ?

LET US HELP YOU

THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

HOLDS SEMINARS FOR UNDER-

GRADUATES FROM OCTOBER

TO MID - NOVEMBER. LEARNTO

USE THE LIBRARY'S RESOURCES

3UICKLY AND EASILY. SIGN FOR

SEMINARS IN THE LIBRARY HALL

NEAR THE CATALOGUE INFOR -

MATION DESK.

ERINDALE COLLEGE
University of Toronto

The Staff and Students invite you to

OPEN HOUSE '68
Saturday and Sunday, November 23rd and 24th

from I to 5 in the afternoon

Exhibits

Demonstrations

Fi Im s

tAississauga Road,

North of* Highway 5.

Refreshments in the Cafeteria

Special college bus service

A.I.E.S.E.C.
Association Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences Economiques et Commerciales :•:

GENERAL

MEETING
NOVEMBER 19 5:00 PM ROOM 1084

to discuss - International summer ] ob exchange program :jl

- Communications gip between the business and the academic world §

- University of Toronto s summer reception program for foreign trainees S

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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"Where else

can you achieve

so much so quickly?

Gord Clements of Vancouver, a

23-year-old student at the University

of British Columbia, had been thinking

of joining a stock brokerage firm on

graduation — until he met a marketing

executive from London Life. That was a

couple of years ago. Today he's a

successful London Life representative

— and a man who is convinced that

no other field can offer so much to the

college graduate. Read why.

At first, Gord thought the life insurance busi-

ness had more than its share of hang-ups. As he

put it: "I thought a life insurance salesman was
a plodder, a man who pounded on doors day and

night. And I thought everyone had insurance

anyway, so there was really no market for the

product."

But Gord had an open mind. He was curious.

So he talked with a couple of his professors, who
cleared away many of his misconceptions. "They
helped me realize that selling insurance takes

technical knowledge and skill in influencing

people. Plus imagination and creativity, be-

cause you're working with an intangible prod-

uct," says Gord. "They also pointed out that

insurance offers real opportunity, a great deal of

responsibility, and even the chance to name your

own income."

Gord still had doubts. But life insurance now
held some appeal for him.

VIGOROUS COURSE
After an aptitude test, and a series of interviews

at Vancouver and the company's head office in

London, Ontario, Gord was invited to join the

London Life team. On graduating from university

in 1967, he began a 21-month training and
development program. During the first three

months he was at London, where he was given

a thorough training in professional salesmanship,

and a background knowledge about such sub-

jects as the uses of insurance, financial plan-

ning, business insurance, taxation and group
insurance.

(From his first day with London Life, the

college graduate receives an assured income plus

the opportunity for additional earnings.)

UNLIMITED POTENTIAL

"By the time I completed the course, and re-

turned to Vancouver to work with a regional

manager, I realized that the life insurance market

is unlimited, and therefore unique. That's be-

cause insurance is the only product everyone

needs. And most people need more than they

own."

(Early in his career, the life insurance sales-

man is given a significant job with a great deal

of responsibility. His work has a beneficial im-

pact on the lives of his policyowners, and a direci

effect on his own success and on the success ol

his company. In many other industries, a man
might have to wait five or ten years for oppor-

tunities and responsibilities as meaningful.)

"I found out, too, that most people buy insur-

ance many times during their lives, and for a

variety of reasons. That's because insurance has

so many uses. People who already own insur-

ance, therefore, are willing to buy more as their

needs increase. Because the market is so broad,

you can build your own clientele, and you can do

it by picking people with whom you want to do

business."

(More than any other people, Candians appre-

ciate the value of life insurance, because they

buy more. And Canadians own more life insur-

ance with London Life than with any other

company.)

EARLY INDEPENDENCE

"Apart from what insurance can do for the

public, I know what it has done for me. Like

most students, I was in debt when I graduated.

My only asset was a commerce degree. Today,

most of my debts have been paid off and I am
beginning to accumulate some fairly substantial

assets. Frankly, I can't think of another field in

which you can achieve so much so quickly. In-

surance is the job for the young man who wants
real opportunity, who wants to get into business

for himself, and who even wants to name his own
income and achieve financial independence at a

relatively early age."

(At London Life, you have the opportunity to

grow. Plus the freedom and help to develop your
own skills, knowledge and income at the pace
you choose. Nobody holds you back. There is

no limit to what you can accomplish. If you wish,

you can build your entire career in sales — or, if

you prefer, you can move up to management).

To learn more about London Life, ask your

placement officer for the booklet "A Career for

You with London Life." Or arrange an interview

with a London Life representative.

Interviews will be held on campus November 21

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office : London, Canada
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Shinny squad stumpsHalifaxtwice
Varsity hockey Blues' sec-

ond exhibition road trip of the

season ended as an unquali-

fied success when they swept
two games from Halifax Jun-
ior Canadians 6-3 and 3-2.

Blues also took both games
when they played a similar
pre-season series last year.

Canadians will compete in

John Gordon

the Montreal Metro Junior

A' League this season.

John Wright was the pace-
setter in the first game when
he scored two third-period

goals including the winner.
Brian St. John, Len Burman.
John Ritchie and Brian
Tompson had the other mark-

ers in a penalty-riddled af-
fair.

Tompson was removed to
hospital for observation and
len stitches when he was
hashed in the face moments
alter he scored a goal with
Varsity short-handed in the
third period.

In the Sunday matinee,
Burman counted the winner
at 16:19 of the third frame
after taking passes from Bill

L'Heureux and Wright. L-
Heureux also set up rookie
Brent Swanick for the tying
goal when Blues had a man in

the penalty box.

John Gordon combined with
defenceman Dave Field to
give Varsity a 1-0 lead early
in the game.
Coach Tom Watt will make

his final cuts following to-

night's practice. If play on
the week-end is any indica-

tion. Watt is in for a dandy
floor-walking session.

The six or seven players
lighting for the final three
spots on the club have all

showed well in the four exhi-

bition matches to date. And,
to make things tougher. Watt
nlans to keep onlv two of the

lour netminders in currently
in camp. There hasn't been
much to choose among their

efforts so far either. Each
goaler has played one full

game.
NOTES. . Wingers Steve
Monteith and Gord Cunning-
ham both missed the Halifax
trip because of academic

Brian Thompson

commitments ... The attend-
ance for the two week-end
games was only 4000 all to-

gether. Last year more than
8000 turned out to see Blues
play.

. .Blues' next games are
with Clarkson Institute of
Technology and St. Laurence
University in Clarkson and
Potsdam.

Gaels vs Lutheran in College Bowl
The Canadian College Bowl, at long last,

seems to rest on firm footing.

The Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union has officially designated it to decide
the college football championship of Can-
ada, and every intercollegiate league in the
country has seen fit to consider themselves
eligible for the first time.

The game takes place Friday night, Nov-
ember 22, at Varsity Stadium, with Queen's
Golden Gaels and Waterloo Lutheran
Golden Hawks clashing for the Vanier Cup.
These two teams advanced to the final with
thumping victories Saturday in a pair of

semi-final bowl games.
Gaels whipped University of Manitoba

Bisons 29-6 in the Western College Bowl at

Winnipeg while Lutheran thrashed St.

Mary's University Huskies 37-7 in the Atlan-

tic Bowl game at Halifax.

Before a good crowd of 10,000, Queen's
had little trouble with Bisons who were

never really in the game. Fullback Heino
Lilies, scored two fourth quarter touch-
downs for Gaels with halfback Keith Eaman
and flanker Tom Chown getting the others.
Doug Cozac kicked two converts and twrj

singles to augment a single from punter
Jim McKeen. Bisons lone touchdown came
m the second quarter when Dennis Hrycaiko
returned a punt 105 yards.

Waterloo rolled at will over St. Mary's,
scoring six touchdowns, all by different

players.

The presence of two universities in the
College Bowl within driving distance of
Toronto could produce its largest crowd yet.

Queen's has asked for 6,000 tickets alone,

and Waterloo will probably sell at least two
or three thousand.

University of Toronto students can pur-
chase tickets for the game at the SAC office

lor a scant $1.50. It's a good buy.

WATER POLO

Mac 7, Blues 6

The Varsity waterpolo squad lost its first game in five

years Saturday as it dropped a tight 7-6 decision to Mc-
Master in Hamilton
The ecstatic victors used "Angelo Mosca" tactics

throughout the 40 minutes to give Blues a black and blue
tattoo by the end of the game.
The vastness of the beautiful McMaster aquadome proved

deceptive to Varsity's shooters. Dave Breach's parabolic
loop-di-loops consistently fell short of the goal and Chris
McNaught's linear whizz-bangs kept whizzing uboxe the
crossbar.

Mac proved effective in using the larger pool area by
outswimming Varsity and containing Blues in their own
end.

Ross Freeman, in particular, noted the difference in the

Mac pool. One of his better tricks is to sink below his check
and torpedo off the bottom of the pool. However, as the
pool was equipped with two springboards and three diving

lowers. Freeman remarked after re-surfacing late in the
third quarter that maybe the pool was a little deeper than
Hart House.

Some players did manage to shine in defeat, noteably
defenseman Skip Bergman and goalie Brian Barnes Each
endured the entire game Barnes, who improves with every
outing, continued to use his head for many brilliant saves.
Don Carr, previously known only for his screaming,

grunting and arm-waving, tallied two goals and along with
John Archibald managed to tie up Marauders' attack for

the two quarters they played together.

Chris McNaught with three goals and Freeman with one
accounted for the other Varsity markers.

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss summer employment

with 3rd and 4th year students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical chemical

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS

on November 27th and 28th

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS students in 3rd, 4th

and post-graduate years

on November 27th and 28th

We invite you to arrange an interview through the Office

ot Student Personnel Services

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED
Copper Chll, Ontario. Thompson, Manitoba
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RUGGER SIDE ROCKS GAELS TO RETAIN TURNER CUP

Captain George Wraw bulls his way over the goalline for a tough try in the
rugger Blues' 11-8 victory over Queen's on Saturday. Wraw was Blues' big

pholo by TOM A URICH
gun, accounting for eight of their 1 1 points. Wrow's try came after a scrum
which you can just see breaking up on the extreme right.

Bolore a shivering but thor-

oughly loyal crowd of sup-
porters al Varsity Stadium.
Varsity rugger Blues retained

Ihe Gilberl Turner Trophy
with a solid 11 -8 victory over
Queen s (Jolden Gaels. The
Turner Trophy is awarded
annually to the rugger cham-
pions of the Ontario-Quebec
Athletic Association.

bach team was undefeated
-•oing into the game. Blues
winning the western division

'l the OQAA while Queen's
lost least in the east.

Gaels put on a gritty dis-

play against their more pol-
i -lied opponents who excelled
when passing the ball and in

ihe scrums While it is true
lo say that Blues controlled
plav most of the game.
Queen's managed to hang
lough and came extremely
'•lose to pulling out a victory
with only a lew minutes left.

Bui a gallant "goalline
land by Blues threw back

Queen's last ditch attempt
ind play remained at mid-
lield until time ran out.

. ptolo hi TOM HI UK H
De erminot,on shows as three Blues go after the bal. in playduring Varsity's win over Queen's to retain the Turner Trophy
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The game was played on a
greasy pitch which kept wide-
open play to a minimum. A
bitterly cold wind added to
ihe discomfort of the players.

Varsity jumped into a 5-0

lead on a try by Doug Phibbs
who burst into the end zone
and kept right on running un-
lil he touched down right be-
hind the posts. Captain
George Wraw. a standout all

day. sidewheeled the ball
Ihrough the uprights for the
i wo point conversion.

Queen's struck back when
I heir captain. Ron Easteal,
was successful on a penalty
kick, making the score 5-3.

The final scoring play of
ihe hall was a dogged try by
Wraw (see picturel who
crashed over following a
serum close to the Queen's
line Tony Pierre attempted
ihe convert but he was wide,
leaving the score at the hall
«-:! lor Varsity.

li appeared only a matter
el nine before Blues would
-tart running up the score,
especially when Wraw upped
their lead to 1 1-3 with a pen-
alt\ kick shortly after the
-econd hall began.

But an injury to Peter
Hand alter he smashed a
Gaels' ball-carrier out of
bounds served to invigorate
Queen's and dishearten Blues.
In true cold-blooded rugger

-ule. the referee came over
101 a quick look at the pros-
irall Hand, and quoth laconi-
cally. "All right, let's get on
with 11 Play went on imme-
diately only a lew yards from
where he lav. 1

After threatening for a long
lime. Queen's Chip Drury
linally beat Blues for a try
and when Easteal converted
the score was suddenly 11-8;

no easy romp was in store.

Queen's began to threaten
once again.

Then, to the astonishment
of all. Hand trotted from the

dressing room out onto field

while play was halted mo-
mentarily to carry a Gaels'
player off. Blues took heart
from there and the game ran
its toll.

Blues take Blackwood
MONTREAL — University of Montreal Carabins gambled

and lost. As a direct result, Varsity soccer Blues whipped
Carabins 12-1 to take the OQAA championship and the Black-
wood Trophy for the fifth straight season.

Caiabins decided last Thursday that their home field, which
had been covered with some three feet of snow, was in no
condition for the East-West playoff. Had this decision stood, it

1- likely that the game would have been cancelled and Cara-
bins and Blues declared joint champions.

However. U of M officials changed their minds at the last
moment, cleared the playing surface of all but six inches of
ihe icey white stuff, painted field markings on the snow (in
Blue no less I and the show went on.

< uiabins opened the scoring early on a goal by Jay Dausin
bin from then on it was all blue and white and blue and white
etc Varsity ran the count to 6-1 by half time and from that
>oml it was just a question of avoiding injuries and getting
'he game over with. Jim Lefkos playing his last game with
Varsity, put on quite a show for the 100 odd fans that braved
ihe weather. Scheduled to graduate from Phys-Ed. this spring,
big Jim booted in six goals in one of his finest efforts in four
seasons as a Blue.

Lefkos is toying with the idea of becoming a professional
"reei player next year. If there were any scouts in attend-
ince Saturday afternoon, he won't have to go begging for a
contract.

Another veteran of intercollegiate competition, Frank Sop-
pelsa found the grubby climate to his liking. Soppelsa scored
three times for his biggest output of the year.

Miles Sosa with two tallies and Graham Shiels with one
rounded out the Varsity total to an even dozen.
Blues victory makes them the first team, since the Varsity

-ides ol 1945-51 won six straight titles, to dominate intercol-
legiate soccer so completely.



OSAP MARCH TODAY
From Tent City to Queen's Pork - 1 P.M.

THE

inside

VOLUMF 89 - NO 28 TORONTOl
November 20. 1968

Engineers to vote on SAC • centre

Why march? • centre

ANDIN TINS CORNER,
FROMST. MICHAEL'S

By BRIAN JOHNSON
There's a little man who

goes around in a black leath-

er jacket who comes from
Bogota Colombia, and there's

a big man who comes from
Italy and dresses normally
and follows the little man
around to set things straight.

SAC President Steve Lang-

don usually gets caught in the

middle and tries to pacify the

two with smooth hand ges-

tures.

The little guy is F. Paul

Fromm (the *F' stands for

Fred) of the Edmund Burke
Society and the big guy is

Alberto Di Giovanni of the

anti-Edmund Burke Society.

The only things these two
men have in common are

that both are SAC members
from St. Michael's College

and both disagree with each

other constantly.

I asked Fromm what the

difference was between him-

self and George Wallace.

"I don't like ketchup on my
food, and I'm not a lawyer,

and I'm not a Democrat," he

said. "I think George Wallace

has been underestimated.

He's a figure to keep watch-

ing. If Nixon doesn't solve the

problems of the United

States, I think 1972 will see a

George Wallace victory."

Di Giovanni said he was a

believer in democracy and

socialism.

"All this talk about democ-
racy and democratization is

just so much hogwash," re-

plied Fromm. He cited the

SAC's refusal to accept the

Graduate Students' Union

withdrawal as an example.

"If one section of a univer-

sity pulls out, others will pull

out," said Alberto. "This is

not an achievement of democ-
racy. This is an achievement
of irresponsibility."

When I mentioned violent

confrontation to them, each

accused the other of being

guilty and himself innocent of

it.

"Violence on campus is

reprehensible any time, any-

place, anywhere," said

Fromm.
"He talks about non-vio-

lence," said Alberto, "but his

group caused violence at the

consulate demonstrations.

Look at what pulpit the

speech is coming from."

"Well for a fellow who's

called himself both a good

Christian and a good revolu-

tionary, I find this sort of

calling the kettle black rather

amusing." replied Fromm.

When Alberto asked him to

name the leftists who are

advocating violence, Fromm
accused him of living in "a

communications vacuum"

and then named Andy Wer-

nick (SGS) and Bob Rae (IV

UC) as advocators of vio-

lence.

After about 20 minutes. I

managed to get Fromm and

Di Giovanni off the subject of

violence and asked Fromm
about the Commission on

University Government
Fromm is a CUG nominee.

"I'm running on a cam-
paign of approach rather than

final ends," he said. "I've

been one of the few people

who's refused to go along

with little Stevie Wonder
(Langdon) on all his little

plans and schemes for the

good of utopia in the univer-

sity."

"We're not in any position

to change the Board of Gov-

ernors or even eliminate it,"

he said. "It's a fact of life.

"I think Paul Fromm real-

ly knows what he's going to

do there," said Alberto. "And
that's why I see in Mr.

Fromm the most dangerous

man on this campus. He has

a very definite kind of philos-

phy — represented by a very

small minority on this cam-
pus like the EBS. But he's

afraid and ashamed to

present what his philosophy

really is. You see him becom-
ing all at once a liberal to

win an election."

"I would say I'm an
across-the-board conserva-

tive." Fromm replied when I

asked him for his political

philosophy. "Unlike the left. I

don't have to drag interna-

tional politics or conspirato-

rial theory of imperialism

into everything I say."

Alberto always looks so

exasperated when he's con-

fronted with Fromm. He's a

non-political idealist who says

he's devoted to helping his

fellow man, and when he lis-

tens to Fromm s 'straight

talk', he just wants to call

turn a liar. And sometimes he

does.

For instance, Fromm got

$100 from SAC and $100 from

the SMC student council to

sponsor an EBS forum featur-

ing William Buckley and Da-

vid Lewis William Buckley

and David Lewis did not ar-

rive. The EBS spent the $200

on the forum anyway.

That's the type of thing

that gets Alberto mad at

Paul.

It was difficult, but 1 tried

to get the antagonists away
from the issues and started

asking some what - are - you
- really - like questions.

"I'm a fanatical movie-

goer," said Fromm. "I like

just about all types of movies

except musicals. I love west-

erns, who-dunnits. comedies,

and comie spy movies like

James Bond. Matt Helm, and

Tony Rome."
Alberto joked that Paul

must like violence. I met
Alberto at Polanski's Repul-

sion once. It's one of the

most • sordid and horrifying

films I have ever seen. And
he laughed all the way
through it. He has a wonder-

ful sense of humour.

Despite Alberto's boister-

ous laughter and his slight

problem with the English

language, he's no fool. He's

acted on stage for several

years and is now producing a

play in Italian. He's been ac-

tive in the NDP and might

run for alderman in the next

election.

"Political opportunity to

me is not an end," he said,

"but an opportunity to serve

people I might teach or go

into social work. I like to

help people and get involved

in community projects.

There's a need for social

work in the Italian communi-
ty. One thing I don't want to

do is go into business."

Fromm said he would like

to write a book when he grad-

uates — "Inside the Student

Movement."



WHAT

DO

YOU

KNOW

aboutI

?

Is it the all-Canadian scientific news
magazine for science students? Are
its articles written by Canada's top

scientists and engineers? Does it

report new developments and
suggest innumerable career

opportunities?

Find the answers in a complimentary
copy, by writing to:

SCIENCE AFFAIRS
1255 University, Room 222
Montreal 2, Quebec

Subscriptions: Students $3
8 issues (2 yrs.) Adults $4

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF
THE YOUTH SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards

FLAMENCO DANCERS

PAULA MORENO
and

Supporting Company

to the music of

DAVID PHILLIPS

Spanish Guitarist

GREAT HALL
Hart House

8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24th

(Mo Tickets Required)

MOIRA

An original musical comedy

written by RON WEIHS, at

Central Library' Theatre.

Wed. Nov.20to Sat. Nov. 23

8:30 p.m.

SAC Bookstore stacks up stock
Want to lose a hang-up? Remember all those books you

liit'd lo get at the SAC Bookstore, but ynu couldn't get them
because they were out of stock and you didn't worry because *T)

there was lots of time but now you're worrying because there

t

isn't?

Suprise! Suprise! Those books (some of them) are in. They
got anthropology, sociology, French, Philosophy and Math.

Since the room on the second floor of Rochdale is small it is

requested that no more than 3,000 students converge at one
time.

Begin exam time panic (what a cliche) now and buy books.

P S. Remember the 10 per cent discount on all books.

All students in the

DEPARTMENT of POLITICAL ECONOMY

Elections of REPRESENTATIVES

to the CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Thursday Nov. 21 1:00 p.m. Sid Smith

GENERAL COURSE
Political Science

— a I I years
— 2nd year
— 3rd year

Economics — 2nd year
— 3rd year

Pol. Science & Economics — 2nd year
— 3rd year
— 4th year

— 3 reps.

— I rep.

— I rep.

— I rep.

— ( rep.

— I rep.

— I rep.
— 3 reps.

Rm. 1069

Rm. 1070

Rm. 1088

Rm. 2131

Rm. 2134
Rm. 2133
Rm. 2121

Rm. 1083

NEW COLLEGE SOCIAL COMMITTEE
presents

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
FEATURING

THE MARX BROS.

'A DAY AT THE RACES'
4 COLOUR CARTOONS

SAT. NOV. 23

8:30 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE
DINING HALL 75<

C.U.S. FLIGHT ABROAD 1969
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED - APPLY NOW]

FOR CUS MEMBERS ONLY
ALL JET FLIGHTS

Destination
Toronto-London

Toronto-London

Toronto-London

Toronto-London

Toronto-London

Toronto-London

Toronto -London
Toronto -London

Toronto-London

Toronto-Rome-London -Toronto
Toronto-Moscow-London Torontc
Vancouver Tokyo
Toronto-London (one-way)
Toronto-London (one-way)

Airline
Caledonian

BOAC
BOAC
Caledonian

Caledonian

Caledonian

Air Canada
Air Canada
Pacific Western
Alitalia

Air Canada
World Airways
Air Canada
Air Canada

Departture
May 10
May 1

1

May 25
May 27
May 29
June 3

June 7

June 13
July 5

May 25
June 1 1

May 26
Sept. 9

Sept. 24

Return Fare
Sept. 4 $205.00
June 3 193.00
Sept. 14 212 00
Sept. 9 195.00
Aug. 29 205.00
Aug. 27 20500
Sept. 5 2 1 1 .00
July 6 193.00
Sept. 1 230.00
June 22 2 1 1 00
Sept. 6 28800
July 1 299 00

104.00
104,00

Fares do not include
flight or luggage

fUll INFORMATION WITH IPPIKAWH FORM NOW AVAILABLE. PIFAsTcONTACT:
Canadian Union of Students.
Travel Department,
44 St. George Street
Toronto 5, Ontario
Tel.: 921-2611.

ALSO: Christmas Flight to England

:

:

:



Bof G main election issueforCUG
By TREVOR SPURR

Candidates for the four
student seats on the Commis-
sion on University Govern-
ment kicked off their cam-
paigns Monday with three-
minute speeches in the Hart
House Debates Room.
"The task that faces all of

us is so awesome," said A.
Gary Webster (SGS) in refer-

ring to the job of the commis-
sion, but many of the 50 stu-

dents in the audience must
have felt he was referring to

the problem of selecting four
members from the slate of 16

candidates.

The Board of Governors
came in for constant criti-

cism by the candidates during
their brief speeches.

"In the Board of Governors
there lies a potential veto
over the future of the univer-

sity. It doesn't serve the in-

terests of the community or
the university," said Web-
ster.

"The Board of Governors
must go," said Bob Rae (IV
UC).

In contrast Ron Thompson
(SGS) said too much atten-
tion was paid to the Board.
"Most of the money for

this university comes from
the legislature," he said.

"The main solution is to

set up some sort of structure
to deal with the Department
of University Affairs," he
added.

"The university is owned
by the taxpayers and the
Board of Governors should be
responsible to the elector-

ate," said Paul Ves (I UC).

"There is no purpose in

student and staff councils and

Sig Sam delivers ultimatum

will staff please return books

By ERROL YOUNG

The Sigmund Samuel Library has issued a quiet ultimatum
to the faculty on campus, asking them to please speed up
their rate of returning books.

Until last year faculty members were allowed to keep books
as long as they wanted. Then a three-month limit on loans

was introduced. After the faculty became accustomed to that

— "We did have problems at first," says Chief Librarian R.
H. Blackburn — the limit was reduced to two months.

Faculty members may still renew their books for an addi-

tional two months before recall notices are sent out.

Unlike students, faculty are not subject to fines on overdue

books, nor will fines be imposed in the future.

"If we can't collect the books from them" says Blackburn.

"How will we collect the fines?"

A statement issued this week to faculty notes that "a sub-

stantial number of faculty members give limited attention to

recall notices."

From now on, the library council executive has recom-

mended copies of second and third recall notices be sent to

the relevant Deans or Department heads, asking them to help

get books back to the library. This will apply for material

borrowed since the beginning of last month.

Students will continue to pay fines by the hour on overdue

books.

there is no purpose in course

unions on this campus," he

added.

Several candidates pro-

posed greater staff-student

coooperation.

"This committee repre-

sents student opinion as one
of two factions — faculty and
students. Both factions must
share equally in the govern-

ing of the university," said

William Rocket (SGS).

"The administration should

be constituted more equally

of faculty and students and
between them they will con-

trol the governing of the uni-

versity," proposed D'Arcy
Martin (III New).
"There should be openness

in terms of all decision-mak-

ing and equality of staff and
students." said Rae.

The last candidate to speak

was Twitchy, the tape record-

er, presented by his cam-
paign manager Andy Wernick

(SGS). who has no faith in

CUG.
"I'm a bit mechanical but

so are all the other tape re-

corders running in this elec-

tion," she said.

The election takes place

Nov. 26. There will be a pref-

erential voting system
whereby a voter will choose

four candidates in order of

preference. At least one of

the successful candidates

must come from the School

of Graduate Studies.

CUG FORUMS
6 p.m. Burwash Hall, Vic-

toria College

7:30 p.m. Assembly Hall.

Brennan Student Centre, St.

Michael's College

THURSDAY

12 - 2 p.m. Coffee shop,

Wymilwood. Victoria

7 p.m. Seeley Hall, Trinity

College.

SToPTriEWoty?
1 WANT lbGEToff
written by At Anthony Newley

mask by Leslie Bicrusse

starring BOOTH HARDING SAVAGE
ELLEN COLE

directed by Terry Storker

join us

HART HOUSE THEATRE
november 20 23

Tickets : wed thurs $2.00 fri sat $2.50

HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

Hart House

CLASSICAL CONCERT
To-Day. Music Room, 1 p.m.

FACULTY OF MUSIC STUDENT ENSEMBLE
BRAHMS HORN TRIO

and
DVORAK SONATINA IN G

Performed by: JOSEPH PELEG (Violin)

PETER TAUSSIG (Piano)

JOHN MCDONALD (French Horn)
Ladies Welcome

HART HOUSE FARM
GENERAL MEETING TODAY
East Common Room - 1 p.m.
Anyone interested in knowing
about Hon House Farm - where

it is — how jt is operated —

who runs it - is invited.

POETRY READING
Music Room - 1:15 p.m.
Thursday, November 21

MONA GOULD - her own works
U. of T.
SPANISH DEPT. - FEDERICO LORCA

Spanish & English

(Ladies Welcome)

FLAMENCO DANCERS
Sunday, November 24th

Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

PAUL MORENO
fi> Supporting Company

and

DAVID PHILLIPS
Spanish Guitarist

(No Tickets Required)

CAMERA CLUB
STUDIO NIGHT

Scheduled lor November 20th

Postponed to

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER llth

WRITE TO BISSELL

TODA Y!

There is a real danger thai ihe Board of Governors ma> stall

on the graduate student application for withdrawal from the

Students' Administrative Council at its meeting on Novem-
ber 28.

Section 34(3) of the University of Toronto Act (1947)
guarantees each student the right of direct access to the

President, and via the President to the Board, on matters

"he is or may deem himself to be entitled to complain".

Please do not let the Administrators foil a democratically
taken student decision. Write to Bissell today! If necessary,

ask for an interview!

• clip jnd mail

President C. Bissell,

Simeoe Hull,

University of Toronto,
Toronto 5.

Dear President Bissell,

November 20. 1968

I would like to express to you my support for graduate student

withdrawal from the Students' Administrative Council.

For the cause of campus democracy, I recommend that the

Board of Governors accept the overwhelming mandate for with-

drawal granted by the graduate students

Please inform me of your opinions and your immediate policy on
this matter.

Yours truly

,

NAME.

ADDRESS

N.B.: no postage stamp necessary through University Mail
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Osmond Solandt:
By PHIL RESNICK

Phil Resnick is a graduate student majoring in political econ-

omy. His specialty is the history oj Canadian defence commit-

ments.

On Nov. 21st, at 8:15 P.M.,

Chancellor 0. M. Solandt will

ke awarding diplomas at fall

convocation. Who is 0. M.
Solandt, and on what basis

did he become Chancellor of

this University?

Dr. Solandt had his original

training in medicine, but

from an early date he was
attracted to the corridors of

power. During the Second

World War, while in England,

he rose through various posts

in medical research to be-

come special scientific advis-

er to Lord Mountbatten's

South East Asia Command,
and was a member of the

Joint Military Mission sent to

Japan to evaluate the effects

of the atomic bomb.

It was natural that the

Canadian Government turned

to 0. M. Solandt at the war's

end, when it was looking for

some one to head up
Canada's defence research.

Solandt set himself the task

of empire-building, and in

1947 succeeded in gaining the

establishment of an independ-

ent agency, the Defence Re-

search Board, of which he

became the first head. To be

sure, defence research as Dr.

Solandt and the Canadian mil-

itary envisaged it could not

be pursued independently, but

would involve close coopera-

tion with Britain and the

United States.

Solandt was instrumental in

bringing about tripartite ar-

rangements in defence re-

search, one of the first steps

in Canada's subordination to

American policy. Canadian

facilities, such as the testing

range at Suffield, were
thrown open to the United

States, while Canada adopted

a continental strategy in de-

fence.

DEFENSE RESEARCH
BOARD

Solandt, moreover, adopted
a policy of involving the uni-

versities in the work of the

DRB. Generous scholarships

were offered to graduate
schools; conferences were
organized under DRB aus-

pices, at which scientists in

every field gathered togeth-

er; grants were used to di-

rect research work in the

universities. Every attempt
was made to minimize the

difference between military

and civilian research.

In 1956, having finished his

stint in the higher echelons of

the Ottawa mandarinate, So-

landt retired to the more lu-

crative world of business.

U of T has an enviable reputation

for its honors program. So it's natu-

ral that a great deal of energy and
money go into the honors courses, at

the expense of general students. So

far this has been taken for granted.

But now all that is supposed to

change. Macpherson recommended

uarsfty
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
"
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there's no uu in trying to deal with the
dying" said afar far better thing to all these
wellwhal are they. Bob Zimmerman said it
so sadsott well to Ramona. Mastedo morvel-
ous no doubt and Mary. Deceptive Dove per-
sued bye Brian. Sue seems so secure and
simp lea. Oenis Doug and Tim and John, I

tell you all this won t go on. Jim andHarriel
we can't forget, they are at the end and yet
you know what's writ! John Doyle has the
inky but symbolically celestial star beside his
name! How has this happened It's not a
question of Bob and John in B.C. nor ATLAN-
TIS up and L.A. down, it's your awareness
coming 'round. High) Jon! Kandlemeyerl
People wander here around not one of them
quite sane is found, they speak in line and
paw the ground, and wonder where the
light is found.

a (disguised) step backwards
abolishing the honors-general distinc-

tion, and the Arts and Science Fac-
ulty Council agreed. Now some fac-

ulty people are apparently having

second thoughts.

There were two signs of this at

Monday's Faculty Council meeting.
One was above-the-board, a request

for more evidence that "academic
excellence" won't suffer under the

new order. The other was a motion
by Professor J. B. Conacher which
would let departments restrict enroll-

ment in seminar courses to "special-

ist" students. Which sounds like a
new honors program.

Professor Conacher is sincerely

interested in the quality of education
at U of T. He says he wants a better

deal for general students too. So why
give the "specialists" preference?
Why give them the best courses?
You can't run seminars for every-

one, they tell us; we haven't got the
men and money. But that doesn't
mean the criterion for admission to

invisible "chains'
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The Vietnam war continues — in-

deed, it may go on forever — thanks
to thinking like that of Prof. Malcolm
Bersohn (see letters, Nov. 18).

Referring to a comment that the

American war in Vietnam was an
unjust war. Prof. Bersohn remarked
that: "Your writer was never in

chains so he takes his freedom for

granted and is quite willing to con-
sign all of Southeast Asia to Commu-
nism."

If Communism as practiced in

Southeast Asia is chains, you'd have
a lot of trouble convincing the Viet-

namese. The North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong don't fight like people in

chains.

They don't need 500,000 and more
Chinese troops to sustain their battle

lor "freedom '. They don't have a
government so corrupt that it was
overthrown and now has to be sup-
ported by the Americans.

Comparing the Asian Communists
with the Nazis just doesn't work. The
situations are different, and Ho Chi
Mihn and Mao Tse Tung are not
Adolf Hitlers. For proof, read some
of Mein Kampf and compare it with
the works of Mao.

November 20. 1968

Asian politics and economics are
different from those of Europe.
These people have seen capitalism in

its role of exploiter and have rejected
it. The Asian peasant has never
known freedom. Indeed, many have
labored under a feudalistic landowner
system similar to that of capitalism,
without the pretense of democracy.

Finally, the U.S. is almost the last

country to hold up as a model of

democracy. The last election was a
mockery, and the American refugees
to Canada have a few things to say
about the U.S.'s highly touted "free-
doms".

Finally, a recent Associated Press
article noted with veiled surprise that
the National Liberation Front were
holding democratic elections in the
towns they hold. We'll probably be
hearing more stories like that, along
with stories about South Vietnamese
imprisoned for speaking out against'
the kind of "freedom" the United
States is imposing.

The whole Vietnamese war boils

down to another Crusade by the west
against the east. Like the earlier
Crusades, it is one part blind faith

and ignorance, and three parts eco-
nomic. This kind of war should have
gone out with the middle ages.

seminars should be based on the spe-

cialist-generalist distinction. Why not

diversity of background, say, or de-

gree of interest?

Perhaps professors are more wor-
ried about their own reputations than
the quality of education. After all, if

U of T honors courses are distin-

guished, and you teach one; then that

makes you distinguished, doesn't it?

The point of abolishing the honors-

general distinction was to encourage
departments to upgrade the stand-

ards of all their courses. If they
could build such a fine reputation for

the honors program, surety they

could do it for the whole school. But
Professor Conacher's motion ensures
that nothing will change.

Maybe it would be better if the
generalists went to Erindale. They
could take their courses on closed-

circuit TV, or follow the CBC School
Broadcasts. And they wouldn't have
to worry their feeble brains about
academic excellence.

not enough
The Ontario government says that

-it has increased its Ontario Student 1

Awards Plan money more than the

increase in university enrollment.
The tighter borrowing regulations,

they claim, make the distribution of

money more "equitable".

Judge for yourself if the program
is adequate. Ask a friend (about 40

per cent of U of T students are on
OSAP) if he's getting enough to live

on, and if he got more than last year.

Chances are he got less under the

new "equitable" system.
With summer jobs harder to get,

more and more people are going to

get bounced out of university under
the new plan, and others won't be
getting enough.

No matter how much the govern-
ment is spending, it obviously isn't

sufficient. And that's why the march
has been called — to say the program
isn't good enough.



"classic manipulator"
First as Vice-President in
charge of research with the
CNR, then as Vice-President
of de Havilland, he put his
manipulative skills to work in

the market place. During his
years at de Havilland, 1961-5.

the firm was involved in plac-
ing 160 of its Caribous in the
field with the American mili-

tary in Vietnam. Solandt's
experience with both the
Canadian and American mili-

tary bureaucracies no doubt
served it in good stead.

FOR LOYAL SERVICE

In 1966, on the basis of his

loyal service to both military

and corporate elites, he re-

ceived a new appointment,
Chancellor of U of T. It was
only logical now that the uni-

versity had become big busi-

ness, now that skills required

to service both corporations

and government were in

greater demand, that this

veteran of two elites was dustrv. He views the univer-
appomted to an Geological si tv as a servicing agent for
post of the first importance the powers that are, for the

brain washing the young. Canadian elites who have run
bolandt also continues to Canadian society in their own

wear his old caps. He contin- interests for over a century
ues to act as godfather to the
DRB, suggesting Canadian
leadership on research into
triphibious warfare. He
Vice-President of Electric
Reduction Ltd., a large chem-
ical firm, convicted of air

0. M. Solandt has no right

to be Chancellor of this Uni-

versity. His vision of the uni-

versity, like his vision of

Canada, leaves no room for

radical democracy from be-

pollution. He is associated
low

'
the critical diversity,

research
wlucn ls tne signpost of thisa research

involved in

with MITRE,
group at MIT
military work

0. M
of everything that is wrong

generation. He is a remnant
of the Mackenzie King era,

Solandt is a symbol
an old miberal elit 'st mas-

thine that is wronr-
querading as a liberal. To

is to protest

the liberal capitalist establ-

ishment that runs this univer-

sity and this country.

ui everyming mat is wrong ' ; T 5 ""

with this country, everything Protes ' Solandt

the university should not be
'

He is the epitome of the con-
tinentalist who sold Canada
down the river to the United
States in the 1940's. He is the
classic manipulator moving
between military and corpo-
rate posts, between elite posi-

tions in government and in-

DEMONSTRATE ON NOV-
EMBER 21ST, 7:30 P.M.,
OUTSIDE CONVOCATION
HALL

contradictions in the super-

structure: or why feelies are

progressive and reactionary,

at the same time — a poem
(?)

Sometimes, when the

morning glare still hangs like

an incubus on a late after-

noon, and I shamble down a

grey street brushing past

strange faces, I long for the

old subjectivity. The tyranny

of unbalance and jobs undone

and books unread and dreams
undreamt and feelings unfelt

and an old longing returns:

not for absorption into higher

and higher unities, but for

solitude and silence. But sen-

sitivity is a privilege and be-

sides, to make it possible, it

must almost be denied. The
ego's downward spiral into

itself, where fantastic shapes

burden the imagination, and
intensity dims the vision,

culminates in void not won-

derland. And yet culture must
precede politics, just as deca-

dence precedes death: for

otherwise, who will under-

stand?

But even decadence seems
to be impossible in the great

desert of Ontario.

— A. Wernick

U. of T. OUTING CLUB

SCAVENGER HUNT

CAMPUS-WIDE
COST 25*

STARTS AT HART HOUSE

FRI.NOV.22 7:30 P.M.

MUSIC ROOM

for INFORMATION phone

MARG - 924-0371

1969 GRADUATES
Two recent graduates of U. of T. who are

now members of our firm will be at the

placement service on

NOVEMBER 25
to discuss with you the many opportunities

available as a chartered accountant.

If unable to make an appointment, please

call our office directly.

STARKMAN, KRAFT, ROTHMAN, BERGER & GRILL

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
3101 BATHURST ST., SUITE 601

TORONTO 19, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE 782-1155

STtCI&l _
t>ISCOUNT|

TO
STUDKffS
< FACulr

r^Ml KINDS OF MAOTIfUl
' IXT«AOIDINA«Y . UNUSUAl )
LUXUMOUS • MAIN • FANCY

S^^PflCA!
CONTACT IINSIS

. 1 it IT. (MOtof it.

THIRTY-FIRST YEAR - 1968

THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY
TRINITY SQUARE - TORONTO 1, ONTARIO

"The CHRISTMAS Story
99

November 29th to December 8th inclusive

at 7:30 p.m.

ALSO SPECIAL CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCES
SUNDAYS AT 4:30 p.m.

TICKETS AVAILABLE

AT

10 TRINITY SQUARE, TORONTO

NOVEMBER
28, 29, 30
TICKETS'
THURSDAY $1.50

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY $2.00ULC.

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

World University Service presents

SLIDE-SHOW

ON NIGERIA

Photographs taken last summer by a

U of T student on a Crossroads Africa

Project.

Thursday, Nov. 21 5 pm

Trinity College - Rhodes Room

MUSIC

DIE WINTER REISE

(THE WINTERS JOURNEY)

SCHUBERT

MARY LEONARD
SIMMONS a N o SHURE
SOPRANO PIANIST

EDWARD JOHNSON • CONCERT HALL
THURSDAY - 8:45 P.M. - Nov. 21st.

STUDENTS - S2.00 AT BOX OFFICE

Theatre Committee Department of French

Eleventh North American Tour

Le Tretcau de Paris

presents

TARTUFFE
by Mo/icre

(in French)

Hart House Theatre, Monday. November 25th at 8:30

Students $2, Others S3 available at

Hart House Box Office

THE VARSITY. Wednesday. November 20. 1968 — Page 5
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ERINDALE COLLEGE
University of Toronto

The Staff and Students invite you to

OPEN HOUSE '68
Saturday and Sunday, November 23rd and 24th

from I to 5 in the afternoon

Exhibits

Demonstrations

Films

Mississouga Road,

North of Highway 5.

Refreshments in the Cafeteria

Special college bus service

DRIFTING BURNWOOD
- A SATIRICAL REVUE

By David Walden - Comedian
Musician

& Lewis Capson - Lyricist

Nut

DATES: NOV. 21, 22. 23

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION THEATRE

CURTAIN: 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: Jl.00

ADVANCE Tickets ovollable in Foyer of Sid Smith

12:00-2:00 Men. Nov. 18 - Fti. Nov. 22

AND AT THE DOOR

THE MUSIC GUILD OF ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

presents

THE KATTALIN CHOIR OF MONTREAL
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

JEAN FRANCOIS SENART

WINNERS, QUEBEC FESTIVAL OF MUSIC, 1968

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE STUDENT CENTRE

NOVEMBER 23

TICKETS SI. 00

8:30 p.m.

Avai table at SAC Office

and the Student Council Office,

St. Mike's Student Centre.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST, JOSEPH TORONTO

925-1736 Free delivery wtfhin I block ol premises
We spvcioli is in Now York ond Now England style pizza and
hom. mod. ipofhotti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN

A FREE PIZZA WITH EVERY FIVE TO TAKE OUT

What did you learn
in school today?

By MARY KATE ROWAN
Come prepared! Come prepared if you

have to write a test.

Have you ever wished the clock would

stop whiie you're belaboring over a test -

just so you could have a few more minutes?

Tuesday at 11:10 a.m. in Room 2118, Sid-

ney Smith, the Fine Art 200 class began to

grit their teeth over a term test.

At 11-20 a.m. the clock stopped but at the

same time the lights went out and stayed

out.
,

Room 2118 is windowle's so our only

source of light trickled in from the open

door.

"You'll have to keep on writing even

though the conditions are rather unusual.
1 '

shrugged the lecturer, P. W. Mellen. "Of

course. I will take this into consideration."

At 11:45 the lights returned just in time

for the class to hand in their tests.

I've learned my lesson. Never show up

for a test without wearing your miner's

head lamp. Failing that — carry a bright

flashlight.

FOUND: On Monday, near New College, one pair of

ladies glasses. Contact Lynne. 928-3885.

ALSO- in The Varsity offices. Bank of Nova Scotia

cheque book with $5 bill in it. Has been around for sever-

al weeks. 91 St. George, second floor.

SACKVILLE, N.B.

(CUP) — The Canadian

Union of Students gained a

new member yesterday as

Mount Allison University

voted 237-235 to re-join the

national student organiza-

tion.

Books question

middle-class values

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
BOOKSTORES

the mind blowers

HELLENIC UNIVERSITY SOCIETY PRESENTS

iHT<rr*mi> iH 4*«I<A*T. FOOI>. a\OU>*K. 0A|J<lH<i ?

o you 4|4ioy TWWAW, <HAT*lfrAI<l*. XAKtoKW
*0 you. uk* to AfkKfJT WAmA < {L< 1<TEA> ?

<OM« JO

L

OH H^V«mKI* *Z,$P.a/s. at i.*<.
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
11 a.m.

First organizational meeting Col-
ege of Education course critique and
teacher evaluation program. Colleee
of Education auditorium.

NOON
Try to Remember. Tickets go on

sale everywhere. For the "Fantas-
ticks". Opening Tues. Dec 3
Tickets for U.C. Follies on sale

now. U.C. Refectory and Syd Smith
Noon to 2 p.m.

1 p.m.
Free Movie. Macbeth, The Poet's

Eye. Julius Caesar. ISC. 33 St
George.

Classical concert with Adele Ar-
min, violinist. Hart House Music
Room. Ladies welcome.
Discussion on West Africa Bill

McNeill, director of CUSO's West
Africa program meets West Africans
and interested Canadians. ICS. 33 St
George.

S-p.m.
Basic French class and German

conversation group. ISC, 33 St.
George.

7:30 p.m.
Weekly folksinging. Refreshments.

ISC, 33 St. George.
U of T Flying Club. Guest speaker

Harry Cole of the Parachute Club of
Canada. Open meeting. Music Room,
Hart House.
Group Therapy with Dr. Wideman.

A counter course program presented
by the Psychology Student Union for
Group II. South Sitting Room, Hart
House.

F.U. OF T

THURSDAY

5 p.m.
Latin America : The Culture of

"Underdevelopment". (D'arcy Mar-
tin), 165 Robert St.

Branislaw Chrtieu will hold the

first in a series of running commen-
taries on the editorials of P. Mac-
Rae. Potato borcht will be served

afterwards. Rm. 666 the Grauniad.

7 p.m.
Jung: Religion and Mythology, 153

St- George Apt. 203.

7.30 p.m.
Cuba Seminar, North Sitting Room,

Hart House.

8 p.m.
Magic and Witchcraft course, U.C,

Rm. 231.

Movie: Billion Dollar Brain with
Michael Came and Oscar Homolka
Cinemascope. Sid Smith Room 2118.

8:30 p.m.
MOIRASEXPLOSIVE! Victoria

College Bob Revue. Written bv Ron
Weihs directed by Gay Stinson. Cen-
tral Library Theatre.

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

Preparation of posters for Solandl
demunstration. Toronto Student
Movement. 44 St. George
U of T Socialist Club. Important

meeting. Sid Smith, Room 590
Yavneh. Rabbi A. Kamerling, di-

rector of Hillel will be speaking
about the Caballah, Sid Smith 2129.
CUSO information meeting open to

all those interested in serving over-
seas for two years. CUSO Office. 33
St. George,
Discuss and formulate ideas to

help high school students with their
problems. High School Action Com-
mittee. 91 St, George, Room 103

2 p.m.
A meeting to explain the purpose

of the petition requesting the Univer-
sity to place lights on the new Medi-
cal Bldg. Sid Smith. Room 1085.

4 p.m.
Physics of Interstellar Grains. Dr.

J.M. Greenberg. Observatory Collo-
quium, McLennan Physical Lab.
Room 137. Tea at 3:30, Room 1404.

4:10 p.m.
Light Scattering in Gases. Profes-

sor A. D. May, Dept. of Physics.
McLennan Physical Lab Room 102.

Tea at 3:45 p.m.

5 p.m.
Communications Workshop. All

welcome. ISC. 33 St. George
Showing of slides on Nigeria.

World University Service Trinity
College, Rhodes Room.

fi p.m.
Life Drawing Admission. 25? ISC

33 St George.

6:45 p.m. •
Victoria Bridge Club Meeting £

Wvnulwood. St. Charles St •

7 p.m. •
Hillel classes continue Hillel •

House

7.30 p.m.
Basic Situations in the Mental

Hospital with Dr. Pruesse. A counter
course program presented bv the
Psychology Students Union for Group
III. Bickersteth Room. Hart House.
Talk by Prof. J.M. Pommersbach

of User's Services Grp. Institute of
Computer Science. New Physics
Room 203.

ffl MENDELSSOHN CHOIR

FESTIVAL SINGERS

TORONTO SYMPHONY
CONCERT IN TRIBUTE TO

SIR ERNEST MacMILLAN
WORKS BY MacMILLAN, VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, BACH

AND WALTON'S BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST

TONIGHT 8:30 PM
MASSEY HALL

TICKETS 5
6. 5. 4. 3 at MASSEV HALL BOX OFFICE

The Engineering Society

Pr6S6nts

Better Loving Through SKULE POWER

CANN0NBALL6T9
The Jack Love Trio

The Altar Ego

Edward Bear

Featuring

* The Stitch in Tyme
*

Ellis McClintock's Orchestra

* Folksingers Bob and Sue
PLUS

£ The L.G.M.B.F!

$4.00/couple
TICKETS AT • the SAC Office

• Engineering Stores

8 p.m.
Come and learn about the Third

World Hear speakers who have re-
turned from overseas with CUSO.
ISC. 33 St. George.

8.30 p.m.
Drifting Burnwood. A musical sa-

tirical revue. By David Walden and
Lewis Capson. Tickets at door or Sid
Smith from 12 - 2 p.m. Ontario Col-
lege of Education. Theatre.

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY

presents

DAFFYDIL

6T9

DEC. 10-14
r 1968

8.30 PM NIGHTLY

HART HOUSE THEATRE

TUES., WED.,

THUR5. J 1.50

FRI., SAT.

*2.00

WATCH FOR TICKETS OH CAMUS i

HART HOUSE FARM
GENERAL INFORMATION

MEETING TODAY
EAST COMMON ROOM - 1p.m.

ANYONE INTERESTED IN KNOWING
about HART HOUSE FARM or how

IT IS OPERATED AND WHO RUNS

IT, IS INVITED TO ATTEND.

CLASSIFIED
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
lodav for free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND _ H Proctor and
Co. 31 Bloor St W Suite 416 921
7702

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better, quality suits, coats, sport -

swear tuxedos, tails, etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914). 123 Church
St . 3664221

POSTER SALESMEN WANTED Make
money selling posters in your spare time'
Contact Peter Broomfield. North Amen
can News Ltd . phone number 366
2921

EXPERIENCED legal secretary will type
theses, tech papers, etc at home Elec
tnc typewriters Phone 233 6801

ALL TYPES OF BANDS — Available
for dances, parties, orgies, weddings For
information call 922-4104

TIRED OF SITTING HOME EVE-
NINGS? You're needed as a volunteer to
assist high -schoolers Please call 924-
3223

BILLION DOLLAR BRAIN - w.tn
Michael Came Tonight in Sidney Smith
Bldg

. Room 2118 at 8 pm. Tickets at
door 75c All welcome

SCAVENGER HUNT: Sponsored by the
U of T Outing Club Starts at Hart House
Music Room. 7 30 p.m., Fri Nov 22
For further info phone Mary. 924-0371

WILL TYPE term papers, theses, etc
Phone 223-3935
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The game.
Canadian College Bowl,Varsity Stadium

Friday, November22nd at8:30 pm.

PLUS A GALA STREET DANCE AFTER THE GAME - FREE:

TWO BANDS THE COPPER PENNEY& THE CLIMAX i

I TICKETS -SAC OFFICE or STADIUM BOX OFFICE f

r THE OTHER SIDE OF THE 'OSAP' MARCH {

In order lo "ease the cheese of getting fees" the Student's Administrative

Council has planned and solicited your support for a march this afternoon on
Queen's Parks supposedly to protest inadequacies in the student aid program.
(OSAP)
Conspicuously missing from the pro-march diatribe are stipulations as to who is

going to pay for the increased handouts demanded. Despite the fact thai the

OSAP gravy train has been enlarged from 13 lo 26 million in the past year,

the S.A.C. has nol been placated. The S.A.C. doesn't seem concerned that

money drained off by financially-pampered university sludenls and OSAP pa-
rasites deprives other sectors of ihe community from the funds necessary for

valuable services.

Today's march is the culmination of the planned spontaneity of a "working
group" on OSAP set up by S.A.C. Despite ihe fact thai a third of this univer-
sity benefits from OSAP. despite hundreds of dollars worth of advertising in

the Varsity, only thirty people showed up at the inaugural bilch-in of this

working group. Of these only a handful had personal complaints. Subsequently
support has increased lo 100. mainly from those who will march for any cause
claiming that society owes them a living; that the individual is nol responsible
for his own economic welfare. Taking into account Ihe thousands of OSAP
recipients and the complicated bureaucracy lhat must administer it, it is only
inevitable lhat some red tape and technical complications should arise; that
some deserving individuals should be overlooked. If appeals prove unproduc-
tive, one should get in touch with his member of parliament. Queen's Park
Hansard reveals lhat a considerable amount of lime in question periods is de-
voted to individual OSAP complaints. However, such procedure would only
represent reform. Il would not be a "confrontation"; it wouldn't allow society
a glimpse at Mr. Langdon's "true egalitarian community confronting society."
Above all il wouldn't bring into question claims that the whole system is rotten
lo the core and needs a major overhaul.
The leftist majority on the S.A.C. justifies many of its self-righteous stands as
its duly to the community. Yel al a lime when over half Ihe provincial budget
is spent on education; at a time when lax increases are demonstratively related
to spiralling costs of university spending; and. al a time when marches are or-
ganized to ask ihe tax-paying public for more handouts, the S.A.C. has chosen
to deny the taxpayers' representatives, ihe Board of Governors a vole on the
University Government Commission. It is rather doubtful, that the S.A.C. will
be hesitant in demanding lhat the taxpaying public pay for the manifestations
of ihe structural reforms recommended.
Does the S.A.C. explain that the government is already spending more on the
15%of the university age-group thai is in university than on the 85 that is nol.
Does Ihe S.A.C. explain lhal the taxpayers are already subsidizing 5 '6 of ihe
cost of putting a student through university, (almost $3000 annualK per stu-
dent. Despite free tuition, Newfoundland only spends $1800.) While clamour-

ing for more handouts, does the S.A.C. explain that increasing government
debt and restrictive tax policies slow down and discourage production, develop-

ment and employment (including student employment) Does the S.A.C. explain

that inflation is not caused by loo much money, but by an ever increasing tax

burden and a depletion in the needed supply of money and capital, resulting in

excessive interest rates and retarded economic growth. Does the S.A.C. explain

that if the money were available, there exists enough labour and materials to

solve the housing crisis, including student housing. Instead the S.A.C. spends
$729 of your student funds on tent rental and $1200 on lighting for the farce_

called "Tent City." How long does the S.A.C. expect the tax-paying public to

remain passive to the fact that in a time of unparalleled prosperity and infla-

tion, the provincial debt already represent a stack of thousand dollar bills three

times the height of the Dominion Bank Tower and increases with every OSAP
cheque. How long will the taxpayers remain passive to the fact that the deflat-

ed dollar is robbing them of their savings; placing a cost-price squeeze on
farmers and primary producers driving them out of business or forcing them to

sell to Americans and pushing the economy inexorably towards depression.

Perhaps the march will pass the Medical Building construction site. Quite a
spectacle for the construction worker to stomach: students marching to "ease
the cheese of getting fees," — a majority of middle class students from subur-
bia demanding a greater share of their paycheck. (Perhaps Mr. Switzman of
the OUS will explain his drug-store dialectics to the labourers, telling them
how students arc young workers.)

Why can't the marchers recognize that as Canadians we are the most fortunate
people in the world; that as university students we are receiving the best this

nation has to offer. Why can't they realize that a hundred years of free enter-
prise. INDIVIDUAL SELF-RELIANCE, and limited government has brought
Canada advancement, individual freedom and economic prosperity unequalled
in the world. Why must they serve as dupes in the contrived confrontations
resulting from the pipe dreams, dreamed in the S.A.C. office of a socialistic

approach in government. Why must they give sanction to the steady tramp of
the socialist leviathan.

Why al a time when the S.A.C. is decrying dehumanized bureaucracy, does
u sponsor a march for more money and concurrently more power for that bu-
reaucratic maze administrating OSAP. How can one claim independence, when
his dependence is merely shifted from his parents to the over-burdened taxpay-
er. Why should anyone who is not too proud lo accept an OSAP handout, be
too proud lo submit lo a proper means lest. Why doesn't the S.A.C. list as its

first priority the elimination of OSAP profiteers; whose handouts find their
way into irips lo Florida, cars, or the purchase of ihe government bonds issued
lo pay for the latest welfare handouts.
Above all. why are students so ready lo surrender lhat very economic inde-
pendence wilhoul which political independence has never been a reality.

(This ad sponsored and paid for in the interests of the tax-paying public by JAANUS PR00S, S. A. C. rep. Victoria College)

»•••••••*•••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••*«*
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Groovy Gellius' shinny story et al
By GEUIUS
HOCKEY

Vic and Law drew 1-1 as

Fraser and James scored the

goals.

Appleton scored once and
Duncan twice as PHE A
edged Trin. 3-2. Murray and
Denison scored for Trin.

SMC 3, Sr. Eng. 2. For

SMC, Weiner. Donovan, and
Cavanagh. Who scored for Sr.

Eng.? You guessed it—Len-
nard and Treen.

Vic II blanked New, 3-0.

Berry had the hat trick;

Umragi-Gray got the shut-out

Bullock (3), Waslow (2),

Turner (2), Dawson and
Wroldsen (2- is Sen-sen Swed-
ish?) led PHE B past UC II.

11-1. Shianan replied for UC.
Yamasaki (for) beat Dev-

onshire House, 3-2. (The so-

ber Engineers play for Eng.

the other ones for Devon-

shire). Dev marksmen were
McCallum and Moody.

UC (Clelland. Nabeta-"the

thief was aided and nabettad

by ...") took Jr. Eng (head

engineers), 2-0.

Dents (Akiyama, Sullivan)

beat Scar (Hambly). Our
computer broke down so we
are unable to give you the

total score.

Erin won over SMC B, 3-1.

Beamish, Michie, and Ryan
counted for Erin, Sypik for

SMC B.

Business beat Law II

(Glover, Gardiner), 5-2. Cor-

coran. McVeighn. Longpre,

Baker, and Bengough

scored for Magic Bus.

Bertrand's goal ensured

Pharm's 1-0 win over Knox.

SOCCER PLAYOFFS

Innis slaughtered Wye 6-0

on goals by Glixom (2-Raquel

Welch is a glixom wench),

Darnelles Pikulyc (2), Fati-

zis.

UC defaulted to Scar.

Minichillo scored 3 goals to

lead Erin over For, 5-1.

Artyszuk and Percukligevic!

completed Erin scoring.

Gregory replied for For.

BOX LACROSSE

Rudge (Fr., "red") scored
live. Trafford four, the swift-
ly-running Fawcett and Ad-
ams one each to give PHE a
U-4 win against Vic. Evans,
Murphy, and Don "Parkway"
Valilee (21 scored for the los-

ers.

SMC beat Law. 3-1 Pat and
Mike Travers and O'Reilly

GETTING ENGAGED!
For the serious Diamond shop-
per, we offer a free booklet,
"The Day You Buy a Diamond".
It offers factual information on
what you should expect and get
when you Invest in a Diamond.

You can Buy on a "Direct" Basis

H. PROCTOR 4 CO.
DIAMOND AfJD GEM DEALERS,
13 1 BLOOR ST. W., SUITE 416,

_ TORONTO.

HILLEL FOUNDATION
presents

at The Cotaiadt Ttiatn

Opens Tues. Dec.

3

Tickets-Colonnade Theatre

and 186 St. George

Phone 923-7837

nder the direction of Alan Gordoi

scored for SMC: Mayhew
made up the short end of the

score.

RUGGER

Lampton and Llewellyn had

three apiece and Trin A
blanked Law. 6-0

Eng II 12. Trin B 8. For

Eng: Newell 3, Rosenberg 6.

Moretto 3; for Trin B: Bryan

3. Whallev 5.

WOMEN'S SPORT
Last weekend, University of Buffalo hosted a Tri Swjm

Meet between the Women's teams from Buffalo, Western
and Toronto. The Toronto gals dazzled their opposition

and won the meet with a score of 82.

Randy Croome, Food Science, swam an amazing time of

31.7 sec. in the 50 yard backstroke and 1.06 in the 100

yard free style event—placing first in both. Sue Furgu-
son, P&OTS, placed second in the 100 yard free style,

clocking 1.08.

Liz Daniel. PHE, placed first in the 50 yard butterfly

and in the 100 yard Individual Medlay with terrific times

of .32 sec. and 1.12 respectively. Mabel Ann Brown.
PHE. captured first place in the 100 yard breast stroke,

timing 1.30.

But the pride of the Toronto team at this meet was the

200 yard free Style Relay Team who had a time of 2.00 5.

and in the process, completely lapped the Buffalo team.

Hats off to members of this relay team—Ruth Unger.

Judy Kent. Liz Daniel, all from PHE. and Sue Furguson,

P&OTS. Gail Whyte, PHE. defeated her opposition to

take the diving championship at this tri-meet.

U of T FLYING CLUB

OPEN MEETING

TODAY 7:30 pm

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE

GUEST SPEAKER : MR. HARRY COLE

PARACHUTE CLUB OF CANADA

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI TEAM

There will be a meeting for men interested

in competitive skiing only, on Friday, November

22nd at 5:00 P.M. in the UTAA Committee

Room, Hart House.

F. PAUL FROMM
stood up for

against raucous, unrepresentative

radicalism

JOIN HIM Stand up for responsible

student participation.

VOTE F. Paul Fromm - Committee on

University Gov't.

PUBLIC LECTURE

LAITY, EPISCOPACY AND
CURIA IN THE ITALIAN COUNTER

REFORMATION'
by

PROFESSOR ERIC COCHRANE

2| 4 P.M.

ST. MICHAELS COLLEGE
THURS. NOV
CARP. HALL

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK
SEE INTRAMURAL BULLETIN BOARD FOR PL

. .- - — — r- ~ nur^cn Afcjn I a r D A t( C

OF NOV. 25
AYOFF SCHEDULES

BASKETS ALL SCHEDULE - will be ed

HOCKEY
Mon. Nov. 25 12.30 IV Mech vs Innis II Allen. Dubn.ok

7.00 Ton. A Low 1 Donofrio. Bullock

8.00 PHE. A Si. m.a Donolrio, Bullock

9.00 Kno* Arch Dono'rio, Bullock

Tues. No. . 26 1.30 St. M. D VS Trin. C Dubniok, Gerry

4.00 Vie. II VS Bus Dubniok, Gerry

7.00 Vic. 1 Sr. Eng Murray, Honno
8.00 Phorm. A vs U.C. II Murray, Richardson

9.00 IV Eng. Sc. Vic. V Murray, Richardson

Wed. Nov . 27 12.30 Ill Ind. B Trin. D Loing, Orsi

1.30 Si. M. F Vic. IX Seckington, Orsi

4.00 Si. M. E Vic. VII Lauion, Weese
5.30 For. A Low II Lauion, LePoge
6.30 Jr. EnS Denl. A Skinner, Greshom
8.00 U.C. 1 VS Erin. 1 Skinner, Greshom
9.00 Dev. Hse New 1 Skinner, Greshom

Thur. Nov 23 1.30 Si. M. A VS Vic. 1 Murray, Comeron
4.00 Innis 1 PHE. B Todd, Roberts

7.00 Scar Med. A Sullivan. Roberts

8.00 IV Chom. B VS Med. C Sullivan, Goole
9.00 III Ind. A VI For. C Sullivan, Geole

Frl. Nov 29 12.30 Sr. Eng VI Trin. A Appleton, Bullock

1.30 Low 1 VS PHE. A Appleton, Bullock
VOLLEYB ALL
Mon. Nov 25 1.00 Eng. 1 VS Vic. 1 McNiven

5.30 Med. O For. C Classman

Tues. Nov 26 1.00 PHE. A VS Eng. II Rogers

4.00 Innis II Emmon Glassmon

7.30 Med. A Denl. A Howes

Wed. Nov 27 5.00 PHE. A Vic. 1 McNiven
6.00 Phorm VS Med. B McNiven
7.00 Eng. II Denl. A Breech

8.00 PHE. B Oent. C Breech

Thur. Nov 28 7.00 Med. A VI Eng. 1 Howes
8.00 U.C. VS For. B Howes

SQUASH
Tues. Nov 26 4.20 Tr.n. A Low A

6.20 Dent Eng
7.00 Med Vic. 1

7.40 Scor VS Knott

8.20 Si. M. B VS U.C.

Wed. Nov 27 4.20 Innis New
7.00 PHE. A St. M. A
7.40 Low B Arch

8.20 Trin. B For

T^ur. Nov 28 7.40 Grod. Stud Grod. Che
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LACK OF INTEREST IN WATERPOLO DISTURBS COACH
By JIM COWAN

Rumour has it that if and when the new mens athletic com-
plex is built, special facilities will be provided for the Varsity

Blues waterpolo teams' sea horses.

O.K. I'm sorry.

The waterpolo Blues are one of the most successful teams
on the U of T campus, and one of the least known. In the past

five years they have lost only one game, and have taken the

Herschorn Cup. emblematic of OQAA waterpolo supremacy,
every year for the past three years.

The lack of interest in this aquatic equivalent of basketball

disturbs Blues' coach Otto Demjen. "I'm surprised it is only a

seasonal sport here," he said last night. "The university

should be the basis of all amateur sport."

This is Demjen's first year with Blues. He was a world

class waterpolo player in Hungary around 1950, and has since

taught physical education in India. A Ph.D in Law and politi-

cal science, he now works as an estate evaluator with the

Ontario government.

Blues play McGill in the first of a two-game total point se-

ries this Saturday at Hart House, to decide the Herschorn Cup
for 1968. Game time is 2:30 p.m. and spectators are more
than welcome to attend. The second game will be played two
weeks from Saturday at McGill.

Skip Bergman, veteran defenseman, said, "On Saturday it's

going to depend on how well our guys in their end hold on to

the ball and how well the guys in the center set up plays and

come back to cover breaks."

Coach Demjen is pleased with the progress the team has

made in the past six weeks. "Before we had good individual

players," he commented, "Now we have good teamwork. If

one player makes a mistake, the others will encourage him."

Waterpolo as a spectator sport ranks with basketball or

hockey for excitement and sustained action. There are no

time-outs, except for injuries, and fouls are called on a team
which unduly delays the game. Teamwork is essential, and a

well-played game features fast breaks and accurate passing

complemented by close defensive coverage. And unlike a

sport such as football, there is no great body of complicated

rules to confuse the novice fan.

Each team has seven players in the water at a time — a

goalie, two defensemen, two rovers and two forwards. The
rovers set up plays and drop back to cover the other teams'

forwards when they are attacking.

According to Bergman, spectators should watch for the fast

breaks by the forwards. "Watch where the ball is not," he

says, "and you'll see the center forwards trying to get in posi-

tion and the defense trying to push them away. There's a lot

of underwater stuff the ref can't see."

It's this "underwater stuff" — pushing, kicking and jostling

— that makes a theoretically non-contact sport rough. And it's

what results in most of the fouls. There are two classes of

fouls, major and minor. Minor fouls involve loss of the ball,

while major fouls also carry a penalty point. When three pen-

alty points are accumulated, the opposing team gets a free

shot, much like the penalty shot in hockey.

photo by TIM KOEHLER

Skip Bergman (number 10 in black cap) lines up shot on goalie Brian Barris, upper
right. Chris McNaught (white cap) looks on. Action took place at yesterday's practice.

About two-thirds of the

time the shot results in a

goal.

It's a game of endurance.

There are four ten minute
periods, with no substitution

allowed except for injuries

and at the end of periods.

And the players are swim-
ming all the time.

The most common injuries

are broken noses and dam-
aged fingers. For instance on

Tuesday night Hunter Mil-

borne, a rookie with the

team, had his nose broken in

practice. As he put it, "My
nose ran into Ross Freeman's
fist."

Blues will be faced with

tough opposition this Satur-

day, and it would be good to

see them get the support they

deserve.

Golden Gaels'll ingot Golden Hawks
Queen's Golden Gales Gaels rate as

heavy favorites over Waterloo Lutheran in

this year's College Bowl, to be held Friday
night at Varsity Stadium.

The final cross-Canada college rankings

listed Gaels as the number one team in the

nation, while the Golden Hawks from Wa-
terloo merited only a sixth-place standing.

It's hard to argue rationally with these as-

sessments.

Queen's veteran coach, Frank Tindall,

has amassed a typical Gaels' unit, tough,

strong and durable, exceptionally well-

schooled in the basics of the game.
Led by guards Bob Climie and Brian

Barnega, and underrated centre Cam Innes,

the blocking is razor-sharp, providing lots of

holes for a strong fleet of running backs,

Heino Lilies, Ron Clark, and Keith Eamon.
Quarterback Don Bayne has an excellent

arm and excellent receivers to go with it,

ends Die Van Buskirk and Don Mclntyre,

plus flanker Tom Chown.
Defensively, the story is told by Varsity

Blues' inability to get even one touchdown
in two games. Jim Sherritt, John Stirling,

Jim Tait, and Jim Turnbull are the rugged

leaders of Gaels' mangle-and-maim men.
It looks like a Waterloo for Waterloo.

U of T's ticket allotment has almost been

sold out. Only end zone seats are now avail-

able for a buck at the SAC office.

photo by TIM KOEHLER

Waterpoloists claim most common injuries are broken noses and mangled fingers. The
action above suitably denotes the reasons why. For similar roughhousing, see Blues

take on McGill Saturday, 2:30 p.m. at the Hart House pool.
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RAHAM WINS COPP
Mike Raham is the de-

serving winner of this

year's Johnny Copp Tro-

phy, voted on by the foot-

ball players themselves
and awarded to the player

who, in their opinion, by
his sportsmanship, charac-

ter and playing ability,

proved himself the most
valuable member of the

team.

Raham closed out a su-

perb four year stint with

Blues this season. Coming
to Varsity from Guelph, he

played in the defensive

backfield for his first year,

and then became the hard-

charging fullback familiar

to Toronto fans for the

next three.

In those three years,

Raham scored 20 touch-

downs (won scoring crown
once and tied for it once),

rushed for 1,416 yards

(won rushing honours

twice), caught 24 passes

for 328 yards, and returned

52 punts for 650 yards.
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CLIP AND SAVE
THIS VALUABLE COUPON

FOR INCREASED FUTURE EARNINGS !

!

Yes, you can have your very own DE-

GREE!! Think of it — your earning capacity

will be increased by more than $100,000

in your lifetime, doors will open for you

that would otherwise be closed. And

above all — you will have consummate

proof that you are EDUCATED!!

To make your degree even more valu-

able, sign your name in the space provid-

ed (gothic lettering please!!) and fill in the

seal with red ink.

With your degree you can say goodbye

to the dreary academic world and pursue

your own interests - just like they told you

in high school.

The Varsity cares.
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%Events of note

ExportA

REGULAR AND KINGS

• Erindale will hold its

second Open House Saturday
and Sunday this weekend.
There will be displays and

demonstrations of most disci-

plines.

Erindale is on Mississauga

Road North about three miles

south of Streetsville. Exit
41 from Macdonald-Cartier

Freeway.

• Believe it or not, the

Dec. 9, 1968 issue of this rag

will be published by a joint

Varsity-Engineering staff,

with an Engineer as editor-in-

chief. Those interested in

having their true, undistorted

opinion known, be it on the

EBS, moderate or left side of

things, please write to: The
editor, TOIKE OIKE, Engi-

neering Stores, Mill Bldg.

This is your only chance to

see some TRUTH being re-

vealed! N.B. This is serious!

• Saturday Nov. 23 is

"Boycott California Grapes
Day." There will be a silent

march to support the Califor-

nia farm workers. The march
begins at 2 p.m. at St. Luke's

United Church, Carlton and
Sherbourne Streets, Toronto.

IS PEACE WORK
THE CENTRE OF QUAKERISM?

Or is the peace testimony just one of the things which emerge

from Quaker religious experience? If you would like to know more

about the wellspring of Quaker action, phone 921-0368, or, better

still, come to 60 LOWTHER AVENUE (north of Bloor. east of St.

George), any Sunday at I I a.m. Coffee is served after the Meeting

for Worship, and there is time for informal discussion.

There is an active Young People's Group.

Thomas Hobbes Memorial Free University

GENERAL MEETING
(all courses) to discuss the future if any of the institution

8 p.m. Monday Nov. 25, Innis College, South of Hart House

East of University

College

TTw City's Oldest surviving Church

LITTLE

TRINITY
ANGLICAN -

EVANGELICAL
MINISTER!
Rev. Horry
Robinson

ASSOCIATE.
Prof. Thomas

Harpur
Services 11 o.m,

* 7 p.m.

42] King St. near Parlkunent

ST. ANDREWS UNITED CHURCH
IIT BLOOR ST. E. (Yonge Subway Station)

1:30 P.M. WORSHIP FOR NOW
STUDENTS CORDIALLY WELCOME

NOVEMBER
28, 29, 30
TICKETS'
THURSDAY $1.50

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY $2.00

Students are cordially in-

vited to attend the Young
People's Programme on Sat-

urday, at 7:30 p.m. for

recreation and discussion on

"drugs". On Sunday, follow-

ing the evening service, at

8:1 5 p.m., join the Young
People and combine soup
with Ecc lesiastes. All this

happens at:

KNOX CHURCH
SPADINA AT HARBORD

U.C.

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

TRINITY
«7 u— n.WW « Mk. w.

tlipilil Mi *, um

11 A.M.

MEASURING TRINITY CHURCH'

7:30 p.m.

•NEW PATTERNS OF PRAYER"

8:30 p.m.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

STUDENTS WELCOME AT ALL
SERVICES IN TRINITY

. MINISTERS:
n» Va, tor. E. . km

IW*. OmM A. Mfe.

10 A.M. SEMINAR
DR. CLAUDE T. 8ISSELL

SUBJECT: "Students"

11 A.M.

The Most Rev. Howord H. Clark

The Primate, The Anglican

Church or Canado

7:30 P.M.

Informal Worship in the Chapel

Campus Club.
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Hoods, cops,

TSM confront

Omond and

his grads

By MARY BASTEDO

Three hundred and thirty

four people received recogni-

tion for their academic
achievements last night

amidst the latin and organ

music of ceremony in Convo-

cation Hall, while twelve

black hooded protestors stood

nameless in the drizzle out-

side.

About 30 members of the

Toronto Student Movement
demonstrated against the

first of the fall Convocations

carrying signs reading:

"Peace Research not War
Research", "Solandt's busi-

ness has no business in the

university", "Education for

war? No!",
They paraded quietly back

and forth in front of Convoca-

tion Hall while half a dozen

Metro Toronto policemen

stood defensively in a huddle

behind the massive pillars.

U of T police at one point

asked the demonstrators to

move to the other side of the

road. After consultation

among themselves they re-

fused. The 12 hooded ones si-

lently appeared across the

street and as mysteriously

disappeared after about 10

minutes. They wore bright

red "Z"s on their black

cloaks and refused to answer

} any questions

Inside the Hall Governor

General Roland Michener

received an honorary degree

of Doctor of Laws.

Chancellor Omond Solandt

also conferred 87 Ph.D. de-

grees, 10 Masters of Philoso-

phy, 261 M.A.'s, 70 M.Sc.'s, 67

Master of Applied Science 14

Masters of Engineering, 1

Doctor of Social Work, 77

Masters of Social Work, 1

Master of Architecture, 9

Masters of Business Adminis-

trative, 1 Master of Science

of Dentistry, 4 Doctors of

Education, 10 Masters of Li-

brary Science, 2 Masters of

Music, 1 Master of Science in

Pharmacy, 1 Master of Sci-

ence in Urban and Regional

Planning.

About 50 per cent of the

recipients were present to

receive their degrees in per-

son. .

Andy Wernick, president ot

the TSM, was to receive an

M A but did not show up to

claim it. He was present

however at the protest out-

side

pnotos by ERROL YOUNG

Coffee gets Strax 30 days
SAINT JOHN, N.B. (CUP)

A 15-minute cup of coffee

in the students' union at the

University of New Brunswick

cost UNB professor Norman
Strax $500 and 30 days in jail.

And when UNB administra-

tion president Colin MacKay
and members of the board of

deans (who called in the po-

lice to remove the demon-

strators last week) did not

appear at a Wednesday meet-

ing to explain their actions,

the student body threatened a

general strike.

Strax was jailed on the

second of two charges involv-

ing the injunction which the

administration served on him

Sept. 30. He was warned at

that time he would be jailed

for the next violation.

He was, on Wednesday af-

ternoon.

The administration's suit

against Strax alleges he

broke university regulations

and "incited" students to do

the same.
Shortly after Strax's sen-

tencing, more than 300 stu-

dents agreed that if the ad-

ministration did not show up

at a special meeting to be

held before Nov. 28, they will

go on strike.

In a letter to student presi-

dent Geoff Green, secretary

of the board Dugald Blue ex-

plained why the board did not

attend the meeting: "The
board finds the pre-emptory

tone of the resolution and the

proposal contained in it unac-

ceptable. It cannot agree to

such a meeting.

Several students called for

an immediate strike, but the

meeting decided to give the

board of deans another

chance.

Resolutions passed at the

meeting called for removal of

MacKay from his campus

chairmanships, dismissal of

criminal charges against Dr.

Strax and the seven protes-

tors arrested with him, and

increased student and faculty

involvement in the affairs of

the university.

SFU occupies bldg for 2nd time

BURNABY (CUP) - Si-

mon Fraser University stu-

dents seized the school's

administration building

Wednesday for the second

time in two weeks in a pro-

test over university admis-

sion policy.

The seizure came after the

SFU senate met Wednesday

night in special session with

300 student observers to dis-

cuss student demands, later

rejected.

They included:

• freedom of transfer and

automatic acceptance of cre-

dits within the provincial

educational system;

• an elected admissions

board made up in equal part

by students and faculty;

• the opening of all regis-

trar's files;

• more money for educa-

tion and equitable financing

for all post-secondary institu-

tions.

mutiaaL
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tali day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

Hart House

SPANISH MUSIC 8, DANCE
From 16th Century - Modern

il, Regional, Flamenco Donees
PAUL MORENO

& Supporting Company
DAVID PHILLIPS
Spanish Guitarist

Accompanied by
Lourse Crasett

Piono & Harpsichord

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24

GREAT HALL - 8:30 p.m.

(No Tickets required)

ARCHERY CLUB GENERAL MEETING
Tues., Nov 26th - 7:30 p.m.

South Dining Room
(New Members Welcome!

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 27th - Music Room, 1 p.m.

FACULTY OF MUSIC
STUDENT PIANO TRIO

(Ladies Welcome!

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, November 27th

Library, 8 p.m.

with

ALLAN R. FLEMING
Chief Designer, U. ol T. Press

"THE YEAR OF THE LAND"

POETRY READING
Thursdoy, November 28th

Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

LAURA ACKER - Poetry of her choice

JOACHIM MOGNIG - His own poetry

(Ladies Welcome)
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PAGE FOUR

It seems
ridiculous that:
• the socialist Toronto Student

Movement is selling TSM buttons at

30 cents a button, 8 cents over their

cost, for a profit of 27 per cent. (We
know, we know. The 8 cents pays for

the unsold buttons. Wasteful capital-

ist overproduction.

)

• the engineer who helped burn

The Varsity, Andrew Janikowski, is

still harping on The Varsity's "irre-

sponsible reporting" (Globe letters—

Nov. 21) but doesn't want to debate

his points in public. It seems the

least a man who burns first and talks

later could do—give his opponent the

chance to defend himself in public.

It's even more ridiculous when you

consider that one of the examples of

"irresponsible reporting" was an ar-

ticle which began 'The first draft of

these comments. .
.'.

And even more ridiculous when you

consider that he said The Varsity was

once the best campus newspaper in

the country, yet in private conversa-

tion obviously knows nothing about

newspapers at all—not even the

difference between a comment piece

and a news story. How does he tell

the good papers from the bad?

• that the Toike Oike should say

The Varsity is "great reading".

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal "

R< : Edilor

Associate Roviow Ediiot

City Editoi

Features Editor

Sports Editor

Makeup
SAC Editor

Cable Editor

Photo Editor

Eneculivn Assistant
Advertising Manager
Editorial Olfices
Editorial Phones
Advertising OHice

MM

Paul m.i K ii

Sherry Brydson
Michael Ignatietl

Rod Mickloburnh
Dave Frank
Sue Helwig
Phil Binqlev 923 4053
Sue Perly

Bnan Johnson
Sue Reisler

Tim Koetilei

Anne Boody
Carol Cooper 923 8171
91 St George 2nd floor

9?3 8741 923 8742
91 St C*oigu 1st floor

The Varsity wos founded in

18B0 and is published by Ihe

Students Administrative Council

of I he Univeisity ol Toronto

Prmled by Web OHsei Publics

tiont Lid Opinions unpiessed in

this newspaper are not neces

sonly ihose of Ihe Studenh

Administrative Counci

i of the .

I the

us Second Clan

Post Otlico Depart

na and lix payment

He's no nog h« claim* apesi well well what
is the best. Althougheye daha thing two seh

it seems they olhave I'm gona way. Uncon-

sciousness still leads the lot, but am j
Ann

and Julie caralot. Mellnda meanders as she

will o some say thai she should lake. Ui and
Dave and Sue n and Mary and Erroll and sis-

ter carol and Mike and K. Master Doyle he is

the artist as a foil. Brian and the still famous
Harriet and Sue r. we won't forget. The kit-

ten while the dog uptight, paul phil & rod

sleep in their chosen night. John in gait he

grows in gold, and Mike the baron there too

is ATLANTIS found. The tests descended

ATLANTIS would see. At Rochdale last nite

the master spoke. Hello often we soy and
would we wonder whereitATLANTIS true,

good is alwats up, too.YOUIHEYIJUDEIJim-
ATLANTIS full filled his karmic debt but dave
is still to pay his yet.Edgar Coyce Buckmin

tier too they are the ones that wait for

you.YESiand mr.dovies too, all though he

speaks to bleed us blue.There is a way.he
KNOWS it too.WHAT WILL YOU DO WHAT
WILL YOU DO.I thank the ladies who type

this up.g'nite.

Farm workers appeal to Toronto
The farm workers of California

need your help.

For three years we have been on

strike against the powerful agricul-

tural corporations of California.

These are corporations of 5, 10 and

400 thousand acres. For years, their

power in rural California has been

absolute. They have excluded us from
the most basic legislative rights and

gains made by industrial workers.

They would not permit "Grapes of

Wrath" in public schools and librar-

ies and held public book burnings.

They receive millions of dollars ev-

,ery year from the U.S. Government
in subsidy. Their sons are exempt
from the draft because agriculture is

a "vital industry", while our sons are

sent to fight and die in Viet Nam
because we are not so "vital" and
are a minority.

They force us to move from place

to place in search of work, living in

tin shacks, old army tents and even

our cars. They deny our children an

education by making it necessary

that they work in the fields so our

families will survive. They own the

Governor of California — Ronald

Reagan — and prevent the enforce

ment of the meagre legislation that

does exist to protect us. They con-

demn us to $2,000 a year in the rich-

est state in the richest nation in the

world. They illegally import strike

breakers from Mexico to break our

strikes while the government looks

the other way.

In our struggle against this 4 bil-

lion dollar a year industry, we are
forced to seek help outside the farm
worker community, outside Califor-

nia, outside the United States. Be-
cause of their determination to crush
our organizing efforts through illegal

strike breakers, violence, the police,

the courts, the government — we find

our final weapon and only source of

hope is the boycott of California

grapes.

The grapes which we have given

our lives to producing, we must now
ask everyone not to buy. You in

Canada buy 20 percent of the grapes

now being produced by strike break-

ers — $19'/2 million worth. If you do
not buy California grapes, you say no

to the system which is oppressing us

and you give us hope and the means
of helping ourselves.

Through your help and the help of

many others, our boycott has been

effective. California agribusiness is

suffering great losses. Even though

the U.S. government has steadily

been increasing its purchase of

grapes to ship to South Vietnam. We
still meet with adamant refusal and

resistance on the part of the ranchers

to negotiate. Their determination is

surpassed only by our determination

to win and the belief that our friends

will help us win.

During the coming Holiday Season,

the ranchers will try to dispose of all

the grapes they have not been able to

sell. At Christmas time many people

like to have some beautiful table

grapes on their table to express the

joy of this Season. It is during these

ooming weeks — up to Christmas —
that we must increase our efforts. It

is a small sacrifice to ask, that the

citizens of Toronto not take joy from
our suffering — to ask that they not

buy this holiday fruit — California

grapes — and open to us the hope for

a better life. To ask that they not fill

their tables with the fruit that keeps

our tables empty.

To this end, there will be a demon-
stration on November 23rd in Toron-

to. There will be other demonstra-

tions in other towns and cities

throughout Ontario. It will be a SI-

LENT and non-violent demonstration

as the spirit and belief of our move-
ment is non-violent. We invite you to

join with us as our friends and show
your concern and solidarity with

400,000 farm workers who — with

your help — are determined to find a

better life.

United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee

14 Gervais Drive,

Don Mills, Ontario.

429-3605

LETTERS

facts straight

A newspaper editorial writer is entitled

to his opinions but he should get his facts

straight. The anonymous writer of the

lead editorial "a (disguised) step back-

wards" in the Wednesday edition of The
Varsity, attacks my motion at the Mon-
day Faculty Council meeting presumable
without having heard what I said on that

occasion. I made it clear that the motion
was designed to provide that where the

enrolment in a small class or seminar had
to be restricted, the professor or his de-

partment must be the judge as to which
students were best qualified to partici-

pate. 1 went on to say that I would expect
that preference would be given to those
with the best academic qualifications, i.e.

a first-class "generalist" would have
preference over the second-class "special-

ist", but that where their qualifications

were equal preference might be given to

a "specialist" if it were shown that the

seminar was more important to his pro-

gramme than it was to the programme of

:•: Varsity editor Paul MacRae said £
:•: yesterday he would be very upset

:j: if the staff doesn't all show up for

x the staff meeting today at 1 p.m. #
:|: in the office. •:*:

:*

:
: "I will be very upset if the staff

: doesn't all turn up for the staff >*:

§ meeting today at 1 pm." said

•:• MacRae. S
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a "generalist" who was not choosing the

course to fit any particular pattern. On
the other hand, it is conceivable, although
probably less likely, that a "generalist"
might work out a highly structured pro-

gramme, say on Victorian Studies, where
a particular Victorian history seminar
might be more significant to him than to

a history "specialist" who could be ac-

commodated in another history seminar.
In this case I would give the preference to

the "generalist" over the "specialist",

other things being equal.

J. B. Conacber
Professor of History

Professor Conacher made it clear in intro-

ducing his motion that the intent was to

preserve the traditions oj the honors pro-

gram. He made the same point in an inter-

view with the Varsity reporter who covered

the story and wrote the editorial. His mo-

tion leaves the way open for departments

and professors to preserve the honors-gen-

eral distinction almost intact. Ed.

Vietnam

Peter Moogk's comment on my Viet-

nam article is based on the precept that a
"liberated understanding" of problems in

society derives not from an understanding
of the historical, economic, and political

roots of the society but from a rejection

of all value systems. His appeal "to our
common humanity" escapes me for nei-

ther does he manifest its existence nor

does he attempt to explain the meaning of

such an animal. The elimination of "the
profligate use of firepower" is apparently
more important, if possible per se, than

to explain and eliminate its root causes.

He more than missed the point when he

refused to mention my consideration of

the interaction between political ideology

and economic necessity for it then be-

comes more than just "a simplified Marx-

ist economic determinism". This refusal

leads him to relegate the analysis to

"dogma" without suggesting why it fits

into this category.
The question for Mr. Moogk is not the

humanity of a nation's self-interest but

merely the containment of those symp-
toms which offend his sensibilities. He
would have us believe that the use of

power is an emotive reaction unattached

to value preferences and that the use of m
countervailing forces rather than an un-

derstanding and conscious acceptance of

values leads us to the liberation of hu-

manity.
He again misconstrues my argument,

for rather than suggesting that the U.S.

intervention in Vietnam is illegal on con-

stitutional grounds, I made it quite clear

that the U.S.'s Contention that their in-

volvement bad legal substance was false

And of course it's the dogma again.

In an attack on Canada by, say, Rus-

sia I wonder if Mr. Moogk would be hard

put to classify his retaliation as a "war of

liberation" and the actions of the attacker

as a "war of aggression"?
There is nothing that is useful in Mr

Moogk's comment for he refuses to en-

gage in a discussion of substance while a'

the same time proclaiming that to have

values one cannot think. There is no

clearer definition of the pejorative term —
liberal.

Barry Mcpeak*
CUS Secretarial



On a very ordinary day last
May, crowds of people were
pouring into the white-domed
building with large round col-
umns. Recognition had come
in the form of a delicate
scroll and the graduates
stepped up proudly to claim
them one by one.

Mary-Lou Hurley was one
of the eager people ready to

step into the world outside

the university. On the 14th of

October she still didn' t have
a job. Sue Hewings, a

straight-A student in Mathe-
matics and Philosophy found

work only at the beginning of

that month.

A "B.A." is no longer the

commodity it used to be 10

years ago. Nor is it the pass-

word to the job you want.

With a surplus of graduates

and a scarcity of jobs, many
students, as well as their

parents, panic at the prospect

that after three or four years

at university they are unable

to find satisfactory work. It

seems that any kind of a

skilled worker, from a typist

to a pretzel-bender is more
readily employed than a

graduate with a B.A.

"After graduation, I sent in

applications to Imperial Oil,

Esso, insurance companies,

employment agencies of all

kinds, and answered adds in

the papers," Mary-Lou ex-

plained. "Most of tne compa-

nies seemed genuinely inter-

ested but were unable to of-

"But. miss, van you type? 39

fer me jobs."

Everywhere she went the

first question was "Do you
type?"

"I finally took a five-week

business course from Shaw's
and although the prospects

increased, I was still unable

to find employment," she
remarked. "My whole sum-
mer was spent going to inter-

views and keeping hopes on a

tight-rope. I was absolutely

shattered."

Some of the jobs offered

were interesting, but some-
one with experience always

got there first. Mary-Lou
wryly observed, "It was not

my B.A. but my two sum-
mers' experience with the

Board of Education that final-

ly got me the job."

Sue found most of the com-
panies offered her a low

starting salary. "I felt it had

been a waste of time going to

university," she explained.

"One company told me not to

expect a raise for at least a

year, if I wanted as much as

$85 a week starting salary."

In going from interview to

interview, the applicants

found many other graduates

in the same predicament. The

really interesting jobs with

larger corporations like

I.B.M. were usually swamped
with applications. There were

2,000 applications on file with

Air Canada for hostess posi-

tions. This meant that appli-

cations filed in Spring would

By CHRISTINE TOMKIW

be considered some time next

year.

"Some companies would

not hire me because I was
too educated while others

would offer me a dead-end

job such as telephoning peo-

ple. After a couple of months

of this I was depressed to say

the least," Sue said.

Counsellors at the U of T
Placement Service are aware

that this is too often a repre-

sentative picture of what
happens to the graduate.

"Most girls are shocked'

and horrified at the nasty lit-

tle phrase: you must be able

to type," said Rosemary
Gaymer, a spontaneous and

cheerful person. "But univer-

sity is not a production line

and was not established to

teach you particular skills.

You get a B.A. in order to be

able to choose any field of

work rather than to be able

to fit your vocation into a

certain pea-hole."

Students shouldn't set their

hearts on one thing only, she

suggested. Few students, it

seems, ever look into the vast

expanse of fields open to peo-

ple with a degree.

A common mistake is to

wait until after graduation to

start thinking of a career. "If

you want a career, it's impor-

tant to choose your subjects

with that in mind," said Sue.

"I know that now, because I

made the wrong choices."

"We have started to build a

library with various divisions

of information for the job-

seeking student," said Miss

Gaymer as she opened the

door of her office and led me
into a modest room with rows

of shelves partially filled with

brand new yellow red and

blue binders. A couple of stu-

dents with 6T8 and 6T9 sewn

onto their jackets were
browsing through the mate-

rial.

Too many students go job-

hunting with the wrong atti-

tude, Miss Gaymer suggest-

ed. They see the B.A. as the

end of the road, instead of

adopting a more positive atti-

tude.

"Too many students feel

they are pawns in the world

of business instead of taking

matters into their own
hands." she said. "This is not

the case. A degree gives you

the training to be the chess

player, but you must assert

yourself. You have to show
the employer that you can

take charge. . that you have

imagination and that you

know how to use it."

From there I made my
way to a totally different

atmosphere in the airy Colon-

nade office of Mr. Steadman.

recruitment officer for the

civil service. Although he

claimed to be very busy, he

squeezed me in for 15 min-

utes between appointments.

"It is simply a matter of

supply and demand," he said.

There is a freeze in both gov-

ernment and industrial em-
ployment. Not only arts, but

the other disciplines are hav-

ing a hard time of it."

The employment agencies

are all very sorry about this

state of affairs, of course, but

the employer is in the smug
position of being able to

choose the very best.

This means than an honors

graduate has a better chance

of getting a job than a gen-

eral arts graduate. Women
have a harder time looking

for work simply because
there are many jobs, particu-

larly in industry, for which
females are not suited, he

said.

"As a result, we have an

excess of applications from
women on file," observed Mr.

Steadman. "The ratio in our

application files is two to one

for women to men. Most girls

seem to apply for personnel

work. We have 200 of these

applications alone, but there

simply aren't that many
openings."

As in other fields, out of

the many girls who apply for

personnel work, only a few

have an inkling of what the

term means.

"They just don't have a

clue as to the depth and

breadth of personnel work-
interviewing is just a small

portion of it," he explained.

I remembered that Miss

Gaymer told me the same
thing almost word for word.

"Too many people go into an

interview blindly and it shows

up in their responses to ques-

tions," she said. "If you are

interested in a job, show it by

reading a bit about it."

There's a real art in being

able to pull it off at an inter-

view. "I wish I had caught on

to it sooner," commented
Mary-Lou. "There is a blue

booklet in the Placement
Service which tells you all

about it. I would advise ever-

yone to read it before, not

after, going out to apply for a

job."

"I found that the employer

was more interested in my
hobbies and extra-curricular

activities than in my de-

gree," said Sue.

In Mary-Lou's experience,

"employers will fire all kinds

of crazy questions at you." At

first this technique caught

her off guard and she would

be at a loss for words. "But I

soon found that it is better to

say something even if you

think it's stupid, than to say

nothing at all."

In the final analysis, the

real problem is not in finding

something to do. It isn't that

no-one will employ young

graduate co-eds. But after

putting in three or four years

of study, they feel justified in

expecting a well-paying and

interesting position
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The car broke down at

midnight five miles from
Black Lake.

We laughed and swore and
the silence of the forest

around us made our voices

small.

We watched a stiff proces-

sion of headlights come over

the hill behind us and as we
got out of the car. the flat

engine whine gathered and

the transport rigs rushed past

us. wind and oil slick lashing

the car.

We flagged down a car and

did an explanatory clown
show to a drowsy lump of

people in a stationwagon.

They took Frank to the Black

Lake station and Bruce and I

waited for him. feeling the

wait was long because we
had lost one person.

A silent boy with one of

those thick faces that made
his eye sockets small and

round returned with Frank in

a work-horse Meteor and he

towed us back to his home
—a dark, plywood-panelled

diner with Buckingham pipes

for sale on the wall and books

about sex and cars in the

book rack.

The boy and I couldn't start

the car so we walked to an

absurdly flourescent phone

booth on the edge of the dark

highway and phoned Bruce's

brother in Ottawa to pick us

up. He grumbled about god-

dam student agitators not

being able to fix a goddam
car and said he'd be there in

an hour

We walked back to the

diner to wait for Bruce's

brother and slowly the boy's

father began to talk to us. in

that tired, nasal voice of the

Ottawa Valley poor.

"It's dangerous driving

around here. Most of the peo-

ple in these parts are too

poor to buy glasses, but they

drive anyway. The old man
across the road who sold me
this place went into Perth the

other day because he wasn't

hearing too good. Doctors

says to him. While we're fix-

ing your ears, why don't we
do something about these

cataracts in your eyes . .
."

The voice trailed off, hu-

mourless and distant.

The man's wife came into

the room, and sat down to

watch us. She was fat, and
the fatigue and the suffering

(continued on R-12)

TOWNS I
The view

from Harry

Rhyder's garage.



fOCUS: daytime television

Once upon a horse the first thing to notice is

the broad sweep of the countryside, the way the

scenery passes by as if out of a dream — the

story of a pro quarterback who's had 12 years in

the game and can't get out; he's been hurt bad

and he really should quit — the old Indian, old

number 14; my name is lewis coleman i'm from

louisville kentucky i been in the navy 3 years and

i'm just waiting to get out.

Remember every grocery store offers you a

chance to win! What is this this this some kind of

filler? funny you should ask starring lloyd thax-

ton with Ann Blyth and the Korean Orphans

Choir. Rotten to the core, that was the old Ross

Kingsley, you're now looking at the new im-

proved version. If time runs out before you un-

derstand that dissEnt is today's big question

whether it will be windy and cold with snow

squalls or old fashioned flaky pie crust from sec-

ond best home cooked pudding with the taste that

kids love. TELL IT ON TV.

This newlywed husband kissed his bride twice

at their wedding ceremony because THE FIRST
ONE WAS SO GOOD! Make a better chocolate

cake and the world will beat a path to your door.

What baseball team will your wife say best de-

scribes her behaviour last evening? If you found

yourself in a submarine with a beautiful playboy

bunny at midnight what time would you come up

for air?

one week later

strike out . . . out; strike out . . . bunt, grand

slam . . . grand slam; home run . . . grand

slam! no earlier than 5 oclock ... 6 am; 3 oc-

lock . . . 3 am; he's slow but thorough but i'U say

about 5 . . . noon; if its december he'll say noon

... 24 hours later, least favourite thing to find

in his stew?—the jerk the jitterbug the turkey

trot, which describes your husband's behaviour

on your wedding night? what is the most infantile

thing your husband has ever done at the dinner

table?

BEEFOGETTI B Fogetti phase III.

carrots . . . mushrooms; mushrooms . . .

lamb; lamb . . . spinach; mushrooms . . . car-

rots the jerk ... the turkey trot; the jitter-

bug ... the jitterbug; the jerk ... the jerk; the

turkey trot ... the jerk; reading the paper . . .

leave half the food; when i do my monkey imita-

tion . . . spill his milk; i uh belch ... eat salad

last; i say grace and be eating at the same time

. . . smacks (slurps). LEAVE YOUR FEELING
OF TENSION BEHIND AND STEP INTO A
QUIET WORLD! oceanspray wise up

this time THE GLUE SNIFFERS on probe

eventual brain damage this time THE GLUE
SNIFFERS
and then they open their mouths
Norman Mailer says the twentieth century is

characterized. PARTICIPATION WITHOUT
PLEASURE allerest doesnt get rid of your aller-

gy it just lets you forget about it of course if you

dont want a grape drink with more grape juice

just add water and sugar BACHELOR NUMBER
TWO he just had the greatest greatest answers

Complications arise when two young bachelors

arrive at a Caribbean hotel which is exclusively

for newlyweds. A scientist goes back to the 18th

century and relives one of his ancestor's adven-

tures. A Red Ball unit of supply trucks pushes

through German-held territory to stalled Allied

tanks during World War II.

she was this year's girl mayor of Los Angeles

for a day BACHELOR NUMBER ONE i like to

be swept off my feet SPADES
nina do you think men should help with the

babies nina when is a woman old nina what

would you wear if you were invited to the white

house nina what would you do nina what would

you say to the president nma NINA (tomorrow

dont miss the return of bishop james a pike

telling what he thinks is on the other side) this is

the cbs afternoon news with douglas edwards

brought to you by relatives and friends of the 70

coalminers trapped without hope MINORS FOR-
BIDDEN nothing like fresh air is there? every

president elected in a year divisible by twenty is

forbidden to live (there is a very good chance
that these three men will never return to earth)

What is this daytime television coming to?

There used to be a lot more interpersonal relat-

edness (Chicago is a stock market new york is a

newspaper). Between telling time by the number
of guests on Mike Douglas or the cartoon on

Huck and Yogi the score reads: newspapers

make things happen because if there was nothing

happening there would be no newspapers. Televi-

sion on the other hand doesn't need to pretend.

And now a few words on the ambiance of game
shows. And now a few words on the vertiginous-

ness of talk shows. And now a few words on the

companionship of soap shows. And now a few

words on the contiguity of educational shows.

ABC emphasizes the contestant, the player of the

game, the game itself. NBC stresses the star

system; the mortal is unimportant, the emcee is

atop parnassus and the celebrity guests are there

to entertain. CBS reruns comedies. CTV plays

the voyeur with a heavy hand. CBC.
Many years ago history was passed by mouth

then by print and so on. THE KEY: MORNING
VIEWING MONDAY TO FRIDAY Somebody
wanted to say something, he wrote it down;
teach something, wrote it down; the old days,

right? Once television becomes the prime meth-

od of instruction in educational situations, the

highest, most esteemed method of expression

will be television. Everyone will have a set, be a

receiver and transmit.

Let me tell you, Mr. Lazar is a fencing mas-

ter. Oh. Oh. Of course not only does Mr. Lazar

teach the Olympic style fencing, he also teaches

the swashbucklers. Oh. Oh. Do you want to show

us. Hey. Hey. Ah. Could you teach someone a

few moves. It would take five hours of prepara-

tion just to get to the point ... but I'll do it.

SOUPY?
—olice o'gormon

REVIEW 2
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art
on the importance of total environment

I had a good lesson in the
importance of art gallerie
environments last Saturday
as I visited two shows.

Leon Field was showing
some of his op art sculptures

at the Sobot. Op art makes
use of optical illusions, con-
tour perceptions and like

that. It works inside your
eyes. Field has done a very
good job of producing well-

finished pieces. He has uti-

lized the full potential of

plexiglass rods and sheets —
making them into lenses,

screens and invisible supports

of patterns.

Although the work is quite

clever (albeit somewhat over-

priced) there was something
lacking as I looked that I

couldn't put my finger on.

It soon became apparent
when I visited Hart House,

where the "Archi-kinetic

Exhibition '68" is being pre-

sented (until December 7th).

The gallery has been parti-

tioned off with black drapery,

and the paintings and sculp-

tures are dramatically light-

ed in the otherwise darkened

room. A little man fiddling
with a tape recorder supplies
electronic music. The overall
effect is quite impressive.

There was the difference.
Although Field's work is just
as interesting as this Archly
Kinetic jazz, it is displayed in

a classical gallery with lots

of white space on the walls to

hang pictures and plenty of

lighting.

The best piece in the Hart
House show is "Nova" by
Gerald Tooke. It's a four-foot

disk of plastic triangles lit

with neon and fluorescent

lights. The mandala uses to

which this work could be put

are obvious to anyone who
sees it glowing peacefully by
itself in the dark. Anyone
who can fork up the $2,400

necessary has a good bargain.

In the gallerys: new A. J.

Casson oils in the Roberts
Gallery; last chance to see

Tony Smith's minimal sculp-

tures at the AGO this week-
end.

— mike kesterton
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ELDORADO NUCLEAR LIMITED
ELDORADO NUCLEAIRE LIMITEE

Eldorado representatives will be available for interviews at

581 Spadina Avenue on November 27th.

Opportunities exist in the following fields

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT: Geologists

Geophysicist

Mining Engineers

Chemical or Metallurgical Engineers

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Geologists (Post Grads and Undergrads]

Mining Engineers

Metallurgical Engineers

Mechanical Engineers

Electrical Engineers

Contact the Student Placement Office for interview times and further information.



books
can you pass the acid test?
The Electric Kool-Aid Acid
Test, Tom Wolfe, Doubleday,
413pp, $7:25.

Marvellous. A marvellous
book, even worth $7:25 with

no pictures.

The Electric Kool-Aid Acid
Test is the book version of

one of those bursting public

fireworks that explodes in a
shower of one colour — only

then another rain of coloured

fire bursts in its centre, and
then another in the second.

"We are involved in many
levels here" says the dust-

jacket sales pitch. Believe it.

First there is Kesey, the

real-life novelist and leader

of the Merry Pranksters.

Kesey is a sort of acid-head

Pan. He was a golden boy
athlete, scholar and actor.

Then he wrote One flew Over
the Cukoo's Nest, a brilliant

first novel according to an
arm-length list of critics. (I

read it: it was. Graham Fra-

ser said it is) to I Never
Promised You a Rose Garden
as Jules et Jim is to Le Bon-

hour.) Only then, after a sec-

ond novel, Sometime a Great
Notion, Kesey stopped writ-

ing. Instead he gathered to-

gether a wild bunch of hip

cronies, enough acid to turn

on Philadelphia, a 1939 Har-

vester Schoolbus, gallons of

Day-Glo paint, and set out

across America to spread

joy-

One of his joy-producing

methods was to sponsor free
light-rock shows with free

electric Kool-aid punch. That's

Kool-aid liberally spiked with
LSD. Over the bowl he hung a

sign reading "CAN YOU PASS
THE ACID TEST?"
To chronical this latter-day

Til Eulenspiegel in a suitably

rollicking style would be
enough. And Wolfe certainly

does it: AT night the goddam
bus still bouncing and the

Southwest silvery blue coming
in not exactly bouncing but

slipping and sliding in shafts,

sickly shit, and car beams and
long crazy shadows Jrom car

beams sliding in weird bends

over the inside, over the love

bunk. The love bunk will get

you ij you don't wash out. One
shell on the bunk has a sleep-

ing bag on it and into this

sleeping bag crawl whoever

wants to make it, do your
thing, hub. and right out front,

and wail with it. and Sandy
looks over and he can see a

human. . . bobbing up and
down in the sleeping bag with

the car beams sliding over it

and the motor roaring, the

fabulous love bunk, and every-

one —synch— can see the

sleeping bag veritably filling up
with sperm, the little devils

swimming like mad in there in

the muck, oozing into the

cheap hairy shit they quill the

hag with, millions, billions,

trillions of them, darling
around, crafty little flagellants.

looking to score, which is natu-

ral, and if any cerii/ied virgin

on the /ace of the earth

crawled into that sleeping bag
for a nap ajter lunch she would
be a hulking knocked-up mira-

cle inside of three minutes —
but won't this goddam bounc-

ing ever stop—
But there is more to even

this, the first, star-burst —
much more because Kesey is

no fool. He is serious, serious

about self-transcendence, in-

ter-subjectivity, saving peo-

ple from having their cere-

bral cortex constipated with

the usual bullshit. And there

is a religious thing happening
too, for the bus demands
faith, the sort of walking-on-

the-water faith. We must un-

derstand, (as Wolfe puts it):

"But suddenly it hits me that

for the Pranksters this is per-

manent.
That's the first burst, but

there is more for who crops

up like a prize in a box of

crackerjacks but Neal Cassa-

dy, the real-life Dean Moriar-
it'y of On The Road. There is

little like a homecoming, and
nothing like a reuniting with

Moriarity-Cassady. He's right

where Kerouac left him in

1950, careening down the road
chasing life at 70mph (in a

schoolbus now), talking at the

speed of light, confusing the

cops. He, crazy as ever, he
alone is worth $2 bookmoney.
The brightest explosion is

THE UMVERSITY OF TORONTO

SINFONIA
ALEX PAUK - CONDUCTOR

AND

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

CHORUS
LLOYD RRADSHAW - CONDUCTOR

IN

CONCERT
SUNDAY DEC. 1st 8:15 PM

GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

FREE ADMISSION NO TICKETS REQUIRED

Wolfe himself. In my first

encounter with him some five

years ago, he rather bored
me with his acrobatics. So he

could stand sentences on
their head and thumb his

nose at the same time: he
was just as trapped in a conv-

ention as Emily Bronte.
However he or I have ma-
tured, and Wolfe now seems
not to have escaped normal
literary form so much as to

have gotten beyond it.

He spits his insights at the

hippies ("I never got into an

abstract discussion with a

total stranger so fast in all

my life") and at us "genteel

little pudding kids". Genteel

little pudding kids, that one
hurts, it's so right.

Let me just say put the

Acid Test on the shelf with

On the Road, Catch-22 and
One Flew Over the Cukoo's
Nest, and let Wolfe finish his

own review:

. . . They pull up to McMurlry's
house, in the suburbs, and the

door oj the house opens and
out comes McMurtry. a slight,

slightly wan. kindly-looking

shy-looking guy. ambling out

with his little boy. his son, and
Cassady opens the door oj the

bus so everybody can get ojj.

and suddenly Stark Naked
shrieks out: "Frankie! Frankie!

Frankie! — this being the

name oj her own divorced-ojj

little boy— and she whips ojj

the blanket and leaps ojj the

bus and out into the suburbs oj

Houston. Texas, stark naked,

and rushes up to McMurlry's
little boy and scoops him up
and presses him to her skinny

breast, crying and- shrieking.

"Frankie! oh Frankie! my lit-

tle Frankie! oh! oh! oh!" —
while McMurtry doesn't know
what in the name oj hell to do
reaching tentatively toward her

stark-naked shoulder and say-

ing. "M'am! M'am! Just a

minute, ma'am!"—
while the Pranksters,

spilling out of the bus — stop.

So roar, no crazed bounce or

vibrations, no car beams, no

tapes, no microphones. Only
Stark Naked, with somebody
else's little boy in her arms, is

bouncing and vibrating.

And there, amid the peaceful

Houston elms on Quenby
Road, it dawned on them all

that this woman— which one oj

us even knows her?—had com-
pleted her trip. She had gone

with the jlow. She had gone
stark raving mad.

— bob bossin

(cont. from R-15)

benign approval; they knew
their wives were safely do-

mesticated and a bit of rah-

rah for the suffragette was
easily tolerated.

The chairman seemed dis-

appointed that the evening

had come to an end so early:

only twenty after ten. "Have
you got any questions for the

candidates," he pleaded to

the crowd, desparate to main-

tain his authoritarian role.

There was no reply; everyone
wanted to go home, chew the

fat and hit the sack.

Out they streamed, might-
ily pleased with themselves
for showing such an interest

in the ol' town. Their voices

carried clearly through the

crystal chill of the moon-lit

night. . .well he's got experi-

ence you know. . .1 wouldn't

vote for him it it's the. . .torn

never was much of a .speak-

er. .

.

And over at Bell's Billiards

across the street, the balls

were racked up for another

one.

— rod mickleburgh
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This Rock Within the Sea:
A Heritage Lost. Farley
Mowat and John de Visser,

McClelland and Stewart, 160

pages, $10.00

Prose is rarely so moving
as when it pays tribute to the

dead or the dying. It seeks to

recapture in print what was
once good and healthy, and at

the same time to mourn its

irretrieveable disappearance
from the face of the earth.

The result can be a devastat-

ing emotional impact on the

reader. For death is surely

the most soulful of human
experiences, the most abso-

lute, the most futile to fight

against, yielding the widest

possible gamut for a good
writer to impression his read-

er, already interested by the

mere fact of death.

The death of Little Nell in

The Old Curiosity Shop nearly

caused an entire nation to

drown itself in sobs. Perhaps
Jimmy Breslin's best column
ever was about a young man
coming home in a box from
Vietnam. And Peter C. New-
man's journalism at its finest

dealt with the political death

of John Diefenbaker.

This Rock Within the Sea is

also about death, but a differ-

ent kind of death. It's about

the death of a people, the

passing of a way of life,

something so much more
tragic than the loss of a spe-

cific individual.

Since Newfoundland en-

tered Confederation in 1949,

the outport people on the

Sou'west coast have been

slowly dwindling away. With

four centuries of tradition be-

hind them, their simple but

proud and rugged way of life

lies doomed to extinction.

The outport people are fish-

ermen. They live in square,

squat, solid two-story houses

collected together in scat-

tered settlements along the

incredibly bare and desolate
coves of the Sou'west Coast.
The only life they know is

that scratched from the sea,
and the only people they
know are themselves.
But now Joey Smallwood

and his government have
decreed that "progress" shall

come to the island, not pro-
gress aimed at improving the
life of these people but pro-
gress aimed simply at ruining
them.

Industrialization must take
place and cheap labour must
be produced to carry out the

industrialization. Where else

to look but to those poor, un-

fortunate wretches of the

Sou'west Coast. Ergo, gov-
ernment support for New-
foundland's local fishing in-

dustries was severely cut

back, and basic services were
reduced to a level far below
that of the factory towns.

Money was offered to fami-

lies who chose to move to

these manufacturing centres.

The plan is working well

and will probably continue to

work well until the Sou'west

Coast returns once more to

the solitude and wasteland it

was centuries ago.

Farley Mowat comments

:

"Progress dictated that the

men of the sea forswear their

ancient ways of life and

move, as rootless migrants,

to the alien milieu of indus-

trial and mining towns."

Mowat, along with photog-

rapher John de Visser, whose

superb camera work enh-

ances the book brilliantly,

had originally planned a cele-

bration of the lives of these

durable fishermen. Instead

they found a people dying off

and produced a requiem. "We
who had come to chronicle

human life in its most ad-

mirable guise remained to

witness and record the pass-

ing of a people."

Stitch in Tyme
DANCE

Great Hall

Friday, December 13, 1968

Hart House

9:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale Mon - ~ Frl -

at Itmis 11 Snack Bar and SAC Office

HILLEL
Sunday, November 24, 8:30 pm,

Hillel House

Dr. D.J. McCulloch

on

'Human Freedom and Socinl Restraints'

The book is beautiful, both

in design and content. Indeed

it is almost ironic that such a

sad tale of poverty and de-

spair and endurance is done
so beautifully, recorded with-

in the pages of a volume
bearing a price tag of ten dol-

lars. It seems incongruous

somehow.

Mowat concludes the book

with the words of a young

girl, growing up on the

Sou'west Coast to a future of

nothing:

"The worstest thing I know
is that we got to go away. I

watches the gulls following

the boats out there and I

wishes I was a gull some-

times, because nobody makes
them go away from where
they belongs. Those gulls are

some lucky! They can stay

and live in Burgeo until they

dies. It won't be very long

before they's nobody here

except the gulls at all."

— rod mickleburgh

BERKELEY BLACK PANTHERS

AND VIETNAM

BETTINA APTHEKER: Berkeley Communist Student Activist,

Leader Free Speech Movement '64, Member Of Berkeley

Version Of CU6 '65, Initiator Of International Student

Strike Against The War In Vietnam And Racial Oppression '68.

NOON MONDAY
EAST HALL UNIVERSITY

1 PM BETTINA WILL ATTEND FINAL CUG FORUM,

AND WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR DISCUSSION AFTER.

(//ion As to communist dub for rescheduling in light of importance

of cugforum)
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film
gossip column actors

Into the gossip columns we
go, and it all comes out. "Se-

cret Ceremony" with Mia and

"Lady in Cement" with

Frank. No wonder. Talk

about the value gap, the mind

gap, the action gap. They're

in two eras separated by a

war (with a big W).

Tony Rome is back, cool.

A distinguished international cast

ignites all the dramatic power...

all the magnificent spectacle of Morris L West's

best-selling novel, a modern-day story of faith,

courage and intrigue that reaches

from the shadows of the Kremlin to the

splendor and pageantry

of the Vatican.

Metro-

Goldwyn-

Mayer

presents a

George Englund

production

THE
SHOES

OF TOE
FISHERMAN

Anthony Quinn Oskar Werner David Janssen VittorioDeSica

Leo McKem Sir John Gielgud Barbara Jeflord Rosemarie Dexter

Hommn Sir Laurence Olivier p.,..,..,or,\«oM.i.o«io. ^mgm

o.1<<io«i»«™w«wmo"»i«m 'dwixii Michael Anderson -proofed o, George Englund

NOW SHOWING
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT BOX

OFFICE. BY MAIL. BY PHONE: 922 3113

Boi Otticf open II 00

1

^UPTOWN
YONGE AT BLOOR • 922-3113

MON. thru SAT. EVES It 8:30

su« ml HOLIDAY EVES. It 100
SmoKIng Lose* « M

WE0 SAT. SUK t HOI MATS. It 2.00

Smoking Logo* S300
Orcnesua 2 so

Balcony 2 00

for Special Attention to Groups and

Schools call Marilyn Kennedy 92* 7101

tough and wno cares Y uome
on guys, Hollywood pulled the

script out of a 1950 wastebas-

ket; why revive it? We don't

care about a story anymore
. . . it's a worthless experi-

ence to follow through. No
suspense even. At least sit

back and enjoy the zoom
shots of Raquel Welch's ba-

7.00ms and bottom, or of dear

Raquel trying to act. Right

. . . groove on a boob. Geez,

she looks like a real pig (sic),

doesn't she? Hire the odd

contemporary haejt writer,

and, says the bar girl, "I'll

bet we can relate real good."

And Dan Blocker (ex-Bonan-

za Hoss, guffaw, guffaw

. . . "isn't he big and strong,

and look how he really beats

the brains out of those 200

pound lightweights."

And Frank . . . well Ar-

thur, he's so with-it he really

knows everything, and he's so

smart. I mean he really

knows his stuff, and how to

operate, you know? Makes
you feel so inferior, doesn't

he? So you want to feel like

you're walking into the Town
Tavern and conning the slick

chicks. It's all here at your

local theatre; step right up,

popcorn at the right.

What about Mia, with Liz

Taylor, Kobert Mitchum, and

directed by Joseph Losey?

It's an eerie, psychic, mind-

playing experience; slow to

the point of pain. The other

world struggles to get in or

get out.

Mia is Cenci, not self-con-

fident like Frank, but inner,

so inner she's crazy, all fan-

tasies and illusions. What's

real, and what isn't? That

ugly long black wig, and that

pickle-walk don't make it

easy. She beady-eyes Liz on a

bus, and Liz becomes her

dear dead mother. Those

eyes, with the Rosemary
bags under them, big blue

balls. Liz is fat, again; a

gawdy, vulgar, whore who
has her own bright hang-ups

on top of being a whore; a

dead daughter the same age

as Mia. What a combination;

both brilliant performances.

Liz has a patent on bitchy

women (Taming of the

Shrew, Who's Afraid of VW?),

and Rosemary (oops, Mia)

has that iceberg look in her

eyes. You know two thirds of

her is way under.

Then scenarist George
Tabori takes over in a Henry

James style mansion with

oblong shots of tapestries,

high ceilings, and ten-foot

CAROLINE CHERIE, Held too close

by too many _ Dying of fear and
pleasure...

—» ML't'tNTU Kfcii OF ^

FRANCE ANCU0E

bv DENTS DE LA PATElUERt aw. «*CECIl SAJNT IAUREN1 ,
....

MON. Is fRL STARTS 6 P.M., SAT. SUN. CONT. FROM 1.30 ENTIRELY IN ENGUSH

circular porcelain bathtubs.

The camera creeps around

corners to dazzle your eyes

with depth of perspective.

The heavy oak door slams

(bammm-echo) maybe five

times.

The film delves into a

whole crate of suppressed

motivations; a veritable psy-

chologist's notebook on

screen. Robert Mitchum, oaf

that he is, the lecherous pro-

fessor who violates (horrors)

his daughter, Mia. Sexual

fantasies abound, "oh please,

let me hear that sound you

make", no, yes, oh . . . Mia

torments her mind-mother,

she plays with her guilts and

hopes. Cruelty, gut emotions

that you know exist.

What a book it must have

been (by Marco Denevi). For

Joseph Losey, the bundle was

iust too heavy to handle.

Watching the film is like hav-

ing a tub of slow, thick honey

poured on you. Missing, very

dramatically, is playwright

Harold Pinter's snappy dia-

logue (Losey's collaborator in

"The Servant" and "Acci-

dent"). The subject deserves

a much better package. Los-

ey loses the touch that marks

the effectiveness of film as a

media. He doesn't shake up

the subject, he merely

spreads it over, slowly and

methodically. That won't do.

He goes beyond the subject

itself. The eerie, crackle-

crackle music adds about two

tons to the heavy honey.

Joseph, my boy, why blow

your cool just when it's be-

coming fashionable?

— arny wise

REVIEW 6



there is a difference...
People are leaving the

Franco Zeffirelli film of
Romeo and Juliet with
strange, puzzled expressions
on their faces. Amazing quan-
tities of them are wondering
why they feel slightly disap-

pointed, for it is not a very
bad film. It can be argued
without too much difficulty

that it is, indeed, a good one
What, then? . . .

There is a feeling of anti-

climax to the picture which
can be explained easily by
the fact that it was talked up
for over two years prior to its

release. Very little could live

up to the sort of expectations

seduced by the over-zealous

publicity people who got on to

the job of picture-peddling. In

fact, the film would probably

have come off much better

standing on its own merit,

but all the time and all the

talk have given movie buffs

tender meat for the imagina-

tion. Many are entering thea-

tres to find that Zeffirelli 's

interpretation is not what
they understood it to be

(because of someone or oth-

er's on-location article last

spring) and, therefore, not

exactly what they wanted to

see. There are probably more

mental scenarios for Romeo
and Juliet than for any other

film of the decade.

Zeffirelli rocked London

several years ago with his

devastating staging of R&J,

his introduction to the classi-

cal theatre in any language.

For the first time it seemed

that Shakespeare had been

brought down to earth and his

characters reduced to human

stature; they wandered

across the stage as if the

events were actually unfold-

ing rather than with the

presciences of tragedy and

airs of immortality. The word

being tossed around liberally

was reality; for the first time

it was being used with a clear

meaning, no longer a method

but a dimension. A lot of di-

rectors were biting their nails

as they examined what was

suddenly obvious—Zeffirelli

had taken minute details of

everyday living and of human

behaviour as the tools of his

staging. People moved and

talked like ordinary people on

a stage which, by the use of

some bourgeois accessories

CENTRAL BILLIARD

294A College St.

10% Off for Students

Ladies Welcome

looked truly representative of
medieval Italy.

There was an atmosphere
of excitement and dash to

this then-fresh but still ap-
pealing approach. The use of

a medium so intrinsically

opposed to reality, in this

way, accomplished with great
effect a breakthrough in the

handling of the classics and
prompted the resurgence of

interest in them which was
by then overdue.

It would seem that Mr.
Zeffirelli, the critics, the pub-

licity agents and the cinema
audiences all underestimated
the differences between the

media and miscalculated the

impact of reality in film. This

quality may be somewhat of

an innovation in London, on

the stage, in the early sixties,

but it is old hat in the cine-

ma.
What Zeffirelli has done in

the film is merely to contem-
porize the tempo of Shake-

speare's lines and have his

characters treat the events in

the way they presumably
would in real life. The result

is the loss of poetry which
has been so widely defended

in the name of 'using the

medium.' There are two al-

most-equally valid reactions

to this — the above, in de-

fense of film, and the argu-

ment that if you're going to

use Shakespeare then use

him. There is the reconcilia-

tory viewpoint: if the fusion

is a good one, then a little

'give' on both sides will go a

long way. The question is ul-

timately subjective. Of

course. But despite the fact

that the film is entertaining,

Zeffirelli does not allow ei-

ther the poetry of Shake-

speare or the aspects of cine-

matic production any particu-

lar focus.

Visually, Romeo and Juliet

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Ki((-s Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
922-3141546 Yongo St.

is about as stunning as El

Cid, that is to say very stun-

ning circa 1960. Colourful.

Lots of people. Fights with

real (looking) swords. The
costume bit. Zeffirelli has not

done anything new with film
— his best ideas date back as

far as John Schlesinger's Far
From the Madding Crowd.
The sound is nothing worth
listening to: the music is the

usual variety of historical-

picture spectacular, with one

valuable exception. Just prior

to the Ball. Mercutio sings an

interlude, carpe diem song

which serves to change the

mood at least as effectively

as some clever technical de-

vice might have done.

And then we get to the

much-touted Zeffirelli ver-

sion, the yes-sir, never-be-

fore-on-stage-or-screen, avant-
garde, etc. etc. This was
the most grievious offence

of all on the parts of

the aforementioned zealots.

Not that Zeffirelli's interpre-

tation might not have been

new, if we hadn't heard it all

long since. As for its sup-

posed originality, it doesn't

take an awful lot of thinking

at this time to reshuffle some
scenes and parallel two fast,

drug-taking, passionate anti-

establishment kids with to-

day's youth. I could cite a

pre-Zeffirelli undergrad essay

. . . The virtue of this tack

rests with Zeffirelli's refusal

to carry the thing too far,

which is rather negative and

all that but probably after all

the racket about his novel

ideas he was hard-pressed to

think of anything that would
come as a genuine surprise.

It would seem that film is

potentially the final resting-

place for the works of Shake-

speare. All that is there on

the printed page is the script.

The fancied sets and scopes

of the writer's imagination

are more than could ever be
feasibly put on a stage. For
use in the theatre Shake-

speare must be done with

qualification; challenges and
use of the medium exist here

too.

Film can fill in the holes in

any one of a number of ways.

It can serve the concepts of a

Zeffirelli who wants to make
Shakespeare's span wider
than the Globe courtyard; it

has all the known advantages
of its techniques. Focus can
be a great advantage in

Shakespeare where the train

of thought can be lost in the

crowd. the cumbersome
scene changes—up to thirty in

a play—are neatly integrated

into the progression by dis-

solves, cuts and panning
shots. The great outdoors is

brought in and there can be a
sense of tangibility to the of-

ten unintentionally alienated

plays. And of course, special

effects can add immeasura-
bly to the impact of much of

some texts; The Tempest
comes instantly to mind.

Zeffirelli didn t need these

advantages in order to do

what he wanted with Romeo
and Juliet. The consequence
is not a waste, but it is an
extravagant use of an art

form. The man knows what
he's doing with a text and is

not a stranger to film or even
to Shakespeare on film but in

the case of the ill-starred

lovers the medium is not the

message.
—hilary mclaoghlin
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theatre
stop the world it's herby, nate, jim'n' mac!
The great American drama

critic emotes (draft one):

(As Herb Whittaker, Globe

and Mail would write it):

One hundred and fifty devo-

tees who attended "Stop The

World, I Want To Get Off",

Wednesday night at Hart

House Theatre can't be

wrong. Now may it be said

that notwithstanding the

slightly mistimed dancing

and the slightly off key sing-

ing of various members of

the east, the buoyant humani-

ty of Anthony Newley shone

through to make the evening

a bright and lively one for

all.

Particularly charming,

beautiful, gracious, and be-

witching was Miss Ellen

Cole, as the female heroine,

Evie. Her acting was also

good. To be congratulated on

his meticulous, marvellous,

incisive, beautiferous direc-

tion is Terry W. Starker, add-

ing to the delight of the won-

derful evening with his grace-

ful manipulation of the warm-
ly persuasive chorus line

which added so much to the

warmth and charm of the

play.

t • •

As Jim McPherson, Tele-

gram would write it: I tell

you, they're mad, Virginia.

They're tough too. Last night,

after the performance of

"Stop The World I Wanna Get

Off", one hundred and fifty

angry, sex-crazed engineers

beat me up Wednesday night

in the lobby of Hart House
Theatre, (Ha Ha). They told

me that if I didn't give it a

good review, they'd shoot me
with their cannon while I lis-

tened to the LGMB.
Well, wasn't Ellen Cole

luscious as Evie. the done-

wrong wife of Littlechap, the

male hero? Littlechap, it

must be said, was unfortu-

nately not played up to par by

Booth Harding Savage (but

his name makes up for it).
"

And the two blonds in the

chorus line, well the dialecti-

cal pragmatism of the inher-

ent selfishness of the charac-

ter of Littlechap. the finale of

"What Kind of Fool Am I?"

could not but have succeeded

were it not for the substand-

ard voice of Mr. Savage.

I need hardly add a thing,

so I won't.
• • •

(As Nathan Cohen, resident

Star piranha would write it):

When will the engineers

finally wake up and realize

that they shouldn't have wo-

ken up at all? The unmitigat-

ed disaster at Hart House

Theatre, foisted upon the

unwitting audience sank to

the lowest depths of una-

bashed theatrical rankness

last night.

"Stop The World, I Want
To Get Off", relies on two

basic factors; the constant

excellence of the hero Little-

chap is a must and the danc-

ing, (the whole show being

very much a mime) must be

perfect. Neither was so

Wednesday night.

Even Ellen Cole, while

struggling bravely with her

lines, her brow knotted, was
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not up to the task of bringing

this allegorically typical Eng-

lish success story to the

heights it reached with An-

thony Newley in London and

Broadway. Anyways, the play

isn't that good.

Booth Harding Savage, as

Littlechap, the anti-hero

didn't have the faintest, wee,

itsy-bitsy teeny weeny, ippy-

dippy, clunchy munchiest ink-

ling of what was meant by

the part which he was play-

ing. Neither did Newley, who
wrote the musical. This was
very plain to see.

It is obvious that the engi-

neers would be best to go

looking again for their slide

rules and drafting boards and

forget forever the seductive

lure of the footlights.

(As Mackenzie Porter, resi-

dent dirty old man of the

Telegram would write it):

Well it's about time the

university kids gave the tax-

payer something for his hard-

earned money, and did they

ever Wednesday night at Hart

House Theatre! Booth Har-

photo by byron alexander

ding Savage will have his

name up in lights (if they can

fit it all on the marquee) be-

fore I retire ( which will be

never, you hear, never!). And
as for the female lead, Ellen

Cole; well, her beauty graced

the stage and was accentuat-

ed by a striking red mini-

dress that really socked it to

us (I've even co-opted your

rhetoric, ha ha). Yes, sir, by

cracky, if this is student

power, then it certainly is

nice.

lorry haiven

THINK
Do you want to run this university? Do you want to see this university run

by the students, by the faculty and the students, or even by the faculty alone? If

you do, you might as well stop reading this ad. Paul Vesa is one candidate who,

if elected to C.U.G., will make sure none of these things come about. Paul Versa

is one candidate who will make sure the rights of the owners of this university, the

taxpayers of this province, are maintained. Make the rational choice.

Vote PAUL VESA
Your choice: Vote or remain unrepresented



tests at studio lab

1

When you walk into the

Studio Lab Theatre at 41 Col-

lier St. it may occur to you
that you've mistakenly

walked in on a private party.

There are a few people at the

rear, talking and drinking

coffee, a few others on stage,

someone fooling around with
a carpet sweeper, several

hippie-types, grown-ups and
regulars walking around. You
realize this is a theatre when
you notice an elevated plat-

form sometimes along a wall,

sometimes in the centre,

sometimes just not there
(don't forget its an experi-

mental theatre).

Studio Lab's first produc-

tion this fall was Comings
and Goings a series of skits,

one-liners, communications,
between five people . . .

Each member of the audi-

ence had a number (well,

they have to organize it

somehow) and when yours

appeared you had the privi-

lege of choosing who was to

be in the next segment, to

exercise a preference for cer-

tain actors, for different bits.

The current production is

called Tests, a selection of

surrealistic segments, canti-

cles almost, written by Paul

Abelman. It is a poetic, musi-
cal experience where words
are employed for their lyrical

effect, for emotive reactions,

where sound and pattern
rather than content are em-
phasized. Tests is a sensuous
and emotional awareness
before it is an intellectual

one. Meaning and content are
secondary to effect. The ac-

tion is sometimes symmetric,
often balletic, ebbing and
flowing, reaching climaxes,

denouement, relaxation.

I couldn't help but feel that

the communication was in

some new language. It was
verbal, and highly dramatic,
but the words took on a su-

per-dimension, a greater cog-

nitive value.

The audience was closer

than in a normal theatre. The
members interacted with

each other as well as the

people on stage. Action and
reaction took on additional

levels. It was impossible not

to become excited about what
was occurring before and
around you.

All five actors are com-
fortable, talented, and they
enjoy themselves with inter-

est and enthusiasm for what
they're doing. This feeling is

communicated around and
during the performances.
During the intermission, the

cast elicits small pieces of

dialogue which it later col-

lects, chooses from arbitrar-

ily, memorizes and puts to-

gether to form short, humor-
ous and highly-immediate
improvisations. This section

has been described on the

program as a "work in pro-

gress" since it becomes pos-

sible to feel the actors ac-

cepting, concentrating and
expressing their roles for the

first time. Any one who
wishes to join them is encour-

aged.

Every Sunday night, the

group attempts a more ob-

vious participation session.

These are relaxed, yet in-

tense experiences slowly

moving towards inter-com-

munication, expressionism

between strangers, involve-

ment on a personal level.

1 want to tell it just like it

is. but this leads only to a

frustration because of the

limitations of written com-
munication.

Go see feel do experience it.

—arlene perly

moira
I've avoided musicals for a

long time now. It's always
seemed that a musical is a

group of catchy songs strung

together by a scriptwriter

apprenticed in situation com-
edies. This concoction is then

administered by a handful of

celebrated singer-dancers

whose peculiar talent is to

make you happy in spite of

anything.

The musical is then farmed

out across the continent,

where ensembles ranging

from big-name tour compa-
nies to little theatre groups

try their best at imitating the

"original broadway show ." It

is a system which does noth-

ing to promote creative mu-

JDEAL DATE
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sic, writing or performance.

Which brings us to this

year's Vic Bob Revue produc-

tion of Moira, which contin-

ues at the Central Library

Theatre until Saturday night.

Moira proves conclusively

that Victoria College for one

isn't afraid of doing some-

thing original, provocative,

funny and — I do not blush —
charming.

The dialogue, staging, and

acting provide some of the

sharpest and most perceptive

comment on campus sex and

social hang-ups. Take for in-

stance a scene in which three

boys — in unison — go about
seducting three girls. Or the

grey-suited men who carry
briefcases and benevolently

oversee the fates of their

young. Or the worker who
has spent half his life grind-

ing cutlasses for Amalgama-
ted Cutlasses, and the other

locked by his wife behind a

closed door.

Liberating him from the

clutches of his vicious circle

is only a symbol of how the

rest of the young people

themselves can cast off the

values and taboos — instru-

ments of repression — im-

NEW COLLEGE SOCIAL COMMITTEE
presents

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
FEATURING

THE MARX BROS.

A DAY AT THE RACES'
4 COLOUR CARTOONS

NEW COLLEGE
DINING HALL 75<

SAT. NOV. 23

8:30 P.M.

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

PRESENTS

SUNDAY AFTERNOON FALL CONCERT SERIES

NOVEMBER 24 3:45 P.M.

SCARBOROUGH SINFONIETTA

CONDUCTOR - Wilson Swift

1265 MILITARY TRAIL,

South from Interchange 61,

On Hwy. 401.

Concerts Approx.

One Hour

posed from likewise to above.

Credit for an original and
entertaining show should be
shared equally by Mike Jones
— who wrote the uptempo
jazz score — and Ron Weihs
who wrote the dialogue and

story. The entire cast, under

the inventive direction of Gay
Stinson, turn in polished per-

formances as they set meriri-

ly about proving a very sim-

ple but important point.

—dave frank

C ommission on

U niversity

G overnment

TUESDAY

NOV. 26

VOTE

Philip WULTS
• graduate student - Centre for the Study of Drama

• editor-in-chief - St. George Dragon

• member - G.S.U. Executive

• liberal critic of S.A. C. and The Varsity

• member, student-staff committee, Slavic Dept. 1967-68

There is only one issue in this election — the

abi lity of each candidate to maintain an objective

attitude so that he can judge the commission's sub-

missions with an open mind. Mr. Wults, like most

students on this campus, is not committed to extreme

ideologies. He is therefore well qualified to represent

students on CUG.
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The view

from Harry

Rhyder's garage

of her bulk played in her

eyes, as she looked at us, her

silent son and her small, bat-

tered husband.

He began to speak again.

"This is hunting time. You're

lucky anyone's around. Most

every man in these parts

goes out with his sons and

hunts bear for two weeks in

the bush. Some of the men
are too old to hunt. Their

eyes go bad. But they still go

out. Seven hunters were

killed last week-end, drowned

or got shot," he said with a

flat, tired finality.

He talked then about the

people "up back oft the

road". "Law and order

comes slow to these parts.

Oftentimes health inspectors

from Ottawa come up here to

test the water in some of the

wells and the people, they

chase them off. Shooting at

Hear

HAVE THE

HAWKS

WON U.S.A.?

with

BETTINA APTHEKER, american

Communist Student Leader.

KING EDWARD HOTEL,
CRYSTAL BALLROOM

SUNDAY, NOV. 24 8:00 p.m.

their trucks. Running them

down on the road in their

cars."

He kept talking because he

seemed, in that dark diner, to

be glad of new people to

speak to. He spoke about the

men who go poaching. Jack-

lighting he called it. "Those

inspectors are tough on the

poor people. They catch you

jacklighting out of season and

they can take your car, your

house, your gun, anything.

There's nothing you can do."

Then the family decided to

close the place so we waited

outside in the car.

Frank and 1 walked up and

down the highway watching

the truck drivers putting

their rigs through the turns at

60 miles an hour at 3:00 a.m.

In the flat glare of their

lights we couldn't see their

faces but as they slammed
the shift down on the turns

we heard the dull engine roar

become a gnashing whine.

Bruce and I returned to the

diner the next day with a new
fan belt. As the boy and I fit-

ted the belt we talked too

much, his silence forcing us

to a false joviality. When we
charged the battery the mo-

tor came back to life and we
saw the silent boy's face

flicker into a smile.

I drove the car and Bruce

followed behind. On each side

of the road I saw grey wood

slat shacks and thin women
standing in dusty yards. The

rocky, worked-out soil of

THE MUSIC GUILD OF ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

presents

THE KATTALIN CHOIR OF MONTREAL
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

JEAN FRANCOIS SENART

WINNERS, QUEBEC FESTIVAL OF MUSIC, 1968

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE STUDENT CENTRE

NOVEMBER 23 8:30 p.m.

TICKETS J| go Available at SAC Office

and the Student Council Office,

St. Mike's Student Centre.

Lanark county. The scrub

forest, useless for lumber or

pulp. A people surviving on

dirt farming and on the ga-

rages and motels along the

roads between Kingston, Ot-

tawa and Toronto.

The car died again at

Harry Rhyder's garage, in

Perth, but Bruce didn't see

me stop. He went on to Otta-

wa looking for me.
Harry's wife said he was

out hunting and wouldn't be

back for some hours.

There was a huge neon sign

over Harry's garage saying

EAT so I went into the res-

taurant, ordered some coffee

and watched the waitress. A
tiny pale face, skin dull and

oily from a life of making or

eating French fries in the oil

vats behind the counter, hair

thin, short and teased. She

brought me a coffee, poked a

button on the Wurlitzer to

start Buck Owens on "Your
Cheatin' Heart" and then sat

down to a Toronto Telegram.

She ran her finger up and

down the long columns of

want ads, listing one or two

bedrooms on streets she had

never seen in a city two hun-

dred miles away. "I must

have read this paper thirty

times ..." she said to no

one in particular.

I watched Harry's son run

out in the hard cold night and

put gas in people's cars. He
checked oil, counted change,

cleaned windshields and

changed tires, hour after

hour.

Young men in faded wind-

breakers brought their rusted

Pontiacs up to the pumps but

Harry's son didn't help them

because they were from the

area. They'd grown up driv-

ing cars and tractors. They

leaned over the big V-8's and

cursed their machines with

affection while tightening fuel

pumps, filling the rads with

anti-freeze or dismantling the

carburetor.

I looked out at Perth: a

town raped by the demands

of the highway, a barren way
station between the big cities,

a dirty strip of diners, gas

stations, wrecked cars and

city newspapers flung along

the highway by the wind.

Harry returned from his

hunting. He'd been gone a

week and his face was thin,

white-stubbled, aged with

fatigue. As he leaned on the

counter and I told him about

my car, his wife fussed with

the cuffs of his thick hunting

jacket. "Harry, you hunters

are crazy to go running round

in the bush with your cuffs

flapping around. Wonder you

didn't catch yourself bad on a

tree. How do you 'speet to

catch anything when you're

caught on a tree." She

laughed and squeezed his

arm. Harry's face lowered

into a droll, foxy, grin. He
drew on his cigarette and

disappeared into the garage

looking for a B79 generator

and muttering, "That woman,
Jesus . .

."

Harry and I talked in the

garage. I was someone new
to speak with and he liked me
for that, even though I had

interrupted his hunting. "I

take two weeks a year to

hunt. The rest of the time

I'm working. You come right

in the middle of the two
weeks. I'm going back tomor-

row."
Looking at my hair he

asked what I did in Toronto.

"Student, Harry."

Pause.

"What do you study?"

"History."

Long Pause.

Then he talked about the

history of his land. The old

iroa foundries. The worked-

out mines. "I been up to

some of them in the bush,"

he said. "There's jack pines

that thick", he said measur-

ing off a foot with his hands,

"and jack pines don't grow

any bigger. The mines must
be old."

He told me about a gold

mine with two huge steam

boilers. "Biggest, goddam
boilers you ever seen."

I asked what they were for.

He looked at me, city boy,

right in the eyes and said:"To

sell stocks, lad."

I asked him about the hunt-

ing.

"Got six deer and a bear.

Could have had another bear.

He was twenty yards from

me and I had a clear shot but

we was caught in a swamp,
splashing and struggling and I

didn't take him."

It took two hours to fit the

new generator. Harry lay on

the cold, oily floor under the

engine and I held his wrench

on the cold bolts. The engine

became a whore to Harry. A
bitch of a woman keeping

him from his home. He
cursed the little English en-

gine. "Darn bolt, go on. I

wanna go home," he mut-
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tered from underneath the

car. He hated her but he had
spent his life around engines

and as he put his huge knot-

ted hands to an incredibly

delicate filing of steel bits for

the generator he said, "She's

a beauty machine. Those
Englishmen know how to

make a machine."
After the job was finished

and Harry was washing his

hands with Varsol, a fleshy,

uniformed Pinkerton guard
came into the garage and

asked for directions to a high

school dance at the Legion

Hall in Cambelltown. Harry
watched the uniform as he

gave directions: forty miles

down the highway, right on

Langer's road, over the

bridge, down a hill two miles,

right at a stop sign, through

Cambelltown to Mill Street,

along Mill to Jack's Corner

Store then left to the Hall." A
fox's knowledge of the ter-

rain. The guard went off to

his fat car, confused.

Harry watched him get into

his car and then whispered to

me: "Ha, the secret service

is gone. That uniform . . .

Jesus."

I reached Ottawa at 1:30

a.m., twenty hours after leav-

ing Toronto.

So I'm writing this for you

two hundred miles and two

weeks away from Harry's

garage. But we're separated

from him by more than time

and distance and we never

see these people unless our

machines break down as we
drive from one big_ city to

another.

|
Saturday, November 22

i JOHN LEE HOOKER
f with

I

McKENNA MENDELSON
MAINLINE

2 Shows 8 p.m.— I I p.m.

' ADMISSION - $2.50

| Yonge & Davenport
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DRIFTING BURNWOOD
- A SATIRICAL REVUE

By David Walden - Comedian
Musician

& Lewis Capson - Lyricist

Nut

DATES: NOV. 21, 22. 23

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION THEATRE
CURTAIN: 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: SI.00

ADVANCE Tickets ovolloble in Foyef of Sid Smith

12:00-2:00 Mor». Nov. 18 - Fri. Nov. 22

AND AT THE DOOR



maxine brown's sophisticated rock

Maxine Brown is a lovely,

sophisticated young singer
with a strong, polished voice.

She sings what some would
call soul and others would
call R & B or rock and roll,

but it doesn't matter what it

is called. She's good.

She came up what she calls

photo by pauf Campbell

"the same old route," start-

ing out in South Carolina with

church music and then get-

ting into gospel groups when
her family moved north. She
might have moved up in the

business by winning singing

competitions as many other

young singers have done, but

OUT OF TOWN FOR

CUG ELECTIONS?

ADVANCE POLL ALL DAY TODAY

9 AM TO 5 PM

SAC OFFICE
** SOUTH OF HART HOUSE

JAOMI°'LONDOf
HAIRSTYLISTS

128 BLOOR ST. WEST
FACING COLONNADE

ALL STUDENTS WITH

A.T.L. CARDS
20% DISCOUNT ON

MON: TUES: WED: THUR:

she got a break in 1961 when
a small New York record
company issued a demo tape
after it had been turned down
by the big companies (female
singers were out in the early
'60s). The song. "All in My
Mind." was a hit, and her
career began.

Shortly afterwards, she
made her debut at the Apollo
in New York. Since then she
has been making more re-

cords and playing in night-

clubs across the States.

All singers try to get close
to the audience, but for many-
it doesn't quite work except
on rare, happy occasions
Maxine Brown has a very
sensitive feel for her audi-
ence, and she knows all the
tricks of getting it with her.

If something doesn't work,
there's no fumbling. She goes
on to something else until

she's found the way to that

audience. Between sets she
makes the small changes she
thinks are necessary for that

audience, but basically she
has had it worked out long

ago. From the moment she
steps on the stage she gives
the feeling that she is there
with her people — the people
who have come to listen to

her.

She does a variety of songs,

but whatever their origin,

they are done in a basically R
& B mode. Many of the songs

are currently popular soul

songs like "Sweet Soul Mu-
sic" which she uses to do
imitations of the Tempta-
tions, the Miracles, and then

to swing into her own song
"Hold On. I'm Coming."

Opens Nov. 26th
Tickets now on sals

HOWARD BATEMAN PRESENTS
THE 3W PRODUCTION OF

"A new kind ofmusical"

The group which travels

with her has Bernie Worrell
on piano. James Atkiss,

drums, and Leon Pendarvis,

bass. She is lucky to have this

group. They are excellent,

highly trained young musi-
cians. They sound good to-

gether before she comes on.

which is not too often the

case with accompanying
groups, and they give her the
solid, strong beat she needs.

Maxine Brown's recent
record is Out of Sight I Epic
BN 26395) I listened to it

before 1 went to hear her do
a couple of sets at the Colo-

nial, and it struck me as
smooth and pleasant, but
nothing to get very excited

about It has some tasteful

strings and a nice vocal
group, and she sings some
good songs If you like the

Motown sound, you will like

this record, but the great
power of her voice doesn't

come across, and that's

where her excitement lies. I

hope Epic can capture it bet-

ter on her next record. A live

session might do the trick.

* * *

James Brown made his

annual or biannual trip to

Toronto last Friday. I caught
his show at Maple Leaf Gar-
dens for the first time, and I

was disappointed by what I

saw and heard. He got some
enthusiastic reviews and
there was a certain amount
of mass action by the audi-

ence, but he really isn't an
exciting performer.

A great many of the big

rock performers have things

they do to generate excite-

ment. James Brown does an
incredibly loose-footed dance,
he knocks the mike around,

he falls on his knees, and he
has a long series of fake con-
clusions which got the audi-
ence in the ice level seats
surging around the band-
stand.

But the real excitement in

a rock show has to be in the
singing, and James Brown's
songs just aren't good
enough. The result is that you
tend to watch all the extras
in the show rather than the

main feature. At one point

almost the entire audience
around me was far more in-

terested in figuring out if the

go-go dancer's bottom was
really as bare as it first ap-

peared to be, than they were
in listening to James Brown.
In fact, except for three girls

who did some occasional
spasmodic clutching in re-

sponse to James Brown, the

audience where I was never
seemed to get more than
mildly interested in the show.
As for the super finale, if

you're not caught up in the

show by that time, the whole
Ihing looks so mechanical and
put on as to be dull

However, there's a chance
to get to see a good soul

show. Wilson Pickett is

booked into (J'Keete Centre
next Tuesday for two shows,
and if he isn't overwhelmed
by the big place, it ought to

be good. Don't be put off

Jeannie C. Riley. She has to

be better than the local

groups that took up two
thirds of the program when
he was at Massey Hall last

year. This time they have
also had the good sense to

bring in additional, respecta-

ble talent.

— peter hatch
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CLASSIFIED

JACQUES BREL
IS ALIVE
AND WELL
AND LIVING

111 PARIS

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
1605 8<yvi«wAvf 491-3378

PHONE: 924-9542/3

GETTING ENGAGED7 Send Of phone
today (or free booklet "THE DAY YOU
BUY A DIAMOND — H Pfocior and
Co. 31 Bloor St W Suite 416. 921
7702

POSTER SALESMEN WANTED. Make
money selling posters in your spare time!
Contact Peter Sroomfield North Ameri-
can News Ltd. phone number 366
2921

EXPERT TYPING of theses and essay
papers by experienced secretary Fast
accurate service Reasonable rates 222
3460

ESSAYS, theses — expertly typed on
electric machine Rates most reasonable

920 2969 22 Roxborough Si W. at

Rosedale Subway Stn

GREAT SPOT — 2 girls to share with

one other Furnished two bedroom house
with 2 fireplaces. TV. washing machine,

etc etc $60 Call 755 2557

LOST — Red plaid pencil case with
black framed glasses in vicinity of Hart

House — Queens Park Phone 233
8684

BEDROOM-STUDY in quiet, adult pn
vate home, with or without meals, com
fortable and near subway, male pre-

ferred No other boarders Phone 489-
6766 after six

TYPIST with electric machtne. expen
enced with everything from term essays
to publishers manuscripts for books 35c
P*t P»ge, 5c each additional copy Call
489 2367

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better, quality suits, coats, sport
swear tuxedos, tails, etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914). 123 Church
St . 366 4221

EXCELLENT opportunity to work in a

creative Hebrew atmosphere this sum
mer Specialists needed in all areas Sen
ior and |unior counsellors also needed
Top pay Applicant must speak Hebrew
Contact Camp Massad 787-0197

POETRYr* There was a young virgin

from VVymilwood who said. "Undoubted
ly. I would be good I

" She made her
claim at the Cannonball and proved to

be no good at all

MALE STUDENT (Gen Sci I to share
modern furnished house, own room wrth
t or 2 other students (Transportation
and some meals, if required I Call Mrs
Singer. 781 32 13

ROCHDALE COLLEGE. There are still a
few vacancies in double rooms Anyone
interested please contact Linda Sauer or
Mike Phillips in the main floor office at
341 Bloor St W

LAST CHANCE to keep the university an
educational institution Make the rational

choice On Tuesday, vote PAUL VESA or
remain unrepresented Your choice

FLAT TO SHARE for 2 mates 1 bed
room — 126 Howland Ave 2 blocks
east of Bathurst $14 per week 2nd
floor front Ask for Sob
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...and his mother called him bill.

"... and his mother called

him Bill". Duke Ellington

RCA Victor LSP 3906.

It is easy to feel disap-

pointed about Duke Ellington

these days. He almost never,

it seems, lives up to one's

expectations. When you go to

an Ellington concert, chances

are the band will play the

same old tunes, with the oc-

casional new composition

thrown in — which only

makes you burn with frustra-

tion when you realize that

Ellington is still the greatest

composer, orchestra leader,

and maybe even the best

piano player, in jazz, if only

he would get down to it.

And his records are very

much the same. Although, by

current standards, most of

them are pretty good, still

one is always waiting for the

one that will show that Duke

is as great as he ever was.

But consider what it means

to demand that Ellington

always (or even occasionally)

live up to the standards he

has set. There is, on RCA
Victor, a record called In A

Mellotone, which contains 16

pieces that Ellington record-

ed in 1940-42. Of these, 15 are

masterpieces unequalled in

jazz, and the other one is

unusual and interesting. Ev-

ery piece is highly struc-

tured, orchestrated with

matchless genius, and con

tains definite solos by some

of the greatest jazzmen who

ever lived. Never is there the

sense of a series of solos sup-

ported by a band, for each

piece is a total orchestral

performance, with the solos

an inherent part of the whole

structure. A quarter of a cen-

tury later this music is still

alive, still fresh, unique, still

full of more subtleties to dis-

cover. And after all this time,

no one has yet managed to

equal or surpass Ellington's

achievement in the creation

of orchestral jazz.

But, of course, this record

consists of music culled from

only the best of a large num-

ber of pieces recorded over a

period of two years when El-

lington and each and every

man in the band was in his

prime. However, anyone who

is familiar with this collec-

tion cannot help regarding it

as a single unified artistic

work, since all the music is

of uniform excellence. And

therefore, we have hopelessly

high expectations.

Consider too, that Ellington

has been leading his men on a

continual tour of one-night-

stands at dances, concerts,

and clubs for the last four

decades. And these men are

not new young, eager musi-

cians. Harry Carney has been

with Ellington without a

break since 1926. Cootie Wil-

for men .

,

exhilarating elegance Jg^r

JADE ElST
COLOGNE 54.75 AFTER SHAVE $3.75
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liams and Johnny Hodges

joined the band in 1928 and

are still there. Lawrence

Brown has been with the

Duke, off and on, since 1932.

By now, they might be get-

ting tired.

Nevertheless, people still

hope for nonpareil greatness

every time the Ellington or-

chestra makes an appear-

ance. When the Duke joined

Reprise records in 1961. and

Cootie Williams rejoined the

band after a 20-year absence,

another golden age appeared

at hand. With an unprece-

dented complete freedom to

record whatever he wanted,

Ellington gave promise of

great things to come with his

first release for Frank Sina-

tra's company. Afro-Bossa

contained orchestral writing

of the highest order and

seemed to signal a return to

the unique compositional con-

cepts of Ellington's greatest

period.

But when Ellington turned

to Mary Poppins to find his

music, it became obvious that

Afro-Bossa was a freak oc-

currence. There followed a

string of rather nondescript

records (with some bright

spots of course). When he

returned to Victor, things did

not improve. Lately, the

Duke has concerned himself

with attempts at light opera-

tic works and diffuse, unin-

spiring religious tracts.

Yet, when something

moves the Duke, he can still

create wonderful music. The

death of Billy Strayhorn in

the summer of 1967 resulted

in a tribute from Ellington

that was worthy of the man

who had joined the band at

the onset of its greatest crea-

tivity and remained until his

death 28 years later. Stray-

horn had collaborated with

Ellington in the composition

and orchestration of music

for the band, and the two

men had a musical relation-

ship which is probably

unique.

All the compositions on

"... and his mother called

him Bill" were written by

Strayhorn; most of them are

unknown but excellent nev-

ertheless. For once the band

sloughs off its usual sloppi-

ness, and does justice to the

music. It is obvious that all

the men really cared about

this record; the result is the 1 '

most satisfying Ellington

oeuvre in a long time.

—jack mccaffrey
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Everyone is having fun at the

SPEAK-EASY
FRIDAY ONLY Attention all you guys

& flappers come to

our "SO CALLED" Tea Party

E».ry fridoy from 4 pm til 7 pn>. You Will find that il will coll you

only on. hall of what you though! il would.

SATURDAY ONLY
Who toyi Ihol Olxloland Muiic do«n'l lound good at 2:30 In Ih.

ofl.moan - you can ovon »ing olbng - .vry Sol, from 2:30 til 5.

STANLEY STEAMERS
-NO PASSWORD IS NEEDED-

J»t climb tho dingy atop.
It SOTKHTW. W.Tupttolr.)

AND ENTER THE
SPEAK-EASY

(LICENSED)

SANDWICH BAR OPEN FROM 12 NOON

DANCE TO THE

MARCTYMES
SAT. NOV. 23 9-12 PM

HOWARD FERGUSON
HALLU.C.

$1.00 PER PERSON



The small auditorium of Once the business and
the old Town Hall was packed merchandising hub of the
tight with citizens, interested community. Main Street was
and eager to hear their candi- dwindling drastically in im-
dates to govern the town for portance as more and more
the next two years. people sought the conven-

It was mostly an elderly ience of the large Plaza or
crowd, people in their late drove into the nearby city,
forties and fifties, many re- But the drastic transforma-
tired. They were "local"
people; they knew each other
and they knew the candi-
dates. ("Tom never was
much of a speaker.") A few
young faces, but I was easily

the junior of the lot at twen-
ty-one.

Born and raised in the town
mostly, they'd been coming
to these meetings ever since
they could remember. Right
up at the front was Shorty
Keats, five feet tall, over
eighty, still in fine condition.

He walks by himself for

miles every day around the
town, and just re-married to

the consternation and merri-
ment of us all. Nearer the

back were Will Fish, the high

school botany teacher, and
Mr. and Mrs. Dean, veteran
priprietors of the snack bar
at the rink. Over in a corner
were a bunch of the boys
from the firehall in their

shiny red jackets. So it went.
All one needed to do was look
up and there was another
familiar face, another vener>
able figure of the town.

The place was packed be-
cause of an issue which had
raised bitter controversy
throughout the town over the
past month and a half, an
issue which comes to every
fledgling municipality at
some crucial point in its ex-
istence: Urban Renewal.

Urban Renewal meant
change and once again the

age-old battle of tradition

versus progress was being

waged. The proposed redevel-

opment, which had narrowly
passed council the week be-

fore, constituted a complete
revamping of the town's
quaint, antiquated, narrow
Main Street. A spectacular
Mall was to result, a show-
Piece to flaunt before the city

slickers.

tion which Urban Renewal
promised frightened a lot of
people, including many of the
Main Street merchants, who
feared having their shops
torn down.
George Richardson, candi-

date for mayor, was the first

speaker of the evening and
his rambling, drawn-out
speech blended perfectly with
the drab yellow wallpaper,

dusty Venetian blinds and
pink radiators which sur-

rounded the room.
No one could understand

what George was saying but
he wanted it clearly under-

stood that he stood firmly for

Urban Renewal. Chairs
creaked as George rambled
on until finally the kindly,

white-haired chairman broke

in quietly and informed
George his time was up.

George stumbled to conclu-

sion: "I will do my utmost to

help form this town a better

place to live at the lowest

cost to the taxpayers."

The next speaker was can-

didate for councillor, Trevor

Phippard. Suitably incoher-

ent, he rocked and reeled

nervously at the lectern but

he did manage to get in a lick

at poor George Richardson.

"A few years ago I worked

on a budget for George Ri-

chardson but it never got

anywhere because he couldn't

explain it to the council. If

Richardson had eighteen hun-

dred more years on council

he still wouldn't be able to

understand the budget." The

crowd gasped as Phippard's

bluntness sank in. Phippard

concluded, "As an aster-

thought (sic), I promise to

you, one, you will know how

your money is spent, and two,

you will know what is going

on."

Phippard was followed by

Mrs. Doris Blair, a pretty

lady dressed tastefully and
matronly in a blue dress and
prim brown hat. A Main
Street merchant affected
drastically by Urban Re-
newal, she spoke in a sincere,
dignified tone of voice which
won the crowd's respect.

"Since January first, 1945,"
she said with obvious pride,
"I have been a merchant in

this town. Now I find that I

will be one of the merchants
eliminated by Urban Re-
newal. My friends, I am for

renovation, but I am not for

extermination." A great
burst of "hear! hear!" ech-
oed from the crowd. "We on
the Main Street have served
this town well. I may not
have the fanciest place
around, and many of you go
to the Plaza and to the city,

but, my friends, there was a
day when you came to our
shops.

. now I went to town
council a few months ago and
said I would like the answers
to a few questions, but I

found I couldn't get them. . If

I'm elected. I will do my
very best, and, believe me,
I'll ask questions!" The
crowd believed her and
clapped loud and long for the

gutsy little lady.

At this point the chairman
rose slowly from his well-

warmed chair, a slight smile
on his face. He addressed the

candidates: "Ron Doner is in

the second row over there.

Now then, when Ron Doner
stands up you'll know your
time is up." The crowd
roared with laughter. Ron
Doner is the town's contribu-

tion to the professional wres-

tling ranks.

Henry Vandenburg spoke
next and ended his talk with

great impact; "I have the

time and the desire and I

would like to have the oppor-
tunity to serve my communi-
ty in 1969 and '67." The
crowd whispered and chuck-
led to each other, smug and
superior that they had noticed

poor Henry's mistake. Eyes
twinkling the chairman

looked at the flustered candi-
date. "I believe there is room
for a little jibe there, Hen-
ry."

The town athlete. Bob For-
han, came smiling up to the

rostrum, nervous, hurried,

gee whiz' written all over his

dimpled visage Forhan, who
had represented Canada
twice in Olympic hockey,
rushed through a brief para-
graph he had written out.

grinning self-consciously,

knowing he was going over
like a soggv bagel. But the
crowd liked him, nothing
pompous or pretentious. A
small town reserves its ire

for the stuffed shirts.

Bob Gapp. a big guy with
the rumpled face of a boxer,

haltingly made his way to the

front as the next candidate,

looking cramped and uncom-
fortable in his awkward-fit-
ting suit. He drawled In a
gruff voice, "When I com' t'

town I's told was a dead
town. But in past two years
has really come to life. 1

hope and trust that you will

vote fore me on December
second." He sat down to a
puzzled sprinkling of ap-

plause. Bob was a bit of a

newcomer to the town.

The other candidate for
mayor, Tom Surgeoner, fol-

lowed and interest perked up.

The crowd hoped that Tom, a
well-known opponent of Ur-
ban Renewal, would set the
wallpaper to peeling with
vociferous verbal fireworks
about the situation, but "Tom
never was much of a speak-
er". Matter-of-fact homilies
were all poor Tom could
muster, and even the town-
folk could tell he wasn't say-
ing much.

"I operate a business on
the Main Street. I've been
here since 1947. This town is

my home.
. We all get hurt a

little but that's the way the
democratic system
works, politics is a stormy
trip.

. where we may differ
there is no animosity unlike
three years ago. . .let's live

together as good neigh-
bours, you know where I

stand on Urban
Renewal. . .we need a com-
munity centre. . I humbly ask
your support."

Between George Richard
son and Tom Surgeoner, the
(own had a meagre choice for

mayor.

The parade of rehtoric con-
tinued with the most pitiable

candidate of the night, Lou
Stephens. Lou was a familiar
town figure, tall, old, and
gaunt. Of him it might be
said, "Hold him up to the
light, not a brain in sight."
No one could understand
what he was doing up there
running for council, least of
all, it seemed. Lou himself.
The old gentleman looked a
trifle confused but managed
to stammer out: "I am op-
posed to I'rban Renewal the
way it is Now you all hear
what we should do and what
we shouldn't do. Well I for

one am for everything we
should do. I thank you."
Then came young Tom Cle-

land, smirky businessman,
John Insley ("I will ask your
support as I have always
done"). Tom Taylor, looking

and growling like Jonathan
Winters, Seneca Cook ("my
record is there; I don't need
to make a speech"), Aubrey
Smith, but guy with a crew-
cut, terribly honest and sin-

cere but with an unfortunate
Elmer Fudge speech impedi-
ment, Hugh Grant, resplend-

ent in brown suit and bright

red socks, and the last candi-

date, stately, dignified Mary
Commissiong. silver-haired

chairman of the local Profes-
sional Club of Women ("I be-

lieve there should be a
woman on council and if you
agree with me, then the
women have to go out and
work to get that woman in!")

The ladies in the crowd
clapped appreciatively while
their husbands looked on in

(cont. on R-4)
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People who recall

the recent exhibition

here in Toronto of

Jackson Pollock's oil

painting on glass will

appreciate the work
recently applied to

the front window of

the Varsity. Entitled

"Febble Brains"
(artist anon.), it will

be auctioned off next

Thursday night by

Henry Tarvainen,

well-known affeciona-

do of the "splash your

boots" school of uri-

nal decoration. Pro-

ceeds will go to the

Varsity kidney opera-

tions fund, a fund set

up for people on the

Varsity who need
kidney operations.

M.K

I
ET CETERA

For the best free

theatre on campus
(besides SAC meet-

ings) get out and see

the CUG candidates

when they come to

your local supermar-

ket. Tell Mom to get

one these slow talk-

ing, serious, (ultra

serious models for

private display only)

students for your very

own. Watch in amaze-
ment as they tell you

that this is the most
momentous decision

you will ever make in

your life (electing

them to talk with the

biggies). Hear them
say they can't decide

whether to abolish the

board of governors.

See their teeth gnash

as Twitchy comes up

with dull lines, and
Andy Wernick grins.

See whether Mrs.
McGillicudy, the fish-

mongers wife will

really get a set on the

senate. All this and

Steve Langdon too!

It's a must to see.

L.H.

¥
MUSIC

Skip Bergman, U of

T Blues water polo

star, tells us that this

Sunday night's Hart

House concert will

feature Spanish gui-

tarists and ole ole ole

flamenco dancers.

The Great Hall will

resound to clacking

boots, castanets, tight

good guitar and you

should be there. Trust

Skip, he's a water

polo star.

Olive Brown will

continue to sing her

fine blues with Henry
Cuesta's quartet at

the Cav-A-Bob next

week. On Saturday
she and the group
appear with the To-

ronto Symphony at

Massey Hall. Moe
Koffman will end his

stay at George's Spa-

ghetti House this

weekend and next

week's artist isn't yet

set. Tenor sax man
Lou Donaldson is now
at the Town with
Chris Carter follow-

ing him next week.
Salome Bey sings

with Gene Edwards
on guitar and the Don
Thompson group at

the Kibitzeria again

this weekend. She's

worth hearing. "Har-
vest of Stars" at

O'Keefe Centre Tues-

day night headlines

Wilson Pickett and
Jeannie C. Riley. The
Colonial, for a change
of pace, have brought
in the exciting young

R&B singer Maxine
Brown. Recom-
mended, p u

I

1
THEATRE

Plays now on: Stop

the World I Want to

get Off (Produced by

the Engineering Soci-

ety not by St. Mi-

chael's Mickities as

today's Globe and
Mail suggests) at

Hart House Theatre;

Moira by Vic at the

Library Theatre;
Drifting Eurnwood at

O.C.E. Theatre. Next
week: Belmont Thea-

tre production of The
Victim by Mario
Fratti opens Tuesday

at the Library Thea-

tre; University Alum-
nae presents The
Promise by Alexei

Arbuzor at the Coach
House Theatre begin-

ning Thursday.

L.H.

Here is the week's

film hierarchy; go to

the cinema with a

hierarch this week.
Chestnuts:

Weekend
House of the Sleeping

Virgins

2001

Ulysses

Charge of the Light

Brigade

I Love You Alice B.

Toklas

New, Eager, Untried

A Flea in Her Ear
The Shoes of the

Fisherman
The Games Men Play

By- popular request,

there will be no re-

view of The Boston

Strangler.

Cinecity will let YOU
in to see Weekend for

only $1 — if you ar-

rive before 6 pm.

K.D.

Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell
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Slavic Course Union

F«>ORV r.T i" m - Room l0« 3 S. S.

HERE AND NOW

EARN $18.75 $37.50 AND MORE

each week every week and earn this

while you remain ON campus. PAY for Christmas travel and

shopping. SAVE on Travel and other purchases.

Call VISA - 929-9274 for an interview

or write

VISA - 151 Bloor Street, West,

Suite 410 , Toronto 5

groups vmcom
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<>••••••••••••••••••••••

give a book

to a kid

you like

the friend makers

TODAY
10 a.m.

Prof. Eric Cochrane of U. of Chica-

go leads open seminar on "From
corporate to individual Christianity

— the post-Tridentine Church in

Florence." Upper Library, Massey.
10:30 a.m.

Coffee house till 2 a.m. Live group.

50? admission. Tomorrow also. Wy-
milwood (Vic).

NOON
General meeting of Psychology

Student Union. Innis.

Tickets for U.C. Follies on sale till

2 p.m. U.C. Refectory and Sid Smith.

1 p.m.

Grape Boycott meeting. Rev. Ed
File will discuss recent fact-finding

trip to Delano, Calif. Jessica Govea,

boycott organizer, will discuss Satur-

day's Grape March. Debates Room,
H.H.

Branislaw Chrtieu will bring U of

T to a climax. Bring your own gra-

ham wafers. Rm 666, the Grauniad.

Graduate students interested in

remaining in SAC: meet to discuss

present situation and plan future ac-

tion. S.S. 1088.

Meeting of all student reps to the

Undergraduate curriculum commit-
tee in Dept. of Political Economy.
S.S. 2131.

2:30 p.m.

F U of T Anarchism. Watch for the

return of the Durutti column. Bicker-

steth Rm., H.H.

7:30 p.m.

U.C. Dept. of English Film Pro-

gram :

' 1 Sons and Lovers" . Admis-
sion free, show ATL card. U.C. 104.

Scavenger hunt — campus-wide,

sponsored by the Outing Club. Free
refreshments on front campus. Music

Room, H.H.

8 p.m.

Ukranian Students Club General

meeting. Prof. E. Burstynsky, Center

for Linguistic Studies, speaks on "U-
kranian Culture: what's it all about

anyways?" Early registration at 7:30

p.m. Debates Room, H.H.

Dorset Night — drawings, photos,

movies, slides, light show, dancing,

food. Free! Faculty of Architecture.

8:30 p.m.

MOIRASEXPLOSIVE. Vic Bob
Revue, written by Ron Weihs. direct-

ed by Gay Stinson. Central Library

Theatre. Also tomorrow night.

Drifting Burnwood, a musical sa-

tirical revue, by David Walden, Mu-
sician & comedian, and Lewis Cap-
son, Lyricist, nut. Ont. College of

Education. Tickets at door or in Sid

Smith foyer noon to 2 Friday. Tomor-
row night also.

10 p.m.
Walt Disney's DUMBO the Flying

Elephant, plus all new cartoon pa-

rade. Admission 500 Also shows at

midnite tonight and Saturday. Second
floor Rochdale.

SATURDAY
9 a.m.

St. Paul's Riding (U of T riding)

Liberal Assn. Annual meeting and
policy convention. Till 4:30 p.m.
Park Plaza Hotel.

2 p.m.
Silent March supporting the strug-

gle of California farm workers on
"Boycott California Grapes Day".
Starts at St. Luke's United Church,
Carlton & Sherbourne.

SUNDAY
2:30 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement: discus-

sion, wall poster. 44 St. George.

8 p.m.

Open house — U of T Alumni host-

ing. Talk by Dr. P. K. Basir, chief

architect of Toronto eye bank. ISC,

33 St. George.

8:30 p.m.

Flamenco dancers — with Paul

Moreno & company and David Phil-

lips, Spanish guitarist. No tickets

required. Great Hall, H.H.

Dr. D. J. McCulloch, director of U
of T Advisory Bureau, lectures on

"Human Freedom and Social Re-
straint." Hillel. 186 St. George.

CUG FORUMS
TODAY

1 p.m.

Mechanical Bldg., Rm. 102

MONDAY
1 p.m.

Wrap-up Wrally Convocation Hall.

3 p.m.

Law School. Rm. A

FOR
OURS

CROMWELL
ON. - SAT. 6:00-8:00 P.M.

Rl. -SAT. 9:30-2:30 A.M.

H0MPS0N QUARTET
Gene Edwards Guitar

Salome Bey Vocalist

MAUREY HYDEN. comedienne

r. The female Lenny Bruce

FAT DADUY CINEMA PERMENENTE NARCOTIQUE
presents WALT DISNEY'S

DUMBO. THE FLYING ELEPHANT
PLUS ALL NEW CARTOON PARADE

Fridoy Nov. 22 ot 10 p.m. and Midnile, also Sot. Nov. 23 ot Midnite.

ROCHDALE COLLEGE, SECOND FLOOR, 50»
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On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75?!.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay



Candidates attack B of G at CUG forum
By CAROLYN CAUGHLEY

Most of the eleven candi-
dates for the four student
positions on the Commission
for University Government
came out last night in favor
of giving vastly increased
power to faculty and stu-
dents.

All eight candidates
present agreed:

• That decisions on all lev-
els should be made openly

• That the board of gover-
nors and the Senate be abol-
ished

Ten faculty members
have been nominated to the

Commission on University

Government, of which four

will be chosen from a ballot

mailed to all full-time

teaching staff at the U of T.

The following candidates
will stand in the four consti-

tuencies :

From the Humanities:
Prof. J. B. Conacher
(History), Prof. R. A. Green
(English), and Prof. L. E.

M. Lynch. (Philosophy).

From the Social Sciences:

Prof. J. E. Hodgetts
(Political Economy), and
Prof. Ian Burton
(Geography).

From the Physical Sci-

ences: Prof. Ken Fisher

(Zoology Chairman), Dr. C.

Scott Russell (Medicine),

and Prof. J. S. Thompson
(Anatomy).

• That committees com-
posed equally of students and
staff should make all deci-
sions affecting them directly,
subject only to the ruling of a
higher body composed by at
least a majority of staff and
students.

Ron Thompson (SGS) point-
ed out that such rulings
would necessarily make the
system inefficient, but added
inefficiency would help pre-
serve individuality.

Gary Webster (SGS) pro-
posed a "buffer body" ap-
pointed by the legislature to
act as a clearing-house be-
tween the University and the
Legislature, in place of Gov-
ernment appointees on the
highest governing body of the
University.

Roger Smith (II Trin) op-
posed the idea of complete
control by faculty and stu-

dents, favoring a fairly large

representation of laymen on
the governing body.

Bill Rockett (SGS) advo-
cated the principle of the

administration being "em-
ployees" of the faculty and
student body.

He feels that government
and private industry exercise
enough control through their

grants.

D'Arcy Martin (III Trin)

felt the governing body of the

university must contain some
laymen simply to avoid publ-

ic backlash.

Steve Grant (II Vic) agreed

TODAY

the administration should be
seen as a civil service rather

than a power.
Bob Rae (IV UCl said can-

didates would have the "al-

most impossible task" of

convincing the legislature
that change will not be de-

structive to the interests of

the taxpayers of Ontario."
Donald Young (II UC) fa-

vored eventual student partic-

ipation at the highest levels

of university government, but
said that the students would
have to prove themselves in

lesser committees first.

Graduate Students Union
President John Winter plans

to protest the eligibility of

Twitchy the tape recorder
in the Commission on Univer-
sity Government elections.

The SAC executive decid-

ed at a meeting last night to

let Twitchy run. Her name
on the ballot is listed under
the ATL number of graduate
student Laurel Limpus, who
will carry Twitchy into

meetings.

Winter said last night he

plans to:

• call an emergency
meeting of the GSU execu-

tive to discuss the possibili-

ty of protesting the whole
election;

• consult GSU lawyers to

see if a legal injunction can
keep Twitchy out of the

election.

"KEEP THOSE LETTERS COMING IN FOLKS!'

WRITE TO BISSELL
TODA Y!

There is a real danger lhai ihc Board of Governors may stall
on Ihe graduate student application for withdrawal from the
Students' Administrative Council at its meeting on Novem-
ber 28.

Section 34(3) of the University of Toronto Act (1947)
guarantees each student the right of direct access to the
President, and via the President to the Board, on matters
"he is or may deem himself to be entitled to complain".

Please do not let the Administrators foil a democratically
taken student decision. Write to Bissell today! If necessary,
ask for an interview!

•clip and mail

November 22, 1968.

President C Bissell.

Simcoc Hall.

University of Toronto,
Toronto 5.

Dear President Bissell,

1 would like to express to you my support for graduate student
withdrawal from the Students' Administrative Council.

For (he cause of campus democracy, I recommend that the
Board of Governors accept the overwhelming mandate for with-
drawal granted by the graduate students

Please inform me of your opinions and your immediate policy on
tin-, matter.

Yours truly.

NAME |

i

ADDRESS j

.1

N.B.: no postage stamp necessary through University Mail.

1UG
ANDIDATES
ONFRONT

CUG AND THE ENGINEERS
Mechanical Bldg. Rm.102 (where else?)

LGMB, UofT Chorus and all other protestgroups cordially in vited.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25, Convocation Hall 1 pm
LAST CHANCE TO HEAR THE CANDIDATES AND DECIDE

HOW TO VOTE.

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26 ELECTION DAY. POLLS TO BE LISTED
'

IN MONDAY'S VARSITY.

ADVANCE POLL TODAY SAC OFFICE 9 am to 5 pm

i i
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INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
Monday, December 2

1:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, December 3

8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, December 4

8:00 p.m.

Thursday, December 5 &

Friday, Decemoer 6

Saturday, December 7

8:00 p.m.

International Movies

International Art

International Cuisine

Vernon Edwards

Opening ceremonies
at Nathan Phillips Square. Parade from the Square to the University of
Toronto campus, with flags, and students from all countries with the
accompaniment of the steeiband.

Address
at Convocation Hall - Everyone Welcome - ( MYSTERY SPEAKER? )

International Fashion Show
at Cody Hall. Free tickets available at I.S.C-

'Canada Night'
at ISC. Canadians will be giving a sample of their multi-lateral culture
to the overseas students. Everyone Welcome.

International Variety Show'
at Ryerson Auditorium. In a multiple media presentation, the students

from 15 countries will be displaying some facet of 'their individual

cultures. Students $1.00 — Community $3.00.

International Bali
at Casa Loma. An international Festival Queen will be selected from

the 12 princesses at the ball. 2 Orchestras. Bar. Canapes served.

$4.00 (Couple) - $2.50 (Single).

Doc umentaries
of the 75 countries from which students of the University of Toronto

have arrived will be shown at ISC and Hart House between 12 noon —
2:00 p.m. on each day of the Festival Week.

Objects of Art
from abroad will be displayed in the library Hart House and ISC through-
out the week.

Specialities from many countries will be on sale during the lunch hour
at all cafeterias on campus through the Festival Week.

Chairman

International Festival, 1968

928-2564
924-5267

TONIGHT

The game.
I Canadian College Bowl,Varsity Stadium

Friday, November22nd at8:30 pm.

{PLUS A GALA STREET DANCE AFTER THE GAME - FREE]

| TWO BANDS THE COPPER PENNEY & THE CLIMAX
j

! TICKETS -SAC OFFICE or STADIUM BOX OFFICE i
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cutting competent help bugs Watt
By PHIL BINGIEY

As the end of training
camp and the exhibition
schedule draws near, Varsity
coach Tom Watt can only
look back on the last few
weeks with mixed emotions.
No coach could be less than
ecstatic with the shinny tal-

ent who will don Blue and
White threads this season.

TOM LITTLE

Yet when one considers the

fact that nearly a dozen inter-

collegiate calibre players
Iwere cut from the roster, he
might understand Watt's frus-

tration.

I "I hated to cut any of these

fellows." moaned Watt, "but
there was no way we could

keep them. In some cases it

wasn't so bad since the boy
was young enough to play in

another competitive league
(Junior B for example). To
tell you the truth though, I

believe the other players are
simply being wasted. There is

just no place for them to go."

One solution to this prob-

lem would be to create a

"second" team to handle the

overflow of manpower. (In

fact, the sponsorship of junior

squads in sports such as foot-

ball, soccer, rugger and bas-

ketball would eliminate simi-

lar shortcomings). Unfortu-

nately, however, the training

and playing facilities for such
an undertaking are not avail-
able

Back at the rink, two lads
who are most relieved to see
the end of cutdowns are Tom
Little and Adrian Watson.
They survived the tightest
battle in at least five years
for the two goaltending
berths on the team.

Little was with Blues twc
seasons ago but took lasc
year off in favor of a trip to
Europe. He re-enrolled in a
political science makeup
course this fall and hopes to

complete a master's degree
in that subject in 1970.

Despite the twelve month
layoff, Tom has looked ex-
tremely sharp in practices
and in the one exhibition

game he played — a 12-3 win
over Montreal Carabins.

"I have to admit I am sur-

prised with the way things

have worked out after the
year off. Cutting down the

angles correctly is still a

problem but I actually feel

better now than when I

played two years ago."
Watson is a first year soc.

and phil. student who played

last with Monarch Park high

school (he was an all-star

there) and Agincourt juve-

niles. Adrian claims he is

having a few problems com-
bining schoolwork and hockey
but feels he can work them
out. He also has his own theo-

ry about the practice-per-

night system here at Varsity.

"It's hard work and takes a

lot of time yet I'm in good
shape because of it. I used to

hate to skate because my legs

became so tired. Working out

every night cured that and I

actually enjoy skating now."
Some teams spe-

cialize in scoring a couple of

quick goals and then playing

way over their heads. Since

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI TEAM

There will be a meeting for men interested

in competitive skiing only, on Friday, November

22nd at 5:00 P.M. the UTAA Committee

Room, Hart House.

Ifl PfiRSOfl! Abe Sapentein'i F«moui ^)

MAGICIANS OF BASKETBALL

rln Tt» Fonww GloWiroit.r

ADDED AmACTIONt

^l|p.'llWJ.ifllMiEl

Prices $4.50, $3J0, $2.50)

BOX OFFICE AND AGENCIES

THIS YEAR
NEW PLAYERS
NEWCOMEDY

NEW MANAGEMENT

MAPLE LEAF GARDENS.;.'

this formula has spelled dis-

aster for Blues several times
in the past, good work by
Watson and Little is of para-
mount importance.

NOTES . . Blues travel to

Clarkson and Potsdam, New
York this week-end for games
with Clarkson Institute of
Technology and St. Lawrence
University . . . The team's

ADRIAN WATSON
exbition record currently
stands at three wins, one
loss. . . First league game of

the year is Wednesday night

at Guelph. This game was
originally scheduled to be
played here. . . Varsity fans

will get their first look at

Blues when Loyola comes to

town next Friday night for an
exhibition game. Game time
is 8 p.m. at Varsity Arena.

INTERFAC ROUNDUP
By GELLIUS

SOCCER PLAYOFFS
Fatizis' two goals were of primal importance (that is,

"important to a monkey") in Innis' 2-1 upset of Sr. Eng.
Homatidis found the range once

Bulletin: Erindale, who received a bye into the playoffs,
beat first-place SGS 2-1 on goals bv Darnel and Artyszuk.
Hughes replied for SGS.
Phe A scored as many goals again as SMC B. 6-3. Eizen-

as (2), Godin, Plastina ("Fantastic Plastina Lover" — Jef-
ferson Airplane), Kishinoto and Vincze (cf. "In Hoc Signo
Vincze") scored for PHE A.

RUGGER PLAYOFFS
Trin slaughtered Eng 11, 16-0. Scott (3), Whalley (4),

Publisher Parish (3), Compton (4), and Llewellyn (3) made
up the total.

UC defaulted to PHE. (They showed up, decided the field

was a mess, went home, and were unfortunately contra-

dicted by the referee.

)

HOCKEY
Sr. Eng. (Zabolotney. Currie. TV Cobb "Georgia Peach"

Pitts i beat PHE A. 3-1 Emery replied for PHE A
Fraser. Brown, and Dawkins scored as Vic defeated Trin

A (Murray I. 3-1.

Innis edged Knox. 2-1. Wilson and Akihiro (he's married
to Akihiroinei lead Innis; No. 16 (who was that masked
man? i hit for Knox.
Sparkman's hat trick was the margin in Vic IPs 4-1 vic-

tory over Devonshire. McClelland had the other Vic II tal-

ly; Buddy Bolden scored for Dev
Three goals by White and singles from Markle and Pelu-

ca ("Peluca books are not for sale in the US for copyright
reasons I paced Bus' 5-2 win over For A. Cox and Mol Flan-

ders scored For goals.

BASKETBALL
Despite 14 points by THE GREAT PUMP, SMC B edged

Scar. 41-40 O'Connor's 17 (sc. "points"! led SMC B
Laglia picked up 16 as SMC took Sr. Eng.. 40-30

Erin slaughtered Dents A, 54-37. Shaw had 30 for Erin,
Mon Kapitain 8 for Dents A.

Black Leoihci
AollQU* BrO-r

Leather
At>l jur Too
Leather

Annaut G<eei

Only SJS.00

-r.t.que Novv
blue Leather

rgue B"">h
To" Leather
Or.lv ill 99

C O D OKOII1 ACCIPTID—OPiN THUkS b 'HI IVININGS—CREDIT CAROS HONORED

V261||OOR STR E ET Tel: 9 2 1-1 7 7

9



CANADIAN COLLEGE BOWL SHOULD BE A REAL ICY BLAST
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

The wind whistled through the trees, the players whistled

through their teeth, and Hayley Mills whistled down the wind.

Whorling snow obscured instructions and it was zero at the

bone.

Such were conditions as Queen's Golden Gaels and Waterloo

Lutheran Golden Hawks got in their last practice before their

confrontation in the Canadian College Bowl, Friday night at

Varsity Stadium.

Whoever scheduled a night football match in Canada little

more than a week before December should see a psychiatrist.

Of course anyone who goes to a psychiatrist should have his

head read.

Both teams worked out yesterday afternoon at Trinity Col-

lege, much to the chagrin of the hard-working scholars inside

who complained of excessive distraction while trying to mend
their robes. (If robes owned a son named pierre would the

son be robespierre? Am I Gellius?)

Queen's attired themselves out quickly in nifty grey sweat

togs and zipped through their work-out in fine style. It's diffi-

cult to see them beating Waterloo by less than two touch-

downs. Varsity Blues' coach, Ron Murphy, claims their only

weakness is their defense against a short pass, which is a

pretty miniscule weakness.

Lutheran is a bit of an unknown quantity. Their only game
against an SIFL opponent this year resulted in a decisive loss

to University of Waterloo. But that was in the early season

and the Golden Hawks have come on like horse and buggy

since then.

Hawks' forte is defense. Although the calibre of their oppo-

sition hasn't been of the highest standard, they've still man-
aged to impress many observers with their hard-hitting brand

of football. (Of course you realize I'm making this up.)

Their standout performer is lineman Mike McMahon,
who goes both ways and won the most outstanding player

award in the Central Ontario Intercollegiate this year.

RAHAM WINS IT ALL
It's official. Varsity Blues' football star, Mike Raham,

is the best collegiate player not only in his own league,

but in all of Canada as well. Already a winner of Blues'

own Johnny Copp Trophy, Raham has now been named
recipient of the Omega Trophy as most valuable player

in the SIFL, and the Hec Creighton Trophy as the out-

standing college player in Canada. Congrats, Mike!
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GOLDEN GAELS

photos by TOM A URICH

The weather doesn't augur well for good football. In picture above, Queen's veteran

coach, Frank Tindall, and ace quarterback Don Bayne (18) suffer through the frigid

conditions during yesterday's practice. At left, Gaels' halfback, Keith Eaman, slips and
falls on the sloppy turf, soaked by cold rain.

GOLDEN HAWKS

Now it's Ihe Waterloo Golden Hawks working out with portly mentor. Dove Knight,

barking instructions in his peculiar southern drawl. Hawks sure look agile, don't they?



^(-j^j-V 1 : you figure it out

The complex proportional

representation system to be

used for the CUG elections

tomorrow is meant to assure

that a representative group of

students is sent to act on our

behalf. Based on the proce-

dures for electing the five

senators from each state in

Australian elections, the sys-

tem works as follows:

1) The total number of bal-

lots cast is counted. This to-

tal is divided by the number
of persons to be elected plus

one. i.e. in this case 4 plus 1,

or 5. This number plus one is

called a "quota". To put it in

mathematical form, if the

quota is "q", total voters is

"x". and the number to be

-+1.elected is "n",

n-r- 1

2) After mixing all ballots to

avoid any faculty bias, all

first preferences are counted

Each candidate who is over
the quota in first preferences

is declared elected and the

extra votes cast for him over

the quota are redistributed to

the second preferences indi-

cated. This procedure contin-

ues until no candidate has

more than the quota.

31 At this point the candidate

with the fewest first prefer-

ences is dropped and his

votes transferred to the next

highest preference indicated.

This dropping process contin-

ues, combined with thp trans-

ferring of excess vote* .ndi-

cated above, until thr v can-

didates reach the quota.

4 1 If one of the three is not a

graduate student, the gradu-

ate student closest to the quo-

ta at that point is declared

the fourth candidate elected.

If one of the three is in grad-

uate school, the regular pro-

cess continues until a fourth

candidate reaches the quota.
(

Believe it or not, the .sys-

tem guarantees that only four

candidates can be elected,

and that those elected will be

overall the most preferred of

those running.
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CUG ELECTIONS TOMORROW

WHY VOTE?

The four students we elect will serve on the most important Presidentia I

Committee of this university in over sixty years. They, along with four

elected faculty members and President Bissell, will draft reforms in the

overall governing structure of this university, from the question of whether

the Board of Governors should continue to exist, to the question of the

extent to which students should have a voice in departmental decisions.

VOTE TO ENSURE THAT YOUR IDEAS

ARE REPRESENTED ON THIS COMMISSION

WHY IS A LARGE TURNOUT
AT THE POLLS NECESSARY?

Students serving on the Commission must be able to point to widespread

student concern about the issues CUG is dealing with in order to have any

effective influence on other Commission members.

WHERE DO I VOTE?

A list of polls and the hours they'll be open is elsewhere in today's Varsity.

Polls can be found in almost any area of the campus. Be sure you get to one.

(Preferably before it closes.)

HOW DO I CHOOSE FROM ALL THE CANDIDATES?

A final CUG forum will be held today at 1 pm at Convocation Hall. A few pointed

questions should make clear to you what the ideas of each candidate are — all

have pretty clear ideas. BE THERE!

VOTE TOMORROW - - - EARLY AND OFTEN

(SPONSORED BY THE S.A.C. EXECUTIVE!
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Nigger-the student as product

THE B.A.: PART II

Last week a man told a group of univer-
sity presidents to help students get summer
jobs by going "Madison Avenue".
The man was W. H. Rutledge, Director of

Operations for the University Career Plan-
ning Association, and the occasion was the
^annual meeting of the Association of Uni-
versities and Colleges of Canada.

Well, I promptly forgot the whole trau-
matic vision of cello-wrap students until I

popped into Woolworth's yesterday and or-
dered my lunch to the plaintive strains of
free enterprise — Noel ... no kidding.

Old Rutledge was right, I thought, it's a
buyer's market. He's hustling summer jobs
in November and the shop keeper is acting
like "lest we forget" refers to last year's
profits.

Universities are big business; students
are our most important product.

It doesn't matter what material it's made
out of as long as it has a good zipper. Do
you have a good zipper?

More important — is your university

president telling the world about your zip-

per and what your zipper can do for the

world?

Rutledge said what you have to do is

make film clips for local T V. and sound
tracks for public service announcements on

the radio. Sell students like you sell a new
car or, better still, like you sell something
personal.

How about: "Industrialists, decide for

yourself. Would you rather sit back and
count the days on the calendar waiting for

those tense moments, or go swimming and
dancing any day of the month?

"Looking for something cheap to fill in

those little gaps in your assembly line? A
little something to allow you to operate in

freedom and comfort? Our product will let

you rest easy without the embarrassment of

a bulky payroll or expensive retirement

plan.

"When your busy season ends, would you
rather worry 'What do I do now?' or simply
dispose by flushing away?
"You probably know what we're talking

about now. The complicated versus the

modern way — why get involved with mes-
sy unions, the agony and restrictions of ar-

bitration, when a simple summer insert will

do the job?

"Our product, developed by doctors and

now used by millions, will take up the un-

even flow often experienced during peak

periods.

"A small investment will give you more
confidence, peace of mind and flexibility.

Let you slip out for that game of golf with-

out the feeling that you've forgotten some-

thing.

"We have the student to suit your own
personal problem, coming in junior, me-
dium and extra strong.

"But don't just take our word for it —
decide for yourself."

What we need, however, is more than a

spot on radio here and a blip on the telly

there. And Rutledge is the first to admit it.

He suggests a national organization link-

ing students, administrators and govern-

ment in common cause with some kind of

overall theme.

Christmas has "the spirit of giving"; Hal-

lowe'en, "trick or treat". For our project I

think we can profit from the rather indus-

trious group of students at McGill who say:

"Management is where the action is". Dy-

namic, what?

Now that the theme and goals are out of

the way, a name to convey our message.

The boys in the head office submitted the

following: the National Institute for Gaining

a Greater Entrepreneurial Resource
(NIGGER).
Our letters of introduction are now on the

presses and will be out within the week.

They read:

"Dear factory owner:

If your profits are falling off because of

increased labor costs, NIGGER is the answ-

er to your prayers.

The National Institute for Gaining a

Greater Entrepreneurial Resource is a tria-

partite organization for the collection and

distribution of that all-important product,

labor, into the mainstream of our economy.

We carefully screen our recruits with the

understanding that the university is here to

serve you, the man who is making our coun-

try great.

We won't recommend just anybody. Only

qualified technical and professional people

willing to work for low salary under de-

manding conditions.

Why not let our representative drop up to

see you? A NIGGER man can estimate

your individual requirements in just a few

hours.

Give yourself a break this summer —
Make profits bigger, go NIGGER.

Yours for free enterise,

Tom Black. Head NIGGER.

Fellow students, the answer to summer
unemployment is close at hand

As a NIGGER student both you and your

country will benefit.

Don't delay ; send away today for more
information and a free button depicting an

open palm, the national NIGGER symbol.

Remember, think NIGGER — it's good

for you

b> garr it the by-line of Rev. Allen Garr,
chief diaper-changer at Canadian University
Press, Ottawa.

Hart House

FOLK CONCERT
To-day, Music Room, 1 p.m.

PAUL BIGGAR
The Folk poetry of our times,
including Lightfoot, Ochs

Peter, Paul & Mory. Ladies Welcome

UNDERWATER CLUB SEMINAR
On "DIVING LAW"

J. A. BRADSHAW, L.L.B.
"DIVING & SALVAGE LAW"

To-night, 7:30 p.m. East Common Ro
Everyone Welcome

FREE TRIP TO FINLAND
ues., Nov. 26th, Music Rm., 1 p.i

The Finnish Exchange Students
will take you on on one-hour
trip to Finland, with colour
slides. Ladies Welcome.

HART HOUSE ARCHERY CLUB
Goneral Meeting

Tuesday, November 26th

South Dining Room, 7:30 p.m.
New Members Welcome

CHESS LECTURE
"The Middlegame in Chess

by W. Dorbich
7:30 p.m., Tues. Nov. 26lh

Music Room
Admission 50? (Chess Members Free)

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesdoy, November 27th

Club Rooms, 1:10 p.m.

MEMBERS' COLOUR SHOW
Closing dote for entries:

Tuesday, November 26th

6:00 p.m. at the

Hall Porter's Desk

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
November 27th - 1 p.m.

Music Room
FACULTY OF MUSIC STUDENT PIANO TRIO

Ladies Welcome

LIVE JAZZ
Wed. Nov. 27th, Music Room. 4-6 p.m.

RAY SIKORA and his

AFRO-CUBAN SEPTET
Everyone Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, November 27th

Library, 8 p.m.

ALLAN R. FLEMING
Topic

"THE YEAR OF THE LAND
(Lodies may be invited by membe

POETRY READING
Thursday, November 28th

Music Room,- 1:15 p.m.

LAURA ACKER AND JOACHIM MOGNIG .

be reading. Ladies Welcome.

CONVOCATION HALL

Dec. 2 1:00 pm

JERRY RUBIN and PIG

YIPEE
JOIN THE SWINGERS!

DATE with OLIVER
929 - 0321

Ladies free!

Oliver Introductions
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the CUG candidates

There's no excuse for crying that

Your views weren't represented

in this Tuesday's election /or the jour

student representatives on the Commis-

sion on University Government. The spec-

trum ranges from obdurate status quo to

fairly sweeping change in the way this

university is governed.

On paper the candidates' platforms

appear similar the real differences

came out in the open forums. For those

who can't attend today's forum at I p.m.

in Convocation Hall, we present a consen-

sus of the views of John Doyle. Paul

MacRae. Noel Slickley and Carolyn

vague and, to a certain extent, dema-
gogical.

He perhaps presumes too much in

asking students to rely on his

"judgement" in dealing with CUG
matters, instead of coming out with

clear policy statements. On SAC, his

judgement has been largely negative.

He considers SAC unrepresentative of

student interests and votes against

most motions, even when the vast

majority of other reps, elected just

as democratically as Fromm, are in

favor of the motion.

He doesn't see the possibility of

much change, and doesn't think stu-

Caughev. who together attended most of dents want much change. For exam-

the forums pie, he says students would rather

« have lectures than tutorials because

tutorials are "too much work". The
Board of Governors is a "fact of

life" that will last "longer than any

of us". He concedes that the Board's

composition might change a bit, but

Paul Fromm (111 SMC): A good that's about all. He will probably

speaker who has taken the trouble to favor very little change on CUG.

find out what the issues are. How-

ever, his solutions to problems aris- • • •

ing from these issues have been

Steve Grant (11 VIC) : As the cam-

paign has progressed Grant's plat-

form has shifted in the direction of

the more experienced candidates. His

understanding of the issues seems to

have been increased by the cam-
paign, adding to his own experience

as a Vic council member for two

years.

Generally open-minded, his biggest

tep will be to clearly define what he

wants the commission to accomplish

instead of wavering, but given

progressive fellow student members
he should be able to do this easily.

varsity
TORONTO^

The successful revolutionary is a states

man. the unsuccessful a criminal
"
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. . . and the gods mad* love tonlte behind

the boom boom of the gioon flag, In the fes-

tid forest of fluorescence, in the dusty wilds

of sandy nunes ark ark a noel wind that

blows cug candies off the rocks is dribbling

into site with questionable* kayllered round

the rubin twirop of tuecup't neck, soo —
seven days now out of her filter ziggurat —
py quirked her kelly way thru ketchcup lottle

kopy pages querying coffeamaleless Carolyn

for mary's sandy blackwath potions in the

chimney rhubarb basement link with a wel-

ter of ponderosity seeping through to sue

who cabbaged along with louis for the wile

d'oyly cartwheels were performed mickle-

markel's woods got tost in the forest of in-

gotlown. harry solicitously glazed his navel

with buckets of grayviel. factively, when
most was bludgelled up and byron-bi

clunked in wit bedes a-flashin on his shoul-

der, saying cherie, your fone is tapped and

my mother offered me a cigarette to smoke
what will the world next kum too. and rode

off puffing muffins in the darkness, which all

were, this nite of all nites.

Bill Rockett (SGS): Has obviously

put a lot of thought into his platform,

and defends it ably and intelligently.

He is unrealistic on one point — the

exclusion of the public from the

eventual governing structure of the

university. He places great impor-

tance on the work of course unions in

improving the quality of education

offered by departments. He has

worked as an education reporter for

the Newark Times in New York, and

his understanding of the university

structure is impressive.

Roger Smith (II Trin): Running on

a platform of moderate activism,

Smith's policies are almost identical

to those of candidates he defines as

"extreme left". On the whole, he

seems misinformed about the work-

ings of both student movements and

the university. For example, he advo-

cates "more communication" as a

solution to the university's problems.

In fact, there has been a great deal

of communication between students,

faculty and administration, much of

it fruitless from a student's point of

view.

Smith has some good ideas, such as

implementation of a petition board

for grievances or a pass-fail system

of grading, but these are largely pe-

ripheral to the bigger issue of design-

ing a new university structure. In

debate with Bissell and faculty, he

has probably not thought out his posi-

tion clearly enough to see where

their "pragmatic realism" is simply

vested interest.

D'Arcy Martin (III New): Proba-

bly the candidate who takes the

commission most seriously as an

agent of change, he nonetheless re-

cognizes that a too-extreme position

could alienate the outside public. He
has dealt with administrators before,

in one case on the Presidents Advi-

sory Council, and argues effectively.

Perhaps more than any other candi-

date, except Bob Rae, he recognizes

that one must deal on a basis of

equality with the administration and

faculty to get any worthwhile results.

Bob Rae (IV UC): He is probably

the most intelligent candidate in the

running. Although he has strong

ideals, he is open-minded enough to

co-operate with other CUG membes
and maybe even teach them some-

thing.

Like Martin, he has known the

frustration of dealing with the higher

levels of the university, but has had

several successes. An effective and

persuasive speaker, he was one of

those instrumental in getting equal

staff-student representation on the

commission, and in excluding the

Board of Governors as voting mem-
bers.
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Ron Thomson(SGS: He seems rath-

er vague about what the place of stu-

dents in the new structure should be.

He says that "students should form a

"good part" of the governing council,

adding that "50-50 representation

with faculty isn't out of the ques-

tion." For most of the other candi-

dates, anything else would be out of

the question.

This vagueness of purpose will not

stand him in good stead during the

hard debate of a commission meet-

ing, although he speaks well. He is

perceptive in recognizing that "the

lines of difference (between progress

and reaction) cut across student-fac-

ulty lines", but we aren't quite sure

on which side of the line Thomson

falls. However he is probably one

who, when he makes up his mind, fol-

lows through strongly if he under-

stands the situation.

Ron Thomson is, incidentally, not

the same Ron Thompson who tried to

get Tom Faulkner unseated last

year).

Paul Vesa (I UC), is unclear about

what he wants from the Commission.

For example, although he recognizes

that many students (including him-

self) are unhappy with the present

system, he believes students and fac-

ulty should not have any power in

changing the university because it is

"owned" by the taxpayers. He ob-

viously hasn't read enough Ayn Rand
to say how his position squares with

her view of the importance of the indi-

vidual. In any event, he says he's

only running for the Commission
because it is "advisory", without any

power to change. This puts him at

odds with almost every other candi-

date.

• • •

Gary Webster (SGS): As a teach-

ing assistant and graduate student,

he would bring a view from two sides

into the commission. He favors .an in-

depth re-examination of the purposes

of the university, but is realistic

enough to recognize that the public

cannot be ignored. He taught for two

years as a university lecturer in

Nigeria, giving him a background in

other educational systems. Along

with his broad experience, he makes

his points effectively and has gotten

a good understanding of how the uni-

versity works in his two years here.

• • •

Phil Wults (SGS): There is some

doubt about whether Wults really

wants to get onto CUG at all. He

describes himself as a "chronic ab-

sentee", and attended not one of the

CUG forums to make his views

known. In fact, he says his own views

are unimportant, that his position is

non-ideological, that he will not

commit himself to prior judgements,

that" he will make his decisions after

reading the briefs to CUG. He does

not say, then on what intellectual ba-

sis he will make his decisions. He

doesn't seem well informed about

what the commission is all about,

perhaps due to his heavy load of

graduate work. He admits that he

doesn't know what the function of the

Board of Governors is, for example.

He has been endorsed by the Gradu-

ate Students Union, but says he

doesn't agree with all GSU policy.

We're not sure what he thinks about

anything.

Donald Young (II UC): For some

reason, at the forums, he often

sounded like he was parroting the

other candidates. His platform is

remarkably similar to the rest, and

yet he doesn't seem to understand

what that platform really means. He

doesn't delineate the problems clear-

ly, and sometimes seems contradic-

tory. He comes out strongly in favor

of the SAC Free University, and yet

doubts that students are responsible

enough to participate in the highest

governing levels.

He toched on the problem of resi-

dence fees, without offering any even

semi-viable solutions. Obviously sin-

cere in his desire to reform the uni-

versity, he doesn't seem to have

enough experience to see beyond the

glaring problems to the more subtle

conflicts that create them.



An open letter from Steve Langdon
ft I have been gravely disappointed

by the quality of reactions from SAC
opponents on this campus to our ac-

«* tivities this year. The intellectual
poverty of their response has been
shown by the continued ad hominem
attacks, especially on myself, which
haji^been used. Instead of intelli-

gently discussine issues the\ have
consistently tied opinions to my name
and moved on to accusations unrepre-
sentativeness and so forth. John
Ayre's letter in the Nov. 15 Varsity is

only one example of this style of un-
substantive debate. (See Addendum)
The realities of SAC decisions, priori-

ties and actions are rarely mentioned
and never considered in any depth.

This refusal to deal seriously with
political differences has resulted in

3i' opponents of radicalism talking about

the option of faculty withdrawal from
the SAC rather than having the cour-

age to try to rationally articulate

their own position and move the stu-

dent body as a whole to accept it.

Instead, these opponents have played

on sectional differences and tensions

with little regard to the dangerous

consequences for all of us of structur-

al separatism. Unlike last year's

reaction, the opposition this year has

lacked both intellectual content and
the guts to fight things out honestly.

Let the opposition seriously talk

about the issues that SAC has dealt

with this year. Let them take issue

with the SAC's success in changing

the structure of the Commission on

University Government to give stu-

dents 4 of the 9 voting positions. Let

them give an intellectual critique of

our policies in creating the Free Uni-

versity of Toronto and the courses it

offers. Let them react to our success

in gaining access for all students to

£ meetings of the Council of Arts and

Science. Let them rationally attack

the use of mass meetings and the

new initiative-referendum system

that have made our Council one of

the most open and democratic in

Canada. Let them go ahead and ana-

lyse our detailed 6 page housing pro-

gram passed in October. Let them

intellectually react to the newly

adopted Library policy which comes

before the next Library Council meet-

ing. Let them reject the Student In-

formation Bureau established this

fall to help students confused by the

bureaucratic complications of this

University. Let them refuse to accept

the idea of a co-operative bookstore
to give lower priced books to stu-

dents. Let them rationally demolish
our emphasis on building open, demo-
cratic course unions; let them criti-

cize intelligently the series of debates
and forums held on Vietnam, on Biaf-

ra, and so on. Let them intellectually

argue about the SAC's POSAP poli-

cies. Let them analyse the budget
and rationally debate the overall

priorities of the SAC.

Our opponents have not done this.

Instead of acting as though they were
part of an intellectual community,

they have resorted to ad hominem
attacks and charges of "anti-demo-

cratic", all the while taking the easy

option of withdrawal rather than

fighting for what they believe, open-

ly, on a principled issue - orientated

basis.

Let them do that and I would have
far more respect for them than I now
can. Let them honour the democratic
dialogue they are always accusing
the radicals of trying to destroy.

Democracy means you participate to

influence action rather than pulling
out because you think you aren't able
enough to make your critique stick.

Steven Langdon
SAC President

The words of President Langdon
:• One of the favorite "ad homi-

ij: nem" attacks is to accuse me of
•:• standing for something far different
•:• from my platform last year. Let me
•:• set that one straight, at least, by

£ referring to the 3 positions papers I

wrote and circulated during the

>•: campaign last year.

| ON EDUCATION

;•: "Lectures are too large and im-

f[
personal, options are too limited,

it's too difficult to change courses;
the stress put upon one shot exami-

ij: nations is excessive and misleading;

•ji tutorials, where they exist, just
•:• supplement lectures, giving little

chance for independent work; labs

become anything but educational,

Si; with cooked results the rule . . .

bureaucratic complications are ev-

il:;
erywhere.

"We are committed to seeking

change in these methods of univer-

sity education and, nun,,. "
j Jthe"

£i candidates are also going to provide

£i SAC alternatives to the present

pending change. We will: Build

course unions . . . establish SAC run

:|:i
alternative courses . . . Run a SAC
anti-bureaucracy service . . . try to

get fair treatment for Teaching As-

;j sistants . . . etc."

| ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT

"The present structure of (the

J: upper) level of government is ar-

chaic. confusing and dominated to

;•!; an undue extent by outside business

£; interests and political interests only

£j marginally concerned with the uni-

versity. And over the whole hangs a

$ dusty cloak of secrecy as unjustified

:£ as it is outdated.

:£ "To accept representation in such

a situation would be power - grab-
bing of the most unprincipled kind

Instead, we should immediately
seek the ultimate goal of a univer-
sity in which the primary compo-
nents, faculty and students, would
be most influential in decision-mak-
ing."

ON SOCIAL ACTION

"No difference in this election?

We think there is. The two other
candidates for President have made
no commitment to SAC social ac-
tion. We believe that a student gov-
ernment has a responsibility to en-

courage and assist community ac-
tion and educational projects.

"Full opportunity for all persons,

regardless of sociological and eco-

nomic barriers, to attend university

must accompany student requests
for more financial aid for them-
selves. The Canada Student Means
Survey, sponsored hv the Canadian
Union of Students, showed, "one

quarter of Canadian university stu-

dents come from 6 per cent of Cana-
dian homes, with incomes of over
$10,000. and that a matching 28 per
cent represent the 52 per cent of

Canadian families earning less than

$5,000 a year.'

Financial reasons alone do not

explain this spread; . . Very real

social barriers, poor housing and
poor schools, to mention just two.

play a significant part in the under -

representation of lower income stu-

dents. A universal degree of acces-

sibility must be sought by student

government. We must try by means
of community organizing projects

and summer educational action to

eliminate the social barriers which i

keep university dominated by the 5

middle and upper classes. i

"Other social action projects?
must also be supported; . . . and i

national action must be assisted i

through membership in CUS and
ous.

"Make no mistake; we consider I

student government more than a

service station. We're past the sand- !

box stage; we're part of the real i

world now and must not be afraid to i

work to improve it."

I also refer interested student to

an article I wrote in Random at the
beginning of the campaign last win-
ter (January issue) about the role of
the university under the title "The
Revolutionary University ". in which
I stressed the need for the kind of

socially responsible university. I am
now told, by John Ayre, i never
talked about before I was elected.

1 will admit to being more impa-
tient now than then , given the frus-

trations of trying to implement
change, but I deeply resent sugges-

tions, such as those of Mr. Ayre,
that the ideas that won campus sup-

port then are different from those I

now stand for. And if our opposition

feels that they can I abide by that

spring election, then, they should

have the courage to use direct dem-
ocratic means to get change — by
recall or by referendum — rather

than hiding behind separatist senti-

ment to push for withdrawals from
SAC which will hurt the student

body as a whole rather than the rad-

icals.

Steve Langdon

!-a-:-KS:ws-iss*>sa<

fetters Two views on separatism - GSU style

pro

What do we have to do to con-

vince Mr. Langdon that we don't

care for his organization? Do we

have to have a sit-in at the SAC

offices to put pressure on them

to let us go?

Four times we have stood up

and were counted: we elected a

•'separatist- GSU executive, we

told a summer opinion survey

what we thought, we put our

names to it at registration, and

we voted for withdrawal at an

open meeting. We even abstained

from participating in a SAC elec-

tion. And they still don't believe

us.

The pro-SAC students claim

we will start the break-up of SAC

,

but if we are so important, why
doesn't it pay attention to our

needs? They claim this move-
ment to withdraw is just a power
play by Winters et al — of course

it is, with Langdon and friends

trying desperately to keep this

power for themselves. Most grad
students don't care too much
about it but they dislike SAC and
it's objectives enough to work
towards getting out.

The SAC executive claims to

represent a moderately active

left wing group of students but

they were unable to find even 100

such students in the GSU active

enough to spend two hours to

support them. Why should the

rest of us be forced, by an un-

democratic process (i.e. if we

want to study, we must join), to

support a group we don't like?

Let those who want to help SAC
do so as individuals, and the GSU
can co-operate with any project

we think reasonable.

For instance, why should we
have to put our numbers behind

SAC's uppity demands for com-
plete control of the undergradu-

ate courses while it rejects more
reasonable improvements in the

University?

SAC is primarily undergradu-

ate oriented and actually seems
to be trying to suppress our point

of view. Most graduates think

SAC is useless for them and
many feel that it could be harm-
ful So we want out. NOW!

P. Reid

(SGS)

con

On Dec. 5, the engineers will

decide whether or not to stay in

the Students' Administrative
Council.

It has become clear that the

graduate students have indeed

set an important and. in my opin-

ion, irresponsible precedent.

The advocates of this kind of

"campus separatism" insist that

SAC is "no longer relevant" to

them, or is "too left-wing" or

"too radical", or simply "not
worth my 12 dollars".

I'm not going to list the worth-
while services provided by SAC
for that 12 dollars. Any SAC rep.

can tell you that. I do think,

however, that, on general
grounds, withdrawal from SAC is

unwarranted and irresponsible.

As I remember it, when we
elected Tom Faulkner for SAC
President last year, one of the

issues in that election was wheth-
er or not the student political

situation within a university was
analagous to that of a state. We
appeared to say that it was. The
election of Steve Langdon this

year appeared to confirm that

view.

In other words, some kind of

"special democracy" does not

exist here.

(continued on page 6}
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(letters continued)

The graduate students insist

that, because a majority of them
voted for withdrawal, democracy
must be fulfilled and they must
leave SAC.

But does democracy as we
know it imply that anybody or

any group can leave its society

(via leaving its government)
because of differences of opin-

ion? 1 always thought democracy
implied voting in elections within

a system, in order to change that

system if necessary.

If you don't like the Canadian

government's stand on Biafra,

for instance, can you stop paying

taxes?

I cite Miss Joan Baez, Ameri-
can folksinger, who every year

attempts to withold 60 per cent

of her income taxes on the

grounds that the 60 per cent goes

towards armaments. Do the

graduate students support this

kind of thing? Do the engineers?

The analogy is not as ridiculous

as it appears.

What if the engineers do de-

cide to withdraw? (I trust they

will not). Let's imagine what
may happen after that.

The chemical engineers, let's

suppose, after two years decide

to break away from the Engi-

neering Society, claiming that

the Society is "not relevant" to

them. They set up the Chemical
Engineering Society. The fresh-

men of this group then get rest-

less and soon break away, form-

ing the new Freshmen Chemical
Engineering Society.

Soon dissension reigns again,

and the only two girls of the lat-

ter group revolt to form the

Female Freshmen Chemical
Engineering Society. Finally the

two girls have an argument, and
each forms her own Single Fe-

male Freshmen Chemical Engi-

neering Society.

We can take campus separa-

tion to its absurd conclusion.

Now J don't think that kind of

thing will really ever happen.

But that conclusion seees to me
the folly of this kind of thinking.

Engineering students are by
and large moderate and responsi-

ble.

In our democratic system, a

certain amount of responsibility

is expected and demanded for

that process to survive.

That responsibility does not

include copping out!

Leighton Reid

(II TRIN)

We was had

That which took place at

the OSAP march last

Wednesday only serves to

point out to us, the students,

that 'WE WAS HAD'. Mr.

Langdon and his associates

on that saddest of all SAD
SACS were certainly not sin-

cere in the manner in which

they handled the whole ques-

tion of OSAP.
If they were sincere would

they not have informed the

marchers that free education

was their aim and not merely

protesting the inadequacies of

OSAP.
If they were sincere their

brief to Mr. Davis would

have stressed OSAP problems

instead of free education

theories.

If they were sincere the

march would not have reeked
with NDP influence. In fact

they should not have permit-

ted labour leaders and NDP
politicians to join the march
which was billed as a student

protest march.
If they were sincere they

would have prevented the

presence of the LGMB which

only added a sense of frolick-

ing gaiety to the march.
If they were sincere they

would have prevented their

carrying of the Quebec flag

(the symbolism of which es-

capes me) at a protest

against the ONTARIO gov-

ernment.

If they were sincere they

would not have allowed the

childish heckling which took

place at the protest which

was against an injustice to us

and should therefore have

had a more solemn tone.

If they were sincere they

would have suggested solu-

tions to the problem of the

OSAP inadequacies which
they were protesting. Any
fool can object to the status

quo but it takes more to sug-

gest a solution.

I find the actions of SAC on

last Wednesday to be typical

of the Mickey Mouse ap-

proach of the irrational

members of SAC. It is too

bad that the few rational

members of SAC can't be

heard over the heckling of

those crusaders for the rights

of mankind who are led by

their emotions into &o\xi°

foolish things that are a dis-

credit to us all.

Let us hope that little Stev-

ie Wonder and his Sad SAC
can overcome their emotions
and add a touch of sincerity

to their capers.

GREG DUFFY
(SMC II)

devonshire

Please let me express my
disappointment in the report-

ing by the Varsity on the de-

cisions by Sir Daniel Wilson

Residence and Devonshire
House residents to hold back

their second instalment of

residence fees.

Firstly, from the small,

tucked-away articles covering

these stories, I can only

assume that the Varsity does

not recognize the significance

of these actions or has de-

liberately chosen to play

them down.
My second objection is to

the handling of the Devon-
shire House story in particu-

lar. Devonshire House mem-
bers do not pay one red cent

for board. The "over $500''

mentioned refers to the cost

per year for room only.

As the representative of

the members of Devonshire

House I have never said that

we wanted "the burden of

mortgages on New College

spread equally to all campus
residences.'' This arrange-

ment would be no more fair

than the present one.

Finally, your story failed

c r ^pletely to recognize the

reason for Devonshire mem-
bers requesting a reduction in

their fees. Since January 1968

most of our basement areas
have been declared unsafe
and therefore out of bounds
by the Fire Marshall. Since

most of our extra facilities

such as games rooms, party
rooms, music listening and
practice rooms, television

rooms etc. are located in the

condemned parts of the base-,

ment. we have been dVfte^
official use of them.
1

These facilities are still

advertised in the brochure
sent to residence applicants

and are considered by us to

be as much a part of the resi-

dence as are bedrooms and
washrooms. Therefore, with
these facilities being official-

ly closed and declared unfit

for use, we feel fully justified

in asking that some recogni-

tion of this fact be made by
the administration in the

form of a reduction in fees.

No action has been taken

by us so far because the ad-

ministration has repeatedly

promised to have the situa-

tion remedied in short order.

However, we have waited

long enough and no longer

feel it fair to be paying the

same price as is asked for at

residences where such facili-

ties are not only available

and safe, but also of a much
better quality.

Peter Kiidumae
President,

Residence Council,

Devonshire House.

YOTE F° R REPRESENTATIVES T0 THE COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT

U.C: Junior Common Room Refectory ERINDALE

TRIN: Buttery O.C.E.

VIC: E.S. Prott Library Wymilwood FOOD SCIENCES BUILDING

SMC: Coop Carr Hall AEROSPACE

ENGINEERING: Galbrath Mechanical Walberg G.S.U.

SYDNEY SMITH: Lobby ONT. INSTITUTE OF EDUC.

SIGMUND SAMUEL: Lobby MASSEY COLLEGE

LAW: Lobby

INNIS: Innis 1, Innis II

NEW COLLEGE: Porters Lodge

SCARBOROUGH: Cafeteria

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

VOTING PROCEDURE

- have A.T.L. card marked by clerk.

- sign voter registration list.

- receive INITIALLED ballot.

- this is a preferential ballot.

mark the numeral 1 next to your first choice,

mark the numeral 2 next to your second choice,

mark the num ral 3 next to your third choice,

mark the numeral 4 next to your fourth choice.
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Graybiel wins lousy poem prize

blUOeniS TO join riuuuii-oiib mcid
students are inn „„„„„.... „«.__'.Toronto students are ing

asked to join with Picton
workers in a fight" against
American economic imperial-
ism.

Strikers at the American-
owned Proctor-Silex plant in
Picton are calling for a boy-
cott of the company's prod-
ucts, and they hope students
will help enforce it in the
Toronto area.

The Proctor-Silex workers
are striking to improve what
have been called starvation
wages. The American-owned

company has refused arbitra-
tion, although the union
agreed to go back at existing
wages during the discussions.

The present basic pay rate
is 93 cents an hour for
women, $1.27 for men. The
company has offered about
six or seven cents increase.

The Toronto Student-Labor
Committee is trying to organ-
ize a boycott of Proctor-Silex
irons and toasters, which sell
under 17 different brand
names. Two of the strikers

are coming on campus
Wednesday to explain the sit-

uation.

Steven Moore (SGS) of the
Committee said they were
attempting to broaden stu-
dent power into pa«M^ow-
er. "For a change we are
bringing workers on campus
to educate students." he said.

A picket line will be set up
Thursday around the Toronto
distributor of Proctor-Silex
products. Cars will be leaving
from Sid Smith at 7:30 a.m

"A full stomach and „
empty mind are very impor-
tant in writing bad poetry."
says Kim Graybiel, a U of T
student whose bad verse has
won him a free trip to Los
Angeles.

Graybiel. (Ill New), stood
first among more than 1000
entries in the CHUM-FM lou-
sy poem contest, which in-

cluded such eminent literati

as Dennis Burton, the artist,
and Charles Tuck, from the
chronic illness unit of
Toronto Hospital. Weston.
"It was after a very

meal on a Sunday that
and Marilyn Haddad
Trim sat down and wrote the
worst poem we could think
of. I didn't even write it

while I was stoned or any-
thing!

"

Tim Thomas, a Deejay at
CHUM-FM agrees with' the
ruling of the judge, Sean
O'Huigin of the New Writer's
Workshop. "It was really the
worst poem we received.
Dennis Burton submitted sev-

•••

the

big

me
(IV

en pieces of shirt cardboard
in the shape of hearts, but it

was too good to be the worst,
so it didn't win."
Along with the printed

copy, Braybiel and some
friends submitted a tape in
which they chanted the poem.

"That's 'cause the Bhudda
scene is really good," ex-
plains Kim. "Some of my
best friends are Gellius."
Gellius (Gellius est tenius.
quid ni?l played the organ on
the tape.

"Bad poetry is the reversal
of the overheated image",
said Braybiel, trying to sound
McLuhanistic.He agreed with
the reporter that it was like
the prince in the fairy tale
who wanted a desert that was
both hoi and cold. "That's
right," said Graybiel.

"We've made a new tape,"
he added, "with organs, three
guitars and pots and pans.
The guys at CHUM say
they're going to play it and
it'll be on the top 10 in Toron-
to."

Vice-president Cornell of Coding
Breweries hands over the Carting
Cup to the bloodless victors, the
faculty of dentistry. Accepting for
dents (left). Dental Students' Un-
ion secretary Allan Barry Chapnick
(III Dents). Dents' bleedability
quotient was 50.2 percent (317
units) while the Anemia Award
went to the Dents of 7T1 for get
ling 102 of 130 people to bleed. J

ELDORADO
ELDORADO NUCLEAR LIMITED
ELDORADO NUCLEAIRE LIMITEE

Eldorado representatives will be available for interviews at

581 Spadina Avenue on November 27th.

Opportunities exist in the following fields:

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT: Geologists

Geophysicist

Mining Engineers

Chemical or Metallurgical Engineers

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Geologists (Post Grads and Undergrads)

Mining Engineers

Metallurgical Engineers

Mechanical Engineers

Electrical Engineers

Contact the Student Placement Office for interview times and further information.
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START

Campus bajuk,
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to^qrV almost H

home .
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left,
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.
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pft*n a monument
to an i/Ius trioris
f^imJer, or the
campug bartersJwp.|
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t lulding ttTOi5ch of course

has spoilt -tlu teauHful
symmetry of -fie
orisSLrial teauot-arfcsy

CElinpus plademcntr
offfce.whiclt has
Copies CfreeeW)
of =tlie tank of-
irumtreal's new
taak, about career
opporHinitics in
He laBkihatHtes
pspplcand- students

completely ignores
beaux-artsy did piajv
because feTvengijiaers
lave ever heard of a
Word like Symmetry.

Cowfc_ ...

In optional
accessory
onmost-
campusii.
if 3nm*ve
seen one ywi
nave smelt
Wan Bit.

pat a coty.

Illllll
awhile K

choice. J

iaftfcofinoitlteal

a«r mtmey is SohhJ in Wc very Cesi a£ company.

uriiver-siiy- ave* eWlecje sl.feanch
open 930 to 5 Monday toThursday•9.'io lD6fViday

c?.c.wa]]er. manager

The Blue & White Society

presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS
SAT. NOV. 30, 1968 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION 50c

Tickets Available At The Door

The Most Lords of Creation

Scissors This

Picaro Rockflow

Happy Birthday Lenny

28,29, 30
TICKETS-
THURSDAY $1.50

1

FRIDAY &
[SATURDAY $2.00

1

U.C.

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

The Soul and Country Show of the Year
Starring: Wilson Pickett.

Jeannie C. Ri ley. (Harper Valley P.T.A.)
Fantastic Johnny C.
The Masqueraders.
Derek. (Cinnamon.)
Troy Shondell.

The Midnight Movers.
O'KEEFE CENTRE - TUESDAY NOVEMBER 26.

at 7:00 and 9:30

ONE NIGHT ONLY.
Tickets atA and A and O'KEEFE.

STUDENT TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
ATLAS PROMOTIONS FOR $3.00 for

I st Show at 7 p.m.
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FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO. LIMITED
offers challenging careers to

CHEMISTRY GRADUATES
who are interested in

TECHNICAL SALES
On campus interviews will be conducted

Thursday, December 12, 1968

Successful candidates will be given programmed training in all phases of company
operations for six or more months, including nine weeks at the company-sponsored
orientation and products school, in preparation for assignment as technical sales
representatives. On-the-job training is co-tinuous through sales meetings, seminars
and follow-up career counselling.

For further information and appointment please contact the Placement Office.



serkeley student leader,

Jettina Aptheker, to speak today

CLASSIFIED

ettina Aptheker, student
oniinunist leader at Berke-

impus. speaks at noon
East Hall, Univer-

ii; ''ollege. Her topic is the
revolution in Amer-

id she qualifies as one
l r nation's best known

ionaries.

In 1964 she and Mario Savio
§d Ihe Free Speech Move-
* Her participation in

oul Hall sit-in won her
'eeks at Santa Rita

prison farm, which she was
forced to serve while six

months pregnant.

But prison didn't prevent
hei from leading the 1966

Berkeley strike. And her
;hip in the Commu-
ty didn't prevent 90

per cent of Berkeley students
from voting her their repre-
sentative on the campus rules

committee set up after the
Berkeley sit-in.

Already prominent as a
national student leader, Betti-

na kicked off the April 1967
student strike against racism
and the war in Vietnam. Over
2.000,000 students participat-

ed.

Part of her contribution to

the U.S. student movement
has been to struggle for mili-

tant black-white unity in ac-

tion against the imperialist

university. Recently Black
Panther leader, Eldridge
Cleaver, invited by students

to teach about white racism
at Berkeley this fall, so agi-

tated Governor Reagan ahd
corporate Board of Trustee

members, that they tried to

stop him from speaking and
eliminated credit for his

course This sparked another

major fight still in progress. I

As a political acquaintance
and ally of Cleaver Bettina

will speak about the program
and action of the Black Pan
ther Party.

At an informal meeting
Sunday evening at Rochdale,
she told students that police

in the U.S. are out to kill the

movement. "On Thursday my
husband phoned to say that

for the first time cops fired

on a massive crowd of white
students. This barbarism at

San Francisco State College
indicates authority in my
country has decided on a hard
line. They seemed deter-

mined not to give an inch, to

meet protest with violence."

After her noon meeting
today in East Hall University

College, she will address the

Commission on University

Government election forum
to describe the Berkeley _sx

perience with sludcni f»

* ulty - administration «i otia-

5: tions

£ Shi' speak.s at Glendon Col-.

* lege this afternoon befor-

3 moving on to Waterloo.P '

*r Montreal. She is spaVo ?™

t here by the Student Ad; -ms

| trative Council' Edm.;>t'on
;

"Commission.

take
a book

to bed
tonight

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
BOOKSTORES

the enlighteners

BEDROOM STUDY m quiet, adult pri-

vate home with or without meals, com-
fanable and near subway male pre-

ferred No other boarders Phone 489
6766 after six

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better, quality suits, coats, sport -

iwm'. tuxedos, tails, etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church
St 366 4221

EXPERT TYPING of theses and essay
papers by experienced secretary Fast

accurate service Reasonable rates 222-

LOST — Red plaid pencil case with

black framed glasses in vicinity of Han
Houae — Queen's Park Phone 233

HAPPINESS IS: spending your entire

0&4P loan on a four dollar CANNON
0AiL ticket

P STUDENT TYPIST — 25c a page
call Ruth 920 1078, 341 Bloor St

Apt 1503

GIRL WANTED, (o share comfortable
funisbed apartment with same Reason-
able rent S3 5 00 per month Call Miss
Hon — 9 OO a m 5 OO p m 923
5441 extention 466

COME AND SEE WHAT SARTRE
MIGHT BE STARTING DECEMBER 31

holidays: we know groovy people some
of whom someone with car willing to
have gas at least shared down to New
York might meet. Howard: Ru-1-2107

LAW STUDENTS — Tonight only. J.A
Bradshaw. LLB speaks on the fascinat-
ing intricacies of "Diving and Salvage
Law" Tonight 7 30 p.m. Hart House
East Common Room All are welcome

FOR FREE)

FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
Keep this name and number for future
use — Mre Linda Flood — 884 6526

I LOVE the brothers Phikeia Oave
Sharps.

I LOVE the brothers Phikeia John Per-
kins

I LOVE the brothers Phikeia Wayne
Thomas

I LOVE the brothers Phikeia Mike
Palmer

ZEBRAS are not in this year's cast for

UC Follies Nov 28 29 and 30 Hart
House Theatre Tickets on sale 12 00 to

2 00pm in Refectory and Syd Smith

RATIONAL STUDENT seeks employ
ment on CUG Will do anything legal to
keep the University an educational insti-

tution This Tuesday vote Reason vote
Paul Vesa

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career

opportunities with graduating and post-graduate

students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical

chemical electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

on December 12th, 13th and 14th

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

Office of Student Personnel Services

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED
Copper Cliff, Ontario, Thompson, Manitoba

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION
PRESENTS

A COFFEE HOUR

An opportunity to talk to other people
In te ratted In History In an Informal

atmo sphere.

All faculty and student* within the Deportment of

History are cordiolly invited to attend.

AHD ALSO:

SPECIAL SEMINARS

With Professors Israel and Grondler, to

answer questions about the basic proce-
dures of application for post-graduate
studies.

GENERAL COURSE: TUESDAY.
HONOUR COURSE I THURSDAY

NOV. 20, 1:00 P.*

NOV. 28. 1:00 P.*

SS2 I 30.

S5213B.
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Larry Tomlinson is a pretty normal-look-
ing guy. Perhaps a bit straight: fairly short

dark hair, black-rimmed glasses, plaid jack-

et, sneakers.

To look at him you wouldn't think he was
anything special, just a regular freshman in

General Arts.

But Larry Tomlinson is a special case,

because he lives on Queen Street East, just

west of the Don Valley, in the heart of that

area affectionately known as Cabbagetown.
And if you come from Cabbagetown and go

to university, you're an anomaly.
Only two of Larry's neighborhood friends

have made it to university. For Cabbage-
town is a place where you go out and get a

job at 14 or 16, with or without a bit of tech-

nical training, because it makes you a man,
because your parents need the money, be-

cause you start off with a built-in handicap

known in the trade as being "culturally-de-

prived", with no books and narrow horizons,

and you never catch up, and because nobody

you know has ever stayed in school.

Larry says he knows of "only three peo-

ple from my area who have gone through

university, and they are all from one family

that has lived there for years and years.

Among the older people, it's hard to find

someone who has finished Grade 8." Lar-

ry's mother completed Grade 9 and went to

a commercial school for a short time. His

father, a factory worker, originally qui! af-

ter Grade 6, but got his Grade 11 in adult

re-training.

Even taking an academic course in high

school is not all that common. According to

the 1961 census, the proportion of school

children in the last three years of high

school ran from 2.3 percent to 8.2 per cent

in Cabbagetown census tracts 97 to 102,

(Average income $2,688 - $3,340) compared

with 23.2 per cent in census tract 94

(Average Income $8,737) in Rosedale. The

Board of Education does not release figures

on streaming, but Larry Tomlinson esti-

mates that about one-seventh (one class out

of seven) of his Grade 8 class at Park

School went to Jarvis Collegiate, the one

collegiate for the 40,000 inhabitants of Cab-

bagetown and a sizeable chunk of Rosedale.

"The kids are just as bright as Rosedale

kids," says Carl Head, principal of Sack

ville Public School. "They have lower I.Q.'s

and meet with less success academically

because they lack experience and stimula-

tion.

"We have some eight and nine year-olds

who live on King Street and have never

even been on streetcars," he said. "You
have to have something to talk about if you

are developing language as a child. These

kids just haven't had a stimulating environ-

ment in this community. Very few of the

homes have many books. We try to fill in

with field trips but we can only do so much.

"Here we have more problems to over-

come before we start teaching," Mr. Head

said. "We have to worry about, whether the

cabbagetown,

toronto
child is warm, has a full stomach, is well-

rested, problems you never even think of in

North Toronto."

He also noted a different parental atti-

tude toward schools. "Parents don't expect

their kids to go to university. They have dif-

ferent expectations and ideas of prestige."

Larry Tomlinson agrees. "Down in our

neighborhood, you're not a man, you're not

respected unless you're working, no matter

how old you are. My brothers Ernie and

Ken are more ambitious than I am, so they

quit school earlier and are out making
money."

But Principal Head denies a lack of inter-

est on the part of parents. "They are just as

interested* as North Toronto parents, and

will always come when we ask them. Per-

haps they fear the school. Teachers are the

only 'professionals' in the district, so there

seems to be. more respect for our judge-

ment."
In an attempt to compensate for some of

the difficulties that inner-city children face,

the Board of Education has instituted ah

"Inner-City Schools" program. It proves 26

schools with more money for equipment,

lower student-teacher ratios, more parental

contact and more psychological services.

The downtown delinquency rate has dropped

considerably since the program was insti-

tuted three years ago.

Teachers, most of whom come from mid-

dle-class backgrounds, have to adjust to the

characteristics and problems of downtown
schools. They have to learn to expect differ-

ent things from children. "We don't worry

about their being late as long as they are

here," Mr. Head said. "You have to learn

to support them and build up their self-im-

age."

Larry Tomlinson is not quite so enthusias-

tic about the attitudes he found at school. "I

was encouraged by teachers to go on, but

m

the guidance information is totally unrealis-

tic. They treat it as if the end of public

school is the end.

"They tell you that the collegiates, the

technical schools and the commercial
schools are all equal, that they all have the

same outlook and the same aims," he said.

"I know a guy who wanted to be a Certified

Accountant. The guidance people told him
to go to commercial school. He wasted a

year before he found out at Manpower that

his course couldn't get him into accountan-

cy.

"They treat it as if you have the same
opportunity to make money no matter what
course you go into," Larry said. "They
mostly expect you to go to technical

school."

So the majority go to Castle Frank, or

East End Vocational , or Parkway Vocation-

al, or Eastern Commerce to learn trades

like clerking and cooking and typing and

quickly make their way onto the labor force

with or without a diploma. And you meet
boys of 10 whose somewhat wistful ambition

is take a course in bricklaying, though they

are not very confident about finishing it.

Not that they are really interested in brick-

laying, but it's the only kind of future they

have any notion of.

An exaggerated fear of failure pervades

children's educational hopes. Since they

know of almost no-one who has successfully

moved through the system, they view each

minor step as an almost insurmountable

obstacle. Students moving from Grade 6 at

Sackville School to Grade 7 at Park Senior

School expect to fail and very often do. Carl

Head attributes some of the trepidation to

the move to a larger school (1,100 students

compared with 165 at Sackville) and the

feeling of "impersonality" it induces.

Larry Tomlinson, who went to Park for

both Senior and Junior Public Schools,

makes the same point. "I don't think the

staff knew their students well enough. You
didn't feel that they knew you unless you

caused trouble."

But the most frightening jump for Cab-

bagetown children is Jarvis Collegiate,

where they have to compete academically

and socially with Rosedale types. They cer-

tainly are at an educational disadvantage

compared with their classmates from Rose-

dale, but Larry feels that the social barriers

are somewhat over-rated. "The crowd I

hung around with had all kinds of kids in it.

One of my friends got a sports car for his

1 -fc

I
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sixteenth birthday. The differences didn't
really bother me."
So why did Larry Tomlinson get to uni

versity in spite of these obstacles''
"I'm just lazier than anyone else It's a

respectable way to be a bum "
he said

"It's a heck of a lot easier than earning a
living.

6

Larry's parents, who are executive mem-
bers of the Trefann Court Residents Asso-
ciation, uncharacteristically encouraged
him to stay in school. "My going to Jarvis
was a real achievement for my parents

"

Larry said. "It was always pounded into my
head that technical school was where bums
went."

"I got a lot of encouragement from teach-
ers," he said, "but a lot of them are young
and inexperienced. Some of the public
school teachers don't know very much about
university."

But two of Larry's younger brothers are
already out working, having left school af-
ter Grade 10. "They wanted to be some-
thing, to start making money. My other
brother and my sister are probably staying
in school, partly because of my example,
but I don't know how far they are going."

So Larry Tomlinson is still an anomaly,
and the situation shows few signs of chang-
ing.

All this is not to suggest that everyone
should go to university. The problem is

simply that a kid from Cabbagetown has a
far smaller chance of getting anywhere in

the educational system. And if he gets no-
where in the educational system he has
very little chance of getting a decent job.

(opportunities decrease with increases in

automation). Which is the only way to

break the Cabbagetown cycle so that his

kids have the freedom that he lacks.

The chance to develop middle class hang-
ups and drop out comes only after one has
made it in the first place. The Board of

Education is doing a little bit to compen-
sate, but hardly enough to make a really

significant difference.

And despite all those speeches by Steven
Langdon and Tim Reid about making it pos-

sible for the kids of Cabbagetown to get to

university. POSAP and even free university

education will have little effect on the chil-

dren of Cabbagetown who face rather large

odds even reaching Grade 13. Larry Tomlin-

son is receiving nothing from OSAP this

year (he made a mistake in filling out his

form )

.

If people are really serious about univer-

sal accessibility, it means change in a

whole system which makes family wealth

the most important factor in educational

attainment.

playing tag with the board of education

Once upon a time I wanted to write an

article on the educational opportunities fac-

ing the children of Cabbagetown. Feeling

that some of the best people to talk to

would be educators working in that area, I

decided to speak to people at Sackville Jun-

ior Public School. Park Senior Public School

and Jarvis Collegiate Institute, for a survey

view of the situation.

So, on Wednesday, Nov. 13, I went down

to Sackville School to talk to Carl Head, the

principal, whom I knew from having worked

in his schoolyard last summer. I inter-

viewed him for about an hour, and he sug-

gested I speak to Frank Stewart, a vice-

principal at Park School, since he himself

had almost nothing to do with "streaming"

procedures.

I called up Park School, and, while Mr.

Stewart was not available, I made an ap-

pointment to meet a Mr. Robert McCulloch,

apparently a guidance counsellor, the next

morning.

I then phoned Jarvis Collegiate. It took

four calls before a secretary finally in-

formed me that the principal, a Mr. Jewel

(spelling my own), was not speaking to

anyone from the media, nor would he give
permission for anyone on his staff to do so.

The reason given was that he was retiring

at the end of this year.

Later the same day. Mr. McCulloch
called me back and informed me that I

would have to get permission to interview

him from a Mr. MacDonald at the Board of

Education.

Friday morning. I called M. K. Mac-
Donald, assistant superintendant of public

schools, and asked for permission to inter-

view Mr. McCulloch. Mr. MacDonald said

that Mr. McCulloch could not speak with
any authority for the school system as a
whole, and directed me to a Mr. Kitney,

head of Guidance for the Toronto system.
I called up Mr Kitney. Despite my tele-

phone manner, which tends toward the obse-
quious I I was greeted with a response so
defensive, it would make the most taciturn

university administrator sound like a PR
man.

Mr. Kitney admitted that he too had
worked for The Varsity when he went to

university and so understood my situation.
But the guidance system was so "complex"
and so varied, that he could not really speak
(or the whole system, and indeed, it would
be impossible for me to convey an accurate
impression of the system in the short time I

had available, seeing as how newspapers
distort things.

Why, the fact that I talked of "stream-
ing" (He doesn't like the word - I had used
it because Carl Head had) and called Mr.
McCulloch "Head of Guidance at Park
School" rather than a "guidance counsel-
lor" showed that I was already dealing in
wild inaccuracies.

"Why," Mr. Kitney said, "I've been
working in the system for 30 years, and I'm
still not prepared to write about it."

I expressed my sympathies but asked how
I could possibly find anything out if I

couldn't talk to anyone in individual schools
and he couldn't speak for the system in

general. He promised to put in a good word
for me with Mr. MacDonald.
Later the same day, Carl Head from

Sackville School called me and asked me
not to use his name unless Mr MacDonald
gave permission. He had felt he knew me
well enough to give me an interview, with-
out having things distorted as much as cer-
tain newspaper reports he was familiar
with, but had realized afterwards that he
should have gone through Mr MacDonald.
After I explained to him my present machi-
nations with the Board, he expressed great
Faith in Mr. Kitney's goodwill

I spent most of the next week trying to

get in touch with Mr. MacDonald again,
finally reaching him late Thursday after-

noon, I asked once again for permission to

speak to Mr. McCulloch. Mr. MacDonald
informed me that the power over such mat-
ters lay with the principal of the school

concerned, in the case of Park School, Mr.
McGilloway.

The next day, Friday, Nov. 20, I called

Mr. McGilloway He told me that the au-

thority over who says what in Toronto
schools does reside with Mr. MacDonald,
and that Mr MacDonald had in fact spoken
to him and denied me permission to talk to

Mr. McCulloch. I was to deal only with Mr.
Kitney.

"Say," asked Mr. McGilloway. "what's
really behind all this?" I told him again
that I was writing an article for The Var-
sity.

"What's your brother got to do with all

this?" (My brother is working as a commu-
nity organizer in the district served by Park
School).

I thanked him for clarifying the situation.

11 struck me that a massive transference

had taken place, that I had absorbed the

combined persecution complexes of all

Ihese educational bureaucrats.

Now, we're all somewhat aware of how
the employees of large industrial organiza-

tions become secretive. How they turn out

reports that conceal more than they dis-

close, how they become unwilling to give

out the most innocuous information, for fear

that they might lose their place in the

corporate pecking-order if someone found

out what they were really doing.

I am not going to try and plead obstruc-

tion of "freedom of the press" (though I do
resent being discriminated against for hav-

ing a brother ) and I can take a certain

comfort in realizing that these frightened

educational bureaucrats are at least one
step away from educating our children.

What really distresses me is that the

Public School system, the most public of

public institutions, is run by people with an
obscurantist attitude that is far more suita-

ble to the proprietors of forced labor

camps.

stories by louis erlichmann

photos by John swaigen
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The Engineering Society

PrBSBnts

Better Loving Through SKULE POWER

CANNONBA LL 6T9
Featuring

* The Stitch in Tyme
*

Ellis McClintock's Orchestra

* Folksingers Bob and Sue
PLUS

* The Jack Love Trio

* The Altar Ego
* Edward Bear

The L.G.M.B.F!
$4.00/couple FRI. NOV. 29 HART HOUSE

TICKETS AT • the SAC Office

• Engineering Stores

INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL

Mon., Dec. 2 Opening ceremonies
1:00 P.m. at Nathan Phillips Square. Parade from the Square to the University of

Toronto campus, with flags, and students from all countries with the

accompaniment of the steelband.

8:00 p.m. Address
at Convocation Hall - Everyone Welcome - ( MYSTERY SPEAKER? )

Tues., Dec. 3 International Fashion Show
8:00 P.m. at Cody Hall. Free tickets available at I.S.C.

Wed., Dec. 4 'Canada Night'
8:00 p.m. at ISC. Canadians will be giving a sample of their multi-lateral culture

to the overseas students. Everyone Welcome.

ThUr
arid

Dec
"
5 "'nternational Variety Show'

Fri. Dec. 6 at Ryerson Auditorium. In a multiple media presentation, the students
from 1 5 countries will be displaying some facet of their individual
cultures. Students $1.00 — Community $3.00.

Sat., Dec. l International Ball

8:00 p.m. at Casa Loma. An international Festival Queen will be selected from

the 12 princesses at the ball. 2 Orchestras. Bar. Canapes served.

$4.00 (Couple) - $2.50 (Single).

International Doc umentaries
MOVieS of the 75 countries from which students of the University of Toronto

have arrived will be shown at ISC and Hart House between 12 noon —
2:00 p.m. on each day of the Festival Week.

International Objects of Art
Art from abroad will be d i splayed in the library Hart House and ISC through

out the week.

International Specialities from many countries will be on sale during the lunch hour

CUISine
at a " careterias on campus through the Festival Week.

Vernon Edwards

Chairman

International Festival, 1968

928-2564

924-52G7

Eng. Congress invites applicants

Twenty U of T engineers

will have a unique chance to

discuss themselves and their

profession at a first-ever

conference in February.
*

Tom Gallo (IV APSC) says

applications are now being

received for U of T's 20 dele-

gates to the Congress of En-

gineers, to be held in Mont-

real Feb. 14-16, 1969.

There have been three sim-

ilar Congresses in the past,-

but this is the first time En-

gineers from outside the

province of Quebec have been

invited.

Engineers from all engi-

neering schools in Ontario

will participate in the confer-

ence, which will center

around four main topics: The

LIVE JAZZ
in Hart House

Music Room, 4-6 pm
Wednesday, November 27th

RAY SIKORA
and his

AFRO-CUBAN SEPTET
Everyone Welcome

(No tickets required)
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F.U. of T

FREE LECTURE

Mr. Bob Oltvero, director of

CUSO'S East Africa program

will speak 01 African Socialism

Tues. Nov. 26th 8:00 p.m.

CUMBERLAND HALL
International Student Centre

Engineer and his Moral Con-

science; The Role of the En-

gineer in the Corporate Sys-

tem; The Engineer and his

Political Environment; Engi-

neering Education.

Gallo, vice-president of the

Congress, says six applica-

tions were filed within three

hours after forms were made
available. (Get your very own
at the Engineering Stores.)

Engineers interested in

participating in the Congress
have until noon Wednesday,
Nov. 27 to file an application.

Applicants will be inter-

viewed and screened by a
four-man committee.

"It will involve a lot of

work," says Gallo. "Dele-

gates from each participating

university must prepare a

working paper on each of the

four topics."

GETTING ENGAGED?
The qht of o Diamond

its value. There are at least three

others of equal importance. Our
free booklet "The Day You Boy
a Diamond" gives information on
what you should expect and get

when you invest in a Diamond.
You CAN buy on a Direct Basis.

H. PROCTOR & CO.
DIAMOND AND GEM DEALERS,
131 BLOOR ST. W.. SUITE 416.

TORONTO

WANTED

DIRECTOR FOR RADIO VARSITY

APPLY

Communications Commissioner, SAC Office

by Thursday, November 28, 5 p.m.

SALARY - $20 per week

HART HOUSE ARCHERY CLUB
GENERAL MEETING
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th

SOUTH DINING ROOM - 7:30 p.m.

HART HOUSE
New Members Welcome

DENTANTICS

RETURNS

AT HART HOUSE '68



COMMENT

Wright Report - what will become of OCA?
By ANNE BOODY

Last February, students at
the Ontario College of Art
boycotted classes for more
than a week and marched to
Queen's Park to demand rein-
statement of two of their best
instructors, fired without no-
tice, and a more democratic
decision-making process in
the affairs of the College.

Following the unrest, the
Ontario government commis-
sioned Dr. Douglas Wright,
chairman of the Committee
of University Affairs, to
study the present legislation

and structure governing the
operation and administration
of OCA. His findings and re-

commendations were re-
leased in October.

The Wright Report bombed
with both students and fae
ulty. They had hoped for an
end of the obsolete and faulty

pattern of government and
administration. Instead they
got recommendations or a
compromise structure still

favoring the interests of the
administration rather than
the creative interests of stu-
dent . ind faculty.

The report's rhetoric was
revolutionary, but the Act
drawn up by Dr. Wright,

(which comes before the leg-

islature this week) is a com-
promise.

In the Report Wright intro-

duces four principles:

1 ) continual self-examina-

tion and change within OCA;

2) full consultation and par-

ticipation in decision-making

by all parts of the college

concerned;

3) that the different needs

and aspirations of "fine arts"

and "applied arts" be given

administrative recognition;

4) that the instructor at

OCA be accorded his full

professional rights.

Wright maintained the new
structure should be the sim-

plest possible within the

needs of the college with a

large number of formal bod-

ies for better participation

and communication within

the college.

The proposed College of

Art Act drawn up by Dr.

Wright would set up a college

council with the power to:

1) control, regulate and

determine the educational

policy of the council;

21 determine the courses of

study and standards for ad-

mission to the College and for

continual membership and

the qualifications for diplo-

mas;

3) to conduct examinations

and appoint examiners.

In fact, the proposed coun-

cil would have in its grasp
the powers behind the run-
ning of the college.

The council will consist of
18 persons and the OCA prin-
cipal as an ex-officio mem-
ber.

But one doesn't have to
look too closely to realize the
proposed structure still ca-
ters to the interests of the
administration and big busi-
ness instead of the creativity
of students and faculty.

Nine council members will
be appointed by the Lieuten-
ant-Governor of the province.
It seems doubtful that there
will be a fair representation
of public interest among
these nine that Wright as-
sumes.

creative intercourse of stu-

dents and faculty in their

everyday classes.

The reason the creativity is

not actualized can be directly

related to the present nature
of student-faculty experiences
and the subservience of these
experiences to the bureau-
cratic administration. This
authoritarian nature has been
the root of discontent at the
College for years.

The second contradiction is

more difficult to see. Faculty
argue among themselves
whether or not there should
be a separate "fine arts" di-

vision.

Dr Wright urges change to
occur gradually. The very
mention of "change" at OCA
is devastating to the Fine

photo by JOH.\ WA TSO\
Dr. Douglas Wright t:nd panel chairman at a discussion on
Wright Report.

Six members will be fac-

ulty, elected from the full-

time academic staff of the

college. But Wright doesn't

report that most of the staff

are part-time instructors who
work outside the college as

well.

Three students will be

elected by the full-time stu-

dents of the college.

The act stipulates that

those elected students be of

good standing but who deter-

mines whether a student is of

good standing is unclear.

The report doesn't say.

As it turns out, the power-

ful council is hardly a fair

representation of all factions

of the college.

The students seem united

in their belief that the token-

ism offered them is not satis-

factory.

But the faculty has turned

to bickering among them-

selves about the feasibility of

departmental divisions as

recommended by the report.

In general there are two

contradictions at OCA.

On one hand is a bureau-

cratic and authoritarian ad-

ministration whose interests

are orderly conduct in pre-

determined units. On the oth-

er hand there is the potential

Arts division. To them it

means the extermination of

their department. At a meet-

ing with Dr. Wright and stu-

dents earlier this month, Fine

Art teachers were vocal in

airing their discontent with

the idea of "breaking down
the walls between depart-

ments".

Other faculty members
said art knows no divisions

and some of the most crea-

tive art is done in the field of

advertising where writers,

artists, and analysts work as

a team.

Here the contradiction

rises. Indeed in the above sit-

uation, artists, writers and
analysts would bend their

creativity towards selling

girdles and car tires.

Who would they be serv-

ing? Those corporate ties

they've tried so desperately

to emancipate themselves
from. Those corporate ties

that the administration

they've been battling, repre-

sents.

The horror is that this bick-

ering among faculty and stu-

dents leaves time and room
for the enthusiastic adminis-
tration to implement its full

power. What will result is an
administration turning OCA
into another conglomerated
College of Applied Arts and
Technology.

Roger J. Smith

moderate reforms for

university government

a General Assembly at the head, with

student - faculty and Legislature - nomin-

ated representation.

c
College and Faculty councils to account

^ for diverse needs and opinions of the

various constituents of the University.

u
A new democratic Student - Faculty

Council for the Arts and Science to co-

ordinate proposals of Departmental Review,

Course Unions, and the Allen & Mac-

Pherson reports.

Moderate, responsible leadership

TODAY, 1 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

TOMORROW, CUG VOTING - SMITH #1

Commission on

U niversity

G overnment

TUESDAY

NOV. 26

VOTE

Philip WULTS
. graduate student - Centre for the Study of Drama

• editor-in-chief - St. George Dragon

• member - G.S.U. Executive

• liberal critic of S.A. C. and The Varsity

• member, student-staff committee, Slavic Dept. 1967-68

There is only one issue in this election - the

ability of each candidate to maintain an objective

attitude so that he can judge the commission's sub-

missions with an open mind. Mr. Wults, like most

students on this campus, is not committed to extreme

ideologies. He is therefore well qualified to represent

students on CUG.

Thomas Hobbes Memorial Free University

GENERAL MEETING
(all courses) to discuss the future if any of the institution

8 p.m., TONIGHT, Innis College, South of Hart House
East of University

College
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HERE AND NOWTORONTO DANCE THEATRE CONCERT

AT

TORONTO WORKSHOP PRODUCTIONS

12 ALEXANDER ST.. TORONTO

Monday, December 2nd, 9th & 16th

8:30 pm

Box Office 925-0526 & 923-6264

choreography: TICKETS $3.00
Peter Randazzo

Patricia Beatty

David Earle

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

THE GEORGE BROWN LECTURES sponsored by the

Government of Ontario in Honour of the 150th Anniversary

of the birthday of the Honourable George Brown, a Father

of Confederation, will be delivered by Professor G.A.

Shepperson of the University of Edinburgh.

Monday, November 25 The Intellectual and Anti-

Slavery background of George

Brown's Scotland

David Livingstone and North

America

The Scots and the Feder-

ation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland

PLACE:Seely Hall, Trinity College

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, November 27

Friday, November 29

TODAY
1 p.m.

Final CUG Forum, Convocation

Hall

Folk concert with Paul Bigger.

Ladies welcome Hart House Music

Room
VCF presents Robin Guinness on

'Bottomless Despair — Groundless

Optimism — and the Gospel of Jesus

Christ Wymilwood Music Room,
bring your lunch

Ail psychology students are invited

to a student-staff committee meet-

ing. South Sitting Room. Hart House.

4 p.m.

History Dept. faculty and students

are invited to an informal coffee

hour at Innis College II, 63 St.

George St Sponsored by HSU, to 6

p.m.

5 p.m.

Meeting of U of T debating union,

North Sitting Room, Hart House.

7 p.m.

Christian Perspective Club —
Christian Perspective in Science II

iMartain and Coulson).

7:30 p.m.

J, A. Bradshaw, LLB, on intrica-

cies of "Diving and Salvage Law".

East Common Room, Hart House.

8:30 p.m.

Molieres Tartuffe by "Le Treteau

de Paris", theatre group from
France on its North American Tour.

Hart House theatre.

Midnight

UBE presents Jack Stout on "Top-

less Hopefulness in the World of B.

Chrtieu", who will be served after-

wards. Room 666, the Grauniad,

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

Contemporary Music Group —
PULSARS: a musical game for three

chamber ensembles and three con-

ductors. Room 078, Edward Johnson

Bldg.

PRINCIPLES

There has been much argument during this campaign about retention or

abolition of the Board of Governors and about the advisability of equal faculty —
student control of the university But these are policies: what is their underlying

principle? This principle is. of course, the principle of properly rights: the rights of
an owner of property to control it and decide its use. Paul Vesa stands unequivo-
cally behind this principle his opponents, with one or two exceptions, reject it.

This means that Paul Vesa stands unequivocally behind the rights of the owners
of this university, the taxpayers of this province, and their agents, the Board of

Governors, to run this university.

If you accept the principle of property rights you see that the faculty of this

university are its employees and the students are its customers It should be
quite obvious that neither customers nor employees should control any enter-
prise, let alone one as important as a university Employees are hired because
they know how to do a certain job, such as teach Customers pay to get a cer-
tain commodity, such as knowledge Employees are given some leeway by the
employer in how they do their job Similarly, customers make recommendations
if they are dissatisfied with the product But it is not the right of the students
and not the right of the faculty to govern this university any more than it is the
right of any other group of customers and employees to run any other enterprise
Freedom involves rights and the most basic right of all is that of property.
Choose freedom. Vote freedom.

On Tuesday. November 26

VOTE PAUL VESA
for Committee on University Government (C.U.G.)

Sociology students' union meeting,

Bickersteth Room, Hart House.

U 0/ T Libera! Club meeting to

discuss results of OSL Convention.

Room 1071, Sid Smith.

O.S.A.P. Action Group discusses

What is To Be done. 91 St. George.

A free trip to Finland with colored

slides — by Finnish exchange stu-

dents (ladies welcome) Music Room.
Hart House.

Yavneh — Student paper on Par-

shat Hashavvah given by Ronald

Klumpus. Room 2129, Sid Smith.

General membership meeting —
important issue at hand — everyone

attend. Room 214, UC.

A seminar for general history stu-

dents concentrating in History con-

cerning procedure for application to

graduate school, to be conducted by

Professors Israel and Grendler.

1:15 p.m.

Christian Science Service — testi-

monies of spiritual healing and semi-

nar. Room 2112, Sid Smith.

Community Action Working Group
— is there a future? South Sitting

Room. Hart House.

6 p.m.

Hillel Dinner, call for reservations,

923-7837. Hillel House.

7:30 p.m.

Chess lecture — admission 50c,

(members free) refreshments. Music

Room, Hart House.

Archery Club general meeting —
new members welcome. South Dining

Room, Hart House.

Bob Olivero, Director of CUSO's

East Africa Program will speak on

African Socialism. Cumberland Hall,

ISC.

8 p.m.
Rabbi Kammerling's seminar con-

tinues on topic — "Some Contempo-
rary Issues on Jewish Ethics" Hillel

House.

All Day
CUG Elections — see SAC ad, page

2 of today's Varsity.

F.U. OF T
TODAY
1 p.m.

Dean Ham, faculty of engineering,

on "The Role of the Engineer in So-

ciety". Mechanical Building, Room
102.

7:30 p.m.

"Labor in Canadian History " — S.

Ryerson, North sitting room. Hart

-House.

8 p.m.

General meeting: what (if any-

thing) will we become? Innis College

Common Room.
Women's Liberation, 44 St. George.

TUESDAY
8 p.m.

Non-authoritarian medicine partic-

ularly for the "health sciences"

swingers — discussion of "health

hang-ups" and article "The Doctors

Meet the People" can be picked up
at the SAC office. Meeting at Dr.

Baines' 40 Elgin (3 blocks north of

Bloor between Avenue Rd. and Bed-

ford).

Here and Now notices must be in

The Varsity office, 91 St. George,
second floor, no later than 4 p.m. the

day before they are to appear. No
Here and Now will be taken by tele-

phone. Unless name and phone num-
ber of sponsor is included, we regret

we cannot run the notice.

SPECIAL

J

$OR STUDENTS
eALL CHRISTMAS CARDS

& Q1FT "WRAP

1 OFF/

BHQMLEY
PENTHOUSE
PARTIQUE

A Complete Line of Party Needs - Catering - Exotic Gifts

PLACE DES BOUTIQUES - 80 BLOOR ST. WEST
Next Door to the Embassy

THE HARTFIELD
The best in blues & rock

Phone manager; Sheldon Laiwint

635 - 1006
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RUTABAGA
k

WATERLOO (Special) - J.

H. Hagey — founding presi-

dent of the University of

Waterloo — has resigned, and
students are angry over the
method of choosing his suc-

cessor.

Hagey, who underwent
throat surgery in 1967, said
he was resigning because of

his inability to use his voice.

"With the unrest that has
occurred at the University of

Waterloo recently it is neces-
sary that a university presi-

dent be able to speak to the
students," he said.

The Board of Governors
will appoint a 14-man com-
mittee, including five faculty

^ and two students, to choose
Hagey's successor. In so
doing, the Board rejects a
report recommending a

search committee dominated
by faculty and students.

Student council ex-Presi-
dent Brian Iler was critical

of the Board's method of

choosing a new president.

"What can students and fac-

ulty now think of the adminis-

tration's rhetoric about mu-
tual trust and co-operation?"

he asked.
•

NASHVILLE - (Special)

The Vanderbilt University

Board of Trust has decided to

allow four young people to

take seats on the 36-member
governing body of the univer-

sity.

The only stipulation is that

they must not be students.

BURNABY (CUPI - The
three-day occupation of the
Simon Fraser administration
building met a sudden death
early Saturday morning when
Acting Administration Presi-
dent Ken Strand called in the
cops and 114 students were
arrested.

Over 150 local RCMP offi-

cers (acting as Provincial

Police in British Columbia I

hit the campus at 2:15 a.m.

as Strand took a bullhorn to

announce the building would
be cleared in half an hour.

Strand read out his procla-

mation three times, as he

stood before the locked build-

ing: "To all persons occu-

pying any part of the aca-

demic services and adminis-

tration area of the library

building: you are hereby di-

rected to leave the building

within approximately one half

hour, that is by three a.m.;

SFU!114 arrested
repeat three a.m.. Saturday.

November 23. 1968

"This University will no

longer tolerate any interfer-

ence with the use of its prop-

erty. I. and I alone, have

requested the RCMP to come
on campus.
"There are two options:

each of you may leave the

building or the RCMP will

remove you. The decision is

yours."

"At the stated time of

three a.m.; the RCMP will

enter the building. Any per-

son remaining in any of those

areas after three a.m. or in-

terfering with the RCMP or

myself entering the building,

will be arrested by the RCMP
and will be charged under the

criminal code of Canada."
A copy of the warning was

slid under the door but after

a half hour discussion of al-

ternatives, only 60 students
left voluntarily The rest de-
cided to remain and peaceful-
ly await arrest.

The 60 people who left by
the front door were led
through a cordon of about 20

cops, photographed, then al-

lowed to go their way.
Those who remained to be

arrested were led out one by-

one, with a cop on either

side, through a cordon of

about 100 police.

All roads leading to the

University were blocked, and
everyone approaching or
leaving the campus had his

name, address and license

number recorded by the cops.

Several cars were turned
back.

The students, carted off to

the police station in paddy
wagons, were charged with

"obstructing lawful interest

or use of private property."

The charge carries a penalty

of up to seven years in

prison

The Simon Fraser student

council met at 5:40 a.m. Sat-

urday and pledged council
funds for legal aid and bail.

The council condemned
Strand for calling the RCMP
in violation of academic free-

dom and the integral autono-

my of Simon Fraser. and said

the president was unwilling to

resolve the conflict internal-

ly Another resolution by the
executive, to be ratified by a
general meeting, calls for

Strand's resignation. Students
were asked not to attend any
meeting called by the acting

president.

The Alumni Association of

the university will now nomi-

nate a member of each grad-

uate class in addition to se-

lecting three other nominees.

"This move," said Chancel-

lor Alexander Heard, "will

bring the trustees close to the

contemporary life of the

campus."

Your final chance to hear
the CUG candidates, live and
in person, is at 1 p.m. today

in Convocation Hall, where
they will be haranguing the

masses and also soliciting

votes.

A FREE TRIP TO FINLAND

WHEN?- Tuesday, November 26th 1-2 pm

WHERE? - Music Room, Hart House

WHO? - Everyone Welcome

The Finnish Exchange Students will take you on an

one-hour trip to FINLAND with coloured slides.

RON B. THOMSON

S.G.S.

• DECENTRALIZED DECISIONS

STAFF-STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

- OPEN UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT

A PROGRESSIVE FOR C.U.G.

VANCOUVER (VNS) -
Since last Thursday beer has

been flowing in the Univer-

sity of British Columbia, stu-

dent centre.

The students have obtained

a 24-hour renewable liquor

permit from the government,
but hopefully, if they stay

within the law they will have
a permanent licence by
spring.

To rigidly enforce the 21 or

over law membership eligibil-

ity cards are being sold for

$1.00 apiece. In order to pur-

chase one, applicants must

4 xlolsfa
E
R

i o
P c

I UiUtdU
t> llw

supply three pieces of identi-

fication, each stating the age,

one of which must be their

Alma Mater Society Card
(ATL).

•
For the present guests will

not be admitted.

The biggest problem the

students expect will be space.

They are opening their beer

garden in a party room that

holds only 200 people.

•

The Free University of

Toronto is getting together in

the Innis College common
room (located between UC
and the flagpole) at 8 p.m.

tonight to gaze at its commu-
nal naval. The ghost of

Thomas Hobbes is expected

to be exorcised publicly

•
The Role of the Engineer in

Society is the topic set for

engineering dean J. H Ham
when he addresses a meeting
of engineers today at 1 p.m.
in the Mechanical Building.

Room 102.

•
Wide-eyed pussycat found

Wed. near Sir Dan, enjoys

taking on all comers, and has

taken up semi permanent res-

idence She (he. it) has short

grey hair and may be con-

tacted at 928-2522

WRITE TO B1SSELL

TODA Y!

There is a real danger that the Board of (iovcrnors may Mall

on the graduate student application for withdrawal from the

Students' Administrative Council at it* meeting on Novem-
ber 28.

Section 34(3) of the University of Toronto Act (1947)

guarantees each student the right of direct access to the

President, and via the President to the Board, on matter*

"he is or may deem himself to be entitled to complain".

Please do nut let the Administrators foil a democratically

taken student decision. Write to Bissell today! If necessary,

ask for an interview!

President C Btsscll,

Simcoc Hall.

University of Toronto.

Toronto 5.

Dtar Pmidtnt Bmetl.

••clip and nuil

November 25 ,1968.

I would like to express to you my support for graduate student

-iihdM*.il from the Students' Administrative Council.

For the cause of campus democracy, I recommend thai the

Board of Governors accept the overwhelming mandaic for with-

drawal granted by the graduate students

Pkasc inform me of your opinit

this matter

Yours truly.

i and your immediate policy on

NAME ....

ADDRESS.

Mi no postage stamp necessary through University Mail.
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TARTUFFE

AT HART HOUSE

MOH. HOY. 25

SOLD-OUT

What did you learn
in school today?

FOR SPECIALITY S PORTS & HIGH
PERFORMANCE CAR SERVICE &

_ _ ACCESSORIES
S

JOHN DOBBINS SERVICE.
10 BIRCH AVE.. TORONTO 7

JAQUAn. MG. HEALEY. HOVE
922-9329
TRIUMPH. HONDA CARS

By MARY 8ASTEDO

Prof W. McLeod (McLeod." he ex-

plained, "means son of ugly' ") evoked

response from his Greek and Latin Litera-

ture 220 class Wednesday afternoon during a

discussion of Homer's Iliad.

"Does anyone feel for Patroclus?" he

said.

Paul McCann (II SMC) stuck his hand up.

"Have you anything else to say?"

"No, I just feel for him."

Crinkle, crinkle. Someone was cleaning

his glasses with a $2 bill.

His glasses finally spotless, the boy said,

"My idea of Achilles is that anyone who
spent 15 books (of the Iliad) in his tent mut-

tering 'Nuts to them' is no hero."

McLeod wrinkled his bald brow in pertur-

bation and asked for a straw vote on wheth-

er or not Achilles was justified in going on

strike. Achilles got a handful of votes.

"In favor of management?" he asked

hopefully, waving the sleeve of his aca-

demic gown in the air.

McCann put up his hand.

"Hey. you're really participating today,"

McLeod remarked.

Patroclus killed 54 Trojans, which was
the Trojan War record, the class learned.

"I like to do things in black and white to

make them a bit more ridiculous," McLeod
explained.

"If you make things grey you may begin

to believe there's a bit of sense in them."

jjjMMiittiiii iiii iiiffiiiMiiiMSiES'-i

PATTERNS OF CULTURE—

«

Complete a year's

required reading

in10weeks.
Whatever you're studying, from first year English to fifth

year medicine, there are a lot of texts you should read, a

large number of books you have to read. Now, by reading

three times faster, you can cover all of your required reading

in less than one third of the normal lime. Or read three times

as much as the average student.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course teaches you

to read faster, with improved comprehension. To retain

more of what you read, and to concentrate more easily.

If you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Give yourself two-thirds more time to read more, learn

more, be more. Call us now at 923-46S I and enroll in one of

the dynamic reading courses starling next week. Or come to

our open house on Saturday, November 23 from 12 noon to

3 P.M. at the Evelyn Wood Institute at 1 104 Bay Street or at

the Yorkdale Shopping Centre and learn what dynamic

reading is all about.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics

Institute1104 Bay Street Tel. 923-4681

Enroll by phone in any of these classes.

1104 Bay St., Nov. 25 Monday 7:30 PM. Nov. 26 Tuesday 6:00 PM, Nov. 27 Wednesday 7:30 PM, Nov 30 Saturday 9:30 AM
Yorkdale Shopping Centre, Nov. 25 Monday 7:30 PM, Nov. 27 Wednesday 7:30 PM, Nov. 30 Saturday 9:30 AM
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Can. College Bowl

draws more than 19M
Those huge Chesire Cat smiles which lit up the sky late

Friday night were more than Unidentified Flying Objects with
a sense of humor. They belonged to the smug, satisfied faces
of the Canadian College Bowl executive, who, at long last,
have established their promotion as a viable sporting attrac-
tion.

K 6

After three haunting years in the wilderness, the College
Bowl has come in from the cold, and more than 19,000 fans
were on hand at Varsity Stadium in tumultuous testimony to
this fact. This was the largest crowd to view pigskin pummell-
ing at the Bloor St. Bowl since the Argonauts left in 1959.

Of course, having nearby schools like Queen's and Waterloo
Lutheran in the Bowl didn't exactly hamper ticket sales, but,
now officially designated by the Canadian Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Union as the national collegiate championship, the point
is that the Bowl's success seems permanent. It will probably
never flop again.

The huge crowd on hand was not disappointed either. They
saw an exciting, wide-open, entertaining football game. To the

surprise of no one, Queen's Golden Gaels had little trouble
rolling over Waterloo Lutheran Golden Hawks 42-14, but there

was lots of good action.

Gaels' veteran quarterback, Don Bayne, directed a superbly
balanced attack of 246 yards rushing and 241 yards passing.

He completed 13 of 18 tosses for three touchdowns including a

spectacular hot potato effort that went Bayne to Heino Lilies

to Keith Eaman to Bayne to end Don Mclntyre (all by his

lonesome) for a 71 yard scoring play. For his effusive efforts,

Bayne won the Ted Morris Memorial Trophy as the game's
outstanding performer.

After spotting Lutheran an early 6-0 lead when Wayne Mi-

zen recovered a fumbled punt in the end zone. Queen's roared

to a 21-6 gap at the half and carried on splendidly from there.

Mclntyre had two majors for the Kingston Tri-colour (the

other on a 16 yd pass) as did halfback Keith Eaman (runs of

11 and 2 yds ). The others came from Dick Van Buskirk (1

yard pass) and Heino Lilies (9 yd. ramble). Doug Cozac had

four converts while Jim McKeen kicked two singles to com-
plete Gaels scoring.

Doug Strong, a real standout for Lutheran with 63 yards in

16 carries and eight receptions for 133 yards, had Waterloo's

second touchdown while Adrian Kraayeveld (Adrian Kraayev-

eld? ) snared a two point conversion pass from Mike Lynch.

Gaels had simply too much class for Lutheran whose task

was somewhat akin to halting the Nazis with "a piece of pa-

per" (cf. Neville Chamberlain, 1939, Munich).

49k

Gaels' defense halts Lutheran end Bab Hamilton 1751 after short pass. Jim Tail (29)
grasps tightly while Theron Craig closes in dramatically.

pltoloi by JOHN SWAlGtN

Hawks' hard-charging halfback Doug Strong (26) is on the move again, eluding

Gaels' Bill McNail (19)

.m TOMORROW, LETS V07F WE WAY

jff^ we REALLY BELIEVE

vote for: REALISM CO-OPERATION & COMMON SENSE

reject: THE POLITICS OF SIT-INS, CONFRONTATIONS,

AND THREATS

ELECT

F. PAUL FROMM for C.U.G.
"The Government of Ontario is giving us. as students, the opportunity of exercising a real voice in

determining the future of this university We can seize this chance and use it constructively or we can blow it

by having student representatives who will be demanding the impossible The Ontano Govemmeni is m an

economy mood and is caught in an economic squeeze My opponent. Mr Hae told a SAC meeting at Lor

etto Residence that we (S A C ) have not recognized the legitimacy of the Board of Governors While I would

like to see the Board representing a greater cross-section of society, such talk as this is irresponsible postur

ing It may impress the neo-Marxists on campus, but it is not the way to get things done We cannol ignore

the government appointed trustees of the people who pay 6/7 of the cost of our education — the taxpayers

Mv aDDroach is one of honest, man-to-man discussion Mr Rae told the summer SAC meeting Then il

no reason if I am talking to Claude Bissell. why students cannol be occupying Simcoe Hall or doing what

ever revolutionary thing they like " Student leaders who resort xo threats or disruption are not the types who

will inspire compromise and confidence in the soolled "powers that be"' Let s face it. the time has come

for a moderate responsible voice Our student image has been dirtied too long by raucous radicals who op

pose an thing that is established, and whose violent rhetoric evokes a Utopia of unstructured, aimlessly per

missive anarchy
Un | lke many candidates for C U G . I have not dreamed up a blue-print for Utopia

U f T I I e measure the men you elect will be called upon to study and evaluate the bnefs YOU and

t,

' ° 1 h'
9

n *.< submit to the Commission I believe that responsible student participation should be
other interested pantos

univer51ty Our voice should be heard but we cannot realistically demand an
the rule ot every levei o

Qf |he v>j( fT%ato„ty o( s ,udenII who have not come ou| 10 c U G
equal or """""'"A,"*

™J eJ" rth ,he present structure of All university That .. not to say that UolTi.
forums I am basically sansheo m |h> ( ^Quletioni and in course requirements, are
perfect, or to deny that minor cnoi-y

needed
desire to co operate and to listen, jnd my genuine desire for real and re

I offer you my
-

interest r
ch toC \JG be to your liking I would be pleased end flattered

sponsible form Should my pragmas

to be your rep
"

F Paul Fromm

STUDENT

PRICES

Tues. Wed. Thurs

8:30

Tickets at the

Box Office

$1.75

LAST WEEK
tferjl letMitfr

lj*C<«Jli«l KOj'f *vfc«* - ttm.

' 0'ilin Jlitj.dm (•ttliaijnihip J

tl
- - J( n

t frertjiiiai proposition

HILLEL FOUNDATION
presents

1 Tic Cobaiece Theatre

Opens Tues. Doc. 3

Tickets-Colonnade Theatre

and 186 St. George

Phone 921-7837

mdmt th» direction of Alan Go* don

i new comedy

t. f." Dentin

NOW PLAYING
COLONNADE THEATRE

Phone 925-4573
TUCS WED . THUHS . 8 30 ~ S2-SC

">: < JO S3 90
SAI ".1 "'•» " "SO

CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC

GROUP

Edward Johnton Bldg.

Nov. 26. Room 078. I;p.n

PULSARS

a musical GAME for three

chamber ensemble* and

three conductor!.

by John Rea
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Mike Bolland (14) picks up loose puck outside his own blueline and heads the U.S. game. There is no such thing as a two-line offside and icing is

toward the St. Lawrence goal. If you wonder where the centre red line is, called only when the puck is shot the length of the rink from behind a
don't be alarmed. There isn't one. This is one of the exciting (?) features of team's own blueline.

By PHIL BINGLEY deserved their decision, they Field and Brent Swaniek had Terry Peterman had to set- younger American team. It

CANTON, N.Y. - It took a
were sti " f°rt"nate to come the others. tie for a draw when he tus- was by far the best all-round

spanking from a group of
out on t0P Bllles wcre dis01"- Tne 8ame was highlighted sled with a SLU played who effort in Varsity's six pre-

Canadians who play their ganized for most of the first by two fights, both of which outweighed him by 20 pounds, season games,
shinny American style to

and se<-'ond periods but start- occurred in the second pe- But John Gordon gained a iA .., , .
,

wake up Varsity Blues this
ed to move in the third, riod. Since fighting means split decision (the SLU offi-

Aanan Watson, who played

week-end and lead them back Clarkson led 3-1 with less automatic disqualification ciaL scorer had his man second game in goal

from the lackadaisical fog in
than fifteen minutes remain- under U.S. intercollegiate ahead on points) in the other

came UP w 't" a tine pertorm-

which thev have been operat- inK when st«ve Monteith law, all four combatants one shower affair.
ance including several spec-

ing of late. scored his second goal of the were excused from further Hockeywise, Blues simply
aeular st0Ds

r

d""ng the

Blues wcre beaten 4-3 in
ni6ht and Dave Field batted activity. had too much class for the

team s few defenslve ^Pl-
over-time on Friday evening in lhe equalizer,

by Clarkson Institute of Tech- Varsity held a slight edge
nology (in Potsdam. New in the overtime frame until a
York), a team whose roster line change left the playing
lists only four U.S.. born surface sans Blues (except of
players Clarkson outhustled. course for netminder Tom
OUtshot and generally out- Little) and Tech scored the
played Varsity to the delight winner on a breakaway,
of a packed house of loyal Little was the best of coach
Tech supporters. Tom Watt s charges with a
One night later, Blues solid display of goaling that

moved into Canton for a kept the team in the game fgame with SI Lawrence Uni i ^^T^^mkand had no trouble Steve Monteith also turned^ *

prevailing 8-3 The difference in a good effort with his two
on the two games was simple goals and constant skating.
- the Toronto players en- In Canton, captain Paul
tered the second match with Laurent and centre Brain St. *^r*4fc
a much better attitude and John led the way with two ^ T
worked a lot harder. goals apiece Brian Tomp-
While Clarkson certainly son. Bob McClelland, Dave

FENCING , =w w
Four Varsity Fencers qualified for the final pool of (he ^ 0 «^

Open Foil Dell Tourney at the Woodsman Club in Toronto In S f
the history of the Varsity as well as so early in the intercol- / A
legiate season this performance is unrivalled Fencers from y W
all over Ontario .is well as new members Varsity Club ap- f
plauded the excellent fencing of:-

Han Sung Ho _ 2nd.
Rowland Griffin 4th.

Martin Peros 7th. Defenceman Bill L'Heureu. |6) leads the play into the St. Lawrence defence lone dur-
Ron Rice 8th ing the second period. L'Heureux shared playmaking honors in the gome with winger
Page 20 — THE VARSITY. Monday. November 25. ig68 Sl,ve *"<""eith. Each had two assists
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& URBAN RENEWAL
By INGRID VABAUS

Trefann Court is part of

Cabbagetown and Cabbage-
town, they say, is a slum.

The houses are small and
old and huddle together be-

tween Queen, Parliament,
Shuter and River streets. And
the people who live there are

poor, by middle class stand-

ards.

Trefann Court is in Ward
Two along with upper middle

class Rosedale and two years

ago City Hall branded the

area a slum and earmarked it

for urban renewal.

Since then, residents have
been faced with City Hall's

large impersonal bureaucracy
which intends to make deci-

sions for them — decisions

that will affect their lives,

decisions over which they

have no control.

This sounds like the student

power rhetoric But the peo-

ple in Trefann Court are no

radicals. They don't trust

City Hall and they knew then

that the money they'd get

wouldn't find them another

house.

The residents wanted to

light expropriation and a few

interested people went in to

the area to help them organ-

ize.

Now, two years later, there

resisting the cure

in trefann court

pholobi JOH\ SWAlOt^

is a staff of three community
organizers at work in Trefann

Court. Two of these are John
Sewell and Wolf Erlichman.

both alumni of the University

of Toronto

When they came to the

area two years ago. Sewell

was an almost lawyer in his

last year at Osgoode Hall and

Erlichman an MA social

worker, minus thesis, from

the 0 of T school of Social

Work
The rebellion in Trefann

started when City Hall tried

lo expropriate And the rebels

came up with quite a revolu-

tionary attitude — they want-

ed a new house to replace

their old one at no extra

charge.

The Residents' Association

was organized.

"We see ourselves as staff

for the residents' association

If you work all day how can

you go to City Hall and

fight'' "Sewell asked, sliding

deeper into his coat It was

cold in the Trefann Court

Community House The place

looked very much like a hip-

pie pad with the bare outlines

of makeshift furniture, but

somehow it felt comfortable

It looked a lot like Rochdale

before it went highrise

"Every organization will

fail if they haven't got people

to do the everyday things for

them — like go to Board of

Control sessions, circulate

times and places of meetings
— things like that." he added.

The earmarking for re-

newal has a peculiar effect

on the people who live in an

area

They know their houses are

going to be torn down soon so

they don't bother to fix them
up.

The place starts to really

look decrepit But the people

don'l care because they know
they probably won't even be

living in the same area any

more
Past experience in urban

renewal here in Toronto

shows that residents from the

old community don't come
back to live in the new row

housing built for them.

Less than a quarter of the

tenants of Alexandra Park

and Don Mount got into the

new public housing

And knowing this, the peo-

ple feel they might as well be

out of the area So the com-
munity dies waiting for urban

renewal but the people go on

existing there until every-

thing is demolished

You wonder what kind of

thinking goes on behind the

progress of urban renewal in

Toronto

Not so long ago when the

city's second great clearance

of urban blight began — the

Alexandra Park project south

of Kensington market — a

bright, idealistic first year

kid wanted to do something

relevant for society, she

wanted to help people A col-

lege group was helping the

city study slum clearance

She wanted lo see a slum so

she took the tour.

She saw old houses built

one right next lo the oilier.

There were a lot of kids

around They looked dirty and

ragged. They all played in the

street and the older ones —
only eight or nine — came
out with some really dirty

language And there were al-

leyways behind with garbage

everywhere — tied up in big

green bags. But still, there

was so MUCH of it.

The windows were dirty

and the houses needed paint,

some of the porches were

crumbling. There was the odd

gaping hole where a base-

ment window should have

been.

She KNEW there would be

rats in those smelly dark cel-

lars. This was a slum, not

like the suburban bungalow

she was used to.

But no one really bothered

to speak to people who lived

in this slum' To Ihem it was

a meaningful coherent life-

style. Living in high-rise

apartments in the city, or

moving to the suburbs or liv-

ing in the artificial creations

called housing projects in the

city are alien and unsuitable

alternatives.

Maybe the City — and the

idealistic kid — didn't realize

this when they both agreed

new houses were better than

old.

But now the City has decid-

ed to do the same thing in

Trefann Court after the peo-

ple there have shown how the

city's urban renewal plan

would hurt rather than help

them.
continued on page 3
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NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
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HILLEL FOUNDATION
presents

at Tki Coloniade Theatre

Opens Tues. Dec. 3

Tickets-Colonnade Theatre

and 186 St. George

Phone 921-7837

undar the direction o( Alan Cordon

LIBRARY EVENING
To-Night - 8:00 ,i.m.

Library - Hart House

with

ALLAN R. FLEMING
Chief Designer, U. of T. Press

Topic

THE YEAR OF THE LAND'

(Ladies may be invited by members)

TODAY
Noon

Sinking reporter Irom Peterborough Eiam.ner an<J

Stir reporter, speaking On Peterborough paper stnke
Want your lupport on petal lines this Fnday morning
91 St George

12:10 p.m.
IEEE MTG drseusiion on Engineering management,

management concilration pioblams with unions. Every
one welcome G 24B

1 p.tn.

Semlnar lor honors history students lor application

procedural to graduate school Special students also
invned flm 3135 S.d Smiih

Classical concart with Faculty o( Mi
ladies welcome Music room. Han House

maetino La:

Members i jllege i

mng Room 1 18 UC
Open semmai by Professor John Poyniey Union

Melbourne, on The Critique ol Iho Old Poor Law
Egnland lo be followed by a comparative discussion
wellare reform Upper Library Massey College

How Jewish Welfare Ser

s meeting ol support

ctor-S,le. plan.. Piclon

II speak Rm 1071 Sid

4:10 p m
Pulsars, talk by Piof Thoma

Lennan Labs

Lrle drawing Admission SO
33 Si George si

FU ol T

7 p-ti

Gold Rm 103. Mc-

Paper supplied ISC.

Mythology 153 St.

im 2129. S<d Smiih.
Employment bneling session lor graduate engineers.

Uan Heodnck. Placement Service, flm 102. Mechsni-

110 p.m
Hart House camera show color sh

Frank Royal Club room
2:30 p.m.

Or Keith Sprcer will address the Vi

Association Wy milwood

.
Religion i

George Apt 203
7:30 r> m

Nurtesl Medsmenl POTSI Oemsl Pharmacists!
What do you think about ahealth faculties umonf
Come and talk things over at the SHOUT maetlng.
ISC. 33 Si George

Psychology Student Union counter -course program
Research in Clinical Psychology South sitting room.
Hen House

4 p rr

i Ray Sik<

Applications are now being received for the

two (2) student positions on the Presidential

Advisory Committee on the future of Hart House.

P lease submit app lie at ions

to: Jeanne McGuire

SAC Office

University of Toronto

by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 4th, 1968.

Judged by

i Women's

Alro Cuban Jan

iveisation ISC. 33 St

7:30 p.m.
lg — refreshments ISC. 33 St George
spending a year in Fioncoi' Moating of

:iub Everyone welcome Discussion and

Live

Basic French. German

Threepenny Opera, a musical presented by Si
Mike's theatre MicMies Ryerson theatre. 96 Gerrard

FU of T Magic and Witchcrart flm 231 University

Outing club general meeting, films, refreshments
Cody Hall

a 10 p.m.
Steven Lsngdon end Don Forster assistant to Presi-

dent BisseJI. will discuss pertinent issues Common

577 J

libra. ining i

Fleming Library. I"

Movie Bonnie and Clyde 75
21 18 Sid Smith

The student-labor committee will hold a meeting to
support the striking Pioctor Silen woikers ol Piclon,

Ontario Two Picton workors will apeak at the meet-
ings East common room, Hart House.

THURSDAY
7:30 a.m.

Car pool leaving from Sidney Smith lobby to protest

Proctor -SHe* products

Weekly Iree movie ISC. 33 St, George
Rabbi Eder from congregation ol Peiach Tikva &

Anshei Cast IMan speaking on Toronto's Moroccan
Jews Rm 2129, Sid Smith
CUSO information meeting open to all those inter

estod In serving overseas lor two years CUSO Olftce

— ISC 33 St. George
Polilii ol-

OTTAWA (CUP) - Carle-

ton University yesterday
voted 1298-1043 to drop out

of the Canadian Union of

Students. Twenty-five per
cent of the student body
voted.

CALGARY (CUP) - The
Calgary student council vot-

ed 10-7 yesterday to with-

draw from the Canadian
Union of Students. No cam-
pus-wide referendum will be
held, and Calgary will not

pay this year's fees.

If You Like Whores?

THE THREPENNY OPERA
by

UKHT BREC1IT

music by

KURT WEILL
english adaptation

MARC BLITZSTEIN

NOV. 28-29-30 AT 8:00 PM RYERSON THEATRE

Presented by Theatre Mickities of

St. Michael's College

Tickets available at St. Mike's Coop Tickets $2.00 & $2.50
- or -

Call 488-2300 HURRY!

It's a musical about beggars & whores— if 's about you 1
.
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continued from page 1

% The Trefann Court rebels
don't want the city's neat
well-organized plan already
drawn up for the area.
They want to take part in

drawing up a new plan. Since
their community is going to
be changed, — and they don't
object to having new houses
— they thought it would be a
good idea to take part in
making the changes. Since
the city said they would live
there after the new houses
were up, the residents and
tenants felt they should make
sure it would be the kind of
place they wanted to live in.

Maybe have a recreation
centre — and a park for the

t$) kids — a nursery too so moth-
ers would have someone to

look after their 10 children
when they couldn't.

It's really amazing that

these people should even con-
sider demanding participa-
tion. Usually the City Hall

machinery operates smooth-
ly.

But stranger things have
happened — apathetic univer-

sity students are now de-
manding some say in the uni-

versity community that they
live in.

Both somehow feel they
have the right to have some
control of the conditions
which affect them.
"Those bureaucrats in City

Hall," chuckled Erlichman.
"They're leery of people like

us. They're scared of commu-
nity organizers because they

upset things."

A "They call us outside agita-" tors," broke in Sewell.

Both see themselves as

catalysts. The people were
there, the problems were
there. You can't be a cata-

lyst, you can't organize if

there is nothing there
"I'm much more confident

about the local people now."
said Sewell. "Usually the way
they want to do things is bet-
ter for them than the way I

would like to see them done.
They make the decisions."

While they were fighting

expropriation, Trefann Court
people found another villian.

The Rubin corporation had
built a huge factory-like
building just east of Sackville
St. right in the middle of the
district.

Rubin wanted to buy some
of the houses around this
building (now used as a ware-
house by the CBC) to land-
scape it. But they wouldn't
pay the prices the residents
asked.

In 1956, the corporation
drew up a plan for redevelop-
ment that was very similar to

the plan the city wanted to
force on Trefann Court . .

.

with expropriated land allo-

cated to the corporation.

"We've got sharp business
people here," said Erlich-

man. "They realized if the

city went ahead with that

plan, this developer was
going to make money off

them."

So through fighting expro-
priation these people found a

lot of other rotten things

about the whole scheme of

urban renewal.

Through grass roots organi-

zation it seemed as if they

forced City Hall to listen. The
daily papers here often say
"the little people of Trefann
Court have won " But what
really stopped the expropria-

tion process was a bureau-

cratic technicality.

Because of a slip in proce-

dure, the ready-made plan for

Trefann didn't go through the

City's Municipal Board They
couldn't pass the necessary
expropriation by-law And
now the whole thing may fall

through because Ottawa may
not supply money.

It's true that the delay
gave the Trefann court people
time to organize their fight.

And after a lot of pressure,

City Hall now has withdrawn
its original redevelopment
plan.

As the situation now
stands, a new plan may be
drawn up. The question is

will the Trefann residents

have a say in this and will

the City continue its expropri-

ation policy? Will it go on
tearing down houses whole-

sale or will the residents'

demands be looked at?

It doesn't look as if City

Hall has changed its ideas on
urban renewal very much.

"As it stands now the old

plan hasn't been dropped, it

is only under reassessment,
and this fact indicates that

the city has every indication

of finally pushing it through,"
John Sewell explains.

Things like this are all

done through a mysterious
game of give and take that

politicians play And the poli-

ticians have divided loyalties

— Trefann and Rosedale.

The only way Trefann
Court residents can win is if

they have effective control in

the decisions which affect

their community.
They must have a voice in

deciding if their area is a

slum or not.

They have a right to choose
their life style. They do not

have to live in an artificial

environment created for

them by a government of the
middle class, for the middle
class and by the middle class.

COPOUT
COLLOQUIUM

(1) IS SAC relevant?

(2) THE VARSITY: Rag or Reason

with panel speakers & open discussion.

Sat. Nov. 30 Trinity Buttery 12:30 pm

EVERYONE WELCOME

Hart House

CAMERA CLUB
Club Room*. 1:10 p.m.

MEMBERS' COLOUR SHOW

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Roam - 1 p.m.

FACULTY OF MUSIC STUDENT PIANO TRIO
Ladies Welcome

LIVE JAZZ
Music Roam - 4-6 p.m.
RAY SIKORA and his

AFRO-CUBAN JAZZ SEPTET
Everyone Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
Library, 6 p.m.

ALLAN R. FLEMING
Chief Designer, U. of T. Press

Topic
"THE YEAR OF THE LAND"

(Ladies may be invited by members

POETRY READING
Thursday. November 2Brh
Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

LAURA ACKER AND JOACHIM MOGNIG -III

be reading. Ladies Welcome.

WANTED

DIRECTOR FOR RADIO VARSITY

APPLY

Communications Commissioner, SAC Office

by Thursday, November 28, 5 p.m.

SALARY S20 pet week

THE HARTFIELD
The best in blues t rock

Phone manager; Sheldon Laiwint

635 - 1006

SPECIAL!
90R STUDENTS

14LL CHRISTMAS CARDS
& QIFT 7jl)RAP

I
1 3 OFF!

MiOMLEY
PENTHOUSE
PARTIQUE

A Complete Line of Party Needs - Catering - Exotic Gifts

PLACE OES BOUTIQUES • 80 BLOOR ST. WEST
Neil Door to the Embassy
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a cleat-cut decision

The choices in yesterday's election

for the Commission on University

Government were clear-cut — stu-

dent could opt for the status quo, a

modified, more efficient status quo,

or a fresh approach to the organiza-

tion and operation of the university.

Students opted for the new approach.

The four candidates elected —
Webster, Rae, Martin and Grant —
are committed to a thorough reform
of the university structure. The ques-

tion now Is, will they be allowed to

carry through this reform?
It is possible, but not likely, that

the four faculty members elected to

CUG will want the same kind of

sweeping reform. The ninth member,
Dr. Bissell, and the two non-voting

members from the Board of Gover-

nors, are not on record as wanting a

"critical" as opposed to a production-

line university, nor are they likely to

favor joint faculty-student control of

the university.

We think that Dr Bissell had a

more efficient university in mind
when he called the commission, not a

different university.

Because academic committees tra-

ditionally work by consensus instead

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is m slates
man. the unsuccessful a criminal "

Editor

N'tfw* Ediioi

RniM Edno'
Auocnte Heview Ediioi

Citv Ed.lor
i Editoi
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A.t, i it! M |r..|,|. i
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Editorial Prionet
Advancing OMice

Paol MscR*»
Shelly Brydton
M*'Ii«m lynitietl

Hod MicUeburcfi

Dave bank
Sua Mplwig
Pl.d B.ngley 9?3 4053
Sue t'.-.i,

Bnaii

Sua Rania<
Tim KoaFtlei

Anna Boody
Carol t 923 817 1

91 Si Gaoioa 2nd floor

923 8741 923 8742
91 Si Gaoiqa Hi nooi

1 ho Vurt-ly Mlt loondad in

IBHO ind <\ published by !*>•

Sludent* Admmitltalive Council

ol lha Umvemly ol Toronto

Pnnlad by Wab Ollut Public*

hunt Ltd hi ' i in

thit (iontoap«< ire nol nacet

wily ihotf o< iha Sludantv

Adminitti alive Council o< tha

administration ol lha univaivly

Aulhoiiiod at Second Clatt

Moil by Ihl POU Otr\ce Ouna'1

men! Ottawa and loi payment

Ol Po»i*ue ... cath

>o tl woi a thin nit* at the relurnt rolled in
end tho inlerett wot at eotl hall, but we
ttayed at our post* and tomehow the paper
got out. thadet of late-night editorialt at
paul and john worked feveriihly; tue told
cup a fow thing* in return for which tlmon
fraior contented to explode, moro coletlaw
from tue, with holp from ingrid, who thlnki
it's the weekend "they laughed when i tat
down to the typewriter," laid brlan, who
fielded fromm and webtter and roa and
martin and grant. tue ttayed homo with a
friond from hong kong, and to did ampor-
tend, both would appreciate got well cord*,
which mory didn't hove tlmo to vend (iho
hod a parking problem), gooff moved into
th* big time, dltcovering our pretident retires
earlier than our mayor, angela brought food
and ditcoveted rod it craiy about applet
(he't given up women) while ertoJ penuad-
ed twitchy to pote. am I phil bingley? he
queried at he handed ut page II at 6:30.
ann* *»ay*d to keep a itrike going at we
welcomed helen back to the fold and henry
became a math whii. Hi and ttove and pom
did their collective thing and harriel cheered
for new. ipottal to th* gauntlet: we love you— sherry and jim.

of majority rule, the Board members
will in effect have a vote. They are

not likely to vote for change.

But even if Bissell and the Board
are out-consensused, they can still

file minority reports to the provincial

legislature, which hacks out the final

structure. Their opinions will carry

more weight at Queen's Park than

the faculty-student views.

The administration has a final re-

sort, one they've never hesitated to

use before. They'll just say only 16

per cent of the student population

elected the four students, they are

not representative. The apathy vote

of 84 per cent wins — you cast the

deciding vote by not voting.

All this means that if students —
the interested students — want
change, they can't sit back and let

four students do it. We can't stop agi-

tating for change while waiting for

the commission's report. We'll have

to back up the candidates we elected.

Above all, we can say that this

time we used the "proper channels",

we played the game their way. Now
we'll find out for sure whether the

proper channels really work.

sherry parties?
Graduate students will soon have

the privilege of two authorized drink-

ing spots on campus. Massey College

has had a license since 1962 and the

Graduate Students' Union was grant-

ed one last week.

Why are there no bars for under-
graduates on campus?

Many undergraduates are over 21.

Many undergraduates are not tee-

totallers.

Undergraduates are not legally
bound by the Puritan ethic.

There is no logical reason why an
undergraduate should not be able to

buy a drink on campus—except that

the administration considers the un-
dergraduate inferior to the graduate.

Admittedly the undergraduate does
not have the same academic prestige
as his graduate counterpart, nor the
same unquestioning servility to the
academic ethos of this university.

But why shouldn't he have the
same basic rights as the graduate
student? Drinking rights are not the
only matter in question — graduates
have smaller classes, wider library

privileges, and the walled-in. window-
less, ivory tower paradise called
Massey College.

To say that the undergraduate body
is the proletariat; that the graduate
school is the bourgeoisie; that GSU
President John Winter is an elitist

because he says graduates are better
than undergraduates—that would all

be meaningless jargon, wouldn't it?

It would imply that the university
is unjust and that its values are
based solely on academic status.

And we all know that's not true,

don't we?

"We can't wander through the forest much longer without some smart-

alec teaching assistant or student asking us where we are going."
from The Chevron

Instant Kindergarten
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By MYR A PALMER

Blue dress, red dress, Standing
•:• tweed Suit and Sitting tweed Suit,

•:• four employees of the Government
>: of Canada simulated an instant

>• kindergarten environment Monday
:|: night in a room in Sid Smith. The
¥ kiddies assembled were a talented

elite, U of T's contribution to 1200
:•: successful applicants sifted from
:•: sea to sea to be plopped gently
:•: onto teeter-totters and jungle-gyms
:•: on Wellington Street in Ottawa
:|: next year.

£ Frankly, I thought the props

g were cute at first: blackboards

S decorated in green and white with

S proposed two-year schedule includ-
•:• ing "social activities ", rewards for
•:• graduate-survivors of the training

£ period; an embarrassed black and
£ white poster propped on a ledge by
V the right corner reading quaintly
:•: "Government of Canada" with the
:•: Public Service emblem on the left;

£ a huge pad of newsprint (like the

I ones cartoonists use I dead centre

$ on a drawing board advertising
•:• tantalizing administrative positions

x for would-be megalomaniacs; and
S of course the delightful staff intro-
:• duced by conspicuous differences
•:• in colour scheme.

|:| We were mesmerized by their

£ nebulous comments on available
: positions, all in starkly negative

j; terms, when one smart-aleck chick

demanded to know whether or not :|:

our government offered equal op- im-

portunities to women. •:•

After stating that this was possi- •:•

ble, the standing man conceded, •:•

"Many girls rank just as high as •:•

men in final year class lists." (ie. $
kids, that in spite of obvious intel- £
lectual inferiority, females do

|:j

somehow make it, nearly, close to, >:

well almost to the top. ) :•:

I looked around me and noticed, S
thank God, some groans and even :j:

a few pumping shoulders like my $
own. But I do not know how many *

others, if any, were trapped in that •••

horrifying cry-laugh syndrome by :£ ^
this time. (Too many were sucking

it all in. Well, you know, first day :£

at school all over again, and first

impressions, and careers' reports

to Mommy and Daddy. . .

)

A surprise character, another g
male staff-member incognito in S:

the peanut gallery up to this point, S
resolved my perplex when he rose *:

to summarize the primary objec- $:

lives of this recruitment. He ex- :•:;

plained they were looking for a

specific kind of talent "We want £
to unlearn the intelligent thinking :;

patterns that you have acquired at -;.

University," he concluded.

A little brains, a little talent. . a :|i

benevolent proselyte-government :j:

. . and wheel. . back we go to year 8
^



Till. DEGREE: PART III

employers^
An Ohio businessman will

hire no one but Ohio State

University graduates to drive

his trucks:

"If a kid shows me an OSU
diploma, that tells me he's

spent four years plugging
away at something I don't

expect him to be a truck driv-

er all his life ... but chances
are he'll stick with me for a

while, and while he does, the

chances are that he won't be

a wise guy, or goof off, or

hand in fake gas bills, or join

the union."
• • t

"The unimaginative, me-
diocre student is much more
likely to remain in university

to be graduated."

—U.S. Office of Education
• • •

"If I have a choice between

an A student from Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology

and a B student from any

engineering school, I will

take that B student every

time."

"Why? Because the A stu-

dent from M.I.T. is going to

go off by himself in a corner

somewhere. He'll want to

fool around with theories.

He'll want to do some God-

damned research that isn't

worth a cent to anybody, but

the B student is going to be

practical. You tell him what

you want done, and he'll sit

down and do it for you."

—personnel director of a

large industrial concern,

t • •

"I suppose there is a place

for brilliance. But not on this

newspaper. We need placid

people for the long pull."

—Washington newspaper editor

• • •

"I don't want to hire the

"A" student because he's not

the employee type . . .
He'll

work for you just as long as

it takes him to learn the busi-

ness, and then he's gone to

start in business for himself

with some of your clients.

The most valuable guy in our

office is a real dumbbell. It

takes him longer to learn

something than it takes any-

body else, but once he's got

it, he never makes a mis-

take. . the best part about

him is that he's so dumb he's

happy to do what he's told."

—head of an investment firm

• • •

The Certified General Ac-

countants Association of On-

tario has announced it

going to call persons taking

its five-year university-based

program "undergraduates"

instead of "students."

•All too often." said Her

bert Perry, the associations

secretary, "the word student

today describes a dirty,

washed, bearded, rebellious

person totally unlike the sen-

sible young businessmen on

the association s program.

Three years, four years — for what?
What good is a degree? Does it have a

bearing on the job you'll be able to land

when you graduate?

The answer, according to a cross-section

of large Toronto firms, seems to be that a

degree is indeed a meal ticket. Response to

survey conducted in February, 1967,

shows either a degree or some experience is

the key to job-getting in Toronto.

And since it's a bit of a bind getting ex-

perience without a degree, you come back

to the irrefutable conclusion that in a tight-

ening job market, a degree of one sort or

another is a pretty important thing.

But a degree for what'' Responses to the

survey show that while a degree is "cru-

cial", "very important" or "preferred" by

most companies, an overwhelming number

of firms offer company-sponsored training

(other than on-the-job) to their employees.

This would seem to indicate that while

personnel officers think a degree is a nice

thing for an employee to have, it does little

for job training. Companies must take

"raw" students and "process", them into

good employees.

The Toronto firms were split 50-50 on the

question, do graduates make better employ-

ees than non-graduates?

They also split 50-50 on the question, do

graduates get promoted faster than non-

graduates?

Roughly one-third of the personnel offi-

cers felt post-B.A training was necessary,

the rest relying on experience or company-

sponsored training

While the firms agreed generally that a

degree is important, the emphasis is on

commerce, accounting, engineering and

other training-oriented degrees. Rarely was

the general or honors degree mentioned,

and in fact the social sciences fared very

badly in the eyes of most personnel officers.

(Which might explain why. in 1967. 52 per

cent of arts graduates entered teaching.

There was probably nowhere else for them

to go.

)

But surveys are at best compilations of

data. For a more human approach, here are

the comments on the B A and B.Sc some

of the firms enclosed when returning the

survey:

the personnel officers

"(The B.A.) is mind-stretching and develops self-discipline. It is

important, however, to combine the degree with a clear picture of

what one's career goals are." —General Foods

"The general B.A. or B. Sc. does provide the individual with a

higher level of education but requires that the graduate coming to

a Company must be prepared to gain experience (3-5 years! with

the Company before he can expect to advance.

"Whereas, the individual with an honors degree can make a

more immediate contribution to the Company because of his spe-

cialization and will likely move ahead a little quicker."

—Canadian National Railways

"For most of the 15,000 employees a degree is not required; in-

deed, an educational level between Grade 11 and Grade 13 is more

appropriate, but it is essential for people holding (some 1500 jobs

i

Special training outside of university is required by most people

whether they have advanced to university level or not

"We are testing out a bracket of jobs to determine the feasibility

of people having an education not so strictly related to the job. for

example, a degree in history." -Ontario Hydro

"The degree adds three useful years education beyond high

school graduation. A pass course can be a useful stepping off point

for a man who is not sure what he is ready for in the business

world."

"We make no distinction, however, between employees with de-

grees and those without Promotion and hiring are strictly on the

basis of merit. Every emplovee has equal opportunity with his

neighbor, regardless of education." -Canada Hackers

"A single degree should enable a graduate to obtain a reasonably

good job.

"We certainly are in an age of increasing speculation and we def-

initely agree that a B.A or B.Sc. is not of much use in electronics,

space research or the sciences generally.

"Education does not end with university graduation We encour-

age our graduates to take courses, and if we feel such additional

knowledge gained is beneficial to the company we will pay for half

of the expense involved, and increase remuneration."

—Javex Company Limited

"Either (the B.A. or B.Sc I offers the individual a good basic

education. He (she) can proceed at a later date towards an M A. or

MBA if required for their chosen field However, care should be

taken to avoid becoming a permanent student Neither a B.A. nor

an MBA will ensure anyone of becoming a success."

—Olivetti Underwood Limited

"People having experience in Arts or Sciences develop a better

facility for communications which is essential in our business
"

— i ... km M Brown & Co. (advertising lirml

"Mav be helpful when starting at the bottom."

—A.E. LePage Ltd. (realtors)

"From a business point of view: excellent, if the major is mathe-

matics, physics, etc. less attractive if the major is English. Geog-

^^plry^Irsiory^nthropotogy

graduates
Mary, an honors psycholo-

gy graduate, works in the

personnel department of a

chartered bank. "When I ap-

plied for the job of personnel

officer, the first thing they

asked me was. could I type?

Even now (after two years

with the bank i they only let

me interview prospective

bank tellers Mostly I do sec-

retarial-type work for Mr X
(the head of the department)

and the other men in the of-

fice." , , ,

Julie, a mathematics grad-

uate (rom an Ontario univer-

sity, is now working in Toron-

to as a "financial analyst."

She feels her degree had

some influence on the em-

ployment officer, although

"I'm not using any of the

things I learned at university.

Everything I'm using comes

from what I learned at high

school
"

• • •

Bob. a bright young engi-

neering graduate, was hired

by a large food manufacturer

even before his final exam
papers were marked. He
moved his wife and child

halfway across the province,

rented a home, and started to

work for the firm in a junior

executive position When his

marks came through, Bob

failed to get his degree be-

cause he had failed his one-

hour compulsory English

course. The firm demoted

him to plant toreman. and

Bob eventually left the com-

pany His wife took the re-

quisite course the following

year, wrote the exam for

him. and the university

mailed him a degree He now

has a good job with a rival

firm , , ,

John, an engineering gradu-

ate, was hired by an electron-

ics firm He quit after a year

because the job he was doing

was management, not engi-

neering He estimates that no

more than 25 per cent of en-

gineering graduates get jobs

in which they can make use

of the skills they learned in

their four-year university

course. « « •

Jean, an honors English

graduate, works in the billing

department of a finance

company "I was hired be-

cause I had a degree, but I'm

no smarter than the other

four applicants. I'm sure My
supervisor has a Grade 11

education, and they tell me I

could never rise higher in this

firm than her But I've had it

with the working world— if

this is the only job available

(Jean job-hunted for 6

months) then I'm going to do

something creative: get mar-

ried and have a family.

Maybe I can go to night

school and work on my M.A."

November 27. 1968 — Page 5
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POLITICAL ECONOMY

COURSE UNION

Ratification of Constitution

and Election of Officers

(All students, graduate, undergraduate and exten-

sion, Honours, and General, taking two or more

courses in the Department of Political Economy

are voting members and eligible for office)

Thursday, Nov. 28

Room 2118

1:00 p.m.

Sidney Smith Hall

Festival reveals mystery speaker
The Mystery Speaker who

will deliver the feature ad-

dress at the opening of Inter-

national Festival Week will

be Jack Ludwig, novelist and

writer-in-residence at U of T.

He will speak on Internation-

al Dialogue in a Post-ideo-

logical World next Monday at

8 p.m. in Convocation Hall

Other events planned for

the week include a fashion

show, a Variety Show, and ar.

International Ball. Tickets for

these and further information

may be obtained from the

International Student Centre,

33 St. George or by phoning

928-2564. Ticket booths are
stationed in Sidney Smith

lobby and Sigmund Samuel
Library between 12 and 2

each day.

Meeting today at noon to

discuss Peterborough
newspaper strike. Non-
Varsity staff welcome.
Guest speakers from
strike-bound Examiner,
Toronto Newspaper Guild.

COLONNADE

SAC GENERAL MEETING

TONIGHT

St. Joseph's College Dining Hall

all are micom

Your passport

to the

Global

Village

the message masters

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO BOOKSTORES

CLASSIFIED
ALL TYPES OF BANDS —
foi donees pantos orgies, weddings For
inhumation coll 922 4104

ATTRACTIVELY FURNISHED dot loi

rem Huron ond Sussex area Suits two
girls, graduates preferred Reasonable
tent 921 8082 betoie 6 pm or 925
0198 ofier 6

BEDROOM STUDY in quiet, adult pit

vale home, with or without meals, com
tortable and near subway, male pre

tened No other boarders Phone 489
6766 after sin

BONNIE AND CLYDE — Tonight at 8
00 pm in Room 2118 of Sidney Smith
Btdg Pnce 75c All welcome

EXPERIENCED legal secretary will type
theses, tech papers, etc at home Elec
tnc typewnters Phone 233 6801

EXPERT TYPING ol theses and essay
papers by expenenced secretary Fast

accurate service Reasonable rate* 222
3460

MEN'S CLOTHING token in trade on
now better, quality suits, coats, sport

swear, tuxedos, tails, etc F RANKLE
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church St

3664221

OUTING CLUB general meeting. Ttiurs
at 8 p m Cody Hell ol Nursing Films
and refreshments

POT tor sale — Plenty ol tickets lor UC
Follies NOW — in Refectory and Syd
Smith Don't miss out

STEREO TAPE RECOROl 1968 Phil

lips 4 mos old NEVER USfcD $32000
value — $220 00 Phone Dr RA Green.
461^272

TWO MALE GRADUATE STUDENTS
seek one or two more to shore furnished
3 bedroom apanmeni, Cottinghom
Street. December 1st Phone 921-5954
today

TYPIST with elecinc machine, expen
enced with everything from term essays
to publishers manusenpts for books 35c
per page. 5c each additional copy Cell

489 2367
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ANTHROPOLOGY

COURSE UNION

FOUNDING MEETING

WEDNESDAY NOV. 27th

5 PM

ROOM 2118 SIDNEY SMITH



•The University College Lit-

erary and Athletic Society
has voted to give $250 to the
Toronto Anti-Draft Program.

Initially the idea was to
sell peace stamps on campus
to enable individual students
to express their support but

Lit president Howard Gold-
blatt (IV UC> says the idea
fell through when the Califor-
nia company producing the
stamps quadrupled its prices.

Goldblatt says the Lit was
the first to give to TADP last

year.

•The Students' Administra-
tive Council meets at 7:30
tonight to discuss, among
other things: whether Steve
Langdon should accept an
invitation to join the Commis-
sion on University Affairs

(not CUG); the engineering

and pharmacy referenda on

withdrawal; war research;
John Robarts and OSAP; dis-

cipline on campus: the book-
store: the campus centre; the
library; and Soviet Jewry.

The meeting will be held at

St. Joseph's of St. Michael's
College.

employment Interviews
Our representative will be visiting the campus

December 12 and 13

to interview students of the following disciplines:

Chemical Engineering (Bachelor, Master and Ph. D.)

Mechanical Engineering (Bachelor, Master and Ph. D.)

Physics (Ph. D. degree only)

Mathematics/Statistics (Ph. D. degree only)

Chemistry (Ph. D. degree only)

Your Placement Office will be pleased to supply

you with information on job openings for 1969

graduates and if you are interested they will

arrange an interview appointment.

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED

'Employee Relations Department

P. 0. Box 660

Montreal 101, Quebec

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We

will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee ol complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

MANAGEMENT
CAREERS
with

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

Openings in:

• Production Management

• Product Development

• Quality Control

• Project Engineering

t Purchasing

• Systems Analysis

for holders of the Bachelor's degree in any branch of Engineering or in

Honours Chemistry as well as for holders of the Master's degree in

Chemical Engineering or Honours Chemistry,

A full outline of the opportunities in these fields is given in our two

brochures available at the Placement Office.

INTERVIEWS:

December 12 & 13

Head Office, Toronto, Ontario

Plants in Hamilton, Ont. and Pte. Claire, P.Q.
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THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB OF

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
presents

. STEVE OTTO - M.P.

. DONALD C. MACDONALD - M.P. P.

. OSCAR SIGSWORTH - ALD.

Discussing - "IS POLITICS MERELY A STRUGGLE
FOR POWER?"

Followed by a reception. On WEDNESDAY. NOV. 27

at 8:00 P.M. - TONIGHT!

Free bus service to & from Scarborough College.

Bus leaves from room H2I5 Bloor & Yonge Sts. at 7-20.

REMEMBER TONIGHT

Everyone Welcome, free admission.

What did you learn in school today?

By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

Prof. H. E. Johns yester-

day began his Physics 511

class discussing radiation.

But barely had the lecture

started, when he became
side-tracked, much to the

approval of the class.

Johns related, amidst a

bloodthirsty, but fascinated,

silence the physical effects of

a cobalt radiation "insult" as

it destroyed half the popula-

tion of the world ("You feel

lousy" ).

"I'm sure you find modern
biology very exciting", ex-

claimed Johns, with 20 min-

utes remaining in his physics

class.

When everyone had stopped

cheering, Johns decided to

pick at random a few stu-

dents to put the homework
problems on the board during

the next lecture.

I was his first choice. "But

I'm not in this course", I

stammered helplessly. Up-

roarious laughter and ap-

plause filled the room.

"All right", attempted

Johns. "You in the back, you

do it. What's your name?"
"I'm not in this course ei-

INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL

Mou., Dec. 2

1:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Tues., Dec. 3

8:00 p.m.

Wed., Dec. 4

8:00 p.m.

Thurs.
, Dec. 5

and
Frl., Dec. 6

Sat., Dec. 7

8:00 p.m.

International

Movies

International

Art

International

Cuisine

Opening ceremonies
at Nathan Phillips Square. Parade from the Square to the University of

Toronto campus, with flags, and students from all countries with the

accompaniment of the steelband.

m
d
C In "canon Hall - Everyone Welcome - ( MYSTERY SPEAKER? )

International Fashion Show
a> Cody Hall. Free tickets available at I. S C.

'Canada Night'
at ISC. Canadians will be giving a sample of their multi-lateral culture

to the overseas students. Everyone Welcome.

International Variety Show'
at Ryerson Auditorium. In a multiple media presentation, the students

from 15 countries will be displaying some facet of their individual

cultures. Students $1.00 — Community $3.00.

International Ball
at Casa Loma. An international Festival Queen will be selected from

the 12 princesses at the ball. 2 Orchestras. Bar. Canapes served.

S4.00 (Couple) - 52.SO (Single).

Doc umentaries
of the 75 countries from which students of the University of Toronto
have arrived will be shown at ISC and Hart House between 12 noon —
2:00 p.m. on each day of the Festival Week.

Objects of Art
from abroad will be displayed in. the library Hart House and ISC through

out the week.

Specialities from many countries will be on sale during the lunch hour
at all cafeterias on campus through the Festival Week.

Vernon Edwards

Chairman

International Festival 1968

928-2564
924-5267

GETTING ENGAGED
Moat people shopping lor i>

diamond rind themselves on
unfamiliar ground. Very often

they don't know what to look for

lo compare values. Our free

booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond" provides factual in-

formation on what you should
expect and get when you invest

in a diamond.
You CAN Buy on a DirectBasls.

H. PROCTOR 4 CO.
PIAUQJMP AND GEM DEALERS
HI BLOOR ST. W.. SUITE 4 ft.

TORONTO.

ther", called out an apologet-

ic voice. Another round of

cheering.

"Why", Johns calculated,

"the odds against that hap-

pening are at least" (pause)

"one to 104."

"Are you sure you're in the

right room?" yelled a heckler

at Johns. More laughter.

To avoid further confusion,

Johns asked those students

who were in the correct room
to raise their hands. Choosing

a student, he marched up the

aisle and copied down the

name from the victim's ATL
Card.

Prof. Johns did manage to

squeeze in some physics, and

the class seemed to enjoy it

as well.

"I think those classes are

fantastic!" later remarked
Arnold Kravetz (I New).

"You need a period like that

every week to make you feel

good."

The Blue & White Society

presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS
j

SAT. NOV. 30, 1968 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION 50c

Tickets Available At The Door

The Most Lords of Creation

Scissors This

Picaro Rockflow

Happy Birthday Lenny

OPTICAL
CONTACT IfcNSIS

I II ST. CXOIOt II V37.301O h

XO REX

SlElllPlOlC

24 S

I CARAT DIAMONDS

Depending on

COLOUR, CUT. CLARITY

Wm •• OIKICI (k»rr»vvtl dfMi«
ortenny « with rangt qI u« and
quttkim too can bur io>i> • <

••

iwi .ing c"i a DIRECT bam with

lha tcifcdanca lhal all win a'* «k

* * claai and -* guar*mm

UtK »OH OUH fHIt >i- TMl HluM
HtNG rOR Tttl l(H HAND 1ELIS TO
WHA1 ID LOOK H>H ANO (X"ICT WHf
tOU INVIM IN A DIAMOND

H. PROCTOR & CO.
Tiond and G*m D*al«f> 921.7702

131 Bloor St. W. Suit* 416

The Engineering Society
PrssGnts

Better Loving Through SKULE POWER

CANNON BALL 6T9
* The Jack Love Trio

* The Altar Ego
* Edward Bear

Featuring

* The Stitch inTyme
*

Ellis McClintock's Orchestra

* Folksingers Bob and Sue
PLUS

O The L.G.M.B.F!
$4.00/couple FRI. NOV. 29 HART HOUSE

TICKETS AT • the SAC Office
• Engineering Stores
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INTERFAC ROUNDUP

Galati and Taylor scar Innis
By GEUIUS

SOCCER SEMI-FINALS

Galati and Taylor led Scar
to a 2-1 overtime victory over
Innis.

Goals by Connery and Vi-

ncze (vincze—"a grimace"—
OED.) gave PHE A a 2-0

shutout of Erin.

Final will be 12:30 Thurs on
the Front Campus.

RUGGER SEMI-FINALS

Trin took Eng II in the q-f,

16-0 and went on to kefuffle

Scar (6-3 conquerors of Vic I

17-0. Compton (9), Mclntyre
(6), and Parish (2) were Trin

scorers.

McLean's five points were
the whole story as PHE
blanked Eng (fresh from
trouncing Erin, 11-0) 5-0.

Final will be Monday at

Varsity Stadium.

LACROSS PLAYOFFS
Innis beat SMC, 6-2. Besley

(3), Scott, Gray and someone

else (sorry) scored for Innis,

Pancake Bator and A. Trav-
ers (fr. "across") for SMC.

Connely had four, Rudge
and Trafford three each and
Fawcett and Reid singles to
lead PHE A past PHE B
(internecine warfare), 12-2.

Uki and Moore replied for the
losers.

HOCKEY
Donovan (SMC) and Cum-

berford (PHE A) scored as

their teams drew, 1-1.

Garbe (Old English,

"clothes") and Sear led Law
over Trin, 2-1. Trin's goal

came from Denison.

Dents (Aluyawa, 2; cf. "Al-

uyawa Chorus", Handel,
"Messiah; Jones, Taylor)

zeroed Meds, 4-0.

SMC and Law drew, 2-2.

For SMC: Hurley, Merlocco
(a hot, dry wind blowing in

North Africa). For Law: Fi-

tzpatrick. Park.

Knox 4, Ides of Arch, 1;

Law 11 2, Trin 1; SMC B 3.

UC 1: PHE B 2, Pharm O
Scar 5, Jr. Eng 0. Arch 9, UC
11

° BASKETBALL
New beat Jr. Eng 23-15

Katz topped Gnus with 6.

(The Gnu is a small South

African antelope related to

the Iberia.)

Innis (Hersch, 121 beat

Law (Shivas, Garbe 6>, 27-20.

Vic-Meds in Mulock
By JOHN CAMERON

The Mulock Cup, Canada's

longest-competed-for football

trophy, 75 years, is up for

grabs this Friday at 1 p.m.

Victoria College, who have

won the cup every year since

1958, will be battling against

the Faculty of Medicine who
won the first Mulock Cup in

1894.

Monday's semi-finals saw
Meds trim St. Mike's 13-0

while Vic downed Dents 15-7.

In the first game, touchdowns

by Craig Retter, Bob Chis-

holm, and a single by Denys

Symons gave Meds their 7th

consecutive win of the sea-

son.

Meds' defence clinched the

victory when they blocked a

4th quarter punt by Brian

MaeConnell and ran for their

| ROY'S JEWELLERS |
ijl 21 BLOOR ST. W. %

A SPECIAL DISCOUNT S
|:|

DURING NOVEMBER
;];

25% ON DIAMONDS 3
•:• 20% ON WATCHES !;!

•:• GOLD JEWELLER
;j;

Gifts & Other Items •:•

LAY AWAY ACCEPTED

second major.

In the second struggle, Vic

got touchdowns from Aarne
Kartna and Bob Potts while

Peter Marshall kicked 3 sin-

gles. Bob Sullivan raced 75

yards for Dents' score with

Gary Kushner converting.

With identical 7-0 records,

Vic and Meds should provide

an excellent contest. Meds
haven't won the Mulock since

1938 but should they be heal-

thy, they will definitely give

the defending champs a run

for their money. Meanwhile.

Vic would like to make it 11

straight.

JUDO
The U of T judo club

wrestled to a third-place

finish last Saturday in an

open tournament held at

Cornell. Despite the ab-

sence of some team mem-
bers who were in Montreal

for the Eastern Canadian

championships, the five-

man squad piled up enough

points to finish behind St.

John and Cornell, both

American colleges.

Best individual perform-

ance, in the opinion of

team captain Dave Mack-
idd, was that turned in by

Gaetan Godin (I P & HE),

who won the lightweight

brown belt category.

Garry Moddel (IV New)
took the middle-weight
brown belt; Joe DeCarli

(IV APSC) finished third in

the heavy-weight brown
belt category. Archie Er-

win (I Scar) and George
Abonyi (II UC) added
points in the team match.

"With luck we could

have finished second," said

Mackidd. "We drew the

first-place team in the

team competition. Also,

our black-belt was in Mont-

real/^

U of T OUTING CLUB

GENERAL MEETING

Refreshments & Films

Thurs. Nov. 26 8 P.M.

CODr HALL

University of Toronto

PHILOSOPHY CLUB

Professor Paul Ricoeui, Noted French Phenomenologist.

will address the club on Thursday, Nov. 28 ,
4:00 p.m.,

at the Music Room, Wymilwood, Victoria College.

Everyone Welcome.

SAILORS

On Monday. December 2nd. (here will be a meelinf in the

Debates Room. Hart House at 7:30 p.m. Come and hear

Roger Green speak on the Olympics. See a Film on this

year's sailing. Come on down Scarborough!

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75^.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east ot Bay

JOIN THE SWINGERS!
DATE with OLIVER

929 - 0321

Ladies free'

Oliver Introductions

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF DEC. 1

HOCKEY
Men Dec. 2 12.30 St. M. B Jr. Eng. Weete, Gordon

1.30 Vic. Ill vi St. M.C. Loing, Gordon

7.00 Med. A u.c. i Wrrghl. Bullock

8.00 Erin vl Scar Zuehotikr. Bullock

9.00 PHE. A Vic. 1 Don of' >o, Richard ion

Tu.i O.c. 3 1.30 Trin. A VI Sl.M.A Comvron, Fullar

4.00 For. C • i Pharm. B Sacking! on, Louion

7.00 IV Irid. A »• Vic. X Dubmok. Rob*".

8.00 II El.c III Eng.Sc Dwbniok, Robvii

9.00 II Chem III Cl.ll Dubmok, Rob--.,

Wad O.c. 4 12.30 IV Und.B vl III Gaol Todd, Oil
1.30 New II vi Emman C.r.y. O...

4.00 Vie. VIII Med. 0 (ferry G*ol«

9.00 D.nt. D vl IV El.c Wr.ghl, Ziichoflikl

Thur D.c. 5 12.30 For. 8 VI IV Eng. Sc Mat. Lamff

4.00 buili H VI St. M.D May, LvPofll

7.00 Low 1 Sr. En, Hanna, Butlar

8.00 U.C. 1 VI Dent. A Hanno. Botl.r

9.00 Med. B Loo III Honna, Bwtl-M

F.iDoc.6 12.30 Si. M.B Med. A Bortrond , Kolin

1.30 Trin. D. St.M. E Bvrtrond, Kolin

5.30 Jr. En, Erin Tfviiidir, Sullivan

BASKETBALL
Man O.c. 2 5.00 Trin. A N.w 1 L. Ji.'fbfig, Bogutki

Tu.i O.c. 3 6.30 Med. A Vie. 1 ) Doug. Moek-o'd,

7.30 Imi. 1 StAI. Bl Oapnick, Monm

8.30 Bui VI Vic. Ill

Wad O.C.

4

6.30 PHE B Med. B 1 Rooty, S thwart*.

7.30 PHE. A StJrl.A 1 Tuili
8.30 U.C. II VI Phorm.AI

Thur O.c. 5 1.00 U.C. 1 VI Sr. En, Don Moekford, Colo-

6.30 D.nt. A Scar 1

Gv», Hofntr, Fvovir
7.30 Low 1 Erin )

8.30 Arch Jr. Engl

VOLLEYBALL - IMPORT'MT NOTE - Inl.rm.d. ol. Ployoll. -ill be

h.ld n.xl w.. It. T, am. who may be concern.d pi.ore

eh ck at Intro 'iLrr-a ofliC. for d lei, vie.

Mon D.c. 2 5.30 M.d. D Inula II Glai •man

Tue* D.c. 3 1.00 Emm on PHE. B C Ion •nan

7.30 D.nt. B VI For. B How*.

8.30 For. C Dent. C Hov*«i

w.d D.c 4 5.00 Low Trin MeNlvin

6.00 For. A VI Imi. 1 McN.vvn

7.00 Erin VI N.w MeN.var.

Thur D.c. 5 1.00 PHE A Vic. 1 McNtvin

7.00 For. B vl Med. B Howii
8.00 Scot St. M How*i

INTRAMURAL SWIMMING MbET - TUES. DEC. 3rd. - 6.30 p.m.

ENTRIES ACCEPTED AI INTRAMURAL OFFICE UNTIL 5.30 p.m.

MON. DEC. 2nd. COMPLETE 1 NF ORMATION AT INTRAMURAL

OFFICE. HART HOUSE.

WATER POLO - REFEREES URGENTLY NEEDED. APPLY AT

INTRAMURAL OFFICE.

W.d. D.c. 4 7.00 M.d. A VI PHE B/Mch
7.45 St. M. A Trin. A Ktobtrsi

Thur D.c.

i

12.00 Arch New W.b.tV

7.00 Eng. 1 Lo. 1 Wibitii

7.45 Sco. Dent Bfiieh

8.30 M.d. B Vic Brooch

SOUASH

To*. D.c. 4 6.20 U.C. Ne.
7.00 Trin. B VI Sec.

7.40 Kn.t Arch

8.20 For Low B

W.d D.c. 4 4.20 Low A PHE. A

7.00 En, StJ».B

7.40 Grad.Chvm Dent

Thur D.c. 5 6.20 Arch Si. M. B
7.00 Kno-« Innl.

7.40 Vie. 1 G.od.Srod
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ST. JOHN ONE OF KEYS IN BLUES CLIMB TO TOP
By PHIL BINGLEY

Varsity Blues begin the long difficult

march to what they hope will be the top

when the team visits University of Guelph

Gryphons in the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey League opener for both clubs.

Blues, who were eliminated from the CIAU

playoffs last March by Loyola Warriors

have one common purpose in 1968-69 — to

regain the Canadian national intercollegiate

crown they last held in 1966-67.

One player who will certainly help to de-

cide whether Blues' final record is a good

one or a great one is sophomore centre

Brian St. John. Although the league gives no

recognition to the "outstanding rookie" at

the end of the schedule, St. John would have

been a landslide winner had loop officials

decided to open the polls for such an award

last year.

Rated a fine offensive player when he

first came to training camp last year. Brian

had to spend long hours on his defensive

game before he shook the "no check" tag

pinned on him by several critics.

Boston Bruins of the NHL were so im-

pressed with his improvement through the

season that they made him their first-round

pick in Ihe summer amateur draft, invited

him to September training camp for a quick

look-sec and then brought out pen, ink and a

one-year contract.

Although the contract was an attractive

one. St, John took into consideration the

fact that he had completed only one year in

General Science at Vic and turned the offer

down.

"They offered me a spot on the Oklahoma

City club (Bruins' Central Pro League affili-

ate) and told me I needed a year of pro

experience before they would give me a

Chance to make the big team.

"However, it would take at least six or

seven years to complete my degree in night

and summer school if I were to sign a pro

contract. Besides, I'm not so sure I even

want to plav professional hockey. Without

knocking the Bruins - they were pretty

good to me — there is a lot that goes on

behind the glamor and excitement of the

NHL. A lot of the players seem to be just

hockey machines, owned and operated by a

bunch of executives.

"Of course I may still give the pros a try

but that will be a decision for next summer.

Hockey has always been a secondary to

school and right now I'm learning more and

more on the latter and looking forward to

playing on the Blues for this year at least.

"The one thing that did surprise me

though was the reaction of Boston's general

manager Milt Schmidt. When he learned

that I was returning to school, he came and

told me that I had made a wise decision."

Brian's ultimate decision to play hockey

or enrol in dentistry or medicine (his other

ambition) is one that looms in the future.

Whenever, it comes you can bet your sweet

bippy (look that up in your sporting dickshu-

nary) that the move will be a wise one.

AROUND THE NET . . .
Tonight's game as

student coupon book holders already know

was originally slated as a home contest.

That game will be made up at a later date .

. Adrian Watson will start in goal for

Blues tonight with Tom Little scheduled to

play the exhibition home contest against

Loyola on Friday night . . . Also dressing

for Blues this evening will be centres Paul

Laurent, Brian St. John and John Wright,

forwards Steve Monteith, Gord Cunning-

ham, Brian Thompson, Len Burman, Bob

McClelland and John Gordon and defence-

men Dave Field, Jim Miles, Bill L'Heureux

and Terry Parsons . . . Game time Friday

night is 8 p.m. vs Loyola.

(Q-Queen's. T Toronto. W -Western, Wat

—Waterloo. M— McGill, Mac-McMastetl

OFFENSIVE TEAM

Split end— Rick Van Buskirk (Q)

Tight end— Eric Walter (T)

Flanker— Heino Lilies (Ql, Gord
McLellan (Wat)—tie

Rich Agro (T)

Bob Climie (Q). Brian

Parnega (Q)

-Ron Wakelin (W);

Brent Gilbert (Wat)

Quarterback— Don Bayne (Q)

Halfbacks— Dave Fleiszer IM);

Keith Eaman (Q); Mike

Raham (T).

Centre-

Guards

Tackles-

ERIC WAITER RICK AGRO*****************
SIFL ALL-STARS*****************

DEFENSIVE TEAM

Ylo

Ed

Tackles- Doug Walker (Ql

Korgemagi (T)

Ends— Alex Squires (T)

Scorgie (Wat)

Linebackers Ottavio Colosimo

(W): Bill Martin

(Wl Bill Bennett

IT)

Halfbacks— John Krawczyk (Mac)

Paul McKay (T)

,

Jim Tumbull (Q).

Gairey Richardson

(Wl. Bob La Rose (Wl

BRIAN ST. JOHN

ALEX SQUIRES PAUL MCKAY

No basketball blues
for basketball Blues
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By SLIM MORRISON

Yes, Hortense, there is a

basketball team. After a

month of clandestine wor-

kouts, John McManus's Blues

emerged from the nether

depths of Hart House and

proved their de facto exist-

ence to Phil Bingley with two

weekend exhibition wins. On
Friday night, they demolished

Mohawk College in Hamilton

93-77, and came back to level

Osgoode 57—41 Monday
evening. This weekend, they

travel south to take on Gan-

non College in Erie, Pennsyl-

vania and Buffalo State

Teacher's College.

Coach McManus feels

Blues are stronger this year

than the team which finished

fourth last season in the

Western section of the Ontar-

io-Quebec Athletic Associa-

tion. Arvo Neidre, an all-star

forward, has retired, and two

other starters, guard Mark
White and forward Ron
Voake, have graduated —
White to the U.S. Army, and

Voake to PhD work at Stan-

ford.

But new talent should make
up the deficit. Two time all-

star guard Bruce Dempster is

back along with veteran cen-

ter John Hadden and forward

Mark Slater. Other returning

lettermen are guards Larry

JOHN MCMANUS
Trafford and Joe Faust, and

forwards Mike Kirby and
Ross MacNaughton.
Prominent newcomers in-

clude Peter Burton, a guard

two years ago with Western
Mustangs Jay MacDonald, a

center-forward from St.

Francis Xavier, and Jack
Pasht, an all-star guard from

York Mills Collegiate. Blues

also have guard Mike Katz, a

rookie from Vaughan Road
Collegiate, and three former

Interfaculty League perform-

ers — forwards Butch Feld-

man and Dale Crouter, and

guard Garth Evans.

Balls: Windsor Lancer coach

of seasons past. Bob Samar-
as, is now basketball coach at

Wayne State University in

Detroit . . .



Convocation Hall, 1 p.m.

STUDENTS PROTEST SECRECY
A secret brief prepared by the administration without re-

sponsible consultation with either students or faculty has
sparked a campus-wide controversy which could lead to a sit-

in Monday.
The furore arose at Wednesday's student council meeting,

in which President Steve Langdon revealed that a brief outlin-

ing the future of the university for the next seven years would
be presented to the provincial government's Committee on
University Affairs meeting, scheduled to meet here Monday.

SAC voted Wednesday night

to hold a non-obstructive sit-

in if these demands were not

met:

• that the brief be made
public;

• that the brief not be pre-

sented to the CUA until dis-

cussed and accepted by the U
of T community

In response to the SAC
motion, the Committee on

University Affairs decided

yesterday to postpone their

meeting to Dec. 16 or 17. The
CUA has indicated it has no

objections to publication of

the brief.

trators not consult the stu-

dents," said Rae, "but they
did not even inform the

Board about the brief; they
did not inform the Presi-

dent's Council; and they did

not inform the Association of

Teaching Staff Executive
Council."

Although details of the

brief are secret, the adminis-

tration has given some indi-

cation of the type of propos-

als it suggests (see box).

SAC members and students

questioned by The Varsity

were shocked by the implica-

tions the secret brief has for

The secret brief which the university administration
plans to submit to the Ontario government's Committee on
University Affairs outlines proposals for the development of

U of T over the next seven years.

The brief discusses:

• changes in both medicine and engineering faculties,

• major changes involving the reduction, expansion or

elimination of certain faculties,

• decisions affecting the structure of the university,

t the priorities for construction on campus for the next

seven years, including Innis College and the Campus Cen-

tre.

Langdon and university

commissioner Bob Rae (IV

UC) met with President Bis-

sell yesterday morning to try

to reach an agreement.
Dr. Bissell said he person-

ally would like to publish the

brief, but referred the ques-

tion to the Board of Gover-
nors for decision.

The Board yesterday re-

ferred the decision to the

closed meetings of the

Board's executive which
meets Monday, and to the

President's Council, which
meets today.

"Not only did the adminis-

the Commission on Univer-
sity Government. They feared

the brief would encroach
upon the jurisdiction of CUG.
"The President reacted in

the most traditional way,"
Rae told The Varsity. "He
reacted according to habit,

and he did not choose to ask
students or faculty. He has

made a bad political error."

"The feudalistic structure

of the university is generally

regarded as not being a par-

ticularly fair way of looking

at any university plan," he
added. "Openness is the issue

on this campus."

SAC may sit-in
By GEOFF MEGGS

The Students Administra-

tive Council voted Wednesday
to hold a non-obstructive sit-

in if President Claude Bissell

refuses to release the con-

tents of a secret brief to the

Committee on University

Affairs.

Dr. Bissell asked SAC
President Steve Langdon to

attend the presentation of the

brief but warned he would be

forbidden to divulge contents

of either the brief or discus-

sion at the meeting.

Langdon told the meeting

that the brief had been pre-

pared without consultation

with any level of the univer-

sity community.
"This represents a real

setback. It demonstrates
there is a misunderstanding

of the basic premises of our

argument which is open dis-

cussion of the fate of the uni-

versity," sard Bob Rae (IV

UC).

"No one was seen in con-

nection with this brief, it was
discussed with no one, the

committee was responsible to

no one but themselves. The
Administration must be made
to understand that it cannot

continue in this fashion.

"There has been no sincere

attempt on the part of the

president or the Administra-

tion to allow discussion," said

Rae. "Our task is to see this

whole issue is opened up."

Paul Fromm (III SMC)
opposed the motion on the

grounds that Rae was "over-

reacting."

"The Commission may feel

it necessary to hold its meet-
ing in camera to put off land

speculation." he said.

(continued on page 21)
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Two unidentified board of governors members leave Simcoe Hall in the rain last night

as Varsity reporter Brian Johnson waits at the door to ask the same question of each
governor — "What happened at the meeting?" Here ore some of the answers: "You
know better than to ask me that." "I'm sorry, you'll have to ask a governor." "I can't

tell you. . .but you can twist that any way you like." "There were no decisions

made." "Was there a meeting today?" "I don't want no pictures taken."

ATS dodges CUA decision
By GEOFF MEGGS

The annual meeting of the

Association of Teaching Staff

adjourned last night before

voting on a motion to require

opening up of the university

brief to the Committee on

University Affairs.

In a climax to an evening

which saw acceptance of a

brief proposing an average 19

per cent increase in staff sal-

aries, the 102 (of 1.500)

members present listened to

pleas for support from Bob
Rae (IV UC) and from Presi-

dent Claude Bissell to consid-

er carefully the implications

of controversy over the CUA i|:

brief.

"The report was not passed

by the President's Council,

the ATS executive, or the

SAC executive," Rae said.

Rae described the adminis-

tration's action as "a serious

error of judgement.
"

President Bissell assured

the ATS that their salary

recommendations would be

taken very seriously by the

Administration

Dr. Bissell told the ATS he

felt early publication of the

report would have been a

"breach of propriety."

"There is nothing in the

text of the report I would

wish to keep secret." he said.

Later President Bissell

conceded "there are some
statistics and speculation

which could not be revealed

without acute embarrassment

to fellow universities."

SAC President Steve Lang-

don declined to address the

meeting after his right to

speak was unsuccessfully

challenged

Prof Loren Smith of the

philosophy dept. said, "We
believe the students and fac-

ulty ought to be consulted on

the brief " She was speaking

for an element of Ihe Philoso-

phy Dept partly sympathetic

with the SAC demands.

There is also a movement
in the political economy dept.

by a few professors to pro-

mote the SAC cause. The
meeting was adjourned be-

fore the membership could

vote on the CUA issue.

The Varsity asked Dr. Bis-

sell to comment after the

ATS meeting.

"No comment," he shouted

several times. "It's been a
long day."

>:-:-:-:W:5W:W:-S:-:W^

• In an emergency meeting yesterday, the Victoria Col- •:

i;! lege Union Council condemned the II of T administration :•

jjand agreed unanimously iLs action "seemingly contradicts
||;

:;• the mandate for openness as demonstrated by the student £
8 elections for a Commission on University Government. ;i|

1 "We condemn them for the bad faith shown by this ac-£|

i;i tion, and ask them to make this brief public."

8. The VCUC also urged campus wide support for today's ;•:

ijijmass meeting at Convocation Hall and any subsequent ac-;ii

8 tion. £
• The Medical Society Assembly, also called for mass ij:

% support of the meeting and urged publication of the brief. i|:

:ji They endorsed "the general principle of participation by

•J all sectors of the university community in decision-mak-

•jling. but made it clear they did not agree with the idea of
If!

jga sit-in. %
8 • All four CUG candidates - Bob Rae. D'Arcy Martin, g
:¥ Steve Grant and Gary Webster — have pledged to sit in

Sunless the brief is published and the students and faculty
):|

:£arc left to decide on the final form the brief will take.
Jj



FIRST

YEAR

TEXT

BOOKS

atthe

S.A.C.

BOOK

STORE

A DIAMOND FOR CHRISTMAS'

YOU CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND

ENGAGEMENT RING ON A

DIRECT BASIS

Eaomplet (torn Slock

Soliioi,. .40 Ci. $300.00

Solllol,. .SO Cl. $300.00

Solltolio .62 Cl. $300.00

3-Slena 3«.20 Cl.. $300.00

Plot Doi.n. of ottiei .tyl.s ond

comblnotlont lo choo.. from.

H. PROCTOR & CO.

Dlomond ond Com D.oloi. »2l-7702

131 Blooi Si. W. Soil. 416

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilt* Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S

546 Yonge St. 922-3141

SfctllfHJ STIAKS

S»rv»d hi B«f«u-dy Win*

•*« .»«ut»-i IOAST HEP

I*j»rieii«m.ni nllatr 1>* ,h»

UfSrAIBI VENI f I AN IOUNOE t IAI

Appearing Nlfely THOMAS KELLY

Steele's
TAVItM—•iSTAUHAMT

IM. 1-JltO 34» YONOt 8T.

(Mly lit*****)

Students of U. of T.,

Too ore cofdiolly invited to

attend the Koo* Young People*'

Programme on Saturday ot 7:30

p.m. for recreotion ond dis-

cussion. There will also be a

programme following the Sundoy

evening service ot 815 p.m.,

continuing the study of

Ecclesiastes. All this happens

KNOX CHURCH
(Spodino ot Horbord)

CENTRAL BILLIARD

294A College St.

10% Off for Students

Ladies Welcome

mutuciL

A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA
BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

MONTREAL (CUP) — Po-

litical Science students on

strike at McGill made a

small but significant step

forward late last night.

With the help of the media-

tor, Donald Theall, Head of

the English Department at

McGill, the students voted to

hold open negotiation meet

ings every day until the

strike is settled.

They will meet with anyone

who shows up. The faculty

have not approved this latest

move but it is hoped that they

will attend the meetings.

The English students said

they would boycott their

ILC.

classes on Monday and have

asked for study session today

in support of the poli-sci stu-

dents.

Ten faculty members have

said they support the students

and three political science

professors have come out on

the strikers behalf too.

Meanwhile in Hamilton. 32

graduate students from the

University of MacMaster are

still continuing their two day

boycott which began on Tues-

day The graduates have re-

fused to teach their first year

classes claiming they have

similar grievances.

NOVEMBER
28, 29, 30
TICKETS:
THURSDAY $1.50

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY $2.00

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: U.C. REFECTORY AND
HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

stfjoe atjoppetf inc.

Black leather

Blown Antique Leather

Tan Antique leather

Only $21 99

Blue leather

Black leather

Navy leather

Brown Antique leather

Bone Antique leather

Only $29.99

C.O.D. Orders Accepted Open Thurs. & Fri. Evenings Credit Cards Honoured

126 BLOOR STREET Tel: 921-1779
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Mortgage costs spark residence protest

Tomorrow is the deadline

for payment of the second
instalment of residence fees

for Devonshire House, Whit-

ney Hall and Sir Daniel Wil-

son Residence.

About 280 of this residents

will be withholding their fees

in protest of the portion of

them which goes to cover

mortgage payments on New
College. Ninety-eight per cent

of the residents are involved

in the protest at Devonshire,

93 per cent at Sir Dan's, and
more than 50 per cent at

Whitney Hall.

Representatives of the

three residences last night

formed a committee of uni-

fied opposition to the ine-

quitable distribution of mort-

gage payments on New Col-

lege.

Due to a recent change in

executive. New College resi-

dents were not organized in

time to take any fees hold-

back action. They are, how-

ever, endorsing the stand

taken by the committee.

The presidents of the four

houses of Whitney Hall have

circulated a letter to Presi-

dent Claude Bissell, Regis-

trar Robin Ross, Chief Ac-
countant G. Ford, UC Princi-

pal Douglas LePan and UC
Dean of Women Charity
Grant, explaining their objec-

tions.

Peter Kiidumae (III Arch)
estimated that $90 of the $520

fee for room goes to pay for

the New College mortgage.
Penalty for late payment of

fees is $3 a month to a maxi-
mum of $10. If the fees are
not ultimately paid the uni-

versity can refuse to give

students their marks.

Architecture facilities to be improved
Architecture students have

obtained approval in principle

for proposed changes in the

facilities of the architectural

building.

A brief drawn up about two
weeks ago by the student

House Committee was pre-

sented to Dean T. Howarth
and the president's advisory

council on university facili-

ties. Bill Kent, president of

the Architectural Society,

expects "facilities are going

to be changed very soon."

Most of the student de-

mands centred on better utili-

zation of available space. The
new course structure this

year has given them more
time to spend on individual

work in their studios which

THE

I

1

ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION, LIMITED

SAULT STE. MARIE, CANADA

|. INDUSTRIAL

2. METALLURGICAL

3. MECHANICAL

4. ELECTRICAL

5. GEOLOGICAL

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

THE ALGOMA STEEL CORPORATION, LIMITED
j

'

WOULD LIKE YOU TO VISIT THEIR

RECRUITERS DECEMBER 13. 1968

THIS COULD BE THE

HAPPENING' OF YOUR LIFE

Hart House
UNDERWATER CLUB

Presents A
FILM FESTIVAL

toculor, Three blonng colour

movies shot in corol wonderlands
of Flo., do, Honduras & Austrolio.

East Common Room — 8 p.m.

TO-NIGHT

LIBRARY EVENING
Tuesday. December 3

TAKEHIKO KAMEI
FJm Maker

Showing his own dim
"FLOWERS" ond discussing

film moking in general.

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
December 4 - Deboies Room - 1 p.m.

JAZZ CONCERT

ft

DEBATE
Wednesdoy, December 4

Debotes Room - 8 p.m.

JUDY LA MARCH, Q.C
Topic

IT SHOULD BE AS EASY TO HAVE AN
ABORTION AS IT IS TO HAVE A BABY

(Ladies may attend and participate)

photo by TIM KOEHLER

As the rain splashed down from yesterday's gray and gloomy

skies, two attendants sat in a small hut near the corner of St.

George and Harbord Sts., guarding a huge empty muddy lot.

The parking lot was closed early this week so that construction

on the New Research Library could begin. Construction hasn't

yet started and a lot of people (more than 300) are wondering

what happened to their parking space.

CLASSIFIED
MEN S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better, quality suits coats span
swear. tuxedos tails etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (since 1914) 123 Church
Si 366-4221

ALL TYPES OF BANDS — Available for

dances, parties, orgies weddings For
information call 922-4104

they find inadequate and ov-

ercrowded.

The fee issue is still being

investigated. Architecture

students pay the same fees as

engineers — the second high-

est on campus — but claim

they have received nothing

comparable to the elaborate

equipment of the engineers.

CASTING FOR CAMPUS FILM. Un-n
hibited actress for lead Five males Ap
ply Wy milwood music room Friday Nov
29 12 to 2 or phone Eldon Garnet 636
09?'

HELP WANTED — 4 students to d.s
tnbute & post handbills on campus Set
Sun & Mon Apply 76 Charfes St Fn

SOCIOLOGIST would appreciate hear
mg from couples who are living together
unmarned or who have lived in this er
rangement Please call 630 5452 eve
nings

BALLROOM OANCING INSTRUC
TION — University Settlement Recrea
tion Centre Wednesdays 8 10 30 23
Grange Rd 75$ 364 9133

STEREO TAPE RECORDER 1968 Phil

hps 4 mos old Never used S320 00
value — $220 00 Phone Or R A Green
461 8272

EXPERT TYPING of theses and essay
papers by expenenced secretary Fast

accurate service Reasonable rates 222
3460

CATALYST would appreciate any holp
with sales and distribution during week
of Dec 2nd Please call 924 0073

CATALYST — Much more readable
Short stones by university students
Poems by Pat Ryan Gary Geddes and
Rolf Harvey

FOR SALE: Austin 1100 Excellent con
dihon 1967 model Best offer Phone
447 7445 after S

WANTED: Male student to share com
fortable net Rent $14 per week 12B
Kowland Ave 2 Blocks East of Baihursl
2nd Floor Front Ask for 8ob

PHILADELPHIA—BOUND 7 Couple
wants nde to Philadelphia over chnstmas
vacation Share expenses Please call

922 -7667 any evening eflet 5 00

CAMILLO S BARBER SHOP 369 Oav
en port Rd

.
Comer of Oupont special

student rates free parking at ESSO Sta
tion across Street

SPADINA RD.—BERNARD P.irtmllv

fum 9 room apt 2nd and 3rd floor* of

house 2 full bathrooms Suit faculty

member and family $2 50 00 month

TIRED OF SITTING HOME EVE
NINGS7 You re needed as a volunteer to

assist high schoolers Please call 924
3223

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT UNION

presents

I LOVE IN THE 20th CENTURY?
j

A panel discussion with:

Dr. Kemper, Dept. of Sociology

1 Dr. Adolph, Dept. of Humanities (York U)
|

Dr. Moore, Psychiatrist

1 7:30 pm Mon. Dec. 2 Victoria Chapel f
I &
$ %
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PAGE FOUR

brief affects us all

The administration's secret brief

on plans for the university up to 1975

affects all of us as students. Although

the actual recommendations for the

brief are still unknown, the allocation

of money in any way is a function of

university policy.

We thought that the Commission on

University Government elections

made it perfectly clear that this kind

of secrecy was unacceptable to stu-

dents. The four students elected stood

on platforms of openness in decision-

making and equal staff-student par-

ticipation in decision-making.

The administration knew this when
they planned to present the secret

brief to the provincial Committee on

University Affairs on Monday.

At no point were students and fac-

ulty as a whole consulted on the final

brief. In fact, neither the SAC nor the

Association of Teaching Staff had

heard anything about it until Dr. Bis-

sell suggested SAC members should

attend the presentation under confi-

dential conditions.

At the mass meeting today, SAC
may bring np the possibility of a sit-

varsity
TORONTO)^
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in at Simcoe Hall on Monday. This

may seem like a rash step, but not if

it impresses on the administration

that:

• all decisions affecting the univer-

sity community must be made open-

ly;

• students and faculty are the ap-

propriate bodies to make decisions on

crucial university policy, with the

administration in an advisory role.

Dr. Bissell indicated that he would

publish the brief if the Board of Gov-

ernors agreed. Yesterday, they threw

the matter over to the Board's execu-

tive council, and the Presidents Advi-

sory Council They will meet in the

next two or three days. Yet Dr. Bis-

sell's handling of the affair does raise

some puzzling questions.

How does he justify the secrecy of

this important brief considering the

stress on the importance of openness

during the CUG negotiations?

Does the brief at all overlap with

CUG's mandate? If so, the adminis-

tration has acted in bad faith and

there is considerable doubt about

whether students ever can, or should,

work with administration on univer-

sity committees.

Why was the brief referred to the

Board of Governors for ratification of

publication? The brief had nothing to

do with the Board at any time before

from what we can gather.

Why is the Board referring the de-

cision to its executive council? This

procedure is unheard of — in fact, it

is normally the reverse (from the

executive to the general).

Dr. Bissell points out that a num-
ber of faculty and college commit-
tees contributed to the final brief,

including a sub-committee of the

President's Council. He points out

that seven students have been asked
to join the President's Council.

He does not mention that students

have refused to join the Council until

the meetings are open — the same
principle violated by the secrecy sur-

rounding the brief.

What the brief says — whether it is

innocuous or highly important — is

irrelevant. The issues of openness
and staff-student approval are very
relevant.

A sit-in to establish these princi-

ples should not carry the same bad
connotations as the Dow sit-in last

year. For one thing, it will be a non-

obstructive sit-in For another, it will

only be called if a majority at the

mass meeting today want it.

If we demand only publication of

the brief, and that the presentation of

the brief be stopped for a while. Dr.

Bissell will outmaneuvre us easily.

He will show us the brief and give us

a token say in a brief that is. to all

purposes, fait accompli
If we can establish once and for all

the principles of openness and partic-

ipation of all the university communi-
ty instead of one part of it — and
these are principles important to stu-

dents from every college and faculty
— we will have won a worthwhile
victory indeed.

We must be able to openly decide
on this brief.

"But if I share my toys with all the kids isn't that communist?'

from The Chevron

letters
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biafra

What is wrong with our gov-
ernment that it sits idly by and
makes excuses for our lack of
involvement in Biafra. Excuse
after excuse comes from Ottawa,
while our aircraft sit on the tar-

mac of Lagos and Trenton, Ont, I

am a pilot and a member of the
Canadian Forces and I cannot
stand the nonsense which Ottawa
hands out.

Background: we had to be
begged to consider the loan of
some aircraft, then we had to
negotiate with the Red Cross,
then we waited for Nigeria and
Biafra to agree on a mercy flight

corridor. The last straw came
when Nigeria said our C-130 Her-
cules aircrafts are too heavy for
the runways.
We hear claims and denials

concerning genocide by the Nige-
rian government every day. What
is true I don't know and I am not
qualified to comment upon. What
1 can say is this; Nigeria is using
the century old battle tactic of
seige warfare and will not have
to mistreat the Biafran people if

she can starve them out.
I will now proceed to destroy

the reasons the Nigerian and
Canadian governments give for
not flying in

The Swedish C-130 weighs the
same as ours does and the run-
ways aren't falling apart yet If

the Canadian government accepts
this, why not send in De Havil
and Caribou aircraft which can
be operated off grass (they are
in Vietnam) we have lots in Mo-
bile Command (the funny thing is

our armed forces are primarily
suited for defence and peace-
keeping operations such as this).

If Nigeria still says no. Tell them
where to go. Our pilots have guts
which is more than our prime
minister, his cabinet and the rest
o( Canada.

To maintain our neutrality we
will allow a Nigerian representa-
tive to inspect the cargo as it is

loaded. Then our planes will fly a
continuous corridor announced by
us.

They will be escorted by our
CF-101 Voodoo Interceptors
which could easily handle any-
thing the Nigerian government
could send up against us and our
planes crew and cargo would not
be sitting ducks. This practice if

implemented immediately could
save thousands of lives. And, to
quote Churchill, never would so
many owe so much to so few.

Reg Lukasik
RCAF (I UC> officer cadet

parking

On Monday, November 25, the

parking lot at St. George and
Harbord St. was closed without
previous notice. On Wednesday
morning of the same week, the

lot behind the Connaught Labora-
tory was closed to students but

not to staff; again this happened
without notice. Apparently the

attendant had been told to do so

less than 24 hours previously.

The parking problem was
acute even before this occurence.
However, the unjust aspect of

the situation appears to be the

ability of the administration to

take arbitrary action without
previous notice. It seems to us
that unreserved parking should
be open to everyone. We hope
that the university administra-
tion will seriously consider pro-

viding parking space for stu-

dents.

William Fulton
land 49 other students.





In the ill-judged execution oj

the well judged plan of things,

the call seldom produces the

comer, the man to love rarely

eo-incides with the hour jor

loving- Nature does not ojtcn

say "See!" to a poor creature

at a time when seeing can lead

to a happy doing; or reply

Here!" to a body's cry of
Where?" till the hide and

seek has become an outworn

game.

Thomas Hardy - Tess of the

D'urbervilles

In China, we are told, the

whores are now extinct —
mirabile dictu! we cry, for

the still point of the rest of

the turning, spinning world is

still cash.

In Moscow they are still

there, in Red Square, on the

subways, lurking by the cab

stands, skirts slightly hitched

revealing black market
American nylons.

Havana is no longer the

city as Hemingway knew it;

the posadas (brothels) of Ba-
tista's Cuba have also been
revolutionized ml" in. ill ho

tels where young lovers seek-

ing privacy in a crowded city

may go; for a few pesos the

man in the government shirt

ushers them to a room, a

bed, a sheet and a shower —
and knocks on the door when
the few allotted hours are up.

The hookers have moved to

the quiet bars and darker
streets; a few of the more
successful ones have man-
aged to become a part of the

decor of the tourist hotels

such as the Havana Libre

(nee Hilton)

The Marseilles waterfront

is, perhaps, more overt; one
is not faced with the need to

resolve official socialist piety

with fact. Along the teeming
carnival streets of the docks,

sailors, tourists, thieves are
greeted with shouts and coos

from bare-breasted women
leaning out of the hotel win-

dows, "Hey lover-boy, good
ficky-ficky"

In Mexico City a young lad

runs alongside and offers his

sister, "very young, sir, very

pretty, to do anything you
like sir, very cheap, please

sir . .
."

The style, the approach,

the pitch varies according to

the locale, but — if you will

forgive a melodramatic hia-

tus — when the door is

locked, the name of the game
is the same: someone gets

paid, another laid.

So Bravo Mao! Bravo
Chou! Salut! to the People's

Republic, for if vou are tell-

RtVIEW 2

ing true you have satisfied

the sexual appetite of your
menfolk, repressed it, or

eliminated it. Or are you
lying?

For if the whore is a uni-

versal presence, far more so
is her customer, the straight

John, the trick in the parlance
of the North American hook-

er The man, lonely, humble,
arrogant, cash in pocket who
knows reality is to be bought,

mutters to himself, what is

it. who is it that he could not

buy if he had enough; and
who is it that will not surren-

der herself to be sold if the

price is right?

The whore concurs and
takes his money and gives
him nothing, unmindful of the

spilling sperm.

If they have any distin-

guishing universal mark, it is

their eyes; they are the same
everywhere — pale, flat,

glazed — reptillian, lifeless

and distant. It is in the eyes
of the hooker that you see her
reality

, it is in the eyes of a
hooker that you discover the

extent to which man can de-

stroy; when you look into

their eyes it is clear who the

tyrant is and who the victim
— and if you associate your
ego with your manhood,
more's the pity.

Poor straight honest John,

the lonely trick, chuckles as

he drives into town on a Fri-

day night. Poor straight hon-

est John, the unassuming kill-

er.

"Every man's a trick," she
asserts, putting on her mas-
cara, "even him" nodding
towards the television set

where- Trudeau has just

placed a flower in his mouth
awaiting victory at the nomi-
nating convention.

"For somebody, some-
where, at some time, every

man is a trick and that's how
I treat them . . .". Cindy
waxes enthusiastic as a few
others in the room shake
their heads in disagreement.
"And so what anyway? I

like my tricks and they like

me; and something else —
every chick's a hooker in the

right time and place."

Cindy is an established
hooker in William Dennison's

Toronto. She dresses well,

her wardrobe running into a
few thousand dollars; she
drives a new car, is vivacious

and would be called attrac-

tive by some who might not

notice her pale, glazed eyes.

She averages between six and
seven hundred dollars a week
if she's not sick or in jail.

She works hard, keeps reg-

ular hours with her tricks and
is more than a bit insulted if

anyone were to suggest that

she does not come by her

money honestly. She has now
reached a level of success

which keeps her off the

streets; nor does she rely on

the services of a procurer, as

do many if not most of Toron-

to's underground business
girls. Cindy does all her busi-

ness by telephone and some-
times by mail.

The conversation pauses
momentarily as everyone
turns to the set again to hear
Trudeau's acceptance speech;
they nod their approval of his

style, his cool and Cindy re-

sumes her lecture on What is

What.

"Listen: Canada is on the

up and up; I was just in New
York last week and listen

Toronto is just as swift, just

as swift as New York; swif-

ter even ..." More disap-

proval from her audience.

"Yes, it's true Carol-Anne,
yes it is . . . the people are
here and the money is here
and that's all it takes."

Carol-Anne is not yet a part
of Cindy's 'swift' world. She
has just arrived in Toronto
from the same little Ontario
town as Cindy; she works in

a tiny Yonge Street boutique
but is rapidly developing an
eye for the swift life.

The two other girls in the

photos by paul Campbell

room are also hookers,
friends of Cindy's, also from
small Ontario towns; they

and their immediate friends

are a tight group, surrounded
in a haze of dope, soul music,

and a meticulous calculated

cool of jargon and attitude to

the effect of convincing
friends and enemies that they

are right on top of Things.

Beside the two other girls

are a pair of Detroit round-

ers, two large implacably
fronted Negros; they rule and
guide the fortunes of Cindy's

two friends who have not yet

reached her level of success

where they can go it on their

own.

The two men speak very
little apart from the odd
grunt and a deferential mur-
mur; their jeweled hands and
straight, slicked down hair

suggests that they are not yet

disciples of Eldridge Cleaver.

Their cool is so advanced as

to be frozen, fitting inmates
of any mausoleum.
They are eyeing Carol-Anne

with some interest, for she is

attractive, graceful and
seemingly enchanted with
Cindy's babble. She is very

quiet, always smiling, listen-

ing, her great dark eyes
flashing

The conversation has again

continued on R-3
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International

Movies

International

Art

International

Cuisine

INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL

JACK LUDWIG. Writer i

residence, U of T.

Opening ceremonies
at Naehan Phillips Square. Parade from the Square to the University of
Toronto campus, with flags, and students from all countries with the
accompaniment of the steelband.

Address
at Convocation Hall - Everyone Welcome

International Fashion Show
ar Cody Hall. Free tickets available at I.S.C.

'Canada Night*
at ISC. Canadians will be giving a sample of their multi-lateral culture
to the overseas students. Everyone Welcome.

"International Variety Show'
at Ryerson Auditorium. In a multiple media presentation, the students
from 15 countries will be displaying some facet of their individual
cultures. Students $1.00 — Community S3.00.

International Ball
at Casa Loma. An international Festival Queen will be selected from

the 12 princesses at the ball. 2 Orchestras. Bar. Canapes served.

S4.00 (Couple) - S2.50 (Single).

Doc umentaries
of the 75 countries from which students of the University of Toronto
have arrived will be shown at ISC and Hart House between 12 noon —
2:00 p.m. on each day of the Festival Week.

Objects of Art
from abroad will be displayed in the library Hart House and ISC through-

out the week.

Specialities from many countries will be on sale during the lunch hour
at all cafeterias on campus through the Festival Week.

Vernon Edwards

Chairman

International Festival 1968

928-

924-

2564

5267
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continued from R-2

turned to shop talk and Cindy
is expounding on the various
hassles they invariably face
in their work: tricks who get
violent, the Man (Morality —
very assiduous), expensive
lawyers. Lesbian Probation
Officers. Competition, un-
friendly nightclub owners ("I
was slammed from the Coq
d'Or last night" i. and the
twice-weekly visits to the
shrink.

Cindy is leaving, the others
follow suit, for there is work
to be done and gold in the
streets.

I run into Carol-Anne now
and then at parties or visiting

a common friend: we are
reasonably friendly, conver-

sant; she likes her work in

the boutique, has made a lot

of friends, likes Toronto, is

happy a good deal of the time
etc.

Then for a long time I do
not see any of them until I

am in the Colonnade Res-
taurant after a rehearsal for

a play — she gets up from a
group of rounders and hook-
ers in the corner where they
regularly congregate, to say
hello-long-time-no-see. She
has quit her job. talks quick-

ly, nervously, her laugh is

somewhat shrill, she's having
a "pretty far-out time" gen-
erally, blah blah.

She is somewhat embar-
rassed and nervous talking to

me as I am not saying any-
thing at all (fatigue) and
splits, inviting me to be sure
to see her soon Already her
eyes had gone. -

Outside on Bloor Street

there she is again, getting

into a cab. assisted by one of

the men from Cindy's, who
gives the driver an address
on a piece of paper As the

cab. pulls off he walks back to

the Colonnade affording me a
slight nod as he passes.

—henry tarvainen

\OU;.MHKR
28. 2<). 30
TICKETS'
THURSDAY 81.50

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY 82.00u.a

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: U.C. REFECTORY AND
HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

(hamate

Stbdentt

Union
14 RAMCMfT AMNW
PHONE 928-2391

WINE AND CHEESE
PARTY

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th

4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

All graduate students, faculty, administrative staff

and girls over 21 welcome.

Admission: SI. 00

Graduate Students' Union

CHARTER FLIGHT
Toronto — London

Depart Toronto May 30, 1969

Depart London Sept. 4, 1969

Return trip fare: S200 — application forms now available

at 16 Bancroft Ave., or by phoning 928-2391.
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The Dufferin (Finch-Exhi-

bition) bus is the only bus

that runs from the bottom of

the city to the very top.

.

Sometimes, in the morning

the driver is in a good mood.

From Finch down to Wilson

Ave., he says good morning

to all the ladies in Yiddish

They all understand him, but

are very careful not to ac-

knowledge him; they are

very, very embarrassed.

From Wilson Ave to Dundas

St., he says, "Bon giorno"

and the fat Italian housewives

gleefully fuss over him. He is

very happy then. From Dun-

das St. down to the exhibition

grounds, he says a curt, "hel-

lo", which usually stops just

a few blocks below Queen.

From then on he says noth-

ing.
* *

The people who live in the

suburbs live in continual

warmth; they are always in

their cars or in their houses

or in their climateless shop-

ping centres. The dream of

solitary single family unit has

reached its ultimate conclu-

sion: isolation.

But it's a great place for

kids. Wade knee deep in the

sewage ditch and climb the

trees growing in the swamp
just past the backyard or roll

snow for a snowman. They

learn to accept the blazing

sun or the cold blasts that

come because there are no

trees. But they never experi-

ence the beauty of dark cor-

ners in city streets, in the

shade of fifty-year-old houses

that smell of old paper and

dust. They learn the smell of

the grass and the earth roll-

ing down a hill on a hot

summer's day, but never

know of selling lemonade to

tired workers on a tree-lined

street. They learn of the

great warmth of their individ-

ual homes after playing in

the snow but will never know
a warmth that exists on the

streets. Because there is

nothing in the streets.

But kids grow older, and

it's then that the almost un-

bearable flatness of the envi-

ronment really takes its toll,

the unbearable sameness.

And even the huge apart-

ment buildings, thrusting out

like fists against the sky. are

flat, each dwelling crushed by

the weight above it. You
stoop when you walk in,

though there is a good 3 feet

of room above you.

It's at school that the kids

first come headlong against

the one-dimensional world

that dooms them for the rest

of their lives. They will get a

good education, because they

know they can't get it any-
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where else. You can't get an

education in the pool halls

because all the rest of the

guys are the same as you

anyway.

They'll get their enrich-

ment classes, but they will

never really know the mean-

ing of what the teachers, also

dulled, tell them about social

studies. They will raise

money for the Junior Red
Cross club to send to needy

children whom they will prob-

ably never see. They will

write oral compositions on

"Ovil Rights", without hav-

ing spoken to a Black Man.

They will talk about the trag-

edy of nuclear holocaust in a

land that looks like it has al-

ready been hit by the bomb.

In the wide flat expanses of

the suburbs, where the family

is all important, rupture,

which should be a natural

thing, is made unnatural and

the victims crowd the streets

were the action is.

Being sordid in a greasy

fish and chips store in Etobi-

coke isn't half as exciting as

being sordid in a greasy

hamburger place in York-

ville. What's the action? Peo-

ple. All kinds And there are

no people in Don Mills, Scar-

borough or North York. Only

dead souls barricaded in their

warm fortresses.
* * *

The apartments and the

shopping plazas don't help.

They're bin It on the same
principle. Vou can be private

even when you shop. The

miles of fields and highway

around Yorkdale are testi-

mony to this.

The suburbs are valuable,

very valuable. You sense this

when you walk the dog for

three miles through the cold

winter streets with not a soul

to be seen; when you ride

your bicycle on an early

summer morning and see the

mist rising from a small val-

ley that the apartment build-

ers have not yet touched;

when you walk a mile in the

biting wind to pick up your

date on Saturday night be-

cause your dad won't let you

have the car and no bus runs

up that way and you decide to

stay at her place instead of

going to a movie all the way
downtown.

It's when you get older that

it becomes a menace. You
come to rely on the car, as if

it were part of your body.

But you don't go out because

it's so hard to park down-

town. So you fall asleep by

the television for the rest of

your life.

photo by pout campbefl

Nobody ever made the law

that privacy couldn't co-exist

with community, only the

unseeing opportunism of the

land dealers with their nine-

teenth century ideas of pri-

vate property. Any solution

seems likely to be the most

important of all in the future

life of our cities, and yet,

thus far it has been ignored.

People seem happy the way
they are, but are they? York-

ville can't hold all the or-

phans these places produce.

Beyond suburbia lies not

the millenium, but Los An-

geles.

— lorry hoiven

mmtm.

| ROY'S JEWELLERS
S 21 BLOOR ST. W.

GIRLS

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
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* theatre
money's worth at 30 opera
There is a well-known and

consoling theatrical axiom
that a bad dress rehearsal

guarantees a good show. If

this works in reverse, Thea-

tre Mickities' production of

Threepenny Opera must have

been drastically devalued on

opening night. While the cast

and crew could have used

some audience adrenalin to

speed up their responses to

cues, their Wednesday dress

rehearsal provided a some-

times exciting and always

entertaining evening.

What it was that author

Brecht had in his disillu-

sioned mind when he adapted
John Gay's 1798 Beggar's
Opera to the tensions of the

twentieth century is debata-

ble. The play is a large-scale

farce of exploitation, with a

minimal plot in the "mar-
riage" of the underworld
aristocrat, Captain Mac-
Heath, to the daughter of J.J.

Peachum, whose thriving

business is to be the Beggars'

Friend. While hordes of

starving Londoners writhe
around the stage, the central

characters snicker and betray

each other, thereby demon-
strating that, as one song

proclaims, a man survives by

living on others.

The audience won't see this

brick bat message until very

late because it's swathed in

Victorian trappings and

whammed home in some very

funny lines. The Mickities'

production, batting in the big

PAT & JOSEPH
HAIR DESIGNS
1 14 A BLOOR ST. W.

WORRIED ABOUT THAT SPECIAL HAIR-DO FOR THE CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS? HELL! YOU NEEDN'T WORRY ANY MORE; JUST ONE
PHONE CALL TO PAT & JOSEPH'S WILL TAKE CARE OF YOUR
APPOINTMENTS FOR XMAS & NEW YEARS. WE WILL TAKE IT FROM
THERE ON. WE ARE VERY REASONABLE TOO - - - - -

CUT & SET Reg. $6.00 STUDENTS PRICE $5.00

CALL US RIGHT NOW AND FIND OUT ALL THE SPECIAL PRICES
WE HAVE FOR YOU STUDENTS OUR STAFF IS NO. I.

921-4884PHONE 921-1234

U.C.

Ryerson auditorium instead

of Brecht's initimate experi-

mental theatre, tried to sock

it across by expanding the

script and spilling the show
out into the audience.

The most striking, and
probably the most successful,

instance of this attempt is the

use of a permanent curtain-

less set, a wooden superstruc-

ture whose angle opens up
the deep stage. And on this

set the expansion principle

goes into operation with the

opening number, Mack the

Knife, which is assigned to

the entire company instead of

to a lone street-singer. The
effect is more like a banjo

sing-along from the Grand
Ole Opry than a description

of a man who leaves trails of

blood behind him.

This is however consistent

with the tone established by

the central characters, whose
viciousness is literally beyond

belief. MacHeath, for exam-
ple, is tagged "the slipperiest

criminal in London", but

Mike McCabe's version of the

character is greased but no

lightning. The strongest per-

formances are in the explicit-

ly comic roles -- the best of

an excellent lot being John

McAndrew as the incompe-

tent beggar Filch, Joe Crow-

ley with a deliciously detailed

portrayal of one of Mack's

henchmen, and Susie Murray
as the red-pantalooned Coax-

NOVEMBER
28, 29, 30
TICKETS:
THURSDAY $1.50

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY $2.00

FOLLIES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: U.C. REFECTORY AND
HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

er, the most convincing

whore on stage. Another and
more serious minor part, that

of Mack's ex-love Jenny, was
well-executed by Jody Ales-

sandro.

With the comic effects

dominating the acting, the

job of establishing something
beyond pure fun and games is

left to Kurt Weil's music.

While some songs never got

across David Warrack's or-

chestra, those that did were
mostly unnervingly success-

ful, notably Mrs. Peaehum's
(Georgia McFalll comment
on the rottenness of males

and Pirate Jenny's (Chris

Betzenl threat against the

world at large.

It adds up to a good bit of

theatricality, and maybe my
head is too hard to sense
when it's been hit. But the

show hit me like one of the

red taffeta flounces which
swirl through it, and I rather

suspect that the production

simply proves Mr Peaehum's
claim that "the powerful of

the earth can create poverty

but they can't bear to look at

it."

— manon o'connor

theatre goers the victim
see, who murders the gas

man and takes Sylvia Len-

nick's quasi-virtue by threat

She digs this, though, and

eventually finds out that her

husband has put this rapist up

to the whole thing as a plot to

murder her See? No.

As an example of modern
alienation techniques the pro-

duction is a masterpiece.

Sylvia moves like chintz,

while Ben is fond of holding

stylized poses (one foot held

in the air I. McConnell makes
the least of Leslie Yeo's stag-

geringly static blocking

McConnell. it must be admit-

ted, did sound like a lunatic,

and he had some very funny

continued on R-IO

Mario Fratti makes his liv-

ing in New York by translat-

ing plays for Italian televi-

sion. His little effort at stage-

craft, presented by Belmont

Theatre Productions at the

Central Library, crams as

much sexual dialogue as pos-

sible into a play which couldn't

make it past network cen-

sors.

Unfortunately, to this re-

viewer Fratti's self-purgation

was only annoying as opposed

to intriguing. The perform-

ances of Ben and Sylvia Len-

nick and Peter McConnell

didn't alleviate The Victim's

problems either.

There's this mad rapist.

The Wymilwood Concert Committee

presents

A STUDENT CONCERT
Marilyn Scoft - Pianist

Sharon Maclntyre- Soprano

Malcolm Sinclair - Bass-baritone

Sunday, Dec. 1

9 p.m.

Wymilwood Music Room

WHAT

DO

YOU

KNOW

ABOUTl

Istt the all-Canadian scientific news

magazine for science students? Are

its articles written by Canada's top

scientists and engineers? Does it

report new developments and

suggest innumerable career

opportunities?

Find the answers in a complimentary

copy, by writing to:

SCIENCE AFFAIRS
1255 University. Room 222

Montreal 2, Quebec

Subscriptions: Students $3

8 issues (2 yrs.l Adults $4

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF

THE YOUTH SCIENCE FOUNDATION
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books
dizzy dean of the statusleagues

All right, guys and duck-

ies, put on your bell-bottom

trousers and Indian scarves,

tie those scarves in lush dou-

ble-butterfly knots — not you

bushy Jeremiahs of the phi-

losophy department — but the

rest of you, flick the tuner on

to CHUM-FM and stretch out

on the wall-to-wall with the

latest word from Tom Wolfe,

The Pump House Gang! Yah!

Tom Wolfe laughing and

scratching at you from apple-

pie-and-motherhoodland! And
here it is, live from La Jolla,

Calif., from New York, from

London, from Columbus,

Ohio, a continuing play-by-

play of the pursuit of the

happiness game.
Since 1965 Tom's been zip-

ping across the United States,

across England even, taking

in the new . . . life-styles.

Everywhere he's noticing

(and recording) the emer-

gence of new forms, new
groupings in society: surfers

in southern California ("The

Pump House Gang"); mid-

dle-class recluses (following

the example of Hugh Hefner,

"King of the Status Dro-

pouts") who retreat into their

own technological wonder-

lands; socialites who say

"shit" and "fuck" at high-

class dinner parties (c.f.

"Tom Wolfe's New Book of

Etiquette"). With unprece-

dented amounts of money and

leisure time, all sorts of peo-

ple are establishing their own
standards of achievement,
their own statusleagues.

Everybody by now has read

Tom Wolfe's first collection

of revelations about pop cul-

ture. The Kandy-Kolored etc.

etc. That book . . well, it

really zapped a lot of people

who thought of themselves as

thinkers. They didn't want to

believe Wolfe was serious, or

they didn't think he was seri-

ous enough. Here they were
accustomed to thinking about

big. i.e. apocalyptic issues

like the threat to personal

freedom in modern America
and poverty in the midst of

plenty and along comes this

joker yattering about —
what? Custom cars! demoli-

tion derbies! tyrannical nan-

nies!

Tom squares off with his

opponents in the introduction

to his second book. "What
struck me throughout Amer-
ica and England was that so

many people have found such
novel ways of doing just that,

enjoying, extending their egos

way out on the best terms
available, namely, their own.

It is curious how many seri-

ous thinkers — and politicians

— resist this rather obvious

fact. Sheer ego extension —
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especially if attempted by all

those rancid proles and sub-

urban petty burghers — is a

perplexing prospect. Even
scary, one might say. Intel-

lectuals and politicians cur-

rently exhibit a vast gummy
nostalgia for the old res-

traints, the old limits, of the

ancient ego-crusher: Calam-
ity."

So the literati and sooth-

sayers and moral rationalists

— in other words, all the

good 19th-century intellec-

tuals disapprove. Tom Wolfe

is not quite intellectually re-

spectable. And the radical

utopian-thinkers at the uni-

versity keep putting him
down, because the revolution

he is talking about has left

them without Exhibit A. the

suppressed masses. What the

university radicals can't ac-

cept is that money and tech-

nology — yes! — the tools of

the industrial-military com-
plex — are exactly the means
by which the supposed vic-

tims have liberated them-

selves from the old hierarchi-

cal class structure. What's

more, the cultural tastes of

the diploma elite no longer

count for very much; the lib-

erated masses have imposed
their style on the whole soci-

ety — as witness fancifully-

designed automobiles and
mod clothes and pop music
and the whole range of pop

culture.

The people who call Tom
Wolfe superficial and value-

less generally apply the same
criticisms to Marshall Mc-
Luhan. It's no coincidence

that the longest chapter in

The Pump House Gang is the

one on McLuhan ("What If

He Is Right?"), and that it

comes smack in the middle of

the book — smack-dab be-

tween Part I about the excit-

ing- but- sometimes- danger-

ous new orders of society,

and Part 2, about the sad
confusion of established soci-

ety in New York and London
McLuhan — the high priest

himself! gets in his own at-

tack on moral protesters in

the literary- intellectual

mold: "The mere moralistic

expression of approval or

disapproval, preference or
detestation, is currently being
used in our world as a substi-

tute for observation and a

substitute for study. People
hope that if they scream
loudly enough about 'values'

then others will mistake them
for serious sensitive souls

who have higher and nobler

perceptions than ordinary
people."

But — but . . . But there's

Vietnam dangling like a
mangled arm off the whole
jesus emaciated body of Asia.

And there are those 20 or 30

per cent lighting a bomb un-

der the fat contented prole

ass of America. And when
the yellow and black and pur-

ple hordes appear over the

horizon . . . And then there's

little Sue, a 16-year-old Dollie

girl, driving around the Little

Venice section of London with

Crispian Fetlock-Withers or

whatever-his-name is,who has

just picked her up at some
deb's party, and the most
immediate agony of Sue's

existence is whether this ter-

ribly upper-class boy will ask

her up to his flat or announce
that he has a headache.

But exactly! We care about

the status struggles of Sue,

the Teenage London Society

Girl, because we're all imme-
diately concerned WITH MAK-
ING IT ON SOME LEVEL
OR OTHER IN SOME COM-
MUNITY OR OTHER. That

moment — snap! — provides

a microcosm of the whole

class thing in London society.

Sue's agony is frozen — snap!

—while Tom Wolfe explores

the relative position of Dollie

girls (rich bourgeois) and
Heathfield girls (aristocrat),

including their clothes, their

ambitions, families, sexual

habits, confrontations. Tom
seems to approach the situa-

tion with some sort of Kodak
Instamatic Mixed-media
camera, one that hasn't been

invented yet with time-

space- depth vision. He seizes

on specific people at a specif-

ic tim'e and place, freezes

them — snap! — in their par-

ticular context, and broadens

his angle of vision — snap! —
to include historical- literary-

ethological or whatever kind

of analogies. From McLuhan
to Freud. From the madness
at Grand Central Station to

the effects of overcrowding

on Sika deer and Norway
rats. From male attire at

Harvey's Drive-in to the

court fashions of seventeenth-

century England. Snap! Fro-

zen in history!

Tom Wolfe's style ... his

style resembles an incredible

seemingly random patch-

work, but the hysteria is

carefully contrived. It in-

volves a lot of liberal educa-

tion (a Ph.D. in American
studies at Yale), a newspa-
perman's skill in researching,

a writer's perception of char-

acter, vocabulary from medi-

cal texts and comic books,

quick cuts out of nouvelle

vague movies, and detail —
masses of exquisite detail,

almost a baroque excess of

decorative detail. Of course

all this goes far beyond the

who- what- where- when- how
school of journalism, in fact

it goes beyond journalism

altogether. Perfect. All the

biggies in today's culture and
communications field are
inventing new forms that

don't fit into any of the exist-

ing categories.

One can envisage an Eng-

lish professor twenty years

from now lecturing his Eng-

lish 150 class on the oeuvre of

Tom Wolfe, that is if things

like professors and lectures

and English 150 are still

around in twenty years. Any-

way the professor, a green

corduroy type with that

milky-white academic com-
plexion, is saying, "In

Wolfe's vision of society, the

primary drive of the individ-

ual is to achieve the most

complete possible realization

of life-style as defined by his

social environment blather

blather Archetypal charac-

ters are depicted in fact

blather blather. . .

" Status-

drive. Yes! Archetypal char-

acters. Yes! New Jersey tee-

neybopper bouffant baby in

stretch pants and furry

sweater and Dick Tracy eyes.

Bob and Ethel (Spike) Scull,

the successful climbers who
made it fast! in New York's

Culture Establishment.

Heroes and heroines of Amer-
ica in the 1960's! The Put-

Together Girl: that's Carol

Doda, the San Francisco top-

less dancer who took silicone

injections "in order to show

the new worldjj>air of — at

last! — perfected twentieth-

century American breasts."

And Tom Reiser, one of the

motorcycle greats: he at-

tached a 300-horsepower
Chevrolet V-8 engine to a

Harley 74-XA and went sail-

ing down a great smooth
stretch of Ohio superhighway
"at 140- 160- 180- 200 miles an

hour — 2000 miles an hour —
sailing! At last, the winged
American centaur, the Amer-
ican dream, at last."

— lanny salsberg

University College

THE ALEXANDER LECTURES

WHAT IS DISTINCTIVELY
HELLENIC

IN GREEK LITERATURE?
H. D. F. K/TTO

Professor of Greek Emeritus, Bristol University

West Hall, University College

Tuesday, Dee. 3, to Thursday. Dee. S

at 4:30 p.m.



civilized academic futility

Agenda 1970: Proposals for a

Creative Polities, Lloyd and

Mcleod (ed.) University of

Toronto Press, 1968, $3.50

Large black and white but-

tons saying 'Ivory Power'

have been doing the rounds at

the university this past week.

They are being given out in

connection with Agenda 1970,

a product of The University

League for Social Reform,

"an informal group of univer-

sity professors, young rather

than old, to the left rather

than to the right, who pro-

duce a book about once a

year on contemporary prob-

lems."

Agenda 1970 is a collection

of essays by academics on

"proposals for a creative pol-

itics". The book has certain

weaknesses, as does the

whole approach of the

League: civilized men write

about world problems, for

which they think they have

civilized answers. There is a

sense of futility about the

whole exercise.

For the premise on which

the approach is based is that

with an increase in knowl-
edge, or information, prob-

lems can be solved. Some of

the articles in the book com-
plain about the plethora of

royal commissions and task

forces in government, but

these articles themselves do
nothing but make tinkering

recommendations on how to

make the whole structure

more relevant. Only a few
articles try to come to terms
with the whole system.

Among the tinkering arti-

cles could be included Ronald

Blair's on parliament, Ian

Drummond's on broadcasting,

and to a certain extent Peter

Silcox's on boards and com-
missions.

'Ivory Power' is pretty

meaningless if it means pro-

fessors writing quiet sugges-

tions on how to make govern-

ment a little big bigger and a

little bit better. Not that this

is completely unimportant:

it's just that it's really not

the guts of the issue. If this is

the best of the hard hitting,

sock-it-to-me, tell-it-as-it-is

academic of the 1960's can

come up with, one fails to see

what all the fuss is about.

Fortunately, its not. For

there are a few articles in

the collection which really do

come to grips with Canada's

political economy. Two arti-

cles stand out, those by Mel

Watkins and Gad Horowitz.

They make one remember,
however faintly, that univer-

sities also produced the Thor-

sten Veblen's and C. Wright
Mills' of the past.

Watkins traces back over
some familiar ground, foreign

investment and Canadian in-

dependence. The essay fea-

tures an analysis of the fail-

ure of Canadian entrepre-

neurship. the emasculation of

the bourgeoisie, and the sub-

sequent loss of Canadian con-

trol over the economy. He
writes with toughness and
good sense, as well as with

great political sensitivity.

There is nothing of the ob-

scure spider spinning his

academic web which seems
to characterize so much uni-

versity writing today.

Horowitz is writing about

the need for a realignment in

Canadian politics on an ideo-

logical, class basis, in other

words politics as left and
right, rather than in terms of

'my catch-all versus your
catch-all'. As Horowitz

writes: "There is no major
party of the left in Canada,

not because our people are

too stupid to be conscious of

the disadvantages of non-elite

status, but because our busi-

ness-orineted political elites

have been reluctant to trans-

late the personal trouble of

non-elite status into the pub-

lic issue of inequality."

Other articles worth read-

ing are John Rich's analysis

of the New Youth. Gilles

Paquet's condemnation of the

Economic Council, and Jack

Macleod's look at post-capi-

talist society

The frustration with some

of the articles which I aired

earlier stems from the con-

viction that the solution to

the problems' of 1970 are
essentially political. It is not

a lack of information about
housing that has paralysed

the government (which seems
to be the basic argument be-

hind the formulation of the

task force), but rather that

housing has never been recog-

nized as a social or political

responsibility of the public

sector What is required is

not merely more information,

or more task forces, but an
entirely new political ap-

proach.

The book does contain

some valuable insights into

the Canadian policy, but it is

not as revolutionary or dy-

namic as the blurbs would

have us believe. The idea that

all university professors pe-

rse somehow have a specta-

cularly vital insight into our

problems is just not true.

'Ivory Power' is a great

hoax if it simply means
fudge-like recommendations
from academics who want to

go down in history as consult-

ants to the wealthy and not so

wise. It is not even very rele-

vant if it naively allows itself

to be used by whoever wants

to use it Ivory Power' only

means something if it is ac-

companied by a determina-

tion on the part of academics

to see that their talents, their

understanding of Canadian

political problems, have some
real social purpose.

—bob roe

cabbagetown
Cabbagetown, by Hugh Gar-

ner, Ryerson Press, $7.50

This is very welcome new
edition of Hugh Garner's

Cabbagetown. The first ver-

sion, published as a cheap

paperback in 1950, was, as

the saying goes, much expur-

gated and revised. Garner

has now given us a totally

unexpurgated and unrepented

book "edited and completely

rewritten by the author from

the original manuscript."

There has been a recent

flurry of interest in Toronto

and its one great indigenous

slum, and if nothing else

Garner gives us a very acute

description of the tawdry and

dingy life of the urban poor in

Canada. I am sure that what

he writes about Cabbagetown

in the 1930's could be written

about today, though as he

points out in his introduction

the Regents Park public hous-

ing development has com-

pletely changed the landscape

of Cabbagetown proper.

The novel concentrates on

the lives of just a few people.

all growing up in the early

1930 s. Ken Tilling, the hero,

leaves 'the Tech' at sixteen,

takes odd jobs, works in

sweatshop conditions in facto-

ries, and finally goes unem-

ployed when the city is hit by

the full weight of the Depres-

sion. Tilling's mother be-

comes an alcoholic, the girl

of his dreams a prostitute,

one of his friends a thief and

murderer, another a member
of a right wing youth organi-

zation. The end of the novel

sees Tilling armed with new-

ly won political conviction,

determined to fight the good

light in Spain.

Cabbagetown is no

Grapes of Wrath, and

Gainer will scarcely rank

with Steinbeck or Upton Sin-

clair as a chronicler of the

poor in North America. But

Garner does succeed in re-

creating the tensions of the

Depression 1930's. and the

impression he gives us of the

urban English poor is quite

moving, and politically accu-

rate.

Garner's knowledge and
understanding of Toronto life

in the 1930's, and his ability

to relate with the few charac-

ters he does describe well

redeems a rather thin and

soapy plot.

So what we have is a 'use-

ful' and interesting' second

rate novel. Garner manages
to recreate an atmosphere, a

way of life, which is no mean
achievement, but the novel

does have distinct limitations.

There is a tremendous tend-

ency to sentimentalize, the

occasional purple passage

more reminiscent of a Victo-

rian melodrama than the

'realistic school' of which the

young Garner was obviously

Irving to become a member.
But in all fairness to Gar-

ner, the novel does convey,

with considerable force and

eloquence, a very basic mes-

sage: for people in Cabbage-

town, as for people in slums

everywhere, poverty is a de-

grading and warping experi-

ence. And in an age in which

the ultimate myth of Horatio

Alger still persists, those who
maintain the reality that pov-

erty usually destroys the

human spirit should be wel-

comed.

—bob roe REVIEW 7
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theatre
brel lives and breathes
Jaques Brel is Alive and

Well And Living in Paris

Jaques Brel at the Playhouse

Theatre has style and power.

Brel writes about the

American Dream Girl (the

girl who never camel, and

about war, death, and lalse

love. He conquers time and

age and the Middle Class,

tucks Devils or Angels under

his arm, disintegrates illu-

sions with a crack of his

magic whip, and pulls the

mountains from under our

heros.

But he does it with class

As both writer and composer

of the twenty five odd num-

bers presented with great

finesse by the cast of four.

Brel has found a perfectly

adapted, satisfying and pow-

erful vehicle for his commen-
tary. He's just not the usual

folk-rock-protester Nor can

his songs be classified in any

of the traditional ways There

are many levels to his lyrics

and they cannol be captured

in criticisms: the songs of

Jaques Brel must be heard.

The cast remains loyal to

Brel throughout.

Stan Porter's absolutely

chilling renditions of pieces

like Amsterdam or Next

could not have been more
hard or tough Another num-
ber. Arlene Meadow's "Sons

of . . the great or sons un-

known. All were children like

The Irish Theatre Society

and

The Centre for the Study of Drama
presents

A sound and light history of the

Abbey Theatre by

Tomas MacAnna, DIRECTOR
and Yeats*

THE DEATH of CUCHULAIN
directed by Mr. MacAnna

Sat. Nov. 30 and Mon. and Tues. Dec. 2 & 3

Univertity Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Morris St.

Curtain 8:30 P.M. No Admistion Charge

your own" expressed the pas-

sionate emotion not merely of

a prophet dissatisfied with

the world.

It's incredible that Blau

and Schuman were able to

translate Bret's French

into English without sacrific-

ing either meaning or emo-
tional impact.

Brel attacks us for putting

important areas aside "until

it's too late", or while we
"talk of something else." His

bitterness is close to Eliot's

and Albee's and the combina-

tion is phenomenally powerful

and original.

Generally ahead of the

Europeans in the production

of performers, Americans
and English-speaking Cana-

dians must now belatedly

acclaim an artist too large

for our own assembly lines.

— arlene perly

continued from R-5

lines (this play was billed as

a "psychological thriller").

Everybody moved through
Joan Hall's highly naturalis-

tic putrid-pink set like ball

bearings in a bottle of Liste-

rine.

Somebody once suggested
that the Lennick's stick to

radio and do Toronto theatre

a favour. I would suggest that

Ben Lennick with his basso-

profundo voice might get

away with it, but Sylvia

would be better off baking

brownies for the boys in the

band. . ...— bill rocket!

4 poets. 2 novelists. 6 important books.
The Owl Behind the Door. Stanley

Cooperman. New poetry that gets under
the skin and moves from an Associate
Professor of English at Simon Fraser.

Wild Grape Wine. Al Purdy.
From a Governor-General's Award
winner and one of the most
vital poets in the country. 68
new poems.

Heaven Take
My Hand. David
Weisstub. A young
poot's involvement
with the Jewish
cultural myth. An
evocative resolution
of culture and now.

Selected Poems: 1947-
1967. Robin Skelton. The
best writing from
the Editor of the Malahat
Review from eight
previous collections.

I

Erebus. Robert Hunter.
"It's as formless— yet as
disciplined—as most of
Millers' work ... a big.

joyous, sad funny, hugely
ambitious, marvellously
successful book."
Alexander Ross.

Ox Bells and
Fireflies. Ernest
Buckler. ".

. , it reaches
down to touch
everybody's dream of a
world of beauty, when
we were 'green and
carefree'." Claude
Bissell.
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for students graduating in

ENGINEERING

We are a diversified industrial complex. Our

products and services include transportation

equipment, steel fabrication, engineering, steel

foundry, and power.

We are continually seeking to improve our opera-

tions and the available positions will afford

significant opportunities for career development

to graduates possessing drive and potential.

Talk to your Placement Officer. Read our material.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT



the horror of joe egg
If your stomach starts to

heave at the thought of a fun-

ny play about a spastic ten

year old girl, then you have
come close to understanding
the major difficulty presented
by Joe Egg, Peter Nichols'

play at the Royal Alex. Those
people around me who indig-

nantly viewed the play as one
long sick joke missed the

play's very important mes-
sage.

The humour is admittedly

black but Nichols presents us

with a frighteningly realistic

story of life and no-one dare
underestimate his serious

intentions. Bri, (Noel Harri-

son) is a young self-conscious

English school teacher,

("eyes front . . . hands on

head ... all right, who fart-

ed back there?) who can no
longer cope with the daily

strain of caring for his ten

year old spastic daughter
Josephine.

There is very little question
of love or pity here, for the

child remains totally inert

throughout the play. Bri's

problem is a loss of courage
and hope which places him in

conflict with his wife Sheila

(Mitzi Hoag.

)

Bri hides behind a facade

of cynical jokes and the first

act becomes a sprightly

vaudeville show featuring

Harrison's jaunty comic rou-
tines and impersonations
Several members of the audi-
ence walked out in disgust,
when after one of Joe's
moans, Bri suggests singing
and dancing lessons. I was
afraid to laugh because of the
stony silence all around me.

The entire message of the
play, however, is that in

times of great duress, man
can do little else but hide his

pain in laughter. The alterna-
tives are presented in the
second act by Bri's school
chum Freddy who assumes a
stiff-upper-pose of courage,
and by his wife, a spoiled
bitch who quietly tells the
audience that Joe should be
gassed. The selfish grand-
mother is the worst of all —
"she would be so lovely if she
were only running about."

Bri finally opts out, he
tries to kill Joe Egg, and
while we don't exactly ad-
mire him, it's hard to blame
him.

The powerful production,

directed by Milton Katselas

is calculated to make the

audience feel uncomfortable.

The players speak directly to

the audience, deeply involv-

ing those who came only to

be entertained.

Noel Harrison was charm-
ing, immensely funny, and he

was able to speed up the

introducing a dashing gift idea for men

JADE I EAST
IMPERIAL PAGODA SET

These unusual pagoda replicas contain his (avorite

Jade East fragrance, and make gilt giving a special

occasion The handsomely packaged Imperial Pagoda

Gilt provides him with Alter Shave and Cologne.

$12.00 the set.
SWANK Inc.-Sol. D.Mr.bulor

Alto .v,ll,bl. In J««l» Coral or J.d. E.it Golden Um,.

slightly falling pace in the
second half Carol Lawson,
Steven Sutherland and Eliza-

beth Kerr as the outsiders
served up a generous round
of laughs and were suitably

despicable

Mitzi Hoag as Sheila'' was
constantly overshadowed by
Harrison, but at several
moments she rose admirably
to meet the challenge of a

very difficult role. Young
Robbie-Lea Jago was capable
and disciplined when her part
demanded it.

For a comedy, (the billing

is obviously questionable. I

Joe Egg is a frank and har-
rowing experience The gags
are there - for those who
have the nerve to laugh

— lorne fieneberg

Thomas Hobbes is alive

and doing his thing

Nf IV COURSE:

Africa: Modernity and Myth (Jack Lechier-Kimel)

Tues. 5 p.m. Innis College I (between U.C. and

flag-pole.)

OTHER NOUS:

Contemporary Political Thought

Both groups will meet 8 p.m. Monday Dec. 2 at

l70Howland. Re-orientation.

Aardvar k. Beaver and Charley: new people

welcome. Monday 4:30 p.m.. Advisory Bureau,

63 I Spadina (at Huron)

Thurs. 7:30 p.m., Innis II, 63 St. George

Fri. Noon. Advisory Bureau.

Volume One...
633/4 Spadina Avenue., Ha<-U<-«A
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Mandate of Heaven. Record of

ft Civil War, China 1945-49 by

John F. Melby. $10.00

A book of extraordinary Interest

and importance, it It both a pioneer-

ing hiitory of China in the late

forties and a powerful and sensitive-

record of day-to-day eventi, politi-

cal and personal. Illustrated with

photograph* by Henri Cartier-

Pooh's Pot of Honey by A. A. Milne.

Illustrated by Ernest Shepard $5.95

A miniature library of Pooh to

delight any child. Four books en-

cased in a small box.

Madame de Pompado

Mitford

A glittering portrait

Carlyle described as a
'

unfortunate female, of

not proper to speak v.

»Ity."

ft by Nancy

$13 95

of a woman
high-rouged,

whom it was

ithoul neces-

A. Y.

Gr

I Canada

i compreher

drawings of

rut by the art

by Naomi Jackson

$22.50

sive collection of

A. Y. Jackson with

st's niece and close

Two Innocents in Red China

Jacques Hubert & Pierre Elliott
1

Trudeau Cloth $5.00

Paper $2.50

An engaging and readable ac-

count of a journey in China taken

in 1960 by the then little known
Pierre Elliott Trudeau and Montreal

publisher and writer Jacques Hebert.

Expo 67 $20.00

A book that will arouse nostalgia

in all thor-e who visited Expo 67. It

contains a bilingual text and over

four hundred photographs (100 in

full colour) carefully selected to Il-

lustrate all aspects of the exhibition.

Life in Ontario: A Social History by

G. P. de T. Glazebrook $9.50

This "is Ontario's story, a collective

biography of her people, a history

of her development as a province.

With illustrations by Adrian Dingle.

The Journals of Mary O'Brien edited

by Audrey Saunders Miller

A witty and observant account of

ife in early Upper Canada.

This Rock Within the Sea by Farley

Mowat and John de Visser $10.00

Life in the outporls along the

coasts of Newfoundland has always

been harsh. Now it is eroding. This

Rock Within the Sea is a testament

to its quality and to the strength

of the "cheerful fatalists" of New-

foundland.

Smallwood: The Unlikely Revolu-

tionary by Richard Gwyn $12.50

Colourful, dynamic, tyrannical,

authentic Canadian hero, this is

Richard Gwyn's biography of Joseph

Smallwood.

8 10
A Heritage of Light by Loris S. Russell

$16.50

A courageous nc -holds-barred

history of lamps and lighting In the

early Canadian homo.

•nd His World / Terre das

homines $17.50

The Norenda lectures given at

Expo 67. The contributors include

Barbara Ward, Gunnar Myrdal, Li-

nus Pauling and Paul-Henri Speak.

The participants deal with such to-

pics as the role of world govern-

ment, new directions in the arts and

sciences and their implications for

modern man.

A History of Warfare by Lord Mont-

gomery $15.95

A large, lavishly illustrated his-

tory of warfare. The great battles

of history reviewed by the century's

most outspoken professional soldier.

The Wind has Wings: Poems from
Canada compiled by Mary Alice

Downie and Barbara Robertson. Il-

lustrated by Elizabeth Cleaver $5.95
The most beautifully produced

and illustrated children's book we
have ever seen A children's book
for children 8-12.

Canadian Short Stories edited by
Robert Weaver

Cloth $6.50

Paper $2.95

A new collection of contemporary

Canadian short stories.

11 12 13 14 15

Minutes of the Sixties by James

Eayrs $5.95

Through his columns from the

Family Herald James Eayrs observes

how we have lived through the

do of the Sixties, whet was im-

portant to us in its time or in its

potential.

Lonesome Cities by Rod McKuen

$4.50
A new collection of poems by
c author of Stanvan Street and

other Sorrow and Listen lo ifa

Call Them Canadians prepared by

ihe National Film Board, with text

by Miriam Waddington. $10.00

A magnificent photographic essay

pressing the diversity, racial and

jltural, of Canada. Including poetry

ilcgral to the subject by Miriam

Waddington.

Target 2067 by Leonard Berlin

$8.95

A forecast of developments in

Canada during the next hundred
years.

The Short Happy Walks of Max Mac-

pherson by Harry Bruce $4.95

Reviled Toronto, city of money
and success, suddenly disappears as

Harry Bruce alias Max Macpherson

discovers the magnificent variety

that Toronto today offers to a walk-

ing man.

16 17 18 19 20
The Double Helix by R. Walton

$7.25

A personal account of the dlt-

very of the role played by D N A.

Human Gonetles,

The Beatles by Hunter Davis $5.95

e only authorized biography,

the author hat had exclusive access

to the Beatles' family documents

Including Mr Starkey't unemploy-

ment card.

Harold Nicolton Diaries and Letters

1930-1962 edited by Nigel Nicol-

ton. Boxed set of 3 vols. $25.00

This set of three volumes estab-

lishes Sir Harold Nicolson as one of

the foremost diarists of the century.

Though he himself never attained

any position of real power he was
close lo those that did and his de-

scriptions of these people are both

perceptive and elegantly written.

The Taming of the Canadian West

by Frank Rasky

$14.95 until Dec. 31st

$17.50 thereafter

A book that captures the colour

and the fervour of our West and its

history. It contains 150 illustrations,

53 in colour,

Dafoe of the Free Press by Murray

Donnelly $6.95

A distinguished biography of one

of Canada's great newspapermen,

21 22 23 24 25
The Garden of Needham by Richard

J Needhem $4.95

partt,

•vary

is vih

there ere no weeds, where

prospect plnatet and only man

The Mackemie King Record Vol II

1944-1945 by J. W Pickertgill and

D. F Forttor $12 50

Mackenzie King's own diaries are

allowed to do most of the telling

n this unique document They un-

veil thr drama and excitement of

of the mott fascinating penodt
of recent Canadian history Vol. I

available at $12.50

New France-The last Phate 1744

1765 by G. F. G. Stanley $10.00

The last years of the ancien

regime in Canada. Volume five in

the Canadian Centenary Series.

The Distemper of Our Times by

Peter Newman
$ 8.95 till Dec. 31st

$10.00 thereafter

This is the story of the Pearson

years from the Liberals ascent to

political power in 1963 lo the rise

of Trudeau and the 1968 election.

The Horizon Cookbook and Illus-

trated History of Eating and Drink-

ing through Ihe Ages by William

Harlan Hale

$15.50 until Dec. 25th

$19.95 thereafter

A sumptuously illustrated cook-

book that recreates six hundred of

the world's greatest recipes, past

and present.

26 27 28 29 30
Birds of the Eastern Forest, Vol I

by J Fenwick Landsdowne & John

Livlngilon

$17 50 till Dec. Sill

$20 00 thereafter

When Bird* of the Northern

Forett appeared in 1966. critics were

unanimout in their praise. Now
Landtdowne and tivingtton have

again joined forcet to produce an

even more striking volume.

Crisit at the Victory Budetk by

Robert Fulford $5.95

The best of Robert Fulford's

columns from the Toronto Daily Star

and articles and essays from Mac
^

l eans. Tamarack Review and Cana

dian For^m

Crown Jewels of Iran by V B. Meen
and A, D. Tuihingham $20.00

The first full account of an Ori-

ental legend-the world's most
dazzling collection of gemstones
and jewellery. A limited Coronation
Edition is available at $25000.

31 32 33

Circle book numbers

To. UNIVERSITY BOOKROOM / St. George Campus

Attn. D. C. Stimpton

Pleate send me these books:

6 7 812 3 4 5

21 22 23 24

Name

Address

Q Charge my account

Please bill

II 12 13 1

26 27 28 29 30 31 32

15 17 18 19 20

Acct. #|
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art
kiyooka's sensuous folds
As I entered the Laing Gal-

lery to see Roy Kiyooka's

show, a prospective buyer

was pointing to one of the

floor sculptures and saying

"You could use these things

for love seats, see? The host

and hostess sit in these two
holes and the guests sit in

these two buckets."

The gallery attendant

uttered. "Mr. Kiyooka didn't

intend them for that, but I'm

sure he would be amused to

hear your suggestion."

Mr. Kiyooka would proba-

bly have been more amused
to see the man's wife and
friends. From the look of the

holes, all his friends were
double-jointed midgets who
rode side-saddle.

I sympathize with the buy-

er's attitude, though Kiyoo-

ka's work is very beautiful

and meticulously crafted but

upon examination it leaves

one saying "What, isn't there

anything more to it?" Read-
ing things into it is very
tempting.

Kiyooka's paintings are
well thought-out and ar-

ranged. Barely-visible blue

ellipses float on blue back-

grounds like glass tea leaves

on a clear sky. The canvases

have had their spaces

thoughtfully and lovingly par-

titioned. They're almost

ready to be painted on.

To return to the sculptures,

they look like huge cheese

slices that have been

pinched and rolled up.

("Sensuously folded" — Kay
Kritzwiser, Globe and Mail i

They seem very sensuously

folded. They are like the
whirlpools ol liquid muscle

that chase one another up and
down a fat woman's back as

she bends low to crouch into

her step-ins.

"How much is that painting

over there
-> " asked the pros-

pective buyer, who rustled

when he moved as if the

>houlders of his coat were

Stuffed with the green stuff.

I he cabbage, the moolah

"Seventeen twenty-nine"

*aid the gallery man "Stick

em up," he added, as an af-

terthought. Noticing that we
were eavesdropping. he

steered him into the office

Who was that masked
man'" I asked my compan-
ion, a Fine Arts major.

"Don't be reactionary.

Mike." she said. "Who can
put a price on the priceless ?

This may be the most impor-

tant librc -glass work of the

19HS-K9 Sculpture season."

—mike kesterton

Oh' You're afraid some-

one will discover exactly

what time of the month

it is' Fine. Stay home.

Give up your social lile for

a week Or try Tampax

tampons They're worn

internally so nothing can

show. No one will know.

You're comfortable Free

to swim, dance, wear any

clothes you wish... almost

forget about your period

altogether.

Tampax tampons were

developed by a doctor.

They're made ol lightly

compressed, pure surgical

The silken- mmm
smooth container- WjffKj

applicator assures 1 1 1

-

'

; 1

easy, hygienic

insertion and, like the

tampon, it simply flushes

away alter use. Don't you

think it's time you tried

Tampax tampons? They've

given freedom and comfort

to millions of modern

women all over the world.

O K., now go out and

enjoy yourself.

8ARRIE, ONTARIO
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NOVEMBER
28, 29, 30
TICKETS'
THURSDAY SI.50
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY $2.00ULC

FOLUES
HART HOUSE THEATRE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: U.C. REFECTORY AND
HART HOUSE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

DENTANTICS

RETURNS

HART HOUSE
THEATRE
DECEMBER 5, 6. 7

'68

JOIN THE SWINGERS!
DATE with OLIVER

929 - 0321

Ladies free!
Oliver Introductions

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE CONCERT
AT

TORONTO WORKSHOP PRODUCTIONS

12 ALEXANDER ST., TORONTO

Monday, December 2nd, 9lfi & 16th

8:30 pm

Box Office 925-0526 & 923-6264

choreography TICKETS $3.00
Peter Randazzo

Patricia Beatty

David Earle

GET INVOLVED

WITH

ISRAEL
I. SHERUT LA'AM
(Service Corps for ISRAEL)

Ages 18-30

I Year Programme —

Professional & Semi Prof,

also Kibbutz living. Working

& living in the Pioneer spirit

of Israel. Includes Hebrew

studies. & Seminars.

Cost - $670. U.S. funds

round trip air fare.

V. I. P. PROGRAMME

(Volunteer for Israel pro-

gramme) Si« month programme

of living and working on a

kibbutz, and the possibility of

special work projects.

Age 18-30

Cost - SS70. U.S. . funds

round trip air fare.

Hebrew is not a prerequisite.

2. TWO YEAR PROGRAMME

Same as Sherut La'am, but

includes one year of study.

same as above.

PLEASE CONTACT OUR
OFFICE FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION.
SHERUT LA'AM
188 MARL EE AVE.. 783-4727

TORONTO. ONT.
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I continued

from R-9

addendum

II the vision doesn't be-

come [act, a large part ol the

hlame will be borne by the

people who are building the

buildings and executing the

plans — the contractors who
toss up slipshod high rises,

the politicians who feel that

controls, restrictions and

plans somehow inhibit natural

growth In Toronto the latter

lolk seem entrenched quite

sufficiently to hinder the

planners' schemes and what

the people might insist upon

il anyone explained the issues

to them.

The people in political of-

lice have, nonetheless, been

elected by those Torontonians

who bother to vote (voting

rates in the city are ludi-

crous i. In the final analysis

we will get, as individuals,

the kind of city we deserve.

— Jon Caulfield

It is remarked in the arti-

cle that no sane city planner

wants people to have to use

automobiles in the city any

more than necessary. A host

of reasons—problems of mov-
ing cars, parking cars, car

exhaust fumes, the aesthetic

lovliness of heavy, slow lanes

of traffic honking through

centers of city life, the safety

lactor—account for the plan-

ners' antipathy for the auto-

mobile

This isn't to say cars aren't

important in cities. The shape

and geographical spread of

the modern cities and its

economic and residential nu-

clei is in large part a function

of the mobility allowed by

cars and trucks—just as yes-

terday's city was formed by

the railroad. Nor is this to

«ay that the private automo-

bile will be zoned out of the

City in the foreseeable future;

public transportation is gross-

ly inadequate and. even when
public transit is good, many
people prefer their mechani-
cal alter-ego— Marauder.
Mustang. Barracuda or what-

ever it may be

There is, though, a strong

minority opinion which most

THE SPEAK
EASY

"Toronto's NewMt Joinl"

Sing Aiong With The

SPEAKEASY DIXIELAND BAND
621 IIOOR ST. W. fun nu « Miium

Open 12 noon—1 a«n.

LIUNHS 632 4292

SPECIAL J

90R STUDENTS
oALL CHRISTMAS CARDS

& QIFT 'WRAP

lh OFF!

BltOMLEY
PENTHOUSE
PARTIQUE

LTD.

A Complete Line of Party Needs - Catering. - Exotic Gifts

PLACE DES BOUTIQUES • 80 BLOOR ST. WEST
Next Door to the Embassy
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planners share, that central

cities should belong, insofar

as possible, to those con-

cerned with the execution of

necessary economic functions

and to people on foot. Legis-

lation of this idea has been

lound worthwhile in a few

places in Europe where it's

been tried.

Perhaps the lessening of

the air pollution problem to

be wrought by the advent of

electric cars will soften plan-

ners' hostility to private vehi-

cles Electric cars will be

-mallei, too, and this factor

will allow greater speed and

flexibility in the movement of

cars into and from cities; and

they won't be as much of a

problem to park downtown.

We would have electric

cars now, were it not lor the

fact that the most important

industries on the continent

are those which manufacture

automobiles with internal

combustion engine- and the

products required to maintain

them The dubious record of

these industries with regard

to the public good is com-
pounded when one realizes

their role in inhibiting devel-

opment of electric cars. A
technology which can drop

capsules on the moon can

make a good electric car—
unless, of course, someone's

vested interests will be
served by delaying such a

vehicle. And this brings us

back to one major theme of

the article: the irresponsibil-

ity of some industries con-

cerned with developing for

the luture.

— J.F.C.

3tOOR AT HUKON

MINISTERS:
Tit Vary Hn. Dr. E. M.

"EDUCATION AND CRIME"

Dr. E. M. Hows.

7:30 P.M.

mo! Worship in the Chapel

TRINITY
427 BUar SI. Wat ! Wataar M.

Rm. J. Raton Wtn.
B.A.. B.O.

Orfaafct: Jaa» W. Ua»

11 A.M.

HOLY COMMUNION
MEDITATION: LOVE'S

STRATEGY

7:30 p.m.

"HEART OF THE CYCLONE'

8:30 p.m.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS
MOVIE: "THE DETACHED

AMERICA"
STUDENTS WELCOME AT ALL

SERVIC ES

The Blue & White Society

presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS

SAT. NOV. 30, 1968 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION 50c

Tickets Available At The Door

The Most Lords of Creation

Scissors This

Picaro Rockflow

Happy Birthday Lenny

De., 26-jarlge lasser Ptet yan.de Berghe ult Middel-

harnts op Goeree-Overflakkee Is bezig met het bouwen

van een vlot met boltenboordmotor, 3-1/2 x 8 meter

metend, waarmee hij de Atlantlsche Oceaan wll over-

steken. Het vlot wordt gemaakt van lege ollevaten

If You Like Whores?

THE THREEPENNY OPERA
by

BERT BRECHT
music by

KURT WEILL
english adaptation

MARC BLITZSTEIN

NOV. 28-29-30 AT 8:00 PM RYERSON THEATRE

Presented by Theatre Mickities of

St. Michael's College

Tickets available at St. Mike's Coop Tickets $2.00 & $2.50
- or -

Call 488-2300 HURRY!

It's a musical about beggars & wbores

it's about you!

It's c

••••••••• J••••



SPADINA
Spadina is an anomaly, an

alien land which is only phys-
ically dependent on the city

which envelops it. Spadina is

a village, a refugee camp, a
street in the formative west
where two and three storey
shacks were erected along
roads broad enough to show-

contempt for the Easterner's
valuation of real estate.

Spadina is spontaneous. In

spite of the street's width,

you can't make any headway;
north of Queen, there are no
lanes painted on the road,

Spadina has its own rules. If

you know Spadina, you can do
without the lanes; you have
your own guides, on the road,

and in the shops of many na-

tionalities which line it,

where business is transacted

according to the rituals of

diverse peoples.

South of Dundas, Spadina
lives only in daytime, when
the garment business creates

its fashions. In the early

morning, streams of TTC
coaches invade the area to

disgorge Italian seamstress-

es. At night, the same mus-
tached ladies stand sweat-
sanctified in orderly lines to

await evacuation. This part

of Spadina is an ungainly,

sticky flower, sensitive only

to light.

Dundas to College is where
Spadina lives day or night.

This Spadina. on the fringe of

the skyscrapers and business

dealings of fat, impersonal

Toronto, is a tribute to the

old ways of selling and huck-

stering. It ignores the new

methods and techniques for

the traditional way. just as it

wastes the possibility of or-

der on its broad roadway,
prefering chaos instead
Nothing is neat, arranged by
plan; erratic placement of

stalls in Kensington, and the
random association of nation-

alities, are reminiscent of

German principalities, or of

an extreme, Balkanized prod-

uct of the Versailles treaty.

Spadina remains a street

for people, where the individ-

ual has a chance to be run
down, to triple park, to get a
vendor's permit and open his

free enterprise stall in Ken-
sington market (which, due
only to physical limitations is

the soul of Spadina. not its

heart), to open a shoddy shop
which allows you to over-

charge the avaricious bar-
gain-hunter, to buy fresh pro-

duce, or poultry neither

fresh-frozen or eello-pakd,

but warm from the hands of

the shoichet (the ritual Jew-
ish butcher who kills poultry

by strangling it), to haggle
with shop-owners and after-

wards have them bring out

pictures of their proudest
moments to show you, to

misunderstand signs in a va-

riety of languages but to

accept the sentiment of a

Portuguese shop which sells

revolting plaster of Paris
bleeding-heart Jesus Christs,

to sample the atmosphere of

being cursed in unknown
tongues, to see people not in

a hurry.

You see people who are not

quite beautiful, people who
wear their heart upon their

sleeve in a manner disap-

proved of at university or in

the rest of McLuhan's cool

world. An old man sits shri-

velling on the steps of the

Scott Mission, while above
him stands a youth of twenty,

defiant, his arms crossed on

his chest, scowling to indicate

that only his stomach binds

him to this place. A counter-

man in a smelly restaurant

asks his regular customer.

"Whaddy-a-want?" — "To
see your smiling face." A

Kensington huckster prac-
tices the essentials of his

craft: "Panties, panties, six
panties for only a dollar " A
poolhall loafer making with
the cool asks a photographer
"You allowed to take dirty

pictures with that camera? . .

come around the corner. I'll

unbutton my fly " An old-

timer born on Spadina says
"There used to be gambling
in every shop on Spadina. but
there's none now They've
cleaned us up." He smiles
and refuses to have his pic-

ture taken. But why intrude

further; talk is the currency
of Spadina. What you lack in

cash, you make up for in talk

"There's more business in

softgoods done on Spadina.
says a garment salesman,
"more business between
Front and College, than any-
where in Canada. The jobbers

are all filthy with money " A
nice lady in a printing shop
Jewish mothers me "Not
much money in writing, you
know 0 My Manny, he's gonna
be a doctor. He told me,
'Momma. I don't want to be a

lawyer ' " When I tell her
about some other university

courses that lead to high-paid

jobs, and she takes out paper

and pencil and says. "How do
you spell that?" The panhan-

dlers on Spadina look after

each other; when one has

enough for a bottle from the

Parkdale wine store, he
shares it with his buddies

around the corner. One of

these old fellows explained a

bit of Spadina history to me:
"When I was going to univer-

sity, in 1912. we kept our

horses in this building here.

Used to be a stable Spadina's

named for an Indian tribe,

you know, the Spadina^ So

was Yonge street, and Bath-

urst. They named Casa Loma
after the Lomas. . .

"

Spadina — what does the

real and believable matter
over the incredible; the sky-

scrapers of the city can't

compete with the castles of

the people on Spadina.

— Vilson Neetly
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When reviewing
commercial galleries,

I sometimes overlook

the fact that U of T
has conveniently lo-

cated art shows on all

three campuses.

EriDdale is showing

"Contemporary Cana-

dian Art' Victoria

College's alumni hall

has a show by Kim
Oodaatje; Scarbor-

ough is showing the

works of John Ander-

son; the Hart House
quad is filled with

sculptures by Leonard

Oesterle.

Every year the

Faculty of Architec-

ture has a sketching

trek to the woods
known as the Dorset

weekend The results,

in art and photos can

be seen in the Faculty

building. 230 College

street, today and
tomorrow.

UK

The Town Tavern

being under new
management. a

change in the enter-

tainment policy is

expected At the

moment, it is un-

known whether there

is any reason to go

there

At the Colonial,

look for Dizzy Gilles-

pie and the excellent

-axophomst James
Moody, early in De-

cember Earl Hines

or Groove Holmes
might follow, it is

hard to say for sure.

Al Cohn (the other

half of Zoot Simsi is

expected at George's

*oon.

At Sam the Record
Man. a new shipment

of Saba records

hould be in before

Christmas. Beautiful-

ly recorded in Ger-

many, they include an

opportunity to hear

two of the greatest

tenor saxophonists in

jazz together — Don
Byas and Ben Web-
•ter. as well as new

i eleascs by the rarely

heard Lee Konitz and

the ubiquitous Oscar

Peterson.

The latest issue of

Coda, the Canadian
jazz magazine, should

be out next week.

Rush out and buv it.

j. McC.

BOOKS

We shall have to

suffer through the

annual North Ameri-

can disease of Cana-

dian Fiction Week,
icf. "National Broth-

erhood Week" of Tom
Lehreri. Mordecai
Richler, Brian Moore
and Jack Ludwig will

be roaming around

the campus this

week: Richler and

Moore will give open

i eading- of their "fic-

tion in progress", in

Cody Hall on Decem-
ber 6th at 8:30 p.m.

Another thing

worth reading is the

Harvard Lampoon of.

Life Magazine. It is

on sale at most book-

-tores. and in my
opinion surpasses

even their spool of

Playboy You can tell

it from the regular

edition ol Lite by its

distinctive cover fea-

turing a cracked egg.

I especially recom-
mend their piece on

heart transplants.

BR

'Shoes Of The Fish-

erman' is Holly-

wood's lead-footed

attempt to walk on

the waters of right-

eous moral issues and
thorny theological

crud. It is as success-

ful as the perform-

ance of a yogi who
had 'acquired' the

secret of water-walk-

ing; at least his audi-

ence got its money
back. Anthony Quinn
is the fattest, best-

dressed Siberian pris-

oner to" ever become
Pope The cast in-

cludes a covey of

Sirs, Olivier as the

Rasshan premier, and

Gielgud as a de-

ceased-Pope-to-be. I

had not been to a

Loew s theatre since

they began to run

advertising across the

screen; I don't know
if the ads are still run

with regular features,

and discontinued only

with road shows.

Then There Was:

At the corner of

Spadina and Hoskin

sits the little fruit-

market-turned-Halewyn

-Productions, which

y iu have no doubt

seen but know naught

of. They have been

promised $42,000 by

the government's

Canadian Film Devel-

opment Corporation

to make A Poem For

Christine', the story

of an emotionally dis-

turbed teenager . . .

K.D.

THEATRE

I
Ah, mes amis Can-

adiens. Ah, there are

no words, ah that will

express my apprecia-

tion to Le Theatre de

Paris for bringing a

lively and hilarious

Tartuffe to Hart

House Theatre on
Monday evening. The
people in Prince Al-

bert will be glad to

hear.

The U.C. Follies,

playing at Hart House
Theatre this weekend
is too long, not funny

enough and above all,

not pointed. Why is it

that most reviews lag

five years behind the

time? If anything is

coming from the uni-

versities, it certainly

isn't relevant hu-

mour. Where are all

the sharp minds, ca-

pable of poking fun of

things that really ex-

ist, not just things we
set up to ridicule? We
should set up a presi-

dent's«council into the

state of humour on

the campus, to sub-

mit a report in eight

months. The follies is

better than most
campus reviews, it

even has a few good

laughs, but nothing

you can get your I

teeth into, which is

trite but true.

Tomas MacAnna,
director of the Abbey
Theatre in Dublin is

here to direct two

plays by Yeats, and
that will begin on

Saturday night. The
Promise, by Alexei

Arbuzov opened last

night at the Coach
House, performed by

the University Alum-
nae. Review of that

next week. The Fan-

tastiks opens at the

Colonnade on the 3rd;

Dentantics runs next

weekend; The Lesson

and The Zoo Story at

Noon Thursday at

Brennan Hall, St.

Mikes. Beginning

Dec. 4 Theatre Passe-

Muraille is putting on

Tom Paine by Paul

Foster at Rochdale.

The best from lux

to Henry T. . who
wrote his Hooker
thing in the plumbing

ward of the TGH.
Congrats to Bob Rae
and D'arcy That's

giving them the old

dzeguze! and many
thanks to Arlene Per-

ly, with her great

charm and beauty.

Thanks to Marion for

a 2:00 a.m. story.

L.H.

Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell



hey there, yes

you, the one
reading our ad

want a job?
Are you a 1969 graduate in arts,

science, business administration or

commerce?

Then you got one!

If— you can meet the rigid require-

ments of our marketing management,

accounting, computer systems, admin-

istration or actuarial science programs.

We offer you concrete career opportu-

nities. They are uniquely outlined in

our Anthology.

Watch for it.

Our man will be conducting interviews

at your University

MONDAY DECEMBER 2

Can you meet the challenge?

Register now at the placement office

for your interview.

The Canada Life Assurance Company

Cauliflower
SAC acts...

WATERLOO (Special! - A
slate of moderate candidates

captured 16 of the 22 student

council seats in an election

here Wednesday, while for-

mer president Brian Her
went down to defeat

Her, who resigned a month
ago to get a more radical

mandate, was overturned by
a vote of 2,741 to 1.835 by
John Bergsma, a third year
engineering student

Six radical students were
also elected to the council

FREDERICTON (Special)
— Public mischief charges
have been dropped against

the seven students who were
turned out of Liberation 130.

Nov. 10. after sitting in since

September in protest over the

dismissal of physics Prof

Norman Strax. who led a pro-

test against library regula-

tions.

OTTAWA (Special) - Stu-

dents in social science at the

University of Ottawa re-

turned to classes yesterday,

ending an eight-day sit-in.

The striking students ac-

cepted the administration's

offer of one third representa-

tion on departmental councils

and the faculty council They

had been demanding parity

with the faculty.

Students were not given a

voice on the committee which

reviews promotion of profes-

sors.

(continued from page I)

The motion passed by a
large margin
Emmanuel College SAC rep

John Oldham, moved "that

SAC organize a sit-in at the

meeting of the CUA Dec. 2."

Opinion on this motion was
at first divided

Wayne Hankey (SGS) sup-

ported the action because
"we must draw the attention

of the students to the fact

that vital decisions are being
moved up to provincial and
federal levels."

Andy Wernick ISGS) called

(or a tactical rider saying the

sit-in be "obstructive" if stu-

dents are not allowed to enter

the building

Many members were con-

cerned about the possible

damage the failure of the sit-

in could have on SAC pres-

tige.

Wayne Richardson (III

ASPC) told the meeting he

did not "want mass meetings
replacing SAC in decision

making."

Bob Rae took the floor to

end debate in the same dra-

matic fashion he had initiated

it.

"If you don't believe in the

principal of openness you
don't believe in anything," he

began
"There is nothing violent

about a sit-in This is not a

violent confrontation, . Mr.

Fromm. and you can write

that down. This issue should

unite this campus, not divide

it."

The motion for the sit-in

was carried.

HERE AND NOW

A bottle

a day

per

pilgrim

Some years ago, six hundred Moslems
gathered together in Bangkok and set off on a

four month pilgrimage that was to take them

to Mecca, the birthplace of Mohammed.

For such a long and arduous journey, one would

have expected them to travel light— but no,

included in their provisions were thirty-four hundred

cases of Coca-Cola— well over a bottle a day per pilgrim.

Understandably, the pilgrims did need readily available refresh

ment, but this story indicates a strong preference for Coca-Cola.

It is not known if Mecca was able to provide thirty-four hundred

cases of Coke to make things go belter on the way back

!
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what did you team
in school today?
By LIZ WILLICK

"If you want to change society you

mustn't play on its own terms. That way
you only get sucked back into them. You
need the most direct kind of action and de-

struction possible."

Professor E. W. Domville was speaking

to 14 members of his English 201 class

Wednesday at U.C. He was discussing the

difference between the anarchists and conv-

entional society in Joseph Conrad's novel,

the Secret Agent.

The senile impotence of anarchists Yundt

and Michaelis. and the younger degenerate,

Ossipon live by "an ethic of contemplation

rather than action," like some of "the stu-

dent power people."

"The police and the criminal are inti-

mately connected. They abide by the same
basic assumptions." In short, they are play-

ing a game with well-defined rules for each

side.

But Prof. Domville went on to point out

that when policeman, Chief Inspector Heat,

is confronted by the anarchistic mind, he is

utterly stumped. "It's a different type of

mentality." Just like (would you believe?!

"police and hippies or student demonstra-

tors clashing
"

When the police mentality "is confronted

by strange phenomenon — student power

and so on — with no rules of the game to

follow, strange things can happen."

Civil Eng. gets changes for '69

The Civil Engineering Cur-

riculum Committee has pro-

posed fundamental changes in

the present curriculum,

which would start next year

for first year students, with

an intermediate year for oth-

er students.

Gary Hajek, (III APSC)
said that the Civil Engineer-

ing faculty came to the stu-

dents and suggested this kind

of committee be set up. "The
profs were aware of changes

in the university and essen-

tially were trying to head off

revolt. We didn't have to

chase after them with strikes

and so on."

The basic proposals are:

• a semester system with 144

semester credits for a bache-

lors degree,

• technical electives to total

about 15 per cent,

• contact hours and the num-

ber of courses per semester

to be reduced

The emphasis will be shift-

ed from straight science to

the more practical aspects of

civil engineering. The present

compulsory course will be

changed to a system of core

and elective courses The

wider range of possible elec-

tives will also include human-

ities and social sciences.

The Committee, made up

of five students from the Civ-

il Club, and five professors,

have been working on the

revisions for several months.

The proposals are now being

considered by the rest of the

Engineering Faculty, and

contacts are being made with

the Arts and Science Depart-

ment.

B of G shelves

GSU withdrawal
The Graduate Student Un-

ion's move to withdraw from

SAC has been shelved once

more — this time by the

Board of Governors.

Yesterday the Board decid-

ed to withhold a decision on

GSU withdrawal for one

month.

GSU President John Winter

said he wasn't surprised at

the Board's move. "I knew it

was coming," Winter said.

"The Board could hardly turn

down Dr.Bissell's recommen-
dation that the matter be sent

to a committee."
SAC President Steven

Langdon, an opponent of GSU
withdrawal, said he hoped the

graduates would use the

month to work out a satisfac-

tory arrangement. A SAC
committee has been set up to

attempt a compromise.

UNIVERSITY

HOUSING COMMITTEE
APPLICATION FOR FOUR STUDENT POSITIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

In .September the SAC publication, Housing the Community, written as a

Statement of demands arising from Tent City, called on the administration

to centralize authority for University housing development and administra-

tion by establishing n Student-Faculty Mousing Committee to supersede all

existing committees.

SAC demanded (hat students have a majority on the committee, since it is

students who inhabit completed university buildings. These Demands have

been met.

Seven students and five faculty members will serve on the committee,

to be chaired by Professor D.F. Forster.

Four students, one to be a graduate student, will be appointed by SAC.

The three others will be appointed in consultation with representatives of

residence students.

Please apply in writing, staling your background, qualifications, and

your reason for being interested in serving on this committee.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: WED. DEC

4

Computer Science

Mathematics & Physics

Mathem atics

Graduating students for

EDP SYSTEMS or ACTUARIAL

CAREERS
December 12 interviews on campus

Crown Life Insurance Company
120 Bloor Street L, Toronto 4

THE HARTFIELD
The best in blues & rock

Phone manager; Sheldon Laiwint

635 - 1006

DEADLINE
TO ENROLL

IN THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLAN

SPECIAL EXTENSION

DEC. 5th, 1968

TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
PLAN I - ACCIDENT ONLY

PLAN 2 - COMBINED ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS

PLUS $5, 000.00 MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following

categories:

1. students who are not covered for accident and/or

sickness

2. students who are no longer on their parents' policies

3. students not eligible for subsidy under OMSIP

4.
' students subject to the OMSIP 3 month waiting period

5. students who are married

6. students from out of province

1. students who have accident only policies

8. students reaching 21 years of age in mid session

9. students who cannot afford the high cost of ordinary

plans

LOW ANNUAL RATES

mm.

.-fi&auSBiSi' dim/

mm

Admin. - John Ingle,

700 Bay St. 364-4114

BAY AT GERRARD

NOTE: If you hove not received your brochure, odditionol forms moy be

obtained at the Registrar's office. Student Council Office, Graduate

Studies Office, FROS, Int. House, the Health Service, or Faculty Offices.

IMPORTANT: MESSAGE
For students who do not have adequate alternative insur-

ance coverage, or who are not eligible for the purchase of

OMSIP on a subsidized basis, I can recommend this policy

as a valuable addition to their medical protection for the

university year 1968-69.

Please note that this policy does not cover the basic ward

hospital insurance which can only be purchased through

the Ontario Hospital Insurance Plan.
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G. E. Wodehouse, M.D.,

Director,

University Health Service.



INTERFAC ROUNDUP

E C /Bo/S L AC i

By GEUIUS
SOCCER FINAL

The Arts Faculty Cup, do-

nated by Arthur P. Faculty,

former President of the Uni-

versity in 1894 (and thus, af-

ter the Mulock Cup, its senior

by one year, the oldest Ath-

letic Award on campus for

Interfaculty Sports; v. title,

supra.) was won yesterday by

PHE A- only their second

such victory. PHE A just

edged a surprising Scar
squad, 3-2 in overtime. PHE
scorers were Bobbett, Slean,

and Leonardo da Vincze. Our
reporter, Qwertyuiopus, was
assimilated by a famished

pool of quicksand on the

Lower Campus field; we are

thus unable to release the

name of Scar marksmen.

LACROSSE PLAYOFFS

Hall's five goals were alas!

to no avail (a bid of "two no

avail" requires 21-23 high

card points-Goren), nor did

Storey's single merit meeds
as For beat Trin, 8-6. For
scorers were Coffey (2),

Cooper, Cormack, O'Reilly

(2), Griffin (2).

Vic (Blyth 2, Valilee 4 -

"valilee": a gentleman's per-

sonal Gentleman" - OED)
beat Erin (Pelech 2, Mc-
Keown, Robinson, Lehman),
6-5.

In semi-final activity, Vic
got goals from Murphv (2),

Blyth (6), Valilee, Hiseler (2)

, Moebus Apollo (2), and
James (4) to kideckl For,
17-4. Elliot (2) and Cooper (2)

scored for For.

Finals (Vic vs. Innis or
PHE) will be Mon., Wed.,
Fri. next week.
SMC took Vic. 2-1. Morri-

son and Hurlily ("Hurlily,

Hurlily, Hurlo"!) scored for

SMC, Dawkins for Vic.

Sharpe, Laurie, and Emin
scored to give Vic a 3-0 shut-

out of Sr. Eng.

trin beat UC on goals by
Ryan. Michie. and Mastro-
matteo. 3-1 (Does that mean
Mastromatteo is 3-in 1 oil?).

Perkins replied for UC.
Old Weller, Yamasaki, and

Cox paced For A's 3-0 win
over Law II.

Also: Devonshire 4, New 2;

Pharm 2, UC II 0. Dents 3.

Jr Eng. 0.

BASKETBALL

The Messiah has returned.

Rising like a phoenix from
midcourt (and scorching sev-

eral cheerleaders in the pro-

cess), Lloyd Rossman scored

two points, one with each
hand, but was let down by his

Medsmates as Meds bowed to

UC, 34-32.

0 V
CONTEST

Mairsy Dotes and Dosie
Dotes and little Ambsy Divy.

A kiddlied divy too Wouldn't
you? Send all entries to "con-
test". Varsity Sports All

submissions become the prop-

erty of The Varsity. No
cheating.

printed from * ***** >**eS aw,reprinted from atn

The Girls' Empire
an annual for English-

speaking Girls throughout

the World.
to

CENTENNIAL

FILM BOARD

is producing

the Script of

ELDON GARNET

winner of the

Film Contest.

Stitch in Tyme
DANCE

Great Hall

Friday, December 13, 1968

Hart House

9:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale Mon. - Fri. 9-5
at Innis II Snack Bar and SAC Ollice

HILLEL FOUNDATION
presents

at The Colonnade Theatre

Opens Tues Dec. 3
Tickets-Colonnade Theatre

and 186 St. George

Phone 923-7837
under the direction of Alan Gordon

VrWt««

Eootigoe

<t tw
'W4-I874

CZECH AND SLOVAK

STUDENT REFUGEES

WANT TO MEET

U of T STUDENTS!
come to the graduate

students' union

party • dance • food

refreshments • fun'

on saturday. november 30.

7:30 p.m. til midnight.

SHOW A LITTLE CANA01AN
HOSPITALITY • MAKE SOME

NEW FRIENDS

- MEET A REALLY GREAT

BUNCH OF STUOCMTt -

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

SINF0NIA
ALEX PAUK - CONDUCTOR

AND

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

CHORUS
LLOYD RRADSHAVV - CONDUCTOR

IN

CONCERT
SUNDAY DEC. 1st

CHEAT HALL

Free Admission

8:15 PM

HART HOUSE

No Tickets Required

UNIVERSITY

OF TORONTO

CONCERT

BAND
Robert A. Rosevear,

conductor

Herbert C. Mueller,

assistant conductor

SUNDAY, December 1

M acM il Ian Theatre

Edward Johnson

Building

(at Planetarium)

3 PM

Liturgical Music for Band

Eight Russian Folk Songs

Selections tram

"Les Biches"

No admission charge

I Sunday, December 1st.

THE AMB0Y DUKES
| (JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE
• OF TH E MIND)

7 P.M. ADMISSION S2.S0

1 Yonge & Davenport

920-1727
" ADVANCE TICKETS:
i Record Villa

70% INCREASE

In 1968 foi nt in

HARVARD GROWTH FUND

Sine* Juai It, IMS
o SI. 000 lotnMlMBl
grow to over $2,050.

t>y Nov. 21, 1968

Monthly Ploni Alio Availably

Coll 445-3341 or Writ*:

WAYNE H. LE VINE B.A.

Mutual Funds

67 Ellaimar* Rd., SCARBOROUGH

Indopondonr doalor specializing
In O Portfolio of Canodlon
& American Mutual Fundi
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GUELPH WHOMPED, 6 • 2

HOME OPENER FOR ICE BLUES A REAL GRUDGE MATCH
By PHIL BINGLEY

Among the many four-

wheeled wagons in town this

week-end for Grey Cup festiv-

ities will be a bandwagon

sporting the colors of Loyola

University's hockey Warriors.

However, the latter's raison

d'etre in Toronto is not foot-

ball. If the Warrior musical

chariot can stampede through

the pigskin crowd and make
its way to the hitching post

outside Varsity Arena by 8

p.m. this evening, hogtown

hockey fans will be treated to

the thrills and excitement of

a match between Loyola and

Varsity Blues.

Blues opened their S1HL
schedule Wednesday night

with an impressive 6-2 win

over Guelph Gryphons.

While no intercollegiate

team, including Blues, is ever

reluctant to loot their respec-

tive horn, Loyola drums have

explicitly (and loudly) spelled

out the superiority of this

season's Warrior puck stars.

Following a game in Mont-

real three weeks ago in which

Warriors dumped Blues 6-4,

Loyola fans screamed the

camp "We're Number One''

chant Considering the fact

that neither team at that

time had played a single

league game, one would have

to admit that such an ascend-

ancy is rather amazing (any

sarcasm discerned is fully

On the other hand, and

despite the early delusions of

grandeur, Loyola coach Dave

Draper has assembled a very

skilled team which will cer-

tainly be a contender for the

national championship come
playoff time next March.

Goaltender Andre Molino

has always played superbly

against Blues and was the

individual most responsible

for Loyola's 1-0 overtime vic-

tory which eliminated Varsity

from the CIAU semi-finals at

the end of last season.

Offensively, Draper has an

experienced and talented

lamplighter corps. Art

Thomas and Mike Lowe are

the top sharpshooters in a

well-balanced attack

While it is unlikely that

tonight's contest will ulti-

mately prove anything (it is

only an exhibition game) it

should clear up a few miscon-

ceptions about the relative

quality of the two teams.

Blues are a much better unit

than the one which lost the

first tilt 6-4.

Tonight's game will also

give Varsity fans an opportu-

nity to show Loyola players,

officials and fans how a ma-
ture crowd can enthusiasti-

cally encourage and support

their team without littering

the ice. The uninhibited dis-

play of garbage throwing in

the Loyola rink November 9th

looked like a step backward

Unidentified Varsity player is cleared from in front of the net rather convincingly by

an equally unidentified Guelph stalwart during Wednesday night's contest.

in the civilization process.

In Guelph Wednesday
night. Blues found out that a

puck in the net is worth ten

in hand. Outshooting Gry-

phons 60-29 over three pe-

riods, Varsity snipers man-
aged only six goals. Actually,

Blues outplayed their oppo-

nents by such a wide margin

that the final count was al-

most inconsequential.

Guelph led 2-1 at the end of

the first frame on goals by

Doug Weaver and Pete
Turner. John Wright, playing

his best game as a Blue tied

the score just past the five-

minute mark of the second

period with the first of his

two goals and it was no con-

test thereafter.

Wright, John Gordon, who
turned in his best effort to

date, Paul Laurent and Brian

St. John salted away the win

with third period markers.

Coach Tom Watt said after

the game he almost stood up

and cheered following St.

John's goal. "We moved the

puck out of our own end just

the way I want it done, the

pass in their end (from Gord
Cunningham to St. John) was
perfect and bang it was a

goal."

Len Burman, who scored

Blues' first goal, threw sever-

al solid checks and generally

kept any Gryphons who want-

ed to try his left-wing alley

looking up.

Laurent and Steve Monteith

skated miles and picked up

two points.

Blues' John Wright caps a brilliant individual effort by poking the puck past net-

minder Jim Horton for a goal in the second period of Varsity's 6-2 victory over

Guelph. photos by MIKE KILLORAN

MULOCK CUP

Meds after upset of century over Vic
by GElllUS

Bulletin: General Motors has tele-

crammed their good wishes to Vic in to-

day's Mulock Cup game.
flash: The Vic coach squelched rumours

:hat his players will wear black hats and

ide black horses in today's contest. "My
ilayers ARE black horses" he explained

from "The Strand": "On the Vic game
;alendar is written "kill Meds" and every-

where hangs this solemn personal word-
3RIDE".
special: Sources close to President Bis-

;ell have announced that the god Asklepios

vill in fact attend the Vic-Meds football

;ame today That's nice.

stop press: English professor Qwertyuio-

>us todav announced that "a first draft of

Paradise Lost has been found in Milton's

papers from which it appears that the fig-

ures of God and Satan are later substitu-

tions for the original Meds and Vic football

teams."
The Faculty of Arts and Science today

revealed that Dr. Branislaw Chrtieu would
deliver a public lecture on the Manichaean
Heresy, which held that, while God may
have created what is Good, the Devil creat-

ed Vic.

Support Meds. Remember, more heart

transplants are performed by graduates in

Medicine than by any other comparable
income-group

Vic has won the Mulock Cup for the last

11 years. I say. anyone who drinks mulock

would suck eggs.

FENCING
ARE YOU READY FOR

THE VARSITY TEAM?
Try out your skill and en-

thusiasm this Saturday at 1.00

pm in the Hart House Fenc-

ing Salle.

The ONE hit epee competi-

tion and bouts in other weap-

ons will be the final trial be-

fore the selection of the Var-

sity Team for the match at

Rochester December 7.

The prospect of a high

Province standing is revealed

by the return of Nan Sung Ho
and Martin Moskovits to the

scenes of their former glory.

Freshmen Victorio de Vecchi,

Mike Kerwin and Rowland

Griffin (English Universities

Champion 1964) will test

members of last year's win-

ning team.

MULOCK LINE-UPS

1 P.M., VARSITY STADIUM

'age 24

Time and place: Varsity Stadium. 1 p.m.
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VICTORIA MEDS

NO. NAME NO. NAME

12 John Baird 40 Paul Dedumets

14 Jim Preston 41 Tak Sameshima
15 Pete Marshall 42 Phil Choptiany

20 Bill Moebus 43 Steve Bilyk

21 Greg Lyons 44 Bob Hiscox

22 Jack Eraser 50 Bill Davies

23 Randy Myers 51 Ruben Devlin

25 Aarne Kartna 52 Andy Buda

30 Keith Preston 53 Bob Chisolm

31 Roger Giroux 54 Tom Weinberger

32 Pete White 55 Bill Bergman
34 Pete Fairgrieve 56 John Hilton

40 Paul Hurley 57 Don Munnings

41 Paul Chrysler 58 Rob Kirkpatrick

42 John Iceton 59 Andy Davies

50 Drew Glennie 60 George Vanderberg

51 Dove Veale 61 Adrian Minor

52 Ken Kerr 62 Norm Saunders

53 Jim Blakelock 63 Terry Bates

55 Bob Potts 64 Nick Malakis

60 Jack Lipsett 65 Paul Kent

61 Murray Marshall 66 Mike Chatterson

62 Dave Beal 67 Paul Brigel

65 Bruce Fallis 68 Paul Quinlan

66 Dave Gee 69 Craig Retter

70 Chris Punter 74 Rich Townsend

71 John Kristensen 75 Greg Pugen

73 Bruce Monick 76 Tom Kreiner

75 Bill Miller 77 Nick Ruddock

76 Ivan Rempel

COACH: Dan Moorhouse COACH: Bob Pampe
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Sit-in Wednesday ? - centre

views of the new medical complex
Introduction

There is a (fairly) new
erection taking shape on

south campus, several stu-

dents informed The Varsity.

In response to this develop-

ment we sent forth a squad of

reporters — Trevor Spurr.

Art Moses, Henry Mietkiew-

icz, Paul Coleman and Agi

Lukacs.

They tried to find out why
it is being built, how it will

be used and what students

and faculty think of it. They

came back with this report.

Furthermore, there is a
new cafeteria in the building,

with space to seat 350 people.

The new curriculum

A completely new medical

curriculum was announced by

the Faculty of Medicine Fri-

day. At the same time the

provincial government an-

nounced a drastic cutback in

expansion plans for the medi-

cal school.

In line with modern educa-

tional thinking, the Faculty

avers that "medical educa-

tion is a lifelong program"

and seeks to instill in future

students a desire for self-

education that will keep them
continually abreast of new
developments.

The training period will be
shortened by a year. The
fourth medical year (MED
IV) will be replaced by a

year of "clerkship" which
will combine teaching with

clinical experience in hospi-

tals. After this will come a

year of straight internship in

an area of special interest to

the student, although a rotat-

ing internship may be taken

if the student wishes.

Some aspects of the new
curriculum will be:

• emphasis on the interde-

pendency of biological, behav-

ioural and clinical sciences,

• teaching of body systems

as an integrated unit.

• greater flexibility by in-

creased emphasis on "elec-

tive" courses

• much greater emphasis

on the relationship between

Medicine and the community
t involvement of students

in planning, conduct and eval-

uation of the curriculum

The curriculum will be

structured into three interre-

lated periods of study. The

first will deal with the nor-

mal biology of man. The sec-

ond will discuss disease in

terms of altered human biol-

ogy. The third will involve pa-

tients in relations of altered

biological processes.

The new course of studies

is planned to come into effect

next June 15th.

This curriculum, with its

heavier emphasis on intern-

ship, will undoubtedly be af-

fected by the provincial gov-

ernment's cutback on finds

for medical expansion. Only

14 million dollars will be

granted the V of T Medical

Faculty, instead of the 50

millions asked for.

The four Metro hospitals

which will be involed in the

teaching, and which had

planned to expand by 1000

beds, will only be allowed

funds for 91 new beds Sunny-

brook, the former veterans'

hospital which the V of T
planned to turn into a major

teaching hospital, will not be

able to add any new beds.

Some medical staff mem-
bers have said that this cut-

back will mean a future

shortage of doctors, hospital

beds and medical scientists.

The Dean

Dr. J. W. Steiner. associate

dean of the Medical Faculty,

expresses almost complete
satisfaction with the new
Medical Sciences Building

"There have been some
complaints about the color

schemes and so forth, but

generally, it has been quite

satisfactory." he said in a
recent interview.

Dean Steiner added that

lecture facilities and labora-

tories have also been "per-

fectly alright".

He admitted however the

building would have been bet-

ter located connected to a

hospital

"Sure it would have been

preferable but there wasn't

any land available." he said.

Dr. Steiner did not believe

the new structure would be-

come outdated within the

next ten or fifteen years.

The students

"The kids like it on the

whole", says Paul Fralick (I

PreMedsl But in conversa-

tions with students using the

building, praise was mixed

with derogatory remarks

"It's probably the ugliest

building I've seen in a long

time ... an architectural

disaster", said Bob Barkwell.

(II Medsi. a Meds SAC rep.

"though there are some inter-

esting conglomerations of

shape in the north-west

wing"
The very straight, white

and well-lit halls of the build-

ing evoke various reactions.

"It's nice, modern, clean",

comments Russ Tanzer (I

Meds i "It's incredibly ster-

ile" agree Barkwell and Neil

Colman (II Meds I. "It s a bit

like a cell ". feels Allan Den-

nis (SGS) Several students

point out the contrast be-

tween the new building's

halls and the dark, narrow-

ones of the old Anatomy
Building "The floors don't

creak", comments David

Rosen (I Meds).

Students also agree the new

building's teaching facilities

are improved The labs are

smaller, with four tables per

room for four students each,

as compared to the more

impersonal rows of 20 in the

old labs of Lash Miller The

photos by JIM NELSON

new labs are available to stu-

dents any time of day or

night.

"The faculty has been un-

der fire for not doing enough
research" notes Doug Graeb
(II Meds I The labs in this

building reflect a new re-

search drive, he feels.

Only one student levelled

any criticism at the labs

Alan Dennis (SGS) says that

as they are in the centre of

floors, the labs lack the natu-

ral light that could have en-

tered in the daytime. He
notes that the chemistry de-

partment has six or seven

students working where there

is only room for five — it is

already too big for the area

allocated for it

The professors

Members of the medical

(acuity reacted extremely

favorably to the new building

Dr. F. C. Monkhouse, di-

rector of teaching laborator-

ies for the medical faculty

considers the Labs in the new

building as good as he had

planned.

"They are the result of our

studying American medical

schools in an effort to come
up with the best facilities

possible here".

They reflect the fact (hat

the medical faculty is respon-

sible for teaching two types

of students — those in the

medical faculty itself and

those in other faculties taking

subjects taught by the meds

faculty Therefore two levels

of labs have been set up On

the second floor of the new

building are the labs for med-

ical students and on the third

are those for all other stu-

dents.

"This does not mean that

we have second class citizens

in one section of the building.

It is just that the require-

ments of these students are

different. Each medical stu-

dent will have, in addition to

his place for laboratory work,

a sit-down space in the lab

where he can study whenever

he wants The non-medical

student will not need this

kind of study place as he will

have one at his own faculty

or college."

The new labs were also

designed to reflect a new phi-

losophy of teaching medicine.

"When the new medical

course begins, a multi-disci-

continued on page 2



CONTEMPORARY

MUSIC

GROUP

Edward Johnson Bldg.

Dec. 3 Room 078 I: p.m.

Robert Falck - String Trio

Edgard Varese — Octandre

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE CONCERT
AT

TORONTO WORKSHOP PRODUCTIONS

12 ALEXANDER ST., TORONTO

Monday, December 2nd, 9th & 16th

8:30 pm

Box Office 925-0526 & 923-6264

choreography: TICKETS $3.00
Peter Randazzo

Patricia Beatty

David Earle

ROSEMARY'S BABY?
TO BE OR NOT TO BE?

Hart House Debate

Wednesday, December 4

Debates Room — 8 p.m.

Ho norary visitor HON. JUDY LAMARSH.Q.C.
Topic: IT SHOULD BE AS EASY TO HAVE AN

ABORTION AS IT IS TO HAVE A BABY
AYES: NOES:
Robert K. Rae, IV UC Peter Kent, IV UC
Jennifer Bankier. Ill UC Mary Pat Whelan, SGS

Speaker of the House: Stephen Luxton, IV NEW
(Ladies may Attend. Speak & Vote)

CONSOLIDATED -BATHURST LIMITED

BACKGROUND
In 1967 two solid and long established companies and their subsidiaries joined forces in

a dovetailed operation that represents wider geographical dispersion and greater product diver-

sification This integration brought with it a new name Consolidated-Bathurst Limited Consoli-

dated Paper Corporation Ltd had been linked traditionally with newsprint. Bathurst Paper Ltd.

largely with packaging paperboards and containters made from paperboards

Consolidated Bathurst is 93% Canadian owned, with its head office in Montreal Sales in

1967 were $278 million The Company harvests 22.000 sq mtles of woodlands and operates

eight mills and some thirty converting plants in Canada The Company has manufacturing sub-

sidiaries in the United States and in West Germany One of Canada's largest producers of

newsprint. Consolidated Bathurst has about half of its total dollar sales in packaging materials

in paper, wood and plastic It also sells bleached kraft pulp and has a wood products group of

five sawmills

OPPORTUNITIES
In the structure of the parent Company there are five business or operational groups

Woodlands, Mill Manufacturing. Newsprint and Pulp. Wood Products and Packaging The
Company's management philosophy and its organization into functional and business groups
are intended to provide every opportunity for the advancement of promising employees,

present and future

Top quality graduates in the faculties or departments of chemical, mechanical and indus-

trial engineering, chemistry (research graduate and post-graduate levels), business administra-

tion and commerce, will be offered positions that will allow them to demonstrate their ability

to perform with competence and progress to management responsibility at an early age
While on the job training will be emphasized, graduates, along with other company em-

ployees, will participate in development programmes coordinated by the Manpower Planning &
Management Development Department

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Performance is reviewed annually and salary increases and promotions are based on indi

vidual performance and potential A complete range of coordinated employee benefits is com-
parable with the best available

Consolidated - Bathurst representatives will interview Commerce and Business
Administration graduates on Friday, December 6th and Engineering graduates
and undergraduates on Friday, December 13th, 1968. Please see your Place-
ment Service for further details.

continued from page 1

pline program will be used in

which all aspects of medicine

will be taught in one contin-

uous course, rather than phi-

siology in the morning and

anatomy in the afternoon."

Mr. C. Gibson, the director

of technical facilities in the

new Meds Building, considers

it a substantial improvement

over the old.

"It's a beautiful building,"

he says.

"It is bright, clean and

cheerful, and seems very well

designed, although some peo-

ple are sorry that there are

no windows in their rooms.

This is something that will

take some getting used to,"

says physiology Prof. Dr. M.

A. Ashworth.

Dr. P. K. Basu. Associate

Professor of Ophthamology
said he hadn't been in the

building since the official

opening but recalled that it

was a magnificent building.

"I am sure that the facili-

ties must be very good, al-

though I doubt if my depart-

ment will get to use them".

The architects

The Varsity interviewed

separately Colin Milne and

Robert Goering, representa-

tives of the two main archi-

tectural firms involved with

the New Medical Sciences

Building. Their viewpoints at

times differ but such differ-

ences are probably reflected

in the potpourri that the

building will finally be.

continued on page 3

VARSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
The Public Relations committee of the Varsity Board of

Directors is available to deal with serious complaints relat-

ing to The Varsity. Complaints should be submitted in writ-

ing to:

Varsity Board of Directors

Public Relations Committee
c-o The Varsity

91 St. George St.

Toronto 5.

SPECIAL/
gOR STUDENTS

aALL CHRISTMAS CARDS
& Q1FT 'WRAP

OFF!

BItOMLEY
PENTHOUSE
PARTIQUE

Page 2 — THE VARSITY, Monday. December 2. 1968

A Complete Line of Party Needs Catering - Exotic Gifts

PLACE DES BOUTIQUES • 80 BLOOR ST. WEST
Next Door to the Embassy



continued from page 2

Goering: This was the first

building of this size U of T
had to deal with — it s half of

the size of the Toronto-Do-

minion Building — and as its

staff is overworked, it com-
missioned an American-based
consulting firm, Bechtel, to

arrange the "best possible"

building in time to accomo-
date students by 1969. Bechtel

then hired a firm experienced

That means a possible expan-

sion of 50 per cent.

Varsity: Will teaching

methods differ in the New
Meds Building?

Milne: Yes. The existing

situation has been to have the

professors remain in one lab-

oratory, while the students

rotate according to a sched-

ule. But enrollment will in-

crease and teaching methods
are changing. Therefore, the

system I have just described

in the building of medical
centres, Ellerbe of St. Paul

(Minnesota), to make the

basic schematic plans for

Toronto's building complex.
These plans, along with
suggestions from a Users'

Committee under Mr. Dave
Turnbull (hired by U of T)
which talked to staff about
their requirements, were
passed on to the Toronto ar-

chitectural firms which car-

ried on from there.

Varsity: Has the project

advanced more quickly than

originally anticipated?

Milne: Yes. As the building

stands now, it will be com-
plete by September 1969 in-

stead of September 1970. The
advance came about because
we opened the New Medical
Building this year to provide

facilities for the present en-

rollment of 250. In doing so,

we were given permission to

tear down the old building

one year earlier.

Varsity: What was the ov-

erall budget?
Milne: It was $39 million at

first, but we have managed to

trim that figure down to $36

million

Varsity: Is the building flex-

ible enough for innovation?

Milne: Most definitely. The
building was designed to ac-

comodate four additional

floors atop two of the re-

search wings There are pres-

ently 15 floors, and eight

more can be constructed.

will be true only until the end

of this academic year. Start-

ing next year, the students

will remain in the same lab,

while the professor or in-

structor will come to them.

Varsity: Is there supposed

to be a hospital or classroom

situation?

Milne: A great majority of

medical buildings are not

labs and classrooms alone,

but are joined directly to es-

tablished hospitals. Unfortu-

nately, this cannot be done at

the University of Toronto

whose students receive the

theory at the university and

the training in a hospital

somewhere else in the city.

Therefore, the New Medical

Building will not resemble a

hospital, but will function

primarily as a "classroom"

building.

Varsity: What will be the

building's chief improve-

ments?
Milne: At its completion,

the New Medical Sciences

Building will be the largest

such complex in Canada

Varsity: But will there be

any truly outstanding fea-

tures which will make a stu-

dent feel proud of his facili-

ties?

Milne: The building will be
available the whole day for

classwork, labs and research.

After a day of classes, the

students will be allowed to

remain for extra research
and study at their conven-
ience.

Goering: Two-thirds of the

building is for research. This
is one of the first few build-

ings like this, although there
is one in Hamilton (which is

also attached to a hospital, to

allow the full spectrum of

teaching). This allocation for

research is new and valuable,

because nobody knows where
teaching stops and research

starts.

Varsity: What about the

building as a whole? Will it

fit in with the others on cam-
pus?

Milne: Yes. Architecturally

it is a valuable addition to the

St. George Campus. It relates

in feeling to the rest of the

buildings, and does not domi-

nate the area simply because

it is new.

Goering: The building is on

the wrong site. It's too

crushed here. The presence

of this building on the green

campus contributes to the

takeover of the informal

character of the campus by

an urban character.

Others

The visual relationship of

the New Meds Building to the

students it serves is entirely

out of proportion — the build-

ing dominates the people,

says Peter Boag (III Arch).

There have been attempts

to offset this effect, he says.

Artist Robert Downing, who
was hired to do external pan-

elling for the building, (as

well as some sculpture), told

Boag he worked without

knowing what the building

was going to look like — in

other words, in a vacuum.
Boag feels that, as a result,

the panels are too small to

play down the overpowering

aspect of the building.

The other side of the build-

ing also exhibits such com-
pensating factors. Boag con-

tinues The staircases pro-

trude from the building itself

in an unsuccessful effort to

decrease the visual impact of

the building, he says. Fur-

ther, as there is no natural

growth outward from neigh-

boring buildings, the Meds'

staircases resemble wings, as

if the building had just landed

there

Peter Boag called the new-

building "schizophrenic".

This impression may be ex-

plained by the information,

supplied by Mr Downing,

that 14 architects worked on

the building He described his

lacing as an effort to give the

complex "some sort of conti-

nuity" via a "tapestry ef-

fect" of six panels.

Hart House
UNDERWATER CLUB

Presents a
FILM FESTIVAL

Art oil colour underwater spec-
tocular. Three bloxing colour

movies shot in coral wonderlands
of Florida, Honduras & Australia.

East Common Room - 8 p.m.
TO-NIGHT

LIBRARY EVENING
Tuesdoy, December 3

TAKEHIKO KAMEI
Film MoVer

Showing his own film

"FLOWERS" and discussing
film making in general.

MUSIC COMMITTEE
Presents

LONNIE JOHNSON
Jon Guitarist - Blues Singer

Wednesday, December 4th

Debates Room, 12—2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

DEBATE
Wednesday, December 4th

Debates Room, 8 p.m.

JUDY Lo MARSH. O.C.

IT SHOULD BE AS EASY TO HAVE AN
ABORTION AS IT IS TO HAVE A BABY

(Lodies may attend and participate)

POETRY READING
An Goll»r - 1:15 p.m.

Thursday, D.c.mb.r 5th

PROF. R.M.K. SHEPHERD - ..ad.nj a

rabctlon al "CLASSICAL CREEK POETRY '

Ladia* Walcoma

SUNDAY EVENINC CONCERT
D«c«nb«r 8th - Graol Hall - 8:30 p.tn

CATHERINE PALMER SINGERS
Pra.ant a Programm. of

CHRISTMAS MUSIC
fTlcl»t«l Hall Po"«f)

ft

DEADLINE
TO ENROLL

IN THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLAN
SPECIAL EXTENSION

DEC. 5th, 1968

TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
PLAN I - ACCIDENT ONLY
PLAN 2 - COMBINED ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS

PLUS SS.000.00 MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS

IMPORTANT: MESSAGE
For students who do not novo adequate alternative insur-

ance coverage, or who are not eligible for the purchase of

OMSIP on a subsidized basis, I can recommend this policy

as a valuable addition to their medical protection for the

university year I9S8-S9.

Please note that this policy does not cover the basic ward

hospital insurance which can only be purchased through

the Ontario Hospital Insurance Plan.

G. E. Wodehouse, M.O.,

Director,

University Health Service.

PLAN 1
- ACCIDENT ONLY

Student Student & Family

$6.00 $14.00

PLAN II
- ACCIDENT & SICKNESS

Sludenl Student & Family

S29 00 S69.00

THE HARTFIELD
The best in blues & rock

Phone manager; Sheldon Laiwint

635 - 1006

Admin. - John Ingle,

700 Boy St. 364-4114
BAY AT CERRARD

NOTE: If r*« hov « r«V«JV«si your brochure, oddiilonol forms moy be

obloined oi the Registrar's office, Student Council Office, Giaduote

Studies Office, PROS, Int. House, the Health Service, or Faculty Offices
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"American imperialism"

is not irrelevant jargon
By STEVE LANGDON

SAC President

"Imperialism" is a word that brings

reactions because it sounds like irrele-

vant left-wing jargon. What it refers to

is the economic and consequent political

extension of United States' influence and

control into territories beyond its bound-

aries. Some call it "neo-imperialism" to

differentiate it from the older form of

direct armed control of colonies which

characterized the British Empire.

The fact is that it is not irrelevant,

especially if you happen to be an engi-

neer. Concern about it should be one of

the things that most closely binds us

together as students, in arts and science

as well as engineering.

American parent companies now own
over 65 per cent of Canada's manufac-

turing industry; in some basic resource

fields the figure runs as high as 90 per

cent. The old British influence and con-

trol has been replaced. One of this Uni-

versity's greatest scholars, Harold Innis,

put it bluntly: "The change from British

imperialism to American imperialism

has been accompanied by friction and a

vast realignment of the Canadian sys-

tem. . . It (U.S. Imperialism) has been

made plausible and attractive in part by

the insistance that it is not imperialis-

tic."

PAGE FOUR

FEWER JOBS

Let's relate it to those of us who are

engineers, or other students of science

and technology. Permanent engineering

jobs are getting harder and harder to

find in this country. That's why engi-

neers get so annoyed with other students

who try. as they see it, to make it diffi-

cult for them to get jobs by seeking to

bar access for certain companies to our

Placement Service.

The reason for this shortage of jobs is

difficult to figure out and has many as-

pects, but several points of significance

can be noted. The Canadian government

did a study on the migration of profes-

sional workers from Canada to the

United States for the years 1950-60. Of

the university trained people who left,

the largest group, 18.7 per cent of the

total, were engineers. And the trend was
up; in the last period studied, the per-

centage of engineers was up to 25.7 per

cent.

It's true that incomes are higher in

the United States, but the lack of oppor-

tunity here has as much or more to do

with migration. This same study tells us

at least partly why fewer opportunities

exist. Talking about scientific and tech-

nological work in our industries here, it

notes that "the fact that work may al-

ready be effectively done by parent

firms in the United States or United

Kingdom hinders or prevents such activ-

ities being undertaken in this country."

And the people who get hit are the

engineers, and engineering students, who
can't find exciting research and develop-

ment roles in Canadian industry. The
Watkins Report on foreign ownership

talked about this and pointed out that

U.S. -owned companies in Canada do far

lessR and D work, even allowing for size

of establishment, than their parent com-
panies in the U.S.A. Resources are con-

centrated in the U.S. rather than provid-

ing extensive possibilities in Canadian
branch plants. And decision-making

about any such expenditures here is

"one of the functions of the central

(U.S. based) management bodies of

these enterprises."

MORAL OBJECTIONS

This kind of integration into the

American economic and political sphere

angers a lot of arts (and other) students

because of "moral'' objections to what
the United States is doing in Vietnam,

Latin America and elsewhere. They
blindly attack the nearest target of this,

U.S. -based companies on campus to re-

cruit engineers. They miss the point;

that they have a common interest with

engineers not in attacking American
companies like Dow, but in trying to

oppose and reduce general U.S. influ-

ence.

The point I'm making as well is that

engineers have got as big a stake in

opposing American "imperialism" as

anyone else. The engineer's stake is in

gaining control for his country over re-

search and development decisions so

that he can have his abilities matched
by opportunities to do exciting scientific

work in Canada.

Opposition is not enough, however, for

we have to pose alternatives to increas-

ing American control. This is where all

of us as students have to work together.

We can talk about pushing for a strong

Canadian Development Corporation to

directly develop Canadian resources,

and undertake research and develop-

ment work to make us more than com-
petitive with the USA in international

markets. We may have to talk about

even stronger measures to counteract

US influence and control. But one thing

is sure; if all of us. Engineers, Artsmen,

Science students and others, are going to

be able to make those opportunities for

us to develop a free Canada, we're going

to have to work together.

workers want is a decent wage.
Maybe, someday, economic justice

will mean employee and community
control of businesses, instead of con-

trol by the huge monopolists.
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the Peterborough Examiner strike

You'll probably never man a picket

line. As a university graduate you'll

more likely be inside, looking out at

the lines of stubborn strikers who
won't accept your "reasonable" of-

fer. You'll wonder how to keep things

moving until the union gives up. and
maybe you'll call in the cops to es-

cort your scabs.

Maybe that's one reason the News-
paper Guild asked for student help in

their strike against the Peterborough
Examiner. Maybe they want to give

future bosses a chance to be on the

outside looking in. Maybe the stu-

dents will even remember what it

was like after they graduate and go
inside.

The Peterborough reporter's strike

is only partly about wages Mostly
it's about Lord Thompson of Fleet

and what happens when one man con-

trols an empire of newspapers and
broadcast media.

For Lord Thompson, newspapers
are a business. Businesses are for

profit, and in the first six months of

this year, the Thompson empire re-

ported a 69 per cent increase in prof-

its. But sometimes it seems profits

are more important than good news-
papers.

When Lord Thompson took over the

Peterborough Examiner in April.

things started to change. The amount
of advertising increased. Newsmen
were told to cancel their subscrip-

tions to research materials. When
Robert Kennedy was assassinated,

the staff wanted to run an extra two
pages, but management said no. Af-

ter all. good coverage costs money,
and it doesn't increase profits.

And when reporters began wage
negotiations they were offered a de-

crease. Good reporters cost more,
and they don't increase ad sales in a
one-paper town.

The Peterborough strike will be
hard to win. Lord Thompson owns the

city's television station and one of its

radio outlets. The local cops have
lent their services as strikebreakers
— two Waterloo students found that

out the hard way.

But the strike must be won. It's

important that the reporters get a

decent wage. It's far more important
that Canadians see what happens
when one man owns too many news-
papers and too many broadcast me-
dia.

The Examiner story is classic. A
small community business goes un-

der, so big money picks it up and
makes it pay The workers suffer and
the community is poorly served.

Right now all the Peterborough
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Why did Jaanus Proos have to

buy a half-page ad in The Varsity

to publicize his views against the

OSAP march? Because he did not

submit the article as a letter or

comment piece and no other rea-

son. In the interests of fairness,

we would have run the Proos ar-

ticle or one expressing a similar

view if available. As it turned

out, we received no anti-OSAP
march letters at all.

Page 5 is almost always re-

served for opinion articles and
letters submitted to The Varsity

editor. We try to allocate this

space fairly so most views are

expressed, but we can't print

every letter. So, to be sure of

getting in, you'll have to buy an

ad Otherwise, your letter or arti-

cle must compete with all the

other letters and articles on the

basis of timeliness, readability

and reasoning.



Soggy coffee, frozen feet
The picket line outside the Pe-

terborough Examiner started at
six a.m. Friday, still dark, with a
light drizzle that soaked your hair
in the chill 40 degree weather.

Outside the town, snow filled

the fields we could see in the bus
headlights. After the time-mock-
ing unreality of a bus ride
through the night it was a shock
to climb out of the bus onto
streets and sidewalks bare of

snow, but wet and cold.

mixture of two ideals coming
from students who'd never fought
for either.

The hour until seven a.m.
seemed longer than an hour be-
cause nothing happened and we
imagined several more hours like

it. Some of us went to the union
building for coffee and a sand-
wich, taking off wet shoes and
resting our wet feet against the
radiator. We didn't talk much.
The experience was too new and

Reporters at the Peterborough Examiner haw been on strike since

Nov. 2. Thomson Newspapers, the new owners, have oj/ered them a
contract which ojjers a scale oj minimum salaries below what thev
receive now. doesn't pay lime and a halj/or overtime, has no job secu-

rity and no protection against transfers to non-union newspapers in the

Thomson chain.

Twenty reporters don't make much oj a picket line, and thev have
been bolstered by reporters Jrom other Ontario newspapers. On Fri-

day, about 100 students Jrom campus newspapers at Waterloo, York.

Glendon. Ryerson. and V oj T went to Peterborough to help on the

picket lines.

We got some coffee and signs

at the bare union office across

the street. Some students from
Waterloo — they'd formed their

own chapter of International

Workers of the World. "Wob-
blies" — were already circling

outside the entrances to the

Examiner building. Most of us

had never picketed, and we had
to be told what to do.

"Close to the wall, you've got

to keep moving. If anybody tries

to get through, tighten up, move
together. Keep moving, but keep

tight."

"It's warmer that way," some-
body joked.

"LAPLAND"

So we walked, around and
around. The pickets 100 feet

away, at another door, whistled

"Lapland", the happiest, most
defiant tune I've ever heard, and

we tried to whistle too, and sing.

The Waterloo kids had little red

I.W.W. books with the words to

Solidarity Forever and the Inter-

nationale and a bastardized ver-

sion of Onward Christian Soldiers

"... rape and kill and plunder,

grind them underfoot ..."

— about capitalism.

We tried We Shall Overcome

too. but it seemed weak at 6:15 in

the morning Beside a hardened

union man who joined us. Over-

come seemed like a ludicrous

too uncomfortable.

At 7:30 people started breaking
through our line.

We'd see someone who looked

like an Examiner employee.
"Tighten up!" "Tight circles".

"Tight picket lines look better,

right?" The cops on the corners

watched as the night guard
opened the doors for the worker
who had pushed through. At this

hour, seven thirty, they were
mostly printers.

CLEAR AND PRESENT
DANGER

We were beginning to feel the

helplessness of a picket line thai

isn't strong enough. "We've got

to look like we represent a 'clear

and present' danger," we were
told. If so. the printers would

have an excuse not to come
through. Some decided we did.

Enough decided we didn't to

start the presses rolling later in

the morning.

At eight the secretaries were
pulled through the picket lines by

the night guard It wasn't hard

lor them — we had to keep mov-
ing and they just followed the

line to the guard waiting hand.

Again the frustration of failure.

"Don't be angry at them," the

old hand from the Examiner told

us. "They're scared. You know
they only make $42 SO a week 0

They can't afford to lose even

that. So don't be angry."

The women watched us through
the plate glass windows. They
had the beaten look of all women
in the limboof dead-end, meaning-
less jobs The men were different
— angry. They couldn't afford to

be apologetic They stared at us
with looks that tried to poke fun

We were getting the hang of a
picket line by nine a.m. We
learned what "tighten up" meant
— shoulder to shoulder as you
move, don't let any space appear,
move slowly

The picket lines were smaller
as we went to the union offices to

warm our fingers and frozen feet

Our feet felt like clogs of wood,
and icy water dribbled down our
necks.

MORE COPS

The morning wore on and our

legs got stiff from cold and wea-
riness. Now the cops were more
numerous and if we couldn't talk

an employee out of going into the

building, the cops would clear his

way.

"Stand aside, boys," they said.

"You're not allowed to obstruct

people."

"But they're strikebreaking!"

we protested. Law says its OK to

strikebreak. Some of us wondered
who the laws are for — the same
people that make them I guess

The laws aren't made by the two-

thirds or whatever it is of Cana-

dian labor in unions.

We had called the bus back for

II a.m. Before that, two Waterloo

kids were arrested for not letting

the publisher in with his car — a

big station wagon. The line of

kids just kept walking, orderly, in

front of the car. When the cops

decided they'd had enough, the

two in front of the car at that

moment got busted. The publish-

er drove through in his station

wagon.

NIRVANA

At 11, the bus didn't come We
were cold and tired and misera-

ble. Some of us had taken on that

desperate feeling of being

trapped in the cold forever. The
bus represented nirvana — we
couldn't stand any more. That's

what a picket line is like when its

cold and the rain turns to snow
and the coffee they hand out to

the lines turns into cold, colored

water.

Some of the Examiner men had

been on the lines since Nov. 2.

eight hours or more a day We
wondered how they stood it

Just before we left, we heard

the presses begin to rumble in-

side the building, magnified by a

covered archway to the parking

lot. As the walls shook, we knew
we had failed this time, but I

guess we didn't care.

All we wanted was that bus. to

sit down and be warm, to be stu-

dents again instead of workers

who spend weeks on the lines.

The bus came at 11:30 We
piled on. Most of us went to

sleep
— Paul MacRae t

c
o
1u By BRIAN JOHNSON

and

,

a half
And we talk of thing* that mailer.

With words that must be said.

"Can analysis be worthwhile 7"

"Is the theatre really dead?"

Simon and (iarfunkel.

Dangling Con venation
We are no longer the lost generation We

are past the consciousness of those tran-
sient decades around the middle of the
wars. We are out of the disillusionment of
being post war and out of the expectation of
being pre-war. If we are lost, it is in the
doldrums of our own perpetuity There is no
desire to even realize our reality We've
lost our idealism and forgotten our disillu

sionmenl, for we are now oblivious
IVERBOSITYI
On a lake in northern Ontario, an Indian

woman conies out oj her House of collapsing

peeling hoards to wash the clothes of a family

oj seven. Their money comes from reining

two canoes to the occasional tourist Soon the

ice will be like a cast iron lid over the water
and the eldest son will leave for lite city for

gQQd, and he'll find a more savage indiffer-

ence than nature ever afforded. And he'll nev-

er have the nerve to go back.

Our generation has decided to end its own
evolution Our generation has no respect for

the ideals of the past and no comprehension
of the purpose of the future As individuals

we're aware to the point of total absorption
- (APOCALYPSEi — we become unaware

The war in Vietnam Is a crashing bore

our Prime Minister is a myth Twitch)

told the truth . 30.000 of the New Bour-

geois assemble here every day to minute
themselves and conform themselves to th

criticism of conformity, and to represent ihi

problems of the world with the imagination of
a fifty-minute seminar room.

As was once said about Italy, this univer-

sity is only a "geographical expression",

and perhaps not even that Perhaps it is

only an economic expression, a collective

outlay of the taxpayers' dollars. (It's the

taxpayers' hard-earned cash that pays for

this university, we are told, and we pray

forgiveness, bow our heads in shame, and

submit our guilt and our ideals to the eco-

nomic and social need for academic obedi-

ence! (CYNICISM I

But to think that I started writing this as

a literary world view, and wanting to say

grandiose things of shattering and universal

import — and here I'm talking about the

university again. And it's not just because

this is The Varsity: it's because you're

reading it. But then it s such a groovy bee-

hive where everybody is trying so hard to

relate and doesn't know how to react when
a sincere guy says, "We've got to talk about

asking Ihe kind of questions that are going

to get the kind of answers that are relevant

to us as students, we've got to talk about

the bookstore; we've got to talk about . .

."

But we never talk about the real world,

because we hope it doesn't exist Only

courses, and structures, and committees,

and efficient mechanisms exist. INIHILISM)
I was going to talk about how society has

lost it s conscience, how the powerless,

moral individual agonizes in the face of a

powerful, amoral state. (ISMISM)

I was going to talk about the end of the

inverted American dream, about the death

of Hemmingway being the brutal exit of the

lost generation. Now there's no worry.

There's nothing to lose.
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Faculty candidates speak on

GRADUATING IN 1969?

ARTS AND COMMERCE STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN

• ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

• ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

• SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT

will be interviewed at the Placement Office

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5

^vl Metropolitan
hApLife

The Varsity asked the faculty candidates for the Commis-
sion on University Government the following five ques-

tions:

• Do you believe students and faculty should run the uni-

versity on a basis of equality?

• What controls should the general public have over the

university?

• What is the place of the administration in the university?

• What is the function of the university in society?

• What structures do you think would best accomplish your

aims?
The faculty vote for four representatives on the commis-

sion is being tabulated by mailed ballots which must arrive

by Dec. 6. Statements from the remaining candidates will

be printed in Wednesday's Varsity.

I

Prof. B. Etkin Chairman Aerospace Studies

• Students and faculty have to govern in *

partnership but it need not be a partnership
|

of numerical equality. i

• The general public foots the bill and I

should therefore say how much money will
|

be put into the university. But allocation of i

the money must be controlled by the univer-
'

sity community.
|

• The administration should run the or- i

ganization efficiently.

• The function of the university in society
|

is:

|—to provide educational opportunity for .

its most gifted young people I

—supply professionals and specialists in
j

a variety of areas to fit the needs of society ,

—to provide people who are able to I

comment with insight on the contemporary
|

scene

—-to provide society with people who can |

organize, record and transmit essential
|

knowledge of our age

—to serve as a place where people can |

advance boundaries of human understanding
j

in the sciences and humanities

• Although I have no particular structure
J

in mind, as yet, I think it will have to be
{

|
simple and flexible.

Prof. Ken Fisher Chairman Zoology

• No. I'm not against students participat-

ing, but we all have to sit down with ex-

perts. It's nonsense to think that students

could pass on a system of financing, for

example. There is an expertise involved in

running a university, and it's unlikely that

any group will contain all the necessary
experts.

• The general public doesn't have the

expertise to run the university, just as they

can't run Imperial Oil or the T. Eaton
Company. So representatives of the general

public are selected to be the watchdogs of

the university. At the present time, these
watchdogs are the Board of Governors.
Whether or not they should be is an open
question.

• If I had to describe the sequence, it

would be like this: someone should repre-

sent the general public, and this is tradition-

ally the Board of Governors. Next comes
the faculty. The administration is the ser-

vant of the faculty, and of the general publ-

ic. Next to faculty comes the students.

• The function of the University is train-

ing and education. It must also add to the

fund of knowledge.

• This question cannot be answered until

the Commission considers the evidence {

Thomas Hobbes is alive

and doing his thing

newcourse:
Africa: Modernity and Myth (Jack Lechier-Kimel) Mon. 5 pm

Innis College I (between U.C. and flag-pole)

OTHER NOTES!
Contemporary Political Thought

Both groups will meet 8 pm Monday Dec. 2 at 170 Howland.

Re-orientation.

Aardvark, Beaver and Charley: new people welcome.

Monday 4:30 pm. Advisory^Bureau,

631 Spadina (at Huron)

Thurs. 7:30 pm. Innis II. 63 St. George

Fri. Noon. Advisory Bureau

Consider

banking as a

career

A Senior representative

of The Toronto-Dominion

Bank will interview

interested students

AT
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

DATE
Tuesday, December 3 - B.A. Arts

Wednesday, December 4 - B.A. Business
Thursday, December 5 - M.B.A.

Openings in divisional branches in all

provinces arc available. We have over 715

branches serving all 10 provinces across

Canada. In the Province of Quebec we have

over 70 branches, 50 of them in Montreal.

We wish to interview interested students who
are in or have completed

(a) General Art & Science courses

(b) Commerce & Finance courses

(c) Business Administration courses

Go-Ahead people bank on

TORONTO-DOMINION
The Bank where people moke the difference.
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Prof. J. E. Hodgetls
Political Economy

• There is no point in a
committee if the members
already have their plans
made up. My approach is to
take this from scratch. I have
opinions but there is no point
stating them before I have
my homework done. I tried to
suggest this to the student
candidates. Sure, we all have
our pet biases, but the firmer
we are, the less hope there is

of achieving the necessary
compromise.

• (On the function of the
university): The university
provides a core of profession-

ally-trained people to service
the institutions of the com-
munity. This function is get-

ting the university into trou-

ble with the leftists, who see
it as a producer of fodder for

capitalists But the university
has to fulfill this function as
long as it is supported bv
taxes.

But the basic function of
the university — and this is

difficult to defend to the tax-
paying public — is the civiliz-

ing function which is accom-
plished especially by the
humanities. This is to pro-
duce a person capable of liv-

ing in the kind of society our
technology is creating.

We are probably faced with
the hard fact that the univer-
sity has to fulfill both these
functions.

There are so many balanc-
ing acts required to satisfy

this variety of interests that

we cannot decide on the kind
of administrative structures
necessary until there is more
thought and more evidence.

Prof. J. S. Thompson

—

Chairman Dept. of Anatomy

• Students and faculty shouldn't run the

university by themselves. There should

also be people appointed by the govern-
ment and by the alumni. Within that

framework I'd be inclined to say no —
students and faculty should not be equally

represented, but I'm not sure.

• The public should have control through

the government appointees on the govern-
ing body and also budgetary control.

• The administration's role is to carry

out the executive function. The basic deci-

sion-making should be made by a faculty-

board type of thing. But the administrator

should be a leader in that he recommends
changes which the policy-making body

may or may not follow.

• The university's role is to disseminate

and increase knowledge. One of its roles is

not to take sides in political questions.

This leaves it wide open for political in-

terference.

• I'd like to see some sort of governing

board which includes faculty, student,

alumni and government representatives.

Whether or not it will be bi-partite I

don't know. But I'm not satisfied in my
own mind that one board can do every-

thing academic and also financial and

administrative.

Prof. 1. E. H. Trainor - Physics

• More or less, but not necessarily on
all committees — on a curriculum com-
mittee I'd say yes, but on a committee for
hiring staff no.

• It's wrong to have political influence
on the university but you can't expect peo-
ple to pay without having some say in

what the function of the university will be.

I would hope staff and students would have
the main control.

• The administration's place is with the
services not the governing of the univer-

sity. It shouldn't be in any sense a policy-

making element. It is there to carry out,

not make, decisions.

• The university is a storehouse of

knowledge and a place where new ideas

should be generated, challenged and ex-

plored. It is not a teaching institution in

the same sense as a highschool. It is a
place where people come together to share
and develop their ideas.

• There should be freer, more open dis-

cussion on all levels. Although there are
some cases (for example with letters of

recommendation concerning hiring of

staff) in which keeping information confi-

dential is warranted. But for almost all

things, and particularly policy matters,

there is no reason to keep information

secret.

Prof. J.B. Conacher — History

• No, not necessarily. My
chief worry is the transient

nature of the students' role at

the university.

• Yes of course the general

public must be taken into

consideration since this is a

state supported university. Its

influence will be felt through

the Committee on University

Affairs and the Board of

Governors or its replace-

ment.

• I don't accept this dichot-

omy between academics and

administrators It used to be

greater than it is now, but

recent reforms have reduced

this division and further re-

forms should continue to do

• (Prof. Conacher refused

to answer question 4 for The
Varsity)

• I am sympathetic to

President Bissell's idea of a
unitary governing structure

Alternatively, if the existing

structure is maintained, radi-

cal changes are needed, par-

ticularly in the composition

of the Board of Governors
and the Senate The Senate is

too large and unwieldy and
there aren't enough academ-
ics on it There should also be
a larger academic element in

the Board of Governors and
those who are not academic
should not be so predominant-
ly business.

The Irish Theatre Society

and

The Centre for the Study of Drama
presents

A sound and light history of the

Abbey Theatre by

Tomas MacAnna, DIRECTOR
and Yeats'

THE DEATH of CUCHULAIN
directed by Mr. MacAnna

TONIGHT & TOMORROW NIGHT
University Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Morris St.

Curtain 8:30 P.M. No Admission Charge

J

ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS

You are cordially Invited

with*
"nterview

^Unrepresentative

***** 0£Cf«.t, ,3

This is a copy
of a copy

of an invitation

to interview
a company

you may not know
well enough.

Making copies Is only part of the story.

You can get the other part straight from the source. Talk to

our representative and ask him about R&D looking ahead to

major advances In education... in areas like color xerography

and 3-0 imaging. ..about refinements in combined xerography

and EDP systems to process and graphically reproduce any

theory or fact available. ..at any distance.

Ask anything Imaginable and you'll discover you're probing

a company that's Involved with every phase of the Information

and education explosion.

We place great emphasis on Individual Initiative. Additional

schooling aimed at advanced degrees. Brainstorming. A
variety of short-term project groups. And benefits. In short,

your career, not simply a Job for you to fill.

So while you're looking us over for career opportunities, we'll

be looking you over for career potential. Fair enough?

Why not make an appointment with your Placement Director.

A half hour of your time could be the start of a great future In

fundamental end applied research, developmental and manu-

facturing engineering, or programming.

XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)

t * " i '
i Of Il«01 COtFOMTlO
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XEROX* COPIES

c

FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

c
each

2ND THRU 10TH

COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

c
each

11TH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!

• Service While-u-Wait or Overnight

• QUALITY Guaranteed

BLOOR

i BAY

CHARLES 76

COLLEGE

COPY SHOP
76 CHARLES ST., W.

PHONE: 923-8115

HOURS

MON. - THURS. 8:30AM - 9:PM

FRI., SAT. 8:30AM - 6:PM
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COMMENT. .

Bathhurst Heights administration

afraid of former students' views

CLASSIFIED
CAMIUO'S BARBER SHOP 369 Oav
•nport Rd Cornar ol Dupont. special

student fates Ires parking at ESSO Sta
lion across street

SPADINA HO—BERNARD. Partially

furn 9 loom apt 2nd and 3rd floors ol

house 2 full bathrooms Suit faculty

member and tamily S2SO 00 month

By LEAH ADAM
"High schools turn out

conveniently packaged, la-

belled products, graded like

eggs," says Ulli Diemer (I

UC). "Employers seek appli-

cants with a high school di-

ploma because it ensures

conformity and punctuality."

He was one of five recent

graduates who aired their

views on high school educa-

tion at Bathurst Heights last

week.

They were originally invit-

ed to the staff meeting as a

last-ditch attempt by the

principal, J. Wilkie Davie, to

head off a demonstration dur-

ing commencement exer-

cises.

Told that this would not

change their plans, Davie

granted permission for a rep-

resentative of the 'dissenters'

(the move was supported by

over half of the graduating

class ) to speak on the pro-

gram. But when the time

came the ceremonies were

formally closed and the mi-

crophones turned off.

Most of the audience
stayed, but few could hear

what Al Marinis (a first year

student at York) was saying.

In essence, the criticisms

voiced by Marinis concerned
the false atmosphere created

by a system that values disci-

pline above all else.

Students are taught how to

walk the right way in the

halls, when to eat their lunch

in the cafeteria, how to ask

when they want to go to the

washrooms, how to raise

their hands when they want

]M>«Hn>ISH)«>»SaMI|
S A DIAMOND FOR CHRISTMAS? 5

to speak, and what subjects

they are allowed to speak on,

said Marinis.

He said many students
cannot cope with university

because in high school they
have been taught to do only

what they are told. Like little

children, they are lost once
the threat of punishment is

removed. No-one checks their

homework, so thev don't do
it.

The students offered

suggestions for the improve-
ment of high school, based on

their experienced at Bathurst

Heights. The main changes
proposed were:

• elimination of all rules of

deportment (dress, hair and

so on)

• elimination of the exam
system

• elimination of compulso-

ry subjects beyond grade 10

• voluntary attendance

• 'streaming' on the basis

of interest

• an introduction to the

humanities (philosophy, so-

ciology, economics and politi-

cal science) at the grade 10

level

The teachers listened to the

students, but few seemed
convinced that an unstruc-

tured system would produce

mature 'law-abiding' gradu-

ates.

French teacher Mrs. M.

Redley said if we wanted to

eliminate rules in the high

school, why not in the whole

society or on the roads, too?

Mr. G. Gillanders, head of

English, thought that a high

degree of conformity is de-

manded by our "computer

I you CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND

I ENGAGEMENT RING

DIRECT BASIS

Solifnirc .40 Cl.

Solitnlre .50 Ct.

Solitaire .62 Ct.

3-Stone 3x.20 Cte

S300.00

S300.00

S300.00

S300.00

Plus Dosens of other styles ond

society", and that most peo-

ple "just don't respond."

Mrs. R. Playfair, a French
teacher, agreed with Mr Gil-

landers, saying, "We were all

idealists like you once, but

when you're out in the world

for a while, you realise that

people are all dummies. You
can't do anything for them
because they're all dum-
mies."

.This from a teacher who
makes her classes "sit up
straight" at the end of a
class, then dismisses the "la-

dies" first, then allows the

"gentlemen" to go.

Most of the teachers
thought the students should

not criticise the. system, but

become teachers and work
for change from within.

Become a teacher? and

perpetrated a system that

• gives a student a deten-

tion for eating his lunch in

the cafeteria — at 10:30 in-

stead of 11:30?

• forbids a student from
wearing a skullcap (a reli-

gious duty for orthodox Jews)
because "religious symbols

are not allowed" at school,

and sets up a Christmas tree

in the main foyer every year?

• sends a student wearing

jeans home to change just

before an important grade 13

exam, with the threat that he

would be prevented from

writing if he didn't change?

• forces a student to sit

outside the attendance office

all day and bars him from

attending classes — because

his hair is too long?

— not on your life!

FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
Keep Ihrs name and number for future

use — Mrs Unda Flood - 8B4 6S26

ALL TYPES OF BANDS — Available

for dances, parties, orgies, weddings For

information call 922 4104

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new better quality suits, coats, sport
swear tuiedos. tails, etc FRANKEL
CLOTHING (smce 1914) 123 Church
St 366-4221

SKIS — INNSBRUCK Frberglass
195cm Tyrolra step in bindings Asking
SI25 Call Rick 925 4623

ROOM & BOARD $115 monthly Fur

ntshed. maid and linen service Best cook
on campus 85 Bedford 924 0501 or

367-4443

LOST one book of 25 Grey Coach bnes
commuter tickets It found phone collect

942 2613

OPEN WIDE — Fltis. wont hurt a bit

Dentanlics 68 at Hart House Theetre

Tickets at bo* olfice — Dec 5 6 7

Thurs Fri-Sat Tickets S2 00

WANT TO SING GOOD MUSIC St

Bartholomews Church Choir needs so
pranos and tenors Phone Waller Barnes

choirmaster 927 0460 or Ian Gentles

537 9717

DENTANTICS

'68
DEC. 5-6-7

THURS. FRI. SAT.

TICKETS $2.00

RETURNS
HART HOUSE THEATRE

H. PROCTOR & CO. „
fciomond ond Gem D.ol... «W70.j

| 131 Bloo. St. Suite 416 (J ^
Lb -J

LOST — A dark green cat cost was lost

outside Rm 101. Sanford Fleming It

beers my name inside since it >% a gift

from Hong Kong Would anyone who
found it i

ii
' phone Mr Kwong after

Si*. 364 6671. YS Kwong

PRE CHRISTMAS SALE OF STEREO
COMPONENTS: Sony 2800 speakers

Reg S125 each Sale S9S00 Miracord
SOH turntables $132 50 (base and cov
e<> For these and other values Phone
Stan Gore. 782 7941

AUDIOPHILES Expand you. tap* It-

btaiy through our free tape trading jerv

ice Professional equipment used Supply
your own tape, or buy ours at discount

prices Phone Stan Gore 782 7941
Steve Megarrell 757 6185

PARKING AVAILABLE — near campus
— Bathurst end Shoppard only 1 ^
hours by bus First come Tint served

ROCHDALE COMMUNITY LIVING
Double room and board for two or one
girls Available immediately 3 minutes
from campus Call Stephen Regociei
922 3204

GUITARS — Gibson 12 string acoustic

and case Value S635 only S200 Fra

mus 6 siting acoustic and case Value
$185 only S100 Clivo Vanderburgh
928 3282

CATALYST olfers a catharsis unequalled

by any maganne an campus On talc

this woek in the Book Room and our

usual campus tables

FOR SALE: Austin 1100 Excellent con
dinon 1967 model Besi offer Phone
447 7445 after 5

(g) Westinghouse
WILL 8f ON CAMPUS DECEMBER 12. 13 & 14, 1968

TO INTERVIEW 1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered 10 prepare

candidates for positions of responsibility in:

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

FACTORY ENGINEERING

SERVICE ENGINEERING

FIELD INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

These positions will afford opportunity for career

development to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on

performance as well as excellent employee fringe

benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed information,

brochures and interview appointment.

GERMAN COURSE UNION

All German Students!!!

FOUNDING MEETING
Ratification of Constitution

ELECT EXEC !!

ROOM 3 New Academic Building

at

VICTORIA COLLEGE
THURSDAY DECEMBERS 4:00 P.M.
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ENGLISH DEPT. UNHAPPY WITH ALLEN REPORT

"We're being raped on the instalment plan"
By MARY BASTEOO

Today the arts and science

faculty council will be asked
to give final approval to the

revised Allen report on un-

dergraduate studies. There is

still a lot of grumbling com-
ing from the back of the

council chamber where the

stubborn rhetoricians of the

English department sit.

"We've tried our best to

maintain the essential integ-

rity of our program," says

Trinity Prof. G. G. Falle

"But we had absolutely no
support whatsoever on Dean
Allen's staff-student commit-
tee."

"We're being raped on the

instalment plan." exclaims
David Knight, a young profes-

sor from the Vic department.

What makes the English

department so hostile to the

Allen report?

"The university is not a

democracy but a hierarchy of

quality," says Prof. F. D.

Hoeniger, a Victoria College

bibliophile and grandfather.

"Students must learn that

education means you disci-

pline yourself. Sometimes
you do things you don't like"

says Prof. Hoeniger.

"There's a danger in doing

whatever you like. That's not

liberty, that's licence.

Intellectual snobbery and
conceit are being undercut.

"English Lang, and Lit.

was a course unique on this

continent — four years of

heavy work and a concentra-
tion of related subjects.

"Now the standard will go
down."

The arts and science faculty council will be asked to ap-

prove as a whole Dean A. D. Allen's revised report on under-

graduate studies at its regular meeting in the Senate Cham-
ber, Simcoe Hall today at 4:15.

It will also be presented with a report from the Committee
on Undergraduate studies which recommends

• that one-hour pass options in third and fourth years no
longer be prescribed but be available for those who wish to

continue them
• that a first year general arts course in Ojibway be of-

fered next year by the Anthropology department
• that experimental courses be offered next year for

credit at Innis College

• that two compulsory honour courses in the political

economy department I Pol Sci 328 and 224) be discontinued

The Committee on Disciplinary Procedures will also be
presenting a report to the council.

NEW COLLEGE THEATRE

GUILD PRESENTS

BILLY LIAR
AT THE

COLONNADE
THEATRE
directed by

Hilary McLaughlin

WED. DEC. 11 -

SAT. DEC. 14

ol 8:30 p.m

TICKETS $1.50- 12.00

At NEW COLLEGE

CATALYST

Speaks

THIS WEEK

STARTING

NOW!

SA

I feffwtfM
»f »w
W41874

UNIVERSITY

HOUSING COMMITTEE
APPLICATION FOR FOUR STUDENT POSITIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

In September the SAC publication, Housing the Community, written as a

Statement of demands arising from Tent City, called on the administration

to centralize authority for University housing development and administra-

tion by establishing a Student-Faculty Housing Committee to supersede all

existing committees.

SAC demanded that students have a majority on the committee, since it is

students who inhabit completed university buildings. These Demands have

been met.

Seven students and five faculty members will serve on the committee,

to be chaired by Professor D.F. Forster.

Four students, one to be a graduate student, will be appointed by SAC.

The three others will be appointed in consultation with representatives of

residence students.

Please apply in writing, stating your background, qualifications, and

your reason for being interested in serving on this committee.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: WED. DEC4

As a humanities discipline

organized on a college basis,

the English department finds

itself in a minority position.

"The Macpherson report

was intellectually stupid and
retrograde," says David
Knight, in bright turtle neck

sweater and heavy medallion,

a graduate of VIC who dress-

es as colorfully as he speaks.

"Only two on the commis-
sion were from any of the

federated colleges and nobody
on the commission has been

an undergraduate at U of T
within the last 20 years.

"It subjects all the depart-

ments in the faculty to the

pattern of the social sciences.

"It's Procruste's bed," he

exclaims angrily, "and that's

not liberal!"

The majority of the English

faculty members are politi-

cally indifferent and don't

bother to go to council meet-
ings, confident that Prof.

Knight will articulate their

disapproval.

"The Allen report is an

abomination," he says. "A
backward step.

"It's a bureaucrat's dream
of a system centrally con-

trolled by a timetable.

"I don't see who it's de-

signed to please, except the

timetable-makers, or people

who can't see value in some-
thing untidy.

"Eccentricity in a system
is proof of freedom."

Both he and Prof. Jack
Robson argue loudly that the

report will not ameliorate but

rather intensify the problems
which it sets out to confront.

Classes will be even bigger,

they say, and students will

feel even more like cogs in

the machine than they do

now.

"If you think you have stu-

dent unrest now." Knight
says, "WOW! Wait and see
what it will be like five years
from now!"
Knight complains most

loudly about practical consi-

deration.but at the root of the

dissent is the simple fact that

the English department is

perfectly satisfied with the

way things are now.

"We have firm faith in

what we have been offering

in the past," explains Prof.

Falle.

The official submission to

the Allen subcommittee al-

lows the existing English
Lang, and Lit. program to be
translated into new terms. It

provides greater flexibility in

choosing courses but the
courses themselves have not

been greatly changed.

"We must maintain the

essential integrity of our dis-

cipline," Falle reiterates.

But is anyone asking or re-

examining what the essential

nature of that discipline is,

now that they have the oppor-

tunity to do so?

One lone voice at Vic, a
young American lecturer, is

venturing a few of his own
ideas.

"People who have taught at

other less structured places,

know that students who have
taken only a few or even no

English courses in their first

years are often better than

those who have been major-

ing in English," says Prof.

Lee Patterson, a Yale gradu-

ate.

"There's much too much
emphasis on English as the

mastering of a body of knowl-

edge and not enough recogni-

tion of it as a way of reading.

"Historical structure is

over-emphasized. There
should be room for other

kinds of courses, organized

for example by genres —
epic, pastoral, romance, sat-

ire or realism.

"It doesn't bother me to

produce an undergraduate
who has gaps in his command
of English literature. What
does bother me is one who
has unreasonable gaps in his

general knowledge, and too

many people in English Lang,

and Lit. fall into this cate-

gory."

Lee Patterson is an excep-

tion. He has given up going to

meetings of the department.

His attitudes aren't compati-

ble with the self-satisfied

conservatism of the depart-

ment as a whole.

The English department
has been accused of being

reactionary and almost ob-

structive, of accepting the

Allen report out of political

necessity and not being sin-

cere in its willingness to ap-

proach education with new
philosophical attitudes.

"But at least they're being

candid about it," one profes-

sor remarked.
At least there's that.

SAC briefs
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As well as the action on the

administration's brief to the

Committee on University
Affairs, the Students' Admin-
istrative Council made the

following decisions at its

Wednesday's meeting:
• to give F. Paul Fromm a

recount on the last ballot only
for the Commission on Uni-
versity Government elec-
tions. SAC decided only a last

ballot recount would be possi-

ble, and Fromm's demand for

a total recount by proportion

instead of random sampling
would mean a complete
change in the system decided
upon for the election.

• to give the adult educa-
tion programme. Frontier
College, $1,000 out of the SAC
fund for community projects.

• that SAC send telegrams
of support to students at the

University of Ottawa and
Simon Fraser who are sitting

in.



HERE AND NOW
One man art show of Edward D

Fraser. Jr "The Triangle as a Vis-
ual Module, A Visual theme". The
Buttery, Devonshire Place, Dec 2-14
Mon-Fri—9 a.m.— 11 p.m.. Sat. 9
a.m.— 1 p.m.

TODAY

1 p.m.
Informal drop-in lunch with Victo-

ria Christian Fellowship. All wel-
come. Wymilwood Music Room.
Grand opening of the International

Festival at Nathan Phillips Square
by Mayor Dennison. Parade from the
Square to campus after ceremonies.

5 p.m.
High school visits committee meet-

ing of utmost importance. Sidney
Smith 1073.

F.U. OF T
MONDAY

1 p.m.
Steve Langdon on "The Role of the

Engineer in Society.
1
-' Wallberg. 1035.

4:30 p.m.
Aardvark: Care and feeding of

important. Advisory Bureau, 631

Spadina tat Huron)
7:30 p.m.

Canadian history—consultation on
Labor history, at 171 Spadina Rd..
Apt 1 (Horizons Research.)

8 p.m.
Contemporary Political Thought.

Both groups. 170 Howland Avenue.
TUESDAY

5 p.m.
Africa: Modernity and Myth. Innis

College 1, between U.C. and Flag-
pole.

Drew gives

warning to

businessmen
A 74-year-old member of U

of T's board of governors last

week denounced student pro-

test as "hooliganism."

George Drew, a former
Ontario Premier, told the

Empire Club Thursday that

organized hooliganism was
threatening Canada's educa-

tional structure.

He said student protests in

Canada and in Europe were
attempts to "weaken the au-

thority of the state and the

unity of our people."

Such phrases as "destroy

capitalism" and "weaken the

power of the establishment,"

he added, indicated Commu-
nists were involved.

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"OIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you

o-.ii: 929 - 0611
"™

IDfe *L DATE

8 p.m.
Computer Science Club regular

meeting with guest speaker, Prof. L
Mezei. Rm. 132. Old Physics Build-
ing.

U of T Philosophy Club meeting.
Speaker—Steven De Haven on "Is
Utility Necessary to Morality?" All
welcome. Music" Room, Wymilwood,
Victoria College.

8 p.m.
Meeting of SAC Committee to con-

sider GSU withdrawal. Bickersteth
Room, Hart House.
Hart House Underwater Club

"Film Festival ". Three Blazing color
movies shot in the treacherous un-
derwater coral wonderlands of Flor-
ida Australia and Honduras East
Common Room, Hart House.
Address by Jack Ludvig. Interna-

tional Festival. Convocation Hall.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

Special deal on tickets to the "Fan-
tasticks". starting Dec. 3 through
Dec 7 - U.C. Room 214
Yavneh Student Paper on Parshat

Hashavuah, Sidney Smith 2129
U of T Liberal Club movie "Mr.

Prime Minister"-100 years of lead-
ership in Canada Sidney Smith 1071

Committee to End the War in Viet-
nam meeting All welcome Sidnev
Smith 2119.

Conbemporary Music Group Read-
ings of Twentieth Century composi-
tions by Varese and Falck Room
078, Edward Johnson Building

8 p.m.
Rabbi Kammerling Seminar on

Jewish Ethics. Hillel House
International Fashion Show Inter

national Festival Codv Hall. School
of Nursing,

University College

THE ALEXANDER LECTURES

WHAT IS DISTINCTIVELY
HELLENIC

IN GREEK LITERATURE?
H.D. F. K/7T0

Professor of Greek Emeritus, Bristol University

West Hall, University College

Tuesday, Dec. 3, to Thursday, Dec. 5

at 4:30 p.m.

PAT & JOSEPH
HAIR DESIGNS
116A BLOOR ST. W.

WORRIED ABOUT THAT SPECIAL HAIR-DO FOR THE CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS' WELL' YOU NEEDN'T WORRY ANY MORE. JUST ONE
PHONE CALL TO PAT ft JOSEPH'S WILL TAKE CARE OF YOUR
APPOINTMENTS FOR XMAS ft NEW YEARS. WE WILL TAKE IT FROM
THERE ON. WE ARE VERY REASONABLE TOO

CUT & SET Reg. $6.00 STUDENTS PRICE 15.00

CALL US RIGHT NOW AND FIND OUT ALL THE SPECIAL PRICES
WE HAVE FOR YOU STUDENTS OUR STAFF 15 NO. I.

PHONE 921-1234 - 921-4884

LIBERAL CLUB
MEETS

EVERY TUESDAY 1 PM

SID SMITH ROOM 1071

ALL WELCOME

"Toss out any lingering Ideas you may have had about Scarborough

College as the University ol Toronto's cultural backwater. Last

weekend's production ol John Osborne's LOOK BACK IN ANGER
performed by the Scarborough College Dramatic Society was ample

prool that Scarborough has finally arrived ... It is too late to catch

that show but this particular group is one lo watch lor the tulure."

Paul Macrae THE VARSITY 1967

THE SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
DRAMATIC SOCIETY

presents

SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH

OF AN AUTHOR
by Luigl Pirandello

Directed by Maurice Evans

Dec. 5, 6, and 7. 1968 at Scarborough College

8:30 P.M. Admission SI. 00

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75£.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley |us( east ot Bay

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career

opportunities with graduating and post-graduate

students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical

chemical electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

on December 12th, 13th and 14th

We invite you to arrange an interview through the

Office of Student Personnel Services

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED
Copper Cliff, Ontario, Thompson. Manitoba

HILLEL FOUNDATION

presents

at The Colonnade Theatre

Opens Tues Dec. 3
Tickets-Colonnade Theatre

and 186 St. George

Phone 923-7837
under the direction of Alan Gordon

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
December 8th - Great Hall - 8:30 p.m.

Hart House

with

CATHERINE PALMER SINGERS
Presenting a Concert ol

CHRISTMAS MUSIC
(Tickets: - Hall Porter)
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On Oct. 17 of this year, the government of Jamaica
refused re-entry to the island to Dr. Walter Rodney, a

Guyanese lecturer at the University of the West Indies.

Dr. Rodney, a lecturer in African history, was then

attending a conference of black writers at McGill Uni-

versity. The decision to deport him sparked a student-led

demonstration which escalated into a night of violence

and destruction in Kingston, the island's capital.

In a statement issued a few days later, the Hon. Hugh
Shearer, Prime Minister of Jamaica, made a statement

in which he described Rodney as a "grave security risk''

and accused him of "carrying on activities which consti-

tuted a danger to the security of the nation."

One week later, Dr. Rodney spoke on the U of T cam-
pus. The accompanying article was submitted to The

Varsity to supply the necessary background for an under-

standing of the Rodney incident'

don't STOP

By Elliot Bastien(SGS)

"Caribbean" is one of those

evocative exotic words, that

crashes onto the awareness of

the Canadian to conjure up

visions of a tropical paradise,

where a smiling sun nods its

approval as the frivolous

wind chases the waves ashore

and tickles the palm leaves to

laughter. Where clieer re-

places care, and calypsoes,

like this one from Lord Bak-

er, fill the air:

For integration our nation

is second to none.

Here the Negro, the Chi-

nee, the white man, the

Indian,

We jump together in a

band,

In this wonderland of ca-

lypso,

This wonderland of steel-

band

Yes, this is Carnival! Here,

there is "no colour question ",

the Mighty Sparrow suggests:

So jump and be merry
Don' care how you black

and ugly.

You could jump wid black

You could jump wid white.

Jump until is twelve tonite.

Enjoy yourself! Don't stop

to think, because in this the

most subtle of calypsonians

ambiguity is rampant. Is this

sarcasm — Be merry Mr.

Black and Ugly because you

could jump wid white? But

only until twelve tonite? Does

racial harmony end with Car-

nival?

Let Sparrow himself answ-

er this in another calypso,

"Leave de damn doctor":

They makin' so much con-

fusion

Bout race riot in England.

They should kick them
from Scotland Yard
We have the same question

in Trinidad.

So there is a problem after

all! Dr. Walter Rodney' did

not create one in that para-

dise. The Caribbean. There is

thus room for further analy-

sis to place the Rodney issue

in its proper perspective.
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In the West Indies, for all

practical purposes, race pre-

judice and class prejudice are

synonymous. So that for any

discussion on rape to be

meaningful, the social struc-

ture must be examined.

Historically, the black man
was brought to the West In-

dies as slave labour to culti-

vate the plantations, owned

by white men, for the benefit

of the metropolitan econo-

mies of Spain, France and

Britain in turn. This early

relationship has determined

the present pattern of social

stratification.

Lloyd Braithwaite, in his

classic study, has pointed out

that the social structure was
based on tl" one hand on the

positive evaluation of the

white group, and on the oth-

er, on a negative evaluation

of the black group".

It was not surprising there-

fore, to find that after the

abolition of slavery, the in-

dentured labourers, Indian,

Chinese, and Portugese, who
replaced the Africans on the

plantations, "sought to differ-

entiate themselves from the

black group as much as possi-

ble".

With an acute sense of the

social value of money, these

later groups, amassed capital

and established a middle
class. Part of this middle

class was the product of the

white master and his captive

black harem—the mulatto—
who enjoyed certain privi-

leges (one of which was edu-

cation), from which the

blacks were excluded. Right

now the social ladder pro-

gresses gradually from white

at the top to black at the very

lowest rung. In terms of

physical appearance (and

very often of mental attitude)

the more unlike an African a

person is, the higher the rung

he is likely to occupy.

How is this reflected in the

West Indian's way of seeing?

Novelist V S. Naipaul charac-

teristically captures it in one

phrase—"a nice eye for

shades of black". A "darker

black" man is not as cour-

teously treated as a "lighter

brown" man unless his man-
ner of dress indicates that he

is one of high status. (Hence
the West Indian's preoccupa-

tion with establishment dress-

ing ) The white man. ipso

facto, is shown the greatest

respect.

To counteract this further,

those black men who have

made it. either through

wealth or education, try to

climb higher by choosing a

mate of a lighter complexion

There is thus a constant up-

grading of the "high brown
element" in the society both

materially and educationally

The West Indian ideal of

personal beauty is a light

skin, straight hair, thin lips

and Roman nose in that or-

der. Hence the skin bleaches

and hair straighteners.

(Plastic surgery is as yet too

expensive.)

Listen to Franz Fanon dis-

cussing the book, "Je suis

Martiniquaise", the autobio-

graphy of a black woman,
Mayotte Capecia:

When she tries to deter-

mine in her own mind
whether the man is hand-

some or ugly, she writes,

"All I know is that he had

blue eyes, blond hair, and a

light skin, and that I loved

him". It is not difficult to

see that a rearrangement

of these elements in their

proper hierarchy would
produce something of this

order: "I loved him be-

cause he had blue eyes,

blond hair and a light

skin".

The stage has been set now
to explore further this desire

of the colonised black "to

elevate himself in the range

of colours to which he attrib-

utes a kind of hierarchy".

COLONISATION AND ITS

EFFECTS
. . .there is a constellation

of postulates, a series of

propositions that slowly

and subtly — with the help

of books, newspapers,

schools and their texts,

advertisements, films, ra-

dio — work their way into

one's mind and shape one's

view of the world of the

group to which one belongs.

In the Antilles that view of

the world is white because

no black voice exists.

(Franz Fanon,

Black Skin

White Masks)

The fact of colonisation has

created islands of West In-

dians whose collective uncon-
scious is European.
From the time that the

child of the Caribbean learns

to speak, he commits himself

to an ultimate dilemma — for

he learns the language of the

coloniser, a language whose
implications define and im-
prison him. His whole con-

cept of the world is contained

in the language he speaks and
that concept relegates him to

the level of the beast. The
rest of his life he will flee

this image of the naked —
nigger — savage.

The schoolbooks read by
black children in the Carib-

bean were written for white

children. The black children

are thus made to identify

with white heroes. The Afri-

can crawls onto the pages of

those books, as either a sav-

age cannibal to be shot at. or

a good slave whose worth is

judged by his ability to please

his white master.

African history begins with

slavery and is written to jus-

tify it The European goes to

Africa as a pioneer to spread
the boundaries of civilization

The Mau Mau reclaims Ken-

ya by acts of terrorism, and
savage slaughter of innocent

whites, in an attempt to frus-

trate the forces of progress.

The same pattern is ob-

vious in the comic books that

children read, where Man-
drake is Brain and Lothar is

Brawn, where the white

Phantom sits on his skull

throne and rules over the

black pygmies, in the films

that they see, where a white

Tarzan can beat up a whole
tribe of Africans single-hand-

ed; in the stories that are

related them of a jolly benev-

olent, white Santa Claus. In

fact in everything that serves

to concretize their outlook, to

determine their adult reac-

tions in a world engulfed by

the deluge of a white mass
media.

Is it strange then to find

that it is normal for the black

man in such an environment

to be anti-black?

Since "through the collec-

tive unconscious the Antillean

has taken over all the arche-

types belonging to the Euro-

pean", the anima of the

blacks in the Caribbean is a

white woman, Venus de Milo,

and the animus is a white

man, Apollo. It is in this way
that little black kids are

taught to look upon them-

selves as ugly, to despise

themselves and their race.

At this stage the poet.

Aime Cesaire, shouts his pro-

test:

. . .this attitude, this behav-

iour, this shackled life

caught in the noose of

shame and disaster rebels,

hates itself, struggles,

howls, and, my God, others

ask:

"What can you do about it?"

"Start something!"

"Start what?"
"The only thing in the

world that's worth the ef-

fort of starting. The end of

the world, by God!"

The argument is often put

forward that this sort of anal-

ysis, this intellectualising,

has an extremely limited

appeal. And the people that it

can reach are precisely those

who are prone to inactivity,

who are certainly not world-

enders.

What the unemployed man-
in-the-street wants is a bread-

and-butter argument! Do the

poor need to be told that they

are poor?

Rodney did not have to tell

them this in Jamaica, as will

be shown. He was an articu-

late voice pointing out the

reasons for their poverty,

helping to relieve them of

their inferiority complex "in

a society that derives its sta-

bility from the perpetuation

of this complex".

THE ECONOMIC REALI-
TY

The visitor to the Carib-

bean, in search of exotic trop-

ical islands, begins to recon-

continued on page IS



the carnival
continued from page 14

sider the moment that his

plane grinds to a halt at the

airport in Jamaica or in Trin-

idad.

This magnificent piece of

modern architecture is hardly

what is expected in a poor

underdeveloped country. On

the way to his hotel, the taxi

takes an eternity to weave

through the long queues of

Mercedes Benzs, Chevrolets

and Jaguars, intermingled

with the less ostentatious

makes of automobiles.

Sprawling mansions, with

exquisitely landscaped

grounds, flash past as the

traffic eases approaching the

hotel. The end of his illusion!

The hotel that Conrad Hilton

built! The exclusive play-

ground of the privileged, who

in terms of the tint classifica-

tion in the West Indies, are

largely high brown, yellow

and white. Their affluence is

paraded in a country, where

the cheque for dinner, dance

and drinks, in one evening,

can pay for one month's toil

of a black domestic servant

or yard-boy, who is lucky

enough to be employed.

A bottle's throw from this

hotel, Derek Walcott walks in

the hills of "Laventille",

where the inheritors of the

middle passage stewed

five to a room, still

clamped below their hatch,

breeding like felonies,

whose lives revolve around

prison, graveyard, church.

Below bent breadfruit trees

in the flat, coloured city,

class

lay escalated intro struc-

tures still,

merchant, middleman,
magistrate, knight. To go

downhill

from here was to ascend.

The middle passage never

guessed its end.

This is the height of pover-

ty

for the desperate and

black.

In the West Indies 90 per

cent of the population is

black, and is constantly

trying to escape "from lives

fixed in the unalterable

groove of grinding poverty"

Ekeing out an existence in

the jungle of Kingston or in

the shanty town of Port of

Spain, they are not far re-

moved from a prosperity that

can be so easily identified

with colour. Their neighbors

in misery are all black — the

merchants to whom they are

always in debt are not.

They are told that there

are no jobs and they see

light-skinned Johnnie who left

school in a lower grade work-

ing in a bank of in the oil-

fields. There are no whites

amongst the 30 per cent or

more unemployed. The com-
pany directors living in luxu-

ry have no special qualifica-

tions apart from the colour of

their skin.

ENDING THE MASQUER-
ADE

The black masses living out

this reality in the islands of

the Caribbean have not been

without their spokesmen.

In 1930 Marcus Garvey,

Jamaican-born nationalist

leader, clearly pointed out

this economic domination by

the minority. His widow
quotes him on the educated

black middle class, who were

amongst his persecutors:

I had to decide whether to

please my friends and be

one of the "black-whites"

of Jamaica, and be reason-

ably prosperous, or come
out openly, and help im-

prove and protect the integ-

rity of the black millions,

and suffer. I decided to do

the latter.

Born in 1887, a mere fifty

years after the abolition of

slavery, Garvey was very

much aware of what was

happening in the Caribbean.

He saw clearly the need to

rip the white masks from the

black skins that were being

suffocated: "I shall teach the

black man to see beauty in

himself." As a consequence,

his weekly paper, "The Neg-

ro World", would not allow

its pages to be used for ad-

vertising skin bleaches and

hair straighteners. So power-

ful an organ this paper

proved to be, that it was

banned by many colonial gov-

ernments.

By 1914 Garvey founded the

Universal Negro Improve-

ment Association in Jamaica.

Five years later it had spread

to the United States with thir-

ty branches and two million

members.
He started a steamship

company in the U.S.A.. the

Black Star Line, to create

links between the black peo-

ple of the world. The indefa-

tigable Garvey was not satis-

fied until he had established a

Negro Factories Corporation

with the aim of running "fac-

tories in the big industrial

centres of the United States.

Central America, the West
Indies, and Africa to manu-
facture every marketable
commodity."

In spite of his indomitable

spirit, and unfailing courage,

the forces against which he

fought were too powerful and

appeared to prevail in the end

with his death in England in

1940.

The spirit of Garvey, how-

ever, lives on in Jamaica

today in the Ras Tafarians. A
literal interpretation of his

words — "Look to Africa

when a black king shall be

crowned, for deliverance is

near" — gave the movement
its name, with the coronation

of Haile Selassie (Ras Tafa-

ri) as emperor of Ethiopia in

1930.

SAILORS

On Monday. December 2nd. there will be a meeting in the

Debates Room. Hart House at 7:30 p.m. Come and hear

Roger Green speak on the Olympics. See a Film on thi.

year's sailing. Come on down Scarborough'

The brothers of the cult

realising the dehumanising
effect of Caribbean society on

the black man. have com-

pletely opted out of it They

grow their hair long and do

not cut their beards, and as

such, are a constant source of

irritation to the neat and tidy

middle class They do not

accept the legality of the

Jamaican Government, the

"Black Man Judas", and of-

ten occupy strips of land to

cultivate crops for their own
sustenance and ganja for

their religious ceremonies

Their religion is completely

black They have an insati-

able appetite for things Afri-

can and especially African

History

Against the social back-

ground of the Caribbean in

the sixties, the attempts by

Marcus Garvey to remedy

the ills of downtrodden blacks

may seem slightly comical

and indeed seriously lacking.

Further, the withdrawal of

the Ras Tafarians from Ja-

maican society is based on a

misunderstanding of Garvey's

philosophy. He was not ex-

horting the black man to for-

get his sorry plight in the

West Indies and to seek to

make his home in Africa He

was also concerned with the

immediate upliftment of the

Jamaican at home However,

too much of his energy was

consumed outside of the Car-

ibbean. His movement be-

came international before it

was firmly established na-

tionally

These mistakes could hard-

ly have been repeated by a

specialist in African history

who has learnt the lessons of

history It is not difficult now

to understand how Walter

Rodney related to the society

and what effect his presence

there could have had. The

Government of Jamaica,

however, was not prepared to

wait and learn from history

Their concern was to prevent

FILMS
The Hart House

Underwater Club

presents

Three Blazing Color Movies shot underwater in the

treacherous coral wonderlands of Florida, Australia,

and Honduras.

Voracious Sea Predators Psychodellc coral reefs

MONDAY DECEMBER 2nd 8 PM

EAST COMMON ROOM HART HOUSE

STUDENTS ONLY $1.00 ADULTS $2.00

DANCING
*

MIDNIGHT
DINNER

*

GALA
CELEBRATIONS

AT MIDNIGHT

*

SPLASH
PARTY

*

FOLK
SINGING

TICKETS ON SALE

WED. DEC. 4

HALL PORTER *

UNDERGR AD.

OFFICE

HART HOUSE

NEW YEAR'S

EVE BALL

December 31st.

9 p.m. - 3 a.m.

$15.00/Couple
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BLUES RENT LOYOLA 5 -

1

phow by JOHN SWAIGEN

Brian Tompson (17) scores for Blues a«ler completing a beautiful two-way passing

play with John Wright. Loyola goalie Brian Hughes makes a vain stab at the puck as

Art Thomas watches.

By MIKE KESTERTON

How do you make Varsity

Blues fighting mad? Tell

them that they're no longer

"number one."

Loyola Warriors made that

mistake three weeks ago af-

ter downing Blues 6-4 in an

exhibition match. Last Friday

night they limped out of To-

ronto screaming "It hertz, It

hertz!" after a 5-1 drubbing

that re-established them as

the team that will have to try

harder from now on.

There were 4,300 in attend-

ance for the grudge match;

they saw a hard-hitting, chip-

py game with a total of 23

penalties handed out, includ-

ing a match misconduct to

Brian Donnelly of Loyola.

Blues consistently out-

played their opponents. Gord

Cunningham and Steve Mon-

teith made it 2-0 by the end

of the first period and Brian

Tompson raised it to 3-0 13

seconds into the second, on a

two-way passing play with

John Wright.

Three minutes later Fred

Hayes of Loyola got the War-

riors single tally for the

night.

Glen Burman and John

Gordon raised the score to 5-

1.

CUNNINGHAM

Blues outshot Warriors 53

to 31. "It was our finest ef-

fort of the season" said coach

Tom Watt.

Steve Monteith was the

game's first star. Paul Laur-

ent, with two assists to his

credit, was the second. Fred

Hayes of Loyola was the

third.

The Monteith- Laurent-

Burman line was the most

productive of the night, ac-

counting for two goals and

two assists for a total of four

points.

The next time Blues square

off with them they won't

advertise the match as a

"Battles of the Giants" as

they did last time. Gulliver

among the Loyola-puts would

be more like it.

Vic 20 - Meds 15

VIC TAKES ELEVENTH STRAIGHT MULOCK CUP

By JOHN CAMERON

"Too much" are the only

words 1 can use to describe

the Victoria war machine
which rolled over the Faculty

of Medicine 20-15 on Friday

at Varsity Stadium in the 75th

Mulock Cup The victory was
Vic's 11th consecutive Mu-

lock Too much power, too

much pride, too much every-

thing.

Meds were by no means
outclassed. As a matter of

fact, they led by 1 point and

had the ball with less than

three minutes remaining.

But. a strong rush by Vic

forced a bad punt from the

Meds kicker Instead of hav-

ing to work from approxi-

mately the 40-yard line, a Vic

player was able to field the

punt on the 15 and run it back

to the two. Randy Myers
scored on the next play and

then it was all over but the

crying.

Peter Fairgrieve opened

the scoring for Vic after 56

seconds when he raced 42

yards for a touchdown Peter

Marshall added the convert.

At this point, the game
looked like a rout but George

Vanderberg. subbing for the

injured Paul Dedumets,

marched his team downfield

and on the last play of the

quarter, Denys Symons

pholo by TOM A VRICH

Peter Fairgrieve (34) lugs the ball past an unidentified Medsman as Paul Chrysler

(41) and Bill Miller (75) move upheld to block. Fairgrieve scored Vic's first touchdown

on a 42 yard ramble at the 56 second mark of the first quarter.

waltzed over from the 2. A
bad snap ruined the convert

attempt
'

In the second quarter. Van-

derberg got his squad moving
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again The running of Symons
and the pass catching of

Craig Retter set up Symons'
second touchdown at 3:44

Rich Townsend's convert

made the score 13-7 for Meds

Vic quarterback John Baird

took over at this point and led

a strong running attack to-

wards Meds' goalline with

Myers finally barging over

from the two. Peter Marshall

converted and Vic led 14-13 at

the half.

In the 3rd quarter, the

Meds tough defence kept Vic

well bottled up but their own
offence ran out of gas. Meds
defence forced Peter Mar-

shall to concede a safety

touch after a low snap prev-

ented him from punting out

of his own end zone. His team

now trailing 15-14, Baird

started another Vic drive. It

wasn't until he was into the

4th quarter, however, that he

was able to produce a semi-

consistent attack against the

stubborn Meds defence.

Gambling on 3rd downs.

Baird slowly guided the de-

fending champions down the

field. The drive stalled on the

15 however, and Vic was
forced to give up the ball.

With less than 4 minutes

remaining the Vic defence

took over. They prevented

Meds from fleeing from the

shadow of their own goalposts

and Meds were forced to punt

from their own end zone. A
bad snap, a big rush, and a

punt off the side of the kick-

er's foot allowed Vic to take

over on the two. On the last

play. Baird handed off to

Myers who followed a wall of

scarlet and gold sweaters into

the end zone. Twas a hard

fought and well played typi-

cal championship game.
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We are lost because we

have left nothing we love

We are lost because we

have come to nothing we love

By JOHN DOYLE

A country goes mad. Young

men kill or go to jail. Or they

leave.

One of my friends stayed. Now
he's wandering around the country

avoiding the law. He's starting to

disintegrate.

The United States used to re-

ceive exiles. Now it creates

them. Most come to Canada, not

just as immigrants but as real

exiles: people who never forget

where they came from and why
they had to leave, and who never

stop fighting the forces which

drove them out.

In Toronto some of them
formed the Union of American

Exiles. It began this Spring as a

self-help organization, to find

temporary shelter and jobs for

new arrivals, and to provide a

social group for draft-dodgers in

Toronto. It takes over where the

Toronto Anit-Draft Program
leaves off. Now six months old.

the Union has maybe 75 active

members, and is starting to think

about going political.

Whether or not I go back de-

pends on events in the U.S., not in

Vietnam.

About the only thing exiles

have in common is the reason

they left the U.S.: they didn't

want to fight in Sam's army.

Beyond that there is little to

unite them. Draft-Dodgers range

from those who just didn't want

to fight, the radicals who thought

they'd be more useful to the Rev-

olution out of jail. There are even

a few who were radicals but

don't care anymore. The horror

of America's nightmare sent

them into withdrawal. Now they

just want peace and quiet to read

and groove and love.

It's difficult to create an effec-

tive political organization with

such a mixed bag of members.
Ti.cv're not even sure they should

try.'

We were going nuts looking for a

fourth. We thought we'd have to

place an ad in the American papers

— Wanted: one draft-dodger. Must

be able to play bridge.

The U.A.E. has an office at 44

St. George in one of the SAC
houses. The room is bright,

clean, disorganized There's a

kitchen but they can't afford to

buy food for it. Any evening there

are maybe a dozen people sitting

around, talking, playing bridge

There are chicks too — wives and

girl-friends of draft-dodgers. One

couple says "We got married and

24 hours later we left the coun-

try."

They talk about the scene

Stateside, about their jobs, about

friends who may be coming soon.

They joke about draft-dodgers

being an in thing in Canada: it's

a status symbol to have one at

vour parties A deserter is a real

thrill

But behind all the talk is a

nagging question they haven't

been able to answer: what about

polities'7

/ left the V.S. because I didn't

want a revolution there. I didn't

think it would succeed.

There is a growing sense

among U.A.E members that it's

not enough to be a political They
feel the need for group action,

and what more logical group than

the Union?

The biggest barrier to this is

the anti-political bias of many
draft-dodgers. They see a chance

to build a new life in Canada.

They refuse to care about the

forces that caused them to leave,

and they start to forget the coun-

try they left behind In fact, they

stop living as exiles

Most of the Union's leaders —
who form a steering committee

of seven — would like to adopt a

political stance, but they aren't

sure it would work "If we took

the kind of hard left line I'd like

to see," says one leader, "we'd

alienate fifty percent of the

members."
Others are worried that politi-

cal action would endanger what

they consider the main work of

the U.A.E.: self-help for draft-

dodgers They arc afraid the

RCMP would descend, that the

border would be closed, that apol-

itical draft-dodgers would be

alienated.

But the leftists insist they must

take a stand against U S impe-

rialism and get out of the apoliti-

cal bag It's because so many
Americans are in that bag, they

feel, that the nation's leaders

have been able to perpetrate

their crimes Draft-dodgers must

be encouraged to live as exiles.

"We are lost because we have

left nothing we love." writes on

Union member "We are lost

because we have come to nothing

we love The societies of the U S

and Canada have atomized us to

the point where we are without

love for anything but ourselves

. We must force ourselves to love

the United States, to love and

encourage and aid those people

who are struggling there to bring

about change."

The Exiles took a step in that

direction on October 26 when they

staged a demonstration at the

American consulate They are

proud of their discipline in not

reacting to the taunts and provo-

cations of right-wind anti-demon-

strators. Some of the U.A.E.

people had been marching since

midnight in rain and drizzle, but

they were able to keep their cool

in the face of the Edmund Burke

Society.

"Hydro" it the word for electric-

ity. Repairmen are also called hy-

dros, e.g., "The hydro wa\ four^

hours late." This usage indicates

perhaps that the Canadian worker

is not alienated from his labor.

The Union publishes a newslet-

ter every two weeks. It serves as

a forum for discussion of their

aims, and as a clearing house for

continued on page 3



Les nouveaux lamine$ en grain da bois

da Formica "Weathered Pine" (ci -

dessus) et "Northern Pine" (ci-des-

sous).

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH TORONTO

925-1736 Free delivery within I block of premises

We specialize- in New York and New England style pizia and

home mode spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOVW4
* FREE PIZZA WITH EVERY FIVE TO TAKE OUT
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ENGINEERING

HUSTLING DANCE

FRI. DEC. 6 9:00 TO 12:00 PM

(or offer hockey gome)

AT THE DRILL HALL

195 ST. GEORGE

FEATURING.

LITTLE CEASAR & THE CONSULS

Guys: 75 Girls: 50*

(GEOLOGY EH?)

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

W A. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

What did you
learn in

school today?
By TOM WAIKOM

Ideas of violence occupied tained, has won most of his

120

I A DIAMOND FOR CHRISTMAS? S

YOU CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND I

ENGAGEMENT RING ON A

DIRECT BASIS

the minds of Sociology

students Monday.
Lecturing in the bowels of

the Royal Ontario Museum,
Prof. I. D. Currie was at-

tempting to foster an objec-

tive outlook on the worth of

force.

Violence, he told 600 impas-

sive faces, is not necessarily

an irrational form of behav-

iour benefitting none. It could

also be an "effective danger

signal resulting in social re-

form.",
Curne persevered. The

American Negro, he main-

Senator gets boot

legislative rights through

"widely publicized riots."

But not only anti-social vio-

lence results in reform. Po-

lice violence, Currie claimed,

has acted as a "catalyst for

social change."

As an example of this, the

lecturer cited public condem-
nation of police brutality

towards peaceful Negro dem-
onstrations in the U.S. South.

"Widespread revulsion" of

"respectable people" at the

sight of this violence led to

civil rights legislation, Currie

said.

Examples In

Soliloire .40 (

Solitaire .50 C

Solitaire .62 C

3-Stone 3x.20 C

Stock

S300.00

$300.00

5300.00

. S300.00

KINGSTON (CUP) - Sena

tor Grattan O'Leary will re

sign this week as student rec-

tor on the board of governors

at Queen's University.

A referendum in November

called for his resignation

because the 82 year old sena-

tor did not properly represent

student interests on the

board. O'Leary had attended

one meeting in his year-long

term.

Plus Dozens of other styles and
j[

combinations to choose from, ft

X

I

tH.
PROCTOR 8. CO.

mond and Gam Dealers 921-770

131 Blaor St. W. Suite 416

MM1«IMM«MMi)»:1

A group of professors who
make up the University

League for Social Reform

will hold their first open

meeting tomorrow to dis-

cuss The Americanization of

Canada.

The panel, to be held at 4

p.m. at the International

Student Centre, will include

political economy professors

Mel Watkins, Abraham Rot-

stein and Ron Blair and his-

tory professor Craig Brown.

SAC ....ENGINEER
'Do you want the University of Toronto

Engineering Society to withdraw its membership

in the Students
9 Administrative Council?

9

FORUM:
Wed. Dec. « - 12:00 - 2:00 CONVOCATION HALL

speaking for withdrawl: Andy Weiner, Jim Ford

speaking against withdrawl: Steve Langdon, Art MclLwain

questions to follow

BE THERE

BALLOTING:
THURS. DEC. 5 - 9:00 A.M. — 2:30 P.M.

Polls: Mechanical, Walberg, Gailbraith

VOTE LIKE YOU MEAN IT
this advertisement sponsored jointly by the SAC and the Engineering society
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continued from page 1

information on surviving in

Canada. Articles tell about
getting jobs supply teaching,

or which TTC services run all

night. One article explained
language differences: "If

someone refers you to 'Wick-

et Zed', they are not directing"

you to the notorious Edmund
Zed, but to the ticket window
marked 'Z'."

One article explains that

when impersonating a Cana-
dian, you must remember
that they "do not drink their

breakfast coffee along with

the rest of the meal."

Wait till you see Ihe sleel

storms.

Most of the exiles like Can-
ada, and Canadians seem to

like them. They counter little

prejudice when applying for

jobs, although most have to

settle for whatever work they

can find because they need

the money. They find that

most Canadians have a slight-

ly amused attitude to draft-

dodgers.

One important point no one

that Canadian girts do it differ-

ently.

Fac Council okays Allen Report
By SUSAN REISLER

The Faculty of Arts and
Science council voted over-

whelmingly Monday to adopt

Dean A. D. Allen's report

which revises the course of

studies in the faculty.

"We can manage to imple-

ment our new program with

current resources," Dean
Allen said.

But he asked that distribu-

tion of the university budget

be examined with great care

so that those who require it

get the financial considera-

tion they need.

History Prof. J. B. Conach-

er, was the principal dissen-

ter to the acceptance of the

report.

"As I see it," he said,

"first and second year stu-

dents are going to be frus-

trated next year."

The problem of money
seemed to be the only rough

edge of the report left to be

smoothed. Prof. Conacher's

cry that his department won't

have the resources necessary

for implementing the report

were echoed by other staff

members. It was even sug-

gested that the report only be

put into effect for the first

year, holding back on the

second year of the program.
Philosophy Prof. David

Gauthier argued that the

staff should consider the situ-

ation from a positive ap-

proach.

"If we wait for the Ontario

Government to give us

money," he said, "we must
take certain steps to make it

clear that we not only want,

but need, to improve our pro-

gram.

"Start now," he said. "If

we find we are running out of

money the students will feel

this and go to their parents

who will in turn go to the

government."

Prof. Gauthier saw this

train of events leading to

pressure on the government
which will have to provide

the funds.

"If we sit back and do

nothing at all, then there will

be no pressure," he said.

"We have to be prepared to

go forward and generate this

action."

:•: Students entering first year next fall will be able to take *
:• any five courses they like, provided they have the neces-:j:

•;• sary high school prerequisites. •:

•i; Departments which now demand Grade XIII prerequis- :•:

Sites are being encouraged to offer alternative courses:;:

•:• which don't require prerequisites to maximize the freedom x

•:• of the first year student. £
First year students will not be in programs with names.:;:

:•: (What used to be called a course in English Lang, and Lit. ji

ijis now called a program.) :•:

:•: Second year students may, if they want, associate them-;:;

:j: selves with a named specialist program. This consists of a*

list of courses (i.e. a course is a single course of instruction;:;

•:>uch as Chemistry 200) drawn up by the department for the*

•i; guidance of the student. These advisory lists will prescribe;:;

;!; no more than four courses, leaving one free for the choice
:j;

v of the student. y.

;l; There will be no distinction between honor courses and
:j:

$ general courses. ':;i

Our world is either-or. .Ludwig
By ANGELA SHENG

Our world is being locked

into a tight "either-or" sys-

tem of values, writer - in -

residence Jack Ludwig told

students at the International

Centre Monday night.

His discussion on the post -

ideological world was part of

this week's International Fes-

tival.

Oversimplification and

generalization have dehuman-

ized the world into a tight

lock-in system, Ludwig ex-

plained, his hands wavering

cross-wise into fists.

We are all caught in this

"escalation ladder" so that

we move from "either this or

that" to another "either this

or that". "The two are forces

on collision course with po-

tentiality of destruction."

Within this structure, when

there arises a problem, the

fitting - in of the problem into

the ladder assumes prece-

dence over the urgency of the

problem.

"So the feud goes on and

on, shooting up the escalation

ladder."

How do you get out of this

<ystem?

Ludwig suggested the no-

tion of a third force outside

of this giant "either-or" sys-

tem on the international lev-

el.

"The force wiU'consist of

that part of every country

and that part of every man
which refuses to be defined

by the Either - Or simplifica-

tion."

"This recognition is impor-

tant, for it embodies our

hope. It is a tough confronta-

tion and no one will talk of

brotherhood and love.

"We are the third genera-

tion removed from the gener-

ation which caused the Cold

War.
"In breaking out of the

trap of 19th and 20th century

language of Either - Or

comes the force of non-power

which will become our pow-

FESTIVAL SINGERS
Saturday, Dec. 7th

St. Anne's Anglican Church, Gladstone Ave

8:30 pm

Music for Christmas by Kellyk,

Monteverdi,
Schoenberg

and Willian.

Adults $3.50 Students $1.75

Information 368-1956

Hart House

MUSIC COMMITTEE
Present*

LONNIE JOHNSON
Josi Gultatl ll - Blues Slngei

To-Day, Debate* Room, 12-3 p.

Lodie* Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
To-night - 8:00 p.m.

Tour of Silvono Colou'
Laboratories, 280 Weston Re).

DEBATE
To-night, Debates Rm, 8 p.m.

JUDY La MARSH. Q C.

IT SHOULD BE AS EASY TO HAVE AN
ABORTION AS IT IS TO HAVE A BABY

(Ladies may attend and participate)

POETRY READING
An Gallery - 1:15 p.m.

Thursday, December 5th

PROF. R.M.H. SHEPHERD - reading o

selection of "Classlcol Greek Poetry"
Ladies Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
December 8th - Great Holl - 8:30 p.n

CATHERINE PALMER SINGERS
Present O Programme of

CHRISTMAS MUSIC
(Tickets: - Hall Porter)

UNDERWATER CLUB
Present*

DR. M.L. PETERSON
Chairman Dept. of Armed Force* History

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

EXPLORUNG SUNKEN GALLEONS &
PIRATE SHIPS IN AMERICAN WATERS

Everyone Welcome

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720
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Was the "secret brief
9

a Bissell plot?
By BARRY KADE

It is a well-known fact that Dr.

Bissell stands for a "democratic"
multiversity; that is to say a uni-

versity whose governmental struc-

ture is unicameral (replacing the

Senate and Board and representa-

tive of faculty and students.) In this

way, the multiversity can utilize the

energies of "activists" (students

who demand only structural change
and participatory democracy and

who are now alienated by the aristo-

cratic structure of the university) to

put down the "saboteurs" (students

who dare question the present func-

tion of the multiversity in a U.S.-

dominated corporate society and
who want to change its direction).

This is the "Bissell Doctrine" uni-

versally accepted by multiversity

administrations across the province.

The name of the game, then, is

co-option of as many of the now
alienated students into the establish-

ment as is possible.

The issue of the "secret" report

began when Steve Langdon was in-

vited by Dr. Bissell to participate in

a Committee of University Affairs

hearing on the U of T projection to

1975. Now the CUA, the government
agency for dishing out funds to the

various Ontario multiversities,

makes an annual trek across the

province to explain their allocations

and hear what the local administra-

tions have to say. This is what the

"secret" report was all about.

"BISSELL DOCTRINE"
What has not been pointed out yet

at U of T, however, is that adminis-
trators across the province have
adopted the Bissell Doctrine and
make a regular practice of making
their presentation to the CUA open
meetings with specific student bu-

reaucrats invited.

It is only at U of T where, alas,

the Bissell Doctrine has not been
accepted by a reactionary Board of

Governors, that some subtrefuge
(on the part of Dr. Bissell) had to

be used.

Steve Langdon was invited sever-
al weeks ago by Dr. Bissell to at-

tend the CUA hearing, but only if he
would keep the proceedings confi-

dential Dr. Bissell knew full well
the SAC stand on openness and
against closed meetings.

Now. Steve Langdon is a "sabo-
teur" (he questions the function of

the university). He was thus put in

a quandary over the report. On the
one hand, there was the SAC policy
on openness (an activist line). On
the other hand, he could see that the
issue was not a good one to raise

questions about the function of the
university — what good is it to have
a democratically run multiversity
that helps American capital to ex-

ploit Canada, her peoples and re-

sources?

PLAY DOWN
Langdon raised the issue at at

least one SAC executive meeting.

The Executive agreed with Lang-

don. It would play down the issue as

much as possible and only censure

Dr. Bissell and the administration.

But Dr. Bissell had more fore-

sight than the Executive. For when
the topic came before the SAC gen-

eral meeting, the general members
went hog wild. Langdon had to use

all his diplomatic prowess to pre-

vent SAC from declaring an

immediate sit-in and to push instead

a general meeting on Friday.

At this point, the contents of the

"secret" report were fairly widely

known. The document contains few

surprises and few significant

changes. It is also the latest of

about six "master plans" developed

in the last four years.

Before going on, it should be reit-

erated that neither Bissell nor Lang-

don wanted a sit-in. Let us now
watch how both manipulated the

threat of one to his own ends.

Langdon's aims came out in the

resolutions at Friday's mass meet-

ing — 1) publication of the report,

2) an open meeting of the Presi-

dent's Advisory Council (with 7 stu-

dents) to discuss it, 3) in effect, a

warning but no sit-in (the Board

may be reactionary but not insane.)

In other words, Stevie Wonder and

SAC came out of the scrape smell-

ing of roses, "responsible" enough

not to alienate certain student ele-

ments (Engineering referendum
Wednesday) and radical enough to

maintain the SAC image and win
support for the long electoral road
to social democracy. And there
would be participatory democracy
— seven students and a few observ-

ers would get to have a say in rati-

fying the report.

CRUCIAL ISSUE
Not once in the meeting did Lang-

don or his followers on stage men-
tion what some of them regard as

the crucial issue, the uses of the

University of Toronto and how the

report affects them. When a dissi-

dent challenged Langdon to uncover

the "bogeyman" and talk about the

report, Langdon avoided the ques-

tion. The meeting was a superb ex-

ercise in the mystification of issues

before an audience.

Bissell also appeared on stage.

What he said in effect, was that he

disagreed with the secrecy, but his

hands were tied, and he would now
go back to the reactionaries and tell

them what had been decided. And
he knew, damn well, that they

would give in.

All in all, it was a superb set of

manoevres. A plot worthy of Ian

Fleming. There will not be a sit-in.

And everybody is happy. Langdon
enhanced the prestige of SAC. Bis-

sell gets to co-opt the activists.

Well, almost everybody. But what
about the people who want to talk

about the function of the multiversi-

ty in a US-dominated corporate so-

ciety?
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why can 7 students park?

There are now practically no park-

ing places for students' cars on cam-
pus. That means, if you live far

enough away to need a car, that you
park on St. George and feed a meter
between classes, or you try to grab a

bit of property along the side streets.

The trouble with both these alter-

natives is that this area has to be one
of the most closely policed sections

of the city in terms of parking. As a
letter on page 6 points out, the Green

Hornets won't let you park before
nine, and they are generally Johnny-
on-the-spot at four when parking time
ends.

The question is, why?
Parking along the side streets im-

pedes no one, even in rush hour.

Who'd be stupid enough to take Hu-
ron in rush hour anyway? As for the

line of meters along St. George, rush
hour runs the other way at 4 p.m. So
who is impeded?

why can 't lawson park

Remember Bill Lawson, the food
vendor who might lose his licence

and his job if he gets any more park-
ing tickets? Well, he doesn't have to

lose his job at all

All the administration has to do is

authorize a space for Lawson and the

other vendors to park their trucks

and everything is OK.

Now, city controller Allan Lamport
is quoted in yesterday's Globe as say-

ing a U of T professor who defended
Lawson was a symptom of professors

"running wild". Lamport wants to

report the professor to Bissell.

Monte Harris, an alderman and
university Senate member, said coun-
cil shouldn't send Dr. Bissell a letter

because "he has enough problems as
it is."

Presumably Mr Lawson's liveli-

hood is reason enough to take a bit of

Dr. Bissell's precious time, especial-

ly since Dr. Bissell can do something
to ensure that Lawson keeps his job.

Let us hope Dr. Bissell will feel dis-

posed to do so.

And as for Mr Lamport and Mr
Harris—they can lose their jobs by

vote Let us hope the rest of us feel

disposed to do so.
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Maybe it is time the university

started thinking about parking when
it designs buildings. Underground or

high rise parking is expensive to con-

struct, sure, but it pays for itself

eventually.

Action, anyone?

hairyplot?

Deep in the bowels of Hart House
last Monday, Larry Haiven, one of

our staffers was summarily and
unmercifully scalped. He went into

the Hart House barber shop with
three month's growth of hair (his

mother said he couldn't come home
if he didn't get it cut.) He told the

barber in explicit language that he
only wanted a trim, just so that he
couldn't be able to grab the hair at

his temples. Fifteen minutes later, he
emerged practically bald.

Last spring, editor Paul MacRae
was similarly victimized. City editor

Dave Frank is afraid to have his hair

cut anywhere now. When is the Hart
House Barber Shop going to learn

that not every person who enters

therein has been inducted into the

army? Is this why we pay 25 cents

less than anywhere else? If so, raise

the price. Is there some kind of plot

afoot?



Anybody who can
lose money on
a small-town
newspaper is a

near-genius.

Lord Thomson
By PHILIP RESNICK

Philip Resnick is a graduate
student majoring in political

economy.

Even at my age. I'm still

ambitious. I never miss an
opportunity to make more
money or expand my business.
Be/ore I go. I'm ' going to
make it as big as I can and as
sound as I can.

— Lord Thomson of Fleet

The strike at the Peterbor-
ough Examiner, in which
reporters and newsroom staff

have been out for over four
weeks, raises issues that go
far beyond the specifics of

the dispute. For the Exam-
iner symbolizes the condition

that prevails in scores of cit-

ies and towns throughout
Canada — the single news-
paper monopoly. And since

last February, Peterborough
has joined more than 40 other

Canadian cities, from Arn-
prior through Yorkton, in the

fold of Thomson Newspaper
Ltd., the North American
wing of the Thomson Empire.
The takeover by Thomson

is directly relevant to the

present dispute, as the News-
paper Guild stresses. Thom-
son entrepeneurship has
meant greater emphasis on

profit ability, an increase in

advertising content, and an

attempt to squeeze staff

costs, by cutting salaries

across the board for new re-

cruits.

The pattern, however, is a
familiar one, if one examines
the rise of the Thomson Em-

pire, from Roy Thomson's
purchase of the fledgling
Timmins' Press in 1934 to

today's $300,000,000 concern.
For profit is what makes Roy
Thomson tick, and he has
used one small newspaper
after another in building his

present fortune.

Thomson's view of the
small town newspaper is

well-expressed in the follow-

ing comment: "Anybody who
can lose money with a small-
town newspaper is a near
genius. It's a matter of how
much you're going to make.
Some we approach will say

'Look, I'm making money.'
We'll say 'Look, you're only

making half of what you
ought to be!' (Fortune, Feb.
1967). As a result, Thomson
takeover of a newspaper en-

tails a whip-hand from the

Toronto office to ensure that

the year-end accounts live up

to expectation. The figures

for Thomson's North Ameri-
can operations between 1955

and 1964 speak eloquently of

just how successful he has

been in this task.

Consolidated Earnings before

Deductions, Depreciation

and Taxes

1955 (1, 692, 925

1960 3,798,170

1964 .7,630,079

Consolidated

Net Earnings

1955 1 424,069

1960 1,223,031

1964 2,709,568

In nine years, Thomson's
profits leaped six-fold.

WHO PAYS?

Who pays for these profits''

Two years ago, the Oshawa
Times, another Thomson
newspaper, was also struck
by the Newspaper Guild The
United Church Board of
Evangihsm, a fairly moder-
ate organization, declared:
"The pitifully low wages paid
at the Oshawa Times leads us
to ask: Has Lord Thomson
earned his millions at the
expense of labour? Has he
risen to the top of the finan-
cial world by trampling on
his employees and their fami-
lies?"

If the workers pay the
immediate price, the towns
which Thomson "services"
come in a close second. Al-
though Thomson affirms that
"Each and every one of my
newspapers has the interests
of its community at heart,"
that interest is defined in

terms of continued Thomson
monopoly. Charles Wilson
also saw no contradiction
between the interests of Gen-
eral Motors and those of the
United States, and from the
point of view of liberal capi-
talism he was absolutely
right. Monopoly power is

community power when the
ruling elites define communi-
ty interests. And Thomson
does "not want to come down
in the morning and find that

somebody has taken me
over," especially not the

community.
If Thomson is almost a car-

icature of the capitalist en-

trepeneur, his newspaper
empire is of concern to ever-

yone in this country. For the
monopoly power he exercises
in over 40 communities finds

its analogues in almost every
other city. The Bell-Sifton

chain. Pacific Publishing
Company, the Toronto Star

Publishing Company are
examples of monopoly power
elsewhere The elites who run
the newspapers also control a

large part of the private me-
dia, and are not lacking di-

rect tie-ins with the corporate
elite of Canada.

J. A. TORY

U of T students have an
additional interest in the Pe-
terborough strike, moreover,
for on their Board of Gover-
nors sits a representative of
the Thomson Empire. J A.
Tory If any had doubted the
role of the university as a
servicing industry for the
corporate elites, the man
from Thomson Newspapers
Ltd. makes abundantly clear
what liberal education is all

about The university supplies

Thomson with both his prole-

tarian labour and his manage-
ment cadres The corporate
press and elites know damned
well what kind of students
they want their university
system to churn out

As students, however, our
real interests lie over -

whelmingly on the side of
labour We are interested in

democratizing the university,
but we are no less interested
in democratizing the society
as a whole. We reject the
right of the corporate elites

to make any decisions for us,
but we also reject the right of
those elites to direct the lives
of workers, manual or intel-

lectual, whose ranks most of
us are destined to join.

The strike at Peterborough
therefore concerns each and
everyone of us. To see a
common student - worker
interest is to see our real po-

sition in Canadian society. It

is fine for students to march
on the Ontario Legislature for

increased grants. But unless
they are prepared to put their

bodies on the line in support

of their fellow-workers, their

demands for grants become
nothing but selfish interest-

group lobbying by middle
class kids.

Community-run newspapers
are a logical counterpart to a

democratically-run univer-

sity. The profit motive is not

what information is about,
and Thomson Thomson should

have no more say in how it

functions than in V)W the
educational system runs.

MEETING TODAY

Today, at 1 p.m., a repre-

sentative of the Toronto
Newspaper Guild will be
speaking at 44 St. George.
Friday, at 3:30 a.m., busses
will be leaving the Varsity

office to join students from
Waterloo. Ottawa, and other

Ontario Universities, on the

picket line at 6 a.m.

The role of the student is

not to accept the world, but

to change it Peterborough
represents a step along the

wav to that change

Pickets outside Examiner offices
phuto bl trrot Ytiunt

Why the Engineering Society Executive resigned
The mass resignations which rocked

the Engineering Society last night were

merely the culmination of months of bit-

ter dissension.

The Society has lost money on a num-

ber of events, particularly the production

Stop the World I Want to Get Off. and

certain members of the committee elect-

ed to run Society affairs seem to feel that

this is somehow the fault of the Officers

of the Society.

There have been many veiled accusa-

tions at recent meetings of improprieties

on the part of the Officers, accusations

which have become more and more open

The persons responsible for these accusa-
*
lions and innuendoes held a secret meet-

ing in the Walberg building Monday to

discuss strategy. Reliable sources indi-

cate that the result of this meeting was a

decision to filibuster the budget which

was presented by the Treasurer to last

evenings meeting.

That this was their intention was clear-

ly indicated when the leader of the group.

Debates Chairman Paul Gooderham
sought, by introducing a series of unnec-

essary motions on subjects already cov-

ered in the Constitution to 'delay the pro-

ceedings of the meeting.

The Officers of the society felt that it

was no longer possible to continue on this

basis.

They pointed out to the members of the

Society who were conducting the filibus-

ter that passing the motion on the floor

was an effective vote of non-confidence in

the officers, and that they would regard it

as such The motion would tighten finan-

cial control on the Society's officers.

The motion was passed, and the offi-

cers resigned stating their intention to

take their case to the electorate.

It seems proper at this time to indicate

that the accusations of the mismanage-
ment made against the officers are abso-

lutely unfounded

The people who have resigned tonight

have done absolutely nothing improper
They have brought to the Society their

level best and in the elections which will

follow their resignations they will try to

convince the students of this point.

What is really involved here is a con-

flict between two philosophies of Engi-

neering It is no coincidence that those

who have resigned have been in the fore

of Engineering Society efforts to gain in-

creased student participation in Univer-
sity affairs.

The people who have resigned want the

Engineering Society to d more than just

run the dances, and operate the Stores.

They feel that it is impossible to do this

given the atmosphere which has come to

THE VARSITY

exist in the Society Executive Committee.
When it becomes impossible to even dis-

cuss a budget because of a filibuster, it

indicates that things have gone too far.

It has become time for the Engineering
student to make a decision on exactly

whdt direction he wants his Society to

take. That is the opinion of the officers

and that is why they resigned.

A. E. McDwain, III APSC, {former)

Treasurer.

R. M MacCallum, IV APSC, (former)

1st Vice President.

H. Jacobsen. III APSC, (former), Zod

Vice President.

M. Seltoo. II APSC, (former) Secre-

tary.

B. E. Dunk, IV APSC, (Former) Presi-

dent.

M. Taylor, IV APSC, (former) Eng.

Sci. Club Chairman.
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The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana

invities you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the

specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

will be on your campus on FRIDAY,

DECEMBER 13, 1968

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA HARBOR WORKS

EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

in the Plans for Progress Program

ON /

CIAS'

rAU KINDS OF BEAUTIFUl
' EXTRAORDINARY • UNUSUAL 1

LUXURIOUS • PLAIN • FANCY '
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S^PTICAL
CONTACT LENSES

151 ST. OEOIM ST. M7-2020 J)

it's like owning
my own business'

Roger Kedwell, a London Life sales representative in Toronto

"It's true. At London Life you
get a concentrated, personal-

ized training program that's

recognized as the best in the

industry. You can choose
where you want to work. Then
you go out and sell. From the
very first day, you have the

responsibility of shaping your
own career. You determine
how fast you grow, how much
you earn. And you have the

London Life name to help
you."

An economics graduate of the

University of Western On-
tario, Roger began a three-

month London Life training

course in the summer of 1 966.
Within a year he had estab-

lished himself as an excep-
tional life insurance under-
writer. To learn more about a

career in life insurance sales,

see your placement officer. Or
write to the Personnel Depart-
ment, London Life Insurance
Co., London, Ontario.

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office: London, Canada

fetters

"immature"

After hearing numerous ru-

mours of the riotous and rowdy
atmosphere in the Botany 110

classes, I decided to attend one
of these lectures. I was not to be
disappointed, as I discovered how
some students, at university lev-

el, are still as immature as ba-

bies, craving the attention of the

teacher.

The entrance of Professor
Dengler, a tall intelligent blonde,

was greeted with whistles, wolf

calls, yells. As she attempted to

get started on her lecture, more
wolf calls came from the back —
mainly from five defiant looking

characters who sat as if sur-

rounded by an air of superiority.

They repeatedly asked Prof.

Dengler to reiterate the state-

ments they had missed while

conversing with one another. But
Prof. Dengler was not to be
daunted by the group as she pro-

ceeded with the class. At one
point in the lecture, when Prof.

Dengler refused to go along with

the rowdiness and gave a cold

silent stare to the trouble mak-
ers, one of them, as if insulted

by her attitude, asked a discour-

teous "why", much to the ap-

proval ?nd laughter of his com-
rades, to a statement which she

had made earlier. Prof. Dengler
ably answered the question,

which one could tell, by the look

of the student, that he had not

sufficient knowledge to compre-
hend.

By the attitude of the majority
of the students, and on question-
ing some of them, I found that

they too, were very dissatisfied

with the troublemakers, who had
tried to disrupt every class since

September.

So fellows, instead of stuffing

pipes into your mouths, try a bot-

tle of milk; instead of wearing
beards, try diapers. In other

words, shut up and grow up. Oth-

ers want to learn.

P. Wong

*****

hornets

Yesterday I was chased
around the block five times by a
Green Hornet. Thank goodness it

didn't sting me for $5. What's the

point of coming to school at 8

a.m. to find a parking spot on
Huron St. opposite Sid Smith if

you can't even stay there.

The Green Hornet said to
move along, but to where?

Before designing a new build-

ing, the parking situation should

be carefully studied. The compe-
tent architects the university

hired don't seem to have done
this. Why -couldn't they have in-

corporated an academic building

above a multi-storey parking
garage available reasonably to

students. No new office building

in Toronto can be erected unless

it provides a minimum of park-

ing spaces for its tenants. We are

tenants of the universities' build :

ings, where are our parking
spaces?
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By MIKE KESTERTON

"We found this gigantic statue of Stalin

lying in a rubbish heap outside Bratislava.

It had been taken down when he died. But it

was untouched, ready to be raised again, if

— if it was necessary. We took a photo-

graph of it and tried to get it into our pa-

per."

Franz Galan, student journalist from
Czechoslovakia, smiled as he described the

life of a writer during the Novotny regime.

"The censors for our paper were old

Communists. They used to go over every-

thing in minute detail, excising words, lines.

But we got past them, in a way. When a

story was censored, it left a hole on the

page. We filled that hole with an ad: "Re-

served for the store that manufactures

shoes." That way our fellow students knew
that the story had been altered.

"We got away with that trick for months

before they caught on.

"Mind you, our editors were trouble-

makers in a way. They used to submit a

story they knew would have to be censored

just to argue about it. It took hours and

hours.

"After the Arab-Israeli war we managed

to get a story printed condemning the offi-

cial pro-Arab stance our government took.

Then nobody wanted to print our paper The

local print shop, run by the Party, said they

didn't have time. We had to find a press 200

miles away to do our paper for us.

"After the liberalization the printers in

the Bratislava shop came to us and offered

to work overtime to do our paper."

Galan left Czechoslovakia after Dubcek

was summoned to Moscow. He travelled in

Europe for a while and then came to Can-

ada He is enrolled at St Mike s studying

Russian, ironically. ("It was the only

course." he said)

Galan's nervousness about his life under

Russian occupation is understandable. In

1950, when he was just a little scrapper, his

father was among the first to be arrested in

the Stalinist purges and condemned to

death. The sentence was later commuted to

life imprisonment. He was 'rehabilitated'

after Stalin's death, having spent seven
years in jail.

"My father was accused of sabotaging his

bakery, but the real reason could have been
anything. That was the terror in those

times: you could have been guilty of a thou-

sand crimes or entirely innocent. We never
knew who would disappear next."

Throughout his account of trials, purges
and censorship Franz's speech had been
mild, his face often breaking into a philo-

sophical apologetic grin. But I struck fire

from him when I criticized the Czech na-

tion.

"The war record of Czechoslovakia has
been less than remarkable, Franz. Some
people say that Czechoslovaks have no
balls Why are they always allowing them-
selves to be overrun without a fight?"

"Because fighting back would be suicide!
" he snorted. "Can the Czech nation alone
fight the Russians? Passive resistance is

the best means in the long run. We Czechs
are a clever people. We use wit and brains

instead of fighting.

"We have demoralized the Russians The
first troops were Tartars and Bulgars. pri-

mitive men, expecting to kill thousands of

us in order to liberate' the country Instead

they were met with passive scorn It was
very confusing to them.

'

"What was it like to live under the liber-

alized regime?" I asked
"Well, first of all. understand that things

weren't really so bad before the Dubcek
accession. People could say what they liked.

It was only in publishing things that the

state exercised control.

"Young people didn't talk about politics

much thev were apathetic
"

"And after?"

"I think that in four months we learned

more truth than in the last 20 years." said

the 22-vear-old.

DENTANTICS

'68
DEC. 5-6-7

THURS. FRI. SAT.

TICKETS $2.00

RETURNS
HART HOUSE THEATRE

CONTACT

M
COLONNADE

SPECIAL!
30R STUDENTS

oALL CHRISTMAS CARDS
& QIFT <WRAP

1 OFF!

BKOMLEY
PENTHOUSE
PARTIQUE

LTD.

A Complete Line of Party Needs Catering Exotic Gifts

PLACE DES BOUTIQUES • 80 BLOOR ST. WEST
Next Ooor to the Embassy
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Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

DECEMBER 12, 13, 14

GRADS-TO-BE-IN:

ENGINEERING (Civil, Mechanical,

Industrial, Eng. Science & Electrical)

Ask al your Placement Office

for informative booklets and

jirjnge for an Interview now!

Bell Canada

ENGINEERING GRADS
Graduates in civil, electrical and mechanical

engineering are invited to consider employment

opportunities with the Public Service of Canada

in the following fields:

CONSTRUCTION-BUILDINGS,

MARINE WORKS, HIGHWAYS

SOIL MECHANICS

MUNICIPAL WORKS

HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES

HYDROMETRIC SURVEYS

HYDROLOGY

INSTRUMENTATION

COMMUNICATIONS

NAVIGATION AIDS

AIRPORT LIGHTING

BUILDING SERVICES

CONTRACT

ADMINISTRATION

A caieet with the Fedeial Government, the ma|or employer of professional engineers in Canada, features

broad scope tor prolessional development, competitive salaries, technically trained support stall, modern

equipment, thiee weeks annual vacation and promotion based on merit.

INTERVIEWS: December 12-13, 1968

Mr. G.S.C. Smith, P. Eng.. will be on campus to discuss engineering careers with you on Ihe above dates.

Ariange your appointment through the Placement Olf ice today. ___„

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts

English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Mary Dale Stotl, B.A.

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

HERE AND NOW

GIRLS

— Sig Sam Foyer

flam 11 p.m.

Treaiure Van — International Handrc.att sate

YWCA Yonge 81 McGill l*o blocks south ol College

10 a.m. 4 p m
ion of Chinese scrolls 18B0 lo present

onal Festival) Ihe Morning Room ISC 33 Si

Noon 2 p.m.
'

Alt week Project 999 needs you Interested .n

working wilh Ihe menially i"' Come and inquire Sig

mund Samuel lobby

OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you
I p.m

call: 929- 0611 <°

NEW COLLEGE THEATRE

GUILD PRESENTS

BILLY LIAR
AT THE

COLONNADE
THEATRE
directed by

Hilary Mclaughlin

WED, DEC. 11 -

SAT. . DEC. 14

ot 8:30 p.m.

TICKETS SI. 50 - $2.00

Ai NEW COLLEGE

Hart House ISC

Peterborough Strike - preparation lor Fnday picket

Talk to Fnd Jones ol the Newspaper Guild 44 St

George Toronto Sludenl Movement

Meeting U Ol T Young Socialists Club 2131 Sidney

5mith

Jafcetl Pelson on Generahied Symbolic Media ol

Socielal Interchange Room 202 New Physics Build

mg Oeul ol Sociology

Room 3 New Academic

' 50 Room 102

'Thousand Clowns movie with Jeson Robards Jr

Admission 75 Room 21 IB Srdney Smith

m. the Poverty - Eiammcr Newspaper Slnke

All welcome 44 St George TSM

Canada Nile llmomational Festival! 4-1 St George

THURSOAV

siun hour with Prof Keith Spicor

U ol T NOP Waller Pitman MPP Peterborough,

University Education " Room 10B3 Sid Smith

Moating U of I Young Socialist* fo discuss prepa

ions for the Socialist Students
- Conference Sid Smi

DANCE TO!

Jim MacDonald

in the Gym
*

The Luv-Lites

in Debates Room
*

Bob Smith

East Common Room
I

Tickets Underg.od O.f.ce

I Holl Potter

590
CUSO information meeting.

Oiled in serving overseas lor I

33 St George

Rebbr Ochs on R-iual —
1071 Sidney Smith Yavneh

Meeting University Red Gfbi

St George

years CUSO office

ii Religion Room

Room ISC 33Mu:

Open lorum on "The Amencannalior

The University League lor Social Reforrr

Hati ISC 33 St George
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HART HOUSE
NEW YEAR'S

EVE BALI.

December 31st.

9pm -- 3 am.

SlS.OO/Couple

-^3

4 10 p.m
Schneider President National Research

iwa on Electronic Properties ol Organic

-conductors Room 102 McLennan Phys

Hellenic Umvarsrty Society meeting ISC

P >v ,Mo1o<iy Students Union presents Diuij inera
%

„ with Mis Ford psychologist with ihe M.ssissauga

rhMl twaid All welcome North Silting Room Han

leave of absence Han House Theatre

Si. Characters in Search of an Aulhor by Luhj

Pirandello Directed by Maunce Evans Scjrbomuuh

F.U. OF T

WEDNESDAY

THURSOAY

J p m 4 pjn
1 Coniciousn»si Room 332 Tenbook

6 pm
ica The rola ol lha rmlilarv ICS RoOert

1 30 p.m

6**>*< anyone and IWfBM
<uu anytr»no Imi " *3 Si Gaoiij*

Cuba Mrxnii DaOalvt a«I*n>om I

m«> and w*ic/ic reh uC 231



FIRE TRAP

You could die in OP 135
By ERROL YOUNG

An independent study by
The Varsity (see picture)
revealed yesterday that the
acoustical tile in Room 135
of the Old Physics Building
is highly flammable.

The pockmarked gray
wood fiber tiles are similar
to the ones that were re-

sponsible for the death of
one man in the fire at the
Workman's Compensation
Hospital two years ago.

University Fire-Marshal
Westhead said that he would
look into the condition of the

room tomorrow.

"There have been propos-
als around for the redevel-
opment of the building for

mahy years now," said engi-

neering dean J. M. Ham.

Architects Page and Steel

six months ago completed a
feaisibility study on renova-

tion of the facilities. Event-

ually the building could be
rebuilt as offices and lec-

ture halls.

"In terms of the cost of

modernizing, the question 'is

it worth it' is a real one,"
Dean Ham said.

"The University gets only

so much from the province

for redevelopment so that it

must have a list of priori-

ties," he added.

At the top of this list are

the old residences, such as

Devonshire House and Sir

Daniel Wilson. capacity (around 650) as
Meanwhile, room 135 Old students continue to smoke

Physics is being used to full under the No Smoking signs.

Ill Willick, Varsity expert on OP 135, tests ignition point of
material (circled) which fell from the walls of the room. Also
a registered nurse, Miss Willick pronounced the fumes from
said ignited material "Would be likely to kill, if inhaled."

XEROX COPIES
5* 4<

Teach
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait
or Overnight

• Quality Guaranteed

1
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

CLASSIFIED
MENS CLOTHING taken In trade on AU TYPES OF BANDS — Availablenew. better quality suits, coats sport lor dances, parties orojes weddinos For
swear tu*edos. tails, etc FRANKEL information call 972 4104
CLOTHING (since 19141 123 Church
St. 3664221 -

A THOUSAND CLOWNS — movie
with Jason flobards Jr Tonight 8 00pm m room 2118 Sidney Smith Btdg
Pnce 75c All welcome

ONCE A WEEK TUTORING required
by Chemistry 100 etfension student
Please call Mrs Preston, 925 6438
(homo) or 445 812*1 (business!

LOST — last Thursday A pair of
scnption glasses Brawn frimes Fi.

please call Bob 826 1661 evenings

CRIME PASSIONNEL by J P Sartre
Theatre at Vic University & Charles New
Academic Building December 5 8 6 30
pm Free Free Free Free Free Free Free

LOST — A dark-green car coat was lost

outside Rm 101. San ford Flaming It

bears my name inside since n is a gift

from Hong Kong Would anyone who
found it please phone Mr Kwong after
si». 364-6671. YS Kwong

SPADINA RD BERNARD partially

turn 9 room apt 2nd and 3rd floors of
house 2 full bathrooms Suit faculty,

member and ramify S250 00 mos Call

923-8554

WANTED girl to share 2 bedroom apart
ment with female student Bay Wellei
ley. 15 minutes from Library Available
immediately $60 00 monthly Call Caio
lynne 367-2981 after 6pm

OPEN WIDE — This won t hurt a bit

Oentantics 68 at Hart House Theatre —
Tickets at boi office — Dec 5 6 7

Thurs Fn Sat Tickets $2 00

LOST one book of 25 Grey Coach Lines
commuter tickets If found phono collect
942 2613

CATALYST offors a catharsis unequalled
by any magatme on campus On sale
this week in the Book Room and our
usual campus tables

ROOM • BOARD SI 15 monthly Fur
nishad. maid and linen service Bent cook
on campus 85 Bedford 924O501 or
367 4443

LOST — a blue bluing umbrella on Si
Oeorge Si Fnday Please return to room

0625
" Smitn H*" or ca" 921

STUOENT TOURS & JOBS IN EU
ROPE For a complete desenpnon and
application form m a 42 page booklet
sand S2 to Gorrt Allan 25 Taytorwood
Or . Islington

WANT TO SING GOOD MUSIC? St

Bartholomew's Church choir needs so
pranos and tenors Phone Walter Barnes,
choirmaster 927 0460, or Ian Gentles
537 9717

CAMP STAFF
Monitou-wobing Camp of Fine Arts

Soiling, Water-Skiing, Swimming, Canoeing and
Tripping, Golf, Tennis, Riding, Riftery, Fencinq,

Music (String and wind players). Drama (cost-

umes). Drawing and Painting, Graphics, Pottery,

Sculpture. Some executive positions open. Sec-
tion Head t Coach.

Now accepting applications from counsellors, asiiitanti and
instructors In the following:

Graduate and underorad, students with emparlance, call P.U. 3-

6168 or write 621 Egllnton Avenue West, Toronto for applica-

tions and further Information.

THE HARTFIELD
The best in blues & rock

Phone manager; Sheldon Lament

635 - 1006

GuHKTt

Stiiehts

Union
G.S.U.

ICE HOCKEY

jJnoOtg

wMlrocti

M SAMQSOfT AYSMW
PHONE 928 2391

commencing FRIDAY, OECEMBER 6th

at VARSITY ARENA 11:00 a. m. - 12:00 noon

All graduate students are Invited to join in

and this will continue every Friday throughout

the season at the same time.

G.S.U. CHARTER FLIGHT
Toronto - London

Departing Toronto, May 30, 1969

Departing London, Sept. 4, 1969

TOTAL COST: $200. 00

All mombar a of the Graduate Students Union
and members of faculty are eligible.
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Trinity College Dramatic Society presents

'JESUS'
8:30 p.m. Seeley Hall

Trinity College

Tuesday December 3rd through Saturday December 7th

Admission — $1.50 Students

Information - phone 928-3282 ext. 333 or 336

Stitch in Tyme
DANCE

Great Hall

Friday, December 13, 1968

Hart House

9:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale Mon. - Fri.

at tnnis 11 Snack Bar and SAC Ollice

itot may ruit loot /i/Ce tu
aJixnluretome spirt,
But h%*u we assure uok
Mai j6e is a dauntless

9lil the trials and
tribulations o£ sport;

'

every morning our
fluffy friend -would
ftieet up with a chap
on the same model
of Honda as hers,
and. they would sta&
an impromptu drag
to campus, she
o?uH always,
mze him by his

recog-

huinelte fas deciitd Kul-

if sportsmanship Aas

its limitations, then cnc
is well aiviscd to use

ike sneaky tapis o/our
-technology-

brn 1"'S °' faimei-

ani poniers tie frailem

of such /teajfear for-

tfx ratSitkrsportr

ifyou can'/ lid 'em —
play canaila milA Mem.

flashy blue helmetr
with, the liefM on
thefttrntr.

a

one dayshe hopped,
,

into ttte Cattpusbank,
totalrccver a
superchardsrloan.
to ChehhdfJfaJoe out|
her adversary once
and -for always.

we must admit that
she was surprised to
find that famous
blue helmet perched
jauntily on the top

antler c( the mana-
|

fyc% coat tree!

"Iwant a loan to

tuv a supsrchatgsr
to fake you out....

She mumbled, the.

lolite^. "I °have
keen considering the |

same thinS',he£r
admitted

Vvell-ou-r bank,
Ace5n't always leM.
Jnoney. tor Thstance,!
we know two people f
who've sublimated
their competitive

J
ids to twice-weekly I

canasta iouts.
"

Sheepishly;!

13

university eve s>Allege «l.branch
open. 9."50 to 5 Monday toThursday .9/JO to6 FViday

dcwaller. mjanacjeT

More faculty candidates for

i

The faculty candidates for the Commission on University

Government were asked the following five questions:

• Do you believe students and faculty should run the univer-

sity on a basis of equality?

• What controls should the general public have over the uni-

versity?

• What is the place of the administration in the university?

• What is the function of the university in society?

t What structures do you think would best accomplish your
aims?

Results of the mailed-in vote appear in Monday's Varsity.

r

k aims? A

I Results of the mailed-in vote appear in Monday's Varsity. I

' • No, that would not be

|
practical. But this is not to

say that faculty and students

shouldn't have the predomi-

|
nant voice.

|
• The general public's con-

|
trol should be very indirect —

' a series of buffers between

|
government and the univer-

Isity is best on this score. The

public's control should be

I through their elected repre-

, sentatives, yet there is a
' great danger if the control is

|
too direct — if every profes-

Prof L. E. tynch (Philosophy)

sor's salary is on the provin-

cial budget.

• "Administration is a

complicated term. If it

means financial control, I

think this is very largely a

"civil service" role — not a

matter of policy making. In

the area of academic admin-

istration, we have to allow

the administration a larger

role in initiating policies for

consideration, but they are

not decision makers.

• The university has a

heavy social impact, even by

just existing. But it should

not be the captive of any ide-

ological or political party.

• This is very tough to

answer. There must be thor-

ough research before any

firm conclusions can be

reached. I have thought of

the possibility of a strong

central body with a variety of

committees, . modelled on the

President's Council, but with

more broadly-based repre-

sentatives including students.

But this may not stand up to

the test.

Prof. R. A. Green (English)
|

• There's no doubt that the two main es-
j

tates in the university are the faculty and i

the students. I'm not superstitious about I

percentages — I wouldn't go to the stake
)

for 50-50, but I feel that students deserve an i

active voice.
'

• This is the single most important ques-
|

tion before CUG. The most worrisome thing .

here in Ontario now is that the Committee I

on University Affairs is governing the uni-
|

versities in fact, without the active partici- ,

pation of either faculty or students. I

• The administration is the active servant I

of the staff and students. It's worth saying ,

that the recent regulations about the term I

of office of academic administrators have
|

been a step in the right direction.

I • The major problem in the university I

I

now is the tension between professional
|

training and liberal education, and between

|

graduate and undergraduate education, and
(the lack of humanistic values in the plan-

ning of the university. The university has

|
been traditionally run as a corporation, and

)we must take a hard look at that.

• This is a bit premature, but I would say

|
that from the moment (two years ago)

(when Doctor Bissell was critical of the

Duff-Berdahl report and proposed instead a

|

single-tiered form of government — at that

i point he was ahead of students.

Prof. Ian Burton — (Geography)

(Prof. Burton is out of the country. The fol-

lowing comments are from a policy sheet he

prepared for his colleagues before leaving.)

I hope that internally we can move a long

step away from the unnecessarily authori-

tarian structures of the past. The running of

the university can be made more open,

more democratic, more subject to the

wishes of all the members of the university

community, but especially the faculty, and

less subject to political control from out-

side.

Secondly. I feel that the administration of

the university should be improved so as to

ensure that the services provided for mem-
bers of staff are more of an aid in our at-

tempt to achieve excellence in teaching and
research and less of a hindrance.

Finally, the relationship between the uni-

versity and society should be critically

examined in the light of the new demands
that are being placed on the university.

New forms and types of relationships should

be considered, involving wider and more
representative strata of society, to enhance

the more democratic qualities of the univer-

sity, and especially to facilitate the larger

I

role which universities must play in the af-

fairs of the nation in the future.

• There has to be liberal

and free consultation between
the two groups, who are in

many respects one group.
I • The general public can
i have no direct control But
we must be always mindful

I
that we are funded by the

j
public, and so have a respon-

sibility to acquit ourselves in

| a reasonable manner.

|
• The administration was

devised to maintain the physi-

}
cal plant and economic struc-

Dr. C. Scotl Russell — Medicine

tures so the university can
exist on a sound basis. The
administration's role in aca-
demic affairs must be de-

fined, and if necessary limit-

ed.

• The function of the uni-

versity, in the strict sense, is

to make one aware of the

universe, to be the fountain of

all knowledge. In our society,

the university must attempt
to make students and faculty

as aware as possible of things

of concern in our world. It

must help them cope with the

world, learn about it in the

broadest sense, and improve

it as far as possible. The uni-

versity is not just a school

but a source of knowledge.

• I don't know. This is why
1 ran — to find out what

structures can best accom-

plish these aims, and to gain

information which will help

devise structures to improve

the university where possible.
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SAC to examine prejudice
The Hillel organization

asked the Students' Adminis-
trative Council to condemn
Soviet treatment of Jews last

week, but the discussion led

to the establishment of a
committee to investigate dis-

crimination in Canada.
The motion first read "that

SAC declare their concern for

the Soviet Jews and condemn
the Soviet government's
treatment of Jews."
Before an hour of debate

ensued, Hillel presented a
750-name petition and a 10-

minute tape of information on
Soviety Jewry.

"Soviet Jewry do not have
the opportunity to practice

their religion," said the tape.

"There is discrimination in

employment and education.

The Russian Jew is left in a

cultural and psychological
void — he is not a Russian
and he is not a Jew." (The

U.S.S.R. does not recognize

the Jewish nation.)

Ted Dent (OCE) was the
only SAC member who said
Soviet Jewry was not perse-
cuted to the extent Hillel in-

dicated.

"There are no programs
any more," he said, "and
conditions are improving."
Edmund Burkite Paul

Fromm (III SMC) opposed
the motion for different rea-
sons.

"The Russians don't give a
holy damn what we say," he
said. "And if we make a con-
demnation, we should con-
demn Soviet discrimination

against other minorities."

Fromm launched into an
attack on discrimination
against Catholics.

"Let's not get into periph-

eral issues," interrupted
Speaker George Murray (II

Law).

"Do you mean to say that a

Catholic is peripheral?"
asked Fromm.

"It depends upon the Cath-

olic," Murray replied.

One of Fromm's cohorts
from the floor, Lawrence
Stichman (II SMCl said,

"There is also discrimination
to an extent against the Ar-
abs who have been driven out
of their home in the areas of
Jordan occupied by Israel."

A group began to sing Hava
Nagila.

"We're making fools of
ourselves in singling out the
Jews as the only group dis-

criminated against," Fromm
added. "It's time to attack
all religious discrimination."

"This is beginning to sound
like a sociology essay,"
commented Marian Mowat
(II Nurs).

Duncan Chisolm (II UC)
said he thought there was
"not enough intellect on SAC
to undergo a study of dis-

crimination."

Nevertheless, the commit-
tee will be formed.

INTERNATIONAL VARIETY SHOW

McGill students want hiring say
MONTREAL (CUP) — The

thorny questions of under-

graduate membership on the

Faculty Appointments Com-
mittee and the Political or-

ientation of McGill Univer-

sity's Political Science De-
partment dominated discus-

sion as students and faculty

met across the negotiation

table for the first time Mon-
day.

Over 400 students watched
the three hour session on
closed circuit television. The
start of negotiations was de-

layed five days while students

and faculty argued about the

format of talks. The faculty

agreed to the closed - circuit

All you need is love
By LIZ WILtICK

There are two bases on

which human beings interact.

"Either they are compelled,

coerced or forced", or "they

do it because they want to."

In the first case, "essentially

what we're talking about is

power."
And that, according to Dr.

T. D. Kemper, is what love is

all about. The lover confers

status upon the loved one and
thereby aquires power over

him.

"The introduction of the

use of power into the love

relationship (usually after

marriage) is the beginning of

the end. The exercise of pow-
er tends to create an aversion

to the punisher (the user of

power)."

This was the most contro-

versial view put forward by

three panelists in a discussion

on "Love" sponsored by the

Psychology Students Union

Monday night. Seventy stu-

dents attended.

Dr. Peter Moore from the

University Health Service,

also differentiated between

two types of love — "love

love" and "in love love." The

first "carries with it tender-

ness, warmth, loyalty and

dignity and is complete with-

out the presence of the loved

one."

"In love love involves ado-

ration, need, dependency,

hunger and a feeling of in-

completeness if the loved one

is not present. There is a dai-

ly risk of degradation. It is

too enervating to be sus-

tained."

Dr. Moore felt love love

"may need physical expres-

sion but not necessarily sex-

ual". Dr. Kemper suggested

"rewarding another person

sexually is a terrific reward.

It also has that universal bi-

ological significance which

gives it an extra bit of zap!"

It is the high point of status

conferral in a love relation-

ship.

One reaction to the pane-

lists came from Dr. Ken

dementi of the School of

Hygiene who said the discus-

sion was "frankly nauseat-

ing" to him.

"They are talking about a

man-woman relationship in

which each treats the other

as a chattel. This accounts

for the deplorable state of

marriage in the world to-

day."

system Friday night.

The occupation of the Polit-

ical Science Department
moved into its eighth day
Monday and will continue

until a solution is reached.

Negotiations are scheduled
daily at 1 p.m.

Student negotiator Harry
Cowen demanded student

representation in departmen-

tal decision - making because
it was the only way they

could change "the weary
structure of gigantic imper-

sonal classrooms, unrelated

theory, wearisome textbooks

and more wearisome teach-

ers and exams."
The students went into the

meeting with demands for

one-third representation on

departmental committees.

They originally called for

parity.

Faculty negotiators contin-

ually harped on the question

of competence in their reluc-

tance to grant undergradu-

ates seats on the Appoint-

ments Committee They said

bluntly that students below

the graduate level did not

have the capacity to choose

the teaching personnel.

Mallory called the argu-

ment over the political orien-

tation of professors a "Dan-
gerous confusion of thought

"

His statement that intellec-

tual inquiry" was greeted by

laughter and jeers from the

students watching the nego-

tiations on TV.

Presidential Committee

on Disciplinary Procedures

PUBLIC MEETING
Innis College Lounge

Thursday. December 5-4 p.m.

& 6" DECEMBER 1968

AT RYERSON AUDITORIUM

CANADA NITE
AT ISC 33 ST. GEORGE, 8:00 p.m. DEC. 4

m

INTERNATIONAL BALL
CASA L0MA, 8:00 p.m. DEC. 7

th

THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

"Toss out any lingering ideas you may have had aboul Scarborough

College as the Universily ol Toronto's cultural backwater. Last

weekend's production of John Osborne's LOOK BACK IN ANGER
performed by the Scarborough College Dramatic Society was ample

proof thai Scarborough has finally arrived ... II is too late to catch

that show but this particular group is one to watch foi the lulure."

Paul Macrae THE VARSITY 1967

THE SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
DRAMATIC SOCIETY

presents

SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH

OF AN AUTHOR
by Luigi Pirandello

Directed by Maurice Evans

Dec. 5, 6, and 1. 1968 at Scarborough College

8:30 P.M. Admission {1.00

GtRfHAH COURSl UHION

All German Students!!!

FOUNDING MEETING
Ratification of Constitution

ELECT EXEC !!

ROOM 3 New Academic Building

at

VICTORIA COLLEGE
THURSDAY DECEMBERS 4:00 P.M.

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL MEETING

OF ALL STUDENTS TAKING AT LEAST 2 HISTORIES

AND ALL FIRST YEAR HISTORY STUDENTS.

TO DISCUSS
THE ALLEN REPORT AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

FOR THE HISTORY DEPT.

(A VERY IMPORTANT MATTER FOR ALL HISTORY STUDENTS)

WED. DEC. 4 - 1:00 P.M. RM. 2102, SID SMITH
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OBJECTIVITY MYTH SHATTERED
By MARK STAROWICZ

McOILL DAILY

The only sector of Ameri-

can society that has ever

produced a viable press is

the business community.

The major city dailies,

the principal national maga-
zines in Canada and the

United States are insepara-

ble from corporate inter-

ests, from the community
which directs the North
American economy.
The reasons for this are

obvious: any large news-

paper becomes a business in

itself, and depends on the

business community
(through advertising reve-

nue) for its survival.

No other sector of North

American society has pro-

duced a significant press —
not labor, not the intellec-

tuals, not the church, not

the political parties. These
sectors have produced publi-

cations, but never a press

that has reached the whole
spectrum of society.

This is equally true for all

other media, with the excep-

tion of a few radio stations

in the United States that are
run by universities or non-

corporate groups and serve

the surrounding community
The capitalist system dic-

tates that only those in pos-

session of small fortunes

can control the means of

mass communications.
This control of the means

of communication by only

one of many sectors of soci-

ety has led to serious

abuses, and the creation of

several myths we have been
conditioned to accept.

And the greatest of these

myths is objectivity

There is nothing wrong,

per se, about the business

community producing a

press. But inasmuch as

ONLY that community has

produced one, it has created

the myth of objectivity to

justify its monopoly of news
selection and interpretation

in the eyes of other sectors

of society who might pro-

duce a different kind of

press.

A press such as that of

the labor movement in its

radical period in England

produced a very different

interpretation of society

from the London Times.
Without debating which in-

terpretation has more mer-

it, it was important that the

English public had access to

something other than one

interpretation.

Today, the Canadian peo-

ple have no access to such

alternative daily interpreta-

tion of news. They can only

get it if they go out of their

way to pick up some eso-

teric political journal at the

end of the month. But the

mainstream press maintains

the myth of objectivity to

rationalize its monolithic

interpretation. Objectivity

holds that facts rise above

all interpretation that there

are inviolable truths which
no one can deny.

this is patently impossi-

ble, and hence the pretence

of such is dishonest. The
selection of facts, the order

of presentation, the play

they are given all reflect a

value judgement and carry

interpretation Time Maga-
zine has one idea of what
stories and whose views are
important. The New States-

man has another.

Whenever a story is print-

ed — or not printed — a

value judgement is made.
Different papers have dif-

ferent ideas of what is sig-

nificant.

Carlyle wrote a very dif-

ferent interpretation of the

French Revolution than did

Albert Mathieu. Both
worked with facts, but each
considered different facts

significant. We accept that

historians can honestly view
the same events with totally

contradictory results. No
one has gone around pre-

tending there are objective

historians. For the same
reasons there is no objective

press.

If you walk up to someone
in Moscow and tell him
Pravda doesn't always tell

the truth, he's likely to

laugh and say of course.

Chances are fair that if you

walk up to someone in New
York and tell him the same
thing about the New York
Times, he'll call you a pin-

ko.

Real freedom of the press

is not freedom to say what
you want, but freedom for

every man who has some-
thing to say to be able to

produce his own press. We
can disagree with the edi-

tors of the Gazette and ped-

dle our message on the cor-

ner of Peel and St. Cathe-

rine, but we cannot disagree

on the same level of effec-

tiveness unless we raise $11

million.

An underground press
could have some modest but

significant success if it

could only relate to people

other than those that have
decided that the formula for

happiness was set down by
Alice B. Toklas.

I. F. Stone's small but in-

fluential newsletter has
started off a chain of simi-

lar endeavors in the United
States, the most promising
being Andrew Kopkind's
MAYDAY. These small,
four-page newsletters at

least offer a running weekly
alternative to the gospel
according to Associated
Press. But they are hardly

causing the mainstream
papers any worry about
competition.

There are several other
sectors of society that could
produce their own daily

press: labor, the church, the

political parties, the univer-

sities. All these have suffi-

cient access to funds to en-

ter the arena.

Labor has failed to pro-

duce because of its internal

divisions, and because a
large part of it has turned to

supporting the present order
of things anyway.

Political parties have no

need to produce an alternate

press a*s the present main-

stream press is theirs al-

ready; the press barons and
the political leaders come
from the same sector and
indulge in mutual incest.

The church too is essen-

tially interested in the pres-

ervation of things as they

are and has no reason to

produce an alternative.

That leaves us with the

university. This is a particu-

larly interesting area of dis-

cussion, since the very con-

cept of a university leads

one to think that it should

produce a daily press.

The university pretends to

be an institution which stud-

ies society, its flaws and its

strengths. It is supposed to

be engaged in a continuing

examination of the environ-

ment. A daily press is the

most obvious device for

such an examination. Fur-

thermore the university has

a duty to serve the commu-
nity at large. A daily press

would be in keeping with

that duty.

The university has the

funds to produce at least a

significant weekly press.

But it will not use its funds

to perform any service to

society which might disturb

the business corporations, to

whom it owes direct alle-

giance. Instead, the univer-

sity will behave even more
conservatively than the very

corporate elite it serves.

For evidence of this we
have to look no further than

the McGill administration's

current plunge into journal-

ism. The McGill Reporter
generously funded by the

administration, appeared on

the McGill campus this Sep-

tember If nothing else, the

McGill Reporter has shat-

tered many people's uns-

hakeable faith in the idea

that it was impossible to

produce anything more irre-

levant than The Montreal

Gazette.
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Ont. Rhodes go to Allan, Rae
Derek Allen (IV Trin) and

Bob Rae (IV UC) are the two
Ontario recipients of the $5,-

000 Rhodes scholarship

awarded this week to grad-

uating students for academic
excellence and extracurricu-

lar involvement.

Allen, who graduated from
University of Toronto
Schools, is presently Head of

Arts at Trinity College and
president of the U of T debat-

ing union. A philosophy and
history student, he was also

president of the Trinity Col-

lege philosophy club and was

instrumental in forming a

staff-student club in his

course.

He will spend his two years
at Oxford studying for a
Bachelor of Philosophy.

Rae spent four years at the

International School in Gene-
va and graduating with an A-
level diploma was able to

enter second year Modern
History. He is presently SAC
University Commissioner, UC
rep for SAC and book editor

for The Varsity Review. Last
year he ran the UC Festival,

was literary director of the

UC Literary and Athletic So-

ciety and was on the execu-

tive of the International

Teach-in.

Rae is a member of the

President's Council ("when
it's open") and was one of

four students elected last

week to the Commission on

University Government.
Like Allen he has been ac-

tive in university debating

and will be one of those

speaking for the ayes in to-

night's Hart House debate on
"It should be as easy to have
an abortion as it is to have a

baby."

As SAC University Com-
missioner Rae was instru-

mental in negotiating for
equal staff-student represen-

tation on CUG and has fought
for the principles of openness
and student equality on
committees across the cam-
pus. He plans to study either

politics or history at Oxford
before returning to U of T to

do graduate work in Canadian
history.

BOB RAE

SFU strike halts before exams
BURNABY (CUP) - The

crisis at Simon Fraser is over

for this semester.

The teach-in showed few
signs of getting off the

ground Tuesday as most
classes dealt with regular

course material rather than

the issues which led to the

blow up.

The Monday night senate

meeting went into a six-hour

marathon session and, after

hearing two major proposals

dealing with admission poli-

cy, waffled its way to another

meeting next week.
The library at SFU was

filled to capacity Tuesday as

students, behind on their

studies because of the two-

week action, hit the books
hard to catch up.

Militant students and fac-

ulty say they will reorganize

the teach-in for next term
and some say they expect

confrontation again in Janu-

ary but do not know what
form it will take.

Student Ombudsman, Ace

WOMEN'S SPORTS

Hollibaugh, blamed the teach-

in failure on a statement last

week by Administration Pres-

ident Ken Strand. Strand said

he supported the teach-in idea

but stressed that regular

classes would have to contin-

ue.

"It was a cleverly designed

statement that effectively

emasculated any understand-

ing of the problems," Holli-

baugh said. "I think we'll

have a good Orientation Week
next semester and I think the

teach-ins will continue."

Meanwhile, the 114 students

arrested in the SFU adminis-

tration building have been

remanded to trial in January

but there has as yet been no

administration push to drop

the charges.

The senate meeting, at-

tended by over 300 student

observers, was in session

largely to consider two pro-

posals for reform in admis-

sions policy.

The papers, labelled "well-

intentioned" but "highly

complex" by Arts Dean Dale
Sullivan, ran into heavy fire

and were shelved until the

next senate session. Both
papers were presented by

student and faculty militants.

One paper proposed a Ca-

nadian equivalent to the Col-

lege Board Test administered

by the American Educational

Testing Service. It was shot

down quickly because of gen-

eral reluctance to substitute

one test of questionable crite-

ria with another one that

would be forced to do the

same.

The second proposal called

for creation of a provincial

academic board to regulate

course quality and credit

transferability. It ran into

criticism from people who
thought it would infringe on

the autonomy of individual

institutions.

Exams start on December
9 and right now, no one ex-

cept a few die-hards and the

114 are worried about any-

thing else.

Women swimmers winners
The U. of T. Women's In-

tercollegiate Swim Team has

done it again! A combination
of a second in syncrortized

events, a first in the diving

competition and a second in

the speed swimming put the

Toronto team in the winners

circle at the W.I.A.U. Swim
Meet at Guelph last weekend,

over Western (who placed

second). Queens, MacMaster,
McGill. and Guelph.

In the syncronized figures.

Laurie White placed second

and Judy Kent placed fourth

out of 15 competitors. In the

strokes, Judy Maxwell and

Fran Evans tied for fourth

position out of 18 competi-

tors.

Mabel Ann Brown, Beth

Smith and Judy Kent placed a

decisive first in the trio rou-

tines (30 points ahead of the

second place team) with their

performance of 'Los Hom-
bres'.

Two Toronto divers, Gail

Whyte and Gail Wishart. took

first and second place, re-

spectively, in the Diving

Competition. In the speed

events. Ruth Unger managed
to slice 9 10 of a second off

the 100 yard backstroke rec-

ord, timing 1:12.2. The free

style relay team of Judy
Kent, Ruth Unger, Sue Fer-

guson and Liz Daniels

clocked 1:58.1, 1.3 seconds

faster than the previous inter-

collegiate record

The first Intercollegiate

Fencing Meet of the year was
held last weekend and took

the form of a tri-meet featur-

ing Ottawa, MacMaster. and

Toronto. The Toronto team

look first place by virtue of

their 13-3 victory over Mac-
Master and their 9-7 victory

over Ottawa.

ST. MIKE'S CHRISTMAS DANCE

ai HART HOUSE

with JIM MacDONALD and his ORCHESTRA
ADDED ATTRACTION: SANTA CLAUS GUEST APPEARANCE

DEC. 7 $3.50 / Couple

TICKETS ON SALE OUTSIDE ST. MIKE'S "COOP"

OR IN THE STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE

ALL WELCOME

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF DEC. 9 TO END FALL TFRM

IMPORTANT INFORMATION RE SCHEDULES WEEK OF JAN. 6 -
SCHEDULES WILL RESUME ON WED. JAN. 8 AND WILL BE
PUBLISHED IN THE VARSITY ONWEO.DEC.il. EXTRA COPIES
WILL f E AVAILABLE AT THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE.

HOCKEY
Mon. De< . 9 12.30 Vic. VII v« III Ind. B Wees*. Lautan

1.30 Vic. X vs Si. M.F Kolln, Louion
7.00 New 1 VI Foi. A Trossldor, Klinck
8.00 PHE. B VI Knoe Tress ider, Klines.

9.00 Low III VI Dent. B Tresslder, Klinck

Tuei Dee 10 1.30 PHE. C VI V.c. IV Allen, Weese
4.00 Innli 1 VI Arch |re-ichedl Oubnlok, Gen,
7.00 Med. A Jr. En, Honna, Murray
8.00 SI.M.B VS Scar Gordon, Skinner
9.00 Bui VI Dev. Hie Gordon, Skinner

Wed Dec. U 12.30 Sr. En, Si. M.A Cameron, Buttei

1.30 IV Elec VS Vie. VIM Geole, Otsl
4.00 U.C. Ill Vic. VKre- sched) Geole, Oisi

7.00 Erwln 1 Dent. A Wright, Zuchotikl
8.00 Wye III Elec Wrighl, Zuchotikl
9.00 Dom. C III Ind. A Wright, Zuchotikl

Thur D c. 12 12.30 Trln. A VI PHE. A Dubnlak, May
4.00 Low II Vic. II Gordon, May
5.30 T.in. C IV Mech Berlrand, Laing
6.30 V,c. V VI Erin II Bertrond, Laing
8.00 II Elec IV Ind. B Todd, Seckington

9.00 II Chem III Geal Todd, Seckington

Fit. Dee. 13 12.30 IV Civil B VI Music Geole, Kolln

1.30 Vic. IX vs IV Ind. A Geole. Kolin

5.30 Med. D Dent. D Allen, Betlrond

Men. Dec . 16 12.30 U.C. II Innls 1 Weese, Roberts

1.30 Vic. 1 VI Low 1 Honna, Murray

7.00 T.in. B VI IV Civil A Trossldor, Kllnck
8.00 Arch VI Phorm. A Tresslder, JCImck
9.00 Med. C VI U.C. Ill Tresslder, Kllnck

Tues Dee 17 7.00 Vie. IV VI IV Chem. E LePage, Sullivan

8.00 II |nd III Eng. Sc 1 .D... C .,1 1 1 ...._Leroge, juiiivan

SQUASH
Tun Dec 10 6.20 Seer Low B

7.00 Arch VI U.C.
7.40 New VI Kna>
8.20 Trln. A Grod. Stud

Wed Dec . 11 7.00 Innie Trln. B
7.40 Si. M.A VI Lo- A
8.20 Dent VI Vie. 1

Thur Dec 12 6.20 Si. M.B VS Fa.

7.00 Grod. Chen Eng

VOLLEYBALL
Mon. Oec 9 5.30 Vic. 1 Med. A(re-s he I'M. N ,

Tues Oec 10 1.00 No. ,\ For. A Roger*

;7.30 Intermediate Semi- Final

8.30 Intermedial Sin l-Flnol Ho-..

Wed.Dec II 5.00 Low Imli l McNiven
6.00 Eng. II Dent. A(re- iched) m n i .— 1

1

7.00 Si. M. Erin McNIvtn

Thur Dec 12 7.00 Intermediate F.n ol

Mon. Dec 16 1.00 Vic. 1 Eng. II McNIvtn
5.30 Med. A VI PHE. A Roger

.

Tue. Dec 17 7.30 Eng. 1 VI Dent. A Haw*
8.30 Trln VI Scot Howe*

BASKETBALL
Tues Oec. 10 1.00 Jr. Eng Trln. A Don Mocktord,

Martin

5.00 Si. M.B VI Law 1 Chopnick, Te**l*
r -•).<•'

6.00 Sr. Eng Med. A Te»*l», Chopnick,

L. Sternberg

7.00 Scar VI Erin L. Slernber, Feaver,

Chopnick

8.00 Bus VI Arch L. Sternberg,Feaver,

Tim.*

Wed Dec. 11 1.00 PHE. A U.C. 1 Gee, Doug
Meckford

6.30 Dent. A VI Innll 1 Schworti, Halner

7.30 St. M.A VI Vie. 1 Hafnor.Schworli

Thur Dec. 12 1.00 Vic. II VI U.C. II Cole*, Feavet
6.30 New 1 Med. B Ooug Mocktord,

A. Sternberg

7.30 Phorm. A PHE. B Doug Mocktord,

A. Slefnberg

WATER POLO
Tues Dec. 10 7.00 St. M.A Med. A LeRoy

7.45 Vic VI Ne. Bergman

Wed Dee. 1

1

7.00 Med. B VI Denl Cawthroy

7.45 Arch VI Scar Cowthray

Thur Dec. 12 7.00 Eng. 1 PHE Breech

7.45 Law 1 T.in. A Breech
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HOCKEY ROUNDUP PASSI READY TO START FRIDAY
Ward Passi, who suffered a

torn aehilles tendon during a

squash workout in September,

will rejoin Varsity Blues'

> 1
WARD PASSI

at practice last night but

didn t last for long. An early

warmup shot caught the

lanky netminder high on the

cheekbone and that was it for

at least another day. Fortu-

nately, Little's face mask
prevented the injury from

being anything worse than a

painful bone bruise. Not to be

outdone, Watson managed to

-.top another high drive with

his forehead and he too was
sent to the dressing room
with a nasty bruise and a

sore head. Again a protective

mask averted serious inju-

ry... Henry Monteith, Toron-

to's most distinguished shinny

graduate in the past decade.

lineup this Friday evening

when University of Windsor

Lancers make their Varsity

Arena debut. Passi has been

working out in practice for

three weeks now and was
given the go-ahead last Fri-

day by the team doctor. Ward
will likely play left wing on a

line with Paul Laurent and

Steve Monteith . . Life as a

goaltender has been rough for

Varsity's two incumbents —
Tom Little and Adrian Wat-

son — over the past week.

Little was sent home with a

suspected appendix infection

last Wednesday. It turned out

to be just a virus but was
enough to keep Tom from

making his scheduled start

Friday evening against Loyo-

la. Little returned to action

HENRY MONTEITH
has been called up to play

with Detroit Red Wings of

the National Hockey League.

Monteith, who signed a Red
Wing contract when he grad-

uated from Commerce and
Finance in the 1967, played

photo by JOHN SWA1GON

Blues' Bob McClelland (16} and John Wright (4) move in on Loyola's net during Fri-

day night's hockey match. Crappy Varsity sports coverage during the past few days is

because of a flu epidemic (the Hong Cong Bong) which has levelled our staff.

with Fort Worth of the Cen-

tral Pro League last season

and this year up until now. At
the time of recall, Henry had
scored nine goals and added
15 assists in Fort Worth's' 20

games to date. , .Coach Tom
Watt is pleased with the scor-

ing balance of his forward

lines, especially in the two this season. Warriors have
recent games with Guelph
and Loyola. "Each of the

three lines scored two goals

in Guelph while the split was
2-2-1 in the Loyola game."
. . .Waterloo Warriors already

look like Blues toughest oppo-

sition in the Western Division

won both their starts and

<cored 22 goals (allowing only

three) in the process. Blues

and Warriors meet three

times this season.

Bingley

VETERANS GRADUATE

SOCCER TITLE MAY HAVE MARKED END OF ERA
Three weeks ago. Varsity

soccer Blues rolled to their

fifth consecutive OQAA
championship in Montreal.

The hard-fought fast game,
played in six inches of snow
and bright sunshine, may well

have marked the end of an

era for Blues.

It was fitting that Blues set

a new high in goals scored

112) in the last game played

by several of the team's

standouts during the past few

seasons.

Jim Lefkos played one of

his best games ever as he

pumped in six of Blues' tal-

lies to win the scoring cham-
pionship with a total of 24

goals on the season.

Frank Soppelsa also fin-

ished his intercollegiate ca-

reer in fine fashion as did

Graham Shiels and Eric Sere-

da. Bill Nepotiuk and Dwight

Taylor are other candidates

likely to join the ranks of ex-

Blues.

It's hard to talke about

these players as individuals

(on the field that is) because

they were, in the true sense

of the word, a tea. and while

no team in the OQAA has

been able to match Blues'

lineups of talent over the past

few years, team spirit and

Page 16 — THE VARSITY. Wednc

hustle were still the key in-

gredients in winning cham-
pionships.

When the spirit and hustle

broke down temporarily at

the beginning of the 1968 sea-

son. Varsity suffered their

first two losses in four years.

As in each of the past five

successful seasons, it was
hard to point to one individ-

ual and say that he was most
responsible for making the

team click. The two stand-

outs on offense and defense
— Jim Lefkos and Eric Sere-

da respectively — shared this

year's most valuable player

trophy. Each man has won
the award once before at

Toronto.

Bernie D'Abreau, Blues'

rookie goaltender deserves
honorable mention for his

fine play all season as well as

for taking the biggest dive of

his life — he got married two
weeks ago.

While it's hard to be opti-

mistic about Blues' immedi-
ate future with such an
impressive group of veterans

gone, coach Ernie Glass has

always liked challenges.

If Blues are to continue

their almost unbelievable

domination of intercollegiate

soccer (they've won the

sday. December 4. 1968

Front row, I. to r. Roman Zakaluzny, Ken Cancellera, John Gero, Jim Lefkos, Mario

Palermo, Jim Kalman. Second Row, I. to r. Coach Ernie Glass, Graham Shiels, Dwight

Taylor, Stan Bogucki, Adrian Verhulst, Eric Sereda, Miles Sosa, Bill Nepotiuk. Absent.

Bernie D'Abreau, Frank Soppelsa and Manager Brian Houston.

championship 21 times in the

last 24 years), they'll have to

rely on a fairly inexperienced

team. This year's rookies,

who played excellently, along

with a few die-hard veterans

will have to carry the bulk of

the load next season.

The "down and dirty" the

night before and "up and at

em" the next morning veter-

ans are almost all gone The
new "milk and cookie" play-

ers are here. They'll have a

tough act to follow
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Edward English: poet of peace and politics

By SUSAN PERLY

When you gaze into Edward
English's eyes, it's like look-

ing into a mirror — you see

yourself and your surround-

ings in multiple images.

When you talk to him, you

feel the same way. He mir-

rors man and his environ-

ment with his soul.

In the name of

Love Charity and Hope

Peace my brother

Peace go with you

God is here

Every living thing is God
Peace

At first reading his verse

sounds almost simplistic in

its language and thought — in

the Love, Hope, and Charity

he preaches — from Selma,

Alabama (where he was
born) to Los Angeles, Califor-

nia ("I lived there for 10

years painting, picking up

stuff on the beach, making

things and giving them away
to my friends. 1 want to build

a hospital for sick children on

the beach, someday.")

You wonder what there is

to this slightly ragged-looking

black man, with his shaggy

beard and baggy pants, both

gray. Yet those eyes, bibbed

by massive bags, tell you that

there is something. Some-
thing as mystical as the

thoughts behind "Nature's

Creation", theme for all his

verse.

His writing career began as

recently as 1957. It is no

mere coincidence that he had

just given up marijuana and

alcohol. "I found God then . .

my mind came clear, like

seeing a movie on the wall.

The fog lifted and I started to

write ... I realized that I

was God. The Church doesn't

help you to find God. It just

treats you like a little child .

. . you must get your head

out of the clouds, come down

to earth and open your eyes.

You have to experience the

birds and the worms erawlin'

along the ground, man."
For the last 12 years, Eng-

lish has not eaten any meat,

or worn any leather products.

"Man, what that meat is

doing to your body. It's kill-

ing you. It's like eating your

fellow man. I don't want to

fill my body with any more of

that crap."

He comes to the end of his

non-filter Pall Mall — and

just before it dies, pulls a

rumpled pack from his pocket

and lights another.

I am surprised, and ask:

How can you keep smoking

tobacco, if you are determined

to keep your body pure ?

His eyes twinkle. "Why.
this ain't no habit This is a

companion. An old friend
"

I wondered which poets had

influenced his writings "I

don't pay no attention to any

of those big guys like Shake-

speare. The only thing I ever

read I liked was those poets

from thousands of years ago.

Like translations people gave

me. I don't like any of those

long words. You've got to

stay simple — otherwise peo-

ple won't understand you."

But, don't you think it'x nec-

essary to read others to learn

from them?

"If you want to write poe-

try, you shouldn't get hung up

on other poets. You become
attached to them and start

writing like them and lose

yourself. No man, it's all in-

side you. It's all very simple

. . . talk the way you see it.

Tell the truth. And the people

will understand."

What about the way litera-

ture is taught at the universi-

ties?

"When I read at Carleton,

a teacher came up to me and

told me that after my read-

ing, people in his class who

had no interest in writing

now wanted to write. That's

communication. And you

must communicate
"When I read, I give out

mimeographed sheets of my
work. Not all of it If I gave

them a volume, they would

get attached to me. I want

them to see it for themselves

To see that they are God To

start asking questions
'

rVhal do you think about the

current student riots ?

"Why the university is the

finest system of education on

the face of the earth It's ju-t

that the students can't cope

with It ... SO they reject it

as an alternative They can't

understand what education is

about

Once I read at a university

and a professor asks me what

school I get my degree at and

I tell him that I didn't get

past the fourth grade Man. I

learn from what is all around

me. I never stop learning I

learn something every day I

get up from that bed."

Bui, don't you think the stu-

dents should hare some poster?

"To me student power is

being able to carry out the

powers of the position to

which vou were elected But

90 per cent of those elected

always have to refer it to

some committee then

another one . ... I mean let's

get this show on the road

Stop all this messing around

with committees Students

are treated like little children

with daddy protecting them

little children playing in

the books They get a degree

and put it up on the wall, but

they don't start to learn until

they get out."

Well, then should the stu-

dents control the university?

"No way. no way You've

gotta have a boss and an ex

ecutive."

Edward English was ob-

viously no easy man to classi-

fy. Just when you think

you've got his bag. he turns it

inside-out.

You know the teachers here

are threatening to strike for

more monew I interjected.

Hell, what are they holle-

rin' about more money for.

Teachers are humanitarians

like nurses, who care for

the sick. Years ago. they

practised like this My grand-

mother was a schoolteacher

They used to bring her meals

Thai was her pay Especially

eggs Thai's how she knew

she was doing a good job

Lots of eggs
"

Bui that 's nol the way it is, I

insisted.

"Well," he chuckled. "It's

like the two-year-old child

The father tells him a bed-

time story and the father

falls asleep and the kid has to

wake him up
"

Do you think the university is

afraid of the taxpayer when

ihes suppress the students?

'•The taxpayers are the

parents of the students If the

kids got a better education,

the taxpayers would be happy

to pay the money They jus'

see the kind of person the

university produces."

What about the Democratic

Cons'ention in Chicago, when

they violently suppressed the

young people ?

"Aw, it was all a small

left-wing group that started

it And the press distorted it

An editor once told me he

writes the news people want

to hear Tells 'em what they

want to hear But, he don't

hear nothing himself But if

they don't read the paper,

they won't see the ads and go

downtown to the stores, who

finance the paper so the

press writes about blood run-

ning down shoulders The

public loves it but in Chi-

cago there would have been

no violence, if these kids

hadn't started up so the

cops hit 'era upside head.

Policemen are human beings,

too. They don't know from

nothing But they got to pro-

tect people

"Chicago - I lived there

for twenty years . Mayor

Daley - he kept law and

order I wrote him a poem,

telling him to support John-

son - 'Give us this day our

Daley bread' — 1 1 envisioned

a fat doughy face: perfect

image)."
oil over the world

is this eagle

this eagle is strong he is pro-

tecting

what he is carrying . . .

now you know every living

thing is god

just soy

love charity and hope

peace

by way of us

in united state.

Again the refrain Love
Charity and Hope

continued on page 2



continued from page 1

Yet he talks about the Viet-

nam war . . .

"How can you criticize the

war in Vietnam? Do you

know the strategy involved?

Even though thousands may
die, do you know how many
in the U.S.A. are saved? If

the government ever told the

people what was really hap-

pening, they would fall over

dead in the street. From
shock."

A lot of young people think

the answer lies in coming 10

Canada.

"Man, those draft dodgei

they're chicken. They don't

want to defend their own
house They have no light to

reject anything."

He bends forward, his

ridged skin taught.

"But those who say they

don't want to kill Who .say

the war is unjust. I can show
you that 90 per cent of them
are born killers

"

His bag changes color

again.

"No wars are right I don't

believe in war."

if you were drafted, how
would you get out of it?

"Man, they know. They
sense when you walk in and

sit at the table and eat that

meat Oh, yes, Canada's
smart. They force 'em to

take out papers and then

they're stuck They have to

build the country."

Here was a man
people call him

sam
some people call him
uncle

he was good to all

TRINITY
II. Wall at Weloi.. Ro

. J. Man Win.

B « 8.0

11 A.

M

"ALLERGIC 1° CHRISTMAS"

7:30 p.m.

PREMIERE SHOWING
"Frontier Doctor"

Now Church Modlcol Film.

Modlcol personnel from Church

hoipifoli In oilondonc*.

Coffee Hour - questions answered

STUDENTS WELCOME AT ALL

ULOOR AT HU80N

MINISTERS:
til Verv Nov. Of. E. M. Htwst

Roy DomM A. Gaooi

11 A.M.

DR. E.M. HOWSE

7:30 p.m.

"TRY TO REMEMBER"
Rov. Donold A. Glllloi

HOLY COMMUNION
AT BOTH SERVICES

CAMPUS CLUB following

EV ENING SERVICE

of the people in the world
some of people call

him holy man
in america . .

."

"It doesn't matter who is

president. He's just the man
who signs the papers. The
real power is in the Senate . .

and who controls the Sen-

ate? - the South. The 37

slates You know there are

two capitals in the United

States of America — Phile-

delphia. Pennsylvania and
Montgomery, Alabama . . .

after the Civil War, bang
bang, after everyone was
tired of burning houses, they

came together — a union. But
America (13 states I still pays

union dues to the 37. They
chose Washington, D C. as a

compromise. But nobody was
fooled . . . things haven't

changed since the Civil War."
Do you think Wallace pro-

vided a viable threat in the elec-

tion?

Edward throws back his

The City's Oldest Surviving Church

LITTLE

TRINITY
ANGLICAN •

EVANGELICAL
MINISTER:
Rev. Harry
Robinson

ASSOCIATE:
Prof. Thomas

Harpur
Services 11 a.m.

7 p.m.

«s King «l. 1. near parliament

head, laughing.

"Why he's just another no-

isemaker. There are five-dol-

lar, 10-dollar, 500, 30.000-dol-

Iar noisemakers . . . like the

ten cent things you buy at the

store. Vroooooommmmm."
I lean forward earnestly.

Maybe Wallace was priming

for 72.

More laughter.

"Wallace will be in the

federal penitentiary by '72.

They're trying to get him for

spending the taxpayers'

money on private plane and

things like that. When his

wife was Governor, Wallace

was in California spending

the Alabama taxpayers'

money. Practically all the

Alabama businessmen have
money invested in California.

So, Lurleen had to fly from
sick bed to pacify the folks.

"Man, do you realize how
it really is in the U.S.A.?"
He looks so intensely with

those glass-smooth eyes of

his and you really believe

that he knows things as they

really are.

We invite young people and

University Students to meet

with the Knox Young People

for a skating party on Satur-

day, at 7:30 p.m. Meet first

at Knox Church, (Spadina at

Harbord). On Sunday, we wel-

come you for informal discus-

sions at 8: IS p.m., following

the evening service.

"All those civil rights

marches. . . you know Ford
Motor Co. finances all the

civil rights organizations in

the South. After James Mere-
dith was shot, the Meredith
Marches brought 4Vi million

dollars to the Chamber of

Commerce of Montgomery,
Alabama, and the guy who
shot — a trained marksman
— could have killed him — he

was paid. Why, they never
would have gotten all them
movie stars . . . and in New
York . . . Selling souvenirs

and all the tourists at least 5

million . . . when SNCC went
militant they were cut off

without a cent . . . look at the

NAACP — the richest organi-

zation in the U.S.A."

Edward's friend Wu, whom
he met in Montreal, is the

Rochdale chef, who is plan-

ning to run two dining rooms
— for meat eaters and for

vegetarians. Wu is holding

seminars on vegetarianism
and its life philosophy.

"It's all based on my life,"

says English, "But when Wu
went to tell, I shut him up. I

don't want no disciples."

After I had spoken to Eng-
lish for a few hours, Tony
Seed, who brought him here

to read, asked me straight in

the eyes, "Do you realize

how important this man is?"

Edward English will be

reading and giving out his

poetry today at 2 p.m. in the

St. Michael's College
lounge.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The Blue & White Society %

ft
presents «

CHRISTMAS TREE '68 1

WED. DEC. 11, 1968 - 8:30 PM - GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE I

- ENTERTAINMENT

- READING PLUS

- CAROL SINGING
FREE GIFTS

B.Y.O.B.*
FREE TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE

M0N. DEC. 9 AT 9:00 AM AT THE S.A.C.

OFFICE (2 TICKETS PER A.T.L. CARD)

('BRING YOUR OWN BLANKET)
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HART HOUSE DEBATE

Majority vote legalized abortion
By LEAH ADAM

Rosemary's baby need not

be, a Hart House debate on

the legalization of abortion

agreed Wednesday night.

"The present policy of the

government towards abortion

is one of subsidized butcher-

y," contended Bob Rae (IV

UC).
Speaking in favor of legali-

zation, Rae said that abor-

tions occur anyway. "It

would be better to have them
done in a hospital instead of

in some kitchen by a drunken

quack using a rusty knife and

spoon."

The largely female audi-

ence voted 122 to 51 in favor

of legalization.

Honorary guest Judy La-

Marsh, QC, agreed with Rae.

saying the government has no

business in the bedrooms of

the country. "It is no concern

of the state to limit a

woman's freedom of choice,"

she said.

But Mary Pat Whelan
(SGS) maintained that the

life of a child was more im-

portant than the perceptions

of the mother. It is murder to

kill a fetus, since it has the

genetic identity of the adult it

will become.
Ted Rotenberg (I Law)

said aborting a fetus was
murder, and if .allowed, then

"all murder could be legal-

ized as mere exercises in

private morality."

He says that the "conven-

ience" of the parents should

not be the criterion in decid-

ing on the life or death of a

child.

Richard Moore (theology

graduate, SMC) added that

whether the fetus was a "hu-

man being" or not, it has that

mutual
hands...
"a great investment idea

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

lei: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

0 KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONCE

ONE WEEK ONLY DEC. IS TO DEC. 21

GREEK TRAGEDY
THEATRE

PIRAIKON THEATRON

HIPPOLYTUS • ORtSTIA
DEC. 16. 10. Dec. 21 MAT. DEC. 19, 21.

• IPHIGEN I A IN AULIS
DEC. 17. 18. DEC. 18. MAT.

THREE PL

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
MON. TO SAT. EVES. WED. & SAT. MATS.

Orch. and M.S.. S2.S0 *2 00

R. Orch. ond F. Bole. 2.00 '-6S

Middle Balcony I.6S 125

R.o. Balcony US 100^ MA UNITES *>

BOX OFFICE OPEN II A.M. TO 9 P.M. DAILY

potential Human life is sa-

cred and holy, and people

should be as outraged by the

abortion of a fetus as they

would be by the deliberate

crushing of a brilliant pian-

ist's hands.

"That is not the point,"

countered Rae "There is

nothing holy about having a

baby. A dog or an ape can do

it! The mother is more im-

portant than some unknown
thing, some egg."

If the mother, he contin-

ued, in consultation with her

physician finds the baby in-

side her "unholy, a disease in

her body," then the state has

no right to prevent her from

aborting, safely and cleanly

under the law.

2,000 got strap in 67
Education Minister William Davis this week sent letters to

high school principals across the province suggesting corporal

punishment should be stopped.

More than 2,000 children were strapped in Toronto public

schools last year, a report to the management committee of

the board of education revealed this week.

Principals who use it say students are never strapped for

academic reasons, but used to deal with disruptive behavior,

insolence and to reinforce the teacher's status.

The report, written by public school superintendent N.A.

Sweetman, says a "more positive and dynamic" approach

could be achieved through changes involving smaller classes,

a more interesting and meaningful program of activity and

special services such as counselling.

The number of students strapped in public schools has

dropped by 1,000 in the last 10 years.

The punishment, is applied by the principal of the school

using a 16-inch fabric and rubber strap on the flat of the stu-

dent's extended hand.

photo by CARMEN PALVMBO

JUDY LAMARSH

CENTRAL BILLIARD

294 A College St.

10% Off for Students

Ladies Welcome

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kills Tle» «n4 Sc»rve«

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

Hart House
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

ec.mb«r 8th - Gr.ot Hall - 8:30 p.e

CATHERINE PALMER SINCERS
Pr.s.nts a Programme t

CHRISTMAS MUSIC
rriciniii - Hon Po.t.ri

UNDERWATER CLUB
Pr.s.nts

DR. M L. PETERSON
Chairman Oopl. ol Arm.d Force* History

Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC

EXPLORING SUNKEN GALL EONS &
PIRATE SHIPS IN AMERICAN WATERS

Monday, D.e.mb.r °lh

Eoit Common Room, 7:30 p.m.

Ev.ryon. Waleomo

NOON HOUR TALK
Wad., Dee. 1 llh, Music Rm., 1 :10 p.m.

J.S. CUNNINGHAM
Chaplain to Hart Houia

Topic

CAN !0th CENTURY MAN HAVE FAITH?
Guam: DR. J.M. Ham

Oaon Fac. Applied Scianca & Eng.

OR. ROBT. B. SLATER
OrthopadiC Surgeon

Ladiai W.kom.

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Dae. Uth - Oebales Room - 1 p.m.

U. ol T. SYMPHONIA
Ladiai Waleomo

INTERNATIONAL BALL
SELECTION OF FESTIVAL QUEEN

CASA L0MA
8:00 PM

DEC. 7th, 1968

COUPLES: $4.00 SINGLE: $2.50

2 ORCHESTRAS
DRESS: - FORMAL; SEMI-FORMAL, NATIONAL COSTUME

CANAPES SERVED AFTER BAR CLOSES

- THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL -

ENGINEERING

HUSTLING DANCE

FRI. DEC. 6 9:00 TO 12:00 PM

(or offer hotkey gome)

AT THE DRILL HALL

195 ST. GEORGE

HATURING:

LITTLE CEASAR & THE CONSULS

Guys: 75 Girls: 50<

(G101061 IH?)
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PAGE FOUR

SAC at mid-year
John Ayre's letter on this page

deserves a reply, not so much for

what it says, but for what it does not

say about SAC.

SAC this year has attempted, on

the whole, to present an alternative

to the kind of university and the kind

of society in which we live. The con-

crete examples that Mr Ayre attacks

are in fact the concrete alternatives

that SAC has managed to set up.

Mr. Ayre's attack, then, should be

based on the very concept of a stu-

dents council presenting an alterna-

tive. Granted, he may have tried to

do this in earlier articles, but the let-

in in isolation is misleading, and

sometimes incorrect.

As alternatives, the programs Mr.

Ayre attacks have been very success-

ful.

The Free University has attracted

hundreds of students despite the

enormous handicap of working in the

shadow of a larger university that

offers a job-granting degree. F.U.

has, we think successfully, gotten

beyond the free school rhetoric to

show that education doesn't have to

be uninteresting, can be exciting.

Bettina Aptheker is a person who

proposes an alternative to our soci-

ety. Whether Mr. Ayre agrees or not.

it won't hurt students to see another

philosophy. And. incidentally, SAC

has at other times paid for speakers

brought in by the Edmund Burke So-

ciety as well as more moderate

groups. The picture isn't as one-sided

as Mr. Ayre thinks.

As for the initiative referendum—

to say that Steve Langdon has tried

to make this a secret is sheer igno-

rance. In fact, probably never before

has a student council tried to go to

the people as much as this year's,

through open-air meetings, floating

SAC meetings and the referendum

system. There is no secret plot to

mislead students, and a referendum

procedure for those who fear such a

plot.

Tent City and the Student Informa-

tion Service were set up to help stu-

dents get, in one case housing, in

another information and aid in deal-

ing with university red tape. To say

that there is no housing problem be-

cause a few places are vacant at one

time is absurd. Sure every student

has a place to stay, but how much of

it is substandard, too expensive, or

too restrictive?

SAC has even gone so far as to get

financing for its own student resi-

dence and our main criticism here is

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states

man. the unsuccessful a ctiminul
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that the council has been so slow get-

ting it started.

And what about the students who

couldn't get OSAP this year? The

Information Bureau attempts to help

them, and organized the OSAP
march. Other services are in the

works.

The co-op bookstore was set up as

an alternative to the university textb-

ook store which was, simply, unres-

ponsive to student demands. As for

the discount, students are only paying

off the $2,000 it cost to reseach and

start the bookstore—otherwise it is

breaking even. Students are getting a

better discount than they could at the

Textbook store.

As for taking stands on Biafra and

Vietnam, the results have not always

been inconsequential. Three hundred

dollars were sent to Biafra, and the

debates on other "external issues"

has been interesting and educational.

And why shouldn't students take

stands on issues? Are they concerned

human beings or not?

SAC has come down heavily for the

course union approach to education,

but Mr. Ayre has been deceived by

the $13,000 figure. Of that, $8,000 goes

for course evaluations by the unions

( a service generally recognized as

worthwhile), compared with $15,000

for a university-wide evaluation last

year.

Other funds go to publicity for un-

ion meetings, and counter-courses in

subjects not offered by the univer-

sity. The History Course Union has

used a SAC grant to set up a course

in the philosophy of history, for ex-

ample.

These are some of SAC's concrete

achievements. Others not so concrete

include establishing a principle of

student-staff equality and openness

for many university bodies, and mak-

ing this principle acceptable to the

majority of students.

The level of attack on SAC, then,

should be whether the council should

provide alternatives along with other

services such as dances and concerts,

or whether it goes back to a social

council period.

-Possibly SAC is wrong. In this

case, Mr. Ayre does have a referen-

dum procedure at his disposal. Or

possibly, SAC is simply, slightly

ahead of the campus^in recognizing

problems and working to meet them.

If so, perhaps it is the students'

duty to catch up, not the council's to

move backward.

LETTERS

SAC's failures

Mr. Langdon in various ad hominem
attacks on me has accused me of being

somewhat lacking in the concrete dis-

cussion of the issues and "achieve-

ments" of S.A.C. this year. If he has

somehow failed to miss the points I have

made in my numerous articles and let-

ters published in the Globe and Mail,

The Varsity, and the Strand, I will glad-

ly oblige him with a more full treatment

of my views on the "achievements" of

S.A.C.

1) The S.A.C. Education Commission
and the Free University of Toronto.

Recently under the sponsorship of SAC,
students were treated with the vitupera-

tion of one Bettina Aptheker imported

from Berkley who spent the sum total of

one hour spouting the same blather

against our "evil, gestapo-run, capital-

ist, imperialist;" society that I could get

any day right here on campus from An-

drew Wernick. The F. U. of T. which

sponsors other such delights as the

Marxist, Sydney Ryerson, has shown

grave signs of becoming most unfree.

Why, for example, was not another

American, of right wing persuasions,

invited to speak at the F. U. of T. to

counter Aptheker? If the Communist
Party wants to sponsor her, fine, but

why S.A.C? I didn't pay my twelve

bucks to allow SAC to create a "free"

university that is fast becoming the

vested interest of the New Left on cam-
pus, and yet paid for with everybody

else's money.
2) The initiative - referendum system.

What initiative - referendum system'*

Has S.A.C. kept it under covers? Is it

afraid lo actually have a referendum?

3) The Housing Program. While

S.A.C. was spending $2,500 of your

money on Tent City to "dramatize the

acute shortage of student housing", the

Campus Co-op. had verifiable vacancies.

When I checked three weeks ago I found

that both the Campus Co-op. and Roch-
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dale had vacancies.

As for S.A.C. 's pretentious pontifica-

tions to the Government and the people

of Ontario on the matter of non-student

housing, I can only-suggest that S.A.C.

was suffering from a malignant case of

self-grandeur. If the members of S.A.C.

were really concerned about the housing

situation and the problems of the people

of Ontario, there was nothing to stop

them from dropping out of school and

entering the real political forum to ef-

fect real change. Hell, why play games
on campus?

4) The Student Information Service.

This "achievement" is an expensive

($7,000) S.A.C. bureaucracy designed to

combat "the bureaucratic complications

of this University". If students consid-

ered this a matter of great concern .they

could man the service themselves as

volunteers, replacing the full-time em-
ployees, one of whom didn't have a clue

about some very ordinary information

that a friend and I once wanted to know.

5) The Co-operative Bookstore. Do
you mean. Mr. Langdon. the one that's

always losing money and must be subsi-

dized through the S.A.C. twelve dollar

taxation, meaning simply that the stu-

dent who is saving ten percent on the

purchase is having fifteen percent

robbed from his other pocket and

thereby losing five percent?

fit The debates on Biafra and Viet-

nam. Who in the outside world is seri-

ously interested in S.A.C. "s pontifica-

tions on foreign affairs? Some of these

views, perpetrated in the collective

name of the university, are deeply re-

sented by those students who do not

agree with S.A.C. on such non-student

matters, but are constrained neverthe-

less lo listen to such judgements that

seem to come from the very heavens

themselves

7 1 The Course Unions. On Wednesday

1 attended the formation meeting of the

Anthropology Union There were some
37 of us AnthropologisLs out of a total of

an estimated 2,000 students who take

Anthropology courses. The first meeting

this year of the History Union, I was

told by a friend' who attended, drew a

grand total of 14. Yet these unions get a

budget of some $13,550, a lot of money

for a few dozen people to play with.

According to David Rogers in the Tele-

gram Sept. 21, the Physics students on

their own initiative and without the hoo-

pla of unionism and S.A.C, were able to

effect concrete changes in their program

to the satisfaction of everyone involved.

The real effect of the unions is to drive

a wedge between students and faculty

who in most cases are really the friends

and allies of the students, but who are

presently victimized by the paranoic

slander and the slave - master fiction of

the New Left.

So much for S.A.C.'s "achievements."

Shall we likewise consider its failures?

John Ayre

(II VIC)

Soviet jewy

In reference to your article on the

S.A.C. Debate on Soviet Jewry published

Wednesday, two essential points were

somehow neglected;

(1) The S.A.C- voted overwhelmingly

in favour of the motion to condemn the,

Soviet policy toward the Jewish nation-

ality.

(2) The S.A.C. sent a telegram to the

Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, informing

them of this condemnation.

We are certain that the student body

will be interested in knowing that S.A.C.

took this moral stand, and regret that

this information was not included in the

original article.

The Hillel executive:

Able Pesses (I Law)

Alan Rubin (IV Poll. Sci.>

Mark Lapedus, (III Gen Arts)

Hersh Gryfe (I Law-



Vietnam:

A war for freedom
By BOB HOKE

Bob Hoke is a third year student in

political science and economics.

Re editorial of Nov. 20 — "invisi-

ble chains".

I was amused at the profundity
with which The Varsity wrote of

Southeast Asian Communism, in the
editorial "invisible chains". In the
interest of the long disregarded
ideal of "journalistic integrity", I

feel that several other points de-

serve consideration.

The statement that, "if Commu-
nism as practiced in Southeast Asia
is chains, you'd have a lot of trouble

convincing the Vietnamese" must
stand as one of the most inane, fatu-

ous lines ever to appear in print.

In talks with numerous Viet-

namese, and in particular with
Thich Nhat Hanh, a well known
'neutralist', a totally different pic-

ture is created. To these individu-

als, Communism stands not as a

way of life, but as a way of death.

In 1954, when some 900,000 Viet-

namese willingly left their homes in

the North, to move to the South,

they did so to escape something. It

is my estimation that they were not

leaving because of excessive free-

dom under which they had lived.

Nghe An is Ho Chi Minh's home
province in North Viet Nam. When
the North Vietnamese government

moved to institute their land reform

program in 1956, the peasants of

Nghe An revolted. They were quick-

ly and brutally suppressed by the

regular army Since that time very
tew dissident opinions have been
tolerated.

Regarding the statement that the

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong do
not "fight like people in chains", I

would question whether contempo-
rary techniques of indoctrination

should not be classified as "chains".

The fact that the North Viet-

namese and Viet Cong do not need

500,000 Chinese troops to maintain
their war effort points essentially to

the tactical nature of the war which
they are waging in South Viet Nam.
A campaign of disruption, ambush,
and terrorism does not require the

same numerical force level as does

the defence effort directed against

it.

Again, the remark that the North

Vietnamese "don't have a govern-

ment so corrupt that it was over-

thrown" borders on the ridiculous.

Our knowledge of levels of corrup-

tion within Communist states is

very scant indeed. Yet these gov-

ernments, just as those of Canada,

or the USSR, are governments of

men. Any suggestion of a somewhat
mystical streak of purity in the

Communist movement must deal

with the reality of the Stalinist

purges of the 1930's.

Furthermore, the fact that Ngo
Dinh Diem's regime was over-

thrown, and Ho Chi Minh's was not

can hardly be interpreted as empiri-

cal proof of the 'goodness' of Ho Chi

Minh's government. It is perhaps
more likely that Ho's system of
control was more 'efficient' lhan
Diem's

Regarding the analogies drawn
between Asian Communists and the
Nazis, the fact that Mao Tse-Tung
does not put forth his 'final -olulion'

is small comfort Might I suggest an
extension of the Editor's reading
list to include the speeches of Lin
Piao As the heii apparent to Chair-
man Mao, Lin Piao has notably

commented that China could 'af-

ford' to lose 200 or 300 million peo-

ple in a nucleai war. and still

emerge as the 'winner'.

In a subsequent description of
Asian politics and economics,
sweeping generalizations abound
Noting that the 'people' have seen
capitalism as an "exploiter and
have rejected it", the editor over-
looks Japan — soon to be the third

ranked industrial power in the
world.

While the Asian peasant "has
never known freedom" historically,

that is no reason to deny the valid-

ity of any attempt to begin a herit-

age of freedom I will be the first to

agree that Diem's regime, certainly

in its later years, could claim no

superiority over any authoritarian

regime What now remains to be

seen, is whether the first hesitant

and frequently misguided steps to-

wards "democracy" in South Viet

Nam can succeed.

Surely, no one but a naive North

American Marxist can believe that

there are distinctive and fundamen-
tal differences between working

under a "fcudalislic landowner" and
under the area commune

With equal temerity the US is

discarded as a "model of democ-
racy" because the Editor claims the

recent Presidential election to have
been a "mockery" The US today is

laced with many domestic and in-

ternational problems — yet the es-

sential democracy of the US is no-

where challenged by these prob-

lems

The Editor also stresses the value

of the opinions expressed by "the
American refugees to Canada ",

probably the most biased group
which could possibly be relied upon
for any information Refugees from
all countries tend to exaggerate
their grievances and supply to their

listeners what they think their new
hosts want to hear This is not to

suggest that injustices and problems
do not exist, but hopefully the Edi-

tor should employ some kind ol per-

spective in analyzing and presenting

his opinions and facts.

All of us exhibit the remarkable

ability to hear and see that which

we want to, and to ignore all else.

The Varsity has used this 'faculty'

and refined it to a very high degree,

particularly on an issue like the war

in Viet Nam It is perhaps worth

noting that a campus newspaper

should have the responsibility both

of informing and persuading, not

simply of persuading.

To inform without a point of view
may well be impossible, but it is an
insult to attempt to persuade with-

out information.

A "religious" war
Dear Bob,

Sorry, but I don't think your arti-

cle provides an adequate justifica-

tion for the American presence in

Vietnam. Barry McPeake's article

against the Vietnam war (we ran it

Oct. 23) is complicated enough and

should have enough research to sat-

isfy you that such an argument can

be brought to bear against the war.

The editorial was short and there-

fore by definition simplistic. The

point is that capitalism is not that

much better than communism, and

certainly not so much better that it

is worth destroying a country to do

it. The public justification for the

war is just that — our system is

better To my mind, this sounds

exactly like the rallying cry of the

Crusades — Praise God and save

the heathens from hell.

I notice you use precisely these

justifications in your article, and

therefore just for fun I'll try to

answer on that level. But I think

one can safely say the underlying

reasons behind the U.S. "liberation"

of South Vietnam are economic and

political. I don't think the American

political leaders would spend $30 bil-

lion a year to keep the Vietnamese

free from Communism so much as

to keep their Southeast Asian mar-

kets intact.

(We don't for example, see the

U.S. going into Spain or Portugal to

"free" the people from fascism.

Because these countries are

"friendly", they get aid instead.)

You bring up some arguments in

favor of the U.S. brand of "free-

dom'*.

You mention' a "neutralist".

Thich Nhat Hanh, who hates and

fears the Communists. The neutral-

ist who ran in the recent "demo-

cratic" elections in South Vietnam

has been jailed as a political pris-

oner. Wonder how he feels about it.

And, incidently, the Communists

weren't allowed to run in that elec-

tion.

(The people of Okinawa recently

decided by vote that they didn't

w-nt U.S. troops on their island

The U.S. refused to leave for strate-

gic reasons. The South Vietnamese

people don't have a prayer. I

People leave their homes after

every election The United Empire

Loyalists left in droves after the

American Revolution How does

that fit into your theory?

As for the brutally repressed re-

volt — I hate to harp on this, but

that's essentially what's been hap-

pening to. say. the Negro for 100

years, and that's what is happening

to "revolts" in Chicago. San Fran-

cisco. Berkeley and the ghettos gen-

erally I don't think the Americans

have any particular virtues in this

area.

You assert that these are just lit-

tle bugs in the system The system
has been around for 300 years, a lot

longer than the Russian. Chinese or

Vietnamese Communist govern-

ments. Maybe they deserve a

chance.

And, incidently. when the found-

ing fathers of the U.S. set up their

democratic system, they tried to

ensure that the aristocratic classes

would continue to rule That's why
they set up the Electorial College —
as a buffer against the common
workers ignorance.

Your argument that the U.S. is

losing because they are fighting a

tactical defensive war is good. It

must be especially difficult fighting

this kind of war when many of your

enemy are South Vietnamese Even
the U.S. admits that the Viet Cong

control about two-thirds of South

Vietnam Maybe that's why the

South Vietnamese government
needs foreign troops to keep "popu-

lar support".

Your reference to Japan was in-

teresting Japan was one country

which was not a victim of economic

exploitation — they developed their

own capitalist system Yet Japan

really has little semblence of de-

mocracy — the system is still mili-

taristic, riddled with poverty and

feudalistically structured.

(Incidently. did you know there is

a lot of anti-Americanism among
Japanese students? A lot of it is

over a military treaty the Japanese

leaders want to sign with the U.S.

Seems the students don't like the

U.S. in Vietnam either Funny, eh?

I

Finally, you mention indoctrina-

tion Ever hear of anti-Communist

propaganda in the States' Ask a

student from the U.S. The ones I've

talked to got plenty of indoctrina-

tion in anti-Communism.
(How about this one — the filthy

Russkis chain their schoolchildren

to their desks 12 hours a day That'.:

what one California teacher told her

class. I

The whole education process in

any country is one of indoctrination

— how much "better" it is for us

than them. And the American indoc-

trination must be pretty effective to

make hundreds of thousands of

American men submit themselves

to fighting a war in a land thou-

sands of miles away, for a system

of government that can't keep its

people at home happy.

This has all been an essentially

liberal argument, and I'm not offer-

ing North Vietnam as my particular

version of Utopia But I'm afraid

America doesn't qualify in my
books either

And even if the American Way
was that Utopia — there's no guar-

antee that this Utopia is going to be

successfully transplanted into an

alien environment like South Viet-

nam More likely it would be cor-

rupted into something far worse

than the "evil" the U.S. says it is

trying to prevent.

— Paul MacRae
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Varsity: Why did you become
biologist?

Rees: I had a highschool biol-

ogy teacher who was very

eligious but who had a tre-

mendously alive attitude to-

ward what the world was all

bout. He could adapt his re-

ligious point of view to every

advance that science made.

To him, for example, the sto-

of evolution was such a

wonderful story it merely

enhanced his view of the

wonders of God. It strength-

ened his faith. And I was

very impressed with him
because I was going through

religious hang-up. That's

hy, after some years at U
of T, I decided that biology

was my way.

Varsity: Let's get down to it.

Is man's changing of the en-

ironment having a notice-

able effect on the atmos-

phere?

Rees: Indeed it is. In a highly

ndustrialized society like the

United States the removing of

green plants in combination

with the burning of carbona-

ceous fuels — gasoline, wood,

coal — is causing far more
oxygen to be consumed than

the country is able to pro-

duce. Production is about 60

per cent of consumption.

Varsity: How healthy is a

city?

Rees: It's particularly un-

healthy. On a bad day in To-

ronto, for example, it's com-
parable to smoking three to

five packs of cigarettes a

day. There's no doubt that

pollution is just as responsi-

ble as smoking for increased

incidence of respiratory dis-

eases. To give you an idea

how important this has been

in the past, in 1952 a thick

smog over London killed 4,000

people who would not have

died under normal circum
stances; in 1 95t> 1.000 London
ers died and 300 more died in

1962. In New York city — ojit

of the worst in North Amer-

ica — poison air killed 400 in

1963.

Pollution is an accumula-
tive thing. At low levels

which aren't killing people

outright, it's still accumulat-
ing in your lungs. The lungs

of any city dweller are as

black as the asphalt of the

streets — and this is a non-

smoker. The normal colour of

a human lung should be a

pretty pink.

The problem of environ-

mental pollution is one of

accelerating technology. In-

creased population is con-

stantly confronting us with

new problems. Take some-
thing like food production
where, obviously, with in-

creased numbers of people

there is a feeding problem
When something like DDT or

other powerful insecticides

comes out it is hailed as a

solution to the problem of

increasing crop production.

fOGUS:

Clive Elliott (left) and Bill Rees, U of T ecolo-

gists, study one of the animals man extermi-

nated. They're really worried about another

animal facing extermination: man himself.

So what we do, almost with-

out exception, is apply tons

and tons of these chemicals
— some poisonous insecti-

cides have, in a season, been
applied to a crop at a rate as

high as 250 pounds per acre
— to a crop to be consumed
by human beings. This is all

well and good. But, unfortu-

nately, the research stops

here. We never pause long

enough to research the possi-

ble effects this might have on

our environment

Varsity: So you shudder when
the government announces
programs like the complete
elimination of blackflies in

northern Ontario.

Rees: Something like that

.gives a guy like me the

creeps. A classic case which

is now studied the world over

is the attempt to remove the

spruce budworm in New
Brunswick.

The Miramache river suf-

fered an outbreak of the

budworm in 1954. The area

was sprayed with DDT. Pi-

lots made no attempt to avoid

streams and rivers as they

sprayed. Within two days

dead and dying salmon were
found all along the banks of

this stream. DDT was picked

up by insect larvae in the

water and was concentrated

tremendously in their tissues.

These larvae are food for fish

which also concentrate DDT
in their tissues. So, by the

time the DDT reached fish on

the food chain, it had reached

a lethal level. Blindness and

sterility were non-lethal re-

sults of DDT poisoning. The

effect on the Miramache Riv-

er was complete elimination

of that year's spawn of

salmon. Salmon breeds in

three year cycles. Therefore,

every third year we have a

blank year as far as salmon

catching is concerned. More
spraying was done in 1957,

1960 and 1961. In many areas

many chemical industries

concerned with pesticide re-

search and sales support a

vast number of first-rate

scientists — particularly en-

tymologists. In the past these

men have been particularly

reluctant to speak out in cau-

tionary ways because a whole

chunk of their research is

supported by the industries.

Varsity: Ah ha. So the chemi-

cal industries have bought a

whole chunk of the zoology

field.

Rees: It's not really a ques-

tion of buying them. These

men are doing good work.

There is probably a place for

pesticides. But the problem

is, once we've got pesticides,

we don't go beyond that. We
don't look for effects at a

later stage. It's a great pity

that people working for the

pesticide industries are cau-

tious in pushing this line of

thought. Of course, research

would mean expense and de

lay of products getting on the

market — if they got on at

all.

Varsity: Many social scien-

tists have spoken of the dan-

gers of over-population and

over-crowding. Is man in

danger of becoming a pollu

tant of his own environment?

Rees: Studies have shown
that, although suicide is a

result of loneliness, attempt

ed suicide is a result of over

crowding in cities.

Varsity: Can you apply our

knowledge of the problems of

over-crowding to a country

like China?

Rees: I think you can. Com
munism is a doctrine very

suited to old China — the

coastal cities — where people

have been crowded for centu-

ries. Dissent about chairman

Mao's cultural revolution and

so on has been confined al

most entirely to outer-lying

regions like Outer Mongolia

or Sinkiang, where the popu

lation density is lower.

By the way, an example of

crowding and mental hygiene

is reported in the latest issue

of Bio-Science. In Maryland

birds, dependent on insects

for food, were virtually wiped

out.

Elliott: When you wipe out .

n u. i.- j «. kiln chronic mentally ill patients
all the birds in the area while t , L

J r
were taken to a summer
camp. They were people who
had been hospitalized be

tween 2 and 30 years. Some
remarkable changes took

place: some schizophrenics

spoke for the first time in

five years. The first words

uttered by one patient were

"This is freedom!!'' Signifi-

cantly, hiking and nature

study became the most popu

lar activities apart from eat-

ing. Following the camp ex

perience, 41 of 90 camp pa

tients were able to leave

their hospitals within three

months. Maryland has initial

ed efforts to buy more land to

„ put their mental hospitals on
but man ,s often ^ (o

"say how

trying to wipe out the insects,

you wipe out the natural con-

trol on insects. So year after

year you can expect plague

proportions of the pest spe-

cies you were trying to wipe

out in the first place. The

result is to need more and

more deadly chemicals. It's a

vicious circle. The pest spe-

cies breeds rapidly and can

rapidly offset the loss of

many of its members; it can

also develop mutant mem-
bers quickly which are resis-

tant to the pesticide.

Varsity: So leaving an out-

break of pest insects alone is

often the best solution

Elliott: Yes
not satisfied to wait two

years and suffer financial

loss.

Rees: A difficulty is that

much of an innate need aver

age people have to make con

continued R-3



premonition of civil war Salvador dali, '36

continued from R-2

tact with nature, but if they

go through a four-hour drive

to the cottage to spend a few
days or even hours on a lake

shore, there must be some
need to get out.

It's characteristic of the

governments in Canada and
other nations that we haven't

planned at all for this.

There's no reason why there

aren't large, good parks with-

in fifty miles of Toronto. The

Niagara escarpment from
Tobermory to Queenston

Heights, could have been

saved. A private group is at-

tempting to form the Bruce

trail along this area. But how
much better it could have

been if we'd moved in in

time. We've missed opportun-

ities like this all over south-

ern Ontario.

Elliott: The last area of Lake

Ontario shoreline could have

been saved only two years

-ago. The Ontario government,

however, opted to make

HOWARO BATEMAN PRESENTS
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money and sell it to indus-

trial development.

Varsity: Is it good for Can-

ada to export as much raw
materials as we do? Shouldn't

we be saving the forests

which we're cutting down to

make newsprint with?

Rees: With proper silvacul-

ture techniques, which are

very advanced now, Canada

can continue to supply most

of the world's newsprint in

the foreseeable future. But

what we also need is whole

areas of forest set aside for

other forest uses. You're
probably aware of the current

controversy over the use of
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Algonquin Park Algonquin
Park is world-famous, one of

North America's first parks.

The term park connotes a lot

to a lot of people: most peo-

ple think of it as an unspoiled

area for wilderness recrea-

tion activities. But since its

inception, it has been man-
aged under a rather twisted

application of the multiple

use concept. Over 90 per cent
of the land area of the park is

under what has been until

recently permanent timber
license So that in fact most
of the park is subject to log-

ging over the years by some
23 logging companies. The
controversy developing now
is that this situation is going

to stay under the new mas-
terplan for the use of the

park The Department of

Lands and Forests has set

aside approximately 4 per
cent of the park area for wil-

derness and virtually the rest

of the park — some 94 per

cent — for logging until 1979.

when the plan can be re-

newed — which probably

means that it will be re-

newed.

The point here is that some
citizens object violently to

the current plan — the Algon-

quin Wildland's League.

They've offered an alternate

plan in which roughly V4 to

1/3 of the park is "wilderness
1

— free from all exploitation,

motor vehicles, etc. This

would be an area left in Us

primitive state so that nature

can take its course.

The loggers oppose the

plan. They feel that 4 per

cent of the park to be left to

the nature lovers is too much.

Varsity: Ha.

Rees: Exactlv. The idea that
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the loggers are presenting —
and you might think of it as a
valid one — is that both of

the activities can go on at the

same time They're only cut-

ting two per cent of the

park's surface per year. In

fifty years they've cut the

whole park surface. In the

meantime, the trees grow
back As one spokesman for

the loggers has said: "In ten,

twenty, fifty years, you
should have something that

resembles a forest again
"

Varsity: In all fairness to the

loggers, can't a forest be-

come overgrown, need a cer-

tain amount of thinning out?

Rees: Well, another argu-

ment that loggers make here

is that if you let a forest

mature, you will be left with

what is called a forest slum

They conjure up a ghastly

picture of fallen trees rotting,

and so on. If this were true,

it would lake about 200 years

for Algonquin Park to reach

this stage Another point is.

when we first came to this

continent. Algonquin park and

other areas consisted of

cathedral-like stands of for-

est. There were mature
stands of pine up to 300 feet

tall. Today, there are only

about 20 pine trees in the

whole park at this stage of

maturity The park area ac-

quired these stands of trees

without the benefit of modern

silvacultural techniques, by

the way. And it takes more

than 50 years to grow them

But when we first came to

this area we said, in effect.

"Whoopee!'' and chopped

them all down. This is hap-

pening in other areas: the

redwood in California is

threatened and so is the

—kaspars

Douglas Fir on our own west
coast.

KUiott: We should point out

that Algonquin is a provincial

park In our national parks no
logging Is allowed

Rees: I'm not knocking mod-
ern silvaculture. It's very ef-

ficient at producing wood.

I'm just saying that some of

the arguments used to defend

the multiple use concept are
specious

Forty per cent of the land

area of Ontario is productive

forest land, and another 35

per cent is potentially so.

This Is about 400.000 square

miles Algonquin Park is 300

square miles in area When
we conservationists ask for ft

of the park for wilderness,

we are asking for slightly

less that one per cent of the

presently productive land in

Ontario.

Varsity: I find it rather de-

puting to think that you are
speaking in terms of preserv-

ing only one per cent of the

land

Rres: This is one of the argu-

ments we use Lumber Indus-

tries have a great deal of the

Province's land under their

control The fact that they

need Algonquin Park so badly

seems to Indicate to me that

they aren't using the land

they have efficiently They're

not really applying the tech-

niques they claim they are.

If we, the second-wealtln

est country in the world,

can't afford to preserve this

little tract of land, we are in

a very bad state indeed Five

per cent of the land would be

more realistic, spread out all

over the place, so that all our

citizens would have access to

it.

dzeguze & mike kesterton
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art
you've got to be three dimensional

photo by paul Campbell

Canadian Artists '68 at the

Art Gallery of Ontario is a

must—see. Despite all the

bitching about the selection,

it's a good sampling of works

that have been in art galler-

ies in Toronto and Montreal

in the past year. If you hav-

en't been to many lately, go

see the show.

Having read about the two

Englander artists who picked

the show by stacking can-

vases up against a wall and

thumbing through them, I

was a bit annoyed and pre-

pared to dislike what I saw.

However, their freedom from

bias looks like it paid off. Old

Santbergen (Saint Berger?
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Hamburger Heaven?) was
pretty cool to make all that

ruckus about withdrawing his

canvas. If he hadn't, it would
have gone unnoticed among
the dozens of really good
works.

If I had to pick a highpoint

of the exhibit, it would be the

Intersystems (i.e. Michael
Hayden) entries. They consist

of cubes of acrylic filled with

fluorescent dye in an organic

solvent. Under black light

they glow warmly. They are

excellently arranged and
some of the few pieces that

would look comfortable in

someone's home.
Walking around all the

paintings, I was impressed by

the futility of working on two-
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dimensional surfaces these

days (also by the fact that

my feet hurt). Practically

every canvas was growing

out in some direction from its

rectangular form, and several

came forward at you with

tentacles and bas-relief. It

looks like painters are ginger-

ly reaching out to bridge the

gap between painting and

sculpture.

As far as the sculpture was
concerned, much of it was
disappointing. Giant toys clut-

tered up the foyer floor and

Les Levine contributed a dis-

aster or two. Except for the

Hayden pieces mentioned, the

sculpture left me with a feel-

ing of dissatisfaction and my
old question of "What, is that

all there is to it?"

Two pieces deserve special

mention. Roger Vilder's

"Pulsation No. 5" is a bank
of about a hundred interlock-

ing blue cogs with a yellow

dot painted on each at the

rim. These yellow dots create

a beautiful and rather humor-
ous effect of continually-

crossing lines.

Johannes Aarden has paint-

ed a groin called "Mrs. Aar-

den". It's so stylistically ren-

dered that I can't decide

whether the woman has an

incredible tuft of black bea-

ver or a petrified mass of

molasses poon for a cork.

I think you should ignore

all the ranting of the critics

(except this one) and go see

a worthwhile show.

—mike kesterton
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• music
gotta see dizzy at the colonial

photo by errol young
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Thad Jones, the wonderful

player of the cornet and flue-

gelhorn, recently told Down
Beat that Dizzy Gillespie was
the most underrated musician

in jazz.

Eh?
Because, explained Jones.

Diz still has not been univer-

sally acknowledged as the

greatest.

There is no doubt that

many people feel complacent

about Gillespie. Even your

diligent reporter has tended

to take him for granted. Af-

ter all. he has been around

for so long, and he has been a

fairly regular visitor to To-

ronto the past two or three

years, and he never really

changes. Even the jokes he

tells are always the same.

What's more, the first time

the reporter saw the current

edition of Gillespie's band a

couple of years ago, he was

ready to scoff in company
with the man who now writes

about T V. for a Toronto dai-

ly (isn't it nice that he has

finally found his true metier?)

What a crummy band, they

all said. A clumsy, overheat-

ed drummer. A wind-up cock-

tail piano player. Ugh.

They were all wrong. Diz

proved it the other night ai

the Colonial. He knows how

to pick his musicians. On

each visit to Toronto, the

pianist and drummer have

given evidence of improve-

ment The rhythm section (as

we call it in the trade I is now
very solid and very strong —
just what Gillespie needs.

There have been times

when Dizzy himself has

sounded uninvolved. slipshod,

even dull. But on Tues..

Dec 3. 1968. he was soaring

heavenward, leaving the dros-

sy old earth behind

(At this point, the reporter

stops and asks himsell what
else he can say. really When
Diz plays tr umpet the way he

did on the aforementioned
evening, one is simply left

speechless. Nevertheless, the

reporter decides to make a

few general comments I

Although he has been a

professional jazz musician for

30 years. Gillespie is still

absolutely on top of every-

thing that is happening today

Not that he adapts his style

to current trends One can't

even believe that he has

evolved. It's just that Gilles-

pie has always been capable

of conceiving and executing

musical ideas on a purely

musical level — he is not

confined to any one school or

bag, but simply functions as a

great musician. His music is

in no danger of aging and his

inventive powers show no

signs of diminishing

James Moody is the only

musician I (no longer "the

reporter" — it's a bit coy.

Don't you think. Norman?!
can think of who can share

the same stand with Diz In

fact, when he plays with the

sublime passion that he was

possessed by the other night,

he threatens to overwhelm

Gillespie himself. Like Dizzy.

Moody is aware of all the

jazz music that has been

created: yet. although he has.

for instance, absorbed every-

thing that Coltrane did. his

sense of identity is so secure

that there is no chance of it

being obscured by the power

of Coltrane's music Moody

may use for his own pur-

poses.

Although he is the master
of the flute and two saxo-

phones. Moody makes his

strongest music on the tenor

saxophone His ability to

spontaneously create intri-

cate patterns is amazing on
all the instruments, but on
the tenor, the sound itself

creates a terrific sense of

urgency and excitement His

range on the instrument ex-

tends from honking low notes

to shrieking, breathtaking

highs His emotional range is

just as great

At the end of one long solo

that had everyone sitting on

the edge of their chairs.

Moody stopped and shouted.

"Hey. Diz!" Then he ran

across the stage, writhing,

screeching and growling on

his horn in a parody of the

"new thingers '. But the fun-

ny thing is that the frantic

sounds fitted into the develop-

ment of his solo, which had

reached such an emotional

peak that there wasn't any-

place else to go Abruptly he

stopped; the solo was com-
plete. Yet one wanted to hear

more — of the "new music"
even.

James Moody is a great

musician.

If the band continues to

play at this level for the rest

of the week, it will surely

shake up a lot of jaded jazz

fans, who may have to make
a radical reassessment of

Dizzy Gillespie. He and

Moody are playing so well

that 1 recommend that any-

one who likes music (never

mind if you don't dig jazzi go

down and hear them

—jock mccaHrey

The Student Zionist Organization (SZO)

and Hillel are Pleased to Present

A MAMMOTH TALK IN,

JEWISH STUDENT
IDENTITY:

COMPLEXITY AND
CONTRADICTION

everyone micom mi RimstmiHTs

MON. DEC.9 8:00 PM

HART HOUSE DEBATES ROOM
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film
Inadmissible Evidence Sus-

tained.

If you do not like Inadmis-

sible Evidence it is because
the film deals with the weak-
nesses and frailties which you

recognize as dwelling within

your person, and which, with

the proper stimuli, may sev-

erally emerge.

Lawyer Bill Maitland is

one of those unfortunates

whose every defect and flaw

descends simultaneously, he

becomes a host-body for the

self-fear, indecision and asi-

ninitv which is generally re-

leased into our bloodstreams

in measured amounts, and
which we mask or suppress

according to our abilities. But
Maitland's spiritual edifice

has begun to crumble, and
the carefully-built grotesque,

adultery piled on nominal
fatherhood, overlaid with fear

and callousness, picks up
momentum and refuses to

stop or become lodged half-

way down.

Maitland has no control

over the chaos; he watches
with full realization that

there are no extenuating cir-

cumstances, that there is no
tragic flaw. He is faced with

the very thing he feared: his

own mediocrity.

A dream-like sequence
shows Maitland in a Black
Maria, in cells, and then,

being arraigned in court. The
lawyer himself in court,

himself charged: it is a rich

NEW COLLEGE THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS

BILLY LIAR
AT THE

COLONNADE THEATRE
directed by

Hilary Mclaughlin

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER I Ith; SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th

At 8:30 P.M.

Tickets - SI.50 . $2.00 At New College

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE CONCERT
AT

TORONTO WORKSHOP PRODUCTIONS

12 ALEXANDER ST., TORONTO

Monday, December 9th & 16th

8:30 pm

Box Office 925-0526 & 923-6264

choreography: TICKETS $3.00
Peter Randazzo

Patricia Beatty

David Earle

image, but the concept to

'plead' suffices. Maitland
would like to explain, cajole,

ask forgiveness, but there is

no one left around him: he

has been abandoned. It seems
instinctive — the social par-

iah must be withdrawn from,

treated in manner like to one
infected with disease: he can
be rejoined only when he has

cured himself. But Maitland
has not the strength to cure
himself, and he seeks an easy
way out, rendering a public

plea for punishment.

Maitland does not have a

Thomas Beckett on his con-

science, and the very tawdry
and common quality of his

offence hurts. He drowns in

reminiscence and hope, by
which he would blot out the

present mess and postpone

decisions. (These flashbacks

and cuts are as well executed

as any I have seen; for once
they belong, and are even
necessary to the film.)

The problems with his wife

and children he has always
had, but now the secretary,

his regular crumpet, leaves,

and his mistress Liz (well

portrayed by Jill Bennett)

has no effect on him. Those
who understand him he re-

jects; those who are alien,

who would do nothing but
hurt him, he curries. He is

hurt by the disapprobation of

the least of people, and his

wounds are out of proportion
to the blows. Finally, his

clients desert him, and the

last person left, Joy, the tele-

phonist, finds no pleasure in

his embrace.
Nicol Williamson plays

Maitland superbly-classically-

you might say; his forehead
is creased by parallel, wavy
lines, his body animated by
small, defensive gestures.

The role is extremely de-

manding, for Williamson is in

virtually every scene, the
camera searching his face for

expression and emotion. The
excellence has been bought
with much practice, as Wil-

liamson played the lead in

the original stage version in

both London and New York.
The film's director, Anthony
Page, was also director of

the play, and several other

actors are cast in the part

they originally had on stage.

The secondary role of Joy,

the telephonist with the stra-

tegically located zipper, is

played by Gillian Hills, one of

the two aspiring models
balled by David Hemmings
on a mass of lavender paper
in Antonini's Blow-Up.
Inadmissible Evidence is

not a film 'version' of the

play; John Osborne's screen-

play makes it a film in its

own right. The conservative
dimensions which theatre
imposes, however, seem to

have created an opportunity

for craftmanship far removed
from the purveyance of those

who see film as the medium
of extravagance, and who
find room for none but the

most expansive gestures.

— kospars dzeguze

XEROX COPIES
5* A*Wen*
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e Quality Guaranteed
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CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
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HOURS
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books
interview with an author

Margaret Laurence recent-
ly came somewhat obliquely
into the news when her novel
A Jest of God, winner of
Canada's Governor-General's
Award for 1967, was "discov-
ered" and filmed by Paul
Newman as Rachel Rachel.

Producer-director Newman
was deservedly praised for

this, his first effort behind
the cameras, while the movie
itself received sympathetic
but, somehow reserved
praise. In Life, Richard
Schickel, while admitting the
film rang "with gentle irony

and rueful truth" finally de-

cided it was "too true to be
good". The New Yorker's
Penelope Gilliat was similar-

ly confounded, although "the
picture contains a kind of

sense and gentleness that
strike me, a foreigner, as
true to something deep-run-

ning in Americans."
Last winter, before the re-

lease of Rachel Rachel, I

took a train from London's

Marylebone Station to Penn,

Buckinghamshire to have
lunch with Margaret Laur-

ence, who had agreed to an
interview (Although I don't

know where you're going to

get it published, she smiled).

On the train out I passed
through miles of gently roll-

ing countryside, canals and
telephone towers rising

through a low mist which
hovered over ponds and small

lakes. Matted tufts of grass

and green fields and it

seemed a long way from
Neepawa, Manitoba where
she was born, a long way
from Somaliland and Ghana
where she has lived. When I

got to Penn I followed her

minute instructions, up the

dirt road, past Anderson's

Garage, turn to your left, and

there was the small cottage,

dotting a Heathcliffian 3/4

acres, surrounded by gnarled

trees and fresh air.

'Call me Margaret,' she

said, thrusting a sherry into

my shaking hand, and we sat

down to talk. She looked like

a charming mother of two,

which she is, very kind and

engaging, and she wonderful-

ly put me at ease. The con-

versation rambled on over a

delicious casserole and white

wine:

Q: It is possible to describe

anything other than what you

feel and make it true?

ML: Well, I'm certainly not

the characters I'm describ-

ing I never knew anyone like

Hagar (The heroine of The

Stone Angel). Yes, you can

get inside people, but perhaps

only one at a time. I write

every day and I find it very

difficult to get inside the

character but once inside 1

find it impossible to get out

until I've finished the work.
Q: This is why The Stone
Angel and A Jest of God are
both written in the first per-
son present?

ML: Yes, to get inside the
characters.

Q: Doesn't this tend to get a
bit claustrophobic''

ML: Yes, it can. And I think,

perhaps, I've done as much
as I can with this strict point

of view The novel I'm work-
ing on now is both from the
inside and the outside. But
you can only explain what is

true of the individual You
can no longer assume this

lordly objective viewpoint
and say what every character
is feeling, simply because you
don't know what every char-
acter is feeling.

But there are many books
being written in the first per-
son present and I think it is

inevitable for the times in

which we are living

Q: Do you think the novel is

going back to the myth as
Northrop Frye says?
ML. Yes. I think it is. For a
long time I couldn't see any
future lor the novel because
once you've expressed your-
self in wholly ironic terms
where is there to go? I mean,
you can describe what is true

for you and say something
that is true for evervone

But if you've said what is

true for you in realistic

terms, then one way to get

outside the individual, with-

out employing this lordly ob-

jective viewpoint, is through
myth, that is, metaphorically.

Q: How about through mov-
ies? Did you ever think of

doing the screenplay for the

movie?

ML: No. I wouldn't have
done it if I had been asked

continued R-14

Have you
considered this

Leadership Profession?
The qualities of leadership show up in men
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as

their profession, since those who are resource-

ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet-

ing and working with people and can stand

strong on their convictions, are the business

leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant

you may apply your talents in a public ac-

counting practice, in industry, education, or

government. Each avenue provides rich re-

wards for the diligent, for the Chartered

Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business

and financial world.

Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-

tants who employ CA students are those

participating in this advertisement. These firms

and others are interviewing on your campus

The names of most local CA firms are listed

in your yellow pages under the heading.

Accountants — Public.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.

15 Wellington Street West

Toronto 1

Peat. Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

4 King Streel West

Toronto 1

Price Waterhouse & Co.

All Canadian Offices

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO - Engineering

Saturday, Dec. 14

Check with placement office for specific

requirements of each firm.

Whether you have decided on your future or not, this

is an excellent opportunity to find out more about

Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-

campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your

placement officer, or write directly to:

The Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
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Have you ever wondered what the phrase "Up Against
The Wall, Mother-Fueker" really meant?

Did you find it surprising that Chancellor Solandt told
Steve Langdon a dirty joke during the latter's inquiry into
how the university uses the grants from the department of

defence?

Did your parents ever tell you to get lost on a Sunday
afternoon and you always wondered what the heck they
were doing upstairs that was so damned important?

According to Siggy Freud, in the primal horde, there
existed, a violent and jealous father at the head, who kept
all the females for himself and drove away the growling
sons. One day, the sons, took it upon thesmselves to kill the
father and eat him. By doing this, they were partaking of
his seemingly magical powers.

However, the killing and eating produced a terrible fit

of indigestion, mainly because the sons realized afterwards
how much they really loved the father. From then on,
whenever they thought of him, they were possessed of a
terrible guilt which they could never completely assuage.
So they built a giant shrine or totem to the father and sac-
rificed animals and other humans to the idol so that the
spirit of the father would live on.

So? This ceremony has been passed down through the
ages and relives itself in the modern Oedipal conflict. And
it is more than likely that its unresolved manifestations
exist in institutions that imitate the family, one of these
being the university.

You find that hard to believe? Let the evidence present
itself. George F. Kennan, in his famous "tsk, tsk" essay,
"Rebels Without a Program", chided the university stu-
dents of today for "screaming, throwing stones, breaking
windows". His ideal of the university is a quote from Wood-
row Wilson, "a place removed-calm Science seated there,
recluse, ascetic, like a nun . .

."

Like a nun, eh? Very interesting. Pure, virginal, un-
touched, but threatened by the biggies. It has long been a
theory, and quite a valid one that most socialistic and anti-
authoritarian movements are simply acting out mother-
rescue fantasies. Pryns Hopkins, a psychoanalyst, and a
post Freudian researcher into social movements went as
far as to claim unequivocally. "Socialistic appeal takes root
in tender feelings toward the mother, the first woman and
the first love object in every man's life." If you are a de-
vout Marxist, saying that, "the family deprives the worker
of revolutionary consciousness", you can dismiss this,

throwing the family on the scrapheap of bourgeois exploita-
tionary institutions.

But if you're playing the Erich Fromm game of Freud-
Marx leapfrog, then you start to wonder which came first,

the Marxist chicken or the Freudian egg (or is is the other
' way around?)

Let us look at the University of ours and see if any of
this applies The students are desirous of something and the

|
administration will not let them at it. This "thing" will be
discussed later in a breathtaking brilliant juxtaposition of
Marcuse, Norman 0. Brown, Erich Fromm and other think-
men But for now we shall investigate the father-son con-
flict.

First let us get out of the way the ambiguity of who's
getting screwed by whom. The big businesses screw the
university and the government The government screws the
university. The university administration screws the staff
and students. The staff screw the students. And everybody
screws the workers. The young student, arriving on the
scene has a veritable phethora of mother-ravage symbols to
choose from. But this presents a dilemna. Who the heck are
you gonna take for ma and who the heck for pa, when
they're so busy changing roles?

This sets up what is known in the Branislaw Chrtieu
school of psychotherpay as the "Queen of Hearts" syn-
drome. Dr. Chrtieu

,
from early childhood was obsessed by

the figure of the queen of hearts in Alice in Wonderland,
who was, at times, a raving, imposing, authoritarian father
figure scaring little Branislaw. But at other times she was
kind and smiling, fat and warm, the true primal mother
Branislaw, in true analyst style, transferred this hangup to
his patients, thereby relieving the tension.

Today's university radical seems to have, for the
present at least, worked this out. For better or for worse,
he attacks the administration, probably finding in this insti-
tution the embodiment of all that is evil in all the others.
This is a fairly reasonable choice, the administration stand-
ing in the middle of the screwing order. In this way the
student can implicitly condemn the businesses and the gov-
ernment by attacking the administrator's complicity with
them. At the same time, he can exercise the proper ambiv-
alence towards the staff (the true queen of hearts) and
reinforce his identification with the worker, who of course
is the natural loving but totally earthy and primal father
that the student so much admires and hopes to emulate
The administration-proletariat duality is the manifestation
of the "split" primal father image that accounts for the
student's ingrained feeling of original sin.

ma, pa, and the kids: student powei

(If the above paragraph is at first confusing, read it
over, then rub it with a penny to make it clear.)

Now, as all good fathers are wont to do, (being jealous
of their son's love of the mother and their possessiveness of
her), the administration attempts to castrate the student,
having already made eunuchs of the teaching staff. This is

done in many subtle ways.

The most devious and most effective of these is called
"co-optation", the enfolding of the student rhetoric and
dogma into the administration's own backyard, there to
perform the nasty deed, the student all the while never
realizing what is happening to him. This is, in effect what
the president does when, in his President's Report for
1966-67, he lumps the dissidents into two groups, the "activ-
ists" and the "saboteurs".

This does two things. It legitimizes the "activists",
claiming that they are good for the university, subtly de-
priving this group of all revolutionary consciousness. It also
delegitimizes the "saboteurs", claiming that they are out to
harm the university This, of course sets loose the hordes of
castrated "activists" upon the "saboteurs", hopefully wip-
ing them out or incorporating them into the "activists".
This is very effective since the student body, being very
dimwitted, never questions his idea of "what is 'good' for
the university".

Norman Mailer hits the nail right on the hammer in

"Miami and Chicago". He com

"politics as property". Each po
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illustration by martho black

fant sucking at the breast of the mother Those who had an

ungratified sucking period are always asking for something,

pleading and insisting. They need to receive gratification by

way of the mouth changes into the desire to give orally

They must always communicate orally to others. Those

who were deprived of the biting stage of infantile oral

pleasure turn to more violent exhortations. They talk,

scream, plead, to achieve this pleasure.

The next stage is the anal stage, in which the infant

discovers the erogenous sensations in the anal canal and
revels in them. He regards his faeces as little creations of

his own. He may play with them, or give them in exchange

for love, or assert independence over people with them
(this is essentially the property bit I, or he may use them as

weapons of agression. If however, the child is deprived of

these pleasures catastrophic-ally, then non-bodily objects

like property, take on the symbolism of the faeces The
adult exhibits such traits as cleanliness, orderliness and
readability.

Indeed, one analyst goes so far as to say. '"Persons

with an anal character are very sensitive to an encroach-

ment on what they regard as their field of power, taking

the questionings and probings as an unheard of interference

with their way of life. They cling obstinately to their way
of doing things, and they expect compliance from others."

You probably think that you have the answer to the

whole thing, eh' It s the anals vs the orals? Well it's not
quite that easy, not quite. It's tempting though, especially
in light of the fact that student radicals seem to fit into the
oral character very well.

And of course, we've already discussed the anal char-
ac er of the administration and all the other bogey-men
holding true to that famous line from Horace. "The truly
uptight individual is always constipated."

A true understanding of what's happening requires a
transcendance of Freud's psychological determinism and of
Marx s economic determinism. Besides, it s real cool in
intellectual circles nowadays to transcend them What we
have between student* and administration is not so much a
clash of oedipal surrogates as a clash of ideologies whose
roots are buried deeply in psycho- sexual tradition and
whose realizations are taken bv the more naive of use
(those being grad students, and other conservative ele-
ments on campus I to be simply the jealous son rebelling
against the overbearing father

We live in a post-sexual era. That is, no longer can we
talk about sexual repression as a factor in the neuroses
of the mass psyche (if. indeed, we.deem the mass psyche a
valid ideal Sex has been co-opted too. Suburban couples
swap mates as before but no longer feel guilty about it

(John Updike was. of course, ten years behind the times I

So what we have now is the era of role-playing.

The hippies started it. They questioned the traditional
roles of man and woman in our technological society. They
had the gall to suggest that the concept of the male is so
completely bound up in the authoritarian-capitalistic sys-
tem, that a whole new idea of "what it means to be a man"
had to be devised.

We have come to an age when we question exactly
what it is that makes us feel like men or feel like women.
And from that, we go on to the question. "What am I doing
now that is not making me feel like a man or a woman?"
In the university, which is ideally the place of cultural rev-
olution, this questioning, this total abnegation of authoritar-
ianism is what's busting. Wilhelm Reich states that

"repression does not necessarily imply the existence of cul-

ture . . and the lack of repression just means the threat-

ening of patriarchial domination" In other words, the old

maxims of "discipline begets the leader", or "self-control

not birth control" are not. as we have been told, means of

propogating and disseminating knowledge and culture They
are only means of keeping the administration and the stu-

dent body in then respective places so as to bolster the illu-

sion.

Erich Hoffer. that old anti-intellectual and rabid doub-
ter of mass movements, assures us that revolution is a by-

product of change He asserts that "To say that revolution

is the cause of change is like saying that juvenile delinquen-

cy is the cause of the change from boyhood to manhood."
Actually he is absolutely right. The revolution is against the

rapid technological advances that are threatening our civili-

zation with dehumanization Hoffer never asks why there is

discontent. He is locked in the prison of Freudian determin-

ism, never acknowledging that there may be a conflict of

ideologies.

Hoffer looks with distrust at millenial cults who prom-
ise an answer to the world's problems Let him take com-
fort with the present day movement afoot in the universi-

ties, an anti-movement which really has no demagogic lead-

ers nor any dogmatic plan of action Daniel Cohn Bendit

writes of the Paris student uprising "When I'd gone up to

the top of the boulevard, I saw that the students were be-

ginning to tear up the paving-stones But nobody had
given the order to put up the barricades Quite simply, as

soon as a few students had begun to build one, everybody

realized that it was the best way to occupy a place peace-

fully."

It is the manifestation of Marcuse's "Great Refusal",

a "to hell with everything" movement at its lowest point;

but at its highest point a style rather than a dogma a way
of changing rather than a set solution This is what gets

everybody uptight. When they say. "but you have nothing to

put in its place, they are only refusing to identify with

property (remember Mailer i that is completely alien to

their own, which they are incapable of co-opting

The hippie is a dying breed only because his life style

has been incorporated in the political struggle now going on

in the centres of higher education. It is a style that rejoins

the body and the mind and conquers the death in life by
making one the father of one's self Maybe they won't have

to kill and eat the administrators Maybe they can find the

father in themselves not have to build a temple to the

"great administrator" in the middle of the front campus.

Alka Seltzer will go out of business without all the indigest-

ed fathers.

And all the mothers can come down off the wall.

-lorry haiven



books
Student Revolt, bv Gerald

McGuigan (ed. ), Methuen

French Revolution 1968, by

Seale and McConville, Pen-

guin Books and Heinemann.

Student Protest, a spectac-

ular package of garbage as-

sembled by McGuigan is not

worth reading; French Revo-

lution 1968, a journalistic-

Penguin Special is. The con-

trast between these two re-

cently published books re-

veals some paradoxes about

radicalism in Canada.

For instance, the colourful

journalism of Seale and Mc-

Conville (they were on as-

SPLASH PARTY
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MARY-JAN E & WINSTON
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*

ARBOR ROOM

Open 10 p.m. - 2:30 a.m.

FREE Coffee

TickaUl Hull Porter

Undeiorod Office

signment this May in Paris

for the "London Observer"),

has more analytical content

than all the phenomenology,
personalism. and free-school

philosophizing that a Student

Protest can offer In both

books, the self-conscious

anal - sis (merufulh little in

French Revolution, unfortu-

nately the total content of

Student Protest) is very bad
In the book on the May Revo-

lution the bourgeois reform-

ism of the authors conflicts

with the interpretation that

the events they witnessed

must have forced on them.

They talk of isolated reforms

in the aftermath of a Revolu-

tion that they argue was de-

stroyed by the Communist
Party and the French Ruling

Class.

The description of the situ-

ation in Paris says more
about Canadian universities

than the analysis of student

radicalism perpetrated by
Canadians in McGuigan's of-

fering. The book is filled with

arguments about residence

regulations, student jobs, the

problems of an "affluent"

campus in a slum area of a

big city. The book also con-

tains gobbledygook about
alienation, anti-consciousness,

and sensitivity training.

Imagine, a book by Cana-

dians about Canadian phe-

nomena that does not men-
tion Canada at all. Analyses
with no economic or social

content to them whatever —
and therefore no concrete-

ness.

French Revolution is a col-

ourful, insightful (up to a

point i and relevant book. It's

all there: sexual revolution;

HART HOUSE New

Year's Eve Ball
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$15.00/ couple

T3

HILLEL
FOUNDATION
presents,

-fa,

at The Colonnade Theatre

Opens lues. Dec. 3
Tickets-Colonnade Theatre

and 186 St. George

Phone 923-7837
under the direction of

Alan Gordon

THE HARTFIELD
The best in blues & rock

Phone manager; Sheldon Laiwlnt

635 - 1006
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Great Hall

Friday. December 13, 1968

Hart House

9:00 p.m.
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at /nm's (7 Snack Bar and SAC Ollice
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endless ideological debates

among a factionalized Left;

Cohn-Bendit making hay out

of gerontocracy; the General

Strike which the students ig-

nited; students and workers

in the streets: the Utopian

vision of every revolutionary;

debates about faculty-student

parity in decision-making:

attacks on course content;

workers occupying factories.

A trip? But it happened.

Anyway, read it, ignoring the

"conclusions" the journalists

drew from the events. The
conclusions the journalists

should have drawn are not

the "necessity for reforms",

but the need to restructure

and unify the Left in France,

and the need to throw out

Communist Party and Ameri-
can social science nonsense

about the possibility of a
"peaceful transition" of neo-

capitalism to some higher

stage.

About the McGuigan book
more must be said. There are

thirteen essays in the compil-

ation, most of them written

by liberals masquerading as

radicals (oh the moral ago-

nizing over peaceful vs.

armed resistance, over or-

ganizational forms).

Two essays are by real live

activists in Canada, Hardial

Baines, and Jim Harding. But
I've read better stuff by Har-
ding than the action-freak

essay written here. Baines'

"Necessity for Change" is

OK as far as it goes — the

usual stuff about cultural

oppression, the necessity to

emancipate ourselves from
an oppressive socialization

process and so on. But his

argument is strange for a

self-styled "Marxist Leninist

who follows the thought of

Chairman Mao" in that it has

no economic or social con-

tent.

Hardial is the head (and

chief guru) of a neo-Marxist

sect called the International-

ists, operating in Canada
under the rather bland and
certainly optimistic title of

the Canadian Student Move-
ment (no connection with the

TSM). They operate under

the delusion that monopoly-

capitalism has no internal

economic contradictions, so

that they operate at the su-

per-structural level; that is

by attacking capitalism's
epiphenomenon: what Baines

called recently "corporate
sensate culture" I think he

means the "fetishism of

commodities", but it's hard

to say. Anyway his concept of

praxis is that of a personal

struggle for individual libera-

tion from an oppressive cul-

ture. He does not see the la-

bour process as central, nor

does he understand that the

"new politics" of a student

movement is precisely the

process of finding out through
self-conscious action how to

change the world.

What is depressing is that

this is yet another book com-
piled by a mystified and mys-
tifying well-intentioned reac-

tionary who is not engaged in

the struggles he pretends to

explain. Hence it is worthless
— but profitable. And the

token Marxist piece selected

for publication is both untypi-

cal and fatuous.

Even more depressing is

the absolute lack of concrete-

ness. Is the book talking

about real students in Canada
in 1968?

Maybe Canadian student

radicals have written nothing

about Canada anyway, so that

any selection is bound to be a

selection of scraps. Even so,

better selections could have
been made — and will be,

doubtless, next summer when
some of us have time on our

hands.

Oh, when will Canadians

discover that they are people

who can not only write, but

make their own history?

—andy werniclc
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RAPE OF CZECHOSLOVA-
KIA, Colin Chapman, Long-

mans Paperback

HANOI by Mary McCarthy,
Longmans

These two books are pure

journalism and must be eval-

uated as such. Each takes a

current "world crisis" and
exploits it much as a docu-

mentary film might.

Chapman's book follows the

format of the "hard news
story" in a newspaper, giving

an account of the Russian

invasion of Czechoslovakia.

McCarthy writes "feature"

copy, a series of impressions

from her trip to North Viet-

nam last spring.

Their books develop into

polemics against aggression.

For Chapman, the villain is

Russia and for McCarthy it is

the United States.

Yet the immediacy of the

events under analysis is such

that the authors fail to put

them in context. The short-

coming is that of any instant

history, a lack of perspective

Its consequence is to over-

simplify the issues in the in-

terest of vividness and emo-

tional impact.

This could be excused if

Chapman were content to

simply sketch the excitement

and sorrow of actual events.

This is a job he accomplishes

with flair and the eye of a

good newsman for telling

details. But in switching from
reporter to analyst, he moves
out of his depth. Flashy

phrasing — Ota Sik had

"wide shoulders and an even

wider reputation as a first-

class economist" — reflects

the shallowness of the think-

ing.

As a result, his sense of

outrage at Russian tactics is

somewhat robbed of its force

A really telling indictment of

the invasion would require a
much clearer evaluation of

its causes. Nonetheless, as a
record of its effects. Chap-
man's book reads like a good
detective story, and loses lit-

tle of its impact because we
already know the ending

Mary McCarthy likewise
focuses on the effects of con-

flict rather than its causes.

Yet her purpose is not sim-
ply to penetrate the masses
of rhetoric surrounding the

war in order to elicit a basic

human reaction. She writes

about her purpose in writing

Hanoi. "Americans need
reassurance in their opposi-

tion to Johnson's Vietnam
policy, while Vietnamese
don't".

The fact that a vast num-
ber of Americans do not find

themselves in opposition to

the war in the first place

provides a further clue to the

book's purpose.

Mary McCarthy is address-

ing herself to the already

converted.

Her book has relevance as

the statement of a peace ac-

tivist confronted by the reali-

ty of a nation her country is

destroying. If her view of

Hanoi is a rosy one — "there

are no prostitutes . . no

ragged children with sores"
— such faults as she does

find are consequences of the

war.

"If we had not been bomb-
ing his country, Mr. Van
might be a free, or at least a

freer, spirit . . Until the

Americans go home, transla-

tion of American books prob-
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ably will be arrested at the

point of Mark Twain and
Jack London"
The recurring theme is that

evil is an American import,

not a native Vietnamese
product

Perhaps she exaggerates
her point, but most of the

audience to which the book is

addressed will not think so

For she isn't really trying

to convert people to opposing
the war. or even to a human
sympathy for the agony of a

country devastated by it She
provides fuel for those al-

ready convinced that the war
must be ended And in the

sections reflecting on her
reasons for the trip, she illu-

minates some of the prob-

lems -facing the liberal

moderate in a country where
quiet dissent is gradually
being drowned out by the
roar from both left and right

Like Chapman's book on
Czechoslovakia, like all in-

stant histories, it will become
dated quickly That is a cyni-

cal way of saying that its

appearance is "timely".

—d'arcy martin

Will FIVE Sunday
Afternoons at the

Theatre for $4.00

spoil you? Probably

Consider the inflationary pnces that students pay lor entertainment A
film for you and your whatever could run to S4 50 for admission

alone, not to mention the added expense of a dnnk and a bite to eat

after the show Entertainment for two in Toronto can easily run to
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Shaw The contemporary drama The Plebeians Rehearse The Upns
ing" by the German novelist playwright Guntur Grass is next, followed

by Carlo Goldom's Commedia Dell'Arte classic "Tho Servant of Two
Masters " The final play for the season has yet to be divined from a

giant pile still resting on Mr Williams desk

HOW TO ORDER
Forward your cheque for $4 with a self addressed stamped envelope,

plus the Student Series Order Form found below to Theatre Toronto.

1 1 Tnnity Square. Toronto I Each play runs for three weeks, you

therefore have a choice of three Sunday matinees you may attend

Please indicate which Sunday you will attend throughout the season

in (he boxes marked 1st, 2nd, or 3rd" provided at the lower left of

the Order Form Leave the rest to us and we'll make every effort to

spoil you with excellent reasonably priced professional theatre

*Cost estimate for entertainment for two in Toronto basod on a film

for two at "popular pnces". one dnnk each (beer) and a hamburger

and chips each plus 4 TTC Subway tokens
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theatre
"What we wanted was to

create for Ireland a theatre

with a base of realism and an

apex of beauty." — Lady
Gregory.

Tomas MacAnna, artistic

director of (he Abbey Theatre

which Lady Gregory co-

founded in 1899, came won-

derfully close to constructing

this kind ol dramatic triangle

in his direction of W. B
Yeats' Death of Cuchulin at

Ihe Studio Theatre this week
That MacAnna was able to

do so confirms the admira-

tion left in his wake: the pro-

duction faced obstacles as

insurmountable as the waves
with which Cuchulin strug-

gled after accidentally killing

his son. Imported for the

occasion by the Irish Theatre

Society as part of their semi-

nar on "Theatre and Nation-

alism in Twentieth-Century

Ireland", MacAnna had only

a week of rehearsals with a

production staff and cast

composed of students and

profe sionals from the Gradu-

ate Centre of Drama
In thai time they worked

out some weird and wonder-

ful performances Richard

Murphet's Cuchulin was rath-

er more inspiring as a vision

of heroic stature when he had

something to do with his

voice and face than when he

was posing Prince Valiantly

over his shield. His stiffness

set in relief a series of wail-

ing, wild-eyed women from

Cuchilin's past: Irene Hogan;

Maureen Fox, who had many
different ways of saying "Kill

you!"; and Kevin Mc-
Garrigle. whose performance

of her own choreography built

the show to an exquistely

tense peak Best performance

of all was Graham Whitehead

as a blind man who smiled,

stroked his knife and sliced

off the hero's head for

twelvepence.

Another possible play-de-

stroyer was of MacAnna's

own making — his sound-light

show recounting the history

of the Abbey Theatre. It re-

minded me of the New York

World's Fair, where one

stood through ten minutes of

childish voices babbling "By
thy waters gently flowing.

Illinois, Illinois" before one

could go gawk at Walt Dis-

ney's Lincoln robot. The Ab-

bey history ended with Sean

O'Casey's message of encour-

agement after the original

theatre burned in 1951: "A
new Abbey for a new age —
that's our job now." Mr.
MacAnna has been with the

company since 1947, and I

would have liked to know
what the new Abbey has been

doing in the past 17 years of

the new age.

But boredom with the spon-

sor's plug vanished as soon as

the strange ritual of the

Death of Cuchulin began.

Filled with Celtic in-group

allusions to the amorous and

military exploits of Ireland's

most imposing legend. An Old

Man tMichael Fletcher)

whose dreaming opened and

closed the play warned the

audience that they "must
know the old epics and Mr.

Yeats' plays about them" if

they would understand this

"last of a series of plays

which has for theme — life

and death."

With such topics of general

concern, the information gap

was bridged by a ritual built

on the juxtaposition of violent

contrasts in character, mu-
sic, verse pattern and stage

business.. The "realistic"

song of the Harlot (Angela

Fusco) to the effect "that the

flesli my flesh has gripped I

both adore and love" was as

stylized as the "beautiful"

dance by Miss McGarrigle
which it followed. The ritual

of love and loathing is ruined

by translation through a type-

writer, for, as one character
in the play commented,
"When there are no words
there's less to spoil."

—morion o'connor

faulted promise
In Alexei Arbusov's The

Promise death is constantly

present. The movement is

from a life close to physical

death in the Second World

War to a life which is spirit-

ual and mental death itself —
with a sudden "death-bed"

revival conversion in love at

the end. But Arbusov has

abandoned any parallel be-

tween private and universal
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grief. The characters occa-

sionally cry out sentiments

like "How can you play the

fool! There's so much grief,

children dying next door, but

you ..." But these cries

ring hollow. The outside

world is never a forceful fac-

tor. Despite the irritatingly

artificial bangs and flashes

through the window, the war
in the first act is not a link

with external realities but the

very force which grows the

three young people together

in isolation from these reali-

ties in a drab little room on a

bombed street in Leningrad.

The Promise traces the

effect of time on the ideals,

ambitions, and relationships

of two men and a woman.
That's an eternally fertile

theme. But it means that all

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.
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dramatic weight is thrown on
developing characterization

of the three people. And it is

here that The Promise fails.

It is a failure embedded in

the very conception of the

play. It appears on the sur-

face to be a perfect play for

university students to per-

form and watch — a Soviet

play about three teenagers

thrown together and consoli-

dating their relationship dur-

ing the violence of a war and

(thirteen years later) striving

with their own private ro-

mantic wings to escape the

rut of bourgeoisiedom into

which Russia imperceptibly

slipped since the war. While

all this seems strong stuff, it

rapidly becomes apparent
that this is the sentimental

document of an aging man.
The development of the char-

acters is seen from his dis-

tant viewpoint. Despite a val-

iant attempt by Lorna Wilson

as a sixteen-year-old Lika,

the first act remains embar-
rassingly nostalgic and unreal
— in a sense even slightly

dishonest. Consequently Arbu-

sov loses the only chance to

establish the dramatic and
living reality of the three

characters.

And the play's centre is

hollow. For all her human-

istic, medical generosity

(perhaps because of it) Lika

is dramatically almost a non-

personality. Maybe this is

intentional. Maybe initiative

is given not to the characters

but to the situation and envi-

ronment in which they find

themselves. The decision to

continued R-13



theaterutabagas
Tom Paine was kicked out

of just about every country
when he was alive: England,
the U.S., maybe even France.
Now he's been kicked out of

Rochdale College! The man
who wrote "The Rights of

Man", was again written off

on a matter of royalty rights.

It turns out that the Thea-
tre Passe Muraille at Roch-
dale (That's Theatre Without
Walls) received the rights for

the British Commonwealth
from an agent in London.
Everything looked just

Pietzche kool. But William
Door of New York objected

in the strengthiest way wav-
ing a court injunction at

them. They protested that

they were only going to put it

on for their mothers and fa-

thers in the basement of

Rochdale. But Door continues
to jamb the works. The Roch-
dale people are trying to get
in touch with the author of
the play, Paul Foster and if

he gives the big okay, then it

might have been performed
last night (we go to press
Wed. night). They've been
working on the play for al-

most two months.
* * *

Ellen Rosenberg went to
- see "The Fantastiks" on
Tuesday night at the Colon-
nade. "The Fantasticks is

fun," she said, "And that's

all that really matters."
"As long as a musical

comedy is light, anything is

forgiveable. Despite it's

many inconsistencies, it is

still enjoyable."

The director failed to uti-

lize his theatre-in-the-round

while at the same time mak-
ing effective use of at least

five different levels of the
stage Davia Kertzer, the
mute, held the production
together, managing exactly
the facial expression of a
wall when needed. Jeff Coh-
en, as Matt, however, looked
the part but couldn't act it or
sing. Wait a minute, he
wasn't really that bad, just

inconsistent. Both fathers
were good, yet Jack Newman
played his role like an actor
playing an actor."

At this point Ellen became
incomprehensible and left.

* * #

Mike Kesterton was drilled

full of laughter at "Dentan-
tics" Wednesday night It

continues till the weekend.
* * *

Daffydil is next week
* * *

Jesus, a new play by Hans

continued from R-12

locate their development
within the one small room is

a successful one since the

symbol of the room (familiar

to all Pinter fans) is clearly

integrated into the text and
action. The room, in fact,

more than the characters,

makes visually clear the ten-

sion between development
and stagnation, promise and
unfulfillment. which is at the
very heart of the play. The
choice, however, if it is de-

liberate, is made at the ex-

pense of the characters.

The final doubt about the

play is that it seems to end

just when the dramatic and

human interest really begins.

I don't wish to dictate what
• the playwright should have
written, but to have the play

finish with Lika quickly swap-

ping one husband for a man
she has seen only once in

thirteen years is to make
naive and glib her final asser-

tion that "everything's going

to be all right ... the sixties

... I believe in them. They
will bring happiness."

I respect the way in which

the Alumnae Drama Society

team treated the play. Con-

tent to fit themselves to the

words, the actors rarely rang

false. They never injected

much excitement into the

play but their caution was
probably wise. Any degree of

over-stimulus would merely

have laid bare the shallow-

ness of the text. There were

some beautiful moments: the

opening scene, the waltz be-

tween Lika and Ularat, the

moment of Lika's choice

Lorna Wilson might try to

give a bit more life and

charm to Lika in the second

act. John Astington makes

Leonidek as uncomfortably

credible as possible, but
could have shown more deter-

mination throughout all of the
last scene — he has already
made up his mind to leave
before the scene starts. Bob
Thompson has more going for

him as Ularat and uses all

the advantages the dramatist
has given him.

One suggestion to the direc-

tor: Arbusov's idea of indi-

cating the passage of time by
fragmenting the play into

short scenes separated by a
blackout is so clumsy that

any blackout larger than a

two-second freeze is useless

and mood destroying.

-richard murphet
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Tolle. at Trinity, has a lot of

power, partly because
(whether it was intentional or
not! the actors were ex-
tremely natural and collo-

quial, acting from the gut,

giving us a new dimension on
a religious spectacle.

This was in complete con-

trast to The Death of Cuchu
lain, in which Richard Mur-
phet. the star, says he had to

remove every bit of natural-

ness for his performance and

draw everything from without
instead of emoting from with-

in

Jesus is a pop parable of

the age old passion play;

Cuchulain is a sered and bar-
ren spectacle of words and
music Both led this reviewer
completely and utterly con-
fused, which must mean that

they were effective

lorry haiven
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books
continued from R-7

because it's taken me long

enough to learn to express

myself in one medium and I

Don't be a

fim
dropout

"Who,me?'
Yes, you. On problem days

c;in you honestly sny you've

never nskcd for a gym CXCUSe?

Or given a feeble answer when

ihc gang decided [o go horse-

back riding or swimming on the

spur of Ihc moment?

If your answer is definitely

no, never— you probablj al-

ready use Pamnax tampons -

ihc world's most widcl) used

internal sanitary protection. H

von have to ndmit thai yes,

sometimes you've dropped out

of the fun here's your answer.

Tampax tampons were de-

veloped by a doctor over 30

years ago tor the bencfil ol .ill

W omen, married or single.

1 here ai e no pins, pads or hells

uuli rampax tampons. When
properly in place, vou can'l

even feel them No odor or

chafThg, either. And both the

Tampax tampon and Us con-

tainer-applicator are easily dis-

posable. The\ just Hush aw. iv.

in short, nothing can force

you to drop oui ol the fun un-

less you really want lo Unless

you just may have another date!

Tampax tampons are avail-

able in three absorbency-
sizes; Regular, Super and
Junior - wherever such prod-

ucts arc sold.

TAMPAX

don't (eel that you can just

switch to another like that.

Because it is a totally differ-

ent medium. Visual rather

than linguistic terms. Not

that I don't see things in vis-

ual terms but . . .

Q: Are movies going to ob-

literate the novel?

ML: No, I don't agree with

Leslie Fiedler that the novel

is dead. Films, theatre, nov-

els — I like to think that

there's room for us all. Mov-
ies are important but there

are things which just can't be

filmed. Things which — for

instance, Othello was much
better without close-ups, it

was much better when you

couldn't see details of make-

up. And there is a whole way
someone carries himself on

stage and there are gestures

which can't be filmed.

Q: How are they going to

•••*•••••*•••*••**••••'

film A Jest of God in the first

person present?

ML: I don't know. That's one

of the problems and I'd be

very interested to see how
they resolve it.

Q: Do you know how they're

filming it?

ML: Well, it's not exactly a

cast of thousands. I think

they're trying to convey how
it feels to be Rachel which is

essentially what the book was
trying to do.

Q: Who are the important

writers now?
ML: Well, in the United

States: Styron, Baldwin, Bel-

low, perhaps Joseph Heller,

Malamud . . . England: Gra-

ham Greene, Angus Wilson,

Golding, John Fowles. Pat-

rick White in Australia . . .

Africa: Chinua Achebe and

Wole Soyinka . . . and Can-

ada: Richler, Callaghan, Eth-

1 THE MEDICAL SOCIETY j

presents

el Wilson and then Gabrielle

Roy, David Lewis Stein, Coh-

en, Marie Claire Blaise . . .

Dave Godfrey is doing an in-

teresting archtypal develop-

ment of Canada ....

Q: Norman Mailer in the

States?

ML: No, not Mailer. I wish

he were, because he's got a

great deal of talent and he's

destroying it.

Q: What kind of performance

can the author achieve?

ML: The novelist can speak

of what is important to his

generation and to a few
younger and a few older peo-

ple but not to everyone for all

time. You can speak to a few

people for a limited amount

of time. I don't think that

even the very great authors

would deny this. No, I don't

think that anyone who is hon-

est with himself can believe

in any absolute importance

for himself. Even the very

good novelist — I think Gra-

ham Greene is one — can

only hope to last for a little

while longer.

Q: How about censorship?

ML: There shouldn't be any

censorship. Not in literature
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and not in the movies. This is

just because it doesn't work.

For instance, someone wrote

a piece saying that de Sade

should be censored after the

murders of the moors. I don't

agree. I don't think that it

affects one to the point that

he'll commit a murder. But

everyone is his own censor.

For instance, I went to see

Joe Orton's Entertaining Mr.

Sloane and I had to leave af-

ter the first act. It was not

only cruel but I got the feel-

ing that the author felt very

cruelly about his characters.

There was something so de-

pressing in such cruelty.

Q: And swinging London?

ML: I think it's great, I'm all

for it . . . yes, it's certainly

the centre in that the kids are

experimental . . . when you

walk along King's road and

you see all these kids in their

fantastic colours — it's great

. . . sure, I'd love to see my
daughters in miniskirts . . .

Here, look at this she said

as we finished the meal. And
she showed me what her

daughters had done with their

playroom. It was a psychedel-

ic wreckroom after Apple.

She smiled and thought it was
great. And I left her as the

kids were coming home from

school. I walked down the

road and waited for the bus

to the station. And there the

kids were coming home from

school, the English school-

boys in their red caps and

raincoats, and the English

schoolgirls with their match-

ing legs and their lilly

cheeks.

—john thomas

Trinity College Dramatic Society presents

JESUS'
8:30 p.m. Seeley Hall

Trinity College

Tuesday December 3rd through Saturday December 7th

Admission — $1.50 Students

Information - phone 928-3282 ext. 333 or 336

••••••••••••••••••

P.l.S. presents . . .

THE SECOND SHEPHERD'S
PLAY

"Secunda Pastorum"

Tuesday Dec. 17 - 5:30 A 8 pm

Debates Room - Hart House

ADMISSION FREE



In the last seventy years,

I
cinema has developed
through the artist's imagina-
tion and the inventor's tech-
nology, but it is only within

I the last decade that wide-
spread recognition of film as
art has grown. Despite this

I recognition, universities have
sadly neglected the aesthetics
and techniques of the cinema.
On this campus, however,
there are many who are at-

I tempting to organize some
means of studying film, and
are struggling to overcome

I the lack of experience, re-
I sources and money.

Last year, students formed
I the Centennial Film Board
I for the instruction in and
production of film on campus.
Professionals in the various
fields were invited to give
lectures, and workshop
groups were formed to apply
the lessons on 8 mm film.

Throughout the lectures, it

I became obvious that practi-

cal film techniques could not
I be taught in a classroom situ-

ation. It is necessary in
teaching the use of a camera,

I to use an editing room. All

I this requires vast sums of
money, so that the CFB was
forced to discontinue their

film course this year.

At the same time, several

|
staff members became inter-

I ested in developing courses S
on the nature of film aesthet-

I ics. Gino Matteo, a professor

I at St. Mike's, had a course
recognized as an option for

I fourth year English students

(called "Film and Litera-
| ture".

After opening discussions

I of Jung, Freud, Frye, and
I McLuhan, the class is analys-

ing literature and literature

on film in order to discover

I the distinctive natures of film

and literature. The class will

later examine the basic aes-

I thetics of film and its charac-

! teristics as mass media. In-

corporated in the course are

I approaches to various phi ln-

I sophic problems in film

expression, production of an Iysed for tne next two weeks
8mm film and work on an

It is intended to show film as
ETV program with which a genre separate from litera-

|
Prof. Matteo is linked. ture and films are examined

In the Division of Exten- with attention towards their

I sion, Joe Medjuck and Clive cinematic attributes.

I Denton are giving a course There are many other cine-

I called "The Cinema from ma seminars, and film is in-

Griffith to Godard". An his- corporated into various

torical analysis of film aes- courses. Prof. Morgan, of

I thetics is covered by film UC's English department, is

showings and discussions of studying film theory with

its major styles and technical readings from Eisenstein.

I characteristics. Although Kracauer and others. Stu-

I class participation is unusual- dents in Architecture are

ly restrained and inhibited, viewing and analysing films,

I the contradictions and disa- while scripts and films are

Igreements of lecturers Med- embodied in various litera-

I juck and Denton prevent their ture courses.

I views from being too didactic Father Fink "would like to

I or definitive see each language depart-

A similar course with ment set up courses in film

French films is offered by

the French departments of

St. Mike's and UC under the

instigation of Father Fink. A
film is shown twice a week
and then discussed and ana-

morality of teaching film aes-
thetics at all. He is afraid
that "we will ruin this thing
we have" and lose the natu-
ral spontaneity and feeling
we receive in viewing film by
analyzing, defining and ulti-

mately fossilizing it, substi-
tuting for uninhibited instinct
a pseudo-intellectuality

This is basically the opinion
held by Paul Evitts, active in

film at Rochdale. He is wary
of any university course in

film and approaches film
"education" much more
loosely At the present time,
he is examining scripts and
script-writing with a group of
film devotees which will

eventually turn to film pro
duction. Evitts hopes to see
Rochdale established as
focal centre for the making
and distribution of films"
through the purchase of film
equipment and the Canadian
Film-makers Distribution
Centre housed at Rochdale
Until the more sophisticated

equipment is acquired
"many are working in 8mm
while a major Rochdale pro
ject, "The Assassination
Generation" is gradually
nearing completion". There
is also a lot of activity in

Rochdale outside of Evitts

group, producing a film envi
ronment "not for those who
are 'interested' but for those
who are 'committed' ".

Evitts feels that the only

way to thoroughly learn film

is to go out and make one
The various techniques will

be gradually assimilated in a

much more thorough and
conscious manner All the

aesthetics discussed, ana-
lysed and defined in other

courses will be naturally di

gested and apprehended as

people make and view thei
photo by permission of paul Campbell own films,

for their particular lan- ment, and, like many high Tnere is a 8reat deal of

guage". These various schools, also have a good deal
activ ' tv Md curiousity con-

courses could be gathered 0f video tape television equip-
cerning film in a university

under a separate film depart- ment ft is rather sad then. lnat has failed to formally

ment and a degree course in that the University of Toronto rcc<>gnize 'he cinema as a

cinema would be formed. A has no audio-visual equipment a branch of the humani

for student use. ties "H"* activity is contin

At present, only unofficial, ual|y frustrated and inhibited

experimental courses are tne abysma l lack of facili-

available. Most of the "in
tl<s and funds

'
making it

structors" are relatively in-
Practically impossible for a

experienced in teaching film "Im-maker to give adequate

Prof Matteo would also and are approaching it with expression to his ideas. There

like to see the creation of a great care. They are aware 's n0 access to any complicat-

degree course in film "which and even frightened that film
expensive equipment so

placed stress on the technical may be ruined by poor teach-
that onl)' lne crudest, most

aspect". This requires a ing methods, the way Joe ""adaptable apparatus if

complete studio, with pro- Medjuck claims "Shake- avai'able at gross prices

cessing labs, editing rooms speare and Eliot have been DesP''e these discouraging

and recording studios ruined for many students by hindrances, the ambition and

(similar to the set up at the English departments" Med- determination of so many
University of Southern Cali- juck further points out that

film aspirants, no matter

fomia), so that the student "film is usually taught by
what their ideas and attitudes

can thoroughly acquaint him- English teachers who teach towards film education, nec-

self with every aspect of film as they teach literature,
essarily portends a dramatic

film. This needs money Most and miss the whole point of
change in the present plight

community colleges are sup- the motion picture". of the cinema art

plied with some film equip- prof. Matteo questions the ~ilm PerdV
. REVIEW 15

prerequisite to the establish-

ment of such a department
would be the presence of "in-

structors with degrees in film

so that they would be accept-

able to the university"



Editor Michael Ignatieff Assistant Rod Mickleburgh
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Steve Langdon's review ences, to make recommen-

lof The Dissenting Acade- dations, to state the value

I my raises the perennially or policy implications of

Icontentious issue of the his findings.

[desirability and possibility

I of a value-free social sci
He has every right — in

,u"?""j"~'< mv opinion he has an obli-
lt seems that radical „„,•„„ ,„ . _„„.

. . gation — to make such
ts in the socia sci- "

. . . . . .

., . , . .. value judgments; but the
ences inevitably regard the ,„,.,„ , „„ •„ ,„

, . .;. " _ value-free position insists
lvalue-free position as some
Isort of intellectual cop-out,

la kind of sinister intellec-

tual cloak masking support .

he
.

nQ
lof the status quo, a subtle ,.Jf. ,„„,..„, t; „ J;°„

that in making these judg-

ments the social scientist

must make clear what he

reporting factual findings

or engaging in causal anal-
I means of robbing the so-

rial sciences of any impe-
mak

us they might provide for
>

f yalue ^ ^
| the cause of rad.cal social

morali2mg m
*
st b|

I change. Having once
kept distinctly separate in

agreed with this diagnosis £ as
lof the nature and functions

factua | reD0 ,-„e 'a
e(

,

of the value-free position
ng

P
snou1d be kept

it is now my opinion that «
^

I this diagnosis is fundamen- . „ , _ .,
I, „ P. .. . . . journal sm; the scientists
I tally misleading and based '

.
,

l ' ,.
B

. . . . personal value commit-
upon a superficia analysis r

, _ 4 . ,iT , ,u i • t s
ments must not be passed

I both of the logic of scien-

tific inquiry and of the

nature of contemporary
tjg"7ac t

I social science.

on to the unsuspecting
public disguised as scien-

The value-free position,

as set out above, does not,
First of all, what is the

lvalue-free position? Essen-

tiallv. it is the belief that a f s™e
, f,

cem t0 lm Plv -

I social scientist must never

lallow his normative pres-

criptions to distort his cau-

Isal or factual analysis; he

I must never substitute his

Ipreference for what "ought

I to be" for what a given

I situation actually is. That

lis, he must avoid bias in

deny the following facts: (11

Every social scientist, as a

human being and a social

actor, has certain personal

values, attitudes, and
biases. (2) The subject-

matter of the various so-

cial sciences is human
conduct which is itself a

describing and reporting P™ess in which valued

empirical facts.
ends fc Pursucd ^

,

con-

sciously striving actors.

The value-free position Both the ends of action and
does not imply that a so- the means chosen in pur-

cial scientist has no right suit of these ends are sub-

to state his value prefer- ject to evaluation by the

a reply to sieve Iangelon
actor. Values, then, are

inherent in the subject-

matter of social science.

(3) Social scientists will be

influenced by their person-

al values in choosing a

particular problem for

investigation. (4) Social

scientists will make meta-

sociological value judg-

ments in choosing the

"best" methods of study-

ing their particular prob-

lem and the "best" ways
of conceptualizing it.

(5) The scientist's values

enter in even in the deter-

mination of what consti-

tutes "the facts" in any

given case. (6) Once the

results of inquiry are com-
piled, the social scientist

will interpret them in the

light of his personal values

and will likely wish to

make recommendations or

state value implications.

Ironically, those who,
like Mr. Langdon, attack

the value-free position in

social science are actually

missing the mark. The
-value-free position is not

the target because, as we
have seen, it is simply

concerned with unbiased

study of factual situations,

and the facts are neither

radical nor reactionary. A
value-free factual study

can lend itself to various

ethical and political in-

terpretations depending

upon the type of value eon-

text within which it is set.

The fact that so many
Vietnamese babies have
been fried by American
napalm can be grounds

either for rejoicing or for

utter outrage depending

upon the value position of

the person who is exposed

to the fact; the determina-

tion of which response will

be forthcoming is not in

the value-free report but in

the person who responds to

it. Value-free social sci-

ence can be used for either

left or right-wing purposes.

Thus, the target is not

value-free study but how
such research is used. The
problem is not that our

social scientists are value-

free, but that many of

them are not and the value

judgments which they

make and disguise as fact

are value judgments with

which we, as radicals, dis-

agree. Much of modern
social science is supportive

of the liberal, capitalist

status quo because implicit

value judgments enter so-

cial analysis as unques-

tioned assumptions and
are passed off as immuta-
ble facts of life. We should

attack these studies for

departing from the value-

free ideal and for smug-
gling in establishment

value assumptions.

Where establishment so-

cial scientists do produce
value-free inquiries our

target should not be their

value-free position, but the

value conclusions which
they base upon their in-

quiries. In other words, it

is perfectly legitimate for

us to criticize social scien-

tists for not choosing the

right problems for inquiry,

for neglecting certain

areas of research, for us-

ing inadequate methods of

inquiry, for being biased

and passing off their value

preferences as fact, or for

making value judgements
with which we happen to

disagree. It is not legiti-

mate, however, to criticize

them for adopting a value-

free approach — nor is it

necessary.

Steve Langdon is simply

wrong when he states that,

"A belief in amoral consi-

deration of problems is in

fact a form of conformity

to the current status quo."

Conformity to the status

quo is more often ex-

pressed by a refusal to

conduct value-free inquir-

1

ies into certain aspects or I

consequences of this status

quo — a refusal to look I

under a few rocks, so to

speak — or by passing off

research and theory based
upon implicit and disguised

value assumptions as

value-free inquiries.

It needs to be said that

just as establishment so-

cial scientists often violate

the value-free imperative

of scientific inquiry by bas-

ing their studies upon im-

plicit value assumptions
supportive of the corporate

liberal status quo, so also

is there an increasing dan-

ger that value-free inquiry

— in my opinion still the

best hope both for the adv-

ancement of social science

and for its contribution to

social justice — will be sac-

rificed upon the pyre of

radical commitment to

social change by those who
are more interested in

transforming the social

sciences, not to mention
the universities in general,

into cathedrals of ideologi-

cal devotion than they are

in the pursuit of free and

rational inquiry and discus-

sion.
|

"Amoral consideration

of problems" can, as I

have pointed out, be a

powerful impetus to radi-

cal social change and those

who are interested in such

change (and I certainly

include myself in their

number), if we are at all

confident in the ethical le-

gitimacy of our positions,

should be calling for more,

not less, value-free social

analysis as a means of de-

mythologizing and exposing

the status quo for what it

is. If our cause is just, I

what do we have to fear I

from the facts?

Don Carveth
(S.G.S0I
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Engineering and SAC withdrawal
By AG I LUK ACS

"I'm talking about the one

thing near and dear to every

engineer's heart—MONEY",
intoned Andy Weiner, a grad-

uate chemical engineering

student, at a Convocation
Hall forum Wednesday after-

noon.

The forum was to precede

yesterday's referendum on

SAC membership, which was
postponed after the execu-

tive's mass resignation Tues-

day.

Weiner steered the Con
Hall forum toward discussing

financial re-organization of

SAC instead of withdrawal

from it. He suggested "direct

control" of the students coun-

cil by engineers, who would

contribute to SAC's budget

bimonthly or monthly, if they

approved of SAC projects.

"Certain essential serv-

ices" would be covered by an

automatic grant over longer

periods, he said. "Engineers

have no interest in social is-

sues. SAC has involved itself

in" he continued, citing aid

to draft-dodgers as an exam-
ple of " non-essential serv-

ices."

"If we don't like the Var-

sity's editorial policy we can

tighten the purse strings," he

suggested.

SAC President Steve Lang-

don said that students who
disapprove of a SAC action

can use an initiative referen-

dum to control the move.
He advocated "a strong

central student council, to

handle the things that unite

students, as well as strong

local councils" such as the

Engineering Society.

"If you weaken the central

student union," he said "you

weaken ability to act on hous-

ing, parking, food services,

student aid. and a campus
centre".

The 125 engineers in Con

Hall^ounded their impatience

for the Centre.

"On the balance, member-

ship in SAC is a good thing"

said Art Mcllwain (III APSC)

, until Tuesday Treasurer of

the Engineering Society and

last year a SAC rep. "I disap-

prove of aid to dodgers too,"

he said, "but SAC withdrawal

is cutting your own throat.

"Engineers of the future

can't afford this isolationism;

they will have close liaison

with the 'soft sciences' like

sociology. SAC has this idea

of creative diversity," he

said.

"Participation is the word
today," he continued, and
engineers need a central body
like SAC to make presenta-
tion of their ideas, and get
action on them.

A student in the audience

agreed: "There's no differ-

ence between a federate and

a union system because you
can never have totally repre-

sentative reps".

David Fournier (IV APSC)
commented during question

period, that "SAC's moral
decisions may not influence

my personal opinions, but it

does affect my actions—SAC
doesn't list discriminatory

housing, and could have prev-

ented some companies from
campus recruitment". He
told The Varsity afterwards

he would vote to stay in SAC,

however, because there are

too many common problems

to separate over differences.

Shades of the last Liberal government (before Pierre,

that is).

You remember the crisis in the House of Commons
last year when the government was defeated on a finan-

cial bill, and the opposition wanted them to resign?

Well something similar happened in the Engineering
Society. Wednesday the entire Engineering Society Exec-
utive said it was resigning.

The resignations were over a motion concerning finan-

cial procedures, which the officers considered a vote of

non-confidence.

At last night's meeting of the Society, the motion was
reworded so that it was acceptable to the Executive;
ergo there was no reason to resign.

Secretary Mike Sefton (II APSC) said the resignations

had not actually been handed in.

At the same meeting the Society voted to postpone the

SAC withdrawal referendum until after the new year.

To all and sundry, a very happy, if confused, new year.

What did you
learn in

school today
— By BARRY KADE

I received a failing mark
on a French explication de

lexle, this week and tried to

discuss the matter with my
professor. This is the result:

"Don't you think that form
and content must be related

to each other?" I asked.

"Pas du tout." he replied.

"I think Northrop Frye
would disagree with you," I

said.

"Northrop Frye? He's only

concerned with myths and
things."

"Don't you think that writ-

ers write in a tradition and
are influenced by their envi-

ronment?" I asked.

"Pas du tout," he replied.

The professor said the ex-

plication was trash, and that I

was naive, that I had no right

to make generalizations about

the Romantic tradition be-

cause of my lack of experi-

ence.

However he didn't want to

leave me with my below-the-

line mark, so I could write

another explication ' according

to his outline.
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McGill PoliSci students gain demands
Montreal (CUP) — The 10-

day strike of McGill political

science students ended at 2

p.m. Thursday after the fac-

ulty virtually capitulated to

student demands in the third

round of negotiations Wednes-
day. .

While some 300 students

observed proceedings on
closed circuit television, de-

partment chairman J. R.
Mallory announced the fac-

ulty was prepared to allow

two student seats on the key
appointments committee. All

committee decisions will be
sent back to the department
council, a body with one-third
student representation.

The faculty will leave se-
lection of the student repre-
sentatives to the Political

Science Association, the un-
ion of political science stu-

dents at McGill.

Arnold August, head of the
PSA negotiating team, said

the faculty statement repre-

sented "A clear PSA victo-

ry". He said faculty had been
forced to acknowledge the

right of students to make
meaningful decisions, and to

determine the intellectual

competence of those who
teach them

STAFFERS OF THE
WORLD, unite at 1 p.m. here
in the Varsity office Monday
for a meeting to discuss

(guess who?) us. We think

this meeting is important or

we wouldn't call it. would
we? Especially since it's on a
day we normally don't have
meetings You'll love it.

HERE AND NOW

9 a.m.

One man show by Edward Fraser,

"The Triangle as a Module — a Vis-

ual Theme" Till 11 p.m. Also Satur-

day till 1 p.m. The Buttery, Trinity.

Treasure Van — international han-

dicraft sale till 11 p.m. admission
free, YMCA, Yonge & McGill, 2 bl. s.

of College.

NOON

F U of T — Charley New mem-
bers welcome Advisory bureau, 631

Spadina.

International documentarv on
China. ISC.

International documentary on In-

dia, Pakistan. Hart House.

Psych Students Union meets to

discuss planned teach-in. All interest-

ed in Abnormal Psych invited, Innis.

Project 999 needs you. Interested

in working with the mentally ill?

Come & inquire. Sig sam lobby till 2

p.m.

Anyone interested in participating
in French plav. come to UC 231.

Project 91 needs you. Interested in

working with the mentally ill? Var-
sity office, anytime.

Dept. of Geology films — Photo-
interpretation of geological re-
sources, Field-ion microscope. Min-
ing building, Rm. 128.

2 p.m.

Nature's Creation — poetry by
Edward English of Selma, Ala. St.

Mike's lounge.

F U of T — Anarchism. Long live

(he situationist international, down
with the liimpenintelligentsia. Lenin

was unnecessary. Bakunin lives

Bickerseth Rm. H.H.

7:30 p.m.

Creative Writers & Actors Work-
shop calls for performers, male,

dark & light skins, play-reading for

parts in 2 short plays, production in

Feb. 70 Cambridge Ave. Apt 423.

8:30 p.m.

Crime Passionel, J-P Sartre, free
free Continues to Sundav Vic Thea-
tre, University & Charles

9 p.m.

Dance with Little Caesar & Con
suls. till 12:30 p.m.. Drill Hall

SATURDAY
Noon

Internationa! documentary, Israel.

S. Africa, Uganda. ISC.

2 p.m.

Ulysses — special student showing
sponsored by Glendon, with conclud-

ing commentary by M. McLuhan —
$1.75. Kingsway theatre

8 p.m.

International Ball, Inl'l Festival,

tickets still avail, at ISC- Casa
Loma.

SUNDAY
2:30 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement — gen-

eral meeting, See Phil Resnick live

44 St. George.

8:30 p.m.

Rabbi Y S Weinberg. Rosh have
shiva of Net* Israel College, speaks

on The Essential Commitment of

Orthodoxy Elillel. 186 SI George.

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana

invities you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the

specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

will be on your campus on FRIDAY,

DECEMBER 13, 1968

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA HARBOR WOBXS

EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

in the Plans for Progress Program

SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

PRESENTS

SUNDAY AFTERNOON FALL CONCERT SERIES

DECEMBER 8th 3:45 P.M.

C. B. C. CONCERT
FESTIVAL SINGERS

CONDUCTOR - Elmer Iselcr

1265 MILITARY TRAIL,

South from Interchange 61,

On Hwy. 401.

Concerts Approx

One Hour

PAT & JOSEPH
HAIR DESIGNS
I16A BLOOR ST. W.

WORRIEO ABOUT THAT SPECIAL HAIR-DO FOR THE CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS' VOU NEEDN'T WORRY ANY MORE. JUST ONE
PHONE CALL TO PAT JOSEPH'S WILL TAKE CARE OF YOUR
APPOINTMENTS FOR XMAS A NEW YEARS. WE WILL TAKE IT FROM
THERE ON. WE ARE VERY REASONABLE TOO

CUT & SET Rag. 16.00 STUDENTS PRICE 15.00

CALL US RIGHT NOW AND FINO OUT ALL THE SPECIAL PRICK*
WE HAVE FOR YOU STUDENTS OUR STAFF IS NO. 1.

PHONE 921-1234 - 1 921-4884

Challenging Opportunities

In Mining

Career opportunities

in uranium and base melal

mines in Ontario, Quebec

and Saskatchewan, research

and development lab-

oratories at Elliot Lake,

and exploration throughout

North America.

IN MINING:

Metallurgical

Chemical

Electrical

Geological

Mechanical (summer only)

In Specially Steehnakiog

Career opportunities in

the Atlas Steels' iteeloiaking

operation in Welland.

Ontario, and Tracy. Quebec.

Administration and market-

ing careers arc available

in both Canadian and world-

wide metals distribution.

IN SPECIALTY
STEELMAKING:

Metallurgical

Chemical

Electrical

Mechanical

Sec our management team on campus

A recruiting leant from our organization will he available to

discuss employment opporlunilies. answer questions, and interview'

prospective graduates in the above-named courses—on campus

December 13, 1968. Undergraduates seeking summer

employment arc also most welcome.

Company lilcralurc and furlhcr information on interview timetables

arc available al your Placcmenl Ollicc.

Rio Algom
Atlas Steels

Rio Tmto
THE VARSITY Friday. December 6. 1968 Page 25



DINING WITH UZ

By LIZ WILUCK

Haute cuisine it's not.

Unless you want to take the

word of Chef Norman Gordi-

ca: "Our specialty? Every-

thing is special!" He's a little

biased.

But the cafeteria in the

new Meds Building probably

deserves a star or two as on-

campus eating spots go.

Comments on the food are

mostly favorable; "Good".
"It's great", "Better than

New College", "I haven't

eaten here, but the tea's

good". "Ordinary sort of

tasteless kind of pie". (One

might note that the pies and

pastries are temporarily

coming from New College.)

Yesterday's menu had

some interesting offerings —
like stuffed green peppers —
65*, baby beef liver and ba-

con — 75*, and club steak —
85t. The daily special at $1.50

was roast veal and dressing

(prime ribs of beef today,

gang).

You enter from Queen's

Park Crescent through doors

that look like they should be

a shipping entrance. On the

second floor, you follow the

signs through barren and bril-

liant white halls with mus-

tard - colored doors inhospita-

bly closed to right and left.

But don't stop shading your

eyes when you reach the

source of the subdued bustle

and clatter of dishes and sil-

verware. There are dark

hardwood floors (of vinyl)

but the walls are still white

and the ceiling's about as dull

as a ceiling can get. But

then, if you've only got a few

Pitman: Hall-Dennis is revolutionary
By ART MOSES

"An educational system

which emphasizes exams
marks and competitive evalu-

ation is a massive con job,"

declared Walter Pitman.

(NDP, Peterborough), a former

high school teacher and uni-

versity administrator, who is

now education critic for the

New Democratic Party. He
was addressing a meeting of

the campus NDP Club yester-

day.

According to Pitman, who
is also president of the Onta-

tio - Education Association

the Hall Dennis Report is a

revolutionary document in

relation to the existing sys-

tem. It recognizes that educa-

tion must be an individual

experience, permitting the

maximum freedom of choice,

that one can't beat kids into

learning under the threat of

corporal punishment, and

that competition over exams
and marks is irrelevant to the

aims of education.

"In this respect," he said,

"it is a radical report, for it

challenges the very kind of

society which today's con-

servatives and reactionaries

wish to maintain."

Pitman described today's

society as one in which
competition is the dominant

ethic, one which demands
programmed, trained sup-

' porters of the status quo to

run it, one which stresses

discipline over individuality.

"This is why implementa-
tion of Hall-Dennis could go a

long way to changing the kind

of society we live in — by

challenging it in the schools".

Pitman dealt with the irre-

levance of evaluation and

marks which the educational

system now stresses.

"Eighty-five per cent

doesn't mean a thing. But

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating dub

" 01 AL-A-DAT E 1 '

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking jusi for you
I p.m

mii: 929 - 0611'

people are obsessed with

numbers and statistics in

education. Parents are wor-

ried that they will no longer

know what number their little .

Johnny achieved in school if

Hall - Dennis becomes a real-

ity."

On the chances for imple-

menting these progressive

educational concepts. Pitman

was optimistic.

"In the few public schools

in Metro Toronto where kids

are exposed to the individual

oriented approach to educa-

tion, these students are enter-

ing high school and driving

their principals mad, refusing

to accept unquestioningly the

authoritorian nature of their

new environment."

Is Pitman overly optimistic

about the chances for revolu-

tionary change in Ontario's

educational system? The fact

that Walter Pitman is having

great difficulty persuading

the O.E.A. (of which he is

president) to admit students

to its governing bodies indi-

cates that meaningful partici-

pation in the school system is

a long way off.

4mm BMS FOR SUPPER HOURS

AL CROMWELL
MON. - SAT. 6:00-8:00 P.M.

FRI. - SAT. 9:30- 2:30 A.M.

MAUREY HAYDEN

PLUS AL CROMWELL

NEXT FRI. & SAT. LONHIi JOHNSON

Sunoco;

ENGINEERING

GRADUATES

TECHNICAL SALES & SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

campus interviews

DECEMBER 13, 1968

SUN OIL COMPANY LIMITED

minutes to spare for lunch

who needs atmosphere?
Then, again, people make

up for a lot too. And there

are some friendly people.

Like Mr. Gordica. "Tell them
he's looking for a raise," he

rumbled. "If he don't get it,

he quit". Laughing, he contin-

ued with enthusiasm, "He
buy all fresh meat from Can-

ada Packers. Whole sides.

Cut up here. Everything
made here. Business improv-

ing every day."

Mr. Gordica worked at

Osgoode Hall for ten years.

"Yeah, I tell you I know 12,-

000 lawyers. They got- nice

kitchen there — lovely." His

main objections to the meds
kitchen is that there is no

electric saw and the meat
must be cut by hand

If you're lucky (or Varsity)

,
you may even get a guided

tour through the kitchens.

But have dark glasses ready

because, compounded by the

chrome fixtures, the glare's

even worse than outside.

Mr. McFeeter (formerly of

the U.C. snack bar) explains

that everything is sterilized.

He was a bit doubtful about

having a picture taken of the

monster soup vats because
they hadn't been washed yet

and might look dirty in the

pic.

Not all the equipment has
been installed yet, but the

walk-in refrigerator and
freezer are well stocked with

all sorts of vegetables and
enormous chunks of raw
meat.

MR. GORDICA phoios by UZ WILUCK

A funny thing

happened in the

Peruvian

jungle

Page 26 — THE VARSITY. Fnday. December 6. 1968

Some years ago,

an adventurous

individual from

The Coca-Cola

Company pushed

his way a hundred and fifty miles into

the jungle outside Lima, Peru. His

mission, for promotional purposes,

was to introduce Coca-Cola to

the primitive Indians.

Deep in the bush, he flushed

a likely-looking woman, and,

through his interpreter,

explained his errand, where-

upon the woman reached

into a sack she was carry-

ing and neatly plucked

forth a bottle of Coke,

and offered him a swig.

Strange to think that,

even in the depths of

the Peruvian jungle,

things go better with

the taste of Coke.

Both Coca Col. and Co.* ata iagi.ta.ad ftada madia

which idanutr only lha product ol Coca-Cola Ltd



INTERFAC ROUNDUP

TRINITY DETHRONES PHE -CAPTURE NANKIVELL
By GELLtUS

RUGGER FINAL

Trinity dethroned defending

i champion PHE A, 5-3, on

Monday to win the Nankivell

Cup (Nanki-vell was the guy

who wanted to marry Yum-

| Yum in "The Mikado"! for

supremacy in Interfaculty 7-

A-Side Rugger. (As distin-

- guished from lo-A-side Rug-

Ker like for real and the

Blues' and like that. Ti.e

smaller teams, introduced at

i II of T about seven years ago,

Hire now very popular in On-

Hario High Schools. You used

Ho need eight players to grad-

Kate or to get an Ontario

Scholarship, but now you only

St. Mary's editor

suspended

for obscenity
I HALIFAX, N.S. -
Special ) Two students were
Suspended from St. Mary's

University Tuesday as a re-

sult of "grossly offensive

Hnaterial" appearing in this

Tveek's edition of the campus
pewspaper.

Editor Reid Barry and
writer Bob Cotie plan to ap-

peal the action which came
as a result of a satirical col-

umn entitled Mother Tucker
i last week's edition of the

t Mary's Journal.

In the column an anony-

nous student asks for advice

from Mother Tucker about

how to get his girl friend

back after embarassing her

fat a dance. Mother Tucker's

feply is also printed.

Concerned U of T students

who wish to learn the precise

nature of the alleged obsceni-

ty
may do so at The Varsity

Dffice, where the controver-
sial issue of the Journal is

available.

ANTIGONISH, N.S. -|
Special) St. Francis S

|?Xavier University has S
i rejected a proposal that «
male and female students

E be allowed to visit each g
|:; other's campus resi-

Sdences, saying the univer- •:•

jjsity's "reputation as a £
jj
Christian institution

: would be seriously com- J:

j
promised by such visits."

need 7-A-Side.i Mclntyre
scored Trin's 5; Slean had the
PHE points.

LACROSSE FINALS

Vic trounced Innis (10-6

victors over PHE I in the first

game of the best-of-three

Lacrosse finals, 12-4. Blyth

(4), Prince Valilee (5),

James (2) and Murphy the

Surphy hit for Vic, Kril,

Scott, Tanaka and Okihiro

(for oki results, v. infra.) for

Innis. Next game Friday.

Meds football players with

hand grenades admitted free.

OKI

Trin and SMC tied without

scoring.

Sr. Eng beat Law, 8-2. For

Eng: Treen (4- "treen'' is OE
plural of "tree" i. Beef Cur-
rie. Cullen. Lennard and
Simpson Nos 4 and 15 scored

for Law. (Our reporter.

Qwertyuiopus, was once
again burned by the Engi-

neers.- Hence. Law scorers

are unknown. I

Scar got goals from Sulli-

van, Procunier (a procunier

makes contacts for prosti-

tutes i and Raino (2- "once a
week. Raino in every rain"!

to blank Erin. 4-0.

Bates (2), Macpherson,
Minaker, and Richardson led

Meds A to a 5-2 win over UC.
Clelland and Nabeta ("cry,

baby, cry, you're old enough

CLASSIFIED

OVER70% INCREASE

In 1968 (or on investment in

HARVARD GROWTH FUND
Since June 11, 1965

° $1,000 investment
9f»w to over $2,050.

by Nov. 21. 1968

Monthly P|on« Alio Available

Call 445-3341 or Write:

WAYNE H. LEVINE B.A.

Mutual Funds
67 EHiSm.n Rd^ SCARBOROUGH

'"'•Pendent deoler •pec(ollilng
'*» o Portfolio of Canadlon
* Am.ricon Mutual Funds

ALL TYPES OF BANDS — Available
for dances, parties, orgies, weddings For
information call 922-4104

CATALYST offers a catharsis unequalled
by any magazine on campus On sale
this week in the Book Room and our
usual campus tables.

SPADINA RD. -BERNARD partially

fum 9 room apt 2nd and 3rd floors ol

house 2 full bathrooms Suit faculty

member and family $25000 mos Call

923-8554

CRIME PASSIONNEL by J. P. Sartre

Theatre at Vic University & Charles New
Academic Building December 5-8, 8:30

pm Free Free Free Free Free Free Free

OPEN WIDE — This won t hurt a bit

Denlantics '68 at Hari House Theatre —
Tickets at box office — Dec 5-6-7

Thurs-Fri -Sat Tickets $2 00

ONCE A WEEK TUTORING required

by Chemistry 100 extension student

Please call Mrs Preston. 925 6438
(home) or 445-6121 (business)

MEN'S CLOTHING taken in trade on
new. better quality suits, coats, sport

swear, tuxedos, tails, etc FRANK EL

CLOTHING (since 1914). 123 Church

St . 366-4221

TYPIST with electnc machine expen

enced with everything from term essays

to publishers manuscnpts for books 35c
per page. 5c each additional copy Call

489-2367

LOST — a pair of gold-nmmed "granny"

glasses in a burgundy leather case

Owner is virtually blind without them

Call Amelia after 6 p.m. 291 -2872

I'M SAO, cause I've lost my watch —
sentimental value Lost in the vicinity ol

U of T Law Library and Burwash Hall II

you've found it please call Shirley. 923

301 5 Lost Sun evening

BLOOR-ST. GEORGE area WANTED
3rd girl to share 3 bedroom upper du
plex Large, warm, quiet, comfortable
$80 mon available immediately 922-
9786 evenings

FURNITURE FOR SALE: Chesterfield

(opens into double bed) matching arm
chair $50 Dining room set table 6
chairs, buffet $80 2 kitchen tables, 4
chairs: $30 Ph 535 9593

WANTED student to share apt Own
bedroom $70 per month 440 Eglmton
Ave E Phone 489 8064

FOLKSINGERS. blues artists, etc

Workshop Fri, Dec 6 8-10 p m George
Locke Library (Yonge and Lawrencel

WANTED — 4 room apartment f >r mai
ried couple — rent about $110 - will

go higher il nice — please call Kathy
Petersen. 928 3297 19 to 51

WANTEO: One inexpensive violin II you
are the proud owner of such an instru

ment Phone Bob after 6 pm at 267
0041

LODGING AVAILABLE near campus
(Madison Ave ). maid service, parking

and meals available Reasonable rates

Call Paul or Gord 923 0808

1964 VW 1500 TS. fabulous condition

27 miles per gallon m city. 37 outside

$900 Call 922 9443 anytime

HOLIDAYS. Young chartered accountant

dnving to Miami Beach for last two
weeks of December, seeks someone to

share expenses and dnving Dave 225
4700

TUTOR for any first or second year engi

neering subjects, can help you to better

marks Other subjects will also be con
sidered Call 249 3217

GO AHEAO — Get out of that resi

donee if you can I hack it Singli

rooms, furnished, kitchen facilities avail

able now Groovy bunch 925 2076 eve

nings Summemill subway

TIRED OF SITTING HOME EVE
NINGS? You are needed as a volunteer

lutonng high schoolers For further infor

mation please call 924 3223

CAMP STAFF
Monitou-wabing Camp of Fine Art*

Sailing. Woter-Skiing, Swimming, Canoeing and

1 ripping. Golf, Tennii, Riding, RiHery. Fencinq,

Music (String and wind players). Drama leost-

umei). Drawing and Pointing, Graphic!, Pottery,

Sculpture. Some executive poiitionl open. Sec-

tion Head «\ Coach.

Now accepting application) from counMllors. atllalanlt and

Inalructora In Iha following:

Graduala and gndargrad, nudantl with a.parlanoa. call RO. 3-

6168 or writ* 82) Egllnton AvamM Waal, Toronto for applica-

tion! and tVtnaf information.

to nabeta. so crv. babv cry"-
The Beatles) replied (or UC.
Fitzpatnck and Duncan

scored lor Law and Meds A
as they tied 1-1

Sr. Eng I Bottomless Pitts.

Watts) edged Trin iDenisonl,

2-1.

SMC B 4. Jr. Eng 3

BASKETBALL
McKay's twelve paced

PHE A's 36-35 squeaker over

SMC Laglia also had twelve

for SMC
Lloyd Rossman scoied five

despite sitting on the bench

for the entire game as Meds
lobolomized Vic. 51-35 Kane

had 12 for Meds.

New beat Trin, 35-34. Gil-

bert led (inus with 13 (A gnu
is a small South African ante-

lope related to the Hchycoo-
park i Boiven topped Trin

with 15.

I'C II 27. Pharm 22

Meds b 44. PHE B 26.

Vic II 25, Bus 18.

SMC B 44. Innis 27

Vic II 39. Alexander the

AlabArch 37

CONTEST
Ou sont les neiges d'antan '

Send all answers to "Con-

test" Varsity Sports. Decision

of the judges is final

**************************************************************

DEADLINE
TO ENROLL

IN THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH & ACCIDENT PLAN

SPECIAL EXTENSION

DEC. 10th, 1968

TWO PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM
PLAN 1 - ACCIDENT ONLY

PLAN 2 - COMBINED ACCIDENT AND

SICKNESS PLUS $5,000.00

MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS

You need this coverage il you fall under one of the following

categories:

1. studenti who are not covered for accident and/or

sickliest

2. students who are no longer on their parents' policies

3. students not eligible for subsidy under OMSIP

4. students subject to the OMSIP 3 month waiting period

5. students who are married

6. students from out of province

7. students who have accident only policies

8. students reaching 21 years of age In mid session

9. students who cannot afford the high cost of ordinary

plans
LOW ANNUAL RATES

PLAN 1
- ACCIDENT ONLY

Student Student & Family

$6.00 $14.00

PLAN II — ACCIDENT & SICKNESS

Student Student & Family

$29.00 $69.00

John Ingle - Administrator

700 Boy St. 364-4114

BAY AT GERRARD

NOTE: If you howe not MMtwd 1 0ur brochure,

obtain* i at the Regi-vlrar'i office. Student Co

Studiei Office, FROS, Int. Ho<i»e. the Health Se>

iddltfonal form* may be

incll Office, Graduate

ice. o Faculty Office*.

IMPORTANT: MESSAGE
For students who do not have adequate alternative Insur-

ance coverage, or who are not eligible for the purchase of

OMSIP on a subsidized basis, I can recommend this policy

as a valuable addition to their medical protection for the

university year 1968-69.

Please note that this policy does not cover the basic ward

hospital insurance which can only be purchased through

the Ontario Hospital Insurance Plan.

G. E. Wodehouse, M.O.,

Director,

University Health Service.
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LANCERS GET ROUGH RIDE FROM OTHER SIHL CLUBS
By PHIL BINGLEY

Windsor hockey Lancers
must be getting sick of tread-

ing the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey League welcome
mat. Lancers, who joined the

loop at the beginning of this

season have already been
given the "glad to have you

with us" bit by Waterloo

Warriors and Western Mus-
tangs. Tonight, they make
their debut in Varsity Arena

when they meet Varsity

Blues at 8 p.m.

Windsor played their first

two games on the road and

did not find the hospitality of

league members overly warm
— at least on the ice. Water-

loo crushed them 9-0 in their

first start while Western
came out on top 5-4 in Lon-

don.

And, since any club finds it

difficult to steal two points

from Blues in the Bloor

Street arena, the prospect of

Lancers accomplishing such a

feat is rather unlikely. This is

their only trip to Toronto

(Blues play them twice in

Windsor) so Coach Barry
McPherson and his charges

will probably be happy just to

get the game out of the way.

The Blue and Gold have 11

lettermen returning from last

year's lineup which finished

with a 6-6-0 record. Windsor

came fourth in the Ontario

Intercollegiate Athletic Asso-

ciation league last season.

Winger Bill Wright leads

the list of forwards on Mc-
Pherson's 1968-69 roster. A
second team OIAA all-star

last year, Wright was the

team's leading scorer and
most valuable player.

Lancers' top line consists

of Jim McDonald at centre,

Brian Collins at right wing

and Hugh Carroll on the left

side. Hank Brand and Neil

Donnelly are scheduled to be

the starting defense combina-

tion.

In goal, Don Bruner will be

Windsor's man in the soup.

SIHL...

Don't be surprised if he has

to handle something to the

order of 60-70 shots this

evening

In Blues' camp, flukey inju-

ries and a razzle-dazzle pow-

er play are the most notewor-

thy events Defencemen Dave

Field will miss tonight's tilt

because of a sprained ankle

suffered when he slipped and

fell into the boards at

Wednesday's practice.

Steve Monteith was cut for

five stitches in the mouth

when he was accidentally

clipped by a highstick in last

night's workout. Fortunately

the damage was minor

(although he may have trou-

ble smiling for a couple of

days) and Steve will not miss

his regular shift in the Wind-

sor game.
Varsity fans will be treated

to coach Tom Watt's new-

look Russian style power play

during tonight's game. In the

setup. Watt will use his regu-

lar forward lines and normal

defensive alignments when
Blues are enjoying a man
advantage However, on each

line, the wingers will change

sides i.e. the left winger will

move to the right side and

vice versa.

Similarly the two defence-

men will play their wrong
position. Watt hopes to get

more mobility and better

puck control with this align-

ment.

NOTES. . . Tom Little will

start in goal for Blues to-

night. This will be Tom's first

league start since he faced

McGill Redmen in 1967. Little

missed last Friday's assign-

ment because of the

flu. . .Engineering Society of-

ficials tell us that there is a

99% chance that the LGMB
will be in attendance for to-

night's game. They weren't

there last week and this

sportsie for one missed the

color they always contribute

to home contests. . John

Wright, Paul Laurent, Steve

Monteith, Bob McClelland

and John Gordon are tied for

team's scoring lead. Each
has two points. Look for

these stats to improve this

evening.

By JIM MORRISON

For basketball Blues, that

annual exercise in masochism
known as American seasoning

began with a flourish last

weekend. On Sunday, the

team was treated to a 116-42

ritual stoning at the hands of

Gannon College Erie, Penn-
sylvania; on Monday, how-
ever, Buffalo State forgot
their rocks and relieved

Blues by only 88 points to 63.

This weekend it's more of

the same. John McManus's
charges return this afternoon

to Buffalo for a game with

the U of B, and then travel to

Youngstown, Ohio to tango

with Youngstown University

on Saturday. The latter team,

it should be mentioned, has

already defeated Gannon Col-

lege once this season.

Blues were never in the

game against Gannon. With a

starting five that included

three 6'8" forwards, Gannon
outshot. outran and outmus-

cled Varsity in a full-court

press. "We were lucky to get

even 42 points", said Coach
McManus. "1 think our boys

were psyched out watching

Gannon lose to Galvin Mur-
phy (and Niagara I 100 % on

Friday night."

Bruce Dempster, who was
high man for Varsity in both

games, sparked a fine sec-

ond-half drive against Buffalo

State. State managed only a

three point edge during the

final twenty minutes, after

building up a 22 point edge by

intermission.

The team still has ample

time to get ready for the

League opener on January 15.

Forward Mark Slater and

guard Larry Trafford are

returning to form after a sea-

son with football Blues, and

MARK SLATER

6'3" forward Jay MacDonald
finally joins the team after

volleyball season finishes thi~

weekend.

NOTES. . .Guard Bruce
Dempster will not make this

weekend's exhibition trip.Page 28 — THE VARSITY. Friday. December 6 . 1968

photo by JOH\ SWAIGE\

...HOME OPENER

OQAA STANDINGS
WESTERN DIVISION
GP W L T F A Pts

Waterloo 2 2 0 0 22 3 4

Toronto 1 1 0 0 6 2 2

Western 1 1 0 0 5 4 2

McMaster 1 0 1 0 3 13 0

Guelph 1 0 1 0 2 6 0

Windsor 2 0 2 0 4 14 0

SCORING
GP G A Pts

Bob Reade(Wat) 2 4 3 7

Ian McKegny (Wat) 2 4 3 7

Ron Robinson (Wat) 2 3 2 5

Dennis Farewell (Wat) 2 2 3 5

Rick Bacon (Wat) 2 1 4 5

Dick Oudekerk (Wat) 2 1 4 5

Dave Rudge (Wat) 2 2 2 4

Ken Laidlaw (Wat) 2 0 4 4

Bob McCabe (Wind) 2 3 0 3

Brent Imlach (Wes) 1 1 2 3

Roger Kropf (Wat) 2 1 2 3

John Wright (T) 2 0 2

Paul Laurent (T) 1 1 2

John Gordon (T) 1 1 2

Steve Monteith (T) 0 2 2

Bob McClelland (T) 0 2 2

JOHN WRIGHT

Ball Blues head south
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INTELLECTUAL READING

FOR THE MASSES

Vorsity editor Paul MacRae grinned and tried to bear it as

Toike Oike editor Peter Renyi took over production of today

s

paper. Screaming "libel and slander" .the Engineering staff

bodily removed the disgruntled Varsity staffers, who trotted

off into the night to write essays. "I'm assuming full responsi-

bility for this," Renyi called out the door. "You'd better,

countered MacRae, shaking his fist.

What's the meaning of this ?

By BRIAN IEATHAM, II ElECTRICAl

The Engineering Society will soon hold a

referendum on the subject of SAC.

The results of the referendum will not

matter so much as the implications of the

act of holding such a referendum Does this

indicate that the engineers and perhaps by

extension the other professional faculties

wish to withdraw from the community in

which they have existed and turn their at-

tention inward?

It is my impression that the truth of the

matter lies in the opposite direction. In the

past it is unfortunately true that the atti-

tude of many engineers and indeed, al-

though not widely admitted, of many arts

students could be summed up in the com-

ment: "The hell with SAC. What does it

matter to me?"
This attitude is changing and more stu-

dents are feeling the forces of involvement

for a number of reasons. One of them is

that SAC now involves itself, to its credit,

in things of direct interest to students such

as the Campus Centre and housing These

activities have or will have directly benefit-

ted all students and SAC should not be at-

tacked for its involvement in these issues.

However, another source of involvement

is SAC's rather arrogant assumption that it

may speak for all students on matters unre-

lated to student affairs. I think that the ob-

jections are not so much to SAC's taking a

stand as to the taking of such an extreme

stand

The fault lies in not exercising the re-

straint which must go with the responsibil-

ity of being the assumed voice of nearly

thirty - thousand students.

Most Canadians and thus hopefully most

students endorse the political philosophy

which The Varsity likes to degrade as

"wishy-washy liberalism."

We are presented with no center line

choice but only right-winters or socialists.

Imagine, if you will, the Canadian elec-

torate being given no other choice for PM
than Ralph Cowan or Chairman Mao. They

would stay away in droves as students did

during the CUG election, and as many did

during the U S. elections.

Perhaps Mr Langdon is right when he

says that engineers and arts students have

common values. What he may not under-

stand is that just as the label "engineer"

does not make someone a right-wing ex-

tremist, so the label "arts student" does

not mean that a person supports violent

demonstrations or student power by conf-

rontation. .

Continued on Poge 4
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The quiet revolution

By S. E. KALLOS
and ALLAN GILBERT

The Faculty Council of Applied Science and Engineering has
formally accepted the request of the Engineering Society for

representation by 23 students on its legislative body. The suc-
cess of staff-student committees on the departmental level

has provided the main impetus that resulted in this move;
considered a surprise by many.

Students will have a voice in the following studies:

• the feasibility of a semester system;' the adoption of this

plan would include an increase in the length of the scholastic

year, and a reduction in the number of lecture and laboratory
hours per week, final exams in all subjects at Christmas, and
possibly a credit system.

• an increase in the number of electives, which would in-

clude a liberalization of the non - technical options.

• a consideration of tutorials versus lectures, with the pos-

sible inclusion of televised teaching techniques.

• the study and possible change in selection procedures

necessitated by the abolition of departmental Grade 13 exami-
nations.

The inclusion of students on the faculty council has in no

way been a result of student unrest within the faculty. Gener-

ally, engineering undergraduates are conservative, with a

well-defined academic goal, while our arts colleagues seem to

enjoy life a little more.

Engineering students are basically satisfied with the

present system, excepting problems such as the class room
performance of some professors, and the copious amounts of

laboratory travail. With the acceptance of the staff leader-

ship, there is little or no student - faculty rift.

It was the staff that spearheaded the drive to involve stu-

dents in policy discussions. The basic premise of the staff's

philosophy is that a proper course evaluation must include

effective student feedback.

GRADUATES AND POST GRADUATES

SCIENCE
MASTERSAND DOCTORA TESONLY

RESEARCH
BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL SCIENCES

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
December 12-13, 1968

BACHELOR GRADUATES
(MAJORS AND HONOURS)

PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
FOR

METEOROLOGY
INTERVIEWS

December 12-13, 1968

Public

Service

of

Canada

ALL SCIENCES

FOR

NON-RESEARCH

INTERVIEWS
December 12-13, 1968

Details and additional information

are available at your Placement Office.

THE BIO-PHYSICAL SCIENCES PROGRAM
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA
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Campus centre runaround
By ALEX KITAY

and STEVE KALLOS

Why is it that the Board of

Governors' counter - proposal

to SAC's original financial

solution to the Campus Cen-

ter problem has not been

announced? SAC's plan would

have committed the students

to a Bank of Montreal monop-

oly on campus banking for 50

years. According to Non -

Academic Vice President

Alex Rankin (superviser of

University spending):

"You know, it's sad. We
brought a Varsity reporter,

and I understand, one of their

best reporters, to a meeting

in Dr. Bissell's office, in

which I tried to get some of

this confusion out of the fi-

nancing of the Student Cen-

ter.

I went over it very careful-

ly, and I think everyone there

understood me, yet the Var-

sity reporter (Brian Johnson,

Oct. 30) had the gall to come
out with the story that the

governors had refused to

grant exclusivity to the bank

and offered no other solution.

"This is very far from the

truth. Before ruling no exclu-

sivity, they did obtain concur-

rence from the Provincial

Government that the govern-

ment would put up not 50 per
cent of $4,000,000 (the pro-

jected cost of the Center at

that time), but 95 per cent of

the cost of non-commercial
space. This left unfinanced 5

per cent of non - commercial
space and the entire cost of

commercial space, (a little

over $1,000,000). The Board of

Governors said we'll put up
the rest.

"Now this left the students

In a better position: here is

the building financed, and
they can still rent to the bank
of their choice — they will

not get as much in the short

run. but they've got this as

revenue to pay for the opera-

tion of the building and thus

are not pouring operating
revenue into bricks and mor-
tar."

To the question "why has

this not been accepted by

SAC"? Mr. Rankin replied:

"I don't know, but the stu-

dents have never even had it

clearly put to them, f think

Steven Langdon understands

this and 1 think he feels that

this is a good idea."

When asked if The Varsity

had distorted the facts, the

reply was:

"I thought it peculiar that

they came and I pointed the

facts out very clearly, and
yet the story came out the
other way Either the guy
was asleep, or didn't under-
stand, or he willfully distort-

ed the facts.

"Now what's the Board
done? They've given a site

for the building, they've
walked up to spending over

$1,000,000 on a very tight

campus position (financially)

to get this thing going. WHAT
DO YOU DO TO GET THIS
POINT ACROSS?"

In view of the present dis-

trust of campus administrators.

Mr. Rankin proved his credi-

bility by the extent of his co-

operation. His statements were

all well supported bv records

that he was almost eager to

produce; the dialogue was nev-

er interrupted by "no com-
ment".

Don 7 forget, all you
staffers out there that there

will be a staff meeting to-

day at 1 p.m. to discuss us

(EGOISTS TilA T II E
ARE). Please try to come,

ifpossible.

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

•OIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just Tor you

can: 929- 0611' '
"™

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
1Q| "* W All the Latoil Mod Style.

^^S^ «nd Cult by eny of our 5 Styllsf*

W« specialize In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spodino • Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago. Indiana

invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the

specific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives

will be on your campus on FRIDAY,

DECEMBER 13, 1968

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA HARBOR WORKS

EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

<3>

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

in the Plans for Progress Program

Hart House

UNDERWATER CLUB
Presents

DR. M.L. PETERSON
Topic

EXPLORING SUNKEN GALLEONS &
PIRATE SHIPS IN AMERICAN WATERS

TO-NIGHT
East Common Room, 7:30 p.m.

Every on* Welcome

NOON HOUR TALK
Wed. Dec. llth - Music Rm., 1:10 p.m.

J.S, CUNNINGHAM
Chaplain to Ho>l House

Topic

CAN 20TH CENTURY MAN HAVE FAITH?
Guests: DR. J.M. HAM

Dean Foe. Applied Science & Eng.

DR. R08T. B. SALTER
Orthopedic Surgeon
Ladies Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Dec. tlth - Debaies Room - t p.m.

U. OF T. SYMPHONIA
Haydn: Symphony 103 "Drumrole" 30

Harry Somefs: The Picasso Suite 31

Ladies Welcome

BLUE & WHITE CHRISTMAS TREE
Wednesday, December 11th

Great Hall . 8:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome
(FREE tickets - S.A.C. Office )

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, Dec. Illh

1:10 p.m.. Club Rooms
ANNUAL 8"« 10" COMPETITION

Monlmum 4 Print*

- 8:00 p.m. - Art Gollery -
STUDIO NIGHT

Opening Meeting

- World University Service

a meeting to discuss plans for a series of forums next

term on Canadian Foreign Aid.

anyone with an interest in the problems of development

and related Canadian Government policy is invited to

attend

.

Tuesday, December JO 1:00 p.m.

Sidney Smith B/d9.

Room 1072

W.U.S.-S.A.C. BURSARY

APPLICANTS MUST BE FOREIGN STUDENTS

ON STUDENT VISAS, WHO HAVE COMPLETED AT

LEAST ONE YEAR.

APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED UP AT

THE S.A. C. OFFICE AND MUST BE

RETURNED BY DECEMBER 20th.

ERINDALE COLLEGE
and

The Canadian Institute of International Affairs

present a public lecture

THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN CHINA . . .

REVOLUTION IN A REVOLUTION'

by

Ray Wylie

Dolt: December 12, 1968 Place: Room 248, College Building

Time: 8:00 P.M.
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KEEP

These are some of the people who worked on this issue. Left to right: Alan Gilbert,

Neil Hoist, Ron Gurak, Knar Basmadjian, Ken (Alice) Westbrook, Alex Kitay, Bob

Wendeborn, Wayne Taylor, Brian Leathern, Peter Renyi, Tibor Kaldor.

EDITORIAL: UNNATURAL UNION

RIGHT
Those of you who could have

avoided reading this inaugural

issue, but didn't, will have no-

ticed by now that something
unorthodox has infected The Var-

sity.

So far as we know, it is the

first time that the engineers have
participated to this extent in the

rape of The Varsity. We would
like to thank the editor and staff

of The Varsity for putting out for

us.

We hope this marks the begin-

ning of a new spirit of co-opera-

tion, that understanding will be
promoted before confrontation,

realism valued over pretense,

and restraint employed rather

than violence.

What are the illiterate inju-

neers doing writing The Varsity?

Showing that, if we can set things

on fire, we can also express our

views with burning enthusiasm,

but in more constructive ways.

What has The Varsity to gain

by letting the engineers publish?

Editor Paul MacRae was report-

ed to have considered saying, "It

was a groovy idea. Besides, the

money we get from returning the

empties will let us print 16 pages

per issue for the rest of the

year."

Our basic belief is that stu-

dents should be given a chance to

form a spontaneous, independent

opinion from factual, unslanted

news, news which, as The Varsity

has so often told us, cannot be

obtained from the other Toronto

news media. We believe it the

duty of every student to encour-

age the existence of such impar-

tial reporting on campus.
In our view, impartiality in-

volves the presentation of not

only the extreme points of view

on a given issue, but the broad

range of opinion in between as

well.

Should The Varsity reflect stu-

dent opinion or form it? We think

the power to influence minds car-

ries with it responsibility for the

results. There is no doubt that

The Varsity has this power, but
does it exhibit a comparable re-

sponsibility? We expect that in

general it has, but there have
been lapses great enough to sig-

nificantly destroy the trust and
confidence that students once
placed in their newspaper.

We expect that this infusion of

engineering objectivity has right-

ed The Varsity's apple-cart, and
trust that they shall no longer

peddle soft and rotting fruit to

the student body, adopting in-

stead the engineers criterion, "E-
lastic and firm".

Peter Renyi

Continued from Page 1

In his article, Mr. Langdon showed that

engineers are threatened by American
imperialism in that there may be no jobs in

Canada for us when we graduate. Yet he

and his friends seem willing to encourage
the government to stop the production and
sales of arms to the U.S. by such companies
as Hawker - Siddley and Dow Chemical.
This would result in a still further decline in

the number of jobs for Canadian graduates.

The answer to U.S. dominance of Canadian
industry comes down to money.
The Prime Minister has correctly pointed

out that Canadians cannot afford to buy
back their country from the U.S. While this

is sad, it is also true and a fact which we
must accept.

Mr. Trudeau's answer is to retain control

of industry through legislation and to invest

in Canada's future. Only by graduating as

capable and hard-working members of soci-

ety, willing to work within the community
to bring about change, and willing to stick

with our country even though the financial

grass is greener on the other side of the

border.

Instead of encouraging students to com-
mit themselves to society, we find many at

the university suggesting that they drop out

of society or overthrow it.

Perhaps it is to the credit of our society

that there are fewer who advocate those

policies than in many other countries or

universities. However, those that do exist

here are not inarticulate and command
much attention.

How then should SAC and students react

to the pressures upon them? Too many ig-

nore the forces at work in our society and
feel they have no contribution to make to

the shaping of Canada's future.
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Perhaps this is because the media have
created a state of over-kill until a point is

reached where we can somehow ignore the

horror which afflicts both sides in the Viet-

nam war, or look at the suffering in Nigeria

without asking why the hell can't both sides

realize that death is a victory for no one.

I think that students should react by in-

volving themselves in society; the political

parties, the social agencies, and the cultural

forces among us.

We must do this without preconceived
ideas about these institutions; more than
one know - it - all, intensely committed stu-

dent has found that his illusions of what the

world was like were shattered in the face of

reality.

If SAC wishes to involve and motivate us,

here is its 'cause', it will have no trouble

getting majority support for moderate and
well thought-out initiatives to improve the

quality of student life.

Let it realize that as our voice it must be
responsible to us and reflect the views of

the majority of us. Let it understand that

students will receive far more benefits from
faculty and administration on the basis of

mutual respect than on the basis of power
confrontation. Perhaps most important, let

it realize that SAC stands or falls together

and rather than exhibit itself as a group of

bitter rival cliques, seeking to withdraw
deeper into the prenatal security of the uni-

versity, it must emerge as a unified body
dedicated to serving our students, our
community and our country. Then and only

then will our attacks on Steve Langdon and
his fellow members be invalid.

If SAC really wants our support let it

show that it realizes that action and cour-

age are far superior to the criticisms in

today's student

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal.

"

Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Associate Editor

Editorial Consultant

Staff

Peter Renyi

Hid year Chem. Eng.

Paul MacRae
Sue Perly

Sherry Brydson

Tim Koehler

Jack Newman
Jim Cowan

Knar Basmadjian

Kaspars Dzeguze

Gero Hajek

'Twos brillig and the slithy engineorwable did gyre

and Renyi uprightness itself held forth Basmadjian

singlehand against the crazed Gurak dancers.

Where, as flying the Kitay against Alice in West-

brook, he ran off crying, "Knar, Knar, whodeah",
then took off on a Wendeborn song into the ampli-

tudinous charmes of a darkroom Perlyhaired woll-

towallkyrie. Koehler and koehler he came, and she

was overcome with Hajek all over the place.

Christmas is coming: "On Gilbert, on Leathern .."



By JOHN E. KRAULIS
Hon. Chem. Eng. Ill

c
o
1um ,ana, 1Jfa half

We play games. Games are fun. We talk.

Talking helps to kill time. When we talk, we
are spared from thinking. Thinking is hard.

Concrete cures well under the influence

of water and air, but if it is not mixed prop-

erly or the proportions of cement and. sand

are wrong, the first Volkswagen to travel

over it will shake it into a heap of sand.

I scribble this following paragraph sitting

in on a soce tutorial (really). They're dis-

cussing equalizing differentials: "Let's

make everyone equal—same salary, same
prestige, same opportunity." A few speak

up but most aren't really turned on. Thirty

—two minutes from now we leave—unim-

pressed. Someone suggests, "Let's change

the topic. We can't discuss this. . .we don't

know what makes a human tick. . we spend

our lifetime searching for Utopia." What is

truth anyway?

Have you ever spent a couple of hours sit-

ting on a park bench just thinking? Not just

excogitating dainty simplex concepts or

events but bigger issues like, "Is there

meaning in this Universe? What does life

really consist of?"

An old man dropped a quarter and a dime

onto the subway platform. .
.everyone

checked his own pocket.

"Good morning, Jack." "Hi, Bob." "Bit

chilly today, eh?" "Sure is. The wife made

me wear longjohns." Jack and Bob then

began intently reading the morning news-

paper. World events—very important, you

know. Stock market has taken up scuba div-

ing.

Rhyme with reason, reason without

rhyme. What I am suggesting is that despite

the intellectual pride we hold as big U stu-

dents, we actually are intellectual paupers,

cerebral weaklings. We contest small ideas

and then boast in our mental vigor. About

two thousand years ago, Pilate asked "What

is truth?" We are still asking the same

question. The curious thing, though, is that

one answer has been given in history that

has answered the question of truth. Jesus

Christ said, "I am the way, the truth and

the life; no one can get to God except

through me."

I know, I'm getting all churchy, going re-

ligious, losing rationality. Sure, many other

answers have been put forth, but I choose

this one because I've experienced the truth

of this one. I suggest that meaning to life is

a direct product of knowing Christ. Dare

you investigate it? I don't mean go to

church or get religious. I mean, approach

God and his document, the Bible, directly.

"But this isn't really something we do.

It's for those who need crutches. This is

what I was driving at earlier. We refuse to

investigate some of the profound verities of

life. Our sophistication and banal bleached-

ness inhibit our exploration into truth. The

things that are readily reasoned out and

superficially salient we embrace, but we

lose out on some of the ultimate really sa-

tiating answers.

Dare you explore? Honestly?

Peace at any price
By GEORGE HOMATIDIS

III Chem. Eng

Ever since the large scale build-

up of U.S. troops in South Viet-

nam, there have been many forms

of protest advocating, first, a

cease fire to pave the way to

peace talks, followed by with-

drawal of U.S. troops from South

Vietnam.

In the past, these protests have

ranged from peaceful seminars,

peaceful demonstrations, violent

demonstrations, draft-card burn-

ings and mock trials of policy

making men in the U.S. adminis-

trations. Recently, we have wit-

nessed yet another "peace" over-

ture, namely the Hemispheric

Conference to end the Vietnam

war which ended in Montreal a

week ago yesterday.

The predictable result, when one

considers the predominant figures

of the conference (Black Panthers,

Berkley radicals, French separa-

tists, etc.) was that the only topic

not discussed was "peace". Rather

it was "victory" for Vietnam.

Needless to say that anti - Ameri-

canism was the prevailing atmos-

phere, but it was by no means res-

tricted to the U.S. In return for the

conference supporting French se-

paratism, the Red separatists of

Quebec pledged to fight against

American Imperialism and Cana-

dian colonialism Eh''

Some people, who truly hoped

that a solution for peace could be

achieved, must have been terribly

disappointed, because all they got

were declarations of war. War. as

Black Panther leader Bobby Seale

put it, "to overthrow the avari-

cious businessman, the demagogic
politiciams and the pig police

forces (sounds familiar?) Of the

world . .

." How? By force of

arms of course.

"We must overthrow," Seale

continued, "the paid politicians

who pollute the earth. We must

remove the decadent governments

. .
." And I ask: When all these

evil elements have been destroyed.

who then assumes power? The

answer is obvious The Black Pan-

thers and affiliated groups' first

move will be to revoke the free-

doms of the press, speech, expres-

sion, which they are so abundantly

misusing now.

Then — my poor. dear, deluded

protester — you will regret that

you placed your faith on these ex-

tremists and did not, instead,

"join" a truly peaceful solution.

You will regret it! But. then it will

be too late.

This is not idle conjecture on my
part, for recent history provides

excellent examples of this and it is

not only restricted inside the So-

viet Block wherein Russia profess-

es to rule by "divine right." We
have the Hitlers and the Mussolin-

is who used the freedom afforded

to them only to suppress it later

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"N.wton ond Cod - The Clork*-L«ibni i Conlrovtrty" by F.E.L.

PrUtlUy, ProUoor of Englnh, UalWfftf Coll.g..

II D.c.mb.r 1:10 p.m. 102 McLennan Labotatory

(new Phytic* Bu.ld.oo). Spon.<y.d by th. Vat. ,ly Fund.
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=
: The Varsity will produce a regular >

: news _ and feature - packed issue on f

• Wednesday (including your favorite funnies* S

:

- assuming we can recover from this one. -

i News . after - it • happens will include lat- „

5 est developments on the Peterborough
g

: Examiner strike (where 14 students were
|

: arrested Friday) and news of the Presidents 5

3 Advisory Council meeting set for today at 2 g

I p.m. in the council chamber of the Gal-
g

: braith Building. §
We apologize to our faithful readers for

:
:
:

I the lapse in editorial standards of this issue,
g

the lack of objectivity and the incredible S

5 amount of bias which has. unawares, crept y

:
: into the news pages.

Of course, this will not happen again :<

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•••*

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY

presents

DAFFYDIL

6T9
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f
1968

8.30 PM NIGHTLY

1 HART HOUSE THEATRE

TUES., WED., FRI-r SAT.
j

THURS.
s
1 .50

$2.00
j

TICKETS AVAILABLE
j

AT HART HOUSE THEATRE

BOX OFFICE

10 AM -6 PM MON.-SAT.

mMJ"*TT —.—««««««««—«
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FIRST COME,

FIRST SERVED!
DOUBLE GUEST
TICKETS FOR THE
SPECIAL PREVIEW
OF THE NEW
OTTO PREMINGER
PICTURE, MAY
BE PICKED UP
FREE, NOW AT
THE SAC OFFICE

MON. DEC. 9th

AT 7.45 P.M.

WlVVi» NEAR SUBWAY

CINEMA SOUTH municipal parking

ATTEND SYMPOSIUM CONDUCTED BY
OTTO PREMINGER ON FILM MAKING WITH

QUESTION & ANSWER SESSION. CODY HALL

SCHOOL of NURSING, 7:30 P.M. TUES. DEC. 10

SAC - get out of my bed

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

Cominco Ltd. will interview graduates

and postgraduates in geological engineering

and honours geology for permanent and

summer employment; also geology students

from the class of 1970 for summer work only.

Interview dates: December 12 and 13, 1968

Further information at the

Student Placement Office
^oimnen

ATTENTION
GRADUATES

The Noranda Group of Companies offers a wide range of oppor-

tunities to university graduates with ability and initiative. Broad

diversification promises successful applicants unusual scope to

develop skills and gain experience in their fields of specialization.

The policy of the Group to select personnel from within our com-

panies to fill key positions as they open up, makes it possible for

a trainee to travel widely and. over the years, to get exposure to

a great variety of job situations which will help prepare him for

supervision and administrative duties.

A Noranda Group representative will be on campus here Decem-

ber 13th to interview applicants from among prospective gradu-

ates. Appointments can be made in advance through the Univer-

sity Placement Office 928 2538

NORANDA MINES GROUP OF COMPANIES •

TICKETS ON
SALE UNTIL

DECEMBER 16th

- HALL PORTER
- UNDERGRAD.

OFFICE

MIDNIGHT
DINNER
2:05-12:45

1:15 - 1:45

•

FREE Coffee

Arbor Room

0:OOpm-2:30am

•

DANCING
TO 3

BIG BANDS
•

SPLASH
PARTY

*

FOLK
SINGING

HOUSE
A

NEW YEAR'S

EVE BALL

515/COUPLE

By Deanna and Howard S.

White,

(SGS)

Majority versus minority

rights is the key issue now
facing campus politicos. SAC,

a collection of perturbed

minorities, has consistently

ignored the demands of its

constituent voices by rail-

roading through unrepresen-

tative decisions.

The present solution, we
think, is withdrawal. The

GSU has withdrawn from

SAC. Soon referenda will be

held by the faculties of Engi-

neering, Medicine, Pharma-

cy, Forestry, and Law.

Although SAC has instituted

an initiative referendum sys-

tem (2,000 signatures with a

500 limit per faculty) to

squelch such minor uprisings,

the solution remains ineffec-

tive. Or, have we had a refer-

endum lately? . . .

Federalism is the answer.

In order to obtain a strong,

united student voice, without

loss of minority and individ-

ual rights, a federal format

of government is required.

The federal solution is not

"parochial" as termed by

SAC President Steven Lang-

don, but necessary if a united

student front is to exist on

campus to confront the ad-

ministration. Nor is it "im-

practical" as Langdon would

have us believe. Federalism

has worked effectively on

several campuses, such as

the University of Manitoba

since 1949, UBC, Stanford,

and Harvard.

But how would federalism

wo. k at U of T?

It would allow the various

divergent campus minorities

to protect their rights by giv-

ing them fiscal control of

non-essential services.

The administration would

still collect SAC fees with

SAC allocating money for

essential services, the -differ-

ence being that each local

council would control its fee

portion for disputed issues.

As a result local constituents

would lose none of the essen-

tials but retain power ever-
more arbitrary decisions.

Interestingly enough, this

method also obviates the con-

tingency that individual

groups may withhold SAC
funds from their local coun-

cil, since this money guaran-

tees them certain rights.

Can federalism be institut-

ed? It can, even considering

the reactionary views of the

present SAC executive to

such change, as shown by

Langdon's uncompromising
attitude toward the GSU.
Since SAC cannot be re-

formed internally, the alter-

native is to reform it exter-

nally by each local council

holding a referendum and

withdrawing.

Withdrawal is not unconsti-

tutional, as Langdon argues.

On Dec. 3, 1968, a SAC com-

mittee on withdrawals voted

unanimously in favour of al-

lowing local councils the

right to withdraw. Once a

sufficient number of councils

withdraw, SAC will be forced

to reconstitute into a federal

form. Indeed, federalism is

the only governing system

that would induce the GSU to

rejoin.

Can federalism work at U
of T? It must.

R

T

9

P

N\

3
A
N\ DECEMBER 31st

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE CONCERT

AT

TORONTO WORKSHOP PRODUCTIONS

12 ALEXANDER ST., TORONTO

Monday, December 9th & 16th

8:30 pm

Box Office 925-0526 & 923-6264

choreography: TICKETS $3.00
Peter Randazzo

Patricia Beatty

David Earle

d

North American Patterns of

Technological Employment in Times

of International Tensions

on

JOBS, WAR AND THE U.S.A.

CONVOCATION HA 11,

MD. DEC. II, 1968
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B00KS psr G§R]gSRip
Mandate of Heaven, Record of

Civil War, China 1945-49 by
John F. Melby. $10.00
A book of extraordinary interest

and importance, it is both a pioneer-

ing history of China in the late

forties and a powerful and sensitive

record of day-to-day events, politi-

cal and personal. Illustrated with

photographs by Henri Cartie*-

Bresson.

>oh's Pot of Honey by A. A. Milne,
ustraled by Ernest Shepard $5.95
A miniature library of Pooh to

ilight any child. Four books en-
cased in a small box.

Madame da Pompadour by Nancy

Mitford $13.95

A glittering portrait of a woman
Carlyle described at a "high-rouged,

unfortunate female, of whom it was

not proper to speak without neces-

sity."

A. Y.'s Canada by Naomi Jackson

Groves $2230
comprehensive colledion of

the drawings of A. Y. Jackson with

a text by the artist's niece and close

associate.

Two Innocent* in Rod China

Jacques Hebtrt & Pierre Elllotl

Trudeau Cloth $5.00

Paper $2.50

An engaging and readable Ac-

count of a journoy in China taken

1960 by the then little known
Pierre Elliott Trudeau and Montreal

publisher and writer Jacques Heberf.

Expo 67 $20.00
A book that will arouse nostalgia

all those who visited Expo 67. l!

contains a bilingual text and over

four hundred photographs (100 in

full colour) carefully selected to il-

lustrate all aspects of the exhibition.

Life in Ontario: A Social History by

G. P. de T. Glazebrook $9.50

This is Ontario's slory, a collective

biography of her people, a history

of her development as a province.

With illustrations by Adrian Dingle,

The Journals of Mary O'Brien edited

by Audrey Saunders Miller

A willy and observant account of

life in early Upper Canada.

This Rock Within the Sea by Farley

Mowat and John de Vittrr $10 00

Life in the outports along the

coasts of Newfoundland has always

been harsh. Now it is eroding. This

Rock Within the Sea is a testament

to tti quality and to the strength

of the "cheerful fatalists" of New-

foundland.

Situ IIwood Tha Unhlaoly Revolu-

tionary by Richard Gwyn $12 50

Colourful, dynamic, tyrannical,

authentic Canadian hero, this is

Richard Gwyn's biography of Joseph

Smallwood.

8 10

A Heritage of light by Loris S. Russell

$18.50

courageous nc - holds-barred

history of lamps and lighting in the

early Canadian home.

11

Man and His World / Terre des

hommes $17.50

The Noranda lectures given at

Expo 67. The contributors include

Barbara Ward, Gunnar Myrdal, Li-

nus Pauling and Paul-Henri Spaak.

The participants deal with such to-

pics as the role of world govern-

ment, new directions in the art!

sciences and their implication!

modern man.

A History of Warfare by Lord Mont-

gomery $15.95

A large, lavishly illustrated his-

tory of warfare. The great battles

of history reviewed by the century's

most outspoken professional soldier.

The Wind has Wings. Poems from
Canada compiled by Mary Alice

Downie and Barbara Robertson. Il-

lustrated by Elizabeth Cleaver $5.95

The most beautifully produced
and illustrated children's book we
have ever seen. A children's book
for children 8-1?.

Canadian Short Stories edited by

Robert Weaver

Cloth $6.50

Paper $2 95

A new collection of contemporary

Canadian short stories.

13 14 15

Minutes of the Sixties by James

Eayrs $5.95

Through his columns from (he

mily Herald James Eayrs observes

how we have lived through the

decade of the Sixties, what was im-

portant to us in its time or in its

potential.

Lonesome Cities by Rod McKuen

$4.50

A new collection of poems by

the author of Stanvan Street and

other Sorrow, and [js|en lo the

Warm.

Call Them Canadians prepared by

the National Film Board, with text

by Miriam Waddinglon. $10.00

A magnificent photographic essay

expressing the diversity, racial and

cultural, of Canada. Including poetry

integral to the subject by Miriam

Waddington,

Target 2067 by Leonard Berlin

$8.95

A forecast of developments in

Canada during the next hundred

years.

The Short Happy Walk* of Max Mac-

phersen by Harry Bruce $4.95

Reviled Toronto, city of money

and success, suddenly disappears as

Harry Bruce alias Max Meq I

discovers the magnificent variety

that Toronto today offers lo a walk-

ing man.

16 17 18 19 20

The Double Helix by R. Watson

$7.25

A personal account of the dis-

covery of Ihe role played by D. N. A.

in Human Genetics.

The Beatles by Hunter Davis 55.95

le only authorized biography,

the author has had exclusive access

to the Beatles' family documents

including Mr. Starkey's unemploy-

ment card.

21 22

Harold Nicolson Diaries and Letters

1930-1962 edited by Nigel Nicol-

son. Boxed set of 3 vols- $25.00

This set of three volumes estab-

lishes Sir Harold Nicolson as one of

the foremost diarists of ihe century.

Though he himself never attained

any position of real power he was

close to those that did and his de-

scriptions of these people are both

perceptive and elegantly wrltf^^

The Taming of the Canadian West

by Frank Rasky

$14 95 until Dec. 31st

$1730 thereafter

A book that captures the colour

and the fervour of our West and Its

history. It contains 150 Illustrations,

53 in colour.

Difoe of tha Free Press by Murray

Donnelly $*«
A distinguished biography of one

of Canada's great newspapermen.

24 25

The Garden of Needham by Richard

J. Needham *4 95

Unlike most gardens in these

parts, there are no weeds, where

every prospect pleases and only man

is vile.

26

The Mackenzie King Record Vol, II

1944-1945 by J. W. Pickersgill and

D. F. Forster $1230

Mackenzie King's own diaries are

Mowed lo do most of the telling

i this unique document. They un-

eil the drama and excitement of

one of the most fascinating periods

of recent Canadian history. Vol. i

available at $12.50,

27

New France—The Last Phase 1744-

1745 by G. F. G. Stanley $10.00

The last years of Ihe ancien

regime in Canada. Volume five in

the Canadian Centenary Series.

Tha Distemper of Our Times by

Peter Newman
$ 8 95 till Dec 3ttl

$10 00 thereafter

This Is the slory of the Pearson

years from the liberals ascent to

political power In 1963 to the rite

of Trudeau and the 1968 election,

28 29

Horiion Cookbook and Illus-

trated History of fating and Drink-

ing through tha Ages by William

Harlan Hale

$1530 until Dec. 35th

$19.95 thereafter

A sumptuously Illustrated cook-

book thai recreeies six hundred of

the world's greatest recipes, past

and present. _^

30

Birds of the Eastern Forest, Vol. I

by J. Fenwick landsdowne & John

Livingston

$17.50 till Dec. 31st

$20.00 thereafter

When Birds of the Northern

Forest appeared in 1966. ai-ics were

unanimous In ihelr praise. Now

Landsdowne and Livingston have

again joined forces lo produce Ml

even more striking volume.

Crisis at the Victory Burlesk by

Robert Fulford

ie best of Robert Fultord's

columns from the Toronto SlttI

articles and essays from Mac,,

leans. Tamarack Review and £iOf_

Crown Jewels of Iran by V. B. Meen
and A. D. Tushingham $20.00

The first full account of an Ori-

ental legend—the world's most

billing collection of gemslonet

and jewellery A limited Coronation

Edition Is available at $250.00.

31 32 33

Cvdo book numbon

lo: UMIVCTSITY •OOMOOM I U <***f Cmpu*

Attn. D. C Sl.mp*on

PI.... ™ ih.i. book.

I 1) I ! 6 1 I > » II » " 1,11 "
ai n » m » » V » » * » « »

Httm

AdoVMl

Q Ch*rg« m, Mcouni

Q linn Ml
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HERE
AND
NOW

CLASSIFIED
FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
Keep this name and number for future

use — Mrs Linda Flood — 884 6526

LOST — A pair of gold-rimmed "gran-

ny" glasses in a burgundy leather case
owner is virtually blind without them
Call Aurel.a alter 6pm 291 2872

TUTOR — For any firs! or second year

engineering subjects Can help you to

belter marks Olhei sublets will also be
considered Call 249 321 7

EXPO 70 — Learn Japanese now from

U of Toronto student learning English

After 5 pm E Fuiii. Tel 923 4908

BOOK WANTED — Sociology by Lund
berg. Shrag and Larson 3rd Ed Call

489-4967 weokdays after 4pm

FLORIDA FOR CHRISTMAS — A StU-

dent is looking for somebody with car

that is driving to Florida — will share

expenses — call RU 3 2949 Bob Will

usually be at home in the evening

FURNITURE SALE — Now on display

at Lobby of Medical Building. Queen's
Park entrance Sale on Tues Dec 10

SUMMERHILL SUBWAY — One or

two bright rooms Will furnish like, bed.

table, chest Kitchen for breakfast park-

ing, ravine behind From young couple

who dig 964 9050

I NEED USHEHS — Coat checkers
ticket sellers for "Billy Liar" at the Colon
node Theatre Dec II to Dec 14 This

means you get in free Call 924-9843

WANTED — A University ol Toronto
blazer Please call Audrey at 924 0550
or at 923 0860

LOST — In Sig Sam Library Ring with
square black stone, adhesive tape around
band Mushy sentimental value Angie
225 2980

I WILL TYPE — Theses. Reports,

Reasonable rates Phone 223-3935

PROFESSOR WISHES TO EMPLOY
— Research assistant for government
project until next September History or

economics background preferred Call

922 3692

SKI TRIP TO BANFF — Any girlfsl in-

terested in skiing and able to travel to

Banff for 2 weeks this Christmas, please

contact Sue before Mon Dec 9 or soon
after Phone 489-9223

NEW YORK CITY PHILADELPHIA
BOUND — Couple wants ride to

N Y C Philadelphia over Christmas vaca-
tion Share expenses Please call 922-
7687 any evening after 5 00

POLITICAL ECONOMY COURSE UNION

f /erf/on of Executive Officers

Seven Executive Members to be elected, one person from

each of the divisions of Commerce, Economics, Political

Science, the Graduate School, and a Chairman and two

other members elected at large.

Nominations accepted in Commerce Club Office,

Room 2005, Sidney Smith,

until Wednesday, December II at 5:00 p.m.

ELECTION ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12

Centre for The Study Of Drama

Theodore Kritas

manager of the

PIRAIKON THEATRON
(appearing at O'Keefe Centre December 16-21)

will lecture on

GREEK TRAGIC THEATRE
Thursday, December 12

Hart House Theatre

4:00 p.m.

staff, students and the public are invited

NOON HOUR TALK
Wednesday, December I Ith

Music Room, Hart House. 1:10 p.m.

J.S. CUNNINGHAM
Chaplain to Hart House

Topic

CAN 20th CENTURY MAN HAVE FAITH?
Guest Panelists

DR. J.M. HAM
Dean Fac, Applied Science & Eng.

DR. ROBT. B. SALTER
Orthopedic Surgeon

Sick Children's Hospital

Ladies Welcome

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PHILOSOPHY CLUB

SPEECH ACTS AND MEANING

A paper by PROFESSOR L.W. FORGUSON

TUES. DEC. 10 8:00 P.M.

Ladies Common Room

OLD ACADEMIC BLDG. (basement) VICTORIA COLLEGE
EVERYONE WELCOME

| PLAYING
G WITH FIRE

TREASURE HUNTERS

history students, divers and everyone

come and hear

DR. M.L. PETERSON, Chairman

Department of Armed Forces History

Smithsonian Institution

talk on

"Exploring Sunken Galleons and Pirate Ships

in American Waters"

TONIGHT - 7:30 P.M. Eosr Common Room, Horf House
Students - SI.00

Tommy Smith and John Carlos

-Black Panthers and expelled members

of the American Olympic Team-

Speaking at the University of Toronto

- Wednesday, December 1 1 th

- 12:00 Noon in Convocation Hall

SEMINARS TO FOLLOW
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING?
Visit The

HART HOUSE TUCK SHOP
* Crested Beer Mugs
* 8' U.ofT. Scarf and Matching Toque
* Blazer Crests

* Terry Williams V-Necks & Cardigans

Hours: 8:00 a.m. — 5:30 p.m.

TUCK SHOP CLOSED DECEMBER 23 - JANUARY 2

TODAY
Course union nominations for

received in Room 2005. Sidney

The Bible — use and abuse Paul Scott speaks A
VCF lunchtime discussion. Music Room, Wymilwood.

FU of T The Engineer's Hole in Society John Mor-
ris, guest speaker All welcome Boom 1035. Wallberg

Psychology course union: Or Macdonald dscussing
nert years changes in courses All interested star! and
Students invited 10 aitend Bickersteth room. Hart

General Hillel membership masting lo begin dis-

cussing rhe student U J A campaign Room 214, Uni-
versity collage

The Bohemian consul. Bramslaw Chmeu. will be
guest speaker al an orgamtation meeting lor Ihis

year's United Bohemian Appeal Room 666. The Grau-

Perspective Club North i

i galleon and pirate ships in Amen
s by Or ML Peterson Underwater
i room. Hat House Everyone wet

FU of T Women's liberation 44 St George New

Midnight
Old and now members at Cercle Francais don't

wail until midnight Sign youi name on the French
bulletin board now

World l rsily

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

service Open r

-> External Aid

vetopment Rm 1072. Sid

Yavneh — student paper on Patshat Hashawah
given by Mr Paul Foremen Rm 2129. Sid Smith

U of T Liberal club Gary Oakes (co-author of Tru-

deau: A Man Foi Tomorrow) will speak on mass me-
dia, public opinion end Iho Federal election Room
1071. Sid Smith

n Room 1022

1 10 p.m.
In a world fraught with turmoil -

prayer? Readings seminar, guestioi

Room 21 12 Sidney Smith

Call 923-7637 foi your reserva-

7 30 p.m
Seminar on trancendental meditation as taught by

MahansJii Mahesh Yo» Sponsored by the Students'

International Meditation Society al the U of T. Com-

Pervorsions among the pnmales. a I

Prof M M Sims Room 666. The Graun

The Second Shepherd's Play U of Fs medieval
drama society Debates room Han House

Basics of treating water, a talk by Eriol "Splash"'

Torso Sponsored by the U of T Overwater club Boom
666. The Creuniad

FU of T Non authonianan medicine 40 Elgin

Street 3 blocks north ol Bloor between Bedford and
Avenue road Dr and Mrs A Barnes

U. of T. Liberal Club

presents

GARY OAKES

co-author of

Trudeau:

A Man for Tomorrow

TOPIC: MA99 MEDIA. PUBLIC
OPINION & THE FEDERAL

ELECTION

Sldnuy Smith: 1071 Tuoi-1 p.m.



lady Gadiva Memorial Band is shown here in their 1968-69 hockey season debut at
Varsity Arena Friday night. The lads were great as usual and a good time was had
by all.

Fencers slay Rochester entry
The visit of Varsity Fenc-

ing Team to the Rochester

Institute of Technology coin-

cided with the Gala Opening

of their impressive new Ath-

letic Complex, last Saturday

the 7th December.
The presence of Rochester

Television (WROC) may have

sponsored Fencing as a sport

but cancelled the expected

triangular with Buffalo State

University. All bouts were
rearranged to fit in with the

T.V. presentation.

Unfortunately the Roches-
ter Team is the weakest for

many years and was no
match for the mixture of

experience and enthusiasm in

the Varsity Team.
The individual results are

shown in detail below with

Varsity defeating Rochester
Institute of Technology by 24

bouts to 3.

Foil 9:4: Nan Sung Ho, 3

wins, 3 hits against; Richard
Wong, 3 wins, 3 hits against;

Ron Rice, 3 wins, 7 hits

against.

Epee 8:1: Rowland Griffin,

3 wins, 6 hits against; Mark
Pfeiffer, 3 wins, 9 hits

against; Mike Kerwin, 2

wins, 12 hits against.

Sabre 7:2: Mladen Peros, 3

wins, 3 hits against; Martin

Moskovitz, 3 wins, 7 hits

against; John Archibald, 1

win, 13 hits against.

The Foil Team showed
their class with an effective

display of uncomplicated of-

fensive and defensive actions.

The Epee Team, although

untried, approached each

bout with the right attitude

and found the opposing team

ever ready to rush onto their

extended points. Each Sabre

bout had an element of the

unexpected, posing to each
Varsity Fencer and the Di-

rector of the bout, problems
that only a novice sabreur
could devise.

WOMEN'S SPORT

This is low yoga attack position No. I. Watch for quick ac-

tions of hands and disregard seemingly innocent expres-

sion of assailant.

I A DIAMOND
I FOR CHRISTMAS?

YOU CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND

j
ENGAGEMENT RING ON

DIRECT BASIS

Eiomplti liom Slock

J

SolltoU* .40

Soliloirc .50

SolltoliF .«?

3-Slon. 3.. 20

S 300.00

S300.00

S300.00

(300.00

Plu* Doiani of othai Stylet and
j|

PROCTOR ft CO.
>nd G.m UraUr. V21-7702j

131 Blooi Si. * hill 41°

NEW COLLEGE THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS

BILLY LIAR
AT THE

COLONNADE THEATRE
directed by

hilary Mclaughlin

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1 Ith; SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th

At 8:30 P.M.

Tickets - 51.50 . 12.00 At New College

PAT ft JOSEPH
HAIR DESIGNS
I16A BLOOR ST W.

WORRIED ABOUT THAT SPECIAL HAIR-OO FOR THE CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS * WELL' YOU NEEON'I WORRY ANY MORE. JUST ONE
PHONE CALL TO PAT A JOSEPH'S WILL TAKE CARE OP YOUR
APPOINTMENTS FOR XMAS A NEW YEARS. WE WILL TAKE IT FROM
THERE ON. WE ARE VERY REASONABLE TOO

CUT « SETT Bt|. 16.00 STUDENTS PRICE IS.00

CALL US RICH T NOW AN O FINO OUT ALL THE SPECIAL PRICES
WE HAVE FOR YOU STUOENTS OUR STAFF IS NO. I.

Ml -4884PHONE 921-1234

(g) Westinghouse
WILL BE ON CAMPUS DECEMBER 12, 13 4 14, 1948

TO INTERVIEW 1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered lo prepare

candidates for positions of responsibility in:

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

FACTORY ENGINEERING

SERVICE ENGINEERING

FIELD INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

These positions will afford opportunity for career

development lo graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on

performance as well as excellent employee fringe

benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed information,

brochures and interview appointment.
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BLUES OUT - BENGAL BUNGLE LANCERS IN 5 - 1 WIN I

5kV
culllnt by ROD MICKLEBURCH

That trickling black thing crawling up Lancer netminder Don Brunei's loins is a

puck. It arrived there special delivery from the oki stick of Blues' Bob Mc-

Clelland (16). Numero quatre, c'est John Wright (4). Collapsing from an un-

pholo by JOHN SWA1GEN

inspired Russian cossack dance is Windsor defenseman Neil Donnelly (2).

That's Elly Alboim mumbling incoherently in the top lefthand corner. Only 14

shopping days till Xmas.

By PHIL BINGLEY

Windsor Lancers left their

spears at home Friday night

when they made their pre-

miere appearance at Varsity

Arena. Varsity Blues whipped

Lancers 5-1 in one of the dul-

lest home contests in the past

few years as the Windsor
team came, saw and decided

not to conquer.

For sixty minutes, Lancers

made no effort to win the

game. They simply stayed

back behind their own blue-

line, often forming a human
wall in front of their brilliant

netminder Don Bruner, and
tried to keep the final score

respectable.

Blues, on the other hand,

concentrated almost totally

on offensive hockey. Swarm-
ing around the enemy net like

hungry wolves, Varsity for-

wards and defencemen got

off 65 shots on goal. Dozens

of other attempts were just

wide of the mark or blocked

by falling Lancers.

Paul Laurent won the game
for all intents and purposes
with his goal at 1:55 of the

first period. Steve Monteith
set the play up when he re-

covered an errant Lancer
pass, and moved the puck
over to Ward Passi. Passi in

turn slipped the disc to Laur-
ent who was standing just in

front of the Windsor goal

crease, and the latter banged
his shot into the open side

past a helpless Bruner.

From that point on, Lanc-

ers restricted their moves to

a backward version of a full-

rink press. They seldom
rushed more than two for-

wards on the Varsity goal and
continued to check ferocious-

ly in their own end.

The most effective scoring

unit for coach Tom Watt was
the John Wright — Bob Mc-
Clelland — Bryan Tompson
line. Wright scored two goals

(he could have had six were
it not for Bruner's acrobat-

ics) including the winner,

McClelland had a single and
made beautiful plays to make
Wright's two markers possi-

ble. Tompson set up all three

of his linemate's successful

efforts.

Gord Cunningham counted

Blues' fifth goal after taking

passes from defencemen
Brent Swanick and Jim
Miles.

Windsor, who managed but

22 shots on .^Toronto net-

minder Tom Little, scored
their tally when Tom Mc-

Fadden found the top right

corner of the twine after

some shoddy defensive work
in Blues' zone.

Ward Passi made his first

start of the season for Blues

and looked sharp on the line

with Laurent and Monteith.

The threesome owned the

puck whenever they were on
the ice but managed to beat

Bruner on only one occasion.

Passi also threw the stiffest

check of the night — a crush-

ing shoulder block during his

first shift out.

Bruner was easy the pick

of the visitors with his often

sensational puck-stopping. All

five shots which beat him
were clean ones.

Although there were sever-

al exciting moments during

the tilt, overall action was
generally pretty lifeless. Ref-

eree Zip Thompson handed

out seven minor penalties

(three to each team) in the

cleanly-played affair.

CURLING
Lex Mackenzie, undefeated

after six games, leads Var-

sity curlers, in the play-

downs to choose the repre-

sentative for the OQAA
championships. Mackenzie
and Bob Quinn played to a 6-6

tie on Sunday, while Mark
Burch downed John Mather
11-5, to push Mather down to

B-Group for the final three

games. Dave Lankin, with an

8-2 win over Doug Watson,

moved up to A-Group for the

final round. In the other B-

Group game Terry Lalande

beat Bruce Mintz 8-4.

After three more games
the Leader of B-Group plays

a sudden-death game with the

leader of the Recreational

Group, the winner playing a

best two-of-three with the A-

Group winner. The victor

represents Toronto at the

Western Division at Guelph
on Feb. 7-8.
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phbio by JOHN SWAICEN

Paul Laurent (8) gives Blues an early start Friday night as he deposits puck in (he

twine before startled Don Bruner can even move to face him. Ward Passi (9) fed Laur-

ent his perfect pass after an equally perfect pass from Steve Monteith (not shown).

The goal came at 1:55 of the first period.
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HOW ARE WE
By GEOFF MEGGS

Douglas F. Dadson, Dean
of the College of Education,

is a sedate, pragmatic man
whose job it is to provide

Ontario with an ever-increas-

ing quota of high school

teachers. In his red-brick

domain at 371 Bloor St. West,

he is the Superprincipal of an
institution he admits is unsat-

isfactory in some respects,

but maintains still turns out

well-trained teachers.

The College of Education

building itself is a high school

in disguise. Black-stained

wooden doors open onto tiled

and terrazzoed corridors re-

minscent of the subway. The
periodically shrilling bells are

for the use of the University

of Toronto Schools, the Dean
hastens to explain.

Renovation materials and

stacks of desks clutter the

halls, again drawing forth an

apology.

"We renovate to improve
facilities and the renovation

lowers our efficiency," la-

ments the Dean.

DOWN I ONLY

I
To depict Dean Dadson as

the tyrannical overlord of

oppressed students would be
unjust. To say on the other

hand he is a visionary ham-
strung by totally inadequate

facilities and an antiquated

system is also short of the

truth.

He is sincerely determined
to give COE students the best

possible training and at the

same time unwilling to

change anything for which he

feels there is not a tested

substitute.

"I think students are gener-

ally satisfied with their

courses. The basic program
is made up of the same ingre-

dients we have had for 50

years. However, each individ-

ual course has been revolu-

tionized."

Dadson chooses his words

with great care. He has taken

a chair across from me rath-

TEACHING

er than remain behind his

desk. On student involvement

he says:

"Course critiques are very,

very useful. For the last four

years the Student Council has

prepared a year-end report

which has contained many
excellent suggestions as well

as many cutting criticisms."

The college also has a Staff

- Student Council, composed
of five faculty and five stu-

dent members, meeting every

one or two weeks, which
makes recommendations to

the Dean or to the College

Council on College affairs

These meetings are, however,

closed.

The Dean deals personally

with all questions of facili-

ties, but must pass curricu-

lum problems on to the Coun-

cil and then the Senate of the

Uof T.

Dean Dadson is wary of

some widely accepted educa-

tional ideas.

"Smallness influences the

efficiency and interest of a

class far less than one would

expect. Many students would

prefer a lecture by Marcus

Long to a class of 300 than a

class of 30 with someone

else."

When asked if any curricu-

lum changes are contemplat-

ed as a result of the publica-

tion of the Hall Dennis Re-

port he emphasizes the report

consists of the "thoughts and
recommendations of small

groups of experts."

The COE's math depart

ment has done some work on

conducting classes along the

lines recommended in the

report." he said.

Student participation in

organization of the curricu-

lum is "widespread" accord-

ing to the Dean, "but more
prevalent in some depart-

ments then in others."

Dean Dadson himself has

OUR

TEACHERS?
many suggestions for im-
provement of the College.

Given the money, he would
creat "a very large resource

centre where a student could

retrieve data: books, tapes,

pictures and so on, as well as

extensive studio space where
students could make their

own materials."

He also envisages a build-

ing designed for very great

flexibility by the use of mod-

ules.

That way the internal

space can be rearranged in a

day or two so the building is

responsive to changes in pro-

gramme and enrolment
"

Dean Dadson tactfully

points out that space, or the

lack of it is at the root of the

College's most basic prob-

lems.

"Although the building has

remained unenlarged since

1954 the enrolment has multi-

plied five times," he says.

"Despite long hours and

the addition of rented space

the College has no accommo-
dation or staff for the semi-

nars or small classes gradu-

ate students are entitled to."

Dean Dadson is in favor of

an increased proportion of

the academic year being

spent on practice teaching,

coupled with an extension of

the academic year

The Dean recognizes that

some students find their

courses irrelevant.

"Some effort must be

made to make our courses in

the history and philosophy of

education more meaningful.

"

he says

In fact, the College of Edu-

cation is trapped in any mat-

ter requiring staff - student

cooperation because of its

UP ONLY

annual graduating class com
prises the entire student

body.

Before I left the Dean
treated me to a guided tour

of the College

He led me from room to

room, muttering about the

thousands of cardboard boxes

the renovators had stacked in

the halls and stopping from

time to time to acknowledge

the smiles ot secretaries and

in jokes of subordinates.

The College proved to be a

wild melange of Depression

Educational and Twenty-First

Century Functional Renova
tion has given some rooms
indirect lighting and closed

circuit TV and left other:

with hardwood floors and
scratched blackboards.

Ultra modern ETV studios,

computer facilities and one of

the most up-toldate language

labs in Canada are crushed

into areas which must cer-

tainly hamper their effective-

ness.

Preliminary plans for a
new building, incorporating

Dean Dadson's retrieval cen-

tre have been completed but

are still a long way from fi-

nal approval.

Until then, the COE stu-

dents will continue to tread

the terrazzo and avoid the

"Staff Only" elevator under

the careful administration of

Superprincipal Dadson.



HERE AND NOWNorth American Patterns of

Technological Employment in Times

of International Tensions

or

JOBS, WAR AND THE U.S.A.

CONVOCATION HALL,

WED. DEC. II, 1968

ssssttftfftttrrr' >»n

The Blue & White Society

presents

CHRISTMAS TREE '68

ENTERTAINMENT

- READING PIUS

- CAROL SINGING GIFTS

B.Y.O.B.*
FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE

(2 TICKETS PER A.T.I. CARD)

WED. DEC. 11, 1968 • 8:30 PM - GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

(*BRING YOUR OWN BLANKET)

By

HARRY NAVEL

Varsity Society Editor

there will be many e«ciling and Interesting i

ilung place on campus during the next Two day

10 loon ol which ire:

TODAY

9 i.m.

Noon Hour Talk wilh J S Cunningham, chaplain lo

tarr House Topic is "Can 20th Century Men Have

lilh?" Guest panelists Dr J Ham & 0' Robl Slater

jdies welcome Music Room. Halt House

Classical concert U ol T Symphonia Debates Boom

"Newton and God-Tha Clarke-Leibnu Controversy"

by FEL Pneslley Professor ol English. University Col-

lege Rm 102 New Physics Building

Prof L MeiC Drjpi of Computer Science will lead

a discussion on the computer in society Evan/one

welcome Copper Room Wy milwood. Vic Bnng Lunch

The History Students Union is presenting a seminar

concerning campus problems to be conducted by Ste-

ven Langdon All students are cordially invited to at

tend Sidney Smilh. Rm 2124

4 p.m.

A public lecture by Professor Eugene Genovose. ol

Sir George Williams University on Slavery in the

Americas in WoHd Perspective" Prof Genovese is one
of a growing citclo ol historians on the "New Left"

Rm 203 New Physics Bldg

Nominations for exccuilvo of Political Economy
•Course Union close at 5 p.m. Submit lo room 2005,
Sidney Smith

Staff student chess match Faculty Club, 2nd floor

7.3p p.m.

The Psychology Students Union presents Or Silvc

nan who will be talking on School Psychologists t

ire welcome to attend South Sitting Room, Hi

There will bo a meeting of the 'Brett' Club ot v

Tom Langan will speak on "Is There moaning in V

ry?" Rhodes Room, Trinity College

Stnndbergs Playing with Fire and Lorca s Tht

Shoemaker's Prodigious Wito At the Church Theatre

4 Glen Morris St Continues to Saturday

Blue Si White Chnstmas Tree Free tickets SAC ol

fice Everyone welcome

A group of students from Rochdale College havi

ENGINEERS
FOR A CAREER

WHERE THE ACTION IS,

CONSIDER

SALES ENGINEERING
Sales engineering presents a field of unlimited opportunity where the sky is the limit - all it takes is a

real interest in engineering and a liking for people who talk your language.

We have openings for sales engineers in several of the fields we serve: mining, construction, petro-

chemical, oil and gas, pulp and paper, the process industries and general industry.

We make portable compressors, stationary compressors, rock drilling equipment, pumps, air and electric

power tools and material-handling hoists, pulp and paper machinery.

Our company representative expects to visit your campus on December 13th. Make arrangements now to

talk to him.

ncfflersoBB-Rand

THURSOAy

Election ot Execute

Fori

I Economy Course

re eligible to vote

CUSO information meeting open to all those inter-

ested in serving overseas tor two years CUSO office.

33 St George St

Vavneh-Mr Shafir from the Jewish Agency will be

giving an minimal talk on opportunities in Israel-Come,

bnng your questions Rm 2129. Sidney Smith

for Studies in Education Mr
ta Barbara. California, will give

"Automation as an Aid to the

4:16 p.m.

Graduate

i robs in Europe Rm

Discussion of Debray s ideas o

Amenca All interested persons

Sitting Room. Han House

The Cultural levolulion in China—revolution in a
(evolution by flay WyJie Room 248 Enndale College
Mam Bfdq

The purpose ol this workshop Is to provide both

published and unpublished creative wnler* with an

opportunity lor critical give and lake North Sitting

Room Hart House

12 mldnlghj

;hrtieu, noted bfyngnoloptisl

When does the breakdown

of society occur?

"When University profes-

sors look and act like the stu-

dents, when kids discuss their

problems with weirdos and

everyone except their par-

ents, when clergymen play

guitars and do not actually

believe in God and saving

people's souls. .

."

It goes on and on.

The news was revealed by

Metro Chairman William Al-

len on Nov. 12 at a meeting

of the advertising and sales

club of Toronto.

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT!

TO
STUDENTS
ft FACULT

OPTICAL
CONTACT LENSES

IM ST. MMW ST. f!7-mO
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Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

S54 Spadlna Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards



The House Committee on
Un-American Activities:

a circus of comic relief
By TOM MILLER

College Press Service

WASHINGTON (CUP - CPS) - Several

weeks ago, vice-president-elect Sprio Agnew
called for a "greater national sense of

humor." The House Committee on Un-

American Activities (HUAC) and its

subpoenaed witnesses have responded to the

call: HUAC by taking itself seriously, and

the witnesses by refusing to.

The committee wanted evidence of "sub-

versive activities" in the last week of Au-

gust in Chicago. It brought to Washington

leaders and anti-leaders of the political and

cultural peace movement — most promi-

nently Dave Dellinger, Tom Hayden and

Ronnie Davis of the National Mobilization

and Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman of the

Youth International Party (YIPpies).

This was the first formal meeting of radi-

cal leaders and "system" politicians since

Chicago. If what happened is any indication

of meetings to come, politicians will begin

sidestepping rather than attacking New
Leftists.

In a normal HUAC hearing, a case

against subpoenaed witnesses is built by the

Committee staff; the witnesses refuse to

say anything under the protection of the

First, Fourth and Fifth Amendments. This

time was different.

The first witness, Bob Greenblatt of the

National Mobilization, spoke at length on

his anti-war work. (He was the first of what

HUAC called the "hostile" witnesses. Ear-

lier, the "friendly" witnesses gave a sum-

mary of Chicago mayor Daley's report on
the week's activities). Dr. Quentin Young,
of the Medical Committee for Human
Rights, then used his time on the stand to

outline the medical needs of demonstrators
everywhere.

Periodically, other witnesses would inter-

rupt with comic relief. After Jerry Rubin
made an announcement, Committee chair-

man Richard Ichord proclaimed, "The chair

is not conducting a circus here today". Ear-
lier, while one police infiltrator was testi-

fying, Abbie Hoffman asked to be excused
to go to the bathroom. His request was
granted.

— Plagued by interruption and witnesses

who didn't see things his way, Chairman
Ichord constantly repeated the intent of the

hearings: "We want to find out if commu-
nists in this country inspired and took part

in the riots in Chicago . . . and if certain

organizations in the United States have con-

nections with foreign communist powers."

The Committee was trying to establ-

ish that Young loaned Ronnie Davis 91,000

to lease office space for the Mobilization in

Chicago. Davis went to Hanoi last spring,

Young quietly said he does not ask for trav-

el dossiers from people to whom he loans

money.
The Committee hearings were most note-

worthy for what didn't occur, rather than

what they did. The most articulate and col-

orful anti-war leaders were not called to

testify; the questions of free speech and

suppression were not raised.

WASHINGTON (CUP - CPS) — Running

parallel to House Committee on Un-Ameri-

can Activities (HUAC) hearings on subver-

sion in Chicago was a sideshow entitled

"Life's Little Circus". Put on by local

Movement groups, the circus was billed as

an alternative to the more formal goings-on

in the Cannon House Office Building.

Both George Washington University, focal

point of activity, and American University,

held forums where Movement leaders in

town for the hearings gave the standard

speeches against the war, against HUAC,
and for funds to keep the Movement sol-

vent.

Before, radical speakers ended up talk-

ing to small bands of those already con-

vinced; now, the crowds include a sizeable

number of people looking over the "peace

crowd" to see if it is worth joining. Many
seemed convinced. From the beginning,

there was not only a boost in numbers, but

in enthusiasm as well.

As far as the public was concerned, these

rallies were the only real events of the

week. Among the spectators were no

fewer than 40 uniformed policemen, and an

unknown number in plainclothes. In order to

get a mythical spectator pass, observers

had to get a regular house gallery pass and

then sign up on a pad of paper a Capitol po-

liceman kept with him. By the end of the

hearings, over 200 names were on it; none

of them gained entry.

Yet the sight of unusually groomed and

attired people lining the walls of a House

office building did liven up the place Paper

hats, bubble gum and apples were handed

out to spectators the first morning Occa-

sionally peace chants would rise out of the

crowd. Once, "Up against the wall" was

repeated in a crescendo that baffled police.

Not only did the Congressional committee

believe the Yippies actually existed, but

even the mythmakers — Jerry Rubin, Paul

Krassner and Abbie Hoffman — were begin-

ning to believe it. As Realist editor Krass-

ner put it, "When I got to Chicago I looked

around and I wasn't sure who I saw. They

weren't hippies, they weren't straights, my
god, I thought, they're actually Yippies."

The myth-turned-real Yippies were being

investigated by HUAC. The policeman

named Pierson who tailed Jerry Rubin in

Chicago told the committee with a straight

face the Yippies planned to take over the

country, dutifully reported in the Washing-

ton Star under the headline "Committee

Told Yippies Plan U.S. Takeover".

The cast of the week's show stayed at a

hotel across the street from the hearing

room. The hotel restaurant is usually filled

with Congressmen, lobbyists and their co-

horts. This week the New York entourage

monopolized part of it, baffling many of the

regulars.

Back at the rally behind the GWU li-

brary, Rubin and Krassner announced plans

for the coming months. Rubin talked of the

fun in Washington on inauguration day He

said he hoped he'd be called to testify — he

wanted to present the HUAC with one of his

"Fuck Communism" posters and accuse

them of being soft on communism if they

didn't accept it.

At one of his regular lunchtime press

conferences with about 25 newsmen. Rubin

also expressed sorrow that he hadn't been

called to testify. "I planned to tell them

everything," he said. He had the Washing-

ton phone book to submit as the Yippie

membership list He said this was the sec-

ond time in two years HUAC paid his way

to Washington only to not let him testify.

"And I'm getting pretty pissed." he con-

cluded.

"Excuse me," came Krassner's voice

from the crowd of newsmen, "is that

spelled p-i-s-s-e-d?"
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The Newspaper Guild strike at the

Peterborough Examiner has become
significant over the past two weeks
owing to the mass influx of students

to help man the picket lines.

This is the first tangible evidence

we've seen in Ontario of the new

thing that's going around in radical

circles these days, student-worker
alliances, in effect due to the realiza-

tion that only the working class has
sufficient economic power to bring

about the changes in society which
students would like to see.

Hopefully, however, the next stu-

dent-worker alliance will bear more
fruit than at Peterborough which

yielded nothing more than frustration

and arrests.

But the venture cannot be termed a

failure. Students learned a lot at Pe-

terborough.

For one thing, they learned that

the role of law and order in any

strike is always to keep the wheels of

big business turning by protecting the

scabs and strikebreakers.

They also learned how a true mo-
nopoly works and why it, especially a

monopoly of the press, is such a dan-

gerous thing. Who are the people of

Peterborough forced to rely on for

their interpretation of the strike? The
Thomson-owned radio and TV sta-

tions, and the Peterborough Exam-
iner of course.

And above all, students saw that,

in many ways, the working man is

his own worst enemy.

That was certainly the most tragic

part of the whole Examiner situation

—the daily crossing of the picket

lines by the pressmen and typeset-

ters, the fellow workers of the Guild

This wasn't too hard to understand.

Three years ago in Toronto, when the

shoe was on the other foot and the

International Typographers' Union
was on strike, members of the Toron-
to Newspaper Guild crossed the pick-

et lines in droves, dooming the ITU
strike to failure.

— Noticeable too, was the general

failure of other labor unions in. Peter-

borough to come to the aid of the

Guild.

These are the sort of hard facts

that students must learn to face be-

fore starting out on philanthropic fan-

tasies to aid the impoverished prole-

tariat.

For" capitalism has, by and large,

bought off the working class. It's

managed this with welfare, $3.50 an

hour work contracts and multitudi-

nous fringe benefits. These days,

except in isolated cases, the working

man is doing OK, and he certainly

isn't going to jeopardize his position

for some other poor stiffs trying to

effect meaningful reforms in the

Thomson system.

Right now the working man is only

asking for a bigger share of the capi-

talist's profits. He's not asking for a

new society—one where the people

who do the work are the people who
call the shots.

Unless he does, student radicals,

come revolution time the working

class and big business are going to

fight you to the death.

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a slates-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

.... fltvw
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new links with the working man
And he's oh so good

And he's oh so fine

And he's oh so healthy

In his body and his mind.

He's a well-respected man about town

Doing the best things so conserva-

tively.

— A Well- Respected Man
The Kinks

Are students at university really

happy? Or are they just content?
This question has been bugging

me for some time now. Somebody
told me recently that the reason for

the widespread reaction against
student protest is the fact that most
students are really happy with the

way things are going here. Student
unrest seems so Mickey Mouse
when students "have never had it so

good".

Yet somehow I cannot help feel-

ing that students who never had it

so good are having their minds dul-

lened by prosperity. The whole role

and reason of a university is being
obscured in a welter of material
comfort.

Dear student, how many times

H wot a slow quiet hoi night on tho homo
front, hollo to man/ koto in room 6 wai it

as bad as you thought? number., wo need
number* cause annot with field toe and
kldeck hoi tho bog. what will wo fill pages
with, doylo hoi helped and sue p. too and
luocup hoi divulged and dlvurged to prem-
ingor and cup ott ii sadly missed, brion
want* loup and mo ihorry wai not oble to

produce, only ampersand whom wo lovo.

davo ll tho now champ who chomped on
tlddlies. mlckloburgh hoi not refined hit

longuage tho hit picl try to toy otherwise,

edits, we write edits and I'm tired of writ-

ing edits complains who but mack ray. er-

.ol has helped in and out and in with help
by john r. who only develops more, it's

coming it's coming why it's Ihe 31st of
course and someone here was glad to hear
from loyolo and their monaglng editor,
time flies Ihe dog jumped, she barbed,
whoops leave room for gooff, mlbe, henry
star, iarry long-hoi, jlm business type and
all those who were unable to lobe this trip
on the good ship lollipol an did you know
that otto llbes acid and us. having missed
we will sbip out, silently In to the coolness,
mass oblivion among the hungry, starving
ones to fight our way with unbnowns and
big brother to guide Ul sigh. . .blbi.
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have you been turned-on, excited,

thrilled by what you learned in

class? Chances are, not too many
times.

But isn't it the purpose of the

university to do just that? I used to

think so. But I think I've been en-

lightened.

The purpose of this university is

to make you comfortable. That's the
only explanation that comes to mind
when I see what is going on around
me. It's not to excite you, it's not to

get you involved in the world around
you. Rather, it's just the opposite.

The university is a place where
most students become permanently
blind.

Recently I had the opportunity to

do something that I have never done
before, something totally alien to

my social and economic back-
ground. I went on strike with about
200 other students at the Peterbor-
ough Examiner.

Bully for you, you say! What's so

great about that?

I can tell you what is so great
about it — it was uncomfortably dif-

ferent. I found myself getting up at

2:00 o'clock in the morning, travel-

ling on a bus to a small Ontario
town, picketing for hours in the cold
with little food, and fighting what
for many students is a debatable
cause. Yet I learned in that experi-

ence more than I'd learn in 100

classes on campus.
I learned in particular the neces-

sity for a common bond between
students and labor. I learned in

general that the "learning process"

if often of necessity uncomfortable

and disturbing.

In the years of the Great Depres-

sion, up to half the labor force was
out of work in some areas. The
stock market fell, family savings

declined or were wiped out, famine

occurred in the West, and there was
talk of war in Europe. Yet from
what I have learned from people

who lived through that degrading

experience, one could still find hap-

piness in hardship — often because

of it.

Am I saying that in hardship

there is happiness? No. What I am
saying is that in an easy and pros-

perous life there is not necessarily

happiness. It is important to point

this out because it is so easily ac-

cepted in our society that comfort is

equal to happiness.

So what does this mean to the

average university student?

It means that sitting in a lecture

hall and mechanically scribbling

down notes contributes little to

learning It means that sitting in a

tutorial, silent and unprepared, also

contributes little to learning.

Our university years are poten-

tially the most exciting of our lives

Are we going to spend them asleep

or awake? — paralyzed or in ac-

tion?

Is university a meeting place for

aware, politicized individuals, or is

it a barn for contented cows?
In the end. the responsibility for

ensuring the former rests with the

students themselves.
— Lelgbton Reld



"We're planning a revolution"
By Don Gregory

Dear Mom,
I hear you are worried about

me. You have read in the news-
paper and heard on the radio that
small minority of dissatisfied
students at the University of
Waterloo are disturbing the peace
and serenity of our campus.
You may even have heard that

I was arrested for trespassing
while distributing supposedly
obscene literature to highschool
students. You have heard all this
talk about student power and
Marxism and revolution.

Well, some of it is true. We do
talk about student power and
Marxism; and we are planning a
revolution. Let me tell you about
our revolution.

We are, most of us, well-off.

None of us starves.

All of us have somewhere to

sleep. Some of us even own cars.

It is because we don't need to

worry about our physical well-

being that we have time to look

at the world around us. We don't

like what we see.

On the one hand we are told

we've never had it so good. On
the other we wonder what's

"good" about it. I remember
once standing on a corner of

Bloor Street in Toronto through-

out lunch hour and not seeing one

smiling person. The suicide and

crime rates are climbing rapidly.

We are told that we live in a

free and democratic society. We
wonder how the selection of our

national leaders is democratic.

The local Amish folk are forced

to participate in unemployment
insurance and medicare schemes

they neither want nor need.

American troops crusade to force

democracy on the people of Viet-

nam.
The examples are endless and I

could write you a letter everyday

describing them. Many of us have

simply been overwhelmed by the

magnitude of the contradictions

facing us and have stuck our

heads in the sand hoping that if

we don't see the problems they
will go away.
Some of us have courageously

entered the system with hopes of

changing it from within. Others
despair that nothing can be done
before the whole social - political
- economic monolith is brought
crashing to the ground so a new
society can rise phoenix-like from
the ashes of the old.

Our revolution is not just politi-

cal — we don't just want to re-

place the old establishment with
one that is newer and possibly

more human.
We want to build a world

where there is no place for an
establishment; no place for a Hit-

ler or a Trudeau; no place for

people to starve as many in the

Atlantic provinces and not a few
in Ontario do now.

We want to build a world
where there is no place for sol-

diers and bombs as there are
everywhere now; no place for

"news media" that report only

crime and violence; no place for

the infection of minds by spurious

television.

We don't want this just for

Canada or for "the free world";

we want it for the whole world.

We want to stop foreign inva-

sions in Vietnam and in Czecho-

slovakia. We want a world where
a man works for his own needs,

not those of the Big Company or

the petty dictator.

We want a world where every

man can be creative whether it

be as an artist or as a mechanic

or farmer. We want to speak as

we feel and not just mouth polite,

meaningless banalities.

We feel that this kind of world

is possible — it has to be possi-

ble, otherwise there is no mean-

ing to life. Societies have existed

in the past where the majority of

citizens were happy and creative.

Ancient Greek society with all its

imperfections maybe a good

example.

The Greeks were able to build

their famous statues, write their

beautiful poems and formulate
profound theories because they
had thousands of slaves to work
for them
Today we have a different kind

of slave — mechanical slaves.

Unthinking machines can do
nearly everything and a few
thinking men can design ma-
chines to cover the few excep-
tions.

When control of the means of

production and the means of

communication passes from the

hands of the few into the hands of

all, then we can make the ma-
chines whicti will free us from
routine uncreative jobs to think

about the fundamental problems
of human existence.

Even while fighting for real

democracy, whether it be behind

the barricades at the Sorbonne, in

Wenceslas Square, in the Black
Ghettos, in the streets of Mexico
City, at the campus center here

or wearing black pyjamas in the

jungles of Vietnam, we realize

that political and economic re-

forms are but the first step.

Until a significant number of

people in the world demand for

themselves and their brothers not

only "life, liberty, and attainment

of happiness and an equal share

of the material wealth — until

these are universal rights, the

revolution will not even have

begun.

What you have read in the pa-

pers are but the first successes

and mistakes of a venture which

I hope will someday involve all

man in the search for human dig-

nity and happiness.

To refuse the call to arms
would be to refuse my birth-right

as a human being Just as my
ancestors of two hundred years

ago felt impelled to carve a na-

tion out of the wilderness of

America; I, today, feel compelled

to build a society where man has

the power of self - determination

With Love and Respect.

Your son, Don.

Reprinted from The Chevron

LETTERS
indignation

Mr. Patrick D. Lawlor, MPP,

Parliament Buildings,

Toronto

Dear Sir:

We the undersigned members of the

St. Michael's College Student Council

wish to express our indignation at the

letter sent to you by Mr. F. Paul

Fromm, a member of our council. We

disagree entirely with the allegations

against Mr. Alberto DiGiovanni and

the inferences against Professor Wil-

liam Dunphy. Unfortunately since Mr

Fromm was acting in his capacity as

Chairman of the Edmund Burke Soci-

ety on the University of Toronto cam-

pus the Student Council has no author-

ity to censure him officially. Yet we

would like to convey to you our dis-

pleasure and disgust with the contents

of Mr Fromm's letter.

We trust that this letter demon-

strates that Mr. Fromm's views are

not consistent with those of St Mi-

chael's College students We also hope

that these events have not lowered

your estimation of St. Michael's Col-

lege.

Robert Shiley President

and 10 other members
of the SMC Council

fromm fights back

If I might. I would like to clarify a

few points about the Lawlor - Kirk at-

tain First, the money given to the

Edmund Burke Society by both SAC
and the SMC Student Council was given

with only one stipulation: that it be

used to defray the cost of the Kirk -

Lawlor debate In arranging for an

N D P. speaker. Mr Genovese in-

formed the N.D.P. Provincial head-

quarters that we would be unable to

oiler an honorarium, due to the high

cost ol bringing Dr Kirk from Mecosta

Michigan and paying his speakers tec

(175 00 all told I

Mv second point is that up until this

week we had received no direct confir-

mation, in tact no correspondence at

all. from Mr Lawlor to indicate that

By LARRY HAIVEN

his interpretation of the agreement

was not, in fact the same as ours. Had

we at any time learned of his dissatis-

faction, we would willingly have sought

to keep the peace by giving him the

benefit of the doubt and paying him

This week, we did receive a letter

from him asking for an honorarium ol

125.00. We are. therefore, sending out a

115 00 cheque to supplement the (10 00

one given him last week
May I take this opportunity to note

my disgust at the cynical way in which

Mr. Di Giovanni has dragged this mat-

ter (a matter strictly between Mr.

Lawlor and the Edmund Burke Soci-

ety I up before the S M C Student

Council and S.A.C. Even more repre-

hensible has been his action in circulat-

ing around campus copies of our corre-

spondence with Mr Lawlor.

It is interesting that a matter of an

alleged 125 00 has taken up so much
lime on two student councils, when

huge budgets (eg. for the Varsity or

Mickitiesl arc passed with scant dis-

cussion f pau | fromm.
Ill SMC)
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At 7:00 in the evening,

a student, dishevelled, his hair flying out
from beneath a Che beret, ran into SAC of-

fice, his eyes full of fire. "Goddamn bas-

tards." he said' "Goddamn administration;
goddamn university:

blow the place up!"
Alberto de Giovanni grabbed the strang-

er's hands and started jumping up and down
with him yelling. "Blow it up! Blow it up!"
Andy Wernick arrived just then, an hour

late for the executive meeting
"Well," he said. "I'm going to have to

make a concrete social analysis of this,

since none of you has the intelligence nor

the guts to do so.

"Obviously this fellow is a horny engineer

who's been co-opted by the military indus-

trial corporate elite, who will buy his body

when he graduates ." With that, he threw his

cigarette to the ground and left it burning

Steve Langdon came out of his office af-

ter hearing the raucous He was absolutely

furious He was raging: "Uh couldja kinda

keep it a bit quieter, huh'' I have some diffi-

culty reacting to what's going on here. 'we're

gonna hafta ask some kinda relevant ques-

tions here."

Schachar stomped out. mad as all getup.

"What the hell's going on here? Is this free-

dom'' Is this democracy? This is violence,

just like staff washrooms One of my clini-

cians gave a urinalysis today, from con-

tents of a staff washroom. I asked him,

"What's your analysis " He answered. "If

you're in third year meds and you don't

know what a urinalysis is, then you can

bloody well fail!" 1 mean, that's violence!

Just then Martha Tracey emerged from

her office. "What's going on here?"

Some people explained to her "Well."

she said. "We need this fellow to channel

his destructive impulses into useful actions,

maybe write slogans. Now, Andy Wernick

you take your hands off of him, he's ours."

A terrific struggle ensued, with Jenny

Penney and Wernick pulling one arm and

Langdon, Martha, and Norm on the other

Finally Wernick and Jenny gave up and

stomped out "Bloody liberals." spat Wer-

nick over his shoulder.

Martha picked up the stranger, who was

still foaming at the mouth and raving She

brushed off his clothes and straightened his

hair, as he raged

"Now you just keep quiet", she said. "I

want you to go into Bob Rae's office and be

legitimized." And she grabbed him by the

scruff of the neck and threw him in Bob's

office

"I find your actions tasteless and

idiotic." said Rae "This office has been the

source of more confused hysteria than the

day Paul Fromm found out that we had giv-

en accommodation to the Union of Ameri-

can Nihilists" "Very interesting!" came

Fromm's voice from a crack in the door.

"The red haired girl in the office said you

would legitimize me." said the stranger.

"Yes,

I think you can be legitimized. We'll swear

that this doesn't mean revolution, only rapid

and forceful social change with the purpose

of replacing the existing socio - politico -

economic system

But the stranger was asleep, fast asleep.
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backlog

langdon and U.S. imperialism

In his article on "American

Imperialism," President Lang-

don suggested that it would be

irresponsible to propose the abo-

lition of American economic in-

fluence from Canada without pos-

ing alternatives. Since I feel he

failed to do this adequately, I

would like to point out a few sali-

ent facts.

It seems to be a common mis-

conception amongst Canadian

autarchists that independent eco-

nomic development can be

achieved without some very real

sacrifices on the part of the Ca-

nadian people. Experience in the

Soviet Union since 1917 has point-

ed out clearly that capital invest-

ment simply cannot be made
without a proportionate cutback

in the output of consumer goods.

In the light of the extensive

amount of capital investment

over past years by the United

States for which Canadians have

had to make no significant sacri-

fice of consumption, it becomes

clear that takeover on a fair ba-

sis of American - owned industry

would be a very costly affair

indeed. In short, one cannot in-

vest without sacrificing immedi-

ate consumption.

A few of the implications of

such investment should be looked

into. It will be difficult to contin-

ue, to say nothing of expanding,

necessary social welfare pro-

grams, since this requires a

large - scale channelling of na-

tional wealth into pure consump-

tion. It will also be difficult to

ask an already - sacrificing publ-

ic to finance purely self - edi-

fying pursuits such as liberal arts

education, something which

clearly tends to benefit the stu-

dent himself rather than society

in its newly - defined role. In

short, the independent develop-

ment by our small population of

the enormous resources that we
have a duty to. share, combined

with the enormous volume of

industry we wish to expropriate,

will require great sacrifices on

our part if we hope to do this on

any meaningful basis.

And to what end? The theme

so often sounded here is the con-

trol of our own political destiny.

Have we considered the implica-

tions for democracy and political

liberty of the reduction in stand-

ards of living, of leisure, and of

the scrapping of certain neces-

sary but consumption - oriented

programmes? To be more specif-

ic, the major theme seems to be

the rather dubious assertion of

political interference by the

American corporation.

Even if this was a clearly self

- evident charge, my principal

concern would not be with solv-

ing the problem by eliminating

the American and foreign corpo-

rations, but rather with improv-

ing our governmental system to

eliminate disproportionate corpo-

rate influence altogether. Is it

really worth it after all to say we
have solved anything by restrict-

ing big business influence to

purely Canadian concerns who
probably have considerably more
interest in government actions

than foreigners?

My point then, is that Presi-

dent Langdon's sentiments re-

flect only one side of a two-sided

coin and his seeming failure to

consider the disadvantages and

even the advantages of his pro-

posals smacks of the sort of

senseless nationalism and jin-

goism that are so much a part of

the world problems today. I

would ask Mr. Langdon and other

of his adherents to reali2e that

one gets nothing without work
and sacrifice no matter what

economic ideology one ensores.

The vital question he has failed

to consider is, "Is it worth it?"

Jeffrey Green
(I Pre-Meds)

V.D. and you

The advent and increasing use

of the Pill appears to have en-

couraged sexual freedom in the

general community, including the

University. Unfortunately, it has

not done away with extra - mari-

tal pregnancy and for whatever

the reason, we are becoming

progressively concerned and in-

volved with the psychiatric, so-

cial, and other complications of

such pregnancies.

In addition, while reliable

comparative statistics are diffi-

cult to obtain, there appears to

be a makred increase in venereal

disease in the general population.

This is certainly our impression

at the University Health Service.

It manifests particularly as so-

called "non-specific urethritis,"

an affliction traditionally regard-

ed as less serious than gonor-

rhea. However, it is frequently a

relatively long continued, wor-

rying, nuisance type of illness

and, in the general population,

not infrequently associated with

other debilitating complications

PREGNANCY TESTING

BY MAIL
FAST — ACCURATE
CONFIDENTIAL
For Information
PHONE 223-5261

9 a.m. — 5 p.m. or write:

GRAVLAB
P.O. BOX 399. "STN.

K"
TORONTO 12

GIRLS
OVER IB

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors
looking fUSt for you

929-0611

(CM 20TH CENTURY I

MAN

| HAVE FAITH? |

TO-DAY
§ Music Room, Hart House jjij

ijij 1:10 p.m.

(Ladies Welcome) 1

in the form of arthritis and eye

disease, the so-called "Reiter's

syndrome."
While the increase of proven

gonorrhea is less remarkable in

the student population, in the

past year or so we have seen

several cases where the strain of

gonococcus responsible for the

infection has proven resistant to

many of the commonly used

drugs, and much more difficult

to cure.

Despite the Pill, everyone

would be well advised to remem-

ber that indiscriminate sexual

exposure continues to carry with

it very real complicating haz-

ards. Accepting that prevention

is generally better than cure, the

ideal preventive measure still

consists of personal control and

avoidance of exposure. For those

persons unable to exhibit suffi-

cient personal continence, the

use of the prophylactic condome,

and such simple measures as

extraordinary personal cleanli-

ness immediately after exposure,

appear still to be worthwhile, as

is also an early visit to a doctor

when in doubt.

Students wishing to discuss

these and other matters of sex

education with a doctor, will be

welcomed at the University

Health Service.

G. E. Wodehouse, M.D.
Director.

reply to bastien

Dear Mr. Bastien,

Why all this pessimism! Sure-

ly black History is being made
every day and should not be con-

fined to the re-telling of past in-

justices. Let us try to write some

more post - emancipation books

that would give a positive outlook

to our black schoolchildren in the

Caribbean.

While your article (Dec. 2)

contains much historical truth —
for example these white and
light-skinned dunces who are

holding executive jobs in banks

and industry under the auspices

of the Jaycees and other such

bodies should definitely be re-

placed by qualified blacks — but

you omitted to tell the unin-

formed reader that there are

many black leaders of govern-

ment and other organizations,

who are struggling with many
economic problems such as over-

population. Also, if the 'cooley'

and the 'chiney' who were
brought as indentured labourers

can become entrepreneurs and
professionals, why can't the neg-

ro? Your orientation is rather

retrogressive and bleak and I

must say that I am unaware that

blacks are being excluded from
education (I had considered it to

have always been our only means
of salvation).

I was educated by whites and

they never succeeded in giving

me any inferiority complex about

my colour and there are many
blacks who are not anti-black.

The first time I encountered this

breed of anti-black blacks was
among the pseudo - intellectuals

who frequent the International

Student Centre which I tried un-

successfully to join. I do not

think we can blame "colonisa-

tion' alone for the inadequacy

which causes these anti-blacks,

both male and female, to scorn

their own colour and search for

gratification in 'beautiful white

blondes' while still complaining

about discrimination and preju-

dice.

You are in SGS, why not try to

invent a solution for the ills

which beset our less fortunate

blacks in the Caribbean? Try

being in the seat of government

and be prepared to be criticised

for your blunders, but do some-

thing.

Joyce Remy
(HI New)

BLUE -WHITE BAND
|

UNIFORMS WILL BE COLLECTED AT
THE S.A.C. OFFICE ON

THURSDAY. DEC. 12th

and FRIDAY. Dec. 13th

BETWEEN 12:00 and 2:00 P.M.

IF THERE ARE ANY RENTED INSTRUMENTS STILL

NOT TURNED IN, OR IF YOU CAN'T MAKE EITHER OF
THE ABOVE DATES - PHONE 92 I-96S6.

have you:

been to israel?

thought about going?
A group of people who have found Israel a dynamic

and growing society are holding a

SEMINAR
O N

ISRAEL AS A DEVELOPING SOCIETY

at HART HOUSE FARM

on December 25lh and 26th

For further information call Lorraine at 787-7923 or

Anna at 787-0981.
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Centre For The Study Of Drama

Theodore Kritas

manager of the

PIRAIKON THEATRON
(appearing at O'Keefe Centre December 16—21)

will lecture on

GREEK TRAGIC THEATRE
Thursday, December 12

Hart House Theatre

4:00 p.m.

staff, students and the public are invited

POLITICAL ECONOMY COURSE UNION

[lection of Executive Officers

Seven Executive Members to be elected, one person from

each of the divisions of Commerce, Economics, Political

Science, the Graduate School, and a Chairman and two

other members elected at large.

Nominations accepted in Commerce Club Office,

Room 2005, Sidney Smith,

until Wednesday. December 1 1 at 5:00 p.m.

ELECTION ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12



What did you learn at

COE QCOE?) today?
By SHERRY BRYDSON

Taking a trip to the College

of Education is like taking a

step back into your past.

Remember the high school

you attended? Well, COE is

just like it, or maybe even a

bit worse.

Long, corridors, suitably

decorated with posters. Buy
Twig Ads! (compliments of

the UTS magazine) Thursday
is Pub Night — Go to the

Brunswick House
(compliments of the student

council, who until recently

saw themselves as a social

agency).

In the basement, wall to

wall lockers and a cafeteria

that makes the Devonshire

House basement look like

Paradise.

And a lot Of disillusioned

people.

I went to several classes

recently, much to my discom-

fort. First on the list was the

much - criticised History and

Philosophy of Education.

The assignments for this

course: a 1,000 - word essay

on The Role of the Teacher in

Today's Society, and a "re-

port of the student's views on

one important problem raised

during this course after he

has read at least one of the

approved books on the sub-

ject."

Hmm. And I had just fin-

ished a conversation with

several disgruntled students

who felt their time could be

more profitably spent study-

ing contemporary educational

philosophers such as Paul

Goodman, A. S. Neill — even

Montessori.

But no — the topic was

Plato and Elitism, and we all

got out our notebooks and

settled down in the somewhat

rickety chairs in a long, nar-

row classroom.

Instructor J. M Paton, a

kindly looking man with a

slight Scots burr, starts by

giving us "a little back-

ground" on- Plato — that he

was an outstanding student of

Socrates and that he founded

the academy.

THE GRAPHIC CF 3\lbZ.'T T~/.CHEflS

basis of judg;e;:t

a) PERSONAL CKAKACTF.HIfeTICS

:

i) Voi ce : Is it strong? melodious?
Does it lack tone ,

range , colour?
Is it properly projected?

(Is remedial work at the College indicated?)
Is it authoritative?

ii) Speech : Does he use colloquialisms?
Is the student fluent?
Does he speak with an accent?
"(VJhat should be our attitude toward the French-
Canadian for whom English is the second language?)

CONCERT
of the

TORONTO MANDOLIN
ORCHESTRA

Eugene Dofny,

Conductor
Saturday. Dec. 14th. 1968

B1CKFORD PARK HIGH
SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

777 Blow St. W.(at Christie)

Admission: S2.00
Curtain: 8:15 p.m.

ARISTOCRAT
"But these things are not

too important," Paton says.

"What is important to re-

member is that Plato was an
aristocrat."

Paton then went on to de-

scribe Plato's three-tiered

education system: the little -

educated men of Bronze, the

men of Silver, whose main
education centered around

the arts of war, and the intel-

lectual elite — the men of

Gold.

(At this point, a student

from the middle of the class-

room began waving his arm
in the air. It was ignored.)

After further amplification,

Mr. Paton asked his class:

"Is there any merit in this

elitist picture at all?"

"Basically, this is the type

of system we have today,"

offered one student.

No one challenged him.

"In the process Plato de-

scribed, it is an impossible

situation," said another.

"The student would lose con-

tact with the world."

There was no argument.

The student who had ear-

lier tried to ask a question

put up his hand. It was again

ignored.

Although he had promised

to "clear up a few terms" at

the end of the class, there

was no time, and we trotted

off to lunch in the gracious

COE cafeteria.

Lunch was a bit of a strug-

gle as we waited in line in

the pipe-lined basement room
(giving priority to the UTS
boys, of course).

FRUSTRATION
I mentioned my frustration

at the discussion during the

History and Philosophy of

Education class. "They acted

as if they thought elitism and

censorship is a good thing!" 1

moaned.

My companions told me I

hadn't heard the half of it.

Only 38 out of the 80 or so

students had attended the

class, I learned. The rest

have just given up. They

don't care any more.

"No use rocking the boat."

one told me cynically. "It

won't do any good, so we just

ignore it."

Discussion centered around

the lack of a rallying point

for the students. The cafete-

ria, capable of seating per-

haps 50 of the 1,000 students

registered at COE, is hot,

stuffy and unpleasant. (Not to

mention the quality of the

food, of course.)

The student coundil doesn't

have its own office.

"Everyone goes home as

soon as his classes are over.

There's no way you can reach

the student body."

"Except if you go to the

Brunswick House on Thurs-

day nights," said The Cynic.

(I was later treated to beer

at the Brunswick, THE drink

ing spa for COE people. It's

just as blah, if not blah-er,

than the COE itself )

My six table companions

agreed practise teaching was

the best thing about the Col-

lege, "because you get away
from it

." But they found a lot

of faults with the way the

Associate marks the student

teacher

"It's a purely subjective

thing. I heard of a girl, a

Chinese girl, who got low

marks in her French classes,

because she didn't have a

good accent Actually, it was

more probably because the

associate doesn't like Chinese

people
''

"Yeah — 1 was given a low

mark, not because of my
scholarship, but because I

was too casual. 1 said yeah,

and O.K. too much
"

"One French teacher at

Runnymede makes her stu-

dents swear on the Bible

when they tell her why they

didn't do their homework

She gave her student teacher

a bad mark when he refused

to do the same."
And so the discussion went

It was not really a normal

discussion, because few COE
students feel like talking

about their course outside of

class — they want to forget it

as soon as possible

It was not a normal discus-

sion because few COE stu-

dents linger in their cafete-

ria, or eat there at all. for

that matter

And it was not a normal

discussion because few COE
students have any ideas about

what is wrong with their Col-

lege and what they could do

to change it

As we passed the Staff

Only elevator and began the

long climb to the top of the

building for another class, I

couldn't help but wonder why

the students haven't done

something lo improve condi-

tions.
• You know, on the basis of

what I've learned here so far,

I'm going to make a lousy

teacher." my companion told

me. as we settled in our seats

to wait lor a lecture on Ad-

ministration and Professional

Practise

EUGENE GENOVESE

SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS

Will Lecture On

SLAVERY IN THE

AMERICAS

Room 203

NEW PHYSICS BLDG.

IMPORTANT

A.I.E.S.E.C.

GENERAL MEETING

for jobs In Europe

Thursday, Dec. 12, 5 p.m.

Sidney Smith Bldg. 1084

GRAND MARCH

10 p.m. - E.C.R.
*

DANCING

3 Bands

MIDNIGHT DINNER

SPLASHING

2-2:40 a.m.

: Hall Port"

HART HOUSE

New Year's Eve Ball

December 31st.

Tickets:

$15.00/couple
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FUofT : see what can happen when people
are learning for their own interest

By MARY KATE ROWAN

I remember a little blonde bright-

eyed girl who used to bounce home
from kindergarten and run to her

mother with "School was fun today,

Mommy".
Somewhere along the line the girl

stopped skipping to school and her

mother heard less and less the

phrase. "School is fun".

Today, she yawns her way through

university lectures, attacks her re-

quired reading with a little less fire

in her eyes, churns out term paper

after term paper and somehow al-

ways manages to acquire enough

"knowledge" to pass examinations.

During your school career how
much learning have you done because

you wanted to? How much have you

done because of the all-important

exam? There is a difference in moti-

vation.

There are classes at the University

of Toronto where students attend for

one reason only—because they want

to. Called the Free University of

Toronto and sponsored by SAC, it

terms itself a "counter-institution to

provide meaningful learning oppor-

tunities unavailable in the University

of Toronto."

The number of courses—"Oh, ap-

proximately 25," shrugs Bob Bossin

(B.A.6T7), registrar and SAC's full-

time education consultant. "It's hard

to say because new courses are being

added all the time. Anyone who is

interested can start a course on any-

thing."

Courses include Anarchism, Non-

Authoritative Medicine, University of

Toronto History, Latin America—The
Role of the Military and Computers
for Artsmen. All are tuition-free,

exam-free and credit-free.

According to Bossin, the counter-

courses, which originated in a cam-
paign promise last spring by student

council President Steve Langdon,

were established to "see what can

happen when people are learning for

their own interest."

"It's people wanting to learn as

opposed to memorizing what they

don't give a damn about."

After the first advertisement in

The Varsity, SAC received 300 phone

inquiries about the counter courses.

As the "counter-institution" enters

its third month, Anarchy, Canadian

History, and Magic and Witchcraft

have been the most popular.

No one was interested in "The
Canadian Government" or "Imperial-

ism and the Cold War". Even though

a number of people expressed inter-

est in the Film Group, no one was
willing to direct the course. It too

died.

"I don't see that in terms of fail-

ure," says Bob Bossin. "If a person

drops out of a course, it's a learning,

not a failure. At least people in the

Film Group learned where their in-

terests lay."

Format in the FU of T classes var-

ies. Many use the "student-centered

teaching" approach in which the typi-

cal student-teacher relationship is

non-existent.

Ideally, in "student-centered teach-

ing", the "teacher" steps down from
his Mount Olympus of the lecture

podium to become a resource person

—equal in stature to, but with more
knowledge than the student.

No one calls anyone "Sir". Often,

teacher and student are on a first

name basis. They may even share the

same ashtray. Because of the casual

atmosphere, it is easier for ideas to

flow.

"My function," says Frank Park,

who conducts a course on Cuba, "is

to chair a discussion and add some-
thing to it."

Stanley Ryerson, historian and au-

thor of several books on Canadian
history is resource person in the

Canadian History counter-course. He
defines a resource person as "some-
one who is able to be consulted and
who is able to make suggestions rath-

er than someone who just gives lec-

tures."

"My function is to get people talk-

ing" adds Don Crowe (III UC), re-

source person for Anarchy: The Po-

litical Philosophy.

As motivation for learning the

present educational system provides

essays and exams—forms of external

evaluation. The FU of T disregards

this motivation and substitutes inter-

est.

"It's learning as opposed to pre-

tending you know it," explains Bos-

sin. "In this situation there is no one
you have to impress with marks so

there is ho pretending. It's very diffi-

cult to pretend and learn at the same
time."

"There really is a lot of discus-

sion," comments Crowe. "It's the

kind of thing that develops when peo-

ple are really interested in what's
going on."

How does the conversation start?

"What happens at a party?" counters

Crowe. "However, we're always on
topic."

He expressed surprise at the num-
ber of students in his course who
have done the suggested reading and
know exactly what is going on at all

times.

However, there are problems in

the student-centered teaching ap-

proach.

"Some problems can't be solved by

pure spontaneity," commented Ryer-
son. "Also, there is a problem of con-

tinuity, since the same people don't

come to each class, often we have to

start fresh.

"This set-up has the potential to

become a valuable learning situation,

but it is still in the early stages. It

needs perhaps to be more strongly

structured and integrated as a sys-

tem."
Ryerson cited another problem—

because some members are graduate
students and some undergraduates,

there is a variation of the informa-

tion the individuals have on Canadian
history.

Can the counter-courses have an
effect on the present university set-

up?

"Perhaps", comments Ryerson.
"There is a possible stimulus to

change in that these courses are

going on and are being attended.

However, to have a really major ef-

fect, the system must be well-organ-

ized."

What is the future for the FU of T?
"Maybe we'll have a calendar next

year," says Bob Bossin. "Later, we
might demand accreditation from the

university for these courses. How-
ever, that's not important. The im-

portant thing is what happens in

these learning situations."

One of his main objections to the

system as it is now, is that students

must borrow time from their regular

courses to attend the counter-

courses. Most courses are held at

night or during lunch periods.

Students seem to borrow time will-

ingly, at least in Don Crowe's course

where the discussion lasts from two
till six on a Friday afternoon.

How often have you wished for a

four hour class?
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Black Panthers John Carlos

and Tom Smith will not visit

the U of T campus as adver-

tised.

"There is no 'Canadian
problem'," Smith told SAC
Cultural Affairs Commission-
er Mark Freiman (IV UC).

A DIAMOND
1 FOR CHRISTMAS? S

CAMP STAFF
Monitou wabing Camp of Fine Art*

Soiling, Waler-Skiing, Swimming, Canoeing and
Tripping, Golf, Tennis, Riding, Riflery, Fencinq,
Music (String and wind players). Drama (cost-

umes), Drawing and Painting, Graphic!, Pottery,

Sculpture. Some executive positions open. Sec-
tion Head A Coach.

Now eccepting applications from counsellor*, assistants and
Instructors In tha following:

Graduate and undergred, students with experience, call Ru. 3-

6168 or write 82} Eglinton Avenue West, Toronto for applica-

tions and further information.

! YOU CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND

ENGAGEMENT RING ON A

DIRECT BASIS

Examples from Slock

Solltolre .40 Ct. S300.00

Solitaire .50 Ct. S300.00

Solltoire .62 Cl. S300.00

3-Stone 3x.20 CIS. $300.00
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90R STUDENTS
oALL CHRISTMAS CARDS
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PROCTOR & CO.
omond and Gem

131 Sloor Si.
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PENTHOUSE
PARTIQUE

Dealers 121-7702S
W. Suite 416 6

A Complete Line ol Party Needs Catering Exotic Gifts

PLACE OES BOUTIQUES 80 BLOOR ST. WEST
Next Door to the Embassy
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:>! This picture was handed
gout to about 50 members
:
:
: : of the U of T Liberal dub
& yesterday noon by Gary
vlOakes, one of its eo-ou-
;*; thors.

Oakei, a former reporter

Jvfor the Toronto Telegram
v' happened to be in Ottawa
X during Trudeau's rise to

*>: popularity. Yesterday he
:-; wire a black leather jack-

Wet and yellow and black

v- polka-dot tie.

X; "I think Trudeau's a su-

j£ perficial swinger," he said,

X flicking his cigarette ash
X into the chalk ledge of the

black board. "I think he'll

X; lost one more election and
£; then quit, probably go

X back to teaching."

Oakes is presently doing

X- graduate work at Massey
X College.

Prof welcomes Viet Cong victory
By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

"Unlike most of my distin-

guished colleagues here this

morning, I do not fear or re-

gret the impending Vietcong
victory in Vietnam I wel-
come it."

These words were spoken
in 1965 by Prof Eugene D
Genovese, then a professor of

history at Rutgers University
in New Jersey.

Dr. Genovese speaks at 4

p.m. today in Room 203 of the

New Physics Building on
Slavery in the Americas in

World Perspective

His statement, made dur-
ing an April 1965 teach-in

touched off a state-wide con-

troversy over whether

Genovese should be dis-

missed
Genovese remained at Rut-

gers University until the
spring of 1967 when he re-

signed and moved to Sir
George Williams University
in Montreal where he is cur-
rently a full professor of his-

tory

Genovese's outspoken re-

marks have appeared in other
places as well In 1963 he re-

viewed a book by Herbert
Aptheker which supported the
Moscow line of peaceful co-
existance. Genovese disa-
greed violently with Aptheker
and wrote that "remarks
about several hundred million
casualties in a nuclear war

by Douglas Stuobing wim
John Marshall and Garv Oakes

VARSITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE

The Public Relations committee of the Varsity Board of
Directors is available to deal with serious complaints relat-
ing to The Varsity. Complaints should be submitted in writ-
ing to:

Varsity Board of Directors

Public Relations Committee
c-o The Varsity

91 St. George St.

Toronto 5.

Daniels new physics head
A physics professor whose specialty is low temperature nu-

clear research and whose hobby is mountain climbing, has
been appointed to succeed spectroscopy specialist Dr H. L.
Welsh as chairman of the department of physics. Dr Claude
Bissell announced yesterday.

Dr. J. M. Daniels, the new physics head, performed the
world's first experiment which successfully "lined up" the
nuclei of atoms with their spin axes pointing in one direction
He performed this experiment using generators purchased
from the Manchester city streetcar system.
Dr. Daniels joined the U of T in 1961 As department chief

he hopes to continue his research and make use of U.S. Atom-
ic Energy Commission's Zero-Gradient Synchrotron, one of
the most powerful atom - smashers in the world.
Dr. Welsh, who is leaving the headship of the department

after six years, will devote his time to teaching and research
in his field of spectroscopy — the study of the refraction of

light.

are, like all pacifist hand-
wringing, irrelevant."

This review sparked harsh
disagreement even with an
American Communist Party
magazine which attacked him
for "arguing in favor of build-

ing Socialism by the strag-

gling remnants of humanity
crawling out of a nuclear in-

ferno
"

Genovese. who says he is

"a Marxist and a Socialist,"

is also the author of a book
on the economy and society
of the slave South

A review in Book Week
said "There is no doubt that

this is an important book, and
both its major and minor
themes are impressively and
persuasively stated."

Prof Genovese's visit on
campus is sponsored by the
Department of History.

The grape boycott is not
dead. It was initiated to

support the Delano, Califor-

nia agricultural works now
on strike for three years.

You can help keep it alive.

Loblaws will join the boy
cott only if the public (yes,

that means you) asks them
to Write Hilda Wilson, c-o

Loblaws. Bathurst and
Fleet

While you're at it, call

Dominion too 762-3611. Let's

help them join the boycott.

CONSOLIDATED BATHURST LIMITED

BACKGROUND
In 1967 two solid and long-established companies and their subsidiaries |oined forces in

a dovetailed operation that represents wider geographical dispersion and greater product diver

sification. This integration brought With it a new name: Consolidated Bathurst Limited Consoli-

dated Paper Corporation Ltd. had been linked traditionally with newsprint, Bathurst Paper Ltd

largely with packaging paperboards and containters made from paperboards.

Consolidated-Bathurst is 93% Canadian owned, with its head office in Montreal Sales in

1967 were $278 million The Company harvests 22,000 sq. miles of woodlands and operates

eight mills and some thirty converting plants in Canada The Company has manufacturing sub-

sidiaries in the United States and in West Germany One of Canada's largest producers of

newsprint. Consolidated-Bathurst has about half of its total dollar sales in packaging materials

in paper, wood and plastic It also sells bleached kraft pulp and has a wood products group of

five sawmills

OPPORTUNITIES
In the structure of the parent Company there are five business or operational groups

Woodlands. Mill Manufacturing. Newsprint and Pulp. Wood Products and Packaging. The

Company's management philosophy and its organization into functional and business groups

are intended to provide every opportunity for the advancement of promising employees,

present and future.

Top quality graduates in the faculties or departments of chemical, mechanical and mdus

trial engineering, chemistry (research-graduate and post-graduate levels), business admmistra

lion and commerce, will be offered positions that will allow them to demonstrate their ability

to perform with competence and progress to management responsibility at an early sge

While on-the-|ob training will be emphasized, graduates, along with other company em-

ployees, will participate in development programmes coordinated by the Manpower Planning &
Management Development Department.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Performance is reviewed annually and salary increases and promotions are based on indi

vidual performance and potential A complete range of coordinated employee benefits is com

parable with the best available

Consolidated Bathurst representatives will interview Commerce and Business

Administration graduates on Friday December 6th and Engineering graduates

and undergraduates on Friday, December 13th, 1968. Please see your Place-

ment Service for further details.

CONTACT LENSES

COLO A D E

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

Cominco Ltd. will interview graduates

and postgraduates in geological engineering

and honours geology for permanent and

summer employment: also geology students

from the class of 1970 for summer work only.

Interview dates: December 12 and 13, 1968

Further information at the

Student Placement Office ^OIMICO
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ENGINEERING

Final Year Students

Students interested in investigating, prospects or

professional training in l'"Wic KMunting, leading to

!,ualificstion as . CHARTERED ACCOUN TAN I

.

are invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will be on campus

December 14th.

Interview appointments may be

made through the office of the

Student Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient, please

contact ub directly. Phone 368-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halilax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

i§cBMMiEn

COME FLY WITH US TO EUROPE

IN 1969
AIRCRAFT: Deluxe VC 10 Jet l6'/> hours non stopl

DEPARTURES: Toionto lo London, England and return

JULY I lo AUGUST 28 • $27000
JULY 7 to AUGUST 18 $250 00

CHILDREN Fares lor children under 12 years of age upon

application

Babies (under 2 years) S10 00 INo Seat)

TOURS: Infonnanon on low cost Bnlish and Continental tours,

available on lequest

PROCEDURE: Registration loims can be secured from the

Canadian Olfice ol The Experiment at 478

Glen Crescent, London. Ontario. Telephone:

(SIS) 471 9530,

Take advantage ol these BIG FARE SAVINGS

Reaarve your seat NOW Avoid disappointment later

THE EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING OF
CANADA

Consultative Member of UNESCO

i

U.C. Players' Guild

Presents

The BESPOKE OVERCOAT
(by W. Mankiwitz)

DEC. 11th, 12th. 13th, West Hall U.C.

1 15 p.m. Admission: FREE

Stitch in Tyme
DANCE

Great Hall

Friday, December 13, 1968

Hart House

9:00 p.m.

Tickets on Sale Hon. - Fri. 9-5
at Innis II Snack Bar and SAC Ollice
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By SUE HELWIG a

"I came to this country for 1

one reason: fo get a job thai

recognized my background
"

His name. Carl Kemp-
Jj

Jackson
His qualifications: * degree

in economic Horn the Lon-

don school ol Economics, one 1

year completed and two r

courses credit towards a di-

ploma offered bv the In-mute

oi Bankers' ol England and

Wale-.

His age 31.
j

His color ' black

Eleven weeks ano 10 apph- '

cation- later. Kemp-Jackson

has been refused even a com
prebensive interview horn all

1

of the chartered banks, gov- '

ernmenl banks, and trust

companies in the city of To-
|

ronto.

"1 am not complaining that

any particular bank failed to

hire me, 1 am complaining

about the cavalier attitude

with which they treated my
application,"

Carl Kemp-Jackson is a

soft-spoken man of medium
height who shrinks with em-

arrassment when you put

n in front of a camera. He

)Oses his words very care*

ly when he speaks, often

jsing to qualify his ideas,

i stated in my application

it I understood there were

ening- for trained and ex-

rienced personnel and I

closed my resume.

•These applications were

I written in response to

verlisements. They were

ised on a beliel that the

inks could use someone who

iuld be quite useful in a

ink,"

Discrimination is nol an

lusual occurrence in Toron-

i. It seems to be more sub-

e than in the I'nited States

• Britain iwe have yet to

roduce an Enoch Powell i

ul it certainly is just as

umiliuting

Right now Kemp-Jackson is

appy working for the Lni-

ersity of Toronto Personnel

lepartment. But he has no

mention ol applying 10 a

iank as long as he remains in

'anada
"] wasn't under any illu-

ion thai Canadians were any

ess prejudiced than anybody

rise But 1 feel I have a eer

ain responsibility as far as

he hanks are concerned II a

man 1- equipped for a partic-

ular job lie should be given a

i lianee

"It's very dillicult to make

a charge because nine tenths

of what we have I- based on

suspicion, In other words, we
can't substantiate it

•Bui I believe that if

enough people begin to ex-

press dissatisfaction with the

bank-, they will at least have

to go thiough the motions ol

treating every application on

merit This is all I'm asking

that an employer look at my

application on merit and not

just throw it aside.''

There is some bitterness in

his voice when he speaks

about the first few weeks in

Toronto Bitterne-s directed

:i,<i at Eii'sl ifnpi es ions ol the

citj and its people but at ati

important and powerful seg-

ment ol the business commu-

nity: the financial institu-

tions,

Foi the three years in

London Kemp-Jackson was

considering emigration to

Canada During Ihis time, he

gathered information Irom a

vai iet\ of sources

The tirsl and most impoi

lant ol these was the Cana-

dian Department ol Immigra-

tion which he visited on a

number of occasions. Here he

was told that Canada was a

land of opportunity where

anyone who has a skill, any-

one who has something to

offer is bound to get on.

Unofficially, he was told by

an immigration official in

London that as far as the ra-

cial situation i- concerned.

Canada was probably no dif-

ferent from England.

When we interview people

for particular employment

categories, we invariably

expect colored people to have

higher qualifications." he told

Kemp-Jackson. "Because we

believe that given the situa-

tion in Canada, he can only-

get on if he has higher quali-

fications or is better experi-

enced than the next person,"

Reports from friends who

were recent immigrants to

Canada were mixed. No one

was overly enthusiastic and

no one downright pessimistic.

And a Canadian friend in

London assured him that if he

were leaving England be-

cause ol the racial situation,

then Canada wasn't the place

to come to,

"As lar as the official in-

formation was concerned,

generally a very nice picture

was painted and the question

ol racial difficulties i

raised." he explains

Prospective immigrants

with independent status are

judged on the basis of nine

categories: education and

training, occupational -k:!l

and demand, age. arrnne-'d

employment, 'knowledge

Engli-h and French, relative-

in Canada, employment op-

portunities in the area of des-

tination, and personal asses.-

rnent

The otlicer must explain

the applicant that he mu-: be

prepared to take employment

;r. other than his own 'ir-Id

But thee i- no immigration

regulation 'hat -uggest- io

the prospective Negro immi-

grant that he will lace dis-

crimination in Canada.

On the basis of his own

experiences since his arrival.

Kemp-Jackson feels that de-

partment of immigration in

London is very misleading

"You can be misleading

without being hypocritical."

he explains. "According to

the picture painted in London,

the only criterion for success

in this country is merit.

"But this isn't the reality

of the situation in my experi

ence. Nobody has made a

greater effort that I have a?

can be seen by the number o:

applications I have made."

The Canadian Imperia

Bank of Commerce did no

interview him although hi

had done well on a prelimi

nary test. The test supervise

told him he had done verj

well. But this was not enougl

to warrant an interview.

The Bank of Montreal tol(

him initially they were inter

ested in his background. Hi:

application would have to be

forwarded to their Montreal

continued on page 13

"Discrimination against the

negro in Canada is like a hair

across the cheek, you can Jcel

but can t see." — Mrs. Catha-

rine Searles, wife of a Toronto

negro dentist.

I feel I have a responsibility lo

concerned.

speak out os far as the banks are

/n„i„ if JIM < 0'l I N



continued from page 12

head-office for further consi-

deration and he could expect

a reply in ten days.

Three days later he re-

ceived a letter from them
disclaiming any further inter-

est. This leads him to believe

that the original application

was not forwarded.

"I am not accusing the

employment officers of being

racists. But there is some-

thing wrong somewhere and I

think the difficulty arises

from the fact that I am a

colored person.

"They might be worried

that I might disturb the pat-

tern of personal relationships

in their organization. For in-

stance, they might be dis-

trubed at the thought of plac-

ing me in a supervisory posi-

tion. People might be unwill-

ing to take instructions from

me. I am not sure of this, but

I feel that it is a matter that

has to be given some consi-

deration."

When he felt he had

reached the end of the road

as far as the banks were con-

cerned, Kemp-Jackson paid a

visit to the Ontario Human
Rights Commission.

This body was unable to do

anything at all for him since

banks operate under federal

charters. Such a complaint

would have to be handled by

the federal department of

labor.

Ordinarily the commission

does everything possible to

investigate complaints. It

tries to settle through concili-

ation and will initiate legal

action, if necessary. The aim
of the commission is to settle

by conciliation rather than in

court since legal proceedings

tend to perpetuate rather

than heal bad feelings.

Eric Sisel, the officer at

the commission who inter-

viewed Kemp-Jackson ex-

plains that large corporations

are just as vulnerable to ac-

tion from the commission as

individuals.

He cites the case of a dis-

pute settled by the commis-
sion last Spring involving ra-

cial discrimination against

six welders.

These workers were told by

tneir union officials (Local 46

of the United Association of

Journeymen and Apprentices)

that they could not be includ-

ed in a recruitment drive by

the M.W. Kellogg Co., a large

New York-based engineering
and construction company
This company was recruiting

in Canada for a job in Iowa.

Each of the six men was
reimbursed $28,000 and re-

ceived an apology from both

company and union. This has
been the commission's most

publicized case, Sisel ex-

Plains, because of the large

financial settlement But the

commission does a great deal

°' less spectacular work and

is not intimidated by the size

or power of any organization.

Besides looking for jobs on
his own, Kemp-Jackson re-

ceived assistance from the

Department of Manpower
The day after his arrival in

Toronto, every landed immi-
grant pays a visit to the

Manpower office at the cor-

ner of Jarvis and Dundas Sts.

Here he is greeted by a line

of wickets and directed to a
waiting section where he fills

out an information card de-
scribing his qualifications and
employment record. He is

moved on to another row of

benches to wait while his

card is sorted by machine
according to job classifica-

tion.

Eventually he is called by
one of 25 counsellors who
work in six by eight foot cubi-

cles. These are partitioned

off from the rest of the room
and from each other by walls

that scarcely reach five feet

in height.

The initial interview may
last half an hour or one and a

half hours, depending on how
many people are waiting in

line. Here, the first contacts

for employment are made.
This one room handles first

accommodation and first

employment for 12,000 people

per year. Including wives and

children, its decisions affect

an estimated total of 20,000

persons.

"We try to let them know
they are not alone in the

city," says Charles White,

manager of this reception and

settlement area.

"We look after them until

they get their first job. As

long as we get them earning

some money it's up to them

to advance themselves. After-

wards they go on to the regu-

lar manpower centres.

As far as discrimination

goes, White recognizes that it

does exist. But he feels his

department is dependent on

co-operation from the general

public.

"They can make all the

laws they want. But if the

general public does not ac-

cept people of other nationali-

ties, then things can't work.

We do have this discrimina-

tion. Even without color we

have complaints. Sometimes

I wonder if it's a matter of

approach . . . they fail to es-

tablish a rapport. Yet there

are so many of all kinds of

races and creeds getting jobs

and getting good jobs."

Mr. White made what may

be the definitive comment for

reactions to the whole ques-

tion: "It's a very delicate

area I don't like to become

inolved in."

But when a man has a

black skin involvement is not

a matter of choice. It's a fact

of life.

To Carl Kemp-Jackson the

manpower department is the

man at the wicket And the

man at the wicket is the one

who is likely to say to him as

soon as his face appears,

"you shouldn't be in this of-

fice. The office for industrial

employment is not in this

building."

Call it insensitivity on the

part of an individual who
probably didn't know any bet-

ter. But this is the kind of

comment that is likely to set

a man on his guard

Last Thursday, Secretary

of State Gerard Pelletier was
quoted as saying that recruit-

ment of immigrants in Eu-

rope is limited to 'occupation

groups in which there is a

shortage in Canada.'

Of the people enlisted in

the United Kingdom so far

this year, the story says, 19

were computer experts, 14

scientific researchers, and 11

classified under the econ-

omy-sociology-statistical'

heading.

Kemp-Jackson was classi-

fied by the manpower depart-

ment as a financial econo-

mist. Presumably under the

final heading. It would seem
reasonable that he would
have little difficulty in get-

ting a job.

But the Manpower officials

describe the employment sit-

uation in slightly different

terms.

"The greater the qualifica-

tions, the longer it takes to

find a man the job he wants,"

says Charles White.

"We have a few isolated

cases where we have difficul-

ty in finding places for well-

qualified people. At present

we are trying to run a psy-

chological survey to help us.

But this kind of case is defi-

nitely not the usual pattern.

The regular thing is our being

able to find a job."

The federal department of

labor is at present investigat-

ing Kemp-Jackson's com-
plaints.

And some of the bitterness

has gone out of his voice now

that the frustrations of being

rejected time and time again

are no longer an immediate

reality

But as George F. McCurdy
an administrator for the of

fice of fair employment prac-

tices, explained it in a speech

delivered to the Ottawa Ro-

tary Club in September:

"The grievous truth is that

discrimination is no less

cruel or debilitating because

it is practiced with more pol-

iteness or subtlety here than

in other parts of the world. .

.

"White Canadians. I know,

have difficulty understanding

what life is really like for

people of color who face the

trauma of rejection and hu-

miliation in their daily lives.

White people cannot claim

with any accuracy, to know

people of color or understand

the hurts until we bring the

life patterns closer than they

are now . until we have

greater dialogue or equal

status."

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

NEW COLLEGE THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS

BILLY LIAR
AT THE

COLONNADE THEATRE

directed by

Hilary Mclaughlin

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11th

TO SATURDAY .DECEMBER 14th

At 8.30 P.M.

TICKETS $1.50 $2.00

At New College

ERINDALE COLLEGE
and

The Canadian Institute of International Affairs

present a public lecture

'THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN CHINA .. .

REVOLUTION IN A REVOLUTION'

by

Ray Wylie

Dole: December 12, 1968 Piece: Room 248. College Building

Time: 8.-00 P.M.
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IRON ORE COMPANY OP CANADA
QUEBEC NORTH SHORE & LABRADOR RAILWAY

WE OFFER CAREERS TO GRADUATES IN CIVIL, ELECTRICAL,

GEOLOGICAL, METALLURGICAL, MECHANICAL
AND MINING ENGINEERING

,
CANADA'S LARGEST DOCK LOADING

PRODUCER OF FACILITIES
IRON ORE «

PROJECTS
LOCATED AT

LABRADOR CITY
NEWFOUNDLAND

SCHEFFERVILLE, Quebec
SEPT-ILES, QUEBEC

MINING
•

ORE
BENEFICIATION

HANSARD
Excerpts from Wednesday's U.C. Lit. Meeting

ENGINEERING GRADS
Graduates in civil, electrical and mechanical

engineering are invited to consider employment

opportunities with the Public Service of Canada

in the following fields:

CONSTRUCTION-BUILDINGS,
MARINE WORKS, HIGHWAYS

SOIL MECHANICS

MUNICIPAL WORKS

HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES

HYDROMETRIC SURVEYS

HYDROLOGY

INSTRUMENTATION

COMMUNICATIONS

NAVIGATION AIDS

AIRPORT LIGHTING

BUILDING SERVICES

CONTRACT

ADMINISTRATION

A career with the Federal Government, the major employer ol prolessional engineers in Canada, features
broad scope (or prolessional development, competitive salaries, technically trained support stall, modem
equipment, three weeks' annual vacation and promotion based on merit.

INTERVIEWS: December 12-13, 1968

Mr. G.S.C. Smith, P. Eng., will be on campus to discuss engineering careers with you on the above dates.
Arrange your appointment through the Placement Office today.

The University College Liter-

ary and Athletic Society met in

the Sir Daniel Wilson Common
Room Wednesday night at 7:30

p.m. David Hardisty (IV UC)
was speaker of the house. The

house defeated a motion by

president Howie Goldblatt (IV

VC) to withdraw University

College from the Students

Administrative Council.

Mr. Art Stein (III UC): I

would like once again to con-

gratulate the Lit. for spend-

ing a great deal of time and

getting nothing done. In order

to insure the same thing hap-

pens next time I would like to

serve notice of a motion to

impeach all five UC SAC
members, and then maybe
we'll get some meaningful

debate.

Some honourable mem-
bers: Oh, Oh.

The house entered a pro-

longed debate on the relevance

and application of Robert's

Rules of Order to Lit. meet-

ings. Tony Pargeter (III UC)

about as serious as anything
that's gone here tonight.

Mr. Speaker: I'm going to

anticipate you and rule that

motion out of order right

now.

Mr. Pargeter: Can you rule

a motion out of order before
it's made?

The house moved on to a dis-

cussion of a brief to be present-

ed to the UC college council

next Tuesday. The brief out-

lines the Lit.'s proposals for
choosing students to sit on the

council, and includes a call for
openness.

Mr. Pargeter moved that Lit.

members be seated instead of

having separate elections. The

motion was amended to make
the scheme operative for only

one year.

Mr. Speaker: Did anyone
get the motion down?

(Miss) Ruth Wilson (I UC,
Lit. secretary): If you mean
me, YES I DID.

Mr. Gordon moved adjourn-

ment. The motion failed for

The University College Literary and Athletic Society

Wednesday night unanimously rejected a motion to with-

draw University College from the Students Administra-
tive Council.

The motion, presented by Lit president Howie Gold-
blatt, stated that the Lit "deems it in its best interests to

withdraw immediately and completely" from SAC. There
were no votes in favor of the motion, 14 opposed it and
two members abstained.

The motion came under heavy fire from several dis-

gruntled Lit members, and was characterized by one as

being "an asinine motion presented in an asinine man-
ner". Tony Pargeter (III UC) at one point suggested Lit

members "talk seriously or go some where else and play
with their toys."

Goldblatt stressed he put forward the motion because
he wished to promote a discussion of SAC. "I put it for-

ward like this because you can't make a negative motion
under Robert's Rules of Order," he said. "It is for us to

discuss SAC. I'm pleading with you to defeat the mo-
tion."
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shot pool.

Two objections were raised

to a motion establishing a

committee to investigate and
clarify Robert's Rules as they

apply to the Lit. The question

was put to the house.

Mr. Speaker: All in favour
of the motion. The motion is

passed.

Some honourable mem-
bers: Call for abstentions.

Mr. Speaker: Abstentions.

Some honourable mem-
bers: Put that in the minutes.

The house discussed the

status of the UC newspaper,

The Gargoyle. Mr. Goldblatt

stated a meeting would be held

during or after Christmas to

investigate the matter. He de-

nied knowledge of rumours that

The Gargoyle had folded.

Mr. Manny Gordon
(Gargoyle editor): I can al-

ways put out a Gargoyle even
if I run out of money. I can
always put it out on toilet

paper.

Some honourable mem-
bers: It would be an improve-
ment.

Mr. Pargeter served notice of
a motion for the next sitting of
the house.

Mr. Pargeter: I will make
a motion to withdraw the UC
Lit. from Canada. That's

lack of a seconder.

The house continued discus-

sion on representatives to the

college council.

Mr. Pargeter: Professor
Watt . . .

Some honourable mem-
bers: What?
Mr. Pargeter: Do you want

to hear this or not?

Some honourable mem-
bers: Go on.

Mr. Pargeter: Professor
Watt seemed to oppose the 12

and 12 plan because it

couldn't be logically justified.

He would accept the plan to

seat the Lit. because it

doesn't have to be logically

justified.

After lengthy debate the mo-
tion carried.

The house considered adopt-

ing the rest of the brief as min-

imum acceptable standards for
student participation on the

council. At 9:50 p.m. the mo-
tion came to a vote. As the vote

was called, one member left,

depriving the house of a quo-

rum.

Mr. Speaker: The meeting
is adjourned.

Some honourable mem-
bers: Hurray.

Above was transcribed by
Varsity parliamentary corre-

spondent Jim Cowan.

I )



tfFSTERBACK ROUNDUP

VIC VALIANTLY AND VORACIOUSLY VANQUISHES VILE V'INNIS

WIN DAFOE

By GELUUS
LACROSSE FINAL

t Vic ended Law's three-year

reign as Interfaculty La-

erosse champions (Don Ar-

thurs graduated and Law lost

fflftheir games this year) by

Bleating Innis 5-3 to take

Seir best-of-three series two

^Ses to one. Vic thus wins

R|w.A. Dafoe (you will re-

call that the VC is awarded
"conspicuous gallantry in

the face of Dafoe") Trophy.

Rgth (3) and Lily of the Val-B (2) scored for the

Stamps; Meek and mild Bob

BSley had two and Okihiro

one for Innis.

HOCKEY
Sharpe scored twice and

Allen once to lead Vic's 3-0

shut-out of PHE.
Dents beat UC, 7-1. Akiya-

ma (2), Sullivan (2), Jones,
Pollard and Glazier (the

translation of the French
"plus gparesseux") hit for

Dents; Brunskill (well known
insecticide) replied for UC.
Murphy and Pashby were

scorers as SMC B and Meds
tied 1-1.

Ryan, Armstrong, Kenne-
dy, Michie and Crescenzi
(Italian, "getting louder")
gave Erin a 5-1 win over Jr.

Eng. (Craig).

Griffin's goal was the
whole story in For's 1-0 shut-

out of New.
PHE B (Hungerford 2.

Wasylowl 3. Knox (Gibson) 1.

BASKETBALL

More ethnic than Jaanus
Proos! More frequent than
the seven-year locust! Once
again Lochinvar Sprogis rides

out of the West to score 17

points apd, aided by Shaw's
17, to give Erin a 55-38 win
over Law. Pyne and en
Garbe! each had 12 for Law.
Coste scored 14 for Jr.

Eng. but lo! it availeth

nought, for Bowen's 12 paced

Trin's 35-29 victory. Nor were
Cook's eight points productive

of the desired result: Archi-

mandrite, King of Kings, beat
Jr. Eng. 37-25. Kohn scored
16 points.

The Gymnastics Team travelled to Otta-

wa for their first meet of the year last

weekend. In the beginners category, a com-
bination of skill, power and grace placed

Diane Leitch, PHE IV, in first position in

the floor routine event.

Sharon Buckingham, ARTS I, took first

place for the execution of her balance beam
routine. In the vaulting competition, Klara
Lendvay, PHE IV and Judy Kimmel,. PHE
IV, placed first and second respectively.

On the uneven bars, Monique Deruyer and
Klara Lendvay took the top two positions

for their performances. At the advanced

level, Claudia Hunt from Ottawa University

placed first in all four gymnastics areas,

and as a result, was the individual tourna-

ment winner.

Marty Kemeny, PHE III, placed second
in both the floor routines and vaulting

events. Connie Lindenberger, PHE II, took

second place for her routine on the balance

beam.
The Toronto Team won the overall tour-

nament, scoring 32 points to Ottawa's 30.

XEROX COPIES
5< A<

•each
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH

COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

e Quality Guaranteed

1
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

Deaney (I am an Artsie;
AD. Allen is my deaney)
scored 14 as Dents took Scar.
41-33 Dow and Pump scored
8 apiece for the losers (scar;
see above.

)

NEWS FROM BASKETBELLE FRONT
The Women's Interfaculty Basketball

champions were decided last week when

two PHE teams, II and VI, battled in the

final game of the play offs. It was an ex-

tremely tight game with neither team hav-

ing an advantage of more than four points

throughout.

Biowever, in the last second of play in the

Hrth quarter, with the score tied 16-16,

Mid with the thought of overtime play in the

Kids of all, a foul was called against team

fi Carol Pascoe, to whom the shot was

Harded, managed to sink the shot, allow-

ing PHE II to squeak by PHE VI to win the

Interfaculty championship, 17-16.

On the Intercollegiate level, York Univer-

sity hosted the first Basketball Tournament

Of the year featuring Queen's, Ryerson,

York and Toronto. Toronto started off her

season in great form, defeating all the

teams in a decisive manner.
Against Tyerson, the Bluettes managed to

run up 32 points to Ryerson's 15. Queen's

Mfs defeated by the score of 24-9, and the

just team fell to the Toronto girls by a

score of 33-15.

AH,
THERE

ARE
NO

WORDS ...
The sun was shining as the two companions set out. All

around them the green green grass of home was brillig in the
slithy tove. And they had miles to go before they slept, miles
to go before they slept.

"Call me Ishmael," said Ishmael. a short, squat, tea kettle

man with a mail-slot mouth.
"Nevermore," quoth his companion, the Raven, who was

perched above a busted palace.

"Come live with me and by my love," whaled Ishmael, in a
fit of coffin

"Will we all the pleasures prove?" asked the Raven, not a
little alarmed at eying Eeyore, an eerie eyesore if ever there
was won.

"Gomorrah and gomorrah and gomorrah, replied Ishmael,
from deep within the damp November of his soul.

the sun was no longer shining and it was raining as the two
companions galloped with the good noose for Louis Riel from
Geh Ghent to Aix.

They were young and it was good.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

OF

"Newton ond God - The Clarke-Letbnli Controversy" by F.E.L.
Priestley, Pr ofessw of English, University College.

1 1 Decern be 1:10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory

(new Phytic i Building). Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF JAN, 8 (dip & save)
THE FOLLOWING TEAM REGISTRATION LISTS MUST BE TURNED IN

TO INTRAMURAL OFFICE BEFORE DEC. 13:

HOCKEY - Arch; Erin I & II: PHE. B.C. U.C 1 1,1 III LAW II, Sr.M.C.D.E.F,
M.d. C. «. D. Trln. C; Pho B. Wye.

BASKETBALL - Arch. A. Lo. 1, Pha.r A; Vic. II. M.d. A
SOUASH - Grc d. Ch.m; Scor; Vic 1

HOCKEY
Wed. Jan 8 12.30 Vic. 1 Trin. A Butler, Cameron

5.30 Si. M.A Low 1 Richardton, Honno
6.30 Kno« U.C. II Richordton, Honno
8.00 Erin. 1 M.d. A Richardton, Honno

Thru. Jon 1 12.30 For. A Vic. II Kolin, May
4.00 N.w 1 But Robert*. We.te
7.00 U.C. 1 Vf Scor Bullock, Zuchot.ki
8.00 D.nt. A Si. M.B Bullock. Gordon
9.00 Phorm. A vt Innit 1 Zuchottki, Gordon

Fri. Jon. 10 12.30 Arch vt PHE. B Appl.ton, Dubniok
1.30 O.v. Hi. vt Law II Appl.ton, Murray

BASKETB ALL
5.30 Sr. Eng. PHE. A Donolrio, Murray

W.d. Jon. 8 4.00 Arch. A Trln. A Martin, Gee
4.00 U.C. II V. But Martin, Colat

6.30 M.d. A vt PHE. A Chapnick, Schworli,

Honey

7.30 Erin St. M.B Chapn ick, Roney,

Schwarti
8.30 Phorm. A N.w 1 Roney, Schwartz,

Chapnick

Thwf. Jon. V 1.00 PHE. B Vic. II Colet, Tonitton
4.00 U.C. 1 vt Sr. M.A Gee, Colet

6.30 Innlt 1 Scar Tettit, L. Sternberg

Holner

7.30 Low 1 O.nl. A T.ttlt, Holner,

L. Sternberg

8.30 M.d. B vt Jr. Eng Hafner, L. Sternberg,

Te.tii

Fr|, Jon 10 1.00 Vic. 1 vt Sr. En, Mockford, Mockford

VOLLEYBALL
W.d. Jon. 8 7.00 O.nl. A Vic. 1 McNiven

8.00 Erin vt Trln McNiven

Thur. Jon, » 6.30 Eng. II vt M.d. A Howet
7.30 For. A vt Si. M. Howet

WATER POLO
W.d. Jan. 8 7.00 Arch M.d. B. LeRoy

7.45 D.nl vt Vie LeRoy

8.30 M.d. A Trln. A LeRoy
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STUNNING UPSET

YORK YEOMEN YONK BLUES
m

One of the main reasons

for the fall of the Roman
Empire was the decline of

the yeomen class.

Last night the yeomen
class made a triumphant re-

turn to civilization as the

York Yeomen registered a

stunning 3-1 upset over Var-

sity Blues in a hockey match

played way out yonder at

York.

Although it was only an

exhibition match, and al-

though Blues were missing

defensemen Jim Miles, Dave

Field and Terry Parsons,

centres Paul Laurent and

Brian St. John, and winger

Len Burman, the defeat has

to be bitter and embarrassing.

York fans rubbed salt into

the wounds near the end of

the game with a loud chant

(inevitably): "We're number

one! We're number one!"

Yeomen outplayed Blues

most of the game and outshot

them 30-20 (13-3 in the second

period). It's been a long time

since a team outshot Varsity

that badly.

Paul McCann opened the

scoring for Toronto at the

eight minute mark of the

first period but the lead last-

ed a mere minute before

York's Andy Raven knotted

the counter from a scramble

in front of goaltender Adrian

Watson.

The winning goal was a

three-point bouncer from the

point by defenseman Rick

Porter scored at 18:05 of the

opening period.

York is the loop leader of

the 01AA (Ontario Intercol-

legiate Athletic Association),

having won in their last eight

games.
Tomorrow night, Varsity

travels to London for a key

game against the present

leaders of the SIHL, surpris-

ing Western Mustangs, unde-

feated after four starts.

The teams return to Toron-

to for a game at Varsity Are-

na Friday night.

Blues should have everyone

back in the lineup, except for

Field who remains a doubtful

starter.

Argh. 3-1 to York?

BY PHILBINGLEY
Every year about this time (i.e. when sportsies freeze up)

there arrives in my mail a tourist type postcard depicting a

lazy, carefree scene in some far off, balmy land. Thus, when

the old mercury dipped close to zero on Monday, I was hardly

surprised to see a Fiji Island Chamber of Commerce paste-

board sitting in the postal slot of my apartment retreat.

The card came compliments of former Varsity athlete Pe-

ter Burwash and it told of the wonderful climate and the won-

derful people of the Fijis. "Hawaii was also great" remarked

Mr. B.

SIHL EASTERN DIVISION

McGill

Carlolon

Oltana

0 36 18 8

0 12 IB 2

SIHL WESTERN DIVISION

Burwash, you see, is spend-

ing his days on the interna-

tional tennis circuit, a con-

cern he joined last January.

While at U of T he won two

intercollegiate tennis cham-

pionships and played on Var-

sity Blues' two recent inter-

collegiate national champion-

ship teams before his gradua-

tion in the spring of 1967.

DAVE FIELD

Doubtful starter

WBitim
Waterloo

Toronto
Windsor
McMaster
Guolph

0 11 23 0

B-Ball a loo-bop in Buffalo

phow by JOHN SWAICEN

AN END OF AN AWFULLY LONG ERA
IN HART HOUSE. VARSITY WILL PLAY
ALL THEIR GAMES AT YORK THIS

YEAR.

By Means oi a Tract
Andrew Gib

THERE was 6 warm-hearted Christian mer-
chant who closed his shop on Sunday.

In the morning he attended church to wor-
ship God. but in the afternoon he went on
the street and distributed tracts Feeling
very tired one Sunday afternoon he was
resting quietly in his library. On the writing
desk was a bundle of tracts. Outside it was
pouring with rain. He heard a stealthy step.
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By JIM MORRISON

Varsity basketball Blues continued to

provide a high calorie diet for American

teams in games played last weekend. On
Friday night, a University of Buffalo team
enjoyed an 81-37 moveable feast, and on

Saturday Youngstown University fattened

themselves 75-51.

The Buffalo game was impressively un-

memorable, as Blues displayed a shooting

weakness all over the court. And the bigger

Buffalo players had no difficulty exploiting

Toronto's inexperience for their win. Guard
Peter Burton was high for Varsity with 10

points, followed by center John Hadden with

9.

On Saturday, the mome raths outgrabe,

enabling Blues to keep the score respecta-

ble against a highly-touted Youngstown

squad. "We're not in their class," said men-
tor McManus, "but I thought we did very

well in holding them to 75 points." The only

player to consistently invade Blues' defen-

sive blanket was 6'9" (and 250 lb.) Willie

Teague, who commandeered the back-

boards, scoring 25 points in the process.

John Hadden led Varsity with 13 points.

Forward Dale Crouter who once scored 39

points against Newmarket, played a strong

defensive game, adding 9 points to the total,

while rookie Garth Evans and veteran Mike

Kirby contributed 8 and 7 points respec-

tively.

Blues' principal weakness at the moment
is shooting. The absence of high-scoring

guard Bruce Dempster undoubtedly hurt

them this weekend, but one shooter can't

carry a team "We need a lot more practise

on those glass boards," says Coach Mc-
Manus. "We're going to be playing all our

home games on them out at York."

FLASH . Blues defeated York last night in

an exhibition basketball game played way
out yonder at York. The score was 5744.

Larry Trafford led Varsity with 11 points,

John Hadden and Mike Kirby had 10 each,

while Bruce Dempster added seven. George

Dubinsky led York of Yeomen fame by cul-

tivating 11 furrows,

n. 1968

PETER BURWASH

Last Fall, Peter enrolled in

a Master of Science pro-

gramme at University of

Alberta but left that institu-

tion when he was offered a

private sponsorship on the

tennis tour.

This year. The Inn on the

Park Hotel is footing the bill

— a $3,000 airlines ticket —
and Burwash will play tour-

naments in 33 countries dur-

ing the next 40 weeks.

Several weeks ago, Bur-

wash sustained a minor arm
injury when the car in which

he was riding was involved in

a serious accident on one of

the freeways outside Los
Angeles, California.

The injury forced him to

take a needed rest and he

returned to Toronto for a

three week vacation. During

his visit, Peter dropped into

our beautiful midtown office

and reflected on his life and
decisions over the past few
months.

"As far as I'm concerned,

the decision to join the tour

was the best one of my life.

There were several times in

the last little while when I

had second thoughts — the

travel, food and lodging

sometimes got me down —
but on the whole everything

has been perfect."

"The biggest sacrifice in-

volved is security. Every
week, there are literally doz-

ens of tournaments all over

the world but every one of

them is invitational. There-ft"

fore, a tennis player that is

playing well gets the best

deal in terms of expenses and

one that is not going so well

gets less or is not invited at

all."

Burwash's success on the

tour to date, while not over-

whelming, has been very

encouraging. His biggest sin-

gle accomplishment was win-

ning the Netanga Internation-

al Tournament in Israel last

spring.

Other high points included

the Western Ontario Open

last summer and the Flan-

ders' Cup tourney in Belgium.

He won the former and took

all his singles' matches in

Belgium.

As far as the future is con-

cerned, Burwash has three

distinct goals in mind.

"First and most important,

I would like to make the

Canadian Davis Cup team.

There is something about

playing and hearing the ref-

eree say 'Advantage Canada'

instead of 'Advantage Bur-

wash' that adds to the pres-

tige and excitement already

involved."

"With the increasing poten-

tial and popularity of pro

tennis, I would like to get

involved in that area. Also, I

have been offered several

excellent jobs as a club or

teaching professional."

"Finally, I would like to

compete at Wimbledon and

Forest Hills. Wimbledon is

the biggest single prestige

event in tennis and every

player in the world sets the

June tournament as one of

his annual goals. Last year I

sent my application to Wim-

bledon officials while I was in

Belgium. However, the

French Revolution was going

on at the time and somehow

it got lost. I cabled the tour-

nament organizers just after

the invitations were sent out

and they told me that they

had never received my
form."
Currently playing in New

Zealand, Burwash is sched-

uled to be in such places as

Japan, Red China, Egypt and

Europe before he returns

home next July. He plans to

write a newsletter some tim e

early in the new year to keep

us posted on how things are

going. Until then, we wish

him the best of luck.



Pharmacy vote favors membership in SAC
By LIZ WILUCK

The campus' 450 Pharmacy stu-

dents have voted by a narrow mar-
gin to remain in the Students' Ad-
ministrative Couhcil.

Seventy - three per cent of the

[acuity turned out to vote this week

on whether to withdraw from SAC if

a suitable alternative could be

found.

Fifty - three per cent voted

against withdrawal while 47 per

cent said they would favor the

move.

A second question asked: "Are
you satisfied with SAC's policy to

date?" Seventy per cent were dis-

satisfied.

John Taylor, Pharmacy SAC rep,

saw this dissatisfaction producing
"a real drive for Pharmacy to leave

SAC by some people, but I really

hope and I really don't think we'll

be getting out."

He felt the negative vote came
mostly from first and second year
students who "aren't too well - in-

formed."

"Most of them have just heard
the far out things They don't really

see and know and understand the

day to day things that they couldn't

do without."

Bob Miller, Vice President,

thought the decision to stay in was
largely due to the lack of a concrete

alternative He hopes to see further

work on the possibility of a separate

union for professional students.

Miller also said there has been
some talk about a health sciences

union as "more of an active sort of

thing than SHOUT which would pay
little attention to SAC. We might
get more out of it

"
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York votes open recruiting
York University students voted this week

overwhelmingly in favor of allowing on-

campus recruiting by companies supplying

materials for the U.S. war effort in Viet-

nam.
The vote in the referendum, held by the

York Student Council Tuesday, was 1,226 to

294 against banning such companies from

using the university's facilities.

Students supported the principle of open

recruiting by a, vote of 1,257 to 273.

Student council president, John Adams,

feels the vote represents general campus
opinion.

The York administration turned the mat-

ter over to the student council, after the

Committee to End to War in Viet Nam
asked that recruiting by firms supplying

materials for the U.S. war effort in Viet-

nam be banned.

The on-campus recruiting was debated

only indirectly by the council, which did not

take a stand. Adams says he was "in favour

of the referendum as an exercise in real

public participatory democracy." He de-

scribed the turnout of voters as fairly high.

Only about 4,400 students were eligible to

vote

inside more teachers # page 3

SAC sits in • page 22

Recruitment as usual on U of T front
FROM OUR FORMER-SITE-OF-

TENT-CITY BUREAU

The so-called "war compa-
nies" were on campus Thurs-

day recruiting, but outside of

the students being inter-

viewed, few even realized

their presence.

Perhaps it was because the

companies held their inter-

views in offices attached to

Varsity Stadium. ("We were

using all available space and

we were still about 20 rooms

short," explained Placement

Service director Allan Head-

rick. )

Although there were a sub-

stantial number of policemen

! The Commission on I'm- I

|
versity Government, which

j

! the U of T administration .

'has been calling "the I

| Committee on the Struc-
|

J
ture of the University"

,

I holds its first

iday, 2:30 p.m
! ate Chamber
} Hall. Wow!

meeting to-

1

in the Sen-
|

at Simcoe ,

present when the interviews

got underway at 8 a m., the

only opposition was a silent

vigil by the U of T Commu-
nist Club, who paraded three

or four at a time in front of

Varsity Arena on Devonshire

Place until noon.

"We planned It this way."

said Tim Walsh (SCSI, "as a

quiet way of registering our

protest."

At 1 p m the Committee to

End the War in Vietnam held

a speak-out in front of Hart

House It attracted a small

crowd, mostly hecklers.

"The university should be

something different than a

servant of big business soci-

ety," said Joe Young. Execu-

tive Secretary of the Vietnam

Mobilization Committee
"M-IC-K-E-Y MOU S E."

sang a group in the crowd

"This is a ridiculous sort of

protest," said Colin Williams

(SGS). "These companies

aren't entirely concerned

with producing war mate-

rials."

"Saran Wrap's gonna kill a

lotta people." came a voice

from the audience of about

30.

Exasperated with the heck-

lers in the audience. Mike
Stewart (I UC) took the loud-

hailer and challenged one of

them to "say something

"Tell us why you support

the industrial-military com-
plex," he said "Don't just

stand there and say foolish

things."

The crowd broke up with

CEWV asking people to sign

a petition calling for a refer-

endum on the question of

campus recruiting

J
In order thai ;ill U ol T

|students may fully enjoy
,

| the forthcoming long week-
j

'end The Varsity will not be '

f published Monday Tuesday
|

tail staff are required to
j

•turn out for mass produc-
J

ftion of this year's final is-
f

|
lie and a party.

j
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NO MORE INSTALLMENT PLAN

Bigelow gives Perly time to finish trial

MINISTERS:
Tkt Vary Urn 0. E. M HWm

k> MH mm

II A.M.

WHITE GIFT SERVICE

"Christmas is a Gift"

DR. E. M. HOYYSE

THE CHRISTMAS ORATORIO
by: HEINRICH SCHUTZ

Presented by Bloor St. Choir and Soloists.

Assisted by Chamber Orchestra-

Magistrate Tupper Bigelow

yesterday reversed a ruling

giving a University of Toron-

to student charged with ob-

structing police a half hour a

week to conduct his defense.

Tupper ruled that Gary
Perly (SGS), arrested at an

anti-war demonstration April

27, could have as much of the

court's time as necessary to

complete the case. In pre-

vious weeks Bigelow had re-

jected Perly's plea to have

the half-hour limit lifted.

No reason was given for

the change and Perly was
given no advance notice.

Perly continued his exami-

nation of policeman Raymond
Woodhead, the arresting offi-

cer. Woodhead has testified

that Perly jumped on his

back during the arrest of an-

other student.

The day-long testimony and

questioning was punctuated

with objections from the

Crown Attorney as Perly dug

into Woodhead's memory of

the incidents surrounding the

arrest.

At one point, Magistrate

Bigelow offered Perly free

legal aid to finish the case,

even though Perly is not tech-

nically eligible for such aid.

Perly refused, saying he pre-

ferred to defend himself.

Woodhead said that other

policemen were in the vicini-

ty of the arrest, but that only

one constable helped him

make the arrest. Perly asked

why no other police had

helped, but was ruled out of

order.

Woodhead testified that

Perly had jumped on his back

while arresting Bill Lewis,

also an anti-war demonstra-

tor. Woodhead said he took

Lewis to a paddywagon
parked 50 or 60 feet away,

then came back and arrested

Perly. He said "nothing spe-

cial" happened taking Perly

into custody.

"But you testified (in pre-

vious weeks) that the situa-

tion was a near-riot," Perly

said. Woodhead said the peo-

ple in the area of the arrest

IT S HERE AGAIN!
NEW COLLEGE'S SECOND ANNUAL

aSNOW-BALL B

. . . featuring the fabulous sounds of

THE

LEIGH ASHFORD'
GROUP

WHEN?- tomorro*1
'

9:00 pM -

WHERE?
WHY?-

NEW COLLEGE (of course!)

'Cause it's gonna be peat!

Horny Elmer's gonna be there!

were "more orderly" than

others further away.
Woodhead said he had rec-

ognized Perly as the man
who jumped on him by Per-

ly's distinctive face, and de-

scribed Perly as he stood in

the courtroom.
Perly asked him to de-

scribe the face Woodhead
saw at the April demonstra-

tion, but was ruled out of

order.

Woodhead also said he

would have been present

when Perly was searched, but

could not say conclusively

that he was present, nor

where the search was made.
The trial continues today at

10 o'clock in Courtroom 31 of

Old City Hall.

gootiqtie
I CfdfordM
at How

9241974

Choreoat-BfoHod

Siliiln, STEAKS

S»rv*d hi Burgundy Win*
and tfecwlwtt ROAST BEEF

EiU*r1a!nm»nt nit.ly In th«

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE B BAR
Appearing Nltoly ALLAN RYAN —

Steele's
/AVERN—RESTAURANT

CM. I-SIBO 34» YONOE ST.

(Fvlly lluatRd)

FATALISTIC FANCY
FRIDAY 13th (Today)

SEE THE INNIS SPOOjrfvALK THE CEILING

FEATURING: STITCH IN TYME

GREAT HALL

9:00 PM
HART HOUSE
TICKETS AT THE DOOR

CRIMEBIIG/
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HART HOUSE

New Year's Eve

Ball

GALA CELEBRATIONS
9 P.M. - 3 A.M.

*

Dance • Eat

*

Splash!

Listen to Folk Singers

TICKETS: HALL PORTER
UNDERGRAD OFFICE

$15.00/ couple
ONLY

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!



How are we teaching our teachers
-part II

By KEVIN R. BICE
and CHARLES R. KAHN

'We were concerned with the criticism

levelled at the College of Education in

Wednesday's Varsity. The writer took a

decidedly negative approach to the endea-

vours of the College and, we felt, hurt the

cause of the students at the College who are

in the midst of attempting to better their

courses. Like your columnist we are keenly

aware of the problems. Unlike her we are

not contenl to make a blanket criticism. We
wish to join forces with the enthusiastic

staff at the College to improve the courses

so that they relate meaningfully to a profes-

sional career.

Miss Brydson felt that COE students suf-

fer by being combined and partly absorbed

by the University of Toronto Schools, also

housed in the same building. We disagree.

UTS gives us the unique opportunity of

being exposed to the kind of environment in

which we will function next year. Hall lock-

ers, heating pipes, an overcrowded cafete-

ria and hallways, and TWIG ads are all part

of it. The student who finds this offensive is

clearly entering the wrong profession.

The article found "disillusioned people"

at the College. True. But disillusionment

can lead either to apathy or to sincere at-

tempts at constructive criticism. Too many
of the College's students come with precon-

ceived notions of a compulsory year "to be
spent". Too many of us waste the opportu-

nity to adequately prepare for what is a

very complex and demanding profession. We
have found the professors genuinely con-

cerned in us and in making us better . teach-

ers. They are open to suggestion and pre-

pared to incorporate new ideas into their

courses. The way is clear. It is up to us to

join with our instructors to make our pre-

paratory year more meaningful.

Miss Brydson's specific criticisms are

poorly directed. She attacks the History and
Philosophy of Education course on the

grounds that it quells discussion. We are
both students of the class she criticizes and
thus speak with some authority. The class
has about 80 students in it by necessity and
meets only twice per week. Every profes-

sional class faces the same limitations. The

professor does his best to recognize individual

opinions and some discussion. He is consider-

ing the history of education. And why not?

Doesn't Plato have as much to say to us
today about education as has A. S. Neill?

Even so, more emphasis is still being

placed on Neill! A solution to the problem
of numbers has been approved, by the pro-

fessor. A seminar discussion group will be
set up in the new year for those interested.

A further criticism has been levelled at

the grading of student teachers. It is an

ironic commentary on this grading that it is

not the College but the school principals and

educators who will be hiring us next spring

who demand this grade. Miss Brydson criti-

cizes the grading teachers on the grounds

that they are purely subjective. We have

found that the vast majority of these mas-

ter teachers are both factual and incisive in

their comments. They exhibit fairness and

leniency in their comments. The onus of

marking is as offensive to them as it is to

us. Students are found to have some bad

experiences because these teachers are only

human. This probably makes a valid criti-

cism but can we find some alternative that

still provides us with that all-important

teaching experience?

We would welcome the opportunity to

write a series of articles on various specific

aspects of the College. We must provide in-

sight into the College not only for Miss

Brydson and the public but for the students

of the College itself!

Ed. note: the dialogue starts immediately (see

below). We welcome comment from students

and staff at the COE. Drop us a line or cam*-,

in, 91 St. George. ^k-

mutual
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nile - 783-1679

: ^
By KEN DENT C*

1
COE SAC REP

On the basis of an informal
survey I made at the College
of Education Thursday, most
students felt The Varsity's
treatment of the COE in

Wednesday's edition was en-
tirely TOO FAIR.
Response ranged from
much too kind" to "very

complimentary", indicating
to me that there is even more

g with the College than a
surface tour could show.

In the front-page interview
with Dean Douglas Dadson, I

can refute the following
[Hnts;

Dadson: "I think students
are generally satisfied with
their courses.

"

Most students would laugh
at. Discontent is very

widespread. It manifests it-

self in perpetual grumbling
'fcad a slacking-off of attend-
ance. The compulsory
courses (History and Philoso-
phy of Education, Educa-
tional Psychology, Adminis-

>n and Professional
i*ei jre very ponrh

attended

Dadson: "For the last four
years the Student Council has
Prepared a year-end report. ."

" is just a report, not a
course critique. These reports

have been generally shelved

and ignored.

This year, for the first

time, COE students are pre-

paring a comprehensive

course critique. Last month,

over 40 students showed up at

a meeting to organize this

course critique, which will be

made public by mid-March.

Dadson: ' Smallness influ-

ences the efficiency and interest

of a class far less than one

would expect."

Regardless of the lack of

facilities in the present COE
building, we could still have

more teachers. Perhaps some

of the larger classrooms

could be partitioned off into

seminar rooms.

In the auditorium and some

of the larger lecture halls —
where many of our compulso-

ry classes are held — it is

almost impossible to have a

dialogue between student and

teacher.

The Dean recognizes that

some students find their courses

irrelevant.

I think you'll find most stu-

dents find their courses irre-

levant. Certainly the compul-

sory courses are And. de-

pending on the quality of

teaching, some of the major

courses seem irrelevant as

well

.
|
Dean Dadson tactfully points,

out that space, or tack oj it, i

i

at the root of the College's

most basic problems.

The basic problem is that

the College is not doing a
very good job of training

teachers. A new building

won't change the quality ui

instruction or the content Jjl
the curriculum.

Student participation in

Ktinizution of the curriculum.^

"widespread" according to the

Dean . . .

We have only two studMtJI

representing a student body

of some 1,400. on the co]

program committee. Th*e'

committee, which has over 20

members, seLs curriculum,^-*

Some further points I

would like to make:
1 Practise teaching is eer*

tainly the most important

thing we do in our yeaf at

COE. Yet it is buried in Hi-

morass of the academic year.

We should discuss it itiore

deeply when we get back ttf

the College, instead ol

tioning it only in passing

2 Paternalism mos
the teachers at the COE 1ia*f

never taught at universal-

We call it the Grade nMN
drome - they come froM

continued on pago 71
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Final Year Students

Students interested in investgating prospects of

professional training in public accounting, leading to

qualification as a CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT,
are invited to discuss career opportunities.

Clarkson, Gordon representatives will he on campus

December 14th.

Interview appointments may be
made through the office of the
Student Placement Office.

If this time is inconvenient, please

contact us directly. Phone .168-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax Saint John Quebec Montreal Ottawa

Toronto Hamilton Kitchener London Windsor

Port Arthur Fort William Winnipeg Regina Calgary

Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

Ci

Stwehts

Umoi

as ssst

I EL

rrVStU

PHONE 928-2331

6.S.U. CHRISTMAS WINE AND CHEESE PARTY

fRIDA l DKiMBlR 13th

4:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Admission: $1

(The last Wine and Cheese Party until 1969)

•
G.S.U. 'HANGING PARTY'

HONDA Y, DfCfAfSfff 16 th

3:00 pm 6:00 pm

All graduate students are invited to come and help

hang Christmas decorations at the Graduate Students'

Union.

All those who work vigorously will be rewarded with

beer and pizza, but must beer in mind that they are

not to get a "hangover".

THE VARSITY. Fnday. December 13. 1968 — Page 3



:
;: By MIKE KESTERTON

5 An English professor is

:j: like a fly crawling over the

£ surface of a painting. He
•:• knows a lot about the brush

6 - strokes, the colours used,

•:| and he can even tell you

* what sort of varnish was
S applied — but he knows
$ damn all about the subject

matter of the painting as a

;•: whole.

:•: "Impossible!" cries the

:•: fly, upon being accused of

K this. "I've paced over every

:: square inch of this canvas.

There's nothing I don't know
£ about it!"

•J
An English professor is

•: like Honore Balzac, who
|:| recommended that a young

;!| man dissect several women
;i| in an anatomy lab before

:•: making love to any.

:•: An English professor is

:: like a madman who, attract-

:•: ed to a young woman's ear,

:•: slashes it off with a razor

Si and then takes it home in a

lENGLISB
handkerchief. When he gets

home the ear is just a yel-

low, waxy piece of gristle —
and he discovers that what

made the ear look so lovely

was that it was attached to

a pretty head.

When I was a kid I read

Generation of Vipers, which
details the sins of society.

Being too young to have

committed any of them
myself, I thought I knew all

about sin.

An English professor, in

his ivory tower reading the

works of Hemingway, is in

the same bag.

Irving Layton, when he

was a naughty young poet,

wrote a long poem making
fun of pedants who write

poetry. The point was that

they are pusillanimous types

who have a cloistered view of

£ Mr. Kesterton is a third-year general student in psycholo-

j:| gy, who has worked for three years as a speech - writer for

j:;
the Ontario department of Education, and has published

£ several poems. He picked up the ideas for the article from
:: five English courses he has taken, two girlfriends, and talks

:•: with English professors who agreed but thought their
:: courses had some value anyway.

the world. One of the verses

went something like:

But the soundest, most

successful plan

Is to compose like Douglas

Le Pan-

Appear, though men and
nations reeled.

A Lampman on a battle-

field;

Express in words vacuous

and quaint

The cultured Englishman's

complaint

That decency is never sov-

ereign.

That reason ought to. but

doesn't govern —
That maids have holes, and

men must find them

lAlas. that Nature WILL
so blind them!)

In short, here's the sum of

this advice:

Say nothing, but modulate

the voice;

There are more excellent

writers of English now liv-

ing than at any other time

in our history: Anthony Bur-

gess (the chief), John Up-
dike, Norman Mailer, J. P.

Donleavy, Joseph Heller,

Allen Ginsberg, Mordecai
Richler, Red Reed, Robert

Fulford, Denise Levertov,

Spike Milligan, Robert Ar-

drey, J. S. Perelman, Rich-

ard Reoch-of-the-Hesperus,
Donald Duck, to name a

few. Most are ignored by
the English Department.

Writers express ideas,

thought, emotions. English

professors discuss rhyme,
authenticity of authorship,

plot.

English professors have a

love - hate relationship with

writers and the major crit-

ics. This results in:

1) A desire to hasten the

death of a favourite author

in order that work can begin

on his collected works.

2) An automatic put-down
for a student who disagrees

with Northrop Frye.

3) An automatic put:down
for a student who agrees

flies

on the

surface

of a
painting

with Marshall McLuhan •

(That show-off! He's just a
j

professor like me! 1

Nowadays authors are
\

preparing non-books, experi-
j

menting with the printed
j

form. English students are

:

given lessons in how to tell I

quartos from folios and how :

to stitch them together. i

Modern linguistics con-

:

cerns itself with semantics, •

the dynamics of language

;

(that is, the process by
which forms and words ap- •

pear and disappear from us-

:

age) and Whorf's hypothesis
|

about the degree to which a
j

nation's language shapes its :|

perception of the world.
English students, mean- :

while, are poring over word S

, lists in order to be able to :

: understand Beowulf and •

: Chaucer. •:

: English is a living lan- •

: guage, written by real peo-
\

• pie in order to express ur-
|

I
gent thoughts and deep emo-

]

• tions. Nowhere in the for- :

• mal study of English do you :

I
get a sense of these quali- :

: ties. English professors :

: might as well be morons, :

: for their unfeeling, archaeo- ':

: logical approach to the :

: study of the greatest lan- •

• guage on earth.
j
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Capitalism: an ingenious expedient

which substitutes private profit for

public need.
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housing and rent control
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10:30, thanks to the help Helen, Peter, and
soup, and everything went according to

Doyle, since we bought a MICKLEburgh in

BESWICKton morket, where you Kent Dent
your car unless you try; welcome back
Wonetta (who?) and Helen—long time, no
see. Our Harry Navel showed tonight with
Mary Kate rowin' thru ond cultured Perfy
very Frank about the quality of the soup,
tested across the Atlantis. Willkk happen
that Jim will become musical with Zenter
around? Musn't forget Johnson. Thanks Ma
Bride (sorry P.M.) for the dumplings that
filled this poor souls empty stomach. Ah,
Perly and John in purple are going around
—in circles, ond Paul can't find his head for

the housing problem. Sandy is quiet for

once. Very dull with organization. Good-
night. . HH — not Hart House.

Toronto is in the grip of^tnystery.
The mystery centre^ around hous-

ing. Why do rents in a Don Mills

apartment building jurri) from $210 to

$285 a month in a sirijjfe year "' Why
die students paying. $.tj0-$70' a month"
for rooms worth haU that? Why does
a "good" landlord, ipne who charges
a lair rent lor his£raoms, suddenly
raise his rates when he hears that

he's regarded as- a tfood landlord and
that others charge (St more0

Another thing; the uni-

versity, which owns* Ipt^'number of
homes m (In- vicinih of the campus,
hand over the moft^ages on these

buildings to

tion. Crown Trust, with the authority

to charge the rents the market will

bear? — -**• T_ L"-* * !?-— -V «

The biggest mysfery T>f all Is why
we're so reluctant to spot the' cause
of the mystery—housih'g fight now is

not regarded as a public resource,

but a matter of private profit.

The man who is in housing to make
a profit has only one aim in mind:

more money. He can't afford to con-

cern himself with human needs or

the quality of life in his dwellings.

That doesn't pay immediate divi-

dends.

And when we're in a high demand-
tight supply situation, the landlords

have a field day. They can charge
anything they want, kick people out

of homes, trample human dignity.

Our governments are just begin-

ning to realize this. For example, the

Ontario government announced it

may set up a rent review board.

That's a good start, but it isn't

enough. All rent control does is di-

vert people from putting money into

housing (they can't make enough

profit). Nor will jumping taxes on

land speculation do anything in the

long run.

n 1 1?| )^nd| h'l corpora

playing the universitygame
U of T probably luq more students

on administrative ScomStttees than
any other universi|/ in, Canada. So
you'd think U of T »<nld be the most
democratic university jij Canada

But it s just posibte that commit-
tees are not the Way' te change the
University. By agjecjng. to partici-

pate in an administration committee,
students agree tf>Ssy ,4gfgame by
the administration's

, u i, This
makes the game a jot hardier to win
It also means thal5e*j) if students
win, they only get #ha| inc. people in

control are willing to give.
How much is the administration

willing to offer? Almost, a share in

their power But .is tfiai enough''
Perhaps students siioi id U question-
ing the whole basiSW the administra-
tion's power and their right to exer-

Pa&e. 4 — . IH£ VARSITY. .Friday. Dacembei 13. 1968

cise it. Perhaps we should even be

asking for a "critical" university —
an institution not afraid to condemn
the failings of our "just" society and
the people who control it.

The students who have been elect

ed to SAC and the Commission on

University Government have indicat-

ed they want that kind of university.

But it's not likely that the powers
who run this country will agree. So

we'll probably never get a critical

university playing by the rules they

establish.

Sure, we have to give committees
a try — we have to participate in

CUG and the President's Advisory

Council, to test the administration's

good faith.

But if the committee approach

fails, then we'll have to find another

way to change the university. If we
really want to.

We've got to start looking at hous-

ing the same way we look at .water

and electricity—as a matter of public

concern. Even telephones, although

privately run, are still government

controlled, and most of us wouldn't

have it any other way.

So why the blind' spot about nous

ing?

And why do we accept rent-gouging

so blithely, as if it's a landlor d's right

to overcharge, or charge as much ajs

he can get whether his lodgings are

worth it or not?

And above all, why do we Jook- oti

housing controls as infringements on

personal freedom? The only peopfe

infringed upon are those who exploit

the wants and needs of others.

But, then, those are the peoplerioi

whom our society is geared. Wer^ju^t

don't like to recognize it.

perly trial
Those interested in our coirtifrV

legal system will find the triiil til

Gary Perly most interesting.*

For the thrill of life-and-Sea*

courtroom drama, we recorrlmend

you be in courtroom 31, Old City Hall

aMO a.m.Joday.



people are defeated
or go mad or die

in Manx many nays,
some in the. silence or ttw w-let

WERE I CCULDNTT

H5AR NOeODY PRAY

AND M*NY IN RJQJC,
SOWN© HORROR
WHERE NO CRf
OR LAMENT
CR <=CN3 OR HOPE
CAN QSENTANSLE ff^LF

FROM THE ROAR.

See REVIEW 8
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Mordecai Richler (The

Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kravitz, Cocksure, etc.) was
on campus last week to read

from a work in progress.

And, since he's on the Cana-
dian Literature course, he

was put on display before

groups of English Lit stu-

dents. For some of them, it

was obviously their first ex-

posure to the fact that books

really are written by people,

not merely interpreted by

professors. They asked ques-

tions which might be de-

scribed either as academi-
cally oriented, or stupid

Richler was placed centre
tage between two lesser

eminences (a literary three-

ring circus), Brian Moore
(The Luck of Ginger Coffey)

and Jack Ludwig (U, of T.'s

Writei in Residence) But it

was Richler the students

wanted and he knew it.

He sat on the edge of his

chair, chain-smoking his ciga-

rette size Dutch cigars and

watching the glowing pile of

crushed butts on the floor

between his legs. He's a ban-

tam cock of a man with a

head too large lor his body
and enlarged by its crest of

waving dark brown hair. His

eyes are large and deep
brown with the tragic under-

tones that are the cliche of

Jewish eyes In the newly
remodelled, stark while lec-

ture room at U.C., they stood

out red rimmed and haunted.

Richler was the cock in the

foxes lair, watching the exits

jnd determined not to be
cornered.

He needn't have worried:
i In- literary cannibals were
divided in their own comp.
One of them wanted a precis

of Richler's literary theory

with suitable examples but

only managed to tie himself

up and was singularly dissat-

isfied when Richler could
make no sense of his question

and said so. Another wanted
to project his own obsessions

"Why did you write Duddy
Kravitz as a novel instead of

an epic poem "" Richler, to-

tally confused. "But, I'm a

novelist!" Some just wanted
to touch him, to absorb him
by osmosis, a creative trans-

fusion for their hardened crit-

ical arteries.

At the end of the hour
Richler rubbed his harried

eyes, brushed back a shock of

hair and fled from the room
almost before the erstwhile

English Lit prof had finished

thanking him for his illumi-

nating remarks. Richler had
said nothing about his novels.

He said that he felt nothing

after he had finished them
and could not remember how
he felt while he wrote them.
He might be on display ("I

don't make much money

fOCUS:

Mordecai Richler, novelist, essayist and humourist,

was in Toronto recently to explain himself to the masses.

We took advantage of the situation and grabbed him for Focus.

from my novels; 1 have to do
other things"), but he was
damned if there would be a
vivisection. He was cornered
in the hall and asked how he
felt about having to go
through with a thing like that.

Once again the confusion, the

defensive sliding away of the

eyes—too close to home—and
a mumbled excuse "Well, you
start to bore yourself, saying
the same things over and
over again", and off down the

dark U.C. hall, looking for a
place to hide.

Later that day, I talked to

Richler in the more relaxed
atmosphere of coffee and
comfortable arm chairs in

the upper library at Massey
College I accepted one of his

little cigars and kept the

questions factoral.

"What are you doing at Sir

George Williams?"
"I'm teaching the creative

writing course. They (G.S.U.)
offered to pay my way for a

year so I decided to come
back." It was a good finan-

cial deal. Richler was in

London for ten years and his

return has been acclaimed bv

the Literary Supplements.
After ten years of caustic sat-

ire from a distance, he has
returned to his homeland. It

makes his sojourn in London
look like a self-imposed exile

instead of a flight from the

frontier culture. S.G.W.'s
English Dept. has won the

envy of every other English

Dept in Canada for their

coup.

'"How do you run the

course?"
Immediately the defense

goes up. "I told them right at

the beginning I couldn'* teach

anybody how to write. I told

them I'd read their stuff and
tell them what 1 thought of it

but that's all. Now, they
mostly bring their stuff

read it and then they discuss

it. It seems to be what they

want." And later, "You can't

just tell them to go home,
you can't write. You've got to

be ..." — "Discrete?"
"Yeah. You know, it's only

one afternoon a week and it's

easy money but I'd never do
it again." "Why not?" "I'm
just not a teacher. I mean
all this. .

." his arm sweeps
the leather bound books and
book-lined walls, soft rugs

and soft lighting. "I'm just

not social enough. I

couldn't. .

." and even this

extends him too far. He re

treats, pours another coffee,

his right arm shoots out
straight to flick his cigar ash
at an ashtray—a clear miss—
and he subsides.

I start again, gently. He is

travelling Canada as much as

he can. He's been to Vancou
ver and now here to Toronto
Back to creative writing. "I

don't think there should be
creative writing courses. You
should be able to take your
stuff to a professor you trust.

A writer-in-residenee is a

good idea, depending on how
accessible he is."

I suggest that perhaps pro
lessors are best because writ-

ers see things in the light of

their own work. And he's

ready now. "Yeah, like that

kid who asked me what I felt

about Duddy. How could I tell

him how I felt? How could I?

hands extended and those
guilty-angry-tragic Jewish
eyes looking straight at me
And indeed how could he tell

the objective, academics
about his books? He could no
more calmly discuss them
than he could remove his soul

and disect it for them on the

lecture.

Richler thinks on paper. "I

just write everything I can
think of and then I cut it

down." This is his mode of

expression; verbally, he
inarticulate. In his books he

creates an illusion which
bears some relationship,

probably inexplicable, to

himself. This is his public

image. The last thing in the

world he wants is to discuss

it objectively, to disect and
analyse it. What mother
would give over her children

to an anatomy class and then

assist at the proceedings?

Perhaps it is the fact that he
has to do "other things" in

order to keep writing that

accounts for the bitterness of

his satire. And when one con-

siders the man in comparison
to his work, the title of his

latest book becomes very
ironic: Cocksure.— rob martin
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poetry
The United States of Hea-
ven/Gwendolyn Papers/That
Chainletter Hiway Doug
Fetherling, Anansi Press $1.95.

Doug Fetherling, whose
poetry in T.O. Now I re-

viewed earlier in the year,

has published one of the most
intriguing first books of poe-

try I have seen for quite a

while. It is a trilogy, begin-

ning with the united states of

heaven, a crazy upside-down
look at american culture that

could only be made by a psy-

chotic Socrates in search of

an ideal. They are not so

much poems as painful dis-

sections of the mind, and
these often confuse by being

funny or objective right under

the blade of a dull scalpel.

Fetherling, it could be said,

makes his points by irrelev-

ance:

the sinister bartender smiles

when he asks for ID

but finally i prove to him im

a frozen hydrant

(will you sign my meatloaf,

sir?)

(you should have bean there

you weren't were you i dont

remember seeing you)

It's frightening

for i could have been arrested

for carrying a concealed
toothbrush.

It's easy to forgive Doug
Fetherling for sounding like

an alienated Edward Lear
writing in blank verse and
typographical freedom, be-

cause beneath the flippancy,

there is a chill which is not

really definable, but catches

all of you in it; you can't

really analyze intellectually

or even emotionally; you just

have to let Doug Fetherling's

poetry splash into your mind,

and resurface later.

Gwendolyn Papers, (logi-

cally for Gwendolyn) is sup-

posedly the record of a love

affair; but we never really

get into it. It is a mar-

vellously varied collection.

THE SPEAK
EASY

"Toronto's Newest Joint"

Sing Along With The

SPEAKEASY DIXIELAND BAND
529 BLOOR ST. W. JuM em <x Bitiwrit.

Open 12 noon—1 a.m.

LICENSED 53J-4292

which hangs together more
by virtue of the mention of

Gwendolyn's name than by
any "striving for the past

tense from the beginning"

which is the claim made on

the back cover of the book
Occasionally, though, the poe-

try reaches a personal inten-

sity which doesn't appear in

the united states of heaven,

in which Fetherling is gener-

ally content to remain aloof

and take notes. An example;

the hair style & slang &
clothing wouldve been differ-

ent

but i plainly can see her in

1935 & 1900
'

and on back for five thousand

years

but i cant bring myself to say

her heavenly little filthy

name

In poems such as Sex Play
in Four Acts and The Death
of Fetherling in the Cele-

brated 1959 Canadian Drug-

store or Ste Gwendolyn's
Revenge, we finally get

something of the sense of two

people touching and interact-

ing, and the love sequence

begins to make a little sense.

Fetherling, however, is too

involved in his own impres-

sions and expressions to ever

hand over an entire sequence

of poems to Gwendolyn, and

the strongest sense remains

that of the poem trying to

make sense of what is going

on outside of him, and where

XEROX COPIES
5« A<

FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

nth or more
copies of the
same original

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

e Quality Guaranteed

CHARLES 76

COLLEGE

COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

it doesn't make sense, to fur-

ther bring out its absurdity:

The CIA called

martin luther king

2 his reward
tonite

shot him down in memphis
motel this date year of our

lord krishna

shile radio played current

beatles song
something that sounds like

La dy Vagina

tho im sure thats not it

(Poem in Plain Brown Wrap-

per)

Chainletter Hiway is a col-

lection of impressions of

Canada — chaos as seen

through the upside-down eyes

of Doug Fetherling It is

not distinctively Canadian.

though Canada provides the

jumping off point, and there

are the appropriate refer-

ences to nationalism, Quebec,
and Air Canada Basically,

however, it is typical Fether-

ling madness without the

down-to-earth presence of

Gwendolyn to make it intelli-

gible. Ferry to Levis and She
Employed the Fam iliar

"Tu" Form. I found especial-

ly effective.

Fetherling possesses in

frightening quantities the

essential quality of the poet.

He is imaginative to the point

of psychosis, and as irrational

as anyone touched by the

gods has to be His poetry is

the perfect reflection of the

absurdity of being 21 in a
mad blind world.

—bob alien

Prof. Leyerle's Medieval Drama Seminar

presents

THE SECOND SHEPHERD'S
PLAY

"Secunda Pastorum"

Tuesday Doc. 17 - 5:30 & 8 pm

Debates Room - Hart House

ADMISSION fR[[

porthaus
LIMITED

YOUR EXPERT SKI SHOP
KNEISSL - HART

ER boch., - KAESTLE
SKIS

TYROLIA - MARKER
SALOMON

BINDINGS

RIEK ER - TYROL
HENKE - LA DOLOMITE

BOOTS

LET US OUTFIT YOU FROM TOP TO TOE

LATE BULLETIN

SPECIAL PURCHASE

BRAND NAME BUCKLE BOOTS

MODEL "A" Reg. $85.00

REDUCED TO $49.50

MODEL "6" Reg. $75.00

REDUCED TO $4S.O0

21 PARK ROAD, TORONTO
(1 Block East of Bloor

and Yonge)

Telephone: 921-4329
RfVIEW 3



film
bofors - existential, allegorical, powerful

I went to The Bofors Gun
expecting to see a John

Wayne or an Anthony Quinn

sling somebody else's blood

and guts all over the screen,

because I thought it would be

"a tough film" about a gun.

But The Bofors Gun is not

just another war movie. In

fact, it's not a war movie at

all. It's psychological real-

ism, existentialism, alienated

man, Adam and the devil

incarnate, all within a British

army camp on the West
German border in 1954.

Throughout the film I kept

having the strange feeling I'd

seen it before. Perhaps it was
the Tunes of Glory — the

absurdity of military disci-

pline warping men's minds.

Perhaps it was Incident —
progressive insanity in a

completely isolated situation.

Perhaps it was Lord of the

Flies — scraping off the civi-

lized veneer to expose abso-

lute evil in man.

It's a black film. What

seems to be a normal situa-

tion descends into a hell of

insanity.

David Warner portrays

Lance Bombardier Terry

Evans, a nice-guy-cum-hero,

who is going back to England

the next morning to become
an officer. And everything

should be alright. But he has

to supervise the guard on his

last night, and one of his sol-

diers is a huge suicidal Irish

madman with a prison rec-

ord. (I don't know why mad-
men in British movies are

always Irish.) As the alien-

ated Irishman, Danny 0-
Rourke, Nicol Williamson

gives a brilliant performance

that is worth an Oscar.

O'Rourke hates Evans
from the beginning. Evans is

the young man who wants to

get on, "the little lad who
wants to go home to his

mother." Motherhood and
England are far away. O'-

Rourke breaks down Evans'

composure with various

crimes — assaulting a sol-

dier, getting drunk, staying

away from his post. Evans
doesn't want to charge him,

because that way he'll never

go home. Evans wants "to

get on."

J RESERVE SEATS NOW
AT BOX OFFICE OR PHONE 417-4548

Box Office open daily 12 to 9p.m. SUN. 1-3 p.m.

"A SMASH SUCCESS . . . WHATEVER ELSE YOU

SEE THIS YEAR, SEE THE LION IN WINTER.'

OSCAR, MAKE READY. —Ladies Home Journal

JOStPHt U'VINC . . W\AU OtMFM«YFItM
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4
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"MwmiooM. ......

HOLIDAY MATINEES DAILY 2 P.M. DURING
CHRISTMAS WEEK - DEC. 26th thru JAN.Sth

CHRISTMAS OAY MATINEE AT 3 P.M.

Their guard house is claus-

trophobic. It's like the sub-

way car in Incident or the

island in Lord of the Flies.

O'Rourke is the catalyst

thrown into the test tube of

apparently normal people.

Nothing disturbs them from
outside. There is no outside:

the camp is the world in mi-

crocosm and the conflict

between Evans and O'Rourke
is the schizophrenia of every-

man. Nobody knows why they

are there, what they are

guarding. Bofors guns against

all of soviet missledom.
There is a stark scene where
O'Rourke- stands in front of

one of these guns and talks to

it. The gun sits there in ab-

surd silence. _Stupid bloody

Tuesday. Peacetime milita-

rism and pointless discipline

keep provoking the unansw-
erable "why-are-we-here?"
from the nauseated individ-

ual.

Despite obvious allegory

the film generally avoids the

appearance of cliche and con-

trivance. Carl Davis' screen-

play establishes an almost

unbearable intensity.

The dialogue is at times

what Life magazine would
call "earthy", lapsing into

agonizing self-examination.

Whatever contrivances
make up The Bofors Gun, the

total effect is powerful. Sus-

pense builds up until the

hero's goodness collapses.

O'Rourke's brutal defiance
exposes Evans until all that

is left is pathetic, whimper-
ing bitterness. At the end, in

the freezing cold, O'Rourke
strips himself of his uniform
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FAT DADDY'S CINEMA
PERMAN ENTE NARCOTIQUE

PRESENTS

WALT DIZZY'SULTRA-RACIST

SONG OF THE SOUTH
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ON THE SAME BILL:

BATMAN (Chop. 3)

CARTOONS

BIC DOOR PRIZE
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A MOVIE A WEEK KEEPS
PINK IN THE CHEEK.

and his life. Evans becomes
the anti-hero. There's nothing

left that's worth anything. We
realize that the film has been

bordering on the knife-edge —
balancing high drama and

farce. We have been led

through intense drama to

realize absurdity. Sartre's

alienated hero is reincarnated

in O'Rourke.

— brian johnson
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autocrat to acid head

Imagine, if you will, a bald,

stocky, 64 year-old ex-Vi-

ennese director with a
marked Austrian accent drop-

ping acid. You now have a

visual image of the reborn
vizier of old-line American
cinema, he whose very steps

cause studio walls to tremble,

the inimitable, ever youthful

. . . Otto Preminger.

"To have complete control

over everything is the most
enjoyable thing for a direc-

tor." That's no dirty long-

haired hippy. That's the

Charles Atlas of Hollywood.

Remember 'Anatomy of a

Murder'? 'Exodus'? 'In

Harm's Way'? Did you know
that Cahiers du Cinema re-

gards Preminger as sur-

passed only by Alfred Hitch-

cock and Fritz Lang? Why all

this enlightenment? Because

writing about Otto Preminger

is like writing about God —
they both draw big crowds at

the box-office.

Thus is was that when Otto

VARSITY BLAZERS
Vanity Tartan

Kllss Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Vonge St. 922-3141

descended from the Para-

mount unto Toronto bearing

the reels of his latest film,

Skidoo, the press ceased wor-
shipping the current golden

calfs of Hollywood and turned

to Him for inspiration. Ev-
erywhere Otto went, from a

luncheon in the Royal Suite in

the Park Plaza to a sympo-
sium on film at Cody Hall,

they were there in force —
Wendy Michener, Martin
Knelman, Robert Fulford —
accompanied by their entou-

rage of photographers and
sound men from the dailies,

CP, UPI, CBC, and CTV.
"The only danger of old

age I personally fear is be-

coming inflexible." Jot, jot

as I desperately try to cap-

ture the essence of the god-

head.

"These things are pretty

shitty, aren't they?" mutters

Joe Medjuck, a Scotch

clamped firmly in his hand.

But no, seriously, Martha
— concerning Otto Preminger

and his latest release. Skidoo

is a perplexing film, not be-

cause it possesses some hid-

den meaning, but because
such an insipid comedy-mu-
sical like this should stir up
so much shit

When Preminger spoke on
campus Tuesday, a typically

bland housewife type leaped

to her feet and in a cracked
voice, babbled, "So many
young people who realize that

if there is no happiness then

there is no money. Young
people I feel if they would
just wait a little longer would
be the great photographers of

tomorrow." Whaf How
Otto's slapstick comedy can
drive people to incoherence

and tears, I just don't under-

stand.

The film itself is comprised
of one enormous middle-aged
cliche view of that old situa-

tion comedy gag — the gener-

ation gap. (Pick it up and
flog it around some more,
Otto.) The plot, as if it wer-

en't pointlessly convoluted
enough, is laden to its water
line with a mass of choice

Hollywood ego — Jackie

Gleason, Frankie Avalon, and

a cast of thousands, which,

excluding Groucho Marx, is

about as funny as a steel-toed

boot in the groin. Further-

more, the freaky cinematic

gimmicks which Preminger
supervised after popping

pills, supposedly with the in-

tent of attaining a mind-ex-

panded understanding of the

under 64 generation, emerge
as simply incongruous in this

Ozzie-and-Harriet comedy.
The question, of course,

which will immediately leap

to your mind is: why? Why a

comedy in which the charac-

teristic Preminger touches,

much copied by Godard and

the Nouvelle Vogue genera-

tion — minimal use of special

effects and avoidance of opti-

cal techniques like fades and

dissolves — why are they all

unstressed in this film 0 Well,

you see Otto has gone hippy

lately, or as hippy as Otto

Preminger could ever go. But

CLASSIFIED
TIRED OF SITTING HOME EVE-

NINGS? You are needed as a volunteer
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matron please call 924 3223
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just what is he trying to pull

off?

Suddenly, the old Premin
ger, the renowned tyrant of

the studio lot, who controls

everything in his films from
casting to final cutting, has
gone benevolent in his old

age 1 How much credence can
you place in his professed

sincere intention to bridge
the generation gap?
The old Otto Preminger

asserts, "In my opinion a

film is made solely by the

director. It is the director

who must have complete con-

trol of the actor." No one
challenges this dictator.

Now the new Otto Premin-
ger tempers his autocracy
with remarks like, "There is

something youth feels in

common about the world they

are inheriting from the older

generation If older people

will only take the time to try

to give them answers. I hope
the problem will be re-

solved " Presto-chango, a

benevolent liberal

Otto can drop gallons of

acid, but I still find it diffi-

cult to believe in the sincerity

which he ascribes to his moti

vation So he has made a

genuine social comment
piece After statements like.

"I think films are entertain-

ment but people do not be-

come better people because
of films . .

." — I'm skepti

cal.

Perhaps the safest eonclu
sion to draw from all this is,

as Preminger said. "While
we have many good crafts-

men in Hollywood, there is no
dialogue between old film-

makers and new ones " The
gap between the old line

American cinema represent-

ed by Otto Preminger and the

new-line cinema represented

by directors like Arthur Penn
and Francis Coppola is not a

gap anymore — it's a chasm
The old Hollywood view of

cinema as a mechanical craft

to be learned by apprentice-

ship is fading into the more
European conception of film

as spontaneous experience
Hollywood super-director pro

ducers like Otto Preminger
are a vanishing breed

If you're nostalgic, see
Preminger's film when it

opens on the twentieth, and
witness the mess that

emerges when old autocratic

Hollywood tries to become
new hippy Hollywood all in

one film

— Ian Ritchie

The Wy mi I woo d Concert Committee

invites you to

A CAROL SING

Sunday, December 15th, 1968, - 9 P.M.

Wymilwood Music Room

Refreshments afterwards

NORTH YORK
BOARD Of EDUCATION

Invites applications from those who wish to enroll in the

INTERNSHIP PLAN for

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Applicants must have the following qualifications:

A 4-year Honour Degree or a general B.A.. with a minimum

age of 2S as of September. 1969.

or

An acceptable university degree plus one year of post

graduate study such as Bachelor of Library Science; grad-

uation from the Institute of Child Study; A.R.C.T.. etc.

The "Plan" includes:

- initial orientation of 20 consecutive days during May
and June, 1969. Candidates to be paid at the rate of

$20. per day.

- a 6-week summer course. July 2 to August 8, 1969, at

Lakeshore Teachers' College. Cost of course to be

borne by the Department of Education.

- "Practice" teaching experience under supervision.

September to December. 1969. Salary at the rate of

S400. per month. Thereafter, salary according to

qualifications and responsibility assumed

- a final summer session in July and August, 1970.

WRITTEN APPLICATIONS should be sent before

January 31. 1969. to:

DR. H.R. PARTLOW
Superintendent of Professional Development

15 Oakburn Cresent, WMIowdale, Ontario.

F.W. Minkler. B.A.. O.Paed. Bruce C. Bone. B. A.. C. A.

Director of Education Chairman
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Bill Rees and Clive

Elliott, ecologists,

ponder man's

inexorable progress

towards extinction

Part II of an interview started last week

photo by paul campbell

REVIEW

Aren't there some
people, raised in the city,

who have no interest in the

countryside at all? And don't

these people run the govern-

ment?

BILL REES

Yes, sometimes. I

think it's interesting to note

that the big businessmen who
oppose pollution or conserva-

tion measures as being ex-

pensive have large summer
cottages or suburban homes
on wooded lots. They don't

know what it's like to live in

places like Sarnia where you

have to stay indoors, the pol-

lution is so bad some days.

The guys that run the plants

don't live next to them, like

the workers often do. They're

always talking about "growth

of the city", but they them-

selves don't live in the city.

REVIEW

Is there a general

conservation policy in the

Ontario, the Federal govern-

ments?

BILL REES

No. And this is the ri-

diculous thing. The Algonquin

Park plan, as proposed by the

loggers, for instance, says

that "use of the park may
become so heavy that it will

be necessary to restrict the

number of visitors." Indus-

tries plan for increase; our

conservation areas don't.

That's just one problem in

connection with having no

policy.

REVIEW

Isn't is possible that

families forced to live in the

cities for generations without

ever seeing the country lose

touch with the country?

BILL REES

Yeah. It's environmen-

tal feedback. People con-

stantly subjected to grey

think grey. Not only that,

recent studies have shown

that people in boring sur-

roundings have their thinking

ability impaired and their

responses to stimuli lowered.

That's important. If true, we
are in our cities turning out a

race of dull people. But a city

doesn't have to be a dull

place.

REVIEW

How do you react to

a politician who says "What
this province needs is more
expansion; what this city

needs is more expansion.

More buildings, more facto-

ries, more people."

BILL REES

I think that, until we
know more about the environ-

mental effects of all this, it's

insane to talk like this. Ex-

pansion means increased pol-

lution, increased crowding,

increased inconvenience, in-

creased loss of freedom.

Somewhere growth has to

stop. Why not stop, or slow

down at a point where the

situation might still be under

control? We are not only de-

priving ourselves but future

generations of much of life's

quality by unchecked growth.

The generation that lives a

hundred years from now
can't save our parks when
they're all deserts; it's up to

us. We're denying our descen-

dents a heritage, just as we
were denied a heritage.

I'm very encouraged by

young people who reject the

old values. I think that older

types such as myself can help

by providing concrete alter-

natives to our modern world.

REVIEW

What a fabulous

headline for this story. Bill

Rees recommends economic
coitus interruptus.

BILL REES

Unless we want to live

underground like worms, un-

less we want to become a

pestilence on the face of the

earth then we still have time

to make a choice. I think the

choice will be made before

the end of the century. I

firmly believe that the fate of

the human species is in the

balance in the next thirty-five

years. As some ecologists

like Lamont Cole have point-

ed out, there is no way of

knowing at the present time

whether or not we have al-

ready exterminated the hu-

man race. If we stop all our

pollution right now, even now
it might be too late. We have

put so many chemicals into

our environment right now
that we can't predict what is

going to happen. Unfortunate-

ly, humanity doesn't react to

problems until calamity

strikes. What I'm afraid of

here is that the next calamity

that is going to strike is going

to be the ultimate calamity.

It's madness to go ahead

when all the stop lights are

red. We're an adaptable spe-

cies. We're probably the most
numerous mammal on the

face of the earth. We're ev-

erywhere. It took us a million

years to do it. Industry

changes the world at a tre-

mendous rate. We won't be

able to evolve fast enough to

adapt to any drastic changes

in our environment industry

causes.

REVIEW

You were telling us

yesterday about a defoliation

agent used in Vietnam.

BILL REES

Oh. Right. A woman
scientist in the States devel-

oped an enormously powerful

defoliant for the army. It

kills every green plant, even

when applied in almost unde-

tectable quantities. The U.S.

wanted to ship this in huge

quantities to Vietnam to de-

foliate the jungles. It could

wipe out all the food produc-

tion of the country for a long

term. Now perhaps you'll

remember the Torrey Canyon

disaster a few years ago. An
oil tanker — one of the larg-

est in the world — broke up

off the coast of England and

the crude oil caused enor-

mous destruction. Tens of

thousands of birds and fish

killed. Now. This is a nothing

thing compared to what
would happen if, by some
accident, a tanker carrying
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this defoliant were to be bro-
ken up in the Pacific Ocean
Now, we said before that
oxygen is a biological prod-
uct. Seventy per cent of the
atmosphere's oxygen is pro-
duced by diatoms in the
oceans. If this tanker broke
up and polluted the Pacific
thoroughly, 40 per cent of the
earth's oxygen production
would be knocked out for four
to ten years. It sounds like

science fiction, eh? It isn't.

Let's take this a step fur-

ther. DDT also suppresses
photosynthesis. The measura-
ble rate of DDT in the oceans
is rising annually. There is a
level of DDT concentration at

which atoms stop producing.

They decided not to send the

defoliant to Vietnam. But
some day, some way — per-

haps before the end of the

century — one of these chem-
icals that we are dumping
into the ocean will do it —
will cause the oceans' oxygen
production to bomb out.

People are talking these

days of supporting increased

masses of population by using

the seas. It's nonsense. The
resources of the sea are lim-

ited. Incidentally, have you

heard about plans to raise

algae to feed people? Experi-

ments have been done, and

they've almost all been fail-

ures. The reason is quite

simple — it's the monocul-

ture idea I was talking to you

before. The optimum condi-

tions for raising a crop of

algae are also the optimum
conditions for the spread of

algae infections. A bit of in-

fection gets in your crop of

algae and — pzazz! — the

crop is wiped out. In Japan,

they've been using open tasks

to raise algae. Rotifers —
microscopic animals — are

consistently wiping out 70 per

cent of the crop. Any infec-

tion can do this. At our

present state of technology

we can't do anything about

this. Plans for indoor green-

houses and chemical growing

solutions are too far in the

future to do us any good. As

far as the forseeable future is

concerned, we'll have to rely

on standard agricultural tech-

niques.

If all the food raised on the

earth were equably distribu-

ted, of course, no one would

starve. The United States

alone consumes more protein

than the entire world fisher-

ies production.

I might add that the world

fisheries are today badly

over-exploited and that all

this talk of increasing produc-
tivity of the sea is nonsense.

REVIEW

You're really knock-
ing this idea of the sea as the
garden of the future.

BILL REES

I am. Our history with
the sea has been no better

than it has on the land. We've
driven several species of

whales to the point of extinc-

tion.

There are optimum levels

at which you can continue to

catch a decent number of fish

every year. Natural increase

in population makes up for

the loss.

REVIEW

So you're acting like

a natural predator?

CLIVE ELLIOTT

Right. All species

tend to produce enough
members to offset the natural

attrition caused by predators.

In fact, taking a little more
will stimulate the species to

reproduce at a higher rate.

BILL REES

But, because of over-

exploitation, in the forseeable

future, the oceans don't hold

the answer.

REVIEW

After all this, do you

feel that man is a biological

mistake, a vicious creature

that ought to be wiped out''

BILL REES

Man's nervous system

is so advanced that he is

freed from the "no-choice"

situation. He can foresee

problems and take steps for

his survival. Yet no other

species war on their own spe-

cies.

CLIVE ELUOTT

Wrong Other pri-

mates have been observed to

do so. But man is the worst.

BILL REES

Yeah. Man hasn't
evolved instincts to inhibit

inter-specific fighting. You
can kick a guy in the head
when he's down, if you want
to. Animals can't be this vi-

cious to their own kind.

Man devastates his envi-

ronment but even with our

big brain we don't do any-

thing about it Our brains

gave us the technology to

devastate, however So you
can say that man's brain

hasn't done him a heck of a

lot of good.

Man does incredibly stupid

things. We spend billions to

pitch a rocket onto the moon
when a tenth of the sum
spent might, if applied to our

cities, solve half of our social

problems.

It's not that the thinking,

the warning isn't there. The
press knocks this program,
that program. Why rockets to

the moon? Why bacteiial

warfare? But nothing is done
And we'll have to do some-
thing in the next twenty-five

to thirty years.

REVIEW

Do you think that

man would learn anything
from a major disaster?

CLIVE ELLIOTT

Yes. We can learn.

After every war we've
learned whai the results of
war are. We're still at war.

BILL REES

Man's reactions aren't

rational, they're emotional

REVIEW

As a biologist, would
you agree to create a preda-

tor for man? An eight-foot

green, slavering monster,
perhaps?

BILL REES

We've already got the

predator of man It's man
himself.

Another thing I'd like to

bring up is this: we're sitting

here in this room. It's 70 de-

grees — subtropical — while

it's thirty degrees outside

It's light in here, it's dark out

there. Man has become free

of his environment. It's com-
forting But on the world

scale of things, man is still

part of 'the natural chain of

things And if we forget this,

we're in trouble

The average lifespan of a

species of animal is SO mil-

lion years Man is into his

first million years; at the

rate he's going he'll never get

into his second. Some species

this happens to. Perhaps na-

ture experimented a little too

much with us. And so what^
Sixty thousand years from
now this may be a beautiful

planet — without us

interview by kospars dzeguze and mike kesterton

"You can kick a guy

in the head when he's

down if you want to.

Animals can't be this

vicious to their kind."
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theatre
lunch-hour overcoat is palatable

It's not easy to give a dramatic experience to

forty lunch-bag-carrying theatre-goers in the day-

light reality of University College's West Hall —
and all in thirty minutes.

But the UC Players' Guild have done a compe-

tent job in their production of Wolf Mankowitz's

one act play, The Bespoke Overcoat directed by

John Rowland.

The programme notes call the production "an

informal presentation," which it most definitely

was. No artificial lighting, only a part of the

stage raised from the floor, and a pragmatic

minimum of scenery and props.

Vou hardly notice the actors when they first

come out on stage. It took a painful half minute

for the post-lecture conversation and the rustling

of papers to subside. And a one act play is like a

short story — no time for labored exposition or

lulls to slow down the action. Contact with the

audience has got to happen in the first few min-

utes, and once it's made, there's no going back.

Aaron Marcus, who plays Fender, manages to

carry the weight of the role with some credibil-

ity. Fender, the chief character, is the Willy

Loman of the Jewish garment industry. And
Mankowitz's play is in many ways a compact
Death of a Salesman. Dying and death are the

themes that haunt Fender as he seeks a new ov-

ercoat, a "bespoke" overcoat from his friend

Morry, a tailor, played by Alex Michaels. (I still

don't know what a bespoke overcoat is).

Fender drifts through the play in a tattered

coat that is beyond repair and a .shirt with a huge

hole in it that gapes like an absurd wound. He
weaves in and out of reality and dream, until it's

impossible to tell which is which. He is either

dying or dead, and in either state he wants a

bespoke overcoat from Morry and all the status

that goes with it. He is always cold; he can not

get out of the "terrible cold" back into life. "In

the old days the trade was good. Now it is not

good."

Fender's life oscillates between his tailor and
his starkly efficient employer, Ranting, who is

well characterized by Ha Moll. He is rejected by

both men as the play moves with suspense and

intensity to its conclusion.

The scenes change back and forth from the tai-

lor's shop to the warehouse without warning. At

one point the three characters are soliloquizing

around the same table and totally unaware of

each other: three scenes are sandwiched into

one. Director John Rowland effects the multiple

transitions smoothly and without excessive gim-

mickery.

The play is too good to really botch up and too

difficult to elicit a great performance from such

an amateur company. But the production does

Overcome the mediocrity that always seems to

characterize lunch-hour productions. It's worth

half ah hour of your time. And besides, it's free!

— brian johnson

no fire in wife
Federico Garcia Lorca's

The Shoemaker's Prodigious

Wife and August Strinberg's

Playing with Fire have much
in common Both were first

presented in 1930, both deal

with marriage, and best of

all, both are being presented

by the Centre for the Study of

Drama tonight and tomorrow
at 8:30 in the 4 Glen Morris

Church

That's good news because

the two plays are lively and

well-acted, and don't deal

with marriage in quite the

same angry disturbing fash-

ion as, say, John Osborne.

The title of Strindberg's

piece has to be a put on.

Despite his well-known poor

relations with women (he

married three times with a

remarkable lack of success).

Playing with Fire is more
farce than hard drama.
The only "fire" for the

characters comes from them-

Followers of the Varsity Review were heartened

Wednesday night to see several staffers and one ex-staffer

in action portraying roles in the CBC Festival Production of

Reddick.

Henry Tarvainen was most noticeable and most effec-

tive as Petey, one of the leading characters in the play.

Bob Bossin and Alan Gordon also contributed competence
to the evening's production.

Unfortunately, Reddick happened to be a terrible show,
but not as bad as this review.

NEW COLLEGE THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS

BILLY LIAR
AT THE

COLONNADE THEATRE

directed by

Hilary Mclaughlin

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11th

TO SATURDAY,DECEMBER 14th

At 8.30 P.M.

TICKETS $1.50 $2.00

At New College
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selves in conflict. As people

they are quite empty of the

kind of feelings that produce

real fire.

Knut's passion for his wife

Kerstin comes alive only

when his divorced friend Alex

visits, Alex and Kerstin quar-

rel only when Knut has left

the room, Kerstin feels love

for Alex only when he talks

to Adele (who, incidently, is

Knut's mistress).

The characters analyse

each other's feelings endless-

ly — it's all they have. "I'm
not ambitious," says Kerstin.

"But life is so monotonous —

I want something dreadful to

happen."

They can't even have the

excitement of a good wife-

swap without picking the idea

and their motives to pieces.

The play itself is probably

more difficult to produce
than it looks, but even so the

acting is more than adequate

throughout. Nobody takes his

or her role too seriously.

Of the two plays, Lorca's is

the longer and lighter, one of

his "violent farces". It's

about a shrewish young cob-

bler's wife (played by Bron-

wyn Drainie) who flays her

older husband with visions of

suitors on white horses wear-
ing black capes who sweep
her away. When he leaves

("Everybody talks about

us!") she makes up her own
image of him as the suitor

and stays faithful until he
returns in disguise. It's an old

tale, but charmingly told and,

again, the acting is excellent.

Harry Lane is especially

effective as the shoemaker.
His only suffering is that he

resembles an excitable Irish-

man more than an inflamm-
able Spaniard (there is a

difference). — pau l macrae

daffydil: all stem, no stalk
All your favourite organs

are on display this week at

Hart House Theatre. You
may need your anatomy text

to figure out several of the

cut-ups in the Medical Soci-

ety's Umpteenth Annual edi-

tion of Daffydil, but with 34

different skits and blackouts

in all, there is sure to be

something to tickle every
funny bone.

Daffydil has several very

funny, very entertaining

moments, but unfortunately it

also doles out a generous "in-

crement of excrement," to go
along with them. Most of the

script is the product of the

fertile mind of one man —
Arnold Shoichet, who also

directed the show, and wrote
the music and lyrics. While
the show contented itself with

poking fun at medical profes-

sors, doctors, surgeons and
especially transplants, the

humour was generally fresh.

But Shoichet and his small

crew of genii simply didn't

have enough gags to pad out

the evening's entertainment,

O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONCE

ONE WEEK ONLY DEC. 16 TO DEC. 21

GREEK TRAGEDY
THEATRE

PIRAIKON THEATRON

HIPPOLYTUS • ORESTIA
DEC. 14. 20. Dec. 21 HAT. DEC. 19. 21.

• IPHIG EN I A IN AULIS
DEC. 17. 18. DEC. 18. MAT.

THREE PLAYS

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
MON. TO SAT. EVES. WEO. & SAT. MATS.

Orch. ond Mail. $2,50 $2.00
R. Orch. ond F. Bole. 2.00 1.65
MtddU Balcony 1.25
R.or Balcony ijj mm

BOX OFFICE OPEN II A.M. DAILY

and one wishes they had
"borrowed" some laughs

from somewhere else to liven

up the format. After all, a

revue show like "Laugh-In"

employs 30 writers, all steal-

ing like mad just to make up

a one hour show.

Perhaps the most artisti-

cally successful numbers
were the musical ones. While

the dancing, skilfully choreo-

graphed by Steve Levinson,

just missed coming off, it

displayed some sensitivity at

and least the intentions of

trying to do something really

good.

My mother remembers
going to Daffydil, way back
when she was my age. The
admission didn't embarass
my mother, but perhaps Daf-

fydil as a venerable Medical

institution is starting to show
signs of hardening of the ar-

teries. — lorne fienberg

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"
There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you

uih 929-0611'
'



billy liar reduced to a dead crawl at the colonnade
Billy Liar is billed as a real

gut social comedy depicting

the hangups of the British

working classes. But since

this kind of scene, (if it ever
really existed) ceased to in-

terest theatre-goers a long

time ago, surely there must
be something else to account
for the durability of a play

such as Billy Liar. Even an
essentially dull production
such as the New College

Theatre Guild's which is

playing this week at the Col-

onnade Theatre cannot totally

blot out the vitality of the

play.

The action in the play,

takes place somewhere be-

tween an industrial town in

Northern England and Never-

neverland. Billy (whose last

name isn't really Liar of

course), spends part of his

time as an assistant to the

local undertaker. He spends

the rest of his time acting out

a variety of roles from Napo-

leon, to an orchestra conduc-

tor to Churchill. It's not real-

ly that Billy tells lies; he just

kind of bends the truth a bit

in his battle to ignore his

family, his job, and the fact

that he is engaged to three

girls at the same time. Prac-

tically nothing happens in the

play. In fact it's just a tall

tale built around one whopper
after another. Billy attempts

several methods of running

away from his insupportable

existence, from an absurd

retreat into the make-believe

to an even more absurd re-

treat into marriage. But at

the close of the play he ends

up pretty much the same as

he started — a trite indica-

tion of man's futile quest for

peace of mind. Except for the

heavy-handed ending, the

play is a very funny, lively

study of youth, who aspires to

something better in the

world, and predictably falls

flat on its face.

The New College players

manage to retain some of the

innocent goodness of the play,

but not nearly enough to keep

the play moving at a spritely

pace. When the lines are fun-

ny, and fantasy is the order

of the day good things happen

on stage. But when we get

i

:

the reality gig clouding up

the scene, the play becomes

frankly — a yawn.

The play's most obvious

failing besides the limping

pace is its overly cautious

direction. Director Hilary

McLaughlin has some good

talent to work with and sev-

eral good artistic ideas of her

own. What is lacking is a cer-

tain reckless abandon on all

sides to make ideas and play-

ers come alive. Bill Peters as

Billy Liar displayed wit and

much talent as a mime artist

but one always felt that he

was holding something back

The two actors who displayed

a bit of abandon came across

best. Trudy Weiss as the slut-

tish fiance let it all hang out,

(as the saying goes) in her

brief performance. Margaret

Keith as the aging grandma
was most lively in her dotage

and senility. Unfortunately

she died in the second act,

thus robbing the performance

of the little vitality it had

Actually, as campus prod-

uctions go. Billy Liar has

more going for it than most.

The cast is better than aver-

age; Director McLaughlin
sometimes displays a good

understanding of what is ar-

tistic in the play. As for what

ails this production — maybe
Geritol is the answer.

— lorne fienberg

VICTORIA COLLEGE DRAMA CLUB

Presents

THE BALD SOPRANO
by EUGENE IONESCO

in English

MON. — TUES. — WED.
DEC

' *£
1:00 P.M. NE» ACADEMIC BLDG.

VICTORIA COLLEGE

CAMP STAFF
Monitou wobing Camp of Fine Art*

Soiling, Water-Skiing, Swimming, Canoeing ond

1 ripping. Golf, Tennis, Riding, Riflery, Fencinq,

Music (String ond wind plovers), Dromo (cost-

umes). Drawing ond Pointing, Graphics, Pottery,

Sculpture. Some executive positions open. Sec-

tion Head & Coach.

Now Accepting application* from counsellors, assistant* and
Inttrucior* in the following:

Graduate and wndergred, student* with experience, cell RU. 3-

6168 or write 92) Egllnton Avenue Weal, Toronto for appllce-

Itoni and further Information.

YOU CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND
)

ENGAGEMENT RING ON

DIRECT BASIS

Solitaire .40 Cl. $300.00

Solitolr* .50 Ci. 5300.00

Solitaire .67 Cf. $300.00

3-Stone 3 - -20 Ct*. $300.00

Plu* Ooiem of Other style* and
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f Mandate of Heaven. Record of

f s Civil War, China 19*15-49 by

John F. Melby. $10.00

A book of extraordinary interest

and importance, it is both a pioneer-

ing history of China in the late

forties and a powerful and sensitive

cal and personal. Illustrated with

photographs by Henri Cartier-

Bresson.

1

Pooh's Pot of Honey by A. A. Milne.

Illustrated by Ernest Shepard $5.95

A miniature library of Pooh to

delight any child. Four books en-

cased in a small box.

2

Madame de Pompadour by Nancy

Mitford $13.95

A glittering portrait of a woman
Carlyle described as a "high-rouged,

unfortunate female, of whom it was

not proper to speak without neces-

sity."

3

A. V.'s Canada by Naomi Jackson

Groves $22.50

A comprehensive collection of

the drawings of A. Y. Jackson with

a text by the artist's niece and close

associate.

4

Two Innocents in Red China

Jacques Hebert & Pierre ElliotV

Trudeau Cloth $5,001

Paper $2.50

An engaging and readable ac-

count of a journey in China taken

in 1960 by the then little known
Pierre Elliott Trudeau and Montreal

publisher and writer Jacques Hebert.

5

Expo 67 $20.00

A book lhat will arouse nostalgia

in all those who visited Expo 67. It

contains a bilingual lex) and over

four hundred photographs (100 In

full colour) carefully selected lo il-

lustrate) all aspects of the exhibition.

6

Life in Ontario: A Social History by

G. P. de T. Glazebrook $9.50

This Is Ontario's story, a collective

biography of her people, a history

of her development as a province.

With illustrations by Adrian Dingle.

7

The Journals of Mary O'Brien edited

by Audrey Saunders Miller

A witly and observant account of

life in early Upper Canada.

8

This Rock Within the Sea by Farley

Mowat and John de Visser $10.00

Life in the outports along the

coasts of Newfoundland has always

been harsh. Now it is eroding. This

Rock Within the Sea is a testament

to its quality and to the strength

of the "cheerful fatalists" of New-

foundland.

9

Smallwood: The Unlikely Revolu-

tionary by Richard Gwyn $12.50

Colourful, dynamic, tyrannical,

authentic Canadian hero, this is

Richard Gwyn's biography of Joseph

Smallwood.

10

A Heritage of Light by loris S. Russell

JIB.50

A courageous nc - holds-barred

history of lamps and lighting in the

early Canadian home.

11

Man and His World / Terre des

hommes $17,50

The Noranda lectures given at

Expo 67. The contributors include

Barbara Ward, Gunner Myrd.il, Li-

nus Pauling and Paul-Henri Speak.

The participants deal with such fo-

ment, new directions in the arts and

sciences and their implications for

modern man.

12

A History of Warfare by Lord Mont-

gomery $15.95

A large, lavishly illustrated his-

tory of warfare. The great battles

of history reviewed by the century's

most outspoken professional soldier.

13

The Wind has Wings: Poems frorr

Canada compiled by Mary Alice

Downie and Barbara Robertson. Il-

lustrated by Elizabeth Cleaver $5.95

The most beautifully produced
and illustrated children's book we
have ever seen. A children's book
for children B-t2.

14

Canadian Short Stories edited by

Robert Weaver

Cloth $6.50

Paper $2.95

A new collection of contemporary

Canadian short stories,

15

Mlnutos of the Sixties by James

Eayrs $5.95

Through his columns from the

Family Herald James Eayrs observes

how we have lived through the

decade of the Sixties, what was Im-

portant to us in its time or In its

potential.

16

Lonesome Cities by Rod McKuen
$4.50

A new collection of poems by
the author of Stanyan 5|ree| aqrj

other Snrrnw and Listen to thp

Warm.

17

^tall Them Canadians prepared by

the National Film Board, with text

by Miriam Waddington. $10.00

A magnificent photographic essay

expressing the diversity, racial and

cultural, of Canada. Including poetry

integral to the subject by Miriam

Waddington.

18

Target 2067 by Leonard Berlin

$8.95

A forecast of developments in

Canada during the next hundred

years.

19

The Short Happy Walks of Max Mae-

pherson by Harry Bruce $4.95

Reviled Toronto, city of money
and success, suddenly disappears as

Harry Bruce alias Max Macpherson

discovers the magnificent variety

that Toronto today offers to a walk-

ing man.

20
The Double Helix by R. Watson

$7.25

A personal account of the dis-

covery of the role played by D. N. A.

In Human Genetics.

21

The Beatles by Hunter Davis $5.95

The only authorized biography,

the author has had exclusive access

to the Beatles' family documents

including Mr. Starkey's unemploy-

ment card.

22

Harold Nicolson Diaries and Letters

1930-1962 edited by Nigel Nicol-

son. Boxed set of 3 vols. $25.00

This set of three volumes estab-

lishes Sir Harold Nicolson as one of

the foremost diarists of the century.

Though he himself never attained

any position of real power he was

close to (hose thai did and his de-

scriptions of these people are both

perceptive and elegantly written.

23

The Taming of the Canadian West

by Frank Rasky

$14.95 until Dec. 31st

$17.50 thereafter

A book lhat captures the colour

and the fervour of our West and its

history. It contains 150 illustrations,

53 in colour.

24

Dafoe of the Free Press by Murray

Donnelly $6.95

A distinguished biography of one

of Canada's greal newspapermen.

25
The Garden of Needham by Richard

J. Needham $4.95

Unlike most gardens In these

parts, thero are no waeds, whore

every prospect pleases and only man
Is vile.

26

The Mackenzie King Record Vol. II

1944-1945 by J. W. Pickersglll and

D. F. Foriler $13.50

Mackenile King's own diaries are

allowed lo do most of the telling

in this unique document. They un-

veil the drama and excitement ol

one of the most fascinating periods

of recent Canadian history. Vol. 1

available at $12.50.

27

New France—The Last Phase 1744-

1765 by G. F. G. Stanley $10.00

The last years of the ancien

regime in Canada. Volume five In

the Canadian Centenary Series.

28

The Distemper of Our Times by

Peter Newman
$ 8.95 till Dec. 31st

$10.00 thereafter

This is the story of ihe Pearson

years from the Liberals ascent to

political power in 1963 to the rise

of Trudeau and the 196B election.

29

The Horizon Cookbook and Illus-

trated History of Eating and Drink-

ing through the Ages by William

Harlan Hale

$15.50 until Dec. 25th

$19.95 thereafter

A sumptuously illustrated cook-

book that recreates six hundred of

the world's greatest recipes, past

and present.

30
Birds of the Eastern Forest. Vol. 1

by J. Fcnwick Landsdowne & John

Livingston

517.50 till Dec. lit!

$20.00 thereafter

When Birds of the Northern

Forest appeared in 1966, critics wen
unanimous in their praise. Now
Landsdowne and Livingston have

again joined forces to produce an

even more striking volume.

31

Crisis at the Victory Buries* by

Robert Fulford $5.95

The best of Robert Fulford'i

columns from the Toronto Dailv Sta

and articles and essays from Mac,

leans, Tamarack Review and (ana

dian Forum.

32

Crown Jewels of Iran by V. B. Meen
and A. D. Tushlnghem $20.00

The first full account of an On
•ntal legend—the world's mos
Hauling collection of gemstones
and jewellery. A limited Coronation

Edition is available at $250.00.

33

Circle book numbers

To: UNIVERSITY BOOKROOM / St. Gewge Campus

Attn. D. C Stimpson

Please send me these books.
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books
Man and His World: The
Noranda Lectures, Expo '67

Introduction by Helen S.

Hogg
University of Toronto Press,

419 pp., $17.50

One television commenta-
tor stated the other day

that in his opinion Trudeau's
election as leader of the Lib-

eral Party would have been
impossible before Expo '67.

He felt that before Expo,
Canadians were-a pretty con-

servative group, not ready to

experiment in a matter so

important as the election of a

party leader.

After Expo, Canada be-

came a new country. Never
before had so many Cana-
dians had a single experience

which gave them a sense of

belonging to a nation of which
they could be unreservedly

proud. In several respects,

Expo marked the beginning

of Canada's maturity. Now
that Expo is over, both as a

world's fair and as an experi-

ence, many books and arti-

cles have been written about

it in an attempt to re-create

a bit of the atmosphere of

excitement and optimism for

the future which Expo did so

much to encourage.

Man and His World is a

collection of the twenty-eight

lectures sponsored by Noran-

da Mines and delivered at

Expo. These lectures are

"original documents" of the

fair and ought to be of inter-

est to those who would like to

assess what Expo has accom-

plished for Canada.

In the words of Paul Mar-

tin, the lecture series tried

"to show how man must

adopt new ideas and concepts

to survive and develop the
human personality more fully
in a rapidly changing world."
Many of the lectures do

reach the high standard set
for them by Mr. Martin: they
show how men and women
who have great influence in
shaping the world deal with
the problems facing them,
whether they are problems in

government or science, archi-
tecture or education.

Because of the wide range
of subjects covered in these
lectures and because of the
size of the volume itself, it is

impossible either to summa-
rize or to criticize the impor-
tant elements dealt with in it,

for to do that would take

pages. That is to say that the
essays are rich, both in them-
selves and in relation to each
other.

I hope that I can give a
sense of the tension between
optimism and pessimism
which I have found through-

out the book, by tracing a
single concept, that of hope
for the future, through three

of the essays.

Bruno Zevi, an architect

and city planner, noted

that often in the history of

architecture there have been

regressions after great adv-

ances. Professor Zevi says,

"When one thinks of architec-

tural history, one cannot be

too optimistic. The image of

'the dwarfs on the shoulders

of giants' ... is a myth, a

wishful interpretation of his-

tory. So far as architecture is

concerned, the dwarfs, that

is, the mediocre architects,

do not climb on the shoulders

of giants at all. In fact, they

hate the genius, they have an

TORONTO DANCE THEATRE CONCERT

AT

TORONTO WORKSHOP PRODUCTIONS

12 ALEXANDER ST., TORONTO

Monday, December 16th

8:30 pm

Box Office 925-0526 & 923-6264

choreography: TICKETS $3.00

Peter Randazzo

Patricia Beatty

David Earle

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75*.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Pl.ce Hotel • On Well.sley lust <>'

inferiority complex toward
him, and they want to forget

him."

This view has great ramifi-

cations when one is aware of

the close connection between
architecture and town plan-

ning. Zevi maintains that "To
speak of town planning with-

out checking all the time its

coincidence with architecture

is useless. One could say,

Tell me the kind of architec-

ture you want and I will give

you a city plan,' or vice ver-

sa. One who believes in a
kind of architecture such as

the 'grand ensembles' of Par-

is will produce a type of city

consonant with this kind of

architecture. On the other

hand, an 'architecture of es-

cape' goes with an evasive
plan."

The obvious connection is

that if architecture is as

closely linked with planning

as Zevi suggests, then it

would seem that any regres-

sion in architecture, such as

that prevalent after Frank
Lloyd Wright's death, would
have serious consequences
even for the man in the

street. A regression in archi-

tecture would mean, perhaps,

more problems in the urban

areas.

Nevertheless, Zevi, because

some modern architecture is.

very progressive, remains an'

optimist: "Habitat is to

Montreal 1967 as the Eiffel

Tower is to Paris 1889." A
few examples of progress, in

the face of the onslaught

of computer-designed sky-

scrapers, seem (in my mind I

little cause for optimism.

Economist Karl Gunnar
Myrdal said that he was

hasty when he titled his talk

"An Economist's Vision of a

Sane World." Now, he says,

"Anyone who attempts to pic-

ture a sane world today must
climb so high above reality,

and the feasible improve-

ments of reality, that the vi-

sion can have few distinct

contours, and can claim lit-

tle practical relevance."

Myrdal's analysis of the

relationship of the underde-

veloped countries to the rich

nations is an attempt to show
how old patterns of behav-

iour, which seem rational,

are utterly without justifica-

tion. In this regard, he dis-

cusses the two major prob-

lems of warfare and military

expenditure in general, and of

the population explosion and
the attendant problem of

mass starvation.

These problems, Myrdal
feels, are soluble Aid to the

poor countries can be han-

dled, from the point of view
of economics, and yet not

enough has been given to

really lighten the burden of

poverty. "The hunger crisis,

when it becomes aggravated.

will be a real eye-opener to

us all."

If there is any question

about Myrdal's prediction for

the future, he answers it di-

rectly "I am afraid I must
agree with those who see our
course as the road to man-
kind's suicide, brought about
not simply by nuclear holo-

caust but by a number of oth-

er trends all working toward
disaster."

Barbara Ward, also an
economist, sees a "new

history" developing, one in

which the precarious balance
of the status quo allows the

growth of "something bet-

ter." Her contention seems to

be that modern diplomats are
becoming very good at avoid-

ing incidents which might
lead directly to a nuclear

war. As an example, she says
that the Cuban missile crisis

merely returned that island

to its status before the mis-

siles were brought in, that is.

with Castro still in power
Miss Ward believes that

certain changes are possible

within the status quo. "I

think the last twenty years

have already shown that the

status quo can be modified —
and successfully modified —
by other means than

force . Not many observ-

ers forecast 'the thaw' in

Communist lands or suggest-

ed that Tito might be the

first Communist to risk

choice in politics At the oth-

er end of the world, could one

have forseen a South Korea
more or less reconciled with

Japan, its economy growing

by eight per cent a year?"

T find the optimism ex-

M. pressed by Zevi and
Miss Ward unsatisfactory,

and yet I would like to find

an alternative to Gunnar
Myrdal's dark predictions.

Looking to the world of sci-

ence, amply represented in

this collection, we see only

optimism. Hideki Yukawa.
Nobel prize laureate in phys-

ics, questions abberations in

nature in the traditional way.
always assuming that there is

a rational description of the

behaviour of phenomena.
"We have to think very hard

in order to find out the rea-

son . . . (why sub-atomic
particles behave as they

do)." But this optimism, too,

is based on rationality, and as

Dr. Myrdal and others have

pointed out. ' rationality has

its limits. Referring to the

arms race, Myrdal says, "Ac-
cording to all historical ex-

perience the massing of the

potentialities for war tends to

lead to war.

Man and Ills World is in

one sense a collection of

brain-teasers, challenging the

reader to explore the rela-

tionships between the essays

as well as to think about each
essay itself For this reason,

there is no need to read the

essays consecutively, and
books which can be read bit

by bit are always tempting,

particularly when the quality

is as uniformly high as it is

in these essays.

Unfortunately, because of

its $17.50 price tag. Man and
Ills World will not attain the

readership it deserves.
— james martin
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books
silence when you're speaking to me
Lyrical and Critical Essays

by Albert Camus, ed. Philip

Thody (Alfred A. Knopf).

In 1936 Albert Camus, at

the age of twenty-two. took a

philosophy degree at the Uni-

versity of Algiers with a the-

sis on Plotinus and Saint

Augustine. In the same year

he dedicated to his professor.

Jean Grenier, a collection of

essays called The Wrong Side

and the Right Side in which

he expressed a philosophy of

his own. This work, as he

later~pointed out. contains the

core and source of all his

subsequent thought. In these

pages we find his first aware-

ne "I life's meaninglessness

and his adoption of lucidity as

one of his highest values, al-

though the comfort it brings

is bitter. (Mingling lucidity

and" nostalgia, the young

Camus suggests that perhaps

happiness is the self-pitying

awareness of our unhappi-

ness.

)

These essays are not, how-

ever, uniformly pessimistic.

The title of the work refers to

a piece of cloth of which the

inside and the outside are

inseparable, just as the joy

and anguish of life are inse-

parable. For Camus, joy

almost inevitably proceeds

from losing himself in the

sun-drenched landscapes of

his beloved Mediterranean.

He finds it possible to accept

the appearances without

being taken in.

The first English publica-

tion of these early essays

deserves the special attention

of today's student. Too per-

sonal to be possible within

professional philosophy, they

speak directly to us despite

differences in climate and

locale. Important as they are,

however, they comprise only

the first section of a generous

collection of Camus' essays,

edited with discreet and help-

ful notes by Philip Thody.

Written over Camus' entire

career from 1936 to his death

in 1960, the collection is con-

cerned mainly with descrip-

tions of his native Algeria

and his emotional and intel-

lectual responses. As such the

divisions are somewhat artifi-

cial; the work forms an or-

ganic whole with the same
themes recurring through The

Wrong Side and the Right

Side, Nuptials, Summer, and

into the literary essays. Lyri-

cism and criticism, under the

name of irony, pervades the

whole. The organic nature of

the work is reminiscent of

Emerson's essays where one

part illuminates another and

initial obscurities often disap-

pear on second reading. '
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Camus acknowledges a ten-

sion between classicism and

"profound anarchy" in his

writing. This latter is mani-

fest in the apparent contra-

dictions as well as the loose

structure of the essays At

one moment Camus' aim is

critical self-awareness; at

another it is the submergence
of intellect in a carefree pa-

ganism. He may curse poetry

as a "ridiculous mask laid on

the passion to live" ("The

Desert") and deliberately

seek out the ugly and prosaic

towns of North Africa as the

homes of truth. But at the

same time he is creating a

poetry for them. Since he

wrote about them, Oran, Al-

giers, and Constantine are no

longer "towns without a

past".

Camus both condemns all

hope as sinful and affirms his

own hope in the triumph of

intelligence over brute force.

The greatest paradox of all is

that the same beauty which

inspires joy also makes life

intolerable. He finds supreme
irony and ennobling tragedy

in the conflict between man
and the smiling land which

promises so much more than

it can deliver. Such a land is

Italy which "like other privi-

leged places, offers me the

spectacle of beauty in which,

nonetheless, men die." We
shall be justifiably disap-

pointed it we look to Camus
for the simple and the clear-

cut. However, while Camus'
thought may at times seem
ambiguous it is not confused.

Let us not forget that behind

the informality is working an

extremely acute and disci-

plined mind.

While the essays are fully

self-sufficient, they derive

added value from the com-
mentary they provide to

Camus' other writings, chief-

ly to his first novel. The
Stranger. In The Stranger the

protagonist Meursault shoots

an Arab. That he never shows

grief for his recently de-

ceased mother is taken by the

jury as evidence of gross in-

sensitivity and want of hu-

man decency. Accordingly he

is condemned to death.

The essays of The Wrong
Side and the Right Side cast

light on Meursault's reti-

cence. In "Irony" Camus
describes the death of his

grandmother, a domineering

hypochondriac, and reports

his own reaction in the third

person: ".
. .If he asked him-

self whether he felt any sor-

row, he could find none at all.

Only on the day of the funer-

al, because of the general

outburst of tears, he did

weep, but he was afraid of

being insincere and telling

lies in the presence of

death." This insincere grief

makes tears inappropriate for

some one truly loved. In "Be-

tween Yes and No", an essay

principally concerned with

his mother, Camus recounts a

visit paid her by her grown
son. The two sit together in

silence: "It's true, he never

talked much to her. But did

he ever need to? When one

keeps quiet the situation be-

comes clear. He is her son,

she is his mother. She can

say to him; 'You know'."

But conventional society

does not know and conse-

quently Meursault goes to the

guillotine. In his 1955 preface

to The Stranger, Camus char-

acterizes his hero as a man
who chooses to die for the

truth. This truth is ineffable;

to utter it is to lie.

The depth of Camus' at-

tachment to truth is summed
up in a quotation from Des-

cartes which Camus calls

"the greatest of our virile

poems": "The first (precept)

was never to accept anything

as true unless I knew without

the slightest doubt that it was

so." Nevertheless Camus
does not fall prey to paralyz-

ing scepticism. By his own
admission, a moralist rather

than a philosopher, he is con-

cerned with establishing secu-

lar values and standards of

action. The action he advo-

cates however, is not social

or political but personal.

While he goes beyond the ini-

tial awareness of life's ab-

surdity, he never loses sight

of it or pretends to find

meaning where there can be

none. Suspicious of what he

calls "the political Gorgon"
and rejecting social and reli-

gious myths alike he knows

that every man is ultimately

on his own.
Appended to the volume of

Lyrical and Critical Essays

are three short interviews

with Camus. The third of

these, the most irresponsible

and in some ways the most
interesting, consists of snap

questions and answers on a

wide range of topics. The

responses often reveal

Camus' irritation at the sim-

ple-mindedness of his interro-

gator. Camus always disliked

the nuisance of being a cele-

brity and a Nobel Prize win-

ner. At one point he is asked:

"What is the compliment that

annoys you the most?

"Honesty, humanity, con-

science—you know, all the

modern mouthwashes."
Such words, like -a son's

tears, have been rendered

useless by abuse. In Camus'

case where the richness of

his work and tragedy of his

untimely death make praise

and sorrow truly appropriate,

the only honest response is

silence.

— mel bradshow



Roger HART, Don OWEN, Martin DUCKWORTH (behind the cam-
era) and Jean-Ctaude LABRECQUE during the shooting of THE
ERNIE GAME.

In the

BERNA
DONC?

mit complete edited film

segments on happenings, gal-

lery openings, the student

protest at the Venice Bienn-

iale, etc., which Morris will

put together into a film. "It

won't be ready for about a

year," says Morris, "It's a

question of waiting for events

to occur."

Don Owen, writer and di-

rector of The Ernie Game
has settled in Toronto where
he has opened his own pro-

duction company. He has just

undertaken the shooting of a

film for the Albright-Knox

Gallery in Buffalo.

The Canadian Film Devel-

opment Corporation has given

tentative assurance to several

producers of federal funds to

help them produce feature

films. Marshall-Taylor Co.

has received approval in prin-

ciple for $130,000 to film their

science fiction thriller deal-

ing with electronic brain con-

trol. The script is by Nathan

Cohen and former Telegram

Entertainment writer David

Cobb. Science fiction writer

Isaac Asimov is acting as

technical adviser. Funds have

been promised to Elgin

Films, also of Toronto, who
plan to shoot Jack Brundage's

Fortune and Men's Eyes. The

screenplay is by Brundage,

and the production will be

entirely in Toronto.

Director's Guild of Canada

is presently negotiating with

its American counterpart for

reciprocal agreements cover-

ing U.S. directors who come
into Canada to work. The

Canadian Guild would like to

see the American directors

joining their own affiliation

when they come to work over

here. Under present agree-

ments. Canadian directors

who want to work in the U.S.

must pay the $3,000 fee of the

_ American Guild, but D G.A
Mfl EI^E^fl I memDers come into Canada

I A I at no charge, without even

'jH I paying D.G. of Canada the

usual order: Gilles GROULX, Claudine MONFETTE_ Chnst.an group

RD, and Georges DOR. during the filming of OU etes-vuus
Vancouver is headquarters

Behind the camera. Jean Claude LABRECQUE getting ready to

speed down the track at 60 m p h in front of a locomotive, for a

scene of THE LAND the film for the Canadian Pavilion at Osaka

70 On the extreme left. Rex TASKER and top center, second as

sislani Seraphin BOUCHARD

A group of seven young

Indians between the ages of

20 and 27 are in the process

of becoming the first all-In-

dian production crew with the

National Film Board. The

experimental project is under

the auspices of the N.F.B.'s

"Challenge for Change" pro-

gramme, using film as a ca-

talyst to effect social change.

After a six week crash course

on techniques, and a first

production experiment, they

will undergo three month

specialization as trainees in

various departments at the

N.F.B. and then, split up in

two crews and fan out to re-

servations across Canada,

possibly staying a month with

each one, and bringing back
some material for later pro-

duction of a series of films.

Douglas Leiterman, former
producer of "This Hour Has
Seven Days", has formed his

own company out of New
York. Document Associates

Inc., will produce filmed doc-

umentaries for American and

Canadian television. The first

one completed is called Re-

surrection City, and the next

will be a drama-documentary

on Cuba since the revolution.

Vancouver artist Michael

Morris is making Mondo
Arte, a report on the art

scene around the world. Peo-

ple in various world art capi-

tals have been asked to sub-

in

and jumping-off spot for Pro-

ject Asia, a 3Vi to 4 hour

documentary on the Orient

Collaborating are CBC Van-

couver Gene Lawrence and

Toronto's Patrick Watson,

whose 700 Million was the

first in-depth look at Red
China Daryl Duke is execu-

tive producer

Alan King Associates has

completed shooting Marriage,

a 100 min. colour study of a

married couple . . . Chris

Chapman is completing a

documentary for the Hud-

son's Bay Company, which

will be celebrating its 300th

anniversary in 1970

CB C. -TV features produc-

er Peter Kelly is heading a

crew on location in Algonquin

Park for the shooting of a one

hour colour drama-documcn

tary on the life, work and

death of Canadian Group of

Seven artist Tom Thomson.

Waooh, a new feature film

by Claude Jutra, is now in the

editing stage. It's "... a

portrait of nine bourgeois

adolescents expressing their

interests and preoccupations,

and each in turn living his

respective dreams. It's a

cinema-vente study of the

problems of the young."

Norman McLaren is pro-

ducing a film on animated

sound, in which the patterns

created for the sound track

are seen simultaneously on

the screen.

Durrell By Himself was

directed by Rene Bonniere.

and filmed in the small town

of Sommieres in the south of

France, the town where Dur-

rell wrote the Alexandria

Quartet.

Still from Larry KENT s latest film FACADE
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new blues from Chicago

Good Chicago blues

bands aren't usually very

big groups. They have five

or six instruments and a

voice, and that's it, but a

good band puts out an ex-

traordinarily big sound.

The reason for this is that

all the instruments can be

heard with about equal in-

tensity and clarity. Both

piano and bass have been

taken out of the obscurity

of the rhythm section and
made important parts of

the total sound. Every in-

strument tends to have a

drive which is peculiar to

it. In good Chicago blues,

all these drives should be

heard working together at

the same time. If you can't

hear the piano along with

the harmonica and guitar,

the band's sound is that

much duller.

Luther Georgia Boy
Snake Johnson, The Muddy
Waters Blues Band
(Douglas SD 781) is a rec-

ord I have been eyeing

with some suspicion for a

couple of months. For one

thing, the cover seemed to

be overly capitalizing on

the Muddy Waters name.
He's there all right, but

only to play guitar behind

Sammy Langhorn. And the

other thing was that this is

the same group that ac-

companied Otis Spann re-

cently on a not altogether

successful album. Muddy
Waters has the problem

from time to time of hav-

ing stars like James Cotton

go off on their own. In the

past he has always had the

ability to put another great

band back together, but

this time I wasn't sure.

But his abilities as a

band leader appear to be

unchanged. This is a sur-

prisingly fine album. The
only thing really wrong
with it is that they got the

billing wrong. At the bot-

tom of the back cover

there's a notethat says that

harmonica player Mojo
Buford is the singer on

side two, but this is his

album. Luther Johnson is a

fair singer, and the band

gives him good backing.

He does a dramatic
preaching narrative ver-

sion of "Long Distance
Telephone Call" and there

is a pretty good band num-
ber, with some great piano

playing by Otis Spann. But
things really get started

with Mojo Buford's threat-

ening "Watch Dog" on side

2, followed by a smashing
instrumental when the

three guitars and piano

really get moving. Lead
guitarist Sammy Langhorn
has a chance to show off

his skill on this record, and
even without the discovery

of Mojo Buford, he would
make the album worth
hearing I think this record

has been something of a
sleeper, and onlfcie basis of

side two, I redemmend it

highly.

The Luther Johnson al-

bum has the sort of bal-

ance that makes a fine

band. Buddy Guy's album,
A Man & the Blues

(Vanguard 79272) has the

material for a good band,

but somebody hasn't known
how to use it. There isn't

any point in getting Otis

Spann to sit in on a session

if he isn't going to be
heard, and on this record

he sounds as if he is sitting

in another room. There's

no doubt that Buddy Guy is

a good guitarist, and he

may be "the most exciting

of the new bluesmen" as

the jacket says, but this is

hardly an exciting record.

The problem is that there

is just too much focus on

one man, and the band

never gets a chance. I was
surprised to see that there

are three saxophones on

this record, because I

hadn't heard them, which
seems to be a pretty fair

indication of what has hap-

pened to the instrument

balance.

Another thing wrong
with this record is that

five of the nine songs are

written by Buddy Guy. He
isn't much of a song
writer, and the songs are

mostly a few lines and
then a long guitar break.

Mercy Dee Walton's clas-

sic "One Room Country

Shack" and Robert Wight-

hawk's "Sweet Little -An-

gel" (credited to B B
King) really stand out' in

this company.

Altogether this is quite a

subdued album with very

little of the Chicago drive,

but it does show off some
fine contemplative guitar

playing. It's not the kind of

record that will get a party
going, but it would be a
good one for lying under
the cigarette smoke after-

wards, half high and half

asleep.

Muddy Waters' new al-

bum is included here be-

cause he was a Chicago
bluesman, and one hopes

he will be again. Perhaps

the kindest thing to say

would be that the title

Electric Mud is howlingly

appropriate and leave it at

that. I don't begrudge
Muddy Waters any money
he can make on this rec-

ord, but I sure hope that

Cadet loses a lot so that it

won't try other such exper-

iments in catching the

mass market. It is said

that Muddy Waters walked

into a studio and was con-

fronted with an electric

pop band he'd never seen

before and the session

began. He should have
turned around and walked

out again.

I wouldn't object to

Muddy Waters' experi-

menting with whatever
sound interested him, but

this record doesn't even
begin to reach that level.

There's nothing new or

interesting about it. The
band simply turns out an

inferior sound after Pink

Floyd, or The Cream, or

Jimmy Hendrix, and Mud-
dy Waters is lost in it all.

It makes you want to cry.

— peter hatch

Graphics. David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell



Biased news story

Santa shuns X-Mas sit-in
Santa Claus failed to show Wednesday

night at the Blue and White Christmas Tree
at Hart House Great Hall.

Abe Mudrik, Blue and White chief, had
the reason: "Santa Claus was at Yorkdale,
Eaton's, Simpson's, the Town and Country!
and so on. How could he be here? Santa
Claus has become capitalistic."

But he has promised the abominable
snowman for Winter Weekend.
The U of T chorus wasn't there either.

But the Hart House Glee Club was, and
very good they were, too. About 500 stu-

dents collected candy canes and gifts and
sang Christmas carols. Gina brought her
guitar and sang folk songs like "Summer-
time " and "If I was a Carpenter."

Alan Toff was there to do a marvellous

job of reading Dylan Thomas' "A Child's

Christmas in Wales".

C. T. Bissell was there. He read the tradi-

tional Christmas story after the lights went
out, leaving one spot light shining up and
casting his towering shadow over the dim
portraits of dignitaries past. One student
was heard to exclaim "Look at those eye-
brows! A Mephistophelean anti-Christ figure
if I ever saw one."

But as the reading progressed the hall

became very still between the flickering

firelight and the glow from the magnificent
Christmas tree. For atheist or agnostic, the
ancient tale seems to hold in it something
of the spirit of Christmas — whatever that

may be.

As the students got up off the floor and
rolled up their blankets after three hours of

concentrated sitting, Mudrik was heard to

mutter to himself bitterly "Omigod, we
sponsored a sit-in!

"

Course Unions to be evaluated
By PAM BERTON

Are course unions here to

stay or will students reject

them as useless? This is the

determining year. SAC has

allocated $13,550 to them, al-

though they only counted on

giving $3,500 last spring.

Course Unions have expanded
and sprung up out of no-

where.

In January next year all

the established course unions

will get together to work out

some common problems and
aims, and to discuss their

future relations with SAC.
As an immediate link, SAC

President Steven Langdon
proposes the unions nominate

one person to attend SAC
meetings, especially those of

the Education Commission.
"This would give a more val-

id reporting of facts, and give
SAC more of a basis on which
to react." he says.

Wednesday afternoon he
participated in an informal
seminar on campus problems
with the History Students
Union.

"What we're trying to do is

establish some feeling of be-

longing," explained Sheine

Goldstein (III UC). She feels

that since the university has

"mushroomed" in size in the

last few years, the student

can no longer turn to SAC.

school year two weeks longer
you will spend at least twoGrade 13 students bemoan

extra weeks in school this year.
According to a memorandum sent to all Ontario high school

principals last week, Grade 13 will be extended to June 13. No
exams in any grade will begin sooner than June 16.

However, a spokesman for the Ontario Department of Edu-
cation noted yesterday that final exams will not be written bv
all Grade 13 students.

"We are requesting that exams be used only for borderline
cases and encouraging the school boards to evaluate students
on the year's work," he said.

According to the spokesman, the decision was made to

make more use of the school year and school buildings. This
does not affect elementary schools, which already have a 10-

month school year.
The spokesman said the poor summer job situation for high

school students "probably had some bearing on the decision."
It is expected some principals may ignore the department

memorandum. They are said to be concerned the change
»ould increase the teacher*' v. u <ih. dSWjjlocess-
ngvoJ marks until Jnfy. . • '•

^wWnued from Rag* 3 :_Atudent ctjfccir Mttidav

*g high school to teach-

J^nd it shows. Our av-
lg*"age is 24. -and some of
are married with children

>f our own. Yet if we ques-
m or criticize a teacher, we
re Asked: "Do you want to
le treated like mature

"We can analyse our own
problems and do something
about it." In turn, the course

unions can establish close

relations with SAC.

The expansion of the uni-

versity has particularly af-

fected the history depart-

ment. "The history depart-

ment hasn't got the staff or

the money to accomodate all

history students in tutorials

rather than lectures," said

Craig Heron (III UC), chair-

man of the History Students

Union. "You either educate a

few people well, or a lot of

people not so well. Both are

too extreme to accept."

Even when the professor

isn't there, seminar groups

would be more useful than

some lectures," Langdon
suggested. "Most of the stuff

you get in lectures you can

get anyway in terms of

facts."

He also pointed out that

evaluation of course content

is just as important as struc-

ture. "The course union has

to look at the different philo-

sophies of how to approach

history and look at areas that

the history department

doesn't touch.

"In the U.S. there is a con-

troversy over whether history

departments will give courses

in Black history. Perhaps

there is a parallel here in

dulls

J L'BjS: We have nothing

Jk the University of

_JBb Schools There sim-

Ihi Imlll I TS
' IE in the present build

*ng We have two overcrowd-
Institutions lighting for the

*ame space

tuted itself as a student un-

ion. It issued ai demand for

parity with the faculty on the

two major policy-making

committees in the College -

the Executive and College

Program Committees.

We at COE realize that the

teachers are trying, ap-

proachable, and can change

their classes to some extent,

but that still doesn't affect

the overall problem of COE
in general. One big problem,

of course, is financing, and

stitution needs a great deal-Jfl
money in order to upgrade
standards of teaching e^H
teachers.

That is if COE is to contlli-

ue at all. But many studenU a
feel an entirely different aip

proach is needed A system
of interning or a full-time

apprenticeship progranS

'

would probably be a cheapjP?
and more effective alternjH|
tive than increasing the ac% .

demic year Heaven save u» .

from more COE!

lapinette. demonstrates
her garnished funds
which she has jasr
garnered gratefully-

lapinette mails early,
tut forgets easily.

lanlc of tnontreal

cmm$
"fat a penny a day^
in yourTCA;
have * 3.65 by

near xmast!!!

lapinette awoke
with a start. "W
jingles" she said
ringi-ng^r,"it is

decernber already,
which- means xmas,
Which means gifts,

which means
waojaey^ihus
demonshrawig Vie
vsJue. c£ her seminar
in, logic.

which means a hop
over to the campus
tank, otherwise
this ad would he

paid tor ty a
company that sells

logic instead of
greenbacks.

now lapinette's
Superntanaijer was
only too hoppy to

help • they cornered
Some funds from
Iter True
Chequing account:
eitoitgh fcsenda
chocolate carrot"
to all her pals.

the manner then,

reminded lappy
Stout her second-
term laaK forms.

ste promised to
mail hers in-.

Won't the manager
Toe. -pleased -to

receive, a tasiy
cnocolate carrvSt 7

won't one o€ her
Icyfrlendsie
Surprised to
receive a loaHjdrm.

nniversify avee-rtl/c^csl branch
c.c waller, manager

si georqe £ Moor sts branch
ks mci«llar. manager

open9TO to 5Monday to Thursday 9-50 fo bfi-iday

there3ee9O branchesm iore-rtto

311 offJictnvvryfj-it'lkJly;

FAMOUS TEL AVIV RESTAURANT |

DAIRY AND MEATS
440 SPAOINA AVENUE

7 A.M. - 9 P.M.

Serving BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER

15% STUDENT DISCOUNT
luropean, Mediterranean ir Israeli Food

|

bluis fOR surm hours

AL CROMWELL
MON. - SAT. 4:00 -8,00 P.M.

FRI. - SAT. 9:30 - 2:30 A.M.

JOHNSON

CROMWELL
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IRON ORE COMPANY OF CANADA
QUEBEC NORTH SHORE & LABRADOR RAILWAY

WE OFFER CAREERS TO GRADUATES IN CIVIL, ELECTRICAL,

GEOLOGICAL, METALLURGICAL, MECHANICAL
AND MINING ENGINEERING '

,
CANADA'S LARGEST OOCK LOADING

PRODUCER OF f FACILITIES
IRON ORE Al ' «

il^il -PROJECTS
MINING I LOCATED AT

* LABRADOR CITY
0RE NEWFOUNDLAND

BENEFICIATION SCHEFFERVILLE, oo..«c

"V.'".",",'.: 5EPT-.LES,
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Home is where the SAC sit-in is

From our SAC Bureau — In its continual fight against bu-

reaucracy at home and abroad, in its determined struggle to

co-opt co-option, and in its unstinting service to the communi-
ty of scholars, the Students' Administrative is staging a sit-in.

This one will be in the SAC office. That's right — the SAC
office — that's the monastery next to the Innis staff-student

washroom.
Anti-revolutionaries, bourgeois revisionists, and elitists may

unite and arise and sit down next Thursday, because it's an

open house from 2 p.m. on.

It's an Xmas (keep the 'X' in Xmas) party for everyone and

it's called the SAC-CUS-BACCHUS-FRACUS.
The Board of Governors and university administrators —

Presidents and vice-presidents alike — are cordially invited to

attend and be the first on their campus to occupy the student

administration building.

Demonstrators will be able to play "find-the-secret-memo"

and taste Mod Martha's punch.

Ferguson Fellows retire from SAC
The Master and Senior Fellows of Ferguson College have

withdrawn from the Students' Administrative Council "as a

disapprobatory gesture of that body's reactionary status." The

withdrawal was announced yesterday in a press release from

John Holland, Master of the College.

Further investigation by telephone revealed that Ferguson

College is a non-Greek fraternity. Holland said "it parallels

Massey College — get the connection — Massey-Ferguson.

"Rumor has it that we were founded by a plowman back in

the 13th century but records are a little blurred after the

16th."

There are six Senior Fellows in residence. "But we have all

sorts of Old Boys scattered around the campus."

Since Ferguson College as an organization is not a part of

the SAC, the withdrawal decision involves only withholding of

fees. The withdrawal motion was passed unanimously by the

Senior Fellows.

HERE AND NOW
FRIDAY
9 a.m.

"The Triangle As A Visual

Theme". A One Man art show by
Edward Fraser. The Buttery until 11

p.m.

1 p.m.

Dept of Geology Films; Geological

Flight over the French Alps; Polariz-

ing Microscope. Mining Building rm,

128.

Sociology Student's Union meeting.

Bickersteth Rm. Hart House.

Lecture by Prof. Hahn. U of Cali-

fornia, Dept. of Physics : Nuclear
Double Resonance Detection. Mc-
Lennan Labs Rm 134.

U.C. Players' Guild presents The
Bespoke Overcoat, one-act play by
Wolf Mankowitz. West Hall U.C.

2 p.m.

FU of T — Anarchism. Innis I

(beside the SAC building).

FU of T — counter seminar on

Ideology: What is Marxist Social Sci-

ence? Textbook store Rm 332.

i p.m.

Murder in the Cathedral by T.S.

Eliot. Presented by studepts of Eri/i

dale C4*Iege>Buses from ftod^
r
aind

Islington subway at 3: IS returning

afierwardsrrWay runs from

Twt> FfJms ' Bra*-lty><Lo9ed"T)ne

75 cents at ddor. Victoria New Aca-

demic Bldg. Theatre.

7:30 p.m.

"Wholly Communion" (Ginsberg
and Ferlinghetti ) plus a one-hour

documentary on Hemingway. U.C.
Dept of English film program, U.C.

Rm 104.

8:30 p.m.

Playing with Fire by Strindberg

and The Shoemaker's Prodigious
Wife by Lorca- Two Plays The
Church Theatre. 4 Glenmorris.

9 p.m.

Coop Dance Featuring The Dorion

Mood. St. Mike's Student Centre.

Until midnight

10 p.m.

Coffee House. Live Entertainment.

Wymllwood. ISO Charles St W open

until 2 a.m.

SATURDAY
9 a.m.

The Triangle as a Visual Theme.
One man art show by Edward Fraser

in the Buttery until 1 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Strindberg's Playing With Fire and

Lorca's The Shoemaker's Prodigious

Wife at the Church Theatre, 4 Glen

Morris.

Working party—Painting of office.

Toronto Student Movement. 44 St.

George.

Grad students Christmas Dance.

All grads invited. Tickets 50 cents at

the door redeemable for one bar tick-

et. St. George Grad Residence

Common Room.
10:30 p.m.

Coffee House. Live entertainment.

Wymilwood, 150 Charles W. Until 2

SUNDAY
2:30 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement—Gen-
eral meeting. 44 St. George.

4:30 p.m.

.First .candle-lighting service com-

memorating the Maccabbee Upris-

ing.
'

15 Kislev 165 BC PoUto^n-
cika' -i'ill be served. GuesUspeijuS
J Hammer Room 666 The Graunifd>

The Wymilwood Concert commit -

tee invites you to a Carol sing Bring

your voice Refreshments Wymil;

wood Music Room (Vic).

MONDAY
1 p.m.

Christmas Carol Sing sponsored, by

Victoria Christian Fellowship Wy-

milwood Music Rm.
1:03 p.m.

A .protest sit-in' and marcji

Simcoe Hall. Be on time arJjjS

your own signs. 666 The GrautujjU

Chrtieu, song leader.

iad a

TUESDAY Tgjj
I p.m.

Yavneh: Student paper on Parshat

Hashavvah given by Mr Zoltan Ro-

senberg



[ll the news that fits DINING WITH LIZ

IV CIVIL B HOLD VIC TO LESS THAN 25 GOALS

De

INTERFACULTY SPORTS

By GELLIUS

HOCKEY

Dents blanked Erin, 6-0.

ents scorers were Alpha

Kantsaris (2), Glazier, Pol-

lard, Skelton (a key man) and

-iyama.

Dobkin (2- "a small dob"

ED) and Tc':..„.. w ie man
11 bridges were named af-

er) led Innis over Archrru.r. s

arm, 3-1. Ortved scored for

rch.

_ Celli and three indeciphera-

Hbles scored to give Devon-

shire a 4-2 win over Wellesley
Bus. Filthy Deluca and Cing-
arle replied for Bus.

IV Civil B 0, Vic IV 22

Scar (Healy, Raino, How-
son 2) beat SMC B (Rae, Bat-
tling Bulger), 4-2.

Goals by Solmon (2, in

fact), Wilson and Craig led Jr
Eng past Meds. 4-2. Burul
("Roll out the Burul and
We'll All Have A Burul Of
Fun") and Davis were Meds
scorers.

BASKETBALL

Vic (Franklin 12) 40, SMC

t-Air Jenses have no

frames to slip or slide,

ley're virtually unbreak-

able while worn. They have

four air vents for befler cir-

culation of the eye's natural

moisture and air so neces-

sary for proper wear. Best of all, they don't "hide"

your eyes. . . and no one knows they're there/

NOW BY POPULAR DEMAND!
with every original pair of Vent-Air contact
tenses you will receive a SPARE PAIR AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE . . . tinted grey. blue,

green, or brown as desired.

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

VENT-AIR

INVISIBLE .g
LENSES $"
as low as

FOR TWO P4IR

*99

Vent-Air lenses are available only in our offices. Come in

for your no-obligation demonstration today you may
see without glasses tomorrow

HOURS: 9 A M to 6 P.M. dally Incl. Sat.; Mon 4 Tnur. to 8 P M

FOR FULL DETAILS, COME INJWRjTEJHL^

EM 3-8017 / Rm. 607, S^rlingTower Bldg.

372 Bay St.
Toronto

(Laglia 16) 34.

Feldman scored 11 and UC
took PHE, 35-30. Barker's 8

led PHE
Dents got 16 points from

Rayman and used them to

best advantage, beating Innis

(Oleszkowicz 18) 46-41.

Vic II defeated UC II, 25-

22. Sanderson had 8 for Vic

11; Faust played a goethe

game for UC II. scoring 8 as

well.

South Arch, Ont., beat Bus
30-22 with Verhulst scoring 12

points. Johnston had 16, a

I could have been a judge...

I I could have been a judge but I never had the Latin. I just
Biever had the Latin for the judgin'. I just never had it, so I'd

Had it, as far as being a judge was concerned. They require it

Hto get through the rigorous judging exams. They're very rigo-

Hrous the judging exams, very rigorous indeed. They're noted
Hfor their rigour. People come out of them saying, "My god!
What a rigorous exam." So I became a miner instead. They're
Hiot very rigorous, the mining exams. No rigour involved, real-

Hy. Complete lack of rigour . . . involved in the mining exams.
They only ask you one question. They say, "Who are you?",
Knd I got 75 per cent on that.

fine performance, for the los-

ers.

In the Suburbsqan League,

Erin edged Scar. 38-37 Shaw
had 13 for Erin, Pump 10 for

Scar.

Rossman's two points made
the difference as Meds (Kent

10) beat Sr Eng. (Calahan

15). 29-28.

SMC B, led by George Hoo
(George hoo?) with 11 points

nisi priused Law, 50-36 Law
leader was Rich Pyne with

16.
CONTEST RESULTS

It was revealed today by

Uncle Roderick Mickleburgh,

aide-de-camp of Count Mi-

chael Ignatieff possessor of

the famous eminence greasy

black leather jacket, and
head judge for Varsity Sports

Contests, that Mr. R.K.
Graybiel (III New) has won
the recent contest. Mr.
Graybiel's answer to the

question, viz., "Ou sont les

neiges d'antan?" was, "A
Antan, un village pres de

Montreal." Mr Graybiel has

been awarded the Windsor
Star as his prize.

TURKIES OF THE WEEK

It is with great pride that the Varsity

Sports Department awards its turktes of

the week to the star • studded, men of

brilliance selected to fill the cabinet of

Richard Nixon.

Typical of the headlines which greeted

Dickie's choices was that of the Toronto

Star: "Nixon selects novice as secretary of

state".

Bitterly disappointed at not being chosen

were such stalwarts as William Miller, Cur-

tis LeMay, Branislaw Chrtieu and Bob Rae.

Oh well. Hold them up to the light, not

a brain in sight.

here's a really

iUlW

HOLSTER
There'll be no moaning at the bar when
you wear this great new novelty Ideal

Now you can keep your favorite brand

close at hand . . . leave your hands tree

(or lood and the olher good things

in life. Holds one beer bottle or

can. Made from sturdy long-wearing

vinyl complete with belt-loop,

thongs and decorative studs.

Order yours today.

Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

only
$

2.98
Price includes handling and mailing.

(Ontario roildentt: add 5% Salet Tea)

Cash or Money order - Sorry no C.O.O.'

GET IN ON THE FUN!
MAIL THIS COUf>ON TODAY
wHti your cMh or morwy %r4t.

TO COMFORT BAKER SALES PROSAOTrOWS LTD.

144 DAVENPORT RD., TORONTO 5, ONT.

I enclose * (Incl Prov. T»x) lor 'HiP' HOLSTERS

APT. NO.

prov.
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SCORES FIVE GOALS AS BLUES WALTZ TO 10-3 WIN

LARRUPIN' LAURENT'S LARIAT LASSOES MEEK MUSTANGS 1
Western Mustangs invade

Varsity Arena this evening

licking the wounds inflicted

on them rather severely last

night in London.

Before 1,000 silent Western

fans, Varsity Blues handed

'Stangs their first defeat of

the season with an authorita-

tive 10-3 thumping.

Despite the loss, however,

Western remains in first

place in the western division

of the SIHL with eight points

after five games. Blues are

tied with Waterloo for second

spot with six points, but have

two games in hand.

A victory tonight by Var-

sity would deadlock the two

teams for the league lead and

firmly establish Blues as the

class of the league. Waterloo

lost earlier to Western, 6-5.

Last night's win was a

sweet one for Blues, whose
spark had been sadly lacking

in recent games. It was an

incredible rebound from
Tuesday's embarrassing 3-1

loss to York.

Centre Paul Laurent, who
didn't play against York, had

a superlative game as he led

Varsity with five goals, all

picture-play efforts. Four-

goal performances have been

fairly commonplace in the

past for members of Blues'

prolific scoring machine, but

Laurent is the first player to

snare five in a long time.

Laurent's linemates helped

immeasurably as Steve Mon-
teith assisted on four of his

goals, while Ward Passi had

two goals and four assists.

Both of Passi's goals were
bombs he let fly from the

point after moving back to

defense in the third period to

replace ailing Dave Field.

Other Varsity markers
came from Terry Peterman,
Brian St. John and John
Wright

Brent Imlach (son of

Punch) led Western with a

pair of goals while John Ma-
kins added the third.

Blues led only 1-0 after the

first period on Peterman's
goal with both sides feeling

each other out rather than

throwing caution to the

winds.

But in the second period

Toronto exploded for five

goals to one by Western, and
the outcome of the game was
no longer in doubt.

Varsity outshot Western 47-

25.

There were 19 minors and

two majors called in the chip-

py match, the majors going

to Blues' John Gordon and
'Stangs' Ron Lefebre for a

second period brawl.

Bob McClelland, Varsity's

veteran, hard-working centre,

was on the sidelines last

night with a Charley horse,

and is a doubtful starter for

tonight's return match.

Tom Little played goal for

U of T and had little chance
on the shots that beat him.

All three Western goals came
on power plays.

Coach Tom Watt has yet to

decide on his goaltender for

tonight, but it may be Little

again.

Defensemen Bill L'Heureux
and Dave Field played excep-

tionally well for Varsity
against their teammates of

last year. Field made the

second all-star . squad for

Western in 1967-68.

Western weren't really as

bad as the lopsided score

would indicate. They have a

mainly fast skating team but

are handicapped by a lead-

footed defense.

The score could be a bit

closer at the Arena this

evening.

Five goal night

PAUL LAURENT

The Wild and Wriggling
World of Wrestling

The U of T Varsity Wrestling team holds its first home
meet of the '68-69 season Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. in

the Hart House gym. McMaster will provide the opposition.
The team has been training diligently since mid October

and has already had an informal scrimmage match against
Guelph. The Mac meet should be a close one and something
worth seeing for anyone interested in witnessing an intercol-

legiate sport that combines strength, speed, co-ordination, and
strategy.

Varsity competitors for the match will be. 130 lbs. Ken
White; 137 lbs. Ted Sauer; 145 lbs. Morrel Pasquale; 152 lbs.

Dave Simms; 160 lbs. Paul Beswick (coach). 167 lbs. Don
Stevens; 177 lbs. Bill Allison; 191 lbs. Larry Barron; Hvywt.
Ylo Korgemagi Wrestling exhibition bouts will be: 152 lbs.

Dennis Broadway; 177 lbs. Ernie Friedrich; 191 lbs. Greg
Rokosh.

Referee will be Roger Doner former Varsity wrestler and
member of Canada's Olympic Team.
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photos by PA UL CAMPBELL

Varsity wrestlers Bill Allison (left) and Dave Simms (right) go through the agonies of

one of the toughest and best amateur sports there is: WRESTLING.
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GOOD KING, WENCE THIS LOSS

In Simcoe Hall on high, King

Claude
Looked on the feats of Ste-

ven.

He said "Ere I left, I was
God,
Students calm and even.
Now after a single year
Things are so retarded.

Better far had I stayed here,

And we sent him to Harvard."

On the first day of Christmas
Claude Bissell gave to me
a campus centre on a pear tree

On the nth day of Xmas, Claude Bissel

gave to me:
two lousy options
three token members
four Canadian textbooks

five scholarships!

six more assessors

seven senate members
eight parking places

nine adhoc committees
ten: a degree
eleven: a Phd
On the twelfth day of Christmas, Claude
Bissell gave to me
Tenure.

(The singing ends abruptly at this point)

HOW COME, ALL YE FAITHFUL?

Oh come all ye faithful

Joyful and triumphant
Oh come ye, oh come ye
To Graduate School!

Read the Atlantic,

seminars pedantic,

More pay for highschool
teaching
If you're upward reaching

McLuhan's even teaching,

Graduate School!

OH SIMCOE HALL

Oh Stmcoe Hall, oh Simcoe
Hall

Thank God, we've made it

through the fall;

Too cold to march, until the

spring

Examinations safety bring,

Oh, Simcoe Hall need have
no fear

'Til the next ac-

ademic year.

(Repeat lines one and two)

GOD REST YOU MERRY

God rest you merry foresters.

Let nothing you dismay,

You won't be moved to Erindale,

At least until next May,
When Meds will go to Sunnybrook,

Child Studies go away,
And we'll all have more office space.

This way,
Next May.

THE COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY
AFFAIRS CAROL

You better not shout.

You better not cry,

You better not pout,

I'm tellin' you why,
The C.U.A. is coming to town.

We've written our brief.

Corrected it twice,

To prove U. of T.

Is cheap at our price

The C.U.A. is coming to town.

Dean Stager knows when you are sleep-

ing,

He knows when you're awake.

He acts in loco parentis,

So be good for goodness sake.

We opened it up,

Co-opted Bob Rae,

If you'll be good kids

We'll all get our way
When the legislature

budget comes down.

WALKING IN JOHN WINTER'S
WONDERLAND

All aboard those with ticket,

M.A.'s sold at the wicket,

Then picture, please do,

The whole GSU,
Walking in John Winter's Wonderland.

Ten per cent at the bookstore,

Overdues no longer looked for.

We're no longer poor,

I'm almost a "sir",

Wolkrn' in John Winter's Wonderland.

See us one day called to tea by Sirtuck,

As on his oaken door we gently knock.

He'll say "Want positions?'' We'll say "Sher-

lock I"

"You too can build an empire on your block."

Gone away—SAC infernal,

Here to stay—life paternal,

Things aren't so black,

Hell, I'm alright, Jack,

Walkin' in John Winter's Wonderland.

Walkin' in John Winter's Wonderland.

In engineering we can build a straw man.
Let's get them out of SAC, ah wot a game,
Then they'll say "work together?"

We'll guffaw, man,
For grads and undergrads are not the same.

Build a bar.

Serve up sherry,

No politics, we'll just be merry,

Undergrad days are gone.

We can use the staff john,

Walkin' in John Winter's Wonderland.

—carols by bob bossin
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HELPFUL LIBRARY HINTS OR HOW
BUREAUCRACY.

of books.

If you return books a. b,

and c one hour late, you

are fined lor one hour.

Problem: You have four

books — a, b, c. and d —
and they are all late for

the Wallace Room 9:30

li
deadline. But you can re-

W turn a. b, and c earlier

ft than d.

ft Observations: You get

S fined for the number of

hours your books are late.

|jj
regardless of the number

If you come back later

to return book d five hours

late, you will get fined for

five hours — plus the one
hour for books a, b. and c.

Therefore it is cheaper
to return all of books a, b.

8

8

Perly aqquitted after
J

5 HELPFUL L,BRARY H,NTS 0R H0W T0 0UTWIT THE "

crown attorney witness lies
J

The case against University of Toronto student Gary B
Perly was dismissed Monday after Crown Attorney Rob- B
ert Weiler admitted his only witness had given false tes- j
timony. tj

Police Constable Raymond Woodhead, who arrested 9
Perly April 27 on a charge of obstructing police, said 8

Thursday that he had refused to read a transcript of pre- 5
vious testimony from the trial offered him by Weiler. *

But, Weiler, called to the stand by Perly on Friday, 8
said Woodhead had the transcript "open in front of him' B
for approximately five minutes. 3
On Monday, alter court was recessed lor an hour for a g

conference between Perly, Weiler. and Judge Tupper
Bigelow, Weiler admitted on the stand that Woodhead
had told him he read the transcript, and had thus lied

under oath.

Judge Bigelow broke in. "You don't need to ask any

more questions of this or any other witness, Mr. Perly,"

he said.

"Because Constable Woodhead is the only crown wit-

ness, it is not safe to convict you on his evidence."

Bigelow seemed almost amused as he dismissed the

case, but he left the courtroom grim-faced.

c, and d five hours late

(you are charged for only

five hours) than it is to

hand in a, b, and c one
hour late and d five hours

late (you are charged for

six hours).

Moral: If you've got to

return one book much later

than the others, return

the books later. Or don
return any books at all. ^

8

You must have noticed that

a tall stringy Christmas tree

made of cardboard tubing and
green toilet paper stretched all

the way from the floor to the

balcony railing for most of the

day. From 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

yesterday in the lobby of Sid

Smith. Who put it there? And
why? Who allowed them to

do it? And why not?

This is what Mr. Fulton,

superintendent of the building

felt about the tree. He said it

looked terrible. No one gave
permission to the three male
students who put it up. The

reason he left it there was he

thought they had gone to get

permission. He finally disman-

tled it at 3:30 p.m. feeling it

looked awful in the front lob-

by.
-

How did students react?

Some stared briefly and then
1 wandered off daydreaming.
Others examined the neatly

wrapped presents on the floor

- with blank labels attached.

The students involved, iden-

tifying themselves only as

"Santa's elves" told The Var-

sity last night the tree was "a
symbol of friendship." They
thought it was unfortunate

that the university didn't do
something "as a university"

or Christmas, but felt there

vas really nothing it could do.

pill

pnolo Or ERROL YOVNC
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Student

Socialists

Conference
The first cross-Canada

conference of student soci-

alists will be held in Toronto

during the Christmas recess.

The conference will be
addressed by international

student leaders including

Peter Warrian, Steve Lang-
don and Joe Young.

Harry Kopyto of the U of T
Young Socialists says there

has been a "fantastic" re-

sponse to the Conference.

"We're hoping to co-ordi-

nate the activities of radicals

and socialists from across

Canada." Kopyto said. "The
conference will try to formu-

late plans for socialist stu-

dents across the country to

carry out simultaneously."

"Secret" brief

presented

to Ont Govt
The University of Toronto's

"secret" brief on the future

of the university was present-

ed last Thursday to a closed

meeting of the Ontario gov-

ernment's Committee on

University Affairs.

"There were no real deci-

sions made," says SAC presi-

dent Steve Langdon. who at-

tended the meeting. "Nothing
very exciting happened."

He explained that the meet-
ing consisted of a presenta-

tion of the brief with a person

from each area concerned
outlining his particular inter-

ests. The response from the

committee was "cross-exam-
ining rather than negotia-

tion."

Three days of meetings
between students and the

presidents council a week ago
resulted in a revision of the

formerly secret brief. "There
were no betrayals." noted

Langdon "The brief was pre-

sented as agreed upon."

The next move is up to the

Ontario government when il

draws up its proposed capital

allocations for next year.

Langdon said he felt many
of the people at the commit-
tee meeting had a "real sym-
pathy with the demand that

meetings be open.
"

Revolutions need

Communist support-Park
By ART MOSES

"Thirty per cent of the

land in Cuba is composed
of privately owned profit-

making small farms," ex-

plained F. W. Park at a

recent F U of T seminar
on Cuba. Mr. Park re-

turned from Cuba last Sep-

tember after a six-year

stay.

He explained that after

Castro came to power, his

regime's desire to break
up large landholdings was
checked by the necessity of

working such accumula-
tions as sugar estates and
cattle ranches as single

units. Therefore he set the

maximum amount of land

any one farmer could hold

at 1,000 acres, while turn-

ing the cattle ranches and
later the sugar estates into

"people's farms", on
which the farmers work
(or the government.
Every tenant-farmer at

the time of the Revolution

who held under 135 acres

was made owner of the

land he had been working.

Then in September. • 1963,

Castro reduced the maxi-

mum landholding from 1.-

000 to 165 acres.

Gradually the discussion

turned to Regis Debray
and his ideas on how the

Cuban experience can be

transferred to the rest of

Latin America. The
French revolutionary jour-

nalist is serving a 30-year

prison sentence in Bolivia

for his association with the

guerrilla movement there.

Both Castro and Debray
agree the only way to over-

throw the existing order is

through armed guerrilla

warfare. Both see the vital

need for an organization to

lay the seeds for armed
rising before it occurs

and nourish it when it

erupts. Park explained.

"But to Castro, the Rev-

olution can be carried with

or without the consent of

the existing communist
party in the country in

question, as long as there

is some organization to

support it. Debray. on the

other hand, puts more
stress on the importance of

communist party approval.

"He visualizes these

communist parties being

transformed to support the

guerrilla movement. It is

easy to see why Debray
charges that the Venezue-

lan Communists, in recent-

ly withdrawing from their

guerrilla movement due to

an unfavorable political

situation, are betraying the

cause of the Latin Ameri-
can Revolution."

I
Campus centre showdown

|A showdown on the problems connected with the Cam-flj
ij pus Centre is expected this Friday when City of Toronto »T

5J
officials will meet with SAC president Steve Langdon andyfi

•» university president Claude Bissell. »T

2J
"We've managed to work out a solution with publicyj

i! works and roads." says Langdon, "but not with the plan-1?
W ning department." Jg

,
The difficulties arise from the fact that the proposed?!

W building is too close to the street (at the corner of St.

Ij George and Russell Sts.l. Langdon hopes the meeting «l
Mwill convince the planning department that architect

•ft John Andrews' "sense of aesthetics is better than I*

II theirs." VL

$ Langdon hopes not to relate the discussion to the St. Ft

ftl George St. study the university undertook since its talks

about closing the street and city officials consider thispi

ATTENTION ALL CUP
CONFERENCE DELE-
GATES: Meeting, of the very

important variety. Thursday
at 1 p.m. in The Varsity of-

fices. Be present to glean

valuable information from
valuable conference vice-

chairman.



'If black people

become free

the rest of the

world

becomes free

By JIM MORRISON

"Black power belongs to

black people — peace and
freedom to the world.''

The Black Panther slogan

echoed like a Greek chorus
last Friday night before an
overflow black and white
audience in the Ontario Col-

lege of Education Audito-
rium. The occasion, spon-
sored by the Afro-American
Progressive Association, was
billed as a fund-raising rally

in support of Hughey Newton
and Clifford Watkins.

Controversial Olympic
medallists Tommie Smith and
John Carlos, who were slated

to address the rally, stayed in

California. "There is no Ca-
nadian problem,'' Smith is

reported to have said earlier

last week. The remaining
speakers disagreed.

"Canada puts up a facade

of liberalism, but Canada is

the right-hand lackey of

America," bellowed Len
Brown, Deputy Minister of

Education of the Michigan
Black Panthers, over a dead
microphone. His statement
was greeted by thunderous

applause.

The principal reason for

world unrest is capitalism,

which breeds racism, contin-

ued Brown. The social and
political systems of North

America are based on capi-

talism. To alleviate racism,

then, it is first necessary to

change the system. "If black

people become free, the rest

of the world becomes free."

Canada was attacked again

by Ron Scott. Deputy Minis-

ter of Justice of the Michigan

Panthers, who had whites in

the audience squirming dur-

ing his speech. "When we
come here." he began, "we

RON SCOTT

JAN CAREW

see the same things as in the

USA. I see myself between
two capitalist systems."

Scott took exception to the

applause which accompanied
his remarks. "This is typical

of what goes on with you
white radicals. Look at Chica-

go. The racist mayor told his

racist police to hit the racist

leaders, who turned on the

racis^-adicals."

Canada's own Rocky Jones

blasted the Canadian system,

and reminded white radicals

that they alone would have to

organize white people. The
black people in Halifax, he

said, are going to fight

against being brutalized. "We
do not determine what form
our struggle takes. Whatever
you do to us. we will do to

you. It's in your hands."

All the speakers pinpointed

the evils of racist capitalism,

and stressed the determina-

tion of black people to over-

throw their oppressors. But

the form this struggle is to

take was never fully outlined.

Marion Kramer, the last of

the Michigan Panthers to

speak, referred to alliance of

workers and students as the

central force behind the

struggle. Dr. Gustavo Tolenti-

no of the Vietnam Mobiliza-

tion Committee painted a

glowing picture of racial

harmony in Cuba, and insist-

ed that "the right solution is

socialism." Only through the

wage-earners can we gain a

society that will rid us of rac-

ism, he said.

Rocky Jones, however, in-

sisted on power first "Until

we have power, we can't talk

in terms of systems
"

The most eloquent partici-

pant of the evening was Gu-
yanese playwright Jan Car-

ew, who drew loud applause

for his definition of the black

struggle. "Black power, my
friends, came to this hemi-

sphere when the first black

man stepped off a slave ship

"In Africa, America and

the West Indies, we now have

generations of black men who
are prepared to fight and die

for black liberty everywhere.

Being outnumbered doesn't

deter us."

Hughey Newton and Clif-

ford Watkins were finally

mentioned during the collec-

tion of contributions.

Newton, Minister of De-

fence of the Black Panther

Party of California, is now in

prison in Vaccaville. Califor-

nia, convicted in a controver-

sial decision of the voluntary

manslaughter of an Oakland

policeman. Watkins. brother

of the late Ted Watkins. is

awaiting trial in Stockton.

California, on charges of

armed robbery arising from

the alleged liquor store hold-

up in which his brother was
killed.

A film, free Hughey. fol-

lowed the speeches.

LINER NOTES: An RCMP
photographer was in attend-

ance at the rally.

ROCK PILES IT ON

Blue and White want money back

J

Just Digging again?

J

j
That's right

|

J
Bring an AUSTRO Set in

j
I the light of the Union. I

[
Tomorrow

70 Huron

|

8:30
|

BY MARY BASTEDO

For the last seven weeks
the Blue and White Society
has been waiting to get back
$250 which the Rock Pile,

Toronto's answer to the Fill-

more, a rock music show-
case, owes them.

The Rock Pile and the Blue
and White split the cost of a

$500 instruments bond posted

Oct. 20 when they both
brought Ars Nova to Toronto
concerts

The bond is supposed to be
returned to the people that

issued it when the group goes
back across the border The
cheque was issued in SAC s

name SAC has not yet re-

ceived any money back.

The district collector of

customs and excise told SAC
Administrative Accountant
Dave Tinker that a $500

cheque was issued to the

Rock Pile Oct. 26.

"We're trying to get an
answer from Rock Pile to

confirm that they got a
cheque," Tinker said.

Rick Ravlor of the Rock

Pile told the Varsity last

night he didn't know whether
or not the Rock Pile had re-

ceived the cheque
"We weren't expecting it."

he said. "We're trying to

trace it to see if we did get it

back.

"It's just that the Rock
Pile has things coming in all

the time Every week we put
up bonds."

"I can't quite figure out
why they would have trouble
finding out if they have the
cheque." Tinker remarked.
"They're taking a long

time about it I was promised
the money weeks ago

"I calied Rick Taylor at

the Rock Pile last week but
he hasn't had the courtesy to

return my call
"

"This is what we were
worried about in the first

place." says Ahe Mudrik.
president of the Blue and
White Society which spon-

sored the Ars Nova concert.
"If we hadn't had the as-

surance that we'd get it back
we wouldn't have put the

money up."

CLASSIFIED
JOHN ORVILLE WINTER dam not
send greetings cards but .-. --'n-s all his

Inends on (he University of Toronto
campus a happy and self fulfilling New
Year

TORONTO ARCHITECT would like a
responsible student to deliver an atfec

Donate oldeiry car to Winnipeg anytime
this month Dnver (and partner') will pay
gas 485 8720

LOST: A bo* containing assorted tewelry

m dressing room of Cody Hall on lues
day Dec 3rd at appro* 7 00 pm Ear
nngs of sentimental value Reward of

fered Phone ISC 928 2184

ANTHROPOLOGY UNION Tra and
Christmas cake type party Dec 19 8
30. 70 Huron B Y O 8 Austteleptihe

cines included Lucky Lucky Lucky
Yeuy

GIRLS — Single room in a university
residence available after Chnstmas Call

Miss Grant at 928 2530 immediately

SINCE I WON'T BE SENDING XMAS
CARDS this year I would like to wish
all my fitends at the HSC and at the
University especially those in B 8rM a
very Merry Xmas Happy New Year
and or Happy Chanukah - Joseph
Blanker

FOR SALE Permanent membership to
Vic Tanny s Spa Half price Call 920
3891

FURNISHED ROOM and board avail

able close lo campus 923 0614

WANTED — Author woilune in popular

history requires enthusiastic research

help part time Reasonable tough typing

Your own machine Telephone 923 5060
evenings

AT '

'

1 BALDWIN STREET. CN.LF
House Room for rent (bed, single closet)

Forty dollars month Tenant should be
of Fabian stripe or better Phone 368
6537

WANT TUTORING? In mathematics.
Dynamic* Statics Machine Oosign
(or I, II HI yeot EnrjneeiinQ students and
alto extension courses Eosv methods to
score! Call Upadhyaya 928 3049 (office)

921 8764 (res }

FLAT TO RENT Sp.id.na Reasonable

Call 922 8153 between 9 am 1 pm
any day

STUDENT JOBS & TOURS IN EU-
ROPE- For a complete description and
application form in a 42 page booklet

sand S2 lo Gord Allan 25 Taylorwood
Or. Islington Ph 247 2339

A REASONABLE PRICED mum on the

campus Male student 379 Huron St

GIRL (27) would likv to shjrc her spa
cious two storey flat (great sunpoichl
with girl around same age Practically or
campus S85 925 3738

LOST One cuff link white gold round
with a blue stone, set ol' centre Contact
P Helpern. 928 2826 after sis 767
2679

TWO BEDROOM apt unlurn Jan 1

Sept 30 Bloor Parliament Views over
Don Volley Indoor niitdnm nnnl«
squash, sauna gym subway Si 80 In

eludes hydro 924 2484 (923 2065)

keep this name and number '

us* — Mrs Linda Flood 884 6526

LARGE ROOM and kitchen parking

space SI 5* week wonderful world of

Clive Phone 925 0623

ROOM h BOARD Student only

$100 month Fratemrty 350 Huron St

922-2514

LADY GOOIVA will return Jan 18 at

Han House for The Lady Godiva Memo-
nol H.i" i. Tickets coming soon, are you'

TYPIST with electric machine oiperi

enced with everything from term essays

to publishers manuscripts for books 35c
per page, 5c each additional copy Call

489 2367

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE^9>V Mr All the Latest Mod Sty!*.

^^Z' and Cuts by any ol our 5 Stylists

We specialize In long heir styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of ATL. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spodina • Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823
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PAGE FOUR
"It could be claimed for example that the

most important part of Marx't theory is con-

tainod in th« saying: Where your treasure It,

there will your hoart bo also,' ... It was

Christ, according to the Gospel, who uttered
the tout, but it was Marx who brought it to

lifo."

George Orwell,
As I Please, 1944

4

"I'm not sure whether the Varsity is considered to be a

part of the establishment oj the Students Administrative

Council, but my words rejer to it also: it is the best edited

student paper that I can recall, although I wish it could dis-

cover in its grim, puritanical soul some small cause to

praise the University, perhaps once at Christmas and once

in its farewell issue."

Claude Bisselt, March 1965

We try harder atXmas
Last night, filled with the Christ-

mas spirit of peace on earth, good-

will toward men, The Varsity staff

met to count their blessings, and we
asked them, "What do you like most
about the University?' Hearts filled

with warmth and good cheer, they

answered:

"I like the University College

front doors": Pam Berton

"Paul MacRae": Dave Frank
"It's a good place to find out

what you'd rather be doing": Larry
Haiven

"Fraternities": Brian Johnson
"U of T police": Henry Tarvainen
"I can get up at 10 a.m.": Mary

Kate Rowan

Phil

TOnONTOOF
"Tha succasstul lavolutionaty is a states-
man, the unsuccasstul a criminal.

"

Editoi

Newt Ednoi
Review Editor

Associate Review Editoi

City Edilor

Foeluioa Ediloi

Supni Ednoi
Makeup
SAC Editoi
Cable Ediiui

Photo Editoi

Executive Assistant
Advertising Manager
Ediional Office.

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

Peul MecRee
Sheiiy Brydson
Mi.

i .Ignalietl

Rod Mi ki,
i

Deve Fiank
Sue Helwig
Phil Bingley 973 4053
Sue Peily

Bnan Johnson
Sue Reislei

Tim Koehlei
Anne Boody
Caiof Coopei 923 8171
91 Si GeOige 2nd floo>

923 8741 923 8747
91 St Gcoige In flooi

The Veistty wit founded in

I8B0 and is published by the

Students Admimsiielive Council

of the Univemiy of loionto

Punted by Web Ollset Publico

lions Ltd Opinions espiessed in

this nowspeoei aie noi.neces

senly those of the .Students

Adfninisiienve Council oi the

edmimstietion of the univeisny

Aulhotiied as Second Class

Mail by the Posl Office Depart

men! Ottawa and foi payment
of Postage m ceth

HOHOHO ond a Chappy Chanukah to all
ember, of raff tvongln loose and limbor
thanx to boamborod splints of the semone
-shodesof a beyondthe meltingPOT
XMAS. NO wun not that klndof people
•aid mlko larfln sprltofully. sheiry In lonaon
ongolond for the lucky struck by the mor-
row, and C0Wanry assault chai noose. Art
thoa mosos lord? to orrol It human thoy tod
to rod kiddlngh/. Hot dogl portyng pam
unravelled fhe ghostly secret of chrtieu
passt, and wo plaid pull-yur-sloavo with
wflllnck . . . why duint anyonoovor listen
tomo queried he poullingly. iwanno do
washrooms) bluibfutgle. mumbled the re-
tpontive mosses, at spirited noel whose
lime ha, funnally kum, mass-aged a mo-
bile peily porkini I, not a oracor, hese only
a hoad-rlghtar and frankly that cuglttoyou
thing smacks of outhentiCITY Leighton roi-
dily pannod hi, name s sake and ogl notod
foot, lynn decked fhe pages with rosemary
and Harriot got off the (one and ann woml
here thoy day AFTER tuna, is Iho 31,1 and
than is the tymo for all good monandchlck-
•and sundry to gather no moss wacky
whollydayi to ono and two and three and
aft ... party Saturday ond alio 4 day,
commencing biting day . . . mora: cockpit*
hot boon awarded to mory by noel for

xmas.

"I can get up at 1 p.m.

Bingley

"I like Claude Bissell because he

came to a football game once":

Phil Bingley (bis)

I like it because it's big and
impersonal and I can walk all day

without seeing anybody I know":
Louis Erlichman

"It let's The Varsity exist": Mary
Bastedo

"It's supporting our Canadian
University Press conference": Jim
Cowan

"It keeps me from having to work
full-time ": Liz Willick

"The buildings are warm and you
don't have to think too hard to be in

them": Errol Young
"The political activities": Art

Moses
"The hours": Doug Murray
"Hart House": Errol Young and

Jim Cowan
"Sitting in O.P. 135 with 3,000

other students": Noel Steckley

"I don't have to go to the same
washrooms as the staff": Noel

Steckley

"It's a good place to riot in but I

wouldn't want to live here": (also)

Errol Young
"The people ": Agi Lukacs
"The Varsity": Sherry Brydson
"It's close to the city of Toron-

to": Jim Cowan
"It's close to York University":

Errol (bigmouth) Young
"It's near the Babloor": Larry

Haiven

"I like the way the sun's rays
strike the Simcoe Hall dome":
Dave Frank
"There must be something": Paul

MacRae
We tried.

To everybody, a Merry Christmas
and an interesting New Year.
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A few unanswered questions
By GARY PERLY

My acquittal Monday left many
questions unanswered. They fall into

three categories — the evidence that

the arresting officer's entire story

was untrue; the question of why I

was charged in the first place; and
what will happen now.
There are many contradictions and

untruths in the Constable's testimony
from end to end, and I had dozens of

witnesses, photographs and other
evidence to prove this. Most of it was
left out because the trial was cut
short.

On Thursday, the Constable testi-

fied he had not read a transcript of

the trial, while Crown Attorney Rob-
ert Weiler took the stand Monday and
said he did. In chambers Monday,
Weiler said the officer told the lie

because "some senior police officer

had advised him ... it was improper
for him to refresh his memory from
a transcript. Now, this is the reason
why he did not tell the truth in the

witness box, that he'd read it."

According to Weiler, the Constable
did something which he believed to

be wrong, and assumed the Crown
Attorney would be a party to this.

Where did the Constable get the

idea that he and the Crown Attorney
could and would do something wrong
in order to convict an innocent per-

son? Did he get it from the senior

police officers? Or did he get it over
the years from seeing other police

officers and other crown attorneys

doing anything, however reprehen-

sible, in order to convict?

As for Mr. Weiler, Judge Bigelow
pointed out to him in chamber." It

was your duty, of course, to disclose

to Mr. Perly what you learned, when
you did learn it, when Constable
Woodhead was in the box."
Weiler testified that he knew

Thursday at noon that the officer had
not told the truth. Weiler did not

speak to me until Friday after court.

Would I have heard about this if I

hadn't got other information and
called Weiler to the stand?
There is much specific evidence

that I was prosecuted and persecuted
simply and solely because of my po-

litical beliefs — because of my vocal

and open opposition to U.S. imperial-

ism in Vietnam and here in Canada.
But I am hardly alone. Are dozens

now and hundreds in the future going
to face the kind of conspiracy which I

had to? We are not dealing with an
isolated incident here, but with a sys-

tem. We need revolutionary change
in that system.

This whole affair shows again the

drastic need for Canadians to have
the right to trial by jury for "police"
offenses. The situation is so gross

that right up to the very last minute,

the Constable was sitting outside the

courtroom, grinning and assuring
everyone I would get about six

months.

I didn't but what caused him to

think that even if the only crown wit-

ness was caught lying on the stand,

that I would be convicted anyway?





THE BEATLES ( Record) $9.50

THE BEATLES ( Book) $5.95

THE REAL STORY (Book) $7.50

MERRY XM AS $23.95

Our world becomes the

cartoon obverse and The Bea-

tles the ultimate Space Odys-

sey by which all may pass.

The miniskirt has killed mis-

tletoe.

When you find yourself in

the thick of it - Help yourself

to a bit of what Is all around

you.

The authorized biography is

an act of faith and to see

Hunter Davies on the Steve

Allen Show is to be caught in

the present which is the fault

of none but the death of jpgr

for the inexorability and the

droppings which build

through Strawberry Fields

and Penny Lane into Brian

Epstein and all the other irre-

deemables.

Sexy Sadie what have you

done

You made a Joot oj everyone

You made a Jool oj everyone

Sexy Sadie ooh what have you

dune

The Beatles is advanced.

Parody and pastiche is con-

temporary art. JPGR are

optimistic. Does anybody
ever think about the Beatles

or just parts of them?
THE POLL

Who is your favourite Bea-

tle?

john 15 percent

paul 50 percent

ringo 25 percent

george 10 percent

80 percent thout the bea-

gles the best example of life

as an art form. 22 per cent

thot pol the most sad-eyed

lady of the singaling set. 77

percent had no more than a

hazy opinion of why john was
so freaky while 35 percent

agreed that rings was head-

ing for stardom if he were so

blue. 2 percent took exception

to the idea of The Beatles but

99 percent thot it a revitaliza-

tion of the art form of the

contemporary song.

The Beatles works 9 times

faster than any brand and at

only twice the price clears

out institutional worries so

count you out-in.

A road map. So now when
someone introduces the Bea-

tles who can say whether it

will be the Beatles or The
Beatles. Hubert Humphrey
would say of Norman Mailer:

"If the limiting of duration

be the only security, it is

unnecessary to speak of the

importance which ought to be
attached to it." And a kiss

from all those tiny tims.

— huey philistine

THE YELLOW SUBMARINE $2.00

After their catastrophic

venture into television with

Magical Mystery Tour, the

Beatles have bounced back to

a film triumph in The Yellow

Submarine. How much of it

beyond the actual songs can

be attributed to the Beatles

is, however, a moot question.

Lee Minoff takes credit for

the fairy-tale plot in which a

besieged Pepperland manages
to send to the outside world

for help in their (you guessed

it) Yellow Submarine. Arriv-

ing as chance would have it

in Liverpool, the SOS comes
just in time to prevent Ringo

(the animated version is even

cuter than the original) from
throwing himself into the

Mersey. Self-consciously epic,

the film recounts the return

journey through the Sea of

Green and (finally) the liber-

ation of Pepperland with

songs of love.

The wildly inventive

screenplay by Minoff and
three others (among whom I

am told is a classics scholar)

is particularly good at provid-

ing visual images for some of

the Beatles' best known
songs, from the collages of

Eleanor Rigby to the psyc-

hedelia of Lucy in the Sky

with Diamonds. I think my
favorite is the Nowhere Man,
Jeremy Hilary Boob, PhD.,

who embodies the exasperat-

ing yet endearing pedant.

It is to be regretted that

more catchy new songs were
not incorporated into the

film. It looks as if the Bea-

tles were playing it safe. And
it seems they have succeed-

ed. Despite what might be

considered its undue length,

The Yellow Submarine is one

of those films that many peo-

ple will want to see several

times. To be highly critical of

it would require more effort

than it is worth.— mel bradshaw

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR $4.00

Anyone who wasn't in Mer-

rie Olde England around this

time last year will have to

pay $4 at the O'Keefe, Jan. 2,

to see the Beatles' film, Mag-
ical Mystery Tour. —

Pity.

It's a good show, but not a

great show. I saw it twice,

courtesy the BBC, surrounded

by a good cross-section of

middle class, middle aged
relatives (who termed the

show "technically good, but I

didn't quite understand") and
by a number of teenagers

(who left the TV screen
murmuring "groovy").

If you've got the album
complete with pictures,

you've got a pretty good idea

of what the movie is about. A
whole bus-load of strange
people rush around the Eng-
lish countryside doing strange

things and having a ball.

You really should see the

thing stoned to appreciate it.

The Beatles are mocking,

laughing at themselves and
their society, doing take-offs

on slapstick movies, acting

out their dreams (the Fat

Lady eating shovelfuls of

spaghetti) and generally hav-

ing fun.

But don't go to the movie
looking for all sorts of hidden

meaning and social comment.
Magical Mystery Tour was
conceived as a "fun" movie
— and it's just that, no more.

Worth seeing if you really

REALLY dig the music and

want to see it graphically

presented. Sort of like seeing

your favorite symphony illus-

trated by a good artist.

A good movie, but not a $4

movie. So don't set your

sights too high.

— sherry brydson



* sit - in the Sac office
j

for the first annual

SAC-CUS-BACCHUS-FRACAS
open house Christmas party

# sit - in Steve Langdon's chair

# sit - in Sfeve Langdon's lap

# music by radio Varsity, (U of J ? 1GMB ?J

# fosfe "mod martha's mothering punch"

# give fhe registrar a Christmas kiss

tomorrow !

Refreshments everybody we/come Joy
chappy chanukah says the the registrar

r^f^^^f^r^r^^^f^r^f^r^r^r^t^f^f^r^f^f^n ^'Slp'^'St^'^nl^'^r^f^'^rfcr^rl^f^ ''I'* ttfi oL'1 •"i"* flfl "I"1 "Ip ri'< '"A"* '"i"' *»(» ""If* ^ir

'

jy» jp» jjv Jjv jp* jp» jf< jp* jp* hTjv Jjy Jp» JJV kF* •t* *T* "T* Jf» Jp> •TV •T* *T* •T* »I» ~T* <7* *T* *T* *TV ^ *T* "T* *f* •T> *)V "T* *f» *f* *T" T* *T* -T- -t- *7* *r* -t- -7- vT* -t* -7- -v* *T* *t- *T* *T* -T* -T'

HART HOUSE %
NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL

* GRAND MARCH
* DANCING TO THREE BANDS
* FOLK SINGERS

* MIDNIGHT DINNER
* SPLASH PARTY

* FREE COFFEE ARBOR ROOM
9:00 p.m. - 3."00 a.m.

TICKETS: $15.00 /COUPLE

HALL PORTER AND UNDERGRAD OFFICE

REVIEW 3



film/68: critical literary respectability

Time was when a novel

found fulfillment, exhausted

its potential, only when its

screen rights were sold to

Hollywood. Somehow the

creative act was incomplete,

scriptus interruptus, the fol-

low through, the coup de

grace was missing, until fa-

miliar powerful faces made
the word flesh. Now it's The
Shoes of the Fisherman and

Nat Turner for Hollywood,

and there are sincere intense

young independent producers

for The Alexandria Quartet,

Ulysses, yea, even Finnegan's

Wake. But cinema backlash

has set in with a vengeance.

It began for me with Berg-

man's Four Screenplays (I

was a slow starter), in hard-

cover, complete with beauti-

ful stills co-ordinated with

the text (I almost wrote "the

Text"). And Bergman was a

good place to start, because

he writes his screenplays in

the form of short theatrical

novels. All the transitional

elements are there. A suita-

bly higher class equivalent to

those colourful picture books

that sold in the lobby during

the intermission of various

Ben Hurish spectaculars.

Primarily, they sought to

overwhelm you with statistics

(".
. . twenty-eight thousand

(28.(100) swords and daggers.

I supposed I should make it

clear what I mean by a bad
movie. I don't include the rol-

licking, grotestquely, unpre-

tensiouslv worthless "B"
filfrvs like The Glory Stompers,

or King Kong Meets Godzilla

— both of which I quite en-

joyed Like wrestling, or the

stripping at the Victory,

these are films whose preten-

sions are so evident and in-

tentional they form part of

the pleasure. Putting down
King Kong Meets Godzilla is

During the year, films very
slowly became less glossy

wrappings and more involv-

ing mediums. Despite some
pitiful attempts to revive the

glossies, usually blockbuster

musical movie-stages (Star,

Finian's Rainbow I. the age of

detachment in movie viewing

is dying out. Film-makers
can no longer get away with

it. The best films of the year

had an underlying or overrid-

ing relevance to contempo-

rary life. Quasi-eomedies like

The Graduate or Bonnie and
Clyde, even The Odd Couple

jolted you in laugh Cartoon

Review 4

all authentic replicas, were
hammered out in thirteen

(13) pre-fab forges flown to

Spain from Southern Califor-

nia . . ."I. The new picture

books overwhelm by force of

intellect, good taste, and lit-

erary respectability. You can

buy transcripts of documenta-

ries (Don't Look Back), pseu-

do-documentaries (The War
Game). Godard i Alphaville),

Truffaut (Jules and Jim), and

Fellini. Resnais. silent "clas-

sics" (equivalents of Victo-

rian novels) etc. But there is

more.
There are works of love

and exegesis, beginning, inev-

itably, with Andre Bazin's

What is Cinema?, and contin-

uing through involved explica-

tions of theories of cinema,

collected critical reviews,

estimates of films by direc-

tor, by individual film, by

genre ( "the horror film is

the only true cinema possible

because in this our atomic

age . . .), by country, by

year. The underground is

ground well covered. Even
Eisenstein's The Film Sense

(By Faber and Faber, no

less), complete with 4 (four)

-page fold out of a twelve

shot sequence in Alexander

Nevsky. With shot by shot

interpretation, co-ordinated

with the complete musical

as pointless as putting down
Santa Claus.

The following is a brief list

of some of the films still on

in Toronto which left me ab-

solutely screaming with rage:

Space Odyssey, 2001 is one

of the most pretentious,
mindless, infuriatingly gim-

micky films I've ever had the

misfortune to see. As the fi-

nal curtain came down. I

waved my fist impotently at

the screen, and didn't nave

the courage to scream

features like Yellow Subma-
rine turn fantasy into mean-
ingful dialogues, much the

same as Swift's Gulliver or

Lewis Carroll's Alice, that

dear, dear lady.

1968 produced the usual

crop of war movies, anti-war

movies, and the like (Green
Berets, Charge of the Light

Brigade, Bofors Gun), al-

though the number is dim-

inshing. War isn't as attrac-

tive an ego booster as it once
was. Films on war in the late

60 s usually get at the charac-

ters who make up the war
effort rather than the symbol-

ic effort itself. Directors are

score, with "length in meas-
ures", with diagram of "pic-

torial composition", with
"diagram of movement" etc.

We're back to statistics, but

never mind.

When Grove Press ("film

is a four letter word")
couldn't distribute I Am Cu-

rious — Yellow because of a

court order banning the film,

they promptly whipped out a

fat paperback of same com-
plete with text (only "text"

this time), proceedings of the

obscenity hearings (yes,

Norman Mailer was there). I

Am Curios — Yellow was
recently exonerated of filth

by a higher court. Did liter-

ary respectability help? Peo-

ple want to possess films

they like the way you can

possess a book, want to ex-

perience the film in as many
ways as it can be experi-

enced, flip through the

frames like pages, savour the

production gossip ("Said

Truffaut: 'I shall never work
with Oskar Werner again . .

.'

"), learn enough about film

technology to appreciate sub-

tleties of editing even at the

cost (if it is such) of experi-

encing film, not as some kind

of natural reality, but as an
artifact ("The novel lost its

dominance as soon as it lost

its magic, its believability as

"BULLSHIT!" I really don't

care about all the fantastic

technological innovations

Stanley Kubrick engineered

to make that atrocity, I con-

sidered it a massive personal

insult to an audience's intelli-

gence.

Similarly, Secret Cere-
mony, with Liz Taylor and
Mia Farrow made me very

very angry. What bad acting!

What a grotesque plot! What
hideously baroque sets! What
a dumb screenplay! What an
awful movie!
Don Siegal. according to

Martin Knelman of the Star.

now very self-conscious about
violence in film, since assas-

sinations featured the sub-

ject.

The majority of films have
tried to be contemporary,
relevant — to say something.
1968 probably marked the end
of an era in which black-

white social relations are
given the benevolent patroniz-

ing nod.
The most striking geature

of the '68 films has been the

increasing interest in the
world beyond (beyond what?)
. The stars, the depths of the

mind. Rosemary's Baby,
Hour of the Wolf, 2001, Secret

Ceremony) have moved films

into the world on conscious-

ness, total awareness. Pop

reality : . .").

You can go to classes and

symposia in film, analyse

scripts in concert with other

aficionados, compare certain

evocative sequences from
films in stills, words and

motion ("The murder of the

detective on the steps in Psy-

cho can be profitably com-
pared with the slaughter on

the steps in Potemkin . .
.").

And yes, tv. Almost all

producers of big budget films

realize that they won't make
the costs of production back
in cinemas. Ever since

Bridge On the River Kwai
was sold for two million for

two showings, tv has been

considered an extension of

cinema as far as economics
go. (Cleopatra in 1970, two

is pioneering new, relevant,

urban cop films. Well, if Coo-

gan's Bluff is any example,
no thanks. A Clint Eastwood
film, (which is usually a rec-

ommendation), this hangover
from the George Wallace
campaign has one simple
message: "If Barry Goldwa-
ter took over the New York
Police Department, boy, we
would be clear of these sex-

crazed, left-wing, molly-cod-

dled, dope-fiend hippies pret-

ty damn quick! Those kids

and their damn civil rights!

Run over them!" As I say. no

thanks.

showings, five million, first

profit made). Documentary
on Grand Prix which was bet-

ter than the film in almost
every way. La Chinoise was
better on Channel 6 than in

the cinema. Maybe that's his

true medium. During those

sensory deprivation se-

quences which sparkle
throughout Godard's works,

you can read about Godard in

the paper, punching Iain

Quarrier "in the stomach and
in the face" over the inclu-

sion of a Rolling Stones song
("Sympathy for the Devil")

in Godard's latest, One Plus

One.First the pig in Weekend,
now a producer (Canadian, of

course).

— david cronenberg

Those three, I think, are
the worst of the years crop

that are still playing — with

Great Catherine, another
Peter O'Toole disaster, not

much ahead. It was pretty

boring, but. except for the

acres of plastic snow, it nev-

er made me really angry.

There are probably more
which were even worse —
but. with the possible excep-

tion of I A Lover, I've forgot-

ten them all.

— graham fraser

art and rock music put to usually the slowest of the

connected images of sound media, are trying desperately

and light, are just beginning to catch up with the times,

to take hold in film. Films, — amy wise

film/68: fraser picks worst

film/68: wise on whole scene



theatre for cocktail radicals

CEDRIC SMITH AS CHE

that other play
This week some 60 people

are floating frantically

around the Poor Alex in an

effort to make public the

confessions of an artist.

The artist portrayed is

Michael Bopp, an exile from
the U.S. Midwest who bills

himself as a poet "employed

by the department of psychol-

ogy as a research technician

— to keep me eating." And
his cast and technical crew

were described by their di-

rector, Sean O'Connor, as

"all kinds of professional

people from psychology who
don't know fuck-all about

theatre but are doing their

utmost to keep this thing

going."

Dedicated to "smoke, rain,

and the wind", the play is,

according to a member of the

cast, "all his (author's) life

up to the time he wrote it",

and its title. Other, is a give-

away of his concerns, him

and not-him.

The whole picture seen by

Michael Fishfather-Bopp
—

and I was warned that "ev-

erything in this play is sym-

bolic of something — includes

such figures as the Mod Lov-

ers, the Faggot, Mangod,

Mildred, the Lost Bride, and

of course Michael, played by

himself. In the first nine

scenes of brief pantomime,

they are subliminally blipped

at you and you see them later

on in a more embellished

context. The blips come

from everywhere: voices out

in the foyer chant "A man is

born alone" while a cyclical

dance of birth is performed

on a strobe-lit stage; the Mod
Lovers' make-out scene is

interrupted by a scream of

"PIGS!" from the aisle;

somebody steals a styrofoam

Jesus from over an altar

because he "just didn't want

to see him suffer."

Rehearsals of these "flash

episodes" began with games
theatre, in which ad-lib pan-

tomimes and gibberish con-

versations were used for

"getting people out of them-

selves" and into the scripted

bits.

As of Monday night, the

web's timing, blocking, and

even casting were still dan-

gling. The most convincing

and interesting lines were

cries of anguish from the di-

rector:

—"Look, you're playing a

teenybopper. You wanna

smoke pot and stay out till 4:

00 a.m. and fuck and trip but

you're always home at 9:00

because your mother said

so."
—"The people coming to

see this — well, for the most

part they aren't the beautiful

people and they aren't gonna

understand this and you've

gotta make them see it."

Whether "they" see embar-

rassing, self-indulgent exhibi-

tionism or a Christmas gift

or self may depend on the

beauty in the eyes of the

audience and how much aes-

thetic distance and control

are required before they can

focus.

—morion o'conner

Che Guevara's death was
anti-revolutionary His death

produced a romantic martyr.

One of the little girls in the

audience from a Junior High
School was busy asking who
was playing Che, as if he

were some kind of football

hero. But Guevara didn't get

carried off the field after

scoring a touchdown. He died

a filthy death in a little Boliv-

ian town, among people who
didn't give a damn and proba-

bly will never give a damn.
The very poor. The ignorant

poor. Che thought they could

be the backbone of the revo-

lution and they betrayed him.

The production of Che Gue-
vara, a new play by Mario
Fratti now at Workshop Prod-

uctions, is very consoling. It's

like a fairy tale, and it

doesn't really give you any-

thing in the gut that you can

go home with.

And in order to succeed in

preaching to the converted,

as this play is, of course, it's

got to hit the gut. The open-

ing night audience was quite

different than the usual one

(and I credit myself with

being a connoisseur of open-

ing night audiences). These

were your "revolutionaries

with tenure", your "cocktail

radicals". One well dressed

young man, standing in the

lobby at intermission time,

holding his drink, was holding

forth on the jungle: "You

don't know what it's like, in

the jungle. You're all alone

It's terrible."

I don't know whether this

fellow had been in the jungle

or not. (It looked highly un-

likely I But the play certainly

never hit the audience with

Che's reality, the utter loneli-

ness at the end, on the edge
of the jungle, about to be
shot, questioning very deeply

the future of the revolution.

Just as the church and its

fine paintings have taken the

anguish out of the death of

Christ, so the final scenes in

the play gloss over the sor-

didness of the death of Che.

It's not enough that the stand-

ard bearers carry the mes-
sage all over the world
They're all too ready to make
martyrs Martyrs, it is true,

die for our sins if we im-

mortalize them But by im-

mortalizing them, and casting

our sins onto them, we lose

the best part of ourselves

And so. in Mario Fratti s

play, it was more than easy

for the audience to cast their

sins, the shortcomings onto

Che.

Sure the questions were

asked Can the guerrilla revo-

lution co-exist with the es-

tablished communist parties

in the countries? Violence

now for its own sake, or leni-

ance. as Che equivocated?

Can those ignorant masses

ever be moved to start a rev-

olution'' Why does a man like

Che Guevara give his life for

the cause? What is the

cause? Is it worth it?

But what we got is stuff for

books, stuff for the minds of

"revolutionaries with

tenure", to be discussed in

the universities and the
Communist clubs in the back-
rooms. What we need is

something that raises leftist

intellectuals by the seat of

their pants and confronts

them with basic questions

like punches to the midsec-

tion, undisguised by rhetoric,

unsoftened by platitudes.

Preaching to the converted

is cozy. It gives one a sense

of warmth in the cold world.

That's what makes the San

Francisco Mime Troupe less

than powerful when it speaks

to the New Left.

Che Guevara was well act-

ed, well produced and very

slickly directed One can find

very few faults with the pro-

duction that are not trivial. It

can be said that George Lus-

combe. in a smart combina-

tion of dance and voice has

come up with a fast-moving,

exciting adventure story, one

that deserves to be ac-

claimed. Cedric Smith played

Che with confidence

But this very smartness

and the play's shallowness

saved the audience from a

night of confrontation.

—larry haiven

euripides' hippolytus
Any reviewer of a Greek play

has one major problem: what

to review. He can't very well

talk about the play itself

After all. if it's lasted 2.500

years it must be good. This

isn't really true. Anything

written in Greek is treasured

Greek tragedies are

given in Modern Greek with

the result that neither Euripi-

des nor myself can under-

stand them Modern Greeks

were quite conspicuous Fri-

day night from the way they

nudged each other in all the

right places, immediately

distinguished Phaedra from

the Nurse and called Theseus

a fascist monarchist under

their breath So when The-

seus asks the chorus (at line

8441 what the Hell they're

doing, the befuddled critic

doesn't even know enough to

shout, "hear, hear
."

Euripides is especially
unamenable to review. He is

often quite purposely blah,

interested in cutting the
ground out from under heroic

characters. This is rather a
subtle process and one which

is quite incomprehensible if

you don't speak the language

Theseus, for example, is one

of Athens' greatest heroes,

but Euripides won't even let

him kill a minotaur or an

Amazon All he kills is Hip-

polytus and he has some silly

bull of Poseidon's do it for

him offstage. Aeschylus

might well have put the bul^

on stage.

Seneca has a scene in

which Thyestes tries to piece

together the chopped-up rem-

nants of his slaughtered sons

I Just the gift for the jigsaw

fanatic who has everything i

All we get in Hippolytus is a

messenger speech, very mov-

ing no doubt - all the Mod-

ern Greeks in the audience

were panting away — but

hard to follow. I've learned

more from quite inarticulate

sea-shells than I learned from

that messenger

So I can't really review

"Hippolytus" If you're inter-

ested in Greek or in the thea-

tre, do see it. You'll like the

singing in some of the cho-

ruses and you'll adore the

way Theseus' eyes flash And
you'll like the people With

my usual other-worldliness. I

had ignored the fact that it

was opening night I put on a

jacket and a pair of jeans and

Sue honored the occasion

with her first-ever pony tail

One woman put on a mink
coat and if she was wearing

jeans you couldn't see them

because the coat reached to

the floor There were so

many dinner jackets the thea-

tre looked like Penguin Is-

land Robertson Davies was
there; John Robarts said

"Hello" to us as we left Why
the Hell would John Robarts

go to a Greek tragedy? Well,

the Piraikon Theatron is a

private troupe but the Greek
ambassador was there too So

were young men handing out

leaflets informing Toronto

society that Greece is ruled

by a fascist military junta.

There was a ball afterwards

and a reception for the am-
bassador. We weren't invited

and I don't suppose the leaf-

let people were either.

—gellius



Sitting Bull's last words

were 'Custer pissed his

pants.' . . . Lionel Douglas.

Until a year ago, Christmas

1967, the world was accus-

tomed to look upon young

Frederick Verner Mozart,

age sixteen, as the next likely

— and most promising — heir

to the genius of his forefa-

ther, Wolfgang Amadeus.
When George and Ingrid

Mozart, citizens of Switzer-

land, announced in 1950 the

birth of their first son Fred-

erick Verner, to a small

group of friends and relatives

in Geneva, it was noted as a

matter of curiosity in the

European journals that In-

grid's maiden name was also

Mozart, and that the child

was a direct lineal descen-

ded of the great Wolfgang

from both his mother's and

father's side.

This particular branch of

the Mozart lineage came into

official existence when one

Greta Heineman, a serving

maid proclaimed to a startled

Viennese society in 1788 that

her recent male child was
sired by the revered compos-

er himself and that hence-

forth her child would be sur-

named after his father.

And so it was in 1950, that

George and Ingrid prudently

vowed to themselves that no

aspect of the lately arrived

Frederick's musical educa-

tion should be lacking. As all

generations of the Mozart
lineage since the eighteenth

century, he was closely

watched for any sign of the

same lucid sparks which car-

ried Wolfgang Amadeus into

eternity.

Until his arrival, however,

the long and extensive pro-

geny, carefully nurtured by

parents and other genetic

gardeners, had produced a

respectable but uninspiring

crew to the world of music —
largely unknown to the world

at large; the list includes two
conductors, five concert pian-

ists, a composer of obtuse

cantatas and a senior profes-

sor of electronic music in

Swedenborg.

It appeared, however, that

the aspiring Ingrid had more
cause for hope than might be

expected, for the young Fred-

erick's physical appearance

recalled a striking similarity

of expression and counte-

nance to the description of

the young Wolfgang given us

by his biographer Vilhelm

Steinhager;

... the child was a reticent

and curious creature, lie was

quite pleased to sit quietly in a

corner, unobserved, observing:

his eyes were always wide and

staring, never blinking. His

/ace assumed a somewhat cyni-

cal, yet gentle smile which he

rarely relaxed. His hair at first

grew unevenly, in patches on

his crown but as he grew it

filled out into thick brown

curls. His nose was sharp, the

nostrils merely slits. He forev-

er had the air of supreme, re-

laxed smugness which was not

entirely unpleasant . .

.

To punctuate his parents

avid curiosity, Paris Match
published an intriguing blurb

by an eminent Italian histo-

rian and geneologist along-

side a photograph of young

Frederick and a line drawing

of Wolfgang by his assiduous

biographer. The similarity

was too pointed to be ignored.

Although the representa-

tives of the. worlds of science

and music were as yet unwill-

ing to commit themselves to

drawing any conclusions, they

were sufficiently interested

to urge an early and exten-

sive musical exposure for

Frederick Verner Mozart.

A small piano, a guitar and

a set of cymbals were placed

in his nursery at an early age

to facilitate and hasten the

propitious hour when the

world might again recognize

and welcome the master in-

carnate. Two large stereo

speakers piped in a constant

stream of the finest record-

ings so that the child was
never without music, from
the moment of waking until

sleep; and while he slept, his

subconscious mind was prod-

ded with recrodings of the

earlier work of Wolfgang
Amadeus.

During the first five years

of his life, audiences at con-

certs, lectures, private recit-

als and films, became accus-

tomed to seeing the prodigal

tyke sitting quietly with his

nurse in the front rows.

It should also be mentioned
at this point, that the boy was
in no way hostile to his pro-

grammed existence, although

he was an occasional source

of embarrassment to his

guardians whenever he hap-

pened to fall asleep during a

concert as he did in London
in 1956 just as the audience

rose to its feet for the Halle-

lujah Chorus of The Messiah.

The following year at the

age of seven, he was given to

the foremost instructors of

the French and German con-

servatories; an added bonus

was an offer, quickly accept-

ed by Ingrid, to have the

child enrolled as a special

summer student in the Lenin-

grad Academy of Art.

It was then that George
and Ingrid felt a touch of

apprehension as they drove

young Frederick to the air-

port for his first meeting
with Von Brunsweig, the

German classicist. During
the introductions he was po-

lite enough but persisted in a

few annoying habits which

Ingrid had been unsuccessful

in purging, such as picking

his nose with an unusual zest

with one hand, and pursuing

an imaginary flea in his

crotch with the other. The
professor, fortunately, re-

garded these as the natural

antics of a precocious, gifted

child.

Ingrid's fears were, how-

ever, soon dissipated as the

preliminary reports arrived

from his German instructor

— the child was undoubtedly

fate's darling, a true and

worthy successor to the name
of Mozart. In the following

months the Paris Conserva-

tory and the Leningrad Aca-

demy concurred with Von
Brunsweig's laudatory proclo-

mation.

And thus the child passed

his formative years and early

adolescence in a strenuous

environment of pedantry and

practice studios. His visits to

Geneva were limited to three

weeks at Christmas and even

then the lad was afforded lit-

tle rest as George and Ingrid

took extraordinary pride in

presenting Frederick Verner

at the best soirees and social

functions.

By now his inveterate nose-

picking and crotch scratching

which he practised in even

the politest of company, was
discreetly regarded as a

quaint trademark of the flow-

ering genius. Indeed it was
widely held that the austere

Wolfgang Amadeus himself

had been given to similar

habits.

Our interest in this stage of

Frederick's life, however,
rises in the fact that he quite

consciously and deliberately

deprived the world of any
concrete example of his much
heralded genius. Although his

professors were fond of re-

minding the international

press that he was, at age
twelve, capable of sitting

down at the keyboard of any
concert hall in Europe, they

were at a loss to explain why,

in fact, he did not do so.

Furthermore, not even the

professors had an inkling as

to the scope or range of his

creative genius, for the lad

refused to show anyone his

own compositions. All that

was known was that young
Frederick had been for the

last four years "preparing his

work."

All attempts at cracking

the cloud of mystery failed.

It is reported that a group of

American entrepreneurs in

1965 offered Frederick, age
fifteen, a one performance
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It

Has in poland

concert at Town Hall: the

offer was accompanied with a
certified cheque for an ex-

traordinary sum of money
and a blank contract from
RCA Victor to record the
event.

The contract was returned

immediately without explana-
tion, the concert offer reject-

ed, but, strange to relate, the
cheque was cashed in a Swiss
bank. Further efforts at
communicating from the
Americans were unsuccessful
and the entrepreneurs de-

clared themselves bankrupt.
A year later, Christmas

1966. an astonished world
press carried the following

wire-service report:

GENEVA (Reuiersl —
George and Ingrid Mozart, cit-

izens of Geneva, announced to-

day the first public perform-

ance of the work of Frederick

Verner Mozart, their son.

A prepared statement by
Mrs. Mozart contained the fol-

lowing information: the con-

cert would take place next

Christmas 119671 in Warsaw
and would begin Christmas

Eve and terminate a week

later. New Year's Eve: for the

duration of the concert the

doors of the Palace of Culture

will remain locked: luxury ac-

commodation I beds and meals!

will be provided for members

of the audience in the Palace

itself: admission by application

to George and Ingrid Mozart.

Geneva. Price of admission,

five thousand American dol-

lars.

No further information was

obtained from the Mozarls.
World reaction throughout

the following year was under-

standably agitated: the prodi-

gious Frederick was the cen-

tre of controversy in edito-

rials, speeches, government
policy declarations and a res-

olution of 'concern' was
passed unanimously in the

General Assembly of the

United Nations. The premier

of the Soviet Union was heard

to utter an unprintable Rus-

sian curse and promptly ter-

minated the prestigious schol-

arship at the Leningrad Aca-

demy; the American presi

dent responded with an unsa-

vory remark about 'Kraut

queers and perverts': the

Pope issued a fiat declaring

Frederick's concert as Un-

christian' and declared that

any Catholic attending the

unholy event during the holy

season should find himself

outside the jurisdiction of The
Church.

At the same time, the emi-

nent Three applied, along

with millions of others, for

admission to the Christmas
Concert, as it came to be

known. Along with millions of

others, they weio rejected;

the two thousand who were
finally graced with certifi-

cates of admission took no

small pride in recognizing

that they now constituted the

elite of the world social regis-

ter.

Unfortunately for their

egos, it was a stipulation of

admission that their identity

as a member of the audience

be held secret until Christ-

mas Eve itself

And so. Christmas Eve.

1967. Jean-Luc Oodard set up
his cameras outside the main
doors of the Palace of Cul-

ture in Warsaw; ihe too was
refused admission i to record

the entrances and. much
later, the exits Andy Warhol
(another reject I was there to

film the locked doors for the

six days between the entr-

ances and exits. The CBC
was there to bring us the

highlights, and American
Television was there to bring

us the whole thing, live.

Unfortunately no members
of the world press, radio and
television were allowed into

the Palace itself Unfortu-

nately too, it was later dis-

covered that the true entr-

ance to the palace for those

of the audience was through

an underground storm sewer
from a Warsaw suburb. As a

result, nothing happened out-

side the doors to the palace,

and for all intents and pur-

poses, what happened inside

is known only to those who
were there.

Young Frederick Verner
Mozart was indeed the mas-
ter of his house Christmas
Eve 1967: the thronging

crowd of thousands stood

quietly in the falling snow of

Stanislavsky Square waiting

to hear even the faintest

strains of what would surely

be the greatest single work of

music to issue from the

heart of man
For six days nothing hap-

pened, no sounds were heard

although the faint shadows at

the windows suggested a

great deal of activity inside

On the evening of the sixth

day. New Year's Eve. the

fire began; witnesses in Stan-

islavsky Square later testified

that it was seen to begin in

the basement of the Palace

and spread with such a rapi-

dity that it seemed as if kero-

sene or some other flamm-
able agent was sprinkled to

hasten its progress The
crowd outside, rushing to

beat down the doors and save

the inhabitants, who could be
clearly heard screaming in

pain, were driven back by a

volley of shots from the up-

per windows
As the fire spread in its

greedy meal of the Palace,

the screams of the inhabit-

ants roasting inside became
more voluminous, like a
mighty choir; they were
joined by the roar of a huge
organ within the palace add-

ing spontaneous counterpoint

to their screams; at that

moment also, so accurate
was Frederick's timing, all

the church bells of Warsaw
began ringing in the New
Year; a mighty cheer arose
from the crowd watching the

burning palace as they grew
to awareness of the Mozart
Carol — to it they added their

laughter and whistles until

ashes alone remained.

Of the previous six days,

nothing is known save that a
charred, pencil-written frag-

ment of a notebook discov-

ered by demolition workers,

indicated that all members of

the audience of the Christmas

Concert themselves took part

in the Concert: furthermore

they all knew the projected

finale would be their last;

and furthermore, all were
given the opportunity to leave

if they so wished — an oppor-

tunity which they rejected to

a man; they had. in fact,

manned the guns themselves

which drove back the aston-

ished crowd outside

In the days following re-

ports appeared in the press of

mysterious disappearances of

a number of eminent artists;

the Beatles, the Moscow
State Theatre. Bergman,
Brando, entire symphony
orchestras, Picasso. Chaplin.

Ulanova, Bruhn. Tarnopolsky.

the Peking Opera Company,
Muddy Waters — the list goes

on; some two thousand

names in all. It seems that

the cream of twentieth centu-

ry artistry had given of itself

in Warsaw Christmas Eve.

One survives the Mozart

Carol of course. Frederick

Verner himself who now lives

comfortably in the Bronx;

since Christmas Eve 1967 he

has made no statement other

than I did it for the money",
and generally follows an iso-

lated existence, some observ-

ers report that he has given

up his nose picking and
crotch scratching and sits

quietly listening to a record-

ing of the Mozart Carol from

the time of the fire, captured

by an assiduous portable RCA
crew, entitled simply Fredei-

ick Mozart: Opus Number
One.

Mr. and Mrs. George Moz-
art, his proud parents, are
unavailable for comment —
in fact they too have not been
seen since December 24, 1967.

— henry tarvtdnen



the fixer no mere patchwork film
No less than six new films

open in Toronto this weekend,

just in time to fill your holi-

day time and mind, and emp-

ty your Christmas pocket.

Besides the can t-miss Bea-

tles' Alice in Wonderland
adventure "Yellow Subma-
rine", reserve an evening to

be put through "The Fixer".

Reserve an entire evening.

With a starry cast and first

rate direction, it's a film that

resonates through your sys-

tem long after the viewing

experience.

It resonates because it de-

scribes a man's quest for

identity, a search that carries

his endurance far beyond the

limits of average men like

you and I. It is at first a very

private quest for innocence

and expression, a tortuous

one, just as was Thomas
Mores in "A Man For All

Seasons". The barriers fly up

in the face of the quest, much
the same as any culture, or

time, or bureaucracy con-

structs its barriers. Yet the

determined and exceptional

man probes his own mind
against the jagged walls, and

emerges, to his own deep sat-

isfaction. He refuses to allow

his mind to be stepped on.

The image takes on even

more depth and radiation

when the quest becomes not

only private but corporate

and all-involving (to borrow
McLuhanese). Both Yakov
Bok in "The Fixer" and
Thomas More in "A Man For
All Seasons" present images
of men who put the public on

as environment. The story is

not at all important. The
quest becomes a public probe

into the very material of the

culture. It faces Czarist Rus-

sia in 1911 as its barriers, and
in the process foretells its

denouement. Bok emerges
free from his private quest to

involve the whole apparatus

of Eastern European bu-

reaucracy, in a corporate

quest.

The film traps you in the

first scene, as charging Rus-

sian Cossacks playfully pil-

lage and slice at a Jewish

"shtetl", or village; a ruth-

less pogrom that was a

common occurrence in most
of Eastern Europe. We are

thrust into the feeling of help-

lessness that characterized

the period. From that hur-

ried, and confusing scene

onward, there is no time to

ease up and reflect. The
forces of government, mass
barriers and human anxieties.

What
is the 4ft if
vicious

game
The Magus
plays?
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the "mind-forged manacles"
of organized behaviour close

in on the center of our atten-

tion: — Yakov Bok (Alan

Bates) — Jew. The East
European horrors that direct-

ed Kafka's nightmares begin

to grind at him.

He chances to work outside

the Jewish ghetto in Kiev,

after coming to the aid of

Lebedev (Hugh Griffith), a

notorious Russian anti-Sem-

ite, eyes bulging jewels quiv-

ering. Before long Bok is

accused and then dismissed

of raping Lebedev's sickly

daughter Zinaida (Elizabeth

Hartman). The alternating

thrusts of pain and relief that

circulate throughout the film

begin to take shape. Rumors
of Jewish passover rituals

which use Christian blood

pick up. and Bok is singled

out and accused as the one

responsible for the "39 Jew-

ish stabs" in the body of a

Catholic child. He is unjusti-

fiably arrested and the ma-
chinery grinds even faster.

For the remainder of the

film the audience is enclosed

in the prison cell with Bok,

disgraced and tormented by

the guards, Even in prison

Alan Bates, as Bok evokes

the intelligence and presence

of mind to be one up on his

tormentors. His mind is ac-

tive, he searches for mean-

ing.

A confession to the crime
from Bok would satisfy the

anxieties of a hostile popu-

lace who must hate someone
other than the state for their

suffering. The pattern is fa-

miliar. The Russian Minister

of Justice (David Warner)
insists on obtaining the

confession, for there is "unity

in hate". Bok is a Jew and he

necessarily becomes victim

to the fate of the Jewish na-

tion, in addition to the weight

of Russian bureaucracy.

The film advances to a

quite different level when
Bok's plea for innocence and

dignity becomes more than a

private quest. He realizes

that justice itself is being

denied him when his defense

attorney (Dirk Bogarde) is

murdered in his cell. As the

case attracts international

attention the Czar offers Bok
a pardon, he can go free. Bok
refuses, and demands a trial

for the sake of his con-

science. From this point

onward the quest for dignity

and expression takes on the

entire structure of Russian

bureaucracy.

Based on Bernard Mala-

mud's prize-winning novel,

the film manages to throw off

the aura of Jewish suffering

that pervades the book. The
long Jewish history of perse-

cution is a symbol in itself, of

man's defiant struggle for

dignity in the face of arro-

gance. To some directors the

symbolic Jew may have been
sufficient to carry the theme.
Recent American novels

abound with this image of

man's struggle. Malamud's
novel certainly rests "more
firmly on that symbol. In it

the author dwells on Bok's
religious upbringing and his

personal Jewish identity di-

lemma.
Yet director John Franken-

heimer ("Manchurian Candi-

date", "Bird Man of Alca-

traz", "Candidate") tran-

scends the symbol of the suf-

fering Jew, to get right at the

core of the quest in human
terms. Bok cries out during

periods of intense suffering,

"I am a man, I am a man".
His mind and human dignity

cannot be blotted out. The
fact that Yakov Bok is a Jew
is incidental; although as my
friend Frank says, "it doesn't

hurt". Alan Bates does not

look or sound like a poor

Russian Jew, not the one, at

least that Malamud de-

scribed.

Bok finally emerges from
his cell amid the blinding

light of the public eye to be

tried and the film ends. He
has found dignity in himself.

For interest's sake, the book

was based on the true story

of Mendel Beiliss. a Russian

Jew, who in fact was acquit-

ted at that trial. —amy wise

Thomas Hobbes Memorial

F. U. OF T.
Announces it's second term of

fun, education and surprises.

Any suggestions for courses and events, call Bob Bossin, registrar during

the holidays, 921-0501, or mail lo SAC Office. (All will be acted upon, no matter

how trivial, juvenile and boring.

Merry Christmas

And A
Liberated New Year

"a special merrj Christmas to Geo. Biggar," the registrar.



this is neither bob nor rae
Well my friends it's Christ-

mas agin. On voit la neige qui

tombe les enfants attaquant

les vieillards dans les allee

noires l'odeur des pissoirs

puants ah Noel Noel. Je me
souviens. Ou sont les neiges

d'antant? Nostalgia, as they

say, ain't what it used to be.

Holidays are essentially

hypocritical, in that we feel

and say and do friendly

things that we hate doing the

rest of the year. Freud has

A
Very

Merry Christinas
and a

Happy New Year
to

our many friends

and customers
from the gang

at
One Hour

Martinizing
Z42 Bloor St.W.

said that tribal holidays re-

presented an institutionalized

form of de-repression. In oth-

er words you could make love

to your neighbour's wife one

day a year, but never on any
other day. Hence the mis-

tletoe. A pretty unsatisfac-

tory replacement I'd say.

That's my nasty paragraph.

Here's my merry one. Christ-

mas for most of us has lost

whatever religious signifi-

cance it ever had. but as a

secular humanistic form of

human renewal, of faith in

what evidence of good there

is in mankind, of the realiza-

tion that we have failed to

control the evil in man — it's

still a worthwhile institution.

So not good cheer, so much

as calm reflection. I'm sup-

posed to be the book editor,

so I should try and bring this

altogether in a peroration

about the greatness of the

written word and the Cana-

dian publishing business and

the coffee table glossy glitzy

travel books ((Can't you see

them in a few years 'Oshawa,

valhalla on the lake'; or

'Moose Jaw. prairie flower of

the plains' etc.? I

I won't, but books next

term might try and do some-

thing on the problem of books

in Canada and Toronto, a few

more political pieces on polit-

ical prose, and more on poe-

try, short stories, and the (is

it dying or merely dormant '

I

novel.

So don't make love to your

neighbour's wife (anymore

than you would anyway I. Be

no less, or more, cheery than

you normally are. And as

they say in television, keep

those letters and post cards

coming

— bob rae

J
RESERVE SEATS NOW
AT BOX OFFICE OR PHONE HB7-4548

Box Office open daily 12 to 9p.m. SUN. l-9p.m L.
"A SMASH SUCCESS ...WHATEVER ELSE YOU

SEE THIS YEAR, SEE THE LION IN WINTER.'

OSCAR, MAKE READY. -Ladies Home Journal

**jf TH6 LION IN W1NT6R

PREMIERE FRIDAY DECEMBER 20th ot 8.30 PM

CAPITOL FINE ART THEATRE
,492 YONGE «. CASTLE FIELD . 483-2172

TjOUDAY MATINEES DAILY 2 P.M. DURING

CHRISTMAS WEEK - DEC. 26th thru JAN. 5th

CHRISTMAS OAT MATINEE AT 3 P.M.

St I tlUR PC IUH S • entatw »»

HOKSlStJIlSSOtuttSwo

CLIFF ROBERTSON . Ct^Ly" ... CLAIRE BLOOM

iitusuu ii» jiMi' Bimwill uuncoioa iichhiscopi

EVENINGS AT 7.00 S 9:00 P.M. • SAT. & SUN . Conl. 2 P.M.

CINEMA
/ V i r>\c,l ••AMIS KU 4H'J 3900

CANADIAN PREMIERE

STARTS XMAS DAY!

Metro Goldwyn r- Vjyei piesents

the John Fiankenheimei Edwdid Lewis Production ol

the fixer

Alan Bates

Dirk Bogarde, Hugh Griffith, Elizabeth Hartman,

Ian Holm, David Warner, Carol White m«. i »

STARTS FRIDAY

December 20th.

• CONT. DAILY FROM 2 P.M.

louvvue.
CINEMA

I

RAVE REVIEWS .ooaYONcr. subway n* woo

FROM COLLEGE PAPERS EVERYWHERE!
"Excellent, gripping portrayal of prejudice. 'THE

FIXER clearly defines the contrast between hate

and conscience. I liked it very much!"
WOLVERINE, Michigan State University.

'Very powerful! One of the best I've ever seen!"
DAILY TEXAN, University of Texas



a blues Christmas
OTIS REDDING. Live in

Europe. Volt 416

Otis Redding's albums re-

peat the same material too

often, and this one is no ex-

ception. At the most, only

two songs don't appear on

one of his other records, but

he sings them best on this

one. The excitement that a

large audience brings to his

performance is far greater

than anything Otis Redding

and his band ever cooked up

in a studio session.

WILSON PICKETT. The
Midnight Mover. Atlantic 8183

The finest Pickett album in

some time, rivalled only by

Wicked Pickett. It captures a

lot of his excitement, though

not up to a live performance.

Excellent accompaniment,
especially by lead guitar. The

songs are generally good, and

there's one which is a bit

unusual for him. "Deborah."

sung partly in Italian. It's

surprisingly good.

THE ROOTS OF AMER-
ICA'S MUSIC. Arhoolie 2001-

2002

Something has held up this

set, so that it isn't going to

be distributed in Canada in

time for Christmas. If you're

going down to the States, you

might be able to find a copy.

Arhoolie. along with its sub-

sidiaries. Blues Classics and

Old Timey. has built up the

world's greatest library of

American music. These two

records are made up of cuts

from the Arhoolie catalogue

alone. The four sides cover

country blues, city blues,

gospel & jazz, and country,

cajun & folk. Artists include

Bukka White. Lightning Hop-

kins. Mercy Dee Walton. Big

Joe Williams, Big Mama
Thornton and 26 others. Alto-

gether a tremendous intro-

duction to the real folk music

of the U.S. Also a great

value. The two volume set

lists for the price of one.

BIG JOE WILLIAMS &
SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON.
Blues Classics 21

Big Joe sings and plays the

guitar, Sonny Boy Williamson

(the original), plays harmon-

ica. This is a reissue of 14

sides from the 78s that these

two Mississippi blues greats

turned out together. You
can't get away with playing

these songs as background

music; they have to be lis-

tened to. Not great . hi-fi or

anything like that, but if you

know someone who really

likes to sit and soak up great

country blues, this is an ex-

cellent record.

FRED MCDOWELL. Vol.

2. Arhoolie 1027

A second excellent album

by the world's greatest living

bottle-neck guitar player. If

Fred McDowell had been

recorded by the race record

companies in the '20s and

'30s, collectors would be pay-

ing fancy prices for beat up

copies of his old records, but

he didn't get on a record until

about 1960. The best tradi-

tions of the rough, beautiful

Mississippi style blues are

very much alive in Fred

McDowell. Highly recom-
mended to blues fanciers.

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Sid. Smith

Holl

GSU

\ Bonctoit Ava o

16 Boncfolt Ave.,
Toronto 5.

92B-2391

New
Physic*

Bldg.

G.S.U. CHRISTMAS DANCE
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 20th

9:00 p.m. - 12:30 o.m.

BAR AND LIVE BAND

Admission: $1.00 ladies

51.25 gents

G.S.U. FINANCIAL GRANTS

All graduate departmental orgainzations can obtain funds

from the G.S.U. to finance academic and other activities.

Phone the Executive Assistant 928-2391

for further information.

CLIFTON CHENIER. Lou-

siana Blues and Zydeco. Ar-

hoolie 1024

This one goes back a couple

of years, but it isn't as well

known as it ought to be.

Maybe a lot of people share

my prejudice against the

accordian and are put off by

the big one on the cover. As
it happens, Clifton Chenier

has an exciting blues band

with a really different sound.

You may think blues accor-

dian is a joke, but this man
really knows what it's about.

Fine, fine piano from Elmore
Nixon, and guitar from Cleve-

land Keyes. For those inter-

ested in the two cultures,

Clifton Chenier sings in both

French and English. If you

like great blues bands but

A'ould never guess that blues

can be sung in French and

U of T Outing Club

XMAS PARTY
Square Dancing,

Refreshments,

Carols

HART HOUSE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20

8:00 P.M. $2.00

GIRLS
OVER 18

We need you for our

dating club

"DIAL-A-DATE"

There are many eligible

bachelors

looking just for you

en: 929-0611' '

•

P°'"

Remodelling & Alterations

A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of ATI. cord*

played on an accordian, try

this record.

LUTHER GEORGIA BOY
SNAKE JOHNSON. The
Muddy Waters Blues Band.

Douglas 781

The best record by Muddy
Water's latest band. Not
much from Muddy himself

because his contract with

Chess won't let him play lead

or sing for other labels, but

there's nothing holding back

the rest of the band. The real

star of the album is harmon-

ica player, Mojo Buford, who
does the vocals on side two.

Great guitar playing by

Sammy Langhorn. and gener-

ally some tight Chicago

blues.

MA RAINEY. Immortal.
Milestone 2001; Blues the

World Forgot. Biograph 12001

After several years when
no Ma Rainey reissue was
available on this side of the

Atlantic, here are two excel-

lent ones. The material
doesn't overlap, and the

sound is as good as the old

78s will allow. Both recom-
mended for anyone who likes

the classic blues singers or

wants to hear the voice of the

woman who showed Bessie

Smith how it was done.

ETTA JAMES. Tell Mama.
Cadet 802

Etta James is the queen of

soul singers. On her good

records, she makes Aretha

Franklin sound dull, and this

record is her best. She has

put out some poor albums,

but there's hardly a bad tune

on this one, and there are

some great ones. For out-

standing soul singing by an

artist who is not quite as well

known as some of the rest,

this is the record to get.

— peter hatch

8 P.M.

I S C
(33 St. George)

75 t each

(COSA members 50* each)

Presented jointly by:

Chinese Overseas Std. Assn. U.T.,

& International Std. Centre U.T.••••••••••••••I

THE SPEAK
EASY

"Toronto's Newest Joint"

Sing Along With The

SPEAKEASY DIXIELAND BAND

529 BL00R ST. W. Just E"' of BBthurst.

Open 12 noon—1 a.m.

LICENSED 532-4292

GEORGES
All The Best For

The Season

Happy New Year.

SEE YOU JANUARY 5th.

Huron at Harbord - 922-1517

REVIEW 10

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75^.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley iust east of Bay



down and out in xmas fairylandsuppose I cou d sav ...
« j «-«

I suppose I could say we
wandered into Simpson's
Christmas Fairyland by acci-

dent. But we didn't. We went
to see the electric trains be-

cause I'd been frustrated as a
kid and never had one.

Getting off at the fourth

floor was rather an experi-

ence. We were carried off the
escalator by a wave of

screaming little children with
manically twisted faces and
washed up right in front of

the friction toys where a

small man rather like a

thrush regarded us nervously.

Long hair (well, long for

Christmas Fairyland). Hud-
son Bay bush jackets, dirty

caps, unshaven, chain-smok-

ing Pall Mall. The man in

charge of friction toys ob-

viously had none of the

Christmas spirit. I bowed
deeply, blew some cigarette

smoke towards him, and we
walked on.

The place is like something
out of a mechanical Charles

Dickens. Decked out in garish

colours which the psycholo-

gists have obviously told

them has an effect on the

impulse to buy, signs every-

where, reminding you that if

you don't get into the spirit of

the thing pretty soon, there's

little hope left, and you might

as well be an atheist.

It's an opulent year for

toys. Guns that do everything

but kill, dolls that do every-

thing but copulate, perfect

scale models of practically

anything with moving parts,

and every conceivable game.
If I was a kid again. I'd be so

glutted, I wouldn't know what
to ask for. I would probably

have raised hell because I

couldn't have everything. It's

rather sad. Christmas now

means the time when kids
are more or less given a
carte blanche to extort what
they can from their parents
while their parents' hearts
are artificially softened, and
their cynical lives are mo-
mentarily sentimental,
t Remember when we were
kids. Mary? Let's get the kid
a Constructo set.)

We walked around, lost
among the toys, looking for
Santa Claus. Finally. Dave
walked up to the man ped-
dling Eldon Road Races, and
asked him where we could
find Santa. He looked at us
dumbly and I dropped my
cigarette on the floor and
stepped on it.

"Yeh, down this aisle and
to your left. I think he's on
now." He was on all right.

Performing. Theatrical
makeup, glaring lights, and a
child on each knee.

"Ho. Ho. Ho . .

."

Really, that's what he was
saying. I noted that his eyeli-

ner was smudged.
"And what do you want for

Christmas, little girl?" I

didn't catch the reply. It was
high-pitched and unintellig-

able with glee. The little girl

reached out and began to play

with the old man's beard.

"Ho. Ho. Ho . .

."

Some eight feet in front of

them, a little bald-headed

man with a camera was snap-

ping pictures from the "Have
your picture taken with San-

ta" booth. He had a polaroid,

and a beautiful blond assist-

ant, looking bored with it all.

was peddling them to dutiful-

ly smiling parents.

Then a red-faced matron

was climbing up on Santa's

knee to have her picture ta-

ken. She must have been two

hundred pounds — two nun
dred pounds of giggling and
embarrassed maternal parent
up on Santa's knee. All in a
day s work.

"Ho. Ho. Ho." said Santa,
shifting uncomfortably Even
the kids sensed the absurdity
of it. They screamed with
laughter.

Christmas is absurd. It is

an annual feast, no longer

having any religious signifi-

cance, when you exchange
presents with people you
think you like, and Christmas
cards with people you don't

want anything to do with
You can't escape it either.

Even the Jews have Christ-

mas trees. And St. Nicholas
is ubiquitous. Every depart-

ment store, every office, ev-

ery street corner has its fat

little man in red pandering to

the greed of the little chil-

dren. Suffer the little children

to come unto me.
At Malabar's, the Theatri-

cal costumers. there are
three entire racks of Santa
Claus outfits for rent Three
different qualities, three dif-

ferent prices, depending on

who you want to fool.

Santa Claus was still at it

— makeup still impeccable,

the stream of imaginative

children endless.

Dave and I stood there,

looking as cynical and jaded

as we possibly could, but I

still felt like a little kid

again

"Let's come back here
tomorrow with a photogra-

pher."

"What, and go into busi-

ness for ourselves?"

"Well . . .
?"

"Well, let's go and look at

the electric trains . .

.'"

— bob alien

RUN, DO NOT WALK
to your

STUDENT AWARDS OFFICER

with your

DECLARATION OF OTHER AWARDS*
because

we can't issue your

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARD

GRANT CHEQUE

without it.

WE WANT YOU TO HAVE YOUR MONEY

.L.I H lakes AT LEAST (our weeks from the

•Srtr-KShfS received in .he Oep„lm e„. o,

UMv.r.ltJf Affairs to process „our ch.que.

mutual
funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYV1EW AVE.
distributor of leading north american mutual funds

lei: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

THE GHANA UNION OF TORONTO

THE GHANA UNION OF TORONTO PRESENTS AN

EVENING OF SLIOES ON GHANA AND GHANAIAN

MUSIC AT THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE.

33 ST. GEORGE ST. ON SATURDAY, DEC. 28, 1968.

AT 8:30 P.M.

ADMISSION IS FREE

IDEAL FOR
CHRISTMAS"^

SCHOOL RINGS
STERLING StLVEH

HUSKY WEIGHT MRNS UNIVE-
RSITY OF TORONTO SCHOOL
RINGS. OXIDIZED UNISH SET
K ITH SAPPHIRE STONE

.

H
$12.50

PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond and On

111 HI...., Si

A**

I CdfordU
it Uw

(g®^(g TRUST
MEMORIAL AWARDS

UP TO $500
At least three awards Ofa possible value of up to

$500 are being offered to students, graduate or

undergraduate, of any faculty who served or whose

father or grandfather served in the University of

Toronto Contingent, CQTC, during the period

1913 to l%7. Awards will be based primarily on

high standing.

Letters of application should be addressed to the

Office of Student Awards, Room 106, Simcoe Mall,

and should give the following information:

(a) Name and date of service in COTC of self

or of parent or grandparent.

(b) Faculty, course and standing obtained in

the 1**67-68 session.

(c) List of scholarships, bursaries or POSAP
loan or grant received during the present

session.

Final date for submission of applications 20

January, 1969. The Announcement of winners will

be made by the Selection Committed on or after

15 February, 1969.

RSVIBW I /





XEROX COPIES
5* 4*

"Tench
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

NTH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

• Quality Guaranteed

A
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE

COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

here's a really

'HiP'

HOLSTER
There'll be no moaning at the bar when
you wear this great new novelty idea!

Now you can keep your favorite brand

close at hand . . . leave your hands free

for food and the other good things

in life. Holds one beer bottle or

can. Made from sturdy long-wearing

vinyl complete with belt-loop,

thongs and decorative studs.

Order yours today.

Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

only
$
2.98

Price includes handling and mailing.

(Onlurlo resident*: add 5% Salet Taj)

Cash or Money order - Sorry no C.O.D.'s

GET IN ON THE FUN!

TO COMFORT-BAKER SALES PROMOTIONS LTD.

144 DAVENPORT RD.. TORONTO 5. ONT.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
with your cash or money order.

I enclose j (Incl. Prov. Tax) for 'HIP' HOLSTERS

NAME . -

ADDRESS

CITY or TOWN

APT. NO.

pnov.

CUG agrees on open meetings
The nine men who will spend the next half year deciding

how to reform the university got together last Friday after-
noon and cautiously examined each other.

The first meeting of the commission on university govern-
ment proved to be a polite affair, with many pauses in which
to listen to the echo of pins dropping in the Senate chambers.
They agreed — alter apologetically groping their way

through the details — on a policy of openness which would al-

low observers to attend all meetings of the commission If

invited by the commission observers could make remarks, but
otherwise public opinion on the various aspects of the univer-
sity would be heard at special hearings On occasion the
commission could decide to go in camera.
The commission, which includes four students and four fac-

ulty representatives plus President Claude Bissell as voting
members, chose student Gary Webster 1SGS1 and philosophy
Prof Lawrence Lynch as co-chairmen.
They plan to hold sessions each week. Friday mornings at

10 a m in the Senate chambers at Simcoe Hall If more meet-
ings are needed they will be scheduled

Dr. Bissell has agreed to check with the University Arc-
hives as to whether they would be interested in tape recording
the proceedings of the commission.

"Perhaps.'' suggested board of governors member John
Ashe, a non-voting member of the commission. I would then
be able to play the proceedings on the tape recorder in my
car. instead of Mozart

"

The board of governors will be asked tomorrow to approve
a budget of $35,000 for the first six months of the commis-
sion's work.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

1 p.m.

Cops on the campus Hear a report

on the Simon Fraser bust ipum by

eyewitness Jacquie Henderson Sid

Smith 1073.

THURSDAY

SAC-CUSBACCHUS-FRACAS Sit -

in - open house - Christmas party

for everyone SAC building. Noun till

the wee hoors

1 pm.

M 4 P Free Press Be a roving

reporter for the newest campus pa-

per Interested people from Gen Sot

etc welcome Sid Smith 1091

CUSO information meeting Open
to all those interested in serving

overseas for two years CUSO office.

3.1 St George

7:30 p.m.

F U of T Cuba seminar will have
its next meeting in the New Year
Happy Chanukah

8 p.m.

CUSO information meeting on
Asia Come and hear returned volun-

teers speak on their experiences

overseas Inter national Students Cen-

tre. 33 St George

SATURDAY

1:10 p.m.

S.HOU T. meeting lor people in-

terested in discussing and working on

storefront community centre ISC 33

St George

10.30 p.m.

Coffee House, live entertainment

Wymilwood. 150 Charles Again hi

the wee hours

Dee. 26-31

Adirondack Mountaineering School

beautiful nuiunt.nns Iri sh ,,it .mil

a chance to relax Food and Rides

Cost *5-20. depending on response

t'TOC sponsored Call Charlie. 5-10 30.

?n 97ii.,

Dee. Yi-U-1%

Socialist Students Conference A
chance for student socialists to work

out an effective, co-ordinated strat-

egy Films, panels, speakers, discus-

sions - registration $5 Hart House.

Jan 10

There will be a meeting of the U ol

T Community Chest Would all those

interested in giving a helping hand in

any way to this worthy organization

or (hose interested in hnding nut

more about this organization please

come'' Sid Smith 1072, 1-2 p.m.

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S

DIAMOND
CHRISTMAS?

j

546 Yon^e St. 922-3141

YOU CAN BUY YOUR DIAMOND

ENGAGEMENT RING ON A

DIRECT BASIS

A E.ompl*. from Slock

5 Sallnm .40 Ci. $300.00

S Sallnlra .SO Ci. S300.00

% Sollloira .67 Cl. S300.00

2 3-Sion. 3..20 Cla. S300.00

I
» Plu. Doi.n. of othor .lylo. ond g

j|
canhlnatton* la choo.o from.

Q

LH.
PROCTOR & CO. S

mond ond G.m Colo.. »2t-7702jJ

131 Bloor Si. W. Sulla 416 8
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How are we teaching our teachers?- part III

By MARINA KOVRIG

You asked for comments by stu-

dents of COE on last week's article

(by Kevin Rice and Charles Kahn) on

the situation at the college. Normally

I prefer to act in an effort to remedy
evils around me. but when action is

thwarted or not feasible, writing to

newspapers is one way of protesting.

Behind the hundred and one evils

of COE lie two main hindrances of

producing excellent teachers: There

are too many second-and third-rate

professors, and twice as many second

and third-rate students. Since it is

conventional to criticize the former,

let's stick to convention.

In his article. Charles Kahn said.

"We have found the professors gen-

uinely concerned in us and in making

us better teachers. They are open to

suggestion and prepared to incorpo-

rate new ideas into their courses."

Mr. Kahn, you astound me! We
both happen to share one professor

who is not only not concerned with

making us better teachers, but totally

unqualified to do so. This man has

never taught in a school and when he

came to watch our proactise practice

teaching it was his first encounter

with a high school since the day he

himself graduated from one.

He is supposedly teaching a metho-

dology course and yet he has never

touched upon methods of teaching the

subject in any of his classes and his

own disorganized means of imparting

knowledge are a prime example of

how never to teach. The many
suggestions made to him by members
of his class have all been completely

ignored or received a flat no.

The head of the department who
should be encouraging, who should

welcome improvements and sugges-

tions made by the experienced mem-
bers of the class, is as unapproach-

able as a dragon and acts as if every
suggestion or plea for change were
an act of insubordination, a threat to

his position. Mr. Kahn. do you call

this "concerned in making us better

teachers"?

I say that when a college of educa-

tion employs people who are unquali-

fied or second-rate educators, it is

committing a grave crime against all

the young people who will have to

suffer under the teachers produced

by that institution. I am not saying

that there are no great men (and

women) at COE Many of the profes-

sors are not only challenging but pro-

vide marvellous examples for us to

emulate. There should be no room
among these great men for mediocri-

ty and ineffective teaching.

The calibre of student at COE does

not make the task of turning out su-

perior teachers very easy for those

professors who are sincerely trying.

In one course, when the professor

was accused of spoon-feeding us, he

defended himself by explaining that

most of the students would otherwise

not be able to keep up because their

background lacked any philosophy.

The fact that there are students at

COE who never heard of Plato, never

came across the term "existential-

ism", never head of Aristotle, is

apalling. That someone can go
through university and receive a de-

gree, and yet never meet up with

some of our culture's greatest think-

ers, doesn't say much for the univer-

sity, or for the students' ability to

educate themselves.

By lowering its standards to ac-

commodate uninformed, unread char-

acters such as these, COE is only

completing the vicious circle—for the

sake of quantity, quality is sacrificed

and second-rate teachers will in turn

produce second-rate high school grad-

uates. The role of education in soci-

ety is too important to allow just

anyone to teach.

If the professors at COE are not

enthusiastic enough for change and
improvement in the institution and in

themselves, the students are even
less enthusiastic. It is doubtful that

any other place of learning contains

such a large group of apathetic, con-

servative, unquestioning students
who, for fear of jeopardizing their

job opportunities, refuse to raise a

finger in opposition, refuse to voice

an opinion above a whisper.

They are all so absorbed with

"playing the game" and "getting

through" that they seldom stop to

ask whether the game they are play-

ing is preparing them for the role

they have chosen. They question the

relevance of philosophy to education

without having any knowledge of phi-

losophy, and yet they never question

their submissive role as students,

taking whatever the great institution

dishes out. Until the students as a
body become concerned with the defi-

ciencies of the COE system, until we
all desire a higher set of standards in

the courses and ourselves, then it is

ridiculous to expect changes.

Liberalism surpasses ideology?

Radicals squeezed in Poli Ec elections

By ART MOSES

Three well-known radical

leftist students went down
to defeat Monday as three

lesser-known "liberals"

were elected to the execu-

tive of the Political Econ-

omy Course Union.

David Forte (SGS) defeat-

ed Irv Weisdorf (IV UC) for

chairman 93 to 79. Richard

Macv (SCiSi defeated Phil

Resnick (5GS) 26 to 18 for

graduate rep Andy Wernick

(SGS) came third in his

quest for one of the two

member-al-large seats. He
got 85 votes while Anne-

Marie Hutchison (II SMC)
polled 105 and David Brown
(II Vic) 118. Fenno Von
Zwanenburg (II Vic) was
elected Economics rep in

the only contest where ideo-

logical differences were not

apparent.

Of the more than 4.000

students taking one or more
courses from the political

economy department, only

172 turned out to vote. Be-

cause of this, any analysis

of the significance of the

election may not be entirely

valid.

"The election definitely

did display the type of atti-

tude which students in the

department hold," claims
David Forte the newly elect-

ed chairman.

"Those who voted for the

winning candidates thought

a more efficient and produc-

tive method of achieving

student ends would be

through negotiation and per-

suasion on the merits of our

'case rather than through

confrontation. Students

thought we could gain much
more in building a commu-
nity of interest between fac-

ulty and students than by

the methods of confronta-

tion, exhibited by Poli Sci

students at McGill and
Carlelon.

"One of the objectives of

the new executive will be to

seek out the opinions of stu-

dents in the department as

much as possible, which is

difficult when you are deal-

ing with almost 5.000 people.

After finding out what stu-

dents think we will transmit

and channel this opinion to

the Department.

"We are not a group with

a political axe to grind." he

adds.

Phil Resnick the defeated

graduate candidate, agreed
with this general line of in-

terpretation.

"] think you are being

generous to call Forte and
Macy liberals'. I consider

them conservatives if not

reactionaries.

"There is no question the

election reflected a polariza-

tion of opinion on ideological

grounds, no question that

the left lost. But at the

same time it was a relative

defeat, not an overwhelming

rejection of our position.

The leftist candidates re-

ceived substantial support.

"Though I am not ready

to concede that the over-

whelming majority of stu-

dents in the department are

reactionary, it is clear that

a great number feel conf-

rontation politics is not a

good way to proceed.

"But I do feel these peo-

ple can be won over to our

point of view if we do more
work The major decision-

making body of the Course
Union is the general assem-
bly of students, not the ex-

ecutive, and in the critical

month of January, we can
turn this apparent defeat

into a victory."

Successful candidate Da-

vid Brown, who describes

himself as a "radical liber-

al." felt the voting was not

motivated by any one fac-

tor.

"Many of my votes came
from friends, not people act-

ing on ideological lines. We
just waged a better cam-

paign than the leftist candi-

dates."

Irv Weisdorf generally

agreed. "The results are not

a matter of major impor-

tance. The low voting turn-

out and the lack of publicity

of any of the candidates'

platforms, means the elec-

tion doesn't merit an ideo-

logical analysis of a swing
to the right.

"The students are still

basically united on such is-

sues as advocating an "open
curriculum" for all years

(in which second year stu-

dents could take fourth year
subjects for instance), the

abolition of the year system
and a student voice in cur-

riculum and teaching meth-
ods.

"Furthermore, the curric-

ulum committee of the Un-
ion has discovered that it is

hard to make decisions on

curriculum without having a

corresponding say in the hir-

ing of faculty so the course

union will have to press for

staff student equality on hir-

ing committees in the fu-

ture.

"Now that the executive

has been elected we should

be able to act on these is-

sues efficiently, especially

since the ultimate power in

the Course Union resides in

the general assembly."
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Married?

Rejoice
The housing problems of

most married students and
especially those with children

may be solved when the Uni-

versity Housing Service opens

the doors of their latest pro-

ject on New Years Day.

This apartment complex,

consisting of two 20-storey

buildings located on Charles

St. just east of St. Michael's

College will contain 713

suites, half of which will be

ready Jan. 1.

The lower floors will house

a restaurant, shopping mall,

recreation room, lounge,

laundry and nursery.

Three levels of under-

ground parking are provided.

The rents are fairly com-
petitive, with a bachelor

apartment on the fourth floor

costing $111 and a two bed-

room apartment on the top

floor going for $176 a month.

Priority will be given to

married students but chances

of finding vacancies are good

for others too.

All tenants must sign a full

year lease and pay a refund-

able $25 security deposit.

Inquiries and applications

may be made at the U of T
Housing Service. 49 St.

George St.

PARTY PARTY PARTY.
Given by Pamela
Berton. This is The Varsity

Christmas-Chanukah party,

featuring snow and ice (real).

Check office for details,

rides. Attend general meeting
Thursday at 1 p.m.—espe-
cially if you can provide car.



IHTERFAC ROUNDUP

Gellius is thru for another year
By GELLIUS

HOCKEY

I Trin and PHE A drew. 2-2.

^Rhinson had both Trin

His Stevens and Runciman
Khe runciman will get you

^Bou don't watch out.") hit

Eor PHE A.

Bents (Glazier. Pollard,

ton. Kautsaris. (2), and

HEramal blanked Erin. 6-0.

^Knnard. Watts, Currie,

Hzabolotny (a type of Sile-H sausage) led Sr. Eng. to

win over SMC. Donovan

scored lor SMC
^Berry's goal, Ont., gave

Hi II a 1-0 victory over Law
^Umney-Gray was the Vic

Rlie. Law has protested the

use of two goalies at once.

STANDINGS
GROUP 1 W L T

K Sr Eng. 4 2 0

2 Vi. 3 1 1

3. SMC 2 2 2

New beat Meds B, 25-22.
Fine scored 5 for Gnus. (The
gnu is a small South Agrican
antelope related to the istan-
bul.l Quinlan (a drug used in

treating malarial scored 10
for the losers.

UC II (Lazar and Koach, 6
each I beat Vic II ( •Knit one.

Vic II"), 31-25. Sanderson had
8 for Vic 11.

CHRISTMAS CONTEST

Where have all the flowers
gone? Answers from relatives

of Varsity staff will not be
considered. Send all answers
to "Contest". Varsity Sports.

GROUP II

Bonis 5

2 Scar 3

pin 3

GROUP GROPE
a. vie n 3

2 Foi 3

3. Bus 3

GRIM P IV

1. PHE B I

2. Innis 2

3. Pharm 2

BASKETBALL

Maggie's Pharm got 15

points from Cuthbert to lay

waste PHE B, 30-25. The But-

ler did 6 for the losers.

srtctai
discount.

to
STUOfNTS
A FACUl1

"

Wrestlers drop Mac
(Varsity tops Macmaster Wrestlers)

By THE GRAPPLER

Varsity wrestling Blues won seven out of nine bouts, includ-
ing three pins, to win over Mac 31-8 last Saturday at Hart
House. The entire team exhibited considerable skill through-
out the afternoon as Ted Sauer at 137, Bill Allison at 167. and
Ylo Korgemagi in the heavyweight division all scored pins.

Mac's Bertrum took the 123 pound class by default, as did
Toronto's Whitey and Dipascale at 130 and 145 respectively.

In the opening bout Sauer's pin came at 6:53 of the third

period, after he had consistently maintained control through-
out the bout.

Dave Simms in his first year of intercollegiate competition
scored an impressive 12-2 victory over Maclver.

Probably the closest match of the afternoon pitted Varsity's

tired new coach Paul Beswick against an experienced Cade-
gan at 160. Cadegan won 8-7.

Veteran Bill Allison outclassed another experienced oppo-

nent, Morrison, pinning him after 4:00 minutes of very fast

action.

Neither team was represented in the 177 pound class.

Larry Barron several times intercollegiate champion while

at McGill, outpointed Holmes 5-4. Barron's experience kept

him out of trouble and he held control quite handily.

Ylo Korgemagi capped a fine afternoon with a fast pin at 1:

09 of the first period in the heavyweight division.

In exhibition bouts Toronto's Ken White pinned Bertrum at

4:25 of the second period.

Former Varsity gymnast turned wrestler. Mauro Dipascale

was outpointed 6-3 by Mac's Zajacz in his debut fight.

Varsity's Broadway won 4-2 over Maclver.

Don Stevens pinned Morrison. Greg Rokosh lost 10-3.

WOMEN.'
Looking for a better place to live after Christinas?

DON'T l/Vf AT NEW COlllGl!
When vacancies are available NOW

- on the Edge of CAMPUS:

CAMPUS CO-OP RESIDENCES
- more congenial, relaxed atmosphere at 30°. LESS COST.

ROOM & BOARD: S360 (HEW COLLEGE S520 M

Apply now to Campus Co-op. 341 Blow West (OHico 1st Moor

Rochdale). 921-3168. 929-597 1 , 923-8691, 923-47 7 5.

-
- — ~V '^r m —v —— — — — -

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
CHRISTMAS IS HERE!

f

SHARE YOUR GOOD CHEER! v5

JOIN THE FUN! EVERYONE! vi

GET A DATE! FIND A MATE! vi

OLIVER KEEPS THINGS MOVING!
|

929-0321 |
1 GUYS SMALL CHARGE DOLLS FREE

p

"WE WANT YOU
WE NEED YOU
WE'LL LOVE YOU!"

If You've Got that

Feeling . .
.
you ate not

wanted or needed

anymore, and you

suspect you're not

really loved

COME AND SEE US-
at the

^ninstoick
iu'II (••! thot you're back on

your moth*-'* ttn«t>. .Even «u>
food ho» thai tlfghlly horn*
burnt flavour.

481 BloorSt. W.

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

GRAND
CHRISTMAS DANCE
featuring THE CASSANOVAS

Saturday, December 21st. «:00 P.M.

at 16 Bancroft St. (The Graduate Students Union Centre)

Bar and Free Bulfet (Nigerian Food chicken, joilof-rice

and bean, etc.) provided.

Admission Students (male) SI. 50 (female) $1.25 others $2.00.

GUEST OF HONOUR The Nigeria High Commissioner

SPONSOREO SV THE ASSOC. OF NIGERIANS IN CANADA

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST JOSEPH TORONTO

925-1736 N» -• *»«« torn Wfi fat! %Sr:aSm.1'*
S""J

We specialise in New York ond New England style piixa and

home mode spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
A FREE PIZZA WITH EVERY FIVE TO TAKE OUT
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BLUES DIVIDED FOR FLIGHT TO MINNESOTA CLASSIC
By PHIl BtNGlEY

Varsity Blues' hockey coach Tom Watt has become a be-

liever in the old saying (relatively old that isi that "a team
that riies together lands together.'' (cf page 397 in the 1968-69

Funk and Wagnall)

Reason for Watt's new belief is the fact that Blues will have
to make it to St. Paul. Minnesota in two shifts. The team is

scheduled to compete in the Minnesota Classic Tourney which
begins on Friday evening.

The first load of players will leave Toronto International

Airport early tomorrow morning and arrive via Chicago in the

gopher state at high noon. Because of law final exams, five

other members of the starting lineup — Paul Laurent. Ward
Passi, Steve Monteith, Gord Cunningham and Bill L'Heureux
— will not take off until Friday.

Should weather conditions turn foul and either postpone or

cancel the lawyer's flight. Blues would be severely under-

manned when they meet University of North Dakota Sioux on

Friday evening.

Fortunately, however, the weatherman has promised good

weather and the airline carrying the players is United. They
promise every Sunday afternoon during the American football

telecasts that their passengers always fly in "friendly skies."

iSorry about that gang).

Meanwhile back at the rink. Watt admits he is extremely
satisfied with the way Blues have been putting out of late. The
work of his defence and centremen came in for the largest

share of the plaudits during a recent discussion.

"We've been frustrated a couple of times by teams that I

don I Ihink should have defeated us. On the other hand, our

guys have played well and beaten some pretty fair hockey

clubs.

"Our defensive work has been excellent, especially when
you consider the fact that Dave Field has missed several
games because of injuries. Speaking of injuries. 1 can't re-

member a year in the four since I've been here that we've
had so many

"Another thing that really pleases me is the play of our
three centres. Paul (Laurent). John (Wright) and Brian (St.

John I are leading the team in scoring (they've counted 17 of
Blues' 28 goals in four league games) and have been very
strong in their checking

."

Blues will also play in a tournament in Montreal at the
Forum ilm mi.' Hi-' two week vacation period At stake will be
the Molson Trophy - an award Varsity has captured in the
two years it has been presented.

Loyola University is the host tour-team for the three day
tourney January 3-5 and as usual have set things up so that

they will have an easy draw. Blues meet Michigan Tech in the

opener and likely the winner of the Boston College - Laval
University game in the second round

I

Unidentified Fan (111 UC) rudely intrudes on the photogenia of John Swaigen after

goal by Blues' Brian St. John (12). It came after a shot by John Gordon (11) hit the

goalpost on the ol' noggin during a Western power play.

BLUES WIN 7-2

Merry Christmas Mustangs
By JIM COWAN

It was business as usual at

Varsity Arena last Friday as

University of Toronto Blues

cashiered the Western Mus-

tangs 7-2, ringing up their

second victory in as many
nights over the hobbled horse-

men from London.

The only surprise of the

evening came before the

game when the Lady Godiva

Memorial Band played "0,

Canada" all the way through,

catching everyone, including

the officials, unawares.

Blues defenseman Dave
Field, who played a strong

game against his former
mates from Western, scored

the winning goal at 15:25 of

the opening period on a pow-

er play, rifling the puck past

Western goalie Brian Sim-

mons from just inside the

blue line. Brian St. John and

Mike Boland assisted on the

goal.

'Stangs opened the scoring

at 1:48 of the first period

when Brent Imlach skated

through the entire Blue team
before passing to Greg Care,

who deposited the puck be-

hind Blues rookie goalie

Adrian Watson. The Care-

Imlach-Wayne Heasman unit

was the only line to give

Blues any trouble during the

game.
Watson had a good game,

turning aside 25 Western shots.

He was particularly sharp in

the opening moments of the

second period, when Blues

defense sagged and he was
called upon to make several

hand-and-foot saves.

Paul Laurent, who scored

five goals against the horse-

men in London on Thursday

night, added two more Fri-

day Other Varsity scorers

were John Wright. Brtan St.

John. Mike Boland and Gord
Cunningham. St. John also

picked up two assists.

Twenty-four penalties were

evenly split between the

teams in a game character-

ized by Western's refusal to

settle down and play hockey.

The 'Stangs, finding they

couldn't beat Blues on the

ice, tried to beat them in the

alley. They failed there too.

once again proving Connie

Smyth right.

NOTES . . . Blues don't

play again at the Arena until

January 10. against Mc-

Master . . . Brent's daddy.

Punch Imlach attended the

game ... his hat was stolen

by some recalcitrant Blues

fan with the initials P.P. -

pen by george boyce .

Football-type Mike Raham
received the Omega Watch

award from Tom Watt before

the second period ... the

award is for the most valu-

able player to his team in the

OQAA loop . .

.

CLJ1
Varsity head football coach Ron Murphy presents Omega
watch to Blues football star Mike Raham during intermis-

sion at Friday's hockey match. Merry Xmas sportsies near
and far.
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Blues' dynamic trio of Paul Laurent (8), Ward Passi (9) and Steve Monteith (elbows in

ear) move in on Western net during Friday night's 7-2 win over Western Mustangs.
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CUG gets to work # centre

SASKATCHEWAN LAUNCHES
CRUSADE AGAINST CARILLON

REGINA (CUP) - The
University of Saskatchewan
administration is making a

strong attempt to strangle

the campus student union by

refusing to collect this term's

lees from the students.

It was the latest adminis-

tration move in a two-year

campaign to gain control over
the Carillon, the student
newspaper on the Regina
campus.

Administration President
W A. Riddell made the an-
nouncement Dec. 31. In effect

the move was made to at-

tempt to starve the union into

imposing editorial control

over the paper.

The decision to stop fee

collection was made without

consultation with either stu-

dents or faculty.

A board of governors press

release explained the action

by claiming the Carillon "has

THECARILLD

pursued an editorial policy

clearly aimed at undermining
confidence in the senate,

board of governors and the

administration of the univer-

sity

The board has tried to

pressure the council for over

a year a student union state-

ment explains, but the coun-

cil has resisted, claiming the

board has no right to inter-

fere in student affairs: the

By George Russell

Canadian University Press

REGINA (CUPl - People

who advocate censorship

usually have something to

hide

The board ol governors of

the University of Saskatche-

wan is blackmailing the Re-

gina campus student council

into establishing editorial

control over the student

newspaper. The Carillon —
lor the greater good of the

university, of course.

It s the most naked lorm of

blackmail — the board has

even issued press statements

about it Shut up the Carillon

or we won I collect student

union lees No student union

lees, no student union.

According to the board's

press release. The Carillon

must be controlled because

the paper has pursued an

editorial policy dearly aimed

at undermining confidence in

the senate, board of gover-

nors and the administration

ol the university."

The board has shown no

willingness to discuss wheth-

er or not the editorial policy

is justified Instead, a cloud

of supplementary reasons for

censorship of The Carillon

have been tossed at the publ-

ic, none ol them substantiat-

ed

Administration Principal

W A Riddell says The Caril-

lon must be censored to halt

a ground swell of popular in-

dignation directed against the

university.

Ridell also claims The Car-

illon must be censored be-

cause it s "obscene " He was
quoted on the obscenity

charge in the Kegina Leader-

Post bul told this writer in a

subsequent interview the

charge was a red herring

Riddell also says censor-

ship must be established be-

cause the community is not

allegations against the paper

are untrue, and control of the

Carillon by the council might

be used for undemocratic
purposes.

The student council has

warned the board action may
be the result of pressure

trom the provincial govern-

ment of Ross Thatcher "It is

no secret that Ross Thatcher

has little love for students."

the statement said

contributing enough money to

a university fund drive.

No one is willing to discuss

the possibility that The Caril-

lon must be censored because

it has been telling the truth

Within a few miles of the

Regina campus are the legis-

lative buildings of the Prov-

ince ol Saskatchewan — and

the offices of Liberal Pre-,

mier Ross Thatcher.

The history of the conflict

between Ross Thatcher and

the Regina campus spans a

couple of years, culminating

this October when 1.500 stu-

dents marched to the legisla-

ture, where they confronted

Thatcher and Pierre-Elliott

Trudeau over the inadequacy

ol the student loan system in

Saskatchewan.

Thatcher refused to discuss,

the matter publiclv at all

Student loans have been
one ol The Carillon's favorite

topics during the last two
years especially since they

broke a story last February,

explaining how Allan Guy.

currently Minister ol Public

Works with the Thatcher
government, had claimed and

received a SI.000 student loan

while drawing a salary in

excess ol $16,000. The story

understandably drew national

interest.

It also drew intense local

interest from Riddell. who
attempted to stop the story

Irom breaking by first trying

to contact Carillon Editor

Don Kossick and then trying

to gel to the printer. Neither

attempt worked.

Within two weeks, the pres-

ident of the Regina student

council received a letter from

Riddell asking why the Stu-

dents Union should be al-

lowed to continue using the

name of the university, and.

Significantly, why the univer-

sity should continue to pro-

Continued on Page 3
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Looking for a better place to live after Christmas?

DON'T LIVE AT NEW COLLEGE!
When vacancies are available NOW
- on the Edge of CAMPUS:

CAMPUS CO-OP RESIDENCES
- more congenial, relaxed atmosphere at 30% LESS COST.

ROOM & BOARD: S360 (NEW COLLEGE S520 !

)

Apply- now to Campus Co-op, 341 Bloor West (Office 1st floor

Rochdale). 92 I -3 168. 929-5971. 923-8691. 923-4775.

SENATE MINUTES

Graduation, registration reformed
Starting next fall, you can be an atheist

and your college registrar will never know.

The U of T Senate December 13, ap-

proved a decision to "delete questions re-

garding religious preference from all regis-

tration forms".

In the past, many students have neglected

to state their religion on the registration

orm.

Also breathing its last gasp is the gradua-

tion diploma printed in Latin. "The tradi-

tion goes back to the 1850's." said Robin

Ross. University Registrar, "but it's a part

of our history that seems to have outlived

its purpose."

At last month's meeting, the Senate, the
university's supreme academic body, took a
small step towards opening up its proceed-
ings to the public.

The Senate's executive committee was
instructed to consider "the desirability and
feasibility of holding Senate meetings that
are open to the public."

Although the structure of the Senate will

eventually undergo reform, it still has "a
statutory job to do," commented University

vice-president Robin Ross. He added that

open Senate meetings will enable students
to find out more about the Senate as it ex-

ists now.

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

GIRLS
OVER 17

IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO DATE A NEW

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR
EACH WEEK, OR YOU
WOULD LIKE A CHANGE

OF BOYFRIEND.
THEN JOIN THE DATING

GAME AT
DIAL — A — DATE

Call 929-061 1 - 1 :00 to 10:00 p.m

CANADA LIFE

INTERVIEWS

FRI. JAN. 17
FOR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTING

ADMINISTRATION

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

MAJORIE DAVIS
526 HURON ST.

922-7624

EFFICIENT •
READING •
PROGRAMME
10 Week Course Beginning Monday

January 13, 1969.

$21.50
2 (lasses nightly

5:30; 7:30

Maximum: 280 people

REGISTER

MEDIATELY

S.A.C. OFFICE

Sponsored by S.A.C.

Services Commission

and U. of T. Library

ONTARIO SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

requires for its

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
strategically located throughout Ontario

the following pereonel:

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS

(Red Cross Instructors)

CHAUFFEURS (Males - 21 years)

SENIOR COUNSELLORS
MUSIC & DRAMA COUNSELLORS
ARTS & CRAFTS COUNSELLORS
SECRETARIAL ASSISTANTS
REGISTERED NURSES
KITCHEN COUNSELLORS

for further information opply to:

SUPERVISOR OF CAMPS
Ontario Society For Crippled Children

3 50 Rumsey Rd., Box 1700, Postal Station "R"
Toronto 17, Ontario

PHONE 425-6220
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Borrowing Privileges

for Undergraduate

Students at College Libraries
The various colleges have libraries which cater specif-

ically to the needs of their own students, particularly

those in first and second year. However, as a rule, only

members of a college may use its facilities. A special

arrangement has been made for other students to have

access to material which is unique to a particular college

library. If upon consulting the Old and New Catalogues,

you find that the only copy of a book is in a college

library at which you don't have borrowing privileges, and

if you wish to borrow thai book, you should

1. (ill out a regular call slip

2. take it to the Catalogue Information Desk to have it

verified and stamped as a unique copy

3. present this call slip to the College Library between

9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday to Friday

On doing so, you will be given access to that material

on the same terms as a regular borrower of that college

library. These procedures are in effect at Innis College

(temporarily housed in Laidlaw Library), Knox College

Library, Laidlaw Library of University College, New

College Library, St. Michael's College Library, Trinity

College Library and Victoria University Library.

Any student registered in a degree course at the

University of Toronto, whether he is on the St. George

Campus, or at Scarborough or Erindale, may borrow

from the Central Library.



Student award $$$ coming soon
The majority of student award cheques

will be received by U of T students before

their second term instalment of fees is due

Jan. 20. says Lois Reimer. student award
officer for U of T.

• If a person still owes his second instal-

ment and he has an award outstanding, the

university will not bother him." Miss Rei-

mer said yesterday.

"The average OSAP award for U of T
students this year will be remarkably simi-

lar to last year's figures." she explained.

"It looks as though there were 1.000 more
applicants than last year when there were

around 8.000. Last year 6.983 loans were
awarded: this includes 6.133 awards of bolh

loan and grant."

Miss Reimer expects 7.500 students, of

the 9.000 who applied this year will get help

She estimated that the loans to date aver-

age around $500 and the grants are similar,

which compares favorably with the figures

tor last year.

Why then the ruckus over OSAP which
culminated in the march on Queen's Park

last November? Miss Reimer explained that
a lair number ol the students who re-

ceived OSAP awards last year were exclud-
ed this vear due to a change in regulations.

"I don't leel anyone who once did qualify
lor a loan should be disqualified simplv
because of a change ol rules, she said

Miss Reimer went on to explain that the
new regulations led to the inclusion of stu-
dents not previously eligible such as many
married students.

"You won't find any married students
complaining about OSAP: Now they are
doing very well. In general some students
are now worse off and some are better off

"

In Ontario this year 43.000 students will
receive student aid cheques Of 55.000 appli-
cations processed some 5.000 did not qualilv
and an additional 7.000 students in private
or loreign schools received only the Canada
Student Loan. The estimated total loans
ippruved so far is S24.200.000 I average loan
s48J.. For grants. $22,230,000 has been ap-
proved (average $511 1.

CARILLON
Continued from Page 1

vide space on campus lor The
Carillon.

The answer to all three

questions was presumably
contained in a suggestion by

Riddell that a policy board'

be created to direct editorial

policy for the paper — exact-

ly what is being "suggested"
by the board now.

Kossick took the entire

matter before a faculty

committee on academic free-

dom The chairman of the

I committee. Jim McRorie.
now a sociology professor at

Calgary, recalls the board's

threats laded after the com-
mittee begans its hearings.

The hearings were never
completed and the committee
flever reported.

Fears at Regina deepened
when Thatcher announced
last year the gogernment
would approve the university

budget section by section
rather than all at once — a
procedure allowing direct po-

litical intervention in univer-
sity affairs.

Riddell announced that the

government had changed its

mind regarding the second
decision, but failed to con-
vince The Carillon that the
autonomy of the university
was in any less danger. He
also failed to convince Alwyn
Berland. Dean of Arts and
Science, who resigned last

September.

His registration statement
covered the front page of The
Carillon, expressing fears
lhat Regina s autonomy had
been completely undermined
D.v Thatcher's actions of the
year before.

He also condemned the si-

lence of the Regina adminis
'ration in failing to respond
to the attacks. The adminis-
tration. Berland said, had
also refused to defend him
when he attempted to point
°«t the financial straits of the

university and was attacked

by a provincial minister for

his pains.

Riddell also launched an
extensive campaign against

the poor showing of faculty

and students at Regina in

contributing to the good
image' of the university in

the community. Community
reaction showed up. he said,

in a poor response to a uni-

versity capital fund. drive.

The fund drive was neces-

sary because the provincial

government refused to allo-

cate sufficient funds to the

university for capital expan-

sion.

Riddell also accused lac-'

ulty of contributing to the

poor public image by not

donating enough money to the

United Fund.

On November 15. the next

week. Riddell escalated the

conflict by stating The Caril-

lon might adversely affect

the university budget il it

wasn t cleaned up. He re-

ferred to the board's threats

against the student council of

the previous year, and hinted

darkly that the business of-

THOMAS HOBBES MEMORIAL

F.U. of T.
begins its second term next week, Hurrah!

* calendar in Monday's Varsity

* any courses you would like to give or take, call

Bob Bossin 923-3490, 921-0501, soon.

THIS WEEK
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. CUBA seminar,

Innis College, S. of Hart House

7:30 p.m. BEAVER: to discuss whatever, baby-

Apt. 1820, Rochdale.

Hart House
ART GALLERY
AnEllUllon

Ol Poimlnj. from 1962-68
ky

CHRISTIANE PFLUO
Until Jonuory 2Sth

LI3RARY EVENING
To.nighl, 8 p.m.. Library

PROF. JOHN F. MELBY
Unlmnlty of Gu.lph

THE MANDATE OF HEAVEN; CHINA
(Lodi.s may b. invited by m.mb.rr.)

CHESS LECTURE
Tu.id.y, January Nth
Mutic Room, 7:30 p.m.
"THE RUY LOPEZ"

wilt,

Mr. O. Grimlho-

ART CLASSES
HAVE RECOMMENCEO

LIMITED REGISTRATION

lice has to have some direc-

tion' before the second sem-
ester at Regina would begin

Sure enough as The Caril-

lon revealed in a special issue

within the week, the budget

was adversely affected — to

the tune of $2,000,000. The
paper rather unnecessarily
pointed out that the provin-

cial government set the final

budget figures.

The real question at Regina

is a political one: The Caril-

lon has displayed an unheal-

thy and positively unstudent-

liki interest in exposing the

provincial government's un-

fairness to faculty and stu-

dents alike, and the govern-

ment will not allow it to con-

tinue

In retrospect. The Caril-

lon's gravest "irresponsi-

bility probably lay in re-

printing the election platform

of the Thatcher government
— a year after the election

They should have known
(hat wasn't allowed.

CAMP STAFF
Monitou-wobing Camp of Fine Artt

Soiling, Water-Skiing, Swimming, Canoeing and
tripping. Golf, Tennit, Riding, Rifiery. Fencing,

Music (String and wind player*). Drama (cost-

umes). Drawing and Painting, Graphics, Pottery,

Sculpture. Some executive positions open. Sec-

tion Head & Coach.

Now accepting applications from counsellors, assistants and
Instructors In the following:

Graduate and undergrad, students with experience, call RU. 3-

6168 or write 821 Egllnton Avenue West, Toronto for applica-

tions end further Information.

SMC COOP DANCE
(UPPER BRENNAN HALL)

with

"THE CHOSEN FEW"
e 8:30 - 9:30 :$1.00
SAT. JAN. 11 9 :3o ON : $1.25

-Come to roost at the coop-
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PAGE FOUR
"II could b« chimed fo« •»ompl« Ihol tw)

mo.i imp«rtcinl port ol Monc's Ihtofy l» con-

toin«J In Ih. faying: 'Wr-ie yo<" tnamm it,

Ihoro will your Inert b. olw,' ...» wot

Chrbt, according to lh« Gotpoi, who utterod

the text, bol it wai Mar* who brought it to

George Orwell,

As I Please, 1944

The attempt to kill the Carillon

The Regina Carillon is the most

radical Knglish-language campus

newspaper in Canada; it revels in

calling a spade a spade. After Simon

Fraser University president Ken

Strand called in the RCMP to clear

Ins administration building, the Caril-

lon wrote:

"Strand . . . through his recent ac-

tions has proven himself to be no

more than a clumsy fool. He has

removed the velvet gloves and re-

vealed the blood-lusting iron claws

which before were hidden. He has

revealed, lor all Canadian students to

see. that behind the facade of the lib-

eral administrator, there is hidden a

pig like equivalent of Chicago's May-

or Daley."

Language like that doesn't endear

itudenl newspapers to their adminis-

trations, no matter how apt. But the

Carillon has been guilty of other

breaches of what the University of

Saskatchewan officials would like to

consider decency.

For one. it recently revealed a se-

cret memo preparing university de-

partments for a cutback of $2,000,000

oi more in the 69-70 academic year.

The Carillon has been remorseless

with the Liberal government of Pre-

mier Ross Thatcher as he has at-

tempted to establish a financial

stranglehold on the university

through budgetary allocations.

Thatcher would like even more con-

trol if possible.

"Nobody's going to tell us how to

run the university!" he exclaimed at

one point, and at another, said he'd

close down the university at the first

sign of student unrest.

DEMONSTRATION

Thatcher wasn't very happy with

the Carillon's part in a 1,500-man

demonstration that caused some

embarassment when Trudeau was

paying a visit. The demonstration

called for more student loans, anoth-

er one of the Carillon favorite sub-

jects.

The Carillon has been harsh with

its administration for pussyfooting

about the budget cuts instead of

standing up to fight, and the news-

paper's investigations into the corpo-

rate backgrounds of its board of gov-

ernors have been thorough.

The Carillon has made a lot of

enemies in Saskatchewan, and the

current attempts to suppress the

newspaper are predictable.

Of course, the administration and

Board of Governors really didn't

have much choice about attempting

to control the Carillon's editorial pol-

icy by refusing to collect student

fees. The student council has taken a

hands off policy toward Carillon poli-

cy, and gives the newspaper implicit

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states

man, the unsuccessful a criminal

Editor

Ktw. i
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out and tho copy boy wol only eighteen
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k r helen of mod* good ol' brian j and hit
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once more and who it filing hit way out

and a new face barb w ... who we hope

wasn't discouraged.

support.

The administration couldn't look to

the faculty for much help either—one

dean had already resigned over their

mishandling of the budgetary budget

situation and refusal to deal strongly

Thatcher's attempts to control the

university.

So the administration, senate and

Board, of Governors decided to sup-

press the newspaper themselves

without consulting students or fac-

ulty. It says a lot about the kind of

mind that runs universities and sits

on boards of governors.

CRITICISM

They don't like criticism, especial-

ly potent criticism—criticism that is

true. And reporters know how reluc-

tant businessmen are to taste the

limelight in any way. The corporate

mentality thrives on secrecy, not

openness.

Above all, they don't like democ-

racy unless it suits their purposes.

On the national level, this means

manipulating the political parties,

donating money in return for favors

later on. (Government returns these

favors by failing to institute a capital

gains tax, for example.)

They manipulate the public by

making it believe that what is good

for the businessman is good for ever-

ybody.

Consulting students and faculty on

decisions is something new for the

corporation mind—the recent incident

of the secret brief is a good example

high schools

Let s hope the recent high school

demonstrations against a longer

school year are just the beginning of

a revolt against an educational sys-

tem which is oppressive, stultifying,

and has nothing whatever to do with

learning.

And let's hear an end to the snide

remarks about the unruly turn the

demonstrations took I throwing fruit

at Mayor Dennison, remember?).

The fact that some students may
have behaved like idiots is more a

proof of the failure of high schools to

educate than an indictment of the

student movement growing in those

schools

When you are treated like a brain-

less, will-less idiot all your school

life, you'll act like one The behavior

of a huge number of university stu-

dents bears this out—apathetic, com-

pletely indifferent to learning as

such they go through the motions of

getting an education.

The high school movement is going

lo have to learn, to organize—these
lake time There are bound to be a

few mistakes at first.

But maybe the movement now can

establish the principle that high

school students should decide on

changes in the school year because

they are affected, not Education Min
ister William Davis.

right in Toronto.

So if the student newspaper offends

their sensibilities, their taste, it's bad

and should be crushed if possible.

They consult the students later. (The

pubiic outcry, as administrator W. A.

Riddell explains it, came from some
people he met in the community and

many students, unspecified, yet

again, the Carillon has student coun-

cil support.)

This happens in Toronto, too. Ever-

ytime The Varsity does something

they don't like, they meet in their lit-

tle boards and Caputs and cadres and

wonder how they can shut us up with-

out causing any outcry. |

)

OUTCRY
They've tried that in Regina, and

the outcry should be considerable.

. But perhaps we can learn something

from the outcome:

Boards of Governors and adminis-

trators are unsuitable as vehicles for

making university policy. They are

out of touch with what their "constit-

uency" wants, and in most cases,

don't care.

Out of the Carillon affair will

arise, we hope, a realization that stu-

dents and faculty only are the proper

groups to make decisions of this sort.

Just because they're more careful

here in Toronto, just because they

haven't used their power, shouldn't

mean they are allowed to keep this

power.

It's there, ready to be used. It's

being used in Regina.
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LETTERS

Scarboro college

From conception Scarborough
College has been a somewhat sus-

pect member of a most distin-

guished parent. Suspect to the ex-

tent that every day at 5 p.m. classes

are dismissed and at 5:15 there isn't •

a native in sight. A scene quite

commonly associated with any mid-

dle class mirage run on a 9-5 basis.

University, however, doesn't fall

into a neat little 9-5 package and
neither does Scarborough College.

Students at Scarborough College

are missing their chance at every-

thing but bookwork. With a resi-

dence the college would have a resi-

dent nucleus necessary to make
these things possible. It would pro-

vide an atmosphere where students

would feel free to express them-

selves in a healthy surrounding.

Apathy, the real tomatoe worm of

university, would be eradicated and

in its stead a healthy, stimulating

atmosphere.

So far at Scarborough College we
have but lour houses which board 35

men. tA possible 70 if the women
were more accommodating). This is

not enough for the college since only

10 per cent of our students live

within commuting distance.

We can t afford to put these resi-

dences up ourselves. The govern-

ment will have to do it for us. Up
until now the government has been

rather complacent They justify

their complacency by saying Scar-

borough is a commuter college, and

doesn't need residences.

—Peter Crippen

CD Scar)

strikes

In regard to the unsigned article

on page four of your Dec. 11 news-

paper. I wonder if you are support-

ing the right group?

Two years ago I went to Sault

Ste. Marie to work but was unable

to because a small union of 300 men
struck a 3,000 man plant and every-

one was put out of work until the

strike ended. The strikers of course

received strike pay from the union

but myself (with a wife and two
children I received nothing. Neither

did the others who were out of

work.

Seven years ago our factory was
closed down because another union

struck another company 300 miles

away who supplied us with a critical

part and caused our company to

temporarily lay off 500 men. Again,

the strikers from the other company
received strike pay from the union

but the 500 men did not receive any-

thing.

Why can't a worker have the right

to work if he wants to? I believe the

union should have the right to

strike, but why should it prevent me
from earning my living? Are picket

lines sacred?

Am I a scab because I want to

earn a living for my family?

Charles Alexander
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initiation of force is always immoral.

THREAT OF FORCE

Because the Board of Governors

surrendered to the threat of force the

first time the threat was heard, a

new, and obviously powerful weapon

was placed in the hands of the stu-

dent activists. Do not think this

weapon will not be used. It places the

entire University at the mercy of the

a university campus, and immedi-

ately on the initiation of force they

should be suspended. If any laws are

broken, they must be prosecuted.

Students are not privileged individu-

als before the law, endowed with

some special immunity. Criminal ac-

tions must be treated as such, and as

nothing else. This does not constitute

double jeopardy. An individual or an

institution has the perfect right to

eschew a person whom they consider

morally reprehensible, whether he

tance to anyone whose expressed and

demonstrated purpose is to destroy

it.

My contention is that the Adminis-

tration's attitude should be in favour

of suspension or expulsion and pros-

ecution of all student lawbreakers,

condemnation of all attempts to initi-

ate force, coupled with the resolution

to resist all student moves backed by

this threat, and rinally. that the L'ni-

versitv remain in control of those

uniess tnese guideline* are im| i

mented. lile in this university will

become as intolerable as it has be-

come in San Francisco. Simon Fraser

and the Sorbonne.

Yours sincerely,

Geoffrey Nathan 1 1 DC)

end: The Cashingln The student

Rebellion.

Copy ol the letter to The Varsity.

backlog

sour grapes

I am writing in response to

Art Moses' article in the last is-

sue titled "Radicals squeezed in

Poli. Ec. elections" (Wed. Dec.

18-681.

ID You gave half the space to

the comments of Weisdorf and

Resnick, who were defeated, and

ignored all but the names of 5 of

the 7 elected candidates. This

suggests that the losers are more

important than the people who

will wield power and to a large

extent shape the Course Union

tor the next year! Surely a short

interview or biographical sketch

of each executive member would

have been more to the point?

Also, the representatives for

Commerce and Finance and Po-

litical Science were elected by

acclamation. Where are their

names? . , ,

(2) The tone of the article, to

most students I talked to. seems

to be sour grapes'. It says

alright, we lost the election but it

wasn't important anyway and we

can still control the rest of the

students and the guys who got in

are dumbbells anyway. Quoth

Resnick. "I consider them . . .

reactionaries: (the student body)

can be won over to our point of

view if we do more work .
in

the critical month of January we

can turn this apparent defeat into

a victory ..."

(3) The turnout — about 5 per

cent of eligible voters — was not

encouraging. I wonder if it was

necessary to print the specific

numbers of votes cast. At the

meeting of the Curriculum

Committee that same night the

staff members were rather nasty

in asking whether the student

reps were really authorized rep-

resentatives — i.e. whether we

had any right to voice an opinion

at all! Some of the reasons for

the light vote — inadequate pub

licity, some have left on holi-

days, and the wide-spread leeling

that the course unions have little

effective power in the university

structure — might have been

explored

Bui fundamentally the article

exposes the real weaknesses of

The Varsity which have cost it

most of its credibility and influ-

ence, to wit:

• Running stories almost ex-

clusively by. for. and about the

small clique of organizations and

individuals — Wernick is blown

up 10 times life size — who fancy

that they're running student af-

fairs, and who seem to live in

your office.

• Taking a political line on

almost any issue I.e. the provin-

cial government, job recruiting,

and Black Power which defeats

itself — students will act con-

trary to it just to screw the Var-

sity'. I am not just talking about

the editorials: many of your arti-

cles can only be classified as

propaganda by interested par-

ties' If you are preaching to the

converted that's your business,

but the student body whose fees

pay lor it shouldn't have to subsi-

dize this

I hope that you can accept this

criticism in a constructive way

and will reply to it either in print

or at an open meeting

Fenno Van Zwaneoburg 111 VIC)

Executive Member
Pol. Ec. Course Union

moses replies

Mr. Van Zwanenburg's analy-

sis of my article is badly taken

on many counts.

Let me make it clear that the

purpose of the article was to ex-

plore whether there was any ide-

ological significance in the defeat

of three radical students by three

lesser known "liberals" in the

Political Economy Course Union

elections in December

I ignored the fact that Alf

Chalton ill Newi and Mel Cappe

( II New i were chosen by accla-

mation for Political Science and

Commerce reps because this

bore no relevance to the theme

and purpose of the article.

I did mention, however. Mr.

Van Zwanenburg's election as

Economics rep. even though

strictly speaking it also bore lit-

tle relevance to the theme of the

article as ideological differences

were not explicit.

Surely. Fenno. a biographical

sketch ol each executive member
would be boring

In the main point ol the letters

Fenno accuses me of sour grapes

in the article This charge

amazes me! What he considers

to be the general tone of the arti-

cle is merely a direct quotation

Irom Phil Resnick. one of four

persons quoted i including elected

Union Chairman David Fortel

Fenno may consider Resnick's

statement sour grapes, but how-

can he make the charge about

the whole article?

er turnout in the election, I men-

tioned it because all the candi-

dates I interviewed saw fit to

include that point in their own
analyses of the election results I

regret il publicizing the turnout

ngures. injured the Course

Union s position with the laculty.

hut alter all. Fenno. I merely

reported "the fact" that only 5

per cent voted It has been for

(acts and not for biased opinion

and propaganda that critics of

The Varsity have consistently

clamoured. Irom the tenor ol his

remarks I must classify Fenno

jumni; tliusc cntics

In conclusion, the article in

question was not intended as a

public relations blurb for the Po-

litical Economy Course Union

executive. Nor was it to be a

brief for either one of the two

tactions involved in the election.

It was to be an analysis of the

election stressing its liberal vs

radical confrontation if any. us-

ing the reactions of the candi-

dates involved.

Surely it is impossible for such

an article to appear as "propa-

ganda by interested parties".

How Mr. van Zwanenburg could

see it in this light amazes me.

His attempt to tie this article in

with the wider issue of "the real

weaknesses . of the Varsity" is

absurd — Art Moses
As for reporting the small vot-
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BONNARD
1867 - 1947 original etchings

"The free, spirited and informal

compositions illustrate the story

of the little dog DINGO with

the lively imagination characteristic

of Bonnard's animal drawings".

Thru February I.

29 Prince Arthur, Toronto 5

Tuesday — Saturday, 12 — 5 p.m.

HERE AND NOW
H
n

C

SO

2

3J
O
£

TODAY
l p.m.

University College Debating Club —
meeting of UC students interested in

debating No debating experience

necessary Room 103, U.C.

4 p.m.

Peter J . Mezger. speaker : Star
Formation Associated with HII Re-
gions. David Dunlap Observatory.

Tea 3:40.

6 p.m.
Movie "The Trial" (by Orson
Welles). Admission by Film Society
membership or 50c. 102 Mechanical
Bldg.

7:30 p.m.

Psychology Student Union. Dr.

Wideman will speak on Clinical Psy-

chology. All welcome. Bickersteth

Room, Hart House.

. THURSDAY
U a.m.

Dr. Peter J, Mezger, speaker: Re-

search at NRAO. Room 1422, Mc-
Lennan Physical Labs. Coffee: 10:45

a.m.. Room 1404,

1 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement, general

meeting, Discussion of the scene at

U of T, Peterborough strike. All in-

terested in radical politics are urged
to attend. 44 St. George.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Summer camp servicing 50 children with learning dis-

abilities ages 8—12, July-August, located in Haliburton

Highlands, Ontario.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Design and implementation of program in terms of social

and remedial development, supervision of program staff,

coordination of specialty areas.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Experience in camping and working with children.

Education and/or experience in the social sciences.

Box No. 99, c/o Varsity,

91 St. George St., Toronto 5, Ontario.

TO-NIGHT
AT EIGHT

THE MANDATE OF HEAVEN;
CHINA 1945-49

with
PROF. JOHN F. MELBY

University of Guelph

Hart House Library

(Ladies may be invited by members)

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST GEORGE ST. 925-8720

present

"
(3rp}itu^ axiil (Eutt/ctice

"

(£riat IkaE jj^crt jfaovfte

*§toiniuy jfnan-xxy iz^ 1969 $-}o jm.

gmixfy $1-50 a^$5-oo Ticks'

4:10 p.m.

Resonance Flourescence. Photoelec-

tric Effect and the Photon Myth.
Professor Peter Franken, Dept. of

Physics, University of Michigan.
Room 102, McLennan Physical Labs.

Tea 3:45 to 4:05 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Cuba Seminar, F U of T. New
members welcome. North Sitting

Room, Hart House.

Beaver, F U of T. discussion group.

New members welcome. Topic to be

decided. Apt. 1820, Rochdale.

Mother Tucker

ruckus over
Halifax (Special) — The

editor and a staff writer of

the St. Mary's Journal have
been reinstated by St. Mary's
University after writing a

joint public apology for a col-

umn entitled Mother Tucker
published Nov. 29.

Editor Reid Barry and staf-

fer Bob Cotie both agreed to

the university's terms and
the apology appeared in the

following issue.
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GOT A BEEF ABOUT
VARSITY PHOTOS,

Come to a pet beef and
major revamping session,

Friday, 1 pm, 91 St.

George. All staff photogs

and other interested souls

welcome. Photo experience

useful but not necessary.

ffftit

S A LE

goofiqoe
1 fcdtWU.

9241874

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —
STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

W A. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards

GETTING
ENGAGED?
YOU CAN BUY

YOUR DIAMOND
ON A

"DIRECT BASIS"

We are "Direct" Diamond
dealers handling both loose

and mounted diamonds. We
can save you a great deal of

money when you Invest in a
diamond or a diamond ring.
For dotolli ana lurtlHr Information
writ* or coll In for our Iroo boohlot
"Tno Right Ring For Tfto Loft
Hand."

H. PROCTOR & CO.



By JIM HORNBY
' We are part of a process

which is international,'' said
Gary Porter, executive secre-
tary of the U of T Young So-

cialist Club. He was discuss-

ing the first Canadian Social-

ist Student Conference, held
at Hart House Dec. 27-29.

The conference was at-

tended by approximately 150

university and high school
students from all provinces
except Prince Edward Island
and Newfoundland
i apparently left in the grip of
capitalism!. Speakers, films,

workshops, and a panel on
student power were included
in the program.

Quebec's position was ar-

Socialists support French

Quebec, SFU demonstrators
ticulated by Raymond Lem-
leux. leader of the Mouve-
ment pour Integration Scol-
aire (MIS), and Michel Mill,
one of the leaders in the oc-
cupation of the University of
Montreal, and a candidate in
the provincial constituency of

Bagot. won by Education
Minister Jean-Guy Cardinale.
Mill has since been instru-

mental in the formation of
the Ligue des Jeunes Soci-
alistes (LJSi.

Lemieux advocated that
French be made the language
of Quebec. He used statistics,

purportedly obtained by the
Royal Commission on Bilin-

gualism and Biculturalism
and brought to light by the
Montreal newspaper La
Presse to show that French
workers who learn English
cannot go as far as unilingual

English workers.

leadership and less "sponta-
neity than offered by the
I'nion generate des etudiants
de Quebec lUGEQl-thus the
lormation of the LJS.

American socialist Kipp
Dawson reviewed 1968 with
particular reference to stu-

dent turmoil: another speak-
er. John Riddell. spoke about
the League for Socialist Ac-
tion.

Mill wanted more effective Ken Hiebert. one of the 114

arrested at the sit-in at Si-

mon Fraser Universitv. ex-
plained the bust, and trie fact

that SFU President Kenneth
Strand has not withdrawn
charges which leave the
group liable to sentences of
up to five years for the inci-

dent

The conference voted unan-
imously to initiate Hiebert s

plan to defend the 114 and
ensure that policemen are not
allowed to interfere in cam-
pus disputes.

This group will be again
circulating a petition to have
u referendum on the problem
of campus recruiting, espe-

cially recruitment by compa-
nies which produce "war
materials".

Completeayear's

required reading

in10weeks.
Whatever you're studying, from first year English to fifth

year medicine, there are a lot of texts you should read, a

large number of books you have to read. Now, by reading

three times faster, you can cover all of your required reading

in less than one third of the normal time. Or read three times

as much as the average student.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course teaches you

to read faster, with improved comprehension. To retain

more of what you read, and to concentrate more easily.

If you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Give yourself two-thirds more time to read more, learn

more, be more. Call us now at 923-4681 and enroll in one of

the dynamic reading courses starting next week. Or attend a

free "Mini-lesson" at one of the locations listed below. Dis-

cover in fifteen minutes your potential as a dynamic reader.

And how with some applied study you too can become an

Evelyn Wood graduate.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics

Institute1104 Bay Street Tel. 0:.1-46SI

Attend a free "Mini-lesson"

Evening "Mini Lessons" Monday Jan. 13 — Inn on ihe Park, Edwards Room 8.00 PM. Tuesday Jan. 14 — Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute.

Yorkdalc Shopping Centre 8.0OPM. Wednesday Jan. 15 — Old Mill. Habilant Room 8.00 PM. Thursday Jan. 16 — Canadians Motor Hotel. Muskoka
Room 8.00 PM. Daytime "Mini Lessons" Monday Jan t » and Tuesday Jan. M — King Edward Hotel, Upper Canada Room 12.30 PM, Wednesday
Jan. 15 and Thursday Jan. 16 — Sutton Place, The Board Room 12.30 PM. Classes begin Thursday, January 16th through Sunday. January 26 at 1 104

Bay Street and Yorkdalc Shopping Centre Institutes.

THE VARSITY Wednesday Janua.y 8 T969 — Page 9



PHILADELPHIA'S FAMOUS

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
CHOIR

ROBERT PAGE, MUSICAL DIRECTOR

presents a concert of

CONTEMPORARY CHORAL MUSIC

GREAT HALL - HART HOUSE

FRIDAY, JANUARY 10, I9S9, - 8:30 p.m.

FREE ADMISSION - NO TICKETS REQUIRED

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips
To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: S8.50 per person - includes
return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain -

Dates: SATURDAY, JANUARY 1 1, 1969.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-239 1 - 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

OR

Susan Lowes 444-8888

6:30 PM-9:00 PM

%

If you are interested
in seeking employment upon graduation with
a large organization, having well developed
training programs for management and pro-
fessional staff, you might like to read some of
the detailed information which Ontario Hydro
has on file in your Placement Office. We are
engaged in an expansion, through which our
present capacity of 1 0 million kilowatts will be
doubled in less than 10 years through the use
of very large nuclear and coal-fired thermal
plants. This program will provide a continuing
challenge in a wide range of professional
careers.

You will find opportunities for professional
development in the areas of Personnel, Fi-

nance, Marketing and Computer Services both
in the area of business systems and mathe-
matical analysis. Training based upon rota-

tional work assignments is available in each of
these areas before the selection of a first

regular position. We are looking forward to
meeting you.

INTERVIEWING DATES— January 27, 28 and 29.

Tiployment Officer
lanagement Staff

Ontario Hydro
620 University Avenue

Toronto 2, Ontario

Pyork UNIVERSITY I

I VANIER COLLEGE I

I presents
|

(THE KENSINGTON MARKET)
| andthe HARTFIELD

|

| 8:30 pm Adm. $2.00 FRI. JAN. 10
j

CAREERS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

COMMERCE
GRADUATES

* v|v c

- If interested in a career in Accounting and Auditing,
sign up at the Placement Office for interview on
campus JANUARY 23. 1969.

- Positions with the Taxation Division, Department of
National Revenue

- NO WRITTEN EXAMINATION GIVEN
- Interesting jobs

- Advancement opportunities

- Excellent benefits

- Brochures at the Placement Office

WTEXTBOOK STORE -SAli-fetvA

• - -redudhons upto907o. . /£obbs f%>
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LOSE FIRST BOUND

Blues win Minn, also-ran final.
By PHIL BINGLEY

BLOOMINGTON, Minn.

Varsity hockey Blues ended a

so-so first half of their 1968-69

schedule when they whipped

a U.S. college all-star team 7-

3 in the consolation final of

the Minnesota Hockey Classic

Tourney held here. Blues
were eliminated from the

championship bracket when
they dropped a 2-0 opening

game decision to University

of North Dakota Sioux — the

eventual winner of the tour-

nament.

Varsity was not impressive

in either of their two starts

but coach Tom Watt managed
to remain optimistic. "The
loss to North Dakota was cer-

tainly a disappointment but I

don't feel as bad as when we
lost to Clarkson Tech and
York. They (Dakota) are an
excellent hockey team and
played a better game than we
did on this particular night."

While Blues have not
played up to their touted po-

tential. Watt does not plan to

employ any severe lineup

switches.

"I'm going to try Steve
Monteith on a line with Brian
St. John and John Gordon and
give Terry Parsons a shot at

a regular defence position.
Many coaches like to juggle
their personnel quite a bit
when things aren't going
well. However, I subscribe
more to the theory of trying
to keep the lines together and
the lineup intact. That way
individuals get used to each
other and play more as a
team."

Bright lights for the team
in Minnesota were goaler
Adrian Watson and centres
John Wright and St. John.
Watson and Wright were se-

lected to the tourney all-star

team while St. John simply
played great hockey.

Wright and Gord Cunning-
ham were the top scorers in

the consolation with two
goals each. St. John, Ward

Passi and Dave Field added
singles.

Tom Little who was sched
uled to start the Dakota
game missed the tournament
when a warmup shot smashed
through his face mask cutting
him for several stitches.

NOTES ... Dakota won the
final when they edged Univer-
sity of Minnesota 5-4. The
winning goal came midway
through the fifth overtime
period.

. .About 5.000 fans
showed up for the two day
tournament. . .Tourney organ-
izers provided Tom Watt with
a 1969 Chrysler for bombing
around town. . Blues did
manage to pick up some sil-

verware when they were
awarded the Classic's sports-

manship trophy.

TONIGHT
Varsity Blues resume play in the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey League tonight when they meet University of
Guelph Gryphons in the Guelph Auditorium.

Blues currently are tied for first place in the Western
Division with University of Western Mustangs. Stangs how-
ever, have played two more games (both were losses to
Varsity) while each team has eight points.

Last time Blues and Gryphons met (November 27 in

Guelph) Varsity skated off with a 6-2 victory. Gryphons are
winless in three starts this season.

No more calls..we have a winner
By GELLIUS

CONTEST

Roderick Mickleburgh,
formerly valet to Rich Pyne
and present Chief Judge for

Varsity Sports contests
(trademark registered) an-
nounced to-day that Mark
Freiman, (IV voyez-vous; -

Fr. UC) elf emeritus, has
won the 1968th annual Christ-

mas Contest. (The first con-
test. "My God, My God. why
hast thou forsaken me?" was
won by Mary of Nazareth.
Her prize was a baby.) Mr.
Freiman's prize will be pre-

sented at Thursday's meeting
of the Historical Club. His
answer is printed below.

Q: "Where have all the

flowers gone?"
A: They are being held

under lock and key in the

basement of Spiro T. Antan,
89 Robespierre Dr., Marat,
Ont.. and will remain there

until Mr. Antan's snows have
been returned to him.

(Ed. note - Mr. Freiman

CLASSIFIED
ROOM & BOARD. Student only StOO
month Ftalemitv 350 Huron St. 922-
2514

SPACE AND PRIVACY. Girl wanted to
share apartment with graduate student
and cat Own room Near Eglinton sub
way S9000 including hydro and phone
Call 465 8260

here refers to a previous
Varsity contest, "Ou sont les

neiges d'antan". won by Mr.
R. K. Graybiel.)

Public spirited citizens are
urged to check for Antan's

snows at the residence of Mr.
R. K, Graybiel, whose eva-

sive and patently false answ-
er ("A Antan, un village pres

de Montreal) makes him a

prime suspect. It might also

be profitable to check the so-

called "judges" who let

Graybiel 's answer pass, espe-

cially that mysterious foreign

nobleman Count Michael Ipa-

na, employer of R. Mickle-

burgh.

signed

Mark Freiman
Commissioner of Culture! s]

and great devotee of

things floral.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH TORONTO

N^ w. Jen,., i,„ jsjj-'j;

•siv
,

'?;D?r:i£".V*
5"" -'

We specialize in New York and New England style piiia and
home-made spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN

TELEPHONE 925-1736

THE COMMISSION ON
I UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT

REQUIRES A

{ FULL-TIME RESEARCH ASSOCIATE!

:ji This position is initially for a six month period. S
: commencing about January 15, 1969.

A'

S Written applications, giving full particulars, should :£

be submitted to:

WANTED: Male student to share 2 bed
room apartment with 2 others. 10 mm
utes from Egtinion subway, phone 481
6S09 for further details

FOUND Sum of money outs.de library

Dec 23 Please apply to the Library of

riot,

R.ROSS SECRETARY
COMMISSION ON

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT
SIMCOE HALL

SPORTS SCHEDULES — WEEK OF JAN. 13
HOCKEY
Mon Jan 13 12 30 Musrc vt Vic IV Gerry. Laing

1 30 PHE 8 v» U.CJI Gerry. Laing

700 Dent B VI III Chem Orsi. LePage
6 00 Pharm B vs III Ind A Orsi LePage
900 IV Ind 6 vs III ENG Sc Or si LePage

Tues Jan 14 1 30 Vic II ^ New 1
Dubniak, Gordon

4 00 Tnn C vs Innis II Dubniak, Gordon
700 Scar vs Dent A Hanna Chandler
8 00 SlM 8 V* Enn 1

Hanna, Chandler
9 00 Knox vt Pharm A Hanna Chandler

Wed Jan 15 8 00 III Geol vt III Civil Kolm, Dubniak
12 30 Vic. 1 vs Sr Eng Butler Cameron

1 30 Tnn A vt Law 1 Butler. Cameron
400 Tnn 0 vt Vic VII Klinck. Tressider

500 Jr Eng vt UC 1
Klinck, Tressider

Thur Jan 16 12 30 II Elec vt II Ind Seeking!on Allen

400 Vic IX vt Vtc X Todd Allen

5 30 PHE A vt Sim A Murray Richardson

6 30 Innis 1 vt Arch Murray Richardson

8 00 Bus Appleion Bullock

900 Dev Hse VS Apploloi i S lj 1 for k

Fri Jan 17 12 30 Emman n 111 Elec Wright Kofin

1 30 Vic III vt Tnn B Wright Kolm

WATER POLO
Tues Jan 14 7 00 St M vt Eng. 1 LoRoy

7 45 Tnn 6 vt UC LoRoy
8 30 ModC vt Law II LeRoy

Wed Jan IS 400 Tnn A vt PHE Breech
7 00 Innis vt Eng 11 Pet/old
7 45 New Pet/old

8 30 Vic vt Arch Pettold

Thurs Jan 16 700 Law 1 vt Si M Milgram
7 45

Med'
Med A Berger

8 30 vs Scar Berger

SQUASH
Tues Jan 14 620 New vt Scar (re sched)

700 Grad Stud vt PHE A
7 40 Law B vt Innis

820 For vt Arch

Wed Jan 1

5

700 Dent vt Trin A
740 Vic 1 vt Grad Chem
8 20 UC vt Knoi

Thur Jan 16 6 20 Eng vt Law A
700 Sim b vt Scar

7 40 Tnn 8 New

VOLLEYBALL (Balance of schedule!
Mon Jan 13 5 30 Eng 1 Eng II Rogers

Tues Jan 14 1 00 Law vt New Rogers

7 30 Innis 1 vt Scar Howes
6 30 Vic 1 vt MedA Howes

The playofrs are scheduled as follows and the 3 top teams from each group

will qualify Teams concerned please check with Intramural office

Thurs Jan 16 7 00 2nd team Group II vs 3rd team Group I

Thur Jan 16 6 00 3rd team Group II vs 2nd team Group I

Winners in Groups I & II get byes

TuesJan 21 7 30 and 8 30 Semi -Finals

Thur Jan 23 7 00 Final

BASKETBALL
Mon Jan 13 12 00 Arch B

1 00 IV Ind

4 00 Forestry

Tues Jan 14 12 00 New II

1 00 Sr Eng

4 00 UC II

6 30 Scar

7 30 SlM B

8 30 Grad Geog

Wed Jan 15 '2 00 Law II

1 00 Vic I

4 00 Emman
5 00 Tnn A
6 00 IV Eng Sc

7 00 U C III

8 00 Knox

Thuns Jan 16 '2 00 New I

1 00 III Eng Sc

4 00 PHE D
6 30 Enn

7 30 St MA
8 30 IV Civil

PHE C
Vic III

Tonisson. Wilson

Tonisson Wilson

Boguski. Lobl

vs Vic IV Doug Mockfoid A Sternberg

vs PHE A Doug Mockford.A Sternberg

vs Bus Boguski Hafner

vs Lew I LSternborg.Gee.Feaver

vs DentA L Sternberg.Feever.Gee

vs SGS Phys Gee Feaver L Sternberg

vs St M C Martin Lobl

vs U.C.I Mockford.Mockford

vs Music Roney,Cunningham Schwarti

vs Med 6 Roney. Schwarti Cunningham

vs Oenl B Schwartz Cunningham Dymarksi

vs Med C Hefner Dymarski. Roney

vs Wye Hafner Dymarski Cunningham

vs Vic II

vs III Elec

vs New III

vs Innis I

vs MedA

Coles, Kirby

Coles. Kirby

A Sternberg Fraresso

Tessis. Martin Chapnick

Tessis.Chapnick Martin

Jan 17

NDOOR TRACK

00 Jr Eng

vs Oent C Chapnick Martin. Tessis

Pharm A Don Mockfoid.Tessis

The weekly meets start Tues Jan 14 with the 600 yds at

5 30 p m Entries are accepted at the

Track Pick up schedules at Intramural office

COMING EVENTS - A Wednesday Night League of One Basket Basketball wcl

Start in the Upper Gym on Wed Jan 22

3 Man Teams, anyone can enter two 30 minutes games
each Wednesday For entry and fur

ther information apply at Intramural office
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BLUES TAKE THIRD STRAIGHT CENTENNIAL TOURNEY
By PHIL BINGLEY

MONTREAL. "A hockey

team so strong, so fast, so

explosive and so self-confi-

dent, that sportswriters will

soon he wagging their pens in

search of a suitable and

catching and definitive collec-

tive phrase."

This is the way publicity

officials at Loyola College

have tabbed this year's ver-

sion of that school s hockey

Warriors. The statement ap-

pears in .1 handbook prepared

by the Loyola athletic depart-

ment
However, after watching

Varsity Blues dump Loyola 5-

2 Sunday in the deciding

game of the Centennial Tour-

nament, the wagging pen of

this writer has come up with

a suitable label — "not bad"
- for the losing Warriors.

Blues, who have had prob-

lems putting together good

successive efforts this sea-

son, were by far the most

competent and consistent

entry in the three day tourna-

ment. Combining crisp offen-

sive plays with an aggressive

defence. Blues outplayed

each of their three opponents

by a fairly wide margin.

Gord Cunningham was the

scoring hero for Varsity when
he scored three goals and set

up three others to lead a 9-3

opening round victory over

Laval, added two goals and'

assisted on two more as

Blues eliminated Michigan

Tech in the semi-finals and

won the tourney point leader-

ship with a total of 10.

Terry Parsons, who recent-

ly won a starting berth and

was playing his first games
as a regular defencem'an.

played brilliantly on the blue-

line and added live scoring

points (including two goals 1

to boot.

In the Loyola- Toronto fi-

nal. Blues seemed the

stronger of the two over the

firs! two periods but the

scoreboard read 2-2 heading

into the linal 20 minutes.-

Then Brian St. John, who
continues to be the team's

best two-way player, all but

clinched the runnerup award

lor Loyola when his perfect

slapshot whizzed past War-

rior netminder Brian Hughes

at 2:56 of the third period.

That goal seemed to sap

any willpower Warriors had

I el 1 1 they played two tough

games in advancing to the

linal 1 and Ward Passi put the

final touches on Blues' line

display with two pretty scor-

ing plays which came within

four minutes of each other.

John Wright, second in the

series scoring parade to line-

mate Cunningham, counted

the only marker of the second

period when he laked Hughes

and slipped the puck through

the tailing goaler's legs.

The biggest single factor

responsible lor Blues overall

improvement was the play of

delencemen Parsons. Jim
Miles. Bill L'Heureux and
Dave Field. Earlier in the

season, they lost much of

their effectiveness when they

backed in on netminders

photos MIKE KILLORAK
I'VE GOT HIM

Varsity Blues form a wall in front of Adrian Watson during their recent consolation

victory over the U.S. College All-stars in the Minnesota Hockey Classic. Blues were
eliminated in the opening round by University of North Dakota Sioux 2-0 but came
back to take the also-rans title 7-3. Above (I. to r.) Bob McClelland, Terry Parsons,

John Wright and Jim Miles move in to thwart a scoring- bid by all-stars George Konig.

Both Wright and Watson were selected to the tourney all-star squad.

Adrian Watson and Tom Lit-

tle. However, in this series,

they stood up at their own
blueline and moved out to

meet oncoming forwards.

As a result, opponents rare-

ly were able to make a play

in Toronto's end of the rink.

Their usual move was to cir-

cle and try to mount another

attack or simply dump the

puck in and chase it

As an added bonus, the

above foursome contributed a

healthy share of scoring

points to the Varsity offence.

L'Heureux. Blues' steadiest

rearguard in Blues 18 games
to date, was the top playmak-

er in the tournament with his

six assists. (Paul Laurent and
Cunningham each had five

assists.

)

Following the final game,
J. David Molson. the organi-

zer of the three-year old tour-

ney, visited Blues' noisey but

happy dressing room to offer

his congratulations. Of the

trophy given annually in his

name. Mr. Molson told Tom
Watt and his players. "You
have won it three times in a

row now so I guess it's yours

to keep. You have a very
good team — an excellent

skating team — and you

should be proud of your-

selves. Congratulations.
"

NOTES. . . Adrian Watson
started both the second and

third games of the tourna-

ment but was forced to leave

early (the flu and an injury

suffered in a collision were
responsible i on each occa-

sion. Tom Little replaced
Adrian in each game and
started the first game on his

own. Tom was solid and un-

flappable as usual. . Dave
Field intimidated several

enemy attackers with his

tough body-checking. . .Blues

outshot Loyola 27-24 in the

decider.

«k a m

Bill L'Heureux
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Blues' centre Brian St. John moves in on All-star net to score Varsity's second goal in

7-3 victory. The play originated in the corner where Word Passi beat two opponents

to the puck and centred out to St. John. Brian in turn made no mistake with his low

wrist shot.



?fge! quits Gnu Land for teaching (and research)New Colleges Dean of Men. Da- said last „i<rM -i ^JU t u., _\ , ^ "New College's Dean of Men, Da-
vid Stager, has resigned his post
effective July 1.

After three years at the job, Sta-
ger, 31, plans to return to a more
active academic life.

"The administrative work is very
heavy, even in the summer," he

said last night "I found I had no
tune for research at all.

"I enjoyed the administrative
work, but living in residence I found
I had no place to 'retreat' to as oth-
er scholars have."

Stager will be teaching in (he

department of political economy
and doing research in the Institute
of Quantitative Analysis for Social
and Political Economy. His special-
ty is labour economics.
He holds degrees in political econ-

omy from Johns Hopkins. Oxford
and Princeton.

New College Principal D. G Ivey
said last night "it's time for him to
move on and try other things.

"He's been doing academic ad-
ministration for a stretch now, and
he would like to move to a purely
research and teaching job " he
added.
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wycott only a half-squeeze
By LIZ WILLICK

Does the University of To-
ronto observe the California
Grape Boycott? Well parts ol

it do — in a vague sort ol

way.

For over three years now
Delano. California farrr

workers have been striking

for union recognition. Tht
Grape Boycott was organizec
to put pressure on the grow-
ers and assist the struggling
workers.

Toronto is the fifth largest
grape market in North Amer-
ica. Many stores have
stopped selling California
grapes — including some of
the major chain stores.

But. generally speaking,
there doesn't seem to be
much awareness of the situa-

tion among the dietary per-

sonnel on campus.

An even less known issue is

the five or six year boycott
on apartheid-produced South
African "Outspan" oranges.

Asked if California grapes
were used at Hart House
supervisor of food services

Rosemary Bolitho replied

"No. Not consciously — any-

way we use very few. Again,

oranges are something we
seldom use and we certainly

wouldn't buy South African!
"

Interestingly enough,

firapes appeared at the cock-

tail party in Warden E. A.

Wilkinson's apartments be-

fore the opening of "Stop the

World I want to get Off".

When a reporter asked the

Warden's wife if she was
serving California grapes, she

replied of course' The repor-

ter politely refused to par-

take.

A spokesman for Beaver

Foods at Trinity College said

the question "came up in a

food committee meeting a

few weeks ago.
"

Trinity bursar G. 0 Shep-
herd said "We have no par-
ticular policy. We have used
them on occasion. As 1 under-
stand it. there's really no

other kind available."
When asked whether stu-

dents were aware that they
could affect the decision to
use the grapes. Mr. Shepherd

said this had been explained
in a letter to one student who
protested the presence of the
grapes

When asked about South
African oranges. Mr Shep-
herd laughed and commented
"Well, frankly. I don t know.
That's one that's never come
up."

University College dietician

Phyllis West said: "UC
doesn't use California grapes.
The students don't want us to

buy them so we don't And
the South African boycott? "I
don't know anything about
that but we don't buy South
African oranges anyway

"

A spokeswoman for food
services at Victoria College
answered the question indi-

rectly, saying "We do use
some grapes as requested
Not South African oranges
necessarily — just whatever s

available on the market
that's to our advantage."

F. Amorin. assistant mana-
ger of food services at St

Michael's College stated.
"We don't use grapes since
the boycott ' Asked whether
the decision was in response
to student requests, he re-

plied "Students don't get
grapes anyway — they're for

the faculty tables ."
(

.'
I

Manager at New College.

Otto Hoffman is one of the
few people really enthused
about the boycott "So far as
principles are concerned. I

certainly wouldn't be buying
them We re ordering exclu-
sively non-California grapes."
He occasionally receives the
California grapes regardless
of his request and doesn't
send them back His sugges-
tion for promoting the boy-
cott was "Gel onto the buy-
ers and wholesale houses and
try to twist their arms." And
New College serves Sunkist
oranges.
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Want to hit
the Jackpot?

It's the GITANES jackpot.

You get two packs of GITANES free.

Like for nothing.

Just mail the coupon below.
Your two free packs'll really turn you on

to GITANES. And it's legal.

GITANES have low tar and nicotine

content. That government study says

so. See? We've even got the Estab-

lishment on our side.

This is one jackpot you can't fail to hit.

And nobody's gonna hit back. So
mail the coupon. Now.

To: GITANES. P.O. BOX 826, Hamilton, Ontario.

Send me my two free packs of GITANES. Like fast.

Nome j •**•«•,*<>",«•.(>»

Addraw

City Zona Prov

Check type wanted Plain n Filter

Otter limited to two peck* par person and par household

Closes Feb 15ih 1969

We've got your number
Here are the facts. Relating to the faculty of arts and sci-

ence.

There are 9.266 students enrolled in day classes and 3,506 in

evening classes on the St. George campus.

Scarborough College this year has a total enrolment of 2,-

092, and Erindale has an enrolment of 825.

This makes a grand total arts and science registration this

year of 15,689, an increase of 1,834 over last year.

Of these, 4,055 are in first year, 3,090 are in second year,

2,598 in third and 820 are in fourth year.

The biggest college is Victoria, with 2,456, with UC and St.

Mike*s following closely behind with 2,044 and 1,924 students

respectively.

Grads open meetings
The Council of The School

of Graduate Studies joined

the openness bandwagon -last

month, when it approved a

resolution to open meetings

to outsiders.

But there's a hitch.

Visitors can't participate —
unless invited by the Chair-

man. And don't be too sure

that you'll get in at all. Coun-

cil may still shut you out en-

tirely by voting for a closed

session.

Other Council resolutions

depend on the good will of the

Senate. The latter will study

recommendations that two
Graduate students be includ-

ed on the Executive Commit-
tee of each Division. One of

these students must be elect-

ed to Council from that Divi-

sion; the second, who must

receive the next highest

number of votes, should be

enrolled in a different depart-

ment.

A student assessor present

also had several requests.

Among these was a recom-

mendation that Council con-

sider a survey conducted by

the G.S.U. last summer con-

cerning the aims of the Grad-

uate school and the problems

facing graduate students.

Council meets at 4.10 p.m.
on the third Tuesday of every
month in the Council Cham-
ber, Galbraith Building.

New York Pizza House

Pep.
Mush

on Peppe
nish Onio
hovies

s.,1 „,

Slice

Plain Sauce
and Cheese
Of any one
Of any two
Of any three

Of any four

Special six ot

Any Variety
Ot any Variety 8 on Large $5.00

' BEST IN TOWN -PICK-UP OUR PIZZA-925-1736
Free Delivery on Orders $3.00 or Over.

s. s. M. L.
.90 $1.50 $2.00

$1.10 $2.00 $2.50
$1.25 $2.25 $2.75

$1.50 $2.50 $3.00
$1.75 $2.75 $3.50

$2.25 $3.00 $4.00

*******************************
* *
* Aardvark * Anarchy * Beaver * Black Magic * *

* Cdn. History * Computers for Artsmen * China * #
* •> 4 i

* Contemporary Political Thought * Charley
*

* Education • Engineering and Society * Film * *
* - ** Latin America * Modern and Contemporary Poetry * £
* #* Primitive Religeons • Ideology * Peace * T-Group * #*
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* Urban Prohlems'UrbanArchitecture'U.ofT. History * *

Women's Liberation " and more *•*
$

The FREE Uof T. !
*

is back. See Monday's VARSITY for Calendar. |
#

Plus suggest-a-seminar. Phone 923-3490, *
*

*******************************



Gnu residents demand 'open weekend'
By ART MOSES

New College residents Wednesday de-

manded that weekend visiting hours for

women be abolished in the men's residence,

but drew an unfavorable response from
David Stager, dean of men, who said: "My
reaction? Ha!"
Dean Stager said that "generally" he

could not agree with the policy adopted by

the New College Residence Committee, and

that the matter would have to be discussed

further.

In a rare mood of determined unanimity

the Residence Committee agreed Wednes-

day night to recognize "women's visiting to

be Friday 4 p.m. to Sunday midnight. These
hours will be effective as of Friday, Janu-

ary 10." The motion was introduced by
Doug Gonyou (I APSC) and seconded by

David Hager (II New).

The Committee had expected Dean Stager

would oppose the move.

"Aw, why can't you stay all weekend?"

Stager based his objections on his belief
that a residence such as New College,
where the majority of students are fresh-
men, cannot have such liberal rules as the
Committee suggested.
They would be more appropriate for a

residence of senior students, he said.

"I am worried about whether people
could deal with this type of situation psy-
chologically. I am not concerned about sex.
but about the noise and psychological dis-

turbances involved to New College resi-
dents."

In ensuring that Committee members
were aware before passing the motion of its

ramifications in possibly forcing a confron-
tation with Stager. Committee Chairman
Peter Heath (III New) offered to convey
the opinion of the members to Stager in a
private meeting before the Committee de-
clared its policy officially.

"Let's not forget that the Dean still has
the ultimate ratifying power," he warned.
But the Committee members demanded

that before any such meeting take place
Heath have a policy behind him. and that
the motion be passed immediately.
"We've fooled around long enough" de-

clared Rick Lehan (I New). "We can't go
half way now."
"Before the holidays we were told we

should wait until the girls were settled in

their new residence before deciding on
women's hours" explained Jim Deutsch (II

Meds). "Now they're settled; we can't put
it off any further."

Other U of T residences have restricted

women's visiting hours similar to New Col-

lege. St. Mike's prohibits women at all

times. No U of T residences have open
weekends.

One student suggested that some parents
would not approve of their boys living under
such liberal conditions, but Scott Tiffen (II

APSC) replied that "Morals are changing;
there is no reason why we can't break new
ground."

When informed of the Dean's comments.
Chairman Heath pointed out that he saw the

motion as an expression of policy, a clarifi-

cation of the Committee's stand, "not an
ultimatum for ultimatum's sake." and the

matter was negotiable.

His concern was whether in any confron-

tation with the Dean the mass of residents

at New College would back the decision of

their committee.

25% OF STUDENTS STRIKE

St. Lawrence teachers dismissed
One quarter of the students

at the St. Lawrence College

of Applied Arts boycotted
classes yesterday in an effort

to force the administration to

conduct an investigation into

dismissals from the teaching

staff.

Student president Paul Bri-

sebois claims there were nine

dismissals in the college's 15-

month life.

The firing of English de-

partment head Peter Kings-

ton triggered the walkout.

No open support for the

demonstrators has been

shown by the college's teach-

ers, but one (who wished to

remain anonymous) said

Kingston had been fired

against his will.

President R C. Short said

the college's staff turnover

was normal for so young an

institute.

He disputed the students'

claim and said that only two

teachers had been fired.

Kingston, an Anglican

priest, claimed that he and

Dr. John de Kock, the head of

the applied arts division, dif-

fered on academic matters.

He received a letter on

Dec. 20 from Dr. de Kock

saying that "since you chose

not to resign" he was dis-

missed.

The students have sent a

telegram to education minis-

ter William Davis stating

their demands.

They want outside arbitra-

tion on future dismissals, a

special board of students and

teachers to review the recent

dismissals, one student seat

on the college's executive,

and no reprisals against the

demonstrators.

The Ontario Civil Service

Association yesterday came
out in favour of the students'

demands and asked for Presi-

dent Short s resignation.

DON THOMPSON

QUINTET
TONITl-TOMORROW

JAN. 10 - II

9:30 PM - 2:30 AM
338 Huron at Harbord - 922- IS 17

Hart House
ART GALLERY
until J.nuOr, 25lh

An Exhibition of Pointing

from 1962-68
by

CHRISTIAN E PFLUC

ft

M

CHESS LECTURE
Tuosdoy, January 14th

sic Room - 7:30 p.m.
"THE RUY TOPEZ"

with

MR. D. GRIMSHAW

Export'A

<ann>

REGULAR AND KINGS

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Art*

Sailing, Water-Skiing, Swimming, Canoeing and
1 ripping. Golf, Tennis, Riding, Riffery, Fenct'nq,

Music (String and wind players). Drama (cost-

umes), Drawing and Painting, Graphics, Pottery,

Sculpture. Some executive positions open. Sec-

tion Head & Coach.

Mow excepting application* from counsellor*, anlitancs end
Instructors in the following:

Graduate and undergred, itudenti with experience, celt RU. 3
616B or write 82) Eglinton Avenue Weil, Toronto for applica-

tions end further informatton.

PHILADELPHIA'S FAMOUS

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

CHOIR
ROBERT PAGE, MUSICAL DIRECTOR

presents a concert of

CONTEMPORARY CHORAL MUSIC

GREAT HALL - HART HOUSE

TONIGHT - 8:30 PM.

FREE ADMISSION - NO TICKETS REQUIRED

WOMEN!
Looking for a better place to live after Christmas?

DON'T l/Vf AT NEW COlllGt!
When vacancies are available NOW
- on the Edge of CAMPUS:

CAMPUS CO-OP RtSIDtNCiS
- more congenial, relaxed atmosphere at30°. LESS COST.

ROOM & BOARD: S360 (NEW COLLEGE S520 !

)

Apply now to Campus Co-op. 341 Blow West (Office 1st flo

Rochdale). 921-3168. 929-5971. 923-S69I, 923-4775.
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studentpower - who won?
There's no doubt that the big win-

ner in the last few months of student

power politics is Claude Bissell.

Borrowing from a long-established

Canadian tradition, he's managed to

shuffle every grievance, every com-
plaint, every suggestion for radical

change into a committee. There,

through sheer force of dilution, the

university is assured a few liberal

reforms here and there, but nothing

major.

Yet major change is what the stu-

dent movement aimed for this year.

We wanted staff-student control of

the university. (We've said before

that any suggestions along that line

will be fended off by the Ontario leg-

islature. )

We wanted a critical university,

one which does a bit more than publ-

ish, reports on social ills. We're no
nearer that than before, and we'll

never get there if the administration

continues to get its way.

We wanted a university where
"learning" meant more than jumping
academic hoops so employers
wouldn't have to do their own grad-

ing. Instead we got the Allen Report
and the same old system in new bot-

tles. We also wasted a lot of time
trying to get meaningful student par-

ticipation in preparing and approving

the report.

varsity
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All along the line we've been out-

CUGged. out-PACed, out-changed.

When we do emerge from ail the

committees we're on, when we've
read all the reports, we'll notice the

university looks remarkably similar

to what it does now.

In effect, we've seen what Marcuse
calls "repressive tolerance" in action

—an overt receptivity to change
masking an attitude which says, sim-

ply, the university is fine the way it

is.

But above all, we're wasting valu-

able manpower—people now sitting in

committees who could be pressing

for new ideas, new reforms.

If we're really serious about pro-

ducing a new university, we have to

start again. Areas we should hit:

• Elimination of evaluation of stu-

dents. All evaluation does is give the

professor unlimited power over his

students, and corrupt the real pur-

pose of education. If employers want
marks, they can give the exams
themselves.

• Student control over the content
of their education, and an end to the

belief that "daddy knows best". How
can a professor possibly know better

than the student what the student
should or wants to learn? The profes-

sor is at best an equal partner in the
learning process.

• At least an equal voice with staff

in hiring and firing of faculty. This
aspect is crucial in attracting and
keeping the kind of professor who
wants a new kind of university.

• An educational policy at least as
advanced as the Hall-Dennis report.

In an age when even primary schools

recognize the futility of trying to

teach people by talking to them in

rows, it seems strange the university

still clings to this concept.

And as we aim for these things, if

we do, we should keep in mind that

progressive educational practice and
theory are not opposed to these re-

forms—we don't need committees to

prove them sound.

We won't be shunted into commit-
tee any more. Not if we're serious.

The Review

new rules atNew
New College Residence Committee

has finally declared for open weekend
visiting hours for women.

Acting with the knowledge that the
majority of New College residents

support a policy of open weekends,
the Committee has declared that stu-

dents shall make such decisions, not
Dean David "in loco parentis" Sta-

ger.

Stager's objections to the new
hours should turn a few stomachs.
What he says essentially is that

freshmen are too immature to. cope
psychologically with a situation in

which they are allowed to have
women in their rooms throughout the

weekend.

There's an old argument to that —
if people 18 and 19 years old are old

enough to die for their country etc,

they're old enough to have women
over night.

(And knowing the situation of

freshmen generally, their main prob-

lem will be finding a willing woman
at all.)

The Committee hasn't gotten ap-

proval yet, but if it does, it will be a

significant development toward abol-

ishing the outposts of puritanical self-

righteousness that still infest most U
of T residences. It may also establish

the principle that those affected by
rules should make them.
This weekend there will be two

sets of rules in effect at New Col-

lege: Dean Stager's official rules,

and the Residence Committee's unof-

ficial rules. We hope New College

residents, and Dean Stager himself,

will recognize that the unofficial

rules speak for the people.

another Examinerpicket line

The strike at the Peterboro Exam-
iner enters its third month. Journal-
ists striking against an attempt by
the new Thomson management to

smash their union have not yet suc-

ceeded in closing down the paper.

Without wide support the prospects
of winning the strike look bleak. The
journalists' union is only one of three

at the plant, and the other two are
not permitted by their contract to

join the strike.

The journalists appealed to student

newspapers for support and already
students from across Ontario have
twice joined the picket line.

Next week a major effort is being

attempted. SDU's and other student

groups from across the province are
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planning to help man the picket lines

from Wednesday to Friday.

The point is not only to help a

strike with which students sympa-
thize; organizers hope that it will

also provide an opportunity for stu-

dents to talk to workers about areas
of common concern. A fluid teach-in

situation is envisaged, and some re-

source people will be brought in.

Most workers write off students as
people who either openly identify

with management or who just don't

care about anything outside their

campuses and careers.

Anyone interested in going up to

Peterboro next week for one, two, or

three days should contact Andy Wer-
nick (920-3874) or Jennv Penny (925-

75601.

We welcome letters and
comment articles on all sub-

jects. Typewritten submissions

get first preference and for

legal reasons we have to

know who you are, although

you can use a pseudonymn for

publication. Letters and articles

may be edited for length.

The Varsity regrets the pass-

ing of The Review for this is-

sue. Review editor Mike Igna-

tieff has promised us a Review

next week as soon as the staff

returns from Acapulco, New-
market and Hong Kong.



COMMENT

The gathering storm in

the political science dept.
By PHIUP RESNICK

Philip Resnick is a graduate stu-
dent in political science and one o/
those participating in a counter-
seminar to Prof. Stephen Clark-
son's course on Ideology.

Matters are rapidly coming to
a head in the Department of Po-
litical Science between graduate
students on the one hand, and a
largely reactionary faculty on the
other. Two events in the last

month have made it patently
clear that the Department has no
intention of moving on student
demands, and that the Associate
Chairman of the Department,
Jean Edward Smith, and his cro-

nies, are counting on student apa-
thy to allow them to preserve
their power untramelled.

The first regards a committee
set up early this year to investi-

gate changes in the graduate pro-

gram. Chaired by Sandy Lakoff, a
fellow American brought in by
Smith and largely disliked for his

pomposity and arrogance by both

students and other faculty

members, this committee met
with students on two occasions in

October and has not been heard
from since. During its sessions,

almost all graduate students
united in pressing for the aboli-

tion of comprehensives, and for a

British-type system in which
primary emphasis would be
placed on the thesis.

OTHER IDEAS

It became rapidly clear that

Lakoff had other ideas in mind,

that he was interested in modell-

ing graduate studies as much as

possible on the American model,

with professionalism entailing

rigorous seminar and comprehen-

sive requirements. The man had

no comprehension of the tradition

of political science in this coun-

try, and could only define Cana-
dian political science in terms of

the standards that prevail in the
imperialist power from which he
comes and to which he will prob-
ably return.

In any event, a promised report
of this committee, scheduled to

appear by Dec. 15th last, has not
been submitted. Graduate stu-

dents, several of whom took the
trouble of presenting written
briefs to this committee, are
thoroughly angry.

The second event concerns the

Counter-Seminar on Ideology, set

up by graduate students discon-

tented with a seminar being of-

fered by Stephen Clarkson and
ostensibly on the same topic. The
Counter-Seminar has thus far

dealt with theories of conscious-

ness from Hegel to George Lu-
kacs, and is preparing this term
to undertake a systematic study
of the biases of contemporary
American political science, as

well as one or two concrete stud-

ies of liberal capitalism in Can-
ada. Participation has thus far

been enthusiastic, with up to 30

people, including several faculty

members, attending sessions. In

short, the Counter-Seminar is a

functioning reality.

ACCREDITATION DENIED
But it has now become patently

clear that accreditation is to be

denied the group, that Clarkson

and the Department will only

sanction work done in his semi-

nar, according to his liberal

biases, with no student control. A
provisional agreement worked
out with Clarkson earlier this

year has proved worthless, and

we are back to the old academic
authoritarianism of yesterday.

The Department refuses to

sanction a student-run seminar,

even though its subject matter is

superior to most of the crap it

passes off as scholarship. More
concretely, the Department can-
not accept the concept of a radi-

cal critique of political science as
it is (i.e. a rationaliser of the lib-

eral capitalist system I and seeks
to banish all intellectual dissent
to the periphery of the university.

For many graduate students,

these two events have revealed
the complete bad faith of the

Department and the need for vig-

orous student action, if anything

is to change. The demand for

student parity in all decision-

making, not least over hiring and
firing, is beginning to gain sup-

port, much as it has at McGill,

Ottawa, and Simon Fraser. Re-
jection of American behaviorism

and "professionalism" is wide-

spread, not least because that

professionalism has turned Amer-
ican social science since World
War II into an agent of repres-

sive liberalism both in the Ameri-
can Empire and at home. That is

not the kind of political science

which we want here, celebrating

American "democracy" and the

American way.

But it is not Jean Edward
Smith, until 1961 a full-time offi-

cial in the US Department of

Defense, and since then, intermit-

tently a consultant, or Sandy
Lakoff, or T. L. Thorson, an apol-

ogist for Daley's actions in Chica-

go, who will bring that about.

The Counter-Seminar will be

meeting today at 2 p.m. as usual,

at the Textbookstore on Huron
St., Room 332. to map out the

course of action to be pursued in

the weeks ahead. All graduate

students in Political Science, and
all students of political science

wanting substantial change in the

running of this Department, are

invited to this important meeting.

LETTERS

ends and means

I should like to make a brief

comment on Geoffrey Nathan's

"open letter" to the Varsity of

Jan. 8. He is quite right in char-

acterizing even non-violent sit-ins

as a use of force, and quite right

in deploring the toleration of any

force by university administra-

tors. I disagree with him, how-

ever, on two counts.

"Force is always immoral" as

a categorical statement (which is

surely what it is) is quite in er-

ror In many situations force is

undoubtedly acceptable — it just

depends what the ends are.

Though I have no use for the

thoughts and aims of V. I. Lenin.

I have to concede that his exas-

peration at similar remarks is

much to the point. If the ends

don't justify the means — what*

in heavens name does? The cor-

rect position as I see it is "Only

the ends justify the means" and
it is an empirical question as to

when they do.

This brings me to my second

point and that is the reason I am
opposed to the use of force is

precisely because the ends in this

case do not justify the implica-

tion of the means. The use of

force to achieve ones ends de-

stroys the basic principles of an

ordered and democratic society

and sets up precedents that

could, were they followed, lead

to a state of anarchy and the rule

of force. This is what happened

in Chicago and I think it is too

high a price to pay for whatever

goals student radicals seem to be

championing.
Tom Vinci

in vio

philosophy appeal

\ WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF
EXISTENCE OF THE HUMAN
RACE?

2. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF
MY LIFE?

Please send your answers to:

PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE RESEARCH
Postal Station "A"
Box 2704

Edmonton 15. Alberta

Youth is the time of life when the

above questions are urgent. Therefore
your letter will be particularly valu-

able to researchers, members of the

Canadian Philosophical Association.

Your answers should be anonymous.
This is to give you complete freedom
of expression. Give your age and sex

only. Some of the answers may be
chosen to be quoted in intended publi-

cations therefore, if you wish to be
able to identify your answer — sign it

with any ficticious name you want.

If you want to express any opinion
about the above questions, please do
so. Also feel free to restate them the

way you put them in your private

philosophical thinking. Thank you for

your cooperation.

Researchers

IBy HARRIET

^ K(DECKLE

m ,and

,

a half
Open letter to Geoffrey Nathan

Dear Mr. Nathan.

I wish to express my disagreement with
your analysis of SAC's actions on the Board
of Governors' brief to the Committee on
University Affairs. You have managed to

distort and confuse practically every issue
you dealt with in your open letter to Dr.
Bissell. (Jan. 81

You claimed that the "University Admin-
istration . . . surrenders to threats of physi-

cal force on the campus". I submit that a
"non-obstructive sit-in' can hardly be
called physical force. And the fact that the

"student body in general . . . ratified" this

move shows that most students support the

"students in power".
If as you say. "the entire university is at

the mercy of the whims of the students in

power", certainly the students who put

them in power agree with their views. If

not. they had a chance last spring to vote
into power the students they felt truly re-

presented their views.

What truly is at stake here is freedom
itself, which you seem to have taken for

granted. The basis of a free society, or a
university, is NOT "a community where the

initiation of force or the threat of force is

not permitted."

The fact that the Board of Governors and
the President's Council would even consider

presenting a secret brief which will affect

our education and our children's is in effect

a corruption of freedom It is suppressing

information. The Board of Governors made
a mistake; they knew it; they gave in will-

ingly

Then you raise the question of who should

run the university It should "remain in

control of those who own it," you say. But

those who own it. whom you call "the tax-

payers", do not. in fact, control it. The
Board of Governors and the administration

control it. By preparing secret briefs, they

keep secret from the so-called "owners"
their actions in controlling it.

And if an owner should be in complete

control of what he owns, there would be

very little freedom in our society at all Let

me draw one example: the apartment build-

ing.

One man, or corporation or company of

men, owns it. Yet they are forbidden by law

to completely control it — thank heaven.

They cannot discriminate against tenants

according to race. They cannot evict some-

one without a valid reason. They cannot tell

the people in the building how to live

(outside of certain health regulations and

fire regulations, of course.)

So you see, Mr. Nathan, that the public

release of the brief is more significant than

the brief, itself, or any briefs at all. It is a

question of freedom.

Students, like apartment tenants, inhabit

the university. A person in a free society

has at least a right to a voice and a vote, if

not total control, over his own environment.

And I submit that within the next year or

two. Mr. Nathan, you will find this univer-

sity a quite oppressive environment. And I

also submit that it would be a great deal

worse if some students were not concerned

about having some control over this envi-

ronment.
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FAT DADDY'S CINEMA PERMENENTE NARCOTIQUE

PRESENTS ANOTHER EL T0PN0CH0 SUPREMO MOVIE

Walt Disney's - 20,000 LEAGUES BENEATH THE SEA

with KIRK DOUGLAS & JAMES MASON

FRI., SAT., S SUN.: JAN. 10, 11, 12 al 10 P.M., and MIDNITE

ADMISSION - 50?

ROCHDALE COLLEGE, 341 BLOOR ST. W.. Second Floor

A MOVIE A WEEK KEEPS THE PINK IN YOUR CHEEK.

If you lived in an apartment with at least two rooms any
time in 1968 you can get back part of your rent under the On-
tario Government's new tax rebate system, by contacting
your landlord.

If your landlord refuses to comply, you should contact the

Department of Municipal Affairs at 964-8110.

THE SPEAK
EASY

"Toronto's Newest Joint"

Sing Along With The

SPEAKEASY DIXIELAND BAND
S2> BLOOR ST, W, JUit cm »i Baffiuni.

Open 12 noon—1 a.m.

LICENSED 531-4292

HALF PRICE TEA PARTIES
I VI' II V DJI

FROM 12 NOON TO 7 P.M.

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips
To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

Dates: SATURDAY. JANUARY 1 1, 1969.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391 - 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

OR

Susan Lowes 444-8888

6:30 PM-9.00 PM

EFFICIENT •
READING •
PROGRAMME
10 Week Course Beginning Monday

January 13, 1969.

$21.50
2 classes nightly

5:30; 7:30

Maximum: 280 people

REGISTER

IMMEDIATELY

S.A.C. OFFICE

Sponsored by S.A.C.

Services Commission

and U. of T. Library

Clubbed in

California

SAN FRANCISCO - Over
1,000 students and union pro-

fessors faced 200 clubwielding

riot policemen in front of the

entrance to San Francisco's

State College yesterday.

The demonstrators were
continuing their protest

against the firing of Black

Panther George Murray for

allegedly inciting the students

to riot.

The protestors are also

demanding the formation of a

black college and amnesty for

all those arrested.

Another 500 students at San

Fernando State College

clashed with police on their

campus demanding amnesty
for students arrested Dec. 4

when they occupied an ad-

ministration building.

Literary Notes
Attention all aspiring

writers, poets and literary

types in general! Bob Weav
er of the CBC Radio pro

gram Anthology will be

broadcasting a number of

shows, based on the works
submitted to him (by YOU)
In fact he will even have a

few authors on to talk about

their works. Submit any-

thing of this nature to Jack

Ludwig at Massey College,

before the end of January.

Jack Ludwig would like to

form a group from those

who submit writing for the

above mentioned show.

Also very noteworthy
Robert Lowell. American
poet, will be coming to U of

T the week of Jan. 21.

XEROX COPIES
5* 4'each

FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2«
each

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

t Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

• Quality Guaranteed

A
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

DEPTH EDUCATION GROUPS
Seminars for Study, Strategy & Action

Mon. Jan. 13 THE STUDENT MOVEMENT

4 p.m. IN CANADA

South Sitting Room, Hart House

Mon. Jan. 13 CHURCHES and TAXATION

4 p.m. S.C.M. Office, Hart, House

Tues. Jan. 14 CANADA .
& THE QUEBEC

4 p.m. RADICALS

South Sitting Room, Hart House

Tues. Jan. 14 21ST CENTURY LIFE STYLES

4 p.m. S.C.M. Office, Hart House

Wed. Jan. 15 POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF

4 p.m. THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

S.C.M. Office, Hart House

Thurs. Jan. 16 THE UNIVERSITY OFTORONTO

4 p.m. STRUCTURE & GOVERNMENT

S.C.M. Office, Hart House

Fr. Jan. 17 NEW FORMS OF CHRISTIAN

4 p.m. COMMUNITY

S.C.M. Office, Hart House

FURTHER INFORMATION & BROCHURE AVAILABLE
STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT 923-9727
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SKIN & BONES

RABBIT HOODS - $12.00

ANTIQUE FUR COATS
FROM S20.00

SHEEP & LAMBSKINS
- SI 2.00

690 YONGE ST.

922-3010

Have Skis,

Will Schuss
Jual you and the snow and

the \\ ind Hying by.That's the

fantastic feeling of ski-

ing.That's freedom.

There's another sort of

freedom thai makes
skiing sour sport an> day

of the month, all season.

That's the freedom you

get by usingTampax
tampons. Internally worn

Tampax tampons can 1

!

interfere or caose

discomfort .
No bulk) pad to

slow you down or show

through your stretch pants.

No disposal problem.

No worry about where to

carry a spare. In fact,

it'ssort ol'like not

having any period at all.

Millions of active"young

women all over the

World have used billions

ofTainpax tampons.

Maybe von should lind out

vi h> . start usingTampax
tampons this season

and ski tree.

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S

546 Yonge St. 922-3111

HUSTLING DANCE
DRILL HALL

FRIDAY JAN. 10 - 8.30
(OR AFTER THE GAME)

Guys 75( Girls 50t

Featuring ...

THE ALTAR EGO

it's not work,

it's pure enjoyment'
Bill Jackson, manager of group benefits for London Life in Toronto

"I studied actuarial sciences

at college. But before gradu-

ating, I decided I didn't want
to be behind a desk. That

sounded like work. Instead,

J
wanted freedom, plus the

opportunity to get out and
meet people. My career in

group insurance has given me
this. As a result, my job isn't

work — it's pure enjoyment.
From my first day with London
Life, I received something
more than a regular salary —
the opportunity to determine
my own earnings beyond this

figure. There's no ceiling

And if you earn a promotion,

you get it."

m

1 m

After receiving a B.A. from

the University of Toronto in

1 964, Bill Jackson completed

an intensive training course

at the head office of London
Life. He began in Toronto as

a group benefits representa-

tive and two years later was
promoted to a group super-

visor in Sault Ste. Marie. Re-

cently, he was appointed
manager of group benefits in

Toronto. To learn more about

careers in group insurance,

see your placement officer. Or

write to the Personnel Depart-

ment, London Life Insurance

Co., London, Ontario.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

km. i. il ONTARIO

London Life Insurance Company
Head Office : London, C anada
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Rosencrantz and Guildenstern go on in cryptic conversation
By LARRY HAIVEN

Raskolnikov, the hero of
Dostoevsky's Crime and Pun-
ishment, said he believed
there were some people in

the world who could do what-
ever they pleased. They were
the conquerors; all the rest

of the people were the vanqu-
ished, the non-beings.

So he killed two old ladies

and the long series of existen-

tial heroes in modern litera-

ture began.

Near the end of Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern are
Dead. Rosencrantz cries out

to nobody in particular,

"We've done nothing wrong!
We didn't harm anyone. Did
we?"

And while the characters in

Hamlet are busily dying their
gory and tragic deaths, the
pair stand by, nervously sur-
veying the carnage. They
even watch their own deaths.
They have no control over
what is happening. Guilden-
stern stabs the Player King
in a fit of desperation only to
discover that it was a fake
knife.

Rosencrantz and Guilden-
stern are so free they don't
know where they're going or
why from one minute to the
next. But because of that,

they can never take control
of their lives. They don't
want to kill anybody; they
hesitate at making decisions.

Are these Rosencrantz and Guildenstern? Does it matter? Does

anything matter? The O'Keefe Centre sent us this picture of

Hamlet and Ophelia because R & G were dead at the time.

GRADUATES STUDENTS' UNION

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

' Col lege Sid. Sm

Hall

GSU

} Bancroft Ave'

16 Bancroft Ave.,

Toronto 5.

928-2391

New
Physics

Bldg.

-7:p.m.

Fee S

CURLING

January 14th (and every Tuesday)

"The Terrace", 70 Mutual St. (at DunrJas)

.00. All Graduate Students interested please

Phone 928-2391.

CHARTER FLIGHT

Toronto - London (return)

May 29th - September 2nd

Seats still available for Graduate Students only.

Phone 928-2391 for further information.

They want to be carried
along by life and they can't
help it.

So while they are being
carried along by life, they
engage in a running repartee,

plays of logic and games of

chance that are both dazzling
and dumbfounding It is a
totally engrossing play.

God knows (Does he? I

don't know) Stoppard has put
enough devices into the play
to keep it from being boring.

Some of the best interchange
of dialogue in modern drama
passes between R & G. Their
cryptic conversation is con-
trasted with the pageantry
and spectacle of Elsinore.

The band of players come on
and off with dance, mime and
humor. But somehow, the

play becomes tedious, espe-

cially near the end. This de-

spite the fact that a short-

ened version is being per-

formed at the O'Keefe Cen-
tre.

I wish I could recommend

Rosencrantz and Guildnstern
as a play that will wake you
up and make you reexamine
your life But it just doesn't
do that. Its brilliance can
only be attributed to the so-

phisticated comedy, the great
intelligence and wit that Tom
Stoppard has assembled. It's

a showpiece.

r

The cast performing the
play at the O'Keefe Centre
has put together a less than
brilliant interpretation. Only
Brian Murray as Rosencrantz
manages to bring the play out
past the proscenium and into
the audience. This was proba-
bly because of his facial

continued on poge 13

Worship for Students

"TRUTH-and THE CHRIST'

Professor J.Charles Hay,
PREACHER

Knox College Chapel
59 ST. GEORGE ST.

Sunday, January 12th, I 1 :00 A.M.

Coffee Period Following Service

hey there, yes

you, the one
reading our ad

want a job?
Are you a 1 969 graduate in arts,

science, business administration or

commerce?

Then you got one!

If— you can meet the rigid require-

ments of our marketing management,

accounting, computer systems, admin-

istration or actuarial science programs.

We offer you concrete career opportu-

nities. They arc uniquely outlined in

our Anthology.

Watch for it.

Our man will be conducting interviews

at your University

FRIDAY JANUARY 17

Can you meet the challenge?

Register now at the placement office

for your interview.

The Canada Life Assurance Company
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w Macro out, micro in.. Langdon

THINGS YOU NEVER LEARN IN

SCHOOL

CENTRAL YMCA offers

IN TOUCH: A T-group experience for single

young adults to explore the dynamics
of non-permanent man-woman rela-

tionships

D.H. BRUNDAGE . Ed. D., Resource Leader.

A 10-week series - begins Tuesday. January 14 - $45.00

Other Human Relations programs also available.

Call Central "V", 40 College Street at 921-5171 lor details.

By BRIAN JOHNSON
VARSITY SAC EDITOR

"I really think we've won the university

government battle," said student council

President Steven Langdon. "Now we've got

to talk to students, involve more people,

raise more questions."

Langdon leaned back in his chair and sur-

veyed his poster-filled office as he reflected

on the successes and failures of last term

and contemplated changes for this term.

"I want to spend less time negotiating

with the administration this year," he said,

"and spend more time in talking to stu-

dents."

Langdon wants to talk to students on the

"micro level" of informal, small groups.

Last term the "macro level" didn't work,

he admitted.

"The whole Tent City thing was a disas-

ter," he said. "It could have been a total

disaster, but the mass meetings started to

pull it out of the fire. But generally we real-

ly blew it."

The Tent City campaign was meant to hit

students with the concrete issue of housing

at the beginning of term, to dramatize the

issue and to provide temporary accommo-
dation. But few students were interested,

the project fizzled and money was lost.

Some useful mass meetings, a blue paper on

housing, and "the-site-of-Tent-City" appella-

tion for the area in front of Hart House

were all that emerged from the project.

But SAC recovered to win some major
victories.

Langdon singled out SAC's success in

formulating the CUG structure as a keynote

of the year.

It happened at a meeting of the Associa-

tion of Teaching Staff. Bob Rae (IV UC)
was there to present SAC's formula that

would eliminate the Board of Governors
from CUG and establish equal student-fac-

ulty representation. President Claude Bis-

sell was there to present his plan whereby
students would be overshadowed by faculty,

alumni, and board representatives.

In a dramatic speech, Rae refuted Bis-

sell's argument and swayed the ATS to ac-

cept the SAC proposal—a great moral victo-

ry for SAC.

Last term's policy showed a slow evolu-

tion of student involvement—from the fac-

ulty council meetings on the Macpherson

Report to the final confrontation over the

"secret" brief.

"I am not satisfied with what came out of

the Macpherson Report." says Langdon.
"but it was valuable to have the precedent

of a student-faculty committee instituted.

And for the 300 to 400 students who saw the

first meeting of the faculty council, it must
have been a real mind-blowing experience.

"OSAP was important psychologically for

us. People got activated enough to march."
Langdon feels. SAC organizers attracted

1,000 people to march on Queen's Park.

Student involvement culminated in the

much-publicized incident of the "secret"

brief.

"The brief was the big thing." says Lang-

don. "We found we could mobilize the coun-

cil. And there was wide support from right

across the student body."

Langdon feared the danger of co-option,

which he defines as "beginning to play by
the rules that already exist, to relate only

to the structures that already exist."

That kind of sublimation of ideas makes
basic change impossible.

"There was a drift towards that at the

end of the term," he added. "We're going to

review our whole university government

policy this term—partly because of CUG.
Now we've had more experience in dealing

with university governing bodies."

SAC only has two months to work with

this term, but its program is heavy: a deci-

sion on whether or not to go ahead with the

College St. housing project; investigation

into university research; forming the book-

store committee; spending more time and

money on community and social action; a

review of the Student Information Bureau,

negotiation for the campus centre; a contin-

uation of the FU of T.

SAC is also initiating a new program

called Agitprop, an organized attempt to

contact and talk to students.
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RUNNING LOW
ON VARSITY BACK COPIES

FOR YOUR FIRES?

COME ON IN WHERE ITS

WARM!

The Varsity needs all

types. Only one co-requisite:

INTEREST. Those interested

in helping in the photo de-

partment, come to the offices

today at 1 pm. Bring any new
ideas for photo features and

general improvements in pho-

tos. All others interested in

helping out. come to a staff

meeting at 1 pm Monday.
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TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MARY DALE STOTT
MAJOR IE DAVIS

536 HURON ST.

922-7624



Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
continued from page 1

1

expressions which (if y0u
could see them from the back
row ZZ) showed another
human being, a bit funnier
than most, but completely
natural and innocent. George
Backman as Guildenstern
withdrew into himself and
William Brydon as the Player
King spat out his lines as if

he were in a continual tan-

trum. Douglas Norwick as
Alfred, one of the tragedians,

made the most of his small
part as did all of the players.

Is Stoppard trying to make
us sit up and take notice that
we will die or is he simply
playing little games of intelli-

gence with idea? That's the
problem when putting on the
play. You can only tell a per-
son so many times that he
will die and then it becomes
a dead issue. So you have to
concentrate on the games.

But the play becomes very
serious near the end. Ft & G
have lost the last commit-

ment they were given,

(taking Hamlet to England)
and they are alone on a boat
that is. by sheer momentum,
taking them toward eternity.

This is when they really start

to rebel but it is too late

They are trapped.

The question remains: Who
is better off, Hamlet or our
two un-heroes? That's some-
thing the play never answers.
At least in Waiting for Godot,
all the characters were equal-

ly lost. All of the characters

there were equally absurd

You could read what vou

wanted into it But in Ft & G.

neither Hamlet nor Ft & G
is totally absurd; who do we
identify with''

It's probably the best play

to hit Toronto for a long

time (Che Guevara is Mick-
ey Mouse compared to it I. Go
see it for a brilliant example

of words, if for anything. It's

quite an experience.

This is a blurb Not only
that, it is a party blurb. All

Varsity people and other
friends of the Burger Lady
can and must attend a soiree
this evening at a place an-
nounced within the confines
of Varsity office Do come
up, see us and find out where,
when and who Why is ob-
vious Bring your chimes.

BEVVARE THE

DON T LEAVE
PURSES ON TABLES

GIRLS
OVER 17

IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO DATE A NEW

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR
EACH WEEK. OR YOU
WOULD LIKE A CHANGE

OF BOYFRIEND,
THEN JOIN THE DATING

GAME
-

AT
DIAL - A — DATE

Coll 929-0611 - 1:00 lo 10:00 p.m.

Have you
considered this

Leadership Profession?
The qualities of leadership show up in men
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as

their profession, since those who are resource-

ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet-

ing and working with people and can stand

strong on their convictions, are the business

leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant

you may apply your talents in a public ac-

counting practice, in industry, education, or

government. Each avenue provides rich re-

wards for the diligent, for the Chartered

Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business

and financial world.

Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-
tants who employ CA students are those

participating in this advertisement. These firms

and others are interviewing on your campus
The names of most local CA firms are listed

in your yellow pages under the heading.

Accountants — Public.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.

15 Wellington Street West

Toronto 1

Gray, Butcher, Frost & Company
185 Bay Street

Toronto

Peat. Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

4 King Street West

Toronto 1

Price Waterhouse & Co.

All Canadian Offices

Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson

All Canadian Offices

Perlmutter, Orenstein, Giddens, Newman & Co.

Toronto

Riddell. Stead, Graham & Hutchison

Toronto and other offices

G. H. Ward & Partners

Toronto

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO - Scarborough Campus
Jan. 20 - Jan. 24

Check with placement office for specific

requirements of each firm.

Whether you have decided on your future or not, this

is an excellent opportunity to find out more about
Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-
campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your
placement officer, or write directly to:

The Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario,
69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.
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TODAY

1 p.m.

U of T Community Chest holds its

first organizational meeting, planning

the way to raise $10,000 during 1969.

Rm. 1022 Sid Smith.

Department of Geology Films.

Bring your lunch. Mining building

Rm 128.

2 p.m.

Counter-seminar. Important meet-

ing for all members of seminar, as

well as for graduate and undergradu-

ate students in political science con-

cerned with change in the depart-

ment. Textbook Store Rm. 332.

7:30 p.m.

SHOUT - student's health organiza-

tion — general meeting. ISC. 33 St.

George
UC Dept. of English Film Program:
Animal Farm, animated. Admission
free. UC Rm. 104-05

HERE AND NOW
8 p.m.

The Great Proletarian Cultural

Revolution in China, a talk by Gora
Ebrahim. Pan-Africanist Congress
representative on the secretariat of

the Afro-Asian Journalist's Associa-

tion, Peking, China. Comrade Gora
has just come from China Cumber-
land Hall. ISC 33 St. George.

8:30 p.m.

Temple University Choir presents a

concert of contemporary choral mu-
sic Great Hall, Hart House.

Hustling Dance 75c guys, 50c girls,

After the hockey game, Drill Hall.

10 p.m.

Fat Daddy presents Walt Disney's:

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. with

Kirk Douglas and James Mason.

Admission 50c. Also showing at mid-
night Rochdale, 341 Bloor W,. 2nd

Floor.

10:30 p.m.

Coffee House — live entertainment.

Wymilwood, Victoria College.

SATURDAY

9:30 p.m.

Conference: World Revolution,
sponsored by the Canadian Interna-

tionalists (Marxist-Leninist). Hardial

Bains. Chairman and Director of the

Necessity for Change Institute for

Ideological Studies will speak. Music
Rm. Hart House.

2 p.m.

Conference: World Revolution.

sponsored by the Canadian Interna-

tionalists (Marxist-Leninist). Bob
Cruise, chairman of the Canadian
Student Movement speaks against

imperialism. Music Rm.. Hart
House.

7:30 p.m.

Conference: World Revolution:

Gora Ebrahim, Pan-Africanist Con-

gress secretary for foreign affairs,

speaks on Liberation Struggles in

Southern Africa. Music Rm., Hart

House.

8 p.m.

Progressive Conservative Club's Sir

John A. MacDonald birthday party.

Get into the spirits of Sir John A.

Robinhood Kd Islington.

10 p.m.
Fat Daddy presents Walt Disney's:

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Ad-
mission 50c. Also showing at mid-
night Rochdale, 341 Bloor W 2nd
floor,

SUNDAY

2:30 p.m.
Toronto Student Movement general

meeting, preparation for Peterbor-
ough. 44 St. George.

8:30 p.m.
U of T Chorus and the Hart House
Orchestra present a concert perform-
ance of Gluck's opera, Orpheus and
Euridice Great Hall, Hart House.

10 p.m.
Fat Daddy presents again, even:

20,000 Leagues under the Sea. Also
showing at midnight. Admission 50c
Rochdale. 341 Bloor W. 2nd floor.

^^TERNS OF CULTURE"

Complete ayear's

required reading

in10weeks.
Whalevcr you're studying, from first year English to fifth

year medicine, there are a lot of texts you should read, a

large number of books you have to read. Now, by reading

three times faster, you can cover all of your required reading

in less than one third of the normal time. Or read three times

as much as the average student.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course teaches you

to read faster, with improved comprehension. To retain

more of what you read, and to concentrate more easily.

If you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Give yourself two-thirds more time to read more, learn

more, be more. Call us now at 923-4681 and enroll in one of

the dynamic reading courses starling next week. Or attend a

free "Mini-lesson" at one of the locations listed below. Dis-

cover in fifteen minutes your potential as a dynamic reader.

And how with some applied study you too can become an

Evelyn Wood graduate.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics

Institute

ings on LOGIC

1 104 Bay Street Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free "Mini-lesson"
Evening "Mini Lessons" Monday Jan. 13 — Inn on the Park, Edwards Room 8.00 PM, Tuesday Jan. 14 — Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute,

Yorkdalc Shopping Centre 8.00 PM, Wednesday Jan. 15 — Old Mill, Habitant Room 8.00 PM, Thursday Jan. 16 — Canadiana Motor Hotel. Muskoka
Room 8.00 PM. Daytime "Mini Lessons" Monday Jan. 13 and Tuesday Jan. 14 — King Edward Hotel, Upper Canada Room 12.30 PM, Wednesday
Jan. IS and Thursday Jan. 16 — Sutton Place, The Board Room 12.30 PM. Classes begin Thursday, January 16ih through Sunday, January 26 at 1 104

Bay Street and Yorkdalc Shopping Centre Institutes.
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INTERFAC ROUNDUP

Little Dawk helps Vic to top
By GELIIUS

HOCKEY

Wright, Fraser, and Dawkins (-"a little

dawk "; the Great Dawk is extinct. ) scored as

Vic blanked Trin, 3-0.

Beliveau (hmm.) and Fitzpatrick were
scorers as SMC and Law tied one on. 1-1.

Comeback of the year! Lazarus scored

twice to lead Meds over Erin, 6-2. Other

Meds marksmen were Myers (2), Burul and

Richardson. Robb and Ryan hit for Erin.

Puff the Magic Dragan (UC II) and Wilson

(Knick Knox) scored in a 1-1 draw.

For. (Polk, Weller- "I've Got To Admit

It's Getting Weller"- The Beatles) 2, Vic II 2

too (McLelland, Harvey.)

BASKETBALL

Not even Lloyd Rossman's two points

could save Meds from dropping a 31-21 deci-

sion to PHE A. McKay had eight for the
winners, Kent 10 for Meds.
New 29. Pharm 28. Derlick ("the police-

man was derlick in his duty") led Gnus with
8. (The gnu is a small south African antelope
related to the igloo.) Bayly replied "nine"
for Pharm.
Trin (Storey, 6) beat Arch (John 9), 18-16

SMC B artaxerxed Erin, 6-27. S. O'Connor
had 14 for SMC B; Shaw, Sprogis and Sibald
(a type of horse; cf. "piebald") each scored
nine for the losers.

PHE B (Plastina 12) took Vic D, 40-31.

Maver (the Roman God of War) had 8 in re-

ply.

CONTEST

"Is this a dagger I see before me'" Send
all answers to "Contest", Varsity Sports. The
decision of the judges is ludicrous.

B-ball Blues end preps
Basketball buffs will

have their last chance to

see this year's Varsity

Blues in exhibition compe-
tition when the dribblers

play their final two pre-

season games this week-

end.

Blues meet Ryerson to-

night at 7 30 on the latter's

home court and then face

Osgoode Law School 5:00

p.m Saturday evening at

Glendon Hall.

photo by MIKE KILIORAN

JOHN HADDEN

Varsity opens their Sen-

ior Intercollegiate Basket-

ball League schedule next

Saturday afternoon when
they host Western Mus-
tangs at York's (Steeles

Campus) physical educa-

tion building The Steeles

campus court will be the

site of all Varsity home
games this season follow-

ing the decision of the U of

T athletic directorate to

move from Hart House.

Blues still will hold most
of their practices in Hart
House.

Ultimate success this

week-end and throughout

the rest of the season for

John McManus and his

team will likely vary di-

rectly with the scoring of

guards Larry Trafford and
Bruce Dempster and the

rebounding of centre John
Hadden.

Western and Windsor
both boast lineups stacked

with talent and it is unlike-

ly Blues will dislodge ei-

ther of them from the

league's two top spots.

Rather, Varsity's quarrel

will be with McMaster and
Waterloo for the third and

final playoff berth.

And, to make things just

a little tougher for the

Toronto team, the switch

from practice conditions in

cramped Hart House to the

game atmosphere of the

spacious courts on which

all league games will be

played, will certainly re-

quire quick adjustments.

Game time for next Sat-

urday's game with Western

will be 3 p.m All Saturday

games will start at this

time with midweek con-

tests slated to begin at 8:15

p.m.

SIHL STANDINGS

EASTERN DIVISION WEStEHN DIVISION

Toronto

Wootom
Witoitoo

Blues' Bob McClelland (16) scores his team's sixth goal during

Wednesday night's game. John Wright at right set score up
when he passed puck into goalmouth.

NORTH YORK
BOARD OF EDUCATION

Invites applications from those who wish to enroll in the

INTERNSHIP PLAN for

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Applicants must have the following qualifications:

A4-year Honour Degree or a general B.A., with a minimum

age of 25 as of September. 1969.

o r

An acceptable university degree plus one year of post

graduate study such as Bachelor of Library Science; grad-

uation from the Institute of Child Study; A.R.C.T.. etc.

The "Plan" includes:
- initial orientation of 20 consecutive days during May

and June, 1969. Candidates to be paid at the rate of

$20. per day.
- a 6-week summer course. July 2 to August 8. 1969, at

Lakeshore Teachers' College. Cost of course to be

borne by the Department of Education.

- "Practice" teaching experience under supervision.

September to December. 1969. Salary at the rate of

S400. per month. Thereafter, salary according to

qualifications and responsibility assumed

- a final summer session in July and August. 1970.

WRITTEN APPLICATIONS should be sent before

January 31 , 1969. to-

DR. H.R. PARTLOW
Superintendent of Professional Development

IS Oakburn Cresent. Willowdale. Ontario.

F.W. Minkler, B.A.. D.Paed. Bruce C. Bone. B. A.. C.A.

Director of Education Chairman

YORK UNIVERSITY
VANIER COLLEGE

presents

THE

KENSINGTON MARKET
and the HARTFIELD

FRI.JAN.IO 8:30 pm

Adm. $2.00
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ICEMEN HOME TONIGHT AFTER ZAPPING GUELPH 15-2

John Wright (blurry 4) moves in for shot on Guelph net during Bluet 15-2

drubbing of Gryphons on Wednesday night. Here goaler Jim Norton moves out

to cut down the angle on Wright while defencemen Jim Forbes (2) and Barry

Poag (4) move in to lend assistance. Many similar situations did not have such

a happy ending for Gryphons as Wright, Gord Cunningham, Paul Laurent and

Steve Monteith managed to score three goals each.

By PHIL BINGLEY

It's home sweet home for

Tom Watt and his Varsity

hockey Blues this evening

when they meet winless

McMastcr Marlins in a 8:00

p.m. tilt. Blues, who have not

had the smell of a home
crowd since December 13

(they pasted Mustern Mus-

tangs 7-2 that night), return

to Varsity Arena after a se-

ries of successful road trips

— latest of which was a 15-2

trouncing of Guelph Gryphons
on Wednesday night.

The shinny credentials of

tonight's visiting Marlins are

suspect if past performances

this season are any indica-

tion. McMaster has dropped

each of their three league

starts, including an embar-

rassing 6-4 decision to Wind-

sor Lancers.

Gary Sp'oar. Marlin s age-

less warrior, is again the

premier member of coach

Bill Mahoney's charges.

Spoar annually ranks among
the most consistent scorers in

the SIHL and has collected

four of the team's 10 goals so

far this year.

Other noteworthy returnees

include defencemen Mike
Brierly and Bill Chalepenko

and forwards Mac Hickox.

Frank Hincks and Mike
Lynch.

Marlin netminder Ian

Budge is best characterized

by his inconsistency. When he

is hot he is very, very hot and

when he is cold, bring out the
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computers.

In the Varsity camp, at-

tempts to field a complete

unit have been thwarted by

flak from the Hong Kong flue

(cf; Hong Kong Bong). Bill

L'Heureux and Mike Boland

both missed Wednesday's
Guelph game because of the

bug and their status for to-

night is uncertain.

Tom Little, who along with

Adrian Watson possesses the

league's best goals against

average, will guard the home
cage this evening. Tom has

played in each of Blues' last

five starts while Adrian is

recovering from a shoulder

injury suffered in the Centen-

nial tournament.

HE SHOOTS, HE SCORES

Connoisseurs of wide open
hockey would certainly have
thrilled to the Varsity-Guelph

display on Wednesday. In all,

17 goals were scored in the

contest — 15 of them by the

good guy visitors.

The letdown that was antic-

ipated after three big efforts

in the Montreal tournament
lasted only until the 19:03

mark of the first period. Up
until that point Guelph held a
1-0 lead and Blues appeared
sloppy and listless.

However, Steve Monteith

brought the team alive with a

quick wrist shot that found

the mark behind Gryphon
goaler Jim Horton. Seconds

later. Steve put linemate
Paul Laurent in the clear for

a high backhand marker and

Janua'v 10 1969

Blues skated to their change
room with a 2-1 lead.

For the final forty minutes
Varsity concentrated on im-

proving their point totals

while the Guelph skaters bat-

tled frustration and waited

for the final siren. Toronto
counted six unanswered goals

in the second period and sev-

en more in the third before

showering and leaving for

home.
John Wright and Monteith

shared scoring honors with

three goals and four assists

each. Paul Laurent was su-

perb as always with his three

goals and three assists while

Gord Cunningham picked up
where he stopped in Montreal

with three goals and a pair of

setups.

Brian St. John had a pair,

one of which came on a gor-

geous two-way passing play

with Monteith. and Bob Mc-
Clelland added single. Mc-
Clelland and the Big Bopper
Dave Field each chipped in

with four assists.

Tom Little made several

fine stops in the Toronto net

despite his relegation to the

role of an interested specta-

tor for much of the match.

NOTES . . . Fred Merlocco
moved up from St. Mike's of

the interfaculty league to fill-

in for Bill L'Heureux. Mer-
locco turned in a creditable

performance and earned an
assist on Paul Laurent's first

goal . John Weatherstone
scored both goals for Gry-
phons . . .

VARSITY SPORTS

Murph joins wrestlers

Varsity wrestling Blues
travel to McMaster tomorrow
for a tri-meet with Mac and
University of Guelph. How-
ever, the big news in the mat
room is the announcement
that head football coach Ron
Murphy will join the team
Monday and fill a similar

role.

Paul Beswick, who current-

ly shares coaching duties

with fellow wrestler Bill Alli-

son informed The Varsity of

the move last evening.

"Murph was around yester-

day and Thursday getting the

lay of the land and he will

take over on Monday. He has

never coached wrestling be-

fore but he has taught the

sport in phys-ed. classes."

Blues will have their

hands full in Hamilton
tomorrow. So far the team
has had a half-serious scrim-

mage with Guelph and a

meet with Mac which they

won. However. Beswick is

not overly optimistic about

Varsity's chances tomorrow.

"Guelph always has a

strong team (they're defend-

ing OQAA champions) and

the Mac squad we beat the

first time bears little resem-

blance to the one we wrestle

tomorrow. When we met
them before Christmas, most
of their best wrestlers were
writing exams."

photo by MIKE K1LLORA*

RON MURPHY

To add to Toronto's trou-

bles, first-stringers Bill Alli-

son (on tour in Winnipeg) and

Larry Barron will be missing

for tomorrow's meet. Allison

competes in the 167 lb. class

while Barron is in the 191 1°

grouping.
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Teach-in takes a
Ignores technicians: Downes

long, hard look at Hall-Dennis

By ART MOSES

The Hall Dennis Report

could give Ontario one of the

greatest educational systems

in the world, a Boston Uni-

versity professor told the

third session.

Prof. Theodore Brameld

urged the audience not to let

the report be dropped.

But the white-haired philos-

ophy of education professor

found several weaknesses, in

the report, including the fail-

ure to amply consider cultur-

al changes in society.

"Not enough attention has

been given to the crucial

question of teacher training.

A teacher should be as thor-

oughly prepared as a" doctor

or lawyer.

"I have too much respect

for our profession to settle

for any second-rate prepara-

tion. At the moment it is ex-

tremely poor. The fundamen-

tal core of such training

should be the hehaviorial sci-

ences." Prof. Brameld felt

insufficient emphasis is now
being placed on this area.

"Furthermore all prospec-

tive teachers should have at a

minimum one year of intern-

ship." He drew applause

when he termed the present

system of practical teacher

training "absurd".
Brameld also took the Hall-

Dennis Report to task for

paying too little attention to

adult education.

"This field is just as funda-

mental to our critical and
revolutionary age as any oth-

er level. One of the problems

of getting the people of On-

tario to agree on the need for

educational reform is that the

majority of parents are igno-

rant of what is going on in

education because they left

school many years ago."

Finally, Brameld criticised

Hall-Dennis for inadequate

treatment 'of the curriculum

which would replace the old

one if the Report is imple-

mented.

"We must realize in draw-

ing it up that virtually all ^
aspects of life are open to

"

question. We now know less

about ourselves than we know |
about the atom and how to

*

send a man to the moon. The

entire curriculum must be a

controversial curriculum,

nothing must be taught as a

final truth.

"Everything which we
teach must be concerned with

the future of man. We must
challenge our young people to

relate to this, to the problem

of the fulfillment of man," he

said.

"Teachers are now scared

to death of controversial is-

sues such as politics, religion

and sex, that in the midst of

a sexual revolution, sex edu-

cation has only begun." If

education is to deal with the

problems of man we are

being hypocritical if we don't

recognize that reproduction is

only part of sex education."

Part of the unrest in educa-

tion can be traced to the out-

dated hierarchical structures

of the schools, which must be

radically overhauled, he said.

Proponents and critics of the Ontario government's Hall-Dennis Report on education

clashed head on at a teach-in held at the College of Education Saturday.

More than 600 teachers, students and administrators from the Toronto area at-

tended the full day of sessions. Complete proceedings were taped and will be publ-

ished by the College.

Sterility still possible despite report
By GEOFF MEGGS

At the second session some
speakers termed the report

impractical and Utopian, oth-

ers hailed it as the beginning

of the end for the "subtle

fascism" in the present sys-

tem.

"It is no more restrictive

to say that there must be

grades, marks, examination,

and prescribed courses of

study than it is to say that

there must not be any of

these," said Dr. J. R H
Morgan a special assistant to

U of T president Claude Bis-

seU.

Dr. Morgan attributed the

conservatism of his remarks

to old age. a desire to show

both sides, and the fact that

his opinions were his own and

honest.

"One might adopt every

one of the recommendations

and still have a very sterile

and structured type of learn-

ing situation," he charged.

Dr. Morgan was supported

in his criticism by Joan
Morse. Head of History at

Continued on page 2

Report will survive only as myth

and social poetry: J.O. O'Neill

Ont. schools could be world's best: U.S. prof.

By LARRY HAIVEN

An architectural draftsman
severely criticized the Hall-

Dennis report at the first ses-
sion, chiefly for ignoring the
technical teacher and stu-

dent.

Lionel Downes, a student in

'he technical wing of the Col-
'ege of Education compared
the report to new homes giv-
en to Indians on reservations.

"They move from their
novels into these big, beauti-
ful homes. But they are not
allowed to take power from
tne power lines and theym°ve all their hovels into the
"ew homes. So they live in
these places with no heat and
no

electricity."

He also found fault with the

concept of autonomy for indi-

vidual schools. If this were to

happen, he said, some schools

would fall far behind others.

Larry Cherns. another Col-

lege of Education student,

praised the report for recom-

mending short courses for

parents and others on child

development as related to

schooling. "Students are

more cognizant than their

parents — which fact is part

of the underlying cause of the

so-called "generation gap
"

Frank Balmer, principal of

William Lyon Mackenzie Col-

legiate' Institute in Downs-

view said that "under such a

system, the good students

thrive. The average and be-

low average student would

probably not do as well and

more traditional scheduling

of time would have to be

employed
'

Many members of the audi-

ence criticised the fact that

the report itself paid very lit-

tle attention to students, con-

centrating mainly on the

teachers. Most vocal among
these was SAC Education

Consultant. Bob Bossin.

"How would you react to a

student calling you by your

first name?" he asked the

panel after Peter Miller.

Principal of Castlebar Ele-

mentary School in Etobicoke

had talked about student-

teacher respect.

By BARB WITT

"If the Hall-Dennis Report

is going to survive it is going

to survive as myth and social

poetry."' J.O. O'Neill, associ-

ate professor of Sociology at

York University said at the

fourth session.

"Our first responsibility is

to protect children from the

world, second to protect chil-

dren from ourselves, and

third to grow old together."

he continued

"What the report has done

is to set up a straw man and

then atlack him." insisted

Robert Saunders, assistant

secretary of the Ontario Sec-

ondary School Teacher's Fed-

eration.

He also expressed disagree-

ment with the child-centered

concept of education put forth

by the report, and pointed to

the importance of the subject

matter in determining what

is taught.

M. F. Grapko. head of the

Institute of Child Study said

the report should be more

thoroughly researched, citing

the instance of Saskatchewan

which is now having second

thoughts about its ungraded

schools.

But Hank Hedges, a mem-
ber of the commission who
sat in for flu-bound co-author

Lloyd Dennis, sounded an op-

timistic note, saying that in

many schools the report has

already been implemented,

and in many more is in the

process of being implement-

ed.

The exciting part of the

teach-in came when the audi-

ence was invited to partici-

pate. Longhaired Lee Tepper-

mann. a student from Forest

Hill Collegiate made an im-

passioned plea for student

participation in the decision-

making process.

"We were not consulted

about the two-week exten-

sion," he cried "We don't

want to be protected. Viet-

nam and Biafra are all

around us. We want a new
education system now. not 20

years from now."



THE CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC GROUP

The Edward Johnson Bldg.

ROOM 078

Tuesday. Jan. 14-1 :P.M.

Stravinsky: Three Pieces for

Clarinet

Hlndemlthi Sonoto for Trom-

bone and Piono

Somers: Picasso Suite

BRING YOUR LUNCH

"Jacques Brel says "If we leave it to them, they'll

crochet the world the colour of goose-shit."

.... another poignant quote from Toronto's brightest

musical hit

JACQUES BREL
Is Alive and Well and Living in Paris

"POWERFUL", Cohen, Star - "GREAT", Hicklin, Te/y

"THE SONGS OF J.B. MUST BE HEARD", Varsity

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
1605 Bayview Ave., 481-3378
subway to Davisville and Davisville bus direct.

Box Office Open Daily 11-9. Mon. - Sat.

Mon. - Thurs. $2.95, $3.95, $4.95
Fri. -Sat. $3. 95, $4.95, $5.95

••• SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES •••

MONDAY TO THURS. $2.00 ONLY
FRIDAY AT 7.00 $3.00 ONLY

Hall Dennis

THE PERENNIAL LGMB
BASH & HUSTLING

DANCE IS IN FULL FLOWER

THIS SATURDAY
9 PM - 12 PM

HART HOUSE

125 00
(CHEEP)

3 BANDS & FOLK SINGERS
& THE LGMB

Continued from page I

Winston Churchill high school

in Hamilton.

"Hall-Dennis offered me
Utopia but did not show me
how to get there," said Mrs.

Morse, questioning its practi-

cality.

She questioned the effec-

tiveness of innovations which
can be stifled by parents who
"call the tune," and the abili-

ty of the teacher to be a so-

cial, moral and emotional

guide as well as an educator.

Speaking in defense of the

Report were Dr. Charles

Phillips, member of the Hall-

Dennis Committee, and Paul

Speck, Head of English at

Western Tech.

Dr. Phillips opened an
impassioned rebuttal by say-

ing, "the chief result of the

report has been to cultivate

the satirical gifts of second-

ary school teachers."

"The teacher would no
longer retain information but

help and guide," said Phil-

lips.

He described the recom-
mendation calling for student

participation in choice of cur-

riculum "a reasonable re-

sponse to current student
revolt which we should be

doing anyway."
"Curriculum should be a

dynamic process of every-

thing that goes on all the

time. There are no courses,

but learning experiences," he

said.

Speaking more as a critic

of present systems than in

defense of the Report, Mr.
Speck said, "the Report has
made us aware that process,

emotion, and initiative from
kindergarten to the B.A. are
of the essence."

"Many ideas presently cur-

rent will win the Report slow
acceptance," said Speck.

His criticism centred on

the strong position of bu-

reaucracy and education for

the sake of a degree.

"A subtle fascism consti-

tutes a great deal of what
goes on in the institution

when the freedom and dignity

of the individual must be sac-

rificed to the system." he

stated.

Students occupy

"Key" building

at Moneton
MONCTON (CUP) - About

150 University of Moncton
students occupied their sci-

ence building at midnight

Saturday night to support

demands for $32,000,000 from

the federal government for

the campus' building pro-

gram.
Students and faculty have

scheduled a meeting for to-

day to discuss the student

demands.

COURSES AND STUFF:

2nd term of the Thomas Hobbes Memorial

• FREE UNIVERSITY ofTORONTO •
The F.U. of T was formed to provide learning opportunities unavailable at U. of T.: interdisciplinary or contemporary

subjects, different approaches to existing subjects, meetings of people from different disciplines.

The most important aspect, however is that of "free": freedom from the marks and exam rat-race, pre-defined curricula,

pre-ordained hours of meeting. Some people discovered that they could not work in this unfamiliar atmosphere ("but

who will tell me what do do"), some while curious, were incapable of organizing or administrating within a group {small

wonder); some set up lecture-seminar systems in the traditional manner; others developed different approaches All

these, of course, are learnings.

Below is a list of new and continuing groups welcoming new members. They are divided into general interest areas. It is

a long list but read it anyway.

Further courses will be started if you want them. Call Bob Bossin, 923-3490 or attend:

General Meeting: Tues, 4 p.m.. North Sitting Room, Hart House.
cuse (Fri., 2 p.m. Rm 323 above Textbook store, side

entrance)

* Women's Liberation: (Monday, 8 p.m. 44 St

George.)Aardvark: (Monday, 4 p.m. Advisory Bureau, Spadina

at Harbord. above the bank) a regularly meeting group

to deal with problems introduced each week by the

people who come.

* Beaver: (Apt 1820. floor R, Rochdale. Bloor and

Huron) like Aardvark

* Charley: (Fri. noon. Advisory Bureau) like Beaver

* F.U. of T. Group: an intensive weekend lab in inter-

personal communications, sell and group understand

ing. Slight fee to partially cover costs Meeting of

those interested Thurs . 4 p.m.. South Sitting Room.
Hart House Or call Bob Bossin. 923-3490. 921-

0501
* Techniques of Verbal and Non-Vorbal Communica-

tions: to be announced

* Anarchy: the Political Philosophy (Fri. 2 p.m. Hart

House)

•t Contemporary Political Thought: Utopias (Monday,

8 p.m . 1 70 Howland Ave )

Peace: Is it possible? Is it really desirable? (Fn 3 30
p.m.. SCM office Hart House )

* Peace & War: no new members, thank you

* Marxist Economics: (fust meeting Wed. Jan 22, 8

p.m.. 151 Spadina Rd
, Apt No 2. one block above

Bloor)

Cold War and the Rise of American Imperialism:

TBA. contact Danny Draiche 964-0414)

* Ideology: Theones of Consciousness. Marx to Mar-

* Education: What is learning, what does "teaching"

do. etc. (Wed 3 p.m Advisory Bureau. Spadina and
Huron, above the bank)

* Black Magic and Witchcraft: the Occult (Thurs. 8

p.m.. Rm. 231. U C )

M Ideas of Primitive Religions (Wed. 8 p.m. Rochdale)

* Problems of Contemporary Philosophy of Religion:

eg what is the contemporary meaning of "evil"

(Thurs.. 7 30 p.m.. Innis 1. just South of Hart House
* Jung: Mythology and Religion TBA

* Canadian History: Nationality and Social Structure

(Mon. Jan 20. 7:30: Music Room. Hart House. 1837:

Canada's Unsuccessful Revolution)

* Cuba: Politics of the Revolution (Thurs.. 7:30. Rm.

315. Laidlaw wing, U C
* Latin America: the Culture of Underdevelopment

(Thurs . 5 p.m.. 165 Robert St )

* Africa I: Culture. Development and Revolution (Tues

5 30, 510 Jarvis St Apt 2)

* Africa II: lectures and panels No 1 The Role of Mili-

tary Governments in Africa. Or Selwyn Ryan and Wil-

liam O'Neill. Wed Jan 29. 7 30 pm. International

Student Centre.

* University of Toronto History: Fn . 4 pm . D105.

University College

x- Urban Architecture: the City as Form (Tues . 7 p.m..

Rm. 315, Laidlaw Wing. U.C.)

* Computers for Artsmen (Monday. 1 p.m.. Rm. 231.

Old Physics Bldg.)

* Engineer and Society: TBA, contact Peter Cook 927-

2844)

* Non-Authoritarian Medicine (Tues. Jan. 21. 8 p.m..

40 Elgin)

* Urban Problems (Wed.. 4 p.m. SCM office. Hart

House)

* Earcleaning: Sound Perception and twentieth century

music (Mon . 4 p.m. North Sitting Room, Hart House)

* Modem and Contemporary Poetry (Thurs. 7:30,

North Sitting Room, Hart House)

* Romantic Poetry (Wed 1 p.m, JCR. University Col-

lege)

ft Film-making and Expt'l Theatre (Wed 7 30. Innis II.

63 St George)

* The Tom Faulkner Memorial Lecture Series:

No, 1 North Vietnamese Society. Mrs C 8

MacPherson Thurs 7 30. South Sitting Room.

Han House Jan 1

6

No 2 1837: Canada's Unsuccessful Revolution,

Stanley B Ryerson. Mon Jan 20. 7:30 pm..

East Common Room. Hart House

No 3 FREE SCHOOLS: Ideal Education or

Naive Escape Jack Dimond (Rochdale College)

Andy Wernick (England! and others Thurs .
Jan

23. 7 30. Hart House Music Room
No 4 TBA

Any questions, comments or propositions, call Bob Bossin, registrar, 923-3490.

t
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New hours at New: Gnus now happy
By STEVE COWIEY

New College residents see

the recent relaxation in visit-

ing hours as a breakthrough

in their struggle with the

administration.

Pete Heath (III New),
Chairman of the Residence

Committee, denied sugges-

tions that students had been
intimidated by the adminis-

tration into accepting wa-
tered-down proposals.

Heath describes the com-
mittee's initial demand for

"open weekends" as a "tacti-

cal move." Insisting that stu-

dents were aiming for some
kind of compromise in the

first place, Heath said yester-

day that the administration

was forced to make major
concessions.

"Any change in visiting

hours would have been un-

thinkable, even two months
ago." said Heath.

Bernie Wolos (II Meds)
said the Residence Commit-
tee at its Jan. 9 meeting in-

formed the administration,

that unless changes were
made, it would no longer ful-

fill its responsibility of en-

forcing visiting hours.

Policing of the residence

would then be forced on the

prefects and dons who, ac-

cording to Wolos, told Princi-

pal Ivey they could not ac-

cept the responsibility.

Other New College resi-

dents have expressed support
for the compromise proposal.

Mike Morgan (I New)
called the compromise "a
mild victory, and said al-

though residents generally
favored completely open
weekends the compromise
was acceptable because'

"that's what they were shoot-
ing for in the first place."
Morgan pointed out that 90-

95 per cent of the residents
opted for an open weekend in

a vote last month.
Students disagreed with

Dean of Men David Stager's
contention that open week-
ends would have a poor psy-
chological effect on residents.

Commenting on Stager's
remark, Heath said simply,
"that's crap."

Bill Brunton (II APSC) also
felt suggestions that some
parents would object to liber-

al regulations were unfound-

ed.

"At this stage, parents
expect us to use our own dis-

cretion," he said. "If they
haven't been able to influence
us by now they never will

"

The fight is not over yet.
Heath indicated that the
committee's next goal is to
open residences during the
week from noon to midnight.
Dean Stager's retirement
July 1 may advance the
cause, he speculated.

"I'm going to volunteer
myself for the job", smiled
Heath wryly.

Vbur roommate
cant sleep

in the dark?

Think it over, over coffee

TheThink Drink

h Mn,' Dept. N.P O. Boi

Hart House

CHESS LECTURE
Tuesday, Jonuory 14th
Music Room - 7:30 p.m.

THE RUY TOPEZ
wllti

MR. D. GRIM SHAW

BRIDGE CLUB
Tuesdoy, Jonuory I 5th

Eost Common Room - 6:45 p.m.
"TEAM OF TOUR'S CHAMPIONSHIP"

CAMERA CLUB
12th ANNUAL AUCTION
Wednesdoy, Jonuory 15th

Club Room - I :10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Jonuory 15th - Music Room - 1 p.m.

BARBARA ALLEN
Violinist

Lodies Welcome

POETRY READING
Art Goll.ry - hlS p.m.

Thursday, Jonuory 16th
PROF. NORTHROP FRYE

Lodios Wolcomo

NOON HOUR TALK
Fr.day, Jonuory I7lh

Music Room - 1-2 p.m.
JIM FLEMING

of CHFI
Discusses his book

VIET NAM
A PERSONAL IMPRESSION
Com* & Express your Views

Lodies Welcome

ART GALLERY
until Jonuory 25th

AN EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
FROM 1962-68

by
CHRISTIANE PFLUG

W 0 UtN

!

Looking for a better place to live after Christmas?

DON'T LIVE AT NEW COLLEGE!
When vacancies are available NOW
- on the Edge of CAMPUS:

CAMPUS CO-OP RESIDENCES
- more congenial, related atmosphere al30% LESS COST.

ROOM ( BOARD: S360 (NEW COLLEGE S520 M

Apply now to Campu. Co-op. 341 Bloor Wept (Office 1st floor

Rochdale). 921-3168. 9 2 9-5971, 923-8691. 923-4775.

THINGS YOU NEVER LEARN

IN SCHOOL

CENTRAL YMCA

offers

IN TOUCH:

9 d*

A T-group experience for single

young adults lo explore the dynamics
of non-permanent man-woman rela-

tionships

O.H. BRUNOAGE. Ed. 0.. Resource Leader.

A 10-week series - begins Tuesday, January 14 - $45.00

Other Human Relations programs also available.

Call Central "V", 40 College Street at 921 5171 for details.
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underneath the silky-smooth
Even University of Toronto's silky-

smooth administrators show their

true colors sometimes, and the latest

incident is at New College.

There the students decided they

wanted "open weekends" so women
could stay overnight. Administrators

Principal D. G. Ivey and Dean David
Stager decided this wouldn't do and

beat the Residence Committeee down
to a 3:30 curfew for female visitors.

The question is, why have a curfew

at all? The students didn't want one

(if that matters), there isn't any

more noise or inconvenience having

women in the residence at 3:30 than,

say, 4:30, and the college opens again

about 9 a.m. so the curfew applies to

only five hours.

For the same reasons, the adminis-

trator's excuse that an open weekend
would be bad for the college's image
is sheerest hypocrisy unworthy of

anyone in a position of power. But

while we're sure this small-minded-

ness is quite genuine, there is anoth-

er reason.

By imposing a curfew of 3:30 the

administration has reinforced two

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
"

EdftOi
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City Edtior
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DON'T FORGET STAFF MEETING TODAY AT
ONE P.M.

Tight with night tonight and ttwy wont-
ed to cut our banquet sham* on ihem
Suocup was in at 2 when paul phoned, to
was dove whoto always on time except
when you need him. (harry wat visiting

and got told not to bo importiont (which
ho it), art got halUdonnltod while stovo, a
now guy, got a Now development into

niggerdom. megga rushed home to eat after

two stories and now babysits the house;
keiterton't name was teenier than the rest

but he didn't care; anno in Ottawa god
knows why, sueperlyparty was good even
though many had a (ow high ability and
johnson wowed. erroJ saw CSM but was
tabbed bourgeois so no answers, cowan
got tangled at the press of money matters,

kirk was a pleasant surprise from the dead
and tarry complained at the journalistic

stroightjacket. mkkleburgh soys he Isn't

growing a beard, he |ust Isn't shaving, no
one noticed either way, although someone
suggested he wash more often, will the
revolution be won when the likes of carol

and noel don't even show up? net likely,

even bossin promised an article then
backed out — we printed his fut though,
because we're nice guys, newman in da
darkroom making out with ????? she looks

nice anyway, koehler took pin like mad
with infra-red and is selling the photos ($5
each, 12 for $50), macrae complained
about the damned band upstairs disturbing

honest men. and that's all, thirty.
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very important principles:

• obedience to authority, a princi-

ple carefully implanted from kinder-

garten and still religiously followed

at university;

• — that students are incompetent

to make decisions regarding their

own lives. If Ivey and Stager admit-

ted students could control their sex

lives without interference, they might

have to admit students could control

their academic lives as well. This

would be hell for bad teachers and

administrators because they'd be

ignored.

Now, Ivey and Stager undoubtedly

thought they were imposing their

curfew for the good of the students,

and they probably weren't con-

sciously implementing the principles.

But, then, the unconscious always

has been the master of petty men.

chicken and egg
After the teach-in on the Hall Den-

nis report, a teacher at the College of

Education told one of our reporters

that the enrollment of the College

had doubled in the last year.

Why? Because of the scarcity of

jobs. Students go into teaching be-

cause there is nothing else to do. He
also told the reporter that there were
certain people in his class that were
"out to get somebody, and that some-
body will be the students."

When asked why the students at

the College just weren't interested in

the philosophy of education or other

related topics, he answered, "If

you'll allow me to be frank, it's just

the kind of person we get coming into

teaching. They have absolutely no

idea why they are teaching.They don't

care."

Students in the audience expressed
impatience with the implementation

of the report. We are faced with the

question of "How can we most quick-

ly and best bring about reform in our

schools? Which comes first, the

chicken or the egg?

The College of Education and the

various Teachers' Colleges could be

time bombs. The teachers, after

learning about the new kind of educa-

tion would go into the schools and

explode. This is the crux of the whole
problem.

But with the teacher-training meth-

ods now, and the kind of person who
is drawn into teaching the situation

seems hopeless. The Hall-Dennis re-

port, if implemented without this

drastic overhaul in teacher-education

will be almost useless.

Principal power is a well-establ-

ished fact in Ontario schools. The
principal decides which course in

education his school will take, ob-

tains approval from his local board of

education, and then hires and fires

teachers accordingly. A reactionary

principal can make implementation

of the report almost impossible, espe-

cially if the teachers do not challenge

his authority.

The report can't be dropped into

schools without the radical education

of teachers beforehand.

Not many of the future teachers

were at the teach-in on Saturday.
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MISSIVES
reply to Harriet Meckel

I read with interest your reply to my
open letter to Dr.Bissell, and I wish to

clarify several points.

You state that a non-obstructive sit-in

is not a threat of physical force. I stated

that occupying a building to which one

does not have total, unlimited access

(i.e. that one does not own outright) is

force. When a gunman occupies your liv-

ing room, or a student occupies a build-

ing, whether he gets in your way or not,

he is still initiating force against you.

You stated that most students support

the students in power. This unfortunate-

ly may be quite true. However, I do not

accept a morality dictated by numbers.

The Nurenberg decisions (and all anti-

war protests) are based on the premise

that morality is not determined by popu-

lar opinion. A great philosopher once

said that even if only one man in a soci-

ety is possessed of the truth, he consti-

tutes a majority of one.

Your discussion on the basis of free-

dom is interesting. You state that the

basis of a free society is not f

'a communi-
ty where force or the threat of force is

not permitted? You do not expand on this

assertion, so I shall expand on mine.

Freedom is the ability to take any ac-

tion an individual chooses, provided he
does not injure any other individual.

This state is established by prohibiting

the use of force.

When you talk about apartment build-

ings, you are talking not about freedom,
but about the problem of equality and
property rights. This question, liberty vs

equality, is unfortunately too large a
subject to discuss in a short letter.

To restate my point, I simply hold

that surrendering to the threat of force,

of any kind, is a dangerous precedent.

Finally, in reference to your state-

ment that I might find the university

oppressive, I am not entirely clear to

what you are referring.

If you are referring to the status quo,

I can only say that I do not find a situa-

tion oppressive where no one is permit-

ted to use force against me or anyone
else.

If you are referring to possible future

developments in the direction you ob-

viously desire, I totally agree with you,

and I thank you for confirming my prog-

nistication.

Geoffrey Nathan
(IUC)

"erroneous interpretations'

Please allow me to correct the erro-

neous interpretation placed by the Var-

sity (10/1/69) on the openness of the

Graduate Council meetings. This in-

terpretation was due to poor Council

minutes and to your reporter not check-

ing the facts with any Graduate Council

member.
Vice-President Sir luck s motion

states: "Be it further resolved that visi-

tors may not participate in the proceed-

ings of Council, but this resolution shall

not be construed to limit the right of the

Chairman, by pre-arrangement, to invite

persons to address Council."

President Bissei! interpreted this mo-
tion as requiring visitors to give notice

to him in writing of a desire to speak.

He would then "invite" them to speak

during the relevant debate. Thus a vis-

itor (graduate, undergraduate, faculty,

public, newspaper reporter, etc.) can

hand President Bissell a slip of paper

stating his wish to speak at 4.09 p.m.

(but not at 4.11 p.m.) for a meeting be-

ginning at 4.10 p.m. to fulfill the intent

of the motion.

I would like to draw your attention to

the next Graduate Council meeting on

January 21, 4.10 p.m.. Council Chamber
of the Galbraith Building. Two topics of

particular interest to graduate students

will be discussed. It is proposed in Divi-

sion III (Physical Sciences) to relax the

language requirements, with depart-

ments having the choice of abolishing

the exams entirely. Also the G.S.U. is

proposing a relaxation of the ten hour

work rule for graduate students in resi-

dence.

If any graduate students wish to ad-

dress Council on these topics, they can

get in touch with me (928-2391, 927-8915)

so that the necessary formalities are

carried out.

John Orville Winter

President

Graduate Students' Union

JUST A TYPICAL PRODUCTION NIGHT here shown to advertise a staff

meeting today at 1 p.m. and urge people who haven't already done so to .

come up to the office (91 St. George) and join the staff. We're short w
staffed. Help!



SAC urges student support of

Peterboro Examiner pickets
The Students Administra-

tive Council yesterday called

on U of T students to join

picket lines at the strike-

bound Peterborough Exam-
iner this week.
At an executive meeting

SAC passed a motion urging
students to join this week's
attempt by Ontario students

to stop the paper from publ-

ishing Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday.

Organizers of the Peterbor-
ough Strike Committee hope
to attract 500 student pickets

rrom Ontario universities to

join the lines outside the

Examiner building in an at-

tempt to persuade non-strik-

ing printers and pressmen to

honor the lines.

Twenty reporters and edi-

tors have been on strike since

early November against a
contract offering them a min-
imum wage lower than they

received before Thomson
Newspapers took over the

Watch the pot
;|! It is possible to deter- i|i

mine users of marijuana :•:

:• by testing urine samples, iji

•:• a team of Danish re- :|:

•:• searchers announced last

;i| week. j:j

j:|
— After supplying a mari- •:•

|i; juana tea to a group of 20 $
subjects under controlled £

:•: conditions, they could
:•: still discover traces of £
:|: the drug seven hours ::

:
:
: later. Si

Examiner last spring.

They also want wage parity
with Examiner printers and
pressmen, time and a half for
overtime, and guarantees
against transfers to non-union
Thomson newspapers. The
Examiner reporters recently
formed a local of the Toronto
Newspaper Guild, which is

throwing its support behind
the strike.

Negotiations between strik-

ers and the Toronto-based
Thomson Organization are
virtually non-existent. Thom-
son's men, who are anti-un-

ion, have refused even to talk

with the newspaper guild.

Strike organizers hope that

enough students will go to

Peterborough Wednesday to

Friday to stop the paper from
publishing. In two previous

attempts police made 17 ar-

rests and the newspaper went
out on schedule.

Students will be bussed to

Peterborough the night before

they are to join the lines in

order to become familiar

with picket-line tactics and
with reasons for the Peter-

borough student-worker alli-

ance. Between crucial line

times—a few hours in the

morning, at noon, and in the

late afternoon—the strike

committee will provide semi-

nars and speakers.

Buses will leave from 91

St. George at 8 p.m. Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday
nights, returning the next

evening.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH 925-1736

WE DELIVER - 5 P.M. - I A.M. DAILY
We sptcializ* in New York and New England style pizza and
home made spaghetti VVE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN

STUDENTS-FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $3.00

Students end St. Lawrence strike
CORNWALL — (Special) A secret agreement between stu-

dent leaders and administrators at the St. Lawrence College

of Applied Arts and Technology Friday ended a three-day stu-

dent strike over dismissals of faculty members.
A student spokesman said after the talks that "until such

time that an investigation proves it is not warranted, we will

support the administration and give it our fullest confidence."

About one-fifth of the 500 students at the college participat-

ed in the boycott of classes.

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
-* Mr All the Latest Mod Siyiw

^^S^ ,nd Cull by tny of our 5 Stylists

We specialize in long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A..T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spadina - Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday ^"'"S^,

For appointment phone 922-2823

CINE CENT QUATRE FRENCH FILMS

Le Roussiilon (I I min.) De la montagne a la cote en

suivant les torrents, et en decouvrant au passage,

les vi ei I les legendes des chateaux. Une evocation

de Louis Bertrand. (couleur)

Pour un Maillot jaune (27 min.) Ce court metrage

sans commentaire sur le tour de France cycliste est

en dehors de I'actualite. II nous propose une image

objective de la grande course annuel le, rude epreuve

sportive et joyeux spectacle populaire. (couleur)

Tuesday, 14th of January

Wednesday, 15th of January

1:15 p.m, - Room 104, U.C.

- FREE -

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain. Collingwood

COST: S8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

Dates: SATURDAY. JANUARY 1 1, 1969.

SATURDAY. JANUARY 18, 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391
— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Centre for the Study of Drama

AUDITIONS
Leon Major will hold auditions for

THE SHEEP WELL by Lope de Veqa

Tues. Jan. 14th - 1:30 - 5:00

Wed. Jan. 15th - 10:00 - 12 and 2:00 and 4:00

Thurs. Jan. 16th - J0:00 - 12:30

Fri. Jan. 17th - 10:00-2:00

Auditions will be held at the Studio Theatre,

4 Glen Morris Street,

Actors are requested to prepare two short pieces.

For an Appointment Phone 928-8674 or

call at Hart House Theatre Offices.

TRUST
MEMORIAL AWARDS

UP TO $500
At least three awards of a possible value of up to

$500 are being offered to students, graduate or

undergraduate, of any faculty who served or whose

father or grandfather served in the University of

Toronto Contingent, COTC, during the period

1913 to 1967. Awards will be based primarily on

high standing.

Letters of application should be addressed to the

Office of Student Awards, Room 106, Simcoe Hall,

and should give the following information:

(a) Name and dale of service in COTC. of self

or of parent or grandparent.

(b) Faculty, course and standing obtained in

the 1967-68 session.

(c) List of scholarships, bursaries or POSAP

loan or grant received during the present

session.

Final date for submission of applications 20

January, 1969. The Announcement of winners will

be made by the Selection Committee on or after

15 February, 1969.

GETTING ENGAGED?

DIAMOND SALE
Annual Closeout of

Unclaimed Goods,
Ends of Lines and

Discontinued Numbers

January 13-18 ONLY)
ALL MERCHANDISE

IS BRAND NEW
Gold Suiting
Retail 1300.00 Sal* I 195.00

60 Pte. 3 Diamonds 14 Kt.
Gold Setting
Roto 1 1 $400.00 Sole S2S0.0O

50 Pts. Diamonds K<

-

Gold Setting
Retalt 1500.00 Sal* $.125.00

45 Pie. Solitaire 18 Kt.
Gold Salting
Retail 1490.00 Sale S32O.0O

32 Pta. MarquUe Cut 18 Kt.

Gold Setting
Retail J4SO.00 Sale 1240.00

76 Pte. Solitaire 14-18 Kt.

Gold Setting
Reiolt 1695.00 Sol* S42S.OO

1.15 Ct- S i pl ti i r Ik Diamond
Combination
Retail S875.00 Sal* $575.00

75 Pta. Rectangular Cut C«ntr*
Stone with 2- 9 Pt. Tapered
Baguette* 18 Kt. Gold Setting

R*tall S895.00 Sal* S525.O0

1. 16 Ct*. Ruby and Diamond
Combination
Ratoil St. 175. 00 Sal* 1750.00

MANY OTHERS TO
CHOOSE FROM

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond ond Gem Dealers,

131 Bloor Street Weat,

Suite 416 - 921-7702

CANADA LIFE

INTERVIEWS

FRI. JAN. 17
FOR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTING

ADMINISTRATION

CANADA LIFE

INTERVIEWS

FRI. JAN. 17
FOR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTING

ADMINISTRATION

1416) 259-2651
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CLASSIFIED
EXPERIENCED TYPIST for your thesis, HALF PRICE, hardly used Modem Ges-
manuscript, paper or novel Social stud- letner Mimeographing Machine plus cab-

ips a specialty Phone 488-2902. met and supplies Call 8A-1-5095

considers position of students

and staff in U of T structure

MODERN bachelor apartment, furnished

or unlurnished, available now. lease till

June 30 or longer 929-0465

JAPANESE SKIS, French ski boots, size

11 and poles. The lot — $10 00 Cash

Call 489-8064 evenings

APARTMENT TO SHARE with one
other — 5 min south of Campus Own
ro0fT1 _ $70.00 month Call Marlene

after 10 30 364 5872

SKI WEEKEND — Bay Motor Inn. Jan,

17 - 19 Transportation, accommodation,
meals, tows, instruction, indoor-outdoor

swimming pools, sauna. $35 inclusive.

Canadian Fellowship Club 621-1399.

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUS wants part

time day guards between 8 a m and 8
p.m Seven days Phone Mr. Brown —
364 2477

WANT TO SKI THIS WINTER?
$80 00 outfits you completely Skies -

Fischer Pioneers with safety bindings

Boots - Krista - size 10 with boot rack
Poles Alpine - tapered aluminum 532-
7360.

FAST ACCURATE home typing — keep

this name and number lor future use

Mrs Linda Flood. 884-6526

THE PSYCHOLOGY TEACH-IN com-
mittee has arranged tours of the Ont
Mental Hospital. If interested, please sign

the sheets Bt back of Reading Room,
fourth floor, Sidney Smith

ACCOMMODATION WANTED —
Professional faculty member would be
interested in taking care of a faculty

member's residence while he is on leave

of absence over a short term period such
as a year's sabbatical Available end of

school term. Excellent references Apply
Mailbox 316. New College. 21 Classic

Ave . Toronto 5

NUBILITY 17 Have you lost yours yet???

WANTED: 1 girl to share furnished 2 Exscroginate it again at the '69 Lady
bedroom aperlment (Walmer Rd) with 3 Godiva Memonal Bash Ribbit. Ribbit

U of T, students. Rent: $52 50 mos Ribbet, Ribbit. Ribbm. Ribbbirt, Ribbittt.

each Phone 922-4231 Ribbirt. Ribbittt?!

WRITE US AN AD!

Tell us why you think the U of T Bookstore operations

should be changed, and how!

Apply to one of the three SAC appointees to the new

University Bookstore Committee. Along with three faculty

representatives, you will set bookstore policy for next

year.

You'll have first call on the free Hallowe'en treats, as

well! And you may even meet the Bookstore go-go girls.

Apply, stating qualifications to Martha Tracey, Executive

Assistant, SAC Office, Phone 923-6221

.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS - JANUARY 21, 1963.

UNIVERSITY llACUl FOR S0CM1 REFORM

Tfce Ameritoniiotion of Conodo

OPEN MEETING

Philip R.s.lck:^7^i:;?
r7

4 pm Tuesday, Jan. 14

International Students Center

33 St. George St.

Theoretical arguments for

an equal student voice in uni-

versity government have

been rejected by U of T Pres-

ident Claude Bissell and fac-

ulty representatives on the

Commission on University

Government, splitting the

student commissioners from

the faculty and administra-

tion after only four meetings.

The rejection came near

the end of a two and a half

hour debate Friday, exploring

the role of students at all

levels of the university struc-

ture. The need for such

representation was accepted

by all commissioners, but

they could not agree on the

degree of student participa-

tion in the upper levels.

"The student cannot be

expected to bring the same
wisdom and experience to

bear as a professor," main-
tained Dr. Bernard Etkin of

the Institute of Aerospace

Studies. "The commitment of

the student is transient."

Student member D'Arcy
Martin responded that "ex-

perience can develop into a

lively sense of the possible

and become inertia."

He criticised the image of

the student as a hobo with no

stake in the university com-
munity.

"Many students have such

The Italian Club of

the University of Toronto Presents

'COME LE F0GLIE"

a comedy in four acts

bv

GIUSEPPE GIACOSA

Try your Italian, you'll love it baby!

Directed by Mr. Bruno Mesaglio

TO-NIGHT 8:30 PM
HART HOUSE THEATRE

IT'S fl/il OF INDIAN HUSK, DANCES AND SONGS

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS
BY STUDENTS AND WINDS
Of INDIA ASSOCIATION

ON 18th JANUARY 1969 AT 7:30 PM

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
AUDITORIUM

371 Bloor Street West

THAKUR B.V. SIHGH
Gen. Secretary

THE COMMISSION ON THE GOVERNMENT OF

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO INVITES

INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS WITHIN THE
UNIVERSITY TO SUBMIT WRITTEN BRIEFS

TO THE COMMISSION.

BRIEFS MAY INCLUDE ANY REMARKS OR RECOMMENDATIONS
RELEVANT TO THE STRUCTURE OE UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT.

Briefs should be The Secretary, The Commission on University
addressed to: Government 45 Willcocks St, Toronto 5, Ont

Telephone; 928-2182 928-2202 928-8852

a stake they simply haven't

time to let their feelings be

known," objected Dr. J. S.

Thompson.
Members agreed profes-

sional students should be giv-

en more time to take an in-

terest in the political life of

the university and society.

"In an unequal . structure

we are dealing with an un-

democratic university," said

Bob Rae, (IV UC) speaking

in support of equal represen-

tation at all levels.

"Dr. Etkin's model univer-

sity would be run by men all

over 80," he went on. "We
must regard the students as

citizens in a community."
Rae urged the use of politi-

cal analogies in developing a

model of the university.

President Claude Bissell

countered that the idea of a

political university was a

recent one not in tune with

the traditional outlook of "an
institution concerned with the

advancement of learning."

Dr. Thompson also object-

ed on the grounds that deci-

sion-making would become a

process of political expedien-

cy.

"Once you accept represen-

tation why put students at a

numerical and psychological

disadvantage?" demanded
Rae.

Before closing debate the

Commission discussed bica-

meral and unitary systems of

government.

F.U. OF T

TODAY
1 p.m.

Computers for artsmen: Room 231,

Old Physics Building.

4 p.m.
Aardvark : a regularly meeting

group to deal with problems intro-

duced each week by the people who
come. Advisory bureau, Spadina at

Harbord, above the bank. Bring your
own nitroglycerine.

Ear Cleaning: Sound perception
and 20th century music. North sitting

room. Hart House.
8 p.m.

Contemporary political thought:
Utopias. 170 Howland Avenue.
Women's liberation: 44 St. George.

TUESDAY
4 p.m.

General meeting of FU of T. North
sitting room, Hart House.

S:30 p.m.
Africa: Culture, Development and

Revolution. Apt. 2, 510 Jarvis Street.

7 p.m.
Urban Architecture: The City as

Form. Room 315. Laidlaw wing, Uni-

versity college.

COIN LAUNDRY
698 SPADINA AVE. (Half way between Harbord & Bloor)

. OPEN 24 HOURS

. WASH - 25t, 35C - DRY - IOC

• Serving U of T Students for 10 Years

HARBORD ST. (Just West of Spadina)

. OPEN 7 a.m. TILL II p.m.

. NEW MODERN EQUIPMENT

. DRY CLEANING SERVICE (Noon to 8:00 p.m.)
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HERE AND NOW
1 p.m.

Introductions to Dick Lucas, lecture
series, impressions from Victoria Chris-
tian Fellowship. Wymilwood, Music
room.
Meeting of Psychology student union

teach -in committee. Bickersteth room
Hart House.
Jewish faith and the holocaust- Hillel

lecture by Prof. Fackenheim. Also finan-
cial arrangements for demonstration on
French consulate. Room 214. University
college.
Spfash Torso will give an unusual

demonstration of artificial respiration on
a French consulate. Room 666. The
Grauniad.

3-4 p.m

People are needed to work for the U of
T Community Chest. If you can spare en
hour a week to help charity, come to a
meeting today in the Toike Office Engi-
neering stores, or phone Roy Miles 251-
0363. or John Cairns 757.8823

8:30 p.m.

U of T Italian club presents Came Le
Foglie, a comedy by Giacosa Hart House
theatre.

9 p.m.

Branislaw Chrtieu on Calm le Fogey
an alternative to killing your father
Room 666. The Grauniad.

Meet at noon in front of Sidney Smith
to proceed down to French consulate for
a protest against arms embargo on Is-
rael.

Rabbi Branislaw Chrtieuman will give
a demonstration of how to repair a Mi-
rage jet with baling wire and matzoh
balls Room 666. The Grauniad.

1 p.m.

Smith'
T NDP mee,m9 R°om 2 119. Sid

Happiness is Spiritual — Inte^tnrt?ReadTngs, followed by lesiimonfeT anddiscussion Room 2ll2. Sidney Sm?th

of^Q^ P
°h
ra
%. Music

,
G'™P Readings

Some?, R&mStrft'2 5kX; JHmdBmu« t'

Sing. °°m °78 '

Edward Jonnson

Ma™;

n
rv
r«'U

den,s un,on Presents DrMarvin Goodman, co-ordnator of dsv-

edS=°£ "nKK
-

N°nh ">'* *»»?°<

„t
U
ten„C

r
b m »elin 9: film on Company

?L
v
n°,

u
o%„

c
or?i?7

n
i 7,/£%nrA™

Morality: a talk by Or. Olthius North
sittrng room. Hart House -

""us ™onn

8 p.m.

mS,',' *?"L "j** a demonstration byMaury L. Ity Room 666. The Grauniad

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MARY DALE STOTT
MAJORIE DAVIS

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

EFFICIENT

READING •

PROGRAMME
10 Week Course Beginning

the Week of

January 13, 1969.

$21.50
2 classes nightly

5:30; 7:30

Maximum: 280 people

REGISTER

IMMEDIATELY

S.A.C. OFFICE

Sponsored by S.A.C.

Services Commission

and U. of T. Library

***#*#*#*#######***************:

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
'or Campus Travel Programme 1969 which includes:

ID Jamaica '69
( 8 days jel Might, hotel, MAP S many exlias S299I flights

leaving Apt. 26, May 3 & May 10, male ot female.

Ill) Europe - Jet Night only 13 wks. only $199. OR Jet Might (13 wks ) and

Aulo Tour (9 wks.) - Total Price J565.
Students interested in being tiavel representatives at University ol Toronto

?J
ease write or telephone Mr. Campus Representatives Ltd lOr Jarvis Street

Toronto
2, 368-6918 Earn trips lor yoursell oi excellent commisstons.

WHO
IS

THIS JESUS
JAN. 27-31

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH
240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

GIRLS
OVER 17

IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO DATE A NEW

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR
EACH WEEK. OR YOU
WOULD LIKE A CHANGE

OF BOYFRIEND.
THEN JOIN THE DATING

GAME AT
DIAL — A - DATE

Call 929-061 1 - 1 :00 to I 0:00 p.m

The Blue & White Society presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS
FRI. JAN. 17, 1969 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION $1.00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR Black Zero Relativity

Oh Dem Watermelons Hold Me While I'm Naked

Admittance Restricted Jo Persons 18 Years Of Age Or Over.

NEW COLLEGE STUDENT COUNCIL EDUCATION COMMITTEE

DOES THE MIDDLE EAST CRISIS

AFFECT YOU?

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT
THE RENEWAL OF WAR?

IF SO, COhM HEAR

J. PETERS - Can. Arab Federation

J. DEV0RE - Federated Zionist Organization of Can.

W. P0GS0N Expert on Mid-East Affairs

RABBI S. ROSENBERG - Beth Tzedec Synagogue

NEW COLLEGE DINING HALL
Metmore)

SUNDAY JANUARY 19 1-5 PM

FREE ADMISSION
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VARSITY MISFITS? LAURENT AND FIELD BELIE SIZE
By PHIL BINGLEY

Athletes in various sports

are often stereotyped as to

style of play because of their

physical size. But following

Varsity Blues' 8-3 victory

over University of McMaster
Marlins Friday night at Var-

sity Arena, two players have
emerged as non-conformists

to their particular stereotype.

Blues' defenceman Dave
Field probably the biggest

player in the Senior Intercol-

legiate Hockey League and
certainly the kingsized model
in coach Tom Watt's crew, is

rated a fine defensive body-

checker and a hard and accu-

rate shooter. Handling the

puck is just not supposed to

be big Dave's bag.

Yet Friday evening, there

was Field mesmerizing Mar-
lin defenders with his stick-

handling finesse and delicate

body fakes. By the end of the

game, Dave had set up four

goals, (he also had four as-

sists in Wednesday's 15-2 win

over Guelph) played his de-

fense position flawlessly, and
won acclaim from most of

the 4300 fans in attendance as

the star performer of the

evening.

At the other end of the

scale is centre Paul Laurent,

one of the smaller members
of Varsity and the SIHL. Not-

ed for his speed, agility and
puck control, Paul is not sup-

posed to be at his best when
play gets rough. So who do
you think has never backed
away from an opponent or

shyed away from mob scenes
in the corners during his four

years in the league?

And, who do you think

came back after being decked
by a high stick to the chin

(the damage was a seven-

stitch cut) in the second pe-

riod to score his second goal

of the night and his 12th in

Blues' last four league
starts? Mr. Laurent of

course!

The game itself went pret-

ty well as expected with

McMaster showing little

poise in their effort to upset

Varsity. Blues were not as

sharp as they might have
been but considering the poor

condition of the ice surface —
Watt said after the second
period, "It looks like every-

one is skating in sand out

there — their eight goal out-

put was more than accept-

able."

John Ritchie, who made his

second start of the schedule

and first home appearance,

matched Laurent with two
goals. Bob McClelland, John
Wright (he also had two as-

sists), Brian St. John and
Gord Cunningham had Blues'

other markers.

John Smalling. Marlins'

best skater throughout, was
also their top scorer with his

pair. Don Locke had the other

McMaster goal.

Blues outshot Marlins 58-26

over three periods and were
assessed nine of the 15 penal-

ties handed out by referee Zip

Thompson.
NOTES. . . Three stars were
Dave Field, Paul Laurent

and John Wright. Blues have
a hectic week coming up with

three league games sched-

uled. Waterloo will be at

Varsity Arena on Wednesday
evening to challenge Blues

for first place. Warriors have

lost only once this season and

a win would move them back

into a first place tie with

Varsity. . .

Thursday evening. Blues

are at Western for their third

tilt of the season with Mus-
tangs while on Saturday af-

ternoon, Coach Watt and his

players will visit University

of Windsor Lancers.

OWLS, RAMS FALL

Dribblers sweep pair
By JIM MORRISON

Varsity Blues remained undefeated in local action with

weekend exhibition victories over Ryerson and Osgoode of the

Ontario Intercollegiate Athletic Association. The Ryersonians
were felled 82-67 on Friday night, while the Owls, currently in

first place in the OIAA, tumbled 81-64 on Saturday afternoon.

John McManus's charges get their first taste of league
competition on Wednesday night with a game against Gry-
phons in Guelph.

The Osgoode encounter was marked in the later stages by
the type of heavy hitting usually reserved for the hockey are-

na. As Blues, who were never behind in the game, began to

widen their margin, the larger Owls turned on the muscle.
The climax was a full-fledged fistfight between former West-
ern star Marv Morten and Blues' Jay MacDonald.
Coach McManus gave each player ample floor time, and the

team balance was reflected in the scoring statistics. Bruce
Dempster and John Hadden contributed 14 points apiece,

while Dale Crouter and Larry Trafford each had 12.

Volleyballer Jay MacDonald showed himself to be a capable
rebounder, and guard Peter Burton impressed with his ball-

handling skill. Both players should be important additions to

the team.
Stan Raphael led Owls with 19 points, followed by Sol Slo-

ber, S1BL leading scorer last season, with 17.

Ross MacNaughton and John Hadden led Blues to their vic-

tory over Ryerson Rams, netting 14 points apiece and collect-

ing a range of rebounds. Bruce Dempster added 11 points.

Rams were helped by Dave Oxley with 20 and Gary Balogh

with 18 points.

Balls: Comic relief in the Osgoode match was provided by

footballer At Irwin who leaned on Mark Slater during one foul-

shooting episode, and only to crash to the floor when Slater

stepped aside. . . John Hadden now looks sinister at centre

court with Bill Russell goatee and wire-frame glasses. . . .

also prominent for Osgoode were former Blue Ron Kimel and

Varsity football great Gerry Sternberg. . Blues first home
game is at York this Saturday against Western, time 3 p.m.
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JOHN RITCHIE

Varsity fencers foil cadets 18-9

The flash of foils in the dingy depths of Hart House Saturday afternoon as Varsity's

Richard Wong (left) launches a counter-attack against the fleche attack of RMC's Pet-

tigrew. Varsity emerged victorious 18-9.

And where were you Satur-

day afternoon while Varsity

fencing Blues were effortless-

ly effusing efficiency at Hart

House against Royal Military

College from ("I feel no

pain) ") Kingston, and it

being their first home meet

of the season, too?

Little did you know as you

spun oolbladiooblada for the

umpteenth time that our he-

roic fencers were felling the

beleagured caddies. 18-9.

And you missed three win
performances by Ron Rice
and Richard Wong in foil and
Rowland Griffin and Irv Snit-

man in epee. plus two win

displays by Martin Peros and

Martin Moskovits in sabre.

Newcomers Alex Lee and

Steve Jorgensen (foil), and

Andrew Benyey (sabre) were

none the worse for wear,

improving with each bout as

the afternoon wound its glo-

rious way to enriching con-

clusion



Residence is not an island.David Stager
By ALF CHAITON

"I was once extremely

idealistic, but I have become
more and more pragmatic.

It's not that I dropped these

ideals, but I began to realise

that many of the ideals I be-

lieved in were wrong."

The speaker: David Stager.

31-year-old Dean of Men at

New College, who plans to

end his three -year career as

an administrator and go back

to academic work after this

term.

Dean Stager is presently in

the middle of a controversy
over women's visiting hours

at the college.

He complains that the Res-
idence Committee didn't real-

ly want unrestricted weekend
hours, but only wanted to

establish the principle of de-

ciding such questions by
themselves. Last Wednesday
the committee demanded
abolition of all restrictions

on weekend visiting, but

agreed to a compromise
Thursday night.

"Their basic assumption is

that no one is affected by the

rules except members of the

residence." said Stager.

Based on this assumption,

the Committee is right. But I

don't believe that's valid.

"A residence is not an is-

land, but an integral part of

the university, as well as so-

cial, community On this as-

sumption, no residence can
make rules on its own. rules

that affect the rest of the

Continued on page 1
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MEETING TONIGHT

SAC reconsiders President's Council
By BRIAN JOHNSON

The Students' Administra-

tive Council may refuse seats

on the President's Council,

even under conditions of

openness, if an executive

suggestion passes at tonight's

SAC meeting.

The executive decided Fri-

day to carry on no further

negotiations with the admin-

istration over the question of

the President's Council, until

SAC has undertaken a com-

plete review of its position on

university government.

Only eight members of the

executive were at the meet-

ing, and the body was split

down the middle on the issue.

Steve Langdon, Bob Barkwell

(II Meds), Mark Freiman (IV

UC), and George Biggar (III

Law) opposed accepting the

seats under any condition.

Don Ross (IV Trin). Toni

MacNamara (IV SMC), Norm
Schachar (III Meds), and Bob

Rae (IV UC) were in favor of

accepting the seats.

After a heated debate. Rae
broke the deadlock by ab-

staining from the vote.

The executive immediately
enforced the new policy when
it turned down an invitation

by President Claude Bissell

to meet with him yesterday.

If SAC accepts the execu-

tive's new policy of non-ne-

gotiation, it will not be a

complete reversal of its for-

mer stand.

This summer Dr. Bissell

offered SAC seven seats on
the council, an unofficial

long-term policy advisory
body.

At its summer meeting
SAC decided to accept the

seats only if three conditions

were met:

• that the President's

Council meetings be open:

• that the number of stu-

dent representatives be equal

to the number of faculty rep-

resentatives;

• that SAC decide how to

choose the student members.

Although these conditions

might be met, other factors

have cropped up.

Langdon says he was not

aware before that there were

such a large number of ad-

ministrators on the Council.

The seven student members
would be outnumbered by 14

administrators and five fac-

ulty. Although 11 of those

administrators are termed

"ex officio." they still are

voting members.

"It would be very difficult

for students to get their posi-

tions adopted by the Coun-

cil," said Langdon. "The
main thing you spend time on

is working on administrative

hang-ups instead of princi-

ples."

Langdon said the policy of

non-negotiation resulted from

a general reaction to SAC's

experience with the adminis-

tration last term.

He also feels that the

Commission on University

Government has assumed

much of SAC's role in press-

ing for changes in the formal

structure of university gov-

ernment. The President's

Council could be an irrelevant

body under a new system.

When President Bissell ori-

ginated the Council in 1965.

he regarded it as a possible

prototype for a wider repre-

sentation on the Board of

Governors.

"The great urgency in uni-

versity government now is to

make sure that decisions are

made carefully and with a

comprehensive background of

information." he said in 1965.

"This means the continuous

involvement of academics in

these decisions."

Students would play no part

in Dr. Bissell's original con-

cept of the Council.

If the staff and students

are integrated into a new
governing body next year, the

SAC President Steve langdon predicts a new governing

structure for the University of Toronto by next year. He is op-

timistic that student members of the Commission on Univer-

sity Government will achieve their goals.

"There is no doubt that within a year we will havo a posi-

tion on the supreme governing body of the university," he

says, "whatever that body uay be. And the chances are ex-

cellent for getting 50 per cent staff-student representation on

that body."

President's Council would be

obsolete under Dr. Bissell s

definition of its function.

If tonight's SAC meeting

accepts Langdon's approach,

a total review of SAC's uni-

versity government policy

would precede any further

negotiation over the Council.

It would also provide a focus

of discussion for SAC's for-

mal submission to CUG.

The SAC meeting lakes

place at 7 p.m in the Victo-

ria College Union Building

photo by WARRES JACOBS
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Dean Stager

Continued from page I

community, which doesn't
have any say in the decisions.

"For example, suppose the

residents decide to have
common-rooms on each floor,

and being fairly well-to-do,

vote to raise residence fees

by $50 to build them. I would
probably say no to this, be-

cause the increase may mean
that some students who want
to live in New College will

not be able to because they

can't afford the extra cost.

That's what I mean when I

say that the residence is not

an island."

He explained that the rea-

son for having a curfew was
to keep New College quiet, so

that those who wanted to

SALE

9241874

1 A STAC

work could do so. Late hours
generally mean noisy parties
with records and loud conver-
sations, he said.

The Committee has prom-
ised to keep down the noise
after 1:30 p.m., but the Dean
expressed the view that they
hadn't done a very satisfac-

tory job of enforcement up to

the present time and didn't

expect them to improve
much.
Another reason for a cur-

few, he explained, is that the

university residence is a publ-

ic concern, as distinct from
Rochdale, and therefore must
be concerned with the gen-

eral norms of society.

"We should be last, not

first, in changing public
norms of social behaviour."

Dean Stager feels that the

responsibility of a dean is

"the integration of residents

and non-residents," and "the
development of a college

life."

The most difficult aspect of

the job is that the dean must
be "constructively critical"

of other administrative sec-

tors on behalf of students,

and vice versa, said Stager.

He also has to be co-opera-

tive in dealing with each.

"I sometimes feel like a

bruised buffer," he concluded
with a smile.

New York Pizza House
620 Yonge St.
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Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain. Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

Dates: SATURDAY. JANUARY II, 1969.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18. 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391
— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm



Carillon still alive despite

continuing student fees crisis
REGINA (CUP) - The

Carillon, student newspaper

at the University of Saskat-

chewan's Regina campus,

continues to publish today

despite the fact that the ad-

ministration still refuses to

collect this term's student

union fees.

Student presidents from
both University of Saskatche-

wan campuses are to meet
administration heads today to

work out a method for set-

tling the fees crises which

has spread to both schools.

Friday the two student

councils decided to press for

written contracts directing

the Board of Governors to

collect their fees and turn
them over to the union uncon-

ditionally.

The action was at first lim-

ited to Regina, where stu-

dents last week voted by ref-

erendum to demand the ad-

ministration collect their un-

ion fees. The demand was in

response to the Board's Dec.
31 announcement that it

would not collect union fees

at Regina this term because
of council support of the Car-
illon.

Today's meeting will in-

Pay up or...

OTTAWA (CUP) — If you
graduated from university

before last June and haven't

started your student loan

payments yet, start looking

over your shoulder.

You may be grabbed by an

agent of the Financial Collec-

tion Agencies Ltd., hired by

the federal department of

finance to track down stu-

dents defaulting on repay-

ment of student loans.

The agency has nabbed 60

per cent of the delinquent 2,-

400 who owe a total of $2,-

228,000. It has made a bundle

in that work since the organi-

zation charges five per cent

on debts collected within the

first 14 days with increasing

rates as time goes by. It once
chased a debtor for 12 years.

Regulations stipulate that

repayment of loans must be-

gin six months after a student

leaves school.

volve student presidents Dave
Sheard of Regina and Eric
Olson of Saskatoon, and Prin-

cipals W. Riddell of Regina
and R. W. Begg of Saskatoon
The Regina student council

has said it will negotiate only
how and when the board will

begin collecting fees. Should
the Board be unable to collect

fees for this semester, it will

expect a Board grant to cover
the losses.

The council, demanding the

Board session be open, says it

will not discuss the Carillon

with the administration. It

has prepared a five-year con-

tract for Board ratification

At Saskatoon, the push for

a contractual agreement is

complicated by the fact that

Olson's council is not incorpo-

rated. Olson is expected to

arrange the incorporation

similar to Regina's as soon

as possible.

Meetings on the Board's

action have uncovered some
ill feeling toward The Caril-

lon among students but they

have let the matter drop until

the issue of fees collection is

settled.

What did you learn
in school today?

By ERROL YOUNG

If you continue to study psychology at

this university, you will be forced to spe-

cialize until you lose sight of your original

goals, a graduate teaching assistant told 500

students taking Pshychology 100-120 Mon-

day.

Richard Tiberious started his special lec-

ture by saying he realized most students in

the course felt somewhat disillusioned with

the subject of psychology because the

course was too experimental and "did not

relate to life."

"How could a prof who is running rats in

a maze in the basement of Sidney Smith

remember that the reason he started to

take psychology was to cure his uncle Char-

ley or solve the problem of juvenile delin-

quency?" Tiberious asked the packed lec-

ture hall.

As he sees it people take psychology for

two main reasons.

"Many students are taking this course in

order to avoid taking English or history."

Others have a more progressive attitude

and are interested in studying mental disor-

ders or theories about the meaning of

knowledge or of good and evil, he said.

But since the serious student has to make

a series of choices he finds himself

streamed into more specialist branches of

study.

First he must choose whether he wants to

take a scientific approach or a nonscientific

one as in the study of art, literature or mu-

sic.

If he chooses the scientific way and takes

psychology he must learn the precise jargon

involved and therefore sacrifice the impact

and beauty found in art.

Then he must further restrict himself by

choosing one of the many theories in the

discipline he wants to use as his basis for

further study.

He must also decide whether he wants to

work with men or animals.

After making hundreds of choices the

researcher loses sight of his first motives in

taking psychology: the eventual cure to

Uncle Charleys' kleptomania.

According to Tiberious. most experimen-

ters forget about the other half of their sci-

ence, the relationship between their work

and the whole fund of human knowledge.

The regular lecturer, assistant professor

Martin Wall said yesterday he agreed with

what Tiberious said generally but he could

not comment further since he had not at-

tended the lecture.

A random sampling of students in the

class was asked what they thought of the

talk. Most of them enjoyed it since it was a

nice break from their regular lectures.

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes,

Charts
English, French, German

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MARY DALE STOTT
MAJOR IE DAVIS

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

Hart House
NOON HOUR DEBATE
Wednesdoy, Jonuory 15th

Debates Room - I p.m.

THIS HOUSE HAS AN
EYE FOR AN EYE
Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
1 2th ANNUAL AUCTION
Wednesday. January 15th

Club Rooms -1:10 p.m.

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Jonuoiy ISlh - Music Room - 1 p.m.

BARBARA ALLEN
Vlolinlist

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
AM Gallery - 111! p.m.

Thursday, January 16th

PROF . NORTHROP FRYE
Lodres Welcome

NOON HOUR TALK
Friday, January 17th

Music Room - 1-2 p.m.

JIM FLEMING
ol CHFI

Discusses his book

VIET NAM - A PERSONAL IMPRESSION
Come 4 E.press your views

Lodies Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
January 18th, Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

ORFORD STRING QUARTET
Tickets: Holl Porter

ft

SAC GENERAL MEETING

TONIGHT 7 PM

ALUMNI HALL
VICTORIA COLLEGE

COM OUT AND TIND OUT

WHAT'S GOING ON!
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S.H.O.U.T.
STUDENTS'

HEALTH ORGANIZATION U of T

Mecfconism vs Humanism in Health

Is Health becoming mechanistic?

If so con if and should if he prevented?

Thurs. Jan. 16 - 7:30 pm

ISC 33 St. George St.

SPEAKERS: MISS BARBARA ALLEN -

ASSISTANT PROF. OF SOCIAL WORK

MR. DOUG. OUIRK -

SENIOR PSYCHOLOGIST WITH ADULT
UNITS AT CLARKE INST.

DR. A D. BARNES - ASSOCIATE PROF.
OF PATHOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
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"I think the student* should only be allowed
to select the faculty, if the faculty ore allowed
to select the students."

-Pierre Elliott Trudeau,
to Canadian students in London

it'll mean no lunch money . .

.

What kind of game is the Com-
mission on University Government
playing?

After deciding that all the meeting
of the Commission were to be open to

the public and to the press it seems
that the Commission doesn't want the

public or the press to know every-

thing that's going on.

The Varsity approached the Com-
mission to obtain copies of reports

that CUG was studying, all in the

interests of presenting accurate re-

ports of what they were doing.

An interesting run-around then

developed. It seems that the Commis-
sion has decided that all reprints and
reports that are in the "public do-

main" will not be given out. Reports
that are prepared by the Commission
will be, if the Commission feels that

the public should see them.

A case in point was the Etkin

Model. This was supposed to be a

rough outline from which the mem-
bers could direct their discussions on

the structure of the university.

If the Model were nothing more
than that why, gentlemen, has it not

varsity
TORONTO^
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man, the unsuccessful a criminal "
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so here i lit, conscripted to write about this

night and doesn't cowan look groovy—our

new telegram of good news and sherry

went oriental in the soup and riced to new
hleghls in cooking, editorials are only to fill

up page four, johnson, so don't worry
about constructive criticism, is maccroe an
organitation man—being a non-leader, as
he is? studious john thomas, laboriously

studying in the soup kitchen, now joins the

debates, relsler—wear your new pnats
well, though you may not 'sock' It to them,
sexy sue was accused of a brydson imita-

tion by our chrislmas boy. julie was punny
about broad brenda—will she enter our

snowfloke bikini contest or wkl women's
liberation get a hold of her first, the copy
was frankly edited, as usually, and koehler

touched up i-ictures but maccrae is the one
who does all the touching around here,

bingley (tingled and rod mickled and i met
jan man, mccoffrey, himself, johnson was
kinda sorta unobtrusive, tonite. and sandy's
appetite for foot got the best of him again,

errol went to examine new college's tradi-

tional ivey. what can 1 write about gooff—
he's [uit another cug In the machine and
as we steal off silently into the deadlines in

a never ending webb of intrigue we wave
good to the buses who set off into the

strike set.

been made available to the public? It

was a report prepared by a member
of the Commission.... wasn't it?

Robin Ross, secretary to the

Commission, has said that the Com-
mission is now spending $500 per

month on xerox and other types of

printing. At last night's meeting it

was decided that two researchers
were needed, and that a part-time
reader was needed.

It doesn't sound like money is that

tight.

In the interests of informing the

public of the Commission's work the

Varsity would like to offer 20 cents

every now and then to pay for xerox
copies of Commission papers.

We're only students, but we think

that we can scrape together that

much.

wrong track?
High School students may be on the

wrong track in threatening to strike

if their school year isn't cut by two
weeks.

The important issue here is not

that Education Minister William Da-
vis has lengthened their school year,
but that high school students were
not consulted in the change.

Instead of striking for a shortened
year, high school students should be
demanding a vote in such decisions

so that the same situation won't
come up next year.

They should also aim for a say in

the content of their courses, in pick-

ing their teachers, in every facet of

their education.

Arguments (such as that put forth

by the Globe and Mail) that students

are getting an extra two weeks of

"education" are ludicrous. Anyone
who has been through high school

knows the lie of that.

But there is no reason why schools

can't stay open on a voluntary basis

those two weeks, or the rest of the

summer for that matter. Then stu-

dents who wanted the extra two
weeks could go, the rest could quit.

f VarsityAwards
A This week's "We're Not Modest
A Award' goes to United States

\ president Lyndon B. Johnson who
\ told Congress last night:

"The war (between Israel and 1

the Arab States) is a threat to ev-

ery one of us, and the entire world 1

as well."
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The Varsity Windfields Farm
Award for Bullshit goes to Dr. J. R.

H. Morgan, special assistant to U 1

of T president Claude Bissell, for 1

his memorable line during a de-

bate on the Hall-Dennis Report:

"It is no more restrictive to say ,

that there must be grades, marks,
,

examinations and prescribed

courses than it is to say that there

must not be any of these."
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COMMENT

Student power: solution or problem?

By ROBERT VAN DER LINOE (SGS)

The recent editorial "Student Power
— Who Won?" is a clear expression of

students' frustration, not with the fail-

ures of the university, but with their

own inability to meet the challenge of

education. They desire a 'system' in

which the student makes his own rules,

does whatever little he feels like doing,

and evaluates his own performance. This

is a system, in fact, where everyone,

regardless of what he does or does not

do, obtains a university degree. Clearly

the students who seriously believe this

to be the solution to education would be
much better off staying at home, setting

their own courses and typing up their

own graduation diplomas.

Let us examine the "areas we should

hit" in greater detail.

Point I: 1) Eliminating evaluation of

students removes the only means of

checking whether the student leaves the

university with any more knowledge
than he came with.

2) A professor does not have unlimited

power over his students, nor would he

exercise this power if he had it. The
students who believe this to be true are

those who are thoroughly convinced of

their own proven or impending failure.

3) The only ones corrupting the real

purpose of education are the students

themselves. No student is forced to re-

strict his learning to the content of re-

quired courses. Only the poorest of stu-

dents find that they do not have time to

persue non-course subjects. The fact is

that most students are generally more
interested in other non-course activities.

4) It puzzles me that there is any con-

cern over employers at all. It is most
doubtful that any employer would even
.consider hiring a graduate of an institu-

tion based on the *we-do-whatever-we-

feel -like' system in the first place.

Point II: Only a student completely

obsessed with his own brilliance (or with

a severe inferiority complex ) would

claim: a) that daddy never knows best,

b) that he already knows more about the

content and requirements of a discipline

than his professors, and c) that he is

already an equal or better partner in the

learning process. Such attempts to belit-

tle faculty only prove that a great men-
tal gap does exist. By degrading faculty

and administration the radical students
are indeed creating enough ill feeling

toward students to prevent any form of

friendly cooperation. The fact that stu-

dents have not always obtained what
they asked for is more due to the unrea-

sonableness of their demands than to the

uncooperativeness of faculty and admin-
istration.

Point III: To allow students an equal

voice in hiring and firing of faculty as-

sumes the same degree of brilliance al-

ready covered under point II. Only stu-

dents whose knowledge, judgement and
experience equal that of deans and de-

partment heads would qualify as equal

partners in these rather vital decisions.

Frankly, I have yet to see the student

who meets these requirements.

Two additional facts completely dis-

courage giving students equal power in

running the university. First, the distri-

bution of student votes heavily favours

those students least qualified to control

the university. Approximately 70 percent

of the student body is in 1st and 2nd

year. Secondly, the prevailing attitude,

not limited to the university, is that opi-

nions which do not express a desire for

total change are trite and old-fashioned.

This radical attitude takes the place of

efforts to make some real improvements
in university education. It has been ade-

quately proven that faculty and adminis-

tration will listen to suggestions and, if

plausible, implement them.

Clearly, the power movement is not

concerned with educational improve-

ment, but with a hunger for power
prompted by a juvenile frustration at

having to work to accomplish something-



It is no longer satisfactory to ask

"Can it be built?"

The engineer must ask "why?"
This article is a paper written /or

the Engineering Congress at the

University of Toronto Feb. 14-16.

The authors are H. Jacobsen I III

Electrical), R. Garrock 111 Civil).

R Kanko I IV Chem). R. T. Lake
(II Eng. Sci.). W. Richardson till

Mech).

To facilitate any discussion on
the Engineer and his moral con-

science it is first necessary to

discuss the engineer's role in So-

ciety and the constraints within

which he works. In doing this the

bounds of this so-called moral
conscience will become self evi-

dent. Society is all based upon
the profit motive — the engineer

is no exception. The government,
the engineer and the private

company are all responsible for

where a product is used, how it is

used, when it is used and why it

is used.

Can the government impose
rules on the Engineer? Even
though the engineer is only one

part of a long chain of product

development from science to the

shop or factory, he holds the

greatest responsibility for appli-

cation to humanity — design and
implementation. It is no longer

satisfactory to ask "Can it be

built?", the engineer must ask

"why?"

The whole artistic basis of

engineering today appears

to be the moral of "progress

is good". We cannot accept

this without a complete ex-

amination of the implica-

tions of so bold and broad

a statement.

We. as engineers, must ques-

tion the long range results of

what we do in the realms of so-

cial and environmental develop-

ment. Is something being done

because it maximizes profits, is

more marketable and seems to

be good? It's new! It's progress!

Therefore it has to be right, be-

cause "progress is good!". But is

"progress" good? General Elec-

tric seems to think so — do we?

The whole artistic basis of engi-

neering today appears to be the

moral of "progress is good". We
cannot accept this without a

complete examination of the im-

plications of so bold and broad a

statement.

Technology seems hell bent on

replacing human action with

machine action and automata,

but where is technology's overall

goal? Are we in a blind race to

nowhere? Technology is using all

of our natural environment and

disproducing something as yet

undecided — either a machine

controlled environment or a man
controlled environment. This is

being done without consideration

of effects or goals.

The goals should be towards a

magic automatic environment
without a clumsy, obtrusive mid-
dle man (i.e. machines). Magic
and automata have fascinated

man since time began for him.
Must we technicize man and
human values on the way to our
never to be achieved ideal? Must
we deplete our resources and the

natural beauty of the earth? Must
we lose our closeness to and our

contact with nature? It is our
duty to see that this does not

happen.

We must not become mere

tools of technology. We have

to maintain the human

relationship in our efforts.

Basic resources of vater and

air are being and have been pol-

luted with noise, chemicals and

waste by ignorance and now by

maximum profit margins. This is

now causing great public outcry

and engineers who have been lax

in controlling pollution must now
investigate problems not solely

motivated by profit, but also by

investment in the future.

We must investigate technolog-

ical interfaces such as physical

versus psychological and we must

put forth a great effort now.

Noise is getting near the danger

levels in our large cities. The

United States has polluted most

of their water supplies and are

now turning to Canada, without a

real effort to revamp their own
resources.

After the raping of forests neat

row seeding is done as "refores-

tation". This is a very simple,

efficient design, but not a very

natural one. In nature there is a

relation between things that are

alive. We seem to be losing this,

and worship more and more our

own inanimate creations. Park-

land, such as Ontario's great

Algonquin Park' should not be

lumbered. Engineers should not

allow their equipment to be used

in such undertakings.

Land and mineral resources

are being destroyed solely for

profit (the proposed enormous

strip coal mining operation in

British Columbia) Insecticides

are also poisoning the land and

animals. No detailed projection

of the results of such things as

man's spraying techniques has

been undertaken.

The basic values and goals of

human beings are: spiritual inter-

action with other objects; emo-

tional interaction with other peo-

ple: a happy, contented family

and home life Somehow we seem
to have drifted from this environ-

ment. With our overall goal of

technology a return to the origi-

nal familiarity of small groups of

people will be allowed, but every-

one will be involved over the en-

tire globe. Will it be the same or

will it be completely artificial?

McLuhan illustrates the best of

this idea very well with his multi-

dimensional man. A man not con-

trolled by his technology, and liv-

ing in many societies at the same
time. We must not become mere
tools of technology. We have to

maintain the human relationship

in our efforts. Human experience

of feelings and emotionalism
must not be corrupted and must
be kept personal.

The only constraints on the

engineer from outside his own
self can be government legisla-

tion in such fields as pollution

control and war materials II

would be up to the various profes-

sional engineering groups to

make sure such legislation was
obeyed. It is to be hoped that

engineers within the professions

should actively attempt to devel-

op such attitudes that the engi-

neer would not allow himself to

pollute resources or utilize and

destroy resources without consid-

ering the effects of his actions.

War materials—

a moral question.

Ideally, war is completely
morally indefensible. However,
the only way to prevent war is to

have all those making weapons of

any kind to stop producing arms
for any government

In the reality of our world the

engineer is only a tool of political

systems with respect to war The
idea that the individual is power-

less has so far been very popular

Nothing has been done! We must
start. Whatever we determine

will only be successful if it is

universally applied, and thus we
speak in terms of universality.

The engineer, faced with work-

ing on and developing war mate-
rials at his job has only one rea-

son for acceptance— if his very

existence is threatened (as in

World Wars) Universality is al-

lowed today because the world

has shrunk — has it come to the

point where a universal effort to

end wars is feasible? Not yet As
socially aware engineers however
we should do what we can to-

wards this goal — in real and

ideal situations, there should be

the same moral standard as the

ideal

By JULIE WIERZBICKI

c
o
1umand

,

a half
Once upon a time was birthed Brenda the

Broad, out of her mommy's bomb. Well,

actually was birthed a child, whose mum
and da-da. out of their vast prenatal no-

knowledge labelled this childlike substance,

Brenda

Brenda was birthed and razed in a loverly

sloburban household by lovey-dovey subur-
ban pregnants. whose sole concerns were
muddled-class virtues — virginity, mar-
riage, a gude jobe and mo' paie. and lots

and lots and lots of muddled-class educa-

tion. Brenda. an unwitting accomplice to

her socialization, was slowly but surely

learning all the good and righteous facts of

life.

What did our heroine learn? You bet! She
learned to luv her mommy and daddy, to

get compassion and understanding from the

mummy, to respect the authority (read

"power "i of the daddy At school — spool

— stool (read "shit"). Brenda was given

dollies to ply with, girlies to cry with, and

boylies to be scared of.

Why was Brenda scareda boys'' ah! the

plot coagulates. You see. when Brendybaby
became 8ght ears old. she learned that she

should plague with goils. and not with boils

She learned goils were different from boils

Goils were raised, cultivated, groomed and

trimmed to bud into nice, quiet, submissive,

obedient, gentle and sweet sugary spice pli-

able, plastic posies.

On the other foot, boils were taught-to-bc

or produced-into or socialized-as strong, vir-

ile, aggressive, pugnatious and independent

tails i as in puppy dogs' tails, of course)

inspiring an awesome tearfulness in those

of their colleagues upon whom fell (he bur-

den of being their help-mates and suppor-

tive personnel — GIRLS — for ever and

ever Amen
Poor Brengy was learned and was burned

f - a - a - s - t. f - a - s - t. f -a-s-t. fast! and

there weren't nuthin she could DO! She was

weaved into the Invisible Bag thai her bar-

rents, her leachers, and her so-piety de-

creed her to be weaved into

Because Brenda dinna know, and cunna

see the Invisible Bagel, she truly believed

what her barrents. her leachers and her so-

piety decreed were the right things, the

proper things, the responsible and mature

things Add to that: the "responsible" ac-

tions, the "correct" looks, the "proper"

hemline, the "intelligent" talking, wording,

mouthing, noising nothing

Brenda. out of high school, acclimatized

and socialized, was prepared to "do some-

thing with her life" (read "get married-

harried, teach-leach. nurse-curse, or enter

the big. bad. bumbling, beaurocratic. banal,

business bored-board burldl.

Good-luckily. being of muddled-class

pregnants. Brenda cudafforda university

education Iread "more socialization, more

propaganda, more mediocrity, more unin-

spiring dissimulation" I.

Next weak, weekily I begin to trace Bren-

da Bright's mte-lite flight into plight at

UpTite. denunciating similarly her hassles

within her Invisible Bagel Come with us

bretheren. and unite in joining together,

circling around, and stomping through Bren-

da's crises at UpTite

REMEMBER: "AFTER READING
SOMETHING. ALWAYS ASK YOURSELF
WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED." Brenda B.
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backlog
'Varsity distorts facts'

Allow me to correct the injus-

tice done by The Varsity in its

recent "editorial" on the change
of women's hours at the New
College Men's Residence. By the
application of what is becoming
the only consistent and obvious
editorial policy of the Varsity, it

has once again distorted the facts

beyond all semblance of truth.

While it is true that the Resi-
dence Committee initially decid-
ed to have open weekends and
subsequently altered its position
after having a meeting with Dr
Ivey and Dean Stager, any
"silky-smooth administrators"
who "beat the Residence Com-
mittee down" are complete fab-

rications on the part of the Var-
sity and unjust innuendoes
against two well-respected men.
A university is not to be es-

tablished as a retreat where one
may exist in defiance of the rest

of society. It's a public institu-

tion owing its viability to public
funds and is furthermore
vulnerable to all opinions and
reactions of the community. A
college, a university cannot in-

voke the noble phrases "aca-
demic freedom" or "educated
enlightenment" to justify an atti-

tude of indifference towards
those outside these "hallowed
halls". Although one does not
have an obligation to succumb to

the values of his society, an edu-
cated conscience will not allow
disregard of such considerations.
It was in this spirit that the Resi-
dence Committee deliberated.

Thus, without any of the
"small mindedness",
"hypocrisy", or ulterior motives
alleged by your paper, the Resi-
dence Committee reached its

decision. Although the new hours
as stated by the Varsity were
correct, this was virtually the
only valid statement appearing in

Monday s editorial.

Brian Schnurr
President, New College

Student Council

To set a deadline oj 3:30 a.m.
instead oj opening the weekend
because oj "society" is sheer hy-
pocrisy and a submission to the
values oj one oj the meanest sec-
lions oj society — the hluenosed
prudes who regularly spill their

filth into the letters to the editor
columns oj the daily newspapers.
What happens in New College
between the hours oj 3:30 and 9
a.m. is nobody's business hut vour
own. Society has no place in the
bedrooms oj New College or any-
where else jor that matter. It is

sad and sick to see administrators
sloop to this kind oj argument to

impose their will. Ed.

grape boycott

I would like to commend the
Varsity and Liz Willick on the
excellent article on Friday about
the failure of some parts of the
university in supporting the Cali-
fornia grape boycott. However, I

would like to point out two errors
in the story regarding the boycott
in general.

First, Toronto is not the fifth

largest grape market in North
America, it is the third largest.

Only New York and Los Angeles
consume more California grapes

than Toronto. This makes the
success of the Toronto boycott
crucial to the fate of the farm
workers.

Second, the article states that
"many stores have stopped sell-

ing California grapes — including
some of the major chain stores."
None of the major chains have
stopped selling California
Grapes. Steinberg's put a sign
over the grape counters express-
ing sympathy with the boycott.
Loblaw's took a survey of cus-
tomers, but, in spite of the fact
that about 80 percent of the re-

plies were in favor of the boy-
cott, Loblaw's has decided to
continue carrying the grapes.
Dominion has not cooperated
with the boycott in any way, and
in the week before Christmas,
several Dominion store mana-
gers called the police to prevent
peaceful picketing and leafleting

at the stores.

I think it is important that
everyone is informed of the fail-

ure of the stores in Toronto to
respond in any meaningful way
to moral appeals to support the
farm workers in California. The
success of the strike is important
for all the farm workers in the
United States and Canada, and
has received support from many
church and Labour organizationsj

John Scull

(SGS)

"make me sick"

This year York University has
had to turn away seven hundred
qualified applicants, and other
Ontario universities are finding
themselves equally crowded.

1969 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN THE
PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA
FOR SCIENCE STUDENTS

During the summer of 1969 opportunities for summer employment will become
available for university undergraduates, final year bachelor and graduate
students in:

• Agricultural Sciences

• Microbiology

• Medicine

• Veterinary Science

• Forestry Science

e Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering

• Geography
• Mining

• Physics, Physics and Mathematics,
Geophysics and Engineering Physics

Students interested in working in these disciplines should contact the nearest

Canada Manpower Centre for further information. In many instances Canada Man-

J
power Centres are located on university campuses.

A
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• Botany

• Dentistry

• Pharmacy
• Zoology
• Geology

• Mathematics
e Metallurgy

• Meteorology

In my class here at the Uni-
versity of Toronto there is a sig-

nificant number of foreign stu-
dents. Why should Canadians
contribute two-thirds of their
educational costs while our own
young people are being turned
away?

In the Dec. 9 issue of the Var-
sity an article appeared in the
centrefold by Brian Johnson con-
cerning the arrest of student
pickets in Peterboro. Another
article tells of 250 students join-

ing the strike. Don't these stu-

dents have classes to attend, or
are we paying for their education
so that they can run all over the
country on any little whim they
please?

"Student Power" makes me
sick!

Gerald W. Dickson

(II APSC)

better late than never

This letter concerns Steve
Langdon's review of the Dissent-
ing Academy, Varsity, November
15th. I hope that you will print it.

Steve Langdon deplores "value
free" academic rigor and profes-
sionalism. Quantitative analysis,
says he, strengthens the status
quo. What rot!

To argue that rigorous, quan-
tiative analysis is an instrument

of reaction because some reac-
tionaries use it is about as logi-

cal as to argue that sloppy think-
ing is progressive because Steve
Langdon uses it. Mr. Langdon
may eventually tire of simple
demagogy and wish to play God
seriously by implementing his
nostrums. If he does, he will find
the rigorous analytical tech-
niques as useful to him as to any
reactionary. The tools really are
politically neutral.

Langdon has missed a very
basic point of micro economic
theory. He evidently thinks the
behavioral postulate of optimisa-
tion is identical with that of prof-
it maximisation. In fact, the lat-

ter is merely a special case of
the former. Rigorous academic
economics is capable of handling
any alternative optimising behav-
ioral postulate that Mr. Langdon
or anyone else might care to

suggest.

In alleging the dearth of
courses on or study of socialist

economics at this University, Mr.
Langdon speaks again from igno-
rance. We offer Economics 427.

The Economy of the USSR, and
Economics 3002, Special Course
in the Economics of Socialist

Countries. It is not too late for

you to enrol, Mr. Langdon, and
we will make it as rigorous as
you can take.

Richard W. Judy.
Professor of Economics
and Computer Science.

RAPID

READING!!!

10 Week Course Beginning

week of January 20
f 1969.

2 classes nightly tn .

5:30; 7:30 >21.50

Maximum: 280 people

STILL Jim TO REGISTER !!!

S. A. C. Office

Sponsored by S.4.C.

services Commission

and U. of T. Library.



French gov't sends ticket

to former U of T student

arrested in summer riots

ed
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ng U °f T engineer was beaten "P and arrest-

frorn hi,Z ,

"2 P,°lice '

While walki "8 arou"d blocktrom his hotel in Toulouse last June.

m\ntJ
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hU^ ' nt° a Padd-Vwaggon. questioned, finger-

fnto a celf
and then

'

sti" covered "lood. thrown

ntrtrV!!
h

.°
UrS jail

'

he was loaded onto a tra'n with

1 P"soners and transported to Paris. He had-
lost 14 pounds in the previous three days.

ihJt
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'V "0t be your idea of a summer vacation, but
that s the way it was with Shelley Goodman last June
Goodman, now a Brock University economics studentwas deported by the French government without being

charged, convicted or given any chance to defend himselfNow the French government has apparently regretted its
rash decision and sent Goodman - through the Canadian
government - an offer of a free return Toronto-Paris air-
line ticket, tourist class.

His expulsion from France has also been lifted
Goodman says he gets some -moral satisfaction" from

the trench government's move, which he estimates will
cost them $400.

But he still thinks his experience - while - interesting"— wasn't exactly worth the free trip.

"It wasn't fun getting arrested; it wasn't fun getting
beaten up." he says, "It was a terrible experience."
Goodman doesn't know whether the French government's

action is part of a general amnesty. He was the only Cana-
dian arrested in France during the June disturbances.
Goodman plans to make use of his gift airline ticket this

summer, returning to France for several weeks at the end
of August.

"I suppose maybe there is some kind of world justice."
he speculated.

He is fairly sure the French gift - which he has been
notified of but hasn't yet received — is not a ruse to get
him back into the country to face charges.

University College

Public Lecture Series

APULEIUS
Louis MacKay

Department of Classics

Thursday, Jan. 16 at 4.10 pm
West Hall, University College

ISRAEL '69
Saturday, January 18th

Film: "SALLAH"

8.30 P.M.

Eaton Auditorium

Price: $1.50 Proceeds to I. E. F.

Monday, January 20th

8:30 P.M.

DR. MAURICE L. PERLZWEIG

World Jewish Congress Representative to United Nations

on

ISRAEL AND THE UNITED NATIONS'
Dr. Perlzweig is returning from Israel after con-

ferences with Mr. Eshkol.

Sunday, January 19th

8.30 P.M., Hillel House

RABBI STUART ROSENBERG

Beth Tzedec Congregation

on

"ISRAEL S THE MIDDLE EAST"

XEROX COPIES
5< A<

^Weath
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

e Quality Guaranteed

1
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm
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Want to hit

the Jackpot?
It's the GITANES jackpot.

You get two packs of GITAIMES free.

Like for nothing.

Just mail the coupon below.

Your two free packs'll really turn you on' —
to GITAIMES. And it's legal.

Expel reporter: York prof

GITANES have low tar and nicotine

content. That government study says

so. See? We've even got the Estab-

lishment on our side.

This is one jackpot you can't fail to hit.

And nobody's gonna hit back. So
mail the coupon. Now.

To : GITAIMES. P.O. BOX 826. Hamilton, Ontario.

Send me my two free packs of GITANES. Like fast.

Name

Address

City

—

.Prov.

.

Zone. .

.

Chech Ivpe warned O Plain Filler

Oiler limited to two packs per person and per household.

Closes Feb 15th 1969

DOWNSVIEW (CUP) - An
upset chemistry professor

wants the senate of York
University to expel a student

newspaper reporter in re-

sponse to an article criticiz-

ing the university's adminis-

tration.

Larry Goldstein, in an open

letter to Ontario Education

Minister William Davis, publ-

ished in the Excalibur, told

Davis to "seriously investi-

gate" future requests for

funds for York. Goldstein

contended "millions of tax-

payers' dollars are being

spent to give numerous stu-

dents a non-education."

The waste of resources,

Goldstein said, was appalling.

Combined with the "authori-

tarian nature of the regime",

it would eventually push re-

sponsible students to open

rebellion.

H. 0. Pritchard, chairman
of the chemistry department,

will present a motion to the

York senate on Jan. 23 which

proposes that Goldstein be

expelled for the letter.

Labelling the criticism
"unwarranted, and not in the

best interests of the univei-

sity," Pritchard said: "The
professors know best how the

university should run. Si»-

dents are transients in .'lis

place: They don't warrant
equal rights."

"Goldstein doesn't unt»;-
stand the university —
doesn't know much ab"
democracy or democr. .se

policies. He is biting the tuT.d

that feeds the univer-iry."

Goldstein is somewhat ta-

ken aback by Pritchard's

move: "I'm glad I wrote the

letter, and I am willing to

defend it to the fullest. But I

never foresaw that anyone
would be really upset by it. I

couldn't see anyone in such

an exalted position as Prit-

chard doing this."

York Administration Presi-

dent Murray Ross has re-

fused to comment on the

matter, saying he will speak

when it comes to senate.

|:j What would you do for $25?
J.

$ The Blue and White Society, sponsors of this year's week- !;!

£ long Winter Carnival, are thinking ahead to their Great Ice ij

$ Palace and Sculpture Contest, which takes place at the end:;':

S of the month, on front campus. •:

The contest is only part of the Winter Carnival. Tickets!;:

;i;for all the events — including happenings, dances, films!;!

;!;
and a Feb. 2 concert with folksinger Phil Ochs — are $5. !;!

:•; Oh yes. The $25 is being offered as a prize for the win-
!;!

!•: ning sculpture. •:•

COURSES AND STUFF

2nd term of the Thomas Hobbes Memorial

• FREE UNIVERSITY ofTORONTO •
The F.U. of T. was formed to provide learning opportunities unavailable at U. of T.: interdisciplinary or contemporary
subjects, different approaches to existing subjects, meetings of people from different disciplines.

The most important aspect, however is that of "free": freedom from the marks and exajn rat-race, pre-defined curricula,

pre-ordained hours of meeting, Some people discovered that they could not work in this unfamiliar atmosphere ("but

who will tell me what do do"); some while curious, were incapable of organizing or administrating within a group (small

wonder); some set up lecture-seminar systems in the traditional manner; others developed different approaches. All

these, of course, are learnings.
,

Below is a list of new and continuing groups welcoming new members. They are divided into general interest areas. It is

a long list but read it anyway.

Further courses will be started if you want them Call Bob Bossin. 923-3490 or attend:

General Meeting: Tues, 4 p.m.. North Sitting Room. Hart House,
cuse (Fri. 2 p.m. Rm 332 above Textbook store, side

entrance)

ft Women's Liberation: (Monday. 8 p.m. 44 St.

George.)ft A, <idv.uk (Monday. 4 pm Advisory Bureau, Spadina

at Harbord, above the bank) a regularly meeting group

to deal with problems introduced each week by the

people who come
* Beaver: (Apt 1820. floor R, Rochdale. Bloor and

Huron) like Aardvark

* Charley: (Fri noon. Advisory Bureau) tike Beaver

* F.U. of T. Group: an intensive weekend lab in inter-

personal communications, self and group understand-

ing Slight lee to partially cover costs Meeting of

those interested Fri 2 pm. Bickersteth Room. Han
House Or call Bob Bossin. 923-3490. 921-0501
(Change from Thurs

)

x Techniques of Verbal and Non-Verbal Communica-
tions: to be announced

* Anarchy: the Political Philosophy (Fn . 2 p.m. Hart

House)

H Contemporary Political Thought: Utopias (Monday
8 pm . 170 Howland Ave)
Peace: Is it possible? Is it really desirable? (Fri 3:30

p.m.. SCM office Hart House.)

* Peace & War: no new members, thank you
* Marxist Economics: (first meeting Wed.. Jan 22. 8

p.m.. 151 SpadinB Rd.. Apt No 2. one block above

Bloor)

ft Cold War and the Rise of American Imperialism

:

TBA, contact Danny Draiche 964-0414)

M Ideology: Theories of Consciousness. Marx to Mar

* Education: What is learning, what does "teaching"

do. etc (Wed 3 p.m. Advisory Bureau. Spadina and
Huron, above the bank)

* Black Magic and Witchcraft: the Occult (Thurs. 8

p m . Rm. 231. U.C.)

x Ideas of Primitive Religions (Wed 8 p.m. Rochdale)

* Problems of Contemporary Philosophy of Religion:

eg what is the contemporary meaning of "evil"

(Thurs
. 7 30 p.m.. Innis 1. just South of Hart House

* Canadian History: Nationality and Social Structure

(Mon Jan. 20. 7:30 East Common Room, Hart
House 1837:

Canada's Unsuccessful Revolution)

* Cuba: Politics of the Revolution (Thurs, 7:30. Rm,

315. Laidlaw wing. U C
* Latin America: the Culture of Underdevelopment

(Thurs. 5 pm , 165 Robert St.)

* Africa I: Culture. Development and Revolution (Tues

5 30. 510 Jarvts St., Apt 2)

ft Africa II: lectures and panels No 1 The Role of Mili-

tary Governments in Africa. Dr Selwyn Ryan and Wil-

liam O'Neill. Wed Jan 29. 7 30 pm. International

Student Centre.

* University of Toronto History: Fri. 4 p.m.. DW5.
University College

-x- Urban Architecture: the City as Form (Tues., 7 p.m..
1

Rm. 315. Laidlaw Wing. U.C.)

* Computers for Artsmen (Monday, 1 p.m., Rm. 231.

Old Physics Bldg.)

-< Engineer and Society: TBA, contact Peter Cook 927-

2844)

* Non-Authoritarian Medicine (Tues. Jan 21.8 p.m .

40 Elgin)

x Urban Problems (Wed , 4 p.m. SCM office. Hart

House)

* Earcleaning: Sound Perception and twentieth century

music (Mon . 4 p.m. North Sitting Room, Hart House)

* 'Modern and Contemporary Poetry (Thurs. 7:30.

North Sitting Room, Hart House)

« Romantic Poetry (Wed 1 p.m. JCR, University Col-

lege)

ft Film-making and Expt'l Theatre (Wed. 7 30, Innis II,

63 St George)

* The Tom Faulkner Memorial Lecture Series:

No. 1 North Vietnamese Society. Mrs. C. B

MacPherson Thurs 7 30, South Sitting Room.

Hart House Jan. 16

No 2 1837: Canada's Unsuccessful Revolution.

Stanley B Ryerson. Mon Jan 20. 7 30 p m..

East Common Room. Hart House

No 3 FREE SCHOOLS: Ideal Education or

Naive Escape Jack Dimond (Rochdale College)

Andy Wernick (England) and others TBA No 4

Fn 17th. 1 PM Bickerstett Room, Hart House

Any questions, comments or propositions, call Bob Bossin. registrar. 923-3490
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Intros play Labs to one-all tie
By ERROL YOUNG

It was bourgeois-baiting
night at the International
Student Center last Friday
and you couldn't tell the good
guys from the bad guys with-
out a program.
The game was played on

the home ice of the Canadian
Internationalists — Intros for

short — who sponsored the
meeting. Star performer was
Ci.nrade A. Gora Ebrahim, a
South African member of a
Peking based Afro-Asian
journalist association.

Ebrahim opened the game
with a report of the latest

Good News about the

counter-counter-revolution

taking place in Red China.

The opposing team, the
Canadian Party of Labour (or

iVabs) led by Bill Lewis, al-

loT.ved the Intros to control

th^fe play in the first half.

Comrade Gora's speech
outlined how the corrupting
forices of Liu Shao-chi needed
to t)|e purged from the Party.

iu was accused of com-
mitting many crimes against

the/ purity of the revolution-

ary ideology of Chairman
. and of failing to identify

with ihe working class.

Gpra felt the achievement
of the Cultural Revolution in

China was summed up in that

memorable poster composed
by Chairman Mao himself,

"Bombard the Bourgeois
Headquarters."

The real action started in

the question period when
Lewis of the Labs hit the In-

tros where it hurt, right in

their ideological makeup.
- Lewis accused one of the

leaders of the Intros, John

Kelsey. a Globe and Mail
reporter, of being a
strikebreaker.

He was referring to the
four year old strike against
Toronto's dailies by the Inter-

national Typographers Union.
"He crosses that picket

line every day when he goes
to work," said Lewis.

"Do you think it is right for

you to speak at a meeting run
by an organization that sup-
ports a man who is working
against the working man?"
he asked Comrad Gora.
The attack was parried by

meeting chairman Bob
Cruise, a real standout for

the Intros.

He said it was an inoppor-
tune time to bring up such an
internal matter.

As the voices in the room
got louder, poor Comrade
Gora, the featured speaker,
withdrew further and further

into his Little Red Book.
Cruise finally lost his tem-

per and yelled, "If you do not

sit down and be quiet we will

force you to leave."

to see you tryTd like

said Lewis.

By this time the fans in the
audience, who had remained
quiet until now. started to

press the chair for a response
to the charges.

When the voices finally

quieted Comrade Gora prom-
ised to look into the matter
before the next day's meet-
ing.

The question was debated
Saturday morning in the Mu-
sic Room of Hart House and
Kelsey said a conclusion was
reached, but added he would
not reveal the outcome to

The Varsity.

The burst of energy ex-

hausted both teams.

Comrade Gora was asked if

Shakespeare could be studied

by a follower of Mao.
"No," he replied. "Since

Shakespeare wrote for a
bourgeois society and there-

fore a true follower of the

Chairman could not identify

with the plays' characters
"

The questioner then asked
if love was not the true

theme of much of Shakes-

peare's work.

Comrade Gora replied by
pointing out the relationship

between love and a nation's

economy, using the high
American divorce rate as an
example.

He also included Bach and
Beethoven in his criticism

since to a good Marxist-Len-

inist all art is a means and
not an end.

When the game ended the

final score was one all

The only one who lost

ground was Shakespeare and
he didn't seem tqjnindlers of the Intros, John . BILL tEWIS he didn't seem tojnind.

Grad political science students

still waiting for Lakoff report
By ART MOSES Phil Resnick (SGS) said he could not

rennri on graduate instruction in the cepl Lhis concept.
By ART MOSES

A report on graduate instruction in the

Department of Political Economy will "ab-

solutely" be issued in time for recom-

mended changes to be included in next

year's calendar, says Professor J. E. Smith.

Associate Chairman of the Department of

Political Economy.
The Committee working on the report is

chaired by Political Science Prof. S. A.

Lakoff.
At a Friday meeting of a graduate

counter-seminar on Ideology, set up oppos-

ite a recognized course (Poli Sci 2403)

taught by Prof. Stephen Clarkson. members

of the seminar decided to wait until publica-

tion of the report before proceeding further

towards obtaining accreditation for the

counter course.

All present were concerned that the re-

port, originally expected before Christmas,

would appear too late to affect next year s

program.
During the meeting. Prof. Clarkson said

his position had been indicated in a letter to

Andy Wernick (SGS) in October Wernick is

a member of the counter-seminar.

Clarkson explained he was willing to al-

low the counter seminar to do its own work

and recognize that the group itself would

evaluate each individual s paper, provided

he would retain the right to disagree with

the group's evaluation

Phil Resnick (SGS) said he could not ac-

cept (his concept.

"This means that the principle of a stu-

dent centred seminar has gone by the

boards," he said. He is seeking group evalu-

ation by the counter seminar without fac-

ulty interference.

Wernick claimed that the two seminars

are entirely different He felt the only way

the idea of recognizing the legitimacy of a

student centred seminar would be by ac-

crediting both seminars.

"I want two credits for the two seminars

If I want to do work in both, and can only

get credit in one. I can't do the best work in

the other
"

Prof Clarkson stated that under the

present structure of the graduate school a

grade is required for each student.

I still have to say formally what the

grade is. I could still disagree with the

group evaluation You are far from the

ideal.
'

Resnick agreed that the issue could not

be resolved within the seminar, but only

within the Department and the graduate

school. Hence his concern over the delay in

publishing the Lakoff Report.

The 20 students at the Friday meeting

agreed on forming a graduate caucus to

work within the Political Economy Course

Union.

Bob Cruse, Gora Ebrahii

photos hi ERROL YOVNG
i at Internationalists meeting.

CANADA LIFE

INTERVIEWS

FRI. JAN. 17
FOR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTING

ADMINISTRATION

SKIN & BONES

RABBIT HOODS - $12.00

ANTIQUE FUR COATS
FROM S20.00

SHEEP & LAMBSKINS
- SI 2.00

690 YONGE ST.

922-3010

THOSE TAKING A

COURSE IN POLITICAL

ECONOMY (including

COMMERCE &FINANCE)

tBTr -vnfei. Vs. WIEWl *.

poinicm KOrVomr
COURSf UHIOH

GENERAL MEETING

1 p.m.. WED JAN. 15th,

in Rm. 2102, Sidney Smith

GETTING ENGAGED?

DIAMOND SALE
Annual Closeout of

Unclaimed Goods,
Ends of Lines and

Discontinued Numbers

January 13-18 ONLY
ALL MERCHANDISE

IS BRAND NEW

60 fi ... i Diamond* 14 Kl

.

Gold Selling
Retail S400.no Sol* I.'SO.OO

50 Pia. J Diamond* IS Kl

.

Gold Setting

Ratoil SSOO.OO Sot* (t.'S-OO

45 Pt*. Solltalr* 18 Kl.

Gold Selling
Roto. I 540Q.OO Sol* 1.120.00

32 Pli. Mnrquiar Cut 18 Kl

.

Gold Setting
Retail 1450 00 Sol* 1/40.00

76 Pit. Solltnlre 14-18 Kl.

Gold Selling
R*loil lf.95.0n Sol* 1425.00

I. IS Ci. Sapphire S. Dmmond
Combination
B*to|1 1875.00 Sol* 1575.00

Vsna. K«rr«n»ui» v ui <_ «r»r»

Stone with 2- Pt. Tapered
Ragueii** 18 Kl. Gold tot line

Rafoll IM5.00 Sol* (525.00

1. 1ft CI*. Rut>» and Diamond
Combination
Raioil 1 1.175.00 Sol* 1750.00

MANY OTHERS TO

CHOOSE FROM
HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond ond G*m Deal*r»,

131 Blot* Str««l W*»l,

Suit* 416 - 921-7702

Listen

Share

Discuss

WHO IS THIS JESUS?
Jan. 27 lo 31

with Rev. Dick Lucas

London, England
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HERE AND NOWCLASSIFIED
ACCOMMODATION WANTED —
Professional (acuity member would be
interested in taking care ot a (acuity
member's residence while he is on leave
o( absence over a short term period such
as a year's sabbatical Available end ol
school term Excellent references Apply
Mailbox 316. New College. 21 Classic
Ave . Toronto 5

?yEÊ "?«— u °' T sk
' "'P study week

Feb 17-22 at Mt Sutton. PQ $68 00
includes: 5 nights hotel. 5-day ftfl

ticket, bus service from TO Call 922
2274 after 7 00 p.m.

WEEKEND - Bay Motor Inn Jan
17-19 Transportation, accommodation
meals, tows, instruction, indoor-outdoor
swimming pools, sauna $35 inclusive
Canadian Fellowship Club 621-1399

EXPERIENCED TYPIST for your thesis,
manuscript, paper or novel. Social stud
tes a specialty Phone 488-2902

BASHFUL? Not Still plenty of tickets
remain Engineering stores 8.56 AM-
4 27 PM (cheep). Say Fudzie and Alice
(or Falice) sent you or better still

don't Ribbm

LOST — Tools in green tool box Comer
of Hoskm and Devonshire Place Wed
Jan 8 4 PM Please call 481 7423
evgs

ROCK BAND AVAILABLE for book
ings Good but cheap Call Jerome Ru
fos 267 7328

FURNISHED ROOM. Males . Linen &
Maid service • Cable T V & lounges

l2!^50f
IV

96%e
d
8r,,Sb 'e 85 B,d""d

ROOM TO LET. in Fraternity. St
George subway, rem $50 All meals
available. 924 0580

SOCIOLOGIST interested in talking to
or sending a questionnaire to peoplewho are l,y,„g together unmarried
Please call 630-5452 evenings

FAST ACCURATE home typing _ keep
Ihis name and number for future use
Mrs Linda Flood 884-6526

LOST WRISTWATCH near hart house
it found please contact T RIFAI 127 Old
phisic Bldg lor reward

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY _ Room with pnvaie
oath — separate entrance — telephone

rv — for serous female student —
minimal rent — St Clair & Bathurst
area Contact Mr Uoyd Chandler 51
Burnside Dr. at Tel No 534-5753 or
Photographic Arts Dept

. Ryerson

ERINDALE COLLEGE
presents the third event of the series

'THE AGE OF REVOLUTION'
'WHY BECOME A HIPPY?'

A confrontation in a panel discussion between the

drop-outs of today, members of the establishment,

and those who try to explain the phenomenon.

DATE: Thursday, January 16

TIME: 8:00 pm
PLACE: Room 248, The College Building

r

TODAY
1 p.m.

Hart House Debates Room
"This House has an Eye for an
Eye".

Political Economy Course
Union general meeting. Sid
Smith, 2102.

Student review on contempo-
rary Jewish thought, Sid Smith
2129

Dr. R. B. McClure, Moderator,
United Church of Canada, sand-
wich seminar. Music Room,
Wymilwood, Vic.

Opening and christening of
new professional faculty cafete-
ria with the LGMB.

1.10 p.m.
Radio Varsity - U of T Gen-

eral committee meeting.
Annual Auction of photograph-

ic paraphernalia. Bring junk,
money etc. Hart House Camera
Club Room.

4 p.m.
First meeting of SAC's revital-

ized (we hope!) political action
working group. South Sitting
Room, Hart House.

Public Lecture by Prof. Hollis
R. Lynch — State University of
N.Y. at Buffalo on The Pan-Afri-
can Impulse among Afro-Ameri-
cans in Historical Perspective
Sid Smith Rm. 2117.

5 p.m.
Auditions, men wanted for

"Eros at Breakfast", Cartwright
Hall, St. Hilda's College.

6 p.m.
Interfaculty debate: UC versus

UTDU; Resolved: North Ameri-
can Society is based on violence
UC Rm. 231.

8.15 p.m.
"French Language Public

Schools for Toronto?" A St.

Paul's Riding Citizens' Forum
Public Meeting with Professor C.
Edward Rathe of Victoria Col-
lege and lan Wahn, M P. Holy
Rosary Church Parish Hall (St.

Clair & Tweedsmuir Ave. just
one block east of Bathurst)

THURSDAY
12.15 p.m.

Demonstration against Cana-
dian government committment in
NATO. 36 Adelaide St. Sponsored
by the League for Socialist Ac-
tion.

1 p.m.

Free Films at ISC Energeti-
cally Yours and Atomic Energy
in Canada.

Prof. Hollis Lynch of State
University of New York, Buffalo

F.U. OF T

i

COME HEAR

W. POGSON - Expert on Middle East Affairs

RABBI S. ROSENBERG - Beth Tzedec Synagogue

J. PETERS - Can. Arab Federation

STANLEY BURKE - C.B.C. News

DISCUSS:

TODAY
1 p.m. Romantic Poetry:

JCR, University College

3 p.m. - EDUCATION: what is

learning and stuff like that. Advi-
sory Bureau, Spadina and Har-
bord, above the bank
4 p.m. - URBAN PROBLEMS,
SCM Office, Hart House
7.30 p.m. — Film-making and
Experimental Theatre, 63 St.

George.

8 p.m. — IDEAS OF PRIMITIVE
RELIGIONS, Rm 205, Rochdale
8.30 p.m. - THE COLD WAR
AND THE GROWTH OF AMER-
ICAN IMPERIALISM, 6th floor

lounge, Rochdale

Thursday
Note: meeting of those interested
in a weekend communications

H lab (T-group) has been changed
to FRIDAY.

f 5 p.m. — LATIN AMERICA
i group, 165 Robert St.

7.30 p.m. - BEAVER: a free
I discussion group, new members

welcome. Apt. 1820, Rochdale

<— Contemporary Problems in the
Philosophy of Religion, Innis I,

just south of Hart House
— CUBA group, Rm, 315, Laid-
law Wing, U C.

— Modern Poetry, North Sitting

Room, Hart House
— NORTH VIETNAMESE SOCI-
ETY, (the first Tom Faulkner
Memorial Lecture), South Sitting

Room, Hart House
8 p.m. - BLACK MAGIC AND
WITCHCRAFT. Rm 231 U C.

will give a seminar on Black
Nationalism. Everyone invited
Sid Smith, Rm. 2124.

CUSO information meeting
open to all those interested in
serving overseas for two years.
CUSO office International Stu-
dent Centre 33 St. George.

Sociology students' Union
founding meeting — any students
taking one or more sociology
courses. Sid Smith Rm. 2135.

4 p.m.

Prof. Hollis Lynch, State Uni-
versity of N.Y. at Buffalo on
Modern Nationalism in West Af-
rica in the 19th Century Massey
College Upper Library.

4.10 p.m.

Wind Raised Water Waves
lecture by Prof. I. W. Stewart.
Department of Oceanography
University of British Columbif j

Room 102, McLennan Physic &
Laboratories. Tea 3.45 to 4 ite
p.m. f

6.45 p.m.

Mixed Pairs Tournament Vic-
toria College Bridge Club. > Wy-
milwood.

7.30 p.m.

Talk by Prof. W. Sa.wyer,
Dept. of Mathematics on Tech-
niques and Methods of mathe-
matical study. New Physics Rm
203. ;

f -

SHOUT - Student's Health
Organization presents Humanism
vs. Mechanism in Health. Inter-
national Student Centre 33 St.
George St.

8 p.m.

The Little Prince — a reading
by Rod Beattie and Richard
Reoch. Admission Free. Cart-
wright Hall, St. Hilda's College,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Lynch speaks on
Afro-Americans
A black historian who has

taught in Nigeria will lecture
today on the interest of Neg-'
ro youth in its African back-
ground.

Hollis R. Lynch, will speak
on "The Pan-African Impulse
among Afro-Americans in
Historical Perspective."

The lecture begins at 4
p.m. in room 2117, Sidney
Smith Hall.

'HOW CAN CANADA HELP SOLVE
THE MIDDLE-EAST CRISIS'

NEWCOLLEGEDINING HALL
(WETM0RE)

SUNDAY JANUARY19 1-5 PM

FREEADMISSION
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Music Committee of Hart House
Presents

ORFORD STRING QUARTET
* * *

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
January 19, 1969 8:30 pm
Great Hall, Hart House

Tickets Hall Porter

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#

*

*

*
*******************************

J
TOM FAULKNER MEMORIAL LECTURE:

NORTH VIETNAMESE SOCIETY
MRS. C.B. MacPHERSON recently returned from HANOI

THURSDAY
, JANUARY 16th - 7:30 P.M.

SOUTH SITTING ROOM. Hart House



Winter blasts CUG on equal representation'.
By GEOFF MEGGS

m Objections to equal student

participation in university
government voiced at last

Friday's CUG meeting have
been described as "unten-

able" by GSU President John
Winter.

The remark was contained

I an open letter to President

ssell written in response to

-rsity reports that Dr. Bis-

1 questioned the theory of

ual representation.

Pres. Hare

quits UBC
VANCOUVER (Special) -
he president of the TJniver-

ity of British Columbia, Dr.

Kenneth Hare, has resigned

his post.

In a letter of resignation

released this week Hare said

he found the job — which he
had held for seven months —
"impossible for a man of my
temperament."
Hare, 49, had been in ill

health for some time. Dean
Walter Gage has been ap-

pointed acting president until

permanent successor is

appointed.

At Friday's meeting Dr.
Bissell said he "could not see
theoretical arguments for
equal student participation."
The remark came up in

open and informal discussion
aimed at delineating opposing
views rather than hammering
out commission policy.

Winter also described as
"fatuous" remarks made by
Dr. Bernard Etkin that fac-
ulty deserved more represen-
tation because of longer ex-
perience.

"The art of government is

an entirely different matter
requiring different personal
attributes and perhaps a dif-

ferent form of mind," Winter
wrote.

He also criticized the fac-

ulty opinion that students

Remodelling ft Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &

SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

GIRLS
OVER 17

IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO DATE A NEW

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR
EACH WEEK, OR YOU
WOULD LIKE A CHANGE

OF BOYFRIEND.
THEN JOIN THE DATING

GAME AT
DIAL — A - DATE

Coll 929-061 1 _ 1 :00 to 10:00 p.m.

Centre for the Study of Drama

AUDITIONS
Leon Major will hold auditions for

THE SHEEP WELL by Lope de Vega

Tues. Jan. 14th - 1:30 - 5:00

Wed. Jan. 15th - 10:00 - 12 and 2:00 and 4 00

Thurs. Jan. 16th - .10:00 - 12-30

Fri. Jan. 17th - 10:00 - 2:00

Auditions will be held at the Studio Theatre,

4 Glen Morris Street,

Actors are requested to prepare two short pieces.

For an Appointment Phone 928-8674 or

call at Hart House Theatre Offices.

r

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS' UNION

FOUNDING
MEETING

THURSDAY 1 PM JAN. 16

SID SMITH RM. #2135

ANYONE TAKING ONE OR MORE

SOCIOLOGY COURSES

1111

have a smaller stake in the

university community than
the student, especially gradu-
ate students.

"Two-thirds of graduate
students intend to follow a
career in an educational
profession," he said quoting
statistics from a recent GSU
study of graduate students

"The statements by Dr
Etkin and yourself are unten-
able as far as the graduate
students are concerned,"
Winter concluded.

Overheard in the Playhouse
"I like the way Jacques Brel
presses four' letter words

JACQUES BREL
Is Alive and Well and

Living in Paris

"POWERFUL", Cofien, Sfor

- "GREAT", Hick/in, Te/y

•THE SONGS OF J.B. MUST
BE HEARD", Varsity

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
1605 Bayview Ave.,

481-33T8
subway to Davisville and

Davisville bus direct.

Box Office Open Doily 11-9
Mondoy TILL Soturdoy

Mon-Thurs S2.95, J3.95, S4.95
Fri-Sot $3.95, $4.95, $5.95

•SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES -

Mon. to Thurs. $2.00 ONLY:
Fri. ot 7:00 p.m. only $3.00

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

The Blue & White Society presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS
FRI. JAN. 17, 1969 - 8:30 PM

/un ouvcirc di ne ou 19c _ Anuiccinu ei nn,
vli/ 1 iiuivj vlkv . nm. t*tj - ni/miJMn 4»i.w

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR Block Zero Relativity

Oh Dem Wa termelons Hold Me While I'm Naked

Admittance Restricted To Persons 18 Years Of Age Or Over.

ONTARIO
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP
Brochures and application forms for

1969-70 are available in the Graduate

Studies office now.

Application forms must be submitted to

the Graduate Studies office by February

15th. 1969. YOU
MAY BE
ELIGIBLE
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HH serves business faculty, students for AISEC lunch
Our reporter wax "cordially invited" to a luncheon yesterday in

the south dining room at Hart House. The affair was held by
AISEC, an international organization of commerce and economics
students which sponsors job exchanges.

Of the 45 people present, most were students and faculty, with a
handful of Toronto businessmen interested in AISEC's program.
Roast beef and Yorkshire pudding were served. Our reporter took
the opportunity to talk things over with her fellow diners.

By LEAH ADAM

"Students are not compe-
tent to say what should be
taught at the university, nor
how it should be taught,"

says J. M. McAvity, Presi-

dent of the Canadian Export
Association.

Students haven't the experi-

ence to be able to judge their

courses, he said, but faculty

should have greater influence

on the makeup of courses and
there should be meaningful
dialogue between the business

community and the univer-

sity.

He maintained that busi-

nessmen enter the university

on invitation only and have
little say in selection of

courses and faculty. He said

business courses in the uni-

versity do not keep up with
the present trend towards
internationalization and
should be changed.

In informal conversation
representatives of a handful

of leading Toronto businesses
revealed their views of the

modern student and the busi-

ness community.
They all agreed that things

have changed since their uni-

versity days. In 1928, said R.
Kettle. Vice President in

charge of Public Relations

for Massey-Ferguson, a girl

could not even visit a man's
room for tea without a chape-
rone.

But student dissent, he
added, was not unknown then,

and it was in 1928 that the
Oxford Union resolved "not
to fight for King and coun-
try. "The present agitation for

change seems more perma-
nent, said Kettle.

It is very difficult to establ-

ish, a basis for discussion with
many radicals, since they
refuse to answer questions
which assume the continua-

tion of the existing order, he
said. "They want to turn the

whole structure upside-
down."
Another symptom of the

changing times is business's

attitude towards long hair.

Beards and longer hair are
acceptable now, as long as
they are "neat and tidy."

And it seems that almost
anything goes in jobs that do
not entail meeting the public.

The businessmen also indi-

cated that although a BA is

mandatory, it is no longer a

guarantee of a good job, and
most companies are requiring

post-graduate work of their

applicants for management'
positions.

Complete ayear's

required reading

in10weeks.
Whatever you're studying, from first year English to fifth

year medicine, there are a lot of texts you should read, a
large number of books you have to read. Now, by reading
three times faster, you can cover all of your required reading
in less than o„ne third of the norma] time. Or_re_ad three times

as much as the average student.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course teaches you
to read faster, with improved comprehension. To retain

more of what you read, and to concentrate more easily.

If you don't at least triple your reading speed, your tuition

fee will be refunded.

Give yourself two-thirds more time to read more, learn

more, be more. Call us now at 923-4681 and enroll in one of
the dynamic reading courses starting next week. Or attend a
free "Mini-lesson" at one of the locations listed below. Dis-
cover in fifteen minutes your potential as a dynamic reader.

And how with some applied study you too can become an
Evelyn Wood graduate.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics

Institute1 104 Bay Street Tel. 923-4681

Attend a free "Mini-lesson"
Evening Mini Lessons Wednesday Jan. 15 — Old Mill, Habitant Room 8.00 PM, Thursday Jan. 16 - Canadiana Molor Holel, MuskokaRoom 8.00 PM. Daytime "Mini Lessons" Monday Jan. 13 and Tuesday Jan. 14 — King Edward Holel, Upper Canada Room 12.30 PM, Wednesday
Jan. 15 and Thursday Jan. 16 — Sulton Place, The Board Room 12.30 PM. Classes begin Thursday, January 16(h through Sunday, January 26 at 1 104
Bay Street and Yorkdale Shopping Centre Institutes.
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mailt ROUNDUP

Hamlin leads Scarboro over UC
by GELLIU5

HOCKEY
Hamlin's goal was the

only scoring as Scar blanked

UC. 1-0.

PHE B 14, UC 11, 0. Skin-

ner 4, Wasylow 3, Craigie 3

("craigie" is a Scotch word

meaning "brillig"), Dawson

3, Johnson, Bendara! Traf-

ford (2).

Why does that make 17 in-

stead of 14? Perhaps we were

never meant to know.

PHE B went on to Smo-

lensk Archon, 7-0. Hungerford

(3), Crocker (2), Skinner and

T. King (no relation to P.

King, the capital of China)

were scorers.

Moynihan led Pharm over

Innis, 1-0.

Dents 4 (Pollard, Rice,

Skelton, Akiyama); SMC B 4

(Muzzucco, Macdonald 2,

Adams.

)

STANDINGS

Group 2 (12 4 10 i

1

i, "M f

SUC 6

Group 3 (10 flimoi

V,e*M
*

Qfoup 4 110 game*

BASKETBALL

Little Jack Horner hit well
from the corner (16 points) to

give Vic a 38-33 win over Sr.

Eng. Seppala had 12 for Sr.

Eng.

Vic, however, then yielded
to hybris and SMC, 36-35. Tei-

tal had 6 for the losers Ro-
ney 16 for SMC.

Innis (silver, H) 31; Scar
(Pump, 8) 26.

Garbe's 15 points paced
Law's 38-34 victory over
Dents. Deeney scored 10 for

Dents.

Meds B got 16 points from
Hibloom ("Put on your hib-

loom sneakers. . .
") to ala-

baster Jr. Eng., 34-29. Len-
drun and Wolfe had 10 heach
for Jr. Eng.

STANDINGS
Group I 14 lo playoffs !

Group II I j io pl*vorh>

CONTEST
Uncle R. Mickleburgh,

spokesman for Count Michael
Ignatieff, Chief judge for

Varsity Sports contests, today
announced that Don Short (III

New) has won the recent
Contest. Mr. Short's reply to
the query, "Is this a dagger I

see before me" was. "No,
but his grandfather was Ital-

ian", and he has been award-
ed a suitably Zen prize, viz..

the UC II Hockey team.

WOMEN'S SPORTS
Last weekend, the Senior

Intercollegiate Volleyball

Team travelled to Western
where they faced the follow-

ing Universities: Waterloo,

Waterloo Lutheran, Mac-
Master, Guelph, New York
State at Cortland, Carleton,

Windsor and Western.

By a supreme team effort,

Toronto managed to win 20 of

their 21 games, giving them
first place in the tournament
and the coveted Volleyball

trophy. The perennial rivals

of Toronto, the Western
team, handed Toronto their

only loss; however, Toronto

managed to take the other

two games of the match, to

defeat Western.

The Intermediate Volley-

ball Team played their first

exhibition games of this sea-

son last weekend in Toronto

against the Plast team. The

Toronto team lost all three

games by scores of 15-3, 15-5

and 15-4.

The Senior Intercollegiate

Basketball team was defeated
by Western on the weekend
by a convincing score of 53

29. At the end of the first

half. Western was ahead of

Toronto by only 4 points.

However, in the second half,

the Toronto team's play grad-

ually dropped off, and their

passes just didn't end up in

other Toronto players hands!

The Toronto team feels

that it was not so much that

the Western team's play de-

clined which resulted in the

Western victory. The team is

confident that their next en-

counter with Western will

result in a Toronto victory.

The Intermediate team
from Western also managed
to give Toronto's Intermedi-

ate Team their first loss of

the season by a score of 47-

20.

Gellius is prize in Newsie contest
Just follow these simple

rules: 1. Read the news story

below. 2. Attend the grand

opening. 3. Eat there. 4.

Come into The Varsity and

write your very own column,

Dining with:

(fill in your byline).

SPECIAL OFFER!!!
The Varsity News Depart-

ment announces the opening
of its FIRST contest. After
all, the sportsies run them all

the time.

First prize will be Varsity
Interfac columnist Gellius
(you get to give him a suita-
ble last name, even). Winner •

will also be awarded his very ACHIEVE FAME AND
own column for a day. F0RTUNS.L.

T
.^'?...

m
?.L.-.!!?

1 Outdoor sports dept.
j

lj What would you do for $300?

J: Five U of T girls are required to expose themselves to
:
::

:;|the cold in front of the Colonnade on Bloor St. Jan 25 while?:

•jwearing bikinis which measure one inch across the side.
|

S The occasion is a contest sponsored by a Toronto appli-;;:

j-ance store chain. Girls from York and Ryerson will also be::
:

Slcompeting for the title of Miss Snowflake 1969.

§ The first prize is $300. If you need the money you can;:;

geheck at the SAC office for details. MaMSMMOssJ

your road to a new career as

a student journalist. (The
Varsity has an opening for

Food Critic).

APSC (Special I
— A grand

opening and christening cere-

mony will be held here today

to celebrate the opening of a

new cafeteria, designed for

the use of professional stu-

dents on southwest campus.

The affair will feature free

speeches and raucous enter-

tainment by the Lady Godiva

Memorable Bland It takes

place at 1 p.m. one door

south of the Galbraith Build-

ing, attached to the Press

Building

U of T Outing Club

General Meeting

Hart House at 8 P.M. on Thursday. January 16th

Films S Refreshments

CANADA LIFE

INTERVIEWS

F R I JAN. 17
FOR

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTING

ADMINISTRATION

SPORTS SCHEDULES —
WEEK OF JAN. 20

RECREATIONAL BASKETBALL
A Wednesday Night League ol One Basket Basketball will start in

the Upper Gym on Wed Jan 22. 5 30 to 9 30 p m— 3 Man Teams, anyone can enter, two 30 minute games each
Wednesday For entry and further information apply at the Intramural
office

BASKETBALL
Mon Jan 20 PHE A Doug Mockford Tessis

400 UC HI Uw II Feaver, Ktrbv

Jan 21 1200 U C II vt ArcnA Martin. Tonisson
1 00 Vic III Eng III Martin Tonisson
4 00 Bus VI PHE 8 Sternberg. Sternberg
6 30 vs Boguski Hefner Chapnick
7 30 S?Eng St M A ChepnicK, Hefner Boguski
8 30 Si M 8 vs Scar Chapnick. Boguski. Hafner

Wad Jan 22 1 00 Well vt Jr Eng Gee, A Sternberg
4 00

Law*'
Wye Honey. Feaver Martin

500 Martin. Ron ay . Feaver
600 Med A VI UC 1 Tessis Doug Mockford Roney
700 Enn VS Dent A Tesss. Kirby, Ooug Mockford
800 Emman Doug Mockford Kirby. Tessis

Thur Jsn 2 3 1 00 New III Eng VII Coles Wilson
4 00 Arch B vs Si M C Coles Wilson
630 PHE C vs For Schwartz. 1 Sternberg Dymarski
7 30 Eng V Grad Geog Schwa n't.Dyma rsk> L Sternberg
8 30 Dent B vs New II L Sternberg,Dyma rski.Schwart

i

Fn Jan 24 1 00 Vic IV vs Eng VI Frnrosso. Cunningham

WATER POLO
Tues Jan 2 1 700 Scar vs Vic Cawthray

7 45 Law II vs Med IV Yi Cawthray
8 30 UC Med C Cuwthray

Wed Jan 2 2 7 00 Med A vs Law 1 Breech
7 45 Eng II VS Tnn B Breech
8 30 Oem VS Arch Breech

Thur Jan. 23 1 00 Innis vs For Webster
700 Med IV Yr vs UC Bergman
7 45 PHE vs St M LeRoy
8 30 New vs Med B Bergman

SPORTS SCHEDULES — WEEK OF JAN. 20

Mon Jan 20 12 30 Sr Eng VS PHE A Murray Donofno
1 30 U Ctll vs IV Chem 8 Murray Donofno
700 Scar VS Jr Eng Cameron. Zuchotski
800 Wye VS New II Cameron. Zuchotski
9 00 IV Civil A vs Sim c Cameron. Zuchotski

Tues Jan 21 1 30 III IndB vs St M E Umg. Gerry
400 For B vs Vie V Umg. Gerry
700 Med B Uw III Gordon Weese
8 00 PHE C V- IV Civil B Gordon, Weese
900 Vrc VI VS Med C Gordon. Wee«u

Wed Jan 22 BOO II Chem VS IV Ind B Dubmak
12 30 Sr Eng VS TnnA Dubmak. Rlehsntson

; 30 St M D vs IV Much Gsale. Orsi

4 00 Bus vs Uw II Allon, Applelon
700 Enn II IV Eng Sc Geale Ow
800 Pharm B vs III IndA Allen. Appleton
900 Vic VIII vs Dent 0 Allon. Appleton

Thur Jsn 23 12 30 II Ind vs III Geol Kolm. Seckington
400 St M B vs UC 1 Kolin, Seckington
700 Med D IV Elec Skinner. Wright
800 St M F vs IV Ind A Skinner. Wright
900 III Civil vs II Elec Skinner Wnghi

Fn Jan 24 12 30 St M A vs Vic 1 Donofno. Appleton
1 30 Law I VS PHE A Richerdson. Appluton
700 Med A VS Oent A Bullock. Uuron
800 Dev Hse V. For A Bullock. Uuton

SQUASH
Tues Jan 21 4 20 Uw B V. Innis

620 For VS Arch
700 Vie 1 vs Eng
740 Kno* Tnn B
8 20 Tnn A VS Grad Chem

Wed Jan 22 700 PHE A VS Dent

7 40 Scar Arch

8 20 For VS UC

Thur Jtn 23 6 20 Innis vs St M B
700 New vs Uw B
7 40 St M A vs Grad Stud

INDOOR TRACK Tues Jan 21. 5 30 p.m — 2 Mile*

Entries accepted at the Track

BADMINTON
MEN INTERESTED IN TRYING OUT FOR Till: :TER-

COLLEGIATE BADMINTON TEAM, SIGN IP IN

INTERCOLLEGIATE OFFICE, ROOM 101. HART lOUSE

IMMEDIATELY. ROUND ROBIN WILL BE PLAY
THE DRILL HALL THURSDAY, JANUARY 23rd, (>

REPORT TO JOHN PATTERSON OR JOHN Gil

BRING YOUR OWN RACQUET.

U AT
* p.m.

ERT.
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FLU-BUGGED BLUES BATTLE WARRIORS FOR TOP SPOT
Varsity Blues begin a se-

ries of three games in four

days this evening when they

host University of Waterloo

Warriors at Varsity Arena.

Tom Watt and his crew also

face Western Mustangs in

London on Thursday night

and then move into Windsor
for a Saturday matinee game
with U of W Lancers.

ARLON POPKEY

Blues, who lead Waterloo
by two points after an equal
number of starts, could take
a long stride toward clinching

first place in the six-team
Western Division. A win
would move them four points

ahead of Warriors and force
the latter to take the next
two meetings (one here and

one in Waterloo) between the

two clubs. On the other hand,

a two point Warrior victory

would leave the two teams
deadlocked and everything
that has taken place up until

now would be neutralized. In

essence, the battle for first

place simply boils down to

the results of the best of

three Toronto-Waterloo se-

ries.

Warriors, who lost all but

five of last year's players,

appear a little strong than the

1967-68 unit. Arlen Popkey,
the 1966-67 SIHL second team
all-star goaler and current

leader in the goals against

derby, is one improvement
coach Don Hayes has over

last season. Popkey was aca-

demically ineligible last year

and his replacements while

adequate, were not as good.

On the forward lines,

Hayes has recruited two play-

ers with Junior A' experi-

ence. Ken Laidlaw put in four

seasons with St. Catharines

Jr. Black Hawks and a year
with the Ottawa based Cana-
dian Nationals before moving
to Waterloo this fall.

Centre Bob Reade. also a

newcomer, has had experi-

ence with Peterboro Petes

and Montreal Baby Canadians

of the OHA league and spent

last season with Michigan
Tech. Reade is currently the

team's leading scorer.

Blues, if last night's prac-

tice session was any indica-

tion, will have trouble field-

ing a full lineup. The flu is

starting to make the rounds

and several players are on

the doubtful starters list. Bill

L'Heureux, who has been out

Blue to give the curved stick

a tryout. Although he already

possesses one of the best

shots in the league, Jim feels

the new stick will lead to

improvement. . . Tom Little

will likely start in goal to-

night. Adrian Watson is ready

if needed but has been out
lately with an injury and
hasn't had much work. . .

Paul Laurent currently leads
the SIHL scoring parade.
Paul has colldcted 14 gpals
and five assist good for 19

poihts.

BOB READE

for ten days with the bug will

return to his defense position

tonight. This at least will al-

low Watt to start with his

four regular defensemen.

NOTES . . . Game time to-

night is 8 p.m. but coupon

holders are advised to be ear-

ly. A large turnout is expect-

ed. . . Jim Miles is the latest

JIM MILES

GUELPH FIRST

photo by PAUL CAMPBELL
Two of Varsity's top wrestlers, Bill Allison (top) ond Dave Simms (bottom), grunt,

groan and grimace their way through a recent practice session.
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Wrestlersdroptri-meet
The winning lustre of new Varsity wrestling coach, Ron

Murphy, failed to rub off on his matmen last Friday as Blues

trailed in a tri-meet involving U of T, McMaster and Univer-
sity of Guelph.

The grappling grabfest took place at Mac.
However, Blues had several of their top wrestlers missing,

most notably Bill Allison at 167 pounds and ruggerer Larry
Barron at 177. They will mat a much stronger team this Sat-

urday for a home meet against perennially-strong Western.
Ex-coach, Paul Beswick. competing at 160 pounds, was the

only Varsity entrant to win both his matches, a 12-6 decision

over Curry of Guelph and a pin of Mclver of Mac. (as it

were^ )

.

Dave Simms (see pic) also recorded a pin of his opponent

at 152 pounds, a Mifsud from McMaster, but lost his opening

match by a close 2-0 count to Guelph's veteran, Tom Oblink

Oblinski.

Other Varsity victories were choked up by Don Stevens

(167), Ernie Friedrich (177) and Ken White (130).

Toronto wrestlers who made the trip, tried hard, but

dropped tough decisions to more experienced opposition were

rookie Tom Taylor (130), and Ted Sauer (145).

One encouraging result of the meet was the fact that there

were no pins applied to the Blue and White grapplers.

Generally, the team is looking much stronger now than it

did before Christmas, and, at full strength, has an excellent

chance in the intercollegiate championships at McGill next

month



Black activism almost a defence mechanism says US prof.

By GRANT SCHUYLER

Black power doesn't

frighten 34-year-old Negro
historian Hollis R. Lynch. He
understands it.

He sits relaxed, smiling,

and incredibly friendly as we
talk in the restaurant at the

Park Plaza.

"Insofar as blacks are
trying to promote group in-

terests by group solidarity,

black power is both good and
essential. America is not the
melting pot claimed for it,

but is made up of ethnic in-

terests displaying group in-

The Students Administrative Council Wednesday night

asked the university to abolish compulsory gym classes for

first year women.
The motion was made in response to a letter from Irene

Bowman (I UC), who has collected 190 names on a petition

that is still being circulated among first year students.

Miss Bowman says seven out of ten students she asks sign

the petition

Under the existing rules, first year women must attend

gym classes or be fined $50. Any woman failing to fulfill one
of these alternatives will not be eligible for degree require-

ments.

There are no compulsory gym classes for men, since there

are too many to handle.

terests. By organizing, blacks
are simply following the
paths of other minority
groups."

The professor from the
State University of New York
at Buffalo easily cites an
example from American his-

tory: the rising to political

prominence and power of the

Irish in Boston.

Former U.S. president
John F. Kennedy went back
to Ireland in 1963. he says, to

re-establish contact with the

old sod. Black power is like

that, important and necessary
when peaceful.

"Blacks know they can t

possibly take over the United
States."

"I think that the institu-

tionalized racism has been
somewhat alleviated for the

black middle class. Their

opportunities are considera-

bly greater But one has to

remember that the number of

middle-class blacks is small-

er than any other comparable
ethnic group

"

In the United States, sec-

ondary schools are rated na-

tionally for the quality of

their teaching. Negroes, since

they most often go to schools

in the slums, get their educa-

tion in schools with low rat-

ings.

Consequently their admis-

sion to universities, which
lean heavily on school ratings

to determine applicability,

has been difficult in the past.

What does Lynch think of

Black student activists?

"I think they are not so
much concerned with results,

but with assertion. They oper-

ate in a predominantly white
atmosphere Activism is al-

most a defence mechanism."

But their situation is far

from hopeless. They often

have the opportunity peacea-

bly to gain their demands
from the white administra-

tions, even though white ad-

ministrators "do not fully

empathize with the black stu-

dents."

When a student. Lynch
himself studied at predomi-
nantly white universities:

University of British Colum-
bia and the University of

London's School of Oriental

and Asian Studies AI UBC he

studied Canadian history and
met his wife Sharon. At Lon-

don he became fascinated

with black history, partieu-

Continued on page 3
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after flare- up with faculty

Sociology head Clark may resign
BY PAUL MACRAE

Prof. S. D. Clark may re-

sign as chairman of the so-

ciology department following

bitter disagreements within
the department.

Several sociology profes-

sors say Clark made the an-

nouncement at a closed fac-

ulty meeting Wednesday.
Clark yesterday refused to

confirm or deny the report,

labelling it "rumor." He
added he would not be leav-

ing the university in any
case.

A. D. Allen, dean of Arts
and Science, said Prof. Clark
told him he was thinking of

resigning. The dean said he

had "not made up his mind"
what he would recommend to

university President Claude

Bissell.

According to reports from
the Wednesday meeting.

Clark said his resignation

would be effective June 30

He has been chairman of the

department since it was sepa-

rated from the political sci-

ence department five years

ago.

The disagreements arose

°ut of what one observer

called the "Tammany Hall

atmosphere in the depart-

ment, an atmosphere which

"e said had already caused

°ie professor to resign and

night lead to the resignation

of others.

This dissension broke into

«* open at a Jan. 8 meeting

photos by ERROL YOUNG

SAMUEL DELBERT CLARK

of the Undergraduate Curric-

ulum committee, made up of

students and faculty. Clark

almost walked out of the

meeting when Prof. Lewis

Feuer proposed a motion

demanding vote counts of

committee decisions

Feuer's motion said in part

that "the right to vote is in-

herent in every organized

group", provided the voting is

consistent with university

rules.

A graduate student in the

department said Dr Clark

had sometimes used his no-

vote policy to make decisions

without discussion, over the

wishes of faculty and stu-

dents.

At a meeting with graduate

and undergraduate students

yesterday. Clark said he had

no "strong objections" to vot-

ing, but preferred trying to

work out situations without

voting.

"The final responsibility

(for decisions I is the chair-

man's." he added. "I hoped

I to avoid the issue of voting

because it can lead to irre-

sponsible actions like we saw

last Wednesday iJan. 81
"

Following the Jan. 8 meet-

ing Clark prepared a series of

recommendations for re-

structuring the department to

be presented to Wednesday's

staff meeting. He proposed a

system of four committees.

Only the two student commit-

tees would have had formal

voting procedures.

At Wednesday's meeting,

according to reports. Clark

announced his intention to

resign and these recommen-
dations never came up. In-

stead a resolution prepared

by three professors was
passed 25 to 1

This resolution called for a

12-man committee made up

of six faculty and six students

to recommend structural

changes which would democ-

ratize the department. The
committee is to report before

March 1

The proposal was accepted

almost unanimously by the

graduate-undergraduate

meeting. The students will

meet at 1 p.m. today to dis-

cuss mechanisms for electing

their six members.

The Victoria College Board of Regents accepted the princi-

ple of openness yesterday in response to a proposal from a

student member of Vic's President's Advisory Council.

The Board is the college's equivalent of the U of T Board of

Lovernors. Since Vic is a federated college, the Board is an

independent body that handles financial affairs such as set-

ting the budget and establishing salary scales.

The Regents adopted openness only in principle, and a sub-

committee composed of staff, students, and administrators

will define the procedure of running open meetings.

When the policy is implemented, it is believed Victoria Col-

lege will become the first university or college in Canada to

have open meetings.

Meetings of the U of T Board are still held in camera and

the minutes are not made public.

Vic President the Reverend Mr. A. B. B. Moore said he was

pleased with the decision, which follows the opening of the

College Council and the Vic Senate in December.

But Rev. Moore said he did not expect to see any immedi-

ate restructuring or abolition of the Board of Regents.

— "Our present situation is that we will wait until the report

of the Commission on University Government and see what it

decides, before we consider changes," he added.

The ladie Govido Memorable Bland trouped into the new

(but nameless) cafeteria next to the Galbrailh Building

Wednesday afternoon to tie up the ceremonial ribbon minutes

after dignitaries, led by executive vice-president non-aca-

demic A. G. Rankin, had just finished cutting it. The Bland

artistic director, Mel Solomon (III APSC) told the gathering the

new eatery lacked "chairs for comfort for relaxing or other

sporting activities.



jBloor Street
MINISTERS:

n» 1-1 fm, 0. £ M ton

II A.M. ECCLESIASTICAL CHIEFS
AND

WOODEN INDIANS

Dr. E.M. Howse

7:30 P.M. DIALOGUE:

"1969 - CAN WE SURVIVE ?"

DR. ROBERT B. McCLURE
Moderator. United Church of Canada

Campus Club Following Evening Service

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

EXAMINER STILL PUBLISHING

Student pickets failing in Peterboro protest
About 100 students picketed the offices of

the Peterborough Examiner Wednesday and
yesterday in support of striking Newspaper
Guild reporters, but they failed to stop typo-

graphers and pressmen from crossing the

line to publish the newspaper.

The 20 Examiner reporters have been on
strike since Nov. 2 for better wages, time
and a half for overtime and guarantees

against transfers to other members of the

Thomson Newspapers chain.

This marked the third effort by students
to help the reporters. A total of 17 arrests
marred the earlier attempts. This time
there have been no arrests.

The Toronto Newspaper Guild is provid-
ing free buses leaving from 91 St. George
St. at 8 p.m. tonight.

SAC

EDUCATION CONFERENCE

FOR

COURSE UNIONS

ENGINEERING COURSE CLUBS

FACULTY STUDENT COUNCILS

ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

SATURDAY, JAN. 18th 9:30 AM

TRINITY BUTTERY

LAST HUSTLING DANCE
OF THE YEAR

LADY GODIVA MEMORIAL BASH
N.B. THERE IS NO HOCKEY GAME

THIS SATURDAY

THIS SATURDAY HART HOUSE

9 PM
fEAWRIHG

Bob & Sue

Spectrum

Jack Love

Altar Ego

THE NUBILE LGMB

STILL 1
25

(cmtp) ^
NEW COLLEGE TEACH-IN

'HOW CAN CANADA HELP SOLVE
THE MIDDLE-EAST CRISIS'

Featuring

RABBI S. ROSENBERG - Beth Tzedec Synagogue

J. PETERS - Canadian Arab Federation

J. DEVORE - Federated Zionist Organization of Canada

W. POGSON - World Traveller and Expert on the Middle-East

MODERATOR: DEAN D. STAGER

SUN. JAN. 19, 1:00-5:00

NEW COLLEGE DINING HALL
(WETMORE)

FREE ADMISSION
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SAC refuses seats on Pres Council
By MARY BASTEDO

The Students Administra-

tive Council decided Wednes-

day night it isn't interested in

accepting seats on Claude

Bissell's 29-member Presi-

dent's Council, and doesn't

want to talk about it any

more.
The council voted Wednes-

day night to reject Bissell's

August offer of seven seats

and end negotiation with the
administration on the issue.

Bissell had offered students
seven seats on a council in-

cluding seven faculty, 12

administrators and three
board of governors members.
SAC decided at its summer
meeting to accept the seats if

openness and equality with
faculty were guaranteed. The
system now proposed by Bis-

U of T Senate opens up
The University of Toronto

Senate last Friday decided to

open its monthly meetings to

the public. The decision was
announced yesterday.

The 199-member body will

allow the public to observe

proceedings from a separate

area in the chamber, but not

to enter debate or vote. The
Senate reserved the right to

go into closed session by a

simple majority vote.

Matters may be complicat-

ed by lack of space in the

Senate Chamber where the

members wish to continue

meeting. If another place

cannot be found, tickets may
be issued to the public.

"The senate has been in-

clined to have open meetings
for some time," said William
Kent, Executive Assistant to

Registrar Robin Ross. "The
delay was caused by their

hesitancy about where to hold

the meeting."

Although SAC rejected a
Senate offer for seven student

seats last spring, council
president Steve Langdon wel-

comed the openness decision.

"People will be able to see

just what sort of a foolish

body the Senate is to get in-

volved in," he commented.
The place and agenda of

the next meeting on Feb. 14,

will be decided by the Execu-
tive and announced at a later

date.

| WINNIPEG (CUP) - The much delayed election of stu-ij:

Ijjdent senators at the University of Manitoba has finally been-::

Ijjset in motion after the school's Board of Governors acced-|i:

jijed to student council demands for an open board session to§
^discuss the possibility of permanent open meetings.

£ University government has been complicated all term by;i;

^student refusal to accept senate seats until senate and:-:

:|:Board sessions were opened, students were granted seats:-:

iSion the Board, and student council had the right to deter-i;:

gmine the method of selection of student senators. :•:

:j The administration last term opened senate and gave the;:;

gselection process to the students. They also promised that;:;

Sat least one senator elected to the Board would be a stu-S

:Jdent. |j:

§ The Board granted the open session after the student-:-

•ijcouncil had demanded in late December that the Board ei-j:-

^•ther make this commitment or resign. •:•

sell is that meetings would be
open, but closeable by a ma-
jority vote. The chairman
could call closed sessions to

decide whether to move in

camera.

SAC President Steve Lang-
don related the move to his

New Year's resolution to

concentrate more on what he
calls "micro-action" politics

"We have to put our time
and our energy into working
with students." he said. "If

that's our priority, we can't

spend hours and hours nego-

tiating.

"We've been relating to too

great an extent to the Univer-

sity administration and its

patterns of assumptions and
relationships," Langdon said.

The value of the Presi-

dent's Council was also ques-

tioned.

"It's an exercise in legitim-

ization and nothing else,"

said Cultural Affairs Com-
missioner Mark Freiman (IV

UC).

Many members also felt

the President's Council would
become irrelevant when the

Commission on University

Government, which has equal

student-faculty representa-

tion, comes out with plans for

restructuring university gov-

ernment in September.

Bob Rae (IV UC), a CUG
member, was less confident.

"I would argue very
strongly against facile optim-

ism," he said.

"Equality has not been

accepted as a general princi-

ple at this university."

Rae finally abstained in the

voting.

"It's a very touchy issue,"

he said. "It won't be solved

either by reversing our atti-

tude of August or by setting a

dangerous precedent in ac-

cepting seven seats out of

29."

Activism
Continued from Page 1

larly with Edward Wilmot
Blyden, a West Indian black
who became a Liberian am-
bassador to Britain. Lynch
calls him a pan-Negro pa-
triot.

"They were intellectuals
who thought there was no
hope in a local approach to

Negro-American problems.
They sought to identify with
Negroes as a whole, and to
set up a flow of ideas back
and forth across the Atlantic.
They were interested in
global black unity."

In a speech to history stu-

dents on campus Wednesday,

Lynch traced the history of

American Negroes who at-

tempted to find their African

heritage, some by emigration

and others by building, in

Stokely Carmichael's words,

"a new Africa in America."

Lynch sees the Vietnamese

war as a "disillusioning ex-

perience" for Americans.

"It has demonstrated that

military power is mitigated

by political considerations,

that the strongest military

power in the world cannot

win against a popular guerilla

force." Lower-class Negroes,

"who see the army as em-
ployment for social and eco-

nomic advancement." differ

from black college graduates,

who think the war unjust.

What are Lynch's political

views?

He laughs out loud.

"I'm not particularly politi-

cally active. I'm liberal-

pragmatic. These days that

combination isn't very excit-

ing."
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Behind the

liberal side of
the dialogue . .

.

By BRIAN MOSSOP
(IV NEW)

Geoffrey Nathan states

(Jan. 81 that "the basis of a

free society is a community
where the initative of force

or the threat of force is not

permitted." On Jan. 13 he

renders thanks to the status

quo as a situation "where no

one is permitted to use force

against me or any one efse."

I agree completely that in

a free society violence could

not be tolerated. But the

question is whether our soci-

ety is "basically free" in the

first place. Does it just have

a few "small problems"
which can be ironed out on

the liberal assumption
(illusion I would say) that

under our system all conflict-

ing interests are only appar-
ent and can be reconciled by

legal democratic process.

(Some can, such as conflicts

oelween students and faculty)

If this is not so. then oppos-

ing interests can only be

maintained by force or the

threat of force.

The assumption behind

statements like Mr. Nathan's

is that "force" is something

initiated by the opponents of

existing law and order, an

order which is that of a free

society. Now. besides the var-

ious occurrences of outright

violence on the part of the

legal forces of order (cops in

Chicago, Peterborough, just

defending, of course, our

democratic institutions, blah,

blah) another type of violence

is exercised by the rules of

our society — political and

economic violence.

As Lenin, who had several

interesting ideas on such

things, said: politics is an

extension of war. This has a

non-violent and legal appear-

ance which makes it easy for

defenders of the status quo to

point the finger at radicals

when it comes to physical

violence.

But behind Prime Minister

Trudeau's side of the dialogue

with the people, there is the

RCMP and the armed forces

and the provincial police and

the local police and the well-

filled Liberal Party money
chests.

Of course, fascism could

never happen here, in a bas-

tion of liberalism and the

golden middle path that

avoids all extremes and
which radicals can't seem to

appreciate! But would anyone
care to call President John-
son or Lord Thomson "liber-

al"? And who if not them
represent the status quo
which liberals include in the
few "small things" that must
be improved?

It is certainly curious that

when the armed forces of

loyalty do show their faces, it

is on the side of the Lord
Thomson rather than on the

side of newspaper workers.

Naturally, it is all in the

name of law and order. And,

obviously, it does protect the

existing laws and the existing

order in the matters. The
question is whether that is a

good thing.

The newspaper workers at

Peterborough do the work
and are at present only de-

manding their share of the

produce in the form of higher

wages (a synonym for 'sal-

ary' for those who think of

workers as 'they'). Lord T's

only claim to fame and profit

is that he OWNS the paper.

(That must be hard work). It

wouldn't hurt his pocketbook

to pay higher wages but it

would be a dangerous
precedent because it would
infringe on his 'right' to prof-

its. Mind you, everyone is

guaranteed this 'right', but

who has the opportunity?

If we are to remain "free"

(and it is not easy to be
"free" we hear; far easier to

be a slave, so we must force

people to be "free"), then

there is no alternative to

"liberal" capitalism, so we
hear.

In fact, as we hear thanks
to the diligent efforts of Lord
Thomson — who owns almost
all the media in Peterborough
and so can give a really well-

balanced picture of things to

the people — and to the ef-

forts of other newspaper
moguls with the community
interests at heart (who
"care"); thanks to them, we
know that we don't know how
lucky we are! You have to be

a really far-out idealist to

want change in this society,

or be suffering from some
frustration or other, because

any normal person . . .

(This is the sentiment of

Robert van der Linde's letter

of Jan. 15th which is little

more than a space waster.

I'd love to hear a real de-

fence of the conservative

view. All that letter did was
give a caricature of radical

demands without facing any
real issues. It did not put
forward a rational conserva-
tive analysis based on specif,

ic issues and justifying the
status quo. Surely the con-
servatives can do better than
that. If not, then, I guess it'l

just be more of the same. If

anyone thinks my view of the

liberal attitude is a carica-

ture, please enlighten me
about its true nature.)

In conclusion on the Peter-

borough strike and student

power, the argument goes
that all this upsets the econ-

omy and endangers the public

interest. But who is the

"public" if not the workers
and students — Lord Thom-
son and the Board of Gover-
nors?

And how many people read-

ing this letter including Mr.

Nathan, who feels no "force'

is or will be used against him
if only our 'free' society is

maintained, are not going to

work for wages to live?

...theRCMP,
armedforces and
Liberal party
money chests
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The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal "
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returning to basic principles

The Students Administrative Coun-
cil's decision to refuse seven seats on
the President Bissell's Advisory
Council should not be seen as a petu-

lant gesture of defiance, but as a re-

turn to fundamental principles.

So far much of SAC's energy, and
some of its best people, have gotten
drawn into the administrative tangle
of running a university. That's not

what SAC should be primarily inter-

ested in

SAC's main concern should be the

kind of education we're getting here,

and sitting on all the administrative

committees in the world isn't going
to do much about changing that.

For one thing these committees
don't seem to deal with directly what
happens in the classroom. But more
important, even when they do, SAC
has had to fight what Steve Langdon
calls the "basic assumptions" inher-

ent in Establishment committees.

There's not much you can do about

entrenched "don't rock the boat,

things are fine the way they are" at-

titudes, especially when you are

heavily outvoted as the seven SAC
members on the President's Council

would be.

For example, how would the Coun-
cil react to a motion calling for the

abolition of marks and grading of

students? The answer would almost
certainly be "no".

That's not surprising. There's a
good deal of evidence to suggest that

students are being invited to adminis-
trative committees precisely because
so little of the educational process
will be changed.

The administration looks at educa-

tion in one way — how many trained

people are coming out of university

SAC looks at education another

way — how many educated people

are coming out.

That may be an over-simplifica-

tion, but the evidence in the case of

marks, for example, seems to show

them as gauges of training, not edu-

cation.

Refusing the PAC seats may signal

a return to the politics of confronta-

tion, but that may be the only way to

bring about the overhaul of the basic

principles of education that SAC

wants.

why wait for spring?

A couple of years ago Hart House
decided to abolish its compulsory
sports program for first-year man.
Ostensibly the reason was overcrowd-

ing. A better reason would have been

useless overcrowding.

The "compulsory" athletics for

most freshmen seemed to consist of

tugging at pulleys for five minutes or

puffing once around the track, then

wailing out the next 45 minutes until

somebody came to tick them off.

And of course all this non-activity

got in the way of people who were

really interested in exercise. Abolish-

ing the compulsory credits was a

good thing all around.

Even if the Benson Building isn't

as crowded as Hart House, it seems
odd to continue compulsory athletics

for women and not for men. It seems

almost discriminatory.

We think women are just as capa
-

ble of deciding how much exercise

they want as men. It's time compn''

sory women's athletics were aban-

doned too.
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There are some moments
when you are walking alone

which are so true that you
know can never tell them,
moments when a sharp wind

- blows through you and you™ think and feel nothing but

that moment and then the sun

breaks through and stops you

dead. Kerry Heath is like

that.

Standing there, Wales lies

west, a clouded tomb across

the River Dee, while all

about you thorns and hawks,

walls with teeth and wind-

blown heather drown the

matted grass.

But especially the wind

whips through you, a cold

wind winding up the craggy

footpath with the sea all

around and if you wait the

sun will awake and break

through on county greens and

across the river, Wales.

A dog turns in the yellow

flowers and suddenly your

heart leaps at that sight, a

dog bursting through the

heath and you feel and smell

the freedom in the air as

© clearly as you feel and smell

the water on the wind.

And your teeth are like ice

because you suck in the wind

and you cannot keep your

eyes from Wales across the

Dee.

There the sea breaks in

long sunbroken shadows and

the whitecaps touch the fish-

ing boats with teeth like ice,

and the crying of the gulls

breaks the sky and you must

grit your teeth for your tears.

The matted leaves walk

down to the road and as you

turn nothing marks your part-

ing for you cannot leave that

which is part of you, and so

the gulls and the whitecaps

are forever crying hello.

When they arrived at the

0k cottage no one was there He

parked the car on the lawn

beneath the pink blossoms

which fell in the wind. The

cottage was clean and perfect

in the dappled shadows of the

oaks which bent together, and

for a moment as the engine

died thev heard no sound.

Then the "oak trees murmured

in the wind, and she sighed

happily when he kissed her.

"And now we're all all

alone.'' she said.

"Home at last."

"And we'll go swimming

and drink wine and I'll feed

you like a great beast so that

I'll have to carry you to

© bed-
He laughed

"And then we'll wake up

and I'll cook you bacon and

spoil you like a darlin girl

and we'll make amour in the

woods," he said.

"Oh God."
Her eyes fell from him as

he kissed her.

"Yep," he said. "In the

woods. This is Canada. Cana-

dian girls are robust . . . my
darlin girl."

"Wicked man."
He laughed. "All right love,

out. We'll take everything

in."

The styrofoam cooler con-

tained the grill, axe, ice, and

the steaks and he held it un-

derneath so that the handle

front door. The cottage was
clean and cool inside and they

carried everything into the

kitchen where a huge wooden
table stood alone.

"We'll leave it all here and

go swimming okay?"
"Maybe we'll take the

wine?" she asked.

"Aha, the wine. Well we'll

have to cool it. Remember
what happens to us on warm
wine in the sun Aud. We'll

take the whole cooler."

"Okay."
He kissed her.

"Let's go get our bathing

suits on," he said.

They made love gently.

sleeping bag."

It was a Sailfish. a small

light boat made of styrofoam

and one had to sit quite low

or lie to avoid the boom. It

was made for very light

weather. He could carry it

with one hand and he placed

it on top of the car The girl

rolled down her window and.

folding the towel beneath her,

she sat up on the cardoor and

held the sailboat in place

He drove very slowly down
the two tracks which wan-

dered into the woods, two
brown and padded tracks

covered with tiny twigs and

leaves and the girl had to

Cheer up.

This is a love

story which happened

in Wales this summer.

We thought you'd

want to read this,

what with the snow

melting and getting

dirty outside.

KERRY
HEATH

/»> peter clavier

would not tear. The girl car-

ried a bottle of wine in each

hand and trailed the sleeping

bag across her shoulder

Tawny hair fell across her

face as she leaned to avoid

the light branches of the

cherry tree and she ran to

him
"Such a good love." he

said.

He found the keys which

had been hidden on the upper

beam at the left of the porch

One key was for the liquor

cabinet and the other for the

Afterwards she bent and cud-

dled beneath him and said

hold me and hold me and his

fingers touched her hair as he

kissed her temples We had

better go swimming before

the sun does love he said and

she said not yet and closed

her eyes.

They lay there then in the

afternoon and later he kissed

her hand and said all right

we'll go.

"Are we going to take the

sailboat me darlin?"

"Yeah that's good. And the

duck as the branches brushed

her hair. The sun burned in a

cloudless sky and the

branches of the trees formed

swaying arabesques overhead

but the woods beneath were

cool.

When they came to the

fence and the railroad tracks

he parked the car in a

cleared and rocky section of

the roadside and they walked

across the tracks He held the

boat on his hip with one hand

and leaned against the

weight. She walked beside

him swinging the aluminum
mast about which she had

wound the sail The rise over

the tracks was hot and as

they looked down the steel

arcs burning in the sun he

said, "Did you ever hop
trains?"

"No."
The lake was not far now

and he walked quickly down
into the gully past the desert-

ed shack and turned the last

corner. The lake curved into

view and he laughed and

yelled as she ran to him.

"Aren't we happy Aud," he

said.

"Oh it's so calm and beau-

tiful and no one here but us."

"No debauchery now. We'll

sail We don't need much
wind with these little bas-

tards anyway."
"Rude."
"And if we do you'll blow

while I wield the lash."

"God I really think you are

perverted."

And she threw her arms
around him and hugged until

he finally had to pull her

away.

"Oh my poor love, my
loathsome winsome Johnny,"

she said, laughing and eager

and shy.

They eased out into the

wind and as they cleared the

calm circle of the bay a gust

caught them and suddenly the

water was lapping at the bow
and the sail was fluttering

and she dipped her hand into

the clear current and smiled

whoopee-doo.

"Whoopee-doo!"
"Whoopee-doo! Whoopee-

doo!"

The lake was perhaps a

mile wide and they sailed

across it many times. Then

he saw a clearing and they

sailed straight into shore She

pulled up the centreboard and

at the last second he came
about so that they were float-

ing perfectly calm a few feet

out.

Bending branches and kick-

ing back dirt they pulled

themselves up the bank and

he saw that the clearing was

flat and treeless and had a

good wind. He climbed down

to the boat and took out the

wine and wrapped the sail

which she had lowered. Then

he pulled up the boat and

climbed back to the clearing

saying this is perfect as she

drank from the bottle.

The sun was still high and

they lay together in the clear-

ing with their eyes closed and

their hands touching. They

Continued R6



Walter Bauer-

dishwasher to poet
Not many men of forty-

eight leave an established and
famed literary career to

wash dishes in another coun-

try, whose language they do

not speak. But not many men
are Walter Bauer.

In 1929. Herman Hesse
wrote a review praising

Bauer's novel, "The Inevita-

ble Journey", but reminded

him that even though the

hero goes off to form a new
world with a party of the

working class, there are bas-

ic decisions that he must
make within himself, that

nobody else can make. This

was Hesse's philosophy and it

must have stuck with Bauer.

So, in 1952, as Germany
was beginning to experience

the first effects of the "eco-
nomic miracle" called cyni-

cally by some critics, "the

hollow miracle", Walter

Bauer packed his bags, left

behind a reputation as a poet,

biographer, author, play-

wright and social critic and

came to Canada — to stay.

Four years later, after var-

ious jobs as dishwasher, and
factory worker, he enrolled

as an undergraduate at the

University of Toronto. He
was fifty-two at the time.

Four years after that, he

became a professor of Ger-

man literature.

"It's funny," he says with

a wistful grin, "but the older

I get, the more exciting life

becomes, the more chances

there are.

By the time he was twenty-

nine, he had published two
books of poetry and three

novels and was recognized by

such famous men as Hesse
and Stefan Zweig. The world

seemed to be opening up for

him.

But 1933 was the year that

Hitler took power and
Bauer's books were banned.

The Nazis were hunting his

friends and Bauer knew that

he himself was in great dan-

ger for his socialistic com-
mitments. He remembers
being interrogated thoroughly

by the SS after coming back

from visiting Zweig, a Jew,

in Switzerland. From then on,

he knew the terror and the

anguish he would suffer

through those years and
later.

Nevertheless, just after

Hitler came to power, he

wrote a letter to the Jewish
publisher, Max Tau, saying,

"Only Germans could stage

such anti-Semitic witch-

hunts; by comparison, the

ghetto of the Middle Ages

was human. It is our task to

Review 2

stand together more closely

and to bear witness that the

madness of mass instincts is

the product of the intoxica-

tion with nationalism; let us

be fellow humans. "A bit

foolhardy and naive, maybe,
but Bauer decided to stay in

Germany and see the thing

through. He still tried to

write and edit dissenting pub-

lications, but these were

quickly suppressed.

"Could we have done
more?" he says. "That is a

question that still haunts us.

One could never understand

the conditions at the time."

There were times that Bauer

felt he would be sent to a

concentration camp for his

dissent, or killed, but finally,

in 1940, he was drafted into

the army. Not to have gone

would have meant the firing

squad.

"You could not know what
it was like, for five years,

wishing your own defeat, hat-

ing every minute of it, fear-

ing for your own life." Final-

ly he was captured by the

British and put in a prison

camp in Italy.

And then the war was over.

Bauer felt great shame and
great guilt that he had sur-

vived. For years he was
preoccupied with the disgrace

and the humiliation.

Few felt the same despair

that Bauer felt. After the

war, Germany promised to

boom. Expatriates came
flocking back to bask in the

economic miracle. At first

Bauer felt that a new age

had begun, that Germany
would bear the burden of re-

sponsibility for the war years

and become a truly demo-
cratic state.

It didn't work out that way.
As Bauer describes in one of

his poems:

The others came hack,
made their nests, strutted

about,

proved their innocence,

enjoyed patronage every-

where.

He could fight no longer:

he saw truth lacerated and
torn apart:

he felt himself betrayed by
lime

which always betrays.

So he left -- for this land of

the maple leaf.

"I started a new life in

Canada; I got — how do you

call it, my second wind
here," says Bauer. "1 met a

class of people that was new,

people who worked in facto-

ries for a living. I will never

regret those years."

Bauer has a totally fresh

and vigorous feeling towards

this country:

Here you receive another kind

of wisdom,

Bitter and icy and not to ev-

erybody's taste

This earth says:

I was here long be/ore you
and the likes of you came:

Unmolested I conversed with

wind and rivers.

Don't forget that, my friend.

The wind blows cold from
Labrador:

I have a message for you
from the ice age.

But I shall not decode it for

you. —

Today Bauer teaches Ger-

man at University College

here at U of T and the first

translation of his poems into

English has just been publ-

ished, translated by Henry
Beissel, a compatriot, who
emigrated to Canada in 1951

and is the founder and editor

of "Edge" magazine and a

teacher of English at Sir

George Williams University.

Bauer still writes in Ger-

man and his books still sell

well in Germany. An autobio-

graphy of Sieur de la Salle,

written in 1956, sold 25.000

copies. His biography of the

explorer Nansen won him the

Albert Schweitzer Prize while

he was still an undergraduate

at Toronto.

But he is beginning to have

some doubts. "Somehow I

feel as if I am not giving to

my friends as much as they

are giving to me. I am writ-

ing in German and many of

them do not understand the

language. I should like to be

considered a Canadian poet."

The translation is a

breakthrough but Bauer
hopes to begin writing by

himself in English. "I don't

think that it will be difficult

to start writing in English the

same way as German. My
poetry is very simple, not

sophisticated."

Particularly good are his

poems written about students

in the university. "I have a

great love for young people,

and I know their problems."

/ saw a young co-ed.

Surround by books like

honey-combs,

She was gazing into _ space.

one finger she passed

Over her fresh lips, she ran her

hand
Through her hair, perplexed,

she looked

Over to the others without

seeing.

She stared at her slightly

raised left hand
As if something were corning

To settle upon it. something

She was waiting for.

It came.

The idea came.

Throughout the book you

can see the workings of his

conscience, a conscience that

he says he received from his

parents — poor labourers in a

small town "they were de-

cent people, they suffered,

they endured."

This consicience. tempered

with a warm humanity fills

his poems:

Besides. I thought loo often

Of sweat, agony, of the

trying conditions of those

Who wrote books, plays and
poems.

Too often I heard the screams

of living people

In their log books.

Reviewers of his book have

made much of the humanity
in these poems, but really

this is only a small part of

what makes them so effec-

tive.

At two I hardly remember

anything

And wipe the leftovers of my
life

Into the garbage can.

At three I clean up the kitchen

till it shines

In odourless light.

At four I step into the sharp

lonely wind

And before the Milky Way

fades

I drink from it my feedom.

As a man, Walter Bauer

has a keen and lively interest

in people and ideas and a

wealth of anecdotes, knowl-

edge and insights into Euro-

pean literature of the twen-

tieth century.

Not many men of sixty-fi ve

can boast of having had two

careers in two countries, and

still look forward to more. As

Walter Bauer says, "I still

hope to do new things" Per "

haps his second career will

eclipse his first.

—lorry haiven



more than pretty pictures at hart house
"Now here's what I call art

— real pictures — none of

that abstract stuff."

This is the kind of com-
ment one expects to hear
from viewers at Christiane
Pflug's exhibition of twelve
paintings and six lithographs

which will be at the Hart
House Gallery until Jan. 25.

She is a self-taught painter

who was born in Berlin in

1936 and has been living and
working here in Toronto since

1959.

The collection does at first
seem like a respite from ab-
straction, but anyone who
thinks that this is merely a
collection of pretty pictures
is missing the point. It is true
that they can be easily classi-
fied as 'realist' paintings, but
that label alone doesn't do
them justice.

A good realist painter, in-

stead of employing 'abstrac-
tion' in the painting, induces
it in the viewer. Although the
images themselves are stark-

COIN LAUNDRY
698 SPADINA AVE. (Half way between Harbord & Bloor)

. OPEN 24 HOURS

. WASH - 25e, 35C - DRY - IOC

• Serving U of T Students for 10 Years
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. OPEN 7 a.m. TILL II p.m.

. NEW MODERN EQUIPMENT

. DRY CLEANING SERVICE (Noon lo 8:00 p.m.)

ly real, their meaning — the
impression which the artist is

communicating — is highly

abstract Christiane Pflug's

work does indeed have this

quality, and it is this which
distinguishes realist painting
from a pretty picture.

Her paintings have the
hard-edged reality of photo-

graphs and seem almost like

a collection of snapshots ta-

ken through the windows and
doors of someone's apart-

ment. Windows and doors di-

vide the world into inside and
outside, and their prominence
in this series of paintings

gives an impression of some-
one confined to a room,
merely watching the world.

They convey a mood of loneli-

ness.

The abstraction in her work
is one of technique, and
through it she carefully alters

the viewer's normal sense of

space and time. The perspec-
tive is from a low vantage
point so that one sees the
world like a child, looking up
at objects like door-knobs
rather than down at them
One's sense of time is also

altered, and in some of the
paintings the seasons change
at a glance from one pari to

another

Every object in the paint-
ings stands out starkly This,

along with the bright richness
of the colours, and the subtle

distortions of space and. time,
imparts a very sharp tension
to all the paintings The ten-
sion is enhanced by the great
attention she gives to detail.

The life depicted in this

collection seems like one of
isolation, but the emphatic
clarity, the three-dimensioned
reality through which it is

portrayed makes the viewer
feel as if he could step right
into these paintings - right
into this world of watching by
windows and waiting by
doors.

—peter knid,,
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film
hagbard and signe: romantic Scandinavian confection

It has become a fashion-

able cliche that film is not

real life, and that, in order to

keep the audience from mis-

taking the two. directors such

as Godard and Bergman re-

sort to various film devices.

Godard, for example, shows

the characters in Weekend
discussing the movie, and

films the crew which is mak-

ing La Chinoise. Bergman's

method is to simulate the

snapping and unwinding of

the film in Persona, and pre-

face the credits in Hour of

the Wolf with the noises of a

sound-stage.

The cry 'remember reality'

has even been taken up by

Esquire magazine, which cit-

ed Persona for the impor-

tance of the 'reality-device'

which they presumed this

was.

Bunk. The self-awareness

of characters and conscious-

ness of the film relates to the

film in itself, and doesn't act

as a tethering umbilicus

which passes from film to

viewer to 'ground', neutraliz-

ing the film's effect. It adds

extra dimension to the char-

acters by making them ap-

pear totally wilful and self-

determining, as in Weekend,

Dr entirely the creatures of

some power, greater than the

director, as in Persona.

In each case, consciousness

enhances the dramatic power

of the characters; it's not

simply a message to the audi-

ence. "I'm only a character

held captive in a Swedish

film can". If anyone is mis-

taking film for reality, he is

in need of greater assistance

than directors' devices can

afford.

One's observations in life

are much more dilute than

anything we experience in

Bergman, and if we say,

"Yes, that's just how it is",

we compare, and are sur-

prised that such a close ap-

proximation has been made.

In holding up a strip of film

against natural light, you are

already conscious of its artifi-

cial origin.

Should you still insist on a

safety belt to keep the viewer

from being sucked into the

'reality' on the screen, see

Hagbard and Signe, a film

without a vestige of the real

one whose events even you

will admit are transpiring on

the flat screen.

Hagbard and Signe is a

legend made into film with-

out surrendering any of the

improbability, the exaggera-

tion, the immutability and

inexorability of the narrative.

The characters have no di-

mensions but the most ob-

vious; their motives are the

apparent ones, and woe to

him who searches beyond the

most rudimentary explana-

tions of their origins.

The overall success of this

Scandinavian tale of a pure

love between Hagbard, son of

the late king of Hamund and

Signe, daughter of King Sigv-

or, the man who slew him, is

that it does not aspire to be

anything but improbable.

The success of legend de-

pends on the manner of re-

counting, and Gabriel Axel

has directed his crew to cre-

ate the tale visually, with

minimal recourse to acting or

plot. Thus, what would make
for an infuriating, obvious,

and un-actable stageplay

comes off quite nicely due to

the director's realization of

what film is about. The act-

ing is appalling and the pac-

ing early in the film almost

caused me to walk out, but

when I accepted the fact that

acting was secondary, I be-
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gan to enjoy the manipulation

of the very obvious symbols

on the legend's chessboard. I

must admit that it took me
some time to warm to the

film, but that may have been

because the style of the sto-

ry, the flat, empty sets, and

wooden acting, reminded me
of the ethnic theatre, peri-

pherally Scandinavian, to

which I had been subjected in

defenseless earlier year.

But for the loss of some
striking Scandinavian faces,

Hagbard and Signe might just

as well have been played in

masks, in the style of Greek

tragedy, for the characteriza-

tions of innocence and evil

are rigid, devoid of any suble-

ty, and have no need of real,

mobile faces to express them.

The source of the tragedy is

the German prince who as-

pires to the favours of Signe;

he acts only with his eyes and

jaw, bulging and protruding,

in a fashion whose malevo-

lence is as comprehensible to

a five year old Abyssinian as

to a twelve year old North

American used to the reflex

acting of characters in televi-

sion Westerns.

Most of the film is pastor-

al, but when the action

comes, it makes up for any

dullness. There are not more
than half a dozen corpses lit-

tering the film's footage, but

almost each of these is given

a studied, individual death,

with fine anatomical articula-

tion and full savour for each

man's precious moment.
Those enamoured of Berg-

man's actors won't want to

see Gunnar Bjornstrand and

Eva Dahlbeck in this film, as

they have no range of expres-

sion permitted whatever. You

may have seen Bjornstrand

play the perfect ice-blooded

Scandinavian marionette-hus-

band, but he outdoes himself

as King Sigvor, a man whose

aloofness would put to shame

a wooden DeGaulle.

Hagbard and Signe is a

pleasant confection for all

romantics. It has also provid-

ed me with the year's first

Immortal line: Signe, after

making love, says, "He will

have your strength and your

intrepid gaze".

—kaspars dzegoze
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bullitt of high calibre
Bullitt, now playing at the

Imperial, is a dandy picture.

The territory is familiar. Put
simply: The Detective Gets
His Man. Yet, while the sub-

ject matter is hardly new,
like all interesting movies it

has its own distinctive quali-

ty. For one thing it has the

decency to take itself seri-

ously and be aware of its own
limitations. For another, it is

a very 'new' type of movie
for a 'commercial' film in

that it eschews the linear for

the visual: the narrative for

the most part relies on im-

ages with Alan Trustman and

Harry Kleiner's spare dia-

logue a kind of secondary

expositional peg.

Heretofore, the classic de-

tective film has been personi-

fied by such as The Big Sleep

with its extremely intricate

plot convolutions and an im-

plicit command to follow the
soundtrack or you'll really be
lost. Harper, until Bullitt the
best recent film of the genre,
took the lead from that ear-
lier Bogart saga. Now. with
Bullitt, the tac is to place
Steve McQueen in a situation

and allow that situation to

unfold with a mind of its own,
as it were, with neither Mc-
Queen nor the audience know-
ing what the hell they're get-

ting into.

The essential premise is

pretty straightforward. Bul-

litt (McQueen) is assigned

the task of safeguarding a

rackets informer who is to

serve as star witness before a

senate crime committee. The
opportunistic politico who is

spear-heading the investiga-

tion (slickly played by Robert

Vaughn) regards the stoolpi-

geon's protection as vital: not

only as being a factor in help-

ing to crack The Organization

but as providing a raison d'-

etre for the investigation it-

self and thus giving Vaughn
much newspaper coverage.
For Bullitt this is simply a

job. When the witness is

murdered, therefore, it is his

professionalism which eggs
him on to track down the kill-

ers, all the while being har-

rassed by police red tape on

the one hand and the unscru-

pulous Vaughn on the other

who wishes to realize some
tangible return on his invest-

ment in calling the investiga-

tion.

The gripping conclusion,

played out at night on the

landing strip of San Francis-

co airport, reveals a surprise

twist which makes any fur-

ther attempt at narrative de-

lineation slightly unethical.

However, you don't give

anything away by saying that

the film has an eleven minute

car chase sequence that is

the most electrifying one of

its kind which this viewer can
remember. The famous Ci-

nerama roller coaster ride

probably comes closest to it

in wet-palm impact The vio-

lence in Bullitt, moreover, is

exceptionally well-handled:

the moments of gore are few
and far between but when
presented there is a realistic

messiness about them that

packs a strong visceral clout.

Peter Yates' direction sus-

tains the pulsating momen-
tum throughout and William

Faulkner's photography is

superb. Much credit, of

course, must be given Steve

McQueen. A limited actor

and liable to glide on his

status as one of the leading

celluloid fixtures in the icono-

graphy of anti-Establishmen-

tarianism, he creates here,

under Yates' controlling

hand, an interesting and
thoughtful study of the highly

individualistic cop struggling

to maintain his integrity

against the inducements of

the Vaughns of the world and

his humanity against the sor-

didness and horror that play

so great a part in his life.

— john lownsbrough

boffo boobs bring bobbies
Motion-picture makers

have finally put to rest the

old fiction that vaudeville

died and was replaced by

movies because it became
crude and out-of-date. The

Night They Raided Minsky's

is a thoroughly enjoyable

comedy about a burlesque

theatre that rolls present-day

audiences in the aisles with

boffo laffs, fast women and

top bananas.

It's a story about an Amish

girl who escapes to New
York to become a dancer.

She gets mixed up with Min-

sky's and accidentally creates

the strip tease by tearing off

her clothing and letting her

boobs hang out.

The recreation of the 1920's

atmosphere is good — too

good in fact. Original film

clips of the lower east side

are mixed in with modern
sequences that suddenly turn

into colour pictures. After

being fooled by this technique

several times, you start look-

ing for anachronisms in the

main story. There aren't

many.
The burlesque acts are

fast-paced; there's no lull in

the action while someone

trots out a song or dance, as

usually happens in today's

musicals. The music and

comedy advances the action

and the burlesque spills out

onto the streets between

shows.

The casting is dead-on. For

instance, Norman Wisdom

plays the pathetic-little-guy

role that he has given us ad

nauseam in dozens of films.

This time it was just what

was needed.

Britt Ekland, the Amish
girl, looked fabulous. The
other girls looked like real

floozies in their 1920 s stage

make-up and very obvious

lack of girdles. Ekland, of

course, was given all the

benefits of 1960"s motion-pic-

ture make up and cosmetic

techniques. I thoueh this

spoiled the realism, but the

women in the audience identi-

fied with her completely She

gave a very convincing per-

formance as carnality-in-in-

nocence.

There is a real audience

with real laughter in this

film.

By the way. how did vaude-

ville die? Probably through

the good old American cus-

tom of black-listing Around

the turn of the century, when

vaudeville was booming, a

handful of business managers
tried to build up theatre

chains across country They
indulged in cut-throat fights

and "acts'' took sides by

signing with one manager or

another. When a man caved

in. his acts were black listed

or relegated to third-rate cir-

cuits. The acts subsequently

went into flicker pictures or

retired

— mike kesterton
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lay together on the sleeping

bag and nothing touched them
but the wind which was cool

on their legs. They felt they

were in a sea of air spinning

freely under the warm sun.

He leaned easily to kiss her
parted lips and her breasts

were warm in the sun.

But after they had made
love and were hot with sex

the mosquitoes converged and
so they both took long drags

on the wine and pushed out

into their little lake.

About sixty yards off shore

they again lowered the sail

and dove into the cool water.

They swam kicking, kicking

their legs and he felt her

body, smooth and plastic as.

she kicked away from him.

"Jesus Aud, watch where
you're kicking!"

"Oh I'm sorry. Did I hurt

you?"
"No. But Jesus Aud.

1

smiled admiringly,

bloody nuts off."

And she laughed.

"All right," he said,

grabbed for her legs.

He felt a toe in his chin as

she kicked away from him.

"Michael!"

"Oh no!"

"Oh no Michael, nooo!

"

"Aha ha ha ha!"

REVIEW 6

He
'Take my

and

Dunk.

Dunk dunk.

"You bastard."

"ahaha!"
"No more love for you,"

she said, pulling herself into

the boat. And stuck out her

tongue.

When he pulled himself up
she pushed him back in.

Then, revenged, she helped

him into the boat and kissed

him.

There they lay, still upon
the water, watching the sun

go down in a sky pierced by
melancholy pines. While
there was a glimmer of light

they sailed back to their bay
and he pulled up the boat,

shaking the water from it.

She shivered drawing deeply

on the wine.

"Oooo . . . that's good," she

said.

She smiled leaning against

him, and they walked very

slowly back to the car.

Across the tracks they could

hear the loud song of crickets

in a dusky field. They were
very tired, more tired than

they had thought and they

walked slowly while the

woods raced about them.

Chipmunks singing birds and

shadows sang and fell about

them and they did not speak

until they had retraced the

dark tracks through the

woods and had reached the

cottage.

That night they lay wine
drowsy and warm in bed and
he said to her that this is like

a place in Wales except that

now we are together.

The next morning they lay

in the hazy sunlight which
glanced through the severed

shades, stretching easily and
kissing each other awake.
The light fell through and
spread fading shadows on the

golden down of her high

cheekbones and he turned and
brushed her cheek and blew
into her ear.

"Ah you love it Aud," he

said when she flickered and
made from the bed.

He tried to pull her back,

his arms about her waist, but

she slipped loose and scam-
pered out of the room. In a

few minutes she was back,

out of her dressing gown and
into bed like a little beast.

She had mixed a quart of

orange juice and it lay beside

the bed.

"Now you go make break-

fast," she said as she handed
him a glass.

"No. Make babies."

"No. Breakfast. Be nice, or

I'll pound you."

He laughed, "O.K. . . . my
darling greedy gut."

Downstairs he scrambled
six eggs in a chipped porce-

lain bowl while she buttered

his toast and cooked the ba-

con. Since there was only one

frying pan Audrey used it

first. Her bacon would stay

hot while Michael cooked the

eggs. When she had cooked

the bacon Michael poured the

yokes into the pan and
watched them tighten into a

sluggish omelette.

"This is a nice table,
1 '

Audrey said. "This is what
we'll have when we're mar-
ried and have some scream-

. ing brats."

"Yeah, a great slab of a

table. Something you can
stick a dagger into and spill

beer on."

"God if we ever do get

married our house will be

such an impossible collection

of brie a brae that people will

think we're eccentric million-

aires."

"Ah, we will be."

Towards the end of that

summer they were always
walking over the burning

rails and down that path to

the water The good weather
held and while they lay in the

wind tasting the water she

would say don't say that be-

cause she did not want to

hear it.

"Look at the sky Aud. How
fast do you think those clouds

are travelling?"

"Oh, well slowly."

"No no. They're going

about a hundred miles an
hour."

"No they're not."

"Well they must be for

chrissake it's like anything

from a distance."

"No you're wrong."

"Jesus fuck Aud, you con-

tradict me?"
"Oh no not tick-l-l-l-le."

She pounded on his back as
he held her down.
"Not tick-l-l-l-le," she

gasped, "no-o-o-o."

She pounded harder. He
stopped.

"Ohhhh. I really don't like

that Michael," she said.

"But you laugh so hard."

"But I really don't like it.

It's like when I was little and
my father used to take me
into the water when we were
at the sea and he would hold

me in the waves and lift me
up whenever I was about to

drown. And I hated it and he

thought I loved it because I

just couldn't stop laughing.

And every time we went I

used to dread it but I couldn't

talk so I couldn't tell him and
he thought I just loved it."

Michael laughed.

"Maybe that's what I

should do with you here. Hold

you in the water until you're

about to drown and then drag

you out and tell you to build

sandcastles or it's the whip.

The Lash."

"God I'm going to be such

a ruined woman. You're so

cruel."

"Ah, my love."

"You are."

"My true true love."

iii

He had looked across to

Wales and thought of himself

as a child flying the sun. And
he had thought of her and
how she was truly one of the

things in his life.

Now he thought of her lying

beneath the white sky of

Wales and saying I'm so hap-

py and himself chewing a

blade of grass and squinting

at the wall of hard rocks

across the bay where the

ocean played. He saw her

cover her eyes to turn to him
and felt her hand upon his leg

and as he turned his heart

remembered her and ached.

He looked across to Wales
and thought of that past

summer.
He thought too of a church

which had gone into memory
like a pointed lance. That had

been in Montreal. They had
entered Notre Dame side by
side and had seen the blue

and gold pattern deep in

shadows on the far wall.

The church rose in dark-

ness and he had wondered at

the mystery of the silent can-

dles and the columns which
disappeared into the shadows
overhead. He stared at the

deep blue pattern suffused

with fantastic dim light and
he wanted to feel himself lost

in this light and darkness,

transfigured, purged, an ele-

ment of stone or water. He
felt his head suddenly clear

and remembered childhood

when he had hated the sono-

rous ritual of those Sunday
mornings.

She was standing by the

pew unconscious of his eyes

and he saw in her the woman
that had lived and fused the

centuries with her blood, the

blood that filled his veins,

that filled this church with

prayers and shadows. And he

wanted to weep for that

which he should never under-

stand, that unuttered wisdom
which she carried in her
womb. He took her hand and
she looked up frankly and
without emotion. And he felt

the lie within himself that he
should have tried to instil a
sanctitude where there was
none but only honest disbe-

lief.

He had looked back at No-
tre Dame as they crossed the

square and had tried to arrest

that image in his mind, those

dirty columns leading to the

dim blue light, the rounded
old steps mounting from the

cobbled square, and the

strong architecture of which
he did not know the name.
But later all he could recall

was that he had loved her

there and then he was not

even sure of that.

And he looked across to

Wales. There was Ireland

beyond, and Dublin in its win-

ter gloom and the riverside

pubs filled with faces and the

thick Guiness and he thought

of that night when he had fi-

nally asked the taxidriver if

there were no girls around.

The taxidriver had laughed

and said yes we have girls.

"But the only place you'll

find them tonight is — hey

shut that door — the only

place is about seven miles

from here."

"And where would that be?

"Well it's out by the Dublin

Airport. Fifteen shillings."

The bar was a country shed

and nothing more standing in

dark and somber shadows
beside the road. The wooden
door creaked like a ceiling

and inside the local crowd
was drunk and noisy. He
drank a pint of bitter and the

men were friendly and sang.

'Oh! Love and porter make
young men older

And love and whiskey make
old men decay

So what can't be cured, love.

must be endured love,

And so I am off to Americay.

For love is teasing, first hot,

then freezing.

Love is a wonder when first

got new;
But as love grows older, it

soon grows colder.

And fades away with the

morning dew.'

And later that night the

girls had come out from the

city in taxis. Two or three

came together and when

about fifteen had arrived they

cleared out the back room

and began to dance. These

girls wore their skirts low

and said who the hell are you

kidding when he suggested

bed. And when they kissed he

felt their fingers at his back

and the hot laughter in their

throats. Who the hell are you

kidding? He pulled them tn

and the hot fingers were a'

his back and they said what

d'y want to do but stand m

one place all night.

"Oh Ah saw you with that

tother. Twas disgustin."

"Ah but I was waiting '°r

you"
"Ah and yer upstairs ' er



dancin, and she pointed with
a curling finger to her ear
He laHghed.

"And what are you?" he
asked.

"Ah'm upstairs fer thinkin
Not fer the likes a you."
He laughed again.

"Ah no," he said. "I'm
upstairs for thinkin like you
never saw."
"Oh! Who're you kiddin?"

But she laughed.

"Will you have a beer
love?"

"I .thought you were buyin f

her."

"Well I was but. Will you
have a beer?"

"Will you stay with me?"
her mouth winked.

"Will you stay with me?"
he asked.

"Oh it's you n me tonight
dear."

"Ah. Right."

"Who're you kiddin?" And
she laughed and kissed him
hard.

They drank together, she
giving him long warm kisses,

her hands playing on his leg,

but when he said he wanted
her she said I'm not the one.

"Jesus Christ died fer me.
What did you ever do?"
"Oh Jesus. I bought you a

fuckin beer. That's more than
He ever did!"

"Are you goin t leave me
now?" she asked.

"I'm afraid so," he said.

"You see. I. Want. Well have
one more beer."

And she drank and kissed
him hard and said that last

night she had tried but she
could not.

Later they took a taxi with
her friends back into Dublin.

"Who's payin?" her girl-

friend asked.

"He's payin half."

They drove into town under
the white stars and she sat on
his lap giving him long kisses
with her tongue. He felt for

her breast beneath the coat
but she held his hand back
and forced her tongue farther
into his mouth.
"Ah this fuckin door's in

my way," she said.

They drove through the city
streets and he felt for her
breast and she said no. He
was quite drunk and he said
something about morality and
sex but he immediately felt
stupid and would not repeat it
when she said what. She
tongued him and swore formm and when they arrived
the other girl said who's pay-

"I am for fuck's sake " he
said.

"Well let's get out. Is he
comin in?"
He was silent.

"Is your friend comin in?"
"Would you like to come

in?"

"I don't think so."
"Ah come in now."
"No. Thanks."
"Is he comin in?"
"Come."
"No. Thanks."
"Ah and it's the first time

I ever asked anyone."

She lumbered from the car
and stood in the street.

He was silent. The first

time.

"Goodbye my true love,"
she said.

"Goodbye."

The taxi drove down
Amiens Street and stopped at
the North Star Hotel. He
gave the driver a big tip.

Then he walked down to the
River Liffey and followed the
huge North Wall which rose
on his left. He walked to one
end of the pier and breathed
in the cold air which smelled
of the water. He waited there

a long while watching the
river carry things away, and
then he spat into the dark-

ness. The snow floated down
and made the faroff lights

twinkle. He wondered if she
would remember him and
imagined her walking pur-

posefully through Dublin and
suddenly stopping at a

thought. The lights were cold

and shining in the night and

he felt his head clear. Good-
bye my true love. Goodbye.

Who the hell are you kidding?

The snow fell lightly on his

face and he turned for the
hotel.

iv

There are some moments
when you are walking alone.
He had to laugh. He had ac-
tually written that. Moments
when the sun grabs you by
the balls and bites. And stops
you dead. Moments when a
strong sharp pointed lance
spills your guts and the wind
blows them down the street.
And you are not even sure of
that.

So here he was back on
that English heath which
looks across the River Dee to
Wales. There are some mo-
ments. There are some
moments. Truth is a sensa-
tion. A swinging of the balls.

He walked up that craggy
footpath beside the wall of
rocks, up around the corner
of the wall where the ground
slips into rocky shelves, and
he came to the sundial. There
the wind blew from the north
and he turned toward the sea
and waited for the sun to
break. But the clouds were
coming fast across the sky
and the sun was hidden.
There were no fishing boats
today, no knock of oars or
whitecapped sea but only the
calm wrinkle of the water
before the rain.

And yet it had all been part
of him. These moments he
had known, they were all part
of him and it did not matter
that nothing lasted, that noth-
ing could last. It did not mat-
ter. Today you were this and
this and you hurt and tomor-
row you did not. It did not
matter. He knew he would be
happy if he could believe this

but then his eyes glazed in

thought.

The clouds from the north
were heavy and black now
and he looked out to sea and
where the clouds faded into a
dark horizon he knew it was
raining. In the village below
the red roofed cottages piped

out smoke which rose clean
and forlorn in a hollow of

leaves and branches. He
heard a dog's bark and the

faint cry of children.

A sailboat swung out into

the river and he thought of

that Sailfish they had used on
the little lake And he re-

membered how she had
dipped her hand and smiled
whoopee-doo He watched the

sail clean and white against

the water and he sucked in

the wind so that it hurt his

teeth Did you ever hop
trains? The sail was white
and alone on the ocean's fin-

ger and as it came about and
the boom swung he smiled.

No I never hopped trains.

You are my good love Good-
bye my true true love good-

bye. The river was about a

mile wide at the mouth and
without the sun Wales was
only a dark tomb against the

sky The sail blew out until it

was a solitary whitecap on
the wind and he watched the

dark horizon moving down
the sea The rain was com-
ing. The wind was beginning

to die. Tomorrow perhaps the

weather would turn His legs

brushed the thorns and he
stooped to see if the flowers

had a fragrance No The cry

of children was gone
He stood on the plinth of

the sundial's column and fin-

gered the surface where the

lines were drawn Again he

breathed the water on the

wind but it did not touch the

loneliness he felt, it did not

touch him although he
breathed hard. It was like

trying to breathe in the sky
When you are angry at your-

self you do not know why
But you stumble through and
reach the other side and al-

though everything is gone it

does not matter It does not

matter because everything is

part of you and to become so

it must die in you But least

of all are you sure of that

He looked out to the sea
and watched the rain begin

its ceaseless patterns. It

came in sheets which wound
across the river. Now Wales
was almost gone He thought
of that summer by the lake

beyond the burning rails and
felt the lonely fingers at his

back and the impossible col-

lection of babies made in a

shack and nothing more by
the two and three of them
and every lonely finger float-

ing out to sea and welcomed

by the gulls when the ceiling

below creaked at the entr-

ance of her womb The faroff

tomb of tears and love's own
hammer
He bent for the flowers and

watched the rain curl from
the petals. The rain came
hard now and as he turned he
heard a cry so faint that he
did not know if it were child

or bird and he did not care.

He slipped off the plinth

and walked back to the wall

following it down to the road
where the heath ends There
he turned for a last look at

Wales and as he stood watch-
ing that black hill sink in the

late afternoon he knew that

something in him had not

forgotten her. that she lay

still beneath the blue sky of

Wales, that his heart still

moved with the water and the
burning rails.

She lay in a cool clearing

beneath a blue sky. With her
eyes closed and her hand
stretched out like a child. The
branches bent with the wind
from the lake and she
touched his leg and said I'm
so happy He watched her for

a long time and when he
turned to kiss her parted lips

her breasts were warm in the

sun

Rf VItW 7



music
going to slug's

You hear some scary sto-

ries about New York's lower

east side. Black people will

stab you. You can't get a cab
to take you there. Etc.

But Slug's is in the worst

part of this place with the

bad reputation. And since

Slug's is where the jazz is

happening, naturally I had to

go there. However, since I

had never been anywhere in

my life (except Newmarket I

it seemed a good idea to find

Slug s before it got dark and
fright-making.

Walking up the Bowery on

a cold, clear Friday after-

noon, I saw all the poor old

buggers right out of it on the

sidewalk. They just lay there,

completely still, surrounded

by empty bottles of Pete s

white port. (5 star, Calif.)

What struck me about these

old guys was that, although it

was freezing out. they had no

socks, and their ankles were
livid red.

At the corner of East 3rd

St. and Avenue B. some
ragged old ruffian was burn-

ing a big pile of garbage in

the street. Lying around the

blaze was another old dere-

lict, similarly sockless. for

the moment not in danger of

freezing to death. Just a few

steps down Avenue B, there

was a store which had had a

fire, or its windows kicked in,

or something. A huge pile of

refuse spilled out through the

window, across the sidewalk,

and out onto the pavement.

Walking further east on 3rd

St., things only got worse. I

was gawking and craning my
neck and being amazed by

the desperation of it all, when
suddenly this enormous black

man lurched up to me. He
was obviously stoned.

He stopped right in front of

me and blocked my way and

said. "Well, when I saw you

from 50 feet down the street.

1 was getting ready to say,

'Hello. Miss.'
"

I didn't get it. What does

he want, my money, my
blood, what? So 1 got him to

repeat it 3 times. When I fi-

nally got the joke, I went

"Ha, ha, ha. ha." Gulp.

Finally, there was Slug's.
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announced by a small wooden
sign. On both sides were
places that used to be stores.

Their windows were now
smashed and it seemed ob-

vious that no one was in a

hurry to reopen a business

there. The windows on Slug's

had bars on them.

The session next day start-

ed at 5 p.m. When I got

there, there was one musi-

cian, walking up and down in

front of Slug's. It was 5:10.

"Hey. are you Charles

McPherson?" I asked. "Gee,

I came all the way from To-

ronto to hear the music at

Slug's."

He looked at me, as \(Ao
say, what kind of nut is this,

anyway.

"Oh, are you going to be in

New York very long? Why
don't you come up to hear us

at Minton's? Do you know
anything about New York?"

Minton's is in Harlem. I

knew that much, but I said

no.

"Oh, well just remember,
that if you come uptown, take

a cab, 'cause you gotta be

good in that part of town."

About 5:20, the man came
to open up the club. A couple

of musicians and a customer
or two were waiting. We paid

two dollars to get past the

door.

A the front of Slug's is a

solid-looking wooden bar with

a big mirror up behind it. As
you walk down the narrow
room you come to an area

with little round tables and

old wooden chairs. The stage

runs along the back wall.

I sat down and this young
black man walked up and

said "Hey man, you a beer

drinker? Well, how'd you like

to buy me a nail?"

Nail. I thought, nail, nail.

That must be a new term for

joint or something. Since I

was still the only white per-

son there. I though I'd better

be cool.

So I had to pay for his ale.

Then, he sat there for four

hours while a collection of

alto saxophonists fought a

drummer for decibel suprem-
acy on stage. A young white

saxophonist came in and
looked nervous, but he practi-

cally blew everyone off the

stand. He was very good, but

no one mentioned his name.

Meanwhile, my companion
kept saying. "Hey man, how
about giving me a dollar so I

can get a cab and go uptown
and get me a sweet hot sau-

sage?"

Finally, after watching him
combing his mustache with a

toothbrush and listening to

how he had just got out of

Bellevue after 5 months, I got

up and made a little speech

about what a drag it was that

he was doing this to me. I

mean, he just demanded the

money because he was black

and I was white. I slipped

him half a buck and left.

By Sunday afternoon, I had

hung around the lower east

side so much that I felt like a

regular. So I went back to

Slug's, paid my two dollars,

and stayed from 6 p.m. to 2

a.m.

Frank Foster's excellent

band of eight men played to a

like number of customers.

Foster was witty and lucid in

his introductions, and his

writing was wild but disci-

plined, and the band played

with spirit. They loved the

music, you could tell.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

FILMS
Films of geological, and general interest will

shown every Friday.
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Time: I to 2 p.m.
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Watch the 'Here and Now' column for titles.
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FOLK SINGER

MIKE

SEEGER
in concert

St. Michael's College Student Center

Thurs. Jon. 23 - 8:30 pm

Tickets $1.00

at

SMC COOP

Around 10 o'clock, Yusef
Lateef started to play. He
had left all his middle east-

ern things at home, and
played mostly tenor sax,

sounding like a cross between
Ben Webster and Sonny Rol-

lins. And to think I used to

say, Yusef Lateef, who cares.

He is a very fine musician.

And his bassist. Cecil Mcbee,
is great.

They were slated to keep
playing until 4 o'clock, Mon-

|
day morning, so I left early.

Outside, they had just fin-

ished loading Billy Higgins'

drums into a car. I was
standing around wondering
why Higgins had left his stuff

there all week (his gig had
ended a week earlier.) One of

Higgins' soul brothers came
up to me and said "Hey man,
are you a piano player?"

"Yes, how did you know?"
I said.

"Well, didn't I see you
playing up on East 10th St.?"

"No, I just came down
from Canada for the week to

hear some jazz.
"

"How would you like to buy
a kilo?"

I said I didn't think so,

thanks.

"I dig, man, I dig. Where
are you staying?

"Sloane House, on 34th St."

"Yeah? That's where I

stayed when I came here
"

from San Francisco in '59.

I'm a piano player too . .

."

We talked for another five

minutes and then the black

man, who limped, said,

"Well, man I gotta split. Got

a record date with Billy in

the morning. So be beautiful,

baby, be beautiful."

And he walked away down
Avenue B. and around a pile

of garbage which was still

spilling out through the bro-

ken store window across the

sidewalk, and finally out of

sight.

— jack mecaffrey

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsify Tartan

Kilt-s Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141



theatre
edward as marlowe would have played him

Can a modern theatrical

company present an Elizabe-

than drama in a moving and

polished manner? This ques-

tion is presently being an-

swered with a resounding yes at

the Royal Alex. But unfortu-

nately, the question, "is a

modern theatre audience

capable of responding to

same in a very big way?", is

still very much up in the air.

Christopher Marlowe's
Edward II which opens the

1969 Theatre Toronto season

is a long play — even with

cuts it is far too long for

modern audiences. It is also a

ponderous, humourless play,

only seldom exciting theatri-

cally. People try to make
something of its modern rele-

vance to human psychology in

general, but even that is very

much in doubt as far as I'm

concerned.

Edward II is (predictably)

the story of a bad king,

whose disastrous reign tum-

bles his country into the

throes of bitter civil war. It

is a story of statecraft, and

the corruption and pride of

the individuals who seek to

rule. It is a story of For-

tune's Wheel which crushes

all those who seek to rise too

high. It is also a story of love

— Queen Isabella's love for

her husband and Edward's
homosexual relations with his

court favourite, Gaveston.

Those in the audience who
came to see the revelation of

King Edward's illicit love

were sadly disappointed. Di-

rector Clifford Williams
elects to accord Edward's
homosexuality no more atten-

tion than Marlowe intended
It is strongly suggested
throughout but never explicit

or exploited What is central

to Williams' production is the

throne which dominates the

stage throughout, and the

crown which is invested with

an almost mystical aura. It is

the reverence for kingship
which holds this play together

and gives it whatever rele-

vance it may have

Purists will rejoice at Clif-

ford Williams' interpretation

of Edward II — because
there is almost no interpreta-

tion at all. Williams directs

Marlowe, as Marlowe might
have directed himself. He
allows a fine, experienced

cast to draw the beauty and
poetry from the lines He lets

the glory of royal pageantry

speak for itself, and avoids

the artificial effects of light-

ing and sound which we
usually associate with mod-
ern readings of old plays. In

this respect Williams remains
faithful to Marlowe, but

cruelly neglects his audience,

because he has undoubtedly

chosen the dullest interpreta-

tion of a number of dull alter-

natives.

Luckily what the players

did on stage justifies Wil-

liams' approach. Always
majestic and prideful. some-
times petulant and petty. Wil-

liam Hutt is every inch a
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king even in his humiliation

and death Queen Isabella is

played in a fascinating way
by Moya Fenwick The supple
features of her face can ex-
press all emotions remark-
ably But a bogus French ac-

cent nearly ruins her fine

performance.

Theatre Toronto's Edward
II is not what you would call

a theatrical happening'; nei-

ther will it be called one of

the most novel or exciting

plays of the year The pro-

duction is however a simple
and (aithlul reading of Mar-
lowe's play by a fine cast.

Unfortunately this is not

enough. In an age when nov-

elty and entertainment are
the highest criteria by which
audiences judge plays. Chris-

topher Marlowe's Edward II

(no matter how good the pro-

duction.! offers neither.

Productions Theatre Toron-
to's production succeeds ar-

tistically in my opinion, but

only vigorous staging and
theatrical gimmickry can
keep modern audiences from
eventually relegating Mar-
lowe's masterpieces to the

shelves of archives and
museums.— lorne fieneberg
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books
cohn-bendit doomed to romantic existence
Obsolete Communism: The

Left Wing Alternative, by

Daniel and Gabriel Cohn-

Rendit. Andre Deutsch, 1968.

This is quite an extraordi-

nary book. One is left with

mixed feelings of intense dis-

like of the author's megalo-

mania and pomposity, admi-

ration for his toughness and

intelligence, a mild distrust

of his tactics and basic pom-
posity. The author is on an

ego trip. Beware of ego trip-

pers.

The book has limitations;

Cohn-Bendit does not simply

attack the universities, the

French Communist Party,

and the Bolshevik role in the

Russian Revolution. He
pulverizes them. It is essen-

tially a rhetorical book, a

powerful polemic: he is out

to prove the basic of the

Communist bureaucratic

counterrevolutionaries', the

total depravity of bourgeois

society and its soft underbel-

ly, the universities, and with

such a goal in mind he mar-
shalls the weaponry of mas-
ter debater, fire and thunder

preacher, buffoon, Marxist
intellectual, revolutionary

hero.

The disadvantages of this

approach are basically two-

fold. The first is overkill.

Cohn-Bendit's opponents are

attacked with all the finesse

and sublety (and fairness) of

an onslaught of sledge ham-
mers on a gang of unarmed
children. This is the problem
of all Marxist internecine

quarrels: one is either a run-

ning dog, a Fascist pig, or a

treacherous traitor to the

glorious revolution. There is

little room for mere incompe-
tence, honest disagreement,

or misjudgement. The ap-

proach lacks, to say the least,

a basic humanity.

The other disadvantage is

that the narrator is so bellig-

erent and obtrusive that the

reader's response is almost
inevitable. This is, of course,

more or less the case with

every book one reads (until

books are produced by com-
puters for mass and Review
consumption.) More or less.

But take these first few sen-

tences: "publishers now
come chasing after me, beg-

ging me to write about any-

thing I choose, good or bad,

exciting or dull; all they want
is something they can sell —

a revolutionary gadget with
marketable qualities.

Strange, isn't it, this Cohn-
Bendit myth, this legend of

the 'cherubic Danton.' "

This, my friends, is not a

modest man.
But great books are not

always written by modest
men, and this book has an
importance that demands
something more than a cri-

tique of Daniel Cohn-Bendit's

personality flaws.

Cohn-Bendit's approach is

essentially anarchistic, in the

tradition of Luxemburg. Lieb-

knecht, and German Sparta-

cists: spontaenity and partici-

pation are the bases of his

revolutionary thought. The
sin of organized Communism
since 1917 has been its deter-

mination to bureaucratize the

Revolution. Two of the best

chapters of the book, deal

with the Makhno revolt in

1917 and the Kronstadt revolt

in 1921-22: Cohn-Bendit is

obviously interested in puri-

fying his own intellectual tra-

dition, but nevertheless these

chapters represent the most
powerful criticism in the

book.

Cohn-Bendit's influence, on

students as on European and
western politics, will be lim-

ited. He is, in many ways, an
instant personality, a plastic

personality, as much the

product of the media as
Pierre Trudeau. As govern-

ment legislates reform, and
as a genuine and revivified

movement of the traditional

left develops, the influence of

the spontaneous Marxists as

an organized movement, as

the recognized leaders of the

students, will decline.

Cohn-Bendit, therefore, is

doomed to a romantic exist-

ence. He will become the

conscience of the Marxist

left, but never the leader.

One cannot become as opti-

mistic as he is about the pos-

sibility of revolutionizing and
liberating society. Life styles

do not change that easily. His

last chapter, 'e'est pout toi

que tu fais revolution' is an
eloquent — if frequently rhe-

torical — revolutionary cre-

do. A realistic appraisal of

'what is to be done' it is not.

But read the book. Its anal-

ysis is tough, uncompromis-
ing, and persuasive. And
much of the talk of participa-

tion, community control, the

sterility of the bourgeois uni-

versity, and attempts to de-

alienate the Organization

Man will begin to make more
sense after reading his cri-

tique.

—bob roe

livesay's poetry of social comment
Dorothy Livesay, The Docu-
mentaries, Ryerson Press,
Toronto, $4.95.

The poetry here under re-

view represents something
rare in Canadian literature,

poetry of social commentary,
poetry which goes beyond the

purely personal or the ab-

stractly metaphysical. To be

sure, there is no dearth of

writers today to declaim on

the horrors of the Vietnam
War. as in that collection of

self-righteous emotion. The
New Romans. But there are
few Canadian poets indeed,

for whom social commentary
flows out of their real-life

experience, who see poetical-

ly and not just cerebrally or

rhetorically, the repressive

reality in the society around
them.

The 1930 s was a period in

which that repression was
obvious, as real as the near-

est dole line or vacant farm.

For poets such as Dorothy
Livesay. the old lyrical preoc-

cupations no longer sufficed,

for poetry had to become po-

litical. She was "fired with

the desire to set down in doc-

umentary form what was
happening to my Canadian
generation, historically and

socially." The results are

these documentary poems,
republished twenty and thirty

years later, when youth is
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again astir with political radi-

calism.

Livesay writes in a very
traditional style, iambics and
all. yet it is somehow very

appropriate to the period.

The starkness of life calls for

a certain starkness in form;
experiment is somehow the

luxury of more prosperous

times.

We prayed for miracles:

the prairie dry.

Our bread became a blis-

ter in the sun;

We watched the serene

untouchable vault of sky

—In vain our bitter labour

had been done.

For the Outrider, the

prophet, returning to a rural

Ontario he had once known,

the bitterness of drought
matches the bitterness and
nostalgia he experiences for a

rural life now destroyed. Yet
figuratively it is life itself

that has been destroyed in

the 1930 s; the Depression

hangs like a blister in the

sky.

In "Day and Night"! Live-

say focuses on the drab indus-

trial world she had come to

know as a social worker in

both Montreal and New Jer-

sey.

One step forward

Two steps back

Shove the lever.

Push it back

is a conscious reversal of

Lenin's formula. Day and
night pass, but there is

scarcely time for reflection,

let alone for peace (double

entendre). Sings the Negro
stoker

:

Boss, I'm smothered in the

darkness

Boss, I'm shrivellin' in the

flames

Boss, I'm blacker than my
brother

Blow your breath down
here.

In the Inferno of the factory,

the bosses' profit makes the

world go round.

But there is hope, as the

workers' fury mounts; each

at his machine sees the Infer-

no blowing, waits for the

opportunity to exploit a fore-

man's temporary weakness.

Reality is repressive, but the

revolution breeds hope.

The finest poem in the book

relates not to the 1930 s, how-

ever, but to the Second World
War. and to the uprooting of

the Japanese from the West
Coast. For in her documen-
tary, "Call My People
Home", Livesay captures the

despair of an innocent people,

whom political repression

suddenly strikes out of the

blue.

Home was my boat: T.K.

2930 -

Wintering on the Skeena

with my nets

Cast up and down the riv-

er, to lure and haul

The dogfish.

So sang the fisherman, un-

til one day an order arrives,

instructing all boats to report

to the nearest authorities.

How speak about the long

trip south, the last

We ever made, in the last

of our boats?

The time my life turned

over, love went under

Into the cold unruly sea.

Those waves
Washing the cabin's walls

Lashed hate in me.

The documentary goes on

to trace the varying reactions

of Japanese-born, and native-

born Japanese-Canadians, the

cold hostility, modified only

by the occasional generosity,

of the population of British

Columbia. The mood is not

all hatred or bitterness; even
in transplantation the love of

life can win out. or the mem-
ory of good times lost bring

solace.

In fact, exile is in the end

ennobling. Beyond their fish-

ing fleets or villages, the

Japanese-Canadians come to

see their experience in cosm-
ic terms:

Home is labour, with the

hand and heart.

The hard doing, and the

rest when done:

A rougher ocean than we
knew, a tougher earth,

A more magnetic sun.

Consciousness, political and
philosophical, is something
that comes out of life itself.

Other poems in the book,

such as "Ontario Story" and

"Roots", convey Livesay's

love for the land, the tradi-

tional preoccupation of Cana-

dian poetry. Yet it is not a

cloying love which comes
through here, rather one

mediated through the same
prism of acceptance and re-

jection which underlies her

social poetry.

Documentaries does not

contain great poetry, but it

has good poetry in it, clearly

and cleanly expressed. More
importantly, it deals with

subject matter which only

infrequently finds its way into

Canadian literature, Hut

which is absolutely crucial

for any radical poetic or po-

litical sensibility. There is no

absence of poets on ego-trips

in this country; indeed, the

political culture of liberal

capitalism does everything to

encourage this tendency.

What is required, now as thir-

ty years ago, are poets with

social consciousness. Dorothy

Livesay helps show the way.

— philip resnick



David Cronenberg's first
two films. Transfer and
From the Drain, received
relatively little attention
when they were first
screened. But now, word fil-

tered up from a usually reli-
able source that he was cur-
rently finishing a more ambi-
tious 35 mm. feature (called
Stereo) shot in Toronto and to
be released early this year.
That was the extent of my
knowledge of David Cronen-
berg.

On a cold night, when the
snow blown up from the rail-

way yards is blackened be-
fore it hits the pavement,
Front Street is a depressingly
desolate place. I went to in-

terview Cronenberg at Film
House opposite Union Station
that evening where he was'
cutting the negative for Ster-
eo. From somewhere on the
darkened second floor a tiny

transistor radio was pumping
out the electronic shriek of

some rock station. Room 4 in

which he was working is all

clean fluorescent light and
white paint. Cronenberg was
standing at the work table in

a brown corduroy suit and
plaid shirt spooling film onto
an empty reel. He clicked off

the radio and the ventilation

system hummed away in the

silence.

When he looks at you his

eyes have this way of boring

themselves into yours not out

of maliciousness but from a

sense of curiosity. You find

yourself compelled to believe

in his sincerity — something
he calls his attitude of "wide-

eyed cynicism".

Cronenberg had been in

Room 4 for eight solid hours

when I arrived, and intended

to be there for the rest of the

night to justify the rental cost

of the editing facilities. One
reel had already been com-
pleted but a dozen strips of

film hung from editing clips

while above his head an un-

finished stack of un-spooled

rolls sat on a shelf. A menu
for a nearby take-out restaur-

ant had been taped up on one

wall.

"When I started making
films, I graduated straight

into 16 mm colour I just

looked up in the encyclopae-

dia 'camera' and iens' and

started shooting with very

sophisticated equipment.

Stereo is a little beyond that

underground sort of thing but

I still feel like an alien in the

house of film . .

." (then a

quick glance at the work

table) ',
. . but not Film

House."

Then, silence, with that

look of amused curiosity or

perhaps toleration.

Cronenberg's latest film

follows the pattern of many
independently produced Cana-

dian features. Shot exclusive-

ly at Scarborough College

with a small cast of friends.

Stereo was financed largely

by Cronenberg himself as his

ticket to ride into the art-

house circuit Distribution is

being handled by Film Can-

ada, about the only agency
with wide enough connections

to make a Canadian release

economically feasible. As
Cronenberg admits, if Film

Canada rejects a film the
maker is pretty well screwed
commercially in Canada
However, all is now groovy
and secure and the film has
admittedly been "kind of a
nice experience".

As the title indicates, the
plot of Stereo is multi-di-

mensional The inspiration

for the film arose from noth-

ing specifically other than
Cronenberg s general distaste

for the blunt approach to-

wards anything It concerns
the activity within a commu-
nity of telepathists isolated

from any other environmen-
tal influences. Communica-

tion between the characters
is so cerebral as to be unspo-
ken, and the entire film is

constructed like an educa-
tional film for children with
an underlying pseudo-scien-
tific soundtrack interspersed
with complete verbal black-
outs. A definite narrative line
does exist, although it cannot
be revealed to the public at
this time Beware one dan-
ger.

"I'm going to really hate it

if some critic sees Stereo as
a documentary. It's not It s
educational I didn't put ev-
erything in it so everyone
can't take whatever they
want out of it. It s not ambig-
uous although there are
enough volatile elements
within it so that it has an
organic life of its own."
Like any independent film-

maker, a lot of creative
agressiveness lies behind
Cronenberg's perpetual gaze
of curiousity.

"Actually this ." (with
a quick gesture around the
room) ".

. . is a complete
drag It s like with all the
boring, bad and stupid things
Godard leaves in his films
just so that he can get on to

the next one. But
everything's still got to fit In

a way it s good because it

means that thinking about a
second film makes me see
everything in this one com-
pletely fresh."

I find myself stumbling
around with another question
but there really isn't any
need for one now Somehow
questions become unneces-
sary when you're talking to

Cronenberg — sort of point-

less formality After talking

for a while things become
hyper-low key.

"A lot of people have been
putting a great price on crea-
tivity and a lot of people have
become frustrated because of
it They live in a creative or

non-creative ghetto I don't
believe in a complete surren-
dering of oneself to the me-
dium and I don t emulate any
particular minor or major
film-maker But as creative
spirits go I do admire Nabo-
kov."

Another pause and then
with only a half joking smile
he adds. "You could say that

it's going to be the best film

ever made in Canada
"

I thank him for the inter-

view, he smiles to himself,

and I walk away from Room
4 Behind me I can hear rock
music echoing down the hall.

— ion ritchie
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MUSIC

ET CETERA

The Review's favour-

ite rock men. Its All

Meat, are playing Satur-

day night at the Rock
Pile in between Muddy
Waters and the regular

Pile house band. Jed
McKay on the organ.

Rick McKim on the

drums, and a couple of

others at lead and gui-

tars make up Meat.
They have been blasting

the Kapp house and the

Buttery with practice

sounds, but they are
ready now and they are

good, good, good, good,

so good . . . See them.

THEATRE

The Visit by Dueren-

matt directed by Henry
Tarvainen at the Church
on Glen Morris opening

some time next week.
The Memorandum by
Vaclav Havel directed

by Andrew Bethel mid-
February. "Theatre a la

Carte" at St. Mikes on

Jan. 24 The Old Waves
Tale by George Peele.

directed by Dr. David
Blostein at Vic starting

January 28th. The Sister

of Mercy an original

play by Graham Jack-

son, directed by the au-

thor at Vic February 6

and 7.

L.H.

Buddy Guy's band
doesn't have the sort of

sheer, overwhelming
power that the James
Cotton blues band dis-

played at the Riverboat

a while back — and
thank God. It's about
time a band realized

what a small place the

Riverboat is, and play-

ed accordingly. Buddy
Guy's voice isn't very
loud, but it is very in-

teresting, and it can
actually be heard.

Part of this can be
attributed to the kind of

band Buddy Guy has put

together. Many Chicago
bands — many of the

greatest ones — gener-

ate their excitement
from a sort of controlled

free-for-all effect, with

every member of the

group having about
equal importance. Bud-
dy Guy's band lives for

its soloist. He pretty

well carries the whole
show.

This isn't to say that

he doesn't have good
men with him. Honest
Johnson and Charles
Hicks give him extreme-
ly fine backing in the

rhythm section, and
A.C. Reed (Sax) and
J.C. States (trumpet i do

a good job of comple-
menting Guy's guitar

playing, with Reed also

filling in some nice jazz-

style blues vocals. But

this is in the tradition of

the B.B. King and T-

Bone Walker bands with

the focus deservedly on

the guitarist.

And what a guitarist

Buddy Guy is. His tim-

ing and his technique

are breathtaking. He's

moving and- changing
the Chicago style. When
he played in the Junior

Wells band, he used
many more of the usual

Chicago cliches, but now
he is becoming more
and more his own man
and his playing is al-

most entirely his own
ideas.

PH.

Michael Snow, Mr.
"Walking Women" is

exhibiting at the Isaacs

Gallery. Oldenburg, fa-

ther of the oldenburger,

is showing some of his

prints at the Pollock

Gallery, phase two. The
Royal Ontario Museum
has some great Tunisian

mosaics which quite

impressed this reviewer.

It has been suggested

that art criticism is fu-

tile and pretentious and
that my column would

better serve the public

if photographs of cur-

rently-exhibited works
were simply displayed

without comment, or if

the column became a

forum for art students

and interested public

How about it?

M K

Buddy Guy's extraor-

dinary, searing guitar

leads his group at the

Riverboat this weekend
and all next week. He's

modern and tough, with

a mean blues sound and
a guitar style that has to

be heard. It's pretty

much a solo effort, but

he has a tight Chicago
band helping him out.

The sound doesn't over-

power his singing which
is a welcome change.

Altogether a recom-
mended event.

There aren't too many
Chicago blues players

who could take on Bud-

dy Guy. and even if it

were only one, it would
have to be Muddy Wa-
ters. He'll be here for

one night only, Satur-

day, at the Rock Pile.

His present band has

been getting better and
better on records, and a

recent communication
from a knowledgeable

blues enthusiast in Eng-

land is full of praise for

the bands' engagement,

over there. Muddy Wa-
ters hasn't been in To-

ronto for quite a while

and he may not be back

again soon, so don't

miss the opportunity to

hear him

His singing is also

changing. When he first

set up his own band, his

singing was very closely

modeled on Junior

Wells' — too much so

for my taste. He still

uses the Junior Wells

style to some extent

especially in a highly

mannered approach to

"Stormy Monday",
which was saved from
sounding like a straight

imitation only by an
abrupt change of mood
at the end and some
extraordinary guitar

playing, unlike anything

that ever came out of a

Junior Wells band.

The outstanding num-
ber of the set. though,

was a brilliant version

of "Hoochie Coochie
Man" sung in very
much his own voice. He
has the kind of blues

voice that can make
familiar words suddenly

hit you. When he says,

"I'm gonna make you
little girls lead me by

the hand," you know
that he has something

on his mind.

The only criticism I

have, is that some of the

material wasn't good

enough. There were too

many long instrumental

segments. They had

some exciting moments,
but there were also

some flat ones. But the

first set of a two week
engagement is probably

the worst time to hear

any band, and the prob-

lem of the material may
very well work its way
out.

Peter Hatch

Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell



HERE AND NOW
The Blue & White Society presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS
FRI. JAN. 17, 1969 - 8:30 PM

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. RM. 135 - ADMISSION $1.00
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ACCOMMODATION WANTED —
Professional faculty mombaji would be
interested in taking care of a faculty
member** residence while he is on leave
ol absence over a short teim oenod such
as a year's sabbatical Available end of
school term Excellent references Apply
Mailboi 316 New College 21 Classic
Ave Toronto 5

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY — Room with p/ivaie
bath — separate entrance - telephone— TV — for senout female student —
minima) rent — St Clair & Bathurst
area Contact Mr Uoyd Chandler 51
Burnside Dr at Tel No 534 S753 or
Photographic Arts Dept Ryerson

ENGINEERING

HUSTLING DANCE

FRIDAY, JAN. 17 9 PM

DRILL HAIL - 119 ST. GEORGE

9 PM

EDWARD BEAR

Guys 75c) Girls 50<

FURNISHED ROOM Males e Linen
and Maid service • Cable TV &
Lounges $15 weekly Board available
85 Bedford 924 0501 964 0881

ROOM TO LET. .n Fraternity St
George subway rent $50 All meals,
available 924 0580

$10 ROOM KITCHEN ....

profaned if you play guitar

9254)623

with 2 —
call Chve

LUDWIG DRUMS - for safe compfele
set including 2 cymbals high hat. stool
Reasonable pnen Phone Craig at 445
8926 after 6 30 p m

GIBSON ELECTRIC GUITAR, ih.n h0l

low body arch top, I pick up sun bum
finish like new $200 Call Peter Ne.lson
32 I 4344

TUTOR WANTED lor 11 year old boy
Eglinton 8> Avo.iuii Rd area Call 481
4344

APARTMENTS TO RENT 2 ietf<on
tamed, 3 room apartments, furnished
very clean Close to campus availabjM
Feb 1st Call 635 2775

WANTED Attractive youny women to
work as registration badge typists at
trade shows For interview call Miss
MacLennan 239 3803 lany time). Mrs
Kerr 762 3066 (evenings)

THE PSYCHOLOGY Sludent Union
Teach-in Insanity 69 n coming on
Jan 27

S6.00 lor every eipenenced worker you
send to us who qualifies and completes
one assignment Call Mis Petersen 923
9807

CANON CAMERA FT 1 8 with case
Never used Call Enc after 5 00 p m
Rm 3326 Medical Science Building

FOR RENT: I room to share 'girl) and 1

single with fireplace — in mixed co-op
Phone 781 3486 days, or 112 Admiral
Rd evenings

TYPISTS OR CLERK with threv sum
mars office experience Work pert time
for 1 or 2 days e week Foi appointment
call. Mrs Petersen 923 9B07

WHAT'S SMALLER THAN j teenee
weenee flee'* The pneo of the BASK?
Gognoscend tomorrow at Hart House
this Satyrday Lady Godivo Mememorial
bash $1 25 Icheeperl Ribbittti

VICTORIA COLLEGE PUBLIC LECTURES 1969

4:30 P.M. - TUESDAY JANUARY 21st

LECTURE HALL, VICTORIA COLLEGE

'2 CRISES FOR THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA'

PROFESSOR 0. W. SMITH,

DEPT. OF FRENCH,

VICTORIA COLLEGE
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We're all psychologically immature.- 1vey
By ALF CHAITON

The adoption of revised

residence rules at New Col-

lege was the result of a natu-

ral desire among students for

greater responsibility, says
Principal Donald G. Ivey.

The recent controversy
over women's visiting hours

at the College was unfortu-

nate, he feels, because The
Varsity tended to play up the

issue of confrontation. He
does not believe there were
two distinct, opposing sides to

the question.

"The incident — as you call

it — at New College, was
resolved on the basis of ami-

cable discussion, by the par-

ties most directly concerned,

to the satisfaction of the

majority of those involved."

Principal Ivey said he ac-

cepts the necessity for au-

thority, for himself as well as

others, since he believes the

alternative is anarchy.

"I do not believe students

are incompetent to make the

decisions regarding their own
lives," he said, "but neither

do I believe they (nor any
other group society) are to-

tally competent in the sense

that they are free to make all

decisions without consultation

and without considering the

implications for society.

"Everyone seems loath to

raise the point that absolute

liberty is a contradiction," he

said.

He went on to remark that

New College has "the reputa-

tion of a quiet residence."

This reputation has not been

"imposed from above", but

has "evolved."

"To achieve results, we
need a consensus," he said.

Dr. Ivey feels that his role

in the College is a matter of

education — not only in the

scholastic field, but also in

the development of the psy-

chological maturity of the

residents.

As for the incident at New,
Dr. Ivey explained that most
residents never have female

guests up to their rooms
anyway. He said even the

Residence Committee admit-

ted it is a minority who do

so.

He feels that it was not for

the basic interests of the

majority of residents that the

Committee demanded open
weekends, but that they want-
ed to establish the principle

of deciding the rules for

themselves.

"The Committee said they

would refuse to enforce
women's hours," he added.

"But the rules were still

there. Either we could en-

force them in some other

way, or we could seek to

change them. It was in the

best interests of all con-

cerned to choose the latter.

Thus new rules have come
into existence, and the steady
evolution continues."

He feels that a basic part

RADIO VARSITY - U of T RADIO

ANNOUNCEMENTS
RADIO VARSITY IS PROUD TO OFFICIALLY ENDORSE THE YEAR-LONG CAMPAIGN NOW GETTING
UNDERWAY ON BEHALF OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO COMMUNITY CHEST. RADIO VARSITY

WILL HELP LAUNCH THAT CAMPAIGN WITH LIVE REMOTE BROADCASTS FROM NEW, INNIS,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, AND THE GALBRAITH BUILDING. WATCH FOR WHICH DAY WHERE AN-

NOUNCEMENTS. THEN, ON JAN. 26 AT 8 A.M., RADIO VARSITY WILL BEGIN A CONTINUOUS
MARATHON BROADCAST ON BEHALF OF THE COMMUNITY CHEST FROM A TRAILER ON FRONT
CAMPUS. WATCH FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS.

WANT TO HELP WITH THE U OF T RADIO
EFFORT? A MEETING WILL BE HELD THIS
SUNDAY AT 1:00 P.M. (91 ST. GEORGE ST.,

THIRD FLOOR) TO DISCUSS OPPORTUNITIES
TO WORK ON THE STAFF OF THIS STATION.
EVERYONE INTERESTED IS INVITED. TOUR
OF FACILITIES AND ANNOUNCING ABILITY
TESTS WILL BE GIVEN. NEW NEWS AND
PRODUCTION STAFF ARE ESPECIALLY
NEEDED.

RADIO VARSITY IS ANNOUNCING IN

LETTERS TO ANUMBER OF CAMPUS POLIT-
ICAL AND OTHER GROUPS A NEW POLICY
OF MAKING TIME AND PRODUCTION ASSIS-

TANCE AVAILABLE FREE TO GROUPS WITH
A VIEW THEY WOULD LIKE TO SEE AIRED.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, WRITE TO RADIO
VARSITY.

This student discount card means you get

SPECIAL 10%
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
on all rentals and allpurchases.

It also means Syd Silver's quality • fit • dependability • service

If you did not receive a student discount card clip it

from this ad and use it as a regular card. For those

big important occasions remember Syd Silver.

Canada's leading name in formal wear

and inquire about the special student rates!

Sydj^SUver Formats Ltd.
tr / 500 Yonge Street Ousr above College) - 923-4611

DONALD GLENN IVEY

of the educational process is

the development of maturity.
"Maturity," he said, "implies
responsibility, not only for

yourself, but for others.

"We are all in a sense psy-
chologically immature."

1/3 not enough

says Lit pres.

He wants half.

By STEVE COWLEY

The University College Lit-

erary and Athletic Society is

angry with an administration

refusal to allow 50-50 student-

faculty representation on
UC's studentless Residence
and Property Planning Com-
mittee.

Lit President Howard Gold-

blatt (IV UC) says the one-

third student representation

offered by the administration

is "totally unacceptable."

Goldblatt says the commit-
tee last year turned down a

request to abolish women's
visiting hours at Sir Daniel

Wilson men's residence de-

spite the fact that a referen-

dum called for it.

"Ideally a residence com-
mittee should consist entirely

of students." Goldblatt says.

"Anything less than 50-50

representation is unjustifi-

able."

Goldblatt said student

representation is particularly

important at this time since

plans for mass renovation of

UC are under way.

UC Principal D. V. LePan
said last night Goldblatt was
overemphasizing the impor-

tance of the residence com-
mittee question.

He termed the administra-

tit offer of one-third student

representation on the com-
mittee an "improvement,"
but refused to comment on

the proposed 50-50 split.
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You would do it for $25?

Then the Blue and White

Society would like your
name. If you are planning

on doing your thing in ice at

the Great Ice Palace and
Sculpture Contest two weeks
away, then you should let

them know right now. at the

SAC office.

They want to know how
much ice to order



FIRST IN TEN YEARS (ARGH)

EVEN SWIM BLUES LOSE! (GASP)
The University of Toronto

swimming Blues suffered

their first dual meet loss to a

Canadian college in ten years

Wednesday night. Blues fell

victim to the host University

of Guelph in a meet that

wasn't decided until the final

INTERFAC HOEDOWN

00BLADI00BL
By GELUUS
HOCKEY

Trin got goals from Murray

(3), Hutchison (2), and Mof-

fat (no relation to the little

Miss Moffat who sat on a tof-

fat) to beat Law, 6-4. Clute,

Peterman and Sear (2) re-

plied for Law.

Vic's Dawkins (a Shake-

spearean oath cf. ods bod-

kins) scored as Vic shut-out

Sr. Eng., 1-0.

Jr. Eng. (Cooper 2)2; UC
(Cowan, Clelland)2.

Dents murmansked Scar, 7-

2. B. Sullivan, Pollard (2),

Akiyama (2), Skelton and

Glazier hit for Dents; P. Sul-

livan and Raino (cf. "Long to

Rainovorous, God save the

Queen," The Queen subsists

on a diet of Rainos.) replied

for Sear.

Sons of Erin (Ryan, Kenne-

dy, Micke 2) blanked SMC B,

4-0.

Calaiezzi, Rosart (2; Ro-

sart is the new aesthetic

fad.), Monaghan, Sparrow,

and Bertrand paced Pharm's
6-1 slaughter of Knox Vomi-
ca. Hamilton led the losers.

BASKETBALL

Vic (Eben 19) 58; UC
(Betcherman 14) 42.

Thn's Brown had 18 points

and his mates added another
38 to give Trin a 56-53 marga-
rine over Meds B. Shoichet
was Meds hatchet-man with
13.

Scar pacified Law 34-21 as
Dow counted 12. Lennox was
Law leader with 8.

George Hoo (hah! ) scored
11 and SMC B edged Dents,
28-24. Rayman hit for 12 for

Dents.

What profiteth it a man
that he score 27 points if he
lose his soul? So pondered
Faust after his fine perform-
ance in UC li s 62-35 triumph
over Business (Johnston 11.)

CONTEST
"How now, Brown Cow?"

Send all replies to "Contest",
Varsity sports. The decision
of the judges is inexplicable.

relay of the evening.

One of the bright lights for

Blues was rookie Mike Gui-
ness, a triple winner in the
1,000, 500 and 100 freestyle.

Other event winners for

Toronto were Terry Bryon,
200 butterfly, Gaye Stratten,

200 back, and Barry Bower-
man, 200 breaststroke.

The 400 medley relay team
of Stratten. Bowerman, Bob

Heatly and Doug Macintosh
was also victorious.

Pool records were set in

the 1,000 freestyle, 200 fly,

and 200 back.

Blues have the opportunity

to avenge their loss this Satur-

day, when they host the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario in

the Hart House pool. The
meet starts at 2:00 p.m.

Spectators are welcome

New York Pizza House
620 Yonge St. l-^-l

Mon.relli
Peperoni
Mushroom
Meet Bill.

Green Pepper*
Spanish Onion
Anchovies
S.l.m,

Sliced Torn. io>

Plain Sauce
and Cheese
Of any one
Of any two
Of any three

Of any four

Special aix ol

Any Variety

S.

.90

$1.10
SI. 25

SI. 50
SI. 75

H.
SI. 50

S2.00

S2.25
S2.50
$2.75

L.

$2.00

S2.50
$2.75

$3.00
$3.50

52.25 S3.00 $4.00
Ol any Variety 8 on Large $5.00

BEST IN TOWN -PICK-UP OUR PIZZA-925-1736
Free Delivery on Orders S3.00 or Over

EBEN
1 9 points lor Vis

F0RH1RL
REMUS
At over 500 Associated

Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at Wellesley

920-2727 Free Parking

Students
Buy or Rent at 10% off regular prices

Sat. Jan. 18, 8:30 pm f ofon Auditorium

'SALLAH'
ADMISSION $1.50

Sunday, January 19, 8:30 pm Hillel House

RABBI STUART ROSENBERG
on

ISRAEL

AND
THE MIDDLE EAST'

Mon. Jan. 20, 8:30 pm Park Plaza Hotel

DR. MAURICE L. PERLZWEIG

World Jewish Congress Representative to U.N.

on

'ISRAEL AND THE U.N.'

GRADUATES STUDENTS' UNION

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Sid. Smith

Hull

16 £
8onc roft An

croT^Cv*?)
Toronto 5.

928-3391

Now
Phytic*

Bide,.

BEER. WINE AND CHEESE PARTY

TODAY
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Faculty, administrators and girls over 21 welcome

Admission $1.00

GRADUATE COUNCIL

TUESDAY. 21st of JANUARY
COUNCIL CHAMBER. GALBRAITH BUILDING

4 P.M. - 6 P.M.

Oiscussion at this open meeting will include amending the

language requirements in Division Ml (Physical Sciences), and

changing the lOhour work rule for graduate students in residence.

If you wish to speak. (hone 928-2391 for information.

CURLING

Tuesday. 21st of January

PHONE 928-2391

TEACHING ASSISTANTS

Report on renumeration and working conditions

now available FREE from the G.S.U.

CHARTER FLIGHT

Toronto - London (return)

May 29th - September 2nd

Seats still available for Graduate Students only.

Phone 928-2391 for further information.
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REGAIN TOP SPOT TRAVEL TO WINDSOR SATURDAY

NAPOLEONIC BLUES REBOUND FROM WATERLOO DEFEAT
Special to The Varsity

LONDON - Varsity Blues
moved back into first place in

the Senior Intercollegiate
Hockey League last night as
they recorded a hard-fought
7-5 victory over the home-
town Western Mustangs.
The win moved Blues two

points ahead of Waterloo
Warriors, who upset them 3-2

Wednesday night at Varsity
Arena. However Warriors
have a game in hand.

Varsity completes a tiring

three-games-in-four-days

schedule Saturday afternoon
with a game against fourth-

place Windsor Lancers.

The game against Mus-
tangs was in doubt until the

final minutes when Blues'

Paul Laurent scored his sec-

ond goal of the night into an
empty net at 19:43.

Western had roared back
from a 6-2 deficit to narrow

the gap to 6-5 with three

goals in the last ten minutes

as Blues tired understandably

after their tough contest the

previous night.

Varsity netminder Tom
Little lent a huge helping

hand to the victory, despite

being cut twice in the second

period, each time from wild

scrambles in front of the

Toronto net. The latter was
the more serious, requiring

three stitches on the top of

his head and suspending the

last minute and a half of play

until the beginning of the

third period.

Western outshot Blues 44-

40, and Little was especially

FENCING
Varsity Cavaliers may

meet their match this week-
end. The fortress at RMC
overlooking Ontario Bay will

ring with the clash of weap-
ons in an oblique triangular

meet between Guelph,
Queen's and Toronto.

Varsity should win so 'En
Garde' till monday stop

press.

sharp in the middle stanza

when Mustangs were outs-

cored 4-1 despite an 18-13

edge in shots.

In addition to Laurent's

two goals for Toronto. Ward
Passi also had a pair, with

singletons coming from Paul
McCann, Gord Cunningham
and Bob McClelland.

Brent Imlach and John
Makins each had two goals

for Mustangs with Paul Ri-

chards getting the other,

Wednesday night's game at

Varsity Arena was far and
away the best of the year.

Action was fast and furious

throughout, and the goaltend-

ing at both ends of the rink

spectacular.

Waterloo's victory was
their first over Toronto since

entering the league in 1964. It

was also Blues' first loss on
home ice since Dec. 10, 1965

when they dropped a 6-5 deci-

sion to Laval.

Warriors were full measure
for their exciting win. They
outplayed Blues most of the

way, and but for the work of

netminder Tom Little might
have won by two or three

goals.

The arena was in a con-

stant uproar as the teams
flashed from end to end, dish-

ing out bodychecks galore

and whizzing the puck by
countless open corners.

Hordes of Waterloo fans who
drove down for the game
added to the din with their

incessant nattering.

Rick Bacon gave Waterloo
a 1-0 lead in a bruising first

period, which yielded 36 min-
utes in penalties including a

major-minor each to Blues'

Paul Laurent and Warriors'

Dick Oudekerk.

Goals by Bob McClelland
and Ward Passi gave Toronto
a brief 2-1 lead in the second
period, but Waterloo came
back for the victory on goals
by Ken Laidlaw and captain

Ron Robinson before the pe-

riod ended.

pholo by MIKE PAS1C
The linesmen do their job with rugged efficiency during Wednesday night's game
with Waterloo. The occasion was a first period brawl between Blues' Paul Laurent (8)
and Warriors' Dick Oudekerk (5).

Morrison says he'll be back. Phooey!
By JIM MORRISON

Varsity Blues' status in the

Senior Intercollegiate Basket-
ball League should be obvious

after their home opener this

Saturday afternoon at York.
Blues face league-leading
Western Mustangs, a team
already being touted as po-

tential national champions on
the strength of exhibition
wins over 1968 national win-
ners Waterloo Lutheran and
SIBL Eastern leader Carleton

University. Game time at the

Keele and Steeles campus is

3 p.m.

Sophomore guard Larry
Trafford played his finest

game yet for Varsity on
Wednesday night, contribut-

ing defensive skill and 19

points to Toronto's 84-74 deci-

sion over Guelph Gryphons in

Blues' league opener.

"We played well in spots,

but slipped towards the end",
said Coach McManus. Blues

led by 26 points with four

minutes left in the game.
Varsity's principal weak-

ness is shooting skill at the

forward position. Aside from
center John Hadden, who col-

lected 14 points and 8 re-

bounds, and Dale Crouter,

with 10 points. Blues had to

rely on the marksmanship of

guards Trafford, Bruce
Dempster (16 points) and
Peter Burton (14 points).

Mustangs arrive on the

heels of what Coach Gerry
Conser deemed their finest

effort yet — a 77-59 trouncing

of Waterloo Warriors
Wednesday evening.

Heading the Western roster

is former Varsity great Jim
Holowachuk, who has been
scoring and rebounding with

aplomb at the center slot. He.

along with veteran Bob La-

rose, give Mustangs the most
muscular forward combina-
tion in the League.

Additional scoring ability is

provided by all-star forward

Dave McGuffin and forward
Doug Morton, who seems to

reserve his best games for

Varsity consumption. Greg
Poole, also a 1968 all-star,

rounds out the roster at

guard.

Western's only visible

weakness, and the one Blues

are sure to pick on, is the

lack, aside from Poole, of

quality guards.

I'll be back. Miekleburgh.

MURPH SELECTS CAST FOR NEW MAT ROLE

"Come let me clutch thee"
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By JIM COWAN
Football-cum-wrestling coach Ron Murphy has been on the

job less than a week and already the rigors of his new position

have caught up with him.

It seems Murph decided to join the boys on the mats
Wednesday. Now he's known as Hop-a-long Murphy, the fast-

est crutch in the east.

"I was working out with our heavyweight." he said last

night. "I did something, then he did something, and we didn't

do it right. My knee went."

So Hop-a-long's. er . . . Ron's right leg will be in an ankle-

to-hip cast for the next five weeks, while the ligaments in his

knee heal.

Murph says he's not really the wrestling coach. "Paul Be-

swick is still coach," he explains. "I'm just helping out."

The football Blue's mentor was brought in to help when
Beswlck, a Royal Military College graduate, found he couldn't

coach the team and wrestle at the same time. So now he's the

playing coach.

Murph has taught wrestling — both at Toronto and McGill.

Comparing it to football, he says. "You have to be in a hell of

a lot better shape for wrestling than for football. In football
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you get that break, but in wrestling it's continuous action.

"

Blues will need all their coaching experience this Saturday

when they host the perennially powerful Western Mustangs in

the Hart House gym at 2 p.m. Western and Guelph usually

battle it out for the OQAA wrestling title.

But Larry Baron, five year veteran from McGill. figures

Blues could pull an upset. "The guys have been working hard

enough." he said at last night's practice. "There aren't many
injuries."

Baron himself adds strength to Varsity's squad. He has

been OQAA champ three times, and runner-up twice. Tomor-

row he'll be wrestling in the 191 lb. class.

"He's an excellent wrestler," says Murphy. "He's willing 10

work with the new guvs. It's like having an extra coach on the

team."
Blues also expect good efforts from Beswick and Bill All'"

son, in the 160 and 167 lb. classes respectively. The rest of the

team will be: Ken White 1130 lb.). Ted Sauer (137). Mauro

Dipasquale (145). Dave Simms (152), Ernie Friedrick U77 1

and Ylo Korgemagi (heavyweight). .

And with Hop-a-long Murphy riding the range. Mustangs hau

better beware.
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GSU out of SAC for sure • centre

Indians on Christian Island • centre

Wearing a blue collar at U of T
BY LOUIS ERLICHMAN

The old man in the rumpled blue shirt and

baggy pants who mops the floors in the Trinity

College residence makes $1.25 an hour.

His counterpart at University College makes
$2.29 an hour for the same job. The U.C. man
belongs to a union. The Trinity employee does

not.

For non-academic employees on campus —
people who wash the floors, prepare the food,

find the books, rake the leaves, run the furnaces

and even tag the cars — this situation is indica-

tive.

Of the 6,000 people like this only about 600 are

unionized. Their working situation ranges from

adequate to deplorable.

The largest group of unionized workers is the

local of building employees. This includes all

maintenance staff on university buildings and

grounds, except for the three federated colleges:

Trinity, Victoria and St. Mike's. Maintenance

workers at University and New College resi-

dences are also members of the union.

Union scales are $2.29—$2.36/hr. for male

cleaners, watchmen and groundsmen (Women
cleaners are paid $1.86—$1.93/hr.) Workers in the

University stores get $2.39/hr., bus drivers and

"key" men (the men who open and lock the

buildings and work 44 hour weeks — others are

generally 40 hours) get $2.44/hr., garbage men
get $2.50/hr. while trades helpers get $2.80/hr.

Caretakers in charge of buildings are paid

monthly, and receive up to $7000 a year, depend-

ing on the size of the building and the work they

do.

Each of the three federated colleges hires its

own staff, none of whom is unionized. All three

were unwilling to give out salary scales for their

employees.

At St. Michael's College, janitors and cleaners

seem to earn $1.70-$2.20/hr. (receiving probably

at least 20 cents below the unions scale), while

carpenters and trades nen earn $2. 10-2.30/ hr. (a

minimum of 50 cents below union scale.

)

The colleges' maintenance workers made sev-

eral complaints. The college takes advantage of

a regulation exempting it from paying unemploy-

ment insurance premiums, so that its employees

are not covered. (The university pays unemploy-

ment insurance for its employees). Overtime is

paid at a straight rate. Cases were cited of accu-

mulated sick leave not paid. A man with 30 days

accumulated over three years was paid for only

two weeks, though ill for 45 days. The college's

private insurance plan pays only 50 per cent of

wages for a limited time, instead of 75 per cent

which is paid by Workmen's Compensation.

St. Michael's College employs a very high per-

centage of Portuguese immigrants.

"As soon as they begin to understand English

and see now badly they're doing, they leave and

get a better job." one worker said. "The large

turnover leaves the college perpetually under-

staffed."

At Victoria College controller K. M. Dinsmore

says the wage scale of the college, being a pri-

vate institution is a matter between the adminis-

tration and its employees alone. "But .
he said

"we are in competition with the university and

the other colleges and have to keep our wages in

line."

The competition seems to be less than vigor

ous. A clener tin the college earns $2_04/hr 25

cents less than the university rate Residence

workers' salaries are much lower A maid in the

women's residence starts at »125/hr and only

works a six-hour day.

Vic also does not cover its employees with

unemployment insurance. One 60-year-old

cleaner who had worked there for two years,

complained that he could not get into the college

pension scheme, but he felt that the college

would let him keep working after 65.

George Shepherd, the bursar of Trinity Col-

lege, said that the college was too small to have

real wage scale, but that competition with the

university and other colleges keeps salaries

"pretty much in line."

At any rate, Trinity seems to believe in pro-

moting the classic virtues of sacrifice and self-

denial, for its employees at least. Cleaners in the

residence are paid $1.25/hr.

The college employees seem to be locked into

their jobs, for they are mostly old and unskilled

A Victoria cleaner expressed the opinion they

preferred to hire older men "because they are

more reliable."

A plumber at St. Mike's said that, at 54, he

was too old to keep pace in private construction

work.

Most of the workers seemed to believe they

could have their jobs as long as they wanted

them, but they may find security of tenure is

likely more tenuous than they expect, since both

Victoria and St. Hilda's residences have fired a

number of people within the last year.

parti

Many of the workers are immigrants who do

not speak enough English to get another job.

Many are fairly satisfied with their conditions

and their job. One maid said that her hours (7.30

a.m. -2 30 p.m 1 allowed her to be home with her

children. For some the wages and job are better

than those they had previously. For others, the

university is just a more interesting place to be.

Many of them have worked there for years and

have developed sentimentalities. Some workers

even live in the basement of the Vic residence

All this adds up to an almost universal eager-

ness to hold on to their job. The chances of an

Continued on page 9



Third student attempt to stop

Peterboro presses ends in failure
Student participation in the 11-week old Peterborough Ex-

aminer strike came to an end Friday as approximately 150

students decided to leave the picket lines around 10:30 that

morning, just four hours after they had begun to picket.

This was the third time that students had joined with the

guild workers in an attempt to keep typographers and press-

man from entering the plant and producing the paper.

On Wednesday about 80 students from the Universities of

Waterloo, Carleton, Toronto, Windsor, York, and Ryerson

were out on the lines.

By Thursday they were joined by about 30 more students.

Most of Thursday was spent in other Peterborough plants

handing out leaflets asking for the co-operation of other union

workers.

By Friday the number of students had increased to 150, but

they were only "token" pickets. The guild had advised them

to not engage in any militant action, and they were required

to step out of line every time someone wanted to enter the

Examiner building.

A busload of pressmen from the Toronto area joined the

lines around 9 a.m. Friday, but failed to persuade the Peter-

borough pressmen to honor the line.

GETTING ENGAGED?
DIAMONDS MAY BE A
GIRL'S BEST FRIEND....

BUT XSUl PAY THE BILL
We are "DIRECT" Diamond
dealers, handling loose and
mounted diamonds. Send today
for our FREE BOOKLET. "The
Right Ring for the Left Hand -"

Tells you what to expect and
get when you invest in a d iamond

.

You con buy on a "DIRECT"

HUGH PROCTOR AND CO.
DIAMOND & GEM DEALERS

131 Bloor St. W.
Suite 416 Toronto - 921-7702

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Erasmus Darwin on "Generation" by W.E. Swinton, Centennial Professor

ol the History of Science, University of Toronto.

22 Jonuory 1:10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory (new physics building).

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

TUESDAY - 8 P.M.

An Informal Evening With

ROBERT LOWELL AND OTHERS

BICKERSTETH ROOM, HART HOUSE

INSANITY

'69'

JAN. 27 FEB. 1

Y UNION

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

presents

WINTER CARNIVAL '69

Fri. Jan 31 - Free Skating After the Hockey Game — Varsity Arena

Sat. Feb. 1 - A M — Outdoor Activities — Front Campus — Judging of Sculptures

— Noon — Free Lunch for ticket holders — in front of S A C Office

Sun. Feb 2 PHIL OCHS in concert — 8.30 p.m. — Convocation Hall — FREE to those with tickets

Mon. Feb. 3 • Silent Films (surprise star! — 8 pm — Convocation Hall — $1 pei person

Tues. Feb. 4 - Silent Films (Lon Chaney) — 8 pm. — Convocation Hall — $1 per person

Wed. Feb. 5 • Silent Films (Surprise star! — 8 p.m. — Convocation Hall — SI per person.

Thurs. Feb. 6 - Leonard Cohen Films — (Ernie Game, plus Cohen shorts) — 50c per person — 8 pm — Con-

vocation Hall

Fri. Feb. 7 • Sight and Sound Experience — (No one will be admitted after 8 30 pm) — 8 30 pm — Convo-

cation Hall

Sat. Feb. 8 • Hart House Dance — 9 p m — 4 Bands plus folk singei — Stag or Drag — $1 75 per person

Total value of Winter Carnival 69 is S6 25. not including the FREE Lunch and the FREE PHIL OCHS CONCERT If

you buy a ticket for the entire Winter Carnival 69. the price will be S5.00 which includes a free lunch ticket plus

a FREE ticket to the PHIL OCHS CONCERT

Those with a ticket to the entue Carnival must be seated 15 mm before showtime, or else we will not guarantee

that a seat will be kept foi them Tickets to the individual events will be sold in fioni of Convocation Hall 15 mm
before showtime

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SA C OFFICE — Only 1700 Carnival Tickets will be sold, so gel yours

now .
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Hart House

FOLK CONCERT
To-doy, I p.m. Eott Common Rooi

JIM SLAVIN
pr«s«nt* o s*l«ction o) folk

longs, popular & original

Lodias W«lcom«

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Jonuory 22, Mutic Room, I p-m.

ORVAL R1ES, OBOIST
Ladies Wekom*

'

CNLF trials begin today
The trial of 32 persons arrested during the Canadians for

the National Liberation Front demonstration Oct. 26 begins

today in the Council Chambers of old City Hall.

A special court under Judge Crawford Guest has been ar-

ranged to last as long as necessary.

Among those on trial are Prof. Peter Rosenthal, a Univer-

sity of Toronto mathematics professor, Daniel Drache, a lec-

turer in political economy, Steven Moore, a graduate student

in history, Laurel Limpus, graduate in sociology, and Ken
Stone, vice-president of Ontario Union of Students.

A table will be set up in the Sidney Smith lobby to distribute

information about the arrests and take donations to pay for

legal help.

PSU presents Insanity '69
Insanity strikes next week.

Or, more to the actual

truth, the Psychology Student

Union is sponsoring Insanity

'69, a teach-in presenting

Marat-Sade to Northrop Frye.

In the form of panels and

films, the teach-in will ex-

plore sanity and insanity in

our society. Among the panel

discussions will be such top-

ics as Lust Murderers, War-
rendale, and Why People
Crack Up, with panelists

from the Clarke Institute,

criminologists and the afore-

mentioned Northrop Frye.

Other attractions are the

two films "Warrendale" and
"Marat-Sade", the first for

free, and the second for a
small fee of 50 cents.

The teach-in is a develop-
ment of the counter-courses
offered by the Psychology
Students Union to remedy the

lack of abnormal psychology
in the formal courses.

May God rest ye sane: it

will be held from Jan. 27 to

Feb. 3.

GIRLS
OVER 17

IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO DATE A NEW

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR
EACH WEEK. OR YOU
WOULD LIKE A CHANGE

OF BOYFRIEND,
THEN JOIN THE DATING

GAME AT
DIAL - A - DATE

Coll 929-061 1- 1:00 lo 10:00 p.m.

THIS WEEK AT SAC

Today . Communications Commission - 5 p.m. - SAC Office

SAC Office

RM. 290

• Education Commission - 5 p.m.

Tues. Jan. 21 • Services Commission - 7:30 p.m

Sir Daniel Wilson Res.

• Finance Commission - 5 p.m. - SAC Office

. GSU-SAC Meeting-8 p.m. -South Sitting Rm.

Hart House

Wed. Jan. 22. SAC executive Meeting- 5 p.m. - SAC Office

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednetdoy, Jonuory 22

Library - 8 p.m.
DR. C.T. BISSELL

STEPHEN LE ACOCK & CANADIAN L I TERATURE
SO Ticketi - Holl Purer

2/A.T.L. Cord - (Ladles - Inv.ted by Members)

DEBATE
Wednesday, January 22
Debaioi Room - 8 p.m.

Horvorory Vliilor

DAVID LEWIS. M P

Topic
THAT CANADIAN FOREIGN POLICY
HAS FAILED T« DEFINE CANADA'S
OBJECTIVES, FAILED TO PROMOTE
CANADA'S NATIONAL INTERESTS.

AND CONTINUES TO BE THE PRINCIPAL
THREAT TO OUR INDEPENDENCE.

Ladrot Welcome

MEMBERS' ART SHOW
Open lo Students and Stall

of Ihe University
Wed., Jon 29 lo Fr|., Feb. U

All work lo be submitted

mutt be In Undergraduate
Office by 12 noon on
Tuetdoy, January 28lh

NOON HOUR CONCERT
FrrdOy, Jonuory 24th

Debolet Room. 12-2 p.m.

with

LONNIE JOHNSON

No one should miss it!

from the producers ol Dear John

HA6BARD £f**)^& SI6NE fm
ENGl

SU6T ntrt o> end 6a e-w COlOR

STARTS 6 pA $*<- I Sun com from 1 30 p m

Hoar a great writer in a public reading of his own work

ROBERT LOWELL
. Poet and Playwright, Winner of the Pulitzer Prize,

American Academy of Arts and Letters Prize, National

Book Award, and other literary honours

THURSDAY, JANUARY 23 - 8:30 PM - CONVOCATION HALL
Admission Free

Sponsored by the Associates of the University of Toronto, Inc.
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Canada 's suppressed minorit

A group of Toronto Indians and
concerned university students are
picketing the King Edward Hotel this

morning, hoping to persuade 28 In-

dian chiefs and councillors to stop

negotiations with the federal govern-
ment over changes in the Indian Act
of 1951

The issue is complicated, but the

message is simple: the Indians want
the government to clean up its house
before they will deal with it on a

matter so vital as revision of the In-

dian Act.

The dissident Indians, who now live

in Toronto (most for educational rea-

sons), come from bands scattered all

across the country, but their main
bone of contention is an issue cur-

rently troubling the St. Regis Re-
serve in southwestern Ontario.

Under the Jay Treaty, concluded
between the government of the
United States and Her Majesty's
(Queen Victoria) Government in the

days when history books still referred
to the Indians as "savages", Indians

may cross the borders between the

United States and Canada at will

varsity
The successful revolutionary rs a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal "
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golden goblins gored fot the wilfull wob
lib and tondy didn't make it til late, the
roiling tea cascaded over the beachcad em
ruler and ma had her face lilted to the
light tetplendent all and they wept like

anything to see such quality of words,
mory did indian dance which brought more
than a vale of teats and peggy prevailed
thtough a kesterlon plychoanal period, we
•hall overcome even though type costing is

not steve through the tattered elbow a
page appears for five coveted with a jim-

sue comment crying in the wilderness of

the pasteboard jungle, a durrtaurier hangs
loose from ott while racism supplemented
and sttengthened the revolution in tokyo.

no more horriet can assist but thtough it all

the light tays more beautiful than the sun
shine fot all to see thtough the mists of

time botdered by blood and hate, the light

is more truth and time will create a nobler

man to nonrule the desks of corruption

with green pillars remembered by the mas-
sage did not appear, will cug revel or the

turin soup create freedom and hope or the

black sky covet the hideous waste of non-
thought but still the flowers will bloom the

ait will refresh and our shoes will dry and
the world will not a bleak house overpow-

They are exempt
duties and other It

such as visas and wori

Part of the St. Regi

the United States. SI

have long been accu:

ing through the cusl

Cornwall Island, wher
located, without a

from customs officials

Things have chang
ember the Canadian

|

been checking up on I

pass through the stat

the words of Indian Ii

Wilf Pelletier, "they c

a pack of cigarettes ,

der any more."
Indians see this viol;

Treaty as a clear-cu

which they can rally t

to the 5-day federal

being held at the King
The sessions begin

and Robert K. Andras
out portfolio to whom
Trudeau has assigned

ity of formulating Int

slated to arrive at noo
The Indians intend

that the federal go'

not be talking about
dian Act when it doe
its much older com
Jay Treaty is a curr

the federal governn
attitude to treaties

faith with Indians gent

It is not the only <

government has failed

There are disputt

treaties concluded in

which the Indians by nt.

sider a closed book. There are also
federal promises of land grants and
medical protection which Indians
across Canada are waiting for the
government to honor.

The protesting Indians hope to

show the government that they will

be willing to talk — if and when the

government brings a little honor to

the negotiating table.

The government's attitude to the

Indian hasn't changed substantially

since confederation. Despite a 1965

Globe and Mail story labelling them
Canada's "supercitizens". the Indians

remain basically a suppressed peo-
ple, not quite citizens and not quite

niggers. And unless the government
can see its way clear to forgetting

the "Indian problem" in favor of

treating them like human beings
there is likely to be no common
ground for rational negotiations.

What relation does all this have to

U of T students? Most of us. as citi-

zens of Canada, are indirectly playing

a part in helping to suppress these

people. We can go to the King Ed-
ward and join the picket line, to show
the federal government there are
some whites in this country who are
against the suppression of minorities

And in a more pragmatic way. we
can help Marion Packham (see cen-

tre) to build a teenage centre on the

Christian Island reserve. Contribu-

tions can go to: Miss Marion Pack-
ham. Indian Day School, Christian

Island via Penetang, Ont.

igntai goats ... am
entence could be misin-

n that there are no au-

sters in our department
hat you specialize, nor
re of the graduate school

unwary student from his

own the path to meaning-
ion. It is rather in the

nee that you may gain

id to as "public knowl-

iensus only by sacrificing

iginal goals" are usually

ut very interesting and
: curing "emotional prob-

iquency ". One feels these

ut cannot make anyone
in the same way. By de-

blem carefully you can
it with more people, but

a result, becomes so far

nediate experience and
appears alien to you.

e class asked me after I

point, if I thought psy-

trouble. No. Psychology

not in trouble. Nor are

f our faculty failing in

search scientists. A sci-

re, in irouoie it is culture which can be
viewed as a balance between the spe-
cializing forces pushing us out to the
frontiers of knowledge and the integrat-
ing forces pulling together the frag-
ments into the more general ideas that
all of us can share.

What can we do if the integrating
forces seem to have given up their side
of the tug of war? Should we force the
profs, who are doing excellent science,
to do a little less science so that they
can spend some time thinking about the
meaning of their work in the world?
Probably a more realistic approach is to
encourage and support some profs in

every department whose main interest
is teaching. Of course, they won't put
the department "on the map" with their

discoveries and publications, and they
won't carry their weight financially in

terms of research grants they bring in.

But they may be what the understimu-
lated undergraduates need.

Do we have to choose between compe-
tent researchers and competent teach-
ers? Can't our university reward both?
Can't the slogan become. "Publish,
teach or perish?"

Richard Tiberius

(SGS)

phys. ed. requirement "unjust'
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I would like to make two points in

support of Irene Bowman in her effort to

abolish the physical education require-

ment for freshmen women.
First is the unjust application of the

rule — any freshman girl with $50.00 can
buy her way out of the requirement
while the girl on a restricted budget
must suffer through hours on the bad-
minton court or whatever.

Secondly is the fact that graduate
women are not allowed to enroll in the

courses at all, (They can, however, par-

ticipate in tennis and the splash hour on
Monday nights.

)

If all women students were given free-

dom of choice in physical education
courses, the facilities might be available

to all who have a real desire to use
them. But more importantly, it would in

small measure lessen the authority

structure of the university which so ar-

bitrarily governs the lives of all the stu-

dent body.

M. Dachslager

(SGS)

endorsation of Gerald Dickson

I most heartily endorse the remarks
of Gerald Dickson (Student power
makes me sick — Jan. 15). I think it's

perfectly ridiculous that Canadians
should contribute to the education of

foreigners. This belief should be carried

to a full conclusion: we should bar from
our universities all foreigners, landed

immigrants. Jews. Negroes, and other

simitar groups, so that our resources

may be devoted to the education of true

Canadians.

Further economies could also be made
by barring those who have shown their

lack of interest in education by display-

ing horizons extending beyond their

proper bounds, the classroom and the

Placement Service. Such "students"

should not be allowed at the University

In fact, it would be best if all arts stu-

dents, who waste their time thinking in-

stead of learning as they should, were

cut off.

Hopefully, the time will come when

technology will devise a method
whereby all the necessary facts and fig-

ures for a constructive life's work can
be consumed in the form of a pill or a

one-week rapid-reading course. Then we
can do away with expensive and waste-

ful universities altogether.

I also applaud the remarks of Dean
Stager in the same issue, that the uni-

versity "should be the last, not the first,

in changing public norms of social be-

havior." Enough of this nonsense about

the university as a source of social criti-

cism! To ensure a proper attitude, I

suggest a governing body made up of 80-

year-old grandmothers, who must be

able to prove 96 years' paid-up member-
ship in the Conservative Party, with

preference going to those holding shares

in Dow Chemical or other socially useful

corporations.

Tony Pargeier

till it.



THE EXAMINER STRIKE

What students learned
By SUSAN REISLER and

JIM COWAN
When students left the pick-

et lines around the Thomson-
held Peterborough Examiner
at 10:30 last Friday morning,

they ended the first concerted

attempt this province has

seen at a student-worker alli-

ance.

The alliance was formed
November 27, when 150 stu-

dent journalists from Toronto

and Waterloo joined the pick-

et lines of striking Examiner
news rien. The newsmen
were, and still are, negotiat-

ing their first contract with

the Thomson organization,

and had invited the students

to join them to back up their

demands..

On that first occasion, two

Waterloo students were ar-

rested for blocking the publ-

isher's car as it tried to enter

the plant parking lot.

On December 5, 250 stu-

dents again joined the jour-

nalists. This time the pickets

were far more militant in

their attempts to stop the

press and typographical

workers and at the end of the

day there had been 15 ar-

rests. The charges ranged

from disturbing the peace to

assaulting police.

Last week's effort, slated

to last three consecutive

days, was to combine a mass

picket line with teach-ins and

discussions between workers

and students.

The teach-ins were consid-

ered quite successful. Sponta-

neous and planned meetings

drew people together to dis-

cuss their conceptions of why

they were there and the con-

nection between labour and

capitalist economics. The

students then tried to relate

their discussion to what is

taught on their campuses.

TACTICS AND MORALE

On the picket lines the stu-

dents became discouraged. It

was important to stop the

paper from publishing both
from a tactical point of view
in the guild's struggle to win
the strike, and from a morale
point of view for the students.
It just didn't make sense to

stand all day in the cold,
stepping aside as each work-
er crossed the line.

The students recognized
this futility by 10:30 Friday
morning. At the guild's re-

quest they had not engaged in

any militant action during
their three days of picketing,

and they realized that little

or nothing was being accom-
plished by their presence on
the lines.

Graduate student Philip

Resnick, one of the original

student supporters of the

strike summed up the student

position; "It was a romantic

myth that students could win

the strike."

One reason that the Exam-
iner strike is failing is that

the labour movement in Pe-

terborough is split, a situa-

tion over which the students

had no control.

Previously the Examiner
had come out very anti-union.

This was especially evident

during the Telco strike when
the Examiner gave the work-

ers no support.

LABOR SPLIT

In the Examiner itself

there is a split. There are

two unions, each with a sep-

arate contract. which obliges

one to cross the other's pick-

et line. This causes hard feel-

ings among the workers and

there is an absence of staff

solidarity.

For the 23 members of the

newspaper guild the issue is

basically one of wages and

professional standing. The

students looked at the strike

in much broader terms —
they considered a basic issue

to be the content and demo-

cratization of the paper. They

felt the citizens of Peterbor-

ough should have control over

the content of their own city

newspaper. The content

FACULTY!
University level teaching specialists required

on a part time basis to edit and complete exis-

ting course outlines into suitable format for

publication. Material may require reorgani-

zation correction, or supplementary .nformat.on

in keeping with accepted University courses.

Subject matter under construction Is in the

fields of Art, Architecture, Astronomy Chem-
6

t! Physic's, Economics. Political Science

Philosophy. Geology. History English. Psy

chology Mathematics and Sociology.

ThTs'isan excellent opportunity to supp e-

men t your income by working in your own field.

Please write outlining particulars of

, J „ TO- Mr. G. Matthews,
qualification - TO. Mr.^^

Toronto 19. Ontario.

should not be dictated by a

newspaper baron some few
thousand miles away.
Students learned much

from this first experience,

and the doors are in no way
closed for further student-

labor alliances. In fact, stu-

dents should be playing a

greater role in these fights in

the future.

But one of the first lessons

students have learned from
the Examiner strike is the

necessity to pick your strikes.

BLUE-COLLAR STRIKES

By turning to labor dis-

putes involving industrial

unions—blue-collar as op-

posed to white-collar—student

pickets can learn much more
about Canadian producer re-

lationships. And workers
faced with tasks far less ap-

pealing than the reporters

could prove much more co-

operative, or at least less

cynical, in dealing with stu-

dent-labor alliances.

Secondly the students have

learned that it is better to

stick to your own community.

It is easier to relate and

communicate with the people

you live with.

And thirdly, the students

know that strikes should not

be one of the priorities of the

student movement. First they

must build up strong bases on

their campuses. Then, if they

support strikes, there must

be an articulated student in-

terest.

The students lost nothing in

joining the strikers in Peter-

borough. They got stirred into

concrete action and can now

look more realistically at the

jobs that have to be done and

their own role in seeing them

accomplished.

The unfavorable student

image has been broken down.

Workers can now feel that

students do have something

in common with them. AH
students are not at school to

learn the ins of being a big

corporation president and

exploiting the workers.

So Peterborough, though a

short term loss, was a long

term gain Students all across

Ontario who joined in this

strike came to some very

important conclusions this

weekend, and they will be

coming across much stronger

in the future.

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH
240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

c
o

By MIKE "144" KESTERTON

um ,and- ira half
I got a telephone call yesterday.

"Hello, my name is Myrna Clapper
"

"Ah. That name rings a bell." I said. "Aren't you in

Proletarian College?"

"Yes. I'm Dr. Chrtieu's secretary. I called to tell you
that he'll be pleased to be interviewed."

I was anxious to talk to the controversial Branislaw
Chrtieu, well-known for his views on contemporary mat-
ters.

"You aren't just whistling dixie. Four-eyes," averred
Dr Chrtieu when I asked him if Proletarian College was
a new direction in Western inter-media confrontation-

education.

"For one thing. The Grauniad. our principal and only

building on campus, is a converted Cafeteria. So it's

always had an atmosphere ot where it's ate.'
"

Chrtieu lit his pipe and squinted as he looked out the

window of his office, high atop an abandoned smokestack
rented from the Crown Trust Corporation.

"We teach all subjects. All about Nuclear Physics. All

about Life. All about The Watchtower Non-authoritarian

Library Science Introductory and Advanced Phallus."

"Do you have fees?"

"No. I'm wearing a fee collar," said Dr Chrtieu "Ac-

tually, that's a joke. We don't have any tuition The col-

lege is open to any working-class child who can support

himself for four years without working."

"Does your college have any political bias''"

"Yes. we all read Chairman Mao's Kama Sutra reli-

giously."

"Oh yeah? What's Chairman Mao's position on

women?"
"It varies."

"Speaking of sex. I hear you teach nursing courses for

men only Is it true that men make the best nurses?"

"No. men make the easiest nurses
"

"You also teach a lot of psychology courses here. I

understand What's your position on mental health'"

"Well. I wouldn't like to commit myself
"

At this point Splash Torso, a resource person, lum-

bered in

"Say. Branislaw," said Torso. "What'll I do with this

oak board?"
Don't ask me. I'm not writing this."

"Hey. you're Splash Torso of the House of Anancy.

aren't you?"
"Weil. I s'pose. I don't tell all. you know."

"Tell me. Splash, what courses do you conduct?"

"Well, I give a course in "The poetry of Splash Tor-

so", "The novels of Splash Torso. " "The philosophy of

Splash Torso" and "How to Make Money As an English

Professor."
"

"Fascinating," I said "Obviously you are providing

students with something they couldn't get in structured

courses. What about Shakespeare, and so on?"

"Not relevant We don't publish him
"

Music Committee. Hart House Presents

FOLK CONCERT SERIES
Mondays - 1:00 p.m. - East Common Room

JIM SLAYIN
January 20th Presents a selection

of folk songs, popular

and original

RON PUSHCHAK
To be Announced

January 27th

February 3rd

February 10th JAY TEITEL
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HSU PRESENTS
MR. J. A. GILLETT

CO-ORDINATOR OF HISTORY FOR
THE NORTH YORK BOARD OF EDUCATION

IN A SEMINAR
ON METHODS OF TEACHING IN HISTORY

TIME: Monday January 20, 1:00 p.m.

PLACE: Sidney Smith. Room 1073

UC vs UTDU

North America judged a violent society
North American society is

based on violence, Judge Pe-
ter Hall (I Trin) ruled

Wednesday night in the first

UC vs UTDU (U of T Debat-
ing Union) debating match
this term.

Supporting the resolution

Jules Grajower (II UC) told

an empty room in UC that

North America was permeat-

THEATRE MICKITIES
presents

* by

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre
Bay & St. Mary's Sts.

Feb. 1-5 8:30 pm Tic
J
te

.!

s "°" ™ Sflle

Call 488-2300

XEROX COPIES

5 4 etch 2
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

each
IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

• Quality Guaranteed

CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

ed with violence, "like a

piece of soggy bread." He
cited violence in T V., the

slayings of the Kennedys and
the inability to pass adequate
gun legisiation.

Elliot Berlin (II UC), also

in support, defined "basis" as

"that which supports," ada-

mantly contending that vio-

lence supports the political

status quo. He cited Vietnam
and the suppression of Civil

Rights workers as evidence.

He denounced burps and ta-

blebanging from the Opposi-

tion as "violent rebuttals."

Herman Siegel (II UC), for

the Opposition, said the basis

was not violence but liberal-

ism, the rights to "life, liber-

ty, and property." Violence is

contrary to these rights, he
explained, eloquently quoting
Lord John Russell's definition

of liberalism as "mildness
and affection."

Opposing the resolution,
Art Moses (II UC) explained
that violence was merely a
consequence of the profit
motive on which society is

based. Gesticulating wildly,
he said that violence resulted
from a desire to protect one's
economic interests. This was
the cause of violence in T.V.,

Vietnam, and civil rights af-

fairs, he said.

Judge Hall, in ruling, said
the Opposition had failed to

rebut the problem of gun leg-

islation raised by the Govern-
ment.

F.U. of T.

2nd Tom Faulkner Memorial Lecture:
1837: CANADA'S UNSUCCESSFUL REVOLU-

TION
Stanley B. Ryerson, author of UNEQUAL

UNION, THE FOUNDING OF CANADA
Today, 7:30, East Common Room, Hart House

New Courses:
THE BIBLE AS A REVOLUTIONARY DOCU-

MENT
a criticism of our "Christian'' society

Tues. 1 p.m., Neuman Club

DAWN OF A NEW AGE: A series of lectures
presenting the teachings of Sun Myung Moon
philosopher, teacher and religious leader of
Korea. Tues. 7:30 p.m. Innis College, (just
south of Hart House).

All groups note:
— After this week you are responsible for put-

ting your own bloody notices in the Varsity.
— Resource people: Please send a list of

names, phones and addresses of all group
members (for mailing purposes) to S.A.C.

office.

— As usual call the registrar with any ques-

tions
"/ should have been a ragged corn/lake, scuttling

in my bowl taking movies", the registrar.

The renovation of the BARBER SHOP in Hart House

has now been completed with new chairs, equipment

and Italian marble and oak trim.

The four barbers Dave served the members of the

House for a total of sixty years and have now added

to the service Hair Styling and Razor Cutting,

Reservations can be made by calling: 928-2431.

r
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FORIML
RERTRLS
At over 500 Associated
Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at Wellesley

920-2727 Free Parking

Students
Buy or Rent at 10% off regular prices

"I'm contented,

I've got a job

that I like"

By MARY BASTEDO

I took the elevator to the third floor of

South Regent's Place and walked down the

dim barren hall to visit Harry Sisson, a jan-

itor at Trinity College.

He was home sitting quietly with his wife
and two teenage children in the living room
of the five room apartment. The T V. was
on. Budgies were chirping and jingling the

trinkets in their cages. An indolent, listless,

empty Saturday afternoon.

"I'm contented," he said, speaking quiet-

ly, absently. "I've got a job that I like. I've

been at the college for four years, doing

cleaning and maintenance work."

Trinity College pays Harry Sisson $1.35 an
hour, $255 a month.

"They're talking about a $10 raise," he

said, "but with rising income tax it won't

make any difference."

"They don't break their hearts — or their

pocketbooks," he muttered.

"I guess we'd be better off with unions,"

he said, in answer to my question. "But I'm

against unions going on strike. They make a
habit of it and the more they strike the
more the cost of living goes up."

Sisson's 14-year-old son sat quietly on the
arm of his mother's chair. He is mentally
retarded.

"Part of my pay goes into Canada Pen-
sion and hospitalization. Then income tax
takes off about $25."

"No, it's $15 twice a month," interrupted
his wife, as she sat back in her chair. She
had the figures straight — $4 twice a month
for pension, $11 once for hospitalization. I

noticed her leg — it was wooden.
Her daughter was absorbed in the televi-

sion, a pale, shy girl. Last year when they
lived in a house in the slums, she was ill

and missed a year at school.

Harry Sisson has lived in Cabbagetown all

his life. He doesn't socialize much. He's not
a drinker. "What can you do at a party if

you don't drink?" Mrs. Sisson asks. He
takes his family to church every Sunday. He
doesn't complain. He accepts his life the
way it comes.

photo by ERROL YOUNG

blue collar
Continued from page 1

unskilled or semi-skilled worker over forty get-

ting another job are almost nil.With no unemploy-
ment insurance coverage and little savings, they

would feel the pinch of dismissal almost immedi-
ately.

In the face of such a situation union efforts to

organize the college building employees have

been weak and unsuccessful.

Bill Bain of the Building Employees Union

said, "They're scared to talk to us. They want us

to get them better jobs, but they don't want to

move with us. We can't create a union for

them."

None of the workers interviewed, however, had

ever met anyone orying to organize a union. The

reactions to a union varied from a feeling that it

would change nothing to "It would be good to

have a union. Then if something goes wrong, the

union can work for you." Positive zeal was no-

where evident.

The Building Trades, Carpenters, Machinists,

and Operating Engineers all have a small num-

ber of union members on campus.

Watch for Part Two: The White Collar Work-

ers The Library, the food services, the secretar-

ies, the police and the professors.!

: Here's your chance to ij

j: show what you can do! If £
•I you can sing, play an in- g
|: strument or paint a mas- i-

5 terpiece, the Blue and >l;

White Society wants you ! ijj

j;
Any talent you possess ij;

5 can be put to good use. 5$

The Blue and White Soci- g
ety will help you organize, g

:j and help find a showcase £:

:j
for your talent.

:• If you want to form ag
•: musical group the Blue and ij

|: White will get you an en- i;

j gagement at a new campus £

i;
coffee shop and disco- •:

; theque which will be set up ;j

;
in the near future. If you g

; want to paint or draw, the £
Blue and White will find

|
i places to display your :j:

works.

\
Inquire at the SAC office

|
i for details. -vvvi
w^x•^:•:•:•:x•:•^:.::•:•::•::•::•:•::^•:•:•••'••••

CONVOCATION HALL
JAN. 27-31

(everyday 1:00 to 2:00 pm)

Hear Rev. Dick Lucas

on

WHO IS THIS JESUS?

La Petite Cuillere (I I min.) Ce film est un regard qui va

et vient el se pose avec un emerveillemenl loujours

renouvele sur un ob|et et sur une femme: car s'il s'agit

d'une cuille're a fard e'gyptienne, il s'agit aussi d'une

jeune esclave, d'une petite nageuse nue. Tours I960:

Prix special - Cannes 1961: grand pnx du court-mf-trage:

palme d'or. (couleur)

Si tu vieni en Perigord (21 minJEntre Vezere et Dordogne

c'est le Perigord Noir. Celte terre a assiste aux premiers

balbutiements de rhumanite" et c'est par le sous-sol qu'il

faut en commcncer la visite. Et pour bien voir le Pe'rigord

il faut apprendre a savourer la douceur de vivre qui s'en

degage. (couleur)

Tuesday. 21st of January - Wednesday, 22nd of January

I
- 15 p m. Room 104, U.C.

- FREE -
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The gravest threat to modern society.

.

Six campus political clubs will have a
chance to tear into each other this week in

a series of debates sponsored by the U of T
Debating Union.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in the

foyer of Sid Smith the Politithon will take
off from the resoltuion "The gravest threat

to modern society is. .

."

Tuesday the Socialists will argue against
the Conservatives that capitalism rather
than revolution is the greatest threat to so-

ciety. Wednesday the Liberals and the NDP
will debate the threats of political bureauc-
racy and corporate business. Thursday the

Edmund Burke Society will warn of the fail-

ure of traditions against the United Nations
Club's Contention that traditions endanger
basic human rights.

This is the first time that campus politi-

cal clubs have been thrown together in this

way.
"Political clubs will perform far more

usefully if there's some sort of contact be-

tween them." said Derek Allen (IV Trin),

"and the Debating Union is the logical

group to bring them together."

The Debating Union is also organizing an
eight-team Interfaculty Debating League on
the campus and sponsoring a high school

debating tournament Feb. 15.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

Radio Varsity will be broadcasting live

today: Nmon will be inaugurated
Radio Varsity broadcasts news every

hour on the half-hour
Sign up (or tours of 999 Queen St in

The fourth -floor reading room of Sid
Smith Sponsored by Psychology student
union.

Applications now being accepted for

Winter Relax-in, Hart House Farm. Jan
24-26 SCM office. Hart House.

U of T Community Chest needs volun-
teers for Radio Varsity remote broadcast
booths Come to UC Refectory
12:45 Grub St Banana Band Free
concert U C Refectory

1 p.m,
Content and methods of teaching his-

tory courses, talk by Mr J A Gillett. co-

ordinator history curriculum for North
York Rm 1073. Sid Smith

The Halachic implications of the six-

day war. talk by Rabbi G Felder Rm
2129. Sid Smith

SAC's committee of service represent-

atives meeting South sitting room, Hart

House
"The earth Is but one country and

mankind its citizens" — Bahaullah
Meeting of Baha'i faith Rm 2116, Sid

Smith Everyone welcome
VCF asks Don Freeman, who is this

Dick Lucas? Wymilwood music room.

2 p.m.
Meeting of Quark personnel Any new

people wishing to work on the Math and
Physics newspaper are welcome North
sitting room, Han House

F.U. OF T

TODAY
1 p.m.

Computers foi artsmen Rm 231, Old
Physics bldg.

3:30 p.m.
Education seminar New members

welcome Advisory bureau, Spadina and
Harbord, above the bank

4 p.m.
Ear Cleaning: sound perception and

20th century music North sitting room.
Hart House

Aardvark, Advisory bureau

7:30 p.m.
1 B37 Canada's unsuccessful revolu-

tion, (Tom Faulkner memorial lectute no
2) East common room. Hart House

B p.m.
Contemporary political thought, new

members welcome 170 Howland
Women's liberation 44 St George.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

The Bible as a revolutionary docu-
ment a critique of our "Christian" soci-

ety. 89 St George This is a new group,
anyone is welcome.

5:30 p.m.
Africa I (Development. Revolution and

stuff) 510 Jarvis. Apt 2

Urban Architecture Room 315. Laid

law wing, U C

8 p.m.
Non -authoritarian medicine. 40 Elgin

An informal evening with Robert Lo-

well and others Bickersteth Room. Hart

House

Depth education group on Churches
and taxes SCM office. Hart House

5 p.m.
French conversation group Music

Room. ISC. 33 St George

7:30 p.m.
Depth education group on Canadian

Student Movement Rm 1423. Rochdale
College.

8:30 p.m.
Israel and the UN. Dr Maurice Pe-

clzweiz for Israel '69 Plaza room. Park
Plaza hotel

TUESDAY
Radio Varsity. Toronto's largest PA

system, will be broadcasting live Those
of you who heard live yesterday will no
doubt live and let live

Noon
Jewish -Christian relationships: Prof. E

Fackenheim Lecture hall. Emmanuel col-

1 p.m.
U of T Liberal club meetin

1071, Sid Smith

1:15 p.m.
Go into all the world, preach the gos-

pel and heal the sick: Christian Science
meeting on importance of healing. Open
to all. Rm 2112, Sid Smith

2 p.m.
Depth education group on 21st centu-

ry life styles. SCM office. Hart House.

4 p.m.
Graduate council meeting in the

Council chamber. Galbraith building This
is an open meeting and visitors may
speak if they give notice previously to
the chairman.

Depth education group on Canada and
the Quebec radicals. SCM office. Hart
House

6 p.m.
Hillel diners club meets again. Cost

SI. 35. Call 923-7837 for your reserva-
tion. Hillel house.

7 p.m.
Arab students association meeting. Dr.

Solti guest speaker. Cumberland hall.

ISC. 33 St, George.

8 p.m.
Burroughs as an alternative to IBM,

Computer Science club presents Mr. Ta-
pley of Buirough Corp. Rm 132. Old
Physics bldg.

SQUASH TOURNAMENTS
FOR HART HOUSE TROPHIES

NOVICE

UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE

SUBMIT NAME TO THE HART HOUSE

HALL PORTER

INWESCIOSI FRIDAY JAN. 24

FOLK SINGER

MIKE

SEEGER
in concert

St. Michael's College Student Center

Thurs. Jan. 23 • 8:30 pm

Tickets $1.00

at

SMC COOP

2nd Tom Faulkner Memorial Lecture:

1837: CANADA'S
UNSUCCESSFUL REVOLUTION

Stanley B. Rverson, author of UNEQUAL UNION,

The Founding of Canada

Today, 7:30 East Common Room, Hart House

Your new
boyfriend has a

new girlfriend?

Think it over, over coffee.

fhcThink Drink.

FoiyOUr Own Think Ofint Mvy., srnd75Cand
Thmk Drink Mufl. Dept. N, P O. Bo* 1000. \

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

- Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

Dates: SATURDAY, JANUARY I I, 1969.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391

— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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COUNTER-INAUGURAL

DEMONSTRATION

AT

U.S. CONSULATE
*
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4.30 - 6.00 PM



im m. meet

Gymnasts impress in final tuneup
The °

-pH L ^rT= iCS depth tHe team had disP'ayed horse) will be able to return,
ed an lmDressive in pvp™ <MUnt o... u- -jj.j ~Blues scored an impressive

victory over four teams in

Saturday's annual RMC Invi-

tational Meet at Kingston.

I In their second tune-up for

the OQAA championships in

as many weeks, the Blues

started strongly in the open-

ing free calisthetics event,

taking 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th

places to finish as top team.

They went on to win all six

events and defeat runnerup

York University by a whop-

ping (for gymnastics) 7.2

points.

The win was sweet revenge

for the slim one point loss

suffered at York one week
earlier.

I Veteran performer Brian

McVey led the effort, placing

first overall in the individual

all-around competition with

wins in vaulting, parallel

bars, rings and horizontal

bar. Seconds in the only other

two events rounded out a

spectacular afternoon.

I Newcomer Al Forest also

had a great day, placing third

behind York's Tom Kinsman
in the all-around results. And
John Kortwright finished a

most respectable eighth, de-

spite being disqualified in the

vaulting competition. He
picked up a second place rib-

bon on the horizontal bar and
thirds on the parallel bars,

rings, and (gasp!) pommel
'horse.

But it was specialist Philip

Michaelis who cinched the
meet merely by being the
fourth Varsity vaulter. When
John Kortwright was disqual-
ified Michaelis' points be-
came the third set to count,
giving Blues the event.

Following the meet, Coach
Julio Roncon was enthusiastic
about the team's chances in

the championships on Febru-
ary 15. He emphasized the

in every event. But he added With Phil Michaelis, they will
that he hopes specialists provide a cushion in each
Mauro Di Pasquale (rings) event behind the three capa-
and Arthur Stein (pommel ble all-around performers.

CURLING
Toronto curlers took second and eighth places Saturday

at the first Brock University Invitational Bonspiel. Varsity
teams skipped by George Carr and Lex Mackenzie were
undefeated in the games played, but ties proved their un-
doing, and Osgoode Hall, with three wins, took home the
trophy.

Carr, playing with Bob Quinn, Cliff Ball, and Dave Ri-
chardson, won his first two games — 9-1 over the Brock B-
Team, and 6-5 against R.M.C. - but a tie against the Brock
A-Team, a tight 6-6 decision, prevented them from taking
the trophy. Tie games were not played off, so Carr had no
chance to improve on his final standing.

Mackenzie, supported by his brother Rick, Jim Stanko,
and Josh Devon, finished with two ties and a win. After a 5-

5 stand-off with Waterloo, and a close 6-6 game with the
McMaster B-Team, Mackenzie upset favoured Dave Abra-
ham's McMaster A-Team 6-4 in their final game. The
bonspiel attracted entries from Waterloo, Queen's, Osg-
oode, R.M.C, Brock, McMaster, Trent, Toronto, Guelph,
Niagara College and Mohawk College.

pholo hy TOM AURICH

Varsity's Dale Crouter (42) grabs a bit of ye olde armepitte of

Mustangs' Tom "Window" Sills (31) during Saturday's cage

encounter. Guard Peter Burton (45) . . . well, er . . . ah.

HART HOUSE

DEBATE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22nd
DEBATES ROOM - 8 PM

Honorary Visitor

DAVID LEWIS,
TOPIC

THA T CANADIAN FOREIGN
POLICY HAS FAILED TO DEFINE CANADA 'S

OBJECTIVES FAILED TO PROMOTE CANADA'S

NATIONAL INTERESTS AND CONTINUES TO BE
THE PRINICIPAL THREAT TO OURINDEPENDENCE

(Ladies WelcomeI

THE DEBATING UNION
presents

POLITITHON
A SERIES OF CONFRONTA TIONS

BETWEEN CAMPUS POLITICAL CLUBS

'The gravest threat to modern society is. .

.'

SOCIALIST CLUB - capitalism'

VS
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE CLUB -

'revolution'

LIBERAL CLUB - 'bureaucracy'

VS
NEW DEMOCRATIC CLUB -

'American corporations'

UNITED NATIONS CLUB • 'the failure to

comply with basic human rights'

VS
EDMUND BURKE SOCIETY -'the lack of

roots and tradition ... the breakdown

of law and order'

1.00 - 2.00 TUES. WED. THURS.

HELD IN THE FOYER OF

SIDNEY SMITH HALL

BADMINTON
MEN INTERESTED IN TRYING OUT FOR THE INTER-

COLLEGIATE BADMINTON TEAM, SIGN UP IN

INTERCOLLEGIATE OFFICE, ROOM 101. HART HOUSF
IMMEDIATELY. ROUND ROBIN WILL BE PLAYED AT
THE DRILL HALL THURSDAY. JANUARY 23rd. 6:30 p.m.

REPORT TO JOHN PATTERSON OR JOHN GILBERT.
BRING YOUR OWN RACQUET.

CLASSIFIED
APARTMENTS TO RENT 2 self-con

tamed. 3 room apartmenu furnished,

very clean Close (o campus, available

Feb 1st Call 635 2775

ROCK BAND AVAILABLE (or book
ings Good but cheap Catl Jerome Ru
fus 267 7328

FAST ACCURATE home typm,

keep this name and number lor

use Mrs Unda Flood 684 6526

BATHURST EGLINTON — warm well

furnished jnd sell contained basement
apartment available at reduced rental

and baby Sitting Suitable lor one girl

Telephone 782 4691

FLATMATE WANTED immediately
Own room, unfurnished. 10 mm from
campus S5S Call 537 9112 after 5 00
p m

LOST — a brown leather cost from the

School of Nursing Wed Jan IS Any
information regarding this — contact

business office School of Nursing, Re
ward

FOR SALE — Stereo record player,

used one year, originally $120, selling

for $65 Excellent condition 653 3110
evenings

SQUASH TOURNAMENTS tor Hart
House trophies novice, undorgrandu
it" graduate Submit name to the Hart
House hall porter Entries close Fn Jan
24

BALLROOM OANCING instruction.

University Settlement Recreation Centre.

23 Grange Rd Wednesdays 8 10 30
SI

ROOM A BOARD available Good ac

comodm 'on s close to classes — call

Oave Kamm. 922 1494 nights or apply

216 Beverley

FOR RENT; I room to share fgirll and 1

single with fireplace in mixed co-op
Phono 781 3485 days or 112 Admiral
Rd evenings

TUTOR wanted for Math and English —
grade 13 level, girl Call 421 9545
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DRIBBLERS FALL SHORT IN BID TO UPSET WESTERN
By VLADIMIR PAVEZKA

University of Western Ontario Mustangs retained first place

in the Senior Intercollegiate Basketball League with an 83-77

victory over Varsity Blues on Saturday afternoon at York.

Blues made a game of it until the final minutes of the sec-

ond half, when they seemed to tire, and Mustangs were able

to pull away.
A half-court press worked well for Varsity in the first twen-

ty minutes, principally because of guards Larry Trafford and
Bruce Dempster, and rookie forward Dale Crouter. and Blues

went out at intermission with a 46-44 lead. Toronto managed
an excellent 51 per cent shooting average in that first half.

At the beginning of the second half. Blues were very strong

and ran the score to 58-51 before Mustangs recovered. But
deadly shooting on the part of Jim Holowachuk and Greg
Poole pulled Western ahead to stay.

Holowachuk fouled out at the end of the third quarter with

18 points but Varsity was unable to take advantage of his ab-

sence. Toronto's last gasp came with eight minutes left, when
they narrowed the Mustang margin to 69-68.

Blues shot a miserable 28 per cent in the second half com-
pared to 40 per cent for Western. Principal culprits were John
Hadden and Peter Burton, who both missed far too many
shots.

Greg Poole also had 18 points for Western, rarely missing

with his outside shot, and displaying some excellent ballhan-

dling. Dave McGuffin followed with 17 points, while Ron Zanin

had 15.

Dale Crouter played an excellent game for Varsity, collect-

ing 12 rebounds and 18 points. Bruce Dempster got Blues out

of trouble many times with his ballhandling skill and scored

15 points. Larry Trafford had 10 points, and continued to dis-

play great defensive ability, stealing the ball repeatedly from
Mustangs.

Bast-liners: Mustang center Bob Larose sprained his ankle in

practice on Thursday, and will be out for 8-10 days. . . Western
was 25 for 31 from the foul line—Blues were 15 for 24. . . Blues
outrebounded Mustangs 36-29.

FENCING
The thaw did not lift the fencing doldrums for Queen's

and the Royal Military College at Kingston. Varsity blanked

RMC in foil and epee and dominated the sabre 6 bouts to 3

finishing victors 24 wins to 3. Queen's had no answer to the

Varsity class losing the foil 7:2, epee 8:1, sabre 7:2 and the

match 22 wins to 5.

The grapevine will warn other teams that Nan Sung Ho
and Ron Rice (foil), Mike Kerwin and Rowland Griffin

(epee) won all their bouts. Richard Wong (foil). Irv Snit-

man (epee), Martin Peros and Martin Moskovits (sabre)

won all their fights except one while Mark Pfeiffer split his

bouts 3:3.

photos by TOM A I'RICH

Dale Crouter (42) scores on jump shot to break 34-34 tie during

second quarter. Crouter was Blues top shooter with his 18

points. He also had 12 rebounds.
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Western's Greg Poole (32) shoots on Varsity basket during Saturday's home opener at

York University. Blues' Bruce Dempster (41) and Larry Trafford (35) move in for re-

bound while Rudolph Nuyerev (striped shirt) looks on. Western won 88-73.

Blues settle for tie with Lancers
WINDSOR (FTL) Ups and

downs are part and parcel of

life for any team involved in

a long and rigorous schedule.

And, at the moment, Varsity

Blues are floundering in the

downs following three games
played last week.

Wednesday evening. Blues

suffered their first home loss

since December 1965 when
they dropped a 3-2 decision to

University of Waterloo War-
riors.

Thursday evening, Tom
Watt and his players moved
into London where they were
not impressive in posting a 7-

5 decision over Western Mus-
tangs.

And so Saturday when the

team moved into Windsor for

a game with U of W Lancers,

the resulting 2-2 tie while

disappointing to Watt and his

skaters was not unexpected.

Blues led 2-0 on goals by
Brian St. John and John
Wright before they simply

ran out of gas in the latter

stages of the third period.

Wayne Tye narrowed the gap
to 2-1 with less than six min-

utes to go and Hank Brand
scored the equalizer for Lanc-

ers at the 17:43 mark.
Blues will now have a full

week off before they travel to

Sudbury next Sunday for an

exhibition tilt with Lauren-

tian University Voyageurs.
The rest will certainly be a
welcome one for all involved

since Wednesday January 29

(that's a week this coming
Wednesday) Blues will start

another three-games-in- four

days series. They play Water-
loo, , Guelph and Windsor
again in that stretch.

NOTES. . . Blues outshot

Windsor 42-24 in the Saturday

afternoon game. . Varsity is

currently alone in first place

in the SIHL on the strength of

their 7-1-1 record. Waterloo is

one point behind but have a

game in hand. . .Warriors
defeated McMaster 5-3 over

the week-end. . .Bob Mc-
Clelland missed the Windsor
trip because of the flu while

Bryan Tompson played with a

broken toe. .

.

WRESTLING
A horrible start cost Varsity matmen an upset victory

over the highly-touted University of Western Ontario Satur-

day afternoon at ye olde Harte House.

Mustangs won the meet 26-18, after holding a 23-0 lead

after the first five bouts.

From then on. Blues overpowered Western, as they won

four of the last five (three pins).

However, perhaps the biggest surprise of ye whole aff-

aire was the defeat of Toronto's Bill Allison in the 167

pound division. The veteran wrestler lost 4-2 to Corrina

Corin of Western.

Mat mentor Ron Murphy looked on from the sidelines

and evoked great merriment from ye olde crowde when

Heavyweight Ylo Korgemagi took the floor Raising his

crutch. Murph boomed. "Get im, Ylo!", in obvious refer;

ence to his own wrestling experience with Korgemagi

which resulted in torn knee ligaments

Korgemagi went right to work and pinned his opponent i"

the second period (coff).

Other Varsity wins went to Paul Beswick (160 lb—pin'-

Ernie Friedrich (177 lb.), and Larry Barron (191 lb-

pin).



Robert Lowell — a Yankee still dreaming

U.S. poet Robert Lowell, who
will read excerpts from his

recent poetry tomorrow night

at Convocation Hall.

By SUSAN PERLY

Robert Lowell is almost
shy and extremely gentle in

his handshake. Tall, gaunt,
yet hardly as overpowering
as expected.

His voice is soft with a rich

accent that comes from being
brought up in Boston. He
teaches at Harvard now, al-

though he dropped out during
second year in 1937.

Last year he lived next
door to U of T's Claude Bis-

sell, who struck him as "a
perfect university president."

But when he's not teaching

Lowell spends his time in

New York.

"In New York you have no

neighbors. You can go for

months without seeing any-

one."

"One out of every 10 people

you meet in London are intel-

lectuals. In New York it's 11

out of 10."

Lowell arrived at U of T
yesterday for a series of sem-

inars and a major reading

Thursday night. His room at

Massey College is full of bar-

ren wood bookshelves and
brickwork. Lowell glances
around, decides that the room
needs to be filled with books,

paintings and . . a stuffed

duck . .

.

"The Charles

River was turning silver. In the

ebb-

light of morning, we stuck

the duck

's web-
foot, like a candle, in a quart

of gin we'd killed."

. . .just like the one that his

friend Delmore Schwarz had
back at college.

"Poor Delmore became so

paranoic, he thought that all

his friends were conspiring

and died thinking Governor
Rockefeller had raped his

wife. Very sad."

Lowell has been one of the

most outspoken opponents of

the Vietnam war. In 1965 he

turned down a request from
President Lyndon Johnson to

attend a White House garden

party and read poetry.

The first real challenge to

his pacifist convictions came

in the Second World War. As
a conscientious objector he
was sentenced to five months
in prison and seven months
mopping floors. "Most people

got three years I guess the

judge was sympathetic. He
thought I was sincere. But
those who spent their time
clearing a swamp that didn't

have to be cleared — they
never recovered from the

feeling that they'd lost those

years.

"There probably aren't

more C.O's now than there

were then, but we didn't get

much publicity."

"I was a fire-breathing Catho-

lic CO.,
and made my manic state-

ment,

telling off the sate and presi-

dent, and then

sat waiting sentence in the

bull pen

beside a Negro boy with curli-

cues

of marijuana in his hair."

As Robert Lowell speaks,

his hands move rythmically

in circles, palms out, like a

conductor in a chamber mu-
sic recital. An easy calming
motion.

"Pacifism can become ex-

tremely boring," he says.

"There is no excitement, no

sense of intensity. .

.

"That's one of the things

that must have excited the

SDS at Columbia The surge
of occupying a building. A lot

of kids merely enjoy the thea-

trics of riots If they took

over it would probably be the

same, only they would have
their own gang around.

"At Duke University in

North Carolina, after Martin
Luther King was killed, they

had a protest to get minimum
wages for the workers They
sat in front of the Chapei.

about 1.000. until they got

what they wanted Actually,

they found out they didn't get

it — then they went hack and
got it Nothing was broken.

An almost perfect protest."

He smiles with a twinkle.

Robert Lowell, who really

Continued on page 2
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Mandarins of Indian Affairs • centre

10 hours a week for grads • centre

White collar unions almost non-existent at U of T
By LOUIS ERUCHMAN

None of the office employ-
ees on campus are unionized.
The fact that they are scat-
tered all over campus, in

addition to the general white-
collar resistance to unions,
has made organizing virtually

impossible. The university
alone employs about 900 cleri-

cal workers.

While all university hiring
should theoretically be made
through the central personnel
offices, it is bypassed in

some cases.
In order to be certified, a

union would have to organize
aH the clerical employees on
campus. An attempt to form
a local by the 16 office work-
ers at the Institute of Aero-
space Studies was rejected by
the Labour Relations Board.

Since most clerical workers
ar« not unionized, the salaries
w'ered by the university and
'he colleges are fairly com-
petitive with non-campus
employers.

The university scale for
jypists is $3410 - $4450 per

J*
ar (based on a 36V4 hour

ticn^
1, for stenographers

,

600
- $4450. and for secre-

~"es $4240 - $7010. One of

Resident Claude Bissells

secretaries earns $6,250-yr.

So the lowliest typist starts

at $68 wk. (before deduc-

tions) and can hope to reach

about $140-wk. after several

years' service.

Not surprisingly, these

rates are quite similar to

those paid student council

employees. The 12 SAC cleri-

art II

cal workers earn from $70 to

$130-wk.

Fringe benefits are fairly

generous, so that the Cana-

dian Union of Public Employ-

ees has had little success in

enUsting support for its or-

ganizing efforts.

A secretary at V.c sard:

• We don't need a union What

would we ask for' We have a

beautiful building, free park-

ing lovely holidays, good

wages, sick leave pay. group

durance, PSI. hospitaliza-

tion and a pension.

The one place where CUPE
has been actively organizing

is the library, where they

have spent a year and a half

seeking certification to repre-

sent its 280 employees.

Carl Reisley of CUPE de-

scribes it as "a long and frus-

trating experience." The uni-

versity has opposed the un-

ion's application on the

grounds that the library is

not an appropriate bargaining

unit, and that all 2.000 cleri-

cal workers on campus
should be required. A deci-

sion on certification should be

forthcoming from the Labour

Relations Board in the near

future.

The task of organizing li-

brary workers has been made
difficult by the many
branches, and the transience

of the staff, which Mr Reis-

ley attributes to "lousy

wages" Organizing all cleri-

cal workers on campus would

be considerably harder.

"There has to be a desire

to join," Reisley said, "we
can't twist arms."

Non-professional

employees make
library

between

Continued on page 9 pholoi by JOHN WA TSON



Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

FOR CONTACT LENSES

^ropm
twelve

Lowell

921-0920

THEATRE MICKITIES
presents

by

1fc *

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre
Bay & St. Mary's Sts.

Feb. 1-5 8:30 pm Tickets now on sale Call 488-2300 \

:

THE IHGMtRIHG SOCIETY PRESENTS

SKULE AT HOME 6T9
FRI. FEB. 7

featuring 9 PM - 2 AM

THE BENNY LOUIS ORCHESTRA

AND

THE RIFFKIN

TICKETS ONIY FROM ClASS REPS.

S4.00/COUPLE AND THE ENGINEERING STORES

Continued from page 1

wants a nice quiet revolution,

where everything is peaceful.

A person who still dreams of

Utopia. The lights are dim-
ming through the windows of

Massey College.

Lowell was in Chicago at

the Democratic Convention
and stayed in his hotel room
most of the time.

"I saw what was happening

outside though, hitting them
over the head with those

sticks. No one got killed. I

guess they make them that

way. . .1 saw them breaking

the sticks over the kids'

heads.

"After Chicago I had night-

mares for ten days. When I

would hear a voice in the

hall, I'd imagine armies and
police marching in. Terri-

fying."

And recalling the McCarthy
workers who were attacked

in their rooms, Lowell sets

the scene — "Like a group of

intellectuals discussing Jef-

ferson — oh Jefferson as an
anarchist or a pacifist — and
then suddenly kids lying on

the bed bleeding."

The 51-year-old Lowell
rumples his grey hair and
continues:

"I remember I was in Mex-
ico at this time last year, and
I thought about how much
different and better it was
there. How nobody got killed.

But in the riots this fall many
were killed."

His voice grew softer as he

recalled the campfire in the

park across the street from
his hotel in Chicago. "The

grass was covered with
Mace, but you could still sit

on it. There were a lot of

peaceful people there.

Lowell says he often gets
fed up with the "polemic",
with politics.

"You go to a political

meeting. The speakers sit in

the front row and get up and
talk. None of them are listen-

ing to what the other says.

Only looking cynically at
each other. Mostly they have
nothing to say."

When Eisenhower was in-

augurated in 1953 as president

of the United States Lowell
wrote:

"Look the fixed stars, all

just alike

as lack -land atoms, split

apart,

and the Republic summons
Ike,

the mausoleum in her heart."

But he is not unoptimistic

about Nixon. "Everyone is

exhausted from the Johnson

administration. Nixon is

fresh, things will probably be

quiet for a while. Hopefully

he will end the war in Viet-

nam."
Hope. The food of the poet.

Later we sat in Massey
College Lounge. Robert Lo-

well leaned back onto the soft

couch, whiskey sour in hand,

and admired the architecture.

"It could be in any age."

His long fingers point to the

spires. "So delicate, so fine.

Yes. You imagine Teutonic

soldiers marching in."
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IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST, GEORGE ST. 925-8720

—



IN TORONTO
Cleaver inaugurated as President of United States

Black Panther leader Eld-
ridge Cleaver was inaugu-
rated as president of the
United States in the cramped
offices of the Union of Ameri-
can Exiles on St. George St.

Monday afternoon.

Cleaver, who is wanted by
police for violation of parole,

did not turn up for the cere-
mony, but Wayne Lawrence,
a member of the Afro-Amer-
ican Progressive Association,

stood in for Cleaver, stepping
solemnly up onto the wooden
podium to take the oath of

office as "president-in-exile."

"I do solemnly swear I'll

faithfully execute the office

of president of the United
States and will do the best of

my ability to preserve pro-

tect and defend the people of

the United States," he swore,
hand on a tattered bible.

His first shot into the air.

"If Cleaver were here today
he'd feel this was a step for-

ward in relieving the repres-

sion in the United States."

"Everything Nixon and his

henchmen try to get from us
they'll have to take and it

won't be easy," Lawrence
said emphatically.

Doyle Abernathy, chairman
of the Union, stressed the

chaotic conditions prevailing

in the U.S.

"What is Nixon doing about
the poverty program in the

ghettoes? He is attempting to

coerce them into the corpo-

rate system they've been
trying to escape.

27-year-old President-in-exile Wayne Lawrence

"Eldridge Cleaver repre-

sents those who stand for

equality, those liberation

movements in Cuba, Viet-

nam, Chicago and Watts," he
said.

"Out of chaos by electoral

law, Richard Nixon has been
elected president. But by
human law we've elected

president-in-exile Eldridge

Cleaver," Abernathy said.

Following the brief inaugu-

ral ceremony 50 exiles led by
their stand-in president

marched to the American
Consulate to present a list of

demands: the withdrawal of

troops from Vietnam; the

arrest and trial of Richard
Nixon and his administration;

that Lyndon Johnson be held

on charges of conspiracy to

assassinate true revolution-

ary leaders around the world.

No one at the consulate

answered the door and after

an hour of picketing the

marchers dispersed.

Most of the American ex-

iles are young men who have

fled from the draft and
suppression in the United

States. They are estimated to

number about 7,000 in the

Toronto area.

U of S backs down on open meeting

Hart House

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
To-doy, 1:00 p.m.. Music Room

ORVAL R1ES, OBOIST

- Handel Concerto In 0 (lot

- Corelli-Borbirolli, Concerto for Oboe
- Poulen* Oboe Sonato

Ladies Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
To-night, Library, 8 p.m.

DR. C.T. BIS SELL
Topic

STEPHEN LEACOCK AND CANADIAN LITERATURE
50 Ticket* - Holl Porter, 2/A.T.L. Card

Ladies may be Invited by member*

DEBATE
To-night, Debate* Room, 8 p.m.

Honorary Visitor

DAVID LEWIS, M.P.
N.O.P. Leader in the Home of Common*

Topic
THAT CANADIAN FOREIGN POLICY HAS FAILED
TO DEFINE CANADA'S OBJECTIVES. FAILED TO
PROMOTE CANADA'S NATIONAL INTERESTS, AND
CONTINUES TO BE THE PRINCIPAL THREAT TO

OUR INDEPENDENCE.
Ladle* Welcome

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Friday, January 24th

Debate* Room, 12-2 p.m.

LONNIE JOHNSON
Lodie* Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Monday, January 27th

Eo»t Common Room, 1 p.m,

RON PUSHCHAK
Ladie* Welcome

MEMBERS' ART SHOW
Open to Student* and Stall

of the UnlveriHy
Wed. Jan. 29 to Fri. Feb. 14

All work to be submitted

must be in Undergraduate

Office by 12 noon on

Tueidoy, January 28'h

REGINA (CUP) - Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan students

here reversed themselves
yesterday at an emergency
meeting called over contin-

uing negotiations with their

administration.

About a quarter of the 4,-

000-student campus voted to

come down slightly in favor

of closing the negotiating ses-

sions as their union and the

administration try for a set-

tlement in the fees fight here.

Last week the campus vot-

ed for open meetings. How-
ever, the administration re-

plied that open sessions

would force it to maintain its

position on refusing to collect

student union fees because of

student union support of the

newspaper ; The Carillon.

In a complicated supple-

mentary motion, the students
also enabled the union to

break off negitiations if it

wishes.

The motion also authorized

the union to collect its sec-

ond-term fees on an interim

basis to operate a reduced

program of activities and
continue publication of The
Carillon.

With the student Mand clar-

ified, negotiations were to

continue behind closed doors

today. The openness question

brought Monday's opening

session to a halt.

Eight Regina campus stu-

dents and eight administra-

tors are involved in the talks.

There were threats of a stu-

dent strike last week if no

agreement was reached.

Meanwhile at the univer-

sity's sister campus in Saska-

toon, student leaders were
awaiting more concrete ac-

tion from Regina before res-

ponding to the Board of Gov-
ernors Dec. 31 statement on

the Regina union and its pa-

per.

COME TO

CONVOCATION HALL

JAN. 27-31

(everyday 1:00 pm)

Hear
Rev. Dick Lucas

WHO IS THIS JESUS?

Monday 21 - Why Bother Me Now?

Tuesday 28 - Why Jesus?

Wednesday 29 - The End of Optimism.

Thursday 30 - The Dying God.

Friday 31 - The Way to Personal Experience

WINTER WEEKEND (Jan. 31, Feb. 1, 2)

Come and join the fun with Knox Young People at the

Guelph Bible Conference Grounds for only $14.00. The

guest speaker will be Mr. Stan Skarsten, a social worker

at the Clarke Institute; the theme for the entire weekend

will be "Battle for the Mind."

Pick up your registration forms on Saturday at 7:30

and stay awhile for a social and recreational period.

KNOX CHURCH Warlord and Spadina)

CLASSIFIED
TYPISTS OR CLERK wilh three turn
in-! . office experience Work pan time

for 1 or 2 day* a week For appointment
call. Mr* Petersen 923 9807

LUDWIG DRUMS — for sate complete

Mt including 2 cymbals, high hat stool

Reasonable price Phone Craig at 445
8926 alter 6 30pm

SQUASH TOURNAMENTS lor Man
House Irophies — novice undergraduate

graduate Submit neme to the Han
House hall porter Entries close Fn Jan

24

S5.00 for every experienced worker you
send to us who qualifies and completes
one assignment Call Mrs Petersen 923
9807

TUTOR wanted tor Math and English -
grade 13 level ojrl Call 421 9645

SKIS. METAL. Nevada Completely new
190 centimeters S70OO Call 922 2908
evenings

FOR SALE, used typewnioi Smith Co-
rona silent super, portable, steel con-
struction beige finish matching steel

case with lock, new condition best oiler

920 3382 241 6736 evenings. Peter

CONFIDENTIAL TO EQGBEATER pot
sie with strong letr elbow You are per-

fectly iustified in feeling incompetent —
winning written driving competition yet
unable to drive father's car

DANCE featuring The Rifkin . Saturday
January 25 New College Dining Holl

SI 25 per person

IT'S HAPPENING at Convocation Hall

Jan 27lh to 31st everyday at 1 00 pm
— Who is This Jesus lecture series by

Rev Dick Lucas of London England

TOM JONES — Movie tonight in Room
2118 of Sidney Smith Building ADMIS
SION 75c All welcome Starts 8 pm
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you win some, you lose most
Graduate Students' Union Presi-

dent John Winter had the conserva-

tive pie he helped bake thrown back

in his face yesterday.

He came to a meeting of the Grad-

uate Council as one of four student

assessors to ask for a change in the

rule that full-time graduate PhD and

MA students may not work with pay

for more than 10 hours a week inside

or outside the university.

He had a valid cause: students,

particularly those mature enough to

be graduate students, should be able

to make decisions for themselves

what they can do in their spare time.

If a student can fulfill V degree

requirements in 'y' number of years,

how he organizes his time should be

his own decision.

But the council decided to keep the

ten-hour per week rule. To add insult

to injury, it is considering applying

the rule for all graduate programs.

And it's Winter's own damn fault.

For when he asked for student par-

ticipation on the Council last Septem-

ber, he did not appear to want any

influence, or was very pessimistic of

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccesstul a criminal

Ed.ic

I EdiU
Rwittvv i .1.1.

"

Assoc into Roviow Ednoi

dry Ed.ior

FOBIUTS EdllOt

Supns Editor

SAC Ednor

Coblo Editor

Photo Edilof

:utivo Autumn,
Adva-luing Money Of

Editor.nl OffiCM
Editorial Phono*
Adverlning Oldc*

Paul Mac fide

Sherry BrvdlOn
Michael Irjnsliefl

Rod m.. u. i ,.,

D.jvc Frank
Miko Keilarion

Phil Buiglev 923 4053
Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
Sue Retire.

Tim Kochlnr
Anna Boody
Cdiol Coopei 923 817 l

9t Si George 2nd flooi

923 8741 923 874?
91 St Gioiujo Moor

The Voit.lv wa* .oundod

Students I

Of the U To

Punied by Wot) Olfsor Publics

Hon. Lid O[n"ion. ij>pun>i.d in
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hi ol ibo univoisiiv
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Mail by ihe- Post Olf.ce Depan

meni Ounws end loi payment
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dove and Mje, togethoi at the desk, whis-

pering soh and lowed to each other in the

voidlth meeting of souls, mickleburgh
comet in and pelt, the dog, frustration

etched on every line of hit furry face, sher-

ry's, on the phone referenda-time for gsu

types, and says its groovy at 1030 hours

after noon, noels typewriter softly weeps,
the keys clog with CUG, the hope of peace,

goodwill and T-group brotherhood among
all teamsters, even miss creanl bobbossins

whose guitar wins auditions, geoff's turn

came, and he rose manfully to the chal-

lenge, while johnson's fingers boned to the

type with an exciting editorial on SGS
-.crew-jobs, anne's ambitiousness went to

short stuff today, but she'll be featured

later on, along with anarchist helen and
cuppy sue investigation service carill's

along, lis hod to use the phone sociological-

and found not enough, but enough, bin-

ci-- V gloated and r.m. bloated when 1

1

was early done (his kingdom fora morri

son), slow, loo slow, my mind a foggy blur

from trying to remember the names of oth

er people like errol and walson who came
in, carol who phoned too from outside and
of course, your friend and mine, man's best

friend—jlm. ah, faithful jim, son of dee-dee

dinah, daughter of ed dinah, owner of ed

dinoh's diner, ampersand faithful waits the

faithful or Sairy-covered coat. Hey, this

masthead is readable? (Are we the Roch-

dale Daily?)

getting it. He asked for only four stu-

dent representatives — weighed
against 24 faculty members and 8

administrators. The council consent-

ed to the four-student addition for

obvious reasons; "tokenism" would

be a euphemism for such representa-

tion.

To make matters worse, those four

students, who participated in the first

open meeting yesterday, are not yet

voting members, nor can they even

introduce motions from the floor.

Their membership has to be passed

by the Senate, and for the moment
they are assessors — they can talk.

Even if the four students could

have voted yesterday, they would

have been overruled by a majority of

faculty and administrators. From
discussion at the meeting, Dean Sir-

luck and his confreres seem to value

graduate students as "investment" —
the Dean used that word — rather

than something more humanitarian

or educational.

Graduate student interests would

be genuinely represented only in a

council of half-and -half faculty-stu-

dent representation. And that's what

Winter should have sought in Septem-

ber. He tells us there was no point

going after such reform, since the

Commission on University Govern-

ment would supercede the attempt.

And he knew the attempt would be

ill-received.

But, even so, there is no logic in

going for half-reform as a paper-

mache surrogate.

"Co-option" — jargon ... but

aren't the time, effort, and principles

of those student assessors being co-

opted?

"Politics of confrontation" — more
jargon . .. but wouldn't a more ambi-

tious proposal and a firm adherence

to it — i.e. confrontation — have

produced at least some useful debate.

At least the four assessors wouldn't

be wasting their time if the attempt

failed.

Now that the politics of reconcili

ation have already been ineffective in

the case of the ten-hour work rule

will John Winter try confrontation to

plead his cause? We doubt it. But it's

about time he learned.

VARSITY

CLASSIFIEDS
STAFF: those with job applications

in at The Star, phone there be-

tween 9 and 11 a.m. TODAY to

set up interviews this afternoon

and Thursday morning. Don't de-

lay on this.

JOB OPPORTUNITY: for anyone,

regardless of race, sex or other

handicaps, with a car who wants

to make about $20 for three

nights work a week. We need

somebody to drive copy up to our

printer Sunday, Tuesday and

Thursday nights between 7:30

and (about) midnight. Let us

know in person or writing if you

want the job. Rrst come, first

served, as they say. 91 St. George.

"Hey, haven't I seen you somewhere before!"
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LETTERS

"paternalism" at New College

As a past member of New College

Residence, I'm very interested in the

controversy over women's visiting

rights. Dean Stager, in his characteristic

paternal manner, has stated that he

alone knows the true wishes of the ma-
jority of the residents and hence has

ruled against the 'open weekend'. His

argument is that the university is the

last place where changes in the social

norms should be allowed. This view is

unacceptable to those of us who believe

that the university should be an institu-

tion where the student is allowed to

make up his own mind on issues that

concern him and him alone.

Dean Stager's attempts to integrate

the residents and non-residents are not

helped by his dictating rules of conduct

to one group and not the other.

His objection that the 'open-weekend'

would lead to excessive noise is rather

weak in view of the fact that he has

agreed to extend women's hours to 3:30

a.m. Maybe he feels that the kind of

noise likely to be heard after 3:30 in the

morning is more disturbing than other

klnds
John C. Benson

GSU's Winter gets congratulations

We must congratulate John Winter's

politicking in steering his GSU out of

SAC with so little flurry and so little

loss of prestige. He has managed to

make it optional for graduate students to

pay their $12 SAC fee, but has managed

to keep the compulsory $10 GSU fee. He
admits that his students will not be eligi-

ble for the SAC-sponsored flights to

Europe, but, after all, the GSU building

will be getting a new $12,000 - $16,000

bar — and that's really much better,

isn't it? Besides, the GSU will continue

to give grants to services which are val-

id to the graduate student — such as The

Varsity, Random, and Radio Varsity —
subject to the consideration, of course,

that they represent "strongly enough"

the graduate student side of the ques-

tion.

I wonder. Wouldn't it be only logical

to make GSU fees optional along with

those for SAC? And wouldn't it be more

profitable in the long run to get some

more graduate students involved in the

work of SAC to change it from within?

But this would only work if he were

really serious in his arguments.

Bob James
(II VIC)

Pargeter may regret that letter

I wish to register my absolute disgust

with some of the comments made in the

endorsation by Mr. Pargeter in the Jan.

20 issue of The Varsity.

I feel that his comments on barring

"all foreigners" from getting an educa-

tion in Canada are "perfectly

ridiculous". I must express my utter

disbelief at those comments, for as Ca-

nadians we live in one of the most cos-

mopolitan populations in the world.

Who is to say who is foreign; who

should get an education; and who is a

true Canadian ? You? or George Wal-

lace? or perhaps the Ku Klux Klan?

Perhaps you should be wasting your

time thinking like the arts and science

students, Mr. Pargeter, for your re-

marks are sick and stupid.

Alan Takeda
(I VIC)

We suspect that Mr Pargeter s letter

was intended to be a sarcastic response 10

a letter attacking foreign students, rather

than a bigoted support for it. Ed.



National Union Day-Feb. 12

What's the government doing about:
• summer jobs? That probably says some-

thing about Maritime eco-
• Unemployment/ nomic underdevelopment, but

it says much more about job

• Student aid? opportunities for all univer-
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large pool of unemployed
persons will be available for

many of the short-term posi-

tions that are open.

ELIMINATION OF
STUDENT JOBS

This immediate condition

relates to a long-run trend in

our economy — the progres-

sive elimination of many of

the unskilled jobs which uni-

versity students are able to

do in the summer. Jobs are
becoming much more com-
plex; training periods become
longer; and the untrained
university student, especially

after first or second year, is

in bad shape. Available jobs

will likely go first to the tech-

nically-trained student from a

Community College.

The point of all this is not

to demand a more job-orient-

ed technical education, but to

show the growing failure of

the conventional approach to

financing higher-level learn-

ing: that is, the view that

self-financing from summer
jobs is central, and that one
will get such a high-paying
job on graduation that loans
are easy to pay back quickly
and therefore fair.

The consequence, then of
the employment problem
must be a much better sys-

tem of financial aid. begin-

ning at the federal govern-
ment level where the Student
Loans Act sets the broad
criteria for individual provin-

cial plans.

feb.14
with davit) rea

SALE

/7<

at Mm*

H.A OF MONTREAL

UNTRY CAMP

F OPENINGS

13 and up) Male & Female with

•nee to work with teenagers.

UNIT HEAD - College Graduate with 3 yrs. counselling

experience.

NURSES - R.N. for one month or season.

A model camp in the Laurentians

Write: Director "Y" Country Camp,

5500 Westbury Ave.

Montreal.

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes.

Charts

English, French, German'

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MARY DALE STOTT
MAJOR IE DAVIS

526 HURON ST.

922-7624____

dance
BAND:

THE UNDERGRADS'

FRIDAY
JANUARY 24th

33 ST. GEORGE

ONLY $1.00 ADMISSION

OSAP MARCH

Some 1,200 - 1.500 students

marched on Queen's Park to

protest the Ontario loan plan
in November; the result has
been virtually nil There has
been no attempt to lessen

emphasis on loans or on
summer employment; nor
have independence regula-

tions been liberalized; the

plan is likely to become more
rather than less standardized

and bureaucratic next year.

The government has done
nothing to remove some of

the social barriers to univer-

sity.

Unemployment, then, must
cause great reliance on stu-

dent aid for financing educa-

tion. And that, in turn, means
higher taxes. We have to look

at where these taxes will

have to fall so that we mid-

dleclass students aren't being

subsidized by increasing tax-

es on low-income groups

CARTER REPORT

The Carter Report on taxa-

tion tells us a few things

Most disturbingly, it points

out that many persons mak-
ing below $5,000 per year are

now paying a higher percent-

age of their wages in taxes

than those in more prosper-

ous income brackets Thus,

not only do new tax revenues

have to come from other sec-

tors of the community, but

the present tax structure

should probably be changed

so that lower income groups

pay a smaller percentage in

taxes from their already lim-

ited budgets.

Carter is even more useful,

however, for it isolates areas

where increased taxation is

not only possible but just.

Taxes on resource based in-

dustries, and on certain finan-

cial institutions are now un-
fairly low. If a man makes
thousands in land speculation
or playing the stock-market,
he isn't even taxes. The taxa-

tion rates of the great corpo-

rations which so benefit from
present-day education have
barely risen at all in the last

decade. These are the areas
from which we must demand
greater tax resources, not the

Canadian working class. I

stress again the need to deal

with the taxation issue if stu-

dents are going to have their

financial aid demands taken

seriously.

The costs which we have to

meet, especially for housing,

are of related concern. Sever-

al hundred residence students

here are withholding second-

installment fees in protest

against their rising housing

costs Again a major respon-

sibility rests with the federal

government.

FEDERAL
RESPONSIBILITY

That is a crucial point, —
the overall responsibility of

the federal government on all

these issues. Students across
this country face these eco-

nomic difficulties from a sim-
ilar persepctive, only by act-

ing together are they likely to

get results. That is the pur-

pose of National Union Day.
The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents has set Wednesday.
February 12th aside as a day
to raise these issues and have
the public consider and act on
them. By putting them in a

national context, we can also

consider how overall national

factors such as United State's

domination of our economy
affect such issues, i.e. di-

rectly affect us and the edu-

cation we are getting.

Unemployment, student

aid, taxation and housing af-

fect us all; they also affect

non-students National Union

Day will have to stress this

fact as well The Day will be

a focus for much S.AC, work

this term, as we discuss how
to raise and deal with these

problems. Those within and
without the university have to

hear about these issues —
and do something about them
— from Vancouver, to Toron-

to, to Halifax.

SHERUT LA'AM - V.I.P.

188 MARLEE AVE.,

TORONTO, ONT.

783-4722

1 want to join
I

SHERUT LA'AM V.I.P.

Please send me More information Application forms

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY
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HERE AND NOWGET INVOLVED
WITH

ISRAEL

I. SHERUT LA'AM
(Service Corps for ISRAEL)

Ages (8-30

I Year Programme —
Professional & Semi Prof,

also Kibbutz living. Working

& living in the Pioneer spirit

of Israel . Inc ludes Hebrew
studies, & Seminars.
Cost - S670. U.S. funds

round trip air fare.

V. I. P. PROGRAMME

(Volunteer for Israel pro-

gramme) Six month programme

of living and working on a

kibbutz, and the possibility of

special work projects.

Age 18-30

Cost - $570. U.S. funds

round trip air fare.

Hebrew is not a prerequisite.

2. TWO YEAR PROGRAMME

Same as Sherut La' am* but

inc ludes one year of study.

Cost is same as above.

HART HOUSE
ORCHESTRA

Sunday, January 26th —

Great Hall - 8:30 P.M.

Conductor

BOYD
NEEL
CHORAL
PRELUDES J.S. BACH
CANTATA NO. 82

Soloist: Gary Relyea

RICERCAREFROM
MUSICAL OFFERING

CANTATA NO. 32
STUDENTS: $1.50

OTHERS: $3.00

Soloists: Mary Lou Fallis

Gary Relyea

CHARTER FLIGHT

Toronto-London (return)

Moy 29th - September 2nd

A few seats still available for

graduate students only.

Phone 928-2391

for further information

WEDNESDAY
Play wilh toys in UC's palace of steril-

ity. Come on in and grab yourself a box

UC Refectory.

Applications now being accepted for

Winter Relax-In Hart House Farm. Jan.

24 - 26 SCM office.

Radio Varsity News al 10 30, 12:30,

1 30. 4 30. 7. 8. 9.

10 B.m. - 4 p.m.
Radio Varsity will be broadcasting live

12:10 p.m.
IEEE MTG Ontario Hydro Film Every-

one welcome

1 p.m.

Big Business on Campus? Discussion

of the campaign to get recruiters off

campus Sid Smith. 2127.
Jim Bridgwood. Communist Auto

Worker, to speak on Revolution and the

Working Class. Sponsored by the U of T
Communist Club Sid Smith. 1085.

SCM Talk-In "Canada and the Middle

East" An opportunity to express your
views and 10 consider the problems and
possibilities of peace in the Middle East.

UC. 103.

1:10 p.m.

Institute for the History and Philoso-

phy of Science and Technology: Erasmus
Darwin on "Generations" by W. E Swin-
ton Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. New
Physics. 102.

4 p.m.

Deplh Education Group on Theological

Education SCM Office. Hart House.

University League for Social Reform
Cumberland Hall. ISC

Political Action Working Group, to

formulate plans for spring term North

Sitting Room. Hart House

6 p.m.

German Conversation Every Wednes-
day Periodical Room. ISC

Elementary French conversation. Every

Wednesday Music Room. ISC

7:30 p.m.

West Indian Students Study Group
"The West Indian Women in Toronto"

Morning Room. ISC.

8 p.m.

CUSO information meeting on the

Caribbean and Uganda. Returned volun-

teers will show slides and discuss their

experiences overseas. ISC

David Lewis. M P "Canadian Foreign

Policy has Failed to Define Canada's

Objectives. Failed to Promote Canada's

National Interests and Continues to be

the Principal Threat to our Independ-

ence" Hart House Debates Room.

Movie: Tom Jones. Admission 75
All welcome. Sid Smith. 2118.

8:30 p.m.

"Students' Rights in the Schools ". A
panel discussion with Steven Langdon
and Howard Ungerman. 1st year Arts.

York Moderator. J. S Midanik, Former
chairman. Melropolitan Toronto School
Board 12 Viewmount Ave

THURSDAY
Auditions for Hedda Gabler by Ibsen

Directed by David Martin. For times. Jay
Bell, 964-0657 West Hall, UC.

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Radio Varsity will be broadcasting live

from the Terrace Room.

1 p.m.

Filmsl Art and Music. Cumberland

Hall, ISC

Free University College (FUC) seminar

with Prof. Melville Watkins on "Whatever

Happened to the Watkins Report?" For

UC students. JCR, Sir Daniel Wilson

Res.. UC
CUSO information meeting open to all

those interested in serving overseas for

two years. CUSO office. ISC

4 p.m.

Prof de Sousa "Is it the true That we
pursue When we rummage After

Knowledge?" U of T Philosophy Club.

Alumni Hall Vic.

Tea in Kay Riddell's Office. ISC.

4:10 p.m.

"The Linac. Picosecond Pulses and

Chemistry at the Speed of Light" Prof. J.

W. Hunt. Dep't of Medical Biophysics.

McLennan Physical Lab. 102

6 p.m.

Lifedrawing. 50 Cumberland Hall.

ISC

Sociology Course Union meeting can-

celled To be rescheduled for next week.

sricwu
DISCOUNT,

TO '

STUDENTS
A f ACUL-
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GETTING ENGAGED?

DIAMONDS MAY BE A

GIRL'S BEST FRIEND

BUT YOU PAY THE BILL

GET THE FACTS ON
DIAMOND BUYING

Why not send today for out

FREE BOOKLET "The Right

Ring (or the Left Hond." Telli

you whot to expect and get

when you invest In o diamond.
We ore "DIRECT" diamond
dealers hondling loose and
mounted d lomonds.

YOU CAN BUY ON
DIRECT BASIS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

DIAMOND & GEM DEALERS,
131 Bloo. St. W„ Su.ic 416,

Phone - 921-7702

7:30 p.m.
La Place Nathan Phillips, pour patiner

A 8 30 reunion dans le JCR de UC pour
des films des chanson. Refraichisse-

ments Tous bienvenus Gratuit Le Cer-

cle Francais.

Cuba Seminar: Che on Underdevelop-
ment Laidlaw wing. UC. 315

F.U. OF T

Note: After all this, all groups must put
in their own notices and get their own
rooms, (call Carol McKuen at the SAC
office)

Note, also: the discussion of free schools

is not this Thursday, but next Tuesdayl

WEDNESDAY
1 p.m.

Romantic poetry. JCR. University Col-

lege.

4 p.m.

Urban problems. SCM office. Hart

House.

7:30 p.m.

Experimental theatre and film making,

63 St George.

8 p.m.

Marxist Economics, 151 Spadina. Apt

2 (north of Bloor)

Ideas of Primitive Religions. Room
505. Rochdale College.

The Cold War and the Growth of

American Imperialism. 6th floor lounge.

Rochdale

THURSDAY
5 p.m.

Latin America, 165 Robert Street

7:30 p.m.

Cuba, Room 315. Laidlaw Room, U.

C

Beaver. Room 1820, Rochdale Col-

lege

Contemporary Problems in Philosophy

of

Religion, Innis College south of Hart

House

8 p.m.

Witchcraft and the Occult, Room 231,

U. S

G.S.U. GENERAL MEETING

JANUARY 28

4:00' P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL

adjenda will include discussion of G.S.U.'s two reports on

graduate students, the financing of the G.S.U. bar, elec-

tions for two executive positions, constitution charge (to

permit Graduate Council members to sit on G.S.U.

Executive).

FREE BEER AND CHEEZE AFTER MEETING

SQUASH TOURNAMENTS
FOR HART HOUSE TROPHIES

NOVICE

UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE

SUBMIT NAME TO THE HART HOUSE

HALL PORTER

ENTRIES CLOSE FR/DA Y JAN. 24
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Continued from page 1

$3600 - $7010 a year, while
professional librarians are
paid a minimum of $7000.

Most of the complaints
come from the non-profes-

sional "library assistants".

The division between the
professionals and non-profes-

sionals creates a gulf both of

salary and authority.

"Library assistants with
B.A.s and M.A.s do almost
the same jobs as profession-

als and yet start at the same
salaries as Grade 10 gradu-

ates," one girl said. "People
with degrees from other
countries doing complicated
translation work are poorly

paid."

There were complaints of

lack of rights when dealing

with supervisory staff. There

was no recourse after a de-
partment head had gone
through several staff desks.
Requests for time off to go to
medical and dental appoint-
ments have to be made a
week in advance and the time
made up later, a situation felt

to be worse than that faced
by other university clerical

workers.

It is apparently very easy
to remain for long periods at
the lowest salary rate. "You
have to be outspoken to be
promoted," one worker said.

But feelings towards the un-
ion are still mixed, and certi-

fication is still up in the air.

The most poorly-paid peo-

ple on campus are the cafete-

ria workers, regardless of

whether they work for the

institution or for an outside

catering firm.

Whitney Hall, the only un-

ionized cafeteria, affiliated

with the Building Employees
Union, pays cooks $77.40-wk.

plus board, and waitresses

$60-wk.

Most cafeterias are only in

full operation for eight

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, January 22nd

Li brary - 8 p

m

DR. C.T. BISSELL

STEPHEN LEAC0CK

CANADIAN LITERATURE
Ladies may be invited by members

50 tickets available - Hall Porters

2/A.T.L. Card

DANCE
featuring the

Rifkin
Admission: $1.25

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25th

9:00 - 12:00

NEW COLLEGE DINING HALL

(Wetmore)

months of the year, and em-
ploy mostly middle-aged
married women.
The U.C. Refectory, the

New College cafeteria and
the New Medical Building

cafeteria are all run by
Commercial Caterers Their
wage scale seems to run
from $1. 20-hr. for a busboy.
to $1.35 nr. for waitresses.

$1. 50-hr. for dishwashers,
$1, 60-hr. for supervisors, and
$1.70-$1.90 for assistant chefs
and chefs. Fifty cents is de-

ducted for lunch

These rates, according to

one supervisor, are fairly

good within the industry,

where scales are generally at

a depressed level. There was
some dissatisfaction but once
again no positive enthusiasm
for unions.

At the Trinity Buttery, run
by Beaver Food, the only

comment was "We get
enough, more than some
places."

At the Vic Coffee Shop, run
by the College itself, pay was
described as "about minimum
wage".

In spite of the low wages
and seasonal work, staff, par-

ticularly married women, is

very stable. The supervisor of

the Arbor Room of Hart
House has worked there for

34 years. The supervisor of

the U.C. Refectory has been
on the same job since she
first came to Canada 11 years
ago

Most of the cafeteria work-
ers expressed a liking for

their work.

"I feel like a mother to

these kids." the supervisor of

the U.C. Refectory said, "of

the thousands of kids that

have come through here in all

the years I've been here, I've

only had a beef with one."

Some of the women find

the hours suitable for their

child-rearing. At any rate,

most of them could not likely

get other employment.

Among the 600 technicians

hired by the university, a
dichotomy similar to that in

the library appears. Techni-

cians are paid between $4240

and $8120 according to cate-

gory and grade

In some sections, like Anat-

omy, the technicians have
learned their work on the job,

often starting as caretakers,

with low educational levels.

They are generally opposed

to unions, which, they feel,

would lower their salaries, or

even put them out of work,

since they lack certification.

Their jobs are stable, and
while they are not quite hap-

py with their status with re-

spect to professionals they

are relatively pleased with

their situation.

Officially trained and certi-

fied technicians seem to be

Continued on page 10

MEETING OF

POLITICAL

ACTION GROUP

NORTH SITTING ROOM
HART HOUSE

TODAY 4 PM

FOLK SINGER

MIKE

SEE6ER
in concert

St. Michael's College Student Center

Thurs. Jan. 23 • 8:30 pm

Tickets $1.00

at

SMC COOP

PIPE SMOKERS!
Nothing beats

A Genuine Dutch Aromatic!
And nothing bcals Amphora Full Aromatic in the Red pouch.

Here's the cool one, the extra mild tobacco from Holland. And

Amphora's pleasant aroma is enjoyed by everyone around you. Try

this smoking pleasure—on us. All you do is marl in the coupon

below and enclose an empty pouch of the IMPORTED tobacco you

are presently smoking. Amphora is the best of the pipe tobaccos the

Dutch send us!

Just mail this
coupon today!

MAIL TO:
Station F

M.C.F.G. Box 220,

Toronto, Ontario

Prov.

Yes, I would like a FREE lull sized Red Pouch ol Amphora Full Aromatic pipe

tobacco. I enclose an empty "Ttade in" pouch ol 'he

IMPORTED pipe tobacco I have been smoking

My tobacconist is

His Address

(This Offer expires March 31

1
I

I

i

I
L(This Offer expires March 31. 1969 and is limited

to one Free pouch per person, per addrejs). Key No. [/ft I fj
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THE STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT

Invites you to a

RELAX-IN
READ - SLEEP - EAT - TALK -

SAUNA - EXERCISE - PLAY

WHERE: HART HOUSE FARM,
CALEDON HILLS

WHEN: FRIDAY, JAN. 24 -

SUNDAY, JAN. 26

COST: $6.00

CALL 923-9727 TO REGISTER

Continued from page 9

more amenable to unions.

Dental technicians tried to

organize but were declared

too small a bargaining unit.

Not only do they look for bet-

ter wages and conditions, but

they would like more recogni-

tion in their dealings with the

holders of degrees and more
acceptance as a part of a

team by professors.

Another group on campus
which does not have collec-

tive bargaining rights is the

teaching staff. The Associa-

tion of the Teaching Staff is a

voluntary association, and

any staff member may opt

out.

In spite of recent demands
to strike for higher wages,

the Association, a member of

the also-voluntary Canadian

Association of University

Professors, cannot legally

bargain with the university

and only presents a suggested

salary brief each year.

Prof. F. E. Winter of the

Department of Fine Art,

chairman of A.T.S., said that

while "many teachers have

no strong feeling about the

association" the great re-

spect for the C.A.U.T. was
made evident by the election

of Prof. C. B. Macpherson as

president. The association's

voluntary nature, however,

hampers the effectiveness of

actions such as last year's

boycott of Simon Fraser Uni-

versity.

The U. of T. Police would

also appear to be a fertile

ground for union organizing.

The Building Employees Un-
ion mistakenly thought they
were members of a Police
Association, and therefore not
eligible to be unionized. But
according to Matthew Law-
son, University Head of Secu-
rity, they are just normal
university employees, with
only a specific right of ar-

rest.

The picture for university

employees is none too bright.

Wages for the majority are
low. Fringe benefits range
from adequate to bad. Most
of the employees are locked
into their jobs, and have few
hopes for alternative employ-
ment. In spite of this, the

possibilities of successfully
organizing to improve condi-

tions are slim, and the reason
lies mostly in the attitudes of

the workers themselves.

1

comeceie
uch more than splendour/Britain is much more than splendour/

and pomp, stone and pewter. It's a fun country.

A young, involving, irreverent festival.

A celebration of life itself.

Come and feel it, join it, live it. remember it.

Come. This year.

^1

Great B

Two free books on Britain.
One. specml lot students: accommodation,

low taxes, useful facts Two. 48 pages

about Br.tam Send to Bmnh Tiavel. PO Bo* 320.

Tciminsl A. Toionlo. Ontario

"

1

City"

GIRLS
OVER 17

IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO DATE A NEW

ELIGIBLE BACHELOR
EACH WEEK. OR YOU
WOULD LIKE A CHANGE

OF BOYFRIEND,
THEN JOIN THE DATING

GAME AT
DIAL — A - DATE

Call 929-061 1- 1:00 to 10:00 p.m.

DAVID LEWIS, M.P.

Guest at

HART HOUSE
DEBATE

To-night - 8 pm
Debates Rm. - H.H.

Ladies Welcome
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SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long distance

vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be

free to travel both in Canada

& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person.

SATURDAYSONLY

t 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)



WHY DID THE WOMAN WFFP?

SHE COULD SEE THE VOLLEY BALL
By GELLIUS

VOUEYBAU PLAYOFFS

Eng II took their best of

five series with For in

straight games and Vic took

Scar, 3-1. Eng II now faces

Eng I and Vic will go against

Erindale. They played last

night; and play will resume
at Hart House Thursday at 7:

30. Forget about a baby-sit-

ter: bring the whole family.

HOCKEY

Raino (2), Aiken (3), Hou-

son (2), and Muczinski led

Scar to an 8-2 squeegie of Jr.

Eng. Newland and Read hit

for Jr. Eng.

Sr. Eng. (Treen 3, Pitts,

Currie) utterly meggsed
PHE, 5-1. Duncan replied for

PHE.
School of Busyth (abstract

noun - "business") blanked

I New, 3-0. Ferguson, Arends
("arends": something you
make when you're sorryoed)

and Corcoran were SoB scor-

ers.

J. McCarthy, G. McCarthy
and Dean paced SMC's 3-1

victory over PHE (Nepotiuk;

Bobby Kennedy owed his po-

sition as Attorney General to

nepotiukism.

)

Stack had the hat trick as
Law II beat Colgrave and
Devonshire, 3-1.

SPORTETTE
The Intercollegiate Volley-

ball and Basketball teams
travelled to Queen's last

weekend to participate in a

Trimeet featuring Queen's,
McMaster and Toronto. The
Volley-ball team continued its

undefeated season by defeat-

ing McMaster by scores of 15-

7, 15-5 and 15-5. Queen's fell

to Toronto by scores of- 15-2,

15-7, and 15-7.

The Basketbelles played
their first game of the week-

& end against McMaster to

I whom Toronto lost by a score

F of 35-25. Ann Thompson, Vic
IV, was the top scorer of this

K game, sinking 12 points. In a

B hard fought, closely matched
game, Toronto defeated
Queens by the score of 26-25

In the dieing moments of the

I game, Karen Empey, Phe U,
sunk the tie breaking free

I shot to give Toronto the vic-

I tory. Top scorer of this game
was Violet Shadd, Meds II.

Innis (Toman 2, Tanaka) 3-

Archentina (Kindree, "nepo-
tiukism" is giving jobs to
your kith and kindree
Spragge) 2.

BASKETBAU

Vic got 14 points from
Eben to down PHE A, 3S-30
Baker's 10 led the losers.

Meds beat SMC, 50-40.
Lloyd Rossman selflessly
took a back seat allowing
Lewis ("Are you Lewis?
Funny, you don't look Lew-
is") to lead Meds scorers

with 15. Rossman (great
team man that he is) still

scored 4 points. Laglia had 9
for SMC.

Erin (Shaw 21) 47; Innis

(Lockhart 14) 44.

Lendrum had 6 and Jr.

Eng. bore the palm of victo-

ry, beating Pharm, 28-26.

Cuthbert (Bert; "you bath-
dard!) and Bayliff each
scored 6 for Pharm.
UC U got 18 points from

Lazar and 17 from Koach to
impregnate Arch, 57-18 King
Kohn replied with 6 for Arch.

Insanity *69'

LUST MURDERER
a panel discussion

Jan. 28 7:30 pm Cody Hall

'MARAT SADE'
Jan. 29 7:30 pm Cody Hall

WHY PEOPLE CRACK UP
a panel discussion

Jan. 30 8:00 pm Cody Hall

THE SANE SOCIETY
a panel discussion

Jan. 31 8:00 pm Cody Hall

'WARRENDALE'
Feb. 1 2:00 pm Cody Hall

Debate on Mental Health between

Dr. Macdonald<?M/

Dr. McCullough

Feb. 3 7:30 pm Debates Room

Free Admission except for

'Marat Sade'
yUnjon

SPORTS SCHEDULES -

WEEK OF JAN. 27

COMING EVENTS
WED FEB 5 INTERFACULTY SPORTS NIGHT FEATURING THE
INTERFACULTY SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS BASKETBALL AND
WATER POLO GAMES THIS IS THE NIGHT TO BRING YOUR GIRL
FRIENDS TO SEE THE ACTION

HOCKEY

SEMINAR ON
NATIONAL UNION DAY

Everyone is needed to plan and

discuss this happening.

Thursday, January 23 1 pm
South Sitting Room, Hart House

Mon Jan 27 1 2 30 Vic III IV C 1 A Gealo, Gerry
1 30 Vic IX VI St M F Geale Gerry
7 00 Law 1 VS Sr Eng Sullivan Tressider
800 Tnn A va St M A Sullivan. Tressider
900 Innis 1 Kno« Sullivan Tressider

Tun Jtn :k 1 30 Vic VI va UC III Kolm. Weese
400 V.c VII va StM E May. Todd
700 PHE A va Vic 1 Chandler. Butler
600 Scar VI Med A Chandler Bullet
900 Wye va Emman Chandlar Butler

Wed Jan 29 800 Tun 0 va III IndB Dubniak
12 30 III Geol va III EngSc Garry Lamg

1 30 TrmC va St M D Orsi. Gerry
400 Med 0 va Vic VIII Fuller Skinner
S30 UC II va Arch Fuller. Skinner
6 30 UC 1 va Enn 1 Gordon 2uchotski
800 Vic 11 V* Oev H»e Gordon Zuchotski
900 PHE 6 va Pharm A Gordon, Zuchotski

Th,j, Jan 30 12 30 PHE C va Music May. Lamg
400 Tnn A vs PHE A Murray. Lauion
700 Law II va New 1 Appleton. Klmck
800 Jf Eng va Dent A Apploton Klmck
900 Oent C va Pharm B Bertrand Klmck

Fn Jan 31 12 30 Si Eng St M A Hanna. Cameron
1 30 Vic 1 va Law 1 Hanna Cameron
500 Med B Law III Bortrend LePage

rues Jan :>8 6 20 Grad Chem vs PHE A
700 For va Scar

7 40 St M B va New

vYftd Jan 29 700 Oent vs St M A
7 40 Vic. 1 vs Tnn A
8 20 UC vs Tnn B

Thur Jan 30 6 20 Grad Stud vs Law A
700 Arch Innis

7 40 Law va Knon

INDOOR TRACK
Track

BASKETBALL

Tues Jan 28 — 5 30 pm — 880 yds Enter at IN

Jan 27 1 00 PHE B UC II Tessis. Froresso

Tubs Jan 2fl 1200 Tnn A va Vic II Alboini. A Sternberg
1 00 PHE C va Vic III Albomi. A Sternberg
6 30 Scar va Oent A Schwartz Hefner Gee
7 30 Erin va Law 1 Schwartz. Gee Hefner
8 30 Oent C va PHE 0 Hafner Gee Schwartz

Wed Jan zs 1 00 Innis II va Tnn B Dymarski Lobl
400 St M B Innis 1 Fraresso. L Sternberg. Kirby

600 Emman va Wye Fraresso L Sternberg, Kirby

500 Emman va Wye Fraresso L Sternberg. Kirby
600 Arch A va Med B Roney Feaver L Sternberg
700 Bus va New 1 Roney Kirby Feaver
800 Pharm A va Tnn A Kirby Feaver. Roney

Thur Jan 1 00 IV Eng Sc va New II Wilson Cunningham
i 00 Law II va Arch B Wilson. Cunningham
6 30 StM A va PHE A Chapnick. Tessis. Doug Mockford
7 30 Vic 1 va Mod A Chapnick Ooug Mockford. Tessis
8 30 SGS Phys III Eng Sc Doug Mockford. Tessis Chapnick

Fn- Jt It. 3 1 00 New i va UC II Bogustu. Tomsson

WATER POLO
Tun Jan ?8 700 Vic va Med B Peuold

7 45 Med IV Yi va Eng M Petzold

8 30 Med C v> Law II Pettold

Wed Jan 20 700 Knox V, Innis Milgram
7 45 Dent .-. Scar Milgram
8 30 For va Tnn B Milgram

Thur Jan 30 1 00 New va Arch Cawthray
700 MedB ,-. Dent IRe schedlLeRoy
745 Med C Eng II LeRoy
8 30 Law l Eng 1 LeRoy
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SCORE WITHELD IN ROUSING BLUE-RED ENCOUNTER
By PHIL BINGLEY

Last evening at Varsity

Arena one of the most excit-

ing tilts in years was played.

The redshirts led by Steve

Monteith and Bob McClelland
showed more moves than a

Hong Kong flu germ under
microscope analysis while the

blueshirts sparkled too.

The final score and shots

on goal were not announced
so as to prevent the heaping

of criticism on the losers and

the goalers. Suffice it to say

that there were many goals

scored and the final count

was close.

The game itself was a dirty

one as the Queen's rules of

amateur ice hockey were
openly flaunted. The play

became even rougher follow-

ing the first minute of play

when referee Imay Puttawn
was hit by a high-flying puck

and forced to retire with a

badly lacerated fingernail.

McClelland led all scorers

with a bunch, many of them
coming on shots. He was
asked in the visitor's dressing

room after the game why he

had been so successful. "I

came back to wheaties," said

Bob, "And I'm glad I did."

Tom 'Rocket' Watt, on loan

from the Yellow Submarine
Torpedoes, also added two
goals for the redshirts. His

first marker came on a blaz-

ing dribbler through the goal-

tender's legs while his second

followed a brilliant play on

which the Rocket outguessed

the empty net perfectly and

beat the goalcrease with a

nifty slider.

Bill L'Heureux was chosen

the game's most valuable

player midway through the

second period when he scored

a beautiful goal on a behind-

the-back-wrist shot. Observ-

ers at rinkside were amazed
by L'Heureux's beautiful ef-

fort and many of them
claimed they hadn't seen

such a play since the days
when Henny Yungman played

Dave Copp . . . Best actor

in the now defunct Uxbridge

Ball Hockey Loop.

Members of the women's
press corps made a special

presentation to Gord Cunning-

ham just prior to the third

period as the game's "best-

dressed participant". Cun-

ningham wore navy blue

sweat pants (with white trim

down the outside seams) and

a matching blue top with

white lettering. His outfit,

designed by M. Killoran of

Toronto, was modelled after

the official uniform of the

Russian speedskating team.

Ward Passi also wore blue

sweatpants — baggy ones —
and looked like a sloppy Rus-

sian speedskater. Passi pro-

tested the decision after the

game. "I couldn't find my
regular size and there just

wasn't time to change,", said

Ward.
Best actor of the game

award went to ringer Dave
Copp for his portrayal of

"Red Kelly on defence".
Copp announced at a press

reception which followed the

game that he now plans to'

run for parliament in the next

election.

The contest, although not

sanctioned by the Ontario-

Quebec Athletic Association

was a gala event for all in-

volved. The players enjoyed
themselves thoroughly, the

crowd (officially announced
as four) thought it was great

entertainment and the press

happily had a brief rest from
writing a midweek story

about the serious business of

intercollegiate hockey.

NOTES . . .Blues resume reg-

ular workouts this evening in

preparation for Sunday's ex-

hibition game with Lauren-

tian University Voyageurs in

Sudbury.

BOXING

Gord Cunningham .

photo by TOM A URICH

. Best dressed

When most members of the highly esteemed, but sodden,

Varsity sports staff were mere leather-jacketed yearlings,

Tony Canzano put in his first year as boxing coach at the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

Twenty-one years later, Canzano's still on the job, and he

unveils his latest band of Varsity boxers tonight at Hart

House, starting at 8 p.m.

An eight bout card of exhibition matches is scheduled which
will feature such ring rhinoes as Mike D'Ornellas (150 lb. ti-

tleholder) and Joe Donohue (heavyweight champeen).

Varsity's next activity comes February 1 at Hart House

when they meet Royal Military College.

B-BALL STATS
S1BL SCORING
Western Division

HaddeD (T)

Crichlon (WAT)
21 10.5

30 10.0

Name GP PTS AVE
Mazza (Mac) 1 22 22.0

Holowachuk (WES) 3 58 19.3

Alien (WIN) 1 11 18.0

Dempster (T) 2 11 15.S

McGuffin (WES) 3 46 15.3

« TraHord (T) 2 2* 14.5

Croater (T) 2 21 14.1

Poole (WES) 3 41 13.7

Hammond (G) 2 17 13.5

Wydrzynski (WIN) 1 13 130
Delaire (WIN) 1 13 13.0

Zanin (WES) 3 36 12.7

Daw (MAC) 1 12 12.0

Salvador (WIN) 1 12 12.0

Kieswetter (WAT) 3 35 11.7

Magee (G) 2 23 11.5

Laaniste (WAT) 3 33 11.0

McGiU (G) 2 22 11 0

not including the Mac-Windsor re-

sult

SIBL STANDINGS
WESTERN DIVISION

GP W L F A PTS

Western
Windsor
Toronto
Waterloo
McMaster
Guelpfa

0 251 205

0 170 131

1 1(1 157

2 197 209

2 142 172

2 127 172

Saturday. January 18

Windsor 91 McMaster 73

Tonight
Varsity at Waterloo

Friday
Windsor at Varsity
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photo ht TOM AURICH
ALL HAIL THE CONQUEROR BALL!

Sinister-seeming John Hodden (55) flips the ball through the uprights. . .er. .
.basket

for two points during last Saturday's loss to Western. Others watch. Blues are in ac-

tion In Waterloo tonight against the Warriors and play Windsor ot home Fridoy

evening.



Business baron McCutcheon dies at 62Wallace McCutcheon a nmmi. *^ Ull»«J U t. VJ t—Wallace McCutcheon, a promi
nent member of U of T's Board
of Governors, died yesterday at

the age of 62.

He suffered a stroke yesterday
morning and died at 4:30 p.m.
after he was brought to Wellesley
Hospital.

McCutcheon who graduated
from U of T in 1926, cultivated a

lifelong interest in his alma ma-
ter. He was appointed by the

board to a non-voting seat on the

new Commission on University

Government in November of last

year.

After receiving his B.A. at Vic-

toria College, McCutcheon stud-

ied law at Osgoode Hall.

During the following three dec-

ades he rose to high positions in

Canada's financial and industrial

empire. He held directorships in

more than 30 large corporations,

including E.P. Taylor's huge
Argus Corporation.

He left business in 1962 to enter

politics. Appointed to the Senate

h\ then' Prime Minister John
Diefenbaker, he served as Minis-

ter of Trade and Commerce for

two months in 1963.

He resigned his Senate seat in

J™
8 t0 make an unsuccessful bid

lor the leadership of the Conser-
vative Party.

McCutcheon displayed a deep
interest in university education
throughout his career.

In 1965 he was one of four
members of the Commission on
the Financing of Higher Educa-
tion in Canada.
The Commission produced the

Bladen Report which recom-
mended that tuition fees be re-
tained by Canadian universities.

In 1959 McCutcheon took on the
job of raising $12,600,000 for U of
T. He managed to raise more
than $15,000,000.

During his six-year political
career McCutcheon demonstrated
himself to be an unabashed con-
servative and unrepentant capi-
talist, according to the Canadian
Press. He was opposed to nation-
al medical care, guaranteed an-
nual income and any forms of

anti-Americanism.

"I know CanHUaT Tve done
business in every province."
McCutcheon explained to the

| > e leate^hh^con

tion last year He lost out t

Robert Stanfield.

During his campaign he urgei
the Tories to 'act like a conser
vative party" and take a "righ
of centre" position on social is

sues.

During his short stint on U of

T's new Commission on Univer-
sity Government McCutcheon
made a contribution that was
largely political. He listened
closely to the student and faculty

discussions, interjecting from
time to time with a bit of his own
wry brand of humour.

In one discussion concerning
the need for greater opportunities
for professional students to be-

come involved in political life,

McCutcheon stirred from his

chair, butted his cigar and said:

"You are advocating the over-
throw of the Liberal Party. They
can't afford to have people
think."

U of T president Claude Bissell

said last night he was "deeply
shocked" by McCutcheon's death

"He was a warm personal
friend.

"He was a warm hearted and

Wallace McCutcheon

intellectually adventurous man
despite his public image, and
deeply devoted to the university."
he said

"Few laymen were more con-
cerned about the university —
when he came back (from the
Senate last year I he devoted fully

half his time to the university
"

McCutcheon was also a gover-
nor on the Board at St Francis
Xavier University in Antigonish,

Nova Scotia

Lowell: there are no afterwords

photo by PEGO Y DUNCAN

"°bert Lowell reading from his poetry last night at Convocation
Hall.

By BRIAN JOHNSON
Robert Lowell spoke, as a

poet and critic, a humble but

cynical figure hunched over

the lectern at Convocation

Hall last night.

When the hall had filled to

near-capacity with quiet, zoo-

watching academics, and

when Dr. Claude Bissell had

introduced this poet in a

clipped speech of cliched

praise that sounded as if it

was taken from the 'L' file,

the man began.

I didn't know what tc ex-

pect in Lowell's voice I liked

his poetry, but it always

seemed to have the air of

sophisticated simplicity of

New Yorker Magazine poe-

In print his despair

seems only elegant emotion.

But his voice agonizes with

the despair of disillusion-

ment, pacificism. He speaks

in a slow accent with tired,

simple words; he digresses

into himself and sentiment,

alone before a vast audience:

he mumbles. sometimes
whispers his reflections into

the microphone talks to his

own nostalgia, thoughts, then

silence, then an afterthought,

and another He sounds so

sad.

Then he breaks the senti-

ment with sudden wit — "I'm

trying to be rather indis-

creet."

He acts out his naivete

then shows a flash of his oth-

er side— academic, caustic.

Lowell plays the game of

the self-conscious American
artist. He is his own critic;

he feels the need to explain

his own poetry in long pream-

bles and then tries to explain

his preambles — "Sorry I

talk so much but it helps
"

When he finally reads a

poem, the tone is precise and

strong

Burnished, burned-out, slid

burning as the year

you lead me to our stamping

ground.
Continued on page I 7

GSU report finds U of T teaching assistants are "lowest rank"
Teaching assistants at the

University of Toronto are
guaranteed few rights by the

departments they work for,

although they are the people
who keep the tutorials and
laboratories running.
They constitute the "lowest

rank of academic teachers on
campus" and are often re-

garded by their seniors as a
temporary expedient."
There are wide differences

ln the work load, hiring poli-

ces and rates of pay offered
•caching assistants across
campus.

These are some of the

main points made by a 22-

page report prepared by the

Graduate Students Union It

describes the current policy

towards the teaching assist-

ant on campus.
GSU President John Winter

urges students to take steps

to ensure that implementa-

tion of some of the Macpher-

son Report proposals in the

faculty of arts and science

will not increase their work

load.

Also, teaching assistants

should insist that if senior

faculty members receive an

18 per cent salary hike, as

they are now demanding,

teaching assistants should

also receive increases.

• teaching assistants in

mathematics receive $400 for

four hours of classes a week.

• assistants in electrical

engineering are paid $575 for

three hours of classes a

week.

• teaching assistants in

Italian and Hispanic Lang

and Lit are paid $1,050 for

four hours a week. Those

with M.A.s receive up to $1.

500.

• assistants in the depart-

ment of English are paid $2.-

000 for three hours of classes

a week

• assistants in political

economy are paid $2,000 for

four hours of classes each
week. Next year this amount
will be boosted by $500.

These are some of the facts

revealed in the report. It in-

cludes the results ol a survey
of the university's 93 gradu-

ate departments and insti-

tutes.

Graduate students em-
ployed by their departments
also receive fees exemptions

of up to $125 on their own
courses.

Assistants at Erindale and
Scarborough Colleges receive

$200 each as a travel grant.

The survey includes the

results of a survey of the uni-

versity's 9.1 graduate depart-

ments and institutes. Twenty-
seven departments did not re-

ply and nine said they did not

employ teaching assistants.



MINISTERS:
TW Var h>. k. t M. hm

ANNUAL CRADDOCKS STUDENT SERVICES

Guest Speaker: DR. ROBERT MCAFEE BROWN

of Stanford University, California

11:00 A.M. God's Pseudonyms

7:30 P.M. On Not Knowing Where We Are Going

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

TRINITY
aa a. Hat M Warn

Bar. J. Aaai Wat,
«A. 1.0.

Onjaa): Ma W Urn

I 1:00 A.M. & 7:30 P.M.

"ENVOY to

VATICAN—NONSENSE"

8:30 P.M. Trinity Young Adults

Students Welcome
at all Services.

VIETNAM CONSULATE MARCH

Math prof charged $50
A U of T math professor charged in connection with the

October Vietnam march on the United States Consulate was
convicted and fined $50 in provincial court yesterday.

Prof. Peter Rosenthal, who has one month to pay the fine

or spend 10 days in jail, plans to appeal the verdict.

Judge Joseph Addison's summary indicated he felt the pres-

ence of the demonstrators may have hampered access to the

consulate and thus constituted a disturbance.

In the course of his examination Rosenthal asked the two
police witnesses and Police Inspector Walter Magahey if there

was any way one could address such a crowd without being

arrested.

All refused to answer and Judge Addison did not respond

when the question was redirected at him.

THE CITY'S OLDEST SURVIVING CHURCH

Little Trinity
ANGLICAN - EVANGELICAL

SUNDAY JANUARY 26th & FEBRUARY 2nd - 7 P.M.

Rev. Richard Lucas
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MISSION

Minister, St. Helen's Church, Blshopsgote, London, England

425 KING STREET EAST - NEAR PARLIAMENT

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

Jht Blue t White Society WINTER CARNIVAL '69

PHILOCHS
in concert

Sun. Feb. 2, 1969 - 8:30 pm - Convocation Hall

if
A FREE ticket to the Phil Ochs Concert will be given away with every Winter Carnival

Ticket bought. Only those who buy Carnival tickets will get Phil Ochs tickets, and no Phil

Ochs tickets will be sold under any circumstances. Only 1700 tickets are available, so get

ycurs while they last. Tickets are now available at the S.A.C. Office.

***********************************************
*
*
*

*
t
t
t

s

'THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY'
A conference in the Academic Bldg., Victoria College

Woodsworths Foundation

]}Vl Spadina Rood

January 24, 25

Program includes: George Grant

The Rowntrees

Melville Watkins

Lynn Trainor

Ian Burton

Edward Broadbent

Discuss the problems that face you in

the technological age.

***********************************************
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At over 500 Associated
Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at Wellesley

920-2727 Free Parking

10% Student Discount
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By HELEN FORESTELL
The key to student-worker

' says Jim Bridgewood,
who works on the assembly
line of the Ford Company's
Oakville plans, "is student
support ot the workers on the
picket line."

dgewnod was speaking
-Wednesday afternoon, at the
invitation of the U of T
Communist Club.

He is an average looking
man of 39 with dark brush-cut
hair turning gray. He wears a
brown corduroy jacket over a
white shirt and tie. It's not
how you would expect a
communist to look. Bridge-
wood was a Communist Party
candidate in the last federal
election

Bridgewood. who served on
the Human Rights Committee
of his local, told an interested

nee of about 30 students
how workers were being ex-
ploited and "dehumanized"
by the Ford Company's ef-

forts to make production

more efficient. The lines are
being speeded up, he says
and the space between cars
shortened.

When a man compalins
about work overload the
grievance procedure may
take up to 28 days. "You
wonder why workers wildcat
and have spontaneous erup-
tions." says Bridgewood
It s basically because the

collective agreements of to-
day will not answer the prob-
lems of the workers."
This past fall, the Ontario

Government granted Ford a
permit to put the workers on
excessive overtime in order
to fill a fleet or orders. The
workers argue that they
should not have to suffer
under the strain of overtime
but that the company should
hire more men.

But, said Bridgewood, in
terms of retraining and
fringe benefits, it doesn t^ay
Ford to hire more men. F
Bridgewood, also «t>nv

Open weeks? No, just from 3 to 9

plained about supervisors
whom he described as "neo-
Nazis and anti-Semites who
have no scruples about them
whatsoever. Their job." says
Bridgewood. "is to intimidate
and harass the workers."
Speaking calmly and elo-

quently, Bridgewood told of
men driven to drink on the
job and how in the last 18
months there were six sai-
cides by people who worked
in the Oakville plant. He sard
that if a man has a serious
accident the company gives
him a softer job. Eventually
it tries to work him into as
hard a job as it can rather
than have the worker report
for compensation "Some-
times it looks like a hospi
tal," said Bridgewood. "with
people walking around with
broken arms and legs."

Bridgewood says workers
would welcome student sup-
port in their struggles, as in
i he Peterborough Examiner

The co-operation
jsnowm during this strike "is

K'niji to start a great unity
betfrien workers and stu-
dents, '' Bridgewood main-
tains.

Hart House ^NOON HOUR CONCERT
For Ihoi* Fnrjoy Blu*l ,

LONNIE JOHNSON
To-doy, Oabnte* Room, 12-2 p.,

Lodioi Wolcomo

MONDAY FOLK CONCERT
Jonuory 27lh - I p.m.
Eon Common Room
RON PUSHCHAK
Lod.ti Wolcomo

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Jonuory 79 _ Motic Room - I p.m.
TORONTO RENAISSANCE QUINTET

(uflng Iho Hart Houl* Viols)
Ladroi Wolcomo

MEMBERS' ART SHOW
Opon ro Sludonlt ond Stall

of Iho Univonjty
Wod.. Jon. 29 to Fr,., Fob. 14

All work to bo lubmtttod,
molt bo ,n Undorgroduolo

Olllco by 12 noon on
Tuoidoy, Jonuory 28th

ALL-VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Saturday, February lit

Opon to all unlvortity ttudontt
Entry Formi - Holl Portor - Foo, 25<

[Entry forms mult bo rolumod
boloro Thunday, Jonuory 30th)

And I think this will snow-
within the next year,

"ally in Toronto. Van-
couver, and Montreal."

"I know my union and the
education chairman of my
local would gladly try and
work out some kind o( rela-

New College Dean David Stager has called a students rec
ommendation for women's visiting hours on weekdays a "bet
in a bonnet."

Tuesday night the residence committee requested that
weekday women's hours be from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. The mow
would be reviewed after two weeks.
"They wanted a fight," said Stager. "They thought that wc

would oppose women's hours on weekdays and they wanted to ,,
*h

" J,l , 1 ,
'

..

confront authority ^°"sh,p Wlth st"dents. says

"But the committee has lost sight of who is their enemy It
|

W
!

,ether j
<
wi "

was Dr. Ivey (New College Principal) and I who first suggest £r f Sem '

ed that weekday women's hours be established.
'

'

a demonstration or .

"If 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. are the weekday hours that the resiji^ ,"
' S JUSl around **4>

dence committee wants, then these hours will be established^^
I would not be surprised if after trying them out the residents
decided to rescind them.

"

He said he suspected students would find the increased
noise distracting during the week.
Stager pointed out that in a referendum on the issue last

TAPY VO.I tTRAK. BANNED I

Abolishing ihr strop in
Metro schools was to have
been discussed in the trustees'

meeting of the Toronto Boardomgci rjumieu Uul mar, in a reierenuuin on me issue last meeting ot the Toronto Board
week, 35 percent of the residents voted against having any of Education last night,
weekday women's hours at all. Instead, it was postponed
Two weeks ago, the residents were unsuccessful in achiev- for two weeks as members

ing abolition of visiting restrictions on weekends. Dean Stager discussed the year s estimates
and Principal Ivey agreed to extend the weekend hours but and found time to pass a reso-
refused open weekends. lution condemning a Planning
Residence committee chairman Peter Heath (III New) re- Board proposal to allow o tav-

ported at the time that an overwhelming majority of residents em to go up just two blocks
wanted such open weekends. 'torn Northern Secondary

School.

URBAN POVERTY
JAN. 27 FORUM FEB. 7

Six sessions on the who, what, where, why of

the problem - and how to fight it.

I. FOCUS ON URBAN POVERTY:

Dr. Albert Rose, Director,

U of T School of Social Work
• Mon. Jan. 27, Sid Smith 1083, 1 pm

4// sessions will be free Everyone welcome -

Sponsored by the U of T liberal Club

DANCE
featuring the

Rifkin
Admission: $1.25

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25th

9:00 - 12:00

NEW COLLEGE DINING HALL

(Wetmore)

INFORMAL DISCUSSION

DR. CHEDDIE JAGAN
j

FORMER PREMIER OF GUYANA
|

2:00 pm January 25th
|

International Student Centre \

33 St. George 0
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the Rosenthal trial

Toronto police may have carte

blanche to break up any protest

march or demonstration they wish

due to a recent decision by Judge

Joseph Addison.

Addison yesterday convicted Uni-

versity of Toronto mathematics pro-

fessor Peter Rosenthal of violating

Section 160 of the Criminal Code by

"causing a disturbance by impeding"

at an anti-war demonstration outside

the United States Consulate Oct. 26

last year.

Rosenthal was arrested while

trying to speak to the demonstrators

because, according to police witness,

es, the crowd that gathered to hear

him blocked the sidewalk.

Arresting officer Walter Magahey.

chief of Metro's Emergency Tactical

Force (riot squad), agreed with de-

fense witnesses that until Rosenthal

was arrested the demonstration had

been orderly.

Addison even pointed out that Ros-

enthal had "contributed strongly to

maintaining that order" by asking

demonstrators to keep a pathway

clear for passers-by.

But Addison convicted Rosenthal

and fined him $50, ruling that even if

there had been a pathway, police

could break up an orderly demonstra-

tion because pedestrians might be

"frightened" to walk into such a

demonstration. They might be

"impeded" by having to cross the

street. And the demonstrators could

then be convicted of "causing a dis-

turbance by impeding."

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a stales-

men, the unsuccesslul a criminal."
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Lowell tokos tho tfoH turning r»y»! into

stars and lohnson docs it. Frankly did Ml
usual thing and more for w.m. Larry ham-

leted i think and paul (chairman macro*

unless i mill my guess) didn't sere tho hart

house barbot. tWO wore leather to tho

ipria* and delight of all rovolutionilte. anno

of tho Iho gabloi donrtod por pink because

Iho book couldn't bo found but it finally

wot whoro It shouldn't havo boon. Through

tho whirling vortox of indocision—indocj

sion? did i toy thot to mklomart or wot It

144 mike to much for readability until

gooff and holon croato a smaller credibility

gap opggy and rim mado it in tho darker

room which results in a front pago. and

spring sprung from tho nimblo finger*, ol

him but beware tho omnioui clouds on tho

horizon, i wifih Iho Morm would brook so

wo can all got on with our rogulor work

It hasn't always be- en so as Rosen-
thal tried to demonsi^gte citing pre-

vious cases from appe aj cour t s .

One of Rosenthal's examples was
Regina vs. Buhay, w took piace
in Toronto back in 11,29 an(j was al-

most identical to his. a. woman was
charged with "causinj, a disturbance
by impeding" by addr.;ssjng a crowd.

She was warned by .police to stop,

then arrested and ulti tnately convict-
ed in magistrate's coui-t.

The conviction was overturned in

appeal court becau se , the judge
ruled, a "disturbance" must accom-
pany such "impedin,

?
" to make a

conviction under Se ct ion ign p0r
example, he added, c, Christmas pa-

rade might involve
great deal of

impeding, but was nol illegal because
there was no disturbar lce
During the Rosenthal trial no di-

rect evidence came o'„t to show that
anyone was, in fact, impeded, al-

though police witnesse s said someone
might have been.

The Crown Attornej,
in fog sum-

mation, said that he h9(j gjVen much
thought to what constituted "disturb-

ance". He said sonie individuals

might have been disturbec| by the

mere presence of Hje ijemonstrators,

and these individuals injght even be
the nearby police.

They might have b«,en disturbed,

the Crown Attorney continued, by
what is happening in Vjetnam or the

use of the word "Ameijcan imperial-

ism".

Rosenthal asked Inspector Magah-
ey and Judge AddUon jf there was
any way a personfcoaljf address a

crowd, like that ga&ered at the Con-

sulate, without beig u-wv «*>

gahey replied he cfuldo't say, Addi-

son had no comment.
When Rosenthal asked Magahey

whether arrest was particularly like-

ly at the Consulate, Magahey answ-

ered, "There are better places."

The offence is not serious and the

$50 penalty small, but if Rosenthal is

ever arrested at a future demonstra-

tion, even for the same charge, he

faces the possibility of heavy fines or

jail.

But more important. Judge Addi-

son's ruling makes it impossible to

hold a legal demonstration in Toron-

to. Unless Rosenthal's conviction is

successfully appealed, police can now

break up any demonstration, no mat-

ter how orderly, no matter how much

of a pathway is left, if they think

"someone" might be "frightened" by

the crowd.

When that happens free speech and

freedom of assembly will be dead in

this city.

To appeal the conviction, Rosenthal

will have to lay out $1.25 a page for a

transcript of his trial, plus 40 cents a

page for extra copies. He needs three

copies for an appeal, and his was a

long trial with more than 20 witness,

es. The costs could go into hundreds

of dollars, not counting lawyer's fees.

If you want to help with the appeal,

you can send money to the Canadian

Rights Defense Committee, care of

Prof. Melville Watkins. Political

Economy Department, University of

Toronto.

The student as employer
Workers: Part III

By LOUIS ERLICHMAN

When you do articles like those on

U. of T. workers in Monday's and

Wednesday's papers, your moraliz-

ing, editorialing, normative instincts

drive you irresistably into asking

the question, "What should be done?"

If there were some obvious clear-

cut action to be taken, some strug-

gling, united group of proletarians

we could march out with our ban-

ners in support of, this would be one

of those righteous indignation edito-

rials you are used to.

The problem is that there's noth-

ing simple to do. A lot of the em-

ployees are hard done by maybe
(their children's bellies are not

swollen, nobody drops napalm on

them, and the r» n»nni» fr"-oo

off in Toronto, but their conditions

arestifi>ettyP"0"-
(k

'

. .

Unionization. desPlte th
,

e standard

images of corruPtl0n
and alienated

leadership, woifW imProve their sl"

tuations.

But unions are
nard to organize:

workers are scFed .
or skeptical, or

both; manager)"?* f
hostile and

has several le^al and practical ad-

vantages.
, .

The unions 2>re mak.ng tentative

efforts to org£imze college emPlov-

ees. This time it isn't those mythi-

cal capitalist bastards who are ex-

ploiting the workers; it's us. St.

Michael's College wage rates are

passed on by a student-staff com-

mittee. If it is our university, they

are also our employees.

It is so much easier for us to car-

ry banners against Vietnam or Biaf-

ra than to pay the Rochdale restaur-

ant workers a decent wage.

But there's very little you can

"go out and do", although some
Rochdale people are trying to

organize their restaurant workers.

You can talk to the people that

work in your residence or building

or department and "support" them

(whatever that means) if matters

ever get to thai stage, or if you ever

c„* .~{4t~i„ 1— :i:..b aiuwncv ol III'

centres of power.

Except that they probably won't

be too enthused about the whole

union idea. SAC employees have

resisted several attempts at organi-

zation in spite of a sympathetic

employer".

So maybe it's something for you

to do when you finally get control of

the university. Until then, it's not a

problem that will overwhelm you.

But it won't go away either. It just

lies there, breathing quietly.

r
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bigot Pargeter tries to wriggle out

The amount of hate mail received in

reply to my letter (Endorsement of

Gerald Dickson - Jan. 20), shows that

many people are either very dumb or

else do not read carefully.

When I read Dickson's original letter,

urging that foreign students not be sup-

ported at Canadian universities and hurl-

ing abuse at student radicals, I was so

shocked and amazed that some reply

seemed necessary. I did not want to dig-

nify Dickson's narrow provincialism and

stupidity with a serious argument, and

thought that heavy sarcasm would suita-

bly expose his ridiculous attitude. I cer-

tainly did not expect that anyone would

take seriously such a suggestion as "a

governing body made up of 80-year-old

grandmothers."

If my remarks offended anyone be-

cause of his unfamiliarity with the Eng-

lish language, I sincerely apologize. To

most, however, I owe no apology: they

simply failed to read beyond the first

two lines.

Tony Pargeter

(ID UCI

"no dust at Old Favourites"

The article BARGAIN BOOK BASE-

MENTS in your November 15th issue

seems to have missed the point entirely

ol what the Search Service is all about.

The author evidently thinks he is sup-

posed to do the work when he says it's

"not for anyone allergic to dust". Our

Search Service is for finding OUT-OF-

PRINT books which we do not have in

our stock. We advertise among second-

hand dealers in Canada, the U.S., and

England. This does not obligate the cus-

tomer in any way If we locate the book

we advise by mail of the price and con-

dition Then the customer decides if the

price and condition are acceptable. It

usually lakes about a month depending

on the book's point of origin. As soon as

the book arrives we mail it to the cus-

tomer or he may pick it up. whichever

he prefers. No dust in that

A more serious error in the article is

thai it completely overlooked two well-

known bookstores in Toronto. One is

quite close to the University — Dora

Hood's Book Room at 34 Ross Street,

and the other Joseph Patrick Books at 7

Wellington Street West — both free of

dust. We hope the writer's research in

his chosen profession increases in depth

with the passing years.
L. Moms

/ want it back

Correct me if I'm wrong, but hasn't

the GSU withdrawn from SAC? What

has happened to our $12 "compulsory'

SAC fee? I want it back.

Anna McG. Fletcher

(Centre for Mediaeval Studies)

The Hoard aj Governors ruled thai indi-

vidual CSV members could withdraw

from SAC on a voluntary basis by not

paving the fee. starling next September

Ed





music
(blues and roots)
Richard P. Havens, 1983, Ritchie Havens, Verve-

Forecast $7.90

Who Knows Where the Time Goes, Judy Collins,

Electra, $3.95

While there is no point in comparing their

styles (as an apple is to an orange, so ...) Ri-

chie Havens and Judy Collins are in the same
sort of public position. They both began singing

folksongs and then branched out, taking with

them a loyal, if small, group of followers. But

outside of the sort of people who call A&A's to

find out when the next album is coming out, they

are pretty well ignored. Pity.

Both had new albums come out just before

Christmas that were lost in the rush to buy the

Beatles' new one ("Maybe the nude picture of

Paul and Yoko is on the inside"! ). Again, pity.

In Havens' case it is understandable, for he is

more of a concert performer than a studio man.
His earlier records told that the style and sense

were there, but it was really a sort of pointing

out — rather deadly, like one of those movies of

a live performance by the Old Vic. The drums
and electric guitars packaged everything too

neatly. In a couple of cuts on Something Else

Again (the second album) the performer came
through, but only on a couple of cuts.

Havens, live, is like the Pied Piper (who mer-

cifully never signed with Columbia. Would that

Leonard Cohen hadn't ). The stooped concentra-

tion, totally inarticulate introductions and wild,

free rhythm shifts on guitar form a kind of vor-

tex. He also has a great ear for lyric meanings,

hearing San Francisco Bay Blues as a blues,

though the rest of the world understands it as a

rag. In the same way he discovered a humane,
sad undercurrent in Dylan's Just Like A Woman.
Any piece Havens plays, becomes unmistakably

his.

His third album (fifth if you count two on

Douglas) comes closest to catching this. Some of

the cuts still sound boxed, but Cohen's Priests,

the Beatles' She's Leaving Home and Havens'

own Prable of Ramon come through with an

almost eerie suggestibility.

The best side is the last—the album contains

two records—recorded in concert. A Little Help

From My Friends just comes off very happy,

which is what it should do. Donovan's Wear Your
Love Like Heaven follows with a headier kind of

celebration. It's a pleasant and interesting com-
bination.

The last track, Shaker Life/Do You Feel Good
reveals Havens' in-person power.

It happens rarely that music becomes compul-

sive for an audience ("Not since the Hallelujah

Chorus has . .
."). I've seen it once, although on

the three or four occasions I've watched Havens,

he has always been skirting on the edge of it.

The Rev. Gary Davis was on stage, several Mari-

posa's back, outside, having performed abomina-

bly several nights previous. (He had been dead
drunk, so the word went.) It had more saddened
than displeased, like watching an old athlete.

(Except that folk fans are less cruel than sports

fans, witness 'the recent response to Johnny

Bower). However by Sunday, the Reverend had

atoned, sobered up and was at his funky best.

During his last number rhythmic hand-clapping

and response singing were happening all over the

audience. Shouting, singing, some crying: all the

features that people find so frighteningly stupid

about a revival meeting. This was not response

that was asked for, as in the old Hootenanny

"Clap now" sign, but something that just had to

come out. And out of white kids, no less.

This exact process is captured, in so far as

tape-recorders can, on the last cut of the Havens

album. Try just listening to the audience. Al-

though, once I made that recommendation to a

friend who said, "I am the audience", and I had

to slink back to the kitchen to make coffee.

REVIEW 2

As free as Havens' sound is, Judy Collins' is

perfected. Her last album, Wildflowers made a

beautiful foil for Magical Mystery Tour, Their

Satanic Majesties' Request, the Doors and the

other always-played-ones of a year ago. It was
like Bach after Beethoven. The sound was as

meticulous as Czech glasswork.

Collins' voice itself is exceptionally clear (none

of the tiring wispyness of Joan Baez or the strain

of Joni Mitchell), a sort of common denominator

of songs. She changes very little, or perhaps one

should say very subtly, and still sounds right by

the mood of each piece. Like Havens, she also

has exquisite taste, or at least taste that some-

how agrees precisely with my own.

Who Knows Where The Time Goes, the new
album, is a substantial change from Wildflowers.

It fulfills the second, more violent promise of In

My Life, a very ambivalent collection of the deli-

cate (Suzanne, the arrangement of Tom Thumb's
Blues) and the rough (Weill-Brecht's Pirate Jen-

ny, Cohen's Dress Rehearsal Rag). It's as if she

decided, we've done with the sublime, now let's

get down to the erotic.

Joshua Rifkin's baroque orchestrations have

been replaced by a small rock band and even a

taste of the new country sound that is cropping

up everywhere. Mercifully, this rockj group real-

izes its purpose is to accompany: to provide hard

rhythm, nice bridge passages, and otherwise,

stay the hell out of the way.

Fortunately, the same lyric taste that distin-

guished good ornate verse from flowery crap has

sorted out the powerfully simple from the mun-
dane. Witness, from the album:

The door it opened slowly and my father he came

in,

1 was nine years old.

And he said "I've had a vision and you know
I'm strong and holy,

I must do what I've been told.

So we started up the mountain.

He was running I was walking

And his 'axe was made of gold.

( Cohen!

We parted so hard,

me rushing round Britain with a guitar,

making love to people

I didn't even like to see.

Oh, I would think of you,

yes I mean in the sick sad morning,

and in the lonely midnight,

try and hold your /ace before me.

(Robin Williamson, the Incredible String Band]

These are all songs of experience, and one

misses the innocence of Wildflowers. But then

one can always put Wildflowers above it on the

changer, which is probably what the gods meant
for us to do.

However, if you are still looking for a synthes-

is, there is a remark she made once to one of

those magazines for hip teenage girls (Eye,

Cheetah or the like). The question was "What is

the first thing you would do if you were elected

President?", and she replied, "I'd appoint Leon-

ard Cohen Minister of Defence", which sums
things up pretty well.

—bob bossin



muddy at the rock
Kneeling on the floor of a hot theater with a couple of

thousand other people is hardly a good way to enjoy anything,
but it did little to diminish the effect of Muddy Water's band
at the Rock Pile last Saturday night.

I hadn't realized what a solid following Muddy Waters has
in this town. The place was packed and there was a healthy
line around the corner outside. With virtually no advertising,
there must have been a lot of talk about the show to get that
sort of crowd. And the performance was well worth the crush
and the heat.

Muddy Waters is without a rival in the blues world in his

ability to put together great bands. He has long had one of the
best band pianists in the business in the person of his half
brother Otis Spann, but aside from Spann, the personnel fre-

quently changes. At the moment, Peewee Madison is playing
the second guitar, Paul Oscher is the harmonica player, the

rhythm section is Sonny Wimberley on bass and Willie Smith,
drums, and of course there is Otis Spann on piano or organ.

Most of these musicians have played Chicago style blues for

many years. Peewee Madison in particular has been a mem-
ber of many good groups. Paul Oscher is too young to have
been playing for very long, but he has obviously listened hard

to the harmonica of James Cotton, and he turns out a good
enough replica to fit into a tight band.

Muddy Waters himself is a man of style There's none of

the forced bluesmanship that some of the stars display, espe-

cially on the road. He just stands up and plays his music, and
when the mood is on him, it's the best blues you can hope to

find He doesn't need to add anything in the hope of creating

excitement He's the acknowledged master and his stage pres-

ence shows all the dignity of that position.

Buddy Guy is said to play his blues straight when he's in

Chicago, although he adds a measure of what looks like stage

blues fervor at the Riverboat. When he joined the band at the

Rock Pile during the first set and played first guitar while

Muddy sang, he toned down his approach and just provided

some good solid backing If you listened carefully, you could

hear that he was playing some beautiful music, but there was
none of the dazzling guitar work he knows how to turn on.

I think that for the most part the largely white audiences

which the blues bands play to on the road are much more at-

tuned to the music now than they were a few years ago. This

is due partly to Muddy Waters' success and partly to the large

number of imitative pop-blues groups, and I think that more
of the blues singers should become aware of the fact and just

stick to playing the music There was certainly nothing last

Saturday to indicate that the crowd at the Rock Pile would

have been any more enthusiastic if Muddy Waters had lept

about. They loved it just the way it was.

peter hatch

VANTE GARDE AVANTE GARDE
DISCOTHEQUE DISCOTHEQUE

964-1311 992 BAY ST. OPP. "SUTTON PLACE" 964-1311

. DECORATED IN THE STYLE OF AN ENGLISH

COUNTRY HOME

. QUIET AREAS FOR CIVILIZED CONVERSATION

. OPEN SUNDAYS - CLOSED MONDAYS

MOVIES INCLUDING!!!

• HORROR
. W.C. FIELDS

. LAUREL & HARDY
. CAPT. VIDEO

. GRETA GARBO
. VALENTINO

. AL CAPONE
. ABBOT & COSTELLO

. MANY MORE!!!

•ENTHUSIAST" CHOSEN "SOUNDS" FOR THAT "FAT-

SOUND FOR DANCING!

RHYTHM AND BLUES & MOVIES ALL HAPPENING

TOGETHER!!!!!!

ENGLISH DESIGNED, OWNED & OPERATED.

'EVERYBODY GO's TO

992 BAY STREET

DARLING!

*ct Phone 964-1331

.....
*

Concert W ith The

RHINOCEROS & STITCH IN TYME
1 pm & 3 pm

Burton Auditorium. York University

Sat. Jan. 25 Adm. $2.00

8 PM

CLASSICS FOUR
in the

Pete Mekensv Bldg., York University

Sat. Jan. 25 Adm. $2.00

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday January 28 4 pm

CONVOCATION HALL
agenda includes discussion of recent G.S.U. reports, budget modifications

to finance the bar, constitution amendment (to permit Graduate Council

members to vote on the Executive), elections to two executive positions,

and the President's Report.

Free beer and cheeze after meeting

REVIEW 3



film
whimsical scattertail
The press release says

"Joanna" is a film about to-

day, about a beautiful young

girl, a strange creature of

whim and imagination, with a

relentless desire to escape

from the harshness of life."

In other words, it's one more
movie about "Swinging Lon-

don". Joanna is the modern

woman, better called a scat-

tertail than a scatterbrain.

The question the movie poses

is whether a sweet, 18 year

old English profligate from

the Royal Academy of Art

can find fulfillment as the

true love of a tough but to-his-

own-self-true swinger from

Sierra Leone.

The greatest entertainment

experience which can be had

is open to those with enough

money to exist as hippies.

This elite of the moneyed

upper middle classes is able

to partake of all the psycho-

logical, sensuous, and sensual

pleasures that are available.

Joanna is such a hippy, or

flower child; the rest of us

live vicarious hippy lives by

either paying a two dollar

escape fee at the movies, or

slipping an occasional dime

to the nearest pusher.

Joanna retails all the fa-

vourite current myths, as

well as some of the more

classic ones, including a cyni-

cal but true artist who is

awaiting his big break in art,

a dying, heart-and-pocket-of-

gold nobleman who has fig-

ured out what life is all

about: lovers in expensive

foreign cars (Iso Grifo),

posh, top-of-the-town apart-

ments, and anonymous rustic

retreats.

The only innovation in

Joanna is the genteel crossing

of the colour barrier, which

provides the audience with

the chance to push their sex-

ual daydreams to the last

unexplored frontiers. But it's

none of your Uncle Sidney

Poitier, sexy as deodorant

sex; this is sexy as Playboy

cum Lady's Home Journal

living for modern swingers.

The flavours are the same;

only the names have been

changed to dupe the innocent.

We have already satiated our

sexual imaginations with

nymphets and teenyboppers

in Lolita and Candy, older

women in The Graduate, with

German shepherds (four-

legged) in 491. Boston Stran-

gler gave you a chance to kill

for the psychosis of killing,

and I Love You, Alice B. Tok-

las let even the biggest

squares drop out. Where do

we go from here?

Perhaps, follow the lead of

home movie-makers every-

where and record, each of us,

our own dreams. Norman
Mailer has made something

called Moonstone, which is

his personal fantasy along the

lines of "if I were the Presi-

CLASSIFIED
OANCE featuring "Trie Rifkin" Saturday

January 25 New College Dining Hall.

SI 25 per person

IT'S HAPPENING at Convocation Hall

Jan, 27th to 31st. everyday at 1 00 p.m.

— Who is This Jesus lecture series by

Rev Dick Lucas ol London. England.

LUDWIG DRUMS — for sale, complete

set including 2 cymbals, high hat. stool.

Reasonable price. Phone Craig at 445-

8926 after 6:30 p.m.

$5,00 for every experienced worked you
send to us who qualifies and completes

one assignment. Call Mrs Petersen 923
9607

TYPISTS OR CLERK with three sum
mers office experience Work part-time

for 1 or 2 days a week For appointment

call. Mrs Petersen 923-9607

OKI OKI OKI So once you've seen the

Electric Circus, don't forget the "Brown

ings has just opened opposite Sutton

Place' at 992 Bay St and in our own
subtle way we have jusl as much to of-

ferMM

APARTMENT TO RENT — sell-con-

tained. 3 rooms, clean Very close to

campus Available Feb 1st Call 635-

2 775

HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY happy happy

happy happy happy happy happy happy

happy happy happy happy happy happy

happy happy birthday. Juliet

STEREO BUFF? Must sell Fisher 175-T

Stereo AM FM Receiver Four months

old Will sacrifice for $32500 Please

call John Fox at 923-2522 (leave mes
sage).

SKI — Queen's— U of T group go\ng to

Sutton. PO in study week Feb. 17-22

$68 00 includes 5 nights hotel. 5 day lift

ticket Complete private bus service Call

Dan at 922 2274 after 7 00 pm Guys

and gals needed
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EUROPE '69 — Jli flight to Europe
leaves Toronto to London. May 30 and
returns London to Toronto Sept. 4. Tele-

phone Mr Campus Travel at 368-6918
any time

MOTORING TO MONTREAL for week-

end. Jan 31 — Feb 2 with room for

one or two Reply to Box 80, Varsity,

c/o 91 St George St.. Toronto 5. Ont.

SINGLE ROOM, near Summerhill Sub-

way, cooking facilities Do whBt you

want if you don't wreck the place. Fur-

nished or unfurnished Parking, extension

telephone Phone 964-9050

WANTED — Fr Tutor 922-6076

PARTIES? DANCES? MEETINGS? II

you're looking for a place to have one of

the foregoing, give us a call after 6

We're on campus. 62 11 399

HUGH HEFFNER can't scrape up the

cash IS39 50) (or our Ml Tremblant-Villa

Bellevue Swing-N-Ski weekend (Jan 31)

It you think you can. call 239-6569.

THE "BELLY-BUTTON" Coffee Shop
— Friday and Saturday — 10 p.m. — 1

am> — featuring John Chester at New
College. Brave enough to show your but-

ton? You could win $101

POETS — ACTORS — GUITARISTS
etc. Please contact "Brownings" opp
Sutton Place' 992 Bay St., 964 1331.

as we have an idea for an 'avanie garde'

evening a week

RODNEY thanks for a super time at

"Brownings'' I didn't know whether to

dance first or watch the WC Fields &
Lauiel & Hardy moviesll

FOR SALE, used typewriter. Smith Co
rona silent super. portable, steel construe

lion, beige finish, matching steel case

with lock new condition Best offer.

920-3382. 241 6736 evening. Peter

dent of the U.S.A.", in 25,000

feet of film or less, just fill in

the blank frames.

Joanna tries a little too

hard for the sweet-sour wist-

ful air of a fresh young girl's

initiation into the realities of

life, realities being things

which are not fun, not even

un-fun, or a drag, but simply

painful. Joanna is like uptem-

po, up-dated Judy Garland,

though Joanna herself, played

by Genevieve Waite, does not

have that ponderous "love me

or you hurt me" air which I

have always associated with

old Judy. Joanna has the con-

tentment of an automaton,

doing what she does best in

the best of all possible beds,

getting caught by the occa-

sional wife and slapped

around by the odd square

boyfriend who believes in

excess but with only one per-

son at a time.

However, this innocent

time cannot last, as two of

Joanna's friends are addicted

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Sunday, January 26th - Great Hall - 8:30 P.M.

Conductor

BOYD NEEL

CIORAL PRELUDES J.S. BACH

CANTATA NO. 82

Soloist: Gary Relyea

RICERCARE FROM MUSICAL OFFERING

CANTATA NO. 32

Soloists: Mary Lou Fallis

Gary Relyea 1

STUDENTS: SI .50 OTHERS: $3.00

to some freak trip called

thinking, and they do a fine

job of complicating her sim-

ple life.

One of these two is Lord

Peter Sanderson, played by

Donald Sutherland, a person

so nice, simple, and helpful,

that he restores your faith in

humanity, until you leave the

theatre.

The pleasant escapism is

marred by the mawkish senti-

ment of the last third of the

film, which only goes-to show

that Joanna would make a

wonderful opera, especially in

Italian, which we wouldn't

understand.

—kaspars dzeguze

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilrs Tins and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S

546 Yonge St. 922-3141



fine, art
Perhaps one summer you've

been up north enjoying the
weather and the water sports.

Then some guy next to you
leans over and shouts in

your ear: "It's a nice day!"

Perhaps you've been in bed
with someone and your part-

ner shouts in your ear': "This
is fun!"

Perhaps you've had a par-

ent die and one of your rela-

tives comes up and says:

"Your poor mother is dead!
It's very sad!"

Perhaps you've read one of

my art columns and then

gone to see the show re-

viewed and you've heard me
shout in your ear: "This is

good! You're enjoying it!"

Lately I've been struck with

the futility of telling people

(assuming that they listen)

what's what in art or anything.

What's the point of saying

"painter X has 12 good can-

vasses in this show and 12 poor

ones", ".
. . subtle distortions

of time and space make advan-

tageous use of the resultant

textural anomalies . .
.",

"painter X was born in 1936"?

Being an inveterate gal-

lery-goer, I lept at the chance

of being opinionated in an art

column, but it has worked a

subtle change on my visits.

Instead of going to galleries

to enjoy, I now go to galleries

to decide whether or not I

should enjoy. And when I

leave I'm faced with the

problem of finding the right

words to shout in your ear

with.

This is not to say that art

criticism should not exist.

There is good and bad in art;

everyone agrees to that. We
just disagree about which

paintings belong to which

group. Furthermore, art his-

torians have pointed out the

fact that the public has to be

continually re-educated to

SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long distance

vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be

free to travel both in Canada

& U.S. THIS IS NOT A

FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person.

SATURDAYSONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Or..

WEST HILL,

(end of Lawrence Bus Line)

new ways of seeing; artists

are notoriously reluctant to

do this, so the job falls to

critics.

Earlier this week I went

down to see "Three by No-

land — Three By Stella" at

the AGO. One of the paintings

by Kenneth Noland, called

"Resta", is eight feet high

and 30 feet long. It is all hori-

zontal lines of pale acrylic

colours. In the past I have

contemptuously dismissed

such simple works as fraud;

this time I finally saw what

artists are getting at when
they create these giant

shapes.

But how to express it? A
little grey picture instead of

a written review? An exhor-

tation for you to go and see

it? I didn't and don't know.

In the future I am turning

this column into a forum, a

place for examining art criti-

cism instead of art itself. I

have invited artists, fine art ideas published here too if

students and art critics to you think you can show me a

express their views here, way out of my dilemma

You're welcome to have your mik* kesterton

The Old Wives Tale
By George Peele
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burton and tinkletoy
Gary Burton looks like a

sort of hip General Custer,

thrusting his left leg out be-

hind him as he fends off a

toothless Sitting Bull. Bur-

ton's long hair is artfully ar-

ranged so that it will fall in

front of his eyes, giving him
the chance to make the gra-

cious little gesture of flinging

it back. He wears the very

latest vines, don't you know
(a black Nehru suit with a

gold medallion), and sports a

nice mustache. He is very

hip. Just like his fans.

Actually, you know, it

wasn't so long ago that Bur-

ton was a rather creepy look-

ing, teenage prodigy. With his

enormous spectacles and his

very eager, scrubbed face, he

looked like the class

brain/brown. But now the

new image Burton has ar-

rived in a very big way
(number one in down beat

this year) and instead of ap-

pearing eager for praise, he

now appears very self-impor-

tant and certain that he is

going to get what he wants.

Now that the personal

abuse is out of the way, we
can mention that Burton is

extremely proficient at his

instrument, which happens to

be the tinkletoy (known in

certain concentric circles as

vibes.) Other vibists have

expressed admiration and
even awe for his musical

ability. Particularly remark-
able is his simultaneous use

of four mallets.

But of course the reason

that a large number of people

are excited about him has

less to do with how musical

he is than with the fact that

for a while he had a guitar

player called Larry Coryell in

his group. Coryell was pre-

viously in a rock band. When
he joined Burton's group,

people said, "Oh, how mar-
vellous. Now we are going to

witness the fusion of rock and

jazz which is the very latest

thing, after all. How exciting

and groovy it will all be —
boundaries will disappear,

and all things will merge into

a new kind of music which

will not be hung up on struc-

tures, definitions, and other

mean and wicked instruments

of repression."

Well, all that happened,

really, was that Burton

played his jazz and Coryell

played his rock guitar, and

there they were on the same
stage together. Nonetheless,

even with Coryell's depar-

ture, the group has been

hailed as the "most signifi-

cant group in jazz today."

But there just isn't any

reason to believe this hail

(which is now on view in the

glass case in front of the Co-

lonial, where, coincidentally,

the Burton four are playing

otinwrer

mm?rf
-1

THI MOST SIGNIFICANT JAZZ
GROUP TODAY

NOW PLA YING
8 PM - 1 AM NITELY

COLONIAL TAVERN
203 YONGE ST.
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for a couple of weeks.) In

fact, although the music is

pleasant enough, there is

very little that is exceptional

about it. "Mellifluous stuff,"

as the New Yorker tags Bur-

ton's music, seems a fair

description.

Of course, all the musi-

cians are very capable; but

almost all well known jazz-

men today are expert practi-

tioners on their instruments.

So where do you go from
there?

The general sense one has

of this music is of something

rather light and insubstantial,

wafting vaguely over one's

head. There are not many
hard edges, nor is there a

sharply defined structure

wherein all the airily drifting

sounds can fit. Of course it is

very difficult to improvise an

inevitable sequence of notes.

Yet when a truly great jazz-

man plays, he does create a

feeling of inevitability, of

each note being in exactly the

right place by itself, and of

all the notes forming an ine-

dance
BAND:

'THE UNDERGRADS'

L

FRIDAY
JANUARY 24th

33 ST. GEORGE

ONLY $1.00 ADMISSION

—photo by balex

luctable structure.

Of course there are a lot of

people around these days who
have the notion that all struc-

ture is evil. I suspect that, to

some extent anyway. Burton

is one of these. But when this

notion is put into practice, a

music results which is just

hazy and which merely
washes over you, almost
without your awareness.

But there they were, down
at the Colonial, thinking it

was just the greatest thing in

years. One wonders if, had

Burton not employed Coryell

the rocker for a while, and

had he not become hip, would

anyone have noticed him at

jack mccaffrey

INSANITY

'69'

JAN. 27 - FEB. 3
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books
Miami and the Siege of Chi-
cago, by Norman Mailer,
New American Library, $ .95

For those who conceive of
Norman Mailer as nothing
more than the purveyor of
four letter words, Miami and
the Siege of Chicago comes
as something of a surprise. In
a combination of restraint
and rather unusual percep-
tion, Mailer sees and de-
scribes America as a schizo-
phrenic's nightmare.

Despite the radical differ-

- ences in the political conven-
tions of Miami and Chicago,
Mailer is able to draw a
startling amount of parallel-

ism between the two conven-
tions.

The same feeling of hope-

lessness that pervades Rocke-
feller's futile bid for the nom-
ination is felt with Mc-
Carthy's. The hint of fail-

ure in Rocky's campaign
speeches, the irrelevance of

his pre-convention bash are
all too well mirrored in Mc-
Carthy's frustrated taciturni-

ty and lack of emotion. And
naturally enough, Nixon's and
Humphrey's respective victo-

ries are based on the same
discordancy (there's no other

word for it) of the electorate.

As Mailer tersely observes:

"In America the uniform
always finished first, the pro-

duction expert second and
Christ was welcome to come
in third."

Mailer dwells at considera-

ble length on the roots of con-

temporary Republicanism," a

party with a philosophy rath-

er than a program." The
American faith mystique, the

heritage of the American
middle-class are as familiar

to readers of Sinclair Lewis
as apple pie and baseball.

The feeling of impending
doom is always felt first by
those most severly affected,

those too atrophied to bend
and yet too hopeful to change.
The philosophy is culminated
in Miami by the revival of

that long-standing hope of a

save-the-land - America-first

leader who will unerringly
lead the flock back to Jesus-
land.

In the second half of the
book the leader, like the
rights in the Declaration of
Independence, becomes self-
evident - disguised with
crash-helmets, police badges
and embodies in the jowls of
Richard Daley. Mailer's de-
scription of the riots them-
selves, a mixture of his own
and others' observations, il-

lustrates one of the basic
conclusions of Republican, or
rather American philosophy.
The police-mania in the

Great American City is as
much a result of the Ameri-
can cult as the air exuded by
the Republican fat-cats ".

. .

in the maintenance of the
muscles of the mouth forever
locked in readiness to bite the
tough meat of resistance. . . .

loins and mind cut away
from each other by some
abyss between navel and
hip."

The second logical conclu-

sion is the attitude of prop-

erty. Everything, it seems, is

negotiable, from basic human
emotions to delegates' votes.

The synthesis of politics and
property is a fact that every

politician becomes grudgingly

aware of, especially if he

does not have access to any.

And so we have Hubert Hora-

tio. In contrast, a man like

L.B.J, was all too aware of

the meaning of property and

its importance to others. That

is why after four years of

"creeping Lyndonism" it was
LBJ's convention and that is

why Sweet Hubert was noth-

ing more than Pinnochio's

handservant.

Mailer's discourse on poli-

tics as property is perhaps

the most relevant part of the

book. With property comes

not only power, as opposed to

merely influence and authori-

ty, but equally as important,

the retention of one's own

ego. The human condition is

appropriately summed up by

Mailer: "A politician in

tsucni trouble can give away
the last of his soul in order
not to be forced to witness
how much he has given away
already."

Of the two main protagon-
ists. Humphrey fares far the
worse. He appears as one all

too anxious to kiss Unca'
Baines' feet and herald in

another era of vacuous impo-
tence reminescent of Warren
G. Harding.

Richard Nixon, however,
remains something of an
enigma to Mailer Despite
Nixon's shortcomings there is

a feeling that he just may
have risen above his "tricky-

Dicky ". snake-oil salesman
qualities. After all. "a man
who could produce daughters
like that could not be all

bad."

Mailer's book serves not so

much to illustrate the nature

of American convention be-

haviour as it does to eluci-

date the reasons behind many
American social and political

attitudes Its limitation re-

sides in the fact that it leaves

the reader with a slightly

over-optimistic feeling of

hope in the recuperative
powers of the United States.

The book will, however,
provide an accurate basis for

understanding the thoughts,

policies, and limitations of

America under the new Ad-
ministration It is never dry.

never parochial, and yet ma-
nages to maintain a certain
perspective of objectivity.

I say a "certain perspec-

tive": the book was. after all,

written by Norman Mailer

—joe blankier

O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONGE • TORONTO

363 6633

TWO WEEKS!
JANUARY 27

THROUGH
FEBRUARY 8

R2LT

THEATRE MICKITIES

presents

by
I

SUMMER.

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre
Bay i St. Mary's Sis.

j

Feb. 1.5 .:30 p. M M1M *

EVES 8 30 MATS 7PM
MON TO THURS EVES

$600 $4 50 S3 50 $2 75
FRI & SAT EVES

S7 00. $5 50 $4 25. $3 25
WEONESOAY MATINEES
$4 50 S3 50 $2 75, $2 00
SATURDAY MATINEES

$5 00 $4 00 $3 00 $2 26

SPECIAL STUDENT
PRICES

WEDNESDAY MATINEES 2 PM
$2 50. $2 00. $1 65. St 25

SATURDAY MATINEES 2PM
$2 75 $2 25 $1 75, $1 40

Charcoal-Broiled Suiting STEAKS
Served in Burgundy Wine

and lucculent ROAST BEEF
Entertainment niiely m the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE &
8AR

Appearing Nitoly J Boyle

Steele
1

!

TAVERN RESTAURANT
EM 8-5180 349 YONGE S.
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its a

way oflife

A soft appealing way of

looking. A warm gentle way of

acting. Sometimes serene.

Sometimes mystical. The way
of woman is always enchanting

And that's the way It should

be. Every day of the month.

That's why Tampax tampons

are such an important part

of so many women's lives.

They assure a discreet,

feminine answer to those

problem days of the month.

Tampax tampons are

internally worn. Nothing

shows Even under the

daintiest little slip of a dress.

You don't know it's there.

And Tampax tampons are

safe. Made of soft, lightly

compressed pure surgical

cotton. Easily used. Simple to

dispose of. Applicator and all.

You stay your freshest because

there's no odor. You stay your

feminine best because there's

no worry.Tampax tampons.

For the woman who enjoys

being a woman.

TAMPAX
SANITARY PROTECTION WORM INTERNALLY
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the naked truth
The Doukhobors, by George
Woodcock & Ivan Avakumov-
ic, Oxford. $7.50.

Anyone who has been ac-

quainted with the Doukhobors
knows they are much more
than the occasional sensation-

al reports in the public press

make them out to be. Most
important, most Doukhobors
are ardent pacifists, not the

terrorists that one is often

led to believe. It is for cap-

turing this quality that

George Woodcock and Ivan

Avakumovic are to be most
commended.
Doukhobor history has

known no shortage of hard-

ships. Governments consider

their refusal to submit to any
hierarchichal authority a

threat to their existence;

their reaction to sects such

as the Doukhobors has been
characterized by insecurity

and panic.

The Doukhobors have also

suffered from weak, and
sometimes corrupt leader-

ship. The most notable pro-

gress of the Doukhobor com-
munities has generally been

under the rule of a few strong

and effective leaders.

The entire history of the

Doukhobors is one of conflict

with governments both here

and in tsarist Russia. With
the possible exception of the

ultra-liberal (for his time)
Tsar Alexander I (1801-25) no
national leader, Russian or
Canadian, has shown any
understanding of the Doukho-
bors.

Added to the problems of

unpredictable tsarist poli-

cies, and ineffective leader-

ship among the Doukhobors
themselves, are those of peri-

odic Doukhobor migrations
which have been frequent
since 1800. They were re-

quired to till previously un-

tamed land which even after

clearing would provide for

only the most menial exist-

ence. It is to the credit of the

Doukhobors, that they have
on each of these forced occa-

sions been able to find the

spirit and unity to set them-
selves anew with vigour to

rebuilding their lives from
nothing.

The story of the Doukhobor
migration to Canada is as
exciting an adventure as any
they have undertaken in their

history. The list of people
who assisted with the Dou-
khobor migration is an
impressive one: Lev Tolstoy,

the novelist; George Cad-
bury, the chocolate manufac-

Export'A"

REGULAR AND KINGS

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

FILMS
Films of geological, and general interest will be
shown every Friday.

Locality: Mining Building, Room 128

Time: I to 2 p.m.

Bring your lunch.

Watch the 'Here and Now' column for titles.

turer, and Peter Kropotkin,

the anarchist. Woodcock is

able to view this unusual

migration with the eyes of an
uninvolved outsider, and to

display a hindsight not avail-

able to previous histories.

It is in dealing with the

conflicts with Canadian gov-

ernment and civilization that

Woodcock most excels, as he

can draw upon twenty years

direct experience with the

Doukhobors.

The first of these conflicts

is the question of swearing
allegiance to the crown. The
swearing of allegiance to any
country is quite contrary to

the religious tenets of the

Doukhobors, and was one of

their reasons for their con-

flict with the government of

Russia.

Woodcock also tries to ex-

plain some of the more unor-

thodox activities of the vocal

minorities among the Dou-
khobors. Among these are the

nude marches (which were
never undertaken before their

coming to Canada, and which,
contrary to popular belief,

have taken place in the mid-
dle of winter), the burnings,

the failure to observe regis-

tration laws, and the fre-

TUTORS NEEDED!

ALL SUBJECTS. WRITE,
GIVING NAME. ADDRESS AND
PHONE NUMBER, COURSE
AND YEAR, AND SUBJECT(S)
YOU WISH TO TUTOR.

P.O. Box 455,

WILLOWOALE

WHO IS THIS JESUS SERIES
Monday 27 - Why Bother Me Now?

Tuesday 28 - Why Jesus?

Wednesday 29 - The End of Optimism.

Thursday 30 - The Dying God.

Friday 3( - The Way to Personal Experience.

Place: CONVOCATION HALL
ime 1:00 pm speaker: Rev. Dick Lucas

quently chaotic question of

their own leadership.

A few words should be said

about the state of Doukhobor-
ism today. It has never really

recovered from the depres-

sion. Since then the toll of

social assimilation has been
evident, even among the most
ardent fanatics. Neither the

present leader of the Ortho-
dox Doukhobors (Union of

Spiritual Communities of

Christ), John J. Verigin, nor
his son and probable succes-

sor, appear to have the cha-

risma that will again make
the Doukhobors a proud inde-

pendent and idealistic people.

The independent Doukhobors
have long been assimilated,

and have completely fallen

prey to the materialism they

once abhorred. Even the Sons
of Freedom are rapidly losing

the vigour that once made
them the most obstinate pro-

ponents of the Doukhobors'

ideals.

The study of the struggles

of the Doukhobors is valuable

to more people than those

who simply prefer to call

themselves historians or stu-

dents of religious sects. It is

also of value to the pacifist

revolutionary who seeks to

hostile environment. In this

regard, the centuries long
experience of the Doukhobors
is an inspiration to the true

revolutionary who maintains
his struggle for what he feels

to be right without being af-

fected by his numerous de-

feats.

In 1965 when I heard that

Woodcock was going to be
doing a major work on the

Doukhobors, I was already
pleased with his approach in

the small amount he has al-

ready written on the subject,

and I looked forward to

seeing his book. Now that it

is out, even those expecta-

tions have been surpassed. In

his preface he writes, "The
history of the Doukhobors
therefore alerts us to the ex-

istence of an element in

common between past auto-

cracies and modern democra-
cies, which makes them, in

some eases at least, share
the same enemies." In the

course of the book this point

is amply illustrated. It sur-

passes anything written pre-

viously on the Doukhobors,
and upholds its claim to be
the definitive work on the

subject. I would highly rec-

ommend it to anyone.
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CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
tot Campus Travel Programme 1969 which includes:

(i) Jamaica '69 ( 8 days jet (light, hotel, MAP & many extras $299) flights

leaving Apr. 26, May 3 & May 10, male or female.

(ii) Europe - Jet flight only 13 wks. only S199. OR Jet flight (13 wks.) and

Auto Tour (9 wks.) - Total Price S565.

Students interested in being travel representatives at University of Toronto

please write or telephone Ml. Campus Representatives Ltd. 107 Jarvis Street

Toronto 2, 368-6918. Earn trips for yourself or excellent commissions.
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Interested about the Middle East Crisis!!

ALFRED M. LILIENTHAL
Author, Lecturer & Expert on Middle East.

On A Canadian Lecture Tour

To Call for New Policy Towards

Arab - Israeli Conflict

will be on U of T Campus on JAN. 21 1:00 - 2:00 P.M.

33 St. George

All Welcome



• film-theatre
pretty poison perkin's performance paralells psychoPretty Poison (Pretty Poison (opening
Jan. 29th at the EgUnton) has
had a brief but rather inter-
esting history. Ready for re-
lease last summer, it was
reportedly shelved because of
the King and Kennedy assas-
sinations and the ensuing
public outcry against the use
of violence by the mass me-
dia. Then, in November, with

# an ad campaign along the
lines of one of those "I
Nymphed for the Hell's An-
gels" items generally
churned out by the gnomes at
American International, it

was flogged indiscriminately

via the multiple theatre cir-

cuit - usually to die an unnat-
ural death after one week.
That was the case in Toronto.

The reason it is coming
back complete with new ad
policy is due largely to the

praise it received from a
small but increasingly in-

fluential claque of New York
critics who, in an unusual

move, made special note of

the movie's bone-headed pub-

licity - the distributor's fail-

ure to understand what he
was distributing. Last year
this group performed similar
word of mouth resuscitation
on Bonnie and Clyde which,
in its earliest release dates!
threatened to wither on the
vine, especially after a thun-
derous condemnation from
01' Bosley Crowther, at that
time still sending down tab-
lets from his lofty summit at
the New York Times.

Pretty Poison, is in neither
the artistic nor the potential

commercial league of Bonnie
and Clyde. It is, though, an
uncommonly good little black
comedy - a mixture of
O.Henry, Alfred Hitchcock
and Max Schulman - told with
deftness and economy by
Noel Black, a young Ameri-
can director making his fea-

ture film debut. If it were
foreign it would be called an
'art' film. Because it's Amer-
ican and has as its principals

Anthony Perkins and Tuesday
Weld it falls into a kind of

categorical limbo and, hence,

could be - and was - conven-

iently ignored.

Perkins is cast as a youth
who is living continually in
his own fantasy world. The
opening sequences of the film
establish that he has skipped
parole from the asylum
where he was quartered and
has found himself a job work-
ing for a dye manufacturer in

a small Massachusetts town.
Here he encounters and be-
comes entranced by the nu-
bile and apparently ingenuous
drum majorette played by
Tuesday Weld. After convinc-
ing her that he is working for

the C.I. A. and that his em-
ployer is part of an alien plot

to pollute the rivers of Amer-
ica, they happily set about
planning to sabotage the dye
plant.

Unhappily for Perkins, she
takes the whole charade in

deadly earnest. When they
are discovered by the com-
pany night-watchman, little

Sue Ann, as she's called,

gives him a lethal whack on
the head with the nearest

available wrench. And, as the

story progresses, she bags
yet another victim, this one
closer to home. The fascina-
tion of the film is in watching
this subtle reversal of roles
Perkins had been the instiga-

tor and taken the lead, but he
is supplanted by Sue Ann who
shows how childish his game
was. The ironic, nicely nasty,

ending while not obvious is

fairly predictable

This is a fragile little story
which, with lesser skills could
have missed badly That it

did not is a credit to Black
and screenwriter Lorenzo
Semple Jr., who sustains
beautifully a balance between
the elements of tension and
satire.

Perkins turns in his best

work since Psycho. His per-

formance in the initial se-

quences is crucial as he must
establish strongly this addled

and boyish fantasy world for

the necessary contrast later

on with that of Miss Weld,

who is moving in an entirely

different orbit. Unlike Per-

kins. Tuesday Weld has al-

ways been under rated There
is her ridiculous name and
her precocious, gurgly. Be-
bop acting style which
she so effectively employed
(perhaps unintentionally) as
the redoubtable Thalia Men-
ninger on the Dobie Gillis

series. She still retains traces
of these earlier days, but now
you have the feeling that she
controls the affectation more
than the other way around.

Her forte is the Ail-Ameri-
can chick. The good' girl

posing as the 'nice' girl.

Rumpled bed-sheets and a
Dr. Pepper. Tops in her Bible

class but better in the hay.

Ambitious and rather de-
vious Nabokov wrote a book
about this singularly Ameri-
can creature as did. on a
lesser level Terry Southern.
Tuesday Weld has been the
only actress so far, I think,

who's been able to capture in

a performance the satirical

qualities which they de-
scribed

— john lownsbrough

beware surprise birthday parties
Some years ago - no-one is

quite sure how, the adjective

6 'Pinteresque' crept into the

English language. It became
a handy catch word for thea-

tre critics and pseudo-intel-

lectuals to hang on anything

strange, bizarre or just plain

incomprehensible in the mod-
ern theatre of the absurd.

And every once in a while it's

refreshing to get back to this

fellow Harold Pinter who
started it all, and see just

what it was that he started.

The U. of T. Alumni group

down at the Coach House are

giving us just such an oppor-

tunity this week in their pro-

duction of The Birthday Par-

ty one of Pinter's earlier

works.

I could not in all truthful-

ness attempt to figure out the

mechanics of Pinter's dra-

mas. Judging from the way

| Pinter has been praised,

damned, interpretted and

generally misunderstood the

method to his madness must

remain a mystery. What he

aims at essentially is the glo-

rification of the ordinary

man. Any average Joe placed

in the proper situation can be-

come a great tragic figure

who inspires terror and pity

in the audience. Pinter's

Birthday Party provides just

si ... a situation.

Petey and Meg are an ordi-

nary couple at a British sea-

side resort. He is a deck-

chair attendant on the beach,

she runs a boarding house

k which never has any board-

era. Their daily routines are

ordinary, their conversations

are ordinary - in short they

are ordinary. Stanley, who is

the birthday boy, (and the

only other resident of the

boarding house,) is not really

ordinary, but we're never

quite sure what is wrong with

him. He seems to have most

of the standard delusions,

neuroses and Freudian hang-u

ps which we associate with

modern society. But he

seems to be harmless. The

setting is realistic, everyday

and well within our realm of

experience. The arrival of

two new borders, McCann
and Goldberg, (funny he

didn't look it.) catapult the

world of reality into a realm

somewhere beyond. No-one

knows where they came
from, no-one knows why they

have come. They are not cra-

zy, (although that's the first

thing that comes to your

mind,) they are terrifying

and bizarre. The suggestion

to throw a surprise party for

Stanley, (he claims it isn't

even his birthday) ushers us

into a surrealistic and terri-

fying experience. Together

with Meg and Lulu, the girl

next door. Goldberg and

McCann isolate Stanley, vic-

timize him and play several

party games which produce

the most startling results.

The boarders leave as mys-

teriously as they came and

one is never quite sure

whether the whole thing ever

happened or not.

The Coach House produc- 1

tion, directed by Herbert

Whittaker comes quite close

to the proper mixture of the

real and surreal. Unfortu-

nately I attended the dress

rehearsal which was beset

with interruptions, but I sus-

pect that when the wrinkles

are removed the production

flows quite well. The scenes

of reality which flank the

party are hum-drum, but the

party itself, played by a fine

cast is a gripping piece of

theatre. Neville Dawkins and

Michael Polley as the board-

ers catch most of the spirit of

the lightning dialogue which
is the essence of Pinter's gen-
ius. Ian Orr as Petey only has

to shuffle on the stage and
give a sad look to be a hit,

but his skilful portrayal of

the average man' is a start-

ling contrast to the bizarre

actions of the others. Robert
McKenna as Stanley, the boy
who doesn't have a very hap-

py birthday is superb in his

role. Disillusioned and mili-

tant at first, he becomes a

tragic everyman figure

whose suffering is portrayed

in his every action.

At times the production

lags; most of the time it

moves at a vigorous pace.

Sometimes it is so vigorous

that one fears that the rather

flimsy set is going to fall to

pieces. It would be a shame
if it did, because it would
spoil what could be a fine

theatrical evening

Plays such as Pinter's

Birthday Party have set a
much imitated but seldom
understood pattern in theatre

today. I do enjoy Pinter; I

don't understand him. but I

will in the future beware of

surprise birthday parties.

— lorne fienberg
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Editor Michael Ignatieff Assistant Rod Mickleburgh

watsUP

MUSIC

Buddy Guy continues

to play over the week-
end at the Riverboat, so

there's still time to

catch one of the great

young Chicago blues-

men. If you want other

blues, you may be able

to catch Lonnie Johnson
at The Gaslight. Give
them a call.

The casual voice on
the Rock Pile telephone

tape says that Rhinocer-

ous appears Saturday
night. Tonight it's some-
body called the Churls
and the house band.
Sunday — ?.

The Colonial has the

modern sounds of vibro-

phonist Gary Burton and
his group. There's dixie-

land at La Maison Dore
tonight, and Art Ayre
and Moe Kaufmann are
on at George's Spaghetti

House for the week.

The Visit, directed by
Henry Tarvainen. will

open tonight in the

church on Glen Morris.

This marks the most
ambitious effort yet to

be undertaken in the

Church theatre, a full

length play with a cast

and crew of close to fif-

ty. Seating is limited, so

come earlv.

Old Wives Tale by

George Peele, directed

by David Blostein and
featuring Jim Morrison
opened last night at Vic

New Academic Building

room 3.

The Coach House
opened last night with
The Birthday Party by
Harold Pinter. It will

play into February. (See

review by Lome Fien-

berg).

Theatre a la Carte,

opens on Jan. 24 at St.

Mikes.

The Fantastiks by
Theatre Mickities opens
Feb. 1 at St. Mikes.

I.h.

Toronto moviehouses
are still choked with

Christmas leftovers,

most of which are worth
missing But if you hav-

en't yet seen Faces, the

film by John (Rose-
mary's Baby) Cassa-
vettes playing at the

New Yorker see it

now, as it may be the

vanguard of a very in-

teresting period for

American film. Faces
examines the almost
wilful fragmentation of

a marriage, treating

characters and events
which have their origins

in many television soaps
and dramas with the

intelligence and sensitiv-

ity which that medium
has always sought to

avoid. The acting is

very good indeed, and

even the secondary
characters are devel-

oped, given dimension
and human form. Faces
seems like a visit to

people you had previous-

ly known from afar,

people you heard much
about, but never had
any reason to believe

the stories told about
them , . .

The Lion in Winter

has been awarded the

appellation Best Pic-

ture of the Year' by the

New York film critics.

No doubt when these

same critics grow up
and leave their provin-

cial home for the big

city, they will look back
upon their decision and
wonder why. The out-

standing feature in Lion
is the acerbic and witty

repartee between King
Henry II (played by
Peter O'Toole, who has
somehow confused Hen-
ry with Papa Heming-
way! and his captive

Queen Eleanor, por-
trayed in all the lavish

excesses of female emo-
tion by Katherine Hep-
burn.

The come-on for Car-

men, Baby calls her the

total female animal'.
Not quite true; animals
aren't so gross, and they

don't find the unusual

uses for Chianti bottles

with foot-long necks that

Carmen does. What else

may happen in the film

I don't know, for I

walked out.
k.d.

ET CETERA

Howard Cronis seems
like an actor doing a

very careful portrayal

of a 'Film-maker', as if

he had appointed him-
self the unofficial 'Di-

rector-in-Residence' at

Victoria College.

But despite this

impression he gives of

merely playing a role,

he is making a film as

systematically as possi-

ble. He is dedicated to

making it good.

The Victoria College

Union Council gave him
$1500 to make a docu-

mentary film about
their college for them —
a kind of kinetic year-

book. Fortunately he has

had the good sense to

recognize his own limi-

tations and has there-

fore surrounded himself

with experienced people.

In order to divide the

work so that he could

meet his June 1 deadline

for the film, he has a

professional cameraman
and a producer collabo-

rating with him on the

project.

The cameraman, Ro-
bert Rouvery, has a

great deal of experience

in public affairs televi-

sion as well as feature

work. His prime respon-

sibility is the technical

quality of the film, but

lie is also helpful in, as

he puts it, "Keeping
Howard down to earth.

keeping him from get-

ting too 'artsy'
"

The producer, Matt
Segal, has the job of

dealing with the chief

hassle faced by a film-

maker — money. Be-
cause a finished film

costs approximately $100

per minute, they can
only make about fifteen

minutes of film for the

Council. But through an
arrangement with CTV
which will pay for the

film_ stock, they will be

able to make a long

film.

Cronis's process of

film making seems al-

most like film by com-
mittee. He has only
done two days of filming

so far, and isn't plan-

ning to resume until the

beginning of February.
Meanwhile he has sched-

uled meetings with ev-

ery available group of

people at Vic in order to

do a truly representa-

tive portrait of the col-

lege.

At a meeting last Sat-

urday, for example, he

talked of doing a socio-

logical survey so that he

would have a true cross-

section of Vic students.

This does seem like car-

rying a desire to be
truthful to an almost
absurd point, but it does

illustrate his systematic

approach to film mak-
ing. Cronis was able to

provide a rationale for

this: "We've got to get

beyond our own circle of

friends."
—peter koldas

Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell



Lowell
Continued from page 1

The city and its cruising cars

surround

the Public Garden All's alive—

His view of the world, as

his view of the audience, is

interrupted by distance and

reclusion.

The fountain's falling waters

flash around

the garden. Nothing catches

fire.

Robert Lowell is the first

poet I've heard who often in-

terrupts a poem several

times to comment on mean-

ing, to explain a name or sit-
uation. But when he finishes
the last line it's done with,
and on to another preamble.
One time he spends a silent

minute shuffling through a
book to find a poem. He
senses the awkwardness.
I'm giving you time to take

in what I've read while I look
in the contents for a poem I'm
going to read," he explains.

Lowell gradually begins to
inject more politics into the
readings.

"If there's one thing you
want to be against in this
world, it's violence," he says.

Terse. Epigrammatic. He
emotes wisdom with a humil-
ity derived from fear.

Lowell escapes into poetry

UN and NDP triumph inPolitithon
By ART MOSES

Politithon, the series of confrontations between campus po-
litical clubs, concluded yesterday with the United Nations
Club triumphing over the Edmund Burke Society UN'ers
Richard Sutton (IV VIC) and Mike Taylor (IV APSC) contend-
ed that the greatest threat to modern society is the failure of
governments to abide by the UN Charter of Human Rights In
opposition, Paul Fromm (HI SMC) and Joe Genovese (III
SMC) declared that the greatest threat lay in modern man
himself, in his "tragic idealism" and blind devotion to democ-
racy. Judge J. S. Cunningham, Hart House chaplain, consid-
ered Fromm's presentation the best, but felt the UN argu-
ment was the strongest.

On Wednesday, the NDP Club maintained that the greatest
threat to modern society was American corporations. Opposi-
tion was voiced by the Liberal Club. The eloquence and debat-
ing acumen of NDPers Art Moses (II UC) who gesticulated
wildly and Mike Nobrega (III SMC) were surpassed only by
the eloquence and debating acumen of Liberals Stephen Lux-
ton (IV New) and Jack Heath (II Vic) who were awarded the
decision of Judge G. Patterson, a history professor.

A women's liberation

group will demonstrate at

noon tomorrow against a
beauty contest being
staged by a Toronto appli-

ance store chain.

The contest, involving
fifteen university students,

requires the girls to parade
in front of the Colonade
(Bloor and Avenue Road)
wearing skimpy bikinis.

The winner will be

awarded a $300 "educa-

tional scholarship" on the

basis of physical attrib-

utes.

The liberation group

says it will attack the idea

of using university girls to

display their bodies at a

time when tuition fees are

due and student awards

are not available

mutuaL
funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

Centre for the Study of Drama

Presents

THE VISIT
by

F. DURRENMATT
Directed by H. TARVAINEN
Designed by P. WOOD
Music by T. QUARRINGTON

JAN. 27 - FEB. 1

PUBLIC PREVIEWS JANUARY 23 - (TONITE. 24)

STUDIO THEATRE,
4 GLEN MORRIS,

ADMISSION FREE

and humor. Bissell smiles as
he hears poetry about Colum-
bia, and then Leader of the
Left, Kirk of Columbia. De
Gaulle. At the mention of

Kirk, Bissell throws his head
back and chuckles in the di-

rection of Robertson Davies
in the front row.

Lowell doesn't like the vi-

olent right or the violent left,

as he recalls the demonstra-
tions. "In the office of the
administration, all the uno-
pened letters have been answ-
ered," but the extreme Left
— "Machiavellian and Uto-

pian" — is removed from his

humanity.

A progression of new-un-
published fourteen-line-un-

rhymed poems has been
building up to something, and
in the final preambles the
regret and bitterness

emerges before the River
God, despair against the
background of Red China.

"The lepers didn't pull the

weight in the state and they
had enough people anyway. . .

Mao had to find ways ... a
leper for every family . . .

Mao asked the people to plan
for leprosy."

Stalin and his hundred hues
of green that form the state
— "the state, if we could see

behind the walls, is woven of

perishable vegetation." Stalin

and Mao and Norman Mailer
finish the readings. It ends
and there are no afterwords.

The audience files out and I

hear one girl complain, "I

didn't know when he was se-

rious."

You can't separate the

sadness of Lowell from his

humor. He is like Mark
Twain — a sentimentalist

who loves the individual and
a bitter, cynic in his regard

for "the damned human
race."

THESIS
• TYPED & ILLUSTRATED FROM

YOUR NOTES & SPECS.
. FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY

PHONE 239-9707 o, 537-55<8 AFTER 6 P.M.

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75f.
Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley just east of Bay

Your Psychology

professor lives

with his mother?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

F.U. OF T.

today: TECHNIQUES OF VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL COMMUNICA
TIONS
Bickersteth Room, Hart House. 1 pm on

coming attractions

F U T-GROUPS weekend labs to explore group communications and understanding To be

held Feb 7-8-9. and Feb 21-22-23 Enrollment limited to 22 people per weekend Cost

$6
Applications for the Feb 7th group must be into the SAC office by Feb 1 Meeting today,

Bickersteth Room. Hart House. 1 pm Or call Bob Bossm 921 0501 923-3490 Pick up

applications at SAC office

NEXT WEEK:
(among other stuff)

at long last, the long delayed clash of giants

FREE SCHOOLS:
IDEAL EDUCATION OR NAIVE ESCAPE

featuring Jack Oimand (413 lb. dark trunks)

of Rochdale College

Andy Wernich (83 lb, light trunks!

of England

and real Free School kids"

Tuesday. Jan 28th. 7 30 pm. South Sitting Room. Hart House

A THOUSAND CLOWNS.
"the greatest movie of all time, although I haven't seen it yet", the registrar Wed Jan 29th.

Rm 135 Old Physics Bldg . 7 30

CUBA AND THE SOCIALIST CAMP
(not to be confused with Oalton Camp)
A lecture by F W Park, recently returned from six years in Cuba Thursday Jan 30th. 7 30
pm Bickersteth Room. Hart House (Coming later is SIX YEARS WITHOUT A BAGEL, with
Mrs F W Park Watch for it at the Harbord Bakery,

from now on put your own Here and Now notice* in." the hauled registrar
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY

Tour of the OntBrio Mental Hospital

during (he week of Feb. 3. Please sign

up at the back of the fourth floor reading

room Sid Smith. Call Bernie Green for

more info. 633-4546
10 m.m.

Radio Varsity. Toronto's largest P.A.

system, will be broadcasting live from

the Vic Terrace Room. Listen to Radio

Vars.iv News at 10:30. 12:30. 1 30. 4.

30. 7:00. 6:00. 9:00

Noon
For those Friday Blues, The Music

Committee of Han House presents Lon-

nie Johnson (Ladies welcome). Til 2

Debates Room.
1 p.m.

F U of T Meeting of those interested

in a week-end lab in techniques of

communications, self and group under-

standing Beckersteth Room Hart House.

Bob Souliere. Cdn Union of Op Engi-

neers and George Longley of Teamsters

will describe the strike at Continental

Can Co. Auspices. Canadian Party of

Labour Rm 1083 S.S.

"Israel '69" presents a documentary

film on the six-day war of 1967. Rm
2118 S S

Dept. of Geology films Rm. 128 Min-

ing Building.

F U of T Techniques of verbal and

non-verbal communications and meeting

of T-Group people. Beckersteth Room,

Hart House
2 p.m.

Critical seminar in political science —

The Libera) Social Scientists' Interpreta-

tion of Berkely Textbookstore Room
328

3:30 p.m.

F U of T Peace: is it desirable? SCM
office Hart House

4 p.m.

Auditions for James Reaney's "One

Man Masque". Cartwright Hall St. Hil-

da's College.

4:30 p.m.

U of T Liberal Club reception to be

held at GSU Bldg. George Ben MPP and

Windsor Liberals will attend. Bring Liber-

al car. Small charge.

8 p.m.

Dance — The Undergrads band. (SC.

9 p.m.

"Evening a la Carte" Fiee" 3 one act

plays: dance: folks ingers: food; poetry

reading. St Mike's Student Centre.

10 p.m.

Grand opening of the "Belly-Button"

coffee shop at New College Wilson Hall.

Also Saturday.

10:30 p.m.

Coffee House. Admission as adver-

tised. Professional folksinger Wymilwood
(Vic).

SATURDAY
9:30 a.m.

U of T Liberals meet at Registration

Desk for Toronto and District Liberal

Constitutional Conference. Brennan Hall.

St. Mikes.

4 p.m.

Informal discussion with Dr. Cheddi
Jagan. (SC.

10 p.m

Final event of Hillet's "Israel '69" —
Hillel House becomes Cafe Na'avah from

10 on. Good music, good food, great

company. No Cover charge — all pro-

ceeds to IEF-UJA. Hillel House.

"Belly-Button" again. Yaaaaal

SUNDAY
1 p.m.

SHOUT student health organization —
storefront meeting and clean-up party —
ON LOCATION. 314 Bathurst St.

2:30 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement — Gueril-

la theatre.Mree speech area rallies, gen-

eral discussion. All radicals strongly

urged to attend. 44 St. George.

8 p.m.

Song writing seminar, anyone interest-

ed in meeting others writing songs, lyrics

or learning about publishing rights please

come. Successful artists will come.

Rochdale 202
ISC Open House hosts Japanese stu-

dents.

8:30 p.m.

Hillel presents "Barefoot in the Park"

with Jane Fonday Hillel House.

FU of T-group

The Free University of

Toronto will sponsor two "T-

Groups" this February, ac-

cording to mild-mannered
hippy registrar Bob Bossin.

They will be held on a farm
near Peterborough the week-

end of Feb. 7th and on the

weekend of Feb. 21st.

A T-group is an intensive

lab exercise in communica-
tion, built on the premise that

people ordinarily do not make
much of an attempt to under-

stand each other or them-

selves.

Each weekend will have

two groups limited to 12

members each.

"Some people claim to

have come away with some
of the most meaningful ex-

periences of their lives. Oth-

ers say that the groups are

useless or worse," said Bos-

sin, smiling warmly.
There will be a meeting of

those interested Friday in the

Bickersteth Room, Hart

House. Applications can be

picked up at the SAC office.

The cost will be $6.

York University's Sen-

i-Sate yesterday rejected a|:|:

proposal calling for the

expulsion of Excalibur gi

columnist Larry Gold-

IS stein.

Prof. H. O. Pritchard,

Chairman of the Chemis-

try Department intro-

•ijiduced a motion to the

§: Senate December 9, re- g
£: questing Goldstein's ex-:|i;

jj:
pulsion for a letter writ-

1

listen to Minister of Educa-|:-|

i-Uion William Davis. Theij:

:•: letter called for an inves-
|g

tigation of teaching condi-

iitions at York before the g:

?! granting of funds for ex- g
S pansion.

I "You have a low bat-:-;:

Sting average today.":?:

•:• remarked a Senate mem- g'

•: ber to Pritchard.

Bob Hartiter

builds old buildings
You may think someone has flipped their liard hat, but it's true. Bob Harmer is a

professional enilineer who is the Construe lion Manager on the Fortress ol Louisbourg

restoration project in Nova Scotia. Working from original plans found in Paris archives.

Boh anil his staff ot engineers, who work lor the National and Historic Parks Branch oi

the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, are restoring the famous

fortress as it was in the mid 17(K)s. I ouisbourgand other historical sites are being restored

to preserve great chapters of history for future generations ot Canadians.

Boll Harmer is part of the new breed of people in public service college edui ated,

ambitious anddedii ated InCovernmentservkchehasfoundarewardinBandresponsible

future in the mainstream of Canadian development. Tin- Public Service of Canada has

career opportunities for men and women like Boh. It you'd like to know about them,

write to.

Career Info.,

Public Service

Commission ol Canada.

Tower "A",

Place de Ville,

Ottawa, Ontario.
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MINES LEADS WAY

wimmers drown Western 75-20
The Varsity swimming

am bounced back from

Hieir surprising upset at the

hands of the University of

Guelph last week, by clobber-

ing Western last weekend in

an OQAA dual meet. Blues

won every event as they piled

up 75 points to the Mustangs

20

B The outstanding swimmer

for Toronto was their talent-

ed rookie, Mike Guiness, who
Kd the OQAA record of

B.54.5" in the 200 yard free

Kyle as well as winning the

Ho free.

B Versatile star. Terry

Bryon, won the 200 fly and

Bie 200 individual medley.

Theo van Ryn, top intercol-

legiate free style sprinter,
outclassed his opposition in
taking the 50 and 100 free.
Bob Heatley won the grueling
1000 free and placed second
in the 500.

Barry Bowerman showed
his best form ever in winning
the 200 breaststroke, and in-

tercollegiate swimming's top
competitor last year, Gaye
Strathon, displayed great ear-

ly . season conditioning, by
almost cracking the OQAA
record in the 200 backstroke.

Good performances were
also turned in by Doug Mac-
intosh (second in 100 and 200

free), Klaus Koch (second in

200 fly), Cliff Gentle (third in

200 individual medley). Bob
Watt (third in the 50 free),
and Don Carr (third in the
200 back).

In the relays. Watt, Mac-
intosh, Bryon, and Guiness
won the 400 free, and Strath-
on, George Goldsmith, Hea-
tley and van Ryn won the 400
medley.

Blues swim against York
up at the Steeles campus to-

night, and then take on
Queens and USAC in a tri-

meet at 7:00 pm on Saturday
night in Hart House. Queens
and USAC should provide stiff

competition in all events. The
west doors will be open to

interested spectators.

Injuries galore in mat camp
I Lloyd's of London promise

Bo insure even risks as abomi-
nable as Jim Morrison's pres-

ence in the Varsity sports of-

Bice on Thursday evenings,

ftowever, there's one risk

round campus that's become
so bad recently that director

Eprypptype Thinn of the es-

Heemed company was moved
Bo comment, "I wouldn't in-

sure a Varsity wrestling

coach against injury for all

the people of Newmarket!"
B First, coach Ron Murphy
won himself a nice big cast
for his impersonation of torn

knee ligaments, and now,
playing-coach Paul Beswick

(fwrenched a muscle in prac-

tice this week and will be out

pf action for at least one
Etyeek.

R But both Beseick Beswick

and Murph will be on the

sideline in Guelph Saturday

urging on their wrestlers as

U of T takes part in the an-

nual Guelph Invitational

Wrestling Tournament.

The team doesn't expect to

come up with much in the

way of trophies since lots of

top-flight Yanks come up

each year from Detroit and

Buffalo. And the host Guelph

team have won the OQAA

championship for the past
three years.

Making the jaunt for Toron-
to are Gerry Baker (123).

Ken White (130), Mauro Di
Pasquale (145), Bill Allison

(160), Don Stevens (167),

Ernie Friedrich (177), Larry
Barron (177), Ylo Korgemagi
(heavy), Ted Sauer (137),

Dave Simms (152), Richard
Souter (167) and Dennis
Boadway (152).

I;j MONCTON, N.B. (Special) — Students at the University S
i;;of Moncton voted Wednesday to end their week-long strike;:;

SJand went back to classes yesterday.

iji- The students were protesting lack of provincial aid to the £
•fiFrench-language university. Student spokesman Paul Eu-S
•j-igene LeBlanc said a boycott will be reconsidered if the:-:

•^provincial government does not meet the university's de-:;J

Simand for a minimal budget of $35,000,000 over a five-year:-::

•^period. S

XEROX COPIES
5< A<

Teach
2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2 each

FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

o Quality Guaranteed

1
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.
Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd

Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Sydt
SifoerpFormats Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-46H
There arc over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers.

One near you.
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"THE AMAZING MR. ARMSTRONG"
It was natural that the first thing Ed Arm-

strong should ask about was hockey.

"Hey, is that right about Waterloo tying

Guelph seven all? I think that was in the

paper this morning."

Ed, a full time trainer with Varsity Blues

football and hockey squads, has plenty of

time to read and think about hockey these

days. He's home recuperating from a Decem-
ber 9 operation in which his left leg was

amputated below the knee.

Earlier in December, the main artery in

the leg ruptured, cutting off the blood supply

to the foot. Before circulation could be re-

stored, gangrene set in and the surgeons at

St. Michael's Hospital found it necessary to

operate.

Since then, his recovery has been nothing

short of spectacular. The staff at St. Mikes

dubbed him "The Amazing Mr. Armstrong''

when he walked only two days after the oper-

ation.

"I was really down in the dumps after the

operation, but a lot of the guys came in to

see me. It's a long day sitting around the

hospital, and you can get depressed really

easy."

Ed estimates he had over a hundred visi-

tors in the two weeks he was in hospital after

the operation, and many of them came back

more than once. He says they "really picked

me up" and helped him get through the ini-

tial slump.

"They had me down at a clinic three days

after the operation to show them how I was
walking. There was another guy there who
had the same operation I had. He told me in

the corridor afterwards that he wouldn't

come down again because they had set him

back three months. He'd been there since

October."

Next step in the recovery process is the

fitting of a permanent artificial limb after

the leg heals fully. At present he has a tem-

porary leg and foot, and he complains that

the cast irritates his leg. "It's like having

pins and needles all the time," he says.

The serious incident is not without its light

side. When Ed's wife, notified the insurance

company of the disability, the adjuster asked,

"Has he seen a doctor yet?" And a Victoria

Order Nurse who visited him asked if he was
having trouble wiggling his toes.

Ed figures that once he gets the permanent
fitting he'll be able to return to normal activ-

ities quickly. He hopes to be running by the

spring. "It's all over now," he says, "I have

to live with it for the rest of my life, and I'm

sure I can." Then he added, with a smile,

"But, it's my football kicking foot. What'll I

do now?"
Ed's friends (and that seems to include

everyone who's ever met him) have been

taking good care of him since the operation.

The football team collected close to $300 for

him and the hockey team kicked in another

$200. "I just don't know how to thank every-

one at the university," he said.

He's had plenty of visitors since he's been

home. Mark Slater, football and basketball

player, came dressed as Santa Claus on

Christmas Eve with presents for the two
Armstrong boys, age 5 and 8. "A bunch of

the guys were up last night and we played

poker until 4 in the morning. I won a buck,"

Ed added.

Right now Ed's biggest hope is that he will

be back before the end of the hockey season.

He takes it for granted that the Blues will

win the OQAA title and go on to the national

finals in Edmonton.

His friends have nicknamed him Fast Ed.

They hope it applies to his return to U of T
sports scene.

aged only two points in the

final four and a half minutes
of the game.

Lancers, with new coach

Eddie Chittaro at the helm
replacing superman Bob
Samaras, are as good as

WINDSOR LANCERS INVADE T.O.
If any of you out there have

some extra muddy water and

hollow logs around, you might

offer them to our poor ol'

basketball Blues, who are

feeling pretty down and out

these days.

And they hop right out of

the cassock pan and into the

friar (as it were) tonight with

a game against undefeated

Windsor Lancers as the fea-

tured attraction of a big ath-

letic night out at York.

Wednesday night Blues

went down to ignominious

defeat in Waterloo, dropping

a 79-63 decision to the pre-

viously unheralded Warriors.

The loss dropped Blues into

fourth place in the league

standings.

Bruce Dempster had 13

points to lead Varsity's 27%
accuracy attack that man- ANDY AUCH

ever. They knocked off West-

ern Tuesday night 94-89.

Andy Auch is Lancers'

warm gun — a typical Wind-

sor product: stuck on the

bench for two years to sap up

experience and then un-

leashed to the applause of all.

Coach McManus plans no

change in the Varsity line-up.

Also on tap, besides the b-

ball ballyhoo, is an intercol-

legiate swim meet between

York and U of T at 8 p.m.. a

high school basketball game
at 6:30. intercollegiate girls

volleyball at 7:30, high school

wrestling at 8:00 p.m., and a

gymnastics display featuring

Canadian Olympic gymnasts

at half time of the Blues'

game.
Varsity game-time is 8:15,

Keele and Steele campus.

Admission is 50*.

Pucksters on road at Laurention U

.

Varsity Blues swing back

into action this Sunday when
they travel to Sudbury for an

exhibition game with Lauren-

tian University Voyageurs.
Blues, who have been off

since last Saturday when they

played to a 2-2 draw with

Windsor Lancers, are cur-

rently tied for first place in

the Senior Intercollegiate

Hockey League with Waterloo

Warriors.

Warriors had an excellent

opportunity to take over un-

disputed possession of the top

spot on Thursday evening but

failed to do so when they

were held to a 7-7 tie with

winless Guelph Gryphons.
Both Warriors and Blues

boast identical 7-1-1 records.

Blues resume league play

on Wednesday night when
they meet Warriors in the

latter's home rink. Seventy-

five tickets for that game are

now on sale at the Hart

House ticket office.

Next Friday evening. Var-

sity will be at home for a tilt

with Guelph while on Satur-

day they will head for Wind-

sor for their third and final

encounter with Lancers.

NOTES. . .John Ritchie suf-

fered a possible fractured

arm last evening when he fell

heavily to the ice. The freak

injury occurred just before

the end of the practice ses-

sion. .

.

r
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ED ARMSTRONG

INTERFAC ROUNDUP
By GELLIUS

VOLLEYBALL SEMI-FINALS

Vic downed Erindale, 15-3, 15-4, 6-15, 15-10; and Eng I took

three straight matches from Eng II, 15-7, 15-6. 15-8. (Cribbage

anyone?) Vic and Eng I will now meet in the final; you

thought Humphrey and Nixon was a tough choice?

HOCKEY
Dale, Murray, and Hutchison scored as Trin edged Sr.

Eng., 3-2. Skule scorers were Lennard and Sweet Six Treen.

IV Civil B lost to PHE C, 8-1. Tanguchi, the rash Civil who

was responsible for the offensive lapse that caused the goal

marring his team's perfect record, has been relegated to lim-

bo, a small town near Smiths Falls.

BASKETBALL

Meds got 14 points from Barker and 13 from the able Kane

to trip up Vic, 48-46. Lloyd Rossman's two first period points

so excited the envy of his teammates that he was benched for

the rest of the game. Tammehagi had II for Vic.

SMC (Laglin 15) 47; Sr. Eng. 21 (Grace 12.)

Deeney's 15 led Dents over Erin, 44-41 (Shaw 15, Sprogis 14.

"Heart of a Sprogis is a famous culinary delicacy.)

Oleszkowicz and Innis (TV Comedy team) beat Law (Pye

14), 36-31. Oleszkowicz had 12 of the 36.

Hoo was that masked man. Yes, George Hoo scored 11 a s

SMC B beat Scar, 48-36. Carter's 9 was tops for Scar.

Corinna Karina (no relation to Tolstoy's Anna Kanna

scored 14 points to give Vic II a 47-24 kalloobifack of Jr. £>ng

(Holms 12.)
, u , .

,

PHE B 31 (Kleiberg 7); Business 25 (Brean 6, Johnston b.i

INSIDE TRACK
Indoor Track has commenced and will continue to do s

every Tuesday at 5:30 at Hart House. Results to date:

600 yards - »

1. B. Franklin PHE j
j'

4

2. M. Miller, SMC |
'

6

3. M. Duncan PHARM 1 <u '

two miles , ,

1. B. Richards, VIC * *'
.,

2. D. Tong, APSC ^"
5

3. B. Armstrong. VIC 9

Watch for the 880 yards, coming soon (Tuesday) at Massey

Mausoleum. CONTEST
This weeks contest, viz., "How now brown cow" has been

won by Robert F ! (for factor) Factor, whose answer was

"Just as good as I ever was, you Honkie pig ! !" Mr. Facto

has been appointed executive assistant to Spiro Agnew for

week as his prize. _



Graduates gripe: pay, housing laughably inadequate
By MARY BASTEDO

Graduate students at U of T are a

frustrated, dissatisfied lot, according

to a 34-page report published by the

Graduate Students' Union.

The report based on the results of

a survey taken last April, quotes

statements like:

« "The School of Graduate Studies

is not an ethos, not a community of

scholars, not a place of light, liberty,

learning and peace. It's a low-paying

job that keeps its employees on the

margin of poverty in a big city rat

race.''

• "The University of Toronto's

provisions for graduate students are

laughably inadequate — virtually no

housing, low pay for teaching assist-

ants, virtually no athletic facilities

• "There is almost no such thing

as a graduate community outside the

limited facilities of Massey College."

Those answering the survey

showed greatest dissatisfaction with

their financial situations. Fellowships

THE

trom the Ontario Government do not
exceed $1,500. Income for teaching
assistants is low and there are no
consistent salary scales from depart-
ment to department. U of T Fellow-
ships are also felt to be inadequate

It was estimated that all those in

the lower quartile income bracket
are living in serious financial difficul-

ty. The average yearly income for

single graduate students' is 54,297.

Yearly income figures for married
students showed that only 33 per cent
of the graduate students made more
than $5,000 on their own but com-
bined with their spouse's income 78
per cent made over $5,000.

"It seems to be true," commented
GSU President John Winter, "that
the way to go to graduate school is to

get married and have your wife sup-

port you."

The report shows 37 per cent of

male graduate students are married,

while only seven per cent of the fe-

males are.

The report urges the establishment

of a guaranteed minimum income for

graduate students, which could be

adjusted to marital and family status

and related to fellowships and teach-

ing assistantships.

"If I were desperate. I'm sure I

could live on much less than $2,000,"

one graduate commented "However
I wouldn't. In fact, if mv income fell

below $2,000 for 8 months. I would
quit, my desire for a Ph D. not being

that strong."

Dissatisfaction with the academic
program was also apparent The
commonest complaint was that the

honors programs were "inflexible"

and "outmoded" Three people wrote
they thought a Ph.D. was no longer

worth the effort.

Graduate students were also cyni-

cal about their fellow students

I find a lot of graduate students,

especially the ones that frequent the

GSU. too pseudo-intellectual, overtly

academic, if not 'queer' or even to-

tally boring." one student said.

They also complained about the

GSU
"The GSU has been completely

irrelevant to my life and I expect no
improvements."

About the GSU house itself one
comment was. "It's that rare thing
- an old house without charm."
The report will be presented to a

GSI' general meeting tomorrow and
to the Graduate Council early in Feb-
ruary.

"We hope it will shape some of the

policy of the graduate students." said

Winter.

"Details like these have never be-

fore been available on such a large

scale.

If the Graduate Council is not

going to allow us to work for more
than 10 hours a week and it is gen-
uinely concerned for the graduate
student's welfare, it will see that

money is made available for him
through the University. This report
has certainly demonstrated his

need
"
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^worlds
first

outdoor winter

bikini contest

Bad Boy stood up at Colonnade

as bikiniless girl infiltrates

pkolo »i TIM KOEHLER

By LARRY HAIVEN

"It's really cold outside,

but we're going to warm you

fellows up with some luscious

goodies, here they are. seven

gorgeous university girls,

competing in the world's first

outdoor winter bikini contest."

The Toronto weather office

reports that the downtown
temperature at Saturday noon

was 18 degrees, with 20

m p h. winds giving a chill

factor of six below zero.

One by one. the girls shiv-

ered across the platform,

undoing their huge fur coats,

giving a glimpse of shoulder,

breast and thigh to the 500

people gathered outside the

Colonnade on Bloor Street.

That was until Pat Conacher.

a pretty, blonde, second year

U of T student undid her

coat.

Instead of a bikini, out

popped a large red and white

banner reading. "I Have a

Mind"
"I'd like to tell everybod-

y," she said, grabbing the

microphone, "that I'm doing

this as a protest against

what's happening here Uni-

versity students are made to

parade half-naked in the cold

to make money to get

through school It's degrading

and grotesque."

Cheers arose from a group

of around 25 men and women
picketing and carrying white

mannequins, bearing cut

marks such as "spare rib,

tenderloin" They were pro-

testing the contest sponsored

by the Bad Boy Department
stores, which offered a $300

scholarship to the winner of

the contest Men in the group

were carrying signs saying.

"Playboy Mentality Degrades

Men Too " The crowd at the

Colonnade also began to voice

its approval of Miss Conach-

er's action.

"If the morality officer

wants to tell me that what

I'm doing is wrong, he can go

right ahead." she added.

The announcer. Helen

McCabe. took the micro-

phone, somewhat flustered.

"Isn't it wonderful that we
live in a free society, where

everyone has the right to

speak his mind?"
Mel Lastman. the "Bad

Boy" himself, resplendent in

striped convict's uniform,

pillbox cap and dark tan.

spoke. I applaud Miss Con-

acher's courage in saying

what she felt.'' Later he

added. "And we're going to

offer her a special scholar-

ship, which I'd like to an-

nounce she has accepted
"

It was later learned she

decided not to accept the

scholarship

Winner of the contest was
Elaine Denby. a 20-year-old

McMaster University student,

whose measurements are 34-

24-35 The rest of the contest-

ants, from Ryerson, York. U
of T and various Metro area

high schools, each received a

Bad Bov doll for their pains.

Mrs. "Molly Moore a U of T
anthropology student, and

spokeswoman lor the protes-

tors (who were thought by

many in the crowd to be part

of a Bad Boy publicity stunt I.

emphasized that the group

was not protesting (or puri-

tanical reasons.

"There's no sexuality in

this It's not humane These

girls are cajoled into making

a spectacle ot their bodies in

order to further their educa-

tion." Apparently few people

in the audience knew that

there were educational schol-

arships involved. "They real-

ly played that part of it

down," she added

Later, Pat Conacher told of

what had happened before the

girls came on stage.

"It was completely dis-

organized. They told us that

Continued on centre



The Blue and White Society presents

FRI. JAN. 31 - SAT. FEB. 8 - 9 DAYS OFEVENTS ( 2 WEEKENDS )

Fri. Jan. 31 broom—ball game between CKFH DJ's

on~pTf ĥh~TM=> and girl CHEERLEADERS after hockey game

free skating after broom—ball game Varsity Arena

Feb. 1 — A.M. outdoor activities —
ice palace — snow sculptures

NOON— free eat -out

Sun. Feb. 2 — 8:30 P.M. Convocation Hall

PHIL OCHS in concert - FREE
to those with tickets

Mon. Feb. 3 - Wed. Feb. 5

8 P.M. — Convocation Hall

SILENT FILMS

-

$1:00 per person

Thurs. Feb. 6 — 8 P.M. Convocation

COHEN FILM FESTIVAL -
( Ernie Game & Cohen shorts ) 50c per person

Fri. Feb. 7 8:30 — Convocation Hall

SIGHT & SOUND EXPERIENCE - $1:00 per person

Sat. Feb. 8-9 P.M. HART HOUSE DANCE
4 Bands &Folk singer — stag or drag — $1:75 per person

Ticketfor entire Carnival ( $6:25 value ) is only $5:00

including a FREE PHH OCHS TICKET and
a FREE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN.
Tickets are now available at the S. A. C. Office
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Hart House
FOLK CONCERT

Eosr Common Room
RON PUSHCHAK
Lodiei Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Jonuoiy 29 - Music Room - t p.m.
TORONTO RENAISSANCE QUINTET

(using the Horr House Viols)
Lod.es Welcome

COMMUNITY CHEST TEST

Balex begins marathon on Radio Varsity
By PEGGY DUNCAN

At 8 a.m. this morning
Byron Alexandroff (III

APSC) embarked on a 62-hour

endurance teut for Radio

Varsity.

He has pledged to stay

awake at his microphone un-

til 10 p.m. Wednesday night

to keep U of T's largest publ-

AIESEC finds foreign jobs
Do you want a paying

summer job in Europe? Are

you a graduate or undergrad-

uate student who has taken at

least one course in econom-
ics? Then join AIESEC.
AEISEC is an international

organization of economic and

commercial students, formed
in 1949, which sponsors 5,000

exchanges among its 44

member countries (including

some behind the Iron Cur-

tain) every year.

The positions in Europe
involve very little work as

such, since most Canadian

students are unfamiliar with

European business methods
and few speak the native lan-

guage of the country to which
they are sent. The trainees

are shown how the business

works and allowed to fami-

liarize themselves with the

language and the people.

Dave Potter a U of T grad-

uate who is now president of

AIESEC, says, "These stu-

dents are in a privileged posi-

tion, treated with more consi-

deration than even local

trainees. They are exposed to

European society while gain-

ing practical business experi-

ence.

The organization finds the

trainees accommodation in

student residences for the

eight week period of employ.

Pay averages about $60 Cana-

dian weekly.

To join AIESEC, go to the

office on the second floor of

Sidney Smith Hall Rm 2001 or

attend one of the meetings

announced in the Here and

Now of The Varsity.

Winter carnival calls off Ochs
Phil Ochs will not appear in concert at U of T Feb. 2.

The Blue and White Society cancelled the American folksin-

ger's engagement after a "totally apathetic" response to pub-

licity last week.
By Friday night only 42 tickets had been sold for the Winter

Carnival. The Ochs concert was to be free to Carnival ticket-

holders.

Tickets for the nine-day Winter Carnival which starts this

Friday have been reduced to $3. The Blue and White is still

negotiating for a "name" performer for the free Feb. 2 con-

cert.

Society Chairman Abe Mudrik says it's no use using student

money to subsidize events they won't support.

The Winter Carnival kicks off after the Friday hockey game

with broom-ball contest between the cheerleaders and CKFH
disc jockey team.

Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau was invited to the

festivities, but has declined.

In a telegram he wishes the Carnival success.

ic address system on the air

continously as it kicks off a

campaign to raise funds for U
of T's Community Chest.

"I'm doing this totally

straight," he says, "no ben-

nies, wake up pills or dozing

in between records. Just

coffee."

Bryon has had experience

at this kind of masochism
Two years ago, he led a

group of engineers in a tidd-

ly-wink marathon and man-
aged a centennial 67 hours

worth of fine fingered trick-

ery establishing a record

This year, he's after the

World University Radio Sta-

tion Non-Stop Broadcasting

Record.

"I'm expecting the same
sensory blast at 50 hours I

got the last time — height-

ened sensitivity to light col-

ours, weird noises.
"

How does he plan to keep

awake? He'll be interviewing

people — Pete Griggin of

CHUM, John Wilson of

CKEY. Steve Langdon — as

well as announcing records,

accepting dedications from

thos who call in, and giving

away free LP's.

The purpose behind all this

is the University of Toronto's

Community Chest There will

be an auction on Wednesday
afternoon, with Miss U of T
on the block, along with two

dinners at Tom Jones' Steak

House and two tickets to see

Jacques Brel (who is report-

ed alive and well I.

Bryon will continue broad-

casting from a trailer in front

of University College. He
welcomes everybody to come
and see him, bringing friends,

lovers, parents and children.

And a lovely time will be

had by all. with the possible

exception of Bryon.

MEMBERS' ART SHOW
Open 10 Students ond Staff

of ths University
Wed., Jon. 29 to Fri., Feb. U

All work to be submitted
must be in Undergraduate

Office by 12 noon on
Tuesday, Jonuaty 28th

ALL-VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Saturday, Feb. 1 st

Open to all university students
Entry Forms - Holl Porter - Fee, 25«

(Entry forms must be relumed
before Thursday, January 30th

NOON HOUR JAZZ
Friday, January 31 si

Music Room, 12-2 p.m.

ST. MICHAEL's JAZZ QUINTET
(Modern Jen!
Lad.es Welcome

Today

THIS WEEK AT S.A.C.

- Communications Commission - 5 p.m. -

SAC Office

- Education Commission (Budget Meeting)

5 p.m. - SAC Office

Wed. Jan. 29 - Services Commission - 4 p.m. -

RM. 290 - Sir Daniel Wilson Res.

- SAC General Meeting - 1 p.m.

F.U. of T.
at long last

FREE SCHOOLS! IDEAL EDUCATION

or NAIVE ESCAPE

starring Andy Wernich (Free schools boo!)

Jack ("le Rochdale, e'est moi) Dimond (Free

school hooray!)

aid a cast ot several (Free schools, mumble!)

TUES. , 7:30 p.m., South Sitting Room, Hart House

also this week:

• A THOUSAND CLOWNS (no bypoctrite lecteur. the movie)

crowded into Rm. 135 Old Physics Bldg. Wed.. 7:30 but

seriously, folks

• CUBA AND THE SOCIALIST CAMP (a Tom Faulkner

Memorial Lecture) F.W. Park, returned from six years in

Cuba) Thurs.. 7:30. Bickersteth Room Hart House.

•F.U. T- groups: applications and S6ses must be in

this week for Feb. 7-9th weekend. For info call Bob Bosin

921-0501. 923-3490.

"Prof. For.t.r ISM he misses the old funny FU of T ads; is that o

lament or o criticism'" the registrar.

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
-* W All the UtMt Mod Style*

and Cirta by any of our 5 Styl-aft

We apeclallx* In long hair ttyllnQ

20% diicount Monday through Thurcdoy
with proof of A.TL. Cord

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadina * Borders, campus
Open Thunday and Friday Evenings

For oppolrttment, phone 922-3823
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PAGE FOUR

odds and ends

rhetoric and

the residence
We wouldn't expect New College

Dean David Stager to crusade against

puritanical residence rules, nor could

we expect him to denounce "in loco

parentis" as a way to govern resi-

dence students. After all, the univer-

sity "should be the last, not the first,

in changing public norms of behav-

ior".

But we can ask him to be consis-

tent in his arguments against com-

plete democratization of his resi-

dence.

Commenting on the recent move by

New residents to establish women's
visiting hours on weekdays, Dean
Stager pointed out that 35 per cent

voted against weekday visiting. He
expected the majority to adopt this

position after a few weeks of incon-

venience and noise from female visi-

tors. Then Stager indicated, the new
hours would be revoked in compli-

varsity
TORONTO!^

The successful revolutionary is a states

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
"
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lions Ltd Opinions etpresscd in

this newspaper are not rill

sonly those of the Students

Adminisliative Council or

administrolion of the univt

Auihoinod as Socond Class
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the telephone lines laid their omnious lover

over all through the nitei lost to jim In

dragging for sherry but the sour sweet

sourness bedeviled the carrots and all on

kles freedom sought from the snapping

jaws that did not appear, we rested by the

lum-tum tree and stood awhile in uffish

thought, larry bikimed for none to see

while micklemar! crowded everyone's stylo

but sherrif frank covered moo and the gods

didnt make love tonito behine the green

pillars, agi and peggy and harriet again

created a loving audience but no one

clapped or chapped and lemon lime is all

thats left, ingrld came which livoned the

office and brightened our slavish lives un-

der chairman paul (i cant spell macrae)

144 mike is now 430 and his pholographii

arts have improved for the worse while art

thou moses told worse jokes that rich

whose driving us all. the ominous overtones

overlaid the absence of lii and gooff but

the revolution will go on probably the day
after yesterday, but through it all the

senses are dulled by tilting melodies from

fm. and suecup deserted to gawd knows to

do gawd knows the question is who lost

the layout sheets or is it a plot by all to

cover up ability and our shoes are cold but

dry and wheather men are part of the mili

tory industrial complex which onne cares t

dream for moonns of alll all all

ance with the will of

Yet, even though

majority of New m<
pletely open weekei

Stager refused to gn
Why then does h<

majorities in conne

end hours? Because

agree with him he

open weekends?
This is a curious

and calls into questi

use of the democrati

cussing weekday vis

could use the rhetori<

sex and ei

strai

hedfel
Bad Boy stores probably thought

Saturday's One inch Bikini contest

was a pretty good idea. Sex has al-

ways been used to sell refrigerators

and stoves—combine it with educa-

tion and you should have a blockbus-

ter.

So—why not have university girls

in bikinis (one-inch bikinis, in this

case, as a further gimmick) and of-

fer an "educational scholarship" of

$300 to whoever fills her's the best?

It was pretty crude. We knew that

right from the moment one of the

band members on stage whispered

into the microphone, "The girls are

probably taking off their dresses

right now." The girls were, of

course, being used, just as other

women are used to make men and

women buy consumer goods.

It happens all the time and seems
quite natural. We rarely notice how
dehumanizing this kind of sex-sell is.

We noticed on Saturday.

how about -

"Napalm Alley?"

The Globe and Mail has stopped

running Gasoline Alley because it

was getting "too political" in con-

tent.

The sample we ran last issue

shows Chipper as a U.S. Seabee in

Vietnam "building in these people

(the Vietnamese?) a faith and trust

in America."
Gasoline Alley is usually a rather

dull, dry comic strip. It was just be-

ginning to reach into the bag of satir-

ical humor.

And if a comic strip artist has to

pretend the American presence in

Vietnam is benevolent to get laughs,

we should salute his audacity, not cut

him off.

We haven't had such a good chuck-

le from Gasoline Alley in a long

time.

Staff meeting,

Wednesday, 1 p.m.
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LETTERS
Sid Smith should he speaking arena

The Politithon sponsored last week by

the U. of T. Debating Union set two

important precedents. It marked an at-

tempt to adapt debating to multi-lateral

discussion and, as the Toronto Student

Movement was quick to point out, it

made use of the Sid Smith foyer as a

free speech area".

The value of debating is reasonably

disputed on the grounds that the mean-
ing of an issue is obscured by approach-

ing it from rigidly defined affirmative

and negative positions. All too often this

is the case. The topic of the Politithon

tried to overcome this difficulty by re-

quiring each side to assess the relative

gravity of separate phenomena under-

stood by each to endanger society.

Whether the clash of political perspec-

tives which resulted was valuable is less

important than that it occurred as the

result of an open-ended resolution and a

format of cross-examination which

forced confrontation. Unlike other media

which allow participants to skirt issues

or develop them one-sidedly, debating

demands their clear definition and criti-

cal examination. If, as the TSM suggest-

ed, the Politithon was no more than a

ritualistic talk shop, the fault was not

the format but the failure to exploit

opportunities the structure offered for

illuminating analysis.

The second precedent is the more
important. Our campus is deformed by

the lack of a "free speech area". It is

unlikely that the Berkeley student pro-

tests would have occurred without the

public debates on the steps of Sproul

Hall before large informal gatherings.

Taken to the market place, the issues

assumed concreteness and urgency.

On our campus equally crucial issues

have failed to galvanize widespread feel-

ing largely because students have not

been confronted with them. SAC's de-

clared intention of involving students in

its policy making has been hobbled by

the lack of forums for public discussion.

The Tent City area is impractical in

winter. Simcoe Hall is frequently una-

vailable and not central for most stu-

dents.

Lacking a student centre, we should

make the best of what we have. The Sid

Smith foyer is better than nothing. Prior

to the Politithon, permission to use it for

political activity" was not granted.

But, as two associate deans of the Fac-

ulty of Arts and Science who attended

the Politithon stated, the foyer should be

furnished and become an auditorium for

student debate.

The Politithon, despite its demagog-

uery, defined public student-centered

debate as an important means of over-

coming the disadvantages of a fragment-

ed student body. It wasn't particularly

imaginative, as the TSM noted, but it

was an initiative that SAC and any other

group interested in relating to students

should not overlook.

Derek Allen (IV Trin)

President, U of T Debating Union

"students are essentially leeches'

Tony Pargeter has called me stupid

and my attitude ridiculous. ("Letters",

January 24. ) Like most of these "student

radicals" he has resorted to name call-

ing when he saw that he could not refute

my arguments.

In my first letter. I was attacking not

foreign students, but the attitude of

Canadians' in allowing these people to

enrol in our already overcrowded univer-

sities and paying two thirds of their

costs at the same time.

Student Power, student radicals,"

and the so-called student-worker unity"

are jokes, and nothing more. Students

are essentially leeches on society until

I hey do benefit it by getting a job with a

socially useful corporation like Dow
i Ihemical. (This is definitely not more of

Mr Pargeter's "heavy sarcasm".)

One day society is going to wake up to

the fact that it is subsidizing things like

the hippy haven of Rochdale College and

student radicals" will find themselves

in a very radical situation.

Gerrie Dickson

(II
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Student as . . . what?
Concerned human being?

Politically aware citizen?

Agent of social change?

The University of Windsor student newspaper, the Lance,
showed students on their campus a newspaper article in

which a 21 -year-old youth was sentenced to 10 days in jail

for giving a bottle of beer to an 18-year-old girl. Here are
some of their comments.

Wanted: a
f

total environment' engineer
The following was written by

a University of Waterloo engi-

neering student jor the Engi-

neering Congress in Montreal

Feb. 14-16.

The status of the

"professional engineer" must
be raised to that of a true

professional. He must take

his place as a leader in our

modern complex socio-tech-

nological society. As technol-

ogy continues to reach out

and force its influence onto

every facet of contemporary

living, the destiny of the

professional engineer be-

comes more clear: The engi-

neer is being challenged to

take the initiative in control-

ling and managing a technical

society.

To meet this challenge, as

a leader and policy-maker for

any form of society, he must

have an open mind, that en-

compasses both the necessary

physical disciplines and the

invaluable social sciences and

humanities.

At present the engineer is

given a technical training

with the expectation that so-

ciety, experience, and time

will supply the "liberal"

phase of education. By this

time it becomes obvious to

him that courses in the hu-

manities are essential. How-

ever, the solution to the prob-

lem of social leadership par-

ticipation is not so readily

apparent. If social experience

is necessary then the univer-

sity must become a commu-

nity.

Universities of today are

controlled jointly by the pro-

vincial government and by

the corporate establishment

using the Board of Governors

as its vehicle for exercising

its influence. The universities

potential ability to reflect

upon our society is effectively

negated. Students, staff, and

to a lesser extent, faculty, do

not have a strong voice in

matters concerning The "rai-

son d'etre" of the universi-

ties. A realistic community of

scholars cannot exist under

such circumstances

Many students and academ-

ics all across Canada are

calling for the institution of a

single-tiered horizontal form

of University government:
main Senate composed jointly

of all groups concerned with

the university community:
students, staff, faculty, ad-

ministration, and outside so-

ciety. If it can be assumed
that engineering students

would become a full partner

in the university, then this

new system would be a step

towards preparation of the

engineer as a leader.

A process must be found

through which engineering

students are made aware of

our social problems. The
Engineering faculty of tomor-

row must not funnel students

into a single sphere of scho-

lastic endeavours. This action

would negate the liberal and

free-thinking background of

students that are products of

our more "liberal' primary

and secondary schools.

In preparation, then, engi-

neering schools must begin to

integrate social science

courses of relevant interest

and context into the present

curriculum framework. Dis-

cussions, debates, and the

importance of individual opi-

nions must be stressed. The

interactions of society's prob-

lems and engineering prob-

lems must be drawn to the

attention of engineering stu-

dents early, in order to initi-

ate the evolution of a new

breed of professional engi-

neer who is socially and

aesthetically aware of his

total environment.

Perhaps this would entail a

graduate in engineering leav-

ing university with the degree

of Master Engineer after

seven years of a semi-co-op-

erative course, with heavy
emphasis, during the first

five years, on humanities and
extensive freedom of techni-

cal options based around an

ever diminishing core course

requirement. The first five

years would make him a

broad-minded individual —
the last two years make him
a specialist — a true engi-

neer ; socio-technological de-

signer who is capable of inte-

grating people and machinery

for the betterment of society

in general.

The length of this course

may seem extreme but ac-

cording to facts gathered by

the American Society for

Engineering Education. 65 of

all engineers interviewed in-

dicated a master's degree in

their chosen field was the

optimal level of training and

education necessary. This

course would naturally gradu-

ate men who did have this

now optimal and. in the fu-

ture, necessary degree of

education.

The work periods would

provide the student with real-

isms about what his role in

society could be when he has

graduated.

WHEREAS: It is necessary that universities be autonomous, and

that all members of the university should be given an equal

voice in decision affecting the university as a whole.

AND WHEREAS: Involvement of the student in the university

community will evolve a system catering, where necessary, to

the development of o creative, free-thinking individual.

AND WHEREAS: Engineers must become involved in total envi-

ronment and must hear responsibility for decisions other than

technical.

AND WHEREAS: It is universally accepted by practising profes-

sional engineers today that a moster's degree is optimal and

will be necessary in the future.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: This congress recommend that all univer-

sities abolish their Board of Governors and Senates and replace

them with a new single-tiered Senate, composed equally of stu-

dents staff, faculty, administration, and representatives of the

society ol large.

AND FURTHER THAT: The undergraduate educational process be

changed to a seven year course.

Dan Howard 2 Sci.

11 just makes mc cry in my
beer. I guess he will have to

try a nineteen year old next

time.

Beth Marriott 1 Arls

None of Ihem should have

been boozing it up anyway.

Legally, the right thing was

done. What's the big thrill

in liquor, anyway?

Roger Clark 1 Law
Ten days isn't very much.

They look the consequencti,

when they look ihe chance.

The law is there and we are

not here to interpret it.

Bob George 3 Eng.

The Police were in the right.

He was guilty; he admitted it.

I'm not against it myself. If

you're caught there is nothing

you can do about il.

Charlcnc Vaillancourt 2 Arts

Its noi really fair. The age

should be dropped to eight-

een for beer, twenty-one for

hard liquor. The iwenty-one

year old in this case should

take all thi- blame.

Darlene Fortier I Arts

1 think a lot of kids don't

think this kind of thing goes

on, and when it appears in

the paper, it shows them it

does. This guy is being used

as an example to deter the

others.

from the Windsor Lance
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Students in Prague are more

pholo by TIM KOEHLER

K AT ARINA KORTAN

By AGI LUK ACS

Jan Stodola, 25, is a well-

dressed, sensitive young

chemical engineering student.

He was on a holiday in Switz-

erland when the Russians

entered his native Czechoslo-

vakia. He waited there for six

weeks for his fiancee, and

then came with her to Toron-

to.

His fiancee, who speaks

better English, got a job,

while Jan, after looking for

work in his field, became a

grad student here at the be-

ginning of December.
He is one of nine newly-ar-

rived Czechoslovak students

now registered at U of T.

About a hundred will enrol

next September.

"In Prague we talk of poli-

tics, though without any re-

sults," recalls Hanna Pro-

chaska. now a third year U of

T History student. "Here stu-

dents don't speak about politi-

cal life or death.

"Students in Prague are

more skeptical about life,

more realistic. They know
that their idealism can be

misused."

How did she account for

the student demands of the

past year?

"They asked for things that

you take for granted . .

.

things necessary for life . .

.

freedom."

"In the 1960's, protest in-

side the university was toler-

ated," explains Jan Stodola.

"But not outside it. Protest

papers sent to the govern-

ment were ignored.

"In 1967, protests about bad

heating and lighting facilities

in student residences led to

arrests and expulsions. But

they also led to a meeting

with the government to dis-

cuss student dissatisfaction

with the findings of a com-
mission on housing. After

January of this year, food

became better and cheaper.

"Living conditions must be

better here" comments Sto-

dola. "In Prague one often

has to study in a small room
shared by three people."

"Students felt there had to

be change in government be-

fore there could be change in

the university", says Katari-

na Kortan, a third-year stu-

dent. But real student-worker

solidarity is lacking in Czech-

oslovakia, she explains, be-

cause of the workers' memo-
ries of their domination by

the intellectual class.

"Czech students are not as

split into radical splinter

groups as here", notes Miss

Prochaska.

"There is more fear in

demonstrations, though there

may also be an element of

fun," feels Miss Kortan.

Until April 1967. the only

political organization with
student membership was the

Pioneers, a nation-wide youth

pholo by ERROL YOUNG

JAN STODOLA

group with no relevance to

the university. Then a student

group was set up to arrange
for jobs or cheaper trips to

West and East, and to organ-
ize demonstrations. "It lasted

four months".
Students in Czechoslovakia

don't have much trouble with
money, explains Stodola. Tui-

tion is free and books are
much cheaper. Even science

books come in paperback.

Government scholarships,

stipends for students with

lower-income backgrounds,
and contracts with factories

(to work with them for five

years after graduations) pay
for food, housing and enter-

tainment. Summer work
brings in a little money, too.

Exams are almost wholly

oral. Exam questions are

submitted up to an hour be-

fore they have to be answ-

ered. "Perhaps this is harder

than a written exam", com-
ments Jan, "becuase with

them you can think over each

answer slowly".

If a student fails an exam,

he can take it again until he

passes. The main exam pe-

riods are in January and

June, though good students

can take them earlier. A pro-

fessor posts exam times in

Czechoslovakia like he posts

office hours here, and a stu-

dent can arrange his own

URBAN POVERTY FORUM
JAN. 27 - JAN. 30

Mon. Jan. 27

Focus On Poverty: Dr. Albert Rose

Director U of T School of Social Work

Sid Smith 1083, 1 p.m.

Tues. Jan. 28

Urban Renewal & Community Life: Panel discussion

- Colin Vaughan, Architect & Town Planner

- Margaret Campbell, Controller, Toronto

- Rev. Belway, St. Bartholomew's Anglican Church

- Dr. James Lorimer, Prof, of Sociology, York University

Hart House Music Room, 7:30 p.m.

Thurs. Jan. 30

Education & The Poor: Panel discussion

- Keith Richan, Philips Electronics of Canada
- H.G. Phillips, Hall Dennis Committee on Education

- Ying Hope, Toronto Board of Education

Hart House East Common Room, 7:30 p.m.

FEB. 3-7
Mon. Feb. 3

Labour Unions & Poverty Issue: Murray Cotterall,

Director of Public Relations, United Steelworkers

of America, Sid Smith 1083, 1 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 5

Political Process & The Poor: Rick Slye, Fieldworker

for the Company of Young Canadians,

Sid Smith 1083, 1 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 7

The Future of Welfare: Hon. John Munro, Minister of

Health and Welfare, Ottawa

Sidney Smith 2102, 1 p.m.

Sponsored by U of T Liberal Club: Everyone Welcome
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skeptical about life say Czech students at U of T
exam schedules He can take

a holiday after a lecture se-

ries, and return for an exam.

Attendance at lectures for

the first three years of the

five-year program was

checked when Stodola was an

undergrad. but he says this

may have changed since 1965.

Lecture notes can be bought.

Here ", says Katarina Kor-

tan, "you have to do more
research from different books

to get information."

Even if you use lecture

notes to study, says Jan Sto-

dola. it's a good idea to have

a prof know who you are be-

fore you take an oral exam
with him.

It's also a good idea to

dress well for such an exam,

says Katarina. Students wear

a lot of Western clothing-

blue jeans, and miniskirts.

Student-teacher relation-

ships are more casual here

than in Europe, say the Czech

students.

"The professors are distant

. . . you have to be very polite

to them." says Hanna Pro-

chaska. "Here you don't feel

like you are disturbing them
when you approach them with

problems". Jan Stodola, who
was used to this show of re-

spect, was shocked to see a

student eating during a lec-

ture.

"We came to Canada in-

stead of Sweden or Switzer-
land, which were also accept-
ing immigrants, because here
an immigrant doesn't feel

like a foreigner all his life,"

says Hanna Prochaska.

"Students have been very
kind", adds Katarina Kortan.
"Canada is a very good coun-
try ... it's much more still

here . . . they have less to

fight against".

Miss Kortan is in third

year of a four-year chemical
engineering course here, af-

ter completing three out of

five years for a degree in

Czechoslovakia She heard of

the Russian invasion while
visiting here last summer,
and decided to stay. About
two months after enrolling in

September she realized the

pholo by TIM KOEHLER
HANNA PROCHASKA

organic chemistry she had
been studying came under the

faculty of arts and science,

rather than chemical engi-

neering as at the University

of Prague, but decided to

stay with the new course in

order not to lose a year.

More theory is taught to

chemistry students in Prague
than here Katarina isn't sure
which system is better.

Also, undergrads spend
more time with experiments
in Prague's technical school

than here, she says. Labora-

tory work is more efficiently

organized Students work full

days in the labs, and so can
set up apparatus for one ex-

periment while waiting for

the results of another.

"Canadian engineers have
a more general base." notes

Jan Stodola They would

make good designers, and do
routine work well, but they

are not taught to think inde-

pendently".

Stodola considers English

his greatest problem, because

of a limited vocabulary and
rate of speaking—though all

three students underestimate

Iheir English. It's no problem
to catch up on course content,

he says, after six years at the

U. of Prague.

"One thing I miss very

much" said Miss Kortan, "is

not being able to get so much
enjoyment from books". She
took English privately, and
doesn't think it's good enough
yet. Her 19-year-old brother,

who has studied one year of

medicine, will enter second-
year general science next
year because the credit is not

accepted here He is studying
English to avoid the compul-
sory English option of first-

year science

Neither Miss Kortan or

Stodola have been to the thea-

ter here. Students go often in

Prague, where tickets were
inexpensive, they say. Jan
Stodola spoke with nostalgia

of the "good atmosphere in

the old pubs" where students

below or above the legal age
of 18 often gathered Use of

drugs is not widespread.

Miss Prochaska talked

about the much-debated
status of women. She noticed,

when she applied for civil

engineering, that there was
only one other woman en-

rolled—this is different. "And
the treatment of women by

men. Not much different",

she answered with a smile.

Abortion and birth control

are both legal in Czechoslova-

kia. "Prohibitions are crazy"

says Miss Prochaska "There

is no reason for them".

COURSE EVALUATIONS
EVALUATIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED JOINTLY BETWEEN STUDENTS IN

PARTICULAR DEPARTMENTS AND SAC. COURSE UNIONS, COURSE CLUBS

AND FACULTY STUDENT COUNCIL WISHING TO DO EVALUATIONS

ARE ASKED TO SEND:

REPRESENTATIVES TO A GENERAL MEETING

5 PM TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, SAC OFFICE

ANY STUDENTS IN A DEPARTMENT OR FACULTY WHERE NO COURSE BASED

STUDENT ORGANIZATION EXISTS, BUT WHO FEEL THAT AN EVALUATION

IS IMPORTANT ARE URGED TO ATTEND AS WELL
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THEATRE MICKITIES
presents

by

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre

Bay & St. Mary's Sts.

Now on sale

Feb. 1-5 8:30 pm Tickets $2.00 Call 488-2300

UKRAINIAN STUDENTS CLUB
OF

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

SPECIAL MEETING
EAST COMMON ROOM

HART HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29th,

8:00 P. M.

UofW plans to make one

body of board and senate

WATERLOO (CUP) - The

University of Waterloo is

proposing a structural change

replacing its board of gover-

nors and senate with a single

body.

Administration spokesmen

told a press conference Fri-

day that the new body will be

the final authority for both

financial and academic mat-

ters. An exact definition of

its responsibilities is still to

be worked out.

No date for the switch has

been set, but the administra-

tion has indicated it hopes to

have the system included in

the University of Waterloo

Act at the 1969-70 session of

the Ontario legislature.

The new body would have

representatives from faculty,

administration students,

alumni and the community as

well as representatives from

the board of governors and

the senate. But the precise

composition of the "board",

one of the most contentious

areas, has not been deter-

mined.

Student president John
Bergsma called the announce-

ment a step in the right di-

rection toward giving "stu-

dents more equal representa-

tion".

"As it stands now we really

know nothing about the new
idea except that it will be

called single-tier govern-

ment," said Tom Patterson,

a former council vice presi-

dent.

He and other councillors

have attacked Bergsma's
participation in the press

conference at which the pro-

posal was announced.

Bergsma did not discuss

the idea with his council or

its executive before the

conference and his support is

being labelled improper.

Helpaheart - canvass
Heart and blood vessel diseases are the nation's number one

killer, says the Ontario Heart Foundation. The foundation is

conducting its annual campaign to raise funds to combat these

diseases throughout February.

University of Toronto students will get their chance to help

the Heart Fund on Sunday Feb. 2, (Feb. 9, for Engineering

and Physical and Occupational Therapy).

Students wishing to do volunteer canvassing on either Sun-

day will be supplied with transportation to and from canvass-

ing areas. Coffee and donuts will be served to volunteers on

their return.

Last year over 600 students participated in the Heart Fund

campaign collecting about $13,000. New College collected the

most, over $1,500.

Times and meeting places for volunteers will be announced

later this week.
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HILLEL

TWO SEMINARS WITH DR. FACKENHEIM

Theme: "JEWISH UNITY"

Wed. Jan. 29th, 8:45 p.m.. Hillel House

Wed. Feb. 5th, 8:45 p.m., Hillel House

DR. RICHARD L. RUBINSTEIN

University of Pittsburgh

Sun. Feb. 2nd, 8:30 p.m., Hillel House

on

AMERICA'S RACIAL PROBLEM'

Mon. Feb. 3rd, 1:00 p.m., U.C. Room 214

•THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON
CONTEMPORARY JUDAISM"

SEMINAR WITH RABBI KAMERLING

Five Sessions

Theme: "PHILOSOPHICAL AND MYSTICAL

SPECULATION IN JUDAISM"

Dates: Tuesdays, 8:00 p.m.. Hillel House

February 4, II. 18. 25, and March II



Who is Dick Lucas?
By STEVE COWLEY

Dick Lucas gives the

impression of a contented,

solid man. He speaks with a

cultured Cambridge accent,

choosing his words carefully,

making sure that each phrase

conveys its intended meaning.

The man who will deliver

what he calls "five lectures"

at Convocation Hall this week

emphasizes that he is not

holding an evangelistic cam-

paign or mission.

"I am trying to appeal to

the intellect," he says. "No

one will be asked to walk the

sawdust trail."

But Lucas, who will lecture

on the topic "Who is this Je-

sus?" has another side to

him.

"I am basically a pessim-

ist," he says. "Unless student

radicals and all those who
look for major social reform

return to the question of

what is man?' I see very lit-

tle reason to hope any of

these reforms will succeed."

Lucas, rector of an old

rather anachronistic"

church in the centre of Lon-

don, England, says the pur-

pose of his lectures will be an

attempt to answer this ques-

tion.

"Much as we may strive

for social justice we must
realize that man's basic self-

ishness makes a workable

humanism impossible," he

says.

Lucas, a Cambridge gradu-

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &

SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes.

Charts
English, French, German'

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MARY DALE STOTT
MAJOR IE DAVIS

526 HURON ST.

922-7624

ate in History, says he has

come to believe Western
democracy is based on the

idea that power corrupts.

But he is quick to point out

that he rejects the anarchist

solution as unworkable.

"Much as we would like to

do away with power struc-

tures we must realize that

man can not and will not act

in an enlightened way. I want

to see what people think of

man before they start med-

dling with him."

Theologically Lucas simply

describes himself as a believ-

er in the supernatural who
regards New Testament reve-

lation as the Christian norm.

"There is now a distinct

division between the clergy

regarding the question of the

supernatural ."

"Without such beliefs I am
convinced that the Christian

ethic is too high for human
mortals to achieve." he adds

Lucas says he finds his

meetings with students "re-

freshing."

"Most of my parishioners

are businessmen," he contin-

ues. "1 find that people over

40 are usually rather compla-
cent. Students are idealists

They are intellectually

alive."

For these reasons he feels

Christianity is of particular

importance to the student,

who is trying to find some
point or purpose in life.

"Christianity," says Lucas,

"is not properly understood

by the average student. He is

not aware how Christianity

affects him and how it can

answer the questions he Is

asking about life."

"When one becomes aware
of its implications one real-

izes that Christianity can not

be divorced from social con-

cern. Any such divorcement

is criminal."

"But social concerns are

not a substitute for man's
concern with regard to his

own make-up. And this con-

cern is one which involves us

all."

SHAAREI SHOMAYIM CONGREGATION.
470 Glencairn Avenue, Toronto 12

789-3213

You are cordially invited to

the Third in a Series of

PUBLIC FORUMS
Sponsored by

SHAAREI SHOMAYIM CONGREGATION

DR. SELIG ADLER

Professor of American History

University of Buffalo, N.Y .

will speak on

"CRISIS ON THE COLLEGE CAMPUS"
on Wednesday, January 29th. 1969

at 8:30 p.m.

A University Student will be

in attendance as a discussant. Public Invited

DAWN OF A NEW AGE

TEACHINGS OF SUN MYONG MOON
PHILOSOPHER, TEACHER AND
RELIGIOUS LEADER OF KOREA

98 AVENUE RD. TUES. 8 PM

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL MEETING
TOMORROW 4 PM

CONVOCATION HALL

I aL. rWussion of recrnt G.S.U. reports, budget modi

mUers to vote on' the Executive), elections to two ext,
|

and the President's Keport.

Free be ef and cheeze after meeting

firalions

Council

sitions.

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

COUNTER COURSES
"ISMS" (CONSERVATISM, NATIONALISM, ETC.)

AND
PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

IF INTERESTED. SHOW UP AT

12-2 P.M.. TUES. JAN. 28

IN ROOM 2 124. SID SMITH.

At over 500 Associated

Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at Wellesley

920-2727 Free Parking

10% Student Discount

I
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do
little lappy cowers
constemsnpjiaHy
utvJ&i- ttie mrear

ttpttuft piles of. °
vitior&us vitamins as
•a

;7
health feod ftaven

liappinrag is a tiiiiv?

opposite of which is

out- of- tuition.

-inn

ah. h-ah! said a
trieany in the
registrar's office,

it is tuition ti»te

a^ain*

tfreat pities! said
lapineltB. tuition

time usually weans
like money, -the Mtow
feeling that Somehow
accompanies an
empty picg"ypanK».
and- sundry
circumsfcanc&e
of similar sorrow.

lappy was about- to
throw in the carrot"
and gsV a job a» a
waitress in a health,

feed shop when, in a
fit- of rampant-
recollection, she thou^ht-

o£ her frierully tenJc-

=type maiia^sr.

he explained in her
an about the
govemmen-t-fcacked
Student loan hitr.

cfcod ffcshj She
°gasp3d.-then 1 dan't-

llave to worry alont"

a tiling!

So she romped down
town and purchased
a whole- new fancy
Wardrobe.

She has another
appointment" with
her hank manager
:bornorroW.

all

gAfftal It™
ifiggL.universily ave& colleqcsl branch

rr.c* W-aJler, m3 jiaq^r

si georcje £ Moor sts branch
ks meMlar. manager

open9 70 to 5M oiiday to Thursday 9-50 fo 6 R-Jay

CLASSIFIED
SKI — Queen s - U ol T group going
to Sutton. P0 m study week Feb 17-

22 $68 00 includes 5 nights hotel, 5
day lift ticket Complete private bus serv-
ice Call Dan at 922-2274 after 7 00
pm Guys and gals needed

EUROPE '69 — Jet flight to Europe
leaves Toronto to London, May 30 end
returns London to Toronto Sept 4 Tele-

phone Mr Campus Travel at 368 6918
any time

TYPISTS OR CLERK with three sum-
mers offiCB experience. Work part-time
lor 1 or 2 days a week For appoint-
ment call Mrs Petersen 923-9807.

S6.00 lor every experience worker you
send to us who qualifies and completes
one assignment Call Mrs Petersen 923
9807

FAST ACCURATE home typing — keep
this name and number for future use
Mrs Linda Flood 884 6526

TODAY AND FOR THE REST OF THE
WEEK AT 1 00 PM AT CONVOCATION
HALL Rev Dick Lucas on Who is this

Jesus series Come and consider'

mandarins
Continued from centre

"The Indian Act was origi-

nally legislated for a people
who became dispossessed of

their heritage," he told Chre-
tien as the CBC cameras con-

tinued to roll. "We were driv-

en into exile onto the re-

serves — I call them the wil-

derness ghettoes.

"Treaties in the world to-

day are affected between na-

tions of people. Our Indian

treaties must have been rec-

ognized by the British crown
as between nations of peo-

ple. . .

"If in the course of history

these people were recognized

as entities, I ask you —
where, when, how did the

courts decide that lands
granted in these treaties

were no longer Indian lands?
When did they cease to be
sovereign Indian lands?

VAGUE ANSWERS
Plain turned to Chretien,

seated beside him at the head
table. "With all due respect

to the representatives of the

federal government, some of

the answers we got here this

week were very vague, sir."

"How can we proceed with

the normal course of govern-

ment," Plain demanded, "if

anything we do can be vetoed

by the Indian Act, by the

minister, or by an Act of Par-

liament?"

Plain concluded by an-

nouncing a resolution passed
the day before and saved
specially for Chretien's ar-

rival. It called for a suspen-

sion of talks on revision of

the Indian Act on two
grounds: it does not guaran-

tee the Indian any protection

in his dealings with the gov-

ernment, and no revision of

the Act would be complete
without full consideration of

treaty rights, many of which
are superceded by the Act.

Plain compared negotia-

tions between the government
and the Indian to summit
talks between the communist
powers and the free world.

REV0lUTI0NARIES?l_ertisls? Temper
ance League? ladies Auxiliary? Do your
pan Investigate the Canadian Fellowship
Club at the Villa Bellevue — Mt Trent
blant, Quebec on their Jan 31 ski week-
end 239 6569

HOMO SAPIENSI Homely, homesick,
homeless/ Tired ol homilies hominy and
homer ? Turning to homeopathy and
homicide? Wishing for a little homogeni-
ty? Homologire At Home Seaway Tow
ers, Fri Feb 7 on succulents and po
Hons Bring your own homemade pies' 1 1 1

MORMON STUDENTS please phone Al

Smith 759 1733 URGENT Thank you

EXPERIENCED TYPIST — Typing ol
theses, essays and notes done accurate
ly. neatly and economically Eleclnc type
writer Phone 421 -8290

SNOW RESEARCH Project tequiies
helpers to conduct evening Telephone
interviews, one or two evenings only
Attiactive rales ol pay Telephone Pro
lessor Ian Burton 928 3379

NOON HOUR CONCERT — Classical
Guitar Spanish. Flamenco by Jell
Ha*ell The new Wilson Hall Common
Room (New College II) Thursday Janu
ary 30. I 15 — Free!

Ve-r-r y Interesting

Mgimtnl nng A I

n-ont "ig to. m«
to,, thourd ..pad .

H. PROCTOR 131 Bloor St. W

Suite 416 921 - 7702

Contemporary Music Group

Edward Johnson Bldg.

I :00 P.M. Tuesday. Jan. 28th

Room 078

Gunther Schuller — Duets for

unaccompanied horns

Benjamin Britten — Nocturnal

for Guitar

Andre Prevost — Suite pour

Quatuor a Cordes

Implicit in his analogy was
the contention that the gov-
ernment must recognize the
Indian as a human being be-
fore negotiations can continue
with any honesty.

"I ask you," he appealed to

Chretien, "as the representa-
tive head of a department —
part of the Canadian govern-
ment structure — to go back
and tell Parliament that
these Indian Act consultations
are meaningless "

LESSON IN FUTILITY

If Parliament refuses to

consider the Indian Act and
the treaties as one problem,

Chief Plain concluded, "Then
I submit that all our consulta-

tions may be written in our

history pages as a gigantic

lesson in futility."

But Chretien was not hav-

ing any of that. Despite ef-

forts to have the meeting
adjourned for coffee break,

he took the floor to reply. He
insisted that treaty rights and
Indian Act inequities were in

fact two separate problems,

"a completely different mat-
ter."

He hammered at the social

welfare aspects of retaining

the Indian Act. "Your sons,

your children, need a good
education. We have problems
with welfare. We cannot set

these things aside while we
negotiate these treaties."

Progress. Mobility. Work-
ing within the system. The
delegates had heard enough
of this line from the manda-
rins, not only in the course of

the week-long negotiations,

but every time they went to

Ottawa.

Plain was not arguing from
theory. He is convinced the

Indian Act preserves and
perpetuates a system which
in every clause is devoid of

human values. The mandarins
— the civil servants in Otta-

wa, in Toronto, on the re-

serves themselves — are fro-

zen into a system in which
one must play by the rules.

An eloquent spokesman for

other Indians not so well

versed in the ways of the

bureaucracy and an untiring

champion of justice for all

Indians. Plain himself was

recently a victim of the sys-
tem he is trying to fight.

He and his wife' were ob- ^
liged to rent a home some •
miles from the boundaries of
their reserve while some
(government-sponsored) reno-
vations were being done to
their home. During that time,
his wife needed medical at-

tention, and applied to her
reserve's agent for federal
aid.

Some mandarin somewhere
in the rank-and-file of the civ-

il service hierarchy noticed in

processing Mrs. Plain's form
that she was not residing on
her reserve. Invoking the
rules, the mandarin, the
form-processor, decreed that
Mrs. Plain, the chief's wife
was not eligible for federal
aid because she had "left" ^
the reserve.

RULES ARE RULES

Chief Plain appealed the

case, stating the special cir-

cumstances and explaining

that the move was of a strict-

ly temporary nature. But
rules are rules.

In the same township, the
lowliest unwed mother, —
white mother — on welfare
qualified for provincial aid as
a Canadian citizen. But Mrs.
Plain, being (temporarily)
neither Indian nor citizen,

was denied all rights.

I chose this example, not

because it is the worst of

inequities under the Indian

Act, but perhaps because it is

the least of them. What is

most shocking is that it hap-

pened next door to the City of —
Sarnia, which has the third

highest per capita income of

any city in Canada. What r
happens in the north, away
from enlightened southern

Ontario, is another story, to

be recounted in a later issue.

Faced with a constant barr-

age of these examples of the

injustices of the system, one
would think even the most
thick-skinned mandarin would
begin to wonder if perhaps

the Indian Act could be ap-

proached another way. But
there is no humanness in the

system, and the system en-

courages the people within it

Continued on page 13
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mandarins
Continued from page 12

to become hardened, to think

of everything in terms of the

rU
Those who don't like it. get

out a voun'g fellow with a

pleasant' smile came up to

me during the coffee break,

while we were all having

trouble reacting to Chretien's

speech (I had asked the min-

ister about treaty rights and

he had responded by telling

me that 10 years ago 15 per

cent of Canada's Indians had

gone beyond Grade 5, but that

today 95 per cent of them had

gone beyond that level).

The fellow was attached to

one of the department's many

branches, and he "just want-

ed to tell me how accurate"

fcy Wednesday article had

been. He wanted to slip

way, but I asked him what

Ke was doing in the branch at

.1 and why hadn't he done

Enything about all this?

LOCKED IN THE SYSTEM

He smiled. He shrugged.

He didn't want to be quoted,

i came into this to try to do

Something for these people,"

he said sadly.

But I'm locked into the

(system. There is no way out

lof the bureaucracy. You just

can't do anything."

When the meeting reconv-

I ened. Mike Mitchell, 20-year-

pld St. Regis Indian, brought

1 the delegates a beaded wam-
pum message and appealed to

I them to forget their differ-

ences and face the govern-

I
ment as one.

He tried to explain to the

mandarins and to the ever-

present CBC just why the

Indian regards his treaty
rights as important.

"Our forefathers negotiated
those treaties so we could
have some place to stay. At
least we have the reserves
left.

"The reserves are our land.

They are all we have left of

North America.
"I have a little child I see

him running around on the

reserve and I wonder if he'll

have a reserve when he
grows up."

This, from a man who
spoke nothing but Mohawk
until the age of 12. Mike
Mitchell is a traditional In-

dian, educated in the old

ways as well as the white
ways. He is more fortunate

than most, for as troubled as

his reserve may be, he still

has land he can fight for, that

he can legally claim.

But he knows there are en-

tire bands of Indians, in

southern Ontario as well as in

the north whose lands are

barren of game and unsuita-

ble for farming. If these In-

dians leave their reserves

unoccupied to follow the

game, to move closer to a

one-horse town or a railway

spur, the federal government

reclaims the entire reserve,

on the assumption that the

band doesn't want it any

more.

HITLER COMPLEX

There is very little an "un-

seated" band can do, legally

speaking, to get its reserve

back. It has nothing but the

welfare dole and the Indian

agent. ("What kind of man
would you think serves those

northern Indians?" a depart-

ment attache asked me.

"Some guy with a Grade 9

The Old Wives Tale
By George Peele

NEW VIC THEATRE NEW ACD. BLDG.

ROOM THREE JAN. 28 - FEB. 1

SAT. MAT. SOf Children

TUES. — THURS. $1.50 FR1. - SAT. SI.'

Tickets at door or on sale Wym.lwood.

education and a Hitler com-

plex, that's what kind of

man ")

The mandarins, uncom-
fortable under the television

lights and wary of the cam-
eras, were anxious to cut the

Friday session short, but they

couldn't prevent Chief Plain

from getting in a few final

digs at the bureaucracy.

"The minister should be

here with us — Mr Andras or

Mr Chretien — these consul-

tations are not only with the

civil servants of Indian Af-

fairs." he said.

"We should be talking with

the elected members of Par-

liament. These meetings
should go beyond a mere dia-

logue with the established

system."

Chretien said he and An-

dras had "other commit-
ments" but pointed out that

Andras had attended the

Monday session, "So we have

been around for two days."

Someone tried to point out

that since each had only at-

tended the afternoon session,

the ministers had in reality

been around for only one day.

His microphone was off

and Chretien continued, point-

ing out that things were bet-

ter today than they were ten

years ago.

But Plain was off again:

"Who analyses these com-

ments (from the consultation

meetings), Mr. Minister?

Who reports to you?"

"Experts in the depart-

ment." Chretien began. He
tried to elaborate, but Plain

cut him off.

"Thank you, Mr. Minister,

that's all I wanted to know."

Mandarins again.

V«-r-r-y Inmrwnrtg

. <Mn>o<*} «nd h<n» »» e»i .... you 1 0"».'

Mil ol «w»#» on rhl pu'th.i. Tou can bu»

H. PROCTOR !31BloorSt. W

Suit. 416 921 - "02

THE STUDENTS OF
ERINDALE COLLEGE

WE ENGINEERING S0CIE1Y PRESENTS

SKULE AT HOME 6T9

FRI. FEB. 7

NCMTS ONIY

S4.00/COUPLE

FM TURING 9 PM - 2 AM

THE BENNY LOUIS ORCHESTRA

AND

THE RIFFKIN

SEAWAY TOWERS HOTEL «o* cuss «fp$. and

1926 IAKESHORE BLVD. W. mmmmmGswm

Your last check

from home
just bounced?

Think it over, over coffee

TheThink Drink. «fc

COME

AND

CONSIDER

WHO IS THIS JESUS?
AT

CONVOCATION HALL

TODAY THROUGH FRIDAY

(everyday 1:00 to 2:00 pm)

HEAR REV. DICK LUCAS

on

Monday 27 - Why Bother Me Now?

Tuesday 28 - Why Jesus?

Wednesday 29 - The End of Optimism.

Thursday 30 - The Dying God.

Friday 31 - The Way to Personal Experience.

For more information call 964-8222

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

5 positions in the Notional Teacher

Division of Grolier Limited.

i m l JOB — To Moikct E»ienliot teaching aid* lo •chool load

rKUVtN STUDENT success —
(A) Thit divivon ho* been operating unco 1962.

(8> Loir kimmir'i overage earning* (290410 pe* wk.

(O IV ol 20 tlodenr* ore icturning Ihl* yeor.

IO MAINTAIN THIS QUALITY WE ARE —
(A) Selecting only Univerjity v •

.

u-j Selecting only itudenti »ho:
[i> are willing to work long houn
1 li) e/e willing to travel throughout Ontario.

(Hi| hcrv« a relioble cor.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - helpful bwl not neee*»a.y.

CONTACT
Student Placement Office at 581 Spodino

MON. FEB. 10ih

For interviews on tues. feb. iith

WED- FEB. I2ih
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Insanity
"69"

Programs

1. Lust Murderer

Jan. 28 7:30 p.m. Cody Hall

2. ' Marat Sade"
Jan. 29 7.30 p.m.

MECHANICAL BLDG. (Not Cody Hall)

3. Room 102 Adm: 50*
3. Why People Crack Up

Jan. 30 8:00 p.m. Cody Hall

4. The Sane Society

Jan. 3 I 8:00 p.m. Cody Hall

VERY TENTATIVE
5. "Warrendale"

with Walter Gunn
Feb. I 2.00 p.m. Cody Hall

6. Debate on Mental Health

Feb. 3 7:30 p.m.
Debate Room, Hart House

Film Packages

Package 1

JANUAHY 29

Vlallberg Bldg.

2:-5: p.m.

Room 1035

No Reason to Stay 28 minutes
Loops. Dots 15 minutes
Breakdown 40 minutes
Nobody Waved Goodbye I hour 20 Min.

Package 2

JANUARY 31 2:-5: p.m.

V.'allberg Bldg. «oom 1035

The Heart of the City 28 minutes
Satan s Choice 28 minutes
Neighbors 15 minutes
L.S.D. Insight or Insanity 30 minutes
Free Fall 9 minutes
Flowers on a one-way

Street (Yorkville) I hour

Package 3

FEBRUARY I 10: a.m.- I: p.m.

Mechanical Bldg. Room 102

Client-Centered Therapy 30 minutes
Summerhill 28 minutes
Rythmetic 10 minutes
To Serve the Mind 24 minutes
Child of the Future 58 minutes

FREE ADMISSION f UNION

GNO LINEUPS AT
THE GNU COLLEGE DINING ROOM

(WILSON HALL)

GNOW OPEN

ANYONE AND EVERYONE WELCOME

LUNCH 12:00 NOON to 1:45 P.M.

DINNER 5:00 P.M. to 6:45 P.M.

HOW TO GET THERE:
COME WEST FROM HURON TO 40 WILLCOCKS ST.

THEN TURN IN

AND
TURN ON

WITH HAUTE CUISINE

St. Mike's debater wins at Syracuse

CENTENIAL FILM BOARD

Will produce a short 1 6-mm film.

Submit detailed script* to

SAC office by February 14.

A debater from St. Mike's

won first prize in the Univer-

sity of Syracuse Debating
tournament over the week-

end.

The team from the Univer-

sity of Toronto Debating Un-

ion placed second in the over-

all team points standings.

Mike Downing (III SMC)
was named the best debater
on the basis of points accu-

mulated during the two day
tournament.

Other members of the St.

Mike's team were Dan Leck-
ie (I SMC). Ted Mcgee (II

SMC) and Tony Kaloustian

The Old Wives Tales, starring Jim Morrison and directed

by David Blostein. opens tomorrow night at Victoria Col-

lege's New Academic Building. Room 3. It was erroneously

reported in Friday's Review that it opened last Thursday.

Art Moses wishes to apologize to the Liberal Club and
anyone else interested for an erroneous headline on page 17

in Friday's Varsity. It was the Liberals, not the NDP, who
won the debate last week.

IIII SMC).
UTDU was represented by

Herman (II UC), Art Moses
(II UC). Mike Scherk (II UC)
and Brian Morgan (I Trin).

By far the most profound
statement of the tourney,
which included eight Cana-
dian and four American
schools, was uttered by Her-
man Seigel of UTDU, in dis-

cussing man's never ending
concern for slum clearance.

Seigal pointed out that God's
admonition "How goodly are
thy tents, Oh Jacob," could
only have been a sarcastic

reference to the need for

urban renewal in biblical

Canaan.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
10 a.m.

Those going on the lout of the Ontar-

io Mental Hospital (Ossington and

Queen) should meet inside the main

entrance Meet at 10 a m today and

Thurs .2pm Tues and Wed
H you are interested in going on tours

of the Ontario Mental Hospital during the

week of Feb 3. sign up at the back of

Ihe fourth floor reading room, Sidney

Smith Hall

Noon

Counter course registration for HSU
courses in "-isms" and "Philosophy of

History" Sidney Smith, flm. 2124.

1 p.m.

Victoria Christian Fellowship invites

their regular friends to |oin them today at

Rev Dick Lucas' lecture "Why Bother

Me Now" Convocation Hall.

Meeting of the Baha i Faith Campus
Club Sidney Smith Rm 2116

3:30 p.m.

Education Seminar. Advisory Bureau,

631 Spadma. above bank

4 p.m.

Sociology students, come and hear

nominees for four undergrad positions on

a 12 man committee reviewing Soc

department during Feb Sidney Smith.

Rm 2135
7 p.m.

Urban architecture group, (FU of T)

guest speaker Donovan Pinker, town
planner and economist. Rm 315. Laid-

law Wing. UC
Meeting Christian Perspectives Club,

discussion of literature "The Hounds of

Heaven" Debates Ante-Room. Hart

House

Monday Folk Concert Series with Dan
Pushchak. East Common Room. Hart

House Ladies welcome

TUESDAY
All Day

Anomie may result if all undergrad

students taking at least one Soc course

don't vote sometime today for four rep's

to reviewing committee Polls in lobby of

Sidney Smith. Sigmund Samuel Library

and Borden Building.

1 p.m.

"The Bible as a Revolutionary Docu-

ment", a critique of our "Christian" soci-

ety at 89 St George St This is a new
FU of T group, new members welcome
Today's topic. "What's So Revolutionary

About Jesus?"

Yavneh— Student paper on Parshat

Hashavah. given by Mr Robert Karuly

Sidney Smith. Rm 2129.

Readings of works of Gunther

Schullet, Beniamin Britten and Andre

Prevost Bring your lunch to Rm 078.

Edward Johnson Building

"Who is this Jesus Series by Rev

Dick Lucas of London England Topic

"Why Jesus?" Convocation Hall

6 p.m.

Hillel Diners Club— Call 923-7834 for

your reservations Hillel House

7:30 p.m.

FU of T— Free Schools. An Ideal

Education or a Naive Escape? South Sit-

ting Room, Hart House

Insanity "69" presents The Lust

Murderer, a panel discussion with Dr

Moore and Or McNight of the Clarke

Institute and Peter McNaugten. criminol-

ogist Admission free Cody Hall

Committee on Disciplinary Procedures

meets with executive of SAC Council

Chambers, Galbraith Building Open

meeting, everyone welcome.

8 p.m,

California Grape Boycott Committee

Meeting, 2nd floor. SMC students center

SKIN & BONES
CALF SKIN CASUAL SHOES

- S7.95
SHEARING SLIPPERS

- $5.00
SHEEPSKIN RUGS

- $10.00
SHEEPSKIN VESTS

- S7.95

690 Y0NGE STREET

922-3010

Victoria College Public Lecturers 1969

4:30 p.m. January 28

Lecture Hall, Academic Building

'Conscience and Consensus: Erasmus on Church Authority'

Professor J. K. McConica,

Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies

J

:

:

SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS!
(ALL UNDERGRADS TAKING ONE OR MORE SOC. COURSE)

A TWELVE MAN COMMITTEE IS BEING SET UP TO COMPLETELY

REVIEW THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT, AND TO

MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT BY MARCH 1, 1969.

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT COMMITTEE

UNDERGRADUATES ARE TO ELECT 4 MEMBERS - COME AN D HEAR THE

NOMINEES FOR THE COMMITTEE SPEAKING TODAY AT 4 P.M. SID SMITH 2135

THEN, VOTE TOMORROW, TUESDAY JAN 28, 1969 (9 A.M. - 5 P.M.)

AT ONE OF:

- LOBBY SIG. SAM
- LOBBY SID SMITH
- BORDEN BUILDING
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BLUES' BILL ALLISON WINS '

DIVISION AND FELLOW
GRAPPLERS ALSO GLIMMER

Varsity wrestler Bill Alli-

son had one of the biggest

days of his career Saturday

as he won the 160 pound divi-

sion of the prestigious Guelph

Invitational Wrestling Tour-

nament.

Allison. who normally

wrestles at 167 pounds,

pinned Rick Bryant, a former

British Commonwealth gold

medalist, in the final to take

his event.

Other members of Blues'

team also did well. In fact,

Varsity placed more men in

the finals than either power-

house Guelph or Western. As

usual the meet was dominat-

ed by wrestlers from the

United States, especially

from the Michigan Wrestling

Club.

Both Larry Barron (191

lbs.) and Dave Simms (152

lb. ) were runners-up in their

respective divisions while

Don Stevens (167 lb.) came
third.

Barron lost an exciting 9-6

decision in the final to his

arch-rival, Nick Shori, from

Guelph. Shori defeated Bar-

ron last year in the OQAA
finals.

Simms lost an extremely

tense 1-0 decision to high

school sensation, Finkin Zell-

er from London. Finkin Zeller

hasn't lost a match in three

years.

Stevens, who finished third

in a wrestle-off, was a semi-
final victim of the eventual

winner in his category, Sy-

mons of Guelph.

Both Ted Sauer (137 lb.)

and Ken White (130 lb.) of

Varsity were put out in the

first round by eventual win-
ners.

White, in particular, had a

tough draw as he had to fight

Mari Hatta from the Michi-

gan Wrestling Club. Hatta

was once ranked third in the

world.

Ernie Friedrich (177 lb.),

despite an ankle injury, won
his first bout but then lost to

Hey Ward_ of Guelph, who
later finished second.

Other Varsity wrestlers
who made the trip but found
the going a bit rough were
Ron Wilson (145 lb ). Mauro
Di Pasqual 1145 lb.). Dennis
Boadway (152 lb ). Rich Sau-

ter (167 lb. I and Ylo Korge-
magi I heavyweight I.

Playing coach. Paul Be-
swick. forced to the sidelines

by a knee ailment was enthu-

siastic over his team's show-
ing, and also over the high

calibre of the meet.

He. and fellow mat mentor.
Ron Murphy, hope to have
films of the tourney made
available for study.

Trust Murph

SWORD,KNIFE SCYTHE
University of Toronto fencers outstabbed Rochester Insti-

tute of Technology 18-9 in the Upper Gym of Hart House Sat-

urday. Rochester's team is admittedly weak this year, but

most of Toronto's first-line men were in Ottawa competing for

the Governor General's Trophy.

Varsity's foil team was foiled again as they dropped the

event 4-5, with rookie Oscar Wong's cliff-hanger against Chris

Cummings going the wrong way by one hit.

Veteran Richard Wong (same last name) took his three

bouts and rookie Vlad Gettler added one for the total.

Irv "The Sword" Snitman and Mike "The Knife" Kerwin

each had perfect scores in the epee, while newcomer Ken
"The Scythe" Chan added one for a total score of 7-2.

The sabre team slashed and cut their way to a 7-2 victory.

Andrew "The Sabre" Benyei won all three and Rick "The
Butterknife" Kry added a victory. Mark "The Fork" Pfeiffer

was seen slipping the Director "expense money", and he

somehow added three victories to Benyei's and Kry's for the

winning total in sabre.

SAC SERVICES COMMISSION

PARKING SURVEY
PLEASE INDICATE THE MAXIMUM RATE YOU ARE WILLING TO PAY

SO< - $1.00- $1.50-
NAME
ADDRESS.

PHONE-
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS- -MILES

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO THE SAC OFFICE

TO DETERMINE THE NEED
FOR STUDENT PARKING

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

APPLICATION DEADLINES

A student applying for a Fellowship award by the School of Graduate Studies must submit

the applications for fellowship and for admission to the School by February 1.

A student applying for an Ontario Graduate Fellowship must submit the applications loi

admission to the School by February 15.

All other applications for admission to the regular session should be submitted

by March 15.

Students already enrolled in the School who propose to proceed to a different degree in

1969-70 must submit an application tor admission to that degree by the dates mentioned

above.

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on .

service. Starting 40 years ago. And

that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of" formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd

Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FRF.K booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

J Formats Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611

There arc over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers.

One near you.
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COLD DIGGETY, DOG DIGGETY

BLUES' BOIL PRICKED BY LANCER THRUST, 83-61
By RICH PYNE

When hockey teams don't finish off their plays and are slop-

py around the net, they lose. Such criticisms are not usually
made of basketball teams but they applied Friday night when
Windsor's new coach, Ed Cittaro, brought his Windsor Lanc-
ers into town and were handed an 83-61 victory by the Varsity
Blues.

Toronto's lack of polish didn't really show until the second
half when Lancers outscored them 51-26, although Blue's first
half lead was more a result of Lancer lapses than brilliance
on the part of Blues. Once Lancers got rolling it was Russia
and Canada all over again.

What the Windsor team lacked in the big name stars they
have enjoyed in the past, they made up for in a well-drilled
attack and consistent team play. An indication of their bal-
ance showed up in the point count. Chris Wydrzynski, Andy
Auch, Jack Orange and Tino Lenti, who came off the bench in
the second half, all dropped in 12 points while Ed Lanktree
had 10. Every Lancer hit the scoresheet.
The visitors pressed full court on and off throughout the

evening but weren't noticeably successful in forcing many
turnovers. What their press might have done, however, is

wear Blues down. Toward the end of the game some Varsity
players were too tired to put their hands up on the zone de-
fense they employed or to chase the Lancer fast break back
down the floor.

Such defensive lapses were compounded by excessive slop-
piness around the offensive boards. While Blues missed the
muscle of Mark Slater who fouled out with a minute to play in
the first half, they still got more than enough chances to make
the game close. John Hadden, tallest man on the floor, was
somewhat myopic under the Lancer basket but his 11 second
half points were about all Blues had going for them. No one
else scored more than two in the latter 20 minutes except
Bruce Dempster who had four.

Best Blue on the court was Dale Crouter. The fourth year
phys-ed student showed once again that his past talents were
mis-employed in the interfac league. His play in the first half
was the big reason for Varsity's early lead, but after picking
up a fourth foul early in the second half, the slim forward saw
only limited action.

. The fact Varsity's loss was number three in league play
doesn't necessarily mean it's time to start composing their
requiem, Blues have the horses and should make the still dis-
tant playoffs, but if they saddle themselves with further losses
of the Friday night variety, they may handicap themselves
right out of the race.

Scoring: Lancers, Wydrzynski 12; Auch 12; Orange 12; Len-
ti 12, Lanktree 10; Salvador 8; Bunce 7; Tonelli 5; Grant 2
Crowe 2

Varsity, Hadden 15; Crouter 13; Burton 8; MacNaughton 7;
Trafford 6; MacDonald 4; Dempster 4; Slater 2; Feldman 2-

Evans

pholo bv TOM AL RICH

This is a very interesting snapshot. If one holds it up carefully to

the light one notices almost immediately that the two figures

are nearly identical. AND they both wear No. 41 Is this an
example of cosmic coincidence or just an eery tea leaf reading?
We leave it to Mike Crowe (41) and Bruce Dempster (41) to

figure out, but we suspect someone knows something about
anything. Varsity defeated Laurentian Voyageurs yesterday af-

ternoon by about 20 points. Mike Katz led Blues with 14 points.
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photo by TOM A URICH
There are a lot of feet off the ground in this picture taken at Saturday's Blues-Lancer
game. Count them, gang, and send your answer to Contest, 91 St. George. Groovy.
Among the group shown are Windsor's Mike Crowe (41), Andy Auch (45), Ed Lank-
tree (31), and Chris Wydrzynski (25), and Varsity's Garth Evans (34), Ross Mac-
Naughton (52), and Dale Crouter (42). Yeah.

A late splurge sponges off
SUDBURY - A late third

period splurge carried Var-
sity Blues to a 7-5 victory
over Laurentian Voyageurs in

an exhibition hockey match
played here yesterday after-

noon".

Blues went into the final

stanza in arrears 4-3 but
scored three goals in the last

live minutes for the win.
Bob McClelland scored the

winner at 17:12 after Paul
Laurent had tied the score a

minute and a half earlier.

Ward Passi launched an
insurance goal into an empty
net with nine seconds left to

complete the scoring.

Voyageurs proved consider-

ably toughter this year than
thej have in the past. Blues
defeated them 16-2 two years
ago in the Canadian intercol-

legiate final and trounced
them last year 10-2 in Sud-
bury.

Laurentian play in the On-
tario Intercollegiate Athletii

Association (OIAAl and are
undefeated so far. They have
a good hockey team and
could be tough come Cana-
dian championship time
However, before a large

crowd of 1.500 which filled

the Sudbury rink to capacity.

Blues skated to a 3-1 lead in

LEN BURMAN

the first period on power play
goals by Len Burman, Mc-
Clelland and defenseman
Dave Field. Field's goal
came on a brilliant end-to-end
rush, all by himself no less.

Mike Jakubo, one of Voya-
geurs? top players, tallied for

Laurentian.

The second period was a
complete volte-faee Blues
were thoroughly outplayed
and Laurentian counted all

three goals to erase Varsity's
3-1 edge. Jakubo scored once
and Ron Dussiaume twice
i household names, the both of

! hern i

Only some superb netmind-
ing by Tom Little, who took

over from Adrian Watson

halfway through the period,

kept Blues within one goal

At one point, in the space of

two minutes. Little halted a

three man breakaway, a two

man breakaway and a solo

clearcut effort.

Paul Laurent evened the

score at 7:20 of the third pe-

riod only to have Bryan

Slywchuk (not to be confused

with Sawchuk) put Voyageurs

ahead once more. They held

on till Blues' ultimate three

goal outburst.

The visitors outshol the

home team 33-30 I note clever

avoidance of dull repetition ol

squad names)



Lust murderer knocks off Insanity Teach-in
By GRANT SCHUYLER

Murder belongs in the home, mem-
bers of a panel claimed last night at

Insanity "69", a teach-in sponsored

this week by the Psychology Students

Union.

Speaking at "The Lust Murderer,"

the first event of the program.

Clarke Institute social psychologist

H. Mohr said:

"The most common murder is in

one's own home. Killing of a stranger

is in the 5 per cent group."

He then asked if members of the

audience were aware that lust-mur-

der is very rare. From the show of

hands it was obvious none of the

audience of 40 were.

"The amount of paranoia built into

our society is fantastic. We hate

strangers, and we pay a heavy social

price for it.

By fearing strangers each of us, he
implied, is trying to transfer his own
distress to the dark alley and out of
his own home.
Two films he recently saw warning

children to beware of child-molesters
were "obscene," he said.

"Their message was: Don't trust
anyone. But the most common form
of child-murder is infanticide, and
the most common form of child-
beating is that in the home delivered
by the parents."

Another panelist, criminologist P.

Macnaughton-Smith, wondered if the

"mythical good" achieved by possi-

bly protecting one child from a
molester was worth the anxiety
created in a thousand children who
would never be touched.

He also suggested that television

violence has no necessarily evil ef-

fect on children

"1 don't see any immediate reason
to make television the scapegoat
Television has become a bogey-word
But every society has its violent sto-

ries and folk-myths."

Mohr, who formerly agreed with
Macnaughton-Smith on television's
effects, said that one survey had sug-
gested that children who watched vio-

lence on television were more
aggressive immediately following the
viewing He conceded that long-term
effects might be nil

But, Mohr thought, television and
other urbanizing effects may be a

factor in mental problems

"Unlike people in small communi-
ties in the past, we live in a city we
do not understand. We do not know
what others are about. Our standards

of morality have come down to a

small margin, a narrow ridge we
cannot walk If we shared each oth-

er's dreams, we would all go nuts."

Today Insanity "69" is presenting
films (including Marat Sade and
Nobody Waved Goodbye I and tomor-
row the main feature is a discussion

on "Why People Crack Up."

"Abnormal behaviour is interesting

because it is a component of every-

body carried to an extreme." says
Stan Heshka, president of the Psy-

chology Students Union.

Friday night Insanity will consider

"The Sane Society"
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Bissell kidnapped

Sid Smith liberated

centre
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University as Daddy" reported dead by SAC
By ART MOSES

Students Administrative
Council spokesmen went un-

der attack last night as they

defended their view that the

"in loco parentis" philosophy

is dead, before a 10-man
study committee on campus
discipline established last

summer by Claude Bissell.

Members of the Committee
on Disciplinary Procedures —
including two students —
grilled the SAC representa-

tives intensively on the con-

tents of an SAC brief submit-
ted to the Committee.
The brief, endorsed by SAC

in December, calls for:

• making students ac-

countable only to the "laws
of society" and not subject to

any kind of "double jurisdic-

tion;"

• allowing students and
faculty to determine the di-

rection of their studies and
discussions:

• the right to strike and
protest. The merits of each
protest would be decided indi-

vidually, and "every effort

should be made to prevent
the use of police or physical
coercion;"

• ending the "in loco par-
entis" philosophy because it

prevented the student from
learning from experience and
realizing his full potential as
a human being:

• residence rules should be
determined by the people who
live in each residence;
• freedom of association. If

an organization demands high

ff*
s or is undemocratic, then

the university should reserve
tne right to refuse the use of

university facilities.

Committee members were

critical of the brief on sever-

al counts. Prof. S. P. Rosen-

baum expressed his dismay

that SAC'S definition of the

role of the university in soci-

ety is vacuous and that the

whole brief offered the

Committee very little guid-

ance.

"The Committee asked for

advice; it got propaganda. It

asked for ideas; it got clich-

es. It's shocking and getting

us nowhere."

SAC student information

officer Pat Armstrong, who

drew up the brief with the

SAC services commission,

saw the brief's portrayal of

the purpose of the university

as "to serve society" and

objected to Prof. Rosen-

baum's use of the word

"propaganda." She said the

exact place of the role of the

university on society will be

defined by the Commission on

University Government

Both Mrs. Armstrong and

George Biggar (III Lawl.

SAC services commissioner,

explained SAC's stand that

class as a collective body

should decide what action be

taken against any disruptive

student in the class and not

the professor alone

But Dean J. M Ham of

engineering. Father J.M. Kel-

ly of St. Mike's, and Prof M
W Laurence questioned the

practicality of such a system

SAC vice-president Norm

Schachar explained that SAC

wanted to create a sense of

responsibility between stu-

dents and professors and the

best way to do this is to end

the hierarchical structure in

the classroom in which the

professor is supreme with a

system of student participa-

tion.

Several committee mem-
bers also took SAC to task for

not defining the limits of a

legal protest in the univer-

sity.

"By leaving the situation

completely open to judging

how far a demonstration can

go on the basis of the merits

of the individual case you are

leaving the University on the

point of a pin", commented
Dean Ham "You are ignor-

ing the experience gained in

other parts of the world in

campus confrontations

Prof. Arthur Krueger

claimed that any protester

must know how far he can go

before he is breaking a law of

the university and that leav-

ing the matter open could

allow a reactionary campus
disciplinary committee to ban

all forms of protest.

It was agreed that the

question of who should decide

what action could be taken

against protestors was out-

side the bounds of the Com-
mittee and would be a matter

for the Commission on Uni-

versity Government to de

cide.

These are only a tew ot the sleek black horseless buggies that tarried an estimated

1500 people to Convocation Hall Monday afternoon to attend the funeral of former U

of T governor and business financier and politician Wallace McCulcheon. Classes went

on as usuol and few students attended the ceremony.



XEROX COPIES

¥e«h
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

NTH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

• Quality Guaranteed

1
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

THEATRE MICKITIES
presents

by

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre

Bay & St. Mary's Sts.

Feb. 1-5 8:30 pm eo aa Call 488-2300
Tickets $2.00

Now Available Cross Campus

Remodelling I Alteration*

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaner* A Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4381

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of AT L. card*

AT CONVOCATION HALL
(everyday at 1:00 p.m.)

Rev. Dick Lucas speaks on

WHO IS THIS JESUS?

Wednesday 29 - The End of Optimism

Thursday 30 - The Dying God

Friday 31 - The Way to Personal Experience

For more information call 964-8222

U of T nosecone shoots up up

... and into Hudson's Bay

At a cost of over $20,000 a minute, the University of Toronto
launched its second nosecone yesterday morning from Pnrt
Churchill. Manitoba.

Originally slated for takeoff at 5:00 a.m. the launching was
moved ahead to 2.16 a.m. due to weather conditions.
Five minutes later, the vehicle had completed its mission

and plunged deep into Hudson's Bay. Its peak altitude during
the flight was almost 50,000 feet.

Leonard Bertin, U of T's Science spokesman called the
launching "entirely successful."

The nosecone employed an electron gun under development
for the past 10 years at the university's Institute of Aerospace
Studies.

Data gathered on the five-minute flight, including informa-
tion on the composition and temperature of the upper atmos-
phere, will be open to anyone, said Bertin, including Russians
Chinese and Americans."

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give-aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720
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F.U. of T.

tonight A THOUSAND CLOWNS will crowd into Rm. 135

Old Physics Bldg. at 7:30. Will You?

Thurs: Tom Faulkner Memorial Lecturer F.W. Park will

recite CUBA and the SOCIALIST CAMP, a witty

and exciting commentary on the subject by F.W.

Park. Mr. Park recently returned from six years in

Cuba, by hijacking a plane at Jose Marti Airport

and ordering jt to "head for Peterborough"-

Fri : On which day appl ications for the first F. U. °'

T-group (Feb. 7-8-9) must be into the SAC Office-

Another group will be held on the Feb. 21 weekend.

The groups are Vh day labs in interpersonal com-

munication and understanding. Cost is six dollars-

For more info, call Bob Bossin 923-3490. 92 1-050 I.

Applications at the SAC Office.

"A liberal ia aomeone who simultaneously accepts antlgravliy

Einateln'a law of equivalence", the registrar.



Government takes few risks with

poverty program says Dr. Rose
By TREVOR SPURR

The Canadian government's approach to

poverty has been timid and inadequate, says

Dr. Albert Rose, director of the University

of Toronto School of Social Work.

Dr. Rose was the first speaker at a series

of lectures sponsored by the U of T Liberal

Club on urban poverty.

"There is no concerted federal policy on

poverty and no indication that the govern-

ment intends to do more than coordinate',"

he added.

Dr. Rose pointed out that Indian women
have a life expectancy of only 25 years, and

the infant mortality rate is 10 times that of

the rest of Canada. Indians are one of the

worst sufferers of poverty in Canada.

"You have to go through four-fifths of the
Canadian population before you reach peo-
ple making what is supposed to be the aver-
age annual wage," he said.

"Up to 41 per cent of non-farm people are
of low income or poverty levels," he added.

"We are still throwing up people in our
community making $55, $65, $75 a week with
a wife and family. We assume that they will

get along and some people still believe we
do not need a housing program," he said.

Dr. Rose criticized federal welfare
schemes which provide the same payments
across Canada, regardless of region.

Admitting that constitutionally the prov-
inces have much of the responsibility for

ending poverty in Canada, he still insisted

on the need for more federal action.

Police & Fire Marshall to be consulted
By ANNE BOODY

Monday at noon members
of three campus political

clubs moved into the foyer of

Sidney Smith Hall, pam-
phlets, tables, posters, and all

— without permission from

the "proper authorities.
"

They have been there ever

since and plan to stay.

Today, on the third day of

the "Liberation" they will

present in living color the

story of how they did it.

The action begins in the

foyer today at 1 p.m. Follow-

ing a guerilla theatre presen-

tation, there will be a sympo-
sium on the "Myth of a Lib-

eral University."

Members of the Toronto

Student Movement say they

were concerned about the

lack of a free speech area on

campus. Because there is no

student centre, they took pos-

itive action. In came their

tables and out came the leaf-

lets.

For two days they've

manned their posts without
any major disturbances. A
caretaker threatened to

remove one of the tables yes-

terday following complaints
from a faculty member who
claimed unwarranted noise
was being made but no action
was taken.

The present rule regarding
the use of the main lobby

states students may not put

tables there or use the area

for mass meetings. Excep-

tions to the rule are left up to

the discretion of Dean of the

Faculty of Arts and Science,

A. D. Allen and Assistant

Dean W. D. Foulds.

Dean Foulds said last night

that Sidney Smith was not a

suitable place to hold meet-

ings. "We felt that because of

all the traffic that the tables

and posters should be con-

fined to the area between the

doors."

"Twice we've departed

from this ruling," he said.

We allowed the Teach-in

Committee accessibility to

the building because it was a

matter of academic concern.

We also granted permission

to the U of T Debating Team
to hold their Politithon there

so they'd have an audience,"

said Foulds.

"But the matter is being

referred to U of T Security

and the Fire Marshall. If they

see no problems, then we'll

probably change our policy,"

said Foulds.

He suggested the issue also

be referred to a committee of

departmental faculty repre-

sentatives.

Before Christmas attempts

were made by the TSM to

gain permission for use

of the foyer. In approach-

ing various superintendents

and maintenance depart-

ments they were never re-

ferred to the Dean's office.

In exasperation, they decid-

ed to move in their tables

despite the ruling. They were
joined by the U of T Commu-
nist Club and the Young So-

cialist Club. Later Monday
afternoon, the Mickities thea-

tre group moved in from the

cold to sell tickets for their

production of The Fantas-

ticks.

On Friday the TSM is

bringing Karl Dietrich Wolff,

a leader of the summer stu-

dent revolts in Germany, to

speak at a mass meeting in

the foyer.

The Blue & While Society

Winter Carnival '69
Sat. Feb. I - A.M. - Outdoor Activities and Judging of

Sculptures — Front Campus
- Free lunch to those with Winter

Carnival Tickets.

- In front of SAC Office.

Hart House
WEOHESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT

Today, Music Room, 1 p.m.

TORONTO RENAISSANCE QUINTET
tufting the Hart House Viols)

Ladies Welcome.

MEMBERS' ART SHOW
Open to Student* and Stolf

of the university

Wed., Jan. 29 to Fri., Feb. U

ALL-VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Saturday, February 1st.

Open to all university students

Entry forms - Hall Porter - Fee, 25*

Entry forms must be returned

before Thursday, Jonuary 30th

NOON HOUR JAZZ
Friday, January 31st

Music Room, 12-2 p.m.

ST. MICHAEL'S JAZZ QUINTET
Modern Jan

Lad.es We'.ome

ft

WILL U. OF T. DIE OF HART FAILURE?
Not If YOU i-on. plant tome of

NOMINATIONS OPEN FEBRUARY 5th

CLASSIFIED
MORMON STUDENTS please phone Al

Smith. 759-1733 URGENT Thank you

IRLS and transvastus* onlyl Auditions

for Gewet's THE MAIDS produced by
the Drama Centre, to be held on Thurs
day 30th Jan between 4 30 — 6 30 in

The Church. 4 Glen Morns Street

SEX and the single engine — how it

was dona in WW I U of T Flying Club

presents THE BLUE MAX Mon Feb 3.

7:30 pm O P 136

FOR SALE 1967 Firebird power top
convertible, block heater, overhead cam
6 automatic, new tirea. wide track, slill

under warrantee Phone Mok 964 9273
or 928 2472

OA RE YOU EXPLORE7 — Who is this

Jesus? Today, tomorrow and Friday at

1 00 p m at Convocation Hsll Hear Rev
Dick Lucas Come, listen and share

U of T, Flying Club presents THE BLUE
MAX Mon Feb 3. 7 30 pm OP 135

ROSEMARY'S BABY — Movie tonight

in Sidney Smith Bldg Room 2118 Two
showings at 6 15 pm and 8 30 pm
Admission 75c ALL WELCOME

WE NEED one adventurous female for

practical )oke Must be over 18 Gener
ous pay Phone 929-9884

NOON HOUR CONCERT — Classical

Guitar — Spanish Flamenco by Jeff

Haxell The new Wilson Hall Coffee

House (New College II) Thursday Janu

ary 30. 1 15 — Free'

$6.00 'or every experienced worker you

send to us who qualifies and completes

one assignment Call Mrs Petersen 923
9807

HUSTLING Oance. Yes Virginia, there's

a hockey game FRI JAN 31 Dance to

the Altar Ego st Drill Hall after Girls

50c. Guya 75c

EXPERIENCED TYPIST — Typing of

theses, essays and notes done accurate

ly neatly and economically Electric type-

writer cii 421 8290

EUROPE «9 — Jet flight to Europe

leaves Toronto to London May 30 end
returns London ti Toronto Sept 4 Tele

phone Mr Campus Travel at 368 6918
any time

TYPISTS OR CLERX with three sum-
mers office experience Work part-time

for 1 or 2 days a week For appointment

call Mrs Petersen 923 9807

WILL U OF T DIE OF HART FAILURE?

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

APPLICATION DEADLINES

A student applying for a Fellowship award by the School of Graduate Studies must submit

the applications for fellowship and for admission to the School by February I.

A student applying for an Ontario Graduate Fellowship must submit the applications for

admission to the School by February 15.

All other applications for admission to the regular session should be submitted

by March 15.

Students already enrolled in the School who propose to proceed to a different degree in

1969-70 must submit an application for admission to that degree by the dates mentioned

above.

S.A.C.

GENERAL MEETING
TONIGHT

7:30 PM

NEW COLLEGE DINING HALL

COME TO THE MEETING AND FIND OUT

WHAT'S GOING ON!
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foyer should be free speed area
As home of the faculty of arts and

science. Sidney Smith hall is a focus

for thousands of students every day.

They pass through the empty foyer

on their way to classrooms and of-

fices, while campus organizations

have to set up tables and displays in

the cramped area between the two

sets of front doors.

But action taken by a number of

campus political groups this week
may change that. Monday the Toron-

to Student Movement, U of T Com-
munist Club and Young Socialists, as

well as the Mickities, moved into the

otherwise empty foyer without per-

mission from the administration.

They are trying to revoke the rule

restricting student access to the foy-

er as an area for speakers and de-

bates.

The Sidney Smith foyer is the logi-

cal location for a free speech area.

Students at University of Toronto

still don't have a campus centre, the

natural spot for political forums and

discussions.

Convocation Hall or Hart House
might seem like possible alterna-

tives, but they aren't natural gather-

ing places for large groups of stu-

dents.

W. D. Foulds, assistant dean of

arts and science, says the foyer has

too much traffic to be feasible as a

varsity
The successful revolutionary is o states

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
"
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revolution revelation doses of socialist real-

ism journalism survey of poor, perverted;
unabridged staffers soys revolution: no,

thank you, I'm quit* happy with my lot

phll. I d have to think about it jim. Only if

wo win the hearts and minds of the Cana-
dian people Paul, overall analyses indicate

complex patterns which have results, you
know, for the ideological . . . noel. if i have
anything to do with it, no moo. probably
Harriet why not off. undoubtedly tim. if

paul says so anno, quiet evolution for me
dove, no . . ? genevieve of pro tern, it

would break an owful lot of mother's

hearts Garr of pro tern by gorr. i prefer vi-

olent revelation the dancing fool, why do
you carry o knife, sue? i don't think so,

unless its in mexko rod. let me go to the

library and look it up agl. beneath the thin

layer of boredom and ennui, a seething

heaving mass of boredom and ennui, slid-

ing down the raior blade of life, imagine
cloud* in the hh pool by the dawn's early

light, despair, despair, why do you carry a

knife, sue? is it becausejim is in a noose?

meeting place. But the rule has been
broken once for the teach-in commit-
tee because it was, according to

Dean Foulds, "of academic impor-
tance," and also for the U of T debat-
ing union — "Because of the traffic

they would be assured an audience."
And that's the point. Students won't

have to go out of their way to hear
political discussion.

Foulds said the administration
might alter the ruling if the U of T
police and fire department agree.
The whole question of free access

to the foyer might be referred to a
committee including representatives

of each of the departments housed in

the building. This excludes students

from making that decision.

But even so, there shouldn't be any
objection. The departments and
classrooms, are protected from noise

by doors, and most forums would
take place at lunch hour when class-

rooms are empty.
Anyway, part of a student's educa-

tion should include the expansion and
discussion of ideas and philosophies.

The classroom isn't the only place
where learning occurs. It can occur
right in the foyer of Sidney Smith.

voluntary fees?
Cracks seem to be appearing in

John Winter's graduate tower, cracks
which we never would have suspected
from the show of solidarity earlier

this year when the GSU wanted to

withdraw from SAC.
Then, you will recall, Mr. Winter

brought out numerous surveys, refer-

enda and opinion polls showing how
dissatisfied the graduates were with
the student's council.

The question we now pose is wheth-
er or not the GSU will be consistent.

After all, there seems to be wide-
spread dissatisfaction among the

graduates about the activities (or

lack thereof) of the GSU.
The report of the GSU, submitted

to the graduate council on Tuesday,
contained statements such as the fol-

lowing:

"The GSU has been completely
irrelevant to my life and I expect no
improvement."

"I find a lot of the graduate stu-

dents, especially those which fre-

quent the GSU, too pseudo-intellec-

tual, overtly academic, if not 'queer',

or even totally boring."

The GSU house is "that rare thing
— an old house without charm."
Faced with these complaints, it

would seem only fair for Mr. Winter

to propose a motion at the next GSU
meeting calling for the abolition of

compulsory fees paid to the graduate
union.

By this simple act, he could prove
that he is interested in the problems
of the graduates, and that his move
to lead them out of SAC was not just

an aggrandizement of his own em-
pire.
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residence shouldn't be "homosexual" environment

Two weeks ago, the ruling by Dean
Stager on women's hours at New College
residence was hailed as a triumph by
the Residence Committee. The truth is,

we were sold out. We wanted an open
weekend (60 per cent even voted for an
open week) and were given four more
hours.

Stager's argument that a residence is

responsible to society boils down to the
fact that he is scared for his own skin.

The Dean is sure that if he allows resi-

dents any freedom a great white hand
will descend from the clouds of higher
academe and pick him up by the scruff
of the neck.

So why should residents have the right
to entertain women in their rooms at
any time? What Stager promotes is an
essentially homosexual atmosphere;

"homosexual" in the strict literal sense
of "same-sexed". All residences on
campus are, in this sense, homosexual
— they allow only those of one sex to

reside and limit visits from the opposite
sex to specified hours.

At the base of this system is the belief

that a homosexual (Stager would trans-
late "non-sexual") social environment is

the most conducive to education and
maturation. I must object.

How can a university student expect
to grow up normally if he is forced to

comply to the infantile practice of se-

parating the boys from the girls?

Waterloo's Student Villege Village is

co-ed; Trinity College has open week-
ends ... so why not New?

Brian Bannon
(I New)

Sirluck should relax 10-hour rule

Regarding Dean Sirluck and his re-

ported remark that graduate students

should not work more than 10 hours a
week aside from studies because they

are an "investment":
Perhaps the Dean's remarks were

used out of context or improperly re-

ported. But if that is not the case then I

would suggest his stand is rather ten-

uous.

To presume that because of some fi-

nancial compact or agreement (overt or

otherwise) it is possible for public or

private bodies to control an individual's

life is a rather dangerous approach to

the question. This can of worms can
change in interpretation from slavery to

the results of bureaucratic and authori-

tarian used of power by unresponsive
groups over a weak minority. Surely the

Dean does not want to add to the abuses
of this type already prevalent in our
technological society.

Second, I think the Dean has not ex-

tended his argument to its final conclu-

sion. Is it not better for a student to

achieve the minimum necessary income
for the continuance of his studies by
working in excess of 10 hours per week
rather than to have him completely dis-

pose of the public interest (which the

Dean is so concerned about) by prema-
turely concluding his education because
of a lack of funds? Otherwise, the School

ought to provide the difference between
what the student can earn as a result of

the regulation and what he could earn
without it. I wonder if the Dean would
still be the champion of public interest

under this interpretation? If he is not

prepared to fill this forced money gap
then I don't see how he can insist upon it

being applied in a meaningful basis that
considers distributive justice unrelated
to an individual's personal wealth and
financial needs and family obligations.

Finally, until the Dean can show that
the public's "investment" in a student
who has to work more than 10 hours a
week is any less "productive" in the
long-run or jeopardized to any greater
degree (after allowing for all the other
uncertainties and risks that go to make
up life), then I think the regulation is

impertinent and that no one has the
right to demand obeisance to it.

An SGS student

lots of room in co-ops

At the first of the year, SAC launched a

housing campaign with a Tent City to

accomodate the protesters; and a Hous-

ing Commission was set up to solve the

housing problem. At that time the Cam-
pus Co-Op had vacancies. It still does —
seventeen of them. Why haven't these

vacancies been filled?

Room costs are $400 less than any res-

idence on campus. Students talk about

the high cost of housing. The Co-Op is

student-run and student-operated. We
make our own rules; we control our own
environment. Students talk about "doing

their own thing" about having the free-

dom to decide how they want to live.

Why aren't these vacancies filled?

Pete Kirby

(II New)

Forestry students want 5 percent wilderness students

We the undersigned do violently protest

the content of the C.B.C. public affairs

program "The Way It Is" on the evening

of December 1. It is our opinion that this

program was produced to generate bias

in favour of the wilderness view towards

Algonquin Park. Since the C.B.C. re-

ceives monetary support from the Fed-

eral Government, we also believe that

the production of such a program is in

defiance with the general format of the

C.B.C. The public should be informed of

the matter and no attempt should be

made to influence their position on it.

It is true that the facts of Algonquin

were stated, but due to cunning com-
mentary and sly editing, the actual situ-

ation has been misrepresented.

We, as future Foresters, would also

like to express our approval of the pro-

posed plan for Algonquin Park, which

has 5 per cent of the area reserved as

primitive areas. We believe that multi-

ple use through management is the only

answer to preserving the natural beauty

of our Country. One needs only look to

Europe where management processes

have been going on for more than a cen-

tury. Here the Foresters have imple-

mented the term "multiple use" to its

fullest extent, and in so doing have satis-

fied the demands of naturalists and for-

esters alike.

If forests are left to their natural pro-

cesses, successional influences occur,

whereby decadence and deterioration

prevail. Are we going to let this happen

to Algonquin Park?
If Canada is to remain prominent in

forest industries and products she must

develop a modern outlook towards the

regulation of her forests. Our economy
depends on it.

The letter is signed by

Forestry Students



Why Trinity College has 'open weekends'
For all these reasons, stu- that it will not be observed. Province on the inviolability Stewards has tor years

dents entering College today or the rule could be enforced of academic freedom. It was played an increasingly active

have already had to cope with by a Dean of Residence and a this College that provided a and responsible role in this

problems of freedom, respon- group of Dons who would be place in which the "Red connection The inclusion of

sibility and individual deci- prepared to act as a police Dean" of Canterbury could students on the College Coun-

sion-making to a far greater force; or the rule could be speak, when all other doors cil and on the Administration

photo by TIM KOEHLER
PROVOST D.R.G. OWEN

were closed to him We were Committee, as well as the

also the first to remove the proposal to form a Residence

prohibition on drinking in the Council, are signs pointing in

residence. the same direction

In the description "liberal In the face of this kind of

education", the adjective development, the role of the

applies to more areas of Col- Dean of Residence and the

lege life than the academic. Dons is changing.

The Oxford Dictionary de- We are rapidly approach-

fines "liberal education" as ing, if we have not already

"an education fit (or a free arrived, at a point at which

man". they are no longer regarded

If students are to be re- as authority figures, much

garded as free and responsi- less as policemen. Their func-

extent than the eighteen-year- changed

olds of yesterday. They are The first alternative is the

therefore not nearly so ready situation that now obtains in

to take for granted the valid- many residences; the second

ity of rules that are based on is virtually out of the ques-

This article was written by earlier and different presup- tion; the third is the course

I Trinity College Provost D. R. positions. of action that we have fol-

G. Owen for the 1968 Trinity Most of them have known lowed. To retain rules that

|
Annual Report. very little of parental author- are unenforced, and probably

There are several general
jty jn its Victorian form and, unenforceable is to maintain

I points that I should like to in any case they regard a facade which placates the

I make in connection with the themselves as relatively outside world and comforts

I whole question of discipline. mature human beings. They the College authorities, but it

First, the present genera- are therefore no longer pre- also provides an example of

tion of students is the product pare(i to accept the role of the kind of hypocrisy to ble human beings, we can no tion is to assist students with

of a social environment so the University or College as which the younger generation longer impose rules and pro- their counsel and advice, to

different from the pre-War in ioco parentis is rightly opposed. hibitions upon them in author- reinforce the Board of Stew-

context that it might also be It was previously taken for In fact, one of their most itarian fashion, especially if ards in the maintenance of

I described as a different kind granted that the nineteenth vigorous protests is directed these rules are based on an peace and order, to bear wit-

lof culture. The mores, or century concept of the par- against the hypocritical, un- earlier cultural situation that ness with their lips and in

conventional standards of ent-child relationship was realistic and unjust standards no longer obtains. The stu- their lives to the highest etni-

behaviour, have changed to continued in College, with the to which the older generation dents themselves must be cal principles, and above all

an extent that the middleaged College authorities replacing (it is said) likes to pay lip- involved in the work of for- to strive in eveiy way to

I find difficult to realize. the parents Nowadays Col- service. In any case, they are mulating and enforcing the make the College a genuine

For example, even twenty lege students no longer want surely right in regarding de- rules that govern them.

|
years ago it would have been to be treated as children, but ceit, dishonesty hypocrisy and

inconceivable that a mixed rather as free human beings. self-righteousness as the

I gToup of young people should They are ready to accept worst of sins.

I spend a skiing weekend un- responsibility, and they want Ethical Principle

chaperoned; but this is now a a share in determining the A fourth consideration has
I common practice. Again, rules that govern their behav-

t0 do witn the relation of
I twenty years ago we should jour in the College communi-

ru)es to ethical pr incipieS . i

|
have been alarmed to hear of ty . do not beiieve that ethical

community and a community

In this College the Board of of genuine persons.

Assent of Governed
. principles can be inculcated

This brings me to a third
£ proluDitions. The main

point. Long ago, in fact as
e { restraining mips

la drinking problem in the

I secondary schools; nowadays

I the problem is drugs.

On the other hand, a gener- early as the sixteenth centu- =

s tne maintenance of peace
lation ago young people were ry, a fundamental principle of

and order and the protection
I scarcely aware of the exist- responsible government was

q{ the cornmuruly against the
lence of underprivileged coun- enunciated to the effect that:

excess of the individual,
[tries; nowadays they leave by "The authority of the Govern-

A cnange in ru ies, such as
I the hundreds to do volunteer ment depends on the assent

(ne removal of the weekend
I work for a period of years in of the governed." curfew in the men's resi-

I Africa, India and other As long as there is general
denc£ does not reflect a

I places. And while their atti- agreement on the propriety of
weakeni„g 0f ethical princi-

I tude to drink, drugs and sex the laws, there is respect for
|es changes 0f this kind are

I may be shocking to their eld- the laws but, when this gen-
nQt an invjtation to licence,

lers, they have very strong eral consent disappears, then
but ra(her an indication that

I convictions about honesty, the laws must be either
wg afe wjnjng to trust the

(integrity and justice. changed or else enforced by
students to behave responsi-

More mature authoritarian methods.
bly and in tn js particular

. Secondly, students entering As an example, I cite a
case [(J decjde for them-

University these days are recent change in the rules of
selvgs tne time a , which the ir

I more mature, more sophisti- the men's residence in this
{s wjn ,eavc

Icated and better educated College. Previously, women
As faf ag , can discover,

I than previous incoming visitors were allowed in the
[nis cnan'ge jn the rules has

I classes. Teenagers nowadays residence on weekends until
nQt resulted in any notable

lare not only better informed, 2:00 a.m. This curfew has
changes in actual practice.

I but have been exposed to a now been removed, a'™0"^ The question of morality

I far greater range of experi- women are still excluded
remains exactly as it was

lences than we were at that from 11:00 p.m. on Sunday to
before, and the same can be

I age. 7:00 p.m. on Friday.
sajd o[ [ne maintenance of

I This is the result not only This action was taken on
peace a[)d order in the resi-

of changed conventions and the unanimous request of the
dence whjch ls stlll lne re_

the pervasive efforts of tele- Board of Stewards, the Dons,
spons i Di |ity o( the Board of

vision and the mass media, and the Dean of Residence
stewards , the Dons, and the

but also of broader and better (who are generally responsi-
Dea n of Residence.

I schooling Moreover, to quote ble for enforcing the rules). Re-examine Rules

la reputable authority: "There supported by the senior
„ __„ h_ that lh_ Umc

is persuasive evidence that members of the academy It may be hat the ,me tas

bsfts«x& ?r.M?r«s«agars*

Winter Carnival '69

Silent Film Nights
Mon. Feb. 3-Wed. Feb. 5-8:00 p.m. - Convocation Hall

- Tickets will be sold 15 min. before performance in

front of Convocation Hall $1 per person, per night

or use your $3.00 Carnival ticket.

The Blue & White Society

WINTER CARNIVAL
'69 DANCE

Sat. Feb. 8-9 p.m. - Hart House

- A bands plus a folk singer

- come STAG or DRAG
- $1.75 a person or use your $3.00 Carnival ticket

- Tickets are now available at the S.A.C. Office

OPEN HOUSE
FACULTY OF

124 EDWARD STREET

SUN. FEB. 2
I REFRESHMENTS EVERYONE WELCOME

VLSfiFjL'SZ rm. "Tnone of the law.nforcing j-lfg^* «"

|pr„bab.y
P
as a consequence of agencies ^P-P^

at Trinity we have

iWAftgs SsSSrSsa sssssmm
SESHS aSStss

On Draught
Fine old ale on tap from noon till

after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75^.

Riotous atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear
In The Sutton Place Hotel e On Wellesley just east ol Bay
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You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or far out tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns ... Syd

Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

SUverpFormals Ltd.
Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers...

One near you.
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Meeting of

POLITICAL

ACTION

GROUP

Today, 4:00 SSI022
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FUNK & WAGNELL
If you wonted to buy o pound

of diomonds you should figure

on about $500,000.00 to

S750.000.00 per lb. depending on
colour, cut, clority and size.

However, if you had about Yi

carot or so in mind you should
figure on $200.00 to $500.00 de-

pending on the same factors

.

Either way for fu 1 1 deta il s on
what to look for when you ore
purchasing o diomond— write,

phone or drop in for o free copy
of our booklet "The Right Ring
for the Left Hand." We are
"DIRECT" DIAMOND

DEALERS.
After all anything worth

half a million dollars a pound
deserves o little study.

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Gem Dealers Appraisers

921-7702

The Colonnade Bldg.
131 Bloor St. W., Suite 416

McGill students confront board

in first Canadian open meeting
MONTREAL - (CUP) The

first open meeting of a uni-

versity board of governors in

Canadian history was marred
Monday at McGill when the

board was forced to adjourn
after 10 minutes of confronta-

tion with 200 chanting, jeer-

ing students. .

The students crowded into

the meeting room in defiance

of a limited ticket ruling that

would have allowed only 34

spectators.

The students demanded at

the outset that the board dis-

cuss a controversial decision

to build a faculty of manage-
ment rather than finance a

student co-operative housing

venture.

Students said the governors

had ruled out the co-op be-

jj! FOUND: A lady's wris-

>;'. twatch at Harbord and St.

George yesterday at 4:15

p.m. Prospective owners

may apply at The Var-

sity, 91 St. George St. g
(second floor). Finders :4

!•:'; losers, winners keepers. •£

cause it was "a bad invest-

ment". They asked that the

item be placed at the head of

the agenda, amid angry cho-

ruses of "We control the uni-

versity," "Who are the gov-

ernors anyway?", and "Why
are students bad risks?"

The chairman chancellor

Howard I. Ross, refused to

acknowledge the student right

to speak or present motions.

He was backed by board

members.
The board then ordered

that the room be cleared, and
despite threats of disciplinary

action from principal H.

Rocke Robertson, the stu-

dents refused to leave.

The board promptly ad-

journed.

Robertson and vice-princi-

pal Michael Oliver took down
names of students they recog-

nized during the heckling, and

Oliver said later they collect-

ed about 15 names.

He added that the adminis-

tration would announce today

what disciplinary action, if

any, would be taken against

the students.

Winter Carnival '69

SIGHT & SOUND EXPERIENCE
Fri. Feb. 7th - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall -

Don't come if you are timid or prudish.

— Nobody will be allowed to enter orleave after 8 30 p.m.,

so be sure that you have enough nerve to stay for the

whole show.

- Tickets wi II be sold 15 min. before showtime in front of

Convocation Hall, at SI per person, or use your $3

Winter Carnival Ticket.

Rally today at 1:00 pm,

Foyer of Sidney Smith

The Myth of the Liberal University

Guerilla Theatre

Rally Friday with

Karl Dietnch Wolff Leader of

the German Student Left

TORONTO STUDENT MOVEMENT

SAC SERVICES COMMISSION

PARKING SURVEY
PLEASE INDICATE THE MAXIMUM RATE YOU ARE WILLING TO PAY

50< - $1.00- $1.50-

NAME
ADDRESS-

PHONE—
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS- -MILES

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO THE SAC OFFICE

TO DETERMINE THE NEED
FOR STUDENT PARKING



\
At over 500 Associated
Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at Wellesley

920-2727 Free Parking

10% Student Discount

Christianity solution to

man's predicament: Lucas
By STEVE COWIEY

A folk singer of sorts tries to make him-
self heard over Convocation Hall's loud
speaker system.

An engineering type with a big wide grin
prolongs a monotonous introduction.
And then Dick Lucas is on.

Mr. Lucas is hardly the typical evange-
list. He speaks carefully, calculatingly with
a tone that indicates he is taking pleasure in
what he is saying.

"All of us today are looking for an accu-
rate diagnosis-of what we are," says Lucas
"We must throw off the formal shackles

of religion to discover some of the most
basic truths about ourselves."

Lucas calls the philosophy of the Bible
"unique".

"The Bible pictures man as hungry, lone-
ly and enslaved. This picture is reflected in
modern art, music and literature."

Lucas feels Christianity provides the only
solution to man's predicament.

"Jesus knew men because he was man.
He valued men and sought their friendship,
although he could not condone everything
they did.

"He went after men. He did not always
expect men to come to Him."

Little of what Lucas says is put in
straightforward terms. He constantly refers
to past experience, and relies heavily on
analogies.

"Christianity," he says, "is something
like the clue to a cancer cure.

"It may not immediately answer all the
complex questions which face us. But it

does offer a clue to their solution."

Lucas describes Jesus as "the power be-
hind everything, the rational principle in the
universe.

"Through Jesus, God has made his truth

available to all men," he says.

photo by REV ERROL YOUHC
DICK LUCAS

But Lucas insists this truth is not simply
a commandment to love one another.

"If Jesus' life was just a loving life it

would not have been virtuous. His love for
men resulted in His crucifixion.

"The dogma is not something tacked on
by Christ's disciples. It is part of the story.

"Christ's disciples didn't get together and
say "If they can swallow the Trinity and
the Virgin Birth then they can swallow any-
thing.

"

Referring to a Chinese Communist dic-
tionary, Lucas says.

"The neutralist line is a daydream that
can never be realized," adding, "We must
support Christ or reject Him."
"There is no third road."
Mr. Lucas continues a series of lectures

at 1 p.m. everyday in Convocation Hall lor
the rest of the week.

FOR CONTACT LENSES

£^opm
twelve

921-0920

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes.

Charts
English, French, Germ«n

MIMEOGRAPHING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MARY DALE STOTT
MAJOR IE DAVIS

524 HURON ST.

922-7624

Urban Poverty Forum

THURS. JAN. 30

Education & the Poor - Debate
- Keith Richan: Philips Electronics

of Canada
- Ying Hope: 1968 Chairman:

Toronto Board

- H.C. Hedges: Member of Hall

Dennis Ctee Ht. House
Debates Rm. 7:30 pm

Everyone Welcome - Refreshments

Sponsored by U of T Liberal Club

THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY PRESENTS

SKULE AT HOME 6T9
FRI. FEB. 7

"cms owr

S4.00/COUPLE

tumme 9 PM - 2 AM
THE BENNY LOUIS ORCHESTRA

AND

THE RIFFKIN

SEAWAY TOWERS HOTEL no* class rips, ahd

1926 LAKESHORE BLVD. W. maumam smis

The Blue and White Society
presents

WINTER CARNIVAL '69
Fr. Jan. 3 I - Sat. Feb. 8-9 days of events - two week-ends

Come to the individual events, or save money and assure
yourself, not only entry to each event, but also a free

ticket to the Sun. Feb. 2 Concert, by buying a J6.25 value
ticket for only $3.00 - But you must be in your seat by
25 min. before the event or you will not be assured of a
Seat. Remember, concert tickets will be assured to

buyers of Carpuial tickets only until Thurs. Jan. 30
S p.m.. so get yours now. since there are only a few left.

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE
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HERE AND NOWSUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

5 positions in the National Teacher

Division of Grolier Limited.

THt JOB — To Market Essential teaching aids to school teachers.

PROVEN STUDENT SUCCESS —
(A) This division has been operating smce 1962.
(B) Last summer's overoQe earnings $250.00 per wk.
(C) 19 of 20 itudents ore returning this year.

TO MAINTAIN THIS QUALITY WE ARE —
(A) Selecting only University Student*
(B) Selecting only students who:

(i) ore wilting to work long hours
( II) are willing to trovel throughout Ontario.
(Hi) have a reliable car.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - hetpfui but not necessary.

CONTACT
Student Placement Office at 581 SpadiiM

MON. FEB. 10th

For interviews on tues. feb. iith

WED. FEB. 12th

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

FEBRUARY 1st, 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391

— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

TODAY
All Day.

Building of the Blue and White Ice

Palace for Winter Carnival on the front

campus

1 p.m.

The students of Erindale College

present Murder in the Cathedral by T S

Eliot at West Hall UC
Toronio Renaissance Quintet (Han

House Violsl Music Room. Hart House

Ladies welcome

Sandwich Seminar J W Davey Prin-

cipal. Bathurst Heights Secondary

School "Education in the High Schools."

Copper Room, Wymilwood. Vic.

"Who is This Jesus" series. Today's

topic: "The End of Optimism", Convoca-

tion Hall

Reunion generate du Comtte Canadien

au sujet de notre Fete annuelle. Tous les

membres sont pries d'y assister. SS

1021.
2 p.m.

Insanity 69 presents a film package

which will run until 5 p.m. Wallberg

Building. Rm 1035

4 p.m.

Dr." C. H. Costain, Dominion Radio

Astrophysical Observatory. Penticton.

B.C. will speak on "Research at Domin-

ion Radio Astrophysical Observatory".

David Dunlap Observatory. Richmond

Hill Tea at 3:40 p.m.

Political Action Group. SS 1022.

6:16 p.m.

Movie. Rosemary's Baby. Admission

75$ SS 2118.

7:30 p.m.

Weekly folk singing — led by a semi-

professional folk-singer ISC 33 St

George

Film. A Thousand Clowns. Old Phys-

ics. Rm 135.

Insanity 69 presents "Marat Sade."

Admission 50 $ Mechanical Bldg. Rm.

102

The Role of Military Government in

Africa. Dr Selwyn Rysn and Wm O'-

Neill FU of T ISC 33 St. George

8 p.m.

FU of T How the African Mind Inter-

prets Western Technology. ISC 33 St.

George.

Special Meeting. Ukrainian Students

Club. East Common Room, Hart House.

8:30 p.m.

Movie, Rosemary's Baby Admission

75
(f SS. Rm 2118,

6:46 p.m.

First of two seminars on Jewish Unity

with Dr Emil Fackenheim. Tonight's

Topic: "Emancipation and Jewish Unity."

Hillel House.

THURSDAY

ALL DAY
Building of the Blue and White Ice

Palace for Winter Carnival on the front

campus.

1 p.m.

The students of Erindale College

present Murder in the Cathedral by T S.

Eliot at West Hall. UC

HSU PRESENTS

PROFESSOR K. WALKER

of The Department of Sociology

In a seminar entitled

"THE SOCIOLOGY OF REVOLUTION"

THURSDAY, JAN.

1:00 p.m.

30th SIDNEY SMITH
Room 2124

Free movie: Ladies and Gentlemen

Meet Mr. Cohen. ISC 33 St. George

CUSO information meeting on Asia.

Open to all those interested in serving

overseas for two years. CUSO office,

ISC. 33 St. George.

Prof. K. Walker. Dept. of Sociology,

will conduct a seminar on "Sociology of

Revolution", one in a series of seminars

on revolution being presented by the

History Students' Union SS 2124
"Who is This Jesus" series. Today's

topic: "The Dying God." Convocation

Hall.

1 1 5 p.m.

Classical Guitar at New College. The

new Wilson Hall Coffee House (New Col-

lege II) Free.

4 p.m.

SCM Depth Education Group: 21st

Century Life Styles. SCM Office. Hart

House.

4:10 p.m.

"Nonlinear Optics and Coherent Inter-

actions at 10.6 Microns" Dr. C.K.N. Pa-

tel. Bell Telephone Laboratories. New
Jersey. Rm 102 McLennan Physical

Laboratories. Tea from 3 45 4 05

6 p.m.

SHOUT programme meeting for

Health Faculties. ISC Music Room. 33
St. George.

FU of T Latin America: A Revolution-

ary Alternative? 165 Robert St., Toronto

4

6:46 p.m.

Victoria College Bridge Club Meeting.

Wymilwood.

7:30 p.m.

Urban Poverty Forum: Education and

the Poor. Panel discussion with Keith

Duncan. Philips Electronics: Ying Hope.

Toronto Board of Education: H. Hedges,

Hall Dennis Committee on Education.

Sponsored by U of T Liberal Club.

8 p.m.

FU of T The Occult: Magic and Witch-

craft. UC 231.

Insanity 69 presents "Why People

Crack Up", a panel discussion with Dr

Ferguson Dr Silverman. Dr Meeks and

Dr. Stem/ Cody Hall.

HBar the Hon. Robt. Welch PC. Pro-

vincial Secretary, of Ontario speak on

Ontario's Liquor Laws and Changes to

come into effect in 1969. Neil McNeil

High School. 127 Victoria Park Ave.. Vic-

toria Park and Kingston Rd

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &

SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO

GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W

(Beverley & Queen)

Winter Carnival '69

LEONARD COHEN
FILM FESTIVAL

Thurs. Feb. 6 - 8:00 p.m. - Convocation Hall

- Ernie Game plus Cohen Films will be shown

- Tickets will be sold in front of Convocation Ha 11 15 min.

before showtime, or be sure, and use your $3.00

Carnival Ticket.

THE STUDENTS OF
ERINDALE COLLEGE
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SKIN & BONES
CALF SKIN CASUAL SHOES

- $7.95

SHEARING SLIPPERS
- SS.00

SHEEPSKIN RUGS
- JI0.00

SHEEPSKIN VESTS
- J7.95

690 Y0HGE STREET

922-3010

THE COMMISSION ON THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Invites individuals and groups within the

University to submit written briefs

to the Commission.

Briefs may include any remarks or recommendations

relevant to the structure of

University Government.

Briefs should be addressed to:

The Secretary,

The Commission on University Government.

45 Willcocks Street.

Toronto 5. Ontario. Telephone: 928-2182

928-8851



BINGLEFACT ROUNDUP

SKULEMEN BALEXES VICTORIA!
by GELUUS

VOLLEYBALL FINAL

Engineering beat Vic in

straight games (15-11, 15-4,

15-10) to win the Victoria

Staff Cup (donated in mem-
ory of Miss V. Staff, former
chairman of the University

Biology Department and iso-

later of the staffylococcus

bacillus), symbol of Intra-

mural Volleyballic suprem-
acy. The cup was first con-

tested in 1933; and Eng has

won every year since 1953.

HOCKEY
McCarthy's marker was

the margin as SMC blanked
Vic, 1-0.

Law got goals from Over
the Hill and Into the Moor-
house, Davies (2), and Fi-
tzpatrick (2) to beat PHE A,
5-2. Nepotiuk of the North got
both PHE A goals.

Devonshire house (Mills,
McCallum) 2; For (Polk.
Flanders) 2.

Skelton, Koutsaris, Taylor
and Sullivan led Dents over
Meds, 4-1. Moffatt found the
range for the losers.

MacDonald had two goals
for SMC B and Little two for

UC II There was no other
scoring ( Figure it out.

)

Business. 3; Law II. I. For
Bus: Barber, Corcoran and
Bengough (no relation to Vin-
cent Ben Gough. the famous
Israeli painter). For Law II:

Glover.

BASKETBALL

Sanderson scored 14 as Vic
II oreganoed Trin (Storv 5)
37-20.

UC II (Koach 12), 43: PHE
B (King 7), 27.

FOUR-INCH FILLER

The messenger-boy delivered the telegram to the board
room at Simcoe Hall. He handed it to Jack Pine, oldest living
governor.

CIC|l PI
I PPQ "Here's a bag of gold. Now be off with you."OilOUTrO He t00k il int0 the meeting and handed it to Bissell. "What

do it say, Claude? You can read."
Bissell's lips moved as he pondered for a moment.
"It from James 'Lord of the Flies' Mackie. The Varsity has

been calling him a pig again, and he's feeling very disgrun-
tled."

"Well, I'll say this for the Varsity," said C. 0. Howe:
"You'd never see anything like that on the sports page. That
Rod Bingley is the bees-knees."

Which was strange, because he is dead.

St. Michael's College, al-

ready renowned as the breed-

ing ground for such campus
strongmen as Fighting Fred-

dy Fromm, Battling Father

Kelly and Ace Paul McCann,
has produced four more
leather-lathered strongmen
and all four have secured po-

sitions on the U of T boxing
team.

They be Pat Goodwin (125

lb), Dan Doyle (160 lb.),

Kevin Cavanagh (165 lb.) and
John Byrnes (heavyweight).

And the fearsome foursome
will be in action, along with
six other fellow fisticuff pho-

bia followers, Saturday night

in Hart House against a
squad from Royal Military
College.

Dave Frank, Varsity city

editor, has promised to cover
the story.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

MEN WANTED!!!! There are a few vancancies

in our Co-Educational Ballroom Dance Class -

Thursdays 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. Benson Building.

SIGN UP AND LEARN TO DANCE PROPERLY!!!!

ALL POSTER!

75 cent!

1
THE TEXTBOOK STORE

SPORTS SCHEDULES — WEEK OF FEB. 3

IMPORTANT — TEAM REGISTRATION LISTS OUTSTAND-
ING AS FOLLOWS DEADLINE FOR COMPLETION & FILING
AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE IS FEB 7
Hockey - UC II & III. PHE C. Wye. Med C. TnnC. Inn., II. Pherm
B Water Polo - V,c. For Basketball - Atch A & B, IV Eng Sc
Giad Geog. Music. Knox. Innis II. Trin B

HOCKEY
Mon Feb 3 12 30 Sr Eng vs PHE A Butler. Donofno

111 Ind A Butler Donofno
700 Med A VI UC 1 Fuller. Lauton
800 Med C vs IV Chem B Fuller. Lauion
900 Innis II ui IV Mech fuller Lauion

Tues Feb 4 1 30 Innis 1 vs PHE B Gordon. Wright

Henna Chandler
800 Bui For A Hanne Chandler
900 Knox VS Arch Henna. Chandler

Wed Feb 5 8 00 en ^ IV Elec vs Oont 0 Dubmak
12 30 Vic V vs IV Eng Sc Orsi. Seckington
1.30 IV Civ.l B vs Vic IV Orsi. Geale
4 30 Pherm A vs UC II Todd. Bertrand
5 30 New II VI III Elec Todd Bertrand
900 Dent B vs III Chem Todd Bertrand

Thur Feb 6 12 30 Vic X in IV Ind A Gerry Geale
400 Trin B vs Si M C May. Weese
700 Erin i vs Scar Klmck Bullock
800 St M A VS Law 1 Klmck. Bullock
900 For B vs Erin II Klmck. Bullock

Fn Feb 7 12 30 St M B vs Jr Eng Lauton, Skinner
1 30 IV Ind B III Civil Kohn Richardson
500 II Chem VI 11 Ind Sullivan. Trossider

SQUASH (Balance of League schedulel
Tues Feb 4 6 20 Scar vs U C

7 00 Law A Dent
7 40 Trin B vs Law B
8 20 Innis vs For

Wed Feb 5 420 PHE A n Vic
700 Trin A VI Eng
7 40 St M A vs Grad Chem
8 20 Knox vs St M 8

INDOOR TRACK Tues Feb 4 5 30 pm
Relay [2x1 .1 »2.1 x3)

1000 yds and

SPORTS SCHEDULES — WEEK OF FEB. 3

BASKETBALL
Mon »t> 3 400 PHE B v-> Arch A Hefner Tonisson

Tues Feb 4 1 00 Jr Eng VS Bus Martin Feaver
400 Law 1 VS St M B Martin. Feever

6 30 III EngSc VS Grad Geog Gee.Gyma rsk»,Schwarti
7 30 Innis 1 n Dent A Gee.Schwam.Dymsralu
8 30 Med 8 vs Pharm A Schwartz Dymarski Gee

Wed Feb 5 1 00 PHE D vs IV ctvii Ait. nil. Cunningham
500 Music vs Knox Alboim. Fratesso
630 Sr Eng vs U C 1 Chapntck Doug Mockford, Tessis

7 30 Vic 1 vs Sim a Chapnick.Tessis.Doug Mockford
8 30 Erin vs Scar Testis. Doug Mock'ord.Chopnick

Thur Feb 6 1 00 Tnn B VS St M C Tonisson. Fraresso
400 Law II vs Innis II Cunningham. Boguski
6 30 New III vs Dent C Sternberg Sternberg Roney
7 30 IV Ind vs For L Sternberg Ronoy A Sternberg
6 30 Dent B vs Vic IV A Stern berg. Roney.L Sternberg

Fri Feb 7 1 00 UC 1 VI PHE A Tessis Doug Mockford

WATER POLO
Tues Feb 4 7 00 PHE

746 Scar

8 30 For

vs Med A LeRoy
vs Med B LeRoy
vs Med IV Vr LeRoy

Wed Feb 5 5 00
600
900

St M vs Law I Pettold

INTERFACULTY SWIM CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dent vs New Breech

Thur Feb 6 I 00 UC
7 00 Arch

7 45 Med C

8 30 Trin 8

vs Law II

vs Vic

vs For

vs KnoM

Milgrem

Cawlhrey
Cawthray
Cawthray

REMINDER Wed Feb 5. Inierfacully Sports Night featuring

Interfaculty Swim Championships, Basketball and

Water Polo Games BRING YOUR GIRL
FRIENDS TO SEE THE ACTION FREE ADMIS-
SION

Winter Carnival '69

CONCERT
Sun. Feb. 2nd — 8:30 p.m. — Convocation Hall

Tickets will be given away free lo those who buy
Carnival tickets until Thurs. From 9 am.

I'ri. Morning any remaining tickets will be given out

FREE on a first- come-first-serve basis, two to a person.
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VARSITY AT WATERLOO -FIRST ON LINE TONIGHT
By PHIL BINGLEY

Much of the ink which has

flowed from the wilted ribbon

of this typewriter over the

past few months has come
out in the form of words de-

scribing the excellence of the

1968-69 Varsity hockey Blues.

And yet tonight, Blues are

in a position to permanently

relinquish (at least for this

season) first place in the Sen-

ior Intercollegiate Hockey
League. A loss to University

of Waterloo Warriors in the

latter's home rink would seal

that particular fate.

So why the big discrepancy

between the paper team and

the actual team? That proba-

bly is one question that coach

Tom Watt and his players

would like to know the answ-

er to. The fact is, however,

that Blues have not played up

to the potential which they

possess this season.

They have had their big

games but they have been

crummy on other occasions.

On still other nights they

were just plain "not bad."

And, throughout the season

while Blues have been
searching for their true iden-

tity, Waterloo suddenly

emerged as an eager and

well-balanced unit. Warriors

ambushed Blues 3-2 when the

BASKETBALL
By AlF CHAITON

One by land.

Two by sea.

The Raiders are coming.

To Varsity.

Actually, it'll be to York University, and the Raiders are

the Roberts Wesleyan College Raiders of North Chili, N. Y.

(just outside Rochester, a little east of Beautiful Downtown
Burbank). They will be playing our Blues tonight in an ex-

hibition basketball match.

R. W., as they are affectionately known, will probably be

the best team Blues face all year. Their roster includes an
honourable mention for Ail-American, Ken Curtis, a 6'3"

forward who broke the Raider's season scoring record last

year with 591 points.

Blues have played in North Chili (that's North, not South,

America) for the past three years, losing last year by a 93-

61 count.

This will be the first appearance of the Raiders in Toron-

to.

Come out and see how a good, American club plays.

Game time is 8:15 p.m. Free admission.

Chaitonchat (debut):

Coach John McManus said he'll be playing everybody on

the squad who comes out for practice. "This will be an
opportunity for us to get in some players who haven't had
time in many of the league games so far," he commented.
Only 10 players can dress for a league game, but the

coach will probably dress 14 for this exhibition match.

He said that the Blues' big problem is playing as well in

the second half as they do in the first.

A major factor is that the team practices on a small

floor at Hart House, while they play their games on the big

floor at York. As well, the backboards at York are glass,

while they're wooden at HH.
"If we could only call each half the first half," the

coach was caught musing.

two teams met two weeks
ago tonight at Varsity Arena.
So now the pressure is on
Watt and his players to win
or tie or settle for second
place.

If Blues are to win tonight,

the recipe consists of solid

and aggressive fundamental
shinny. Included as necessary

ingredients will be an effec-

tive power-play, tight penal-

ty-killing, tough bodycheck-
ing, especially from the de-

fense position, and a dash of

luck around the Waterloo net

(for a change). Blues do not

seem to have the power to

skate out and dazzle the

enemy with their speed and
science as they have done in

past years.

Whatever evolves, this

evening is not the end of the

ball game for the team. Win
or lose they will likely have
to play Warriors two more
times before either squad can
proceed to the national play-

offs to be held in Edmonton
in March. Victory would,
however, set the stage for a
spectacular finish in the

league with the key game at

home (also for a change)
when Warriors pay their sec-

ond visit to Varsity Arena,

Wednesday February 19.

NOTES. ..Watt will choose
his starting goaler for to-

night's game just before the
team leaves for Waterloo
later this afternoon. This has
been a common practice all

season. . .Netminders Adrian
Watson and Tom Little have
regained the lead in the
loop's goals-against derby fol-

lowing Warriors 7-7 tie with
Guelph last week. . ,Pau |

Laurent still leads the SIHL
scoring parade. . .Blues are
home on Friday night for a

game with Guelph Gryphons,
a team they have already
beaten twice. Saturday Var-
sity is in Windsor for another
affair with Lancers.

photo by TOM A URICH

Pictured above are Varsity successful wrestlers in Guelph Invitational tourney. From I.

tor. Larry Barron (runnerup in 191 lb class), Bill Allison (champ 160 lb.), Dave Simms
(runnerup in 152) and Don Stevens (third, 167).

Swim Blues'conditioning pays off
By DAVE POWELL

The Varsity swimming
team demonstrated the value

of good conditioning this

week-end when they won two

meets in less than 24 hours.

Friday evening. Blues tra-

velled to the Tait McKenzie
building where they whipped
the York University squad by

a score of 78-39.

Veteran Gaye Stratton,

with victories in the 50 meter
freestyle and the 200 back-

stroke and sophomore dis-

tance star Terry Bryon, who
won the 500 and 1000 meter
freestyle, and placed second

in the 200 individual medley
were the top performers for

Varsity.

Referees foil fencers

Varsity fencers did their stuff in Ottawa last week-end but had

a hard time proving their hits to the referees. Shown above is

action in the foil competition.
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Ever seen a frustated

Fencer?
In the MacFarland Master

at arms Tourney in Ottawa

last weekend Varsity fencers

experienced the bitter fruits

of disappointment. Why?
Each sabre bout became a

gamble. The first and not the

last, to suffer from the

judge's myopia was Martin

Moskovits going out in the

semifinal.

Each President referee had

a different view of the rules

but Martin Peros seventh and

Rowland Griffin eighth main-

tained their cool till the end.

Epee, that imitation of the

duelling weapon, cannot be
manipulated as there are no

conventions to observe and
hence no source of bias. Is

that so? Just arrange the pre-

liminary rounds so the best

strangers meet Canadian A
fencers.

Fortunately, the ploy re-

bounded in that Rowland
Griffin reached the final after

a barrage which carried out

one A fencer. Unflappable

Martin Peros had a chance to

finish in the first three but

the disorganized final took so

long that his drive waned to

take the sixth place followed

by Griffin eighth.

Doug Macintosh took the

100 freestyle and Klaus Koch

beat York star Murray Young

in the 200 butterfly.

On Saturday night, in Hart

House, Blues defeated

Queen's and the local Univer-

sity Settlement Aquatic Club.

Rookie Mike Guinness gave a

fine performance when he

unofficially broke the OQAA
record in the 200 freestyle

with a time of 1:53.9 and then

knocked seven seconds off the

OQAA mark in the 500 free-

style with a 5:17.5 clocking.

Theo Van Ryn came close

to his own OQAA record i«

the 50 freestyle and won tW

100 as well. Bob Heatley took

the 100 fly in a fine 56.5 sec-

onds and Barry Bowerma"1

continued to impress in win-

ning the 200 breaststroke.

Gaye Stratten easily won

the 200 backstroke.

In the 400 yard freesty'e

relay, the team of Van Ry n '

Stratten, Guinness and Dou6

Macintosh chopped .3 seconds

off the OQAA record a""

missed the Canadian interc*

legiate mark by .1 second*

with a time of 3:25.8.



Sir George students bivouac among computers
Montreal - CUP-VNS - A

student occupation of the

computer centre at Sir

George Williams University

entered its third day this

morning as the administra-

tion continued to refuse to

yield to student demands.

The student occupants are

demanding dismissal of a

five-professor committee
hearing charges of racism

against a biology professor.

The students want a board

of arbitration to include rep-

resentatives of all sides of

the dispute.

About 400 students, many
of them black militants,

seized the ninth floor of the

downtown Montreal univer-

sity building Wednesday after

a hearing session broke down
They have refused to leave
until their demands are met.
There was no indication

last night that the adminis-
tration planned to call in po-
lice, although acting principal

Douglas Birms Clarke did not
dismiss the possibility.

He said the hearing com-
mittee would not be reconsti-

tuted but will "continue its

work . . . It's sessions will

resume shortly."

Radio Varsity newsmen
last night telephoned the
computer centre, located on
the ninth floor of the 14-story

Hall Building, one of Sir

George's two buildings.

"We will stay until our
demands are met." students

in the building said "We want
a hearing committee set up
which is agreeable to all par-

ties concerned."

Student guards at the com-
puter centre are allowing
occupants to come in and out
in shifts.

In the background there
was the sound of shouting and
music At one point the stut-

tering sound of a machine —
possibly a computer — was
clearly audible.

The university pays $1,000

an hour to rent the huge bank
of computers immobilized by
the occupation.

The computers are vital to

the administrative apparatus.

They handle all the univer-

sity's paychecks, class lists.

schedules and exams.
Technicians say the deli-

cate machines can last only a

week without servicing before

irreparable damage results.

The charges against the

biology Prof. Perry Anderson
had been heard as much as a

year before the present cri-

sis. Black students claim the

professor awards low marks
because of racialism, but
Anderson has denied this.

Over the telephone last

night occupying students re-

fused to discuss the charges
but said they would present

evidence when an impartial

board was established.

Late Wednesday night a

faculty member resigned her

post over the university's

handling of the entire affair.

Sociology lecturer Pat Pajon-
as charged the administration
was making decisions on the

basis of "fear, ignorance and
self interest" citing the 'ill*-

gitimacy" of the hearings and
legal action against ' black
militants as the major injus-

tices.

The student council has
called for a three-man arbi-

tration board composed of a
representative from each
side, plus an impartial third

member.
Classes at Sir George,

which has about 5,000 stu-

dents, have not been can-

celled although some profes-

sors have declared study ses-

sions.
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS GET WORD

Godzilla wanted to be

on page one

Self-service curriculum for 1969
By JIM COWAN

Reforms of the Macpher-
son-Allen Report on under-

graduate instruction in arts

and science were unveiled in

detail Thursday at Victoria

College.

In the carpeted lecture
theatre of Vic's New Aca-
demic Building, Ontario sec-

ondary school principals and
guidance counsellors got their

first comprehensive look at
the new program which re-

suited from student-staff dis-

cussions last fall.

Dean A. D. Allen of the

faculty of arts and science

described the reforms as "an
almost impossible revolution

lor this university to

achieve." The Dean was one

of the prime engineers of the

present plan, a distillation of

the Macpherson Report publ-

ished in October, 1967.

The main feature of the

new plan, which will be im-

The
' engineers struggle (groan) in the rain 10 erect the Winter

«"n,val Ice Palace. Meanwhile, back in the nice, warm (sigh)

5AC office, free tickets (two to the ATI Card) are being given

"'for David Rea's two Convocation Hall concerts Sunday nighl_

U. Bleue el Blanche Discotheque opens in the old U of I

/«» Building behind the International Student Centre. H-l,

- 'he the B & W ad on page two.

plemented for first and sec-

ond year next fall and third

and fourth year in 1970. is the

great flexibility given (o stu-

dents in choosing their

courses.

Stapleton Caldecott. princi-

pal of Parkdale Collegiate,

Toronto, summed up the feel-

ings of most of the delegates,

saying, "This is something

we've wanted for a long time.

The difficulty will be to get it

across to the kids this year.

But this is the ideal set-up."

Dean Allen said the propos-

als had the approval of "the

great majority of both the

staff and students in the fac-

ulty".

The report goes to the Sen-

ate for approval February 14.

"A basic premise of our

new program is that each

student should be free to de-

termine his own program

each year by choosing from

among those courses for

which he is adequately pre-

pared," Allen said.

"To make this choice a

real one we have eliminated

the categories that previously

contained our students " He
added that this meant the old

general-honors distinction

would disappear.

"The new program recog-

nizes the continued impor-

tance of ( the old disciplines),"

said Allen. "but also

makes provision for interdis-

ciplinary areas of specializa-

tion, areas that might have

particular relevance to both

the interests of a student and

the needs of society today

and tomorrow."
Under the new program.

pliaio ' TIM KOEHLER
Dean A. D Allen speaks with Dr. A. C. H. Hallelt.

the student will require more
extensive guidance from both

the high school and the uni-

versity "It seems to me."
said Allen, "that what the

student needs most of all is

training in making academic
decisions of this kind And il

might be a useful exercise if

the student could be asked to

select five courses . . . and

try to rationalize why he has

chosen those particular

courses
"

The new program will be

offered throughout the fac-

ulty, which includes the St.

George. Scarborough and

Erindale campuses, and the

Department of Extension

English Prof. Jack Robson

presented a simplified expla-

nation of the mechanics of

the new system Projecting a

grid on a screen, he gave

several examples of the kind

of course a student is re-

quired to follow under the

present program.
Then he flashed the pro-

gram a student entering uni-

versity next year might face.

The grid was blank

He described the kinds of

courses a student could fol-

low, stressing that any unit of

any illustration could be
changed by the individual

student.

"We want the students to

develop their own courses as

much as possible." said Prof.

Robson "What it means is

ihat all the programs become
part of the counselling pro-

cess."

Under the new program,

students will choose five

courses each year In some
subjects pre-requisites or co-

requisites will be required.

Continued on page 3



tjj) OPENING TONIGHT!!! 0
LA BLEUE ET BLANCHE DISCOTHEQUE'

- Open from 10 p.m. - 2 a. m., Fridays and Saturdays

- TONIGHT - Live Band - "THE EAVESDROPPINGS" - Free to those with Carnival

tickets - 50c to everyone

else.

- Sat. Feb. I
- Live Band - "SHERMAN & PEABODY" - SI per person

- Located at the Old, U of T Press Bldg., beside the Old Physics Bldg.

- Refreshments will be served

THIS IS U of T's NEW STUDENT ENVIRONMENT !!!!!!!! (Sock it to me ?)

THl StNSATIOHAl

LENNY
BREAU TRIO
WNITE-TOMORROW

JAN. 31 - FEB. J

338 Huron at Harbord - 922- 1517

Sid Smith speakout succeeds-

guerilla theatre, marshmallows

TODAY!!!
Opening of

Winter Carnival '69

I p.m. in front of U.C., at the Ice Palace, Just before the Engineering Chariot

Race. The L.G.M.B. will be there to supply the entertainment.

Tonight - Broomball game between CKFH D.J.'s and the Girl Cheerleaders after

the Hockey game, at Varsity Arena.

FREE tickets for the concert Sun. Feb. 2, at Convocation Hall will be given

away today at the S.A.C. Office, 2 to a person.

- Sat. A.M. - Chariot race, Toilet Bowl games, Egg tossing, etc., - Noon - Free

Eat-Out to those with tickets.

Tickets are still available at the S.A.C. Office for only $3.00

By Susan Reisler

If you missed all the action

Wednesday at noon hour, Sid

Smith is where it's at from

now on.

"This place has never

looked better," was the way
one student put it. She spoke

for the majority of the 200

students who stopped to

watch the action.

The main action revolved

around the guerilla theatre

put on by the Toronto Student

Movement.
There were two short skits

about "the myth of the liber-

al university" and free

speech at U of T, Sidney

Smith Hall in particular.

Marshmallows thrown at

the audience and consequent-

ly stepped on represented the

students on this campus said

THE CITY'S OLDEST SURVIVING CHURCH

Little Trinity

Andy Wernick (SGS-).

About 75 students stayed

after for the speak-out.

After a slow and awkward
beginning, the speakout began

to take some shape. The ex-

change was left and radical,

almost a verbal war between

the factions.

This didn't daunt the audi-

ence. All those questioned

thought the rally was "a real-

ly good idea."

The students are in the

foyer without permission.

Dean W. D. Foulds said the

matter is being referred to

the U of T Security and the

Fire Marshall.

If there are no problems

the administration may
change its policy.

Action today features a vis-

it by Karl Wolff a German
student leader, and national

chairman of the SDS the stu-

dent movement which has

produced such militants as

Rudi Dutschke and Daniel

Cohn-Bendit.

WINTER CARNIVAL

HOCKEY DANCE

featuring:

The ALTAR EGO

FRIDAY , JANUARY 31,

after Hockey Game.

DRILL HALL
Girls 50* Guys 754

EVANGELICAL
- 7 P.M.

Rev. Richard Lucas
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MISSION

Minister, St. Helen's Church, Bishopsgote, London, England

425 KING STREET EAST - NEAR PARLIAMENT

SPECIAL WORSHIP SERVICE

FOR STUDENTS

IS PRAYER POSSIBLE

NOWADAYS?

Preacher: Professor David W. Hay

Sunday, February 2nd, I 1:00 A.M.

KNOX COLLEGE CHAPEL.
59 St. George Street,

A COFFEE PERIOO WILL FOLLOW THE SERVICE
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new program.
continued from Page 1

But it would be possible for a

student to obtain a degree by
taking 20 unrelated courses.

Other major changes are

also designed to increase the

student's choice and break

down barriers between disci-

plines.

Four new interdisciplinary

courses will be offered. A
student in these could study

courses in three or four dif-

ferent areas (for instance,

political science, economics
and geography) all oriented

toward one topic.

The new courses are: Envi-

ronmental Studies, Moderniz-

ing the Community, Theory,

Method and Practice, Law-
men try to Solve their Prob-

lems and Revolution.

Abolition of the year sys-
tem as a means for passing
or failing students is a second
change. "The student will be
given credit for any course he
passes,'' said Dean Allen He
will not be failed in a year's
work because he fails one or
two courses."

Typical of the reaction
from the principals and coun-
sellors was:

• "I'm really excited about
it. It offers the best of the old

system but sets it up for to-

day's kids. It's the best of

both worlds." (John Culles,

Widdifield Secondary School,

North Bay).

Major worries yesterday
seemed to concern counsel-
ling and registration. Associ-

ate Dean G.A. Watson ex-

plained that the university

was already prepared to offer

guidance to students or guid-

ance counsellors, and that the

sooner the questioning start-

ed, the better.

Dean Allen said the prob-

lems caused by students hav-
ing more freedom were being
studied. Students entering
first year will be asked to

make a preliminary selection

of courses in May and June.

For 1969, requirements for

Grade 13 graduates remain as

at present. For 1970, these

requirements will become
"recommendations"; the stu-

dents will be advised what
subjects would form a good
grounding for a chosen

Who is the ugliest man on

campus? GODZILLA, that's

who — a creature from the

depths of Middle House,

Victoria College. This was
the choice of the U. of T.

Community Chest's "Ugliest

Creature on Campus Con-

test" held during Radio
Varsity's three day mara-
thon broadcast. Tonight af-

ter the hockey game IT will

be unveiled by the lucky

winner of the Most Coura-

geous Girl on Campus Con-
test, whose prize is the priv-

ilege of spending the re-

mainder of the evening
with GODZILLA. (A girl may
be nominated for MCGOC
by placing 50 cents in an
envelope and signing her

name on the front. Both
envelopes and ballot boxes
are provided at various

places around campus.)
GODZILLA, who walked off

with 74 votes, had several

famous and infamous run-

ners-up, including Abe
Mudrick, Paul Fromm, Bal-

ex, GSU president John
Winter, Steve Longdon and
Gellius. Anyone interested

in managing or helping the
Community Chest is asked
to attend a meeting in

room 1022 of Sid Smith,
Monday at 1 :00. photo by TIM KOEHLEH

BEVERLEY
TAVERN
COURTESY &
SERVICE

WE STRIVE TO
GIVE BOTH

240 QUEEN STREET W
(Beverley & Queen)

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

Friday, January 31 - 1:00 P.M.

S.S. ROOM 2102

'RESTORING HISTORIC SITES'

A TALK BY MAJOR R.R. DIXON
OF THE HISTORIC SITES DIVISION.

DEPARTMENT OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT
AND INDIAN AFFAIRS

EVERYONE WELCOME

Charcoal Bro.lod s,i,Ung SIEAKS
Served ,„ ewgunoy w,ne

end lucculenl ROAST BEEF

"^STAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE 8r

A 8AR
Appearing Nuely J Boyle

„ Steele's
,

EMR?y|
RN ""TAURa'nT

8
|? „ ,

349 INGEST
(fully licenced)

mutual,
funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north amencan mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

Hart House
TODAT

FRIDAY JAZZ CONCERT
Muiic Room - 12-2 p.m.

ST. MICHAEL'S JAZZ QUINTET
Ladies Welcome

MEMBERS' ART SHOW
until Ffidoy, Februory )4lh

Art Gallery

MONDAY FOLK CONCERT
February 3rd

I p.m. - Eair Common Room
DOUG LONG

Ladies Welcome

WILL U. OF R. DIE OF HART FAILURE?
Not if YOU transplant lame of

your energy to a Hon House
Committee

NOMINATIONS OPEN FEBRUARY 5th

F ESTI VAL SINGERS
and

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
in Concert

Soturday, February 1st

Sunday, February 2nd
Great Hall - 8:30 p.m.

Students: 12 Others: S3

You keep flunking

your best subject?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

FEBRUARY 1st, 19 69.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391
— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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whyjust Czech students?
When we examine the once and

future treatment of the recent Czech-

oslovakian immigrants studying at

the University of Toronto, some in-

teresting speculations arise.

The few students now enrolled

have free tuition, and scholarships or

$1,000-$1,200 grants of which half are

to be repaid, courtesy of the federal

government.

But after this year of free tuition,

these students will be expected to get

summer jobs to help pay for their

it works
Confrontation politics works — just

ask the students working on the Uni-

versity of Toronto Community Chest

fund drive.

Angered that we failed to give pub-

licity to their fund-raising "Ugliest

Man on Campus" contest, about 20 of

them came to the office and demand-
ed coverage. Without actually an-

nouncing a sit-in they remained for

an hour, one of them idly swinging a

rope with a large noose on the end.

It worked. But if this is the latest

stage in the escalation of confronta-

tion politics, we urge Dr. Bissell to

watch out.

Krstty
TOAONTOi^

'The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal

"
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hi, me again; to say hello to all you people

out there In apathy-liberat-reader land this

ad is brought to you by bootlegger inktter,

who mode some very rye remarks — or did

he speak with a scotch accent, and, despite

the abscence of the incredible hulk, we
were visited by the great godsilla — well,

you wanted to gel on page four, we all

know noel knew hugh pugh; who? hugh
pughl cowan, determined, hard-working,

was put in the corner for the night, while

noel sherried in her abscence and his aspi-

rations, shall we forestell no longer . . .

koelcher got the picture while nelson never

gave up the ship, straight sue laid out too.

macrae in a tie, and elbows? and what,

reyto came in a box in the uc refectory, of

all places, really marty new newsie Daria-

hi frankly, dave plaid his role, and late

night visits from kesterton and mary-kate.

must not forget suecup, who feels left out,

and anne — both well-read people, ot

well-red! new newsie two, carole curtis —
hi. for all those concerned, i wrote this.

education — "like any other Cana-
dian", according to a program co-

ordinator quoted in "Canada's most
quoted newspaper." Other Czech stu-

dents will take full-time English

courses during the summer.

Even if enough summer jobs are

available, all these students will need

help, and they will get help. The gov-

ernment has lifted a regulation pres-

cribing a year's residence in the

province to get OSAP money.

But there is a problem — intended

or not, this move will cut down any

chance of the regulation being chal-

lenged on its intrinsic worth.

One can imagine the outcry if

these students fleeing the Russian
regime couldn't complete their edu-

cations because of lack of funds. Yet
students from other provinces and
other countries are just as needy and

just as worthy.

But they aren't as good copy for

the newspapers, and for them the

rules don't get changed.

"The 175th anniversary of our Resistance! — and
still no sign that the other side is willing to stop

the slaughter, or negotiate!"

from The Realist

University (yi?nivjisUi). MK. [a. AT.
univtriiti'.— Vi.univtr\ttat-\'it,t\ (i) the whole,

universe, (3) a corporation ur oiiiiiiiuiiity, f. I.,

untvtnui UsiVKBSK. As tlu tlu il>:ii:ition \A .1

whole body, community, ur j;liilt! ul m,i .trrs .mm I

scholars, the full phr. « ts tint&eritt<t\ mt; .

fr.irum tt ichot,iriitm\ uHiver\ton u|tim iHy
superseded ttuitium for ' iiinv: ity

"The university is not a secular

church, nor a society for

general improvement, nor a perm-

anent opposition to whatever is"

We asked professors, administra-

tors and students around the univer-

sity for their definition of a univer-

sity. This article is the first in what

we hope will be an illuminating series.

By CLAUDE BISSELL

President of the University

of Toronto

A university is distinguished from a

college by reason of the diversity of its

offerings and the senior nature of its

work. In a bald administrative sense, a

university is an institution of higher

learning that has, in addition to the bas-

ic subjects in the Humanities, the Physi-

cal and Natural Sciences, and the Social

Sciences, a number of professional fac-

ulties and a division concentrating on

advanced work and research. But the

real key is not so much diversity as

devotion to scholarship and research.

Unless an institution is making some
contribution to knowledge, it is not real-

ly much more than a superior high

school with a better football team. This

does not rule out undergraduate work,

since undergraduate teaching must de-

rive its strength from those who are

themselves explorers and innovators in

their disciplines.

Moreover, as the levels of understand-

ing and knowledge rise, undergraduate

work itself should be a phase of scholar-

ship, not in the sense that undergradu-

ates write learned articles for publica-

tion, but in the sense that they have the

confidence to question assumptions and

devise new approaches. This emphasis
in the university upon innovation in and
expansion of knowledge makes the di-

chotomy between teaching and research

invalid.

There can be no good teaching at a

university level unless it springs out of

scholarship and research. Good teaching

is not a technique, but a reflection of

one's own intellectual interests. Good
teaching is the glow of scholarship.

This emphasis upon the university as

a centre for the expansion of knowledge
carries with it certain assumptions

about the nature of the university soci-

ety.

In the development of that society and

the formulation of its governing struc-

ture, we are seeking for means whereby

a university can be strengthened as an

intellectual centre. It would be possible,

lor instance, to have a university that

embodies the purest form of democracy,

and yet is an inferior university, avoided

by good scholars like the plague. This

emphasis does not rule out other quali-

ties and other goals.

In the expansion of knowledge the

university will contribute to the full

development of individuals. It will inevi-

tably become either directly or indirect-

ly a critic of society, because new
knowledge always involves a questioning

of the status quo.

The university can exercise no control

over knowledge any more than it can

control human nature. But it can make
sure that the knowledge it generates is

fundamental and unrestricted, and it can

insist on the right to make moral judg-

ments about the use of knowledge. But

we must always be careful lest we ele-

vate these subsidiary functions to a pri-

mary position. The university is not a

secular church, nor a society for general

improvement, nor a permanent opposi-

tion to whatever is.

The ideal university would require an

absolute minimum of regulations and

formality. It would consist only of those

who were devoted to the pursuit of

knowledge and truth. Such an idea! has

never existed and never will.

At the same time, despite the neces-

sity for a formal structure, there will

always be a large area of the university

that is unpatterned. This is the area of

the debating club, the political society,

the dramatic, or musical performance,

the newspaper and the literary publica-

tion. This is an area where student initi-

ative and direction are crucial; success

here can be no less important in achiev-

ing the university's purpose than all the

formal work in classroom and labora-

tory.

If you would get some clear idea of

the significance of this environment,

take a good look at the university's pub-

lications and see whether they embody

high standards in style and presentation,

and reflect fully the intellectual life of

the times.

As I have said, there is no ideal uni-

versity, and certainly Toronto is far

removed from the ideal. I nave worked

at four universities, one of which is

looked upon as one of the few great uni-

versities of the world, but Toronto still

seems to me to be the place where there

are the fewest impediments to change

and growth.
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That's it I'll make a film about them, about
what's really going on. I can show

the whole world."

-clay bovis



Hercules is tough and he

means business. He is stand-

ing frozen high up against the

wall of his cubbyhole, located

at the stairwell of his three-

floor department store. His

grey tie is lying flat against

his dark blue shirt; his belly

is wide and vulnerable under
a tailored grey suit.

Stretched out to his solid

six foot height, he dangles his

arms from his elbows, like a

dentist afraid to approach a

delicate extraction.

And just in case he really

decides to go through with it,

there's a set of abandoned
dentist's equipment right

under the floorboards. The
reflector is smashed, the

fountain is chipped a little,

but the reclining seat and the

drill are still intact. The
cream-coloured set goes for

$150. A duplicate set, minus
the upholstered seat, goes for

$90.

Hercules is the man re-

sponsible for the three floors

of this slightly dingy building.

And now he is making up his

mind whether to stop slashing

prices and explain the build-

ing:

"We're very careful about
the kind of advertising the

store gets," he says in his

hard low voice, still not mov-
ing. "We've been here for

many many years. You might
call it a life's work."

This," he says authorita-

tively, "is a legitimate busi-

ness. Some people try to slant

it one way or another, but

we're not afraid."

The man's name is Mr.
Fine and he goes on this way
for five minutes before a

phone call interrupts him. He
comes down off the wall and

reaches for the receiver.

"No. Sorry.
"1 p.m. is the best I can

do.

"Ha! Ha!" he laughs, fin-

gering a black ring on his

finger. "Saturday's my big

day off. Got up at 6 a.m.

though, but that's another

story."

Of course Mr. Fine is right-

Saturday is THE big day for

Hercules. This is when the

yellow-bricked store on

Yonge Street plays host to a

continuing stream of the cu-

rious, the aloof, the serious,

naive and young.

The young are especially

interested in Hercules. For

the teeny-bopper from Bath-

urst Heights and other out-

lying regions of the industrial

city, Hercules is a contempo-

REVIEW 2

fOCUS:

nzn
"Canada's Largest Surplus Store"

577 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

Phona924-7764

cleaning out the aegean
stable — a look at hercules

rary antique shop. Here is

where they buy their ragged

army jackets, try on military

shakos, poke around in a pile

of discarded old boots or se-

lect a choice commando
knife, available for $4.

The latest — which no

young guevarista has yet

dared to spirit back to his

high school or plaza parking

lot is hanging from the raf-

ters on the third floor. $1.49

for a rectangular pair of

"bush pants" which seem to

be cut from a length of green

sailcloth. Square pockets

have been stitched to the

front, just above the thighs.

Another class of customers
— although some people say

the clientele is "hippies and

strippers" — is typified bv

the determined and sallow

men who arrive in search of

the right fitting for their

plumbing or just to poke

about silently in a pile of dus-

ty electrical hardware. They
have to wend their way
through the counters on the

first floor, piled high with

clothing, and pass the soap

counter down the wide creak-

ing steps to the basement.

The basement is the only

part of the building without

any salesmen. These subal-

terns wear grey cotton shirts

and lurk about the other

floors offering their services.

"Can I help you?"
If you're checking over

hats in one of the bins he

probably won't be able to.

They're all the same size.

6%, apparently relics of the

Children's Crusade.

Now, almost two decades
later, they still sell army
surplus but a lot of it is

American. And in spite of the

reputation, many consider

Hercules to be a camping
outfitter. Others consider it

"just like Canadian Tire."

Anyhow, back to Mr. Fine,

the man whose security was
shattered on Saturday after-

noon when a tornado ripped

past the sleeping bag hanging

in the front door, past the

Coke machine, the empty
rack, the cashier, the record

stand, the Picasso prints and

into his cubbyhole, where he

had been waiting, the man
who keeps insisting that "this

business if legitimate."

Mr. Fine has a second of-

fice, on the second floor,

away from the camping gear
and 75c pyjamas. He is sit-

ting in this cluttered office,

quiet, cynical and solid, with
the sunlight breaking in

through the shaded window.
"This place? For 17 years.

I've been with it since then. I

opened it up for them," he
replies. He isn't boastful, just

stating the facts. "And I've

been here ever since."

He explains the real own-
ers, who never come near the

building:

"They had a wholesale
business out in West Toronto
for a long long time 50 to 60

years," he reports in a

clipped voice. Then he gets

more expansive:

"They were in hay and
feed." Images of cows and
barns and yellow fields out in

Dundas West. "Then they got

into coal and lumber and got

bigger." The fields have gone,

paved roads appeared, and
sawdust flies through the air

between blackened brick

buildings.

"Then they came into a lot

of government war surplus —
and opened up this store."

The store, he continues
very slowly, used to be a

hupmobile servicing centre.

"You know what a hupmo-
bile is?" No. But it is easy to

imagine Hercules, blue shirt

and flat tie, standing on the

running board. "It was before

your time. Old cars." A quiet

nostalgia seems to settle over
his face, but he does not re-

lax.

"There's an elevator down
in the basement that can
bring a car right up to the

top. It's still here."

And it was here the brief

balloon burst. It was either

Hercules paranoia or just his

general disinterest that got

the better of him.

Considering the age of the

building and the value of the

land, might there be plans for

redevelopment of the block?

Hercules does not want to

answer. He is angry.

This is Hercules on Yonge
Street, one of the people who
do business in our city. They
trust no one and protect their

investments. They are jealous

of their stake in our city and

wary of strangers.

Shopkeeper uptight. The
way Hercules puts it is al-

most French, but not quite:

"C'est la vie," he says, and

returns to the bins of mer-

chandise.

— dave frank



art
will toronto's art lovers reject a stallion for a gelding?
Harrw .lawman \trhn th.^i-,- ... .... ...Harry Jackman, who thinks

that "the horse is a noble
animal", picked up an eques-
trian sculpture of Edward VII
in India and wants to donate
it to Toronto. The hoo-hah
this has generated is a good
indication of the art stand-

ards of the various interest

groups in the City.

In the first place, let it be
noted that Jackman bought
the piece because he considers

it "one of the finest eques-

trian sculptures of the pe-

riod." Furthermore, Edward
VII is a non-entity of an his-

torical figure whose name is

not particularly associated

with imperialism or butch-
ery.

Despite this, many people
who haven't even seen the
work (there has only been
one picture of it published
here, to my knowledge) have
been damning it. To some, it

is a relic of British imperial-

ism. Art gallery owners don't

like it because there's no
percentage in it for them if

the public likes the sculpture
— they don't have anything

like it in stock. One writer to

the Globe and Mail was con-

cerned that the horse is a

stallion, and if the work were
placed in a public park little

THE SPEAK
EASY

"Toronto's Newest Joint"

Sing Along With The

SPEAKEASY DIXIELAND BAND
529 BtOOR ST. W. Just East of Bethurst.

Open 12 noon—1 a.m.

LICENSED 532-4292

HALF PRICE TEA PARTIES
EVERY DAY

FROM 12 NOON TO 7 P.M.

children would be treated to

a larger-than-life view of

horse balls.

Then there are the denizens
of "the mainstream of Cana-
dian art":

Two years ago the City had
a Sculpt-In at High Park. A
couple of artists — Len Lye
and Armand Vaillancourt —
accepted the money quickly

enough, but showed so little

interest in their works that

they never completed them

It annoyed me considerably

when Phil Givens, trying to

get the City to accept Henry
Moore's "The Archer", apol-

ogized for it by saying that it

would be "a great tourist at-

traction." The same thing

goes for those who consider

the political implications of

raising Edward. Art and poli-

tics don't mix; socialists re-

gard artists as "reactionary"

unless they are drawing trac-

tors, reactionaries regard

artists as "subversive" un-

less they are doing portraits

of juntas. Let's raise the

work and say to hell with any

implied imperialism.

The fascination of many
European cities includes their

public sculpture The beauty
of human and animal limbs is

something celebrated too lit-

tle in modern art. Toronto
could do with Edward's horse
because it has a positive
dearth of anything like it.

—mike kesterton

OPEN HOUSE
FACULTY OF DENTISTRY

124 EDWARD STREET

k SUN. FEB. 2 1-5 P.M. *

I REFRESHMENTS EVERYONE WELCOME I

J
CENTENIAL FILM BOARD *

t
Will produce a short 16-mm film.

Submit detailed scripts to

SAC office by February 14.

SOW SHOWS CAN BE SEEN OVER AND OVER AGAIN

THEATRE MICKITIES
presents

1h

by

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre

TOMORROW NITE

THRU WEDNESDAY

8:30 PM

Bay & St. Mary's Sts.

Tickets $2.00

TICKETS AVAILABLE

AT DOOR OR

CALL 488-2300

jsssrsr fjjfffff rrrrn
** *
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film
the magus -- did john fowles ruin his own novel?

While the task of making a

great novel into even a pass-

able movie isn't easy, The

Magus makes one wonder

how one man could turn a

plot into such a disaster with-

out a conscious attempt. John

Fowles, author of the superb

novel, is also the man who
hatched the screenplay of the

same name on an unsuspect-

ing world.

Briefly, The Magus deals

with a poet's search for iden-

tity on a Greek island. Upon

his arrival there, he falls into

the clutches of a Greek mil-

lionaire, Maurice conchis,

played by Anthony "I'm sure

to get an award for this one"

Quinn, who arranges a

masque.

The masque, carefully pre-

pared by conchis, includes

our poet in an unsuspecting

leading role. Thus, while act-

ing out his part in the masque
(himself) he discovers him-

self. It is from the various

scenes of the masque, some
violent some mystical, some
lyrical, that the novel derives

its beauty and originality. All

this disappears in the movie.

The demoralized acting of

Candice Bergen and Michael

Caine is another disillusion-

ment. Caine apparently decid-

ed to make the best of a bad

job, and seems to deliver all

his lines while trying to hold

a paper clip between his

teeth. Candice Bergen man-

ages to look as pretty as pos-

sible but then that requires

little effort on her part.

Quinn, on the other hand,

gives a performance seldom

equalled in the history of

cliche-ridden roles. He revels

in lines like "What is truth?"

and "I am psychic." His hair

has been died gray for the

occasion and his skin is a

deep, nutty brown. If I didn't

know better I'd say ... . but

I'm getting carried away.

However, the greatest loss

must be measured not in the

bad performances or even in

the ruined plot, but in the

destruction of some of the

book's superb dramatic

moments.

One of these was the scene

on Mount Parnassus, origi-

nally a rather torrid love

scene in a valley surrounded

by the mountains of Greece.

The overtones of Greek my-

thology and the essential self-

lessness of the lovemaking

were remarkable. We are left

with an absurd run through

the glades followed by some
unspectacular petting in a

swamp. A lot of the shots

were stolen directly from a

Parliament cigarette com-

mercial.

The second missed opportu-

nity was the trial at the cli-

max of the novel. The thir-

teen judges, robed in witch-

wear carry the masque right

to the last moment in a room
cluttered with heraldry and

colour ideal for 'ilm. The
occasion was butchered on

the screen.

So died the Magus. It may
be two decades before some-

body does it right.

—geoff megs

SKIDOO

^Pretty m
W3

"THE MOST ORIGINAL

AMERICAN MOVIE

OFTHE YEAR!" !5!
TSENPLAV

Skidoo is one of those

"showcases for Hollywood

talent" which annually de-

scend upon movie-goers as

proof that their favourite

stars are not dead — only

older and flabbier. The cast

of this one fairly glitters with

banality — Carol Channing,

Frankie Avalon, Caesar

Romero and many other such

gifted performers. Frankly,

the picture is a wide-screen,

technicolor bore. If Our Miss

Brooks ever teamed up with

Ozzie and Harriet to produce

a comedy about the genera-

tion gap, the result would be

Skidoo.

If the movie is about any-

thing, it centers around a

racketeer and a draft-card

burner (gasp!) who escape

from Alcatraz by turning on

the entire prison with L S D.

Needless to say, director,

Otto Preminger, employs the

prescribed mind-snapping

effects for psychedelic fla-

vour, but after Alice B. Tok-

las the humour seems cu-

riously out of date. After all,

everyone knows that today's

youth has turned away from

the hippie subculture which

Preminger exploits in his

movie. Besides, what's Prem-

inger doing making a comedy

anyway?

If you're willing to take a

chance, wait for Groucho

Marx playing God (no, real-

ly) near the end of the film.

Then, after you've seen the

only one with any talent in

the movie, you can walk out.

Ian Ritchie

-RICHARD SCHICKEL,

LIFE MAGAZINE

From the Producer of

"THE GRADUATE"

OF

Nsw York Film Critics

20TH Cf N1URY- FOX PRtSl NTS A LAWRENCE

'^Pretty
*Pohofc

ANTHONY PERKINS - TUESDAY WELD
nooucio «> MARSHAL BACKLAR m NOEL BLACK uicno m NOEL BLACK sentmn e. LORENZO SEMPLE. Jr

msio on a now bv STEPHEN GELII R music 6< JOHNNY MANDEl COLOR 8V DELUXE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

NOW PLAYING
A FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRE

EGLINTON
EG L INI ON AT AVENUE DO.
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theatre
go visit the church on glen movies

Theatre-goers at the Uni-
versity of Toronto wait
months and months to find a

campus production that is

really worth the trouble of

going to see. That long-

awaited production came si-

lently into the church on Glen
Morris last weekend, and is

rapidly making its presence

felt. Although F. Durren-
matt's The Visit, presented

under the auspices of the

Centre for the Study of Dra-

ma had little advanced bill-

ing, the tickets are free, and

the night I went all the tick-

ets were gone so I had to

sneak in the side door. I was
well rewarded for my pains.

The Visit is a demanding

play to present mainly be-

cause of its mammoth size.

No normal stage can contain

its cast of thousands. No

normal cast can keep the years. During this time she
somewhat long play moving has gone from whore to bil-

at a pleasant pace. No nor- lionairess by virtue of seven
mal director can keep cast very lucrative marriages. She
and story from falling into is accompanied by two gang-
the most hopeless chaos, sters she picked up in Brook
Happily, what we lucky few
saw last weekend was a fine

cast moving around on a
complicated, but functional

stage, guided by one of the

few really talented directors

we've seen on this campus in

recent years.

The story of The Visit is

itself a good one, and al-

though Durrenmatt sort of

whips it like a dead horse at

the end, it manages to keep

the audience involved

throughout. Madam Clare

Zachanassian decides to

make a return visit to her old

home town of Guellen after

an absence of twenty-five

lyn.two blind eunuchs dressed

in black, a caged black pan-

ther, and her seventh husband

named Moby.
Guellen, once a thriving

industrial town. has. for mys-
terious reasons, fallen on
days of depression and is now
merely a ghost town on 'the

Venice-Stockholm line.' Na-
turally the citizens are plan-

ning to welcome the prodigal

daughter to the best of their

means, in the hope she will

endow them with enough
money to put Guellen back on

the map.

Director Henry Tarvainen

catches most of the drama

and suspense of this bizarre

bribe and the events which
follow. Almost as successful

is his evocation of the samll

town setting and the country

peasants who go from rags to

riches, tumbling in the pro-

cess from piety to hypocrisy.

Most of the first act pre-

pares us (or Clare's arrival

and we are almost prepared

for a let-down But when she

arrives in her black dress,

red hair piled high, hanging

with diamonds, slowly draw-

ing on a cigar, and followed

by her fantastical retinue.

Tarvainen creates a dramatic

moment which is sustained

throughout the play

Maureen Fox as Mme
Zachanassian and Pat Saul as

Anton, her old flame, head up
one of the finest campus
casts in a long time It would

be insulting to praise some
players over others because

each actor gave his part a

mouldy but palatable
Sometime in the heart of

the 16th Century, right in the

throes of Elizabethan Eng-

land, and quite unnoticed by

the people at the time, the

very foundations of horror

shows were being created.

George Peele's Renais-

sance play. The Old Wives

Tale, now being performed by

the Vic Drama Society, in-

cludes a gentle old seer who,

although a man during the

day, turns into "the white

bear of England's wood"
I
as

soon as the sun disappears.

Scaropant, the black-caped,

villainous magician, could

easily have dropped in from

Transylvania, and a golden-

haired, lion-headed monster

who lives in a well, allows his

mane to be plucked by visit-

ing damsels.

However, although these

forerunners of horror celebri-

ties are central to Peele's

production, they are not

meant to be frightening at

all, nor is the play in any way
a melodrama.
The Old Wives Tale is a

"pleasant concept", a courtly

presentation, an extremely

light and vaguely entertaining

diversion for the royal some-

bodies of 16th century Eng-

land.

The plot is a watered-down

combination of Hansel and

Gretel and Sleeping Beauty.

A sweet, young girl lost in

the woods, is looked for by

her two honourable brothers

of Drama

and a noble suitor. She is

wickedly forced to lose her

identity, but eventually, upon

the extermination of the evil

sorcerer, is reunited with

love and family. Touching.

Director David Blotstein

makes good use of sets and

stage levels in his blocking

and arrangements, but his

actors' movements are slug-

gish.

Although period costumes

lall made by one girl. I'm

told I. lend themselves to the

graceful, exaggerated move-

ments of the time, traditional

gestures were not emphasized

in this play.

The fumbling bravado of

the "great and mighty" brag-

gart Huanabango ( Anderson

Silberl and appealing flirta-

tions of daughter Zantippa

i Pat Longstaffe) provided the

play's most entertaining high-

lights.

It was meant as a congen-

ial court masque, and much

skilful reading.

The stage, which thrust and

bulged right into the audience

and was arranged on about

four different levels, was in-

genious

The Visit, because of the

size of its cast, can have the

makings of a dramatic disas-

ter area. The Centre for

Drama's production, how-

ever, manages to convert

quantity into an asset by the

number of capable perform-

ances, without sacrificing any

of the quality of an original

and powerful script.

The majority of people who
might enjoy this production

will unfortunately never get

the opportunity of seeing it.

The Studio on Glen Morris is

tiny and seats will be hard to

come by if you arrive late.

But your 'visit' will be a

worthwhile and entertaining

one ... . and the price is

right. We can only hope to

see more of the same from

Director Tarvainen and the

Centre for the Study of Dra-

ma. It plays until Saturday

night
_ |orne fjenberg

Of what I saw was amusing
and interesting But like most
of the creaky sets that are

rearranged so frequently,

parts of this production need

to be more well-oiled.

—arlene perly

— lorne fienberg

Centre for the Study

Presents

THE VISIT
by

F. DURRENMATT
Directed by H. TARVAINEN

Designed by P. WOOD

Music by T. QUARRINGTON

TONITE AND ALL THIS WEEK
STUDIO THEATRE,

4 GLEN MORRIS,

ADMISSION FREE

Victoria College Drama

presents

The Zoo Story
Cupid's Bow

FREE FREE FREE

619 Yonge St. Upsi

FRI. cat. SUN.Olsl, *"»

XEROX COPIES
5< A<

Teach 2
FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

<
each

I ITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

e Quality Guaranteed

A
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE

COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm
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books
leary politics
The Politics of Ecstasy, Tim-
othy Leary, Putnams, a Dick-
el bag.

What ever happened to the

days when the acid heads
used to say "like man I can't

tell you what it's like, like

you've just got to DO it!
"

That used to make me want
to puke, but now it seems
just plain merciful.

The only difference be-

tween the acid trip bore and
the Lake Louise trip bore is

that the former can't show
you slides. If you've seen one
mind-blowing, ego-destroying

electric corner of the infinite,

you've seen them all.

That's a grossly unfair

opening paragraph. The
psychedelic drugs are one of

the most important scientific

discoveries ever, and, in all

probability, they will be more
useful to man and nature

than the race to the moon.
History will exonerate Timo-
thy Leary. In the meantime,
though on the internal explo-

ration front, not a hell of a

lot is doing. It has been two
years since Daniel Cappon
said "We are reduced to say-

ing 'boo!' and 'hooray!'

Those who have taken LSD
and like it say 'LSD hooray!'

and those who haven't and
don't say 'LSD boo!'. Two
years and things haven't

much changed.

The Politics of Ecstasy by

^C?)C ?fc ^{C ^jc 3(C 5jc j|c 2fC *fC 5jc >fC ^{c **|s ^jC r{C 3(C 5|C rfc *^

Rally To-day With

Karl Dietrich Wolff
Leader of the German Student Left

Free Speech Area - Sidney Smith Foyer

at 1:00 pm

TORONTO STUDENT MOVEMENT
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JHI BlUt I WHITE SOCIETY

WINTER CARNIVAL
Fri. Jan. 31 - Broomball game & free skating, Varsity Arena after Hockey Game
Sat. Feb. I - Outdoor Activities. Free Eat-Out - Front Campus & SAC Office

Sun. Feb. 2 - FREE Concert - David Rae. etc. - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

Mon. Feb. 3 - Wed. Feb. 5 - Silent Films - 8 p.m. - Convocation Hall - $ I per night

Thurs. Feb. 6 - Leonard Cohen Film Festival 8 p.m. - Convocation Hall - 50* person

Fri. Feb. 7 - Sight & Sound Experience - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall —SI person

Sat. Feb. 8 - Hart House Dance - 9 p.m. - 4 Bands & Folk Singers

- STAG or DRAG - $1.75 person

OR Buy a $3 Carnival ticket and get all the above events for this one price.

Tickets are now available at the S.A.C. Office.

*

*
*
*
*
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NORTH CAROLINA EXCHANGE
SEMINARS

Sunday 2:30 P.M.

CANADA & THE U.S.

with

Prof. M. Watkins

Prof. K. McNaught
Brennan Hall, St. Mikes

Monday 2:00 P.M.

QUEBEC IN CANADA
with

Laurier LaPierre

Pierre Bourgault

Debates Room. Hart House

EVERYONE WELCOME!

Timothy Leary says, with
some justification, LSD hoo-

ray. But Huxley's The Doors
of Perception says it better.

Masters and Houston's The
Varieties of Psychedelic
Experience says it more
scientifically, if that is your
bag, and Eliot's Four Quar-
tets say it more poetically.

It is perhaps unfair to

compare the Leary book to

these others as it is really not

so much a unity as a collec-

tion of speeches, articles, let-

ters and other assorted trip

chat. The writing is clear and
enjoyable but, as someone
commented (again several

years ago), the pro-LSD peo-

ple would probably be a lot

more convincing if they did

not sound so much like they

were selling snake oil.

This is not to give short

shrift to the argument itself.

Many of us as Leary sug-

gests, could hardly be said to

live much beyond robot lives.

We have difficulty trusting,

let alone loving or feeling a

sense of community with our

fellow man and other ecolog-

ical prisoners.

Our political system
cannot seem to deal with

human realities like Biafra,

Vietnam (or the Maritimes?).

From this point, however,
we branch out: we must live

under the law; we must over-

throw the propertied class;

accept Christ, Mao or among
another thousand suggested

solutions. turn on with
psychedelic chemicals and
become Marx-Rousseau's
whole creative man.
The way to be loving is to

be loving, Leary argues. The
psychedelic drugs are a

blessed short-cut to the peace
that surpasseth understand-

ing. Masters and Houston's

experiments say they aren't.

Leary and Alpert's say they

are. Pick your favourite

scientific method. (At the

moment Masters and Houston
are trying to raise money to

continue research — the gov-

ernment cut them off — and
Leary is trying to raise

money to fight his court con-

viction.)

Leary goes on to suggest
LSD as a political force; the
turned on. tuned in young-
sters vs. the menopausal
coronaried angry old men. If

nothing else, time is on the

side of the Leary people. As
Brecht suggested, the best
way to fight authority is to

outlive it.

OutLIVING is the politics

of ecstasy: stuffing flowers in

national guardsmen's rifles,

kissing cops. It has fewer
adherents since Chicago.

But putting aside ecstasy
as a political philosophy,
Leary is a sad, saintly, fig-

ure, like Dosteovsky's Ridicu-

lous Man. ("It would've been
so simple. . .In one day, in a
single hour, everything

could've been arranged. The
key phrase is 'love others as

you do yourself. And that's

all there is to it. Nothing else

is required. That would settle

everything. . . I'm a ridicu-

lous man. Now they call me a

madman. That would be a
promotion, if I weren't just

as ridiculous in their eyes.

But it no longer makes me
angry. I find them all nice

now. . .").

Such is the world that the

Ridiculous Man whose mes-
sage to Canada —(in last

year's Gargoyle magazine)
"keep loving and laughing all

you people of Canada" — is

not allowed into the country;

is hated by the political radi-

cals as the most dangerous

kind of counter-revolutionary;

is only one appeal away from
a forty year jail sentence.

Perhaps we should start a

campaign to have the govern-

ment set up a special cate-

gory of people called Saints,

nice innocent, naive, loving

people. But I suppose there

would be a means test, and

the government won't in-

crease welfare anyway. It

can't without a change in the

tax structure and the flow of

capital to and from the

States. And that can't be

changed without some sort of

left-liberal, socialist take-

over and they don't like

Leary anyway.

—bob bossin

Winter Carnival '69

presents

DAVID RAE and colleagues

in concert

FREE - Sun. Feb. 2 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

- Tickets will be given away all day today, on a

First-Come-First-Serve basis.

(maximum of 2 tickets per person)
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conflict, consensus, comity
The Progressive Historians,

by Richard Hofstadter. Ran-

dom House, 1968

At first glance, Richard
Hofstadter 's latest book, The
Progressive Historians:

Turner, Beard, Parrington,

might appear merely to be a

summation of critical writing

about three historians whose
views, once central to Ameri-
can historical thought, are

now largely outdated. In fact,

the book does provide such a

discussion, but it goes far

beyond these limited pur-

poses to become worthwhile
reading for anyone interested

in American history or hoping

to understand America today.

However, the book primari-

ly remains a biographical

account of the thought of

three great American intel-

lectuals, Hofstadter effec-

tively analyses their develop-

ment as people surrounded by
a changing society, not mere-
ly examining their works as

somehow appearing in a va-

cuum with no significant

background beyond abstract

thought.

Frederick Jackson Turner's

work, emphasizing the impor-
tance of the frontier and of

sectional conflict in Ameri-
can history, opened the way
to a whole new approach to

the development of democ-
racy and America as a whole.

His ideas were simplistic and
inadequate as a balanced in-

terpretation, but we must
still admire Turner's courage
in offering such a radical

departure from the tradition

of narrative history, and rec-

ognize the stimulus his work
gave to real historical

thought. As Hofstadter says,

Turner's greatest monument
is the mountain of critical

writing he left behind him.
We must remember that the

historian's profession was
then a very new one. Only a

dozen or so years before he

first enunciated his "frontier

thesis'' in the 1890's, there
had been less than twenty
full-time historians in all the

universities and colleges in
the United States. And we see
Turner as a human being, for
whom writing was an un-
pleasant task, who seized on
a couple of brilliant ideas and
clung to them in a state of
relative stagnation for the
rest of his career.

In 1913 Charles A. Beard
struck at the traditional ve-
neration of the Constitution
as inviolable, perfect, almost
divinely-inspired document
with An Economic Interpreta-

tion of the Constitution. Delv-
ing into the personal finances
of the Founding Fathers,
Beard tried to show the mak-
ing of the Constitution as a
struggle between property
and democracy. Once again
this was a simplistic ap-
proach, and modern scholar-

ship has shown many more
factors at work in the Consti-

tution-making process than
Beard was willing to recog-

nize. Nevertheless, as an as-

sertion of the idea that poli-

tics does not take place in a

vacuum the book represented

a radical departure in histori-

cal writing. Hofstadter's ac-

count of Beard is sensitive

and understanding, as he

shows him grappling not

merely with the past, but

with the present as well,

standing up for his beliefs

even when all alone.

V.L. Parrington's Main
Currents in American
Thought was an attempt to

discuss political ideas as

found in American literature,

largely portraying a struggle

between democratic and aris-

tocratic ideas. Hofstadter

praises his efforts to make
American literature intellec-

tually respectable — few uni-

versities recognized it as a

valid subject for instruction

— and to place it in a social

and political context. Nev-

ertheless, he finds Parring-

ton's work unbalanced, as if

Parrington selected and inter-

preted the facts to fit his

theory, rather than examin-

ing the facts first

First Annual Hart House - Finland Scholarship

Exchange Program

Applications are now being accepted from Hart House

members interested in spending a summer working in

Finland followed by a year of graduate studies at the

Helsinki School of Economics. This Scholarship is open

to graduate and graduating students in the following fields:

Economics

Economic Geography

Economic History

Sociology

Political Science

Business

Further information and applications available in
.

*m

Warden's Office. Hart House. Deadline: February 12

Despite the devastating
criticisms made possible by
modern scholarship, Hofstad-
ter retains an immense re-

spect for his subjects as his-

torians, for their courage and
imagination.

Yet Hofstadter concludes
by attacking the central idea

of the Progressive historians,

that of conflict, as he departs
from his original purpose to

examine American history as
a whole. The Progressives
saw it as an unceasing con-

flict between forces of aris-

tocracy, property and reac-

tion and those of democracy,
idealism, and "the people"

Since World War II, as the

theories of Turner, Beard,

and Parrington have been
slowly dismantled, American
historians have tended to-

wards a "consensus" in-

terpretation, arguing that all

interests and groups have
been, for the most part,

working towards the same
goals without any deep disa-

greement.

While the Progressives

exaggerated the depth of con-

flict, the consensus historians

have passed over rather light-

ly the areas of real conflict

that have existed, such as the

Civil War era, the genuinely

revolutionary aspects of the

Revolution, and the religious

and ethnic strife that. Hof-

stadter argues, has been a

persistent factor throughout
American history. Hofstadter
introduces, as an alternative,

the concept of comity, of
which he says, "Comity ex-
ists in a society to the degree
that those enlisted in its con-

tending interests have a basic
minimal regard for each oth-

er." That is, each interest

recognizes the legitimacy of

other interests and. even
though competing, does not
wish to defeat or crush the
other interests Such, for
example, is the present rela-

tionship between labour and
management in North Ameri-
can industry.

This concept of "comity"
may have considerable merit

as a descriptive term How-
ever, there are limitations

which may restrict its useful-

ness. It is probably more
accurate to view American
history in terms of a waxing
and waning of comity than in

terms of everlasting conflict

or everlasting consensus.

Yet, as Hofstadter admits.

"Negroes have never been

given a real part in the cove-

nant of comity:" nor. (or that

matter, have the Indians, and

the involvement of other

groups, such as immigrants,

is not clear The concept of

comity" may not be broad
enough to cover all the fac-

tors in American history.

The comity theory seems
as if it were thought of half-

way through the book. It is

explained but not developed,
and Hofstadter does not fully

explore its implications here.

Nevertheless, it is worth
examining. _,ony pcrgeter

CHUM
PRESENTS

THE IRON
BUTTERFLY

AND

THE TURTLES

SUN., FEB. 2
8:30 p.m.

MASSEY HALL

TICKETS: S3.00, 4.00, 5.00

Good Suit Still Available!

SAM THE RECORD MAN
347 Von[t St.

MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE

ON FEBRUARY 5(fi YOU CAN HAVE A

REAL EXPERIENCE THAT IS ALL HART

SAC
SERVICES

COMMISSION

PARKING SURVEY
PLEASE INDICATE THE MAXIMUM RATE YOU ARE WILLING TO PAY

50< - $1.00 - $150 -

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE
DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS MILES

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO WE SAC OTtlil

TO DETERMINE THE NEED

FOR STUDENT PARKING

^* » ...j, " rt REVItW 9



books
neo-classicist as fag?

The expression "Neo-Clas-
sicism" in most peoples
minds conjures up a picture

of a bunch of nude guys run-

ning around the French stock
exchange, but it was not like

that at all according the
Hugh Honour's "Neo-Classi-
cism" (Pelican A978).

The movement grew up in

the late eighteenth century,

in the wake of the French
revolution. In contrast to the

decadent Rococo work that
went before, the Neo-classi-

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Krlt-s Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

cists strove for a "noble sim-
plicity" rationality, stoicism.

Those of you who took

highschool Latin will remem-
ber paintings in your text il-

lustrating the great classical

types like Qaesar, Horatio,

etc. All these are neo-classi-

cal works. In marked con-

trast to the historians of to-

day, who regard the Roman
government as an early ver-

sion of the Mafia, the people
of the eighteenth century be-

lieved that "the only way to

become great is to imitate

antiquity." The education of

an English gentleman was
not considered complete until

he had visited the Eternal

City.

The neo-classical move-

ment was the first in history

to have art critics — most of

whom were queer. Enrap-
tured by visions of a Greek
and Roman world populated
by naked youths who busied
themselves with throwing the

discus and otherwise exercis-
ing their freaky torsos, they
went into fits of praise over
the "nobility" of classical

stonework.

It was a great embarrass-
ment to all concerned when
Herculaneum was dug out of

volcanic ash and it was found
that the male phallus was
omnipresently used in sculp-

ture as a lamp stand, good
luck charm, etc. This was a
little less than noble. (On the
other hand, MaePherson suc-

cessfully passed off his

poems of "Ossian" as an-

ft

-3F

tique, proving, I guess, that
it's easier to lie with print

than pictures).

But neo-classicism was
more than just hashed-over
antiquity. Some brilliant con-
temporarv minting was done

MASARYK MEMORIAL INSTITUTE INCORPORATED

CZECHOSLOVAK NATIONAL ASSOCATION OF CANADA

PERMANENT CONFERENCE OF SLOVAK DEMOCRATIC EXILES
invite you to a

MEMORIAL SERVICE
for

JAN PALACH
at Convocation Hall on Sunday, February 9, 1969

at 3:00 o'clock in the afternoon

THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY PRESENTS

SKULE AT HOME 6T9
FRI. FEB. 7

EEATURING

THE BENNY LOUIS ORCHESTRA

AND

THE RIFFKIN

9 PM -2 AM

TICKETS

0NIY
$4.00/couple

TICKETS AVAILABLE fROM
CLASS REPS. AND THE

ENGINEERING STORES

SEAWAY TOWERS HOTEL

1926 LAKESHORE BLVD. W.

by artists like Jacques-Louis
David, who lived through the
French Revolution and paint-

ed many subjects, including

Marat assassinated in his

bath. Painting of scientific

phenomena was done, and
Honour's book is full of many
touching and natural pictures
of family life.

It is interesting to note, in

testament to the humanity of

David (and others working in

this period), that he has been
simultaneously condemned by
reactionaries as "a blood-

stained Terrorist" and by
Marxists as "a cynical be-

trayer of the proletariat."For
an artist, there is no greater
praise.

Honour's book isn't written

with the dash and vigor that

this review seems to suggest,

but it is a solid and compre-
hensive view of the neo-clas-

sical period in art.

—mike kesterton

Qt&PiKTET M __
in concert f^^**

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT JAZZ
GROUP TODAY

LAST 2 NITES
8 PM - 1 AM NITELY

COLONIAL TAVERN
203 YONGE ST.
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Editor Michael Ignatieff Assistant Rod Mickleburgh

watsUP

NOTES

What ought to be, but

will not be, the last war
ever is approaching its

slow end. It will be an
end marked by the se-

cret, horrible deaths of

unnumbered innocents,

people no one outside

their locales ever heard

or cared about, people

whose deaths, from one

point of view, will be as

meaningless and cruel

as their lives.

Ten thousand miles
away Bernstein con-

ducts the New York
Philharmonic; five hun-

dred clever artists deco-

rate every possible sur-

face, including even
canvasses; Cunningham
and Balanchine invent

perfect new gestures for

the human body to re-

hearse; Godard and
Bergman and Antonioni

continue to create, with

larger audiences and
more money than they

have ever had before at

their disposal; Baez and
Dylan and Lightfoot and
one hundred others sing

sincerely, honestly,

deeply about the way we
really ought to feel

about life, and death,

and love.

Question: at what
point, and how, does the

ugly extrapolate into the

beautiful? How can it be

that war and culture co-

exist, that in fact cul-

ture depends on war?
Culture and war are as

antithetical as flowers

and manure. They are

polarities which essen-

tially have nothing in

common, yet which ex-

ist at the same moment
in time. Simultaneously,

Joan Sutherland hits

high C and a far-off vil-

lage woman screams in

pain; kettle drums roll

as bombs fall; we watch

a Warhol film of a man
sleeping for eight hours,

while a body lies mot-

ionless in jungle mud;
Nureyev leaps in a beau-

tiful arc as limbs hit by

a grenade split and fly

apart.

The historical rela-

tions of war and culture

display a sad sameness.

The Peloponnesian and

Persian wars were
times of creativity for

Greek artists. Renais-

sance Italy was the

scene of simultaneous

slaughter and artistic

productivity; Louis

XIV's reign of wars was
graced by the activities

of tao of France's great-

est writers, Moliere and
Racine. And the regimes

of Hitler and Stalin,

which were times of

strange honesty and
perhaps originality in

that these rulers tried to

resolve the war-culture

antithesis by suppress-

ing culture, ultimately

failed in this attempt.

German artists (Grosz,

Beckmann, Mann) emi-

grated, while Russian

artists either died (in

droves), or produced in

secret, or under official

harassment (Prokofieff,

Pasternak). But

throughout history,

whatever the arrange-

ments have been be-

tween the ministers of

wars and artists, wheth-
er the latter were pen-

sioned or despised, cul-

ture in some form or

other has persisted side

by side with war.

It doesn't matter what
form art has taken in its

milieu of war. From one
point of view there is no

difference in the way
one reacts to, say, Pi-

casso's Guernica, and a

Byzantine Madonna,
despite the fact that the

artists' intentions in

each case are in one

way totally different.

Let us posit that the

Byzantine intends to

produce joy, and Picas-

so anguish. Nevertheless

beneath these intentions

there is another one

which is basically the

same in each case — it

is an aesthetic intention.

Guernica is as admira-

bly organized, as skilful-

ly controlled, as the

most serene, non- en-

gage, mystical Byzan-

tine work. Picasso in

other words makes us

admire him even while

we are saddened by his

work. It is the same
with all artists of pro-

test: Francis Bacon,

Goya, Shostakovitch,

Lichtenstein, Rabelais,

Beethoven, Shakespeare.

The human mind cannot

nelp admiring what
makes it shudder. If we
really thought Lear or

Goya's war drawings
were ugly, we would

destroy every available

copy of their works. In-

stead, we proliferate

th6m _ B.E.

Miss McNulty is ex-

hibiting her paintings in

the foyer of the OCE
building. Next Tuesday
Gerard Bourlier's paint-

ings are being exhibited

in Alumni Hall, Victoria

College. The show will

last until February 25th.

Mario Amaya gets

installed as the curator

of the Art Gallery of

Ontario next Thursday.

Mr. Amaya, who was
visiting Andy Warhol
and got winged when he

was shot, will answer
questions about his ap-

pointment and the up-

coming "Rembrandt and

His Pupils" exhibition.

- M.K.

THEATRE

You probably don't

like musicals, and your

definition of theatre

might be confined to

O'Keefe Centre and

Royal Alex professional-

ism, but you might

make an exception for

The Fantasticks, a

Theatre Mickities pro-

duction at St. Michael's

College.

The Fantasticks is

perfectly suited for

amateur production.

There's a minimum of

stage setting, charac-

ters, and complexity.

Simplicity is the key. No
Camelot facade neces-

sary.

It's a story about the

girl next door, the boy
next door, and the door.

Props — cardboard
moon, wooden swords,

theatrical costumes —
are all taken from one

box by a deaf mute, who
performs the Puck-like

role of setting up the

inner stage for the lov-

ers' fantasy.

The Mickities. directed

by Patricia Haber, fill

their roles admirably in

handling the music and

choreography. The Fan-

tasticks is a good musi-

cal not because of act-

ing or plot or meaning,

but because of music.

You probably know the

song "Try to Remem-
ber" (all about Septem-

ber and reminiscence

and stuff). Yes, it's sen-

timental, but it's a

tender, beautiful ballad,

and it frames a score of

lively, comic songs.

The tempo is swift,

and, although the pace

sags a bit in the middle,

it starts and ends well.

David Warraek sings

a fine baritone as the

narrator and comes up

with some strong acting.

He moves through danc-

ing and dying with vig-

orous precision. Carol

Strickland as The Girl,

and Stephen Macdonald

as The Boy are quite

adequate in their sing-

ing and acting roles.

The Fantasticks is

unabashed romanticism,

but its lightness saves it

from* the unwanted ex-

tra spoonful of sugar of

musicals like The Sound

of Music.

It's a play to be seen

and the Mickities

present a production

worth seeing.

—brian johnson

Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell



HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 p.m.

Who is this Jesus Series by Rev Dick
Lucas- Topic: ;The Way to Personal Ex-
perience" Convocation Hall

Non-verbal Communications Lab
Bicketsteth Room. Hart House

Annual Engineering Chariot Race and
Opening of Ice Palace. Front Campus.

Dept. of Geology Rims Gemini Space
Flights. Face of the High Arctic Room
128. Mining Bldg

Open meeting to discuss action on
compulsory physical education for 1st

year girls Debates Room. Hart House.
Sociology Students Union Draft Con-

stitution Committee. 3rd Floor Lounge.

Borden Building.

Major Dixon to talk about restoration

of Bellevue House. Kingston, one-time

home of John A. Macdonald Sponsored

by HSU Room 2102. Sid Smith

2 p.m.

Insanity '69 presents film package in-

cluding "LSD" and "Satan's Choice

'

Approx 3 hours Room 1035, Wallberg

B(dg.

Critical Seminar in Political Science
with Karl Dietrich Wolff of German SDS
Rally at 1. Sid Smith foyer.

3 p.m.

FU of T Anarchism All anarchists and
sympathizers please attend

4 p.m.
Slides and talk on Burundi. Africa

^.UiU returned volunteer Find out what
You can do for developing countnes Pro-
lector Room. UC

8 p.m.
Insanity 69 presents "The Sane Soci-

ety", a discussion between Father G
Baum of St Mikes and Dr O'Neill so-
ciologist at York U. Free admiss.on. Cody

8:30 p.m.

Fri.-Sun.

The Zoo Story and Cupid's Bow 2
one-actors for Free. Absurd and non-
absurd mixed bag Vic sponsored 619
Yonge St upstairs

10:30-2 a.m.
Coffee House Live Entertainment

Wymilwood. Vic

SATURDAY
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

An all-day conference to make plans
for a world wide anti-Vietnam war pro-
test this spring. Featured speaker is

Howie Petrick. a U.S. PFC who received
a dishonorable discharge in March 1 968
for his outspoken opposition to the war
He mounts the podium in the early after-

10 a.m.

Insanity '69 presents a film package
including "Summerhill" Approx 3 hours
Free admission. Room 102. Mechanical
Bldg

|
Four reps elected to committee

Sociology students elected four representatives Tuesday to a
newly formed 12 man staff-student committee to study depart-
ment policy and structure.
John McKay (II Scar), Robert Thomas (I Erin), Leslie Cor-

nish (III UC), Tom Regan (III SMC) topped the 10-candidate
slate.

The graduate representatives were chosen earlier Arnold
Rockman, Jim Turk.
Of eligible voters there was a 95 per cent turnout at Erin-

dale, a 45 per cent turnout at Scarborough, and only a 10 per
cent turnout on the St. George Campus.

2 p.m.

Insanity 69 presents the film "War
rendale' Oiscussion with Walter Gunn
following Free Admission Cody Hall

6:30 p.m.

Lecture on The Interpretation of the
Quran ISC 33 St George

7-10 p.m.

Free Square Dance If you don t know
how. come and learn St Lawrence Mar

10 30-2 a.m.

Coffee House Live Entertainment

Wymilwood. Vic

SUNDAY
2:30 p.m.

North Carolina Exchange Seminar on
Canadian and Amencan Economic Policy

with Melville Watkms and Kenneth
McNaught Brennan Hall. St Michaels
College

Toronto Student Movement Stnke
support at Continental Can. Guerrilla

Theatre, general discussion 44 St
George

All Afternoon

Canvassing for the Canadian Heart
Fund Return to New College Reading
Room

8 p m
Jean-Noel Tremblay's color film on De

Gaulle's visit to Quebec (Du General Au
Particular) Admission Free Tremblay in

person to present the film Scarborough
College

"Poetry and Pizza" featuring Canadian
poetess Margaret Aveson Canadian and
Overseas students will be reading their

own poetry and national poetry in their

own language ISC, 33 St George St

8:30 p.m.

Dr Richard L Rubenstein, Director of

B'nai B rith Hillel Foundation at the U of

Pittsburgh, speaking on ' America's Ra
cial Problem" Hillel House

9 p.m.

Student Concert Anne McWhin.
piano. Patrick U. piano. Mike Parker, vto

la Admission free Wymilwood (Vic)

Music Room

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment
reps when they visit your

campus on

Feb. 7

GRADS-TO-BE-IIM:

ENGINEERS - (MALE)

(Civil, Mechanical, Industrial &

Electrical) For Summer Employment

Ask at your Placement Olfice

loi informative booklets and

arrange lor an interview now I

Bell Canada

NfcW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH 925-1736

WE DELIVER - S P.M. -
I A.M. DAILYW. .p.«,.l„. ,„ New York end New EnoJond pilI0 m,horn, mode spo9heHi WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TnujSTUDENTS-FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $3^

WEOHESOAY,
FEB. S at 4 ON

n. ^)NLY jT\

iiui)S ftg «—

Summer ffl-ft
IN COIOR ,L_U—

IjiIVA'lMu - •

1
> [}lt

,

j,t''ii\'*i'iHaiIIi V w maul u»

At over 500 Associated
Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at WeJIesley

920-2727 Free Parking

10% Student Discount
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

5 positions in the Nationol Teacher

Division of Grolier Limited.

IHt JOB — ToMorkel Essential leachi lids I schoo I leoche

PHOVEN STUDENT SUCCESS —
IA1 This division hos been operating since 1962.
(8) Last summer's overage earnings $250.00 per wk.
iC) 19 of 20 students ore returning this year.

TO MAINTAIN THIS QUALITY WE ARE —
(A) Selecting only University Students
IB) Selecting only students who:

[ I ) are willing to work long hours
( III ore willing to Irovel throughout Ontario,
tiii) have o reliable car.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - helpful but not necessary.

CONTACT

Student Placement Office at 581 Spadina
MON. FEB. 10th

For interviews on tues. FEB. 1 1th

WED. FEB. 12th

End first year phys ed demand women

CLASSIFIED

By HARRIET KIDECKEL

Compulsory physical educa-

tion classes for first year

women at University of To-

ronto may soon become a

thing of the past.

For many years freshmen

women have complained

about the fact that they must

take two hours a week of

physical education classes or

pay a fine of $50. If they do

not pass a compulsory swim
test, one of two hours must

be a class in swim instruc-

tion.

This fall, one student decid-

ed to do more than complain.

In late October, Irene Bow-

man (I UC) began circulating

a petition to end compulsory

women's physical education.

"This whole matter is very

shocking to me," she said, in

an interview last night. "I

came to university with the

idea that I would be able to

make decisions for myself
and I find them still being

made for me."
"Even some instructors in

the Benson Building feel that

physical education should not

be compulsory," she added.

"The philosophy of educa-

tion has changed. Someone
who has been made to do a

sport won't get anything out

of it," commented Joanne

O'Sullivan, PHE SAC repre-

sentative.

"If they re-vamp the pro-

Continental Can strike needs help
HUSTLING Dance, Yes Virginia,

there's e hockey game Ffll. JAN. 31.
Dance to the Alter Ego at Drill Hall

after. Girls 60c. Guys 76c.

SKI — Queen's— U of T, group going to

Sutton. P.O. in study week Feb 17-22.

$68 00 includes 5 nights hotel. 5 day lift

ticket Complete private bus service Call

Dan at 922-2274 after 7 00 p.m Guys
and gals needed.

EUROPE '69 — Jet flight to Europe
leaves Toronto to London, May 30 and
returns London to Toronto Sept. 4. Tele-

phone Mr Campus Travel at 368 6918
any lime

T.V. COMMERCIALS. Films, drama
Join the world of excitmerit, glamour and
lucrative remuneration If you are an ex-
travert. attractive and ambitious, call us
now. 923-1 104

NORTH CAROLINA EXCHANGE semi
nar, "Canada and the US' with Profes-
sors Kenneth Mc Naught and Melville
Welkins Sunday 2 30 p.m Brennan Hall

St Mikes Everyone Welcome.

LAURIER LAPIERRE and Pierre Bour
gault will speak at the North Carolina

Exchange seminar on Quebec. Monday
2:00 pm Debate Room. Hart House
Everyone Welcome y'all

LOST Ring about two weeks ago Gold
band with blue stones. If found contact

Nelly at 636-2260 Reward

FRENCH TUTORING by French Stu-
dent Help in French literature, essays,
translation and conversation. Call 921 -

1 194 after 6 pm Jean Paul Barre

TWO U OF T PLAYBOYS desire two
playgirls for free fun-loving ride to Que-
bec Winter Carnival (Fflb 6-9) — Call

Larry or Gord at 928-3877

IS PRAYER POSSIBLE Nowadays?
Special worship service for student Knox
College Chapel. 59 St. George. Sunday
1 1 am. Coffee and Cookies following the
service.

Here's a health to all those that we take
to the At Home. Here's a health to all

those that take us to the At Home.
Here's a health to all those that take
those that take them that we love to

take us to the At Home.Skule Seaway
Towers. Fri . Feb 7 Tickets 4
dollars /couple from Engineering Stores
or Class Reps

Sex and the single engine — How they
did it in WW. I U of T Flying Club pre-

sents THE BLUE MAX Mon Feb 3. 7:

30 pm O P 135 Members FREE. Non-
members 50c

SKI BOOTS. BUCKLES German make,
used only once, excellent condition —
regularly sixty dollars, sell for $39 or

best offer, size 8 Call evenings 421-
3272

LOST IN UC: brown 3-ring ancient his-

tory notebook with name Elene Gagnon
inscribed on front Call 636-8277 Helpl
I want to pass too

,

VENTURE Consider find the way to per-

sonal experience at Convocation Hall at

1 00 pm today — last lecture in the se-
ries by Rev Dick Lucas

DANIELLE SLOAN'S john rm. 516 Lor

etto is working again Reasonable rates

Apply at desk

ROOM AND BOARD available good
accommodations, close to classes, other
students Call David Kamm nights 922-
1494 or apply 218 Beverley

BILL IS DEAD.

FOR SALE: Lady Schick Facial {half

price) and Westinghouse Hair Styler
(brand new) — Reduced Price Call 920-
3891

MOTHER — I'm selling your two coon
coals. Please forgive Ladies, buy now
$45 00 and $65 00 929-0977 any
time

SEVERAL 4 TRACK pre-recorded ster-

eo tapes for sale: classical and popular,

two and three dollars each. Mike Kester-

ton. 923-8741

Student power is just a

farce if students are not in-

terested in the problems of

society
;

says Alberto Di-

Giovanni (II SMC)
"It is important to show

which side we are on," he

said.

That's why he wants stu-

Regina students

sue for fees

REGINA (CUP) — The
Regina Student Council has

begun legal action against the

University of Sask. adminis-

tration to get $4,000 in union

dues.

The council was also seek-

ing an injunction Thursday to

stop the administration from

turning the fees directly back

to individual students.

Three councilors, including

the council president, re-

signed in protest against a

move to restrict students'

voting franchise to those who
had paid their fees on a vol-

untary basis.

An umbrella
:•:• (bumbershoot) was found g

at St. George and Wilcox ?:

Wednesday nite. ff you £:

;•: can describe it call WA1- ;ji

SI 2827, ?i

GRADUATES STUDENTS' UNION
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

New College Sid. Smith

Holl

16 i"

Bancroft Ave n

Bancroft Ave.,
Toronto 5.

928-2391

New
Physics

Bldg.

G.S.U. WINE AND CHEESE

FRIDAY, Jan. 3 I st.

4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

ADMISSION: $1.00

All graduate students, faculty, administrators, and girls

over 21 are welcome.

dents to join in a mass pick-

eting of a strikebound Toron-

to plant early Monday morn-

ing.

"I don't think SAC has done

enough to keep up a students-

workers alliance, and f hope

we concentrate on this more
in the second term."

The Canadian Union of

Operating Engineers, which

began the Continental Can

Co. strike Jan. 6th, is entirely

Canadian, and has been hav-

ing trouble getting other un-

ion support. DiGiovanni says

international unions are not

supporting them because they

are Canadian.

He invited all students to

be at Continental Can, on the

corner of Commissioner and

Logan Sts. Monday at 6:30

a.m.; or to meet at Sid Smith

at 6 a.m. for a car ride to the

plant.
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Overheard in the Playhouse
"I like the way Jacques Brel

presses four letter words

JACQUES BREL
Is Alive and Well and

Living in Paris

"POWERFUL", Cohen, Star

- "GREAT**, Hicklin, Te/y

'THE SO/VGS OF J.B. MUST
BE HEARD", Versify

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
1605 Bayview Ave.,

481-3378
subway to Davisville and

Davisville bus direct.

Bo. Office Open Dolly 11-9

Monday TILL Saturday

Man-Thurs S2.95, S3. 95, S4.9S

Fri-Sot J3.95, S4.95, S5.95

•SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES'
Man. ta Thurs. $2.00 ONLY:
Fri. at 7:00 p.m. only S3. 00

gram, make it voluntary and
allow upperclass women to

participate, it will probably

be more successful," . she
said.

The Women's Athletic As-

sociation is presently circu-

lating a questionnaire to the

2500 freshmen women to ob-

tain their opinions on the

compulsory physical educa-

tion courses.

Miss A. Hewett, directress

of the Benson Building, home
of women's athletics, said she

did not know what would
happen if compulsory physi-

cal education were dropped.

She felt that dropping the

compulsory aspect "might
hurt the physical education

program."
"I'd like to hear everyone's

opinion before I form my
own," Miss Hewett said.

If there is overwhelming

support from the female stu-

dent body in favour of abol-

ishing compulsory physical

education the "staff would

evaluate the support, and how
it was obtained, and take into

consideration the student

opinion," Miss Hewett said.

"We are not adverse to lis-

tening to students," she

added.

One problem which would

have to be dealt with by the

administration is how to

reorganize the department's

staff if classes were not

compulsory and attendance

dropped off.

The pros and cons will be

discussed at a general meet-

ing at 1 p.m. today in the

Debates Room of Hart

House. SAC endorsed the

move for abolition two weeks

ago.

I

Sat. Feb. 1, 1969

TINK PANTHER'
PHILM

PHESTIVAL

Come and Warm Up

after the

Winter Carnival Activities

12 Noon - 5 pm

Old Physics 135

Coffee Available



SMACULTY ROUNDUP

ERUDITE ERIN ERADICATE UC
By GELLUIS (pseudonym.)

HOCKEY
Erin beat UC, 3-2. Chylin-

ski got two and Mastromat-

teo. who is only dangerous if

indulged to excess, one for

Erin, How Now Brown Cow-

an and Brunskill replied for

UC
KVaslow (Waslow, pussy-

cat?) and Rosart were scor"

ers as PHE B and Pharm

drew, 1-1.

BASKETBALL

Storey and Neidhardt

(neidhardt? Call Christian

Barnard.) had 8 each to lead

Trin over Pharm (Cuthbert
the Ghost 8-, 26-25.

PhylArch edged Meds B,
26-25. McQuire had 12 for

Arch, Shoichet 6 for Meds B.

A fine 20 point performance
by Kirby gave New Gnus (the

gnu is a small South African

antelope related to the ipcr-

ess file) a 38-25 win over Busi-

ness (Brean 8.)

Innis (Oleszkowitz 12) 35;

SMC B (O'Connor 16) 30.

Kapitain and Deeney each
scored 8 to spark Dents' 41-36

mattawa of Scar. Pump had
13 for Scar.

INSIDE TACK
800 yards.

1. W Franklin. PHE 1:59.2

(new record.)

2. M. Duncan, Pharm 2:

02.2

3. D. Lismore, Vic 2:05.1

Next Tuesday, promise her

anything but take her to the

1.000 yards final at Tractor

Towers.

CONTEST

Et tu. Brute?

Address all entries to

"Contest", Varsity sports.

The decision of the judges is

ithyphallic.

Rookie fencers battle for ranking
There is not a grading

scheme in Fencing so we re-

sort to the next best thing.

This Novice Foil, the use of

the practice sword, sorts out

the stylist, the fighter and

leaves behind those still re-

luctant to hit (riposte) back.

This year, Professor Hen-

ney (Canadian Olympic

Coach) has moulded the par-

ticular styles of the long, the

short and the left handed in

his wonderfully fluent man-
ner.

In the Hart House Fencing
Salle over the last two weeks,

17 rookies have battled their

way till only five remained.

M. Duthie (fifth), the tallest

fencer found his reach did not

help against the persistent

attacker. Attack, parry,

counter riposte on it went and
amazingly the judges had no
difficulty seeing the hits.

A. Lee (2nd), Steve Jorgen-

sen (4th) and O. Wong (3rd),

all two victories, have been
blooded on the Varsity Team
but found their compatriots
not overawed but ever ready
to say "have at you".

Perhaps it was this compe-

tition between themselves
that allowed J. Ho to slip

through undefeated with four

victories. Well done — all

finalists, let's see you all on

the Varsity team if not this

year, next year.

BOXING AT HART HOUSE
Forget the mismatch on

the hockey screen Saturday

night!

Come on out to Hart House
and see a sport that has ex-

isted since man first toothed

a brush and chalked dirty pic-

tures on his cave.

Boxing — amateur boxing,

not to be confused with that

crummy, professional,

George Chuvalo's umpteenth
coroeback, sort of thing.

Royal Military College in-

vade Hart House Saturday

night for a twelve bout card

against the U of T mittmen.
The two teams, annual rivals

for the past ten years, always
put on a good show and this

year promises to be no excep-

tion.

Both Blues and RMC have
three men left over from

their 1968 boxing squads.

For Varsity, Len Brown
(140 lb.), Rick Smith (145 lb. I

and Mike D'Ornellas (155 lb.)

fought in the dim past.

Each bout consists of three

two minute rounds.

Action gets under way at 8

o'clock. Support the jocks!

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

Feb. 6

GRADS-TO-BE-IIM:

Arts and Commerce (Honours

Courses Preferred)

(UM^) (SUMMER EMPLOYMENT)

Ask at your Placement Office

loi inlormalive booklets and

..it.

H

km- for an inteiview nowl

Bell Canada

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And

that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd

Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Sydv
Silver)^Formats Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611

There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers...

One near you.
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BLUES HOST GUELPH AFTER BE! LITTLE) ING WARRIORS
By PHIL BINGLEY

Varsity hockey Blues will

indulge in a bit of luxury this

evening when they participate

in a home game at Varsity

Arena. University of Guelph

Gryphons will be the visitors

for Tom Watt and his unit

who are back on top of the

Senior Intercollegiate Hockey
League following Wednes-

day's 5-4 win over University

of Waterloo Warriors in the

latter's home barn (er, ice

hockey palace).

Blues could play a total of

36 games this year if they

advance to the Canadian na-

tional finals yet only 10 of

these are scheduled to be

staged at home. Life for the

time this season has consist-

ed of one road trip after an-

other (Blues are currently in

the midst of a series of four

consecutive away weekends)

and the effect of the exces-

sive travel has shown up in

several of their on-the-ice

efforts.

Blues will leave for Wind-

sor right after this evening's

game and will face U of W
Lancers tomorrow afternoon.

LITTLE HOT

In past seasons, the role of

Varsity goaltender has fea-

tured benefits similar to

those inherent in the role of

Vice-President of the United

States. In either case, actual

selection and mistakes made
in office were the major
sources of publicity.

But this season Blues' two

puck-stopping incumbents —
Tom Little and Adrian Wat-

son — have suddenly assumed
the roles of VIP's to the win-

ning cause. And, this was
never more evident than

Wednesday night when Little

was "Premier Etoile" in

Blues' revenge of an earlier

3-2 setback by Warriors.

Playing before a hanging-

from- the-rafters crowd of

2500 screaming Waterloo par-

tisans. Blues methodically

picked apart the Waterloo

defenses in building up a 5-1

lead by the early minutes of

the third period.

GYMNASTICS
The Varsity Gymnastics Team journeys to Kingston to-

morrow for their final competition prior to the February

15th OQAA championships.

Blues meet MacMaster, McGill and host Queens in this

annual invitational exhibition meet.

Coach Julio Roncon expects the strength of all-around

competitors Brian McVey, Al Forest and John Kortright to

once again dominate. It was the performance of these three

which led U of T to a convincing win at RMC two weeks

ago.

Phil Michaelis (free calesthetics and box horse) and Ar-

thur Stein (pommel horse) give the squad the depth of a

fourth competitor on three of the six events. Carl Sloane is

also expected to make the trip.

pholo by MIKE K1LLORAN

Paul Laurent (8) scores eventual winning goal in Blues' big 5-4 victory over Waterloo

on Wednesday night. Laurent stole puck behind and to left of net, skated in front and
pushed shot into uncovered short side. Beaten goaler Arlon Popkey doesn't know
where to look.

However, three successive

minor penalties put the visi-

tors into the soup when War-
riors took full advantage to

score three times within a

five minute interval. On two

occasions, Waterloo clicked

within five seconds of when
the misdemeanour was as-

sessed.

Then Little stepped in, did

his thing and effectively

killed the Warrior comeback,

making several saves that

were disgustingly (for Water-

loo) magnificent (for Toron-

to). In all, Warriors had 25

shots on goal in that final

period and 41 over the whole

game. Blues mustered 31 vol-

leys at Arlon Popkey in the

home cage.

Paul Laurent led the scor-

ing with two goals (his 17th

and 18th of the schedule) and

an assist. Lenny Burman,
Mike Boland and Brian

Tompson had the other mark-
ers.

Ron Robinson with two and
Gary Robertson and Rick
Bacon hit for Warriors.

Certainly the most puzzling

aspect of the game was the

fact that the final score and

shots on goal did not jive

with the overall play. While

Blues by no means ran their

opponents into the ice, they

did seem to hold a fairly wide

margin in play except when
shorthanded.

Several conclusions are in

order on the basis of what
went on in the outdated Wa-
terloo rink. First, Blues have

both the individual and collec-

tive talent to go all the way
this year. However, they will

probably need to employ all

of it if they are to accomplish

such a feat.

Second, Warriors are much
improved over their counter-

parts of the past two seasons.

They are a technically supe-

rior team and possess a bet-

ter mental attitude. In past

days, they would have folded

quickly after falling behind

by four goals. They could

well have won this game.

The two teams will play

the deciding match of their

best-of-three series on

Wednesday February 19 at

Varsity Arena. A first place

finish will be the prize that

evening.

Dribblers face new-grain Gryphons

phow by TOM AVRICH

Lorry Trafford (with ball) bursts through middle for a loyup in

Varsity's 84-77 upset of Roberts Wesleyan on Wednesday. Traf-

ford was high man for Blues with 22 points.
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By RICH PYNE

A revigorated Varsity cage

side faces an equally revigo-

rated Guelph Gryphon quintet

at York tomorrow night in an

attempt to ease out of the

SIBL basement.
Rolling Gryphons has been

about as easy as tax evasion

but their 95-93 win over first

place Western Wednesday
serves notice that their crop

this year is of a higher strain

than the cabbage they've

shown up with in their past

four winless seasons. New-

comer John McKendry, who
dropped in two dozen for the

atavistic throw-backs did

most damage to Mustangs

who got 31 from former

bench-warmer Dave Mc-

Guffin.

In any event Blues will

have a rougher ride than they

did in their earlier 84-74 vic-

tory in Guelph.

Nevertheless Varsity's

flawless 84-77 upset of Rob-

erts Wesleyan of N Y. at the

same hour of the Guelph ex-

ploit gives the home Blues

equally as much momentum.

Better-dressed and travel-

ling with women, the Ameri-

can team appeared somewhat
less than sharp in the opening

period when Toronto shook

them up with an early 16

point lead. However, the

women exhorted their travel-

ling companions back into

contention and by 20 minutes

the U.S. offering cut Blues

lead to six, 41-35.

Big reasons for Varsity's

strong come-on was a terrific

first half effort by Larry

Trafford who exploited his

position at the head of Blues'

half-court press for 16 points.

The large bench used by

McManus gave the home
team some last-half legs so

obviously missing in their

loss last week to Windsor.

Aggressive play by Peter

Burton and John Hadden
(both ways) and a closing

rush of points from Bruce

Dempster, converted to for-

ward for the evening, kept

Blues a safe way out in front

until Wesleyan got the hots in

the closing minutes and

climbed within two points.

With a minute left, the Wes-

leyan continuing to force tur-

novers, McManus strategical-

ly dropped Dempster back to

guard. There were no more

turnovers after that and

Blues coasted home.

While the American team

was, for an American team,

medium rare at best, they

were at least as good as any-

thing in the home loop and

Blues showed themselves

well prepared for a head-on-

ner with the not so lowly

Gryphons tomorrow.

SCORING: VARSITY: Traf

ford 22, Hadden 20, Burton 15,

Dempster 15, Crouter 4,

MacDonald 2, Evans 2,
Katz

2. MacNaughton 2, Feldman.

Slater, Betcherman
WESLEYAN: Curtis 20. b»"

ans 19, Kimbale 12. Crowe '

11, Scribner 9, Roach 4, M»

ner 2, Rambo 2, Wood

Case. Page.

STANDINGS
G W «-

4 4 0

1,

Windsor

Western

McMaster
Waterloo
Toronto

Guelph
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Say there! Remember when you went to public school?
Wasn't it a drag? You had to line up at the doors when the
bell rang and then march in and sit at your desk all day.
Today, however, it's much more fun, specially with this "un-
structured" education stuff. I can sit on the floor all day and
read comic books. Bet you couldn't! If you got caught with a
comic book betcha you got the strap! Ha! See centre.

Ukoff report critical of Poli Ec
Students working towards

doctorate degrees in political
economy at the University of
Toronto can expect greater
freedom, more money and
better supervision if the re-
commendations of a depart-
ment of political economy
special committee report are
implemented.

They can also expect tough-
er requirements for entry
into the graduate courses.

The report, prepared by
Professors P. W. Fox. S. A.

' Lakoff and P H. Russell, was
commissioned last October
and released Saturday.

The report says that the
ratio of doctoral degrees
granted to candidates admit-
ted is too low, and suggests
several reasons.

"Some of the candidates
admitted may be of inadequ-
ate quality. A number may be
delayed because of insuffi-

cient financial aid.'' The re-

port also lists apprehension
about the comprehensive
exam and inadequate supervi-

sion over students who are
behind schedule with their
dissertations as reasons for
the low ratio.

Other areas criticized by
the report include:

• a reluctance on the part
of the department to adopt
methods from the behavioral-
ist school of thought domi-
nant in the United States The
report notes that this may
put students pursuing their

studies in the U.S. at a disad-
vantage, but also commends
the department for keeping
itself "isolated from the
more virulent strains of be-

haviouralism and from the
rush toward an indiscrimi-
nate preoccupation with quan-
titative methods."'

• a lack of courses in areas
such as political sociology or
metropolitan government
The committee recommend
strengthening such areas and
building a strong Compara-
tive Government course on
Africa.

• little personal contact

between students and profes-
sors. The commissioners
write. " It is a particularly
serious issue at the graduate
level where, for the commit-
ted student, the educational
environment should be closer
lo the ideal of a " community
of scholars."

• inflexible requirements
which prevent the student
from following a course of his

own choosing. The report
suggests several possible
ways of overcoming this in-

cluding allowing the student
to draw up his own course of
study in consultation with a
staff advisor, and more regu-

lar supervision and assistance
in selecting a dissertation

topic

The report recommends
that standards for admission
to an M A. course be raised
from the present 70 per cent
to "a high second class aver-

age."

For the M.A Ph.D. pro-

gram the report suggests a
maximum of 20 candidates be
accepted each year.
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SID SMITH "POLITICAL" LOBBY CONTINUES

Passivity passe in Germany:

Student movement leader

By SUSAN REISLER

U of T police and adminis-

tration officials watched
closely Friday as more than

300 students crowded into the

lobby of Sid Smith and lined

the balconies to hear a Ger-

man student leader speak.

Until this week the lobby

was closed to all political ac-

tivities, permission for use

being granted only in rare

exceptions.

Last Monday members of

campus groups moved into

the area without official

permission and pledged to

turn the lobby into a "free

speech area".

They say there is no other

place available on campus for

this kind of activity.

Robin Ross. U of T vice-

president, said after Friday's

rally that the university

wasn't planning any action

against the groups using the

area.

As long as fire regulations

weren't being broken he was
in agreement with the "free

speech area".

The speaker. Karl Dietrich

Wolff, co-chairman of the

German Social Student Fed-

eration, spoke on the prob-

lems of the German Move-

ment
Standing on a table-top

Wolff said. "Every move to

self organize is destroyed.
"

Preventative arrests have

been legalized by the coali-

tion government.

The situation has become
parallel to the Nazi era. said

Wolf

More than half the univer-

sities in Germany are on "ac-

tive strike." This means that

the students, instead of sit-

ting around, have organized

counter courses and are con-

tinuing in education.

Repression has been
mounting permanently
against the students At first

there were passive sit-ins

"Now that kind of passivity

is passe in West German,"
Wolf said.

"We are not going to be

like the Jews for them so

they can break us down."
Wolff's message for Cana-

dian students was to get Can-
ada out of NATO.

At present in West Ger-
many Canadian NATO forces

are being trained to take part

in the internal struggles and
work with the German police,

he claimed



SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long distance

vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be
free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEE K. App ly in person,

SATUR DAYS ONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)

TROUBLE

FINDING WORK?
IF SO, COME TO A SEMINAR ON

Youth and the Economy

with Margret Rowntree, Dept., Pol. Icon.

A necessity for SAC members

and other careered people.

SOUTH SITTING ROOM, H.H.

1 PM TUES. FEB. 4

THE CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC GROUP

Tuesday, Feb. 4, I P.M.

The Edward Johnson Bldg.

ROOM 078

COME AND
HEAR

THE

DORIAN MODE
Bring Your lunch

WWW—WWWWMWWMW—WWWK «

First Annual Hart House - Finland Scholarship

Exchange Program

Applications are now being accepted from Hart House

members interested in spending a summer working in

Finland followed by a year of graduate studies at the

Helsinki School of Economics. This Scholarship is open

to graduate and graduating students in the following fields:

Ethnic students pressured

to retain their identity
By DARIA ANTONYSHYN

Ethnic students on campus are faced with a mating-dating

complex, a research sociologist told a packed audience

Wednesday night at Hart House.

"There is the same pressure on the Ukrainian student as,

for example, on the Jewish student, to maintain his ethnic

identity," said Elizabeth Wagenheim. She was addressing 250

Ukrainian students on the topic of "ghetto mentality."

Jewish students, she said, continue to keep to themselves

. until the second or third generation after immigration. How
much of this is voluntary is a good question.

German students are quicker to associate with otfi* groups

and thus assimilate more readily, she suggested.

.The degree of ghetto mentality within each group ijifluences

**their behavior and participation in campus life. "Thus a stu-

dent who breaks his socio-ethnic contact would be challenging

the validity of his group's values."

The attitude itself is transferred to children from parents

who have lived under ghetto conditions themselves.

At present, Toronto's "Ukrainian press and radio is con-

trolled by the middle class newcomers thus all the young get

the same interpretation of values".

What happens when an ethnic student feels compelled to

retain his identity, and also wants to associate freely with

other Canadians?

"We can never hold on to what we started with since there

is an impingement of the outside world," she replied.

IT'S THE HART THAT MATTERS

FEEL THE PULSE ON FEB. 5th

Economics

Economic Geography

Economic History

Sociology

Political Science

Business

Further information and applications available in the

Warden's Office, Hart House. Deadline: February 12, 1969.

URBAN POVERTY FORUM
Mon. Feb. 3

- Labour Unions & The Poverty Issue

Murray Cotterill: Public Relations Director United Steelworkers

of America - Sid Smith 1083, 1:00 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 5

- The Political Process & The Poor

Rick Slye: Field Worker, Company of Young Canadians -

Toronto West Central Project - Sid Smith 1083. 1:00 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 7

- Future of Welfare

- Hon. John Munro - Minister of National Health & Welfare, Ottawa

Sid Smith 2102, 1:00 p.m.

Sponsored by U of T Liberal Club: Everybody Welcome.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

5 positions in the National Teacher

Division of Grolier Limited.

THE JOB — To Market Essential teaching aids to school teochei

PROVEN STUDENT SUCCESS —
(A) This division has been operating since 1962.
(B) Last summer's average earnings $250.00 per Wk.
(C) 19 of 20 students are returning this year,

TO MAINTAIN THIS QUALITY WE ARE —
(A) Selecting only University Students
(B) Selecting only students who:

( 1 j are willing to work long hours
( ii) are willing to travel throughout Ontario,
dit) have a reliable car.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - helpful but not necessory.

CONTACT
Student Placement Office at 581 Spodina

MON. FEB. 10th

For interviews on tues. feb. nth
WED. FEB. 12th

Hear Representatives

of the South Vietnamese

National Liberation Front

HOANG BICH SON
and

NGUYEN VAN BA

Monday, February 3

8:15 p.m.

MASSEY HALL
Shuter and Victoria

Sponsored by: Welcoming Committee fo, NLF ReP'ese" Ne t

in association with Canadian Aid for Vietnam Civilians,

proceeds to CAVC.

f
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No NLF victory without world solidarity
By TOM WALKOM

Anti-Vietnam protests in

Toronto are "an aid to the

Viet Cong struggle," say Na-

tional Liberation Front

spokesmen.
Hoang Bich Son and Nguy-

en Van Ba, head and first

secretary respectively of the

NLF Mission in Cuba, were
speaking Friday at a press

conference in the Lord

Simcoe Hotel. The pair are
on a Canadian tour sponsored
by, among others, SAC presi-
dent Steve Langdon and On-
tario Federation of Labour
leader David Archer.

After a brief address
stressing the intention and
ability of the NLF to expel
the Americans, the pair
answered questions with Ba
acting as interpreter. Neither

AFTER 3 DAYS SITTING

Community Chest busted
A three-day mass protest

against Varsity editorial poli-

cy ended at 9 p.m. last night

with the arrest of 25 unruly

demonstrators who were sit-

ting-in at the newspaper of-

fices on St. George St.

The protestors, who face

sentences of up to five years

for trespassing on private

property, began their sit-in

Friday afternoon objecting to

inadequate coverage of their

campaign to raise funds for

the University of Toronto
Community Chest.

They said Varsity editor

Paul McRae had promised
them a page one feature in

Friday's issue. The story was
then moved to page three and
ran in a shortened form.

The Community Chest is a

newly-organized activist

group whose announced aims
are to raise $10,000 on the U
of T campus before the end
of 1969. The money, they say,

will go to support research
into muscular dystrophy, the

Hospital for Sick Children,

the Heart Fund and the

United Appeal. They do not

plan to support the Varsity.

Varsity editor Paul Mac-
Rae said last night he was
not against "peaceful pro-
tests" but added, "We have a

responsibility to our advertis-
ers and readers to see that
the newspaper appears on
time."

He said he was sorry he
had to have the demonstra-

I Maybe I

next year
will be
better.

VERY
l-N-T-E-R-E-S-M-N-G

tors arrested, especially in

view of the severe penalties

involved. But, he explained.

"We cannot allow the wishes
of a minority to intei

with organizational effioieo

cy.

"Otherwise, we have anar-

chy."

The Community Chest
group will hold a meeting
today at 1 p.m. in room 1022

of Sidney Smith Hall to dis-

cuss future plans.

Friday's protest was the

second in two days. Thurs-

day, the Community Chest

force occupied The Varsity

office for over an hour, barri-

cading MacFtae in his office.

It was then the promise for a

page one story was made.
MacRae appeared worn

and haggard after spending

much of the three-day occu-

pation pleading with the

demonstrators to end their

protest.

Standing outside the old

three-story building and

speaking through a mega-

phone, MacRae told the occu-

piers, "Reason, not force, is

the means to change The

Varsity!

"

Finally, the beleagured edi-

tor offered the protestors

several inches on page one,

but the offer was refused.

"We want all of page one,

and a promise of no reprisals,

or we stay," one demonstra-

tor snorted.

MacRae then reluctantly

called in the police to clear

the building and arrest the

protestors.

The demonstrators will

appear in provincial court

today for arraignment before

magistrate Branislaw

Chrtieu.

of the diplomats has served
in the field.

Anti-war protests. Son said

show the unity of Canadians
against the Vietnam war. I

"Without the solidarity of

the people of the world." he
continued, "we cannot
achieve victory."

Is Canada complicit in the

American war effort'' The
Canadian people, Son replied,

should "know best about
,this."

In spite of the Paris peace
talks, the NLF will continue

fighting in South Vietnam,

said Son

"Paris is for talking." he

went on, "but to win we must
Jrive out the Yankees."

Rev William Newell of the

Christian Missionary Alliance

attempted to plead for the

release of five American
missionaries captured by the

Viet Cong, but was barred

from the conference.

His plea was relayed by

letter to the diplomats by »\

newsman. The NLF repre-

sentatives replied that their

policy is to "release all pris-

oners."

Rev. Newell said that

many requests have been

made to the NLF. but the

CMA has received no reply.

'The two NLF spokesmen

will address a public meeting

at Mas^ey Hall tonight at 8:

15 p.rri

$. Students at University §
of Victoria have elected

as president Norman
(papa) Wright, he's 46. >:j

A college drop in. after »
30 years absence from ii

S formal education. Mr.

SI; Wright ran on a liberal

ij; platform. |
His nearest opponent. $•:

?: 20-year-old Drew Schroe- S

der lost by only 211 votes •:•

i: Papa Wright's only

:|: beef on being elected :•

;:• was, that six of the other j?

:•: posts have gone to con-

•> servatives, with only two £
:• other liberals besides S
•:• himself on the council. ;:

;•; Papa', as he Is known :•:

•:• to his three children. :|:

$ earns his living playing :|:

:•: the drums, and it's our :|:

:•: guess that he'll make a :•

:•: pretty swingin president.

Hart House
FOLK CONCERT

TorJoy, En, I Common Room, I p.m.
DOUG LONG
Lodioi Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
February Sth -Mulie Room - I p ,m .

ESTHER GARTNER -'Colli.

t

Lod.es Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
February 9 - Greor Holl - 8:30 p.m.

with

FACULTY COMPOSERS
Ticken: Hall Porier

ITS THE HART THAT MATT ERSI
FEEL THE PULSE ON FEB. 5|M

6

CLASSIFIED
LAURIE R LAPIERRE and Pierre Bour
flfjuri will $p«ak ai the North Carolina
t*etiang9 seminar on Quebec. Monday
2 00 pin Debate Room Hart House

,

(

Even/onn Welcome y all

S*» end the single engine — How they
did it m WWI U ol T Flying Club pre
S«nts THE BLUE MAX Mon Feb 3
'30 pm OP 135 Members FREE
Hon members 50c

— Queen's — U of T group going
to Sutton. P Q in study week Feb 1

7

22 568 00 includes 5 nights hotel. 5
dvy Mfl ticket Complete pnvate bus serv
k* Cell Dan at 922 2274 after 7 00
0 m Guys and gals needed

IHERt WAS a young lady from Diviies

who has bosoms ol 2 different sues
One was so small it was nothing at all

And tiie other was large and won pnres
Brownings Avante Garde Discotheque.
992 Bay Si

TYPIMQ — theses essays, notes, chads
m English. French German and Latm
Mimeographing Electric lypawn tors

Mary Dale Stott (Marine Davis/ 86
Bloor St W, 2nd floor 922 7624

EUROPE 69 — Jet flight to Europe
leaves Toronto to London, May 30 and
returns London to Toronto Sept 4 Tale
phone Mr Campus Travel at 368 6918
any lime

ROOMMATE needed large furnished
apartment. S65 month Davenport and
Avonue Road Irom beginning of May to
Sept or May 1970 Patncut Vassil 928

vou are invited lo Malaysia
Singapore night at the International Stu
dent Centre on Friday Feb 7th 1969
starling at 8 00 pm — features live

band, movies, slides end food

ROCK BAND Available for campus
bookings good but cheap coll Jerome
Rufus 267 7328

LOST IN UC: brown 3 ring anciont Ins

lory notebook with name Elone Gagnon
msenbed on front Call 636 8277 Holpl
I want to pass too

GODIVA. did it once will she do It

again? Naturally* at Skuln's greotost
bash! The At Home 6T9. this Friday at

the Seaway Towers Hotel

THE STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL

MEDITATION SOCIETY HAS RE- .

CENTLY BEEN CHARTERED AS

AN ON CAMPUS CLUB IN ORDER

TO PROVIDE TO STUDENTS AND

FACULTY AT THE UNIVERSITY

OF TORONTO KNOWLEDGE AND

INSTRUCTION IN THE TECHNIQUE I

OF TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITA- 1 \1

TION AS TAUGHT BY THE §>i
'

MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI fjA
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE*^ -

"

by S3
JOE BARR, SIMS Imtructot MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI
TUES. FEB. Ml, 8:00 P.M.

NEW PHYSICS BLOG. Rm. 203

SIMS ONTARIO. BOX 354. STATION F.

TORONTO S. - 923-7672

Up tight about Ihe social season?
. . . then don't get caught with

your unclean showing. The
swingin" crowd gets groomed at

One Hour Martlnizlng (242 Bloor

Street West - opposite Varsity

Stadium) ... but before you cut

out, clip the coupon below and

take it along . , . tell them you

want your formal wear cleaned

the "Martinizlng" way.

Ont Hout

mrnanf
242 Bloor SI. W. (opposite Varsity Stadium)

20% OFF o/vau.

FORMALWEAR
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 32nd. 1969

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
INCOMING ORDER AND IS VALIO ONLY AT
ONE HOUR MARTIN IZING

242 BLOOR STREET. WEST. TORONTO
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Democratizing our high schools:

"the real issues haven't been raised
99

By KEN STONE

Ken Stone graduated from the Univer-

sity oj Toronto last year with an honors

degree in political science

I am disappointed, though not sur-

prised, that the Jan. 8 Varsity editorial

on the extension of the high school year

is liberal bullshit.

I know The Varsity wants democracy
in the schools and an improvement in

the quality (form and content) of educa-

tion. But you will be screwed by the

Establishment and you will lead others

to be screwed because (by your liberal

editorials) you simply do not understand

the root causes of such situations as the

year extension. In short. Varsity edito-

rials lack a radical analysis.

Let me take as an example exactly

what was written on the extension: "The
important issue here is not that Educa-
tion Minister Wiliiam Davis has length-

ened the school year but that high school

students were not consulted in the

change".

Now by writing such a statement, you
have obscured all the issues. You do not

answer the question why, in 1969, the

Department of Education has decided to

lengthen the school year. You do not

explain why there is no democracy in

the schools. You do b ot go to the root

causes of the impove rishment of high

school so-called "educa tion",

I'll take them one at |a time

HIGH SCHOOl E XTENSION

The high school ext ension is the re-

sponse of the Ontario government to the

problem of unemploym ent. This analysis

is based on two assunr ,'ptions. First, the

government has an inti -rest in maintain-

ing "relatively full em ployment" (note:

not absolutely full employment) Second-

ly, one of the main (functions of the

schools is to keep stude! its off the labour

market.

The government has ;aken an interest

in employment since fJ» days of the

depression economist* Keynes, who

argued for government. * 1 fiscal control

of the economy. Today'
1

..".the Economic

Council of Canada lists I "relatively full

employment" as one oi Canada's first

social priorities The st hools first took

on the function of ' withl. 'older of labour

after the child labour la<, vs were passed.

The vast growth of the pr'Alic school sys-

tem (and indeed the w 'hole adolescent

culture) can be traced fri' Om the passage

of that law. ,i

on hiring and firing

Who should hire and fire univer-
sity professors? Faculty alone, or
students and faculty together?
The issue came up at Friday's

meeting of the Commission on Uni-
versity Government and it's bound
to be touchy.

The faculty don't want students
on the appointment committees.
They think academic freedom will
be jeopardized, and fear students
won't recognize the excellence of a

particular colleague.

These fears are groundless. First,

academic freedom is protected now

varsfty
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
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by tenure, which is granted after

several years depending on'aca-'
demic rank. Tenured professors are
almost impossible to fire. Before
tenure, the university can fire a
man simply by refusing to renew
his contract. This isn't likely to

change with students on the hiring

committees.

Second, the faculty members of a
joint board, because of their experi-
ence, are likely to carry considera-
bly more moral weight in judging
and choosing new staff than stu-

dents.

But students still have legitimate
interests and an important function
on appointment boards — after all,

students are the ones being taught.

They are likely to weigh teaching
experience heavily, counterbalan-
cing faculty's interest in research
qualifications and colleagueship and
the administration's concern with
insitutional prestige.

In this way we may avoid falling

into a situation common at universi-

ties like Harvard, where top staff

are hired lor prestige and research
duties and never see an undergradu-
ate.

Students could also prevent the

firing of an excellent teacher who
doesn't publish enough to satisfy his

superiors, or a professor whose
views are too "extreme" for an
Establishment-oriented university.

Even more important, one on the

hiring committees, students will

have increased control over the kind

of university we become.
They may decide to hire more

professors whose opinions differ

radically from the accepted lines of

"scholarship ". teachers who think

the university should take an active

part in reforming the society at

large.
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EN STONE

Today, there ."
.

„ „kl„„ :„ ,-..,„. is an unemployment
problem in Can;., . .. , . r

J

r„„„ r„™ A„.Ja '
Dotn snor ' term and

h„f,T h n
lhe 'high schools are

J? £? in the ' r tabiur with-
holding role. Pn

essor
York University , .. ..... . ?stimates the extension
to be the equiva,„, „, ,„
„t •„!. •„ PL.„..!nt of '0,000 man years
of jobs in Ontar, . , , ,

J
.

i.„ih k. hi„k ,„h) tnat would have been
held by high sch

0, students
in large part av„

b]
of unemployed. « P

about a full-year
raUon ,

8

So to advise. I

h schoo| stude
the extension :

s
res| , a m Qf

2S22Z.
a£L£.o be shortsighted and

possibly damaging.

DEMOCRACY IN THE SCHOOLS
Of course it is obvious that there is no

democracy in the high schools (or for

that matter the universities) and that
this has some relevance to the exten-
sion. However, it is more important to

understand why there is no democracy.
There are a number of apparent types

of high schools. There are schools that

specialize in one stream — technical,

vocation, or academic. Then there are
mixed schools. And there are schools in

middle class and working class areas.

Upon closer examination, however, one
finds that the single stream technical or

vocational schools are located in or for

working class areas (Castle Frank,
Brockton, Bickford).

One finds the mixed schools in mixed
areas. (Bathurst Heights kids from the

south side of Lawrence are in the aca-
demic stream unless they are girls and
in the vocation stream — it's a man's
world; kids from the north side, a low
cost housing development, are in the

technical stream). The all-academic
schools are in all-middle class areas
(Forest Hill, Richview. Lawrence Park)

Once inside the schools (if one can get
inside) striking operating differences

appear. For instance, at Forest Hill, an
all-academic school, which I attended,
twelves and thirteens do not have to

come to school or go to class. Girls can
wear jeans. School rules are rarely en-

forced. They don't have to be. The stu-

dent council is fairly autonomous (it

sponsored the organization of student

council types versus the extension).

At Bathurst Heights, a mixed school,

a student was put out in the halls for six

months for having long hair. He left on
his sixteenth birthday.

At Castle Frank, a vocational school

near Regent Park, the expulsion of a
student with long hair sparked an ex-

tended walkout So far. one-third of the

students who were out have been ex-

pelled by the principal. Another one-

third have quit.

Statistically, it can be shown that

working class kids end up in the techni-

cal-vocational stream, that middle class

kids end up in the academic stream, but

that a high percentage of girls from ei-

ther class can end up in the vocations-

commercial stream.

What I am trying to show, then, is

?rp mucker to associate wiui inner grrjn

that the amount of democracy *«sed
loosely for participatory democracy
degrees of disciple, feedback, etc. ) var-

ies directly according to class back
ground.

The children of the rich get a taste of
decision-making because someday
they'll presumably be important deci-
sion-makers. Working class kids learn to
obey. I mean, why give freedom and
decision-making to a kid who's going .„
be working in a factory? (Castle Frank
didn't even have a student council till

after the walkout).

But even in the middle class schools
and at university there is not democ-
racy.

Why? Because ours is not a demo-
cratic society. And I'm not talking about
bullshit liberal concepts of democracy —
representative Trudeau or student coun-
cils that one gets to vote for every year
or five. I mean democracy in the Aristo-
tlian sense — rule for the people.

In Canada, the rulers do not rule for

the people. The rulers, those who control
the economy — the private businessmen
who aren't even Canadian — and their
executive committees — the federal and
provincial governments, rule in their
own interests. You can find them on the
Board of Governors.

Anyone who can pollute whole inland
oceans, anyone who can cause Eskimo
women to die at the average age of 25,

anyone who keeps 18 per cent of Mari-
time children in a state of malnutrition,
anyone who can drop napalm on children
or run schools like Castle Frank is not a
democrat. He is a tyrant. And he should
be smashed.

No, our schools are not democratic.
Isn't it surprising?

THE IMPOVERISHMENT OF
HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

Like the degrees of democracy, just

discussed, the quality of education var-

ies according to class background. Es-

sentially, the schools socialize everybody
into the values of soe

:

ety. They train

everyone, on the basis of class back-

ground, for their future roles.

Stated oversimply, the quality of edu-

cation in our schools is rotten because
the quality of life in our society is rot-

ten. Look at the ugly buildings, the

crowded dirty city, the few public amen-
ities for the people (parks, public 'wash-

rooms, hospitals, subways as opposed to

expressways), the greedy self-centered

people we produce, the male chauvinists

(the female submissives). the lack of

community.
Our society is a product of having let

the means of producing wealth into pri-

vate hands. The results, aside from the

maldistribution of that wealth and power
and the conflicts over its control, has

been the ideology of individualism and

pessimism, the ideology that says men
are born, not made, greedy, that it will

always be thus, and that the survival of

the greediest, most ruthless and self-

centered, rather than a collective effort

by the community, creates "progress"-

Until that ideology is eradicated, all the

liberal aspirations for democracy and

quality of life might as well be forgotten

in the context you propose them.

If you are really interested in democ-

racy and the quality of life, let's talk

about socialism.



backlog

other side

The Varsity so rarely prints

establishment-oriented letters

that Wednesday's effort signed

"Forestry Students" (all of

them?) came as a surprise.

Please hear a word from the

revolutionary-activist side of this

issue.

The letter claims that if we
don't leave the forest to the tim-

ber barons "successional influ-

ences occur, whereby decadence

and deterioration prevail." Now
why, really, do these "future

foresters" want to cut down the

trees in Algonquin Park? For the

same reason that their future

employers have always wanted
to cut down all the trees in the

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence area.

To make a fast buck. A rather

short-sighted view, of course,

because pretty soon there won't

be any trees left.

A few questions for future for-

esters. First of all, howcum the

early explorers reported straight,

healthy 300 foot pines growing all

over Canada in the days before

"timber harvesting" was invent-

ed? Secondly, howcum so much
of the present activity in Algon-

quin Park centres around remov-

ing yellow birches, which don't

reseed themselves when harvest-

ed? And finally, howcum we do

not, indeed, modernize our prac-

tices to the European standard,

by demanding that trees cut be

replaced on at least a one-to-one

basis?

Let's see a few hands raised in

Forest Management class tomor-

row morning.

Gordon Speirs

(S.G.S.)

Sixty-one forestry students

signed the petition. Last year

about 135 students were enrolled

in the course. The number was left

off the letter by mistake. Ed.

tional Consultant at $7,000 a year
(with an extra $2,000 travel
grant). After five months work
this man had produced nothing

and had taken up additional em-
ployment. The Bradford execu-

tive gave away money to draft-

dodgers and hippies, and loaned
money to people who were never

seen again. Thus the statement,

"The G.S.U. has been completely

irrelevant to my life and I expect

no improvement", should be read

in the light of the recent actions

of the Bradford Executive. It is

surely a misuse of the power of

the press to attribute this state-

ment as a criticism of an Execu-

tive operating a year later!

Surely the editors of the cam-
pus newspaper are familiar with

such recent events? Your taunts

are either based on a deplorable

lack of information, or on a de-

liberate desire to misinform. The
latter could be nearer to the

truth. Your columns have neg-

lected to report that the Varsity

winter replies

Please allow me to comment

on your interpretation of parts of

the recent G.S.U. survey. The

Graduate Student at the Univer-

sity of Toronto 1968.

The writer of the Wednesday

editorial apparently did not read

page one to see when the data

was collected (April 1968) The

statements should only be evalu-

ated in context.

Last year's Executive under

John Bradford made a terrible

mess of graduate affairs. Yet it

was strongly supported by the

Varsity and Random. The Execu-

tive hired an unqualified man.

who happened to be the Presi-

dent's roommate, as an Educa-

no thanks!

A) DiGiovanni's plea for stu-

dents to aid the Continental Can

Co strike is inane. I am sure that

a thunderous majority of stu-

dents will see fit to stay away in

droves to "show which side we
are on". How naive we would be

to picket without knowing why
the union has struck or what the

management's position is. And

why do Canadian unions abstain

from assisting the strikers? Pull-

ing students on bandwagons trav-

elling with unclear motives and

directions is a dangerous prac-

tice, Mr. DiGiovanni.

It is too bad that it took such

an insignificant issue as this to

show you that "student power is

just a farce". Thanks for your

invitation to picket, but if I and

my 25,000 fellow students aren't

there, start without us.

Greg Parker

(III SMC)

Public Relations Committee has

accepted G.S.U. complaints
about continual bias in reporting

graduate affairs, and has settled

our grievances in a way finan-

cially satisfactory to both par-

ties.

Furthermore, the comments
about the G.S.U. building, "that
rare thing — an old house with-

out charm", were written before

the complete repainting and be-

fore refurnishing a part of the

building. The remainder of the

building is now being renovated
for the full time liquor licence.

I would like to add two more
points.

The Executive decided to run

an opinion poll of its members as

part of the G.S.U. rebuilding af-

ter the Bradford era. The Execu-

tive hopes to find out members
opinions on the G.S.U., the Grad-

uate School, and the University.

Some of the comments were fa-

vourable, some were unfavoura-

ble, but both were carefully ana-

lyzed by us. and both were publ-

ished. You realize that the Stu-

dents Adminiatrative Council has

never run any tests of opinion. It

can not direct any programmes
according to campus opinion as it

is unwilling, or afraid, to spend a

small amount of money. The to-

tal cost of the G.S.U. survey, in-

cluding printing, postage, pro-

gramming and 1,000 copies, was

$800. Expensive fiascos like Tent

City cost S.A.C. $2,500.

The second point is our elec-

tion promise, to "provide a

mechanism by which graduate

students can opt out of the organ-

ization if they so desire". There

has been no request for a refund

of G.S.U. fees. The only call for

voluntary G.S.U. fees has come

from the undergraduates writing

for the Varsity. Indeed I think

even the most biased observer

will agree that the G.S.U. has

become extremely relevant to

graduate students' needs and

opinions. The only written com-

plaints received by the G.S.U.

Executive were over the alleged

pornography in the St. George

Dragon (Over which the Execu-

tive has no control), and about a

particularly virulent editorial

that, among other things, equat-

ed the Varsity's deliberate ma-

nipulation of the facts to piggery.

John Orville Winter
President

Graduate Students' Union

University of Toronto

Public lectures by

DR. CLARK KERR
Chairman and Executive Director

Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education

Former President, University of California. at Berkeley

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE

UNITED STATES AND ITS DISCONTENTS'
(in two parts)

Wednesday. February 5

Thursday. February 6

Royal Ontario Museum Theatre at 8 p.m.

Sponsored by the Associates of the University

of Toronto Inc., New York

U of T FLYING ClUB

presents

THE BLUE MAX
Mon. Feb. 3, 7:30 pm

O.P. 135 - Members FREE

Non-members 50c

CENTRE FOR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

SPECIAL SEMINAR

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

AND UNIVERSITY RELATIONS'

OR. CLARK KERR

Former President of the University of California.

Berkeley. Professor of Industrial Relations,

University of California.

Tuesday. 4th February. 1969

3:30 p.m.

Senate Chamber. Simcoe Hall

GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL OPPORTUNITIES

Department of Pathological Chemistry,

Banting Institute, University of Toronto

Support available for limited number of graduate

students to work toward an M.Sc. or Ph.D. degree with

research on the basic biochemistry and physiology of

metabolic disorders. Postdoctoral opportunities are

also available leading either to academic research, or

to a professional career as a clinical chemist or med-

ical biochemist. Interested persons with a sound

education in the chemical, biological or biophysical

sciences, or in medicine, should write immediately

for a brochure.

Please note that final date for application to the

School of Graduate Studies is March 15th. 1969.

INDIAN PROJECT

SUMMER '69

Where?
- Indian Communities In Ontario

Who? - University Students

INTERESTED IN

What? - Community Programming

- Recreation Leadership

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE

MR. H. COOPER, 923-66M

Victoria College Public Lectures 1969

4:30 p.m. Tuesday, February 4th, 1969

Lecture Hall, Academic Building

'The Role of Medicine in a Changing World'

Dr. J.D. Hamilton, Vice-President (Health Services)

University of Toronto
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Your roommate
cant sleep

in the dark?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

The Blue & White Society

WINTER CARNIVAL
'69 DANCE

Sat. Feb. 8 - Hart House - 9 pm

- Featuring: - The RIFFKIN

- The MARC TYMES

- JIMMY MAC DONALD ORCH.

- KEN JONES QUARTET

- Folk Singers

Last Blue & White Hart House Dance for this year,

so don't miss it.

STAG OR DRAG

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE
OR USE YOUR CARNIVAL TICKET

.75 per person

Applications now being received

for the position of

The Varsity
1969-70

Address written applications to

The Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors,

91 St. George Street, Toronto 5

Deadline for submissions 5 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 14, 1969

fjD

Ud

fin
p| disputes students' place

in hiring, promoting profs

By MARY BASTEDO

Will students have a voice

on committees that hire and
promote professors? The
Commission on University

Government Friday touched
on one of its most contentious

questions.

"As I see it, having stu-

dents on the hiring and pro-

moting committees is the

only way of ensuring that

teaching is regarding as im-

portant in the evaluation of a

professor," contended student

member Bob Rae.

"Faculty activities include

more than undergraduate
teaching," said Prof. Bernard
Etkin. "Research and publi-

cation are also important and
undergraduates are not ade-

quately qualified to pass

judgment on this."

"Students are just as ra-

tional as faculty in deferring

their judgment," objected

student Gary Webster. "In
matters in which they felt

they were not competent they

would listen to their super-

iors."

Some faculty members
thought student evaluation of

professors would reduce
teaching to a popularity con-

test.

"I've seen professors influ-

ence students so much by
their personality that stu-

dents don't realize they are

getting misinformation," said

Prof. J. S. Thompson.
"If we don't reward re-

search we will become a ster-

ile university," he said. "Our
best people will leave."

"Scholarship and publica-

tion have become a whole

ethos," protested D'Arcy
Martin. "One way to get at it

is to alter the rewards sys-

tem."

"Students have different

interests in promotion. What
counts is whether a man sti-

mulates."

Webster discussed an an-

nual poll at Yale in which
students evaluate their pro-

fessors.

A panel discussion on

COMPUTERS AND THE LAW
Chairman: Prof. C.C. Gotlieb, Director, I.C.S.

Members: Prof. D.L. Johnston, Law
Mr. D.G. Kilgour. Lawyer
Prof. P.H. Roosen-Punge, Dept. of Comp. Sci.

Mr. J.D. Wilson, II Law

Monday February 3rd 8:00 P.M. SS 2108

Sponsored by the Computer Science Club

"The faculty almost unani-

mously agree with the stu-

dents' evaluations," he said,

"but if they had had to do it

themselves they would not
have been as frank."

"It's an emotional ques-
tion," said Prof. Etkin. "Fac-
ulty members don't want to

be judged by students on the

basis of their performance."

"We're talking about peo-

ple's lives and jobs," Bob
Rae said. "Evaluation is es-

sentially a brutal process.

The general feeling is that

evaluation by one's contem-
poraries is more humane
than by students, but students

are just as humane as other

people."

The issue will form an
important part of a question-

naire to be circulated to all

students and faculty next

month.

The questionnaire is part of

an effort to "get a grass-

roots feeling in the areas we
have to make decisions on,"

said Prof. L. E. Lynch.

Another part of this effort

will be a series of interviews

planned for the next four

weeks with various people on

and off campus. Tomorrow
Andy Wernick, Paul Fromm,
Bill Charlton and John Winter

will discuss oheir views with

CUG. Friday morning Clark

Kerr, former president of the

University of California at

Berkley, will appear before

the committee.

THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY PRESENTS

SKULE AT HOME 6T9

FRI. FEB. 7
FEATURING

9 PM -2 AM

THE BENNY LOUIS ORCHESTRA

AND

THE RIFFKIN

TICKETS

ONLY
$4.00/couple

MMS AVAILABLE FROM
CLASS REPS. AND THE

ENGINEERING STORES

SfAWAY TOWERS HOTEL

1926 LAKESHORE BLVD. W.
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Canadian gov't powerless against U.S. : Watkins
By ALF CHAITON

If Canadians knew how their sovereignty
was being subverted, they would rise up in
protest, economics professor Melville Wat-
kins told Canadian and American students
at a seminar yesterday afternoon.

"The public would press for action," con-
tinued Prof. Watkins, "but the government
wouldn't be able to do anything because
they really have no power vis-a-vis Wash-
ington." Prof. Watkins was speaking to par-
ticipants in the North Carolina Tarheel ex-
change at Brennan Hall at St. Mike's.

History Prof. Kenneth McNaught. who
also participated in the discussion, brought
up the example of U.S. draft resisters and
deserters to illustrate the direct influence
the U.S. has on Canadian internal policy.

In the past, he said, Canada has admitted
Americans who will not accept the draft.
Recently, however, there has been a secret
immigration department directive not to
admit deserters, he said.

"This is directly contrary to Canadian
immigration law and tradition," he said.

Both Prof. McNaught and Prof. Watkins
doubted that anything will be done about the
situation.

Tn Canada," Prof. Watkins said, "I am
invited to talk about 'Canadian policy'. In

the U.S. I am asked to discuss 'Canadian
attitudes'."

"The Americans know what's really hap-
pening. We have a policy' of no policy'. All

we have are attitudes," he said.

"Canadians have a fear of American re-

prisals if we take too independent a stanc
on foreign affairs," said Prof. McNaught

"But what we fear as reprisals is. on our
part, actually self-censorship," he said.

"It is impossible." Prof. Watkins said.

for the Canadian national government to

control the Canadian national economy."
He emphasised that it is somewhat of a

misnomer to talk about a distinctively Ca-
nadian national economy.
"We actually have a continental mone-

tary system, controlled by Washington. We
are the thirteenth district in the American
Federal Reserve system." he said.

Prof. McNaught stated that our relation-
ship in NATO and in continental defence
arrangements is not one of military effec-
tiveness.

"Our basic policy," he said, "is that if

you want influence in Washington, you have
to buy it with these token military commit-
ments."

"The question is: do you really purchase
it by these means? I think not."

Both he and Prof. McNaught were of the
opinion that by their very natures, the Lib-

eral and Conservative parties would be un-

able to do anything. If anything is to be
done, it must be by a left-wing party.

"We must radicalize the NDP," Prof.

Watkins argued, "even if they don't take
over the reins of government. It's tradition

that the Liberals take over what the NDP
proposed 10 years earlier."

"So maybe in about 10 years . .
." he

mused.

University of Toronto's

star female trackster.

Abby Hoffman, was in

action this weekend and

did herself proud.

Passing up her normal
distance, 800 yards, Abby
moved down to the 440

level and, in the process,

captured the senior

women's 440 yard race in

the indoor track meet
held at Boston.

WANT TO BE ACTIVE IN MUNICIPAL GOV'T.?

PROFESSOR SILCOX WILL TALK ON STUDENT

PARTICIPATION IN CIVIC POLITICS.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5th, 1 P.M. SID SMITH 2131

ALL POSTER!

75 cent! r
1
THE TEXTBOOK STORE

Yrfr*— '
,M in*

dorr. 53 ,nlo""«""" ,660 « M* 6UtG^
R1R

HILLEL
Today, Monday February 3rd

1:00 pm, U.C. R m. 214

DR. RUBENSTEIN

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY

ON CONTEMPORARY JUDAISM
'

Rabbi Kamerllng's Seminar

Tuesday, February 4th, 8:00 pm,

Hillel House

First Session

Dr. Fackenheim's Second Seminar,

Wednesday, February 5th, 8:45 pm,

Hillel House

'HOLOCAUST, ISRAEL,

& JEWISH UNITY'

Winter Carnival '69

SILENT FILMS 1

8 P.M. - Convocation Hall - SI per person per night or

use your Carnival ticket.

SPECIAL III TONIGHT !!!

A full length (2 nr.) CHARLIE CHAPLIN movie plus a

Laurel & Hardy short.

Tues. Feb. 4 - The famous LON CHANEY in the original

version of the now classic film "PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA" plus a Laurel & Hardy

short.

TICKETS ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE S.A.C.

OFFICE or OUTSIDE THE DOOR of Convocation Hall

iust before the show.
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10,000 people weren't wrong. Con ,o. offord to be?

"AL" IS BACK AT HIS NEW LOCATION

32. QUEEN WEST <o, Bov.,1,1 F.m.,1, of 40 Horboord S,.

EXPERT HAIRCUTTING

AL'S BARBER SHOP

SI. 25

HERE AND NOW

S.A.C. DONATIONS

All organizations which received donations this year

please note; S.A.C. is writing donations for next

year into the Spring Budget. Therefore, all groups

who wish to receive substantial donations for next

year should hand their budgets in to the External

Affairs Commissioner by Friday, February 7th.

ONLY A SMALL AMOUNTS WILL BE

BUDGETED FOR NEW DONATIONS NEXT YEAR

BOB BARKWELL,

FINANCE COMMISSIONER.

TOOAV
Noon

Free lunch at SAC office as pert °<

Winter Carnival 69

1 p.m.

Meeting for those interested in Com-

munity Chest drive Orders also taken for

blacklight spots Rm 1022. Sidnev

Smith

Liberal Club's Urban Poverty forum

Murray Cotierill of the steelworkers on

Labor Unions and The Poverty Issue Rm

1083, Sidney Smith.

The Impact of Technology on Contem-

porary Judaism: Dr R. L, Rubenstein

Rm 214. University college.

How do you teach religion? Prof Mac

Freeman tells VCF All welcome. Wymil-

wood Music room, Victoria college

Baha'i club meeting All welcome. Rm

21 16, Sidney Smith.

2 p.m,

Political science grads:

discuss Lakoff report. Unc

come. 44 St George St

meeting to

irgrads wel-

6 p.m.

Workshop; creative writers and a

Bickersteth room. Hart House.

7:30 p.m.

Film: The Blue Max. Members of

flying club free, others 50 Room 135.

Old Physics bldg

FU of T: Film-making. Innis II

Insanity 69: Mental health debate

between Drs MacDonald and Mc-

Cullough. Free Debates room. Hart

House

U of T fan-tan club hosting Free Uni-

versity of Manchu team Bring own tiles.

Room 666. The Grauniad.

8 p.m.

Full length Charlie Chaplin film $1 00

per person. Tickets at SAC office or in

front of Convocation hall. Convocation

hall.

Are computers violating your privacy?

Can we replace magistrates by comput-

ers? Is Computer Technology copyrighta-

ble? Come to Room 2108. Sidney Smith,

and see

Two free books on Britain.
. One. special for sludonts: accommodation,

I in.-, (.lies. useful focis Two, 48 pages

about Britain Send to Btilish Travel, PO Bo* 320,

. ToiminalA.loionto.Oniano.

I I

Cl1 ''

II

8:15 p.m.

Two NLF representatives will talk

about Pans Peace tajiks. Massey Hall.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

Yavneh: Parshat Hashawah: Dr David

Zimmerman. Room 2129. Sidney Smith.

FU of T: What's so revolutionary

about Jesus? 89 St. George St.

Come and hear The Dorian Mode

Bring lunch. Room 078. Edward Johnson

bldg.

1 :10 p.m.

Is retrogression possible in Science?

Christian Science discussion Rm 2112.

Sidney Smith

1 :30 p.m.

Relationship of History and Sociology:

talk by Prof. S. D Clark. Sociology chair-

man. Presented by HSU. Rm 2124. Sid-

ney Smith

7 p.m.

Blue and White society meeting.

South sitting room. Hart House.

8 p.m.

Silent Film: original, classic "Phantom

of the Opera,'' with Lon Chaney Tickets

at SAC office or in front of Convocation

hall Convocation hall.

Meeting of California Grape Boycott

Committee. All welcome. 2nd floor. St.

Michael's student centre.

Introductory lecture on Transcendental

Meditation by Joe Barr. SIMS instructor.

Rm 203. New physics bldg.

Dawn of a New Age: teachings of

Sun Myung Moon. Korean philosopher

and religious leader Bickersteth room.

Hart House.

3 leave CUS
OTTAWA (CUP) - The

Canadian Union of Students

had a rough time last week

as three more campuses vot-

ed to leave the national or-

ganization.

At the University of Winni-

peg Friday, 43 per cent of the

campuses' 2,700 students

turned out to vote by a 13-

ballot margin to withdraw.

The decision is not binding on

next year's student council.

At the 15,000-student Uni-

versity of Alberta students

voted 5,267 to 1,754 to stay

out of CUS. Alberta was the

first campus to withdraw

from CUS in August, 1966.

Last Monday students at

the University of Calgary

voted by a two-to-one margin

to endorse a student council

decision to pull out of CUS.

Calgary has 5,000 students.

MR. JOS. A. FRIEDMAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPS

6655 Cote des Neiges »260,

Montreol 249, Quebec

Will be conducting interviews for

SUMMER CAMP STAFF POSIT-

IONS on MONDAY, FEB. lOtb,

1969, storting ot 9:00 A.M. ot

Student Plocement Service,

University of Toronto

581 Spodino Ave.

OPENINGS FOR:
Speciolists, Section Heods,

Counsellors, Doctors and

NOTE:
Also Conducting Interviews ot

B'Noi Bfith Hillel Foundotion

186 St. George St., FRIDAY.
FEBRUARY 14th. 1969 from

9:00 A.M. to t:00 P.M.
Great Britain
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WEEKEND ROUNDUP
GYMNASTICS
Following an impressive

win two weeks earlier. Gum-
nastics Coach Julio Roncon
had been confident of a re-

peat performance in an exhi-

bition tune-up at Kingston

last Saturday.

But the unforeseen oc-

curred when top gymnast
Brian McVey found he was
unable to make the trip be-

cause of another conflicting

competition.

The understaffed squad was
unable to take up the slack,

finishing behind host Queens
in the four-team tourney de-

spite fine afternoons from the

remaining two all-around

gymnasts.

Rookie Al Forest stepped

out of McVey's shadow to

capture the individual all-

around competition. A first in

free calesthetics and thirds in

vaulting and parallel bars

paced his strong win.

Just missing a one-two

sweep, John Kortright fin-

ished a scant seven hun-

dredths of a point behind sec-

ond place Doug Ritter of

Queens. The placing was at-

tributable to overall consist-

fourth in vault-ency, plus a

ing, and a

rings.

Specialists completing

Varsity completement
competitors fared well,

could not make up for

loss of McVey. (The scores of

the best three men from each

team on each event count

towards the team standings).

A second on Carl Sloane

second in the

the

of

but

the

and a fourth for Phil Michae-
lis gave Blues three of the

top four places in free ca-

lesthetics. Michaelis also took

a fifth in the vaulting while

newcomer Franz Schmidt
managed a well-earned ninth

on the rings despite little

preparation. Arthur Stein led

Varsity on the side horse with

a fourth.

FENCING
Queen's lost their reputa-

tion for good organization this

weekend, the wrestlers lost

even with the fencers as

cheer leaders, the beer lost

its head to complete a flat

Saturday evening.

Perhaps the late start, 7

p.m. was the cause of the

trouble as there was not

enough time to complete each

weapon. A result was ac-

claimed when a team had 5

victories.

Queen's and McGill have

teams of medium strength

although McGill with some of

their missing fencers may be

very strong. McMaster is a

different proposition with

balance in all weapons and a

very real threat to the Blues.

The sabreurs showed the

way this time when Martin

Beros, undefeated, and Mar-

tin Moskovits 5-1 outcut all

opponents and Mark Pfeiffer

had three victims. The epee

team had a new look, Martin

Peros (3-3) and Nan Sung Ho
(5-1) doubled up with Mike

Kerwin (5-3) of the usual

squad.

The duo Ron Rice and N. S.

Ho had their first defeats of

the season (4-1) each but still

took off with first place.

Rookies Chen and J. Ho. each

posted three victories.

WRESTLING
University of Toronto fin-

ished second in the Queen's

Invitational Wrestling Tour-

nament held in Kingston over

the weekend.

McGill came first with 50

points, followed by Toronto

with 45, McMaster 44 and

Queen's 31.

The first round of the tour-

nament consisted of two dual

meets: U of T facing McGill

and McMaster grappling with

the host school.

Then, for the second round,

the winners of each division

wrestled off, as did the los-

ers,' giving a grand point to-

tal. Clear?

Blues lost to McGill 24-19

in the first round, due mainly

to some atrocious officiating

and a five point default loss

at 115 pounds.

Victors for Toronto against

Redmen were Tom Taylor,

Paul Beswick, Ernie Fried-

rich, Larry Barron and Ylo

Korgemagi.

In the wrestle-off that fol-

lowed, Beswick, Friedrich

and Barron won their

matches to emerge as meet
champions at 160, 177 and 191

pounds respectively.

Veteran Varsity wrestler,

Bill Allison, missed the meet
because of a fishy engage-

ment on Manitoulan Island.

.THEATRE MICKITIES

|
presents

I
by

Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt

St. Mike's Student Centre

TOHITt, TOMORROW

AND WtDNlSDAI

Bay & St. Mary's Sts. \

TIMTS AVAILABLE AT

DOOR OR CAll 488-2300Tickets $2.00

LAURIER L API ERRE PIERRE BOURGAULT

in person

NORTH CAROLINA EXCHANGE
Seminar on Quebec

MONDAY 2:OOPM DEBATES ROOM

HART HOUSE
EVERYONE WELCOME!

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syc

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd

Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Syd\
Silver%Formals Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers.

One near you.
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COOL HADDEN BOOSTS RED HOT VARSITY B-BALLERS
By RICH PYNE

In four years of intercollegiate play. Blues' elongated cen-

ter John Hadden, has become increasingly valuable to coach

John McManus and his Varsity cagers. His contribution Satur-

day night highlighted a 95-89 victory over the astonishingly

efficient Guelph Gryphons.

Previously in the habit of vehement outbursts when on the

adverse end of an infraction or foul, the 6'8" veteran has

calmed down remarkably and restricts himself now to dis-

dainful frowns, and then only on questionable calls.

Needless to day this settled attitude has contributed to

Hadden's recent sparkling play. Defensively he contained the

smaller Guelph forwards and forced the visitors to get a big

chunk of their points from outside. At the other end he dis-

played a markedly improved finesse.

On one occasion he omitted his effective jumpshot which he

lopped with devastation over defenders' outstratched arms,

hung a move on two Gryphons that left their boots where their

belts should have been, and waltzed in for his bucket.

Although the goateed pivot-man is in excellent shape, forty

minutes the way Guelph played is too long to expect a sus-

tained effort from a big man and McManus spelled him liber-

ally with Jay MacDonald. Consequently Hadden finished as

strong as he started — a big factor in Blues' avoiding the sec-

ond-half sag that had plagued them earlier in the season.

Big surprise of the night was Guelph's prowess. Sporting

only one big man who saw limited action, coach Garney Hen-

ley saw Blues would overpower his team in a slow convention-

al game after Varsity built up an immediate 10 point lead. His

solution was a continually pressing defense with five hustlers

who averaged less than six feet in height and a free-wheeling,

wide-open offense triggered by guard Leigh Hammond and

forward John McKendry.
The result was a pressurized game and a Guelph comeback

that saw them go one point ahead near the end of the first

half before they sagged to a six point deficit that turned out to

be the final margin of victory.

McManus played Bruce Dempster at forward again and the

former all-star guard showed once more he is one of the

league's most valuable players wherever he's stationed. The

lanky blond scored with such facility his 20 points were hardly

noticed.

Larry Trafford continued his cat-like defensive play at the

head of Blues' half court press and netted 26 points in the pro-

cess.

Pete Burton and Dale Crouter rounded McManus' started

five and turned in solid two-way performances which saw

them both hit double figures.

Scoring; Varsity; Trafford 26, Dempster 20, Hadden 19, Bur-

ton 14, Crouter 10, MacDonald 4, MacNaughton 2, Slater,

Katz, Evans.

Guelph; McKendry 26, Hammond 18, Angus 13, Magee 11,

McGill 10, Horton 7, Promoli 4, Litman.

pholo by MIKE PASS1C

U of T mittmen Saturday night outclassed a crew of nine offi-

cer cadets from Royal Military College in a display of hard

hitting and accurate punching that won Varsity six of the

nine bouts, four of them on unanimous decisions. Leading the

blue-trunked fisticuff fighters to victory with crowd pleasing

performances were St. Mike's heavyweight John Byrnes, 155'

pound Mike Dornellas (IV Inn) and Dee Glynn (I Vic). Byrnes

managed to knock down his opponent twice in the course of

his three-round six-minute bout. The outstanding Kingston

knuckle-fenders were 150-pounder Dave Czop and 160-

pounder Al Maddox who beat out Varsity stalwarts in hotly

contested bouts. Varsity return matches against RMC Feb. 22

I

photo by TOM AUR1CH

One of the surprises of Saturday's win over Guelph was the unexpected agility shown

by Blues' tall center, John Hadden. The picture above is an example of the "new"

Hadden in action as he makes a big move past Guelph's Clare Magee for a shifty

two points.

Pass, bops, Wright bombs to lead

first-place pucksters by Lancers
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By PHIL BINGLEY

WINDSOR. Varsity Blues

disregarded their normal

speed and finesse approach to

shinny Saturday afternoon

when they bombed and

bopped their way to a 3-2 de-

cision over University of

Windsor Lancers here and

moved two points ahead of

University of Waterloo War-
riors in the battle for first

place in the Senior Intercol-

legiate Hockey League.

Friday. Blues had little

trouble drubbing winless Uni-

versity of Guelph Gryphons
11-5 in a game played before

3900 patrons at Varsity Are-

na.

In the Windsor game, Var-

sity, playing their third game
in four days, looked tired in

their battle with the stingy

Lancers. The latter tried to

run Blues out of the rink with

heavy bodychecking but Ward
Passi (the bopper) neutral-

ized such attempts with some
of the stiffest checks we've

seen in intercollegiate hock-

ey.

Steve Monteith put Blues

on top 1-0 in the last minute

of the first period when his

low slapshot crashed through

goaler Don Bruner's legs.

Gord Cunningham brought

the visitors even with a 20

foot wrist shot during a pow-

erplay after Lancers had

moved ahead on markers by

Neil Bradbury and Bob Mc-
Cabe.

That set the stage for John

Wright (the bomber) and his

winning tally. Cunningham
set the play up when he sho-

velled a loose puck to a circl-

ing Wright and the two play-

ers along with linemate Bob
McClelland broke toward the

Windsor net in a three-on-two

formation.

Halfway between centre ice

and the Lancer blueline

Wright wound up for what

appeared to be a long and

harmless sldpshot. However,

most of the 2500 in attend-

ance including participants

and goaltender Bruner didn't

see the puck again until it

glanced off the post on its

way to the back of the Wind-

sor net.

After that Lancers had a

couple of chances to stale-

mate the contest but Blues

held on and even came close

to widening their margin.

Victory was Varsity's third in

a row and tenth in twelve

starts.

LINE SPARKLES

On Friday the Wright-

McClelland-Cunningham line

had a fun evening at the ex-

pense of the hapless Gry-

phons. Each member had two

goals while Wright added four

assists and McClelland had

three

Paul Laurent (his 19th and

20th of the season), Steve

Monteith (the 95th of his ca-

reer) Mike Boland and Brian

St. John also scored for

Blues.

From a technical stand-

point, the game left a lot to

be desired as both teams

were sloppy in their own end.

But Blues showed their old

free-wheeling style and the

crowd seemed to enjoy the

reckless scoring outbursts.

One thing that did affect

the game was the poor condi-

tion of the ice surface. Play-

ers on both teams complained

that the ice is the worst in

the league. This seems incon-

gruent with the fact that a

whole new floor and pipe sys-

tem were installed last sum-

mer.

NOTES . . . Blues travel to

Hamilton Wednesday night

for a game with McMaster

Marlins. Next weekend they

will play an exhibition contest

with Cornell in Ithica, New
York. Cornell are defending

U.S. intercollegiate cham-
pions . . . Blues outshot Wind-

sor 47-33 and Guelph 48-23 . .

.

Henry Monteith a former

Blue now with Detroit Red

Wings of the NHL visited

Blues' dressing room after

Saturday's game. Henry

seems happy with his present

lot but hasn't made any plans

concerning his future in hock-

ey. His contract with Detroit

runs out at the end of

current season.



Dominion stores target of grape boycott
rnnforn f~r- m ; 1 t . . .

*
Concern for migrant farm

•o workers in Delano, Califor-

nia, will focus this weekend
on a concentrated effort to
stop grape sales in Toronto.

Dominion stores will be the

grapes, which arrived in To-
ronto before Christmas. Now
with 20 per cent of the har-
vest still to come in, commit-
tees are being formed across
the city to organize a system-

target Saturday for picket atic campaign against indi-
lines, shop-ins, leafleting in vidual stores,
the stores and phone calls to At U of T, a Student Boy-
the managers. cott Committee was formed
Sporadic harrassment and last week with support from

pressure for the boycott the Students' Administrative
failed to significantly reduce Council the Toronto Student
sales of this season's table Movement, the Young Social-

Jewish-Negro conflict is

insoluble: American Rabbi
By MARTIN REYTO

"The Jew should withdraw
himself from the civil rights

movement," Rabbi R. L.

Rubenstein, director of the

B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-

tion, University of Pitts-

burgh, told a Sunday night

audience at U of T's Hillel

House. "The conflict between
the Jews and the blacks is,

for the present, irreconcil-

able."
' He said the Black Power
movement has become in-

creasingly militant since the

death of Martin Luther King,

so that now it bases its de-

mands on threats and repeat-

ed acts of sheer violence.

"It is a trend which finds

its parallel in Jewish history,

and it is predictable," he

said. "People will never lis-

ten to a moral plea."

"But the trouble is that the

violence of the blacks is di-

rected against powerless
white minority: They have an
intuitive knowledge of who
are the most vulnerable of

the white members of soci-

ety."

"In 1965, I was in charge of

a group of largely Jewish

demonstrators on their way
to Selma, Alabama," he said.

"It was only on the bus that

we learned that we were
being taken instead to a

SNCC demonstration in Mont-
gomery.
"The Montgomery police

told us that there would be no
trouble if we stayed on the

sidewalk. But the leader of

the demonstration incited us

to defy the cops every way
we could. The hatred there

was incredible.

"The result was a bloody

slaughter. We learned later

that no attempt had been
made to secure a permit for

the demonstration. I refused
to allow my kids to become
the unsuspecting victims of

black violence. We pulled out.

"When we came back to

Pittsburgh, most of us beaten
up, we were welcomed as
heroes. We didn't want to tell

them that we left Montgo-
piery because we couldn't
prist the blacks. SNCC want-
ed our bodies; dead bodies."
I Rubenstein spoke out vehe-
fcently against the philosophy
(Of violence. "Nobody is going
P° make matters any better

tearing down the whole

structure," he said. "Why do
we have a society at all? Our
goal should be the ameliora-
tion of all Americans through
government."

The rift between the Jews
and the blacks widened hope-

lessly during Israel's six-day

war in 1967. The leftist move-
ment in general came to as-

sociate Israel's aggressive-

ness with imperialism and
colonialism; the black move-
ment became violently anti-

Semitic, bcause of the defeat

their "black brothers" in

Palestine suffered at the

hands of the Jews.

"Brothers like that, nobody
needs," commented Ruben-
stein wryly. "American
blacks do not seem to realize

that the Negro was nowhere
more ruthlessly enslaved than

by the Arabs.

"The Jew has been burned
out of the ghettoes," he con-

tinued. "When the Negro
riots, the safest thing for him
to burn is the store of the

Jewish grocer.

"When Mayor Lindsay said

he preferred the destruction

of property to the destruction

of lives, he meant Jewish
property. If the blacks had
marched into downtown Man-
hattan, I'm sure he would
have reacted differently.

"The Negro today gets
preferential treatment," he
said. "American universities

are clamoring for black bod-

ies, regardless of ability.

Many Negroes at Pittsburgh

are only taking one course
and devoting the rest of their

time to systematic destruc-

tion.

"When I ask them just

what it is they want from
university, they mumble
something about manhood.
"Manhood is something you

prove in bed, not at a univer-

sity.

"Historically, the Jew has
always been in a position

where it has been impossible

for him to hit back without

getting completely slaugh-

tered. For the American Jew,
this is the situation now.

"The best position for the

Jew in America is right-wing

and conservative." he said,

"away from any kind of vi-

olent confrontation. We have
to look out for ourselves; no
one else will. It has happened
before. It can happen again

"

ist Forum, and representa-

tives from all of the colleges.

The U of T group will be

hitting the Dominion stores at

Jarvis and Bloor, Parliament

and Wellesley, and Parlia-

ment and Gerrard. Pickets

are to meet at Hart House at

9:30 Saturday morning.

Dominion stores were sin-

gled out as the most hostile,

although none of the Toronto

chain stores are observing

the boycott.

"We want a written com-
mitment from Dominion that

grapes will stay off the

stands permanently until the

strike is settled" says Tairi

Dance (II SMCI, co ordinator

of the Student Boycott Com-
mittee.

The strike began more than

three years ago when farm
workers, most of them Mexi-

can-American and black,

walked out of the California

vineyards protesting lack of

job security and sanitary

conditions. When growers
reacted by importing strike-

breakers the workers turned

to the boycott

Toronto is North America's
third largest consumer of

California grapes.

Campus cafeteries, includ-

ing the Trinity Buttery, have
stopped selling California

grapes in response to student

disapproval.

Poverty really a

need for money.
Cotterill

There is no such thing as

poverty, a prominent union

leader told U of T students

Monday, "only a need for

money."
Speaking at the Urban

Poverty Forum at Sidney
Smith Hall, Murray Cotterill,

public relations director for

the United Steelworkers of

America, said unions organ-
ized "to get money out of

companies" have solved the

poverty problem for the 50

per cent of Canada's employ-
ees who are skilled and rela-

tively irreplaceable.

"The need for money." he
continued, "involves 30 per
cent of Canada's population
today—most of whom are
unskilled and replaceable
employees who cannot prac-
tice collective bargaining.

"

Cotterill suggested that two
concurrent jobs have to be
done to "cure poverty perma-
nently. Production must be
increased and the proportion
of employees capable of bar-

gaining collectively must be
increased."

The latter requires "consis-
tent labor laws," he insisted.

"The federal government
does not show enough concern
for labor despite its vested
interest in its tax revenue."
The forum continues at 1

p.m. today at Room 1083. Sid
Smith. Rick Slye of the CYC
will talk about "Politics and
the Poor."

Hart House £.

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room - 1 p.m.

ESTHER GARTNER - 'Cell Ist

Dr. G. Brought, occomponist
Sonata Brahma
Sonoto J.S. Bach

Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
PRINT MOUNTING & SPOTTING

by Messrs. Gallo & Roth

Club Rooms - 1:10 p.m.

CAMERA CLUB
Thursday, February 6th

Club Rooms - 7:30 p.m.

ADVANCED PRINTING TECHNIQUES
by

Mr. M.A. Gudz

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
February 9th, Great Hall, 8:10 p.m

FACULTY COMPOSERS
Tickets - Hall Porter

HAVE A HART
Run for a Hart House Committee

NOMINATIONS OPEN FEBRUARY 5th

Le Comite Canadien pre'sente leur deuxieme

FETE ANNUELLE
Thurs. Feb. 6 Ryerson Theatre

12:00p.m. RENE LEVESQUE
Fri. Feb. 7 York U. Main Campus

1:00 p.m. RENE LEVESQUE
Glendon Campus
7:00 p.m. RENE LEVESQUE
S.S. 2135
1:00 p.m. Professor R. Cook

Mon. Feb. 10 Colonnade Theatre, FILMS: La
Revolutionnaire and Caught in Rhythm
3 showings at 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Tues. Feb. I I S.S. 21 35

1 :00 p.m. Professor K. Spicer
Colonnade Theatre 8:30 p.m.

Theatre du P'tit Bonheur presents
"CHAMBRE I

10"

Wed. Feb. 12 Colonnade Theatre, FILMS: La Chinoise
and L'Opera Mouffe
3 showings at 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 13 S.S. 2135 1:00 p.m. Professor Monet in a
debate OCE auditorium 8:30 p.m.
CHANSONNIER: PIERRE Lt?TOURNEAU

Fri. Feb. 14 Colonnade Theatre, FILMS: L'HOMOMAN
and II ne faut pas mourir pour, c a
3 showings at 6:00, 8:00 and 1

0':00 p.m.

Prices:

Films: 6:00 p.m. - $ 1 .00 (student), $1 .50 (general public)

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. - $150 (student)

$2.00 (general public)
Tickets at gate only for all films.

Theatre: $1 .00 advance (SAC Office) $1 .50 at gate
Chansonnier: $1 .00 advance (SAC Offi ce) $1 .50 at gate

VENEZ A LA FETE

MALAYSIA SINGAPORE NIGHT
AT THE

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

FRIDAY FEB. 7th, 1969

AT

8:00 P.M.
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Clark Kerr and

"the New Slavery"
By HAL DRAPER

Dr. Clark Kerr was president of the University of California when the
first major disturbances on any U.S. campus occurred at Berkeley in 1964.
He is at University of Toronto until Friday as a Visiting Lecturer in American
Studies. Below are excerpts from an article written by Hal Draper at the
outset of the Berkeley revolt. Mr. Draper has been on the staff of the Uni-
versity of California Library since 1 960.

With his book The Uses of the Uni-

versity (Harvard 19631, Clark Kerr,

President of the University of Cali-

fornia, became the outstanding
theoretician and proponent of a par-

ticular view of the university.

Kerr presents the university as an
institution which is, and will be, in-

creasingly indistinguishable from any
other business enterprise in our in-

dustrial society. The reader is likely

to think, at first, that his is only a

metaphor: "the university's invisible

product, knowledge," or "the univer-

sity is being called upon to produce
knowledge as never before." But
Kerr means it literally:

The production, distribution and
consumption of "knowledge" in all

its forms is said to account for 29
percent of gross national product . . .

and "knowledge production" is grow-
ing at about twice the rate of the rest

of the economy . . . What the rail-

roads did for the second half of the

last century and the automobile for

the first half of this century may be
done for the second half of this centu-
ry by the knowledge industry: this is,

to serve as the focal point for nation-

al growth.

Kerr reiterates and insists on the
term "merger":

The university is being called upon
... to respond to the expanding
claims of national service; to merge
its activity with industry as never
before; to adapt to and rechannel
new intellectual currents.

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states

man. the unsuccessful a citmmal "
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FEDERAL CONTROL

To become "a truly American uni-

versity," what are the "new intellec-

tual currents" which we must adapt

to? It turns out, at bottom, to involve

a large amount of currency, indeed,

but less intellectuality. The new cur-

rent, the "vast transformation," the

Wave of the Future to which the uni-

versity must adapt is the impact of

the new mass of government money.
"Currently, federal support has

become a major factor in the total

performance of many universities . .

." There has been "a hundredfold

increase in twenty years" in higher

education's revenue from govern-

ment. As a result:

The federal agencies will exercise

increasingly specific controls and the

universities dependent on this new
standard of living will accept these

controls. In a few situations, self re-

straint has not been enough restraint;

as one result, greater external re-

straint will be imposed in most situa-

tions.

There seems to be a wide gap be-

tween Kerr's published theory about
the "merger" of the university and
"society", and his moves toward res-

tricting student involvement in politi-

cal and social action off campus.
On the one hand he tells us we

must accept the integration of the

university with the state and industry
in this Cold War (in fact, with what
has been called the Military-Indus-

trial Complex) and must erase the

boundary lines; on the other hand, he
tries to muzzle and rein student ac-
tivity on campus which tends to step
beyond the boundary line — which, as
his administration puts it, "mounts"
political and social action off campus
— while at the same time other
"constituencies" in the university
community are lauded for doing just
that.

UNIVERSITY AS FACTORY

This contradiction is not due to

muddleheadedness. Behind it is a
clear consistency, which appears as
soon as we make explicit the assump-
tion which permeates Kerr's book.

This is: The use of the university,
or the role of the multiversity, is to
have a relationship to the present
power structure, in this
businessman's society of ours, which
is similar to that of any other indus-
trial enterprise. There are railroads
and steel mills and supermarkets and
sausage factories — and there are
also the Knowledge Factories, whose
function is to service all the others
and the State.

KERR's 1984

— Behind Kerr's vision of the univer-

sity-factory is a broad-gauged world
view, a view of a Brave New World
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(his term) or Orwellian 1984 toward
which all this is headed.

Kerr described the coming New
Order in 1960 in Industrialism and
Industrial Man. (1)

1. The New Order will result (is

resulting) from the presently ongoing
convergence of the two dominant sys-

tems: a capitalism which is becom-
ing more and more authoritarian and
bureaucratic, along the road toward
Russian totalitarianism; and a Rus-
sian Communist system which has
softened up and become somewhat
milder; the two merging somewhere
inbetween into an undifferentiated

"Industrialism". The imperative is

the force of industrialization; it is the
road of progress.

2. It is refreshing to note that Kerr
wastes no space on ritualistic obei-

sances to democracy. There is no
pretense, no lip-service. It simply is

not in the picture.

3. Statism: the leviathan State has
taken over; it has expanded every-
where. It is "omnipresent."

4. Full-blown bureaucratic (or
managerial) elitism: The progressive
and socially decisive elements are
only "the managers, private and
public," with their technicians and
professionals. There is no.pretense of
a role for "the people" other than as
the working cattle who are to be
herded by the manager-bureaucrats.

ROAD AHEAD

There is a convergence toward one-
partyism in form or fact. Profession-
al managers run the economy. "Eco-
nomic enterprise is always basically
authoritarian under the necessity of

getting things done . . . Authority
must be concentrated ..."
The individual will be neither an

independent man nor a human ant,
but something between. The state, the
manager, the occupational associa-
tion are all disciplinary agents."
There will be a certain "freedom"

in a certain sense (if not democracy)
"Politically he can be given some

influence. Society has achieved con-
sensus and it is perhaps less neces-
sary for Big Brother to exercise po-
litical control. Nor in this Brave New
World need genetic and chemical
means be employed to avoid revolt.
There will not be any revolt, anyway,
except little bureaucratic revolts that
can be handled piecemeal."

SCHIZOID SOCIETY

Where will the freedom lie?
Maybe, muses Kerr, "in the leisure
of individuals".

The economic system may be high-
ly ordered and the political system
barren ideologically; but the social
and recreational and cultural aspects
of life diverse and changing . . . The
new slavery to technology may bring
a new dedication to diversity and in-

dividuality."

NO PROTEST

There will be no protest, Kerr
wrote. From whom could it come?
The intellectuals? Here is how he
deals with them:
The intellectuals (including the

university students) are a particu-
larly volatile element . . . capable of
extreme reactions to objective situa-
tions — more extreme than any
group in society. They are by nature
irresponsible, in the sense that they
have no continuing commitment to
any single institution of philosophical
outlook and they are not fully
answerable for consequences. They
are, as a result, never fully trusted
by anybody, including themselves.

TOOL OR DANGER

Will there be protest from the
ranks of the workers' movements?
NO, says Kerr: vieux jeu. In the New
Order, labor is controlled in institu-

tions hierarchically set up. "One of
the central traits is the inevitable
and eternal separation of industrial
men into managers and the man-
aged ". Not only inevitable: eternal!

THE MORAL CHOICE

— Clark Kerr believes that the stu-
dent's relationship to the Administra-
tion bureaucracy can be only that of
a tool or a danger.

It is easy enough to become a tool.

There are all kinds of tools, and they
can come without head, teeth, or
point. On the other hand, there is

danger in becoming a danger. Which
will it be?
Everyone must choose, and it is a

matter of life or death: life as an
independent human being, or death as
a man.

Graduate students in Politi-

cal Economy have reacted
with "shock and dismay" to

publication of a special
Committee report on the
Department.

They have requested an
open faculty and student
meeting and are planning ac-

tion at 44 St. George today at
4 pm.



Lakoff report: ffa
triumph of reaction 99

By DAVID MILNE

David Milne is a PhD. student and a
teaching jellow in the department oj
Political Economy.

The long-awaited report from the
three-member faculty committee
under Chairman Lakoff has been
submitted to staff and graduate stu-

dents in the Department of Political

Economy. For those tender-minded
students who had harbored the delud-

ed notion that this committee was
seriously interested in improving
graduate education (and I must con-

fess that I count myself among that

misguided group), the report came as
a rude shock.

After first offering the salutary
warning that the report undoubtedly
embodied the "prejudices" of the

members of the committee, the re-

port proceeded to demonstrate that

prejudice by what amounts to a

mindless affirmation of the status

quo.

Despite the disclaimer that the

"intention was to subject the pro-

gramme to an open-ended and de-

tached review", the report does not

even faintly question the adequacy of

the existing structure. To those who
attended the two public meetings of

the committee, this should not, upon
reflection, be entirely surprising.

One has only to recall the curious

paradox of the appointed head of an

investigating committee whose pur-

pose was to undertake a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the graduate pro-

gramme defending that programme
with the ferocity of a confirmed zeal-

ot.

One might in justice have conclud-

ed at that time that the Chairman

was already so obstinately commit-

ted to the status quo that proposals to

the contrary would only have bounced
off so closed a mind. This impression
is reinforced by the startling lack of

attention paid to the arguments of

those briefs submitted to them.

The committee has attempted to

ignore the brunt of this charge by
stating flatly that they do not think it

their primary concern "to take ac-
count of or to harmonize the views of

all the members of the staff and stu-

dent body" but rather "to present the
partisan views of the three members
of the committee". If that is their

assessment of their function, they
might have .spared us the effort of

trying to talk to them.

"TIGHT" SCHEDULE

Upon the request of this committee
in October, substantial numbers of

graduate students came together to

discuss the graduate programme and
to suggest improvements for the

committee's consideration. Forced by
a very tight schedule (which we later

learned was not to be adhered to),

these students held a number of

meetings and drafted up statements.

One of these briefs, written by T.

A. Heinrichs, represented the consid-

ered views of at least 10 to 15 gradu-

ate students who had taken the trou-

ble to define their objections to the

existing programme and to outline a

workable alternative. This brief,

whose objectives were largely sup-

ported by the remainder of the stu-

dents in the later meeting with the

committee, argued for an intensive

tutorial system over three major
areas of political science for those

students who preferred it over the

courses-examination system. It was
felt that the standards and methods
of assessment would be even more
rigorous and realistic than under the

present one. Opposition to the com-
prehensive examination was over-

whelmingly apparent.

Not only has the committee re-

fused to consider these demands, it

has not even felt it necessary to

answer the criticism. Judging from
the report, there is no indication at

all that the matter of comprehensive
examinations was ever seriously

raised and there certainly is no evi-

dence of the members themselves
having thought very much about it.

Instead, the value and relevance of

the comprehensive examinations is

implicitly accepted along with all of

the other paraphernalia of the struc-

tured programme.

In fact, in the one place where stu-

dent arguments are quoted, it would
appear that a deliberate attempt has

been made to confuse the issue by an
indiscriminate joining of statements
of briefs. The person(s) responsible

for writing point 5, page 5, under-

stood very well that the statements

by Philip Resnick were not necessar-

ily shared by the bulk of the students.

One wonders then why he should

have devoted so much space to this

viewpoint, if not in an attempt to dis-

credit student demands in general.

One can hardly avoid the conclu-
sion that the committee had no inten-

tion whatever to consider student in-

terests whenever they conflicted with
what they so pompously define on the

first page of the report as "objective
reality". To characterize the meet-
ings of the committee with the gradu-
ate students as largely an exercise in

psychic gratification is typical of the
smugness with which at least one
member of the committee tradition-

ally treats unfamiliar or objection-

able ideas.

EDUCATIONAL GOALS

If the members of this committee
had any reasonably sophisticated
understanding of their educational
objectives and goals (apart from an
unthinking celebration of the status

quo), they certainly have conspi-
cuously failed in defining them. The
only value which appears to have
crossed their minds amounts to a
desire for increased efficiency —
tightening standards; closer supervi-
sion; shorter, faster, and more mean-
ingless examination procedures; and,
of course, (some sugar to sweeten
the pill) more money for graduate
students.

As for the pseudo-progressive pro-

posal for the MA.-Ph.D. student

stream, it should warm the hearts of

even the most reactionary. The older,

structured programme is not in any
way altered. The courses remain, and
in fact are reinforced. (The sugges-

tion is for a total of 7 courses, one
more than at present). The examina-
tions remain, with new provisions
designed to speed up the processing.
The supposedly new feature for

which we are expected to be grateful
is the assignment of staff advisers in

our fields of study to whom we might
bring our troubles. Yet, is it new?

The Department has already tried

the method of arbitrarily assigning
students to Ph.D. advisers, a proce-

dure which was largely discredited

They can't be recommending that

again!

The only concession which the

committee has graciously chosen to

make is that the advisors with whom
a student discusses his fields of inter-

est will "normally be included on the

examining committee". This travesty
is a system which we are told the

members of the committee have en-

visioned as "better adapted to the

needs of the student"

"APPALLING PROPOSALS"

There is no need to go on with any
of the other proposals which the

committee has made. Most are
equally appalling. They are grounded
in a paternalism which goes consider-

ably beyond the legitimate right to

set degree standards. They emerge
from the minds of men who, while
paying lip service to the ideal of a

community of scholars, actually look

upon the university as a training

school, the Department of Political

Economy as their own peculiar fief-

dom, and the learning process as the

acquisition of skills from an accred-
ited collection of "wise old men."

What assumptions they do make
about the learning environment and
assessment procedures are in sub-

stance and spirit wholly alien to the

conclusions of most educational au-

thorities, and directly clash with the

recommendations of the Hall-Dennis
Report.

It is disappointing to see that two
prominent and respected members of
faculty should attach their support to
such an unreasonable document. We
tan only hope that faculty and stu-
dents will unite in repudiating it.

SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long distance

vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be

free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person,

SATUR DAYS ONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)

JAMAICA - EUROPE
FANTASTIC 8 DAY TRIP TO JAMAICA

AFTER YOUR LAST EXAM

299

. JET FARE RETURN

. HOTEL

. BREAKFAST and DINNER EVI

. Plus MANY EXTRAS j,

only

RETURN JET FLIGHT TO EUROPE
. 3 MONTHS

. COMPLIMENTARY BAR and MEALS

$ 199
FOR INfORMAWN CALL 368-6918

AND ASK FOR TOM SIHUPSON

Applications now being received

for the position of

Editor
The Varsity

1969-70
Address written applications to

The Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors,

97 St. George Street, Toronto 5

Deadline for submissions 5 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 14, 1969
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You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on
service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For
all these years there has been no
better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd
Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd
Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Studenl Discount

Formats Ltd.
Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There arc over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers...

One near you.
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kidskool
continued from page 1

istence for the first time last

November when the adminis-

tration suggested in the now-
infamous "secret brief" that

it be abolished.

The incident aroused my
curiosity and a couple of

weeks ago, after the contro-

versy of the secret brief had
died down, I decided to visit

the Institute.

Children were playing in

the warm, sunny yard of the

Institute and making good use

of the unseasonable puddles.

When I walked through the

building, I noticed a strange

blend of opposites. The floors

are old and wooden, but along

one wall there is a large

glass window that faces into

a room of miniature tables

and chairs. My guide told me
it is a one-way mirror for the

study of child behaviour.

Further down the corridor

I noticed a most unusual
washroom. All the fixtures —
basins and toilets — are half-

sized. I felt as if I was in a
doll's house, for everything is

on a miniature scale.

When I walked into a class-

room, the first thing that

struck me was that it didn't

look like a classroom.

My concept of a classroom
is rows of desks fixed to the

floor facing a podium of desk-

teacher-blackboard. But in

this room there are just loose

tables and chairs grouped in

a random pattern about the

room. There is a small black-

board, but it doesn't encircle

the room like a wall of last

:*«''m -

Sanvjhe Record Mart
ml ordan

Massey Halt

withdavidrea

Remodelling & Alteration!

— A StMletly —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaner* ft Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.
VTA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cord»

words on everything. Instead,

walls are covered with the

kids' paintings, poems and
drawings. A huge mural
hangs across the middle of

the room. I had to duck my
head to get under it, but it

was okay for the kids.

The mural represents the

children's interpretations of

Androcles and the Lion, a
play they saw at the Toronto
Workshop Theatre on one of

their frequent field trips.

When I was in Grade 1, I

didn't get to see much thea-

tre.

And I don't think we ever

had murals across the middle

of the classroom. After all,

someone in the back row
might not have been able to

see the teacher.

Here the teacher wanders
from one child or small group
of children to another —
there are about 20 groups in

all. But the unsupervised kids

were not rowdy — they were
too interested in their own
work. And they weren't all

doing the same thing.

Some were doing exercises

in grammar; some were
reading in a small group in

the corner; some were writ-

ing letters to an injured

teacher in the hospital. But
they were not being told how
to write them. Some drew
their get-well cards, and oth-

ers wrote them.

At first I felt conspicuous
wandering around a class-

room with a camera slung

around my neck. But my
presence didn't cause much
of a stir, for the children are
used to other grown-ups such

as graduate students coming
to talk to them.

After Grade 1, I visited a

Grade 3 music class, taught

by Margaret Galloway, one of

the best music teachers in

North America.

The room is full of musical
instruments, many of which
she has invented herself,

especially for the children.

There are simple stringed

instruments: octave psaltery,

the octave zither, the two
octave zither, the nordic lyre,

chordal dulcimer, and the
bowed psaltery.

When the children arrived,

they first rushed eagerly for

the instruments. Miss Gallo-

way asked them to put them
down and sit down on the
floor.

Her first act was to ask the

class how they wanted to fill

the allotted time.

One girl suggested they

continue recording their own
music on tape. A vote was
taken. The suggestion passed
unanimously. Student power
at work.

The children broke off into

small groups and rehearsed

music they had composed-
themselves. The instruments
are specially designed for

children and are not so loud

that the groups drown each
other out.

After ten minutes, each
group of two or three shyly

approached the microphone
of the tape recorder with

their instruments and played.

A tape recorder is an in-

spiring audience for a child.

Each group plays with an ar-

tistic self-awareness, a con-

continued on page 9

PROBLEMS IN CHINA TODAY
A SEMINAR TO BE GIVEN BY
NORMAN EN0IC0TT, WHO WAS
HIMSELF BORN IN CHINA OF
MISSIONARY PARENTS, AND
WAS THERE DURING THE

REVOLUTION.

SPONSORED BY THE HSU

THURS. FEB. 6 - 1:00 p.m. SIDNEY SMITH Room 2124

University of Toronto

Public lectures by

DR. CLARK KERR
Chairman and Executive Director

Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education
Former President, University of California. at Berkeley

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES AND ITS DISCONTENTS'

(in two parts)

Wednesday, February 5

Thursday, February 6

Royal Ontario Museum Theatre at 8 p.m.

Sponsored by the Associates of the University

of Toronto Inc., New York
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centration at creativity. Yet
they are still kids, and behind
the organization there was a
remarkable spontaneity and
freshness.

"Children as young as
three and four years will

'play' a simple instrument
with the same freedom and
abandon with which they
'draw' with brush or crayon,"
Miss Galloway explains. "In
fact, children's music, like

children's art, has qualities of

vigor, balance, and 'right-

ness.'
"

She told me how the chil-

dren write their own stories

and shoot their own films,

and then create and play
their own music to accom-
pany them.

Miss Galloway expresses
professional fascination with
some of the music these

young kids come up with.

"It is quite impossible for

adults new to children's origi-

nal music to credit the high
sense of style which children

instinctively use in such

work," she says. "I believe
that within a decade or two
we shall be listening with
astonishment and delight to
children's original music."
And this attitude is preva-

lent throughout the Institute

—learning something from
the creativity of the child in-

stead of trying to indoctrinate
him. The child achieves his
own creative independence;
he learns from his own mind.

I visited a group of Grade 6
film-makers after the music
class. There were three of
them working without super-
vision and with all the serious

concentration of profession-
als. They were filming a se-

quence on a set of their own
design and manufacture.
An orange rubber water-

snake swam through a set of

cardboard stalagtites and
stalagmites. The movement
was convulsive and realistic,

as a boy controlled the writh-

ing animation of the puppet
from above.

I was told they would cre-

ate their own music to ac-

company the film.

Before I left, I took a

glimpse at the empty art

room. It was an exciting,

though primitive gallery of

clay sculptures, paintings,

drawings, mobiles. These are

not unusual objects to find in

a school art room, but their

quality was startling.

Despite the heavy concen-

tration in the arts, the kids

fulfill requirements in maths
and science, Institute offi-

cials assured me. And their

education in these fields is in

the same creative style.

As I left the Institute, I

took a couple of pictures of

four children swinging on the

front gate.

"Why can't we take your
picture?" one of them asked
me.

At the Institute of Child

Study, doing your own thing

is a way of life.

WATCH FOR PART 11: The
Philosophy behind the Insti-

tute.

SALE

l UJtardU.
ttUt,

INDIAN PROJECT

SUMMER '69

Where' - Indian Communities in Ontario

Who? ~ Un| versity Students

INTERESTED IN

What? ~ Con,munl 'y Programming

- Recreation Leadership

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE

MR. H. COOPER, 923-6692

TROUBLE FINDING WORK?
The Canadian Economy and the

American Empire

A necessity for those concerned about

jobs, why they are scarce, and what
we can do.

Professor

M. WATKIN, Pol. Econ. Uof T

South Sitting Room, H.H.Ipm

FEBRUARY 6

THE COMMISSION ON THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Invites individuals and groups within the

University to submit written briefs

to the Commission.

Briefs may include any remarks or recommendations

relevant to the structure of

University Government.

Briefs should be addressed to:

The Secretary,

The Commission on University Government,

45 Willcocks Street.

Toronto 5, Ontario. Telephone: 928-2182
928-2202
928-8852

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

5 positions in the National Teacher
Division of Grolier Limited.

THE JOS — To Market Essential teaching aid. to ichool teac

rNOVtN STUDENT SUCCESS
IA) This division has been operating, since 1962
(? 7? .

!uSme
/'i

a,«'°0« earnings (250.00 per wk.
It-J IV of 20 students are returning this year.

TO MAINTAIN THIS QUALITY WE ARE —
Selecting only University Students

IB) Selecting only students who:
I ) ore willing to work long hours

J |
nre willing to travel throughout Ontario.

(ill) hove a relioble car.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - helpful but not necessary.

CONTACT

Student Placement Office at 581 Spadina
r; MON. FEB. 10th
For interviews on tues. feb. ilth

WED. FEB. 12lh
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HERE AND NOWCLASSIFIED
EUROPE '69 — Jet flight to Europe

leaves Toronto to London. May 30 and

returns London to Toronlo Sept- 4 Tele-

phone Mr Campus Travel at 368-6918
any lime.

SKI — Queen's — U of T. group going

to Sutton. P.0- in study week Feb 17-

22 $68.00 includes 5 nights hotel. 5

day lift ticket. Complete private bus serv-

ice Call Dan at 922 2274 after 7 00
p m Guys and gals needed

ENGINEERS: Do you want high grades

on your English essays? Cell 653-5847

TYPING — theses, essays, notes, charts

in English, French, German and Latin

Mimeographing Electric typewriters

Mary Dale Stott. (Marjone Davis) 86

Bloor St.. W 2nd floor 922 7624

STUDENT HELP WANTED for new
discotheque on campus Need people for

various jobs between 9 p.m and 2am
Fridays and Saturdays Can arrange alter-

nating shifts Starvation wages Fill out

form at S A C office or call 923-6221.

BARBARELLA — movie tonight with

Jane Fonda in room 2118 of Sidney

Smith Bldg. Two shows at 6 15 p.m.

and 8 45 p.m Admission 75c All wel-

come

WANT TRAVEL AND EXCITEMENT?
See Jamaica — Europe Ad in this issue

ATTRACTIVE ROOM AND BOARD on

the edge of campus for MALE students

Apply now at Campus Co-operative Resi-

dence Incorporated. Phone 929-5971 or

923-0734

At over 500 Associated
Men's Wear Stores in

Metro and across Canada

Main Store
556 Yonge St. at Wellesley

920-2727 Free Parking

10% Student Discount
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TODAY
12:46 p.m.

The Humble Sponge, free concert pre-

sented by the University College Literary

and Athletic Society UC Refectory.

1 p.m.
T.U.G.S. invites all those interested to

a talk on career opportunities in geogra-

phy teaching by member of the O.C.E.

staff. Slides and discussion. Rm 622 Sid

Smith basement-
Modern trends in Pagan Casuistry

Discussion led by Sir Ojetunj Aboyade.

0 B E . Queens College at Belfast Spon-

sored by MCS. Fourth floor. 91 St
George.

Information booth on the storefront

SHOUT., Sigmund Samuel Library foy-

er.

All G and R 120 130 History stu-

dents are invited to talk with Prof.

Woodside and to ask questions concern-

ing the government at U. of T In U.C..

no room was mentioned.

A young Israeli will show a few slides

and answer any questions about Kibbutz,

a S20 event. UC 106.

The VCF at UC invites anyone whose
interest in the questions "Who is Jesus

Christ?
1

' has been aroused by the recent

lecture series to come and discuss fur-

ther. UC Rm. 13
Yavneh, Rabbi Immanuel Schochet

will speak on "Ibn-Ezra as a Bible critic"

Sid Smith 2129
Experimental teaching unit presents

Asst. Dean Graydon of Faculty of Ap-
plied Science and Engineering vs. four

Engineering students in a live TV discus-

sion. Galbraith Bldg Rm 244.

Is your faith shaky? Come to the

"What is this Jello?" lecture series. To-

day's speaker: the Very Reverend Ian

Parsley, high Anglican minister. Grauniad

Rm. 3333.
Urban Poverty Forum: the Political

Process and the Poor. Rick Slye. Com-
pany of Young Canadians. Toronto West-
Central Project Sid Smith 1083

Barry Lowes. Chairman, Metro School

Board, will lead a sandwich seminar.

Everyone welcome. Bring lunch. Copper
Room, Wymilwood. Vic.

Hart House Camera Club Rooms; print

mounting and spotting demonstration.

The Swedish "middle way" between
capitalism and socialism: Reality and Il-

lusion. Bruce MBgnuson for the U, of T.

Communist Club. Sid Smith 1085
Mass Meeting—Toronto Student

Movement—Clark Kerr is in town. Who
is he? What is he doing here? What
should be done about it? Sid Smith lob-

by

4 p.m-

Charles Ford. Paris -based writer on
the French and American cinema, three
lectures on "The French Film as Art" and
"Realism in the French Cinema" in

French, with illustrations. UC 104.
Sociology students: meeting (open to

any observers) to discuss the aims and
direction of the committee to examine
the policies and structure of Sociology
dept. Tip-Top Bldg. (Spadina and Col-

lege) Rm 209

5 p.m.

Elementary French, Music Room. ISC,

33 St. George.
German conversation. Periodical

Room, ISC 33 St. George.

7 p.m.
CtASP (Mexico Project) general meet-

ing. Jean Vanier will speak. ISC

7:30 p.m.

Cuba lecture: Che on underdevelop-
ment. UC Laidiaw wing. Rm. 315.
SHOUT informal meeting welcome all

interested in health and society. ISC. 33
St. George.

8 p.m.
Go and hassle Clark Kerr—let the

ghost of Mario Savio rise to haunt this

expert in industrial and academic
counter-insurgency. TSM Royal Ontario

Museum.
Prof. Stefan Dupre speaking on the

Nixon administration for the UN associa-

tion's monthly open meeting. First Unita-

rian Congregation. 175 St. Clair Ave. W.
BLOW-UP will be shown at Convoca-

tion Hall $1. Tickets available at SAC
office or at the door, or use Carnival tick-

et Film-3-

CUSO info meeting. Returned volun-

teers, discussing an assignment in Asia.

ISC. Baldwin.
8:30 p.m.

Harold Pinter's THE HOMECOMING,
presented by the Modern Drama Group.
Tickets $2 50 (students $1 25) The Poor

Alex. 296 Brunswick.
Theatre Mickities presents "The Fan-

tasticks" at the St. Mike's Student Cen-

tre. Bay and St. Mary's Sts. Tickets $2.

available cross-campus or at the door

Call 488-2300. Final performance.

THURSDAY
Noon

Ryerson Theatre: Rene Levesque of

the Parti Quebecois on separatism.

1 p.m.

Films: Gone Curling; 3 Trout to Dream
About; The Enduring Wilderness. ISC

"Pierre Gassendi, Robert Boyle and the

lultural Rehabilation of Atomism" by
Joseph T. Clark. S J Associate Prof of

Philosophy. Canisius College. Rm 102,
New Physics Bldg.

Prof. B. Chritieu, prof, of Liberal Schol-

arship Studies and Doctor of Divinity in

the Universal Life Church, will carry on a

counter-revolutionary harangue just for

the hell of it. Bring your own rhetoric.

CUSO info meeting. Uganda CUSO of-

fice, ISC
3 p.m.

Jaz2 Session, Cumberland room. ISC

4 p.m.
Mr. W. 0. Twaits, president. Imperial

Oil Ltd. The Multi-National Corporation.

Rm. A203, 117 St. George.

Prof. Cernand Ouellet. of Carleton

University: "The Birth of Political Parties

in Lower Canada during the First Decade

of the 19th Century". Sid Smith Rm
2135.

Neutron Spectroscopy and Density

TONIGHT !!!

FILMS
8:00 PM
Convocation Hall

$ I per person

Tickets available now at

the S.A.C. Office or in

front of Convocation Hall

TOMORROW !!!

THURS. FEB. 6

LEONARD COHEN

FILM FESTIVAL

8:00 P.M.
Convocation Hall

Leonard Cohen films plus

"The Ernie Game"
50c per person

Tickets available at the

S.A.C. Office or in front

of Convocation Hall

Fluctuations in Liquids. Prof R. C. Desai

Rm 102. McLennan Physical Laborator-

ies.

Graduate students in Political Science;
further discussion of the Lakoff report.

44 St. GeorgB.

5 p.m.
Hellenic University Society. General

meeting ISC
F.U. of T. Latin America, 165 Robert

Street.

Greek Club. Morning Rm. ISC

6 p.m.
Life drawing. 50 cents. Cumberland

Room, ISC.

6:16 p.m.
Movie "Barbarella" with Jane Fonda.

75 cents also at 8:45 p.m. Sid Smith
2118.

6:46 p.m.
Vic Bridge Club Mtg. Wymilwood

7:30 p.m.
F. U of T. Beaver Apt 1820 Rochdale
SHOUT seminar—Health Problems

among Canadian Indians and Eskimos.
ISC. Cumberland Hall Discussion and re-

freshments to follow speakers.

Russian Film — "Safety Match"
(English subtitles) free admission.

B p.m.
F U of T—The Occult: Magic and

Witchcraft UC 231
Talk on "New Insights on revolution in

Latin America'' by Msgr. Ivan Mich of

Cuernauacu. Mexico, ex-director of Cl-

D0C Brennan Hall— Student-faculty Hall.

7th General Mtg. of the Trinidad and
Tobago Students Assoc. Cumberland Rm
ISC.

Accidents may cost the

economy of Ontario half-a-

billion dollars a year, says

a new University of Toron-

to study.

A rough estimate of five

million days lost to Ontario

industry per year is equiv-

alent to 20,000 trained men
removed from the work
force. In North America,

accidents are the leading

cause of death for those

under the age of 35.

Jean Surry compiled the

report, while on the re-

search staff of the Depart-

ment of Industrial Engi-

neering.

First Annual Hart House - Finland Scholarship

Exchange Program

Applications are now being accepted from Hart House

members interested in spending a summer working in

Finland followed by a year of graduate studies at the

Helsinki School of Economics. This Scholarship is open

to graduate and graduating students in the following fields:

Economics

Economic Geography

Economic History

Sociology

Political Science

Business

Further information and applications available in the

Warden's Office, Hart House. Deadline: February 12. 1969.

WANTED!
CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly

activity in campus affairs, knowledge of languages,

CHAUFFEURS LICENSE REQUIRED.

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
SIMCOE HALL BEFORE

MON. FEB.10 5 P.M.



Bannon rolls on and over Skule
By GEILIUS

HOCKEY

Vic (Dawkins 2, Brown)

ind Law (Garbe, Sear, Fi-

zpatrick) tied, 3-3.

SMC got goals from Dono-

;an and Bannon, the roll deo-

lorant, to edge Sr. Eng., 2-1.

IVeen replied for Sr. Eng.

Murray (-Old English oath;

:f. "a murray upon thee Rob-

n Hood, and upon thy murray

nen" - Nottingham) and Par-

sh scored as Trin blanked

'HE, 2-0.

UC blanked Meds A, 3-0, on

;oals by Nabeta, Brunskill

|" Is your summer cottage

hfested with bruns? Buy
Jrunskill" to-day) and Clel-

and.

|
Watts, Simpson and Treen

fed Sr. Eng over PHE A, 3-0.

[Dents (Jones 2, Taylor,

toutsaris) 4; Jr. Eng.
&Jewland, Craig) 2.

Four-leafed Glover scored

wice and Nescio Quis once

is Law beat New, 3-2. Storms

lad both goals for gnus. (The

piu is a small South African

intelope related to the infan-

a Maria Teresa.)

BASKETBALL

I Once again, Lochinvar

iprogis' steed was the best,

fitting for 12 in Erin's 47-38

»in over Law (Pyne 10).

'Meds A beat Vic, 48-37.

Cent had 13 for the winners

ind Lloyd Rossman 8 despite

osing his hands to leprosy

arly in the second quarter.

?OK CONTACT LENSES

twelve

Cummings topped Vic with
10.

SMC (Laglia 14) 61; PHE A
(Barker 0) 28.

Archmageddon (Kohn 11)

26; PHE B (Chapman 11) 25.

Faust (no relation to G.
Washington, who was faust in

war, faust in peace, etc.)

scored 16 to give UC II a 37-

35 win over New (Kirby II).

CONTEST

This week's winner is

Brian Margetson of New Col-

lege Residence, who answers
the query "Et tu, Brute?" by
saying, "Naw. there warn't

921-0920

LA BLEU E et

BLANCHE DISCOTHEQUE

is now in operation, Fridays
and Saturdays from 10 p.m. —
1 a.m. at the Old, U of T
Press Bldg. as our TEM-
PORARY (??) location, so
Jrop in after the show (or

whatever) or spend a groovy
evening with us. We'd love
to see you.

Z

X~:
—

nuff time fer me to et. so's

Is still hongrified." Mr.

Margetson will be permitted

to have Dean Stager in his

room at any time on the

weekend as his prize.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Tonight is Interfaculty

Sports Night (known as "The

Eve of St. Anges" on the con-

tinent] Swimming, Water

Polo (starting at 5 p.m.).

Basketball. Admission is free.

"Bring your girl friends to

see all the action" — The
Collected Speeches of Miss

Boyd, p. 164 (second edition.)

WOMEN'S SPORT
The peace and calm of a

typical Saturday morning at

McGill University was inter-

rupted last weekend when 86

girls from U. of T. invaded

the campus to participate in

a mammoth Sports Day.

The senior Basketball team
started off the day facing a

strong team from McGill.

When the game ended, Toron-

to was well in the lead with a

score of 32-20. Toronto's top

scorer was Karen Empey
with 11 points.

The intermediate basket-

ball team then lost to McGill

by a score of 20-19. Joanne

Petzel was Toronto's top

scorer with 8 points.

The Toronto bowling team
managed to score 2213 points

to McGills 1983 to win the

bowling tournament.

The Fencing team from

Toronto lost to McGill by 10

matched to 6.

The intercollegiate Ice

Hockey team faced McGill

and lost to them 2-0.

Congratulations to Varsity's

Senior Volleyball Team
for winning the Wo-
mens Intercollegiate Volley-

ball Championship for the

third consecutive year.

Bluettes won three straight

games out of five 15-8, 15-6.

15-7 in the final against West-

ern.

STAFF PHARMACIST
Modern 750 bed hospital requires the services of a

pharmacist. Responsibilities include clinical pharmacy,

drug information services, in-patient and out-patient dis-

pensing, sterile and non-sterile manufacturing and partici-

pation in educational programs.

Excellent working conditions in modern pharmacy and

generous fringe benefits.

Apply to;

DIRECTOR OF PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES,

ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL,
50 CHARLT0H AVENUE EAST,

HAMILTON 20, Ontario.

SPORT SCHEDULES
WEEK OF FEB. 10

HOCKEY
Mon Feb 10 12 30 II Chem vs II Elec Laing. Lauzon

1 30 St M C vs Vic III Lamg, Lauzon

7 00 Erin. II vs Vic. V May. Weese
800 U C. Ill vs Med C May. Weese

9 00 III Ind A vs Dent C May, Weese

Tues Feb 1

1

1 30 St M D vs Kohn, Gerry

4 00 Emman New II Seckington. Gordon

7 00 PHE A vs St M A Sutler. Cameron

8 00 Vic 1 vs Sr Eng Butler, Cameron

9 00 IV Civil A vs Trin B Butler. Cameron

Wed Feb 12 8 00arnlV Ind A vs Vic- IX Dubniak

12 30 Music IV Civil B Allen. Orsi

1 30 Vic IV vs PHE C Geale. Oisi

4 00 St M E vs Trin D Gordon. Allen

7 00 UC 1 vs Dent A Fuller. Wright

8 00 JtEng vs Erin t Fuller, Wright

9 00 For A vs Law H Fuller, Wright

Thur Feb 13 12 30 III Civil vs III EngSc Seckington. Skinner

7 00 St M B vs Med A Sullivan, Tressider

8 00 Dev Hse vs New 1 Sullivan. Tressider

9 00 Dent 0 vs Med D Sullivan. Tressider

Fri Feb 14 12 30 Vic. II VS Bus Richardson. Murray

1 30 Trin A vs Law 1 Richardson Murray

5 00 Med B Dent B Bertrand, Geale

BASKETBALL
Feb 10 1 00 Vic III vs IV Ind Kirby. Albomi

4 00 New III vs PHE D Kirby. Alboini

Tues r>ti tt 1 00 III Elec vs III Eng Sc Lobl. Tonisson
4 00 PHE B vs New 1 Lobl. Tonisson
6 30 Med A vs Sr Eng Chapnick.L Sternberg.A Sternberg
7 30 StM 8 vs Erin Chapnick A Sternberg, L Sternberg
8 30 Scar vs Innis 1 Sternberg.Stemberg.Chapnick

Wed Feb 12 1200 Vic. IV VS New II Dymarskt. Cunningham
1.00 St M A vs UC 1 Mocklord. Mockford
4 00 Emman Wye Alboini, Martin, Lobl

5 00 Bus vs Trin A Albomi, Lobl. Martin

6 00 Vic II Med B Hafner. Albomi, Kirby

7 00 Oent B vs IV Eng Sc Hafrier, Kirby, Feaver

800 III Elec vs SGS Phys Kirby. Feaver. Hefner

Thur ret, 13 1 00 Sr Eng vs Vic.l Mocklord.Mockford
400 UC 111 vs Law II Martin. Feaver

6 30 Oent A vs Law 1 Tessis Coles. Schwartz
7 30 PHE A Med A Tessis.Schwartz.Coles

8 30 Arch A vs Pharm A Schwartz.Co les.Tessi s

Fn Feb 1 4 1 00 UC II VS Jr Eng Martin. Feaver

WATER POLO
Tues Feb 14 700 Eng 1 vs Med A LeRoy

7 45 Med IV Yr Knox LeRoy
8 30 Scar Arch LeRoy

Wed Feb. 15 7 00 New Vic Milgram

745 Dent VS Med B Milgram

8 30 PHE St M Milgram

Thur Feb 16 1 00 Innis Trin B Petzold

7 00 Med A VS Law 1 Sreech
7 45 Knox VS Med C Breech

8 30 Law II vs Eng 11 Breech

INDOOR TRACK Tues Feb 1 1 , 5 30 p m — 440 yds — Enter at the Track

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

^%mtA SHOW
at BENSON BUILDING

§ Diving Competition and Synchronized

SmSwimming Demonstration

EVERYONE ON CAMPUS
WELCOME

FREE ! J ! ! !

!

Thursday, Feb. 13th at 6:30p.m.
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A FRANK LOOK AT BOXING BIZ

By DAVE FRANK

When a kid from, say, Vie,

Innis, St. Mike's or UC, puts

on his leather headgear, laces

up a pair of flat black boots,

shoves his fist into huge kid-

ney-coloured gloves, and slips

off his dark blue cloak, he

becomes a boxer.

He flexes his back muscles,

tests his arms, prances up

and down in the corner, and

then, when his trainer pops a

plastic mouthpiece over his

gums, he hops out into the

middle of the ring.

At least, that's the way it

was Saturday night at Hart

House, when Varsity's nine-

man team punched their way
through to an easy victory

over the challengers from
Kingston's Royal Military

College.

Every boxer seems to look

the same once he gets to

work. His face assumes a

dogged, buck-toothed intensi-

ty and his eyes, peering out

from behind the gloves, never

seem to move. Boxing, as

they say. is the art of hitting

without getting hit.

As in hockey, you have to

know exactly where the tar-

get is all the time, and you

should never have to stop to

aim before firing a punch.

The sledgehammer chopping

down a tree technique never

works in boxing, where agili-

ty, accuracy and quickness

are the best assets a con-

tender can have.

When two boxers square

off, one usually seems to take

the upper hand if the bout is

going to be exciting. Other-

wise the sport can become
rather drab and frustrating.

A lot of hard work, but not

too much excitement.

That's what happened in

one of three preliminary

bouts at Hart House last Sat-

urday night.

Both were heavyweights —
Mike Allemano from St.

Mike's and Joe Donphue,

from Law — and they moved
in short jerks, very slowly.

As Donohue retreated,

shifting his right leg counter-

clockwise ahead of him, Alle-

mano, who is squat and shor-

ter, continued to follow, gri-

macing, and landing heavy

punches. The two heavy-

weights continued this way,

with hardly any variation, for

the entire three two-minute

rounds. The judges awarded a

unanimous decision to Alle-

mano.

But when the routine is

broken, boxing loses its frus-

trating qualities. The Satur-

eay night Hart House match
yielded several exciting

bouts.

Pat Goodwin (II SMC) won
a split decision over RMC's
Art Rent in the 120 pound
category by skipping and

prancing expertly all about

the ring, moving in to take a

swing at his opponent and

then dancing back out of

reach. The RMC fellow de-

fended himself well, but

seemed to be hiding behind

the big maroon gloves.

That bout set the tone for

the rest of the evening. As

Varsity won five more and

lost out on three other hard-

fought slugfests.

Dee Glynn (I Vic), for one,

had a lot of the kind of class

that makes a good boxer. He
worked on his opponent,

Bruce Reid, very carefully,

taking no chances, but soften-

ing him up slowly in the first

round with a few light test

punches before moving in all

the way with fists to take the

decision. He was the only

winning boxer in the meet to

go over to the loser's corner

afterwards and shake with

both the loser and the coach.

Rick Smith from Innis, 145

lbs., won a bout with Larry

Gibbs, in a gentlemanly,

evenly-matched bout. Basi-

cally this kind of boxing —
with a few quick exchanges

of fist flurries followed by the

referee intervening to sep-

arate the grappling boxers —
is frustrating.

Len Brown from UC outs-

iored Larry Travis in a simi-

lar bout. They planted their

fists quite frequently in each
other's faces but didn't hit

too heavily, it seemed.

Mike D'Ornellas (IV Inn),

GKA1 STORY, JIM

BLUE-BOTTLE DRIBBLERS AT MAC
• By JIM MORRISON

After a lacklustre begin-

ning, the SIBL season has

slowly developed into a veri-

table dogfight. And the action

promises to continue tonight,

when the new-look Varsity

Blues take on McMaster
Marauders in Hamilton for an

assault on third place.

If Mac's 107-79 detonation

of Western Mustangs is any
indication. Bill Fowler's
charges will be very hard to

handle. The only starter back
from last year's squad is

guard Paul Allingham, but an
excellent collection of rookies

have proved themselves more
than capable. Particularly

impressive are forwards Jeff

Daw and John Dignan and

guard Paul Mazza, who are

Marauders' leading scorers.

Blues will once again fea-

ture Bruce Dempster at a

forward spot along with Dale
Crouter, with Larry Trafford

and Peter Burton in the back-

court.

But the key to the game
will be the performance of

center John Hadden, who has
been spectacular in the last

two games. If Hadden contin-

ues to man the boards up to

potential, Blues can lay a

claim to the third and final

playoff position.

SIBL STANDINGS
WESTERN DIVISION

GP W L FOR AGST PTS

Windsor 5 5 0
Western 7 4 3
McMaster 5 3 2
Toronto 5 2 3
Waterloo 7 2 5

Guelph 5 1 4

John Kortright executes a back lever on rings apparatus during
Saturday's gym meet in Kingston. Kortright finished second in

the event and third in overall competition.
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SIHL WESTERN DIVISION

G W L T F A Pts

Toronto 12 10 t 1 81 34 21
Waterloo 12 9 2 1 89 38 19
Western 11 6 5 0 53 57 12

Photo by ARTENSTEIN Windsor 11 3 7 I 39 58 7
McMaster It) 3 7 0 33 57 8
Guelph 10 0 9 1 28 77 1

Future games
Tonight — Toronto at McMaster

— Guelph at Windsor

scored a similarly effective

victory over RMC's Terry
O'Neill.

The most satisfying bout

was in the evenly matched
150 lb. category, between
Vic's Kit Simpson and RMC's
Dave Czop.
— Kit Simpson was on his

homeground and clearly the

crowd's favourite. But he
started off a little wildly,

swinging too much, and
wound up losing to Dave
Czop, who scored with heav-

ier, straighter and more tell-

ing blows.

On the sidelines one of the

Varsity trainers kept holler-

ing out encouragement as he

had been throughout the

evening

:

"Straight and snappy now,

right in there.

"He's tired now, Kit, he's

dead.

The only problem was it

didn't seem to help. Simp-

son's nose started to bleed at

the end of the first round, and

by the end of the second he

was entirely fazed.

I suppose what made the

bout exciting was the excel-

ent stamina shown by Simp-

son, who was outboxed, knew
it, and still kept on while the

voice kept calling out to him
to make it "straight and

snappy, long and snappy."

St. Mike's Dan Doyle (160

lb.) boxed well, displaying

fine footwork and sense of

timing, but was unable to put

enough dents into his stronger

RMC opponent, Al Maddox.
St. Mike's Kevin Cavanagh

(165 lb.) went down to a de-

feat at Clark Little's fists,

something like Simpson be-

forehand. The voice kept call-

ing out "it's a freeway, real

loose now, straight through,"

and Cavanagh, nose bloodied,

still lost.

The heavyweights worked
hard in the last bout of the

evening, and again the

match, while less than even,

proved satisfying to the

crowd.
— SMC's John Byrnes sparred

cautiously at first, landed

about five punches in the first

round, and then felled his

opponent, Ian Thompson. As
they were both fairly heavy,

they moved slowly, Byrnes
clearly outboxing the officer-

cadet. They would box, grap-

ple and then be separated

only to start in again on the

same tack.

In the last round Byrnes
chased him up against the

ropes several times and once

even into his own corner. He
knocked him down for a sec-

ond time just before the final

long ending the match.
In all contests Varsity box-

ers showed they knew how to

handle themselves with class.

They also had the big psycho-

logical advantage — someone
on the sideline telling them to

'make it short and snappy."

Varsity visits Royal Military

College Feb. 22 for a return

match.

BLUES FIRST AT QUEENS

Guiness leads swim
By DAVID POWELL

The University of Toronto swimming team faced their
toughest competition of the season on the weekend and
came through with a convincing victory. Blues were wor-
ried about a vastly improved McGill squad, especially as
they were without their top freestyle sprinter Theo van
Ryn.
— However, some fine individual efforts plus victories in

both relays enabled the Toronto team to prevail.

Rookie sensation Mike Guiness again led the way as he
unofficially broke OQAA records in the 200 and 500 yard
freestyle.

Veteran Gaye Stratten showed why he is unbeatable in

intercollegiate circles in the backstroke by winning the 200
back almost a pool length ahead of his closest rival. Strat-

te then set a searing pace to take the 200 individual med-
ley in near record time.
— Chris Fisher had a big day for Varsity with a win in the
100 yard freestyle and a close second in the 50 free.

Breaststroker Barry Bowerman tied for first in the 200
breast and Terry Bryon came second in the 1000 free and
was just touched out for first place in the 200 butterfly by
McGill star Richard Zachowski.
Bob Watt placed third in the 50 yard freestyle and fourth

in the 100 free. Klaus Koch came third in the 200 fly behind
Bryon and George Goldsmith took third spot in the 200

breaststroke.

Stratten, Ross Ballintine, Bob Heatley and Doug Mac-
intosh teamed up to win the 400 medley relay. Fisher,
Macintosh again, Bryon, and Guiness combined to take the
400 freestyle relay.

In diving, Blues' Eugene Cawthray showed fine form in

placing second in the one meter event.

Final score of the meet was Toronto 115, McGill 80, host
Queen's 50 and McMaster 24.

Blues last home meet of the year is Saturday. February
15 at Hart House pool. Their opponents on that occasion
will be University of Waterloo.



Meanwhile, back at the ranch . .

While Clark Kerr is in Toronto,

Berkely campus of the University of

California, where he was president

for 10 years, is being rocked by vio-

lence as a student strike enters its

third week.

California Governor Ronald Rea-

gan declared a state of emergency in

response to an incident Tuesday in

which 15 people were arrested and 8

people required hospital treatment.

The strike was called by the Third

World Liberation Front, a group of

Negro and other non-white students.

Reagan also announced he has sent

severe new laws to the state legisla-

ture to curb student protest. The
measures, he said, will end "acts of

violence caused by a coalition of dis-

sidents and criminal activists who
have attempted to close down the

university."

Kerr, who is currently giving a se-

ries of lectures at U of T. said last

night of Reagan's actions: "It will

only heighten the intensity of feeling

It will worsen the situation rather

than provide a solution."

Kerr is now a professor of econom-

ics and industrial relations and re-

search economist in Berkeley's Insti-

tute of Industrial Relations.

The laws would cover not only the

multi-campus university of California

but also its junior equivalent, the

State College System which includes

junior colleges and high schools.

One proposed measure would pro-

hibit from public schooling for a year

students convicted of a criminal of-

fence during campus demonstrations.

Reagan said that he made the dec-

laration at the request of Almeda

County Sheriff Frank Madigan and

administration president Charles J.

Hitch in order to make state highway

patrolmen available on a continuous

basis to help maintain "law and or-

der" on campus.

The additional police, available on

campus because of the declaration of

emergency, will be under the com-

mand of Sheriff Madigan. who earlier

this week criticized the university

administrators for not taking a

strong enough stand against student

strikers.

The last few days have been fairly

quiet as students march around the

campus chanting "On Strike," "Shut

it Down", and "Power To The Peo-

ple", but did not enter any buildings

where they assumed there were po-'

lice.

The Berkeley faculty senate

Wednesday voted by a narrow margin

to table a motion that would have

approved in principle the creation of

a college of ethnic studies to be

planned by non-white faculty and stu-

dents. This would have fulfilled one

of the student demands. Other de-

mands include hiring of more non-

white university employees at all

levels and admission of more non-

white students.

THE
inside

Here is today's weather: Sunny with a few cloudy

periods and little change in temperature. Winds light.

Temperatures will rise to 32 in the afternoon. Out-

look for tomorrow is mostly sunny with seasonable

temperatures.
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Radicals interrupt Kerr speech - get 15 minutes
No disciplinary action is

planned so far against the

group of about 10 students

who stormed the stage at the

Royal Ontario Museum Thea-

tre Wednesday to disrupt a

lecture by Clark Kerr, for-

mer president of the Univer-

sity of California.

University President

Claude Bissell yesterday said

he didn't anticipate action but

suggested a clearer line be

drawn between "activists and

those not concerned with any

positive outcome.

"I just hope for a triumph
of reason," he said.

Kerr's U of T lecturing

stint ended smoothly last

night with no hint of the dis-

ruptions that threw the

Wednesday night lecture into

turmoil.

Wednesday night the stu-

dents completely disrupted an
overflow audience of over 500

people at the Royal Ontario

Museum where Dr. Kerr was
lecturing.

Kerr was probably a little

suspicious of his audience
after he had been presented
with a bouquet of roses by
one student and Bissell had
received a lei of marshmal-
'°ws from another. Kerr told

his audience. "I left Berkley
as I entered it — fired with

enthusiasm."

Three-quarters of the way
through his speech on Higher
Education in the United
States and its Discontents.
Kerr was interrupted by
ferriiia theatre tactics.
F°ur members of the To-

ronto Student Movement
rushed on stage and re-en-

g
Cled the arrest of a former
erk'ey student Mario Savio.

3

i 1
Kerr stands by silently as students take over the platform from him at the ROM Thea-

tre Wednesday night. Bissell, here shown in a rare angry mood says Kerr "not unac-

customed to incidents of this sort," reacted coolly and was "more concerned about

what will happen at U of T than for himself."

Sav'o's arrest took place in

1964 after Kerr lost a battle

with state governor over

keeping police off campus.

The result was another link in

the chain of explosive events

which continue today.

As the brief skit ended

Museum attendants success-

fully herded the four students

down off the stage as the hall

erupted in shouting and cat-

calls.

This continued for about

five minutes while a TSM
spokesman attempted to get

the hall's attention. Another

TSM supporter near the front

of the hall, also tried to out-

shout the audience but was

dragged into the aisle by at-

tendants.

When he got to the micro-

phone, Kerr said: "I can only

be impressed by the extraor-

dinary efforts that people

have gone to to make me feel

I have never left Berkley."

Bissell appealed for "fair

play," but was also outshout-

ed.

As complete chaos seemed
about to erupt. Andy Wernick

(SGS) walked slowly to the

stage.

Bissell again rose from his

seat and approached Wernick

in an attempt to shake his

hand.

Bissell explained yesterday

what happened: "My first

disposition was to welcome
him. asking what he wanted,

and tell him to sit down until

Kerr finished speaking. He
wouldn't accept this and I

thought he was moving to

seize the microphone. I decid-

ed to stand in his way of

going to the podium The
move was a gut-reaction to a

threat to my guest."

When Bissell profferred his

hand Wernick says he re-

plied: "I'm not playing any
of your liberal games.

"

Bissell stepped into Wer-
nick's path and Wernick nev-

er reached the microphone.
He remained on the stage,

while about 10 supporters fol-

lowed him up

Attendants continued to try

to persuade others to return
to their seats.

Another shouting match
developed between the audi-

ence and those on stage and
lasted for several minutes.

"We don't want you in this

country!

"

"Give half an hour to this

gentleman to finish his

speech!

"

"Most people like to sit and

listen to polite lectures and

then go home and have tea

and sandwiches."

As the situation appeared

to reach a stalemate, an irate

Bissell picked up the mike

and shouted, "We've had

enough of (acism here this

evening."

The radicals agreed to sit

down for 15 minutes after

Bissell was approached by

Bob Rae and D'Arcy Martin,

two members of the Commis-
sion on University Govern-

ment, and student Council

member John Oldham. They
proposed that TSM students

be given an equal amount of

time to speak after Kerr had

concluded.

Speaking from the podium
after Kerr concluded, Wer-

nick tried to explain to the

heckling audience the reason

the students had disrupted

the meeting

He told the audience the

educational system was a

branch of society. Students

who participate in this branch

have become workers.

"A student revolt is the

first move of students to

organize themselves at their

place of work." Wernick said.

He accused Kerr of being a

bureaucrat whose function

was to reduce tension and
remove conflict.

"His function is counter-

insurgency."

It was not Clark Kerr per-

sonally whom they were at-

tacking. Wernick explained,

but rather the system Kerr
represented, one that was
being imposed on the Univer-

sity of Toronto campus.
continued on page 3



its been an affair of
the hart for 50 years
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JOIN US IN OuTHBMI- "cENTENNARY

RUN FOR A HART HOUSE COMMITTEE

Wg^. Ai l - Music - Debales - Libran - House

NOMINATIONS OPEN
until

FEBRUARY 14TH
Info and Nominations Forms- Undergraduate Office, 928-2446

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

EUROPE $215
MAY 25th JULY 15 th

CHARTER FLIGHT TO SCOTLAND
Sponsored by International Student Organization at

University of Windsor. For Details:

I.S.O. CHARTER FLIGHT TRUST FUND,
John Evanshen,

1165 Quellette Avenue, Windsor, Ontario - 519- 253-6974

Police "join" Con Can Co

pickets
Five policemen disguised

as workers in workboots and

parkas joined in with about

100 students and workers

picketing the Continental Can

Company plant in New Toron-

to early Monday morning.

The undercover policemen

did not carry picket signs.

The pickets did not suspect

anything until one of the five

left the microphone of a tape

recorder hanging out of his

pocket.

"When they waved good-

bye and stepped into police

cars, we were pretty certain

they were cops," said picket

Ken Stone, vice-president of

the Ontario Union Students.

Besides the five police

pickets, a busload of uni-

formed men waited around

the corner while eight men on

The Faculty Of Graduate Studies

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

invites applications for

THE IZAAK WALTON KILLAM

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS

VALUE $3500 to $5500

These scholarships are open to outstanding students wishing to pursue

studies towards the Master's or Doctoral Degree in any field of graduate

research at Dalhousie. Approximately forty awards will be available for

the year 1969-70. These range in value from $3,500 to 5,500 with an

additional travel allowance.

For application forms for admission to The Faculty of Graduate Studies

and further information on these and other awards available at Dalhousie,

please write to the Deputy Registrar, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

J>>tm?t
61.COK AT Hu*ON

MINISTERS:
The Very Rev. Dr. E.M. Ho.se

Rev. Donald A. Gillies

11:00 A.M.

THE LAYMANS PLACE

DR. E.M. HOWSE

7:30 P.M.

FILM 8. DISCUSSION

CAMPUS CLUB
All Students Welcome

horseback, several squad cars

and numerous policewomen

kept tabs on the demonstra-

tion, at the corner of Com-
missioner and Logan Sts.

There were no incidents.

Members of the Canadian

Union of Operating Engineers

have been on strike at the

plant since Jan. 6 asking for

a contract with 14 guaran-

tees, including the right to

respect other unions' picket

lines.

Unionists charge the com-
pany has hired professional

strikebreakers to keep the

plant open by driving across

the lines. They say that only

by shutting the plant down
through mass picketing can

the strike be won.

Continental Can's 24 branch

plants last year made sales of

more than $100 million.

^VICTORIA MUSIC CLUB|

| PRESENTS
|

I
KISMET

j

| A MUSICAL
% ARABIAN NIGHTS

;:• FEB. 11—15

ij: HART HOUSE THEATRE;!;
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Le Comite'Canadien pre%ente leur deuxieme

FETE ANNUELLE

Fri. Feb. 7 York U. Main Campus
1 :00 p.m. RENE L EVESQU

E

Glendon Campus
7:00 p.m. RENE LEVESQUE
S.S. 21 35

1 :00 p.m. Professor R. Cook

Colonnade Theatre, FILMS: La
Revolutionnaire and Caught in Rhythm
3 showings at 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

S.S. 2135
I :00 p.m. Professor K. Spicer
Colonnade Theatre 8,30 p.m.

Theatre du P'tit Bonheur presents

"CHAMBRE 110"

Wed. Feb. 12 Colonnade Theatre, FILMS: La Chinoise
and L'Opera Mouffe
3 showings at 6:00, 8:00 and I 0:00 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. I 3 S.S. 21 35 1 :00 p.m. Professor Monet in a

debate OCE auditorium 8:30 p.m.
CHANSONNIER: PIERRE LETOURNEAU
Colonnade Theatre. FILMS: L'HOMOMAN
and II ne faut pas mourir pour, t^a

3 showings at 6:00, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Mon. Feb. 10

Tues. Feb. I I

Fri. Feb. 14

Prices:

Films: 6:00 p.m. - $1 .00 (student), $1 .50 (general publ

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. - $ I 50 (student)

$2.00 (general public)

Tickets at gate only for all films^

Theatre: $1 .00 advance (SAC Office) $1 .50 at gate

Chansonnier: $1.00 advance (SAC Office) $1.50 at gate
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Kerr
continued from page 1

The people in this system
see that radical action never

takes place. The status quo is

maintained and public discus-

sion masks the power rela-

tions of society. Wernick said

afterwards.

"What we tried on Wednes-
day night was to unmask
these power relations and
thus to unite thought and ac-
tion," he said.

Kerr, replying to the TSM
accusations, said training was
only one function of the uni-

versity. The university must
also develop new ideas and
serve as a major place where
society is evaluated and criti-

cised, he said.

Kerr described himself as

an "individual concerned with

the creative arts more than

industrialization."

At last night's lecture Dr.

Kerr discussed student re-

volt, which he said was a

"universal phenomenon."
"Students generally tend to

move in the same direction

as the nation, only in a more
exaggerated fashion," he

said. "Campuses are develop-

ing a specialized student cul-

ture, a critical mass that

could have some influence on

the campus and upon soci-

ety."

Dr. Kerr largely attributed

the revolt to "the new tech-

nology."

Dr. Kerr's general solution

for student revolt was to al-

low the student to choose

Phil Resnick (SGS) impersonates

theatre" sketch that disrupted

mused smile.

among a greater variety of

alternatives, and to give him
more governing power where
practically needed.

"We need a commitment to

reason and persuasion and a

rejection of force." he said.

After the lecture, Dr. Kerr

fielded questions from the

audience. There was no heck-

ling.

Later U of T President

Claude Bissell, who spent this

Clark Kerr in the brief "guerrilla

the speech. Note Bissell's be-

evening with the audience

instead of on the stage, pri-

vately congratulated Dr. Kerr

on what he called a "magnifi-

cent speech."

Wednesday night Kerr res-

tricted his lecture to his topic

of "Higher Education in the

United States."

This morning at 10 a.m.

Kerr meets with the Commis-
sion on University Govern-

ment in the Simcoe Hall Sen-

ate Chambers.

Liberals repress reforms through

"openmindedness": CYC worker
By STEVE COWLEY

The bureaucratic oppres-

sion of the present Liberal

government is responsible for

the Italian community's prob-

lems, says Company of

Young Canadians member
Rick Slye.

Slye, field worker for the

CYC's Toronto West Central

Project, was speaking at

Wednesday's meeting of the

Liberal Club's Forum on

Urban Poverty.

Citing unemployment, over-

crowded housing and low in-

comes as the community's

outstanding problems Slye

said:

"Liberal governments make
a fetish out of openminded-

ness. They use it to repress

any meaningful social re-

forms.

"Militant Italian unionism

would smash the whole
farce," he said.

" Unscrupulous construction

companies hire non-union

Italian labor to work for low

wages," he added. "Standard

safety rules just don't apply

on residential projects Italian

workers are used on."

Slye partially blamed the

"petty bourgeois" attitude of

the average Italian worker.

"Most Italians would break

their backs for minimum
wages." he said. "They think

of Canada as a huge factory.

They want to work in that

factory."

Other obstacles are "reac-

tionary" Italian news media

and student apathy caused by
irrelevant university teach-

ing.

"After completing a degree
in sociology," he said, "my
potential as a worker was
destroyed.

"Sociology is an academic
control mechanism. Only by
abolishing sociology as an
academic discipline can so-

cially concerned students
vent their concern."

Grads want say in Poli Sci reform
Graduate political science students want an equal say with

faculty in reforming their department. They expect the Lakoff

Report will "drift away into limbo."

This was the consensus of a meeting of almost 50 graduate

poli sci students Wednesday when they decided to request a

joint' student-staff committee to examine all aspects of the

graduate program.

At the Wednesday meeting the students approved a resolu-

tion saying the report prepared by three professors, headed by

Prof. S A. Lakoff. had "no redeeming educational merit" and

that student suggestions had been treated with "arrogant dis-

dain." i

The Glendon College
campus of York University

in Toronto voted yesterday
to remain in the Canadian
Union of Students. The vote

was 407 to 85, with 56 per
cent of the campus turning

out.

Glendon also voted to

remain in the Ontario Union
of Students, 349 to 115. Glen-
don has an enrollment of 950

students.

The vote to stay in the
World University Service
was 403 for and 68 against
staying in.

in the senate elections,

Ron Kanter won over Vin-
cent Del Buono. 322 to 180.

Robert McGraw was
elected chairman of the stu-

dent council with 294 votes.

Hart House
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

Februory 12th

Great Mall - 8:30 p. in.

FACULTY COMPOSERS
Tickets - Hall Porter

FOLK CONCERT
Monday, February 10th

East Common Roam - 1 p.c

JAY TE1TEL, Folk Smae
Lad. as Welcome

POETRY READING
Monday, February 10th

Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

Grad. English Department

and

Hart House Library Committee
Present

WILLIAM TYLER MATTHEWS
Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Closing date (or entries

47th Annual Exlbitlon

6 p.m., Friday, February 21st

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
NOMINATIONS CLOSE
FEBRUARY, 14th

ELECTION DAY - MARCH 5lh

mutual.
rands,.,
A GREAT INVESTMtMT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

K.H Lougheed and W.R. Winslade

Secondary School Principals from Saul' Ste. Marie

will be at

the student placement office

on Thursday February 13 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

and Friday February 14 from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

to discuss secondary school teaching in Sault Ste. Marie

with prospective graduates

Arrangements lor interviews may be made through

Mr. A W. Headrick, the Director of Placement Service.

Applications now being received

for the position of

Editor
The Varsity

1969-70
Address written applications to

The Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors,

91 St. George Street, Toronto 5

Deadline for submissions 5 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 14, 1969
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The university, notfree speech, is at stake
The issue behind Wednesday's dis-

ruption of an address by Clark Kerr
is only peripherally one of free

speech.

Of course the address was inter-

rupted for a few minutes by mem-
bers of the Toronto Student Move-
ment, but Clark Kerr has all the

chance in the world to have his side

heard.

The TSM can only bring up crucial

issues about the kind of university

and society Clark Kerr symbolizes by

shocking the public into a discussion

of the problems through disruptive

action.

Kerr was allowed to speak, after

the TSM had been promised equal

time to attempt to refute Kerr's

remarks. And this is the real issue—
what Kerr was saying, and the im-
portance of presenting the other side

to his remarks.

Kerr spoke as an apologist for the

American system of higher educa-
tion, and ultimately for the American
way of life circa 1969. As such his

speech was riddled with distortions,

half-truths and the occasional lie

about what is happening to American
education and American society.

These distortions had to be ex-

. posed, then and there. The TSM at-

tempted to do that. That's why no-

where else would have done, and al-

though we may quibble with the radi-

cals' methods, they pale to insignific-

ance before the reality underlying the
pastel image of the United States
presented by Kerr.

Compare the TSM's actions to that

of Richard Daley's police in Chicago,
Ronald Reagan's police at San Fran-
cisco State College, George Wallace's
troops in Alabama and you see that

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal.

"
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reaility—the oppressive structure of

which Kerr is an integral part.

For however much Kerr may dis-

sociate himself from these men, they

are the reality of American political

life today. It is for Ronald Reagan
that Kerr apologizes when he states

of American universities, "These are

the best of times and the worst of

times."

GOVERNMENT FUNDS

The best of times?

Kerr says that spending for educa-
tion has doubled in the last 10 years

to $20 billion a year, or two per cent

of the Gross National Product. He
doesn't mention the $30 billion a year
spent fighting in Vietnam, and yet

this fact is crucial in discussing

American universities.

Kerr admits these universities are

closely allied to the "military-indus-

trial complex". He doesn't seem to

realize that much of the unrest

among students—this is part of his

"worst of times"—hinges on opposi-

tion to this war and to the universi-

ties' part in the war.

Kerr said after his speech that he
is national chairman of a group seek-

ing a political settlement to the war.
Yet Kerr's view of the university of

providing "knowledge to better man-
kind" seems to hinge on the "obliga-

tion to serve" the larger society.

That "obligation to serve" means
serving what even Kerr acknowl-
edges is an unjust war, and in this

light his view of the pluralistic, "neu-
tral" university becomes a farce.

As "neutral" agents, American
universities provide research facili-

ties and manpower to develop weap-
ons to kill, and techniques to sup-

press resistance among people who
oppose the American economic and

political takeover of their countries.

THE CIA

When Kerr praises the American
universities' "studies in other parts

of the world," he doesn't mention
that many of these studies are fi-

nanced by the Central Intelligence

Agency and aimed at preventing peo-

ple's revolts in those countries.

Kerr didn't say that American
scholars are slowly being discredited

in other parts of the world for this

reason.

Kathleen Gough, an anthropologist

writing in The Dissenting Academy,
notes that "the United States is . . .

dedicated to delaying or preventing

social change throughout two-thirds

of the world," and that much of this

work is being done by and through
the universities.

Miss Gough quotes a study by the

American Anthropological Associa-

tion which deplores "the damage
already done to American anthropolo-

gy abroad by the Central Intelligence

Agency's alleged employment of non-
anthropologists in the guise of anthro-

pologists, and by its secret employ-
ment of some trained anthropologists

who are said to have falsely repre-

sented themselves as engaged in

anthropological research, in some
cases for universities that in fact no
longer employed them." (Page 153).

Is Kerr aware of this? He said in

an interview after the speech that he
had uncovered three CIA-sponsored
studies on his campus. He did nothing
because the nature of the contracts
was "not such as to disturb students
or faculty."

LETTERS
applauds Wernick

I would like to applaud the action of
Andrew Wernick and his followers for

their reactions at the Royal Ontario
Museum on Wednesday night. Once
again they have demonstrated that re-

sponsible students can bring credit to
their university and themselves.
Had it not been for their foresight and

timely participation, Dr. Kerr's lecture
would have continued unabated; I am
sure that we are all aware of how this

would have disrupted our society. I think
that Mr. Wernick made the principle
abundantly clear when he stated, "We
don't want you in this country. This
country cannot stand conflict . . "when
referring to Dr. Kerr. Had Mr. Wernick
and his associates not proceeded to
storm the stage, shout, grapple the mi-
crophone away from Dr. Kerr, and initi-

ate a shoving match with that notorious
rowdy Dr. Claude Bissell after he at-

tempted that old reactionary ploy of pol-
itely offering Mr. Wernick his hand, it is

not hard to imagine the conflict that
might have occurred had this represent-
ative of student opinion not interceded
on our behalf.

So it seems that his small brigade of
souls, the guardians of right and wrong
have once again saved the day. This ded-
icated group would, I am sure, prefer to
remain out of the limelight were they
not forced to combat the evils of the
establishment, because of our disgusting
apathy. 1 have no doubt that had Dr.
Kerr continued his speech uninterrupted,
we would have been subjected to more

obscenities such as "compromise", and
"moderation".

It seems that Mr. Wernick's only ac-
complishment was to bring his own in-

tegrity and that of his associates into
disrepute.

Tom Gillette

(II APSC)
Rich Deveoney

(II APSC)

supports free speech
In no way am I a supporter of the "es-

tablishment" or of what Dr. Kerr repre-
sents, but on the other hand I am a sup-
porter of free speech. If what Dr. Kerr
had to say on Wednesday at the museum
was representative of what we feel to be
dehumanizing, then we have a moral
duty to say so and to make our views
clear. But we have no right to interfere
with his freedom to express his views.

Both his and our views are those of
men, not of gods, not of infallible men.
Mr. Wernick does not speak eternal
truths. We belly-ache about our rights
but deny Dr Kerr's. If what Dr. Kerr
represents is "wrong", as Mr. Wernick
believes, then I cannot see what he
fears. For if so, those who listen to Dr.
Kerr will hopefully be able to decide for
themselves and reject any untrue state-
ments And if what he says is true, it

can only advance our general body of
knowledge. I do not understand why Mr.
Wernick is so uptight. No one was stop-
ping him from expressing his views, just
asking him to respect others' rights.

Gordon K. Harrison
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Kerr added that he had forbidden
secret research at University of Cali-

fornia, not because there is anything
intrinsically wrong with such re-

search, but because "some students

and faculty could get security clear-

ance and some could not."

This, we assume, might have been
a disturbing factor.

Kerr said 25 per cent of the univer-

sities' bills are paid by the federal

government "without controls". Very
good—except Kerr and other univer-

sity administrators have provided the

controls themselves.

They've done it by their uncritical

acceptance of government policies,

so that the universities' "obligation

to serve" seems to include support
for a war even Kerr disagrees with.

Kerr's university is a mindless ser-

vant to big business, the military and
government. The university can have
no policy, no direction of its own.

Kerr's analysis of student revolt is

superficial. He cited Stony Brook Col-

lege in New York in his speech, a
college that has grown from zero to

5,000 students in five years. This
growth, he said, has created an ex-

plosive situation there.

We heard another side recently from
some students and faculty from Stony
Brook. They were in Toronto to ex-

amine our system of university gov-

ernment with an eye to setting up
their own system—without the per-

mission of the president. It seems he
isn't very responsive to student and
faculty demands for a more demo-
cratic university—that's why there's

revolt, not size.

NO PROBLEM

Kerr's whole attitude says there's

no problem that can't be talked out.

no need for ideology because there's

no discontent that can't be fixed by a
minor adjustment of personalities.

Society is just a mass of rough
edges waiting for his skilled plane.

He doesn't consider himself part of

a ruling class, possiblly because he
seems unwilling to take the blame
for any of the atrocities of that ruling

class, either in his country or abroad.

He's opposed to anything that
might disrupt things, like secret re-

search or CIA projects. Otherwise
they are acceptable.

He says he is a man of principles

and is a recognized civil libertarian,

yet his commitment to these princi-

ples consists of talk, not the con-
crete, radical action that is needed.

He's a perfect liberal. He changes
nothing that his elite doesn't want
changed, and alters what they want
altered. The only criterion seems to

be the elite's approval or disap-

proval.

He will create the conditions for
war research at his university, then
disavow any responsibility for the
results of this research.
He holds the American university

up as "the model for the world."
Should it be? Should this be the

model for Canadian universities-
passive, inert and mindless?
He thinks so. And undoubtedly Dr.

Bissell thinks so.

This is the issue, not free speech.
Kerr has already got an ironclad
right to free speech. He's got the po-
lice, government, military and indus-
try on his side.



Al Kamin's back from

Greece and you know what's on
his mind. (seeR 6)



In the naive and euphoric

summer of the Trudeau elec-

tion campaign, there was a

disquieting note about the

Liberal campaign which we
Liberals fluffed over, dis-

tracted as we were by the

noise of battle and hand-rub-

bing anticipations of victory.

Where was the Liberal plat-

form, we asked nervously,

while foraging through strat-

egy maps of constitutencies

and piles of election signs?

To reassure ourselves, we
observed that the leader had
only a month between the

Convention and the Election

to nail the planks of a plat-

form together. So we excused
the vacuous contents of the

'red book' of Liberal policy

statements, assuming that

after the boozing of election

night someone would sit down
and chart our course.

The Foreign Policy Review
and Hellyer's Housing Task
Force have been two of the

most hotly ballyhoed evalua-

tions of policy The latter was
released last week and we
have a good idea about the

probable contents of the for-

mer. Anybody left who is

captured by the Trudeau
dream had better read the

Housing Task Force Report
and think about the contents

of the foreign policy review
before resuming his position

in the line behind the Pied
Piper.

Housing

Hellyer's report on housing
has been fried in the press
this week and it deserves
everything it's getting. If the

report is the bones of Paul
Hellyer's vision for a con-
trolled human environment,
then we are in real trouble.

With the optimistic compla-
cency permeating the report,

the Task Force concludes
with this gratuitous but re-

vealing comment: "Some will

accuse the task force of being
socialistically inclined; oth-

ers undoubtedly will brand its

members captives of free
enterprise. The members
themselves will feel they
have struck the proper bal-

ance if they are accused of

both." I am, I suppose, one of

those dismissed as branding
them 'captives of free enter-

prise". I am little interested

to know who calls the report
socialistically inclined'.

You'd have to be a conserva-
tive of considerable paranoia
to call this report even 'lean-

ing left'.

three boos and a

tomato to the hellyer

task force and the

foreign policy review:

a letter to anyone who

still believes in the

trudeau government

—by mike ignatieff

More "socialistically in-

clined'' ( ugh) they should
have been. Considerably
more. It appears obvious that

many Canadian urban prob-
lems, the shortage of mort-
gage money and the mind-
sterilizing banality of high
rise apartments, to name but
two evidence of the urban
malaise, have been caused
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la) because private enter-

prise has defaulted its re-

sponsibilities in the field and

(b) because all three levels
of government are hopelessly
tangled in a jurisdictional

war over the administration
of our urban areas.

The Task Force won't ad-
mit (a), and assume that
with prodding and biannual
conferences with the federal

government the loan sources
in this country will set aside
10 billion dollars in mortgage
money over the next five

years instead of the present
rate of 11.2 billion dollars
over the past 14 years. And
yet the same report admits

that "during periods of high
capital demand and inflation-
ary pressure . . . present
lenders tend to give first

priority to other investments
at the expense of residential
mortgages". Having made
this somewhat damning ad-
mission, the Task Force
glibly passes over the need
for the federal government to
compel lending institutions to
set a certain percentage of

available money aside for
residential mortgages.

The Task Force has an in-

credible regard for the people
who build those filing cabinet
high rises, presumably be-

cause two members of the

Task Force, Hellyer himself,

and Robert Campeau have
been or are developers. The
Task Force blames municipal
bylaws and 'red-tape' for the

incredibly barren subdivisions

and high rise building in Ca-
nadian cities. Yet take a look

at Campeau's prospective
contribution to our water-
front: a series of sterile cru-

ciform-shaped high rises,

built as a private enclave for

high-income single or child-

less swingers. (Campeau
admits that the place is not
providing for familiesl. Now
that's what Toronto really

needs: another high-income
set of boxes like the James
Town apartments.

Liberating developers from
red tape is not going to solve

Canada's urban problems. We
need nationally set minimum
esthetic standards in develop

ment, in the same way that

we have a National Building

Code, and we need to co-or

dinate esthetic and visua

research in Ottawa, in addi

tion to research on land use
transportation etc. We must
bombard the developers with
creative esthetic designs for

housing and transportation

systems.

The Task Force is clearly

aware of the jurisdictional

and taxing tangle dividing the

three levels of government
Yet it can only contribute to

the tangle and the resentment
by lower levels of govern
ment of federal initiatives by
its proposals for direct feder

al-municipal loans and agree-

ments which bypass the prov
inces. What is really needed
is a new approach to the

present Constitutional debate

between the provinces and
the federal government. We
need to get beyond the

present haggling over lan-

guage rights and the costs of

education and involve munici
pal governments and regional

governments in the Constitu

tional Conference to work out

what Trudeau called for dur
ing the election: a 'function-

al' division of powers to deal

with urban problems.

Foreign Policy

You don't have to be a gen-

ius to guess what we'll have
for a foreign policy once the

civil service's review of our
present commitments is

completed. We'll still be in

NATO. We'll still be in NO-
RAD. (Mitchell Sharp told us
last December on The Way It

Is that he didn't want to stop

public debate about NATO
policy, but as far as he was
concerned the issue was set

tied by the Czechoslovakian
invasion. And how long is

Eric Kierans, a junior Minis-

ter going to hold on in the

Cabinet with Cadieux and
Sharp convinced that we
should stay in?).

The NATO and NORAD
questions are the crux of the

review. If we get out, we can
genuinely embark upon a less

stable, but infinitely more
constructive foreign policy.

If we stay in, the possibility

for new foreign policy initia-

tives will be severely limited

and the new policy' will be a

stew brewed of a dab of the

Vatican, a pinch of Red
China, a tortilla of Latin
America, and a snippet of

more multilateral aid.

Mitchell Sharp said before

Christmas he hadn't heard
any good arguments for our

withdrawal from NATO and

Continued on R-3
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NORAD and for a scaling
down of military expenditure.
Here are a few:

External Affairs justifies

our membership in NATO
and NORAD, first of all, on
the grounds that our member-
ship makes us privy to impor-
tant decisions. Our member-
ship in NATO and NORAD
give us that elusive elixir,

'influence'.

All right. We have just got

( to accept the fact that we are
not very important to the
Americans. George Ball's

opinion that we should have
ceased to exist as a country
long ago is merely Ball's

usually arrogant, imperious
way of expressing what most
State and Defense Depart-
ment people probably feel

deep down — that is, when-
ever, if ever, they think about
us. I am not being weepy.
I'm rather glad they care so
little about us. But I think we
ought to discard the neigh-

bour to the North' myth
about American attitudes

towards us, and admit that

when the chips are down for

the Americans, (i.e. in Viet-

nam, continental defense,

nuclear strategy) we don't

have 'influence'.

Mitchell Sharp sounded
pathetic on TV last Decem-

_ ber when he said that when
• he went down to Latin Amer-

ica on his ministerial mission
every foreign minister want-
ed to know 'the inside story'

on the Cuban Missile Crisis
from our vantage point on the
NATO Council. The Kennedy
decisions about Cuba were
taken in the Oval Room of
the White House and not in

NATO Headquarters. Kenne-
dy merely had the good taste
to inform the 'Allies' post
facto about the embargo.

Certainly we should try to

influence' the Americans.
But let's stop thinking we're
better at it than anybody
else. And let's not make 'in-

fluencing' the Americans
through NATO and NORAD
the lynch pin of our diploma-

cy, because the gains do not

outway the loss of 'influence'

in other areas of the world

repelled by our nervous cozi-

ness with the U.S.

Let's remember, for in-

stance, that our membership
in both alliances makes the

Communist World and many
unaligned or pro-Communist
members of the Afro-Asian
bloc suspicious of us. We
have a small, but useful role

to play in Africa — as a
white Western nation with
lots of technical expertise,

some money, and no unpleas-
ant imperial interests — that

is, if we cut ourselves loose.

Of course the silent and
cautious men in External
argue that NORAD and
NATO are essential to Can-
ada's defense and to the de-

fense of Europe.
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Let's look at this proposi-

tion from a different vantage

point. First NATO and the

defence of Europe. I am
doubtful that NATO conven-

tional forces could hold Eu-
rope against the Russian divi-

sions in Eastern Germany.
One estimate is that under

conventional attack, our bri-

gade could hold out for six

hours and then would have to

make a dash for the Channel
or call in American tactical

nuclear weapons. It is in fact

unlikely that Russian divi-

sions would use conventional

weapons in an effort to take

Europe. Thus the bad old

balance of nuclear terror is

the keeper of the European
peace, that is if you accept
the idea that the Russians are

committed to anything more
aggressive than keeping their

satellites in line.

The same kind of argu-

ments apply to NORAD,
North America will not be
attacked from outside by
conventional weapons, but by
nuclear weapons launched
from offshore submarines
etc. And if Canada was at-

tacked by the United States

(why bother?) any amount of

Canadian defense could not

stop them.

When you add it up there is

no justification for our armed
forces After the experience
of the Congo and UNEF in

the Gaza Strip there is little

foreseeable role for peace-
keeping. The developing na-

tions object bitterly (in Nige-
ria 'for instance) to the idea
of white peace armies me-
diating their disputes. There
may be a Canadian peace-
keeping role in a Vietnam
settlement. For that and the
distant eventuality of other

peace-keeping roles we might
retain an essentially non-mil-
itary force. But for defense:
you're kidding me.
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As to membership in a nu-

clear anti-ballistic missile

system under NORAD com-
mand, the Americans have to

defend us anyway, since we
are effectively part of nu-

clear bombing targets. We
make no real contribution to

NORAD: the decision to de-

ploy nuclear weapons in the

event of a strike is with the

men in the basement of the

White House. The Americans
do not even need our territo-

ry for a ballistic warning sys-

tem.

But there are even more
obvious and compelling rea-

sons to say the hell with
NORAD. If we really believe

that nuclear war is impossi-

ble, if we really acknowledge
that any amount of ABM de-

tection systems and counter-

strike systems are not going

to avert devastation in the

event of a nuclear attack,

then let us. as a middle pow-
er, take these truths seri-

ously. If the Americans be-

lieve that it is worth it to

spend billions on a 'light'

anti-ballistic missile system
which even MacNamara de-

scribes as useless, then let's

say we won't have any part

of it. Somebody has to start.

Unilateralism is possible for

a middle power in the nuclear

age.

Anyone who lived in the

age of Munich will find all of

the preceding argument infu-

riating cowardice. They may,
however, be persuaded by the

ludicruous costs of nuclear

protection. Maybe, when the

Americans ask us to become
involved in their heavy' or

'light' ABM system, they will

start reconsidering all of the

old arguments.
The Review prize for fatui-

ty goes to Pierre Trudeau for

suggesting that if we with-

draw from our NATO and
NORAD alliances we would
have maintain a huge army
to protect our neutrality.

Against whom, pray?

Withdrawal from NATO
and NORAD is not primarily

a moral issue: it is a question
of priorities. The federal gov-
ernment is weeping that it

doesn't have enough money
for a war on poverty, for a
co-ordinated attack on the

problems of the urban envi-

ronment by all three levels of

government, for a substantial

Aid program to underdevel-
oped countries. We cannot
raise sufficient revenue for

these massive tasks by in-

creasing taxation indefinitely.

So let's take a substantial

swipe at the defence budget.

Now. And do some of the
things that Liberal rhetoric

has been urging upon us for a

generation. Take a look at the

foreign policy review and the

Housing Task Force. If you
still want to follow the Pied
Piper, it's up to you. I won't
be in the line.
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film
ninety minutes from fourteen kids

Fourteen kids from Toronto

high schools; Mort Ransen.

director, counsellor, resource

person, an NFB film crew
and an important ninety min-

ute feature called Christo-

pher's Movie Matinee.

On the final page of the

latest issue of Take One, the

promotional piece reads, "A
film about youth, by youth.*'

And then humbly. "Produced
and distributed by the Nation-

al Film Board of Canada."
The photograph included in

that ad could very well be all

you will ever see of Christo-

pher and that's more than

unfortunate. Not only is the

film an unpretentiously excit-

ing experience for anyone,

but more importantly it's

the sincere and significant

expression of fourteen kids

directed against the middle-

class ethic which rules and

suppresses them.

Actually the film is more
of a subtle nemetic weapon
than an outcry. Both in the

initial and final stages of

production the only guideline

which Ransen and the kids

adhered to was that the pur-

pose of the film should be

reverse enlightment. Instead

of accepting the propaganda
foisted off on them by an in-

sensitive hierarchy of author-

ities, all concerned with the

production felt that it was
important that Christopher

should foment something of a

mind revolution in high

schools. Naturally the Board
of Education, motivated by
their infinite widsom, has vir-
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tually ignored the necessity

of a film which communi-
cates by travelling on beyond

the sort of bullshit which they

have perpetrated.

The film has also triggered

a good deal of tension within

the NFB itself. Certain non-

institutionalized minds at the

Film Board have supported

Ransen's demand that the

film must remain within the

control of the kids themselves
— that it must be used as a

cinematic catalyst and not

simply as commercial enter-

tainment. Upper management
disagrees ... of course.

Production hassles, especially
the refusal of Ransen and the

kids to emasculate Christo-

pher by reducing it to a twen-

ty minute classroom film,

and the commercial unfeasi-

bility of selling a release

print at a cost of $388 to a

high school organization have
convinced many pocket-po-

tentates at the NFB that

Christopher's Movie Matinee
is a dismal disaster. As a
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result, the film may never be

seen by anyone, anywhere.

Chalk up another triumph for

the genius of the capitalist

mentality.

The film itself was shot a

year and a half ago over a

three week period at a cost

of $32,000. The motivating

forces behind Christopher lie

with producer, Joe Koenig,

and Mort Ransen himself,

who together convinced the

NFB to place a camera crew
and unit manager at the dis-

posal of a group of high

school kids from Toronto. In

no way was the film to be

representative of all teen-age

reactions and behaviour but

rather the expression of a

few exceptional kids who
would create a movie about

themselves and the environ-

ment in which they lived. As
it happened in the course of

the shooting, the kids became
momentarily involved in the

crusade to close Yorkville

Avenue to traffic. Another

NFB film crew was simulta-

neously shooting a documen-
tary in the Village and had

planned a sequence in

Queen's Park. Our city fa-

thers were aroused by an al-

legedly NFB-staged demon-
stration and Ransen's crew,

which unfortunately was also

filming in Queen's Park at

the time, was recalled by the

Film Board in Montreal and

so ended Christopher. But not

the controversy.

Peter Keefe, one of the

youngest members in Christo-

pher, says "When the movie
was shown at Humberside, an
English teacher stood up and

said that we all weren't very

articulate and that the truth

wasn't brought out. The reac-

tion of older people has been
mostly negative." It's not

overly difficult to realize the

reason.

Generally the kids in Chris-

topher's Movie Matinee have
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little tolerance for the bull-

shit around them. One scene

which involves David
Depoe, the kids and Allan

Lamport is particularly

damning. After the controller

has pontificated about a lack

of understanding between the

city and the Village, the

scene cuts to Lamport ignor-

ing the kids' questions after

the reporters and cameramen
have departed at the end of

the meeting. The hypocrisy

and meaninglessness of au-

thority is blatant throughout

Christopher.

A good deal of tension is

generated in the film, not

only at the level of confronta-

tion between the kids and

authority; but also between
the kids and the crew itself.

Much of the film is concerned

with discussion as to how and

where a scene is to be shot,

usually with the cameraman
deciding that the sequence

can't be filmed as the kids

want. The result is a good

deal of irrational footage in

which a scene begins with

neither Ransen, the kids, the

crew nor the audience know-

ing what will result. Often

nothing does and that is ex-

actly the point. Christopher's

Movie Matinee is like the

rock music in the soundtrack
— it's all emotion and instan-

taneous reaction. The film is

immediate, spontaneous and

deliberately rough along the

edges.

But Christopher is more
than confrontation, tension

and irrationality. It's also

subtle and gentle without any

sense of contradiction be-

tween the emotions it gener-

ates. Darleen, with long hair

and sensitivity ' behind her

eyes, speaks of Christopher

as "Very personal" — as

personal as the scene- be-

tween her and Larry in a

sunny field; as personal as

Mort whispering to her as she

cries or the boy trying so

hard not to betray love as the

film ends. Christopher's Mov-
ie Matinee is beautiful with-

out cliches, sincere without

pretension and perhaps one of

the most important films the

National Film Board has ever

made.
—ian ritchie
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more bazooka bill from "play dirty"
If you weren't very excited

about the films in town last

week (I wasn't), you'll be
even less excited about the

offerings this week Toronto
theatres are still riding high
on the ten or so films that
came to town with Christmas
dollars. One new film, Play
Dirty, has opened at the

Loew's. but you can skip it.

It's a very ordinary war pic-

ture with Michael Caine. Not
only is it unoriginal and load-

ed with cliched situations, but

even the cliches aren't effec-

tive. Play Dirty was a very

boring assignment. The plot

is one of those never-to-be-

forgotton war stories that old

soldiers tell each other as

they wait around to atrophy.

A book was written about the

amazing adventures of a bri-

gade (let's see:- Devil's Bri-

gade, Dirty Dozen, Guns of

Navarrone), and around 1954,

just when WW II films made
money, the push was on.

I haven't seen too many
war movies lately, but I get

the feeling that Play Dirty is

no different than the old Ba-

zooka Bill comic book stories

that were once the driving

force in my life. There's a

platoon in North Africa made
up of ex-convicts and that

sort of ruff, trying to accom-
plish a dangerous secret mis-

sion against the mean, nasty,

ugly Germans. Well, that's

exaggerating a little — the

Germans don't get to say
very much. And, of course,

there's a conflict in the per-

sonalities of two of the lead-

ers of the group. In this case,
it's between Nigel Davenport,
the dirty (he's the one after

whom they named the film)

tough, experienced desert
fighter without scruples, and
Michael Caine, blue-eyed,

heavy-lidded, upright, British

army colonel.

As directed by Andre De-
Toth, all characters are one-
dimensional. The story is a

poor imitation of the Dirty
Dozen, with 7 bodies instead

of 12. Not only that, but most
of them are Arabs. They all

look sinister enought and take
orders from Nigel Davenport,
not Michael Caine. That's the

conflict running through the

film. Hardly enough to keep
awake. The unit is the work
of an eccentric commanding
officer, who fails all his mis-
sions. He puts clean-cut, soft-

yet-strong Mr. Caine in

charge of the unit and off

they go to destroy a fuel

dump. For an hour and a

half, they tramp through the

desert with a bit of gore here

and there. The suspense for

that first ninety minutes is

tranquilizing.

The only characters that

have any colour are two Arab
homosexuals, who happen to

be demolition experts. Their

depiction on screen is short

on humour and long on taste-

less and obtrusive crudity. As
the seven soldiers drag
through the desert, the cam-
era quickly moves to catch
the two Arabs, Hassam and
Issan, displaying their antics
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(in asides). Running down the

hill hand in hand, or cuddling

in the jeep, this sleezily por-

trayed sensationalism was
obviously added to keep the

story moving.

The screenplay by Lotte

Colin is a disaster. It empha-
sizes an obscure mission
which no one cares about, all

the while trying to show us

what dirty guys made up the

war effort. Michael Caine's

suede-shoed nobility counters

the others. There isn't even
enough dirty fighting to make
you laugh the whole thing off.

Filmed somewhere in Spain,

there are some excellent

travelogue-type shots of de-

sert sands, sand storms,
camels and things. No one
stood out in the movie, least

of all Michael Caine. There
was a time when his blank

stare and heavy eyes suggest-

ed intelligence of some sort;

now it just suggests insom-

nia.

It's a shame that the film

was so completely botched

up. because the ending is

rather good. But the final

three minutes, come almost

as an after-thought to the rest

of the picture.

Play Dirty isn't dirty; it

has no suspense, or at least

not until the last twenty min-
utes, it isn't bloody. It's nei-

ther a good war movie nor a
good anti-war movie, the
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characters are nothings, and
I felt like I had just wasted a

part of my life in the theatre

that afternoon. — amy wise
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in every package.

Isn't it time to be thoroughly

modern? Isn't it time

you tried Tampax tampons?

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY SY
CANADI AN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO
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Al Kamin works in the Rochdale Restaurant. He has the i

Dear brothers and sisters at

University of Toronto,

Getting to be that time of

year. Nose to the grindstone.

Get those grades. You're

gonna succeed. Someday it'll

all be worthwhile, eh? Are

you making it? I hope so. Are

you really making it? Are you

living your life to its fullest?

Are you using your own sa-

cred body, the product of 2

billion years of wise evolu-

tionary experimentation, to

its maximum potential? If

not, don't blame the establ-

ishment. Their bad trip is no

excuse for yours. Every
human life has an infinity of

potentiality open to it, but the

responsibility for realizing

these potentialities rests

squarely on your shoulders.

If you're open to new possi-

bilities for coming-aliveness,

read on.

The magic potion, the elixir

of life, the fountain of youth,

is here right now. And, as has

always been the case with

such materials, it is ignored

and scorned by everybody

except those who are ready.

Are you ready?

LSD
But, not LSD drop a cap
freak around groovy.

The magic word is discipline.

To get the really big kicks,

the ones those gleaming wise
men throughout eternity have
sung about, requires patience
and dedication. The ability to

ride out those moments of

profound terror and confusion
without running for the asy-
lum treatment. Also, the abil-

ity to abstain from things

which feel good, like being
brilliant or well-liked, or just

plain having a good time,
when these activities keep
you from going deeper and
further out. The discipline of

ecstasy demands that you be
fussy, that you raise your
sights high, that you don't
settle for second best because
wow there's no substitute for

the real thing.

Spending your whole trip

grooving to music or getting
into incredible discussions
and wild freaking romps is

great, but if you want to see
it all, there comes a point
where you have to go beyond
that. The great teachers of
meditation have all taught
that among the big dangers in

meditation are the pleasura-
ble situations that weave a
web of such powerful fascina-
tion that the person wants to
stay there. Let it all pass.

Preparing for High-Energy
Tripping

Make it sexually. The natural
way to take LSD is with a
member of the opposite sex.
LSD is no substitute for ball-

ing. One of the great goals of
spiritual acid using should be
the expansion of your love-

making capabilities.

Make it with yourself. One
day each week or month,

withdraw from all social con-

tact and external responsibil-

ity. Sit, think about yourself

and your relationship to life

around you, your role on this

planet; wander. The more
time you spend alone, the

less harried and self-centered

you will be when you are with

others. Fasting is a good ac-

companiment to these periods

of withdrawal. Teach yourself

to meditate. Try smoking
grass alone, and sitting

stoned in meditative posture

in a dark, quiet room. Hatha
yoga exercises can start your
body humming; they are an
excellent preparation for

psychedelic yoga.

Tone down. Practice speaking
more softly; say what you
want to say simply and clean-

ly. Be gentle. There is no fast

pathological bind to your
behaviour. Change can come
from the outside in as well as
the inside out. Anybody can
start to teach himself love

and tolerance, and your LSD
tripping will expand on these

beginnings.

Read the great psychedelic

masters

like

Lao-Tzu

Chuang-Tzu
The Buddha
Herman Hesse
Timothy Leary

to name a few.

As you become turned on,

their words will assume a
new crystal clarity. Timothy
Leary is the most happening-
with-God man alive and writ-

ing today. Read his two latest

books, The Politics of Ecsta-
sy and High Priest. Read
them slowly and carefully.

That does not mean that ev-

erything that Leary says
should be taken as the final

and absolute word. You will

have a chance to run every-
thing through the filter of

your own psychedelic experi-

ence. Note Leary's attitude of

humility and awe and rever-
ence before the incredible

energies at which even he
can only briefly peer. This is

the inevitable result of ex-
tended experience with ex-
panded consciousness, and it

is the formula which works to

get you out there.

The Ecstatic Journey, a
book edited by Ralph Metz-
ner, is valuable reading. It is

a collection of first-hand ac-
counts by psychedelic trip-

pers. Note the frightening

terrain through which every
voyageur must pass en route
to the supreme delights Sim-
ilarly, Harry Haller in

Hesse's Steppenwolf encoun-
ters gory horror, but stays
with it. Don't take LSD un-
less you are prepared to go
through hell to get to heaven,
because that's the route you
have to take to get there. The
visions themselves will not

harm you. If you run from
them, you may wind yourself

into spiralling panic. This is

the bad trip. If you accept

them and go with them, you
will go beyond them.
Setting up Your Trip

Your trip setting is of

central importance to the

nature of your trip. Don't

expect to transcend your ego
sitting in a restaurant booth,

although God knows it can
happen anywhere. The big

trips should be done alone,

with sexual partner, or with a

very few close friends. An
experienced guide is helpful,

but qualified people are rare.

You can do it on your own.

You have to do it yourself,

guide or no guide. It is wise

for a person guiding psyche-

delic sessions to trip on a

small dose himself. Spiritual

trips are best done in a silent

spot; a natural setting is

ideal. Beware of jangling

automatic machine noises,

such as those from furnaces.

Car noises are not so bad.

Tripping out beyond earth-life

to the tooting of car-horns
i s

the 1969 way to go. Arrange
your setting to avoid inter-

ruption, sudden intrusion
And trip with people who win
let you go into your trip as
they go into theirs, and not
pull you into confining social
games.

Records are good in the
early and late stages of a
high-energy trip. At the peak
of the trip there is ecstatic

silence. Select records that

swing freely, that sing of life



irili: Here below is his Guide to the Spiritual Use of LSD

jergeant Peppers and the

nusic of Ravi Shankar and

Hi Akbar Khan are a good

tart; avoid music that harps

m themes of bitterness and

elf-pity and sentimentality;

he superficiality of these will

e obvious immediately to

he LSD-perceptive mind.

To have the high experi-

nces you need the high dos-

ge. Two hundred micro-
rams of LSD at the least, or

le equivalent of maybe three

lack-market "hits",

f \ note on physical ef-

fects: the latest evidence
casts doubt on the early test
tube reports of chromosomal
damage. Timothy Leary, with
650 trips behind him, was
given a chromosomal count
and came out clean. Similar
results emerged from studies
of schizophrenic children who
had been treated with fre-

quent high doses of LSD.

For me, it has been reas-
suring and inspiring to meet
with people who have seri-

ously followed the LSD yoga

over hundreds of trips. They
are sparkling, alive, supple,
and place a high value on the
care of their organisms.
Physical health seems to
improve with extended
psychedelic experience.

One final warning; you
can only stay a short while at
the highest levels of con-
sciousness. The LSD yoga is

a rythm of up-down, in-out.

You must return to Earth
Canada Toronto 1969. Your
duty will be to work at har-
monizing your life with your

psychedelic insights. Many
people will take a very few
trips and then stop, claiming
that now they know it all.

Their knowledge can only be
a vague intellectual recollec-

tion of their experience. The
real development comes from
using LSD many times as
part of a continuing ongoing
process.

All this advice represents

the accumulation of technique
and awareness which I have
acquired from about 40 trips.

They describe the way I

would set up my trips today.
Still, they reflect only a bare
beginning towards under-
standing the energies which
LSD opens. Generally, my
trip settings, especially in my
early trips, have been far
from ideal. I have blundered
at every step. You will too.

Still, LSD can work for you if

you stick with it. Be humble
in success and persevering in

adversity. Be with God and
God will be with you.

—allan kamin



music
duke ellington "north of the border" in canada
Duke Ellington "North of the

Border" in Canada.

Decea DL 75069

Last fall Duke Ellington

(who will be 70 years old in a

couple of months) attended a

luncheon at Julie's over on

Jarvis St. He was there to

help push a record he had

made in the summer of Can-

ada's centennial. For a nomi-

nal fee. Ellington had donated

his time, his talent, and most

importantly, his name, to

help get some recognition for

Canadian composers.

Gathered around the well

stocked bar were a lot of

executive types from Decca

records, CAPAC (Composers,

Authors, and Publishers Asso-

ciation of Canada), and var-

ious radio, TV, and news-

paper people, all of them just

knocking it back. After all, it

was free. When everyone was
loaded, they retired to the

dining room and stuffed

themselves with the non-liq-

uid part of the lunch.

Finally, it was time for

speeches. Many men rose,

each one introducing the

next. When all this important
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business had been taken care

of, some one thoughtfully in-

troduced the guest of honour.

Ellington, looking old and

tired, but nevertheless very

urbane, as usual, made a few

modest comments about how

much he had enjoyed making

the record and working with

Gordon Delamont. Norm
Symonds, and Ron Collier.

Each of these composers also

made a few remarks.

Then it was question time.

Did the duke think that

Canadian composers were as

talented as American com-

posers?

Did Ellington think it was
necessary for a Canadian

composer to leave the coun-

try to get recognition?

And so on. That's it, play

up to the Canadian inferiority

complex, ye interrogators.

A Decca executive (one of

the higher ones) rocked back

and forth on his feet and al-

lowed as how the duke had

some talent. What he wanted

to know was, would Ellington

have become such a great

success if he had been born in

Canada?
Another man from Decca,

who was unable to rise,

shouted out that, yes, Duke
was a very talented enter-

tainer, no doubt about it.

Could the Duke tell us to

what he attributed his suc-

cess?

Throughout these patroniz-

ing and stupid questions, El-

lington remained calm, pa-

tient, debonair, although a bit

weary, it seemed. Finally,

however, everyone had to get

back to their offices to sleep

it off. So they took their free

records, had them auto-

graphed by Ellington, and
trooped out.

After all the fuss, the rec-

ord turned out to be very

Ik

photo by bill smith (coda/

Duke Ellington, Gordon Delamont, Norm Symonds, Ron Collier.

good. One gets to hear Elling-

ton in quite a different con-

text from the usual. Here.

Ellington is a soloist in set-

tings in which he had no hand

in designing. Each of the

three composers has written

two pieces of music utilizing

different orchestral combina-

tions. Ron Collier's "Aurora

Borealis" has the usual trum-

pets, trombones and saxo-

phones, plus a whole pack of

violins and french horns and

things. "Nameless Hour", by

Norm Symonds. has strings

only, while the remainder of

the selections feature a 12

piece jazz band.

Since Gordon Delamont
learned much about the art of

composing music from Duke
Ellington, and Symonds and

Collier were once pupils of

Delamont, it is not surprising

that all the compositions on

this record are strong on at-

tractive melodies. Perhaps

the nicest themes are found

in Delimont's "Song and

Dance" (I'm sitting here

humming the tune as I

write.) In this piece, Elling-

ton has a lovely unaccompan-

ied piano solo, which is one of

the best moments on the rec-

ord.

The other highlight is Sy-

monds' "Nameless Hour".

While violins, violas, celli,

and basses play very austere

chords, with lots of perfect

fourths and fifths and very

high voicings, the pianist

makes some tentative, spare

explorations. The effect is

somewhat spoiled by a

stretch in the middle of the

piece which is rather clichtM.

However, on the whole, the

piece sets up a very interest-

ing tension which finally isn't

quite resolved, which creates

a rather unsettling, almost

unfinished feeling. (By the

way, bassist Sam Levine exe-

cutes his parts with notable

authority.

)

The compositions are worth

hearing; they are well played

and well recorded. Perhaps

the most interesting result of

this project is Norm Sy-

monds' comment.
"Working with Duke", he

said, "was a memorable ex-

perience. I had always res-

pected him, but I had com-
pletely underestimated him.

He's a musician who has

never stopped growing. He
utilizes the knowledge and

experience of 50 years to

build fresh ideas and ap-

proaches. He's a virtuoso

musician."

— jack mccaffrey
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DUE TO THE FEDERAL PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE
J
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\
JOHN MUNRO
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1 CANNOT APPEAR TODAY
|

1
WILL ATTEND MON. FEB. 24th

,

i Uof T Liberal Club i

i i

•STUDY IN JERUSALEM"
The Hebrew University in Jerusalem offers a variety

of study programmes, undergraduate, graduate and post-

graduate research, specifically for Canadian and other

overseas students. Full degree and special visiting stu-

dent programmes for credit.

For further details and scholarship information write,

giving details of year and field of study and average grade

of University studies, to:

Canadian Friends of the Hebrew University,

3101 Bathurst St., Suite 302,

Toronto 19, Ontario.

Phone: 787-0136

The Cosmic Home
presents

Apocalyptic Folk Music

total involvement from 8 pm.

2717 Yonge St. phone 481-1663

| SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS' UNIONf
1 (ALL THOSE TAKING ONE OR MORE SOC. COURSE) §

| SECOND GENERAL MEETING
|

•I; TODAY - FRIDAY 7th - 1:00 P.M. SID SMITH 2116

come and •:•

• hear about 12 man sociology reviewing committee -j;

h • ratify constitution
:: • discuss course evaluations Si



books
kerr, the tsm, and an evening of insanity

"/ saw the best minds oj mv
generation destroyed by mad-
ness. starving. hysterical

naked.
"

—Allen Ginsberg

Some best and not-so-best

minds went mad in the base-

ment of the Royal Ontario

Museum Wednesday night.

That basement is usually a

forum for films or lectures

and docile audiences planted

in their flower-pot seats by
grandmother men called ushers.

But Wednesday night for-

mer Berkley President Clark

Kerr came to preach liberal-

ism to an audience of radi-

cals.

Kerr was on stage deliver-

ing hackneyed lines in the

lead role, and U of T Presi-

dent Claude Bissell was up-

tight in an overacted support-

ing role, and the Toronto Stu-

dent Movement jeered from
the stalls and crowded the

stage, and the audience be-

came the play and Kerr the

spectator.

But there was no real vio-

lence, just insanity, for there

were only half a dozen cops
and they were armed with

boredom.

The tension had been build-

ing up for a long time . . .

TSM leader Andy Wernick
watched the liberal adventur-

ism in the Students Adminis-

trative Council until his toler-

ance broke; he watched the

co-option of the moderate left

into the Commission on Uni-

versity Government; he
watched Bissell fragment the

embryonic student movement
into warring factions; and at

Tent City in the early fall he

told a mass meeting that

Claude Bissell was the Clark

Kerr of Canada, and Bissell

laughed as part of the game.

Wernick hated the games
of Bissell and Kerr because
he felt the frustration in deal-

ing with the politics of

marshmallow absorption as a

substitute for the politics of

confrontation.

"Clark Kerr is a bureau-

crat, and he'll admit it. and
the job of a bureaucrat is to

suppress conflict." says Wer-
nick, for he sees Kerr as the

administrator who will tinker

with the technocratic struc-

ture to make it look peachy
to students. While the system
remains basically the same.

Wernick and the TSM felt

Kerr's arrival in Toronto was
the final insult . . .

Kerr droned on motionless

and expressionless with tape-

recorder sincerity, as I lis-

tened via a sound-system in

an adjacent room for the

overflow of the audience.

They stared at the speak-

FREE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LECTURE

THE CHRISTIAN'S ******

********** BEST FRIEND'

by Geith A. Plimmer C.S.

SUNDAY, EEBRUARY 23, 3:15 PM

HRST CHURCH Of CHRIST, SCIENTIST

196 ST.GtORGE STREET

EVERYONE WELCOME!

ExportA

>/f/rf//f

REGULAR AND KINGS

er's grill cloth with the same
vapid tolerance that the audi-

ence in the other room ac-

corded the in-person Kerr.

Then there was sudden
shouting and heckling from
the speaker. Kerr's robot

tones had stopped, and the

overflow listeners strained to

hear the muffled disturbance

They looked at one another,

and they knew it had hap-

pened as they expected, for

they were mostly radicals. A
few heard familiar voices; a

few ran into the auditorium,

and then everyone followed.

The fire regulations said no

standing in theatre, but the

ushers could only watch as

forty students rushed into the

theatre.

Wernick was on stage

trying to get to the micro-

phone, while Bissell tried to

shake hands with him, and
then tried to push him off the

stage. The TSM members
were all around the stage,

and one old usher jostled for

a moment with Wernick. and
Bissell used the TSM mega-
phone to plead for free

speech for Kerr. He was
seeing physical confrontation

for the first time on his pas-

teurized campus. His face

was contorted with rage, and
his voice was the loudest it

had been this year. But then

everyone else was shouting

for everyone else to shut up.

But Kerr stood at the lec-

tern as a silent monolith for

fifteen minutes.

The theatre had become a

shouting arena. As the radi-

cals at the back told Kerr to

go home, a well-heeled statue

of a man who looked like the

Museum's proprietor lectured

them.

"You didn't fight in the last

war, did you?'' he asked. His

sophistication and sarcasm
expressed a mild curiosity.

The radicals looked at him
as if here were James Ma-
son.

"At least I've got some
manners, some breeding.'" he

said. Manners, breeding, and
an English accent among the

colonials—the answer of real

politique in a sticky situation.

The answer to the confron-

tation was inevitable and
perhaps prophetic of future

answers: liberal compromise.
Free speech is defined Kerr
gets another fifteen minutes,

and Wernick gets fifteen

minutes.

And the problems of the

world are solved

Wernick calls Kerr indus-

trialist, bureaucrat, liar.

Kerr is unphased. Plati-

tudes about the Gross Nation-

al Product. His solution is

optimism.

The insanity of the meeting
peters out with some intelli-

gent analysis from TSM
member Phil Resnick and
some harmless jargon from
Laurel Limpus,

All the while there's a man
in the audience telling the

speaker on stage to shut up,

and another man in the audi-

ence tells that man to shut

up, and so on until everyone
goes "shhhh."

And whenever called upon,

Kerr is activated to ease the

collective conscience of his

society, to rationalize the
United States of America. A
society tries to justify its in-

stitutionalized madness. It

seeks a liberal to suppress
conflict, an apologist to justi-

fy institutionalized inhumani-

ty, an expert to prove that a

computer is a better teacher
than a man. and a prophet to

preach the tactic of optimism
as an ideal.

Clark Kerr serves the pur-
pose.

—brian johnson

LA BLEUE et

BLANCHE DISCOTHEQUE

Fridays and Saturdays-10 p.m. -2 a. m.

Located in the lane, just south of the Old Physics

Bldg.. between St. George St. and King's College

Rd., in the new Professional Faculty Cafeteria.

Friday - Discotheque

Saturday - Coffee House - Folk Singer

S. H. 0, U. T. STUOENT HEALTH Om»MlI>TION

Storefront Project

1) Orientation Meeting for all interested in helping.

FRI. FEB. 7th - 7:30 . 314 Bathurst St. (below Dundas)

2) Canvasingon Sat. in Alexander Park.

3) Open House Monday 2:00 - 10:00 p.m.

*******************************

i%t4w HAYDN
I

* o^WX 10Hm TOMORROW*

# 't£>/ 338 Hu 'on of Harbord - 922-1517 £
******************+^ s)cHcHc4:4:+5):5(:5). 5
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SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers
on local & long distance
vans from the end of May to
the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be
free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE O A Y FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person.

SAT UR DAYSONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)
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books
re-reading kerr after Wednesday night

Clark Kerr, The Uses of the

University, Harper Torch-

books, 1963, $1.85

Claude Bissell, The Strength

of the University, University

of Toronto Press, 1968, $1.95

Clark Kerr's book has been

bandying about for six years,

but after listening to him on

Wednesday night, it was clear

that it is still the key to his

view of the university in in-

dustrial society. And Claude

Bissell's collection of ad-

dresses has only been out for

about six months and pro-

vides us with some basis for

comparison.

Kerr has become more
notorious than famous and his

book is now almost amusing
in its boundless optimism and

detachment about the multi-

versity. It is perhaps the

toughest and most uncompro-

mising analysis of what has

really happened to the Ameri-
can university, and what is

slowly happening to its Cana-
dian counterpart.

What sets Kerr's analysis

apart is that it says nothing

about the wrongness or Tight-

ness of what has happened:

the multiversity has become
the servant of- government
and industry; a bureaucratic

administrative revolution is

taking place within the uni-

versity; the faculty have be-

come the new professionals

in the knowledge industry.

The phrases are all his: what

is frightening is that Kerr is

quite content that these de-

velopments have taken place.

The claim that the university

is, in a sense, a factory, he

would probably have to ac-

cept. This of course means
that the conflict between
Marxists and liberal welfare

capitalists has moved directly

into the university. This is

not very profound on the part

of the reviewer, but what is

happening is so crystalline

clear that it perhaps merits

some pedantic reiteration. If

only for emphasis.

Any criticism of Kerr after

Hall Draper's essay The
Mind of Clark Kerr' will

seem a little empty. Draper

wrote the great piece on the

technocratic intelligence and

its amorality. The great ques-

tion to ask Kerr now. particu-

larly after his reception on

Wednesday night, is whether

his iron laws of progress have

been affected at all by stu-

dent revolt, or whether he

considers these outbursts

merely forms of twentieth

century Luddism.

Re-reading Kerr six years

after it was published one is

struck most of all by his real

insensitivity to reactions of

people inside the institution

so tied in with the corporate

world. Its complacency and

faith in neutral technological

progress places Kerr clearly

in the tradition of the 1950 s

end-of-ideology school of

thought. It is perhaps perti-

nent to quote C. Wright

Mills: "The end-of-ideology .

. . circulating among the

prematurely middle-aged . . .

rests upon a disbelief in the

shaping by men of their own
futures — as history and as

biography. It is a consensus

of a few provincials . .
."

As Draper points out at

great length, this is the great

feature of Kerr's thought:

certain things have happened

to the university, it has be-

come 'statified', tied to feder-

al money and corporate

ideas. These are trends which

are, implicitly, inevitable: to

try and stop them is, proba-
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bly, futile. I said earlier it is

a "tough" analysis. But
events at Berkeley and Co-

lumbia (and even Toronto)

surely prove that it is also

dead wrong.

For many of this genera-
tion of students have simply
not been content to accept
futures decided for them by
managerial consensus. The
non-ideological, corporate
world has been rejected. And
they are determined to revo-
lutionize the university, to

control it in face of corporate
pressure. Kerr's analysis is

essentially inaccurate be-
cause it is inhuman. It will

not allow for a human reac-
tion to a series of technologi-

cal economic imperatives.
And that reaction is exactly
what is taking place.

Dr. Bissell's book will not

lend itself to the same con-
troversy as Clark Kerr's. The
analysis is more bland, and,

as a result, more palatable.

Bissell is a humanist and a
rhetorician; he enjoys the
well-turned phrase, the re-

sounding quotation from Car-
dinal Newman and Matthew
Arnold. His ideas are a
strange mixture of nineteenth
century British liberalism
and twentieth century Ameri-
can liberalism. His favorite

sources are probably Arnold
and Galbraith.

Where Bissell has a greater

understanding in contrast
with Kerr is in talking about
students (Kerr is fact men-
tions them only fleetin"ly). It

is probably one of Bissell's

great strengths. Where he

lacks cogency is in appreciat-

ing the nature of corporate

society; one gets the feeling

that he does not appreciate

the pressures on the univer-

sity, not merely from govern-
ment, but from the ideology

of corporate efficiency. The
whole section on 'The Role
and the Purppse' is empty of

real analysis on concrete
problems. Chapters on "Busi-
ness and the University" and
the "University and Cana-
dian-American Relations" do
not come to grips at all with
the real pressures on the

Canadian university.

Thus if Kerr is a friendly

carnivore, Dr. Bissell is a

well-meaning vegetarian, in

the company of the corporate
lions. Bissell seems more
aware of the need for an in-

dependent university. Kerr is

more hard-headed about the

"romanticism" of this ap-

proach. We are living in an
industrial society, writes
Kerr, therefore it is naive to

think that the university will

play other than an essentially

industrial role. Kerr's book is

explicit fodder for the radi-

cal's cannon; Bissell seems
to be trying to fudge the bas-

ic issues, with some effect,

and in all probability with no
malice intended.

The events on Wednesday
night only drmatized the con-
flict between bureaucratic
"repressive tolerance" and
neo-Marcusian radicals. It

was bound to happen. The
Free Speech area marked the

beginning of the TSM revival,

the first radicalism in Toron-

to to get away from the elec-

toral establishment constric-

tions of the SAC.

What can never be mea-
sured is the nature of reac-

tion. For the purists, what
was for them an oppressive

society will only become
more obviously oppressive:

confrontations will reveal the

true repressor behind every

smiling liberal. But in the

long run, we are all dead;

surely we are beyond believ-

ing that we can sacrifice the

present for some sinless

millenium. The means we use

now will reflect any society

we try to build.

Liberals sympathetic to a
lot of change should be talked

to with a little more generos-
ity than seems to be the

trend. Guerilla politics in

twentieth century industrial

society is defeatist madness:
it will be snuffed out, not
only by repressive liberals,

but by liberal humanists as
well. A more broadly based,
peaceful, but militant alli-

ance of the democratic left

would surely be a more effec-

tive, and in the long run a
more just, opponent to the
Clark Kerrs of this world
than a flurry of ineffectual

spanners tossed into the
works.

— bob rae
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photos by len gildayHi

• . r^S- " _ The children were out playing on Tracy Street as my girl
"„;• j .

' \ Mend and I walked through Cabbagetown last summer. We
_"- ' • V • : -T", noticed the number of trucks rumbling through and couldn'tjdML^ hci P wondering whether the kids were always so successful in

. 7*^5^Sk- " "3
dodg> ng them. The sun was bright and the narrow alley with

'^MvMi' .
~ its rows of tiny frame houses like rambling shacks from some

deserted mining town seemed a perfect setting for some pho-
tographs of these survivors.
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Balex, back from 62

hours awake at the

wheel of Radio Varsity

(he tells us he hallucin-

ated at 50 hours — vi-

sions of men hanging

from lamposts outside

Simcoe Hall and rats

scurrying around U.C.I

has returned alive from
the Electric Circus to

tell this tale:

"With the two seven

foot high columns (two
22" speakers per col-

umn) firing at half

throttle, and the other

superfluous sound sci-

ences working on your

head, you can virtually

feel the paint peeling off

the walls while the

crowd around you, be-

low the 30 foot domed
ballroom on the butter-

fly-frequented floor,

search through their

own peeling

minds. . . Escape from
the performance theatre

to soft possesive seats in

quiet corners, to circu-

lar foam covered adult

playpens, to explore up
exciting stairwells to an

all white graffitti room
where you may add your

own pearls of wit, or

you may cool off in the

body paint shop where
moist irri descent water,

colour brushes decorate 1

your exposed
flesh. . .

"

Why, that's lovely,

Balex. Now go back to

bed.

M.I.

ET CETERA

Our friend, Elizabeth

Wilson, tells us there is

going to be a seminar on
communications theory
and its application to

education at Scarbor-
ough all day Saturday,
February 8. Trinity Col-

lege is sponsoring the

seminar and you can get
tickets (J2.00) at the

Convocation Office at
Trinity.

Multi-media education
techniques, lectures,

films, panels — indeed,

every kind of info bom-
bardment technique
known to man and
beast, will be used to

teach you about commu-
nications theory. One of

the stars performing at
the seminar will be the

Rev. John M. Culkin,

Director of the Centre
for Communications at
Fordham (where Mc-
Luhan-guru spent last

year, for God's sake).

So if you want to know
about the ed biz' as
Tom Lehrer calls it, you
better be out at Scarbor-

ough starting at 10:30

a.m. tomorrow. After

all, anything our friend,

Elizabeth, suggests has

got to be good, good,

good. . .

The following classified

ad appeared in a recent

edition of The New York
Review of Books:

COMPLETE ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT AVAIL-
ABLE: Experienced
Instructors escaping
"creeping careerism"
seek adventurous col-

lege or non-academic
employment. We speak

eight languages, cover

literature most centu-

ries. Many creative tal-

ents. Inquiries: NYR
Box 1615.

M.I.

POETRY

William Matthews
will be reading a collec-

tion of his works at Hart
House on Monday, Feb-
ruary 10 at 1:15 p.m.
Reputable rumour mon-
gers have it that if you
miss him you will be
missing "more than
merely one of the most
promising young poets
around today". Be
there, chillun.

M.I.

Carve out a little hunk
of time on Sunday nights

to watch Oscar Burritt

introduce (that's not

really the word I'm
looking for) the late

movie on Channel Six.

Old Oscar comes on like

a petulant, cross, whale
grounded on the shores

of cinema verite. He
mumbles, stumbles,
grunts, whines, wheezes
and says in toto very lit-

tle about anything
much, but he just can't

be beat for pure comedy
on a lonely Sunday
night.

M.I.

Things are pretty

much as usual for jazz

in town this week. The
Art Ayre Trio plays at

George's Spaghetti

House, and upstairs at

Castle George, it's pian-

ist Brian Browne and
his trio. The only new
face is organist Jimmy

.

McGriff who's at the

Colonial for the next

week.

Neil Young, ex of the

Buffalo Springfield and
now going it alone, sings

and plays the guitar at

the Riverboat over the

weekend. Doc Watson
opens there next Tues-

day. He's probably the

greatest authentic folk

guitarist the states have
produced. His finger

picking ability is unbe-

lievable.

There's some good
blues coming to town.

Albert King is at the

Rock Pile Friday and
Saturday night. If his

most recent record is

any indication, his show
should be a great one.

The other blues man on
his way, is one of the

biggest names in the

business, B.B. King.

He'll have one show at

Massey Hall next Fri-

day. Highly recom-
mended. It's great that

B.B. King is finally

making tours to places

other than the black

sections of U.S. cities.

Get good tickets while

you can. Sam's has
them.

And that's it, unless

you want Bobby Gim-
bey.

PH.

< Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell



Students continue to hold

two floors at SGWU
By ST. GEORGE ALBOIM

MONTREAL (CUP) -
Occupation centres 1 and 2 at

Sir George Williams Univer-

sity — the ninth floor com-
puter centre and the seventh-

floor faculty club — remained

in student hands Thursday,

the ninth day of white-Negro

student unrest.

The computer centre, was
occupied by Negro students in

protest over biology professor

Perry Anderson's alleged dis-

criminatory marking proce-

dures.

White students occupied the

faculty centre Tuesday in

sympathy. The two groups

are in constant communica-
tion, with common dining fa-

cilities for the 400 demonstra-

tors.

The Anderson hearing

committee, central party in

the dispute, continues to hear

testimony despite demands

from the occupying students
that it be reconstituted on a
basis acceptable to Prof.
Anderson and the black stu-
dents.

As a result of the turmoil
several professors have an-
nounced their intention to use
computer marked exams to

avoid charges of discrimina-

tion.

The student council on the

5,000-student campus has
formally condemned the fac-

ulty lounge takeover. But the

demonstrators are conducting
an active program to inform
the campus of the issues.

A statement released by
the demonstrators yesterday
reads in part:

"All students are now be-

ginning to question the au-

thority and integrity of the

administration and the rela-

tion of this university to the

society at large."

tinoio ov ERROL YOUNG
Two girls compare boxes. The University College Literary and Athletic Society brought

boxes to the UC Refectory as part of their beautification program. Come and play in,

around, or on the boxes . .

.

Quebec culture condemned to

second class: Rene Levesque

LOST: 1 family of man COLOR: Red, black, white, brown

MISSING: 2000 year. LAST SEEN; Wondering in darkness. In

babit of fighting and displays tendencies toward self-destruction.

I'OUND: A woy to lead this family to unity.

Come & Hear - Sundays at 3:00
HN1IIF.D PAMILy
98 «nur Road
Tel. 929-9977

By HELEN FORESTELL

It is "hypocritical, illusion-breeding, and
dangerously explosive," says Rene Levesque,

"to try and maintain equality for the French-
Canadians in a unilingual country,"

Levesque, the leader of the separatist Parti

Quebecois, was speaking yesterday afternoon

to a packed Ryerson Theatre.

Bilingualism is not the answer to the French
problems, Levesque feels. In Canada, outside

Quebec, the French are a minority of not even
five per cent. This way, French-Canadian cul-

ture is condemned to a second class status

throughout Canada.

"What use is that force-fed culture going to

be to them?" Levesque asks. "The people of

Quebec want to take over their society in a
normal healthy way."
For one thing, Quebec must have control of

its own social security because its needs are

different from those of the other provinces.

Levesque urged that we keep our minds
open to the possibility that if Quebec's prob-
lems are not solved, there will only be more
disintegration. "No matter what happens," he
added, "we'll also be neighbors."

Levesque feels it's time we got rid of a
"101-year-old set-up that's sick." "Is Canada
the only bloody place in the world, where

there's no imagination left of any kind?"

THEATRE MICKITIES
announces

TWO EXTRAPfRFORMAIMCES!

by Tom Jones & Harvey Schmidt

TONIGHT & TOMORROW
AT 8.30 PM

St. Mike's Student Centre

Bay & St. Mary's Sts.

S2.00

Tickets available at

Student Centre or

call 488-2300

..a play to be seen and Mickities present a production worth seeing." —

Brian Johnson
Varsity REVIEW

vVHAT SHOULD S.A.C. DO

ABOUT HIGH SCHOOLS .

DECIDE

NEXT YEAR'S

POLICY ON TUESDAY.

THE VARSITY Friday Feb-„3ry 7 1969 —Page 17



HERE AND NOWONTARIO
GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP
Brochures and application forms for

1969-70 are available in the Graduate

Studies office now.

Application forms must be submitted to

the Graduate Studies office by February

15th, 1969. YOU
MAY BE
ELIGIBLE

GRADUATES STUDENTS' UNION
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

New College Sid. Smith

Hall

GSU

\ Boncrolt Ave o

16 Bancroft Ave.,H 3

Toronto 5. I

1
928-2391

New
Physics

Blda.

FRIDAY DANCE
Feb. 7th

Music by

Toby Jones Blues

9:00p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

• BAR •
ADMISSION: $1:00 ladies

$1.25 gents

ST.VALEIMTINES

Beer, Wine

& Cheese Party

Feb. 14th

4:00 p.m. - 7-.00 p.m.

ADMISSION: 50< to all

members with ATL cards and
girls over 21 — all others $1.00

GIRLS COME!

MEN: INTERESTED IN MUSIC???
Pops, classical, rock, blues, jazz,

electronic, folk, classical guitar

or ?

Does Hart House provide the variety of musk YOU want?
Join the students who determine the House's music policy.

RUN FOR THE
MUSIC COMMITTEE OF HART HOUSE

(Nominations open 'till February 14th)

Feb 3—7
Exhibition of Polish Folk Art sponsored

by Dept of Slavic Languages and Litera-

tures. Entrance Hall of U of T library.

Feb. 6—14
One Man Show of Newfoundland Artist

Reginald Shepherd: Irfteresting technique

of Monoscreens Trinity Buttery All day
till 1 1 p.m.

TODAY
10 a.m.

CUG meeting with Clark Kerr Senate
Chamber. Simcoe Hall-

Noon
Psychology Union general meeting. In-

nis College.

1 p.m.
Urban Poverty Forum Hon. John Mun-

ro will not be present Meeting can-

celled.

Prof R Cook will speak on the latest

constitutional developments on the

French Canadian-English Canadian ques-
tion Sid Smith Rm 2135
SAC's committee of service reps South

Sitting Room. Hart House
Department of Geology films Neutron

Activation. Igneous Rocks and The Loons
Necklace Room 128. Mining building.

Yavneh Sheur in "Laws of Sabbath."
Sid Smith 2129
Mass meeting of the TSM in lobby of

Sid Smith—Why we disrupted Clark

Kerr.

2 p.m.

Critical seminar in political science. Dis-

cussion of Robert Paul Wulff "On Toler-

ance" Textbook store room 328

3 p.m.
F.U. of T. Anarchism Bickersteth Room

Hart House.

7.30 p.m.
S.H.OU.T general "sensitizing" meet-

ing lor all those wishing to work at the

storefront 314 Bathurst Street

8 p.m.

Malaysian -Singapore Nite. Live music,

movies, slide show. food. Couple $2 50,

single 11.50 Tickets available at ISC

ISC 33 St. George Tickets also available

at the door-

Prof B Chrtieu will hold the first Clark

Kerr Memorial Lecture on Current Unrest

in the Multiversity. Lecture to be jammed
by a fruitless appeal from the Union of

Consolidated Anarchists. Bring your own
lout.

8.30 p.m.
Leon Major. Director of Hart House

Theatre will speak on The Theatre Today
at Hillel House

9.30 p.m.
Sociology Students' meeting (open to

any observers) of the Committee to

examine the policies and structure of the

Soc Dept. Discussion on decision mak-
ing Tip Top Bldg. (Spadina and College)

Rm. 204
10 p.m.

The "Belly Button" coffee shop featur-

ing John Chester New College. Wilson
Hall Every Friday and Saturday night. Till

1 a.m.
SATURDAY
9.30 a.m.

California Grape Boycott. Picketing of

Dominion Stores Everyone needed Hart

House.
10.30 a.m.

Trinity College Convocation Seminar
"Communications and Education"
Speaker John M Culkin. S. J. Director

Centre for Communications. Fordham
University Students S2.00 Tickets at

Convocation Office, Trinity College or at

Scarborough College. Talk at Scarbor-

ough College

Noon
C S D A calling a demonstration to pro

test the latest measures taken by the

criminal-fascist regime in Spain against

workers and students, in an effort to

pave the way for the succession of

Prince Carlos For further information

contact 922-9918 Spanish National

Tourist Office. 13 Queen East, near

Yonge.

10 p.m.
The Belly Button" coffee shop featur-

ing John Chester New College, Wilson
Hall till 1 a m

SUNDAY a || afternoon
Canvassing for Ontario Heart Founda-

tion "heart Fund", Canvassers report

back to New College Reading Room.

2.30 p.m.

Toronto Student Movement Discussion

of Kerr, guerrilla theatre, where we go
from here 44 St Geroge

7 p.m.

Sleigh Ride. 4 hours continuous rides

$3.50 couple, S1.75 single Laxan Sta-

bles Hwy 48. one mile north of Steeles

For tickets call 964 8867

8 p.m.

Open House. Guests are members of

the United Nations Association. ISC 33
St George.

CLASSIFIED
TYPING — theses, essays, notes, charts

in English. French. German and Latin

Mimeographing Electric typewriters

Mary Dale Stott. IMarjorie Oavis) 86
Bloor St., W. 2nd floor 922-7624

ATTRACTIVE ROOM AND BOARD on
the edge of campus for MALE students.

Apply now at Campus Co-operative Resi-

dence Incorporated Phone 929-5971 or

923-0734

STUDENT HELP WANTED for new
discotheque on campus Need people for

various jobs between 9 p.m and 2 a m
Fridays and Saturdays Can arrange alter-

nating shifts Starvation wages Fill out

form at S A C office or call 923-6221

ENGINEERS: Do you want high grades

on your English essays? Call 653-5847.

SLAVE GIRL SALE: Ali Mohammed
Brooks is offering the pick of his harem
— Han House Theatre Feb 11-15 at 8

30 p.m

KISMET: Don't miss your chance to see
the best musical show in Toronto —
Hart House Theatre unfolds The Story ol

Fate. Feb 11 -1 5 at 8 30 p.m.

EUROPE $215 Charter Flight May 25
— July 15 Sponsored by Inter Student
Org at Univ of Windsor. For details con
tact: John Evanshen 1 165 Ouellette,

Windsor, Ont 519-253-6974

FURNISHED ROOM. $60 00 monthly,

23 New Street. Phone 362-3733

FREAK OUT with a Black Light —
S7 50 plus $3 98 for special holder Call

John 757-8823

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS one
bedroom apartment convenient to univer-

sity for summer Wnte Glenn Jenkins.

Apt El 5. 939 Western Road. London
Ont or telephone Toronto 699-8009
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EXPERIENCED TYPIST Typing ol

theses, notes, essays done quickly, ac
curately and neatly Economical, electric

lypewnier Phone 421 8290

SKIERS ! Ski 5 days during study week
for only $68,001 Price includes all day
lift tickets at Mt Sutton P.Q. and Jay

Peak Mt. hotel accommodation and pri-

vate bus ALL WELCOME, Phone Dan
at 922-2274 after 7 00 p.m

WANTED EDITOR FOR ATTRACTIVE
NOVEL. Typed manuscript 50.000
words ready Needs improvement Movie
script possible Fee or co-authorship or

share in royalties Priori PL-9-0337.

LOST: Lady's watch. Vicinity UC. Hart

House, last Sunday night Call 762-

1960. Reward,

ACCOMODATION AVAILABLE imme-
diately for one or two mature, serious

male students in furnished apartment

Yonge and St. Clair Phone 487-1228.

FRENCH TUTORING at university level

Essays on French works as "L"-

immoraliste" of Andre-Gide Tel 923-
0112.

Try the "BELLY-BUTTON" coffee house
— open every Friday & Saturday night
— 10 00-1 a m Back this week by spe-
cial request is John Chester — At New
College — enter via Willcocks Street

GUITAR LESSONS Beginners in folk

and classical Don't waste your time,

learn correctly. from experienced
teacher musician; reasonable rates Call

W Bell. 781-9212

ROOM AND BOARD available close to

classes. Good food Other students Call

Dave Martell nights 922-1494 or visit

218 Beverley St

MALAYSIA SINGAPORE NITE — to

night 8 00 to 2 00 am at the ISC
Dance to live band and Malaysian music

Slides, movies and food Tickets $1 50
single. $2 50 couple at door

FAST ACCURATE TYPEWRITING. 20
cents a pegel Satisfaction guaranteed or

payment refunded English and French

texts Phone CLAUDE at any lime of the

day 924 0318
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All for the love of Clark Kerr
By GELLIUS

SWIMMING

Vic won Wednesday's an-

nual interfaculty swim meet

with 57 points and their 400-

yd. relay team (Heatley,

Watt, McGuiness, and Mac-
intosh) broke the record with

a time of 3:46.0. "We did it

for Clark Kerr" said a jubi-

lant Vic swimmer. Engineer-

ing was runner-up with 39;

PHE (35). Scar (29), Meds
(24), UC (4) and SMC (1) fol-

lowed. Gaye Stratten was top

individual with two victories.

HOCKEY

Pharm blanked UC II, 8-0.

("We did it for Clark Kerr"
said a jubilant UC II player.)

God saw little Sparrow score

two goals; Bertrand (2),

Rosart. Galeazzi. Snider and
Holliday got the others.

Sharp and Wright scored to

give Vic a 2-1 win over Trin

(Murray.)

Ferguson's goal led Bus
over Forestry, 1-0.

Arch Andrews 3, Knox 2.

Salmi ("salmi, sal my dog"),

Sisam and Spragge were
Arch scorers; Hamilton and
Gibson replied for Knox.

ii

b £

w

ACTIVITY"
While Clark Kerr and his

attered brand of liberalism

ings wearily home this

weekend, various Multiversi-

ty of Toronto sporting sides

see action in various Ontario-

Quebec Athletic Association

regional championships.

The curling Blues ("Oh
I've got those low-down curl-

ing blues. . .
") are hacking

it out in Guelph in the West-

ern Division finals of the

OQAA. Queen's Golden Gaels

are defending champeens.
U of T fencers wend a

wendlesome way to Waterloo

in pursuit of the claim to

being "best in the west"
rather than "least in the

east".

And the cock Blues also

shuttle along to prove that

their badminton racquet is

made of much sterner stuff

than the Mafia.

While at McMaster, Var-

sity's jovial judoists try to

reclaim the OQAA title they

were denied last year by red

tape and wishy washy rules

interpretation (see last

Year's varsity).

kL* vL* *I> 1> vT> *J> k1> -f> vl> *t- -f* ~ f - .» . . T «

SPECIALIST

BASKETBALL
Sr. Eng. (Caliaghan 16) 38;

UC 29. Ali Pasht had 11 for

UC.

SMC (O'Neill 14) 47; Vic
(Eben 12) 42.

Dow scored 13 to help Scar
beat Erin, 45-39. Old Sibbald

took time off from being a

race-horse to score 17 for

Erin. (By the way, Lochinvar
Sprogis has now ridden into

the West to take a football

scholarship at San Antonio,

Texas.)

Hibloom (no relation to the

movie starring Gary Cooper)

had 15 as Meds B doubled

Pharm, 45-22. Dallal (note

internal rhyme) had 11 for

the losers.

SMC B 45 (Revelle, Fr.

"get up" 20); Law (Pyne 13)

30.

Innis (Hirsch 141 41; Dents

(Deeney 8) 26.

INSIDE TRACK
1000 yds.

1. B. Franklin. PHE 2:18.0

(breaks Bruce Kidd's

record.

)

2. M. Duncan. Pharm 2:23.5

3. N. Cumming. Pharm 2.24.4

relay

1. PHE (Franklin. Stevens.

Pennv. Bobbett)

2. APSC
3. Pharmacy

Next Tuesday: 440 yards.

TSM members welcome.

CONTEST
"What's new, pussycat?"

Send all answers to "Con-

test ", Varsity Sports. The
decision of the judges is iri-

descent.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
NOW AVAILABLE

5 positions in the National Teacher
Division of Grolier Limited.

THE JOB - To Market Es entiol 1

PROVEN STUDENT SUCCESS —
(A) This division has been operating since 1962.
IB) Last summer's average earnings $250.00 per wk.
IC) 19 of 20 students are returning this year.

TO MAINTAIN THIS QUALITY WE ARE —
(A) Selecting only University Students
IB) Selecting only students who:

( i ) are willing to work long hours
( ii) are willing to travel throughout Ontario,
(iii) have o reliable car.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - helpful but not necessary.

CONTACT
Student Placement Office at 581 Spadino

MON. FEB. 10th

For interviews on tues. feb. lbh
WED. FEB. 12th

IF STRIPPERS

bother you, then you better not come

to the

SIGHT & SOUND
EXPERIENCE
Fri. Feb. 7-8:30 p.m.

Convocation Hall

If you are afraid of new experiences, then please don't come, BUT il

you would like to see something unusual, then be sure to see this

suipiise experience I I

The doors will close al 8:30 p.m. and no one will be allowed lo enler or

leave the building after this time, so be sure that you have the courage

to stay for the whole show before you come ! I SMOKING will be

STRICTLY PROHIBITED at any time during the show.

Tickets are SI per person and are now available at the S.A.C. Office, in

front of Convocation Hall before the show, 01 use your Carnival Ticket.

^^^r^^ Draught beer on tap from noon ^^^^
till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syc

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd
Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd
Silver will know it was rented.

w rite for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Sludenl Discount

Syd\
Silver ^Formals Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There arc over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers.

One near you.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east ol Bay THE VARSITY. Friday. February 7 1969 —Page 19



BOOK-BENDING PUCK BLUES FACE NED AND BIG RED
By PHIL BINGIEY

At this university, participants in the intercollegiate athletic

programme are considered to be book-crackers first and jocks

second. Sports is just one of many extracurricular activities

on campus open to those students who have a particular spe-

cial interest and the spare time to satiate it.

But when Varsity hockey Blues skate on with the Big Red

of Cornell tomorrow evening in Ithica. New York, they will be

facing a group of individuals whose enrolment in a university

academic curriculum is simply a prerequisite to the real rai-

son d'etre a Cornell of playing varsity shinny. Hockey is a busi-

ness venture at the university and dividends are paid only as

long as the team keeps winning.

Ned Harkness is president of the Big Red firm in his role as

head coach, general manager and quack psychologist. He has

been and is one of the most successful coaches in U.S. inter-

collegiate sport. Each year. Harkness scouts and recruits

almost exclusively in Canada and each year he manages to

come up with a power-packed and winning team. Whatever his

players lack in ability he works to make up with hard training

and confidence-building oratory. Uncle Ned also tries his

damndest to psych-out the opposition.

Cornell and Harkness have won three Ivy League Titles in a

row, the U.S. Eastern championship for the last two years and

the National Collegiate Athletic Association title in 1966-67.

Last year they compiled a prolific 27-2 record in league and

exhibition play.

Included on this season's roster (one which incidentally lists

no U.S. born players) are All-Americans Ken Dryden and
Brian Cornell. Goaltender Dryden from Islington, Ontario,

was recently described by one opposing coach as the best

goalie to ever play college hockey in the United States. He
shutout Blues 1-0 in overtime during last year's Nichol's Invi-

tational Tournament although Varsity netminder John Wrigley
outgoaled him in that particular contest.

Cornell was the team's leading scorer in 1967-68 and the na-

tional dream team member at the centre position.

For Blues, the game represents an opportunity to avenge
the 1-0 loss they suffered last year. In that game they
matched the Big Red step for step but saw their winning
hopes crushed abruptly when the Americans scored at the six

second mark of the first overtime period.

Varsity came on with their best all-around effort in thrash-

ing McMaster 8-1 on Wednesday night and a repeat perform-
ance should be enough to sink even hot-shot Cornell.

Monteith, McClelland, Boland

bag two each in 81 win over Mac
DUNDAS. Varsity Blues manhandled University of Mc-

Master Marlins 8-1 Wednesday night here to move into a four-
point first-place lead in the Senior Intercollegiate Hockey
League. Victory was Blues 11th of the season.

Steve Monteith came up with his best performance of the
schedule to spark the one-sided win. Monteith scored two
goals (the 97th and 98th of his SIHL career) and was the fast-

est and most effective skater on the ice.

Mike Boland, who seems to have found a happy home at
right wing on a line with Paul Laurent and Ward Passi also
had two goals as did Bob McClelland.

Laurent (number 21 this season) and John Wright rounded
out the Varsity attack. John Smallman connected in the early
moments of the third period for Marlins only marker.

Blues were more aggressive in this match than they have
been all year. The defense stepped out at the blueline and to-

tally confused Marlin s offensive formations and the forwards
kept the play bottled-up in the McMaster end for minutes on
end.

NOTES. . .Tom Little will start in goal against Cor-
nell. . .Blues begin a four-game home stand next Friday. Visi-

tors will be McMaster (Feb. 14), Montreal (Feb. 15), Water-
loo (Feb. 19) and Laurentian (Feb. 21).

SIHL EASTERN DIVISION

W

SIHL WESTERN DIVISION

G
Laval 10

Carleton 12

Montreal 11

McGill 12

Queen's 10

Ottawa 11

L T F A Pts

1 0 71 35 18

3 0 74 39 18

4 0 62 44 14

8 0 39 55 8
7 0 41 73 6
10 0 33 74 2
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G W
Toronto 13 U
Waterloo 12 9

Western ll 6
Windsor 12 4

McMaster 11 3
Guelph 11 0

7 1969

L T F A Pts

1 1 89 35 23
2 1 88 38 19

5 0 53 57 12

7 1 43 59 9

8 0 34 65 6

10 I 31 84 1

Photo by MIKE K1LLORAN
Steve Monteith (19) is foiled on this scoring opportunity by McMaster goaltender Glen
Bayliss. Bayliss just managed to get his foot out to deflect the puck wide of the net.

Monteith, however, had better success on two other occasions when he scored goals

on similar shots. Blues whipped McMaster 8-1.

MAC'S MARAUDERS MASCULATE
By THOMAS CHEYNEY

"Ouch", said John Mc-
Manus, "what a terrible

game." The coach was right,

but a rambunctious Mc-
Master crowd didn't care, as

their basketball Marauders
dumped Varsity Blues into

fourth place with a 78-70 vic-

tory Wednesday night.

Blues travel to Windsor for

a game tomorrow with Wind-

sor Lancers, who are riding

comfortably in first place

with a 6-0 record.

Much of Wednesday's game
looked like a battle of incom-
petents, as both teams took

turns missing shots and
throwing the ball away. Dur-

ing the first half, for exam-
ple, the score actually re-

mained at 12-9 for four long

minutes.

Blues were hampered, as in

past years, by the enormous
McMaster gym and by the

amazingly elastic basket rims
which send rebounds sailing

back to midcourt. But court

conditions can't explain away
a mediocre performance.

Blues came back from a

ten point half-time deficit and
narrowed the Marauder mar-
gin to 44-43 with fifteen min-

utes remaining. But Mac
managed to stay ahead
thanks to the outside shooting

of Paul Mazza and the inside

shots of center Jim Noble.

Toronto closed the gap to

two points several more
times during the second half,

but never managed to collect

the tying basket. With four

minutes left, Marauders
pulled ahead to stay.

Mac coach Bill Fowler has

made a title contender out of

a largely freshman squad.

Chubby guard John Dignan.

who collected 13 points, looks

like a potential all-star this

season, as does Paul Mazza,

who led all scorers with 20.

Both were high-school per-

formers last season.

Brightest light for Varsity

was Bruce Dempster who had

19 points, and would have had

as many assists if his team-
mates had been at all accu-

rate. Larry Trafford followed

with 18 points, while John

Hadden had 15.

BALLS: An indication of the

sloppy play is the fact that

Varsity had 31 turnovers and

Mac 21 — or almost two a

minute . . . Varsity shot 39

from the floor; Mac shot 31

. . . Marauders were 18 for 28

from the foul line and Toron-

to was 14 for 27 (but only 4

for 13 in the second half).

SIBL SCORING

Mazza (Mac)
McGuIfin (Wes)
Auch (Win)

— McKendry IG)
Photo by MIKE K1LLORAN Holowaehuk iWesl

GP
6

7

5

5

7
7

PTS
115

121

McMaster goaltender Glen Bayliss grabs Dave Field's slapshot ^J^'J f™
3 ' 1

from point during powerplay in Wednesday's Blues-Marlins Dempster (T)

game. Blues' Bob McClelland (16) and Gord Cunningham await ^ (m, Wednesday's Guelph
never-to-come rebound. Windsor game

114

110

87
87

AVE
19.2

17.3

16 4

164
16.3

15.7

14.5

14.5
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kidskool
Story and photos

by BRIAN JOHNSON

The Institute of Child Study

is one of the most successful

educational experiments in

Canada, the only project with

a laboratory school for re-

search and graduate-level

training.

But it's a small-scale pro-

ject, and most U of T stu-

dents had not heard of it until

last November — when U of

T's top administrators nearly

succeeded in destroying it.

The administration had
prepared a "secret'' brief of

financial priorities and enrol-

ment requirements for the

next four years to be present-

ed to the provincial govern-

ment's Committee on Univer-

sity Affairs.

Included in the brief was a

suggestion that the Institute

of Child Study be assimilated

by the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education. The
administrators did not realize

that the OISE constitution

could not legally embrace an
experimental, laboratory

program.

No one in Child Study, in-

cluding the Institute's acting

director, Dr. Michael Grapko.

knew anything about the pro-

posed move until the adminis-

tration's brief was published.

The men who prepared the

brief had never visited the

Institute and their informa-

tion was based on books writ-

ten about it 10 years ago.

But with the help of SAC
President Steve Langdon, at

a President's Council meet-

ing, the Institute successfully

lobbied the administration to

drop the reference to the In-

stitute from the brief.

Dr. Grapko sat in an office

lined with books on child psy-

chology and upholstered in

the executive tradition, dis-

cussing last term's incident

and the Institute. He seemed
slightly humble in the sur-

roundings.

He said U of T President
Claude Bissell is setting up a

committee "to evaluate the

potential and function" of the

Institute. It will be composed
of eight or ten people from
Child Study staff and from
faculty members of the uni-

versity.

Dr. Grapko has definite

ideas on "the potential and
function" of the Institute.

"Education cannot continue

to ride on platitudes but must
systematically research its

proposals and recommenda-
tions before they are imposed
on the whole community," he
says.

"Psychology has made
very little impact on educa-

tion." he adds. "We are con-

cerned with looking at the

live learning situation. Only
in the type of laboratory situ-

ation we have here can I see

any significant contribution

by psychology."

Dr. Grapko would like to

see a province-supported ex-

perimental school. Current
tuition fees at the Institute's

St. George School are $180.

plus $100 extra for food and

because of this, the children

tend to come mostly from

upper-middle and upper-class

backgrounds

With more financial sup-

port, the school could accept
children from all back-

grounds.

"It is my earnest convic-

tion." he says, "that a Junior

Nursery to Grade 12 labora-

tory school situated within

the framework of the Univer-

sity could become one of the

most exciting educational

spots in this province.

"Its purpose would be pre-

cisely to test out new ap-
proaches in education," he
adds, "providing results that

serve as a base from which

province-wide implementa-
tion could proceed.

"As masters and doctoral

programs are established,

research problems in psychol-

ogy would complement con-

cerns- more specific to educa-

tion."

I asked Dr Grapko how the

children reacted to the labo-

ratory set-up, whether they

felt like guinea pigs.

"No," he said. "One of our

primary responsibilities in

our ethical practices is that

we protect our children from
unreal kinds of situations.

continued on page 8
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John Graves Simcoe as a young man.

By MARY-KATE ROWAN

Back in the good old days of 1792. when
the sight of a motor car would have caused
any self-respecting inhabitant of Upper
Canada to swear off drink forever, Lieuten-

ant-Governor John Graves Simcoe decided

that what the wilderness of Toronto really

needed was a university

A few years later he declared: "A univer-

sity would have great influence in civilizing

the Indians and. what is of more impor

lance, those who corrupt them."

Simcoe died before King's College, an
Anglican school, was founded in 1827.

In 1849 the college was secularized and
renamed the University of Toronto.

By 1859. the government had expropriated

the King's College building and University

College opened. At that time, if you hopped

on your horse and trotted around University

College, you saw the whole U of T.

Today, a hundred or so buildings later, it

takes 26 minutes travelling by car at a
moderate speed to see every building on the
160-aere site bounded by Bloor, Bay, College
and Spadina.

The architecture ranges from the beauti-
ful Romanesque of University College (or
Style "Old Ugly" depending on your point of
view) to "modern" Sidney Smith Hall.

By 1903, Trinity. Victoria and St. Mi-
chael's Colleges were all full partners in the
University.

With the purchase of 26 acres of land in
1956, the campus spilled across St. George
and began pushing towards Spadina.
During the past three years the growth

rate has been fast and furious. For exam-
ple, the combined space of the new Medical
Sciences Building and the new Research
Library (now under construction) will ex-
ceed by 400,000 square feet the space avail-
able to the entire university, not counting
the federated colleges, in 1945.

For CAMPUS 2, see centre



HERE AND NOWGraduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: S8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

SAT. FEBRUARY. 15, 1969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391
— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

TODAY
ALL DAY

Monoscreens by Reginald Shepherd,
The Buttery. Trinity College Till Feb 14

1 p.m.

Poetry reading by William Matthews.
Hart House

Meeting of Saha'i Club on Oneness o(

Religion, a basis for world unity Rm
2116. Sid Smith

Mr Louis Herman. QC chairman of

National Joint Community Relations

Committee of B'nai Brith, will speak on
telephone hate messages. UC Rm 214

2 p.m.
The Computer Science Club presents

"The Atlas System" a pioneer project in

the field of computing equipment. Eli

Rejwan, dispatcher group. Institute of

Computer Science. Rm 134. New Phys-
ics Building
SHOUT Open House Come and take

a look at the Shorefront Community
Health Centre Till 9 pm, 314 Bathursl

St
First regular open meeting of the

President's Council, an advisory body io

Claude Bissell. consisting of 22 faculty

and administrators, but no students
Simcoe Hall Senate Chambers

3:30 p.m.
FU of T Education Sen

Bureau. 631 Spadina
. Advisory

XEROX COPIES
5< A<

FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

t Quality Guaranteed

A
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE
COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs.

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

SEX
IS NOT (ALAS!) NECESSARILY INHERENT IN OUR FUNCTION

BUT
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

* INTELLECTURAL CHALLENGE
* DISCUSSION AND DISCOVERY
* PRIVATE PRESS BOOKS
* POETRY AND POETRY READINGS
* FILMS
* BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

("or anything else relevant to the literate man)

THEN THE HART HOUSE

LIBRARY
COMMITTEE IS THE PLACE TO BE

ENLIST NOW
Undergraduate Office. Hart House

TnmmnitTttntrmmittTmmTTrftmtmTm

The HSU is proud to sponsor its sec-
ond Staff-Student Coffee Hour Till 6 pm.
Hart House Debates Room

Sociology Students Meeting of the

committee to examine the structure and
policy of the department Tip Top Build-

ing, Spadina and College, Rm 204
5 p.m.

Radio Varsity general committee
meeting, 91 St George St. third floor

Creative Writers and Actors seminar.
Bickersteth Robm. Hart House

7:30 p.m.
The Psychology Student Union pre-

sents a countercourse program with Dr
Weininger of the Institute of Child Study,

entitled "Clinical Approaches to Child

Study." Bickersteth Room, Hart House

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

U of T Liberal Club, elections of dele-

gates and discussion of plans for CULF
convention at Montreal Rm 1071. Sid

Smith
NOP meeting, Rm 21 19. Sid Smith
Political Economy Course Union. Gen-

eral Assembly meeting Rm 1073. Sid
Smith

Prof Keith Spicer will discuss political

cultural developments in Ontario and
Quebec in the sixties. Rm 2135. Sid
Smith

Contemporary Music Group presents

an informal lecture-demonstration by
composer Humphrey Searle about his
recent opera, "Hamlet". Rm 078. Ed-
ward Johnson Building

1 :45 p.m.
Wives' Group Nurses seminar. Morn-

ing Room, ISC
4:1 5 p.m.

Mr Josef Skvorecky. distinguished
Czech writer will talk on "Literature and
Politics in Czechoslovakia" second floor
common room 21 Sussex Ave

5 p.m.
French conversation. Music Room, ISC

6 p. m.
Pierre Berton interviews Danny the

Red. Channel 1 1 Repeated at 11.10 pm
7:30 p.m.

Bull session on studies and careers in

computer science. Guests: Les Green,
special computer consultant to the On
tario Government, and Tibor Szandter.
senior consultant with Woods. Gordon
and Co The Buttery. Trinity College

8:30 p.m.
The Memorandum, by Vaclau Havel

Students Si 00 Tickets in the Trinity

Buttery or at the door Cartwright Hall
St Hilda s College.

Second year women interested in the
Smith College exchange for their third

year should contact their registrars and
also Prof Natalie Davis, department of
history. There will be a tea for all inter-

ested next monthmum
Draught beer on tap from noon ^^^^

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east of Bay
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FETE ANNUELLE
FILMS! LECTURES! FOLK SINGING! DRAMA!

en francais

Mon. Feb. IO FILMS: La Revolutionnaire and Caught
in Rhythm, Colonnade Theatre, at 6:00,

8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Teus. Feb. II Professor K. Spicer, 1:00 p.m. on

"political and cultural development in

Quebec & Ontario," SS 2135
Theatre du P'tit Bonheur presents

"CHAMBRE 110", Colonnade Theatre,

8:30 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 12 FILMS: La Chinoise and L'Opera

Mouffe, Colonnade Theatre, at 6:00, 8:00

and 10:00 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 13 Professor Monet, 1:00 p.m., SS 2135
Chansonnier: PIERRE LETOURNEAU
in Concert, O.C.E. auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 14 FILMS: L'Homoman and II ne faut pas
mourir pour ca, Colonnade Theatre, 6:00,

8:00, 10:00 p.m.

Prices: Films: 6:00 p.m. - $1 .00 (student), $1.50 (adult)

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. - $1.50 (student)

$2.00 (adult)

Tickets for films will not be sold in advance.
Theatre: $1.00 advance (SAC Office) $1.50 at gate

Chansonnier: $1.00 advance (SAC Office) $1.50 at gate

VENEZ A LA FETE
presented by the Comite Canadien

What should SAC. do about

high schools?

Decide next years SAC.

high school policy

4p.m Tues Feb 11

South Sitting Room

HART HOUSE
EVERYONE WELCOME



OUT of OUS

SAC hacks away at budget
The University of Toronto

will withdraw from the On-

tario Union of Students' Un-

ion—if the Students' Adminis-

trative Council approves last

night's recommendation of its

Finance Commission.

As part of an attempt to

lop off about $10,000 from it's

$243,000 budget, the Commis-

sion voted to cut OUS mem-
bership fees.

Finance Commissioner Bob

Barkwell and SAC President

protested that such a recom-

mendation was not within the

power of the Commission,

since OUS membership is a

constitutional obligation that

a SAC general meeting must
reverse with a two-thirds

majority.

But the chair was over-

ruled and the motion passed.

The multiple budget cuts

resulted from lost revenue as

a result of next year's with-

drawal from SAC by the

Graduate Student Union.

Budgets for the U of T
Chorus, weekend exchanges

to other universities, political

clubs and the U of T Debat-

ing Society were wiped out

completely.

With an electric adding

machine at his side Barkwell
and seven commission mem-
bers met for five hours to
find ways of whittling down
the 1969-70 budget.

The U of T Chorus was the
first major expenditure to be
attacked.

"I can see no
justification," said Barkwell,
"for giving $4,015 to a chorus
that performs twice a year on
this campus."
The chorus' budget had

already been cut from the

$5,200 which they defended
this year, largely through
pressuring SAC with a singing

protest in November.

Another major cut of $1,500

was made in the Blue and
White Society's budget.

"With all the colleges and
Hart House and everything

that goes on in this city there

is no need to bring in a lot of

outside things to keep people

keen," said Steve Langdon.
The Commission also cut

its $1,895 grant to the week-
end exchanges to Harvard
and Tarheel, assuming the

exchanges will still be able to

operate with increased costs

for the students involved.

"They benefit only about 60

people a year," said Bark-

well.

Two thousand dollars was
cut from the Varsity's expen-

diture, although the sum is

still $5,000 ereater than this

year's due to increased print-

ing costs.

The Canadien-Canadian
Committee was also wiped

out with a cut of $475.

Campus clubs and general

donations were each reduced

by $500 and a $500 cut from

political clubs erased them

from the budget.

One group to get more
money at last night's meeting

was the Varsity Downtown
Education Project whose

budget was doubled from

$2,500 to $5,000.

The proposed Random
magazine budget of $6,882

was chopped to $4,148 after

lengthy debate. The magazine
will be published only three

times next year.

"There just aren't the re-

sources on this campus to

publish the Varsity. The Re-

view and Random," said

Steve
,

Langdon "Talent

doesn't exist to publish all

three."

Border officials refuse US "deserters"
By JOHN KING

Special lo The Varsity

Canadian immigration offi-

cials are refusing landed
immigrant status to qualified

American armed forces de-

serters, despite the policy of

the immigration department
that deserters and draft evad-

ers from the U.S. are to be
treated no differently than

other immigrants.
At a press conference at

Glendon College York Univer-

sity Saturday night five Glen-

don College students working
for the student newspaper
Pro Tern told how they were
refused entry at the Canadian
border while impersonating

American deserters.

Chris Wilson, Jim Weston,
Bob Waller, Graham Muir
and John Thompson each
went to a different border
corssing point in Ontario Sat-

urday afternoon. All but one
were refused landed immi-
grant status and sent back to

the American border. A for-

ij-VICTORIA MUSIC CLUB|

PRESENTS

( KISMET (
A MUSICAL

I ARABIAN NIGHTS

eigner cannot apply for entry
to Canada as a visitor at the
same time as applying for

landed immigrant status.

Each reporter attempted to

enter Canada using the pho-

tostated documents of an
American deserter.

Four of them were sent

back to the American side

where American officials

frisked them and asked them
for their American docu-
ments, calling them by their

assumed names.
It appeared that Canadian

immigration officials had
contacted the Americans and
told them a deserter was
being sent back to the Ameri-
can side. Under the Immigra-
tion Act Canadian immigra-
tion officials are not allowed

to divulge personal, confiden-

tial information to foreign

immigration officials, or to

enforce foreign laws.
All five had destroyed the

American documents before

returning to the American
border. They were detained

and questioned by American
officials when they presented

their Canadian passports, and

then returned to the Canadian

border. Muir was refused his

right to attorney by the

Americans.

Waller and Muir were
asked if they were deserters

by Canadian immigration of-

ficials at Windsor. Weller

was told it was useless for

him to fill out an application

form.
^Jr* *^ fcL* *fc «A* -itt"utrm *T* "T* *T* *T* 'T* *T> *T* *T* *T* *^ *^ *T**^

# HEART SPECIALIST
J£

*
*
#
#
*
#
*
*

^ HUGH PROCTOR & CO. #
Diamond and Gem Dealers

* 131 Bloor W.. Suite 416 1£

92 1-7702
*

FEB. 11-15

| HART HOUSE THEATRE i

THIS WEEKAT SAC
Today - SAC Executive Meeting - 7:30 - SAC Office

Tuesday — Communications Commission - 5 p.m.

- SAC Office

High School Committees - 4 p.m. •

Sitting Room, Hart House
South

Wednesday - SAC General Meeting - 7:30 p.m.

Erindale College Cafeteria - Bus
leaves Convocation Hall at 7 p.m.

Hart House

TO-DAY
FOLK CONCERT

East Common Room, 1 p.m.

JAY TEITEL. Folk Sinocr

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

Grad. English Department
and

Hart House Library Committee

WILLIAM TYLER MATTHEWS
Ladies Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
February 12, Music Room, 1:00 p.m.

Violin & Piona Sonatas
PETER TAUSSIG. Pianist

JOSEF PELEG, Violinist

Tartinni in G motor
Beethoven No. 4 in A minor

Brahms A mO|or Op. 100

Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR DEBATE
Wednesday, February 12lh

Debates Room, 1 p.m.

MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING

NO.TN HOUR TALK
Thursday, February 13-Muslc Room-

KNOWLEDGE EXPLOSION

Prof. Arthur Porter

Prof. Michael Gregon
Lodi es Welcome

SPECIAL THURSDAY EVENING CONCERT
Februory 13th, Music Room, 8:30 p.m.

THE DEVONSHIRE SINGERS

Popular folk-stylo songs from

Eliiabethan to 20th Century,
Light-hearted Madrigals, melancholy

love songs, Browdy tavern rounds,

chansons, etc. Admission FREE
Ladies Welcome

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
NOMINATIONS CLOSE

FEBRUARY I HI.

ELECTION DAY - MARCH 5lhVOTE

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
^J, W All the Latex Mod Style*/ and Cut! by »ny of our 5 Stylhtj

Wo specialize In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadina * Borden, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Pierre Gossendi, Robert Boyle ond the Cultural Rehobilotorn of
Atom.jm" by Joseph T. Clark, S.J. , Associate Professor of Phil-

osophy, Canisius College,

10 February, 1:10 p.m. Room 102 McLennan Laboratory (new Physics
Build.ng)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

POETRY READING
Music Room, 1:15 p.m., To-day

Grad. English Department

and

Hart House Library Committee

Reading

WILLIAM MATTHEWS
Ladies Welcome
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PAGE FOUR
The age of chivalry is gone; that of sophilors,
economists and calculators has succeeded.

Edmund Burke

SACS BUDGET

Last night the finance commission
of the Students Administrative Coun-
cil faced the impossible task of chop-
ping about $10,000 from an already
airtight budget.

The initial cause of the financial

squeeze is the projected loss of fees

with the withdrawal of the Graduate

Students Union from SAC.

But SAC had a chance to alleviate

the financial difficulty at its last gen-

eral meeting two weeks ago, when a

motion was presented to raise the

SAC fee by $2 - from $12 to $14.

That meeting tabled the motion to

raise the levy for "political" pur-

poses. Finance commissioner Bob
Barkwell feared a hostile reaction on

campus which might cause other fac-

ulties to withdraw.

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal

"
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Red dropped in ond treated us lo a lew
lenor renditions ol natural childbirth. Ann*
with the scissors offorod to do a soprano
duet with him. Noel 'the skonk" Sleckley
•aid Reg was like Preparation H. You havo
to put up with it. Hulk said that the Stork
thai brought him should bo arretted lor

smuggling dope Spooking of dope, Paul
lust dropped in from hi* T-group Reg made
overtures to Mary Kale (who kicked him in

the orchestra pit). Moo Sporty (until Dave
came to her Aido) and Harriet (who makes
love lo the Anvil Chorus when the gets
hammered, of chorus.) Art told us about
the fairy who was arrested for blowing
kisses. Brian asked Mary Bastedo why
women like conceited men better. Better

than what, Mary wanted to know. Phil

said he wasn't interested In sporting
women. Morrison was too busy dictating to

Karen, who was offering ui her Young
body, lo listen. Innocent Gooff saw Ihe
connection between women and Moo. Ex-
perienced Mike got a more satisfactory

connection, said Moo. Mickelburgh went to

the too, with an ID card for safety's sake.
Lucky he didn't have to use it. Took Ri-

chlor's by mistake, Jim, Sherry, Tim and
Jock stood on their heads in the corner and
said they never thought they'd end up like

this.
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But the levy would not further po-

litical purposes. Nearly all the items
which suffered cuts, last night were
apolitical campus services. Here is a
list of such items and the amount
they lost:

U of T chorus - $4,015;

Random magazine — $2,734;

The Carsity - $2,000:

Mental health T-groups — $1,700;

Harvard and Tarheel weekend —
$1,895;

Blue and White - $1,500;

Debating society — $200;

The commission expressed an open

disregard for cultural priorities in its

budget.

Random magazine was reduced oo

$4,100, a budget that hardly makes
the publication worth having.

The commission in effect has de-
nied the need for a cross-campus
magazine.

There is a potential for creative

writing talent on a campus of 31,000

students to produce a first-rate cross-

campus magazine — given the budget

to produce a respectable format that

would inspire of permanence, depth

and artistic scope. Random was de-

nied such a budget.

For no apparent reason, the com-

mission did not touch the Radio Var-

sity budget of $16,410. Radio Varsity

is an organization which indulges in

the most luxurious and extravagant

spending of any campus service. It

has neither the cultural value of

Random, nor the communicative
value of The Varsity.

The best illustration of the com-
mission's frustration in dealing with
a tight budget was an unconstitu-
tional motion to withdraw from the
Ontario Union of Students.

The withdrawal is a question of

political policy— for the considera-

tion of the whole council certainly
not within the jurisdiction of the fi-

nance of commission.

Another reason for the financial

crisis is SAC's College Street housing
project, an apolitical necessity which
the Ontario Student Housing Corpora-

tion will probably make a reality.

SAC is contributing to this.

No student should mind paying an
extra $2 for basic community serv-

ices.

The U of T SAC has the lowest fee

of any student council in Canada, and
by U of T's sheer size it can organize
and finance on a collective, meaning-
ful level unlike any other campus
student council.

But apolitical services will be sac-
rificed because of fears of political

fragmentation unless the groups af-

fected unite and co-ordinate a strong
lobby in the next SAC general meet-
ing.
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LETTERS
(.01? - OCE dressed up

What is COE? Why, it's OCE
dressed up with a new logo. OCE was
an institution that could be found at

Bloor and Spadina, trying to hide it-

self from public notice by being

semi-detached with UTS.

OCE. the institution that high school

principals have tried to undermine by

under-the-table deals in March of

every year. OCE, the hopelessly inad-

equate building with its overcrowded,

pathetic facilities. My friend, let me
tell you that it is still the same.

Let me look at the root cause of

the problem. I believe that it is a

question of priorities here. The On-

tario Government, for reasons best

known to itself, has chosen to spend

its education capital on such white

elephants as OISE. This research

centre should have its budget slashed

drastically and the money should be

turned over to a new college of edu-

cation. The Government's priority

should be placed on proper teacher

education. What is the point of mil-

lion dollar research projects into

education, when the people who are
in charge of education, i.e. the teach-

ers, have such inadequate training?

If the Ontario Government will

recognize that teacher education is a

priority then the remedies will come
easily. It will be recognized that OCE
facilities are totally inadequate; that

courses need to be stiffened academi-
cally; and that professors should be
of university calibre. A course at

OCE should lead to a Master of Edu-
cation degree — necessarily a two-
year course.

Let's give old OCE a chance to

become the leader in education that

it should be, by urging upon the Gov-
ernment and the University the ne-

cessity for new and adequate facili-

ties, and a course structure that will

lend it the necessary academic pres-

tige. Perhaps then might be the time

to change the name!
David Thompson

COE

a fetter to dr. bissell

The following letter is addressed to

President Claude Bissell by Mr. G. A.

Longley, a member of Local 938 of the

Teamsters' Union.

As a taxpayer, with grey in my
hair and a little fire in my soul, I

wish to take you to task for your
rather cynical remarks in Friday's

Globe and Mail (Feb. 7) about some
of your more forthright students.

I say, without reservation, but

again as a taxpayer thank God for

the likes of Mike Nevin, Andy Wer-
nick and Phil Resnick — and all the

other hardy, courageous young souls
— who have the guts to face the likes

of Dr. Kerr and yourself, and object

strenuously to the turning-out of

more "stereotyped, rubber-stamp
robots" into our already-jaded soci-

ety. You try to teach them — in all

your phony, mundane smugness — to

settle in Suburbia, hypocrisies and
double standards, and how to skilfully

climb over everyone's back in the

never-ending search for success and
power. How to weave deceitful

schemes, and raise families full of

deceitful schemers . . . How to cheat
on their wives . . . How to worry
always completely about "No. 1". By

"free enterprise" you mean a dog-

eat-dog philosophy — and any social

conscience one of your students does

exude you call radicalism.

What do you, as a teacher, teach

the student?

Do you ever, as a teacher, discuss

the long-standing, and disgusting,

plight of the Canadian Indian?

Do you ever speak, or take a stand,

on Medicare? Pollution? The grape

boycott? Housing? Do you ever worry
about the people on Tracy, or Bright,

Street?

I think not. I think you, Mr. Bis-

sell, live in a grey, Tory world, like a

horse equipped with blinkers, never

seeing the social ills of our polyglot

society ... If you do, you're not car-

ing.

So in my opinion, and in the opin-

ion of others like myself, you, sir,

are ill-advised to refer in a deroga-

tory manner to any of your more
morally-honest students.

As far as I'm concerned, in many
cases they could teach you a few bas-

ic values of life. Like brotherhood,

moral fiber, and a distinct dislike for

double standards. G. A. Longley

Local 938 Teamsters

don't rely on newspaper columnists!

"Who is to run cable TV, the gov-
ernment or Bell Telephone?" Such
was the head to Patrick Scott's col-

umn in the Saturday Star. The day
before, the Canadian Radio-Televi-
sion Commission had an ad in the

paper giving notice of a public hear-
ing which stated, among other things
that Persons wishing to inspect
briefs submitted . . . may do so . . .

at the offices of the Commission.'
Many of us want to make the uni-

versity relevant. Perhaps one way
would be to investigate the CRTC and
its present attempt to work out some
kind of policy on CATV (community
antenna television — cable TV)
To quote from Leslie Millin

(Toronto Globe and Mail, Jan. 25,

1969) "When you consider that more

than half as many hours are spent by

adults watching television as are

spent by adults cranking out the

Gross National Product, you can see

how enormous is the problem that

the CRTC is facing'. And cable TV
will not be just for TV, that's just the

visible edge of the iceberg.

The Toronto Student Movement
thinks the universities are important

If they could get their hooks, intellec-

tual and otherwise, into this problem

they might be able to blow it. Some-

body should. For letting society rely

on newspaper columnists, no matter

how good they are, for their informa-

tion-critique of this problem shows

how bankrupt the universities really

are. James Feeley
(SGSI



Computers, he said, have needs too

by MICHAEL WOLFSON

Michael Wolfson is a second year mathematics student.

I thought that I might bring
to your attention some quotes
from the January 1969 issue
of the Journal of the Associa-
tion of Computing Machinery.
In it appears an article, the
1968 ACM Turing lecture, by
R. W. Hamming, of Bell
Telephone Laboratories. He
describes some of his ideas
about the types of schooling
appropriate for someone in

the field of computer science.
After indicating the grow-

ing need of funds for com-
puter science departments,
he describes how it is "poor
propaganda for raising large
amounts of money" if com-
puter science is to be asso-
ciated with "the bragging
uselessness and the game
playing that pure mathemati-
cians so often engage in."

The discussion then considers
just what courses are neces-
sary to change the current
image of the computer pro-

grammer in the business
world as someone who is

'mainly interested in playing
games."
He states, "We had better

consider how we can avoid
such remarks being made
about our graduates in the
coming years. Are we going
to continue to turn out a
product that is not wanted in

many places? Or are we
going to turn out responsible,

effective people who meet the
real needs of our society?"

Well, fellow students, can
you dig it? Here you have a

representative of the indus-

trial job-giving market telling

you where it's at. First, you
are products, something that

is being "turned out." The
role of the University is to

produce better quality human
resource capital. Second, he
is the one who knows what
the "real needs of our soci-

ety" are. There is not much
room for idleness or the

useless pursuit of interest-

ing games;" the nitty-gritty

values are practicality, mar-
ketability, and technical rele-

vence. The output the Univer-

sity produces for the society

must be able to be smoothly
integrated into the work ethic

of the society machine. No
useless games for Mr. Ham-
ming and the aspiring mem-
bers of the business commu-
nity, the stakes they play for

are money and things. It is

only of secondary importance

to them that their manipula-

tions of money, things, and
people products may cause

pain and frustration and even
death for others, and may ul-

timately deprive them of the

ability to appreciate the

metal and plastic fruits of
their endeavors.

About eighty percent of you
didn't bother to vote in the
elections for your representa-
tives on the Commission on
University Governance. I

guess you are content to let

someone else decide the
values you wish to have the
rest of your life. It is always
much easier to go along with
everyone else; if so many
people think things are
right the way they are now.
why should you go out of your
way to complain or even ask
questions.

Herbert Marcuse (One
Dimensional Man I says the
liquidation of our higher cul
ture does not take place
"through the denial and re
jection of 'cultural values',

but through their wholesale
incorporation into the establ
ished order, through their

reproduction and display on a
massive scale . . . If" mass
communications blend togeth
er harmoniously, and often
unnoticeablv. art. politics,

religion, and philosophy with
commercials, they bring
these realms of culture to

their common denominator —
the commodity form. The
music of the soul is also the
music of salesmanship. Ex-
change value, not truth value
counts."

Mr. Hamming, to solicit

funds for our education,
would have us diligently
working on practical things
and acquiring useful technical
skills so we can become re-

sponsible, effective members
of society. Our reward for
this is to be a high standard
of living and the same culture
as everyone else, neatly pack-
aged. We will not have to
worry about deciding what
we like because we will be
guided in our freedom of
choice by experts.

Unfortunately, if you disa-
gree with the experts, or if

you just want to find out for
yourself, you actually have to

(open your eyes. work,
think, stand up. feel, move,
act. be alive-.

Trv it.

Art Gallery of Ontario

Special Lecture, Thursday, February 13, 8:30 p.m.

LOS ANGELES NOW by John Coplans, curator
of the Pasadena Art Museum in California and associate
editor of Artforum

Admission: $1.00 per person
Daily: 10:30 - 5:30

Wednesdays and Thursdays

50<t for students
Sundays: 1:30 •

10:30 - 10:30

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL
Dr. CHARLES PEAKER

University Organist

TODAY
Convocation Hall S:0S P.M.

Vbur faculty

advisor asks you

for advice?

Think it over, over coffee.

FheThink Drink.
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GRADUATE
COUNCIL

Special OPEN meeting to discuss conditions

of Graduate Students and Teaching Assistants
at this University.

TOMORROW: 3p.m.

Council Chamber

Galbraith Building

Anybody may speak providing he gives prior notice in writing to

President Bissell (for further informal ion, phone GSU 928-2391).

Do You Have A Job?
Come to a mass meeting,

Sidney Smith Foyer,

lpm Wed. Feb. 12

Hear Hon. Thomas Wells,

Minister, Ontario Government

give his solutions.







You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And

that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or far out tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd

Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Sydc
SilversFormats Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611

There arc over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers..

One near you.
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continued from page 1

"I must admit," he added,

"that our children are at

times tested. But the children

are extremely willing to un-

dertake the tests — some of

them enjoy them. There are

no adversive-stimuli experi-

ments such as shock or

pain."

When I later talked to chil-

dren at the St. George's

School, none of them seemed

concerned about the labora-

tory situation, and most

seemed oblivious to it.

I asked one Grade 3 girl if

she had exams.

"No, just tests," she answ-

ered.

"What kind of tests?"

"Tests to see how quickly

you can pick up things — you

know."
That girl will have no ex-

ams while she's in the Insti-

tute's school.

Education without formal

examinations is one of the

basic policies of the Insti-

tute's experimental program.

"If you are going to assess

a child it has to be on an indi-

vidual basis," explained Dr.

Grapko, "not on a group ba-

sis.

"Examinations are carried

out on a normative basis, and

most examinations are not

useful until announced. Edu-

cators have never really han-

dled the problem of motiva-

tion of the child. Too much of

the motivation is by fear, for

example the strap. But chil-

dren should not be motivated

by fear, rejection, humili-

ation, exclusion, and so on."

Dr. Grapko cited an inci-

dent of an ex-Child Study stu-

dent who received an unfortu-

nate shock when he went to

Humberside Collegiate. He

was asked to sit on a plat-

form in front of the class

because he was a top student.

Success can be just as ugly

as failure under a system of

strict group evaluation.

Generally the transition

from the Institute's school to

a departmental school is not

that traumatic. Children who

have done well at the Insti-

tute continue to do well out-

side of it. The ability to study

independently is not a hindr-

ance.

St. George's is a private

school, for it must charge

fees to survive financially.

Parents pay $180 for tuition

DR. MICHAEL GRAPKO

Do You Have A Job?

Labour Students Co-operation

A panel discussion

by labour leaders.

Mon., Feb. 10, 1 p.m.

Hart House Debates
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Contemporary

Music Group

Tuesday Feb 11

1 p.m.

Room 078

Edward Johnson
Bldg.

HUMPHREY SEARLE gives

an informal lecture demon-

stration about his recent

opera HAMLET.
Bring your Lunch

and $100 for food.

But, because of the experi-

mental nature of the Insti-

tute, the school avoids many
of the educational stigmas

attached to many private

schools. Competition, con-

formity and discipline — en-

couraged at most private

schools — are discouraged at

the Institute.

"We have in part been car-

rying out the Hall-Dennis

Recommendations progres-

sively fut the pesMO years,"

Dr. Grapko said. "We've
never had formal examina-

tion, and children are prima-

rily assessed on their own
progress."

"Exploratory learning" and

"environmental studies" are

some of the technical terms

Dr. Grapko uses to describe

the progressive kind of educa-

tion the kids are getting at

the Institute.

Exploratory learning

means letting kids write and

play their own music instead

of hitting the tamborine or

triangle when the teacher

says so. It means letting the

kids make their own films.

Environmental studies

means lots of field trips —
going on a hay ride; letting

the kids take part in a televi-

sion show; taking them to a

play.

The key is letting children

do things rather than telling

them.

Which brings about the

question of student power

:

"Concepts of student self-

government are open to some
question," says Dr. Grapko.

"Decision-making is only

meaningful if it is based on

the appropriate information

— otherwise it is irresponsi-

bility — like letting a child

cross the street without tell-

ing him what to expect."

"At Summerhill, A.S. Neill

has got the idea that informa-

tion should be provided for

decision-making — not just

knowledge of facts, but the

philosophy is important; the

attitude is important; the

ideology is important. Re-

sponsibility is the natural

consequence if this process is

I provided."

i ii iitm

First Annual Hart House - Finland Scholarship

Exchange Program

Applications are now being accepted from Hart House

members interested in spending a summer working in

Finland followed by a year of graduate studies at the

Helsinki School of Economics. This Scholarship is open

to graduate and graduating students in the followingfields:

Economics

Economic Geography

Economic History

Sociology

Political Science

Business

11

Further information and applications available in the

Warden's Office. Hart House. Deadline: February 12. 1969.Hart House, ueaniine. reoruary n, uor.



Bill Matthews:

Space race

may save

rat race
By MARTIN REYTO

"My feelings as an Ameri-
can poet? I try not to think
about it," said William Mat-
thews, absently stroking his
moustache and looking down-
ward. "You could easily go
insane living in the States
today."

The 26-year-old poet had
arrived from New York by
car a few hours before, to
spend- a few days looking
around Toronto, and to give a
reading of his poetry in Hart
House this afternoon.

Now we sat at a small
wooden table in the murky
light of the Babloor Tavern,
talking quietly over the first

of several rounds of beer.

Matthews has very strong
objections to the war in Viet-
nam, which he sees as just
another outgrowth of the
American madness. He says
that if he were drafted, he
simply would not go. He
writes about this "Asian
war":

We talk about it

clinically, as if it mere
a mold the body couldn't

shed. We've lost control.

Our fingers thicken,

growing a hot clumsy crust

until they are as stiff

as icicles and we drop

everything, leaflets,

bombs, all hope.

"The scope of the student

movement is rather narrow.
It is silly and limited to at-

tack the present-day situation

merely from a political point

of view. What we've got to do

first of all, is to clean up our

environment. We have this

instinct to rule over the

earth, to dominate nature.

"But we have to build civi-

lization with nature, not

against her. .

.

"Someone said to me once,

'So what's so exciting about a

few birds dying?' — This kind

of thing upsets me very bad-

ly."
j

A soft-spoken urbane man
\

with quick, intelligent eyes,
\

long, brown hair just begin-
jj

ning to curl around his collar. :•

He lifted his glass musingly,
:j

and continued to talk:

"There is something very :|

wrong with cities like Man- i;

hattan. I think what it is, is j:

'hat it is uninhabitable by
g

anything but human beings — %
except for freaky little things

g
'ike Central Park. The city is j:i

a human sanctuary, built to
j:j

keep the animals away.

"What happens is, of |:|

°ourse, what happens in any |:|

sanctuary: it's inhabitants do g
'heir best to imitate nature, j:

So you get conflict, fighting. :••

killing, death, just like you :j:

6et in nature: but it's not
g

"a'ural, there is something ;|:

very ugiy and very phoney g
about cities. It's just like

WIIUAM MATTHEWS
photo by TIM KOEHLER

animals in a zoo. When they
begin to feel penned up, they
create unnatural disruption. I

read somewhere that mon-
keys in zoos masturbate ha-
bitually.

"I can see why. If I lived
in a city, I certainly wouldn't
want to breed. It's something
like a death experience.
"A poem should engage all

the faculties of the reader. It

should arouse all his sensibili-

ties. Poetry is like being laid,

a very sexual kind of experi-

ence.

"A good poem makes you
think, but it makes you think

of specifics. It's no good to

meditate on liberalism, so-

cialism, existentialism and
the like while reading or

writing a poem. You have to

meet a poem on its own
terms, you have to meet the

experience by itself.

With the arrival of our

T.C.D.S. PRESENTS

sixth round of beer, we began
to talk about politics.

"Aside from being a crass
opportunist," he said, "I'm
convinced that Richard Nixon
has a death wish. He has
made every mistake it was
possible for him to make. He
has no depth whatsoever as a
person. He would have lost
again, had the Democrats not
made an even bigger mistake
than he did.

"It was Chicago that won
Nixon the election."

"Where is it all going to

end?" I asked, nodding sadly.
"God knows," he shook his

head. "If anything saves us,

it's going to be the space
race."

"How so?"
"Well," he said, shrugging,

"it's better to spend money
on sending rockets to the
Moon than to send a missile
to Peking."

THE NORTH AMERICAN PREMIER

OF
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MEMORANDUM
BY VACLAV HAVEL

LEADING CZECH PLAYWRIGHT

CARTWRIGHT HALL ST. HILDA'S COLLEGE
STUD. $1.00 AT THE DOOR 8:30 P.M.
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associates.

lacfc cf security is
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BUNNY f
CLUB

BUMNTl
LOVERS

$ut positive action
IS Mttci 6eHcr l/iex
fulittf s&lfsorry.

idling

tilt

a tree a:

ixnUyicalion ofreal
/ionest Gunnies.

lapinette ski<Jdaf
to a stop, there
Was a si^n invitinss
tunny ifepes to iom
a dub—or at least So
she -thought.

now, our tunny tfirl
knows when, she°is
Waited.
3V is a little harder-,
soraetimes.to know
when you aren't-,

-this club didn't want
her at all. "but 1 have
all the necessary
equipment I "she Sotted.

but the little man onlv
toughed. °

comes the tf&mptisbaitX
to the rescue! our
mana&r explained that
these clubs arerv't ior
rabbits at all—just- for
frustrated liuniers. he
suggested that perhaps
she could start her own-
bunny club, and even
arran&d a loan to pay
for posters and such.

last we heard, the
line-up was over a
Mock. long.

iut we suspect that-
those fellows may bs
a bit disappointed,
with tlie setup.

you See, Mese tunnies
are for real...

HI

university Ave e. <rdlege-H branch
waller, manager

si qeorqe £ Moor sts branch
ks. mci«Har, manager

o^n9.70to5M 0MaytoThursaay-9.50fo6R-iaay

1st YEAR STUDENTS

YOU HAVE STACK ACCESS! f

IF YOU HAVE AN ESSAY TO WRITE OR |

OTHER VALID REASON FOR USING STACK |

MATERIAL, REQUEST ADMISSION FROM I

LIBRARIAN ON DUTY. THIS SYSTEM IS ON 1

TRIAL TILL END OF TERM. |

I

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT!

ANY PROBLEMS?

CONTACT HOUR

S.A.C. LIBRARY COhMMTTll I
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KERRATCUG

CLASSIFIED University should include laymen
ROOM AND BOARD available close to

classes Good food Other students Call

Dave Martell nights 922 1494 or visit

218 Beverley St.

TYPING — theses, essays, notes, charts

in English, French. German and Latin

Mimeographing Electric typewriters

Mary Dale Stott. (Maqorie Davis! 86
Bloor St W . 2nd floor 922 7624

ATTRACTIVE ROOM A^D BOARD on

the edge o( campus lor MALE students

Apply now at Campus Co-operative Resi-

dence Incorporated Phone 929 5971 or

923-0734.

SLAVE GIRL SALE: Ah Mohammed
Brooks is offering the pick of his harem
— Hart House Theatre Feb 11 15 at 8

30 p m

ENGINEERS: Do you want high grades

on your English essays? Call 653 5847

FURNISHED ROOM. $60 00 monlhly.

23 New Street. Phone 362 3733

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE
immediately for ono or two mature, seri-

ous male students in furnished apart

ment Yonge and St Clair Phone 487-

122B.

KISMET: Don't miss your chance to see

the best musical show in Toronto —
Hart House Theatre unfolds The Story of

Fete. Feb 11 -15 at 8 30 p.m

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS one
bedroom apartment convenient to univer

sity for summer Write Glenn Jenkins.

Apt El 5, 939 Western Road. London,
Ont or telephone Toronto 699-8009

ROCK BAND available for campus
bookings. Good but cheap Call Jerome
Rufus 267 7328

BUY A NEW CHEV OLDS or guaran

teed used car at less than 1% above
salesman's cost For information, call Mr
Cuttner at North York Chev Olds at 225
2354

RIDE TO MONTREAL reading week.

Friday evening, Feb. 14 Call Bob 535-

8327

AFGHANISTAN. IRAN. TURKEY. Am
planning to travel to the countries this

summer by car, and looking for people to

share costs If interested, contact Pete

923-3982

ARE YOU IN THE DOGHOUSE? —
then its time you moved GIRL to share

2 bedroom hi rise apartment behind Park

Plaza $60 mo 923 5376

SINGERS NEEDED for baroque cham-
ber choir Phone J Schreiber. 928 5171.

536 5019 evenings

ESSAYS AND THESIS TO BE
TYPED? Call Pat at 291 5402 after 6 or

368-6767-23145. 8 30-4 30 Fast serv-

ice, error free Can" give references

Cheap rates

ARE YOU A MUSICIAN in a rock

group? Are you looking for gigs and
promotion in Toronto and area? Let us

work for you Call 922-6028. mention

BAP

LIFE FIGURE drawing 567 Queen

Street West (near BathursO No instruc-

tion Tuesday evenings — 7 30-10 00
Admission$2 00 — 861-1961

EXPERIENCED TYPIST to do your es-

says, theses, etc Call anytime HU-7-
2641

FOR SALE — Heathkit tuner. AM-FM
mono multiplex adaptable $45 or best

offer Phone Lawne 782-0378 after 6

p.m.

SKIERS — Bargain in used skis Fischer

Alu RS. 205 cms 2 years old Call 425
2201 evenings.

MALE CAMP counsellors needed for

Jewish co-ed summer camp located near

Eagle River, Wisconsin Must have one
year of college. If interested write Mil-

waukee Jewish Community Center, 1400
N Prospect Ave . Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

53202

SKIERS! Ski 5 days during study week
lor only $68 001 Price includes all day

lift tickets at Mt. Sutton. PQ and Jay

Peak Mt hotel accommodation and pri-

vate bus ALL WELCOME Phone Dan at

922-2274 after 7 00 pm

LOVE ME, LOVE MY ZUMBURGER

/

1 ^
A NEW ZUMBURGER IS NOW

OPEN AT 83 BLOOR STREET WEST.
COME SOON AND

DON'T FORGET OUR LOCATION
AT BLOOR AND YONGE.
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By GEOFF MEGGS

The university should be run by a small

central body which includes members of the

public, Clark Kerr said Friday.

Kerr, former president of the University

of California, was speaking to the Commis-

sion on University Government about deci-

sion-making in the university.

"It is best to have key participation at

the local level," Kerr said, "because when

it is farther removed it is difficult for the

board to be familiar with the institution.

"There must be some mechanism to sat-

isfy the demands for equality of financial

treatment within the institution," he

added.

Kerr disagrees strongly with the idea of

government budget control.

On student participation in university

government, Kerr said:

"There are all kinds of decisions for

which the student does not have much
knowledge to contribute or much interest,"

he said. "However, there ought to be some

way for the students to be associated with

decision-making."

Prof. B. E. Etkin asked Kerr about the

role of faculty tenure in the university.

"The most important decision is who gets

tenure," answered Kerr. "If that decision is

made well and every other decision made
badly you will still have 24*gf#at
university^" M!

SOC may get staff-student equality

By LEIGHTON REID

Greater staff-student authority in depart-

mental policy making came a little closer

Friday morning as the Sociology Reviewing

Committee made two tentative DroDosals.

at a meeting in the Tip-Top Tailor build-

ing, the committee proposed:

• that, for decision making purposes, the

"department" of sociology consist of "all

faculty, plus an equal number of student

representatives, chosen as the students see

fit".

• that the chairman, may ask for a review

of department decisions, but a second de-

partment decision shall be final.

All committee members stressed that the

proposals, both passed unanimously, were

only tentative and exploratory. Committee

Co-Chairman Jim Turk (SGS) termed them

"principles of organization with which the

committee is in sympathy."

Present University rules provide that

The Chairman is "responsible for decisions

made by the department and must have the

authority to make such decisions, as well as

the obligation to report significant dissent."

A showdown between Clark and several

faculty members over "democratization" of

the department resulted in the formation of

the 12-man committee last month.

The committee, composed equally of stu-

dents and faculty, is the university's first

staff-student committee of its type.

It holds its next open meeting at 4 p.m.

today in Room 204 of the Tip-Top-Tailor

building.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
LIBRARY

Borrowing Privileges

for Stu dents

at College Libraries

The various colleges have libraries which cater specifically

to the needs of their own students, particularly those in first

and second year However, as a rule, only members of a

college may use its facilities. A special arrangement has

been made for other students to have access to material

which is unique to a particular college library. If upon con-

sulting the Old and New Catalogues in the Central Library,

you find that the only copy of a book is in a college library

at which you don't have borrowing privileges, and if you

wish to borrow that book, you should

1 fill out a regular call slip

2 take it to the Catalogue Information Desk to have it veri-

fied and stamped as a unique copy

3 present this call slip to the College Library between 9

a.m. — 5 p.m. Monday to Friday

On doing so. you will be given access to that material on

the same terms as a regular borrower of that college library.

These procedures are in effect at Innis College (temporarily

housed in Laidlaw Library). Knox College Library. St Mi

chael's College Library. Trinity College Library, Emmanuel
College Library and Victoria University Library

Any student registered in a degree course at the University

of Toronto, whether he is on the St George Campus, or at

Scarborough or Erindale. may borrow from the Central Li

brary

2 more down
The Canadian Union of

Students lost two more
campuses last week.

Queen's University vot-

ed 1,292 to 639 against

CUS membership, and the

University of Saskatche-

wan, Saskatoon campus
voted 3,293 to 2,370 to pull

out.

Lakehead University

will hold a CUS referen-

dum later this month, and
the University of British

Columbia will vote in

March.

One member of the New
College Residence Committee
has resigned after saying re-

strictions on women's visiting

hours are "immoral".
Jon Ennis (I Pre-Meds)

urged other members of the

committee Thursday night to

follow suit and "demand abo-

lition of visiting restrictions,"

while refusing to enforce the

rules.

Ennis says many breaches

of the rules have been ig-

nored, and that this "hypoc-

risy" should be ended. A gen-

eral new meeting at 7:30 p.m.

tonight will discuss the whole

issue.

Pair of girl's glasses,

lost, tortoise-shell-col-

oured, probably in The
Varsity office. Ask for

them by name.
Also lost: girl's wrist-

watch, dial showing 4:07

p.m.



FENCING
WATERLOO- The gaunt-

let is down—Ottawa the scene
—next weekend the OQAA
Fencing Final. Waterloo— a
Mecca of athletic facilities-

watched while Varsity Fenc-
ers cleaned up on the Team
Champs, to win the right to

challenge the Eastern Fenc-
ers. Blues dismissed Mc-
Master (2nd) 21:6, Western
(3rd) 24:3 and Windosr (4th)

24:3. Ron Rice, Richard
Wong, Irv Snitman, and Row-
land Griffin were undefeated,
Martin Peros and Martin
Moskovits lost one, Al Gal-
berg and Mike Kerwin lost

two and rookie Chen managed
3 wins.

The sabre match against
McMaster showed tension
drama, disagreements and
the cut and thrust for which
sabre is so exciting. Finally

Blues edged a 5:4 victory.

WEEKEND ROUNDUP

McM. West. Wind

Foil 7:2 7:2 7:2

Epee 9:0 8:1 8:1

Sabre 5:4 9:0 9:0

The Epee team white
washed the opposition and the
Foil team coasted through to

easy victories.

The Individual Meet held
the previous day saw 5 Toron-
to Fencers qualify for the
final pools to be held in Otta-
wa.

One fact marred the Tour-
ney: there was not enough
bout directors available so
that some bouts had elements
of either incompetence or
subconscious bias. Sabre was

PUT THAT IN YOUR
FUNK & WAGNALL

CURRENT MARKET PRICE ON
POLISHED DIAMONDS IS
ABOUT S500.000.00 to
$750,000.00 per lb. DEPEND-
ING ON CUT, COLOUR &
CLARITY.

HOWEVER IF YOU HAD
ABOUT » CARAT OR SO IN
MIND YOU SHOULD FIGURE
ON S200 to $500 DEPENDING
ON THE SAME FACTORS.

EITHER WAY FOR A "F RE E"

BOOKLET ON PURCHASING
DIAMONDS WRITE OR CALL
US.

AFTER ALL ANYTHING
WORTH A HALF-A MILLION
DOLLARS A POUND DE-
SERVES A LITTLE STUDY.

HUGH PROCTOR 8 CO.
Gem Dealers Appraisers

921-7702
The Colonnade Bldg.

131 Bloor Sf. W., Suite 416

ALL THOSE TAKING COURSES

IN POLITICAL ECONOMY

(including C & F) are urged

to attend a meeting of

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY

COURSE UNION

Tuesdoy, Feb. 11, 1969

at 1:00 p.m.

Room 1073

Sid. Smith

the weapon which suffered
most drastically. Martin
Moskovits unluckily dropped
a three way barrage in the
sabre final.

Richard Wong, the leading
foilist, clicked into gear, op-
ponents insisted in walking on
to his point which gave him
first place without any trou-

ble. Martin Peros nearly de-
posed the present sabre hold-

er, Szabados, but in a tense
bout lost by an odd hit. Row-
land Griffin lost one bout to

Green Jerusalem (Waterloo)
finishing second in the duell-

ing weapon, epee, while Mike
Kerwin slipped into third
place after an exciting barr-
age. Ron Rice kept the foil

final in constant turmoil with
his long reach where his te-

nacity won third place.

WRESTLING
"Aroint thee witch!" the

rump-fed runyon cried as
Varsity wrestlers finished a

disappointing second in an
exhibition tri-matmeet held

at Waterloo over the week-
end.

The host school triumphed
ever glorious with 51 points

while Varsity collected 45 and
McMaster 28.

Main reason for Blues' fail-

ure to take the meet was the

loss of valuable forfeit points

in three divisions — 115 lb.,

123 lb., and 152 lb.

Dave Simms (160 lb.), Bill

Allison (167 lb.) and Ylo Kor-
gemagi (Heavyweight), eas-

ily the most improved mem-
ber of the squad, were best

for Varsity during the after-

noon, each winning both of

his matches. Allison pinned

his two opponents.

Other victories came from
the grappling armpits of Ted
Sauer (137 lb), Mauro Dipasq-

uale (145 lb.), Ernie Fried-

rich (177 lb ), and Larry Bar-

ron (191 lb.)

Lack of conditioning hurt

Ken White and he dropped

both his matches at 130

pounds.

CURLING
The Varsity curling team,

skipped by Terry Lalande.

had their win streak snapped
at thirteen games, but still

shared first place at the

OQAA Western Division

played last week-end at

Guelph, and earned a berth in

the finals at Kingston this

coming week.

The team of Lalande, Ian
Buckwold, Dave Shugarman,
and Craig Harvey, curled
consistently in the six team
round-robin bonspiel, losing
only to McMaster in their
final game after clinching the
play-off spot. Waterloo, losers
in their first game to Toron-
to, won their next four, and
will be the other team in the
finals with the two top teams
from the Eastern Division.

Success was largely due to

Lalande's nerveless shot-
making, especially in the
Waterloo game. Tied coming
home without last rock, Lal-

ande tucked a beautiful draw
behind a pair of guards with
his first shot, and then, after

the Waterloo skip opened up
the front, laid a perfect long

guard to seal off the only

path to the button.

CANDIAC CAPER
NURSES RESIDENCE TORONTO EAST GENERAL HOSPITAL

571 MORTIMER AVE.
WED. FEB. 12 • $1.00 SINGLE $1.50 COUPLE • 8:30 -12:30 p.m

"THE AGGREGATION"
PRIZES FOR SPOT DANCES, DOOR PRIZES

The School of Groduote Studies

and
The Centre for the Study of Drama

present a lecture and seminar by
PROFESSOR BERNARD BECKERMAN

Head, Theatre Arts, Columbia University

lecture

The Figure — Ground Concept in Dramatic Form '

Monday, Feb. 10, 1969 - 5:00 p.m.

Upper Library, Mossey College

seminar

"Subtext and Structure in Drama"
Tuesday, Feb. 11, 1 969 - 11:00 a.m.

Upper Library, Massey College

HSU PRESENTS 2 EVENTS

ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, A STAFF-
STUDENT COFFEE HOUR, HELD FROM
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. IN HART HOUSE

DEBATES ROOM . EVERYONE WELCOME.

AND ALSO

ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12. A FILM

"THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR:
PRELUDE TO WORLD WAR II"

1:00 P.M. SIDNEY SMITH - ROOM 211?

THE UNIVERSITY
Mirror or Critic of Society

Speaker

John Oldham
Student Administrative Council

February 12, 8:15 p.m.

Steelworkers Hall, 33 Cecil St. .

(S. of College, E. of Spadinn)

Auspices

TORONTO HUMANIST

ASSOCIATION

ATHEISTS AGNOSTICS FREETHINKERS

interested in forming a Humanist group on campus

phone name and address to 444-0754 (evenings).

Or come to meeting announced above.

DON'T VISIT ISRAEL!

Experience it

on the incredible 3% month

EUROPE ISRAEL EXCURSION

featuring: Flight departs June 6, returns Sept. 12, Toronto
to London - Amsterdam to Tel Aviv. Free time in

Europe, 2 weeks seminar at the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem, 10 days touring in Israel, Kibbutz pro-

gram (Hebrew lessons, lectures, etc.) Free time in

Israel, 5 nights hotel in Europe. Summer program in

Israel is subsidized by the Jewish Agency.

IT'S NOT A TOUR...

IT'S AN EXPERIENCE!!!

For information phone: 787-6171 - DAY

£3!S > EVENINGS

Sponsored by:

The Jewish Agency & Student Zionist Organization.

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
presents

THE SHEEP WELL

( FUENTE 0VEJUNA
)

by Lope de Vega
translated by

Angel Flores and Muriel Kittel

directed by Leon Major

Feb. 14, IS, 17, 18, 19, al 8:30 p.m.

Studio Theatre - 4 Glen Morris St.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
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BLUES WEEKEND - LOSE CORNELL GAME AND ST. JOHN
By PHIL BINGLEY

ITHACA, N.Y. Brian St. John's long distance phone call

moments after Varsity hockey Blues arrived at their motel

here Friday evening set the stage for a miserable weekend

visit. The two day road trip climaxed unhappily one night

later when Blues dropped a 7-2 contest to Cornell University

Big Red.

St. John was suffering chest pains when he went for an x-

ray at the University Health Service before the team left Fri-

day. The phone call back to Toronto was in answer to a mes-

sage left earlier at the motel by the Health Service doctor and

the results of the medical test indicated "pericarditis" — an

inflamation of the heart sheath — caused in this case by a

virus infection. St. John will enter hospital today for further

examination and will likely remain there for the balance of

the week. In any case, his present condition is not considered

serious.

Of course Brian was not allowed to play in the Cornell

game (he flew back to Toronto Saturday morning) and his

absence was noticeable. Paul McCann filled in on a line with

Steve Monteith and Brian Tompson and turned in a splendid

effort — probably his best since he joined the team last sea-

son.

But Cornell burned Blues by the ease with which they

moved the puck out of their own end. St. John could have

helped Varsity in these situations with his always proficient

forechecking.

The Americans (in name, but Canadians in nationality) out-

played Blues by a wide margin. They moved freely and con-

trolled the puck except during brief flurries by the visitors.

There is no icing in U.S. rules save when the play is made
from behind one's own blueline and Cornell took full advan-

tage of the situation. When they crossed their blueline, they

simply dumped the puck into the Varsity end and then kept

Blues bottled up with hustle and excellent checking.

Cornell moved ahead 1-0 in the first period before John

Wright brought Blues even in the first minute of the second

frame with a clean 40 foot slapshot.

Dave Field cut the lead margin to 3-2 after the Big Red had

built a two goal margin, but that was as close as Blues came.
The homesters scored once before the end of the period and

then added three unanswered markers in the third for the

easy win.

Kevin Petit with two goals and Gord Lowe, Bob McGuinn,
Pete Tufford and Brian MeCutcheon with singles hit for Cor-

nell.

Blues would have needed strong effort to handle Cornell in

any game especially when American rules were used. But on

Saturday they worked with a patched up lineup (Jim Miles

also missed the game to attend his own wedding) and came
up with a so-so performance. The results indicated as much.

NOTES ... A member of the Cornell athletic department in-

formed us of the great "deal" students get on the purchase of

game tickets. A Cornell inmate can buy a coupon book with

tickets good for four home football matches and 10 hockey
games. The price, the man said, is only 20 dollars. U of T stu-

dents get the same deal for four dollars. . .4200 people showed
up for the Toronto-Cornell to fill the on-campus rink to capac-
ity. Many others (most of them with tickets) tried unsuccess-
fully to get in. .

.

photos by MIKE K1LLORAN

John Wright (4) moves in for one of Varsity's few scoring chances during Saturday's

7-2 loss to Cornell University. Wright scored one of Blues two goals on a sharp slap-

shot which cleanly beat Big Red goaler Ken Dryden. Wright also assisted on Dave

Field's marker.

Varsity goaler Tom Little kicks out shot during one of many sieges he faced around his

cage. Dave Field left and Terry Parsons are fighting to break up the play while Bill

Duthie (16) waits for rebound.

Varsity cagers drop to fifth

JAY MACDONALD
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By KAREN YOUNG

University of Windsor Lancers racked up
their forty-seventh straight win in St. Denis
Hall Saturday night with an 80-67 victory

over Varsity Blues in Windsor.

Lancers remain out in front in the Senior

Intercollegiate Basketball League with a 7-0

record. Varsity dropped to fifth position

with a 2-5 record behind Waterloo Warriors
who defeated MacMaster 69-63 on Saturday
evening

Blues, completely overwhelmed by the

foul air emitted by the referees were down
10 points after the first five minutes. Lanc-
ers' morale, lifted by their luck on foul

shots, helped them maintain their lead.

Varsity remained on even terms for the

rest of the game but were unable to close

the gap. They were down 12 points at half

time and 13 points at the end of the game.
Chief attraction for Varsity was substi-

tute centre Jay MacDonald who replaced

John Hadden for most of the game. The
former St. Francis Xavier performer paced
Toronto with 16 points and an equal number
of rebounds. Larry Trafford and Bruce
Dempster played their usual steady games
collecting 14 and 11 points respectively.

Spearheading Lancers' full-court press
was Forward Chris Wydrzynski who con-
tributed 19 points. He was helped by for-

ward Andy Aueh (ouch) and rightguard
Mike Crowe who had 11 apiece.

Coach Eddie Chittaro's team, well-drilled

as always did not disappoint the rabid ca-

pacity crowd. With only three games re-

maining in their schedule, Lancers look like

a good bet to finish undefeated.

Blues still have a slim (mathematical)
chance to tie for the second and final play-

off position. Varsity must win their remain-
ing three games beginning with Waterloo at

home on Wednesday night, while Mac-
Master and Western must lose their remain-
ing three encounters.



SGWU occupation ends with fire, 79 arrests
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

two-week occupation of Sir

George Williams University

ended violently yesterday
when students sacked and
burned their building. The
university has been closed

until Monday, and 79 students
are in jail as a result of the

destruction.

These are the events which
led from peaceful occupation

to mass destruction:

Saturday and Sunday: Stu-

dents and administrators
negotiate an agreement
whereby student demands are

accepted in return for student

evacuation of occupied terri-

tory.

Sunday: Principal Douglas
Burns Clark hesitates to sign

agreement. Prefers to "sleep

on it".

Monday Morning: Faculty
rejects proposals and re-

places them with ones unac-

continued on page 14
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Today is National Union Day on university campuses across the

country. U of T will celebrate in the Free Speech area of Sidney
Smith today at 1 p.m. For story, see page 2.

By GEOFF MEGGS

"The important thing to

remember about Erindale is

that we are all explorers

building something new and
without traditions," said

Nanci Wakeman (II Erin).

Nanei is one of 450 stu-

dents presently enrolled at

Erindale College, a place
most people know only from
the name on the side of the

shuttle bus. Erindale, how-
ever, is much more than the

commuter college it was
originally designed to be.

Erindale resembles the

educational Utopia we all

dreamed of before our first

year. In the spring the stu-

dents will wander over the

parkland again, the ice will

melt from the two swim-
ming pools, and by fall,

when the college's first

'graduates begin their last

year, the apple trees in the

orchards will be laden with
fruit.

Erindale's tiny building in

suburban Streetsville is oc-

cupied by a thriving commu-
nity determined to create a

full educational experience.

Thus faculty eat and play

chess with the students, and
the college's three adminis-

trators teach courses of

their own. Erindale is prob-

ably the only college at U of

T in which the principal in-

vites students to his home
for parties and knows half

of them by name.
Unlike the impersonal

masses of the St. George
campus, the Erindale com-
munity includes janitors and
administrators, secretaries

and faculty, students and
bus drivers. All are on a

first-name basis and much
of the college's esprit is de-

rived from these closely

knit relationships.

As in any group, common

Bmmmiii

experiences eventually gain

the stature of legends. In

almost any conversation

with an Erindalian one
hears the tale of The Great

Bed Race, an event which

illustrates the life-style of

the college.

During Orientation Week
a race was organized in

which two caster beds were
imported to carry the colors

of first and second years in

a contest on nearby Missis-

sauga Road.

The majority of the col-

lege was at trackside at the

appointed time to witness

the event. Traffic was held

up in both directions to al-

low the competitors a clear

run.

As the fates would have

it, both beds collapsed part-

way through the course and

in the confusion first year

carried the opponents' mat-

tress across the line to vic-

tory (for second year).

The blue-and white-collar

people were there too. One
beaming secretary de-

scribed the hurried retreat

of a motorist who managed
to get onto the course in the

midst of the contest.

A janitor told me as he

swept the floor of the stu-

dent house and chatted to

the students, "I like working

at this college. They are

good people.
"

The conditions that have
created this blissful commu-
nity are many: the small-

ness of the building, the lack

of constricting tradition, the

innovative administration,

the devoted faculty, respect-

ed student leaders, the beau-
tiful rural surroundings and
so on.

Unfortunately not all

these factors are perme-
nent. Although last year's

enrolment was only 150,

over 900 students are ex-

pected to register in the

fall. By 1970 a peak of 5,000

students will use the facili-

ties.

Paul Kochberg (II Erin)
President of the Student
Administrative Government
of Erindale, hopes to allevi-

ate the strains of expansion
on Erindale life by the con-
struction of a residence.

The administration is

sympathetic to Kochberg's
feelings. "Our major prob-
lem is the provision of

enough physical plant to

provide a community life,"

says Dean E. A. Robinson.
Construction of some form
of accommodation is a top
priority at the college and

several proposals are being

considered.

The most innovative of

these ideas is that of

immediate erection of an
apartment building to es-

tablish a core for the col-

lege life. The plans are still

unofficial, but the building

will certainly include some
form of accommodation for

even non-residents and ex-

tensive recreation facilities.

Thus every member of the

college would have his own
room on campus, perhaps
shared with four others.

Small size has hastened
the inclusion of the student
body at every level of col-

lege government. SAGE,
fully constituted only this

year as student council, has
encouraged the development
of a student paper, drama

continued on page 3



SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long Distance

vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be

free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A

FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person,

SATUR DAYS ONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)

THE COMMISSION ON THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Invites individuals and groups within the

University to submit written briefs

to the Commission.

Briefs may include any remarks or recommendations

relevant to the structure of

University Government.

Briefs should be addressed to:

The Secretary,

The Commission on University Government,

45 Willcocks Street.

Toronto 5, Ontario. Telephone:

NATIONAL UNION DAY

Screwed for the summer?*

ENGINEERING
HUSTLING DANCE

FRI. FEB. 14 9 PM
DRILL HALL - 119 ST.GEORGE

FEATUR NG
THE SPECTRUM

Guys 75< Girls 50<

If you were one of the 74,-

000 Canadian students who
were jobless last summer and

thought that things couldn't

possibly get worse, you're

wrong.

By all indications, both

permanent and summer posi-

tions will be scarcer than last

year when 1 3 of the students

who applied for jobs were
unemployed. And 20,000 more
students will try to enter the

labor market this June.

These facts along with the

economic issues behind them
are part of a campaign by the

Students' Administrative

Council to get students the

university and the govern-

ment to act on the crisis.

Today at 1 p.m., there will

be a mass meeting in the

foyer of Sidney Smith Hall

where Steve Langdon, SAC
president and Thomas Wells,

Minister Without Portfolio in

the Ontario government, will

speak. Mr. Wells has recently

been given the responsibility

of looking into the student

employment situation.

Six demands will be pre-

sented as alternatives to the

present government policy of

keeping the student unem-
ployment rate high.

"This is the most impor-

tant issue SAC has dealt with

this year," says SAC presi-

dent Steve Langdon, "and
potentially the most explosive

because it hits at the basic

weaknesses of our economic
system.

"The only demand that

would in any way interfere

with the work force already

on the labor market is the

guaranteeing of jobs for stu-

dents by Canada Manpower.
The rest of the recommenda-
tions will help because they

will get students to question

the causes in our economy .

that contribute to the unem-

'

ployment situation that are

leading to a depression."

The campaign is in con-

junction with National Union
Day on campuses across

Canada.

"The time to do something

about the lack of summer
jobs is now," says Langdon.

"The government is em-
barking on an austerity pro-

gram, so they cut the number
of jobs. This leads to less

wealth in the hands of the

people and thus less govern-

ment revenue. This vicious

circle will lead to a depres-

sion. The government won't

solve the problems by not

spending the money."

doyouhave
ajob?

MASS MEETING
To discuss issues and solutions, formulate
demands. Hon.Thomas Wells will speak for
the Provincial Government.

Wednesday, February 12

Sidney Smith Foyer 1.00 m
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continued from page 1

and art groups ana is pres-

ently involved in moving

into new quarters in Colman

House.

Colman House (named for

last year's Dean S. J. Col-

man who is now at Scarbor-

ough) is the gift of the Uni-

versity. It is a huge ranch

bungalow with swimming
pool and fireplaces,

equipped as a student lounge

and meeting place. In addi-

tion to all the above SAGE
has no trouble finding sup-

port for sports activities

five nights a week.

Students also hold a bal-

ance of power on the faculty

council committees and the

Principal's Council. The
Principal's Council, com-

posed of 11 elected students,

five elected faculty, and five

ex-officio faculty including

the dean, principal and reg-

istrar. Theoretically power-

less, the Council makes re-

commendations to the prin-

cipal on any college matter

and usually gets its way.

The faculty council has 20

student members. While this

is not a majority the busy

faculty are often unable to

field an equal number. On
Faculty Council Committees

students have equal or ma-
jority representation, except

on the Scholarships and

Awards and Research
Committees. Faculty are in

the minority on the Commit-
tees for Performing and
Visual Arts and the Student

Facilities Committee.
It is often difficult to find

enough competent students

to fill these positions.

"One of our big problems
here is getting people inter-

ested in student govern-

ment," says Kochberg.

"They have everything they

want and are too contented

to really want to get in-

volved."

"The students are far too

content with the lecture sys-

tem," agrees Dean Robin-

son. "They don't like to be

prodded. If there is anything

wrong with the students it is

that they are far too con-

formist. The faculty are of-

ten more radical." There

must be many administra-

tors who wish they had

Erindale's problems.

Inconspicuous king of this

happy realm is Dr. J. Tuzo

Wilson, geologist, author

and sometime administrator

of Erindale College.

"My job is to see that

things get done as they

ought to be," he says com-
placently.

"I spend most of my time

on my work. Right now I'm

studying continental drift,"

However blase Wilson

may seem on the surface,

his personality is insepara-

ble from Erindale's. Fre-

quent visitor to the cafete-

ria, he acquired almost leg-

endary fame during the Bus

Rally Stripes Incident.

It seems several students

slipped onto the campus one

night and painted rally

stripes on a shuttle bus. The

stripes were in college col-

ors of course.

The bus was to be re-

moved from service for a

new coat of paint but Wilson

heard of the exploit and

borrowing pen and paper

wrote a memo instructing

that the students be allowed

to decorate the rest of buses

if they wished.

Dr. Wilson has made a

point of opening his home to

students and faculty, a poli-

Colman House, a student centre

cy which has paid off admi-

rably.

"Dr. Wilson is powerful,

knows what he wants, and

works to achieve it with

great vigor," says Dr. D. R.

Clarke, professor of chemis-

try at Erindale.

"He is anxious that the

talent and finance which go

into the university feed back

effectively to the communi-
ty at large."

The Erindale faculty

members themselves are

something of a special

breed.

"The faculty at Erindale

are younger and more ex-

perimental," says Prof. J.

F. Burke. "Some professors

wouldn't touch Erindale

with a ten-foot pole.
"

Those who do come are

characterized by an interest

in their students a desire for

an alternative to the mass
education of the main cam-

pus, and often the hope of

escaping the sometimes
overbearing presence of sen-

ior faculty downtown
Strangely enough, some

students initially resent

placement at Erindale be-

cause of its supposedly infe-

rior academic standards.

This conception is vehe-

pholos by CARMEN PALUMBO

mently denied by all faculty.

In fact, over half of Erin-

dale's students are there by

choice.

"Any resentment at the

beginning of the year is dis-

sipated by the spirit of the

community," says Dr.

Clarke.

Student life at Erindale is

uncomplicated. Most spare

time is spent in the cafete-

ria or the library. Students

can even have books import-

ed from the downtown li-

brary. Few venture to the

St. George campus at any

time.

The question of the col-

lege's connection to down-

town is a knotty one. Most

would prefer stronger ties,

but are unwilling to make
any effort in that direction

until SAC, the Blue and

White, and The Varsity take

more notice of them.

"We're not really getting

our $12 worth from SAC,"
said Kochberg: "SAGE is

presently involved in discus-

sions of some kind of associ-

ate status. Erindale students

have repudiated the revolu-

tionary attitude of SAC."

Faculty, of course, are

insistent on easy access to

the vast reference and

teaching resources of the

main campus.

Problems such as these

are a minor part of college

life. Always evident is the

searching, creative vitality

of the community.

"Colleges like Erindale

have enormous advantages

for the university," says

Dean Robinson. "They can

be centres for change with-

out everyone being commit-

ted. They may solve the

problem of the multiversity.

They can provide an envi-

ronment particularly suited

to undergraduate studies."

I found Dr. Clarke in the

cafeteria refereeing a stu-

dent chess game On the

way to his office he was
hailed four times by stu-

dents and faculty who asked

him questions about his lec-

ture or just stopped to say

hello. As we entered his of-

fice he said over his shoul-

der "That's Erindale."

Students relox in the Erindale cafeteria.

Hart House i

TO-DAY

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room, 1:00 p.m.

Viol.n & Piono Sonatas

PETER TAUSSIG, Pianist

JOSEF PELEG, V,olinist

Torlinni in G major

Beethoven No. 4 in A minor

Brahms A major Op. 100

Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR DEBATE
MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING

Debates Room - 1 p.m.

NOON HOUR TALK
Thursday, February 13th

Music Room — 1 p.m.

KNOWLEDGE EXPLOSION
with

Prof. Arthur Porl«r

Prof. Michael Gregory

Ladies Welcome

SPECIAL THURSDAY EVENING CONCERT
February 13, Music Room, 8:30 p.m.

THE DEVONSHIRE SINGERS

Popular folk-style songs from

Elizabethan to 20lh Century

Light heorted Madrigals,

Melancholy Love Songs

Bawdy Tovern Rounds, Chansons, etc.

Admission FREE-Ladies Welcome

HART HOUSE
ELECTION DAY - MARCH 5th

VOTEVOTE
VOTE
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PAGE FOUR

'stupidpower' atSGW
The situation at Sit Geotge

Williams University in Montreal

looked, at press time last night,

something like this:

• at least a million dollars worth

of computers destroyed. The cen-

tre will be out of commission un-

til at least October.

• The entire ninth floor of the

Hall building gutted.

• Water damage to at least five

other floors.

• Valuable research projects de-

stroyed.

• All animals in 11th floor psy-

chology experiments are dead.

• Some academic records and

exam marks have been lost in

the fire.

• The university has been shut

down until Monday, but normal

operation may not be restored for

months.

e At least 79 students face se-

vere criminal charges carrying

sentences ranging from seven

years to life imprisonment.

• Total damages are estimated

at $8 million.

Probably no one will ever know
just what caused the students to end

their occupation so tragically.

Sources close to the occupiers feel it

was the faculty's eleventh-hour be-

trayal in refusing to accept the

agreement reached by the student-

administration negotiating team.

After nearly 24 optimistic hours,

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a slates

man. the unsuccessful a criminal "

s Edno'
. Edilc

Auociale Review Edil
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Foatuie* Ednoi
Smtli Ednoi
Makeup
SAC Ednoi
Cable Ednai
Photo Editor
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Editorial Oldr.es

Editorial Phones
Advertising Office

Paul MacRae
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Michael Ignatietf
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Dave frank
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Sue Perly

Brian Johnson
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"
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Pnntad by Web Oilier Publice
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Auihonred as Second Class

Mail by the Post Ollico Depart

parment at Postage in cesh Senous
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loclois Putcic H.lalluni Committee 91

tho cry rang out—call rents but the btove
igrvoti was unbravod the elements and
chickened out a lot. daria wondeted why
illich didn't and loah was a pleasant tur-

prito for a surprised agi at homo and su

roth four times, thanks lo tim bowdon it's

a groat song, gooff radicalized his sociolo-

gy, moot Saw two well-known prof's cug-
ging. tarry limping back from loa, ovor try

typing one-handed? parkins in with anno,
jim angry young man, tuocup and sir

geotge, she fiddled, shorrry had a rime and
suo too porlicrior alone, bingloy ftrod mlck-
loburgh at last, and morrison missed 15.

mory was quiot as usual, art made mis-
takes otter mistakes mary kato and carton
fordinnorplut oditorialt too. thats it, sorry
the forgotton but it's tough with a finger

pencil chuaouio.

the students were ready to move out

the minute the faculty gave the

agreement its stamp of approval.

The faculty reneged.

After two weeks of guarding the

delicate computers, the students

wound up taking out their frustrations

on the machines.

At issue was a matter which would

have been quickly settled on a less

hysterical campus—the composition

of a committee to investigate

charges of racial bias against an as-

sistant biology professor.

In this issue, 'everyone lost, and in

a very real sense, all parties must

share in the blame. The administra-

tion made the original blunder in re-

fusing to act immediately on the

charges of racial bias made months

earlier.

The faculty, perhaps trying to pro-

tect its own, perhaps looking to

amass some power for itself, refused

to give in to a combined student-ad-

ministration agreement.

And the students turned against the

entire system and reacted finally in

the only way they could, with the

only power they had left — sabotage.

It's not a very pretty situation and

no one can condone the students' ac-

tions. Destroying an intricate com-

'puter system is hardly the way to

achieve any kind of justice.

Instead of establishing a fair mark-
ing system for a few Negro students,

these hysterical militants have com-
mitted an act which is likely to set

back the cause of student participa-

tion in university affairs for years.

We can only label their actions

"stupid power".

Who 'uses' what
Simcoe Hall knows what this cam-

pus will look like eight years from
now.

But although students are the main
"users" of campus facilities, when
planning time comes they aren't con-

sulted.

When a new building opens, stu-

dents use the seminar rooms, sit in

the lecture halls, eat in the cafeteria

and lounge in the common rooms. So
do the faculty.

Faculty opinion is represented dur-

ing planning stages. Student opinion

is not.

When the University decides it

wants a new building it appoints a

Users committee "to prepare a
statement of needs".

This committee consists of "a
smallish number of people directly

concerned". Translated this means
the Vice-President Administration,
the Chairman of the Planning Divi-

sion, the Director of the Physical
Plant and faculty representatives.

Aren't students "users" too? If

students had helped plan Sidney
Smith Hall would the result have
been the same? Maybe a cafeteria

would have been included.

When a new building is planned
both students and faculty should be
consulted. Both know the facilities

they need.
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LETTERS

Jews' salvation is helping the poor

Rabbi Rubinsteain's recent arguments

reported in the Varsity deserve com-

ment, for they are now increasingly

heard from many other quarters. The

Jews, it is said, though they have for

years worked for the civil rights of

black people, are now being attacked by

them. The white establishment seems
ready to sacrifice Jews to preserve 'or-

der' — a perpetuation of anit-Semitism
— therefore the best course for the Jews

is to be right-wing conservatives.

Now, the acts are largely as Rubin-

steain states them, though they need to

be interpreted differently, but the rec-

ommendation he gives is certainly mis-

taken. I might note that there are cer-

tain uncomfortable resemblances be-

tween these sentiments and those of the

civil rights "do-gooder" who panics

when it s his block that is integrated,

his property values that are lowered.

But let this pass.

Rubinstein's facts cry out for histori-

cal persepective. Various white ethnic

groups, including the Jews, that arrived

in America have succeeded, in varying

degrees, in becoming part of the middle

class, in obtaining political power. Black

people have not succeeded in this —
largely because of racism. What is sel-

dom acknowledged, though, is the extent

to which the ascent of the former has

been dependent on the "passivity" of the

latter, and their exploited economic po-

sition.

The Jews, for instance, would have

had much more difficulty advancing

themselves if black people had been a

militant and as organized as they are

now. This is not to say that the Jews
bettered themselves by being especially

exploitative in their relations with
blacks. James Baldwin put it well, in an
otherwise unadmirable essay: the Negro
hates the Jew not because he is different

from other white men, but because he is

the same. Black people need not put

forward the anti-Semitic argument that

Jewish businesses in Harlem should be
eliminated because they are especially

exploitative. But they can justifiably

argue that non-black businesses — many
of which are Jewish — are exploiting the

black community and must be driven oat

or taken over.

Now we are at the crux of the argu-

ment. Suppose Rubinstein is correct in

thinking that Mayor Lindsay would allow

certain Jewish property to be destroyed

in order not to antagonize blacks. Before

we can tell what this signifies, we must
ascertain which property it is that Lind-

say can politically afford to sacrifice. It

is the shops and small businesses of the

Jewish petit bourgeois. If these people

can be thus victimized, it shows that

they have not won their rightful share of

power in the cities. (It also shows to

what extent the more successful Jewish

bourgeois have become part of a white,

mainly Protestant, power structure de-

fending class interests.)

Now we can see the tremendous mis-

take these people would be making if

they became conservative. Instead they

can help themselves by working on the

side of the Jewish poor, and clearly it is

to the advantage of these allies to work
with poor blacks, rather than against

them. For although the poor blacks are

the immediate cause of the present pres-

sure on the Jewish petit bourgeois, the

basic causes are to be found in the

present economic system, and the exclu-

sion of most blacks, especially the poor,

from their share of political power.

Obviously it only helps the white Prot-

estant elite (and those it has co-opted) if

the poorer Jews blame the blacks for

their problems. These Jews are duped if

they believe power holders who say,

"We can only make further concessions

to the blacks at your expense." Rather
they should seek a greater share of pow-
er for themselves, and try to help the

blacks in their very much more difficult

struggle to get their share. If these Jews
do this, they have nothing to fear from
"Black power."

Harold J. White

(SGS)

to Mr. Wernick and friends

So you "expose this (capitalist)

repression for what it is," where does

that get you? If you can propose a better

system, can you say that it will work
better than what we have now? The
years will prove you wrong, no doubt. If

a "new system" (or whatever your ideal

is) comes about, you're going to have

trouble answering your children (or the

"youth" of a future generation) when
they see the inherent "half-truths" and
"distortions" in your system. How can
you believe that, after so many eons of

life on this planet, you have the answer.

Until you find the answer, kindly let

the "oppressed minority" of students on

this campus, whose words often appear

only under "letters to the editor" go on

"doing the best we can."
Please pardon the cliches in this let-

ter. In a "repressive society," this "mil-

itary-industrial-educational complex,"
full of "conflict," and "uncommitted"
people, in which we happen to live, it is

often hard to find new words to express

tried, and perhaps even true, ideas.

KynastOD Barker,

(II SMC)
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"Nothing is more important
than happiness. Any society

which has something else for its

national goal — be that money,
progress, God, efficiency, sci-

ence, power or pleasure —
causes human beings to suffer,

and so I'm against most socie-

ties." (Naughty Nihilist Say-
ing).

Childbirth in different socie-

ties in 1984:

Mrs. A. grunted with la-

bour pains. She was a bit

apprehensive at the birth of

her child since she had been
in an iron lung for the last

three years and wasn't sure
she could stand the strain of

delivery.

"Lights, move in camera
one," said Walter Cfonkite II.

"On the air."

"Hello, folks. This week
the Wide World of Cripples

takes you to the childbed of

Mrs. A., a terminal cancer
patient who is expecting her

first child. Hello, Mrs. A."
"Hello, Walt. I got my iron

lung with Raleigh coupons."

"Fine, fine. Are you ex-

pecting a boy or a girl, Mrs.
A.?"

"Oh, I'm easy."

"Nine months ago," Cronk-

ite continued, "The American
Tobacco Company, hearing of

Mrs. A.'s plight, and hearing

that she has been a faithful

customer for years, decided

to help her fulfill her lifelong

ambition of having a child.

After all, what's life in this

great democracy for unless

you can enjoy yourself and

get screwed by a big com-
pany?"

"That's right, Walt,"

averred Mrs. A.

There was a flurry of activ-

ity among the doctors and a

baby emerged from the lung.

The child was a stillbirth.

Mrs. A. started to sniffle.

"Oh, too bad," said Cronk-

ite. "Well, this program has

been brought to you by Ra-

leigh cigarettes. Mrs. A.'s

hairstyle by Omarr of Cali-

fornia . .

."

Psyche-society

Mrs. B.'s face clouded with

apprehension as she saw the

grave face of her doctor.

"Is the baby alright?" she

said.

"Well, I'm afraid not.

Weve sent her fingerprints

through the centrex computer
and analysis shows she'll be a
nymphomaniac who'll marry
unhappily and become prema-
turely senile. We'll give her
insulin-shock treatments for a
few days, but we'll probably
have to process her as a nun
or a skydiver."

Mrs. B. bit her lower lip

and forced back a tear.

"This is your third child,

isn't it?" said the doctor.

"Yes."

"Thought so. The other
pair turned out bad too,

didn't they?"

"I don't know. They just
shook their heads after seeing
the analyses and wheeled
them away."
"I'm afraid we'll have to

voluntarily sterilize you, Mrs.
B."

"What do you mean, 'vol-

untarily'?"

"I mean we'll do it without
having to be asked.

"I want children," Mrs. B.

whined.

"That's okay. We can train

you with electro-therapy to

hate the sight of them. You
won't have to miss a day of

work."

Darwinism

Fifteen-foot tall Mrs. C.

was picking leaves off the top

of her maple tree when her

pains came on. She walked

next door to the house of

three-foot tall Dr. Snopes and
rang the doorbell with her

toe.

"I think it's time, doctor,"

she said.

"How far apart are the

pains?"

"About two feet."

"No, no child. The time.

The time."

Doctor Snopes got Mrs. C.

to lie down on the lawn. He
was a gruff old man, but he

treated the six-year-old

woman with affection. He
had been the family doctor

for years. He had delivered

Mrs. C.'s 12-foot mother and
her nine-foot grandmother
Mrs. C.'s family had been the

most successful breed of leaf

pickers developed at the uni-

versity. Doomed to an early

death because of their un-

gainly frames and weak

hearts, they were endowed
with a compensatory fertility

that enabled them to repro-
duce before their decade or

so was up.

Snopes was feverishly bu»y
boiling a bathtub of water,
cutting the umbilical cord
with a fire axe.

"How's my baby?" asked
Mrs. C.

"Fine, dear. She'll be 18

feet tall for sure. Just like

the professor promised."
"That's good. I'll call her

Pine Cone."

Religion

Mrs. D. was plugged into

the cold hands of the birth

machine. She didn't like the

feel of the metal, but the law
demanded that machines be

used, ever since it had been
found that they cut down the

incidence of indecent assault

?.t childbirth by doctors 98

per cent.

A platoon of priests entered

the room and began their rit-

ual chant.

"We know what you did.

We know what you did. Mrs.

D.'s a screwer. Shame,
shame. Razz."

Mrs. D. grinned weakly but

happily. How good it was to

have the comforts of religion

at a time like this.

Suddenly a sharp pain con-

vulsed her stomach.

Dr. Fainall rushed forward.

"Labour has started again. It

should come this time. It's

been eight hours now."
"Stand back, secular

man," said a dog-collar.

"Her spiritual needs come
first."

Mrs. D. broke into a sweat.

"I've got to help you!" said

the doctor.

"No, no! I've got to be pur-

ified in case I die! Else I'll

go to the underworld."

"Let me save your child."

"I'll save it," said the old-

est sky-pilot there. Inserting

the baptismal syringe, he
squirted.

There was a rush of blood

and soon the mother and
child dwelt in the house of

the Lord forever.

Science
The doctors had never seen

anything like it before. There
was a distinct glowing light

coming from the child's head.

"Fantastic," said the head
surgeon. "I think I'll call it

the Smythe-Bendix syn-

drome."

"Thank you, Dr. Smythe."
"Not at all. Dr. Bendix."
"Could this light be a form

of putrescent phosphores-
cence?"
"This is not unknown

among electric eels, doctor."
"True. And it's a slippery

problem, alright."

"I'll reserve a cot at the

Institute for the child. We've
got to determine if the glow
is healthy or not."

"What's the medical histo-

ry?"

"Pretty scant. We just
'•ilUMt Hi.' chilli and mother in .

an olffMtiPWn d$»ji-4Mt<'g! i n

pretty bjd *<pftfe-

Drs. Smythe and Bendix
went to visit the mother.

"Hello," said Dr. Smythe,
"I'm sorry to bother you
when you're not feeling well,

but do you remember who the

father of your child was. Miss
E.?"

c
^) By JON

J
KARSEMEYER

um ,and. 1X.

a half

We murder the spirit of our friends,

ourselves and mankind each time we
"type cast" people, things, or situations

into some ignorant unconscious form.

We are spirits representative of the

highest form of energy in Earth yet we
consistently view ourselves and one an-

other as very limited "things'*. We are

not threatened by death, there is no

death. We are threatened most by our

illusions and self imposed restrictions.

We do more violence to ourselves by our

thoughts conceived inattentively and in

ignorance to reality, than the physical

acts of mayhem committed by us when
we are unwilling to exert the necessary

energy to control our id. Destruction and

creation both require approximately the

same amount of energy. Destruction is

unconscious or without conscience, while

creativity is reverently aware of the in-

terests of the human spirit. Destruction
is merely change. Creativity is improve-
ment. There IS a difference, in both
form and content.

*'If you don't underestimate me I

won't underestimate you . .
."

Conceiving human "nature as being

anything less than the nature of God is a

harmfully restricting category.

Life and the spirit of the human race
are that of development through the dis-

covery and realization and finally parti-

cipatory control of creative change.

LIFE and nature are in eternal flux.

Day-night, Summer-winter, birth-death

Yin-yang. Each dichotomy represents an
intermediate that includes and combines
of both, yet it also represents the tension

of uncertainty about being neither! This

is a description of a metaphysical prob-

lem that any student of psych will recog-

nise. Change creates massive identity

problems, be that change exquisitely

private or celestial. Our society is ap-

parently undergoing an apocalyptic
celestial change. I find it very difficult

to reject the suggestion by Jung that the

advent of the Aquarian Age will have an
effect on the consciousness of the entire

human race. Fuller agrees. All together

now, all together now.

They and I are very unhappy about
being type-cast cum sterio-typed as any-

thing less than God himself.

Hello. My name is God. Is life on
Earth friendly? ? ? yes? no-yes. yes no.

YES.
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backlog

open letter

Dear Sir,

On February 8, York University student
,

journalists revealed that five of them had

posed as deserters from the U.S. armed

forces and applied for landed immigrancy

at different border crossing points Cana-

dian immigration officials turned all but

one back and notified U.S. immigration

officials that they were deserters. In two

cases the officials, as reported, interro-

gated the "applicants" on their military,

status.

The Executive of the University of To-

ronto Faculty Committee on Vietnam,

while it neither condones nor condemns

the student impersonations, must register

a strong complaint against the illegal and

unjust actions of the immigration officials

and the department or departments on ,

whose orders they acted. Canadian immi-

gration officials are legally prohibited

from enforcing foreign laws or divulging

personal information to foreign immigra-

tion officials, and the military status of

applicants for admission into Canada is

and should be irrelevant to their accept-

ance.

Aside from the injustice of the reported

action, we also feel that it is an act

counter to the stated neutrality of the

Canadian government as regards the Viet-

nam war. Many or perhaps most desert-

ers from the U.S. military are refusing to

contribute to what they consider an im-

moral and unjust war. With much of the

world openly opposed to the U.S. policy

and with peace talks now under way, we

find it inexcusable that the CanadiagW
of V

The first error is the statement that the

increased levy proposed at the last SAC
general meeting was "for political' pur-

poses". This is simply not true; the in-

" crease was proposed for communications

in general and for the Varsity in particu-

lar.

The second error was one of omission

rather than commission. The writer failed

to, mention that I originally moved the

motion for the fees increase, and pointed

out to the council that if it was not ap-

proved, large cuts would have to be

made. By juxtaposing my comments on

the possible political consequences of such

a fees increase (comments made, inciden-

tally, some days after the meeting re-

ferred to) with the statement that the

"meeting tabled the motion to raise the

levy . .
." it was made to appear as if I

. was a major influence in that tabling.

The inclusion of several smaller errors

concerning both the amounts cut and the

organizations affected are not really con-

sistant with good reporting either. I trust

that The Varsity will see fit to check at

least the basic facts in the future.

Bob Barkwell,

(II Meds)

staff democracy-

strikes again

I rarely find myself in disagreement

with Varsity editorials, but two points in

Monday's editorial did catch my eye.

You criticized Radio Varsity as "an

organization which indulges in the most
luxurious and extravagant spending of any

campus service," adding that it lacked

cultural or communicative value. -You

also said that the finance commission, by

cutting Random magazine's budget, had

in effect denied the need for a cross

camDus magazine."

s Money spent for Radio Varsity, espe-

cially in helping it go FM, can help make
it a more valuable cross-campus service

n the expensive PA system it is now.

^tts for Random, the finance commissionGovernment or any department

should pick this time to act in a way^
which could only be interpreted as a sup-

port for U.S. Vietnam policies.

Accordingly, we urge that the Depalrtjg

ment of Immigration take action to en-
J

sure that its officials act more in the spir

it of stated public policies.

Prof. Elliot Rose

Prof. David Gauthier

Prof. Frank Cunningham
(for the Executive)

barkwe I', objects

I wish to object strenuously to the edi-

torial entitled "SAC'S Budget" in Mon-
day's Varsity. I object, not because of

disagreement with the views on the cuts

which were made, but to two errors of

fact which were used to back up those

views.

duce three high- quality issues next year

instead of the four asked for. This doesn't

mean SAC does not recognize the need for

h a magazine. On the contrary, I am
e that next year's SAC could be per-

suaded to pay for a fourth issue if the

ftet three are up to expectations.

Paul MacRae,
Varsity editor.

Wernick and Hoffa

I was rather amused by Mr. Longley's
letter in support of the performance by
Wernick and Co. Feb. 9. It seems strange
to hear this righteous Teamster accuse
the university of teaching,
". hypocrisies and double standards, and
how to skilfully climb over everyone's
back in the never-ending search for suc-

cess and power. How to weave deceitful

schemes, and raise families full of deceit-

ful schemers. . . How to cheat on their

wives. .

."

The activities of the Teamsters' Union

are well known, but a few of the high-

lights are: beating up members who do

not agree with the Brotherhood's pursuit

of moral fibre, intimidating truckers who

do not want to join by beating them up,

setting their trucks on fire and threaten-

ing their families and even performing

magic tricks, like making some people

disappear permanently. Mr. Longley's

glorious leader Jimmy Hoffa has finally

ended up in jail. (It seems he tried to

tamper with the jury.) Incidentally, the

person who led the fight against Hoffa

and his organization was, Bobby Kennedy.

Nevertheless, the Teamsters think that

Hoffa is still a great guy and have voted

to continue paying his salary of JIOO.OOO

per year during his eight year prison

term.

Thus while it seems strange to hear

Teamster Longley talk of

".
. .brotherhood, moral fibre. .

." it does

seem appropriate that support for the ac-

tions of Andy Wernick and his goons

should come from one of Hoffa's boys.

Aurel Braun
(II Pol. Sci.)

women's interfac

I would like to reply to your Feb. 3 arti-

cle "Women claim inter-fac will suffer if

phys-ed ended". The reason for which

most girls were present at this meeting

was that SAC had decided its policy of the

issue without hearing both the pros and

the cons of the situation. The main reason

was not "That they feared this would

jeopardize the interfac sports pro-

gramme." A petition with 190 names on

it, which was circulated by Miss Bowman
is not truly representative of the 4,000

girls at U. of T.

Since when have "Phys-ed blazers"

come into existence? The girls at the

meeting were wearing Varsity blazers

which can be bought by any girl. (They

also sell men's blazers which can be

bought by men in any faculty). If the re-

porter had asked, he would have been in-

formed that these girls from all faculties

were representing the University at the

Sports Day with McGill, and were leaving

on the train that afternoon.

Miss Bowman stated that if girls were
interested in taking Phys-ed classes they

would "show" voluntarily. However, if so

many girls are interested in ending com-
pulsory first year Phys-ed classes they

certainly did not "show" at this debate.

Only three spoke in favor of this view —
two girls and Steve Langdon.

Again, however, may I stress that the

reason I attended this meeting, and which

was stated by many at this meeting, was
that we did not approve of the method
that SAC used in arriving at their deci-

sion. Let's hear both sides of the issue

before any of us jump to a hasty conclu-

sion.

Judy Smith

(III Vic.)

"disgusting abuse"

The disgusting abuse of bodily force by

a handful of radicals at the public lecture

of Prof. Clark Kerr, cut short and de-

prived a vast majority of the audience of

the intellectual, pleasure they had come
to enjoy, in many cases at considerable

expense of time and travel effort; it high-

lights the infinitely greater waste of publ-

ic property and of the time of earnest

students, caused by capricious occupation,

if not damage, of lecture halls, computer

laboratories, and administration offices.

It demonstrated the ancient revolution-

ary maxim that a small well-organized

minority can easily subject to their tyran-

ny an unorganized peaceful majority who

are left with their frustration, if not

worse. By their howls, when a solitary

policeman walked towards the platform,

our present-day pampered rebels also

showed how heavily they count on the

goodwill of the abused public for protec-

tion of their own physical inviolability,

and how dismayed they were when a lone

heckler sometimes disrupted the flow of

meaningless stock-phrases mouthed by

their hysterical spokesmen from an

usurped platform.

The University, through its governing

body and administration, has the duty to

protect the legitimate use of its property,

and the personal safety and frtedom to

speak and to hear, of its constituents and

it has the primary right to do so by inter-

nal means. If the institution falls in this

area because of the lack of the physical

means, and therefore perhaps of the lack

of will, outside force will move in, sooner

or later, to protect the taxpayers' invest-

ment and to forestall a frustrated majori-

ty from taking its own measures with

probably chaotic results. It may need only

one hard-minded conservative individual

to organize sportsmen among the hard-

working engineers, scientists, and (even)

social scientists who are de-humanised in

the learning process" (as one of the radi-

cals described them from the platform)

to join in the fun of harassing the often

unkempt and therefore unattractive neo-

revolutionaries.

The resulting calamity to University

ideals can be prevented by a timely exer-

tion of University authority, moral and

physical. Since the University police

comprise only a handful of men, a police-

reserve should be formed by student vol-

unteers who would be propel ly trained in

crowd-control and, in an emergency,

would be commanded by the regular Uni-

versity police; they should be easily dis-

tinguishable and they should get paid for

time when on duty. The augmented force

would enable the University authorities to

safeguard the moral rights and physical

safety of the majority as well as of the

dissenters.

F. Protter

SLAVE GIRL SALE: All Mohammed
Brooks is offering the pick of his harem— Hart House Theatre Feb II I 5 at 8
30 p.m

KISMET: Don't mils your chance to

see the best musical show in Toronto —
Han House Theatre unfolds The Story of

Fate. Feb I I IS at 8 30 p.m.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST Typing ol

theses, notes, essays done quickly, ac
curately and neatly Economical, electric

typewriter Phone 421 8290

GRADUATE STUDENT NEEDS one
bedroom apartment convenient to unrver

srty for summer Write Glenn Jenkins.

Apt E15. 939 Western Road. London.
Ont or telephone Toronto 699 8009

SKIERS' Ski S days during study week
for only S68 00' Price includes all day
lift tickets at Ml Sutton. P O and Jay
Peak Mt hotel accommodation and pn
vale bus ALL WELCOME Phone Dan at

922 2274 after 7 00 pm

SINGERS NEEDED foi baroque Cham
ber choir Phone J Schreiber, 928 5171.
536 5019 evenings

CLASSIFIED
MALE CAMP counsellors needed tor

Jewish co-ed summer camp located near
Eagle River. Wisconsin Musi have one
year of college II interested write Mil-
waukee Jewish Community Center. 1400
N Prospect Ave . Milwaukee. Wisconsin.
53202

ESSAYS AND THESIS TO BE
TYPED 7 Call Pat at 291 5402 after 6 or

368 6767 23145. 8 30^ 30 Fast serv-
ice, error free Can give references
Cheap rates

TRANSLATIONS — English into French
— essays — notes — French literature
Marcel Pildain Tel 923-0112

LIFE FIGURE drawing 567 Queen
Street West Inear Baihurstl No instruc-
tion Tuesday evenings — 7 30 10 00
Admission $2 00 — 861 1961
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ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE
immediately lor one or two mature, seri-

ous male students in furnished apart-
ment Yonge and St Clair Phone 487-
1228

FREE PASSES TO THE ELECTRIC
CIRCUS. Listen to the Bale* Bash
with Bryon AlexandroH every Wednesday
from 12 2 on Radio Varsity Win a free
trip to the Circus

RIDE TO QUEBEC city. Friday 14th
(any time after 10am) — help pay gas
Call 964 8244 Bill

FOR SALE Sony transistor — AM/FM.
national portable tape recorder Both
practically new Phone (53510569

YOUR THESIS. MANUSCRIPTS. ETC
types quickly, accurately, reasonably
Phone 923 8782 evenings or write box
85

INTERESTED in hearing from student
graduate studies qualified to tutor

Grades 12 and 13 English Reply giving

particulars as to qualifications, fee to Box
80

MAN FOR ALL SEASONS — Special
movie tonight in room 2118 of Sidney
Smith Bldg Two shows at 6 05 p.m.
and 8 45 p.m. Admission 75c All wel-
come Come early

AFGHANISTAN. IRAN. TURKEY Am
planning to travel to the countries this
summer by car, and looking for people to
share costs If interested, contact Pete
923 3962

AFGHANISTAN. IRAN. TURKEY Am
planning to travel to the countries this

summer by car. and looking for people to
share costs II interested, contact Pete
923 3962

EXPERIENCED TYPIST to do your es
says, theses, etc Call anytime HU-7
2641

FURNISHED ROOM. $60 00 monthly.

23 New Street Phone 362 3733

FRIDAY /8:30 p.m.

Tickets:
. Som the Record Man

massey

feb-14
with david reir
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IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We

will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720

MONEY

ISN'T

EVERYTHING

Debates Room, Hart House

1:00 p.m.

Don't miss this final and

"GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY"

To qualify for nomination

in the

DEBATES COMMITTEE

ELECTION

for the

50th ANNIVERSARY YEAR

Nominations close Friday

Info & Nominations Forms tl

Undergraduate Office

Clip This Ad - Valuable Information

"Engineer in Society" conference

marks emergence of New Breed
... ' m i . .

.-. t I'lno ic

Interested in a new or used car ?

Interested in paying just 1% or less above salemans cost?

Example: Car cost salesman S3000.. commission S25..

your cost - S3025. For further information, contact Howie

Honickman at 633-5942 or 630-5656 after six or Marv

Cuttner at North York Chev-Olds, 225-2354 anytime.

Monday - Saturday.

Featuring a complete line of new Chev-Olds products

plus a wide selection of guaranteed used cars at the low-

est prices in Toronto. Don't delay, call immediately. You

can save hundreds of dollars.

By Rod Ritchie

MONTREAL — U of T en-

gineers will have something

new to remember Montreal

by after this weekend.

Until recently this city was

the Skulemans haven for the

round of guzzling and woman-

izing at the annual McGill

weekend. But Friday it will

be the site of a conference to

beat the hippies at their own

game as the engineers as-

sume their new role as the

conscience of society.

Over 20 delegates from the

U of T Engineering Society

will present their case for the

"Engineer in Society" before

a congress of 195 engineering

students from across Ontario

and Quebec.

"Let me tell you that this

conference definitely marks

the emergence of the New
Breed engineer," says con-

gress vice-president Tom
Gallo (IV APSC).

Gallo resents the idea that

until now engineers have

been "stereotyped and pa-

tronized on campus as intel-

lectual infants and social

misfits."

But the campus image is

not the only reason for re-

molding the engineering role,

says Toike Oike editor Peter

Renyi (II APSC).
"Until recently the engi-

neer was simply given no

reason to assess his responsi-

bilities to society. The Viet-

nam issue has changed all

that.

In Montreal the U of T con-

tingent will be forced to grap-

fviCTORIA MUSIC CLUB|

| PRESENTS |

1 KISMET |
| A MUSICAL |
;•: ARABIAN NIGHTS

pie with a number of ques

tions

:

• How can the engineer

gain political access to the

university faculty and admin-

istration?

• What can he do when he

objects to his company's poli-

cy on: manufacturing war

materials; buying back Cana-

dian industry; discriminating

against French-Canadian en-

gineers; polluting the cities;

debasing the union man?

• At the same time, how

can he make his education

relevant to the needs of in-

dustry?

After a month of soul-

searching the U of T delega-

tion has come up with a spate

of solutions:

—Industry's blind pursuit

of profit at the expense of

society is intolerable. It

threatens slow extinction by

polluting nature and rapid

extinction by manufacturing

war materials.

Because the engineer is the

vital center of industry, it is

his duty to protest to higher

management as his con-

science bids.

If, as a result, he is threat-

ened with dismissal or demo-

tion, he must have recourse

to an arbitration board of

Canadian engineers.

—The present education

system is inadequate. Be-

cause engineering schools are

the servant of industry and

because industry is too often

guided solely by the profit

motive, engineering training

often neglects the social

consequences of corporate

decisions.
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Two solutions exist. One is

to make certain that engi-

neers have a wider back-

ground in the social sciences.

The other is to make certain

that they have a wider voice

at the faculty council level.

—The idea that French

Canadian professionals have

to become Englishmen for

survival and promotion in

Quebec-based industry is in-

tolerable.

—American ownership of

Canadian industry is intolera-

ble. At the public level it

threatens Canadian political
/

and economic independence.

At the private level it con-

verts the Canadian engineer

into a mere technician since

American subsidiaries dis-

courage research and devel-

opment in Canada.

Two solutions seem feasi-

ble. One is to buy back Cana-

dian industry by channelling

a vast portion of public

spending into the Canada

Development Corporation and

by establishing import-export

tariffs that would limit ex-

ports of raw materials and

limit imports of manufac-

tured goods.

While this would mean a

vast drop in the Canadian

standard of living it could be

offset with the second solu-

tion: setting up a Common-
wealth Free Trade Area.

Since the engineer is the

administrative and technolog-

ical backbone of Canadian

industry, he has both the duty

and the power to press his

demands on the federal gov-

ernment.

•:j FEB. 11—15
g

| HART HOUSE THEATRE §

DON'T VISIT ISRAEL!

Experience if

on the incredible 3y2 month

EUROPE ISRAEL EKURS10H

featuring: Flight departs June 6. returns Sept. 12. Toronto

to London - Amsterdam to Tel Aviv. Free time in

Europe, 2 weeks seminar at the Hebrew University

in Jerusalem, 10 days touring in Israel. Kibbutz pro-

gram (Hebrew lessons, lectures, etc.) Free time in

Israel, 5 nights hotel in Europe. Summer program in

Israel is subsidized by the Jewish Agency.

IT'S NOT A TOUR...

IT'S AN EXPERIENCE!!!

For information phone: 787-6171 - DAY
532-8902 -i EVENINGS
787-2163 J "S"'™" 3

Sponsored by:

The Jewish Agency & Student Zionist Organization.



IS'The llireal lo (iaiiudian universities .

the pressure generated by a consumer-

I oriented society to judge the worth of

everything, universities included, by how

much they contribute to the grow th of the

Gross National Product"

By C. B. Mocpherson
Professor of Political Science,

U of T

I shall argue that it is

not Utopian to define a uni-

versity as an institution for

the advancement of learn-

ing in the broadest sense.

And I shall suggest what
kind of action is most like-

ly to be effective in realiz-

ing such a definition.

By the advancement of

learning I mean the in-

crease and dissemination
of knowledge, of under-

|

standing, and of critical

intellectual ability. The
university's function, that

is to say, should be two-
fold: (1) to provide the

j

atmosphere and the facili-

ties for the creation of new
|

knowledge, new under-
standing of man and soci-

ety and the universe; and
(2) to spread the cumula-
tive knowledge and in-

crease the critical under-
standing of its members
(which means developing

their understanding of how
knowledge is acquired and
how it is judged, and of the

place of theory in the coh-

erent ordering of facts).

Is this a Utopian defini-

tion of a university's func-

tion? I think not, although

there are strong forces at

work in modern national

societies to make the uni-

versity into something dif-

ferent. What those forces

are, and their relative

strength, is different in dif-

ferent countries. A mistake
commonly made by Cana-
dian university reformers,

and particularly by some
student activist leaders, is

to assume that the forces

are the same here as in

the United States. There,

the subordination of the

universities to the needs of

corporate capitalism and
the military-industrial

complex has gone a long

way. (Its implications have
recently been spelled out

in a remarkable article by

the Professor of Linguis-

tics at MIT, Noam Chom-
sky, "The Menace of Lib-

eral Scholarship ', New
York Review of Books,

Jan. 2, 1969. ) And since the

professors in American
universities have, by and

large, lacked the will or

the skill to resist this

"counterrevolutionary su-

bordination" of the univer-

sity, the resistance has had

to come from students.

The main force which

threatens the quality of

Canadian universities is I

think of a different sort.

Perhaps because Canadian
corporate capitalism is so
largely controlled from the

U.S., and hence can get its

research and ideological

needs served in the Ameri-
can multiversities, it does
not make serious demands
on Canadian universities.

Nor is our military establ-

ishment very demanding.
Canadian-American corpo-
rate capitalism has not, in

my observation, penetrated
Canadian universities in

any serious way. The one
clear example of American
penetration of Canadian
universities is the penetra-
tion of the Canadian stu-

dent left by the thinking of

the American student left,

which is apt to be taken
over uncritically, without
examining the real differ-

ences between the two na-

tional societies.

The threat to Canadian
universities is a more pro-

saic and more pervasive
force (which operates of

course in the U.S. as well

as here). It is the pressure

generated by a consumer-
oriented society to judge

the worth of everything,

universities included, by
how much they contribute

to the growth of the Gross
National Product. That
universities do contribute

to the growth of the GNP
is fast becoming the main
ground on which university

administrations, and per-

sons friendly to universi-

ties in bodies like the Eco-

nomic Council of Canada,

seek to persuade politi-

cians and the public that

universities are worth
their steadily increasing

cost to the taxpayer. The
danger of this is evident.

The university invites poli-

ticans and taxpayers to

regard it as a producer of

producers. From there it is

only a short step to treat-

ing the university as a

training ground for the

professional, technical, and

even cultural, personnel

which an affluent con-

sumer society needs and
wants. That short step is

not a logically valid one,

for the university may well

make its greatest contribu-

tion to production by living

up to the ideal definition of

its function rather than

applying itself directly to

the training of personnel.

But it is the shortest and

easiest step.

Have Canadian universi-

University (yrniivajsiti). ME. [a. AF.
\iniversiti:~h.univtrsitat-,-itas (i) the whole,
universe, (2) a corporation or community, f, L.
aniversus Universe. As the designation of a
whole body, community, or guild of masters and
scholars, the full phr. was universitas magis-
trtirum et seholarium

\ universitas ultimately
superseded studium for ' university '.] 1. The
whole body of teachers and students pursuing,
at a particular place, the higher branches of
learning; such persons associated together as a
society or corporate body, having the power of
conferring degrees and other privileges, and
terming an institution for tbepromotion ofeduca-

ties any way of resisting

this pressure? 1 suggest
that they have, that the
professors are better
placed than the students to

put up an effective resist-

ance, and that if the pro-

fessors fail they should not

be surprised when students
lose patience and mount
operations of their own —
operations which, because
they start from a less na-

turally advantageous posi-

tion, are likely to involve a
good deal of destruction.

Why are the professors
in a strongr position than

students to resist short-

sighted pressures from the

outside society? Basically

because professors are
scarcer than students. This
is true anywhere of course,

but in Canada there is a

further reason for their

position of strength. It is

this: the Canadian commu-
nity builds and supports

universities with a view to

producing a native supply

of professional, technical

and cultural personnel to

serve its needs, instead of

relying as heavily as it has

in the past on imported

personnel; and national

pride requires that the

universities which are ex-

pected to do this shall have

standards not generally

inferior to the standards in

older countries. Universi-

ties must have professors,

and national pride will not

allow their scholarly quali-

fications to be below a

standard recognized inter-

nationally. This being so.

professors can counteract

the outside pressures sim-

ply by insisting on being
scholars, and insisting that

their view of the function

of the university as the

advancement of learning in

the broad sense defined

above shall prevail.

I have been making this

argument, in public and
private, for some months
now, chiefly to university

administrators and to

professorial colleagues.

But if it is at all valid it

has an important implica-

tion for students also. They
should be supporting the

professors' resistance. Or
if, as one of my sceptical

colleagues remarked, too

many of our professors

have already more or less

accommodated themselves
to the production-line view,

the students' task may be
to use all the forums and
dialogues that are now
opening up in universities

to win their professors
back to a longer-sighted

view of the functions of a

university.

At any rate, on my anal-

ysis, the students should be
pressing with the profes-

sors to make and keep the

university a place for the

advancement of learning.

Within a university so
armed there will be room
to develop whatever addi-

tional forces critical intel-

ligence can devise for im-

proving, reforming or

remaking the society out-

side. A university frag-

mented by direct hostilities

between students and pro-

fessors, and between stu-

dents and the society out-

side, affords no such base.

•NEW
YEAR'S
EVE
GATHERING
sun. 16th Feb.

8-10 p.m.

I S C

CHINA DAY

Chinese

dances

,

music

international

folk songs, Chinese

goodies. Firecrackers

thurs. 13th Feb. (moved over from
noon - 2 p.m. 15th Feb. )

ISC, 33 St. George

Slides of China,

Display of handicrafts,
pa intin gs

,

geographical

features

C0SA,"CHINESE

NEW YEAR
IS HERE"

ALL WELCOME
to share the fun!

SKATING PARTY
I I p.m. — I a.m.

sun. 16th Feb.

354 (members) varsity
60$ (others ) arena

(movie night originally scheduled on sat.

15th Feb. has been cancelled, SORRY)

CKFfl
present

SUPERGROUP

SERIES
Restricted to Members

Clip this. Send with name, add-

ress, phone and $5 for each
member you wish to enrol in

The Inner Ring. State whether
you want 2pm or 8pm tickets

to hear Procol Harum. Sun.
Feb 16. Admission to new
members is free: admission to

existing members is $4.

(state card number)

Tickets available at box office

from 2pm daily, at A&A
Records and CKFH.

PUT THAT IN YOUR
FUNK & WAGNALL

CURRENT MARKET PRICE ON
POLISHEO DIAMONDS IS

ABOUT $500,000.00 to

5750,000.00 per lb. DEPEND-
ING ON CUT, COLOUR &
CLARITY.

HOWEVER IF YOU HAD
ABOUT Ij CARAT OR SO IN
MIND YOU SHOULD FIGURE
ON $200 lo $500 DEPENDING
ON THE SAME FACTORS.

EITHER WAY FOR A "FREE"
BOOKLET ON PURCHASING
DIAMONDS WRITE OR CALL
US.

AFTER ALL ANYTHING
WORTH A HALF-A MILLION
DOLLARS A POUND DE-
SERVES A LITTLE STUDY.

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Gem Deolers Appraisers

921-7702
The Colonnode Bldg.

131 Bloor St. W., Suite 416
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North American students are subjected

to a de humanizing school system: lllich

IVAN IIUCH

By D ARIA ANTONYSHYN
The Kerr-Wernick disturb-

ance which erupted in the

Royal Ontario Museum thea-

tre last week claimed a good

deal of space in the daily

press and sparked hot debate

all over campus.
Ironically, the press and

the public paid less attention

to a man who came all the

way from Cuernavaca, Mexi-

co, to tell us our school sys-

tem is ritualistic and oppres-

sive.

Ivan lllich came to tear

down the system and was
received warmly by an audi-

ence of more than 400 at St.

Michael's College. Clark

Kerr, who came with peace-

ful intentions to pat the ad-

ministration on the back,

created a furor that is still

being debated.

Msgr. lllich questioned the

whole framework (he calls it

ritual") of the North Ameri-

can school system in which

students are subjected to a

completely arbitrary, dehu-

manizing system.

"School age is growing like

a cancer," he charged. "Why
should children be subjected

to compulsory attendance —
a certain amount of hours

and days and months?"

He attacked the principle

of confining education to "a

sacred building set aside for

that purpose."

The class consists of ap-

proximately 30 children in

front of a person "who exer-

cises authority over them and

spellbinds them". Msgr. ll-

lich suggested there must be

a more effective way of si-

phoning information.

Why, he asked, should stu-

dents ultimately graduate?

"God forbid if you should in-

terrupt the ritual before you

graduate!"

"The desire for participa-

tion in this ritual has become
widespread in Latin

America," said lllich.

Born in Vienna, Dr. lllich

has had extensive experience

in dealing with Latin Ameri-

can problems. As a Roman
Catholic curate in New York,

he worked with the Puerto

Rican community and was
subsequently sent to the uni-

versity in Ponce, Puerto

Rico.

He was expelled from the

Ponce diocese for supporting

advocates of a "birth-con-

trol" party. Although still a

priest in excellent standing in

a New York diocese, he pre-

fers to work as a layman in

Cuernavaca, Mexico, where

he is founder and director of

the non-ecclesiastical Centre

for Intercultural Documenta-

tion.

For his stand and drive

against the power elite of

Latin America — the Church,

educational establishment

and the U.S. interests — he

ranks with Che Guevara as a

leading controversial figure.

The Centre, set up in 1961,

has been called "a nerve-

centre for almost all of the

Latin American guerrilla

bands."

The American concept of

ritualized education has no

place in Latin America, he

feels.

"Yet the desire for partici-

pation in this ritual is wide-

spread. School society is

morally and economically

damaging.

"One third of the budget is

spent on educating less than

one third of the populace to

the sixth grade."

The import of American
technological goals and the

school myth is destroying

traditions and polarizing soci-

ety into two classes — the

educated and the uneducated.

"This myth is serving to

create a more oppressed pro-

letariat, alienated not only

because of money or family

origin, but also because of

education."

In Latin America, he

added, schooling is the best

means of exploiting 95 per

cent of the population by in-

creasing the education of the

already-privileged five per

cent.

Although education is be-

coming increasingly mandato-

ry, few outside the power

elite can afford it.

"The schools in Latin

America produce very ambig-

uous results. They function as

custodians, to keep the chil-

dren off the streets. Their

other functions are socializa-

tion — indoctrination with

political ideology — mainte-

nance of the establishment

and the learning of values

that are not in any way con-

nected with the acquisition of

knowledge."

"Cuba is the only country

in Latin America which has

had the guts to deritualize

schooling. Castro, in his ad-

dress to the graduates of a

Cuban university, said 'This

kind of temple can't be avail-

able to all Cubans, but all

Cubans have the right to edu-

cation. Therefore you must
find alternate ways to distrib-

ute your knowledge. You are

responsible for carrying the

university into the fields and

the factories.

'"You must advance insti-

tutionalized education beyond

this temple'."

The amount of time needed

to absorb the amount of

knowledge contained in a

school year does not need to

be eight months, Dr. lllich

said. It is precisely the ritual

that slows us down. He pro-

poses a two-month concentra-

tion camp could impart the

same amount of knowledge.

"Your education system
serves only to create a bla-

meworthy docility and readi-

ness to have life organized

for you," he concluded.

Someone in the audience

asked him how to replace our

present educational system.

"The very fact that you ask

this question shows that you

are a product of this establ-

ishment-oriented school sys-

tem. We have to be taught

how to be creative, how to

think. We cannot formulate

immediate answers."
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First Annual Hart House - Finland Scholarship

Exchange Program

Applications are now being accepted from Hart House

members interested in spending a summer working in

Finland followed by a year of graduate studies at the

Helsinki School of Economics. This Scholarship is open

to graduate and graduating students in the following fields:

Further information and applications available in the

Warden's Office, Hart House. Deadline: TODAY

Economics

Economic Geography

Economic History

Sociology

Political Science

Business

TTC -I could stop them with 80 men
By MARY BASTEDO

"It's our subway. How dare

they raise the rates without

our permission?"

The old man leaned across

the counter a Perry's Res-
taurant on Bloor Street, his

bright eye seeking an audi-

ence.

"No other city in no other

country would just sit back
and take it," he exclaimed.

"They raise the rates 20

per cent every time. Do you
think the workers' wages
ever go up that much? Not
bloody likely!

"They're sucking us white
and what are we doing about
it?"

He turned around on his

stool. His pants were thin and
worn, ripped at one knee and
clumsily mended with white
thread.

FRENCH-CANADIAN FESTIVAL

presented by the Comite' Canadien

Wed. Feb. 12 FILMS: La Chinoise; L'Opera Mouffe
Colonnade Theatre, at 6:00, 8:00.

10:00 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 13 Professor Monet SS 2135, 1:00 p.m. on
The Church and The Quiet Revolution

Chansonniers PIERRE LETOURNEAU,
Joanne Morrow and Doug Long. 8:30 p.m.

OCE auditorium

Fri. Feb. 14 FILMS: L'Homoman: II ne faut pas
mourir pour ca. Colonnade Theatre, 6:00,

8:00, & 10:00 p.m.

Prices:

Films: 6:00 p.m. - $1.00 (student), SI .50 (adult)

8:00 8, 10:00 p.m. -$1.50 (student). $2.00 (adult)

Film tickets will not be sold in advance.

Chansonniers: $1.00 advance (SAC Office), $1.50 at gate.

VENEZ A LA F £ T

E
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Harvard black students

cancel 'insensitive' course
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CUP) — More than 100 angry black

students at Harvard University last week forced cancellation
of a course designed to develop "an action program for the
effective control and eventual elimination of riots in urban
areas."

The students filed into the first session of the course Friday
while one of their leaders read a statement denouncing the
"blatant insenstivity" of the course and calling for its cancel-
lation.

The professor. Dr. Siegreied M. Breuning, listened to the
statement and then dismissed the class in order to discuss the
matter with the blacks. Five hours later he decided to replace
the course with an unstructured seminar to develop new ideas
for an urban education program at Harvard.
The action followed two days of unrest during which stu-

dents charged the school with devising programs to contain
and suppress blacks while only slowly beginning other courses
to investigate the root causes for ghetto violence.

The blacks were particularly upset with the calendar de-
scription of the cancelled course, which read:

"The control of riot requires adequate counterforces and
organization for them, and a strategy or strategies for their

use These can be provided from outside or from within the
riot area."

"You say in Cuba the buses

are only a nickel? And if you

don't have a nickel you can

get on free? Ah! And they

call this a progressive soci-

ety!

"Where is justice?

"I say I'll lead a protest.

All we need is 80 or 90 men to

stand up for their rights, to

march shoulder to shoulder

four abreast and face the

cops. They won't touch us.

They'll respect our guts for

standing up for our rights.

But when it comes to action

everybody has an excuse.

Nobody moves as long as he's

got something here," he said,

pointing to his stomach.

"And what are the young

people doing, the university

students? Taking it all in.

Learning to make money like

their fathers.

"That undertaker at the

TTC, Ralph Day, when they

asked him what guarantees

immigrant workers get, he

says, 'We can guarantee con-

tinual work. We just keep
building suways and sub-

ways.'

"Jungle Toronto!

"We get up in the morning
with one hand on a cup of

coffee and the other in the

pocket for the 30 cent subway
fare, and we get to work and
someone stands over us and
says "Faster, faster. You
must work faster."

"Jungle Toronto! It's juf

not human."



Social work students hold conference
Four hundred and fifty stu-

dents of social work from 18
graduate and under-graduate
schools across the country
will congregate in Toronto
this weekend to discuss and
evaluate their instruction in

social work.

The U of T School of Social
Work is sponsoring the
conference. Resource people
include Andrew Brewin, NDP
MP; Alan Borovoy, executive

director of the Canadian Civil
Liberties Association; Dr.
William Clement, psycho-
pharmochologist at the Ontar-
io Hospital in Toronto; news-
paper columnist Sidney Katz;
Walter Gunn and Allan King
of "Warrendale" fame and
Dalton Camp, former presi-
dent of the Progressive Con-
servative Party.
"The way social work is

taught now they only look at

Ryerson boycotts TTC fare hike

The Ryerson Student Council will be organizing a boycott of
the Toronto Transit Commission.
"We want to show our appreciation for the recent fare

raise," says Peter Haws, Ryerson yearbook editor.
"Some students are paying five to ten dollars a week for

transportation depending on the zone in which they live
The TTC last Saturday raised fares from five for a dollar to

four for a dollar, or 30 cents each.
Student rates only apply to students under 18 years of age
The boycott is tentatively planned for the week following

York and U of T reading weeks.

one aspect — social interven-
tion — rather than the larger
aspect of societal interven-
tion," says conference direc-
tor Joe Fecht (SGS).

"What we're not taught is

how to get at those areas
where the power is, how to

contact City Hall, for exam-
ple, if you're trying to get
something done in Cabbage-
town.

"Social workers must get
involved in social action," he
said. "They must learn better
how to utilize mass media
and how to get involved in

politics."

The conference will centre
around these two topics: "So-
cial Work Education" and
"Social Action." Keynote
speakers will be Dr. Charles
Hendry, Director of the U of
T School of Social Work and
Dr. Wilson Head. Research
Director of Metro Toronto
Social Planning Council.

HERE AND NOW

TODAY
ALL DAY

One manshow; Monoprints by Regin-

ald Shepherd. Buttery, Trinity.

Meet JOHN Oldham, SAC Presidential

candidate, and Bob Barkwell. SAC Vice-

presidential candidate. East Hall UC

1 p.m.

Dr. Northrop Frye will lead a sandwich
seminar; everyone welcome; bring your
lunch. Copper Rm., Wymi Iwood.
TUGS presents professor J, Spelt, re-

cently returned from India and South-
east Asia, with slides and discussion on
"Cities of Southern Asia"', Rm. 622. Sid

Smith basement.

Films: "Instant French", Jean Lurat and
his "Song of the World", ISC.

Debate: "Money Isn't Everything."

Debates Room, Hart House,
(nominations for 1969-70 Committee
close Friday}.

Film: "The Spanish Civil War: Prelude

to World War II". presented by HSU Sid

Smith. Rm. 2 It 8.

Secret meeting of the Progressive Con-

servative Cub for those wishing to at-

tend the National Student Convention at

Ottawa. Rm. 1073 Sid Smith.

1:15 p.m.

"Eros At Breakfast" (Love and the Uni-

versity Student); by Robertson Davies.

Cartwright Hall. St. Hilda's College.

4 p.m.

Sociologists and potential Sociologists

Meeting (open to any observer) of the

Committee to examine the structure and
Policies of the Sociology Department
Discussion on what committees shall

compose the department and who shall

be on them. Tip Top Building (Spadina
and College) Rm 204
Political Action Group meeting. North

Sitting Room. Hart House

5 p.m.

Elementary French. Music Room ISC

German Conversation. Periodical Room
ISC

6:06 and 8:46 p.m.

Movie: "Man For All Seasons." come,
early for seats. Sid Smith. Rm, 2118.

8 p.m.

CUSO. discussion on Latin America.

Cumberland, ISC

CUSO information meeting; come hear

returned voqnteers speak on their ex-

periences, all welcome, ISC.

6 p.m.

Life drawing 50c. Cumberland. ISC

7 p.m.

Hart House -Finland Scholarship Ex-
change: information meeting for all who
are interested, Bickersteth Room, Hart
House

7.30 p.m.

"Would the Real Normal Mailer Please Seminar: "Cuba and the Third World
Stand Up." movies at Trinity's Seeley Who Pays for Development." UC Rm.
Hall. 50c at the door.

THURSDAY
10 a.m.

Free film Two Soldiers" (Russian with

subtitles). Sid Smith Rm 2135

Jean Smith will be asked six questions

by members of his class regarding his

links with the US Defense Department

12 noon

China Day. slides, music, handicrafts,

paintings. Cumberland. ISC

1 p.m.

Professor Berman of the History De-

partment will give a seminar on "Revolt

in America" as part of the HSU's revolu-

tion programme. Sid Smith. Rm 2124.
The Edmund Burke Society presents a

film: "The Opinion Makers Fifty Years of

Managed News", an indictment of the

press, Rm 1069 Sid Smith

Meeting with professors to discuss

changes in (he Psychology program for

3rd and 4th year

Free flm presented by the Student

Zionist Organization. UC 106

"Halacha and Sexual Morality." a dis-

cussion with Rabbi Rabmowiti. Sid

Smith 1071

4:10 m.

Dr C K N Petal on "Nonlinear Optics

and Coherent Interactions at 10 6 Mic-

rons" Rm 102 McLennan Labors ion es

Tea from 3 45

6 p.m.

TSM struggle session

a Worker? ISC.

Is the Student

Talk by Professoi A R Dubell on Math-
ematical Economics, free refreshments
New Physics. Rm 203.

8 p.m.

F U of T - CUSO lecture: "The Role of
Military Governments in the Develop-
ment of west Africa— Positive or Neg-
ative?" ISC

TSM discusuon "Is the Student a
Worker?" all welcome. 14 Glen Morri/s

8:30 p m

Valentine Dance, free admission and
refreshments. Loretto College. St Mikes

Bob Carr. CHUM news. Arthur Harnett

CFRB. and Mae Macarchuk NDP MPP.
discuss Queen's Park and the Ontano
Government. East Common Room. Hart

House

VIC ELECTIONS

F U of T. Latin Arr 165 Robert St

Nominations being accepted at VCU
office. Wymilwood Nominations close

Feb 14 at 5pm

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
presents

THE SHEEP WELL

( FUENTE OVEJUNA
)

by Lope de Vega
translated by

Angel Flores and Muriel Kittel

directed by Leon Major

Feb. 14, IS, 17, 18, 19, at 8:30 p.m.

Studio Theatre - 4 Glen Morris St.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

MEET JOHN OLDHAM
SAC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

TODAY
12:00 EAST HALL, UC

LOVE ME, LOVE MY ZUMBURGER

1\

7 \ \$
A NEW ZUMBURGER IS NOW

OPEN AT 83 BLOOR STREET WEST
COME SOON AND

DON'T FORGET OUR LOCATION
AT BLOOR AND YONGE.
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FOK CONTACT LENSES
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"* 131 Bloor W.. Suite 416

Sir George
continued from page 1

ceptable to students. Faculty

furious over suspension of

Prof. Perry Anderson, al-

legedly for his own protec-

tion.

Monday evening: Students

receive news, and frustration

turns to resentment.

Midnight: Students decide

to seize entire building. One
group independently moves to

cafeteria, using axes to break

locks. Chairs and tables

seized for barricades.

Tuesday, 4 a.m.: Fifty uni-

formed police enter building

— turned away by barricades

and water from fire hoses.

Students retreat to computer
centre.

Police follow, only to meet
more barricades and water.

Students begin to smash
computer centre, tossing

£ 921-7702
4f-

^4" *Jr* Jr* *X* *X* *X* *X* *A* vL* vL" sL*
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punch cards, print-outs, pa-

pers, research documents,

followed by typewriters,

portable computers, adding

machines, all out the window
from the ninth floor.

8 a.m.: Students say they

will smash computers one by

one until the police leave.

Clark tells police he "wanted
them out and I don't care

how you do it."

9:30 a.m.: Special riot-

busting squad arrives. Stu-

dents from all universities

gather outside building jeer-

ing police and engaging in

some clashes. At least five

bystanders are arrested dur-

ing the day.

1 p.m.: It is obvious the

computers are being de-

stroyed, and riot squads
move in. Occupiers smash

*
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The Villager Shoe Shoppe
Romeo and Juliet

in

LOVE LEATHERS
Juliet by Brayco in black patent, tan pearl, raspberry only 14.99

Romeo our new Adams Apple Shoe Boutique for the beautiful
He's. Come and see. Prices range from 25.00 to 40.00

The Adams Apple Boutique only at 1478 Peel Street, 5218 Queen Mary
Road and 110 Sparks 9tr»et Mall in Ottawa.

C.O.D. orders are

cards are honoured.

open Thursday mi Friday evenings, credit

126 BLOOR STREET Tel. 921-1779
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remaining computers and set

fire to barricades.

Riot squad extinguishes

fire and arrests 79 students.

6 p.m.: Students taken

away in paddy wagons to be

processed.

Of the 79 arrested students,

at least 20 were women. The
group was almost equally di-

vided between black and

white students. They will be
arraigned on charges of con-

spiracy, arson and public

mischief.

Arson alone carries a maxi-
mum sentence of life and a
minimum of seven years.

One university official

said: "We'll hit them with

every criminal charge possi-

ble."

Lit unhappy with SAC grant
The University College Literary and Athletic Society passed

a resolution Monday "strongly objecting" to the fact that

Radio Varsity will receive an increase of $5,000 from the stu-

dents council, while other cultural organizations will have

their grants cut.

University College is one of the main consumers with 15 of

the station's 50 speakers in the college.

The resolution was passed by a two thirds majority.

mm
TO-NIGHT 8:30

occurrence at Owlcreek Bridge

and

would the real NORMAN MAILER
please stand up

TRINITY COLLEGE LIT.

sceloy hall

**************************************
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Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus I eaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

SAT. FEBRUARY, 15, I969.

Phone: GSU at 928-2391
— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm



B-BALL BIZ

BLUE BLUES HOSTWATERLOO
by JIM MORRISON

Varsity Blues will be trying

to nourish their faint playoff

aspirations tonight at 8 p.m.

when they face Waterloo
Warriors on the York Univer-

sity floor. Faint aspirations

means that if Western and
McMaster lose their remain-

ing games and Blues win
theirs (see standings), Blues
could tie Western for second

place.

"I don't care if we lose the

other games", says Coach
McManus, "as long as we
beat Warriors this time."
Blues lost 79-63 in a sloppily-

played encounter in Waterloo

earlier in the season.

Remodelling A Alteration.

A Ipetlilty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners A Tailors

034 8pa(Una Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cord»

nation to go with the stellar

backcourt work of Larry
Trafford and Bruce Demps-
ter, their difficulties would be
over. John Hadden has played
up to potential at his center
slot, only on occasion this

season, and forward Dale
Crouter has been in a pro-

BRUCE DEMPSTER

Warriors, like Blues, have
been hot and cold all season.

However, they looked impres-

sive last Saturday when they

dropped McMaster into third

place with a 69-63 triumph.

Steadiest player for Water-

loo has been sophomore
guard Jaan Laaniste, who
leads the team with a 15.7

scoring average. Other nota-

bles are forwards Tom Kie-

swetter, a rookie, Dave
Crichton, and Larry Sobol.

If Blues could put together

a consistent forward combi-

longed scoring slump.

SIM STANDINGS
WESTERN DIVISION

CP W h PTS
Windsor 7 7 0 14

Western 8 5 3 10

McMaster 7 4 3 8
Waterloo 8 3 5 6

Toronto 7 2 S 4

Guelph 8 1
' 7 2

IHTBtFUC ROUNDUP

WHO WAS LOCHINVAR?
By GELLIUS

HOCKEY

Park, Clute, and Garbe
were scorers as Law beat
SMC, 3-1. Huxley
( underground word for "de-
lightful, groovy", etc; e.g.

"all huxley were the boro-

groves.") replied for SMC.
Erin 2, Scar 1. For Erin:

Kennedy and Cresenzi
("Cresen Sie Deutsch?").
For Scar: Hunt.

SMC B (Rae, bulger, Teo-
lis), 3; Jr. Eng. (Stapleton 2)

2.

STANDINGS

GROUP I (15 games, 4 to playoffs.)

GROUP IV (10 games, 2 to playoffs.)
1. PHE B
2. PHARMACY
3. INNIS
4. ARCH
5. KNOX
6. UC II

1. VIC
2. SMC
3. SR. ENG
4. LAW
5. TRIN
6. PHE

BASKETBALL

Steinberg's 12 points led

UC over PHE (Barker 11).

37-19.

STANDINGS
GROUP I (by Mary McCarthy; 11

games, 4 to playoffs.)

1. LLOYD ROSSMAN
(MEDS) 5 2 10

2. SMC 5 3 10

3. VIC 4 4 8

4. UC 4 4 8

5. PHE 3 5 6

6. SR. ENG. 2 6 4

GROUP n (10 games. 3 to playoffs.)

1. SMC B
2. ERIN
3. INNIS
4. DENTS
5. SCAR
6. LAW

7-1

5-3

5-3

4-4

2-6

1-7

GROUP II (12 games, 4 to playoffs.) GROUP OI (9 games 4 to playoffs.)
1. DENTS
2. ERIN
3. SCAR
4. SMC B
5. MEDS
6. UC
7. JR. ENG

GROUP ITI (10 games, 2 to playoffs.)
1. BUSINESS
2. VIC II

3. FOR A
4. DEV. HOUSE
5. LAW II

6. NEW

1. NEW
2 TRIN
3. UC II

4. VIC II

5. ARCH
6. MEDS B
7. JR. ENG.
8. PHE B
9. PHARM
10. BUSINESS

7-0

5-2

5-2

4-3

4-3

4-3

2-5

2-5

1-6

1-6

CONTEST
Pussycat (III UC) has been

declared winner of Contest.

"What's New, Pussycat?"

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

SWIM SHOW
at BENSON BUILDING

Diving Competition and Synchronized

Swimming Demonstration

EVERYONE ON CAMPUS
WELCOME

ffiff J J ! J J J

Thursday, Feb.l3th at 6:30p.m.

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF FEB. 17

IMPORTANT Schedules for week of Feb. 24 will appear in

Friday's Varsity Additional copies available at Intramural office.

STUDY WEEK — Feb. 17 to 21 Due to the limited facilities

for team sports it will be impossible to suspend schedules dur-

ing this period and teams will be expected to fulfil schedule

obligations Teams not meeting these obligations will be re-

quired to default th e game in question

HOCKEY
Mon Feb 1 1 00 v« IV Elec

12 30 vs Phatm A bni k^G 1

1 30 u'c II vs Innis 1

400 St M F Vic. X May Allen

7 00 vs Dent A Appfeton Bullock

8 00 St^M B VS Scar

900 Bus vs Dev Hse Appleton. Bullock

Tues Feb 18 1000 IV Chem E vs Vic VI Seckington Bertrand

1 30 Law III vs III Chem Seckmgton. Bertrand

4.00 III Elec vs Wye Seckington, Bertrand

7 00 PHE B vs Knox Chandler. Richardson

800 St M. C vs IV Civil A Chandler. Richardson

9 00 V5 Tnn A civil

n

Hit Richardson

Wed Feb 19 1 1 00 IV Mech vs Tnn. C Allen Orsi

12 30 St M A vs Vic. 1 Hanna Donofrio

1 30 For A Hanna Donofrio

4 00 IV Eng Sc vs For B Sullivan Ttessider

5 00 Med A vs Jr Eng Sullivan Ttessider

Thu. Feb 20 10 00 III Ind B vs Vic VII Skinner, Gordon

1 1 00 M Ind vs IV Ind B Skinner Gordon

12 30 vs Tnn A
1 30 La vs Vic. II B

u
.

er
'

meron
|

400 Pharm B For C
7 00 III r.onlIII UBOI vs II Elec TotJd Ljiny"

800 Dent B vs Law III Todd. Laing

Fri Feb 21 12.30 Vic IV vs Music LePage. Fuller

1 30 III Eng Sc vs II Chem LePage. Fuller

BASKETBALL
Tubs Feb 18 1 1 00 PHE C vs IV Ind Alboini. Tonisson

12 00 vs For Alboini Tonisson

1 00 Music vs Emman Alboini. Martin

2 00 New 1 vs Arch A Boguski. Martin

3 00 U C II Boguski. Martin

6.30 Med B vs Bus Tessis. Hafner

7.30 SGS Phys vs Grad Geog Tessis. Hafnor

Wed Feb 19 1 1 00 Arch B UC III Doug Mockford, Feaver

12 00 Jr Eng vs PHE B Doug Mockford. Feaver

1 00 Phatm A vs Vic. II Doug Mockford. Feaver

4 00 Knox vs Wye A Sternberg, Gee

6 30 Dent C vs IV Civil Coles. L Sternberg

7 30 New II vs Dent B Coles. L Sternberg

WATER POLO
Tues Feb 18 7.00 Law II vs For Webster

7 45 Med B vs Arch Webster

Wed Feb 19 3.00 Eng. 1 vs PHE Breech

7.00 Vic vs Dent Webster

7 45 Med C vs Innts Webstur

Thur. Feb 20 1.00 Eng II vs UC Breech

7.00 Med C Med IV yr Breech

7 45 Knox vs Law II Breech

<tL> «1» *lr «I» *1* *L> *1*<iL« «1» -i» «t» *X* *L» «1* «X* -X? *i* «X*
*T* "T* •T* *T* *T* *T* *T* "T* *T* "T^ *T* •T" *T" "T* "T* "T* 'T* 'T* *T* •T* •T**T*T1 *T* •T»»TS *TS *T*
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The EDMUND BURKE SOCIETY proudly

presents A FILM!

The OPINION MAKERS: FIFTY YEARS OF

MANAGED NEWS

Room 1069 Sydney Smith; 1:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 13, 1969

#
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
*

*

dance
BANDS:V THESTELTONES
&

{/) THE SANDS OFw* TYME
mjHI 8:00p.m.-2.00 a.m.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 14th

33 ST. GEORGE
ONLY: $1.00 (LADIES) $1.50 (GENTLEMEN)
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OQAA HOCKEY PLAYOFFS MOVED TO VARSITY ARENA
By PHIL BINGLEY

A motion by officials at the

University of Montreal to

move the 1968-69 Senior Inter-

collegiate Hockey League

playoffs from Montreal to

Toronto has been accepted by

member athletic directors of

the Ontario Quebec Athletic

Association.

The four team series will

now begin on Fridy Febru-

ary 28 at 6:30 p.m. in Varsity

Arena with the second semi-

final game slated to follow

immediately after the conclu-

sion of the first.

The one-game sudden-death

final will be played Saturday

March 1 starting at 8 p.m.

also in Varsity Arena. Time

of sale and prices of tickets

as well as the first round

schedule will be announced at

a later date. In any case, the

winner of the Western Divi-

sion will play the seond

place team in the Eastern

group and vice versa.

BOXING AT
HART HOUSE
As Bob Zimmerman once

crooned, "She's a hypnotist

collector, you are a boxing

antique."

But you can't prove it with

the University of Toronto
boxing team which is any-

thing but extinct (Is anyone
out there listening?!

After bamboozling Royal
Military College six out of

nine at Hart House February
1, our magnificent mittmen
are planning a further assault

on the cadaverous caddies
February 22 (that's like in

Vandoo's).

As a prep for the onerous
onslaught. Varsity boxers are
holding an exhibition bout

among themselves tonight at

ye olde Hart House starting

at eight post meridian.

Once again. St. Mike's,

home of frumpie freddie

fromm. leads the list with

five men on the card, four of

whom are on the ten man
Varsity squade. In other
words 40 of the ten man
Varsity squad comes from St.

Michael's College.

Scheduled to see action are
Pat Goodwin (SMC-120 lb.).

Bob Maton (SMC-150 lb.),

Dan Doyle (SMC— 160 lb ),

Kevin Cavanagh (SMC— 165

(&), Mike Alleman (SMC—
hw). Joe Donohue (Law—hw),
Mike Raymond (UC—175

lb.), Graeme Hunter (Toronto
AC-175 lb ). Des Glynn (Vic
—125 lb ), Len Brown (UC—
140 lb. ) and newcomer to

watch, Alex Dougall (New—
165 lb.).

The decision to move the

games to this city came when

U of M athletic staff realized

that the school's hockey Car-

abins, designated as host

team of the event, were in

danger of not gaining one of

the loop's playoff berths.

Carabins currently trail sec-

ond place Carlton University

by a full four points. Laval

University with a record of 11

wins and one loss have al-

ready clinched one playdown

position.

If Montreal did miss the

second place and still hosted

the series, the student inter-

est and attendance would be

very poor. Also the league

would be faced with the ne-

cessity of paying travel and

boarding expenses for four

teams.

Blues' coach Tom Watt

sees the switch as one which

makes little difference to his

team. "I'm prepared to play

anyone and anywhere. The

advantage of moving back to

Varsity will be the home
crowd. That equalizes the

edge we would have had in

Montreal with the bigger ice

surface."

"It's a good move though if

Montreal does not make the

playoffs. They wouldn't have

had more than a corporal's

guard in the stands without a

local team."

On the local front, Watt is

having trouble trying to come
up with a finalized lineup for

the four remaining scheduled

games and the playoffs.

"I plan to sitch the de-

fence around and see if we
can get some hitting from

these people," said Watt. Jim

Miles will now pair with Bill

L'Heureux to form one unit

while Terry Parsons and

Dave Field will try to make
waves together on another.

As far as the forward lines

are concerned, Watt is still

waiting to hear the results of

tests being performed on cen-

tre Brian St. John who is cur-

rently in hospital.

Naturally, if St. John can

return to the team, the crisis

will be averted. But if he

doesn't Watt can't decide

whether to put all his eggs in

one basket or not.

"If Brian can't play there

are two possible solutions.

First, we can put all our big

scorers on one line and spot

the third line as a checking

unit. Or, we can spread these

scorers among the three lines

and hope for the best. Right

now, I just don't know."

Blues next test will be Fri-

day night when McMaster
Marlins are at Varsity Arena

for an 8 p.m. encounter.

Blues also play Saturday af-

ternoon when they hot Mont-

real Carabins. Game time

then is 2 p.m.

NOTES. . .Cornell University

has reneged on their prom-

ised return visit to Varsity

Arena. The deal was that

Blues would play at Cornell

this season and the Big Red

would return the compliment

next year. Cornell claims

they don't have room in their

schedule.

BELLE BENSON BABES VISIT McGILL

Archery — Toronto archers Kathy Warburton and Sue Young
(from left to righ) take careful aim during meet at McGill. Var-
sity lost to McGill 2083-1978.

Barb Bourns (right) matches wits and blades with a McGill fenc-

er in Montreal. Barb placed fourth in the individual standings

but McGill defeated Varsity 10-6.

This babe from Sherwood Forest (in the Benson Building) slings

a shifty shaft toward the target during a recent archery meet.
How sweet it is.
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Ollie Predko (front) spikes a point winner for Varsity Volley-

belles during their match with McGill University recently. Toron-

to captured the event two games to nil.



SAC condems SGWU destruction

Occupiers of the liberated Sir George Williams Data Centre

awaited accession to Student demands by the university admin-
istration, photo by STEVE FREMETH - GEORGIAN

THE

U of T's Students' Administrative Council

Wednesday condemned the actions of occu-
pying students at Sir George Williams Uni-
versity in a 13-11 vote.

The motion, proposed by Lee Coulter (II

Vic) read:

"While considering the context of the
present situation at SGWU:

• that prior to a complete enquiry it is

impossible to determine exactly what took
place on Feb. 11;

• that the media and much of the general
public seem more irate about the damage to

a computer and other property than the
rights and basic dignity of persons;

• that the situation which had been devel-
oping for at least 10 months was met with
indecision on the part of the administration
and faculty;

"Nevertheless that SAC condemn the de-

struction of property by students at SGWU."
Wednesday, the 90 persons arrested during

the destruction of the SGWU computer cen-
tre were arraigned in Montreal's municipal
court on 363 charges.

While they paraded before the bench. Prof.

Perry Anderson, target of racial discrimina-
tion charges which originally sparked the

occupation, was reinstated by SGWU's acting

principal Douglass Burns Clarke.

L'Union Generale des Etudiants de Quebec
Wednesday declared its full supprt for the

students and blamed the administration for

precipitating the violence.

UGEQ also denounced the "dishonesty" of

certain news media for holding foreign ele-

ments responsible for the riot. (Forty-eight

of the students arrested are non-Canadians
and 28 of these are from the Carribean.

)

SAC President Steve Langdon opposed the

Wednesday night motion condemning the

demonstrators on much the same grounds.

"Let's understand why it happened, and let's

remember the issue over which it started,"

he said.

External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp
says the government may deport or deprive

of financial and foreign aid foreign students

involved in the affair.

Meanwhile, at McGill University, where a

left-wing political science lecturer has been

dismissed for as-yet undisclosed reasons, the

administration is taking steps to protect its

computer centre.

One of the machines has been moved off

campus, and the main entrance to McGill's

computing centre has been boarded up.
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Feeling a little uptight over the marks you got at Xmas? That F on your last Eng-
lish essay bothering you?

If so, note that today is the last day you can pull out without losing your aca-

demic standing.

By dropping out now you can beat the rush to Ft. Lauderdale, or get a head start

on all the high school and university students competing for summer jobs.

If you drop out today — and today is the last day, don't forget — you can come
back next year and spend more time studying and writing essays (instead of working
for The Varsity, say.)

The administration always acts in a benevolent manner towards students who
leave the academe this time of year . . . they will give you a partial refund of your

second term fees. Isn't that just wonderful?

Good-bye, we'll miss you all. Write us if you find work.

Prof refuses public reply to TSM charges

PROF. JEAN SMITH

By LEIGHTON REID

Members of the Toronto

Student Movement warned
yesterday that "grave conse-

quences" might result from a

Political Science Professor's

silence over department
course content and teaching.

The warning came at a

class of Prof. Jean Edward
Smith yesterday morning in

Sidney Smith Hall.

Phil Resnick (SGS) one of

the TSM students, warned,

"There is much combustible

material in the department —

and if some of the faculty

want to strike the match,

they will be responsible for

the consequences."

A group of about 25 stu-

dents entered the lecture hall

and attempted to ask Prof.

Smith certain questions about
his connections with the U.S.

Dept. of Defence.

Until 1961, Smith was a
full-time U.S. Defence De-
partment employee and a
part-time consultant until last

year.

When Jennifer Penney (III

UC) asked Smith a question,

he replied that he would not

answer any questions from
the TSM in public but would
continue with his lecture.

Smith said also he would
not answer the questions at

any future public rally but

only in the privacy of his of-

fice.

A number of TSM members
said they were previously

told by Smith that he would
answer the questions publicly

at a later date, if nut in class

Thursday.

The TSM has announced a

meeting in the Sidney Smith

foyer tomorrow at one o'c-

lock to discuss the "tenden-

cies to greater professional-

ism and Americanization in

the social sciences."

Resnick later mentioned

the possibility of a full-day

teach-in after reading week
concerning Political Science

course content and American-

ization of the department.

He said the teach-in would

"hopefully include student-

faculty panels, small semi-

nars, and large discussions".

SAC
UNIVERSITY

By BRIAN JOHNSON

The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil's College St. housing project is

finally ready to go.

Wednesday night SAC approved the

housing committee's proposal to con-

tinue the development of a $4 million

co-educational student residence in

the middle of Kensington

The project is planned for comple-

tion by Sept. 1970. and it- will provide

continued on page 6

A solitary skater tests his legs on a Kensington ice-rink that covers the fu-

ture site of the SAC College St. Housing Project. In 19 months up to 700 U

of T students should be living on the site, located on the south side of Col-

lege between Bathurst and Spadina.



NOMINATIONS
CLOSE - 5 PM, TO-DAY

LAST CHANCE TO RUN
FOR A

HART HOUSE COMMITTEE

HOUSE - ART - MUSIC - LIBRARY
DEBATES

Info & Nomination Forms
Undergraduate Office

928-2446

SMUG student reps elected
St. Mike's Commission on

University Government has

begun to roll with the elec-

tion of the student represent-

atives.

The four students who will

sit on the commission ran a

close race. Marion O'Connor
(III SMC) topped the ballot

with 237 votes. Following

close behind was James Yea-
ger with 224 votes. Greg Keil-

ty (II SMC) and Bill Wetzel
(Western Year) completed
the rostrum separated by two
votes.

The staff-student commis-
sion will examine all aspects

of university government at

the federated college.

•:• The Committee on Departmental Organization of the
:•• Department of Sociology requests recommendations con-
•:• cerning structure and proceedings for departments.
•:• Please submit to the Department of Sociology, 536 Spadi-
'(• na Ave.

ENGINEERING
HUSTLING DANCE

FRI. FEB. 14 9 PM
DRILL HALL - 119 ST.GEORGE

FEATURING
J|^g SPECTRUM

Guys 75< Girls 50<

MINISTERS:
The Very Rev. Df. E.M. Ho.

Rev. Donald A. Gillies

1
1
A.M. HOLDING ON IN HOPE

DR. E.M. HOWSE

7:30 P.M. CHOIR & SOLOISTS
PRESENT

CHANDOS ANTHEM M
by HANDEL

SHORTER WORKS BY HENRY PURCELL

SOLOISTS: MARGARET ZEIDMAN
DORIS BROWN
LARRY MARSHALL
GLENN GARDINER

CHAMBER ORCHESTRA:
CONCERTMASTER: MR. ISIDOR DESSER
ORGANIST: DR. GEORGE BROUGH
CONDUCTOR: REV. DONALD A. GILLIES

COURSE EVALUATIONS
EVALUATIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED JOINTLY

BETWEEN STUDENTS IN PARTICULAR
DEPARTMENTS AND SAC

ANY COURSE UNION. COURSE CLUB OR FACULTY
COUNCIL INTERESTED IN CONDUCTING
AN EVALUATION IS URGED TO DO SO

For further information

Contact Mr. Dave Gobeil at 920-4679



Langdon, Wells

discuss fate of

74,000 jobless

By DARIA ANTONYSHYN

Seventy four thousand On-

tario students were unem-

ployed last summer and the

prospects this year are even

grimmer. Student Council

President Steve Langdon told

more than 300 students in the

Sid Smith lobby Wednesday,

National Union Day.

Foreign ownership of indus-

try contributes to the prob-

lem, Langdon said, since

"American branch plants

import their own researchers

and hire specialists from
American parent

companies."

University students are

particularly hard hit since

"the major innovative work

is being done in the home
plants."

The government, he added,

tries to combat inflation by

"substituting unemployment
for falling loan profits."

Thomas Wells, minister

without portfolio in the On-

tario legislature, conceded
that a problem exists and

that the federal and provin-

cial governments must do

something.

"Students must have mean-
ingful jobs," he said, "but

warned that unfavorable

THOMAS WELLS
photo by ERROL YOUNG

headlines from incidents such
as Sir George Williams "will

create a tougher climate to

work in."

He said the government
has appealed to Canada Man-
power, the Canadian Cham-
ber of Commerce and private

enterprises on behalf of the

students.

The government of Ontario

"will provide 8,000 jobs this

summer as it did last sum-
mer," Wells said. (This is 10

per cent of the student labor

force.

)

"If private industry would

do likewise the problem
would be resolved."

Langdon listed some of the

student proposals to the pro-

vincial government.

Students, he said, should

not be dependent on summer
jobs. Grants should exceed
loans.

Students should be em-
ployed by community service

programs and not by corpora-

tions, Langdon continued.

Working on education pro-

jects with children, on medial

aid programs or giving tech-

nical assistance to Canadian
Indians on reserves make for

a far more stimulating sum-
mer experience than a 9 to 5

filing job.

Windsor occupation enters fourth day
WINDSOR (CUP) - Nego-

tiations over the four-day
occupation of the University

of Windsor theology depart-

ment took a strange twist

yesterday.

The occupiers were ap-
proached late Wednesday
night by administration offi-

cials with an offer that was
said to have originated from
J. F. Leddy, administration

president.

Joe Sasso, head resident at

the school (a hired official

who oversees all residences)

said Leddy was prepared to

sign any letter drafted by the

students in return for their

evacuation of the building.

The students refused and

demanded to meet personally

with Leddy. The next morn-
ing, Leddy not only denied

authoring the proposal, but he

refused to deal with the stu-

dents, calling them an "unof-

ficial group".

Since Leddy would negoti-

ate only with the student

council and not with the occu-

piers, council yesterday af-

ternoon set up an official

negotiating team consisting

of five occupiers.

The occupation is the result

of the contract non-renewal

of Prof. W. W. Kelly of the

theology department.

The council will hold a ref-

erendum next week asking

students to support the coun-

cil negotiating position, and

to support a general strike

should Leddy refuse to ne-

gotiate.

Student demands include

the reinstatement of Kelly,

parity on all department deci-

sion-making bodies, represen-

tation on hiring and firing

committees and access to

records of all university deci-

sion-making bodies.

FLASH — The Medical So-

ciety voted last night to

hold a referendum on

membership in the Stu-

dents Administrative

Council. The vote will be

taken in March.

Present your views
The Commission on University Government solicits

briefs from individuals and groups.

Analysis, views and proposals on all aspects of

university structure are welcomed.

All briefs received by March 3 will be discussed

at public hearings.

WRITE A BRIEF

Hart House
BRIDGE CLUB

Annual Pairs Championship
Saturday, February 15th

Music Room, 1:30 to 10:00 p.m.

Dpon to oil Members of Hart House
Ladies also invited

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
February 26th,

Music Room - 1 p.m.

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC GROUP
Ladies .Welcome

POETRY READING
Thursday, February 27th

Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

J.S. Cunningham & Arthur Grant

THE PSALMS AS POETRY
Ladies Welcome

MARCH 5TH
LIVE JAZZ

— ilh

KARL BERGER

ft

mutual
funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.
distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: dav - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

HILLEL
Sunday, Feb 16, 8:30 pm, Hillel House

Film Presentation - MARAT SADE

Mon, Feb24fh, 1:00 pm, U.C. Room 214

RABBI W. GUNTHER PLAUT,

HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE
on

SOUTH AFRICA: RELIGIOUS

CONSCIENCE AND APARTHEID'

February 26th, 1:00 pm, U.C. Room 214

MR. GIDEON HAUSNER

February 27th, 8:30 pm, Hillel House

DR. ALFRED WERNER
Art Critic and Historian

on

THE SHTETL IN ARTS'

I UNIFIED FAMILY |
* . ,

*
•Jfr A full & penetrating explanation ties together the #
if fragments ol the past; the visible & invisible worlds; j£* .. ... • . . .........

*
*
*
#
*

it" providential; the ideal & the real;

98 AVENUE ROAD - Side Entrance 2nd Floor

SUNDAYS - 3:00 P.M.

-If «1* *i? *1» *it**lU <>V4> air* £» *1> •IxtjU *i* mlt *li kt* »JU «<l>^«
*T**TS *T* *^ *T*^**^*^ *^ *^ *^ *^ •T* *T* ^* ^r* *^ ^* ^f* ^*
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Winning the battle, but...

By FENNO VAN ZWANENBURG

Mr. Zwanenberg is a fourth year

student at Victoria College.

Wednesday night's confrontation on

the staff-student committee of the

Political Economy Department was

sad. Sad, not because the student

motion for a role in the decision-

making process was mutilated, but

because it proved that the bogeyman
at U of T is not the administration

but the staff.

Essentially, the conflict was
summed up by Professor Melville

Watkins when he said, ".
. .1 am

asked to make a choice between

demoralizing my colleagues and

alienating the student body. .

."

The student motion, which is equiv-

alent to what the Sociology Union has

been practicing for the last two

weeks, proposed that an advisory

committee with parity for students

and staff be set up with competence

over all phases — curriculum, staff-

ing, grading, etc. — of the depart-

ment's operation. Final say would

remain with the Chairman, as it is

now. What this motion would elimi-

nate, is the mysterious and discrimi-

natory world of cliques, "advising ",

and power politics in the department.

The faculty, including some who
had never before shown their faces,

were out in full force. A half hour

was wasted in acrimonious wrangling

when the chairman would not accept

Irv Weisdorf as proxy for another

member, although he had been recog-

nized as a voting member on all pre-

vious occasions.

The first objection was about lin-

guistics. "Competence" was substi-

tuted for "jurisdiction"; "teaching

has rarely been taken into account in

promoting" was altered to "teaching

has been inadequately considered".

DEMOCRACY "IMPRACTICAL"

Incredible though it may seem, a

professor of political theory, whose

specialty is democracy, stated flatly

that democracy is impractical. The

motion had provided for open elec-

tions of staff and student members.
This was dismissed with contempt.

But most of the evening — some
three-and-a-half hours — was spent

on debating whether students should

have any part in hiring, tenure, and

promotion. The students have found

out that resolutions about changes in

the curriculum and in the way teach-

ing is done are simply hot air unless

there is some supervision over who
gets on staff. As Clark Kerr said to

CUG, "The most important thing is

who gets tenure — if you do that

right, everything else can go and

you'll still have a great university."

The overwhelming majority of staff,

took this as a conscious attempt to

dismantle the university and a per-

sonal threat to themselves. Here are

their arguments:
"Students would have no respect

for a professor if they knew how
much salary he was making."

"Serious scholars would not come
here and the majority of my col-

leagues would leave if students were
privy to these very personal mat-

ters."

"As a member of a minority

group, I fear that considerations oth-

er than scholarship and teaching abil-

ity would enter into the decision."

"The system may be complex and

hard to pin down, but it works!"
"We've had difficulty at Erindale

getting enough students to fill posi-

tions on committees."

MOTION EMASCULATED

An amendment by Professor Rich-

ard Judy completely emasculated the

original motion — "policy", not su-

pervision was to be the committee's

role; the committee was to be con-

fined to undergraduates — thus effec-

tively perpetuating the distinction

between graduate and undergraduate

interests; and all references to

"democratic elections" were deleted.

The vote predictably split the

committee — two professors voting

with the undergraduates, two stu-

dents allying themselves with their

superiors. What the "new" commit-
tee will do, or whether it can even
exist, is doubtful. Certainly the fourth

year reps are on the verge of resign-

ing and the other delegates are frus-

trated.

Whether the staff have any reason

to be pleased is questionable. Cer-

tainly things will go on in the same
old way this year; the students have
been given a good sock in the jaw.

No doubt "prof power" is a pleasant

thought. But what will happen when
the new wave of high-school gradu-

ates hits this university? When polite

middle-class kids and not so well-

mannered working-class students find

out just what they have fallen into?

Berkeley, Columbia, Simon Fraser,

McGill, Sir George Williams, T. .

.

Time is running out.

Who decides?

At Sir George Williams University

an assistant professor is charged

with racial bias in marking papers of

West Indian students. The adminis-

tration delays on the charges for

eight months, eight months which
lead to demands, occupation, frustra-

tion and finally, on Tuesday, destruc-

tion.

varsity
TORONTO^

"The successful revolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal "
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At the University of Windsor, a
professor's contract is not renewed
and in protest 80 students occupy the
theology building. The administration

refuses to negotiate with the "unoffi-

cial" occupiers.

At Montreal's McGill University a
political science lecturer faces dis-

missal for non-academic (read "polit-

ical") reasons. He has sufficient sup-
port on the campus to ensure he will

not go without a fight. Part of this

support comes from the students,

part from his department head, who
recently recommended him for pro-

motion.

In each case (and you can add the
firing of George Haggar at Univer-
sity of Waterloo last year), the ad-
ministration moved to fire or protect
a member of the teaching staff

against the express wishes of the
students.

We wonder for whom the univer-
sity is being run.

At Toronto, the hiring of staff is

done on the departmental level. By
and large the results are good, but
there is a real danger in the system,
one which every student encounters
from time to time.

We have all had lecturers who
couldn't lecture, suffered through
classes which were worse than use-
less, struggled with murky explana-
tions and obscure references. If stu-

dents reviewed professors the way
they review us — pass the exam or
you're out — would this situation ex-
ist?

The most common objection to giv-

ing students a voice on review boards
is that it would lead to grandstanding
on the part of the professors. This
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implies that students are incapable of

judging the merits of a teacher. And
remember, students only want 50-50

representation, the other half of the

committee would be faculty.

At U of T the problem of dismissal

has not come up lately. But if stu-

dents were on boards reviewing lec-

turers before they were given tenure,

how many of our professors would
now be inflicting themselves on stu-

dents elsewhere? We bet you can all

name at least one.

Who pays?
As of Saturday commuters using

the facilities of the Toronto Transit
Commission have been paying 30

cents for each one-way ride, or $1 for

four fares.

This makes Toronto's transit fares,

along with Montreal's, the highest in

Canada.

No wonder. Thanks to the TTC
Toronto has a highly efficient rapid
transit system reaching out into all

sectors of the metropolis.

Somehow, somewhere, someone
has to pay for this extensive commu-
nications network.

Why is it that the TTC is expected
to finance this costly, expanding and
essential service on the dimes, nick-

els, quarters and dollar bills of day-
to-day users of the service?

The TTC is providing a service of

incalculable value to the large down-
town department stores by funnelling

thousands of consumers direct into

their buildings in a matter of min-
utes. Offices and factories throughout
Metro don't have to worry about pro-

viding parking space for their em-
ployees — the TTC will always deliv-

er on time.

The TTC should be financed on the

same principle as the huge highway
and expressway projects for which
the Toronto and Ontario governments
lay out millions of dollars annually.

In fact, the expansion of a rapid

transit system encircling all of

Metro, should take priority over all

projects for bringing more vehicular

traffic into the city, because they

needlessly squander human and phys-

ical resources.

A transit system twice as compre-
hensive as the present one would per-

form the job more efficiently and far

less expensively.

It is ridiculous to say the TTC
should be self-supporting. The TTC is

a lifeline vital to the livelihood of the

vast majority of the people of this

city. The TTC itself supports so much
of Toronto's activity that it deserves

to be supported in return.

This fees hike, one in a long series

of hikes (remember when you could

get TWO tickets for 30 cents? That
was less than seven years ago), has

been made necessary by a narrow-
minded approach to civic planning,

one which should have gone out when
the first subway was built.

A transit system is a community
venture. It cannot be supported by

individuals. If the entire community
profits from it, then the entire com-
munity must pay for it. Not just we
who ride the buses and subways.
Students and other commuters

should combine to protest the nar-

row-minded and discriminatory poli-

cy of forcing the TTC to support it-

self on a meagre $1 for every four

passengers.



LETTERS
Radio

With regard to the article

in Wednesday's paper
(February 12) entitled "LIT
UNHAPPY WITH SAC
GRANT" — there are sever-

al points that should be clar-

ified:

1) As you can verify in

the minutes of the twenty-
seventh SAC Executive
meeting held on February
10th, the increase in Radio
Varsity budget was less

than $1,700. This increase is

quite a bit less than the $5,-

000 increase reported by
you. The reasons for this

increase are that we will be
providing full time service

to Scarborough and Erindale

Colleges and that we hope to

hire a full-time managing
director. The costs of serv-

icing Scarborough and Erin-

dale will be $2,000, and the

salary for a full time man-
aging director will be slight-

ly more than $2,000. As you
can see, we had to cut back
significantly on many of the

items in our budget to hold

Writes
the increase down to $1,700.

2) Our advertising budget
has been increased by $1,100
to $5,600, which is approxi-
mately one third of our op-
erating costs.

3) In an earlier edition of
your paper, which, by the
way, has been really good
since January, you reported
on the incredible inefficien-

cy of the U.C. Lit. In fact,

this seems to be truer than
ever: Howard Goldblatt,
President of the Lit, told me
today that the wording of
the resolution was very ex-
act and never used the
phrase "strongly objecting."

Also, I spoke to Mike Sherk,
who introduced the resolu-

tion, Herman Siegel, who
seconded it, and Ruth Wil-

son, the Lit Secretary, and
none of them could give me
the correct wording of the

resolution. (Neither could
Goldblatt.)

Jon Levin,

Programming Director,

Radio Varsity

Thanks!
Allow me to congratulate

you on your articles on the

old and new campus in the
Varsity. I found them very
interesting, and you
achieved one of your stated

objectives admirably — viz

— accuracy! Naturally this

quality is dear to an engi-

neer's heart and having ob-

served complete accuracy
with respect to your inter-

view with me, I conclude
that quality is characteristic

throughout.

And now I have to confess
to an inaccuracy. When ask-

ing me about student partic-

ipation in Users' Commit-
tees I fear I was thinking

more of the past than the

present, for, in keeping with
modern trends, students
were on the Users' Commit-
tees for the Graduates
Complex and Innis College;

and as might be expected,

contributed very signifi-

cantly to the ultimate Plan-

ning Division reports on
those projects. Sorry for the

mistake.

Roland R. McLaughlin,

Chairman Planning Division,

U of T

Export'X
Canadaj

(
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REGULAR AND KINGS

CINE-CENT-QUATRE

LA GUERRE DES B0UT0NS
- "Un film 3 la fois gaulois, 6pique et rabelaisien. Le

rire a' ventre de'boutonneV'

and

LA PARTIE DE CAMPAGNE
- un essai poe"tique de Jean Renoir

TWO OUTSTANDING MOTION PICTURES

FRIDAY 14th FEBRUARY AT 8.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, Room 104.

ADMISSION FREE.

KNOX CHURCH
(Horbord and Spadina)

Scrutiny '69, the Kno» Young
People's Saturday Evening Pro-
gramme wil) pursue the topic
Battle (or the Mind" or "Con-

version - Is it Psychological or
Spiritual?" on Saturday evening,
ai 7:30 p.m. The programme also
includes recreation and sports
activities.

On Sunday, the Young People
will meet, following the evening
service at 8:15 p.m.

STUDENTS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED

It's a whole new you.

A non-stop, on-t he-go you.

That's what happens
when you discover Tampax

tampons. Your "dif-

ficult days" seem to do
a disappearing act.

Suddenly you're free of

pins, pads and belts.

Free to wear what
you want, even pants

suits. Free to play, run,

dance! All because
Tampax tampons are worn
internally, comfortably.

Tampax tampons are made
of lightly compressed
pure white surgical

cotton. With the dainty,

hygienic container-

applicator your hands
need never touch

the tampon, and both
applicator and tampon
can be flushed away.

Available in 3 absorb-

ency-sizes, Regular,

Super and Junior. Won-
derful Tampax tampons!

CLASSIFIED
MALE CAMP counsellors needed for
Jewish co ed summer camp located near
Eagle River. Wisconsin Must have one
year of college If interested write Mil-
waukee Jewish Community Center 1400
N Prospect Ave

. Milwaukee. Wisconsin
53202

ESSAYS AND THESIS TO BE
TYPED? Call Pat at 291 5402 after 6 or
368-6767 23145. 8:30-4:30 Fast serv-
ice, error free Can give references
Cheap rates

SINGERS NEEDED for baroque cham
ber choir Phone J Schreiber. 928-5171.
536-5019 evenings.

SEEKING COMPANIONSHIP leading
to common -law living arrangement with
woman (1 8 261 of following qualities
independence, self-respect, self assur-
ance, ambition, tolerance, gentleness,
looks INTERESTS — poetry, drama,
classical music, writing, gymnastics,
swimming, travelling Ask for Bob at
920 2689 Leave messages

FRI. FEB. 21. 5 Horror movies Franken-
stein — Karloff, Lost Continents —
Romero Nosferatu Dracula — Lagos i

Curse of the Werewolf Victona College
New Academic Bid Room 3 Admission
SI 00 Time 7 00 p.m.

FILM. Students and faculty with rushes
and /or completed films are asked to
contact David Peebles at 928-2609
(after 7 00 pm) concerning a film festival

at Hart House

ROOMS FOR RENT in hip environment— unfurnished — one block south of the
university (23 Baldwin St.) John or Laura
364-2630

LOST — Silver Rolen men s watch in

New College Feb. 10 Call Bob 783-3477
after 6 pro Reward.

VIRGINIA — please come to the So-
ciology Student's Union meeting in Sid
Smith 2118 today at 1 pm. I need you.

REPULSION — Movie for Wed Fab 19
in Room 2118 Sidney Smith Bldg at 8:
00 pm Admission 75< All welcome

PROFESSIONAL HAIR DRYERS ex
cellent condition Phone after 6 p m
699-4135

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE
immediately, for serious male student,
own room, furnished. 10 mm from cam-
pus. $60 month, phone 929-9223 eve-
nings

tampax tampons are made only b
canadian tampax corporation lto

barrie. Ontario

T.C.D.S. PRESENTS

THE

MEMORANDUM
BY VACLAV HAVEL

CARTWRIGHT HALL
ST. HILDA 'S COLLEGE

FRIDA V&SA TURDA Y 8.30 $1.00

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA
presents

THE SHEEP WELL

( FUENTE 0VEJUNA
)

by Lope de Vega
translated by

Angel Flores and Muriel Kittel

directed by Leon Major

Feb. 14. IS. 17, 18. 19. at 8:30 p.m.

Studio Theatre - 4 Glen Morris St.

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

SMITH COLLEGE

EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
Girls registered in the Second Year of an Honour
Course in any of the Colleges, may apply through

their College Registrar to spend their Third Year
at Smith College. Northhampton, Massachusetts.

Interested students may obtain information about
Smith College from Professor Natalie Z. Davis.

Department of History, Sidney Smith Hall, who is

Chairman of the Committee on Smith College Exchange.

* * *
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continued from page 1

500 to 700 students with a low-cost

alternative to university residences.

Rents will average about $60 to $70 a

month per student.

Most of the cost will be assumed
by the Ontario Mortgage and Housing

Corporation, although SAC has budg-

eted $10,000 in its surplus fund as an

initial outlay.

The idea of a SAC housing project

was born at a SAC Executive meet-

ing in November, 1967. Two premises

arose from the discussion: that there

was a need for housing at the U of T
which was not being met in actual or

projected residence construction; and

that the quality and style of life of

existing and projected student hous-

ing was not socially satisfactory.

SAC set up a housing team of

professionals and paid out $40,000 for

a detailed study. Sociologist David

Hunter conducted a wide survey of

the present housing situation and the

type of housing students prefer. Ar-

chitect George Robb, whose firm had

been conducting a study in residence

design for the past 15 years, drew up

a prototype design.

Meanwhile the purchase of the land

was creating a complex political bat-

tle. SAC was unable to finance the

purchase of the 45,000-square-foot site

on College St. half-way between
Bathurst and Spadina.

The university administration re-

fused any role in the financing. That
year's SAC President, Tom Faulkner,
approached the provincial govern-

ment and was met with some enthu-

siasm. But he needed the support of

the U of T Board of Governors.
Faulkner lobbied to get the adminis-
tration and the government officials

to meet. When they did, an agreement
was reached and the land was pur-
chased for $525,000 in May, 1968, with

the understanding that it would be

held for the SAC housing project.

After another nine months of

committee-based planning and talk-

ing and doubting, the project was put

before a general meeting of the SAC
at Erindale Wednesday for the final

rubber stamp.

The doubts and the waiting are not

unjustified.

The project's land is in an area

represented by the Kensington Area

Residents' Association, a strong

group of urban renewal organizers

who have not greeted the SAC project

with open arms.

As student representatives met
with the KARA, the hostility broke

down to some extent, but both the

students and the residents are de-

manding some autonomy in the pro-

gramming of the project.

One aspect of the project, that

Langdon hopes will combat the

KARA resistance, is the radical edu-

cation and community action pro-

gram. But he does not see it as an-

other Rochdale.

"Rochdale's biggest problem was
that they started out wanting to build

a building and then wanted to build

an education centre," says Langdon.

"The two ideas were never well co-

ordinated."

He feels the community action

program will help the SAC project

avoid the Rochdale atmosphere of

escapism by attracting "a more out-

ward-looking resident." He hopes it

will avoid the anarchic organization

of Rochdale by more practical self-

governing mechanism.
The building will consist of self-

contained units with no central dining
facilities. The units will range from
bachelor units to one, two, six, and
eight bedroom units. The larger the
unit, the larger the communal facili-

ties; the smaller the unit, the more
privacy for the individual.

The design is a flexible compro-
mise between the total-amorphous-
community ideal of most U of T resi-

dences and the insular fragmentation
of apartment dwelling.

Robb presents a projected range of

rents in his cost analysis based on a
10 month occupancy.

Rent/Bed
Month
$42

Rent/Unit

Month
$84

$108

$120

$252

$336
depend on

I DWELLING PROTOTYPE 2 BEDROOM UNIT

********************************************

Honest Abe Mudrik and

Bachelor
1-bedroom
2-bedroom $60
6-bedroom $42
8-bedroom $42
Although these rates

variable factors they are considera

bly cheaper than comparative units

at Rochdale, where a 1-bedroom unit

is $130 a month, and a 2-bedroom is

$250 a month.

SAC's major purpose in the College

St. venture is to provide students

with low-cost and high quality hous-

ing, but Langdon also lists several

political objectives:

• to prove that students can build

better buildings than are being built

for them — "to illustrate by example
the inadequacies of university resi-

dence construction methods and
manner of operation with a view to

forcing change in those approaches."

• "to challenge current university

and government assumptions about
how students live and learn."

But Robb- regards the project in a
less political light. "It is essential

that the housing forms and structure

be not simply a reflection of activist

minority opinion," he says, "but
rather consist of a range of elements
which best allows the individual to

determine his own life style."

Your Friendly Neighborhood Blue & White Society

presents- FREE—
'A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS'

- Fri. Feb. 14 - Convocation Hall
- 10:30 pm - After the Hockey Game

THE DIRTY DOZEN'
- Wed. Feb. 19 - Convocation Hall
- 10:30 pm - After the Hockey Game

So why spend money after the hockey game?
Come to our free movies

and save your change to purchase exam notes!

*********Hs++*+++++^++%^++^^%^###%^#^ sH!jcjj!5({jl!ji{}l{5j!
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PARTY! PARTY! PARTY!
Yes, Virginia, there's another Varsity party. Take a

break from the slopes during ski-week, relax and float

downstream on Friday, Feb. 21. Meet the Beatles and bring
your own everything. Find out how to get there by dropping
in at the Varsity office.

THE OPERA SCHOOL
ROYAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

PRESENTS
The North American Premiere

HAMLET
OPERA BY HUMPHREY SEARLE

FEBRUARY 15th, 16th - 8:00 P.M.

MacMillian Theatre - Edward Johnson Building

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO - BOX OFFICE 928-3744

TICKETS: $2.00 STUDENTS: $1.00

THE SPEAK
EASY

'Toronto's Newest Joint"
Sing Along With The

SPEAKEASY DIXIELAND BAND
621 IL00R ST. W. Jul cm or latent

Open 12 noon—1 a.m.
LICHKD 532-4292

HALF PRICE TEA PARTIES
EVERY DAY

FROM 12 NOON TO 7 P.M.

1
i
i



LUNAR ORBIT

-by peter moore

Christmas holidays, and for

three days the new snows lie

in long, graceful sweeps
across the city, building up
along the fences, settling

softly upon the close, dark

streets. For three days there

seems neither heaven nor

earth; only the dark, expan-

sive clouds and shadows —
drifting, billowing across the

terrifying space. And when
the sun appears the snow on

the ground — the streets,

houses, the trees — the snow
shines yellows and whites,

and in all its intensity the

world suddenly spins from
very brightness. Dazzling and

soft, and vast.

And because it is Christ-

mas the lights seem scat-

tered — thrown — every-

where: buried and glittering

in the snow and sky, alive

and clear among the trees.

Brilliant as memory, passed

over; and at night the snows
lie blue and the sky a rich

dark purple, difficult to

touch. To grasp.

"I am home for the Christ-

mas holidays only," says

Tony. And pointing: "The
snows, the trees, the lights.

Beautiful. No second thoughts

Like childhood."

"Horseshit."

End of scene. Fade-out.

Christmas Eve. The same
— interior. "Decorating the

Christmas Tree." Tony on the

floor, adjusting the stand. In

the kitchen, cleaning off the

bulbs. On step-ladder, screw-

ing in lights. Throwing tinsel.

Remembering.
Like childhood.

Later. The living room.

Christmas Party. Christmas

tree and carols, mulled wines

and breads and cheeses. And
people — friends of the fam-

ily. For Tony: A through W
times 1 through 22 (yrs).

Thus: (a X la b X 6b c X
4C . . .) X 1/22. Mathemati-

cally incorrect, grammatical-

ly unreasonable. Ah yes.

"Gimme dem old an' sim-

ple woids."

Ah yes.

Later the same night. The

bedroom. Moonlight (dull

almost, warm and distant).

Thinking: "that the room
seems both the same and dif-

ferent; similar and yet

strange. And that I can feel

the walls closing in and fall-

ing, and that the room seems

to be spinning in circles —
slowly and then faster, swing-

ing in momentum, buzzing

slightly and gaining speed,

faster and faster. That I can

feel myself sinking — that

my mind is beginning to turn

in circles, deeper- and still

deeper — that I am sinking,

around, around — deeper and

still faster, around and

around.

And stops. Grabbing an
object (pillow, the clock).

Silence, and then once again

the low, dull roar — louder

and then still louder. And
suddenly the pillows and
clocks, the tables, the beds,

the chairs — splinter and
fragment, careen across the

room. Break, fall to the floor,

and once again the walls be-

gin — slowly at first and then

faster. Pictures shaking, floor

opening up, walls moving,

spinning, around and around,

faster, faster. .

.

And: "Only in such ex-

tremes does one become
aware of how every person is

lost in himself beyond hope of

rescue, and one's sole conso-

lation in this is to observe

other people and the law gov-

erning them and everything."

Kafka. The mind.

So that the following morn-
ing they did not find Tony
dead in his room, but rather

very much alive. In fact:

they did not notice that the

room lay in shambles, nor did

they notice during dinner that

once again the rooms were
spinning. Nor did they see

themselves as Tony saw
them, as strangers.

Did they realize that this

was Tony's twenty-second
Christmas dinner?

Probably not.

Did they care?

No again.

And in the evening, what
were they thinking as they

knelt in church? As they sang
with their friends and as they

listened to the sermon. Or as

they passed the wine at the

altar, one to another, each in

his own thoughts.

Or as they drove home
from church, whispering and
laughing under the rich, dark
sky.

"You're either on the bus
or off the bus!!"
Which means, ladies and

gentlemen, exactly what it

says: either on or off. Not an
ordinary bus, you understand
— in fact, not a bus at all

really, but a collective mind-
blow, a revolution-for-the-hell

-of -it screw-up. Completely
zonked.

Your own movie.

On or off.

—"Sort of like being with

it' in the '50 s?"
"Uh, nooo. .

."—

Actually, you can see this

outrageous day-glo nightmare
as completely mind-fucking
the whole U.S. of A., which is

how Michael and Steven pic-

tured it. Just ail-American
kids, you understand; just

your average college kids
gone totally insane. Barrell-

ing through the myth-shit,

stoned silly, looking for
America. Freaking on the
highways, harrassing the
cops.

But nothing heavy — noth-

ing nasty: :

:

Just your own movie,
right? Everything the way it

is. pure and simple.

So there's the 'Beautiful

Persons Letter' home, and
the hassles, and then — and
then — the freedom.

And the dope? Well yes,

there's that too. But it's sort

of a ritual, right? Sort of a —
test: the acid test. So you do
it and. your mind's free and
you take off and you look.

—Which explained for Tony
why Steve and Mike left —
quickly — and started round

the States. Very simple. Be-

cause they were either look-

ing for the bus or they were
already on the bus.

And Tony?
"Well, buses are fuck-

all..."

Which brings us more or

less back to earth. Like now:
the present. University: Med-
ical School. Physiology. "Not
the what but the how of Anat-

omy," says Tony.

Not the what but the how,
and the lab instructor calls

the class to the front, where
he is holding a small, live

rabbit. Whose belly he is slit-

ting open and whose heart he
now holds.
—". . .that the strength of

the muscle tissue, even in

something this size..." and
he passes it around the cir-

cle.

—continued on R-6



film
les enfants du paradis

It's not easy to make a
film under the iron heel of
tyranny — for one thing, the
light is so bad. But Jacques
Prevert and Marcel Carne
made Les Enfants du Paradis
in two segments and then
marketed the three-hour re-

sult in 1944 in France to

"soothe and refresh the na-
tional spirit" as Bosley Crow-
ther so badly put it.

The film is a drama with a

peculiarly Gallic theme: the
predominance of chance and
illusions in the lives of men.
The time is the late 19th

century, the place: France.
The robust spirit of the
French people is expressed
and embodied in the "chil-
dren of paradise", the theatre
audiences who sit in the up-
per balconies and express
their joie de vivre by whis-
tling, clapping and stomping
their feet.

The "plot" (if such a term
can be used) concerns the
lives of these and other thea-
tre characters as they follow
their careers — Debureau to
become the most famous and
popular pantomimist in

France — and hence the
world, and Garance to be-
come the pampered mistress
of an icy and evil aristocrat
— always yearning toward
one another, yet never con-
summating their love because
of their curious dispositions
— both Garance and the bar-
oness being homosexuals.

This is the end of the first

half. In the second half, years
later, all is changed. Much
older, Garance has found that
life has been kind, and yet
cruel, to her. Her former
lover, the evil Larcenaire,
murders the aristocrat in a
Turkish bath. The Turk is

wrongfully accused of the
crime (since he was in the
bath at the time) and is

hanged. Garance seeks out
Debureau and they attempt to
realize their love in an attic.

After several agonized mo-
ments of groping, which seem
to last an eternity — there is

no light in the attic — their
love is consummated.
"You were right, Gar-

ance," Baptiste tells her.
"Love is so simple."
"But it is not".

We are left at the fadeout
of this "gigantic philosophical
ballet," as Georges Sadoul
has called it, with the feeling
that the past is dead, that the
magic of love and enchant-

ment cannot be recalled from
the long-gone years, that the
illusion of wonder and beauty
does not persist beyond its

momentary charm. Only the
universal solvent for all the

woes and despairs of this
world — the ever-replenishing
magic of illusion for others —
remains.

—vilson neetly

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

The Wy milwood Concert Committee

presents

Martin Polten
classical guitar

Sunday, February 23
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Up tight about the social season?
. . . then don't get caught with
your unclean showing. The
swingin' crowd gets groomed at
One Hour Martinizing (242 Bloor
Street West - opposite Varsity
Stadium) ... but before you cut
out, clip the coupon below and
take it along... tell them you
want your formal wear cleaned
the "Martinizing" way.

One hour

242 Bloor St W, (opposite Vafslty Stadium)

20% OFF

FORMALWEAR
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 22nd 1909
THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
INCOMING ORDER AND IS VALID ONLY AT
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
242 BLOOR STREET, WEST. TORONTO

te View 2

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME! ™<>«*N
at unbelievably low prices. London departures.
9 weeks -

GRAND EUROPEAN TOUR - 16 countries - CA $349.50
6 weeks - EUROPEAN TOUR - 12 countries 230.00
5 weeks SCANDINAVIA RUSSIA -8 countries 201.75
5 weeks - NORTH AFRICA, SPAIN & PORTUGAL 165.75

plus (and this is the only plus) CA $6.45 per week for food.
There is a small 'catch' applicants must be between

the ages of 19 and 29.

Phone us today, better still, come in personally
and bring a deposit of $35.00

KENNEDY TRAVEL BUREAU LTD
Tel: 362-3226. Business hours: 9:30-6:00 Doily, 9:30-3:00 Sat

1



' theatre
pinter's tale
A masterful revelation of the non-

relationships in modern society is

playwright Harold Pinter's accom-
plishment in his latest play, The
Homecoming, which closes tomor-
row night at the Poor Alex.

Pinter's avant-garde play is in the

capable hands of director Jeremy
Hole of Ryerson, whose manipula-
tion of stage silences and audience
laughter slowly involves us in a

novel treatment of the now-common
theme of alienation.

The plot evolves amid the decep-
tive domesticity of a suitably shab-
by London working-class dwelling,

to which Teddy, a professor at an
American university, makes the
mistake of introducing his wife.

What he finds out is that he can't go
home again, without leaving some
illusions, and one wife, behind.

Pinter plunges the audience into

the no-holds-barred atmosphere of

Teddy's family with an acid inter-

change between his father Max, an
earthy mass of psychoses convinc-

ingly if flamboyantly portrayed by
Alan Thomas, and his brother Len-
ny, master of the art of subtle ego-

jabbing, played with cool by Hole.

The savage dislike which ties the

family together—Max, his brother

Sam, his younger sons Lenny and
Joey—provides the undercurrent of

the play. The characters have no
words to exchange but invective,
which provides most of the play's
humour.
The Poor Alex is just large

enough that you don't laugh or clap
self-consciously. It is also intimate
enough to allow the audience to feel

itself involved in the domestic dra-
ma. In the well-timed pauses of the
play, the audience actually feels
awkward with the characters, and is

thus further roped in by Pinter.

This is why, when it becomes evi-

dent that Teddy's wife is to become
common property of the four men in

the family, this one-up-manship on
American suburban wife-swapping
seems nothing out of the ordinary.

It's a credit to both the play-
wright and the Modern Drama
Group that we walk out of the thea-

tre analyzing the enigma of the

play, rather than dismissing it as
unrealistic.

Pinter removes, layer by layer,

the conventional and sacred as-

sumptions of Family Life and the

Divine Spark in Man. We learn that

Lenny is a pimp with a sadistic

streak behind his urbanity, that the

outwardly cold and dignified Ruth,

played with control by Trisha Bent-

ley, is cast in the mold of Max's
dead wife, to whom he affection-

ately refers as a "slutbitch".

That Ruth is ready and willing to

m
start her new career after six years
of marriage throws a penetrating
light on the man and the life she's

leaving. The subdued petulant Ted-
dy, played by Stephen Martineaux.
is the so-called pride of the family,

a philosophy professor, whose
"stimulating'' environment is

harped on until it comes to mean
the exact opposite. Teddy is out-

philosophized by the sauve Lenny,
and his philosophic acceptance of

Ruth's loss is one more comment
on the bloodless pedant.

The conditioned acceptance of the
absurd, to which Pinter leads us, is

an acceptance of a world of arbi-

trary values which have a strange
sort of appeal. The stripping of de-

ceptively familiar surfaces, leaves a

haunting uncertainty which doesn't

vanish when the curtain goes down.

—agi lukacs

GRADUATE
STUDENTS
UNION

MAY 29th, 1969
- TORONTO /LONDON

SEPT. 7th, 1969
- LONDON/TORONTO

CHARTER FLIGHT

TO LONDON
VIA

AIR CANADA®
Douglas DC-8

* * * HRST CLASS SERVICE

"'HOT HEALS AND COMPLIMENTARY REFRESHMENTS
' • * 66 LBS. FREE BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE PER PERSON

$210 00
PER PASSENGER

FOR RESERVATIONS
CONTACT:

MISS BARBARA SMITH
Executive Secretary

Graduate Students Union

16 Bancroft Avenue
TORONTO 5, Ontario

Tel: 928-2391

MONIES OVERCOLLECTED WILL BE REFUNDED ON A PRO-RATA BASIS

Travel Arrangements By:

FINLAY TRAVEL LIMITED, 160 Bloor St. East. Toronto Tel: 921-5106 and Suite
ft 4203. Toronto-Dominion Centre, Toronto Tel: 366-4936.



atlantis is about to rise and you read about it first

Elisabeth Steen is a 28-

year-old San Francisco house-

wife and mother of two. Al-

though she loves the city, she
is convinced it is about to

sink into the sea.

Any day now, she will lead

her family and about 150

middle-class suburban believ-

ers to Spokane, Washington,

where she feels they will be

safe from the impending dis-

aster. Mrs. Steen, a part-time

seer, feels San Francisco will

not last out the month of

April, 1969. In her visions she

sees "huge sections of land

along the Pacific Coast
breaking off and crumbling

into the ocean."

Mrs. Steen is not alone.
Among others who have
moved from Southern Califor-

nia recently are evangelistic

ministers and their flocks,

terrified hippies from Haight-
Ashbury feeling "bad vibra-

tions", amateur professional

astrologists, and at least one
respected scientist who has
had the courage to publish his

reasons for passing up a good
job in California.

Dr. Peter Franken, a Uni-

versity of Michigan physicist

who won the American Physi-

cal Society Prize in 1967,

says: "I'm raising a family
now and the earthquake risk

in California is simply too

great."

While he is no seer, Dr.
Franken has been studying
earthquakes as a hobby for 16

years. When his gloomy pre-
dictions on the fate of Cali-

fornia ("hundreds" of deaths,

"thousands" of injuries, top-

pled skyscrapers, broken
dams and other disagreeable

side effects) were published a
year ago in the University of

Michigan Daily last year, he

was pooh-poohed by a large

II you're a member of Air Canada's Swing-Air Club, you'll never
have to worry about getting into this predicament. Because
you ve got a way to get away in style -lor hall fare in Economy
Class with Air Canada on a standby basis. Where would you like
to go? Los Angeles? Miami? New York? We'll take you there or
to almost any city in Canada, any day of the week. Your Swing-Air

I.D. Card la your key to travel fun nearly anywhere in North America If you'reunder 22 and you haven't joined the Swing-Air Club yet. gel the details from your
Air Canada campus rep. Or call your
local AirCanada ofliceforinlormatlon. AIR CANADA®

number of experts.

However, Dr. Franken's
professional opinion bears a

remarkable resemblance to

that of Mrs. Steen as well as
that of numerous evangelical
ministers who have recently
fled the area.

The Rev. Donald Abernathy
led the 200 members of his

First Apostolic Church of

Bell Gardins (Los Angeles) to

Atlanta, Georgia, after he
saw a vision "that a giant

earthquake would destroy
California and swallow the
entire state up into the
ocean."

His brother, Rev. Nolan
Abernathy, has taken his

church, congregation and all,

to Kennett, Missouri. Rev.
Denny Porter's Apostolic

Gospel Church has a new
home in Independence, Mis-
souri. And Rev. Robert J.

Theobold has led his Friendly

Bible Apostolic Church to

Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

Whether due to increased

awareness of the earthquake
problem or not, net migra-
tion into the state of Califor-

nia in 1968 was 141,000—the
lowest for any year since
1950. (Net migration for 1963

was 369,000.)

The most prophetic of the
California earthquake seers is

no longer living, but some of
his predictions are already,
apparently, coming true.

Edgar Cayce, "the sleeping

prophet", began his series of

readings in September, 1923
and continued to his death in

January, 1945. Although the

"readings", delivered while
Cayce was in a trance-like

sleep, were mostly concerned
with the lives and former
incarnations of the people he
sought to help, one can con-
struct a fairly cohesive pic-

ture of Cayce's vision of the
past and future from the
readings, faithfully recorded
through the years by his fol-

lowers.

One of the most fascina-
ting — and persuasive — was
Cayce's vision of the lost con-
tinent of Atlantis. He saw the
continent as a highly ad-
vanced civilization, with
atomic power, flying ma-
chines and a highly-developed
way of life.

Atlantis. Cayce says, sank
into the sea partly through
the fault of the inhabitants

(who were becoming corrupt)
and partly through natural
causes. It did not disappear
all at once, in a flash. Fortu-
nate inhabitants fled to Egypt
and to the Yucatan Penin-
sula.

Cayce believers point to the
Piri Reis Maps, now lodged
in Georgetown University in

Washington, D.C., as proof
that the earth once supported
a civilization as advanced as
our own. The maps, which
date back 5,000 to 15,000
years, show the land forms of

continued on R-5
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in the varsity review.

Greenland and Antarctica.

They are so detailed that car-

tographers agree they could
hardly have been made with-

out the aid of aerial surveys.

For whatever reason. At-

lantis sank into the sea, but

Cayce tells us the continent

will rise again. As early as

1932, Cayce told in his

trances of the coming de-

struction of Los Angeles, San
Francisco and New York, and
of the surfacing of the lost

continent of Atlantis.

"Expect it (the surfacing)

in '68 and '69," Cayce said in

1940. "Not so far away."
In another reading, Cayce

suggested Atlantis would rise

"near what is known as Bimi-
ni, off the coast of Florida."

If we are to believe Eliza-

beth Steen and Edgar Cayce,

1969 should be a pretty excit-

ing year for the United States

—in more ways than one.

—sherry brydson

more from the bottom
of the sea:

Atlantis the Antediluvian
World by I. Donnelly.

Timaeus and Critias by Plato.

California Earthquake by M.
Cass. Many Mansions by G.
Corminara. Edgar Cayee On
Atlantis by E. Evans Cayce.
Upwards of 5000 other works
also refer to and talk about

Atlantis.

Plato, who was first to

mention Atlantis, was dis-

credited by his own student.

Aristotle. The powerful Ro-

man Catholic influence on

western culture was one that

embraced Aristotle in prefer-

ence to Plato; thus we have

neglected the idea of Atlantis.

Now as that same church is

losing its position of authori-

ty, the same story of Atlantis

is gaining.

The really scientific data to

support the Atlantis theory is

absorbing but remains inade-

quate as generally acceptable
proof. Here are a few recent
discoveries:

• Particles of lava formed
in a vitreous structure, indi-

cating that it solidified in

open air, were found at a
two-mile depth in the Atlan-
tic Lava which solidifies
under water assumes a crys-
talline structure. Since lava
decomposes considerably in a
15.000 year period, the area
below must haye been above
water within that time.

• Investigation of a deep
sea core taken on part of the

Mid-Atlantic Sub-Marine
Ridge, yielded exclusively
fresh water plants (diatoms')
in portions of the sedimen-
tary material

• Surveys of the ocean
floor have revealed contours
suggestive of river and lake
beds.

t Only a minute warping of

the earth's crust (l/8000th of

its diameter) could cause
large portions of the ocean's
floor to rise, and land fea-

tures to subside

• Similarities of pre-Co-
lumbian language, culture,

flora and fauna have often
been noted as being sugges-
tive of a common central ori-

gin.
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The scientific data appears
fragmented, trivial, and high-
ly anti-climactic when com-
pared to the data produced by
Edgar Cayce. The readings
are unnervingly consistent
and dramatically interesting.
They see all of history as one
integrated event; physical,

now, gentle readers, turn
to R-ll for more on the
orlanris story.
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bb king
on the road with b.b.king

"If B.B. is within a hun-

dred miles of me," said Bud-

dy Guy, "I'll find him."

After 180 miles of the 401,

some whiskey, warm milk,

three hours of playing Whist

in the back of his green

Chevy bus with a couple of

would-be writers and a latch-

er-on, Buddy bumped into

Sonny (of 'Sonny Freeman
and the Unusuals', B.B.

King's back-up group), in

front of The Grande Theatre

in Kingston.

"Where's B.B?"
"I don't know man. when

we. left Cleveland, he said

he'd meet us here."

"I'm hungry, lets eat."

For an hour and a half.

Buddy. Bob (his driver), his

wife, the Whist players, a

couple of Toronto rock musi-

cians and their part-time

groupies sat around some
scotch, sandwiches, steak,

swapping stories and sipping

champagne, (compliments of

Buddy Guy) etc., interrupted

now and then by a couple of

local DJ'S and a local free-

lance tamborine player.

Another hour and a half

Buddy Guy is sitting in the

front row of the Grande
Theatre, almost listening to a

local hotel group throw out

some almost jazz. . . B.B.

King still hasn't arrived. . , a

full house of about 800, most-

ly college students, several

from as faraway as Ottawa,
patiently wait. B.B. is

K.H. Lougheed and W.R. Winslade

Secondary School Principals from Sault Ste. Marie

will be at

the student placement office

on Thursday February 13 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

and Friday February 14 from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

to discuss secondary school teaching in Sault Ste. Marie

with prospective graduates

Arrangements for interviews may be made through

Mr. A.W. Headrick, the Director of Placement Service.

late.

Buddy goes backstage, to

the dressing room to rap with

the 'Unusuals'. Some of the

Press are there. Soulful

greetings are exchanged,

jokes and information passed

back and forth.

"... I think the King, had

some problems at the bor-

der. .
."

".
. . Where you playing.

Buddy?"
".

. . Toronto. .
."

Fragments of crosstalk

continue, but it is quiet now,

and the periods of silence

seem longer.

Where is the King?. . .

Someone asks Pat Wil-

liams, the trumpeter, where
he got the scar on his fore-

head and. . . a story evolves,

the narration jumping from
one musician to another. . .

"They had left the club in

Port Allen Miss at 3, B.B.

his road man Frank, and Wil-

son, his valet, in a green Cad-

illac Fleetwood, the Band in

a Ford Econovan — planning

to drive the 200 miles to a

motel in Mobile by morning,

sleep until early afternoon,

then drive to Montgomery for

the date that night. While
they gassed up in Baton
Rouge. Wilson and two guys

in the band walked over to a

cafe for sandwiches.

"No eating at the counter."

A dozen white toughs

watched over their beers.

"No take-outs, either."

"We're Wallaces'." shouted
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a tough.

"Great, man." Sneered
Wilson.

"Whan, you nigger."

Wilson got shoved out the

door and hit the gravel.

"Git'em!"
Suddenly the toughs were

outside, one swinging a heavy
chain. The three fought back,

and when Frank, a giant,

came running and grabbed

away the chain, the toughs

scattered. But tenor sax man
Lee Gatling had been stabbed

in the arm and trumpeter Pat
Williams was bleeding from a

chain wound on the forehead.

The police, who gathered,

asked a few questions, said

they couldn't find any sus-

pects, and stood under the

blue-white gas station lights

eyeing the band suspiciously.

King, who had missed the

action because he was in the

men's room, quickly took

charge, ordering an ambu-
lance, calming his men and
talking to the police, but his

mind somewhere else.

"Wanted sumthin to eat,

just sumthin to eat, and a
—continued on R-9
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man will hate you so bad he'd

kill you. You think things are
getting better,. . . thought
you knew how to get along,

never anything like this hap-
pen to me before. Oh, man,
this hurts so bad. And they
tease me when I sing the

Blues. Hah!, What else can I

sing?."

They all waited at the hos-

pital until 6 before a doctor
appeared and said Williams
was all right. As the sun rose

they started for Mobile, get-

ting there, sleepless, in the

early afternoon. They arrived

in Montgomery, over an hour
late."

"sorry I'm late, but — "

B.B. KING had arrived, but

his excuses stopped, as he

joyfully embraced Bud-
dy. . .

Buddy talked to the King

for awhile, and out front Son-

ny Freeman and The Unu-

suals, were belting out a nice

heavy Blues—jazz sound,

somewhere between King
Curtis and Sonny Rollins.

About 10 minutes later

Buddy slipped back to his

seat. . .And about 10 minutes
after that. . .Gatling stopped

blowing the horn and took the

mike. . .

"Ladies and Gentle-

men, The King of the

Blues, Mr. B.B. King."

A heavy set man in a well

tailored, doublebreasted,

shiny blue suit, blue shirt,

blue tie stepped lightly out on

the stage, and took the

mike. . .

For an instant, King looked

a little lost, then with a. grin

as wide as the Mississippi

Delta. . .

"Sumthin happened to me
tonight, that's never hap-

pened before. . .see Buddy
Guy's here with us tonight

and. . .(INTERRUPTED
BY CHEERS). . .and I got

so nervous I forgot to bring

out Lucille. . (REACTIONS)

King turned towards the
wings, but Wilson was right

there with Lucille.

Lucille is a red Gibson, with
gold fres and mother-of-pearl
inlay. (She is Lucille No. 7).

A label on the Case says "My
name is Lucille. I am a gui-

tar. My boss is B.B. King.
Handle me with Care."

"On my new record, I tell

about Lucille. It was in

Arkansas, some guys were
fightin' and they knocked
over a Kerosene barrel and
burned the place down. I

was almost killed going

back in to save my guitar,

and when I found out the

fight was over a gal named
Lucille, I named my guitar

that to tell me to keep her

close and treat her right."

The band plays.

B.B. King Caressess Lucille.

His eyes screwed shut, and
body bent, he hits a quick

chord.

From that instant on. King
and his guitar are a magic
source of energy.

"Evra day, Evra day, I

have the Blues"

B.B. sings, rocking back
and forth, both fists

clenched beside his head. The
transformation between his

voice and the guitar is so

smooth it's hard to distin-

guish where the guitar stops

and voice takes over. . .

"The Blues is basically

vocal music, you sing the

Blues — Blues guitar is not

the same as classical, or

'ligitimate' guitar; the

strings have to make vocal

sounds, to imitate the

human voice. . .the same
goes for the

harmonica. . .if you don't

think so, listen to Sonny

Boy (WILLIAMSON). .

."

He hit a high note that bent

flat as it faded, then another,

— The crowd erupted and he

was off again. . .

:

:

University of Toronto
A series of five public lectures on

THE HISTORY OF
PALAEONTOLOGY
by DR. W.E. SWINTON

Feb. 20 Classical, mediaeval and renaissance beliefs

Feb. 27 Seventeenth-century concepts

March 6 Eighteenth-century theories

March 13 Nineteenth-century verities

March 20 Palaeontology becomes a science

THURSDAYS at 5 pm

Room 2117.

Sidney Smith Hall
Sponsored by the Varsity Fund

"Rock Me Baby"
"I got a mind to give up

livin"

Sonny and the bass man
kept playing softly, and B.B.
talked a little about the
Blues. He told the Audience
again that he was happy that

he was here, , happy that they
were here happy that such a
great guitarist like Buddy
Guy was here —
The Crowd yelled!!

"Buddy Guy, Buddy Guy,
we want Buddy Guv. we want
Buddy"
The King grinned, and

Buddy soon found himself on
stage, with Lucille in his

hands. . .reserved, and some-
what restrained, but nev-

ertheless thrilled, Buddy
broke into a slow and soulful

'Stormy Monday'. . .

The crowd cheered,. . But
Buddy too. had come to hear
the King. . .So he sat and lis-

tened and B.B. played the

Blues again. For almost an

hour he played the Blues,

rough and smooth exultant

and downhearted, blues that

were fresh everytime. The
Blues poured out, never
forced, never strained. The
words falling behind the mu-
sic, then catching up, going a

little ahead, then falling back

again. . .but always easy,

always relaxed. . The Blues

poured out of him, the pain

inside came out. He used it,

played with it, worked with it

till every drop poured into

the audience. . .

"I got a sweet little angel,

I love the way she spreads

her wings"
Buddy Guy was forgotten for

the moment, no one would
remember him for the next

couple of hours. . .

It was intermission now.

The dressing room crowded
with record PR men, report-

ers, musicians, fans, Buddy,

and the Whist players, King

talked to everybody.
". . .1 wish they had sumthin
could measure the pressure

inside a person. . .like at

times when yourein a strong

mood, if you been hurt bad by

a gal. It's like that when I'm

playing and I know exactly

what I want to play and its a

goal I'm trying to reach and
the pressure is like a spell,

oh man, I don't have the

words. But I know this, I

never made it. I never played

what I hear inside. I get

close, but not there. If I did,

I'd play the melody so you'd

know what it was sayin' even

if you didn't know the words.

You wouldn't know when Lu-

cille stopped and my voice

began."

B.B. King may be just a

little modest. He is 43 now,

and he's been playing the

Blues for 25 years, and looks

like he has another 25 years
of Blues more to go.

B.B. was born in the Mis-
sissippi Delta. He spent his

boyhood working for a white
tenant farmer. . .and chopped
cotton and drove a tractor on
a plantation. He sang in a
church since he was tiny, and
learned guitar from a minis-

ter uncle. In the Delta he
started singing and playing

regularly in a gospel quartet.

At 18 he was drafted and then
deferred—

"Cause I was the best

tractor driver in the Missis-

sippi Delta" with his pay he

would buy a bus ticket as far

as it would take him. Jack-

son, Oxford, . and "play

blues on the street. . .

"Making more on a week-

end than 1 could all week."
"Course, I was sneakin'

way; playing the Blues if

you were in a sanctified

singing group was evil,

consortin' with the devil."

After the war he moved to

Memphis. determined to

make it. He lived with his

cousin, the great bluesman
Bukka White, and landed a 10

minute spot on WDIA, (one of

the first stations with Negro
personnel. I He sang on Sonny

continued on R-IO
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bb king
on the road with b.b.king

"If B.B. is within a hun-

dred miles of me," said Bud-

dy Guy, "I'll find him."

After 180 miles of the 401,

some whiskey, warm milk,

three hours of playing Whist

in the back of his green

Chevy bus with a couple of

would-be writers and a latch-

er-on, Buddy bumped into

Sonny (of 'Sonny Freeman
and the Unusuals', B.B.

King's back-up group), in

front of The Grande Theatre

in Kingston.

"Where's B.B?"
"I don't know man, when

we. left Cleveland, he said

he'd meet us here."

"I'm hungry, lets eat."

For an hour and a half.

Buddy, Bob (his driver), his

wife, the Whist players, a

couple of Toronto rock musi-

cians and their part-time

groupies sat around some
scotch, sandwiches, steak,

swapping stories and sipping

champagne, (compliments of

Buddy Guy) etc., interrupted

now and then by a couple of

local DJ'S and a local free-

lance tamborine player.

Another hour and a half

Buddy Guy is sitting in the

front row of the Grande
Theatre, almost listening to a

local hotel group throw out

some almost jazz. . . B.B.

King still hasn't arrived. . . a

lull house of about 800, most-

ly college students, several

from as faraway as Ottawa.
patiently wait. . . B.B. is

K.H. Lougheed and W.R. Winslade

Secondary School Principals from Sault Ste. Marie

will be at

the student placement office

on Thursday February 13 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

and Friday February 14 from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

to discuss secondary school teaching in Sault Ste. Marie

with prospective graduates

Arrangements for interviews may be made through

Mr. A.W. Headrick, the Director of Placement Service.

late.

Buddy goes backstage, to

the dressing room to rap with

the Unusuals'. Some of the

Press are there. Soulful

greetings are exchanged,

jokes and information passed

back and forth.

"... I think the King, had

some problems at the bor-

der. .
."

".
. . Where you playing.

Buddy?"
".

. . Toronto. .
."

Fragments of crosstalk

continue, but it is quiet now,

and the periods of silence

seem longer.

Where is the King?. . .

Someone asks Pat Wil-

liams, the trumpeter, where
he got the scar on his fore-

head and. . . a story evolves,

the narration jumping from
one musician to another. . .

"They had left the club in

Port Allen Miss at 3, B.B.

his road man Frank, and Wil-

son, his valet, in a green Cad-

illac Fleetwood, the Band in

a Ford Econovan — planning

to drive the 200 miles to a

motel in Mobile by morning,

sleep until early afternoon,

then drive to Montgomery for

the date that night. While

they gassed up in Baton
Rouge. Wilson and two guys

in the band walked over to a

cafe for sandwiches.

"No eating at the counter."

A dozen white toughs

watched over their beers.

"No take-outs, either."

"We're Wallaces'." shouted

Sneered
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a tough.

"Great, mi
Wilson.

"Whan, you nigger."

Wilson got shoved out the

door and hit the gravel.

"Git'em!"
Suddenly the toughs were

outside, one swinging a heavy
chain. The three fought back,

and when Frank, a giant,

came running and grabbed

away the chain, the toughs

scattered. But tenor sax man
Lee Gatling had been stabbed

in the arm and trumpeter Pat

Williams was bleeding from a

chain wound on the forehead.

The police, who gathered,

asked a few questions, said

they couldn't find any sus-

pects, and stood under the

blue-white gas station lights

eyeing the band suspiciously.

King, who had missed the

action because he was in the

men's room, quickly took

charge, ordering an ambu-
lance, calming his men and
talking to the police, but his

mind somewhere else.

"Wanted sumthin to eat,

just sumthin to eat, and a

—continued on R-9
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atlantis ( from R-5 )

mental and spiritual. Not
only does he suggest Atlantis

existed, but he says it is be-

ginning to rise, "1968-69".

While we are cautioned not to

expect anything marked
"Made In Atlantis", the

whole mystery is to be solved

with some very hard work,

by approximately 1976.

Cayce's descriptions of

Atlantis sound more contem-
porary than tomorrow's
news. Atlantis had atomic
explosives, lasers, masers,

and highly evolved transpor-

tation technology. There were
surface, air, water, and un-

derwater vehicles. Propulsion

was mainly electro-magnetic
— something we have only

begun to investigate in the

last ten years!

Atlanteans had social ills

disquietingly reminiscent of

our own. There was a fatally

inequal distribution of food,

clothing, and access to shel-

ter, as well as wildly inade-

quate representation on rul-

ing bodies. Laborers were
considered as property and
referred to as "things".

Sound familiar? It is directly

implied by the readings that

Atlantis was destroyed by no

act of any "god" other than

its own phenomenally un-

conscience, and easily recog-

nizeable behavior!

"Proves to warn
That he not busy being born

Is busy dying."

B. Dylan

Atlanteans who escaped

the final apocalypse went
west to endure as the amaz-
ing and impressive Hopi In-

dian culture as well as the

fabulous empire of the Az-

tecs. Eastward they became
the yet-to-be-explained myste-

rious and magical Egyptians.

Of the puzzle surround-

ing the construction of the

Great Pyramid of Ginzeh,

Cayce said, "By the use of

those forces in nature as

makes iron to swim, stone

floats in air in the same
manner This will be discov-

ered in 1958" A beginning of

memoranda and seminars,

which have since yeilded suc-

cessful demonstrations of

electro-magnetic propulsion,

was presented at the Westing-

house Laboratories by a Mr.

S. Way. The date was Octo-

ber. 1958.

The data yet to be un-

covered in the Bahamas and

Egypt will prove to be identi-

cal and serve to resolve doubt

about the link between Egypt

and the still un-rediscovered

Atlantis.

Other readings by Cayce
(who died in 1945) tell of the

period between 1958-98, as
being one unique in all the

world's history for rapidity

of change. Although this era
marks the beginning of a
millenium of peace, prosperi-

ty and spiritual growth for all

mankind, Cayce predicted we
would first undergo some of

the worst catastrophes in all

history to bring about the

needed awareness of the ur-

gency of active struggle in

attaining a Utopian mille-

nium. He also said that this

millenium could have begun
in 1918! The critical point

was Versailles.

In the next 30 years we
can expect to see Los An-
geles, San Francisco and
most of Japan disappear un-

der the sea. The Great Lakes
will empty into the Gulf of

Mexico. Northern Europe will

be changed "as in the twink-

ling of an eye, and some
areas that served as battle-

fields (W W ill will become
ocean floor". The culmination

will occur in 1998 with a shift-

ing of the axis of the earth.
*'

f . . and so if you
know anything, look

closely at the times;

and others who remain
untrue and don't commit
that crime. . . it's so

simple really if you just

look to your soul. .

—jon karsmeyer
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bb king
Boy Williamson's King Bis-

cuit Hour' and quickly be-

came know as the Beale St

Blues Boy (later shortened to

Blues Boy.) By 1949, he had

the best known blues trio in

Memphis, his own show as a

disc jockey and his first big

record, "3 O'clock Blues",

which stayed at No. 1 spot in

the rhythm—blues charts for

18 weeks. While legitimate'

radio was broadcasting the

King of Swing (Benny Good-

man), the King of the Blues,

was being heard in the black

ghettos all across the coun-

try^

"The true blues is black;

someone said.

"The blues are the Blues"

The King replied.

The Blues are recognized

as the elemental source of

popular music. By being so

basic they tend to merge into

the culture back-ground.

Muddy Waters. Howlin Wolf,

Little Walter are "roots"; it

is the Rolling Stones, the Otis

Reddings, Bob Dylans, and

Janis Joplins who, working

changes on the Blues, are

noticed. But B.B. is beginning

to be noticed. On one hand

educated blacks who had

scorned the blues as dirty

music, (an opiate of the peo-

ple and a reminder of the

past I. are turning to them to

express their blackness. B.B.

is both funky enough and

modern enough for them to

dig. And on the other hand

the millions of white kids

going deeply into rock, led by

young white guitarists like

Bloomfield and Clapton have

been ' discovering the blues.

The new rock is as much a

blues revival as it is elec-

tronic psychedelia. The influ-

ence that King has had on

these is great.

The intermission is over

and Sonny and the band are

back. . .Elmore Morris, an

excellent Blues & R&B singer

does a couple of numbers,

and then the King is back,

this time wearing, an orange

suite and black turtle neck.

The magic is back with him.

UPPER VOLTA, AFRICA
SUMMER 1967. . .United

States Information Agency

A big sign reads: "WEL-
COME HOME JUNIOR
WELLS"
JUNIOR: "Hell man, I

may move around a lot, but

this ain't my home. I live two

blocks south of the Loop!

CHICAGO"
Thats where Buddy lives

too.

B.B. doesn't have a home.

He lives in Holiday Inns. One
year he did 343 one night

stands. He owns a farm out-

side Memphis. His Father

lives there.

"maybe soon I'll just work
weekends, or get a Club of

my own. I have four kids

by various wives. . .they've

all grown and have chil-

dren. . .maybe I'll enjoy

my grandchildren.

But I'll never stop playing.

As long as people'll hear

me, I keep playing."

"Cause I don't want a soul at

my house when I'm not at

home,
I don't want you to answer

the door for nobody, baby,

When you're home and you're

all alone.

The concert is over, and

the dressing room fills again,

then empties, as the room at

the local Holiday Inn fills up.

More Scotch, more
smoke. . .more jokes. . .and

then good byes. . Buddy
goes back to Toronto for an-

other week at the Riverboat,

and B.B. goes to New York to

the Village Gate.

TORONTO, FEB. 14,

MASSEY HALL—matt segal

Charcoal -Broiled Sizzling STEAKS

Served in Burgundy Wine

and succulent ROAST BEEF

Entertainment nitely in the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE &
BAR

THOMAS KELLY

Steele's
TAVERN— RESTAURANT

EM 8-5180 349 YONGE ST
TFullyTicensed)

Rfview 10

SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long distance

vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be
free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person,

SATURDAYSONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Or..

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)



atlantis from R-5 )

mental and spiritual. Not
only does he suggest Atlantis

existed, but he says it is be-

ginning to rise, "1968-69".

While we are cautioned not to

expect anything marked
"Made In Atlantis", the

whole mystery is to be solved

with some very hard work,

by approximately 1976.

Cayce's descriptions of

Atlantis sound more contem-

porary than tomorrow's
news. Atlantis had atomic

explosives, lasers, masers,

and highly evolved transpor-

tation technology. There were
surface, air, water, and un-

derwater vehicles. Propulsion

was mainly electro-magnetic
— something we have only

begun to investigate in the

last ten years!

Atlanteans had social ills

disquietingly reminiscent of

our own. There was a fatally

inequal distribution of food,

clothing, and access to shel-

ter, as well as wildly inade-

quate representation on rul-

ing bodies. Laborers were
considered as property and
referred to as "things".

Sound familiar? It is directly

implied by the readings that

Atlantis was destroyed by no

act of any "god" other than

its own phenomenally un-

conscience, and easily recog-

nizeable behavior!

"Proves to warn
That he not busy being born

Is busy dying."

B. Dylan

Atlanteans who escaped

the final apocalypse went
west to endure as the amaz-
ing and impressive Hopi In-

dian culture as well as the

fabulous empire of the Az-

tecs. Eastward they became
the yet-to-be-explained myste-

rious and magical Egyptians.

Of the puzzle surround-

ing the construction of the

Great Pyramid of Ginzeh,

Cayce said, "By the use of

those forces in nature as

makes iron to swim, stone

floats in air in the same
manner. This will be discov-

ered in 1958" A beginning of

memoranda and seminars,

which have since yeilded suc-

cessful demonstrations of

electro-magnetic propulsion,

was presented at the Westing-

house Laboratories by a Mr.

S. Way. The date was Octo-

ber. 1958.

The data yet to be un-

covered in the Bahamas and

Egypt will prove to be identi-

cal and serve to resolve doubt

about the link between Egypt

and the still un-rediscovered

Atlantis.

Other readings by Cayce
(who died in 1945) tell of the

period between 1958-98, as

being one unique in all the

world's history for rapidity

of change. Although this era
marks the beginning of a
millenium of peace, prosperi-

ty and spiritual growth for all

mankind, Cayce predicted we
would first undergo some of

the worst catastrophes in all

history to bring about the

needed awareness of the ur-

gency of active struggle in

attaining a Utopian mille-

nium. He also said that this

millenium could have begun
in 1918! The critical point

was Versailles.

In the next 30 years we
can expect to see Los An-

geles, San Francisco and
most of Japan disappear un-

der the sea. The Great Lakes
will empty into the Gulf of

Mexico. Northern Europe will

be changed "as in the twink-

ling of an eye, and some
areas that served as battle-

fields (W WII) will become
ocean floor". The culmination

will occur in 1998 with a shift-

ing of the axis of the earth.

", . . and so if you
know anything, look

closely at the times;

and others who remain
untrue and don't commit
that crime. . . it's so

simple really if you just

look to your soul. .
."

—jon karsmeyer

TODAY

is your last chance

to use your Student Charge Plate.

We hope you enjoyed the convenience

of this service which is interest-free,

with no service charges.

Please destroy your charge plate

today. You can obtain a new one

next September at the Textbook

Store

.

happiness is...
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MUSIC

"Here's a little flat pickin'

for you guitar pickers,'' said

Doc Watson and the River-

boat suddenly swelled with

the pure, sweet sound of "old

time country music".

As notes poured out and

chords changed with incredi-

ble quickness and agility, and

as the room began to echo

with the foot-stomping of the

patrons, Doc broke into a

beautiful, relaxed grin.

A fair ways from his native

Deep Gap, North Carolina,

earning a bit of bread in the

big city, Doc was doing his

thing — pickin' — and still

enjoying it, after all these

years.

Watson sings and picks

with incomparable ease. Bal-

lads, blues, folk songs, even

marches flow out effortlessly

in a constant stream of intri-

cate simplicity.

Doc's brought along his

son, Merle, for his week-long

stay at the Riverboat, and the

two function, as one might

expect, perfectly. Though
Merle has only been playing

the guitar for four years, he

complements his father's

brilliance with a quiet skill of

his own.

The father and son combi-

nation also provides some
warm, humorous moments
for the audience between
numbers.

Doc turns to Merle, proto-

type of the freshly-scrubbed,

obedient son: "We're just

going to fool around this last

set. How bout you pick out a

song. Merle."

Merle stares at the floor,

somewhat embarrassed, un-

sure whether to take such ini-

tiative.

Silence. Doc explains:

Merle's kind of lazy." And
his son's stolidness flickers

briefly into a tiny, self-con

scious smile, while everyone

in the place chuckles.

"So here's a song I'll dedi

cate to Merle. Life gets teed-

jus, don't it?
"

A bit later, introducing a

song. Doc smiles, "Merle
don't want to pick this one

but I'm going to make him
anyhow." And Merle picks

away with nary a word or

expression.

But despite the fun Doc
seems to have up there on the

stage, pickin' and joking and

everything, we all know
where his heart's really

at.

Southbound — written by

Doc and Merle in New York
City — says it all :-

Southbound, she s abutnmg
the ground, and I don't mean
maybe. Sure am glad I caught

this train, I want to see my
baby. Lord, I'm lonesome, I

long to see those hills that I

come from. Listening fo the

engine rattle and roar, taking

me back home once more I'm

southbound—rod mickleburgh

ALBERT KING

Albert King's first album

for Stax, which came out a

couple of years ago, was a

showcase for all his limita-

tions. He doesn't have a par-

ticularly strong or interesting

voice, his songs tend to be

rather standard numbers, and

his guitar style sounds rather

insignificant when it is only

heard in short bits between

blasts from the sax-line.

But last weekend at the

Rock Pile, he showed that his

particular musical genius lies

in putting together long, im-

aginative guitar solos against

the backing of a small band.

When King's into a good one,

everything he does sounds

necessary, and the music, in

spite of its improvisatory,

flowing nature, begins to take

on formal qualities.

Albert King's shows go on

for roughly an hour and a

half, which is more than

enough time to get in several

good numbers when the mood
is on him. I had the chance to

catch both his shows last

weekend, and it was clear

that he depends very much on

the audience for his inspira-

tion. His program was vir-

tually the same both nights,

consisting mostly of stand-

ards, but the audience on

Friday had an excitement

from the beginning which was
missing Saturday night. They

were on their feet, shouting

and applauding every song,

long before the show was
over. There were people

dancing on the sides, and one

girl, in a big fur coat, got up

and danced in front of the

stage, looking like a moth in

the lights. She would have

looked alone and out of place

Saturday night, but on Friday

she seemed to fit in.

And Albert King played

just beautifully. He's a good

enough professional to

present a show worth hearing

on any night, but he gave that

audience on Friday night

something extra. More of the

solos were really good ones,

and they seemed to come
with less effort. It was defi-

nitely the show to catch.

Stax has made amends for

their first Albert King album
by bringing one out recently

called "Live Wire Blues
Power" (Stax 2003). It's a

live performance at Fillmore

West with a band similar to,

if not the same as the one he

had in Toronto of organ, sec-

ond guitar, bass and drums
It sounds like some of the

best numbers culled from one
of his long sets, and it has the

advantage over his Toronto

performance of not having an

over amplified guitar.

—peter hatch

STALKING MOON

The Stalking Moon would
be a mildly diverting sus-

pense Western except for one
thing — it's a piece of cynical

racist trash, made for the

traditional American moron

many American movies are

still made for.

It's a paradox that the cul-

ture of a given society is best

judged not by its outstanding

artifacts but by its second

and third-rate products. "The

Stalking Moon" is a perfect

barometer of the contempo-

rary American cultural cli-

mate where technological ef-

ficiency is used to package a

fundamentally repulsive ide-

ology, in order to make a fast

buck.

But the efficiency in this

case does not quite work,

which is partly why it is a

third rate production. The

director. Robert Mulligan,

obviously insensible to the

imaginative possibilities of

color film and the wide

screen, concentrates on main-

taining the suspense of a

chase and trying to convince

the audience they are getting

a good look at Gregory Peck

and Eva Marie Saint instead

of at the audience's own
memories of these actors,

Peck, whose age, weight and

palpable disbelief of his role

cannot be concealed by layers

of pancake and a variety of

deceptive angle shots, mimes
a Bogart-type (cynic who
masks his idealism) cowboy

who takes on as cook a white

woman and her Indian child

who have escaped from the

clutches of her insane Indian

captor, the boy's father.

As for Miss Saint, it is easy

to imagine why she accepted

her role, consisting as it does

of five minutes of slowly

enunciated dialog, one jaunt

up a hill and one ride into a

storm. The mind of man has

probably conceived of no eas-

ier way to earn $400,000 (or

whatever she gets per film).

True, she almost begins to

act in one scene, while ex-

pressing the woman's grati-

tude for having escaped her

mad Indian husband, but the

effort either exhausted her or

surprised the director, be-

cause it doesn't last long.

Then there's that mad In-

dian. . . so stereotyped he

would seem funny if he were
not a character in an Ameri-

can movie filmed at the

height of the most critical

racial troubles in the coun-

try's history. He is evil incar-

nate, totally without human
characteristics (his face is

never shown, so as to pre

elude any sympathetic audi-

ence reaction), blood-crazed

to a nearly incredible degree

and (the final touch), sport

ing a black bearskin tunic

despite the fact that the ac

tion takes place in the midst

of a New Mexican summer
Pauline Kael in her review of

the film suggests he harks

back to the King Kong syn-

|

drome, but if we update that

reference, he's more like

every bigot's worst night

mare, Martin Luther King in

drag. And you don't think

Gregory Peck gets it in the

end, do you?

— brigit elson

There is a very nice lady at

the Globe and Mail, Zena

Cherry, who writes a column

in the Women's Pages called

"After a Fashion'. She read

Al Kamin's piece last week
on 'The Spiritual Use of LSD'

and, to say the very least,

she was horrified. So horri-

fied that she called Mr. Bis-

sell about it. His reaction:

"It's incredible. But so many
incredible things are happen-

ing, one goes numb with the

blows". An article on LSD IS

the last straw, I guess, after

a week which included a

wrestle with Andy Wernick in

the basement of the R.O.M.

The thing that surprises me
about Zena Cherry's reaction

is that Al Kamin carefully

noted current paranoia about

chromosomal effects of LSD
is exaggerated. The doctors

held Mr. Leary's chromo-

somes up to the light and

they counted the usual solid

48. Besides the whole subject

of LSD seems an eminently

sensible subject for discus-

sion and debate. Especially

when LSD's cause is ad-

vanced by the one guy I know
who really understands LSD
use and approaches the sub-

ject with none of the usual

oh-my-god-what-are-they-doing

-to my son's-head-attitude.
- M.I.

MEMORANDUM
Vaclav Havel's "The Mem-

orandum" is an amusing
piece which suggests thin

Kafka and heavy "How to

Succeed in Business Without

Really Trying."

While the vehicle of the

play is the introduction of an

artificial language into bu-

reaucracy, the action is too

centralized in the figure of

Ballas, a man-on-the-rise type

who institutes the language to

further his own ends. His vic-

tim (Gross, the boss) is be-

wildered by the sudden turns

of events, but hardly terror-

ized as is the case in "The
Trial." Consequently, those

who expect a devestating cri-

tique of bureaucracy (cap-

italist or socialist) need not

apply-

As staged by Trinity Dra-

matic Society under Andrew
Bethell's direction, "Memo-
randum'' generally accom-
plishes what the script offers.

The first act is unfortunately

weak, due mainly to Chris

Cornwall's (Gross) tendency

to smile under his bewildered

plasticky mustache. His ef-

forts at slightly aging and
muddling Gross do not quite

come off in this act, although

he steadily improves during

the second. The other players

are generally adequate,

George Milligan as Pillar, a

silent role demanding much
expressive facial work and
some mime, is singularly ef-

fective. Jonathan Boulton as

the teacher of the new lan-

guage has successfully con-

ned his part from careful at-

tention to his own professors.

The production is worth
your attendance, being kind

of a superb Red Skelton Show
(well, you know what I mean
And Skelton must have done

some such job in his time)

One suggestion: sit far to the

back, as Cartwright Hall is

small enough to make the

back row inviting, especially

since the Trinity company
haven't quite mastered either

the art of stage make-up or

volume control as yet.

— bill racket!

HAMLET

In a breathtaking mise en

scene, the Royal Opera
School has presented the

most outstanding theatrical

accomplishment in Toronto

this year.

The North American pre-

miere of Humphrey Searle's

Hamlet, brilliantly reconciles

time and space on an emo
tional plane of the grandest

altitude. The opera is a tonal

work with each principal

characterized by a mood
theme; the music is difficult

to hear as well as to sing, yet

it augments the spirit of the

play, underlining every nu

ance of the complex passions

of the figures.

John Stoddart's sets are

indescribably powerful in

their sensual impact without

ever conflicting with the

spheres of attention of the

actors. The costumes, styled

Elizabethan Mod", have
some details of the period but

a modern cut, and are su

perb.

Donald Rutherford is the

best Hamlet I have ever

seen. As an actor he gets

closer to the character than

can be envisaged without hav

ing seen him. As a singer, the

young graduate of the school

is brilliant: his voice is clear

and strong and his control

amazing. He is never seen to

take a breath, or heard to.

Ricki Turofsky, with a

voice as sharp as a diamond,

gives Ophelia a new dignity

and strength. Not her? the

wispy creature but a vital,

hurt woman. Wilmer Neufeld

is a political villain as Clau-

dius, and has much of the

best music, which he sings

with verve. The players pro-

vide a magnificent interlude,

brightly staged: the Player

King's first speech is the high

point of the production.

Anthony Besch, the artistic

director, has made of this

Hamlet a stunning triumph. A
secret of the Opera School's

skill may come from the fact

that their singers are taught

to act as well and, with the

grandeur of music added to a

great play, the theatrical

experience cannot be sur-

passed.

—hilary mclaughlin



First year students in General Arts and
Science who thought they could drop one
subject and qualify for second year under
the new program cannot do this, according
to an interpretation of policy by the Office

of the Faculty of Arts and Science.

Many students had misinterpreted the

rules for entering second year in the blue

and white brochure titled "New Pro-

gramme 1969". which states that only five

courses are needed to enter second year.

According to an official in the Faculty
office the rules for the new program apply
next year only and this year's frosh must
pass the regular six courses.

Some students are claiming that an ine-

quality exists here and will be circulating

a petition to protest this after reading
week.

Anti-Wernick petition grows

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
10 a.m.

CUG meeting on the status of the

federated colleges — Trinity, Victoria and
St, Michael's. Council Chamber. Galbraith

Building

CUSO field staff from east, west and
central Africa describe positions available

in Africa with CUSO. Room 4279. Medi-
cal Science Building.

Contemporary French Canada — a

seminar by Prof Monet. Room 106. UC.
1 p.m.

TSM rally to discuss the content of

the social sciences. Also why we disrupt-

ed Jean Smith's class. Lobby Sid Smith.

Meeting to plan action on unemploy-
ment — follow-up to Wednesday's mass
meeting. Bickersteth Room, Hart House.

CUSO field workers from east, west
and central Africa again. Room 1 02.

Mechanical 8uilding,

Department of Geology films: Analysis

by Mass; Man and Earth: Metalcrystals

in Action. Room 128. Mining Building,

Coffee and cake in honor of Saint

Valentine. International Students' Centre.

33 St. George.

2 p.m.

CUG meeting to discuss the status of

Scarborough. New and Innis Colleges

Council Chamber. Galbraith Building.

3 p.m.

FU of T Anarchism South sitting

room Hart House.

til 4 p.m.

Monoprints by Reginald Shepard The

Buttery, Trinity.

4 p.m.

"Science. History and Disunited Man"
— lecture by Prof. Pottage. University of

Melbourne. Room 3. New Academic

Building, Vic. U of T Philosophy Club.

6 p.m.

First showing of Le Revolutionnaire —
French Canadian Underground film by J-

P Lefebvre. $1.00 and $1 50 Colonnade
Theatre

8 p.m.

Le Revolutionnaire Colonnade Thea -

tre.

ISC Dance. Two bands. Steltone.

Sands of Tyme $1 50 men. $100 la-

dies.

10 p.m.

The Belly Button coffee shop. Featur-

ing Dave Martin 501 single. 75 1 couple
New College (via Willcocks) til 1 a.m.

Third showing Le Revolutionnaire
Colonnade Theatre.

10:30 p.m.
Moira, professional folksinger from

Britain. The Vic Coffee House. Wymil-
wood. Til 2 a.m.

Free showing of A Man for All Sea-

sons, Convocation Hall. The Blue and
White Society.

SATURDAY
1 :30 p.m.

Open pairs championship. Hart House
Bridge Club. Open to men and women.
No fee. East Common Room, H.H

B p.m.

Ghana Inaugural Ceremony and
Dance. Guest speaker Mr J. R. Condua.
Admission $1.25. All welcome.

10:30 p.m. -2 a.m.

Moira, British folksinger. at the Vic

Coffee House, Wymilwood.

SUNDAY
8:30 p.m.

Hillel Movie Night, featuring
Marat Sade. Members free. Non -mem-
bers $1 .00.

MONDAY
8:30 p.m.

Meeting of the Ontario Association for

Emotionally Disturbed Children Speak
ers: Inspector Feme Alexander of the
Youth Bureau. Metro Toronto Police, Mr
L B Home, Assistant Superintendent of

White Oaks Villaee. Hagersville 1 20
Bloor Street East (corner of Bloor and
Church)

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

FU of T The Bible as a Revolutionary

Document. 89 St George New people
very welcome

8:30 p.m.
"Hedda Gabler" by Ibsen, Directed by

David Martin Admission SI 00 The
Colonnade Theatre Till Feb 22

WEDNESDAY
All day

Guided tours of the U of T computer
centre. Bring your own fire axes Meet
underground floor, 94 St George.

4:10 p.m.
Mary Bastedo will do a rendition of

the dance that had her thrown out of the

Vic residence. Room 666. The Grauniad

Computer Science Club Colloquium —
Dr. Anthony Ralston, Department of

Computer Science. SUNY, at Buffalo on
"Approximation Theory — Art and Sci-

ence."

6 p.m.

U of T film society Help my Snow-
man's Burning Down and Le Chat dans
le Sac Room 102. Mechanical Building,

Again at 8 30.

8 p.m.

Repulsion — movie by Roman Polan-

ski. Admission 75$ Room 2118 Sidney

Smith Hall

A petition demanding that

Caput, the U of T disciplinary

body, undertake "disciplinary

investigation" of graduate
student Andy Wernick's ac-

tions at Clark Kerr's Feb. 5

museum lecture has received

almost 1,000 signatures in

circulation around campus.

Wernick and other mem-
bers of the Toronto Student

Movement disrupted the Kerr
lecture and were given an
opportunity to speak.

Wernick "behaved in a

manner calculated to dis-

credit the reputation of the

University of Toronto and its

members," the petition

charges.

The petition, to be present-

ed to Arts and Science Dean
A. D. Allen today, is the work
of Andrew Wyner (SGS).

"I want people to know not

all students are ill-mannered,

boorish and uncouth and
break up meetings." Wyner
said yesterday.

• SAC briefs •
The Students' Administra-

tive Council met Wednesday
at Erindale College and:

• supported the four-

month-old fees strike at Sir

Daniel Wilson Residence.

Whitney Hall, Devonshire
House, and New College. The
council endorsed the striking

residents' suggestion that the

9 p.m.

Civil engineering dance, after the

Waterloo Toronto hockey game Featur

ing The Grassy Street Drill Hall. 119 St

George
FRIDAY

Indefimiely from 6 p.m.

An eight hour festival of horror films,

including Frankenstein. Oracula. Nosfera

tu and other delights Admission Si 00
Room 3. New Academic Building Vic.

2:30 p.m.

Regular TSM meeting No meeting

Feb 16
7:30 p.m.

Movie Interlude Admission 50C Carr

Hall. SMC
10:30 p.m.

Free showing of The Dirty Ooien
Convocation Hall The Blue and White

Society

amortization costs for the

building of New College be
equally distributed among all

U of T residences, and that

the administration subsidize

the costs as much as possi-

ble.

• defeated Finance Com-
missioner Bob Barkwell's
motion for a SAC fee in-

crease of 50 cents.

Since The Varsity will not

be publishing next week the

University of Toronto will be

closed.

Most lectures, seminars,

and tutorials have been can-

celled from Monday February
17 until Monday February 24.

The SigSam Library will

remain open.

The Varsity will be publ-

ished on the 24th and classes

will recommence.

COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT FEB. MEETINGS

Friday.

February 14

10:00 a.m. Galbraith Building

Council Room

2:00 p.m.

Student delegate

Student delegate

Student delegate

President Kelly

Provost Owen
Dr. Moore

Student delegate

Student delegate

Principal Russell

Principal Ivey

St. Michael's

Victoria

Trinity

Innis

New

Tuesday.

February 1

8

7:30 p.m. Simcoe Hall

Senate Chamber

Professor I. Burton

Professor R.A. Greene

(Two others)

Friday,

February 21

10:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

Simcoe Hall

Senate Chamber

same

Mr. Steven Langdon

Miss Sandra Black

Or. J.D. Hamilton

Professor Robin Harris

Tuesday.

February 25

7:30 p.m. Simcoe Hall

Senate Chamber
Dean A.D. Allen

Dean E. Sirluck

Friday.
,

February 28

10:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

Simcoe Hall

Senate Chamber

same

Mr. D.S. Claringbold

Mr. A.G. Rankin

Dr. O.M. Solandt

Mr. W.O. Twaits

Professor H.M. McLuhan
Professor Arthur Porter

ALL MEETINGS ARE OPEN COME AND LISTEN
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A Call To The Campus Intellectual - Jews Only By Birth
" sponsored by Dr. DAVID MONSON

based on a sermon delivered by Rabbi R.B. GITTELSOHN adapted and
-—Rabbi Beth Sholom Synagogue

gutshed Jewish intellectual in the first century of the
I learned that in such places as U of T. York, and

other Ontario universities, there were Jews who hold
themselves apart from the Jewish community.

These are the so-called Jewish intellectuals. Or.

more accurately, the intellectuals -pseudo or real —
who happen to spring from Jewish origins. They are
to be found, in every center of Canadian and Ameri-
can academic life. Here in the Greater Toronto area
they are identified chiefly with the U of T, with York
and with the several private laboratories engaged in

scientific investigation and research.

With only the fewest of encouraging exceptions —
these men and women do not belong to a synagogue.
They do not provide their children with any kind of
Jewish education Their names are not listed either as
contributors, leaders, or even workers for the organ-
ized agencies of the Jewish community. They consti-

tute a lost generation in contemporary Jewish life

What makes their defection too tragic to be accepted
in quiet acquiescence is the undeniable truth that in-

cluded in their number are some of the finest, sharp-
est, brightest minds of our time.

This sermon is deliberately intended for them. I

shall appeal to them on three levels in my effort to
persuade them that their estrangement from the Jew-
ish community should be ended.

The first thing I would say to my un-Jewish intel-

lectual friends is that the Jewish people needs them— the Jewish people past, present and future. Now— how is it possible to speak of a people in the past
needing those who are alive today? What I have in

mind is the unparalled. immeasurable, almost unbe-
lievable sacrifice and heroism exhibited by Jews
through the centuries in their stubborn determination
to remain Jews.

I would remind them of what Judaism has meant
to Jews through more than thirty centuries of time. At
least until the Hitler period, a relatively simple escape
hatch was available for any Jew who wanted to avoid
suffering. The door of conversion to Christianity was
always open to him. All he had to do was give up the
ghost, agree that Jewish survival wasn't worth the
agony and pain it involved. At a cost only of surren-
dering his loyalty to the Jewish people and its faith,
he could have purchased immunity and comfort for
himself.

Yet very few Jews ever made the easy bargain Nor
was it just simple stubborness which motivated them.
It was rather a deep, profound, abiding conviction that
Judaism was worth preserving; that it possessed
something unique and precious which warranted even
the most unspeakable kind of sacrifice in order that it

be maintained.

Shouldn't that count for something today?
Shouldn't Akiba count for something — risking his life

eighteen centuries ago by gathering his students se-
cretly to teach them Torah in stifling caves when
Rome had forbidden such study at risk of life itself?
Shouldn't the martyrs of nearly two millenia count for
something — those who suffered and died on the
stake, in torture chambers and crematoria, al kiddush
ha-shem. for the sanctification of God's Name?

Shouldn't six million Jewish victims of Hitler count
for something? Shouldn't those count who willingly
gave their lives that the State of Israel might be es-
tablished and defended? Just what kind of person is it

who can with easy conscience thumb his nose at sac-
rifice such as this? Who can tell so many millions of
martyrs that what they proudly died for isn't worth
our effort to preserve? That, in essence, is what I

mean when I say that Jewish people of the past need
our intellectuals today

When I add that the Jewish people of the present
and the future need them no less. I have in mind
something different, though even more important I

'

think I can understand what has estranged a certain
number of Jewish intellectuals from their heritage.
Judaism in some of its contemporary manifestations
admittedly seems remote from modern life, but if

there is one secret which explains the deep mystery
of Jewish survival, it is the diligence of our brightest
intellectuals in the past as they strove to coordinate
Judaism and the secular world for the advantage and
benefit of both Time allows only two brief examples
though scores — perhaps hundreds — could easily be
adduced.

As far as our records indicate, the most distm -
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Common Era was a man named Philo Judaeus. The
prevailing philosophic mood of his time was Platonic.

With a mental acumen much more abundantly appre-
ciated by succeeding generations than by his own,
Philo reconciled Hellenism with the religious ideals of

Judaism. He did not find it necessary to choose either

Hellenism or Judaism to the total exclusion of the
other. He used the great gifts of his mind to combine
them, thus laying the groundwork for Judaism's en-

counter with Christianity far into the future.

My second example is Maimonides. In the twelfth

century the dominant intellectual atmosphere was Ar-

istotelian. Modern science, moreover, was just begin-

ning to emerge. Maimonides embraced many disci-

plines: he was a rabbi, a theologian, a philosopher

and a scientist. He was perhaps the most eminent
physician in the world of his time. He too found it al-

together unnecessary to choose among Judaism, phi-

losophy or science, at a price of rejecting the others.

Precisely because he was a truly great intellectual.

Maimonides was able to help Judaism develop and
adjust, to adopt its values and principles without ceas-
ing to be authentically itself, to make room within it-

self for every legitimate influence from Aristotle and
from the scientific method. Who can doubt that Mai-
monides himself. Judaism in particular, and human
culture at large, all benefited from the fact that this

man remained a questing, practicing Jew.
In our time, the mood is no longer that of either

Aristotle or Plato. The mood now is a combination of
Einstein. Darwin and Freud. But the challenge in the
twentieth century is exactly what it was in the first

and the twelfth. This is a job which is especially de-
pendent upon the intellectual. Here then is my first

dimension of my approach to the un-Jewish intellec-

tual: your people -needs you!

Of no importance, however, is the fact that the
world needs you. The world needs you not merely as
an individual, but specifically, precisely, as a Jew. Bas-
ic to this assertion is the premise that Judaism-prop-
erly interpreted and applied—encompasses a syndrome
of emphases and insights which no other group or
culture expresses in quite the same measure or way
It would require a whole series of articles to expand
on this premise adequately. Let me just mention, with
a bare minimum of comment, a few of the unique
emphases of Judaism which the world needs and
which it will obtain from us only if we survive in iden-
tifiable form For what does our tradition stand
especially, uniquely?

First, that the heart of all reality is spiritual, not
physical. It follows from this that if man is to be truly
man, and not just the most complex of animals, his
primary pursuit must be after truth, after beauty, after
moral goodness — not just after pleasure and mate-
rial wealth.

Second, there is a oneness in the sense that every-
thing emanated from the same creative beginning and
that the same chemical components and natural laws
are operative throughout all existence — from the
remotest reaches of outer space to the minutest mole-
cule within my body. There is also a spiritual oneness
which inextricably binds each person on earth to every
other person, each nation or religion or race to all

others.

Third, our noblest ethical aspirations, which derive
from the very nature of reality itself, must be applied
to every segment of life. There can be no asceticism,
no withdrawal, no denial. All of man's experience is

susceptible to sanctification Life is to be divided, as
Martin Buber put it. not into the sacred versus the
profane, but into the sacred and the not -yet -sacred.

Fourth, every human being on this earth is my
brother The same ethic by which my family life
should be governed must be extended to the stranger
whose language I don't understand, whose mores may
even be entirely beyond my comprehension I who am
descended from oppressed strangers must be forever

John Burt
STUDENT ZIONIST ORGANIZATION

COALESCENCE
NEW CAMPUS PUBLICATION

A VEHICLE FOR DIALOGUE ON ALL
ASPECTS OF JEWISH LIFE AND ISRAEL.

(PAID ADVERTISEMENT)

compassionate to all who are either strangers or op-
pressed.

Fifth, religion is not a separate compartment of life

but is rather a precious thread woven into the fabric
of both the national and the ethnic. Which means to
say: whatever I do as political man or civic man or
biological man must be influenced by what I am as
religious man.

Sixth, our greatest need today, if humanity is to
survive, is for a synthesis of the particular and the
universal. We must learn to live as citizens of our res-
pective nations, yet simultaneously as citizens of the
world. No one is in a better position to succeed at
this excruciatingly difficult task than are we. For on
the world scene today only we Jews exist in part as a
separate nation, living on a soil of its own. yet also as
a universal people, scattered over most of the planet.
In mankind's ineluctable, urgent, desperate pursuit of
peace, we Jews- constitute — whether we deliberately
will it so or not — as we have in other contexts so
many times in the past — an experimental human
laboratory, testing for the whole human race concepts
and ideals calculated to achieve salvation.

So much, then, for our brief encapulation of what
Judaism offers to the world. I think I know the Ques-
tion some of my intellectual friends would pose at this
point. Can't we cherish and foster precisely these
emphases without identification as Jews? The answer
is no. What kind of reasonable sense does it make to
select from a variety of other sources — synthetically,
as it were — that which has grown indigenously and
organically in our own source in Judaism? Isn't that
almost like enjoying the physical appearance of one's
wife by reflection, through a series of photographs,
each showing one perspective or angle, instead of liv-

ing with her face-to-face, reveling in her beauty first-

hand, alive?

Why go to the florist shop each day to purchase cut
flowers while neglecting one's own bounteous gar-
den? Why live only on the accumulated capital of
Judaism without making further investments, in order
that it may offer the world additional and perhaps
even greater blessings in the future?

If I told you my un-Jewish intellectual that a new
organization was to be formed, dedicated to exactly
the six ideals briefly summarized a moment ago. if I

invited you to join such an organization in order that,
together with others of similar intention and hope, you
might encourage and promote these emphases, you
would eagerly accept, would you not? Yet you deliber-
ately scorn the great historic group already in exist-
ence for this purpose and into which you yourself
were born. Thus you deny to the whole of humanity
continued creative enrichment through ideals which
you profess to cherish.

Yes. one or another of these values may be found
in other cultures. But only Judaism originated all of
them. Only Judaism holds them bound closely togeth-
er in an integrated, organic whole. And Judaism can
best develop them as a pattern for the future. That's
why the world needs you as a Jew.

I said at the beginning that there were three dimen-
sions in which I wanted to address my indifferent
friends. In addition to the fact that your people need
you. and the world needs you to be identifiably Jew-
ish, you, my intellectual friends need to be Jewish
yourselves. You need it for the sake of your own ful-
fillment. You need it to attain happiness and self-re-
spect. If you are as balanced emotionally as you are
gifted mentally, you know that self-denial is not the
road to happiness, neither for the individual as such,
nor for the renegade from an honourable historic peo-
ple. I am what I am — as a Canadian as a Jew. as a
man. To the degree that I acknowledge who I really
am and struggle to perfect myself as such, my life

succeeds In the measure that I attempt to deny my-
self. I become ludicrous in the eyes of others and
more than slightly cheap in my own sight.

STUDENT ZIONIST
559 Huron St.,

ORGANIZATION
Toronto.

NAME: . . .

ADDRESS:
CITY
COLLEGE
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Rugs begin Sid Smith humanization
Do CAKinv I I kin . .By SANDY LIND

A red rug now lies in the foyer of Sidney
Smith Hall. Its functional purpose is to keep
the bulk of the street moisture from the rest
of the building. It can absorb about 10 gallons
of water a square yard.
But that is not all to the mystery of the

rug, which appeared two weeks ago Its ul-
terior purpose is to make Sid Smith seem
more like home to every student entering
says the university's Coordinator of Furni-
ture.

The rug was the idea of Mr. W. Jeffrey of
the Physical Plant department, and follows
his policy of "humanizing" seminar and
common rooms across campus.

It is his opinion that an "optimum learning
environment" can be created through the
skilful choice of furniture. Jeffrey also main-

tains that it can be done cheaply.
Jeffrey s latest project has been the East

Asian seminar rooms in University College
which have received deep upholstered arm-
chairs instead of the ubiquitous tables and
chairs of Sid Smith.

This new emphasis on informality was the
result of discussions with faculty and stu-
dents. Even chalk boards have been removed

and all this at an extra cost of only $60
The Sid Smith rug itself cost nothing Jef-

frey used the possibility of a market test as a
carrot, since the foyer is so well travelled
and the carpet was installed bv Dobbie Indus-
tries free of charge.
And next Wednesday, Eagle Carpets Ltd

will carpet the other side of the foyer'
though nominally a marketing test, the car-
pets are there to stay.

ii

take-out

roast beef

sandwiches
I

I
* hoi

THICK
JUICV

DELICIOUS ROAST BEEF PILED
HIGH ON A SESAME BUN.
ANOTHER GREAT BEEF PRODUCT
FROM GENTLEMAN JIM.
USE THE COUPON BELOW AND
PICK ONE UP FREE WHEN YOU
BUY ONE AT THE REGULAR LOW
PRICE OF .69c.

QUICK, DELICIOUS AND INEX-
PENSIVE FOR INFORMAL
ENTERTAINING!

"v Gentleman Jim ii

h urihA , A/> 4T.,M.rf
949 THE MEEN5WAY AT ISLINGTON AVENUE I

|3 METRO LOCATIONS |a» dundas st. west at dupont street 1v I \J

I EGl|NT0(J ^ ^ KENNEDy ^ I
r

-" " ""
"
------

I

BUV OflE

: CET I FREE!!

BRING A FRIEND. USE THIS
I COUPON AND INTRODUCE

YOURSELVES TO A
NEW TASTE TREAT !

Offer good 'til April 30
V-U-2-69

&w-:v:<v>v-:v:-:^
98&$S666G6$9$600$0&&

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on
service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-
tom fitted to look custom made. For
all these years there has been no
better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,
bridal and formal gowns ... Syd
Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd
Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% SludeiU Discount

Syd
Silver Formals Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.
Phone 923-4611

There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers...

One near you.
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AT YE QUE HART HOUSE

Mat Blues tune tenacles for final
Varsity wrestlers get their

final tune-up before next

week's OQAA championships

at McGill with a mat meet
tomorrow afternoon at ye

olde Harte House against

University of Water' jo.

Blues are vowing sweet,

nasty, hara kari revenge on

the wiggly Warriors who up-

set them last week 51-45 in a

close match at Wallabaloo.

191 lb-er, Larry Barron,

especially, has his tough ten-

tacles out to ensnare a meek,
mild-mannered opponent of

the same weight who, incred-

ible as it may seem, stole

defeat from the jaws of victo-

ry for the enraged Barron.

Other grapplers in action

for Toronto will be colourful

Ken White (123 lb.), Sweet

Toronto Argonauts invad-

ed our peaceful campus yes-

terday to pluck two home-

grown football players in

the annual Canadian Foot-

ball league draft. Varsity

Blues' offensive guard,

Norm Trainor, and wing-

back, Nick DiGiuseppe,

were Argo's only two picks.

Daddy Sauer (130 lb.), more
of DiPasquale (137 lb ), so it

Simms (145 lbs ), Off Broad-
way (152 lbs.), affably af-

fluent Allison (160 lb.), sur-

reptitious Rick Sauter (167

lb ), who upset Don Stevens
for the berth, kentucky Fried-
rich (177 lb.), and Ylo Korge-
magi (Heavyweight), who's
been complaining recently of

insufficient press coverage of

his grappling feats. Well, Ylo,

your feats are much too big

for us to cover adequately.
Try Murph's shoes, (groan).

The gruntin' and groanin'

gets under way at 2 p.m.

The only change in Blues'

lineup for next week's OQAA
scene in Montreal will be the

probable insertion of playing-

coach, Paul Beswick, at ei-

ther 160 or 152 pounds.

NOTICE
More games have been

cancelled in order to ac-

commodate the interfac

hockey playoff and the

OQAA championships. The
intermediate schedule has

therefore been revised and
games appearing in today's

Varsity may be wrong.
Please pick up a revised

schedule at the intramural

office.

photo by TOM AVRICH
Blues' Butch Feldman (44) makes quick move to steal ball from

startled Waterloo opponent during Wednesday's 80-57 victory.

Teammate Mike Katz (33) looks for loose ball.

VALENTINES DANCE
SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

SCARBOROUGH REGIONAL SCHOOL OF NURSING

PRESENTS

JO JO
AND THE FUGITIVES

AND
GULLIVERS TRAVELS

FRI. FEB. 14 9-12 P.M. SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

$1.50 STAG $2.50 DRAG

SPORTS SCHEDULES —
WEEK OF FEB. 24

BASKETBALL (Note — Interfaculty playoffs start Tues. March
4th)
Mon Feb 24 1 OO IV Ind vs Vfc.HI Alboini. Tonisson

400 Trin 8 Arch 8 Lobl. Tonisson

Tues Feb 25 1.00 U.C. 1 vs Vic. 1 Mockford, Mockford
4 00 Wye vs Music Hafner.Dymarski.Boguski

500 For vs PHE C Hatner.Dymarski.Feaver

600 Law 1 vs Scar £hapnick,Feaver.Boguski
7.00 Inms 1 Chapnick.Boguski.Feaver

800 Grad.Geog vs III Elec Boguski.Feaver.Chapnick

Wed Feb 26 vs Sr Eng Doug Mocklord.A Sternberg

5 00 IV Eng Sc vs Vic. IV Martin.Cunningham,Coles
600 Dent A vs Si M 8 Coles, Schwartz,Cunningham
7 00 PHE D vs Dent. C Coles, Schwartz, Martin

8.00 III EngSc vs SGS Phys Martin,Cunnigham.Schwartz

Thur Ft>b 27 1 00 Innls II vs U.C. Ill Tonisson, Alboini

500 Law II vs Trin. B Gee.L Sternberg.A Sternberg

600 IV Civil New III Tessis.A Sternberg, L Sternberg

7 00 Emman vs Knox Tessis. L.Sternberg,Gee
800 Grad Geog vs III Elec Gee.A Siemberg.Tessis

Fn Feb 28 1 00 For vs IV Ind Alboini,Lobl

6 00 Med A vs St.M A Hairier. Gee

WATER POLO
Feb 25 7 00 Knox vs Eng II Breech

745 Law II Trin. B Breech
8 30 New vs Scar Breech

Feh 26 700 Law I vs PHE Milgram
7 45 Arch Dent PeUold
830 St.M vs En9 .l Petiold

Fob 27 1 00 Law II vs Innis Webster
7.00 Eng II vs For Bergman
7 45 Vic vs Scar Bergman
8.30 U C vs Knox Borgman

HOCKEY (8alance of League Schedule)
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR OFFICIALS - Ass.gnments lor this week
will be made at a Reforee's mealing called (or Mon Feb 24 at 1 00 p.m
Mon Feb 24

Tues Feb 25

Wed Feb 26

12.30

1 30
400
7 00
8 00
9 00

IV Mecrt

Trin 8
For A
Enn I

Law I

Dent A

St M D
vs Vic III

vs Vic II

vs Med A
vs PHE A
vs St M B

I 30 PHE 8 vs Arch

4 00 Pharm. A vs Innis I

7 00 U C I vs Scar

8 00 Oev.Hsa vs Law II

9 00 New I vs Bus

8.00am New II

12 30 PHE A
1 30 Vic X
400
7 00
8 00
9 00

Tnn A
Law I

Oent D
III Elec

vs Wye
vs Vic. I

vs IV Ind A
vs St M A
vs Sr Eng
vs Vic. VIII

vs Emman

8 OOam For C vs Dent C
12 15 St.M E vs III Ind B
4 00 Med C vs Vic. VI

8 00 IV EngSc vs Enn II

9 00 III Civil vs II Ind

8 OOam III IndA vs Pharm B
5.30 III Chem vs Med B
6 30 IV Elec vs Med 0
8 00 IV IndA vs St M F

The following games were cancelled to facilitate playoffs, as they have no

bearing on the standings — Knox vs UCII. Vic VII vs Trin D. IV Chem B vs

U.C Ml IF IT IS NECESSARY TO CANCEL OTHER GAMES YOU WILL BE
ADVISED Interfaculty playoffs start Thur Feb 27

INDOOR TRACK (Balance of schedule)
Tues Feb 25 5 30 300 yds Relay (4 x 1)

Tues. Mar 4 5 30 1 Mile

Tues. Mar 1 1 5 30 440 yds Relay (4 x 2)

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL
MRS. ANITA RUNDANS

Monday, Feb. 17 Convocation Hall 5:05 pm
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GYM
The University of Toronto

Gymnastics team hopes to

return home tomorrow
evening in possession of the

Caron Trophy.

The cup, emblematic of

OQAA gynastics supremacy
has been won by L'Universite

de Montreal for the past two

seasons. Both times, U of T
finished second.

The team which competes
in tomorrow's championships

at University of Guelph has

shown sufficient strength in

exhibition meets this season

to be rated an excellent

chance.

Brian McVey, runner-up in

.the individual all-around

standings to Montreal's Gilles

Briere at last year's cham-
pionships is favored to win
this season.

Newcomer Al Forest

should not be far behind. His

steady improvement was
shown by a victory in an invi-

tational meet at Queens' two
weeks ago.

In the same meet, John
Kortright barely missed sec-

ond spot. Work on his weak-
est events has paid off in a

remarkably consistent per-

formance.

Depth should help the

team. While only the top

three men on each event

count towards the team
standings, five entrants per

event are permitted.

Veteran Al Hamilton who
recently rejoined to compete
all-around will be a particular

plus on rings and horizontal

bar. It is hoped that speci-

alists Phil Michaelis in free

exercise and vaulting, and
Arthur Stein, working on
pommel horse will pick up
extra points for the Blues.

photo by TOM A URICH
Varsity Blues' John Hodden uses his elongation to advantage during Wednesday
night's game against Waterloo as he soars over the outstretched hands, arms and
mouths of two miniscule opponents. Varsity kevinpetersoned Waterloo 80-57.

B-BALL BLUES BOP W'LOO

MIKE BOUND

By JIM MORRISON

Varsity Blues' playoff aspirations entered
the realm of possibility Wednesday night at

York, as Blues rolled over Waterloo Warriors
to the tune of 80-57. If Varsity can defeat
McMaster tomorrow afternoon (game time 3

p.m.) and Western Mustangs the following
weekend, and both Mac and Western manage
to lose to undefeated Windsor Lancers, Blues
can still tie for second place. (Tends to bog-
gle the mind, doesn't it?)

For the first few minutes of Wednesday's
game, it looked as if Blues were headed for

yet another debacle, as Warriors stormed to

a 17-5 lead. Varsity, however, switched into

their half-court press and poured in twenty
unanswered points to Waterloo's considerable
chagrin.

From then on, Blues made it look easy.
They led 41-31 at the half, and padded their

margin in the final minutes as Warriors'
shooting fell off again.

Highlighting an impressive team effort
was Bruce Dempster, Blues' most consistent
performer who played his best game yet
since switching to forward. Bruce contrib-

uted 27 points and 8 rebounds to the Varsity
cause, taking over the team scoring lead
from defensive wizard Larry Trafford, who
had 10 points.

Other Blues of note were guard Peter Bur-
ton, who played up to potential after a
succession of bad games, and muscular Jay
MacDonald, who certainly rates as the
team's most improved performer. Mac-
Donald had 13 points, and Burton 12.

Waterloo was hampered throughout the
game by miserable shooting. Guard Jaan
Laaniste, one of the league's top five scorers,
hit on only four of 21 shots from- the floor,

and finished the game with nine points.

Warrior's best was center Larry Sobol with
15 points and 14 rebounds. He was followed
by forward Ton Kieswetter and guard Stan
Talesnick, who had 11 and 10 points respec-
tively.

FOR TORONTO: Dempster 27, MacDonald
13, Burton 12, Trafford 10, Hadden 8, Slater
4, Feldman 2, Crouter 2, Evans 2, Katz 0.

DRIBBLES: Blues shot 39 per cent from the
floor; Waterloo shot 34 percent . . . Bruce
Dempster is now averaging 15.6 ppg, Larry
Trafford 13.9.

BOXING
Varsity pugilists squared

off against one another
Wednesday to fight for the

honor of going to Royal Mili-

tary College later this month.
Eight matches were fought.

Bob Maton (SMC) defeated

Kit Simpson (Vic) in a three

round-decision. Kit, who has

been having a little trouble

with his endurance, put up a

good fight. Rick Smith of In-

nis defeated Terry Kelly, who
came down from York uni-

versity. Graeme Hunter, of

the Toronto Athletic Club,

took the decision from Mike
Raymond (UC); both boxers,

evenly matched, put up a

good display of punch swap-
ping until they began to tire

in the third round.

Mike Allemano (SMC) re-

peated his win over Joe Don-
oghue (Law) in a heavy-
weight match that the referee

stopped in the second round.

Allemano, who is the most
awesome-looking member of

the Varg squad, boxes the

way he looks.

Alex Dougall (APSC) lost

narrowly to Kevin Cavanaugh
(SMC) in the 165-pound cate-

gory. Pat Goodwin" (SMC) a

boxer who is noticeably fast

on his feet, defeated Dave
Macedo from McCormiek
playground in a three-round

decision.

The evening was rounded
out with two exhibition

matches; Paul Fletcher

(APSC) and Danny "Iron
Man" Doyle (SMC) squared

off and Bronco Simon from
McCormiek playground
showed Wayne Brindley of

Trinity playground how it is

done.

The final team selection for

the Royal Military College

competition on February 22nd

will be announced early next

week.

WARD PASSI

MAC HERE TONIGHT WATERLOO HERE WEDNESDAY

HOCKEY NEWS-ST.J0HN OUT, M0NTEITH SEEKS 100
Varsity Blues meet Mc-

Master Marlins this evening
at Varsity Arena (8 p.m.) to

kick off a four game home
stand which will complete
their SIHL season and exhibi-

tion schedule . . . Included in

the series will be games with
University of Montreal Cara-
bins on Saturday at 2 p.m.;
Waterloo Warriors on
Wednesday at 8 p.m. and

Laurentian University next
Friday at 8 p.m. . . . Latest

news on the status of Blues
centre Brian St. John is that

he is through for the season.

The original diagnosis of peri-

carditis was a correct one
and he will remain in hospital

in Uxbridge for another two
weeks . . Coach Tom Watt
hasn't decided how to fill in

the gap left by St. John's loss
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and plans to use a variety of

combinations in the two
games this week-end. . .

Steve Monteith will be gun-
ning for his 100th goal in

SIHL competition this

evening and in Wednesday's
game with Waterloo if he
doesn't have by then. Steve
has collected 98 goals in his

more-than-distinguished Var-
sity career . . . Also at stake
in the McMaster and Water-
loo games will be the league

scoring and goals-against ti-

tles. Paul Laurent and John
Wright are slightly behind
Warriors' Ron Robinson in

the point derby while Tom
Little and Adrian Watson lead
Arlon Popkey of Waterloo in

the goaltending race . . .

Winners of Wednesday's To-
ronto-Waterloo will take first

place in the league and meet
the second place team in the
Eastern Division (probably

Carlton University) in the

first round of the Queen's

Cup playoffs. The loser will

meet Laval, first place team
in the east, in the other sud-

den-death semi-final . . .

Mike Boland has played his

best hockey of the season

since he was moved perma-
nently to the right-wing posi-

tion on a line with Paul Laur-

ent and Ward Passi. Mike has

scored four goals in Blues'

last four league starts . . .

bingley



McGILL — Six of the eight

student senators on the 62-man
McGill Senate resigned their

positions Wednesday saying

[heir continued presence would
simply be an exercise in futili-

ty-
'.'

—Arts and Science students

voted overwhelmingly last

week to reject their present

dean. Forty-five per cent of the

faculty's students turned out to

vote for Prof. Donald Theall,

head of the English depart-

ment, as head. The students,

who took the poll after despair-

ing of getting an adequate say
on a selection committee re-

newing the post, plan to deliv-

er the results to the university
-principal this week.

YORK - Students and fac-
ulty here plan to walk out of
their classes tomorrow to back
up demands for an 18 per cent
faculty salary hike and student
participation in decision-mak-
ing.

McGILL - The University
has been trying to fire political

science lecturer Stan Gray for

the last two weeks, but the ac-

tivist teacher refuses to go.

Principal H. Rocke Robert-
son charges Gray with "con-
duct that affected adversely
the general well being of the

university.'' Gray says Robert-
son "is going against the ex-
pressed wishes of my depart-
ment, student council, and po-
litical science students.

"

—The chairman of the McGill
University Graduates' Society
says donations are down these
days, as many grads are hold-
ing back their money pending a
stiffening of administration
attitudes towards campus ac-
tivists.

EASTERN MICHIGAN -
Deputy sherrifs Thursday
stopped 200 students from at-

tempting to seize the adminis-
tration building here.

PENNSYLVANIA - A sit-in

of 250 students continues in

protest against university
plans for a $100 million social

science complex in a low in-

come neighborhood.

PRINCETON - Students for

a Democratic Society plan a
student strike for this week to

force the university to sell its

holdings in 40 South African
companies.

OBERLIN - Marine Corps
recruiters were escorted off
campus Thursday by 500 stu-

dents chanting anti-war slo-

gans.

BERKELEY - Police last

Thursday used tear gas to turn

2,000 student demonstrators
into a weeping mob. Students
overturned two paddywagons
and hurled cannisters of the
gas back atthe police.

MADISON - The last of 1,-

900 national Guardsmen left

the University of Wisconsin
campus Friday after complet-
ing mop-up operations among
the students. The state legisla-
ture is to consider bills which
would dismiss faculty partici-

pating in "disruptive" activi-

ties, keep suspended and ex-
pelled students off campus for

at least one year, and bar the
use of bullhorns by demonstra-
tors.
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Following the Varsity policy of covering the news when it hap-
pens, where it happens, we sent two of our ace reporters into the
jungles south of the border, one to Chicago, one to Berkeley. They
emerged, slightly clubbed, to tell their respective stories. See centre.

Pollution: Is there a future for our generation?
By SHERRY BRYDSON

Don Chant is chairman of
the Biology Department at U
ol T, and he doesn't think the
world as we know it can exist

Tfor many more generations.

;

Dr. Chant is cheerfully, mat-
• ter-of-factly unoptimistic
about the fate of the human

trace. Since coming here from
jthe University of California
I two years ago, he has been an
I advisor to the federal govern-
[ment's Science Council of Can-
ada, flying to Ottawa every
[weekend to participate in an
agricultural research study
group. He knows the types of
pollutants we are pouring into
our water and atmosphere, and
he doesn't think the future
augurs well for this genera-
tion.

Sitting in his office in the
Ramsay Wright Zoological
laboratories on a day last
week when you could see the
waterfront from the top floor
of Rochdale College, he dis-
cussed the impossibility of
convincing the public of the
"eed for pollution research
funds.

"It's an uphill fight to get
People to take pollution seri-
ously," he said. "Look at the
Wtawa River — it's so polluted
II s beginning to drive tourists
awa.

Residents can no longer go
"own to the river to take a
^*'.m — they have to get in
•heir cars and drive miles to a
conservation area. But they
aon

't look at it in money terms.

All the Ottawa residents
''an

*15o

see is that it would cost

Per resident per year to

instal sewage plants to remove
the human waste from the riv-

er. Can you imagine voters
approving that kind of tax?"

Apparently the Ottawa mu-
nicipal authorities can't imag-
ine it. They recently began to

notice the raw sewage in the

river. The solution? They built

a channel which drew off some
of the pollutants into the Rideau
River.

One wonders what they will

do when it, too, becomes in-

tolerable.

An electric toilet, already on
the market, can completely
eliminate pollution from
domestic sewage. These toi-

lets could be installed at a cost

of $500 apiece.

"It will be cheaper to give

every home an electric toilet

than to install the complex and
expensive sewage facilities

that are now needed in urban
North America," claims Ajax
journalist R.D. Lawrence.

"In the long run, clean air

does cost less than dirty air,"

Dr. Chant asserted, albeit af-

ter some prodding. "But the

costs of air pollution are less

obvious — having to clean

clothes and windows more of-

ten, having to paint the house

once every five years instead

of ten.

"But these things are almost

intangible, and it would be a lot

harder to convince the voter to

vote that extra money for pol-

lution research."

Outside, on Harbord St., the

trucks rumbling in and out of

the hole-that-is-to-be -a-library

stirred up swirls of dust that

rose a few feet to settle on

exposed faces and hands of

passersby

They were breathing in con-
struction particles, just otajn

dust, and tiny particles of Sit.
laid down by the Metro Rotds
to combat last month's sno*.

Ontario Hydro labels tfise
salts "contaminants ", and
washes insulators along the

Gardiner Expressway after

every salting. The girls going
happily to the Benson Building

for their swimming classes
laughed and talked and
breathed in large doses of

these contaminants.

In the recent City Council
750-foot Smokestack Debate,
tempers flared over the aes-
thetic advisability of con-
structing such a monster. No
one ever mentioned that the
only effect of spewing our poi-

sons so high in the air would be
to pollute some other city in-

stead.

In the same way, we are
receiving pollutants from oth-

er cities in the winds that blow
over Toronto.

The Varsity was so alarmed
by its findings that it has
formed a group action commit-
tee, the U of T Pollution Probe.
The organization will begin
research immediately. The
organization is dedicated to (I

)

investigating the causes and
origins of environmental pollu-

tion; (2) the effects on our
generation of air. water and
soil pollutants; and (3) mobil-
izing the public, private and
government sectors to action
in removing the poisons from
our environment — before it's

too late.

Join, and get on the mailing
list, by dropping a line to the V

of T Pollution Probe, 91 St.

George St.. Toronto 5

Student Council presidential
candidate John Oldham
(Emm) became a charter
member last night when he
learned of the organization.

"I'm with you 100 per cent."
he said. "This is just the sort of

thing the SAC should involve
itself with. We should get a
working group going over the
summer."
The first meeting of the

Probe will be sometime later

this week.

WEDNESDAY: The poisons we
live with every day in Toronto.

U of T is bracing itself for the arrival Wednesday of the leader
of the Youth International Party, leave has been cancelled for all
security officers at campus buildings. The university computer
centre has been dismantled for the duration of his visit and the
components entrusted to trustworthy senior faculty. Sensitive
tiles have all been transferred to microfilm and concealed on the
person of top administrators.

Yippie leader Jerry Rubin, the pied piper who in August led
students and other colourful young people into Chicago's Grant
Park where they later fought police, will visit U of T Wednesday
under the sponsorship of SAC's cultural affairs commission

Rubin says he belongs to "an alternate culture" with habits
radically different from those of "middle class America. " He will
be on display in the Sid Smith lobby at 1 p.m.

The last time Rubin visited a Canadian university - the Uni-
versity of British Columbia in October of last year - he led 2 000
students into the faculty club which they occupied for several
days, tor no reason at all.



HERE AND NOWSCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
COUNCIL ELECTIONS

Call for Nominations for Student Membership

Four Graduate Students are to be elected, one from each Division, elected by the

Students in his Division, for a term of one year.

The Nominees must be students who intend to be full-time graduate students in

the 1969-70 session.

The nomination papers require the signatures of two students enrolled in the

School of Graduate Studies, and the signature of the nominee, signifying his will-

ingness to stand.

A biographical statement of not more than 50 words, approved by the nominee,

should be included

Nomination papers must be received in the School of Graduate Studies not later

than 5 p.m. March 5th. 1969.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES — DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE

Division I — The Humanities

CLASSICAL STUDIES
DRAMA
EAST ASIAN STUDIES
ENGLISH
FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

HISTORY
HISTORY OF ART
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ISLAMIC STUDIES
ITALIAN AND HISPANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

LINGUISTIC STUDIES
MEDIEVAL STUDIES
MUSIC
NEAR EASTERN STUDIES
PHILOSOPHY
SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Division II — The Social Sciences

ANTHROPOLOGY
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CRIMINOLOGY
CULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATIONAL THEORY
GEOGRAPHY
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
LAW
LI8RARY SCIENCE
POLITICAL ECONOMY
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC POLICY

RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
SOCIAL WORK
SOCIOLOGY
URBAN AND COMMUNITY STUDIES
URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Division III — The Physical Sciences

AEROSPACE STUDIES
ARCHITECTURE
ASTRONOMY
BIO-MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
GEOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGY AND MATERIALS SCIENCE
PHYSICS

Division IV — The Lile Sciences

ANATOMY
BIOCHEMISTRY
BOTANY
DENTISTRY
FOOD SCIENCES
FORESTRY
GREAT LAKES
HYGIENE
MEDICAL BIOPHYSICS
MEDICAL SCIENCE
PATHOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
PATHOLOGY
PHARMACOLOGY
PHARMACY
PHYSIOLOGY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHOLOGY
SURGERY
ZOOLOGY

TODAY
All Day

Art: Photographs by David Bichan. But-

tery. Trinity

1 p.m.

The Hon John Munro. Minister of Health

and Welfare, will speak on The Future of

Welfare in Canada, Sid Smith, Rm 2135,

(Thls time may not be accurate, but we
can t help it — Ed.)

Hillel presents Rabbi Gunther Plaut

speaking on ' South Africa: Religious Con-

science and Apartheid". UC Rm, 21 4.

Discussion with people who have been

there part time and summer service op-

portunities with Varsity Christian Fellow-

ship, All welcome Wymilwood Music

Room
5 p.m.

Creative Writers & Actors Workshop

Seminar, and Executive Committee Meet-

ing, Bickersteth Room. Hart House

7 p.m.

Meeting of Christian Perspectives Club to

discuss Appreciation of Classical Litera-

ture, Also, elections for next year. North

Sitting Room. Hart House

7:30 p.m.

Mel will lecture on the functional analysis

of infinite dimensional spaces Prerequis-

ites are a basic knowledge of calculus and

a willingness to learn Rm 207, Rochdale

College.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

General Meeting of the Psychology Stu

dent Union at Innis College.

115 p.m.

Christian Science Organization will meet

on the subject Living Love. Sid Smith, Rm,

21 12

4 p.m.

Dr. Anne B. Underbill of Utrecht. Holland,

will speak on the "Hydrogen content of the

la superglants of type B " . . . (it's about

stars). Rm 203. McLennan Physical Labs.

Tea at 3:40. Rm. 1404.

Professor Gene Brucker from Berkeley

will lecture on The Florentine Aristocracy

in the 1 5th Century Sid Smith. Rm. 2110.

6 p.m.

The Hillel Diners Club will meet this Tues

Call 923-7837 for your reservation.

7:30 p.m.

General TSM meeting to discuss how to

combat bourgeois ideas. Sir George Wil

liams position and poll sci department 44
St George.

Student-centered teaching comes full circle Wednesday
when Bob Rae and D'Arcy Martin, student members of the

Commission on University government, will be guest lecturers

at a Higher Education 316 class.

The class is taught by Edward Sheffield, professor of Higher
Education at Innis College.

"The students wanted to spend some time on this, so we
arranged to have Mr. Rae and Mr. Martin in," explained Prof.

Sheffield.

He plans a series of four or five weekly sessions titled To-

ward an Understanding of Student Discontent, and cordially
invites other members of the university community to attend.'

Rae and Martin will kick off the series Wednesday at noon,

in room 102 of the Mechanical Building.

VARSITY DOWNTOWN EDUCATION PROJECT AN INNERCITY STUDENT ACTION PROJECT

(Sponsored by S.A.C. & the Varsity Fund)

GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
Thursday, February 27 - 8:30 p.m.

Music Room, Wymilwood (Victoria College )

V.D.E.P. will be looking for new recruits who are willing to commit themselves

for two summers and part-time winter work. But anyone interested in hearing

about the project is welcome.

Application forms may be picked up at the general meeting or at the S.A.C. front

office Wednesday, February 26 to Friday, February 28.

DEADLINE FOR RETURN OF FORMS—MONDAY, MARCH 3
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FIRST IN CANADA

U of T students win 24 Woodrow Wilsons
By MARY BASTEDO

Twenty-four University of

Toronto students were award-

ed Woodrow Wilson Scholar-

ships this year, placing U of T
first in Canada and second only

to Cornell University in North

America.

The scholarships went to 14

students at UC, three at Trini-

tv two each at Victoria, St.

Mike's and New Colleges and

one in the Faculty of Music.

1 No financial award is at-

tached to the scholarship but

last year all' of the winners

received money from graduate

schools.

i.The winners were Robert
Allen, Kathleen Beatty. Ed-
ward Bierstone, Linda Borto-

lotti, Edward G. Carr, Ed-
mund Clark. David Cluff, Fred
Lazar, Richard MacDowell.
Heather Murphy, Alexander
Murray, Manfred Raschke,
Steven F. Wilson (all UC),
Derek Allen, Michaell Igna-

tiefi and Steven Mclntyre
Trim. Shelley Robb and Jean

tson (Vic), Bonnie Camp-
11 jnd Brian Mossop (New)

and Douglas Rahn (Music),
mi teen other students re-

ed Honorable mention.

To receive the award stu-
dents had to be recommended
by a professor. Selection was
then made on the basis of a
marks transcript, letters of
recommendation from profes-
sors, a 1,000 word essay on the
interests and academic goals
of the nominee and an inter-

view. Most of the winners in-

tend to teach university. The
Woodrow Wilson virtually
guarantees them admission to

any graduate school.

The Varsity asked the Win-
ers how much creativity and

originality the scholarship had
demanded.

"I got it just through hard
work rather than originality."

said Edward Carr (IV UC). "If
you master the knowledge that
is imparted to you in lectures
you can get by."

"What they base scholar-
ships on is compliance with the

system," one of the winners
commented.

Others disagreed, and felt

that the primary emphasis was
not on marks.

"You Have to get good

grades and that means coping

I Paul Fromm (III SMC) said last night he would not run jx

$ nor would he accept the nomination for President of next

:£ year's Students' Administrative Council.

I SS So far John Oldham (Emm) is the only candidate for the &
8 position, with Bob Barkwell as his vice-presidential running £

;•: "If John Oldham is acclaimed," said Fromm. "I wish V

;!•: him well. Perhaps he's the man to bring the various points 5;

of view together on the campus." :•:

"I think the Graduate Student Union withdrawal has
j:j

S proved that U of T students will not accept radicalism."
j:j

•i-i Nominations open today and close Friday. ij:

with the system somehow but

recommendation letters are

probably the most important

criterion. If you don't have
some sort of originality you
won't get good letters if the

profs are responsible." said

another winner who asked not

to be identified.

Bob Allen (IV UC) felt that

teachers who recommended
him on the basis of his creative

writing had been most influen-

tial.

"I haven't had an A average
in all my years here and I'm in

a general course," said
Manfred Raschke (IV UC). "I
know people who still 1:1 in

their courses and didn't get an
interview. It can't be based too

heavily on marks."

Another winner was cynical

about the whole method of

picking scholarship winners.

"The people at the top get

more and more and it becomes
an exclusive little group." she
said.

"If you do well in one kind of

contest it becomes the basis of

your future success. People
judge you on the basis of pre-

vious people's judgment.

"The whole society is geared

to perpetuating an intellectual

elite rather than opening up for

a truly democratic education."

When asked whether they

were proud afjjiieir Woodrow
» i< •

" reactiMU varit d from

:

'Tharii/y, thifllftL.s anvihme.

tefrW" -«i»il«BMiV." to: "I

feel •""'*,*v\^b»n walking

aro-i'iu in a pink cloud for the

last few days."

"When you know how little it

can mean you can't really be

proud. " one winner concluded.

Biafran students detained at airport

By MARTHA TRACEY
A Canadian speaking tour by

four Biafran students almost
ended before it could begin
Saturday. Okechukwu Emodi,
Ugah Igba, Kamalu Ukwuije,
and Winston Bell-Gam were
detained on their arrival at

Toronto Airport by Immigra-
tion officials because they
were travelling on passports
from Biafra, not yet recog-
nized by the Canadian Govern-
ment.

Originally invited by the
United States National Student

Association to speak through-
out the U.S., the foursome was
invited to continue on to Can-
ada by the Canadian Union for

'he Rights of Biafra.
A meeting with the press and

student leaders, planned for 2

P m. Saturday at the Interna-
tional Student Centre, finally

'ook place at a Flemingdon
Park apartment four hours
later.

The students and their hosts
~ mostly returned CUSO vol-

unteers and Biafrans studying

in Canada — told of their has-

sle with Immigration. Despite

pressure from New Demo-

cratic Party MP's David Lewis

and Andrew Brewin. Immigra-

tion officials attempted to send

the four back to New York.

"We stalled on the way to

the plane," said Winston Bell-

Gam. "We kept stopping and

resting our luggage. By the

time we got to the exit, we had

missed the plane! " While plans

were being made to put them

on the next flight to New York.

- pressure from their hosts con-

tinued.

Finally, by "special permis-

sion of the Minister", they

were permitted to enter Can-

ada.

Saturday evening the Biaf-

rans and members of the To-

ronto group chatted informally

with reporters over a delicious

Biafran meal.

Kamalu Ukwuije. tall and

bearded, wearing rimless

sunglasses and a woolen scarf

around his neck, had toured the

western US, including Califor-

nia. He had intended to speak

at Berkeley, but arrived in the

midst of the current campus

unrest. Although encouraged to

speak, he believed that the

immediate concerns of Berke-

ley students should take prece-

dence over his problem.

Ukwuije stressed that Biaf-

rans did their utmost to main-

tain a Nigerian federation, but

that the slaughter of countless

of their tribesmen in other re-

gions forced them to seced.

All four students claim that

the military situation has im-

proved for Biafra in the past

few months. They emphasize

that the press often gives a dis-

torted view of the war, since

most accounts come from

Nigeria.

The group will be in Canada
for two weeks. They will travel

separately to almost all major

Canadian cities within that

time. U of T commitments in-

clude speaking at St. Michael's

College at noon today, and in

the Sid Smith Free Speech

Area at 1 p m

Hart House
FOLK CONCERT

To-day - 1 p.m. - East Common Room
ROSS CULINER
(Ladies Welcome)

WEONESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Feb. 26th. Music Room, I p.m.

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC GROUP
with Prof. Backwith
(Ladies Welcome)

POETRY READING
Thursday, February 27th

Music Room - 1:15 p.m.
J. S. Cunr,ir.gham& Arthur Gran

Reading

THE PSALMS AS POETRY
(Ladies Welcome)

LIVE JAZZ
Thursday, February 27th

East Common Room, 12-2 p.i

SOL CHAPMAN
Experimental Jazz with
Harpsichord, Clarinet,

'Cello and two Bosses
(Lad, es Welcome)

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
March 2nd, Great Hall, 8:30
THE HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

Tickets: Hall Porter

6

mutuaL
funds...
"a great investment idea

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.

distributor, of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day _ 481-3387 nite - 783-1479

'.:, YOU PROVE YOU'LL "GO TO HEAVEN"?

No?
Neither can we,

But we can prove you can bring a bit of heaven

Down to earth.

We'll start you on the way tonight,

Music Room, Wymilwood, 8 p.m.

"Christian Science: FRIEND OF THE COLLEGE STUDENT"

^^^^^^ Draught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c
Wild atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east of Bay

BOOK COLLECTION for the

HEBREW UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

(USED BOOKS OR DONATIONS)

SEE LISTS ON COLLECTION BOX, SID SMITH
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Philosophers interpreted world, in various ways;The point however, is to change it

Professor Macpherson claims in his

article of Feb. 12 that the university

fails to live up to the higher aims of

education because it just happens to

"allow" a consumer-oriented society

to infiltrate, corrupt, and demand that

universities contribute to the Gross
National Product. But a university is

created by its society: the owners set

aside money for its existence, money to

train the highly skilled manpower to

produce the goods and justify the

values of that system. If the society is

militaristic and racist, suffering from

a grossly uneven distribution of wealth,

narrow anti-human values and a cul-

ture of violence, the natural develop-

ment of intellectuals has always sought

to remove the university from the

"consumer society", and preserve in-

tegrity and purity amidst the ivy. But

escape is not that easy.

Macpherson's main hope for Cana-
dian universities contains a contradic-

tion. On the one hand he says, our uni-

versities are not as subject to the mili-

tary-industrial complex as are Ameri-
can universities. On the other hand,

since we are controlled by the U.S.,

Canadian corporate capitalism turns to

American universities for "research

and ideological needs" avoiding seri-

ous demands on Canadian universities!

Bissell wrong on free speech issue
The events at the Clark Kerr

lecture should be considered a

partial victory for the left on

this campus.

First, the left succeeded in

establishing a (sorely lacking!

physical presence on campus.

This is important not only for

the university as a whole,

which must now take the left

more seriously, but also for the'

left itself, which can only have

its spirit lifted and energies

fired as a result of the events.

Second, the issue of the in-

creasing americanization of

the university and the Cana-

dian society it's in was at least

raised. The only comment to

receive unanimous applause

all night was Andy Wernick's

about Kerr coming from the

metropolis to advise the

branch manager on how to

keep down the natives. Despite

this, however, the sound analy-

sis of our universities becom-

ing increasingly dominated by

the technocratic, professional

American model while our so-

ciety (no accident) becomes

increasingly dominated by

American-controlled capital

was lost on most of those

present.

The left made the mistake of

not speaking to the free speech

issue after the confusion had

died down. It could have been

handled quite simply by having

someone explain that the publ-

ic lecture format does not pro-

vide free speech because only

the platform orator can speak

freely. All others are reduced

to passive spectators, even if a

brief question period is provid-

ed at the end. For free speech

to have any political meaning,

there are two requirements.

First, the speakers must have

access to audiences. To speak

freely when no one can listen

means little. Of course the

Hyde Park model can be toler-

ated so long as the mass media
are controlled by a few. The
second requirement for free

speech is the opportunity to

engage in debate. Claude Bis-

sell, when he raved about free

speech and student fascism at

the Kerr lecture, was dead
wrong. It was necessary to dis-

rupt that lecture in order to

make free speech a reality in

the ROM auditorium.

Why didn't the left say so?

Had they, more of those

present would have been ready

to consider the more important

issue of the americanization of

Canadian universities and soci-

ety.

Hugh Armstrong

But that is precisely what the Canadian

student movement is objecting to.

Corporate capitalism is built on impe-

rialist states and colonies.

We are a colony of the U.S. (there

are not many University governors
who do not sit on boards of directors of

companies under more or less U.S. in-

fluence), and the best research grants

and contracts go to the States. And the

nature of those contracts is determined

by the U.S.: heavily defense in a de-

fense oriented continental economy.
Furthermore, our own military is not

just an idle expense: not only does it

make us a no-man's land for the hydro-

.

gen holocaust, but the amount we have
spent on the military since the war is

just about equal to what we have ac-

cepted from the U.S. in the sell-out of

our industry, something in the area of

one and one-half billion per year .'

Professor Macpherson suggests that

because professors are scarce they

have the bargaining power to create

the ideal university simply by "insist-

ing on being scholars." But there are at

least two reasons why this hasn't

worked in practice: 1) you have to

organize the majority of people to

make a democracy work and in the

university the students are the majori-

ty and, people, 2) students are com-

pelled to return to the "production line

world" in three or four years and have

to make a living in the irrational econ-

omy.

To this end universities should en-

courage critical thought and radical

action, to equip the student for realities

within and without the "ivory tower".

The fine ideas of the university are

nothing if they are not put into practice

by people organized to create a rational

society.

Charnie Cunningham

varsity
The successful revolutionary is a states_

man. the unsuccessful a criminal
"
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Pollution Patrol
What did you do over Study Week?

Lots of research?

The Varsity did. We researched pol-

lution—air pollution, water pollution,

soil pollution, people pollution. We re-

searched industrial, agricultural and

community pollution.

The research has produced a battery

of articles on the pollution situation in

Southern Ontario that is far from pret-

ty. Our findings paint a picture of death

and destruction, unless our generation,

the heirs of a poisoned earth, get to-

gether and persuade the public, private

industry and the government to do

something about it.

In fact, we were so startled by our

own findings that we were moved to set

up an action committee, the U of T Pol-

lution Patrol. Membership is free, and

you may get on the mailing list by send-

ing your name and address to U of T
Pollution Patrol, 91 St. George St. Send

it postage free by campus mail.

Sealskin boots
U of T's supreme academic body, the

Senate, held its first open meeting in

history on St. Valentine's Day. just as
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students were breaking for reading

week.

The assembled alumni, administra-

tors and senior faculty spent most of

the meeting discussing and ratifying

the new arts and science program to be

implemented next year.

One student turned out to witness the

historic event. He was a Varsity repor-

ter. He had his picture taken by a pho-

tographer for wearing blue jeans and

sealskin boots.

The U of T senate was the 16th Cana-

dian university senate to open its doors

to the public. A year ago only a handful

had taken the fearful step, and in Nov-

ember the count was six.

Which all goes to prove two things:

The Senate merely formalizes deci-

sions made long beforehand by admin-

istrators and faculty. As of this year

students have been finding out that real

power lies at the department level, and

they've been going after it.

And secondly administrators across

the country are running scared — look-

ing for ways to stave off student de-

mands for an equal say in the decision-

making process.

They should know better. More than

a year ago U of T students turned down

an offer of seven seats on the 200-man

Senate as "tokenism." At McGill last

week six of eight student senators re-

signed, saying the Senate was "irrele-

vant" and did not deal with the basic

issues before the university.

At U of T at least, students know that

an open senate means nothing. Reform

must take place from the bottom up.

And on a basis of equality.

Reactionary
Resolutions seldom do anything but

get a load off the chest of the people

who make them.

SAC's condemnation of the Student

protesters at Sir George Williams Uni-

versity has done even less.

Ranting about the actions are best

left to an older generation who are

more adept at it. For the best interests

of the student movement, SAC should

have kept its mouth shut.

For even though the destruction of

property is serious and even though the

students may not have been innocent of

conspiracy, the affair is over, finished,

done and all we can do is react.

And that's what SAC has done —
reacted as in the word reactionary.

Before they learned all the facts (all of

which won't be known for a long time),

they were quick to issue a statement.

What is more important is taking the

actions and the issues at Sir George,

analyzing them and applying them to

our own situation here. The students at

Sir George have enough trouble as it is.

Some times it's better not to say any-

thing at all.



COMMENT
Sir George: a look back in angerl

By SUSAN REISIER

Thinking back over the past few

weeks of the Sir George crises, and

then going back months it has become

really obvious that a few events have

been blown up to monstrous propor-

tions and so much that really counts

has been forgotten, not even filed

away, but thrown away.

Dimitrios Roussopoulos, editor of

Our Generation writes from Mont-

real:

"You cannot imagine the hysteria

that grips the city of Montreal. The

mass media have wiped up public

opinion in an unprecedented fashion

— moment by moment radio and f.v.,

and the press report their lamentations

on the loss of property in the form of

fhe Sir George computers in a shoclc-

ing/y hypocritical manner.

Just a few minutes ago a CBC repor-

ler was interviewing two Sir George

administrators about 'their 303, and

fheir 409' as if these were napalmed

children in Vietnam. Public attitudes

are not even as refined as those after

Walts or other ghetto 'riots'. All atten-

tion is focused on the student violence

and hardly any one is talking about fhe

issues or about the role of provocation

of the administration and faculty.

There is no attempt being made to

understand fhe situation. While corn-

mentators work up hatred lor student

radicalism over the loss of property, no

one has mentioned the $8,000 bill in

liquor and food consumed by the ad-

ministrators during the 13-day occupa-

tion at the Mount-Royal hotel as they

were working out a 'compromise'."

From inside, here are a few

thoughts written by Jim Wark, a for-

mer U of T student who was at Sir

George during the Anderson hearings

and became so involved in the case

that he was with the students when

they moved to occupy the computer

centre.

"I've spent a lot of lime in the post

month in solitary contemplation with

my conscience.and with those of about

100 of my comrades in various jails

and computer centres. We've thought

out a lot of things about racism, vio-

lence, properly and other eternal white

middle-class hang-ups; if the Globe

and Moil hasn't completely walled in

your mind on the issues, I have on ir-

resistable hunger inside me to rap with

you about what went on, and whal

didn't.

Furthermore, a lot of the brothers

and sisters are languishing in two

Montreal jails until their bail money

can be raised. And that, as our friends

the guards used to like to tell us, 'c est

pas un cadeau.' We need, I would

guess, something like $10 or $20 thou-

sand, and that's for bail alone. Re-

member legal costs will be astronomi-

cal, and none of us are in o particularly

good financiat position after a month

of exclusively non-paying revolutionary

activity. (Non-paying in spile of what

anyone may have told you.)

I hope everyone will remember that

the issues involved are rolhe, compli-

cated and have been gelling thai way

for some len monlhs. They are also

deep ones: it's a question of freedom,

both internal and political, of commu-

nity, love and hale, and of the various

kinds and complexions of power, both

real and ideal. Our actions were almosl

without exception, actions of which

none of us is ashamed.

Jim couldn't finish the letter. Right

now he is free on bail and anything he

says can be used as evidence against

him. But let's not forget the issues

and what this was all about.

It was about repression, through

various sources including the minutes

of a meeting held in November with

Sir George Williams administration,

the police and local business men it

was discovered that the university

was becoming worried about the

growth of the student left on.campus.

They needed some issue on which this

left could be discredited. The press

smear that followed the Sir George

occupation shows they found their

issue, and now the students have been

completely squelched.

It was about racism. The initial

charges of the students said that Prof.

Perry Anderson gave consistently low

marks to black students. The admin-

istration was racist in the way it han-

dled the case, underestimating the

force behind the black complaints,

paying little attention to their de-

mands on the composition of the hear-

ing committee. We will see how racist

this administration is or is not in the

near future — will they continue the

hearing on the charges that one of

their professors discriminated

against his students now that the in-

stigators are locked up?

It was about Luddism. This has to be

considered. During the Industrial

Revolution a group of people smashed

the new machines because they were

dehumanizing. Some people say we

arc in a second industrial revolution

now. They feel there is something

glorious in smashing a machine as if

it were at fault. Whether this was in

the minds of the students is not known

but it does raise some questions.

It was about property and violence.

The students are considered violent

because they have destroyed some

property. They have become the

scapegoats for institutionalized vio-

lence. That's the kind that sees so

many university students committing

suicide, that's the kind that fosters

racism, that's the kind that sees wars

of aggression, like Vietnam, continue.

That kind of destruction is not thought

of in those terms by the people who

are so loudly condemning the student

VI

And
C

U was about democracy in the

university. The students and the ad-

ministration had reached an agree-

ment once, but the administration

then decided that it was in their pow-

er to act without checking with the

students a second time. When two

people on the hearing committee re-

signed the administration selected

two more who were unacceptable to

the students. It's not a question of fol-

lowing channels, but rather creating

new ones when the occasion arises^

The due processes of democracy had

almost solved the whole crisis until

Principal Clarke decided the Monday

before the final eruption to bring in

another bodv to make the final deci-

sion the Sir George Williams Asso-

ciation of University Teachers. This

group had never played a major role

during the crisis, yet it was to deter-

mine its outcome. Democracy was

overruled.
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"WHO STANDS BY YOU WHEN FRIENDS DESERT"

Who has answers to unanswerable questions?

Who comforts when none can console?

Your only Father!

Want to get in touch, keep in touch?

Don't call Long Distance,

Come to Wymilwood Music Room, 8 Tonight.

"Christian Science: FRIEND OF THE COLLEGE STUDENT
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FOR FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

STUDENTS FROM OVERSEAS

FOR TRAVEL IN CANADA ONLY

Application Forms at

ISC, 33 Sf. George Street.
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Sid Smith 2135

Monday Feb. 24

1pm

The following is a comment

on Ken Stone's article that

appeared in the Varsity on

February 3rd.

"If you are really interested

in democracy and the quality

of life, let's talk about social-

ism."
O.K., Mr. Stone. Let's see

how socialism (and I am refer-

ring to the traditional or ortho-

dox definition, not Swedish 'so-

cialism', where over 90% of

industry is privately owned,

and governed more by the

market, in the classic free en-

terprise, than our own) would

solve the complaints you voice.

First, you mention democ-

racy. Your article states that

neither our society nor our

schools are democratic, and

that the rulers do not rule for

the people. Without question-

ing the validity of that, what

about socialist nations?

There is a new ruling class in

socialist countries "made up of

those who have special privi-

leges and economic preference

because of the administrative

monopoly they hold". This

"new ruling and exploiting

class" uses the state for its

own ends; writes laws from its

own interests; designs the eco-

nomic system to perpetuate its

power.

Who made these critical

remarks about socialism? Wal-

lace McCutcheon? John Foster

Dulles? No. Milovan Djilas and

Herbert Marcuse. The former

was the Vice President of

Communist Yugoslavia.

Why should socialism pro-

duce a more undemocratic

state? It is because of the na-

ture of the beast.

Socialism puts into the hands

of an administrative elite all

the decisions that the market

now makes in a capitalist soci-

ety. All property, all wealth,

the entire governmental appa-

ratus, the right to control the

life and employment of any

individual worker, and the

communications media as well

— belongs to the "people ",

which means that all this is in

the hands of a hierarchial bu-

reaucracy, which imposes its

own scale of preferences on the

community.

Have you ever known a

democratic bureaucracy, Mr.

Stone? Socialism, to work,

requires a bureaucracy, in in-

dustrial states, a tremendous

bureaucracy. This means an

army of specialists, delegation

of the myriad of tasks, red tape

and impersonal standards. It

means a hierarchy of smug of-

ficials; and the alienation of

the workers from their bureau-

cratic masters.

Socialism, Mr. Stone, if it

grows too big, will begin to

choke your democratic plant.

And don't console yourself with

visions of socialists ruling for

the people. That's hypnotizing

rhetoric.

But what of the student in a

socialist society? Who controls

his education?

Not him. Party hacks run

everything from overall policy

to day-to-day functioning. At

the lowest level, party locals

carry out propaganda activity,

enforce party policy, and di-

rect the work of school admin-

istrators. Higher circles cen-

trally prescribe the content of

education and teaching prac-

tices.

Consequently, students in

socialist societies have no

voice in the curriculum. Books

may be utterly biased; courses

irrelevant; admission stand-

ards dominated by political |

considerations, but the student

can do nothing. The engineer-

ing applicant refused admis-

sion because of his political

leanings must acquiesce.

If socialism and democratic

education are interrelated,

such is not glaringly evident.

Mr. Stone should re-examine

his ideology, and cease propos-

ing alternatives which are not

only unnecessary for achieving

his goals, but are inimical to

them.

A democratic society can

only be realized where indivi-

dualism thrives and a plural-

ism of countervailing forces

exist. There must be an ideol-

ogy of personal independence

against the collective whole;

and a financial base, such as

private property, by which

groups and individuals can

realize that independence and

demand a voice.

Inasmuch as socialism de-

stroys these factors, it is in

conflict with democracy. Any

system which increases the

number of power clusters —
and liberal capitalism does

this, is in agreement with it.

Mr. Stone can easily achieve

his objectives through the sys-

tem. If the workers want con-

trol of a company, they can

purchase its stock. If democ-

racy is non-existent in high

schools, especially 'working-

class' schools, and its establ-

ishment would be a sound idea,

it requires only a simple re-

form — more enlightened ad-

ministrators, or their removal.

The liberal-capitalistic-

democratic system has proved

itself extraordinarily adaptive.

Poverty at one time threatened

it. Now the majority of citizens

are comparatively wealthy.

Unions once provided a radical

challenge, but they are now pil-

lars of support.

Mr. Stone's ideas on educa-

tion and the quality of life stem

more from paranoia than gen-

uine radicalism.

So be careful, Mr. Stone, like

many other radicals, you may

suddenly find yourself defused,

or, like the unions, even co-

opted.

Russell Deigan,

(III UC)

P S. Mr. Stone's article con-

tained 1,260 words. This one

contains 798.



"You just don't belong in our school system"

By ART MOSES

Peter Kormos is an intelligent, soft-

spoken boy of 16 who last spring was
elected president of his high school

tudent council. As president Peter

wanted to give his fellow students free-

dom to run activities without interfer-

ence from the principal.

Peter has been barred from Wel-

land's Eastdale Secondary School since

October. The Department of Education

says it is up to the principal and the

local board to readmit him, while the

principal says it is up to the depart-

ment.

Meanwhile Peter Kormos can't go to

school at all.

The situation at Eastdale is probably

not much different from that at many
Ontario high schools. The student coun-

cil is entirely subject to the principal of

the school.

The student council constitution in-

cludes provisions such as:

• all candidates shall be approved by

the principal

• all meetings will take place after

consultations with the principal

• all expenditures of over $30 must

receive the principal's written approv-

al

• all subsidiary organizations must

be approved by the principal,

• all council activities are subject to

the direction of the principal

• the principal is the honorary presi-

dent of the council.

The constitution was prepared

several years ago by Glen Fran-

cis»when he took over the job of

principal.

Peter Kormos ran for student coun-

cil president last spring on a platform

of ending the principal's interference

in student activities. A key plank in his

election was the elimination of a proc-

tor system which gave some senior

students special privileges over others.

Kormos polled about 75 per cent of

the vote. He speculates the principal

let him run. in the first place because

both my opponents were sports types

and he figured I was relatively unpopu-

lar."

Kormos says he tried to discuss his

policies with Principal Francis in Sep-

tember, but was given the cold shoul-

der.

When Francis discovered Kormos

was listed as a Welland member of the

province-wide High School Union of

Students, he told Kormos he could not

remain as student council president.

CALLS STRIKE

Fed up, continually frustrated by the

principal's opposition, Kormos decided

on drastic action. He called a student

strike and on Oct. 15 some 35 or 40 stu-

dents walked out to protest the oppres-

sive rules dealing with student govern-

ment.

"We wanted to dramatize the situa-

tion, to get the community to see what
was going on." The students demanded
Francis consider a basic restructuring

of student government.

At the most, 150 of the 900 students at

Eastdale participated in the strike.

Francis threatened all participants

with loss of recommendations and for-

bade strikers to participate in extra-

curricular activites, but Kormos says
"most of the kids were behind us and
gave moral support.

'

'

"Throughout the strike Francis put

himself into seclusion and refused to

talk to the press or to teachers.

On Friday Oct. 18 the Welland School

Board intervened.

"They promised the striking stu-

dents that if they returned to classes

there would be no suspensions and that

they would be treated only as truants,

that is they would get detentions to

catch up on the work they had missed."

explained Kormos.
The students returned to classes that

day.

SUSPENDS STRIKERS

On the following Monday
Francis began suspending the

strikers, beginning with Grade 9

and working up to the higher

grades. Kormos says that in all

around 35 were suspended for

periods of 7 to 10 days.

Francis had yet to reach the grade 12

students on his suspension list, when

Kormos appeared on a St. Catharines

radio station to discuss the situation.

He, therefore, had to miss school that

afternoon.

On Wednesday when he returned to

school he was asked for a note from his

parents explaining his absence. But

Kormos had left his parents several

months earlier and was residing at the

home of Rev. Robert Wright, who was

not his legal guardian.

This situation apparently made little

difference to the administration of

Eastdale. Vice-principal John Herman

told Peter to leave the school until he

had a note from his parents. Two days

later Kormos received notice of his

suspension for failure to bring a note

On Monday Oct. 28. Kormos returned

to school and told Francis why it was

impossible for him to bring a note He

then went to class. The vice-principal

followed him and ordered him to leave.

Kormos refused. The vice-principal

then called the police and two officers

arrived and escorted Kormos from the

school. While leaving he was handed a

second suspension for "constant oppo-

sition to authority".

ARRESTED

The next day Kormos returned to

classes. His home room teacher re-

fused to report his presence to the

Principal, but at his first class Herman

caught him and again called the police.

This time Peter Kormos was arrested

for assault by trespassing, which in-

volved a penalty of up to 2 years im-

prisonment.

Kormos pleaded not guilty on both

the assault and trespassing charges.

He was acquitted on the assault

charge in January and a week later the

Crown dropped the trespassing charge.

According to Kormos. Principal Fran-

cis told him that he had asked that it be

dropped.

Cleared of all charges. Kormos still

was suspended from school. On Jan. 28

Francis told him that to be re-admitted

he would have to get the approval of the

Deputy Minister of Education, James
McCarthy.

"Francis told me that Mc-
Carthy didn't think I should be in

a high school, and that he also

didn't think I should come
back," says Kormos.

"But Francis offered me a condition

for my return — I must arrive at school

no earlier than 8:55 a.m. and leave no

later than 3i45 p.m. dismissal time. 1

was willing to accept these conditions

because I wanted to get my Grade 12.

But according to Francis the whole

thing hinged on getting the permission

of the Deputy Minister."

Francis offered to leave Kormos the

texts he would need to catch up on work

missed but when Kormos returned to

school the next day he was told that

since no texts had been found in his

locker he could not get new ones until

they were returned.

"But my old texts were in my locker

when I was arrested and should have

been there when my locker was

cleaned out A number of my personal

things have also disappeared."

DOESN'T WANT HIM BACK

Obviously Glen Francis doesn't want

Peter Kormos back in his school The

boy has been out of school for 4 months.

He recently applied for an Ontario

Government Correspondence course

and was informed that no one under

suspension from a high school is per-

mitted to take an Ontario Government

correspondence course.

I called the Deputy Minister's Office

and spoke about the Kormos case with

Tom Campbell. Executive Assistant to

the Deputy Minister. Did Glen Francis

ever write to his office, does the Dep-

uty Minister have the power to say who

shall be expelled: or re-admitted;

doesn't the principal, himself, have the

authority to readmit Peter Kormos?
What I received from Executive

Assistant Campbell was a lecture in the

virtues of a decentralized school sys-

tem:

"All power in such matters rests

with the local School Boards. These

Boards have the power to expel and re-

admit and the system runs pretty

smoothly. If the Department inter-

venes in such matteres then decentrali-

zation becomes a myth. 1 couldn't

comment on this particular case, other

than to say it is unwise for the govern-

ment to intervene in the jurisdictions

of local school boards. Why didn't you

talk to the principal before coming to

us?"

If this is so. then how can Principal

Francis use Departmental approval as

the condition for Peter Kormos' return

to school.

. According to Francis. "That's one

story I'm not giving out. If you're going

to get any information it'll have to

come from the school board. If the

Board will give it out, that's fine, but

you'll not get anything from me
Thank-you, good day."

"SPEAK TO THE BOARD"

"Speak to the Board" Francis had

said. But the conversation with the

gentlemen who preside over education

in Welland proved more exasperating

than the futile episode with Francis.

Mr. Mcleod, the Director of the Wei

land School Board informed me that he

wasn't with the Board when the Kor

mos case came up. as he had just taken

over a month ago.
" All I know is what I read in the pa

pers but I imagine that the boy was the

author of his own problems.
"

Mcleod turned me over to someone

he thought might know about Kormos.

"I know nothing about it," the

next man said, "I'm only in the

business office . . . No, I don't

know of anyone in the Board of

fice who would know about it as

we've just gone through a reor

ganization of school districts and

all our staff is new."
He assured me that the new Board

would be briefed on the issue by Princi

pal Francis and that Kormos would

have no more problems with the new

Board than he had with the new.

Rev. Robert Wright, a United

Church minister, with whom Kormos

has been living since October, told me
last week that he understands Francis

has written a letter to Peter's parents

informing them that he is asking to have

Peter expelled permanently.

"The whole situation has developed

into a personality clash between two

strong individuals. The Principa'

seems to believe that a school must be

run like a military academy and that he

has the authority to do it. The impor

tant thing is that the community, want

ing its school run efficiently, generally

agrees."

"Many teachers have left Eastdale

since Francis took over," added

Wright.

"Peter is an extremely bright indi

vidual. He doesn't base his beliefs on

any superficial knowledge; he is a very

deep thinker: The educational system

is obviously not designed for him.
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You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or far out tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd
Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd
Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Formals Ltd.
Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers...

One near you.
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^O^D^H^ A
Satisfied Windsor students end sit-in
WINDSOR (CUP) - Stu-

dents occupying a University

of Windsor building for 10 days

went home peacefully last

Thursday, claiming victory

over administration President

J. F. Leddy.

The occupation, sparked by

Ihe dismissal of theology Prof.

William Kelly, involved some

150 students using Kelly's case

to press student power de-

mands on the administration.

Thursday. Leddy brought the

tedious vigil to an end with an

apparently satisfactory re-

sponse to the occupier's de-

mands.

• Absolute parity on university

committees was refused, but

Leddy promised to recommend
25 per cent student represena-

tion to a special committee on

university government. He
also said he would' propose the

addition of three students to

the government committee,
raising its size to 11.

• Regarding openness in the

university Leddy noted that

senate meetings have been

open for some time and prom-

ised to suggest to the board of

governors that it consider

opening its meetings.

• No reprisals will be taken

against the occupiers.

• Leddy pledged to accept any

recommendation the faculty

association makes to resolve

"Under Attack" comes to U of T
The television show Under Attack is coming to Convocation

Hall Tuesday and Wednesday.

Two separate shows will be taped back-to-back on each night

for a total of four shows.

The first guest on Ihe show is Nguyen Hoan, Councillor on Po-

litical Affairs from South Vietnam in Washington.

He will be trying to defend the war in Vietnam against a student

panel made up of Harry Kopyto, president of the Independent

Socialist club, Tim Walsh from the Communist Club and Hal

White, a first year philosophy student.

Poet Irving Lay ton, will face anas yet unchosen panel Tuesday

night.

On Wednesday the guests will be Rocky Jones, Halifax Black

Power advocate, and Montreal Mayor Jean Drapeau.

Rocky Jones will face Howard Goldblatt (IV UC), Carmen Bai-

ley, Ryerson journalism student, and Mike Hammond doctoral

student Political Science.

Jean Drapeau confronts Doug Lash (IV Trin), Dave Mac-
Kinnon and Bill Charlton from (I Law).

Tickets for the shows will be given out free at the SAC office

and at the door at Convocation Hall.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Towards a History of Operational Research" by

John W. Abrams, Professor of Industrial Engineering

and of History, University of Toronto.

26 February 1:10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory (new

Physics building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

the Kelly affair. The students

had pressed for an investiga-

tion into the circumstances
surrounding Kelly's dismissal

but the faculty, unable to de-

cide what to do, has thrown the

matter to its own excecutive

for further study.

Leddy's statement worked
out during negotiations with

representatives of the occupa-

tion forces, came 24 hours af-

ter the sudent body backed the

occupation demands by refer-

endum.
Students voted to endorse

the demands 1,333—1,055 but

rejected a student strike

should negotiations break

down by a count of 1,579—847.

The student demands includ-

ed: full parity on all university

committees, an offer of rein-

statement to Kelly, open meet-

ings of all university commit-

tees, and amnesty for the occu-

piers.

Kelly, who joined the univer-

sity's Theology Department
last fall only to find out in Jan-

uary that he would not be re-

hired, said Thursday he hoped

a committee could be establ-

ished to investigate his dis-

missal.

Theology Chairman Rev.

Eugene Malley accused Kelly,

a Roman Catholic layman, of

"causing tension in the depart-

ment" because he didn't un-

derstand its ideals—apparently

a dispute over doctrine. Kelly

has been called an ultra-liberal

theologian, Malley a conserva-

tive.

In the ensuing dispute and

occupation, other members of

the Theology .Department

argued the decision openly,

some joined the occupation.

Rev. Vernon McEacgern,
United Church chaplain and a

part-time lecturer charged

several days ago that the deci-

sion to drop Kelly came from
Malley alone, not the Depart-

ment.

But the Theology Depart-

ment issued a statement sup-

porting Malley by an eight to

two margin.

This Wednesday

JERRY RUBIN
&PIG

Free Speech Area Sid Smith

1PM

YIPPIE!
sponsored by the Cultural Revolution Committee S.A.C.

LA



Grad council recommends more
staff-student decision making
Graduate students can look ariontpH a ikr^-t .:— n.- j »

**Graduate students can look

forward to committee-based
decision making in departmen-
tal matters, if departments fol-

low up recommendations of

last week's graduate council

meeting.

The council, composed of 24

faculty, eight administrators,
and four student assessors

adopted a three-part motion
made by Dean Ernest Sirluck
and amended by the student
assessors:

That the council strongly
recommend that each depart-
ment, institute, or centre in
the graduate field:

• encourage the establish-
ment of a society or union in„ uuin,ij w , uiUUll

CUS keeps three more
OTTAWA (CUP) — The headcount in the recent string of refer-

endums for the Canadian Union of Students continued last week
when three more schools — St. Thomas University in Frederic-
ton, Laurentian University in Sudbury, and Lakehead University
in (where else?) the Lakehead — voted to remain in the union
The vote at St. Thomas went 256-146 in favor of CUS, with a 70

per cent turnout.

At Laurentian, students voted 511-399 to remain in the union
Some 63 per cent of the 1,531 students voted there.
As for the Lakehead, some 46 per cent of the 2,000 students on

campus came down 507-408 in favour of the union.
These results seem to show that smaller campuses see a real

need for nation-wide links, not so obvious to students at larger
institutions.

In referendums held in the past month CUS has lost eight large
campuses — U of Saskatchewan, U of Victoria, Queen's, U of
Winnipeg, U of Alberta. U of Calgary, St. Mary's (Halifax), and
even Waterloo, home of CUS president Peter Warrian, have all
rejected CUS.

In contrast, two small campuses have voted to remain in the
union. Those were Glendon and King's College, Halifax. One
campus — Mt. St. Vincent in Halifax — has seen fit to join. But
the flight of the big campuses has been a blow to CUS.

Although CUS has made no statement concerning the recent
results, it is obvious that the drastic reduction in its source of
revenues will cause somewhat of a financial pinch in the near
future.

Hawks and handsaws hark! Lend yore intentive ears to a
message from the hallowed gods. The day of doom approaches.

Varsitites are welcome to turn up and discuss who should be
(Egad!) Editor of The Varsity next year with people who want
the job. This could mean you. 1 p.m. tomorrow Tuesday a! 1

p.m. Later this week people who have pitched in their back-
handed efforts on eight issues or so are entitled to help nominate
somebody for the job. Yup!

the department made up of
graduate students enrolled,
and, if possible, provide it

funds.

• establish an equal-ratio
staff-student committee to
make recommendations to the
chairman of the department on
departmental matters of
common concern.

• establish a system of indi-

vidual faculty advisors for
each graduate students.

Graduate Student Union
President John Winter sup-
ported the motion.

"Before, people who wanted
staff-student committees were
regarded as troublemakers.
The council has given them
legitimacy," he said.

"This motion has got a lot of

political dynamite in it," he
added. "It could be quite innoc-

uous, but everything depends
upon the definition of 'common
concern'. I would define com-
mon concern of the depart-
ments as the departmental
budget and some say in hiring

of professors.

"

Students should be consulted
on what staff are being brought
into the departments, says
Winter, but he does not support
student participation in firing

decisions.

Toronto Student Movement
leader Andy Wernick (SGS)
condemned Dean Sirluck's

motion as "a half hearted at-

temptat co-option."

"But it's too late now," he
laughed, "it's too late.

"

"The motion is probably a
political ploy by Sirluck in his

play for the U of T Presiden-

cy," he added.

miss
your

to get some posters at the sale?

tough. but friday feb28

some posters 25 cents, books also on sale

chance
the textbook store

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FOR THE BOROUGH OF NORTH YORK

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates interested in the teaching profession

or wishing to obtain information regarding teach-

ing opportunities are invited to visit the North

York Board of Education at -

THE Y. M. H.A.
(across the street from O.C.E.)

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 28th

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

and

DON MILLS
COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE

15 The Donway East, Don Mills

Friday, February 28
4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 1

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 8
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Our large display advertisements will appear
regularly in the local Toronto newspapers be-

ginning Wednesday, February 26th.

F.W. Minkler, B.A., D. Paed.

Director of Education

Bruce C. Bone, B.A., C.A. Chairman

PUBLIC MEETING
UNIVERSITY LEAGUE FOR SOCIAL REFORM

The Americanization of Canada

bruce KIDD: The Continentalization of Canadian Sport

4:00 P.M. Tuesday, February 25th

International Students' Centre

33 St. George Street.

Dance at Hart House
9:30 - 1 1 :00

Wine and Cheese Party

at Hart House

VIC GRADS
tickets for the graduation

dinner must be purchased

either February 24th or 25th at

the VCU Office Wymilwood

graduation dinner at

Skyline Hotel

$2.50 per person
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HILLEL
Today, Monday, February 24th,

1:00 p.m. U.C. Room 214

Rabbi W. Gunther Plaut

• Holy Blossom Tomplo

on

"SOUTH AFRICA:

RELIGIOUS CONSCIENCE

& APARTHEID"

Wednosday, February 26th

1:00pm U.C. Room 214

Mr. Gideon Hausner
Prosecuting Attorney of Adolf Echmann

Thursday, February 27 th, 8:30 pm

Hillel House

Dr. Alfred Werner

"THE SHTETL IN ART"

STUDENT ELECTIONS
Deadline for submission of nominations,

Sunday, March 2 nd.

"Hail Joanna!
One of the year's

Ten Best!'

CLASSIFIED
FILMS: Students with rushes and or
completed films are asked to contact David
Peebles (928-2609— after 7 PM) con
coming a Film Festival in Han House

COME TO QUEBEC "The English camp
with the French flavour" requires swim-
ming, canoeing, and sailing staff (female)

Minimum age 18. 236 St Clements Ave
487-1073.

IS YOUH FUTURE withWelfare.Hear Hon
John Munro talk about it on Monday 1 00
P.M. in Room 2135 Sid Smith

FAST ACCURATE home typing—keep
this name and number lor future use. Mrs
Linda Flood. 884-6526

VIC GRADS this is to remind you that

graduation tickets must be purchased Feb
24 or 25 at the VCU office in Wymilwood
Tickets are $2 50 per person for the dinner
and dance. Date—Thursday Feb 27th at

Skyline Hotel

SEXY TABLECLOTHS: will be displayed
at the Vic Formal Thurs March 13th 1969
at the Inn -on the-Peik Tickets available 81

the VCU office $7 50 per couple

PART-TIME CLERICAL HELP CUS Trav-
el Department. 3 afternoons a week from
12:30 pm to 4 30 p.m. Typing and office

experience essential—travel agency work
helpful Call 92 1-2611.

HELPI two homeless females need pad for

two before 15 March. Somewhere around
U of T Please call 928-8558 (Rita) or

evenings. 925-8764 —thank ye,

WHAT. ANOTHER LECTURE? that's

right, for people only no Pets. Learn about
your best friend, he isn't dead. Tonight at

Wymilwood Music Room 8:00 P M
"Christian Science: Friend of the College
Student

'

NEED A FRIEND? How about a nice, rel-

evant God? Normally inscrutable He's left

some clues as to his whereabouts The first

is at Wymilwood Music Room. Today 8:00
P.M. "Christian Science. Friend ot the Col-

lege Student

"

SUMMER OR PERMANENT POSITION
Available lor kind girl to care (or 4 yr old
with learning problems Modern Simcoe
cottage—good wages Light Housework
221-2945

STUDENTS CLOTHING Taken -in-trade
on our new or nearly new suits, coats,
sportswear, tuxedos, tails, etc Frankel
clothing. 123 Church St . 366-4221

ENGLISH LITERATURE Grad wanted to
tutor Grade 13 English Reply stating
Qualification. FEE. and hours, to Mr N
Kiang 33 Henry St. City

EUROPE THIS SUMMER?*. ..in.
i by

charter flight? Will buy return halt of 2 tick

ets, if arriving in Toronto before August
10th Call 782 6481. leave your number

GOT AN IDEOLOGY?
Are you sure its intellectually sound?
Will it really bring Utopia?

If you can't prove it,

Maybe don't believe in it.

We like down to earth ideologies;

We like to prove the presence of Good;

That's our ideology.

We're generous and want to share it.

Come to Wymilwood Music Room at 8 Tonight.

"Christian Science: FRIEND OF THE COLLEGE STUDENT'

-Holds Alport and
Arthur Knight.

Saturday Review

Phologtich by

PANAVISION* <££SmS«S

HYLAND
YONGE AT ST. CLAIR . 927-2891

Getting Engaged?

GET THE FACTS ON
DIAMOND BUYING

Write or phone today forde.

tails on how you may pur-

chase a diamond ring at

prices substantially below
the market. On request we
will forward a booklet "The
Day You Buy a Diamond"
outlining what you should
expect and get when you in-

vest in a diamond.

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond Brokers

Gem Dealers

Appraisers

Suite 4 16,
"The Colonede"

Toronto

Phone 921-7702
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STAY WITH A FAMILY IN
EUROPE THIS SUMMER

The Living Longuoge Program
offers students a unique holidoy
experience and on In-depth"
perspective of Europe thot is

simply not available by any
other mode of travel.

Detailed booklet from Leon
Fisher, 222-©358 or 2 2 2-6 348.
Also, the famous F reel one ing
Thru Europe economy trip now
availoble again for a limited
number of students.

VEEDEP:
students helping to create

an inner-city community
"Cabbagetown children do

not have to be paranoid to be-

lieve that everything is against

them. Just about everything

is."

This is the judgement of

Ronald Weihs, a fourth-year

English student at Vic who
spent last summer learning all

he could about Toronto's ver-

sion of the North American
slum.

Ronald is a member of one

of the most ambitious projects

ever undertaken by the stu-

dents of this university: the

Varsity Downtown Education

Project.

What is 'Veedep', as those

who are familiar with the or-

ganization call it?

Right now. the project con-

sists of 20 U of T students dis-

tinguishable from the other

23,000 only by their common
experience of four months in

the inner city.

In the summer of 1968. they

trained themselves by work-
shops, seminars, discussions,

visits to schools and social

agencies, followed by six

weeks working with children.

In May, they will return to the

streets with a philosophy of

community oriented action

translated into their own pro-

gram.
V.D.E.P. plans call for the

establishment of two houses,

one in each of the two areas

they are familiar with. West
Central Toronto and Cabbage-
town. Using these houses as

bases, they plan, in the words
of Weihs, "to meet the people

within a clearly established

boundary and to make it clear

that we are there to help them
do what they want to do."

The V.D.E.P. program, in a

different form, was initiated

by the Students' Administra-

tive Council last year in imita-

tion of an 'upward-bound' pro-

ject operated by Yale Univer-

sity.

By the Yale model, inner
city high school students se-

lected for their potential as

leaders were to spend a num-
ber of weeks living in unoccu-

pied university residences dur-

ing the summer months. Here,

they would take part in a 'free'

educational program designed

and run with the help of univer-

sity students.

SAC appointed as director of

V.D.E.P. the person who was
most critical of these plans,

George Martell, a former so-

cial worker with experience in

downtown educational pro-

grams, who had been called in

as a consultant.

Mr. Martell, who is now
running a free school in down-
town Toronto, felt the 'upward-

bound' model would be "pretty

unrealistic in providing an
educational environment at all

pertinent to the needs of slum
children."

Program organizers would
be faced with the problem of

protecting university property,

he argued, and if they wanted
to work with the most respon-

sive members of the slum
community, they were not like-

ly to find them in the high

schools. Such individuals

would have already dropped
out.

Under the sponsorship of

SAC. the Varsity Fund, the

Atkinson Foundation, and a

number of corporations includ-

ing chartered banks. Bell Tele-

phone, and Southam Press,

V.D.E.P. came to life last

Spring with 20 students work-
ing under the leadership of

George Martell. In mid-July,

the group assumed complete
responsibility for itself.

"It was very important for

me to let V.D.E.P. form its

own direction after a short or-

ientation period," Mr. Martell

explains.

"All I did was set up a

framework ... a one month
series of workshops followed

by situations in which the

workshop experience could be
utilized. I then resigned and

— continued on page 1
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A group of children play in Kensington.



_ continued from page 12

the group has determined its

own course since this time. In

fact they have moved ahead in

deciding to place themselves in

more open, less protective si-

tuations."

Three weeks of the orienta-

tion period were spent on

workshops in creative drama,

art. and writing. This kind of

activity provides the child

from a sub-culture community

with a chance to gain the self-

confidence that must precede

any kind of learning.

This was followed by visits

to Everdale Place, the free-

school situated outside of To-

ronto, and to inner city schools

where V.D.E.P. members
could observe both the children

they would be working with

and the teaching methods

these children were accus-

tomed to.

In his visit to Duke of York

Public School. Ronald Weihs

was particularly impressed by

the performance of the chil-

dren in Don Kennedy's oppor-

tunity class.

But he was disillusioned by

an incident that pointed out to

him the harsh realities of the

world outside the school

:

"I learned that the four teen-

age boys slouching just outside

the schoolyard were waiting to

beat up three of our pre-teen-

age girls. Within the class, the

children were learning to get

along without fighting — but

what was the use of this out-

side the school?"

The most concentrated and

demanding part of last sum-
mer's program was the six

weeks spent with the children.

V.D.E.P. split into two groups
of 10, working out of Central

Neighborhood House in Cab-
bagetown and St. Christopher

House in the western sector.

Although these areas are
both low-income residential

neighborhoods, they are pro-

foundly different communities.

The former is predominantly

composed of indigenous poor,

many from eastern Canada
and the latter, a European
immigrant community.

Phyllis Axler, in third-year

sociology at New College,

DOMINION

DOMINION STORES LIMITED

will be conducting Employment

Interviews for Graduates

on Campos

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 27TH

at the

PLACEMENT OFFICE

worked in the west, in the Ken-
sington area. She established

contact with a group of chil-

dren and led them in recrea-

tional activities.

In her report on the summer,
she described the difficulties of

making the first contact:

"Kensington Place and Fi-

tzroy Terrace came as quite a

surprise to me. the first time I

went there." she explains.

"Although I had walked up

and down Kensington Avenue
several times, I never knew
that these two rows of houses

existed. There are about 20

families living there ... all

Portuguese except for one
French Canadian and one Jew-

ish family.

"The first time we went to

tell the mothers about our pro-

gram, none of the women we
approached could speak Eng-

lish. But we found a young girl

to act as interpreter.

"Their response was very

positive when we explained

that the program would take

place right in front of their

houses under their eyes, that it

was free, and that they didn't

have to give their names."

Carolyn Cooper was doing

the same kind of thing in the

east end. She describes the

hunger for affection the chil-

dren displayed:

"The indiscriminate nature

of their affection was disturb-

ing to me. Children who were
strangers to me would leap

into my lap and fiercely de-

mand cuddling at one moment
onlv to run off and stare blank-

There will be a third F.U. of T.

T-GROUP
(An intensive weekend lab in group and self understanding and communication)

On the weekend March 14th through 16th.

Cost: $6. CO, includes room & board.

Applications at SAC Office.

NOTE- All applications must be in this week. For more information call

BOB BOSSIN, 923-3490.

ly at me from then on.
"

Larry Ware, who worked in

the west, describes the culture

gap between Toronto's domi-
nant and minority communi-
ties in very simple and explicit

terms: In his area the baseball

diamonds went unused. The
children prefer to play soccer.

The experiences of the six

weeks on the streets were fol-

lowed up by a period of assess-

ment. Looking back on their

experiences, members of the

group often express common
conclusions.

Many of them feel that the

kind of free educational pro-

grams offered by Everdale
Place or by A S. Neill's Sum-
merhill are not directly appli-

cable to the slum environment.

Here, the child's insecurity, a

result of a permissive upbring-

ing, leaves him too alienated to

be able to respond immedi-
ately to a self-directed plan for

learning.

Some feel that there is a

great necessity for continuity

in their work. Without a pro-

gram sustained to some extent

year-round, they are likely to

nullify any positive effects by

abandoning relationships built

up carefully over the summer
period V.D.E.P. requires a

commitment of more than one

summer.
And they are unanimous in

their feeling that recreational

activities alone are completely

ineffective in providing long-

term benefits to the communi-
ty.

.

In these weeks of discussion

in August, the group formulat-

ed the plan of working from
two centrally located houses in

the east and in the west.

Weihs expresses the kind of

reasoning that went into their

decision:

"There are two factors keep-

ing Cabbagetown people in a

cycle of demoralization," he

says, "Their own lack of inner

resources and the influence of

the community.

"In order to break the cycle,

the individual must gain self-

confidence and respect for his

own ideas. To develop these he

must be given respect, friend-

ship, and an opportunity to

make decisions and carry them

out successfully."

V.D.E.P. didn't go under-

ground this winter — everyone

in the group has kept in contact

with the downtown communi-
ties.

Larry Ware lives in Kensing-

ton and young Dismas still

knocks on his door every morn-

ing. Many of them spend an

afternoon a week at Central

Neighborhood House or St.

Christopher House.

And if you find yourself at

the corner of Dundas and Jar-

vis on a cold and windy night,

you can always drop in to

V.D.E.P house number one. It

stands at the top of George
Street behind a few square

yards of mud. inhabited by a

group of individuals who are

waiting for spring.

University of Toronto

French Theatre Committee

TONIGHT ONLY

Second North American Tour of

LA COMEDIE DE BOURGES

in

PHEDRE
by Jean Racine

HART HOUSl THEATRE, FEBRUARY 24 th AT 8:30pm

STUDENT TICKETS $2, OTHERS S3, AT BOX OEE/CE

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE

COUNCIL PRESIDENTIAL

NOMINATIONS
Eligibility information

Nomination forms

Rules for campaign procedure available at -the

S.A.C. Office

FEBRUARY 24 fo FEBRUARY 28
MM
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asks federated colleges to define their role at U of T
By MARY BASTEDO

The federated church colleges —
Victoria, Trinity and St. Mike's — were
asked to define and defend themselves
before the Commission on University
Government last week.
The CUG members interrogating the

president and students' council presi-

dent of each college seemed to be
weighing in the back of their minds the

Macpherson Report recommendations
that the departments at the federated
colleges be merged and their faculty

pooled and paid by the University, and

that the colleges be used primarily for
first and second year undergraduate
teaching.

"If the Macpherson proposals were
implemented, we would no longer play
a significant role in the academic
community," said Victoria College
President A. B. B. Moore. "We'd be
doing joe jobs instead of being at the
heart of the community. "

"It ignores the historical dimension
of the federated system and the type of
tradition and ethos at each one."

"If the college departments were to
disappear an essential aspect of the
college system would be lost," said

Rev. D. Owen, Provost of Trinity Col-
lege.

St. Mike's President J. M. Kelly
agreed. "We must have academic staff
that belong to the college and are not
simply assigned to it. " he said.
"CUG is under pressure to change a

system that is irresponsive to the needs
of faculty and students," said Derek
Allen, (IV Trin). "The college is in a
unique position to come to terms with
exactly this pressure."
CUG member D'Arcy Martin said

instead of asking whether the college'
system was an anachronism they
should be asking how they could extend

On the Ides of March, 44 BC,
Julius Caesar, standing on
the steps of the Senate, saw
Brutus approaching. Assuming
his friend would like a refreshing
drink of ice-cold Coca-Cola,
Caesar called out, "Et tu Brute?"
meaning, "You want some, too,
Kiddo?" Unfortunately, Brutus had
flunked Latin, and, thinking he'd
been insulted, immediately slew
Caesar, speaking the immortal
words, "Res melius evinissent
cum Coke," a translation

of which appears below.

Bom Coci Coti lad Cokt *i* ll(.i,tmd Md, ra„
tut* dtnlil, only Iho OlOdlKl bl Cot* Cdll lid
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the idea of the college system.
Victoria College Union President

Sandy Black, thought more should be
done to enrich the colleges' character
and get more disciplines into the col-
leges.

"The academic profile of the college
pales a little because of the present col-
lege categorization of subjects," she
said.

"I am not denying that church affili-
ation does create a kind of ethos, but
the texture is not rich enough."
Derek Allen agreed. "The key prob-

lem is that students are not taught by
their colleges," he said.
He suggested several key depart-

ments be decentralized so that the
teaching be done in the colleges.
The idea, which CUG has been con-

templating of a one-tiered structure to
replace the Senate and the Board of
Governors, would also affect the col-
leges, which are financially but not
academically self-governing.
They are penalized for their church

affiliation in that 50 per cent of their
provincial grant is cut.

Implementation of the Allen Report,
which was an academic decision, wili
have financial implications for the col-
leges.

"The colleges might well be brought
into the structure where budgets are
being planned, " said Rev. Kelly

.

We can't just leave it to good-will,"
he added. "It must be a matter of right
not privilege.

"

President Moore echoed his desire to
be "written into the structure of the
University."

"We are not isolationists in any
sense," he added. "The stronger we
are the stronger will be the University
of Toronto."

Read

TKMMMUU ». ..

communist
viewpoint

for analysis and commentary
on Canadian ond world affairs.

Authoritative standpoint of the

Communist Party of Canada.
Six times a year. Ask for it at

your local bookseller or news-
stand — 75 cents a copy.

Publication date: March 1969
Regular yearly rate: $4.00

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE:
$1.99

Progress Subscription Service

487 Adelaide St. W., Toronto 2 B

O.K. SEND SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE OFFER TO:

NAME

ADDRESS
t

CITY ZONE



SLACK-WEEK BLUES
[GYMNASTICS

By ARTHUR STEIN

GUELPH. For the third sea-

on in a row, University of

oronto's Gymnastics Team
as finished behind L'-

niversite de Montreal in the

QAA championships.

In spite the loss of two-time

ndividual champion Gilles

riere, Montreal captured the

Caron trophy at Guelph on

ebruary 15 by their biggest

argin yet — a fairly substan-

ial 14 points. In contrast, To-

onto was 3.25 points ahead of

I

Queens who beat out newcom-
er Ottawa University by a

scant 0.12 for third spot in the

eight team competition.

The Montreal squad took the

lead over Blues in team stand-

ings right from the start and
went on to sweep all six events

on the program with an amaz-
ing display of depth and con-

sistency.

Indicative of their depth
were the results of the rings

event. Toronto gymnasts
turned in an excellent perform-
ance, with Brian McVey, Al

Forest, and John Kortright
taking fourth, seventh and
ninth places respectively in the

39-man field. But Montreal
gymnasts took the three top

spots with scores (out of ten)

of 9.0, 8.0, and 8.0!

In the floor exercises. Blues'

McVey led the field with 8.35

while Philip Michaelis finished

strong 11th with 6.85. The
consistent Montrealers were
bunched in 4th to 6th places,
scoring 7.65, 7.50, and 7.45. In
fact, the best three Montreal
men finished in the top ten on
every piece of apparatus.

In the individual competi-
tion, Brian McVey led the way
for U of T with a fourth on
rings, a third on the horizontal
bar and a second on the side
horse. He rounded out a fine
day with gold medals in floor

exercises and vaulting.

Unfortunately, a poor paral-
lel bars routine hurt his
chances as he was denied over-
all victory for the third succes-
sive year. Montreal's Gerard
L'Allier, appearing in his first

OQAA meet, captured the
Werry cup with a 44.40-42.75

margin over McVey.
L'Allier was fourth in both

vaulting and parallel bars,
second in rings and first on
horizontal bar and pommel
horse. His routine on the latter
aPparatus was one of the finest

seen in intercollegiate compe-
tition in the last three years.

Indicative of the Montreal
strength was the fact that only
McVey prevented a sweep of

'he top three individual plac-
,ngs. Besides first, third, and
'ourth, a U de M gymnast was
also eighth to put four men in

the top 10.

John Koii.ight was
Varsity's number two man,
taking nth overall in an ex-

panded and much improved 25

nian field. He paced his per-

formance by finishing ninth on

the rings and eighth on the hor-
izontal bar.

Al Forest, in his first OQAA
championships, ran into some
hard luck in the first two
events, but bounced back for a
seventh on the rings and a sixth
on the parallels. His 33.0 point
total was good for 14th spot.

Despite little practice time
and painfully strained wrists,
Alex Hamilton turned in some
commendable work to finish
19th.

Overall, the long meet (it

lasted from 11:00 AM to 5:00
PM) was a frustrating one for
U of T gymnasts and coach
Julio Roncon. They simply
could not match the consist-
ency of the talented Montreal-
ers who showed that year-
round practice and regular
competition pay off. The U de
M boys were in fine form that
Saturday and show every sign
of building a gymnastics dy-
nasty which may we'll domi-
nate the OQAA for years to
come.

POMMEL PATTER: Former
U of T star and later coach
Barry Brokker was one of the
judges. . .Toronto will send its

three top gymnasts to the Ca-
nadian Intercollegiate Cham-
pionships. Brian McVey, John
Kortright, and Al Forest will

make the jaunt to McMaster
March 8-9.

BOXING
The boxing Blues ("I've got

those low-down boxing
blues. .

.") had a rough time at

Royal Military College in

Kingston Saturday, losing six

of the ten bouts.

However Blues won the ov-

erall home-and-home series by

a razor thin 10-9 margin.

The caddies, who had
dropped 6 out of 9 at Hart
House, put on a much stronger

performance this time in no

small way to the raucous sup-

port of 450 screaming partisans

who packed the pad. as it were.

Varsity victors were Pat
Goodwin (120 lb ), Sinid John

(125 lb.), Bob Maton (150

lb.) and John Byrnes
(Heavyweight). Maton's

match was the best of the

evening as he won a close,

rugged decision from Dave
Czop.

In an exhibition bout Toron-

to's John Nedelkovic defeated

Jim Hayes of Kingston at 132

pounds.

There were no knockouts

during the night, except for a

few women present

GRAPPLING
Despite high expectations.

University of Toronto wres-
tlers could manage no better
than a fifth place in the week-
end's OQAA wrestling cham-
pionships held at McGill.

University of Western On-
tario won the team title, end-
ing a two year reign by Guelph.
However, despite the gen-

eral Varsity carnage, there
were several fine, individual

performances by our lads in

blue.

Larry Barron emerged as
champion of the 177 pound divi-

sion while veteran Bill Allison,

wrestling at 152 pounds instead
of his normal 160, also came
first in his category.

Ted Sauer surprised with a

second place finish at 130

pounds while Dave Simms
placed third among the boys at

145 pounds.

But shed a tear for poor Er-
nie Friedrich who was forced

to wrestle at 191 pounds, 20

pounds over his normal grap-
pling category. He managed to

win his first bout but then drew
Ed Millard of Guelph, who
wrestled for Canada in the re-

cent Olympics in Mexico Citv.

Sigh.

Way back on the 15th results

were a bit rosier for Blues.

They whomped Waterloo 31-8

at Hart House. And the next

day, a squad from U of T won
the team title in the Metro
Toronto Wrestling Champion-
ships. Ken White (125 lb.),

Dave Simms (1451b ), Bill Alli-

son (163 lb ), and Larry Barron

(180 lb.) were individual

champs while Ernie Friedrich

(remember him?) came third

in Barron's division.

Mat coach Ron Murphy,
perennial optimist, was not

downhearted by his team's
performance at McGill. "We'll

have just about every back
next year and we'll field a

strong team," Murph pre-

dicted.

SQUASH
University of Toronto stu-

dent Vic Harding done himself

proud last Friday night as he
won the Toronto and District

B" Singles Tournament held

at the Toronto Lawn Tennis

Club.

Harding defeated Bob
French in the final in straight

sets, 15-12, 18-14 and 15-11.

Harding leads the U of T
squash team into action this

week-end at Waterloo for the

OQAA squash championships

Blues will be seeking to sup-

plant McGill as team titlists

Vbur Psychology

professor lives

with his mother?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

k Mu|, «»!. M. P O Bo. lOOO. W<llo«d Ht. Ontir

SAILORS
There will be a meeting in the Music Room,

House at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, February 27th

elect the Executive for 1969-1970. All members

requested to attend.

Hart

RE-SCHEDULED
The Centre for the Study of Drama

lecture by

PROFESSOR BERNARD BECKERMAN

Head, Theatre Arts, Columbia University

"The Figure- Ground Concept in Dramatic Form"

TODAY
5:00 p.m.

Upper Library, Massey College

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
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DRIBBLERS IN PLAYOFFS, PUCK BLUES WIN LEAGUE
BURTON'S 31 POINTS LEAD

BLUES OVER MUSTANGS
by Vlad Povezka

Western Mustangs are prob-

ably wishing that former team-

mate Peter Burton hadn't tried

so hard to impress them last

Friday night in London. For

the Varsity guard exploded for

31 points to lead basketball

Blues to an amazing 105-76 vic-

tory.

That win, coupled with Var-

sity's 69-61 triumph over

McMaster a week ago, and

PETER BURTON

McMasters 90-81 loss to Wind-

sor Saturday night, leaves To-

ronto, Western and Mac dead-

locked in second place. Mus-
tangs now travel to Hamilton
tonight for the first game of

the playoff. If Western wins.

Blues play them in London
Wednesday night; if Maraud-
ers win, the deciding game is

at York on Wednesday evening

at8:15p.m.
On Friday night. Blues treat-

ed Mustangs to an incredible

second-half performance.
Leading 38-31 at intermission.

Blues returned to shoot an
amazing 63 percent in the final

twenty minutes and turned the

game into a rout.

The game was easily Var-

sity's best performance of the

season. And, John Hadden
again proved that he is the

league's best center when he
plays up to potential. Hadden
dominated both boards, taking

Toionio

Waaiam
McMaaia.
Watwloo
Gualpn

'OROFJTO 106

ATN0SOR90

McMASTERBI

Fnday. FaCNuaiy 11
WESTERN 76

Saluiday. i t
, 22

McMASlERSI

FUTURE GAMES
Monday. FatMuan, 24

WESTERN . MCMASTER I lit i r v""
GUELPH . WATERLOO

down 24 rebounds, blocking

shots and scoring 26 points in

the process. "If John played

that well in every game, we'd

be in first place", said coach

John McManus.
Rounding out Varsity's scor-

ing were Bruce Dempster and

Larry Trafford with 12 points

apiece, and Jay MacDonald
with 10. Greg Poole and Dave
McGuffin led Western with 16

points each.

The game provided a fitting

climax to an erratic season.

Coach McManus seems to have

finally found the right combi-

nation of starters after many
experiments, and the unit cer-

tainly gelled Friday night.

Blues now look like the team to

beat in the coming playoff.

DRIBBLES: Former Blue Jim
Holowachuk, who led league

scoring for the first few weeks,

JOHN HADDEN

has been in a prolonged slump
with Mustangs, and is no
longer a starter . . . Bruce
Dempster has been awarded
the Potter trophy for 1968-69,

which goes to the Varsity bas-

ketball player judged most
valuable by his teammates . . .

Last year's winner — guard
Mark White — is now flying a

plane in the U.S. Navy.

NOTICE
HOCKEY TICKETS

Tickets for this Friday
and Saturday's SIHL play-

offs games go on sale this

morning at Hart House
ticket Office beginning at 9

a.m. Prices are $1.00 for

each night (Fridays ticket

is good for both games that

evening). While there is no
shortage of ducats as yet,

those interested in attend-

ing should not waste their

time. Leftover tickets

from the Hart House sale

will be sold at Varsity
Arena beginning at 9 a.m.
Friday and any left after

that will go on sale at the

door.
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photo by GREG TA YLOR
Steve Monteith (19) puts on brakes after scoring his 100th SIHL regular season goal at 1 1:

13 of first period in Blues 18-2 win over McMaster. John Wright (4) set Steve up with a
perfect lead pass in a 2 on 1 situation and the latter made no mistake with a quick wrist

shot.

ICEMEN'S 4-4 DRAW WITH LAURENT!AN
MAY BE OMEN FOR CIAU PLAYD0WNS

By PHIL BINGLEY

Two years ago this week. Varsity hockey
Blues completed their home schedule when
they played to a 4-4 draw with University of

Montreal Carabins. Then, a few days later.

Blues captured the Canadian Intercollegiate

Athletic Union championship by drubbing Laur-
entian University 16-2 Voyageurs in the title

game in Edmonton.
Friday evening, Varsity finished this sea-

son's quota of regular season contests when
they battled to a 4-4 tie with Laurentian at Var-
sity Arena. And, the CIAU playoffs are slated

to open in Edmonton again beginning on March
6.

A good omen maybe. But there is more than
hocus pocus to suggest that a repeat of Blues
1966-67 performance is possible. And, there are
also a few barriers that must be overcome if

coach Tom Watt and his players are even to

make to the western series.

Blues played perhaps their best shinny of the

schedule during the last week and a half as they
came up with three solid efforts and one so-so
performance. Last week-end they bombed
McMaster and Montreal on successive nights

by 18-2 and 9-1 respectively.

Wednesday, Blues did their thing before 4,800

patrons at Varsity when they whipped Waterloo
Warriors 4-1 and clinched first place in the
SIHL for the sixth straight year.

In these three contests, Blues simply out-

skated, outworked and generally outclassed
each of their opponents. The first two games
weren't even close as Varsity shooters ran
amuck through, over and around any defences
which Mac and Montreal attempted to muster.

Against Waterloo, Blues were full value for

their three goal margin in demoting Warriors
to their "always a bridesmaid" role for the

third straight season. True, Waterloo played
without their on-the-ice leader and top scorer
Ron Robinson (he missed the game to attend
his father's funeral) but Varsity was so far the

superior team that even Robinson's presence
would likely not have been enough to crack the

tough Toronto protective shell.

Warrior attackers were squeezed out by a

combination of backchecking Varsity forwards
and a defence which moved out aggressively in

front of netminder Adrian Watson. When this

didn't work, Watson cut the enemy's water off

with several brilliant saves and the Warrior
waffling was complete.

Paul Laurent came through as he has so

many times this season in big games to lead the

home team offensively. He scored Blues' third

goal and set up the other three. Paul McCann
counted the winner on a perfect slapshot from
40 feet out and Steve Monteith and Ward Passi,

both playing their final SIHL regular season
games at the Bloor Street arena, fittingly

added Blues' other two markers.
Friday, Varsity was far from sharp in com-

ing from behind to gain the tie with Laurentian

on John Wright's third period marker. The win-

ner of the SIHL will meet Voyageurs in the first

round of the CIAU playdowns and whoever it

may be will have their hands full.

Steve Monteith, Ward Passi and Bill L-
Heureux had Blues other goals while Ron Dus-
siaume. Ray Lamont, Jim Ferguson and Doug
Forrester replied for Laurentian.

In the future, Blues will face Carlton Univer-

sity in the first round of the SIHL playoffs this

Friday night. If they survive that match, they

will move into the Saturday night (8 p.m.) final

against the winner of the Waterloo-Laval half-

final.

Since Warriors should eliminate Laval and
Blues should do the same for Carlton, the final

promises to be a classic. Warriors are superb

shinny unit, one which is far from convinced

that Blues are the best team in the league.

Blues, a l'autre main, are capable of beating

anything on skates at the intercollegiate level

in Canada when they're right.

Come Saturday night, the final ballot will be

in. It should be damn interesting. NOTES . . •

Steve Monteith scored his 100th SIHL goal in

the first period of the McMaster game when he

beat Marlin netminder Glen Bayliss with a 30

foot wrist shot . Gord Cunningham who suf-

fered a bruised back in the Waterloo game will

be ready to go for the Friday's playoff game
with Carlton.



Young Socialists run for SAC posts

photo by TIM KOEHLER
Ellie Kirzner and Harry Kopyto

The Young Socialist Forum,
a Trotskyite organization on

campus, is running a slate of

candidates in the upcoming
elections for the Students'

Administrative Council. The U
of T YSF Chairman Harry
Kopyto HI Law) is running for

the SAC presidency, and YSF
member Ellie Kirzner (III UC)
, a sociology student, is his

vice-presidential running

mate. Miss Kirzner is also an
executive member of the

committee to End the War in

Vietnam.

This is the first year in SAC

history that any campus politi-

cal club has run candidates in

an election. And it is the first

year a candidate has run with

an open and direct platform of

socialism.

"We want to make the U of T
part of the international stu-

dent movement,'' Kopyto told

The Varsity last night. We
want SAC to reach students

through mass meetings, small-

er meetings, leafleting.

"The university is a place

where students should be edu-

cated over social issues.

"This year SAC has been

very isolated from students,"

he said.

"SAC did not have the sus-

tained activity over issue's,"

said Miss Kirzner, "There
have been too many' one-shot

affairs such as the demonstra-
tion over universal accessibili-

ty to education. Radicals will

not be isolated from the stu-

dent body if there is a contin-

uous educational campaign."
Both Kopyto and Miss Kirz-

ner are members of the Toron-

to Student Movement but are
not in total agreement with

continued on page 2
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Undergrads to have limited use of Research Library

When completed in 1972 this is what the $41,000,000 Humanities

and Social Sciences Research Library will look like to a bird flying

west across St. George St. At the left is the Rare Books Library, at

the right the School of library Science, and in the middle the 14-

storey library itself.

Rise up and abandon the

creeping meatball, says Jerry

Rubin, that's the Yippie philos-

ophy — the myth that lets you

"be what you want to."

The Yippie movement, he

says, is not primarily political,

but is a religious action.

"I consider myself a priest,"

he adds.

Rubin, founder of hippie-

dom's Youth International

Party, flies into Toronto from

New York this morning. He
will be turning up at the Sid

Smith Free Speech Area at 1

p.m.

A Rubin visit last October to

the University of British Co-

lumbia resulted in the im-

promptu "liberation" of the

local faculty club.

"What needs liberating at

UBC." Rubin asked a crowd of

2,000 students.

"The faculty club." someone

shouted. And that was that.

Students barricaded them-

selves in the club for several

days.

In August Rubin led young

people to Chicago where they

clashed with police in bloody

riots. _ . , .

The charismatic Rubin, who

says he doesn't like speeches,

can come up with lots to say

when encouraged.

Turn to page seven for a

sampling of Rubin thinking.

By JIM COWAN

For now, it's just a very

large hole in the ground. But

when it's finished, the new
$41,000,000 Humanities and

Social Research Library will

form the heart of the proposed

graduate complex at U of T.

President Claude Bissell

feels the new library could

make the difference between

"Toronto as a good centre for

study and a great centre . .

.

"For a university, there is a

correlation between greatness

and the size of the library." All

the great universities, he says,

including Yale. Harvard and

Berkely, have big expansion

programs under way.

"I feel this great library will

have more impact on the intel-

lectual life of the university

than anything else." he added.

A major result of the library

should be to attract the top

scholars to Toronto to teach

and continue their studies. This

will be of invaluable assistance

in U of T's attempt to expand

its graduate school. Current

plans call for the entire east

side of St. George Street from
Hoskin to Bloor to be devel-

oped for graduate facilities.

But for the average under-

graduate, the new library will

have limited significance. The
Users Committee, which did

not include students, stated

that the primary purpose of the

library was "to serve the re-

search needs of the faculty and
graduate students, and of un-

dergraduates as they need the

facilities."

This could happen fairly of-

ten, for the initial material for

the library will come from the

humanities and social sciences

stacks, the reference material

and the rare books section of

the Sigmund Samuel library.

According to Dr. Bissell this

will not hinder undergradu-

ates, but he added. "It will

depend on our purchasing poli-

cy."

Purchasing policy is not.

however, one of the subjects

talked about by the Library

Council or the Executive

Committee, two bodies with

student representation. But

students will have a say in any

future discussions on the new
library, and Frank Sommers
(III Meds). a SAC representa-

tive to the Council, said "We
are very concerned with the

rights of students and with stu-

dents being heard by those who
make policy.

"

The master plan for U of T
libraries foresees Sigmund
Samuel being developed into

what chief librarian R. H.

Blackburn terms "a really

functional undergraduate li-

brary " The Wallace Room
stacks will be expanded exten-

sively and other services wili

also be enlarged. Undergradu-

ates will also have paging priv-

ileges in the new library in the

event they require material

shelved there.

This is what a truck looked like yesterday as it left the Very Deep Pit

which, by 1972, will be occupied by the largest in size reference li-

brary in North America, second only to the Library of Congress. It's

your library — SEE CENTRE for more.



THE U OF T
DEBATING UNION
INTERFACULTY

DEBATING LEAGUE

RESOIVED THAT:

THE AIM Of GOVERNMENT 15

TO CREATE AN ORDERED NOT A JUST

SOCIETY
WHO: Wycliffe at St. Michael's College

WHERE: Committee Room A (St.Michael s College)

WHEN: 8:00 PM TONIGHT

continued from page 1

TSM policies.

"The disruption of the Clark

Kerr lecture was an incorrect

tactic," says Miss Kirzner.

"The student movement must
be careful about placing itself

in a defensive position."

Both candidates said they

stood "100 per cent behind the

students" in the recent inci-

dent at Sir George Williams

University.

"The final cause for the vio-

lence there is from the admin-

istration," said Kopyto. "Mass
hysteria has been created by

the press and the govern-

ment," he added. "Our whole

society is violent — the sick

education we're getting, man-
agement lock-outs, slums,

Vietnam."

The candidates believe stu-

dents and faculty should con-

trol the university.

They want SAC to confront

certain issues with large scale

and continuing protest — uni-

versal accessibility, mass
public housing, summer em-
ployment, the democratization
of the university, and the re-

moval of private corporate in-

terests from the university.

"Steve Langdon has moved a

step in the right direction in

having SAC take positions on
issues outside society," said
Kopto, "but SAC hasn't gone
much beyond changing struc-

tures."

Miss Kirzner criticized

Langdon for not running last

year on an open radical plat-

form. "The students felt cheat-

ed when they found they had a

radical SAC president," she
said.

The only other candidate in

the SAC presidential race so

far is John Oldham (Emm),
with Bob Barkwell (II Meds)
as vice-presidential candidate.
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VARSITY DOWNTOWN EDUCATION PROJECT - AN INNERCITY STUDENT ACTION PROJECT

(Sponsored by S.A.C. & the Varsity Fund)

GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
Thursday, February 27 - 8:30 p.m.

Music Room, Wymilwood (Victoria College )

V.D.E.P. will be looking for new recruits who are willing to commit themselves

for two summers and part-time winter work. But anyone interested in hearing

about the project is welcome.

Application forms may be picked up at the general meeting or at the S.A.C. front

office Wednesday, February 26 to Friday, February 28.

DEADLINE FOR RETURN OF FORMS—MONDAY, MARCH 3
Page 2— THE VARSITY. Wednesday. February 26. 1969



Students press demands at

now-open Library Council
For the first time in U of T's

history a Senate subcommittee

will meet in open session when

the Library Council meets in

the Senate Chambers this af-

ternoon at 4 p.m.

The open meeting policy is

one of many advances made

within the last year by students

admitted to the Library Coun-

cil two years ago as assessors.

There are now five students

on the executive committee of

12, two of whom have voting

privileges.

From this position students

have succeeded in extending

stack access to all second year

students and have won an ex-

periment with day passes for

all first year students.

Faculty loan privileges have

been shortened from six

months with one renewal to

two months with one renewal,

although faculty members are
still exempt from fines.

Frank Sommers (III Meds)
a member of the Library Coun-
cil, considers these steps a
"significant advance" but is

still "dismayed at the grossly

unfair disproportion of stu-

dents on the Library Council."

A subcommittee has been
set up to discuss the composi-
tion of the Council. Temma
Stulberg (SGS), a student
member of the subcommittee,
hopes that the Council will

become a small, elected and
active committee that will

represent the users of the li-

brary more fairly rather than

the administrators.

At the present time half of

the Council is made up of Sena-

tors.

The students also want insti-

tution of fines for faculty

members and policing of the

stacks to cut down on theft.

They also want a voice in

setting policy for the New Re-

search Library. The policy of

the new library has not been

finally decided but it is feared

its use will be restricted to

graduate students. There were
no students represented on the

User's committee which dis-

banded in 1965, but students

have been promised represen-

tation should the committee be

resurrected.

The Library Committee will

present a report to tonight's

SAC meeting.

Irving Layton: a poet unbuttons for T.V.

Hart House

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
To-Day, Music Room, 1 p.m.

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC GROUP

ft

•ilh

Music ol the 'Siities

and
Music of the 'Twenties

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
Thursday, February 27lh

Music Room - 1:15 p.m.

J.S. Cunningham & Arthur Grant

Reading

THE PSALMS AS POETRY
Ladies Welcome

LIVE JAZZ
Thursday, February 27th

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m

RAY SIKORA
Afro'Cubon Jati Septet

Ladies Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
March 2nd, Great Hall -8:30 p.m.

THE HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Tickets: Hall Porter

By TOM WALKOM

"When I first started writing

poetry, it was as if I were prac-

ticing a secret vice. Now uni-

versities hire poets in resi-

dence — all they have to do is

keep their hair long and their

flies unbuttoned."

Thus spoke iconoclast Irving

Layton last night at the Convo-

cation Hall videotaping of the

TV show Under Attack.

The 57-year-old Montreal

poet, ranged over a variety of

topics, including marriage and

organized religion (he is

against them), the Vietnam
war (he is for it), violence (he

accepts it) and Canadian poe-

try (he eulogizes it).

Marriage came under fire

"simply because it is an insti-

tution." He lashed into organ-

ized religion for "robbing peo-

ple of their spontaneity."

Violence, he said, was partly

the result of the breakdown of

marriage and relgion. It also

stems, he said, from the "lonli-

ness and restlessness of our

technological life."

"Humans are sadists; they

enjoy inflicting pain on one
another."

Layton went on to say that

Canada has produced the

world's best poetry since 1945.

"And I am speaking not only of

myself," added the poet.

On the matter of the Sir

George Williams University

incident, Layton, who has

taught there for 20 years, felt

"upset about charges of rac-

ism." Sir George, he said, has

"bent over backwards to give

blacks, poor whites and the

proletariat a chance.

"

He blamed the computer

vandalism on outside agitators

and the administration's fail-

ure to act with necessary sen-

sitivity. Layton was asked why
he supported the American
position in Vietnam.

"There are wars that are

just and wars that are unjust.

An individual has to decide

whether the particular ugli-

ness of his particular war is

justified," he replied.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Towards a History of Operational Research" by

John W. Abrams, Professor of Industrial Engineering

and of History. University of Toronto.

26 February 1. 10 p.m. 102 McLennan Laboratory (new

Physics building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund.

SALE'

sifjoe £&oppe£ inc.

O WALKIN' VROOVy

These Shoes are

available id patent

and hid leathers

in all colours.

OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
CO D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

CREDIT CARDS HONOURED

P S.: For 'The Great Guys' come and see our New Adams Apple Shoe Boutipue at

126 BLOOR STREET Tel. 921-1779
THE VARSITY. Wednesday. February 26. 1969 —Page 3



Pollution Probe; > is

By SHERRY BRYDSON

On Dec. 10. 1968, the Ontar-

it Legislature tabled a gov-

ernment commission report

which gave a clean bill of

health to Dunnville-Port

Maitland area residents, ex-

posed since 1961 to high con-

centrations of flouride.

The flouride came from the

Electric Reduction

Company's fertilizer plant.

The report was commis-
sioned by order-in-council in

August, 1967. In October,

1967, the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corporation pre-empted

the Ed Sullivan Show to run a

one-hour special, "Air of

Death". The program con-

tained 10 minutes of material

on the Dunnville area.

Three days later, the On-

tario legislature passed a

second order-in-council ap-

proving the composition of

the commission.

While asserting there was
no danger to human health

from ERCO's waste flou-

rides, it did admit to some
plant and animal damage in

the region.

Area farmers have been

compensated for losses to

crops and cattle amounting to

$271,244.03 between 1965 and

1967.

In its concluding paragraph

under Human Health Fac-

tors, the commission says:

"tt is comforting to be able

to report to the people of the

area that, as a result of ex-

haustive medical examina-
tions and tests of area water

and body fluids and a dental

survey of area children, there

has been no acceptable evi-

dence to indicate that any
sort of human health hazards

relative to pollutants exists in

the area."

Acceptable to whom? is a

question one might well ask,

for on Dec. 27, 1968, Detroit

doctor George Waldbott
charge that the threat to

human health is far from over

in the Dunnville area. Consid-

ered a foremost expert on

flourosis, as an allergist, he

discovered many years ago
that some of his patients were
allergic to flouride), Dr.

Waldbott recommended "a
careful clinical assessment of

the health status of the popu-

lation in the vicinity of the

fertilizer plant by physicians

with personal knowledge of

slturosis."

He had a point. Although

the Hall commission report is

touted in government circles

as a scientific document, the

commissioners did not hear

testimony from a single doc-

tor who had personally diag-

nosed or treated a case of

flourosis.

Witnesses, coming before

the hearing, complained of

mysterious symptoms, all of

which have appeared after

the ERCO plant went into

operation.

They all complained of

similar symptoms: sore, ach-

ing and swollen joints, sore

back or neck, some eye irrita-

tion, upset stomach, kidney,

bladder or bowel discomfort,

unusual tiredness (one man,
Ted Boorsma, was only 35),

and other related discom-
forts. These symptoms began
to appear around 1964 and
1965, about the same time the

cows in the area began to go
lame

The Commission makes
quite an issue of this. In sev-

eral places, it goes so far as

to suggest the witnesses were
only copying the symptoms of

their own cattle.

Is the Hall commission
report a scientific document?
Judge for yourself: On page
111-112, the commission sets

up five criteria on which to

assess the presence of human
flourosis. On page 113, the

commission promptly aban-

dons one of the criteria, bone
zitpsy.

"There was no reason to

indulge in bone biopsy in or-

der to determine the flouride

concentration," the commis-
sion states.

"That's not poor science —
that's damn bad science!" a

U of T biologist recently

commented indignantly.

Called in to testify about
the medical history of Dunn-
ville farmer Joe Casina, Dr.
F. G. Marson, a Hamilton
doctor was described by the

commission as "a consultant

in the field of general internal

medicine, with special inter-

est in rheumatology and gas-

troenterology." Dr. Marson
gave the following testimony:

Page 103: "This patient

was quite adamant that his

ankles were swollen in front

of my very eyes. I don't pro-

fess to be an expert in rheu-

matology and I could not per-

sonally see any swelling
whatsoever."

Page 105: ".
. .when you

see a patient twice over a pe-

riod of a few months and oh
both occasions he insists that

his ankles are swollen and
you are there examining him
at the time and, as an expert
theumatologist, you can find

no evidence whatsoever for

the swelling, it makes me
wonder about the
credibility. .

."

The commission later

stressed the fact that — de-

spite Casina's claims and
despite the pain he was suf-

fering (Casina has had to use
a cane since 1967) — Dr. Mar-
son thought his own patient

was lying. Yet Dr. Marson
contradicted his own evi-

dence regarding his exper-
tise.

I asked Dr. Don Chant,
head of U of T's biology de-

partment, if he thinks the
Hall report is a scientific

document.

'I don't think anyone
knows what has been going on
in Dunnville and what is going

on now," he replied. "That
alone is an indictment of the

Hall commission.

continued on page 5
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"A good library is like a good woman — well-

slacked." — Report of the library Committee to
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Election of the staff choice for next
year's Varsity editor happens Friday

at 1 p.m. in the office. Any staff

member who has contributed to

eight issues of The Varsity or three

issues of the Review is eligible to

vote. Vote for the candidate of your
choice, but vote.

under the high schoolprincipal's thumb
We ran a story Monday about a high

school student who challenged the

power structure of his school and has
been suspended since October for his

activities. Principal Glen Francis of

Eastdale Secondary School in Welland
believes that all activities in his educa-
tional institution must be directed by
the principal, that all efforts to establ-

ish a strong student council free of

administration interference must be
suppressed, that student responsibility

has no place in a high school.

His response to the election of Stu-

dent Council President Peter Kormos.
who was determined to revamp the

system, was to refuse consideration of

student requests, to continue to censor
council meeting agendas, and to de-

clare that Kormos couldn't continue as
President as long as he was a member
of the High School Union of Students.

(Apparently freedom of association
wasn't made to apply to 16-year-olds.)

From our own experiences in high
schools, we know Glen Francis is not

an isolated case. We all know the dicta-

torial attitudes commonplace among
high school principals in this

province. We all recall prohibitions

against long hair, beards, short skirts,

or anything which didn't conform to

our principals' personal morality.

We all complained about our farcical

student councils. Their sole preoccupa-

tion was with dances and football

games and yearbooks. They virtually

ignored our basic concerns: the quality

of education we were getting. They
ignored it simply because the man in

the office refused to recognize that we
had anything valuable to say bout the

basic dynamics of the school.

Glen Francis is not an anomoly. The
only reason he stands out is that some
student had the guts to challenge his

assumption that a school must be run
like a military academy.

There was Wilbert Bush at Castle

Frank, Wilkey Davy at Bathurst
Heights. There was the principal in

Sudbury who told an incoming group of

Grade 9 students shortly after the Hall-

Dennis Report was issued, "We don't

believe in these new educational ideas

because we know students. You have to

keep them under your thumb at all

times."

Let's not forget that men like these

are still dominating the Ontario educa-

tional system. And let's not be fooled

by recent pronouncements from the

Department of Education about a new
progressive system in the making.
Remember that no matter how reform-
minded the Department, it will merely
make recommendations to local

schools, but resolutely refuses to inter-

vene and enforce these guidelines. The
real power to implement change rests

with the principals. From what we
know about their attitudes, can we
expect any widespread educational
reform?

While the Department was preparing

its recent pronouncement about new
stresses on individuality in education,

the Welland County School Board was
ignoring a request by Peter Kormos for

the right to appear personally before it

to appeal his suspension. Kormos now
must seek legal help to allow him to

return to school after a four month
absence.

And this occurred simply because he

had the gall to push for changes in his

school similar to the Hall-Dennis re-

commendations.
Kormos is now residing at the home

of United Church Minister Robert
Wright who says, "Peter is an ex-

tremely bright individual. Obviously
the educational system is not designed
for him."
But why isn't it designed for people

like Peter Kormos? How long will it be

dominated by people like Glen Fran-

cis?

Do we want the next generation of

high school students to be educated
under a system similar to the one that

suspended Peter Kormos for advocat-
ing its reform?
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Dunnville dying?
!******************************

continued from page 4

"I am by no means reas-

sured by the findings of the

commission."

Dr. Chant, a specialist in

environmental quality,

makes it clear that he is no

expert on flouride poisoning,

but his point can be made by

any perceptive layman:

We just don't know what

the situation is in the Dunn-

ville area — we need some

more conclusive tests before

we can say for sure that the

area water, livestock and

vegetation (to say nothing of

the air) is fit for human con-

sumption.

Dr. Waldbott, who has had

considerable experience in

treating patients afflicted

with flouride poisoning, says

he suspects 27 area residents

have flouride poisoning.

If the government of Ontar-

io hasn't done anything about

the findings, the Canadian

Radio and Television Com-
mission has. It has arranged

a public inquiry into "Air of

Death."
"The terms of reference

for the hearing will be to de-

termine measures taken by

the CBC for maintenance of

high standards of public infor-

mation in the preparation,

production and broadcasting

of this program, including the

use of information reasonably

available at the time of the

broadcast," the Commis-
sion's notice of public hearing

And, while the CRTC asks

itself whether the CBC was,

as the Hall commission

claims, unduly alarmist in

bringing the flouride problem

to light, flouride — in admit-

tedly somewhat smaller

quantities, continues to be

emitted from ERCO's smo-

kestacks and storage sheds.

In Florida, where a subsidi-

ary of ERCO is engaged in a

similar operation, the storage

sheds where the most flouride

is given off have been ordered

sealed: There has been no

such order by the Ontario

Department of Health.

Admittedly, the CBC said

some things on its program

which can be scientifically

ref uted. The same can be said

of the Hall Report.

But is this really the issue

at hand? What is wrong with

the people in Dunnville? How
about the witnesses who
complained of severe illness?

The Hall commission made
no attempt to find out what is

the matter with the Dunnville

area residents. It merely
"proved" they were not suf-

fering from flourosis, and let

it go at that.

What about the livestock in

the Dunnville area? A farmer

says on Air of Death that

eight area farmers have gone

out of business as a result of

the inability of cattle to sur-

vive the flourides. (The situa-

tion is particularly bad for

cattle since they feed on for-

age pastures, covered with a

fine dust from ERCO's emis-

sions. )

Since the CBC program,

Toronto newspapers have

documented at least two

more bankruptcies.

The Hall commission repri-

manded the CBC for scaring

the public, hurting the econ-

omy of the area by making

people afraid to eat Dunnville

produce. What is more impor-

tant, Dr. Hall, money or

human safety?

The same questions go

unanswered right here in

Toronto. While Toronto's air

is not a total disaster, it ranks

second only to New York and

Los Angeles in air pollution

levels.

We are accustomed to

thinking of Chicago as a high-

ly polluted area: Toronto

ranks right alongside that

city in levels of contaminants

floating in the air.

• In a recent survey, To-

ronto air was found to contain

five times the United States

Eepartment of Health pollu-

tion safety levels.

• About 750,000 automo-

biles dump upwards of 800,000

TONS of carbon monoxide

annually on the city. A recent

study on California school-

children who had to drive

long distances to school

seems to indicate that carbon

monoxide dulls the mind
• Sulphur dioxide, which

when combined with liquids

in the lungs produces sulphu

rous and sulphuric acids, i:

poured into the Toronto skies

at the alarming rate of 250.000

tons a year. What is an "ac
ceptable level" of sulphur

dioxide? We don't even know.

The major sources: Ontario

Hydro's two thermal generat

ing stations, and private

home heating units. No one

escapes responsibility.

• Benzpyrene, cancer-in

ducing in laboratory experi

ments, is another alarming

by-product of automobile

exhuast fumes.

• All major hospitals

Toronto are located in areas

of high pollution. Doctors

refuse to operate on extreme

ly bad days.

• Air pollution is estimated

to cost Canadians $1 billion

annually — about $65 a person

a year. Can we afford thi

expense? We would certainly

complain if we saw this extra

cost added to our tax bill

But when public and pri

vate industry cause it, we al

low it to exist. Do we know

how much longer we have to

live as a result of breathing i

these poisons? Air pollution is

such a recent problem scien

tists have been unable to de

termine many of its effects

Dunnville is a small prob

lem — a microcosm. A para

lei case, which bears a strik

ing resemblance to the Dunn

ville situation, occurred re

cently at Garrison, Montana

where residents were sue

cessful in shutting down the

Rocky Mountain Phosphat

plant until it reduced its flou

ride output. But the damage

to human health was devas-

tating.

It was called the worst case

of pollution on record in the

United States. It was solved

We can solve the Dunnville

problem, too — by concerted

action by all citizens of On

tario. Then, maybe, we can

start on Toronto's problems.

We may find we're 10 times

worse off than Dunnville
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Pollution Probe starts Friday

The U of T Pollution Probe, an organization

which has not yet held its organizational meet-

ing, already has upwards of 30 active mem-

bers.

An acting executive is furiously working on a

draft constitution, to be presented at the first

meeting friday. Dr. Don Chant, biology depart-

ment chairman, will address the organizational

meeting, and the executive has promised to

implement one program immediately: on infor-

mational campaign on the Dunnville issue_

Elsewhere on the pollution scene: Bob Sfosko

and Bill Gentiles, a pair of graduate electrical

engineers who want applied science types to

become systems engineers — concerned with

the ecology of the sites on which they build.

They're having a smoker tonight with lots of

free booze. Blade Goodings of the Association of

Professional Engineers will chair a discussion on

The Engineer and his Environment.

Everyone is welcome. The meeting is at 7:30

in the /Moss Parle Armories at Queen and Jarvis.

Just follow the signs once you're there.

A must lor all anti pollution types: the Zoolo-

gy department is showing the CBC's controver-

sial speicol Air of Death on Thursday at 1 p.m.

in ttamsey Wright 1 1 7. Probe will take a survey

after the film

Varsity Fund is at the Centre
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You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For

all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd
Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd

Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Syd\
Sifoer%Formats Ltd.

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers.

.

One near you.
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University as

stimulation, adventure and

eolleetion of knowledge

By Robert H. Blackburn,

Chief Librarian of the University

A university is a large group

of people organized to devote a

major part of their time and

energy, over a period of years,

to the pursuit of knowledge

beyond the range of ordinary

schools.

The knowledge being pur-

sued includes the widest possi-

ble range of fact, idea, inven-

tion, theory. It also includes

complicated technical skills.

The pursuit involves learn-

ing, teaching, understanding,

interpreting, appreciating,

evaluating, exploring, discov-

ering, and organizing the

means by which these activi-

ties may be carried on.

Knowledge is pursued in

other ways, of course, outside

universities. A lone scholar

may become a world authority

in his subject. A government

department or a private com-

pany may employ a large

number of talented people to

University (y«niv5'jslti). ME. [a. AF.
univini/e':—L.u>iiversilat-,-itas (i) the whole,
universe, (2) a corporation or community, f. I_.

universus Universe. As the designation of a
whole body, community, or guild of masters and
scholars, the full phr. was universitas magis-
Ironim tt seholarium j universitas ultimately
superseded studium for ' university '.] 1. The
whole body of teachers and students pursuing,
at a particular place, the higher branches of
learning; such persons associated together as a
society or corporate body, having the power of"

explore the outer boundaries of

existing knowledge which
bears on a particular practical

application. A university is dif-

ferent in that it involves schol-

ars at all levels, from novice to

savant, and that it is a self-

perpetuating search after

knowledge for the sake of pres-

erving and perfecting it.

It would be hard to justify a

large and expensive institu-

tion, and the annual expendi-

ture of thousands of man-
years, for the pursuit of knowl-

edge only for the joy of the

chase. I think there is another

and stronger justification.

We live in a world in which
the instinctive need for excite-

ment and competition, though

they may harm or destroy indi-

viduals, supplies the motive
power necessary for biological

evolution of the species. This

TIE ELECT'BG CI1CB
III CKFrj

PfilESiElTTlEIIMEIill

SUPERGROUP SERIES
This Sunday

and Chicago Sunday March 2, 2pm/8pm
Next Supergroup

and Meat Sunday March 9, 2pm/8pm

The Electric Circus Inner Ring 99 Queen E 364-9598

Admission S5.00 (includes Inner Ring membership)

Inner Ring Members $4.00 (bring membership card with you)

Tickets available in Toronto

at The Electric Circus box office after 2 pm daily
,

and from
A&A Records and CKFH
Regular performances Tuesday through Saturday

THE SHOP ON MAIN ST.
THURSDAY. MARCH 6 - 8:30 - SI. 50
ELEKTRA THEATRE 362 College Street

LUNCH FROM THE SHTETL
U.C. & NEW COLLEGE - FRIDAY
ENVIRONMENT OPENING
Featuring STAN PORTER - Star of "JACQUES BREL"
SATURDAY - I 1:00 P.M. Subscribers Only
THE ART ENVIRONMENT
SUNDAY. MARCH 9 8. Continuous from 10:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
ADMISSION 50« - Y.M. 8, Y.M.H.A. Bloor & Spadina
ERWIN JOSPE Dcnn of The School of Fine Arts. J

Ua
"FOLK SONG AS MIRROR OF

it, „! l„d„i:
= JEWISH

Sunday, March 9th, 8:30 p.m.m Park Plaza Hotel.
HISTORY"

need has been met traditional-

ly in ways such as warfare,

commercial enterprise, expe-

ditions of discovery, athletic

competition, and the pursuit of

knowledge.

This last means, compared
to the others, became institu-

tionalized very late, only a few
hundred years ago. It has al-

ways stood in the danger of

becoming merely an instru-

ment of other institutions, a

danger which lurks in the

temptation to concentrate on

the application of knowledge.

In its purest form however, in

the university, it can ennoble

the individual and, through
him, affect the social evolution

of mankind. As a means of sat-

isfying man's instinctive need

for stimulation, it has much to

commend it over the more
muscular alternatives.

In the past decade there

have been phenomenal in-

creases in the growth-rate of

knowledge, in the volume and

speed of communication, and
in the number of people wish-

ing to enter universities. In

attempting to adjust, universi-

ties have grown much too rap-

idly to avoid severe growing

pains.

At Toronto, growth in num-
bers and in the range and
height of specialization has led

to loss of contact among var-

ious groups which have taken

to thinking of themselves as

separate "estates." However,

the estates are now busy es-

tablishing communication and

mutual understanding, and I

think that Toronto, through

firmness of purpose and flexi-

bility of form, is emerging as a

better university.

In the course of its work a

university is a collector of

knowledge. A part of the col-

lection exists, in a highly seg-

mented and rather volatile

form, inside the heads of the

people concerned. The larger

and more comprehensive col-

lection, more widely accessi-

ble and more permanent than

the other, is the university li-

brary.

In the library, which repre-

sents the accumulation of all

knowledge to date, any mem-
ber of the university may pur-

sue his own ideas, or engage in

deliberate consideration of top-

ics which may be only tasted or

tested in classroom and labora-

tory. While no library which is

actively used, as ours is, can

ever meet all the demands
made upon it, Toronto is en-

gaged in a vigorous and persis-

tent effort to make its library

system as effective as can be.

As one of the people principally

concerned in that effort, I find

Toronto an exciting university.



Rubin raps
PAY TOILETS

I'm getting used to charred
bodies. I'm getting used to bru-
tality. But the one thing that
gets me the angriest is the pay
toilet. You see what the pay
toilet says — if you don't have
the money, you can't shit. I

mean what kind of country
defends that principle? Wow!
The war in Viet Nam can be
explained by pay toilets.

THE NEW CULTURE

We're building an alternate culture. We
have our own press. We have our own defini-
tion of beauty, we have our own sex habits
which are different from middle class Amer-
ica's. We have our own language. We have our
own stimulants. We have our own definition of

what's important — our own attitude toward
the nation.

It's a new culture, and it's a culture with
growing pains. And the first experiments in

the culture are going to be stumbling and
painful because it can't separate itself from
the mass commercialism that surrounds it. So
we have to create alternative economic insti-

tutions.

THE NEW LEFT

I'm not interested in the left

wing. I'm not interested in lef-

tist organization. And I'm not
interested in left-right lan-

guage. Because it all has that
Marxist background, which 1

don't think is really appropri-
ate to the 1968 s over-indus-
trialized, mass communica-
tions, consumer-oriented soci-

ety.

Marxism doesn't help me
understand the situation I'm
in.

It's emotional rather than
rational — doing it is more
important than the analysis.
I'm not interested in diagram-
ming, or analyzing — I'm not

interested in any academic
jazz.

Telegraph Avenue, Berke-
ley. Cops six deep, patrolling

all the time. Move on, move
on, that's all they have to say.

And arresting people for drugs,
arresting people for loitering,

arresting people for sitting on
tables, arresting people on fe-

lony raps for nothing stuff.

Breaking into your home —
your home is your palace, it's

you sacred shrine.

I could get your approval
and say I don't hate the cops.

But I'd be copping-out.

The cop does not oppress me
that much.
The first 20 years of my life I

was not oppressed by cops at

all. I had no great experiences
with cops. Why should I? I'm
white, middle class — so cops
don't oppress me.

But the American police do
oppress large numbers of peo-

ple — and those people have
every fucking right to hate
cops.

Those blacks in jails have
every reason to hate cops.

So I can come on and say lo

the Black Panthers — "Hate
cops? Don't hate cops. Lo-o-o-

v-e, baby!'' I don't think I have

he right to try to impose that

ethic to someone whose best

friend has been killed.

I say the cops are beginning

to treat the long-haired,

whites, the hippies, just the

<ame as the blacks.

COPS AND OPPRESSION

And I can run off 20 ugly,

brutal, experiences that have

happened to me recently with

cops.

Asking me why I hate cops is

like asking me a very metaphy-

sical question. It's metaphysi-

cal.

You might call it an act of

love to kill a cop.

In Chicago the cops killed a

Yippie and the press sup-

pressed it.

A young kid was shot two

days before the convention
opened — from Sioux City,

Iowa, Dean Johnson, shot and
killed by Chicago police. But it

got no publicity.

The police right now are in a

certain position in America. I

think there's danger they are
going to go further.

Right now, if you're not

black, don't have long hair, and
don't break the laws you won't

have any trouble with the po-

lice.

The. MuA-ic Committie o< Halt Hou.it

, Coldiattij inuita tjcu

to the. iinal

suuvav evemhg cokceut

Ma/tcd 2, 1969
Gnat Halt, S:30 p.m.

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Watte.1 Balnzi , Conductoi

Tic'Riti-- Halt PoMtK

SAC Housing Project
TWO FULL-TIME POSITIONS

AVAILABLE
The SAC requires two persons to co-ordinate

the planning and construction of a residence to
accommodate 500 - 750 students.

One person would primarily be concerned
with policy areas: liaison between SAC and the
Housing Committee, dealings with the local resi
dents' association, education and social action
programming for the building. The other would
handle more technical aspects of the project, act-
ing as liaison between the housing committee and
the architect, construction company, and any
other professionals involved in the project.

Both persons would be responsible to a stu
dent housing committee.

Employment entails a commitment of at
least a year and a half, since the building will
open, at the earliest, in the fall of 1970.

SALARY LIKELY TO BE BETWEEN
$8000. AND $10,000.

Applicants should be interested in the educa
tional and political possibilities of this unique pro
ject. They must be willing to work closely with
and be responsible to, a student housing commit
tee.

Apply in writing, stating qualifica-

tions, experience, and reasons for

interest in the positions to:

Executive Assistant

SAC

Please include full address and phone num
ber. Deadline for applications is Friday, March 7.

DEDICATED INTERESTED

STUDENTS NEEDED
(NO SALARY INVOLVED)

A seven-man student committee to supervise
the housing project will be drawn from appli-

cants. The committee will see the SAC housing
project through the programming stages to its

completion. People willing to undertake a two-
year commitment to work on the project are thus
preferred.

Applicants will be chosen on the basis of in-

terest in providing housing alternative in design
to present university residences and interest in

developing educational and social action projects
integral to the residents and the surrounding
community (the Kensington Market Area).

Apply in writing, stating qualifica-

tions, experience, and reasons for

interest in the position to:

Executive Assistant

SAC

Please include full address and phone num-
ber. Deadline for applications is Friday, March 7.

BOOK COLLECTION for the

HEBREW UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
(USED BOOKS OR DONATIONS)

SEE LISTS ON COLLECTION BOX, SID SMITH
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LINCOLN COUNTY

BOARD OF EDUCATION

invites application from Graduates

of the College of Education

Teams of interviewers will be at the College

from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. on Friday, Feb-

urary 28. Rooms assigned will be posted on the

notice board by the College Registrar or Coun-

selling Officer.

About 100 capable young men and women are

required by a modern and progressive system

with twelve secondary schools.

A.R. Petrie,

Superintendent of Education - Instruction.

F.A. Hamilton

Director of Education.

Mrs. Jean M. Hunt.

Chairman of the Board.

Getting Engaged?

GET THE FACTS ON
DIAMOND BUYING

Write or phone today for de-

tails on how you may pur-

chase a diamond ring at

prices substantially below

the market. On request we
will forward a booklet "The

Day You Buy a Diamond"
outlining what you should

expect and get when you in-

vest in a diamond.

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond Brokers

Gem Dealers

Appraisers

Suite 41 6,

"Tile Colonade"
Toronto

Phone 921-7702

SH

miss
your

to get some posters at the sale?

tough. but friday feb28

some posters 25 cents, books also on sale

chance
the textbook store

F.U. of T.

T-GROUP
(An intensive weekend lab in group and self understanding and communicatii

On the weekend March 14th through 16th.

Cost: $6.00, includes room & board.

Applications at SAC Office.

NOTE: All applications must be in this week. For more information call

BOB BOSSIN. 923-3490.
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Waterloo gives SGWU $10,000
WATERLOO (CUP) — The University of Waterloo student

council Monday allocated $10,000 bail money to be forwarded to

students arrested at Sir George Williams University earlier this

month.

The motion passed overwhelmingly and brought loud cheers

and applause from some 250 student spectators.

The council voted the money and condemned the Canadian Bail

system after a Toronto area student arrested in the computer
centre addressed them.

He said the high bail set in Montreal courts totalled over $100,-

000 and many of the people arrested could not raise enough
money to bail themselves out.

One student councillor, summing up the council position said:

"Whether the demonstrator's were right or wrong is not the

question. It's our duty as students to help these kids out of jail."

The Waterloo council decided months ago to provide bail for

any Waterloo student arrested on any charge. Monday, it reaf-

firmed its stand that the Canadian Bail system was weighted
against the poor.

The meeting was the first for the newly-elected "moderate"
council.

LAW AS A CAREER?

— a discussion of what lawyers do and the process

of legal education in Ontario.

Hear

Dean GERALD LE DAIN and

Professor HARRY ARTHURS
Osgoode Hall Law School

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26th

12:00, ROOM 1072, SIDNEY SMITH HALL.

LIBRARY COUNCIL MEETING

A meeting of the Library Council of the University

will be held in the Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall,

at 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 26. Persons

not members of the Council are welcome to attend

as observers, but not to take part in the proceed-

ings. The principal item of business is expected

to considuction of a recommendation from the Executive

Committee, concerning establishment of a branch

library to contain the Mathematics journals.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH 925-1736

WE DELIVER - 5 P.M. - I A.M. DAILY
Wo specialize in New York and New England style pizta and
homo-made spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWnJ

STUDENTS-FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $3.00

THE DOORS
OFTHE POP HIT "TOUCH ME"

PLUS
PACIFIC GAS and ELECTRIC
FRI. MAR. 21st. 8:30 p.m.

BOX OFFICE OPENS M0N.
AGENCIES & GARDENS 11:00 a.m. to 9.-00 p.m.

(MAIL ORDERS: Enclose self addressed stamped envelope)

PRICES *6.00, $
5.00,

$4.00

MAPLE LEAF GARDENS



EAT ME.
I'm worth a 20% discount
when you eat at "The Same"
24-Hr. Restaurant

"Where Bloor Meets Huron"

DINING WITH PAM
By PAM BERTON

The scaffolding on the first

floor of Rochdale College is no
longer in the construction phase,

but scaffolding has become
part of "The Same" 24-hour

restaurant.

"It's an Aquarian restaur-

ant," explained the girl in the

green velour dress, which
means that Ken Coupland, the

designer, was born under that

sign, and Aquarians like "plas-

tic" things.

"There are three trips

here," she went on. "Ken's is

the snack thing; Art Roberts is

the manager; and Wu's thing is

good food — health food."

It was Wu, the head chef,

who thought up the enormous
pink and blue menu. The idea is

that you take a long time to

study it, and plan your meal
carefully. When you finally get
it, you are relaxed and ready to

enjoy your meal.
It doesn't take long to realize

"This is Rochdale — why wor-
ry?" If you go in with only 15

minutes to eat, you'd be hap-

pier at a curbside vending
truck.

It's a do-it-yourself set-up.

You plan your own meal, even
down to the salad greens and
kind of vinegar. You can't or-

der a roast beef sandwich with-

out choosing the type of bread
— and don't forget to order

butter. This is fun but the price

tends to mount.
The alternative is to order

the "special" for $1.25, which
is either a meat or vegetarian

plate.

/ am valid only if colour.

With the philosophy that
good food builds a healthy body
and spirit, Wu believes in pure
unprocessed food such as raw
sugar and whole grain rice.

And the orange juice really is

freshly squeezed!
From 4 p.m. until about 5

a.m. the restaurant does a
roaring business. The atmos-

o
t unto

phere is Yorkville-like only
more intellectual.

"The records on the juke box
are good, but there aren't very
many of them," said one kitch-

en helper. "If Suzanne goes
down to the river one more
time . .

."

It's "The Same" place you
have to see for yourself.

Feb. 27th • E.C.R. 12-2 p.m.

RAY SIKORA "Afro-Cuban Jazz Septet"

Mar. 5th - Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

KARL BERGER AND TRIO

Mar. 13th - E.C.R. 12-2 p.m.

ROB McCONNELL - "Boss Brass"

Sponsored: Music Committee, Hart House

ACCOUNTING CAREERS
IN

TAXATION
Department of National Revenue, Taxation, needs Bachelor of Commerce

graduates to enter into interesting and challenging careers. Opportunities

for self development and advancement are very good.

For full information, interested candidates should call the District

Personnell Administrator, Harold Zukerman, 369-4104

or write:

Room 660.

36 Adelaide Street. East.

Toronto I, Ontario

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LIBRARY

Borrowing Privileges

for Students
at College Libraries

The various colleges have libraries which cater
specifically to the needs of their own students,
particularly those in first and second year. How-
ever, as a rule, only members of a college may
use its facilities. A special arrangement has been
made for other students to have access to mate-
rial which is unique to a particular college li-

brary. If upon consulting the Old and New Cata-
logues in the Central Library, you find that the
only copy of a book is in a college library at which
you don't have borrowing privileges, and if you
wish to borrow that book, you should:

1. fill out a regular call slip

2. take it to the Catalogue Information Desk to
have it verified and stamped as a unique copy

3. present this call slip to the College Library
between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday to Friday

On doing so, you will be given access to that
material on the same terms as a regular borrow-
er of that college library. These procedures are in
effect at Innis College (temporarily housed in
Laidlaw Library), Knox College Library, Laidlaw
Library of University College, New College Li-
brary, St. Michael's College Library, Trinity Col-
lege Library, Emmanuel College Library and
Victoria University Library.

Any student registered in a degree course at the

University of Toronto, whether he is on the St.

George Campus, or at Scarborough or Erindale,

may borrow from the Central Library.

HILLEL

Wednesday, February 26th, 1.00 pm,

U.C. Room 214

Mr. GIDEON HAUSNER
Prosecuting Attorney

of Adolf Eichmann

Thursday, February 27th, 8.30 pm,

HiIlei House

Dr. ALFRED WERNER
on

THE SHTETL IN ART'

STUDENT ELECTIONS

DEADUNF FOR
SUBMISSION OF NOMINATIONS.

SUNDAY, MARCH 2ND
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Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty—

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

Dept. of Anthropology & School Graduate Studi

present

DR. R. LANE, University of Victoria.

Seminar Thursday, February 27th,

"A Personal View of Structural Analysis"

UCH 12 - 2 P.M.

Lecture: Friday, February 28th

"Indians. Anthropologists & Revolution"

SS 2102 - I P.M.

End poverty midst plenty

says Minister John Munro

HONEST ABE MUDRIK an<TJ

Your Friendly Neighourhood

Blue & Wh/fe Society

FREE!!!
offer FREE!!!

FRI. FEB. 28 - 8:30 - Convocation Hall

-UNDERGROUND FILMS
(including "Scorpio Rising" & "The War Game")

SAT. MAR. I
- Drill Hall - After the Hockey Game

- DANCE
SUN. MAR. 2 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

- CONCERT featuring

WITNESS INCORPORATED
(with their latest hit. "SO COME WITH ME")

IN THE FUTURE. WATCH FOR MORE FREE EVENTS, WITH FREE COFFEE

HOUSE, FREE MOVIES, AND FREE CONCERTS, INCLUDING "THE KENSING-

TON MARKET", and (POSSIBLE???) A BEER GARDEN WITH FREE BEER!!! -

ALL BROUGHT TO YOU BY Honest ABE MUDRIK and YOUR BLUE & WHITE

SOCIETY.

TICKETS FOR FILMS & CONCERT (FREE!!) ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE

S.A.C. OFFICE (2 per A.T.L. CARD), OR AT THE DOOR (IF THERE ARE

ANY LEFT) J
ERINDALE COLLEGE

and

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE

OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

presents the fourth topic

in the 'Age of Revolution' series

VIETNAM, CUBA &THE NEW LEFT'

The speakers will comment on the politics of intervention including Canadian and

American foreign and domestic policy: How are events in Vietnam and Cuba

related to the "Generation Gap"?

Come and challenge the speakers

audience participation.

the emphasis is on informal debate involving

SPEAKERS: John Marciano and Bill Yates, members of S.D.S.

(Students for a Democratic Society) and Co-

directors of the Centre for the Study of Racism

at State University of New York at Buffalo.

Tom Adamowski and Bill Berman, of the English

and History Departments at Erindale College.

Thursday, February 27th 8:00 P.M. Cafeteria, Erindale College. Building

By SANDY UNO

The solution to urban pover-

ty lies in the involvement of

the poor in their own improve-

ment, the national Health and

Welfare Minister told the U of

T Liberal Club Monday.

Panting slightly from a

sprint up the steps of Sidney

Smith, the Hon. John Munro
attempted to outline problems

peculiar to poverty in urban

centres.

"To be impoverished in the

midst of glittering urban plen-

ty is to face a poverty to which

a further cruel dimension has

been added," Munro said.

More than half the poverty-

stricken families in Canada

are to be found in urban cen-

tres, and more than half of

these in metropolitan centres.

"They compete for the same
poorly paid jobs, they use the

same impoverished schools

and public services, they pay

inflated prices for poor quality

goods, and their low status

address follows them wherev-

er they go, restricting their

opportunities," he said.

"It amounts to a culture of

poverty."

As for a solution to poverty,

Munro said the simple offering

of services was in his eyes an

"insufficient effort." Citing

recent American and Company
of Young Canadians successes,

he explained the theory behind

proposed programs.

"We must be prepared to

accept the reality of actual

participation by the -poor." In

the U.S. local poverty pro-

grams are run by councils

which have a neighborhood

representation ranging from

one-third to as high as 80 per-

cent.

Munro gave the impression

that this had been a bitter pill

for the old pros to swallow.

"The tradition of paternalism

in the provision of social serv-

ices must give way to one of

participation if welfare is to be

more than palliative," he said.

Under questioning, Munro
admitted that the bulk of his

department's three billion dol-

lars expenditures had not gone

to those who needed it most.

The poverty-stricken had been

skimmed over, and most of the

relief funds had gone to those

in the lower middle income

bracket. His department is

undergoing a review, he said,

and significant changes are in

the offing.

Actually, the Health and

Welfare Minister was at his

finest during the questioning.

Asked to defend the morality

of his department's programs

seemed to exasperate him.

"I could give you a little

Christian morality," he said.

"I'm not a Christian," was the

reply. But that didn't daunt the

Minister.

"I don't think people want to

be lazy — they want to do

something. But they have to be

motivated and given an income
till they can be retrained and

moved out of the situation. And
what are you going to do with

them till then? Let them
starve?"

THE U.C. LIT INVITES

APPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR THE

FOLLOWING POSITIONS

ON

U.C. FOLLIES

PRODUCER

DIRECTOR

WRITERS

APPLY:

At the LIT Office in U.C.

LEAVING RESUME
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HERE AND NOW CLASSIFIED

TODAV
ALL DAY

Pholographic E"hibn by David 8iehnn The Sutler

NOON
Dean Gerald Le Dain and Professor Harry Arthurs di

cuts "Law as a Career'' '. Sidney Smilh Room 1072

Bob Raeand O'Arcy Martin talk on Toward an Undo

standing of Student Oncomenl' Mechanical Bid)

Room 102 This series part of RK option. Higher Educ

1 p.m.

Come and see Jerry Rubm and (gulpi) the PIG Frse

Speech area. Sid Smith

Engineers election meeting to listen to candidates lor

Engsoc executive. SAC and LGM6 Mechanical Bldg

102

Film on Pollution, A Mailer of Altitudes ", Sid Smith

Room 2135 Also tomorrow same lima same place.

Gideon Hausher. Prosecuting Attorney lor Eichmann.

speaks in U C Room 214

John Abrams Prof ol Industrial engineering and His-

tory speaks on Towards a History ol Operational Re

search". McLennan Labs (New Physics Bdlg) Hoom 102

Frontier College Recruiting Meeting. Han House De-

Meeting of Anyone interested in working for Oldham-

Uiclona Women 5 ition. Student Proqra

2 30 p.m.

Panel discussion on Hole ol (h| Student in University

Government" wilh Dr Jackson. 01SE Dneclor Or M
Kat/ ol OISE Gary Webster ol CUG and Jennifer Penney
ofTSM At OISE. 102 Bloor West Rooms 4 10. 21

1

Meeting ol Political Action working group. North Sil-

ting Room, Hart House

Meeting of Slalf-Sludem Committee on Orgaruialion
ol Sociology Department New Physics 8ldg Room"
202

Prof Gene Brucker of Berkeley.

Upper Library

Or P Pesch ol Cleveland.

David Dunlap Observatory. R.c

". Maisey College,

it Hyades Stars'

.

ill Tee al 3 40

' Room 2118, Sid Smilh

Engineers to elect exec on Friday

Engineering students will vote Friday to elect the engineering
society executive for next year.

Art Mcllwain and Steve Kallos both in third year, are contest-
ing the presidency, while the first and second vice-presidential
positions will be fought over by Alex Kitay and Jack Aluin both
III APSC, and Bob Rowland and Kent Hodgkinson from II APSC.
The Treasurers position will be contested by second year stu-

dents Mike Sefton and Ted Austin.

The five SAC rep positions are being vied for by seven second
and third year students. Bryon Alexandroff, Henrik Jacobsen.
Paul Maynes, Eric Mitlin, Wayne Richardson, George Sachs, and
Rob Willson (whew! that's hard to read ) will fight it out Friday.
They all gather today at 1 p.m. in the Mechanical Building

(102) to sound off together with the LGMB.

SAC briefs
The Students' Administrative Council will meet 7:30 tonight in

Brennan Hall at St. Michael's College to discuss these issues,

among others:

• SAC membership in the Ontario Union of Students;

• the preparation of the SAC brief to the Commission on Uni-

versity Government;
t the adoption of the trimester system;
• labour liaison.

Scaibofough College Psychology Club prwenn Or B
Hendnck Neurosurgeon at Hospital for Sell Children
discussing htf (.cant hemspheiKtornes on child/m and
Iheir implications lor behavior Faculty Club. Scarborough
College

Discussion Group The Engineer and His Environ
ment .' chaired by Slake Gooding* A P E 0 at Officer s
Mess 2nd Toronto Service Battalion Most Part Armor
ies Queen at Jarvis Cheap Boot

a

8pm
Jan Caiew will ipea It on Alro American Progressive

Association. Rochdale 2nd floor lounge

816pm
Or Gregory Eraser Addiction Research Foundation

leads policy discussion on Drug* and Glue Sniffing
What should be dona' St Paul s Hiding Gtmn Forum
public meeting, under Ian Wahn Delegates to be chosen
lor Provincial Liberal Leadership Convention Holy Rosary
Church Parish Hall St Clair and Tweedsmun one block
east ol Bathunt

8 30 p m

THURSOAV
ALL DAY

Photographic Eihibit by David Bichan The Bullery

Pollution CBCs - The A.r of Death. Zoology Build
mg 8oom1l7 IRamsay Wnghl)

Yavneh — Rabb. N S Rabinowiu .

, on H»la
cha and Seiual Morality. Std Smith Room 1078

Israel lunchtime Thealra. Fre« Films, from Student
Zionist Orgaruialion. U C 104

free Film Pumice Flies New Academic Bldg Vic

Room 3

Sociology Students Union meeting is NOT today but
tomorrow Friday at 1 p m Sid Smilh Room H 1

8

3 30 pm
Meet all Ihs SAC Presidential hopefuls In New College

Dining Hall until 4 30 al New GNU Society opening to

Meeting ol all students interested m teaching at public

or luruorhigh schoo.1 level Sid Smith Room 1073
Lecluro by Mr Ian Moore of Financial Research Insti

tula. McGill Univeisity on The Use o' Conversational

Computer Languages with Financial Oata Banks A Cans

<kan Case Study' At The School of Business Room
A203 117 St George

Professor Val L filch of Pnncelon speak* on CP Vio

lation — Status — and Consequences ' Room 102

McLennan Physical Labs Tea at 3 45

7 30 p m
Russian Film. The Grasshopper, frao admission

(English sublines ) Lash Miller Room 159
Dr. York will la'k about Xenology (Geophysics) for M

and P Society, Room 203. New Phytic*

B p.m.

Testimony meeting with rearing* entitled Demon
slranon — Christian Science Orgaruunon at U of T

Bockursteth Room Han! House

8 20 p m
The Chamber Players (llnng orchestral present Albino

III. Vivaldi. Moiart and Bach, al Si Lawrence Hall Inror

manon call 922 B744 and 922 4675 Tick*uS3SO

8 30 p m
Vaiiiry Downtown Education Proiect lnloim*tion

Meeting. Music Room Wymi Iwood Vie

HiMei pie An* Festival lecture - Allied Werner ol

New York Times on "The Shteial in Art At Hillal House
Jill Mian) Quartet will perform at Concert Hall ol Edward

Johnson Bldg For tickets call 928 3744

SPECIAL
DISCOUlVTl

TO
STUDCNTS
* fACUlT

Why
Amalgamation?

Hear Pros and Cons for

Metro's Amalgamation

1:00 - 3:00

Music Room - Harl House

Friday, February 28th

Committee on Departmental Organization

Department of Sociology

announces

on open meeting for the purpose of

dicussion and evaluation of proposals

Lost chance to air your view prior to

the committee's presentation of the

interview report.

Wednesday, Feb. 26

4 - 8pm

New Physics Bldg.

Room 2002

SEEKING COMPANIONSHIP leading to
common law living arrangement with
woman 118-26) of following qualities in-

dependence, self respect, self assurance,
ambition, tolerance, gentleness, looks
INTERESTS — poetry, drama, classical
music, writing, gymnastics, swimming,
travelling Ask for Bob at 920 2689 Leave
messages

FAST ACCURATE home typing—keep
this name and number for future use Mrs
Unda Flood. 884 6526

PART-TIME CLERICAL HELP CUS Trav
el Oeparlmeni. 3 afternoons a week from
12 30 pm to 4 30 p m Typing and office

experience essential—travel agency work
helpful Call 921 261 1

FILMS: Students with rushes and or com
pleted films are asked to contact David
Peebles 1928 2609— after 7 PM) con-
cerning a Film Festival in Han House

STUDENT'S CLOTHING Taken in trade

on our new or nearly new suits, coals
sportswear, tuxedos, tails, etc Frankel

clothing. 123 Church St . 366 4221

EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Going by
charier flight? Will buy return half of 2 tick

ets if arriving in Toronto before August
10th Call 782 6481. leave your number

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Typing of

theses, notes, essays done quickly, accur-

ately and neatly Economical, electric type
wnter Phone 421 8290

WHAT ABOUT THE WORKERS? Fron
tier College recruiting meeting 1 00 P M
Feb 26 Hart House Oebates Room

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT fur
nished or unfurnished $130 mo 10 min-
utes from UWO Available May 1st Miss J
Oavies, 720 Talbot St.. London, Onl.

USEO GUITAR. Willing to pay up to
S70 00 Phone Steve Grant at 928 3880

COME AND DANCEI Wellesley Hospital
Nurses present "The One Hand Clapping

"

Time 8 30 1

2

Place Hospital Cafeiena, 160 Wellesley
St E

RIDE WANTED: To Boston. Thursday.
Friday or Saturday. Feb 27 28 or March 1

Call Jane at 922 -1909

GERMAN STUDENTS — vital election
for a Faculty Student Council on Wednes-
day. February 26, 1 00 P M Room 3. New
Academic Building. Victoria College

TAMING OF THE SHREW — cinema-
scope movie tonight with Elizabeth and
Richard Burton Two shows at 6 15 p.m.

and 8 30 pm In Room 2118 Sidney
Smith Bldg Admission 75C All welcome

BED SITTING ROOM own bathroom
Board $30 00 per week Near Upper Can-
ada College 481 7939

INTERESTED in hearing from student
graduate studies qualified to tutor Grades
12 and 13 English Reply giving particulars

as to qualifications, feo, to Box 80. 91 St

George St., Toronto 5

YOUR THESIS. MANUSCRIPTS, etc

typed quickly, accurately, reasonably
Phone 923 8782 evenings, oi write box
85.91 St George St . Toronto 5

IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly litted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST, GEORGE ST. 925-8720

JEAN GENU'S

THE MAIDS
DIRECTED BY RICHARD MURPHET

February 26th - March 1st

STUDIO THEATRE - 4 Glen Morris

8:30 P.M.

ADMISSION ME
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UNHAPPY ABOUT THE SYSTEM?
Interested in a real challenge? Then teaching is the job for

you! The profession needs bright young people who are willing to

dedicate themselves to improving education in Ontario. Here is

the answer for people who are really concerned and want to do

something constructive about our educational system.

Education is as stimulating, challenging and progressive as

its teachers make it. If you don't like the way it is, get in there and

change it!

Exciting things are already happening throughout the system

from kindergarten to Grade 13. Did you know, for example, that:

1. there are schools in operation now in which the children

determine their own program in collaboration with their

teachers?

2. children as young as 6 or 7 years old are learning how to do

research, and are carrying out their own?
3. children are creating and living history and drama rather than

reading about it?

4. children are visiting places like the City Hall in order to learn

about today, or places like Pioneer Village in order to learn about

yesterday?

5. there are schools in which children are not confined to a

particular 4-walIed classroom, 30-35 classmates, and one teacher,

but are free to move about in a large open area in which they work
with a team of teachers, different ones at different times of the

day, and a few or many classmates depending upon the activity in

progress?

But, this is not the situation everywhere in Ontario schools. It

is not even the situation everywhere in Metro Toronto. Why?
Because more people like you — young, interested, ambitious and
hard-working are needed!

Did you know that as a teacher you are paid according to your
education and receive the same salary and benefits no matter
whether you teach 5-year-olds or 18-year-olds? Did you know that

the opportunities for advancement for bright young people are
good?

If you would like to know more about teaching particularly at

the Public School, and Junior High School (Senior School) level,

come to the meeting this Thursday, February 27 at 4 p.m. in the

Sidney Smith Building, Rm. 1073 and find out more.

The challenge is out — are you up to it?

TEACHING: THECHALLENGING CAREER
Find out more about it, especially at the Public School

and Junior High School Level

at the MEETING
To-morrow - Thursday Feb 27th

4p.m.
Room 1073 Sidney Smith Building

F.T.S.O. & O.P.S.M.T.F. & University Placement Service
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I MBjfAC ROUNDUP

Ian is of age, is he a sportsie?
By GELLIUS

DEDICATIONS

This column is dedicated to

Ian (and Suel on the occasion

of fan's 21st birthday.

Squash Playoffs! Also Arabs

The squash playoffs are dou-

ble-elimination, which means
(1) Siamese twins are ineligi-

ble (2) if you lose twice, you
lose.

The Trin trio of Morgan,
Gibbins, and Grynoch (at my
cottage we do grynoch starts

on water skis) triumphed over

both UC and Law B in straight

games.
New beat Trin B by default.

Trin B also lost, worts and all,

to Dents, though Worts won his

match. Dents winners were
Mcintosh and McCormick.
Dents lost to Law's Sutherland
and Laskin ("a small - las" -

OED) ; Brymer won his match
for Dents. Law beat New
(Laskin, Sutherland, The
Great Svami all won). Eng
(Lennard, Zaremba the Greek)
beat UC (Willert the Wisp).

Law B then beat Eng (Purser
and Glover for Law B, Spinner
for Eng.

)

Hockey

Vic got goals from Dawkins
and Brown to blank SMC 2-0.

Moffatt helped Trin stove off

defeat as Little and Proctor
also scored in Trin's 3-0 win
over Law.
Know 4, PHE B 0, MEDS A

3, Jr. Eng. 3; Sr. Eng. (Treen,
Pender, Graham. Lennard,
Zaboldtny) 5, Trin 0.

Doug Treen scored two goals

and was selected <• Player of
the Cosmic Year" as Vic II

tied with For A (Swindle, Cox)
2-2. Treen scored again, and
was joined by Clark (3), Mc-
Clelland and Miller to help Vic
II over Law II, 6-2. Glover and
Strachan hit for Law II.

For a (Cox 2, Tworzynski.
Swindle) 4, New 1. Clarke re-
plied for gnus. ( g nu js a sma ||

South African antelope related
to the iterum

Thought For To-day
From "The Collected
Speeches of Miss Boyd", vol. 1.

p 171) "Intermediate basket-
ball players please check with
the Intermural Office re next
week's doubirul schedule."
(Thai's for the Interfaculty
Doubtful League. I

WOMB'S SPOCT

Bluettes take v-ball
The first weekend of reading

week saw U. of T. host the In-

termediate Intercollegiate

Volleyball and Basketball
Tournaments. The Volleyball
Championship went to the To-
ronto team who defeated their

opposition in a decisive man-
ner taking McGill and Queen's
three games to none, and Wa-
terloo three games to one. This
win coupled with the Toronto
Senior Championship victory
of three weeks ago puts the

Toronto Volleybelles way out

in front of all other Ontario

Universities.

The Intermediate Basketball

team did not fare quite as well

as the Volleyball team as they

defeated Waterloo (19-16) but

lost close games to Queen's
(35-29) and McGill(23-19).

Western, the Tournament win-

ners, defeated Toronto 41-32.

Last weekend the Senior In-

tercollegiate Basketball Team
travelled to Guelph for the

first half of the W.I.A.U.

ISRAEL LUNCHTIME

THEATRE
FILMS - FREE

Thursday at 1.00 pm

in room 104, U.C.

s.z.o.

SAILORS
There will be a meeting in the Music Room. Hart

House at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday. February 27th. to

elect the Executive for 1969-1970. All members are

requested to attend.

Championship Tournament.
The Toronto team faced their

toughest opposition. Western,
in their first game and came
up with their best played game
of the season. This was the
closest, hardest-fought and
most significant game for the
Bluettes, and when the final

buzzer sounded, the Toronto
team was out in front by one
big point as the game ended 33-

32.

With the big win under their

belt, Toronto went on to face
Guelph who they defeated 24-

17. The top scorer of the week-
end was Violet Shadd (Meds
11).

This weekend, Toronto hosts

the final half of this tourna-

ment, and with only 3 games
left to play, Toronto has a
chance of taking the Basket-
ball Championship for the first

time in years. This weekends
biggest opposition is expected
to come from MacMaster . . .

Best of Luck.

VARSITY ARENA

I0. -Q.A.A. HOCKEY
PLAYOFFS - Friday

& Saturday, Feb. 28

& March I

SEMI-FINALS

Game 1 6:30 pm

Game 2 9.00 pm

FRIDAY, FEB. 28

Waterloo vs Laval

Varsity vs Carleton

FINALS SATURDAY, MARCH 1

8:00 PM WINNERS OF GAMES 1 & 2

All seats reserved, students $1.00,

non-students $2.00

Tickets on sale at Athletic Office,

Hart House for both games,

9.00 AM - 5 PM

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF MARCH 3rd.

HOCKEY. INTERFACULTY BASKETBALL AND SQUASH
PLAYOFFS ARE UNDERWAY AND SCHEDULES ARE
POSTED ON THE INTRAMURAL BULLETIN BOARD.
WATER POLO AND INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
PLAYOFFS WILL START MONDAY. MAR. 10. TEAMS
CONCERNED SHOULD CHECK AT INTRAMURAL
OFFICE MARCH 6 FOR PLAYOFF DATES.

WATER POLO (Balance of League Schedule,)

Tuos. Mor 4 7.no Imtla VI Med. IV Y, LeRoy
7.45 Med. A Si. M.A. LeRoy
8.3H Med. C Trin. B LeRoy

Wed. 5 7.0" Fo. U.C. Cowthioy

Thur. 6 7.00 Innii U.C. Wcbite,
7.45 Trin. B

(II HUH
vs

o.yl

Med. IV Yr Web. lot

The For vs Trin. B. gorie hoi been concelle

ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE ELECTIONS FOR 1969-70

MONDAY MARCH 10 1969
This is Ihe second year that a revised method ol electing the five student representatives to ihe University ot

Toronto Athletic Directorate, will be followed To be eligible tor nomination a student must be in the second or
higher year, but not in his final year at the University There will be one ballot only under which 125 members of
the electoral body (composition available in the Athletic Office! will vote for one candidate from each of three
groups as follows

Group "A" Basketball. Football, Hockey
Group "B" Sports other than those specified in Group "A"
Group "C" Collage and Faculty Athletic Associations
The votes will be tallied under group headings and the elected representatives to the Athletic Directorate

declared as follows

The two nominees polling the highest number ol votes in Group "A"
The two nominees polling the highest number ol votes in Group B"
The nominM polling the highest number ol votes in Group "C"
(The second representative in this group is appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee — see next

paragraph).

In addition to the five students elected as set out above, there is one student appointment from the Stu-
dents Administrative Council and one student appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee to make a total ol
seven student representatives upon the Athletic Directorate

The basic aims ol the Athletic Association are set out formally in Article t ol its constitution reading as fol-
lows

The Association shall be called the University ol Toronto Athletic Association, and its objoct shall be the
encouragement ol athletic sport, the promotion ol physical education, the provision ol recreation for its
members and Ihe maintenance of the highest standard of amateur sport

"

The Athletic Directorate, as the controlling body lor athletics at this University, meets twice a month during
the academic year and deals with a wide range ol athletic matters upon which decisions are required A good
deal ol this business is considered in committee, all committees having student representation

Students elected to the Athletic Directorate are expected to attend the formal meetings unless there is good
reason for absence, also they are expected to take their share ol the committee work A student member may
quite pioperfy bung any matter before the Directorate which h.s constituents wish to have discussed

The composition of the Directorate includes students, laculty. and graduate represent a i.ves who work to
gether in what has always been a most satisfactory manner

This year, each nominee lor election to the Directorate is expected to submit a written policy statement
which he is entitled to send to all members ol his electoral body This is the recommendation ol the student
comrmttee wh,ch revised the method ol election ol student representatives

J- P. LOOSEMORE Secretary

University of Toronto Athletic Association.
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BIG B-BALL BASH VS CRACKAJACK MAC

YEA, SUDDEN-DEATH, VERILY FOR BASKETBALL BLUES
By JIM MORRISON

Varsity Blues gained home court advantage for tonight's sud-

den-death basketball playoff when McMaster Marauders dis-

posed of Western Mustangs 90-77 on Monday night.

Game time for the Mac encounter is 8.15 p.m. at York Univer-

sity (Tait Mackenzie Building). And for the first time this year,

an admission charge (50 cents) will be levied.

High man for Marauders Monday night was lanky center Jim

Noble with 27 points. Doug Morton had 21 for Western.

Varsity and Mac split their two meetings this season, Mac
winning 78-70 in Hamilton and Blues triumphing 69-61 at York.

This game promises to be as exciting as the others, so turn out in

hordes to support a potential championship team.

The winner of tonight's game travels to Windsor for the SIBL

championship tournament Friday and Saturday.

MVPs
LAURENT DEMPSTER

As both the basketball and

hockey Blues head into their

most important games of the

season, they've cleaned up

shop a bit by announcing their

most valuable player awards.

Centre Paul Laurent re-

ceives the Dr. W. A. Dafoe

Trophy awarded annually to

the player on the hockey team
"who in the opinion of his

teammates is most deserv-

ing."

And guard-cum-forward

Bruce Dempster was chosen

by his teammates to receive

the Dr. W. A. Potter Trophy as

the most valuable member of

the cage Blues.

Laurent, in his fourth year

with Blues, led the league in

goals scored this season with

23. He has been chosen as the

SIHL's all-star centre for each

of the past three seasons.

Dempster, an all-star guard

last season, was moved to a

forward position by coach John

McManus early this year, and

the move has paid off hand-

somely as evidenced by Blues'

streak into the playoffs.

Dempster is in his third year

with Varsity, after a brilliant

high-school career at Don
Mills.

photo by TOM A URICH

Varsity Blues' high-scoring forward, Bruce Dempster, just named the team's most valu-

able player, storms for the basket during home game against McMaster Marauders. Var-

sity play Mac tonight at York in a sudden-death contest to decide second place and the

final playoff berth.

MOST POPULAR SPORT HARDING TOP-SEEDED

TORONTO SQUASH BUG BIG-3500 PARTICIPANTS
By PHIL BINGLEY

Varsity Sports Editor

The most popular sport at

this university in terms of indi-

vidual participation is one
which involves about 3500 grad-

uates, undergraduates and
faculty. Naturally that sport

would have to be one of hockey
and basketball. Right?

Wrong again sports fans!

The biggest thing on the jock

circuit at Hart House these

days is none other than the

game of squash. Each day,

from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., the

three undersized courts in the

HH sub basement are crowded
by enthusiasts who drop in for

a workout or a match.
Squash at the university has

been and still is growing at an
incredibly prolific rate. And,

right now the cream of the

competitive crop is the five-

man intercollegiate squad
coached by racqueteer emeri-

tus Ralph Rimmer.
Ralph has been on the job for

more than a few years and his

list of distinguished pupils in-

clude Colin Adair, recently

crowned the Canadian Men's
singles champion and Peter
Martin, the reigning intercol-

legiate singles titleholder from
McCill

Rimmer and his team — Vic
Harding, Ashley Perkins,

Steve Maclntyre, D'Arcy Mar-

tin and Albie Garbe — are pre-

paring for the OQAA finals to

be staged at Waterloo this

week-end. On Monday and
Tuesday of this week, Blues
worked out at the Toronto
Lawn Tennis Club. The courts

at HH are not regulation size

and Rimmer wanted to give his

players an opportunity to

ready themselves under tour-

nament conditions.

During the workout. Rim-
mer pointed out several of the

finer points of the game. For
the uninitiated, squash is simi-

lar to tennis. The racquets are
smaller than those used in the

net game as is the hard hollow
ball which reaches speeds of up
to 120 miles per hour.

Played in an enclosed room-
like court with high walls, the

object of the game is to contin-

ue to hit the ball off the front

wall (as opposed to hitting it

into your opponents court in

tennis) until one's adversary
cannot make a return shot. The
ball is in play as long as it does
not hit the floor twice in

succession before being played
against the wall again. A shot

is also considered dead if it hits

the front panel at a point less

than a foot above the floor.

Carom shots off any of the

walls are completely legal

provided the ball eventually

touches the front barrier.
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Rimmer believes, among
other things, that technique
rather than tactics is the most
important aspect of squash.
"The game is very popular in

that it takes a minimum of

time to get a maximum
amount of exercise. One can
play a match, shower, dress

and be on his way all in a mat-
ter of 40 minutes. Equipment is

cheap and you only need one
opponent to organize a match.
"A person interested in tak-

ing up the game should first

learn to hold the racquet prop-

erly and then how to strike the

ball. The Squash Committee at

Hart House holds a novice
night each October and individ-

uals are instructed by senior

players in these basic skills.

"As far as tactics, I'll take a

hard hitter over a finesse play-

er anytime. Of course, this is

only if he knows exactly what
he is doing and can control the

ball."

The serve in squash is one
area which Rimmer feels is oft

misunderstood. "It is not
enough just to get the ball into

play on the serve as so many
people seem to think. This first

shot should put one's opponent
on the defensive immediately.
Occasionally a player can even
pick up a point if the serve is

good enough.
"

Turning to the Varsity team.
Vic Harding (Trinity IV) is the

top seed and a leading con-

tender for the OQAA singles

title this Saturday. Rimmer
says Vic has improved steadily

all year (this is his third with

the team) although he was
highly rated even at the begin-

ning of the season.

Vic was a finalist in both the

Canadian and Ontario cham-
pionships and last Friday won
a Toronto and District "B"
tourney.

The team's only freshman is

second man Ashley Perkins
(Innis I). Ashley recently

came to Canada from England
and his development in making
the switch from squash Eng-

lish-style to the Canadian
game has been smooth and
rapid. Over ome they use a

softer ball and the action is

much slower. That doesn't

seem to have bothered Perkins

who recently made it to the

semi-finals in the Canadian
Junior tournament before los-

ing out to the eventual winner.

Steve Maclntyre (Trin IV) is

the intellectual of the group.

Playing at the number three

position. Steve has won a schol-

arship to Cambridge next year.

He was with the team last year

but did not compete in tour-

neys because of his number 11

ranking. Maclntyre however,

worked on his game to move up

and enjoyed his finest hour at

the McMaster Invitational in

Hamilton before Christmas
when he won all of bis

matches.
Another player who has

made a big jump in the seeding

is D'Arcy Martin (Innis III).

Martin was number nine in

1967-68 before moving into the

fourth spot this season. D'Arcy

has been with the squad in each

of his three years since grad-

uating from Trinity College

Schools.

Rounding out the contingent

is Varsity Blues personified,

Albie Garbe (Law II). Albie

has done it all at this university

and could win his bronze "T" if

the squash team comes
through. Last year he played

with the varsity basketball

team and in each of the last

two years, he captained the

intercollegiate golf team. Al-

bie also plays interfac hockey

for Law just to keep in shape.

This is Garbe's first year

with the racquetmen and
Rimmer considers him the

quickest member of the unit.

Besides competing at the

intercollegiate level, the team
is also entered in the Toronto

and District "B" league and as

many local tournaments as can

be found. The season runs from

the first week in October until

the middle of March
So if you are feeling tired

and listless, don't bother with

Geritol. Buy a racquet, borrow

a ball and book a court at your

local squash box. You'll have a

swinging time.
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YIPPEE!

Rubin raps it up at U of T
lu CUKAN RFICIFR fin tn Si H Smith Rnl the* !nh. ,By SUSAN REISLER

Jerry Rubin is a person, not

a character, a stereo-type, nor

an actor, just a person.

When he finally appeared at

the airport Wednesday morn-

ing after a 45-minute delay

with immigration, he greeted

us like brothers. He spoke soft-

ly though there was anger be-

hind his voice when he ex-

plained what immigration put

him through.

Take off your sweater, take

off your shirt, take off your

pants, take off your under-

pants.

It was drugs they were look-

ing for. Long hair and drugs

are usually paired up.

There were questions, rou-

tine, then they let him through.

They didn't know who he

was. "Jerry Rubin," a cus-

toms official asked me,
"Who's he, some kind of revo-

lutionary?"

Arriving on campus, Jerry

checked into the SAC office

first. Reading Wednesday's
Varsity he laughed, "Hey, this

is great. I haven't said some of

these things in a long time."

And then we were off to the

UC Refectory.

The refectory transmitted

the general mood of the cam-

pus. There were friends who
greeted Jerry with a smile and

a wave, but there was a lot of

disinterest.

After disregarding his meat-

pie he tried to talk to people

around him but it was rushed

and they were frightened.

On to Sid Smith. But the lob-

by was overflowing already.

He was told the meeting had
been moved to Convocation
Hall.

Great, said Jerry. "I like

lots of people. I gain energy
from them and they pick up

energy from me."
So we walked up through Sir

Dan's to St. George to make
sure everyone heard the meet-

ing was changed.

Along the way we talked and

joked with people. Where are

you goin? To hear Jerry Rubin.

Great.

As we rerouted ourselves

around the University Book-

store we could feel the num-
bers growing.

Behind and in front there

was a sea of faces rushing to

get seats.

As Jerry tried to talk to

some their reactions were in-

teresting. Some girls were

frightened and jumped away.

But many brothers stopped to

shake his hand and exchange a

greeting.

Inside they poured in, hun-

dreds, until there were over

two thousand beings crushed

into the domed auditorium as

others jammed the corridors.

Everyone clapped, cheered,

jerred threw things and gener-

ally made noise.

As he donned his Viet Cong

cape there were more cheers

and jeers.

There was no spectacular

introduction. Only this short,

almost slight guy standing in

the midst of all those people.

photos byJIM SELSON

Rubin speaks to U of T students at Convocation Holl.

telling them of his experience

with immigration officials.

In the distance we could

hear the LGMB. It was greeted

with cheers but the music was
muffled because the boys

couldn't get into the hall.

The Yippie Movement doesn't

exist — it's a fiction. Its mem-
bers? Well, check the Washing-

ton telephone book.

But people say it does exist,

so you have a movement that's

trying to relate things to our-

selves. We are lighting tor our

own freedom.

The thing's a myth just like

the philosophy "Rise up and
abandon the creeping meat-

ball". It can mean anything you

want it to mean.

People say we are against

Johnson. We like Lyndon John-

son. I mean, who founded the

hippies? Lyndon Johnson.

Where would we be without

LBJ?

The audience was doing its

own thing too.

"Get your hands out of your

pocket", they shouted. "One at

a time." And more orders.

Then they called for Fromm.
He was greeted with a Sieg

Heil from friendly enemies.

He told the crowd we
shouldn't be angry with Jerry,

he was only a single person.

"The person we should be an-

noyed with is the so-called

president of this university

because he is not following the

laws for safety and order on

this campus.
"

That went over well with

everyone and the jeers

drowned him out for a mo-

ment. But somehow he came
back with more. Clark Kerr's

name was thrown in and then

Fromm called for more Ron-

ald Reagans.

Jerry thanked Fromm for

co-ordinating the act to make
all the issues clear

There is a difference between
a guy who has power and one

who speaks without authority,

Jerry said.

And me, I'm powerless. The

only power I have is that I think.

Ronald Reagan has the power
to murder and put armed vio-

lence in the streets.

Reagon is a notional expres-

sion of an irrational disease.

America doesn't have a cold, it

has cancer and Reagan toys this

out in the open.

And George Walloce? Picket-

ing George Wallace is like pick-

eting Hitler. I meon, what con

you do about him? You legiti-

mize his irrationality by picket-

ing him.

Jerry Rubin arriving at Toronto International Airport.

Rubin and the Yippies joined

in Wallace's campaign last

year, forcing Wallace to de-

nounce them in spirited lan-

guage. At Chicago the Yippies

supported Pegasus, a pig for

president.

They said Chicago was part

of a conspiracy. Well, how do

you think we got there — youth

fore. They knew we were com-

ing.

Long hair may be the most

controversial issue in the United

Stales loday. Long hair commu-

nicates something. It's saying

visually that there is a certain

amount of disrespect and a new

identity. I think that's what's

happening around the world.

TV made Daly's Chicago lail

because we found out about it

as it happened. Chicago is typi-

cal, just typical The same is

happening all over.

TV makes demonstration a

one minute special. I've never

seen a boring demonstration on

TV.

Communism is indefinable. I

don't dig Russia / hove alle-

giance to what I have in front of

me, who I'm fighting for and

my brothers.

Vietnam is the responsibility

of humanity. There's no such

thing as a local struggle.

The US and Russia are inter-

ested in the status quo. When
you start talking your own
scene then people start react-

ing.

Vietnam has enabled us to

express rebellion against our

own conditions.

People interrupted Said he

was being funny.

"Reality is funny." Jerry

said. "Each incident I'm talk-

ing about is like a historical

drama."
More noise followed. People

got up so they wouldn't be late

for class.

He stopped, but it wasn't

over. Students converged on

the podium, friends surround-

ed him. every one with a ques-

tion.

Confused, he looked around

helplessly, hoping he could get

out. He was stoned — he mut-

tered — not on acid or pot or

anything else like that. Jerry is

a feeley' person who reacts

with crowds. For an hour and a

half the crowd had pulled him

in all directions and to use

more jargon, he had had his

mind blown. It was as simple

as that But then everybody

needn't understand that.

The staff election for editor of the Varsity for next year is

TODAY, at 1 p.m. in the office Writers, cartoonists, typ-

ists, photographers — if you've contributed as a staff mem-

ber to eight Varsity's or three Reviews you've got a vote.

It's your paper.
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MINISTERS:
The Vety Rev. Dr. E.M. Howse

Rev. Donold A. Gillies

I 1:00 A.M.

THE CULT OF VIOLENCE

DR. E.M. HOWSE

7:30 P.M.

INFORMAL WORSHIP
To be held in the

Coffee-House Room

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

1969 BICKERSTETH LECTURE

CLAUDE RYAN
editor

Le Devoir, Montreal

THE CRISIS OF AUTHORITY &
THE RELIGIOUS MAN

TUESDAY, MARCH 4

8:00 P.M.

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Presented by

The Sir Robert Falconer Association

(affiliated chaplaincies at U. of T.)

Univ. of Toronto

Colloquium on

Political

Philosophy

SESSION I

IMAGE OF
THE BODY
POLITIC

CHAIRMAN: John Slater

SPEAKERS: Christian Bay

University or Alberta

John O'Neill

York University.

IF3

Political Science Teach-in

Monday, March 3rd

Sidney Smith Room 2135

Panel Discussions

10:00 12:15 4:00 5:00

WITH Profs. S. Dupre, J.E. Smith, T. Easterbrook, Gary

' Webster, Bill Charlton, Andrew Wernick, Philip

Resnick, Arthur Leader.

Seminars 2:00 3:50

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS IN

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND TO THE

UNIVERSITY AT LARGE
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Your Friendly Neighourhood
Blue & White Society

present

FREE!!! FREE!!! FREE!!!
FRI. FEB. 28 - 8:30 - Convocation Hall

- UNDERGROUND FILMS
- SCORPIO RISING. THE WAR GAME. AT HOME, I AM CHINESE,
PSYCHOMONTAGE, A NATURAL SOFTNESS

SAT. MAR. I - Drill Hall

- FREE HOCKEY DANCE
After the Hockey Finals

SUN. MAR. 2 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

- FREE CONCERT
featuring

WITNESS INCORPORATED
(with their latest hit. "SO COME WITH ME")

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
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*

*TIC KETS (FREE) ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE ( 2 per A.T.L. Card) FOR *THE MOVIES AND THE CONCERT. ^# - WATCH FOR "YOU'RE A BIG BOY NOW" and "THOUSAND CLOWNS" next Fri. Mar 111. *
(FREE). FREE COFFEE HOUSE ON SAT. MAR. 1. and FREE CONCERT WITH THE ** "KENSINGTON MARKET" on SUN. MAR. 9 &

#*************************^
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What did you learn

in school today?
By MIKE KESTERTON

Scientists, as we all know, have powers far beyond those of
mortal men. When the Zoology building was being designed, all

the botanists, biologists and ecologists at U of T said to them-
selves. "Why should we be forced to swill the same tap water
that the rest of Toronto drinks?" So they built a dechlorinator
into the system, and saw that it was good.

Not content with eliminating Gordon Sinclair's "rat poison",
they also stipulated that all the plumbing be of cast iron, so that
they could do without copper traces as well.

Unfortunately, there is an anaerobic bacterium that thrives on
metals like iron. It has settled into the Zoology building plumbing
system and has started to "eat" all the lovely iron and rust. (Just
as it has everywhere else the cast iron pipes are used ) . The water
system is a swamp — the taps produce a golden brown, stringy
stream of water when turned on and when the pipes aren't used
for a while, they frequently burst under the pressure built up by
the bacterium.

It's reassuring to realize that these men have charge of the
education of the next generation's pollution and environment
experts, etc.

S All aspiring politicians in University College are remind- £
•: ed that nominations close at 5 p.m. today for SAC and UC jij

•: Lit Executive positions. There are 5 SAC seats available :•:

:• along with Lit executive posts of President. Vice-President. '}

i Treasurer. Literary Director and Athletic Director. :•:

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
LUTHERAN CHAPEL

6I0 Spadina

Laurence E. Martin, Chaplin
and

Rosey Janson, Campus Worker
March 9th I I: a.m. Worship Service 7:I5P.M.

lecture and discussion

"NEUROTICS IN THE CHURCH"
THE DIST INC T 3ETWEEN HEALTH R EL I Gl ON.

FINAL DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
FOR MARCH 14-16 F. U. of T. "T-GROUP

MUST BE IN MARCH 4.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL BOB BOSSIN AT

923 - 3490.

Mxir new
boyfriend has a

new girlfriend?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

• I0(O. W.II»M)jtr. Onldi



Council admits library inefficiency Pollution Probe
Complaints of library inefficiency high- Tk. c.k .

" Pollution Probe membership has soared to 50 „Complaints of library inefficiency high-
lighted the first open meeting of the Library
Council Wednesday afternoon.

Prof. A. K. Warder, Chairman of the De-
partment of East Asian Studies, said that up
to six years elapse, in some cases, between
the request for purchase of a book for his de-
partment and getting it on the library shelf.
He attributed the inefficiency to the high

turnover of library staff, and suggested pay
hikes to retain staff.

Chief Librarian R. H. Blackburn said that a
partial study is underway of the library staff,
preliminary to a general study of non-aca-
demic staff of the university.

The council accepted a proposal from Grad-
uate Dean Ernest Sirluck to recommend to
the Senate Budget Committee that any pay
increase for professional librarians be com-
parable to any increase for teaching staff. The
proposal was accepted unanimously.

It was also announced that the Subcommit-
tee on the Composition of the Library Council
had recently held a meeting and had discussed
the jurisdiction of the Council.

The Subcommittee has been set up to inves-
tigate the future of the executive of the Coun-
cil, the size of the Council, and its jurisdiction,
as well as its composition. The council now
has more than 60 members five of them stu-
dents.

Student Library Council member Temma
Stulberg (SGS) said that the subcommittee
would probably discuss how Council members
should be chosen at a second meeting next
Tuesday.

In reply to questions concerning the financ-
ing of library operations, Blackburn revealed
that the library spends about 7 per cent of the
total university budget.
He said this compares favorably with many

American universities.

Dean Sirluck ended the discussion with a
plea for stronger efforts to bring private dona-
tions into the university.

He said that organizations such as the now-
defunct Friends of the University of Toronto
Library would give a welcome lift to library
purchasing.

Liberals consider radical tactics
By DARIA ANTONYSHYN

More than 200 delegates
from 50 campus Liberal clubs

across Canada met in Montreal
last weekend at a Canadian
University Liberal Federation
convention.

University of Manitoba stu-

dent Tom Bernes was elected

president of the CULF, ren-

amed Canadian Student Liber-

als-Etudiants Liberal de Can-
ada during the course of the

convention.

"The crucial shortcoming of

CSL-ELC," he said, "is that it

has not been relevant to the

concerns and aspirations of

today's student.

"While debate rages on
campuses across Canada about
CUS, democratization of the

university, quality of educa-
•Bon, drugs, the opening up of

our political processes — CSL
has been self-satisfied talking

about American domination of

Canadian industries, about pol-

lution, about urbanization.

"Unless we can articulate

and become involved in the

student revolt nobody', not even

the Cabinet, will listen to us for

we will represent nobody but

ourselves.

"To be ignored by the Cabi-

net is one thing. To not be con-

sidered credible by our asso-

ciation in the university is a

disgrace. It is to this that CSL
must be devoted over the next

year."

Waterloo University's John
Varley. the English speaking

vice-president of CSL says:

"I am a Liberal. andMhere-
fore committed to changes in

society consonant with valid

criticism.

Do student radicals have
valid criticisms? Varley said:

"The economic elite, radi-

cals believe, cause most of our

hang-ups since they control

everyone from workers to

clerks to students. Being sepa-

rated from any real responsi-

bility is what intellectual radi-

cals call 'alienation'.

"The goals of society be-

come the goals of monopolistic

businessmen. The trap is ines-

capable. Student radicals try

to shake up their apathy by

demonstrations: the capitalist-

owned media condemn them.

"Perhaps we should be

thinking of adapting their argu-

ment instead of merely criti-

cising their tactical indiscre-

tions."

Prime Minister Pierre Tru-

deau said:

"Youth won't wait til tomor-

row to make its influence

known — it wants to determine

now what kind of society it's

going to be living in. Youth can

be of value by rejecting accept-

ed modes of thought as suitable

for the present.

"I believe the great portion

of student activists on campus

are illiberal, anti-intellectual

and anti-university. They use

the tool of democracy to de-

stroy the tool of debate, the

tool of freedom to intimidate

opponents.

"Liberals should stand for

these tools and the means of

democracy and fight for the

right to dissent. Young Liber-

als should stand on the side of

excellence and the rights of

democracy."

Among resolutions passed
and recommendations made
were the following:

• Canada should give notice

of its withdrawal from NATO;
• Canada should divert a

greater proportion of her cur-

rent defence expenditures into

both foreign and domestic aid.

• Canada should terminate

the NORAD agreement;

Recommendations included

support for the Governments
"initiatives to normalize rela-

tions with the government of

the People's Republic of

China: and endorsement of

the question of Taiwanese sov-

ereignity as an issue for the

"Chinese to settle among
themselves." In this connec-

tion it was also resolved that

"Canada distribute its exterior

help in function of regional un-

un its.

X marks the spot for Engineers

Engineering students will vote'tollay till 2:30 pm to elect the

engineering society executive for next year.

Fighting for the presidency are Arf Mcllwain and Steve Kallos,

both in third year. The first and second vice-presidential posi-

tions are being contested by Alex Kitay and Jack Aluin - both III

APSC - and Bob Rowland and Kent Hodgkinson from II APSC

At the same time, seven second and third year students are

wing for the five SAC rep positions. Bryon Alexandroff. Ill

APSC, Henrik Jacobsen. Ill APSC. Paul Maynes. II APSC. Eric

Mitlin. I APSC. Wayne Richardson. George Sachs, and Rob Will-

son I III APSCi have all thrown their hats in the ring.

Everyone welcome except non-engineers.
,

its instead of political

Students

charged in

Peterboro

fined $50
PETERBOROUGH (CUP)

— Three of over 20 students

arrested during the Peterbor-

ough Examiner strike last

December were fined $50 here
Wednesday when they pleaded
guilty to a charge of obstruct-

ing a police officer.

Ontario students, numbering
up to 300, travelled to Peter-

borough throughout December
and January to walk the picket

lines with 21 workers from the

local newspaper guild The
reporters went on strike in ear-

ly November when their con-

tract negotiations with the

Thomson paper broke down.
Trials for the remaining

accesjted. students .will take
place in March

Pollution Probe membership hos soared to 50, and organizers are
wondering if Room 432, Ramsey Wright, will hold prospective
members as the organizational meeting gets under way at 4 p.m.
today.

The harried executive is wondering how to control all the mem-
bers who are eager to start work immediately.

An audience of about 200 jammed a lecture hall yesterday to
watch the CBC's Air of Death, a program about pollution soon to be
investigated by the Canadian Radio and Television Corporation.

Preliminary results of a Varsity survey indicate most of the audi-
ence was strongly behind the CBC in its efforts to inform the public.

In an unfortunate coincidence, an Ontario Water Resources film
Commission on water pollution was shown at the same time and
was poorly attended. Hopefully, it can be shown again.

Hart House
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
March 2nd, Great Hull, 8:30 p.m.
HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

TIckltSI Hall Porter

FOLK CONCERT
Monday, Morch 3rd

East Common Room, 1 p.n

PAULA & AUDREY
Ladies Welcome

SPECIAL CONCERT
Toosdo,, March 4th

Oebolos Room, 1 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF CHILE CHORUS

Ladle. Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
SHOW OF WINNING SLIDES

Morch 4th and March 6th

East Common Room, 1 p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL
Morch 4th, 5th and 6lh
Music Room - 7:15 p.m.

Lodiei Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
Morch 5th - Music Room, 1 p.m.

KATHY ROOT, Pianrsl

Ladies. Welcome

ANNUAL LIVE JAZZ CONCERT
[•4luting

KARL BERGER
Wedne*doy, Mat ch 5'h

Great Hall - 8:30 p.m.

Ticket*: Hall Porte

mutual
funds...
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.
distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

HEADQUARTERS
U off T JACKETS 1
LEVI'S LEES
BLAZERS &
CRESTS
CRESTED SWEAT
SHIRTS

LYNN-GOLD CLOTHES
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Jerry Rubin and the objective press ---<
By BARRY KADE

At last 2,000. mostly uncom-

mitted students get a chance to

see how the "objective"

professional press can deliber-

ately distort an event.

Not only is the story, which

appeared on the front page of

the third section of Toronto's

largest paper, riddled with jux-

taposition, innuendo and miss-

ing information, but there are

glaring inaccuracies as well.

If you listened to Jerry Rub-

in at Convocation Hall Wednes-

day, pick up this paper and see

for yourself.

More than once, stories on

student affairs have been dis-

torted, even to the point of

complete fabrication. Witness

Peter Warrian's famous

"burn-down the universities"

statement reported last fall, a

remark he never made.

Radicals have become used

to this, considering it an occu-

pational hazard. And usually if

the reporter or the editorial

desk twist the story, it's their

word against that of the few

people who attended. But

against 2.000?

Rubin did not, as the paper

states, receive a "chilly recep-

tion". This is nothing less than

a gross inaccuracy.

"Two thousand University of

Toronto students turned out to

hiss, boo and shout Rubin

down".

It's easy to see not only the

logical fallacy in this state-

ment but the slanderous inten-

tion behind the wording.

To anybody reading the sto-

ry, the message is clear: U of

T students hated Rubin. Why
then, did 2,000 show up? Did all

2,000 come with the express

intent of booing? If they did.

more than three-quarters of

them were either too fright-

ened or too lazy because to

even the skeptical observer,

they seemed to applaud again

and again.

The newspaper reports:

'"I'm stoned, I don't know
what I'm saying,' Rubin said

when he repeatedly became
confused during his two-hour

speech."

What is this supposed to

mean? Did Rubin say this ev-

ery time he paused to collect

his thoughts? People asked
him afterwords point blank if

he were on drugs. His reply

was a straight "no." Obviously

he meant he was "high" on

something else — the crowd
maybe?
"The students shot water

guns at Rubin on stage, beat on

drums and played trumpets to

heckle him."

People sitting around Rubin
report they never saw water

guns, and the drum beating and
trumpets came from the

LGMB outside the hall, making
far less noise than they usually

make tuning up their instru-

ments.

And the headline. "Toronto

students boo, hiss as U.S. Yip-

pie leader speaks." Any stu-

dent of elementary logic knows
this is no lie. just not the truth

either. And in a daily paper,

shame, shame!
"Rubin spoke to 50 Queens

University students". Our

sources report more than 400

people.

The incongruity and sloppi-

ness of the story indicate a

rewrite job at the city desk. No
professional reporter could
have done the job alone. Mind
you, nothing's wrong with re-

writes, unless the desk has a

different view of the situation

and distorts the story to fit that

view.

There's nothing wrong with

bias in a newspaper. It's the

prerogative of any responsible

press. But when the paper
claims to be objective, and
when it leads thousands of peo-

ple to believe so, such cover-

age of the news can only breed

contempt.

It makes you sort of wonder
about the rest of the stories

they print, doesn't it?

our (?) new library

No matter how you phrase it, the

new humanities and social sciences
research library is clearly labelled

"For Graduates Only".

Oh, sure, undergraduates will be al-

lowed in "as they need the facilities"

and Dr. Bissell assures us it will be

"for research; it's not a graduate li-

brary". And chief librarian R. H.

Blackburn has said material will be

available to all members of the univer-

sity.

But the fact remains that undergrad-

varsity
The successful revolutionary rs a slates-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
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uates will not be welcome in the new
building.

The Users Committee report publ-

ished in June, 1965, states the library is

primarily designed "to serve the re-

search needs of faculty and graduate
students, and of undergraduates as
they need the facilities."

This, apparently, means the under-

graduates will have paging privileges,

but no stack access. In this respect the
research library is a $41,000,000 joke on
undergrads.

Students at this university have just

spent two years trying to get stack
access in the existing facilities. At
present, stack access is extended to

arts and science students in second,
third and fourth years, medicine stu-

dents, second to fourth year students in

dentistry and law. and all those in the
schools of library science, social work
and graduate studies. In addition, first

year arts and science students are
being allowed in if they can show they
need stack access. *

But once the new library op'tBs. all

undergraduates will be back on the
paging system for humanities and so-

cial science books, despite its obvious
drawbacks.
We've been told that undergraduates

won't need the new library because the
Wallace Room and the rest of Sigmund
Samual library will be expanded into

"a really functional undergraduate li-

brary." But how functional can it be,
whi n Hie humanities and social science
stacks, the reference material and the
rare book collection are all going to the
new library?

Policy lor the new library is not yet
set. It would be reassuring if the Li-

brary Council gave undergraduates
stack access now, avoiding a repetition

of the last two year's work. If it turns
oul that undergraduates do not need the
new library, nothing will have been
lost. If they do need it. they should have
equal access with the rest of the com-
munity of scholars.

As Dr. Bissell says. "If you say the
library is the very centre of the univer-

sity, you can't keep the students out of

it."

28. 1969

Ever notice what happens

When two brands start to compete?

They get better.

CM recalls 535,000
vehicles for
parts check

am be, Paul!
Paul Fromm. whom we all thought

was a lovable right-winger, is coming
over to the radical side.

He put his finger right on most of the

university's problems during Jerry
Rubin's speech when he told the audi-

ence of 2.000:

"The man we should be attacking is

not Mr. Rubin — he probably can't help

himself — but the president of the uni-

versity, Dr. Claude Bissell."

The profound cheering that greeted

the remark indicates that Mr.
Fromm's feeling is shared by many in

the university community. But then he

had to spoil it by saying Dr. Bissell was
soft in letting Rubin on campus in the

first place.

Oh well, you're getting close. Paul.



backlog "abolish compulsory public education'

mbin should offer concrete alternative

I would like to voice my opinion
concerning some of the viewpoints
expounded by Mr. Jerry Rubin at
Convocation Hall on Feb. 26; it

seems I was not in a position to
pose questions to Mr. Rubin as he
seemed sad that some hecklers
had opinions contrary to himself
and his com(un)patriots.
May I first say that I was glad

to see that Mr. Rubin was not the
ranting and raving maniac that
publicity blurbs made him out to
be, but rather he came off as a
dandily dressed, very witty orator
who kept the masses entertained.
By his putdown of several legiti-

mate questions posed by the audi-
ence, he showed his disapproval of
people disagreeing with his views.
I must honestly say that I agreed
with some of his points, but it is

not at all plausible to condone his

methods.

He wants to rebel for the sake
of rebellion. Even though a person
recognizes defects within the
house that he lives, he would be
stupid to tear it down and then
wonder where to stay. We agree
that there are problems in modern
day society, but Mr. Rubin does
not and obviously can not provide
alternatives or solutions. His only
purpose is to try and show that
these problems do exist and no
more.

When he suggests non-compul-
sory public and high school educa-
tion he is being ridiculous because

there is nothing constructive that
one could do out of school even if

he were old enough to decide to
quit in the first place (seven years
old maybe? ?).

Finally, I wonder what Mr1

.

Rubin suggests the "well-educat-
ed" soul would do in his life after
completing a course of Mr. Rab-
in's "relevant" studies? Certainly
he would be "well-educated" and
would realize the problems of soci-
ety but what would he do with this

knowledge? Who would pay him a
salary? Could he feed his hunger
pangs with his new-found knowl-
edge? One never hears of anybody
wishing they hadn't gone to uni-
versity and thank God there is slill

a place in this world for pi

with educational degrees, profft*-

=

sional and otherwise.

1 hope Mr. Rubin goes on edu-
cating people of the problems of
the world, but until he knows what
he wants rather than what he
doesn't want, I wish he would put
his energy to some better function
than take-overs, burnings and sit-

ins. We can never possibly reach
Mr. Rubin's Utopia but in the
meanwhile I wish we could be rid

of his type of "negative-ism"! ! !

Brian Silver

(II Premed)

Regarding your editorial "Un-
der The High School Principal s

Thumb": we have all heard many
times the statement that power
corrupts (etc.). This is a case in

point.

The reason that so many school
principals are dictatorial in man-
ner is simply that they are dicta-
tors in the power they possess.
Compulsory public education
gives them a captive audience.
The school principal is a monopol-
ist with a captive market - he has
a service which parents of chil-
dren under sixteen must buy (by
law), and they must buy it from
him. Therefore he does not have to
compete with other schools for

"customers" by providing educa-
tion geared to the students' inter-
ests and desires. He can impose
regimentation because students
who object can't go elsewhere,
depriving him of customers and
tuition revenues. (Anywhere else
they might go, the same educa-

TSM clarifies

PS. These are all of my own views,

and I do not by any means, repre-

sent any one else in my own fac-

ulty or anyone else's.

"hitlerite defence of status quo"

F Protter's letter of Feb. 12 is

I a shining example of the tactics

necessary to defend the status

; quo. A distinguishing feature of

j
reaction is to be helpless in the

< face of concrete, specific argu-

ments such as were presented by

radical; at Clark Kerr's public

lecture. Defenders of the status

quo must always resort to innuen-

do and name-calling; they must
^always appeal to abstract princi-

fple and avoid facts.

Certainly radicals have done

their share of name-calling but, at

Kerr's lecture, they spoke specifi-

cally on the topic. Protter does not

attempt to counter the specific

-analysis of the university and the

nature of free speech put forward

by radicals by a factual analysis of

his own.

Abstract principles mask reali-

ty. Fact* show that certain princi-

ples are not observed in practice

and indeed under a social system

such as capitalism cannot be. For

instance, the right to own and con-

'

trol the means of production

wealth,- with all this entails lor

o* erv area of individual and social

life. is. on the abstract l>

universal right But under ca|

ism only a tiny minority can enjoy

this "right".

The appeal to abstract principle

is the first step toward mystifH^
tion. As mystification grows

concrete thinking ends, i< becptqw

easier and easier to justify the

defence of these abstract princi-

ples by police violence, first

against some minority used as a

scapegoat for ills caused by the

existing system, then against

larger and larger sections of the

population. Of course, "freedom"

has its price, as ex-president John-

son never tired of repeating, and

must be defended!

Talk of police reserves formed

by student volunteers, as Protter

suggests, trained in crowd-control

and in "emergency" to be cein

manded by the regular police, has

a distinct association with a type

of thought that millions fought and

died to destroy, obviously without

lasting success, the most disgust-

ing mystification of them all — the

ideology and practice of Hill

fascism.
Brian Mossop

V i#f , tC'v?*- ' (IV New)

*fhe Toronto Student MavAn&l
wishes to clarify its position

forthcoming presidential eli

for the Students Administrative
Council:

1. Mr. Kopyto and Miss Kirzner
are not official or unofficial candi-

dates for the TSM. They are a
Young Socialist (i.e. Trotskyisl i

slate.

2. The TSM does not support
the candidacy of ANY candi

in the election, whether or not

they have already declared thejf

intention to run.

3. The TSM believes that the-

base for a student movement ut

Toronto must be built up outside

the student council. We rejei

tisl methods of decision making
We have felt it best to pass

silence the largely unsuccessful

attempts made this last year by

SAC to develop a strategy through

the concept (compulsory! slu

if Infant unionism".

BillJoliwB
Bob Kellerman

Laurel Limpns
Steve Moore
Phil Resnick

Andy Wernick

tional situation obtains.)

The only way to prevent author-
itarian behaviour is to-deprive in-

dividuals of arbitrary power.
The way to make schools more

responsive to student needs and
interests is to dislodge teachers
and principals from their dictato-

rial position, by making education
voluntary and privately operated,
so that teachers and principals
must compete for customers, in

the free market, by offering bet-
ter, less authoritarian education.

Abolition of compulsory public
education is the only reform which
can eliminate the abuses your edi-
torial criticizes. Are you willing to

advocate this reform?

Paul Kernighan
(IV NEW)

Dislodging the authoritarianism
from our schools would necessar-
ily involve making attendance
voluntary, agreed. But under your
system, many could not afford to

go to school even if they wanted to

and that carries its own connota-
tions of authoritarianism, the au-
thoritarianism of unequal opportu-
nity. So we think education should
continue to be publically support-

mi

THE COMMERCE CLUB

Presents

Paul A.
Samuelson

Friday, February 28,1969

2:00 P.M.

DEBATES ROOM,
Hart House

EVERYONE WELCOME!

STAY WITH A FAMILY IN
EUROPE THIS SUMMER

The L, ngooge

Jerspecli

'Imply i

Progrom
nls o unique holidoy
and an "m-deplh"
of Europe ihol is

avoiloble by ony
oincr mooe of travel.

Deloiled booklel
Fi.h.r, 222-4356 <

Also. Ibe fame
Thru Europe ec
available again
number of slude

Irom Leon
222-6348.

Freelancing

TERTAINMEN r
AND SING ALONG
EVERY FRIDAY FROM

4*00 lo 7:00 P.M.
SAT. FROM 2:30 lo 5 P.M.
and EVERY NIGHT Irom

8*30 lo IiOO A.M.
SING ALONG WITH OUR
BAND I III M l \hl IS1
SING ALONG JAZZ BAND
1/2 PRICES EVERYDAY
FROM 12 NOON TO 7 P M

.

SANDWICH BAR OPENS
AT 12 NOON

ENJOY THE OLD SLAP-
STICK MOVIES IN THE

AFTERNOON
mi ni 's i ii.\ in mi':

SURROUNDINGS
THERE'S FUN IN HIE

ERIENDSHIP AT
529 RLOOR ST. W.(up8tolrs)

532-4292
(LICENSED)

OPEN 12 NOON - I A.M.

CLASSIFIED
SEEKING COMPANIONSHIP leading to
common law living arrangement: with
woman (16-26) ol following qualities: In-
otapendence. self-respect. seH assurance,
ambition tolerance, gentleness, looks
INTERESTS — poeiry. drama, classical
music, writing, gymnastics, swimming
travelling Ask tor Bob at 920 2689 Leave
messages

Steering Comm^n^^^'
the Toronto Student Movem

EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Going by
charter night? Will buy return halt of 2 tick

Ott if arriving in Toronto before August
Call 762 646 1 . leave your number

help rutin

Jerry Rubin is under indictment
in the United States. In New York
he is charged with possession of

marijuana. In Chicago it is solici-

tation to commit mob action.

He needs funds. Alt those inter-

ested in helping out are encour-

aged to mail their donations to:

Rubin Defence Committee,
SSt. Mark's St., Apt. 16.

New York, 10003

New York.

STUDENT'S CLOTHING Taken-in trade
on our new or nearly new suns, coats,
sportswear, tuxedos, tails, etc Frankel
clothing, 123 Church St

, 366 422

1

BED SITTING ROOM own bathroom
Board. S30 OO per week Near Upper Can
ada College 461 7939

THESES. ESSAYS. NOTES, etc typed —
quick. accurate. reasonable Call
445 7930 or 755 9306 (after 5 30 pm)

£* ,
plastic people and creeping meatball

There was this guy up there and

.is blowing beautifully. He
tiling I<» these pLisdc people

ee themselves. These little

C people raised on a culture

lite honkie bullshit — plastic-

bullshit They made funnv noises

i ew things Abandon the

croepuic meatball. " Hell, these

guys were riding on it Maybe
because it's all they know. Maybe
because it's safe. Secure in the
knowledge that after they went
home and masturbated that night,

the world would be safe again. I

think they 're lost.

John Kazanjian

(IIVIC)

HURON COLLEGE: Unfurnished three
100m apartment, private bath, fndge. stove,
ideal for Iwo students $120 monthly
922 1585 Available March 1st

1 BEDROOM APT FOR RENT 20
yards Irom Subway station across street

from large park with pool - swingles only
S145 mo Tel 533 0834

WANTED; A student to do some book
keeping for a lew hours per week Mr Fish
er 781 9501

WANTED: Somebody going to Athens
land coming back) to pick up some books
forme Peter. 925 4982

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Doctors
office Saturdays only. 9 am to 3 pm
Typing ability an asset, no other experience
necessary Reply to Bo« 50. 91 S( George
St .

Toronto 5. Onl

WHAT'S HAPPENING? — Things Be
fore the Last ' worship service Knox Col-
lege Chapel Sunday. 11am Coffee period
following

RETURN FROM EUROPE Will share re

turn half of charter ticket for two Toronto-
London Return early September >l 8

1

5526 evenings

PROFESSIONAL HAIR DRYERS excel-
lent condition $35 Phone after 6 p m
699 4135

FOR SALE Dining set — large table, 8
chairs — brand new Phone 925 3790
after 6 00 pm please

NOON HOUR CONCERT — Folk blues
by Libertina's Magic Pin Wheel New
coffee shop Wilson Hall New College II

Tuesday March 4. 1.15 — Free!

RIDE WANTED: To Boston. Thursday.
Fnday or Saturday. Feb 27, 28 or March 1

Call Jane at 922 1909

GETTING MUCH? If you're planning
engagement I've got a beautiful, un used
diamond nnq (certified S435) will sell for

$325 350 Need the money! Call Peter
425-6307

DRIVING TO FLORIDA for two weeks in

late April with possible jaunt to Bahamas
Would like another gul to join me Phone
483-0615

WANTED: Somebody going to Athens
(and coming back) to pick up some books
for me Peter 925-4982

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT; fur-

nished or unfurnished $130 mo 10 min-
utes from UWO Available May 1st Miss J
Davies. 72 Talbot St., London, Ont

THE VARSITY. Friday. February 28. 1969 — Page 5
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Computer technology is one

of the fastest growing fields of

applied knowledge today.

Computers are already into

their third generation after not

much more than twenty-five

years since the beginning of

the first. These three genera-

tions generally correspond to

advances in the field of elec-

tronics, particularly the evolu-

tion that has taken place from

the vacuum tube to the transis-

tor, and most recently the

transition to microminiatur-

ized circuitry. In an integrated

circuit, or IC, several compo-

nents such as transistors and

resistors can be reduced to

specks of controlled 'rust' on a

single chip of germanium or

silicon small enough to fit

through the eye of a needle.

Along with this rapid elec-

tronic evolution, there has

developed an aura of techno-

logical magic which surrounds

the computer and transforms

it into the 'electronic brain', an

image of a sleek machine with

incomprehensible flashing

lights and thoughts moving at

the speed of light. But when the

analogy of the computer and

the human brain is examined
more closely, several basic

differences become apparent.

First, considering the size,

there are about 10- lu neurons

in the human central nervous

system and they fill a volume
of only about 1 litre. Even with

microminiaturized integrated

circuitry, however, it would
take a good sized room just to

hold the electronic numerical

equivalent of the neurons in the

human brain. However, com-
paring the electronic and the

human speeds of operation, a

typical nerve ending can pro-

cess only about fourteen dis-

tinct impressions per second.

At top speed the mind may be

able to distinguish stimuli 10-4

seconds apart. On the other

hand, modern transistor cir-

cuitry has a reaction time on

the order of 10-' seconds; mil-

lions of operations can be pro-

cessed per second.

If modern electronics seems
to be much faster than human
nerve cells, it is necessary to

note also the fundamental
difference in the type of infor-

mation communicated be-

tween neurons and between
electronic circuits, as well as

the number of paths of commu-
nication any particular cell'

has with the other 'cells' in the

environment. In the case of the

computer, the basic unit of in-

formation is the bit, short for

binary digit, which numerical-

ly is either a zero or a one, but

can be interpreted as a true or

a false, or as a yes or a no. A
computer converts numbers in

our decimal system, or logical

values, to representations in

binary notation. It can then

perform, extremely rapidly,

arithmetic or logical opera-

tions on collections of bits. It is

because of this binary digit

method of representation that

the major class of computers
are called digital computers.

There is another basic class of

computers called analog com-
puters which operate by em-

REVIEW2

COMPUTERS
There is still a universe of problems

that even our hypothetical computer

technology will not be able to help

us to solve or understand/

ploying electronic, or even

mechanical models to simulate

a particular problem or mathe-

matical relationship in a

smooth or continuous fashion.

The digital computer operates

on discrete packets of data or

information. In the neuron

there are both discrete and

continuous, and even random
processes occurring. Its opera-

tion can never be more than

roughly approximated by ei-

ther a completely digital or

a completely analog model.

Thus, while the digital com-

puter can only deal with simple

on-off electronic pulses, the

human nervous system uses

complex and varied mechani-

cal-electrical-chemical inter-

actions.

The problem of the number
of paths of communication is

generally considered in terms

of the interconnectivity of the

cells in the environment. A
given collection of bits in the

computer, usually called a

word, can in general only be

connected to one other collec-

tion of bits, or word, at a time,

although these connections can

be switched sequentially. But

in the human brain, a single

neuron can interact with up to

one thousand other neurons

simultaneously! Thus, while

the computer can be consid-

ered a device for the sequential

processing of discrete bits of

information, the human brain

is capable of simultaneously

evaluating many continuously

varying impressions. How-
ever, just as a person can add a

column of figures, a sequential

discrete process, a computer
can monitor the operation of a

series of pumps and flow me-
ters in an oil refinery and ad-

just things so that the plant

operates smoothly, an essen-

tially continuous and multiple

process. The important thing

to note is that there are certain

classes of tasks that can be

performed more efficiently by

the computer, while there is

still a universe of problems
that even our hypothetical

computer technology will not

be able to help us to solve or

understand. These ideas con-

trasting the computer and its

manner of functioning with

that of the human brain are

excellently treated in a book by

John Von Neumann entitled.

The Computer and the Brain.

At present, the uses of com-
puters might be divided into

three general categories.

First, there is business data

processing: the processing and

computing of payroll checks,

maintaining sales and invento-

ry records, and assigning

classroom space to different

courses at the beginning of

each university year are some
examples. Second, controlling

the pumps in an oil refinery,

the temperature of the fur-

naces in a steel mill, or the

traffic lights here in Toronto

are examples of process con-

trol applications of computers.

Finally, there are scientific or

research uses. These are char-

acterized generally by many
long and involved operations

that are performed relatively

few times on a small amount of

data. Included in scientific

applications are more complex

business problems, and re-

search and maintenance for

the computer itself. Nonscien-

tific applications tend to be

highly repetitive. From these

examples, it can be seen that

the computer has come to play

a fundamental role in the oper-

ation of many of the basic insti-

tutions of our society.

The depersonalization or

alienation of the individual in

our society that is often attrib-

uted to the monolithic 'elec-

tronic brains' is perhaps due to

the overly serious attitude with

which the computer is ap-

proached by both its users, and
also by the people who find

more and more things in their

lives printed by or calculated

on the computer. From the

discussion above, it is apparent

that the computer is only a

machine — that adds, sub-

tracts, and makes simple logi-

cal decisions very rapidly. It is

a tool to be used, and even

played with, not something to

rule your life. Its meaning is

only in how and what it ;is

asked to do.

This is not to minimize the

profound sociological implica-

tions of having a technology

capable of establishing a world

wide data resource and com-
munications network that

could form the nervous system
and consciousness of a global

'techno-human' entity. But the

essence of being alive is not to

become totally involved in just

one infintessimal segment of

the complex games of our soci-

ety; rather, to be able to move
the focus of consciousness

along the whole spectrum from
the one end of intense and
immediate involvement in the

experience of living to the oth-

er end of detachment, to gain

both a perspective of the essen-

tial unity of Life and also the

deeper security to be able to

take life as it comes.
There is a science fiction

tale which tells of some time in

the future when the whole
world is run by a huge com-
puter. This computer is wor-

shipped throughout the land

because it provides all the ne-

cessities of the people and
frees them from work. It is

tended by a cult of acolytes

who each have a socket set in

their foreheads connected to

electrodes implanted in their

brains. For their devotion,

they alone are allowed the

privilege of periodically being

plugged directly in to the cen-

tral memory of the great com-
puter, to experience the omnis-

cience and cosmic glory of

their computer god.

Computers are also talked

about as servants to man. Al-

though human slavery was
abolished a century ago in the

United States, today mechani-

cal slaves are not only accept-

ed, but also a privilege wanted
by all the countries of the

world. Computers and modern
communications technology
have extended the domain of

our slavery from being en-

ergy-slaves' cars and refriger-

ators to information-slaves' of

media sources. In his article.

An Evolutionist Looks at

Computers". (Information

Display, Jan-Feb 1969) Garret
Hardin, a biology professor,

examines the possible long-

term side effects of the greatly

increased use of computers.

The invention of the cutting

knife has lead to the degenera-

tion of the human jaw by its

partial replacement, external-

ly, of a formerly internal func-

tion of human physiology.

Thus, the cutting knife is an
example of an 'exosomatic
adaptation' of 'endosomatic'

teeth. Man's dependence on
exosomatic knives is not too

critical to his ultimate sur-

vival. But a large scale de-

pendence on artificial kidneys

and electronic heart-pacers, or

even the adjustment to walking

in shoes and seeing only print-

ed words and perpendicular

walls, can cause permanent
long-term evolutionary shifts

that can render us unable to

survive in our former world

environments.

In his examination of the

future of the computer as an

exosomatic adaptation, Hardin

draws upon H. G. Wells' tale,

The Time Machine. He com-
pares the Morlocks. the people

who worked and lived under-

ground and who had, in fact,

evolved into a separate spe-

cies, to those in our society

whose work will be taken over

by the computer. But the

difference is that our Morlocks

will have no work to do, they

will become vestigial. Only the

Eloi will have meaningful

work to do, and be able to earn

the rewards a highly techno-

logical society can provide.

But this situation would be

highly unstable, since the Mor-

locks would far outnumber the

Eloi. It could be very easy for

there to be a violent revolution

that would destroy the technol-

ogy and the society beyond the

point of no return.

Hardin offers two possible

solutions. He just mentions the

possibility of controlling the

breeding of the Morlocks, but

stops there because "it is taboo

to discuss such a possibility.'

The idea he develops at greater

length is the possibility of edu-

cating potential 'mental Mor-

locks' despite the lack of need.

Just as athletics has no real

purpose, but we continue to

have running races because

"we dimly recognize that in

the long run, we will be badly

off if we do not continue to

honor and encourage physical

prowess." it will become in-

creasingly necessary to

"maintain such a transcenden-

tal value system in the intellec-

tual realm."
"Computers are part of the

authentic evolutionary trend of

man. They are exosomatic

devices the invention and mul-

tiplication of which is made

possible by endosomatic intel-

lectual abilities. The computer

men who have developed these

exosomatic devices are them-

selves agents of man's evolu-

tion now and extending into the

future If man is to survive,

these agents must become

conscious of the evolutionary

implications of their actions.'

by michael wolfson



mccracken stubs kesterton's toe
An orange-coloured box

about a foot-square, entitled
"Orange Box", sat on a pedes-
tal. Just a simple cube.

"Orange Box is sensuously
austere," — Kay Kristwizer.
Globe and Mail.

"John McCracken's art is

lofty and spiritual rather than
emotional or personal," —
Gail Dexter, Toronto Star.

"It's a load of old rubbish."
— Mike Kesterton, The Var-
sity.

With the opening of Mc-
Cracken's show at the AGO, a
classical Greek is turning over
and over in his unmarked
grave. Euclid should have ta-

ken out a couple of patents on
the geometrical forms he
worked with. His descendents
could have made a fortune on
McCracken's show.

A number of coloured planks
leaned against the wall.

"Planks — loafing by the

wall in a sun of their own crea-

tion, yet lithe and as incipient-

ly tensed as the surfer poised

for his wave" — H. Dennis
Young, Curator of Modern Art.

"The planks question what
we don't know about the ob-
jects with which most of us
surround ourselves every day
of our lives." - James Monte.'
"The 35-year-old sculptor

had stood, slate-coloured eyes
narrowed, as he judged to the
inch, seemingly, the exact,
meaningful slant of the planks
against a wall." — Kay Kris-
twizer.

"Who left this goddam board
here? I nearly broke my toe"
— Mike Kesterton.

What is John McCracken
doing with all these boards and
boxes and pillars and pyramids
he has set up?

"McCracken constructs
space . . . nothing exists but the

bold outline and the space it

carves around itself." — Kay
Kristwizer.

"My . . . things refer to noth-

ing outside themselves, but
which at the same time possi-

bly refer, or relate, to every-

thing,
'

'
— John McCracken.

"You can relate the minimal
artist's own physique with his
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MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY

WOOL
SWEATERS

This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe. It

"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"

with a Kitten A-line skirl,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and compliments all your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washab
1 00% English Botany,

with full-fashioned

raglan shoulder, mock-

turtle neckline with

zipper closing, long

sleeves, and Continental

band and cuffs. At good

shops everywhere I

PUR{ VIRGIN WOOl

work." — Gail Dexter. •'This

sculpture says and does noth-

ing. It is silent and unread-
able." "The search for ideal

beauty seems impossible

— mike kesterton

Charcoal -Broiled Sizzling STEAKS
Served in Burgundy Wine

and succulent ROAST BEEF
Entertainment nriely in the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE &
BAR

FRED McKENNA
Steele s

TAVERN -RESTAURANT
EM 8 5180 349 YONGE ST

{fully licensed)
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WHO' LULU
She was more concentrated

than the finest consommes.
She was alcohol: set a match
to her and she would be afire.

"Lulu," I said, "I love you,
white and yolk and all!"

If I couldn't read the yes
in her eyes I could read it in

the statistics-births in Nov-
ember were two and a half
times higher than the average
month, even since pills.

I could see her on the floor

of my room, her head in a
whirlpool of hair, naked and
as lovely in colour as the
first morning in paradise; I

could see her lift those legs
with a baby's innocence. And
yes, oh God yes, I could
imagine how she would act
the rest of the year, up to her
very hat in privacy.

Like a professor's daughter.
Which she was.

It's all in CARNIVAL/a
novel by Nigel Foxell/2 50 at

the university bookstore.

THE ONTARIO HUMAN
RIGHTS COMMISSION

in co-operation with

The India-Canada Association
The Friends of India Association
The Indian Immigrants Aid Society

Students and faculty of the Indian, Pakistani
and Ceylonese Communities in Toronto

to an

Informal Get-Acquainted Evening

on

Friday. March 14, 1969 at 8:00 P.M.

in the

Buttery. Gerald Larkin Building. Trinity College,
University of Toronto. (The Gerald Larkin Build-
ing is the first building south of Varsity Stadium
on Devonshire Place.)

Free parking in the Trinity College lot just north
of the building.

PURPOSE OF GATHERING

To enable the Commission amd members of the Indian,
Pakistani, and Ceylonese communities to become
acquainted with each other and to exchange ideas on
the Commission-. program, particularly in the areas
of employment and housing.

LIGHT REFRESHMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED

For further information, contact Mr. Murty Devata,
President. India-Canada Association, telephone
749-5269 or Mr. F.R. Gosh, Secretary, India-Canada
Association, telephone 921-4969.
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books
why have we forgotten nelson algren?

"Into a world

I
of letters

where we have
the fading

Faulkner and
where that

overgrown lil

I Abner,

|
Thomas Wolfe,

casts a shorter
' shadow, every

I day Nelson

I Algren comes
I like a corvette.

I or even a big

destroyer

I
when one of

, these things is

I what you need

[

and need it

I

badly — and at

once, and for

keeps. He has

been around
for a long time
but only the

I pros knew
I about him . . .

I Mr. Algren
can hit with
both hands and
move around

I and he will kill

I you if you are

. not awfully
careful."

Ernest Hem-
ingway,

|
1949

Nelson Algren is an Ameri-
can writer from Chicago who
received the National Book
Award in 1949 for The Man
With the Golden Arm, a book
which was later filmed star-
ring Frank Sinatra. Another
Algren book, A Walk on the
Wild Side, has also been
filmed. It would seem that he
is a relatively successful
writer.

What would also seem to be
true, however, is that Algren is

a relatively unread writer, a
talent relegated to the movies.
None of his novels are avail-

able in any of the U, of T. li-

braries, and they are extreme
ly difficult to find on book-
shelves; consequently, none of

our students of literature have
read the man: and consequent-
ly he has no talent. Greater
writers have been similarly
judged. The English Depart-
ment creates literary taste.

The reason why The English
Department does not like Al-

gren is probably that, as Mor-
decai Richler says, he is "The
Original Original Toughest Kid
On The Block." And this is just

not the literary fashion these
days. As a matter of fact it

went out with Studs Lonigan.
That is why when Algren
writes books about whores and
junkies and boxers and freaks
and lonesome monsters the
weary voice of the critic is

heard to say: "How dreary,

but X has done it all before and
so much better." Or, "There is

no true compassion in these
modern works, the degraded,
the antisocial and the criminal
are sentimentalized over, iden-
tified with ... one has to be. a
pervert or a savage to elicit

sympathy! The point, however,
is that when Algren is at his

best, no one has done it better
before. Then he is not affecting
the tough guy but revealing the
real humanity of the tough guy,
the pimp and the whore. The
lonliness and the vulnerability
of the tough guy, the humanity
of the aberration. The fact that
we are all somehow aberra-
tions: his lonesome monsters.
Only because students do not

read him, then it is a great pity
that The English Department
has ignored Algren. Because
he is a writer with art and a lot

of art. Despite its mawkish ti-

tle, some of the best stories
ever written are contained in

The Neon Wilderness which
contains tales dating from the
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THE DOORS
OF THE POP HIT "TOUCH ME"

PLUS
PACIFIC GAS and ELECTRIC
FRI. MAR. 21st. 8:30 p.m.

BOX OFFICE OPENS MON.
AGENCIES & GARDENS 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

(MAIL ORDERS: Enclose self addressed stamped envelope)

PRICES '6.00, '5.00,
J4.00

MAPLE LEAF GARDENS

thirties

One of the best stories, "De-
pend on Aunt Elly", tells of
how Wilma drifts from desul-
tory whoring into a three year
jail sentence. She is sent to

work on a prison farm and dis-

covers she can buy a "fur-
lough" from the place by pay-
ing over her bank savings and
fifty a month to the warden.
Aunt Elly. And so Wilma pays.
She gets out of jail and finds a
punchdrunk boxer and they get
married.

But she never tells him
about Aunt Elly. Well, Punch-
drunk quits drinking, gets bet-
ter in the ring, and In a big
fight he wins five hundred dol-

lars. And that same night he
finds out about Aunt Elly. And
so while he sleeps, Wilma quits
him; with a rabbit's foot and
his own troubles:

"He put his head behind his

chin, sparred drunkenly with
his shadow: a giant's shadow
across the wall, elusive and
threatening. Came in close and
wheeled that left in, heavily.
Then felt, suddenly, more tired

than he'd ever felt in his life

before; as though the bottom
had dropped out of something
inside him. And winning or los-

ing or whether he ever came
from behind again or whether
he were drunk or sober didn't
make any difference after all.

He went to the corner where
the lucky foot lay and picked it

up wearily, then stretched out
on his stomach on the bed, with
the furry little foot clutched in

his hand, the great knuckles
showing white and helplessly
through the copper skin.

And slept at last, with the
pitiless city sun beating in all

day as though the dark and the
rain and the cold, and the all-

night tapping at the darkened
panes, and the winds that blow
forever away from home,
might never, never, never
come again.

Slept. And dreamed love-
dreams."

It is true that the concept of

compassion for the perverted,
for those who are "forced to

choices too hard to bear" is

one that has been appropriat-

WHO'S LULU

She had a beauty to make
you jump, like a voice in a
room you thought was empty.
Though I'd scarcely met her
I'd known her from the day of
my birth. Her starbright eyes
looked up at mine.
"Take me outside", she

said.

"I want to kiss the moon
on the mouth."

Lulu is worth knowing.
You'll find herinCARNIVAL/
a novel by Nigel Foxell/2.50
at the university bookstore.

ed. sentimentalized and deni-

grated by American Literature
until what has emerged is the

whore with the heart of gold.

Good writing is compassio-
nate, bad writing is sentimen-
tal; good writing tells the truth

about people, bad writing dis-

torts that truth; good writing
tells of people suffering, bad
writing tells about whores with
hearts of gold. And this is why
Algren is relegated to the mov-
ies; because his writing seems
a distortion. When he is good
there is no distortion. He is a
man of integrity, trying,

trying, to tell the truth and
sometimes succeeding. And
when he succeeds he is utterly

convincing and, as with any
really good story ,.you are inca-

pable of anything after.

Because Algren knows what
is jargon.

This is jargon: its "Yes" is

not "Yes"; its "No" is not
"No." It is jargon because it

diffuses meaning in order to
conceal, rather than reveal,
the writer's thought. It is jar-
gon because it conveys the
impression that the writer is

employing Elegant English at
the same time that it enables
him to falsify his thought. It is

jargon because it seeks to
make an idea, that is easily
refutable, irrefutable. Put into

prose, the writer's thought
here is that Hemingway was
uniquely fortunate in having
devised a great style while he
had nothing to write about. Put
thus honestly, the writer would
appear asinine. Jargon, there-
fore, is the corruption of prose
deriving from the writer's own
corruption."

Perhaps this is why The
English Department ignores
Algren. Because he so obvious-
ly has no use for so many of
them. And the rest of the liter-

ary mafia. The New York Jew-
ish Literary Establishment is

out. The campus novels are
out. Benign critics there are.
but the men who masquerade
as critics and the literary gen-
tlemen who masquerade as
novelists are out.

"They arrived directly from
their respective campuses
armed with blueprints to which
the novel and the short story
would have to conform, were a
passing grade to be awarded.
For they were footnote fellows
mostly, a species of public boy
that talked like a head on a
stick.

Prewar mottoes still hung on
the walls, ancestral homilies
offering obsolescent myster-
ies: 'No Man Is An Island.' 'I

Have Always Depended Upon
The Kindness Of Strangers.'
'While There Is A Soul In
Prison I Am Not Free.' Their
names were something like
'Leslie Feacure,' 'Elvis Zir-
con,' 'Lionel Thrillingly,' and
'Justin Poodlespitz' — it was
plain the old mottoes would
have to come down.
For such signs irritated the

new owners and made them
wish Hemingway would move
out. For he was not, it was
plain, a head on a stick, and yet
he wouldn't move out. For
what a Poodlespitz feels (I

ought to have told you before)
about a clod being washed into
the sea making Europe the
less, is that that's no skin off

Poodlespitz's hide. And a say-
ing like 'no man is an island'

made him uneasy because it

implied responsibilities that
might well keep a headstick
kid from rising. And rising (I

wish I had told you before) is

what a headstick kid likes to do
best of all.

So they made criticism the
focus of American writing and
that was a pretty shrewd move
right there, as neither Elvis
nor Leslie nor Lionel nor Justin
could write fiction. Yet at foot-

noting they were really skilled.

In fact, it was said of Justin
that he would rather write a
footnote than ride a passenger
train."

Algren would regard as the
height of the intellectual catas-
trophe the critic who says:
"The fallacy (is that there is) a
rough correlation between the
merit of art and the degree of

public response to it ... ."

(Northrop Frye, Anatomy of

Criticism, pg4)
Because unlike so many of

our writers Algren would sub-
ordinate technique to commu-
nication. His art is to make yoji

feel what he is trying to say. To
translate ideas into emotions.

But the only way to describe

a writer is to show you his

work. Art is more eloquent
than a review but since copy-
right laws exist you are left

with a review. Which is no way
to judge the author.

To understand and judge
Algren, then, you will have to

read him. If you can find him.

— john thomas

THE BLUREI
In your search for the meaning of your existence and

the principles you want to live by, be sure to hear wf;at

our philosophy of life is

It's NEW, from the FAR EAST and REAL.

UNIFIED FAMILY
98 Avenue Road,

(side entrance - 2nd floor)

Sundays - 3:00 P.M.



music
janis, death growls "Come on, come on, come on.

come on. Gonna knock you,
rock you, sock it to you NOW"
Yum yum lap pant. Look at

the little girl in the big green
velvet pants and groovy red

tassels. Dig the silver pointed

shoes and the purple stockings

Watch the boobs. They got

rhythm. It's real art. Wow.
Janis Joplin is here and she's

ALLLL woman, right. She sells

sex, right. It's all up on dis-

play, right. Hmmm.
"Watch her stumble. Dig that

recovery. Oh wow. look at that

girl. Why there she is practi-

cally screwing the micro-
phone.

But the audience really

should have enjoyed it; they
really should have come in

their pants and stood up
screaming. If that's what Janis
Joplin is about: James Brown
in drag. But when it was all

over. Janis and the band just

sort of drifted off and every-

body was left stunned.

What does Janis Joplin do?
That's relevant because she
was "doing it" very well in her

Toronto concert, with a band at

least ten times as good as Big

Brother. And it was a verv

painful, frustrating experi-

ence. We were watching (not

quite voyeurs) an acutely pri-

vate ritual through a two-way
mirror — watching Janis Jop-
lin watch herself Irving to sing
and dance her way into obli-

vion:

Just loneliness surrounding me
Gotta be some kind of outside

Nearly everywhere 1 look

There's none around me
All right. That's a stunning
thing: it's powerful and futile

There's no protection: between
Janis Joplin and the audience,
no distance between the song
and her And she's so far down
that there's nothing left losing
to except her own reflection.

Why's it all so hard
breathing in the air

really want to care

So you get pushed back into

yourself. And given a suicidal

context, that's not pretty.

There's no release, nothing

happening between audience
and performer — just a stun-

ning exposure to real isolated

pain.

Shooting crystal meth. chug-

ging Southern Comfort: the

stuff of legends, m'boy. You
get the impression Janis Jop-

lin's out to set an all time
speed record for early death
among blues singers. She's just
Billie Holiday in a hell of a
rush. The singing is death
growls.

Want a loving man to under-
stand

can't be too much to need
Amateur psychology: watch
Janis Joplin play Catherine the
Great with her band, demand-
ing fealty and obedience and
loot-kissing from each mem-
ber in turn. And (hen listen:

I'm a mean, mean woman
I don't mean no one man no
good

Guess I'm just like a turtle

that's hidin underneath it's

hardened shell

Hut you know I'm very well-

protected

I know this goddamn life too
well

I'm gonna take good care of
Janis

Honey nobody's gonna dog me
down

If you didn't see Janis Joplin

this time, I wouldn't like to bet

that you ever will And unless

you're a necrophiliac. Janis

Joplin's no sex symbol,

— doug waiters

catch this concert next week
The past year has truly

shown us a generation of vi-

bers. (Sorry, Down Beat.)

Bobby Hutcherson. Then Gary
Burton, And now Karl Berger.

Karl Berger? That's right

folks. If all goes well (not at all

a foregone conclusion in the

jazz world) Mr. Berger will

haul his vibraphone out of the

courtroom and lug it across the

border into the Great Hall of

Hart House this Wednesday
evening. With him will come,

perhaps, one Pharaoh and a

Workman.
They call themselves The

Total Music Company. Berger

studied musicology and philos-

ophy (one hopes he learned to

be a stoic) at the University of

Heidelberg, and then went to

Paris and played with pocket

trumpeter Don Cherry. Since

then he has played with many

of the well known "new" musi-

WHO'S LULU
The moon was like a fruit

to be picked, caught in a

branch of stars, and I would

climb up after it with Lulu in

my arms and discover a whole

archipelago of moons, like

swans sleeping on a lake of

darkness.
If she would let me live the

length of a kiss.

I said, "your handbag's

nice."
1

You'll find Lulu in

CARNIVAL/a novel by Nigel

Foxell/2.50 at the university

bookstore.

Pharaoh Sanders is from
Little Rock. After being intro-

duced to the new music by

Sonny Simmons on the West

Coast, Sanders made it to New
York and played with Billy

Higgins, the great drummer,
and C Sharpe, the ancient look-

ing bebopper. for $8 a night.

Sanders slept in the subway
(he never heard the song) and

ate peanut butter.

As a result of this, he got to

talk to John Coltrane about re-

ligion and even, sometimes,

play with the great man's

band. Sanders plays tenor

saxophone on a couple of

Coltrane's records, Medita-

tions, and Live Again at the

Village Vanguard. On Don

Cherry's Symphony for Im-
provisors, Sanders is heard on

piccolo.

Among those who follow the

new music, Sanders is very

famous. Listening to the for-

mer sports editor's copy of

Tauhid, Sanders' own record

on Impulse, I was left with

mixed feelings about Sanders'

musicianship. Long stretches

sound like black anger ex-

pressed in interminable harsh,

incoherent screeching ensem-

bles. But then there are some
passages in which Sanders

plays beautiful melodies with a

searing, rasping exquisite

tone, i Lyrical, we call it in the

trade, i I really don't know
about Sanders. He could turn

out to be a great musician, or

he might be just awful lorever.

Of course, we won't know
until it happens, but the latest

word is that Sanders will be

with Berger at Hart House
Wednesday. This could be a

very important concert, and at

the very least it will be inter-

esting And Reggie Workman.

the excellent bassist will be
there. He's worth hearing.

And it's FREE.
So rush on over to Mart Mas-

sey's mausoleum and cop your
tickets. The concert happens
round about 8:30. in the pm.
Mar. 5.

— jack mccaffrey

To help you prepare for exams

SUPPLEMENTARY ENGLISH NOTES
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$3.00 a set
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Alice O'Gormon, Huey Philistine bring you Zappa, Mao, Bai

Regis Debray, 1967: What is

the reality?

William S. Burroughs. 1964:

There is no true or real "reali-

ty" — "Reality" is simply a

more or le:s scanning pattern
— The scanning pattern we
accept as "reality" has been

imposed by the controlling

power on this planet, a power
primarily oriented towards
total control.

Open your mouths kiss Ar-

taud an .. ah .. zap! he turns

into a MOTHER. In the grave
necrophiliacs disguised by

Polanski share the bloodless

fifties in a pun-you-graphic fes-

tival of pre-Eric Goldman LBJ
darkness shot by Walter Las-

sally for the pages of the Sport-

ing News (If baseball is pen-

sioned off can the newspapers
be far behind?) while groupies

are being strapped on —
F. V. Zappa, asked Sunday

evening whether groupies were
a sociological phenomenon:
Sure they are I think they're a

very important indication of

the sexual revolution. Ten
years ago, you know, they

didn't have such things. Unfor-

tunately. Well, they had musi-

cians freaks but not groupies,

like you know an organized

sort of thing. How big is it?

Groupies? Yeah. There's a lot

of them I guess. But in num-
bers say — is this a small mi-
nority of the boys and girls who
come to concerts? Oh yeah, it

is a minority. I'm not saying
that everybody who comes to

the concert is ready to take

their pants off for the band but

there's quite a few —
What did you say you sent

him? I sent him a pair of blue

jeans. I figured he could use
'em. I saw those leather jeans
he wore and figured he could

use these blue jeans. I wore
em for 42 days straight. Never
got a reply or anything. Sent it

inashoebox.
'

REVOLUTION:
pistachio pasticcio

Abbie Hoffman: The road
into Chicago begins and ends in

your own head ... As I said to

the cops who came to arrest

me Wednesday as I was sitting

in the Lincoln Hotel Restaur-
ant waiting for breakfast,
"The first duty of a revolution-

ist is to get away with it. The
second duty is to eat breakfast.

I ain't going."

Norman Mailer: Humphrey
spoke three times as long,

trudging through an impreci-
sion of language, a formal slov-

enliness of syntax which en-

how many grits?

take your soul out

of the food charlie

and mind the

revolution

abled him to shunt phrases
back and forth like a switch-
man who locates a freight car
by moving everything in the
yard.

Jean Genet: And what of the

convention? It is democratic,
it babbles on, and you have
seen it on your screens: it is

there for the purpose of con-
cealing from you a game both
simple and complex, which you
prefer to ignore.

Frank Zappa, 1967: I think a
revolution — not the sloppy
kind, but the kind that really
works — you know, it's about
time for that . . . The sloppy
kind is blood-in-the-street and
all the bullshit. Today, a revo-
lution can be accomplished by
means of mass media, with
technical advances that Madi-
son Avenue is using to sell you
washing machines and a loaf of

bread and everything else.

This can be used to change the
country around — painlessly.

MUSIC:
revolution and
the revolution

Robin Wood, review of

Weekend in Movie 16: (It is

interesting that both Godard
and Bergman, at almost the

same time, should have used
Mozart to stress, in the words
of Max von Sydow, the 'utter

unimportance of art in the

world of men').

Mao Tse-Tung, 1942: All our
literature and art are for the

masses of the people, and in

the first place for the workers,
peasants and soldiers . . . (Our
purpose is) to ensure that liter-

ature and art fit well into the

whole revolutionary machine
as a component part, that they
operate as powerful weapons
for uniting and educating the

people and for attacking and
destroying the enemy . . .(But)

WORKS OF ART WHICH
LACK ARTISTIC QUALITY
HAVE NO FORCE, HOW-
EVER PROGRESSIVE THEY
ARE POLITICALLY.

F. V. Zappa, Sunday: I don't

think there should be any lines

(between 'classical' and pop'

music). I think that art should

belong to the people and not

just a few people who think

they're really specialists or
something.

Ferruccio Busoni, ca. 1911:

Music was born free; and to

win freedom is its destiny.

Leonard Cohen, Songs of:

And where do all these high-

ways go
Now that we are free

I lit a thin green candle
To make you jealous of me
But the room just filled up with
mosquitoes

They heard that my body was
free

Edgar Varese, 1939: The
links in the chain of tradition

are formed bv men who have



, Varese, Lennon-McCartney and god knows who else

all been revolutionists!

Lennon-McCartney, Revolu-

tion 1:

Well you know
We're doing what we can

Zappa, Rock Pile: I think

that anybody who honestly

tries to expand some musical
horizons is engaged in a very

useful endeavour but I havent

seen anybody trying to do it

recently. I've seen a lot of

groups trying to imitate other

things that they think are mod-
ern but I don't see them trying

to find their own way and cre-

ate a personal language.

Erik Satie (who wrote Three
Pieces In The Shape Of A
Pear): Do you know how to

clean sounds? It is a rather

dirty process.

Hoene Wronsky (1778-1853)

defines music as 'the corpo-

realization of the intelligence

that is in sound.'

MOTHERS:
plain brown revolting

Abbie Hoffman: Long hair

and freaky clothes are total

information.

Zappa: A lot depends on

what you're gonna wind up
talking about. Most of the time

groupies aren't really for talk-

ing to, they're for strapping on,

you know it's always a bring-

down when you hafta talk to

em. Especially in the morning
. . . Just generally I find that

most girls don't have a hell of a

lot to say anyway.
... No they (The GTO's)

weren't a group of groupies.

They were a bunch of very

strange people that I just hap-

pened to know because they

were hanging around my house

all the time and I says well

why don't you guys get your-

selves together and do some-
thing and I'll try and find a way
to allow large numbers of peo-

ple to appreciate your person-

alities. You know they were
wasted just being known by a

few people. They have some-

thing to say. I think it's impor-

tant to find a way to bring

them to a public where they

can dig what they have to of-

fer, because as young as these

girls are. they've really been

around. I think that a lot of

boys and girls in parts of the

country where nothing happens

would be able to have sort of a

pleasant vicarious participa-

tion experience listening to

what these girls have to say

and songs that they've written.

Lennon-McCartney

:

Semolina pilchard climbing

up the Eiffel Tower
Elementary penguin, sing-

ing Hare Krishna

Man you should have seen

them kicking

Edgar Allan POE.
They are the eggman, I am

the eggman, I am the walrus
Goo goo goo joob.

. . . Uncle Meat is a surreal-
istic documentary about the
whys and wherefores of our
rocking teen combo ... It deals
with the conflicts that face an
average middle class sort of
person who works for the gov-
ernment and does a bunch of

things for the government that

he's not proud of and can't tell

his family what he's doing.
See. Because he's doing a top
secret project for the govern-
ment. See. How would you
compare it to say other peo-
ple's films? Would you consid-

er it revolutionary or nice typi-

cal film that you would see — I

won't say it's revolutionary but

it ain't like the Beatles movie.
You mean Lester's or Magical
Mystery Tour? Ain't like any
of em.

Lennon-McCartney:
When I hold you in my arms
And I feel my finger on your

trigger

I know no one can do me no

harm
Because happiness is a

warm gun
— Yes it is.

... I don't go to the movies
so I don't know about the oth-

ers. If you don't go to movies
why make them? I like movies.
What do you watch then? I

watch the movies I make and I

like 'em.

Songs of Leonard Cohen:

I heard of a saint who had
loved you

So I studied all night in his

school

He taught that the duty of

lovers

Is to tarnish the golden rule

... We were playing in Lon-

don about two years ago and

this guy came up to me and

said that Roger Vadim had

taken parts of the Freak Out

album and was using them in a

test score that they use before

they get to the final dubbing on

the film and he had used part

of that in there and this guy

Georgio Gemelski said that he

had spoken to Vadim about

considering me to do the score.

What he wanted to do was have

three people score it simulta-

neously. He wanted me. Stock-

hausen and Paul McCartney to

simultaneously score Barba-

rella (scorn and incredulity).

So he bought my manager and

myself a ticket to Rome and

we went there for a day and uh

went to see the uh rushes on

Barbarella and talk with Vad-

im about it. I was so depressed

at what I saw I wasn't too

thrilled about it. doing the

music for the thing Fortunate-

ly they didn't ask me to.

'

And just when I was sure

that his teachings were pure

He drowned himself in the

pool

His body is gone but back

here on the lawn

His spirit continues to drool.

. . . (1967) If we tried to just

be straight up there and sing

our songs and go away, we
wouldn't make it ... So if we
do something that makes us

bizarre, we got that happening
for us . . . Son of Suzy Cream-
cheese took a year (o learn how
to play. Can you tell why? The

time, the time — it's fantastic.

It's four bars of 4/4, one bar

8/8. one bar of 9/8 - OK? And
then it goes 8/8, 9/8, 8/8. S/8.

8/8. 9/8. then it goes 8/8. 4/8.

5^8, 6/8, and back into 4/4

again. To get it together now.

we just toss it off and it be-

comes a flop.

MOTHERS:
Lupe Varese

From Lumpy Gravy: Every-
thing in the universe is. is. is

made of one element which is a

note, a single note Atoms are
really vibrations you know,
which are extensions of the
BIG NOTE. Everything s one
note. Everything. Even the
ponies. The note however, is

the ultimate power. But see
the pigs don't know that. The
ponies don't know that. You
mean just we know that''

Right.

Edgar Varese, 1936: When
new instruments will allow me
to write music as I conceive it.

the movement of sound-

masses, of shifting planes, will

be clearly perceived in my
work, taking the place of the

linear counterpoint. When
these sound-masses collide.

the phenomena of penetration
or repulsion will seem to oc-

cur. Certain transmutations
taking place on certain planes
will seem to be projected onto
other plans, moving at differ-

ent speeds and at different an-

gles. There will no longer be
the old conception of melody or

interplay of melodies. The en-

tire work will be a melodic to-

tality The entire work will

flow as a river.

. . . Some audiences would
either go to sleep or leave. Or
else scream for Louie. Louie.

They like it (String Quartet) a

lot in Europe. We played it in

New York and we played a lot

of things that are weirder than

that in New York and they

went for it pretty well. We had
some very good audiences at

the Fillmore this time. They're
usually some of the worst audi-

ences we get but they were
very well behaved this time.

Friday night at the Fillmore
East, the Mothers played their

version of Oclandre (1924) by
Varese because Leonard Bern-

stein was in the audience. Sun-

day they played two sets at the

Rock Pile. And if anyone
screamed for Louie, Louie, it

was his own mother. A couple
new Reuben Sano songs —
Bacon Fat. Corrida Polka —
and some new oldies — Zappa
has as fine a sense of the 50 s

rock sociology as anyone, (cf:

his article in Life) and a faus-

tian fascination with unknown
groups who managed to put

photos by BR UCE MARTIN

their whole creative experi-

ence into one or two unknown
singles — All Night Long origi-

nally recorded by Joe Houston
and his Comets on the Combo
label in 1954. Who In The Sky
an original by Roy Estrada anil

the Penguins, White Port And
Lemon Juice by the Four
Deuces (1955). The Mothers
juice up and jam tight with

choreography to parody the

new art form. It's fine, so fine.

But easy. Zappa wants to know
if a band can read music.

String Quartet a gazebo be-

tween 4/4 and 7/8 of about 40

minutes to be included in the

new Uncle Meat album with

Zappa conducting, making
waves of reed sound from a

river of electronic effects and
other gourmet treats with vo-

cals in the form of edited sylla-

bles, grunts and melodies fair

all the time 4/4 drives unre-

lenting and the happy 7/8 ulu-

lates through reeds and rods

and puppy dogs. Zappa jumps
sometimes but not for effect.

Resolution: the second set is

all Uncle Meat.

Fred Neil: I'll never get out

of these blues alive.

Frank Zappa: I like Captain
Beefheart and His Magic
Band. Who? You'll find out
soon enough.

by huey philistine and al-

ice o'gormon
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theatre
preview: the masque of wilde

Fact: Monday night twenty
-student actors from the Drama
Division, University of Guelph,
will give a free performance of

a new play at the Drama Cen-
tre's studio on Glenmorris:
•The Masque of Wilde'

1

by
Joseph Addison.

The Division of Drama at

Guelph offers a B.A. program
in Drama, something Toronto
hasn't gotten around to.

Guelph has also staged some of

the best university productions

1 have seen.

Besides Chairman Michael
Booth and an academic staff

(many of whom themselves
have practical production in-

terests and experience).
Guelph retains five profession-

ally-trained professors of pro-

duction technique. This is their

first full-length production
from scratch — their first "op-
portunity to create a dramatic
work, not just recreate one,"
as director James Murphy puts
it.

Hence, a professional direc-

tor (Murphy), set and costume
designers (Bruce and Carol
Koenig respectively), and a
young playwright work
through the difficult process of

bringing dialogue life, cutting,

re-writing, and shaping text
into a unified concept and
expression. Student actors join

the creative process through
their participation in the stag-

ing. The learning process be-
comes truly kinetic.

The play has been described
by its director as "non-thea-
tre" in its techniques. To un-
ravel this, let me say that the
production is as theatrical as
any play lacking conventional
devices for suspending disbe-

lief can be. Addison's text is

skeletal, and Murphy's produc-
tion has carried this unclut-
tered effect over into stage
presentation.

The original set consisted of

ramping and varied levels. The
actors are literally choreo-
graphed in their movements
during the set scenes, flowing
through the set in an amazingly
successful liquid pattern. At all

times, the central or "real"

Wilde is visible on a higher
level, sometimes slipping into
the scenes and dialogue, but
always present, watching. The
intended effect is that the play
is taking place in Wilde's mind.
Wilde sees himself as the publ-
ic wit and the private poet,
these two only occassionally
(and perhaps this is an unfortu-
nate element of the play) inter-

acting or coalescing.

The Toronto presentation
will lack the set and, as one of
the actors commented after a
recent rehearsal, "it's some-
what uncomfortable, re-ad-
justing to the flow of a flat

playing area." Hopefully,
much of this will be overcome
by 8:30 p.m. Monday eve.

"Masque" is Addison's first

play. He says that writing it

phedre: an epic not a play
La Comedie de Bourges,

under the direction of Roland
Monod, took a heavy-handed
approach to its presentation of

Phedre at Hart House this
week, but out of the darkness
of their style emerged a rea-

sonably pleasing production. It

was faithful to the letter of
Racine's text, as well as the
metre of the Alexandrine, and
didn't go out on any interpreta-
tive limbs beyond suggesting a
curious relationship between

The l-lu&ic Committee oi Halt Hou&e
Coldially invite* you

to the hina.1

SUHVAV EVENING CONCERT

Mated Z, 1969
G>ieat Hall, i:l0 p.m.

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
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was like being on a pyschiatric
couch for two years. This iden-
tification with the artist and
his masques has probably hin-

dered Addison in execution,
and the play is not without
flaws. Yet there is sound thea-
tre in his play, and the results
of the skeletal technique indi-

cates that with further work on
these lines, he may in future
present us with fulfillment of
the method.

Theatre and the university

Addison is 23 and a drop-out
from high school. After knock-
ing about behind the stages of

Canadian theatres (including
Stratford) he has opted for the
university. He has chosen to

write and work within the uni-

versity, although he already
has a wealth of experience de-
nied the average student.

This, too, is significant. We
know of the playwriting labora-
tories at Yale and Bristol
(where Pinter got rolling). We
know that more of what we
rather ambiguously term "se-
rious drama" is done in the
university than in the public
theatres.

The natural conclusion, it

seems to me, is that the trend
will continue. Theatre will
move into the universities, and
the university (or simply the
school) will gravitate around
such institutions as Lincoln
Centre or the National in Otta-
wa (for example Bristol is

connected with Bristol Old
Vic).

As our universities become
the centres for creativity as
well as the bastions of aca-
deme, means will have to be
found for these university cen-
tres to touch one another, to

exchange concepts and experi-
ence. And what will happen
Monday night in the Church on
Glenmorris is a tentative be-
ginning of this interchange.

Carleton University will be
sending a production here
shortly. Our own Poculi Lu-
dique Societas has travelled to

Montreal and Chicago. And
Leon Major once stated at an
informal meeting of the Dra-

Hippolytus and his tutor.

The presentation style on the
whole remained true to Neo-
classical lines: the groupings
were spare, as were individual

movements: every fibre of the
actors' bodies seemed to be
under perfect control. This
unfortunately did not eliminate
some very melodramatic ti-

rades, particularly from Made-
leine Marion as Phedre. Mile
Marion, looking somewhat like

Maria Callas delivered herself
of some beautiful expressions
of pain, but her voice tended
toward slightly unnerving tre-

melos. Her Phedre suffered
from its generality: she did not

ma Centre that he should like

very much to be able to take
his professional productions on
a tour of a university circuit.

Professors Parker of Toron-
to and Booth of Guelph in fos-

tering "Masque's" presenta-
tion here are moving along the
lines which must be pursued if

such a circuit is to become a
reality. Universities across
Canada should begin to think in

these terms as they prepare
their departmental budgets,
making sure that they set aside
funds to make this interchange •
possible. And if Guelph wants
to invite us there sometime
soon I'm not shy.

bill rocket

give us the particular passion
of a particular woman which
characterises the best Phe-
dres.

Sylvain Corthay was an at-
tractive, even engaging Hip-
polytus. yet he lacked the gran-
deur of spirit which would have
made his performance me-
morable. As the youthful suitor
of Aricie he was fine, but never
imposing enough to justify
Phedre's tormented love.

Mario Pilar was a gypsy-like
Theseus, swarthy and tough.
His reading was loaded with
ritualistic apostrophes to the
wings. Anne Bellec simpered
through Aricie's lines with an

irritating semi-smirk but a
crystalline voice. The minor
roles were undistinguished.

The production was gener-
ally quite good; what we can
learn from French actors is

the use of the voice. No one
dropped a syllable. As the
plays of the French classical
repertoire are textual pieces,
actors have a tendency to
speak rather than act with the
whole body. This Phedre had
the constraint that came from
treating the play as an epic
poem rather than a piece of
dynamic theatre.

hilary mclaughlin
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FROM REVOLT TO REVOLUTION: A LETTER FROM PHIL RESNICK, T.5.M.

Take your desires to be reality.

It is ironic that the month of

February, the month of sui-

cides, should have blossomed

this year into a month of re-

volt, if not yet liberation. Who
would have imagined in mid-

January that Sidney Smith
would suddenly become an

arena for left-wing politics,

that Clark Kerr would be con-

fronted and exposed, that radi-

calism would become a viable

cause on this most apathetic

and deferential of Canadian
campuses? Truly, fortuna re-

signs over our affairs.

But there is no point mistak-

ing the positive events of the

last few weeks for the real

thing. Indeed, it would be fool-

ish not to recognize that for

many students our actions

have been incomprehensible
and worse still, inexcusable.

How many more were sensi-

tized and angered by the burn-

ing computers at Sir George,
an economic act of violence by
the oppressed, than by the

burning napalm in Vietnam,
the systematic violence of the

powerful? How many equate
the liberal Clark Kerr with the

imperalist system that polices

the world in the name of liber-

alism? To pose these questions

is to comprehend the obstacles

in the way of a broader radical

consciousness.

I should outline a little more
concretely, both in psychologi-

cal and political terms, the

root causes of radicalism in

Canada, and the directions it

may take.

The Psychology of Radicalism

It may be best to begin with

the psychological. The.values

we absorb are profoundly indi-

vidualist and bourgeois. The
ego-trip is part and parcel of

our psychological mechanism,
and most of us carry it into our

radicalism.

There is a sense, in which all

arrive at a similar juncture,

when they perceive, in Rilke's

words, that "You must change

your life." Personal experi-

KNOX YOUNG PEOPLE
On Saturday, at 7:30 p.m.,

come to hear Mr. Stan

Skarsten, Social Worker at

the Clarke Institute, speak

on the theme "Battle for the

Mind". This will be part of

the evening of recreation

and fel lowship.
Then on Sunday, follow-

the evening service at 8:15

p.m.. there will be further

discussion on the Parables.

ALL ARE WELCOME
KNOX CHURCH (Spadinaat

Harbord)

ence. not collective experi-
ence, as in Algeria and China,
lies at the root of our political

consciousness. We rebel sin-

gly, often in response to strong
moral pressures. As a result,
many find it difficult to think in

terms of a collective radical
consciousness that transcends
personality. They cannot go
beyond the stage of negativity
— rebellion against Reality,
the system.

To be sure, the long-haired

high school student penalized
for his non-conformity or the

conscientious undergraduate
turned off by the formalism
and vacuity of academe are far

from the slum child mutilated

by Canada's capitalist welfare

system or the Brazilian peon
exploited by Toronto's munili-

cient Brazilian Light and Pow-
er Corporation. Yet there are

connections between the brute

repression by poverty and the

psychological repression by
middle class conformity. The
name of the game is capitalism

and power, though liberal ideo-

logues persist in calling it

democracy and just society. In

short, from psychological we
now enter the political realm.

Political Challenge

It is only when revolt be-

comes political that it becomes
a threat to those who rule. In-

deed the whole history of Can-

ada can be read as a largely

successful attempt by her

elites to keep out politics from

below, and perpetuate a stable,

conservative society. Our
elites are proud of their coun-

ter-revolutionary tradition

and deny the class character of

Canadian society and institu-

tions. Yet these institutions

are profoundly bourgeois, and

the values they foster are as

partisan as any.

Whose interests does talk of

moderation, evolution, and

middle-of-the-road consensus

serve, if not those already in

control? And historically who

have these been — the Winni-

peg strikers of 1919 or Robert

Bordon and the RCMP^ The

subject of history in this coun-

try has always been the politi-
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cal and corporate elites. Any-
thing which goes beyond the

framework of electoral politics

potentially escapes their con-

trol.

Thus, when the newspapers
denounce student revolt and
liberal administrators play
their game of cooptation. both
are being true to the spirit of
liberal ideology.

Even the so-called reform-
ers in English Canada are en-

tirely caught up within the lib-

eral system. Ostensibly. Marx-
ist intellectuals continue to

uphold the existing university

as though its sole concern were
an abstract commitment to

knowledge. That the content of

that education is eminently
political, both in terms of what
is taught and suppressed, that

the branch plant character of

our universities relfects Can-
ada's participatory colonial-

ism within the American Em-
pire, they cannot see. When
Stan Gray gets fired by McGill
for his Marxist politics, the

true tolerance of the liberal

university is revealed. House
radicals are acceptable, but

not radicals who act on their

convictions.

The NDP

So too, the NDP is complete-

ly out of it. so far as any social-

ist consciousness is concerned
The NDP is by no stretch of the

imagination challenging the

character of liberal capital-

ism. It is more addicted to par-

liamentarianism than either of

the other parties, and develops

its reformist policies in re-

sponse to capitalist initiatives.

Most of its constituency is

hopelessly bourgeois in life

style and sentiments, and is as

fearful of conflict and confron-

tation in the development of

socialism, as the most rabid

liberal

To talk radicalism today,

therefore, is to talk a language

quite distinct from that of re-

form. Instituting participatory

democracy will solve nothing,

if the overall structure re-

mains repressive. Freedom
means nothing, unless it con-

notes the freedom of people to

shape their environment at all

levels. Inevitably, this entails

socialism.

Revolutionary Socialism

It is clear, however, that this

socialism must itself be revo-

lutionary in character, that it

is the entire system of liberal

capitalism that must be de-

stroyed. Incremental change
spells cooptation unless the ul-

timate objective is always
borne in mind — a society

democratically controlled and

answering to real human
needs. Such a society is incom-

patible with both capitalism

and imperialism. Nor will it be

achieved without conflict at all

levels — Canada's elites will

not voluntarily abandon the

field. Socialist consciousness is

integrally linked to struggle.

Exit social democracy and
parliamentary cretinism.

Why does the second stage of

radical consciousness spell

revolution? Why my emphasis
on direct action and involve-

ment? In part, because the
stage of negative revolt can
become sterile unless the indi-

vidual is linked to others in

revolt, to a group or move-
ment In part, because partici-

pation in struggle is itself crea-
tive of a socialist conscious-
ness, without which there is no
point projecting an alternative

to repressive liberalism. Most
importantly, however, revolt

finds its consummation in rev-

olution, in the overthrow of the

social power that gave it birth

Between radicalism and liber-

alism the war will go on to the

bitter end.

Implicitly. I am projecting a
model for radicalism that goes
far beyond the here and now
In fact, by speaking about rev-

olutionary socialism I am as-

suming a long-term perspec-
tive, possibly a life-time per-

spective. Students are still

coming to a first stage of re-

volt. Only when students,

workers, and thousands of oth-

ers in the society begin speak-

ing revolution will the real

fireworks begin.

The prospect for revolution-

ary action is in many ways
greater today than it has been

for fifty years. There are

structural problems lacing

Canadian capitalism in the

years ahead, as employment
fails to keep up with university

graduates. A recent OISE
study predicts a sharp decline

in employment opportunities in

the professional and teaching

fields in the 1970 s. When added
to the redundancy of unskilled

labour as automation proceeds

apace, there is clearly the ba-

sis for an explosion. What if the

unemployed professionals

start organizing with the un-

employed labourers for revolu-

tionary action? What if, in the

nearer future, radical students

coalesce with labour to fight

the reactionary Rand Report,

and a general strike ensues?

Nor are the structural prob-

lems facingahe liberal univer-

sities going to be solved as in-

creasingly rebellious high
school students enter into it.

CUG and a thousand other
committees will not stem the

tide, when students en masse
begin demanding power from
below, and more generally, an
end to capitalist power. The
TSM may yet prove the tip of a
rising iceberg The people will

start seeking to replace the

elites as the subject of Cana-
dian politics Then the roof will

really blow sky-high on Claude
Bissell. Bill Davis, and their

friends

Quebec may well achieve
independence, ending once and
for all the incestuous, reaction-

ary arrangement that has kept

out class politics in both

French and English Canada
American imperialism may
yet meet its Philippi; in any

case discontent with Canada's
role inside the American Em-
pire and with our elites who
have kept us there, may grow.

In short, the original sin of our

elites, counter-revolution, may
yet be undone, as we prepare

to make a socialist nation out

of a capitalist colony.

The end of revolution, it

cannot be stressed often

enough, is liberation, and it is

in the name of the human po-

tential currently dammed up
that we act. The Days oi May
in France revealed the creativ-

ity which thousands of perfect-

ly ordinary people were capa-

ble of. once the chains of mar-
ket relations of production

were removed. To be sure,

May lacked structure, but the

spontaneity which it embodied
will be central to any revolu-

tionary movement in this coun-

try. Indeed, revolution is to no

small extent an act of creative

joy.

I
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theatre
maids is mixed bag
Richard Murphet's produc-

tion of Jean Genet's The Maids
is a mixed bag. but its best

moments are more than worth
the watching. Genet has creat-

ed a Chinese boxes complexity
of plot t wists, which he compli-

cates by refusing to give So-

lange and Claire (the maids)
any single basic characteriza-

tion. They vary with the roles

they play within the play, and

unfortunately neither Patrica

Conway or Patrica Maltby are
consistently equal to the task.

At times they have immense
shock value, as in the whipping
sequence, but there are flat

spots in which they are en-

gaged in a losing battle with a

bad translation (Murphet
stresses this by giving us two
minutes of the play recorded in

French at the close. And how

much better it sounds). There
is too much screaming in the

production, particularly since

the complicated lines lead to

slip-ups and neither girl has
the vocal equipment to do it for

any length of time.

The production itself is in

the dangerous area of theatre

that shocks by strangeness and
tricks. When it works it rocks
you and when it fails it is sour.

Murphet's introductory section

works (get there early), as

does the tea scene, the stran-
*

confessions of a theatre sleeper
Let the truth be known: I

sleep in the theatre! That's

right. Some of my best hours of

sleep have been spent to the

drone of oratory and sololoquy,

I've gotten over the shame I

once felt and have resigned

myself to the fact that if a play
is good enough. I'll sit up and
listen.

So, relying on my instincts.

I've got to say that Servant of

Two Masters by Goldoni. now
playing at the Royal Alex is

good. 'Cause I didn't fall asleep

—and that must mean some-
thing.

I met Heath Lamberts about

seven years ago in Stratford. I

had just run after Leo Ciceri,

having seen him come out of a

restaurant, and I was thinking,

gee. if I could only get his auto-

graph. So I ran after him all

THE SHOP ON MAIN ST.
THURSDAY. MARCH 6 - 8:30 - $1.50
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LUNCH FROM THE SHTETL
U.C. & NEW COLLEGE - FRIDAY
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the way through Stratford and
finally, puffing, I confronted

him. "M'm'mister C'c'ciceri, I

sorta saw you coming out of

the restaurant, and I wanted

"Yes," he snorted, his nose

high in the air, "We do eat. you
know." I was crushed. I saun-

tered back to my friends, feel-

ing forever cast out of the

realm of drama, the love of my
childhood. Then I met Heath
Lambertsat a bus stop in front

of the restaurant and wow! an
actual actor from Stratford

actually spoke to me and asked
me and my friends what high

school we went to and we told

him that we acted a bit and he

talked until his bus came.

All of this has no relevance
to the fact that his portrayal of

the servant who takes on two
masters and starts a comedy
of mistaken identity, is the key
to a funny and entertaining
Theatre Toronto show.

Most of the other actors,
performing in the slightly af-

fected Commedia del Arte
method imposed upon the play
by director Richard Digby Day
are merely shadows, especial-
ly Richard Monette, who is

hopelessly weak as a jilted

suitor.

Colin Fox proved in "The
Fan" that in a Goldoni play,

**************
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gling, and Miss Maltby's last

solo section, where her acting
is absolutely first class. Gina
Laight plays Madame to near
perfection, from the moment
of her startling entrance. Cos-
tuming and design also deserve
high marks. But Murphet's use
of a strobe light flops, as does
the overlong use of three
pieces of recorded music. Di-

rectors in the Studio should
remember that a surrounding
audience increases the difficul-

ty of long pauses in the action.

The eye wanders easily.

The dissonant elements of

the production leave longing
for traditional dramatic conti-

nuity. Yet when it works, as
this show does in flashes, one's
reaction goes beyond the nor-

mal theatrical response. In

playing down the obvious sex-

ual relationships. Murphet
may have lost the element
which would have lit a fire

under the slower moments of

the show.

—p. brigg

even a small character can
steal the show. Which means
that every actor has to concen-
trate on making his role as
amusing as possible or as ef-

fective as possible in reflecting

the humour in the other char-
acters.

This wasn't done to a' very
great extent in Servant.
Brian Petchey was only mildly
funny galumphing across the

stage as father of the bride and

Diana Leblanc hardly realized

the comic potential in the part
of the bride.

Only Heath Lamberts, as a
servant who gets himself into
the mess, is continuously hilar-

ious throughout with his asides
to the audience, his vivacity
and his sprightly sense of Gol-
donian humour. He kept me
and the audience awake.

—larry haiven
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film
ben hur sentimentally revisited
The current revival of Wil-

liam Wyler's 1959 production of

Ben Hur only proves the over-

used adage about the impossi-

bility of returning to the past.

If you were ever a normal kid,

after emerging from the thea-

tre on a Saturday afternoon,

your pupils dilated from a two
hour Randolph Scott matinee,
your money invested in popsi-

cles which were flicked at the

20 foot technicolor images on
the screen, you would carefully

re-enact every scene of the

movie as you walked home
(including the mushier mo-
ments, of course).

But those Saturday after-

noon excursions into the pa-

pier-mache world of Holly-

wood paled if you had recently

seen something like Ben Hur or

Cecil B. DeMille's The Ten
Commandments. I can remem-
ber playing charioteer for

about four weeks after I'd seen
Ben Hur, and to play at any-

thing for longer than a couple

of hours when you were a kid

meant that it had made quite

an impression on you — right?

So, radiating a warm nosta-

ligc glow, I resolved in my
heart of hearts to revisit Ben
Hur last Monday. But, alas,

during the four hours that the

film ran (with only one inter-

mission and not an operative

popcorn machine in sight), the

only emotion that welled up in

my breast was depression. Ten
years later. I'm grieved to

report, Ben Hur falls only

slightly short of being an

'MGM Camera 65 — Panavi-

sion — 70 mm Wide Screen —
Metrocolor — Stereophonic'

disappointment.

The music, which underlies

seven-eigths of the movie,

sounds like a cross between

Handel's The Messiah' and
Percy Faith Plays the Original

Score from Exodus. Charlton

Heston spends most of his on-

camera moments sweating,

bleeding and gnashing his

teeth, while Jack Hawkins
seems as badly miscast as

ever. And then there's the

question of the alliance formed
during the movie between the
Jews and the Arabs to liberate
Judea from foreign imperial-
ism — more than a little latter-
day irony there. Furthermore,
the Jews all look like poorly
disguised Hollywood Indians
and the Arabs like Frank
Zappa.

William Wyler, although he
may not be the most sensitive
of directors, certainly must be
among the shrewdest. Who
else could manufacture a four
hour marathon around a ten
minute chariot-race sequence,
pass it off as a Biblical epic
and earn eleven Academy
Awards as a result. Actually,

all that old Biblical 'as you can
see folks, nothing up my bur-

noose' business results in some
of the more hilarious moments
in Ben Hur. My favourite
scene, in retrospect, of course,

involves Ben's mother and sis-

ter who, thanks to the machi-
nations of the evil Roman,
Marcellus, contract leprosy

but are miraculously cured
when a divinely-inspired thun-

derbolt crashes down before
them. The manufacturers of

Acnomel have nothing on the

Heavenly Host.

The best moments of Ben
Hur are, naturally, the mam-
moth production scenes —
great thundering wide-angles

of thousands of massed Ju-

deans and Romans, "their

cohorts gleaming with purple

and gold", etc., etc. In such

scenes, the suggested audience

reaction is to scrutinize the

extras. You will undoubtedly

discover that the well-dressed

Arab, beneath his drab gar-

ments, was often known to

wear white sneakers and tai-

lored slacks. Or, alternately,

that certain citizens in the

midst of the sorrowful crowd

attendant to the crucifixion,

were reported to have been

seen laughing uproariously

after the Romans had busted

Christ. So much for cinematic

realism.

The dialogue has a nice

homey quality about it too.

Example — first Roman le-

gionary: "Who's that?" Sec-

ond Roman: "Some crazy
character. Says he's the son of

God or something."

Yet, however much of an
anachronism Ben Hur may
appear now, it really doesn't

justify merciless criticism. All

wide-screen Hollywood epics,

as some obscure Russian revo-

lutionary once said, are only

logical extensions of Mighty
Mouse comics, and are to be

treated as such. They are

created to appeal to huge audi-

ences on a purely sensual level

and fortunately rarely contain

sustained moments of intellec-

tuality.

Ben Hur is a harmless movie
— horribly dated, but harm-
less. Although the overall act-

ing is at the level of a high

school production of Oklaho-

ma! although the plywood set

for Nazareth looks suspiciously

like some designer's concep-

isadora - funny , teary, soppy picture!

Isadora is a woman's pic-

ture. Every housewife who has

waited until her husband has

gone off to work, then slipped

on a negligee and done a little

"here-we-go-gathering-nuts-in-

May" in time to a Mantovani

record as she does the dusting

will empathize with Vanessa

Redgrave who plays Miss Dun-

can.

Isadora was an American

dancer who took the crowned

heads of Europe by storm,

apparently, by lunging about

on a bare stage with four yards

of gauze curtain ("Gad!

More, more! Pass the opera

glasses!")

She starts out dancing in a

lowdown American dive but.

by shaking her thems-and-

those at the audience, she is

able to secure passage to Eu-

rope where she no longer has to

prostitute her art. She is a suc-

cess. She meets an artist who

lays her in his garret by moon-

light She gets pregnant. Na-

turally, there is a difficult

childbirth, grunt groan, just

hkc when Mom had you. It's a

girl She shakes hands with the

artist and we never see him
again

A rich tycoon plies her with

roses and diamond necklaces

But it doesn t turn the head of

our madcap Miss. She becomes
his mistress. He buys her a

school where she can teach
Parisian urchins the art of the

dawnce. Her every dream
comes true Even her two chil-

dren drown.

Off to Russia where she
raised the morale of the starv-

ing people in the 1920 s by
treading a few measures of the

Cossack dance and opening

tion of a Biblical Tombstone,
Arizona, at least Ben Hur has

the plausible appearance of a

33 million dollar production,

and after paying for reserved

seats at $3.00 each, that's grat-

ifying.

Ben Hur, like childhood and

everything else, is a defence-

less victim of time. .It's the

sort of movie that will proba-

bly embarrass you for ever

having been enthusiastic about

it. because everything sur-

rounding it now appears so bla-

tantly stereotyped. Yet. de-

spite the intervening ten years

since its release. Ben Hur still

has appeal. Perhaps when we
laugh at it, we are only trying

to camouflage our own embar-

rassment with the past, so

suppress your abiding sense of

cool, fortify yourself with

many boxes of popcorn and a

friend, and see it again — for

the sake of sentimentality

— ian ritchie

another school She marries a

Russian poet and takes him
back Stateside where she is

persecuted and. during her

performance, goes topless to

answer charges by the audi-

ence that she is immoral and a

Red to boot

On the Riviera she dies one
of the funniest deaths in the

history of motion pictures: she
is out for a drive in a sport

coupe with a prospective lover

when her twelve foot scarf gets
snagged in the wire wheels of
the car and . . . Gakk! Garot-
ted by her principle stage prop.

— mike kesierton

You're the one they coll

independent

You know your own mind. You like

your freedom. Thai's why you use

Tompox tampons. The modern
tampon that keeps you free to do
as you please. When you please.

How you please. Every day of

the month.

For you there's no worry about

odor. No bulky pods, belts and

pins. Because Tampax tampons are

internally worn and fTnTTn
made of soft, absorbent FlTffil

surgical cotton. They are Lililil

completely and easily LUltiJ

disposable. Applicator and all.

No. You didn't choose Tampa*
tampons because millions of other

women have You chose them

because they're best for you.

Tampax tampons. The freedom

fighter.

TAMPAX
tamponA
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Assistant Rod Mickleburgh
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whatsUP

The fallacy of Mr.
Kamin's L.S.D. as truth

philosophy (religion?)

lies not in its theory or

even practice but rather

in the author's rather

over-generous evaluation

of man in general, and
more specifically, of the

average type into whose
hands the Varsity may
fall.

Indeed L.S.D. may be

the "answer'' and Tim
Leary may well be Christ

reincarnate (remember,
the masses ignored Him
too), and Kamin's out-

lined guide may have
worked for him and oth-

ers too, but the fact re-

mains that the average
pseudo-enlightened soul

today is out lor kicks and
has not the strength, per-

severence, or common
sense to deal with any-

thing as powerful as this

drug has shown itself to

be. In fact, painting a pic-

ture the likes of Allan's,

while being very tempt-
ing — even awe inspiring

— can for the most part,

at this stage of human
development, do little

more than increase the

population at the already
bulging Clarke Institute.

Allan Kamin's fervour

has at least temporarily

blinded his realistic eval-

uation of many (most?)
of his fellow men. Every-
one would like to think

they have the "dis-

cipline" he lists as

prerequisite for success-

ful tripping, but alas,

most cannot recognize

this very shortcoming

within themselves — ergo
— "drop a cap, freak
around, groovy" — exact-

ly what he puts down.
Sincerely,

Wayne Janner ( I Meds)

I had two friends, both

eager for the Brighter

Day. The one was a tal-

ented musician; she blew
her mind on the first trip.

The second, a writer, lost

control of herself after

dropping acid for two
years. She was at the

time creating the new
society, free of bourgeios

ideas and hangups. Two
years ago, she had joined

a commune near Big Sur,

California, given it her

possessions, her labour,

her sell. When she blew
her mind, they threw her

out. New society, new
approach, ideas, ideals.

Let's push acid, but
let's also push the other

ways to salvation: vege-

tarianism, back-to-the-

bible fundamentalism,
the power of positive

thinking, no capital gains

tax, and all the detritus of

civilization that preys on

susceptible minorities.

Rather strange ideas

than twisted minds.

K.D.

BOOKS

Bird in a Gilded Cage, by

Judy LaMarsh, Mc-
Clelland & Stewart, $7.95

Judy LaMarsh's Bird in

a Gilded Cage will proba-

bly rank as one of the pet-

tiest, meanest, books of

the year. It is a gossipy

book, which accounts for

ts high sales, but of no

political significance

whatsoever.

Miss LaMarsh dislikes

Mike Pearson, and Pierre

Trudeau, and likes Wal-

ter Gordon and Guy Fa-

vreau. As far as one can
gather, her contempt for

Pearson reached its cul-

mination when he refused

to appoint her to an On-
tario Supreme Court
judgeship, and her feud

with Trudeau from the

time he made a judicial

appointment she disap-

proved of.

It is a sentimental
book, and a very personal

one. It was written too

quickly, reads badly, and
contains various chapters

of no importance what-

soever. Simply in a tech-

nical sense, it lacks

coherence.

Most memoirs, almost
without exception, should

never have been written.

Their historical value is

limited (certainly these
are), their literary value

non-existent. Judy's book
apart from the few

snarky paragraphs on her

fellow politicians, reads

with all the grace and
style that one has come to

expect from Judy babes

La style, c'est la femme I

meme, and the result
|

from either end is scarce-

ly felicitous.

Miss LaMarsh obvious-

ly had to get all her I

gripes off her chest, and
apart from this therapeu-

tic function, the book has

no value. I hope she feels
|

better having written it.

The reader leaves with an
|

acute indigestion.

BR.

ET CETERA

This week Progress
Books, the publishing

house of the Communist
Party, sent us the latest

edition of Lenin as well as

some North Vietnamese
pamphlets on American
atrocities in Vietnam.
Guess what the great

folks at Progress
wrapped the books in?

Yessir, a back copy of

The Wall Street Journal.

M.I.

MUSIC

Earl Hines, who al-

ways knocks 'em dead at

the Colonial, plays on for

another week, and jazz

singer, Salome Bey. with

a new bag of songs, fin-

ishes this weekend at the

Westbury Hotel.

It's white blues week in

Toronto. John Hammond
plays through the week-
end at the Riverboat, and
Spider John Koerner
opens up there on Tues-

day, while over at the

Rockpile, John Mayall.
one of the biggest names
in British blues, has two
shows Sunday night.

The Rockpile has "top

local groups" appearing
Saturday — so you've
been warned. The Elec-

tric Circus has Chicago
this week with Ten Years
After representing the so

called super groups on

Sunday.

Little Charles and The
Sidewinders do a good R
& B show at the Coq D-
Or.

PH.

Photography Paul Campbell
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COMMISSION ON THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

A STATEMENT OF ISSUES

The Commission has been meeting for three months and has now identified what seem to be the basic areas of agreement and

disagreement We take this opportunity to list these, so that they may be discussed openly by the university community. By this process

additional information and opinions, supplementary to those already secured through formal hearings, will be forthcoming.

1 What is the purpose of the University?

What is the nature of its social commitment — should this be up to the individual academic or should the university as a whole

take stands on political issues?

2 Role of the government

a) nature of its appointments to the Board of Governors;

b) its role as the financial provider and the resultant stresses and pressures on the university;

c) University of Ontario — does it exist? Should it exist? Reform of the Committee on University Affairs? How should we

react? What is the University of Toronto's role in this structure?

3 The Alumni — Can they fulfill a useful role by interpreting the university to the public at large or serving in an advisory capacity on

long-range departmental curriculum-planning committees, or should their role be largely unofficial and where they feel they can

best serve?

4. The Board of Governors and the Senate — one-tier versus two-tier for the top governing structure?

5. The President — historical changes in the nature of his power and authority. Should his term of office be limited? Isthere a need

for other university officials to take over his ceremonial functions?

6. Colleges — Should they be expanded to multifaculty colleges and strengthened as undergraduate communities? Should all col-

leges have the same status in the university? Should all subjects be given the same status in the colleges by eliminating the dis-

tinction between community and college subjects? Should centres for interdisciplinary subjects be attached to the colleges?

7 University administrators — Should their role be that of the civil servant, or is there a necessity for them to take part in the deci-

sion-making processes because of access to important information?

8. Faculty and students — Should there be parity with staff across the board, or representation as suits the particular case?

Arguments against parity:

— greater commitment of the staff;

— more experience;

— the university is not a political institution;

— excess work-load of students;

— students and staff do not have monolithic interests;

— one need not necessarily participate in a decision which affects him.

Arguments for parity:

— the students have a different perspective;

— concern about "publish or perish" and the level of teaching in the university;

— they bring a fresh approach to the processes of negotiations;

— students feel a personal commitment to the University;

— enriched experiences from participation;

— if the university is a democratic institution, then to have unequal representation is undemocratic;

— student political acumen equal to that of the staff.

— age and experience are no criteria for wisdom in any society.

9 Equality on hiring and promotion committees

Opposition to students on hiring and promotion committees:

— it is a matter for professional evaluation;

— if students had a say in these decisions the university would lose personnel, and teaching would turn into a popularity contest;

— the down-grading in the evaluative considerations of research.

Arguments for students on hiring and promotion committees:

— students would be just as humane in their evaluations as professors;

— students are capable of making effective scholarly judgment, especially in the social sciences;

— students could contribute knowledge of a man's teaching abilities and provide a counterbalance to the "publish or perish"

edict:

— students would promote on the basis of good teaching, and if they didn't feel qualified to judge on certain cases, they would
rely on the opinions of the experts;

— if the professor were a good researcher but a bad teacher, he could still be promoted, only his duties should be re-assigned.

General agreement that a system of hiring and promotion should offer rewards for both teaching and research.

1 0 Relationship of S A C. and the A.T.S. to the governing structure of the university — Should these associations be part of

governing structures of the university? Will they have to re-define their aims and purposes when the Commission

makes its report?

1 1 Budgeting — difficulties with the preparation of annual target budget and hiring of new staff when the government formula grant

for that particular year is not known

1 2 Style of decision- making — level of curriculum decision -making; power of chairman, method of decision -making.

The Commission will announce in a subsequent issue of The Varsity and the Staff Bulletin a series of public meetings at which members

of the Commission will discuss the issues with interested persons and groups in the university

The Commission will also continue to hold public hearings and meetings with various members of the academic community, to discuss

a number of the briefs submitted and other matters affecting the work of the Commission Such meetings will be held frequently as the

process of drafting the report continues. It is the Commission's hope that they will present a final report in the early fall of 1 969
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CALIFORNIA GRAPE BOYCOTT

Pickets fail to end recruiting
By LIZ WILIICK

California Grape Boycott

supporters yesterday planned

an all-day picket line protest-

ing the presence of Dominion

Stores Ltd. on campus for re-

cruiting interviews. But after

two and a half hours the pick-

ets packed up and drifted off.

At 9 a.m. a lone Varsity pho-

tographer, blinking in the

morning sunlight, was on the

scene. By 9:40, six pickets

were shuffling about at the

corner of Spadina and Will-

cocks in front of the University

Placement Service office.

One student arrived com-
plete with Che beret and a lit-

tle red book poking out of his

breast pocket. He called the

two cameras slung about his

neck "a good tactical measure.

Police don't like having their
pictures taken."

In Delano. California, farm
workers have been on strike
for union recognition for over
four years. Average wages are
about $2,034 a year. Thus far.

despite growing pressure from
the boycott, few concessions
have been wrung from the
growers, who have the support
of California Governor Ronald
Reagan.

Marshall Ganz. a Delano
field worker now in Toronto,
says the pinch is being felt.

"The loss to growers last year
was $15 million. Grapes were
sold at a loss or not at all. Last
month 71 carloads came back
to Delano."

Some were used for wine
making. A carload of table
grapes is worth about $4,000 —

Olshevsky oscillates waste
A computer-designed graph-

ic called "Oscillating Waste-
Basket" brought U of T a $2,-

000 scholarship yesterday from
New York.

George Olshevsky, a gradu-

ate student who wrote the

computer program, won the

cheque as third prize in a na-

tionwide U.S. competition. The
prize was accepted by Dr. J. N.

P. Hume, associate dean of the

School of Graduate Studies.

"Oscillating Waste-Basket",
designed on an IBM 7094 II

with a Calcomp 665 plotter is

two feet high and a foot wide.

"Waste-Basket" is wide at the

top, bottom, and in the middle,

with two narrow waists (no

pun), it is reminiscent in detail

of some of the finest filigree

work of a Baghdad silvers-

mith.

The contest was sponsored

by California Computer Prod-

ucts, Inc.

The Department of Political Economy has cancelled all

classes Monday so that students and faculty can take part in

an all day teach-in.

The department has been in a state of unrest all year, and it

is hoped that through the teach-in there will be a better aware-
ness of the problems — and maybe some solutions.

wine grapes, only $100. Some of
the grapes were just plowed
under.

All the large chains in New
York. Boston. Chicago, De-
troit, and Baltimore have
stopped selling California
grapes.

In Toronto. North America's
third largest grape market.
Dominion has been singled out
as the most hostile to "la cau-
sa".

In all, twelve students had
Placement Service appoint-
ments with Dominion By noon
all the scheduled recruits had
appeared.

They all refused to make any
comment on company policy.

Students drifted in and out of

the lines, but there were never
more than ten or twelve at one
time. At noon, they decided to

abandon the project for lack of

support.

The Student Boycott Com-
mittee is presently concentrat-

ed on operating a day-to-day

picket at the Bloor and Jarvis

Dominion store. Grapes were
removed from the counters for

one day, but reappeared the

next.

Other plans for boycotters in

the near future involve "shop-
ins", a tactic which has proved
successful in the States. Shop-

pers load up grocery carts,

check out, then ask if the

grapes are from California. An
affirmative answer brings the

comment "I'm sorry, but I

can't shop here." The cus-

tomer' walks out leaving a

dazed cashier with a long sales

slip and a large heap of grocer-

ies.

to-day
osters
ooks

25 cents up
thg textbook store

You get

all the extras

when
you rent from
the expert-

Syd

Silver

Syd Silver built his reputation on

service. Starting 40 years ago. And
that hasn't changed a fraction.

Everything from Syd Silver is cus-

tom fitted to look custom made. For
all these years there has been no

better selection of formal attire in

town. Traditional or farout tuxedos,

bridal and formal gowns . . . Syd
Silver has them all. Something that's

really you. And only you and Syd
Silver will know it was rented.

Write for FREE booklet, "Guide to

Correct Formal Attire."

Special 10% Student Discount

Sydc
Silver%F&rmals Ltd,

Canada's /expert in formal wear.

500 Yonge Street, just above College.

Phone 923-4611
There are over 300 Syd Silver Associated Dealers ..

.

One near you.
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XEROX COPIES
5* 4'each

FIRST COPY
OF AN ORIGINAL

2ND THRU I0TH
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

2<
each

IITH OR MORE
COPIES OF THE
SAME ORIGINAL

• FREE collating!!!

• Service While-u-Wait

or Overnight

• Quality Guaranteed

1
CHARLES 76

COLLEGE

COPY SHOP
76 Charles St., W.

Phone: 923-8115

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs,

8:30 am 9:00 pm

Fri. Sat.

8:30 am 6:00 pm

The Department of Italian and Hispanic Studies and

The Centre for the Study of Drama present

EL CORRAL DE DON FERNANDO
Carleton University, Ottawa in LOS INTER ESES CREADOS by Benavente

and LA GUARDA CUIDADOSA by Cervantes

Admission $2.00

Students $1.00

HART HOUSE THEATRE Box office

Friday, March 7th at 8:30 928-8668

UNIVEKSITY OF TORONTO

GSU
JUST WEST Of

TEXT BOOK STORE

928-2391

FOR INTO

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

BEER WINE &
CHEESE PARTY
TODAY:
A pm -7 pm admission $1.00

ALL over 21 welcome

Strax up for arbitration
FREDRICTON (CUP) -

Non-binding arbitration on
some aspects of the dismissal

of Professor Norman Strax is

as far as the Board of Gover-
nors of the University of New
Brunswick will go in re-exam-
ining the case.

The Board made the offer

Thursday through a letter,

written by Administration
President Colin B. Mackay. in

answer to proposals made by
the Canadian Association of

University Teachers (CAUTl.
The CAUT has requested the

UNB Board take three

immediate steps in the case:

• Institute arbitration pro-

ceedings along CAUT policy

lines into all university claims
against Strax.

• Dissolve the injunction

preventing Strax from setting

loot on the campus.

UNB denies

Board fired

Mackay
The University of New

Brunswick has denied that

President Colin B. Mackay re-

signed last December at the

order of the Board of Gover-
nors.

The Board allegedly ordered
his resignation because Mack-
ay had been too liberal with

students during the Strax af-

fair, last fall.

• Assume the entire costs of

litigation releasing Strax from
all liability and costs in the
cases against him.

The CAUT demands were
the minimum conditions to be
met to ward off a threatened
censure of the faculty associa-
tion.

Mackay's letter said in part:

"I am authorized by the Board
to advise you that the Board
would be prepared to accede to

a non-binding arbitration on
certain aspects of the suspen-

sion (viz. aspects of the re-

dress or disciplinary action
open to the university) . . . pro-

vided satisfactory arrange-
ments can be established be-

tween the parties. However,
the Board is not able to accede
to your proposal that it take

steps to dissolve or vacate the

injunction and to your further

proposal as expressed in step 3

(that the university pay all

costs Strax has incurred in the

dispute)".

Mackay cited the fact that

Strax was presently appealing

the injunction against him as a

reason for not discussing that

aspect of the dispute. The
Board, he said, could take no

action concerning the injunc-

tion while Strax was appealing

because the entire matter was
"sub-judice".

CAUT officials had not yet

received the letter and refused

comment until they saw the

proposal.

HERE AND NOW
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TODAY
Alt Day

Photographs by David flichan. Trinity

Buttery

"Why Botany?" - a colloquium on plants

and their relation to man, pollution, energy

etc Botany Building College & Queen's

Park

10 a.m.
Commission on University Government

attended by Mr D. S Clanngbond. Mr A
G Rankin, Dr O M Solandt. Mr W O
Twaits Simcoe Hall Senate Chamber

1 p.m.
"Pumice Flies" a photographic play Ad-

mission free Rm 3, New Academic Build-

ing. Victoria College

Meeting for M &P students interested in

graduate work in Ind Eng. next year Rm
311 A. Old Electrical Bldg

. Taddle Creek
Rd

Dept of Anthropology & School of Grad-
uate Studies Lecture Prol R Lane. Victo-

ria University on "Indians. Anthropologists

and Revolution " Rm 2102. Sid Smith
Sociology Students Union General Meet-

ing to elect 5 man steering committee
Rm. 21 18. Sid Smith

YavnehClass in "Laws ol Sabbath" given

by Mr Danny Frances Rm 2129. Sid

Smith

Amalgamation — City vs Suburb Hear
Mayor Albert Campbell of Scarboro and
Toronto controller Margaret Campbell. Mu
sic Room, Hart House
Anyone interested in working lor the

Kopyto Kirzner Socialist Campaign please

come Rm 2101 Sid Smith

2 p.m.

The Commerce Club presents Prol Paul

A Samuelson who will be giving a talk on
The Heritage of Keynesian Economics"
Debates Room. Han House
Committee on University Government

attended by Prof H M McLuhan and Prol

Arthur Porter Simcoe Hall Senate Cham
ber

3 p.m.

F U of T Anarchism Bickersteth Room,
Hart House

4pm
U of T Pollution Probe organiiational

meeting, with Don Chant Chairman of Bi

ologydept Ramsay Wright Rm 432
Prof Branisiaw Chrtieu, author of theIhor of thCj

famous book on the subject will be around

to spread jelly on the inside cover for you
Room 666 The Grauniad In the parking

lot, il weather permits Not everyone wel-

come
8 p.m.

The Crisis of the Student Movement A
debate on problems and perspectives be-

tween Andy Wermck and Gary Porter

(Exec Secretary of Young Socialists) Van-
guard Forum. 1 Cumberland fl block north

of Bloor & Yonge)

8.30 p.m.

Modern Greek Poetry (Elytis, Cubafys.

Seferis) read in Greek and English

(translation) Free coffee ISC. Cumberland
Room

10.30 p.m.

Coffee House featuring the CSC "Good
Company's" Scotty Walker Admission
754 Wymilwood. Victoria College Until

2 00 a m
SATURDAY

3 p.m.

"Images of The Body Politic" discussion

by Prof Christian Bay. University of Alberta

and Prof John O'Neill. York University, first

event of the Political Science Teach-In Sid

Smith, Rm 2102
8.30 p.m.

Yavneh-Gala Punm Masquerade Parly.

Hillel House
10.30 p.m.

Coffee House featuring CBC's Good
Company's" Scotty Walker Admission

754 Wymilwood, Victoria College Until

2 00 a m
SUNDAY
9a.m.

The Grauniad Glee Club will hold a love-

in on the front campus if the mud has
thawed enough to make it worthwhile See
y'all there'

1 p.m.

Why Revoluhon is Necessary ', a talk by

Andy Wermck, First Unitanan Church, 175
St Clair Ave W

3 p.m.

A New Philosophy' combining Eastern

and Western Thought, uniting religions and
achieving brotherhood among men 98
Avenue Road

7.30 p.m.

"Georgy Girl" the famous James Mason
movie. Carr Hall. St Michael s College

Admission^*



rtfJffiREFS
STONED SHOOTING

B-BALL BLUES GO BLOOP TO MARVELLOUS MICMACMEN
by JIM MORRISON

A combination of stone-cold

shooting in the second half and

some unbelievable officiating

ended another basketball sea-

son for Varsity Blues on

Wednesday night, as they fell

87-63 to McMaster Marauders

in a sudden-death playoff.

Marauders now advance to the

Senior Intercollegiate Basket-

ball League playoffs which

begin tonight in Windsor.

Blues led 39-38 at halftime.

after twenty minutes of see-

saw action. But they ran into

early foul trouble from two of

the more myopic referees in

captivity. With four fouls on

Bruce Dempster and John
Hadden, and three on Larry
Trafford and Peter Burton,

Coach McManus was forced to

change his strategy in the sec-

ond half.

Both Hadden, who was play-

ing well defensively, and
Dempster, who was starting to

score, were benched during the

early minutes of the second

half, and Blues switched from
man-to-man to zone coverage

photo bv TOM A VRK H
lues lorry Trarford (35) confirms old adage, "you don't have to use your head lo be a

good one," as b-ball whips by ye olde noggine in Wednesday's 87-63 loss lo McMaster
Those two things dressed immaculately in sweaty football jersey and one striped sock are
"the referees" (better names for twits I've yet to hear).

with substitute personnel. the phenomenal play of center
Jim Noble, who delivered the
SIBL's outstanding seasonal
performance with 40 points. 24

of them in the second half. He
was followed for Mac bv for-

Blues managed to hit on only
7 of 28 shots in the final twenty
minutes, while Mac exploited
the Varsity zone for 49 points.

Highlight for Marauders was

ward Jeff Daw with 12. Mc-
Master coach Bill Fowler sub-
stituted freely, and got credita-

ble performances from all ten
of his players.

Larry Trafford was

Varsity's best individual per-

former, collecting 18 points,

but only five in the second half.

Bruce Dempster finished the

game with 13.

The final result was disap-

pointing, but Varsity improved
on last year's 4-6 land fourth

placel record. And Blues., at

least in the second half of the

season, were the equal of any
team in the League. Bruce
Dempster and Larry Trafford
both deserve all-star rating for

their seasonal performances,
with an honourable mention
going to John Hadden.

Next season could be diffi-

cult for coach McManus
Dempster. Hadden. Peter Bur-

ton and Ross MacNaughton are

all graduating, and height

could be a problem But Traf-

ford will be back, along with

Dale Crouter. Mark Slater, and
Garth Evans and Mike Katz
who both showed potential at

guard during their rookie sea-

sons.

FOR VARSITY: Trafford 18,

Dempster 13, MacDonald 9.

Hadden 7, F.vans 6. Feldman 4,

Crouter 4. Burlon 2

DIET PEPSI ALL SOLD OUT
By GELLIUS

GRANDFATHERS

Mine is 83 to-day.

HOCKEY
In final regular season

games, Sr. Eng. (Lennard 2,

Betwixt And B. Treen) beat
Law (Peterman, Green), 3-2;

SMC (Donavan, Beliveau- Fr.
"calf stomach") edged Trin
(Dennison), 2-1; and Vic
(Wright, Jones 2 McClelland)
blanked PHE A, 4-0.

Business opened the playoffs
by beating SMC B on goals by
Longpre, Baker, and Corcoran
12); Rae replied in the losing
cause.

FINAL STANDINGS
GROUP I— (4 lo playoffil

1. VTc 10 ,v 2- 3_. 23

I
Sn Eng 9 6 0 IB

3 SMC 7 4 4 18
4 Law 4 5 6 14
5 Trin 4 9 2 10
6 PHE 2 10 3 7

GROUPII{4(oplayolhl

GROUP 111 (2 lo plnvotf*)

GROUP IV (2 lo playoffs)

SQUAW SHPLAYOFFS

Brymer, Clark, and Mac-
intosh swept their matches as

Dents A eliminated Engineer-

ing. Law B (Purser, Glover)

defeated New. Safer (Hebrew,

"prayer book") won his match

for Gnus. (The gnu is a small

South African antelope related

to the Interim.) Law B
(Purser. Glover, Doherty)

then took Dents A as Law A
lLaskin. Sutherland) knocked
off Trin A (Gibbins. I

BASKETBALL
Eizenaus (plural of "Eizen-

au") scored 12 to lead PHE A
past Sr. Eng. (Callahan 141. 38-

33.

Innis (Hirsch 151 beat Erin,

40-43. C'est Sibbald hit for 15

for Erin.

Pyne's 20 paced Law's 51-48

curmudgeon of Scar (Carter
22.)

George Hoo killed Cock Rob-
in and went on to score 13

points as SMC B beat Dents
(Anderson 111 40-37.

CONTEST

"Who put the Bop in the Bop
She Bop She Bop''" Address all

answers to "Contest". Varsity

Sports. The decision of the
judges is decisive.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
FINALS OF INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL TO BE HELD AT
TORONTO FRIDAY FEBRUARY 28th and SATURDAY 1st, SPORTS

GYM BENSON BUILDING. SPECTATORS WELCOME Ml!

TORONTO GAME TIMES
AS FOLLOWS:

Fri. 1:30 p.m. Toronto vs McGill

8:15 p.m. Toronto vs McMaster

Sat. 11:15 a.m. Toronto vs Queen's

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

K 'l>s Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
5<6 Yonge St. 922-3141

HAIR DESIGNS

ONE LOCATION ONLY (I I6A Bloor St. VY.)

FOR U. of T. STUDENTS

20% OFF on Tints. Bleaches, Perms & Streaks

CUT & SHAMPOO $3.00

STYLING From 3.00

CUT & STYLING From 5.00

SHAMPOO CUT &

BLOW DRY From 4.00

MONDAY TO THURSDAY ONLY

SALE & SERVICE OF WIGS, FALLS & HAIR

PIECES - FOR CONSULTATION CALL PATRICK

OR JOSEPH BOZZO.

921-1234 921-4884

VARSITY ARENA

0. -Q.A.A. HOC KEY
PLAYOFFS -

TONIGHT

& TOMORROW

SEMI-FINALS FRIDAY, FEB. 28

Gome 1 6:30 pm Waterloo vs Laval

Game 2 9.00 pm Varsity vs Carleton

FINALS SATURDAY, MARCH 1

8:00 PM WINNERS OF GAMES 1 & 2

All seats reserved, students $1.00,
non-students $2.00

Tickets on sale as follows

TODAY Athletic Office. Hart House 9 00 A.M. - 3 00 P.M.

Varsity Arena 3 00 P.M. - onwards

SATURDAY Varsity Arena. 10:00 A.M. onwards
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SIHL SUDDEN DEATH ACTION AT VARSITY TONIGHT
Whistles will blow, rubber

will fly, fans will scream and
bands will play. That in a puck-

shell is what will take place

when the Senior Intercollegi-

ate Hockey League's annual

convention comes to order this

evening at 6:30 pm in Varsity

Arena.

Delegates will be present to

represent University of Toron-

to, Waterloo University, Laval

University and Carlton Univer-

sity. The main topic under con-

sideration will be deciding who

Waterloo and Laval will

clash in the first contest while

Varsity and Carlton do their

thing in the second. Admission
is by reserved ticket only

(there are still plenty left for

tonight and tomorrow
evening's final I and the nightly

entry fee will be one dollar.

Since past performance
charts are of little value come
game time, we thought it

might be a good opportunity to

look at them right now. On a

team basis, the following ob-

BRIAN TOMPiON

is to win the league title, the

Queen's Cup and the right to

represent the SIHL in Edmon-
ton when the Canadian national

finals are staged March 7, 8.

and 9.

servations seem noteworthy.

Varsity Blues are the odds
on favourites to win it all.

Much has been said about what
they possess and what they can
do and their on-the-ice per-

formances has backed this up
throughout most of the season.

No major weak spots are
immediately visible and coach
Tom Watt seems to have the

team at a physical and mental
peak right now. Most everyone
knows about the exploits of

Paul Laurent. John Wright,
Steve Monteith, Ward Passi.

Bob McClleland and Gord Cun-
ningham simply because
they've been the big scorers all

season.

However, the efforts of indi-

viduals like Brian Tompson, a

winger who can play either

side and kills penalties effec-

tively, Len Burman, a solid

bodychecker who always
makes the most of his oppor-

tunities around enemy nets,

Paul McCann whose booming
shot has already decided one
key game, Mike Boland, a

muscular rightwinger who
continues to improve in each
game and defenceman Terry
Parsons, the team's most im-

proved and perhaps underated
player, might well decide this

"quickie" series.

In a sudden death event such
as the one this week-end goal-

tending is always important.

With Tom Little and Adrian
Watson both ready to go, Blues
are in good hands in this area.

In sum, Blues have it all and
should come out on top.

Waterloo gets the nod to win
the other semi-final but they
don't seem to have enough to

go all the way. Ron Robinson
and Ken Laidlaw are both good
with the puck and their point

totals this season have shown
as much. Robinson won the
western loop scoring title

while Laidlaw finished fourth.

Defensively, Warriors are
anchored by big Neil Cotten
and Ian McKegney. Cotten can
hit and McKegney combines
many offensive skills with his

NNTH STRAIGHT HUE

Records fall, swimmers win OQAA
Varsity Blues led by record breakers Gaye-

Stratten, Terry Bryon. Theo Van Ryn and Bob
Heatley, captured their ninth consecutive On-
tario Quebec Athletic Association title in the
championships held at McGill University last

weekend.
Toronto swimmers collected 409 points for

first place. McGill was second with .155 and the
University of Guelph third with 324.

Terry Bryon, Gaye Stratten. Theo Van Ryn,
Bob Heatley, Mike Guiness, Chris Fisher, Ross
Ballyntine and Barry Bowerman will be Toron-
to's representatives on the OQAA team which
will participate in the Canadian Intercollegiate
Athletic Union finals at University of New
Brunswick in Fredricton on March 7 and 8.

Stratten was the top individual at McGill
when he won two first and swam on the 400
medley relay record breaking team. Gaye
broke his own mark of 59.2 in the 100 yard back-
stroke with a time of 57.0. He also won the 200
yard backstroke in 2:06.5. after setting the rec-
ord last year with a 2:06.5 run.

Van Ryn lowered his own record in taking the
50 yard freestyle in 22.3. In addition, he finished
in third place in the 100 yard freestyle.
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Terry Bryon set a record of 2:07.8 in the indi-
vidual medley bettering the old mark of 2:08.5.
Bryon also picked up thirds in the 200 yard but-
terfly and the 500 yard freestyle.

Bob Heatley posted a new record of 53.6 in
the 100 yard butterfly. Team mate Stratten was
the previous holder of the 56.2 mark in this
event.

The Varsity team has a strong performance
from Mike Guiness who was second in the 200
yard free style with a time of 1:52. This eq-
ualled the old mark for the event. Dave Johnson
was declared the eventual winner of the race
although both he and Guiness were clocked in
the same time. Guiness also was second in the
500 yard freestyle and third in the 1650 yard
free-style.

Ross Ballantyne placed second in the 100
yard breaststroke while Barry Bowerman took
second in the 200 yard breast.

Blues medley relay team of Stratten. Hea-
tley, Ballantyne and Chris Fisher set a record
in winning the 400 yard relay. A second team of
Bryon, Guiness, Doug Macintosh and Bob Watt
placed second in the newly instituted 800 yard
freestyle relay. Their time was 8:02.3.

work along the blueline. In

goal, Warriors are solid with
Arlon Popkey having a fine

season.

The major shortcoming in

the Warrior picture is that fact

they rely on too much from too

few. In each of their three
games with Toronto, coach
Don Hayes has gone almost
exclusively with two lines

while three or four players sat

on the bench as interested
spectators. This lack of depth
is bound to hurt Waterloo's
chances.

"Waterloo barely beat us 3-j

in Novermber and we might be
able to outhit them this time,"
said one veteran Raven. "II it s

Varsity, well at least they're
human." he added wistfully.

But Carleton is also human
and their reliance on one line

to get goals and their lack of

speed should spell the end of

the season come tonight.

Laval Rouge et Or parlayed
size, a new coach and a fa-

vourable schedule into a first

place finish in the east this

year.

PAUL MCCANN

Blues have beaten Warriors
twice this season in three
meetings. If the two teams
meet on Saturday night. Var-
sity should chalk up number
three.

Carlton has already sur-

prised many people just by
making the playoffs. But coach
Brian Kealey remains calm
and hopeful.

"Sure we're underdogs",
says Kealey, "But we've got

the kind of team that can pull

the big upset. We may not win
but we will sure give them a

big scare."

Major credit for Ravens
solid second place finish be-

longs to the high scoring line

led by former Western Mus-
tang captain John Heslop. Oth-

er members of the trip are
Junior "A" graduate Wes Pe-
ters and the team's top scorer
Wayne Small, a former Ail-

American at Brown University

before he transferred to Carl-

ton this year.

Carleton's defence is big and
experienced but rather slow
afoot and easily lured out of

position. Fortunately for Rav-
ens, their numerous defensive

lapses are salvaged by out-

standing goaltending from lean

and lanky Rick Benning

Their defence, led by capa-

ble veterans Alain Bergeron,

Andre Robidoux and Marcel

Lapointe, weighs in at almost

200 pounds each and they love

to hit. Laval's strategy is rath-

er obvious — spend two periods

pounding the opposition into

the ice and then skate away
from the survivors.

Rookie coach Jean-Charles

Gravel has transormed the

Rouge et Or forwards from

their traditional cluteh-and-

grab confusion into a well-

drilled and tenacious group of

forecheckers.

Left-winger Gilles Gagnon.

the Eastern Division poinl

leader. Denis Mercier, Jean

Rious. Normand Cote and Guy

Morel are all proven scorers

while dimunitive and colorful

goaler Jacques Audy has been

very effective.

But Laval is slow and their

tendency to take too many
penalties does not help matters

at all. Their hitting will not in-

timidate Waterloo or Varsity

(Blues whipped them 9-3 at the

Loyola Tournament in early

January I. In short, their suc-

cessful season appears to be a'

its ceiling right now.

Saturday's final begins at 8

pm.
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People may be dying

in Dunnville

Ml — A Varsity Odyssey surpasses all other odysseys in detailing J
more of Man's finest achievements. From the dawn of September to
the beginning of March Varsity Odyssey travels further than anyman before. In search of himself A Varsity Odyssey lays out 1001
pages forthwith. No other paper throughout the inner realms of
Canada surpasses A Varsity Odyssey. Can you imagine 1001 — A
Varsity Odyssey, high?

Why, Dr Solandt?
By SHERRY BRYDSON

Omond McKillop Solandt is

Chancellor of the U of T, and
has been since April 28, 1965.

Since May 29, 1964, Chancellor

Solandt has also been a direc-

tor of the Electric Reduction

Company, the Dunnville ferti-

lizer firm which has been ac-

cused of polluting the area with

deadly flourides.

Last Friday, Dr. Solandt was
present at a Commission on

University Government meet-

ing. We asked him after the

meeting whether there is now
a health problem in Dunnville.

"The (Hall) commission
proved medically there was no

damage to humans," he said.

"People in Florida have been
exposed to higher concentra-

tions of flourides and after 25

years they have shown no

symptoms of flourosis.

"We're just a little company
— we're not in the big leagues

of pollution," he said.

Angus cattle he had been plan-

ning to breed for show pur-

poses). They were affected too

much by flouride.

"The Department of Agri-

culture claimed it didn't affect

the meat. I paid up to $400 for a

young registered heifer. Two
years later I had to sell the

animal for $150."

Mr. Deamude is a cautious

man. He doesn't want to say
anything rash. But when I

"JjL+lWtP

LAB. MO. DATE TAKEN

" IDENTIFICATION
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"We observe what are called

Florida standards' developed
where flouride-emitting plants
are located next to sensitive
citrus groves. We observe the
level of 200 pounds per day.

"

Dr. Solandt, who graduated
from the U of T medical school
m 1938 with the highest marks
ever achieved by a graduate,
says he has assured himself
'here is no health menace in

Dunnville.

"No cow actually died from
flourosis. Some were sold for

heef, which is perfectly accept-
able because flouride goes into

bones, not into flesh.
"

Yet Earl Deamude. a Dunn-
ville farmer and chairman of

'he Moulton-Sherbrooke Air
Pollution Committee, says he
'ost his entire herd in 1965 and
has been afraid to buy new
stock

"I lost them I the Aberdeen-

asked him why, when the com-

pany says pollution levels are

safe, he hasn't tried to raise

more Aberdeen-Angus, he re-

plied:

"I had some tests run this

summer, and from the results.

I wasn't inclined to bring in

any more animals."

Mr. Deamude says the cat-

tle population of trie area is

down considerably from its

original high in 1960. before the

ERCO plant began operations.

ERCO has paid Dunnville area

farmers more than $218,000 in

crop and livestock damage
compensation since 1965. when
it was first discovered flouride

was poisoning the area.

"The Dunnville farmers
came to us 1 ERCO I and asked
us to shut the plant down." Dr.

Solandt said Friday. "They
said we were killing their

strawberries.

"But we asked them wheth-

er they wanted to do without

their paychecks."

Dunnville farmers whose
plants were affected don't

work for ERCO.
ERCO employs about 300

persons. With one possible

exception all these employees
live outside the cone-shaped
area which is badly affected by

ERCO's emissions.

In this area, farmers see

their fields yield less and less,

see their plants burned and
dwarfed, actually taste the

poison in the drinking water.

Deamude reports that 1968

crops are double 1967 yields

"It seems coincidental that our

yields went up this year, when
the plant was shut down during

the growing season."

Is Chancellor Solandt right

when he says his company is

not a menace to human health'.'

Doctors are cautious on this

issue, pointing out that flouros-

is is very rare. And to this day.

no expert in clinical flourosis

has conducted an investigation

in Dunnville

Dr. Donald Hunter, Britain's

top industrial physician and an

expert on flourosis. says three

things must be done immedi-

ately if flourosis is suspected:

clean up the water supply, give

all residents in the immediate
area intensive tests, and give

every 10th resident over a

wider area the same tests.

The Ontario department of

health has nol even conducted

a second dental survey of area

schoolchildren, recommended

: parts per million oltained .17'

flouride

1 In a recent United States
case, a man died from drinking
water which contained 3.5

p.p.m. In Africa, water con-
taining 2.0 p.p.m caused flou-

rosis symptoms in a number of

patients. 1
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by the Hall Commission which
inquired into Dunnville pollu-

tion problems.

In fact, the Ontario govern-

ment does not come out very
clean in the Dunnville case. In

1965. the Ontario Federation ol

Agriculture conducted tests on

livestock and crops in the area,

discovered flouride levels were
far too high, and remained si-

lent.

"All we needed was a pic-

ture of a crippled cow and the

milk industry would have suf-

fered great harm." said OFA
secretary Donald Middletpn, in

explaining the reason for the

decision.

In the same year, the Ontar-

io Water Resources Commis-
sion ran extensive tests on
area water, and also attempted
to withold its results.

Under pressure from area

farmers, who said the water
tasted so "hot" it burned the

mouth, the OWRC released the

figures half the samples were
above the danger level, and in

one case a water sample con-

that flouride levels are down,
are "better than they were",
residents are still being affect-

ed by flourides — or rather,

since this has not yet been
medically proven — by some-
thing causing symptoms coin-

ciding with those of flouride

poisoning.

Ted Boorsma, 37. weighed
145 pounds in 1961. "He never

was a sturdy boy. but he
seemed pretty healthy then."

says Deamude.
"Now he weighs 112 pounds

He has no ambition, he's not

strong. He complains all the

time."

Dr. Solandt claims there is

no danger to human health in

the "small" flouride emissions

from the ERCO plant. Yet
tests run by his company in the

late summer of 1968 indicate

that the flouride tolerances in

cone-area crops are above the

tolerances set out in the Feder-

al Food and Drug Act — two
parts per million (see illustra-

tions!.

(continued page 4)



HERE AND NOWkidskool is alive

and living in the

institute of child study

at

45 walmcr rd

and

we are having an

open house
march 4 and 5, 9 to 11:30 a.m.

all students welcome

TORONTO SYMPHONY
SEUIOZAWA,

S P E C I A L CONCERT
THIS FRIDAY

KAZUYOSHI AKIYAMA
Conductor

CARLOS MONTOYA
World-Famous

FLAMENCO GUITARIST
Soloist with Orchestra 8. solo recital

STUDENT RATE $1.00
CONCERT MASSEY HALL 8:25 P.M.

The Department of Italian and Hispanic Studies and

The Centre for the Study of Drama present

ELCORRALDE DON FERNANDO
Carleton University, Ottawa in LOS INTER ESES CREADOS by Benavente

and LA GUARDA CUIDADOSA by Cervantes

Admission $2.00

Students $1.00

HART HOUSE THEATRE box omce
Friday, March 7th at 8:30 928-8668

NOMINATIONS CALLED FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

TO BE ELECTED TO THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL

In the future elected members of the President's Council are to include graduate

students Two graduate students are to be elected for a term of one year to represent the

four divisions of the School of Graduate Studies in two constituencies:

(i) divisions I and II,

(ii) divisions III and IV,

Graduate students are invited to present nominations for graduate student membership
in the Council.

A nominee must be a student who intends to be a full-time graduate student in one of

departments of his constituency in the session 1969-70.

All students currently registered in the School of Graduate Studies are entitled to

nominate and vote in their proper constituencies.

The nomination papers require the signature of ten students enrolled in the School of

Graduate Studies, and the signature of the nominee, signifying his willingness to stand.

All signatures must be accompanied by the student number.
A biographical statement of not more than 50 words, approved by the nominee, should

be included.

Nomination papers must be received in the Office of the Vice-President and Registrar,
Simcoe Hall not later than 5 p.m. on March 10, 1969. It is expected that ballot papers will

be mailed to all voters by March 17, 1969.

The divisional structure in the School is as follows:

CONSTITUENCY I

CLASSICAL STUDIES
DRAMA
EAST ASIAN STUDIES
ENGLISH
FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
HISTORY
HISTORY OF ART
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
ISLAMIC STUDIES
ITALIAN AND HISPANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
LINGUISTIC STUDIES
MEDIEVAL STUDIES
MUSIC
NEAR EASTERN STUDIES
PHILOSOPHY
SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

ANTHROPOLOGY
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CRIMINOLOGY
CULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATIONAL THEORY
GEOGRAPHY
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
LAW
LIBRARY SCIENCE
POLITICAL ECONOMY
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC POLICY
RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
SOCIAL WORK
SOCIOLOGY
URBAN AND COMMUNITY STUDIES
URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

CONSTITUENCY II

AEROSPACE STUDIES
ARCHITECTURE
ASTRONOMY
BIO MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
GEOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGY AND MATERIALS SCIENCE
PHYSICS

ANATOMY
BIOCHEMISTRY
BOTANY
DENTISTRY
FOOD SCIENCES
FORESTRY
GREAT LAKES
HYGIENE
MEDICAL BIOPHYSICS
MEDICAL SCIENCE
PATHOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
PATHOLOGY
PHARMACOLOGY
PHARMACY
PHYSIOLOGY
PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHOLOGY
SURGERY
200LOGY

TODAY
Art of Jeremy Smith. The buttery. Trini-

ty

10 a.m.

What should Canada's science policy

be? The scientist and social responsibility.

Informal discussion until 3 p.m. Drop in

any time Free coffee Lounge, New Col-

lege II (Entrance on Willcocks near Spadi-

na).

12:30 p.m.

The roots of American foreign policy

after 1943: Prof Gabnel Kolko Convoca-

tion Hall.

1 p.m.

The role and relevance of modern for-

eign missions; Peter Stamma. sponsored

by Varsity Christian fellowship Music
room. Wymilwood

5 p.m.

Creative writers and actors workshop
Bickersteth room. Hart House

7:30 p.m.

Open student council meeting to evalu-

ate the philosophy of ISC All welcome, 33
St George.

Reading of Megilla, followed by food,

hamantashen, Purim celebration. Hi 1 1 el

house

TUESDAY

7:45 a.m.

MegShachri

house

eading Hillel

Bar
Meeting to discuss proposed Israeli

bombing of United Nations building in New
York in retaliation for being left off UNES-
CO Xmas card mailing list

9 a.m.

Kidskool is alive and living; Institute of

Child Studies open house. 45 Walmer
Road. All welcome.

12:30 p.m.

Noon hour concert. Concert hall. Royal

Conservatory of Music

12:45 p.m.
Fred Bollard and Harry Ross discuss

their record collections: Room 666. The
Grauniad.

1 p.m.

U of T Liberal club meeting. Nomina-
tions for next year's executive. Rm 1071
Sid Smith

Revolt in Latin America: Prof. Rowntree
History students' union revolution seminar
Rm 2124. Sid Smith.

Political economy course union meet
mg Rm 2102. Sid Smith.

Contemporary music group concert Rm
078 Edward Johnson.

FU of T: The Bible as a revolutionary

document 89 St George St,

John Oldham, Bob Barkwell talking to

nursing. POTS, pharmacy and forestry

Hear the issues discussed Cody hall, Nurs
mg bldg.

Encounter at Rama Reserve; film and
speaker from Rochdale Indian Institute

SCM. Music Room. Hart House
Open meeting with all candidates for

UC SAC representatives. Rm A101. Urn
versity college.

NOP meeting: election of next year s

officers. Rm 1 083. Sid Smith.

1 :10 p.m.

VCUC election candidates speaking in

Musicroom. Wymilwood.

1 :15 p.m.

Noon hour concert, folk blues. Coffee

shop. Wilson hall. New college.

2 p.m.

Student wives and nurses seminar, ISC,

33 St George St.

5 p.m.

French club meeting ISC, 33 St. George

St

8 p.m.

The Crisis of authority and the religious

man; Claude Ryan, editor. Le Devoir. Han
house theatre.

9 p.m.

Homosexual science fiction film: The

Voyage to Uranus. Free Room 666, The

Grauniad.

*1* *A* *fr *tr*

*

*
*
*
#

if.

Q Wednesday

HART HOUSE FILM FESTIVAL

March 4th, 5th & 6th

Tuesday:

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
#

UNDERGROUND AND EXPERIMENTAL FILMS*
#
*
#
*
*

13 mclaren and animation films

Discussion with students from North

York Film Project & N.F.B.

*
*

*

Thursday: CHRISTOPHER'S MOVIE MATINEE and

STUDENT FILM-MAKING

7:15 p.m. — Music Room — Ladies Welcome
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"Moderate pragmatist" in SAC race
By LARRY HAIVEN

John Rogers, a third year

Victoria College General Arts

student who describes himself

as "a moderate pragmatist,"

became the fifth declared can-

didate for the SAC presidency

Friday.

His running mate is Barry

Sampson (fl Arch) who sees

himself as "an evolutionist".

Both say they are "willing to

listen to any story, to hear as

many sides as we can get."

If elected they plan to insti-

tute a campus-wide report on

the philosophy of education.

"People all across the campus

are really starting to think.

Why are we here?' There

wasn't time to look into this in

the Macpherson or Allen re-

ports but now that they're

going to be implemented, it's

about time we addressed our-

selves to that question." says

Rogers.

They also intend to look

carefully into the withdrawal

of professional faculties from

SAC. "It could be disastrous

for this campus if they with-

drew", says Sampson, who
deems his own architecture

faculty's questioning of SAC
membership as "a backwards

way to go about it.

"We want to listen to their

complaints." he adds, "and try

and take corrective measures,

to get them involved in univer-

sity affairs, get them to ap-

preciate the things to be gained

from SAC."
Also in their platform is the

implementation of the recom-

mendations to be made by the

Commission on University

Government.
They believe that SAC

should get involved in moral

issues such as financial aid to

draft dodgers "only if we get a

two-thirds majority in a cross-

campus referendum." The

two-thirds majority, they say.

will compensate for a "certain

amount of drift of opinion that

works over a certain period of

time."

Radical elements on cam-

pus, they say "have a one-di-

mensional approach to very

complex issues. A student who

says this is a sick world abso-

Next week there will be only

one issue of Random magazine.

Not to be outdone, The Varsity

will only produce 33 1/3 per

cent of its normal quota of pa-

pers. One issue will appear on

Friday of that week. Therefore,

to announce any event which

will take place next week, the

notice must appear in this Fri-

day's paper.

photo by TIM KOCHLER
BARRY SAMPSON AND JOHN ROGERS

lutely ignores all the good
things in it."

What would they do if faced

with an increase in student ac-

tivist actions such as the To-

ronto Student Movement has

engaged in? "We somehow
have to get the student body
more interested in SAC," says

Rogers. "We'll have to change
our policies, not toward a su-

per power movement but to

present a good even picture."

"Change never comes fast

enough," says Sampson, "we
have to learn how to speed up

evolution by more communica-
tion as soon as possible."

Although he had never been

a member of SAC, Rogers says

he doesn't feel it is a hindr-

ance. "Sometimes I get the

impression that they (the SAC
members) like listening to

themselves. . like in the

draft-dodger issue."

Rogers has worked on the

Arts and Science curriculum

committee, was a third-year

representative on the Reli-

gious Studies committee and
was on the Victoria College

legislative staff-student com-
mittee. He also served on var-

ious intramural athletic ad-

ministrative committees.

Sampson is not in favour of

the SAC housing project which

is to be built in the Kensington

market area of downtown To-

ronto. "There was a lack of

consultation with the architec-

ture faculty and the students of

this university. They haven't

fully looked into the effects

this project will have."

Rogers says he agrees with

the way Steve Langdon and

SAC handled the matter of the

secret brief late last fall. He
says that he would take a tough

stand on various recommenda-
tions of the Commission on

University Government if the

provincial government were to

disagree with them.

"The politicians are there to

help the people," he says, "and

I'm one of the people and I will

represent 18.000 other people."

Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M.. from Blue Mountain

SATURDAY, MARCH 8th, 1969

Phone: GSU at 928-2391

— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

GRADUATION BANQUET
Tuesday, March II th

Bar Open 6:30 - 7:25 P.M.

Dinner 7:30 P.M.

TICKETS .««^ =LE »T THt LI

Guest Speaker:

KILDARE DOBBS

GREAT HALL
HART HOUSE

5FFICE. FEBRUAR 24TH TO MARCH 7TH

Hart House

FOLK CONCERT
TO-doy

East Common Room, 1 p.

PAULA & AUDREY
Ladir* Welcome

SPECIAL CONCERT
Tuesday, March 4th

Deboics Room, 1 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF CHtLE, CHORUS
Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
SHOWING OF WINNING SLIDES

March 4lh and March 6th

East Common Room, I p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL
Morch 4th, 5th, & 6th

Mustc Room - 7:15 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
March 5th - Music Room - 1 p.m.

KATHY ROOT. P.onist

Ladies Welcome

ANNUAL LIVE JAZZ CONCERT
fealuri ng

KARL BERGER
Wednesday, Morch 5th

Great Hall - 8:30 p.m.

Ttckets: Hall Porter

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends oi

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
>V W All the Latest Mod Style*

^^S^ *n6 Cull by any of our 5 Stylists

We specialize In long heir styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spadina - Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

S.A.C. THIS WEEK
MON: EDUCATION COMM. 5 P.M. S.A.C. OFFICE

COMMUNICATION COMM. 5 P.M. S.A.C. OFFICE

TUES: EXECUTIVE MEETING 12 NOON S.A.C. OFFICE

WED: HIGH SCHOOL VISITS COMMITTEE 4 P.M. ROOM

1073 SID SMITH

mm
tar ryr\ tan fmm ntlfinDraught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east of Bay

Genevieve Bujold
in King of Hearts

in colour, with subtitles — I .e. ccrclc Fraiicais presentation

FRIDAY. MARCH 7. V.C. 104, 8:00 P.M.

non-members 75c - members 25c
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"We have always kept up

with the Ontario government

regulations on pollution'"

(continued from pg. 1

)

One man who could help

clear up the question of wheth-

er Dunnville residents are suf-

fering from flourosis is Detroit

physician George Waldbott.

who has published more than

150 papers on the subject.

Dr. Waldbott testified before

the 1960 Morden Commission
hearings which recommended
flouridation of Toronto drink-

ing water. He recommended
against flouridation on the ba-

sis of his findings as an aller-

gist (he has many patients who
are allergic to flourides) and

although much of his testimony

was given in camera, it is evi-

dent he clashed with commis-
sion member G. E. Hall, who
was later to chair the 1967-K8

Hall Commission.
Dr. Waldbott was effectively

prevented from testifying be-

fore the Hall Commission
hearings. He claims his re-

quests for certain laboratory

test results were denied him.

On the other hand. Dr. Hal'

and Dr. Solandt are old friends.

One might question the Ontario

government's propriety in

appointing Dr. Hall to a com-

mission investigating a

friend's company.

1969, it has a budget of $1.-

300,000.

The SCC has numerous sub-

committees which study var-

ious scientific problems and

make recommendations on

priorities. Pollution is not a

high priority lor the SCC.

A $100,000,000 Intense Neu-

tron Generator for Chalk Riv-

er, however, was given an ex-

tremely high priority by Dr.

Solandt's council.

Recent figures indicate air

pollution damage alone cost

Canadians $1 billion in 1967 —
about $65 a person.

up again and again: there seem
to be no answers forthcoming

from federal or provincial

governments on the subject:

• Why has no expert in clini-

cal flourosis conducted a thor-

ough investigation of the Dunn-
ville area residents?

• Why did the OFA and the

OWRC withold test results

from farmers whose water,

crops and livestock thev test-

ed?

• Where did all the Dunn-
ville area cattle go? There is

evidence some government
agency bought numerous ani-

Two hundred pounds of fluorine — 2,000 cubic feet —
re released each day from the slacks of the Electric Reduc-

tion plant at Dunnville, Chancellor Solandt said Friday.

Tests of Dunnville air shows that this becomes diffused to

a concentration of tO ports per million on the average "a

safe level," according to a Dunnville report. At this concen-

tration, 200 million cubic feet of air are tilled.

It is not known how this standard is determined to be
safe. A concentration of sulphur dioxide of 1 part per million

starts to damage green plants after two hours; 0.6 parts

per million of ozone starts to interfere with breathing. Fluo-

rine is one of the most reactive chemicals known and at 9-

16 parts per million it is several times more concentrated

than these gases.

"We have always kept up

with the Ontario department of

health regulations on the sub-

ject (of pollution),'' Dr. So-

landt said Friday. "There are

others who have a far worse

flouride problem than we do."

Dr. Solandt is in a good posi-

tion to know the national pollu-

tion picture, for he is head of

the Science Council of Canada,

an organization which advises

the Prime Minister on national

science policy. In 1968, the SCC
has a budget of $300,000. For

"I am disturbed by the

whole question of the morality

of allowing a scientist who
owns part of a polluting com-
pany to make moral and wel-

fare decisions," says a U of T
scientist who prefers to remain
anonymous.

"I wonder how the govern-

ment can say his connection

with the ERCO does not preju-

dice Dr. Solandt's scientific

objectivity."

In two weeks of research,

certain questions have cropped

mals "for study purposes."

Why?

i In light of ERCO's own
laboratory tests, showing flou-

ride tolerances above those

permitted in the federal Food
and Drug Act, why hasn't the

Ontario government prevented

Dunnville farmers from selling

their produce?

• Why was Dr. Waldbott
prevented from testifying at

the Hall Commission last

year?

• Why did the Hall Commis-
sion find it necessary to repri-

mand the CBC in its report''

The farmers in Dunnville are
in the same condition now, in

1969, as they were when Air of

Death a film on pollution men-
tioning Dunnville, was made.
Why is the government so anx-

ious to clear up the flouride

problem there?

• Was the Hall report a

whitewash, as so many claim?

t If the Dunnville farmers
are not suffering from flouros-

is, then what is making them
so ill?

• What is more important,

strawberry patches or pay-

checks? A fertilizer plant or

human lives?

• Why does the Hall report

stress the economic damage
caused by attaching stigma to

Dunnville crops? Is it better to

let people eat poisoned foods

than to close one factory?

• Why, if Dr. Solandt is so

proud of observing "florida

standards" of air pollution, has

he not also implemented meas-
ures ordered by the Florida

board of health — sealing the

storage sheds? Why hasn't the

Ontario government followed

the Florida example?
• Why does the city of To-

ronto buy 32 tons of flouride a

week from ERCO?

PAGE FOUR
The regimen I shall adopt shall be for the benefit of my

patients according to my ability and judgement and not for

their hurt or for any wrong ... I will give no deadly drug.

The Hippocratic Oath

TORONTO^r
The successful /evolutionary is a states-

man, the unsuccessful a criminal
"
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geoff was ridin' on the cug-sloop when he
thought he spied some sand, he called to cap-

tain gnome-bug, sed mcloon is out of hand —
calls simcoe hall a hardware store and no one
understands, just then lii came in, decked in

blue and white, she checked with jim and jim

sed yes and they both went out of sight, i

asked obout the office but no one seemed to

know, where errol slept where reyto ate,

where random meant to go. the window
opened suddenly with a fearful silent yawn,
we hit the floor, the lights went out, we
thought we'd all be dead, but ignatieff

blurbed for a second and johnson stayed in

bed, koehler klinked his camera and rod

shrugged and was gone, bingley blasted

through the door (while elections went on
blurbing) and haiven writhed his typema-
chine and sue just went on gurgling, sherry

fought her opus out, writing a slandl-ed sto-

ry, it was a long hard trying climb, but

ortlond sure is sorry, by this time, round about
darkness' veil, the coffee's getting bitlah, the

messy college bell outside keeps tolling with
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on pollution, war research, and the community of scholars

"Dr. Omond M. Solandt, scholar, in-

dustrialist, and former Canadian govern-

ment troubleshooter, has been named
Chancellor ofthe University of Toronto.

"

— Toronto Star, April 28, 1965

In the story from which the above
quotation is taken the Star describes
Dr. Solandt's career as "varied". How
right they are.

Dr. Solandt graduated from the U of

T medical school in 1938. and interned

in England. During World War II, he
worked on psychological problems of

tank personnel and eventually joined

the Canadian armed forces.

He was appointed to the Defense
Research Board on Oct. 26, 1946, and
became Canada's chief advocate of

war research.

On Nov. 6, 1948. he urged the Cana-
dian government to pour more money
into germ warfare research "in an at-

tempt to eliminate some of the uncer-

tainties". In 1951. in London, England.
Dr. Solandt revealed the Canadian gov-

ernment was testing poison gases in

southern Alberta, In 1953, he was care-

ful to sfress that only animals should be
poisoned in disease warfare. (One sup-

poses here that man is not an animal. I

In 1958. Dr. Solandt went to Geneva
as the Canadian government's repre-

sentative to the East-West talks on pol-

icing of nuclear tests. Three days after

his return, he said in a speech at Mc-
Gill University that Canada may need
to make "new sacrifices" in maintain-
ing large conventional armed forces if

nuclear tests are banned
The thesis was clear: Canada would

1969

be unprotected if she observed the ban.

Sounds like a country at war, doesn't

it?

The tests, he said, should be suspend-

ed "as quickly as possible" but "we
should be sensible about this . . . Radia-

tion from this source is not as cata-

strophic as many people think."

Anybody see the War Game Saturday
night?

Remember the quotes strung
throughout the film from people who
consider nuclear war a feasible alter-

native to . . .? To what. Dr. Solandt?

Life?

In 1967, Dr. Solandt was still at it.

urging that Canada increase her pro-

duction of triphibious weapons because
it is good for the economy to sell weap-
ons to countries fighting each other.

There is no question of morality in

Dr. Solandt's speeches. Biafra. Viet-

nam, the Middle East — he doesn't

mention these in particular, but they

would make marvellous markets for

some enterprising Canadian capitalist,

wouldn't they? And if human lives are

involved, well, at least our standard of

living will go up.

This kind of thinking carries over

into the Electric Reduction Company's
treatment of possible flourosis victims

at Dunnville. Ont. Dr. Solandt is vice-

chairman of that company.
Dr. Solandt's public policies as

chairman of the Science Council of

Canada also lack a certain human ele-

ment. The SCC recently recommended
as top priority items for Canadian gov-

ernment research funds a $100 million

Intense Neutron Generator and a $80

million giant telescope — multi-million

dollar tovs that Prime Minister Tru-

deau had the good sense to veto.

In an age when Canada suffers losses

of $1 billion annually in life and prop-

erty from air pollution alone, this coun-

try's research appropriations might be

better spent studying that. As it was.

pollution received a fairly low SCC
priority rating.

The close link between government
and industry, typified by Dr. Solandt

and his cohorts on the Board of Gover-

nors, creates problems of its own. Be-

sides the "educational pollution" that

occurs when the values of the market-

place seep into the educational system,

industry-backed research is often ter-

minated if the results aren't what the

company wanted.

As an example from California, a U
of T scientist explained that if scien-

tists doing research for a pesticide

company there on the "good" effects of

insecticides should discover that the

insecticide causes cancer in mice,

"they would find themselves without a

grant."

We're not saying we've reached this

level of educational dishonesty and

hypocrisy, this level of corporate con-

trol of the university. But the danger

exists.

Perhaps it is naive to expect that a

university's leaders be devoted to the

development of the intellect instead of

the economy, to the development of

peace rather than the research for

weapons of war.

But consider the alternative. For a

start you could take a look at the Hip-

pocratic oath printed above, remem-
bering that Dr. Solandt graduated at

the tup of his class as a medical doctor



University a 19th century

monument to hardware: McLuhan
By GEOFF MEGGS

It was the centralized uni-

versity vs. the diffuse learning

community Firday as the

Commission on University

Government interviewed

members of the Board of Gov-

ernors in the morning, and

Marshall McLuhan and Arthur

Porter during the afternoon

session.

Board member W. 0. Twaits

proposed government by a rep-
resentative academic body
under a small group of men.
"so constituted that it will not
only exercise authority in all

fields, but be seen by everyone
as able to do this."

This supreme body should be
composed of "anyone who can
make a contribution". Twaits
argued, and act as a buffer
between the university and the

Vic
Elections

Election of next year's Victoria College Union Council will

take place all day this Thursday.

John Elton (HI VIC) and Ernie Hobbs (II VIC) are running for

the position of President, with a three-way race for Vice-Presi-

dent involving Blair Cowper-Smith (II VIC), John Sparks (II

VIC), and Mike Stewart (I VIC).

Other offices being contested are Treasurer, Educational Re-

search Commissioner, Communications Commissioner, Scarlet

and Gold Commissioner, Cultural Affairs Commissioner, two
Members-at-large, and University Government Commissioner.

The candidates will be speaking at 1 p.m. tomorrow in the Mu-

sic Room of Wymilwood.

Eng
TORONTO — (APSC) — Engineering students Friday elected

Art Mcllwain (III APSC) over Steve Kallos (III APSC) as presi-

dent of the Engineering Society. The turnout was 40 percent.

Sharing the executive with him will be Alex Kitay (III APSC)

as vice-president, Bob Rowland (II APSC) as second vice-presi-

dent and Mike Sefton (II APSC) as treasurer.

The Engineering SAC reps next year are Bryon Alexandroff,

Henrik Jacobsen, George Sachs (all in third year) and Eric Mit-

lin(IAPSC).

legislature.

He rejected the concept of

an elected body forming a uni-

cameral government system.
"Such a group will turn into a

debating society unable to

make long range decisions."

But in the afternoon Mar-
shall McLuhan told CUG
members not to waste time
trying to reform an institution.

"Bypass it," he advised.

Calling the university "a
19th century monument to

hardware," McLuhan said

CUG's problems were the

same as those of every bu-

reaucracy in the world.

"You cannot have central-

ism at high speeds of informa-

tion movement," he said.

"What you call participation

is tribalism, complete oneness

of interests, decision-making

and shared awareness," he

said. "What better way to do

away with administration than

by participation?"

McLuhan said the problem

of campus unrest was the re-

sult of a loss of identity caused

by decentralizing forces of a

technological revolution.

McLuhan proposed the elec-

tric environment be brought
into the university and inspect-

ed.

"When you have the total

inventory of problems you
have the answer," he said.

PIPE SMOKERS!
This could be the Best

Offer you've had all day!
We're sure we have the finest Dutch Aromatic pipe tobacco your

money can buy, and we're willing to send you a pouch (free) to prove

it! So that you'll experience the pleasure of a genuine, great Dutch

tobacco. That's Amphora. Amphora Full Aromatic— in the Red

Pouch, is the extra mild, gentle smoke from Holland. Cool, slow

burning—the constant companion of pipe smokers the world over.

To try the taste of this great Dutch Aromatic—just clip and mail the

coupon below. Please enclose empty pouch of your present IM-

PORTED tobacco.

Just mail this
coupon today!

MAIL TO: M.C.F.G. Box 220,

Station F, Toronto, Ontario

f

I

I

Prov.

Mr./Mrs..

Address

City

Yes, I would like a FREE full sized Red Pouch of Amphora Full Aromatic pipe

tobacco. I enclose an empty "Trade in" pouch of

IMPORTED pipe tobacco I have been smoking.

My tobacconist is

His Address

(This Offer expires M.vch 31. 1969 and is limited
K „„ VA 3

to one Free pouch per person, per address).

I

I
S M.vch 31, 1969 and IS lirniteu

Key No.VA J W
ich per person, per address). »

U of T FLYING CLUB

ELECTION MEETING

Wed. March 5 7:30 pm

South Dining Room, Hart House

Important Discussion

on future of Club!

THE SHOP ON MAIN ST.
THURSDAY. MARCH 6 - 8:30 - SI. 50
ELEKTRA THEATRE 362 College Street

LUNCH FROM THE SHTETL
U.C. 8. NEW COLLEGE - FRIOAY
ENVIRONMENT OPENING
Featuring STAN PORTER - Stat of "JACQUES BREL"
SATURDAY - I 1:00 P.M. Subscribers Only

THE ART ENVIRONMENT
SUNDAY. MARCH 9 8, Continuous from 10:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

ADMISSION 50c - Y.M. 8 Y.M.H.A. Bloor & Spadina

ERWIN JOSPE Dean of Tbe School of Fine Ana,

"FOLK SONG AS MIRROR OF JEWISH HISTORY"
Sunday. March 9th, 8:30 p.m.m Park Plnza Hotel.

Up tight about the social season?
, . . then don't get caught with

your unclean showing. The
swingin' crowd gets groomed at

One Hour Martinizing (242 Bloor

Street West — opposite Varsity

Stadium) ... but before you cut

out, clip the coupon below and

take it along . . . tell them you

want your formal wear cleaned

the "Martinizing" way.

On< Kout

"mminiii/is"
242 Bloor St W (opposite Varsity Stadium)

20% OFF orvAUr

FORMALWEAR
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 22nd. 1969

THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
INCOMING ORDER AND IS VALID ONLY AT
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
242 BLOOR STREET. WEST. TORONTO
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ERINDALE COLLEGE
University of Toronto

presents the fifth topic in its series

"THE AGE OF REVOLUTION"

REVOLUTION AT HOME'
Two evening seminars offered by a panel of Canadian

Indians and a panel of non-Indians.

March 6 "Are there basic differences in the phil-

osophies of Indian culture and Euro-

Canadian culture?"

March 7 "What changes are coming for Indian

people in Canada?"

8:00 P.M. in Room 257, The College Building

Meet the panelists after the seminars over coffee in

the College Cafeteria.

CAUTto arbitrate Gray dismissal
MONTREAL ( CUP) -

Faculty at McGill University

are sharply divided over the

impending dismissal of politi-

cal science lecturer Stanley
Gray. Friday, Gray accepted
arbitration by the Canadian
Association of University

The Political Economy Department will hold an all day
teach-in today to take a critical look at the department from
both the undergraduate and graduate levels.

The morning session will consist of two panels in Sid Smith
Room 2135. The first will discuss The Purposes of Education
and The Uses of the University and the second will deal with
The Content and Approach of Political Science.

At 12:30 in Convocation Hall Gabriel Kolko, of the State
University of New York in Buffalo, will deliver the key-note
address on 'the Roots of American Foreign Policy After 1943."

followed by an afternoon series of seminars in Convocation
Hall.

A panel at 4 p.m. will sum up the teach-in and deal with the
resolutions that the seminars have produced.

All Political Science classes have been cancelled, although
most Economics classes will go on as usual. All sessions are
open and the university at large is invited to attend.

Teachers. The proceedings will

be open.

Gray has been charged with
disrupting meetings of the
McGill Board of Governors
and Senate, behavior detri-
mental to the university com-
munity according to McGill
Principal H. Rocke Robertson.

Thursday, over 100 faculty

members signed an open letter

to Robertson supporting Gray.
Teachers supporting Robert-
son immediately launched a
counter petition, obtaining
over 600 faculty signatures
condemning disruption of uni-

versity business and affirming
confidence in Robertson's in-

tegrity.

Saturday, dissident faculty
met to form a rebel caucus
within the McGill Association
of University Teachers. MAUT
was criticized for a Thursday
meeting which dissolved into

shouting chaos as the majority
faction tried to yell the dissi-

dent minority into capitula-
tion.

The 17 dissidents will pre-

pare papers supporting the
right of dissent and disruption.

They hope to force MAUT to

dissassociate itself from the
administration.

Indications are that Harry
Thomas, editor of the adminis-
tration's McGill Reporter,
may be forced out following a

treatment of the Gray affair

that was rather unfavourable

to the principal.

A number of student and
faculty groups have declared
support for Gray, including the

militant Teachers' Syndicate

at L'Universite de Montreal.

Before arbitration proceed-

ings begin. Robertson and
Gray must find three mutually

acceptable academics from
outside the university. Failing

that, Robertson and CAUT se-

lect one man who selects two
others.

"DID YOU REALIZE'

"You can get a booklet
about diamonds without cost
or obligations that tells you
what to look for when choos-
ing your diamond engagement
ring. Did you know that by
purchasing on a "Direct
Basic" from Hugh Proctor &
Co. you can make a sub-
stantial saving over the pre-

vailing market prices? Did
you know that all you have
to do is phone 921-7702 and
he' 1 1 gladly mai t one out

to you?"
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ARRIORS WHOOP ROUGE ET OR
By ROD MICKLEBURGH

Waterloo fans and players tuned up for the

tig Saturday fooferall with a humurous 4-2 vic-

|ory over Laval Rouge et Or ("Roar, roar for
Rouge et Or!") in the opening semi-final
blayed on the previous Friday eve.

The humour came from the feeble futility of

Laval who showed about as much finesse and
lockey savvy as a troop of one-armed aborigi-

nes.

. Examples: Laval player picks up puck just
Inside his own blueline, dipsy-doodles a few
limes, and calmly fires the puck straight into
Ihe boards, still in his own end, where it is

Winced on by an amazed Waterloo player who
Jnoves in for a shot on goal. Also, big roar from
Ihe crowd as two Laval players snare a loose
buck and prepare to race down the ice two-on-
bne (is two-on-one an orgy?), but too many
books pollute the puck (as it were) and slowly
but irresolutely they crumble into one another,
fending up in a demoralizing heap of skates
Sticks, gloves and embarrassment with the
buck having budged nary an inch.

ni l T' „
ltTg was lnat the final sc°™ was

only 4-2 and the result might have been a lot
different if an apparent Laval goal hadn't been
disallowed which would have tied the game 1-3
late in the second period.

It was not to be. however, and Waterloo skat-
ed lazily to victory with little sweat expended

Warriors opened the scoring in the second
minute of action on a goal by Orest Romashvna
after a scintilliating rink-length rush by captainRon Robmson.

Laval stumbled back with a power-plav goal
from Guy Morel and the period ended 1-1

'

Bob Verdun cheered as Warriors went ahead
i-l following scoring markers from Rick Bacon
and Ken Laidlaw. while Liz Willick roared with
delight when Laval's Denis Mercier narrowed
the gap to 3-2. Then came the disallowed goal
and Laval lumbered ludicrously the rest of the
way.

Robinson iced the game with a goal early in
the third period.

Acrobatic work by Rougeetor s fiery little
goaltender. Jacques Audy helped keep the
score close.

One of ten Varsity goals in Blues' labouring 10-6 victory over Carleton Ravens in the sec-

ond semi-final Friday night. That unidentified stick to the extreme right fired the puck.

* MALES *

COME TO
HART HOUSE

and
VOTE
for

HOUSE
LIBRARY
ART

DEBATES
MUSIC

COMMITTEES
on

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5

FREE!!! FREE!!! FREE!!!
The Blue & White Society would like to invite all

students to come to all the free events in the coming
weeks. We think that most students are finding themselves
in financial difficulty, and so are unable to indulge in a
social life due to this lack of funds. Since students need
some sort of break from their studies, and since they have
already paid their $12 to S.A.C., we feel justified in usjng
our budget to provide a social program for these students

free of charge, especially since they are the ones who
have given us our budget. Thus, all we are doing is giving
you your moneys worth of programming. We hope you will

take advantage of this, and come out to the programs we
have planned.

On FRI. MAR. 7. we will have a free double-feature

movie, with YOU'RE A BIG BOY NOW and A THOUSAND
CLOWNS. This will take place at 8:30 at Convocation
Hall. On SAT. MAR. 8, from 9 p.m.-l a.m. there will be a
free COFFEE HOUSE in the ARBOR RM. in Hart House,
with live entertainment. On SUN MAR. 9, at 8:30 p.m. in

Convocation Hall, we will present THE KENSINGTON
MARKET in concert. Tickets for the Sun. Concert and the

Fri. movies will be available on Wed. at the S.A.C. Office

free of charge. 2 per person. I hope you enioy this program

and the similar ones in the coming weeks.

ABRAHAM MUDRIK
Chairman,

Blue & White Society

Vbur last check

from home
just bounced?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheTrtink Drink.

8:30 pm - 1:00 am

'IDES OF MARCH'
VICTORIA COLLEGE FORMAL

INN-ON-THE-PARK
(PARK BALLROOMI

$7.50 couple

Tickets available at VCU office

Wymilwood 12:00 2:00 pmpm
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BLUES DRUB WATERLOO 6-0 IN SIHL TITLE MATCH
By PHIL BINGLEY

Something old, something
new. something borrowed; add
them all up and you get Varsity

Blues. And, Blues are back on

top of the heap today following

their letter perfect victory

over University of Waterloo
Warriors in the Senior Inter-

collegiate Hockey League sud-

den death championship game
played before 4,753 Saturday
night at Varsity Arena.

The old were the veterans —
Jim Miles, Steve Monteith,
Ward Passi, Gord Cunningham
and Bob McClelland — who
were playing their last games
at Varsity in Blues uniforms.

The new were rookies Adrian
Watson. Mike Boland and Len
Burman while the borrowed
was the powerplay which Blues

employed as their most effec-

tive weapon in frustrating

Waterloo for the third year in a

row.

Paul Laurent got Blues roll-

ing in the first period when he

deflected Cunningham's si, n-

shot from the point during a

powerplay situation. Warriors

were two men short at the

time. Laurent put Blues two up
early in the second period be-

fore Steve Monteith and Len
Burman made it 4-0 by the end

of 40 minutes. Each of the

three markers came while
Blues were enjoying a man
advantage.

These scoring plays repre-

sented a complete reversal of

form for Varsity from their

regular season tilts with Wa-
terloo. In those three games,
Waterloo counted six of their

eight goals while playing a

man up and kept Blues at bay
with effective penalty-killing.

Saturday it was Blues who
made their oneupmanship pay
off while mesmerizing Warrior
powerplay snipers with superb
defensive work.

Monteith's goal was the one
which put the final outcome
beyond doubt. Warriors ap-
peared to be ready for a rally

when their goaler Arlon Pop-
key made a fantastic stop on
Monteith who had skated in

untouched from the blueline.

But Steve put the- screws to

that momentum when he broke
in again moments later and
beat Popkey with a quick back-
hand flip as he swooped across
the front of the goalcrease.

Passi skated aggressively all

night and set up Laurent's sec-

ond goal. Cunningham was at

his end-to-end best and contrib-

uted a goal and an assist, Mc-
Clelland ignored his lack of

size to continually check his

larger opponents with ferocity

and Miles turned in his best

defensive effort all season and
made the key play on Bur-
man's goal.

In fact, it would be difficult

to pick one Toronto player
would did not at least match
his best previous performance
this year Goaler Watson, play-

ing his first playoff game,
highlighted his confident and

flawless effort with several

splendid stops. Burman contin-

ued to make the most of every

opportunity around enemy nets

with his third goal in the two

day series.

Rearguards Dave Field.

Terry Parsons, Bill L'Heureux
and Miles were never better

both as individuals and as a

group than they were in this

one. They stood up at their own
blueline. forced Warriors into

costly miscues and carried the

puck smoothly and quickly out

of the Varsity end.

Warriors were a tired and

disorganized team by the be-

ginning of the third period.

Their continual dependence on

two forward lines (Blues used

three throughout) and three

defensemen hurt them badly.

In Blues noisy dressing

room, after the game, happy
players slapped each other,

offered congratulations and
rehashed parts of the sweet
victory like a bunch of excited

kids. Coach Tom Watt beamed
from ear to ear and occasional-

ly yelled "Great game gang."

There was nothing else to

say. Blues had done all their

talking with their respective

on-the-ice performances.

NOTES . . . Adrian Watson's
shutout was Blues first this

year . . . Another of Varsity's

bitter rivals, Loyola Warriors,
bit the dust this week-end.
They lost 4-2 to Sir George Wil-

liams in a league semi-final

playoff game. SGW finished 10

points behind first place Loyo-
la during the regular season
and finished fourth . . . Blues
leave for Edmonton and the

CIAU playoffs on Thursday.
They'll meet Laurentian Uni-
versity in the first round . . .

Saturday's win gave Blues
their fourth straight SIHL title.

Paul Laurent, Ward Passi,
Gord Cunningham and Bob
McClelland have been mem-
bers of each of those teams.

Sieve Monteith (with puck) sweeps around Waterloo defenceman Neil Cotten before
beating goaler Arlon Popkey with quick backhand goal. The goal came midway through
the second period and turned out to be key marker in Blues' 6-0 victory.

(

Twinkle, twinkle little puck, how I wonder where you are? Ian McKegney (left)i Bob Mc-
Clelland (16), Brian Tompson (17) and Warrior goaler Arlon Popkey pose question during
Saturday's game. Popkey eventually caught flying disc and held it for a faceoff

.

Varsity ousts Ravens
Varsity Blues' line of John Wright, Steve Monteith and Len

Burman dominated the game and Blues swept to a 10-6 win over
Carleton University Ravens in a Senior Intercollegiate hockey
League semi-final contest played Friday night at Varsity Arena.

Monteith fired three goals. Burman added a pair while Wright
picked up five assists.

Blues turned in one of their lesser efforts of the year but never
looked to be in danger of losing. Carlton held Blues within range
for two periods but sagged sharply in the third.

Paul Laurent and Len Burman gave Varsity a quick 2-0 lead in

the early moments of the game but Ravens rallied to gain a 3-3

tie by the end of the first period.

Blues went ahead again in the second period 6-3 but the Ottawa
team came back to make it 6-5 by the end of the frame.
Ward Passi. Bob McClelland. Bill L'Heureux and Gord Cun-

ningham (with the eventual winner early in the third period I had
Blues other markers. Greg Gordon with two, John Heslop. Doug
Harper. Mike Pontus and Tom Barkley hit the scoreboard for

Ravens.

Carleton was much slower than Blues throughout the game but
made the most of their scoring opportunities. Blues, on the other
hand, were often sloppy in their own end but had little trouble

solving Carlton's porous defense.
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Blues captain Paul Laurent accepts Queen's Cup from U of T admin-

istrator John Sword and athletic director Warren Stevens following

Varsity's 6-0 victory over Waterloo Saturday night.





HEADQUARTERS
U off T JACKETS I
LEVI'S LEES
BLAZERS &
CRESTS
CRESTED SWEAT
SHIRTS

LYNN-GOLD CLOTHES '401 YONGE
AT GERRARO

The Department of Italian and Hispanic Studies and

The Centre for the Study of Drama present

EL CORRAL DE DON FERNANDO
Carleton University, Ottawa in LOS INTER ESES CREADOS by Benavente

and LA GUARDA CUIDADOSA by Cervantes

Admission $2.00 HART HOUSE THEATRE Box Office

Students $1.00 Friday, March 7th at 8:30 928-8668

THE COMMISSION
ON THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

PUBLIC H EARNINGS
Last week the Commission on the Government of the University of Toronto

published in the Staff Bulletin and The Varsity a skeletal outline of the issues that the
Commission has over the past three months identified as being central to the ques-
tion of university government and structure.

While there are areas of disagreement on specific issues, the Commission is in
general agreement that the structures they are seeking should aim at being responsi-
ble to the university community, decentralized in the decision-making process, and
adaptable to meet the forces of continuous change. While recognizing that structural
changes within the university in themselves cannot solve the problems of student
and faculty alienation in a large university setting, the Commission s basic aim is to
start to tackle the problem of involvement and participation.

The Commission wishes to discuss these issues with YOU. They want to hearYOUR opinions and reactions to their statement of issues. They want to explain toYOU where they agree and disagree — and why.
During the week of March 10 — 14. 1969. the Commission will be holding a

series of informal public hearings in various locations on campus, at which Commis-
sion members will be present to discuss the issues with YOU . The Commission
wishes to stress the fact that members of the university community should feel free
to attend all or any of these meetings.

Monday
March 10

Tuesday

March 1

1

Wednesday
March 12

Thursday

March 13

Thursday

March 13

HERE IS WHERE WE WILL BE
Time Location

12:30 p.m. Applied Science Council Chamber
and Engineering Galbraith Building

Forestry

Architecture

7:30 p.m. St. Michael's College

Trinity College Carr Hall

Victoria College (St. Michael's College)
1:00 p.m. Medicine Room 3170

Pharmacy Medical
Dentistry Sciences Building

Food Sciences

Hygiene

Nursing

Pysical and Health

Education
1 :00 p.m. Law Moot Court

Music Faculty of Law
Business

Social Work
Library Science

7:30 p.m Innis College Common Room
New College Wilson Hall

University College (New College)

WONT YOU COME AND TELL US WHAT YOU THINK?

Erindafe Students will help

choose new Associate Dean
Students at Erindale College are to have a say in the choice ot

their new Associate Dean.

A committee of four professors, two students and the Regis-

trar, Dr. J. J. Rae. is being set up to advise the Principal on the

choice of Erindale's new Associate Dean.

The former Associate Dean. E. A. Robinson has been appoint-

ed Dean. He has been acting Dean since November when the

former Dean. S. J. Colman, left to take over as Dean of Scarbor-

ough College.

The proposal to create this committee was discussed and
agreed upon at the last meeting of the Principal's Council which
has equal faculty-student representation.

The two student members on the committee are Alec Mc-
Dermid and Erindale student council President Paul Kochberg.

Last week the New College Council rejected a similar proposal

to set up a committee composed equally of students and faculty

plus Principal D. G. Ivey to choose a new Dean of Men.

UofS supports independent union
REGINA (CUP) - The two-

month-old conflict between
students here at the University

of Saskatchewan and the ad-

ministration has strengthened

student resolve for an inde-

pendent student union.

Last Friday well over 50 per

cent of the campus turned out

to elect a slate of student offi-

cers committed to the inde-

pendent union and freedom for

the Carillon, student news-
paper at Regina and the pre-

cipitant of the Board of Gover-
nors' decision to stop collect-

ing student union fees.

Negotiations between the

Board and student council

seem close to settlement.

Sources say theyexpect a final

decision by Thursday and the

Board will again agree to col-

lect student union fees. The
Carillon apparently will be

ruled by a set of guidelines pat-

terned after the Code of Ethics

of the Canadian University

Press.

Wanted: by a cultural publication of high stature and intense-

ly literate traditions, an Editor for the fourthcoming editing sea-

son. Must be approved by Refew staff which meets Friday at

tne. Must have applied to Count Miguel Ignattiero at 91 Sir

George or 531-4543.

St. Michael's College Student Council

Presents

John Sewell
the first of three lectures

'How Our City Is Mismanaged'

in Seminar Room A, Brennan Hall

St. Michael's College, 7:30 pm

TONIGHT
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ERINDALE COLLEGE
University of Toronto

presents the fifth topic in its series

"THE AGE OF REVOLUTION"

REVOLUTION AT HOME'
Two evening seminars offered by a panel of Canadian

Indians and a panel of non-Indians.

March 6 "Are there basic differences in the phil-

osophies of Indian culture and Euro-

Canadian culture?" .

March 7 "What changes are coming for Indian

people in Canada?"

8:00 P.M. in Room 257, The College Building

Meet the panelists after the seminars over coffee in

the College Cafeteria.



Moral standards dropped : Ryan I Hart House €L
ByUZWILLICK In h — '" 1
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"This is not an age of pros

perity but of darkness for reli-

gion. But death and silence

always give way to light and

resurrection."

This was the conclusion of

Claude Ryan, editor of Que-

bec's leading newspaper Le

Devoir last night after a Hart

House lecture.

He began his lecture Can

Religion Become Relevant

Again by saying that "peace is

the ultimate goal — so impor-

tant and so elusive" that one

cannot ignore the contribution

that may come from any

source — religious or non-reli-

gious.

About 75 people were scat-

tered about the theatre — stu-

dents, laymen and clergy.

Ryan spoke with an accent dis-

cernible only in the upward in-

flection on final syllables and

the characteristically French

hard th sound. His gestures

were controlled but expres-

sive.
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Poli Ec - "beiu
By ART MOSES

Decision-making in the de-

partment of political economy

amounts to "benevolent des-

potism," says Prof. Jean

Edward Smith, the depart-

ment's associate chairman.

Speaking at Monday's all-

day political science teach-in,

Prof. Smith said that under

regulations established by the

Board of Governors and

Dean's Committees, the de-

partment must be run along

these lines.

"This is something for the

Commission on University

Government to act upon," he

added.

In the course of the panel

discussion Prof. Smith was

asked about his association

with the U.S. Defence Depart-

ment.

"I have consulted for the

Defence Department and I feel

that a body with the potential

for the destruction that the

Defence Department has needs

all the advice it can get," said

Prof. Smith.

Prof. Peter Russell voiced

concern that students on hiring

and firing committees would

impose political tests on fac-

ulty member.
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— "men like Prof. Dupre for

example," chuckled Smith.

Gary Webster (SGS) disa-

greed, saying that the Depart-

ment "by and large serves the

dominant class in society, ob-

viously the upper-middle, busi-

ness class. Political science

the world over, including the

Soviet Union, is supported by

the system which exists. In

General, political science is

opposed to any radical transi-

tion."

George Carter (SGS) sug-

AtuaL
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lorth american mutual funds

481-3387 nite - 783-1679

dents can t really be effective

on curriculum committees if

they don't have a correspond-

ing role in determining who

teaches the courses they

choose.

"As Marshall McLuhan said

to CUG. maybe it is better to

have the experience of a 21-

year-old than the experience of

a 48-year-old." said Webster.

"I am sure students would be

quite reasonable on these

committees, even the most

radical ones."

ite Students'

n Ski Trips

Mountain, Collingwood

0 per person - includes

ation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

SATURDAY, MARCH 8th, 1969

Phone: GSU at 928-2391

_ 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

ffatt

S A LE

U of T FLYING CLUB

ELECTION MEETING

Wed. March 5 7:30 pm

South Dining Room, Hart House

Important Discussion

on future of Club!

HART HOUSE FILM FESTIVAL ^

j
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 5th:

| Leading Underground Film-Makers. PETER ROWE, DAVID

| MARTIN 8, SAM GUPTA will hold a screening of their

I films and a discussion.

THURSDAY, MARCH 6th:

I CHRISTOPHER'S MOVIE MATINEE. Discussion with

I
ROBERT SIMS, director of the North York Film Proiect.

MUSIC ROOM. .... LADIES WELCOME^Jj
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What is behind the threat to bring police on campus
Education Minister William Davis'

decision, reported in the Monday news-
papers, to call in police "immediately
if students create disorders at any On-
tario university" is an unfortunate de-
cision, but one to be expected.

It is unfortunate because, if he car-
ries through on his threats, he will de-
stroy any possibility of peaceful change
in the university and ultimately in the
society.

The fact is that students' only re-

course in attempting to create funda-
mental change in the way this univer-
sity is run and in its goals is through
direct action. Dr. Bissell. for example,
has made it clear that he will not allow
the present purposes of the university
to be changed by the students.

In his opening address he told stu-

dents: "In a simple, practical way
democracy means the free choice by
the people of those who will make deci-

sions concerning the collective life.

"

But later in his speech Dr. Bissell

added, "There are areas, however, in

the democratic system where the popu-
lar will does not prevail and openness
is not accepted. In the university the
non-democratic element is greater
than it is in the state.

"

Dr. Bissell s reasoning — that the
quality of education would suffer under
a democratic system — sounds logical,

but behind the logic lies one simple
fact:

"I, Dr. Bissell, will decide the aims
and goals of this university." The core
of power remains in the same hands as
it did before the plethora of staff-stu-
dent committees we have now.

Dr. Bissell added that the university
could not be completely democratic
because: "The university is not con-
cerned with general welfare, in which
goals may vary, but with a particular
area, where there can be only one prin-
cipal goal - the preservation, dissemi-
nation and expansion of knowledge

Yet in a recent interview Dr. Bissell
slammed the radicals for trying to
change the university and told them:
"For heavens sake forget about
(yourselves) and start thinking about
the welfare of others."

The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal-

"
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Strange words indeed in view of his
previous definition of the university.
Radicals are concerned with bettering
the general welfare and to do it they
have added one more definition to Dr.
Bissell's "principal goal" — the pres-
ervation, dissemination, expansion and
use of knowledge.
The university should use the knowl-

edge it gains for the betterment of soci-
ety, and it is this criteria that brings
student radicals into conflict with men
like Mr. Davis and Dr. Bissell.
These men do not want the knowl-

edge that genuine learning brings, put
into use, because that knowledge often
involves a recognition that our society
is structured along irrational and un-
just lines. Changing the structure
would involve taking power out of the
hands of Bissell and Davis and putting
it where it belongs — with the people
who are most affected by that power.

In the university, those people are
students and faculty.

JUST DEMANDS

haveMost student "disorders'
arisen from demands that were "just
but demands that the system did not
want to meet. At Simon Fraser Univer-
sity, for example, 114 students wereTHE VARSITY. Wednesday. March 5. 1969

arrested for sitting-in at the adminis-
tration building. Their demands? Open
up the university to students in techni-
cal and junior colleges, and to children
of the lower classes.

The administration acknowledged
the justice of their demands, refused to
implement or even promise to imple-
ment them, and called in the police.
The picture on the front page shows

national guardsmen clearing the
Berkeley campus with tear gas. Stu-
dent (and faculty) demands there?
Open up the university to underprivi-
leged groups — blacks. Mexicans,
Puerto Ricans.

And so it goes at college after col-
lege, university after university — just
demands met by Mace, teargas, clubs
and bayonets.

It is this kind of violence — police
violence — that Mr. Davis wants to
bring onto the campuses of Ontario.
And make no mistake. Mr. Davis may
talk about "student disorders", but
with the lamentable exception of Sir
George Williams University, violence
has almost always been triggered and
carried through by the police.

Even at Columbia, most sources now
seem to agree that the wreckage in the
buildings was created by police, not
students.

But it is not wreckage that Mr. Davis

is worried about. When the engineers
stopped the subway during one of their
capers a couple of years ago, they did
damage estimated at up to 55250,000.
The cry for police on campus did not
arise out of that incident because it was
not a threat to the established order
There was no fear of social change.
One can speculate whether Mr. Da-

vis would dare make the same state-
ment to the press about labor — "Po-
lice will be called in at the least sign of
disorder during a strike," to smash the
labor movement. Of course he
wouldn't.

Why students, then?
Well, for one thing, students aren't

organized and lack the solidarity of
labor unions.

For another thing, students are polit-
ically powerless — most don't even
have a vote.

But the main reason harks back to
the crucial issue of the place of stu-
dents, and the myths surrounding stu-
dents, in our society.

STUDENT "DRONES"

Students are regarded, under the
encouragement of Mr. Davis' depart-
ment, as drones, unproductive paras-
ites on the body politic. The truth is

that students are intellectual workers
in training, whose "production" during
their university years consists of their
increased potential to produce after
graduation (we'll ignore the problem of
production for whom)

.

If the government recognized this
fact officially, it would be forced to pay
students wages, just as apprentices in
other professions are paid wages. As it

is, students are doubly penalized by
having to pay for this training.

The government does not want to
recognize this fact, despite figures
proving that as an investment, educa-
tion yields "interest" (in increased
production) of 15 to 20 per cent per
year.

By bringing in the police, then the
government is protecting its invest-
ment, and also maintaining the subor-
dinate role of the university vis-a-vis
government and business. The police
are government's tools in this process
of repression.

The events at Berkeley. San Francis-
co and other U.S. colleges indicate that
if police are used to suppress student
movements and the possibility of social
change, these movements will gain
numbers and fight back, physically if

necessary.

This is the possibility Mr. Davis
opens up when he sends police on cam-
pus. The university and the society
must be changed, and a certain amount
of "disorder" may be necessary to do
it.

Mr. Davis may argue that "student
disorders" lead to a reaction by the
general public, a reaction that may
lead the society down the long road to
fascism. If so, Mr. Davis has no one to
blame but himself.

It is he and his colleagues that have
created the conditions for fascism in

this society by their social policies, by
manipulating the educational system
and the mass media so that just student
demands are regarded as a threat to

freedom and democracy.
To the extent that students oppose

Mr. Davis and his police, they are in

fact fighting such a threat, and helping
to bring about a democratic university
in a democratic society.



There is no rule for the people of Canada

It is just as easy to show there is no rule by. the people of Canada
By KEN STONE

This article is in reply to an article by Russell Deigan (III UC) in the Feb. 24 Varsity. MrUeigan criticized the desirability of introducing socialism into Canada. Mr. Stone is a recentgraduate of U of T

I would like to reply to Mr. Deigan's

criticisms under three headings: 1) the

failure of Russian socialism, 2) social-

ism and democracy and 3) the funda-

mental contradictions of capitalism.

I - The failure of

Russian socialism

Inevitably in any discussion of so-

cialism for Canada, the red (?) herring

of Soviet socialism pops up.

Socialism is totalitarian, undemo-
cratic, not in the interests of the peo-

ple. So goes the argument. Canadian
conditions are ignored. The finger is

pointed to Russia.

I would like to dispel a few myths
perpetrated about the Soviet Union in

the media and in our course content.

First, Russia is not a socialist state.

True, it has a nationalized economy;
but that economy is under the control

of a self-perpetuating party bureauc-

racy that amounts virtually to a class.

Moreover, under the Lieberman pro-

posals, there is a move to give factory

managers greater autonomy (sound

like capitalism?). The Soviet Union
- supports the same rotten Latin Ameri-
can military dictatorships that are

maintained by the United States, plays

the same games in outer space, and so

on.

What is important is to understand
why the Soviet revolution has not yet

succeeded and why Canadian circum-
stances are different.

One of the first mistakes of Lenin. I

believe, was the overly-highly disci-

plined and centralized nature of the

Bolshevik Party. This "democratic
centralism" was a function partly of

the efficiency of the Tzarist police and
partly of the lack of a successful revo-

lutionary precedent. ("It didn't really

help much — as two out of the five

members of the central committee
were Tzarist agents.

)

Another error was the style of the

revolutionaries: a cultural revolution

did not appear to go on simultaneously
with the political revolution. In other

words, no socialist life style was devel-

oped. Finally, the strategy of the revo-

lution was not the best. The Bolshevik

Revolution amounted very much to a

coup d'etat in Moscow and Leningrad

rather than to a mass-based revolution

on the Chinese model.
But we can't lay all the blamr on the

Russians. During the first critical

years of the Soviet state, the western

powers forced a civil war upon Russia

(Canada sent troops). They also cut off

trade relations as the U.S. is doing to

Cuba. These facts coupled with the

small stock of material goods in Russia

in 1917 (the stage of socialism must

eliminate scarcity before communism
can be achieved) . laid the groundwork

for the hard fisted national government

f Stalin.

But even Stalin should not be exam-
ined out of context to the designs of the
western powers on Russia (see Carl
Oglesby. containment and Change a
history of the Cold War).

Before leaving Russia, I would like
to answer two more of Mr. Deigan's
allusions. First, to conditions under
socialism. One should never forget that
in the "totalitarian" Soviet Union and.
for that matter, in any socialist coun-
try except under the direst circum-
stances, and unlike under "normalcy"
in "affluent" America, no one lacks the
basic necessities of life — food, shelter,
clothing, medical care, formal educa-
tion.

As for the quality of life under social-

ism, I suggest Mr. Deigan visit Cuba to

see what good things a revolution can
do for people's heads. Also to see that

socialist regime can be very, very pop-

ular.

Secondly, to his reference to this fel-

low, Milovan Djilas of Yugoslavia.

Unfortunately, I know little about Yu-
goslavia and nothing of the Communist.
Djilas. But I do know that not every-

body who calls himself a Communist is

a Communist. Take Brezhnev, for

example.

In 1969 Canada, needless to say, con-

ditions are different from 1917 in Rus-

sia. The repression on radicals has not

really started yet nor will "democratic

centralism" a la Russe be the model

for the revolutionary organization I

believe that there is also a genuine at-

tempt by the real radicals I know to

live a socialist life style. There is also a

much greater stock of material goods

in Canada now than in Russia of 1917.

Lastly, we want a mass-based move-

ment.

1 1 - Socialism and
Democracy

Only under socialism can there be

democracy. Democracy is defined here

as rule by the people, for the people I

think most people could accept this def-

inition.

In my last article, I pointed out ex-

amples showing that there was no rule

for the people in Canada. It is just as

easy to show that there is no rule by the

people in Canada. Look at your schools

and factories. Examine the vote you

get for governments once every four or

five years.

Even more illuminating is the fact

that modern western political thinkers

don't think the people rule. Madison,

Hosca. Lipset. Dahl. Galbraith.

Porter. Clark Kerr will all admit that

under pluralism (that's what they call

it), elite or interest groups, not the

people, have the power. They excuse

this fact by explaining that these elite

groups are too small and too competi-

tive for any single one to force its will

upon the people.

Don't believe them. Look around and
see ruling class that controls every-
thing: the corporations, the universi-
ties, the banks, the government, the
media.

But enough of capitalism. On to so-
cialism.

No one has the blueprint for the so-

cialist Canada. One can only postulate
generalities.

However, speaking only for myself. I

see the state organized thus, after the
(hopefully) few initial years of the
threat of counter-revolution.

A central planning agency delineat-

ing national goals and needs. Regional
planning agencies to interpret the goals
and needs in terms of the local facto-

ries, farms and universities. At each
level, especially the one involving the

vast majority of the people, there
would be the machinery to dissent In

other words, the workers who would
control the factories and the students

and faculty who would control the uni-

versities, would be able to tell the plan-

ners to go back and try again.

This kind of participatory democ-
racy would involve no contradictions,

for the central and regional planners
would be ruling, like the farmers, stu-

dents, and workers, themselves, for the

people.

Every once in a while, however, a

cultural revolution might be necessary

to prevent the formation of a self-per-

petuating bureaucracy.

When scarcity is finally eliminated,

we will have achieved the new society,

called "communism" by Marx back in

1848 Needless to say. such a society is

so alien to past human history (or "pre-

history ") that not even Marx tried to

describe it It might be the "non-
repressive society" with which Mar-
cuse is primarily concerned.

1 1 1
- Fundamental

Contradictions

of Capitalism

Mr. Deigan says I can "easily
achieve (my) objectives through the

(capitalist) system." I don't think so.

The fundamental contradiction of

capitalism is the contradiction between
the private ownership of the means of

production on the one hand and social

needs on the other.

Three examples. ( I could give more )

:

1) Three main companies control
auto production in Canada and the U.S.

(and to a large extent Europe) — GM,
Ford, and Chrysler. Figure how many
millions of people work explicitly to

put out those cars. Figure the raw

materials necessary. Notice the enor-

mous profits.

But also look at what is produced.

Cars that depreciate half their value in

their first two years and end up as junk

after seven. Cars that are made to

break down after a few years so that

new ones have to be bought. Cars that

pollute the air (The three companies
are presently being sued by the US
government for collaborating back in

1954 not to build into their cars an anti-

pollutant device. I Cars that destroy cit-

ies for people. Cars for which it is nec-

essary to brainwash the people with

sex and status symbols to sell. Cars
that require a whole advertising indus-

try.

Why not public transportation

(vastly improved beyond our present

conception! at a fraction of the social

cost? Why not use what is saved for

socially desirable ends instead of the

profit of the few?

2) At a strike of Mexicans-American
mine-workers in New Mexico in 1950

(the story of the film. "Salt of the

Earth" I. the owners of the mine, a

large corporation, kept the miners on

strike for over eight months, because
they didn't want to give them parity

with the white mine-workers. As long

as they didn't the owners could say to

the white workers, "what are you
complaining about, you get more than

the 'mexes' ". This is the economic
basis of racism.

3) After a while, as the capitalist

countries (England, France, Germany,
US) industrialized, they found two
things. First, they didn t have enough
raw materials or the right ones and
secondly, they were producing more
than their national markets could con-

sume. The result (stated simply) was
the race for the sources of raw mate-
rials and for markets. This action is

called imperialism After lighting two
wars over these materials and mar-
kets, one country became dominant
and absorbed the others. That country

is our friendly neighbour to the south,

which owns us, the United States.

As a reaction to this (stated oversim-

ply), other great independent indus-

trialized power seized eastern Europe
as a buffer, as well as for its markets
and materials. Having sold out long

before on its founding aspiration and
established itself as a great power, the

Soviet Union also collaborated with its

American imperialistic colleague to

maintain the status quo.

The result is our modern screwed-up

world.

Mr. Deigan. at the risk of sounding

facile, I have already spent time being

co-opted in the U of T bureaucracy and
I don't intend to be co-opted again. Nor
do I intend to be defused. I intend to

organize. I intend to help smash capi-

talism and imperialism. I intend to

help build a socialist Canada.
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"which - hunting" in pol. ec.

The final session of the Political

Economy Department "Teach-In"

(Monday, 4 p.m.), devoted to deci-

sion-making structure in the de-

partment, brought forth the ques-

tion of the past and present liasons

of certain professors in the depart-

ment with outside interests.

Specific reference was made to

Jean Smith, the associate Chair-

man of the department, who has

been in the employ of the United

States Defense Department. The
issue was raised in conjunction

with the question who in society

does our Department serve and
how does the decision-making
structure perpetuate such service.

One member of the audience

felt that the reference was Mc-
Carthyistic, that students had no

right to concern themselves with

such questions, and that such
questions impinge on the aca-

demic freedom of the professor

mentioned. Having posed the ques-

tion of Professor Smith's connec-

tions (to illustrate the problem of

decision-making), I should like to

clear up such misunderstandings.

In designing curriculum, deci-

sions have to be made concerning

not only what courses to teach, but

also how those courses will be

approached. The name of a

course, as we all know, indicates

little about its actual content.

There are many examples of the

same course taught in two sec-

tions by two professors whose
approach and analysis differ

greatly. The setting up of a politi-

cal economy curriculum therefore

entails not simply a list of courses

to be instituted, but also a concep-

tion of what those courses should

involve.

However, every political scien-

tist or economist has his own spe-

cific approach and analysis

(though he may belong to certain

"schools of thought"). A choice

therefore has to be made. It is

consequently very important to

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION
TODAY

1PM ROOM 2135 SID. SMITH

OPEN MEETING OF ALL

HISTORY STUDENTS
COME OUT TO FIND OUT WHAT YOUR
COUNCIL HAS BEEN DOING AND TO
DISCUSS CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES.

GRADUATE
ELECTIONS

Graduate Council 4 seats
Nomination deadline today

President's Council 2 seats
Nomination deadline
Monday 10th March

For information phoie G.S.U., 928-2391

the fulfilment of student-staff cur-

riculum objectives, that students

and staff participate in making
that choice — in the hiring of new
professors, as well as in the de-

signing of curriculum. One neces-

sarily follows the other.

Of course, the logic of the whole
argument is that students should

participate in the decisions that

affect them. Since curriculum af-

fects students, they should have a

say in the designing of curriculm

(which they do) and in the selec-

tion of new staff members (which

they don't).

But, curriculum decisions are

not the only ones that affect stu-

dents. Other departmental policy

affects them as well. When the

power to determine such policy

lies largely in the hands of the

chairman and associate chairman,

it is both legitimate and necessary

for students to question the factors

that influence policy decisions.

The allusion to Jean Smith's

liaison with the United States De-

fence Department is not then re-

lated to witch-hunting, (or wizard-

hunting, for that matter). It is re-

lated to which-hunting; that is,

which factors play a role in the

decisions made by the associate

Chairman. In" the classroom, an
honest and rigorous professor be-

gins an analysis by indicating the

assumptions (including the

biases) that underly his approach
and his view. The acceptability of

his conclusions will largely depend
upon his assumptions.

Just as it is valid for a profes-

sor's assumptions to be questioned

when these affect his conclusions

(as they must), it is similarly le-

gitimate to question an associate

Chairman's outside liaisons, if

these affect his decisions (as they

might). The liasons should by no

means exclude him from consider-

ation as a candidate for the associ-

ate Chairmanship. The legitimacy

of student interest in the question

again lies in the fact that the deci-

sions taken by the associate Chair-

man will affect the students, for

whom policy is indeed being
made.

In the best proposed situation,

of course, Jean Smith's being as-

sociate Chairman of the Depart-

ment will not pose a problem. For
in such a situation, the Chairman
and associate Chairman will not

have to play the role of despots

(benevolent or otherwise). Deci-

sions will be reached through
cooperation and dialogue of the

persons affected by the decisions,

namely the students and profes-

sors who comprise the Political

Economy department.

Irv Weisdorf
(IV Political Science & Economics

OUS/CUS petition

A petition is circulating the
campus this week calling for SAC
to hold referendums on its support
of OUS and CUS. The petition and
the referendums it calls for raise

separate issues. The petition is

concerned with SAC's notion of

"participatory democracy". The
referendums will question SAC's
membership in provincial and na-

tional student unions. The latter

will be debated today in the Sid

Smith foyer by the U. of T. Debat-
ing Union.

SAC's proposed budget for 1969-

70 cuts certain campus services

while endorsing continued mem-
bership in OUS and CUS. There is

no question that the GSU with-

drawal from SAC necessitated
large budget cuts. What is in ques-

tion is the assumption that the

students of this campus feel it is

more important to support student

unions than it is for activities like

the exchanges, the chorus, debat-
ing etc. to be maintained at their
present level. The validity of this

assumption has not been ques-
tioned. Hence the petition. Two
thousand signatures, of which no
more than 500 may come from any
particular constitutency, will
force SAC to hold referendums.
The petition is not concerned

with whether SAC should support
student unionism; it has arisen out
of a concern that student views not
be taken for granted on an issue

which involves $25,000 of their

money and the sacrifice of certain
campus services. It is concerned,
in short, with achieving in prac-
tice SAC's rhetorical promise to

involve students in its policy-mak-
ing decisions.

Derek Allen,

(IVTrin.)

appeal from New Women's residence

We love smut. We thrive on
trash, doggerel verses and jour-

nalistic drivel. Oh, please send us

the Varsity as soon as possible and
regularly. Apparently a porter

tried to sell last Friday's edition

for a nickel a copy and maybe
that's why he didn't sell any and
why you think we don't want the

"Varsity". But we do, we do.

Wilson Hall needs the
"Varsity." Our girls must hold

some kind of record for their crap
tolerance. Who else would blithely

accept the protective controls of

our ill-defined administration?
Betcha Wilson Hall has the scre-

wiest security on campus. If our
girls seem hysterically happy at

nine in the morning it must be
because of our grainy pop-up toilet

tissue. Or maybe it's due to the

intoxicating effect of sundry
smells from our mini-fridge bloat-

ed with the goodies of thirty-odd

gourmets.

If one of our girls is seen step-

ping out onto Willcocks Street ra-

diant and tingling you can be sure

she's just had one of many sur-

prise visits. We're never lonely.

We get visits all the time from a

suspiciously enthusiastic group of

gentlemen who probe our inter-

coms, pierce our door knobs, pinch

our wires, feel our desks, and blow
our air filters clean.

Wilson girls' social needs are so

well attended to in fact that (if

offered) many say they will reject

proposals of freer visiting hours,

among other things. Right now
they are chiding one enterprising

resident who had the nerve to sug-

gest they might learn something
from a casual chat with a student

leader after the bewttching hour
— after all, titter, titter, he was
male. I wouldn't be at all sur-

prised if Wilson Hall were to es-

tablish diplomatic ties with Mas-
sey College in the near future.

So, like I say, Wilson Hall needs

the "Varsity". Our girls say

they're here to learn. Better learn

'em quick.

Myra Palmer
(III UC)

P.S. Believe it or not, this is not a

ToikeOike put-on.

book stowr

does anyone else on campus of glori-

mush anfiversshitry off Torentoh recog-

nise rhe contradiction implicit in our

being required to leave OUR books out-

side and unprotected from the very clep-

tomaniacs that ore referred to as "the

reason" for not trusting us to. carry in

(and out) our own books, for fear that

we will absent-mindedly mingle a few
books we want, need and can't afford,

from The book room, Textbook room, at

all? ? ?
Jon Kartemeyer

(H UC)

Where Do The Candidates Stand?

SAC ELECTION FORUM
Hear what the candidates for SAC

President and Vice-President have to say

Convocation Hall
Friday 1-3 pm
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"When one tries to define an ideal university community,

a lot of nineteenth-century myth gets into it"

NORTHROP FRYE

Northrop Frye is a University

Professor in English.

Thank you for your letter.

You ask me for a dictionary

definition of the university as I

should like to see it, in other

words of an ideal university,

and what I am personally doing

to bring about that ideal. You

begin by saying, quite rightly,

that people have different as-

sumptions in mind when they

speak of the university. Your
assumptions appear to be (a)

that one must have in one's

mind a definable ideal which

could be realized in the future

(b) that if one is honest and

knows why he is here, one must

be doing something definite to

work for that ideal.

Dictionaries don't define

things in terms of ideals, and

for a good reason. All definable

ideals get located in the future,

but they emerge from the past,

a past which mixes up histori-

cal and childhood reminis-

cences. When one tries to de-

fine an ideal university com-
munity, a lot of nineteenth-

century myth gets into it: a

small self-contained communi-
ty where all relationships are

personal, and where everybody

has a sense of belonging as

well as being free to do his own
thing.

If I tried to work for or to-

wards such an ideal, my tac-
tics would become increasing-
ly and more obviously regres-
sive and reactionary. Every-
thing that really happens goes
in the opposite direction, and
you follow that direction when-
ever you support the progres-
sive side of any issue. Being
liberal and progressive about
contemporary issues is just
trying to be sane and balanced
about the contemporary
world: it won't help to bring
about an ideal, in the univer-
sity or anywhere else, and one
shouldn't kid oneself that it

will.

If you support more student

participation, you don't get
happier students; you get a
new flock of tensions and diffi-

culties. If you support a pro-

gram for getting more Negro
students, you don't lessen ra-

cial conflict: you get Black
Panthers demanding courses
open only to Negro students. If

you try to make curricula

more flexible or seminars
more personally integrated,

you cannot avoid reviving

some of the more repulsive

features of progressive educa-

tion and of what used to be

called moral re-armament.
The only really consistent form
of working towards an ideal is

the opting-out form, the seces-

sion to a new or free univer-

sity. It's consistent because

it's pure and uncompromising
reaction. But that, after a brief

period of shuddering virginity,

plunges into the contemporary
world, and all the difficulties

of that world begin to seep into

it.

I joined this university be-

cause I discovered that there

were some things I was in-

tensely interested in doing,

that I believed in doing, and
that only a university would
allow me to do. What I most
regret about my career are my
failures in what I can only call

pastoral care: failures in mak-
ing enough contact with stu-

dents, mainly through not

knowing enough about them.
Such failures resulted, apart
from my own deficiencies

from the growth of the modern
university: too many students,

not enough time, the difficulty

in arranging priorities when
scholarship and writing have to

have so large a place. During
the last twenty years the legiti-

mate demands of my own stu-

dents have been increased by a

steady cataract of books, arti-

cles, epic poems, projects,

essays, proposals to rewrite

my own theories, pouring from
everywhere over my desk The
result has been a steadily in-

creasing sense of frazzled inad-

equacy. I'm not feeling sorry

for me; I'm merely showing

how even my efforts to im-

University (y»7niv3-Jsiti). ME. [a. AF.
vnivcrsiU:—L..universitat; -itas (i) the whole,
universe, (2) a corporation or community, f. L.
miversus Universe. As the designation of a
whole body, community, or guild of masters and
scholars, the full phr. was uuiversiias magis-
Irorum it scholarium ; universitas ultimately
superseded studium for 'university'.] i.The
whole body of teachers and students pursuing,
at a particular place, the higher branches of
learning

; such persons associated together as a
society or corporate body, having the power of

prove my own scholarship and
teaching carry me further and
further away from any kind of

ideal

The university is in a society

that has many things wrong
with it. and I am familiar with
most aspects of the "I can't

study until" syndrome. That is.

with the assertions that the

university is so completely a

creature of a hypocritical oli-

garchy that its educational
process is a brain-washing and
regimenting one that kills all

creative interest, and that its

real values cannot be dis-

cerned until society itself has

been transformed.

One can only check these

assertions against one's ex-

perience, and my experience

tells me that they are non-
sense I like the tolerance of

the university community:

amenities.

I get intuitions, in odd mo
ments. of what life could be
like if the intelligence and the

imagination were totally and
consistently functional in it. Of
how essential it is to human
dignity to recognize that mak-
ing things and learning things

are the most important activi-

ties of life. Of how powerful
authority is in society when it

is a purely internal authority

the authority of the rational

argument, the repeatable ex
periment. the imaginative
classic.

I know that others, including

many of my students and col-

leagues, have had similar in-

tuitions, and my ideal univer-

sity would be a place where
everybody had them. But such
an ideal is not a future ideal to

be worked for or towards; it is

people can demonstrate and a present ideal that 1 keep re
agitate and sit in. but there is volving around When I joined
no political commissar making the university I believed in the
sure that everybody does. I like

its good will, and the fact that

it is a less cut-throat communi-
ty than any other I know in so-

ciety. But these are incidental

values it stood for: after thirty

years of working in it I am
convinced of them. And there

are not many other things I am
convinced of in this world.

HERE AND NOW
All Day

You Look At Art? See Jeremy Smith's
work Buttery, Trinity

Senior students and staff of the Anthro-
pology Department will be available all this

week to advise any student interested in

taking courses in Anthropology next year
Sid Smith 1079. 1027 (9-5)

12 p.m.
Howe Saginur (Law) will conduct a con-

versation on the Invasion of Czechoslova-
kia He will discuss his posters and experi-
ences as an observer during the invasion
ISC. 33 St. George

1 p.m.
Yavneh — Campaign speeches by all

those running for office. Sid Smith 2129.
ETU—TV presents LETS HEAR IT with

Allan Mackworth of the Industrial Engi-
neering Department and four engineering
students in a televised discussion of ihe
level of teaching at the U of T. Galbraith
Building, Rm 244

U of T Pollution Probe with Prof. P.

Jones Sid Smith 21 17.
TU G S, presents: "Geographers and

Planning" Dr A, J Dakin, U of T Dept. of
Urban and Regional Planning Anyone in-

terested is welcome Questions afterwards,
Sid Smith rm 622

History students — General meeting to
discuss student participation on depart
mental committees and the election of a
new executive Sid Smith 2 1 35.

1 :10 p.m.
Radio Varsity meeting. Important — all

should attend 91 St George 3rd Floor

4 p.m.
Anihrop Student Union General meet-

"19 to discuss union work and disadvan
'ages of large lectures Sid Smith 1072.

Meeting of the Committee on Organize
"on of the Sociology Department Open to
a » for observation Tip Top Building
(Spadma and College) Rm 204

4:30 p.m.
Professor-Graduate Student Tea All

flfaduate students and faculty welcome
aC 33 St George

6 p.m.
South Africa slides and discussion with

™°f Carstens Sid Smith 1072
Psychology Student Union presents

™ot Wall speaking on maniuana Hart
"°u«. South Silting Room

6 p.m.

U ol T Film Society presents two films

by Jean-Luc Godard Montparnasse et

LeVallois. and Bande a Parte Mechanical

Building Rm. 102
7:30 p.m.

Russian Film "Days and Nights" Eng-

lish subtitles Admission free Sid Smith

2135.
6 p.m.

Reception for the Technical State Uni-

versity of Chile choir Pendarves lounge

ISC.

Brett Club meeting Hear Prof Charles

Hanley. Philosophy Dept. discuss "The In-

fluence of the Unconscious on

Philosophy " Rhodes Rm Trinity College.

8:15 p.m.

Live musical. Gypsy" Auditorium Col-

lege of Education 371 Bloor W at Spadi-

na
8:30 p.m.

Film. "Wait Until Dark" Admission 75$

All welcome Rm 2 1 1 8 Sid Smith Also at

6:15.

U of T Film Society presents two films

by Jean-Luc Godard ' Montparnasse et

SAC candidates

As far as we know, this is

where the SAC candidates are

at for the rest of the week.

Tomorrow they travel out to

Erindale (presidents only) for

a noon meeting white the vice-

presidents go to the Toronto

General Hospital lecture hall

at 1 p.m. to talk to meds stu-

dents. The campaign sort of

winds up at Convocation Hall

with a two-hour meeting start-

ing Friday at I p.m. The rest of

the time the candidates are

just generally stumping the

campus. (The campus is a

small city of tents, related

vaguely to SAC).

Levallois' and "Bande a Parte" Rm 102

Mechanical Bldg.

THURSDAY

All Day
Victoria College Union Council elec-

tions Vote at Sid Smith or st Vic

1 p.m.

Special seminar with Prof J Monet on
Revolution in French Canada. Rm 2124
Sid Smith

Cumberland Film Senes This week lea

tures Black Power foi Canadians. Tomor
row Begins Today, and U N General As-

sembly ISC

Partic-Yavneh-Rabbi m Berglas will be
speaking on Parshat Pa rah " Rm 1071
Sid Smith

Israel Lunchnme Theatre — free films

Student Zionist Organization Rm 104.

UC.
2 p.m.

Guy E Swanson. professor of sociology.

University of Michigan, will speak on Rules

of Descent Studies of Society as a Parent

Rm 102. Mechanical Building

3:30 p.m.

The New Society meeting, coffee, con-

versation and campus news New College

Dining Hall

4 p.m.

Urgent meeting of ell graduate students

in political science to elect 2 students to

Joint Committee on the graduate program
Very important Rm 1071. Sid Smith

"The Tnumf Project ', with protestor

John B Warren, department of physics

U 8 C Rm 102 McLennan Labs
6 p.m.

Ufa drawing, not too late to roin the

group ISC
7:30 p.m.

SHOUT ISC

The psychology student union presents

b program for those in first year who are

interested in specializing in psychology,

next year Debates Room. Hen House
U of T Colloquium on political philoso-

phy Alumni Hall. Victoria College

8 p.m.

U of T New Democratic Party presents

lion and discussion Speaker will be Joe
Young, chairman of the Vietnam Mobliza

lion Committee ISC

Toronto Student Movement — discus-

sion of bourgeois ideas in social science

ISC

University College
Public Lectures 1968-69

^'Elements of Anarchism in the Existentialists'

GRAEME NICHOLSON
Department of Philosophy

Thursday, March 6, at 4:10 pm

West Hall, University College

CLASSIFIED
WANTED: Female twins, identical or not.

age 1 5-60 to give small blood sample for

research Call Sick Children s Hospital. EM
6 7242. local 1408

TUTORING at all levels, including I. II. Ill

year Engineenng and Extension courses
Mathematics. Physics. Mechanics. Dynam
ics. Statistics, etc Call 920 2868

FURNISHED 3 bedroom apartment lor

rent. Kingston. Ontario near Queen's May
1 Sept 1 $145 month Call 921 1717
after 4 00 p m

WAIT UNTIL DARK — movie tonight at

6 15pm and 8 30 p m in room 2 1 1 8 Sid

Smith Bldg Admission 75c All welcome
Come early

SEX is not a cntenon lor voting at Univer-

sity College your A T L number is Bring it

tomorrow and vote PAUL VESA ror UC
SAC rep

FRUSTRATED by poor professors, resi-

dence costs, inadequate parking, bookstore
prices, and how about the lack of commu-
nication between SAC and students' At
UC . elect Jon Levin and Art Moses to

SAC

ROOM AND BOARD available at Law
Fraternity. Bloor Bedford area Call Chns
Guest at 924-4522

ROOM IN FRATERNITY. Furnished
Maid ft linen service Lounges, cable T V
Si 5 per week Board available and reason
able Good companionship, social atmos-
phere 85 Bedford Rd 924 0501 or 964

STUDENT'S CLOTHING — Taken-in
trade on our new or nearly new suits,

coats, sportswear, tuxedos, tails, etc
Frankel clothing, 123 Church St .

366-
4221

GIRL WANTED — (only) for tutoring dur-
ing Summer and September. 13 Math.
Metro area 421 9545

WISH TO EXCHANGE — preferably two
"or one return portions of CUS London flight

No 4 Sept 9 for No 5 Aug 29 Call Karen
or Lee 924 4794

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Typing of
theses, notes, essays done quickly, accur-
ately and neatly Economical, electric type-
writer Phone 42 1-8290

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT — fur-
nished or unfurnished $130 mo. 10 min-
utes from UWO Available May 1st Miss J
Davies. 720 Talbot St.. London, Ont.

RECEPTIONIST WANTED for Doctor's
office. Saturdays only 9 a m to 3 p.m. Typ-
ing ability an asset, no other experience
necessary Reply to Box 50. 91 St. George
St., Toronto 5, Ont

FOR SALE Dining set — large table. 8
chairs — brand new Phone 925-3790
after 6 00 p.m please

THESES. ESSAYS. NOTES, etc typed —
quick, accurate, reasonable. Call 445
7930 or 755-9306 (after 5 301
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NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST JOSEPH 925-1736

WE DELIVER - 5 P.M. - I A.M. DAILY
We speciolize in New York and New England style pizza and

home made spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS-FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $3.00

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Sunday, March 9th, Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Conductor: BOYD NEEL
Concertmaste r: CLIFFORD EVENS

PROGRAMME
* * # * 0 * #

Overture to "Faramondo" Handel

Fugal Concerto for Flute, Oboe, Strings Hoist

Aubade for small orchestra Lalo

Guitar Concerto Boccherini

Soloist: Martin Po/fen

Sinfonietta, Op. I
Britten

Students: $1.50 Others: $3.00

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

WA. 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards

SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings for helpers

on local & long J i stance
vans from the end of May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area & be
free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE DAY FORTY HOUR
WEEK. Apply in person,

SATURDAYSONLY

I 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)

PSYCHOLOGY NEXT YEAR?
all FIRST YEAR STUDENTS who

are interested in laking psychology next year are invited to an informal

get-logelher, al which the New Programme for Psychology will be discussed.

MARCH 6th DEBATES ROOM,
i ,„ p. ., tree Lo ee & Donuts
7:30 P.M. HART HOUSE

SPONSORED BY THE PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS UNION

THE SHOP ON MAIN ST.
THURSDAY, MARCH 6 - 8:30 - $1.50
ELEKTRA THEATRE 362 College Street

LUNCH FROM THE SHTETL
U.C. & NEW COLLEGE - FRIDAY
ENVIRONMENT OPENING
Featuring STAN PORTER - Star of "JACQUES BREL"
SATURDAY - I 1 :00 P.M. Subscribers Only
THE ART ENVIRONMENT
SUNDAY, MARCH 9 Continuous from 10:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
ADMISSION 50 1 - Y.M. & Y.M.H.A. Bloor & Spadina
ERWIN JOSPE Dean of The School of Fine Arts,

University of Judaism
"FOLK SONG AS MIRROR OF JEWISH HISTORY"
Sunday, March 9th, 8:30 p.m.m Park Plaza Hotel.
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30 years ago, The Varsity looked

.Today, as a member of the Board

By LOUIS ERIICHMAN

Back in the 'thirties, when
the Vic Bob was an initiation

and Varsity editorials were
condemning the legalization of

beverage rooms. Sydney Her-

mant was a big man of the U of

T campus: President of the UC
Lit. President of SAC, cham-
pion debater, tennis star.

Today, Sydney Hermant is a

governor of the university. And
though he is far less known now
he is far more powerful than he

ever was then.

In a comfortable chair in the

small and warmly-furnished
boardroom of Imperial Opti-

cal, the family concern that he

heads, he talked about his

great "abiding passion", the

university.

He looked suprisingly simi-

lar to the old pictures in the

back files: the dark hair some-

what thinner, the face a bit sof-

ter, but the same steel-rimmed

glasses, the well-cut three-

piece tweed suit.

And with it all, still the calm
articulateness of the skilled

debater.

"It's basically the same uni-

versity," he said. "Students

then were as concerned with

the world's problems as they

are today (I think they have less

to be upset about now than in

the 'thirties), but they ex-

pressed their concern in a differ-

ent way.

"In those days, you worked

through. the political club:, the

Marxist societies, the Fabian
Societies. I don't think it is

SAC's business to take over

such functions. It can't ever

really represent students,

most of whom are not that

concerned through SAC any-

way."
"99 percent of the time, the

great, vital and explosive issue

on campus was The Varsity.
'

'

Then, as now. Varsity edi-

tors showed a remarkable ca-

pacity for running afoul of

campus opinion. "Varsity edi-

tors, who were generally inex-

perienced and trying to attract

the attention of the newspaper
world, would attack SAC, or

publish some subtle pornogra-

phy that would offend the

Deans of Women." Hermant
said.

"Two or three firings were
about par for a year."

In former times. SAC was
called into service to defend

the university from outside

attacks.

"Premier Mitchell Hepburn
hated the university and the

intellectual elite it represented,"

Hermant said, "and was con-

stantly trying to cut the budg-
et."

When history Prof. Frank
Underhill, then a CCFer, made
a speech attacking the British

connection, a torrent of protest

from little old ladies of all ages

and sexes descended upon the

university.

continued on Page 1
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IF
YOU'RE
LOOKING
FOR A
BARGAIN
IN
CONTACT
LENSES...

FORGET IT!

YOU WILL GET EXACTLY WHAT YOU PAY FOR

We will not resort to give aways or gimmicks to sell

you something as important as Contact Lenses. We
will however do everything possible to guarantee that

your lenses are correctly fitted and that you receive

the proper post-fitting care so essential to continued

wearing comfort. Our meticulous attention to detail

is your guarantee of complete satisfaction.

BRADDOCK OPTICAL
Contact Lens Office

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
170 ST. GEORGE ST. 925-8720
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of Governors he says, "It s basically the same university."

Continued from page 10

"President Cody called me
in as the senior undergraduate

on campus one day and showed
me a pile of angry letters,"

Hermant recalls: "He ex-

plained that the government
had demanded Underhill's res-

ignation and asked for student

support to resist the govern-

ment pressure. I couldn't

speak politically for the stu-

dent body, but I went out and

talked it over with everyone

that I knew. It's the kind of

thing that's hard for you to

understand today."

While he went to join the

family business, his debating

teammates were lured into the

civil service. Arnold Smith
(then a member of the CCF
club on campus) is now Secre-

tary-General of the British

Commonwealth, while Saul

Rae is the ambassador to Mex-
ico.

"I sometimes kid my old

classmates about being the

only one paying taxes to sup-

port all of them." Hermant
said.

"I was always tempted to do

something like that. I was anx-

ious to go to Oxford or Cam-
bridge.

"But my father was ill, so I

had to postpone my plans and

go into the business. And once
you are in business.

.

."

In 1939-40. .as a graduate.
Hermant was elected presi-
dent of SAC. At the same time,
he was elected president of the
National Federation of Cana-
dian University Students, the
predecessor of CUS.
"NFCUS was much different

from what CUS is now," he re-

called. "We were able to get
special train fares for students,
and during the war, to distrib-

ute recruiting information and
act as a liaison between the

Defence Department and stu-

dents."

Hermant stayed president
for the duration, as NFCUS
suspended operations while he
and most of his cohorts were
overseas.

After the war. Hermant
neatly hopped to the other side

of the administrative fence,

serving on the university sen-

ate from 1947 to 1962.

"In the senate, we dealt

completely with the academic
side of the university.

'

' he said.

"Nine out of ten meetings

would be incredibly dull, but

about every tenth there would .

be a confrontation on basic
principle. You got to see things

from the inside, and to meet all

the academic people."

On the Board of Governors,

of which he has been a member
since 1962. the situation is

completely the opposite.

"We lose touch with the aca-
demics." he complained. "We
have no contact with people in

the university. We just deal
with salaries, housing, expan-
sion — how to pay and physi-

cally handle the people in the

university.

"Probably the best body to

be on is the President's Coun-
cil. It's in between the other

two so that you can look at the

whole picture."

Hermant sees a place for

students all the way through
the administration, except lor

the Board.

"They are intimately con-

cerned at every level," he said,

"but I can't be convinced of the

logic of equal representation.

Students haven't got enough
perspective."

He also sees complete open-

ness for meetings as a false idol.

"It's all right to be in public if

nothing much happens, but it's

too awkward if you have to

negotiate, and give and take to

work things out."

One of the features of the old

university he looks back at nos-

talgically is small classes.

"It was the best of all worlds

way back," he recalls, "small

classes so that you could know

S. M. HERMANT

your professors. It was the

depression, so that many peo-

ple couldn't afford to come,
and some of those who could,

had to live in substandard con-

ditions, often on one meal a

day.

"Now it's possible to spend

your whole career in huge lec-

ture halls and never meet a

professor."

You might solve the prob-

lem, he suggested, if you took

every new-born babe, "re
moved his tonsils, and gave
him a B.A. That would get rid

of the people who want a de-

gree so that they can get a job

and leave room lor those with

inquisitive minds The average
employer couldn't care less

about a degree."

He also endorses abolition of

fees, "If we do it in high

school, why not here? 1 don't

like means tests."

In addition to his own firm.

Hermant is a director of the

Canadian Imperial Bank of

Commerce. Maple Leaf Gar-
dens and A. J. Freiman Ltd

He remains a joiner. He is a

former president of the Board
of Trade of Metro Toronto and
the Empire (Tub of Canada,

and Who's Who lists him as a t

member of six clubs.

And when he is not there, or

at his Forest Hill home, or in

the 14-storey building that

bears his name, he may be

spending his six hours or so a

week in the Simcoe Hall Board
room, making decisions.

In 1935, Sydney Hermant
won a debate on the issue "Big

Business is a Curse when di-

rected solely by the profit mo-
tive."

When he is reminded of it

now, he smiles "Why, of

course, it's true, it's like any of

those debating topics. You can

just as easily speak for either,

side."

U OF TORONTO DEBATING UNION

INTERFACULTY DEBATING LEAGUE FINALS

Resolved that:

SAC SHOULD WITHDRAW FROM THE

ONTARIO UNION OF STUDENTS (OUS)

WHO: UC VS ST. MICHAELS COLLEGE

WHERE: SID SMITH FOYER

WHEN: TODAY WEDNESDAY. MARCH 5

1 .00 PM
THE VARSITY. Wednesday. March S. 1969 — Page 1
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"I had a sociology prof who said people are doing meaningless

being whole persons. But he didn't believe this alienation could

against him, you were ungrateful."

Eric Mann is an executive member of the
Students for a Democratic Society national
executive.

Following is the first half of a speech he de-
livered last September at the University of
Windsor orientation procedure, shortly before
he continued his Canadian trip by speaking at
Uniwat.

Iy
VERY HAPPY to be here, but also in

"•"V^ some ways very nervous.
I'm nervous because I'm looking at a

***lot Of you and thinking back to when I

was a freshman And I'm thinking that a lot of the
things 1 would like to say would be platitudes.

I would say things like "welcome" or "I'm sure you'll
have four happy years at the university of Windsor",
that these are going to be the four happiest years of

your life", and a lot of the other things people say
when you come in as a freshman.
One of the reasons I won't say it of course, is because

1 don't believe it. And another reason I won't say it is

because it was said to me and it wasn't true.
And so I start out with a certain amount of trepida-

tion. There is another reason why I'm worried about
speaking tonight. This is that I have very mixed
leelings about speaking to a group of mixed people,
many of who won't agree with a word I say. Now in
one way I guess that's a little o k. because some of you
probably won't agree with anything anyone tells you
in the next four years, and you'll have about as little
choice as you do this evening.
Now. you at least have some choice this evening

because there are no grades being given, but if you walk
out. try to walk out quietly. I'll try and begin bv talking
about what happened to me, and try and explain what
I think may happen to you. My parents never went to
college. They spent a lot of time, probablv from the
time I was twelve and thirteen, talking to me about
college. Now. they've probablv never even seen the
inside of a college, but they knew a lot about what it
was like.

Quest for knowledge?

They told me thai if 1 went to college that that would
be a place where I would really meet people who are
getting together in quest of knowledge, people who
are interested in knowledge for its own sake, a place
where I would really broaden myself, where I would
learn a lol about the world where I would make the
kind of friendships that I could noi make in high school,
where, though I didn't like the work in high school. I

would find college different, you re really going to
like your work in college.

Essentially, in a lot ol ways, college was described to
me as being very, very diflerent from the lives that
my parents were leading, and very different from the
kind of life I was leading College was being held up
as a very practical Utopia And so I went to school
I remember being very happy, and walking into a dormi-
tory, at Cornell.

Cornel is built on some hills and vallevs. and I remem-
ber standing at the top of the hill feeling very much
alone, looking into a valley, said to myself. I'm going
to really make it at this place. This is going to be the
place where I'm going to find myself. What an expres-
sion' Finding yourself

Well. I don't know where it started to go downhill
Maybe 1 could talk about the fact that six weeks after
the school year started, some ol the people got mid-
term grades And at the end of mid-term, a very small

> percentage of the people were asked to leave. And so
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the dormitory I was in, became, in some way, a very
scary kind of place, in some way maybe like a jail.

Ed Hogue, class of 64, left after six weeks to go back
to Kingston, New York. I thought, well, somebody
else will fill that room. We don't need him. We've got a
lot of students here. He couldn't cut the mustard. May-
be somebody else can. Goodbye. Ed, have a nice life.

Then came first semester grades.

I remember first, grabbing my books and running
into the library. Man, was I studying, 5, 6 maybe 7 hours
a day, taking so many notes. I would write 7 pages of
work and then write 10 or 11 pages of notes..,

I remember trying very, very hard to do well, and
having the sense that this was the place where I would
prove that I was intellectual, if not superior, at least
talented.

But many problems started to develop. One of the
problems was that six or eight weeks into the school
year. I found out something; something that took me
four years to acknowledge. What I found out was that
I didn't like to read and write too much.
Now, for those of you coming here, I hope you like

to read a lot, and I hope you like to write a lot, be-
cause that's what college is. Stripped of all the
rhetoric. You get your books, you read a lot, you
listen, and you write. You get some more books, you
read them, you listen, and you write.

Once in a while, you're not even allowed to talk. But
the main thing, is that you'd better like books a lot.

Reality found in books?
You'd better be committed to the idea that reality is

found in books, because the whole university system
revolves around that concept.

If you like to sing, if you like to speak, if you like
to organize, you can do that. But it's called extra-cur-
ricular. ..it's things you do in your spare time. It's not
essentially valuable, you see, it's something that's
needed in a certain way to keep you busy and interested
enough to go back to that essential task of more read-
ing and more writing.

Now. to start with. I think a lot of us wouldn't want
to be here, if that was the definition of four years of
our life. If you went up to the average person on the
street and said "Hey. I've got something really good
for you. Wanna come to a place where you spend four
or five hours a day reading and writing? Sound great
doesn't if " How many people would spontaneously
say •Wow"? "That's exactly what I've been looking
forward to doing for four years. How do I join?" "Oh.
you don't join, you have to pay." "Oh. that sounds
good, I pay to read and write lor five or six hours a
day. H-MMM thai really sounds exciting".
Clearly the university was not based on a voluntary

system. We weren't there because we found it reward-
ing. We were there lor a whole series of different rea-
sons. But very few of those reasons came from inside
ourselves.

At Cornell, the reason was pretty clear why you went
there, because when you got out you could sav you
went to Cornell It really didn't matter what the hell

you did for four years. You were paying to say you
went there And people competed to see how they could
go there with the least amount of effort.

Cornell, you see. is a big fraternity school. And I

remember sitting with one of my friends in the dormi-
tory saying "We don't want to join the fraternity be-

cause fraternities limit your individuality. Fraternities
cut you off from other people. Fraternities are racially

selective, they're economically selective They re
against everything we stand for." My friend said.

You're absolutely right
"

We walked home together arm and arm and two days
later we were both in fraternities The reasons were
somewhat clear. We did have the option not to join—

at least at Cornell—again, the analogies are not quite
the same here, but I'm trying to get at some basic
points.

There were 53 fraternities. Most guys joined fraterni-
ties, and so, you joined. You joined for a very basic
reason.

Protection from humanity?
Joining a fraternity protected you from the job of

being a person. Instead of saying "Who's Eric Mann"
and hearing "Well, I'm a lot of different things, I'm
rather complicated. You'll have to get to know me", by
joining I could say "Tah Delta Fi". Now Tah Delta
Fi may not mean anything to you, University of Windsor
may not mean anything, I.B.M. may not mean any-
thing, and yet when you think about it. Buick, such
and such a church or such and such a street mean
something—they are ways we define ourselves.

They avoid the problem of being somebody. In fact,

they say, "Don't you want to know who I am"? I drive
that car. Don't you want to know who I am? I wear
silk ties ...Don't you wnat to know who I am? I wear
work shirts.

You can identify yourselves in many ways. But the
main point is that these labels allow people to avoid
having to be somebody. And in a certain way this makes
it easier, because we don't have to worry about each
other.

Like, I know you by, "That's the guy with the silk

shirt, and silk tie in that fraternity, or that is the girl

who is the history major. Or she is going out with that
guy and looks like that." And of course, looks are very
important, because we all know we are living in a
society where what things look like are considered
more important than what things really are.

And so we see how certain things begin to be built

in; about how we look at people, how we look at our-
selves.

Happiness is an 85?
O.K. I went back to second semester. I started making

little charts. "Well, if I get a ninety in this, no a 95
then I can afford a 70 in this, no a ninety in this and I

can affort 75 in this. That will give me an average of
85. Boy, that sounds good. I think I'll get an 85 this

semester.

"So I would work out my projected goal, and I had
the fantasy that this time things were going to be
different. I remember that my first average was 79.8.

Now at Cornell. 79.8 was a very dangerous average to

have because 80 was the lowest possible grade to have
because that made you sort of smart. With anything be-

low 80 you were then run of the mill. At 80 they would
say. "Hey. he's a pretty good student". Now I went
through a big identity crisis wondering if I should tell

people that my average was really 79.8. because 79.8

was very different from 80. 80 is smart and 79.8 is

"Oh. I see".

So sometimes I would say to people very bravely.

"I got 79.8" and just imagine that they were looking at
me very differently, or sometimes I would say "80" and
then feel differentlv inside. And so either way I felt that

Most.

And either way I felt that somehow a set of numbers
had been developed to define who I was. So now once
again I was being defined. I was now Eric Mann. Tah
Delta Fi. 79.8. Now the second semester was worst
than the first.

In the second semester, it was warm, and somehow I

couldn't get into that 5 or 6 hours a day. Somehow I

really liked the springime. I really liked to walk around.
But there is a problem with that 5 or 6 hours if you
like to walk around, and that is one of the most amazing
things about college is that you're never finished.

There's no such thing as leisure. In fact the week is



jobs and don't have any sense about

extend to his course. If you rebelled

just one big tread-mill. So that you find, at least many
of, you, I think will find, that there's no such thing
as being finished with your work.

Plus there's always additional books to read, addi-
tional course material and often the course material
is more than you could read in one week.
You're always ahead in this and behind in that. You

finally get caught up on this and you find out that you're
behind in that and when you get caught up in that
you're behind in something else. You have to figure out!
"Well, let's see. If I don't show up for this, and I say
I'm sick, then I can have the time to catch up on that,"
and the process continues. And if you don't work,
which happens frequently, you find that you can't
enjoy your leisure.

You find that when you take an afternoon off, there's
this cloud hanging over your' head. "I am three weeks
behind in Ec-101."

Well, that's o.k. If you're not going to do your work,
at least enjoy your afternoon. "Sure. But I'm three
weeks behind in Ec-101. What am I going to do? So I

find that I never enjoyed either work or leisure.

Escape lies in sleep?

So I did the only logical thing. I went to sleep. I found
myself sleeping eight, then eight and a half and then

C ten hours. Then ten hours plus a nice two hour nap in

M the afternoon.

I found myself so tired that I was tired when I woke
up.

You know, I would wake up in the morning after

having ten hours sleep; I would think about my work,
think about what was ahead of me, and plan on having
my afternoon nap. It was really very scary. What I

was beginning to find was that I was beginning to feel

less and less proud of myself.
While I was thinking less and less of myself. I dis-

covered that there were only two basic options. One
was more sleep and the other was finding out ways to

feel more and more of myself.
And soon, after freshman year, because I had been

president of my dorm my fraternity told me that it

was good for the house for me to run for Treasurer of

I.F.C.

Now Treasurer of I.F.C. is a very important position.

What the treasurer actually does: well. I forget actual-

ly, but I remember it was very important because I

was told to run for it.

I think, in fact, what's important about being trea-

surer for I.F.C. is that you go up to people and say
"I'm treasurer of the I.F.C. In fact that's the only

thing important about being treasurer for I.F.C.

Again, it s a substitution for being a person. I was
now Eric Mann. Tah Delta Fi. 79.8. Treasurer for

I.F.C, I was building up a series of things that again

were trying to compete because on one hand I was
weighing those things, on the other hand it was
something that was much more basic, which was with

a" those numbers and all those titles I still didn't

like myself very much. And not only that I began to

like myself less.

After Treasurer for I.F.C. I ran for President of

I.F.C. the next year. I lost but luckily enough I won

Vice-President for I.F.C.

Vice-President is not as good as President, but it's

better than Treasurer. The most important thing about

being Vice-President of the I.F.C. is that it gets you

into quill and dagger
A lot of you won't know what quill and dagger is.

Quill and dagger results when the Vice-President of

I.F.C., football plavers and other people who do

meaningless work all get together and create an

honorary society.

Now why do you need an honorary? It will clearly

L det'ide who's cool. And without an honorary, who would
r "now who's cool 1

And so. I found myself going to these parties.
We all walked around with quills and daggers in

our ties and went with girls who were sort of ex-
tensions of the quill and dagger.

Who's cool and who's not?
We all walked around saying "I'm cool, you're cool,

how's it going' ", You know?
Now about this time, I got pretty proficient at

sleeping— I had it worked out pretty much to a size-
but every once in a while I would have little academic
spurts.

I remember going to some professor who would say
to me stuff like, "Look, you're doing good work You
just showed up for two straight classes, why don't you
start coming more often"? "I mean like it's not too

late You still have five weeks left in the semester I'd

really like to help you. Why don't you do your work. I

mean if you'd start doing your work, I think you
could come out with good grades. And if you pulled

good grades I think you could get into a good graduate
school."

And I remember on one of those rare instances when
I was talked to by a faculty person feeling fantastical-

ly exhilarated, running home— I mean literally running
—back to the fraternity, picking up a book, saying

"Man, I'm really gonna do it this time", and I would
read.

I'd read the first five or six pages and then read

the next nine, this is really fantastic. And then about the

37th page I'd start getting sleepy again And I couldn't

figure out what it was. You know?
Well, after a couple of those starts it became clear

that the same basic theme was developing that I

couldn't face.... I don't like school.

A n alienated prof?
Now, I had a sociology professor, who was by some

peoples' terms, a radical, but who was a radical in a

very interesting way.

His course was about alienation. And the basic

theme of the course was that people who work basically

don't like their work; that people in industrial society

are doing jobs that are kind of meaningless.

Because their jobs are meaningless, because they

are ridiculous, they hate themselves and hale their

work; they don't have any sense of being a whole

person.

I said, "What a beautiful guy to say things like that

What a very sensitive person. He's really great. He
really understands what's wrong with the country.

He's gonna teach me a lot."

Except for one problem. He didn't believe that alie-

nation extended to his course.

He didn't believe that his course was work. He
couldn't believe that for me. reading his 19 books on

alienation was very alienating As a result, he thought

the rest of society was terrible except for his course.

You could rebel any way you wanted against the

factories because they were evil. You could rebel all you

wanted about the schools because they were evil. You

could rebel all you wanted about politics because it was

evil.

But if you rebelled against his course, you were un-

grateful.

So what I found out was that many radicals, or people

who call themselves radicals can't be judged radicals

until you see what they do with their own lives, unless

you see what they do when they have real power.

Are they willing to relinquish the power'' If they're

not. then they're no different than anybody else

So not only was I unhappy, but slowly I came to feel

that I wasn't really very smart after all—that there

were peopje in college who were better than mt'^^HH

The people I respected were the people who could
work 8.9. 10 hours a day.

There were premeds in my fraternity who would go I

off at one o'clock in the morning We d call them the
"Goldwyn-Smith Boys", because they'd go to this
building called Goldwyn-Smith Building in ten below
zero weather with these big clodhoppers on at one I

o'clock in the morning to studv. after having studied
.ill d.n

I mean, they were just very serious guys Like it's

late at night and you say "Where va' going' ". and
they would say "I'm going to study" And they would
trudge off in the middle of the night to find this old
building.

And I remember not just feeling that it's o.k. for
j

them, but feeling very much like. "Why ran t I be
|

like them?" Why can't I be one of the Goldwyn-Smith
boys'" why can t I have their dedication'' Why can t I

have that concern for knowledge''

Well. I got out of college, graduated, I think as a
mutual favor. They wanted me out and I wanted to

be out and when it came down to some last minute
credits, they gave me some government credits to-

ward my biologvl2 major, we were all happv and I

left.

My basic conclusion about college was that it's a
pretty good place, but it just wasn't for me. And I

remember I left Cornell the day after my last final-

1

didn't go to graduation; I literally left Ithaca three
minutes after I put down that pen. I shut my eyes and
drove straight to New York, didn't wanna come
back, and a very funny thing happened the next year.

Good Life at Berkley?
The funny thing that happened the next year was a

thing called "Berkley".

Now thousands of students at Berkley went around
protesting on the issue of free speech. But besides

raising the issue of free speech, they began to talk

about something called the multi-versity

What they mean by multi-versity is me talking to you
without knowing you. me talking through this micro-
phone to hundreds of people, not one to one. not as a

group, but as mass education, mass indoctrination.

The students began to say "Maybe"— they didn't say
I

it to me but I knew they meant it. "Maybe Ithaca
wasn't your fault Maybe it's because that place

j

stinks. Maybe that place wasn't built lor human
[

beings. Maybe you weren't the only guy sleeping

Maybe you weren't the only guy that hated that I

work. Maybe you weren't the only guy who wanted
to leave in his freshman year but stayed three more
years because the world needs that "piece of paper"
as we are so often told.

Maybe we can't change things right away but at
j

least what Berkley did for me was for the first time

say to me, "You're a person and you count and an
institution that makes you feel like shit, that is the bad

j

institution, not you."

That changed a whole lot of my feelings, about my-
self and the society and I began to feel a lot of dif-

ferent things from there. I began to think maybe it
|

wasn't just the university that didn't care about me.
Maybe I could look around and see other things.

For years we have been telling black people that I

all they had to do was get integrated into our good
world because we had the good life. But all of a sudden I

some of us discovered that the good life wasn't as I

good as we thought it was.

jp
This article was cleverly stolen :§

from The Chevron 8
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VOTE
HART HOUSE ELECTIONS

MUSIC COMMITTEE
LeDREW, E. | VIC. COL.
jPAUL, D.L. II MUSIC
CESCON, M.O. II SMC
LEE, J.J.G. I SMC
PELESHOK, S.F. I UC
TUSTIAN, D.G. I DENTS.
MOSES, R.M. | NEW COL.
BELGUE, D. II VIC. COL.
BARLOW, D.P. Ill SCARB.

HOUSE COMMITTEE
AIRHART, D.E. I UC
HACKETT, R.A. Ill VIC. COL.

i STICHMANN, L. II SMC
I KINGSBURY P.D. II VIC. COL.
i THOMPSON, J.T. II NEW COL.
CLARKE, R.B. II UC
WELLS, P.G. IIPHARM.

;

SAUNDERS,D.G. II UC
LO, J.S. || APSC

DEBATES COMMITTEE
McGEE, C.E.

DAVIES, D.G.

SIEGEL, H.J.

MILLER, B.R.

SCHERK, M.A.
SCHIPPER, H.

VALO, G.

HARDING, V.

II SMC
III SMC
II UC
II UC
II UC
I MEDS.
I PRE MEDS.
III TRIN. COL.

ART COMMITTEE
MALCOLM, I.S. IV ARCH.
KIRZER, R.P. || UC
DEE, K. II VIC. COL.
SINKEWICZ,R.E. Ill SMC
HUNDERT, M.J. II APSC
MULLIN, R. || MEDS
REID, G.S. Ill TRIN. COL.
BOYMAN, M. II APSC
DENYER, G.R. Ill ViC. COL.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
MARK, K.Y.

PETERSON, I.

KANE, D.

BRYAN, W.L.
ALLAN, W.H.N.
SOOKDEOSINGH,C.B.
GIANNONE, J.N.

DENDY, B.

STRAUSS, E.

MAKEREWICH, L.A.

RICHMOND, L.

CONWAY, J.P.

IV UC
II UC
II INNIS COL.
II TRIN. COL.
III VIC. COL.

I VIC. COL
I TRIN. COL.
II UC
tl UC
I MEDS.
IV APSC
I LAW

TO-DAY
10 am - 6 pm
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By NOEL STECKLEY

This campus will blow up

next year, predicted the stu-

dent members of the Commis-

sion on University Government

last night.

The blow-up will come no

matter what kind of a report

CUG writes, said the students.

After the regular business of

CUG was over last night the

members of the commission

talked about fundamental
communication problems.

Student member Steve
Grant said that there "were a

lot of things basically wrong"
with the commission.

He said student members
are frustrated because there

seems to be a tendancy to

"talk at each other rather than

to each other."

Elections for U.C SAC i
representatives are tomor- '}

:£ row. Candidates are Don 2

:£ Crowe, John Frank, Jules

i£ Grajourer, Craig Heron, j:

Paul James, Jon Levin, ;•:

;* Art Moses. Bart Presiat, %
Moritz Staschewski, Marty %
Stollar, John Suuronen, %
Tony Usher and Paul Vesa. g

TORONTO SYMPHONY
SEIJIOZAWA,
Music Director

. •rVM5PECI A L CONCERT
THIS FRIDAY

KAZUYOSHI AKIYAMA
Conductor

CARLOS MONTOYA
amous

FLAMENCO GUITARIST
Soloist with Orchestra & solo recital

PRICES: $2.50, $4, $5, $6.
CONCERT MASSE Y HALL 8:25 P.M.

THE

BILL

COSBY
SHOW

CHECKMATES

LTD.

Mor Mar. 10 to Sat. Mar. 15

EMI. MO Mil 1 p n. Man. WH.T6W1.

J showi fri. Tun. Fri(I) Sit
SP.B. ISp.n. £,ei. JiL «»<

Crch. and M«r. 3,50 6.S0 5.00
Hear Orch and F. Bate 450 S.OO 4,00
f.'iodle Balcony, a!sO 4.00 3 00
Rear Balcony J.S0 3.00 2.2S

The members of the com-
mission are talking platitudes,

he continued. CUG is wrong in

terms of attitudes, he said.

"Alienation is very real to
the average student, the good
student and the Woodrow Wil-
son student," Grant said.

"Whatever report the com-
mission comes up with, it must
have a great deal of flexibility,

since coming events will sur-
pass us and we will see a blow-
up next year."

Grant said the students on
CUG were seen as unrepresen-
tative of the students on cam-
pus, because there are no stu-

dents from the professional
schools.

What the Commission must
now do, Grant continued, is sit

down and see where we are
going and assess our goals.

D'Arcy Martin pointed out

that the commission "was
supposed to be some kind of a

microcosm where we are to

Getting Engaged?

GET THE FACTS ON
DIAMOND BUYING

Write or phone today for de-

tails on how you may pur-

chase a diamond ring at

prices substantially below

the market. On request we
will forward a booklet "The
Day You Buy a Diamond"

outlining what you should

expect and get when you in-

vest in a diamond.

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamond Brokers

Gem Dealers

Appraisers

Suite 4f<J;

"The Colonade"

Toronto

Phone 921-7702

get to know each other" so that

discussion on the fundamental
questions of the university can
take place.

Bob Rae continued the stu-

dents' expression of their frus-

tration. "There is a considera-
tion that this (CUG) may not
be the answer. In two years
this university may change
more than it has in the last 20."

Rae pointed out that some of

the professors in the history

department felt that people in

first year are completely dif-

ferent than any ever seen be-
fore. The professors cannot
cope with them because there
is no common frame of refer-

ence.

Student co-chairman Gary
Webster said the only thing
CUG can do is legislate for the

top structure: "we cannot leg-

islate on the departments, and
that's where the action is. We.

therefore, can do nothing to

stopa blow-up."

Prof. Bernard Etkin said
that the act CUG will draft

must be "maximally flexible

so that we can react to upsets
and changes that are to come."
"There is nothing in the sys-

tem that I'm not prepared to

change." Etkin concluded.

Earlier CUG had been faced
with four non-political, aver-
age students — two Woodrow
Wilson Scholarship winners
and two members from the
School of Engineering.

And it was a tie score. Two
opted for students on promo-
tion and tenure committees
and two opted against.

Heather Murphy (IV UCl.

Woodrow Wilson winner, and
Paul Gooderham (IV APSC)
did not think students should be
on promotions and tenure

committees.

"I don't trust democratic
evaluation of teaching ability,"

Miss Murphy summarized.
Douglas Rahn (IV Mus)

Woodrow Wilson Scholar, and
Arthur Woyzbun (IV APSC)
opted for the other side of the

coin.

"The concern of the students

is with the quality of educa-

tion." said Woyzbun. "The rest

of the department members
have no basis for making an

assessment of teachers on
their ability to teach stu-

dents."

Applications for a position on The Varsity Board of Directors
will be accepted until S p.m. Monday, March 10. Address appli-
cations to the chairman, Board of Directors, The Varsity, 91 St
George St. Anyone may apply.

ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE ELECTIONS FOR 1969-70

MONDAY MARCH 10 1969
This is the second year that a revised method of electing the five student .apresentatives to the University of

Toronto Athletic Directorate, will be followed To be eligible for nomination a student must be in tho second or
higher year, but not in his final year at the University There will be one ballot only under which 125 mombers of
the electoral body (composition available in the Athletic Office) will vote for one candidate from each of three
groups as follows:

Group "A" Basketball, Football. Hockey
Group "B" Sports other than those specified in Group "A"
Group "C" College and Faculty Athletic Associations

The votes will be tallied under group headings and the elected representatives to the Athletic Directorate
declared as follows

The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "A"
The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "B"
The nominee polling the highest number of votes in Group "C"
(The second representative in this group is appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee — see next

paragraph).

In addition to the five students elected as set out above, there is one student appointmont from the Stu-
dents' Administrative Council and one student appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee to make a total of

seven student representatives upon the Athletic Directorate

The basic aims of the Athletic Association are set out formally in Articlo 1 of its constitution reading as fol-

lows:

"The Association shall be called the University of Toronto Athletic Association, and its object shall be the

encouragement of athletic sport, the promotion of physical education. :he provision of recreation (or its

members and the maintenance of the highest standard of amateur sport"

The Athletic Directorate, as the controlling body for athletics at this University . meets twice a month during

the academic year and deals with a wide lange of athletic matteis upon which decisions are required A good
deal of this business is considered in committee, all committees having student representation

Students elected to the Athletic Directorate are expected to attend the lormal meetings unless there is good
reason for absence, also they are expected to take their share of the committee work A student member may
quite properly bnng any matter before the Directorate which his constituents wish to have discussed

The composition of the Directorate includes students, faculty, and graduate representatives who work to-

gether in what has always been a most satisfactory manner
This year, each nominee for election to the Directorate is expected to submit a written policy statement

which he is entitled to send to all members of his electoral body This is the recommendation ol the student
committee which revised the method of election of student representatives

J. P. LOOSEMORE. Secretary

University of Toronto Athletic Association.

and Meat
atThe
Electric Circus
Toronto

This Sunday
March9 7pm/10pm

Admission $4
includes

membership

The Electric Circus and CKFH
present The Inner Ring
99 Queen E 364 9598

Tickets available at

The Electric Circus Box Office

2 pm on. and from
A&A Records and CKFH
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SPORTS ROUNDUP

Varsity Blues are preparing

for their trip to Edmonton to

compete in the Canadian Inter-

collegiate Athletic Union hock-

ey championships. Coach Tom
Watt said last night that he

planned one more workout —
this evening — before the team
leaves for the west tomorrow
afternoon at 4 p.m. . . . Blues

will play Laurentian Univer-

sity in a preliminary game on

Friday night while Sir George
Williams University meets the

winner of the Maritime confer-

ence (nobody seems to know
who that might be) in one of

the semi-final games. The
winner of the Varsity-Lauren-

tian tilt will then play Univer-

sity of Alberta Golden Bears,

defending national champions
in the second semi-final on
Saturday afternoon. The Final

will be played Sunday after-

noon at 2:30 p.m. (4:30 Toronto
time) . . . The reason why
Blues must play the prelimi-

nary game is not clear. The
original plan was to have the

representatives of the leagues

who finished fourth and fifth

last year (i.e. Laurentian and
the winner of the maritimes)
but somehow that idea was lost

along the way . . . Wrestlers
Larry Barron and Bill Allison

have won feathers for U of T's

intercollegiate athletic cap fol-

lowing their performances in

the CIAU meet held last week-
end in Montreal. Barron won
the national championship in

the 177 lb. class while Allison

finished second in the 152 lb

division . . . Varsity swimmers
Terry Bryon, Gaye Stratten,

Theo Van Ryn, Bob Heatley,

Mike Guiness, Chris Fisher,

Ross Ballantyne and Barry
Bowerman will have their

work cut out when they at-

tempt to defend their CIAU
swimming title during Cana-

dian College Swimming Cham-
pionships at University of New
Brunswick this week-end.
While there seems little doubt

that this unit is the best in the

country by a wide margin, the

fact that they are few in num-
bers may hurt their chances.

York University, for instance,

will send a 15 member team
and although they will not win

as many events as Toronto, the

points they pick up for third,

fourth and fifth place finished

may be enough to push them

twice by Varsity star Stratten

during a York-Toronto dual

meet this season . . . Univer-

sity of Windsor Lancers have

won the Senior Intercollegiate

Basketball playoffs held in

Windsor last week-end. They
downed McMaster University

89-85 in the sudden death final

and will represent the SIBL in

the Canadian finals at Water-

loo this week-end. Windsor, by

the way, is undefeated in

league and playoff action this

season.

photo by TOM A VR1CH

Larry Barron and Bill Allison

past Blues in the final stand-

ings. One York swimmer who
will make the trip, was lapped

WHERE IS . .

.

HART HOUSE II?
By PETER ADAMSON

Athletic Directorate Vice-President

When will the men's new athletic building be started? This
has been an unswered question at this university since 1962

when the First User's Committee Report was presented indi-

iating that the U of T was in dire need of expanded athletic
facilities.

Since then, numerous problems have been faced and some of

them solved. Originally, the building was planned for the
Wycliffe site since it is a central location and could be incorpo-
rated into Hart House.
But Wycliffe demanded that a new college be built for them

before they would move. Being a religious college, provincial
grants to finance such a move would be difficult to obtain and
so time and many problems negated the feasibility of this site.

The location presently reserved for the building is at the
south east corner of Harbord and Spadina next to the Benson
Building.

Now that the humanities library and Innis College have
materialized, the athletic building is receiving "top priority".

However, this term may be misleading. The Government of

Ontario makes a project by project evaluation of all major
university expenditures and unless they specify a grant for the

building, monies received by the university will be spent on
other projects rather than accrued for the athletic building.

The university capital expenditure for 1969 is expected to be
$14 million on the St. George campus arid none of this money is

slated for athletics.

Nevertheless, the Second User's Committee Report had a

feasability study on it completed last week and sent to the

Property Committee of the Board of Governors. Their propos-
als favored a low rise section to contain the gyms and pools

and a high rise tower for other activities, office space, the

Health Service and the Faculty of Physical and Health Educa-
tion. The cost of 210,000 square feet of floor space (one fifth the

size of the new library) is expected to be about $10 million.

But when will the building be started? The situation is bleak

until pressure can be brought to bear on the provincial govern-
ment to supply funds for this specific purpose. This pressure,
of course, must come from the university, from Dr. Bissell

and the administration.

Although the library was almost a dead issue when Dr. Bis-

sell returned from Harvard last year, he managed to resurrect

his plans by commandeering $7 million from the Ontario Gov-
ernment and $1.5 million from funds left over from a Canada
Council capital grant. All this despite the province's concern
that there would be overbuilding of libraries.

There can be no question that there has not been overbuild-

ing of athletic facilities at this university. Perhaps some con-

structive student agitation might help. Dr. Bissell realizes

that there is an urgent need and desire for new facilities and
that his new project should be the acquisition of funds for this

building.

Bronze Baby trisected!
By VOLKMAR RICHTER

First time in 12 years, U of

T's women basketballers fin-

ished first in the Intercollegi-

ate basketball tournament.
They ended in a three-way tie

with Western and McMaster.
The coveted Bronze Baby

was divided equally among the

three.

In the tournament's first-

half, Toronto and Western
went undefeated and Western
suffered one loss. That was two
weeks ago.

Last weekend, the Toronto
girls, playing on home floor in

the Benson Building, came
from behind at half-time to

beat McGill 37-23. But they
then lost to Mac's rough-house,
27-23 and finished with a 33-23

win over Queen's.

Then, with first place riding

on the outcome. Western de-

feated McMaster in the final

INTERFAC ROUNDUP MAKES
APPEARANCE ON BACK PAGE

game. Toronto, Western and
McMaster each finished with
four wins and one loss.

Leading U of T scorers were
a pair of four-year vets, Violet

Shadd (Meds II) and Lynne
Garuey (Pharm I) gave
commendable performances.

Burwash scores
Former Varsity tennis star,

Peter Burwash, racqueted into

fame yesterday in Nairobi as
he and his partner, Richard
Hawks of New Zealand, won
the Kenyan International Dou-
bles tournament. It was Bur-
wash's most notable success to

date on his barnstorming ten-

nis tour around the world.

Burwash and Hawks defeat-

ed a pair of Egyptians, Aly El
Daoudi and Mootaz Sombol. 1-

6, 6-3, 9-11, 8-6, and 11-9 in the

hard-fought final.
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By GELLIUS
MACHINE POLITICS (CONT.)

Kirk Kelly, who is running
for the position of Director of

the U.C. Lit, is also a friend of

mine.

HOCKEY PLAYOFFS
Hambly (a word which, like

"huxley ", means "brillig";

e.g. "I feel quite hambly this

morning,) had a hat trick to

lead Scar over PHE B, 5-0;

Aiken and Government ap-
proved Brandham also scored.

Law (Peterman — "Oh,
Peterman, where you goona
run to ?"-2, Park) 3, Vic II

(McClelland) 1.

Erin blanked Pharm on
goals by Chylinski (2- each
Chylinskus got one), Kennedy,
and Michie.

In overtime action, Sr. Eng.
(Patent Pender, Vile Kennard
2) beat Scar (Healy2),3-2.

SMC oleomargarined Erin,
12-2 on goals by Hurley (4),

McCarthy (4), Donovan (2),

Morrison and Merlocco the
Magician. Kanakos (genitive

of "Kanax") and Michie re-

plied for Erin.

Brown, Allen, and Dawkins
scored as Vic edged Bus, 3-2

(Arends- "I'm sorry, but it's

too late to make arends"),
White.)

INSIDE TRACK
300 yards (900 feet)

1. Bill Franklin, PHE, 34.3;

2. Matt Duncan, PHARM, 35.7.

3. Alan Tucker, APSC, 35.9.

relay (4x1 lap)

1. PHE (Penny, Bobbett,
Vinze, Franklin) 1:11.5.

2. Vic, 1:12.9.

3. Pharm. 1:17.6.

BASKETBALL
In the first playoff game.
Faust (the superlative of the

adjective "fau"; cf. "faur ",

comp. ) hit a season's high of 34

points to lead UC II past Trin,

79-61. Cochran led the losers

with 13.

FINAL STANDINGS
GROUP 1(1 to playoffs)

1. Meds 7-3 14

2. SMC 7-3 »
3. VIC 6-1 1!

4. UC « 8

5 PHE A 4-6 8

6. Sr. Eng. 2-8 4

GROUP n 13 to playoffs.)

1. SMCB 3-1 18

2. Innis 7-3 H
3 Erin 5-5 10

4. Dents 4-6 8

5. Law 3-7 6

«. Scar_ 2-8 4

GROUP ni <4uplayotfs.)
1 New 9-1 18

2. UCn 7-3 14

3. Vie II 7-3 14

4. Trin 6-4 12

5. Arch S-5 10

6 PHE B 4 8

7. Meds B M B

8. Jr. Eng. 2-8 4

9 Pharm 1-9 1

10. Business 1-3 2

CONTEST
Mr. Larry Haiven was the

only entrant in the recent Var-

sity Sports Contest. Mr. Haiv-

en's answer to the question

Who put the bop in the bop she

bop she bop" was, "I did. In

6959." This is the wrong answ-

er. When asked for comment,
Hr. Haiven said, "I am very

unhambly."



CAPUT wants to incorporate students
By DAVE FRANK

The University of Toronto Caput

wants to crack down on "actions hos-

tile to the orderly management and

function" of the university — and

wants students and faculty to take a

hand in this.

The supreme disciplinary body yes-

terday issued a strong condemnation of

the Feb. 5 incident at the Royal Ontario

Museum theatre in which students dis-

rupted a guest lecture delivered by

Clark Kerr.

In the statement Caput "strongly

deplores (the incident) as an example

of the intolerance that runs counter to

all the university stands for."

The move comes in response to a

student-faculty petition presented to

Caput with about 1,000 signatures. The

petition condemned the disruption and

asked for disciplinary action against

the students involved.

Caput has decided not to take action,

but to attempt to "establish clear

procedures for disciplining persons

who in future are found guilty of such
conduct."

"The experience of the past year has
shown that there are persons and
groups both inside and outside the uni-

versity who are ready to ignore the due
processes of the university in an at-

tempt to impose their personal views
upon others," yesterday's statement
says.

"The Caput considers that the uni-

versity must be able to defend its

members against activities of this

kind."

At the same time Caput is requesting
President Claude Bissell to change the

composition of Caput immediately to

include students and faculty.

At present Caput is a 24-man council

composed of President Bissell, and the

heads of the university's various facul-

ties and colleges. It has the power to

expel, suspend, impose fines or recom-
mend academic penalties against stu-

dents.

Immediate change in membership is

necessary, says Caput, to make the

disciplinary body ''more fully repre-

sentative of the university communi-

ty."

The Caput's move to reform itself

comes as something of a surprise to

some observers. A special presidential

advisory committee headed by Prof. D
R. Campbell has been investigating

campus disciplinary procedures since

last summer and expects to make a

full-scale report in June or July. The

Commission on University Govern-

ment is also considering reform of dis-

cipline in the university.

SAC president Steve Langdon says

Caput is an "illegitimate" body and is

seeking, by incorporating students and

faculty, to bolster its moral authority.

The SAC president is an ex-officio

member of Caput, but for the last two

years SAC presidents have refused to

attend Caput's secret meetings.

When reform is put in the context of

dealing with incidents such as the

Clark Kerr lecture, says Langdon, he is

sceptical about student participation.

"If that's what Caput is for, I'm not

so sure students should be involved.

"Incidents like that are not going to

be solved by improving disciplinary

procedures," he says, "They arise

because of what the university is like."

Prof . Campbell says his 10-man stu-

dent-staff presidential advisory com-
mittee is considering both reform of

Caput membership and Caput's author-

ity in campus "disturbances."

Immediate reform of the Caput
would be, he says, an "interim meas-
ure," lasting only until the recommen-
dations of his committee are acted

upon . He expects to report back in mid-

summer.
"The feeling has probably been that

reform of Caput is overdue," says

Prof. Campbell. He suggests that Ca-

put's wish to reform itself at once is

probably an attempt to gain "a
stronger moral position, even if for

only three or four months."

President Bissell has been proceed-

ing with Caput's advice on the question

of incorporating student and faculty

membership.

The Varsity was unable to contact

Dr. Bissell for comment last night as

his phone was off the hook.
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Budget hits Centre, Innis. staff pay hike unlikely

By JIM COWAN
The Campus Centre and In-

nis College's new building will

probably be postponed as a

result of the Ontario budget
tabled Tuesday in the provin-

cial legislature.

Ontario universities re-

ceived only 60 percent of the

capital grants they asked for

and only 50 percent of the oper-

ating grants.

All aspects of the university

will likely be affected, includ-
ing future expansion and staff

salaries.

A. G. Rankin, executive
vice-president (non-academic)
for U of T, described the budg-
et as "extremely bad news"
for this university.

"We requested $33 million

cash for 1969-70, $20 million for

ongoing expenses and $13 mil-

lion for commencing new pro-

jects. We got $21 million.

"

With $20 million already

committed for ongoing pro-

jects, that leaves just $1 mil-

lion for new undertakings. And

that, says Rankin, will have to

be used to acquire land and

build an air conditioning plant

for the humanities and social

sciences research library (now

known as "The Hole").

Rankin stressed that final

decisions on spending must be

made by the resource planning

committee, but added that "in

essence, there is no money for

Innis or the Campus Centre.
"

The various cutbacks over-

shadow the fact that funds to

universities, colleges and cul-

tural institutions will increase

19 percent over 1968-69, and

that education accounted for 71

per cent of the total budgetary

increase. From every tax dol-

lar next year, 42 cents will go

to education.

But U of T administrators

last night could only see that

their capital projects had been

cut to the bone and members of

the Association of Teaching

Staff were concerned that the

5.5 per cent increase in operat-

ing grants would doom their

request for a 19 per cent salary

raise.

The Ontario government

uses a formula system for cal-

culating operating grants. Var-

ious types of students are given

Confused about who's who in tho SAC presidential rote?

Want to find out what the platforms are? Todoyot 1 p.m.

all tho candidates will speak in Convocation Hall.

Come and watch domonacraey in action. Be stimulated

and inspired by dialogue and worthwhile exchange. This is

Vour last chance to hear all the candidates before the elec-

tion Monday.
» you {as a grad student) have paid your SAC-CUS fees

you too can fitl in a ballot. Vour Atl card will be your cre-

dentials.

At the meeting the outgoing SAC executive will ask the

candidates five questions: .

' ) EDUCATION: Many Macpherson Report recommenda-

tions have been implemented for next year through o SAC

•onstitut.d Student-Faculty committee. What

'hanges in education do you feel are necessary, how would

y«" go about gelling Ihem and how' do they relate to

Professional students?

3) We have just received a letter from D. Bissell suggest-

ing a new committee to consider discipline be ..tabhshed.

The suggested composition is three administrators, three

faculty one Graduate Students Union representative and

two SAC representatives. What would your response to this

letter be?

31 SAC'S proposed Housing Project will be located in the

Kensington area. What would you do if °* lh*

area ultimately voted .gainst the protect being built there?

4) Student financial aid, housing, etc. ore affected by

federal and provincial government policy. How would you

try to affect that policy?

5] late lost year Political Science student, at McC-ill, by

malorit, vote in the department, went on strike and sot-in,

Tuc ...fully, -o get change, in cur... and n the decision,

making .t-ucture. What would you do ,f a „m,la, situation

arose at U of T?

different weightings (for in-

stance, medical students and

graduates count more heavily

than undergraduates in arts)

and the number of students a

university has in each category

determines how much it gets.

The 5.5 per cent increase in the

basic unit raises a unit grant

from $1,450 to $1,530.

Rankin pointed out that

' current programs are rising

in cost much faster than 5.5 per

cent a year" citing hydro

costs, which went up 25 per

cent this year, as an example.

"There is no room for the

staff's 19 per cent pay in-

crease." he said.

SAC president Steve Lang

don said the budget was "much
worse than I expected." He
said the university would have

to realize that many decisions

effecting the university are

made by forces on the outside

and added: "We're going to

have to take that into ac-

count."

On the Campus Centre, he

said, "It may mean the Board

of Governors will have to ac-

cept the alternate plan for fi-

nancing which we (SAC)

worked out last year. It's going

to be really hard."

Innis College student presi-

dent Sue Stoess (III Inn) said

she was "terribly upset" by

the probably deferment of In-

" Innis costs are based on the

building being completed in

1971," she said, "and the costs

escalate from there. If we
aren't building it now, I don't

know what else we'll chop
"

The building has already been

pared down as delays have

forced costs up.

The teaching staff at U of T
could be the most adversely

affected group. Last Novem-
ber, the ATS submitted a brief

to the university asking for a

pay increase next year. Nego-

tiations are still going on, but it

now seems highly unlikely that

they will get their increase.

"It can be done by increas-

ing enrolment without increas-

ing the faculty," said Ian Bur-

ton, chairman of the ATS sal-

ary committee. "We don't

want that to happen but we feel

it is inevitable."

The ATS has called for a

teach-in on university financ-

ing for next Tuesday noon in

Convocation Hall. Speakers

have been invited from the

Department of University Af-

fairs, the University and SAC.

President Claude Bissell, SAC
President Steve Langdon, and

Chuck Hanly, executive vice-

chairman of the Ontario Coun-

cil of University Faculty Asso-

ciations, have already accept-

ed.

"We want to make the de-

continued on page 3



UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHURCH+AND STUDENT CENTRE
610 Spadina Ave.,
Toronto 4, Ont.

Office: 922-1884
Home: 741-822?

Rev. Laurence Martin, Pastor

NEUROTICS IN THE CHURCH

In the last 10-15 years critics have regularly taken the pulse
1

, tempera-
ture, and made a diagnosis of the illnesses ot the Church Most often the
culpability of the clergy in this illness has been strongly accented 'Ser
mons are dull and irrelevant." the critics remark. They want something to
uplift, to tranquilize, to glue peace, to authenticate their existence and
vocation in a tough world

This Sunday evening at 7 1 S. University Lutheran Chaplain Lawrence
Martin will give a presentation entitled "Neurotics in the Church." exam-
ining the charge of irrelevancy, and giving a provocative reading of the
real source of the problems. In his research in the psychology of religion.
Chaplain Martin has found that members bring the neuroticism in from
the outside, and then expect the Church to be the playground for their
ego-expansion and sick needs Not infrequently these neurotics appear to
be highly successlul by society's standards, but they are the
ones who are molding the congregations in their own image-
Perhaps one of the best hopes for the Church is the student generation
grounded in the exhilarating dynamics of biblical faith, and supported by
the incisive insights of logotherapy-psychology
A discussion and refreshments will follow the presentation.
9 45 AM Sunday Student Discussion

11 00 A M "Can a Student Hang Loose and Still Be a Christian?"
Rosie Janson, Campus Worker Ronald Ragsdale PHD President

Charcoal-Broiled Sizzling STEAKS
Served in Burgundy Wine

and succulent ROAST BEEF
Entertainment nitely in the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE &
BAR

FRED McKANNA
Steele'

TAVERN— RESTAU RANT
EM 8-5180 349 VONGE ST,

(Fully licensed)

MINISTERS:
The Very Rev. Dr. E.M. Hows

Rev. Donalci A. Gillies

DR. E.M. HOWSE
7:30 P.M.

Evening service in East-
minster United Church
(Danforth and J ackman Aves.)

"LORD NELSON MASS"

by Haydn

Bloor Street Choir will join

Eastminster Choir

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

The Wymilwood Concert
Committee presents

A STUDENT CONCERT
Inga Tammsalu piano

David Walker tar/rone

STRING QUARTET
Karl-Ernst Gent violin

Darlene Strama violin

Elizabeth Ganiatsos vi"o/a

Lynn Heuer _ ' C e//0

Sunday, March 9 Wymilwood Music Room 9 pm Admission Free
pryjwjffwjjjffjjjjifffjjjijj i

ELECTION OF STUDENTS

TO COMMITTEES

OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

6 students to be elected to the Curriculum Committee, and 2 to

the Library Committee for 1969-70, at an open meeting, Wednesday,

March 12, 1:00 p.m., room 2102 Sid. Smith.

Students enrolled in the Faculty of Arts and Science and taking

at least one course offered by the Department of Mathematics are

eligible to run for election and to vote.

Democracy in Hist, dep t
History students have gained equality with their faculty on

four com mittees of the department of history.
In January the History Students' Union requested re-structur

ing of the department's standing committees. A meeting of th«
faculty two weeks ago endorsed the principle.
Under the new system, six undergrads will sit on the depart

ment's curriculum committee, four on the standards committee
five students (including two grads) on the library committee'
two grads and two undergrads on the external committee stu'
dent representation on each committee is on an equal basis with
faculty. "

Craig Heron (III UC), chairman of the Union, said the policy
committee "is a separate and more politically charged issue "

He eventually hopes to gain student representation there as well
Paul Gerhart (II UC), vice-chairman said "We are concerned

with education. The standards and curriculum committees are
the places where those decisions are made."
Gerhart said negotiation had been largely conducted at the

undergraduate level. The grads have not yet accepted their role
on the committees. They are presently being consulted by the
Union and the faculty.

St.Mike's may leave SAC
St. Michael's College may

withdraw from the Students
Administrative Council if the
results of a referendum on
Monday show that most of its

students disapprove of the ac-
tions SAC has taken this year.

The referendum consists of

four questions:

• do you think SAC should
give financial assistance to

politically orientated organiza-
tions outside the university
campus?

• do you think financial

priority should be given to

campus organizations?

• if your answers to the
above differ from SAC's ac-
tions and priorities would you
favor St. Mike's withdrawal
from SAC?

• do you favor SAC's mem-
bership and support of CUS and
OUS?

"I'm urging that people say

UC ELECTIONS

they would like to withdraw to
the new SAC administration on
the warning," said SMC rep
Paul Fromm .(III SMC) who
has spent the last three months
working hard to persuade the
St. Mike's Student Council to

accept the idea of the referen-
dum.

"I don't think SAC has
learned from the GSU with-
drawal that a lot of people are
discontented," he said.

SAC President Steve Lang-
don has been spending a lot of

time talking seriously to stu-

dents at St. Mike's about SAC's
role and feels his concept of

SAC has a pretty good chance
of support.

"I don't think they'll vote to

withdraw," he said. "I'd be
very, very surprised if they
did."

The referendum is not bind-
ing on the St. Mike's Council.

Anarchists out Hoses tops poll
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Four declared anarchists,
who had sworn "to fertilize the
seeds of anarchy in cemeteries
everywhere in the name of the
great resurrection" all lost in

yesterday's elections for Uni-
versity College SAC reps.

However, coming out on top
of the 13 candidate slate were
five students who will repre-
sent UC on SAC next year —
Art Moses, John Levin, John
Frank, Tony Usher and Craig
Heron. Moses topped the polls
with a total of 284 votes.
Around one quarter of the col-

lege voted.

Other anarchist candidates,
whose names are not known,
are running for SAC posts in
other colleges and faculties.
Their aims are to eventually
disband SAC in an effort to
bring an end to "the stupid
preoccupation with Mickey-
Mouse student politics.

"

UC students also voted for

Literary Director of the UC
Literary and Athletic Society,
the only position on the Lit
executive not already ac-
claimed. Winner was Marty
Reyto. His opponent was Kirk
Kelly.

Bob Rae, who earlier this

year won one of the two
Rhodes Scholarships at U of T.

was elected UC nominee for

the campus-wide John H. Moss
Scholarship for best all-round

student of the graduating
class, to be chosen later this

year.

• Or. Edward A. Robinson has been
appointed dean of Erindale College.

Dr. Robinson will continue to teach

chemistry in addition to his added duties

at the college, which graduates its first

class next year.

U of T Pollution Probe is open to

nominations for the following positions:

chairman, vice-chairman, two public

elations officers, press secretary and
secretary- treasurer.

Any member of the university com-
munity is eligible to stand. Please sub-

mit application or nomination to 91 St.

George before Monday, if possible.

» Radio Varsity will provide live elec-

tion coverage Monday night from the

.

ballot-counting room, which is closed to

the general public.

The rally from Convocation Hall will

also be carried live today.



continued from page

Budget

gree of concern more widely

known," Burton said last night.

"We want to express the con-

cern of the faculty and stu-

dents about the budgetary im-

plications."

The U of T got $14 million

last year and $21 million this

year, with much of that going

into the new medical complex

and research library. Vice-

president Rankin feels that one

reason U of T did so poorly

with new money was because

of the amounts poured into

these two projects by the prov-

ince.

"The point we ought to look

at is what share we got of the

public purse," he said. "Pre-

sumably we have to suffer,

(because of the library and

medical complex) but for how

long? And what are they doing

to us in the meantime? I think

they have failed to take into

account the depth of this insti-

tution."

Richard Bird, an associate

professor of economics, said

yesterday the budget "could
lead to all kinds of problems. It

will lead to overcrowding,
there's no doubt about that.

'

'

Prof. Bird said the most
important point was the use of

the formula system for operat-

ing grants. "If you have to

accept 18 per cent more stu-

dents, you'll take the ones who
bring you the most in grants.*'

In the midst of cutting, Scar-

borough and Erindale Colleges

came through relatively un-

scathed. Scarborough request-

ed $1.2 million for capital con-

struction and received about

$900,000. It won't be enough to

iarry out the proposed expan-

sion of the college, but it's a

start.

Erindale asked for $9.5 mil-

lion, and got it. But even here,

there are problems Erindale

had also asked for an addition-

al $1 million to finance a tem-
porary expansion. This was
refused, and now it will come
from the $9.5 million, leaving

only $8.5 million for the perma-
nent building.

Officials of the Department
of University Affairs have soft-

pedalled the effects of the

changes, assuring the universi-

ties that funds will be forth-

coming to cover all current

projects. One information offi-

cer said yesterday, "The gov-

ernment is tightening its belt

all along the line, but less in

education than elsewhere."

But so far, they have been

able to do little to reassure U
of T officials and teachers, who
face a period of austerity

which is bound to have an ad-

verse affect on all students.
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For He - Black Kid -

Brown Kid in two

heights

only 30.00

For She - Chain Sling

by Brayco - Black Pat

Navy Kid - Bone Kid

only 14.99

Strap n' Button by

Brayco - Black Pat

Navy Kid — Cognac

Pearlized Kid only

14.99

CCD. ORDERS ACCEPTED -

OPEN THURS. & FRI. EVENINGS -

CREDIT CARDS HONORED

'THE ADAMS APPLE'
Boutique For Men

ONLY AT

126 BLOOR STREET

Hart House

HELSINKI UNIVERSITY CHORUS
Monday, March 1 0th

Debates Room, 1 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
Tuesday, March 1 1th

Library - 8:30 p.m.

BROTHER ANTONINUS
Ladles Welcome

WEDNESDAY CLASSICAL CONCERT
March 12, Music Room, I p.m.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC
Lodi es Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
Wednesday, March 12th

Librcry - 6 p.m.

PETER C. NEWMAN
aulho of

"DIE FENBAKER YEARS"
"DISTEMPER OF OUR TIMES"

Ladles Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Thursday, March 1 3th

12-2 p.m., East Common Room
ROB McCONNEL

and the

"BOSS BRASS"
Ladies Welcome

SPECIAL CONCERT
Music Room, 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, March 13th

KATHLEEN TUCKER, Pian

Ladies Welcome

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING

RECEIVED FOR:

1. Full Time Director Radio Varsity

Preferably interested in News,

Public Affairs and Educational

Programming.

2. EDITOR, SUMMER VARSITY

3. EDITOR, RANDOM MAGAZINE

4. EDITOR, S.A.C. Student

Handbook

5. S.A.C. appointee to Varsity

Board Directors - (3 year team)

Apply in writing to:

CommunicaHon s
Commissioner
S.A.C. Office

by March 14, 1969 5:00 pm

126 BLOOR STREET Tel. 921-1779 I
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NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST JOSEPH 925-1736

WE DELIVER - 5 P.M. - I A.M. DAILY
We specialize in New York and New England style pizza and
heme mode spaghetti WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWrM

STUDENTS-FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $3.00
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presidentialpotpourri - looking at the issues, the candidates.

So far the SAC presidential election

campaign has been conducted on fairly

low political level, dealing with issues

only peripheral to what is really at

stake.

The various candidates have talked

about these kind of things:

• SAC should communicate better

with the students;

• SAC should make students feel

they are being represented;

• SAC should spend more money on

"services" for students;

• SAC should pay less attention to

non-campus issues (even ignore them);

• SAC should not take any stand

which could be called "moral" or "po-

litical".

Let's look at each of these in turn.

Better communication: The candi-

dates have been suggesting such meth-

ods as questionnaires, referendums

varsity
"The successful revolutionary is a states-
man, the unsuccessful a criminal."

Editor
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(Is a tailor who chews spar varnish a mast
head?) BOOBS AND PUBES: OUSTED VARG
EDITOR TELLS STORY OF LIFE. . i have holf-a-
mind to quit, said editor paul macrae last

night, sue, dave, mike and leighton said they
were surprised he had half a
mind. . MICKLEBURGH GETS NOD AS
SPORTS PAGE CHIEF IN BID TO FINISH PA-
PER. . .janet and joan say the stork who
brought him should be arrested for smug-
lling dope. . .GIRL DANCES SUGGESTIVELY
IN OFFICE, TELLS COURT. . with two fingers
os vodka and a hand or two of kesterlon, it

was thumbs up for agt and her goulash fig-

ure. . .SEES WORLD IN DANGER. . said sherry
as she swigged her beer and got pollut-
ed. . REYTO CLINCHES LIT POST. . .lit post
threatened to sue random editor marly reyto
last night, claiming his clock-weights had
been tampered with. . .NUPTIALS
HELD. . .reyto, have you no shame?. . .DATES
CHIMP. . jim cowan said he preferred the
charms of an old world monkey. . .MOSES-
LEVIN DUO ACCLAIMED IN SAC RUN. . it

was two hits, two runners and no aarons as
art moses and jon levin romped to an easy
pictory. . DEEP-SEATED DISTURBANCE
SELT. . .kospars 'mother' degoosie smacked lix

willick on the ballast last night for a hair-

raising remark. . .YES OR NO? SOME OF THE
DANGERS. . .said wishy-washy liberal brian
johnson who mixed himself a molotov cock-
tail. . .ALBERTA RANCHERS AIR BEEFS. . said
mole steckley who got blind drunk. . .SEES
NAUGHTY-LADY PIX ON INCREASE said lim

and mass meetings.

This year's SAC amended the consti-

tution to make a referendum possible if

2,000 students sign a petition saying so.

Questionnaires were used last fall to

evaluate student opinion on a wide
range of issues. SAC has introduced

mass meetings — this year for the first

time — especially on vital political is-

sues such as housing, the "secret"

brief and summer jobs. And SAC car-

ried its regular meetings out of Hart

House and into the various colleges. A
plea for "better communication" is no

more than a platitude since the candi-

dates have offered no fresh ideas.

SAC should be more representative:

A host of candidates have declared

themselves on one basic platform —
"representation." But representation

is constitutionally implicit in the elec-

toral process. And for the electorate to

be represented in an election, the can-

didates must declare themselves on

certain basic issues so that voters can

make a choice.

It's easy to run for office on a plat-

form of "representing the student."

You have to say where you stand on the

issues before asking for votes. That's

the way elections work. SAC has to

provide leadership on campus — it

can't become a perpetually fluctuating

barometer of opinion.

SAC should spend more money on

"services" for students: This year SAC
has spent 97 per cent of its budget on

"services" and necessary administra-

tive expenses. This figure includes

$20,000 on course unions and evalua-

tions, more than $10,000 on cultural

affairs — including such projects as the

Blue and White Society ($5,200) — Ra-
dio Varsity, Random and The Varsity

($46,000 total.)

SAC should pay less attention to non-

campus issues: Community action pro-

jects such as SHOUT, Project 999 and

the Varsity Downtown Education Pro-

ject would not exist without their SAC
subsidies. VDEP, for instance, —
which runs summer programs for kids

in Cabbagetown — got $2,750 this year

and SAC wants to double that for next

year. Grants to these kinds of outside

services total $19,000 this year.

SAC should not take "moral" or "po-

litical" stands: Several years ago SAC
conducted a referendum on this issue

and the result was in favor of making
these kind of decisions.

Students then realized that you can-

not separate morality and politics from
vital student issues. If a body collec-

tively objects to repressive residence

rules, it is making a moral decision.

Thus on one hand, candidate Gus
Abols says SAC should not make politi-

cal decisions, and he also says SAC
should do something about summer
employment. You cannot deal with the

reasons behind unemployment without

analyzing the political and economic
system, and making a critique of gov-

ernment policies.

All the candidates promise to get the

campus centre built, but the new On-

tario budget has just forced another

delay. Are there no polities involved?

By trying to absolve SAC from poli-

tics, the candidates are abnegating

SAC's responsibility in these matters
— and issues like OSAP — for the sake

of political opportunism, trying to get

the vote of every student, regardless of

his opinions.

Now let's take a look at the four tick-

ets offered in Monday's election.

Gus Abols and Ed Thompson: They
deny the need for SAC to make moral

IT'S OBVIOUS THAT
,

IAY OPPONENT HAS
LOST SI&HT OF THE
l/APORTANT GOALS
OF OUR 90CIETY...

. HE KEEPS GETTIMCr
ALL INVOLVED
IN PETTy ISSUES
SUCH A9...

. /AY INCOMPETENCY
/AY CORRUPTNESS.
/AY DECEIT AMD
/AY FRAUDULENT
CONDUCT.'

letters

a U of T student faces the draft
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On February 20th I was drafted into the

U.S. Army and after a 90 day extension, so

that I may write my exams, I will report

for induction on June 7th in my home state

of Rhode Island. I have been in the gradu-
ate English department since autumn of

1967. I will shortly receive my MA in Eng-
lish, but I will also have to forfeit a schol-

arship, a probable teaching fellowship,

and terminate preliminary work on a doc-

toral thesis. Painfully, a few close friend-

ships are going to be suspended.

I am writing to this paper — not to ra-

tionalize a purely pragmatic decision —
but because I feel that this is an appropri-

ate time for me as an American in Canada
1969

to express faith in my country's historic

commitment to cliched but nonetheless

valid ideals. This of course does not mean
that I actively support a seemingly mean-
ingless war. Nor in returning do I intend

to express either hostility or patronizing

sympathy for the American exile. We all

have to meet our problems and shape our

lives in our own way.
But I do know that for those who did not

come to Canada to voice their dissent, no

definition of American society today can

exclude them — and this is the way it

should be.

Dennis A. W. Weotraub
(SGS)

and political decisions.

Their platform consists of fine-

sounding platitudes: "representation,"

better communication, improvement
of OSAP, adoption of a trimester sys-

tem and unlimited access for all stu-

dents to the new Research Library —
all policies SAC is now supporting.

They say SAC should be a tool to

make as many ideas as possible acces-

sible to the campus, without SAC back-

ing any one of them.
They say the campus is disintegrat-

ing because SAC has been irrelevant

for the professional faculties. If SAC
had not forced public discussion of the

"secret" brief, major changes involv-

ing the entire university, such as mov-
ing Forestry to Erindale, and abolish-

ing the Institute of Child Studies, could

have been imposed from above without

public discussion. At the mass meeting
last fall Abols voted against forcing the

administration to sit down and talk.

Harry Kopyto and Ellie Kirzner:

They are running on a Socialist ticket,

attempting to identify students with

"the great social upheavals of our

times," They entered the race to

"raise issues," but in this they have not

succeeded. They have failed to show
how these world-wide developments
affect U of Tat all.

Abe Mudrik and Marty Silver:

Here's what Mudrik says: "Students

haven't come here for politics, but for

an education and they want to enjoy

their university life." This means
Mudrik does not want any basic change

in the university. He sees the student

as a consumer completing an unhappy

term of service. This approach went

out with the bobby-sox era 10 years

ago.

It's really no excuse for Mudrik to

say that his vice-presidential candi-

date, Silver, is "more political." Mu-
drik says money spent on course unions

and evaluations area waste of time and

money, while Silver, apparently in con-

tradiction, wants more say for students

in determining their education. They

should make up their minds.

John Oldham and Bob Barkwell:

Apart from Mudrik, who has led the

Blue and White Society for the last

year and a half, they are the only two

candidates with experience in SAC.

Neither is as radical as Steve Langdon,

nor as competent, but they still have

the same basic commitments.
They say the university shouldn't be

a knowledge factory, but rather a pow-

erful force for change in society. This

has to be started through changes in

the kind of education students get. Be-

fore that can happen students have to

win an equal voice in decision-making

at all levels of the university.

To call them "extremists" or even

"radicals" is probably a misnomer.

They are not asking for a social revolu-

tion, and that's where they could be

wrong.

Maybe after another three or four

years of this "student power" game
students will discover how the univer-

sity can't change unless the entire soci-

ety changes. But then nobody is at that

point yet.

The candidates are speaking at 1

p.m. today in Convocation Hall. Judge

for yourself.



By BOB BOSSIN
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So they took Jerry Rubin into a little

room at Toronto Airport and took off all his

clothes.

That scares the hell out of me, not be-

cause of the political implications, of which

there are practically none — let's face it,

Rubin looks like pusher or at least a nark

("Omigod Smith, he has a little maple leaf

branded on his right flank. Sorry officer,

loved you at the Musical Ride".).

It scares me because I look like a pusher.

And in all probability, so do you. At least

you look tike a student, or invariably like a

young person. In times like these that is

enough. I've taken to hitch-hiking with a

sign that says Junior Executive.

Far-fetched. But so is what is happening

at the borders this year.

I used to cross with a simple "no I didn't

buy anything, nice to be back" on our side

and a respectful up-state taciturnity on

theirs.

Not any more.

"Pull over and step inside."

I pulled over, stepped inside and answ-

ered the usual where were you born, how
long are you staying questions and started

to go. Not so fast.

"Why are you going to the States?"

(Oh its the cooking, sir, nothing like a

good old Howard Johnson three-flavoured .

. .) I decided against that response. "In

order to see my girlfriend." I smiled, kind
ts shyly.

"Why?" That was a rough one. Because
she just missed her, urn uh, and she's terri-
bly worried and I thought I would re-assure
her that its perfectly natural. We were
going to get married in the spring anyway .

"Because she lives down here."
"Bringing anything?"
"A change of clothes. My guitar. A type-

writer.

Pause. He leaned forward over the
counter and looked me right in the eyes.
"Why the type-writer?"

I concentrated both my hazel eyes just
over his left should. "I thought I would type
some notes."

"NOTES ABOUT WHAT?" (I've got you
now you shifty undraftable Communist of

the North!)

"School notes. Both my friend and I are
very conscientious. (I regretted the word
immediately) about our classes."

The Dustin Hoffman, letter from Viet-

nam approach finally won him over. This
insanity went on for approximately half'an

hour!

On the way back, the Canadian guard,
true to the tribe, didn't ask me anything,

just went through every article of clothes in

my bag, especially the underwear, the most
obvious place to hide a kilo of marijuana.
Or maybe he was looking for stains that

might really be cleverly disguised hashish

or maybe he just liked underwear. Anyway,
it is nice to see a man happy in his work.

The next time, I crossed on the Harvard
Exchange bus: Joe College kids circa 1969

— hair medium-long, jeans, beards, no
beads.

They had us empty the bus: suitcases,

purses, people coats, gloves, everything.

They searched our bags thoroughly but

uneventfully. The Man asked me why I was
bringing the type-writer. "Both my girl-

friend and I are very . . . serious about our

classes," I said.

He didn't know what to do with the guy
behind me. Right at the top of his bag was a

box of condoms. He really wanted to look

inside, I mean a guy could smuggle one hell

of a lot of LSD in a condom, but the next

two people in lines were girls and . .

Mom's apple pie finally won out, and he
stuffed them back in the suitcase and went
on to the underwear.

Then the other Man came in from search-

ing the bus and announced, very menacing.
"Alright, which one of you left this on the

bus?"

Hail Mary, Mother of God. this isn'i really

going to happen, please make this a dream.

Everybody is silent. We all turn.

He is holding up an orange.

"You can't bring citrus fruit into the

United States." You ought to know better

than to try a thing like that."

What followed was a customs inspectors

field day. They found no less than a dozen
other oranges concealed about the group.

Only one guy got to bring his orange
through. Because he's the son of the ambas-
sador? No, California orange.

At a Howard Johnsons on the way back,

we picked up a hitch-hiker, a quiet kid, 16

or 17, very short hair, and a hip beaten up

Salvation Army felt hat. He was going to

Toronto, didn't have much bread, could he

crash at Rochdale; no, he was OK with the

draft because he was under 18. He didn't

say much else.

At the border they yanked the American
kid off. He wasn't part of the group, eh?

hitchhiker, hmmm? etc. Then they called

in the bus driver and threatened to report

him for picking up a hitch-hiker. Mark
Freiman, who chartered the bus, said he

had invited the kid to join us. The customs
officer threatened to charge him with
transporting an alien across the border.

(Was he lying, or are there really laws like

that?)

They kept the kid and sent us on. He
didn't have a letter from his parents giving

permission.

It was after midnight, so most everything

in Buffalo was closed. No, he didn't know
anyone in Buffalo, didn't have quite enough
money for a hotel. That's tough kid. think

about it next time before you decide you are

going to go to Canada.

George, the law student with us. said

there was nothing he could do. The immi-
gration act gives the inspector complete
discretionary powers.

Five York students faked papers showing
them as deserters and tried to cross

into Canada, which is perfectly legal. Four
were turned back. The Canadian inspectors

then phoned the American inspectors,

which they aren't supposed to do. and said

they were sending back some deserters.

The groovy thing is that on the way back
across the bridge, the York kids threw out

the fake papers and went back as plain old

Canadians, which must have really freaked

out the Americans. ("Why those deserters

have been on that bridge for two days

now, sir.")

t • •

One of the delegates to the Young Liber-

als convention asked Trudeau about the

York incident. He said he wasn't sure about

deserters crossing the border, but he felt it

was easier now than it had been. Everyone

else could cross, subject to the immigration

authorities discretion.

They gave him a standing ovation.

Mr. Renyi is a third-year engineering student, editor of

the Toike Oike, and chaired a committee at the recent Engi-

neering Congress in Montreal.

Steve tangdon said earlier this year that the engineers

will be tomorrow's working class, I would be very glad to

belong to the working class: where is it?

I have asked Canadian University professors, gas station

attendants, factory employees and others, if they belonged

to the working class. "Me?!" they said. "I guess I'm middle

class." If everybody refuses to be known as a member,
then where does a "class" go?
We certainly know what the term meant to Marx a 100

years ago, when physical labor was a prime mover of the

economy, when the difference between intellect and force

used in the working process was very clear.

You could, of course, arbitrarily call everybody below a

certain income level a member of the worklass, (
working

class, pat. pend.) but I still don't see where the engineers,

who are financially well off, would fit in.

The Engineer
Langdon, however, did not draw his conclusions out of

the blue yonder. The facts are that the engineers, still too

few to become the worklass, are beginning to think of us-

ing solutions that remind us of those cherished by the

worklass in the past.

The engineers, for reasons open to discussion, are begin-

ing to realize the existence and extent of educational

problems, social problems, political problems. Instead of

turning their backs to the issues at hand, they are planning

— and trying — to act on them.
Aware of the added leverage of the concerted (as op-

posed to the individual) action, they are calling for an engi-

neering union, a strong professional body. In other words,

they are willing to tackle wideranging problems with

means used by the worklass of yesteryear, not because

engineers are the worklass, but because those means have

been proven. I believe this is where Langdon made his mis-

take.

Few non-engineers know, for example, how much time,

money and effort were spent by the Association of Cana-

dian Engineers to study and implement pollution control

programs. Few people know that the Engineering Student

Congress, held two weeks ago called for the foundation of

an Engineering union capable of enforcing pollution con-

trol. The same Congress requested that all undergraduate

courses on campus be made available to all engineering

students. And rather than causes, these actions and re-

quests were symptoms and results.

Education: one of the most dynamic problems. Parame-

ters change continuously; we have obtained the right to

seat 23 students on the 180-man Faculty Council next year

as voting members. This has already changed things for us,

but we have not yet done our thinking homework about it.

We should, for we are challenging the whole established

idea of the University administration.

Today, we have a Dean, two assistant deans, four assist-

ant-assistant deans and so on, the terminology being sec-

ondary. The students are, the last step on the hierarchical

ladder. This is "The System".

It has been said this system is feudal. Maybe it is. Its

smooth functioning implies that decisions are taken at the

top, passed down through the hierarchy and finally reach

By PETER RENYI

the student. It works, especially with an inspired Dean and

apathetic or unimaginative students.

But what if the students do have opinions and would like

to contribute to the intellectual liveliness of their university

life, of their education? Isn't the university supposed to be

the place where ideas are born and polished through inter-

acton? Should not at least some of the novel concepts come

from those most concerned: the students? We believe that

they should, and we shall act on that premise.

THE IMPASSE

The following is a pertinent example of how the students

could help the administration, and mostly themselves, to

get out of an impasse:

We have some very good lecturers and a few who are

just short of lousy. The bad ones ore frequently brilliant

scientists, dedicated to research and otherwise gifted, but

not teachers. We have repeatedly asked for the uninspiring

research-types to be allowed to do what they know best,

and to be lectured by motivated communicators.

Nothing happened, because the system is such that pro-

fessors have to mix teaching with research. Well, the fac-

ulty council is powerless in this cose, and we will have to

change the definitions of "THE SYSTEM" itself.

There is a generalized feeling that we engineers are

missing something by not having a serious grounding in

liberal Arts. It is impossible today to be a Renaissance man.

Rabelais' Gargantuo doesn't belong to the 20th century.

But we try for some variety, and this is no only our way of

retaining pur personality, our humanity among the ma-
chines; it is also the "acte de foi" of our commitment to so-

ciety.

A remark: technology is, directly or indirectly, the main
factor for change in the world today. But students directly

involved in technology are a small minority on campus.

Many others, sociologists, philosophers, geographers, econ-

omists, study those effects of technology that impinge on

their particular fields. Are these students concerned about

— and if so, wilting to learn — what technology is?

Do they want to understand the causes before judging

the results? Are they not being somewhat hypocritical in

their accusations of engineering isolationism? How thor-

ough have they been in their explanation of social, human
problems — which is, as they claim, their job?

of the Future
We are only able, at the present time, to ask questions

and hope to find answers, sometimes. We don't know the

future rate of technological change, and we assume that it

will keep increasing. We cannot tell how this is going to

affect society, but we suppose that drastic shifts will occur.

Possibly, a state of permanent revolution (for want of a

better term).

Where will the engineer stand, what will be required of

him? Will he be asked to concentrate his efforts on finding

ultimate truths of physical nature and thus become a scien-

tist, while technologists take over the work of application?

Will he act as a broker between science and technology, or

technology and society? Will he be the guardian of society

and the harnesser of technology?

I believe he will have to be a little of everything. Grad-
ually, he might move from one denomination to another.

After all, there are no more jobs today, only functions. Six-

ty-five per cent of the engineering graduates of 1949 have
changed working fields at least once. This percentage is

bound to rise.
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Meds oppose Humane
Society stand on Bill 73

By JEFF GOLD

Representatives from medi-

cal schools across Ontario will

meet today in response to ef-

forts by the Toronto Humane
Society to alter a bill concern-

ing the use of stray dogs and

cats for research.

Designed to regulate the

procurement and welfare of

animals used in teaching and

research, Bill 73, now before

the Provincial Legislature, is

opposed by the Society, which

believes that much cruelty to

animals is committed in the

name of science.

The Society prefers to destroy

the dogs and cats it shelters,

rather than sell them to re-

searchers.

Since the Society destroys

most of the 25,000 dogs dis-

posed of every year in Metro

Toronto, a major source of

animals is closed to research-

ers who must pay unlicenced

and often unscrupulous dealers

from $100 to $400 per dog.

Bill 73 would force the Soci-

ety to sell its wards after a

minimum waiting period of 48

hours. It would also licence

dealers and the researchers

they supply and provide inspec-

tion by government officials to

ensure the welfare of the ani-

mals.

This would put dognappers

out of business, guarantee re-

search animals are not mis-
treated and free funds for oth-

er research purposes by reduc-

ing the cost of animals by 90

percent or more.
But the Humane Society still

takes issue with the time-limit

on redemption and the question

of specific requests for the dis-

posal of pets by their owners.

Harry Krakowsky, a mem-
ber of the U of T Medical Soci-

ety and an avid supporter of

the Bill, says, "Protests con-

cerning the 48-hour limit are

meaningless because the Act

allows any pound operator to

extend this period if he desires.

"And if any owner desires

euthanasia for his pet then that

animal must be destroyed un-

der the provisions of the Bill."

He urged everyone to "sup-

port this important and much-
needed piece of legislation by

writing to your MPP or to the

Minister of Agriculture."

Next week there will be

two (count 'em) two Var-

sity's, a regular Friday is-

sue and a four-page election

extra on Tuesday. This in-

formation is for Here and

Now buffs and non-buffs,

since there probably won't

be any ads in the Tuesday

edition. Ergo, get your H &

N's in by 4 pm Monday for

Tuesday, and 4 pm Thursday

for Friday.

VOTE FOR
Responsible

Change,

NOT
REVOLUTION!!!

VOTE
MUDRIK X
SILVER

ABRAHAM MUDRIK MARTY SILVER
PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT

CHAIRMAN , BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY PRESIDENT OF SCAR. COLL. ATHL. ASS.

POLICY
Priorities

1 Build a true University Community by instituting activities to keep the student on campus longer, and pro-

vide facilities lor students to meet other students and exchange opinions

2 Provide services that are beneficial to the entire University Community, such as a campus centre, housing,

and parking

3 Obtain a bigger say in determining curriculum, not by confrontation but by discussion and compromise,
such as was done at Scarborough College this year.

4 More emphasis on the individual in education

Emphasis

1 Since the students are ignored, we need greater grass-roots communication and a greater concern for the
student and his needs

2 We would change the centralized gov't to a decentralized gov't so that we would have more involvement in

the micro -level

3. Instead of hit and miss changes, we would institute responsible and co-ordinated change

Generalities

1 We need to arouse in the student a greater awareness of the benefits of an active University life

2 We would have to convey greater informatiort about the community through our sources of communica-
tions.

3 We need more dialogue between students themselves, and so must provide facilities and occasions for

them to achieve this

4 We must make greater use of the University after hours and during the summer
5 We must provide more educational and cultural, not pseudo -cultural, activities

Specifics

1 We must make greater use of the facilities already established

a establishment of campus-wide closed-circuit T V
b much greater distribution of Radio Varsity outlets.

c, regular section in Varsity for "University News" involving the listing of all University activities coming up

2 The construction of Innis College must be speeded up.

3 We must provide more, better, and less expensive residential accommodations satisfactory to the students

4 We must push hard to close St George St and Huron St. between Harbord and College St.. to vehicula'

traffic, so that a undivided University Community can be established We must also push for the abolition ol

parking restrictions in these areas.

5 Every future, large-scale construction should include parking facilities, probably underground.
6 We would expand F U of T , and use this to build more of a community, as well as a source of new friends

and exchange of ideas

7 We would make greater and more frequent use of social activities after hours and during the summer.
8 We must institute more free activities outside during the warm fall term, such as mini teach-ins. concerts,

and seminars, to create an informal social, and intellectual atmosphere to coincide with the idea of a Univer-

sity Community
9 Greater use must be made out of COP 0 U T. to exchange information between the colleges themselves,

and between the colleges and S.A.C.

10 Emphasis must be placed on SAC representatives to have a more responsible attitude towards their con-

stituents and S.A.C.

1 1 We must provide more private, study areas

12 We must get a greater involvement of students in University planning,

1 3 We must promote a greater S.A C involvement in summer employment, so that University skills can be uti-

lized

WE'RE WILLING TO TAKE A STAND!
ARE YOU I!
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Radio seeks FM licence: awaits Commons move
I Radio Varsity is hoping to

get an FM licence soon so it

can be heard on private radio

receivers.

It would have to buy a trans-

mitter and possibly maintain

more hours on the air but man-

aging director Don Brady says

it's worth it.

"As far as we're concerned,

FM is the medium. To achieve

its potential, 'radio' can't be

just a closed-circuit system. It

is transmitted programming.''

Radio Varsity has not yet

applied for a licence. The Ca-

nadian Radio-Television

Commission is at present hold-

ing up the licensing procedure

) pending introduction into the

House of Commons of legisla-

tion that will probably open up

the FM band to small users.

Brady has sent a letter to the
CRTC asking advice on wheth-
er Radio Varsity should apply
now for a licence. He says he
should get a reply in a week or
two.

"What we have now is a type
of halfway house: only part-
way towards a true wireless
system," Brady says.

"As it is difficult to listen to
some speakers, most students
would rather listen in their
own rooms to their own ra-

dios."

He quoted statistics to prove
that 50 to 60 per cent of people
in Toronto have FM receivers,
and that the use of FM radios
is on the rise.

"FM is not that costly,"

Brady says. "For under $5000

we can get a small transmitter

that would easily cover the
campus."

In the meantime, Radio
Varsity's programming is be-

coming more varied. Brady
says the most exciting things

this year are the live pro-
grams

"We've been able to cover
the CUG elections and the de-

bates that preceded them, the
mass meeting on housing at

Tent City, and the SAC meet-
ing over the proposed sit-in."

Radio Varsity presents thea-

tre reviews, interviews with

people in the performing arts,

and live and taped drama.
It is now recording local

rock groups on campus to

make the groups better known
as well as to entertain the stu-

dents.

"We have made an offer to

provide five minutes of free

time to any campus organiza-

tion that wishes to be heard

campus-wide," Brady says.

Radio Varsity spent $2,695

last year on new capital equip-

ment, much of which will go

into a new studio and produc-

tion facilities.

To many students, radio is

now just a noise in the cafete-

ria at lunch-hour.

Radio Varsity staffers hope

that FM, brighter program-
ming, and the new studio will

improve the situation.

The Ontario Union of Students has thrown down the gauntlet
to top-level university and government officials but it has not
been picked up.

In the last four days at least twelve administrators from
five Ontario universities and a number of politicians from the

Provincial Government have refused to participate in the OUS
conference to be held March 13-16 at London.
Two panel discussions, "What are the Uses of the Univer-

sity?" and "What is Responsible Student Activism?", were
planned to establish "meaningful dialogue" and "keep open
the channels of communication" but all those contacted re-

ported that they were too busy to attend.

PEUGEOT
Canada Ltd.

520 Ellesmere Rd.,

Scarboro. Ont.

Tel: 291-1127

TORONTO—
Centre Auto Limited, 120 Adelaide St. E.

Tel: 364-1 1 16

Wembley Motors, 2427 Eglinlon Ave. W.
Tel: 653-4140
Westdale Motors Ltd., 2620 St. Clair Ave. W.
Tel: 763-1177
Wietzes Motors Ltd.. 6080 Yonge St. Willowdale

Tel: 221-5563

COOKSVILLE—
Aulosport Equipt. Ltd., 123 Dundas Hwy. W.
Tel: 277-0551

BRAMPTON—
Universal Mycyk Sales & Service Co. Ltd.

58 Biamalea Rd., Brampton
Tel: 451 :8484

A new breed of motor cars, with the sleekness
of a Siamese kitten and the strength of a jungle lion, has
burst upon the Canadian scene.

Meet the Peugeot 204's, featuring a front wheel drive

which laughs at Canadian winters, without needing snow tires.

Ask the 1968 Canadian National Rally Champions.
The Keith Ronald/John Slade Team took their Peugeot to

six first and two second places on their winning trail

to the '68 Canadian Championship.

Ask the winners of the last three East African Safaris.

Peugeot stood up and was counted . . . undisputed first.

Ask the journalists who acclaimed Peugeot
"The toughest car in the world". . . two years in a row.

Invest in a Peugeot. Professional rallyists do.

The Canadian National Rally Champions do.

PEUGEOT The toughest bargain you can drive.
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—HeUo; Larry Solway —
speak your mind—
—Hello, Larry?—
—Yes—
—Hello Larry?—
—This Is Larry Solway;

would you turn your radio

down?—
—Hello Lar-hey ma I'm on—
CLICK
Hello, Larry Solway; Speak

your mind — go ahead-
Hello Larry. I'd like to talk

about the—

Most of you have heard

'Speak Your Mind' — on

C.H.U.M. Radio. Most of you

also have opinions about Lar-

ry. He does not seem to be the

way you picture him. I inter-

viewed him with a tape re-

corder and enjoyed meeting

and talking with him. But

when I played that tape back

and listened to it, it sounded

like one of his radio shows. I

really wondered: WOW, is

this cat getting angry? He
wasn't. His voice has a cer-

tain quality that makes it

sound as though he is really

chopping into a person.

Larry Solway, 41 years old,

vice-president programming
for C.H.U.M. Radio and the

man responsible for the sound

of the station on the air. He is

one of the five directors of the

station and spends about

ten hours a day at the station.

I asked him how much
money he made. He politely

informed me that he found

my question rude. Larry
thinks that we judge people

too often by the amount they

earn. He earns enough to live

comfortably. That is the only

answer I could get.

How did he spend his

youth? "In confusion". At 18

he left home. He went to Var-

sity and got as far as the jun-

ior common room to learn

bridge. After an aborted sec-

ond year he "copped-out".

Larry says: "I was what one

would call a lazy kid. I didn't

like discipline." He didn't

revolt the way kids are re-

volting today. He simply got

out and plodded ahead in his

own direction.

Larry — "I'm not con-

cerned whether I'm happy or

sad; I'm concerned that I get

up in the day and I function —
function is working-doing the

thing that you have trained

yourself to do. Hell, I know
what I'm really doing; I'm

coming in to work to supply a

particular need that I can
supply — I'm good at what I

do and I do it."

I asked: "Many people feel

that your manner on the radio

with other people is rude and
obnoxious. Would you say it

is?" His answer: "Yen, I'd

say it is if they feel that way.

If they find it rude and obnox-

ious, then it is rude and ob-

noxious." Myself: "What do

you think about it?" Larry:

"I think it is abrupt and forth-

right at times; and that

comes off in some peoples'

minds as rude and obnox-

ious."

"It is an entirely subjective

REVIEW 2

fOGUS: larry solway

AS WE SEE HIM AS HE SEES HIMSELF

question: "What type of person is attracted

to radio work, Larry?"

answer: 'The same kind that go into

show business - narcissists."

thing. . .I'm not trying to be
that way and I don't think of

myself as being that

way. ""I'm not going on the

air trying to be somebody
else's man: I'm not trying to

be somebody's version of

rude or somebody's version of

nice. My own sense of self-

esteem and being my own
man doesn't rest on the ap-

proval or disapproval of those

people out there."

While on the air, Larry
talks to people whether he

wants to or not. He has to.

That is his job. Some of the

calls he gets are really sad.

He gets some weird people

phoning in; Thus, there is a

four second delay from the

phone to the broadcast sys-

tem. A lot of his calls are hate

calls. "I have to be indiffer-

ent to them." He is almost
convinced that people don't

listen; they wait for the sound
to stop, then they start talk-

ing. One example that he

remembers: "A kid phoned
up and said — what do you
think about teenage smoking?
" Larry's reply: "I didn't

even know they'd burn." The
kid: "Yeh, that's what I

mean. .
." and the kid kept

on going.

Larry: "Once in a while a

person phones in and says. I

want to talk to you about your

show —
"And I know the script, I

can almost tell it word for

word — about your show —
Yes okay, it's not one of my
favorite topics — This

shouldn't be called Speak
Your Mind — and I duet the

next line with them ; I've done

it dozens of times — IT
SHOULD BE CALLED
LARRY SOLWAY SPEAKS
HIS MIND — and we say it

together. And they go on and

on. .
."

People yell at him, and
many of them say — 'Larry

Solway. .
..
you're ignernt'.

Larry: "There is a certain

class of people to whom igno-

rant means that you don't

know anything or you are ill-

informed; it means IG-

NERNT. They always say it

that way." "If it bothers me
at all, it is the realization that

there are a lot of clots out

there, and they're your

friends and mine; and they

participate in their own way
in making this country what it

is, and what you and I have to

live in."

Larry Solway wonders if

sometimes he lets a person go

on too long, or he cuts them
off too soon, or was he wrong

in making a point in the way
he did.

I asked a psychiatrist what

type of audience might Larry

Solway have.

1 Passive-aggressive per-

sonality, — persons who are

aggressive but cannot deal

with it in an open direction so

they enjoy his being aggres-

sive. They are drawn to it. It

is part of their character.

2. Lonely — out of contact

with others.

3. Older — they are out of

the stream of life and this is a

way of being in it.

I asked Larry the same
question. His answer: "—
columnists say that listeners

are masochists who love to

phone up and be destroyed by
me—

"

"— some listeners have a

genuine concern with what is

going on around them — '

'

"— others listen because

they find it entertaining to

hear people talk instead of an

endless run of just music —

"

"— others because, as one

member of the B.B.G. put it,

they are fascinated by me the

way that some people are

fascinated by watching a

snake. . . they don't like it

but they can't tear their eyes

away. —

"

Larry Solway stays away
from a lot of social situations

where he doesn't know the

people, because he doesn't

want to go as "THAT Larry

Solway". He is a target and

he says: "that really bugs

me".
I asked him what type of

personality is attracted to

radio work? His reply: "Oh
boy, I'm going to get hoist by

this one. The same kind that

go into show business— nar-

cissists; people to whom it is

all important that they per-

form, that they be in a spot-

light and have a public per-

sonality."

Larry Solway is married

with a son 17, who sometimes

gets taken to task for what his

father says. As Larry puts it;

"I wouldn't like to be Larry

Solway's son — its hard to be

anonymous, it really is."

Music was one of the big-

gest passions of his life for a

long time — it still is, but he

can't spend as much time

with it as he likes to. Larry

likes classical and is very

excited by today's contempo-

rary music, including con-

temporary pop. Today's pop

has intellectually more con-

tent than pop music has ever

had, in terms of relating to

people, its beat and quality.

Larry: "For example —
Night and day, you are the

one, under the moon, under

the sun - MAN, THAT'S
NOWHERE."
"The abyss of ignorance

into which many people fall

and call it their right in a

democratic country — That, I

guess bothers me more than

anything else. Bigotry and

stupidity frustrate me. My
wife says you're intolerant of

intolerance and damn it I am
I'm a guy who cares; I'm a

man who is involved in what's

going on around him, trying

to do the best job he knows

how; without throwing any

curves and without deceiving

myself or anybody else

around me. I want to partici-

pate in making tomorrow bet-

ter than today."
— terry gluck



A NEW ONE FROM McLUHAN
"When asked what music he liked best, Mozart re-

plied: "No music".

"vision as our only objective and detached sense,

when in high definition, discourages empathy"

"The eye defeated the Aborigines"

"The integral being cannot be a hero, or even tol-

erated in a fragmented or specialist society".

"To live without clocks is to live forever". Time is

only divisible in visual space".

"new self awareness created by new public en-

vironment"

"cliches and stereotypes enacted a drama of social

stability"

For those not familiar with

Marshall McLuhan's style of

thinking and style of expres-

sion, let alone what he is ac-

tually saying, his new book

Through the Vanishing Point

can be safely ignored. He is

that rare breed of academic

who stimulates excitement and

new perspectives along the

entire spectrum of human
thought. McLuhan is alive, his

scholarly insights seem real,

and he can profoundly affect

your way of looking at your-

self.

Notwithstanding the sincere

admiration I hold for his ideas,

McLuhan's latest book, written

in collaboration with artist

Harley Parker is not a stand-

out by any measure. Through

the Vanishing Point is a schol-

arly application of Mc-
Luhanese insights towards the

perceptions of space in poetry

and painting, from cave paint-

ings to the present. There are

49 examples of poetry and

painting that reveal the signifi-

cance of "points of view" in

those expressive arts. Along-

side the paintings and poems
are quick, 2 or 4 line Mc-
Luhanesque capsule comments
that allow or force the reader

to fill in as much as he wants.

It is involvement by suggestion

rather than by statement,

which means that you either

get it or you don't. That style

can be disconcerting indeed, if

you don't get very much.
I cannot comment whether

or not the material is original

or stimulating to students of

art or poetry. It is mildly inter-

esting, but utterly scholastic.

Far more exciting from an in-

terested reader's point of view

are the introduction and appen-

dices, in which McLuhan
ranges over pop-art, space

travel, theatre of the absurd,

French Canada, participatory

democracy, mass society, and

youth protest.

Earlier this year, while talk-

ing to a class, McLuhan re-

marked that Immanual Kant's

actual profession was "geogra-

pher ", and not philosopher.

There was no bread in being a

professional philosopher so

Kant had to use geography as a

jumping-off point. In fact he

conceptualized maps of the

mind to express himself. The

analogy sounds very familiar.

After briefly rationalizing

Kant's preoccupation with

geography, McLuhan laughed.

"Communications" serves his

purposes of expression just as

easily as Kant's geography.

Any reading of McLuhan re-

veals more than a mere scho-

lastic description of what is

happening around us in the

electric age, despite his insist-
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ence that he is not prescribing

only describing. McLuhan is a

philosopher who is challenging

a concept of thinking which has

dominated our culture since
Gutenberg's printing press,

and which was given ultimate

sanction as a result of the

Newtonian revolution in sci-

ence.

From Gutenberg and New-
ton come the fixed point of

view, linear thinking, and the

presentation of ideas as if they

were packages and mini-prod-

ucts which make up some
larger whole. Products, like

ideas in print force us to think

sequentially, to build our ideas

pyramid-style, all-the-time

assuming that the foundation

ideas upon which we build,

have remained intact. We can

take apart and fragment feel-

ings and modes of behaviour

and put them together again to

create our personality and

method of dealing with situa-

tions. In art, this is our Renais-

sance legacy, the vanishing

point, the single static point of

view, undisturbed restful

symmetry, visual order. Ideas

are in this way also perceived

visually and sequentially — a

sensitizing that has come about

as a result of our digestion of

ideas and concepts via print:

— ordered, sequential, and

building.

To young people, the above
outlook on life and behaviour is

"straight" and out of date.

This is precisely McLuhan's
jumping off point and rele-

vance as a philosophy of the

future and the present. His

popularity with young people,

sometimes to the point of rev-

erance, is no accident. For in

explaining the new world of

electric technology and its ut-

ter rejection of the linear,

straight, sequential experi-

ence, he provides as intellec-

tual rationalization for the in-

evitable cultural revolution

that is taking place before us.

The educational system is pure

Gutenberg, an anachronism,

rejected by the young as irrele-

vant. Authority, parental, or

the corporation-pyramid style

assumes linear, fragmented

relationships: rejected by the

young.

McLuhan's thesis through-

out his works, is the relation-

ship between culture and tech-

nology, specifically the effect

of science and technology on

culture in the broadest sense.

Through the Vanishing Point

examines the development of

the two arts as a reflection of

changing sensory concepts that

result from technological

change The arts also reflect a

hostile reaction to technology;

the nineteenth century Roman-
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tics spitting on the oncoming

Industrial Age, and the modern
artists taking simultaneous

points of view (Picasso, Ed-

ward Munch, Joyce) of single

experiences. Seurat, to Mc-
Luhan is the pi'ophet of TV; by

painting the specs of light he

flips the viewer himself into

the vanishing point, just as TV
divides and scans light upon

the viewer.

In the post-literate world of

electric technology, simulta-

neity of experience is the key.

It is acoustic space, where the

center is everywhere and the

margin is nowhere, as opposed

to a visual bordered, perhaps

barriered experience. "Good
taste " just as "an accepted

mode of behaviour" has walls

It is the first refuge of the non-

creative, the resource of the

insecure, and the strategy of

the pretentious. Involvement,

process, dialogue, and partici-

pation reflect the spirit of the

electric generation. This ge-

neration cannot accept pre-

designed products or packages

of thought, when they are ex-

cited by the movement of pro-

cesses and roles.

If that isn't a philosophy of

life . .

.

Take it or leave it at any lev-

el. McLuhan provokes chal-

lenge and dialogue.

—arny wise

REVIEW 3
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broadcast."

On the impact of the media
in creating a public figure: "It

was all very easy for a man
unscrupulous enough and rich

enough, and irresponsible

enough; and Ted had turned

out to be all three. As a result,

powerful publications and
commentators had flocked to

his side and dutifully given him
the Big Build-up that they al-

ways give any Presidential

candidate they have decided to

support."

But he saves his best licks

for the New Left, radicals, ex-

tremists, anarchists, and other

such odious types. His words
leave absolutely no doubt
where he stands.

"If there was no excuse for a

riot, well-trained and well-or-

ganised anarchists would cre-

ate one: those who wished to

destroy America were adept at

it."

He was struck again with the

sheer mindless virulence of the

destructive forces of the

world. Never once in all his

memory had the Communists
and their errand boys made a

genuine effort to better the

conditions of mankind. If the

world had a wound, they
opened it further; if the world
had an evil, they made it more
evil. In their mad dream of

alien drury drops on the Left
Preserve & Protect, the lat-

est novel by Allen Drury. is not

a book to be recommended "to

members of the New Left with

weak stomachs.

This work is the fourth in a

series that began, extremely

well, with Advise & Consent.

However, with this book, it has

degenerated into a rather non-

subtle attack on the New Left,

violence, organised protests

and demonstrations, and the

"liberal" press.

The plot is too complex to

explain. It revolves around the

death of a president, who died

in a plane crash prior to an

election, after being renomi-

nated by his party, following a

bitter struggle with a political

rival. The process of selecting

a new candidate is the vehicle

Drury used to frame his ideas.

Many of the characters are

familiar ones, to those who
have read his other books:

Lafe Smith, Cullee Hamilton,

Orrin Knox, Crystal Knox,
Robert Leffingwell, etc. ad
nauseam.
Many of the characters bear

striking resemblances, unin-

tentional of course, to contem-

porary figures. Walter Dobius,

dean of the newhounds, re-

minds me of good old Walter

Lippman. The President is ob-

liged to defend a war in Asia

(sound familar?), and for vari-

ety, in Panama too. One of

main candidates, the "liberal"

one, is the governor of a large

state, and who inherited a vast

sum of money from his father.

Other such coincidences can be

found.

The easiest way, perhaps the
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only way of transmitting Dru-

ry's ideas is through his own
words.
Drury idolises the presiden-

cy as an institution, but under-

stands the problems any occu-

pant will have. He writes:

"He had only held the office

five hours, but the Presidency,

as always, was imposing its

own perspective."

"No man was ever really

master of this house for long.

Too many echoes were in the

air, too many predecessors
looked over his shoulder, too

many past decisions kept him
company as he faced his dread-

ful responsibilities. Now and
again he might assert himself,

use the fearful power that was
his to change or inititate

events. But before long events

regained control and he found

he was merely their instru-

ment. He found he must start

over, or change course, or do
something else than he had at

first believed he should — and
could!

!

He also attacks the press.

"How obvious to everyone
but themselves, in their ideo-

logical enthusiasms, their

switches, their twitches, their

self-centred, self-interested

hating and loving that coloured
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3423.
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empire that could not succeed
even if they achieved it — for

their own actions guaranteed
that it would have to rest upon
a self-destroying foundation of

treachery, terror, hatred, and
deceit — they plunged blindly

down the corridors of the twen-

tieth century like idiots loose

from the keeper. How utterly

evil they were — how utterly

worthless, how utterly pathet-

ic. And how utterly danger-

ous."

After this display of spleen

Drury turns to the New Left:

"He recognizes now he was
suffering from the liberal syn-

drome of the twentieth centu-

ry, which said that all knowl-

edge, justice, and purity lay on

the left and all evil, intoler-

ance, and reaction lay on the

right. He has learned that noth-

ing on earth can be so intoler-

ant and reactionary as a hu-

mourless, professional liber-

al."

"He had strayed close to

what came in time to be de-

scribed as 'the New Left' —
that phrase, so beloved of cer-

tain segments of the mass
media, which really described

just the same Old Left with a

new generation of stooges to

manipulate for its own imperi-

alistic, Commufascist pur-

poses."

Drury's characters are per-

fect stereotypes: the good

guys, clearly demarcated, are

all good, and the bad guys, per-

fectly sinister, constantly con-

spiring with the Communists to

take over America the Free for

their own evil purposes. Three

hundred and ninety-six pages

of this are enough to make
anyone nauseous.

There are, however, re-

deeming qualities in the book.

I felt that I was situated

right in the heart of the Ameri-

can political process. And in-

sight into the extreme, Ameri-

can nationalist character is an

education in itself.— alf chaiton
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theatre/film
faces launches a thousand flicks

American film is generally

based on a literate tradition

involving sequential plot devel-

opment: a series of cause-and-

effect episodes build conflict

into climax, and are resolved

in the denouement. In fact,

many films from Birth of a

Nation through Gone with the

Wind to The Lion in Winter are

actually based on books and

plays to begin with.

The major Hollywood con-

cern is with story-telling, and

any interest in theme is usually

a by-product of the story.

These films tend to focus on

appearances, recording events

with simplicity and

economy.Camera work and

editing are functional, operat-

ing for the sake of the story's

progress. These simple tech-

niques have been highly devel-

oped and refined, but now, past

their prime, they are becoming

repetitious and obvious.

Many directors are breaking

from this traditional mould.

Arthur Penn's Bonnie and

Clyde tells a story, but merely

to involve the audience in the

theme of violence. John Cas-

savettes' Faces breaks entire-

ly from story-telling to empha-

sise treatment of an idea. Nei-

ther Bonnie and Clyde or Faces

are the first of their kind, but

they are among the best and

represent dramatic points of

departure from the established

forms.

Faces delicately examines a

marriage disintegrating in

middle age. The events are

important only to reveal the

desperate, artificial relation-

ships of the people involved,

rather than create conflict ris-

ing to a climax. There is no

ending or resolution in Faces.

The situation at the ending is

the same as at the beginning,

only with a more honest under-

standing between the couple.

Personal themes have long

been expressed in the films of

Bergman, Antonioni and Felli-

ni. They have developed highly

refined styles which individu-

ally fill textbooks on film aes-

thetics. Opposite to their tight

artistic control is the acciden-

tal, ordered chaos of documen-
tary and cinema-verite', where
the camera's record of actual

events is cut and arranged
according to the director's log-

ic.

Between these poles of strict

control and spontaneous re-

porting comes Faces. The non-

linear treatment of ideas is

coupled with documentary
techniques to produce a film of

thematic sophistication free of

the heavy formality of many
European works, while extant

in a highly natural world.

Remarkably, every charac-

ter in Faces is completely be-

lievable, identifiable only as

the personality as whom he is

"behaving", as opposed to

Peter O'Toole's obvious "act-

ing" in The Lion in Winter.

There is a point when actors

no longer act, but live their

characters in a very vital

sense. While in their subjective

worlds of being, they can si-

multaneously function as ob-

jective critics analysing their

works, constantly checking

excesses and punctuating im-

portant points.

This applies to the entire

film. Subjective improvisation

with the hand-held camera

works with objective aesthetic

control. With Fellini and Anto-

nioni, actors are programmed

to move exactly in order to fill

strict compostional require-

ments. In Faces, they are free

to move anywhere and be fol-

lowed by the camera: this is a

source of spontaniety, The

camera still has an eye for

composition; a recurring shot

is of a figure standing in the,

distant background of another

room, against a close-up in the

foreground of a second charac-

ter But there is never any

sense of restraint, for sudden-

out their roles. This produces

long takes with sparse, func-

tional editing, as opposed to

the popular flash techniques

overworked in many films. The

only time Cassavettes cuts is

to a closeup of a face. The film

abounds in faces, closely scru-

tinized by the camera to show

their laughter, tears and des-

peration. It is these sensitive

close-ups of people being that

gives the whole films its credi-

bility and vitality, thoroughly

engrossing the audience in the

futile existence of the charac-

ters.

Faces is hardly the first film

to use documentary techniques

and improvisation But never

before has their use been so

refined or widely accepted by

the public (including three

academy award nominations).

This indicates a break away

iy, someone will move to the

right or left to destroy the puri-

ty of the composition and sub-

stitute vitality and reality.

This spontaneity is the main

driving force behind Faces.

Cassavettes starts the camera

rolling and lets the actors live

You hove heard of Dylan Thomas

Imlvn Williams, Hal Ho/brook

NOW ONE MAN SHOW
(IN FRENCH)

PIERRE VIALA

Thursday March IHh, 4 pm

Victoria College

Academic Building, Room 3

(admsiok\mi)

from the Hollywood standards

of story-telling towards freer,

more spontaneous forms of

expression, already utilized by

the French new wave.

— jim purdy

magdalene
In its production of Mary

Magdalene at the Metropolitan

United Church the Poculi Lu-

dique Society has moved from

medieval to modern English

and in so doing has laid itself

open to more conventional

standards of criticism than in

the past. The production suc-

ceeds in general because the

very few weak performances

are more than overshadowed

by the very many very fine

ones. Genesius Jones as Cyrus

and as the Heathen Presbyter

brings a measure of robust vi-

tality to his parts which would

be welcome in any production.

He overacts outrageously but

his enthusiasm and energy

overcome any reserve of criti-

cal nicety and create some

immensely funny scenes. Oth-

er outstanding jobs are done by

Harry Lane. Geza Kovacs,

John Browne, Graham White-

head and Stephen Martineau in

a variety of roles, large and

small. The title role of Mary

Magdalene is played by Mau-

reen Fox with sincerity and

intensity.

Another uncomfortable as-

pect of the production is the

strange union of modern

dance, as presented by the

Toronto Dance Theatre, with

this clearly un-modern play It

was an interesting and rather

daring experiment but one

which seems to fail as often as

it succeeds. No United Church

in Canada. I am sure, has ever

seen dancing such as this The

temptation of Mary by the

Seven Deadly Sins becomes an

orgiastic frenzy in which

Mary, beginning as an onlook-

er, ends up writhing in the

midst of a forest of naked bod-

ies all arms and legs. This

scene could work but it doesn't

because it is carried out much

too long and its irrelevancy to

the production becomes too

apparent. Another awkward
contribution to the play is the

strange choreography of the

messengers who flap like pi-

geons from one station to an-

other. The final dance scene is

really badly conceived and.

coupled with the bizarre cos-

tumes of the angels ends the

evening on a rather sour note.

The resounding Te Deum
which should usher us out of

the theatre would have put God

to sleep.

The costuming, seen against

an elaborate and very work-

able stage of blacks, whites,

and grays, is a blaze of colour.

The court scenes especially

are impressive. Flesh (of the

World, the Flesh, and the

Devil I has an almost unbeliev-

able costume, composed of

equal parts of nudity and

grapes. —jim aikens

• ALL PEOPLE INTERESTED IN F.U. of T
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phone at SAC OFFICE

for more info, call Bob Bossin 923-3490
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) Alan Bates as

the fixer
Dirk Bo9arde,..-J-lugh Griffith,

Elizabeth Hditnwn metrocolor
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Here's milky bones!

Ring out the bell

For Harry Jones

Who lies in Hell.

Gather up stones

Ring out the bell!

Else Harry's bones

Will start to smell.

Reading Coleridge the other
day, I ran across this

:

We send our mandates for the
certain death

Of thousands and ten thousands!
Boys and girls.

And women, that would groan to

see a child

Pull off an insect's leg, all read

ofwar,

The best amusement for our
morning meal.

—1798

To my generation World War
II is a few dozen old movies on
the late show; Viet Nam is bet-

ter on live videotape; many of

us will fondly recall that the
war began long before we ever
reached college.

Are we truly ready for the
next evolutionary change?
Have the dead leaves finally

clogged up the sewer of man's
recorded history? We know
that it is a practical reality

that if certain valves, keys,
switches and locks are manipu-
lated, by certain men, that
speculations as to the material
presence on this earth of each
a every one, would enjoy but
a tenuous reality.

Wot oi means ter say is: the
basic human dilemma is, then,

resolved.

The evolutionary alternative
is not necessarily upon us yet,

but it had better be. Or . . .

"Or what Punk Kid
Of punk breed,

Or what?"
Unhand me graybeard loon!

2.

— Revolutions are, quite
properly, something of a jolt to
the sensibilities of liberals,

Kiwanians, the beery bourg-
eoise, and others of their ilk.

One can't avoid confrontations
on the public thoroughfares
with these milling, murmuring
legions of youth holding signs
which declare that IT'S A
HAPPY MAN WHO GRINS

— Nor should we neglect the
spirutual foundations of the
revolution at vespers: "If I

don't suffer lord and I am near
the top of the pile lord let me
recognize the constituent ele-
ment lord, the organic source
lord of that pile — I've got the
stars in my eyes lord, but that
pile smells so bad."
— I do not want to be seen

fraternizing with the enemy; I

do not want to be bitten by my
neighbours . . .

— I would like to apply for a
transfer, sir, I don't believe in
arresting people. I should be in

Russia yes, sir, but about that
transfer, sir . . .

— Hitler didn't like them,
the Scots, who came marching
into the midst of night engage-
ments at the Normandy Front,
their kilts flaring in the ghostly
light from the flares, the sound
of the piper who marched in

front barely distrubed by the
roar of the guns and shells. He
called them the Ladies from
Hell.

— No definition of man ex-
ists; he is as undefinable as
pain; nor do we have an au-
thentic conceptual blueprint to

consult for the perfect model.
If tyranny, slavery, oppression
are to be defeated, then we
must focus our attack on those
who seek to define man, for to

define him is to recognize lim-
its, and it is against his basic
dignity to ask him to accept the
limits of another man as his
own. Those forces in our spin-
ning world which are threaten-
ing personal and social liber-

ties do so by peculiarly narrow
definitions of their own spe-
cies.

We are gods.

Are you now? Fine! Then
raise the dead, walk on water,
bring the flood and turn my
sparkling water into wine!
We can't, we've forgotten

how.

O Wedding-Guest! this soul hath
been

Alone on a wide wide sea.

So lonely 'twas, that God himself
Scarce seemed there to be.

3.

The destruction of private

property is not, theoretically, a
threat to the freedom of those

who belong to the property: "I
own, therefore I am?"

Smash a computer and bring
along a small sponge for the
blood it sheds. Smash a com-
puter, however, and its dignity
remains intact; a wiser course
of action perhaps would be to

reprogramme it entirely, chal-
lenge it to a game of chess and
cheat.

Asking for dignity is undigni-
fied; demanding it more so;

taking it, worthy of the prize.

The longer the present crisis

of insurrectionary fervor con-
tinues, with its attendent reac-
tionary opposition, the more
compromising become the
compromises.
There are no fanatics

screaming for absolute power,
they merely wish to live and be
given the full respect due to the

mysterious concept, the theo-

retical abstract we call man.
This desire stems from an aes-

thetic sense so deep and from a

moral base so absolute, that

compromises and half meas-
ures involve a willingness to

both suspend and injure our

ethical foundations.

To be free to walk among his

fellow creatues at will, know-
ing that the storms, obstacles

and pain of life will still be

there, but not as a direct insult

to the very fact of his being.

If the insult is a stupid one,

underestimating as it often

does, the intelligence and re-

sistance of the subject, then it

is not even worthy of being

called an insult; if however,
the blind beast persists in in-

trusions upon liberty, then it

must be directly and honestly

dealt with.

Oppression is generally
more stupid than it is evil.

Let us not hear anymore
nonsense about 'moderates'
and 'extremists' of both sides

of the political spectrum'; if

you agree to place yourself as

a moderate or extremist, you

are playing somebody else's

game. Call yourself a man, or

a woman, or a tree and if any-

one tries to tell you different,

sue him for libel.

While he was president Lyn-

don Johnson showed everyone
that he was 'jes plain folks' by

sharing the common paranoia
of his people, riding in bubble

top cars, speaking behind bul-

let-proof shields, in fear of his

subjects whose constitution he

was sworn to defend when he

was made king.



Surely the man was humili-

ated or are we becoming ac-

customed to live as farceurs in

an on-going tragi-comedy?

The key to the riddle of his-

torical overview may be lo-

cated in an examination of the

diseases and malfunctions of

the internal organs of the great

and near-great.

4.

Sucking nectarfrom the vine,

Miranda turns

To suckfrom mine.

Her milky thighs stained with

wine.

Her goldenface

Stained with mine.

Miranda Miranda . . .

Laughing Miranda.

Well, Pierrot, it's either a
revolution or an extreme case
of disorderly conduct.

To avoid it do this: turn off

your television, cancel your
subscriptions, draw the cur-
tains, take the phone off the

hook, turn off the lights, sit in a
comfortable chair, breathe in

and out (quietly and deeply of

course) and whisper "Tsk tsk"
every thirty seconds or mas-
turbate until you fall asleep.

Do this every day until you
depend on it and everything
will be all right.

Or you can withdraw all your
money from the bank, sell your
car, house and wife and put all

the bread on the daily double at

your nearest track; invite your
friends and family to do the

same. If you win, everything is

changed and you can have a big

party; if you lose everything is

changed and you can have a big

party. You will only have to do
it once.

Crawl, to the edge of the

world and look over; if you get

the urge, jump; you may find

yourself pleasantly speculating

as to whether you're falling up
or down, the warm rays of the

sun beating on your back.

"Don't be silly" you can
scream at the cop on the near-

est asteroid. "Don't be silly

yourself" he retorts in a mono-
tone.

Walk wild-eyed into the

emergency ward of the nearest

hospital at 3 a.m.; tell the

night desk nurse that you are

an emergency case about to die
from an erupting ulcer; experi-
ence flashes of mania on the
spot, forget your name and
phone number, you have lost
your ID and the number of
your medical insurance
scheme. Raise your voice de-
lenously, fall to your knees
and threaten to die unidentified
in the public lobby unless they
give you immediate care and
attention; fall flat on the floor

and scream for demerol or
morphine.

Come as you are, not as you
think you are to our lewd an-
archic party.

Susan in the lilac bowers
Her pubic hairs are

Spun withflowers.

Now she arches in the showers
For the rain

To bless herflowers.

5.

"Alright now Big Bad Wolf,

we're giving you another
chance, we're letting you go,

but remember this — you'll go
straight now won't you Big Bad
Wolf? Straight."

"Ohh mercy to God officer

Pig I'll go straight, I'll go
straight (edging towards the

door) . . . (Aside) STRAIGHT
TO GRANDMOTHER'S!
(Exeunt omnes)
— How many of us do you

plan to kill in that golden plan

of yours?
— Believe me, a thousand

times a day I think of this . . .

— This is my house . . .

— I think that I should not

try to tell you how lovely . . .

this evening has been to me.
— Perhaps, in the future

when the gold has worn off a

little.

— The real trouble is, I've

never met a piece of cake I

didn't like.

— Are you feeling any better

now?
— Better, much better; I

think I shall go into politics;

my face will be an effective

reminder of what I have done

for the Fatherland. The Ger-

many army is invincible be-

cause it obeys orders. Any or-

ders!
— Any orders sir? I'll go

anywhere you send me. I'm not

afraid.

— I should have shot you!

— Sir don't you think . .

— No I don't. That's an order

— If I were you sir

— You're not!

— Oh sir, silly sir, I'm very
quiet, very mild and very nice.
Learn about to-day, to-night,
sir.

6.

Look at the blur of the six-

ties Pierrot; our intellectual,

artistic and emotional facul-

ties have been liberated by the
sheer power of event from the
trap of predictability.

Yet it has always been so,

no? Man's fortunes are always
at odds with him because he
desires to control them.
The medieval church bell,

we are told, was continuously
reminding the penitent of the

certainty of death, the uncer-

tainty of the hour.

With no historical contin-

uum, no ideological guarantor
we surge ahead; event and
theory stand outside of time;
let us then laugh outside of

time, darkly perhaps.

What does history know? It

has a uniquely limited experi-

ence of time.

Let us build a wall ten feet

high along the 49th parallel.

Let us build and destroy.

Let us not be ridiculous, but

terrific and swell.

Why don't the spacemen
from the other planets who are

watching us communicate with

us? What could they possibly

say to us? "Ugh?" One look at

the crew running the show
down here is reason enough to

keep a healthy distance.

Let us re-create Gitchie

Manitou who will appear on the

Laurentian skies, and make a

movie of it.

Let us rediscover Robert
Service and publish the early

poetry of Riel.

Let us drift on icebergs out

of the St. Lawrence out to sea,

and far away, in southern

climes, by the Isles Below the

Wind, as the ice is melting we
shall write our manifesto.

. . . Beware! Beware!

His flashing eyes, his floating I

hair!

Weave a circle round him thrice

And close your eyes with holy I

dread.

For he on honey dew hathfed.

And drunk the milk of Paradise.

STCI797. I

— henry tarvainen
|



books
harry bruce,er...max macpherson is the best writer in canada
The Short Happy Walks of Max
MacPherson, by Harry Bruce,

MacMillan, 4.95

Damn Harry Bruce anyway.
Harry Bruce is the real life

Max MacPherson, walker.

Under his own name he has

written and edited for the Ca-

nadian mag chain. Saturday
Night, Macleans and the Star

Weekly, before it amalgama-
ted with the Ladies' Home
Journal. He now appears in

bowlderized form three days a

week in the Toronto Star.

Bruce is also the best maga-
zine and newspaper writer in

the country.

But having said all this be-

fore in one of the fall issues of

the Review, I thought I might
have a little fun with the pseu-

donym Max MacPherson by
removing him from Bruce's
control and interviewing him
atms suite in Sutton Place.

(One of Bruce's own vehi-

cles is to invent people to inter-

view, for example Senator Rut-

land ("Politics aside, Dalton
Camp stabbed the Chief in the

back . .
.') and that "secret

power" in the CBC who leaked

out that Lee J. Cobb had
agreed to come and take-over

the 6: 30 news.)

This seemed to be a fair

game since there really is not

much more to say about
Bruce: once you are the best

writer in the country, you are
the best writer in the country,

at least until a better one
comes along. None have.

So I intended to meet a rath-

er crotchety old Max—Bruce
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being thirty-three and not over-

ly crotchety—and discover him
to be quite loveable in spite of

the fact that he was an anti-

semite. Or perhaps I would
have spared the wrath of Hillel

by making him anti-Po-

rtuguese. In the course of our

conversation, he would tell me
about an unpublished stroll

down Philosophers' Walk dur-

ing which he was attacked by a

band of young toughs waiting

to roll a queer. "But I'm Max
MacPherson, Toronto's walk-

er!"

Finally, Max was going to

announce that he had decided
to come out of retirement and
had gone in the previous week
to walk around Rochdale Col-

lege.

"Why this man got on the

elevator completely nude,

stark as a corby in moulting
season. And every blessed indi-

vidual on the elevator just kep
looking at the row of numbers
over the door, like it happened
all the time. And he certainly

could raise a sporran, as we
used to say in the war. No, I

certainly couldn't write about
that. No, indeed."

Somehwere in the last para-

graphs I would say that the

book was very good.

That is the trouble with plan-

ning the review before you see
the performance. The book is

not good, it is a little master-
piece, a description none-the-
less true for being cliched.

In The Short Happy Walks,
Bruce has captured what it is

like to be alive, day to ordinary
day. Not to be Becket on the
field with Henry, or Lear out-

side Goneril's gates, but to be
Smith outside Half-Beat Har-
old's on the Strip. And that,

Bruce reminds, is a very excit-

ing thing to be. Ordinary, what
is wrong with ordinary?

For most of us none-dope-
smoking citizens, ordinary is

dull, except when we fall in

love again and for a few days it

is nice that the campus smells
the way it does, or that the

front entrance to Trinity is a
different colour from the rest

of the building. By the end of

the week, teaching assistants

voices wake us and we drown.
Not Max MacPherson:

For me the chief fascination

of the Strip lies among the
words it throws at us walkers
and, today, I feel a distinct

pride and pleasure in my dis-

covery of prose like:

"That cruel, evil, grasping
Dr. Goldfoot is back with a
brand-new, hysterical harem
of honeys, and he's heck-bent
to hurl the world into a howling
holocaust of hilarity."

I particularly like that heck-
bent. This must be a family
movie even if the girls do have
thermonuclear navels. The
movie is called Dr. Goldfoot
and the Girl Bombs, and I think
I'll buy one of those darling lit-

tle toilet jokes at Benny's Dis-

count or Half-Beat Harold's
and award it to Dr. Goldfoot as
first prize in this afternoon's
contest for movie display-
writing. Second prize goes to a
film at the Rio about 'Krauts,

Brutes and Harlots', in which
the sergeant's wife is 'easy
prey for the whole camp'.

. . The Strip is depressing
me again so I enter the Le Coq
d-Or Tavern ... It is dark in

here, dark red. The Doctors is

on the television, a couple of

young guys are schlumping
around on the drums and guitar
on the stage, and a beautiful

young woman is sitting by her-
self in the corner.

... (A man) comes in, a
middle-aged guy in a grey ov-
ercoat. He sits two seats from
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her and looks her over and
over, and smiles and smiles. I

am furiously trying to eaves-

drop but I can't tell yet wheth-

er he's actually saying things

to her. Anyway, after awhile,

she downs her drink, draws her

gloves over her patrician

hands and gets up to leave.

Now he is saying something to

her and as she struts away
gracefully she replies, "That's

very nice of you. Thank you."

But she doesn't mean it, and,

unless she's the sergeant's

wife, I don't see why she

should.

Bruce's gift is that he does
not think too much. The stuff

passes from the street to his

senses to the page intact, as
itself, not a thesis.

Bill Cameron's Style column,
which has replaced Max in the

Saturday Star, is a good con-
trast. Cameron writes damn
well too; for him a pool hall

scene comes out carefully,

cerebrated, something to think

about. Bruce just spits out the

pool hall, feel what it is like.

But of course I must have
been wrong. From some angles
the school looks almost pleas-

ant this morning. There are
more flowers blooming than
there used to be . . . There's a
new football field with real sod
and, already at 9:20, some goo-
fy, rangy boys are out there in

their gym shorts with a foot-

ball. They seem to be having a

pretty good time and, even if

what I said about Oakwood in

the early fifties were the whole
truth, the high schools of To-

ronto have surely changed for

the better in the years since.

And besides, I'm thirty-

three now, and no-one, no vice-

principal, no system, can make
me go through those double

doors to find out."

It's naive, conservative,

wrong, but that is what it feels

like.

Not all the columns are bril-

liant, especially the "going
East on Queen, I turn up Tre-

fann and notice ..." variety.

But these are few. There are

some columns that are Toron-

to-only's, but since I am one of

three people who were actually

born here (my father and
Bruce being the other two —
everyone else in this town
seems to come from Winnipeg

or Newfoundland), that is OK
with me. Anyway, even as a

book about Toronto, it's better

than most. Does anyone else

remember "A Tearful look at

Toronto's Riviera"?

At his best, and it is a pretty

consistent best, Max Mac-
Pherson is alive, not constipat-

ed from the brain down, a man
who notices such things. For

all his silly bias against the

Portuguese.

— bob bossin

EXPORTA"
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eldridge and the revolt of the dirties

One night when I was in

Washington the Congress of the

United States deigned to hold a
reception for the 300 odd con-

ventioneers at a College Edi-
tor's Conference in the regal

,

carpeted chamber of a building

across from the Capitol.

Smartly dressed, striped-

button-down-shirt-guys and
smooth-legged, elegant chicks

were quietly sipping free Pep-
si-Cola and talking to their

elected representatives in clus-

ters when a scream arose from
the other end of the room.
"You goddamn almighty

Pigs; all of you bastards are
butchers and pigs; Nixon's a
Pig- you know it, you bastard.
You can take your goddamn
country and shove it!"

A long-haired, shabbily
dressed young man, obviously
not one of the editors was
screaming at the top of his

lungs to a moustachioed, young

representative from upstate
New York.

"What are you doing about
those kids WHO ARE BEING
BURNED TO DEATH IN
VIET NAM? HOW ABOUT
THEM, YOU BASTARD!" The
People in the room were scan-

dalized. They turned pink with

embarassment.
Then at the other end of the

r°om, a great wad of papers
went flying high in the air and
the sheets fluttered down over
the immaculate room. A group
°f long hairs sat in the plush

ehairs at the front and threw

eursesat the throng:

"You're gonna sit on your
fa t asses all your lives and
talk, but you're never going to

do anything! Why don't you
ever DO anything?

Naturally the police were

called in.

"Oh we're so sorry that this

had to happen," the well-

dressed young men and women
were saying, "We knew they'd

try to disrupt our meeting
somehow. Please don't use
force, officer."

But the pudgy cop standing

at the door wasn't paying any
attention to the fracas up front.

He was busy trying to make a

buxom blonde who was giving

him the eye. He read one of her

buttons and winked at her. She

winked back. The liberal kids

started worrying about police

brutality and all the cop was
thinking about was this chick.

It occurred to me that the

cop was much closer to the

anarchists up front in tempera-

ment and social identity than

he was to the other kids in the

room. And that is when a lot of

things about American politics

started to become crystal

clear.

The hippy, the anarchist, the

black man and the cop are

DIRTY . The congressmen, the

liberal editors and the establ-

ishment are CLEAN. And be-

cause.issues don't count in an

obsessively image-conscious

America, the battle today is

between the CLEAN and the
DIRTY.

It goes way back in history.

America started out clean as
snow, but the black man, the
European and the Mexican
have been polluting the country
for 400 years, letting their fun-
ky dirtiness pervade the coun-
try, making the white man en-
vious, making him increase his
power.

The cop is basically dirty.

He's more of a human being
than the congressman. Except
he's had his mind tampered
with. They've taken his basic
human aggression and dumb-
ness and used it for their own
interets, transforming him into

a sub-human.

Before 1954. the blacks were
hippies, living in a dream
world, which, for all its funki-

ness and beauty, was not their

own trip by any stretch of the

imagination. On June 18. 1954,

the U.S. Supreme Court out-

lawed segregation and the
black man started shucking off

his chains and began to realize

exactly what were the issues

involved in his liberation.

After ten years of shunning

society, of dropping out. the

beatnik, or hippy began to see
through the clouds of marijua-

na. He realized that in power
lay the hope to control his own
life.

But he retained his image,

and that is what establishment

America cannot tolerate an
image alien to its own and the

threat of the power of that

image.

To preserve its image, es-

tablishment America built up
some very clean myths. But

the dirty people are tearing

those myths apart.

The land of the free and the

home of the brave was neither.

The pioneering spirit massa-
cred Indians and made slaves

of Africans. "Give me liberty

or give me death" meant "let

me emulate imperialist moth-
er Britain without being one of

her imperial colonies." Ameri-
can fair play meant giving the

other side some credit but

always remembering that God
was on YOUR side, baby
Jerry Rubin said last week

that long hair has become the
most controversial political
issue in North America. He
couldn't have hit the point any
clearer. Long hair is dirty. It's

an image that bespeaks all the
issues that clean America
wants to keep hidden.

Because of the obsession
with images, the figure of one
man, John F. Kennedy has had
so much power in this country
that almost every striped, but-

ton-down white liberal college
boy wants to be John Kennedy
It's unmistakeable.

That's the story. When it

comes right down to the nitty

gritty, the state suppresses
what it doesn't like. There's
something really dangerous
brewing. The revolution is be-

ginning.

Which brings us to Eldridge
Cleaver Cleaver has tran-
scended clean and dirty, the

petty-image-quibbling '

of
American politics. He is a
beautiful soul, a true social
critic, and a free man in an
unfree society.

I have wondered whether a
man could combine revolution-

ary consciousness and the art
of writing Cleaver is one of the
few men of whom both these
attributes are true.

His revolutionary conscious-
ness came from over fifteen

years in the prisons of the
United States of America,
from raping white women be-

cause he hated them, from
watching the white man and
observing the myths that he
lives by.

The revolutionary conscious-

ness produced the writer:
"That is why I started to write.

To save myself.
'

' And the book

,

Soul on Ice is an accumulation
of the best of his prison writ-

ings.

What's remarkable about
the book is that Cleaver has
surpassed the search for a

"black" identity and has writ-

ten a manifesto for all op-

pressed people.

Strange as it may sound.
Cleaver interprets black peo-
ple. The answer to that stupid
liberal question, "What Is It

You People Really Want?" is

contained beautifully within
the pages of the book. The
black man wants to be free.

Not like the white liberal sees
it Not even as Eldridge Cleav-
er, Elijah Muhammed or Mal-
colm X sees it. But as every
black man sees it.

Particularly relevant to the

revolt of the white university

students and hippies is the es-

say, "The White Race and Its

Heroes".

A priest I met in Berkeley
told me something very true.

He said that the black man is

no longer the lowest class in

American society. He has be-

gun to realize the power he has
in society. Then he pointed to

the kids high on drugs on Tele-

graph Street, wandering the

streets, living in a freaked-out

subculture of their own.

continued on Rl 1

COMITf CANADIEN

FINAL

MEETING

MONDAY MARCH lOUl

3:00 P.M.

TRINITY: RHODES ROOM

Elections for next year's
executive

• Plans lor 1969-70

These interesfed lor next
year, now is the time to
start!

everyone welcome

ALL MEMBERS ARE

REQUESTED TO ATTEND

PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

ON THE FUTURE ROLE OF HART HOUSE

Will be meeting:

MARCH 11th AND 25th

APRIL 8th AND 22nd

4 pm Bickersteth Room, Hart House

Members of the University

and interested Parties, Welcome.

BORN FREE???
Family backgrounds, religious atmosphere, and social environment

are immediate influences on who I am. So often status quo conventions

make me feel like an alienated robot in a meaningless mass. Can I

really know who I am when I feel so hemmed in, resfricled, inhibited,

and enslaved by rules, conventions and ideas forced on me merely by

chance ol birth'

Real freedom is a quality thai touches the very ground of our being.

II is not just an external quality such as the right to participate in for-

mation of certain political and social decisions but it is also a freedom

that drops barriers to communicate, to responsibility, to love, for

our fellow man.

We lound this freedom and God has shown us the Way in the person

of Jesus. If you want to know about this freedom call 741-1488 and we

will be happy to talk about it with you. Our barriers are down, are yours.
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theatre
a great good soldier schweik
Good Soldier Schweik is as
simple a story as can be told.

An innocent, optimistic happy
man, ruled unfit mentally for

military service, is drafted
into the army at the dawn of

World War One. He drives offi-

cers crazy, creates small dis-

asters and is seduced by his

superior's paramour, all the
while smoking his pipe and
keeping a bemused smile on
his face.

George Luscombe has directed
a superb hilarious and ingen-

ious staging of vignettes from
the life of this happy private.

At first it seems as if Schweik
is going to be a re-enactment of

an Archie comic, but by the

end. Ray Whelan, a dimunitive
veteran of Workshop Produc-
tions, has grabbed the affec-

tion of the whole audience.
He's the universal soldier who
is slightly bewildered over all

the excitement, absurdly polite

to his senior officers, and dis-

turbingly honest.

The pace of the production
sparkles. The cast dances its

way into imagined trains, car-
riages, freight cars and across
the countryside while gaily
painted scenes are projected
upon the back wall, a device

they have often used before,

but never quite as effectively.

The set is a square table with a
couple of square small stools.

But these are used as a bar, a
reviewing stand, a carriage, a
freight car and a dozen other
things. Designer Nancy Jow-
sey has again come up with a
set that allows the cast to

move around the stage freely,

and yet gives a good sense of

the surroundings.

A rollicking piano accompani-
ment complements the action

and adds gaiety.

A lot of the credit goes to the

playwright, Michael John
Nimchuk, who adapted the
play from the book of the same
name by Czech author Hasek.
There is one scene guaranteed
to break even the hardest audi-

ence when an officer reads a
message from a Bishop which
says, "May the good Lord
sharpen our swords that we
may run them through the bel-

lies of our enemies! Peace
unto you all." Shades of Spell-

man. Pass God and Praise the

Ammunitions.
And the cast, a finely trained
group of dancers works as one,
each actor taking as many as
five parts. Especially good is

Francois Regis-Klanfert as Dr.

Grunstein who recommends
enemas, and cold wet sheets

for the "malingerers" who fill

his wards. Michael Ayoub is

uproarious as Lt. Lukash, who
becomes speechless with rage
every time Schweik, his bat-

man, starts off on one of his

rambling stories about back
home.
The costumes are simple terry
cloth overalls for the men, the
officers having suitable paper
appendages signalling their

rank. Others wear caps, aprons
etc. Yet, like the rest of the
play, there is as little ostenta-

tion as possible so that the act-

ing and movement can portray
the universality of the theme.
Workshop Productions seems
to have taken the undisputable
position as the best permanent
theatre group in Canada
(although there could be more)
because of their commitment
to theatrical innovation and
their concentration on move-
ment and mime. Their staging
is nearly always ingenious,
even though the quality of
voice is not up to the quality of

the movement. (Don't let any-
body tell you they don't enunci-
ate as well as other theatre

why don't we do it in the road?

731

THE SHOP ON MAIN ST
THURSDAY, MARCH 6 - 8:30 - $1.50
ELEKTRA THEATRE 362 College Street
LUNCH FROM THE SHTETL
U.C. 8, NEW COLLEGE - FRIDAY
ENVIRONMENT OPENING
Featuring STAN PORTER - Star of "JACQUES BREL"
SATURDAY — I 1 :00 P.M. Subscribers Only
THE ART ENVIRONMENT
SUNOAY, MARCH 9 8, Continuous from 10:30 A.M - 6 00 P M
ADMISSION S0« - Y.M. & Y.M.H.A. Bloo, & Spadina

' '
'

ERWIN JOSPE Dran of The School of Fin. Arts,

"FOLK SONG AS MIRROR OF JEWISH HISTORY"
Sunday, March 9th, 8:30 p.m.m Park Plaza Hotel.

An Evening With Futz is a lot

of things. It s dirty words and
crude jokes and bawdy songs
and obscene gestures. It's ac-
tors lying in the aisles, it's

audience participation and
sometimes it's even a play. The
whole evening, (whatever it is)

is threatening to establish new
standards of theatrical accep-
tability in Toronto.

Most of the opening night
audience at The Central Li-
brary Theatre had been well-
warned about the content of
Futz, and so few people were
inclined to walk out. In fact,

after the initial shock, most
people were unaffected by the
obscenity; some were pretty
bored. When I arrived, the
players were strewn out in the
aisles, asking to be stepped on.
Most of the audience tried to
ignore them and tiptoed down
the stairs. I tried tickling the
first player I saw, and when he
didn't even budge I figured he
might as well be a step. The
audience interviews similarly
failed to establish any feeling

of living theatre or theatre of

confrontation.

The audience was much
more at home during the ses-
sion of poems, readings, songs
and dirty jokes which followed.
The players danced and bound-
ed about the theatre and at last

succeeded in getting the audi-
ence into the perverse, orgias-
tic mood required to watch

groups; it's just that the stag- Schweik is a delightful evening
ing is so good, the rest is of living theatre
eclipsed.) - lorry haiven

Rochelle Owens' play, Futz.

The play Futz itself is ac-
tually quite conventional —
except for its subject matter.
Simon Futz is a simple happy
God-fearing farmer down
south — who has intercourse
with his pet pig. He suffers the
damnation of the whole com-
munity, who themselves en-
gage in almost every sexual
perversion in the book. The
idea is of course to make the
obscenity of the townsfolk so
disgusting as to make Futz's
devotion to his pig almost reli-

gious. Surprisingly enough it

works, and the play succeeds
in inverting whatever sexual
values we may have had when
we arrived.

Futz is sometimes sensa-
tional, but unfortunately I just
don't think it's a very good
play. Luckily director Jim

Garrard and an excellent cast

of players exploit fully the few
theatrical possibilities offered

by Futz. One wishes that the

skill and care taken in the play

itself, (which lasts for less

than an hour.) had been dis-

played throughout.

In presenting An Evening
With Futz, the Theatre Passe
Muraille, as its very name
suggests, attempts to go be-

yond the accepted norm of the-

atricality. It has brought to

Toronto exciting dramatic
concepts which have long been
lacking on our sterile local

scene. Futz is an evening of

experimentation. Sometimes it

works; a lot of the time jt

doesn't. But one thing is at

least clear — that Futz is not

just a four letter word.

—lorne fienberg

Draught beer on tap from noon
till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east of Bay
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cronenberg's opaque stereo

Last Wednesday, David Cro-
nenberg, his mother, father,
and all his friends, including
the cast of his first feature
length film Stereo gathered
around at Cinecity to swap hel-

los and congratulations at the

film's first showing. There
weren't too many people there
who really cared whether the

film had any merit. Everyone
was grinning and looking as if

they were all part of a singular

creation. It took a while to fil-

ter out that pervasive "golly-
gee" feeling and watch the
movie. In fact, after the mov-
ie, most people didn't know
what was happening either.

Cronenberg is a 24 year old
English graduate who wrote,
produced, photographed, di-
rected, and edited the film for
$8,500. The cast is made up
mostly of his friends, and the
setting for the Academy for
Erotic Inquiry was very imagi-
natively shot at Scarborough
College. No doubt about it, Mr.
Cronenberg has a great deal of
talent. He uses the camera
superbly to catch the spiralling

impact and perspectives of
John Andrews' architecture.

Cronenberg is much less

successful, however, when he
trains his camera on the faces
and postures of his actors.
They appeared unintentionally

dead.

Cronenberg tries to explore
two spheres of thought in Ster-

eo—the deep-seated sexual
urges in man, and the powers
of telepathy communication or

parapsychology. Using almost
a parody of a scientific docu-
mentary, he introduces us to

an experimental study of men
and women under laboratory

conditions. That means that

their brain tissues have been
tampered with in order to test

certain results, a la Rattray's

"Biological Time Bomb."
Because of his style of

expression, I'm sure half of the
people in the audience didn't
have a clue what was going on
on screen, while the rest filled

in their own hazy interpreta-
tions as they went. The nu-
ances and meanings of the film
are well-cloaked not only by
the visual obscurity of the
style, but by a distracting su-

per-academic commentary
which acts as a backdrop to

what is essentially a silent
film. In fact the film was shot
completely without words in

the first stage. Only later did
Cronenberg add the monologue
accompaniment.
Cronenberg stretches the

current re-examination of sex-
ual mores, and drives forward
to a futuristic time in order to

make the present seem clearer.
Sexual hang ups come clear

in the strange setting. By in-

duced telepathy the eight parti-

cipants can extend their natu-

ral brain processes and react
to their own as well as others'

hidden sexual desires, via sig-

nals. From a visual sense, the

sex-scenes are the high spots of

the film. You see, the brain's

field of sexuality extends be-

yond the heterosexual, even
beyond the homosexual. It is a

three-dimensional (stereol
field. Thus there are revealing

examinations of all sorts of

diversified sexual experience.

The contrast between what
we see on screen as intense
sexual expression, and the so-
ber academic intellectualizing

of the sound track makes for
some sharp satirical jabs. To
make the point even sharper,
Cronenberg leads off with five
minutes of credits, acknowl-
edgments, by-laws, and other
bureaucratic-scientific para-
phanalia In one rather extend-
ed scene the drone of the aca-
demic continues as a male
seduces a female by telepathy,

by excitingly caressing the
plastic anatomy of a female
medical dummy, while the liv-

ing girl sits half-nude in the
same room.
The pace of the film often

reflects inexperience Some
parts are uncomfortably slow,
despite the continuous clinical

chatter of the documentary
monologue. In fact the mono-
logue itself is so painfully pseu-
do-erudite that the effect of the
film is eroded as a result. Of
the cast, only the blond, wide-
eyes, mysterious-looking Ron-
ald Mlodzik stood out. Most of
the others appeared self-con-

scious on screen.

Sometimes Cronenberg loses
the connection between tech-

nique (which has great mo-
ments) and content, leaving
the viewer not so much bewil-
dered, but uncomfortable.
Fascinating nonetheless.

— amy wise

sweet young girl raped at cinecity
Gilles Carle is one of the le-

gion of French-Canadian film-

makers who are paving the
way to a feature film industry
in Canada. Currently playing
at Cinecity is his latest produc-
tion, Rape of a Sweet Young
Girl.

The film is not at all unpleas-
ant, though its eighty five min-
utes left me bored at times.
There is no dramatic structure
to this story of a young girl who
discovers she is pregnant, re-

fuses to go through with an
abortion, and is 'revenged' by
her three brothers, who beat
the hell out of a fellow who
might have been the seminal
donor.

The most pronounced fea-
ture of the film, and perhaps
°ne which explains the occa-
sional boredom, is its similari-
ty to the work of Godard. The
colour — manipulation of large
blocks of primary tones; the

terseness — supposedly re-

flecting the absurdity and ran-

domness of the world; the

characters — never losing
their ennui; and the wide open
non-endings, which deposit you
hack where you started
•minus, in Carle's case, the

tension and moralizing) are
hallmarks of Godard. And be-

yond similarity in concept and
treatment there are actual

scenes, with people backed
against a wall, speaking into

the camera, or taking surreal

drives in the country that are

lifted from Godard.

Carle has an obvious cine-

matic proficiency and exper-

tise, but he fails to control his

subject matter in the way he

controls the camera. Carle

said that he wanted Rape of a

Sweet Young Girl (it sounds so

much better in French — Le

Viol d'une Jeune Fille Douce)

to show the little things of ordi-

nary life — the moments that

are not in themselves bad, but

which amount to tragedy when

you look at their sum total.

Tragedy and black humour are

what Carle claims the film is

about, but these elements es-

cape his grasp.

Rape is essentially a humor-

ous film, perhaps only a hu-

morous film, because the ele-

ments of the absurd, the incon-

gruous moments, the hypoc-

risy of society simply do not

come across; they fail to make

their point. Dialogue, doctor

tells the pregnant girl. Julie,

that she must avoid using

stairs. Scene: pregnant Julie

and friend, deliberately run-

ning down i )ng flights of stairs

on the side of a hill. Add. priest

in cassock, climbing stairs.

Effect: revolution with facile

cinematic moralising. Even
the supposedly shocking illumi-

nating scene of casual rape
appears more as a ready de-

vice than meaningful exposi-

tion of some social or personal

abnormality.

Julie and her three brothers

have a very narrow range of

emotional response. The ennui

which Julie has at the very
beginning of the film she car-

ries through to the end, for

despite the experiences she
goes through, she feels noth-

ing. She complains that nothing

happens to her, yet when it

does happen, she is unable to

savour the experience. Always
expecting and never fulfilled

she belongs to the legions for

whom a real experience can
never approach the intensity of

the imagined one. Her re-

sponses involve the most pri-

mitive differentiation, be-

tween that which causes pain

and that which does not. Her
predatory brothers know only

that which they have allowed
themselves and what they have
not — all four of them moving
through the social landscape
quite apart from concepts of

sin and evil. They are simply
indifferent, condemned to eter-

nal boredom. They may
stretch out their hands in a
crowd and fail to touch any-

thing that is to them real. The
real is imaginary and arbi-

trary; it is willed into exist-

ence.

The problem I had with Rape
of a Sweet Young Girl did not
arise from the film as much as
from listening to Gilles Carle
talk about it: I often wondered
if it was the film I'd seen. Writ-
ing in The Dyer's Hand, W.H.
Auden said of writers that they
should first master the craft of

writing, then cast about for

something to write about. This

might be pointed out to the
several Canadian filmmakers
who apparently have mastered
cinematography, but are not
introducing reasonabr mate-
rial into their films.

The often repeated cliche
that the director should not
write the scenario might well
be invoked, though this realiza-
tion may come of itself when
the filmmakers decide they
need no longer prove the scope
of their creativity.

—kaspars dzeguze
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ed by many smiling

chatting mouths.
Although he is from

the West Indies, de San-

tos is a Canadian pa-

triot; it is obvious in the

majority of his works.

'Bay Street' depicts an
eagle coloured by an
American flag with a

newspaper clipping of-

fice building suspended
from its neck. Snipers

fire at the huge soaring

bird. 'The King and the

Queen' — Gerda Mun-
singer leans alluringly

from a chessboard. Be-

side her, snuggling un-

der the flowered bed-

sheet on one of the black

squares is a small gold

crown. 'The Americani-
zation of the Canadian
Woman' — a naked
woman with three-D
hair is surrounded infi-

nitely by American
products. This is his

famous work — the

most widely recognized
— and one of his best.

There are handpaint-

ed leaves from the Or-

ient and many changing
works of Toronto art-

ists: Jean Gait, John
Richmond, Carl Zander,
Jerry Human.
De Santos is there

handing you a glass of

wine, asking you what
you think. He is really

interested in getting you
involved in art.

He's reaching out into

the schools — sponsor-

ing a contest: the best

work to be exhibited in

his gallery. When a car

is awarded in the Thorn-
crest Motors draw one
of De Santos' paintings

will be given away too.

He believes that a live-

in-artist should glean
more than sustenance
and survival (although

he does compromise to

pay the rent by painting

landscapes and 'old

characters' upon re-

quest.)

— lisa gay sweeting

LETTER

I would like to clarify

a point concerning my
article "From Revolt to

Revolution" which ap-

peared in your last is-

sue. My article was
somewhat shortened
and one of the state-

ments left out was to the

effect that I was speak-

ing for myself alone,

though indirectly for

many others.

You presented my
piece as though it were
a manifesto from the

Toronto Student Move-
ment, which it was not.

To be sure I am a mem-
ber of the TSM and of its

Steering Committee,
but the TSM cannot be
equated with any indi-

vidual. Although the

bourgois press is natur-

ally given to personalis-

ing every left-wing

movement, it is not a

path which the student

press should follow. I

wrote my piece as
Philip Resnick, not in

the name of the TSM.

Phil Resnick

ELDRIDGE

continued from R9

They're the new "nig-

ger". But he forgot to

mention that when this

new class emerges, as it

is sure to do, the reper-

cussions will rock the

country.

Cleaver traces the

history of the white pro-

test movement from the

liberal reform move-
ment of the early fifties

to the burning of the

universities. He de-

scribes the 'generation

gap' : "The cause is you,

Mr. and Mrs. Yester-

day, you with your
forked tongues."

Cleaver is brilliant

not only when describ-

ing revolution, but also

when talking about men
and women and his own
love life. His letters to

his lawyer, Beverly
Axelrod, with whom he

fell in love while he was
in Folsom Prison, are

really honest and beau-

tiful, the happy ravings

of a free man.
But perhaps most in-

cisive and piercing of all

are the essays in which
he looks at the relations

of black men and black

women to each other

and to whites. He de-

scribes the "Supermas-
culine Menial" the "Ul-

trafeminine Doll", the

"Omnipotent Adminis-
trator", and the "Ogre
of Frigidity". (Figure

out which is which).

Through these meta-

phors, he traces the

hate, the fear, the cul-

tural and sexual mores
of whites and blacks in

America, revealing as

nobody except perhaps

James Baldwin, the

deep instinctual and
sexual backgrounds be-

hind racial conflict.

He ends with a mes-
sage "To All Black
Women From All Black

Men", which has a solio-

quy like Molly Bloom's
in which he cries out the

message, "Black Is

Beautiful". Notice he

doesn't cry it out to the

white man or woman
but to his black sister.

As Jerry Rubin (and

everybody else for that

matter) says, "Dig It!"

whatsUP

He grabs your arm —
Justin de Santos smiles.

Suddenly you hear this

splashing sound and a

girl singing in the show-
er. You stare seeing

nothing but a plastic

shower curtain; when
you step backwards a

fleshy woman appears;

she is singing to you
from a wooden frame on

the wall.

You are in Justin de

Santos' gallery — the

crossroads of art and
suburbia. He has
opened a gallery studio

on Dundas West. De
Santos is determined,
determined to confront

the stagnant imagina-
tion of Etobicoke with

stimulating works of art

as opposed to the Do-
minion Store reproduc-

tions "on original

artist's canvas". He
wants to reach the Blue

Meanies. But they pre-

tend that he isn't there

to be taken seriously.

He returns the insult by

mocking them in his

paintings.

'Chaos Out of Order'
— a thoughtfully layed-

out parking lot dis-

graced with a jumble of

plastic cars. 'The De-
cent Society' — a real

toilet seat, the lifted lid

revealing a bowl full

of plastic flowers (co-

vering the S$H$I$T$).
Did you know Cana-
dians use the telephone

more than any other

people? Yak, Yak, Yak'
— a red phone surround-

Graphics David McNiven Photography Paul Campbell

larry haiven
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Grads and undergrads not the same says Sirluck

By PAUL MACRAE

"In engineering we can build

a straw man.

"Lei's gel them out oj SAC.
ah wot a game.

"Then they'll say "work to-

gether?" We'll guffaw', man.

"For gratis and undergrads

are not thesame."

A Bob Bossin Christmas Carol

"Walking in John Winter's

Wonderland"

As far as graduate Dean
Ernest Sirluck is concerned,

grads and undergrads are not

the same, and he believes that

the Graduate Student Union

was correct in pulling out of

the Students Administrative

Council.

"It is a mistake for 16,000

undergraduate and profession-

al students to say to 6,000 grad-

uate students 'You must do so

and so' if they don't like it,"

Dean Sirluck explained in a

recent interview.

"For one thing, 50 per cent

of graduate students are mar-

ried, and half of them have

children. My figures show only

five per cent of undergradu-

ates are married, and only two

per cent have children.

"The graduate student has

had a minimum of four years

of participation in undergradu-

ate activity," the dean contin-

ued. "His appetite has slacked

for this kind of activity, but

that's no reason for undergrad-

uates to give up those activi-

ties."

Dean Sirluck notes that the

average age for graduates is 27

years compared to about 18 or

19 for undergraduates, "a

clear difference."

"1 approve of the Board of

Governors' action (making
graduate membership in SAC
optional)."

ERNEST SIRLUCK

The result, he says, will be

to make the GSU and SAC
compete for the sympathy of

graduate students, necessary

because in the present set-up

graduate and undergraduate
interests may clash within

SAC. He picks out especially

the area of library policy.

"Graduates have a remorse-

less need — an absolutely re-

morseless need — for the li-

brary resources," he explains.

"So when undergraduates

want to enlarge the number of

people who have access to the

library, the graduate replies in

the name of frankness, 'You

can't until you meet more of

our needs'.

Future plans, at least as out-

lined by Dean Sirluck, call for

more separation of graduates

and undergraduates.

While undergraduates will

have access to the new $4-mil-

lion Research Library at Har-

bord and St. George, it is in-

tended primarily for graduate

and faculty research.

Much of the planned gradu-

ate complex — residence,

study and relaxation facilities

— will be located on the east

side of St. George north of

Harbord, more or less geo-

graphically separate from the

rest of campus.

But Sirluck says there is lit-

tle possibility of the U of T
becoming a predominantly
graduate campus — if you in-

clude Scarborough and Erin-

dale in the overall totals.

Even on the St. George cam-
pus, with its population of 25,-

000 students, graduate enroll-

ment is expected to level off at

about 5,000 full-time and 2,000

part-time graduate students.

Right now U of T has about 6,-

000 full and part-time graduate

students.

When Sirluck took over as

dean in 1964, the graduate
school enrollment, also full and

part-time, was only 2,226.

With the Research Library,

Sirluck says, U of T should

become the strongest school in

Ontario in terms of materials

available for research.

What is the place of gradu-
ate students in governing the

graduate empire? Right now
four students sit on the Gradu-

ate Council with 31 faculty

members elected by the four

graduate divisions, but Sirluck

doesn't discount the possibility

of more students on the Coun-

cil.

"I'm very proud that there

was no opposition within the

council to student member-
ship," Sirluck explains. "The
council was quick to see the

need for student representa-

tion, but now there must be a

certain amount of consolida-

tion before making further

changes.

A contentious issue with the

four students, who sat on the

council as non-voting members
until the Senate ratified their

positions, was the retention of

the 10-hour work rule.

The rule limits the amount
of work a graduate may do out-

side his studies to 10 hours a

week. The four students want-

ed it abolished. They lost.

Sirluck himself came under

some criticism when he was
reported by The Varsity as

defending the work rule be-

cause graduate students are an

"investment" of outside inter-

ests.

Dean Sirluck said he was
misquoted and pulled out the

speech he made at the Council

meeting explaining his posi-

tion.

He read: '"The argument
that a graduate should make
his own choices might be valid

if he were the only investor.

But there are others'."

While the student is a

"heavy investor", Sirluck con-

tinued, the university invests

its human and material re-

sources in the graduate stu-

dent, the provincial and feder-

Girls* Camp in Algonquin Park has openings for

University women, minimum age 19. July and August.

Need specialized knowledge in at least one area of

organized camping: such as Red Cross Instructors,

diving, archery, sailing, campcraft, arts and crafts or

dramatics, Must be interested in children.

Also, experienced typist-bookkeeper for Toronto May 15—

July I, continuing at camp until August 30.

CAMP TANAMAKOON, 24 Wilberton Rcl., Toronto 5. 481-3704.

STAY WITH A FAMILY IN
EUROPE THIS SUMMER

The Living Language Program
offers students a unique holiday
experience and on "in-depth"
perspective of Europe thot is

simply not available by ony
other mode of travel.

iled

"hru Euro
vailoble

booklet from Leon
222-6358 or 222-6348.

fomous Free lone ing

The Department of Italian and Hispanic Studies and

The Centre for the Study of Drama present

EL CORRAL DE DON FERNANDO
Carleton University, Ottawa in LOS INTER ESES CREADOS by Benavente

and LA GUARDA CUIDADOSA by Cervantes

Admission $2 .oo HART HOUSE THEATRE Box office

Students $1.00 Friday, March 7th at 8:30 928-8668
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al governments and private

donors invest their money.

"These participants have a
right to specify the conditions
under which they will invest,"
Sirluck said.

He added that the statistics

link the number of work hours
with completion rate of PhD.
theses, and deplored the

"great human waste" that

occurs when a candidate does
not complete his degree.

"Individual persons become
very distrustful of themselves
if they don't complete their

requirements," Sirluck ex-

plained. "They sense they have

failed in a very important way.

"Also, the PhD. thesis is the

first important jump at the

business of making knowledge
one's own. It provides a firm

foundation of research for an
academic career."

Finally, the university might
lose money — a considerable

amount of money — if the 10-

hour rule isn't enforced.

According to Sirluck, a new
ruling by the provincial gov-

ernment will define "full-

time" graduate student as one

not working more than 10 hours

a week. If the student works
more than 10 hours, the prov-

ince will supply only a part-

time student grant — one-third

to one-fifth the amount for a

full-time graduate student

under the formula financing

plan.

"If this happened," Sirluck

said, "how could we meet our

obligations? The drop in reve-

nue would be catastrophic."

Although graduate students

do bring in more government
money under formula financ-

ing, Sirluck denies this has

continued on page 23

World University Service

Countdown - Le Meilleur des Mondes?

Would you like to participate in a free university

experience centering around Future Man and his Environ-

ment, Industrialization and Third World Problems and an

Analysis of Industrialized Society?

You can be one of about 300 people including Cana-

dian and foreign students, academics and world leaders

who will participate in the World University Service of

Canada's Symposium 69 - Countdown.

— al I expenses paid

— live in at Rochdale College

— MAY 18 to MAY 31

Meeting of those interested Wednesday, March 12,

1:00 P.M.. Room 10 7 3 Sid Smith.



continued from page 22

been a major factor in the

growth of the graduate school

over the past few years.

He points out that formula

financing is only in its second

year, that the growth of gradu-

ate schools is stimulated by

"social demand" for more
teachers and professors, plus

an economy demanding higher

levels of "skill, inventiveness

and developmental capacity."

In addition, Sirluck cites heav-

ier demands by government on

the university.

Sirluck's recent promotion

to vice-president in charge of

the graduate division has given

rise to rumors that he is a pos-

sible candidate for university

president when Dr. Bissell

steps down, a rumor that Dean
Sirluck does not firmly deny.

"Does any sane man think of

being president?" he replied.

"Looking forward, I

wouldn't like to leave my job

until the things that occupy me
the most are secure and in

being."

Then, he says, he will cease

to be dean and go back to his

first commitment as a profes-

sor of English literature.

"But," he adds, "I won't

deny that this commitment has

been replaced for some time

by the pressure of my duties as

dean — and I like the pressure

of a tough job."

THE ONTARIO HUMAN
RIGHTS COMMISSION

in co-operation with
ONTftRio

The India-Canada Association
The Friends of India Association
The Indian Immigrants Aid Society

Students and faculty of the Indian, Pakistani
and Ceylonese Communities in Toronto

to an

Informal Get-Acquainted Evening

on

Friday, March 14, 1969 at 8:00 P.M.

in the

Buttery, Gerald Larkin Building, Trinity College,
University of Toronto. (The Gerald Larkin Build-
ing is the first building south of Varsity Stadium
on Devonshire Place.)

Free parking in the Trinity College lot just north
of the building.

PURPOSE OF GATHERING

To enable the Commission amd members of the Indian,
Pakistani, and Ceylonese communities to become
acquainted with each other and to exchange ideas on
the Commissions's program, particularly in the areas
of employment and housing.

LIGHT REFRESHMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED

For further information, contact Mr. Murty Devata.

President. India-Canada Association, telephone
749-5269 or Mr. F.R. Gosh. Secretary. India-Canada

Association, telephone 921-4969.

University of Toronto

A Reading by

EARLE BIRNEY
Friday. March 7th at 4:00 P.M.

Music Room. Wymilwood. Victoria College

Sponsored by the University's Writer-in-Residence

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

GSU
GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

DANCE

JUST WfSTOF

TEXT BOOK STORE

928-2391

FOR INFO

TONIGHT

Music by Toby Jones Blues

9:00 pin - 12:30 am

Admission: $1.00 ladies SI. 25 gents

(Only those 21 years

and over are welcome)

SAC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

VOT
MONDAY, MARCH 10th

BRING ATL CARD

ADVANCE POLL FRIDAY, MARCH 7th

SAC OFFICES, ST. GEORGE, ERINDALE

& SCARBOROUGH
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EXAMS
Try FORUM

NOTES
over 500 titles

O The Textbook Store
the life savers

UNIVERSITY OFTORONTO
COLLOQUIUM ON POLITICS AND

PHILOSOPHY

Session 3

Session 4

Session5

Session 6

Friday. March 7

7:30 p.m.

Alumni Hall,

Victoria College

Saturday. March 8

3 00 p.m.

Room 3,

New Academic Bldg..

Victoria College

Saturday. March 8
7:30 p.m.

Room 3.

New Academic Bldg.,

Victoria College

Sunday. March 9
3:00 p.m
Room 3.

New Academic Bldg..

Victoria College

Values and Social Science'

Speakers: Professor Peter Russell,

University of Toronto

Professor Andre Bennet.

University of Toronto

Chairman: Mr. Aaron Rosenthal

University of Toronto

'Distributive Justice'

Speaker: Professor Richard Brandt.

University of Michigan

Respondent: Professor Nicholas Rescher.

University of Pittsburgh

Chairman: Professor F. E. Sparshott,

University of Toronto

'Two Concepts of Power'

Speaker: Professor C. B Macpherson
University of Toronto

Respondent: Professor F. F. Wilson.

University of Toronto
Chairman Professor D. P. Dryer,

University of Toronto

'Utilitarianism and Fairness'

Speaker Professor Wayne Sumner,

University of Toronto

Respondent; Professor David Lyons.

Cornell University

Chairman: Professor D P. Gauthier.

University of Toronto

X Sponsored through the generosity of the Varsity Fund.

As of yesterday 912 pints of blood have been collected across

campus. Of those 1 5 are miscellaneous pints-hmmm! The results

break down like this:

Arch, 1

2

Emm, 20

Eng, 357

Food Sci, 3

For, 21

SGS, 30
Innis, 3

Knox, 1

Law, 1

Meds, 39

Music, 22

New Coll, 142

Nursing, 32

Pharm, 9

PHE, 3

POT, 6
SMC, 5

Trinity, 2

UC, 33
Vic, 148
Staff, 8

Misc, 1

5

Today's clinic is being held at the Dentistry Building. The Red

Cross is expecting 200 units of blood.

Loretto College at St. Mike's will host the blood clinic on Mon-
day.

Hare at UofT
Kenneth Hare, geographer, climatologist and former president

of the University of British Columbia, becomes a U of T profes-

sor July 1.

Hare, who was UBC president for seven months until resigning

over frustrations in getting grants from the provincial govern-

ment, says he looks forward to his new job as a geography profes-

sor.

He considers teaching and research his "principal reason for

existence."

ATTENTION: Commerce and Finance students, or anyone
who can make head or tail out of income tax forms, and are will-

ing to help patients at the Ontario Hospital fill out their tax
forms, please contact Miss Molly Hewitt at 533-8501 between 9

a.m. and 5 p.m.
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Graduate Students'

Union Ski Trips

To Blue Mountain, Collingwood

COST: $8.50 per person - includes

return transportation by bus and tow ticket

Bus leaves GSU 7:30 A.M. SHARP
return 4:30 P.M. from Blue Mountain

SATURDAY, MARCH 8th, 1969

Phone: GSU at 928-2391
— 9:00 am - 5:00 pm



Students agree with'Air of Death'
When 242 students and fac-

ulty watched Air of Death, the

CBC's controversial film on air

pollution, in the Zoology build-

ing last week, reaction ranged

from laughter at interviewed

government officials to anger

at statistics and business

spokesmen. Last night the

Varsity assembled the results

of 59 questionnaires turned in

to its offices and found that:

• 51 found the film "substan-

tially accurate", and the rest

found it accurate with qualifi-
cations.

• 53 found themselves
alarmed to some degree, most
"greatly alarmed."
"Don't these people (the

businessmen and politicians
interviewed) realize that their
children are in danger too?
Money does sickening things to
people — may their dying
breath be labored!"

• 47 thought the CBC was
"responsible to the public in-

Amnesty storms Bastille
To qualify for help, a pris-

oner must have been impris-
oned for exercising the rights

guaranteed him in Articles 18

and 19 of the United Nations
Charter: the rights of freedom
of thought, conscience, religion

and opinion; he must not have
advocated violence or the mili-

tary overthrow of the govern-
ment.

How successful has the pro-

gram been? In eight years of

operation 5,000 prisoners have
been investigated and qualified

to receive aid. Over the years

3,000 have been released.

Amnesty International is re-

luctant to take full credit for

this since it doesn't want to

become known as a "pressure"

group. But it is safe to say that

most of the prisoners would

still be in jail today if it wer-

en't for its work.

The Toronto chapter has just

received its "prisoners" for

1969. Hassan Duhul of Kenya
was arrested by the British

before the country achieved

independence because he

argued for its independence;

the new regime has kept him in

jail. Father Booney is a Catho-

lic missionary in Burma who

was arrested and imprisoned

without trial or a specific

charge being laid.

Next week the chapter is

holding a supper to raise funds

for its work; a discussion of

"Portugal Today" will follow.

By MIKE KESTERTON

In Toronto you can hold an

anti-Vietnam demonstration

and the cops come out to hold

back the crowds for you. Your
leader gets arrested for scuf-

fling and, all of a sudden, he's

another Dreyfus. "Give me
liberty, or give me death!" he

cries, and the judge lets him go

and justice is done.

In most of the countries in

the world you can be whisked
away in the middle of the

night, put in jail without a trial

or a specific charge being laid

against you, and rot the rest of

your life away.

In 1961 an English lawyer,

Peter Benenson, who had de-

fended political prisoners in

many countries, set up Amnes-
ty International to help such
people. The organization,

which has since grown to 10,000

members in 23 countries, sends
a barrage of letters to selected

political prisoners, their fami-

lies and the ministers of Jus-

tice in 60 countries. They send
money and encouragement.
The organization is humani-

tarian and apolitical. All points

of views are represented and
political prisoners in left-wing,

right-wing and neutral coun-
tries are worked for. A local

group, such as the one centred
in Toronto, receives the names
of three prisoners, one from
each category of country, and
works to get them released.

rerest." 11 others thought
there was "slight exaggera-
tion" involved.

"How tbe hell can (the CBC)
exaggerate about a situation of

which little or nothing is

known? There is no norm for

comparison."

• questioned about the Cana-
dian Radio-Television Com-
mission's hearing into the
CBC's showing of the film, 50
said the CRTC should "con-
gratulate the CBC on raising
the public's awareness;" the
rest thought the CRTC should
either leave the CBC alone, or
demand that the government
do something about the pollu-

tion problem.

"In my opinion the CRTC
should discontinue their mo-
ronic hearings."

• 48 thought that the CBC
was justified in presenting the

program to the public; none
agreed that pollution is an
alarming situation best kept
under wraps. 11 had no com-
ment.

"I was always under the

misunderstanding that the
CBC was created for the ex-

press purpose of bringing sub-

jects of public interest before

the public. I say 'misunders-

tanding' because otherwise
why would it now have to answ-
er for what would ordinarily

have been its duty?"
"It is awesome to find that

the CBC must do the work of

the government."

• 20 wanted to join a com-
mittee over the Dunnville

problem; 12 wanted to write a

brief to the CBC. The rest sug-

gested a wider program, more
research, general "shit" rais-

ing, legislative action and "ap-

plause" for the CBC. One
George-Raft sort of character,

hearing about government offi-

cials who want to keep the

problem "under wraps"
wrote: "Where are these bas-

tards? Let's go visit them at

Queen's Park!

"

HERE AND NOW
- OR -

THE REGULAR SECTION OF THE VARSITY FOR UNIVERSITY

NEWS. INVOLVING THE LISTING OF ALL UNIVERSITY ACTIVI

TIES COMING UP

TODAY
ALL DAY

E^'bitton ol Jeromy Smith's piintintp Trinity

10a.m.
Boycott ol California grapes in ftont of Dominion

1 °*o. SpjcSno an(j eioof Lea flatting, shop-ins Don't buy
0u*Caii(om:

Dl I

theran chapel 610 Spat*

i grapes all day today

1p.m.
Jerry Rub,n (j«ad end of anarchism. A revolutionary

,,,„ by tha Canadian Student Movement. Cumber
lan0Hall,33St George St

Mountain glacier*, a departmen I ol Geology Rim Rm
Mining building

1 15 pm

M
'•'Micel and modern piano concert The vVhelmoie

iM Munc Appreciation floom Now College I free

^
R,"V ol oppressed brelhren Watt Indian Students

o(i

1°e" ,|on meets in free speech aioa. SioViey Smith nail.

°" £eruj|f 0 | s,, Cao,ae vv.nums university students

,

l,un '*d rally to promt inadequate fiie control appa

" S" George Williams university, resulting in

|(

°' arson being laid againil innocent Wast Indian

m
J*n1* who were ciicumstaniially round with lighted
1
I
Cn**"1,h*" n*nds Room666
""cal seminar in politic*! science Discussion ol Ljp

' Room 332 Teiibooa nor*

Nauioticsem the C

healthy leligion Uiwve

no Everyone welcome
7 30 p m

Tom Jonas, a free department of English Rim Rm 112

University college

Bp-m

La Be, du Coeur (K.ng of H.aitsl a •*»

Card. F,an«,s member 25* Others 7* Room 104

ty college

II Chapel
8 45 pm

Free Bach Cantata p>e»ente<

Choir Free Viclona Crape'

10pm

Cntlcal

The Belly Button acotleeshop NewConeB.

10 30 p m

Coltee house Wymilwood Victona col lege

SATURDAY
2 p.m.

CUSOmeet.no 33 St Gewge Si

7 30 pm

>,ta .Un..ud~t,A»oo..^«S'
George S.

Gypay lady ....PP-

SUNOAY
8pm

Open house Folasingwig encounter 33 Si George St

1pm.
EUria club meeting An welcome Room 21 16 Sidney

Snath

Varsity Oinitien leUowstop tugoesis how you can

ipea up your summer Wyntoood Music Room Wcto

na college

Recent leeearcrie* >n the ph.to«oprty ol science Room

107 New Physics bwlolng

730pm
Blow up a film Lckeu SOf in SMC iludenl centre

Can haH. SI M ' •• -r

Meeting to protest the use ol doga and cats as enpen

mental animals at the U ol 1 Make march planned Rm

668 the

Notice the meeting to proteal the nepelmng of V.ei

nemeee <J»l*en wtwh was to have beer held at iNs

lima will be cancelled due lo lack o' mteresl Rm 666

The G>ev«ad

James Reaney's

One Man Masque
directed by Polly Wilson

March 7, 8, 9, 10 - 9:00 P.M.

THE CHURCH - 4 Glen Morris

Free Admission

(Audience seated on floor)

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Recent Researches in the Philosophy of Science: Their
Effect on the History of Science in France" by M. Gilles

Maheu. Department d'historie. Faculte des lettres, Uni-
versite de Montreal.

10 March 1:10 p.m. McLennan Laboratory (new Physics
bui Iding)

Assisted by the School of Graduate Studies and the

Varsity Fund. All members of the university community

Some .

LADCtB

tAoHfAte fust

lapinette was happily
flopping windward '

I the other day when a
I Shocking happening
J happened.

she thought about- the
Impend/Kg final exams.

now. there are 6ad
thoughts, and there are
aufiil thoughts, but the
thought of final exams
is in a class by itself.

but, just as lapinette
was about to fling
herself off the campus
Watertower, who Should
appear beside her bat-
her .'.'1.: us6m> .

,.. .„...,-.
;

"had day for you
,
loo,

eh?"eturuired iappy.

"heavens, no! "he
replied. "I have came
to restrain you from,
-this deed."

Which is darned '
. ..

that our superproof
managers really care.

but 1 did not see you
Climbing the ladder"
She protested, "you
truly are nperMwajer?'

you see, any old bank,
can have a manajfer.
but only a bank of-

Ufanetle demmsiraks
fae cape stie proposes
/or w^nwY'v.

tnontreal campusbank.
rates a Supermanager.

can our supermanacfers
really //y?

6

well, nobody knows
for sure.

but it's funny that
there is always a
•phone booth somewhere
JiPar a .camprusbank.

university ave&collegcil branch.

C.i. V-aJler. m a nagrej •

si qeorqe £ bloor sts branch
ks mcMlar. manager

open970 to5«onday to Thurs.3ay-9.50fo dYtiZsy

^fie6est moneysittiHgservice ihiowH-
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GUS ABOLS
- B.S.. U.ofT.
- Law II

- D.E.H., University of Madrid. Spain
- 2nd Vice-Pres. Students Law Society

- producer of the "Bob Review"
Victoria College 1967

- regional vice-pres. C.I.U.Q.C.C.

which involved working with Ont.,

Que., and Eastern Seaboard Universities.

ED THOMPSON
- O.I.S.E. adult education M.A.
program

- served on the executive of U. of T.

S.C.M. for two years
- associate-sec. of S.C.M.

Canadian National Office. 67-68
- director of U. of T. liberal arts

extension course. "Anatomy of Peace"
(the only program dealing with the

problem of world Peace on Campus.)

We believe that it ts erroneous to pretend that S.A.C. can speak with authority for over 20.000 individual

students on moral issues. S.A.C. s role is not to pronounce to the world that particular students think, thus
causing polarization, but to enable students to express their thoughts as individuals or representatives of

groups. The reaction of S.G.S. emphasizes the divisive nature of stands which are representative of a small
segment of students.

On the other hand, S.A.C. can and should speak for the campus on issues which involve the welfare of

students as students such as summer employment and housing and on issues which will enhance the educa-
tional possibilities of this university such as the trimester system and the new library. If elected our immediate
aims would be:

1 To discourage the present emphasis on polarization politics. This import from European politics is nei-

ther the only nor the main problem solving tool available to student government. It creates more myths
and barriers than it destroys.

2 To improve communication between other student governments we would in particular encourage
Scarborough and Erindale Colleges to consume more responsibilities. We would return S.A.C. fees to

them, and they could then renegotiate with S.A.C. for central services that S.A.C. may be able to offer

them.

3 We would negotiate with the Ontario government to remove the "minimum summer savings" re-

quirement that is now a condition of P.O.S.A.P. grants.

4. In the field of education, we would encourage the introduction of a trimester system. The advantages
of such a system are considerable. It would allow students to complete a B.A. in two or threee years.

5. We would encourage groups on campus to use facilities that S.A.C. has, in order that they may express
their ideas.

6. We will work for unlimited access for all students to the new library presently under construction. It

seems unreasonable to deny access to such a valuable research tool to any student.
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nmiNG WITH LIZ
BANANA SANDWICHES?

VIC & SMC CONTINUE TO PLAY WITH THEMSELVES
By GELLIUS

HOCKEY PLAYOFFS

In the first of a two-game

total-point series, Vic tied

SMC, 4-4- Fraser scored 3 for

Vic and Laurie the other. Don-

ovan (2). Morrison and Merloc-

co ("Road to Merlocco", star-

ring Dorothy Lamour and Bob

Hope.)

Rice scored thrice and Tay-

lor and Pollard had one each to

lead Dents over Law, 5-0.

BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS

The Forces of Evil took it on

the chin (a slang expression

meaning "to run away") yes-

terday as Innis (wearing the

white Hats) beat favoured Vic,

64-58. Silver and Hirsch each

scored 16 for Innis; Little Jack

Horner hit well from the Cor-

ner with 23 for Vic. Vic was
severely hampered by Innis

players who continually made
the sign of the cross, forcing

Vic players to roll up into
hoops and whirl away biting

their ankles.

Maver and Sanderson had 16

(sc. "men on a dead man's
chest") and Magna Kartna 15

as Vic II witwatersranded Erin
(Shaw 27), 92-47.

The Purple Flower of Pasht
scored 29 and UC beat New,
106-54. Kirby had 17 for the
gnus. (The gnu is a small south
African antelope related to the
Ibn Saud.)

INSIDE TRACK
mile (when you say that, pard-

ner)

1. Ron Field, APSC, 4:30.9

2. Bob Cairns. VIC, 4:38.7.

3. Matt Duncan, PHARM, 4:

39.6.

CONTEST

"Why don't we do it in the

road?" Send all answers to

"Contest", Varsity sports. The
decision of the judges is ambi-
dextrous.

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Sunday, March 9th, Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Conductor: BOYD NEEL
Concertmaster: CLIFFORD EVENS

PROGRAMME
# # # • a * *

Overture to "Faramondo" Handel

Fugal Concerto for Flute, Oboe, Strings Hoist

Aubade for small orchestra Lalo

Guitar Concerto Boccherini

Soloistt Martin Po/fen

Sinfonietta, Op. I
Britten

Students: $1.50 Others: $3.00

photo (is this a photo) by f.ARRY HAIVEN

Associate Varsity sports editor. Rod Mickelburgh, from Newmarket, Ontario, launches
blazing forward pass at Toronto Argonaut star, Mike Eben (27). Doctors are scheduled to

remove the bandages from Mr. Eben's burned hands later this month.

You keep flunking

your best subject?

Think it over, over coffee.

FheThink Drink.

SUMMER
PART TIME

MOVERS
Has openings fcr helpers

on local & long distance
vans from the end Oi* May to

the end of Sept. Should live

in the Scarboro Area % be
free to travel both in Canada
& U.S. THIS IS NOT A
FIVE DAY FORTY HOU

1

WEE K. Apply in person,
SATUR DAYS ON L Y

I 16 Beachgrove Dr.,

WEST HILL,
(end of Lawrence Bus Line)

and Meat
atThe
Electric Circus
Toronto

This Sunday •

March9 7pm/10pm

Admission $4
includes
membership

The Electric Circus and CKFH
present The Inner Ring

99 Queen E 364 9598

Tickets available at

The Electric Circus Box Office

2 pm on, and from
A&A Records and CKFH

Mon. Mar. 10 to Sat. Mar. 15

Cch. and Meiz 5. 50 B SD 3.00

Rtf Oreh and F. Bale 1 SO 9.00 4.00

Middle Balcony, 3.50 4,00 3.00

fl-jr Balcony 2.50 3.00 2.25

Fri. • p.m.. Sat. M*t. I
8 JO p.m. Sold Out!

GOOD SEATS AVAILABLE
FRI. 6 P.M.

O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONGE
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BINGLEY WITH THE BLUES FACE LAURENTIAH TONIGHT

WATT'S THIS ABOUT CLARE DRAKE AS SUPERCOACH?
By PHIL BINGLEY

Edmonton — In the Canadian section of Time Magazine,
(October 18, 1968) there appeared a half-page article depicting

the phenomenal accomplishments of University of Alberta
coach, Clare Drake. The title of the article was "Supercoach"
and in it Drake was described as "the most spectacularly suc-

cessful college coach in the country".

To back up this claim, Drake's involvement with'two Canadian
championship hockey teams and one Vanier Cup football winner
was cited.

Now, this is all very fine and we do not wish for a moment to

detract from the success of Mr. Drake. But the fact is that when
Varsity Blues begin the battle to win their third national shinny

title here this evening in a game with Laurentian University

Voyageurs of Sudbury, the man behind the Toronto bench —
ioach Tom Watt — will be an individual who has a more valid

claim to the supercoach title than his western counterpart.

Watt, like Drake, has also been a coach with two hockey and
tne football national team champs. But consider further exam-
ples of his prowess as a guiding guru. Tom has led Varsity to

league titles in each of his four years at Toronto, won three Loyo-
la tournaments in as many years of trying and brought Blues
home with the third place bronze metal from Austria and the

Student Olympic games in February of 1968.

And, Watt has accomplished all this in just four seasons of

coaching at the intercollegiate level. Also, in the two meetings
between Toronto and Alberta, Watt's charges have emerged vic-

torious each time — Blues clobbered Bears 8—1 in the CIAU play-

offs in 1966 and again 8-5 in the Loyola tournament in January of

1967. We rest our case.

Turning to more immediate and more important business, the

game between Alberta and the winner of tonight's Blues-Lauren-

tian title looks to be the key to the title. Blues have already

beaten (7-5 in Sudbury) and tied Laurentian (4-4 at Varsity Are-

na) this season and in both cases achieved the final results with

rather mediocre performances.

This does not mean that Laurentian will be by any means a soft

touch. Voyageurs are a well-drilled unit featuring speed, aggres-

sive checking, a sound defence and excellent goaling.

But Blues have shown that they can handle Voyageurs and
handle them they should. Varsity possesses better scoring, a

stronger defence, equally competent netminding, in short,

greater depth. Their lack of muscle had no effect on the outcome
of their other two contests and shouldn't in this one.

Assuming that Blues prevail tonight (and who gives a damn
about a Laurentian - Alberta confrontation) tomorrow's contest

with the Golden Bears should be a classy clash. The only unfortu-

nate part is that the meeting could not be arranged as the title

final. Any meeting between Saturday's conqueror and the winner

of the Sir George Williams — Maritime Conference game is like-

ly to be anti-climactic to say the least.

Varsity Blues take on Laurentian Voyageurs tonight in the first game of the Canadian In-

tercollegiate hockey finals. Last time the two teams clashed, it was in every sense of the
word,with fights breaking out all over the ice. Blues' burly defenseman, Jim Miles, lets

loose in this particular brawl against Voyageurs No, 20, who shall go nameless.

Along with the secondary
interest involved in a Drake-
Watt duel, prairie hockey buffs

will get a chance to see the two
best college hockey teams in

the country in action against

one another. (Loyola Warriors
and Waterloo Warriors despite

their absence from this compe-
tition are probably the next
best).

Alberta won their league
rather handily as they posted a
16-4 record and finished six

points ahead of runnerup Sas-

katchewan. Milt Hohol and
Wayne Wiste each had 45

points in 20 games this season
to finish in a tie for loop scor-

ing honors. Mel Baird, a for-

mer Waterloo player, anchors
a stingy Bears defense while
goaltenders Dale Halterman
and Bob Wolf posted by far the

best goals against agerage in

the west. They each played 10

games and registered a 2.25

goals let-in-per)game mark.
Since most of what we know

about Alberta has filtered back
by word of mouth or through
the scribblings of the always
unreliable press, it is difficult

to make any meaningful com-
parison between Blues and
Bears. Suffice it to repeat that

the latter are defending cham-
pions.

Coach Watt also sees the

Alberta semi-final match as

the key game in the series.

"Whoever wins the Saturday

game should win it all. I be-

lieve that our players are in

shape and that we can skate

with anyone. Of course, Alber-

ta will be in shape, too, and

will have the added benefit of

the draw. But it seems that

there are several players on

our team who seem to play

their best when it means the

most "

Remember Waterloo any-
body?

I FENCERS FINALLY PREVAIL
Go East, fencer, make sure.your rules are their rules, beward

all innocents and carry a copy of the F.I.E. rules.

Ottawa's first attempt at organising the finals set the scene for

Ron Rice to return the Walter's foil Trophy to Toronto. His excel-
lent judgment of distance won the gold medal while Richard
Wong out-pointed all opposition for the silver — a dramatic show
of superiority. Martin Peros suffered some doubtful manipula-
tion in pool order but recovered to win third place in the sabre
event. His consolation was to win the Tully trophy for style, skill

and sportsmanship. An exciting epee final finished with Rowland
Griffin 4th (same victories as 3rd and 2nd) and Mike Kerwin 6th.

A tense Foil event saw McGill outpysch the U of T squad 5
matches to 4. Rice and Wong had 2 wins while Chen lost all his

bouts on close calls.

The sabre was marred by the non-arrival of a Toronto fencer
so the Blues gave up 3 bouts. Peros showed his class in a 3 win
spell but Martin Moskovits was screwed to win 1 bout, a 5 : 4 loss

!

The chips were down, win the Epee or, defeat was unthinkable.
What a start! Five straight wins, Kerwin beating the individual

epee champion. Snitmann gallantly fought flu and his opponent
but lost two fights while Griffin lost 5:4 to Hoffman. The last bout
of the match — 13 victories all — Kerwin won. 14: 13. Toronto had
it or so we thought.

McGill's interpretation gave them a 2:1 match victory while
Blues followed usual fencing practise to claim a 14:13 win. Al-

though Toronto appealed, Mr. Arnott, a non fencer, awarded the

trophy to McGill, in itself exceeding his terms of reference.

Subsequently, Ottawa showed Toronto losing the sabre 9:0

arguing that U of T defaulted, a term not found in the rules, by
only having two sabieurs.

This Monday, the Administrative Council of the O.Q.A.A. ig-

nored the detailed study of the rules needed and compromised
toward a joint title.
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SEE MACRAE'S GROIN INJURY

Varsity Inkmen leave the ice after recent practice session in preparation for Tuesday's big

duel against wishy-washy liberals from SAC.

By BRONISLAW CHRTIEU

Get our your thermos bottles

and car blankets, cause the

hockey season ain't over yet.

This Tuesday night at 10:15,

Varsity Arena will be filled

with the groan of sweating

muscles flashing limbs and
prostrate bodies as the annual

SAC-VARSITY hockey game

takes place.

SEE Phil Bingley star as

"the net". SEE F. Paul
Fromm play left-wing. SEE
buxom VARSITY Belles grind

helpless SACCITES into the

boards. (There's no referee!)

SEE the beer-breaks every two
and a half minutes. SEE Paul

MacRae get a groin injury.

Yes, bring your friends and

family (if they can stomach it)

to watch the most gruesome

display of brutality this year.

(A recent ruling has demanded

a puck be used instead of the

traditional tennis ball.) Winner

gets to lead the glorious cultur

al revolution on campus
year.

inner

ultur-

next



Abols - quietly waiting, smiling

Kopyto, Kirzner -

happy losers
By LIZ WILLICK

The action was pretty sub-

dued last night at the Young
Socialist Forum headquarters,

home base for the Kopyto-
Kirzner campaign.

Ellie Kirzner, vice-presi-

dential candidate (miserably

beset by a flue bug) was opti-

mistic: "The whole campaign
was so good. We've gotten an

awful lot out of it. The results

are sort of anti-climactic.
'

'

Presidential candidate

Harry Kopyto arrived at 8

p.m. and was told that Ellie

was leading him in number of

votes. Ellie explained: "I think

the campus is full of male
chauvinists.'' She asked: "Who
do you think will win?" Harry
burst out laughing: "I think we
will win." Somebody com-
mented, "Anyway I think the

people of U of T will lose."

The high point came when
Radio Varsity announced at

9.30 that Kopyto and Kirzner

had "conceded and with-

drawn." "It's a fallacious re-

port," protested Kopyto.
"We're very happy with the

vote. There's no way we're out

of the race. There's no way
we've conceded."

Harry decided to make a

speech to thank his supporters

and asked for a cigarette. "We

entered to inject politics. I

think we did it. We ran to build

a student movement. The gains

we have made and the steps we
have taken have far out-

weighed who gets in. It's

heartening to find such a sig-

nificant minority supporting

the socialist ticket."

At 10 p.m. Kopyto and a

henchman took off in search of

beer. Kirzner drifted away in

search of aspirin.

Interest centred around

not the number of votes but the

percentage. They were all hop-

ing to do at least as well as

other YSF candidates across

Canada who had polled be-

tween five and 20 per cent of

votes cast.

Harry returned a few beers

later to talk. "In the last year.

SAC has not sunk roots into the

student movement." He ac-

cused it of having an "elitist

mentality" and of being a

home for left-liberals. "It has

to be democratized."

"We don't consider that

we've lost at all. It's a step

forward, a positive act, part of

an international, long-term

process of radicalism.

"No army is as powerful as

an idea whose time has come.

Perhaps we belong to the fu-

ture."

Gus Abols — the man who takes over Steve
Langdon's job May 1 — followed last night's
election results quietly, accepting his victory
philosophically

As the first results trickled in at about 6.30.

with a 25-vote margin for Abols at Trinity Col-
lege, he laughed softly:

"Well, we've got them worried."
And that was the way it was for most of the

evening as Abols amassed his 300-vote lead
over John Oldham.

Early in the evening Abols. looking dapper
in a light olive suit and coral shirt, had said:

"We didn't come into this race to win. but

to express our opinions." He said he thought it

would be close.

"Whether or not we win. we will still have a

victory party, for a good week's work It was
enjoyable getting feedback around campus:
and momentum mounted every day."

"What looked like a walkaway turned out lo

be a good competition."

He seemed to be a little surprised at the

way things were going, remembering thai he

had seriously considered running for SAC
president only the week of the nominations

deadline.

Abols lead until the fourth ballot, when the

University College returns put Oldham into

the lead. But nevertheless Abols and his cam-

paign people continued to react with "pleas-
ant surprise" as they made 'strong second-
place showings at Scarborough. St. Mike's
and UC.

Things started looking up again as the
professional faculty votes were tallied.

Abols showed his only real enthusiasm of

the evening when the engineering results were
announced. Engineers voted four to one for

him.

"Really incredible." he declared, clapping
Engineering Society president Brian Dunk on
the shoulder. "All I did was go to the cafete-

ria twice."

In the vice-presidential contest Oldham's
running-mate continually led Abols' partner
Ed Thompson. This prompted Thompson to

turn half-jokingly to Abols and remark: "How
are you going to get along with Barkwell'.1

"

"I guess I'll just have to listen to him,"
answered Abols with a smile. And later: "I
can get along with him quite easily; it may
take him longer to cool down from the heat of

the campaign.
"

He sees next year as "a difficult year" but

he agreed basically with Steve Langdon's
comments on the results.

He doesn't necessarily foresee his "radical-

ization" during his term of office, although he

smiles again and says he is "open-minded."

Oldham as Volkswagon dealer ?
By LARRY HAIVEN

The "restrained optimism"
reported by Radio Varsity in

McCaul House, where John
Oldham and Bob Barkwell

awaited the results of the SAC
election, was mostly re-

strained and not verv optimis-

tic.

A continuous bridge game
stopped occasionally to listen

to the results on campus radio.

Some people were doing home-

work and John Oldham looked

through the classified ads and

decided that he would leave the

clergy (he graduates this

spring from Emmanuel Col-

lege) and get a job selling

Volkswagons next year.

Bob Barkwell (II Meds). his

running mate, looked with

gloom at the results even

though the polls promised vic-

tory for him but not for Old-

ham. People shuffled over to

congratulate Bob in flat tones.

Over at the Junior Common
Room at University College

campaign manager Bob Rae
pontificated on the worldwide

effects of the returns surround-

ed by eager onlookers.

Later at the wake in Roch-

dale. Rae. who was giving the

word for a silent Barkwell.

said "I guess we just underes-

timated Abols and didn't count

on the strength of the vote in

he professional faculties. I

:hink it was a mostly anti-SAC

vote but still I was very sur-

prised that we lost."

Around him came the beer-

soaked strains of a song. "My
lather knows Gus Abols; my
lather knows Abe Mudrik; my
father knows Harry Kopyto . .

at this point the singers

broke up because Kopytos
name had too many syllables in

it.

"I think polarization politics

has already happened." contin-

ued Rae. referring to a slogan

in the Abols-Thompson cam-
paign which warned of increas-

ing left-wing -right-wing deli-

neation on campus
Barkwell. faced with the

position of being elected with a

president from another ticket,

said that he hadn't decided
whether to accept the vice-

presidency yet. "I'll have to

talk to many people, including

Abols. and I'll have to take a

good many long walks, m'-

boy." he said, patting the re-

porter on the shoulder.

The apartment of Hugh and

Pat Armstrong, decorated in

early poolroom gothic, was the

meeting place for many of the

left-wing politicians on campus
later in the evening. Silently

quaffing beer, they wondered,

"What is going to happen next

year?" A few said they would
join the Toronlo Student Move-
ment, a smattering indicated

they would he full-fledged an-

archists and some just got
[

drunk (on heer?l. None
j

seemed happ\ a: the prosper!

of Gus Abols as president of 1

next year's student council,

Oldham refused lo give a

comment, saying he was too

tired and thai he would have to

get together with Ins support-

ers and decide what to do i iter

on.

Turning point in the counting

seemed to come around 10 30

when the results from Victoria

College came in. Oldham only

won by 36 votes, not near

enough lo catch up with Abols.

who was already more than 300

votes ahead of him before the

Vic count.

Winning by only a slight

margin al New College put the

final nail in the coftin and it

was all over.

Cartoons by

LARRY HAIVEN
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Scarborough students want to build $1 million residence
Scarborough College's stu-

dent council will build a mil-

lion dollar student-run resi-

dence if V of T's Board of Gov-
ernors will supply the land.

The students hope to gain the

board's approval at its meeting
Thursday. This would allow
them to make financial ar-

rangements for construction.

Bob Kligerman (II Scar)
explains that the Central Mort-

gage and Housing Corporation,

a federal agency, would put up

90 per cent of the cost if the

university would supply the
remaining 10 per cent. This
could take the form of a land

grant.

John Andrews, the architect

who designed Scarborough Col-

lege, had been retained to draw
plans for the proposed resi-

dence, which the council hopes
to open by fall, 1970.

They have already spoken to

officials in the department of

university affairs. Simcoe Hall

and SAC, and term the re-

sponse "hopeful".

The move to build a student

residence came after months
of frustration, waiting for the

administration to start resi-

dences approved last Decem-
ber.

Last weekend, the council

conducted a survey of first and
second year students. Of those

polled, 27 per cent said they

would be prepared to move
into some sort of residence

complex. Since there will be
1,700 students at Scarborough
next year, this would indicate

demand would be more than
sufficient to fill the proposed
200-bed residence.

Student Council President
Steve Langdon said last night

SAC was prepared to help with

the preliminary financing and
with planning the building.

SAC's housing committee has

already met with Scarborough
representatives to discuss the

project.

The project hinges on receiv-
ing approval in principle from
the governors, a move which
would indicate the university
feels the plan is financially
feasible. "If they don't get that
approval," said Langdon, "it's

pretty hard to go ahead."

The Scarborough council
hopes President Claude Bissell

will present the proposal to the
board, since students can not
appear at the board's closed
meetings.

Vic results counted - Hobbs wins
You may well ask why,

since Victoria College held

elections on Thursday last, the

results are only now available.

Well — it took a long time to

count the ballots.

Vic students turned out at

more than 40 per cent of their

full strength to mark ballots

for a slate of Victoria College

Union Council executive posts.

Tabulating the results

proved a tedious task for the

returning officers, who put the

ballots through a total of nine

recounts.

Ei indole College beauty Nonci Wakeman, 20, was crowned Miss Erindale at the

college's Awards Banquet Friday.

Principal J. Tuzo Wilson and Mrs. Wilson presented Nanci with a tiara and bou-
quet of yellow roses. A graduate of Richview Collegiate Institute, the Erindale queen
plans to desert her college next year in favor of a Dental Hygiene course on the St.

George campus.
Princesses Cathy Slobodian, 21, {left} and Adrienne Trull, 21, (right) also received

roses. The ceremony was followed by a dance until midnight and numerous parlies

afterwords.

Earlier in the evening, awards were given for athletic, academic and student
council achievements.

VARSITY SPORTS
Various SAC members were reported quaking in their boots

late last night in anticipation of their imminent defeat at the

hands of Varsity staffers at the big game tonight at 10:15 in

Varsity Arena.

Varsity Inkmen.who have spent the past three weeks getting

up a cheering squad ("We're Not Biased, Fight, Fight, Fight!)
are convinced they will win on moral support alone. An audi-
ence of several is expected to cheer mightily.

It is not yet known whether the Inkmen will feature a topless
womens' line. "It all depends on how we're doing after the
second period," commented Ma Brydson last night. She would
neither deny nor confirm the rumor she is planning to appear
in a bikini.

Dents get 85%
Eighty-five per cent of the

voters turned out to the polls in

yesterday's local elections at

the Faculty of Dentistry.

Barry Chapnick (II Dents)

was voted President of the

Dental Students Society, de-

feating his opponent Tom Rice

(III) by a margin of 283 to 216.

Other DSS positions were:

secretary Frank Wilson (II);

treasurer Hans Viergiver (II);

assistant treasurer Randy
Whyte (II); social director

Doug Meredith (III); assistant

Eric van Gorder (I); athletic

director Rick Ward (HI), as-

sistant Jerry Shudrak (I);

Dentantics director Rick Gre-

sik (II), assistant Jerry Boyko
(I); publicity director Brad
Chappie (II); yearbook editor

Mike Bouris (III), assistant

Nick Shabotinsky (II); junior

SAC rep Peter Gold (II).

The dental students elected

Vince Wroblewski (II) as their

representative on the Students'

Administrative Council.
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Squeaking into the presi-

dent's job is Ernie Hobbs, who,

with 418 votes, outscored his

opponent John Elton by a mar-
gin of 18.

The vice-president's post

went to John Sparks who gar-

nered four votes more than

Blair Tupper Smith's 313.

Totals in both of these races

were recounted six times each.

The VCUC's treasuring post

remains with Bill Collier. New
University government com-
missioner is Jim Maxwell.;

Other commissioners elected
are: educational research Tim
Young; communications Doug
Mann; Scarlet and Gold Scott

Walker; Cultural Affairs Dar-
lene Lawson.

Elected as members at large

were Carolyn Henderson and
Mary Ballachey.

About 50 of the ballots cast
in the election turned out to be
spoiled, largely because stu-

dents used tick marks rather
than an "x"' to indicate their

choice.

Com

X "Stay on campus this summer" does not sound like a very £
:; clever slogan, especially at this time of year. But it is part of £
X the new SAC summer program. £
x "Summer is in many ways an ideal time for exciting learn-

X 'n9f since most students are free from the pressures of exams, $
•:• class schedules etc." SAC President Steve Langdon said yester- ::

X day. £
£ "A program in the summer seemed especially called for X

this year as many U of T students will be unable to find jobs."

X Programs will include the F. U. of T., the Pollution Probe, *

X work with downtown communities and work with high *:*

X schools. x
:•: Those interested are being asked to sign a mailing list at x

;J;
the SAC office. Anyone with ideas for F.U. of T. Summer semi-

x nars should contact Bob Bossin, 923-3490. :•

:•: "It is difficult to respond to the summer job situation. I hope v

this program will enable students to ask the kind of questions

:: that will be relevant to their own hang-ups as students and

X workers," said Langdon. :*

ATS holds money teach-in
eil of University Faculty Asso-

ciations will speak.

Prof. Ian Burton of the ATS
said yesterday, "The purpose

of the teach-in is to inform fac-

ulty and students of the impli-

cations of the budget and give

some feedback to Queen's

Park on campus opinion."

Prof. Burton stressed the

teach-in was a student-faculty

affair. "We want students to be

there," he said.

The teaching staff is con-

cerned that the 5.5 per cent

increase in operating grants to

Ontario universities is too

small to allow salary raises

next year. The staff has asked

for a 19 per cent pay hike and is

currently negotiating with the

administration.

The teach-in will hear re-

ports and debates on faculty

salaries, staff-student ratios,

negotiations with the province

and university autonomy. Or-

ganizers promise there will be

"ample opportunity for debate

and speeches from the floor."

- THE VARSITY. March 11 1969

Discontent with the latest

Ontario Budget has prompted
U of T's Association of Teach-
ing Staff to organize a teach-in

at Convocation Hall today at

12:15 p.m.

Deputy minister of univer-

sity affairs E. E. Stewart,
president Claude Bissell, SAC
president Steve Langdon and
Chuck Hanly, executive vice-

chairman of the Ontario Coun-

BLEED!
Blood drive total to date is

1475 (units). Today's clinic is at

Trinity, tomorrow's at UC and
Sig Sam is to be visited on

Thursday and Friday.

Dents have dripped up with

263 pints and are leading the

race at this point.

Miscellaneous donations,

have accounted for 1 6 pints,

one of them from a McGill Uni-

versity grasshopper, a small

insect vaguely unrelated.
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Our economic system must create
men who fit its needs; men who coop-
erate smoothly; men who want to con-
sume more and more. Our system must
creat men whose tastes are standard-
ized, men who can be easily influenced,
men whose needs can be anticipated.
Our system needs men who feel free and
independent but who are nevertheless
willing to do what is expected of them,
men who will fit into the social machine
without friction, who can be guided
without force, who can be led without
leaders, and who can be directed with-
out any aim except the one to "make
good".

It is not that authority has disap-
peared, nor even that it has lost in

strength, but that it has been trains-

formed from the overt authority of for\e
to the anonymous authority of persuct\
sion and suggestion. In other words, in\
order to be adaptable, modern man is

obliged to nourish the illusion that ever-
ything is done with his consent, even
though such consent be extracted from
him by subtle manipulation. His con-
sent is obtained, as it were, behind his

back, or behind his consciousness.

>
— Erich Fromm

fN )

0
Drawing — Harold Ekstein



PERMANENT JOBS AVAILABLE
with

EDUCATION CONSULTANT

Chief administrator of the Free University of

Toronto, handles other educational programming

with SAC reps and local councils. Organizing

with course unions and educational research

are also part of the job.

SAC
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

To relieve the President of much of the work-

load, act as liaison between Council and the

SAC Office, help the Council and Executive
members carry out various projects. This posi-

tion involves participating in planning and
decision-making, and thus requires background
and abi lities related to the university and
student government.

SECRETARY TO THE PRESIDENT

To keep track of the President and his sched-

ule, type his correspondence, handle some
Council work. This is a vital co-ordinating and

organizing role and again requires abilities and

background related to student government.

STUDENT INFORMATION OFFICER

To be in charge of summer drop-in centre for prospective new students and unemployed stu-

dents in general. To organize group action around student problems during the academic

year, such as the OSAP march this year. Again, research on student-related issues is included

in the job.

Salary for each position: $95 a week; $10 extra if married;

$15 extra for each child.

All applicants must have a genuine interest in working with students,

none of these positions are 9-5 jobs; they all call for commitment and

willingness to work long hours.

Apply in writing, stating qualifications and reason for interest in one of

these positions (stating which position you are applying for) to:

Executive Assistant SAC Office
Deadline for applications: March 28.

All positions to begin on or around May

SUMMERSTUFF
Face it. If you haven't got a job now, you aren't going to find one.

If you have a job it will probably be pretty dull.

Therefore SAC is planning an extensive program of part-time
and full time stuff. Stuff includes:

CCII Af T POLLUTION PROBE COMMUNITY0«r«V WT B WORK RESEARCH T-GROUPS ETC.

Meet people, dig what being a part of this community means. Learn, grow, enjoy.

* For information (including S.F. U of T calendar), leave your name,

summer address and phone, present address and phone and interests (perhaps)

at SAC office. Since there will be no Varsity this will be the only way
to find out what is happening.

* C E || a( T 's 'oozing for resource people for groups9«r«W Of I about anything. Contact Bob Bossin, 923-3490

'He who sits on his ass all summer, gets a hot, sweaty ass,'

the registrar
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backlog
"SAC should have fall vote'

In postponing until next year the

request of 2,000 students that a

referendum be held to question

SAC's participation in the Ontario

and Canadian Unions of Students.

SAC has emasculated its credibili-

ty as an institution responsible to

the students of this campus. The

issue that the petition raised was
very simple: SAC*s proposed

budget for 1969-70 implied a set of

priorities which assumed that stu-

dents would tolerate support of

OUS and CUS while the budgets of

certain campus activities were
reduced. This assumption may be

valid. The petition merely asked
that it be questioned.

Why won't it be? It won't be-

cause certain SAC members man-
aged to convince the council that

the petition was dishonest and ir-

responsible; dishonest because of

my association with the Debating
Union and because its first clause

was false; irresponsible because it

was raised at a time when aca-
demic pressure would preclude
widespread discussion of its is-

sues.

I want to make several points

clear. 1) My motivation in circu-

lating the petition is entirely hon-

ourable though totally irrelevant.

The only relevant issue is the
demand made by students to ques-
tion the priority given in SAC's
1969-70 budget to continued mem-
bership in OUS and CUS. That
demand has been ignored.

2) The petition was not circulat-

ed under false pretenses. In a let-

ter to The Varsity submitted when
the petition began circulating, I

stated that the purpose of the peti-

tion was to challenge the assump-
tion that the students of this cam-
pus "feel it is more important to
support student unions than it is

for certain student activities. . ,to
be maintained at their present
level". This assumption was im-
plicit in SAC's budget and explicit
in the minutes of SAC's Feb. 12
meeting which records Langdon
rejecting a fee increase in favour
of "setting priorities". The peti-
tion arose to question those priori-
ties. It was advertised and circu-
lated as a legitimate challenge to
a vital policy decision which SAC's
budget for next year reflects. (No
one maintains that it is irresponsi-
ble to elect a SAC president and

student officers across the cam-
pus in the last month of the vearl

3) 2,000 students do not agree
hat it is irresponsible to present
this challenge at this time of year
No one maintains that it is irre-
sponsible to elect a SAC presi-
dent and student officers in the
last month of the year. The peti-
tion arose in response to a budget
The real irresponsibility lies in
debating a $250,000 budget one
month before the end of term and
in ignoring the request that some
of SAC's budget priorities for next
year be decided by the student
body.

Let there be no mistake about
the fact that the central question
which the petition raised, the
priorities of SAC's budget as re-
flected in its commitments to OUS
and CUS for next year, has been
dismissed. By cowering behind a
veil of personal abuse and self-
righteous indignation, SAC has
belied its rhetorical promise to
involve students in its policy-mak-
ing.

Derek Allen

(IVTrin)

more on CUS
I am writing this letter to pro-

test SAC's handling of the petition

calling for a referendum on CUS
and OUS. In the first test of SAC's
proclaimed desire for 'participa-

tory democracy' it has flagrantly

ignored the wishes of over 2,000 U
of T students. Its reasons for doing
so are hypocritical and dictatorial.

The first argument presented by
SAC was that this is not the time
of the year for referendums, be-

cause of lack of a Varsity to clari-

fy the issues, lack of time to de-

bate the question, and lack of in-

terest on the part of students. This

problem of communication is easi-

ly overcome by pamphlets and a

special issue of the Varsity (as

was published after the presiden-

tial election). Secondly, four

weeks remain in term and it is

easily possible to organize a refer-

endum within ten days. Finally.

March is the month of peak elec-

tion activity on this campus, when

other important issues are debat-

ed and decided by ballot.

A second line of defence initiat-

ed by Mr. Langdon attacked the

wording of the petition, claiming

that student activities had not
been cut in order to send fees to
CUS and OUS. He contended that
the wording of the petition was a
he'. This is fallacious, for it is ob-
vious from the budget tabled by
the Finance Commission that
priorities had indeed been set (as
they must in any budget), and that
CUS and OUS were placed ahead
of other campus activities. By
delaying the referendum to next
fall, SAC has unilaterally decided
on CUS and OUS membership for
the year 1969-70— the specific
question the referendum was to
decide.

The petition was circulated at
this time in response to SAC's out-
line of priorities. Had they been
determined earlier, the issues
raised by the budget and the re-
sulting petition would not have
come so close to the year's end. To
say that students who attempt to

hold a referendum at this time are
irresponsible is to misplace criti-

cism. In ignoring this petition,
SAC has violated the spirit of its

constitution and its rhetorical
commitment to the students of
this university. Will democracy
only be employed when it suits
SAC's convenience and prevailing
ideological bias?

David Adamson
(IV Trinity!

broken minds
Though I am a member of

the Toronto Student Move-
ment, the following reflects no
official or unofficial policy of
that organization.

So everybody's outraged at a

broken computer.

The incompetence of our pol-

itical structure manifests it-

self closer to us then Vietnam
Canada's economy is 65 per
cent US owned. Over 6 per cent
of Canadians are unemployed.
Universities are not geared to

the solution of unemployment,
nor are they geared to the

elimination of economic impe-

VARSITY BOUND VOLUMES
A limited number of bound volumes of this year's Varsity are

available for $11 each. Send cheques or money orders (not cash)

•o Bound Volumes, 91 St. George St., Toronto. If you miss the cut

he money will be returned.

Applications fclr a position on the Varsity Board of Directors

will be accepted until 5 p.m. Monday, March 17. Address ap-

plications to the chairman, Board of Directors, The Varsity, 91

St. George St. Anyone may apply.

rialism. They are designed to
mold rebellion into rhetoric;
vitality into "virtue"

, and rev-
olution into repairwork on an
absolute economic structure.
So is the power of the written
word, and the power of armed
force. The only force remain-
ing to effect change is the pow-
er to attach the controls, the
machinery, the computer, the
means by which the structure
monopolizes power.
When an agency, any agen-

cy, states as its purpose the
perpretation of the status quo
in a politically absurd and
therefore very dangerous situ-

ation to survival, this agency
must be destroyed.

In the February 12 article.
"

stupid power' at SGW ". the
writer pointed out several ter-

rible consequences of comput-
er destruction. I've already
commented on the value of the

computer itself, so what about
the animals in the 11th floor

psychology dept. that died?
These were the guinea pigs of

some scientists who place such
a low value on life that they, in

order to gain knowledge, do not

hesitate to hinder and impair
the lives of fellow creatures.
Which is worse, to kill these
animals as an unintentional

consequence of an unrelated
action, or to systematically
and consciously maim them?
The rest of the points all men-
tioned the destruction of some
phase of computer clothing

An action may be classified

as "stupid" only when a more
effective and constructive ac-

tion could have supplanted it

We must change the very basis

of our political, economic, so-

cial, and educational struc-

ture, or our own "stupid pow-
er" will destroy us.

ernest fusco jr.

BORN FREE???
Family backgrounds, religious atmosphere, and social environment

are immediate influences on who I am. So often status quo conventions

make me feel like an alienated robot in a meaningless mass. Can I

really know who I am when I leel so hemmed in, restricted, inhibited,

and enslaved by rules, conventions and ideas forced on me merely by

chance of birbV

Real freedom is a quality lhal touches the very ground of our being.

II is not just an external quality such as Ihe right to participate in for-

mation of certain political and social decisions but it is also a freedom

lhal drops barriers lo communicate, lo responsibility, to love, for

our fellow man.

We found this freedom and God has shown us Ihe Way in Ihe person

of Jesus. II you want to know about this fieedom call 741-1448 and we

be happy lo lalk aboul it with you. Our barriers are down, are yours.

S.A.C, BOOKSTORE

SALE

ALL REMAINDERS

AT COST

MARCH 17-28

NOON TO SIX

(P. S. pick up used books)

REX CHAINBELT
(CANADA) LTD.

1181 SHEPPARD AVENUE EAST.

Willowdale, Ontario

Required _ a 1969 Mechanical Engineering Graduate.

Contact Placement Service before March 20 to arrange
lor an interview.

L928-2538 AND 928-2539

ELECTIONS
FOR NEXT YEAR'S HISTORY STUDENTS" UNION

TO BE ELECTED: Five 2nd Year Reps.

Five 3rd Year Reps.
Four 4th Year Reps.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE FRIDAY. March 14. 4:00 p.m.

All Students Taking One History Course Eligible To Vote
For Their Year Reps.

ELECTIONS TO BE HELD WEDNESDAY, March 19th.

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Foyer of Sid Smith

Hey:
Just aminute
Stop and think. Millio

of women are tisir

Tampax tampons. Thei

must be a reason.

Maybe it's becaus

Tampax tampons are so

easy and convenient to

use.

Maybe it's because

they give truly hygienic

internal protection.

Maybe it's because

the satin-smooth con-
tainer-applicator pro-

tects the tampon prior to

use.

Maybe it's because

once the tampon is in

place you never know
it's there.

There are a lot of good
reasons for using
Tampax tampons. So
take that minute. Find

out for yourself.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD ,

BARRIE, ONTARIO
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School of Graduate Studies

Divisional Meetings
All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all

graduate students enrolled in the departments, centres, and institutes

constituting the Division, may take part in these meetings,

(The Humanities)Division I

Division II

Monday, April 7, 1969, 4:00 p.m.,

in the Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Tuesday, April 8, 1969, 4:00 p.m.,

in the Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division III (The Physical Sciences) - Wednesday, April 9, 1969, 10:00 p.m.,

in the Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

(The Social Sciences)

Division IV (The Life Sciences)

e 6 — THE VARSITY. Friday. March 14. 1969

Wednesday. April 9, I969, 2:00 p.m.,

in the Council Chamber, Galbraith
Bui Iding

matuaL
farads,.,
A GREAT INVESTMENT IDEA

BRIAN DAVIDSON
COMPETITIVE MUTUAL INVESTMENTS - 1604 BAYVIEW AVE.
distributor of leading north american mutual funds

tel: day - 481-3387 nite - 783-1679

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFUREP3
"oaf JJ. W Ml tho Lust Mod Style,S and Cull by any of our 5 Stylists

Wo specialize In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.t.. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadina • Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

HEADQUARTERS
U of T JACKETS
LEVI'S LEES
BLAZERS &
CRESTS
CRESTED SWEAT
SHIRTS

LYNN-GOLD CLOTHES AT GERRARD

THE U.C. LIT INVITES

APPLICATIONS

FOR THE FOLLOWING

POSITIONS FOR 1969-70:

EDITOR - Gargoyle

EDITOR - Undergrad

EDITOR - Gargoyle Magazine

EDUCATION COMMISSIONER

CHAIRMAN - Orientation Week

DIRECTOR U.C. Player's Guild

SNACK BAR MANAGER

s[c ?|c sjc s^c dfc «o|c
«*J( os^c sjc 5$C

APPLY AT LIT OfFItt

Honoraria for Some Positions



CUS REFERENDUM HERE NEXT OCTOBER
By BRIAN JOHNSON

A divided Students' Administrative

Council decided Wednesday to hold a

cross-campus referendum in October

to determine' whether or not U of T
will remain in the Canadian Union of

Students and the Ontario Union of

Students.

The motion resulted from a petition

signed by 2,000 students asking for a

CUS/OUS referendum before the

SAC joint meeting March 26. The peti-

tion was initiated by David Adamson
(IVTrin) and Derek Allen (IVTrin).

The petition's preamble read;

"Whereas SAC's proposed budget for

1969 cuts certain campus services in

order to maintain membership in

OUS and CUS; and whereas greater

benefits accrue directly to the major-

ity of membership of students on this

campus from those services than
from SAC's support of OUS and CUS:
we, the undersigned, request that SAC
hold separate referendums on the
questions of SAC's participation in

OUS and CUS."

™e "ganizers of the petition de-manded the referendum be held in the
next few weeks.

At Wednesday's meeting SAC Pres-
ident Steve Langdon condemned this
Preamble, saying the petition had
been brought up at a very irresponsi-
ble time." "The organizers are not
really concerned about the CUS-OUS
issue. They could have brought it up
all winter. Instead they have waited
until the budget meeting.
"But membership in those organi-

zations is not a budgetary matter It's
a constitutional matter. If we are
members then we have to pay the
fees."

CUS and OUS fees total $23 000 a
year.

"The people who organized this pe-
tition represent narrow interest
groups affected by budgetary cuts-
Mr. Allen is the President of the U of
T Debating Union that was cut."
The UTDU will get no SAC funds

next year, compared to $1,500 this
year.

"And there is something really dis-

BISSELL TELLS ATS TEACH-IN

Cutbacks mean no hike
By HARRIET KIDECKEL

A $2.5 million cutback in

ext year's provincial grant to

University of Toronto will

ean no raises for faculty and
on-faculty staff next year,
resident Claude Bissell told

ver 500 faculty members
esday.

Due a change in the formula
or provincial grants, graduate
students are no longer counted

full-time students unless
they are trimester students, he
told the Association of Teach-
ing Staff teach-in in Convoca-
tion Hall. The formula, devised
in 1966 and supposedly in effect
for three years, calculates the
size of the grant by considering
the "student enrolment
weighted in accordance with

different courses, multi-
plied by the value assigned to
the 'basic income' unit to pro-
duce the university's 'basic
operation income,' . . . stu-
dents' tuition fees plus provin-
cial government grants. " The
amount of fees is subtracted
from this and "the remainder
becomes the amount of the
government grant", Dr. Bis-
sell explained.

But "the government uses a
median figure and not the ac-
tual fees," he added.

Dr. Bissell ruled out the pos-
siMlity of raising fees or in-
creasing weighted enrolment
at a time when students are

asking for s ^MeT c iasses and
more direct contact with their
instructors".

Even next year's "addition

the
"eW Staff wi" not imProve
s'aff-to-weighted-enrol-

me nt ratio- he pointed out.
ratio will be worsened

"The
slightly

don
A° President Steven Lang-

Dan i

SeCond of the four-man

snn
'° speak

' offered student
"Pport for the salary requests
especially

for junior faculty

members and teaching assist-

ants. But he agreed with Dr.
Bissell that money was not
available without raising fees
or increasing student-staff ra-

tio—both of which he consi-

dered "not viable ". Langdon
shifted the responsibility for

the lack of finances in educa-
tion from the university to the

government. "We have to talk

about the priorities of the uni-

versity over other financial

demands on government," he

said. "There is not a very fair

balance between private indi-

vidual needs and collective

social needs—and the universi-

ty is the first to lose out."

E. E. Stewart, Ontario depu-

ty minister of education, said

that at present "there is no

great groundswell of support

for the university". He at-

tempted to shift blame from

the provincial government,

which, he said, "is putting

more money into its universi-

ties than any other province,

than most states in the U.S. or

anywhere in the world." "The

university must look at what it

is doing for itself," he said.

Stewart explained that spread-

ing courses too thinly and keep-

ing courses with very small

enrolment is one economic

drain.

"The teaching staff them-

selves must question their con-

tribution and validity and the

validity of their research," he I

said. These last comments
|

were met with groans and

grumblings from the audience.

Prof Chuck Hanly, executive

vice-chairman of the Ontario

Confederation of Faculty Asso-

ciations, said he "would like to

develop a method of involving

honest about the wording of this peti-
tion. Services were not cut so U of T
could remain in CUS and OUS. Cuts
were made because of the withdrawal
of the Graduate Students' Union from
SAC.

"Given all these things," Langdon
added, "I'm afraid we're up against
the wall

"

But in the end Langdon revised his
field to urge a referendum later this
month.

"If CUS can't know definitely that
it will have $20,000 from the U of T at
the summer congress, it will fold."

Next year's SAC vice president Bob
Barkwell (II Meds) shot back. "I was
stunned with the last part of Mr.
Langdon's speech, because the initial

expose he gave was exactly what I

felt If we are going to have a good
debate, holding the referendum in the
first month before exams is the best
way to avoid it."

Speaking above a din of heckling
Derek Allen denied Langdon's
charges of dishonesty and said SAC
must hold the referendum this term

to be democratic. (This year a change
in the SAC constitution allows for a
referendum on any motion passed or
failed in SAC. if a 2,000 name petition
is presented.

)

Mark Freiman (IV UC) said a ref-
erendum this term would produce a
low turnout and no debate.

"One thousand voters will decide
the fate of a national organization
that involves many thousands of stu-
dents across the country," he added.
SAC voted 11 to 11 on Langdon's

amendment to hold the referendum
before the joint SAC meeting The
amendment failed.

Bob Rae's unamended motion to
accept the petition and hold the refer-
endum in October passed.

The council then passed a motion
reaffirming their membership in CUS
to give U of T delegates a more solid
mandate at the congress.

"Otherwise." Freiman said, "the
congress will think we're blackmail-
ing the"m - give us what we want or
we'll pull out'."

UTTERLY
Next year The Varsity

will follow a policy of com-
plete and utter, it was re-

vealed yesterday.

The reason for this is that

a new editor has been duly

voted on and appointed.

The news came as a terri-

ble shock to the present edi-

tor, Paul MacRae. "I was
just getting used to this

chair," he said, getting used

to his comfortable chair,

and warming his hands over

a smoking typewriter "Who
is the new editor anyway?"
Just then staff democracy

came lumbering in and re-

plied:

"Brian Johnson." it said

Brian Johnson is a 19-

year-old second year Eng-

ish Lang St Lit boy from Is-

ington who was elected edi-

tor of The Varsity for next

year.

the province in the financial

administration of the univers!-

%e cited figures that showed

other post-secondary school

institutions like Ryerson and added.

the community colleges re-

ceived a larger increase in

their provincial grant than did

the university.

"Sub-professional technical

training was supported to fit

industry 's needs, " he said.

"We recognize that the gov-

ernment is in fiscal difficulties

—it is the distribution of mon-
ey that we argue with," he

UBC pulls out of CUS
VANCOUVER (OJPI The University of British Columbia vol

ed Wednesday 2946 to 1701 to drop oul of the Canadian Union
Students.

The withdrawal leaves CUS with 21 members, 19 less than i

had before its annual congress last summer There are abou
70,000 students in the 21 universities that are still members.

Fraser Hodge, incoming UBC student president, believes th
withdrawal of UBC's 21,000 students means the death of CUS.
CUS president Peter Warrian said: "I don't think the UB<

withdrawal spells the end of CUS: it brings things to a head.
"

The future ol CUS will be decided at a meeting of the union
national council, March 21-23. A working paper from the Nation
Secretariat has suggested that there are three possible coursi
for the union: a social democratic union, which is essentially r

forming what the union is now. a voluntary union of radical si

dents, or a service union similar to what CUS was 10 years ago
"A lot of people have felt that through smashing or modera

ing' CUS it is possible to stop or redirect the radical studei.
movement in Canada. I think that is mistaken," Warrian said.

"There will continue to be disruptions in universities, aliena-
tion of sections of the business community regardless of what
CUS does or does not do.

"

DEADLINE
• Bill Lawson, the friendly vending truck driver in front of Sid
Smith, received two summonses from the Metro Police last
week.

This brings the total number of summonses he has received to
five. The Metro licensing Commission usually revokes licenses
after three convictions.

His case will probably come up after students have left the
university for the summer holidays. George Majic, (III Law)
expects action from the licensing commission and says that re-

sponse from the university community will be very helpful in

Bill's case A petition will be posted at Bill Lawson's truck for
the remainder of the school year starting Monday. Interested
patrons are invited to sign it, giving name and address. Letters to

the Metro Licensing Commission, explaining the need for cater-
ers like Bill, are also welcomed

• The fellow from Personnel was pretty nice guy. The kind >
might call affable. He was tall, fortyish. Looked like he might
play tennis summer Sundays.

He talked about "ballpark figures" and being "pitched high
hard ones" which seems funny at the university, but he was that
sort of nice guy.

His desk was in the south-west corner, sparsely and irregularly
populated with other desks and other administrators.

He said that after getting out of the air force he started in grad-
uate work in English But the girl said, "Do you want a wife or a
Ph.D.?"

So he quit school and got a wife and a job in Personnel.
I like stories with happy endings.

—louis erlichmann
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music
blues for the spring
For the most part, the reis-

sue of blues material has been

done by enthusiasts, for small

labels, often without access to

the original masters, and all

too often with poor sound quali-

ty. Now finally, Imperial, a

major producer of blues re-

cords in the '40s, has begun to

reissue some of the best of its

own material at the instigation

and under the guidance of

members of the Canned Heat.

The first volume issued in

Canada from a four record

set,Rural Blues, Vol.1: Coin'

Up the Country (Imperial LM
94000) a well recorded and well

selected anthology. Although

there is no way of knowing
from the title of the album,

this is fortunately not an at-

tempt to document a wide
range of country blues styles.

The musicians are all from
Texas, with the exception of

Snooks Eaglin who is from
neighbouring Louisiana, and
they all play in a style that was
developed in Texas in the '40s.

As a result, the record has a

more unified sound than if the

producers had tried to live up

to the all-encompassing title.

Three of the artists Nathan-
iel Terry. Manny Nichols and
Country Jim, never had more
than a few records, so that a
large percentage of their out-

put is represented (in the case
of Terry, both sides of his one
record are here). Lightning

Hopkins and Lil'Son Jackson
are the best known artists and
three of their selections were
never issued before in any
form. Also included are Hop-
kins' first recordings, on which
he plays guitar accompani-
ment to the piano and vocal of

Thunder Smith. It was at this

session that Sam Hopkins
picked up his nickname, so that

the two artists could be billed

as Thunder 'n' Lightnin'.

The record has obviously
been compiled with some
thought as to what would ap-
peal to collectors, but the qual-

ity of the performances is very
high. It's a rough music, and it

may take some getting used to

if you're not familiar with it,

but it has a good sound to it.

The 1968 Memphis Country
Blues Festival (Sire 97003)is a

.... giving your love a diamond ring. If you are like

most of your fellow students who are getting engaged,
you don't know what to expect for your investment.
Write, phone or come in for a free booklet and infor-

mation on how you can purchase a diamond ring at

prices substantially below the market.

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
GEM DEALERS — APPRAISERS

921-7702
SUITE 416 - THE COLONNADE, TORONTO

not too successful attempt to

document, once again, some of

the remaining active country
bluesmen. Two of the artists,

Bukka White and Furry Lewis,

are very well known to blues

fanciers. The other three, Rev.

Robert Wilkins, Nathan Beaur-

egard and Joe Callicott, are

much less well known. Furry
Lewis has done some excellent

recording since he was redis-

covered some ten years ago,

but if his one selection here is a

fair indication, he should now
end his recording career. Cer-

tainly this number should nev-

er have been released — the

guitar is so badly out of tune it

is embarrassing, and Lewis'
playing is disjointed. The Buk-
ka White selections are
marred through no fault of his

own. The mike arrangement
while he was playing doesn't
seem to have been adequate, so

that his voice is much weaker
and more distant than it should

#
be. Even worse, he is haunted*
by a washboard player who is

unable to keep time.

By far the best selections on
the record are those by Robert
Wilkins. He has been improv-
ing his playing skills and his

voice has mellowed since his

blues playing days of forty

years ago. He would certainly

be far better known if he hadn't

given up blues long ago for reli-

gious music.

Nathan Beauregard and Joe
Callicott provide some inter-

esting moments, but age has
caught up with Beauregard and
Callicott's songs tend to be a

bit aimless.

Turning to somewhat more
recent sounds, Chess has is-

sued a new anthology called
Heavy Heads, Voyage 2 (Chess
1528) The artists represented
are many of the Chess blues
greats: Muddy Waters, Little

Walter, Sonny Boy William-
son II, Howling Wolf, etc. A
large part of this album is a
reshuffling of material from a

five volume set called The
Blues.and much of the rest is

from available albums of the
various artists. The fact that so
much of this was on The Blues
isn't very important in Canada,
because the set was never
available here except as an
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Coffee House
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import. However, if you own
many Chess records, check the

titles before you get this one.

Otherwise, it is an excellent

sampler of Chess material and
includes some great songs
(Little Walter's "Off the Wall"
and Wolf's "How Many More
Years" to name just a couple).

Raw Blues (London 543).

Here are 12 electrically simu-

lated numbers to test your
friends blues sense on. There
are four songs by Otis Spann,

six by John Mayall and two by
Jack Dupree. To make things

more difficult for those being

tested, the accompanying mu-
sicians for Spann and Dupree
are Clapton, Mayall, etc. If, on

the first cut, your friend says
that it sounds like Otis Spann,

but with a bad bass player and
a guitarist who isn't quite up to

Muddy Waters, you can quit

right there.

There's more good blues
sound on the record than might
be expected, but the English
boys don't even begin to give
the Americans competition in

the singing department. This
could be an interesting album
to many people, but looked at

strictly for its blues quality,

it's a bit uneven.

Suddenly there are three
Albert King albums (actually

there are four, but who's ever

seen the old King album
around?). The second one,

which was recorded live at

the Fillmore, Live Wire/Blues

continued on R-3
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Power.is still the best.The lat-

est is called King of the Blues
Guitar (Atlantic 8213) and it

looks as if Atlantic-Stax-Atco

are beginning to duplicate Al-

bert King's material the way
they did Otis Redding's. Four
songs from the first al-

bum. Born Under a Bad Sign

(Stax 723), including the title

song from that album appear
here. However, if you don't

have the first album, and pre-

fer Albert King in a soul music
mode, this is a better album
than the first one. For really

fine blues guitar, Live Wire is

the record to get.

Buddy Guy is a Chicago gui-

tarist in his early 30s who, like

Albert King, is definitely bene-
fiting from the resurgence of

interest in the blues. Vanguard
put out a second album not long

ago, This is Buddy Guy
(Vanguard 79290) and just a

couple of weeks ago. Chess
released Left My Blues in San
Francisco (Chess 1527).

I don't think there has yet
been a satisfactory record by
Buddy Guy, but these two are a

marked improvement over the

first one on Vanguard. The
Chess album has somewhat
better material — This is Bud-

dy Guy suffers from songs like

"You Give Me Fever" and the

badly overworked "Knock on
Wood." On the other hand, the

Vanguard record is recorded
"live" before a wildly enthu-

siastic audience and much
more attention is paid to Bud-
dy's guitar. It's for the guitar

that you listed to Buddy Guy,
and on the Chess album, he is

relegated too much to just

being the shouter. I'd like to

hear him record with a small
group with just three or four

other instruments, but the way
the promoters seem to be
thinking these days, it may be

beyond hope.

Finally, to end this on a note
of despair, the people at Cadet
Concepts have conceived
again. No sooner had they fin-

ished surrounding Muddy Wat-
ers with electric mud, they
turned their attentions to

Howling Wolf and came up
with an album which seems to

be titled This is Howlin' Wolf's

new album. He doesn't like it.

He didn't like his electric gui-

tar first either (Cadet Concept
319). I don't like it either, and I

never had any strong feelings

about his electric guitar. This

is a somewhat psychedelic

remake of 10 of his greatest
songs, but Wolf just sounds lost

in a musical surrounding he
doesn't like. These are great
songs, and if you want to hear
them, get Chess 1502 which is

available here, or spend a little

more and get an import copy of

Chess 1469 which is his best.

Howling Wolf with flutes? Oh
well, some of my pop-friends

liked Electric Mud, maybe
they'll like this one too, and
he'll get rich enough so that he
can avoid being pushed into

another such session — fond
hope.

—peter hatch

A new breed of motor cars, with the sleekness

of a Siamese kitten and the strength of a jungle lion, has
burst upon the Canadian scene.

Meet the Peugeot 204's, featuring a front wheel drive

which laughs at Canadian winters, without needing snow tires.

Ask the 1968 Canadian National Rally Champions.
The Keith Ronald/John Slade Team took their Peugeot to

six first and two second places on their winning trail

to the '68 Canadian Championship.

Ask the winners of the last three East African Safaris.

Peugeot stood up and was counted . . . undisputed first.

Ask the journalists who acclaimed Peugeot

"The toughest car in the world". . . two years in a row.

Invest in a Peugeot. Professional rallyists do.

The Canadian National Rally Champions do.

PEUGEOT
6

Canada Ltd.

520 Ellesmere Rd..

Scarboro, Ont.

Tel: 291-1127

TORONTO—
Centre Auto Limned, 120 Adelaide St. E.

Tel: 364-1H6
Wembley !Vk°:ors. 2427 Eglinlon Ave. W.
Tel: 653-4140

Westdale Motors Ltd., 2620 St. Clair Ave. W.
Tel: 763-1177
Wielzcs Motors Ltd., 6080 Yonge St. Wiiiowdale

Tel: 221-5563

COOKSYILLE-
Autosport Equipt. Ltd., 123 Dtmdas Hwv. W. o

Tel: 277-0551

BRAMPTON— '

Universal Mycyk Sales & Service Co. Ltd.

58 Bramalea Rd.. Brampton
Tel: 451 :8484

PEUGEOT The toughest bargain you can drive.
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bob bossin on non-verbal communication

As unaccustomed as you are
to doing what the Varsity or its

intellectual cousin the Review
suggests, take five minutes
and try the following exercise.
The experience will probably
say much more about the sub-

ject of this review than my
words can.

Sit straight, not rigid in a
chair.

Close your eyes and follow
your thoughts for one minute.
Then let the words go and

become aware of how you feel,

not how you think you feel or
how you'd like to feel, but your
actual feelings and sensations
as they are in the next minute.
Now shift your attention to

your feet and without moving

exam
exams
STUDY WITH FORUM 3
AVAILABLE AT T<HE-.„ O

STOREB-Hm 0
REVIEW4

them in any way become con-
scious of what they are resting

on.

Then take 15-20 seconds to

feel-experience (rather than
think or imagine) the following

areas of your body: your feet,

each of your toes (without
moving them), the top of your
feet, your ankles, calves,

knees, thighs, buttocks, the
chair that is supporting you;
your stomach, chest, back, the

back of the chair; your shoul-

ders, arms, elbows, forearms,
wrists, hands, each of the fin-

gers; your neck, lips, cheeks,
nose, eyes, face; forehead, top

of the head, back of your head:
your entire body. Experience
your breathing, the sounds in

the room and how you feel

right now.

Keeping your eyes closed,

let your thoughts wander to a
time and place where you felt

serene, perhaps a scene in the

mountains, or at a cottage. Try
and see it, then hear it, experi-

ence the way things felt to

touch smell; if there was a
breeze; the temperature. Then
when it is comfortable drift

back to the present and open
your eyes.

I suppose the next instruc-

tion should be to ask yourself

how the exercise worked. I feel

more relaxed, but then I have
been doing things like this off

and on since the autumn, usual-

ly when I have been invited to

speak to a roomful of strang-
ers. It helps to cure my own

nervousness as well as their
apprehension about what sort
of dark angel this student
radical is going to be. It only
really bombed once, and then it

was a sorority. They mainly
giggled.

The exercise above was an
adaption of the opening pages
of Bernard Gunther's Sense
Relaxation Below Your Mind,
a beautifully layed-out paper-
back showing a number of
techniques for sensory awak-
ening, relaxation and stimula-
tion.

If you are thinking that you
don't have much use for such a
book, you might be right, but
you probably should think
again: most university stu-

dents (myself included) are so

tight-assed it is a wonder we
can stand.

We sit to discuss, and hardly
ever allow our feelings to sur-
face (they are irrational, ex-
traneous). We have little time
for our bodies, or the non-"in-
tellectual" aspects of our
heads. We haven't got time to

experience what is happening
around us — in the most imme-
diate sense — for our courses
are all outlined in advance and,
if you are like me, you have a
reading list that stretches into

1976.

Release? Bridge, movies
(we watch), organized sports,

sex (although the last two are
each cut off for some). How
many people never touch ex-

continued on R-5

TO SUMMER EXPERIMENTERS
The Experiment in International Living of Canada, a

UNESCO affiliate, needs people (18 and over) to partici-

pate in summer projects in Latin America, Africa, Asia,

and Europe. Applicants must show a desire for inter-

national understanding and co-operation. If necessary,

some partial grants are available.

Write to: The E.I.L. of Canada,

478 Glen Crescent, London, Ontario.

Interested in the Biology

Curriculum, Facilities and Teaching?

Come to the

ORGANIZATIONAL

MEETING
for the

Biology Course Union

Friday, March 14, 1:00 pm,

Lecture Hall #117. Ramsay Wright,

Zoology Building



cept in bed, or say "excuse

me" if they (we) brush up

against someone in the street.

(Desmond Morris in The Na-

ked Ape notices from the top of

a building the amazing pat-

terns men make as they walk,

in order to avoid contact with

one another.) If we do some-

how begin to notice the pre-

sent, we think oh my God, I'm

stoned.

It is worth quoting again

from Gunther, on the way we
use these mistreated temples

of ours:

Non-verbal communication is:

Your posture, facial expres-

sions, voice tone, how close

you stand to others, how you

listen. .

.

The floor is not hard or soft

except in relationship; stand-

ing against the floor it will be

hard against you. For every

action there is an equal and

opposite reaction. Standing on

or in the floor is easy. Knowing

this the Japanese sleep on a

bare floor.

Pushing eyes see hard and

sharp, causing eye-strain, fa-

tigue, eyesolation. . Forcing in

elimination is pushing the shit

out of yourself, symbolic of

how you treat yourself in other

areas.

How you treat-mistreat,

deal or relate with all the as-

pects of the world other re-

flects your relationship with

yourself. The body talks, its

message is how you really are

not how you think you are.

Posture: do you stand up for

yourself . . . There are some
girls who lack support and are

push-overs . . . Look around

you at the poker-faced and the

hard-headed.

There are people who are tight,

hold back, tight assed . . . Body

language is literal. To be de-

pressed is, in fact, to press

against yourself. To be closed

off is to hold your muscles rig-

id against the world. Being

open is being soft. Hardness is

being up tight, cold separate,
giving yourself and other peo-
ple a hard time . .

.

Recognize anyone?
The whole situation is not

just rather sad — although that

is reason enough for correction
— it is dangerous in the effects

it has on our individual and
social attitudes: if we show so

little respect for our own felt

needs, how can we be expected
to show respect for others (or

others for us)? If we aren't

together with ourselves, how
can we be together with other

people?

Small wonder the most char-

acteristic feeling at this uni-

versity is loneliness. Small
wonder Eleanor Rigby and
Day in the Life are such power-

ful songs.

In Education and Ecstasy
(see Bossin's Handy Bibliogra-

phy of Radical Literature on

Education), George Leonard
approaches The Lord of the

Flies from an interesting point

of view. Instead of just saying

that the original sin premise of

the book is wrong (which it is:

as Bob Rae said to Paul

Fromm when he appeared be-

fore CUG, "Nobody believes in

that anymore."), Leonard says

of course the kids chose Jack

over Ralph: because Ralph

was a little adult, a bland,

wishy-washy, rational, liberal

intellectual. Jack was a vis-

cious son of a bitch, but at least

alive and inventive. It is a

point worth considering.

This classroom castration

(see Student as Nigger, The

Community of the University)

has a negative effect on the

learning process itself, some-

thing that, for the life of them,

university officials can't seem

to realize, perhaps because

they are so castrated them-

selves. It is hard to learn when

you are tight-assed.

"A university cannot be first

rate unless intellect, passion

RUNNING!
You are running! You're taking L.S.O., <«fV>™'

- - - but you're running. Drunk, staggering, tripping,

falling - - But you're still running! Sex P'°° lems
.

,ts

always a problem! You're doing your own thing, and yet

you are running on - on and on *
-

Dabbling in life. You are running here and there but

you have missed the core of life's meaning You are

seeking after knowledge, but you have not discovered

solidarity - - and you are scared. You're running, but you

don't know where to run to. where to turn to.

Have you asked the expert? Have you inquired of the

Creator of all life? GOD? He has something to say to

you - - you in your situation.

Suddenly life has meaning and purpose! God offers you

freedom to be truly human, a person w,th va ue. No matter

in what condition God finds you He accepts yo
.
. V»

are. His Son Jesus Chris, has brought us the Good News

of His concert. And this good news is a gift for you. for

the asking.

If you want to talk about it call 741-1448. Can you con-

tinue to run from the joy in life that only God can provide.

for ideas, long hours of work
and devotion to one's course

are socially acceptable to the

student body. . .The impact of

the University rouses all the

powers of the mind to the full-

est activity and stirs up as

much mental conflict as possi-

ble". So says Northrop Frye.

So, what happened here?

What has happened is that

the phrase "all the powers of

the mind" has not been re-

membered.
To again quote Frye (about

how a serious decision is

made): "The emotion bucks

and plunges: the imagination

throws up one phantasm after

another; the memory mutters

and gibbers like a chained ape:

the intellect urges the most

reckless courses of action as

the logical ones. .

."

What has happened is, that

in our ridiculous concern for

memory, and to a lesser extent

the intellect, we have succeed-

ed in pretty well killing off the

rest of the mental team.

William Schutz book Joy

takes off from this point. It is

art attempt to revive senses,

feeling and self-confidence, so

that people can get back on the

track of fulfilling their own
potential, or so that people can

at least start learning again

The methods are taken

mainly from T-group experi-

ence. (The "T" is for tivity, as

in sensitivity.) Many exercises

involve acting out, for exam-

ple, having two people meet

and introduce themselves and

their feelings without words,

thus forcing them away from
the usual chickenshit, to use

the technical term. In another

instance, the trainer (as the

psychologist at a T-group is

called) felt his group angry at

him for not telling them what

to do, as they had come to ex-

pect from their usual teachers.

Still they would not express it

openly, so he suggested they

act out their feelings on the

paper cups sitting on the table.

Several immediately crushed

theirs, one drank from his, and

another declared that he want-

ed to "piss in it".

Other techniques involve

psycho-drama, wrestling and

individual and group fantasiz-

ing. The most basic, the hard-

est and the most rewarding is

just to be honestly expressive

of what you are thinking and

feeling. Try it

However, let me add what

are in one sense a series of

warnings, for as Frye points

out. real learning — for which

you can substitute growth, or

change — is disquieting in the

extreme. While some T-group

enthusiasts (eg. Leonard) hold

that it is pure joy, that is dis-

putable. What can be discov-

ered are feelings of hostility,

difference: realizations that

the way one has defined one-

self, the future one has planned

for oneself, are really sham
Thus, from the F.U. of T. T-

groups alone, people have

come back to quit jobs, quit the

university, confront parents,

break off love affairs.

The alternative, however is

not very appealing to me.

And even if hostilities or

splits are revealed, as in the

paper cup incident, they can be

dealt with up front, honestly

and co-operatively. If CUG had

not rejected the idea of a week-

end group, while the final out-

come of the commission would

have probably been the same,

much of the charade that goes

on at the meetings could have

been avoided.

Gunther's Sense Relaxation,

Schutz' Joy and F.U. of T.'s

groups are not going to change

the world. They can give peo-

ple a protected opportunity to

act responsibly, openly, co-

operatively (see The Commun-
ity of the University)

.

Again a caution: once you

begin to become aware, you

begin to be conscious, and that

has psychological, social and

political implications. For, a

human being, conscious of the

tribe he belongs to, has respon-

sibilities including countering

the dehumanizing forces acting

on him and his brothers And
where do these forces come
from: again, a caution: you

might wake up and find your-

self a student radical.

• Guntber, Bernard, Sense

Relaxation Below Your Mind,

Colliers, 2.95, cheap.

• Schutz, William, Joy, Grove

Press, $6, worth it.

SZO

U.N. AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Should the United Nations Intervene in the Middle East Conflict?

If so, what kind of Intervention?

PANEL DISCUSSION

MODERATOR: PROFESSOR Peter Russell
(acting Principal of Innis College- Professor of

Political Science)

PANELISTS: fATHER Edward Syrian
(Institute of Medieval Studies - St. Michael's College)

PROFESSOR A. Kruger
(Political Economist - University of Toronto)

PROFESSOR Af.f. Marmura
(Associate Professor, Dept. of Islamic Studies -

University of Toronto)

PROFESSOR Wyman
(Political Economist - Scarborough College)

Tiuc. Wed., March 19, pi ire. Hart House
IIMt. 8:00 pm riA"' debates Room
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music
herb hall old tyme modern

Herb Hall was bom in Re-
serve, Louisiana in 1907 and

cut his first feature record in

Toronto in 1969.

"When I left New Orleans

in 1929 with Don Albert's band,

the guys in the band didn't

know each other. There were
four saxophone players, one

trumpeter, a trombonist, a

drummer, and a piano player

but no bassist. We all got into

one of those old Dodges with

the top that came down, and

we drove to Dallas. We had a

gig lined up, but we didn't have
any music. Don went down-

town on the first afternoon we
got into Dallas and bought
some music. But we still didn't

have any place to practise.

Anyway we got a local bass
player and another trumpeter
and went on the stand."

That was the beginning of a

long chapter in Hall's life. Aft-

er the first trying weeks in

Dallas, the band got a job play-

ing in a casino outside San An-

tonio. The only trouble with
playing there. Hall explains, is

that you never knew when the

Texas Rangers were going to

swoop down and padlock the

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING

RECEIVED FOR:

1. Full Time Director Radio Varsity

Preferably interested in News,
Public Affairs and Educational

Programming.

2. EDITOR, SUMMER VARSITY

3. EDITOR, RANDOM MAGAZINE

4. EDITOR, S.A.C. Student

Handbook

5. S.A.C. appointee to Varsity

Board Directors - (3 year term)

Apply in writing to:

Communications
Commissioner
S.A.C. Office

by March 14, 1969 5:00 pm
REVIEW 6

place. Nevertheless, this re-

mained the band's home base

for many years. When they

weren't looking out for the

Rangers, the band went on

tours around the state and as far

away as Buffalo and New Ha-

ven.

Since it was a territory band,

Albert's group never achieved

national fame like Basie's and

Ellington's. However, behind

and around the odd effeminate

male singers who were fea-

tured in those days, some good

jazz was played. Hall re-

mained with the band, playing

tenor and baritone saxophones

until 1940, and if you ever come
across some of those rare re-

cords made in San Antonio you

can hear some fine playing by

a young man who had obvious-

ly been listening to Harry Car-

ney.

"I first started out on banjo,

but I haven't touched one since

those early days. In fact I can't

stand the instrument and
wouldn't even consider playing

alongside a banjo player.

"Then I took up clarinet, and
later added the saxophone."

"Listen, that man sure could

play some beautiful tenor sax,

but he ain't touched it in

years," commented Mrs. Hall.

After the war, Herb Hall

lived in New York and gigged

around the city in small bars
and clubs for years until he
joined Eddie Condon's group in

1957. For the last few years he
ran a store out in Jamaica,
Queens, occasionally taking
time off to play in the band for

the Mets at Shea Stadium. It

wasn't until the formation of

the Jazz Giants that Hall re-

turned to music full time.

The fact that he was the

brother of the famous clarinet-

ist Edmond Hall may help to

explain why Herb Hall re-

mained in relative obscurity
for so long. Yet it is still puz-

zling, for Herb Hall has a very
distinctive style, readily iden-

tifiable, and owing very little

to his brother's influence.

While the elder Hall featured a

hot, raspy tone and a constant-

ly hard driving rhythmic feel-

ing. Herb is more subtle and
various tonally, and his playing

has a more relaxed feeling. He
has an exceptionally beautiful

sound with a wide range of

timbres, from low breathy, but
full, tones, to the raspy sound
favoured by his brother, to a

clear and limpid middle regis-

ter tone, with many shadings in

between. Furthermore, Hall is

very melodically inventive,

always able to create a fresh

new line, never relying on old

worn out phrases. And he
swings with complete ease —
always.

It was his work with the Jazz
Giants that brought Hall back
into musical focus. A lot of

people who had never heard his

name before have begun to

realize what a fine clarinetist

and jazz musician had gone
relatively unnoticed for so
many years. And so, finally, at

the age of 62 years, Herb Hall

has made his first record as a
leader, for Sackville Records.

He doesn't seem at all bitter

that he had to wait so long. For
the next week or so, he will be
touring around promoting the

record, talking to radio and
other media people.

"I'm grateful that I have the

chance to do this promotion,"
he said; "it's especially impor-
tant since this is my first re-

cord under my own name, you
know."

Old Tyme Modern, the new
Sackville release, was made at

10 o'clock on a Monday morn-
ing, a time not usually fa-

voured by jazz musicians for

recording sessions (or any-
thing else for that matter).
Somehow all the musicians
showed up, and they must have
been feeling good, because the

music is fine.

Summer '69 can be

Summer of Service (SOS), Latin American

Working Group, and SCM present a

discussion on opportunities for summer

project involvement.

Today 1:00 p.m. Rm. 1073 Sid Smith

THE ULTIMATE TOM FAULKNER
MEMORIAL LECTURE

CONTROVERSIES IN

CANADIAN HISTORY
with STANLEY B. RYERSON, author of "Unequal Union"

MONDAY MARCH 17 7:30 P.M.

South Sitting Room — Hart House

There is no sense of strain;

all the musicians are relaxed
and together, Yet there is an
alertness and attention to de-

tail not often found in produc-

tions of this kind. The music is

thoughtfully programmed and
played consistently well. There
are no lulls or weai points.

Although Hall dominates the

proceedings through sheer
excellence, pianist Claude
Hopkins and bassist Arvell

Shaw have some fine solos, and
are consistently attentive and
sensitive in support of Hall's

clarinet. Drummer Buzzy
Drootin stays in the back-
ground, a significant contribu-

tion for a drummer these days

;

he can't be faulted on any
count.

Though the tunes are well

known, the treatment is fresh.

Never does one get that feeling

that it's all been heard too of-

ten before. In fact the point is

that this kind of music is not

heard enough. In every re-

spect, from sound quality to

jacket design, the new Sackvile

record is an exemplary produc-

tion. It's nice to know that

some one still cares enough
about jazz music to bring Herb
Hall to us for the first time —
at last. — jack mccaffrey

Thousands

ofBOOKS
at half price

JOB SALE
Cash & Carry

OXFORD
University Press

70 Wynford Drive

Don Mills

EGLINTON AVE. EAST

Saturday, 15 March

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

S.A.C. BOOKSTORE

SALE

ALL REMAINDERS

AT COST

MARCH 17-28

NOON TO SIX

(P.S. pick up used books)
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andy wernick on the s.a.c. elections and the t.s.m.
Who won the SAC presiden

tial elections? One paradoxical
answer is the Toronto Student
Movement. Election post mor-
tems are all rather crazy. 27

per cent of U of T students vot-

ed in the election, or 73 per
cent didn't. 12 per cent voted
for Abols, or 88 per cent didn't

The SAC Left (Oldham and
Barkwell) ran an opportunist
campaign — mustn't "alien-

ate" anyone. (How can you
alienate the alienated? How
canyouturnoff the turned-off?)

Kopyto and Kirzner posed as
Socialists. But most of the Left
either abstained or voted for

Oldham and Barkwell. Fac-
tionalism. Boredom.
How did TSM win the elec-

tions? By abstaining, partly.

The SAC Left (20 people or so)
lick their wounds and wonder
where to go. Reformists and
Left-Liberals (ie, students
looking for some regular chan-
nels or established structures
that might yield some im-
provement if there were
enough student support) have
lost, with the Abols victory, a
clear and obvious home:
commitment to student gov-
ernment.

The Toronto Student Move-
ment is a late and rather
frightening arrival on the
scene. The Left with its inter-
necine faction fights, and fore-
bidding Marxist rhetoric must
lack attraction for students,
discontented but "shopping
around". Maybe the TSM is

frightening because of a differ-

ent "image" — the one given it

by a manipulated establish-
ment Press. You know: Clark-
Kerr. — Sir-George-Williams.
— violence. "The new radical-

ism of the far right," the Tele-
gram called it.

What really is the TSM up
to? How does it work?
The TSM is a group of left

wing students trying to build a

base for a student movement
off council. We don't think a

left-wing council can build a

base for itself. People who
might be "reached" by such
elitist methods are "turned
off" by a "representative"
council that tries to act as a

vanguard.

Our ultimate aim? The so-

cial liberation of Canada. A
small student movement can't

do that. There has to be an alli-

ance of many sectors in Cana-auk.c ui many S 111
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MACHINE-WASHABLE

BOTANY
WOOL
SWEATERS
This versatile striped

sweater has many roles

in your wardrobe
"dresses up" with a per-

fectly-matching Kitten

pure wool worsted
sheath skirt, "goes gay"
with a Kitten A-line skirt,

"relaxes" perfectly with

Kitten pure wool worsted

slims for casual wear,

and complimentsall your

skirts and slims. It is

machine-washab
1 00% English Botany,
with full-fashioned
raglan shoulder, mock-
turtle neckline with
zipper closing, long
sleeves, and Continenta

band and cuffs. At good
shops everywhere!

MJMVlltOiNWOOl
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dian society: students, blue-
collar workers, white-collar
workers, and technical work-
ers. How do we grow? By
working with people to liberate
and democratize the institu-

tions in which they live and
work.

Our immediate task? To
develop a student movement in

this university, and to press for

changes in the structure and
content of our education.
Hence our strategy — in so far

as we have been able to devel-
op it — has two levels:

1
1
a departmental fight for an

education which is co-deter-
mined by educators and edu-
cated and which is oriented
towards helping the majority
of Canadians. This means
democratization and a struggle
against the present content of
education. The need for de-
mocratization and anti-author-

itarian struggles is understood
by most people. But why the
attack on content? First, be-
cause the education in this uni-

versity, the "knowledge" dis-

pensed here hinders our under-
standing of the world. Knowl-
edge is compartmentalized
(into disciplines) and theory
(abstract contemplation) is

divorced from practice (acting

in the world). The cultural

desert of bourgeois culture

makes us narcotic, subjective,

mystified.

YE

SPEAKEASY

THE

GREATEST

ENTERTAINMENT
AND SING ALONG
EVERY FRIDAY FROM

4:00 to 7:00 P.M.
SAT. FROM 2:30 to 5 P.M.
and EVERY NIGHT from

8:30 to 1:00 A.M.
SING ALONG WITH OUR
BAND THE SPEAKI IS*
SING ALONG JAZZ RANI)
1/2 PRICES EVERYDAY
FROM 12 NOON TO 7 P.M.
SANDWICH HAH OPENS

AT 12 NOON
ENJOY THE OLD SLAP-
STICK MOVIES IN THE

AFTERNOON
THERE'S FUN IN THE

SURROUNDINGS
THERE'S FUN IN THE

FRIENDSHIP AT
929 KLOOR ST. W.( tipslairs)

532-1292
(LICENSED)

OPEN 12 NOON - 1 A.M.

STAY WITH A FAMILY IN
EUROPE THIS SUMMER

Th. Livin Lon, Proiguoqe
offers students a unique holiday
experience and on 'in-depth"
perspective of Europe thai is

Simply not available by any
other mode of travel.

Derailed booklet from Leon
F.sher. 222-6358 or 222^S3d8.
Also, the famous Freelancing
Thru Europe economy trip now
available ogam for o 1 limited
number of students.

But this mystification serves
the elites who ultimately have
control. They don't basically
care if students have no inte-
gral understanding of the
world they live in. After all,

the governments and industry
require specialists who know
their own small area of knowl-
edge very well, and 'integrat-

ed' people who don't challenge
a job whose creativity is still-

born and a productive system
which serves to maximize
profits but not to satisfy peo-
ples' social needs (as consum-
ers or as producers).

It's the same with research:
specialists do research for

corporations, for the military,
for the government They help
'solve' problems by isolating
them, by patching things up. by
corrupting labour, by keeping
people quiet

2) Students can get no
structural changes without al-

lies Hence the TSM promotes
the as-yet tenuous links with
the blue-collar, white-collar

and technical workers.

If you want slogans, we have
three lines:

(1) Democratize the campus.
(2) Fight the bourgeois content

of research and knowledge in

the university.

(3) Build a student-worker alli-

ance.

How do we operate? We try
to operate democratically.
How? By full discussion of all

action both before and after;
by full discussion of strategy
as it develops; by an attempt
to fight elitism, manipulation
and male chauvinism within
our own movement.

We are not exclusive', in the
sense that we have a clearly
defined membership. People
learn through experience. The
more involved in our activities
the people are the more they
can affect overall orientation.

We aimed this year to build a
compact group which would
exist next year — and the year
after. We also aimed to estab-
lish a political presence' on
campus.

This summer, we hope to set
up an educational program
which anyone can participate
in, to study and discuss every-
thing from why Russia invaded
Czechoslovakia to how women
are oppressed in our society.

As Eldridge Cleaver said to

a crowd at an election rally

last fall: "It's getting time to

pull Daddy Karl Marx off the
dusty shelves and read him."

— andy wernick

THE WORLD'S MOST HONORED
MOTION PICTURE!

WINNER OF 11 ACADEMY AWARDS
including "BEST PICTURE"!

ME TRO GOt.DW YN-MAYER

WILLIAM WYLER'S

E SCREEN . STEREOPHONIC SOUND • METROCOLOR

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT BOX OFFICE, BY MAIL, BY PHONE 922-3113

8o< Oltice open 1 1 00 a m to 9.00 pm. Sundays Iron. 1 30 (o 9 00 p.m.

r. « !. dim if i w. -. Theatre Yonge
<3l Queen • Anil dt Eaton Attraction

Oilier. College St. Phone 363 1820

^UPTOWN
YONGE AT BLOufl e 922-3113

For Special Attention to Groups >no

Schools Coll Marilyn Kennedy 924-7101

EVENINGS at 8:00
Loges & Merz. (Smoking) 3.50
Orch. & Upper Men 3.00

MATINEES WED. SAT.

SUN & HOLS, at 2:00

LOGES t MEZZ (Smoking) 3.00
ORCH. a UPPER MEZi . . 2.50
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IT TOOK MICHAEL WOLFSON AND A COMPUTER i

A major area of current re-

search in computer science is

in the field of 'picture process-

ing'. This field includes both

the analysis and generation of

pictures, and is generally re-

ferred to as either computer

graphics or digital pattern rec-

ognition. Recently, many re-

searchers have been employ-

ing a linguistic approach.

Originally, linguistics dealt

with 'natural' languages like

English. But with the advent of

large scale computers, and the

associated development of

programming languages, a

branch of linguistics has devel-

oped that deals with state-

ments or programs of instruc-

tions for 'finite state automa-

ta' (ie digital computers^
However, both natural and
programming languages have

in common the fact that they

are basically sequential pat-

terns. Any given symbol in a

string of characters is only in a

pattern in relation to the char-

acters on either side of it.

Applying linguistic methods,

such as the analysis of syntax

and semantics, to pictures

implies extending current con-

cepts of linguistics from the

one-dimensional case of human
speech and computer pro-

grams to the case of n-dimen-

sional patterns. Implicit in the

'preprocessor' part of a pat-

tern recognition device is some
data structure' for represent-

ing or encoding the pattern

which in turn determines, in

some sense, the basic elements

of a language for communicat-

ing picture concepts.

Currently, the 'data struc-

tures' used for computerized

picture processing may be div-

ided into three basic catego-

ries: representational, func-

tional, and probabilistic distri-

butions of 'signs'. The first of

these, representational, simply

stores a list of points, with X-Y
coordinates and some markers

to indicate how they should be

connected. This method is no

different from the connect the

dots' pictures in childrens col-

oring books, except that a 'dot'

to the computer is a group of

three numbers, (X,Y,IC),

where X is the horizontal dist-

ance from the 'original' to the

point, Y is the vertical dist-

ance, and IC tells you to move

to this point from the last one
with either the pen up (so no

line is drawn) or with the pen
down.

A list of these 'points' com-
prises a simple line drawing.

When the pen moves from
point to point, it does so in a

straight line. Thus, to draw a

curved line that looks at all

like a smooth curve, it is nec-

essary to give the computer
many closely spaced points. It

can be seen, especially in the

first picture, of the girl, where
the individual points are that

make up, for example, her hair

lines. The picture of the girl

contains about 320 points.

These points were obtained by

tracing the original picture of

the girl onto some graph paper,

picking out the basic points in

the tracing, and then punching

the X-Y coordinates onto com-
puter cards. (The whole proc-

ess took me about eight hours)

A basic difficulty becomes
apparent comparing the origi-

nal to the first computer ver-

sion, namely, all the texture of

the lines is lost by using only

simple straight line segments.

A certain amount of texture is



HOURS TO MAKE THESE PICTURES - HERE'S HOW
possible, however, as can be

seen with the varying thick-

nesses of the ellipse (really

just octagons) of gradually

increasing size with centers

along the lines that connect the

'dots' of the 'representation' of

the ellipse.

The transition from the girl

in the first picture to the freak

in the second was accom-
plished by the composition of

four separate 'functional'

transformations. The first of

these was to 'interpolate'

points in the girl, both to

smooth out the curved lines

and to uniformly distribute

points along the line 'represen-

tation'. This task was accom-
plished by stepping along the

points in the girl, 'fitting' arcs

of a circle to successive groups

of points, wherever possible,

and then inserting new points

from along the circular arcs.

The next step was to distort

her face by finding the distance

from the center of the picture

to each point, and then chang-

ing the point so the new dist-

ance would be the 'square' of

the original distance, while the

direction from the mid-point to

the new point remained un-
changed. Finally, the distorted
freak was 'normalized' so she
was a convenient size, and
'moved' so she could be cen-
tered on the paper.

In the third picture, the girl
has dissolved into a 'distribu-
tion of signs'. Instead of play-
ing 'connect the dots', as was
done in the first two pictures,
each point (dot) has been
'fuzzed' by a specified random
distribution, in this case a
normal (gaussian) distribu-
tion, and then a sign has been
drawn, centered on the new
randomized point. The idea of

'probabilistic distributions of
signs' is that pictures or pat-
terns (gestalts) can be built up
from a vocabulary of basic
symbols or 'signs' according to

a set of specified random de-

scriptions of how they are to be
distributed. j

In a sense, all of the pictures

here are combinations of all

three 'data structures'. The
first girl is built up from
straight lines, which are all

from the class of 'signs':

straight line segments, and are

also simple linear functions.

The circles in the first ellipse

are also both signs and func-

tional representations. The
animated' transition from el-

lipse to rectangle in the second
picture is a linear function'

relating 'represenations' of

these two basic 'signs'. The
computer time used to produce
this sequence of pictures cost

about ten dollars and it took
the Calcomp Plotter about for-

ty-five minutes to draw them.
These pictures represent some
initial playing around with the

ideas that have just been ex-

plained. It is reasonable to

predict that these rudimentary
ideas of an automated picture

language will be expanded, and
that the concept of higher di-

mensional grammars, applied

in particular to visual vocabu-

laries, will be exploited by
mass media as the next step in

the painful birth of the collec-

tive planetwide techno-human
consciousness.

michael wolfson

the computer programs for these pictures:
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books
a.e. housman and bull shit scholarship

I've been biased in A.E.
Housman's favour ever since I

discovered him during a grade
twelve English class.

I remember the encounter
precisely. Several of the class

were asleep. The majority
were learning that, while thou-

sands at His bidding speed o'er

land and ocean, they also serve
who only stand and wait and
show up for detentions on time.

I was staring out the window.
Then I flipped through Sound
and Sense until I found:

Terence, this is stupid stuff:

You eat your victuals fast

enough;

There can't be much amiss 'tis

clear

To see the way you drink your
beer

But oh, good Lord, the verse
you make
It gives a chap the belly-ache.

Then the clincher

:

And malt does more than Mil-

ton can

To justify God's ways to man.

I laughed. Right in the mid-
dle of Milton's blindness. Do
you find blindness particularly

funny, Bossin? No. Well? I was
just thinking that Milton might
have been better off if he just

got drunk. Out, Bossin.

We finally took Housman
during that limbo period in the

spring. He was introduced to

us as a minor poet; that was
the first time I had ever heard
a minor poet called such, and I

felt rather badly for him. It

was the same feeling when
Gordy Howe passed Rocket
Richard's record.

Ultimately, I wrote a long
paper on him.

From a superficial reading,

Housman sounds like a literari-

ly inclined, but unconvincing
Lord Baden-Powell. Of course
that is precisely what he was
trying to sound like, for Hous-
man had a terrific ability to

weave doubts into very posi-

tive statements, to negate by
underscoring resolve with re-

servation.

Towns and countries woo to-

gether,

Forelands beacon, belfries

call;

Never lad that trod on leather

Lived to feast his heart with
all.

Up Lad: thews that lie and
cumber
Sunlit pallets never thrive;

Morns abed and daylight slum-
ber

Were not meant for man alive.

That is a very worldly-wise
scoutmaster, a sort of rural

marriage of Polonius and
Hamlet.

But since Housman is a mi-
nor poet and not even a main-
stream minor poet, no-one
bothers with him much, for all

his careful sadness. This is

why it was so pleasant to see in

the William and Mary Review
(Winter '69), an article called

Of Negatives : A Study in Hous-
man by P.J. Budahn. It de-

serves quoting.

"The question of the signifi-

cance of Housman's treatment
of the negative is easily dis-

pensed with. Of the 104 poems
which we are considering, all

but twenty-two, possessing 322

lines of verse, have at least one
negative; 277 negatives are
found in the 1,864 lines of the

remaining 82 poems. These
figures mean that if there were
such a thing as an "average"
poem by Housman, it would
contain twelve lines of verse
and three negatives.

".
. .In the above five ex-

cerpts, there are fifty-three

words, only nine of which are
not monosyllabic. His inver-

sions of "not" and frequent use
of "no" as an adjective cir-

cumvent the use of the word
"do" and its derivatives which
would otherwise be grammati-
cally required. In the midst of

lines composed of simple, di-

rect words of Anglo-Saxon ori-

gin, a polysyllabic negative
can have a powerful effect vis-

ually as well as poetically:

They kill and kill and never
die;

And I think that each is I.

".
. . Of the 277 negatives

considered by this paper, only
one has its correctness sus-
pect:

And home at noonday from
the hills

They bring no dearth of daf-

fodils.

Although the grammatical
purity of the above excerpt is

beyond question, the use of a
negative adjective with a noun
that has a negative denotation,
has, at first reading, the dis-

ruptive affect of a double nega-
tive."

Fie on you, P. J. Budahn, fie

on the William and Mary Re-
view, and, if this is what is de-
fined as "scholarly research",
fie on the university.

— bob bossin

an un assuming but promiscuous new american review
The New American Review

(New American Library)

September of 1967 (remem-
ber when) saw the publi-

cation of the first issue of

The New American Review;
subsequently, there have been
four more. According to the
publishers, it succeeds New
World Writing, described as a

"paperback literary magazine,
relatively mass audience."
Relatively mass, I suppose,
being the publishers' compro-
mise between literary esoteri-

cism, and real literature of the

masses, whatever that may be.

"Fiction, essays, poetry".
This is the New American Re-
view. But of course it is a Sig-

net paperback, and might be
mistaken from some feet away
for a new Robert HeMein Sci-

Fi Odyssey. New American
Review must feel rather un-

comfortable, and a bit of a so-

cial climber for sharing the

same shelf with Encounter and
the New York Review of

Books both of which do some-

Students and Faculty

SAC needs your

IDIEIAIS

on Summer Projects

Community action, research and others

Please leave name and/or ideas at SAC Office

For further details,

phone Pat Armstrong 923-1006 or 923-7134

thing of the same thing, but in

a much more traditionally

acceptable format.

So what of the New Ameri-
can Review? It does look rath-

er lower middle class, doesn't

it? But it's homey; no preten-

sion. It's not glossy or news-
printy, but as far as I can see,

it does very little less than both
Encounter and the New York
Review of Books. It certainly

seems to have no trouble get-

ting writers. In the first five

issues, there are (among
many), Conor Cruise O'Brien,
Mordecai Richler, Philip Roth,
Robert Graves (another classi-

cally-inspired poem, unfortun-

ately), John Barth. Staughton
Lynd ("Why I decided to be-

come a Historian"), Gunter
Grass, Frank Kermode (we're
infinging on Encounter's prov-

ince, this time. Mister Editor),

Eric Bentley (a very good arti-

cle on the Unliberated Univer-
sity. It's in Issue No. 5,) Rob-
ert Bly, and others whom I

should probably recognize.

The only thing I find unsatis-
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fying in the New American
Review is the poetry. None of

it really grabbed me, but then,

very little of what is going on

in the United States of Heaven
(establishment poetry-wise)

does. It's very precise and
prosaic; no life:

But the prose is generally
quite good, and the analytical

articles, especially those deal-

ing with the American social

apocalypse. Some of them are

even politically radical, heav-

en forbid. Some, like Robert
Bentley's piece on the aliena-

tion of the middle class, are

from a point of view nobody
(but nobody) takes these days.

I mean, who worries about the

middle class?

The New American Review
is a comfortable mistress.

Encounter is the high-priced

courtesan whose lipstick

shouldn't be smudged. You can

sleep with the New American
Review. Watch for it. It's so-

cially promiscuous.

— bob alien

Junior Executive Type
Large international corporation have openings in the

Toronto area for men - college-trained who are intelligent,

ambitious and personable.

To the one selected, we offer an excellent training pro-

gram, good income and bounus plus a guaranteed pension.

Contact the placement office before March 24th to arrange

an interview. Call 928-2538 or 928-2539.



george grant's noble despair: technology and empire

George Grant, Technology
and Empire, Anansi, $5.50

George Grant's Lament for
a Nation gave him the reputa-
tion as the last of Canada's Red
Tories. A condemnation of lib-

eralism, Liberalism, and
Americanization, it saw John
Diefenbaker's defeat in 1963 as
the death of Canada's last hope
for survival, the end of whatev-
er chance we had to stay out of
the American orbit, to stay
clear of American values and
the homogenized culture.

There was something gallant
about that effort, though one
could not help feeling that his

sentiment was misplaced. Die-
fenbaker was no more the St.

George Grant was looking for
than Louis St. Laurent or Wil-
liam Lyon Mackenzie King.
Dief ranted and raved about
the Americans, but foreign
investment did not disappear,
our defence agreements were
never seriously questioned, the
process of cultural imperial-
ism was never even slowed
down, let alone stopped. And to

lament the demise of the Tory
party in Canada as some kind
of salvation army was patently
absurd.

His latest book. Technology
and Empire, is a far more seri-

ous and far more important
contribution. A collection of
essays written between 1963
and 1969, it is subtitled
Perspectives on North Ameri-
ca, and it is an outstanding at-

tempt to deal with the problem
of North American values, and
Canada in the American Em-
pire. It also represents a pow-
erful condemnation of the
whole technological society
and the Cult of Progress.

It is a book written from out-

side the North American tradi-

tion, though Grant is very
much a North American.
Grant accepts the Weber-Taw-
ney-Hartz thesis about Protes-

tantism and capitalism, and its

marriage with Anglo-Saxon

liberalism in North America,
and is horrified at the result.

His is a perpetual battle with

sanity: he has clearly rejected

the Marxist response to liber-

alism, and he realizes "the fu-

tility of conservatism as a the-

oretical standpoint in our era."

His faith is that of a religious

philosopher, a quasi-stoic re-

sponse, a "noble response" to

what he sees as the barren and

arid madness of North Ameri-

can technological values.

He is eminently concerned

about human values, about

reverence, and about what he

describes as "nobility", the
greatest quality a man can
possess.

The essays on "Defence of
North America". "Canadian
Fate and Imperialism", and
"The University Curriculum"
are a major and powerful cri-

tique of the technological
state. Grant can write with
great eloquence about what is

wrong, indeed what is insane in

the human condition. He leaves
us with very little hope, and
few thoughts on liberation.

The book is profoundly pessi-
mistic: Grant's great and
brooding presence dominates
the book, a massive seer point-
ing out the aridity of the main-
stream of Western intellectual

life since Bacon. He talks
about our fate: "By that fate I

mean not merely the relations

of our massive empire to the
rest of the world, but even
more the kind of existence
which is becoming universal in

advanced technological socie-

ty. What is worth doing in the

midst of this barren twilight is

the incredibly difficult ques-
tion."

"Incredibly difficult" yes.

Grant leaves us with the im-
pression that the task of "what
is worth doing" is virtually

impossible.

One is left with a rather

grim theological vision of the

possibilities of human salva-

tion. Grant's own personal
response is "noble", and for

that reason one is left with
great admiration for the man
and his sensitivity. Yet his pos-

ition is sterile in societal

terms. That is why, as he says,

conservatism is not a "practi-

cal stance". But it would seem
to this writer, that "a practical

stance" we should be trying to

find and maintain.

Grant's pessimism about
traditional Marxism is founded
on a basic lack of faith in

"progress", in the idea that

things, whether in liberal or
Marxist terms, will always
work out for best. This is not a

lack of faith in "human na-

ture" a la Hobbes (though
there is inevitably a trace of

this), but rather stems from
the conviction that we have
produced a monster we cannot

control, that our belief in un-

limited research and our own
ability to understand and ap-

preciate what science and
technology hath wrought, is

completely unfounded, and,

even more, is the source of the

dilemma of twentieth century

man. "Control" is the key
word: man has, quite simply,

allowed science and technolo-

gy to develop beyond the

bounds of human appreciation.

The results are institutional-

ized insanity; the roots are the

vapid western belief in mere

positivism and liberalism.

Technologies and empires
expand of their own making,
the cult of expertise and boost-

erism providing the intellec-

tual justification for the socie-

ty in which we live. And the
culture and life produced is

homogenized, Americanized:
that is the nature of technology
itself. It emanates from the
center of the technological
empire, America. "As for plu-

ralism, differences in the tech-

nological state are able to exist

only in private activities; how
we eat; how we male; how we
practise ceremonies. Some
like pizza, some like steaks,

some like girls, some like

boys; some like synagogues,
some like the mass. But we all

do it in churches motels, res-

taurants indistinguishable

from the Atlantic to the Pacif-

ic."

It is a brilliant and disturb

ing book. I question the broad-

er importance of Grant's nobil-

ity or the civilized quality of

his response: as an individual

voice crying in the wilderness

it is moving and, indeed,

prophetic. But it was never
intended to be a tract for pract-

ical action, or a primer for so-

cial and political liberation,

which is both its limitation and
the source of its supreme hon-

esty.

— bob rae

DANCE
featuring

an evening

IRVING LAYTON
Renowned Canadian Poet and Author

TUESDAY, MARCH 18lh

THE NIGHT PEOPLE

SATURDAY MARCH 15th

9:00 PM

NEW COLLEGE DINING HALL

(Wetmore)

Admission
$1.25 /person

"""'ion St. 00

8:30 P.M.

Under the Auspice* of Now Ffoternol Jewish Assn.
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theatre
"and now the envelope, please.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW
BEING RECEIVED FOR

SAC REPRESENTATIVES TO:

1. LIBRARY COUNCIL

2. U of T HOUSING SERVICE

3. HART HOUSE BOARD OF
STEWARDS

4. INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

CENTRE

5. DEPARTMENT OF ADMISSIONS

6. WOMEN'S ATHLETIC

DIRECTORATE

7. MEN'S ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE

8. DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL AID

9. U of T HEALTH SERVICE

10. PLACEMENT SERVICE

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

APPIY (N WRITING TO:

SAC VICE-PRESIDENT
re REPRESENTATIVES 69/70

BY MARCH 21, 1969 5:00 PM
(include phone no.)
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Over 200 people beating

down the doors of the Church

on Glen Morris for the final

production of The Visit in Feb-

ruary says something for the

possibilities of live theatre on

this campus. It shows that

there's some sort of communi-
ty alive that will support an

exciting slate of dramatic ac-

tivity.

Now all we need is an excit-

ing slate of dramatic activity.

All in all it was a good year

for quantity and a bad one for

quality.

Our first category is original

production written by a cam-
pus author. In this category we
have four productions (unless

I'm wrong) Phaeton's Birth-

day by Richard Reoch; Moira

by Ron Weihs, Jesus by Hans-

Werner Tolle, and The Sisters

of Mercy by Graham Jack-

son. The most entertaining and

cleverest was Moira , a

West-Side story tale with char-

acters from the Multiversity.

The play with the best lines,

the worst plot and the funniest

camp action was The Sisters

of Mercy . Jackson might be a

good playwright when he stops

writing beyond what seems to

be his limited range of experi-

ence and gets down to examin-

ing himself. Both Jesus and
Phaeton's Birthday were
greatly flawed, not only in the

interpre ation and acting, but

by the fact that there was ve.y

little dramatic unity in either.

Both suffered horribly by poor

directions.

The next category is serious

dramatic production by an out-

side author. Most of the plays

in this category were by recog-

nized authors, and their de-

fects served mainly to point

out the poor quality of direct-

ing and acting on this campus.

But a few really shone. Prin-

ciple among these was The Vis-

it,directed by Henry Tarvai-

nen. I can't really comment on

it, because I was in it, but from
the immense critical acclaim

it received, it is reasonable to

assume that it was a superior

production. Close behind is

another Church Studio produc-

tion of The Just Assassins by

Albert Camus, directed by

Martin Hunter. It was a very

difficult play to direct, but

Hunter used his acting area

effectively and it was a brisk,

cutting performance.

The Fan by Goldoni was a

lively and amusing production

by the professionals at Hart
House. The trouble with The
Fan and The Changel-
ing the other, inferior produc-

tion, was that with the money
spent and the time and effort

put in, they could not afford to

be less than smashing success-

es. And they were somewhat
less than that, mainly because
of the Centre's policy of doing

lesser known plays.

It seems to me that in order

to work, there must be more
use of student actors in key
rols. Using professionals is

good, but only if they can inter-

act with students on some kind

of equal basis.

A special honourable men-
tion must go to Howard Cronis'

continued on R- 13

- ANOTHER -

St. Mike's
COOP DANCE

^Uh Spectacular
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plus

'GAMES NIGHT'
(as in Las V eg as)
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FULL-TIME POSITION AVAILABLE FOR
MALE CHILD CARE WORKER
BOYS VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL

TREATMENT CENTRE
Full-time Child Care work at Boys Village offers:

1. Intensive, direct work with emotionally disturbed children 8 - 12 years; being

a part of the treatment team consisting of the disciplines of Child Care, social

work, psychology and psychiatry.

2. Regular individual supervision.

3. Weekly staff training meetings.

4. Five day work week— day and evening shifts-no night responsibilities.

5. Salary commensurate with experience and training.

6. Full personal benefit programmes.

QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor of Arts degree or comparable professional training in the fields of teach-

ing,' occupational therapy, etc. Previous experience with children preferred.

Please Contact BOYS VILLAGE
I635 Sheppard Avenue West,

Downsview, Ontario.

Telephone: 633-05 1 5.



ambitious and almost brilliant

interpretation of Jean-Paul
Sartre's "Crime Passio-
nelle'Mt was greatly flawed,
mainly because it reminded
me of a photograph blown up to

many times its size, so that you
can't tell the picture for the
graininess. But it was so in-

tense and insightful into the
philosophy of the author that it

blew my mind. Patty Steen-
berg, a professional acress was
superb and Geza Kovacs also
gave a deep and piercing char-
acterization of an "intellectual

anarchist" who volunteers to

kill a party leader about to deal
with the enemy. Sartre is one
of the greatest suspense wri-
ters of the last fifty years. One
of his main influences has been
the American cops and robbers
and Cronis took this aspect and
developed it. It was a wild pro-

duction.

Also a small gem was the
Victoria College production of

lonesco's The Bald Sopran-
os which was a noon-hour
play. Most noon-hour plays are
too bad to even mention, but
this production of the absurdist
writers first effort was hilar-

ious and quick-paced, a real

pleasure.

Best comical revue on con-
temporary political and social

events is the next category.
The winner par excellence is

the Interruption and Confron-
tation of Clark Kerr as per-
formed by Andy Wernick and
the Members of the Toronto
Student Movement, as directed

by Claude Bissell.This little bit
of guerilla theatre gave the
kind of piercing and immediate
social comment that U.C. fol-
lies and even Futz cannot give
In contrast with the usual de-
pressing lack of imagination
intelligence and insight shown
by most revues, it was a breath
of fresh air, dealing with is-

sues, however subtle, that are
really at the heart of what's
going on right now, not some
anachronistic morality about a
girl bearing her breasts, but
the disturbing meance of liber-

al scholarship and what it does
to people's heads.

I must admit that I'm not
qualified to write on the next
category, "Musicals performed
by eager nubile young girls and
croaky voiced males, directed
by hard-working people with no
talent". I just don't dig the

stuff. The only one I saw .was
Stop the World, I Want to Get
Off,on which I cleverly avoided

writing a review. The only

musical that I ever really liked

was The Fantastics the most
charming, unpretentious and
warm piece of musical theatre

I've ever seen, which explains

why I didn't go to see either of

the two productions of it on

campus this year.

About city theatre, there

was again lot of quantity but

not much quality. I thought the

best production was Rosen-

crantz and Guidenstern Are

Dead, which played here in

January. Second was Work-

shop Productions Good Soldier

Schweik. Black Comedy done
by Trio Productions back in

September was athletically
and dexterously done, a fine

example of slapstick revived.
Charlie Dennis' trio of one act
plays, Everyone Except Mr.
Fontana was cynical and
amusing, digging into the ribs

ol neurotic society, sometimes
hitting at very tender spots.

The worst production this
year was Barefoot in the Park,
at the Royal Alex during the
summer. It was so totally

embarassing that for the first

time I felt like throwing toma-
toes. Now that I think back. I

believe it would have been a
good idea. I didn't go to see
Edward II Theatre Toronto,
but I am advised by agents that

it is best included among the
worst.

Throughout the year. I have
followed the policy of not both-
ering with reviews of musicals
playing professional theatres,

because I figure reviewing
them is fruitless, since people
don't go to them except for

pure entertainment, and no
reviewer showed a sufficient

interest in reviewing musicals
for their own sake.

Some of the best theatre,

however, comes our way dur-

ing the summer. Last summer
I travelled Ontario in Gray
Coach buses, seeing different

festivals, all of which provided

very interesting insights. The
Shaw Festival was the most
exciting. The production of

Honest Abe Mudrik

and Your Friendly Neighbourhood Slue & White Society presents

Ingmar Bergman's

TOM JONES
Fri. Mar. 14 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

with FREE FOLK SINGER AND FREE COFFEE

Sat. Mar. 15 - 9 p.m. 12 midnight - Arbor Room, Hart House

in concert - FREE

Sun. Mar. 16 - 8:30 p.m. - Convocation Hall

Due to the damage done at the last showing, and since many people took

tickets they never used, a charge ol 10$ will be levied per movie ticket.

Seats will not be guaranteed to ticket holders alter 8:30 p.m. There will

be no refunds. Tickets are now available tor the movies and concert at the

S.A.C. office.

Watch the S.A.C. Office for news ol the FREE BEER GARDEN

n Saturday March 22 (restricted to persons 21 years ol age and over)

Heartbreak House, though op-

pressively boring at time, was
lavishly and seriously done and
quite effective as a whole. The
real success was an absolutely

uproarious production of The
Chemmy Circle by Georges
Fedeau. Directed and per-
formed in by Paxton White-
head, it convinced me that this

actor is one of the most crea-
tive theatre people in Canada
today. His portrayal of a stut-

tering, bumbling Frenchman
was a real triumph

The Kawartha Festival in

Lindsay, which produced mul-
ti-media productions of Len
Peterson's original play Black

Charcoal Broiled Stirling STEAKS
Served rn Burgundy Wine

and succulent ROAST BEEF
Entertainment nitely in the

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE &
BAR

RICK FIELDING
Steele's

TAVERN— RESTAURANT
EM 8 5180 349 YONGE ST

[Fully licensed)

Winter and Tenessee Williams'

Glass Menagerie was a fantas-

tic lesson in the failure of high
hopes. Even now people refuse

to talk about it or shrug it off

with a dissapointed laugh.

Deep in the heart of outland

Ontario lies a small town near
Bowmanville. called Newcas-
tle. In the town hall, the first

youth theatre festival in North
America started last year with
productions of Billy Budd and
A Man for All Seasons.They
got very good reviews from the

critics and hopes are high for

this summer. If you're at all

interested and are under 25 or

so, drop them a line, the
"Great Pine Ridge Drama
Festival, Newcastle Ontario"
(I think).

That just about wraps it up
for this year. Yes friends,

when you feel down and out,

take fifty dollars and blow it on
an expensive evening at the

theatre. It's guaranteed to

make you feel gouged. Or do it

in the road yourself. It's good
for the soul See y'all next
year.lGod. how sentimental

can you get? I

— larry haiven

DOCTOR

HENRY MORGENTHALER
President of THE CANADIAN HUMANIST ASSOCIATION

Speaks on Sunday, March 23rd, I 1:00 a.m.

FIRST UNITARIAN CONGREC

I7S St. Clair Ave.

'HOW / CAME TO BE A HUMANIST'
jj

REGATION

:
FRI. MARCH 21

MASSE/ HALL
AT 8:30 P.M.

RAVI SHANKAR
AND HIS MUSICIANS

PRICES: $2.75, $4.00, $5.00. $6.00, BOX OFFICE NOW OPE

MUSIC STAFF WANTED
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

July — August

Top Instrumentalist-Counsellors

Violin, Viola, Cello, Trumpet, Trombone,
French Horn, Tuba, Clarinet, Sax, Oboe

For appointments phone 783—6188

or write 821 Eglinton Ave. W.,

Toronto, 10, Canada.
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If the National Film Board

films are so good, why don't

Canadians see them? Oh sure,

there are film councils across

the country and there are film

libraries, but how often do we

see NFB films in commercial

theatres? It seems that only by

decentralizing its distribution

to world markets, namely the

USA, can we folks, who finance

the efforts, ever get to enjoy

the quality fruits of the NFB.
From the beginning, the

documentary movement be-

came the chief means of ex-

pression for Canadian film-

makers. The NFB achieved

world-wide fame as a result of

its quality documentaries. By
1940 the NFB had a staff of 10.

The war years gave the agency

its big boost. It was during the

period 1939-45 that the NFB
produced its "War News" and

"Les Reportages". By April,

1945 the staff had grown to 739.

Since 1939 then, the NFB has

been primarily an information

agency of the government. A
department in the government

had a program it wanted the

public to be aware of, it asked

the NFB to make a film. Then

the film-makers produced it,

distributors distributed it, and

that was that. What the film

communicated to whom was
generally an unasked and unan-

swered question. Self-expres-

sion over personal issues and

feeling was difficult. It rarely

tackled contentious issues,

simply because as a govern-

ment agency it couldn't pre-

sent the government in a poor

light. Unlike the CBC which is

a Crown Corporation, the NFB
is a government department

with a Commissioner who
must answer to Parliament.

For a long time Canada was
presented as a land of farmers

and fishermen. There was also

a tricky constitutional problem

of Federal interference in

provincial affairs even in the

presentation of provincial

problems by Federal authori-

ties.

In 1950 a new National Film

Act was passed which asked

the NFB to produce "films

designed to interpret Canada

FOR SPRING
IS

NOW ON SALE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKROOM

AND S.C.NV.

Escab,lon'
The PoUtfcrf
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The Draft? —
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Exactly as presented LIVE on stage in San Francj"
atvd Los Angeles!

COLOR
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to Canadians and to other na-

tions" and to "research film

activity for use of persons en-

gaged in film production."

Such is the wording of the act

that there emerged a great

opportunity for increased di-

mension in the film making
field. Nearly 20 years later the

NFB is still groping for a pur-

pose.

The NFB prides itself on

being an innovator of new cine-

ma techniques. It yearns to be

the recorder of the nation's day

to day evolution. To young film

makers, the NFB is still a

great place to learn film mak-

ing. The latest probe in an at-

tempt to make NFB films

more meaningful is the ambi-

tious "Challenge for Change"
programme which is designed

to promote new ideas and pro-

voke social change. Still shying

away from social criticism as

a blunt method of using the

awesome power of film, the

NFB has chosen specific social

purpose films.

The new concept of "film

power" according to Bill Nem-
tin a 25 year- old Torontonian,

and co-ordinator of the pro-

gramme involves "films that

will be used increasingly by

deprived groups and communi-
ties to understand their own
problems, communicate them
to other people and finally as a

means of exploring possible

solutions. "All that sounds

very McLuhanesque. in fact

the programme is designed to

educate by involvement, by the

W.

PUtanglkum
lemm SUOk sod WulW

impressions of a Toronto urUsl

in llfo In an Indian onmually
In nortaorn O

process of discovery. It is a

response to the lack of partici-

pation or recognition that is

allowed Canadians. Film ex-

cels in communicating emo-
tions.

So far projects have included

Negro unrest in Halifax, Indi-

ans filming their own prob-

lems, a social action film on

the depressed region of St.

Jerome, Quebec, and the

Fogo Island project in New-
foundland. In most cases a film

crew moves into the communi-
ty and films their day to day

lives, their complaints, fears

and hopes. Later the complet-

ed film is shown to the group

depicted. By participation in

the film activities the project

is supposed to generate group

action, to seek new solutions.

The film is then shown to gov-

ernment officials, professional

or civic groups, in fact anyone

who can contribute to a solu-

tion of the problem. So far the

results of the projects have

met with fair success, to the

extent that film has been dis-

covered as a definite way to

improve communications and

create greater understanding

—amy wise
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norman maclaren. in love with film, compelled by it and
wrenched by its demands upon him

I imagine a secret fantasy
whenever I think of Norman
Mclaren. He becomes child

Dylan Thomas, who happened
to meet Rimbaud's Genie, and
was caputured and trans-

formed by the Genie's magic
into a beautfiul imagination, of

colours, motion, and ideas.

Whenever those who know
McLaren speak of him, they

mention his "genius", his

"complexity", his "humani-
tarianism", and "his modes-
ty", and I am always struck by
the warmth and respect in

which he is held. In many
ways, McLaren doesn't seem
real, and yet, as Alexandre
Alexeieff said, "Behind the

patience, the modesty, the gen-

tleness of McLaren, there

must lurk an aggressive ambi-
tion, one which has been wilful-

ly and solely directed towards
the exploration of the trans-

mental."

Certainly his love affair with

film has endured through time

(37 of his 55 years), has re-

tained its paramount fascina-

tion, and affected his life style.

Although he enjoys the "di-

rectness", the "closeness and
intimacy that exists between
the painter and his canvas",
film was and still is McLaren's
first and most consuming in-

terest. "I never got my di-

ploma from the Glasgow Art

school because I cut my paint-

ing and sculpture classes. I

was too busy making films on
the side." Although he finds

that film-making has lost some
of the excitement and fresh-

ness that it formerly held,

McLaren says "I start having
new ideas long before I'm fin-

ished making a film. But still, I

can't resist. There are still so

many things that haven't been
tried."

Andre Martin says that

McLaren has "touched cine-

ma "; he credits him with the

invention of a second method
of constructing a film: second,
that is, to Griffith's method.
He says that, thanks to Mc-
Laren, "it is no longer neces-
sary for everything to take
place on the screen or during
filming."

McLaren is most often asso-
ciated with the "camerless

technique", that is, drawing or
painting directly onto 35 mm.
negative film with waterproof
inks, acetate paints and felt

pens. He has achieved various
effects by using straight pens,
brushes, razor blades, stip-
pling, scratching off the paint,
spraying, pressing cloths of
various textures into the paint
while it is still wet: in other
words "everything that imagi-
nation and accident could sug-
gest."

In 1946, he employed the
"pastel" technique in his film
"La Haut sur ces montagnes."
This process involves filming
frame by frame each change
which a painting undergoes
from its conception to its con-

clusion. It switches "the focus

point of all the effort from the

end condition and spreads it

over the whole process."

McLaren is also credited

with the live-actor "pixalla-

tion" technique. His most
famous film, considered by
some as his best, employed
this technique — "Neigh-
bours", which won him eight

awards. "Neighbours" is one
of McLaren's few political

"message" films. The story

involves two men — Jean Paul

Ladouceur and Grant Munro
who fight over the possession

of a flower. In the ensuing

battle, the two men destroy

everything that is near and

dear to them, including eventu-

ally, the flower. McLaren
made "Neighbours" after re-

turning from a year spent in

eastern China working for

UNESCO. The impact of the

Korean War was still fresh in

his mind, and brought back

memories of days when he

worked as a cameraman dur-

ing the Spanish Civil War for a

Red Cross film. "Neighbours"
was the result.

McLaren's "militant philos-

ophy", to try and preserve in

his relationship with film "the

same closeness and intimacy

that exists between a painter

and his canvas", is his attempt

to eliminate the "ill feeling

and hostility which film tech-

nology creates between the

artist and his finished work."

This concern with keeping his

films a one-man operation has

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Public Lectures 1968-69

"The Miserable Asiatics:

Egypt's Dealings with Asia 1000-525 B.C.'

DONALD D. REDFORD
Department of Near Eastern Studies

Thursday. March 27th at 4: 10 P.M.

West Hall. University College

resulted in his use of "synthet-
ic" sound, that is. directly

drawing unto the film the

sound track. This process is

insanely painstaking and time
consuming — it involves draw-
ing 50 to 60 lines for each note,

varying the colour of the ink.

the shape of the lines, and the

thickness of the strokes to con-

trol the pitch of the note.

However. McLaren feels that

synthetic sound "as a rhythmic
instrument is definitely supe-

rior to most of the traditional

instruments, in the subtlety,

the speed, and the complexity
of rhythms which it can
make."

McLaren's fascination with
space has resulted in his devel-

opment of the stereographic
animation technique which
creates the illusion of three
films "Now is the Time" and
"Around is Around" are the

only such films ever made.
Stereoscopic painting is the

only interest he has ever
thought of giving up film-mak-

ing for.

There is something Sisyphi-

an about McLaren's work,
something old-world in the

guild-craft tradition. In roman-
ticized moments, I have sad
little images of McLaren, in

his cubbyhole office, earning a

civil servant's salary of $9,000

to $12,000 ruining his eyesight,

to produce a five minute film

every ten months. Five short

minutes into which have gone
over 7.000 drawings, thousands

of lines to create the synthetic-

sound track, and months spent

at the editing bench. (80%of his

time is spent in the editing of

his films. 1

And yet, McLaren is no "ab-

surd" hero He has received

more film awards than any
other film-maker (66 in the last

15 years!; his films have been

seen in over 53 countries, and
although he is a film-maker's

film-maker, his admirers are

not limited to the small art-

house crowd. He has invented

new methods of film making,
created for us moments of

exquisite beauty, and enlarged

our perceptions — both visual

and audial. In many respects.

one can feel that McLaren is a

fortunate artist in that he is

permitted all the freedom
which he desires, has reeived

critical acclaim for his work,
and has the time and facilities

to work out the problems
which he sets for himself.

And yet. one questions this

rosy phantom. McLaren's
paintings and etchings reveal

another person, a man in

whom frustration, pain and
loneliness predominate. One
wonders if film-making isn't as

much a solace as a compulsion

which forces him to work even
when mentally depressed and
physically ill. (McLaren's
heart condition has forced him
to cut his working hours from
15 to 81 As Alexeieff said. "The
day Norman removed his spec-

tacles to wipe them, his

sprightly mask gave way to

eyes that were stern and as

deep as wounds; the strain he

puts on them condemns him to

a constant suffering — the

same that Andersen's Siren

had to endure for each one of

her steps."

— maryka omatsu

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

with

The SAC Summer Drop-in Centre will need at least one (possibly fourj

persons to handle various programs to be associated with the Centre.

Applicants should be interested in dealing with people, and should have

some knowledge of the University, since part of the job will be to provide

information.

Programs will be run for high school and university students unable to find summer

jobs. Applicants should be interested in setting up and working with action pro-

jects. They should also feel capable of fundraising, should projects need indepen-

enl funding.

SALARY: $80 per week

Apply in writing, stating qualifications and reason

lor interest in the position to:

Student Information Officer SAC Office

Deadline for applications: March 28
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A Canadian media magazine in portfolio - style format with

artic les , short stories and poems by Mordecai Richler,

Irving Lay ton , Al Purdy , Malcolm Reid, Noel Moore,
Patrick MacFadden.

Available at D. oT T. Bookroom March 31

Publication of the J.S.A.. Carlton University

Wednesday Classical Concert
March 19th - Music Room - 1:00 pm

Hart House
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SAC BUDGETS
The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil Wednesday night, passed Finance
Commissioner Bob Barkwell's airtight

$250,000 budget for 1969-70 after fur-

ther tightening that resulted from the

loss of $13,000 income from the gradu-

ate student withdrawal from SAC
which takes effect next year.

Under Cultural Affairs, the Blue

and White was slashed from this year's

$5,200 to $1,500.

:£ Four student activist candidates swept to vistory at St.

>•: Michael's College in yesterday's SAC elections, shutting out

:j: Paul Fromm (III SMC) and two other "anit-student radical-

:•: ism" candidates.

Elected were Greg Kealey (III SMC) with 511 votes,

S Mike Marino (I SMC) with 472 votes. Tom Mathien (III

K SMC) with 389 votes and Anne Maurer (II SMC) with 386.

S Fromm went down to defeat with only 232 votes. Matthew

A Stickman (I SMC) with 90 votes and Larry Stickman (II

J SMC) with 80 votes, who ran on a slate with Fromm, were

•j: also defeated. Harry Jaffe (III SMC) scored 211 votes.

•:• A jubilant Alberto Di Giovanni, current SAC rep from St.

$ Mike's decalred: "I am very proud of St. Michael's College

S again."

$ Ted McGee (III SMC) was voted in as Men's Vice Presi-

•: dent.

Pollution Probe will hold ill first informal gathering Monday night at 7:30 p.m. in the ttudent common roan

in the batemenl of Ramury Wright (underneath the lecture thealtei). Persons wishing to gel committee

underway ihould come in order to recruit prospective memberi.

The U of T Chorus was cut to $1,500
from $5,015.

Special cultural programs were
raised from $1 .250 to $2,500.

The Varsity Downtown Educational
Project grant was increased from $2,-

750 to $5,000.

Harvard and Tarheel University
exchanges received $1,000 between
them, half of last year's grant.

The World University Services
Committee was cut from $4,050 to $3,-

550. Conferences were cut by $500 to
$600.

Outside donations and grants were
cut to $5,600 as compared to $8,100 this

year.

Radio Varsity received $15,410, a
$500 increase from this year.

Increased printing costs raised The
Varsity grant from this year's figure

$28,000 to $32,000 for next year.

Random magazine was raised from
$3,842 this year to $4,548 next year.

Expenses for the Canadian Union of

Students and the Ontario Union of Stu-
dents were cut by $2,000.

The Debating Union lost its total

grant of $1,500.

Course evaluations were cut entire-

ly, previously a sum of $6,391. Course
unions received $13,250, a $1,000 drop
from this year.

ISRAEL NIGHT
ISCAT

SHALOM SHERMAN
A YOUNG AND VIBRANT

ISRAELI FOLK ENTERTAINER

EVERYONE WELCO
szo

at I.S.C., 33 St. George St.,

Sunday, March 16th, 8:00 p.m.
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SAC HOUSING COMMITTEE
HELP SAC TO:

* Plan a student - oriented residence

* Develop education and social action

programs for the building

* Negotiate a mutually-satisfactory set-up

with the Kensington Area Residents

* Build a building

Seven members needed.

Technical background not essential.

Apply in writing, stating background

and reasons for interest to.-

Executive Assistant

SAC Office

Deadline for applications: March 21





fOCUS:
Johnny-on-the-campus

By MIKE KESTERTON

"Why do students and

staff have separate wash-
rooms at this university?"

I asked Simcoe Hall last

month, giving voice to a

problem that has been
preying on my editor's

mind for months.

"We don't know," came
the prompt reply.

Not content to let the

matter drop, I went into

the john issue further.

For one thing, Scarbor-

ough and Erindale have
washrooms marked
"Men" and "Women"
only. The policy of segre-

gating facilities seems
confined to the St. George
campus. Staff and admin-
istration approached
seemed vague about the

reasons.

"It's to prevent student-

faculty dating."

"Professors often dis-

cuss exam questions, and
so on, and we don't want
anything to leak out at an

unguarded moment."
"Professors have to at-

tend lectures on time.

They can't wait around."

HAIVEN'S HAVEN

Still not satisfied, I em-
ployed the services of two

Varsity staffers. One, Lar-

ry Haiven, who worked in

the Medicine Faculty this

summer, told me the fol-

lowing story:

"There aren't many stu-

dents who have had the

privilege of using a staff

washroom all summer.
However, being a member
of the Department of Anat-

omy, I was accorded this

enormous privilege for all

of May, June, July and
August.

"When I first started my
job in May, I would puff

my way up to the fourth-

floor students' washroom.
Many times, I stood cross-

legged as I waited for the

single stall to be free. I

knew full well that the

staff washroom on the sec-

ond floor had two stalls,

which were hardly ever

used.

"One day, as I raced
past the staff washroom, I

knew I would never make
it to the fourth floor. The
turmoil seethed inside of

me. Quick! I had to make
my decision. I ran inside

and finished the deed.

Carefully I cleaned the

traces. I was just about to

leave when I heard foot-

steps.

"Quickly I dashed into

the stall and slammed the

door. There I sat for an

hour, afraid to leave, lest I

be spotted by a member of

the staff. It was in that

hour that I noticed the

washroom and the wonder-

ful things therein.

"There was nothing dif-

ferent. As a matter of fact,

it was not any nicer than

the student washroom. I

was disappointed.

"The next day, I humbly
asked my employer wheth-

er, I being a member of the

staff, I could use the wash-

room. 'M'boy,' he said,

'M'boy, you can use it

whenever you desire to.'

And so I did.

"But after a month of

availing myself of the fa-

cilities therein, I began to

feel guilty. Would I, when I

returned as a student in

September, have to use the

student washroom again?
Of course.

It would look pretty silly

if I went into the staff

washroom and then had to

explain that, well, you see,

I used to work here. No, it

wouldn't work. Both the

staff and I would be em-
barrassed.

"So I had to make a deci-

sion. Should I continue to

use the staff washroom
now that my conscience
said 'no'? Could I ever use
the student washroom
again once I had tasted the

illicit pleasures of the staff

washroom? Oh, the dilem-

ma!
"From then on, I used

the washroom in the Sig

Sam Library, and I was
pleased. Running out in the

rain wasn't much fun,

though
! '

'

INFILTRATION

Larry's account was all

right in its way, but it left

out of consideration what
staff members talked

about in washrooms. Ac-

cordingly, I dispatched a

graduate student, Jack
Hopper, to infiltrate. Here
is his report:

"First case. Stationed in

cubicle. Hear footsteps.

Knocking on the door. 'C-
mon fella, it's my laundry

hour! ' Obliged to leave.

"Second case. Sidney

Smith. Overheard the fol-

lowing conversation:

'Hey, George, has that

shipment of cathode ray

tubes arrived yet?'

'Hell no. When does any-

thing this goddam univer-

sity order arrive on time?'

'Look, you think you've
got troubles. I tried to get

my secretary to get me a

new waste paper basket

four months ago. Do you
think they would give her

one? The poor kid would
still be waiting if I hadn't

stolen one from down the

hall.'

'You know, I had more
trouble getting $25 for a

throat microphone for my
lectures than I had getting

my research grant.

'

'I believe you.'

Historically. U of T has

been primitive in regard to

its washroom facilities.

Outdoor conveniences
(located where the back
campus of U.C. now
stands) were used until the

1880's when the first Uni-
versity College washroom
was built. It was an archi-

tectural wonder (see pho-

tos).

The washroom brought
some early international

recognition to our universi-

ty, long before we had
Marshall McLuhan. It had
a skylight, oak panelling
and urinals as big as tele-

phone booths. Our ances-
tors were giants in many
ways.

The entry of coeds to U
of T was delayed for a year
because we had no wash-
rooms for them. A sugges-

tion to use integrated

washrooms for a while was
laughed out of existence —
after all, Sweden has inte-

grated washrooms and it

has the highest suicide rate

in the world.

Historically, mankind
has varied a great deal in

its attitudes to sanitary
operations. In the time of

Louis XIV in France kings,

princes and even generals

f

treated the john as a

throne at which audiences

could be granted. Johns
were constructed by Sher-

aton, Hepplewhite and oth-

er master furniture design-

ers.

But other ages have re-

garded elimination with

shame. In medieval cas-

tles, toilet facilities were
built high up in towers and
turrets, to elevate oneself

close to heaven to counter-

act the baseness of the act,

with chutes built into the

walls and emptying into

the surrounding moats.

MEDIEVAL WASHROOMS

It is from the medieval
period that we have taken

our washroom legacy. Al-

though waterflush systems
were known to the Minoans
in the time of King Midas,

it is only in the past

hundred years that we
have graduated from the

privy. No Sheraton designs

our fixtures. If you are

lucky, you may find the

address of an American
company that will sell you

a gilded eagle to stick on

the seat, if your taste runs

to Americana. Eaton's will

sell you a rhinestone-stud-

ded seat, if you're willing

to risk the discomfort.

The washroom today is

virtually the same in de-

sign and construction as

the washroom of 40 years

ago, despite rapid adv-

ances in other areas of

architecture. Look at the

photos of the U.C. john,

built before the turn of the

century; except for its

sumptuousness it is almost

indistinguishable from a

john of today. Only recent-

ly was Cornell University

given a $100,000 grant to

study washroom fixtures

with scientific precision.

I mention this because I

think that the washroom,
by its very nature, is a

reactionary structure. It

preserves old-fashioned

class structures by segre-

gating students and staff.

Psychologically, a man
loses his dignity when he

drops his trousers. He be-

comes human. If a bureau-

crat intimidates you, try to

imagine him at stool.

The separate washroom
is the most manifest sym-

bol of oppression at our

university, a symbol of the

undergraduates' degraded

status.

In other parts of the

world the signs on our

washroom doors would

read "Whites Only" and

"Coloreds Only."
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Over 70 per cent of (he students in the Faculty of

Music Undergraduate Association turned out to vote

for their new executive last Monday.

Ted Groat I
Mus. Ed I was voted president by a

„ei¥ s"1011 mai
orit¥ ' ^'""no Theodore Gentry (| Por-

lofinance)

Others elected were: Vice-President — fruth Maui-

son (li Mus. Ed.). Treasurer — Dan Stephens III

Mus.Ed.l, Secretary— Margerot Benson (III Mus. Ed.).

Barry Eastor. (I Musi was acclaimad SAC repre-

sentative.

Arch 17. Dent 263. Emm 20. Eng 371. Food Sci 3

This means blood.

So far the total is up to 2.056 pints, which is a lot of

drinking- as blood goes.

Today is the last day for the drive. Sig Sam is tha

place. Dents are still leading the race for the Blood

Cup. but if someone decided to rally they could catch

up and run over the top themselves.

SGS 64. For 22. Innis 17. Kno* 6, Law 12, Meds 74.

Music 23. Gnu 1 57. Nurs 35. Farm 29. PHE 26. Fi 48.

Phoh 293. Fum 140. UC 212, Vic 177. Why 4. Staff

20. Miscellaneous 26.

Nam *
ivursary colebra

acuity a

i Hous. a threader in I ordisciplinary confer
take part in think tank' sessions on
nail and hopefully far ranging series

designed as

ts interested in panici
House, attention. Bob

P»ting in

Hoke or phone 928 251

70 C"d"nic v« de-graduat. or gr.dua.e

le Chris in Mot

^ a '° nBl11 ,n tho u S . Canada, and several Euiepean cuniria.
Volunteers, mostly students and young teachers, receive tree food krdgrngs and insurance while thcantC^ A,„„„m„„ „n b. need, through th. oroaniyation lo. transportation „ and Iron, ».„„„

Mcluh.^r WnelT"".
S °" " "* "°ml"-' " tonrmunioatio™ Marsh...

sor^tlSZSZSZSSZr " "' E"™'""- 1 •=-»«• »~ «——* Prd'es

For further information, contact Paul Murphy. 95 Si Joseph St oronlo 5,925 4368

CLASSIFIED

HERE AND NOW

STUDENT'S CLOTHING — Taken in
Hade on our new or nearly new suils.
coals, sportwear. luxedos, tails, etc Fran-
kel clothing. 123 Church St 366-4221

TYPING — Reports. Essays. Theses, low
rates. I B.M typewnter. pick up and deliv-
ery at St Clair and Avenue Rd Call Mrs
Sandra Hollis 282-0798

TUTORING at all levels, including 1. 11.
1 1 1 year Engineenng and Extension cours-
es Mathematics. Physics. Mechanics,
Dynamics. Statistics, etc Call 920-2868

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT —
nished or unfurnished $130 mo 10 n
utes from UWO Available May 1st Mis
Davies 720 Talbot St.. London Ont

FOR SALE — Tape Recorder, good condi-
tion. 2 -track, excellent tone and volume
control 4 tapes included ( 1 200 ft per reel)
S75 Call D McGillis 928 2420

TRAVEL any place in a 1962 Rambler 2
door, ongmal owner. 24.000 miles, power
steering, automatic transmission perfect
condition — evenings 782 2171

PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS tutor-

92
9
5 6490

M SC de9ree m PhVSics Call

THESES. ESSAYS. NOTES, etc typed
quick, accurate, reasonable Call 459
3938 in Brampton after 6 p.m

8:30 p.m.

g Dance, with Altar Ego Howard Ferguson Hall

1

1

mmer job? You probobtv have

1 the world about it' Anyone

problems with (he Toronto

a lot ol company Why not

Telegram meet at 91 St. George.

1 p.m.

Organiiatportal meeting for Biology Course Union Bam-

say Wright 117

Danny Frances on Laws of Sabbath" Yavneli Sid Smith

2129
Geology film in Mining 8ldg. 128: Science of the Sea and

°"
2 p.m.

Value Freedom in Political Science. Ten(bookstore Rm
328 Critical seminar

8:30 p.m.

Dance with Toby Jones. 33 St George. SI 00 POTS and

Nursing girls especially welcome

9& 12 Electro performed by Mickmes el St Mike's sIli-

deer centre. Bay & Si Mary's FftEE

SATURDAY

iSsionSI 25

ichdale conce

10 p.m.

|3ir quartet

v College Drmn

TUE MAR 18

Jecond Annual Record Sale See wh<
up 5* ne. vnglB, 25t per album

SUNOAY
2 :30 p.m.

Uidenl Movement, 44 St George discussc
nam. siraiegy for new year May adjourn u

8 p.m.

onist Club presents Israel Night ai I S C . 33
folk singer Ircm Israel, Shalom Sherman

MON. MARCH 17

All day

smrock in your bullonhole. a smile in your

if for vegetarians

Radio Vardiy * ;

91 SI George*

Conlemporary M
Jl composers Ed J

K N Waltt. Branders U on Internalmnal Polin.

lurrent Mythology. Sid Smith 3050

TIRED OF RESIDENCE? Try Kappa Sig
ma Fraternity Good fellowship, reasonable
rates for information call 922 1494 or
come to 218 Beverley St

EXPERIENCED TYPIST to do your es
says, theses etc Call anytime HU 7 2641

TRAVELLING this summer? Why not try
the offbeat down in Rio de Janeiro For in
formation call 925-4284

GIRL WANTED (only) for tutoring during
summer and September 13math 421-
9545

HELP NEEDED urgently in translating
four Italian (100, short stones, will pay
Phone John —929 9775

Tp.rr

-fof >nd lloor

lunds. people and lood

Baha i Club meeting All welcome Sid

Varsity Christian Fellowship on Lalin A
Asia Wymilwood, Music Room

7:30 p.m.

Stanley Ryerson on History: lis Meanin
any Harl House South Silting Around re

NEW COLLEGE
in the University of Toronto invites applications for the

position of

DEAN OF MEN
Qualifications:

Preference will be given to applicants with an interest in.

and qualifications for. a part-time academic position within

the university.

Responsibilities:

The successful applicant will live in a furnished two-bed-

room apartment in the College He will have overall respon-

sibility for the administration of the 291 -man residence The

position falls vacant July 1

.

Fill out form-below if you wish to apply:

Or D. G. Ivey,
New College
UofT

°ear Principal:

Please consider my application for the position of New College Dean of

Men Please find attached a resume of my qualifications.

Yours sincerely.

WED. MAR 19

1p.m.
Fuel & Fallacy on Pels for Research All ammal lovers and

such types gainer in Sid Sm.ih 21 IB to opreu revolu
nonary sentiments and hear Or Chnstensen, Director of
U ol T Laboratory Animal Science Bnng your own per*.

Noon
Coneeplsollhe 'lree university " Room \03 Mechanical

Bldg

1:16 pm.
Folk Duel by Paula and Audrey Wilson Hall Cotlee Shop.

New College II FREE

4 p.m.

Or R W Jackson. Science Council ol Canada, the Physi

cist in Iho Crystal Ball. Room 102 Mechanical Bldq

All Authors who have not yet received
payment for work printed in CATALYST,
please nng John at 924-0073

Desperate'! Need to come homo early
from Europe Wish to exchange two or one
CUS flights No 4 May 27)Sept 9 for No 5
May 29 -A

Desperated Need to come home early
from Europe Wish to exchange two or one
CUS flights No 4 May 27 Sept 9 for No 5
May 29-Aug 29 Call Karen or Lee 924-
4794

s Suvorov Srd Sm

6 p.m

intervene in the Middle East ' I
Panel: Should the

louse 0abates Roor

8:15 pm
Tjm Buck on NATO Why Canada Should Gel Out OCE

Commander

Watch lor the I

THURS MAR 20
all day

artm Hoyto mil be seen leading matorettn
while Iwiriing his snaable moustache
ipo at your lavonle look out spot

2 p.m.

: concert— Music liom ihc Mi did- Arjr-i

4

_ (College)

(Course)

SAT MAR 22

2 p.m.

Rochdale concert classical second floor lounge
' 4 26pm

Special showing ol F R Oagel s now cinematic eiliava

ganias. Rooslel Rising and Rooileu in Revolt, these

films have not yel been releasod to Ihe general public

666, The Greumad (ground lloor. adiecent lo the swim

MARCH 24

2 p.m.

J Slockwin. Australian National U on Post War Japan *

Politics and Foreign Pohcy Srd Smith 3050
8:30 p.m

Panel on Canadian Oelence Research Policy Panelists

include Or 0 M SoUndi U of T Chancellor tauner La

Pierre. McGill U Ursla Franklin Proleuor of Meri'lursy

Convocation Hall

MARCH 26

Higher Education 316 wilh Robin Row. Vice President

and Rogisirar

MARCH 27

2 p.m.

Edward Johnson Bldg concert on i»ghtr»nth to twentieth

CRISIS — Lost in Sid Smith Rm 1085
Monday Representative Spanish Authors
vol II Name in book not that of owner
Finder please nng 964-9057

FOR SALE 66' Porche 912 Further infor-
mation phone Mrs Hall 922 8485 — 4 30
pm 8 30 pm

SHARE large house on beautiful Nantuck-
et Island. Mass. Fantastically cheap at
$500 season, terms by week, month
537-6285

TOURING North America by car for two
months starting early May One seal avail

able Also G-E record player lor sale Call

Roger 487 9215

LOOKING for a place to lay about Ac-
commodation available, in student -run
house from May till June 167 HURON at
College. Phone 964-092

1

FOR SALE baby carriage, crib, playpen,
high chair etc Also oak desk and matching
chair 422 3241

BOUTIQUE requires bright personable
young lady for permanent part time work.
Ideally student's wife 30 hr week Experi-
ence preferred Apply 770 Yonge near
Bloor

RETURN flight wanted from Europe in late
June Call Mr Lang 366-83 1 1 in evenings
489 1955

a

STUDENT jobs 2 tours in Europe For a
complete description in a 42 page booklet
plus an application form, send $2 00 to
Gord Allan, 25 Taylorwood Drive Islington
Ph 247 2339

THESES. ESSAYS. NOTES, etc typud
quick, accurate, reasonable Call 445-
7930 or 755 9306 (ufiar & 30)

WANT TO BUY OR SELL ONE 190CM
head standard ski Phono Lorraine 533-
031 1 — 5 30 7 00 pm

HUNG UP? Young man, 20. with psychol
ogical problems wants to meet young
chick with similar problems Willing lo talk

about anything Phone "Blind Leading the
Blind Dept " 921 -9766 any time in the
evening from 7 00 to 9 00

Girls' Camp in Algonquin Park has openings for

University women, minimum age 19. July and August.

Need specialized knowledge in at least one area of

organized camping: such as Red Cross Instructors,

diving, archery, sailing, campcraft, arts and crafts or

dramatics. Must be interested in children.

Also, experienced typist-bookkeeper for Toronto May 15—

July I, continuing at camp until August 30.

CAMP TANAMAKOON, 24 Wilberton Rd., Toronto 5. 481-3704.

LAST CHANCE
For us to tell you what we will be doing:

THE PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ON THE
FUTURE ROLE OF
HART HOUSE

in the fall term, 1969, will be receiving sub-

missions from interested groups and individuals.

^se the summer to prepare your brief! For

further information, contact the Chairman, in care
of "he Warden's Office, Hart House, 928-2436.

GROOVY OLD

SKINS

See us at the

SPORTSMAN SHOW

UPPER EAST WING

RUGS - SKINS - PILLOWS

SKIN & BONES

670 YONCE ST.

(2 Blocks South of Bloor)

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

Now accepting applications from counsellors,

assistants and instructors in the following:

Sailing, Water-sking, Swimming, Golf, Tennis,
Riding, Riflery, Music (String and wind players).

Drama, Drawing and Painting, Graphics, Pottery,

Sculpture, also Guitar Instruments. Some execu-

tive positions open.

Graduate and undergrad, students with experience,

call RU. 3-6168 or write 821 Eglinton Ave. West,

Toronto for applications and further information.
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ENJOY
WINE, BEER & CHEESE

PARTY

4 pm - 7 pm Today

All graduates, faculty & girls

over 21 welcome

$1.00

DANCE

Friday March 21 9 - 12:30 pm
Live Music,

Bar & Free Buffet

$1.25 Men $1.00 Ladies

I
88

S3

6.S.U. 50th ANNIVERSARY PARTY (1919-1969)
Friday March 28 4 pm - 7 pm

Beer, Wine, Birthday Cake (with 50 candles - count them) and Buffet

cheep 50( cneeP

All UHIVERSITY COMMUNITY WELCOME

1
i

i

I
i

All EVENTS ABOVE AT G.S.U. HOUSE 16 BANCROFT ST.

JUST VttST OF TEXTBOOK STORE

GENERAL MEETING
(ELECTION)

Monday March 31

(1) President's report 1968-69

(2) Election speeches

G.S.U. 4:00 pm
(free beer & cheese after)

ELECTION

Wed. April 2

For All

G.S.U.

Positions
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The same people who brought
you the Sun now bring you

By GELLIU5

HOCKEY SEMI-FINALS

Dents (Pollard, Sullivan,

Jones 2. Taylor) 5, Sr. Eng.'

(Simpson, Pitts, Treen) 3;

Dents (Skelton, Sullivan, Mc-
Leod, Smith) 4, Sr. Eng.
(Cullen Crossbones, Treen,
Zabolotny) 3.

SMC took their two game
series from Vic, 10-8, winning

the second game 6-4 on goals

•by Donovan (2), Hurley (2),

Merlocco ( "Merl Oil Compa-
ny"), and Bannan, who didn't

wear off as the game wore on.

Wright, Emin (no relation to

the Xmen), Chateau Loree and
Jones replied for Vic

BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS
Sternberg (25) Singer (25),

Tanemagian (21) and You
Betcherman (22) were all out

standing as UC axolotled SMC
B(0'Connorl6) 107-74.

SMC A (Mooney 17) beat Vic
II (Jarvis 12), 61-52.

Kane had 24 as Meds took
UC II, 81-60. LazarCIs there a

lazar in the house?") and
Faust had 16 for UC II.

Sternberg's 33 points were
tops when (note substitution
for "as") UC kallikkakked
Mooney ( 15) and SMC A, 84-60.

In SF play, Lloyd Rossman's
two foul shots were the margin
as Meds (Kent 25) edged Innis

(Lockhart 18), 70-69.

SQUASH PLAYOFFS
Trin (Gibbins and Grynoch)

won their match against Law
(Laskin; disgruntled Law play-
ers plan to hold a lask-in).

INSIDE TRACK

PHE won the Toronto Crick-
et Club Trophy as team cham-
pions; the runner-ups were
given the Toronto Cricket
Club.

MO yards.

1 Bill FranklinPHE 52.4 (ties
record)

Eng;

2- Tucker
3. Field,

Pharm.

relay (4 x two laps )

' PHE (McMullen.

Eng.

Duncan,

Bobbitt.
Vincze, Franklin) 2:36 5
2- Wycliffe (Whynofl
3. Meds

CONTEST
Two answers were received

for the question, "Whv don't
we do it in the road 7 " Mr R
Bossin, FU of T registrar, re-
plied, "Because no-one will be
watching us." Faculty of Ar-
chitecture, First Year, replied
"Because then we'd have to
lay it on the line". The judges
could not reach a decision; as a
compromise, they have decid-
ed to award Mr. Bossin the
Faculty of Architecture, First
Year.

MANY THANKS AND MUCH
LOVE

To tne Intermural Office,
with special thanks for permis-
sion to quote from "Collected
Speeches Of Miss Boyd."
To Ian and Sue and all Pota-
toes. To Davidandjoni-
andmikeandpikeandsquirreland

joyceanduldisandtheuldises.
To the Quad. To Ross and the
Department of Classics. To
Moo and Uncle Rod and Bob
Boston and Count Michael and
Kim and Ellen and Mark Frei-

man, Chairman and Avatar. To
Maria and ALL-Holy Kapelos
and Wayne only knows how
many more: The Great Potato
is immanent Truth.

CATULLUS LXXXIX
Gellius est tenuis: quid ni? cui

tarn bona mater tamque valens
vivat tamque venusta soros

tamque bonus patruus tamque
omnia plena puellis cognatis,
quare is desinat esse macer?
qui ut nihil attingat, nisi quod
fas tangere non est, quantum-
vis quare sit macer invenies.

BENSON AWARD
Joan Stevenson (IV PHE) has been awarded the Benson

Award, the highest athletic honor of U of T's Women's Ath-
letic Association; Miss Stevenson has competed in 15 inter-
laculty sports and seven intercollegiate teams and this year
was president of the Physical and Health Education Under-
graduate Women's Athletic Association.

"nlinued from page 32
Varsity team was composed of
^ratten, Ross Ballantyne.

McGn
y
n

and Terry Bryon '

University took the 400
t^rd freestyle relav as they

with
another Canadian record

"n a time of 3:31.8. Blues
"'miners .Stratten. Chris

Rvn
Mike Guiness and Van

thev
°1me second in 3:22.31 as

record
bettered the former

tv

T"ronto 's team showed plen-

ary
de Pth in other events,

in lh

n

a
Placed second and third

w 400 yard individual med-
""e 400

j

esr,t
n
?

tne 20 <> vard butterfly
"Peetiveiu n
ond i

v 'y Guiness was sec-

and th
e 200 yard freestyle

'.vie h
thc 500 yard frees"

in tno ?£.
a'so finished seventh

0
100 yard freestyle.

Ballantyne was fourth in the

100 yard brea stroke and eighth

in the 200 yard breastroke.

Barry Bowerman captured two
sixth places in the 100 yard and

200 yard breastroke events.

Fisher placed eight in the 50

yard freestyle.

At the conclusion of the

meet. Stratten was voted

"swimmer of the year" and
joined Van Ryn, Ballantyne.

Bryon and Guiness on the se-

lect list of "All Canadian
Swimmers".

It was a big year for Blues

and coach Robin Campbell
Campbell will lose Stratten

and Fisher to graduation in the

spring but will have a strong

team next year. Stratten will

become the new coach of the

Etobicoke Aquatic Club.

G.S.U. EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS
The following positions are open for election:

President

Vice-President

Secretory

Treasurer

2 representatives from each division

of the SGS: Humanities;

Social Sciences; Natural

Sciences; Life Sciences.

Nomination forms may be obtained during office hours from Miss Barbara
Smith at the Graduate Students' Union.

VOTING DAY;ELECTION MEETING:

31 March 1969,

4:00 p.m. - G.S.U.

Requests for voting booths should be made to Miss Smith. G.S.U.

2 April 1969,

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

STAFF OPPORTUNITY
PART-TIME MALE CHILD CARE WORKERS

BOYS VILLAGE is a Residential Treatment Centre serving 8-12 year old
emotionally disturbed boys.

Part-time Child Care positions at Boys Village offer:

1. Child care responsibility (16 hrs.) on a part-time basis during school year and
full-time during school summer vaca'tion period.

2. A live-in arrangement at Boys Village Residence.

3. Periodic night duty responsibilities which include:

- bui Iding lock-up -\

- attention to children unable to settle J
'0 - 1 1 p.m.

- presence in building 10:00 p.m. - 7:30 a.m. (sleep in private apt.)
- responsibilities to be shared with fellow live-in person.

4. On the job training in the treatment of emotionally disturbed children.

5. Remuneration: Apartment in Residence, meals, laundry service, plus salary.

6. Location: Sheppard Avenue, just West of Keele Street. Downsview.

REQUIREMENTS: These are ideal opportunities for students enrolled at univer-
sity in psychology, social sciences or medicine. Candidates must be willing to

work for a full year at Boys Village, giving full-time service during the summer
and much lighter part-time service during the remainder of the year.

Please Contact: BOYS VILLAGE,
1635 Sheppard Avenue West.

Downsview, Ontario.

Phone: 633-0515.

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

ft APPLICATIONS ARE HOWw
BEING RECEIVED FOR:

1. Chairman, Blue & White Society

2. Conductor, U of T Chorus

3. Conductor, U of T Sinfonia

4. Director, Blue & White Band

Apply in writing to:

CULTURAL AFFAIRS^OMMISSIONER,
SAC OFFICE

DEADLINE: MARCH 21, 1969 5:OOPM
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WIN THIRD TITLE ... IN FOUR YEARS

HOCKEY BLUES BEST IN LAND
By PHIL BINGLEY

EDMONTON. Varsity Blues

are the best college hockey

team in the Dominion of Cana-

da. Fact. Blues proved that

point beyond a reasonable

doubt here last week-end when

they won the-Canadian Inter-

collegiate Athletic Union

Championship with consecu-

tive victories over Laurentian

Voyageurs, Alberta Golden

Bears and Sir George Williams

Georgians.

made the all-star team at right

wing, and Adrian Watson won
the dream team goaler award.

But these players did not do it

all by themselves or even try

to.

Success was possible be-

cause 17 players pulled togeth-

er, forgot about goals and

awards and sought only final

victory.

Tom Little, the rangy goaler

who turned in so many fine

games during the season to get

Blues into this tournament, sat

with heavy body-checking and

their ploy almost worked.

Monteith won the game with

his three second period mar-

kers while Wright and Len

Burman did the groundwork on

each scoring play.

Alberta caught up with Blues

late in the third period with

two quick goals but didn't have

the tying tally in their bag of

tricks. The game ended with

the Alberta goaler on the bench

and the play at centre ice.

It was in the final contest

thorn By THE CA TEWA Y

Blues' Terry Parsons (18) moves puck out of his own end while Steve Monteith (19) pre-

pares to break on right wing. Action took place during Varsity's 3-2 over Alberta on Satur-

day afternoon. Harvey Poon (19) and Bill Clark (10) are Alberta forecheckers.

Blues capped their climb to

supremacy sans fanfare on or

off the ice. There were no dis-

plays of overpowering shinny

dominance, no scoring marks
set, no astronomical scores

recorded. They simply did a

job on each of their three oppo-

nents one by one.

By the start of the last

game, there wasn't a Toronto

player left who didn't wish that

the tournament was over, the

title won and a plane waiting to

take them back home. They
were tired, hurting and proba-

bly sick of hockey. But they

sucked up reserves of energy
from some unknown pool of go-

power, skated out against a

rested Sir George team and

beat them.

John Wright was selected as

the most valuable player and
all-star centre, Steve Monteith

scored all three goals in Satur-

day's win over Alberta and

on the bench throughout the

three games simply because

Watson was on a hot streak.

And when the hockey was over

and the team sat in the dress-

ing room changing and shower-

ing, Tom swallowed his own
personal disappointment and

told of the sadness he felt as he

sat and watched Monteith, Bob
McClelland, Jim Miles, Ward
Passi and Gord Cunningham
taking their final shifts in

Varsity uniforms.

In the games themselves.

Blues spurted ahead of Lauren-

tian 5-0 by the end of the sec-

ond period and then held on to

win 6-3. Bob McClelland with

two goals and Monteith,

Wright, Dave Field and Mike
Boland with singles were the

scorers.

The Alberta game as expect-

ed was the key game and the

most exciting to boot. Bears
tried to run Varsity into the ice

that Blues came up with their

piece de resistance. They
didn't play great hockey but

they hustled, scored four goals

and made them stand up.

McClelland scored late in the

first frame, Wright connected

on pretty, individual plays in

the second and third, and Bur-

man sandwiched in the winner

midway through the final peri-

od.

Victory marked the first

time that any school had won
the CIAU title three times.

Blues shared the honor of twin

titles with Alberta before the

tournament started.

Looking ahead, at least the

five members mentioned
above will be gone by next sea-

son and a couple of others may
turn their skates in before

then. In short the future is un-

certain.

But this year has been great.

Amen.

SWIMMERS COP 4th STRAIGHT CROWN
Eleven records fell at the

University of New Brunswick
last Saturday as Varsity Blues

captured their fourth straight

Canadian College Swimming
championship.

The Toronto swimmers col-

lected 250 points to take first

place followed closely by Mc-
Gill with 244 and Sir George
Williams with 214.

As expected, Gaye Stratten

and Theo Van Ryn led the way
for Blues capturing two firsts

each in their events. Stratten

broke his own CIAU record of

2:04.8 in the 200 yard back-
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stroke setting a time of 2:03.97.

He also took the 100 yard back-

stroke in 56:58 just over the old

record of 56.5 which he set last

year. Gaye also swam on the

400 yard freestyle relay win-

ning team and on the 400 yard

medley relay team which
placed second to McGill in re-

cord time.

Van Ryn lowered his own
CIAU record of 49.2 in the 100

yard freestyle with a time of

48.99. In the 50 yard freestyle.

Van Ryn stroked to victory in

22.08, just short of his 21.9

CIAU record which he set two

March 14. 1969

years ago. Theo also finished

eighth in the 100 yard back-

stroke and swam on the 400

yard freestyle relay team.

Bob Heatley broke Strat-

ten's 100 yard butterfly record

of 55.7 posting a new CIAU
time of 53.87. Heatley placed

seventh in the 200 yard back-

stroke and ninth in the 200 yard

butterfly.

Blues' 400 yard medley relay

team set a new Canadian Open
record with a time of 3:46.58.

This eclipsed the old mark of

3:48.4 held by the University

Settlement Aquatic Club. The
continued on page 3
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THANK-YOU ET AL
By PHIL BINGLEY

VARSITY SPORTS EDITOR

It has become ritual in the past for the head dummy of

this sport's department to sit down on the night of the last

edition and review the athletic happenings of the past sea-

son. And, after five years at this the best university in Cana-

da and the same stretch of confinement with this newsheet.

there are many things upon which I would like to expound.

But the shortage of space on these pages (and this has

unfortunately been the case all year) prevents such a poetic

pouring out and thus the words of praise and thank-yous due

so many deserving individuals and groups on this campus

must be brief.

In no particular order, my hat goes off with many thanks

to the following:

Each of the coaches, athletes, trainers and managers

who were involved in intercollegiate sports. They've all

provided us with excellent entertainment and brought many
honors to this school.

Athletic Director Warren Stevens, Director of intermural

athletics J. McCutcheon, Miss Lea, Miss Boyd and their

staffs. Their organizational efforts have helped make U of T

the most successful university in Canadian sports.

Fellow sportsies Rod Mickleburgh, Jim Cowan, Gellius.

Jim Morrison, Bill Nepotiuk, Jim Kalman, Rich Pyne, Aus-

tris Liepa, John Cameron, Paul Vesa, Dave Powell, Art

Stein, Dave Frank, Mike Kesterton, Paul Henry, Rowland

Griffin and all the photographers who have contributed to

this paper. All gave unselfishly of their time and ideas in an

effort to make our coverage interesting and complete.

The loyal fans who turned out to support Blues in every

sport. Attendance at Varsity home football and hockey

games was unmatched by any other student body in the

country.

The few understanding people who read our pages each

issue without ripping them up in disgust or using them to

wrap garbage in.

Fianlly I would like to thank my parents who made my

presence at the Varsity possible and my landlord, grocer

and barber who made it all necessary.

NOTES . . . Professor J. McCutcheon, director of interfa-

culty athletics, has been awarded the Loudon Trophy. The

Loudon is given annually to the person at U of T (either a

student or a member of the staff) who by the decision of the

Athletic Directorate is deserving by reason of outstanding

services in the promotion and advancement of athletics at

the university during the current year . . . Swimming Blue

Gaye Stratten has won the Biggs Trophy which is presented

annually by the family of the late Dr. G.M. Biggs, Meds 04

and awarded to the undergraduate who has contributed

most to university athletics from the standpoint of leader-

ship, sportsmanship and performance . . . Defenceman Bill

L'Heureux and forwards Paul Laurent (for.the fourth year

in a row),Ward Passi and Steve Monteith were selected to

the Senior Intercollegiate Hockey League first all-star

team. Goaler Adrian Watson and winger Gord Cunningham

were voted to the second team ... The winners of the elec-

tion for the 1969-70 Athletic Directorate have been an-

nounced. Don Karn (III Vic), Terry Bryon (II pre-Medsl,

Mike Killoran (I Spec), Mark Slater (III PHE) and Peter

Adamson (IV Trinity) will serve on next year's directorate

Bruce Dempster was chosen to the SIBL all-star team.
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From left, Bob McClelland, Jim Miles, Gord Cunningham, WW ,„,!

si, and Steve Monteith prepare themselves for their «jP"

games as Blues before Sunday's win over Sir George Willi
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